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TO MOTOR WORLD READERS:

' Fore-knowledge is,’ the knowledge worth while. It

permits things to be seen in the light of todayfinot in

i the shadows of yesterday. It permits both intelligent

I planning and intelligent execution. It is the basic reason

i for this Advance Show Information Number.

i It has long seemed that what show-goers most desire , - -,

: is information regarding what they will see, not what i: they have seen, and MOTOR WORLD has made a . 1:7

; faithful effort to serve that purpose. Not all of the ' '

l intending exhibitors have extended that co-operation

1

l

  

. which reasonably was to have been expected and where . i ;

5 information is lacking, it is due to that cause alone. We ii i v

I"; ourselves exhausted every resource to obtain it.I t l ' It is issued sufficiently far in advance of the opening iélt

' : Of t ' ihe first of the National Shows to give to the dealer

‘ ; fore-knowledge that will truly light his way and assist

‘ ,1 his study of exhibits and facilitate his plannings and

i - their consummation.

The new things, the improvements —* the changes

made by manufacturersaand the prices~ and more than

all else, the selling features of the respective wares are

presented as they never have been presented before.

THE PUBLISHERS.
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PushTHIS B mperPocket BIG Profits

You pass up good—big—substantial profits if you do not put YOUR push back of

the HARTFORD BUMPER.

Do you realize that out of the 900,000 cars sold-hand in use today—NOT ONE came

from the factory with a bumper as STANDARD EQUIPMENT P

And further, do you know that no bumper has ever met with as BIG and IN

STANTANEOUS demand as the

 

 

  

Already' over 3,000 HARTFORD BUMPERS have been sold—and we have yet to receive anything but bouquets.

But 3.000 15 only a BEGINNING. REMEMBER there are 900,000 cars on the roads todayI not one of which was factory

equipped with a bumper. And this tremendous number will be further augmented with the advent of 1913’s models. t

WIII probably reach the ONE MILLION MARK.

Here‘s a proposition then. that ives the DEALER the biggest opportunity for cleaning up handsome profits on a car

accessory that NO MANUFACT RER INCLUDES AS REGULAR EQUIPMENT.

For a long time to come the Bumper Field is the Dealer’s Field—EXCLUSIVELY.

The HARTFORD BUMPER is the ONLY bumper that can be attached to the frame of the car \VITHOUT DRILL

ING A SINGLE HOLE. An auto wrench is the only tool needed—and the attachment can be made IN FIFTEEN

MINUTES. When "on" the Hartford bumper actually strengthens the frame.

Finished in Black. Brass or Nickel. Made in four sizes with special type for Ford cars and Underslung cars.

Large $20.00 Medium $16.00 Small $12.00 Special Ford Type $12.00

Write us today and have us send you full information about this new Hartford Agency Proposition.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION C0. Enw-,X;,‘{:§,IF°“” Main Mice and Factory _‘,Z‘§.,e"y"g"§f§f§'_

B R A N C II E S

NEW YORK. . . . . . . . ..l700 Broadway BOSTON . . . . . .3l9-325 Columbus Ave. KANSAS CITY . . . . . .1524 Grand Ave.

NEW YORK. . .212-214 West 88th St. CHICAGO ..l458 Michigan Ave. NEWARK . . . . . . .. ..289 Halsey St.

IERSEY CITY. .. .141-143 Morgan St. DETR()IT.. . .803 Woodward Ave. PHILADELPHIA . . . . . .1437 Vine St.

\ INDIANAPOLIS. I ., 448-450 North Capitol Blvd.

DISTRIBUTORS—NORTHWESTERN: Reinhard Bros. Co.. Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. CANADIAN: ohn Millen & Son,

Montreal, Toronto Winnipeg and Vancouver. Canada. SOUTHERN: Elyea, Austell Co.,Atlanta. Ga. ACIFIC COAST:

Chanslor 8: L on Motor Supply_ Co., San' Francisco, Los An eles and Fresno, Cal. ' Portland. Ore on; Seattle and S okane,

Wgslli). llCINg NNATI: Coughlm & Davis, 7th and Walnut .ts., Cincinnati, 0. TEXAS: Fisk go. of Texas, San ntonio

an a as, exas.
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Our Thin Leaf Pleasure Car Springs Are the

Easiest Riding and Most Durable Made in the World

  

 

Our High Grade Commercial Car Springs Are an

Insurance Policy Against Interruptions in Service

 

 

  

The completion of our new factory, the largest ex

clusive spring factory in the world. giving us a total

floor space of three and one-half acres, provides

deliveries to suit your requirements, however large.

l

The Perfection Spring Company

C . MAIN OFFICE AND PLANT No. 2

“Hal Avenue and E. 65th Street CLEVELAND, OHIO

\
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“There’s Where YOU Are Wise!

Tlra10ther Fellow 1s a Menace to Everyone’sSalety "

Nine-tenths of all automobile accidents are caused by

skidding and by foolish dependence on rubber alone. In

these days of crowded streets and congested trafiic, the

motorist who does not take precaution to guard against

every possibility of disaster is next to criminal.

“The ever-present danger that is quite as much of a

terror to the experienced driver as it is to the novice is

skidding. Tnere is nothing that makes a man loose his

nerve so thorOughly or dread a repetition of the experi

ence so keenl as a bad skid that ends in a broken wheel

against a curb, or that makes matters far worse by "side

swiping" a moving trolley car. To feel the car start to

slide from under you, aiming directly at the nearest ob'

struction, despite all manipulations of the wheel and

brakes—yell, once is too 0 ten."

Anti-Skid

Slipshod Trailic

WeedTraffic policemen. by the hundreds, interviewed in all the

large cities throughout the country, express the unanimous

opinion that their work would be greatly reduced; that nearly

all skidding accidents would be eliminated if motorists Would

take the precaution of always carrying WEED CHAINS, and

putting them on when the roads and pavements are wet.

slippery and uncertain, or covered with snow.

On the Rear Tire:

they afiord perfect traction and

adequate brake control.

On the Front Tires

they act as ladders to enable the

front wheels to easily climb out of

mtrd-ruts, car tracks and all un

even places in pavements or roads.

always insuring absolute steerin

 

Some of these guardians of pub

lic safety go so far as to say that i

the time is not far off when State

Legislatures will make the use of

W ED CHAINS compulsory. for

the prolection of life and property.

Make Safety Your:

Take no chances. Fully equip

your own car with WEED C {AINS

and insist. for your own protection, control, eliminating all chance 0

that other drivers do the same. the front wheel skid.

If you haven't a set of WEED CHAINS. or if you have a iair

for the rear tires only, get a full equipment now. Delay is an

gerous. Stop at your dealers today and WEED CHAIN your

car to safety.For Sale by All Reputable Dealers I

WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP C0.

28 Moore Street New York

Location at New York Show—Grand Central Palace—Booth No. 427

Location at New York Show-f-Mldison Square Garden—Booth No, 142

Location at Chicago Show-—Booth No. 14

Location at Boston Show—-Booth F-554
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Remember This

The cheapest oil is the one

that costs you the least per

year.

q] A saving of 10 or 15 cents per

gallon in the cost of oil is sure

to be oHset many times by great

ly increased repair bills, undue

wear, loss of power and the many

other troubles arising from the

use of poor oil.

We know MONOGRAM is a

good oil and it has been so

considered since the very start of

the automobile industry.

q] If you do not care to purchase

MONOGRAM OIL at least

be E you are getting one of

the well-known standard brands

when you ask your dealer for oil.

NEWYORK LUBRICATING 011. CO.
Consolidated with

Columbia Lubricants Co. of N. Y.

116 Broad Street, New York City

BRANCHES AT NEW'ARK, BOSTON, CHICAGO.

CLEVELAND, PHILADELPHIA, SEATTLE, SAN

FRANCISCO, [..OS ANGELES, SPOKANE; LON

DON. ENG; JOHANNESBURG. SO. AFRICA
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TUDY the illustrations!

They show how you can

“I double the efficiency and

profit of your heavy

service truck.

  

 

The upper cut shows the “traction” wave

always formed in the ordinary continuous

tire under heavy load This wave, caused

by the bulging of the rubber, works into

the base and tears the tire from its fasten

 

ings- It can’t be avowed in any ordinary Showing traction wave in ordinary continuous tire.

way. Then, tOO, this wave forms a (2011- (A) indicates where wave form". (5) indicates base

stant hill'ethe tire is always climbing, re- where roll and trend separation bet-4:.

a tarding progress, reducing power efiiciency.

Contrast this con- |

dition w i t h the

Tittstone
Continuous Base—Notched Tread

a} The lower cut shows how the Firestone

'A ~ Notched Tread overcomes the wave, by

' ! preventing its formation. This is not an

individual block tire, with tread-tearing,

metal-retaining plates. The Firestone con

tinuous base is of the same tough, resilient

compound as the tread. These tires hold

the road, increase traction, absorb all

vibration.
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Get the full facts. They mean Economy

and Increased Profits.

 

Firestone Truck Tires for Every '

~: i Type of Car, Every Load,

Every Road Condition

’T"“Fqé'lflhflfOTV-g?'

‘H: The Firestone Line of Truck Tires has in

i it the tire, solid or pneumatic, you need

for your particular service. Get the books

which tell the story. Ask, as well, for

Quick Removable Rim facts. They are

valuable.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

“America’s Largest Exclusive

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Ti" and Rim Makers” Showing how Firestone Notched Tires overcome

destructive traction wave. (A) indicates wave passing

Akron. Ohio—Service $1860"! EVQI'YWhel'e off into space between blocks. (B) indicates continuous

“ base—assuring absorption of vibration in every direction.
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and H. P. jones, president of I’hineas

RECEIVERSHIP FOR MATHESON

TO ASSIST REORGANIZATION

Financial Stringency Leads to Action

by Creditors—Second Time in

Two Years—President is

Made Receiver.

 

 

l'. "- "r consent of its creditors. and as

x mm of relieving its financial strin

r1 :- ri of permitting reorganization, the

lll'U :1 Automobile C0. of \\'ilkes~l3arre,

Fr '11- ;hccd in the hands of a receiver

<' F: .n i1~'.201l1 inst. lts president, \‘V.

C F M. was named by the court to

Wt r'nat capacity. It is the second time

01' r .tcittl in that role for the com—

:r- it vars ago, when it became finan

<- r'med, he was named receiver

1:1. :rr'ly took such a liking to the

' \- Pa'. when it was reorganized and

Us". .' --‘ court he be ' i

.. . came its rest
krt p

r: "ll three months the Matheson

If?!) has
been feeling the pinch and

-1 eatering into the considerations of

‘11"::- M. It was first thought possible

'°-"“-'-:t the company by bringing about

I mam-n of stocks and

bonds in ex
*"imrnewsto
m PM." ck, about 80 per cent. of

t .r Men and 60 per cent. of the

“9:1'3—""'¢1nr agreeable to the plan; but

mam-rd have required considerable cap

L b not all of the stockholders and

lsPlayed a friendly disposition,

‘ mung“; abandoned. Accordingly, at

mus: the creditors on Thursday

in L“ temed tor the best interests of

ppointed, which

.at a "up." be a

Rim I

1! taken on the petition of the

lzneto Co.

u; rammtttee of three also wa

l'm the receiver in his

in out the Math

fed of G

"mm Cu

‘ Hedi

“Hid”: of

  

s chosen to

efforts to

eson affairs; it is

Jilin. treasurer of the Bosch

.Iho also acted as chairman

tori‘ committee; E. S. Fretz

the Light Mfg. & Foundry Co:

‘

joncs & Co.

In round figures, the Matheson indebt

edness is $000,000, apart from its outstand

ing capital stock of $2,500.000; its estimated

asst-ts are in excess of $1,000.000.

 

Mead Engine Men Enter Speedwell.

Several men identified with the Mead En

gine Co. of Dayton, 0., which manufac

tures a rotary valve engine. have acquired

an interest in the Speedwell Motor Car Co.,

of that city, which, it is stated, probably

will utilize the Mead engine, at least to a

certain extent. As a result of the transac

tion. Adam Schantz, of Dayton. and George

Sohnucn, of Hamilton, 0., will become di

rectors of the Speedwell company. P. D.

Schenck, president of the latter, who also

is the head of the Dayton Malleable Iron

Co., is understood to be desirous of devot

ing more time to the latter interests.

 

Sparks-Withington Takes up Horns.

Although it already has produced 7.000

of them, the Sparks-Withington Co. of

Jackson, Mich. just has made public the fact

that it formally has taken up the manufac

ture of electric horns. Heretofore it has

confined itself chiefly to engine fans. De

rived from portions of the company name.

the Sparks-Withington horn is styled “Spar

ton." It is of the motor driven type, made

in both dash and nnder-the-hood patterns.

It is offered as the “first electric horn of

real quality and efficiency sold at a quantity

price," viz.. $9, $12 and $15.

Pope to Secure Massachusetts Charter.

To carry out a move which it is known

has been in contemplation for several

months, the directors of the Pope Mfg. Co.,

of Hartford, have voted to take out “papers”

as a Massachusetts corporation, in which

state the chief ownership lies. The Con

necticut charter, of course, will be surren

dered. and the stockholders will be offered

the privilege of exchanging their Connecti

cut stock for shares in the Massachusetts

company on a share for share basis.

 

 

 

srrwnihnrs thank AND

BIG CORPORATION rrsuns

Two Companies Combine with $11,

000,000 Capital, but Will Market

Speedometers Separately—Pat

ents a Factor in Deal.

 

 

After a succession of small rumors, each

of which was put to rout by the persistency

with which pending patent litigation was

pressed. the Stewart and “'arner speed

ometer intere~ts finally have become one,

under the style Stewart-\Varncr Speedom

eter Corporation, which has been incorpor—

ated under the laws of Virginia with an au

thorized capital of $11,000,000.

The transaction is practically in the na

ture of a purchase of the \\'arner Instru

tnent Co. of Beloit, \\'is., by the Stewart 8:

Clark Mfg. Co., of Chicago. and no secret

is made of the fact that the merit of certain

of the \\':\rner patents eon-ring the mag

netic principle as applied to speedometch

largely influenced the deal.

Specifically, the new corporation acquired

not only the business of the two companies

involved, bttt the patents owned by j. K.

Stewart, of Chicago, and A. P. and C. H.

\\'arner, of Beloit, which it believes places

it in position to dominate the production of

spcetlometers utilizing the magnetic princi

ple.

Stewart, who is the present head of the

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., will become head

of the Stewart-“'arner Speedometer Corpo

ration, and C. B. Smith, also of the Stewart

establishment, will be made secretary and

treasurer. The vice-president and the direc

tors have not yet been selected. It is offici

ally stated, however, that the organization

and management of both the Chicago and

Beloit plants will remain unchanged and

that the productions of each factory will

be handled separately.

It is understood that the Warner brothers

probably will retire from active participa

tion in the business. Some time since thcy

 
 

a.
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acquired a gold mine in Mexico in which

pay dirt was struck after a long period of

discouragement, during which stock freely

was offered with few takers. They now are

said to be deriving more than handsome

income from that source. They also are

credited with having netted between $1,

750,000 and $2,000,000 from the sale of their

speedometer interests to the new Stewart

\/Varncr Speedometer Corporation, but none

of those in position to speak with author

ity will either confirm or deny these

figures.

Of the capital stock of the Stewart—War

ner Speedometer Corporation, $1,000,000 is

represented by 7 per cent. cumulative pre—

ferred shares, redeemable at 110, and the

remaining $10,000,000 by common stock.

\Nhite, Weld & Co., bankers, of New York

and Chicago, who financed the enterprise,

will acquire all of the capital stock and a

block of the common, at least some of

which, in due course, will be offered to the

investing public.

The new turn of affairs, of course, will

terminate the suit for infringement which

for more than two years has been pending

in the Federal court in New York and

which was brought by the \Narner com

pany against the Stewart & Clark company;

it involves patent No. 823,237, and the case,

as Motor World stated last week, is about

due for retrial, the retrial being made neces

sary by the illness of the judge who first

heard the case and whose disability is such

as to make it impossible for him to render

a decision.

Crescent Company to Continue Ohio Car.

The Northway interests, which recently

purchased the plant and other assets of the

bankrupt Ohio Motor Car Co., of Cincin

nati, will continue the manufacture of the

Ohio car under the style Crescent Motor

Co., of which R. E. Northway is president.

The Northway Motor Co. itself will pro

duce engines for the trade in a portion of

the former Ohio plant.

Peerless Adds $7,000,000 to Capital.

The Peerless Motor Car Co., of Cleve—

land, 0.. has filed notice of an increase in

its capital stock from $3,000,000 to $10,

000,000. Men already identified with the

company recently largely increased their

holdings, and the increase of capital is de

signed to carry out plans which they have

in view.

Broadway Store to Change its Name.

Through Sidney \Vhittemore, its presi

dent, the Broadway Auto Accessories Store,

Inc., of New York, has applied to the courts

for authority to change its name to \Vhit

temore-Sim Co., Inc. The change will be

made early next month.

212mm CARBUREITER TAKEN

mm cowgmomanc

Chicago Maker Alleges Foreign Device

Is an Infringement—Two Little

Known Patents Brought

to Bear.

Bringing to bear two little known pat

ents, the Stromberg Motor Devices Co., of

Chicago, has brought suit in the Federal

court in Detroit against the Zenith Car

buretter Co., of Detroit, which patents, of

course, are claimed to be infringed by the

Zenith The latter is of for

eign origin, where it has attained a wide

popularity.

formed only about a year ago and gradually

has been attaining headway.

The patents involved are one granted to

G. Y. Ahara in 1901 and the other issued

in 1905 to 15. C. Richard. The former pat

ent describes what broadly is claimed to

cover a carburetter producing a proper mix

ture of fuel and air automatically and with

out moving parts for all speeds.

The Richard patent covers a specific fea

ture of construction claimed to be neces

sary to any “plain tube” carburetter; it de

scribes a “U-shaped tube extending into

the mixing chamber, the other end being ex

posed to atmosphere, combined with other

features found in all modern carburetters.”

The Ahara patent is No. 684,662 and the

Richard No. 791,501.

instrument.

The American company was

Ends Interference With Mercedes Owners.

Prosecution of Mercedes owners in Amer

ica by the Daimler Mfg. Co., the American

manufacturing licensee of the Daimler Mo

toren Gesellshaft, of Untertuerkheim, Ger

many was ended Monday last, 23rd inst.,

after a short period during which the Amer

ican Daimler company had caused consid

erable ill feeling among owners by its ef

forts to exact a license fee from the pos

sessors of the German cars which they

themselves imported. \N'hen the

company, in the Supreme Court for New

York county, asked a permanent injunction

preventing this the

American Daimler saw a light and consent

ed that a temporary injunction be issued to

the applicants.

This restrains the American Daimler

from carrying on its license prosecutions

during the pendency of the suit, and the

representatives of the German company

state that the American concern has agreed

to submit to a permanent injunction. also,

which will leave the owners free from mo

lestation. The complaint of the parent cor

poration was based upon a clause in an im

porting contract which provided that Amer

parent

demanding of fees.

ican Mercedes owners who had made bona

fide purchases were not to be molested and

that if the American Daimler believed it

had any cause for complaint it should take

up such matters with the German com

pany.

Referee Refuses to Confirm Lion Sale.

At a receiver’s sale of the assets of the

Lion Motor'Car Co., of Adrian, Mich., on

Friday last, the property was bid in by A.

O. Dunk, of the Autoparts Mfg. Co., of

Detroit, for $7,000. The referee in bank

ruptcy, however, refused to confirm the

sale, considering the price insufficient, the

property having been appraised at $32,000.

Accordingly it was again offered for sale on

Tuesday, when Samuel L. \‘Vintermitz, of

Chicago, tendered a bid of $12,250. The ref

eree, however, withheld confirmation for

one week, and has let it be known that no

bid of less than $12,750 will be confirmed.

It is stated that citizens of Adrian are so

anxious to revive the Lion business that

they will assure a bid of that amount, and

also give a bonus of $10,000 to the pur

chaser provided he _agrees to continue the

business in their city.

Schrader Stops Another Gauge Maker.

On Wednesday, 18th inst., Judge Hum

phreys, in the United States District Court

in Chicago, granted the preliminary injunc

tion prayed for by A. Schrader's Son, Inc.,

of New York, against E. Edelmann & Co.,

of Chicago, restraining them from manu

facturing, selling or in any way infringing

the Twitchell tire gauge patent which is

owned by Schrader’s Son. The Schrader

allegation, of course, is that the Edelmann

“Economy” gauge infringes the Twitchell

patent, No. 927,298, which. is claimed to

cover all pencil _types of tire pressure

gauges. In the Federal court circuit in New

York, the New York Sporting Goods Co.

already had been enjoined from selling the

Edelmann.

Cartercar Establishes Southern Branch.

The Cartercar Co. of Pontiac, Mich., has

established a depot at 242-244 Peachtree

street. Atlanta, Ga., which will be in the

nature of a Southern branch. It will con

trol and supply all Cartercar agents in the

South. It will be in charge of \V. C. Ma

lioney, who for many years represented the

Cartercar interests in the South.

Gibneys to Assume Company Title.

James L. Gibney & Bro., of New York,

who market the Gibney solid tires and Elec

Trick vulcanizers, have applied to the Su

preme Court for permission to change their

name to Gibney Tire & Rubber Co., Inc.

The personnel of the company, however,

will remain unchanged.
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EXPOR10F AMERICAN CARS

5110118691611“ 111 0CTOBER

Surpasses Shipments of Year Ago by

Good Margin—British Territory

Lessens its Purchases—Amer

ican Possessions Increase.

 

While it 1~ possible. but not probable,

that the Bfllish protest against the so

ulled 111\J§1u11 by American cars may be in

some n1ea~ure responsible for a falling off

111 shipments of cars from the United States

10 England and some of her possessions

d111an Uclobcr last. this retrogression in

exports was more than made up in other

qaflfl: and. as a result. October. 1912, sur

passe‘ Httuber. 1911. by 09 per cent. in

aural-er and 52 per cent. in valuation. Their

menu- gains were 600 cars and $540,719;

the exports of October, 1911, were 952 cars

valued at 51.043.093, and those of October

114 1.012 cars with a valuation of $1,583,

311

.\~ hp lit‘t'll the case for many months

gau. 1110,1113 ~howed the greatest gain of

an; 01' 'hr twelve geographic divisions into

at. It the Federal statistics divide the

with! in export enumeration. its purchases

01:11- in October last being greater in

m'er by 212 and the valuation showing

9159 better than in October, 1911. While

'3’ 1‘ i Kain of 110 per cent. in number

1’4 77 per cent. in valuation, Germany

"J'l- tir~t on the percentage basis. its im

ports of October last increasing by 800 per

cent. in number and 690 per cent. in valua

tion; this gain represents 40 cars and $39,

688.

The United Kingdom came precariously

close to being registered in the loss col

umn both in number and valuation, but

while its takings of American cars in the

last October were 52 greater in number, a

gain of 24 per cent., the valuation side of the

table shows a decrease of $17,531, a loss of

7 per cent. This is accounted for by the

fact that the average value of cars shipped

to the United Kingdom in October, 1911,

was $1,113, while in October, 1912, it fell

to $828.

At the same time British Oceania territory

showed a 1055 of $18.320, or 7 per cent., in

value, and. with a gain of but 2 cars, or .7

per cent.. nearly registered a decrease in

number of cars taken. The only division

which lost in number and value was Mexico,

whose buying of American cars fell off 6.

or 20 per cent.. in number and $8.801, or 23

per cent., in value.

In percentage of gain in number Ger

many is followed in order by Other Coun

tries, Asia and Other Oceania, Italy and

France. and in the value percentage table

by Asia and Other Oceania. Other Coun

tries. ltaly and South America.

Automobile parts, exclusive of engines

and tires, to the value of $328,700, were ex

ported in October, 1912, which is a gain of

$15,409, or 5 per cent., over the $313,291

which the October. 1911, shipments cost

the purchasers. The total value of' cars

sent to foreign countries for the first ten

months of the present year, $19,830.111,

showed better by $7,227.984. or 57 per cent.,

than $12.t>08.127. the figure for the same

period of the preceding year.

Non-contiguous possessions of the United

States received cars and parts to the amount

of $211,207 in October iast and $124,131

in the same month of 1911. an increase of

$87,130. or 70 per cent. For the same pe

riods the latter gained in number of cars

by 92 or 142 per cent. Although Hawaii,

with 42 more cars. leads in numerical gain in

number of cars taken. the Philippines. with

39 more cars. forged upward by 1300 per

cent. and by 1085 per cent.. or $42,921, in

the increased total valuation of its prod

uct. The order of the four {)OSSt‘salUHS in

number of cars taken is Hawaii, Philippines,

1‘orto Rico and Alaska.

Alaska ~howcd a loss, but the figures are

not significant, since it dropped from two

cars to one.

shipped to these ])l)~\CSsit)IIS for Octobers of

1‘)11 and 1912 were, respectively: Hawaii,

$1.800, $1.358; Porto Rico, $1.550. $1.002;

the Philippines, $1,315. $1,113; Alaska, 805.

$1.100. The figures in detail are shown by

the subjoincd table.

The average values of cars

Veneer Makers Purchase Paterson Plant.

The New Jersey \‘eneer Co. has pur

chased the former Cardinal silk mill on

Iiast Railway avenue. in Paterson, N. 1., in

which city it will establish itself. The com

pan)~ produces high grade door panels and

veneer for autoittobile use.
 

r—Ten Months Ending October—

1911

 

 

 

A g, 1911 1912 1910 ‘ I I 1912
“F! "files—Exported to- Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. \alucs. Quantit_tc~. \alue~.

rmte ................... . . 14 $19582 42 $24,820 207 $637.734 360 $413,030 585 $439313

,"T-MI ............... . . 5 5.744 45 45,432 102 297,168 95 112.126 392 316.201

.113 ....... .. 6 3.782 13 9.785 106 347.652 167 192.339 254 224.436

H 61 16661166. ........... ._ 213 237,109 265 219,578 1,270 2.263.375 2,776 2,407,373 4.207 3.163.696(it; £91906 ............. .. 52 33.892 62 54,103 379 603,077 685 635.378 1.340 1.998.791

“g; r .................. . . 193 277.624 405 491,133 3,205 3.322.310 4.300 4,770,911 6.393 7.7047 72
-“ ‘4" .I.................. .. 23 39,580 17 30.719 291 531,398 210 351.007 198 320.592
v;- Thesand Bermuda... 23 21.195 35 32,418 183 280.468 236 270.994 273 283.116

hmz‘ha-(BHUICQ ............. .. 102 100.066 191 202.610 272 302,787 766 967.358 1.586 1.81, .988

1.1; dc‘m ---- ~-. ----- .. 262 248.985 264 230.665 507 377.530 1.729 1.602.383 2.849 2.586.185

53"“? (“1151084309 .... .. 42 35.262 186 167.072 248 300.405 645 647.067 1,321 1.310323

‘ “"“mn's ----------- -- 17 20.272 87 75.477 241 257.947 221 238.161 620 310,728

T1111] _. T

- - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - er ‘ 9’8 6‘1 1 1
but: :11 “mp, engines and 9:2 $1,043.093 1.612 $1.383.812 7.011 39,521,851 12,196 812608.127 20 018 $1 3

s .......................... .. 313.291 ..... 328.700 ..... 1,669,787 .... .. 2.736.550 .... .. 3.1130 110

'11::‘1‘ automobiles, and T

To 16...": ;.;)3;-e;-5566;- - -- 952 31.356384 1.612 31.912512 7.011 311.191.638 12.196 $15,344,677 20,018 323,772,221

lllt

Ca i6,1,, - - - 4 - i - . . . . . . .. 39 72,570 81 110.060 320 625.451 280 547.078 504 792.421

PGCM Rico; ................... .. 5.218 .. . .. 8,377 .. .. . 49,488 .... .. 75.073 .... .. 61.018

"a ..... ..

am ---------------- - ' 21 32.510 33 35.035 147 268.311 217 424.526 346 490.647
Pia?th .................. .. 7.543 . . . .. 8.598 . . . . . 83,875 .... .. 71.087 .... .. 99.150

Pm; : I: 1: ............. .. 3 3.945 42 46.766 180 226.648 228 298.450 412 533.111
use,1~ ------------------ .. 503 . . . .. 1.237 .. . . . 40.523 . . . . . . 41.962 .... . . 48.461

m _ , . . . . . . . ,_ .

Pam ............. " 2 1.610 1 1.100 3 4.350 7 6.060 14 1949;.

------------ -. 232 94 2.308 2.159 .. 3.:
TM ..... _, _ 7928

G ............ .. 65 3124.131 157 $211,267 650 31.300954 732 $1.466.395 1.276 $2.04 .and 1 l _ “ _ __ __ ——

“ “' ---------- -~ 1.017 $1,480,515 1.769 32,123,779 7.661 312492.592 12,928 $10,811,072 21.294 325-820-149
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FRANCE FIGURES LARGELY

IN 01310ngle RECORD

Of 78 Cars Brought into United States,

51 Came from French Makers—

Month. Nevertheless, Shows

a Decrease.

()ctoher was not one of the noteworthy

months in the matter of automobile imports.

the total number of new cars brought in

being 2-1 per cent. less in number than in

()t‘lnlit'l' of 1911 and 13

value. The comparative figures are:

less in

()cto

ber. 1911. 103 cars. valued at $207,059; llcto

her. 191.). 78 cars. $170,410. {1 loss. (if 25 in

number and $20,049.

The standing of France. however. is in

1911, she

cars to America, which was 3-1 per cent. of

per cent.

teresting: in October. sent 35

the entire importations, but in October

last her .-\merican shipments had risen to

51, a gain of ~15 per cent. and the number

beng o51'er cult. of the whole.

.\t the ~ame time all other countries 10st

hea\il_v. For the first ten months of 1911.

773 cars \alued at $1,057,281 were imported;

for October, 191.2. these statistics were 094

cars at $1.573.584. losses of 24 per cent. in

The

parts imported kept pace with the cars in

number and 13 per cent. in value.

the falling off, and from a valuation of $31,

398 in (lctober. 1911, the figure (lropped to

$18,538 for the same month a year later, a

monetary loss of $12,870, or ~10 per cent. The

first ten months of 1911 and 1912 were re

spon~ible for respective imports of $206,

992 and 8241.202, a decrease of 10 per cent.

The comparative October imports were:

October, 1911. October, 1912.

 

France . . . . . . . 35 $07,896 51 $105,754

Germany ... .. 10 34.738 1 I62

Italv . . . . . . . . . 15 23,449 7 13,324

em}. King..... 2.2 54,054 s 24,318

0th. countries. 15 26.9.22 11 20,252

Total cars. .103 $207,059 - 78 $170,410

Parts (except

tires) . . . . .. 31.398 18,528

Total . . . . . . 103 $238,457 78 $188,938

To Exploit Multiple Drive Wheel Vehicle.

The American Motor {Traffic Co.. incor

porated under the laws of South Dakota,

has established an ofiice in the Citizens’

Bank building in \\’ashington, D. C., where

it proposes to exploit several automobile in

ventio‘ns, in particular, a pivoted spindle,

multiple—wheel drive and steer truck, under

what are described as the McFarren and

Thomas patents. The officers of. the com

pany are E. S. Alvord, president Litttlefield

8: Alvord Express Co., president; S. 1. Mc

Farren, manager The Searching Co., first

i vice-president and acting manager; W. J.

D Moore, president The Moore Co., second

A. L. Kley, of New York

These officers, with j. C.

Muncaster, of \Vashington, and j. C. Meno

her, of Pittsburgh, constitute the board of

directors.

vice-president;

City, secretary.

Buffalo Electric Acquires More Property.

The Buffalo lilectric Vehicle Co. has ab

sorbed the Buffalo .\lotor \'ehicle Service

Co. and taken over the latter's service sta

tion at 178 \\'est L'tica street. which imme

diately adjoins the Buffalo factory. As a

result of the transaction. \\'. R. Huntley, as

sistant general manager of the Buffalo Gen

eral Robert \Y. Searie.

nee-president of the Rochester Railway 8:

lilecti'ic Co., and

Light Co.—both of which companies were

the Buffalo Motor Vehicle

Service Co.——have been added to the board

of directors of the Buffalo l'llectiic Yehicle

affiliated with

Co. Incidentally, the Empire State Gen

eral Vehicle Co., which is closely affiliated

with the Rochester Railway 8: Light Co.,

has taken the agency for both Buffalo cars

and trucks. The

maintains and operates what many consider

limpire State company

the finest garage and service station in Ro

elleslt'l‘.

Dead Windshield Company Loses Suit.

The \\'indshield Mfg. Co., a New jersey

corporation which went out of business

Since the action was filed. was unsuccessful

in a suit again the Erie & \Vestern Trans

portation Co. in New York City Court. the

complaint lieiag dismissed when the case

was reached last week. The loss in transit

of part of a carload of windshields con

signed to the Reo Motor Car Co., at Lan

sing. Mich“ in 1910 was the basis of a claim

for between $500 and $100. the windshield

makers claiming that the Erie company,

which was one of three carriers to convey

the shipment from New York City, was the

one which lost the goods. The Erie com

pany set up as a defense that it delivered

the shipment to in the

link and was in no way liable and. taking

the next carrier

other phases of railroad law into considera

tion, the judge ordered the suit out of

Court. -

N. A. A. M. Opens an Office in Detroit.

In line with its policy of attempting not

merely to further the interests of its mem

bers but to relieve the freight car short

age which threatens direful results, the Na

tional Association of Automobile Manufac

turers has established an office in the Ford

building in Detroit. It is in charge of L.

A. Gardner, who previously was connected

with the traffic department of the United

States Motor Co. He, of course, will be

subject to the direction of I. S. Marvin, gen

eral traflic manager of the association.

“35% " BEATEN m LAWSUIT

0N ADV13_R_TI§I_N§_ CONTRACT

Jury Decided that Pedal Maker Cor-

rectly Interpreted “Famous”Agree

ment—Gets Full Amount and

Interest, Too.

\\'hile it is not unusual for the 35% Au

tomobile Supply Co., of New York City, to

be involved in litigation, it is not common

for the opposing party in the law actions

to consider victorious when the

matter at issue is based upon one of the “35

himself

per center's" now famous advertising con

tracts wherein various manufacturers were

accorded the privilege of handing the

“3512" about $3,000 worth of goods in ex

change for advertising; but the 35% was

beaten Tuesday last, 24th inst., in the New

York City Court and was directed by the

jury to pay to the assignec of the now

bankrupt American Pedal Co. $1,050.

The suit was similar to several others, in

which the cut-rate supply company has been

involved. and one of its advertising con

tracts was the beginning of the action. The

I’edal company. in the latter part of 1910,

made a the 35’?) company

which specified that the Pedal company was

to pay to the 35% the sum of $2,800, with

the option of making payment in merchan

dise, and in exchange the Pedal company's

goods were to be advertised or illustrated

in the 35% catalog, circular or whatever its

classification may be.

The inserted

monthly between and including january and

October, 1911. But it was not long before

a usual difference of opinion arose. The

Pedal company shipped a bill of goods to

the value of $965 and claimed it was ex

traneous to the contract and should be paid

for. while the 35% claim was that it came

within the contract and should not be paid

for in money. The suit was to recover the

$905 with interest. The defendants set up a

counterclaim of $1,275 for goods not sent

because the Pedal company broke off its

agreement. but the jury found for the com

plainant.

The action was not brought by the Pedal

company but by the Personalty Liquidat

ing Co., to which Carleton S. Cooke. the

trustee in bankruptcy for the Pedal com

pany. has set over the claim.

contract with

advertising was to be

Toledo Truck Acquires New Factory.

The Toledo Motor Truck Co., of Toledo,

0., which manufactures the truck of that

name, has acquired the plant on Spencer

street which previously was occupied by

the McCreery Engineering Co. It affords

about 25,000 square feet of floor space.
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‘ r 'ltf,.\1d~s.~—l)"()ll, Walsh & Nich

. t under .\las~.tchu~etts laws; to

y, i '1"! (ah.

i d Halo—tiedlt rd Supply C0" "n

¢,- to “as; authorized capital. $10.000'

dnr car 80 t':.~'ul'te§.t - ' t

' "'1' $0100.“. C010. -- Lininfittlt)

W . l--'t'tn_' & lameali Co., under Col

.~~. authortzu' capital. $30,000; to

- r '1\ (405.

Motor Cu"

r" '.1 Ha low; authorized capital.

" _.r llkll.--l'l'llt'Cl'

$3 H n "(11 in moto' cars. L'orpomtufa

“v i YIMJiL'll Jilll t llH‘l'S.

'- 1 '.-t). N. _l.~.\lacCarr Co.. under

~r. lath; authorized capital, $1.35,

" ' - I In motor ears. Corporators—

i " '~. l\l'.||ltilt‘lt, 0. li. Fisk.

" :- .\lo-\\ J\\1'l)' Sales Co., under

l-- '

t . ". r. I'nl’ \(‘lli"lL‘3

on. .tUlltHl't/t'd capital. $5.000;

Corporators—

F' \tntih, Louis E. Stevens.

.n. 31. - Ilynaoaeneto Co., under

y- \~ a'itltori/ed capital. $500,000;

8 ' - ten motor car acce~sories. Cor

F-'"-l 5 Ktarn:y and others.

.. z \' 'l—heig'er-l'nitfal Co., under

-\ '- i low; and: ll'lZCd capital. $100.

"' ' '. vuiatture motor car duiees.

\ ' '~—- .\. .\1. Garrison. and others.

“ \ .\' J—lle~t Tire Co., under New

"' authorized capital. $125000;

1 r'u'c motor car tires. Corpora~

1"‘~.‘ I lienry, .\1. Walker. E. Spillane.

" ' :~. .\lu.—-T. 1. Moss Motor Car

C . :rr Sl.~~-»uri laws; authorized capi

“ ‘1 "t. to deal in motor cars. Corpora_

""1 .i 51"“. _l. \\'. Fristoe, E. J. Dyk

Sl’.

‘ "mitt lnd.~l':emier .\gency Co.

I . ' , . .

rim ir-auu laws; authorized capital,

1- It -b ' '- deal in motor cars. Corporators

3an T hay. Mary E. Day, 11. Roland

r.

[’u 51- :ms, la—Des .\loines Motor Car

Ce undo Iowa laws' authorized capital,

am". to deal in motor cars. Corpora

iinii—F H- H"liter. O. F. Schee, C. L. Her

e

nth" .. Mich—Essenkay Sales Co.,

‘

.

;?,;rn"l“3‘" 1W5. authorized capital,

" '- 10 deal in tire fillers. Corporators

"have: Fellman. Ruth Fellman and

My"!

Ill 'lllllllll||.'"""'flllllll llllllll'm

"I". lllllillllllllllllllll"
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man—tuna" (iarage Co.,

under \\’a~hington 1mm; authorized capi

tal. $2.000; to operate a garage. Corpora

iot~—.-\. Halterman, 1'. Y. Kuykendall and

l'omeroy,

UlllCX'~.

Machine Shop

authorized

Yaokum. Tex -Yao' mu

8: (iarage. under 'l‘exas 1mm;

V'l‘Hl'dl. $10,000; to operate a machine shop

and garage. Corpotat ,rs—l .\. Hrth and

Hirifif‘.

('hieago, Ill ~13urge~~-llme_¥ Cu. under

lllinois laws; authorized capital. $25,000;

to manufacture ear aeee~~0ries. Corpom'

tors—.\. Y. $3wyer, 1:. (l. Kuelike, F. \Y.

Bigelow.

llltllitllill)()ll\. lnd.— l‘temier .\gtney Co.,

under Indiana laws; authorized capital.

$30000; to deal in motwr cars. Corporators

—\'ictor \'. \‘ette. Dmid F. Sherrick. Tllth.

11. Adams.

.\ppleton. \\'is.—.-\pp.'eton Motor Car Cu.

authorized capital.

Corpora

Krosner.

under \Yiseon.~in laws;

515.000; to deal in motor cars.

tors—John A. Schmit, _loseph A.

John MeCann.

.\lliany. N. Y.—l\'enmore Garage Co.,

lne.. under New York laws; authorized cap

ital. $1,000; to operate a garage. Corpora

tors—Michael T. Adams. George Keeler.

William L. Hill.

Buffalo, N. Y.——.\Iar‘.'el Motor Car Co..

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$25,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

——.\1yron B. Franklin. George B. Kline.

Herman Kleinhaus.

.'\la.——Blaeklt)ck Tire &

author,

Birmingham,

Rubber Co., under Alai.atna laws;

ized capital, $3,000; to deal in motor car

tires. Corporators—Kate Blackloek. Mary

Bostick. H. Blacklock.

Cleveland. Ohio—Praco Mfg. Co., under

Ohio laws; authorized capital, $15000; to

manufacture motor car devices. Corpora

tors—H. G. Smith, J. C. Hipp, T. J. Smith,

Tony Laness, Dan Pfahl.

Cleveland. Ohio—Oldsmobile Co.. under

Ohio laws: authorized capital. $50000; to

manufacture motor cars. Corporators—P.

D. Metzger. C. H. DZH'ICS, J. J. Schmitt, O.

L. Lampus. C. 0. Nelson.

Santa Barbara. Cal—Southern California

Garage Co.. under California laws; author

ized capital. $20,000; to operate a garage.

Corporators—Herbert \V. Graft, R. E.

\Vheartly, Margaret Davis.
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llutialo. N. Y.—-1lulfalo .\utoniohile Sales

Coro, under New York laus; authoriZed

capital. $5,000; to deal in motor ears. Cor

porators--\\illiam _l. llill'll\, \\illiatn L'.

llth'rl). .\l'tud .\laellonald

()lli'; .\It)1f)l'

authorized capital.

Cleveland, Ulti-p—Nt-llia'r'r

Co.. under ()hio laws;

$31000; tn deal In tnutnr t‘;tf~. (inrpnrittnrs

--llerl>r-rt \\'. lell. 1'.. 1.. 1". C.

.\n~elm, Ii. 1'. l'irieh. (i. |..

New York. N. Y.--llt-lli~ter .\lutnr Co.,

under New York laws' :ttttltnl'i/ul capital.

SUI-5.111“); to deal in l]1)14lr cars

tors—\Y. II. l.anuford, Learned \Yhite, 1786

11. H. Senier, ()0 Broadway.

llenninu»

('uthrie

lllt‘ut'ptfl'il

Broadway;

Uhio—dhledo Sporting' Goods

authorized capital,

Toledo,

Co., under ()ltit) laws;

310.000; to deal in motor cars. Corpora

tor~—-.\. 1). Rim-rs. Cilitt‘lt'a‘ R. Miller. R.

J. Long. 1-1. .\. Bradshaw. L. .\letzger.

()liio—llitt'r-r.-tttial Clutch Co.,

authorized capital. $5.

(i'tnton,

under ()hit) l'tw~;

000; to manufacture it: itor car parts. Cur

porators-.\I. R. H. N. Nauuel, 11.

1'1. Dewees, _lo~eplt .\1. 'lztke, _lohn T. Blake.

l'il\\0ll

Detroit. Mich—Superior Motor Co.. un

der .\liehigan laws; authorized capital,

$100,000; to manufae'ure motors and ac

¢¢~~ories. Corporatora -— Henry Fraser.

\\'alter (i. Schneider. Gaylord C. Brimmer.

.\lineola. N. Y.—Na~~au Garage. lne.. un

der New York authorized capital,

$1,000; to operate a garage. Corporators—

Charles Kemlein; Frank Kemlein. .\latilda

Kemlein, all of 900 Ea~t 180th street. New

York.

Hudson Falls. .\' Y.-—l\'ingshur_v Motor

Sales Co., under New York laws; author~

ized Capital. $10,000; to deal in motor ears.

Corporators —- Leonard \Vetsell, Albany,

N. Y.; Earle H. \\'ells. Esther I. \Vells, Ar

gyle. N. Y.

Mount \‘ernon. N. Y.—Mount

Motor Express 8: Yan Co., under

York laws; authorized capital, $6,000; to

operate a motor delivery. Corporators—

.\Iarion R. FitZgibbon, Carrie C. Fitzgibbon,

Samuel Laverde.

New York. N. Y.—Durable Tread'and

Automobile Sales Co.. Inc.. under New

York laws; authorized capital, $10000; to

deal in motor car supplies. Corporators—

Rose H. Jacobs. 605 West 1.12th street;

Samuel M. \Vinkler. 524 \Vest 34th street;

Henry A. Deimel.'540 \N'est l43rd street.

laws;

Vernon

New
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New York, N. Y.—American Chain Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$750,000; to manufacture automobile acces

sories. Corporators—Walter B. Lasher,

Wm. W. Wheeler, F. T. Staples, all of

Bridgeport. Conn.

New York, N. Y.—Carron & Co., under

New York laws; authorized capital, $20,000;

to manufacture motor car devices. Corpo

rators—Arthur L. Carron, l4l \l'est 136th

street; Herman Behr and Karl H. Behr, 777

Madison avenue.

Brooklyn. N. Y.—Prospect Park South

Garage, Inc., under New York laws; auth

orized capital, $5,000; to operate a garage.

Corporators—DQnald Rathbun, 158 Rogers

avenue; Ada M. Hicks, 493 16th street;

Sadie Plunkett, 365A Quincy street.

Richmond, Ind—Pilot Car Sales Co.,

under Indiana laws; authorized ,capital

$50,000; to deal in motor cars. Corpora

tors—John E. Hays, .'\rnol'l Schaer, Her

bert E. Bradford, Charles E. Hayes, \Vm.

I). \Villiams, Edward F. Goggins, Thomas

F. Williams.

 

Sheldon Oflers Choice of Bearings.

Despite the fact that Sheldon axles long

since acquired a reputation, their manufac

turer, the Sheldon Axle Co. of VVilkes

Barre, Pa., does not mean to stand on mere

reputation, or to permit sentiment to stand

in the way of it, which is another way of

saying that the Sheldon company has com

pletely revised its line of axles, brakes and

jackshafts; besides which steel wheels have

been added to the line.

For years it made use of its Empire ball

bearings, a two-point adjustable bearing,

but the demand for the non-adjustable type

having arisen, the Sheldon people have gone

the limit, so to speak, by taking the radical

step of offering purchasers the option of

almost any bearing they may desire. In—

cluded in the options are F & S, Hess

Bright, New Departure, Rhineland, Norma

and Radax ball bearings and Bower and

Standard roller bearings. They will be sup

plied either with hubs for wood wheels or

with the steel wheels which the Sheldon

company recently developed. Carrying the

wide-open policy further, any of the bear

ings named are interchangeable with any of

the Sheldon axles, steel wheels, or hubs for

wood wheels, thus permitting a change of

bearings without changing either axle,

wheel or hub.

Also, the Sheldon Axle Co. has taken up

the manufacture of a worm-drive axle. It

is eQuipped with David Brown & Sons

worm gears and is mounted on Rhineland

double row annular bearings. The differ

ential worm and gears are mounted on New

Departure double row annular ball bear

ings.

PROMINENT MEN lN TRADE

WHO A§SUME NEW DUTIES

Resignations and Promotions That

Serve To Place Many Workers In

New Places—Few Leave

the Industry.

\V. 1. Ready, superintendent of the Lozier

Motor Co. of Detroit, has resigned that po

sition. He will become manager of the

Star Motor Co. of Ann Arbor, Mich.

Edward R. Haybell has been appointed

district manager of the \N'illys~Overland Co.

for Texas and Mexico. Formerly he was a

Southern traveler for the Studebaker Cor

poration.

“'alter I. Jordan has been appointed De—

troit manager for the Hofi'ecker Co., of

Boston, Mass. Formerly he covered W'est

ern territory in the interests of the Flan

ders Motor Co.

B. J. Cline has been appointed superin

tendent of the Inter-State Automobile Co.

of Munice, Ind. Previously he was factory

superintendent of the American Motors C0.

in Indianapolis.

1. M. Smith has been appointed produc

tion manager of the Henderson Motor Car

C0. of Indianapolis. Previously he was

factory manager of the Cole Motor Car Co.,

in the same city.

Charles Sargeant, mechanical engineer of

the Remy Electric Co. and the American

Rotary Valve Co., of Anderson, Ind., has

relinquished those duties to become chief

engineer of the Lyons-Atlas Engine Works,

of Indianapolis. He will assume the duties

about January lst.

W. C. Gray, who was appointed manager

of the Oakland Motor Co.'s branch which

recently was established in New Orleans,

has resigned that ofiice and returned to his

home in Bufialo. Temporarily the vacancy

will be filled by A. B. Challinor of the Oak

land branch in Atlanta, Ga.

G. D. Cairns is booked to sail from New

York on Saturday next, 28th inst., to Bue

nos Aires. Argentine, where he will assume

the management of the mechanical depart—

ment of the Buick branch of the General

Motors Export Co. in that South American

city. Previously, Cairnes was associated

with the Buick branch in Philadelphia in a

similar capacity.

I. H. McDutTee has been appointed West

ern sales manager for the F. B. Stearns Co.

and will have charge of the entire territory

west of Denver, which includes the Pacific

Coast. McDut‘fee is one of the best known

automobile men in the West. He founded

two companies which still bear his name,

one in Denver, the other in Chicago, with

neither of which, however, he now is con

nected.

Rockwell Produce Hydraulic Drive.

Stimulated, no doubt, by the extreme fa

cility with which taxicab chauffeurs smash

up gears and otherwise make junk of per

fectly good public motor vehicles, A. F.

Rockwell, president of the Yellow Taxicab

Co., of New York, and of the New Depart

ure Mfg. Co., of Bristol, Conn., has devised

a novel hydraulic transmission that is ex

pected to be practically fool-proof, to very

considerably reduce the weight of the taxi

cab and do away with a number of parts,

such as the gearset and clutch, that at pres

ent cause much trouble. It is understood

that the new device difiers considerably

from other hydraulic transmissions, though

the mechanical details have not yet been

made public.

Silver Badges Reward for Long Service.

Not stripes or stars, such as are worn

on coat sleeves by public employes. but ap—

plying the same idea, C. S. Mott, mayor of

Flint, Mich. who also is president of the

\Veston-Mott Co., hereafter will reward

Weston~Mott employes who have seen five

years or more of service with silver service

badges on which their names and their

years of service will be engraved. The

first of the badges were awarded last week.

when 62 workmen were “decorated.” At

the same time, these Weston-Mott “veter

ans” were presented with insurance policies,

the premium on which will be paid as long

as the recipients continue in the employ of

the company.

Eastern Plant for Holt Caterpillar.

The Holt Mfg. Co., of Peoria, 111., which

has an office in New York City, has pur

chased a tract of 17 acres on the Hacken

sack Meadows, near Newark, N. 1., on

which it immediately will begin the con

struction of a two-story concrete plant, 160

x160 feet. It will be utilized for the manu

facture of the Holt “Caterpillar” tractor.

the ingenious agricultural automobile which

runs on self-laid tracks, a construction

which makes the use of the tractor possible '

on very soft soil or uneven ground.

  

To Introduce Red Heads‘ in Europe.

Krauss & Auerbach, 144 Queen Victoria

street. London, E. C., have taken the for

eign representation of the Red Head spark

plug made by the Emil Grossman Co., of

New York, the arrangement having been

made by Emil Grossman himself during his

recent visit abroad. He is authority for the

statement that it prcsages an active cam

paign throughout all of Europe.
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John l'allerson has purchased the Cedar

nlle Garage in Alturfl. Cal.

Harry Jordan has opened a garage and

q'blmtflls in Coxsackie, N. Y.

The Black Hills Garage & Supply House,

: Deadwood. S. D., is erecting a new gar

are

The Barr Motorcycle C0.. 01 Columbus.

0 has taken on automobiles; it has the

Franklin agency.

' .\ Mchal is arranging to open a gar<

.. and repair shop in Richmond. lnd.. on

.\ "h 7th street.

A garage has been opened in Saginaw,

V t. by J. 1'. Beck; storage will be a

I ':.'t Hi the business.

\‘.--tr 8t Lennon plan to open a garage in

" lll.ahout January 1; the location is

\ " am: \an Buren streets.

\ H llmll has established a garage and

amt ~l~~p in New Haven. Conn. He

1' if at lll \\'atcr street.

\' w Rillh is abuv: to enter the trade

'5'.."‘r.'1l~. Minn. He will operate a gar

“ "I ‘Ufltllt\ and ‘tandle Ford cars.

l" Tarkington Garage on South Jeffer

\' mu". Marion. Ind, has been taken

"' .' .l lin F. Miller: Ford cars will be

tr"!

7 " ti-irigan has had plans prepared

' "' erection of a garage and repair shop

.7 \l unlit-e. \\is., on Jtlth street; it will

. ~~ 54-11)

F'll'lll H Uslt‘l‘ and Fred Thompson of

'P-‘r “1. Cal. will open a tire agency in

1" Marks; they will handle the Kelly

R1 in: line.

Pr l~l'trcsman Auto Co. has purchased

'h’ ""3 Garage in Ogden. Utah; here

!" It the Cheesman company has operated

in agony only.

.l 5 Krandall and \V. O. Connor of Dal

las. Trx. have arranged for the erection of

i Witt: on Commerce street; the estimat

td tot! is $15,011

Rll- C Smith is about to open up in Grand

Cindi Mich. under the style East End

'm; the location Is at Wealthy street

and Eighth avenue.

5m” R001. of Kalamazoo. Mich. has

intend the trade as a dealer. He has the

c H agency for Barry. Kalamazoo and

5! loneph counties.

The \‘iaduct Garage in Union. N. J.. has

been taken over by Louis A. Chatterton

and William I.. Drnttin; the former owner

was William Moeller.

Charles J. Conohan, proprietor of the

Lake Side Livery in Milwaukee. \\'is.. has

erected a garage; he will operate it in con

nection with his livery.

W. L. Scholl, formerly in the automobile

trade in Hutchinson, Kan. has purchased

the M. 8: L. Garage in that city; he has as

sumed personal charge.

Ruebuckert & \\'itt. cf Masillon. 0., have

changed the firm name to Motor Car Sales

Co. The business is to be enlarged and a

repair department added.

Richard Olson, who formerly was asso

ciated with Konrad Hegle in a garage

business in Lisbon, N‘. D., has withdrawn;

Hegle will continue alone.

Riley J. Warren and B. J. Weber have

formed a partnership in ()neonta. N. Y.,

under the style Oneonta Sales Co. They

have secured the Ford agency.

James Warden. formerly connected With

the Studebaker agency in Salt Lake City.

has organized a sclliup company in Him.

Nev. Apperson cars will be stocked.

John Peak. \\'alter Stingley and James

Colt of Manhattan. Kan. have formed a

partnership and will conduct an agency;

they will handle several lines of cars.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. of

Akron, 0.. is making ready to establish a

branch at 197 East Gay street. in Columbus.

0. It will be in charge of G. A. Richards.

Edward Bell and \Villiam Ducharme will

open a garage in Marquette. Mich.. about

January 1; a building 33 x 27 feet has been

remodeled for their use. They will handle

cars, also.

John Y. “'ilson. who has been connected

with the accessory trade in Boston for

some time, has branched out for himself;

he has hung up his sign in the Motor Mart

Building on Pleasant street.

ankenbach Bros. are about to open a

new garage in Allentown, Pa. at 5th and

Union streets; they have secured the Frank

lin agency and temporarily are located on

South Fountain street. near Jackson.

Paul W. Thiel, for some time a registrar

'of deeds in Fond du Lac. \Vis.. plans to

Milli!"llllll|||Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|||||||||lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|||l|Illl||||l|l||lllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfi

conduct an automobile business after Janu

ary l. with headquarters in Ripon; he will

handle llupp. Jackson and Premier cars.

Having succeeded the Enterprise Garage

Co. of 3211 North High street. Columbus.

0.. the High-Lane Garage has removed to

larger quarters at 211‘) the same street; the

company consists of t). L. Bott, J. C. Langa

ler and \\’. J. Bott.

Frank M. Foster. for some time connect~

ed with the Boulevard Auto Co., at Gratiot

avenue and the Boulevard. Detroit. Mich.

has taken over that company's salesrooms

and has set up for himself; he will deal in

Kissel cars under the style The KisselKar

Agency.

The \Yilutington (Del) Automobile Co.

has opened a new garage on \\'est 11th

street, which will be operated in connection

with another garage owned by the company

at Delaware avenue and West 10th street.

The new building has 10.700 square feet of

floor space.

The Bracken-Stanton Co. has been incor

porated in Columbus. 0.. with $5000 capi

tal and will handle Lee and Walpole tires at

4th and Gay streets; the otlicers are: Presi

dent. Thomas E. Curtin; vice-president,

Walter F. Bracken; secretary-treasurer. Leo

A. Stanton.

Claude Owens. one of the first automobile

tradesmen in Red Oak. 1a.. has re-cntered

the field for himself after having been an

employed shop foreman for three years; he

has purchased the repair and supply depart

ment of the ansey TJobber Co. and will

add considerable equipment.

The Grimm Automobile Supply Co. has

been formed by R. E. Grimm. who formerly

dealt in supplies at (>04 North Broad street,

Philadelphia. Pa. The new company has

taken over the premises at 236 North

Broad street, formerly occupied by the

Penn Auto Supply Co., and will conduct a

supply house.

Recently incorporated for $25000. the Des

Moines (la) Motor Co. is about to take

over the premises at 912-14 Locust street.

formerly occupied by the Herring Moth

Co. The Herring company has a new

building at 10th and Mulberry streets; the

Des Moines company has secured the Stu

debaker agency. The proprietors are F. H.

Hunter and O. F. Schee.
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The Electric Mfg. Co., of St. Paul. Minn,

has increased its capital to $50,000 and Feb

ruary 1 will occupy a new two~story build

ing. 50 x 150 feet; it also has arranged to

represent the Federal Rubber Co., in addi

tion to its other lines of accessories and

Supplies, A. R. Burr and J. E. Olen, for

merly otiicers in the C. J. Smith Co., have

joined the Electric company.

The Northwestern Tire Co., with $50000

capital, has been incorporated in Minneapo

lis, Minn, with the object of reorganizing

the company and shorteningr the name of

the Northwestern Tire & Repair Co., of 622

3rd avenue, South; the personnel of the old

company is that of the new one and con—

sists of Frank J. Kerncr, A. A. Kerner and

J. C. Rooney. The company has secured the

agency for Lee tires.

The Universal Auto Repair Co., of Hart

ford, Conn, has reincorporated as the Uni

Versal Auto Co. and will maintain a repair

department at High and Allyn streets, sup—

ply and used car sales department at Ford

and Pearl streets, and new car sales de

partment on Ford street. The oflicers are:

President, Herbert Seymour; vice-presi

dent, James P. Grady; treasurer, John F.

Daly; secretary, William J. Langdon.

Under the style Raymond & Raymond

a new garage business has been opened at

34 Sumner avenue, Spattord, Mass. Its

building is 45 x 100 feet and the floor is

marked by an absence of posts, giving free

dom in the movement of cars. G. Clark

Raymond, one of the partners. has been

employed as a tester by the Stevens-Dur

yea company, while the other, Clarence E.

Raymond, has been in the rental and repair

business.

Joseph S. Donovan, who conducts a used

car and livery business in Boston, at 36

Ferdinand street, has organized the Dono

van Motor Car Co. and acquired the Stude

baker retail business at 889 Boylston street.

The Studebaker business in New England

will continue to be handled by the New

England branch, at 100 Cummington street,

of which Philip E. Hawlcy is manager.

Also, Donovan will continue his used car

and livery business, with Alexander D.

Adams as manager.

 

Recent Losses by Fire.

Oak, Neb.—-Fuller’s Garage, destroyed.

Loss not given.

Kelso, \Vash.—Rebb & Co., garage dam

aged. Loss not given.

Shreveport. La.—Avery & Spence Gar

age, 114 Milan street, damaged. Loss, $1,

000.

MilwaukCE, Wis—Garage Equipment

Mfg. Co., 742-48 South Pierce street, Plant

destroyed. Loss, $75,000.

 
 

_ FLANDERS COMPANIES’ PACT

ORDERED BROKEN BY COURT

Unusual Agreement, Continued by Re

ceiver of Bankrupt, Objected to by

Creditors—Receiver Instructed

to Consult Creditors.

\\‘hat foresight can be displayed and

what can happen when one man is president

of two distinct corporations was indicated

in the Federal court in Michigan last week,

when it developed that on August lst, four

months previous to the failure of the Flan—

ders Mfg. Co., of Pontiac, Miclr, that com

entered

Flanders Motor Co., ,of Detroit, whereby,

even in the event of a receivership, the De

troit company was given the right to oper~

pany into a compact with the

ate certain of the Flanders properties and

continue therein the production of particu

lar parts of the Flanders~ Motor Co.'s six

cylinder cars.

It appears that the patterns, jigs, axles and

other parts of the Flanders Motor Co.’s

“six” were being made in the Pontiac fac

tory, the work being done, it is stated, with

machinery furnished by the Flanders Motor

Co. and material provided by the Flanders

Mfg. Co., the latter working on the basis

that it was to receive a fixed percentage

above cost.

As the receivership terminated this rather

unusual agreement, the receiver, the Detroit

Trust Co., generously carried out the spirit

of the neat little compact, entering into

an arrangement with the Flanders Motor

Co. by which, in lieu of the compact under

which that company had been working in

the Pontiac plant, the Motor company was

to continue in possession of the property,

the consideration being the payment ofall

its current indebtedness to the Flanders

Mfg. Co., and in addition to the sum of

$5,000 in cash for the use of the plant, the

agreement to remain in force until April

15th, next. \Valter E. Flanders personally

guaranteed the account, also the payment of

two watchmen who were to guard the prop

erty.

The Flanders Motor Co. actually had en

tered into possession of the properties of

the bankrupt company in Pontiac before all

of its creditors became aware of the pro

ceeding. Immediately they awakened to

the situation, however, three of the largest

creditors filed an objection to the plan as

favoring the Flanders Motor Co., and the

court at once ordered the receiver to dis

possess the temporary tenants and to enter

into no further contracts without consulting

the committee of creditors.

The receiver defends its action as one

“dictated by ordinary business prudence"

and maintains that the agreement obviated

the necessity of creditors advancing any

cash. The Detroit Trust Co. was to ad

vance it at 6 per cent.

 

Maxwell Indiana Creditors Grow Anxious.

\Vhile there is no doubt that the manufac

ture of the Maxwell motor car will be con

tinued, just what the reorganizers of the

L'nited States Motor Co. will do with the

several Maxwell-Briscoe plants when they

take possession next month appears to be

shrouded in considerable doubt.

As Motor World stated three weeks ago,

the Maxwell plant in Auburn, R. 1., already

has been closed; the original factory in

Tarrytown, N. Y., also is practically idle,

and the other, in New Castle, Ind., is the

only one that has been actively operated.

Rightly or wrongly, the report has gained

currency that the production of Maxwells

ultimately will be concentrated in New Cas

tle. But meanwhile some of the Indiana

creditors of the United States Motor Co.

have taken cognizance of the situation and

on Friday last asked the Federal court in

Indianapolis to modify the order of sale.

which is to occur on January 8th. These

creditors desire that the New Castle plant

be sold separately. in which event, and as a

going concern, they believe that it will

bring the full amount of its appraisal, $644,

000, while if ofiered with the other property

its value is likely to be affected. This Indi

ana application somewhat complicates the

situation, and before a definite decision is

reached the petition probably will reach the

Federal court in New York in which the

United States Motor receivership proceed

ings first were instituted.

Jury Solves a Used Car Problem.

A plea that be supposed the car was new

and not used did not prevail with a iury in

Richmond, Va, last week, when Dr. Ben

jamin H. Bloxton. trading as the Overland

Motor Co., brought suit against J. L. Lind—

say, Inc., for $1,055, the price of an Over

land car; the jury, after reviewing the cir

cumstances. decided that Lindsay must have

known the car had been used. The belief

was based upon the plaintiff's story, which

was that the car was sold originally to

Louis F. Gregory, who later was sent to

jail as a defaulter, and that after this sen

sation had subsided Lindsay took over the

car, knowing it was a used model.

Lear to Lead Columbus Dealers.

Oscar Lear, one of the veterans of the

industry, was elected president of the Col

umbus Automobile Trade Association,

which was organized last week in the Ohio

city of that name. The other officers are

R. F. Boda, vice-president; Ross Shaw,

treasurer, and A. W. Gill, secretary.
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THE SHOWS AND THE DEALER.

n "The value of shows, there always has been dispute.

Write those who maintain that if ever they served the

"1". L~11: industry—and there is no doubt that they did

F~~uth service is either no longer necessary or no longer

P» <1 that the trade has outgrown its swaddling clothes

nz- I-rger requires to be coddled, paraded or amused.

Viewed from the Unfavorable Standpoi'nt.

.T‘Ht who hold to such opinions view the annual

‘ w the light of a detriment. Possessed of intimate

Mdgt. It is their belief that they are responsible for

:t mounts to a tWQ-months' hiatus in mauufacturers’

that it disarranges all plans and alike upsets the

l‘fit‘tL-a and sales organizations. They question Whether

- -_'. influences of shows are sufficient to offset these

'1: llkttg, ‘

Benefits That Offset Ill Effects.

milliliillltr hand. there are those who as firmly believe

mm“? ’ so far offsets the bad—that the stimulating

in“; "it great as to make the national shows worth

w (M: hey maintain that. if not absolutely neces

hslarc extremely helpful to the dealer, and that

mmpn tips the dealerhelps the manufacturer, from

{m th "1 ictum there Will be no dissent. They centend

tshows of to-day are for the dealer, if not of the

dealer: that if he has not already “signed up," they permit

him to select his line under comparative and favorable

conditions. or that if he already has selected it. or when he

selects it, the stimulating effects of the show materially aid

him in effecting sales. in which respect one of the most

peculiar developments of late years. has been the number

of dealers who bring their “prospects” to the shows as a

decisive means of closing pending sales.

Awakening and Improvement of Dealers.

“'hatever may be the true value of the annual shows,

there remains no doubt of the value of the dealer himself.

.\ppreciation of him has grown enormously during the past

twelvemonth. and signs are not wanting of his appreciation

of himself and of his mission, and that the way to fulfill it

has increased and is increasing; which. in its way. is one

of, the most hopeful signs on the horiZon. The dealer is

bringing himself to understand that he is a merchant and

that the study of merchandising plans and policies is neces

sary to the well-being of his future, which means that he

is awakening to the value of all those things which con

stitute salesmanship—and there are many more of them

than even many dealers yet have comprehended. Manu

facturers are realizing that it is to their financial interest to

further the awakening and to place at the disposal of the

dealer more of those aids which contribute to the successful

merchant.

Assisting Dealers to Become Merchants.

\\'ithout appearing boastful. we think we justly may say

—and we believe the statement is amply borne out by its

pages~that Motor \Vorld has contributed more than any

other one factor to this much-to-be'desired state of things.

We make hold to assert that no dealer. no garageman. no

salesman who has read its pages with an eye to profiting

by suggestion and by the experience of others. can fail to

have been bettered. if the lessons have been turned to prac

tical advantage.

Means of Increasing Shows’ Usefulness.

The dealer's interests are Motor \Vorld's Cornerstone,

and as on occasion has been remarked. “that publication

serves the manufacturer best which serves the dealer most.”

Motor \\'orld is unreservcdly and wholeheartedly commit

ted to that policy. and because of it repeats a suggestion

offered long agt'i: that the national shows may be made of

even more service to dealers. and. therefore. to manufac

turers. if a part of the great buildings in which they are held

are set aside for the display and exploitation of such aids

to salesmanship as salesroom arrangement. window dis

plays, lightiug effects. advertising effects and all those other

things which constitute what has come to be known as

modern merchandising.

Reducing Show Evils to the Minimum.

The purposes they can be made serve are so far-reaching

and bear such intimate relation to the well being of the

entire trade structure. that even those who consider shows

as necessary evils will feel that the evil has been reduced to

a minimum.
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lMPORTERS’ SALON Wiii lliiié’f ili‘.“f3.iii‘§.l2.222;
landaulet. In the former there is no divis

ion between the front seats, the arrange

ment being similar to what in America has

come to be styled “Sedan.” Some of the

bodies of this type are fitted not with the

regulation stationary seats but with revolv

ing seats, which permit greater freedom of

movement and therefore tend to eliminate

much of the monotony of sitting still .any

length of time in one position. Bodies, gen

erally, will be lower than they were last

year, though the decrease in height will be

at the expense of the headroom. Incident

ally. the tendency toward curved roofs in

stead of the older straight roofs will be

just as marked in the foreign productions

as it has been in‘ American made automo

biles.

 

Ten Car Exhibits Representing sue

Nations to be Staged in Astor

Ballroom—Canada There .

for First Time.

Once more the very first of the New

Year‘s automobile shows is to be the 1m

porter's Salon, which is slated for the nine

days beginning and ending January 2d and

January 10th, respectively. and once more

it is to be held in the magnificent ball room

of the Hotel Astor in New York City. where

silken drapings and artfully placed potted

plants will serve to “set off" the 10 or 12

foreign cars that are to have the stage. The

ball room itself is so imposing that it scarce

requires decoration.

To be strictly accurate, there will be just

10 foreign cars on view when the doors are

thrown open, or at least such is the promise.

though among them all there is not one that

is likely to pr0ve new to New Yorkers.

Each of them is fairly familiar, with the

possible exception of one, and nearly all

can be seen almost any day in the week on

Fifth avenue. The single exception is the

Austrian Daimler, which is to be exhibited

by Healy & Co. The rest of the list includes

the following well-known makes: De Dion,

Isotta-Fraschini, Lancia, Mercedes, Met

allurgique, Minerva, I’anhard & Levassor,

and Renault.

Also. for the first time, a car manufac

tured in the Dominion of Canada will be

exhibited on this side of the border. It is

the Keeton and it scarcely will be unfamiliar

to Americans for the reason that it is virtu

ally a reproduction of a car of that name

made in Detroit.

In addition, three-American body build

ers also will exhibit specimens of their

handicraft mounted on various chassis.

They are Locke, Holhrook and Quinby.

According to present indications, the forth

coming Salon will prove very nearly, if not

quite, as productive of unusual body types

as was the last, which was conspicuous for

this reason and also for the reason that it

housed several foreign brands of Knight en—

gines, not to mention the Arger sliding

sleeve engine which made its initial Amer

lean aPPearance at that time. At the least.

Engine Exports Still Expanding.

More than the average gains in number

and valuation are shown by the automobile

engines exported from the United States to

foreign countries during the past October,

as compared with the same month of the

preceding year; in October, 1911, 381 motors

valued at $43,228 were exported, while in

October, 1912, the corresponding figures

were 862 cars and $109,610. This is an in

crease of 481, or 126 per cent., in number

and $66,382, or 153 per cent.. in value. The

average value in October, 1911, was $114,

and in the later month, $127. Owing to the

fact that all gasolene engines were grouped

prior to July 1, 1911, it is not possible to

compare numbers and values for the first

ten months of this and last years; however,

up to November 1 last 7,695 engines valued

at $943,813 were shipped abroad, while from

July 1 to November 1. 1911, 928 motors val

ued at $108,325 constituted the automobile

engine'shipinents.

\

Two-thirds Gain in Exports of Tires.

The volume of tires exported from the

United States during the month of October

last marked a substantial gain over the

same month of the previous year, the in

crease amounting to 66 per cent. The

monetary gain was $112,149, the monthly

figures for the two Octobers being $169,980

for 1911 and $282,129 for 1912. The first ten

months of the present year also gained 30

per cent. over the same period of 1911; the

the cars will be 1655 brightly painted, for it latter shipments were valued at $3,307,865

would seem that ,he effort to popularize and the former at $2,545,248. a gain of $762,

vivid shades has not been entirely success_ 617. The exports were distributed as fol

ful; the majority of the cars will be finished lows:

m {nore somber tones. with grays predomi- , Oct., 1911 Oct., 1912

mating, I1"‘lloreiizlrn countries.. $138,744 $225,704

A awaii . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.966 35,706
“21613312? the new body styles that are Porto Rico . . . . . . . .. 8.945 15,452

Closed f to appear are 3 Completely em Philippines . . . . . . .. 9,325 5,267

“wassenger inside-driven limou- Total ......... .. $169980 $282129

M
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January 2-10, New York, N. Y.—Import

ers’ salon in Hotel Astor.

January 4-11, Montreal, Cam-Annual

automobile show in the Drill Hall and

Armory, under the auSpices of the Auto

mobile Club of Canada.

January 6-11, Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland

Automobile Show Co.'s exhibit in the Cen

tral Armory.

January 11-18, New York. N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association's

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.—Aut0

mobile Board of Tradc's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 21-26, Toledo, Ohio—Annual

show in the Exposition building under the

auspices of the Toledo Automobile Shows

Co.

January 25~February 1, Providence, R. I.

—Annual show of the Rhode Island Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association in the Provi

dence State Armory.

January 27-February 1, Ottawa, Can.—

Annual show of the Ottawa Valley Motor

Car Assoeiati'on in Howick Hall.

January T7-February l. Scranton, Pa.—

Third annual show of the Scranton Auto

mobile Dealers‘ Association in the 13th

Regiment Armory.

January 27-February 1, Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit Automobile Dealers’ Association’s

Shaw in the State Armory.

February 18, Chicago, Ill—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars only.

February 3-8, Washington, D. C.—Wash

ington Automobile Show Co.'s exhibit in

Convention Hall.

February 8-15, Hartford, Conn—Sixth

annual show of the Hartford Automobile

Dealers’ Association in the State Armory

February 10-15, Chicago, IlI.--National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehiclfl

only.

February 15-22, Newark. N. J.—-N¢W :lef'

sey Exhibition Co.'s Sixth annual exhibit In

the First Regiment Armory.

______.l
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SPLENDOR OF NATIONAL SHOWS UNDIMMED
 

Settings for Both New York and Chicago Functions to be as Eye-pleasing

as Ever and Exhibits as Numerous and Varied—Mirrors and Scenery

to Embellish New York; Stained Glass for Chicago.

it! i "21p happen in the course of the

m' . ~ - 'nin_\~.thtng~ do not happen

~ . ;_-, p, in" by no means startling

it :extstence that at least one-half

t1"-l~'rtcrnth National Show in New

\ 'i r" it held in Madison Square Gar

tlr' : 'w the tun weeks beginning Janu'

I“ I '

l‘r" rmr “as a doubt that Grand

tr": :‘tlit-t- vtuuld be utilized for the

' ~t I! that that chapter of the na

I ‘ ~' a which t~ spread in Chicago would

‘¢ “we! is usual. in the Coliseum and

l' -' h": First Regiment Armory.

i'fl * )u: ago the trade throat. flRl-ll’fl

‘='-.'- w (bolted with tears. Madison

"h‘r harden was to be demolished.

: ' etltrt had gone forth. It had been

I-L'I'\""’l:“l:liock.4so to speak, and the

I '_| '

Mia“. “(qtslngo‘tt to the ground.

a“ m “‘"lhh .annu lit‘earhy everyone.

TQM-{m mm" a t e Gardens

Bu We at the thin

‘1! the

its that did not ha
mm! 0i the Garden. ppm

 

 

The famous building still stands on the

old spot on Madison avenue and 20th and

27th streets. and again will blaze with light

and glory and reflect the polished bodies,

the shining nickel and one thousand and one

other things that go to make a national

show.

In fact. it will reflect more than polished

bodies. shining nickel and things; it will

reflect men and women. young and old.

handsome and otherwise. For the Garden.

for the first time, will be so greatly be-mir

rored as to earn for itself the designation

“Crystal Palace."

Although in point of numbers he will he

overshadowed by mere sight-seers. the deal~

er is the man who will be most heartily wel

comed by the exhibitors. He is the most

important man of the show season. although

he does not always recognize the fact. He

is the quantity buyer—the man who truly

keeps the wheels of the industry moving.

He moves the goods the factory produces.

Consequently, both Father Knickerbocker

and Miss Chicago are uncommonly glad to

see him; the greater his number. the greater

the measure of their gladness. The Spun

sors of two great shows are not loath to

admit that their efforts are designed largely

for the dealer's benefit by enabling him

conveniently to select his line and place

his orders, if he has not already done so,

or, if he has "signed up." to assist him to

dispose of his goods. and more of them. by

bringing to bear that stimulation of public

interest which grows out of public exhibi

tions and which is believed to be far-reach

ing in its eflects.

When he reacth New York and first en

ters Madison Square Garden, the dealer is

not unlikely to imagine that. instead of

being razed, the building has grow" °"°"

mously.

There will he mirrors here. there and
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will have left its warming and artistic

touch.

Landscapes and waterscapes and an open

lattice scheme of decoration will impart the

necessary warmth to the Palace. In the

arched panels of the walls on the main floor

the artist's brush will portray pleasing

scenes drawn from Long Island, Delaware

Water Gap, the Berkshire Hills and the

 
  

  

“Automobile dealers are of more

vital importance to both the manu

facturer and the buyer than is the

dealer in nearly any other line of

business."—Hugh Chalmers, presi

dent, Chalmers Motor Co.

  “The dealer is inseparably con

nected with the industry. .

The manufacturer cannot be suc

cessful unless his dealers are suc

cessful; their interests are so inter

woven as to be identical.”—George

W. Bennett, vice-president, Willys

E-thlyzmmini

  

  
{titurliuuiswun

 

 

  

  

Overland Co.
  

everywhere—on the sides of the building

and at the ends. The mirrors will lend sim

ulated spaciousness t0 the already spacious

interior of the building. It will look larger

than ever before and there will appear to

be very many more cars and very many

more people than actually will be or ever

were in the Garden during automobile

show—time.

White will be the predominating color in

the decorative scheme, but there will be a

blue sky overhead—a "sky" which, it is

promised, will be “soft and fluffy." Three

immense crystal chandeliers and about 30

smaller ones will be suspended from the

“sky.” \Vhite lattice-work will predominate

in the structural treatment and allegorical

figures in white will appear to support the

overhead galleries. Also, and as has been

the case of late years, a white fountain,

likewise of allegorical design, intermittently

will play immediately within the main en

trance to the arena proper. The railings and

balconies will be festooned with flowers.

The other half of the New York show will

be housed concurrently in Grand Central

Palace, some 20 blocks further uptown on

Lexington avenue. In other years, other

shows have held the boards in both build

ings at the same time but always under dif

ferent management; but on the forthcom

ing occasion the Automobile Board of

Trade will direct the destinies of both and,

for the first time, one ticket will admit to

both buildings.

As is the case with the Garden, the first

week in the Palace will be given to pleas

ure cars and accessories and the second

Week to commercial vehicles and likewise

accessories.

.The Palace is not what might be termed

an open structure: that is to say, it has no

arena but, rather, a main floor and two gal

leries which form a deep court, or well. It

'5 "Pl 3 type of construction that readily

a‘lmlts of the use of a general decorative

flfgsllzzgidiztfic: it scarcely requires more

she grand “Kai ecoration, for the impres

impOsimz Corinfliliay and the mass‘w and

Ian columns on the main
floor contr' '
is ibute a truly palatial efi‘ect that

n .
Save: :2 tie denied—COM and somewhat

, 1' a 5, ~ -For in me p: but not during show-time.

lace also the decorative hand

Highlands of the Hudson. On the mezza

nine fioor a breath of the \Nest will be felt;

it will comprise views of the Grand Can

yon and the Rocky Mountains, of prairies

and ranches, and glimpses of California and

its flowers. Higher up—that is, the balcony

PLEASURE CARS

New York, January 11 to 18

Madison Square Garden . . . . . ..

Grand Central Palace . . . . . . . ..

43

45

Chicago, February 1 to 8

Coliseum

First Regiment Armory . . . . . ..

Exhibiting in Both Cities. . . . .

Exhibiting in New York only. .

Exhibiting in Chicago only. . . .

30

76

12

21

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

New York, January 20 to 25

Madison Square Garden . . . . . . .

Grand Central Palace . . . . . . . ..

Chicago, February 10 to 15

Coliseum

First Regiment Armory . . . . . . .

Exhibiting in Both Cities.....

Exhibiting in New York only. .

Exhibiting in Chicago only. . . .

24

42

 

 

48

18

20

—will be dedicated to the sunny Southland,

for there will be hung paintings of the

famous Florida beach at Ormond, of moss

hung roads in Georgia and other sugges

tions of Dixieland.

One week after the New York show will

have closed its doors, the portals of Chicago

will swing wide, and the activities of the

automobile trade will be transferred to the

metropolis of the \\’est; there they will

continue within the walls of the Coliseum

and the First Regiment Armory during the

two weeks, February lst to 15th, the first

week being devoted to pleasure cars and

accessories and the second to trucks and

their appurtenances.

Since first the uniform scheme of deco

 
 

“The dealer is the most impor

tant single factor in the automobile

industry."--J. J. Cole, president,

Cole Motor Car Co.

  

  

rative treatment was adopted. all New York

shows have been attractive and, therefore,

pleasing to the eye, and all Chicago shows

attractive and, if anything, more attractive

ly spectacular.

In New York, as nearly as possible the

decorative treatment has been made subor

dinate to the exhibits; in Chicago, the dec

orative scheme has been as conspicuous as

the cars themselves, when, indeed, it has

not been more conspicuous.

The Chicago show is the automobile spec

tacle of the year; it is one of Oh’s and Ah's

and fills more than half the eye.

The decorative hand always is'daring in

its originality. The mosaic temple of last

year, the Louis XV idea of the year before

and the English country estate of a still

earlier year are not easily forgotten.

The forthcoming show will be as eye

filling and as eye-pleasing, and as original,

as those that have gone before.

There will be mirrors in Chicago, too——

and many of them—for, unknown to each

other, the same desire to obtain the etiect

of spaciousness inspired the decorators of

the greatest cities of the East and West,

respectively.

If New York had not pre-empted the

designation, Manager Miles, of the Na

tional Association of Automobile Manu

facturers, under whose auspices the show is

being held, declares that it would not be

inapt to describe the Chicago function also

as “Crystal Palace."

As it is, or will be. it probably will go

d0wn to history as the “stained glass show."

Cathedral glass will be the predominating

feature. In the roof of the Coliseum will be

26 stained glass windows, each 22 feet

square and all of the same classical nature

The front of the balcony will be similarly

treated. and in the wall panels and girders

and on the railing of the overhanging bal'

cony mirrors will be disposed extensivelyi

but not offensively. The stained glass

effect will distinguish the partitions wthh

will divide the exhibits and the illuminated

signs which will be reared in each space,

Into the First Regiment Armory, whlch

adjoins the Coliseum, stained glass treat'

ment also will be carried, but on a less

elaborate scale. Nevertheless, the decOfa'

tive treatment of the armory Will be more

than usually pleasing—somewhat of 3 6°":

pliment to the manufacturers of elect"
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alin \tlilmldl’ll} l't'lllltltlhllt'tl their

. - quit in the lull—elllll tll order

"he might he Rfiillpul. l'iut' tllt'ft‘

.- -_'q.'.|titcl_t' t'e“ ilettrtt' cars in

-. J- "! Nets l-irlt' ~hnw. They

“ up in quilt!) “hit the} l.ti‘l< tn

_' '. the num tlnur~ of each of

the LlllL‘JLfH litttlilitius Wlll he of the \tltlL‘

character and ttill illtmiinztted. and the

centers nt' lmth structures \\’lll he {feet from

tiltstruetions tn the \‘iett‘ than eter het'ure.

which that and

mimtn towers (it other years will he lack

ing.

The (Film-uni will he lighted by 144 .tr('\.

he

means the tnwerin: ll't‘t'\

 

enethetl in named Eli“, and the renizt'ndet

the

same scale.

Hi \how “lll he lllllllllti;tlt"l lill the

The ~tztintd __'lt~~ will tine lili'

:1 ~lllHlttt‘tl llgltt; the tlture illiimimtiiie, light

will he cuntrihutetl liy t‘lll-it'l'~ tit rul

\\lltte slum-n ll and l" lllt‘itt“ lll Illtlllt'lt‘l

mounted utt tall and highly Hl'lltt‘n'tl'tl

inll;tr~.

S'I'RAWS SHOWING DIRECTIONS OF THE TRADE WINDS

Tendencies of the Industry Even More Clearly Marked Than Usual

‘0

“ Sixes," Electric Light

ing and Full Equipment Most Conspicuous Developments but Effects of Refining

Effort Apparent in Many Other Directions The Year of Greater Value.

- a." real lieu ~~it_\ iur c'tti~ttn number of "~i.\'es." Contrary to expecta—

'- 1‘ lllt)’ Illll :tt'utttttl--Hi t‘llt‘is

' h"n~ t't‘tll't‘~t‘lllltl‘._' the pro:

.~ "in made in the :Iutunmhile

lions. ltt)\\'t_‘\('t‘. there has heen no timterial

reduction in the numher 0t "fours." and it

does not appear that It ~t't'lt'tlS t't‘tlttt‘liutl is

' ". the pint year and the imminent. .\ll told. tltt't't: is more than .i'

' "tn—thine who hestow ~ncli

- wittltl hate .it lea~t a small '------~---

' :'-l 4“ Apt term descriptive oi

.51!“ l:

Iatl nt- ]\.trllL‘lllttl' dit'ticnlty

.atmc; it “as "ermine ~t.trter

't at!) duttlit. ttht tts the year i

' us thC year til the Clit‘ls‘l'l-rlll‘t

M'l lie the engine starter year

' t than was l‘lll; also. it will

' Hiatptnent )ettr." "six-ctlintler

' t'tc light _\tAt "

Erma Value in Coming Year's Cars.

- tt-tttty hi4 Itiiiutlttul to attempt

~'\- cylinder - engine .~t:trter '

umpuient ' electric - lt-gltt - t

'l“l' it i“ trait it may he. and it H

' . .. llht‘ J drainingI toward }

“we

- ":ne~—~i\-t‘)liittlt-r car» en

-"" .i-mplete equipment, electric

- -"'t~'r.t \alue', hut it must

i". a capital \'.

he

therefore. the

Wowflnamo0'.Obmmlmomnauuflqonmo-cc-Q-.gQ
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TRENDS OF THE TRADE
 

INCREASE OF “SIXES.”

INCREASE OF LIMOUSINES.

FULLNESS OF EQUIPMENT.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND

STARTING.

LONG STROKE BLOCK CAST

MOTORS

WIRE WHEELS.

DEMOUNTAELE RIMS.

LONGER WHEELEASES.

LONGER SPRINGS.

LARGER TIRES.

LEFT DRIvE WITH CENTER

CONTROL.

DEEPER UPHOLSTERY.

V-TYPE RADIATORS. 1

CLEAR RUNNING BOARDS.

THREE-QUARTER ELLIPTIC

SPRINGS.

COWL DASHBOARDS

Q.”.~_'>n‘~-_---..~m¢.q

a...

e..n-.¢.o.¢.o...

0......

'0*Q'OIIIIQIIIOQQI...““b.nangoaeawnouwouo.

nwonoupmvguuovsun~

to“Q.a

 

I

.\|.‘ DI the naming tlit'ticttlty

' ' ' " l-attal way out t~ tn ~tart a

“.I"

.

.

.

COWL GAS TANKS.

DIRT-PROOF CONSTRUCTION

 
 

-:. and call the .tt'ltf‘liwlllllh'

' 'ittater \ .tltte."

' ‘ t dittu'tt'tt tn pick uttt the

'1 rt the teattiies he; and lit

.- ti‘ete ltlh heen cuncer‘ed

l- ‘itttttl infill tttttte huh“)

\I

IMPROVED LUBRICATION

t SYSTEMS.

QUIETNESS OF MECHANISM.

"SILENT" CHAINS FOR CAM

SHAFT DRIVES.

MAGNETO WORM DRIVES.

NICKEL TRIMMINGS.
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-

 

It. t'ew the new (trip of cars a“. o'90 >— -.- —

 

'-. .ttltt‘s oi the old, so to

' bun picked out and are

r. .t hos. altogether. the)

- " tmt~p~iurri that is all the

- “at: and flavoring oi du

‘uit‘ (It tluttlit

I. .. ’

one oi the

I .

""l“t"“\‘m~ Ht the automo

.- a I. \\sr

--

.'-o¢-u.a

tl'IZt‘ll new "~i.\'e~." Some of them are the

lll;tlltliltt‘ltll‘t't'~

whme “fours” long have heett known and

mine are the products ht hrand new com

panies. though to none of them does the

\\'t)l'd "freak" apply in any ~cn~e oi the

meaning.

Stride-halter. Cole. t‘rnw. Herreshut'i, liltil'

t‘tmlttcts oi (‘Htt\\"l'\.tll\'t’

pre~ent

taken

()l.

and medium-priced

\\ .trren.

tie—all these nztnie~ and more tin“ ~l.tllil 1‘"

“in, .\l;trmnn, Steam» Stiitl. l.tt

"\lXL'SH as well as for "fours " The “strains

Is a KtHLfllll lltutnt', of course. and it~ intru

tltle‘tlfltl has sen ed to take .Iw.i_\ ~tltttt' nt' tin

Stiitltlztrtl-ll.t)'tnt

(limp as the only American trt'lnlllt't'l' of a

Knight That

would he an almost inerttltt'lttttttg ilemind

for "sixes" was foreca~t last year in Mt»

glory garnered hy the

six-cylinder tltolnt‘. there

tor \\'erd, and condition~ :I~ the} e\'i~t .t'

ltltliCiIlt' that lttttl'tlttttt‘ltlt't't'~ ham

not heeii slow in appreciating the ~te.ulil_\

growing >t'tttitltettt.

Number of “Little Sixes" Greatly Increased.

.\l.tn_\' oi the "sixes" already on the mar

ket and well estahlished—such, for lllsllillt‘t‘.

as l’remier and Packard. Knox and Frank

lin, and Kissel.

unto themselves

rather, "little sixes";

"little

Lozier and others—have

little brothers. or,

in fact. the hith rate

high. thoughsixes" has been

whether the increase can he traced to the

stimulation afforded by a new crop of low

"sixes" from out the

low- medium-priced

"fours" are horn, of the reverse is the case.

it is ditlicult to determine.

Stittice to the "little six"

hrother to the “hie six." and the more nu

merous lt)\\'— and medium-priced "six" either

factories where and

say, which is

h_v its<~lt or an :t ynttng'er nicmhcr nf an

er~twhile iouracylinder both art

here, ;tnil here In stay. Among the medium

family.

priced "sixes" which are tir~thurn~, to con

tinue the :ttt.tln'4_\'. there are the Flander~

and the Chevrolet, the Speedwell, the Fire

.ttiiie-L‘nliitnhus and the ll3\Cl'.-. all listina'

elme to the $2.000 mark—~11 figure that “he

enthttlt't‘t-(l fairly low even for a "four"

lint so very long ago. And. of CitUl'aC. there

.tt't' the really low-priced "sixes" that run

~titute one of the hit: features of the year

the Little. the Studebaker, and the Flander‘,

the iiittttet‘ listing at $1.285 and the twu l.It

ter at $1.550; the McIntyre, at $1485 M14

the llerreshot’f. which <t‘ll\ for st,75n_
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L “imam; an}; the mercan- tn tlte ranks the acetylene starter works attd works well,

ct the 20th" there has come also an lll‘ it is so easy to combine tlte electric starter

ereue m the production and popularity of

At the last

it: u there two types of cars seemed likely

ti :~e challenged by the coupe. but appar

(1!“ he lamp that lights the way to pop"

witlt the equipment that furnishes electric

lights, and there is so great a demand for

the latter, that the acetylene starter natural

ly has back

ground.

L“! inn-twine .tnd landaulet.

beett forced afar into the

hnty lm been shifted. and the coupe now

meet in a ~hadow. Roadsters, too, which

L-Qtear were .tlnwst revived, have also 10st

,' aid The buying public scents to want

;a"f'igtf'\-ll'l'-\lng capacity.

It» year the lintuusine's the thing, just

t";|l4tlt ordinary —no, not old-fashioned—

.- a-ne. and there are not a great many

ne-taeturrr- who have not adopted them

.- their families. And it is fair to ex

eltan. Luxury, thy name is limousine! For

."'} it does not seem that cars can be

the more luxurious than are most of the

:' - 't da) lttttnttsines.

Templeter Equipped" Wider in Meaning.

. fuse totttpletely equipped." Wltlt'll

t. .t 'n. so clthly and so often last year.

t e . -:ec J great deal more often next

ye .’-i with a great deal more pride and

- '~r.'..ttton, for it has taken on an

'2 1.; rte! significance. .“thl cars now

-- "i'ltit equipped in the real mean

. ' ' Add» with the aetettt on the

.-'-'_t' l'np, windshield. speedom

"' - . f-lalzit‘ tints. tools. etc. no longer

ti “‘.t-lete" as the word is defined

"' ' :...tnufacturers. The list now in~

' t only electric lighting apparatus

-' '-‘r sttt'tcrs as well. in the majority

. -..
an . 'lrttric horns, clocks, power

's .trd eten tire vulcanizers have

to lessen the owner's burden

- ','t.-r it Would be difficult to dis

= tan". tent number of cars to count

.-t- if t\\o hands. that are not

tietely equipped." And this de~

" ‘-.' that not only have prices not

'1 “1.7.19. as would seem perfectly

""4" 'ttt they have actually been re

iifl" e 2M1: many cases. \'erily it will

' " :ta' t-f greater value."

in!“ Starters of Proven Efficiency.

u. wu- ii

For similar reasons, electrical equipment

has put a decided crimp in the popularity of

other types of starters, and there appears

nothing to dispute the sway of the appar

atth that can trace its lineage clear back

to Benjamin Franklin, if not further. ()f

the IOU-odd brands of cars tltat will be ex

hibited itt New York and Chicago, not less

than 80 per cent. will be electrically lighted

with a proper and complete dynamo sys

least 70

equipped with an electric starter as well. lit

tent, and at per cent. will be

most cases, such equipment is standard; tn

others it is optional and will be supplied.

if demanded, few manufacturers having been

near-sighted enough to overlook the neces

sity for making prons‘ion for it. even if

they do not regularly supply it.

Now a Dozen Wire-Wheeled Cars.

Reminiscent of the pioneer days of the

automobile. wire wheels, which may be

styled a renewed development. bid fair soon

to become an even greater factor in the ans

tontobile world than they have become in

the past six or eight months. Last year

wire wlteelS virtually were unknown; not

one appeared on a car at any of the shows.

ln the interim, ltOWtht', about a dozen car

manufacturers have adopted wire wheels as

standard equipment on at least one of their

models. with wood artillery wheels option

al, and more. to brth the grand total to

m er a score. give the option of wire wheels

at a slight additional cost.

One of the more than ordinarily signifi

cant trends that will be very much in evi

dence. one which \llt)\\'S that a real prob

lem has been attacked and solved probably

for all times, is the clean sweep that has

been made of running boards. At the last

show the tendency to regulate tool boxes

and battery boxes and other kinds of boxes

to places less conspicuous was plainly aps

tey really are items of equip

' "- tfimh'ttted electric lighting and “1'

\“t strung systems which. from a small

" "1: last year, have increased in use

“' iteat laps and bounds, deserve a mors

2' "intern place“; place by themselves—

1;“: at: my nearly at the top of ti"!

4“ Cttelopments. The year l9l3 may

3-9-9. 'ttattte ~tarter" year, but it will b?

' “PM Mfr-eat kind of an engine starter

2"- :JH! in: which last year was named

l" mgr-am that served for last year's

'"m: rtitlent at the time in the acety'

31pm {MW scarcely is evident at all.

there can be little doubt that

some few manufacturers still usedparent;

their running boards as conveniences for

carrying equipment that better might be

advantageously ‘stowed," though

most of them made a real “clean up." Next

year the ‘clean up" will be even more dras

tic in its effect on appearance; not only

have tool boxes and battery boxes been re

moved front running boards. but there is a

well-defined tendency as well to locate spare

tires at the rear of the tonneau. In this

respect, it is noteworthy that the carrying

of tires at the back of the car serves in a

great many cases to afford a measure of

protection to otherwise unprotected gaso

more

\

lene tanks which in many cars have slid

backward frotn under the seat to a place

adjacent to the rear axle, with a consequent

adoption of pressure feed

Lines Are Blended to Achieve Beauty.

In connection with the clearing of the

running boards, there is another feature

which is most apparent. It lies in the very

has been given

From tnere accessories, designed.

evident attention which

fenders.

solely for tlte purpose of p.'eventing the

splashing of mud and water, they have be

come veritable things of beauty, with lines

that "fit" and blend well with the lines of

the car. Also, they are very muclt more

substantial than they have been in the past

and therefore exhibit less tendency to bend

or rattle on slight provocation.

Another of the modern tendencies that it

is impossible not to see is the gene'al

deepening of cushions and upholstery that

has been made. \\'hen, at the last show,

one or two manufacturers thought to have

reached the lintit of thickness and luxury

with seat cushions 10 inches in depth—an

unheard-of thickness at the time—it

fairly apparent that others soon would fol

\\'3 Q

low sttit. though there were few who imag

ined that the deepening would be carried to

Built l0- and

12-inch cushions now are common, and sev

the length it has been carried.

eral manufacturers have adopted cushions

of no less than 14 inches in thickness. Sev

eral others. however, whose conservatism is

marked. prefer to stick to thinner cushions,

on the theory that their wearing qualities

are better and that they are less likely to

become ill-shapen under extended service.

Development of Cowl Dash.

The practice of making of the cowl a

sort of auxiliary dashboard mounting all

the equipment that formerly occupied the

shadow of the cowl on the real dash, is an

other development that was foreshadowed

and forecast by the last show. It is only

one of the tendencies toward the elimina

tion of waste space which (iperates to in

crease the comfort of the motorist. More

than a dozen cars now have their speedom

eters and switches. their carburetter adjust

tttent and their oil gauges, etc., on a cowl

dashboard, thus bringing them nearer the

driver, where they are more easily visible

and can be reached more readily. Cowls also

are getting deeper, thus affording greater

protection to the occupants of the front

seats. In connection with the cowl dash

boards, it is proper to note that the igni

tion coils which heretofore were prominent

now almost without exception are placed

behind the dash with nothing showing but

a neat switch which really serves to beautify

rather than to "clutter."

Among motors, the long-stroke holds its
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(mu. .iml [ht-rt- i~ ;t market! ten

(hnt-t IHWZH‘tl the greater rigid

ity and >impht‘1ty uml ACCUS§ibi1~

it_\' illlpztrtul by the method of

Civiin‘g' t~_\'lintier~ in :1 <ingi€

hltwk. .‘\.< :1 rule Qir0k0> are not

getting; any longer; nnr are.

bores getting any ~mul|ef2 the

ratm rem-11h“ upprnximzttt-ly the

same. The tuiture B, httwcver.

that 1)) fur a greater number of

nutkt~r~ :trt' ctnplwying long

strnke mntm'» this year than

ever hefure—in fact. it does not

seem that any of them can long

\x-ithflantl the demand. The in

crease is most notable in the

case of low and medium-priced

am of both the four- and six—

cyiinder variety. The trend tow

ard block casting is plain, and

with it has come a perfectly nat

ural tendency toward the coring

of intake and exhaust passages
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wqral Thom-1i there i~ inn-l1

Germ-r of opinion reganhn:

I» tiltiflliiltt)‘ Ill ~ttt‘lt cutl

Illttton apparently the tli~in

(hltlon in cast the exhaust

Flt-nah in the block has been

income. and the dire conse

Rttes which were predicted

htht conservative school have

(1th naught.

“fir are several other “ell

Mfltil tendencifi in engine

“amnion. among which the

“mm at dirt~ptunl \‘Ol‘lsll'tlf

Mhhudahle. Not only are

"it" Ind valve parts enclosed.

hill! 1 great many cases igni

Mlvtnratus is more fully mo

‘fmi Simplifying construc

1‘“ W1 increasing accessibility.

that a number ol manufactur

m‘hn altered their matrneto

1‘01"“! So that the instrument

"It in driven by a worm gear
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from a theshaft at front. It

goes without saying. of course, that recipro

cating parts have been lightened perceptibly

and that notable advances have been made

ii'lillsVCl'sC

in balancing methods.

Another important feature which cannot

escape notice is the extent to which lubri

eating systems have been perfected. Prac

tically without manufacturersexception,

have improved their oiling devices to reduce

rack cut from steer, gears machine cut and

the consumption of oil. and even if the im

provement can be traced to the necessity

for eliminating smoke—the police of some

of the larger cities have been unusually

active of latc—-—tl1e fact remains that the hen

elit is directly the owner’s.

Silent Chains Replace Timing Gears.

Of cour~c. every one who has acquaint

thc

ncwer crop of cars cannot fail to have re

ance bordering on the intimate with

marked their quietness; there. can be no

doubt that the superlative degree of the

adjective quiet is perfectly applicable to

very nearly every car as compared with its

predecessor. In this connection. the in

creasing use .of “silent” chains for 'cam

shaft drives undoubtedly has played an im

portant part. Duringr the past year prob

ably a dozen manufacturers of poppet-valve

engines have ousted tinting gear wheels.

either spur or spirally cut. and have re

placed them with “silent’ ’chains. The in

crease in the popularity of "silent" chains

for such purposes is particularly noticeable

in the low- and medium-priced cars, though

it is by no means confined to this class. A

number of cars that list well up on the price

with “silent” chain

the first time this

year, and its adoption in so many cases

would seem to presage its much more gen

cral use in the futurc.

So far, only one new engine of the Knight

type has put in an appearance, or, strictly

speaking, two new ones. though the second

scale are equipped

driven camshafts for

is an enlarged version of a successful “four”

—a “six"—and bears the well-known

Stearns nameplate. The in the

field is the Edwards, and is the product of

the recently formed Edwards company of

New York City. As is but natural, it ex

hibits a certain number of minor refine

ments in design, though in the end it is the

Knight engine all over again and differs

but little from others.

llCVVCOIDCI'

Beneficial Effect of Sleeve Valve Type.

W'ith the two exceptions noted, engines

of other than the good old reliable poppet

valve type have not made any advances that

are calculated to set the world by its ears.

There can be no doubt that the introduction

of the Knight engine has had a beneficial

effect in stimulating the betterment of pop

pct-valve engines, and though other types

of sleeve and rotary and disk valve engines

come and go like the tides,

~68“): to gain sufficient impetus to carry it

none of them

over the breastwork of incredulity thrown

by the poppet-valve constituents. \\'orm

drive, which also is more or less of foreign

origin—~or, rather, development—has made

no strides worth mentioning, though one

car more now is worm driven—the lid

wards.

In chas‘sis there is a well-defined tendency

to more solid construction and the elimina

tion of the rattles and squeaks that pre

Better lu

brication. apparent in almost universal pro

vision for greasing the spring shackle bolts

by means of integral grease cups is respon

sible for no small part of the improvement.

and the remainder can be charged to better

construction and better fitting of mechanical

parts.

viously have proven distrching.

Straight Lines and Blended Contour.

That

has come to stay is clear.

the straight-line body apparently

But whereas the

straight-line body a few ycars ago, or even

one year ago, was at best but a crude at

tempt to eliminate the curving lines of the

old-time coaches, the bodies of to-day are

distinctively automobile bodies that

tain no StlggCSliOH of their forbears.

con

Lines

now are properly straight, from stem to

~tcrn, and greater attention has been paid

to obtaining a more harmonious blending of

lines at the hood and at the hack of the ton

ncau. In this respect the general casting

out of outside door handles that is apparent

has played an important part in enhancing

appearance. Similarly. the almost general

use of nickel-plated trimmings instead of

the universal brass of a couple of years ago.

cannot escape remark. Also, the open front

touring car and roadster, or runabout, is

no more. All cars now have the full com

plement of doors, a feature which makers

were not slow to adopt.

Change to Left Drive not Sweeping.

Contrary to expectations. left-hand drive

with center control has not quite fulfilled

its promise to sweep the boards before it.

It is true that a great many manufacturers

have either adopted it in bringing out new

models or have altered older models, though

altogether not 50 per cent. of the number

of makes of car produced are driven from

the left-side, whereas a year ago it was

more or less freely prognosticated that its

adoption would be very much more general.

:\t any rate, it is significant that even the

manufacturers of cars of established repute

selling at prices that cannot be called me

dium by stretch of the imagination

have taken kindly to left drive with center

control and the probability of its

any

more

widespread use in the immediate future, if

for no other reason, seems assured.

V-type Radiator Evinces Popularity

Another noticeable feature of the newer

crop of cars is the tendency toward the

adoption of the \f-type radiator and the

fond-located dash, not that the two neces

sarily go together, for as a matter of fact

they are not shown in combination. At the

last show there was but one car with a \7

rztdiator, the Abbott-Detroit, but at the

forthcoming show» there will be a half

dozen or more cars which will appear

slightly more rakish—and "classy" to those

of that The

for the first

that heretofore have

OPifliUll—iOF its presence.

cowl gasolcne tank appears

time on several cars

had their fuel tanks in more orthodox po

sitions, and of the ncw cars that have been

brought out tltt‘ Cowl po~iti0fl appears the

preferred.

.\s a rule, the cars of the new year will

ride more easily than have those of the past,

for a great deal more attention has been

paid to obtaining greater resilience and at

the same time reducing the tendency tow

ard side sway and violent rebound. In three

or four notable instances, manufacturers of

cars that rightfully belong among the “up

per ten,” so to speak, have replaced semi

t-lliptic rear members with three-quarter

elliptic members, and there are few cases

where the length and width of springs has

not been increased. Similarly, wlicclbases

gradually are getting longer and tires are

getting bigger. though the increase is in

>L‘CtiOll and not in diameter; large diameter

wheels, except on tindcrslung cars and on

cars that are so heavy as to require more

adequate tiring than can be obtained with

ordinary size wheels, have lost grace.

Many Things Make for “Greater Value.”

Taken all in all, llOchcr, nothing has

been lost in the concrete during the twelve

month just past; everything, or nearly

everything, is a gain—it is a gain in actual

value that will make next year “The Year

beyond the shadow ofof Greater Value"

doubt.

Knowing all this. and particularly that the

tendencies that have been outlined and the

developments that have been pointed out.

apply not to any one car but to many dif—

ferent brands of tars, there is perhaps some

slight shade of lo'gic in the supposition that

all cars are more or less alike and that the

features of the

other. But this is not so, most emphatic

one are the features of

ally, and the surest and quickest way in

which the erroneous impression can bf

cleared away and in its stead substituted 8

correct and truthful impression is by a car

to car inspection under the guidance of one

who knows them intimately and well.
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SHOWING THE DEALER WHAT’S WHAT IN CARS

Being a More or Less Personally Conducted Examination of the New Productions and New

Features in Old Cars That Will Be Exhibited in New York and Chicago.

--.- trunk all cars are pretty much

u--: a: there isn't so much that is new

.-,.|t': Iarly distinctive—close your eyes

-a :1- ..-nt and imagine the New York

.- - t..- exhibits under one roof, and

---- .- r "1’ way and you will see some

~ :, .: .utl nut only cause your eyes to

' 'tut that may help you select

Jill you in the selling the cars

‘tntractttl for.

he." "..ad the program; it won't help

I : 52M get a copy of Mutt-r World.

" more tn it than any program

2- n Ht and, whisper it softly, you'll

'- - r :t that is directly vital to you

I . I "1 selling of cars than you will

- - '.t 'nrers' catalogs, even.

to? o
lilii

' a Jt’t‘al many cases manufac

- l‘v
.— .

I! r
t.

. a made a number of minor im

' "\ that those who have the edit

\ ‘ is tl-tn't think are of sufficient

- ti exploit in type. Not im—

|'- 'l( tuner? Well, maybe they're

' ' tr. ill-1m, maybe they are; but

't'-)' are important to you, for

fly got to have "talking points."

'- catalogs are written for the

A l rule, and not for the dealer.

="'-..t'.r the point when you have

' "1t show a little.

1 t

But hurry.

ti ground to cover.

'1 it right here with a bunch of

2' ed ‘~ixes“ that are such a big

‘ a year; they're all brand new——

"1 at a real. public, automobile

- -- l.et's line them up here and

- it". the Little, the Studebaker,

the Mclntyre, the Krit, and

“ it They look pretty much

they do—in price, but that is
' " L Otherwise they are inst as dif-i

""m n l‘t (lay is from the night.

“'3'- i'. ‘1 the hoods and look at the mo

'15“? finance. .\'ot so much similarity,

'1": " ti‘ttt‘ Look at the Studebaker.

'Q ‘J I“

.Ilnh.

  

  

s.‘ a,"

iy'tmtlers cast in a single block

I. '- mtrt-t warm-driven lrorn a cross

‘- -°'Ri".~nt. Looks like foreign prac

“' So it does. but it rapidly is

becoming American practice, for it tends

toward quietness and greater accessibility.

And look at the clean casting of that Stude'

baker, or of all of them, for that matter.

None of your extraneous projections and

pipes and wires that have marked cars of

the past. Beginning to realize that there

have been some improvements, after all?

 

  

Now, tlten, take a look at the Little en

gine. Quite a lot of difference, isn't there?

Notice how the cylinders are cast in sets

of three, each with the valves on the same

side and fully enclosed. No chance for dirt

to get in there, is there? And it makes the

motors so much quieter. Now look at the

way the Little magneto is driven—straight

shaft throttgh from the timing gear train

with the lighting generator at the end. Neat

arrangement—don't you think so? The

Studebaker cylinddrs measure 3% x 5 as

against 3 3/16x45/4 for the Little. Not so

very much difference in piston displacement,

but look at the difference in stroke and bore

ratio. Take a look at the intake and ex

haust manifolds of the two engines. Note

how they are cast integral with the Stude

baker cylinders and how they are separate

and afterward bolted on in the case of the

Little.

  

The Herreshofi motor seems pretty long?

That's easily explained. It is not all motor.

Part of it is the clutch, which consists of

24 saw-steel disks, and the rest of it is the

gearset. It looks long because it is all in

one rigid unit. Another thing that makes

it look long is the way the gear shift levers

are mounted. Just examine that layout.

Notice the vertical gate change. The whole

arrangement is new all the way through,

and have you ever seen anything simpler

and more accessible? Both the Studebaker

and the Little look simpler, you say? That's

because you don't see quite so much in one

look. The clutch is in the flywheel, of

course, but the gearset is further back, in

the waist of the chaSsis.

Step over to the McIntyre. Half a look

reveals that though the cylinders are cast

in a single block the arrangement is quite

different. They are of the T-heacl type:

Here again there is a difference in bore and

stroke and a difference in stroke to bore

ratio, too. The cylinders measure 3"; x

4%. That means 40 horsepower. easy. Not

so bad for a "six" that sells for $l,485 com

pletely equipped, is it? And what d't you

think of those transmission elements? Mul

tiple disk clutch running in oil to give

smoothness, four-speed

full-floating rear axle.

selective gearset,

They're all points

i
 

you never thought of finding in a $1.500

"six," are they not? But you can't dispute

the evidence of your eyes. And how about

the Flanders? Here‘s a motor that is dif

ferent from the others. Six cylinders cast

in a single bloek and measuring 355 x 41/,

—that means 40 horsepower, too. Have a

look at the gear shifting arrangement. It

is selectivewith the lever in the center, but

there is no H-platc. Why isn't there one?

Well, they don't need one, in the first

place—simply a ball and socket joint that

permits of a slight rocking movement. And

look at the accelerator pedal; it's brand

new. Notice the heel rest for the driver and

the roller which obviates the necessity of

shifting the foot. The clutch in the Flan

ders is a cone with plenty of engaging 5‘".

face and spring inserts to ensure against

gripping and slipping; the gearset is se

lective and provides three speeds and re~

verse. Ever see such variety before in a

bunch of “siXes” that sell at really low

prices?

Stand off, now. and take a [ORR-dislt'll'll‘t‘

perspective view of the five of them in .1

row. Notice that both the Studebaker and

the McIntyre are steered from the right

side. whereas in the Flanders and the Lit~
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tie and the lierreshotf the driver sits at the

Zen side. Both the Little and the Herre

tlti-t't'. notice. have three-quarter plattornt

the springs, though they are unlike in

.ttl) eterytlung else. The other three have

i-u euarter (lltpliC rear springs, and all

"'ien. have semi-elliptic front members.

s The Little and the Flanders eonte

nl". rite-passenger touring car, or an

. ui't.tl\ limousine or as a coupe or

Plenty of tariety there. And all of

in fll'l) equipped. as a matter of

\l

- .' -t.nr models are there under the

a-"an-e plates? Hawn't heard of the

2.: "four'" That's it over there. and it

.. u nt:-' ilht its six-eyltnder brother

' nlfili) tell rhent apart. lt's a road

,N- though its "titals" are much

.I as {llt' "titals" til. the "six." ll

rSh‘M. 'ail on." as the British say.

'- \aurtean tor completely equipped.

' 'as inly .t two-st'ieetl gear in it.

' l'li~ll| ts ~titt'li\'t'l_\’ upt'l'dlt‘tll ll

.-.tuttfull) fle\iiile motor that it

.' "l.l\!" up for the absence of the

. -- steed And what about the Me

0"

' - '- t' .\'e\ er heard of that. either?

' a e h en asleep. \\'hy. the .\le

' :"' is the ear upon which 'he

" I'na'ton has been built, and the

.t- 'ieeu built so well that there

"it no room for improtetnent

-’ '-l~. look llt‘l' m er

 
 

a t- " 'tave heard all about the new

II. ' N

't'Jts —the ones that are so

I "' new "six": You know tltat

’ '1 both the new “35" and the

‘ 1" e\aetly like the motor in the

'1' M the number of cylinders?

-.'~t have been reading a trade

' 'll' J~t'. for it the only way you

'-"-' "'tt‘d out:

. ".1 factory. Take particular no

' ~‘ which sells for $885; note

\ v ‘_ e I

- v entered into construction;

I Q

gear‘fi‘li lllC "CW St'tl‘ti-llnating

. n" “‘6 more real value for
I" --_ . ‘

‘ 'l"f¢ And now cast your eve

'I ‘P‘ ' u 'n -

u s' 3:. it has a 4“ x a mo

‘ "" time as t

p

| he "six." except that

hinders less. It sells for $l.~

H completely equipped. even to

'0'» '

l Ill ' - ' '. -.I .“"'"‘R and engine starting S"

IJ" “ o o ‘

‘ tetntal equipment is one of the

" nzht not to miss.

I.

'l

I
III.

l t has been

.- the Studebaker engineers

a.

the ears are only,

and the \\'agner electric company's engi

neersmsurely enough talent to ensure its

being "right." A little pull on a flexible

cable and the engine starts. That's all there

is to it. Everything else is automatic.

 
 

There's a four-cylinder llerreshotf you

haven’t seen yet. either. You saw it last

year in the Palace. you say? .\'o. you

didn't. You saw a Herreshott ear all right

httt you didn't see one like this one. Tht

designers have been at it since then, and

they have made an even better job of it than

it was before. It has a four-speed gearset

now that it never had before. for one thin J,‘

You ought to see that. And another thin ';

it has a \\'estinghouse electric lighting and

engine starting system that's new liar

the price is very nearly the same. .\nd, of

course, you must see the other new Flan

I

ders “si\'.' though ll.’t\itt'_f st'tt‘l the smaller

edition you will easily recognize the other.

IIt's a little larger—has a -l .\' 434 motor—~

but otherwise it has all the Flanders ear~

marks. including a Gray &' Davis electric

lighting and engine starting system. High

priced? .\'ot at all. even if it does look like

it. They're asking $3.350 for the seven-pas

senger touring car at your right, and the

\\'ell

lllt’ll(l('(l lines in both htttlit's‘, :tt't‘tt't lllt'r(‘-'

four-passenger ear goes for $3.200.

.\nd how do you like those new folding ton

nean seats?

\\'hat's that: \\'here's the ear that was

brought out simultaneously with the lit

tle? Will you mean the (lit-\Ttllt'l. Right

over here; you can usually identify it by

that \'-type radiator. ()f course. other cars

lt;t\‘t' \'-type radiators. tut), littt tltey haven't

got three-quarter platform springs in the

rear as well. l.et's have a look at the en

gine. but be careful you don't scratch the

paint in lifting the hood. That paint is ex

pensive—that's why it's so glossy: there are

Rest the

hood on that little catch that is put there

Now stand off and

about l8 t'tmls‘ of it there. to“.

just for the purpose.
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glimpse the compact. clean-cut engine \l

That's because the

manifolds are east integral and the \‘altts

most square. isn't it?

are all enclosed. Notice how the cylinders

are cast in threes and the peculiar Y-shaped

intake.

\\‘hy does the engine run with su l:'tle

\ihratton at high speeds. \\'ell, one retson

is that the etankshaft is carefully counwr

weighted \Hlll seitti-eircular weights. aid

another reason is that the recipmeatin

parts are as light as it is possible to make

them. \\ hat's the power of the engine? It's

rated at 4". though it has a pretty long

stroke—cylinders measure 3‘) in x 5 .nd

probably generates more. .\'ow git down on

your hands and knees and talu- a peek .1!

starting Nottee 'inthat engine system

l\\'lIt-t‘}ltlltltf air compressor hung tlll'lt‘l'

the drive shaft and the way It is tlriien

.\'ow look up forward at tin flywheel .\'<

that gearing eut iii the periphery. 'l'he gear

on the rotary .ttr motor meshes \xtth it, and

when the air is turned on at the dash the

motor "spins" a great deal tasltt than you

or any one else can "spin" it by hand. t's

pretty sure to start every tum \ny more

lilltthtlt‘tsi’ .\'o. not yet, though there \\:l

he another shortly. It's going to hi 4

"Bil" and. like its predecessor. it is uottit'

to be it lllt‘tlllllll littt‘t‘tl ear. The "4"" st ils

l-I)T Sldllll.

ii

    

Hajj

 

0‘\\".ere are all the .ittle stttts."

\l‘k d

—the l’aekard. and the Premier, and the

tilt] )lllz

There are some them {\(‘l'hss the hall

Franklin: the l.o7ier and the l\issel and the

Knov also are there—as line a sestette of

"lit.tle sixes" as you would e\ er want to set.

~\'ttppose \ye line 'em up. same as the other

“sins.” and look them oyer side by side.

'l'hat ought to giy e you another idea nf 511st

how much \ariety there is.

Take the Franklin. for instattt‘e litery

one knows that it has an air-etiol.-l engine.

and full-elliptic springs. and laminated wood

sills. .\'o. thty have never been changed.

They always ha\e been exclusive Franklin

features and. by the same token. the Frank

hit is the only tti"-Ct)olt'(l ple'lsttt'e (111' ill the

shows. \Yhat's new in the "little six"? The

motor. principally; everything else is fast

like the other Franklins and they haven't

changed for a couple of years. The new

motor measures 351; x 4 and is rated at 30

horsepower. the valves being in the heads.

of course. where they always have been.

\\'ltat's the new electric lighting and en
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gine starting system that has been adopted

for all the six-cylinder Franklins. you ask?

It’s the Entz, and it’s one of the simplest

on the market. Nothing to it but a corn

bination motor and generator that is perma

nently geared to the engine; if the engine

slows ’way down, 0" stalls, the engine start

er doesn't have to be put in operation; it

starts right in of its own accord and turns

  

the engine over till it starts again. When

_you are running along at touring speed, the

motor-generator becomes a generator only

and keeps the battery fully charged. That's

simple enough, isn’t it? Only one switch,

too, and that one controls both the ignition

and the starter. Have the other Franklins

been altered much? Well, not so much

that you can notice it Of course, there

have been a number of refinements, and the

equipment has been increased by the addi—

tion of at Warner auto-meter, but in the

end they are very much the same Franklins

that have rolled over the roads and given

a good account of themselves in the_past.

Inspecting New Six-Cylinder Lozier.

Have a look at this six-cylinder Lozier

at $3,250. “'hat say? Not a Lozier at

that low price? Of course it is. Look at

that Lozier squarish radiator and hood, that

Lozier control and those Lozier hub caps.

Couldn’t mistake them anywhere for any

thing else. could you? Prices reduced?

Not a bit of it. It’s a new model—a Lozier

“little six"—and it is so 'much like the big

Loziers that you might have some difficulty

in telling them apart. That is, from an

external inspection. But if you lift the

hoods you will see the difference. The mo

tors are quite different. The “little six" has

an L-head motor with cylinders cast in

threes, and the older “big six" has a T-head

'motor with the cylinders cast in pairs. Now

do you see the difference? Also, the big

motor measures 4% x 5%, as against 3%

x 5% for the small one. The lubrication

system on both of the motors is one of the

things you don’t want to miss. It is some

what like that used on Knight motors. Lit

tle troughs under each connecting rod are

tilted upward, feeding more oil as the throt

tle is opened. Yes, it's new this year on all

the Loziers, or, rather, on both the Lozicrs,

for there are only the two chassis construct- _

ed. Both of them are mounted with new

lines of bodies and both of them are fully

equipped.

Latest Knox Almost Entirely New.

That other car over there with the V

type radiator? That's the new Knox “little

six." No wonder you scarcely recognized

it as a brother to the older Knoxes. It's

got altogether different lines, and it is very

nearly new all the way through. Sure, there

are Knox features in it. The valves are

overhead, for instance, and are located in

detachable cylinder heads, same as the

other Knoxes, the “four” and the larger

“six.” Why is it called a "little six," you

ask? Well, it is smaller than the big “six,”

it's cylinders measure 4% x 5% as against

5 x 5% for the larger “six” and it is rated

at 46 horsepower, whereas the bigger one

is rated at 60 horsepower. Lots of power?

Yes; and both of them develop considera

bly more than their ratings. Notice particu

larly that the Knox three-plate clutch and

the selective three-speed gearSet are re

tained, the reason being that no room for

improvement could be found. Any new

equipment? Sure! They've added acety

lene engine starters and dynamo electric

lighting systems to all.

Here are two more “little sixes“ that have

been brought out during the year, and they

are just as different as different can be—

the Premier and the Packard. Set 'em over

there and let’s have a look at their exter

nals. Both of them are driven from the

- left side. which proves- that great minds run

in like channels. Otherwise they are quite

different. The Premier control levers are

at the right of the driver, and in the Pack

ard they are at the left.

Packard and Premier Retain Past Practice.

If you raise the two hoods you will find

that the Premier cylinders are of the T

head type and are cast in sets of three,

whereas in the Packard they are of the L

head type and are cast in pairs. Also take

note of the difference in bore and stroke in

the two motors; the Premier measures

4 x 5 and the Packard measures 4 x 5%.

Do they differ very much from the larger

models in the same lines? No, they don't,

and there are many reasons why they

should not differ from their older brothers.

Think! Their producers have worked out

their designs and proven them, so what is

the use of changing them?

The larger cars in both lines are much

the same as they always have been. In

the big “six” Premier the steering connec

tions have been changed slightly to in

crease the factor of safety, and that is

about the only change that has been made.

The motor measures 4% x 5%. It is just

about the same with the Packard. A new

rear axle casing has' been adopted, and

that is about the only change that is notice

able other than the adoption of a new oil

ing system which is interconnected with the

throttle. A complete electric lighting and

engine starting system has been added to

all Packard models, and the new Premier is

electrically lighted with a dynamo system.

Before you leave these two cars. take a look

at the Packard steering column control

panel. Clever idea, isn't it? Everything

right at the driver's fingers—ignition

switches, lighting switches, carburetter ad

justment, starter switch, everything. No

need for a dash lamp here.

Over here is the Kissel “six. Suppose

we make the rounds and pick out the “sixes”

first; in that way you will get a better idea

of the variety in construction and it will be

easier to pick out the "high spots" of each.

Forgetting about the “fours”? Not at all;

we can look at the fours at the same time

and in that way save time; that is to say,

the “sixes' 'and the "fours" of the same

brands.

I:

Kissel Has Been Improved and Refined.

Notice how this Kissel “six” has been en

larged since last it was on view; larger ton

neau, deeper upholstery, and don't overlook

the electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem. What other new features are there?

Probably the most noticeable one is that the

wheelbase has been lengthened. Another

thing—Kissel cars won't smoke any more;

they won't even emit the hazy vapor that is

characteristic, for measures have been taken

to prevent it. They're simple measures, too.

Simply a question of beveling the top pis

ton rings and drilling a few holes through

the grooves. How does that prevent smoke?

The oil is pushed up to the top piston rings

and then finds it way back to the crank

case through the holes. Very little can get

into the combustion chamber. Now, take

a look at those rear springs. Notice the

extra leaves to prevent rebound and to help

out the others when the car is heavily load

  

ed. What's new in the "fours"? Not very

much; there has not been much room for

improvement. The valves are larger in the

“30" and both that and the “40" have larger

bodies; so has the "50." Motor sizes of

the "fours"? Surel The “30" measures

4% x 4%. the “40" 4% x 5%, the “50" 4.7/8

x 5 and the "60,” which is a "six," measures

41/; x 5%. Surely the Kissel is a varied. line.
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"That distinctive-appearing tan and white

car across the aisle is an -\u~tin. You can

nearly always identify the Austin by its

Color, it not by its rakish amiearance. Lift

up the hood and notice the individually cast

cylinders with val\e pockets on either ride

set at an angle. That's one of the exclusive

Austin features. and the cylinders are cast

that way to eliminate waste space and to get

better shaped gas Notice.])Zl~52£f_’,05. it“),

the deep upholstery. It's probably the

deepest in the show. .\'o_ Hotling but

"sixes" in the Austin line. the biggest of

like 7.’

power. (lb! Yes: and that rear axle is new;

them horseratingr at Something

it's a two-speed axle—something the Ans

tins have just den-loped.

Alco Still Has the \Vhite Band.

\Yhere's the l.ocomobilc family? ,lust

down the aisle a way; but don't let's pass

the .\lco without looking at it. What makes

the .\lco so easily distinguishabel among

>l1t‘ll a lot of cars? \\'hy. that white hand

around the body. Sure! Some other cars

lta\e got it, but they don't seem to ha\e

it in exactly the same place as the .-\lco.

and some how or other it doesn't look the

same. The _'\lco engine. if you notice, is

of the T-head type. It's a big, solid motor

that delivers well over its rated til) horse

power. lilectric lighting generator? ()t'

course; that's it on the left side; it's a

(iray & Davis. and it is no wonder you al

most missed it. for it is so small and it is

painted to match the cylinders. (it'arset?

1:)Ul' forward speeds with direct drive on

the fourth. See how the clutch is enclosed

That's to keep

Hard to get at for adjust

in the flywheel housing?

out the dirt.

them? Not at all, all you have to do is to

remove a couple of small nuts and take off

the top cover. Dry plates in the clutch, and

it never needs lubrication. That's one of

the little tine points of the .~\lco that not

everyone sees. And look at the long, wide

rear springs. Plenty of flexibility there.

.\nother point—see how the gasolene tank

is protected by the frame. Now. stand ofi

\Vorks of art. aren't

Notice the way the lower end of the

and look at the bodies.

they?

brake lever is housed and the "set" of the

hood and the fenders.

Roomincss in Locomobile “Little Six."

.\'o\\ for the Lot'Otttobile. “by is that one

\\'ell. it is a little

it's smaller than the big "six" over

<‘;tlli'il it “lllllC six"?

"~i\";

there. lloesn't look much smaller. you say?

No. not in the body, unless you make a

pretty close examination; there surely is

Still

characteristic manganese bronze

plefll} of room and to spare in it.

using the

crankcase and Yes. and it

scarcely has changed at all. lt's lighter than

iron and That‘<

gear case?

stronger than aluminum.

why it is used. How does the "little sis"

differ front the big one? It has smaller cyl

inders, for one thing—41.; x S—and is light

er all over. ()tlierwise it is not very differ~

ent. It has all the well-known Locomobile

features—four-speed gearset. with the dis

tinctive gate control: liberal road clearance

with low center of gravity. lts lowness, by

the way. is one of the things that make it

Still

30" that made such a hit?

distinctive. makinir the "four." the
h

“ Certainly, that's

it over there. and it is just the same as it

always was. except that it has a new set

of bodies. .\nd while you are looking at

bodies, cast your eye over these new limou

sines and coupes with their rounded backs.

Rather distinctive. aren't they? And notice

the large windows and the liberal amount of

elbow and leg room. Complete equipment?

SureT—the latest addition being an electric

lighting system. No. no electric starter;

a llisco does the trick. and it is about the

Almost

tion that the “big six" motor has been in

simplest there is. forgot to men

/

creased to 4’; x 5'4
-Q

and it gives 8.? horse

power now.

 
 

  

Didn't know the l'ope-llartiord company

made a small car, eh? \\'ell. you know it

now; that's it—the one you're looking at.

I)on’t see how you mistook it for anything

else with that curved radiator top and hood.

Thought it was too small for a Pope, did

you? Look at the room there is in the body

and you won’t think it is so small: no neces

crowding with livesity for passengers

aboard. Is the motor the same as that in

the other Popes? Of course. it is. Those

overhead valves account for a good deal of

the extra power that can be gotten out of

the engine. That's why they are retained.

Cylinders are in pairs, you notice. same as

in the other Popes, but they are smaller,

' Yes. they're the same size as

“si.\'-tiO"—-l 5/10 x 51.3.

Forty horsepower for the "four" and 00 for

til CHUI‘SC.

those in the big

D

the “six.' The little Pope is new all the

way through. but the others haven't

changed very much. An electric lighting

and engine starting system has been added.

a few minor improvements have been made,

and that is about all. ()h. yesl—bodies are

larger and the cushions have been given the

that

luxurious.

touch makes them softer and more

Not much change. but it is one

that counts. nevertheless.

That business-like looking car over there

“sixes”is another of the medium-priced

that is making such a hit. It's a Chalmers.

.\'ot medium priced last year? No, it was

“"hat of it

if 9llU-odd dollars have been loppcd off the

not. but this is not last year.

price? The car isn't any smaller; nothing

has been skimped. -\s a matter of fact, the

materials are even better than they were.

and instead of reducing the amount of

equipment, it really has been increased.

Value in the Chalmers Offering.

\\ hat does the seven-passenger car sell

for? There's a catalog in front of you. What

does it say—$2.000, with top and dynamo

electric lighting system and compressed air

starter and demountahle rims and almost a

hundred and one other accessories thrown

in? .\'ot so had. is it? Alterations? Not

many; the electric lighting system is new.

of course. and the springs are longer and

wider; also the steering mechanism has

been made stronger, though it never gave

any trouble in the past. Cushions are deep

aud there is a lot

more room in the tonneau. Any “fours”?

That's the “30"

there: it sells for $1.950, that five-passenger

er. too—ll inches now;

Sure there are "fours"!

torpedo does. Bodies look different. you

They ought to, because they're all

Notice the flush sides and the clever

say?

new.

way the windshield is attached. The clean

runningr boards are another thing you ought

to take note of; nothing on them but the

spare tires.

Cole, Too, Adds Two Cylinders.

iX-cyliutlet‘ Cole? No? Didn't

think you had. first time

l-Iier see a

for this is the

they have been exhibited. How do you like

it’s external appearance? Nice. well-blend

Lift the bonnet and take a

look at the motor. It measures 4%; x 4%

and it delivers the biggest 60-horsepower

Hard to start? No reason

it’s titted with the Del

co lighting, starting and ignition system.

Nothing to do but step on a pedal. and away

ed lines, eh?

you ever felt.

why it should be;

Certainly. the system takes care

too. That’s enough.

isn't it? All you have to do is to put a lit

tle water in the battery once in a while——

say, every month or so. Those are tlw

Cole “fours” just behind you—the "40."

which lists at $1.685, and the "50.” which

sells for $1,985 as a

it goes.

of ignition, simple

seven-passenger car

No. there has been very little alteration in

construction. The ‘six" is new, of course——

that's why you haven’t seen it before—3nd

the “fours” haven't needed much changing

They all have

Northway unit power plants with the mo

tor and the clutch and the gearset combined

in a rigid unit that defies the disturbinu

influence of frame weaiing.

Those well-finished appearing cars Over

of them. the

beyond a slight revision.

there are the Fiats—three

ll
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Tlll'Rr IS INDIVIDL'AIJTY I.\' EVEY Sl'('ll SMALL 'llll\'(i$ AS lNIHR ll\.\'l)l l".\'

at 3" “hmh is brand "t'ottra"? \\'ell, you were rieht up to aliont it i~n't; the whole car is new all tlte \say

. 'tt mmt powerful stock

‘t't-nem market. and the

" ’- 'ttplt tt'

.0 on

' .0

line, i~n’t it?

aer "tour" i~ the baby

_ 'tk Thtt i; to say. it is

lake 3 look at the three

a year ago. lint they make a "~ix" now.

No, you can't tell what it >ells for ltlllC>~

you Ihk tlte S'dlL'blllilll; prices are not given

in the catalog. Continental ntoton tt~t'tl ex

Clthiyely in these cam, hotlt tlte "tuna" and

the "six"; guess there is tto need for going

through and it fairly hrintles thh idea.»

Take a look at

Six cylinders in a single l)ll)Ck and measur

mg 3-}1 x (i.

long-stroke motor. is there?

the engine. for imtattee.

No doubt about it heing a

Let's“ take (iii

tlte cylinden attd have a look at the inter

‘ d-n'l't'nt't': UlCOUt'ac you over their tine points; they're too well ttals. No, it's not hard to take them MT

3! Eli?! are dttierent in size. known to need it. Notice that all the Fire- ,ltht take 0“ & COUPlQ 0f "Uh and We Civ'l'

-' “‘etr cylinden eat in a ~~tones are left-hand drive, this year That's inder~ lift up; that’s one of the all\'ilnt3gL'\

' _- "3" "mil lllt')‘ as elea-n new. and <o i» the plat-int: of control levers of the block motor. Ah! there's the se

w 0“ “1"th lnfltlllt‘to i< in the center of the foothoard where they eret oi it'~ \tliratitittle~\' running. Notice

. """'F~¢ shaft at the front? are within easy reach. the “'1‘? ll": Crankqlm“ i‘ c‘mmcrwcighwd'

' l

\ n

|\

‘ l0" mnt

.'rl'\\|

'a\.t

m fit the crankezoe.

0

rltt'tinate the ttecenity

. .11 also to make the in

\\ltat'~ the size of the

.\"~\ut 5'é x 011. That's

tom Cl'll'lt' to the milli

y l7“ tnttt.

i “ it tr~epower with

‘1

t'- w motor anv dtf

Ilnly Ht one little

.-n rel: aw; that'~

Here's a Brand New Garford "Six."

'l‘hat car with the unusual radiator? lt'~ a

(larlord—a brand new Garford, and that i<

not such a queer-lookingr radiator. after all.

Come over and look at it Clu~t‘l_\' before

you criticize it.

h.’

Now, do you we what it

liver ~ee a head lamp set into the top

of a radiator that way before? .\'o? \\'ell.

it's startling only because no one C\(‘t' he

fore mounted a lamp that way; it'< a brand

and the liheral hearing surface~—t'ottr main

hearing» and all of them large. Now, oh

>erte the way the engine i~ ~upported in the

cha~~i~ at four POlflts" and the t‘tttltltt‘ll\.ltln2

tlt'\lCC which permits High! frame “eav

int,r without transmitting it to Hit motor

lit;Y \'.'tl\e$, too, aren't they"

Cltllt‘ll?

make it act ~\moothly.

It's a cone with cork tn~ert~ to

(ill eottrw. it ha~ a

four-weed gearset, but it tltt‘t'en from mmt

Ll ' ' other» ltowt-ver, in th..t tltrtet tlttt'e i~ oh

} t;:‘\;‘:o::ntllsc cam: new feature. That'one lamp i~ a pow'eriul taint-ll on third. Take a look .t-t that big.

vmtian. wt Min 0“ If“ one; two “'1‘ ""1 "('(‘th-d; and it \lilll(l\ to \ulttl l beam tron-t axle mil the tttll-llt-t'lllnfl

" 'Z-e other; So thq a it- reason that ""0 lamp 15 ler‘ hother than rear axle \\'tlll tt~ one-piece drop-torged

I ' at the “YO, no matter how little bother the two (liking; notice the lilitral hrakea and the

. -

a "0' -

Q

"' Mad—the Fir

E" . ' ‘ ' 0 o -

‘4) "HP. t~ttt w

:h'.‘ tuatle

.-. off their seat< until the

estone

only

may he. Giyea the car an unmivakahly dt~

tingui~hed appearance. eh?

But don't go away with the idea that that

is the only new feature in the ear, hecau~e

way the tirt'.~~ttre is applied. Bodiefi' They're

made of steel and they're wtlded: Turth

cushion~ make the seat~ eontiortable. and

the price i; out of all proportion to what

__—__,_-_

__—

_‘.-‘Il
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you'd think it is. The five- or seven-passen

ger car there, with complete equipment.

including an electric lighting and engine

starting system and an electric horn and

everything else that goes to make up a

well-equipped car, sells for $2,750. Look it

over again; it will pay you to spend a little

time here.

“Sixes” Selling for Less Than $2,500

Here's a couple more "sixes" that are

new this year—never shown before—the

Hudson and the Havers. The Havers is not

No; the “44" isn't, but that

big one there, the “55,” is new. The Hud

son, of course, is a new model, and a mighty

a new “six”?

attractive one, too. Let's put them side by

side and compare them. Lift up the hoods

first and let’s see the motors. Both of the

l.>head type. are they? But notice that the

llavers cylinders are cast in pairs and the

Hudson in threes. Also, little

difference in size. Hudson cylinders meas

there’s a

ure 4% x 5%, and the Havers cylinders

measure 4 x .7. Both cars have multiple disk

and both have

Otherwise

they have few features in common. which

Any other Havers or Hud

There's the “(i-44"

—

you noticed over there—4t has 21 3% X J

clutches, you will notice,

three-speed select ive gearsets.

is but natural.

sons? Sure! Havers

motor——and the Hudson ".37." which is a

four-cylinder model which has many of the

it

features of the six.” The cylinder dimen

sions are the same. for instance, and so are

the clutch and gearset. Difference in price?

Well, the Havers “6—55” sells for $2.250 as

a live-passenger touring car and the Hudson

“six” of the same kind sells for $2,450. Not

so very much difference, at that. The Hud—

son “37”? Sells for $1,875; all of them have

electric lighting and engine startingr sys

tems as regular equipment.

Kline’s Convertible Roadster-Coupe.

Are there any among

Klines? Yes, sir; two of them—a “50" and

a ((60 H

found much room for improvement.

"sixes" those

No, the Kline engineers have not

The

cars are pretty much the same as of old,

though there have been notable increases in

the equipment~there has been a Rushmore

electric lighting system added, for one

thing; and. say! do you see that nifty,

looking coupe over there? Handsome.

Does the coupe part of the body

lift off? Don’t know why it should—but

hold on a minute'. Yes, it does, too. What

do you know about that! Never know any

thing was missing with it lifted off, would

\Vhat’s left is an uncommonly good

:-\nd notice the clever

isn't it?

you?

looking roadster.

way the two parts of the body are fastened

together. so that the dividing line scarcely

is visible, and it is impossible for dust or

water to get in. \Vhat chassis is it mounted

Any of them, except the “4-30,” and

that means both of the and the

other “four,” which is rated at 40 horse

power. Expensive? Not so very; it costs

$2,750 on the “40" chassis. $3.350 on the

“6-50” and $3,750 on the “(i-o0.” Yes, the

price includes the top—of course; equip

ment, too.

on?

“SiXCSn

The Lenox That Comes from Boston.

\\'ltat say? Never heard of a Lenox

“six”? The Lenox that comes from Boston?

You don’t know what you have missed,

You see the Lenox “four” over there?

\\'ell. that’s the “six” beside it. Don’t see

how you could miss it, because the two look

alike. The and

longer, of course, but still they look like

Al ' 'Dj

51X

then.

so much “six” is larger

the

It’s 4 x 5 and is rated at 00 horsepower.

Get down and take a slant at t..e

brothers. What size motor in

gearset

combined with the rear axle; it is selective—

ly controlled and provides three forward

and one reverse speeds. The price is $2,750

for a six-passenger touring car, and it in

cludes complete equipment, which means

an electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem. too. The “four”? It has a 4% x 51/;

motor in it rated at 40 horsepower. Any

of the open bodies except the speedster,

which sells for $2,l00, can be bought for

saline. Equipment? Of course.

McFarlan and Its Block M0tor.

\\'hile you are over here, have a look at

these McFarlan “sixes.” .-\nother "six" you

never heard of, eh? \Vhere have you been

Put the three McFarlan

models 'toj,ether and look at the motors.

for the last year?

Model T, you notice—it's a new model, by

the way—has a block motor, the cylinders

measuring 4 x 6; model S, which also is a

’ has the cylinders cast in blocks of

threes, the dimensions being 4 x 5; and

u ' 7

MK,

model M has its cylinders cast in three pair.

with a bore and stroke of 455 x 5. respect.

ively. All of them have multiple disk clutch

es, thongh in the T and S cars the gearset

is on the rear axle; in the M cars, it is a

unit with the motor. Any changes since

last year? Not very many; Vesta electric

lighting systems have been added to all of

them and in the S cars, the motor is hunt,r

on three points instead of four. Another

change in the “six” is that the air com

pressor for the starter now is driven direct—

ly by the motor instead of through gears.

The equipment of all the cars also has been
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increased and there is scarcely anything

missing now.

Marmons With Gearsets in Rear.

This car is the Marmon “six.” big brother

How old is it?

it's new—this is it’s first ap

Notiee it has the same kind of

a T-head motor as the “four.” The dimen

different.

to the famous Marmon “32.”

It isn’t old;

pt'dt’iinCC.

however. the "four"

“six” 4% x 6.

\‘v'ish y0n could see that Marmon oiling sys

sions are

measuring 41/; x 5 and the

the oil is forced through the hollow

crankshaft into the bearings under

pressure. Easily clogged? Not a bit of it.

You'd be surprised the pressure the oil is

tem;

right

under; nothing that could ever met in would

clog up those pipes. Here's a difference be

tween the two cars: The “four” has a cone

9

clutch and the “six' has a dry-plate mul

loth of them have their

The

Well. it

ought to, inasmuch as the steering wheel

tiple disk clutch.

gearscts on the rear axle, however.

“four” looks different. you say?

has been shifted over to the left side with

The "six"

Take a

Neat loca

the control levers in the center.

is steered from the left side. too.

look at the trunk on the "six."

tion for it. isn't it? By placing it there the

little

Improve~

manufacturers have utilized a space

that ordinarily goes to waste.

the appearance of the car a lot. to-)~-- lon't

6

you think so? Price of the ‘six"? Any of

the open body styles list at $5.000. There

is a new front axle on the “six,” too. that

you ought to see. The feature of it is that

the spindle is placed directly in the center

of the wheel plane. That makes for easy

steering and a fairly short turning radius.

Distinctiveness of the Matheson.

llet‘e's the Matheson. You can't 1itis~ililv

say you have never heard of the _\latlieson

“silent six."

you?

Know it anywhere. wouldn't

There's no mistaking those overhead

valves and that heavily reinforced frame.

Anything new in the Matheson? Sure there

is! There have been a number of changes

made, but the motor is about the same——

cylinders measure 4% x 5, same as ever. But

notice the rear axle, for instance. See how

it has been increased in size and strength?

It has larger bearings, The brakes, as well.

have been increased in si/e—the service

brake drum now is no less than 17 inches

in diameter The gearset. too, has been Ill;

tered slightly, the first and third sprt'ik

having been reduced and sic-0nd in

creased. Now. go back to tlw- motor and

look at the new valve cages. A great deal

simpler. are they not? They're rigid. too

The cooling system, also. has been 611

larged; the flywheel now has fan blades in

stead of ordinary spokes; the pressure on

the fuel tank now is maintained by means

of a posLiively driven pump instead of by

tlze
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“latest prt~~ure And so on. all through

'he chassis little things have been changed

.m and there.though no really big changes

'4" been made. unle~~ the addition of a

--1.i-!rtt- electric lighting and engine start

a.- -y.~tern can be called a change. Mathe

- - "four," the "Big Four"? .\'o, no more;

- e "m" t~ the only Matheson.

Norwallt Introduces a Racy Type.

1. “it at tlto~c two “si.\'c~" over there;

day are no more alike than are horses and

.u- ll‘at low-slung. racy-looking car is

t“: .\ -r\\.tlk. “liltll bears the distinction of

His; the only six-cylinder underslung car

at "1 'narltet The one beside it is a

‘ll' t" Quitt- a little difference.

I -- More how low the Norwalk is.

isn't

i 'ctstm the frame i~ hung beneath

'- n'v- In\lt'.td of met them. If you

I -" t at 2hr Mitchell you will see the (lif

 

t

construction of the motor. the fan and the

And then step heliin

and see the way tlte electric lighting gen

magneto assembly.

erator is mounted over the propeller sh; ft

and connected to it through a “silent' chain.

feature about the Mitchell you

don't want to miss—yes. it is common to all

.-\nothcr

~l~ the gearset. Three speeds are provided.

\t‘lt‘Cll\t‘l_V obtained. and it is peculiar in

that the reverse pinions~ are stationary ex

cept when reverse gear is engaged. There

fore the gearset is just about as quiet as it

is possilile to make (me. \Yltitt do the ttew

Blitchells sell for? The "40" sells for

$1.500, the “50" for $l.85ll. and the "00"

for $2.500. and tltey are fully equipped at

that price. too.

Put the Oakland and the Oldsmobile to

gether and you will notice another start

ling difference. Oakland is not complete,

you say? Yes. it is; the running board~ are

used to run the length of the running

\ery evidently they're gone. In

their place there are two lockers beneath

boards?

the frame. out of the way, leaving the run

ning- botrd~ perfectly clear. There's another

new feature of the (llll\lllt)lillt‘ you want to

look at--—the way all the control elements

other than the levers hate been placed on

a cowl dash close to tlt - 'lriver. Not much

of a stretch to l'tlh‘ll them. i~ it? .\ny

more (tldstttobilw? .\'o: there i~ only the

one model this year. though it may be had

in a moiety of body style~. lust cast your

eye in er them; they're all new. and they're

thoroughly up to the l'lilstitoliile ~tandard

0f (*Xt‘t'llt'llt't'.

Oakland "Four" Resembles the "42."

.-\ny four-cylinder Oaklands? (‘ertainlyq

brand new. lt'~ called the “35" and has

Thatthere are. little one behind you is
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\ l-llt.-\Tll).\' OF ULD$MOBILE LOCKERS

' 9 ' l: )ou look under the Norwalk

_ . 1d" ~ec how straight the drive

\.' It [i

c .\ trualk motor? lt meas

tat tyltnden, as you can see

“ts of three.

3'14 \ 5 “A

I. ,0") i

'1. \ Ulfit‘l't‘lll from
I -~ . 'nallt motors. you ask” ll

IQ O '

or it you remember. .\'orwalk

v‘ f '\

, 4 All All (“(‘rllt'ad \'ill\c "Hill"

I' "I _‘:'n it

r~ not in t i i ' ' i

"I ro'gli , all-5‘ (DunL d ht

. ...r out there.‘

.

\ Oa. _\_

"Ittbell Adopts .“Frenchaype” 30d?

.\ - '
'l' .u 4 look at the Mitchells. Yt“.

In" \lt .ulls XH \Milltlt.‘

- d "e"! Thty'w
r you don't

been remodeled

a“ ‘ .' -:tern In the first place. they

‘ 2'I‘ ll('\] \ “

'Jie .. “"U‘ call French

.“ .. with ~:ratght lines and deep

.‘ultt;?;':nd*;:1l; the motor is of the T

monxu ‘6. as an exceptionally long

4 ’ 1n the case of the 50-ll()r~("

Yuk. 4n" dbl 4'; x 7 for both the four

and the "six." rating at 60

“nth-Me: '

the longest

.H. - they are nm

hf Show

 
 

made that way purposely. A good part of

the running boards never are used anyway.

and_ so those two aluminum steps are quite

sutlicient. And it reduces the weight and

gi\e~ the car quite a distinctive appearance.

too. Examine the \'-t_vpe radiator with

which the Oakland is equipped. lt's made

of lierman silver—another of the distinctive

Oakland features. .

.\'ow. let's compare the ()akl'atttl and the

Oldsmobile Oakland

You may not

"sixes." .\'o "six."

you say? 1). yes there is.

have seen it yet. bttt if you will turn around

you will see it now. It's just been brought

out; that's why you haven't seen it before.

Now. if you look at the IIIOtOt's you will

see that both are ca~t in pairs. and that

they have the ~ame bore and stroke—name

ly. 41.1; x S'j. The Old~mobile motor forms

part of a unit power plant. Notice also

that they both have cone clutches.

There have been few mechanical changes

in the Oakland. but if you look closely at

the Oldsmobile you will discover that it is

new all the way through and that it bears

little resemblance to any of the Oldsmo—

biles that have gone before. Where are the

distinctive Oldsmobile tool boxes which
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been brought ottt as a sort of smaller

brother to the larger "42." It is pretty much

like the larger car. too, and there have been

mighty few changes made in the older one.

lt'~ been refined. as a matter of cour~e. and

beenthe equipment has ittcrtttst'tl. too,

though it is much the ~ame car that it was.

Gray 8: Davis System in Peerless.

.\'o\\, let~'s go o\ er and take a look at the

l'eerless hue and see how much more you

can learn in a ~hort space of time. Any new

models? .\'o. none; the old ones are con—

tintted with \ery few alterations beyond the

addition of a (iray & l)a\i~ combined elt'c

tric lighting and engine starting system;

they had only electric lights last year. There

they stand. the four of them—the "38-h." the

"48-0." the “(JO-o." and the "40-4." Quite an

impressive group, don't you

think? .\'ow. suppose we delve into them

and discover just what is new. The newest

appearing

thing. of course. is the electrical apparatu~

Outside of that. you will find a new butter

fly throttle valve in place of the piston valve

used in the past—it permits lower throt

tling; then you will find ihat dual igni

tion has been adopted in place of double ig
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nition. Why? \Nell, it was discovered that

the battery plugs in the dual system were

so little used and they sooted up so read

ily that thy were not worth retaining.

lt' you look still further, you will find that

the sizes of the front tires on the “38-6”

have been increased to 36 x 4% to conform

to the size of the front ones. That makes

the carrying of two different sized spare

tires unnecessary. The same change has

been made in the "otl-o." only the tire size

is .38 x 5],».

Notice also that the side lamps have been

l't‘ett} big tires. aren't they?

taken off and that their place now is taken

by imbcdded lamps. Another thing—the

windshield stays now slant backward in

stead of forward. leaving the front of the

car unencumbered.

Force-Feed Oiling in Pierce-Arrow.

If you look straight across the hall until

your eye encounters a gracefully arched

limousine roof—arched at the door so as

to give more head room in entering—you

may be pretty sure it is a Pierce-Arrow.

there are none better. That

arch in the roof is one of the distinctive

\ou're right;

features of the l’ierce-Arrow car, and the

\\.l_\ it has been copied ought to warm the

cm'kles of the designer’s heart. Lift up

the llthl of the Nearest t‘;lt'-—tllc big "Mi."

Surprised at the alhence of the familiir oil

tank on the side of the cylinders? No more

will it have a place on Pierce-Arrow en

gin' ~ lis place has been taken by a brand

Ht“ force-feed oiling system, the heart of

which is a powerful pump. The oil now is

pumped direct to all the bearings.

efficient?

)lore

nf course it is. for the supply of

oil varies as the engine speed varies—the

faster the engine runs the more oil it gets.

Notice. while you

have the hood up, that leather universal

and \'ice-ver~a. also.

joints now are used in the magneto coup

ling and that the fan bracket is made with

a screw adiustment with which to tension

the belt

That is to com—

Didn't

\Vell. they

do. The pump stores air in a tank under

200 pounds pressure. and it is admitted to

\\'hat is that pump for?

press air for the starting system.

l-(flu\\ they used starters, eh?

the cylinders in rotation by means of a

rotary distributer. Take a look at the clutch,

no“. and notice that it is fitted with cork

in~ert~. the German bronze having been

eliminated. Another important change is

that there now are two universal joints

between the clutch

that the

and the gearset and

gearset is 4‘.’.» inches nearer

the rear. permitting more easy disassem

bling of the clutch. Never heard of a

tubular propeller shaft you say? \Vell,

here's a chance for you to look at one.

The Pierce-Arrow propeller shaft is a tube

instead of a solid bar as heretofore. Don’t
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think it will be quite as strong? That

shows what you know about machinery. It's

actually stronger. If it was not you may

rest assured that the Pierce-Arrow engi

neers Ht'\ er would have permitted it to be

used. No. there have been no really radi

cal changes in the line—the “38-C" motor

dimensions have been increased from 4 x

5%; to 4 x 5‘2, but that is not a radical

change—though when even the Pierce-Ar

row engineers can tind reason for small

changes it is significant of the trend toward

perfection.

Here's another new "six" that may have

CsCle’L'Ll you. t's a l'ullman. Never heard

of a l’ullman “six.” either? \\ ell. that's par—

donable. for it was only brought out a few

months ago. Still, there are quite a few of

them in the bands of owners. even though

they are young. As a matter of fact. both

6

the ‘six" and that “four” over there are

new cars—brought out simultaneously, you

know. Both haxe the same T-head, pair

cast motor with 4‘_--inch bore and Slié-inch

stroke. The little one over there that is not

so little after all is the “4-3o"; it has not

Take a look at

steering

been changed very much.

the new l9-inch rubber wheels
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with which all the cars are fitted. And no

tice that the horn now is located beneath

the hood, where it is out of harm’s way

and less likely to become clogged with road

dirt. Also make a note of the fact that the

springs are longer and wider, that the tire

irons now are at the back of the tonneau,

that the running boards now are perfectly

clean and that the oil and carburetter ad

justments have been brought up to the

One of the things you can't see,

though you can learn about it, is that the

motor and the gearset and the steering gear

and very nearly every other'part is made

dash.

right at home in the Pullman shops. An

other thing to make a note of is that the

gearsets are unusually substantial. Prices?

The “six” in seven-passenger touring form

lists at $2,750. with complete equipment.

t0o. The “4-44” and the “4-36” list at $2,

lSO and $1,875. respectively, with five-pas

senger bodies.

Debut of the Stcarns-Knight “Six.”

It's a good bet you never heard of a

Stearns-Knight Didn't think there

Neither did a

whole lot of other persons, but there is the

ear. Ht‘\'('rlll(.‘l0s$. It's making its debut

It has the very same white

O‘Six.,,

“as such a thing, did you?

at the show.

line on_ the radiator that has marked all

Stearns cars for a good many years. That's

And.

of course. it is one of the very few six

one way you can always identify it.

cylinder Knight engines on the American

market—or any other market. for that mat

ter.

differ much from the

Stearns-Knight “four”? No. it is so much

Does it very

like it that you can scarcely tell them apart.

except for the fact that they have not the

same number of cylinders. “Four” looks

Of course it does.

for the only changes that have been made

in it are minor ones. The magneto is a Mea.

for instance, and the design of the steering

gear casing has been altered a little bit to

make it stronger. The bodies have been

changed considerably. however. and quite

naturally they are better looking than ever

before.

just the same, you say?

Here's a difference between the “four”

and the "six." though it is a small one: The

front of the “six” motor is supported on a

steel arch which, in turn. is bolted to the

side frames. lt replaces the usual alum

Also. a

separate cr0ss frame member at the front

braces the frame and serves as a radiator

mounting.

inum arms from the crankcase.

Notice that the member can be

removed with the radiator, leaving the,

whole front of the engine exposed for in

spection. The clutch is the same as that

used in the “four,” and a four-speed select—

ive gearset is used. New models? All the

“sixes” are new, of course. and among the
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k -\l llF.\Dl-‘.ll Sill'TH

. I“ n-Il \ou ought to take a good

I .' ' !~t’\- )linder block-casting. for it

' - ' . r: H the shows—barring the

Notice the clever way theO ' 1“

- - _ 'n; generator—it is also the

" . ' -is no noted and the way it

-' y I ~iltnt" chain from the pump

' 't \ .t~ it work? You just have

'. ' t:t.t'.'~ all \Yhen you want

' . -- '-._\ mote a little controller

' "'l on the dash That con

' ' r) with the motor and starts

- tonne. Just as s00" as it

" ' ' becomes a generator and

. ' ~tor44eh'1ttery. Nothing else

'- s i-ltn'y of "juice" for all the

. - '1! and some to spare.

-' -'."tr and lighter on the smaller

' .: -".:t‘.l_\ is. though this is tlte

-.' -' --..~ found a place on them.

'\ ‘ ' ' ll'il "30," the baby of the line.

- . and starting system. An

" Jl"Ul the Whites that is new

-' " o in all driten from the left side

- ill the Whites except the “30"

F -' ' at'r driven front the left side;

-'i 'he "30" has had its steering

-'-" Any other changes. you ask?

' -" "P-ti-irtance; the bodies have

' ..r 1 little rootnier and the uphols~

a," b ‘- I ' '

1‘ ' llade a little more luxurious.

' " ‘ w 'it all.

’-"' m r-rtte to one of the oldest

"Hr. ill. and if you look over

.~t'-illy you will find that one

'-’t‘rc~ting things about it is a

i I '_:'tal features that have been

4 = ~' from the first, when \\'in

Pitt cars went by the board

Filed to make "sixes" exclu

"r'e ts \ery little that is new.

' laws is none the less interest

‘h -' arr ~tarter. for instance. lt

‘-"!'-.\ the same form as when it

‘-' ' 'tt That's a pretty good tes~

' t~ north. don’t you think? Nos

" "act the cylinders appear. Not

. I wprrtluous material. Yes,

i ' h“ been of the L-head tvpe.

' 'tlhe have felt the refining

- (1!! see that for yourself. The

. Hm" lhrouilllout

"7 15-! g '

1‘ .

'fo I

s\\

's,.

o l -\

I

I"

I‘ll .In

"I" “t,

the fenders tit
lich lo 1 '

ess angulartty at hood

and cowl. The upholstery also has been im

proved materially. and three-quarter ellip

tic springs now are used at the rear.

Tired of looking at so many “sixes.” you

say? Hadn't ought to be. for they're near

ly all new and they're interesting. if for no

other reason.‘ But let's switch over to the

"fours" for a while. Take this bunch o\er

here. for instance—Maxwell. Krit. Buick.

Hupmobile. R. C. H.. l)etroiter. Metz. Lit

tle. Regal. Overland. Studebaker. limp‘re—

you can buy any one of them for less than

$1.000, and mighty good value. at that Look

at that little Metz. \\'ouldn't think it sold

for as low as $395. would you? But it

does. all right; and. what is more to the

point. it is fully equipped at tltat price

\\'ltat makes it so quiet? \\'ell, one reason

is that there are no gears in it. It has a

friction transmission; it's as smooth as silk

 

  

STl-IARNS KNIGHT REAR

__- _ __._s

and not any noisier, either. Another point

—it has multiple disk brakes. liver hear of

them? They're right in the wheel hubs.

Studebaker and Little you have already

looked at. though may not have noticed

that the smallest Studebaker. there-—the

“.25"—costs only $885. Noticed it, you say?

Isn't it a great value? Look at the clean

cut engine and the roomy body with the

well-blended lines. And make a note of the

fact. too. that it is fully equipped.

Take a slant at the Detroiter.

\\'hich one is it? The one with the white

band around the top of the body. Adds

quite a touch of distinction. doesn't it? Now.

lift up the hood and notice the compact

unit power plant and the neat gear shifting

arrangement with its lever terminating in

a plain knob.

there.

Pretty compact design. eh?

Look at the way the magneto is driven from

the timing gears at the flywheel end of the

engine instead of at the front end. Yes.

that's one of its distinctive features. Nine

hundred dollars is the price of the five

passenger car. and it includes full equip

ment. too.

Those cars over there with the squarish

radiators and hoods are the R. C. H. fam

ily. Look quite British. don't they? Sure!

the)"re in the low-priced group: you can

buy that touring car for $900. and there

is plenty of room for five persons in it. too.

l;\cr notice what a long-stroke engine the

R. C. H. ctr has? It measures 3% x 5. and

all the cylinders are cast in a single block

that is beaten by few for neatness and sun

pltcity. \Yhat power? Twenty-rive horse

power. she ])llll~t, and quite easily. too. The

long stroke is responsible for that. Yes.

they make a roadster. Classy looking little

ctr. too, and the price is the same as for

the t luring car—SUM).

lltre's another little car that is a big one

in reality—the llnpmobile. Remember when

it ttrst tnade its appearance in its present

form last show-time? \\ ell. it is just the

same now. Price has gone up a little. it is

true. but then look at the extra equipment

you get. Still. the car sells for $.35 less

than $l,t)(lll.

with the magneto mounted over the fly

liver not-cc that llup engine

wheel and driven by a "silent" chain? .\nd

itlzc a look at the dash arrangement. with

the spark coil and tltr )lll(' and carburettcr

air lexers on a cowl dash. The llnp was

t-‘tt' of the first to bring out a dash of the

type. \khat makes the Cowl so deep? That's

because the gasolene tank is in it. Makes a

steady flow of gasolcne to the carburetter

sure. No need for pressure feed. Make a

note. too. that the steering gear is at the

left side. with the gear shift lever in the

center.

This car here is the Krit—another classy

looking little machine that lists at consider

ably less than SIDOO. Sells for only 9’00

and. of course. it is fully equipped. This is

another car that has an unusually attractive

unit power plant. Notice how the oil tiller

pipe. for instance, is in the flywheel hous

ing and the way the hot air intake to the

carburetter is arranged. Look at the chas

sis over there and notice that the rear

springs are full elliptic to give the greatest

possible resiliency. Yes. it's driven from

the left side and the control levers are in

the center.

Here's the litnpire. It sells for $050,

though you tnight think it cost a whole
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it Iii-ft -\nother low-priced car with a

cert-wearing unit power plant rated at

.‘5 "hepuh‘t'l' Long-stroke motor? Of

.i'se the lung-stroke motor's the thing

Take a look at

'24' :tt.ptl't rear construction. lt's sturdy,

u; rt you Cutlltl only see inside of it you

I Act haw to wonder why it wears so

"2 .ml run- so quietly. lt's mounted on

--- 2.00! roller bearings. No, only the

-t.e model i- made—a five-passenger tour

' 2 year. if I! met was.

I I

I"

Variety Found in Regal Line.

They

. re Regals surely you know the

,gm-i i..- Regal. O, that one that's not

his A! the others? That’s a new

4' tut l.» lust been brought out. The

.'..'i are hung beneath the axles. and

-r " the hotly is not quite as low as the

"r I' “In is pretty low. That under

- .r. ' mu,- car there sells for $950. Cer

.:~. ' has a long-stroke motor—meas

::t 3%; x 4’6. One of the beauties

' '- Regal line is that there ls such vari

Pt": underslung and overslung. and

' ' them is high priced enough to take

.' ' the real low-priced class.

' Buick line over there is another that

small; complete—cars that range in

' ' ta the way from $950 up to $1,650.

' " the $950 car? it's that roadster

-' "' gasolene tank behind the seats.

' "-" have not been many alterations

' a the Buick line. unless the addition

tau model can he called a change.

- ".e new one, there—the "40." It

“£550. and it’s fully equipped, too.

-Ii~ttncttve in the Buicks? Well,

' for instance It's the very same

"4’ Always has been used, with the

rerhead. which location permits a

3-! t."ttttietrical combustion chamber

' 'ciirse. increases efliciency. That’s

"L an always get so much more

"' “at ol a Buick motor than you ex

I .1 .

cu Soot: get to expect it. though. for

me it u there if you want it.

. .-e \tl') low cars over there?

llmiell Add; 22-Horsepower Model.

llall!“ I\ the only one left

m m that par
.r- ten than $1.000 group"? Pretty

Jet—though there may

‘ l-Ztthe hall somewhere. Take a gOOd

hat little ZZ-horsepower Maxwell

time: Never saw it before? Noth:

H" may about that, either, because

heier shown before?

 

 

  

(‘l'TTlNG BRAKE EQUALIZERS

Maxwell cars are. ()thers? Sure! There's

the “30" and the "40"—both of them four

cylinder models selling at comparatively

low prices and both retaining all the marks

that serve to distincmake the Maxwell

tive.

Only Stroke-Bore Ratio Remarkable.

And glimpse that ()nly car over there. It

is the car with the really remarkable stroke

Cylinders measure no less

than 4% x 77/8. Think of it—nearly twice

as much bore as stroke! Another distinctive

t0-l)0re ratio.

  

feature ol the car is the straight-lire drive

and the low-hung appearance. The long

stroke motor gives considerable flexibility.

it is claimed. to say nothing of the fact that

30 miles to the gallon of fuel and 75 miles

an hour both are guaranteed by the manu

facturers

behind

you—that classy looking bunch of cars with

Nationals? Sure. they're right

 

 

  

CADILLAC CAMSHAFT DRIVE

their steering gears at the left. New mod

els? Certainly. That's a that

"Speedway" roadster. there. Looks as if it

had plenty of speed. doesn't ll;

HCVV (MIC,

lie-fore

you leave the Nationals. notice the way the

power tire pump is mounted at the front

end of the crankcase casting and the way

it is driu-n from the timing gears. There's

a positite Clutch there now instead of the

friction clutch used in the past \\'hat’s the

motor? '1' head. of course. wath the cylin

ders cast in pairs and measuring 4% r. 6;

no trouble to develop 40 horsepower with

those cylinders. and yet that is all they are

rated Prices" "\II the way from $2.750

to SUN").

An American Underslung Limousine.

Here are some more underslung tars —a

tiotn little

roadster right up to .i inll-siZed undtrslung

whole llllt‘ of them. a cleti-r

limousine. .\'e\ er ~.i\\ an underslung limou

sine? l'roltnbl} no one else eu-r did. either.

until these Amerit .ins put in an appearance.

Take a slant at the distinctive lines at the

backs of those limousines. [.ook almost sub

marine, as well as limousine. don't they?

But. then. the American company 31\V.l_\'s

did haw a way of bringing out distinctive

appearing cars that it was the despair of

others to copy. Contentional cars in the

American line? Surely: there's the "Trav

eler." for instance. It has its frame AIHHP

the axles. and it is fitted with an uncom

monly good-looking body.

They're asking $0,000 for the new

underslung limousine, there. the one that

six-passenger

l'rice?

accommodates six persons. and $4.500 for

the "Trawler." The little one there; That's

the Scout model. and it sells for as lllllt‘

.is $1,475

notice in the American line is the straight

()tte' (if [ltt tlHtlL's you “.tfit it»

hue tlt‘HL' that is obtained

One More in Abbott-Detroit Family.

Anything new in the Abbott-Detroit's? ()t

course there is That small car. there. is

new all the way through No. it is int a

revision of the previous smill car; it is

altogether ditft rent— it's new. Notice. in the

first place, that the smaller models and the

larger ones are titeehanteal duplicates. Both

have long-strok' Continental motors. and

they're both equti bed with electric lighting

and starting systitns. Now, get down and

take a look at the way the springs are hung

beneath the axles. That makes for greater

stability. Make note of the fact. also, that

all the bodies ha\e been enlarged: there's

more room in them now than there ever

was, and no one ever was crowded in an

Abbott~Dctr0it.

Here are a couple of new models that

have been added to the Auburn line—a new

“four” and a new “six.” Both of them

have long-stroke motors quite as a matter

 

vi‘v.
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of course,

3% X 535.

the. "six" cylinders measuring

and the “four” measuring 41/; x

4%. No, the new four has a block motor

and the “six” is cast in pairs. Other Au

burns? Of course there are; there is the

40-horscpower four-cylinder model and the

six-cylinder “50.” Changes? Scarcely one,

though a few refinements have been made.

of course.

Little Room for Improving Bergdoll.

And now we come to the Bergdolls—the

“30" and the “40"—both having four-cylin

der motors which give evidence of careful

designing. Also there is a new “40" with

a long-stroke motor and a four-speed gear

like the

older “40" that already has been increast

sci. though otherwise it is much

slightly. and they have a longer hood to

make room for the L'. 5. L. electric lighting

and engine starting system with which they

N0. the“ “3U”

its original form. Little room for improve

are equipped. is in just about

mcnt could be found.

  

 

  

Remember when the Cadillac first came

out with the Delco electric lighting and cn~

\\'ell.

latest Cadillac over there. and you will still

gine starting system? there’s the

find the Dclco system on it. It has been

refined. of course. and made still more auto

matic. Also. the engine has been increased

in size and now is rated at 40~50 horse

power: the copper water-jackets are re

tained but the timing gears have given away

to a "silent" chain. Incidentally. the wheel

base has been lengthened and a whole raft

of other minor refinements have been made.

not the least important of which is to be

in U ll d H ()W

much does the touring car sell for? Com

in the increase in tire sizes.

pletely equipped it lists at the. reasonable

price of $1.975.

Cunningham, Too, Remains Unchanged.

That car there with the hood up. showing

the distinctive enclosed overhead valve

mechanism. is the Cunningham. Saw it in

New York last year? Guess again! You

may have seen it in Chicago—most likely

you did—but not in New York. And if

you did see it in Chicago. or anywhere else,

last year you ought to recognize it quite

easily. for it has scarcely been changed a

bit. Does not have to be changed. if you

ask the Cunningham engineers why. And

it is a pretty good reason. too. Bodies. of

course, have been refined and the upholstery

has been given the touch that makes for

greater comfort.

Cutting cars, made by the Clarke-Carter

Automobile C0.? Not by a long shot. they're

not. If you read the trade papers you would

know that the name of the company became

Cutting Motor Car Co. a little while ago.

\\'hat’s that got to do with the cars? O, not

so very much, only it shows that the makers

are proud enough of their products to want

to exploit its name coming and going. so to

speak. But to get down to brass tacks,

you want to take a look at the new Cutting

unit power plants. Also make a note of the

fact that a substantial increase in power

has been made and that the whcclbascs have

Tires arebeen considerably lengthened.

bigger. too. and so are the lmdics.

Case Refines and Adds to Line.

Here's a new model Case that ought to

Model X. it is called.

and it is new all the way through. Doesn't

draw your attention.

however.

Look at

the gearset and the rear axle and the steer

\\'i»uldn't think

much expensive

take much delving to discover,

that it has all the Case earmarks,

they being gear. you

longed to a more car?

Haven’t mentioned the price? Beg pardon;

it sells for $1.500. Complete equipment. of

course. Quite a few changes have been

made in the larger car. \\'heelbase longer,

tires larger. \Vestinghouse electric lighting

system installed, gasolene tank put close to

the rear axle. new windshield. All these

are new features.

llack to Columbia cars again. \Vell. well!

Remember. we just glanced at them some

time ago. Sure! Those are the Columbia

Iinight models with the left-hand drive, and

right-hand drive are the

Any changes in

these with the

poppet valve Columbias.

construction? that

though it is fair to assume that a big com

pany like. the United States Motor Co.

surely would find a few small things to

the. the

generator is mounted on the Columbias—

It is protected in

None are noticeable,

make better. Ever notice way

down on the gearset?

that position. though it is quite accessible.

Cartercar Keeps Friction Drive.

It's the Car

friction

Herc’s another unusual car.

tercar, and it is one of the few

driven cars in the shows. See that big ro

tating plate that looks like a flywheel? \Vell,

the other one, there—the one that is set

transversely to it—is brought up against

it and the friction between the two is suf

ficient to transmit all the power of the mo

tor to the road wheels. Does away with

gears which might or might not be noisy.

Sure! Merely by shifting the driven disk

you can get an almost unlimited number of

That’s the casespeeds. That long case?

the transmission chain runs in. It is a

“silent” chain and it runs in oil. thus prac

Noticc that the

It’s

a little point. but it makes for greater sta

tically eliminating wear.

gasolcne tank is located on the chassis.

liility.

Crow List Includes Two “Sixes”.

Lift up the hood of that Crow~l§lkhart

there at your elbow and notice the compact

six-cylinder motor, with its T-liead cylin

ders cast in pairs, and then come back here

and examine the dash and. in particular.

the two little lockers in the seat riser that

serve to house the tools and the batteries.

Didn't know there was 21 Crow “six”? As

a matter of fact, there are two of them—

the "6-00" and the “6-50"—not to mention

the four-cylinder 38-horsepower model. If

you look closely at the older cars. you will

notice the new front and rear axles. the

larger brake drums. the heavier frames and

reinforced spokes in the wheels. There are

a host of other small refinements, too.

\\'hat is that ozber new underslung car

‘0

  

    

   

over there? It's a Colby, if you mean that

low car with the rakish body, but it's not

so new. after all. It was brought out last

year and exhibited for the first time in

Chicago. Thought you’d remember it.

Looks pretty much the same. does it not?

That's simply because you can’t see all the

little refinements that have'bcen made in

the motor and in the chassis. Many of

them scarcely would be discernible. any

way. because they are in the materials.

Davis and Diamond T from West.

The

there with

the roadster over

deck aft.

nautical expression—is another car that sel

l)avis——fhat's if
V

the turtle to use a

dom gets to New York—at a show. that is.

Of course, there are lots of them running

around the streets. and maybe the reason

they don’t attract attention is because they

are thoroughly orthodox in

Nothing in the least bit freakish about them.

Notice the motor, for instance. It's a Con

block-cast motor, the

valves on the one side and neatly encased.

The gearset. if you notice. is arranged for

center control. the arrangement being par

ticularly simple. See the way the quadrant

is bolted directly to the top of the gear

case? Make note. of the fact. also. that all

the Davis cars have cowls that are a little

longer this year than they were last year.

That provides more protection for the occu

appearance.

tinental. with all
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PIERCE

- t' 2- mm ~eat~. 'lhe Diamond T

-- ' -- \\t~:ern car that you don’t often

-- m \'--u York

' " ia- ul'ere it is built, however. and

It has a good reputation

": w; 'a‘I-itl ._i\es protni~e of spreading

- i a) Fast. but Xiirtli and South as well.

I ."- 'tie car. right there. Take a gocd

\ -' " for a great many of these \\'est

" c- \Cfldlflly arc "comers." and you

- v: .* till when the information will

Q‘, - \ u :I‘ a; CH, stt‘XNl

Edwards Has Several Novel Points.

li:-- a "and new car that is fairly

'; a: "Ilthllitl features—Knight en

-- a r'". d'ne. Lanchester springs. are

. l- \ o' its Yes. you've

'.'it it's the lidwards. built by

'.'.~ .\l--tor Car (o. of New York

Jitter tome o\ er here and take a good

C e

I

features.

s. '(Jf ~prinu~_ for they are the

"he kind in the shows. .\'o'ice

  

ABBOTT— DE TROIT

: - ' '.-.-ii~ rods are attached. SO 85 t0

' 'a. play to the axle without rc

. '. :ri- resiliency or action of the

- '-\‘ .\ in. get down and take a SQUlTlt

:' "' rear axle with its worm drive and

.";.:' "" ugh substantial casing. Ever

v' ' ' tt‘i'tttsitttt,’ features in a single CI"

ihinsne car? Well. not so very

~"-r when you consider the way the

:1" .nd the equipment. The five

a" '-u"in|; car. for instance. lists

.‘Qil it '

yes.

{"l

. 'I

r. a.

I

g \

:flw'

‘ . Don't forget to exam

m ‘ltl’tc lighting and engine starting

22"" l’ - the l'. S. L.. and is completely

iii-"an the flywheel housing. where
I I \l'l.

\ t' itected from dirt and mechan

f) :‘retty neat;

'I \‘u

Great Western Price CUt $265

}Ef'g.‘ I: T

' breat “estern car. Funnv

' n; O 0‘ ‘ '

. "\ “ or breat \\ estern. but it's so

. ‘ \u l. '

‘ - ought to make the Great

'll\"P
r I". "f

greatest sellers on the

n Pr“, “.

-1~ $1.850 last year; and

      

’7. '_ ll

  

l"SSELKMR

  

PACKARD

what do you think they have done this year?

Simply made the car a bigger car and a

better one throughout. added a whole lot of

equipment never listed before. and calmly

lopped $205 oFf the price.

Kind of surprising. is it not?

Yes, it sells for

$1.585 now.

Lift up the hood and take a look at that

motor. .\'0 trouble developing 40 horse

power with those cylinders. They measure

Yes,

it has a l’resto encone starter this year that

it (lid not

specdotltctcr and electric lights and an elec

4‘1 x 51/2—long stroke. too, you see

ha\e last year. and a Stewart

tric hiwrit—altogether. the list is nearly as

lone7 as your arm. Sturdier axles. too. and

a higher factor of safety everywhere.

See the wire-wheeled car over there——

the one with the deep skuttle and the cowl

dash? It's the Henderson. that was Chl'IS

tened by the Mayor of Indianapolis last

Decoration Day with a peck of new pota

toes. Let’s go over and "dier into" it. \\'hat's

llelllTll
WHITE

       

  

 

new? \\'liy. it's all new; there is not an

old thingr in it. Notice the motor. It is a

block casting and develops 44 horsepower.

Then notice the rear system with the gear

set hung on the axle. practice that has made

many a famous car famous. The steering

wheel is at the left. you notice. Can't find

the gear shift levch That's it

—that little knob sticking up between the

front seats.

X0 wonder.

It certainly is out of the way

of the driver. though it is easily within

reach. Electric lights from a dynamo sys

tem. of course. and very nearly ever other

convenience that

mands.

the modern owner dc

Wherein Haynes Has Been Bettered.

How do you know the Haynes? (fine good

way to tell it is by the contracting band

clutch. Take out the floor boards of that

llaynes there and examine the clutch: one

of its features is that it can be adjusted

quickly. Steel against steel now. thoth

instead of steel against bronze. Now. take

it ill
ALCO

 
 

 

  

 

KNOX

a look at the new Haynes electric lighting

Notice

the generator and the motor are separated.

and engine starting system. how

the former being above the frame and the

latter beneath the frame. If one gets out of

ortltr that does not preyent the other l)L'lnL'

.\nother of the things that are new

It's

used.

in the llaynes cars is the upholstery.

ll inches thick in the rear seats and nearly

as thick in front. The new model I, Haynes

is a radical departure from previous prac

tice. See the difference? It has an I.

head motor. whereas Haynes cars always

Tllt'

cylinders measure 41,, x 5‘}. The clutch and

have had T-head motors in the past.

gearset are the same as in the other Hltult‘l.

Incidentally. the new model has left-hand

drive and center control.

Imperial Has Northeast System.

The Imperial. over there, is another car

that his improved Wonderfully in appear

l l? l .
NATIONAL

 
 

 

  

Make not:

that

in the line.

Two of the models. the "-H" and the "34."

ance in the last twelvcmontlt.

(if the

mounted

new straight-line bodies are

on the four chassis

lime the Northeast electric lighting and en

gine starting system for the first time this

year. and a number of other alterations cai

culated to render smoother and easier the

action of the cars have been made.

Inter-State's Far-Reaching Changes.

Didn't know there Inter-State

"six." either. eh? \Nell, there was none until

was an

It's one of the few

block-cast the

Cylinders measure 4 x 5 and the

now. but there it is.

"sixes" in shows. Dimen

sons?

motor is rated at 45 horsepower. The whole

car is quite different from any of the other

Inter-States. It has left drive with center

control. for instance. and a four-speed gear

.set. Price? Twenty-seven fifty. with com

plete equipment, which also means an elec

tric lighting and engine startingv system.

Not a jackson—that car with the \'-type

  
  

."

GARFORD

uses IN umousmr: TOPS. suowmo VARIETY OBTAINABLE IN DESIGN
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SOME OF TEL “FOURS” WHICH PROVE THAT “SIXES”
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n,de t_it' cour~e it is, though it is :i

Ilz'lwn yr 5 "(\cr s2“ bClOI'C. 1! is It 116W

la: The Jar-hon line has been most thor

nih.) reconstructed. you would hardly

n 0;!!th it n-iii There is 3 Jackson "~i.\'"

n . -,_,. lltall- the one, there; it is styled

" "bulimic" Lift up the hood and glimpse

'- {MEI-(bl iylinilrr~ and the clutch and

an» , mbitied in J unit with the motor

Cilmder- GICJ‘DH 4‘; a 4:14. and the engine

rated .it 55 hot~epow er. Notice, also. the

positutt oi lllt tiCClHC lighting and engine

r."..:'..' ~i~tetn \is. it's the first time the

1 both have llJtl one. Sure, the new "four"

'.- the \J'I‘it -_v~ttni-—tliat is to say, the

.tgrr on: ti.i~ Another of the little fea

‘:.m that mean so much is that the gaso

"' wk 12 uifl'lt‘tl .it the rear of the ton

'-.. rtli tht' lUt'l under pressure and fed

' a .In'tl) tank under the shroud.

lolmc Models on One Chassis.

-:a :i in: Mullllt—lllt. one to which

prrtir ‘ltrezidnoughi" is added. .\'o.

r.) one chassis in the Moline line.

  

-' - . can hire your choice of several

- ,.i- Any Phange in construction?

the whet-ll 4%“ is 10 inches longer;

" '-'!r (if the cylinders has been in

O

‘."lvo

-- - “0413. the stroke remaining

- raw. the brakes now measure lb

1- there t~ .in aiisiliary tank under the

" “$13!,Illl the iii.iin tank in the cowl;

" " I 'iine and engine starting sys

il' "'1‘ i‘ltletl.

lo!

a

deiitountable l’lllls'

t
id. -l, and there has been a num

' 0 II

' PM "Iiti ri.iiii-iiients.

RKOYMNCUOH by Michigan Makers.

3.: \ F r ‘
sll\lnl‘ I ‘ nc' “oa\;

'-" it an m illlt' that ha~ been most

1th) ru-nstructcd and appreciably

_- "rd in tin itc0n~truction I

I -"~ tmportani of the changes which have

;::i:::d;o;~ito ii littllld in the gearset. It

i {hm Di om “ii-eds ahead now instead

1). “Mb rrct drivi- on third speed? No.

we 1;" rile-n: Sltol. Haven't you seen

m Hlprr that Engineer Cameron pre

“i' “"1 Published. setting forth the ad

mu t -

8! ol direct drive on fourth speed?

\ Well
. . .you ought to get it and read

education in itself. 0. no'

‘ 15 direct drive,

thiiit it A. $0 don" makc 3"? mistake

.ym n! on"? changes?

u" Thflt is

Olttrol‘ {

About the

Surely.

m . left drive and center

One thing; that's a radical dc

parture from previous Michigan practice, as

you probably know. Also, there has been

a noteworthy increase in the sire of the

bodies, and the tires—in fact. the cars both

are larger all over.

  

\\ h.it'~

met' there?

Marioiis.

The

only material changes you can find are re

group ofthatllL'\\' 111

Not very much. it seems.

tineincnts——the use of a deep cowl over the

d.i~h. a lowering of the chassis, the use of

new lgflglhll steel springs, .in increase in

brake capacity and new brake cams, and an

alteration in the throttle and spark levers.

Oh, yes!

An electric generator and complete lighting

eliminating the ratchet devices.

~y~teni has been added, and the cars are

fitted with his" ;riiiiers. Any new mod

-..(cr. c er there, is a new

“Bobcat,”

only it has been built 10 give the occupants

el~" That ri

out. lt'~ pretty time! like the

a little more comfort and a little less speed.

It's pretty speedy. though, at that. There

are ~tiil fewer changes apparent in the

Marathon line, over there. Yes. still mak

ing the three chassis they have had right

.iliiiig. and very little room for improve

lilt‘lll has been found. Motors? They are

4-. x 515,413 x 4'1, and 3% x 4%.

Mercer Records Warrant No Change.

t'iiizie over and have a look at the newer

~eries Mercer» How many chassis? Two

-one with a 454 x 5 motor and the other

with a 4H, x 5 motor. \Vhy have there been

so few changes made? Haven't you fol

lowed the in-rt‘orinance of the Mercer cars

during the past year? If you h.id you

would know that a car that can give such a

itself

It's a pretty good time to “let

alone," as the old proverb

\\"ell. all the cars now

have four-speed gearscts and an electric

lighting and engine starting system is stan

dard on all but the raceriboiit. Lighting and

starting units are separate.

good account of scarcely requires

changing.

well enough

goes. What's new"

 
 

There have not been any extensive

changes made in either the Moon or Mid

land cars. across the aisle. How many

models of each? \\'cll, there are three

Moons and two Midlands. The Moons

mount T-head motors, two "fours" and a

"six." \\'hat, didn’t you know there was a

Moon "six." either? \\'cll, you have learned

a lot. Yes, the Moon “~ix" is rated at 05

horsepower and has its. cylinders cast in

pairs. Notice the rear axles on all the

Moons. They're a special type —fiill-tii>;itiiii.r,

of course. Also make a note of the fact

that electric lighting and engine \llll'ltnfi

systems have been added. As for the Mid

land» there's .1 "six" in that f.iiiiily, [tin

Cylinders measure 4 x S and the rziiincr is 50

horsepower. Notice particularly that Mid

land motor suspension. See how it provides

for a certain amount of frame weaving with

out danger of damage to the engine" That's

one Of flit: Midland features Linit prith

i.

  

 

 

plants. of course, and you have already \t"t'l'

the three-point ‘thpt'llslull.

Paige-Detroit Builds New Model.

There's a brand new Paige-Detroit u\t't

there that is totally different from any other

Paige-Detroit you ever saw What's differ

“'hy, The

whole car is new from stem to stern. No

ent? everything i~ different.

tice the new unit power plant, for one thing.

and the way the cam and pump shafts are

driven by "silent" chain. Notice that [llt

car is steered and controlled from the left

side. after the approved fashion. Take a

look at the cork insert multiple disk clutch.

the gearsct, the full-floating rear axle. the

Gray 8; Davis electric lighting and engini

starting system and all the other tine p0itit~.

and then wonder how it is possible to pri

ducc the car and sell it with complete equip

$1.275. iii-t th.it—-$l,275. Thi

\ery little change in it. 11‘

The Print

merit for

other Paige?

fact. no changes whatsoever.

'l‘Ilkhart—don't confuse them with the Crow

l'llkhart another in which

there has been found very little room for

improvement. Yes, they're still continu

ing the three chassis, all three of them

“fours.” Bodies have been altered, of

course, and they are roomier and better

looking, thus speaking volumes for their

cars-line is

greater value.

See that nifty-looking roadster with a

projection like a dorsal fin on its after

deck? Get up a little closer, and you can
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read the name on it-Pathtinder. That road

ster and the Martha \\'ashington coach are

the two new models in the Pathfinder line

this year. Did you notice the “boat-like"

appearance of the roadster? That's where

it gets is name. “Cruiser.” Look at the

graceful lines and the “midship cockpit.” so

to speak. Looks pretty comfortable, ch?

No, there have not been any material altera

tions in the Pathfinder mechanical construc

tion during the past year. just a few re

finements to bring them more thoroughly

up to date. Any changes in the Paterson

line. over there? None to speak of in either

of the two chassis. though the equipment

has been increased considerably. Yes. Dea

that

an electric starter is pttt on

co electric lighting is standard on

model 43 car;

the same car. too; naturally it increases the

\Yell. the 43

sells for $1100. with electric lights. and for

price slightly. How much?

Guiding the Dealer

\\'hat's new in electrics? \\'hat's the big

gest development of the year? In the few

est possible number of words it is: All

Practically withoutfacing forward.

exception, every manufacturer of electric

bEHlS

pleasure vehicles has either added a new

model of the kind or redesigned an old one

to meet that call. There

velopment. but it isn't new:

is another de

it simply has

grown more conspicuous—the tendency to

make the electric roadster, or any other

kind of an electric car. look as much like

as possible. Cast your eye

over that collection. Some of those cars

almost smell of gasolene. But the tendency

toward making all the seats face forward is

the greater of the two', however.

“gasoleners"

“Clear Vision” a Detroit Feature.

Detroit “Clear Vision”

It’s a brand new

face

Look at that

brougham. for instance.

model in which all the passengers

front. And here’s another new Detroit, a

little smaller than the other. in which all

the passengers face forward. As you pass

through the show you will notice the very

same effect everywhere. By the way, have

you ever looked at the direct shaft drive

that is used in the Detroits? Get down

there and look up at the shaft and the way

it is bolted to the motor'at one end and

to the rear axle at the other. Not the

slightest need for universal joints and, of

course. none are used. Anything new in the

Detroit line. \Nell, not very much that is

apparent to the casual observer. For in

stance. there are a lot more drop-forgings

used than in the earlier models and, of

course. that reduces the weight. And all

the cars have adjustable pedals, this year,

too. _

In the 13ch electrics, across the way

  

$1.085 with electric lights and electric start

er. both.

Rambler Enlarges Its Equipment.

Those cars down the aisle with the dis

tinctive appearing radiators? They’re the

\\'ell.

several models. but they are all built on the

Ramblers. How many? there are

one four-cylinder chassis. l.ift up the hood

and glimpse the distinctive separately-cast

cylinders. though you won't have any way

of telling that the stroke has been increased

to five inches unless you ask the salesman.

No. it is not in the catalog just yet. .As a

matter of fact. this is the first time it has

been shown. lfxcept that a Li. S. L. electric

engine starting haslighting and system

been added as a regular equipment. few

other alterations have been made. ()h. yes!

All the

open cars now have a top. a windshield. and

the equipment is more complete.

there. the front seats revolve so that the

passengers may face in almost any direc

tion. either forward or sideways. which ever

theHow many models inthey choose.

  

Broc line? A Stanhope, which sells for $2.~

000. three broughams and a victoria. Pretty

\Vhat

Sus

every other

representative line, don’t you think?

are the Broc engineers “strong” for?

though

part as well has been worked out with a

great deal of care. But look at those three

quarter elliptic springs in the rear. Notice

that the leaves are fairly thin. That makes

the car ride loaded

lightly.

pension. principally.

easily when it is

Wire Wheels on Buffalo Electric.

Speaking of “gasolenish” looking road

sters. just glimpse that Buffalo—the one

with

better resemblance to a gasolene car? It

has wheel steer, tires at the side, and pretty

nearly everything else that goes to make a

gasolene roadster look the part. Are the

wire wheels standard equipment? Optional

-—take ’em or leave ’em, just as you like.

though most persons are likely to take

them. because they add a touch of distinc

tion to the car. There’s a new shaft drive

in that Buffalo you ought to see, and there

are a number of other refinements that have

been made. too. For instance, there is di

the wire wheels on it. ,Ever see a

rect shaft drive with single reduction, foot

a speedometer that they did not have be

\'ery little change in the lteo. either,

that

creased in size. as have the tires. and a few

fore.

except the bearings have been in

minor improvements have been made here

and there.

The btaver. Selden. the

S. G. \'., the \Yestcott—in none of them

the Yelie. the

have there been made any alterations of a

all

have been "well brought up." so to speak.

startling nature. They are cars that

and they never have required extensive cor

Quite

smaller changes ltave been made. though it

is doubtful

rctions. naturally. a number of

if you could find them with

out a very diligent search. \'elie cars. for

instance. now all have the “silent” chain

camshaft drive originally brought out on the

In the \Vestcott

there have been no changes at all. though

slllallL‘l‘ model last year.

the ‘six" is a new car all the way through.

Through the Realm of Electric Pleasure Cars

control and three-point motor suspension.

Makes the car a little bit more like a "gas"

it? Cer

tainly. There is the vis~a~vis coupe. for in

stance. and the four- or five-passenger for

ward drive coupe. And there’s a big bun

dle of energy and money behind those Buf

falo cars, too.

ctr. doesn’t Any new models?

Radiator Imitated on Woods Car.

Here's another electric roadster that looks

“ It’s the \Voods.

Notice the way the battery is carried up for

ward under a hood, just the same as a mo

tor is carried in a gasolene car. \\'hy has

it a radiator? Radiator? Ha. ha! That may

look like a radiator, but it isn't one just

the same. It’s merely painted to represent

Notice the lines of the body. too. and

the closeness with which they approximate

the lines of the typical gasolene roadster.

No. there have not been very many changes

made in the \Voods cars during the past

As a matter of fact, none of the elec

tric manufacturers has made any really ex

tensive changes. If you will notice. designs

appear to be fairly well standardized. Trans

mission of the \Voods? Shaft drive? Of

course; make a point of noting the motor

suspension.

Come over here and take a look at the

front control on the Argo. Isn’t it simple?

Nothing to it but one pedal. To start. you

let the pedal come up; the higher up you

let it come the faster the car travels. Then

if you want to stop. all you have to do is t0

push the pedal down again. The action au

tomatically turns off the power and at the

same time applies the brakes. The motor

in the Argo. notice. is mounted directly on

the rear axle and forms a rigid unit with it.

Another feature of the Argo is its long

distinctly gasoleney.”

OHC.

year.
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better weight distribution. for one thing.

and it makes them easier to handle.

Come over here and take a slant at the

Standard Electriqne. Look at the chassis.

there, and notice the way the motor is sus

pended in a trunnion and prevented from

altering its relationship with the rear axle

by means of thOse strut rods. Surely. the

drive is by shaft to a double reduction gear

ing on the rear axle. which is a comhination

spur and hevel arrangement. No. it is not

the only car that uses that particular reduc

tion arrangement. but the other is a gaso

lene truck. Been usint,r it for years. too.

.\nd, hy the way. the Standard is one of the

very few electric cars that sells for leSs than

$2,000. It sells for $1.885.

The Ranch & Lang cars. across the aisle.

The price?

are pretty much the same as they always

have heen. as you can See with half an

eye. New

there. and. as you can see, it’s a model in

models? Yes. that's one. right

which all the passengers face forward.

Here's another very “gasolenish” appear

No.

you never saw it before, for the very good

ing electric roadster. the \\'averle_v.

reason that it has only just been brought

It’s model 90,

right alone the lines of the gasolene road

otit. their and it is l)Ulll

ster. even to the incorporation of a folding

top. While you're here. take a lOok at this

other brand new \\ averley model; it's quite

kind.

\Yell. the lines are different in the

different from anything else of its

How?

first place Notice the curved roof. for one

thing. The principal difference. however, is

in the seatingr arranuement.

the the

Open the door

and notice way driver's seat and

the corresponding seat at the opposite side

are set slightly forward with a third seat

hetween them. the three seats heing. as the

Soldiers “in echelon."

Baker electrics? Of course they're here.

You will find them at every show of im

Anythinrr new?portance. Not very much

in a mechanical way though the larger

hriugham there has a new method of hang

ing the transitiission and motilitng the mo

tor. Notice the way the motor is attached

to the forward end of a long tube which

The

makes its

shaft.

that

Notice that all the seats

the

lower than most others.

surrounds the drive coupe

there is a 11?“ model

first appearance.

face forward and car is roomier and

Take a slant at the

limousine back of it. too.’ Yes. that one’s

equipped with lever steel. hut you can have

either lever or wheel. And don’t overlook

that semi-colonial top; it’s designed so that

water never will be shed down the sides of

the car. Notice also, how low the front and

front quarter windows are so as not to

obstruct the driver’s view.

Accessories? Oh, there's an ocean of 'em.

But you’ve seen enough to last you for a

while. \Vhere's the cafe”

MOTOR WORLD
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TABLOID REVIEW OF THE CARS TO BE EXHIBITED

\l'herein Not Merely Their Prices and Principal Specifications Are Presented but Equip

ment. Improvements, and Selling Features Summarized as Never Before Crystalized

Evidence that “More for the Money” is Obtainable than a Year Ago.

ABBOTT-DETROIT.

Abbott Motor Co., Detroit. Mich.

“Odtlt' Nut: iiiiidel~ built on two chas

-- w "e "44 50" and the other the "34

a I" mu: \lul‘SlS ha~ a pair :ast L

-' r lt-htlflng 4‘; x5% inches.

.. 4- H It'l'\llltlwcr, dry multiple disk

' u ~|wd ~eteetne gearset, full

. ' ..' nit lll-inch wheelbase on

"rt-t, the alllJllCl' chassis is

- i it-tiit that the motor i~

\' ._\Z.n-i-r~ 4‘5 xS'i and the

~ ‘Il' r- ‘tt :tire~ are 34x4.

in." 34 z" "\i"\('d rtiad~ter, $2,150;

'i'.'l\. $1."75. seven-passen

. \-- 'l. 'lllllllhlllt‘. S1050. “34

' ' .~'t'l $1.700; tit'e-pa~~enizer

\ I

.' I

Q

I Q

u. a: tram Previous Construction-~—

- i - . I!“ eat all the way through

i .i -':iiler edition of the

" "er, the elaiigtw are few

:1. .i retitieinent of the

' ~ .llltt' Hi the ~prinu~

l‘. 'l._,t‘r~ lit'liiW. ~ in

$6 . i‘n'tts lull! atl'tike‘

"Int, ilet'trie lighting and

_ ~i :tin: dry multiple disk

~~ _i.ir Uniting device: three

' .' “wt: lllll'lltlailn}: rear

- .. “Hui-aw. artillery

:.i '\ treated \[lukefi grease

i'" -;-r:ng h~lt~; drive taken

' .~ it'tJttting spring sltackling

l"~lllll'.{ ~pring construe

- ' I 'ir}; T'Jl‘khll roll ettsh'

-' ' i'i i .nd tufted dash; piano

':;:ln'|'ik' i l't'IJllHlts; pockets in all

l-i'|"ttt'nt .l,

heavy

‘ u

_ -' ' I.-i ttilie radiator

“@7322? t - wig-lite. ~elf-contained

. . ml ineine matting \)"sit"lll;

' "ti ~ide curtains: rain

" "t - windshield; Stewart

a '1 'l'lth' e iniliination; gaso

- _ ilettrit‘ llKlll~. including

3 '"- repair kit; iillfllh de'

' ~ . lt ind lttirtt

A L C 0

American Locomotive Co., New York.

huilt on one six

eylinders cast in pairs.

. med at 53.4 horsepower;

. :trh inur.tpecd ~clective gear

- i-i'ln-t' rear axle: lSl‘Q-inch wheel

I" 'l‘lllll']\

.I

- 41 ' t 4 t'ri-nt and 37 v 5 inch rear

'8'!

PriCCSi-Fixt- and ~e\t-n-p.i“enger tour

IlIL', SMNN); t'tiltinial hintiu~ine, $0,750; Ber

line liinnu~ine, $1.350.

Changes from Previous Construction—

.\'ew type of eluteh; universal joint between

clutch and ti';tii~iiii>~itin; upper half of

crankcase extended to rear of clutch; new

tHie of fan; hrake slidk‘fi divided in center

center Oi

gravity; wider toniiean ~eats; wider doors:

to give two ~dine ei‘t‘ett; llHVCr

electric lighting ~_\'\lClll throughout; unob

structed l'lllllllllL' lHllll'll‘t; three-quarter el

liptic rear 'l‘rutiatilt - Hartford

siltlt‘k IllNHl'ltL‘rm

SCllil'lg Points —l.utt_'. slt'tiaitt lttlt' lititl)’

et'itet; quality of lllt'liil~tt'l‘_\'l tin ilii) of int-t

~priii;4~;

als; luxury of interior and exttriur tinish;

.llllttilllllllt‘n[\; illntiiinated ~te|i1 electric

st‘dl't‘llllglll on etml; ltlllL! life; \llt'ltt opera

lltlll iii lll‘t‘lliil‘lh .i; "tl\\l‘t; spontaneit} and

quick aetinq' lirakeutlt-vtlniit) of intitiir;

unt- pitee rear axle irit'liltgl in~ide etiiiii-td

Equipment -\\'iiid\iiield;

lllllllllll.llt'li

till» \\ It'i ~tile

eui'tain~; Sears (‘lYts‘ \‘H‘t'tltl

meter; slip covers; tlt'etric lighting ~_\ ‘lt'lll;

tltetrie dome li 'lit in tiip; electrical}; lllll

tlllll.tlt'(l \tep: Klax-in \VIH‘IHHQ \l 'll il. trunk

t'tilit' rail; invisilile tti-il lHl\

lll'.lt‘kt'l\; 'l‘ruti‘ault

'l‘he ell \t‘tl Cdr~

l'llllltl.lll lltlllls in

raek; tin-t i'e~t'.

llllt'tl

Hartford ~hoek illl\tll'llt t'~.

\\ itli iUtll‘I tire

have electric dome li-'it;

rear of tonneau; Slit‘llklllL' tuhe; lullel ea~e~

AMERICAN.

American Motors Co Indianapolis, Ind.

Models [Eight

four-cylinder cha~~i~1

llltttlt‘l~ liiiilt ("1 three

.\tneric:in 'l‘raieller.

\inerie'in Seiittt. The

l.-head pair-east

\iiierieati Tourist and

Traveller eha~~i~ has an

motor nieznurinu 5‘4 X 5‘3 and rating rill

hiirseptmer, ciine cluteli. fttllr-~1)t't'(l select

i\e L't‘ill'\t'l. ittlhllnatlfl. rear avle, 140 inch

tire~. The Trittrifl\v‘ietlliaw on 4] X 4'

ha~ a liliiek ninttir measeha~~i~ T'hearl

tiring 4‘; x 5 and rating: 48 llt)f~t'[it)\\'t‘r,

interted cutie clutch. three-speed ~eleetive

gearwt. t'iill-tln'iting rtar axle. lZJ-ineh

wheelbase t)" 34 x 4 tire~ The Senut eha<~

~i~ has a T-head liloek iii itiir inea~urinu 4 x

Cttnt‘

full

\Vlteellia'~t‘ (in

5 inches and rating 30 linr~epnwer.

Clutch, three-~peed

floatinu rear axle,

36 X 3’} tirc~.

Priccsfi'l‘raveller Four-passenger tiitir

ine. $4.250: :~i~<-ii;i~st--iuer 'ourinu. $4.500;

limousine. $6.000. Tourist: Four-pawenger

and roadster, $2.350. Scout: Roadster.

Sl,-l75; coupe. $2.000.

Changes from Previous Construction

~t'tt‘t'ti\t'

ltlB-ineh

gearset.

llllllit'l\

ext'ept the Scout. in \-.h- 'h the llltIlHr dimen

rt-itiain \ll|~l-lllll.til_\ the mtlllC

~Hilt~ lllHt‘ heen llltl't i~id from 3M x 5 to

4 x 5 inehes.

Selling Points -l'ndt-r~liini; t‘nllslt'ttt‘lltfl'l,

~ilent t‘lllt‘lt'lll. motors. iinit prth't' plant in

the Scout, larue wheel~. ~traitiht line drive,

low center iii uravity. lung tire lite. tit-xi

lile >t'lllit'lli1ilit‘ sprin-gs, \L'lt't‘ith' sliding:

L'eai'seh. tinii~tt.ill_v ~triin:.' artillery wheels.

urease cut» integral with wiring l)l)ll\, drixe

tliriiii ".i torsion tuiie l'i‘ltt‘\llll.{ ~prtng~,deep

ttiilit~l~ttt_v. hand liut'fe-l le.t"lt't‘. full equip

iiitnt iiit-ltzdina eleetrii liulitinu \_\~it'lll\ on

the UH) larger model» lit-autit'til tini~h.

Equipment"l n tht

i1_'lllltt ' and en

in!) \'.llil i't\tl-ijie .ll‘fl

\~ [ill I“

Traveller. en'npletc

tlietii ine ~t .rtiiiu \_\'\it'lll.

\ltlt‘ "lil'itlln~, $00

\\'tt‘tl~‘ it lil deinnunt

l'~ vttt'i ltt‘k.

-l hit; 'l'--tlri~t "as the ~t'iie. except

t'..t .i I» e- ~’ 2" -r replae- "'1 '“l'llr't

.tt‘tl $50 in

~.trii'.it in; Hi I} H" tvtra Q l) d"::i-iunt.ihle

in: t~ t'tt'tii~'t-l Selim (tillilt'tlt'l‘l l\ the

ll l1~tt~l in! the 'l‘tiiiiht

tt‘r.

.

i '1.“ :I

.t'ile 1: two extra ri'ii~ ilul'll

l'ltl l'

\lll'ltl'. the -;eedr'iniet : t~ a

~tltl" .t~ "

E II R G D O L L

Louis ]. Bergdoll Motor Co., Philadelphia.

Models .\'ine

all lieiiiu “fUUI'm”

limit on three

The standard 40

an I,-head hlock

motor, niea~uriner 4x5 l5, lti inches. multi

models

t'll.t~~l~.

llltl'\tllfl\\t‘r clia\~is has

ple di~k clutch. three-speed selective gear

\(l. llS-ineh “ltt'elliitse and 10x4 tires; the

"Fairnmunt" 40 i~ the ~anie. exeept that it

In“ .1 lullr-stn‘t'd gearwt. with direct drive

on third speed. and Ill inch wheelbase; the

"30" ha~ an l.-ltead liltiek motor measuring

4 v4'; inches. tlirt-t--~pet-d \(‘lt't‘llVC gearset.

multiple disk elttteli. ll5 inch wheelhaw and

34 x 4 tires

Prices -.\ll "Fatwniiunt" Hftt'll tyiie~ are

lined at $3.000; ~tandard "40's" at $1.800;

HR. “30" “41c fur 1511,00 In li‘llchlflt‘ form

the three $3.15". $2,000 and

$3.400. re~pecti\elv

Changes from Previous Conszruction

The "l".iirniniint" llltHlt'l is new. though he—

lll|l(l( 1‘ il~i iii

_\'iitti| tltt' liittllt't‘ “ltt‘t'llIa-e dlItl new lmdiv‘_

it i~ ineehanieall) identieal with the “40" of

ll~l 'lillt' “fill” and “40"

reiniin unchanged except that ltlt' 5m“ in

\easutt ~tandard

the t~;i~e iii the "30" have been increased

frt,m 31,. tn 4 lllt‘ltt‘~; metal lmdie~ are used

on the "30" in~tead of Wnfiden Hn('§_

Selling Points—Real lt)llL'-~ill'fikt‘ motor;

four-speed gearset with direct on third;

L'-S—l. electric engine startini: and lighting
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system; Continental demountable rims; full

fioating rear axle; Schwarz wheels; Bosch

magneto; Schebler carburetter; honeycomb

radiator; two Spicer universal joints; silicon

 

springs; 10-inch upholstery; metal shell

back bodies.

Equipment For the "30" and the stand

ard "40'": Top. windshield. tire irons. Prest

U-Lite tank, rive lamps; tools and horn.

For the “Fairmount” models: The same, in

cluding a complete dynamo electric lighting

and engine starting system.

C H E V R O L E T.

Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—(lite model built on one six

cylinder chassis. the motor being of the T

hcad type cast in' threes and measuring

39"10 x 5, rating 40 horsepower. Trans

mission elements include cone clutch, three

speed selective gearset and full-floating rear

axle. \Yheelbase is lle inches on 30 x 4%

tires.

Price—Six-passenger touring car, $2,100.

Changes from Previous Construction——

The car is new throughout.

Selling Points—-l.ong-stroke motor cast

in threes; unusual flexibility and lack of vi

bration. counterweighted crankshaft. ling

lish system compressed air engine starter.

dynamo electric lighting system. substantial

frame. power-driven air Compressor. three—

tluarter platform rear springs. liberal bear

ing surfaces. exhaust heated carburetter,

leather-faced cone clutch, selective gen-set.

\'-type radiator, distinctive appearance, low

center of gravity, left drive with center con

trol. special type emergency brake lever.

sllIJCI'lOl' finish. deep upholstery. complete

equipment.

Equipment—"Mohair top with envelope

and side curtains. windshield. speedometer,

demountablc rims with one extra. dynamo

electric lighting system, compressed air ens

gine starter, power-driven air compressor,

complete complement of tools. jack. horn,

tire repair kit.

C O L E .

Cole Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Models—Four models on three chassis

each. two of which are "fours" and one is a

"six." All employ pair-cast L-head motors.

the “40" and the “50” measuring 4%, x 431

and 41/3 x 5L", respectively; the "six"

measures 4%; x4fgi. All have Cone clutches,

three-speed selective gearsets and full-float

ing axles. \\7heell)ases are 110 for the "40"

and 123 for the “50,” both on 36 x 4 tires.

and 13.? for the "six" on 37 x 4% tires.

Prices—Model “40,” roadster or touring

car. $1,685; model “5f,” open bodies. $1.985;

coupe. $3.500; Berlin, $3.250. Model "00”

(six). open bodies. $2.485: coupe. $3.000;

cab side limousine, $3.750.

Changes from Previous Construction-—

Model ()0. which is the "six," is new

throughout and the alterations which have

been made in the. others apply principally to

body refinements.

Selling Points—Northway unit power

plant, working parts enclosed. Delco elec

lighting.starting and ignition unit;'l‘im

ken axles. Mayo cellular radiator, straight

line bodies with deep hand-buffed uphols

tery, large tonueatt. pressure feed gasoline

from rear tank. tire irons at rear of body.

Equipmentflln-lco ignition. lighting and

starting system; silk mohair top with side'

curtains and dust

ventilating windshield. speedometer-grad—

ometer. Firestone demountable quick-de

tachable rims with one extra: tools. horn.

jack. pump and tire repair kit.

tric

enielope: clear-vision

C H A L M E R S.

Chalmers Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.

ModelsH-Six models on two chassis each.

one chassis being a “four” and the other a

‘six." loth motors are of the L-llt‘il‘l U’Pc
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and both measure 4%; \' 5‘}. the "four" hav

ing cylinders cast in pairs and the "six" hav

ing cylinders cast in threes. Both have mul

tiple disk clutches running in oil and four

spced selectively operated gearsets. The

wlieelbases are: For the "30." HR on 30 x

4 tires and for the “six,’v 130 inches on 36 x

4% tires.

Prices—For the "4-30": Five-pasSenger

touring. four-passenger torpedo and road

ster, $1.950; seven-passenger touring. $2.

150; coupe. $2.250: limousine. $3.250. For

the “0—54": Five-passenger touring. four

passenger torpedo and roadster. $2.400;

seven-passenger touring. $2.500; coupe, $2.

700; limousine, $3.700.

Changes from Previous Construction—

A flange drive in the rear axles has been

substituted for the crab drive used in the

past; in the starting system. pressure now

is obtained by means of a Kellogg four

cylinder air compressor; bodies are larger;

cowls are deeper and mount the various

dash accoutrements; the tillerboard be

tween the body and the windshield has

been eliminated; a complete (iray & Davis

dynamo electric lighting system has been

added.

Selling Points—Long stroke motor, four

speed gearset, smoke-preventing pistons.

compressed air engine starter; large brak

ing surface. metal bodies with .21 coats of

paint: heat treated axles. Gray & Davis

electric lighting system: pressure feed gas

olene system. nickel-plated trimmings,

Turkish cushions. long springs. silk mohair

(Op, concealed door hinges and locks, power

tire inflator, over-size tires.

Equipment—Gray &' Davis electric light

ing system. silk mohair top with side cur

tains and envelope. compressed air engine

starter. Continental demountable rims, jew

elled magnetic speedometer. power tire

pump, gasolene pressure system. tire irons,

floor cmers, jack. tools. tire repair kit and

horn.

C U N N I N G H A M .

Jas. Cunningham 8: Son, Rochester, N. Y.

Models—Four models on one four-cylin

der chassis. The motor is of the valve in the

head type. with cylinders cast in pairs and

measuring 4% x 5%: rated 40 horsepower;

cone clutch with cork inserts. three-speed

selective gearset. tull-tloating rear axle.

\Yheclbase is 124 inches on Rt» x 4‘: tires.

Prices—~Roadster. $3.250:

ger touring. $3,500; se'v'en-passenger limou

sine. $4.500; seven-passenger landaulet. $4.

500; seven-passenger Berline. $4.000.

Changes from Previous Constructions»

l-eft~hand steer with centrally located con

trol levers; fuel tank and tire brackets lo

cated in rear. Other changes are slight.

and tend to increase accessibility.

Selling Points~Long-stroke motor with

offset cylinders. unit power plant. enclosed

valves. self—contained starter and

generator system. central levers.

full floating rear axle. roller bearing knuckle

heads in front axle giving easy steering.

In": wheelbase. grease cups integral with

spring bolts. individual body design. with

door and handles, no

screws? finishing mouldings. deep up

holstering special windshield. speedometer.

gauges and all accessories mounted on tiller

board in plain view of the operator. clean

running boards with tool box concealed in

filler, slung underneath tonneau

fioon

Equipment—("tnnplete coiribined electric

starter and generator. quick-detachable tle

mountable rims. two spare rims. top with

envelope. Warner speedometer. rain vision

and ventilating windshield. electric lights

in all lamps. tools and tire repair kit.

seven-passen

electric

control

concealed hinges

()l’l

battery

C O L U M B I A .

Columbia Motor Car Co., Hartford. Conn.

Models—~Eleven models on two four-ch‘

inder chassis. one the Columbia Knitfht

with sliding sleeve valve motor and the

other the Cavalier with poppet valve motor.

The Knight motor measures 4% x 5%; and

is rated 38 horsepower; transmission ele

ments include multiple disk clutch. f0!"

speed selective gearset and full-floating War

axle; wheelbase is 129 inches on 30 X 45'}

inch tires. The Cavalier motor measures

4% x 5% and the transmission elements“

are the same. except that a cone clutch and

a three-speed gearset are employed- The
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Ihtcllunt t~ 128 inches on 30 X 4% inch

um.

Prices—Knight models: Roadster, close

.Jupled roadster, six- or seven-passenger

tourmt. $4.500, linrouone. $5.800; landaulet,

$5340 Cavalier tt.odels' Roadster or four

pmenger touring. $3.300; six-passenger

tsuring. $5,400, seven-passenger touring.

i" ; limousine. $4,800 ’

Changes from Previous Construction-—

h at

Selling Points—Knight motor; silent

:lh'. camshaft drive, bolted-on cylinder

sub. largt bearings, trough lubrication.

it: .t ignition system. selective four-speed

\(u'71'lWlll‘i center control, silent full-float

e. tear .nie Worth and sector steering

gm Illl. four roller bearings; 30-inch

r'tls drop-forged hubs, dynamo electric

light'ea system. power driven tire pump.

Eqmpment—Mohair cape top with envel

t4". int ~ide curtains, rain vision \vind

ll' -! 'Jl-nitle 4-inch dial speedometer.

r; m dynamo electric lighting system.

T'i'iaait-llarttord shock absorbers; elec

tr:: and hell) horns. demountable rims with

err run and tire irons. power tire pump.

tree's tacit. rear storage hamper, set of

rte-iii and special tools. Roadsters—com

pi"~eri' trunk. Closed cars—Electric in

ttw lichting. annunciator. speaking tube.

t M raw crock, mirror. cigar lighter. bou

._ ' .66

C U T T I N G.

Cutting Meter Car Co., Jackson, Mich.

IodelkTuo models built on the same

: .- ; a'r' chassis, the motor being of the

til-i" L-htad type, measuring 4 x 5 and

ts": 4" h-mepovver. Transmission ele

tr"'~ a dc lS-plate multiple disk clutch

in -- :‘zne-~peed selective gearset and

w. tl .tr... rear axle. Wheelbase is 120

it "5 or. .it x 4 tires.

Pose» it~..d~ter. $1,475; five-passenger

' --'-“-.' :4: v\'lll Hanna acetylene engine

9'1"" $1475, with electric lighting and

'h'" ~t."'r.c ~_\~tem both list at $1,635.

"Changes from Previous Construction——

" Wm plant supported at three points

it: 'r:. wheelbase increased. roomier

-:~ it 't posttne hrake'equaliling 5)'5'.

low

Selling Points-l‘rice. 4tLhorsepower mo

'-' I.“ :r"\ “ht-elbase, engine starter, elec

'r: '-.'.ts, lisplatc disk clutch running in

-. ~at,-- 'ttng oi propeller shaft by double

’ri'lr-c swivel torsion yoke. WestiflghouSc

N-i-u'mt brake system. heavy artillery

I'rris “11h Ill-inch spokes. self-contained

arrived ciling system. Refilline Square

'. 'f-Idh'tl tr in connection with the centri

3:“: pump, spring suspension. locking 0f

1.! string bolts in spring shackle so bolt

:t-rrites in bushings of springs. concentrat'

I: wear directly on bushing instead of bolt

and shackle; 10inch upholstering, 36 X 4'

the: tires. large roomy bodies.

£qmpment~Cutting mohair top. (1051

w". side curtains; rain-vision windshield

l'mth-lntr tank, demountable rims and
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RAMBLER

extra rim. tire holders, Hanna gas starter,

gas headlights. dash flash lighter, electric

side and tail lights, robe rail, foot rail, horn,

tools. pump. tire repair outfit, cocoa mat for

tonneau.

C A D I L L A C .

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Set en models built on the same

four-cylinder chassis. Motor has separately

cast L-head cylinders measuring 4% x 5%

and rates 40-50 horsepower. Transmission

elements include large cone clutch with spe

cial spring ring in flywheel, three-speed

selective gearset and Timken full-floating

rear axle. \\'heelbase is 120 inches on

30 x 41/; tires.

Prices—Roadster. phaeton, four and five

passenger touring, $1,975; six-passenger

'touring, $2,075; coupe, $2,500; limousine,

$3,250.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Bore and stroke of motor increased, gears

for camshaft drive replaced by "silent"

chain, valves enclosed. new carburetter, au

tomatic spark control adopted, wheelbase

increased from 116 to 120 inches, Delco

electric lighting, ignition and engine start

ing system perfected and made smaller,

tires increased from 36 x 4 to 36 x 4%, top

and windshield added to equipment.

Selling Points—l.ong~stroke motor with

copper water jackets; “silent” chain cam

shaft drive. enclosed valves, longer wheel

base. lighting and ignition and starting sys

tem simplitied and improved, automatic

spark control. new carburetter, larger tires,

I]QC(‘S\ll)lc cone clutch. selective gearset.

full‘tloating rear axle. three-quarter plat

form rear springs. deep upholstery.

Equipment—Cadillac mohair top with en

velope and side curtains. rain vision, venti

lating windshield, Dclco electric lighting,

engine starting and ignition system, 130

ampere hour storage battery. Gray & Davis

lamps, Hans gasolene gauge on dash. VVar

m-r spet'tliimt'tt‘r. robe and foot rails, cocoa

mat in all tnnneau except closed cars,

tools, tire repair kit. de.nonntable rims with

one extra. tire irons. pump. horn and jack.

C A S E.

J. I. Case T. M. Co., Racine, Wis.

Models—Two models built on two t'our

cylintler chassis each. The smaller motor

113‘ block-cast L-head cylinders measuring

41,, x 5'4' and rating 30 horsepower, and the

larger has pair-cast T-liead cylinders meas

uring 4‘; x 5'3 and rating 40 horsepower.

The larger has a single disk and the smaller

at multiple disk clutch. and both have three

spt‘t'll selective gezirsets and full-floating

rear axles Wheelbases are 115 for the

smaller on 34 x 4 tires and 124 for the larger

on 37 x 4% tires.

Prices—~10-hurscpotiver: Roadster. $1.985;

five-passenger touring. $2.050; seven-pas

senger touring. $2.400. 30 horsepower:

Roadster. $1,435; rive-passenger touring,

$1,500.
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Changes from Previous Construction—

The “40" is a new car throughout. and the

changes in the smaller model are largely in

the way of detail refinements.

Selling Points—Engine supported at four

points. selective sliding gearset. disk clutch

es. full-floating rear axles. three-quarter

elliptic rear springs, large tires. extra large

diameter brakes. roller bearings in the

wheels. nut and screw steering gear. cen~

tral control on smaller model. right-hand

control on the others: cowl-located gas

tank in the smaller; electric lighting and

engine starting systems; complete equip

ment.

Equipment-English mohair top with en

velope and side curtains. rain vision Wind

shield, complete electric lighting and engine

starting system, (lfifllOLl‘llfllJlC rims with one

five-passenger touring. $1.050-$l.750;

roadster, $1.400-$1.500.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Both "sixes" are new throughout. and other

than a few refinements no alterations have

been made in the fours.

Selling Points—Quiet runningr motors.

plenty of~povver. multiple disk clutch in oil.

three-quarter anti full-floating rear axles. six

spokes in rear wheels bolted to hub flange,

adding strength; "sixes" electrically lighted

and started; long wheelbases. adequate

braking surface.

Equipment—For the "fours": Mohair top

with envelope and side curtains. Stewart

speedometer. demountable rims. Prest-O~

Lite tank. complete complement of tools

and spare parts. jack. horn. pump. and tire

repair kit. "Sixes." haw, in addition, Deaco

“33,-. Selling Points—Continental long-stroke

motors, large and strong gearsets with cen

ter control. heavy gears and shafting, im

ported Rhineland hearings. full-floating

axles. three'quarter pl ttform rear springs.

complete Gray & Davis electric lighting

and engine starting system. high tension

magneto ignition, complete equipment.

Equipment—Best quality mohair top with

envelope and side curtains. ventilated wind

shield. combination speedometer and clock.

demountable rims. foot and robe rails. tire

repair kit. tools. pump. tack. and horn.

EDWARDS-KNIGHT.

Edwards Motor Car Co., New York.

Models—Six models on one four-cylinder

Knight engined chassis. Cylinders are cast

  

EDVVARDS-KNIGHT FIVE-PASSENGER TOURING (‘AR WHICH HAS “'ORM DRIVE AND LANCHESTER SPRIXGS

extra rim. complete set of tools, jack. tire

repair kit. pump. and horn.

C R O W .

Crow Motor Car Co., Elkhart, Ind.

Models—Ten models built on four chas

sis,two of which are "fours" and two are

"sixes." Both ‘sixes" have T-head. pairs

cast cylinders. the “55-60” measuring 4%;

x 5% and the “45-50” measuring 31/9 x 5;

of the “fours,” the“35-40"has T-head. block

cast cylinders measuring 4% x 5 and the

"33" has L-head. pair-cast cylinders meas

uring 4 x 4% inches. All have multiple disk

clutches. three-speed selective gearsets and

floating rear axles. \Vheelbases are 136

inches for the “55-60.” 122 inches for the

“45-50.” 114 inches for both the "35-40" and

the “33.”

Prices—tComparative as listed in cata

log) “55-60," seven-passenger touring. $3.

000; "45." seven-passenger touring, $2.750

$3.000: “33.” five-passenger touring car.

$1.400-$l.500; "45." five-passenger touring.

$2,250-512.500: "45.” roadster. $2.000: "35-40."

electric lighting system and Rexo electric

horn.

DAVIS.

George W. Davis Carriage Co., Richmond.

1nd.

Models—Four models on two four-cyl

inder chassis. Both motors are I.-head. the

larger having pair cast cylinders measuring

4% x 5% and rating 50 horsepower. and

the smaller having block-cast cylinders

measuring 4% x 5% and rating 40 horse

power. Both chassis have cone clutches.

three-speed selective z'earsets with center

control and full-floating rear axles. \\7heel

bases 118 incheson 30 x 4 tires for both.

Prices — 40-horsepower. roadster. four

and five-passenger touring. $2.000; 50-horse

power five-passenger touring. $2.100.

Changes from Previous Construction—

The SO-horsepower model is new through

out. though it is exactly similar to the

older model except in size. The 40~horse

power model has not been changed except

in minor details.

in pairs and measure 4 x 5%, the rating be

ing 25 horsepower. Transmission elements

include dry multiple disk clutch. four-speed

gearset and direct drive on third speed.

full-floating rear axle with worm drive.

The wheelbase is 120 inches on 4V2-inch

tires.

Prices—Roadster. speedster. four and

five-passenger touring cars. $3.500; seven

passenger limousine and landaulet, $4.600

and $4.700, respectively.

Changes from Previous Construction——

The car is new all the way through and is

exhibited for the first time.

Selling Points—Knight type motor with

new oiling system. unit dry multiple disk

clutch and four-speed gearset in which third

speed is direct drive. full-floating rear axle.

worm drive. Lanchester rear springs, L'. S.

L. electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem completely enclosed. wire wheels

standard equipment. center control with

left drive. complete equipment.

Equipment--Golde “one man" top with

envelope and side curtains. special one-piece

adjustable windshield. specially designed
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iht'Kk absorbers, U. S. L. electric lighting

and engine starting system. robe and foot

rail» speedometer, bulb and electric horn

under hood, wire wheels, one extra wire

ubeel. quielr-detaehable rims. power tire

pump,1llll set of tools, tire repair kit, hand

pump and Jack Closed bodies have also

electric dome and other interior lights, and

toilet fittings.

H E N D E R S O N .

Henderson Motor Car Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.

lodels-Two models, both built on the

not four-cylinder chassis. The motor is

an bhead block casting with cylinders

mwuruig 4% x 5% inches and rates at

u horsepower. Transmission elements in

dude pressed steel leather-faced cone

el..:.h, three-speed selective rear axle gear

R‘. Stutz rear system; wheelbase is 110

new on 34 x 4 tires.

Prim-Touring car, 81,385; roadster, $1,

Chaugea from Previous Construction—

Tle at is new throughout

Selling Points—Long-stroke motor, unit

; w phat supported at three points, shaft

emu magneto and dynamo, Ward-Leon

ivl than. lighting system, engine starter,

lrt' with center control, gear shift

km between front seats. low appearance.

my 1"l‘lllflg boards, gasolene tank in cowl

i-M. nwiene tank gauge, Stutz rear sys

te- embedded dash lamps, nickel plated

1’1' “‘6‘ Renault type cooling.

Fatnptnent-“ard-Lconard electric light

H mm. Disco engine starter, demount

l'rrn'" Ittb an extra rim, gasolcne gauge.

tr" :r-es l\nrt'i. robe rail, pump, jack, com

pleat-.1 and tire repair outfit.

I" L A N D E R S .

Flanéere Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.

Iodelsilwo models on two six-cylinder

mm each, the larger styled "40-six" and

the miller styled “SO-six." Both motors

in :-.-k mt. the larger measuring 4 x 4%

"4 “hm: 50 horsepower and the smaller

reasarm; 3‘; x 4}; and rating 40 horse

7“? Huh have cone clutches, three

tl're "inlne gearsets and floating rear

It" \\l'rell~ases are 115 inches for the

"hf-1n 34 x 4 tires and 130 inches for

the “Fit-~11" on .16 x 41,, tires.

rifl¢¢8~"iU-~lx" four-passenger touring,

_ -IJ, seven-passenger t0uring $2,250.

.Ml‘l' "epassenger touring. $l.550.

Chutes from Previous Construction—

3 "‘ or- are new throughout.

SQiiml Points — Six~ cylinder motors,

T'f't \‘l-lll'lL". balanced pistons. positive

c“"8 fistem. Splitdorf dual ignition. Gray

0 DIN! electric lighting and engine start

mg tysltm. reserve gasolene supply, select

"f leaner! operating without use of H

NR. roller accelerator pedal of new type,

[We diameter cone clutch. resilient

'P'mls, exceptionally roomy bodies. front

"‘0 (llwlt'l. Itlove and goggle compart

ments provided. lJU-inch wheelbase, deep

upholstery and complete equipment.

Equipment—Mohair top with envelope

and side curtains, clear vision windshield,

Warner speedometer, electric horn, Gray

& Davis electric lighting and engine start

ing system. trouble lamp. cigar lighter, tire

irons, tools, pump. and jack.

L I T T L E .

Little Motor Car Co., Flint, Mich.

Models—Two models on two chassis, one

a "four" and the other a “six.” Both have

L-head motors, the “four” being pair-cast,

measuring 3% x 3% and rating 20 horse

power, and the "six" being cast in threes,

measuring 3 5/16 x 4% and rating 40 horse

power. Both have cone clutches, floating

rear axles, the "four" being fitted with two

spced selective and the “six” with three

speed selective gearsets.

Prices—For the “four,” which is made

only in roadster. $690; for the "six" five

passenger touring car. $1,285.

’l

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

LITTLE CONTROL LEVERS

Changes from Previous Construction

Both cars are new throughout.

Selling Points—Long-stroke motors, cone

clutch, selective gearsets, floating rear axles.

complete equipment, easy riding and com

fortable, simple, three-quarter elliptic rear

springs on "four," three-quarter platform

springs on "six," nickel plated trimmings,

low price, no brass to polish. electric light

ing system on "six."

Equipment—For the “four”: Top with

envelope and side curtains. windshield, five

lamps, Prest-O-Litc tank, horn, jack, pump,

tools. tire repair kit. For the “six”: The

same. except that gas tank is replaced by

dynamo electric lighting system.

F R A N K L I N .

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Models—Five models on four chassis. two

of which are "fours" and two are "sixes."

All motors are of the separately cast.

valve in the head, air-cooled type, the two

"fours" measuring 3-}1; x 4 for the “18" and

4 x 4 for the "25," and the "sixes" measur

ing 3% x 4 for the “30" and 4 x 4 for the

“38.” All chassis have multiple disk clutch

es running in oil, three-speed selectiw

gearsets and semi-floating rear axles.

\Vheelbases are 100 inches on 32 x 31/3 tires

for the "18," 103 inches on 32 x 4 tires for

the "25," 116 inches on 34 x 4 tires for the

"30." 123 inches on 36 x 45/; front and 37

x 5 rear tires for the model D "38," 12.0

inches on 37 x 5 tires for the model H "38."

Pricel—Model M “30" two-passenger \ ic

toria-phaeton and rive-passenger touring,

$2,900; model D “38” four-passenger tur

pedo phaeton and five-passenger touring,

$3,600; model H "38" seven-passenger tour

ing, $3,850; seven-passenger limousine, $4.

850; model G “25" five-passenger touring,

$2,000; model G “18" roadster, $1,650.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Except for the addition of the Entz elec

tric lighting and engine starting system.

there have been no alterations.

Selling Points—Air-cooled motor, Entz

electric lighting and engine starting system.

light weight, laminated wood sills, full

elliptic springs, economical of fuel, oil and

tires; silence, flexibility, power, beautiful

finish, policy of incorporating improve

ments as they are made. re'circulating oil

system with dash sight feed. automatic

spark control. needle valve dash control,

Franklin carburetter, multiple disk clutch in

oil. tubular axles. large tires.

Equipment—Extension top with envelope

and side curtains. windshield. Warner

speedometer. dcmountable rims with one

extra. electric lighting and engine starting

system on six-cylinder models, full tool

equipment, pump, jack and tire repair kit.

FIAT.

F. I. A. T., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Models—Six models on three chassis

each. two of them "fours" and the other a

"six." All have block cast L~head motors.

the “fours” measuring 4% x 6 and 5% x

6% and rating 35 and 55 horsepower. re

spectively, and the "six" measuring 4% x

6 and rating 50 horsepower. All have Fiat

multiple disk clutches, four-speed selective

gearsets and semi-floating rear axles;

wheelbases are 123 inches for the “435"

on 36 x 4% tires; 128 inches for the "4-55"

on 36 x 4!; front and 37 x 5 rear tires, and

135 inches for the “six” on the same size

tires.

Prices—Model 54. “4-35” touring and con

vertible roadster, $4,000: limousine, $5,000;

landaulet, $5100. Model 55. "4-55." touring

or convertible roadster. $4,500; limousine.

$5,500; landaulet, $5.600. Model 56 "six."

touring and convertible roadster. $5.000;

limousine, $6.000; landaulet. $6,100.

Changes from Previous Construction

Model 55 is a new car all the way through.

though in it are retained all the distinctive

Fiat features; it differs from the others only

in that it has a compression release. The
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Other models are virtually without mechan

ical change, though body lines and appoint

mcnts have been improved.

Selling Points—Block motor with intake

exhaust manifolds cast integral and water

jacketed; only two tinting gears; magneto

and water pump on transverse front shaft

driven by spiral gears; positive force-feed

lubrication, smoke eliminated, radiator hung

on Fiat patented trunnions, multiple disk

clutch in oil, wheel fan, four-speed selec

tive gearset, long wheelbase, easy riding

springs. semi-floating rear axle in Fiat pat

ented tWO-piece housing eliminating radius

and torsion rods, luxurious upholstery,

beautiful body lines and complete equip

ment.

Equipment—Top of best English mohair

with side curtains and envelope; special

Fiat windshield, complete Gray 8: Davis

lighting system, 100-mile Stewart 8: Clark

speedometer-gradometcr with Seth Thomas

clock, large Klaxon, bulb horn and tube,

Q. D. demountable rims, trunk rack. tire

irons, robe and foot rail, wheel-puller. com

plete set of tools, pump and jack.

H A Y N E S .

Haynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.

Models—Nine models built on two four

cylinder chassis, one the Model 24 and the

wille the Model 22. The larger chassis is

equipped with T-head motor, cast in pairs,

cylinders measuring 4% x 5% inches, rated

at 40 horsepower; clutch, a contracting

steel band on a steel drum; three-speed

selective gearset, a full-floating rear axle,

lZO-inch wheelbase on 36 x 4%-inch tires.

The smaller chassis has an L-head motor,

cylinders cast in pairs. 4% x 5% inches.

same clutch and gearset, 116-inch wheel

base, full-floating rear axle, 34 x 4-inch tires.

Prices—~Five-passenger touring Model 24,

$1,785; four-passenger touring and two-pas

sengcr roadster. same; Model 22 five-pas

senger and four—passenger touring, $2,250;

three—passenger coupe, $2.750; seven-pas

senger limousine, $3,400; seven-passenger

Berline, $3,500.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Model 24 has an L-head motor. center con

trol and left-hand steering. In general con

struction this chassis design is similar to

the Model 22. The latter shows but few

changes over preceding models. except for

refinements in design. construction. and

quality.

Selling Points—Haynes T-head motor,

independent unit system. electric starting

and lighting outfit, 12-inch upholstery, ex

tra large touring body, Haynes clutch. Tim

ken roller bearings throughout, combined

rigid-flexible motor suspension, three-quar

ter elliptic spring suspension, very flexible

and long springs, long wheelbase.

Equipment—Silk mohair top, top cover;

two large Edmunds & Jones electric head

lights, glass front, electric side lights, elec

tric tail light, electric cowl lamp, electric

starter, electric generator, lOO-ampere-hour

storage battery, Warner 60-mile autometer,

standard bumper. horn, coat and foot rails,

tire irons, full equipment tools. etc.. one ex

tra demountable rim.

H E R R E S H O F F .

Herrcshoff Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Three models on one four- and

one six-cylinder chassis. Both chassis have

unit power plants with T-head cast motors,

cylinder dimensions being 3% x 4% in both.

Ratings are 30 and 36 horsepower. respect

ively. Both have multiple disk clutches,

four-speed selective qearsets and, semi

tloating rear axles. \thelbases are 110

inches for the “four” on 32 x 3% tires and

124 inches on 34 x 4 tires.

Prices—The 30-horsepower roadster, $1,

250; touring, $1,350. The 36-horsepower

“six” touring car, $1,700. -

Changes from Previous Construction—

The “six” is a new car throughout. Changes

in the "four" include enclosed valves, four

speed gearset, aluminum crank, clutch and

 
 

 

  

HERRESHOFF CONTROL ELEMENTS

gear case, extra large tires. lighting and

starting system, shrouded dash bodies, com

plete equipment added.

Selling Points—Long-stroke block motor,

unit power plant, multiple disk clutch. four

specd selective gearset, left-hand drive.

right-hand control, full platform springs,

shrouded dash, nickel and black trimmings,

electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem.

Equipment—Top with envelope and side

curtains. speedometer, windshield. com

plete Westinghouse electric lighting and

engine starting system. combination oil and

electric lamps, demountablc rims with one

extra. horn, tools, tire repair kit, pump, and

jack. '

H U P M O B I L E .

Hupp Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Four models on one four-cyl

inder chassis mounting an L-head block

cast motor with cylinders measuring 3% x

5% and rating 32 horsepower. Transmission

elements include multiple disk clutch, three

speed selective gearset and full-floating rear

axle; chassis is built in two wheelbase

lengths—100 and 126 inches—tires being

32 x 3% on small cars and roadsters and

33 x 4 on larger cars and coupe.

Prices—Roadster and four-passenger

touring car. $975; three-passenger coupe,

$1,350; six-passenger touring car, $1,175.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Body lines have been refined and nickel

plated trimmings adopted; all models are

painted a uniform Hupmobile royal black.

Selling Points—Small bore, long-stroke

motor, unit power plant, cylinders cast in

a single block, all working parts enclosed,

pressure feed system of lubrication, Bosch

high tension magneto, Zenith carburetter,

multiple disk clutch, three-speed selective

gearset, full-floating rear axle, rear shock

absorbers, quick-detachable rims, full equip

ment, low cost of upkeep, easy riding qual

ities by reason of low hung construction,

center control, both doors accessible, right

hand drive. heavy artillery wheels; speed, 4

to 55 miles an hour; distinctive appearance

by reason of body construction.

Equipment—Silk mohair top with en

velope and Jifiy curtains. clear vision wind

shield, Prest-O-Lite tank. quick-detachable

rims, tools, horn, rear shock absorber.

Coupe bodv fitted with electric lights and

horn fed from lOO-amp--re-hour storage bat

tery; combination speedometer and clock.

H A V E R S .

Havers Motor Car Co., Port Huron, Mich.

Models—Five models built on two six

cylinder chassis. Both motors have L-head

pair-cast cylinders. the larger measuring

4 x 5 and rating 55 horsepower and the

smaller measuring 3% x 5 and rating 44

horsepower. Both have multiple disk

clutches, three-speed selective gearsets and

floating rear axles. Wheelbases are 122

inches and 128 inches for the smaller and

larger models, respectively. tires being 36 X

4 on both.

Prices—_“Six-44" in roadster, four- and

five-passenger touring form. $1,850; “six-55"

in roadster and five-passenger touring form.

$2,250.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Thc "six-55" is a new car throughout and

differs from the older model only in the

size of the parts; alterations in the “six

44" are largely in the nature of detail rc—

finements.

Selling Points—Unit power plant, multi

ple disk clutch in which both sides of driv

ing disks are Raybestos faced. three-speed

selective gearset, full-floating rear axles,

exceptionally roomy tonneau and front

compartments, quality of upholstering and

finish, electric lighting and engine start

ing on the "six-55." Disco starter on the

“six-44."

Equipment—Top with envelope and in

side curtains, patent adjustable windshield.

speedometer and grade indicator; electric

lighting. and engine starting system on the

“six-55"; Disco starter on the “six-44";

Gray & Davis lamps. horn under hood,

tools. tire repair kit, jack. and pump.
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K 1 S S E L .

Kissel Motor Car Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Models—Twelve models on four chassis.

use a "six" and the other three “fours.”

All motors are of the L-head type with the

cylinder! cast in pairs, the dimensions being

{11141456 x SH, 4% x5 and 4% x 5%,

iripectttely. for the "30." “40.” “50" and

pm" :1“ hate cork insert cone clutches

to: all but the “30" have four-speed select

ntly operated gearsets; the “30" has a

three-speed gearset. \Vheelbases are 116.

121. “.33 and 140 inches. respectively, on

3414.35x4fi 36x 4% and 37 x 5 inch

t'rrt

Prices-For the “6-60”: Touring and

fldtltl. $3.150: limousine, $4.650; en

iltxd limousine. $4.900. For the “4-50”:

TounncSljth; limousine. $4,000; enclosed

lznoustne. .250. For the “4-40": Semi

.taunttg. $2.000; coupe. $3.000. For the

to)". Semi-touring. $1.700; semi-racer.

ililll, coupe. $2.450.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Eltetrie lighting and engine starting sys

irtr. added. strokes increased. anti-smoke

Awe added. tinting gears now driven

t" :5: "silent" chain. larger valves. more

tt-il, igerated clutch pedals, wider springs,

l‘.‘"lt.' up?.nl~tery. rooinier tonneaux.

Selling Points—Diversity of models. long

with“. deep upholstery, wide springs.

u'dtani low seats. unusually high factor of

tilt!) tonplete electric lighting and engine

Vanni; ~)-stem. easy control. simple opera

: 1.0:. body lines which eliminate angles.

More of vibration.

Eempment—Mohair or l’antasotc top

I1! of! curtains and envelope, glass front,

tie :iighting and engine starting sys

"fi' \hclt absorbers front and rear. de

l' v'nie mm with an extra rim. Stewart

it “ark speedometer, double tire irons. So

h‘ -".;\=. robe and foot rails. horn. jack.

' ~ 'trr repair kit.

  

K LI N E.

Klme Motor Car Corp, Richmond. Va.

Idols-Four models each on four chas

\- ’I-- of which are "sixes" and two are

" =’i' In the “6-60” the motor is T-head

F's-'1»! and measures 4% x 5%; the "6-50"

=- Thu-l ~epztrately cast and measures

‘33.’ t 5; both four-cylinder molars are

T‘ud the "40" being pair cast and meas

4'. x 5‘5 and the "30" being separate

'\ an and measuring 44%. All have cone

dist-h and four‘speed selectively operated

mmts with direct drive on third speed.

"lbrtlbases are. for the "6-60." 132 inches

‘- 37 t 5 tires; for the "6-50." 126 inches

is 30: 4’3 tires; for the "440." 118 inches

'0 36 t 4 tires; for the “4-30.” 115 iflChCS on

3‘ I 4 tires

Prim—For the "6-60": Touring. $3.500;

:ilditer. $3250; coupe-roadster. $3.750:

5W4 Cir-'“ZSO. For the "6—50": Touring

"d ""4"". $2.850; coupe-roadster. $3,350;

59'“ m. $2.80). For the “440": Touring

“‘4 "id‘ltr- $2250; cnupe~roadster. $2.750:

Speed car, $2,200. For the "+30": Touring

and roadster. $1.850. with Ever Ready

starter. or $1,750 with Prest-O-Lite starter.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Mechanically, all the models are without

change; otherwise. the cushions have been

  

KLINE DYNAMO POSITION

increased in thickness to 10 inches. 25 can

dlepower lamps take the place of the less

powerful head lamps, auxiliary shock ab

sorbers have been added. electric lighting

and engine starting systems have been ad

ded to all. and tire sizes have been in

creased.

Selling Points—Wid': latitude for choice

in purchasing, long-stroke flexible motor.

smokeless pistons. long wheelbase. deep

cushions. large tires. simplicity of control.

Rushmore lighting system. large baggage

carrying space. careful finish.

Equipment—Semi-Duquesne silk mohair

top with side curtain and envelope. adjust—

able rain-vision windshield. demountable

rims. Rushmore electric lighting system.

  

KLINE AUXILIARY SPRINGS

engine starter. speedometer. horn. foot rail.

coat rail. tire repair kit. pump. jack. tools.

K N O X .

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield. Mass.

Models—Four models on two four and

two six cylinder chassis. All motors are

pair~cast with the valves overhead in re

movable cylinder heads without cages. both

"fours" measuring 5 x 5% inches and rat

ing 40 horsepower. The “Little Six" motor

measures 4% x 5% inches and rates 48

horsepower. and the other "six" itieasures

5 x 5‘; and rates at 66 horsepower. Trans

mission elements are the same in all and in

clude: Knox three-plate clutch with cork

inserts. three-speed selective gearsct, full~

floating rear axle; wheelbases of the four

models are 122. 126, 130 and 134 inches.

respectively. and the tire siles are 36 x 4h.

37 x 5, 38 x 5 and 38 x 5%.

Prices—Model 44: Raccalwut. $3.300;

four—passenger torpedo $3.400; rive-passen

ger torpedo. $3.450; touring car. $3.500;

limousine. $4.400. and landaulet. $4,450.

Model 45: Raceabout. $3.600; six-pa~sen

gcr torpedo. $3,700; touring car. $5.800;

limousine. $4.700; landaulet. $4.750. Moch

46: Raceabout. torpedo and touring car.

$4.350; limousine. $5.350; landaulet, $5.400

Model 66: Raceabout. torpedo and touring

car. $5.000; limousine. $6.400; landaulet.

$6,450.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Thc “Little Six" “40" is a new car through

out. On the other models, spirally cut gear~

are used instead of spur gears in the gear

sets cellular type radiator instead of tubu‘

lar is used; all metal universal joints used

instead of leather covered ones; three- in

stead of two-bladed fan; dash lamps imbed

dcd; electric lighting and starting systems

have been added.

Selling Points—Uni: power plant with

flexible three-point support. valves in de

tachable cylinder heads without cages. two

independent ignition systems, compact and

strong three-speed selectively operated

gearset put together without look washer

or cotter pins. dry three-plate clutch. De

Dion type circulating lubrication system.

full-floating rear axle with special provision

for making adjustments. three~quarter ellip

tic springs with extra long span. center

control with Option of either right or left

drive. straight line drive with average load.

On the “Little Six" model camshaft is

driven by “silent” chain; extra large valves

and water-jacketed manifold. absence of

radius roads while permitting perfect spring

action. unusual appearance lent by V

shaped radiator. deep cushions. careful fin_

ish. Six~cylinder models are equipped with

electric lighting and acetylene- engine start

ing systems.

Equipment—Top. with jiffy side curtains

and envelope. glass windshield. jones speed

ometer-clock. combination Klaxonette

bulb and electric horn. motor driven tire

pump. Fisk dcmountahle rims with an ex

tra rim. tire carriers. jack. hand tire pump.

tire repair kit. full set of tools. usual com

plement of lamps. Four-cylinder models

have automatic head lamp lighters and

Prest-O-Litc tank. Model 46 has electric

lighting system. Electric starting system

installed on all models for $150 extra.

L E N O X .

Leno: Motor Car Co., Boston. Mass.

Models—Seven models on two chassis.

one a "four" and the other a "six." The
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“six” motor is of the T-head type. with cyl

inders measuring 4 x 5 and rating 60 horse

power; 'the “four” motor is of L-bead type

with cylinders 454 x 51/} and rating 40

horsepower. Both have cone clutches, three

speed selective gearsets and floating rear

axles. VVheelbases are 130 inches on 36 x

4V2-inch tires for the “six” and 118 inches

on 36 x 4-inch tires for the "four."

Prices—For the “six”: Six-passenger

touring, $2,750; limousine. $4.050. For the

“four”: Speedster, $2,100; four- and five

passenger touring, $2,000; limousine. $3.300.

Changes from Previous Construction—

The "six" is a new car throughout; in the

"four" the bore has been increased {é inch

and the stroke 11 inch; the wheelbase is 2

inches longer. bodies have been refined and

fitted with 0ne~piece windshield in place of

two-piece; top material altered.

Selling Points—Long-stroke motor, elec

tric lighting and starting system. full-float

ing rear axle. heavy wheels with 12 spokes

in each, all springs bushed and lubricated

with integral grease cups. deep Turkish up—

holstery, complete equipment

Equipment—Top with envelope and side

curtains. windshield. speedometer, electric

lighting and starting system. demountable

rims with one extra. tire irons. full comple

ment of tools. foot and robe rails.

D E T R O I T E R .

Briggs-Detroitcr Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Four models built on the same

four-cylinder chassis mounting a unit power

plant with L-head cylinders cast in a block

measuring 3%; x 4% and rating 25 horse

power. Transmission elements include mul

tiole disk clutch, three-speed selective gear

set and full~joating rear axle. \IVheelbase is

104 inches on 32 x 3% tires.

Prices—Model A standard touring car,

$850; Model Al touring car with more com

plete equipment, $900; roadster in two mod

els, $900.

Changes from Previous Construction—

The car is new throughout and is exhibited

_for the first time.

Selling Points—Straight-line bodies, long

stroke motor, unit power plant, multiple

disk clutch, three-speed selective gearset,

full-floating rear axle. left-hand steering

with center control. emergency brake op

erated by pedal. three-point suspension.

ball-bearing transmission, .louble brakes,

high-tension magneto.

Equipment—Model A: Top with envel

ope and side curtains. windshield, gas and

oil lamps, generator. tire and repair tool

kit, jack, and horn. Model Al, A2, A3. A4:

Same, including Prest-O-Lite tank. quick

detachable demountablc rims, Stewart

speedometer tire irons and robe rails.

FIRESTONE-COLUMBUS.

Columbus Buggy Co., Columbus, 0.

Models—Eight models built on three

chassis. two of which are "fours" and the

third is a “six.” The four-cylinder motors

measure 4% x 5% and 4% x 5% and the

"six" is rated at 68 horsepower. Wheel

bases are 122 inches for the “four” and 130

inches for the “six.”

Prices—Not publicly quoted.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Steering gear shifted to the left side. with

the control levers in center of footboard.

Selling Points—Continental motors, elec

tric lighting and starting system, high-ten

sion magneto, imported annular bearings,

left-hand steering with central control, ex

tra tires suspended at rear of body, elec

tric lighting and engine starting system,

complete equipment.

Equipment—Silk-faced mohair top, venti

lating windshield. speedometer. robe rail.

foot rail. tire and license brackets, the usual

assortment of tools and spare parts, tire

repair kit, pump. jack. and born.

0 V E R L A N D .

Willys-Ovcrland Co., Toledo, 0.

Models—Eight models built on two four

cylinder chassis. Both motors have sepa

  

UVERLAND BRAKE MECHANISM

rately cast cylinders, the smaller measuring

4 x 4% and rating 30 horsepower and the

larger measuring 4% x 4% and rating 45

horsepower. Both have cone clutches, three

specd selective gearsets and three-quarter

floating rear axles. Wheelbase of the smaller

is 110 inches on 32 x 31/2-inch tires for all

except the coupe, which has 33 x 4 tires.

Prices—For the smaller: Five-passenger

touring car, $985; five-passenger touring car

with cowl dash and four-passenger torpedo,

$1.010; roadster. $985; coupe (equipped with

electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem), $1,500. For the larger roadster, four

passenger torpedo and five-passenger tour

ing car, $1,475.

Changes from Previous Construction—

The smaller has a longer wheelbase; com

plete equipment. electric lighting and en

gine starting system on some models. three

quarter-floating rear axle. new and larger

brakes, roomier body, and minor improve

ments in motor. The larger models have

longer wheelbases and substantially all the

other improvements.

Selling Points—Five-bearing crankshaft

motor with offset cylinders, acetylene env

gine starter. gearset combined with rear

axle, three-quarter-floating rear axle of new

design, 12 spokes in each wheel, long wheel

base, grease cups on spring bolts, over

sized brakes, pumpless thermo-siphon cool.

ing system, center control, special front

door ventilation; model 71 also has elec

tric lighting system and full-floating rear

axle.

Equipment—All are equipped with top

with side curtains and envelope, windshield,

speedometer, gas lamps, horn, robe rail,

foot rail, tire carriers, tools, tire repair kit,

jack, pump, etc. The coupe has. in addi

tion, electric lighting and engine starting

system and an electric born; the larger

models have dynamo electric lighting sys

tem; all have acetylene engine starters; the

U. S. L. electric lighting and engine starting

system will be fitted to any at an extra

cost.

H U D S O N .

Hudson Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Eleven models on one four- and

one six-cylinder chassis. both motors meas

uring 4%; x 5% and ratingr 37 and 54 horse

power, respectively. Both have multiple

disk clutches, three-speed selective gear

sets and full-floating rear axles. \Vheelbases

are 118 inches on 36 x 4 tires for the “four”

and 127 inches on 36 x 4% tires for the

"six." .

Prices—For the "four-37": Touring, tor

pedo or roadster, $1,875; coupe, $2,350;

limousine, $3.250. For the “six-54": Five

passenger touring. torpedo 0r roadster, $2,

450; seven-passenger touring. $2.600; coupe,

$2.950; limousine, $3,750.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Both cars are new throughout and are ex—

hibited for the first time.

Selling Points—Delco electric lighting

and engine starting system, multiple disk

clutch, three-speed selective gearset. full

floating rear axle, long wheelbase, simple

and beautiful flush-sided bodies. 1.2-inch

Turkish upholstery, A No. l hand-buffed

leather. cellular type radiator. co-operation

of 48 engineers in design.

Equipment—Top with envelope and side

curtains, rain-vision windshield, speedom

eter-clock combination, demountable rims.

tire repair kit. tools. tire irons, jack. pumP.

horn. etc.

 

C A R T E R C A R .

Cartercar Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Models—Four models built on the same

four-cylinder chassis mounting an Lshead

motor measuring 4% x 4%. Friction trans

mission is employed and the rear axle is of

the three-quarter-floating type. \Vheelbasc

is 116 inches on 36 x 4 tires.

Prices—Roadster. $1.600; five-passengfil’

touring. $1.700: coupe. $1,900; Sedan. $2.000

Changes from Previous Construction—

Gasolene tank has been placed in cowl dash;

frame has been lowered slightly.

Selling Points—Cartercar patented tric

tion transmission. eliminating the use 01
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guts and giving an unlimited number 0t

duel» '-ilent" chain running in oil-tight

cm delitering maximum power to rear

axle: great flexibility; both transmission

and chain aloolutely noiseless in opera

tu, lonu wheelbase. accessibility. grease

caps on all. spring shackles and steering

---nnecti~n~. etiicient cooling by honey

(I'll-l' radiator. deep upholstery.

Equipment—Complete self-contained elec

trtt lighting and engine starting system.

i:- -h.ur top wrth envelope. one~piece venti

Lung utnd~hieltl. 60~mile combination

qm'trnrter. electric lamps. dash lamp in

qflrd horn. robe rail. foot rail, nickel

i'rrl and black enamel trimmings

".' ugh-tit. tire demountable rims. trunk

'|l .in'l rebound straps. storage battery.

~ ',-'.'th[-. tack. tire repair kit. full set of

'- ml tire irons.

L O C O M O B I L E .

Locomobile Co., Bridgeport. Conn.

“Wkly-bum built on three

~~t~ tvm of which are "sixes" and the

wt tour" All three motors are of the

lair-can type. he "four" measuring

0' I 4_ and rating 30 horsepower. the

mt" niea~urmg 4'4 x 5 and rating

e Repeater. and the “Big six" measur

‘ 4. t 5‘.- and rating 48 horsepower.

' ho a leather-laced cone clutch

"~i\es” have multiple disk

have tour-speed selective

. NH and tloatintz rear axles. \\'hecl'

-' in I!" inche~ hr the “four” on 36 x

lltl inclte~ tor the “Little six"

' ' mm “28 tm--. and l36 inches for

'1: \it" on .lo x 4'; front and 37 x 5

- "l..-"

head-“or the "four": Roadster. tour

‘. e! t turd-- $3.000 For the “Little

" l‘u ~ttr torpedo and touring. $4.300;

-~'t!' $5.50; landaulet. $5.450; herlinc

"Mltt $5.550; her'ine landhulet. $5.—

5" F-..’ the "Big six" Roadster. torpedo

-' t-crmiz. $5.000: limousine. $0,000; Ian

‘5' f' 8-.100.

~(huge: from Previous Construction—

-" ‘W'and the “Little six" remain prac

’ in unaltered. though a number of

“No have been made in the “Big six."

“M "ore has been increased. new car

‘e'fl'tf adopted. oil pump driven from in

"I'stad oi exhaust side. cooling system.

"'“ldmtt Pump. radiator and jackets. is

4’4"; newialve lifters have been adopted.

in 1‘ lifter and has new mounting, all

' "st Mt have aluminum cowl dashes.

15°15!!! Features—I-ong~stroke six-cylin

"H‘lers flexibility; positive. smokeless

'~' :Htt'n: manganese bronze crank and

stir cu unit multiple disk clutch. four

‘7"4 "it‘t‘lll‘t' gearset. seven-bearing

frigll‘ll. complete electric lighting sys

“"" "lglne starter. 10-inch uphols

rm '5‘") cowl dashes. careful finish. wide

"l'ia'lf l"'f choice in models.

zqumeat- Silk mohair top with envel

‘Kldifiddude curtain-3. rain vision wind

- )Imrw electric lighting system.

modt ls

- ‘ia 'uo

all

u 0 "\

Disco engine starter. pnver driven air com

pressor. demountablc quick-detacliable tires

with one extra. tire carriers at back of

body. robe rail. foot rest. tools. horn. luck.

pump. and tire erpair kit.

B U I C K

Buick Motor Co., Flint. Mich.

Models—Five models built on three four

cylinder chassis. the "24-25." the "30-31"

and the "40." .-\ll motors are of the valve

in-the-head type. the "24-25" measuring 3-}3

in. square and fitting 28 horsepower, the

"30-31" measuring._' 4 in. square and rating

32 horsepmver. and the “40" measuring 4%

x45; and rating 40 horsepower. All have

cone clutches.three-speed selective gearsetS.

with full-tloating rear axle on the “40" and

settti'tlnatint: in the others. \Yheelliases are

105 for the "24-25" on 32 x .i'fl tires: 108

inches for the "30-31" on .i-l x35 tires: ll5

inches for the “40" on in x 4 tirt-~.

Pricesj“2-l" roadster. $950; “25" touring

car, SLUSO; ".ill" roadster. $l.l25; ".il" tour—

ing car, 51.2%: "-lll" touring car. 3116".

Changes from Previous Construction—

.\lmlt'l "40" is next all the way through.
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though it embodies the €\.\Cllllal Buick tea

tures common to all; front axles in all cars

now are of l-beam section. drop-forged.

Selling Points—\ alve-in-the-head motor;

semi-elliptic and three-quarter elliptic rear

springs of strength and resilience: deep

cushions; graceful contour permitting max

imum of leg room: integral windshield with

out brass dividing line; well-fitting tops.

Equipment—Mohair top with side cur

tains and rubber etnclope; Disco engine

starter: demountable rims; combination oil

and electric lights on the "40" connected to

"6-60" storage battery: oil lamps with ace

tylene head lamps and l’rest-O-Lite tank on

others; horn: jack; tools: tire repair kit;

spare parts: robe and toot rail.

J A C K S O N .

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.

Models—Three models on three chassis.

two of which are "fours" and the other a

“six.” All motors are of the L-head type.

with cylinders cast in pairs; dimensions of

the smaller "four" and the "six" are 4% x

4% and the ratings are 35 and 55 horse

power. respectively: the larger four meas

ures 4% x 5’1 and rates 45 horsepower.

In all. cone clutches. three-speed selective

ly operated gearsets and full'tloating 1'03?

axles are used. \\'heelbases are 138 inches

on 3o x 43/, inch tires for the "six"; 124

inches on 36 x 4 tires for the "4-45." and

115 inches on 34 x 4 tire; for the "4-35."

Pricessih‘or the “six.” which is styled

“Snltanic." five-passenger touring. $2.500;

seven-passenger. $2,650; for the "4-45."

which is styled "Majestic." $1.850 ($1.975

with electric lighting and starting sy~tem);

for the “4-35.” styled "Olympic." 51.500.

Changes from Previous Construction—

.\ll three models are new throughout.

Selling Points—t oint'ort. obtained by

means of lull-(filipllC springs from and rear

and deep upholstery; roomy tonneau and

front compartments. unit construction mo

tor. clutch and gearset; ball bearing mount

ed transmission shafts; pressure gasolene

feed to gravity tank under cowl. Disco en

gillt' \lEll‘It‘l' on the “fours,” electric starter

on the "six": dynamo electric lighting sys

tem on the Sultanic and the \lziiestic. Olym

pic equipped with electric tlevicc tor liuht

ing head lamp~; black and nickel plated

trimmings.

EquipmentQ—Mohair top with side cur

tains and envelope. speedometer. wind

~hield. Firestone demountable quicksdetach

able rims with an extra rim. tire irons. foot

and robe rails. tools. tire repair kit. pump,

jack, and horn. The Sultanic and the Ma

jestic also have electric lightint.r systems.

the former having an electric starter.

M A T H E S O N .

Matheson Automobile Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Models—Two models built on the same

six-cylinder chassis mounting a pair-cast

valve in the head motor measuring 453 x 5

and rating 50 horsepower. Tran~mission ele

ments include multiple disk clutch in oil.

three-speed selective gearset and full-tloat

ing rear axle. \Vheelbase is 135 inches on

So x 4% front and 37 x 5 rear tires.

Prices—Series "B": Five-passenger tour

ing. $3.750; seven-paSsenger touring. $4.

000. Series “C.” differing from model "B"

mainly in body types and equipment and

some further chassis refinements, seven-pas

senger touring car. $4,800.

Changes from Previous Construction

Running boards one inch wider and 134'

inches lower. edged with aluminum; new

tool boxes. control lever lower ends en

closed in aluminum housing. all equipment

removed from dash. rear axle and gearsct

housing increased in size and fitted with

partition permitting use of separate lubri

cants, single-cylinder power tire pump

added. brakes increased in diameter and

face. one oil filler replaces two formerlv

used. oil level gauge provided. new desigii

oil reservoir. gear ratios in gearset changed

slightly. new design valve cage domes,

larger fan and pump. fan-spoked flywheel

adopted. constant pressure fuel supply by

plunger pump instead of exhaust pressure.

Selling Points—Silent oneration. light

weight per horsepower. large bearing \“r
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faces, great flexibility of motor, great mile

age per gallon of fuel and 011, great mile

age on tires, multiple disk clutch, irrevers

ible steering gear, easy riding qualities,

strong gearset, straight-line drive, interlock

ing device on gearset, handsome and luxu

rious bodies, electric lighting and engine

starting system, efficient braking system,

complete equipment.

Equipment—Dynamo electric lighting and

engine starting system, inspection electric

lamp with 10 feet of cord, extension top

with envelope, clear-vision folding glass

front, Warner speedometer, Klaxon horn

with storage battery, r'eed horn. power air

pump and pressure gauge for inflating tires,

gasolene gauge, two shock absorbers on

rear springs, tire carriers attached to rear

of car, quick-detachable demountable rims,

coat and blanket rail, folding foot rest,

Yale locks with Universal key for tool and

storage compartments and hood. spacious

loekers for tools and equipment between

frame and running boards, two soleleather

suitcases in compartment under front seats,

foot scrapers, three oil cans .attached to

motor base. oil gun, tire pump, jack, and

full set of tools.

P E E R L E S S .

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0.

Models—Five models on four chassis

each, three of them being "sixes" and the

other a "four." Motors are all of the T

head type, with cylinders cast in pairs, the

measurements being 4 x 5% for the "38-6,"

4% x 6 for the "48-6," 5 x 7 for the “60~6,"

and 5 x 5% for the “40-4.” All have internal

expanding cork insert clutches, four-speed

selective gearsets and arched full—floating

rear axles. Wheelbases are 125 inches on

36 x 4% tires for the “38-6,” 137 inches on

36 x 4% front and 37 x 5 rear tires for the

“48-6,” 140 inches on 39 x 5% tires for the

“60-6,” and 125 inches on 36 x 4% front and

37 x 5 rear tires for the “40-4.” '

Prices—For the “38-6”: Roadster, tour

ing and torpedo, $4,300; coupe. $5,000;

limousine, $5,300; landaulet, $5,400; berline

limousine, $5,500. For the “48-6”: Open

bodies, $5,000; limousine, $6,000; landaulet,

$6,100; berline limousine, $6,200. For the

"60-6": Open types, $6,000; limousine, $7,

000; landaulet, $7,100; berline limousine,

$7,200. For the “40-4”: Open types, $4,300;

limousine, $5,300; landaulet, $5,400; berline

limousine, $5,500.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Complete Gray 81 Davis electric lighting

and engine starting system adopted; a but

terfly throttle replaces the piston valve,

dual ignition replaces double ignition, tire

sizes of the “33-6” and the “60-6” have been

increased, side lamps have been imbedded

in dash.

Selling Points—Long stroke six-cylinder

motors that are flexible and powerful at low

flywheel speeds, four-speed gearset mount

ed in center of frame, thus distributing

weight and reducing amount of unsprung

weight; rear axles arched and rear wheel

dished, Gray 8: Davis electric lighting and

engine starting system, unsually wide and

roomy bodies, careful paint work. concealed

door hinges and latches. erimpletc equip

ment, extra long wheelbases and excep

tionally resilient springs.

Equipment—Peerless mohair top with

envelope and side curtains; Gray 8: Davis

electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem, folding windshield. universal demount

able quick-detachable rims with one extra.

four-cylinder power driven tire pump, locks

for ignition, tools. and tire holders, tire

carriers, coat rack. foot rest, tool equip

ment, horn and jack.

P U L L M A N .

Pullman Motor Car Co., York, Pa.

Models—Eleven models built on three

chaSsis, two of which are "fours" and the

third is a "six." All have T-head, pair-cast

cylinders, the "6-66" and the “4-44” meas

ing 4% x 5% and the “4-36” measuring

41/16 x 5. All have cone clutches, four

speed selective gearsets and full-floating

rear axle, wheelbases being 138, 122 and 118

inches, respectively, on 36 x 4,11}, 36 x 4 and

34 x 4 tires.

Prices—For the "6-66" seven-passenger

touring, $2,750; "4-44" five-passenger tour

ing, $2,150; “4-36” five-passenger touring,

$1,875.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Nineteen-incli rubber steering wheel adopt—

ed, horn placed inside hood, longer springs,

rear tire irons, broader fenders, clear run

ning boards, oil control and carburetter

primer placed on dash.

Selling Points—Motor, gearset and steer

ing gear made in Pullman shops. electric

lighting and engine starting system, spring

insert cone clutch, four-speed selective gear

set, full-floating rear axle, heavy artillery

wheels with bossed spokes in rear, grease

cups integral with spring bolts, extra strong

gearset, gearsets on "fours" and "sixes"

interchangeable.

Equipment—Top with envelope and side

curtains, rain-vision windshield, Stewart

speedometer, complete electric lighting and

engine starting system, tools, tire repair

kit. electric vulcanizer. Firestone demount

able rims. pump, jack. and horn.

P A C K A R D .

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Nine models on two chassis,

both “sixes.” Both have L-head pair-cast

cylinders, the “38" measuring 4 x 5%, and

the “48" measuring 4%; x 5%. All have

dry plate clutches, three-speed semi-select

ively operated gearsets; wheelbases of the

standard chassis are 134 for the “38” with 36

x 4% tires all around. 133 for the “48" with

36 x 4% front and 37 x 5 rear tires.

Prices—For the “38": Phaeton. $4,150;

runabout,$4,050; limousine.$5.200; landaulet,

$5.300; imperial limousine, $5.400; broug

ham. $5,200: coupe. $4.500; imperial coupe.

$4.900 For the “48": Runabout. $4.650;

touring. $4,850; phaeton, $4,750; limousine,

$5,850; landaulet, $5,950; imperial limousine,

$6,050; brongham, $5,800; coupe, $5,100.

Changes from Previous Construction—

The “38" is a new car throughout. In the

“48" a new engine oiling system has been

adopted, a new coupling between the ex

haust manifold and the muffler pipe is used,

three-quarter elliptic rear springs replace

the semi-elliptic ones. the gas tank has been

placed at the back of the body, an electric

lighting and engine starting system and an

acetylene primer have been added, bodies

have been made roomier.

Selling Points—Conservative motor rat

ing, auxiliary oiling system, hydraulic en

gine governor, unit motor and clutch con

struction, dry plate clutch, semi-selective

gearset on rear axle. electric lighting and

engine starting system. steering column

control mechanism, roomy bodies, wide

latitude for choice.

Equipment—Packard extension cape cart

top with side curtains and envelope, on

touring cars and phaetons; runabout

equipped with Victoria top, curtains and

envelope. Packard storm-tilt windshield on

all models; electric lighting and engine

starting system, acetylene primer, demount

able rims. tools, tire irons. spare parts. etc.

M I C H I G A N .

Michigan Motor Car Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Models—Four models built on two four

cylinder chassis. Both motors are of the

L-head block type, the smaller measuring

41/16 x 4% and rating 33 horsepower and

the larger measuring 4% x 5% and rating

40 horsepower. Both chassis have multiple

disk clutches, the “40" having four—speed

selective gearset with direct drive on fourth

and full-floating rear axle, and the “33"

having three-speed selective gearset with

three-quarter floating rear axle. \Nheel

bases are 118 inches for the “40" on 35 x

4% tires and 114 inches for the “33" on

34 x 4 tires.

Prices—For the “40"- Roadster and five

passenger touring, $1,585. For the “33":

Roadster and five—passenger touring car,

$1,400.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Both cars are practically new throughout,

though the Michigan characteristics have

been retained. Timing gears now are lubri

cated from the oiling system; lower piston

rings are beveled and their grooves drilled

to obviate smoke; left-hand drive with cen

ter control is new. frame is deeper, brakes

are larger, bodies are roomier, tire sizes

have been increased; full-floating rear axle

in the “40.”

Selling Points—Electric lighting by gen—

erator as regular equipment, big easily oper

ated cone clutch. over-size tires, left-hand

drive with center control, 14-inch TurkiSh

cushions, 80-horsepower rear axle, extra

wide. easy riding springs; adjustable steer

ing equipment. generous dimensions, rear

seat 50 inches wide, 22 coats of paint and

varnish, running boards clear of boxes, tool

l_1a'i,.£al__-_._.-_.1.,
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(huh underneath, genuine cellular radiator.

lo~t rest accelerator.

Equipment—Best grade of mohair top

It'll envelope and side curtains. built-in

windshield. electric lighting system. electric

horn. $50 4-inch speedometer. Firestone

unncrsal demountable quick-detachable

rtrrs. special foot rail. twing robe rail, rear

tire trons. complete tool equipment. jack,

and pump. .

O L D S M O B I L E .

Old! Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.

Nodes—Three models on one six-cylin

der chassis Motor is a unit power plant

with Lhead cylinders cast in pairs and

measuring 4% x 4%, the rating is 50 horse

power. Tl'ltllnmlSSlOn elements include com

clutch. three-speed selective gearset and

ltll'tloating rear axle. Wheelbase is 135

niches on 36 x 4% tires.

Priees—Four-passenger and five-passen

itt touring. $3.200; seven-passenger tour

ing $3330.

Changes from Previous Construction

The at is new throughout and is exhibited

for the first time.

Selling Points—Light weight. graceful

i:-‘.y lines. ll~inch upholstery. 60-inch

'trrecnzrter elliptic rear springs. DClL‘I)

r.e:tnc lighting, engine starting and igni~

as: )jélt‘m. power tire pump, combination

Klunn signal, clearrunning boards, beau

:.:.i unuh. restful reclining position af

li'ilrd by seats. low price compared with

I'twes Oldsmobile "sixes."

“mt—Top with envelope and side

:mas. clear vision windshield, combina

:11 Warner speedometer and \Valtham

“I! Clock. Delco electric lighting, igni

ttn ind engine starting system, demount

l': mat with an eittra rim. double tire

:.:ut baclc tools. iack. tire repair kit.

7'"! hr: pump.

0. N . L. Y .

0157 later Car Co., Port jetterson, L. 1.,

N. Y.

lodeLs—Two models on the same four

ft'ader chassis. lllomr is T-head, block

cm. with cylinders measuring 4% X 7%

'l'i‘rfi. rating 30 horsepower; transmission

Mitt!“ include leather-faced cone clutch.

"""tPttd selective rear axle gearset and

floating rear axle. Wheelbase of both models

..~ 11.: inches on 32 x 3%-inch tires.

IWes—Touring, $1.250; roadster, $1.000.

_Cbmtn from Previous Construction—

thttt have been no alterations other than

i t" tnmot changes.

sewn! Point: - Exceptionally long

stroke. with90pounds compression and low

“mom: rating; T-head construction.

Ivttd of 75 miles an hour guaranteed. 30

Mild to the gallon of fuel guaranteed, three

ltlfllbltetter, center of gravity of car in

Pl"! Ol wheel hubs. thermo-siphonic water

""hlm. Renault type rear axle, mounted

" _R l. V. ball bearings; straight-line

5°41“ and low, flush sides.

Equipment—Two oil side lamps and one

tail lamp.

MAXWELL.

United States Motor Co., Maxwell-Briscoe

Division, New York City.

Models—Three models on three four-cyl

inder chassis. All three chassis have unit

power plants with 'l-hcad motors, the two

smaller ones being pair-cast and the larger

separately cast The three motors measure

3% x 4. rating 22 horsepower; 4 x 4%. rat

ing 30 horsepower, and 4% x 5%, rating 40

horsepower. All have multiple disk clutches

and three-speed selective gearsets, the two

smaller models have semi-floating rear

axles and the larger model has a full-float

ing rear axle. \Vheelbases are 93 inches

on 30 x 3% tires for the "22," 106 on 32 x 3%

tires for the"30." and 115 inches on 36 x 4

tires for the “40.”

Prices—“22" roadster. $785; “30" road'
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ster and touring, $1,100 and $1,145, respect

ively; "40" touring, $1.675.

Changes from Previous Construction—

The “22” remains substantially without

change. In the “30" the motor stroke has

been increased, connecting rods are l0nger,

cylinders are not ofiset, plunger oil pump,

bearing diameters increased. pistons re

designed for lightness and strength, integ

ral camshafts, frame lowered, longcr wheel

base. new spring suspension. new fenders,

new front axle. new steering knuckles, new

fan. roadster running board lengthened,

additional grease cups, bottom of control

levers boxed in. In the “40” the pistons

have been made lighter and the connecting

rods longer. compression has been lowered.

stuffing box on valve push rods, small relief

valves on motor, new inlet manifold, single

water discharge pipe, three narrow rings

on pistons, new style fan and radiator,

larger gears and shafts, larger bearings.

center control with left-hand steer, interlock

on clutch removed, new accelerator pedal.

bodies made larger and fitted with venti¢

lators, thicker upholstgry, flilwlfllc tank

mounted on frame, new dash. plain Sides l0

bonnet, brakes adjustable.

Selling Points—Applying to the “40":

Left-hand drive. center control. selective

gearset, full-floating rear axle. three-point

sllSPtl‘lalOD, thermo-syphon cooling, T-head

motor. multiple disk clutch, thorough lu

brication system. demountable rims. electric

lights, engine starter, deep Turkish upholsv

tering, accusa-ibility of parts. simplicity,

Maxwell single adjustment carburetter.

long-stroke motor, flexibility and economy.

Applying to the “30": Designed as family

touring car; abundant power and strength.

multiple disk clutch, T-head motor. sliding

gears. semi-floating rear axle. dual ignition.

l0ltg~5tr0l<0 motor. nevt design spring sus

pcnsion. drop-forged front axle. Applying

to the "22": Left-hand drive. center con~

trol. sliding gears, compact power plant.

three>point support. multiple disk clutch.

semi-floating rear axle, dual ignition. single

adjustment carburettor. engine starter. full

equipment, power beyond rating. vesti

buled and ventilated body. large capacity

tank, strong tire carriers, luggage deck.

Equipment—On the “22": Top with en

velope and side curtains. engine starter,

windshield, Prest-O-Litc tank. lamps, K()t)l\.

horn, jack. pump, tire repair kit. On the

“30": The same On the “40": The Sflttlt'.

including 60-mile speedometer. VCntllalt)l"\,

tire carriers. combination oil and electric

lights, demountable rims.

S. G. V.

The S. G. V. Co., Reading, Pa.

Modelr—Two models built on two four

cylinder chassis each. Both tnotors have

block cast L-head cylinders, the smaller

rating 25 horsepower and designated as

models A and B. measuring 3% x 4%. and

the larger. rating at 35 horsepower, mezt~ur

ing 4 x 5%. Both have multiple disk

clutches. four-speed selective gearsets and

full-floating rear axles. \\'heelbascs are 116

inches on 34 x 4 tires for the smaller and

118 on 35 x 41/; tires for the larger.

Prices—Model A four-and five-passenger

touring car, $2.500; landau brougham, lan

daulet. limousine and coupe. $3.500. Model

B roadster, $2.500. Model D touring car,

four-and five-passenger, $3.250. Landau

brougham. landaulet, limousine and coupe.

$4,000. Model E roadster, $3.000.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Models D and E are new throughout.

though they retain the distinctive S. G, Y.

features. and are about 3 inches longer in

the wheelbase. The only difference is in

the engine, in which the bore and stroke

have been increased.

Selling Points—Long-stroke, high-speed

motor. multiple disk clutch with hardened

and ground disks. block cast cylinders.

valves fully enclosed. perfect balance. fan

in flywheel. self contained oiling system,

furnishing proper amount of oil at all

speeds. four-speed gearset direct on fourth.

noiseless shifting mechanism. imported ball
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bearings through front and rear axles and

transmission. Fahrig metal engine bearings,

chrome nickel frames, axles, propeller

shafts, crank shafts, etc.. genuine cellular

tube, Mercedes type radiator, unit type

power plant. hard rubber covered steering

wheel and control lever handles. cast steel

rear axle housings, rigid construction cast

steel flywheel, throttle control incorporated

in steering wheel spoke, spark control at

center of wheel, clean dash with only oil

and air pressure gauges, pressure feed gaso

lene system, 30-gallon tank on the rear, dou

ble rear tire irons, Bosch magneto with set

spark on 25~horsepower models.

Equipment—Prest-O-Lite tank. tools,

horn. tire kit and jack. license tag bracket,

front and rear. demountable rims.

STODDARD-DAYTON.

United States Motor Co., Stoddard-Dayton

Division, New York City.

Models—Four models on four chassis

each, three of which are “fours” and the

other is a Knight motor "six." The two

smaller motors. rated at 30 and 38 horse

power, respectively, have L-head block

:ast cylinders measuring 4 x 4% and 4%; x

51/, respectively; the 48-horsep0wer motor

has overhead valves and pair-cast cylinders

measuring 431 x 5; the Knight engine has

its cylinders cast in threes and measuring

4% x 51/2; it rates at 70 horsepower. All

four chassis have cone clutches. three-speed

selectively operated gearsets and floating

rear axles. \Vheelbases are 112 inches for

the “30" on 33 x 4 tires. 114 inches for the

“38" on 36 x 4 tires, 123 inches for the “48"

on 36 x 41/; tires and_133 inches for the

Knight model on 36 x 5 tires.

Prices—Model "30" roadster. $1.350; tour

ing. $1,450. Model “58" roadster, $1.750;

touring, $1,850; limousine and landaulet,

$2,750; coupe, $2,350. Model “48" roadster,

$2.700; touring, $2,800; limousine, $3.900.

Knight model roadster, $4,900; touring.

$5.000; limousine, $6,250. (With wire

wheels, $50 extra.)

Changes from Previous Construction—

There have been no changes of consequence

in the three poppet valve models. In the

Knight model there is a new improved 1

beam front axle; improved worm and sector

steering gear; larger radiator. larger wheel

hub bearings, new design fenders, simpli

fication of control system. longer touring

body, electric side lamps built into dash.

Selling Points—For the “30.” “38" and

“48": Positive force feed oiling system,

cone leather-to-iron clutch, bevel drive with

one universal joint, heavy artillery wheels.

metal bodies. For Knight model: Silent

Knight six-cylinder motor, movable dam

lubrication system, intake- coreways in

crankcase. carburetter adjustment from

seat. “silent” chain camshaft drive, seven

bearing crankshaft, left-hand drive. center

control. adjustable front seats, disappearing

tonneau seats. engine driven dynamo.

power tire pump, large tires, large gas tank,

large brakes, simplicity of brake adjustment,

MOTOR WORLD

spring suspension proportionate to weight

and loads, deep upholstering, rubber cush

ions between frame and body; compartment

body on roadster.

Equipment—\Vith all cars: Mohair top

with envelope and side curtains, full set

tools. tire repair kit. horn, pump and jack;

the “38" has, in addition, windshield and

demountable rims. The “48" has, in addi

tion, shock absorbers. combination electric

and oil lamps. The Knight models have.

in addition, trunk rack. ventilators, speed

ometer, electric horn, complete electric

lighting system. and power driven tire

pump.

VELIE.

Velie Motor Vehicle Co. Molina, Ill.

Models—Five models on two four-cylin

der chassis. The small motor L-head b10ck

cast type, with cylinders measuring 3,15 x

51/; and rating 32 horsepower, and the

larger is of the L-heati type with pair—cast

cylinders measuring 41/; x 5113 and rating 40

horsepower. Both have three-plate dry

clutches, three-speed SClCCtlYC gearsets and

full-floating rear axles. A third chassis

much the same as the "32," except that a

cone clutch is used, al_'o is produced; it is

not equipped with electric lighting and

starting system. \\'hec1bases are 118 lnt‘llt’s

on 34 x 4 tires for the “40" and 113 inches

on 34 x 4 tires.

Prices—For the “40": Four-passenger

torpedo or five-passenger touring car, $2,

000: limousine. $3,000; limousine with extra

touring body. $3.400. For the "32": Road

ster, $1.450: five-passenger touring, $1.500.

Model W,'which mounts the 32-horsepowei

motor but has cone clutch and no electric

lighting and starting system. in five-passen

ger touring form, $1.35).

Changes from Previous Construction

The “32" models remain unchanged. and in

the “40” models the timing gears have been

replaced with "silent" chains; the magneto

position has been altered and the instrument

now is worm driven; Bosch dual ignition

has been adopted; carl urettcr has been ele~

vated and a pressure fuel system adopted:

Gray & Davis electric lighting and engine

starting system has been added.

Selling Points—Long-stroke motors with

“silent” chain, camshalt and worm driven

magnetos, pressure fuel system, high car

buretter, Bosch dual ignition, three-plate

dry disk clutch. three-speed selective gear

set, full-floating rear axles, hand-buffed

leather upholstery, deep cushions, complete

equipment, Gray & Davis electric lighting

and engine starting system, easily handled

by ladies by reason of the starter. beautiful

lnish of bodies, liberal latitude for selec

tion.

Equipment—Top with envelope and side

curtains, speedometer, windshield. demount—

able rims with one extra. electric horn.

Gray 8: Davis electric lighting and engine

starting system (except in case of model

W), tools, tire carriers, tire repair kit,

pump. and jack.
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M O L I N E .

Moline Automobile Co., East Moline, Ill.

Models—Two models on the same four—

cylinder chassis. Unit power plant, with

cylinders measuring 4%; x 6 and rating 40

horsepower. Transmission elements include

leather-faced cone clutch, three-speed se

lective gearset and floating type rear axle.

Wheelbase is 114 inches for the roadster

and 124 inches for the touring car.

Prices—Both models, $1.950.

Changes from Previous Construction-—

Bore of motor increased % inch. wheelbase

increased 10 inches: main gasolene tank

under cowl, auxiliary tank under front seat;

roadster has oval gasolene tank on rear.

Selling Points—Long-stroke motor, unit

power plant supported at three points. elec

tric lighting and engine starting system,

double independent ignition system. cone

clutch with leather face and cork inserts;

selective gearset. heavy artillery wheels,

rear spokes bolted to brake drums. ade

qunte braking surface, 1.2-inch upholstery,

Turkish roll cushions. cellular tube radiator.

straight line flush side bodies.

Equipment—Top with envelope and side

curtains; one-piece windshield. complete

electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem. five demountable rims. gasolene gauge

on (lash. tools. tire repair kit. jack. pump.

and ltnrn.

O A K L A N D .

Oakland Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Models—Twelve models on three chassis,

two of which are "fours" and the third is a

"six." The “six” and the larger “four” have

1.-head. pair-cast cylinders, the former

measuring 4% x 4% and rating 60 horse

power and the latter measuring the same

and rating 42 horsepower; the smaller

“four” mounts an L-head b10ck motor,

measuring 3% x 5 and rating 35 horsepower.

All have cone clutches. three-speed selective

gearsets and full-floating rear axles. Wheel

bases are 134 inches on 34 x 45/; tires for

the “six”; 116 inches on 34 x 4 tires for

the larger "four"; 112 inches on 32 x 3%

tires for the smaller “four.”

Prices—For the “six”: Roadster. four-,

five- and seven-passenger touring car, $2,

400. For the larger “four”: Two- or three

passenger roadster, four- and five-passenger

touring car. $1.600; coupe, $2,500; limousine.

$3.000. For the smaller "four": Three-pas

senger roadster. $1,000; five-passenger tour

ing car. $1,075.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Both the “six’. and the smaller “four” are

new throughout and are exhibited for the

first time; a number of refinements have

been made in the larger “four.”

Selling Points—Powerful motors, select

ive sliding gearsets. full-floating rear axles,

underslung springs, low center of gravity,

stability. unit power plants. cold pressed

steel frames, liberal bearings, extra long

springs. beautiful finish, aluminum steps, 18

coats of paint. deep upholstery. hand-buffed
u._-_
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'I'It'te gearset and

dr llhei-lhase is ill inches on 34 x ~1—

leather complete equipment. \'-t_vpe Ger

man whet radiator.

Equipment—The equipment is the same

to! all except that the two larger cars are

tQUtppfli “till the Deaco electric lighting

ind ignition ~y~tem: the "six" also has a

iiiaxnn horn and an air engine starter. All

lute duuountahle rims. complete tool kit,

tire repair kit. pump. jack, and horn.

S E L D E N.

Seiden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Iodels~ Fur models built on the same

--ritlirtlt'r Clla~§l~ mounting a pair-cast

'ir rrusuring 4;; x 5 and rating 40

' tip-tier '1‘ran.~nti~~ion ClClllt‘nls include

'\ ;Iite multiple disk clutch. three-speed

“we: gear~et and full-floating rear axle

- "Ilium: i- 1.25 Inches on 3') x 4 tires.

Pnces— Roadster, four-passenger tor

,-4- null lltt'rpaesfllgt‘l' touring. $2.500;

-tv'-_-.t-~enger touring. $3.750; limou~ine.

I“

Changes from Previous Construction—

i- g'n: ipal change is in the rear axle.

'i~ lteen equipped with new style

.w FI'rnt'rl)‘. brakes 'uere lioth inter

'. aIi'tas now the emergency brake is

' l""ttl.tl expanding type. and the foot

no external contracting. An electric

2""; and lighting system has been ad

Selltng Points—Selden powerful. efficient

' " with enclosed valve mechanism. dry

\\ ~ltt’ch, full-floating rear axle with

'- '2' and positive brakes. luxurious ttp~

M). extremely easy springs and heat:

"'~~l:. complete equipment. Gray 8:

"lutrte darting and lighting system.

Equipment—Complete electric ~tarting

-' (an; sistem. with full set of lamps.

-;'. ' eter. top. windshield. tire carriers.

' '- i~, etc.

R E O .

R l. Owen & Co., Lansing, Mich.

“Niels—Four models on the same f0ur~

i'fet chassis. mounting a T-head pair

“ than measuring 4 x 45/} and rating 30

' 5‘ horsepower. Transmission elements

' ."lr multiple di~lc clutch. three-speed

semi-floating rear

Lit tin-c .

Potts—Roadster, $1.000; touring car and

"1“ human. $1.055; town car. $1.750.

Changes from Previous Construction—

I

1’ it' hearings have replaced some of the

“l'fl'ailbearings; quality of materials has

or. increased and size of tires has been

Y 'ftasfd

S'uml Points—Flexible motor with large

3"- lnd liberal water jacketing. larilt‘

I'MSEJI'I, liberal hearing surfaces. efiicieflt

l-I'lit intern. multiple disk clutch. three

‘t’ftd selective gearset. semi-floating rear

4!" nickel-steel drive shaft. 1~heam front

die double-acting wrapping brakes of largti

“flirt. dash carburetter adjustment dOUlellc

'mi"’"l llflht weight. long tire life. resil
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ient springs. simple and strong steering

gear. complete equipment; can handle gear

shiftiug mechanism: center control. left~

hand steering, number of body styles.

Equipment—Tools, tire repair kit. de

demountahle rims. horn, jack. and pump.

STEARNS-KNIGHT.

F. B. Stearns Co.. Cleveland, 0.

Models—Six models on two Knight en

gined chassis. one a "four" and the other a

"six." Both motors have their cylinders

cast in pairs, the "four" measuring 4% x 5%

and rating 28.9 horsepower and the “six”

measuring 411 x 5% and rating ()0 horse

power. lioth chassis have dry multiple disk

clutches and full-floating rear axles, the

smaller liein‘.r equipped with selective

three-speed gearset ant.I the larger with a

four—speed gcarset. Tire sizes are 30 x 4%;

in all except closed types, which take 35 x

7 for the "four" on either llo, l2] or 127

inch wheelbase; the 3X” has 37 x 5 tires

on either 134 or 140 incl. wheelliase.

 

 
 

VALVES‘l'l'lA R XS Fl 'El.

Prices—For the "four": Roadster. four

or ii\'€-Pilr~$t'llgt'f touring. $3.750: seven-pas

~Cfl£ler touring. $3.900: limousine. $5.000;

landaulet, $5,100. For the "six": Roadster.

four- or five-passenger touring. $4.950;

~even-passe'nget' touring. $5,000; limousine,

$0,100; landaulet. $0.200.

Changes from Previous Construction—

The "six" is a new car throughout and in

corporates all of the Stearns characteris

tics. with few variations. Except for the

addition of an electric engine starter, the

substitution of a Mea magneto for the one

previously used and a slight alteration in

the shape of the steering gear case, the

"four" is substantially ‘he same.

Selling Features—Knight type sleeve—

valve motor, “silent” chain drive for eccen

tric and magneto shaft drives. complete

electric engine starting and lighting sys

tem. tonneau and auxiliary lamps. flush dash

lamps. combined tail lamp and license plate

holder. straight line flush side liodies. clear

running boards with tires carried at rear.

wide range of color options. hand buffed

leather upholstery, lon‘r drawn curled hair

and pillow springs. wide range of models

and complete equipment.

Equipment-Amie mohair

velope and side curtain< \Varner speedom

eter. Klaxon and bull) horns. demountahle

top with en
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rims with two extra. auxiliary gasolene

tank. tire carriers, ventilator door hooks,

robe rail. foot rest. complete tool and tire

repair equipment. including pump and jack.

S T U D E B A K E R .

Studebaker Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Models—Four models on three chassis

each, two of them lllOllllllllg four-cylinder

motors and the other a "six." All three mo

tors are of the L-head block type ttleasnre

ments of the “six” an" the ".35," which is

the smaller of the "fours." being 3',- x 5,

and of the "35." 41/1”; x 5. All three have mine

three-speed selectively operated

gearsets. and the two larger models have

inll-tloating rear axles; the "25" has a semi

tloating axle. \\'heelli;tse.~ of the three are

1.20 inches for the “six” on 34 x 4 lift‘.~. 116

inches for the "35" and the ".35." the for

mer on 34 x 4 tires and the latter on 3.3 x

31.} tires.

Prices For the “six”: Touring, $1550;

lllllt'illSll‘lC, $3.500. For the “35": Touring,

$1.390; coupe, $1.850; sedan. $2,050. For the

"35": Touring, $885.

Changes from Previous Construction *

.\11 three cars are new throughout.

Selling Points—Longr ~troke tlexilile mo

to", block casting. magneto mounted at

front on tran~verse ~shaft. automatic oiling

system. manifolds cored integral. rear axle

three-speed selectively operated gearwt.

new type full-floating rear axle. great num

lier of drop forgings used. \Yagner electric

lighting and engine starting system on lar

ger models, acetylene primer on the "_)5_"

new body styles. including limousine, S'edan

and coupe models: complete equipment.

Equipmenth'l‘op with side curtains and

envelope. ventilating windshield. li'lll) horn,

cloctt'ic horn under hood. \\'agner electric

lighting and starting system on larger mod

els. acetylene starter on the "Z5." (lt‘ll'lntlt‘lt

altle rims with an extra rim. full comple

ment of lamps. tools. spare parts, jack, tire

repair kit. foot and rolie rails.

t‘llllCllt‘s.

 

S T U T Z .

Ideal Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Models—Five models huilt on two chas~

sis. one a “six” and the other a “four.”

Both motors are of the T-head pair-cast

type. the "four" measuring 4% x 5!, and

the "six" 4'3 x 5. Both have multiple disk

clutches. three-speed. selective rear axle

gearsets and floating type rear axles. \Ylteel

bases are 124 inches for the "four" roadster.

lZ-l inches for the "four" four- and six-pas

senger touring cars and the "six" roadster.

and 130 inches for the "six" touring car;

tires are 34 x 4% for all.

Prices—For the “four”: Roadster and

four-passenger touring car. $2,000; six-p;\g

senger touring car. $2.050. For the “six”:

Roadster, $2.250; six-passenger touring car,

$2.300.

Changes from Previous Construction-

The "six" is new throughout and is ex~

hihited for the first time; it is almost exact
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ly similar to the “four.” In the "four" the

intake manifold has been water-jacketed

and the wheelbase of the touring car in

creased four inches.

Selling Points—-—Electric light generator

with full lighting equipment, larger Stutz

rear system, with several important im

provements, heavy wheels, large size tires,

Timken front axle with Timken bearing and

steering knuckles, low-slung, racy bodies,

convertible four- and six-passenger tour

ing cars, all straight-line bodies.

Equipment—Esterline electric lighting

system, full lamp equipment, tools, spare

parts, tire repair kit, horn, jack, and pump.

M A R A T H O N .

Marathon Motor Works, Nashville, Tenn.

Models—Nine models built on three four

cylindcr chassis. Motors are all of the L—

head, pair—cast type and measure 3% x 4%

for the "25." 4% x 4% for the “35" and 45/;

x 5%; for the “45.’I All have multiple disk

clutches in oil, three-speed selective gear

sets and full-floating rear axles. \Vheelbases

are 104 inches on 32 x 3% tires for the “25,”

116 inches on 34 x 4 tires for the “35,” 123

inches on 36 x 4 tires for the “4S.”

Prices—For the "25": Roadster, $875;

touring, $950 coupe, $1,050. For the “35":

Roadster, $1,275; touring, $1,350; coupe, $1,

600. For the “45": Roadster, $1,675; five

passenger touring, $1,750; seven-passenger

touring, $1,800.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Except for a number of refinements. there

have been no material alterations in any of

the models.

Selling Points—Simplicity of construc

tion, few number of parts, unit power plants

devoid of water and oil pumps, all moving

parts enclosed, seat covers as regular equip

ment on all models, pockets in all doors,

front doors open on either side, heavy artil

lery wheels, luxurious upholstery.

Equipment—Silk mohair top with em

velope and side curtains, windshield, speed

ometer, seat covers, demountable rims with

one extra, tire irons and straps, Prest-O

Lite tank, pump, tire repair kit, jack, foot

and robe rails.

PAIGE-DETROIT.

Car Co.,

Models—Three models on two four-cylin

der chassis. Both chassis have unit power

plants with L-head block cast motors, cyl

inder dimensions being 3% x 4 for the

smaller and 4 x 5 for the larger. the rat

ings being 25 and 36 horsepower, respective

ly. Both have cork insert multiple disk

clutches, three-speed selective gearsets and

floating type rear axles. Wheelbases are

104 inches on 33 x 4 inch tires for the "25"

and 116 inches on 34 x 4 tires for the “36.”

Prices—The “25" roadster and five-pas

senger touring car, $1,000; coupe. $1,500;

Paige-Detroit Motor Detroit,

sedan, $1,600. The “36" touring car, $1,275.

Changes from Previous Construction—

The “36" is a new car throughout and the

alterations in the “25" are largely in the

manner of detail refinements.

Selling Points—For the new model: L'nit

power plant, “silent” chain camshaft drive,

cork insert multiple disk clutch, long

_ wheelbase, enc10sed valves, selective gear

set, full elliptic rear springs, gasolene tank

under dash, lO-inch upholstery, all dash

equipment imbedded in dash; Gray & Da

vis electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem, roomy bodies, concealed door latches,

complete equipment, Wide doors.

Equipment—-Top with envelope and side

curtains, Stewart speedometer, demount

able rims, adjustable windshield, Gray 8:

Davis electric lighting and engine starting

system, robe and foot rails, tools, tire repair

kit, license brackets, pump, .jack and horn.

PRATT.

Elkhart Carriage 8r Harness Mfg. Co., Elk

hart, Ind.

Models—Three models on three four~

cylinder chassis, all having unit power

plants. The larger motor measures 4% x 5%

and rates 50 horsepower; the intermediate

motor measures 4% x 4% and rates 40

horsepower, and the smaller measures 4

x 4% and rates 30 horsepOWer. The “40"

has a cone clutch and the other two have

multiple disk clutches; all have three-speed

selective gearsets, the two larger models

having full~floating rear axles and the “30"

having a three-quarter-floating rear axle.

W'heelbases are 122 inches for the "50" on

36 x ,4 tires, 120 inches for the “40" on

36 x 4 tires, and 114 inches on 34 x 3%

tires for the “30.”

Prices—“30,” “40" and “50" in five-pas

senger touring model, $1,400, $1,950 and

$2,150. respectively. Seven—passenger “40,”

$1,950; seven-passenger "50," $2,300.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Other than the addition of a Gray & Davis

electric lighting and engine starting system.

there have been no extensive alterations.

Selling Points—French type motor, unit

power plant, three-speed selective gearsets,

cone and multiple disk clutches, Bosch dual

ignition. Holly carburetter. irreversible

steering gear, adequate braking surface,

long Wheelbases, resilient springs, ll-inch

Turkish upholstery, Gray & Davis electric

lighting and engine starting system, liberal

equipment, graceful lines, beautiful finish.

Equipment—Top with envelope and side

curtains, windshield, speedometer, demount

able rims, complete tool equipment, tire re

pair kit, robe and foot rails, pump, jack.

and horn. On the two larger models, Gray

& Davis electric lighting and engine start

ing is standard. The smaller is equipped

with combination Deaco lighting and igni

tion system and Prest-O-Lite tank.

 

NATIONAL.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.

Models—Five models built on the same

four-cylinder chassis. mounting a T-head
  

pair~cast motor measuring 4%x6 and rat

ing 50 horsepower. Transmission elements

include leather-faced cone clutch, three

speed selective gearset and full-floating rear

axle. Wheelbase is 120 inches on 34 x 4%

tires for the roadster and 128 inches for the

open and closed bodies on 36 x 4% and 36 x

5 tires, according to the body.

Prices—Roadster, $2,750; small tonneau

touring, $2,900; five-passenger touring, $2,

9000; seven -passenger touring, $3,000;

three-passenger coupe, $3,250; limousine,

$3,400.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Lubrication system improved, steering gear

provided with spring take-up for wear, elec

tric lighting and engine starting system

added. frames strengthened, tire pump now

driven by positive clutch, valve cam shapes

refined.

Selling Features— Long-stroke flexible

motor with encIOsed valves, left-side drive

with center control, Gray & Davis electric

lighting and starting system, Bosch dual ig

nition, 1.2—inch Turkish upholstery, full

heavy nickel trimmings, electric horn, large

baggage carrying compartment, powerful

and reliable brakes, spacious interior, power

driven tire pump. 128-inch wheelbase, mul

tiple jet carburetter, tire carrier at rear, full

floating rear axle, resilient springs, pressure

fed gasolene supply, easy riding qualities,

positive oiling system, complete equipment.

Equipment—Silk mohair top with envel

ope and side curtains, Hofiecker speedom

eter, adjustable rain vision windshield, Gray

8: Davis electric lighting and engine start

ing system, demountable rims with one ex

tra and tire carriers, power tire pump, robe

rail. foot rest and mat, tools, tire repair kit.

electric horn, jack, and spare parts.

P A T H F I N D E R .

Motor Car Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Models—Five models built on one four

cylinder chassis. The motor is of the L

head block type, the cylinders measuring

4%; x 5% inches and rating 40 horsepower;

transmission elements include cone clutch,

three-speed selectively operated gearset and

full-floating rear axle. Wheelbase is 120

inches on 36 x 4 inch tires.

Prices—Torpedo cruiser, $2,000; armored

roadster, $2,160- four-passenger phaeton

and touring car, $2,185.

Changes from Previous Construction

Two new body styles have been added, one

a “Martha \Vashington" coach and the

other a “cruiser” roadster. Practically 110

mechanical alterations have been made

other than the lengthening of the wheelbase

to 120 inches and the addition of a Gray 8!

Davis electric lighting and engine starting

system.

Selling Points—Long-stroke Continental

motor, electric lighting and engine starting

system. irreversible worm and full wheel

steering gear. unusually strong frame.

shackle bolts ground and provided with lib

eral sized grease cups, long and resilient

springs, option of wire wheels on "Cruiser"
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model. hand butied leather upholstery over

ended hair and springs, 10-inch cushions.

Equipment—Mohair top with envelope

an»: ode curtains. rain vision and ventilating

endshield. Stewart dc Clark speedometer,

grade indicator, gasolene tank gauge, de

:.untable runs with one extra, tire carriers,

LU! pump. )aclc horn, tire repair kit.

W H I T E.

The White Co., Cleveland, 0.

Iodell—Five models on three chassis.

w of which are "fours" and the orhcr a

‘-u' All three motors are of the L-head

.' h-ent type, the smaller "four" meas

:'~..r M x 5% and rating 30 horsepower,

l'.r larger "four" measuring 4% x 5% and

rut-'40 horsepower and the "six" measur

'1 41‘ x 5% and rating 60 horsepower. All

a." dimig have cone clutches. four-speed

"cute gearsets and floating type rear

am Wheelbases are llO inches for the

a.‘--n 34x 4 tires; lZO inches for the “40".

“.50 14% tires. and 132 on 37 x 5 tires for

trt'irr"

Prices-For the “30": Roadster and five

;n-enger touring, $2.500; coupe, $3,250.

Pitt “40‘: Roadster and five-passenger

t'a'ng $3.30); seven-passenger touring.

$1.51). coupe, $4,l00, berline limousine.

$3 "ti For the "six"v Roadster, $4,800;

'-r- and seven-passenger touring, $5,000;

"Hit limousine, $6.300.

Chutes from Previous Construction—

ixrep'. that the "30" has been changed

"'2: right to left-hand drive with center

“1".2 becoming uniform with all the

"er cidels, and that the electric lighting

l':!'lilll€ starting system now is standard

-. t. models, no alterations have been

“a

Selling Points —- Long-stroke motors,

' imtmes with intake and exhaust pas

sne- cored integral, economy in fuel con

_':‘ 1. absence of wiring. dynamo elec

n‘tng and engine starting system op

mm at :iUW speed, left drive with center

"-5- deep and luxurious upholstery,

1; er- equipment. wide latitude for

l models, beautiful lines in closed

-" -=-tence of angles in all models.

illlt'illl!I¢IIt——Complete electric lighting

“~ "rm: starting system. combination

linen and bulb horn, White power tire

7LT?- tJbe rail, foot rail, tire holders, li

r:.-r trackers, complete set of tools, de

" ontable rim with one extra, hand pump,

"8 repair kit. and jack.

L 0 Z I E R.

Lorie: Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.

hdtla-leelve models built on two six

-utider chassis. The larger, designated as

3?! 71. has T-head pair-cast cylinders

"5"“le {it X 4% and rating 51 horses

ii'f'LMMPk disc clutch, four-speed se

lwm. full-floating rear axle, 131

’m :htelbase on 36 x 4‘6 front and 37 x 5

n, h "'fh'i'he smaller. designated the

“3‘ 511 has L-head cylinder cast in

MOTOR WORLD

threes measuring 3% x 5% and rating 36

horsepower, multiple disc clutch, selective

three-speed gearest, full-floating rear axle,

l27%-inch wheelbase on 36 x 4% tires.

Prices—Type‘72: Roadster, four-, five

and seven-passenger touring, $5,000; berline

limousine and landaulet, $6,500. “Light

Six": Roadster and five-passenger touring,

$3,250; three-passenger coupe. $3,850; six

passengcr limousine andhvc-passengcr en

closed limousine, $4,450.

Changes from Previous Construction—

The “Light Six," type 77, is a new car

throughout, exhibited for the first time. In

the type 72 car, tnotor dimensions remain

the same, though the design has been al

tered slightly to permit of left'hand posi

tion of the steering wheel; a new oiling

system and a new ignition system have been

\\\\M
  

 

LOZIER BRAKE ADJUSTMENT .

Selling Points—On “Big Six": Triple ig

nition with two sets of spark plugs, auto

matic-level oiling system ensuring smoke

less exhaust at all speeds, four-speed select

ive transmission, direct drive on third;

speed on high, 60 miles per hour and up

ward; ball-bcaring crankshaft, with ball

bearings throughout the motor and trans

mission; multiple disc clutch—steel against

steel—running in oil-tight case. On “Light

Six": Bosch magneto and dual system of

ignition, trough system lubrication com

bined with force feed to crankshaft bear

ings, combination electric starting and

lighting system; starter will run the six

cylinder motor for 30 minutes; long wheel

base, combined with turning radius of 19

feet; deep Turkish upholstery and quick

attachable storm curtains 'rcgulated from

seat; from 3 to 50 miles per hour on direct

drive.

Equipment—“Big Six" models are equip

ped with Gray & Davis electric light

ing system, complete with headlights, dash

and tail lamps; \Varner speedometer. elec

tric horn, clock. robe rail. foot rest, trunk

rack. brass tire holders, a tool box and a

complete set of special and regular tools.

water bucket, jack, tire repair outfit, extra

demountable rims. top and windshield.

“Light Six" equipment includes Gray &

Davis electric starter and lighting system,

\Varner speedometer, \Valtham eight~day

6|

clock, electric horn, silk mohair top, patent

quick-attachable curtains, windshield, pat

ent tire carrier on the rear, extra rim, robe

rail, foot rest and tool kit; tools are carried

in a special compartment between the run~

ning board and frame, allowing clean run

ning boards; all closed cars have electrical

ly illuminated running boards.

PIERCE-ARROW.

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y

Models—Ten models on three six-cylin

der chassis each. Motors are all of the T-head

type. with cylinders cast in pairs. dimen

sions being 4 x 514 (rating 38 horsepower»,

4% x 5% (rating 48 horsepower) and 5 x 7

(rating 66 horsepower). All have large di

ameter cone clutches, four-speed selective

gearsets and semi-floating rear axles. '

\Vheelbascs are 132 inches on 36 x 4'4

inch tires for the “38" 142 inches on 30

x 4 front and 37 x 5 rear tires for the "48."

and 147% inches on 37 x 5 front and 38

x 5 rear tires for the ‘66."

Prices—For the "38": Roadster, four

and five-passenger touring, $4,300; broug

ham and landaulct. $5 200. For the “48";

Roadster, four- and five-passenger touring,

$4,850; seven-passenger touring. $5.000;

brougham, landaulet. suburban and landau,

$6.l00; vestibule landati and suburban. So.

300. For the “66": Roadster. four- and

five-passenger touring, $5,850; seven-pass

sengcr touring, $6.000; brougham. subur~

ban. landaulct and landau, $7,100; vestibule

landau and suburban, $7,300.

Changes from Previous Conatruction~

The “38" engine dimensions have been in

creased from 4 x 5% to 4 x 5%; in all mn

tors the carburettor and magneto now are

on the 'right side with the electric genera—

tor, oil pump. air starter and distributer

0n the left side; leather disk couplings used

instead of metal for magneto and pump

shaft; adjustment has l-ecn provided fur the

fan; screw caps over the valves in place of

cover plates and screws; crank-shafts are

larger in diameter; connecting rod cap

bolts are larger; new force-feed oiling SV‘s

tom adopted: compressed air starter adopt

ed; four-cylinder air compressor on the

gearsct; clutch now has cork inserts instead

of Bronze; double universal joint between

the clutch and gearset, the propeller shaft

is tubular instead of solid; rear axles im

proved, making thcm readily detnountable.

Selling Points—Six-cylinder motors ex

clusively, long stroke, positive oiling sys

tem. compressed air starters. four-speed

selective gearset, screw and nut steering

gear. cork insert cone clutch of large diam

eter. Pierce-Arrow demountable rims. elec

tric lighting dynamo with storage battery

and complete equipment of electric lamps,

equalized brakes. large braking surface,

three-quarter elliptic rear springs. long

wheelbase. tool compartments in dash. gas

nlene and air pressure gauges in plain

~ight, integral ventilating windshields, lib

.--ral amount of room in bodies. beautiful

lines and finish of bodies, great variety,
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Equipment—Best quality mohair top

with envelope and side curtains, Pierce-Ar

row ventilating and adjustable windshield,

demountable rims, speedometer, compressed

air engine starter, dynamo electric lighting

system, power tire pump, license brackets.

tire carriers, tools. tire repair kit. pump.

jack. horn, robe and foot rails. etc.

G A R F O R D .

The Garford Co., Elyria, Ohio.

Models—Three models on the same six

cylinder chassis, mounting an L-head.

block-cast motor measuring 3% x 6 inches

and rating 60 horsepower. Transmission

elements include cone clutch; four-speed

selective transmission, direct on third.

\\'lieelbase is 128 inches on 36 x 4%-inch

tires.

Prices—Touring car and roadster, $2,

750: town car, $3.750.

Changes from Previous Construction—

This is a new car throughout.

Selling Points—Motor of unrivaled flexi

bility; cylinders have detachable heads. al

lowing for easy and accurate machining;

uniform combustion chamber. tungsten

high-speed steel valves, deep channel

section frame, full-floating rear axle;

rear axle housing is a one- piece drop

forging: center control and left-hand drive,

even distribution of weight, combination

priming cup and combustion indicating de

vice, tire pump built into motor, efficient oil

ing system, electric engine starter and light

er, electric heater, high-tension water-proof

type magneto, ejector type manifold. tubing

used instead of rods for control connections,

long springs, rear springs under axle: one

piece, all-steel body welded without the use

of a single piece of wood; full equipment.

large tires, single head light in radiator,

side lights set in dash.

Equipment — Electric engine starting,

lighting and heating system, storage bat

tery. ammeter. top and top cover. quick

folding side curtains. one-piece rain-vision,

clear-vision windshield, speedometer of spe

cial design, gasolene tank gauge, electric

lights, including inspection lamp and dash

lamp, tools. tire repair kit. jack, horn, power

tire pump. bumper, number bracket. robe

rail, foot rest, tire carrier, and other similar

equipment.

 

M I T C H E L L . _

Mitchell-Lewis Motor Co., Racine, Wis.

Models—Five models built on one four

and two six-cylinder chassis. All motors

are of the T-head pair-cast type, the “four”

measuring 4% x 7 and rating 40 horsepower.

the smaller “six” measuring 3% x 6 and rat

ing 50 horsepower and the “‘larger six”

measuring 4% x 7 and rating 60 horsepower.

All have cone clutches, three-speed selective

gearsets and full-floating rear axles. W'heel

bases are 120 inches on 36 x 4 tires for the

“40.” 132 inches on the same size tires for

the “50" and 144 inches on 36 x 4% tires

for the larger “six.”

Prices—The 40-horsepower four-cylinder

cars in roadster and five-passenger form.

$1,500; smaller "six" in same form, $1,850;

larger “six” in seven-passenger touring,

$2,500.

Changes from Previous Construction—

All three cars are new throughout.

Selling Points—Exceptionally long-stroke

T-head motors, complete electric lighting

and engine starting system, cone clutch,

noiseless three-speed gearsets, no gears in
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mesh at neutral. reverse gears stationary.

except when in use, long wheelbases, 7%;

elliptic rear springs, Timken and Hyatt

bearings, Rayfield carburetter, Bosch high

tension duplex ignition system. 10-inch

Turkish upholstery, full-floating rear axle,

drop-forged one-piece front axle, substan

tial wheels, 472 square inches of braking

surface.

Equipment—Top with envelope and side

curtains, speedometer. windshield, com

plete electric lighting and engine starting

system, lock switch, gasolene and air

gauges, Firestone demountable rims, one
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extra rim. tools. pump. jack. tire repair kit,

horn, foot and robe rails, tire carriers.

 

M A R I O N .

Marion Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Models—Three models on two four-cyl

inder chassis. one mounting a 30-40 horse

power motor and the other a 48 horse

power motor. Both motors are of the L

head pair-cast type. The “3040" measures

4 x 5 inches and the “48" measures 4% x

51/, inches. Both chassm have cone clutches

and three-speed selectively operated rear

axle gearsets; the smaller has a semi-float

ing rear axle and the larger a full~floating

axle. The wheelbases of the two chassis are

112 inches on 34 x 4 tires for'the “30-40”

and 120 inches for the “48" on 36 x 4 tires.

Prices—Model 48A (48 horsepower):

Touring, $1.850. Model 37A t30-40 horse

power): Touring, $l,475. Model 36A (30-40

horsepower): Bobcat roadster, $1.425.

Changes from Previous Construction—

A deep cowl has been added over the dash.

tool boxes have been taken off the running

boards, chassis has been lowered 194 inches

new English steel springs have been adopt—

ed, brake cams have been enlarged. wood

trimmings now are mahogany, steering

wheel is fluted. spark and throttle controls

are of the friction retained type.

Selling Points—Three point support of

'motor, gearset located on rear axle, Ray

bestos-faced cone clutch with spring in

serts. exceptionally large braking surface,

extra strong steering gear, low-hung chas

sis. new body lines, roomy tonneau, slanted

seats, deep upholstery over coil springs and

curled hair. Disco starter, electric light

equipment.

Equipment—Mohair top with side cur

tains and envelope, Zig Zag windshield.

\Varner speedometer, electric generator for

five electric lamps, Disco engine starter.

storage battery. electric horn. bulb horn.

foot and robe rails. tire repair kit, jack and

pump.

R E G A L .

Regal Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Five models built on three chas

sis all mounting four~cylindcr motors; two

chassis are underslung and the third is con

ventional overslung. Smaller underslung

chassis mounts block motor measuring 33/3

x 4% and the larger mounts pair-cast 4%

x 4% motor. Overslung model mounts

block 4 x 5 motor. All have leather-faced

cone clutches. three-speed selective gear

sets and floating axles. Wheelbases are 108

inches on 32 x 3% tires for the smaller

underslung, 118 inches for the larger under

slung on 34 x 4 tires, and 116 inches 011

same size tires for the overslung.

Prices -— Smaller underslung chassis:

Roadster, $900; small touring. $950; large

touring. $1.400; coupe, $1,250; overslung

touring, $1,250.

Changes from Previous Construction»—

The overslung model is a new car through

out. incorporating all of the distinctive Re

gal features. Alterations in the underslung

models are few and are embraced only in a

general refinement of body lines, trim

ming and finish.

Selling Points—Flexibility of long stroke

motors. enclosed valves. underslung con—

struction. straight line drive. elimination of

side lash on springs and tires. comfortable

riding qualities. large roomy bodies, deep
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uph-btr'mg of finest hand-butted leather,

pill" l’ll’lhll

Equipment—Nickel plated trimmnigs.

tlrrtnc llflhl: and storage battery. with

Offllvll oi gas head lamps. oil side and tail

lamps and l'rest-O-Lite tank. full set of

lmb ure repair kit. demountable rims.

tint uek and tire pump. Additional stan

ttrd equipment on the large undersluni:

m4 cirrtlung cars consists of top. wind

will and \pcedometer.

SP E E D W E L L .

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton. 0.

[odds—Three models built on one six~

0 “er thaws mounting an L-head motor

a-Hlthrees and measuring 4% x 5%; rar

.-.- u 57 In 00 horsepower. Transmission

"mt: include multiple disk clutch. three

---' selective gearsct and full-floating rear

.lir \l’heelhase is 135 inches on 36 x 4';

'- - r'lte smaller models and 37 x 5 tires

- - "r ial’g’tl' models.

Potts-Four- and five-passenger touring.

CI; men-passenger touring. $2.950.

Chalet from Previous Construction—

'“: at» new throughout and is exhibited

' ' W “.M time.

Selim Pointl—Six-cyiirtder. long-stroke

- '- 'h'tr-pOlnl suspension, unit power

.-' 'svully stout frame. ample provis

' my mechanical adjustment. wind

- :‘t as a part of the body. free and

at "awn; boards with tool box built

' :- 'le mud apron. emergency gasolene

r katn roller hearings in the steer

. t-z'rle. tie rod of extremely heavy

-' r sat-ore and behind the front axle,

I "1: mad obstructions; dependable

"" ‘ightmg and starting system. with

""11 hum-bed by dynamo; extra deep

-' "rang and very easy riding springs.

""4' “cards of built-up type to prevent

I-""r extremely heavy and substantial

"' "\ 'A'th front fender apron extending

'-‘ mrd. protecting the lamps; rear

"‘1'"\‘-‘hal't drives through six spline-i

.i the ordinary square section.

" ' 'ir‘me nickel steel is employed for

“'l-"r-ei. drive shafts and axle ends;

"""97 title body finish, obtained by spe

' "“It lulnr; pockets in all doors. and

' " “'Pmtive from the inside. with

"-h'er and nicltel knobs.

Efill'llllfilt—lilectric lighting and electric

1'“: mtem. electric horn and electric

’ Imp. mohair top. top curtain and

r' with Bair patent bow separators

' ' 4m: folding foot rail: robe rail.

""-' with Rradometer attachment:

"a-Ie rims and one extra. tire car

" """l‘ltr kit and tool kit inclosed in

"4 tool box

M

M A R M O N .

“"6"! 4 Harmon Co., Indianapolis. Ind.

models on two chassis each.

: ""1 _lnd the other a "six." Both

_ "If m the T-head type with pair

.‘nnders, the dimensions being 4'.

MOTOR WORLD

x 5 for the “3.2" and 45/; x 6 for the "six."

which rates at 48-80 horsepower. The

"four" has a. cone clutch and the "six" a

dry plate multiple disk clutch. and both

have three-speed selective gearsets mount

ed on floating type rear axles. Wheelbases

are 120 inches on 35 x 4% tires for the “32"

and 145 on 36 x 4% front and 37 x 5 rear

tires for the “six.”

Prices—For the "four": Roadster, $2.900;

four- and five-passenger touring. $3.000;

speedway type roadster (without top. wind

shield or dash lamps but with extra tire

carrier and shock absorbers front and

rear). $2.850; limousine. $4.000; landaulet.

$4.100. For the “six”: Open bodies. $5.000;

limousine. $6.250: berline limousine. $6.450;

landaulct. $6.350

Changes from Previous Construction—

The "six" is a new car throughout and re

tains all of the Marmon characteristics. In

the “32" the steering gear has been changed

 

 

 

  

 
 

MAR)!th RUNNING BOARD TRUNK

to the left side; an electric lighting and

engine starting system has been added.

complete equipment added; body lines have

been altered to conform to those of the

“sixill

Selling Points—Liberal powered long

stroke motors. rear axle gearsets. new type

of front axle. automatic forced feed oiling

system. distinctive type rear axle, twin ex

panding brakes, long wheelbases. irrever

sible steering gear, full-elliptic rear springs.

trunk on running board, dynamo electric

lighting and engine starting system. roomy

bodies with graceful lines, beautiful finish.

Equipment—Top with envelope and side

curtains. windshield. speedometer. demount

able rims. clock. shock absorbers, electric

horn. tire carriers, robe and foot rails.

trunk. tools. tire repair kit. pump. jack.

horn. etc.

W A R R E N .

Warren Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Three models on three chassis.

two of which are "fours" and the third is a

"six All three motors are of the L-head

type. the "six" measuring 4 x 5 and the two

fours measuring 4% x 4% and 4% x 4%.

respectively. All have cone clutches. three

speed selective gearsets. and floating type

rear axles. “"heelbases are 130 inches for

the "six" on 35 x 4% tires, 116 inches for the

larger "four" on 36 x 4 tires. and 112 inches

for the other "four" on 34 x 4 tires.

n
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Prices — Seven-passenger six touring

car. $2.500; five-passenger “40" touring car.

$1.800; five-passenger “35" touring car. $1,

500.

Selling PointI—Long-stroke motors. new

"six." cone clutches, three-speed selective

gearsets. floating type rear axles. laruc

roomy bodies. right-hand steering and con

trol. flush~~ide bodies. fine linish.

Equipment—Top with envelope and side

curtains. windshield, dcmountable rims.

electric horn, tire pump. tire repair kit, jack.

tools and spare parts.

W E S T C O T T .

Westcott Motor Car Co., Richmond, Ind.

Models—Four models built on two chas

sis. one a "six" and the other a "four." The

"six" has a T-head block motor measuring

4 x o and rating 50 horsepower. and the

"four" has separately cast L-head cylinders

measuring 4% x 5 and rating 40 horsepower.

Both have cone clutches, threespced gear

sets and full-floating rear axles; wheel

base of the "six" is 127 inches on 37 x 4'1}

tires; wheelbase of the "four" is 120 inches

on .30 x 4 tires.

Prices—Four-cylinder chaSsis with road

ster. four-paSsengc-r torpedo or tive~passen

ger touring body, $1.975; six-cylinder chas

sis with tive- or seven-passenger touring

body. $2.475.

Changes from Previous Construction—

The “six~50" is new throughout. though it

is quite similar in design and construction

to the "four." in which the changes are

slight and are embraced in a refinement of

body lines and the addition of an electric

lighting and starting system.

Selling POintl—Long-stroke motors. elec

tric lighting and starting system with posi

tive drive to the crankshaft. cone clutch

and three-speed selective gearset. long

wheelbases. extra large tires. extra long

springs. good weight distribution and bal

ance. luxurious upholstery over the best

curled hair and springs, hand-buffed lea

ther.

Eqiupment—Top with envelope and side

curtains. windshield, speedometer. gasolene

tank gauge. electric lighting and starting

system. Firestone demountahle rims. tools.

tire repair kit. pump, iack. and horn.

INTER-STATE.

Inter-State Automobile Co., Muncie. Ind.

Modell—Seven models built on three

chassis. Model 45 mounts a six-cylinder.

block-cast motor. bore and stroke 4 and 5

inches. respectively. rated at 45 horsepower.

combined in a unit with a multiple disk

clutch housed in the flywheel and a four

speed selective gearset. Wheelbase is l32

inches on 36 x 45/; tires. The other two

chassis are four-cylinder models with inn.

tors rated at 50 and 40 horsepower. respect

ively. and with dimensions of 5 x 6 and

4% x 5% inches; the larger has pair-cast

cylinders. on the smaller the cylinders are

block-cast: valves all on the same side in
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both cases. The transmission elements in'

clude a multiple disk clutch mounted in the

‘lywheel, selective gearset and full-floating

rear axle. \Vheelbases are 124 inches for

the “50" and 118 inches for the “40.”

Prices—“45,” seven-paSsenger touring car.

$2,750; "50," seven-passenger touring car

or roadster, $3,400; "40," five-passenger

touring car, four-passenger demi-tonneau or

two-passenger roadster, $2,400.

Changes from Previous Construction—

The “45" is an entirely new production. Im

provements in the smaller models have been

in the way of body refinements and added

equipment, which now is complete.

Selling Points--Left-hand drive and cen

ter control on the "45," noiseless rocker

gear shifting device, four-speed gearset and

full-floating rear axle, electric starting and

lighting system, full equipment.

Equipment—Mohair top. windshield built

in the body, adjustable and ventilated;

speedometer and clock combination. Aplco

electric engine starting and lighting system,

trouble lamp, usual complement of tools,

horn. tire repair kit, and jack.

M E R C E R .

Mercer Automobile Co., Trenton, N. J.

Models-—Built in seven models on two

chassis, similar except for dimensions. The

larger chassis mounts a T-head. pair‘cast

cylinder motor with bore and stroke of 4%

and 5 inches, respectively, rated at 32.4

horsepower. The smaller motor, which is

rated at 30.6 horsepower, has respective

dimensions of 4% and 5 inches. The trans

mission elements of both chassis are iden

tical and embrace a multiple disk clutch

with 44 disks operating in an oil bath in a

compartment integral with the gearset

housing; a four-speed selective gearset and

a full-floating adjustable rear axle.

Prices—Range from $2.600 to $2,900.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Four-speed gearsets instead of three; sepa

rate electric lighting and starting systems

on all models save the receabout; minor

changes noticeable chiefly in the line of

the bodies.

Selling Points—Generous sized valves,

2% inches in diameter; concentric piston

rings, freedom from vibration due to abnor

mally long connecting rods, 121/3 inches

from center to center, ball bearing cam

shafts, removable from front, with cams

forged integral and driven with spiral gears

running in oil; combination force and splash

lubrication, double spark Bosch ignition,

four-speed gearset direct drive on fourth

speed. full-floating rear axle. independent

electric starting and lighting systems
Equipment—Bosch magneto. usual com-l

plement of lamps, horn, jack, tire repair

kit, electric lighting and engine starting sys

tems.

B E N Z .

Benz Auto Import Co., New York.

Models~—Two tour-cylinder chassis, the

smaller mounting a block-cast motor meas

uring 95 mm. x 140 mm. and rating 35

horsepower. and the larger having pair-cast

cylinders measuring 125 mm. x 150 mm. and

rating 50 horsepower. Both have cone

clutches and four-speed selective gearsets.

\K'heelbases are 124 inches for the “15” on

35 x 45/} tires_and 131% inches on 35 x 5

tires for the “50.”

Prices—Chassis only: "35," $3.750; "50."

$5,250.

Selling Points—Long-stroke block and

pair-cast motors, cone clutches, four-speed

selective gearsets. semi-floating rear axles.

Equipment—Tires. spare parts. demount

able rims and tools.

R. C. H.

R. C. H. Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

'1'.

Mbdels—Two models on one four-cylin

der chassis, the motor being of the L-head

type with block-cast cylinders, bore 3%

inches and stroke 5 inches, rated at 25
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horsepower. The transmission elements in

clude leather-faced cone clutch, selectively

controlled three-speed gearset mounted on

the rear axle and bevel gear final drive. The

wheelbase is 110 inches. Tires 32 x 3%

front and rear. '

Prices—Either roadster or touring car,

$900.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Except for a few minor alterations and re

finements, including a hand brake will a.

hand throttle on the steering wheel column.

there are no changes.

Selling Points—Powerful and economical

long-stroke motor, roomy English type

body, easy riding due to long wheelbase,

and noiseless gear shifting device.

Equipment—Touring car: Five electric

lamps with battery, speedometer, horn, robe

rail, top. top slip cover, Jiffy curtains, rear

vision mirror, tools, pump, and tire repair

outfit. For the roadster: The same, with the

addition of extra demountable tire and rim,

locking tire holder, trunk and trunk cover.

g McFARLAN.

McFarlan Motor Car Co., Connersville, Ind.

Models—Seven models on three six-cyl

inder chassis. The smallest motor is of T

head type, with cylinders cast in threes

and measuring 4 x 5; multiple disk clutch,

selective gearset, full-floating rear axle;

wheelbase 124 inches on 37 x 4% tires. The

intermediate motor has pair—cast cylinders

measuring 4% x 5 and is a unit power

plant with multiple disk clutch and full

floating rear axle; wheelbase is 128 inches

on 37 x 45/; tires. The largest motor has

T-head cylinders measuring 4 x 6; same

transmission elements as the smallest chas

sis. \Vheclbase is 124 inches on 37 x 4%

tires.

Selling Points—Long-stroke, Six-cylin-ler

motors, all moving parts enclosed, unit

power plant in one model, extra fast road

ster capable of 95 miles an hour, air-start

ing system, multiple disk clutches running

in oil, rear axle gearsets in two models. re

lective gear changes, great variety in body

styles. complete equipment.

Equipment — Engine starter, electric

lighting system, dash light, top of silk

mohair, dust hood, jack, pump, tools. de

mountable rims with one spare rim, tzre

carrier, hose for pumping tires from start

ing system, rain vision windshield, speed

ometer with gradometer, electric horn; tail

light designed so license plate may be hung

On It.

STEVENS-DURYEA.

Stevens-Duryea Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Models——Eleven models on one chassis,

built in two wheelbase lengths. Six-cylinder

motor with cylinders of the L-head type.

cast in pairs, 45/16 x 5% inches bore and

stroke. Transmission through multiple disk

clutch, three-speed selectively controlled

gearset and propeller shaft to full-floating

rear axle. \Nheelbase, 131 and 138 inches.

Tires, 37 x 4}; front and rear on the road

ster and five-passenger cars on the 131-inch

wheelbase; 37 x 4% front and 37 x 5 rear on

seven-passenger car on l31-inch wheelbase

and also on the seven-passenger car on 138

inch wheelbase.

Prices—On l3l-inch wheelbase, roadster

and five-passenger touring car, $4,500: six<

passenger convertible phaeton and two-pas

senger coupelet, $5,000; seven—passenger

limousine, $5,500; five-passenger demi~Ber

line. $5,550; seven-passenger Berline, $5,700.

on 138-inch wheelbase, seven~passenger tour

ing car, $4,750; seven-passenger convert

ible phaeton, $5,250; seven-passenger lim

ousine. $5,750; seven-passenger Berline. $5,

950.

Changes from Previous Construcrion—

Increased bore and stroke of motor, longer

wheelbase. newly designed spring suspen

sion, new series of bodies.

Equipment—For both open and enc10sed

models. electric lighting and starting sys

tem, electric horn. bulb horn, speedometer

with electric light, clock, foot and robe rails,

pockets, power driven air compressor, tire

carrier trunk rack, set of tools, electric

trouble light, extra rim, and iack. Addition

al for open cars, top with side curtains and

windshield.

AUBURN.

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind.

Models—Six models on five chassis,

three four-cylinder and two “sixes.” Five
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passenger touring car and roadster on

leer-cylinder chassis; motor 3% x 5% inch

es bore and stroke; wheelbase “2 inches.

l-‘nepassenger touring car on four-cylinder

chants; motor 4% x 4% inches bore and

stroltr; wheelbase 115 inches. Five-passen

ger touring car on four-cylinder chassis;

motor H, x 5 inches bore and stroke;

ulterlbase 12.! inches. Five-passenger tour

III car on six-cylinder chassis; motor 3%

1 Sn inches bore and stroke; wheelbase

Winches Seven-passenger touring car on

m-(yllfldfl chassis; motor 4% x 5% inches

bore and stroke.

Prices—Smallest touring car and road

ster, “250; the two larger four-cylinder

ire-passenger cars. $1525 and $1.800. re

ipeetnely; the live-passenger six-cylinder

at, $1.150; seven-passenger six-cylinder,

950i and $3,000.

Wt—Four-cylinder models: Top,

vind~lneltl ea~ headlights, oil side and tail

lamps. ~peedometer and tools, Six~cylinrier

models. the same, with electric lighting

lbli-ut‘lwul. current supplied by an auto

mt'. dynamo.

GREAT WESTERN.

Gut Western Automobile Co., Peru Ind.

Iodele-Four models on the same four

ql'rder (hlsds, mounting an L-bead mo

totmmunng 4% x 5‘; inches and rating 40

bur-t; 'Atl’. Transtiii_~ion elements include

lttllftutine rear axle; wheelbase is US

With on 30 it 4 tires.

Price-$1.585.

Changes from Previous Construction—

h'ltlrri-plated trimmings throughout. nu

mtr0n~ lmdy refinements, upholstery deep

terd. tlrtll'lC lighting and Presto-Star:er

added

Sellirn Points—Long-stroke motor. ae

(rvii-le unit power plant. enclosed valves

all ur one alllC, ll8~inch wheelbase. 2850'

ltnt tanlt gauge. deep upholstering. with

barf-lulled leather, in\isible coil with lock

unid- lull-lltl'lllllK rear axle with large

Btu llqurlurc and Hyatt bearings, large

1114 a'ivedul double internal expanding

l-alto, tie rod behind front axle, cellular

"in! radiator. latest Remy magnetos With

his Wilfll. easy riding Vanadium steel

Wino hindnme body, 18 processes of

bed) finish

qupmtnl—Silit mohair top with side

“mm-and envelope, Stewart speedometer,

til-'IIUIAI tentilating windshield. demount

we not, Typhoon electric horn. foot' and

Y'" "lb. lImlS, tire repair kit. jack. and

"Ill

I c I N T Y R E .

W. H. McIntyre Co., Auburn, Ind.

Width—Several models on one four~ and

W¢§ll~qllndtf chassis. The “six” mounts

l "a" Power plant in which the motor cyl

F‘if" "l'l‘l‘l. in a block and measure 3%

‘m‘ekmml; 1? 40 horsepower. Transmis

m HI ll‘ncnls'mclutle multiple disk clutch

' Wmneed selective gearset, full

floating rear axle. \Vheelbase is 120 inches

on 34 x 3% tires.

Prices—Five-passenger

$1,485.

Selling Points—Long-stroke block motor,

all moving parts enclosed, engine starter,

multiple disk clutch running in oil, four

speed gearset, single lever center control,

right-hand steering and complete equip

ment.

Equipment-Top with envelope and side

curtains, folding windshield, speedometer,

electric signal. automatic head lamp lighter,

gas engine starter, demountable rims with

one extra, eight-day dash clock, tire pump,

jack, license brackets, tire carriers, tools.

spare parts. foot and robe rails, dust cover

for entire car.

'six" touring car,

RAMBLER.

Thomas B. Jeffery Co., Kenosha, Wis.

Models-Five models built on the same

four-cylinder chassis. Cylinders arc sepa

rately cast L-head and measure 4'} x 5. rat
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ing 42 horsepower. Transmission elements

include cone clutch, three-speed selective

gearset and floating rear axle. \Vheelbase

is 120 inches on 30 x 4 and 37 x 4% tires.

Prices—Roadster, $1,815; four- or five

passenger touring, $1,875; sedan coupe, $2,

575; Gotham limousine, $2,825; special

five-passenger, with 37 x 4'_'- tires. $2.075.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Upholstery deepened to l0 inches, turning

radius reduced, countershafts for brakes and

gear shift combined. bodies roomier, finish

in nickel plate. paintwork improved.

Selling Points—Electric lighting and

starting system combined in unit with mo

tor; separately cast cylinders, multiple disk

clutch with spring inserts, three-speed se

lective qearset, Rambler floating rear axle.

deep, strong frame, low center of gravity,

drive shaft, gearsot and axle in unit, de

mountable wheels, wide doors, deep up

holstery, large windows in closed cars, 96

per cent. of all parts made in Rambler fac

tory. guaranteed 10,000 miles, beautiful fin

ish, distinctive appearance.

Equipment—Mohair top with envelope

and side curtains, windshield, speedometer,

complete dynamo electric lighting and en—

gine starting equipment (U. S. L. system),

electric head, side and tail lamps. complete

tool equipment, hinged robe rail, adjustable

foot rail; roadster. trunk. with two suit

cases.

E M P I R E .

Empire Automobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

MOdQIk—Une model on one four-cylinder

chaSsis. Motor, 25 horsepower, with cylin

ders cast in pairs. Transmission system in

cludes disk clutch, three-speed selectively

controlled gearset and shaft drive to semi

floating rear axle. Wheels 32 inches in

diameter.

Price—Ftve-passenger touring car. $950.

Selling Points-finnplieity of construction

and ease of control, set spark, centrally

placed gearshift lever, inside door handles,

complete equipment.

Equipment—Top and top cover, side cur

tains, windshield. speedometer. gas tank

head. side and tail lamps, born, and full

set (if tools.

POPE-HARTFORD.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Models—Nineteen models. bttilt on three

chassis, ttvo Ill “’lllCll are four-cylinder and

one a six. The smtllest four-cylinder motor

is of 40 horsepower and measures 45/10 x

5‘11. and the lJI'iJL‘T of 50 horsepower and

measures 45/10 x 5%. The "six" is of 60

horsepoWer. the dimensions being 4% x 5%.

Transmission elements in all three chassis

models include cone clutch, four-speed se

lectively controlled gearsct and final drive

by shaft and bevel gears. “ilieelbases,

smaller "four." 118 inches. with 50-inch

tread; larger "four." 124 inches, 5(i-inch

tread: and the "six," 133 inches. with 56

inch tread. Tires on both founcylinder

models. 36 x 4'” front and rear; on the;

“six,” 37 x 5 inches front and rear.

Prices—(in the small four-cylinder chas

sis, fivc~passenger touring car. four-passen

ger phat-ton and roadster, $2.250; five~pas

senger limousine. $3,250; three-passenger

coupe, $2,850 ()n the larger "four," live

passenger touring car. $3.250; Se\'cn~pns~cn

ger touring car, $3.500; five-passenger phae

ton and roadster, $3.250; seven-paSsenger

limousine and seven-passenger landaulet, $4,

300; seven-passenger Berline, $4.55"; on the

six-cylinder chassis, seven-passenger tour

ing car, live-passenger phaeton and road

ster, $4,250; seven-passenger limousine and

seven-passenger landaulet. $5.500: three

passenger coupe. $4.800; seven-passenger

Berline, $5.550.

Changes from Previous Contamction—

Lower hung frame: side member-s nar

rowed at front. permitting shorter turning;

new four-speed roller bearing gearset;

stronger and better rear axle.

Equipment—Top curtains and top cover,

windshield, electric head, side and tail

lamps. electric starting and lighting ayg.

tem. with separate motor and generator

units, horn. foot and robc rails. trunk rack,
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we ll'ltlh, tool box, tools, spare rim, tire

n and pump.

M O 0 N.

Icon Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Iodels—Three models on three chassis

trues] save as to dimensions. The "65,"

int-tst, mounts a T-hcad motor, 4 x 5%

- 5.. bore and stroke; transmission ele

include a multiple disk clutch, se

w t three-speed gearset and full-floating

"r aXit‘. Wheelbase is 132 inches on 36

it ,nru. The "48" has bore and stroke of

4 t5 inches; wheelbase, l21 inches on

iI-iltnrs. The "39" has a llt'rineh wheel

“n 34 x 4 tires.

Prizes—"05." tire-passenger touring or

‘.r-;-a~\rnger torpedo. $2,500; “48,” five

,.-se:;er touring or four-passenger tour

a: $1,916. "39," tire-passenger touring or

.iymrnger torpedoI $1.650.

Selling Points—Full-floating rear axle

\.'l rm ~trong diflerential mounted on

' ' tr- bearings; special cold pressed

“Cf-silt spokes, quick detachable

em ."l'llt wheels, quality of upholster

ms tpnng mounting, Moon-Wagner elec

'r.. fighting and starting system.

Equipment—Complete complement of

-i-;- him. tools, tire repair kit, jack, quick

tit-mountable rims, electric

'. ml lighting system.

,-', 1.", .

P R E M I E R.

Premier Iotor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

lodels-Two models on two six-cylinder

tin-w. both mounting T-head motors; the

but: measures 493x593 and is pair cast,

“‘1 ' ~ruller measures 4 x5 and is Cast in

.5 three. Both have multiple disk

In 'tnnd three-speed selective gearsets;

"v .tle of smaller car is three-quarter

5.2:. “heelbase of the "Little Six" is

.:.‘ . 26 on 36x456 tires, and of the “Big

M J“ writes on 37x5 tires.

rliltitlces-‘llig Six," $4,000; "Little Six,"

*Chnm lrotn Previous Construction—

-“2 :Llilil Six" is a new car throughout;

a .t.‘l"illl)ll$l131'l.' been made in the older

-.-:.r.

_3¢iltng Points—Six-cylinder motors with

- '-'1_tylinders; extremely large crank

?" to horsepower at 1,400 revolutions a

"t. nmplete dynamo electric lighting

‘-'""- Pnrumatic engine starter; l32-inch

‘ ""he: power tire inflator; luxurious

' "ft". clear running boards; gasolene

":1" between front seats.

‘L-‘fPMflt—Dynamo electric lighting

H - -- Pneumatic engine starter; power

after: Firestone demountable quick

_ 1;? "ms; tools; tire repair kit; jack

is
.a;

w

'v ....
‘ 4

I 1 D L A N D .

Midland Motor Co., East Moline, Ul

uoglll-Two models built on two chas

9" lltt'cr. a six, has a '1‘ head motor,

with bore and stroke dimensions of 4 and 5

inches respectively; full floating rear axle.

Wheelbase is 135% inches on 36x4 inch

tires. The smaller, the “4-40,” mounts a T

head motor with bore and stroke of 4% x5

inches, and has a wheelbase of 122 inches on

34x4 inch tires.

Prices—"660," $2,385; “4-40,” $1,685.

Changes from previous construction—

The six cylinder model is a new produc

tion. On the four the mest notable im

provement is the addition of the Gray 81

Davis motor starting and lighting system

and chassis and body refinements.

Selling points—Unit power plants; three

point suspension; demonntable rims. left

hand drive and center control, full floating

rear axle, electric lighting and starting

system and equipment.

Equipment—Electric head, side and tail

lamps; Gray 8: Davis electric starting and

lighting system; usnal complement of tools;

tire repair kit and horn, jack. demountable

rims. with one extra.

M E T Z .

Metz Co., Waltham, Mass.

Models—One model on one four-cylinder

chassis mounting a block motor measuring

3% x 4 and rating 22 horsepower. Trans

    

 

METZ, THE LOWEST PRICED CAR, $395

mission by Metz friction system; wheel

base is 90 inches on 30 x 3 tires.

Price—Roadster model, $395.

Changes from Previous Construction—

It is a new car throughout. '

Selling Points -— Thermo-spihon water

cooling, Bosch high-tension magneto. con

stant level oiling system, left-hand drive

with center control, friction transmission.

eliminating gears and permitting unlitnited

speed changes; heavy artillery wheels, full—

elliptic springs, accessibility, simplicity, sat

isfaction. economy, good hill climber. com

plete equipment.

Equipment—Top with envelope, wind

shield, gas lamps and generator, Bosch mag

neto, dash lamps, tail lamp. tools, horn, tire

repair kit, pump, and jack.

G L I D E.

Bartholomew Co., Peoria, Ill.

Models—Ten models on two four-cylin

der chassis. The larger mounts a motor

with separately cast L-head cylinders meas

uring 45;; x5 and rating 45 horsepower, and

the smaller has a block L-head motor meas

uring 4% x5% and rating 3642 horsepower.

Both have multiple disk clutches, three

speed selective gearscts and floating type

rear axles. \‘t'heelbases are 120 inches for

the “45" on 36x4% tires, and 118 inches on

34x4 tires for the “36-42.”

Prices—For the “45":Five-passenger tor

pcdo. $2,150; seven-passenger touring car,

roadster, and four-passenger touring car,

$2,000; seven-passenger torpedo, $2,250; li

mousine, $3,000; landaulet, $3,000; coupe,

$2,500. For the "36-42": roadster or five

passenger touring car, $1,690.

Changes from Previous Construction—

In the "36-42," motor dimensions increased

from 4%)(5 to 4%x5%; wheelbase in

creased 4 inches; electric lighting system

added; power driven air pump added; heav

ier steering gear; new pressed steel rear

axle housing; bevel gears increase-d in size.

No changes in larger model.

Selling Points—Combined water and air

cooling in the larger motor; and in the

smaller car: automatic dynamo lighting sys

tem; motor driven tirc pump; left side drive

with center control; narrow fore iramc per

mitting short turning radius; new improved

long-stroke motor; enclosed valves; elec

tric side lamps set into dash; engine starter;

unit power plant; llS-inch wheelbase; Baker

bolted on demountablc rims; Goodyear

tires.

Equipment—Top with envelope and side

curtains; windshield; Stewart speedometer;

power driven tire pump; electric lighting

system; Baker demountable rims and one

spare: tire carriers; grade indicator; tools;

tire repair kit; jack and horn.

I M P E R I A L .

Imperial Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.

Models—Five models on four chassis,

thrcc four-cylinder and one “six.” Roadster

and rive—passenger touring car built on 114

inch wheelbase; motor fourcylinder, 40

horsepower, L-head cylinders cast in pairs,

4% x 5% inches bore and stroke. Another

five-passenger touring car is built on a

118-inch wheelbase, with motor of 4% x5%

inches bore and stroke, pair~cast, L-head

cylinders. A wheelbase of 122 inches car

ries a third live-passenger touring car, the

motor being four-cylinder, 4% x 5%, with

pair-cast L-hcad cylinders. The six-cylinder

model has a motor of 4 inches bore and 5%

inches stroke, wheelbase 137 inches. Multi

ple disk clutches running in oil and three—

speed selectively controlled gearsets are

found in all models.

Prices—Roadster and small touring car,

$1,285; live-passenger touring cars on 118

and l22-inch wheelbase-s. $1,650 and $1,875,

respectively; six-cylinder car, $2,500.

Equipment—Top, windshield, speedom

eter, tire holders, dcmountable rims, lamps,

horn, and tools.

P A T E R S O N .

W. A. Paterson Co., Flint, Mich.

Models—Three models on two four-cyl

inder chassis. Both motors have pair-cast

L-head cylinders and unit construction, the
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smaller measuring 4% x 4%; and rating 40

horsepower and the larger measuring 4%

x 5%, and rating 45 horsepower. Both have

cone clutches, three-speed selective gear

sets and full-floating rear axles. Wheel~

bases are 116 inches on 34 x 4 tires for the

smaller and 120 inches on 36 x 4 tires for

the larger.

Prices—Model 41, 40-horscpower, five

passenger touring, $1,500; equipped with

acetylene starter and Deaco electric light~

ing system, $1,600; equipped with Deaco

electric lighting and starting system, $1,685.

Model 47, 45-horsepower, seven-passenger

touring, $1,985.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Model 41 is a new car throughout and is the

same as model 43 except that the latter is

equipped with electric lights and electric

starter and the former with electric lights

and gas starter. Model 47 remains un

changed, except that an electric lighting

and engine starting system has been added ~

to the equipment.

Selling Points—Unit power plant con

struction, three-point support, fully en

closed and adjustable valve mechanism,

control levers arranged to give free access

to both front doors; long wheelbases; atten~

tion paid to proper upholstcring; comfort

and good riding qualities.

Equipment—Mohair top with envelope

and side curtains, Deaco electric lighting

system on model 43, Deaco lighting and

engine starting on model 47; speedometer,

demountable rims, horn, jack, tools, tire

repair kit, jack and pump.

KRIT.

Krit Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Three models built on the same

chassis, which mounts an L-head block-cast

motor measuring 3% x 4 inches; transmis

sion elements include multiple disc clutch,

three-speed selective gearset and floating

rear axle. Wheelbase is 106 inches on 32

x37; inch tires. Also one "six," details and

prices of which have not yet been fully

decided.

PriceSFFive-passenger touring or road

ster model, $900.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Valves have been enclosed and fitted with

adjustable tappets, grease lubrication re

places oil lubrication in gearset, motor is

provided with an integral oil reservoir in

the crankcase, brass parts now are nickeled

and the touring body is of the shrouded

Electric Pleasure Cars

ARGO ELECTRIC.

Argo Electric Vehicle Co., Saginaw, Mich.

Models—Two models built on the same

chassis. Drive is by shaft, the motor be

ing mounted directly on the rear axle. Bat

tery equipment consists of 30 cells lS—plate

Exide. W'heelbase is 110 inches for the

brougham on 36 x 4 tires and 86 inches for

the town car on 34 x 3 tires.

dash type.

out.

Selling PointPBall-bcaring motor, extra

large crankshaft with liberal-sized connect

ing rod bearings, self-adjusting multiple

disc clutch in oil, three-speed selective

The “six” is a new car through

lgearset, unusually large gears with shafts

mounted in ball bearings, completely en

closed unit power plant with positive oiling

system, underslung spring construction,

high tension magneto, external contracting

service brakes protected by housing forged

integral with axle, thereby eliminating

clips; large braking surface.

Equipment—Mohair top with envelope

and side curtains; rain-vision windshield;

option of Prest-O-Lite tank or Stewart

speedometer and generator: Detroit de

inountable rims with one extra and tire

irons, tools, tire repair kit, pump, jack and

horn.

S T A V E R .

Staver Carriage Co., Chicago, Ills.

Models—Three models on three chassis,

two of which are "fours" and the third is

“six.” The four-cylinder motors are rated

at 45 and 55 horsepower respectively., and

measure 4%x5 and 4%x6 inches, and the

“six” is rated at 70 horsepower and meas

ures 4x6. All have multiple disk clutches

and three-speed selective gearsets; rear

axles are full-floating. \Vheelbases are 138

inches for the"six" on 37x41/5 tires; 120

inches for the “4-55" on 36x4 tires; and 118

inches for the “4-45" on 34x4 tires.

Prices—"Six" six-passenger touring car,

$2,750; “4-45" five~passenger touring car,

$1.875; “4-55" five-passenger touring car,

$2,250.

Changes from previous construction—

Both the "six" and the larger "four" are

new throughout.

 

NORWALK.

Norwalk Motor Car Co.,

W. Va.

Models—Five models on two six-cylinder

chassis, both motors being of the T-head

type with the cylinders cast in threes. The

larger measures 4% x 5% and the smaller

4 x 5. Both have multiple disk clutches, the

smaller having a three- and the larger a

four-speed selective gearset; both have

full-floating rear axles. \Vheelbases are 127

inches on 38 x 4% tires for the smaller, 136

inches for a special model built on the

Martinsburg,

Prices—Brougham, $2,800.

Selling Points—Westinghouse motor,long

wheelbase, resilient springs, roomy bodies,

shaft drive, unit motor and rear axle assem

bly, substantial construction, simplicity,

non-arcing constant torque controller.

Equipment—Ampere hour meter with to

talizing and trip dials, properly sealed

against tampering; odometer giving trip

and total miles, trip and total hours; electric

smaller chassis and equipped with 40 x 4%

tires, and 144 inches on 41 x 5 tires for the

larger “six.”

Prices—For the smaller chassis: Road

ster and five~passenger touring car, $2,750;

special model four-passenger “tourer,” $3,

000; six~passenger “tourer,” $3,100. For

the larger chaSsis: Four-passenger, $3,650;

six-passenger, $3,750.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Former L-head, pair-cast motor replaced

by unit povwr plant with T-head cylinders

cast in pairs; new pressed steel rear axle.

Selling Points—Only six-cylinder under

slung car; long stroke motor, complete elec

tric lighting and engine starting system. low

center of gravity, great stability, four

speed gearset, full-floating rear axle, center

control, complete equipment, straight-line

drive, three-point suspension of motor, ex

tra large equalized brakes.

Equipment—Top with envelope and side

curtains, Zig-Zag windshield, speedometer

and clock, Gray & Davis electric lighting

and starting system, demountahle rims,

tools, tire repair kit, foot and robe rails,

pump and jack.

f" w 1 N T 0 Ni

Winton,Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland, 0.

Models~—Six models built on the same

‘six~cylinder chassis. The motor has L~head

pair-cast cylinders measuring 4% x 5 inches

and rates at 48.6 horsepower. Transmission

elements include oil bath multiple disc

clutch, f0ur~speed selective gearset and full

floating rear axle; wheelbase is 130 inches

on 36 x 4%, inch tires.

Prices—Roadster, $3,000; touring, $3,000;

small tonneau touring. $3,000; three—quarter

limousine, $4,250; enclosed limousine, $4,

500: landaulet, $4,500.

Selling Points—Six cylinders, compressed

air starting and tire inflating system, high

ratio of power to weight, large tires, low

maintenance cost, readily adjustable control

pedals. screw andlnut steering gear, three

quarter elliptic rear springs.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Body lines have been refined and smoothed

down and three-quarter elliptic springs have

been substituted for the semi-elliptic mem

bers used heretofore.

Equipment—Two gas head lamps, two

electric side lamps, one electric tail lamp,

gas tank or generator; 6-volt 60-ampere

hour storage battery, demcuntable rims.

Top, windshield. speedometer, etc., are ex

tra equipment

horn, complete toilet and card case. com

plete outfit of tools, and jack.

 

DETROIT ELECTRICS.

Anderson Electric Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Eight models on one electric

chassis. Drive is direct by shaft to bevel

gear on rear axle, which is of the floating

type; lever steer and control.
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Prime-Clear Vision Brougham, $3,000;

Model 37 hrougham. $3,600; Extension

brougham. $2.850; Model 36 brougham, $2,

70); roadster coupe, $2,500; limousine, $5,

000; roadster, $2,350; victoria, $2,300.

Selling Points — Horizontal controller

lever, five speeds~ and reverse, special De

troit motor, electric brakes, two sets hub

brakes. direct shaft-driven chainless power

plant. lead or nickel batteries, aluminum

endow sashes.

Equipment—Head and side lamps, tail and

inspection lamps. hub odometer, complete

earth of tools, flower vases and toilet cases.

CHURCH-FIELD ELECTRIC.

Church-Field Motor Co., Sibley, Mich.

Iodels—Twn models built on the same

tletttic rha~~i5. mounting a Wagner motor

  

CHURCH-FIELD ELECTRIC CHASSIS

Ind equipped with either 24

, cells of 19

\\r_x of 26 tens of 17-ptate. WTX

h: dtlphia‘ battery; Exide, Exide Hycapi

"titled Exide, or Edison battery furnished

tMinght additional cost. Drive is by shaft

J-“ttflh a two-speed planetary gearset and

wfllzht_shaft to bevel gearing on the rear

y ‘i'hlfill f5 of the boating type. Tires are

no 36 x 4. on the brougham, and 36 X 4

time] Pneumatic for the roadster.

Roadster. $2.300 f -
5' Wham sz'mo' , our passenger.

"12:11:; from Previoul Construction—

nements only, the c b ' '
toned for the first time. ar ems ex

um: poim' “ TWO-Speed planetary

  
 

BUFFALO ELECTRIC ROADSTER EQUIPPED WITH WIRE \VHEELS

transmission. arrangement of transmission

clutches and brakes, ten-point speed control.

arrangement of current and speed levers

in both roadster and brougham, safety lock

ing and interlocking devices on the cur

rent control lever, current dial, convenient

arrangement of electric light control, exclu

sive Church-Field springs (reverse three

quarter elliptic), scientific distribution of

weight, beauty and distinction of design,

smaller refinements and conveniences in

equipment, underslung frame.

Equipment—Brougham: Two focusing

head lights, two Colonial pillar lamps, two

inside dome lights. one tail lamp. Klaxonet

horn (electric bell optional), volt-ammeter,

odometer. ladies' toilet case. gentlemen's

smoking case. cut glass flower vase. eight

day Swiss clock. charging plug. tool ease,

jack, and oil can. Roadster: \Vindshield.

mohair top with boot. two focusing head

lights. one tail lamp, Klaxnnet horn, volt

ammeter, speedometer, eight-day Swiss

clock, charging plug. tool case. pump, tire

repair outfit. jack. and oil can.

BUFFALO ELECTRICS

Buffalo Electric Vehicle Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Models~Three models built on the same

chassis, which is equipped with a Diehle 20

horsepower motor and 42 cells of lS-platc

Philadelphia battery. The three models are

the same, except that the coupes have lever

steer as standard equipment, with wheel

steer optional. and the roadster is equipped

with wheel steer; lever steel is optional.

The chassis has a single reduction shaft

drive and the rear axle is of the full-floating

type.

Pricey—Roadster. $2.600; model 29, four

passenger coupe, $3.300; model JOB, four or

five-passenger coupe with all seats facing

forward, $3,400.

Changes from Previous Construction-—

lixcept for a new type of rear axle and a

new sloping hood over the front battery

tray. the chassis is substantially without al

teration.

Selling Points—Single reduction shaft

drive; foot control; irreversible steering

with either lever or wheel; aluminum body

construction; French type hood; deep cush

ions; resilient springs; full equipment.

Equipment—Model 29 has a complete

electric lighting equipment, including head,

side and tail lamps; windshield, speedom

eter; top. side curtains and envelope; volt

and ammeters; Klaxonette horn; detach—

able or demonntable rims: McCue wire

 
  

 
 

BROC ELECTRIC VICTORIA SHOWING STRAIGHT SHAFT DRIVE
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wheels optional; tools, tire repair kit, and

jack. The coupe equipment is the same, ex

cept that no head lamps are spuplied and

the warning signal is a bell; vases and slip

covers_for the cushions are provided.

 

BORLAND ELECTRIC.

Borland-Grannis Co., Chicago, Ill.

Models—Five models on the same elec

tric chassis mounting a General Electric

motor and driven by shaft. Battery con

sists of 40 cells of 9-plate Exide for all ex

cept the roadster model, which has 42 cells

of ll-plate Exide, and the limousine, which

has 42 cells of 19-plate Exide. Wheelbases

are 93 inches for the brougham and semi

Colonial coupe on 34 x 4 pneumatic or

cushion tires; 95 inches for the Colonial

coupe and the roadster on 34 x 4 tires, and

123 inches for the limousine.

Prices—Brougham, $2,500; roadster, $2,

550; semi-Colonial coupe, $2,700; Colonial

coupe, $2,900; limousine, $5,500.

Changes from Previous Construction—

All except the Brougham are new models

throughout, though changes of only minor

importance have been made in the chassis.

Selling Points—\Vide range for choice in

body styles; high efficiency General Elec~

tric motor; continuous torque six-speed

controller, interlocking device on current

control, liberal battery capacity, great mile

age, beautiful lines, complete equipment.

Equipment—All closed cars: Head and

side and tail lamps, odometer, volt and am

meters, complete outfit of tools, hydrom

eter, flower vase, toilet case, umbrella to

match upholstery, skid chains. Roadster:

Windshield, Klaxonet horn, chains. Limou

sine: Adjustable top to protect driver.

 

RAUCII & LANG ELECTRIC.

Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., Cleveland, 0.

Models—Six models on three chassis.

Brougham, colonial brougham. club road

ster and roadster on 92-inch wheelbase with

tires 33 x 4% cushion or 32 x 4 pneumatic.

Battery, 40 cells, 11 plates. Coach. 103

inch wheelbase, same tire and battery equip

ment. Demi-brougham, 86-inch wheelbase,

same tire equipment; battery, 40 cells, 9

plates.

Prices—Brougham. $2,900; colonial brou

gham, $2.900; coach, $3,100; club roadster,

$2,800; roadster, $2,600; demi-brougham,

$2.800.

Equipment—Side, head and tail lamps,

dome light, rain vision shield, odometer,

flower vase. toilet case, and set of tools.

BROC ELECTRIC.

Broc Electric Vehicle Co., Cleveland, 0.

Models—Four models on two electric

chassis. which are the same except in wheel

base length. one measuring 84 inches and

the other 96 inches. Lever steer is stan

dard on all with wheel steer optional on the

roadster. All are equipped with 40 cells of

ll-plate Exide battery except the roadster.

which has 28 cells. Tires may be either 34

x 4 special electric pneumatic or 36 x 4

cushion, except on the roadster, which is

equipped with either 32 x 3% pneumatic or

34 X 3% cushion tires.

Prices—Stanhope open. $2.000; Victoria

open, $2,050; brougham. $3,000; brougham

with revolving driver's seat, $3,100; forward

drive brougham, $3.100.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Except for minor improvements, there have

been no alterations in construction.

Selling Points—Lever steer; well de

signed and properly located seats. new lock

ing device on current control. perfect spring

suspension, high efficiency motor, complete

equipment.

Equipment—Open and closed cars: Klax

et or electric bell, storm curtain and apron.

two each side and head lamps, meter lamp,

charging plug, odometer, volt and ammeter,

pump. tire repair kit, and tools. Closed cars

have, in addition: Cylinder door locks. cut

glass flower vase, toilet case with mirror.

memorandum book, bottles, and brush.

STANDARD ELECTRIQUE.

Standard Electric Car Co., Jackson, Mich.

Models—One model on one electric chas

sis mounting a \Vestinghouse motor and 30

cells of ll-plate Exide battery; controller

is of continuous torque type and provides

six forward and three reverse speeds; drive

is straight shaft with double reduction to

bevel gearing. Wheelbase is 96 inches on

32 x 335 Motz or 34 x 3% tires at additional

cost.

Price—$1.885.

Selling Points—Straight-line drive with

out universal joints; method of supporting

motor and transmission elements, double

reduction drive, reduction gear built in the

axle, light weight, high efiiciency motor,

liberal battery equipment, continuous torque

controller, pedal control, twin expanding

brakes, flexible and resilient springs, tiller

type non-vibrating steering mechanism,

Yale locks on doors, 20 coats of paint, ven

tilators, clear-vision windshield, dropped

frame.

Equipment—Two front lamps, one tail

lamp. complete toilet case, cut glass flower

case, burglar proof locks on doors.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC.

Chicago Electric Motor Car Co., Chicago.

Models—Two models on the same elec

tric chassis. Drive is through shaft with

single reduction to bevel gear on rear axle.

Tires are 36 x 4 cushion, and the battery

equipment consists of 40 cells of Hycap

Exide.

Prices—Four-passenger brougham. $2,

800: five-passenger forward drive

gham. $3,100.

Selling Points—Five speeds up to 22

miles an hour. horizontal lever control.

brake and propeller shaft connected with

controller handle; reverse by wheel pedal

without taking hand from controller han

bron

dle, foot brakes operating 14 x 2% expand

ing brakes on hubs, complete interlock sys

tem between foot brake reverse and con

troller, so that neither brake can be set

without having power shut off; reverse can~

not be applied without a braking operation.

Equipment—Full tool equipment and

charging plug, Weston ammeter and volt- \

meter, eight-day Phinney-Walker keyless

clock.

OHIO ELECTRIC.

Ohio Electric Car Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Models—Made in seven models; Models

X, K. G and D are broughams and have

wheelbases of 102, 90, 90, and 80 inches, re

spectively, on 34-inch wheels; Models T,

Q and F are Victorias. all with wheelbases

of 90 inches on 34-inch wheels. General

Electric series wound motors are used in

all models. Shaft drive obtains in all

models.

Prices—Model X, $4,000; K, $2,900; G,

$2,700; D, $2.600; T. $2,400; Q, $2,400; F,

$2,300.

WAVERLEY ELECTRICS.

Waverley Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Models—Eight models on the same elec

tric chassis, mounting an 80-volt motor and

equipped with 40 cells of ll-plate battery.

Drive is by transverse shaft through double

reduction spur and herringbone gears to the

rear axle. \Vheelbases are from 89 to 109

inches on 34 x4 cushion or pneumatic tires.

Prices—Limousine five, $3,500; limousine

four, $2.900; Georgian brougham. $3.250;

Empire brougham, $2,800; Colonial broug

ham, $2,375; two-passenger coupe, $2,150;

victoria-phaeton. $1,850; sheltered roadster,

$2,250.

Changes from Previous Construction-—

Except for body refinements and the addi

tion of one new model, the limousine fourv

there have been no mechanical alterations

Selling Points—\Vide range for choice;

several models in which all seatsface for

ward; low cost of maintenance; full-elliptic

springs both front and rear; straight line

shaft drive with driving shaft parallel to

axle, eliminating necessity for transmitting

power around a corner; double reduction

gearing; high efficiency motor; knife-blade

type controller; lever steer; good \veight

distribution; accessibility; simplicity.

Equipment—Lamps; charging plug; me

ters; flower vases; toilet articles.

WOODS ELECTRIC._

Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago, Ill

Models—Four models built on the same

chassis. Transmission elements include

shaft drive with reduction at the motor!

controller is of the horizontal constant

torque type, giving five forward and reverse

speeds. Battery, 40 cells, ll-plate MV.

Prices—Extension brougham, $2,700; five“

passenger extension brougham. $3,600; (1011'

ble victoria, $2,500.

_l
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Alco

Autocar

‘l'Avery

'Atlantic Elec

'Atterbury

fAdams

Buick

Baker Elec

Bessemer

'Blair

Brown

Chase

fClark

fCommerce

Dart

TDayton

fFOUFWhtCl Drive

'Flint

Federal

Garlord

G M C

Gramm

Gramm-Bernstem

General Vehicle Elec

'Grand Rapids

iHarder

Hewitt

Hupmobile

'llndiana

I H C

Hdeal

International

Kelly-Springfield

Kissel

Knox

Koehler

Krebs

'La France

Locomobile

tLittle Giant

Lanaden Elec

Lauth-Juergens

Lippard-Stewart

'Exhibiting in New York only.

‘Mack

Maia

Modern

Mercury

'Maccarr

‘M 8: P Elec

+M0 ul

ch ntyre

fNatco

+Old Reliable

Packard

Peerless

Pierce-Arrow

Pope-Hartford

'l'Poyer

'Randolph

Reo

'Rowe

‘Hleliance

'Saurer

Selden

Speedwell

Sanford

*Schacht

Service

Smith

'Stegeman

Sternberg

Stewart

Studebaker Elec

‘Sullwan

Standard

TSampaon

Universal

fU. S.

#Urban Elec

Velie

‘Walter

White

'Ward Elec

Waverley Elec

'Webb

fWalker Elec

fExhibiting in Chicago only.
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ADVANCES INDICATED BY THE TRUCK EXHIBITS

 

Development That Has Been Steady Though Unproductive of Startling Innovations—Worm

Drive and Left Side Steering Gain Slightly and Governors a Growing

Feature—Betterment of Light Trucks Pronounced.

Whatever an exhibition of commercial

motor vehicles might have been about the

time those machines were kicking them

selves free of their shells, metaphorically

speaking, and were metallic embodiments

of the extremely unsettled states of mind of

their respective creators. each of whom dis

agreed with each of the others on nearly

all points save that the wheels undoubtedly

ought to be round—whatever a motor truck

show might have been people

sometimes are pleased to refer to as the

“good old days," it is beyond contradiction

that the imminent annual functions, the

National Shows, will be far, far from re

sembling transient museums of mechan

ical mistakes.

in what

Differences Have Dwindled Into Details.

; There was a time, as there must be in the

youth of every industry, when people were

trying to find out the right way to build

burden-bearing automobiles, and. heaven

knows, they tried practically all the wrong

ways there were before hitting upon the

correct ideas. And while it may be very

well to ask, in all seriousness, if the right

ideas really have been arrived at, it is not

without significance that, notwithstanding

strenuous and earnest efl‘orts on the part

of most manufacturers to be distinctly in

dividual and yet turn out better machines

than their competitors, practically all have

accepted the same broad principles and dif

ferences are yearly becoming chiefly mat

ters of detail. And yet—who knows what

these same designers may think of their

present work twenty-five years hence?

Similarity and "Class" That Prevails.

All of which moralizing, or philosophiz

ing, or philandering, or whatever it may be

termed. is the direct result of a prophetic

view of the coming shows, so far as their

commercial car aspects are concerned. Two

things are certain. never was there in this

country an assemblage of machines that so

closely resembled each other, and never

was there so much downright “class” to a

truck show as to those in New York and

Chicago. The fact, patent from a review of

the specifications and features of the ma

chines on exhibition, that there are no dar—

ingly new things shown, may well be con

sidered an indication of progress of the

most substantial and satisfactory sort; for,

taken in conjunction with the fact that

 

working methodically

along the same general lines, it indicates a

many makers are

certain concord of opinion of trained minds

and that “pulling together" spirit that is

so infinitely more productive of results than

the more flashy and spectacular individuali

ties that have been intimately connected

with that worn-out expression “revolution

ize the industry" in the good old days al

ready referred to.

Newcomers and Newness A-plenty.

There are several answers to the inevi

table question, “What's new?" at the big

shows. There will be the big 6-ton Smith

Milwaukee, the heaviest of the worm-driven

contingent, which takes the place of last

year’s S-tonner of the same design; the La

France, with Manly hydraulic transmission

of power; the Stewart and the Gramm—

Bernstein—ncw machines built by men

whose names are by no means new in the

annals of motor truck manufacturing; the

Natco, a machine that has behind it both

backing and brains; the Brown, which has

every appearance of being what its makers

say it is—a “real car”; and, among the elec

trics, the Atlantic, which is seen for the

first time at the national shows, though it

was exhibited at the Electrical Show last

fall; the Urban, built by a firm of old-time

carriage manufacturers; the M & P, in

which the motor and its accessories are

grouped under the driver’s seat and drive

to the jackshaft is by the propeller shaft.

A striking machine is the new Baker trac

tor—short, thick~set and powerful looking.

A big 5-ton truck with shaft drive has been

added to the Waverley line. A small truck,

with worm drive, makes the third member

of the Diamond T family.

Influence of Parts Specialists Revealed.

Because of its low price, to say nothing

of the engineering prestige of its builders,

the new Gramm 1,500-p0und wagon that

makes its first appearance "on any stage"

at the National show in New York, is the

focus of no small amount of interest. lts

four-cylinder motor, three-speed selective

gearset and side chain drive are built for

real work and are worthy, apparently, of

bigger figures to the right of the dollar

mark.

It is in no wise discreditable to manufac

turers of commercial vehicles to point out

that an enormous burden has been lifted

from their collective shoulders by the many

specialists who throw all their energies each

into the production of some special line of

parts, and thus are enabled to furnish mak

ers of complete machines with parts that

not only are far better than most factories

can produce incidentally to the construc

tion of cars as a whole, but also at less

cost. That the specialist has the advan

tage in every way of the small “generalizer,”

so to speak, is now so widely recognized

that, far from being ashamed of the fact

that they do not themselves make some

part or parts of their trucks, manufacturers

are “pointing with pride" to the special

ties incorporated in their machines, and

right here is seen one of the vast advan

tages of the “pulling together" idea.

Assembled Machines as Excellent Examples.

Carrying this principle to its logical con

clusion, there are trucks that are built

wholly of purchased parts—assembled ma

chines, as they are called—and if there is

any fault to be found with the trucks pro

duced by this system, it is a problem to dis

cover what it may be. Of course, there

are many makers who make more or less

extended use of purchased parts without

saying very much about it one way or the

other; but, on the other hand, there are

those who do not hesitate to come out

boldly and logically in favor of assembling.

The builders of the Standard gasolene

truck, for instance, have no apologies to

make for the use of parts built by special

ists, and certainly the truck itself needs

nothing of the sort. A

Of the manufacturers who do not go out

side their own factory walls for anything

except such standard parts as tires, igni

tion apparatus, wheels, and so on, it is

necessary only to say that they usually are

established on such a huge scale that thcy

are in reality multi-specialists. The de

partments are virtually separate factories

under a common management, and opera

tions are carried on in such a large way that

there are not the limitations that would

hamper concerns trying to do the same

thing on a small scale.

Number of Exhibits To Be Staged

As far as appearances are concerned,

there is ample opportunity to get a 800d

idea of what the American motor truck in

dustry amounts to by an inspection of the

—-l_.—-u.__'
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exhibits of or» concerns in New York and

H in Chicago. such being the sum totals of

exhibitors. according to the latest returns,

a! the politicians express it. As was the

case last year, Chicago has a little the best

of it in the matter of numbers, due to the

iaet that the breezy burg attracts a consid

tnble number of manufacturers from the

Middle West who do not go as far afield

as the Mecca of the Easterners. Of the

total number of firms that help to bulge the

nlis of the Coliseum and the First Regi

ment Armory in Chicago and the good old

Garden and the splendid Grand Central Pal

ace in .\'ew York—there will be some 86 of

them—48 will “double up,” having exhibits

iaboth cities. while New York will have 18

exhibitors who will forego the delights of

Chirago. and Chicago will entertain—or

beentertained by—20 who will eschew the

January ocean breezes in New York.

To get down to brass tacks—with motor

trnrlrs in the role of brass tacks for the

 

  

 

  

 

 

NEW GRAMM-IH-IRNSTEIN 3%-TON TRUCK CHASSIS

others; and in a few instances it has blos

somed out—if such things can be said to

blossom—into commercial existence. The

old and the new worm'drivcn trucks taken

together make up quite a little band, in~

cluding the Pierce-Arrow, which is a vet

eran in worm transmission; the Smith-Mil

waukee, the Rowe, the Universal, the Blair,

* ’4‘ i 

   

 

KELLY ONE-TON CHASSIS, SHOWING SLOPING HOOD

notice-the most conspicuous tendency of

the industry probably is the utter absence

Oflnything like what used to be labeled

with that term. There is nothing visible in

tlie shape of a mad rush in any direction;

Io radical features have been “played up"

to such an extent as to make a big, thick

mark on the records; 1913 is not any par

ticular kind of a "year"; there is nothing

in sight that either threatens or promises

to "revolutionize the industry."

“Worm Drivers'" Ranks Increased.

There are not lacking, however. indicae

tions that some of the promises of last

I'lr are being fulfilled, to some extent at

lean Worm drive. which a year ago gave

Promise of considerable growth. ltas only

partly fulfilled the promise. This silent.

‘liPPrry transmitter of power has been ten

mm'l)‘ ind. let it be said, very cautiously

taken up by a number of truck concerns.

and experimental and test work has been

carried on with a quietness that has amount

ed to secrecy in some instances. By some

it has been abandoned; it still is in the pro

bationary period on the test machines of

the Schacht and the Diamond T. It is evi

dent that, though the somewhat wild pre

dictions that have been made as to the im

mediate future of the worm drive were

rather wide of the mark, for the system has

by no means taken the market by storm,

genuine progress has been made—progress

that is all the more satisfactory because it

is not of the kind that is likely to take back

ward steps. The Smith-Milwaukee truck,

with a carrying capacity of 6 tons, is the

heaviest of all of the worm-driven ma

chines.

Advances Made by Left Drive.

Somewhat more pronounced has been the

accession to the ranks of users of left side

steering, for almost a third of the exhibit

ors, taking all the shows together. have cars

in which the driver's position will be on the

“near” side. Some makers still are strad

dling the fence, so to speak, building cars

with both right and left steer, while others

have boldly gone over to the other side of

the scat, including some who were in the

hesitating class last year. It is a peculiar

ity of left side control that drivers who

have become thoroughly accustomed to it

do not seem to care to go back to steering

on the right side. The electrics always

were prominent in this matter of left con

trol, but the gasolene cars, once having

taken the hint, have taken it to some pur

pose, and this fact is very clearly brought

out in the cars exhibited.

More General Use of Governors.

Another of last year's promises that is

being carried out relates to the very inl

portant matter of governing the motors of

gasolene trucks. The irresistible impulse of

the average driver to “hit 'cr up" whenever

there is a good opportunity, as well as

often when the time is anything but oppor

tune, has led to so much trouble that the

governor inevitably has come to the rescue.
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BROWN 1.500'POL'ND CHASSIS WHICH HAS INTERNAL GEAR DRIVE
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it is now so well known as to be axiomatic

that commercial vehicles cease to be eco

nomical and reliable when they are driven

above certain critical speeds, for though a

little time may be saved in getting over

the road, much more is lost, in the long run.

in repairing the damage caused by this

speeding. and deterioration and wear and

tear. to say nothing of the item of tire ex

pense, tend to make matters very hard for

the dealer whose guarantee is back of the

machine as well as the owner who, with

good reason, has been led to believe that

the expense will be less than the amount

he tinds he has to pay out.

Air Cooling Remains Stationary.

50 ll is for the protection of both dealer

and user that the maker has taken to put

ting the engine under automatic control.

And. further, owing to the diabolical in

[may 0! some drivers in tinkering with

Emernors that are susceptible of such del

icate attentions. the tendency is to enclose

all governor parts in casings that are tinker

prcol-or, at least, they are designed to be

maker-proof. it may be that some drivers

l‘lll manage to surmount the dithculties so

plated in the way of indulgence in speed

madness. but there can be no question that

at the very worst the trouble will be much

mitigated. However that may be, the fact

remains that somewhere between 25 and 30

ler cent. of the exhibits include trucks with

\‘I Hffltd engines.

.\:r~cooled cars come and air-cooled cars

in Wllll the regularity of the ebb and flow

of the tide. There is something peculiar

 

WORM-DRIVEN STAKE BODY TRYC'K

about air-cooling; occasionally some maker

hits upon the right combination of dimen

sions and areas and so on, and his motors

run along with a reliability and efficiency

that is tantalizing to the less fortunate ones

who find in the use of the atmosphere as a

neat-abstractingr agent nothing but trouble.

A few there be that like air, find it agrees

with them and stick to it, in which con

nection the Chase car must not be forgot

ten; its success has been marked, whether

water-cooled, and the Chase, which is air

cooled, will have the honor of representing

the two-cycle principle of motor operation.

The Four-\Vhecl drive car is alone in the

class which is indicated by its name; but

the performance of this machine in the

army trials during the past year or so has

marked it as a car to be reckoned with, and

one qualified to uphold the honor of its

kind.

The Lambert is prominent, as usual, as

an example of power transmission without

gears—that is to say, friction transmission

~exploiting, as does the Commerce car,

also, the type of transmission in which but

two disks are employed.

One of the minor tendencies, but one that

carries with it a very strong appeal to those

who know something of the practical part

of motor trucking in "mean" weather, is

toward the fitting of cabs over driver's

seats. Quite a number of makers are speci

fying these little shelters as part of stan

dard construction; the cabs range all the

way from mere rnofs with side and front
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AMERICAN LA FRANCE Vt'l'llCll

it is on account of its air-cooling and its

two-cycle principle or—as some unkindly

ones have suggested—in spite of them. Air

cooling is employed also in the I. H. C.,

the Schacht and the Mercury machines.

Missing from the ranks of air-coolers are

the big Kelly and the little Sanford, which

have taken the plunge. so to speak, and now

are invested with ample and well-designed

The Mercury, which iswater jackets.

  
 

 

 

THREE-TON WHITE WITH STANDARD PLATFORM RUDY
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HYDRAULIC DRIVE

curtains for use in stormy weather to com

plete enclosures, in which any weather can

be set at naught. The Lauth~Juergens is a

familiar example of this sort of considera

tion for the driver.

Few Changes in Well-Known Trucks.

The "old timers" will be out in full force.

as usual. Pierce, Packard. Peerless—the

three P’s are hard to separate—Sampson,

and the three Internationals—Hewitt. Sau~

rer and Mack—the big Knox family. Speed

Well. and all the rest of them: but for the

most part they are so little changed that a

good deal more than a superficial examina

tion is needed to detect what is altered, and

in not a few instances there is absolutely

nothing different. Alco. “'hite, Garfortl,

Buick. \'elie. Rco—thcy are as they were:

the big, capable looking Locomobile S

tonner that made its initial appearance last

year is just the same. and so it goes all

along the line, with here and there an ex

ception and here and there a new arrival,
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such as the sturdy Natco, the aristocratic

Stewart, the business-like Gramm-Bernstein

and the Brown. The Lippard-Stewart's ac

cessibility is as striking as ever, and the

shimmer of its gold-plated chassis is as

effective a magnet for drawing crowds as it

was at the Palace last year.

Unusual Construction Adds "Spice."

Though there is a grateful lack of the

mechanically bizarre, it does not follow that

there is nothing of interest outside of the

lines laid down by orthodox engineering

practice. The La France truck, in which is

incorporated the Manly hydraulic drive; the

Walker electric, in which the rear axle

structure encloses an electric motor driv

ing through gears enclosed in the pressed

  

efforts of makers of batteries, motors, tires

and bearings bear fruit in the increase of

power for weight, efficiency of operation,

greater durability and easier driving and

decreased friction.

NeWcomers in this class include the M

& P. which, though it has been on the mar

ket for the better part of a year, is being

exhibited at a National show for the first

time, and is a good example of the appli

cation of shaft drive to an electric vehicle.

The Urban truck, shown for the first time

by a concern that already has made a name

for itself in the manufacture of horse-drawn

vehicles—the Kentucky W'agon Mfg. Co.—

is only nominally new, for it shows unmis

takable appreciation on the part of its de

signers of what is best in electric commer

cial vehicle construction. The little \Vard

car, which has come to be so closely asso

ciated with thoughts of good bread that it

is difficult to think of one without thinking

of the other, is no stranger to the big

shows. and is the same clean-cut. efiicient

little wagon—to say nothing of the bigger

 

  

 

BAKER ELECTRIC TRACTOR—CAPACITY EIGHT TONS

steel wheels, and the worm driven ma

chines—all are sutiiciently unusual to fur

nish a mild spicing to flavor the mass of ex

hibits, so to speak, though none of these

systems is a stranger. The La France truck,

as a whole, is a newcomer, however, and

its wonderfully simple system of control

and its positive transmission of power are

features that mark it for more than ordi

nary interest and attention.

Falling just short of an even dozen ex

hibits, the noble army of manufacturers of

electrical commercial cars is strongly rep

resented; and, be it said, the exhibits repre—

sent a degree of stability of design and

standardization of construction that speaks

eloquently of the years of development that

have brought about these much to be de

sired results. Taking up the business man’s

burdens so early in the history of motor

transportation that the success of the elec—

tric truck was temporarily set back by its

very earliness. the lost ground has been

more than regained, and the electric is in a

sort of class by itself, when it comes to

short distance work. either heavy or light

—and, further, the “short distance" is yearly

creeping up, mile by mile, as the combined

\Vards, which are less conspicuous only be

cause they are less numerous. The At—

lantic, the Baker, the G. M. C., the General

Vehicle, Lansden, Studebaker and Waverley

are readily recognized by their individual

characteristics, which they retain in every

case, plus numerous examples of the de—

tailed refinements that are so freely spoken

of as “the only changes made since the

last shows."

Engine Starters Make Slight Advances.

Despite the prognostications that have

been made with regard to the use of motor

starting devices for gasolene trucks, it does

not appear that much has been done in this

direction. The Schacht and the Gramm

Bernstein are putting out models in which

electric starting and lighting systems are

part of the regular equipment; but apart

from some makers who fit starters as spe

cial equipment and some who doubtless are

keeping starters “up their sleeves" for show

surprises, these two form a somewhat lone

ly pair. This situation is rather difficult to

account for, as some of the bigger motors

are hard to start. and any motor that runs

when it might just as well be standing still

 

is using up gasolene, lubricating oil and

wearing its parts unnecessarily. There is

not much question as to the ability of a

starting device to pay for itself before it is

worn out, in some classes of service, at

least, and why the lead of the pleasure car

in the use of means for eliminating the use

of the crank has not been more generally

followed by truck builders is not apparent,

though doubtless they have reasons that are

considered good and sufficient.

Better Construction Is Apparent.

There probably never was a time when

any doubt existed as to the necessity for

using good material and careful workman

ship in the construction of heavy trucks.

The mere idea of carrying the loads that

the big fellows have to get away with is

enough to impress one with the indispensa

bility of plenty of strength. When it came

to light loads, however—loads that could be

compared with the weights carried by small

horse-drawn wagons—things seem to have

been looked at in another light. Perhaps

some of the people who built, say, 500

pound or LOGO-pound motor wagons, had in

mind the sort of horse-drawn wagons that

would carry similar loads; perhaps there

were other reasons. However, it is a fact

that at one time there were a great many

machines turned out that seemed, to mech

anical eyes, far from equal to their tasks;

they were rough affairs, put together cheap

ly of cheap materials, with little or none of

the painstaking care that always has been

more or less a feature of the big machines

and, for that matter, the little ones, too, of

the better kinds.

Wherein Light Trucks Have Improved.

The present output of small machines is

clearly indicative of a shift of viewpoint on

the part of some of-the builders, if not all,

who still are doing business. The idea that

any old combination of motor, gearset,

axles and so on would do to carry a light

load has been dispelled, and if the truth

were known, doubtless it has been dis—

pelled to the accompaniment of breaking

frames, flopping tires, snapping chains,

balking motors, springing axles and the

thousand and one other evil things that a

truck born of a mistaken idea can do. There

is no doubt that the makers of motors,

gears, frames, axles and other parts have

had much to do with the improvement that

is so noticeable in the small fry as a class.

for by making really first-class components

available at a time when many builders were

learning by experience the shortcomings of

inferior stufi‘, the manufacture of really fine

little kagons was encouraged. The new crop

of small wagons is in every way a sharp

contrast to the crop of a few years ago. The

machines have every appearance of being

l

‘ 4—4dfi
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what a designer might call a "real engineer

ing job" and not a jumble of patch-work.

Take them just as they come, there is a

great uplifting of quality in the ranks of

the little fellows that are designed to carry

the light loads.

In commercial vehicles of all types there

in decided tendency to meet the purchaser

in the matter of wheelbases and other de

tails. such as battery equipment in the case

of electrics. There is such obvious discour

agement to the would-be purchaser who

sees something that is almost, but not quite,

what he wants, but is told that he must

take what there is or do without, that a

number of makers have adopted the plan of

giving considerable latitude in different di

mensions. To be sure, there are makers

who have done this almost from the be

ginning; but the point is that the practice

is gaining in favor, much to the benefit of

the man who pays and who wishes to do his

own choosing.

Considering the commercial vehicle shows

 

as one, there IS nothing to do but to make

the orthodox assertion that it is better than

anything of the kind that has gone before.

And while it would be nothing short of

treasonable to say anything else, and would

call for an unsual amount of courage to

express such an opinion if there was reason

for it, the truth really is that the machines

brought together indicate an existing state

of affairs—that American motor trucks

never were improving more rapidly and

rationally.

THE TRUCKS AND WHAT THEY WILL HOLD FORTH

lndividual Characteristics and Originalities That Serve to Distinguish Each Makevi— Prices,

New Models, Improvements and Selling Points Made Plain.

A 'l' T E R B U R Y.

Atterbury Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

[eddy—Four chassis models; capacity

lSIi PvUHdS, l, 2 and 3 tons. Chassis

"Rib, l ton, 3,500 pounds; 2 ton, 4.700

;-~r-|e; 3 (on, 5,600 pounds. Wheelbase

0" 1-! a, l28 inches; Z-ton, [44 inches; 3

hr 153 inches. Motors of the L-head type,

\uthtylinders cast in pairs; bore and stroke

if " -t-ir lll l-ton truck, 4 x 4% inches; 2

tin "MR. 455 x 5% inches; 3-ton truck, 4%

1 inches. Automatic sealed governors,

dn‘r clutches, three-speed selectively con

"'in gearsets and side chain final drive in

all models. Wheels on all models, so inches

"on: and rear. Tires, l-ton. 3L'2-inch front

and Linch rear; Z-ton, Syrinch single front

""3 36-inch dual rear; 3-ton, 4-inch single

front and 4-inch dual rear.

,_Prices-l,$lll-pound delivery wagon, $1,

-.\0; Hon truck. $1.750,- 2-ton truck, $2,

tl'". .l-ton truck. $3,600.

5‘11“!!! Points—Specially designed strut

0r radius rod, swivcllitig on rear axle with

th-uhlr universal action between jackshaft

led axle. relieving machine of undue strain

film this direction. Heavy cushion springs

on front end of rod to take up starting jar

illdttrlts Double ignition with two sets of

P-Iih.

Equipment-Three oil lamps. jack and set

of tools.

A U T O C A R .

The Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.

"Mela—One chassis model; capacity

Pounds; wheelbase 97 inches; tread

58inch“. Motor, thl horizontal opposed

cYlmders, bore 4% inches. stroke 4% inch

ti. horsepower 18 (A. 1.. A. M. rating).

Mulllflt dry disk clutch, three-speed slid

"ltlilears and shaft drive. Front springs

tttni'elliptie, rear springs platform. Tires.

f-‘Phonal, 34 .t 3% inches front and 34 x 4

inches rear solids, Or 36 x 5 pneumatics

front and rear, with two extra inner tubes.

Prices—Chassis, $2,150; bodies from $275

to $750 extra.

Selling Points—Simple and reliable motor

with ball-bearing crankshaft, full-floating

rear axle and Autocar patented double gear

reduction, roller bearing gearshafts, sub

stantial construction throughout.

Equipment—Acetylene headlights and gas

tank, three oil lamps, horn, full kit of tools,

storm apron. front and side curtains.

A L C O .

American Locomotive Co., New York.

Models—Four chassis, of followingr capa

cities: 2 ton, 3% ton, 5 ton and 0% ton.

Two-ton motor, 4% x 55/; inches, rated at

32.4 horsepower, llZ-incli standard wheel

base on solid tires, 36 x 4 inches single

front, 36 x 3 inches dual rear; 3%-t0n mo

tor, 5 x 6 inches. rated at 40 horsepower;

126-inch standard wheelbase on solid tires,

36 x 5 inches single front, 36 x 4 inches dual

rear; S-ton motor, 5 x 6 inches, rated at 40

horsepower; l44-inch standard wheelbase,

on solid tires, 36 x 5 inches single front, 42

x 5 inches dual rear; 6-ton motor, 5 x 6

inches, rated at 40 horsepower; l44~inch

standard wheelbase, 164-inch special, on

solid tires, 36 x 7 inches front, 42 x 6 inches

rear. Dry plate clutch on all models, three

speed selective gearset. Side chain final

drive.

Prices—Two-ton chassis in the lead, $2,

950; 3%-ton, $3,650; S-ton, $4,750; 6%-ton,

$5.200.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Refinements throughout. Chief change is

new enclosed dry plate clutch, with the

pressure reduced.

Selling Points—Unusual size and strength

of parts; superior heat-treated materials,

factor of safety of 5, one-piece front and

rear axles. steel driver‘s cab and tool box,

substitution of steel for wood wherever

practical, honeycomb radiator, motor sim

ple, powerful and dustproof, with valves

inclosed; carburetter adjustment under seat,

improved clutch. thorough and automatic

oiling system, with sight feed on dash;

transmission fool-proof; gusset plates re

inforcing frame; positive, quiclvacting

brakes; improved spring hangers.

Equipment—Steel tool box, with tools

and spare parts. side and tail oil lamps. bulb

horn.

A V E R Y .

Avery Co., Peoria, Ill.

Models—Three chassis models; capacity

2, 3 and 5 tons. Two-ton and 3-ton built in

two wheelbase lengths each, 128 inches and

140 inches; 5-ton, 128 inches only. Frames

built in two types, one having flat steel

bars and the other steel channels. Treads,

2- and 3-ton, 62 inches front and 68 inches

rear; 5-ton, 62 inches front and 70 inches

rear. Chassis weights, Z-ton, 5,500 pounds;

3-ton. 5,700 pounds; S-ton, 7.200 pounds.

Same motor in all models; four-cylinder,

45 horsepower, L—head cylinders individ

ually cast, 4% x 5 inches bore and stroke.

Multiple disk clutches, three~specd select

ively controlled gearsets and side chain final

drive in all models; 36-inch wheels front

and rear on Z-ton model, with 4-inch single

front and 3E/z-inch dual tires rear; 38-inch

wheels front and rear on both the other

models; tires on 3-ton, 5-inch single front

and 4-inch dual rear; on S-ton, 6-inch single

front and 5-inch dual rear. Gasolene capac

ity of two smaller models. 2.3 gallons; of

larger model, 30 gallons.

Prices—Chassis, 2-ton. $2.700: 3-ton. $3,

200; S-ton, $4,500.

Changes from Previous Construction—

New throttle control governor, improved

clutch of greater durability; improvements

in many details.

Selling Points—Individually cast cylin

dcrs, five-bearing crankshaft, simple and

effective lubricating system, governed mo

tor, clean-out plugs on tops of cylinders for

removing carbon easily, compact and sub

stantial gearset; 5~ton has forward-tipping
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seat, a construction which gives access to

motor.

Equipment—Three oil lamps, jack and set

of tools.

B E S S E M E R .

Bessemer Motor Truck Co., Grove City, Pa.

Models—Three chassis models; capacity,

1,000, 2,000 and 3,000 pounds, respectively;

wheelbascs, 102, 120 and 136 inches. Motor

in 1,000-pound model, 25 horsepower, block

cast cylinders, 3% x 4% inches bore and

stroke, enclosed valves. Motor in both other

models has cylinders of 3% bore and 5%

stroke, block-cast. All three models have

cone clutches, three-speed selectively con

trolled gearsets built in units with jack

shafts, and side chain final drive. \Nheels in

all models, 34 inches in diameter from and

rear; tires on 1.000-pound, 2-inch front and

2%-inch rear, solid; on 2,000-pound, 3-inch

front and 3%-inch rear; on 2,000-pound,

3’3-inch front and 4-inch rear.

Prices—Chassis. 1,000-pound, $1,200; 2,

DOG-pound, $1,800. 3,000-pound, $2,700.

Selling Points—Stability of construction

and accessibility of all working parts; uni

form design throughout the line; standard

power and transmission units; spring

mounted radiator of honeycomb type.

Equipment—Three oil lamps, horn and

set of tools.

B R O W N .

Brown Commercial Car Co., Peru, Ind.

Models—One chassis model; capacity. 1,

500 pounds. \Vheelhase, 122 inches; tread,

56 inches. Motor, L-hcad, with four block

cast cylinders, 33!; x 5% inches bore and

stroke. 25 horsepower. Dry disk clutcn.

three-speed selectively controlled gearset

and final drive by propeller shaft to rear

axle and through pinions on axle shafts to

internal gears on driving wheels. Tires, 34

x 3% front and 34 x 4 rear, cushion; pneu

matic optional.

Price—Chassis, $1.650.

Selling Points—Internal gear final drive,

with jackshaft carried on dead rear axle;

triangular torque-rod arrangement, with

ball joint at the apex; tubular propeller

shaft unit power plant; left steer; radiator

mounted on coil springs.

C O M M E R C E .

Commerce Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—One chassis model, capacity 1,

000 pounds. Chassis weight, 1,600 pounds.

Wheelbase. 96 inches. Motor, four-cylinder,

20 horsepOWer, cylinders cast in pairs;

three-bearing crankshaft. Friction trans

mission with one driving and one driven

disk; single chain drive from disk shaft to

rear axle. \Vheels, 32 inches, with 3%-inch

pneumatics; option is given of 34x2%-inch

solids.

Prices—~Chassis price, $700.

Changes from Previous Construction—

None.

Selling Points—Friction transmission giv

ing any speed desired, no gears and no

clutch, simplicity of construction through

out, ample power, high-tension magneto,

set spark.

Equipment—Three oil lamps, horn, tools,

pump and tire repair outfit.

B U I C K .

Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich.

Models—Two chassis models, one of

1.500 pounds capacity and the other a light

parcel wagon. \Vheelbase of 1,500 pound

model, 92 inches or 110 inches; tread. 56

inches. Chassis weight, 2,200 pounds. M0

tor, horizontal, two opposed cylinders,

placed under body. Cylinders 4',’_» x 5 inches

bore and stroke; 22 horsepower; cone

clutch. two-speed planetary gear and side

chain final drive. \Vheels 32 inches front

and rear. with 4-inch tires, either solid or

pneumatic. Gasolcnc capacity, 10 gallons.

 

  

BUICK VALVE CAGE

wheelbase. $965; lungPrices—Short

wheelbase, $980.

Changes from Previous Construction-—

None in 1.500 pound car. Parcel wagon new

throughout.

Selling Points—Simple and compact mo~

tor of well tried design and of high power

for its size; rugged and substantial con

struction of the whole machine; planetary

transmission well proportioned and accur

ately built.

Equipment—Three oil lamps. horn, jack,

pump. tools, and tire repair outfit.

D A R T .

Dart Mfg. Co., Waterloo, Iowa.

Models—Three models, of 750 to 1.000

pounds, 1,0C0 to 1,500 pounds, 2,000 to 3.000

pounds. lNheelbase, 85. 114 and 130 inches,

respectively. The ITIOIOI‘ for the 750 to

1,000 pounds capacity is double opposed,

four-cycle type, 4%, x 5 inches. The motors

for the 1,000 and 2,000-pound trucks are

both four-cylinder, 41/16 x 4% inches and

4% x 5% inches, respectively. The smallest

model truck is 18 horsepowu, the 1,000 to

1.500-p0und is .30 horsepower, and the 2,000

to 3.000-pound is 40 horsepower. Chain

drive entirely on the small model, shaft to

jackshaft chains to rear wheels on the two

larger models. Solid steel axles on all three

trucks; solid tires are equipment on all

models.

Prices—750 to 1,000-pound, with open ex

press body, $750; 1,000 to 1,."00-pound, with

open. express body, $990; 2,000 to 3,000

pound, with scat only, body to be built ac

cording to order, extra, $1,790.

Selling Points—Lefthand drive, center

control, transmission and jackshaft in unit;

extra heavy construction throughout, all

parts tested with the greatest care, both in

the rough and in the assembled states.

D A Y T O N .

Dayton Auto Truck Co., Dayton, 0.

Models—Three chassis models; capacity,

2, 3 and 5 tons. Wheelbase of 2-ton, 120

inches; of 3—ton, 136 inches, and of S-ton,

150 inches. W'eight of Z-ton chassis, 4,825

pounds; of 3-ton, 6,575 pounds; of S-ton,

8,650 pounds. Motors in all models have

pair-cast cylinders; 2-ton has 35 horse

power, 4% x 5 inches bore and stroke; 3

ton has 45 horsepower, 4% x 5% bore and

stroke; and S-ton has 60 horsepower, 5%,

x 7 bore and stroke. Multiple disk clutch,

three‘spced selectively controlled gearsets

and side chain drive, all models. Gasoline

capacity, 17 gallons on 5-ton, 16 gallons on >

both the smaller models.

Prices—Chassis, 2-ton. $2,650; 3-ton, $3.

400; 5-ton, $4,500.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Round gasolene tanks on all chassis; S. A.

E. bands on demountable rims.

Equipment—Three oil lamps., horn and

set of tools.

C H A S E .

Chase Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Models—Five chassis models; capacity,

500 pounds, 1,000 pounds, 1, 1% and 2 tons.

Chassis weights, 500~pound, 1,500 pounds;

1,000-pound, 2,300 pounds; 1-ton, 2,700

pounds; 1%-ton, 3,600 pounds; 2-ton, 4,400

pounds. Wheelbases and treads. 500-pound,

84 inches and 58 inches; 1,000-pound, 100

inches and 58 inches; l-ton, 106 inches and

58 inches; l%-ton, 112 inches and 62 inch

es; 2-ton, 120 inches and 62 inches. Motors

in all models, two-cycle, air-cooled, in

dividually cast cylinders. Two-cylinder, 12

horsepower motor, with 4%-inch bore and

4-inch stroke, in SOD-pound model; three

cylinder 20-horsepower motor in 1.000

pound model, 4%;-inch bore and 4-inch

stroke; motor in l-ton same as in 1.000—

pound model; l%-ton and 2-ton models

have three-cylinder 30-horsepower motor.

4%-inch bore and 5-inch stroke. Planetary

transmission in the three smaller models

and three-speed selective sliding gears in

the two larger; final drive by side chains in

all models. Wheels in smallest car. 34

inches front and 36 inches rear; in all

others, 36 inches front and 38 inches rear.

Tires on two smallest cars, 2 inches all

round; on 1-ton, 2% inches front and 3

inches rear; on 1%-ton, 3 inches front and

3% inches rear; 2-,t0n, 3% inches front and

4 inches rear.
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\itlllEl. .\f SERVICE STAKE BODY TRUCK LISTING AT $1,750

Prim-“uh open express bodies. 500

;-.:‘i nation, $500; LOW-pound car. $900;

1' 11. $1511; 1',-ton, $1.750; Z-ton, $2.200.

Changes from Previous Construction—

3 .0

Selling Points—Simple construction, air

:or without valves or water-cool

.1. .,_..'atu~. no lubricating mechanism,

as .. .s mixed Wlill gasolene.

Paupment—Tbree oil lamps, horn, and

'l' :!|\

\II I I.

F E D E R A L.

Federal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

lodels—Hne chassis model made in two

Fri 1% maths, 110 inches and 144 inch

“ . l-l') 1 ton. Tread, 56 inches. Mo

'.' :' t l.-head type. with cylinders cast

18;.“ 4‘, x 4', inches bore and stroke.

3' “'7' “er Throttle control by accel

m' ' m.) Leather~faced cone clutch with

U". a lung, three-speed selectively con

l’- s (urset and final drive by side

9"» '\'\‘.rels 30 inches in diameter front

"1 7'“. tires Sli-inch front and 4-inch

"r m- lene capacity, 21 gallons.

Pntes'a hassis, either wheelbase, $1.800.

\Changes from Previous Construction~

. re

Selling Points~l.eft-hand drive, high

1'1"“:e'ution with set Spark and foot

"1" i-i throttle, 'iandling extremely

-""

I

    
a

  

easy to master. enabling green men to be

broken in quickly: unit system of construc

tion. with each unit removable without dis

turbing others.

Equipment—Three oil lamps,

can, jack, and set of tools.

horn. oil

C L A R K.

Clark Delivery Car Co., Chicago, Ill.

Models—One chassis model; capacity, 1

ton. Wheelbase, 100 or 120 inches; tread,

50 inches. Motor, 25 horsepower, four

block-cast cylinders, 3% x 5 inches bore and

stroke. Dry plate multiple disk clutch.

three—speed selectively controlled gearset

of the individual dog clutch type with gears

always in mesh; final drive by shaft and

bevel gears. Tires. 30 x 3 front and 3t) x

1', rear.

Price—Chassis, $2,000.

Selling P0ints——(iears always in mesh and

all idle on high speed; option of 120-inch

wheelbase, with motor under hood in front

or under floor; well braced frame; heavy

rear axle and torque rod; sufiicient power

and strength to haul a trailer.

KELLY.

Kelly-Springfield Motor Truck Co., Spring

field, 0.

Models—Two Clliltssls models. 1 ton and

 

BLAIR WORM-DRIVEN TRUCK WITH OPEN TYPE BODY

3 ton capacity; the l-ton is made in two

wheelbase lengths, 1.20 inches and 144

inches: wheelbase of 3 ton truck, 144 inch

es. Motor of l-ron truck has 4 cylinders.

block-cast. of the L-head type; bore and

stroke, 3% x 5'4. 30 horsepower. Cone

clutch. three-speed selectively controlled

gearset and side chain final drive. Tires are

30 x 3% front and 36 x 4 rear. Tread. 56

inches front and ()0 inches rear. The 3-ton

truck has a four-cylinder motor of the T

head type with pair-cast cylinders, 4% x

0',» inches bore and stroke, 38 horsepower.

'l‘ransmis'sion system the same as the l-ton

truck. Tires, 38 x 5 single front and 42 x 5

dual rear.

Prices—()ne-ton chassis. $2,000.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Both models new thnrghout. All motors

water-cooled instead of air-cooled.

Equipment—Izmir», horn. jack. and set

of tools.

GARFORD.

The Willys-Overland Co., Garford Dept.,

Toledo. O.

Models-~Three chass's models; capacity,

1%, 3 and 5 tons, respectively. \\'heelbases,

of 113-ton. 145 inches; of 3- and S-ton

models, 128 inches. Tread of ll/z-ton, 50

inches; of 3-ton, 01% inches front and 63

inches rear; of S-ton, 61%.; inches front and

712', rear. \\'eights, 1% ton, with body,

4.3.32 pounds; of 3-ton chassis, 0,800 pounds;

of 5-ton chassis, 7,650 pounds. Motor of

11,3-ton truck. four-cylinder, T-head, with

cylinders cast in pairs; bore and stroke, 3%

x 5‘1 inches. 30 horsepower. The same mo

tor is used in the 3- and 5-ton trucks; four

cylinder l.-head type motors with block

cast cylinders; bore and stroke. 4% x 5%

inches, 28.9 horsepower. All models have

cone clutches and selective sliding gears;

four speeds in S-ton truck and three in the

smaller models. Shaft drive in lyrton and

side chain drive in the 3- and S-ton trucks.

\\'heels of ll/Q-ton truck 30 inches in diam~

eter, front and rear; pneumatic tires, 41,}

inch single front and 4%-inch dual rear.

Wheels of 3-ton truck. 30 inches front and

40 inches rear; tires. solid, 5 inches single

front and 4 inches dual rear. \\'heels of 5

ton truck. 36 inches front and 40 inches rear.

Tires. 0-inch single front and 6~inch dual

rear. Gasolene capacity, 23 gallons, all

models.

Selling Points-—ln light truck, pneumatic

tires and powerful motor, permitting safe

speed of 30 miles an hour; motor in front

under hood. 1n heavier types, motors under

driver’s seat and footboard. permitting

short over-all length in proportion to load~

ing space. Four-speed gearset in S-ton

truck. Large rear wheels, 40 inches, on

two larger trucks.

L A M B E R T .

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

Models—Three chassis models: 1.500

pound delivery wagon. l-ton truck and 2

ton truck. Chassis weights. 2.650, 3.500 and
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4,250 pounds, respectively. \Vheelbases of

two smaller cars. 114 inches and of larger

car 120 inches. Additional wheelbase length

to order at an additional cost of $25 per

foot. Tread 56 inches in all cases. All

motors of the same type with L-head cyl

inderscast en bloc and enclosed valve

stems. Motor of smaller car, 20-24 horse

power, bore and stroke 3% x 4% inches; of

the two larger cars, 35 horsepower. cylin—

ders 4% x 4% bore and stroke. Lambert

friction drive with two disks and final drive

by side chains. Front axle on small car,

tubular; on larger cars, I-beam. All rear

axles solid steel. Tires on small car, pneu

matic, 33 x 4 front and rear. Tires on 1

ton truck, solid, 36 x 3 front and 36 x 3%

rear. Tires on 2-ton truck, solid, 36 x 3%

front and 36 x 4 rear. Gasolene tanks un

der driver’s seat. Capacity in small car, 10

gallons; in larger cars, 12 gallons each.

Prices—Delivery car chassis, $1,125; with

stake or express body, $1,200; with enclosed

body, $1,375; One-ton truck chassis, $1,700;

with stake of express body, $1,800. Two

ton chassis, $2,100; with stake or express

body, $2,200.

Selling Points—Friction transmission,

giving very wide range of speeds without

gears; no clutch; jarless starting and

smooth, quiet running. Compact ball-bear

ing motors. Springs shackled at both ends,

giving free action. Driving stresses taken

by radius rods. Stifif frame, unusually well

braced. Foot brake automatically releases

friction disks; engagement of disks auto

matically releases brake.

Equipment—Lamps, horn and tools.

 

F L I N T .

Durant-Dort Carriage Co., Flint, Mich.

Models—Two chassis models, capacity

1.000 and 1,600 pounds. \Vheelbases, 76

inches and 100 inches, respectively. The

1,000 pound model has motor with two hori

zontal opposed cylinders mounted under

floor; the 1,600 pound model has a four

cylinder mounted on a sub-frame in front

under a hood. Transmission in the smaller

model is by friction gear with final drive by

side chains and in the other by three-speed

sliding gearset and shaft and bevel gears

to live rear axle.

Prices—Of 1.000 pound model, with full

panel body, $875.

Selling Points—Simplicity in construction

and in Operation, and economy. In friction

driven model, no gears and no clutch and

no differential.

Equipment—Three combination oil and

electric lamps, horn, jack and tools.

8 T E W A R T .

Stewart Motor Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.

Models—One chassis model; capacity 1,

500 pounds. \Vheelbase. 126 inches. Motor,

four-cylinder, under hood in front, block

cast cylinders, L-head type, 3% x 5% inches

bore and stroke, 30 horsepower. Dry disk

clutch with 11 plates, three-speed selective—

ly controlled gearset and final drive by pro

peller shaft and bevel gears. VVbeels 34

inches in diameter from and rear; tires 4

inch front and 4%—inch rear, pneumatic.

Price—Chassis, $1,650.

Selling Points—Extreme accessibility and

simplicity; cleanly designed block-cast mo

tor: blades on flywheel make separate fan

and'its drive unnecessary; radiator behind

the motor, where it is protected.

B L A I R .

Blair Mfg. Co., Newark, Ohio.

Models—Three chassis models of 1%, 2%

and 3% tons capacity, wheelbases of 114 and

121 inches on 1%-ton, 121 to 144 on 2%

ton. and 130 to 144 on 3%-ton models.

Chassis weights, 4,200 pounds on lid-ton,

5,000 on 2%-ton and 6,150 on the 3%-ton

model. All motors l.-head type, four-cyl

inder, 35-horsepower on 1%-ton and 40

horsepower on other models. Bore and

stroke of 1%-ton motor, 4%; x 5%, and on

the others 4% x 5%. All models worm

.¢ 5- -~M-u.-=-:-|

  

BLAIR WORM-DRIVE AXLE

driven by direct shaft. Drop-forged front

axle and full-floating type worm drive rear

axle on all models. Solid tires single in

front and dual in rear.

Prices—1%-ton chassis. $3,000; 2%-ton,

$3.250; of 3%-ton, $3,750.

Selling Points—Accessibility, demount

able unit construction, silent worm drive,

three-point suspension of sub—frame carry

ing entire power plant and insuring abso

lute alignment under all conditions; short

wheelbase, with full length loading space,

without sacrificing accessibility due to ar—

rangement of seats; pressed steel heat

treated frames, absolute interchangeability

of all parts.

Equipment—Two oil dash lamps, oil tail

lamp, horn and set of tools.

I D E A L .

Ideal Auto Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Models—Five chassis models. one of 1,500

pounds capacity, two of 1 ton capacity, one

of 1% tons and one of 2 tons. Wheelbases

and treads: On 1,500-p0und, 100 and 56

inches; on l-ton, Model H, 115 and 58

inches; on l-ton, Model H-Z, 124 and 58

inches, and the same on the 3%-ton truck.

Chassis weights: 1,500-pound car, 2,700

pounds; 1-ton. Model H, 3,000 pounds; 1

ton, Model H-Z, 3,500 pounds; l%-t0n, 4,000

pounds. Motor in 1,500-pound, four cylin

ders, pair~cast, 3% x 4% inches bore and

stroke, 25 horsepower; in 1-ton, model H,

the same motor; in 1-t0n. model H-2, block

cast motor, with 3% x 5% inches bore and

stroke, 30 horsepower, or, at extra cost,

4% x 5% motor of 42 horsepower; in 1%

and Z—ton, same motor as special for 1-ton.

Three-speed gearsets and side chain final

drive in all models. Tires on 1,500-pound,

36 x 3 front and 36 x 3% rear; on. both 1

ton models, 36 x 3% front and 36 x 4 rear;

on 1%-ton, 36 x 4 front and 36 x 5 rear;

and on 2-ton, 36 x 5 single front and 36 x 3%

dual rear.

Prices—Chassis, 1,500-pound, $1,500; 1

ton, model H, $1,750; l-ton, model H-Z,

$2,000; 1%-ton, $2,250.

Selling Points—Accessibility, correct dis

tribution of weight, short wheelbase in com

parison to loading space, special radiator

suspension, automatic differential lock.

Equipment—Three oil lamps, horn, jack,

and set of tools.

H U P M 0 B I L E.

Hupp Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—One chassis model, capacity 800

pounds; wheelbase 106 inches: four-cylin

der motor, L-head type, bore and stroke 3%

x 5% inches, 32 horsepower; multiple disk

clutch, three-speed selectively controlled

gearset and shaft drive. Front tires 32 x

3%. and rear tires 33 x 4. pneumatic.

Prices—\Yith deliverv body, $950.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Minor improvements in body lines, black

and nickel trimmings and Hupmobile Royal

black painting.

Selling Points—Unit power plant, long

stroke motor with block-cast cylinders and

all working parts enclosed, pressure feed

lubrication, high-tension magneto, full

fioating rear axle, shock absorbers in rear,

Q. D. rims, complete equipment, low-hung

body which, however, has 9% inches road

clearance; center control with both doors

available for use.

Equipment—Two-piece windshield, acety

lene tank, gas headlights, oil side and tail

lights, tools and horn.

LOCOMOBILE.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport.

Conn.

Models—One chassis model, capacity 5

tons; wheelbase, 140 inches; tread. 65 inch

cs front, 70 inches rear' motor. four-cylin

der, cylinders cast in pairs. T-head type. 5

x 6 inches bore and stroke; 45 horsepower

Multiple dry disk clutch, four-speed select

ively controlled gearset and side chain final

drive. Wheels. cast steel or wood. optional

Tires, 40 x 6 inches single in front, 40 x 6

dual in rear.

Prices—Chassis, $4,800.

Changes from Previous Construction;

Minor details only.

Selling Points— Extremely substantial

construction throughout and powerful,

heavy, long-stroke motor; four-speed gear

set, chains enclosed in cases that permit

lengthening of distance between sprocket

centers. differential lock for use on slipper?
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road surfaces. driving stresses taken by cast

steel channel sCCllOfl radius members, frame

01 chrome nickel steel ‘hroughout, automat

really governed motor, motor bearings ac

cessible from beneath by removing pan,

crankcase and gearcase of bronze, gears ac—

cessible without disturbing load on truck.

Equipment—Two side lamps, one tail

limp, horn, hub odometer and tool kit com

plete. including tool bag and spare parts.

P A C K A R D.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Three chassis models of 2. 3 and

S'J' capacity; wheelbases, 2-t0n, 10 feet

-nmlard chassis, 12 feet long chassis; 3-ton,

'0, feet short chassis, 12 feet standard

"ism, 14 feet long chassis, 16 feet extra

long chassis; S-ton, one chassis. 14 feet.

All motors are of the T-head type, four

:y'mlm: 2400, 20 horsepower, bore 41/16

' o, stroke. Slq’; inches; 3-ton. 32 horse

:- tier, bore 4}; inches, stroke 53/,» inches;

S'-n, Whorsepow'er. bore 5 inches, stroke

5'. inches. Drop-forged steel front and

mi 11le on all models. Drive on all mod

fie in jackshaft and sprockets through

“min to rear wheels. Solid tires on all

"a-leb, rear tires dual. Gasolenc capacity.

Ian. 18 eallons; 3-ton, 21 gallons; S-ton,

"(ailOIH

Prices—Two-ton, $2,800; 3-ton, $3,400; 5

"! $4.50!), for chassis only.

Selling Points—Highly developed motor

.“tr: control of governor; high-grade ma

'c—..ls throughout the truck; choice of

Il't'til-zscs: Packard service.

Equipment—Two oil dash lamps, oil tail

I‘Mn. jack, and complete set of tools.

P E E R L E S S .

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0

Iodds-Tliree chassis models; capacity

: 4 in! 5 tons Chassis weights, 3-ton. 6,

."r-b: 4-ton, 6.855 pounds: S-ton, 7,

‘4‘; .mb \Yheelluoes are alike in all

.’~-—'Fl or 174 inches. Treads, .i-ton,

-" ' to front and r1915 inches rear; 4-ton.

’6 '. to tron! and 71%,, inches rear; S-ton.

’5 ' o from and 73% inches rear. The

". tor i~ u~ed in all models; A. L- .\

ll f-lfll‘L'. 32.4 hor~epower; 4% X 6‘5

' 'rs ‘w-re and stroke; cylinders cast in

2-H" r-llt-ld type. Cone clutches, four

wlectiiely controlled gearsets and

"leduin final drive, all models. Wheels

In a and 4-ton trucks, 36 inches front and

"' ’6'.“ rear; on S-ton model, 38 inches

" a: and 42 inches rear. Tires, 3-ton. 4

" 5: made from and 4-inch dual rear; 4

'.' PM: finale front and S—inch dual WI";

“inch single front and o-inch dual

' '1.-~-‘|iene capacity, all models, 25 L'al

..ns.

Pt'icmffhmsis prices, 3-ton. $3,700: 4

' 5am“. 5~ton, $4,500.

' Selling Points~Fonr-<peed gearsets, with

' "‘l 8“! giving great power for einer~

'1'" 1' Work: lone-stroke governed motor;

"'l lla'd. yet touch, steel tn sprockets; 80

{"1 l‘lfll of load on rear wheels, ensurffltl

I

traction; interchangeable bushings in all

wearing points.

Changes from Previous Construction—

None.

K N O X .

Knox Automobile Co.. Springfield, Mass.

Models—Seven chassis models. three of

.2 tons capacity and one each of 3. 4, 5 and

6 tons capacity. Two~ton models difier

chiefly in wheelbascs and treads; with 145

inch wheelbase, the tread is 60 inches front

and 64 inches rear; with lO3-inch wheelbase

the tread is 69 inches front and rear, and

with lZ7-inch wheelbase the tread is 59

inches front and 63 inches rear. All other

models have l-W-inch wheelbase. Treads in

  

KNOX CYLINDER

the 3-ton and 4-ton are 07 inches from and

0814 inches rear; 5-ton, 67 front and 73

rear; and in the (Mon, 7011,; front and 731.»

rear. Tires on the Z-ton, l45-inch “'11ch

base, 34 x 4 single front and 34 x 4 dual

rear; Z-ton, lO3-inch 34 x 5

single front and 34 x 4 dual rcar; ll7-inch

wheelbase. 30 x 5 smile from and 3o x 4

dual rear. Tires on 3-ton. 30 x 5 .\lllglt‘ front

and 30 X 5 dual rear: 4-ton. 30 x 4 single

front and 36 \z o dual rear; 5-ton_ 30 x 6

single front and 40 x 6 dual rear; (i-ton, 3o

wheelbase,

x 7 Single front and 42 x 7 dual rear. Two

ton chassis weights: l45-inch wheelbase,

4,800 pounds; lO3-inclt wheelbase. 4.000

127'inch wheelbase, 5.400 pounds:

4-ton, 7.000 pounds;

-.~-ton. 8.8110 pounds.

Motors in 3-. 3-. 4- and trucks, 45

horsepower; in 6-ton, F0 horsepower. All

motors have individually cast cylinders with

valves in heads: heads are removable. The

45-horsepowcr motor has bore and stroke

of 5 x 5,"; inches; 50-horsepower motor has

bore and stroke of 5% x 5,16 inches. Unit

power plants in all models; three-speed

,rrearsets. selectively controlled: threesplate

dry disk clutches; final drive by side chains.

Prices— Two-ton. i45-inch wheelbase.

pounds;

3-ton. 6.500 pounds:

S-ton, 8,000 pounds:

item

$3,000; lU3-inch wheelbase, 53.200; 127

inch wheelbase, $3.500; 3-ton chassis. $3,

700; 4-ton, $4,000; S-ton, $4,500; 6-ton, $5,

000. Knox Martin tractor, with 40-horse

power motor, $2,750; with iii-horsepower

motor, $3,250.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Spiral gears in place of spur gears on main

driving set of gearset; long-stroke motors

in 2-, 3-, 4- and 5-ton models. all metal uni—

versal joints instead of leather-covered;

three—bladed instead of fans;

heavier jackshafts, larger rear tires on 3-,

4- and S-ton models.

Selling Points—Motors with individually

cast cylinders and removable head» giving

easy access for cleaning carbon; valves in

head, giving maximum power; heavy gear

sets, spring mounted radiators. In the trac

tor, adaptabibty to all kinds of bodies, short

turning radius and easy control; compact

construction.

twi »»lil;i<lt'rl

S P E E D W E L L .

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, 0.

Models—Three chassis models, of Ztons,

4 tons and 0 tons capacity, respectnely;

wheelbase, 115 inches, 115 inches with option

of 13‘) inches, and 13‘) inches, respectively;

chassis weights. 4,900 pounds, 6,600 pounds

and 7,200 pounds. rc~pcctivcl_v; all motors

of l.-l1('.'t(l type, four-cylinder, water cooled;

.Z-ton truck motor cylinders are block-cast

enclosed valves; bore, 4‘5 inches;

\troke, 5% inches; 35 horsepower, with

governor; 4- and 6-ton motor cylinders

cast in pairs, 5 x 5, 40 hor~ep0wer. with gov

with

crnor. Final drive by side chains to rear

wheels. liise-nian magneto, automatic

spark advance on all models; front axle

and rectangular dead rear axle on all mod

cls; tire sizes, 30 x 4 inches solid in front,

3o x 31$ inches solid dual, with option of

3o x (i solid single in rear on two-ton truck;

3o x 5 inches solid front. 3o x 5 ~olid dual

rcar on 4-tiitt truck; 3'» x 0 inches solid

front and 30 x f) inches solid dual rcar on

t,-ton truck:

on all Illutlt'ls.

Prices—Chassis. .Z'tun. 52.8511; four ton,

$3,750; o-ton, $4,400, which i11t‘llttlt‘> a three

pa~~cngcr driver's seat with top over \l‘dl.

Changes from Previous Constructions—

Diagonal cross members at end of

frame added strength; b'tinpc-r

continuous with front of frame; new style

jackshat't bracket with separate anchorage

for radius rods where formerly radius rodS

were anchored to the jackshaft; izasolene

tank now at rear of seat cane: new type

hot air carburettor on all models; addition

of a governor on all models: brakes on ends

of _i;le~l11lil on the Baton model. where it

\\'Zl\ fortncrly a sinule emcrgctle‘y brake on

lllt‘ dlfiCft‘flliIll; all lOI‘mQt‘ lllfitOI' suspen

<iim was rigid. motor with ll‘fli'l‘llliQsiul‘l is

now mounted on a sub-frame with double

coil springs forward. which pivots at the

rear.

Selling Points—Motor under seat, which

perinit~ shorter \\'l1c-clli:tsc withom loss of

t1a~olcnc capacity, 311 gallons

rear

for \\ um]
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loading space and allows shorter turning

radius; swinging scat cage, which allows

easy access to motor; flexible power plant

' suspension; short wheelbase obviates long

shafts in the drive line, doing away with

vibration and twisting strains; auxiliary

spring over the rear axle. coming into play

only when truck is loaded nearly to its full

capacity.

Equipment -- Three-passenger driver's

seat with tufted, pleasure-car-type cushions;

three-bow folding top, storm front and side

curtains, side and tail oil lamps, horn and

Complete set of tools. jack and oil can in

large tool box.

M O G U L .

Mogul Motor Truck Co., Inc., Chicago.

Models—Four chassis models; one of 2

tons, one of 4 tons and two of 6 tons capac

ity each. Wheelbases: 2~ton, 118 inches;

4-ton, 142 inches; 6-ton short, 154 inches.

and 6-ton long, 188 inches. Chassis weights:

2-ton, 4,700 pounds; 4-ton, 8,600 pounds; 6

ton short, 10,000 pounds, and 6-ton long,

11,000 pounds. Tread of 2-ton, 56 inches;

of all other models, 6271' inches. Motor in 2

ton, 33 horsepower, L-head type, cylinders

cast in single block; bore and stroke, 4% x

5% inches. Motor in 4-ton. 60 horsepower.

L-head type, cylinders cast in pairs; bore

and stroke, 5 x 5% inches. Motor in both

6-ton models, 60 horsepower, L—head type,

cylinders cast in pairs; bore and stroke,

5% x 5% inches. Clutches on all models,

single dry disk type. Gearscts in 4-ton and

in both 6-ton models, three—speed, progres

sive type; in 2-ton, three-speed. selectively

controlled. Final drive by Side chains in

all models. Tires on 2-ton, 36 x 3% single

front and 36 x 5 dual rear; on 4-ton, 36 x

6 single front and 36 x 5 dual rear; on both

6-ton models. 36 x 6 single front and 40 x 6

dual rear. Gasolene capacity, in 2-ton, 19

gallons; all others, 25 gallons. _

Prices—Chassis, 2-ton, $2.800; of 4-ton.

$3,800; of 6-ton, short wheelbase, $4,400;

and of 6-ton, long wheelbase, $4,700.

Selling Points—No freakishness—only

standard engineering practice in construc

tion; very large brakes. heavy tires, motor

under seat and floor, giving short over-all

'length in proportion to wheelbase.

M ' I N T Y R E .

W. H. McIntyre Co., Auburn, Ind.

Models—Five chassis models; capacity,

1,000 pounds (two types), 1,500 pounds, 1%,

3 and 5 tons. VVheelbases and treads. 1%

ton, 120 or 144 inches and 56 inches; 3-ton,

144 or 168 inches and 62 inches; 5-ton, 144

or 168 inches and 70 inches. Chassis

weights. 3,600, 5,000 and 6,200 pounds, re

spectively, for 1%-, 3- and S-ton trucks. One

of the 1,000-pound models has a two-cylin

der motor and the other a four-cylinder

motor. Motor of lX-ton and 3-ton, L-head

type, block-cast cylinders, 4%, x 5% inches,

bore and stroke. Motor of 5-ton, l.-head

type, pair~cast cylinders. 41/3 x 536 inches.

bore and stroke. Dry disk clutches. three

speed selectively controlled gearsets and

side chain final drive in the three larger

models. Tires lyrton, 34 x 3% single front

and 36 x 3 dual rear; 3-ton, 36 x 4 single

front and 36 x 4 dual rear: 5~ton, 36 x 5

single front and 36 x 5 dual rear.

Prices—Chassis. 1,000-pound. two-cylin

der, $600; 1.000-pound. four-cylinder, $800;

1%-ton, $1.500; 3-ton, $3,200; S-ton, $4,

250.

Equipment—Lamps. horn, tools and steel

tool box.

N A T C O .

National Motor Truck Co., Bay City, Mich.

Models—One chassis model, capacity 1

ton. Chassis weight, 2,700 pounds. Wheel

base 104 inches. Cylinders of the L-head

type. block-cast; bore and stroke 3% x 5

It

Z

 

 

 

 

 

NATCO CHAIN CASE

inches, 20 llOl‘nClMHVL‘r. Three-speed select

ive gearset and final drive through side

chains. Solid rubber Q. D. tires, 36 x 3%

inches, front and rear. Motor under foot

board. Gasolene capacity, 15 gallons.

Prices—Chassis, $1,925. .

Changes from Previous Construction—

S. A. E. steel equipment adapted.

Selling Points—Compact and simple long

stroke motor accessibly located, roller and

annual ball bearings at important points,

neat and substantial cases with removable

doors, left drive and center control, driver’s

seat accessible from both sides and only

37 inches from ground. short wheelbase,

equal distribution of weight and moderate

overhang, encased chains.

Equipment—Windshield.

lights, horn. iack. and tools.

side and tail

K O E H L E R .

H. J. Koehler S. G. Co., New York.

' Models—One chassis model; capacity

1,600 pounds. \\'eight. 2.000 pounds. \Vheel

base, 86 inches; tread. 58 inches. Motor is

two-cylinder opposed, horizontal, placed

under body with cylinders crosswise; horse

power, 22 to 24; bore, 5% inches; stroke,

4 inches. Planetary transmission with side

chain final drive. Wheels, 36-inch front and

38-inch rear, with 2—inch tires. Gasolene ca

pacity, 16 gallons.

Prices—\Vith open body, $750.

Changes from Previous Construction—

None.

Selling Points—Simplicity, good construc—

tion, good materials, reasonable price.

SMITH-MILWAUKEE.

A. O. Smith Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Models—Two chassis models; capacity.

31/; tons and 6 tons. Wheelbase and tread

same in both, 168 inches and 68 inches.

Both motors of the T-head type with pair

cast cylinders; in the smaller truck 50

horsepower, 5 x 5% inches bore and stroke;

in the larger, 60 horsepower, 5% x 5%

inches bore and stroke. Both motors gov

erned. Three-plate dry disk clutches, three

speed selectively controlled gearsets, with

herringbone gears and final drive by worm

in both models. Individual clutch system

of rear control. Tires, 3%-ton truck, 36 x 5

single front and 36 x 5 dual rear; 6-ton

truck, 36 x 6 single front and 40 x 6 dual

rear. Gasolene capacity. 26 gallons. both

models.

Selling Points—\Vorm drive to full-float

ing rear axles, motors under governor con

trol, herringbone gears, always in mesh and

idle on high speed; cast steel wheels, sub

stantial. hard-service construction through

out.

Equipment—Storage battery,electric head

and tail lights. exhaust horn. and tools.

KISSEL.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.

Models—Six chassis models of 1,500

pounds, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 tons capacity, re

spectively; wheelbases, 120, 132, 140, 144

and 156 inches, respectively, the wheelbases

of the 4 and 5 ton trucks being the same.

Chassis weights, 2,500, 3,000, 4.500, 5,300.

5,700 and 6,000 pounds, respectively. All

motors of the L-head type, four-cylinder;

30 horsepower on 1,500 pound car, 40

horsepower on 1 and 2 ton trucks and 50

horsepower on the three larger. Bore and

stroke of 30 horsepower, 4% x 4%; of 40

horsepower, 4% x 5%; and of 50 horse

power, 4% x 5. Shaft drive on two smaller

models; chain drive on all others. Forged

steel front axles on all models; rear axles

full floating in shaft driven models and solid

steel in chain models. Solid tires on all

models; rear tires dual on chain driven

models. Gasolene capacity, 20 gallons in

three smaller models and 25 gallons in three

larger.

Prices—1.500 pound, $1,500; 1 ton, $2,000;

2 ton. $2,750; 3 ton, $3.350; 4 ton, $3,650;

5 ton, $4,350, all without bodies. With

standard stake bodies, $125 extra on two

smaller models and $150 extra on all others

Changes from previous construction——

‘1‘1‘;451-“

\
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Hotter difierential and gearset in 3 ton

eodel. Jack or auxiliary spring on 4 and 5

tea models. 5. A. E. bands on demountable

rm larger cooling fans and larger motor

swings all around.

SilllliPOints—Four'specd gearset on all

to imallest model, permitting reasonable

out rihout racing engine when running

in: Differential lock on four larger

trxkt. permitting the locking of driving

violets 25‘!“ in getting out of holes, etc.;

09mm! from driver's seat. Vanadium steel

all .111 parts. Heavy, substantial fram

e,- in'. flslrlltllOD throughout, with am

ple Twill“ of safety. Particular attention

is [net to seriice facilities. branches hav

is; we:me equipped service buildings.

Equipment—Two oil dash lamps. oil tail

in; rn ad: and complete set of tools.

SE R V l C E.

Smite Motor Car Co., Wabash, Ind.

[Odds—litre cha~sis models: 1.500

' '5- l! a. and 1% tons capacity. Wheel

~15'II emlllfl' models. 115 inches;

v" -' 'larzer model, 130 inches. All

’ tour-cylinder, block cast L

' i-f the same design, differing

9 .

  

' -'.~:.ns The two smaller mod

' ‘l- -‘ ’"POWH motors with bore

- i: t x 5‘} inches; the larger

- s or Mil ifschWfl’. bore and stroke

ii ': t -r ‘r~ No clutch; transmission

' t .1: "diam-ed friction disk sys

‘ "1122f Kll‘lh‘ with shafts on ball

-- '-' "'tf‘fllt". Final drive by side

i'w'th on l.500-pound car. 36

i-‘r‘rr with 3-inch solid clincher

W!» In lvton model. 34 inches front

-' "1' I 3'inch front and 3%-inch rear

‘ ~' ~ “hills on l%-ton model, 34

’ ’-! and rear with JE’J-inch front

"at ~olid tires. Gasolene capac

- "@36le gallons.

_ ‘ Lhmis. 1.500 pounds capacity,

" ‘ capacity, $1,475; 1% tons ea

Change;

.,‘

-~

from Previous Construction—

  

 

BROWN

 

 

SANFORD

Radiators suspended on springs. roller and

imported ball bearings throughout, hand

forged rear axle in ll/z-ton truck. nickel and

black trimmings on all cars.

Selling Points—Double balanced friction

drive, no clutch, no gears and any speed

desired. No differential No malleable

iron castings: high grade material through

out.

Equipment—Two large acetylene head

lights, bull’s-eye side lamps. tail lamp, gas

generator, tools. jack. extra chain links and

oil can on all 1110d8l>.

 

I. H. C.

International Harvester Co. of America,

Inc., Chicago.

Models—Two chassis models, each of

 
 

 

  

I. H. C. GEARSET

1,000 pounds capacity. differing only in

motor cooling system and in cylinder bore

and wheel diameters. Both motors have

two horizontal Oppused cylinders and both

rated at 20 horsepower. Air-cooled motor,

5 x 5 inches bore and stroke; water-cooled

motor, 4% x 5 inches bore and stroke. En

gine under body. \Vheelbase 90 inches.

Frame, wood re-cnforced. with angle iron

sub-frame. Two-speed gearset with individ

ual dog clutches and internal ratchets; sin

gle chain drive from gearset to countershaft

and side chains to rear wheels. Wheels 38

 

  
  

 

 

SULLIVAN

inches front and rear, with 2-inch side wire

tires. or 38 inches front and 42 inches rear

with l;4-inch side wire tires. Gasolene ca~

pacity in both models. 10 gallons.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Minor details only.

Selling Points—Simple single lever con

trol, double ignition system. motor simple,

durable and accessible. Service branches at

101 branch houses in the United States and

Canada.

Equipment—Two gas headlights and gas

generator, three oil lamps. horn and tools.

POPE-HARTFORD.

The Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Models—Two chassis models of 3 and 5

tons capacity. Wheelbases of 3-ton truck,

138% inches on standard 12 or 14-foot chas

sis, 100 inches on 16-foot chassis; wheel

bases of standard 14 or optional 12-foot

chassis, 140 inches; special 16-foot chassis

with wheelbase of 100 inches. All motors

Pope-Hartford long-stroke ISO-horsepower,

mounted on a sub-frame at forward end of

chassis, where it is readily accessible for in

spection and adjustment. Drive by side

chains. Front axle solid forging I-beam

type of extra heavy construction: rear axles

solid forging, rectangular section of espe

cially heavy construction. Tires solid single

tread front, dual tread rear. Gasolene ca

pacity, 20 gallons.

Prices—Chassis. 3-ton. $3.350 to $3.475,

according to wheelbase: S-ton, $4,350 to $4,

475. according to wheelbase.

' Changes from Previous Construction-—

Five~ton truck an entirely new model. built

on same general principle as 3-ton truck.

Motors increased from 40 horscpower to 50

horsepower; four-speed selective sliding

transmission instead of three-speeds; larger

front tires; two heavy duty auxiliary coil

springs over rear axle in place of cross

spring, to provide for overload; wheelbases

increased by a foot or more and additional

lengths provided; front axle dropped to

permit lower engine position; brake sur

   
 

 

STEWART

 

BROWN
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faces increased; gasolene tank increased in

size.

Selling Points—Ease of operation and

control, left side drive, right hand control,

short turning radius, accessibility of motor

and all other parts, oversize wheels and

tires, powerful, long-stroke engine, low

gasolene and oil consumption, powerful

brakes, large loading space compared to

length of truck, large fuel, oil and water

supply.

Equipment—Top, storm curtains. horn,

oil side and tail lights, hub odometer, tool

box and full set of tools.

S T E R N B E R G .

Sternberg Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Models—Four chassis models, of 2, 3, 4

and 5 tons capacity. The two smaller trucks

are equipped with a four-cylinder L-head

motor with cylinders cast in pairs, having

a bore of 4% inches and a stroke of 6%

inches. The 2-ton has a wheelbase of 116

inches or longer for special bodies, and has

34 x 4-inch tires on front wheels and 36 x

5-inch single or 36 x 3V2~inch duals in rear.

The 3-ton is equipped with 36 x 4-inch tires

in front and 40 x 4-inch duals in rear, and

has a wheelbase of 130 inches. The 4- and

5-ton trucks have a motor of four cylinders.

cast in pairs, L-head, with a bore of 4%

inches and a stroke of 6% inches. The 4

ton has a wheelbase of 144 inches and 36

x S-inch tires in front and 40 x 5-inch duals

in rear. The 5-t0n also 11215.3. l44-inch

wheelbase, but 36 x 6-inch tires in front and

42 x 6-inch duals in rear.

Prices—Chassis, 2-ton, $2,800; 3-ton, $3,

400; 4-ton, $4,000, and S-ton, $4.500.

Selling Points—Motor. clutch and trans

mission, together with jackshaft, all carried

in a sub-frame of channel steel which, in

turn, is suspended in the chassis at three

points, preventing disalignment due to

warping of the frame in passing over ob

structions. ‘

Equipment—Seat and cushions, 8-inch

electric head lights and tail light, storage

battery, Klaxonet horn, hub odometer, and

tools.

M O D E R N .

Bowling Green Motor Car Co., Bowling

Green, 0.

Models—Three chassis models; capacity,

1,000 pounds, 1,500 pounds and 1% tons.

\thelbases: 1,000-p0und, 112 or 120 inches;

1,500-pound, 120 or 136 inches; lyrton, 136

inches. Motor in 1,000-pound, 25 horse

power, four block-cast cylinders, bore and

stroke, 3%. x 4%; in 1,500-pound, block

cast cylinders, 3% x 5% bore and stroke.

35 horsepower. Motor in l%-ton. same as

1.500-pound. All have motors under hoods

in front. All models have cone clutches.

three-speed selectively controlled gearsets

and final drive by side chains. The 1,000

pound model is also with shaft drive. Tires,

l.000-pound, 33 x 3% front and rear; 1,500

pound model, 36 x 3 front and 36 x 31/1

rear: lI/fi-ton, 36 x 3% front and 36 x 4

rear.

Prices—Chassis, 1,000-pound, chain drive,

$1,225; shaft drive. $1,325; 1,5001iound, $1,

625; 1%-ton, $1,850.

Changes from Previous Contsruction—

Radius rods free to give to strains tending

to bend them instead of being rigid; im

proved ignition system; all gears %; inch

wider face; full-floating jackshaft; working

parts formerly open now are all enclosed.

Equipment—Three oil lamps, horn, jack,

and set of tools.

L A F R A N C E .

Hydraulic Truck Sales Co., New York.

Models—One chassis model; capacity, 5

tons. \Vheelbase. 143 inches; tread. for

ward wheels, 66 inches; rear wheels, 68

inches. Chassis weight, 8,000 pounds. Mo

tor, 48 horsepower, bore and stroke 5% x

6 inches; cylinders cast in pairs. Transmis
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hydraulic. any speed, single

lever control. Final drive by side chains

from jackshaft. Tires, block type, 36 x

5 inches front and 38 x 9 inches rear. Gaso

lene tank capacity, 22 gallons.

Selling Points—Hydraulic transmission,

giving any speed between minimum and

maximum with greatest power at lowest

speed; single lever control of all speeds,

with simple forward and backward move

ment; no gears to shift; transmission acts

as a brake; extremely substantial construc

tion of the truck throughout.

sion, Manly

M A I S .

Mais Motor Truck Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Models—Four chassis models of l%-, 2,

2%- and 3-ton capacity, respectively. Wheel

bases of 119, 132, 145 and 160 inches. \Vheel—

base of the lX-ton optional, either 119

inches or 132 inches. \Vheelbase of 2-ton

optional, either 132 or 145 inches. Chassis

weights, 5,100, 5,200, 5,300, 5,400, 5,500 and

5,600 pounds, respectively, according to

their various Wheelbases. All motors of the

T-head type, four-cylinder, 40 horsepower,

hire and stroke 4 x 5% inches. Unit power

plant. Final drive through internal gears

in rear wheels.

Prices—1V2-ton, ll9-inch wheelbase, $2,

750; lyrton, 132-inch wheelbase. $2,800; 2

ton, 132-inch wheelbase, $2,950; 2-ton, 145

inch wheelbase, $3,000; 2%-ton. l45-inch

wheelbase, $3,200; 3-t0n, l60-inch wheel

base, $3,400.

Changes from Previous Construction—

I-beam axle in place of tubular on Z-ton

and 3-ton trucks; centrifugal water pump in

place of the gear pump; pressed steel frame

on the 2-, 2%- and 3-ton models, heavier

motor and transmission support for torque

tubes, heavier differential on 2%-ton and

3-ton models, increased size of spindles on

the 2-, 25/;- and 3-ton models; governor on

transmission setting the speed at from 12

to 15 miles per hour, S-inch dual tires on

the 3-ton truck and a few minor changes

necessitated by the use of the pressed steel

frames. "

Equipment—Two oil lamps. one oil tail

lamp, jack, and complete set of tools and

spare parts and pressed steel tool box.

LAUTH-JUERGENS.

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont, O.

Models—Three chassis Hhitlt’lSi capacity

1, 2 and 3 tons. Wheelbase of l-ton, 105

inches; of both larger models. 120 inches.

Tread, 56, 58 and 62 inches. respectively.

Chassis weights, l-ton, 2,800 pounds; 2-ton,

5,200 pounds; 3-ton, 5,700 pounds. Motors

of all models of the L-head type with sepa

rately cast cylinders. Motor in l-ton has

4 x 4 inches bore and stroke: in 2-ton, 4%

x 5 inches bore and stroke: and in 3-ton.

4% x 5 inches bore and stroke. Power trans

mission in all three cars through three-plate

disk clutches, four-speed selectively con

trolled gearsets and side Chains to rear

wheels. Tires on 1-ton, 36 x 3'5 front and

36 x 4 rear; on Z-ton, 36 x 4 front and 36

x 5 rear; on 3-ton, 38 x 5 single front and

38 x 4 dual rear.

Prices—Chassis, 1-ton, $l."50: 2-ton, $2.—

700; 3-ton, $3.300.

Selling Points—Special gearset and jack

shaft built in the factory; four forward

speeds, giving low speed for heavy pulling

in emergencies; extremely substantial con

struction throughout; cab nrer driver’s

seat.

Equipment—Lamps. horn. speedometer.

jack and tools.

W A L T E R .

Walter Motor Truck Co., New York.

Models—Six chassis models; capacity 1%,

2, two of 3, 3% and 5 tons. The l%, 2, and

both 3—ton models have motors of 30—35

horsepower, 4 x 5 bore and stroke. One Of

the 3-ton models has the motor under a

hood and the other has the motor unde' the

seat. Motors in 3% and 5-ton models. 35-40

horsepower, 4% x 6 inches bore and stroke.

All models have side chain final drive; the

two larger have special gearsets of the m

dividual clutch type with friction clutches,

three forward speeds. In other models.

three-speed selectively controlled gearsets
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and expanding cone clutches. Wheelbases.

'.'. ton, 120 to 144 inches; Z-ton. 132 to 156

inchei; 3-ton. with motor under hood. 136

to l8) inches; 3-ton. with motor under

seat. 132 to 166 inches; J'A-ton and 5-ton,

lot: to 180 inches. Tires, lF/a-ton, 36 x 4

mm and 36 x 5 rear; Z-ton. 36 x 5 front

and 36 x 3’; dual rear; 3-ton models, 36

15 front and 38 x 5 dual rear; 3%-ton, 36

xitingle front and 42 x 5 dual rear; S-ton,

38 r h ‘lflglt front and 43 x 6 dual rear.

Prim—Chassis. l'A-ton. $2.800: 2-ton,

$3M, 3-ton, both models. $3,400; 3%

':r $3.700; S-ton. $4,500.

Change! from Previous Construction-—

Left time and center control; service brake

;'»rd in differential and extra large emer

-<r_\ Lrakc- on rear hubs; rear springs

-rnt~l§1itir and underslung; these flanges

apply to the 313-. 5' and 6-ton models.

Selling Points—Large wheels and tires

n All mmlels; Westinghouse continuous

' =2=t Emmet on larger models. giving per

~'"::yr:. i-th action; gears always in mesh;

mat ~tnngth for weight in all models.

Eqmptnent—Thrce oil lamps. horn. and

"Pi.

K R E B S .

Krebs Commercial Car Co., Clyde, 0.

lodelwlw chassis models, which dif

=er ‘ i It, only in the matter of final

  

Hi Hi DELIVERY WAGON

tnty. 1.500 pounds; wheelbase,

H \l-itor is 2~cylinder Z-cycle ver

:' J'r ill'ud in front; 18 horsepower.

.1.“ ":Ers bore and stroke. Cone clutch

'.1 .- c-qued selectively controlled gear

"i. .[1‘-€ by propeller shaft in one

“ ' 'iy side chains in the other.

T"~‘4‘_1“i‘t'.\ in diameter in both mod

‘~ 1'" .t :nrhes front and in rear in

irr- -:ar and 4 inches front and

' ~ t't driven model.

MUM“. either style of drive. $1,

s

. |

l: l».

.l,:‘

‘~
t. s

h 'sfumt Points—Simple motor. two-cycle.

."tcnuon magneto and thermo-si

tine ~y<tem; light weight chassis.

'1 '=nal drive. governed motor.

h Went—Three oil lamps. jack. 1101'"

- '1 9e: r'l tools.

'1 l

S A U R E R .

Imm‘wm Motor Truck Co., New York.

ndlzdelkl'wo chassis models. 4% 1°"!

- tom capacity. Wheelbase. 153 inches

and 159 inches. respectively; tread, 67 inch

es in both models. Chassis weights. 4%'ton,

5,700 pounds; 6%-ton, 6,900 pounds. The

same motor used in both models; 37 horse—

power, cylinders 4% x 5% bore and stroke,

T-head type, cylinders cast in pairs. Cone

clutch, three-speed selective gearsets and

side chain final drive, both models. \\'hcels,

36 inches front and 42 inches rear; single

tires front and dual rear.

Changes from Previous Construction—

None,

Selling Points—Light weight in propor

tion to carrying capacity. great strength

owing to scientific distribution of high

gradc material, special method of using mo

tor for powerful air-brake. double-jet car

buretter of great economy.

R E O .

Reo Motor Truck Co., Lansing, Mich.

Models—Two chassis models; capacity,

1,500 pounds and 2 tons. Wheelbases 90

 
  

RED T\\'U-TU.\' TRl'('l\'

inches and 130 inches. respectively. Motor

of light car. single cylinder horizontal,

placed under the body; bore. 4% inches:

stroke, 6 inches; horsepower, 10 to 12.

Multiple disk clutch. planetary gearset and

side chain final drive. Motor of Z-ton truck.

four~cylinder cast in pairs, valves in heads;

bore. 4 inches; stroke. 4'1} inches. Dry mul

tiple disk clutch. selectively controlled

three-speed gearset and final drive by side

chains. Tires on light car, 2-inch front and

Zl/S-inch rear. Tires on Z-ton truck. 36 x 4

single front and 36 x 3 dual rear. solids.

Prices—LGOO-pound model with open

body. $760; 2-ton truck. chassis only, $1,

800.

Selling Points—The simplest possible

type of four-cycle motor in the light truck;

moderate price; reliability. Two-ton. up-to

date construction throughout; heavy tire

equipment, governed motor. accessibility of

all parts.

Equipment—Light model, three oil lamps.

horn and set of tools. Two-ton, gas head

lights, gas tank. oil side and tail lights. horn,

and set of tools.

S E L D E N .

Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Models—One chassis model; capacity 1

ton. Chassis weight. 2,000 pounds. Wheel

base, 125 inches; tread. 56 inches front and

60 inches rear. Four-cylinder motor tinder

hood in front; block-cast cylinders, 3% x

5% inches bore and stroke; unit power

plant; dry disk clutch, three-speed select

ively controlled gearset and side chain final

drive. Wheels. 30 inches with 312-inch front

and 4-inch rear tires, solid. (;2\.~Ul€l'l€ capac

ity, 23 gallons.

Price—Chassis. $2.000

Selling Points—Long alrUkC motor under

control of governor, weight well over rear

wheels, giving traction; unit power plant;

magneto runs at crankshaft speed; low hung

frame. easy springs, and comfortable up

holstery.

Equipment—~Thrce oil lamps, jack. horn,

and set of tools.

LIPPARD-STEWART.

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co., Buffalo,

N. Y.

Models—One chassis model, capacity 1.

500 pounds; wheelbase 115 inches or 125

inches. optional. Tread 56 inches. Four

cylinder block-cast motor of the L-head

type, 30 horsepower; cylinders, 3% x 5%

inches bore and stroke. Leather-faced cone

clutch, three-speed selectively controlled

gearset and shaft dri\c. Pneumatic tires.

35 x 4% front and rear. Gasolene capacity.

14 gallons.

Prices—Price. \vitli express. stake or open

lung lmtly. $1.650.
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Changes from Previous Construction—

Motor 30 horsepower instead of 22; cone

clutch instead of multiple di~k; clutch unit

separated from gearcase; longer rear

springs, front springs semi-elliptic instead

of full-elliptic; heavier frame and steering

gear, pneumatic tires 35 x 413 instead of

34 x 4. Gasolene capac:ty 14 gallons instead

of 10.

Selling Points—Extreme aceessibility of

motor due to back-tilting hood and remov

able front member of frame radiator back

of motor in protected position. left drive.

center control and fixed ignition point, easy

riding and minimum vibration due to the

use of large pneumatic tires, fan-blades on

flywheel rim. making separate fan and its

driving means unnecessary; auxiliary rear

springs backing up main springs when car

is loaded; unusually good finish, with

nickel trimmings.

Equipment—Three oil lamps. horn, tool

kit, tire pump and repair outfit. Special

equipment is furnished with specially con

structed bodies.
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D I A M O N D T .

Diamond T Motor Car Co., Chicago, Ill.

Models—Three chassis models; capacity,

1%, 3 and 5 tons. Motor of 1%-ton, 30

horsepower; 3—ton, 4% x 5% inches bore

and stroke; S-ton, 5 x 5% inches bore and

stroke. Transmission elements in l-ton,

multiple disk clutch, three-speed selectively

controlled gearset and final drive by worm.

In the two larger models the same type of

clutch and gearset, but final drive is by side

chains. Tires, 1%-ton, 26 x 4 front and 36

x 5 rear; in 3-ton, 36 x 5 single front and

36x 5' dual rear; in 5-t0n, 36x6 single front

and 36 x 6 dual rear.

Prices—Chassis:

$3,250; 5-ton, $3,500.

Selling Points—~Special truck type motors

of ample power; worm drive in smallest

model, with English imported worm; heavy

tire equipment.

Equipment—Three oil lamps, horn, jack

and set of tools.

1%-ton, $2,250; 3-ton,

UNITED STATES.

United States Motor Truck Co., Cincin

nati, O.

Models—Two chassis models, 2 tons and

3 tons capacity. Two-ton truck has motor

with bore and stroke of 4% x 5% inches,

block-cast cylinders, motor speed under

control of automatic governor. Three-ton

truck has motor with cylinders of 4% x 5%

inches bore and stroke, cylinders cast in

pairs; automatic speed governor. Change

speed gearset of the sliding clutch type, in

both models, with gears always in mesh;

selective control. Final drive by side chains.

Demountable solid base tires on all models,

5. A. E. rims, single on front wheels and

dual on rear.

Prices—Chassis, with seat, painted, two

ton, $2,800; three-ton, $3,500.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Former 1%-ton model discontinued and re

placed by the new 2-ton model. All lamps

hung on spring brackets.

Selling Points—Engine on sub-frame with

three-point suspension, two of the points

being on coil springs. Three-point support

for gearcase, with 5-mch ball-and-socket

joints. Special protection against distortion

throughout chassis. Radiator on springs.

Specially effective brake equalizers.

S A N F O R D .

Sanford Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Models—One chassis model, capacity 1

ton; weight with body, 3,100 pounds.

\Vheelbase, 106 inches; tread, 56 inches.

Motor of the unit power plant type on

three-point suspension. Cylinders of the L

head type, cast in pairs: bore and stroke, 4

x 4% inches. Clutch, l6-disk, dry type, en

closed with flywheel in casing that connects

motor and gearcase. Gearset, three-speed

selective; final drive by side chains. Wheels,

wood artillery, special square-spoke type.

Tires, solid, 36 x 3% front and rear. Right

hand steer and control. Gasolene capacity,

14 gallons. 1

Prices—Chassis, $1,600 with

flare-side body, $1,750.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Wheel spokes made square instead of oval.

Selling Points—\Vell balanced construc

tion and consequent even distribution of

weight on tires, prolonging tire life. Chains,

Sprockets and roller bearings extra large

throughout; the chains are of the size gen

erally used for l%- and Z-ton trucks. Large

loading space and short wheelbase; the

truck is easy to handle in traffic, rides well

and runs quietly.

Equipment—Two side lamps, tail light

and complete set of tools.

stake or

V E L I E .

Velie Motor Vehicle Co., Moline, Ill.

Models—Four chassis models; .capacity,

1.500 pounds, 1 ton. 2 tons and 3 tons.
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VELlE REINFORCED FRAME

VVheelbases, 1,500-pound. 115 inches. 2-ton

and 3-ton, either 148 or 172 inches. Motor

in 1,500-p0und, 40 horsepower, four cylin

ders, 4% x 5% inches bore and stroke; in

2- and 3-ton, 4% x 5% inches bore and

stroke; cylinders cast in pairs. Disk

clutches and selectively controlled three

Speed gearsets in all models; shaft drive in

1,500-pound and side chains in 2- and 3-ton

models. Tires on smallest model, 34 x 4

pneumatic front and rear; on 2-ton, 36 x 5

single front and 36 x 3% dual rear, pneu

matic or cushion; on 3-ton, 35 x 5 single

front and 40 x 5 dual rear. solids. Gasolene

capacity of 2- and 3-ton. 15 gallons.

Prices—1,500-pound with open body, $1,

600; 2-ton chassis, $2,800: 3-ton chassis,

$3,350.

Changes from Previous Construction—

None.

Selling Points—Concentration of weight

on rear wheels, outside spring suspension

which lowers frame. unusually heavy fram

ing throughout, spring supported cradle for

radiator; pedal operated differential lock;

short turning radius.

Equipment—Lamps, horn and tools.

S A M P S O N .

United States Motor Co., New York.

Models—Four chassis models; capacity,

1,000 pounds, 1% tons, 3 and 5 tons; chassis

weights, 2,000, 4,200, 5,700 and 8,500 pounds

respectively. Wheelbases. 1,000-pound, 94

inches; 1%-ton, 110 inches; 3-t0n, 140

inches; S-ton, 155 inches. Treads, 56,58 and

66 inches, respectively, for the three smaller

sizes; on the 5mm 68 inches front and 72

inches rear. Motor in 1.000-pound, two

cylinder horizontal, opposed type. 18' horse

power, 434 inches bore and stroke; in 1%

ton, 25 horsepower, 4 cylinders cast in pairs,

4 x 5 inches bore and stroke; in 3-ton, 33

horsepower, cylinders cast in pairs, 4% x

5% inches bore and stroke; in S-ton, 40

horsepower, cylinders cast in pairs. 5 x 5%

inches bore and stroke. Power transmission

on 1,000-pound, dry disk clutch. three-speed

selective gearset and shaft drive; on 1%

ton, disk clutch running in oil, three-speed

selective gearset and side chains; on 3-ton,

disk clutch running in oil, three-speed se—

lective gearset and side chains; on 5-ton,

cone clutch with cork inserts, four-speed

selective gearset and side chain drive. All

side chains in metal casings. Tires on small

est model, 34 x 4 inch, pneumatic, front and

rear; 0n l%-ton, 32 x 4' front and 34 x 5

rear solids on 3-ton, 34 x 4 single front and

36 x 4 dual rear; on S-ton. 36 x 6 single

front and 36 x 6 dual rear. Gasolene capac

ity of 1.000-pound, 15 gallons; of two next

larger, 19 gallons; on S-ton. 30 gallons.

Prices—Chassis, 1,000-pound, $1,400; 1%

ton, $2,200; 3-ton, $3,400; S-ton, $4.700

Changes from Previous Construction

None.

Selling Points—Encased side chains, dif—

ferential locks, gear-shifting interlock, un

usual strength and accessibility of all parts,

motor and radiator on heavy spiral springs.

gearset and differential units on three-p01!"

suspension, very large bearings throughout

M E R C U R Y .

Mercury Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Models—One chassis model; capacity, l"

000 pounds. Motor, two horizontal OpPOSed

cylinders, 14 horsepower, 4% inches bore

and 4 inches stroke. Planetary change‘

speed gear in unit with motor; single lever

control. Final drive by side chains. From

wheels, 38 inches and rear wheels 40 incl"!5

in diameter; solid tires Gasolene capacitY

6 gallons.

Prices—\Vith open express body. $750

Changes from Previous Construction—

Roller instead of ball bearings for wheels

Selling Points—Interchangeability of fill

parts, guaranteed low tire cost, simplicity

of car throughout. high-grade alloy steels

employed. _

Equipment—Two oil dash lampS, tall

lamp, set of tools.

-;__.lt

'!
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W H I T E .

The White Co., Cleveland, 0.

Models—Four chassis models; capacity,

1.500 pounds. 1% tons. 3 tons and 5 tons,

rr~pectively “'heelbases, 120, 144. 144 and

102 inches, respectively. Tread. 56 inches

in two smaller models; in 3-ton truck. 65%

inche~ front and 613/; inches rear. measuring

to centers of inside tires; in 5-ton truck.

no‘r inches front and 61% inches rear,

measuring to centers of inside tires. All mo

lnh of the same construction, with block

mt cylinders of the L-head type. The same

motor is u~ed in the three smaller models;

‘00" and stroke. 3% x 5% inches. Motor of

S-tnn truck 4‘1 x 5% inches, bore and

-tmke Four-speed gearsets in all models:

\haft drive in two smaller machines and

~rile-chain drive on two larger. Wheels of

15") pound model. 34 inches, with 456-inch

pneumatic tires front and rear, of 15/3-ton

'Zmdt‘i, 36 inches from and rear with pneu

matic lites, 4%-inch single front and 4%

inrh dual rear; of the 3-ton model, 36 inches

tron! viiih 5-inch solid tires and 40-inch rear

\tnh 4-inch dual tires; and of 5-ton model,

.ihinches front with 5-inch single tires and

‘0 inches rear with 6-inch dual tires. Gaso

irne capacity of l.500-pound model, 14%

£1.11 n~; of lid-ton. 3-th and 5-ton, 18 gal

lnns

Prices—Chassis. 1.500 pound model. $2.

110.11}th model. 53,000; 3-ton model, $3;

7'". of S-ton model, 54,500.

Selling Points—Steel wheels on two lar

Rer models; pneumatic tires on two smaller

incdels. Four-speed gearsets on all models.

(Impact and clean motors with block-cast

cylinders; valve mechanism is completely

rt:'lo~ed.

Equipment—Smallest model. acetylene

itl'lllllhts and gas tank or generator, oil

:10? and tail lamps, horn. jack and tools.

lllhcr models. seat and cushion, side and

'all ml lamps, horn, jack, full tool equip

ment.

5 T A N D A R D .

Standard Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models-One chassis model: capacity 3

10M; chassis weight, 6.100 pounds. \Vheel

base. standard. 144 inches; longer and

shorter lengths to order. Motor, 40 horse

power. L~head type. bore and stroke 4% x

>1: inches. unit power plant. Multiple dry

disk clutch. three~speed selective gearset,

nnal drive through side chains. Wheels 36

inches in diameter all round with single 5

inch tires front and double 5-inch tires rear.

Tread of rear wheels. 71% inches; of from

wheels. 65 inches.

Pikes—Chassis. $2,750.

_Chlnles from Previous Construction—

.\oue

Selling .Points - Standard parts used

‘hmlhont. No radical features. Gov

rmtd motor, located under seat. Choice of

three wheelbasr: lengths besides standard

1 . .
1! extra cost). Lnit power plant. Center

control

MOTOR WORLD

Equipmenh—t )il side and tail lamps. horn.

tools, tool box. jack and oil can.

U N I V E R S A L .

UniVersal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich,

Models—Three chassis models; capacity

l. 2 and 3 tons. Wheelbases, l-ton, 124

inches; 2-ton. 1.20 or 132 inches. optional;

3-ton. 132 or 150 inches. optional. Motor,

l-ton. cylinders of the L-head type. cast in a

single block. 333 x 5 inches bore and stroke,

30 horsepower. The 2-t0n and 3~tnn trucks

have the same 36-horscpowcr motor with

T-head cylinders cast in pairs. 4 x 5% inches

bore and stroke, and also the some dry disk

clutch. three-speed selectively controlled

gearsct and side chain final drive. The l

ton truck has a single plate dry disk clutch,

three-speed selective gearset and worm

drive, to full-floating rear axle. Wheels, 1

truck. 34 diameter with 3%ton incl'cs

  

RADIATOR MOUNTINGUNIVERSAL

inch tires front and 5-inch rear. \thels on

Z-ton, 36 inches in diameter with 4-inch

single tires front and 3-inch duals rear.

Wheels of 3-ton. 36 inches in diameter, with

5-inch single tires front and 4-inch duals

rear. Gasolene capacity. all models, 22 gal

lons.

Prices—Two-ton cliassis,\either wheel

base length. $2.750: 3-ton chassis. either

wheelbase length, $3,400.

Selling Points—In two larger models.

radiator is placed back of engine. where it

is protected; motor is easy of access. Mo

tors under control of automatic governors

built into the crankcase and inaccessible to

drivers; in all models. compact. clean~de

signed motors hung on three-point suspen

sions; silent worm drive on l-ton model.

eliminating chains and chain noises.

Equipment—Three oil lamps. horn. jack.

and set of tools.

G M C

General Motors Truck Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Models—Three chassis models. capacity

1%, 2 and 3% tons. Wheelbases. 126. 142

and 138 inches. respectively: chassis

weights. 4.070. 5.050 and 6.500 pounds. re

spectively. Motor in l%-ton. four cylinders.

block-cast. T-head type. 4 x 6 inches bore

and stroke. Motor in Z-ton. four cylinders,

illOCk'FaFt. valves in heads. 3'4 x 5% inches

.[Qn, four CY]:

. 3,Motor in /z x ahore and stroke. F

inders cast in pairs. L-head typmdigear'

inches bore and stroke. Tthree-splelemOdds.

sets and side chain final drive in a t and

Tires on Iii-ton. 34 x 3 inchesfrclm from

36 x 4 rear: on Z-ton. 34 x 4 sing e36 x 5

and 36 x 3% dual rear; 01'; 3%-ton.

le front and 36 x 4 dua rear. _

sl"filmy—Chassis. l%-ton, $2.073;

54/50; 3%»ton. $3.700.

Equipment'Threc orl lamps. h

and set of tools.

240"!

am, jflCk.

 

HEWITT.

Hewitt Motor Co., N

els; capacity. in

and

ew York.

Models—Ten chassis mod

tons. l. 1%. 2. 2V}, 3%, 4%, 5% long

short. 7. and 10. Wheelbase and tread of l

and 11,3-ton. 106 inches and 60 inches; 2

ion. 112 inches and 60 inches; ZM-ton. 136

inches and 60 inches; 3f/z-ton. 128 inches

and 68 inches; 4y3- and Sii-ton. 138 or 140

inches and 68 inches; 7-ton, 138 inches and ‘

68 inches, and lO-ton, 138 to 164 inches and

68 inches. Motor in l- and l%-ton. four

cylinder, 17 horsepower. 3% X 4% bore and

stroke; in 2- and 2%»ton, horizontal. two

Opposed cylinders, 24 horsepower. 5%-inch

bore and 5-inch stroke; in 3%, 4%. 5%. 7

and lO-ton. four‘cylinder, 40 horsepower;

bore and stroke. 4% x 6. Three-speed se'

lective gearsets and cone clutches in l. 1%.

3%. 4%-t0n and longer wheelbase in 5%

ton models. Two-speed planetary in 2 and

2%. short wheelbase in 5%. 7 and lO-ton.

Final drive by side chains in all models.

Wheels and tires. l-tnn, 36 x 35/; front and

36 x 4 rear; 1%-ton. 36 x 4 front and 36 x

4;; rear; 2'ton. 34 x 4 front and 34 x 3%

rear, latter dual blocks; 2%-ton. 34 x 5

front and 34 x 4 dual blocks rear; 3'4-tori.

34 x 3% front and 40 x 4 dual rear. all block

type; 4113-ton, 34 x 4 front and 40 x 5 rear.

all dual blocks; 5%-ton. longer wheelbase.

34 x 5 front and 40 x 6 rear, all dual blocks;

Sl/rton.

and 36 x 6 rear. all dual blocks; 7-ton. 36

x 5 front and 36 x 7 rear, all dual blocks;

and 10-ton. 36 x 5 front and 44 x 7 rear. all

dual blocks.

Prices—l-ton chassis, $1,800; 1%-ton, $2..

100; Z-ton. $2,500; Zlé-ton, $2,700; 3%-t0n.

$3.500; 416-ton. $4.000; 5%-ton, either

wheelbase. $4,500; 7-ton, $5,000; lO-ton. $5,.

500.

Changes from Previous Construction

None.

Selling Points—Wide range of models. in

cluding lO-ton capacity; extremely strong

construction; heavy duty planetary trans

missions. powerful and unusually efiicient

and economical motors.

Equipment—Three oil lamps. horn and

tools.

 

PIERCE-ARROW.

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co., Butl'alo. N. Y.

Models—One chassis model; capacitv 5

tons. \Vheelbase 156 inches. tread 69 inches.

 

shorter wheelbase. 36 x 4 front.
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Motor, 38 horsepower, A. L. A. M. rating,

four pair-cast cylinders of 4% x 6 inches

bore and stroke. Cone clutch, three-speed

selectively controlled gearset and worm

drive to rear axle. Tires, 36 x 5 single front

and 40 x 6 dual rear. Gasolene capacity, 25

gallons.

Price—Chassis, $4,500.

Changes from Previous Contsruction—

Only in minor details.

Selling Points—\Norm drive, flexible

frame with power plant and gearbox mount

ed on three-point support, load balanced

over rear wheels, with front wheel load

practically constant, making easy and uni

form steering; noiseleSs running, excep

tionally good material employed.

Equipment—Three oil lamps, horn, jack,

and set of tools.

GRAMM-BERNSTEIN.

Gramm-Bernstein Co., Lima, 0.

Models—Two chassis models; capacity 2

tons and 3% tons. \Vheelbase of 2-ton

truck, 128 inches; tread, 64 inches front

and 67% inches rear. Wheelbase of 371-th

truck, 140 inches; tread, 67 inches front

and 69% inches rear. Chassis weights, 5,

300 pounds and 7,000 pounds, respectively.

The same motor is installed in both modelsv

Cylinders of L-head type are cast in pairs;

bore and stroke, 4% x 572 inches; fitted

with governor which holds the speed down

to a maximum of 1,000 revolutions per min

ute. Multiple dry disk clutch and three

speed individual dog-c‘utch gearset. Final

drive by roller side chains. Transmission

system the same in both cars except for

dimensions. “Wheels in both models 36

inches front and rear. Tires on 2-t0n truck,

4 inches single front and 3% inches dual

rear; on 3%-ton truck, 5 inches single front

and 5 inches dual rear. Gasolcne capacity

in both models, 20 gallons; tanks hung at

rear of chassis.

Prices—Two-ton chassis, $2.600; 3V1-ton

chassis, $3,400.

Changes from Previous Construction

Both entirely new models.

Selling Points—Long-stroke governed

motor, individual clutch gearset with roller

and ball bearings throughout; gears al

ways in mesh. Motor mounted on spring

supported sub-frame; motor starter, elim

inating cranking.

Equipment—Gray & Davis electric start

ing and lighting system. electric lamp with

extension cord, electric horn, set of tools,

and jack.

T R A N S I T .

Transit Motor Truck Co., Louisville, Ky.

Models—Four chassis models of l, 2, 3%

and 5 tons capacity. \Vheelbase of 1 ton

chassis, 110 inches; all other models, 144

inches. Chassis weights, 1 ton, 3,700

pounds; and S-ton, 6,200 pounds. All motors

of the L-head type, four cylinders. One

ton and 2-ton trucks have 30 horsepower

motor with bore and stroke of 3% x 5%

  

inches; 3V1-ton truck has 45 horsepower

motor with bore and stroke of 4% x 5 inch

es, and S-ton truck has 55 horsepower mo

tor with bore and stroke of 4% x 5%

inches. Final drive by side chains in all

models.

Prices—One-ton chassis, $1.850; 2-ton

chassis. $2,850; 3%-ton chassis, $3.500; 5

ton chassis, $4,500.

Changes from Previous Construction

Auxiliary springs on all models, 5. A. E.

bands on demountable- rims, and larger

rear wheels on the 5-ton truck.

Selling Points — Three-point radiator,

sub-frame and jackshaft suspension, supple

mentary springs front and rear, sealed gov

ernors on all motors, enclosed steel cab for

the driver.

Equipment—Three Oll lamps. horn, jack

and set of tools.

 

M A C K .

International Motor Co., New York.

Models—Seven chassis models; capacity,

1, 1%, 2, 2%, 3%, 5 and 7 tons. Three

 

 

   

 

 

  

MACK RIBBED BEVEL GEAR

smaller sizes built with wheelbases optional,

ranging from 126 to 162 inches. Motor in

three smaller trucks, four cylinders. pair

cast, 4y; x 5% inches bore and stroke. Mack

gearset in all models; selective control,

gears always in mesh. Final drive by side

chains.

Selling Points—Unusually wide range of

sizes and capacities, providing trucks for all

classes of service; heavy and extremely sub

stantial gearset; very strong construction

throughout.

Equipment—Three oil lamps, horn, jack,

and full set of tools, spare valves, springs,

spark plugs, bolts and nuts, etc.

 

A D A M S .

The Adams Bros. Co., Findlay, O.

Models—Two chassis models; 1 ton and

1% tons capacity. Wheelbase, 121 or 136

inches, optional. the same in both models.

Tread. 56 inches. The same 30~horsepower

motor is used in both models, which are

alike except in strength and weight of

load-carrying parts. Cylinders of the L

head type, block-cast; bore and stroke, 3%

x 5 inches. Clutch, dry disk. Three—speed

selective gearset and side chain final drive.

Left steer and center control. \Nheels on 1

ton truck, 36 inches front and rear; tires,

3%-inch front and rear. Wheels on l%-ton

model, 36 inches front and rear; tires, 3%

inch single front and 3-inch dual rear. Gas~

olene capacity, 15 gallons, both models.

Prices—One-ton chassis, either wheel

base length, $2,IOO; l%-ton chassis, either

wheelbase length, $2,300

Changes from Previous Construction—

Practically none.

Selling Points—Accessibility of motor due

to radiator being placed behind; hood. of

Renault type, opens backward; radiator pro

tected and engine kept clean; left steer and

center control; clutch will start the car

gradually, even if let in suddenly. Magneto

and water pump at front of motor driven

by cross shaft; combined oil filler and

gauge at front.

Equipment—Three oil lamps, set of tools,

jack and horn.

P A T H F I N D E R .

Motor Car Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Models—One chassis model; capacity,

1,500 pounds. \Vheelbase, l20 inches; tread,

56 inches. Motor“ placed under hood in

front; 40 horsepower; four block-cast cyl

inders, L-head type; 4%, x 5%, inches bore

and stroke. Motor, clutch and gearset com—

bined in unit plant. Cone clutch, three

speed selectively controlled gearset and

shaft drive. Wheels, 34 inches front and

rear. with 4-inch pneumatic tires.

Price—With panel body, $2,000.

Selling Points—Advantages of pleasure

car construction combined with the sturdi

ness required to carry a load of 1,500 pounds

at good speed. Very attractive finish.

 

OLD RELIABLE.

Old Reliable Motor Truck Co., Chicago, Ill.

Models—Three chassis models; capacity,

2, 4 and 5 tons, respectively; wheelbase of

4- and S-ton, 126 inches; tread, 66 inches.

Motor in 2-ton, T-head type, bore and

stroke 4% x 5 inches; on the two other

models, T-head type, cylinders cast in pairs,

bore and stroke. 4% x 5% inches, 45 horse

power. Motors located under footboards.

Multiple disk clutches, selectively con

trolled three-speed gearscts and side chain

final drive in all models. Tires of S-ton

truck, 36 x 6-inch single front and 36 x 6

dual rear. Gasolene capacity of 4- and S-ton,

30 gallons.

Prices—Chassis, 2-ton, $2,750; 4-ton, $4,

000; 5-ton, $4.500.

Selling Points—Substantial construction

along standard lines; moderate over-all

length in proportion to wheelbase; cab for

driver; powerful long-stroke motors.

 

S U L L I V A N .

Sullivan Motor Car Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Models—Two chassis models; capacity,

1,000 pounds and 1,500 pounds. respectively

_._A
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i‘iheelbase of smaller car. 93 inches; the

i-‘Rf model is built in four wheelbase

ashlar-93. 105, 111 and 117 inches. Motor

:\ horizontal. with two opposed cylinders,

fiscal under hood in front with cylinders

are”; bore and sll'OkC each 4% inches;

2 nepower 18. The same motor is used in

on motleh, as well as the same cone

.-:':\. two-speed planetary gear shaft drive

1 ,ackat. and side chain final drive.

ittteh tn both models. 36 inches in diam

eter with 21 3~inch solid tires in front and

3 ultra rut.

Prices—lflllpound chassis, 8925; 1.500

;Md elm-is. with 93~inch or 105~inch

Ilittlbm. $925; 1,500~pound chassis with

Ill-inch or ll7-irrrh wheelbase. $950.

Changes from Previous Construction—

llmltt axles. large Raymond brakes on

uhhaft. double universal joint between

"at and pclrsliaft instead of single joint.

iflllillllifilllfl bolted to iackshaft. larger tires

:r. rear wheels.

Selling Points—Simplicity of construc

“r. ind Itrtislblllly of all parts. ample

MOTOR WORLD

power for loads carried. choice of various

wheelbase lengths; builders have been in the

carriage business for 30 years and furnish

bodies of all kinds.

Equipment-Three oil lamps, horn and

tools.
 

S C H A C H T .

Schacht Motor Car Co., Cincinnati, 0.

Models—Six chassis models, 1.500 pounds,

1,800 pounds, 1, 2, 3 and 4 tons capacity.

Wheelbases, 1,500-pound, 120 inches; 1,800—

pound and l-ton, 138 inches; Z-ton, 132

inches; 3-ton and 4-ton, 144 inches. The

same motor is used in all models. Horse

power. 45 to 50; bore and stroke. 4% x 51/:

inches; block-cast cylinders. The two

Smaller models are shaft driven, the l-ton

truck \vorm driven and the 2. 3 and 4-t0n

trucks and driven by side chains and jack

shaft.

Prices—1.500-pound, with delivery body.

$1,600; 1,800-pound. with delivery body.

$2.000; l-ton chassis, $2.300; 2-ton chassis,

[on chassis.

$2.800; 3-ton chassis. $3.100: 4

3,300. . _ ms Changes from Previous Construction

Larger and more pOWerful motor; fthleeei

bearing instead of Z-bearing cranksha t,Thc

lular radiators and

worm drive l-ton truc

left-hand steer.

k is a new model.

LITTLE GIANT.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. Chicago, Ill.

Models—One chassis model; capacity 1

ton; weight, 2,100 pounds; wheelbase. 91

inches. Motor, two-cylinder horizontal. op

posed cylinders, 18-20 horsepower; bore: 5

inches; stroke, 4 inches. Multiple. disk

clutch. planetary gearset and final (“NC by

side chains. \Vood wheels, with 2-inch tires

front and ZLé-inch rear, solids. Gasolene

capacity, 81/; gallons.

Prices—\Vith open flare body, $1.100.

Selling Points—Simple and powertul

tor, adaptability to various bodies and

classes of service, efficient lubricating sys

tem, with piston pump for circulating orl.

m0'

Electric Commercial Vehicles

A T L A N T I C .

Atlantic Vehicle Co., New York.

[adds—Four ehas<t= rtiorlel~; capacity.

‘- 1. 3'; and 5 tons. respectively. Wheel

5116.105. 115%. 135 and 144 inches. re

nertmly chivls weights with regular

runny equipment. 4,400. 5.700. 7.700 and

CW pounds. re~pective1y. Single motor

the: £1 'tioilels: transmission. motor to

r'rlstatr by \lltlll chain. encased. and jack

i'titt tr rut wheels by roller chains. Stan

Erik-v.1 equipment. 1 ton. 44 cells. 13

.‘-' u. 44 cells. 17 plates; 3'/rton.

44 -..\.’l flutes; S-ton. 44 cells. 25 plates.

'- .sttrnes regular equipment; other

nit: Wheels and tires: l-ton. 34

'- . 'hi:' and 36 it 4 rear: Z-ton. 34 X 4

l' " in. Sr x 3 dual rear: 3%-ton. 36 x

‘ :1441 x 4 dual rear' S-ton, 36 x 6

" 1' 1:1 4" \' 5 dual rear.

.h?4_‘-l$\l‘ with battery. 1-t0n. $2.

" ~-l'l' sum; 3}‘~ton. $3.500; 5-t0n.

it |[

I Points—404mb rear Wh€€l> on

" '-'-'r Mdeli; ir'eversihle. very easy

I :1: stvrerrnr gear on all models; maxi

iH. ten rear wheels: exceptionally

- '- from:

V ' t~.~\mpete-h0ur meter. side and

_- -\"-:*.e1tctrie bell and set of tools.

“M,

FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE.

Fur-Wheel Drive Auto Co., Clintonville,

Wis.

“albino chassis models; capacity.

_-h::tll:t tons. \l’heelbase. lli-ton, 124

await 5ion. 125 inches; tread 56 inches

mm T htitor in smaller model, 29 horse

“ h-l 3:614 We. cylinders 4% x 5 inch~

Mmdmfn. 36 horsepower, T-head type.

H" _ K X 5%. Governors on both mo—

' W from motor through multiple

 

disk clutch to three-speed gearsct of the

individual jaw clutch type, with gears al

ways in mesh; silent chain to longitudinal

shaft which drives both front and rear

axles through bevel gears; difi'crential in

sitle chain case on longitudinal shaft and

also on both live axles. Tires on 1%-ton, 36

x 4 inches front and rear; on 3-ton, 36 x 5

lllt‘llQ> front and rear.

Prices—Chassis, 1V2-t0n, $3.600;

$4.000.

Selling Points—Drive through all four

wheels, giving maximum traction; weight

equally distributed and all weight available

for traction; gears always in mesh; full

tloating axles front and rear; two separate

~cts of brakes for each pair of wheels; brak

ing effort equally distributed over all four

wheels.

Equipment—Three oil lamps, jack. horn.

and set of tools.

3-ton.

 

S T U D E B A K E R .

Studebaker Corporation, Detroit. Mich.

Models—Six standard electric models

with four different power plant equipments

for each; one gasolene light delivery car

on 20-horsepower pleasure chassis. Electric

cars not rated according to ordinary

capacity ratings, but the line includes vehi

cles capable of carrying from 500 pounds to

5 tons. Single motor drive with gear first

reduction and final drive through side

chains in all models. Tires on the various

models are as follows Model 25 (smallest),

36 x 2% front and 42 x 2% rear; model 26.

36 x 3 front and 42 x 3 rear; model 27, 36

x 4 front and 42 x 4 dual rear; model 28,

36 x 5 single from and 42 x 3% dual rear;

model 23, 36 x 6 single front and 42 x 4

thin] rear; model 24, 36 x 7 single front and

42 x 4 dual rear. \thelbases, 74. 92. 111,

113. 113 and 112 inches, respectively.

Changes from Previous Construction—

None.

Selling Points—The line is sufficiently

comprehensive to give any carrying capac

ity within the limits; any desired speed or

mileage can be had by varying the battery

equipment, for which special provision is

made; all parts tirade in the Studebaker

factory; simplicity is a special feature; large

wheels in all models.

GENERAL VEHICLE.

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N.Y.

Models—Six electric chassis models; ca

pacity. 750 pounds. 1.000 pounds. 1 ton. 2

runs. 3"; tons and 5 tons. Wheelbase and

trend. of 750-pnund wagon. 74 and 52 inches.

respectively; of 1,000-pound \VZlfiOI‘l.and 55 inches; of 1-tnn wagon. 102 and 60

inches; of Z-ton truck. 111% and 61 inches;

of 353-ton truck, 126 and ()5 inches; of 5

tnn truck, either 130 or 139 and 69 inches.

Single G. E. motor in all models. driving

by silent chain to c0unter~haft and side

chains to rear wheels; motor. first reduc

tion, chain and countershaft enclosed. G. E.

continuous torque controller.

Changes from Previous Construction-—

None.

Selling Points——All models standardized.

Twelve years experience building electric

trucks: all parts readily accessible: only

one motor to care for; economical opera

tion and simplicity of control.

B A K E R .

Baker Electric Vehicle Co., Cleveland, 0.

Models—Five chassis models: capacity.

500 pounds, 1,000 pounds. 1. 2 and 4 tons.

\\’hee1hases: 500—p0und. 85 inches. 56-inch

tread: 1.000-pound. 102 inches. 56-inch

tread; l-ton. 120 inches, 64-inch tread: 2
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FIVE~TON \NAVERLEY ELECTRIC TRUCK CHASSIS

ton. 135 inches, 68-inch tread. The largest

model is a tractor and is designed for haul

ing trailers. W'heelbase to suit conditions.

All models have single motor, driving

through silent chain, encased, to jackshaft,

and by side chains to rear wheels. Bat

teries in all but tractor, 42 cells; number of

plates per cell, 9 for the two smaller sizes

and 13 and 17, respectively, for the 2- and

4-ton; for the tractor. battery is installed

to suit working conditions. Tires, 500

pound, 34 x 3-inch solid all round; 1,000

pound. 36 x 31/; solid all round; l-ton, 36

x 4 single front and 36 x 3 dual rear; 2-ton,

36 x 6 single front and 36 x 3% dual rear.

On tractor, to suit service.

Prices—Chassis, 500-pound, $1,800; 1

000-pound, $1,900; 1-ton, $2,200; 2-ton, $3,

100; 4-t0n (tractor), $3,500.

Selling Points —— Conservative design.

without radical features; uniform design

throughout the line; single motor, affording

the simplest power equipment; quiet and

efficient driving system; accessibility of

working parts.

Equipment—Lamps, horn, hub odometer,

and tools.

M & P

M 8: P Electric Vehicle Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Two chassis models; capacity,

1,000 and 2,000 pounds. Weight, with panel

bodies, 3.000 pounds and 3,900 pounds, re

spectively. Wheelbases, 100 inches and 112

inches; tread. 56 inches in both models.

Same motor in both models; 80 volt, 3O

ampere, ball-bearing armature shaft. Motor

located under driver’s seat, driving to jack

shaft through propeller shaft with two uni

versal joints; final drive by side chains.

\Viring, resistance, switches and connec

tions under driver’s seat, near motor. Bat

tery, 40 cells, 9 plates. in 1,000-pound; 40

cells, 13 plates. in 2-000-pound. Wheels and

tires, 33 x 3 solid front and rear on 1.000

pound; 34 x 4 solid front and tear on 2,000

pound.

Prices—Chassis, 1,000-pound. $1,450; 2,

000-pound, $1,850.

Selling Points—Motor, wiring and all

electrical connections very accessible;

weight equally distributed; easily handled

battery; car made from standard parts

throughout; short wiring, the longest wire

being 36 inches long; special spring con

struction.

 

W A V E R L E Y .

The Waverley Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Models—Six chassis models; capacities.

600 pounds. 1,000 pounds, 1 ton. 2 tons, 31/1

tons and 5 tons. Chassis weights, 1,000

pound truck, 2,975 pounds; 2-ton truck, 5.

200 pounds; 3l/z-ton truck, 7,200 pounds;

5-ton truck, 9,700 pounos. \Vheelbases. 600

pound, 87 inches; 1,000-pound and l-ton.

971/; inches; 2-. 31/; and S-ton, 114. 118

and 136 inches, respectively. Tires: 600

pound. 32 x 2% front and rear; 1,000-pound.

32 x 3 front and 36 x 3 rear; 1-ton. 32 x 3%

front and 36 x 3% rear; Z-ton, 36 x 4 sin

gle front and 36 x 3% dual rear; 3%-ton.

36 x 6 single front and 36 x 3% dual rear:

5-ton, 36 x 7 single front and 36 x 5 dual

rear. Single motor drive in all models. The

three smaller models have silent chain drive

from motor to jackshaft and herringbone

gear drive from jackshaft to full floating

rear axle. The 2-, 3V;— and 5-ton trucks have

propeller shaft and bevel gear drive to

countershaft and side chains to rear wheels.

Standard lead battery equipment, 600

pound. 28 cells, 13 plates; 1,000-pound, 42

cells. 11 plates: l~ton, 42 cells. 13 plates:

2-ton. 42 cells, 17 plates; 3&5-ton. 42 cells.

21 plates; and 5-ton, 42 cells, 25 plates.

Prices—With battery and panel body,

oOO-pound wagon, $1,800; 1,000-pound

wagon. $2,250; l-ton wagon. $2,400; or $2,

250 with stake body; Z-ton truck chassis,

$3.000; 3%-ton chassis. $3,500; 5-t0n chas

sis. $4.000. Special battery equipment at

special prices.

Changes from Previous Construction—

Single motor drive instead of two motors

in larger models, new construction of trans

mission mechanism and new motor posi

tions. longer contact surfaces in controller

switches.

Selling 'Points—Light models have im

proved silent, efficient drive, completely en

closed, and full-floating axles; all parts pro

tected. rear axle cannot be thrown out of

line, all models are of extremely substantial

construction and built of the best materials,

ball-bearing armature shafts, bridge con

struction under battery cradles, ample brak

ing surfaces. and facility of operation; very

high mileage per battery charge.

Equipment — Heavy trucks, electric

gong, electric lights and tools. Light mod

els. electric bell, electric lights, storm front

and side curtains, and tools.

W A L K E R .

Walker Vehicle Co., Chicago.

Models—Five chassis models; capacity.

1.000 pounds, 1 ton, 2 tons, 2% tons, and

3'0 tons. \\’heelbase, tires, battery equip

ment and other details to suit requirements

of service. Single motor drive; motor en

closed in rear axle and driving to internal

gears in rear wheels through balanced sys

tem of gears.

Selling Points—Balanced drive which is

extremely efficient, because side thrust and

friction are practically eliminated; all work

ing parts enclosed, the motor in the axle

and the gearing in the wheels, which are

oil-tight and dustproof; high mileage ca

pacity because of high efficiency of drive;

accessibility of motor and gearing; ball

bearing hollow armature shaft; adaptabil

ity of the machine to all classes of service.
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Engine Starting and Lighting Devices

T" "We Who last year \i:\\'cd lite \ht).\'$

with ‘ ' .a nISCrrtttng eye. the great develop

"r h . ' ~ - ~nt saith is apparent in electric light

"'4 “'4 "time starting systems very lik:ly

“'l.‘ , w' - . .

r unsiderahly less ot a surprise tnau

no 'I
l “' - .

" ’f 1" Hillel's who were inclined to

a"; plainly apparent tL'lldl‘nClL‘s on

!\' ' p e I

'5‘"! that enthusiauu for the t'ien

\l Latrttuely new equipment of the kind

I» turning jttst a little bit too high (0 l’i‘

{'"tntly healthy. And yet the P3at Year

v we. no little hacksliding in the rank?

'l the . .
manufacturers of acetylene and air

1’1 '3 r ' 3' ll-imtal starters. and the advances

r- 1 '
. lute been made by the manutac

\2‘frl ' v ' ' I

"t electrical equipment are out 0!

if 9

' I.“ "Inn ‘|,I'Ffr\

retrogression of the

it Is 'needless to p0|nt out that everything

lighting and

startingr ~ apparently little

place for other equipment designed'to per

form the manifold functions of the electrical

apparatus. Notable advances have

made, of course, m the production of elec

next year will he electric

there will he

been

tric lighting apparatus alone—several new

systems, among which are the Bijur and the

Disco, have been developed within the year

—-though the most notable feature is the

greatly increased number of electric engine

starting systems which have been brought

out.

In several instances these new systems

are of the combined electric lighting and

engine starting type and are new through

out. such. for instance. as the Otho and

the Bijur. the Elyria-Dean and the Disco.

though in an equally great number of cases,

the addition of electric starting equipment

to an already well established line of light

ing apparatus marks the advance which has

been made.

l’rominent among the new electric engine

starting systems that have been developed

within the )‘ear and added to electric light

ing equipment long since well known, is the

Gray & Davis, the Esterline, the Auto

Liter. the Rushmore, the Remy and the

Ward Leonard. All of these systems are of

the two-unit type with the motor and the

generator separate, though in at least one

case, that of the Remy Electric Co.._a new

system of both single and two unit types

has been added.

Coincident with the development of elec

tric lighting systems there has come also

a stimulation of the production of electric
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lamps and a general refinement of designs

which is having no particular difficulty in

keeping step with the demand for lamps

that are exclusively electric in appearance

as well as in construction. The most no

table tendency is toward water and dirt

proof construction, the end being attained in

a variety of ways; nickel plate finish appar

ently is increasing in popularity.
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SEVEN OF THE COMBINED ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND ENGINE

A U T O - L I T E R .

Electric Auto-Liter Co., Toledo, 0.

Models—Two models, one a plain electric

lighting generator and the other a lighting

and starting system of the two-unit type

in which generator and motor are sep—

ztrate.

Features—The generator is of the perma

nent magnet type, regulation being effected

by governing the speed of the armature, a

centrifugally operated friction clutch being

employed for the purpose; the cut-out is of

the electro-magnet type and is contained in

a housing within the arch of the magnets.

In the lighting and starting system, the

motor is of the series wound type.

 

B R I G G S .

Briggs Magneto Co., Elkhart, Ind.

Models—Three models, one each com

bined lighting and ignition, combined light

ing and starting and combined lighting,

starting and ignition.
 

A D L A K E .

Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago, Ill.

Models—One model electric lighting sys

tem, consisting of dynamo, regulator, fuses,

switches. etc.

Features—Dynamo is a compact shunt

Wound machine in which current regulation

is obtained by a combined electric and

mechanically operated rheostat which in

serts resistance in the field to maintain the

current output constant.

B I J U R.

Bijur Motor Lighting Co., New York City.

Models—One model combined electric

lighting and engine starting system in which

the motor and the generator are separate

units.

Features—Dynamo is of the shunt wound

type with automatically controlled current
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BIJUR GENERATOR UNIT

STARTING SYSTEMS

by means of a vibrator contained within the

casing, the purpose of which is to maintain

the current strength constant by momentar

ily inserting resistance in the field. Both

current controller and automatic cut-out

are of the electro-magnetic type; dynamo

may be driven from any convenient rotat~

ing shaft and is provided with integral gear

ing to ensure proper speed. Motor is of

the plain series wound type and is con

nected to the gasolene engine through gear

int;r cut in the periphery of the flywheel.

The system is new throughout.

ELYRIA-DEAN,

DYNALUX.

Dean Electric Co., Elyria, O.

OTHO,

Models—Two models of combined elec

tric lighting and engine starting systems

and one electric lighting system.

Features—In the Dynalux system, which

is for lighting only; the output of the gen

erator is maintained practically constant

by governing the speed of the armature;

up to certain speeds the armature is posi~

tively driven; when the speed becomes ex

cessive the connection between the engine

and the generator automatically is broken
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temporarily until the speed is reduced. The

tut-out is of the centrifugal type. In the

tube system. which is for combined light

ing and starting. the principal unit takes the

pface of the ordinary flywheel and serves

both as generator and motor; it is distinc

tive in that there is no rotating wiring, the

tmshes and the pole pieces being the only

rotating parts. Regulation is efiected

through the medium of an outside device

which automatically inserts resistance in

the field as the current strength builds up.

lathe Elyria'Dean lighting and starting

~_v-trm the generator and the motor are

separate units. the former being driven at

crankshaft speed. preferably front the pump

or magneto shaft, and the latter driving the

gasolene engine through the intermediary

ot' gearing on the flywheel or the crankshaft.

The motor is of the series type and is sup

plied in two sizes (both operating on six

roltsi, for motors up to 30 horsepower and

tor larger motors. Regulation of the gen—

erator 15 obtained by differential winding

and the cut—out is contained within the

Winter casing.

DEACO.

Detroit Electric Appliance Co., Detroit,

Mich.

Models—Two models, one a combined

:1‘ tennon magneto and electric lighting

gtrerator and the other a plain lighting gen

"for.

Fumes—The generator is of the coin

Iger'nantnt magneto and electric-mag

:e'. ‘type. regulation being effected by

.‘sm-t" one field against the other. for

“5161' purpose electro-magnets contained

"i "sent: uithin the arch of the mags

P"- -" employed: the cut-out is of the

"""s...ii,net type. The combined gen

' .mi rich ten~u~n magneto is e~<en

.Z‘e same to the generator except that

3 ‘ ‘tted with a distributer and the usual

mar-ti :-rt.ict breaker and conden~er.

l

H A R T F O R D.

I'llrtt'md Suspension Co., Jersey City. N- J

meT“" models. bOth two unit com

"pmc “mint; and engine starting

"Pi-e is to be built in place and

' "Tn-1) be attached to any exrsting

" "' “ ti‘t-ut material mechanical altera

' a
-

aimummnrhr dynamo is the same for

. "NH-"e and is of the constant speed

.' .2. ' .“m‘tt'usallr governed friction
. ‘H'mlf' ""Pl'iyed. The motor also is

“we tor both systems, though the

"3 "l attachment difi‘ers. In

to |
| r

'l

either,

It connected to the gasolene en

. 0 25 the intermediary ot' a double

.. 1b"?! cf'ml'imd SDI" and worm gear

:;,_:::::t°_b°'“3 alJt>ro.‘;imzttt:l_i.' 1.25 to l.

WWW-1"" Sit-tern. the motor is con

?“ r the piercinilne either through gearing

the irznkthaft'piiiriligf lin: “YWhWI m to

te— n", “mil; 0&1" and new sys

2 motor i~ attached to the

K” th":

MOTOR WORLD

chas~is frame and drives the gasolene mo

tor through the same type gearing attached

directly to the crank spindle. Both sys

tem~ operate on six volts. Both motors M6

L‘ttllipped with miniature flywheels, which

assist in maintaining their speed (which

is about 7,000 revolutions a minute) during

the moments when the pistons pass com

pression dead center.

D I S C O .

Ignition Starter Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Two models, one an acetylene

engine starter and the other an electric

lighting and engine starting system in

which the generator and motor are separate

units.

Features—Disco gas starter consists es

~entially of a rotary distributer valve to

be mounted on the dash, suitable piping and

check valve petcocks for insertion in the en

gine cylinders. The distributing valve has

  

DISCO DYNAMO

been improved to make it more positive and

the engine valves now serve. as printing

cups as well. and are so constructed that

they are sen-cleaning. The electric system

is of the two-unit type in which the motor

and the generator are separate. though they

are identical in external appearance. They

are exceptionally narrow to facilitate easy

mounting in places where space is restrict

ed; regulation is an inherent function of the

dynamo. The motor is of the series type

and is designed to operate on 1.3 volts, at

which pressure it is calculated to "spin"

heavy motors at the rate of 150 revolutions

a minute.

E S T E R L I N E .

Esterline Co., Lafayette, Ind.

Models—One model combined electric

lighting and engine starting system in

which the generator and the motor are sepa

rate units.

Features—The starting portion of the sys

tem is new. The generator is of the com—

bined permanent magnet and electro-ntag

net type and regulation is effected by bal

ancing the efiect of one against the other.

Three sizes of generators are made, running

at 1%, 2 and 21/; times crankshaft speed; 10

seconds running of the generator after nor

mal starts is sutlicicnt to replenish the bat

tery to its original state of charge. The

starting motor is geared to the gasolene

engine through dottble herringbone gears

of the \Veiss type, which will operate dry

' l ‘ 'l‘l i

t’Ol l 5.

Gray 8: Davis,

ModelsP—Two models, ' I

lighting and engine starting flhsuall)

the two-unit type, in which t 0

generator are separate.

Features-—Both syste Human"

toltS pressure; in both, dynamo re; f the

is obtained by governing the .5l)(’t'( or ’1‘

armature, the method embracing a ctnthc

""8311)’ operated friction clutch; 'as :hc

generator is of the shunt wound type. I 7

output z'iutt'nnatically is regulated according

to the load. The motor is of the series

wound tvpe in which the torque increa~c>

with theiload and operates on the nominal

pressure of six volts. The cut-out is ot the

The starting motor

h the

Boston, Mass.

combined electric

it, both ot

tor and

- s'xins operate 3* ~r

electro-magnetic type.

is geared to the gasolene motor throng

intermediary of gearing cut in the periphery

of the flywheel.

M O T S I N G E R.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co., Lafayette, Ind.

Models—One model low tension electric

lighting generator and sundry coils, switch

es. ignition apparatus and electric bulbs.

Features-The generator is of the plain,

lo\v tension, shunt wound type and is driven

by friction from the rim of the flywheel.

Current regulation is et’fectcd by governing

the speed of the armature. the clutch being

opcarted centrifugally. The generator may

be employed either in conjunction with a

storage battery or it may be used for the

lights directly, regulation being sufficiently

positive to ensure against the lamps either

tlickering. or burning out at t‘XL‘t‘\>l\'t‘ en

gine speeds. The Mot~inger charging board

is a simple device combining a meter and a

~witch for connecting and disconnecting the

dynamo and the storage battery.

N O R T H E A S T.

North East Electric Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Models—One model combined electric

lighting andengine starting system of the

single unit type in which the motor and

generator are combined.

Features‘ The principal unit serves alter

nately as generator and motor and is_ geared

to the engine through spur gearing which

automatically is altered by magnets to give

the proper ratios for starting and for charg~

ing. The motor-generator is driven and

drives through the intermediary of a "si

lent" chain to the crankshaft.

R E M Y .

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind.

Models—Four models, one plain lighting

system. one combined lighting and ignition

system and two combined lighting and en~

gine starting systems, one of the two-unit
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and one of the single unit type with com

bined generator and motor.

Features—The lighting dynamo is de

signed to carry a heavy lighting load at low

speed and to operate without the necessity

for gearing. Regulation is an inherent

characteristic of the machine and requires

no outside mechanical or electrical devices;

the combined lighting and ignition system

consists of the same generator equipped

with a contact breaker and distributor; a

separate coil is used to transform the low

tension current. In the two-unit type light

ing and starting system the same generator

is employed, the separate motor being

geared to the engine in a suitable manner.

In the single unit system the motor and

generator are combined in a single machine

which is geared to the gasolene engine

through the intermediary of a “silent” chain.

The dynamo portion of the unit is self-regu~

lating and entirely automatic. Two sizes

are supplied for engines of different powers

and each size is made in both round and

rectangular shapes to facilitate mounting.

S P L I T D O R F.

Splitdorf Electrical Co., Newark, N. J.

Models—One model electric lighting sys

tem consisting of generator, fuse box and

animeter.

Features——The generator is of the com

bined permanent magnet and electro-mag~

net type in which current control is ob

tained electrically by means of differential

windings contained in a housing within the

arch of the magnets. The cut-out is of the

electro-niagnet type: the battery is “floated

on the line.”

R U S H M O R E .

Rushmore Dynamo Works, Plainfield, N. J.

Models—Two models. one a plain elec

tric lighting system and the other a com

bined electric lighting and engine starting

sysltilil in which motor and generator are

separate units.

Features—The Rushmore generator is of

the shunt wound type in which output reg

ulation is governed by a “bucking” coil,

the insertion of which in the field, in turn,

is governed by the temperature, and there

fore the resistance of a small coil of iron

wire contained in a housing on the top of

the generator. In the combined lighting

and starting system the motor is separate

and is geared to the gasolene engine

through the flywheel. Its gears are auto

matically thrown in and out of engagement

by the depression of a button.

U. S. L.

United States Light 8: Heating Co., Niagara

Falls, N. Y.

Models—One model single unit combined

electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem.

Features—The single unit is a combined

generator and motor and is designed to take

the place of the ordinary flywheel. making

the latter unnecessary. The unit, therefore,

is direct connected, thus eliminating any

and all forms of gearing. Current regula

tion is obtained by varying the pressure

on a carbon pile. L'.S.L. storage batteries

(formerly National) for ignition, lighting

and starting and commercial vehicle work

also are produced in a variety of sizes and

types.

WARD LEONARD:

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville,

N. Y.

Models—Two models, one a plain light

ing system and the other a combined elec

tric lighting and engine starting system.

Features—The Ward Leonard dynamo is

a plain shunt wound machine in which cur

rent regulation is effected by momentarily

inserting a single step of resistance in the

field when the current passing through it

becomes 10 amperes; immediately the cur

rent drops to 9.9 amperes the resistance is

removed and the current strength becomes

greater again causing the resistance to be

inserted. The fluctuations are so rapid, how

ever, as to cause no appreciable flickering

in the lamps. The starting motor is a plain

series wound machine. The remainder oi

the system consists of a simple combined

rotary switch and junction box.

WESTINGHOUSE.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., East

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Models—One combined electric lighting

and ignition system, an electric vulcanizer.

a mercury arc rectifier and a mechanical or

vibrating alternating current rectifier.

Features—The combined lighting and ig

nition generator is distinctive in that it em

ploys a centrifugal cut-out switch and a new

type of ignition contact breaker in which

two contacts are employed. The electric

vulcanizer is of the orthodox pattern, as is

the mercury arc rectifier. The mechanical

rectifier is (it-signed for use in charging

three-cell storage batteries, such as are used

for ignition and starting. It consists essen

tially of a polarizing relay acted upon by

two alternating current magnets in such a

way that it vibrates in synchronism with the

alternations in the current and therefore re

verses the direction of the current reverses

so that pulsating direct current is obtained

at the terminals.

W A R N E R .

Warner Gear Co., Munice, Ind.

Models—One model spring engine starter

constructed under the Gardner patents.

Features—The starter consists essentially

of a heavy steel spring assembled in the

clutch housing and operated with clutch

pedal and gear shift lever.

Tires and Appurtenances

Non-skids, non-skids and still more non

skids, best represents the development of

the year so far as tires are concerned.

With practically no room left for the im

provement of the tires themselves, it has

appeared as if the factory wise men almost

have lain awake nights in their endeavor to

evolve something useful or ornamental, or

both, in the way of non-skid treads; they

have become almost epidemic.

No line is complete without at least one,

and so far as the tire exhibits at the shows

are concerned, nine-tenths of the novelty

will be contained in the varying designs of

non-skid treads, unless the Pennsylvania

oilproof tire and the Diamond and Good

rich cord tires be excepted; and, as a matter

of fact, the Diamond cord tire was privately

displayed at last year’s show. All that has

been said, of course, applies 'to pneumatics;

for the development of special cushion tires,

or special solid tires for electric pleasure

cars, has been sufiiciently plain at least to

justify remark. '

In the matter of inner tubes, there seems

to be a distinct inclination toward the use

of red rubber. The only new thing in the

line of tubes, however—and that is not

wholly new—is the Brown non-deflating

tube. There have been several “self-vul

canizing" patches evolved but the most

novel “healing” medium probably is the

Goodrich inner tube plug, which will be

presented for the first time. It makes use

of the puncture-closing principle employed

with single tube bicycle tires.

 

F I S K T I R E S .

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Types—Fisk Clincher, Fisk Q. D.. Fisk

Bolted-On and Fisk Dunlop, with plain,

Bailey or Town Car treads. Para inner

tubes.

Features—The Bolted-On tire is the dis

tinguishing member of the Fisk line, it be

ing so constructed that unless the bolts

which hold the retaining flange are removed

the tire cannot come off the rim, thus af

fording a factor of safety. At the same time,

ease of removal and replacement is claimed.

The Town Car tread is shown new. It con

sists of three rows of buttons, the two outer

rows being set upon a raised surface which

leave a wearing surface even after the but

tons are worn away.

The Fisk Clincher is designed to fit a one

piece clincher rim. The Fisk Q. D. is

made for use on a quick-detachable rim with

removable side flanges; this type differs

from the clincher in that it has a stiffer
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"SAFETY" TREAD l'TllJZl-Il) BY HOUDRICH AND DIAMOND COMPANIES

the non-expanding

'rtttt tubes are made of six plies of pure

' her. a construction designed to prevent

"it p'am in the tubing.

GOODYEAR TIRES.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.

TM-\1tilltlhl-Sldt, with plain or non

"'n's build ifllt‘llt' til’t‘s.

Futures~Ten per cent. oversize and the

l

\

'0’:

iv in! features mark this line. The

'-'st~ in building each tire one

'hari the ordinary size. so that

-'t'- “'ll much more air and durabil

'- \ ~ltiin-t‘ut feature rests in the

. "-t tires with straight sides and

' 'ier Qlllt‘ii'rft‘lélt‘llillllt.‘ flanges

~- 'hat the hook of the flange

' ." the base of the tire. When

- 'i'r sldc' bends oi er the round

'1 is not cut by the edge of the

'-n~l~ld road is m'ule up of

- r ~‘.~2-. lit lL'llt'ti to afford trac

'. ': rvsitidhng ability and at the

:t r 'th troken support to the

tires midt- by double-cure

‘ I

' u \_

n P ‘

5

.~

l-l---¢II

’

GOODRlCH TIRES.

R F. Gobdrich Co., Akron. 0.

Waffle tnr. Q. L1 and straightsside

'a-a thrill-studded or Bailey tread.

l'neuwattc, wireless. and block

- I has. Special electric tires.

Fawn—bafc'y straight'bar tread and

"i=3 Qualities. Cord tires, cord re

”.t 25' fabric of ordinary construction.

n * ’1’“ are demountable or pressed-on.

sin: .a airtth of application only: the

i "re it especially designed for this

class of service. A new development is a

Permanent Puncture Plug. which looks and

is inserted like a collar button. instantly

and permanently closing punctures. Another

new production is the Self-vulcanizing

Patch. which consists of a dollar-shaped

gray patch. of which one side is cured and

the other uncured. It is applied by press

ing the uncured side to the gztsolene-cleaned

surface of the tube. after which the tube is

inserted and inflated. the heat of the tire

completing the vulcanizing of the patch to

the tube. Price, $1 a dozen.

EMPIRE TIRES.

Empire Tire Co., Trenton, N. J.

Types—~Red and Gray, Clincher, Q. D.

and Straight-side. with plain or non-skid

tread.

Features—The distinguishing feature of

the Empire line is a new red rubber non—

skid tire with a new non-skid tread: the

red rubber. it is Claimed. givts greater resil

iency. heats less quickly and wears better

than a gray tire and is tlisttneti\ e in appear

ance; the tread is made up of four grooves

running circumferthially around the tire

and cut at intervals by diagonal grooves.

l’eerless red, extra heavy inner tubes are of

heavier build than the Standard Empire

tube. Besides the new red tire. there is the

regular line of gray tires with the new non

-kid tread.

DIAMOND TIRES.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, 0.

Types—Clincher, Q. D. and Fisk Heavy

Car Bolted-On, with smooth. studded, Bai

ley or Squegee treads; Silvertown cord

tires. Solid tires; inner tubes.

Features—Safety tread and Silvertown

cord tires; the former consists of successive

series of five finger-like projections each,

lying side by side and joined at their centers

by a narrow strip of rubber. The name is

derived from the likeness of the tread's

action to that of a Squegee street cleaner.

The Silvertown cord tire is made up of two

layers of overlying cords which are fas

tened to wire books embedded in the head.

Between each layer of cords is a layer of

rubber. Lightness, resiliency and lively

action of a car are claimed for this type.

The other Diamond types are in plain. stud

ded or Bailey tread. The Bolted-On is sim

ilar to the Fisk of that design, after which

it is named. Several sizes and types of

truck tire are presented.

FIRESTONE TIRES.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Types—Clincher, Q. l). Clincher and Q.

U. Straight Side. with plain or “Non-Skid"

treads. Special Electric (Pleasure); for

trucks. Continuous Base Notched Tread,

Hard Base Channel. llard Base European.

Heavy Duty and Clincher Cushion. Red

inner tubes.

Features—Red inner tube of biin quality

rubber is new. Line is distinguished by

tread made up of the words “Non-Skid."

This and the plain tread comprise the Fire

stone tire surfaces. Firestone cushion tires

for electric pleasure cars have double tread

and internal cavities. Firestone notched

tread tires are on a continuous base. the

latter feature being designed to eliminate

side abrasion from metal retaining plates.

such as are used in block tires. Hard Base

Channel type tires consist of a tough tread

united with a hard base and the whole vul

canized into a channel with saw-tooth base.

The European type is similar to the Hard
  

"CHAIN" TREAD NON-SKID EMPLOYED BY l'NtTl'll) STATES TIRE (‘0.
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NON-SKID TREAD DESIGN UTILIZED BY THE SHAWMI'T COMPANY

Base Channel kind, but is vulcanized to a

flat sub-base with dovetailing projections on

the surface. The Heavy Duty tire is made

strong by cross and side wires at the base.

Firestone Cushion tires have either clinch

er or straight sides and have a dual, round,

plain tread. The Special Electric is solid,

with side and cross wires at the base.

UNITED STATES TIRE CO.

United States Tire Co., New York City.

Types—Clincher. Q. D. and straight-side

with Nobby, Chain or plain tread. Block

and solid, single or dual, demountable truck

tires.

Features—Following the combination of

United States. G. & 1., Morgan 8: \Vright,

Hartford and Continental tires in the United

States Tire Co., all except the first two

brands have been dropped from the list.

and with them go the treads which served

to distinguish them. The two United States

types, Nobby and Chain treads. are fea

tured now. while the G. 8; J. is retained as

a special dealers' tire. The best construc

tional features in the discontinued tires have

been incorporated into the brands retained.

An extra large Nobby tread, .38 x 8. is

built for truck use. To the line is added

this year a block truck tire designed to

meet standard S. A. E. wheel specifications.

Special tires for electric vehicles also are

produced.

REPUBLIC TIRES.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, O.

Types—Clincher and Q. D. pneumatics,

plain or Staggard tread; electric pneumatic.

with Staggard tread; European type truck

tire, single or dual.

tubes.

Black-line red inner

Features—Staggard tread, which consists

of several circumferentially running rows

of finger-like projections upon the tread.

so set that the space between two projec

tions comes opposite the center of another,

thus affording gripping and non-skidding

ability. The Staggard feature is continued

in solid and pneumatic electric car types,

wherein the projections are larger and not

so numerous. In the heavy truck type the

Republic company has brought out a new

European type with rounded tread and the

base of the rubber set upon a corrugated

metal base with dovetailing projections.

Black-line red rubber inner tubes are

marked with a narrow black line which ex

tends spirally about the tube.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD

T I R E S.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., Akron, 0.

Types—Pneumatic tires with smooth,

Bailey or Kant-Slip treads; Sectional or

Block, Endless, and Side Wire, solid truck

tires; Kelly pure gum inner tubes.

Features—Kant-Slip tread is a new de

sign; it consists of a bead running around

the tire's greatest circumference with small

raised crosses at each side and at close in

tervals, affording gripping power. Other

pneumatic types in plain and Bailey treads.

and for Clincher or Q. D. rims.

The Kelly block or sectional tire is a

feature of the truck line; it consists of a

number of rubber blocks attached to the

rim in close proximity, in a single or in a

double row. Ease of renewal when a sec

tion gives out and greater length of life

through the absence of creeping or “bunch

ing" are advantages claimed.

Endless is a new truck tire; it has with

in the body and close to the wheel band sev

eral canvas—COvered wires which cause the

tire to hug the wheel and are intentioned to

prevent creeping. Bolted flanges at each

\idC prevent side movement.

The Side \Vire differs slightly from the

Endless. This has wires which pass across

through the tire’s base and are borne dawn

upon by circumferential wires at the sides,

but within the rubber.

WALPOLE TIRES.

Walpole Rubber Co., Walpole, Mass.

Types—Clincher and Q. D.

Features—Guarantee against stone bruise

and defective workmanship during 4.000

miles of travel. The construction which is

the basis for the stone bruise guarantee

consists of placing a gum breaker strip or

cushion between the fabric and the tread.

If; inch thick at the tread and tapering to

3/32 inch at the bead; also the tread is

heavy, being especially strong at the tire

sides, and measures % inch at the bead.

The use of pure Para rubber with this

method of building is claimed to give to

the tire sufiicient resiliency and stretching

ability or pliability to enable it always to

remain in contact with the fabric under

blows from stones.

SWINEHART TIRES.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. 0

Types—Pneumatic — Keaton DCPTCS>l0n

nan-skid or plain tread clincher and Q. D

‘Solid—Flanged, Clincher. Cellular and Spe

cial Electric Cellular truck tires.

Features—Keaton Depression tread for

pneumatic tires and the electric cellular tire

are new. _

Keaton Depressions are symmetrical.

kite~~haped depressions in the tread with B
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rtratght~ltne rut across tlte shorter diag

onal The claim is made for this construc

tion that chains are unnecessary.

The electric cellular tire consists of a

woes of tread-deep quarter-inch holes in

the solid tire. molded at an angle to the

ntrface of the tread so that suctional grip

ping power is available as the tread is

forced down upon the roadbed. This is sim

ihrto the larger and heavier cellular truck

me in which the depressions are Consider

lhly larger. Economy of current is claimed

int both.

OILPROOF VACUUM CUP

TIRES.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.

Types—Clincher and Q. D.. with Oil

prol. tacuum cup or smooth treads. De

taoumtile truck tires, with vacuum cup

trod

Futures—Originators of the vacuum cup

true the Pennsylvania company also

eu‘trd the method of oilprooting tires. It

“trim a composition of rubber and

 
 

The puncture-proof construction consists

of several layers of small. round metal

disks embedded in the tread and which

overlap but do not touch. being separated

by rubber. They are designed to prevent

an entering object from puncturing the

tread. These types are guaranteed for 3,500

miles. Leeland tires have not the metal

disks and are marketed without a warranty.

Inner tubes are of red I’ara rubber.

RACINE TIRES.

Racine Rubber Co., Racine, Wis.

Types—Quick detachable and Dunlop,

with plain or non-skid treads, including

Trusty tread.

Features—Trusty tread is new; it consists

of three rows of elongated rubber studs, the

center row being aligned with the circum

ference of the tire and the two outer rows

being set irregularly and so that the breaks

between studs in the inner and outer rows

do not come opposite each other. Tractional

and non-skidding qualities are claimed for

this construction, with a continual road

we»;

to 4 more than in the average pneumatic

tire. Durability and not speed is claimed

for this type. In addition there are the

ligltter Clinchers. Portage tubes are sold

in individual sealed boxes, assuring deliv

ery in the same condition as when the tube

leaves the factory. The Portage Loose Flap

is a protector which fits between the rim

and the tube and prevents pinching and

other damage.

SEAMLESS TIRES.

Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn.

Types—Clincher and Q. D., witlt plain,

Safety or Nutty tread. Red and gray Scam

lcss inner tubes.

Features—Nutty tread is new; it is of

fered with straight-side or clincher tires and

consists of a collection of studs --i hexag

onal nut shape so grouped that \at'ttttin de

pressions are formed as the studs are com

prcsst-d in travel. Straight-side tire Ill“) is

new; it is supplied either in the Illll or the

new trend. The Seamless Safety trend of

former years consists of a serie- of tut- or

SUN-SKID TREAD EMPLOYED BY THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER (‘0.

W'" “Aerials made by a secret process.

'f ‘:.\-c< the rubber slightly red and is

u- '5 Zn make it impervious to the action

fi' 1 Tl‘li tread is combined with the

i. ."- cup design wherein small, round

-rr placed upon the tread and are

H""' ifittrd unusual gripping and non

3: fillllllfi Besides these there is a

:‘H'md the Truck tires dual and sin

t-r. 1" made with the vacuum cups- In the

11"‘2r llr tlrmountability is a feature. a

t - '. tenter ncdee ring permitting both

:Z‘: removed from the same side of

‘ 't. The truck tires are guaranteed

l ' -" "' min under specified conditions

it o - ~
~' Pneumatic vacuum cup tire for

"""t'tifl

  

l.“ AND LEELAND TIRES.

l4! Tire & Rubber Co.. Conshohocken, Pa.

“wl‘nflm- Q D. and straight-side,

MN“ "' Zh't-Zig tread: also puncture

":"mhe tires are made by a one

,u‘m "Ll! tread process. the object be

mfmin "f' Ll“ danger of “pinching” and

mm“ 2"“ '1 Zuflagtread isa distin

mm hm '8‘" Ind cormsts of circumfer

[W "I"; °_ protruding rubber projec

' Y "K'listnng cross projections.

bearing surface. Other members of the

Racine line have plain and non-skid treads,

as used in previous years

A J A X T I R E S.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.

Types—Clincher and Q. D.

Features — Five—thousand-mile guaran

tec, which is claimed to be 1,500 miles

greater than the guarantees given with

other tires. Thick treads and wearing abil

ity are strong selling points. Great road

gripping power is claimed for the non-skid

tread, which consists of crossed cuts in the

rubber: the other Ajax-Grieb type has a

plain tread.

PORTAGE TIRES.

Portage Rubber Co., Barberton, O.

Types—Clincher and extra heavy truck

and limousine tires. with plain or Daisy

non-skid treads. Pure gum tubes. Tube pro<

tecting flaps.

Features—The heavy pneumatic tire for

light truck or limousine use is the distinc

tive part of the Portage product; it is

built in 4 and S-irtch sizes, the former hav

ing 8 plies of Sea Island rubber and the

latter 10, which is claimed to be from 2

depressions at each side (if the center of

the tread. in appearance much like a scal

ing ladder.

Seamless tubes are featured as being

built without a seam and are of red and gray

rubber.

FEDERAL TIRES.

Federal Rubber Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Q. D. Clincher and

Detachable, with plain or

Types—Clincher.

Straight-“all

Rugged tread.

Features—The Rugged trend is the chief

features which distinguishes the cheral

product; it consists of three r()\\'\ of strong

studs set equidistant upon the carcass of

the tire. Excellent road-gripping ability is

claimed.

TYRIAN TIRES.

Tye: Rubber Co., Andover, Mass.

Types—Clincher, Q. D. and straight‘side

with Hold-Tite and anti-skid or plain treads.

Inner tubes.

Features—The maker, who is new in

the tire field, has for many years been en

gaged in the manufacture of other rubber

goods of high quality. and claims the same

quality for its tire. The Hold-Tite tread
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“VACUUM CUP" TREAD UTILIZED BY PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Consists of a row of T-shaped depressions,

the heads of the T’s abutting on an uncut

section which extends circumferentially

about the casing. Gripping and vacuum

qualities are claimed.

CARSPRING TIRES.

New Jersey Car Spring & Rubber Co.,

Jersey City, N. J.

Types—Clincher and Q. U. with plain

or Clingtite tread.

Features—Clingtite tread is a depression

instead of a projection construction. having

variously formed gripping cavities; the de

pressions are cup-shaped with protruding

centers at the middle of the tread. while at

the sides they are semi-circular. The cups

with raised bottoms are designed to form a

vacuum as the rubber is pressed against

the roadbed, and the claim is that, as the

pressure is released, the convex bottom au

tomatically breaks the vacuum and re

leases the grip in time to prevent the tire

being held to the road as it tends to rc

volve.

BRAENDER TIRES.

Braender Rubber 8: Tire Co., Rutherford,

N. J.

Non-skid type with special built-up tread.

Braender red inner tubes.

Features—The Braender tire is distin

guished from others by its Bull Dog tread.

which is of peculiar design. Upon the car

cass are built up bars of rubber which run

diagonally across the tread and are claimed

to afford non—skidding ability of a high de—

gree and also strongtractional power, in

that the bars clutch the roadbed and the

spaces between form a vacuum, which holds

the tire to the road. Braendcr red inner

tubes are of Para rubber and have a three

ply reinforcement about the valve bases;

the process of manufacture is such that

freedom from bloom is claimed.

M O T Z T I R E S .

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.

Types—Cushion and Solid. with smooth

and non-skid treads, for pleasure or com

mercial cars.

Features—Undercut sides and slantwise

bridges are distinguishing marks in Motz

tire construction; undercutting of the sides

and the leaving of a slantwise bridge be

tween cuts is claimed to give greater'resil

icncy than would be the case were the sides

of the tires lcft solid. The treads also are

cut for the purpose of affording anti-skid

ding ability. The various types are fitted

for use on clincher, Q. D., or demountablc

rims.

THERMOID AND NASSAU

TIRES.

Thermoid Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.

Types—Clincher and Dunlop, with plain

tread. Merit red inner tubes.

Features—The Thermoid De Luxe is the

Thermoid leader and is guaranteed for 4,

000 miles; it is furnished for any standard

type of rim and comes only in plain trend.

"The Nassau tire carries a 3.500-mile guar

antee. The company's red tubes bear the

trade name of Merit.

PROWODNIK TYRES.

Russian Tyre Sales Co., New York.

Types—Clincher and Q. D., with flat.

steel-studded or Columb “tough tread" non

skid treads.

Features—“Tough tread." just intro

duced, consists of a section of tough black

rubber at the wearing point of the tire.

India rubber, giving a pliable and enduring

construction. Impregnatcd fabric. High

quality as compared with cost, due to low

price of labor in Russia.

MARATHON TIRES.

Marathon Tire & Rubber Co., Cuyahoga

Falls, Ohio.

Types—Clincher and Q. D. Inner tubes.

Features—The entire Marathon line is

new, the company being a late entry into

the tire field. Its line is marked by the

Angle tread, which is designed for non-skid

ding purposes; plain treads also are fur

nished. The company's inner tube is of red

rubber, for which so much is claimed by

tire makers as an inner tube material.

MILLER TIRES.

Miller Rubber Co., Akron, 0.

Types—Clincher and Q. D.

Features—-A new tread has been devel

oped; it consists of angle-shaped depres

sions arranged in two rows, one on each

side of the center of the tread. Manufacture

is by the one-cure wrapped tread process,

which it is claimed gives an enduring tread.

CONTINENTAL-ERIE TIRES

Continental Rubber Works, Erie, Pa.

Types—Clincher, Q. D. and Straight

side, with plain or non-skid tread.

Features—Quality of construction and

wearing ability; tires are marketed under

the trade names Continental-Erie, Liberty

and Tribune.

POLACK TRUCK TYRES.

Polack Tyre Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Types—Solid, single or dual, with Amer

ican or European profiles.

 
 

NON-SKID TREAD DESIGN ADOPTED BY REPUBLIC RUBBER COMPANY
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NUN~SKID TIRE TREAD EMPLOYED BY FEDERAL RUBBER COMPANY

Features—From 27 to 72.8 per cent. more

'uer in Polaclt tyres than in the average

will“! or fiat-tread tire is claimed by the

the [black makers. Tires have a rounded

:rrtd which. in the European profile, varies

nth the width of the tire, whereas the

Martian profile does not increase in depth

prcpomonztely as the width is increased.

Quantity and quality of rubber claimed to

I": exceptional resiliency and endurance.

"unmet is 8,000 miles. to be made within

L' rt n:‘i<

ENGLEBERT TIRES.

Englebert Tire Co., New York City.

Types-Clincher and Q. D., with flat,

thr-rtn non-skid or leather steel-studded

lmd

Features-The fiat tread. which. of course.

P'!~(CI~ a flat surface to the road. The

H"! \lttl-~Illddtd tread is a part of the

'eli and is claimed to be an excel

"¢!Fft‘rntite of skidding. as is the Chev

'-' Tm are made in Belgium.

GLOBE TIRES.

United d Globe Rubber Mfg. Cos., Tren

ton, N. J.

TIN—Clincher and Q. I). Inner tubes.

FmllflkQuality and a new red inner

M H: which is claimed a tensile strength

'i~'""." unds to the square inch; the tube

' P-L'ctted against deterioration for one

"1H: in date of shipment front the fac<

=--t

BATAVIA TIRES.

an'a Rubber Co., Batavia. N- Y

TMQ'IImcher and Q. D.. with plain of

\. »
- .rad lnncrlubes.

  

_,.. i J

NON-SKID TREAD PATTERN USED BY FISK RUBBER COMPANY

Wars?"

Features—The Security non-skid tread,

which has been in service for five years. In

ner tubes and a method of protecting them

front punctures are other features.

OVERMAN CUSHION TIRES.

Overman Tire Co., 250 West 54th street,

New York City.

Types-—l‘lcasure and commercial.

Features—Tire is retained at the bead

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

OVERMAN CUSHION TIRE

by flanges and has in the center near the base

a triangular cavity which permits a flow of

rubber inwardly under pressure. The tread

is cut with alternate wedge-shaped depres

sions at the sides which is claimed to afford

non-skidding ability and also room for the

\
a

4‘- ‘"? -

llrrw of rubber. The tire requires a special

rim carrying square locking nuts which fit

into depressions in the. tire base. The tire

is locked to the rim by bolts which pass

through the felloe and band and screw into

<mal] plates in the tire base. Resiliency is

claimed to compare favorably with pneu

matic tire.

FAVARY CUSHION TIRE.

Favary Tire & Cushion Co., New York City.

Type—Support and band, for all standard

rims, both pleasure and commercial.

Features—Tire is new; it is made up of

bands of fabric spaced apart by small sup

ports which are so placed that a support

rests upon the fabric midway between two

other supports this is designed to take up

the road shock. Fabric is used in the pleas

ure car types only; in the truck tires the

bands are chains.

INTERLOCK INNER TIRES.

Double-Fabric Tire Co., Auburn, Ind.

Types—One type.

Features—Inner tire is made to be placed

between the inner tube and the shoe; it

consists of a substantial casing-like struc—

ture, which has a thicker portion where the

Interlock comes in contact with the shoe

and at the beads has two wide, overlapping

flaps which serve to lock the device when

the tube is inflated. It is endless and has

two complete llaps.

B R O W N T U B E S.

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., Jersey City, N.].

Brown Scientific Non—[)etiating tube is

made in some respects similar to a tire; it

is built upon a canvas tube and has a greater

thickness of rubber on one side, as has a
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tire. After being made, with the canvas in

side, it is turned inside Out, thus placing

the rubber inside; the rubber thereby is

compressed to such an extent that when a

puncturing object is withdrawn the rubber

tends to contract and close up the hole.

Flex-O-Fill Tire Filler.

Flex-O-Fill Core Co., New York City.

Features—Filler molded upon a diameter

smaller than that of the average wheel, so

that when the filler is placed in a tire the

stretching of the surface, if any, is on the

side of the filler next to the rim; this

causes the outer edge to be compressed so

that, should the shoe be perforated and

the surface of the filler broken it will tend

to close up again and not pull more widely

apart, as would be the case were the filler

molded in a straight bar. It is guaranteed

to last a year if not removed from the

casing.

Dayton Airless Tires.

C. J. Cross 8: Co., New York.

Types—Dayton Airless, in clincher and

Q. D. Brown scientific tubes.

Dayton airless construction consists of a

tier of rubber blocks, spaced apart within

the casing and supporting the tire; free

dom from puncture and blowout is claimed

without loss of resiliency. Brown tubes are

formed upon a canvas casing and then

turned inside out, causing the rubber, which

is on the inside, to be compressed and to

close a puncture immediately following the

withdrawal of the object which caused the

puncture.

Newmastic Tire Filler.

Newmastic Co., New York City.

Principal ingredients, glue, glucose and

glycerin. The placing of the filler in fabric

tubes is a late development, as is an ar

rangement whereby the tubes may be at

tached to certain forms of Q. D. rims by

means of rings and clamps. Non-melting

qualities are claimed. Company claims pri

ority in the new over-rim filler field, and

probably justly.

American Tubes.

American Tire & Rubber Co., AkronI O.

Features—Patented reinforcement on the

side which comes next to the rim. the rub

ber being considerably thicker at that point,

which affords protection against possible

injury from pinching or friction with the

rim. Tubes are of red and gray rubber. A

new type of solid tire is about to be added

to the line.

Gibney Truck Tires.

Iames L. Gibney Rubber Co., Philadelphia.

Types—Solid.

Features—Absence of wires in construc—

tion.

MOTOR WORLD

Endurance Tires.

Endurance Tire & Rubber Co., New Bruns

wick, N. J.

Type—Red rubber.

Feature—Quality and color of rubber.

Detroit Puncturine.

Detroit Puncturine Co., Detroit, Mich.

A puncture filling fiuid, designed to flow

into perforations in the rubber and seal

them.

NON-SKID DEVICES.

Woodworth Tire Grips and Treads.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Types—Grips, chain and bar;

leather and metal studs.

Features—“’hereas the former \Vood

worth treads were not designed for travel

upon ice or snow, a new tread, the Double

grip, has been added, with the claim that it

it is especially adapted for this service and

therefore is suitable for use all the year.

The new tread consists of a leather covering

for the tire, in which are the rivet studs

formerly used, which are supplemented by

higher studs near the center of the tread. In

both old and new treads there are two ar

rangements, center-studded for smooth

travel and full-studded where ruts are like

ly to be encountered. The tire grips, styled

Kant-Skids, consist of linked cross-bars and

side chains. Single Kant-Skids are similar

to the regular type. except that they con

sist of individual linked sections which

strap around the tire. Prices, each: Full

studded, 26 x 3 to 40 x 5%, $11.70 to $41;

center studded, 26 x Z to 40 x 5%, $5 to $31;

Double Grips, the same. Kant-Skids. per

pair: 28 x 3 to 40 x 6. $4 to $15. Single

Kant Skids. 3 to 5% inches, 50 cents to (5

cents each. Repair boots. studded. $1 to

$2.75. Emergency straps, $1.25 each.

treads,

Never-Skid Tire Grips.

Never-Skid Mfg. Co., New York.

Type—Bar and center chain, for dual

truck tires.

Features—Consist of chain running cir

cumferentially between tires with winged

links lying across tread; truck does not

have to be jacked up to adjust; creep on

tires and do not wear in one spot; joints

will stand five tons shear; always one link

on the ground; adjusted in five minutes and

detached in two; no wear on felloe or rim;

no complicated parts. For tires 30 to 42

inches in diameter, with 2- to 6-inch tread.

Prices, $30 to $52. for two rear wheels.

Federal Tire Grips.

Federal Chain & Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.

Types—Bar and side chain.

Features—The Federal grip is a newly de

veloped product, is made of nickel steel and

is designed for use on single, solid truck

tires. It is made of several units, each of

which is a flat steel circular band bent to

ride the tire like a saddle, the sides which

touch the tread having rounded edges to

prevent cutting of the rubber. The units

are connected by side chains and are fas

tened into position by a hand-operated lock~

ing lever. Gaylor grips, for solid dual tires,

are 0f chrome vanadium steel and consist

of four round bars, which extend diagonally

across the tread, the ends of the bars being

bent down toward the rim. Four side chains

connect the four grips. the whole forming

a continuous line. The locking device is

the same as in the Federal grip.

Weed Tire Grips.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., Bridgeport,

Conn.

Type—Chain.

Features—Grips consist of cross-chains

and side-chains, the latter linked to the ends

of the cross-chains and extending circum

ferentially around tire near rim; chains

creep and do not wear in one spot: chains

afford tenacious gripping qualities. Sizes,

28 x 3 to 40 x 6; prices, $4 to $15 per pair.

Rid-O-Skid tire chains, similar to regular

\Veed grips; sizes, 28 x 3 to 37 x 51/1; prices,

$2.40 to $5.40 per pair. lVeed chain adjust

ers, consist of chain and spring arrange

ment lying within the place of the .Sldt’.

chain and holding grips tightly upon tires;

sizes, 28 to 40 inches in diameter; prices $1

to $1.50. Cross-chains. for repairing bro

ken grips; 2% to 6 inches; prices, 5 to 18

cents each.

Eureka Tire Grips.

Eureka Non Skid Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y

Type—Chain and plate. for dual solid

tires. I
Features—Gripping qualities are foundin

toothed, drop-forged steel frames of dia

mond shape attached to a chain which ex

tends around the tire between the two

treads. The province of the chains 15 only

to connect the plates; the latter dodhe

gripping. The device is designed essentially

for heavy truck work.

Universal Tire Protectors.

Universal Tire Protector Co., Angola, Ind~

Type—Leather and metal studs.

Features—Tough leather casing for tread.

studded with metal projections which gfip

road. Treads fasten to tire with wire which

extends circumferentially around tire at the

edge of the tread and the ends of which

fasten with a bolt and nut.

T I R E P U M P S .

Skinner Tire Pumps.

Mayo Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill

Types—“Spark Plug" and hand. "

Features—The “Try before you. buy

Principle is feature in the marketing;

Mayo products. The spark plug pumPv t c
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leader - i the line, is inserted into the spark

plug hole and pure air is furnished for in

tntton by an intake valve in the pump.

l‘tice. $l0; with gauge, $2 extra. In the

hand pump line the two smallest are the

Ekmncr smuloaeting and the compound

type; prices. respectively, $1.75 and $3.50.

Tte Slnnner compound lever pump is adapt

tdlcr garage use and consists of a lever,

in tilinders and 0 feet of tubing; price,

$135": pressure gauge attached, $2 extra.

hater pressure indicating pump is the

“'11? at the compound model, except that a

mg: is attached with the dial at the foot

1': :3'n: upward toward the operator;

pt}:

Minimax Tire Pumps.

Herr & Co., New York City.

Tm—l.lectric, gear or belt and friction

rm.

Fumes—The Minimax, which operates

~~ new of a small motor set upon the

-~eler. n mounted on wheels so that it

n 'e niled where desired; the lIthChinP

".2301 an air compressor, %-horse

pun rttor, tank, safety valve, connect

:: meand steel armored hose. Direct or

in. '2.- current can be used. Tank is

it '.:hes. Price. for direct current,

511 int alternating, $135. A “B. B." pump

. “ t- -.f a cylinder, piston, tubing and

hrement, power to be furnished

tor motor; price, $30. A “Tan

, i\ equipped with a handle and a

- .' l'r-i. the operator gripping the han

_.- a': 's-J-lmg the wheel against any

' “.- u't of the car, thereby operating

' ' - t-‘ic'. $30.

  

  

Kellogg Air Pumps.

Keflogg llfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

TrpeF zit-cylinder, silentachain or gear

Features-The purpose of the Kellogg

r '"en doubled; whereas it former

! w bridle as a tire inflator, it now

-‘ '- ml with a disk distributor and

111' ~ 2; an engine starter. also. The

' I~ started by pressing the foot upOIl

-‘ ' 'r. the dash. which causes air to

:t a ~toraue tank, through the dis

-' ' ml to the proper cylinder. The

F4) be operated from the dash, and

2:“:- rs'itirazetank. which also may be

4;"; “re tnllattop, has 150 or 200 pounds

f~ -t the pump 15 thrown out of opera

' < apparatus weighs 40 pounds.

  

1

"11101111 Tile Pumpg_

11“Will Iotor Supply Co., Cleveland, 0.

gyplh-“Spark plum"

w,th Pimps only pure air into the

“E WCOMtStS of a cylinder and piston.

pl‘n‘n“ ""R“ a threaded pipe which

Mg,“ will: j‘mfk Plug hole, a valve which

I “be I m ""0 the Pumping chamber,

"ms to the tire and a pressure

‘t‘v‘!

gauge in this tube. The piston is operated

by the compression in the engine cylinder,

exerted through the spark plug hole. Air

spaces at each end of the pump cylinder

prevent noise. \Veight, five pounds. Price,

complete, $15.

Hartford Tire Pumps.

Hartford Machine Screw Co., Hartford,

Conn.

Type—Gear operated.

Features—The distinctive feature of this

pump is in its internal construction; com

pression is obtained through a tightly fit

ting piston and cylinder, the piston being

operated by a connecting rod which is act

uated by a toggle mechanism wherein the

piston is attached to one end of the act—

uating arm and the crankshaft applies its

power at the center, giving a piston stroke

twice as long as the throw of the pumpk

crankshaft.

Turner Air Pumps.

Turner Brass Works, Sycamore, Ill.

Type—Double-cylinder and hand lever.

Features—Pump consists of two cylin

dcrs at opposite ends of base and operated

by vertical hand lever. Designed for garage

service. Price, $10.50; with pressure gauge,

$11.50.

Imperial Air Pumps.

Ingersoll-Rand Co., New York City.

Type—Portable, motor driven.

Features—Small single-actingr air-cooled

cylinder, with but one valve, the discharge;

mounted on a dustproof frame. Six feet of

%-inch hose and 20 feet of lamp cord. Two

sizes. for private and public garages.

TIRE GAUGES.

Mayo Tire Gauges.

Mayo Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Types—Pencil and dial.

Features—The dial type of gauge is ca

pable of measuring 200 pounds overload in

excess of the highest common tire pres

sure, obviating the necessity of resetting

the hand when the operator causes fluctua

tions by quick, jamming motion of the

pump. The device attaches to the valve

stem. Price, $2. The Little Gem, pencil

type gauge, is 3% inches long and sells at

50 cents.

Edelmann Pressure Gauges.

E. Edelmann & Co., Chicago, Ill.

Types—Tube and dial.

Features—In the Edeltnann gauge No. 1,

which is attached to the valve by pressing

tube into place, the dial is made this year

with a red indicating hand, which gives

easy reading and remains at the reading

until reset. Price, $1.50. No. 3A is a new
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product and sells at $1.75. No. 4, for use

on power pumps, is designed for use in a

hose line and is new. Price, $1.50. An au

tomatic air chuck, designated as No 47, has

a valve, which opens when applied to air

valve and closes as soon as removed. Suit

able for free air service. Parts are inter

changeable. Price, $1.. A pump connection,

No. 46, has a tapered nipple taking several

sizes of tubing. Price, 25 cents.

United States Tire Gauges.

United States Gauge Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Types—Dial.

Features—The Invincible gauge, which is

a feature of the United States line, resem

bles a watch except that at the bottom is a

projection for attachment to the valve; re

setting is accomplished by pushing a small

button. Price, $2. Other dial-type gauges

are included.

Schrader Tire Gauges.

A. Schrader's Son, Inc., 28-32 Rose street,

New York City.

Type—Pencil.

Feature—Small and compact, 2% inches

lung, reading remains fixed until uange is

readjusted. this being done by pressure of

linger. Price $1.

National Pressure Gauge.

National Motor Supply Co., Cleveland, 0.

Type—“Honest” gauge; pcttcil type.

Features—Registers pressure after being

reiitm'cd from the tire. Pressure on valve

causes pressure to register and plunger is

pushed back into place for further readings.

Price, $1.

VULCANIZERS.

Shaler Vulcanizers.

C. A. Shaler Co., Waupun, Wis.

Types—Electric, alcohol and gasolene,

portable and stationary.

Features—New model, the Vul-Kit, just

introduced, is portable and consists of

round, metal. closed receptacle with detach~

able handle, gasolene generator, which dis

tributes fiamc over bottom of vulcanizer,

asbestos pad on which tube rests, and clamp

which holds heated surface to tube. Claimed

to vulcanize all the way through and not

just on surface. Type B, portable, electric,

uses direct or alternating current; designed

for garage use; iron model, $20; nickel-plate

aluminum, $25. Type C, exclusively for

outer casings; with thermostat, alternating

current, $20; with rheostat, direct current,

$25. Type E vulcaniZes from 1 to 6 tubes

at a time; with thermostat, alternating cur

rent, $25; with rheostat, direct current. $30.

Type D, portable, electric, designed for car

owners; iron model for direct current,

$12.50; for alternating, the same; nickel~

plate models for both currents, $15. Type
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J is heated by alcohol lamp and sells for

$10.

Gibney Vulcanizers.

James L. Gibney Rubber Co., Philadelphia.

Types—~Eleck-Trick, Rheostat and Steam;

portable and stationary. I

Features—Efficiency and quickness of

work; low operating expense. Eleck-Trick,

with rheostat, wired for 110 or 220 volts,

alternating or direct current; fitted with

10 feet of cord, plug for lamp socket, as

bestos pad and bracket for tube work,

clamp, thermometer, cement, repair mate

rials and tools, $15. Rheostat vulcanizer,

rhcostat, which is for heat regulation, also

can be attached to wall with bracket which

is furnished, wired for 110 or 220 volts,

same equipment as with Eleck-Trick, $18.

Steam vulcanizer, can be used in any posi

tion or at any angle, fire box is removed

from vulcanizer proper and is suspended on

a projecting pipe, alcohol fire pot in swivel

acting basket, adjustable ventilator for reg

ulation of heat, same equipment as with

Eleck—Trick, $15. Garage tool kit, consist

ing of stitcher, awl, shears, wire buffing

brush, pliers, knife and cement brush, $3.

Multiple tube vulcanizer, accommodates

six tubes at same time. heated on thermo

static principle and has thermometer at each

end, $25.

National Vulcanizers.

National Motor Supply Co., Cleveland, 0.

Types—Steam garage and portable and

Mascot gasolene portable.

Features—Simplicity of operation is

claimed as the chief feature for the garage

vulcanizer. It consists of a steam cham

ber, gauge and three vulcanizing plates, all

Prophecies of twelve months ago that the

quick detachable and other fixed rims were

destined soon to be superseded by the de

mountable type have not been fulfilled, for

while the demountable rim has made sub

stantial progress it has not swept the quick

detachable before it and both retain the at

tention of manufacturers. There is never

theless a distinct trend toward demount

ability, which has been responsible for Sev

eral new typcs, notably the “Stanweld,”

brought out by the Standard W'elding Co.,

of Cleveland, 0., and others offered by the

Baker Rim Co., of Akron, 0., the General

Rim Co., of New York, and the Newmastic

Co., of the same city. In the demountable

is a marked favoritism

shown for such a rim in connection with

wire wheels.

Wire wheels, too, have made marked

progress since last year's show, when one

of them Occupied an inconspicuous corner

of the boothof the McCue Co., of Buffalo,

N. Y. Retaining pride of priority. the Mc

class there also

operable simultaneously. Machine gener

ates its own steam and is said to cost 1

cent an hour for operation; will vulcanize

space 4 x 8 inches; casing molds are curved

both ways; tube plate, 7 x 16 inches.

\Veight, 80 pounds. List price, complete,

$60; discounts to garages. I

The steam portable type consists of a

hollow metal body filled partly with water

and sealed, never having to be refilled. A

small alcohol lamp generates steam and a

thermometer tells the temperature; vulcan

izing can be done, it is claimed, in 15 or 20

minutes; surfaces are curved or flat.

The weight is 5 pounds and it sells for

$12.

The gasolene portable consists of a cham

her in which gasolene is placed and burned,

the device being clamped against the part

to be vulcanized. \Veight, 3 pounds. Price,

$5. \iulcanizing materials.

TIRE SUNDRIES.

Essex Rubber Goods.

Essex Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.

Inner sleeves, $1 to $2; blowout patches.

style B, 40 cents to 50 cents; style C, 48

cents to $1; style D, 50 cents to 70 cents;

tire sleeves, style A. 35 cents to 50 'cents;

unvulcanized shoe liner, style E, 28 cents to

70 cents; plaster, style H, 12 cents to 36

cents; Hook-On outer boot, with style H

plaster, $1.50 to $2.50; laced outer boot, $1.20

to $1.80; Perfection rubber goggles, $72

per gross, extra amber lenses, 10 cents per

pair; Standard reliner, sizes 28 x 3 to 38 x 5,

$3.30 to $7.45; Perfection reliner, sizes 28 x

3 to 38 x 5, $5.20 to $11.78; asbestos metal

lic gasolene engine packing, 78 cents and

80 cents; Pyramid matting, white, black or

red; red rubber generator tubing; red rub

Wheels and Rims

Cue Co. has gone a step further and has de~

velopcd a Q. D. rim wherein fewness of

parts is obtained through combining the

felloe and rim base as one piece New arri

vals in the wire wheel field are E-C Sales

Co., of Chicago, the Baker Rim Co., of

Akron, 0., and the General Rim Co., of

New York, the last two of which have

evolved demountable rims for wire wheel

use.

The Baker the conventional

felloe, having a special construction and

locking device, while the General com

pany’s wire demountable, the Ashley, has a

felloe but is marked by an original and

quick locking device. The E-C company

has gone further yet in demountability and

removes the entire wheel, a few simple op

erations being all that are required. E-C

wheels, also, are of wire or wood. Quick

detachable rims are as numerous as hereto

fore, but the newness in the field centers

mainly in the demountables.

The tendency to avoid complication and

is minus

her lamp connections. 14 inches long, $48

per gross; flexible metal gas lamp connec

tions, 14 inches long, $48 per gross; pump

and radiator hose; asbestos brake lining, 1

inch to 4 inches wide, ‘4 to M, inch thick,

32 cents to $1.88; rubber spring bumpers.

55 cents, 90 cents and $1.25; round rubber

spring bumpers, 50 cents, 65 cents and 90

cents.

Narco Tire Repair Materials.

National Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo.

The National line includes: Narco non

inflammablc, triple-strength rubber cement,

sold in 4-ounce can, 25 cents; 4-ounce tube,

25 cents, and pint can, $1. Narco tire-cut

filler, a liquid in collapsible tubes, $1 Rub

ber reviver and refinisher, a liquid rubber

varnish for rejuvenating and refinishing. 50

cents to $2.

Young Tire Repair Materials.

0. W. Young, Newark, N. J.

The Young line includes: Fill gum, $1;

blowout patches, with flexible flap, $1;

Blanco tire repairers, of rawhide, $1.50;

\Vaterproof tire repairers, $1.50; corrugated

semi-cured patches, 50 cents per dozen;

tire chalk, in tube, 25 cents; self-vulcaniz

ing patch outfit, consisting of eight patches,

sandpaper and cement, $1.

Dykes’s Vulcanizing Materials.

John L. G. Dykes Co., Chicago, Ill.

The Dykes line includes: Reliners, two

styles, prices, $4.25 to $15; Never Kreep

inner shoes, $1.25 to $1.90; Double Lock in

ner shoes, 70 cents to $1.90; tire boots, $1

to $2; repair gums; bolted-on outer boots.

$2.25 to $4.25.

weight has resulted in the Newmastic (IO-'5

"No-Felice" rim, which rests in clamping

devices into which each spoke is tenoned

and each clamp and rim rest is a separate

part. Consideration is given to straight

side tires by the rim makers and in the new

products provision for this equipment is

common. Making it easier for the one who

has to manipulate the rim is a primary ob

ject and the United and Funk rims, the

latter made by the General Rim, are split

and the ends are made to overlap when it is

desired to remove a tire, thus shrinking the

rim base and forcing a tightly stuck casing

to loosen. Quick - detachable - demountable

combinations have been worked out in sev

eral instances, designed doubly to meet de—

mands.

Metal wheels, designed primarily fo"

truck use, also are receiving more notice

than usual. the wheel of that type produced

by the Sheldon Axle Co., of Wilkes-Barre.

Pa., being the most notable development 01

the year.

)\
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RIMS THAT EXEMPLIFY “’IDELY VARYlNci l'l{.\(‘Tl( l'.

STANWELD RIMS.

Stanhrd Welding Co., Cleveland, 0.

Types—Detachable and demountable, for

[.202't and commercial cars.

Features—The Stanweld Demountable

21 it comparatively new, and is distin

lit-\l'd by its locking construction The

fit? t mits of flanges, rim base, adjusting

rim :rbe band and locking clamps; the

Hm I -.L~ by pressure of six clamps against

the winning ring. which is a wide band

lunar nearing surfaces at each side of

the nm The operation of the nuts in these

the.» l~ek~ and unlocks the rim. and when

laked lhc lateral position of the rim base

NIP-t change.

é'inweld detachable rims are locked by a

"use device, consikting of a double-sided

rm nlzieh, when the wide portions are

uh the circumference of the wheel, catches

mp slots in projections on the split ring,

ii" Projections setting into holes in the

m.- blsc. The cams are operated by a

spring steel lever which, to lock, swings

made the outer edge of the rim base and

fastens. All types are fitted for clincher and

mum-side tires.

UNITED RIMS.

United Rim Co., Akron, 0.

TW~Quick Detachable, Detnountable

“d Qlliclt Detachable-Demountable.

Futures—Types are exhibited under the

Company nomenclature of Nos. 1, 2, 3 and

Whips 5. the first three both demountable

""1 Q D-; No. 5 a new type, now in the

hands of the makers, and certain internal

Pr'Jhlrms govern as to whether it will be

’hOfflu No. 1 quick detachable has a base

Ihteh 1s shrunk permanently onto the wheel

rim and takes tires of the clincher or

straight-side type; locking of the inner side

ring, which is the part that holds the de

vice togethcr, is accomplished by means of

two L—shaped lugs and a T-bolt. The front

side ring of No. 2 quick detachable is se

cured by means of an L-shaped split lock

ing ring. engaging a groove in the rim base.

N0. 3 quick detachable is circumferentially

split and is held together by a series of

bayonet hooks and lugs or frets. Opposite

rotary motion of the sections locks and

unlocks the rim. In the demountable types,

No. 1 consists of side rings, rim base and

locking nuts, the base being solid. This rim

is built for all straight-side and clincher

tires, as is No. 2, which is similar to No. 1.

No. 3 demountable has a split base, which

is held together by a flange on one side of

the felloe band and a nut clamp and wedge

on the opposite side. Different forms of

base permit of the use of every different

type of tire.

Endless side rings constitute a feature of

all United rims.

FISK REMOVABLE RIMS.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Types—Two, for single and dual tires.

Features—Exceptional ease of removal

and a continual bearing surface. The rim

has but three essential parts-—wheel rini,

tire rim and expanding ring. The tire rim

is flat and hollow. eliminating considerable

weight; the wheel rim is beveled on one

>ltl€ and the expanding ring has a beveled

side to meet the bevel of the wheel rim.

The ring is drawn into place by five bolts

which pass through the expanding ring.

wheel rim and felloe, the tightening of the

nuts locking the tire rim into place. An

angle valve eliminates the necessity for a

valve hole in the rim.

ASHLEY AND FUNK RIMS.

General Rim Co., Broadway and West 64th

street, New York City.

Types—Demountable Also Ashley wire

wheel with demountable rim.

Features—These products are of rcccn‘.

origin. The Ashley wire wheel has a de

mountable rim which is carried upon a fel

loe band, as on a wood wheel. but the

novelty of the device is its locking scheme.

The Ashley rim is pushed onto the felloe

band, where it rests upon a raised bead at

the back; the front side of the rim CO‘l

tains a groove and in the felloe band, tit~

ting into this groove, is a split ring which

is contracted or expanded by the turnin:

of one toggle nut. When expanded it holds

the rim in place and when contracted per

mits easy release.

The Funk rim is split across and is re

moved from the tire by the application of an

operating tool which causes the rim ends

to separate and overlap by several inches.

thus compelling the tire to loosen. The rim

is bolted on.

B A K E R R I M S .

Baker Rim Co., Chicago, Ill.

Types—Demonntable. For wood and wire

wheels.

Features—The newest Baker rim is a

demountable for wire wheels, which difiers

from the ordinary demountable construction

in that essential parts are reduced to a

minimum. there being no fiat felloe band

which is the regular form of support in de

mountable construction. The wire spokes
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attach to channeled band of special con

struction and the rim rests directly upon

this, being locked with bolts and locking

plates. Another Baker type is the Bolted

On, for which, as in the case of the wire

wheel rim, is claimed ease of handling

lightness. simplicity and waterproof quali

ties. Either clincher or straight—side tires

may be used by the reversal of side rings.

The Bolted-On rim is split across, which

makes the removal of a tire simple; the

split is covered by a valve stem spreader.

protecting the tube. The rim is held to—

gether by an anchor plate into which fit

four driving studs on the rim, two on each

side of the split, the plate being held to the

rim by a lock nut. The valve stem pro—

trudes through a hole in the rim and anchor

plate.

McCue Rims and Wire Wheels.

McCue Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Types -— Rims, Q. D. with reversible

flanges.

Features—Fewncss of parts and ease of

operation are factors in the McCue rim, the

former helping to accentuate the light

weight which is claimed for wire wheel

construction. The rim. which is new. con

sists merely of one band, which takes the

place of both felloe band and rim base and

which. at the outer edges, has two grooves

containing the ends of the wire spokes.

These grooves also serve to seat the

flanges. which will take either Q. D. or

straight-side tires by the reversal of the

flanges. The McCue wheels are designed to

lit the McCue or any other axle.

Peck Wheels.

Peck Wheel Co., Chicago, Ill.

Type—Spring and cushion.

Features—Piston spokes, pivoted at rim

and hub. are the sources of resiliency;

wheels are made in Models A and B, the

latter. a new design, differing from the

former in that it is equipped with an air

less instead of a pneumatic tire. The load is

supported by the upper spokes of the wheel

at all times; the spoke consists of a cyl

inder and piston, the latter obtaining its

first springing power from a spiral spring

within the cylinder and latterly from an

air cushion at the head of the spoke. The

spokes of the lower half of the wheel are

not called upon to sustain any of the load.

In the matter of ignition, development

for the better part has been carried along

lines indicated by past experience. At two

points, however, the line of development

has swerved to paths more or less radical

in nature. The Hi-Fre-Co system, for in—

stance. which has been taken up by the

Dean Electric Co., of Elyria, Ohio, is an

innovation which marks a distinct departure

from the practice of igniting the fuel in the

The pivoting of the spokes is designed to

afford a flexible drive similar to drive

through the springs. the axle, in starting,

turning ahead of the rim. Parts are inter

chan'zeable; noiselessness and ability to op

erate without necessity for adjustment are

claimed.

Newmastic Rims.

Newmastic Co., New York City.

Type—"No-felloe" demountable.

Features—Made under the Gibson pat

cnts, covers a demountable rim with no

felloc; the spokes are tenoned to receive a

clamp which, at its outer end, consists of a

channel-like cavity of which the inner edge

is 7’32 inch higher than the outer. The rim

is fitted with angular surfaces. the one at

,1 L
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the inner side resting upon the higher edge

of the clamp while the angular surface at

the outer edge is pressed upward and to—

ward the inner side of the wheel by a short

arm, operated by a bolt. In case it is desired

to use other types of rims with the clamps,

the angular surfaces can be riveted into

place. Claims for this construction are:

Economy of construction, strength and se

curity, the wheel being expanded into the

rim instead of vice versa; light weight, fa

cility of operation.

Firestone Rims.

Firestone Tire 8r Rubber Co., Akron, 0.

Types—Quick Detachable - Demountable.

for single or dual tires.

Features—Rim and tire can be removed

or tire can be removed without removing

rim from wheel; rim base is not split, which

Ignition Apparatus

cylinders of internal combustion motors——

the use of currents which are not only high

at potential. but which also have a short

period of oscillation—in other words, high

frequency currents. The Dean system is

not at all complicated; mechanically it is

equally as simple as the ordinary magneto

system; it embraces the use of a low-ten

sion magneto incorporating a distributer.

A series coil. or "kick" coil, is inserted in

prevents water getting Into the tire through

this part; operations are simple and easy;

parts are few and do not rust together; no

rim tools. The rim consists of clincher side

ring and locking ring. clamping ring, rim

base and nut clamp. The clamping ring

makes the rim adaptable to variations in

wheel sizes.

Sewell Cushion Wheels.

Sewell Cushion Wheel Co., Detroit, Mich.

Cushion wheels which are made very re

silient by the use of two bands of rubber—

the usual tire on the rim and a second rub

ber cushion between the inside of the rim

and the periphery of the wheel proper. The

inner band of rubber is clamped to both

wheel and outer rim. Tire and inner band

are solid rubber.

Features—Long life under hard usage; re

silience equal to that of pneumatic properly

inflated; none of the troubles that occur to

pneumatic tires.

E-C Demountable Wheels.

E-C Sales Co., Chicago, Ill.

Types—Wood and wire.

Features—Drive through an irregular

taper, all wheels are interchangeable;

method of lacing the spokes from the in

side of the hub to the outside of the rim

and from the outside of the rim to the in—

side of the hub permits of the use of a

short hub on the wire wheels without sac

rificing anything in the way of lateral

strength.

Jones Wood Wheels.

Phineas Jones & Co., Newark, N. J.

Types—All sizes of wood artillery wheels

built on the wedge principle are stocked

Heavy wheels for use on commercial vehi

cles also are shown.

Features—Second growth hickory. well

seasoned. used in the construction of the

wheels; greatest care exercised in the fit

ting.

Wood Wheels.

Schwartz Wheel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Wood wheels built on the wedge principle

are made in all sizes. Second growth hick—

ory, well seasoned, enters into the construc

tion.

the path of the current between the diS

tributer and the plug; on the plug the coil

which is the very heart of the system is

placed—a Tesla transformer, which not only

raises the potential of the current to a point

where it will jump the air gap, but also

causes rapid oscillation which instills into

the current properties or characteristics

which are foreign to the ordinary high-ten

sion spark and make for easier ignition of
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the compressed gases within the cylinders,

The second radical departure from ortho

dox practice is examplified by the V-ray

spark plug. produced by the V-Ray Spark

Plug Co., 01' Marshalltown, Iowa. While

in practically every other brand of plug on

the market, and plugs are legion, the pres

ence of a chamber around that part of the

mélllillnl, material which enters the engine

a claimed to prevent the formation of car

bolt and slllt'ldS. to a greater or less extent,

the electrode from the excessive heat. is

deemed necessary; in the V-Ray plug, how

ever. no chamber is provided. The insulat

ing material. which is lava at the lower end

and mica above, fits snugly into the shell

and is rounded off to meet the sides of the

iliell The construction, it is claimed, puts

the spark where the spark should be, and

by time of the very great heat—the lava

insulation is capable of withstanding high
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temperature without disintegration—the

attumuiation of carbon is prevented, for it

it immediately burned.

le lll: tnaltc.’ of spark plug improve

Remy Magnetos.

Remy Magneto Co., Anderson, Ind.

Models-Made in ten models: Models

RF and RD are similar and are made in

the: slits for use with either two-, four- or

“Ht‘lmdcr motors; Models L, S and T

are made for use with either two-, tour- or

m-(ylinder motors.

Features-Jnductor type, no wires at

llelied to rewiving member; durable and

efieient.

Prices—Models RD and RF, for two-cyl

M" "1"th- S-ld; four'cylinder motors,

“or ~Dirtylinder motors, $52.

Splitdorf Magnetos.

sillith Electrical Co., Newark, N. I.

"Wk-“Made in seven models for motor

gift and two models for motorcycles. Model

5 ’0' tom'chinder motors of the heavy

Merit-:1"? ltiodel D is 'for light four-cyl—

lm 'O’OW Model G is for two-cylinder

Mm“ “with S and 55 are for six-cyl

m It motors; the_latter is {or heavy m0

". Model 1. is intended for use in con

men-t, development has taken three courses

-—the methods of mounting the insulators

so as to allow for expansion and contrac

tion under change of temperature without

incurring rupture, and of packing the joint

so as to prevent leak, have been altered

somewhat; cognizance has been taken of

the fact that alloys suitable for use with

battery ignition are not capable of with

standing for long periods the high tempera

ture of the magneto spark, and in several

instances harder alloys and in one case

platinum tips have been used for plug elec—

trodes; combinations of plugs with prim

ing cocks for the injection of gasolene into

the cylinders in cases where priming cups

are absent, and with ports provided with

ball checks for the admission of gas in con—

nection with ignition type of engine starter

have appeared in a variety of forms. Com<

binations of porcelain or lava, which are

BRlGGS MEA

ideal as insulators under high temperature

and do not absorb oil and grease, and mica,

which is not easily broken and more suit

able for use outside the cylinder, in the in

nection with make-and—break ignition sys

tems; Models O and T are for four-cylin

der motors where the space is limited;

model T has a vertical distributer block.

Two new models incorporating the second

ary winding in the armature are being made,

but are not yet listed.

Features—Hot spark at low speeds; best

of materials and workmanship.

Prices—Model B, $1.25; Model D, $100;

Model G. $80; Model S, $125; Model SS,

$140; Model L, $40; Model 0, $90; Model

T, $100.

Mea Magnetos.

Marburg Bros., Inc., New York City.

Models—Built in 22 models. two for sin

gle-cylinder motors, three for double cyiin

ders, two for three cylinders, tour for four

cylinders, four for six cylinders. and one for

eight cylinders in the single spark instru

ments; for dual ignition three models are

built for four-cylinder motors and three for

six cylinders. The respective models are

styled as Al, BE], A2, BEZ, BDZ, 8K3,

BH3. A4. 8K4, 3H4. CH4, A6, BK6, BH6.

sulation of plugs are now on the market.

Changes in magneto design have been

more in the way of preventing the ingress

of dirt and moisture than in the direction

of increasing the sparking eiticien'cy 0f the

devices, and this practice, which has results

ed in the enclosure of the magnets by plates

and the elimination of corners and projec

tions which are liable to collect dirt, is re

sponsible for the clean-cut appearance of

the devices taken as a whole. Automatic

advance of the spark still holds its own,

though with the manufactures of ignition

outfits it is not being pushed to any great

extent.

The more general use of the electric type

of engine starter has given increased im

petus to the development of quick break

timers and distributcrs and unit spark sys

tems for use in connection with the dyna

mns and batteries which must needs be
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FOUR DlFFERING TYPES OF MODERN MAGNETOS

carried; the under the hood location for

spark coils and the development of coils of

the “kick” switch type have made long

strides.

BH8, BK4 Dual, 8H4 Dual, CH4 Dual,

BK6 Dual, BHO Dual, CH6 Dual. In each

group the types listed last are for medium

and heavy motors.

Features—Rotatable bell magnet insures

the production of a spark which does not

vary in intensity as the spark is advanced

and retarded.

Prices—A1, $40; BEL $58; A2, $48; BEZ,

$58; BDZ, $73; 8K3, $75; 8H3, $98; A4,

S00; 8K4, $75; BH-l, $98; CH4, 8136; A6,

$90; 3K6, $105; BH6, $120: CH6, $155;

8H8, $145; BK4 Dual, $115; 8H4 Dual,

$140; CH4 Dual. $180; 8K6 Dual, $150;

B116 Dual, $165; CH6 Dual, $200.

Kent Unisparker.

Atwater Kent Mfg. Works, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Models—Seven models, the two smaller

of which are for single-cylinder and two

cylinder opposed motors and are without a

distributer; the other models for 2, 3, 4,

and 6 combining an automatic timing ad

vance; all include a distributor.

Features—One spark instead of a shower
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of sparks; very rapid break, which gives a

hot spark and conserves electrical energy;

moving parts very light, so that wear is re

duced to a minimum; adaptable to all mo»

tors.

Prices—Single-cylinder with standard

coil, $18; double opposed. with standard

coil. $20; two-cylinder with standard coil,

$27; with kick switch coil, $30; three-cylin

der with standard coil, $30; with kick switch

coil, $33; four-cylinder with standard coil.

$30; with kick-switch coil, $33.

Hi-Fi'e-Co Ignition Systems.

Dean Electric Co., Elyria, O.

Models—One model for use in connection

with a four-cylinder motor and comprising

a long-tension magneto, a set of series

coils, a set of spark plugs provided with

Tesla coils.

Features—The use of high-frequency cur

rent for the ignition of gases: not subject

to short circuiting, since all wiring right up

to the plug carries low-tension current;

large range of spark plug openings; free

 

KENT UNISPARKER

(10m from burningr of plug electrodes; non

t'ouling of plugs.

Price—$75.

Kingston Magnetos. Coils and Plugs.

Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind.

Models—Kingston magnetos built in

three models. Model B is designed for use

either with two- or with four-cylinder mo

tors. Model C is for use with single- or

double-cylinder motors. Model D is similar

to Model B, save that an extra magnet has

been added by way of increasing its effi

ciency, and it has been made quite a little

heavier for use on heavy-duty, slow-speed

motors. Coils in a variety of models are

made, the more important being the dash

coil with switch, which is put out for 1-,

2—, 3-, 4- and 6-cylinder motors; the dash

coil with back terminals, which is put out

in similar sizes; Open box coils made for

motors with from one to four cylinders in

 

  

  

REVISED REMY

elusive; covered box coils made in similar

sizes and a special four-cylinder coil made

for Ford cars which embraces the use of a

  

ELYRIA-DEAN HI-FRE-CO

master vibrator. The Kingston mica plug

is built in three sizes, f/z-inch, A. L. A. M.

standard, and metric.

Features—On the magnetos, ball bearings

  

are used throughout. all parts requiring at

tention are readily accessible without the

use of tools. 0n the coils, the secondary

terminals are protected by special imported

black glazed porcelain.

Prices—lMagnetos: Model B. $60; Model

C, $40; Model D, $75. Prices include trans

former coils. Dash coils: l-cylinder, $7.50;

.Z-cylinder, $13.50; 3-cylinder, $19.50; 4-cyl

inder, $25.50; 6-cylinder, $37.50. Open box

coils: l-cylinder, $4.50; 2-cy1inder, $9; 3

cylinder, $13.50; 4-cylinder, $18. Closed

box coils: 1-cylinder, $4; Z-cylinder, $8; 3

cylinder, $12; 4-cylinder, $16. Special Ford

coil, $30. Half-inch Kingston plug, 75 cents;

A. L. A. M., 90 cents; Metric, 90 cents.

Rhodes Unit Spark System.

New York Coil Co., New York City.

Models—~Unit Spark system built in five

models for single. double opposed, double

vertical, three- and four-cylinder motors.

The models for double vertical. three- and _

four-cylinder motors are provided with a

rotary distributer; a distributer is not nec
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cssary on the other two models. Rhodes

timers and high-tension distributers are

made in four models for two-, three-, four

and six-cylinder motors. Plain box coils

are made for single-, two-, three-. four- and

six-cylinder motors, known, respectively, as

Models 10, 11, 12,-1.3 and 14. Models 60,

61, 62, 63 and 64 are covered box coils for

the respective motors. Models 20. 30 and 40

are covered box coils with removable units

for single-, three- and six-cylinder motors,

respectively. Models 25 and 35 are similar,

but difier in that they are provided with an

improved switch.

Features—Unit system: Single spark,

economy of operation; impossible for con

tact to be made with the motor stopped or

turning in the wrong direction. Timers:

Length of contacts can be varied by turn

ing one screw while the motor is operating;

wearing surfaces do not make and break

contact; rubbing contact is established

which insures clean contact points. Coils:
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All -econdarics are sectional winding; wind

mgs anchored in the containing case; plat

innmridium contact points.

Prices—Unit Spark system: Single-cylin

der, 518; double opposed. $20; double ver

nal, $27; three-cylinder. $30; four-cylinder.

m Timers: Two-cylinder. $16; three~

cylinder, $17; four-cylinder. $18; six-cylin

der, $20. Coils: Model 10. $7.50; 11. $15;

12. $2.50; 13. $30; 14. $45; 60. $6.25; 61,

$1150: 62, $18.75; 63. $25; 64. $37.50; 20,

$12: 30. $30; 40. $50; 25. $30; 35. $35.

Motsinger Auto-Sparker.

Iouinger Device Mfg. Co., Lafayette, Ind.

Models—One model, which delivers up to

Sunperes at 15 volts.

Futures—Frictional contact with the

wheel of the motor reduces the trouble of

in~ulation to a minimum; governor ensures

‘te tpetatiun of the device at a constant

moi: the capacity of the Auto-Sparker

hing l-ct'n increased. it now is utilizable

  

so as to prevent ingress of dirt; compact

and light.

Prices—To the trade only.

Simma Magnetos.

Simms Magneto Co., New York City.

Models—Made in two models, SU4 for

four cylinder motors delivering a single

spark to each cylinder and SU4-S. dual tor

four-cylinder motors.

Features—Very hot spark at low speeds

with spark retarded; compactness; but lit

tle wiring; durability.

Prices—Not settled.

K-W Magnetoa.

K-W Ignition Co., Cleveland. Ohio.

Models—Made in

sizes.

Features—All are of the low tension type

and can be belted. geared or driven by fric

tion wheel from any convenient f€\'fll\'iflg

member.

several models and
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provided with porcelain insulators and four

with lava and mica insulators; in each class

there are a Standard half-inch plug. a metric

plug. a Standard 7/fi-inch plug and a Stan

dard motorcycle plug.

Features—The lava-mica plug is distinct

ly new and radical in that no chamber

around the insulator is provided, the lava

insulation protruding in the form of a

dome. Four electrodes converge toward

the central electrode on all V-Ray plugs.

the ends of each of the four being provided

with a V-shaped slot.

Prices—All sizes of the lava-mica plug

“311 at $1.25; of the porcelain plug. at $1.

Heinze Magnetos and Coils.

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass.

Spitfire and Breech-block Plugs.

A. R. Mosler & Co., New York City.

Models—Spitfire plugs made in six models

for '_--inch or metric sizes and four models

 

 
 

 

  

PRIMING PLUGS AND OTHER PLL'GS ()F RECENT ()RlGlN

(
- “intuit sNCl'fll lamps as well as for the

Jf'llt-n ol the ignition system

Pncmn. '

Briggs Magnetos.

Brill! Magneto Co., Elkhart, Ind.

"Odell—Made in three models: N4 is

" '.~r wuh four-cylinder motors; N-6 i5

'-"-'~r wnh six-cylinder motors and D-4

Kl" the with four-cylinder two-cycle mo

FmMel—Guaranteed for life of the car

in which they are attached; hot spark at

"' ‘l‘stdi: require no attention.

trim—X4470; mesa; D4.$90, with

Her: Magnetos.

lieu & '.‘o., New York City

If.Ilhltll-Jor automobiles, built in a sin

“ Walt] lot use with four-cylinder m0

.tJt-: known as R4_

1708me"Hy enclose ' '
homing: t d With aluminum

"hittrd magnets. ground to fit.

Pittsfield Magnetos and Coils.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Pittsfield, Mass.

High tension magnetos of the latest type

and a full line of coils for all kinds of ig»

nition work. Also jewel spark plugs with

mica. porcelain and combination llhlllllllnn.

National Coils.

National Coil Co., Lansing, Mich.

Spark coils of various designs and size~

for use with all types of ignition S)‘.<l€lll~.

SPARK PLUGS.

V-Ray Spark Plugs.

Illinois V-Ray Sales Co., Chicago, Ill.

Models—Eight models. four of which are

  

\"RAY “CHAMBERLESS”

in .\. L. A. M. standard. A special mica rac

ing type also is made. Breech-block plugs

are made in two models in both mica and

porcelain. L'mph timers are made for one-,

two-, three- and four-cylinder motors.

Features—Spitfire plugs have a closed

liase which serves as an electrical con

denser. protects the electrodes and heats

the mixture in the chamber; Breech-block

plugs have a core which is separated from

the shell simply by turning a handle a

quarter turn.

Prices—Spitfire plugs. from $1.50 to $3.50;

Breech-block plugs. from $1.50 to $2.95.

L'mph timers, one-cylinder, $4; two-cylin

der. $4.50; three-cylinder. $4.75; four-cyh

inder. $5.

A-C Plugs.

Champion Ignition Co., Flint. Mich.

Models—Made in eight models. No. 1

Standard. No. 1 long. No. 2 special for Ford

cars. No. 3 short for motorcycles. and W.

P. water proof, with a priming cup attach

ment. with acetylene engine starter check
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valve. and with an acetylene gas priming

inlet without the check valve, the \V. P.

being a recent addition to the line.

Features—Method of mounting the porce

lain with a brass and a tapered steel washer,

besides the copper asbestos washer to in

sure a gas-tight joint. .

Prices—Standard, long, short and Ford

models. $1; W. P., with priming cup, and

with gas attachments, $1.25.

Mac-Kae Blitz Plugs.

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass.

Models—Made in 15-inch, Zé-inch and

metric siZes.

Features—Double insulation construction,

mica tube surrounding central electrode and

porcelain shell surrounding the whole. Oil

soaking into the mica cannot affect the in

sulation and a breakage of the porcelain

need not incapacitate the plug.

Prices—All sizes, $1.

Sootproof Spark Plugs.

C. A. Mczger, New York City.

Models—Made in a variety of models and

sizes to fit all motors and suit all condi

tions.

Features—Double chamber with large

area and the very thin electrodes work to

prevent the formation of carbon at points

where it can short-circuit.

Price—All models, $1.

Red Head Spark Plugs.

Emil Grossman Co., New York N. Y.

Models—Made in four models— Regular.

with porcelain insulator, Combination. with

combined porcelain and mica insulator,

Motors, like complete cars, have made

their greatest strides in matters of detail,

and the measure of the improvements so

made may be said to be the number of en

gines installed in cars, both pleasure and

commercial—and the number is something

surprising. The undoubted advantages of

the block-cast foul-cylinder motor have

taken a strong hold, and a number of fine

examples of the type are produced, as well

as "sixes," which are helping the ear mak

Priming, with a priming cup attached to the

shell, and Platinum Point, with electrodes

tipped with platinum.

Features——Ample firing chamber to pre

vent carbonization; flexible cone under

bushing to distribute pressure evenly.

Priming plug injects gasolene directly over

the electrodes. Platinum point plug is made

to withstand the very hot spark of a mag

neto.

Prices—Regular, $1; Combination

Priming. $1.50; Platinum point, $2.

and

Splitdorf Plugs.

Splitdorf Electrical Co., Newark, N. J.

Models—Made in a single model, in sizes

suitable for all motors.

Features—Mica insulation surrounded

with a porcelain cap for protection from

moisture.

Prices—Lé-inch, $1; other sizes, $1.25.

J-D Spark Plugs.

Jeffery-Dewitt Co., Detroit, Mich.

Made in a variety of sizes and models;

especial attention is given to the Visable,

which incorporates a supplementary gap

in the body of the plug.

Features—Durability.

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Exide Batteries.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia.

Exide, Hycap-Exidc. Ironclad-Exide, Thin

Plate. Chloride and Tudor batteries are

made. The Hycap and Ironclad and Thin

l’late models are intended primarily for

electric vehicle use.

Gasolene Motors

ers to meet the insistent call for those mod

els. The practice of casting on crankcases

magnetc brackets on which practically any

magneto can be secured has been followed,

logically, by the provision of means for at

taching electric lighting and starting dy

namos and motors, as well as driving means

and casings.

In addition/ to the motors that have be

come familiar, there are two that are novel

ties of a striking sort, to say the least. One

Features—Light weight, durability, effi

ciency.

Vesta.

Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago, Ill.

Models—One model electric lighting sys

tem.

Features—The Vesta generator is of the

permanent magnet-electro-magnet type in

which current control is obtained by a cen

trifugally operated rheostat which auto

matically inserts resistance in the field

windings. Storage batteries and a variety

of lamps also are produced.

LBA Batteries.

Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, 0.

Models—Made in a variety of different

forms and sizes, special attention being

given to batteries for use in connection with

lighting and starting systems.

Features—Pure Para rubber jars; four

plate supports of hard rubber; expansion

chamber to take care of volumetric changes

of solution during charge and discharge;

durability and efficiency.

Philadelphia Storage Batteries.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Phila

delphia, Pa.

Storage batteries in various sizes and

types for all classes of service.

Gould Storage Batteries.

Gould Storage Battery Co., New York City.

Made in various sizes and types for motor

vehicle work.

is the Scott, which is an ingenious "shot"

at the turbine idea, and the other the Magic,

which has crescent-shaped sliding valves

let into grooves cut into its cylinder walls,

and which is credited with amazing power.

Another motor that is “difierent,” though

not unfamiliar, is the Church, while the “old

liners” —— Continental. Rutenber, Buda,

Model, \Yaukesha, Northway—are looking

better and doing better and are otiered in

greater variety than ever.

 

Rutenber Motors.

Rutenber Motor Co., Marion,_1nd.

Four-cylinder and six-cylinder motors;

five models. Model 27 is a four-cylinder

block-cast motor, 3% x 5% bore and

stroke, L-head type; built in three styles

—standard crankcase with outside fly

wheel, unit power plant type, and unit type

with drive and housing for electric lighting

dynamo. Model 28, six-cylinder, bore and

stroke 3% x 5% inches; L-head type. Made

in both standard and unit types. Model 29

has cylinders 4% x 5% inches bore and

stroke. Model RA has 4% x 5 bore and

stroke; 32 horsepower; L-head type.

Features—All valve mechanism closed;

high grade construction throughout; differ

ent crankcase styles to suit diiterent needs;

flywheels made to take either disk or cone

clutches. Models 27 and 28 are new models.

Buda Motors.

Buda Co., Chicago, Ill.

Models—Seven models, all four-cylinder,

block-cast, L—head motors with enclosed

valve mechanisms. The dimensions of

models T, TM-3 and TM-4 are identical and

stand at 4% and 5% inches for the bore and

stroke, respectively. Model M, which is put

out especially for truck use and is provided

with a governor, has a bore and stroke of

3% and 4% inches. Model N, which is

especially adapted to take Ward Leonard

electric lighting system and which is fur

nished with either pump or thermo-siphonic

circulation, has a bore and stroke of 4%

and 5% inches. The construction of model
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O, which is dimensioned at 41/6 and 5%

inches, also embraces the use of a governor.

Model Q is a long stroke type with bore

at 3% inches and stroke 5% inches. Models

T, TM-J and TM-4 all have bores and

strokes of 4% and 5% inches. respectively;

T embraces the use of a pump for effecting

the circulation of the cooling water; with

both the others either system can be adapt

ed. 'l'.\l-.i and I'M-4 difler only in that the

former is made with supports for three

point suspension. while the latter is pro

vidtd with four supporting points. Models

Q. 0 and T motors also are put out in unit

power plant form. the clutch casing to

which is attached the gearset being bolted

to the crankcase. In combination, the

plants are known as models QU, OU

ind TU.

Ftatures—Clcan-cut design. accessibility

and adaptability.

Model Motors.

Iodel Gas Engine Works, Peru, Ind.

Models—Made in five. models: Four are

iu'vcylittdcr motors and have bore and

nah: dimensions of 3% x 4% inches. 3%

14‘. inches. 4% x 5 inches, and 4% x 5%

axles respectively; the fifth model is a six

o 'rr'tr motor, with bore and stroke at 4%

15~. tllt'hfl, respectively. Any of the m0

t-'-can he had in unit power plant form, if

it :(\..'t(l.

Futures—Cylinders cast separately; L

leil type. with the valve mechanism en

l"'|tanh. strangely enough, most of the

tramrtcturcrs of bulb horns report that

lit" outputs have suffered no shrinkage.

fittrtrs' developments, so far as horns are

tanned, have been confined wholly to

t')..tnc ~ignalling devices, and. if the under

Klaxon Signals.

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.

Ilodtls—Klaxon made in two models,

:- w a. Type L and Type 5, both embrac

E-t neh: angle construction—that is. with

ll‘f mt tor set so that the cam rotates at

angles to the diaphragm. Type L is

2:14 with a long projector; Type S has a

n. :2 bell Combination Klaxon is similar

if TH)! L save that a bulb horn enters

m" combination with it. KlaXoneties

Itch are a smaller and less costly edition

or the Klaxon also embrace the use of a

Hitler. which, however, is housed in the

:dtllz‘behmd the diaphragm; similarly are

_ m two models with long and short

valtttors known as Models L and 5. re

sigglytiii comhmation Klaxonette also

m “Mi; The Klaxet, which is the new

Oi'mmw t0 the ‘Lrvell-McConnell line

“may Ehsntnals. IS similar to the Klax~

“an; H parts. however, are smaller

It! to But one model is built.

closed; five-bearing crank shaft; cam shaft

formed with cams integral; domed pistons;

oil return grooves on the pistons; spiral cut

gears running in oil; constant level splash

lubrication.

Continental Motors.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—New Model 6-C has cylinders

measuring 4% x 5V, cast in pairs, rated at

45 horsepower. Put out in unit power plant,

fitted with a dry multiple disk clutch and

either three- or four-speed gearset.

Features—Valves all on right side for

use in connection with left-hand steer cars;

designed with supports suitable for the ac

commodation of all types of engine start

ers; three-point suspension, oiler on pivot

support.

Magic Motors.

Aristos Co., New York City.

Models—Made in a single model with

four block-cast cylinders measuring 85 x

120 mms. bore and stroke.

Features—Motor is of brand new and

unique design throughout. The valves are

crescent shaped and operate in similarly

shaped spaces between the piston and the

piston wall, inlet and exhaust valves being

positioned on opposite sides of the cylin

der. The valves are operated from the

camshafts through the intermediary of box

cams which permit of lag in the operation

Signaling Devices

hood type is excepted, the developments are

chiefly matters of size and price. A small

born at a relatively popular price has been

added to practically all of the better known

lines. And that the field is an attractive

one is indicated by the entry into the busi

Fcatures—Motor drivcn- distinct. pene

trating sound.

Prices—Finished in brass, black enamel,

black enamel and brass or nickel, Model L

Klaxon, $35; Model 5, $30; Combination

Klaxon, $50; Model I. Klaxonette. $20;

Model S, $20 Combination Klaxonette.

$30 Finished in all nickel or gun metal the

prices are $38, $32, $55. $22, $2? and $33 for

the respective signals. The Klaxet finished

in black enamel or black enamel and brass

or nickel sells for $12.

Tuto and Rexo Signals.

Dean Electric Co., Elyria. Ohio.

Models—Tuto signals made in two mod

els, with long and with shor: projector, the

mechanism in each case being identical.

Tutoette horns are slightly smaller and

lighter than the Tuto models: the mech

anisms are similar. Like the Tuto. Tutoette

signals are built in two models, with long

projector and with the short projector. The

save at times when the valves are being

opened or closed. Combined force feed and

splash lubrication; separable cylinder heads

all four cast in a block.

Scott Turbines.

Semple S. Scott, Chicago, Ill.

Models—Made in three models, 40-. 60

and lZO-horsepowcr and designed for at

tachment to any make of motor car.

Features—Light weight, high efiiciency,

simplicity, no valves or springs, no muffler.

Prices—$400, $500 and $600 for the re

spective sizes.

Church Pneumatic System.

Automatic Motor & Engineering Co., Chi

cago, Ill.

Motors and transmission elements in sev

eral sins and types.

Featurey—Pneumatic clutch

mission.

and trans

Northway Motors.

Northway Motor & Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

('iasolene motors of latest type for both

pleasure and commercial vehicles.

Waukcsha Motors.

Waukesha Motor Co., Waukcsha, Wis.

Gasolene motors of latest type for use

in commercial and pleasure cars.

ness of several new manufacturers, the most

recent and most notable of them being the

Sparks-\Vithington Co. of Jackson, Mich,

whose “Sparton” horn will be displayed for

the first time. Sparton signals are of mo

tor driven type.

Rexo horn is made in one size only and

difiers from the other models in that it is

smaller and produces 'iut a single tone.

weatures--"luto and Tutoettc horns are

capable of emitting two tones—loud and

subdued—at the will of the operator. All

are operated by electro magnetic vibrators.

Prices—Tutu with either long or short

projector and finished a: brass, nickel, black

enamel or black ename land brass or nickel,

$25. Tutoette. with :i:her long or short

projector. in brass, $17.50; in nickel, black

enamel or black enamel and brass or nickel,

$18.50. Rexo horn. $10, finished in black

enamel with nickel trim.

Newton: Signals.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn.

Models—Newtone signals: Made in five

models. Type M has a long projector with

a flared end; Torpedo has a similar mech~

anism with a torpedo projector; Type N

has a short, flared projector; Combination
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has a bulb horn combined with a torpedo

electric; Superior is constructed of lighter

materials. Also Rubes bulb horns, made in

17 models of various sizes and shapes.

Features—Electric motor drive; loud,

penetrating sound emitted by virtue of the

motor-vibrated diaphragm; low current

consumption; accessibility. Rubes bulb

horns are fitted with non-corrodablc reeds.

Prices—Type M, $20; Torpedo, $20; Type

N, $18; Combination. $30; Superior, $10.

Bulb horns from $1.25 to $5.

Long Horns.

G. Piel Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

Models—Made in three models; Model S

for attachment to the side of the car; Model

D for attachment to the dash, and the

Junior, which is similar to Model S, but

smaller.

  

LONG HORN

of brass pipes tuned so as to give a mellow

chime. The Jubilee is made in four sizes——

Nos. 31, 32, 33 and 34.

Features—Standard 'hreaded pipe fittings

which can be had with the horns, or special

clamp fittings which are regularly supplied

reduce the labor of attachment to a mini

mum. Large passages rrilitate against chok

ing. Pleasing mellow tone.

Prices—Rear-of-Mul’fler type Jericho: No.

0 and No. 1, $7; No. 2, $8; No. 3 and No.

23, $9; No. 4 and No. 24, $10. Cut-out type:

No. 2, $7; No. 3, $8. Jubilee: N0. 31 and

No. 32, $8; No. 33, $9; No. 34, $10.

Sparton Signals.

Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson, Mich.

Models—Made in two models, both mo

tor driven. The dash type is 12 inches long

and has a flared hell 71/; inches in diameter;

 

NEWTONE

 
    

 
 

TUTO

tical mechanisms, but with projectors of

dil'lerent‘lengthsv Model A is fitted with the

long projector. Model M is the short model.

Features—Electro-magneti: vibrator type

with but a single moving part in the shape

of an armature; heavy contacts; simple ad

justment.

Prices—Model A finished either in black

enamel and brass, black enamel and nickel

or all black enamel, $15; Model M finished

in the same manner, $12. Prices include all

necessary fixings.

Riley-Klotz Horns and Whistles.

Riley-Klotz Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.

Models—Bulb horns are made in 30 mod

els. which differ from each other in the

shape of the horns and bells as well as in

size. The largest has an eight-inch bell.

An under-the-hood model, 21 inches long,
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KLAXON

EXPOSING THE INSIDES OF FOUR OF THE BEST KNOWN WARNING SIGNALS

Features — Mechanically vibrated dia

phragm type; operated by the pressure of

the hand on a button. Vanadium steel dia

phragm is corrugated to prevent rupture.

Teeth of the cam are rotatable rollers, re

ducing wear. New dashboard model can

be attached to any convenient portion of

the car.

Prices—Model S, in brass or black enam

el, $18; nickel, $20; Model D, in brass or

black enamel, $19; nickel, $21; Junior, in

black enamel, $19; nickel, $21; the Junior

is furnished in brass or black enamel and

sells for $11.

Jericho and Jubilee Horns.

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass.

Models—Made in two types for attach

ment at the rear of the muffler where per

missible and for attachment to a three-way

valve, which takes the place of a muffler

cut-out. The rear-of-the-muflier type is

made in seven sizes—Nos. O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 23

and 24. Two sizes only of the cut-out sig

nal are made—No. 2 for cars below 25

horsepower and No. 3 for cars‘above 25

horsepower.

The Jubilee horn is similar in design,

saveusthi, the resonating chamber present

%Jericho_hom is supplanted by a pair

the under-the-hood type is similar as to

mechanism but is not fitted with a flared

bell and is slightly shorter.

Features—Loud and piercing, but not dis

tressing tone; specially designed commu

tator; laminated armature and field piece.

Monoplex Signals.

Atwater-Kent Mfg.Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Models—Made in two models with iden

MONOPLEX

  

   

 

SPARTON ELECTRIC

is among the newer designs. The Night

ingale exhaust whistle is made in three

sizes for automobile use, for cars up to 35

horsepower, for cars from 36 to 80 horse

power and for cars over 80 horsepower.

Features —- Loudness; non-corrodable

reeds; durability.

Prices—From

whistles, $7.

1.50 to $6. Nightingale

Gabriel Exhaust Horns.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.

Models—Single tube horns made in four

sizes, 25, 28, 32 and 34 inches long. re

spectively. Trumpet horns with four tubes

made in two sizes with 28- and with 32

inch tubes. The Musical Wonder, with 10

tubes, also is made in small and large sizes.

Features—Mellow chord; simple installa

tion.

Prices—Single tube, ZS-inch horn, $15;

28-inch, $18; 32-inch. $25; 34-inch, $35

Trumpet, small, $75; alrge. $80. Musical

\\i'0nder, small, $175; large, $200.

Nonpareil Bulb Horns.

Nonpareil Horn Mgf. Co., New York City.

Models—Made in a variety of sizes and

shapes for attachment either to the dash or

under the hood.

-sl-‘u‘;_-_A_

,c_
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\\ith the “rising generation." if the term

he perlll‘lt‘l‘ll as a designation for manufac

fifth of carburettcrs of new design, a

maritcd tendency exists toward producing

multiple jet carburettcrs with jets number

ing front two all the way up to about

twenty, in an effort to obtain constancy of

mixture. Those who are longer in the field,

llortflrl’, and Whose products have become

tundardtzed, still hold to the employment

of; single or. at "10:1, two jets, and not in

all run i~ the fuel opening varied accord

ing to the throttle opening as a means of

thinning that ever to be desired constancy

ti mixture

Fit the most part, improvement in car

tiieirrs ha~ been along lines designed to

trr-irr simple and convenient the adjust

nnt of those parts which, in all save a few

Il-ll’It“. it has been found needful or

itiz-atle 10 make adjustable; to this end

pf-Hdilll i'or dash control of either the

mile \alit- or the auxiliary air inlet has

him! limos! universal. Apart from the

r---lmtinn of convenience, an effort to

eir :mtcr fuel economy is the natural

't-'.' -- the menu: for adjustments which

Carburetters

make for better working conditions can be

made under running conditions.

\'crging on the radical and also on the

mysterious. since the situation will not per

mit reference to its construction, is the cre

ation which marks the entrance of the Mot

singcr Devices Co., of Lafayette, Ind., into

the realm of carburettor manufacturers, and

which will be exhibited for the first time at

the New York show. Though details are

lacking, its makers assert that it can be

proven that not only are fuel and air pro

portions invariable under all conditions of

motor speed and work delivered. but that

the carburetter is so economical that it will

be sold with a guarantee of more miles per

gallon than is possible with any other de

vice. That newer ideas are incorporated in

the device is indicated by the fact that the

single adjustment which is carried to the

dash or steering column is for temperature

changes.

Other departures from well beaten paths

are noticeable in the Feps carburetter, prod

uct of Schoen-jackson Co., Media. Pa.. in

which the use of springs, cams and balls has

been disregarded and in which the hiin

speed jet is rendered operative at the cor

rect time by the suction of the motor as

evidenced by its action on the auxiliary air

clack valve which has to do with the open

ing of the second jet, and in the near-start

ling arrangetnent of the float chamber in the

A. B. C. carburetter, so that it is tilted as

the throttle is opened and thereby the lower

ends of the high speed jets are immersed

and rendered operative. The device is made

by the International Accessories Mfg. Co.

of New York City. In both cases. however,

the newer ideas appertain only to the me

chanical arrangements whereby certain re

sults are obtained and not to new basic

principles or theories.

Just one other point is of sufficient im

portance to be included in the "tendency"

class—the leaning of carburetter manufac

turers toward the practice of supplying out

side heat through the intermediary of a

jacket around the mixing chamber for con

nection either with the cooling system or

with the exhaust. This method of supply

ing heat has almost wiped out the practice

V of obtaining heated air from a jacket around

the exhaust manifold.

 

Schebler Carburetters.

Wheeler A Schcbler, Indianapolis. Ind.

[odds-Made in six models, known as

[' EEH. L. and O. Model D has a slid

it: ht throttle valve, a needle valve which

n lutd for all speeds, and a single air inlet

t ad with a spring controlled clack valve

t"':!1d nhnh a iii-pass leads for providing

I'itloit speeds. Model E is similar. save

tiara-want: low speed air inlet is pro.

"its Model F embraces the use of a low

it: a hit-h >pecd air passage. a butterfly

11"tiitlll\'t and a needle valve which is

V'Ydtd Willi two adjustments, for high

In tut low speeds, the needle being raised

fitted by an adjustable cam on the

“"21- Sittnt‘llt. It is also provided with

P '-ntt-rjacket around the mixing chani

'It I eel H is similar, but is of the hori~

'_\',-< and is not jacketed. Model L

1* "he \rnical type. is provided with an

h-"i it cam on the throttle shaft for

-I"'it the needle valve as the throttle is

'2'"! and with a jacket around the mixing

-"-'- '7 int exhaust gases; it can be pr0~

' ltt‘ .i needle valve adjustment which

"- "lo the dash. Model 0 is provided

I‘ 1 wit-nil jet which comes into opera

' -. then the car has attained a speed of

"""~ an hour and with a shut-oft in the

-\ \Pttd air pa~sagc which is linked to the

tl'ult stem so that it is closed as the

"'ittt'e is opened; a butterfly valvt‘ POFl'

timid iii the intake pipe for the hot air

lltlrt \tHQS to regulate the temperature

01 tin mixinjt chamber.

Funm-Consiancy of mixture. ease of

\ditblmtnt. economy of fuel. freedom from

back-firing, choking and flooding; flexible.

Prices—Model D. 14-inch $1.1. Mj-inch $15.

1-inch $16, ljiZj-inch $17, 1%-inch $22, 2-inch

$44; Model E. l/z'-inch $13. Iii-inch $15, l~

inch $17. 1%-incll $19. 1%-inch $.30. 2-inch

$50: Model F, 1-inch $18, l%,-inch $20. 1%

  

SCHEBLER MODEL 1.

inch $25, IM-inch $30. 2-inch $60. Zl/i-inch

$80. 3-inch $100; Model H. éjsinch $15, 1

incli $16; Model L. 1-inch $18. ljj-inch

$20, Ill-inch $25. 1-}:1-inch $30. 2-inch $h0,

Zlg-inch $80. Model 0 prices are the same

as for Model L.

New Miller Carburetters.

New Miller Carburetter Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.

Models—Made in a single model, five

sizes from 1 inch to 2 inches.

Features—Springless; single jet; fuel

passage controlled throttle opening.

Prices—l-inch, $14; 1%-inch, $22; 1%

inch. $25; Uri-inch. $30; 2-inch, $50.

Stromberg Carburettera.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co., Chicago. Ill.

Models—Made in four models. knows as

A. B, C and G. A, B and C are of the sin

gle jet type; G. which is a new model,

operates on the double jet principle, and is

water jacketed.

Features—Non-corrodable metal used in

the jets; removable venturi tube.

Prices~Model A, from $17.50 to $50; B,

frotn $17 to $35; C. from $30 to $60.

Kingston Carburetters.

Byrne, Kingston & Co., Kokomo, Ind.

Models—Newest model, Y, is made in

nine sizes from M inch to 4 inches.

Features—Floating ball air inlet valve.

Prices—%-inch. $8.25; 1-inch, $9; 1%

anh, $9.75; ll.6~inch, $10.50; 2-inch, $15'

-‘Q-inch. $18.75; 3-inch, 40; t -' Z
4-inch, $00. s 3/: mm “8'

Motsinger Carburetters.

Morainger Devices Co., Lafayette, Inc],

A." entirely new model, the principles of

which. however, cannot be disclosedib

cause of patent arrangements. but which it?

troduCeS into every foot of air passing int -

the tnotor an absolute predetermined 0

portion of fuel. regardless of the pro

_ mot
Speed. opening of the throttle. or the 101‘:

The device has but one adjustment-dot;

temperature—and this is controlled fro"

i
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RAYFIELD DOUBLE THROTTLE

the dash. The device will be sold with a

guarantee to afford more mileage per gal

lon than any other carburetter.

A. B. C. Carburetters.

International Accessories Mfg. Co., New

York City.

Models—Made in a single model in all of

the more common sizes.

Features—Float chamber tilts as the

throttle is opened, permitting the level of

the fuel to rise above the lower ends of the

jets as the speed of the motor increass.

Rayfield Carburetters.

Findeisen & Kropf Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

' Models—Made in two models: Model D

is water-jacketed and Model H is not water

jacketcd; the models otherwise are similar.

 

SPRINGLESS NEW MILLER

Model D is made in five sizes, increasing by

quarters of an inch from 1% to 2 inches.

The three larger sizes are provided with

double jets. Model H is made in three

sizes. 1, 1% and 1% inches.

Features—Three air intakes; fixed. mech~

anically operated and automatic; three ad

justments for low, intermediate and high

speeds, which are easy to make; dash con

trol ensures easy starting.

Prices—Model D, l%~inch, $30; I‘d-inch,

$35; Eli-inch, double jet, $37.50; lid-inch,

double jet, $40; 2-inch, double jet, $45.

Model H, l-inch, $20; I‘d-inch, $22.50; 1%

inch, $25.

American Locomotive Carburetters.

L. V. Fletcher & Co., New York City.

Models—Made in four models, A. B. C

and D. A has a single jet and is not water

  

 

 

DOL'BLE JETTED l-‘EPS

jacketed and is made in six sizes from 1

inch to 2% inches; Model B is similar, but

with two jets. Model C is single jet and is

water-jacketed; Model D is a double jet

water-jacketed device.

Features—Simple adjustment; flexible.

Prices—From $15 to $38.

Feps Carburetters.

Schoen-Jackson Co., Media, Pa.

ModelsMMade in a single model and in

all of the popular sizes.

Features~Double jct venturi tube type,

the high speed jet being rendered operative

by the suction of the motor on the auxiliary

air inlet valve; springs, balls and cams elim

inated.

Homo Carburetters.

Homo Co. of America, Philadelphia, Pa.

Speedometers and Other Meters

Efforts to increase the legibility of the

speedometer dial is a leading feature 0f

the Year’s development. Both the Corbin

Screw Corporation, which produces the

Corbin-Brown speedometer at New Britain,

Conn., and the Dean Electric Co., Elyria,

Ohio, maker of the Elyria-Dean, are put

ting out instruments with dark faces and

white numerals by way of avoiding reflec

tions which interfere with the legibility of

the dials; the Corbin corporation has also

gone a step further and made the indicating

figures which terminate in the figure 5 sub

ordinate to those which terminate in zero

and the advantage accruing therefrom is

not to be minimized.

\Vith manufacturers older in the field

save in two instances, changes have been

chiefly in the way of increasing the record

of the season odometer readings, which in

very nearly all cases now read to'99.999’.9

_ ' erfectmg tripmiles, and of adding or P . b

odometer resets, so that the‘readmgocgm 12

et to any tenth mile Wlthlrl. the 1 -ml

5 in a few instances improvemems

e' ‘scop ’ ture which have to do With the

of a minor na

in

drive mechanism have been added. and in

nearly all cases tendency to produce clock

combinations both side by side and vertical

is marked.

  

REVISED HOFFECKER DESIGN

 

Two complete changes of the external

appearance of the lines have been effected,

though in neither case have basic principles

been changed for others. The Stewart 8!

Clark Mfg. Co., which makes the Stewart

magnetic speedometer at Chicago, Ill., has

abandoned the use of the indicating needle

in IS of the 16 models in which the instru

ment is produced and substituted therefore

the cylindrical scale with numerals which

appear before a peep window, Other more

or less innovative features have been adopt

ed in the shape of a gradometer, which is

supplied on several of the models. and a

trip odometer reading up to 300 miles on

one of the types. A micrometer adjustment

which has to do with the accuracy of the

device also has been added. The product of

the Hofiecker Co., of Boston. Mass, has

undergone several changes, chief among

which are the adoption of a cylindrical

form in place of the square casing which so

long was adhered to, and the production

of clock models in which W'altham time

keepers and electric dial lights are 8111'

ployetl.
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Stewart Speedometers.

Stenrt & Clarlr Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

[odds—Made in six types and sixteen

models. Model A reads to 60 miles an hour.

has season and trip odometers that read to

1th!) and 300 miles, respectively, a mi

emineter adjustment and electric light. A2

a similar. save that it reads to 100 miles an

hour. Model B is similar save that the elec

tric light is not provided, the trip odometer

reads only to 100 miles and a gradometer is

added, it reads to 60 miles. Model B2 reads

to 100 miles. Model BS is B with an electric

light added; Model Bo is 82 with an elec

tn: light added. Types A and B have 4

inch dials. Type C instruments have 3-inch

duh. Model C reads to 00 miles: C2 to 100

miles. lr combination with clocks. Types A.

Band C. all of which have rotary cylindrical

dials. lortn Models A]. A3, Bl. BS. B4, C1,

aid C3 .\lodel E is 3% inches in diameter

itd reads to 30 miles. Model F is an odom

r'eiiinly; it reads to 100.000 miles season

and lll) miles trip. Model 26 has a 3-inch

la! and is provided with a pointer.

llama—Magnetic type. micrometer ad

'n-tment; trip odonieters on Type A read

to 3'0 miles; gradonieter incorporated in

lite B; Seth Thomas clocks or Stewart

(his: odometer re~et to tenths of a mile.

Prim—Model A. $75: Al. 8125; A2. $75;

A] 135; B. $55; Bl. $35: BZ. $55; 33, $90;

34 $05: BS. $65; Bo. $60; C. $25; Cl, $45;

C190; (3.545: E. $25: F. $15; 26. 520.

Standard Speedometera.

Snndard Thermometer Co., Beaten, Mass.

Hedda-Apart from combinations with

nukes and Clttt'k\. ~eien different models

remade. four ‘Jl which are provided with

titre-melt dial~ and indicate, respectively.

l- it. 50. 00 and 80 miles an hour; the

like: three embrace the use of 44inch dial

111 1'0 of them. which difler from each

"5" ~.ightly in the arrangement of the

:21 read to 00 miles an hour, and the third

1 ‘t' On all models YhC season odometer

moi-19999.9 miles and the trip odometer

'flitlo999 miles. Any of the 3-inch mod

tli enters into combination with a watch

‘Ilirtn new models, and the 3-inch 60-mile

'-‘-'ie\ I'llll either a Boston or at Chelsea

-\:k to form a side-by-side small model

'l ‘ is titted with an electric light. A

4-H" ~ide-by-side mo lel also is formed

1! the combination of the four-inch 00

‘“ speedometer with a 4-inch Boston or

China eloelt and a vertical model.

Fummt‘cntriitigal force type, with

but tliniru on the trip odometer

Pfim—Tliree-ineh models with scales

"14‘": up to t0 miles. $25; 3-inch. 80 miles.

550. i~llltll. 60 miles. $55 and $50; 4-inch, 80

51:" $40; 3-inch watch combination, $30;

"Nil iertieal clock combination with Bos

" t'eck $75; with Chelsea clock. 5851

mil "held-Sid! combination with Boston

‘.-.-lt $55; with Chelsea eloek. $65: large

“W-‘i-ndt eiimhtnaton with Boston

t-i'l 570; With ('lielsca clock. $30

  

TOTAL
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Corbin-Brown Speedometers.

American Hardware Corp., New Britain,

Conn.

Models—Made in eight models, which

combine with Chelsea clocks to form eight

combination models. Model A is 3 inches in

diameter, indicates to 60 miles an hour, and

is provided with season and trip odometers

reading to 9,999.9 and 99.9 miles, respect

ively; the latter is provided with a reset.

Model B is similar, with a 4-inch dial.

Model C is the same as B, save that a maxi

mum hand is provided. On Model D an

electric light also is provided. Model E is

similar to Model B. save that it indicates to

80 miles an hour. Model F indicates to 80

miles and has the maximum hand; Model G

also reads to 80 miles and has maximum

hand and electric light. Model H is similar

to Model G, save that it indicates up to 100

miles an hour.

Features—Centrifugal force instrument,

four weights on the governor. On the dial,

the multiples of 10 are made twice the size

of the other figures to facilitate reading.

Either black or white dials are supplied.

Prices—Model A. $.35; Model B, $30;

Mod:l C. $35; Model D. $40; Model E, 850;

Model F, $55; Model G. $60; Model H, $80.

In combination the respective prices are

$65. $70, $75, $80. $90. $95, $100. and $120.

finished in polished lirass. In nickel the

price is $2 higher.

Hofiecker Speedometers.

Hofl'ecker Co., Boston, Mass.

Models—The newest product, Model L,

indicates up to 75 miles an hour and is

combined with an eight-day “'altham clock

positioned above the speedometer dial. The

season odometer reads up to 99.9999 miles

and repeat; the trip odometer, which is

fitted with a circular dial and a pointer,

reads up to 99.9 and repeat and is provided

with a reset A cylindrical casingr has been

adopted instead of the square casing and an

electric light added. The compound cen

trifugal governor is retained

Features—Governor requires no compen

sating springs; individually graduated

large fitzurcs facilitate reading: iars are ab:

sorbed within the instrument; durable,

Warner Autometer.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis

Models—Produced in six models. which

enterunto combinations with clocks and

electric lights to form 10 combination mod

els. Models R and S are cylindrical in for

“WI-ll the numerals on a cylindrical scalm

which also obtains in other models'reads~ to 60 miles an nour. S indicates t

1th miles an hour. Odometers register to

9.999 and 99.9 miles. respectively for tho

fiea<0n and trip. Models K~3 and' l -" e

lirace the use of the same spe 4 h em

members as models R and S

disposed beneath a circular.

which the sea~ntt and trip ml

ed indicating

but they are

di~k through

timcter scales
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which read to 999.999 and 299.91 guitar-k

' ‘ trude. I 00 e .
specnvcly' altbecd lzdoboth models, which are

1' hts are fit 7’ ’ndi
415; inches in diameter Model k2 i

cates speed up to 60 miles an hour: 11-71 “I;

t 100 miles an hour. 'Vlodels 30, 31. 3~ an

33 all are 3% inches in diameter and are new

- r . r' '. line. The latter
additions to the \\ art er 1 30

two are similar, respectively, to Mode 5

and 31. save that electiic light_5 are fitted'

Model 30 indicates up to 60 miles an hour

and 31 up to 100; on all four the season

and trip odometers read to 99.999 and 99-9

miles, respectively, the trip odometers be

ing provided with a reset which also can

be set so as to render the recorders inop

erative. Models R and S form combination

models 5 and T with a 3L§-inch Chelsea

clock mounted on the top of the cylinder.

Models K-Z and L-Z similarly form Models

M-2 and N-Z, while with the clock 4%

inches in diameter mounted side by side

they form Models 0-2 and P-Z. Models 30

and 31 combined side by side with a Chel

sea clock of similar diameter form Models

34 and 35.

Features — Magnetic drag principle;

large figures appearing before a sight hole

being placed on the side of the aluminum

cup. which is perfectly balanced by way of

insuring steadiness and accuracy.

Prices—Model R, $507 S, $60; ’1" $90; U,

$90; in either brass or nickel. Model K-Z.

$75; L-2. $85; M-2, $125; N-z, $125; 0-2,

$145; P-Z, $145, in either brass, nickel or

black enamel or special finishes. Models

ggoand 31. $50; 32 and 33. $55; 34 and 35,

Elyria-Dean.

Dean Electric Co., Elyria, Ohio.

Models—One model with a 5-inch dial,

speed indication up to 60 miles an hour,

distance indication on the season odometer

up to 99,9999 and on the trip odometer,

which is provided with reset, to 99.9. Case

and dial both are black with the hands

and numerals in nickel. Centrifugal force

principle employed. the governor compris

ing four balls which lift a cage operating

needle when shaft is revolved.

Features—Large numerals and blackened

dial make for easy riding. Shape of the

faces of the cage in contact with the balls

insures accuracy without the use of com

pensating means and permits of the use of

a uniform scale. Springs are eliminated

from the makeup of both season and trip

Odometers.

Veeder Tachodometers.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Models-Tachodometer or speedometer is

made in two models, both of which read up

to 60 miles an hour. but which differ in that

one is fitted with an odometer which regis

ters mileage regardless of the direction of

vehicle. the converse is

In both cases the odom—

season and

movement of the

true of the other

eter reads to 9999.9 for the
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STEWART “'ITH GRADOMETER

99.9 miles. respectively; the trip scale can

be reset

Features—Tachodometer is of liquid cen

trifugal force type. Two scales are provid

ed, one reading up to 60 miles an hour and

the other. for more accurate readings. reads

up to 30 miles an hour.

The hub odometer can be attached to the

wheel without the necessity of making any

changes whatever in ihe axle end. Both

Model B and Model D Odometers are fur

nished with a pressed steel pinion of novel

contour, which reduces the friction and

noise and is self-cleaning.

Prices—Tachodonieter with irreversible

odometer, $50: with reversible odometer,

$55. Hub odometer, $.25; Model B, $10;

Model D. $20. Prices include all fittings.

Servis Records.

Coronet Hub Odometers.

Service Recorder Co., Cleveland, 0.

Models—Servis Recorders made in a sin

gle model. Coronet Hub Odometers are

made to fit in place of the hub cap.

Features—Recorder requires no connec—

tion with the wheel; it records the move

ment of the vehicle by means of the oscil

lations imparted to a pendulum when the

vehicle is in motion. The pendulum carries

  

a revolving chart

ter incorporated in

“tamper

a stylus which marks

7 a chronomc _ .

moied by The devlce 15

instrument. I I t

tti'imf" The hub odometer likevtvézemse

i)aclics without any connection to .

The motion is imparted toIthe :81;gears which moves the recording w .ee 5to

means of a pendulum which remains

tionary as the odometer revolves.

Jones and Popp Taxirneters.

American Taximeter Co., New York City.

Models—Jones Taximeters: Made in

two models; A is arranged so that the

"extra" tariff is added to the total fare read

ing; on B the fare and the "extras" are

shown separately. I’opp Taximeters: Made

in two models for recording either a single

tariff, where but one person is carried, or

two tariffs, where more than one passenger

is carried.

Features—Cannot be tampered with; ac

curate; easily attached without injury to

car.

Prices—J1 he instruments are rented, not

sold. The rental is $6 a calendar month

for each instrument up to 25; $5 in lots

from 26 to 100, and $4.50 in greater quanti

ties than 100. A deposit of $30 is required

on each instrument.

BUMPERS.

Conover Safe Guards.

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.

Models—Built in two sizes. with bumper

bar either 2 or 2%; inches in width. \Nith

2~inch bar, the device is made either in steel

with an enamel finish, 01 in steel with a

brass or nickel-plate finish, or in solid

bronze with brass or nickel-plate finish; in

the larger size, the device is made only in

bronze.

Features—Channel section bar, semi-ellip

tic steel leaf springs bearing at four points

to reileve the shock.

Prices—In steel. 2-inch bar, enamel fin~

ish. $15; brass or nickel-plate finish. $17.50;

in bronze, brass or nickel-plate finish, $25

In bronze, Zlé-inch bar, brass or nickel- ’

plate finish, $25.

Hartford Bumpers.

Hartford Suspension Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Models—Made in three sizes, for cars of

over 3,000 pounds, for cars of between 1.500

and 3,000 pounds, and for cars lighter than

1,500 pounds; a model especially adapted

for use on Ford cars also is manufactured.

Features—Attach without the necessity

for drilling holes in the car frame: four-leaf

friction springr absorbs the jar.

Prices—For heavy cars. $20: medium

cars, $16; for light cars, $12; for Ford cars.

$12.

Sager Bumpers.

J. H. Sager Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Models—Made in eleven models. The

\
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Dinnind and the Protection are similar. in

the mode of attaching with. a special spring

ihaekle bolt. and in the disposition of the

helical springs which oppose the move

ment of the bar; the Diamond, however,

has a brass bar reinforced with steel which

is rectangular in cross-section; the Pro

tection has a round bar with wood filler.

Both are made in five different finishes. The

Universal. L'niversal Channel and Universal

Diamond all can be attached without drill

iiig holes in the frame; the helical springs

are concealed in the telescopic bracket

which supports the bar. The Universal has

uoiisd steel bar. Universal Channel a chan

nel bar and the Universal Diamond a rec

tangular bar; each is put out in four tin

:ihes. The Fit-all bumper is also of the

imp-on type and is adapted to fit all
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CONOVER

$17; nickel, $17. Packard, nickel, $20. Ford,

black enamel, $10; brass, $12.

E. G. Bumpers.

Emil Grossinan Co., New York City.

Modelk—Made in eight models—with 1%

inch tube bar. with Z-incli tube bar, with 2

ineh channel bar. Swivelaction, Common

sense. Ford Bolt-On and Ford Clamp-On,

and Cadillac Clamp~On.

Features—Strength and ease of applica

tion. Can be adjusted to fit nearly all cars.

All have helical springs in telescoping

tubes.

Prices—1%-incli bar: Black enamel, $6.75;

brass, $7.50; nickel. $9. Two-inch bar". Black

enamel, $10; brass. $12.50; nickel, $15. Chan

nel bar; Black enamel. $10; brass. $12.50;

HARROUN

to any make of car, and Ford. exclusively

for Ford cars.

Features—Attachment effected without

drilling the frame; channel bar can be

straightened when bent; helical springs en

closed in telescoping tubes.

Prices—Imperial: Black enamel. $15:

brass, $20; nickel, $20. Universal: Black

enamel, $12; brass, $15; nickel, $15. Ford:

Black enamel, $10; brass, $12; nickel. $12v

SHOCK ABSORBERS.

Connecticut Shock Absorbers.

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co..

Meriden, Conn.

Models—Made in two models. for heavy

and for light cars. The heavy type fits near

 
 

Bl‘MPER DEVELOPMENT—SOME OF THE MORE PROMINENT DEVICES

=Iu- 9! nuts save the Ford; it is made

:h it: different finishes. Simplex, Sim

:lL-anl and Simplex Diamond all are

lfl clanip on and have concealed

The Simplex has a round steel

‘ . tiers have channel and diamond

"‘{till\€l)'. The Packard Special

Lfrl'l-ndrihe Ford Special bumper are

m u . t'ii‘etlal use with these cars

mm... .r applied Without resorting to

i. 7,, “i, r;

F ..“kimlrt—th‘l’Lillllliy, adaptability "and

“TDiamond. black enamel. $20‘

2:;!|951:_nickel, $17.50. Protection. black,

"rm-H. :; hrass. $20; nickel. $22-$11 Uni'

m I3:1th enamel, $10; brass, $12; nleeli

bm‘igicrsal Channel. black enadel. $12;

.. . 4. nickel. s14. Universal Diamond.

mankind. Slo; brass. $17; nickel. $17

m!‘ 9231: enamel, $7.50; brass. $950;

“Jud. ._Simplex. black enamel. $10;

-m-. nickel, $12. Simplex Channel.

Simple Bind. $12; brass, $14; nickel. $14

: izmoiid. black enamel. $15; bf355~

nickel, $15. Swivelactioii: Black enamel,

$7.50; brass, $8.50; nickel. $9.50. Common

sense: Black enamel, $5.50; brass, $6.50;

nickel, $7.50. Ford Bolt-On: Black, $5.50;

brass, $6.50; nickel, $7.50. Ford Clamp-On:

Black enamel. $6; brass, $7; nickel, $8.

Cadillac Clamp-On: Round bar, black on

amel, $6.75; channel bar. $10; brass, $7.50;

channel, $12.50; nickel, $9; channel, $15.

Harroun Bumpers.

Turner Brass Works, Sycamore, Ill.

Models—Made in a single model to fit all

cars.

Features—Helical spring type. bolted to

car frame.

Prices—Plain. $10; black enamel.

brass. $12; nickel or gun metal. $13.

$11;

Halladay Bumpers.

L. P. Halladay Co., Streator, Ill.

Models—Made in there modelsfiImperial

and Universal. which are intended to attach

ly all cars; light types are for Ford cars.

Hupmobiles and cars of similar weight.

Features—Operate on the cam and flat

spring principle; only have a single adjust

ment; require no attention.

Prices—Standard. $25 a pair; light, $15.

Flentje Recoil Preventers.

Ernest Flentje, Cambridge, Mass.

Models—Made in a single model to fit all

cars.

Features—Piston working in a cylinder

containing oil and ground mica checks the

recoil of the springs; no springs.

J. M. Shock Absorbers.

I. M. Shock Absorber Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Models—Made in four models for attach

ment to cars with different spring equip

ment. Model A is made up of two spring

containing members and is attachable to

cars with platform suspension or with iul‘.

or three-quarter elliptic springs; Model B

has a single spring containing member and
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VARIED PRINCIPLES REPRESENTED IN SHOCK ABSORBERS

is also attachable to cars with full or three

quarter elliptic springs; Model C is adapt

able to cars with single springs attached

to rigid spring hangers; Model F is for use

with Ford cars only. Models A and C are

made in three sizes—for cars up to 2,000

pounds, for cars between 2,000 and 3,000

pounds, and for cars over 3,000 pounds.

Model B is made in two sizes—for cars up

to 3.000 pounds and for cars over 3,000

pounds.

Features—Helical springs enclosed in

metal cylinders; increase the resiliency of

car suspension; easily applied in place of

the ordinary spring shackle.

Prices—Models F, A, B and C, for light

cars. $35 a pair; Models A. B and C, for

medium weight cars. $42 a pair; Models A,

B and C, for heavy cars, $50 a pair.

Velvet Auxiliary Springs.

John W. Blackledge Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Models—Made in six models: No. 1, for

cars weighing less than 2,200 pounds; No.

2. for cars weighing between 2,200 and 2,

800 pounds; No. 3, for cars weighing be

tween 2,800 and 3.600 pounds; No. 4. for

cars weighing between 3,600 and 4,400

pounds; No. 5, for cars weighing over

4.400 pounds. The sixth model has enclosed

springs.

Features—Attach in place of the spring

shackles; comprise -four resilient helical

springs, which yield as rough spots are en

countered; are easily attached.

Prices—N0. 1, $18.50; No. 2, $18.50; Nos.

3, 4 and 5, $20; covered, $35.

Gabriel Rebound Snubbers.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.

Models—Made in five sizes: Model 0, for

cars weighing less than 1,400 pounds; Model

1, for cars from 1,400 pounds to 2.200

pounds; Model 2, for cars from 2,200

pounds to 3,500 pounds; Model 3, for cars

weighing not over twofitonts;n Model 4, for

wo to ve o s.trigrjtifgeifrlxlot not limit flexibility of the

quickly and easily attached With

' s: . -spring requle no adjustment

out machine work;

or attention.

Prices—Model 0, $25, set of four; Model

1. $30 set; Model 2. $35 a set; Model 3, $40

a set; Model 4, $50 a set.

Mondex Shock Absorbers.

Aristos Co., New York City.

Models—Made in a single model to fit

all makes or cars.

Features—Resistance to change of angu

larity of the arms is ofi'ered by rubber disks

which are compressed to a degree that

varies with the amount of movement, by the

action of two cams positioned face to face.

Cam surfaces are made of hardened steel.~

Adjustment cannot vary with wear. Can

be adjusted to suit conditions.

Prices—-For a set of four with the at

taching brackets, $50.

LAMPS.

Solar Lamps.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.

Models—Thirty models, including 3 gas

head lamps; 5 electric head lamps; one each

gas and electric swiveling searchlight; 6

electric side lamps; 4 electric tail lamps; 5

each oil side and tail lamps; and one gen

erator.

Features—Exclusive black finish with

metallic lustre; patented system of double

ray projection and eclipsing; special short

focus lead glass lens mirror made by Bausch

& Lomb; exclusive focusing device; new

number lighting tail lamp; column search

light; dash lamps with inside opening door;

new Spherule combination oil and electric

side lamps; spring clip fasteners for hold

ing parabolas securely in door, making them

easily removable; felt washer between glass

and parabola in electric side lamps, making

them dirt proof; octagonal doors on several

models. _

Prices—From $2.40 each to $30 per pair

E 8: J Lamps.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Fourteen models. including .2

each electric head and side lamps; l‘electric.

tail lamp; 3 oil side lamps; 1 011 tail lamp,

3 gas head lamps; 1 combined gas and elec

tric side lamp; 1 commercial vehicle side

lamp; 1 reflector; and one generator.

Features—Simplicity; original design; an

nealed metal parts; three finishes. enamel.

brass and nickel; substantial construction;

provision for focal adjustment; Ediswan

sockets; tungsten bulbs. The generator is

of the orthodox type and is fitted with a

device styled a “condensation cup" to keep

the pipes clear of water.

Prices—Generator. $7; lamps from $2.50

to $12.50 each.

Gray & Davis.

Gray & Davis, Boston, Mass.

Models—Twelve models. including three

gas and two electric head lamps; two oil and

two electric side lamps; one combination oil

and electric side lamp; one oil and one elec

tric tail lamp.

Features~All lamps made from steel

dies; conscientious supervision and best

materials; weather and dirtproof construc

tion; focusing adjustment: substantial lock~

ing device; tail lamp has white window to

illuminate license plate; great variety of

styles.

Prices—From $3.50 each to $25.00 per

pair.

Jaco Lamps.

J. Alexander Mfg. Co., New York City.

Models—Two models for electricity, One

a complete lamp and the other a reflector.

Features—Torpedo type lamps fitted com

plete with bayonet connectors. wire. switch.

and 10-candlepower tungsten bulbs; espe

cially adapted for use on Ford cards. Re

flectors are true parabolas and are silver

plated on nickel for use in gas lamps; made

in eight and nine-inch sizes; easily attached

or detached.

Prices—Lamps, per set, $15: reflectors per

set, $8.

Ham Lamps.

C. T. Ham Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Models—Fourteen models. including cight

oil side lamps; one combination ml and

. '4';
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four oil tail lamps. and
lame side lamp; .
g one electric attach

one motorcycle lamp;

t. l .meli‘ttaruree—llnilt on “cold blast" principle;

miect reflection and projection; substantial

Imumiction; no smoke or odor; perfect

\rn'lliilOn; no soot; no smoky front

glasses

Prices—From $3.50 each to $16.00 per

{in'

Mondex Lighting Systems.

Aristoa Co., New York City.

Models—Made in a single model for use

r tonnectran With any acetylene headlight.

Gmprises a gas regulator. a controller and

ranch on the dash and spark gaps on the

burners

Features—The lamps can be lighted and

t: flame controlled from the dash; no

with tail is needed, the spark being taken

tromthe magneto; readily attachable.

Pun—$15.

B & L Lamps.

it l. Auto Lamp Co.. New York City.

lodels-vanty-iour models. including

Ilgis head lamps. 4 electric head lamps,

ititttrir =ide lamps. 4 electric head lamps.

much oil side and tail lamps.

Farms—All lamps made of heavy gauge

bass and are of original designs in which

'1! popular bullet shape is predominant;

tube! are mostly in one piece. with genu

ll il'a‘ohc reflectors.

hires-From $5 to $22 each.

Cowlee Lamps.

C. Coulee & Co., New Haven, Conn.

lMs—Thirty-two models. all electric,

12.55:! l head. 12 side, 8 tail and 11 in

Mar.

Farms-All fitted for el

“1' (littl’sily of designs;

-=‘;'-rt construction; ch

||| - ~ I

"-"- “Manual constr

an an},

pm=QD~Frum $3

ectricity only;

waterproof and

oice of various

uction; prices in—

.25 each to $36.00 a pair.

Old Sol Motorcycle Lamps

limhorne llfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conm

lod e , . .
“an? Tthctn models. including five

: ""Pfi tour generator lamps; four

"7..n .
,‘qactmmmr 835 head and electric

,..i“ iL'mPS from

.. , . $150 t $6.50; -. .._. "m 82.50 m “75‘ 0 gener

Neverout Lamps.

Rose lllg. Co., Philadelphia, Pl

"Wkllldc in al

t-r azrh both oil and

man

l shapes and sizes for

with electric lights.

9.50 to $50.

Rm Rushmore.

more Dmmo Works, Plainfield. N- J

I“Mkn‘m models of electric lamps.

including one each head. side and tail. and a

number of models of gas lamps.

Features—Substantial construction; ele

gant finish; dirt- and waterproof; Rushmore

lens mirror.

LUBRICANTS.

Wolverine Lubricants.

Wolverine Lubricants Co., New York.

Recommended by makers of 28 cars and

motors; has burning point of 450 to 470

degrees, has low gravity and light color;

no free carbon and small quantity of fixed

carbon; will retain consistency at high tem

perature; burns cleanly. \Volf's Head Cyl

inder Oil, light, medium and heavy; 50

gallon barrel, 50 cents a gallon; half barrel,

54 cents a. gallon; lO-gallon can. $5.75 each;

S-gallon can, $3.25 each; l-gallon can, 75

cents. Wolf's Head Crystal Oil. extra fil

tered, light. medium and heavy. ranges from

75 cents to $l.60 a gallon. according to

quantity and kind. Greases—Motor Grease,

Non-Flowing Oil. Graphite Grease, Light

and Dark Gear Compound. 25 cents a sin

gle pound to $5 for 50 pounds. Packard

cylinder oil, bearing trademark of Packard

Motor Car Co., 50 cents a gallon in SO-gal

Ion quantities, to 75 cents for single gallon.

l’aclcard cup and graphite greases. 25 cents

a single pound to $5 for 50 pounds.

Monogram Lubricants.

New York Lubricating Oil Co., New York.

Refined from pure. high-grade Pennsylva

nia crude oil, manufactured solely for lubri

cation of gas engine cylinders; economy.

cfiiciency and uniformity are claimed.

Company features co-operation with dealers

in selling. Oils—"V" Gas Engine, Light

Gas Engine, Medium Gas Engine, Heavy

Gas Engine. Extra Heavy Gas Engine. Tim

ing Gear, Gear Case and Special Steamer;

in barrels. half barrels and five-. ten- and

One-gallon cans. Greases—Yellow Motor

Grease, Yellow Gear Grease. Graphite Mo

tor Grease, Graphite Gear Grease. Non

liquid Oil and Gear Case Compound: in bar

rels, kegs and two-. five-, ten- and twenty

five-pound cans.

Albany Lubricants.

Albany Lubricating Co., New York.

Albany grease, for axle cups, compression

caps and bearings. Cook's lubricant, a new

product. for transmissions. differentials, and

equalizing. timing and steering gears; will

not run out of gear case; adheres to gears

and always maintains a film between sur

faces in contact. Albany auto oils, full line

for various needs of a car.

McCord Lubricators.

McCord Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Made in ll models: No. 1, ca

pacity one quart. one feed; No. 2, capacity

one quart, double feed; No. 3, capacity two

quarts. single feed; No. 4, capacity two

quarts, double feed; No. 5, capacity two

quarts, three feeds; Nos. 6 to ll, capacity

one gallon, one to six feeds, respectively.

Features—All working parts of forged

steel, case hardened, and are immersed in

oil; delivery can be quickly regulated to

meet conditions; douhlc pump eliminates

pressure in the sight-feed glasses.

Prices—No. 1, $25; No. 2, $30; No. 3, $28;

No. 4. $35; No. 5, $42; No. 6. $33; No. 7,

$39; No. 8. $45; No. 9, $51; No. 10. $57;

No. 11, $63.

Acheson Graphites.

International Acheson Graphite Co., Niag

ara Falls, N. Y.

Graphcoat. a new product. applied with

a brush to rims; prevents sticking of rims

or tires after being in position for a con

siderable length of time; requires no paint

ed surface as a ground work; will not cake,

gum, attract or hold dirt. and is not influ

enced by extremes of temperature. Also is

designed for use in spring leaves and as a

lubricant for bolt threads. pipe joints and

gaskets. Other graphite products.

Harris Oils and Greases.

A. W. Harris Oil Co., Providence, R. I.

Made in a variety of different grades to

suit motor condi'ions. Harris Transmission

Compound is a grease especially made for

the lubrication of gearsets.

Havoline Oils.

Havoline Oil Co., New York City.

Made in several different grades, to suit

all motor conditions.

Features—Will not gum or congeal; non—

carbonizing.

Gargoyle Mobiloils.

Vacuum Oil Co., New York City.

Made in several different grades especial

ly to suit varying conditions.

Features—Non-carbonizing and non-con.

gealing.

Panhard Oils and Greases.

George A. Haws, New York City.

Made in several grades to suit all motor

conditions.

Features—Will not carbonize or congeal.

Detroit Lubricators.

Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.

All sizes and all types of lubricators and

oil and grease cups are stocked.

Texaco Motor Oil.

The Texas Co., New York.

\Vill not form hard carbon deposit. has

proper body for sealing space between pis

ton rings and cylinder walls. will not con
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geal in cold, is put up in sealed can under

maker's guarantee, can may be conveniently

carried under seat; company features its co

operation with dealers by means of various

forms of advertising.

Oilzum Lubricants.

White & Begiey Co., Worcester, Mass.

SOAPS AND POLISHES.

Rex Polishes.

Armiger Chemical Co., Chicago, Ill.

Rex cream polish for brass, copper and

steel, nickel plating polish, wood oil for

varnished work and leather dressing for

tops and upholstering material.

Features—Ease of application; will not

damage the articles applied to.

Baum’s Automobile Body Soap.

Baum’s Castorine Co., Rome, N. Y.

A soap for washing motor car bodies which

is absolutely neutral and which therefore

will not injure the paint or varnish work.

The soap produces a fine lather and cleans

with ease.

Slikup Specialties.

N. B. Arnold, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Materials for cleaning tires, tops, up

holstery, bodies, motors and all other parts

of the car.

Soaps and Polishes.

J. Eavenson Sons, Inc., Camden, N. 1.

Blue Ribbon Metal Polishes.

Int’l Metal Polish Co., New York City.

Soaps and Polishes.

J. T. Stanley, New York City.

Metal Polishes.

Geo. W. Hoffman, New York City.

FUEL PUMPS.

Bowser Pumps and Storage Systems.

S. F. Bowser & Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Models—Pumps, tanks and storage sys

tems are made in various sizes and styles,

both portable and stationary, for handling

either gasolene or kerosene; lubricating

oil storage tanks and outfits also are manu

factured.

Features—Pump barrels made of seam

less brass tubing; valves of selected brass;

pumps measure accurately and are read

ily adjusted to measure even fractions of

gallons; gallon meter attached to the long

distance systems registers to 10,000 gal

lons and repeat.

American Fuel Pumps and Storage Tanks.

American Pump 8: Tank Co., New York.

Made in a number of different sizes and

ibrms, both stationary and portable.

Features—Pumps all are of the continu

ous flow type.

Fuel Handling Apparatus.

Wayne Oil Tank 8: Pump Co., Ft. Wayne,

Ind.

SPECIALTIES IN GENERAL.

Oliver Jacks.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Models—Three models, Peerless in eight

sizes, Oliver Tire Saver in one size and a

new model, Oliver Sampson, in three sizes.

All three models are of the dog-and-rack

type. The Peerless model is provided with

a lever which can be used as a tire tool, and

when so ordered, a tire removing attach

ment is furnished so that the jack can be

used to facilitate the removal of tires. The

action of the jack is reversed by turning

the handle upside down. The Tire Saver

is made for cars weighing up to 3 tons and

is provided with an adjustable bracket to

engage with the wheel hub; the face of the

bracket is leather covered to prevent mar

ring. The new Oliver Sampson is made for

road use for cars of up to 3 tons, and for

garage use, with a wooden base, attached

handles and double brackets, one size for

cars up to 3 tons and the other for cars of

3 to 6 tons in weight.

Features—Unbreakable malleable iron

frames, positive action, arched base to pre

vent tipping.

Prices—Peerless, for cars of 1 ton, 8%

ineh, 10-inch, 12-inch, $2.50; with tire re

moving attachment, $3.25. For cars of 2

tons, 9;{,-inch, ll%-inch, ll-inch (low

bracket), $3; with tire removing attach

ment, $3.75. For trucks of 5 tons, ll-inch,

$6; l4-inch, $7. Tire Saver, $1.50. Oliver

Sampson, for cars of 3 tons, 11%-inch, $3;

15-inch, $5; for cars of 6 tons, l7%-inch, $8.

Vanguard Windshields.

Vanguard Mfg. Co., Joliet, Ill.

Models—Made in four models; Nos. 74

and 75 are straight and are 25% x 38 inches

and 27% x 42 inches in height and width,

respectively. Nos. 77 and 78 are of the zig

zag type and measure, respectively, 25% x

38 inches and 29% x 42 inches in height and

width.

Features—Ball-bearing type joints, steel

frames. Piano hinge along bars of the zig

zag types prevents rattle; strap loops for

the attachment of top straps provided on all

models.

Prices—Models 74 and 75, coach glass,

$12.50; plate glass. $17.50. Models 77 and

78. coach glass. $12.50; plate glass, $17.50.

All finished in black enamel.

Star Tire Trunks.

Merchant 8: Evans Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Models—Combined tire and tool case

made to take either 34-inch or 36-inch tires,

and either 6, 8 Or 10 inches deep.

Features—Made of pressed steel; light,

durable, moisture and dust proof, easily

opened and closed; fastened with Yale lock.

Prices—Either 34- or 36—inch diameter,

depth 6 inches, $21; 8-inch, $23; 10-inch, $25.

Ajax Trunk and Tire Cases.

Ajax Trunk & Sample Case Co., New York

City.

Models—Trunks in four models: Nos.

30 and 32, opening at the top in the ortho

dox manner; Model No. 250, a combination

of a suitcase carrier and luggage trunk;

the fourth model is a footrest trunk de

signed to take the place of the usual footrest

in the tonneau of the car. Models 30, 32

and 250 are made in 28-, 30- and 32-inch

sizes. Ajax Refrigerette for carrying

luncheons, etc., is made in a single model.

Aiax double tire trunks are made in sizes

suitable for all tires.

Features—Best quality trunk board sup

ported in steel frames used in the construc

tion, black soleleather hand stitched at the

corners. The combination model is notched

at the back to accommodate the overhang

of the car body. The foot rest trunk is cov

ered with an aluminum sheet, embossed.

Double door on the tire trunks prevents the

entrance of moisture or dirt.

Prices—Trunks: No. 30, 28-inch, $22.50;

30-inch, $24; 32-inch, $25; No. 32, 28-inch,

$30; 30-inch, $32; 32-inch, $34; No. 250,

28-inch, $30; 30-inch, $33; 32-inch, $36.

Foot rest trunk, $18; Refrigerette, $18; tire

trunks, 26-inch, $22.50. Other diameters, $1

an inch extra.

Q. D. Rim Removers.

Tobey Glare Removers.

William L. Tobey, East Boston, Mass.

Models—Q. D. Rim Remover made in 3

single model for removing the locking ring

from any size quick-detachable rim. The

Glare Remover, which is made for attach

ment to the windshield rod, also is made in

a single model.

Features—The Q. D. rim remover is 50

small that it can be carried in the pocket; its

operation requires nothing more than the

insertion of the hook between the retaining

ring and the rim flange and screwing up

the screw with a screwdriver until the

locking device is uncovered; the lock ring

then can be removed. The Glare Remover

is a piece of amber colored glass carried in

a circular frame which attaches to the

windshield frame.

Prices—Q. D. Remover, 75 cents. Glare

Remover, $2.50.

B’Line and Copley Grease Guns.

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass.

Grease guns in various sizes and types

with different styles of handles; for hand

ling anything from gasolene to heavy

grease. Made to push in, to screw in. Of

both. ‘

Features—Plungers and barrels ground to

an exact fit, so that there is no leakage; "0

packing used; can be used to carry oil, as
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oil will not leak past plungers; special guns

t'or priming; Copley guns have leather

packed plungers and are for handling orls

only.

Prices—B'Line guns. from $1.50 to $5, ac

cording to size; Copley guns from $1 to $4.

Gs? Mufier Cutouts.

G. Piel Co., Long lsland City, N. Y.

Models—Made in nine sizes to take l%-,

by, l-Y-. 2-. 2%. 2%-. 2%. 3- and 3%-inch

vivs

Futures—When open. the valve tongue

closes the path to the mufiler; when closed,

pressure of gases tends to seat tongue on

the seat. Easily attached. simply by slip

ping over the ends of the pipes and clamp

ing with set screws.

Prices—For ll/4- to lift-inch pipes. $4.50;

in Z- to 36-inch pipes. $5; for 2%- to

Frlnfll pipes. $5.50.

Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers.

0. Walker Gilmer, 1n. Philadelphia, Pa.

Tht~e are spreading pliers with which to

lr-ld open a cut in a tire while repairing ma

terial is being introduced into the wound;

it‘s of the pliers are at right angles to the

lmrs. so that tire is not torn when they are

lll‘fllttl; slight pressure only necessary to

open cut; ratchet in handles of pliers leaves

operator with both hands free to work; can

be ttmored without disturbing repair gum;

equipment includes combination cotter pin

hook and cleaner; price $1.

Perfect Gasolene Filters.

Gasolene Filter Co., New York City.

Iodels—Single model made for attach

mrnt to the fuel line.

Features-Chamois made in the form of a

collapsible bellows forms the filtering me

dian. the area of the ehamois being suf

tt:tnt not to impare the flow of the fuel.

5! collapsing the bellows, which is accom

Plhhtd by movement of a rod provided for

It» purpose, the collection of sediment can

be removed from the ehamois and drained

through the pet coek.

PntMSS.

Hartford Jacks.

Hmlord Suspension Co., Jersey City. N. J

Iodels_-.\ladt- in a single model. 10%

Incl-hes high, with a lift of 7 inches.

mares-Gearset o erat'n ' '
tron with a In P I g m comm“

mm 5 rue lever, which. however. re

m ' ‘hm’l ilmkc. facilitates the

.ttt‘n" '
k- operation. Case of malleable iron

fir cut trom steel.

gears machine cut and
k vl
burned A ' I
"med h ctuatmg mechanism of heat

. ( rome nickel steel.

“45.

Townsend Grease Guns.

$ P. Townsend & Co., Orange, N. J.

Mod - -QlFMntl': in four different sizes to

  

  

  

  

 
 

COWLES FOOT WARMER

FOUR INTERESTING SUNDRIES

hold 6, 8, 12 or 16 ounces; all sizes are

similar in construction.

Features —- Inner removable cylinder

which permits of quick and cleanly loading;

piston. operated by a worm and handle,

makes operation easy and rapid.

Prices—Six-ounce, $3; 8-ounce, $3.50; 12

ounce, $4; lé-ounce, $5.

Warmed Driving Gloves.

Carron & Co., Inc., New York.

Gloves are leather gauntlets with an elec

trical heating element in the wool lining; in

thumb and forefinger of each is a thin disk

connected to wires which give contact with

metal plates on the steering wheel; six-volt

ignition or storage battery may be used;

current flows only when gloves are in con

tact with the plates; warmth may be regu

lated by wearer.

Cowles Foot Rest and Heater.

Charles Cowles & Co., New Haven, Conn.

Models—Made in a single model, 33 inch

es long. embracing the use of four tubes.

Features—Ingenious combination of two

articles; is not in the way in the summer,

for it serves as a foot rest; easily attached

to exhaust pipe by means of flexible metal

lic tubing.

Prices—Finished in brass. $24; in nickel,

$30.

Jaco Specialties.

The J. Alexander Mfg. Co., New York.

Double vibrator horn, claimed to produce

twice as many vibrations as the ordinary

horn. Mirrorscopes, dome lamps. dashboard

lamps. wind brake, individual windshield,

adjustable bumper. cut glass flower vases.

brass tire holders, malleable iron tire hold

ers. license pad holders and radiator orna

ments.

Neverout Radiator Heater.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Consists of heater. utilizing illuminating

gas, tube which connects with top of radia

tor through filler cap and with bottom

through petcock; designed to keep water

warm while car is standing in cold garage

and also is claimed to be capable of warm

ing a garage considerably.

E-C Tire Carriers.

E-C Sales Co., Chicago, Ill.

Types—For attachment to the running

board. and for attachment to the rear.

Features—Adjustable to fit diflerent sized

tires; strength and rigidity; easily at

rached.

Allen Friction Wrenches.

Allen Wrench & Tool Co., Providence,R. I.

Models—Friction socket wrenches made

in four styles; friction drills and spark plug

wrench sets.
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Features—Embodies all of the features

of the ratchet wrench with the elimination

of teeth, springs and pawls; grips instantly

without loss of motion.

Keystone and Presto Tire Covers.

Nathan Novelty Mfg. Co., New York.

.{evstonc tire cover; water-shedding, 11d

justable on new or old casings, fastens with

snap buttons, perfect fit insured by highly

tempered flat spring inserted in edge of

fiap. Packed in individual boxes. Presto

cover; made of enameled goods, otherwise

similar to the Keystone.

Burbank Top and Cover Cloths.

Wm. R. Laidlaw, jr., New York City.

English Burbank cloths are made in a

variety of weights and colors: Bedford

Waterproof cords for replacing leather on

the upholstering also are shown.

Features—Burbank cloth, although it has

no rubber or other similar substance in its

makeup, is waterproof.

Dover Specialties.

Dover Stamping & Mfg. Co., Cambridge,

Mass.

Funnels, combined measures and funnels,

measures, gasolene cans, radiator fillers,

drip pans, soap economizers, tire testing

tanks, oil cans, electric bulb cases, waste

cans, garage pails, and various and sundry

sheet metal articles.

Turner Motor Washer.

Turner Brass Works, Sycamore, Ill.

Models—Made in a single model; tank

holds a quart of gasolene.

Features—Tank is drawn from a piece of

brass, bottom being brazed in place; adjust

able nozzle will produce either a very fine

spray or a solid stream for cleansing in

corners.

Watch Dog Lever Locks.

S. Breakstone, Chicago, Ill.

Made in a single size for locking the

spark and throttle levers to a spoke of the

steering wheel web when the car is not in

use.

Features—Simple, quickly and easily ap

plied, durable, effective.

Price—$2.

Berg Motor Car Trunks.

Berg Auto Trunk & Specialty Co., New

York City.

Made in various sizes and shapes and for

all purposes.

Pyrene Fire Extinguishers.

Pyrene Mfg. Co., New York City.

Aodels—Made in a single model, 14 inch

,s long and 3 inches in diameter.

Features—Smothers a gasolene or oil fire

without spreading it; easily handled; will

not injure metal or woodwork or fabrics.

Prices—Brass, $7; nickel plate. $8.

Simplex Fire Extinguishers.

David Kahnweiler's Sons, New York City.

Models—Made in a single model, 14 inch—

es long and 3 inches in diameter.

Features—No pump used, liquified gases

are forced out by carbon dioxide under

pressure; will not injure property; easily

handled.

Turner Torches and Brazing Outfits.

Turner Brass Works, Sycamore, Ill.

Models—A variety of models of different

sizes for burning gasolene, kerosene and

alcohol.

Features—Tanks drawn from sheet brass

with the bottom brazed in place. Holders

for soldering bits are included.

Benford Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Benford gas-lamp lighters, and Monarch

spark plugs.

Features—Lamps can be lighted while

the car is in motion with but a single mo

tion.

Prices—Lighters, $5; plugs. $1.

Sundries.

Donnelly Motor Equipment Co., New York.

National tire pumps. National vulcanizers,

Gladrag polishers, body soaps. Little Steers

man steering gear attachment.

J. H. Faw, New York City.

Gaskets. both round and manifold; blow

out patches, reliners, Mazda lamps, Redfield

plugs, Eureka valve grinders. Ford light

ing sets, etc.

Portable Garages.

James Ashley, New York City.

Light garages made of sheet metal and

designed to be easily erected and taken

down.

Coes Wrenches.

Coes Wrench Co., Worcester, Mass.

Drop forged. socket. end and adjustable

wrenches in all sizes and styles.

Polson Windshields.

Polson Mfg. Co., Bufl'alo, N. Y.

Windshields in various sizes and in both

the straight and zig-zag types.

Clear Vision Windshields.

Cox Brass Mfg. Co., Albany, N. Y.

Made in all sizes in both straight and in

zig-zag form.

Ten Eyck Air Pumps.

Auburn Auto Pump Co., Boston, Mass.

Air pumps and pneumatic jacks.

Giant Jacks.

S. B. R. Specialty Co., East Orange, N. J.

Giant and Little Giant jacks and muffler

cut-outs.

Gray Specialty Co., Newark, N. J.

Blow-out patches, tire boots. etc.

Perfecto Wind Deflectors.

Perfecto Wind Deflector Co., Boston, Mass.

Grinnell Gloves.

Morrison Ricker Mfg. Co., Grinnell, Ill.

Driving gauntlets in a variety of styles.

Tools.

Rich Tool Co., Chicago, Ill.

GENERAL SUPPLIES.

Smalley Daniels, Detroit, Mich.

New Era Replacement springs, Sly tire

holders, Auto Thiefproof locks, and Mitch

ell steel boxes.

Features—New Era Springs are made for

replacing broken springs on a number of

the most popular cars; primarily they are

intended to be carried in stock by the job

ber; Sly tire holders are made for run

ning board attachment for either single or

for two tires; they carry tires mounted on

demountable rims; Auto Thiefproof locks

are made to attach to the footboard and

lock the clutch pedal down so that the

clutch cannot be engaged.

Prices—New Era Springs from $3.90 to

$13; sly tire holders from $5 to $8.50; Auto

Thiefproof locks, $5.

Charles 0. Tingley & Co., Rahway, N. J.

Blowout patches, 50 cents to $1; vulcaniz

ing fluid, and solution, sets of $4 pint, 75

cents; V2 pint, $1; pint, $1.25; quart, $2.25;

tire patches, 2% cents to 35 cents; Gum

Gum, 50 cents per tube; valve bases, 20

cents to 30 cents; Gum Gum and vulcaniz

ing fluid sets, $1; tire solder sets, $1.50; Con‘

centrated cement, 20 cents to 60 cents; red

rubber gas tubing, 10 cents per foot; lamp

connectors, 15 cents each; soapstone, 15

cents per can; ironwork varnish, 25 cents

per pint; rubber rougheners, 20 cents; .top

dressing, 50 cents per can; waste, 10 cents

and 20 cents per package; tire tape, 5, 10

and 25 cents per roll; rim shellac, rirn ce

ment, tire plugs; Diamond aluminum; Spe

cial rubber cement.

General Supplies.

Charles E. Miller, New York City.

Brampton chains, United States tires.

Pan-American oils and greases, El Al'CO

radiators, Victor pumps. Wright wrench

es, Wizard magnetos, Blair tops. C055

wrenches, Clear Vision Windshields, J'M

wu.iljJa_._l.I
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"ms. Sharp spark plugs. and a variety of

~pecialties.

Stevens R Co., New York.

Slirlt plugs, horns and reeds. pumps. com

p-und and single cylinder. hand operated:

p_wer air pumps, pump connecttons. tire

gauges, burners. tubing. nipples and cocks.

a-ease guns. gaskets, switches, tools.

L. P. Halladay Co., Streator, Ill.

Side and rear tire holders. package car

riers. Reliable oil can holders. license brack

ets. gasolene strainers. hood latches and

handles. gear—shift levers. control pedals.

lamp brackets. rods. etc.

Emil Grossrnan Co., New York City.

Red Head spark plugr wrenches, ignition

Parts, Fittings and Materials for

AXLES. SPRINGS, ETC.

Weston-Mott Axles. Hubs and Rims.

Weston-Mott Co., Flint, Mich.

llodel 900-L is a new pleasure car rear

“it. of which the housing. hub bodies. oil

thtddtrs and brake drums are of pressed

lleel: shafts and gears are of high quality

ml. and ball bearings are fitted. Another

trv product is a line of double-reduction

mr axles for commercial cars: these are

termed to take the place of chain drive

constructions and are for use in light com—

mittal vehicles; features are, elimination

n' that: drive construction, fewness of

pm. and gear ratios of front 5 to l to 9 to

'. are iull'rloating type; liberal braking sur

‘aze is provided. Line also includes fixed

tr-semi-tloating, single-bearing-full-fioat

fit and double-bearing-full-floating types

tirtar axles; tubular. square-front and I

'mn itrint axles.

Hole-Shaw Clutches and Evans Axles.

Merchant & Evans Co., Philadelphia, ‘Pa.

Hedda-Clutches made in ten sizes for

transmitting power from 10 to 100 horse

i’mtr Evans rear axles are of the full

:bautg type and have the gearset incorpr-r

11rd in the differential housing; they are

mad: tor both pleasure cars and commer

<11 \tlticles.

Futures-Clutches are of the multiple

disk type with the plates running in 011;

Pb"! are provided with “V” grooves

:h‘s-‘t fit into one another and render the

rind: action "sweet." Evans axles a_re well

l-Jkd; the gearset provides three speeds

“If'md and reverse; on both second and

in. , ,
Add. speeds the drive IS direct.

M‘lehitch“. $70. $80. $90. $100. stto

$170. l0. ' '.mlimion- $2 $230. Axle price on

Timken Axles.

“liken-Detroit Axle Co., Detroit, Mich.

Front and ml. ax

cm and trucks.

knuckles for front

les for both pleasure

complete with steering

h" ax es; rear axles of both

ti‘h‘dljg dea‘l lYpes: live axles complete

‘uhhmt'sttnttal.lbrakes. housing. etc. Also

' . “mp ete radius rods_ t . ct . .
m8! Timlten roller. c A“

mmmmipTlH'Bh-gfade material and work

(ommcfi flinfllvlfl; extreme accuracy of

°"'- 1" moving parts enclosed and

dustproof; special attention given to lubri

cation problems; large variety of equip

ment. so that practically any requirements

can be met.

Sheldon Axles and Steel Wheels.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Both front and rear axles are made in a

variety of different weights and designs.

Tlte newest productions are the Type \V-I

rear axle. fitted with worm drive. and Shel

don cast steel wheels.

Features—Front axles are one-piece drop

  

SHELDON “’ORM DRIVE AND STEEL WHEEL

forgings. I-beam in cross‘section; thrust

bearings between steering knuckles and the

yokes make for easy steering; Tobin bronze

pivot bolt bearings fitted with rachet grease

cups. Type W-I rear axle equipped with

David Brown 8: Son worm mounted on

Rhineland bearings; differential gears

mounted on New Departure bearings. In

the standard rear axles made, Standard and

Bower roller bearings and New Departure,

Rhineland. F 8: S. Hess-Bright. Radax and

Norma ball bearings are fitted at the option

of the user. and all are interchangeable.

Steel wheels also optional. Steel wheels are

durable and resilient; light.

Tuthill Springl.

Tuthill Spring Co., Chicago, Ill.

Types—Semi-elliptic or half springs and

three-quarter scroll springs. made in nine

standard sizes from 35 to 48 inches: full

elliptic and scroll elliptic springs made in

six standard sizes from 36 to 40 inches. Odd

sizes and shapes made to specification.

Features—Alloy steels used in the manu

facture: rebound clips are provided.

Prices—Half elliptics from $5 to $18.50 a

cable and terminals, Mirrorscopes. side and

rear tire holders. license brackets. control

pedals, Security windshield cleaners, etc.

Garage Equipment Co., Milwaukee,'Wis.

Universal bumpers, torpedo tire holders.

Windshields. vulcanizers. jacks and lamps.

Motor Car Equipment Co., Akron, 0.

Factory Use

pair: three-quarter elliptics from $7.50 to

$27.75 a pair; full elliptics from $7 to $19

a pair.

E-C Axles.

E-C Sales Co., Chicago. Ill.

Made in a variety of models and sizes.

both front and rear.

Features—Accessibility of the gear units

on the rear axles: one~piece cast steel hous—

ing, no truss rods, tubular drive shafts. lib

eral brake dimensions. one-piece casting

around differential bearings. pinion adjust

ment independent of pinion bearing adjust

ment.

American Axles.

American Ball-Bearing Co., Cleveland. 0.

I-beam front axles and full-floating rear

axles. bevel gear driven. both adjustable

and non~adiustable. and worm driven axles

are made in various sizes.

Features—Shafts of chrome-vanadium

steel heat treated; tubing of nickel steel

heat treated. choice of bearings.

Perfection Springs.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, 0.

Thin-leaf springs for touring cars; springs

for l-. 2-. 3-. 5- and 7-ton trucks. Oil-tem

pered. heat treated and of American or im

ported Krupp silico-manganese steel.

Harrow Springs.

Harrow Spring Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Made to specification from either carbon

or alloy steels.

Marburg-Hagen Springs.

Marburg Bros., Inc., New York City.

Made to specification from pure carbon

steel.

Huston Springs.

Huston Multiple Car Spring Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.

Hess Springs and Axles.

Hess Spring & Axle Co., Carthage. Ohio.

Torbenaon Axles.

Torbenlon Gear 8t Axle Co., Newark, N. J.

Three sizes. for M. l and 2 tons capacity.
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Features—Live axles are separate from

the load bearing axle. which is a drop forg

ing, and drive the wheels through the in

ternal gears on the wheels and spurs on the

ends of the drive shafts.

Smith Axles.

A. O. Smith Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Both front and rear axles in various sizes.

Features—Front axles are made with an

extra low drop from the spindle to the

spring pad. Rear axles are made with in

ternally trussed pressed steel housings.

Ends reinforced with long swedged tubes,

the outer ends of which form the bearing

sleeves; driving mechanism built on the

unit principle and is easy of adjustment.

STEERING GEARS.

Lavigne Steering Gears.

Lavigne Gear Co., Racine, Wis.

Models—Made for both pleasure cars and

commercial vehicles. Three models, known

as A. B and C, are made for pleasure car

use. A is for cars weighing up to 2,000

pounds; B is for cars weighing between

2.000 pounds and 3.000 pounds; C is for cars

weighing over 3,000 pounds. For commer

cial cars five models are made: A for trucks

of less than a ton, B for l-ton trucks, C for

2-ton trucks, D for 3-ton trucks, and E for

S-ton trucks.

Features—Irreversible; no end thrust, no

loose parts, automaticale take up wear,

compact. dustproof.

Gemmer Steering Gears.

Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Models—Made in eight models, four for

pleasure cars and four for commercial vehi

cles. Models C. K, O and S are for pleas

ure cars; Model C has a single worm; K, O

and S have double worms. The commercial

steering gears are R-Z, K-Z and 0-2; R-Z

has a single worm; K-Z and O-Z have

double worms.

Features—\\’orm and sector type; full

worm wheels with squared or tapered

shafts; F & S ball bearings; spring lever,

ratchet or frictional controls.

GEARS, CHAINS,

Magic Gearsets.

Aristos Co., New York City.

ETC.

Made in a single model providing three

speeds forward and reverse.

Features—The design of the gearset is

entirely new and embraces the use of an

internal gear of the step-up cone type,

which provides three gears of different di

ameters; the gear is housed at one end of

the transmission casing and is attached to

the propeller shaft. A spur gear is arranged

to slide on the splined end of shaft which

enters the other end of the housing and

which attaches to the clutch of the car; a

universal joint is fitted to this shaft so that

the spur can be made to mesh with either

of the there internal gears and provide

three gear ratios. The spur gear is shifted

by means of a yoke which is operated

through the intermediary of the gear shift

lever. Reverse is obtained by the use of an

idle pinion.

Cotta Transmissions.

Cotta Transmission Co., Rockford, Ill.

Gearsets for either shaft or chain drive;

three forward speeds. Gears always in mesh

and changes made by shifting dog clutches.

Made in various sizes to transmit from 15

to 130 horsepower.

Features—Dog clutches for engaging dif

ferent speeds, relieving the gear teeth of

shoeks; selective control; adaptability to

right, left or center control; substantial

construction of the best materials.

Prices—From $100 to $250, according to

size, for shaft drive. and from $180 to $625

for chain drive, which includes difierential

and extension housing for differential.

Link-Belt Silent Chains.

Link-Belt Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Made in pitch sizes from 5%; of an inch to

2% inches, and in widths which are ample

for the power to be transmitted.

Features—Links are provided with steel

bushes which are removable; washers be

tween the links provide unbroken pin bear

ing the full width of the chain.

Brown-Lipe Gears.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Transmission and differential gears; unit

power plant and rear axle gearsets, control

sets, multiple disk clutches, etc.

Features—New models of four-speed

gearsets; special differentials for commer

cial vehicles; modern methods of gear-cut

ting; quiet‘running gears.

Motometer Indicator.

Motometer Co, New York City.

Models—Made in a single type for attach

ment to 'the radiator filler cap of any car.

Features—The device comprises a ther

mometer which is visible from the driver’s

seat and serves to warn when the motor is

running hot.

Price—$10.

Coventry Chains and Gearsets.

Sarco Engineering Co., New York City.

Coventry silent chains in all pitches and

widths, as well as applications of the chain

drive to the camshaft, magneto and fan

drive and in the gearset.

Ross Gears and Differentials.

Ross Gear 8: Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

Models—Steering gears are made in five

models, all for commercial car use; BF.

is the heaviest, and BC. the smallest; the

intermediate gears are B.A., B.H.. and 13.13.

Differentials are built in three sizes—Ali.

for 5-ton trucks, A.H. for 2- and 3-ton

trucks, and A.B. for l-ton trucks. All are of

similar design.

Features—Length of the hearings in the

steering gears. Web-shaped housing in the

differentials.

Worm Gears and Worm Drives.

Wm. Cramp & Sons Shipbuilding Co., Phil

adelphia, Pa.

Rough and machined castings and blanks

for worm drive construction; finished worm

drives of approved design.

Munice Gearsets.

Munice Gear Works, Munice, Ind.

Sliding and planetary gearsets and jack

shaft assemblies in several difi'erent weights.

Lefevre Gearsets.

Lefevre Arms Co., Syracuse.

Both sliding and planetary gearsets are

made in several sizes, as well as complete

jackshaft assemblies and diflerentials and

gears.

BEARINGS.

Hess-Bright Ball Bearings.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Types—Radial bearings with wide races,

light type made in 23 sizes from 30 mm. in

diameter to 200 mm.; medium type from 35

mm. to 240 mm., and of the heavy type

from 62 mm. to 265 mm. \Vith narrow races.

light type in 21 sizes from 32 mm. to 185

mm.; medium type, 15 sizes from 37 mm.

to 168 mm; heavy type, six sizes from 65

mm. to 103 mm. Six sizes of special small

bearings from 16 mm. to 26 mm. are made;

magneto bearings, which differ somewhat

from the others in mode of assembly, are

made in four sizes from 28 mm. to 44 mm.

in diameter. Thrust bearings are made in

a variety of sizes.

Features—~Radial hearings. save the mag

neto types. are assembled without notching

the races or risking distortion by pressing

the bearings into the races. Retainers are

made of pressed steel. Magneto bearings

are assembled by slipping the inner raceway

with the balls into place in the retainers

into the outer raceway, one side of the

outer raceway being tapered. The thrust

bearings are provided with a rounded bot

tom raceway which tends to Shift until the

load is equally distributed on all of the

balls.

Bower Roller Bearings.

Bower Roller Bearing Co., Detroit, Mich

Made in three series known as N, Annu

lar and T. Series N is made in diameter5

increasing from 52 to 240 mms.; Annlllal'

bearings are made in diameters from 52

mms. to 265 mms.; series T is made in di

ameters from 2.24 inches to 4.33 inches.
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Futures—Combined radial and thrust

"Jinn—body of roll carries radial load,

Lire carries thrust; increase of radial load

its not increase thrust and vice versa;

1'"~ad'ustable.

Pitta-Series N. from $5.25 to $85; An

Mr. from $525 to $110; Series T, from

3175115150.

R l. V. Ball Bearings.

R l. V. Co., New York City.

ltziulbearings made in three typcé—lillhl

:-.'.:m and heavy. Light bearings are

hit m 2.! sizes from 30 mms. in diametef

All mm. in diameter; medium weight

"fines are made in 23 sizes from 35 mms

Founder to 240 mms. in diameter: heavy

“711111? in 16 sizes from 62 mms. in diam

:RYMZBS mms. in diameter. Type F thrust

"mm with scll~aligning lower raceways

‘1-1' In 12 sizes from 53 mms. to 140 mms.:

Tim C. washer bearing, in 18 sizes from

33 mm to 150 mms.

Film—Uniformity of materials; accu

"lei workmanship; design.

_P:KU—.Radtal. light. from $3 to $48;

tram $3.75 to $90; heavy, from

i - 31-1; Type F. from $6.40 to $33.15;

  

Hyatt Roller Bearings.

ii .mt Ron" 8'3""! CO-, Detroit, Mich.

R-Ilcr bearin
"MW! 35 in all sizes and for all

I . . .a "tomobile service, either pleasure

mmmlil vehicles.

FumSpiral roll

net elasticity to coni

'm of surface; quiet

lit'tlittltd by the spir

'r\ bring coiled in

ers which have sufii

orm to any inequali

running; oil equally

als, alternately, roll

opposite directions;

parallel rollers and races; suitable for heavy

or light duty. '

Boyer Suspension Bearings.

Suspension Roller Bearing Co., Sandusky,

Ohio.

Types—Single row type combined radial

and thrust hearings are made in 48 models

varying in diameter from 10 mm. to 200

mm.; double row type made in 64 models

varying in diameter from 10 mm. to 240 mm.

Type G. from $1.10 to $11.

Features—Radial and thrust bearings

combined; by virtue of the fact that the

balls are placed in grooves in the lateral

faces of the raceways. which are of equal

diameter, the weight is distributed on all

of the balls and not simply on the lower

balls; dustproof.

Prices—Single row type, from $3 to $65;

double row. from $3 to $90.

Whitney Roller Bearings.

A. C. Smith Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Models—Made in all of the standard sizes

for automobile \vork.

Features—Adjustable tapered cup and

cone type; no shoulders or guiding mcm

hers: cage not subject to load stresses.

SKF Ball Bearings.

SKF Ball Bearing Co., New York.

Carefully selected steel. careful selection

and calibration of the balls. determination

of their hardness and homodencity. closely

controlled processes in hardening and tem

pering the bearing races. accurate machine

work, close grinding and finishing arc

claims by this company. Outer race has its

  

(Roller); 4—H Y.\T T

v.; THS. K. F; 8—5. R. 0.; 9—BOWER (Roller)

inner surface concave-d. inner race has two

groves in outer surface, each groove of

radius slightly larger than that of the balls;

construction is designed to provide for seli

alignment in case of deflection.

Timken Roller Bearings.

Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, 0.

Tapered roller bearings for axles, shafts.

knuckles, steering gears, etc.

Features—Tapered construction of roll

ers, cones and cups permits accurate ad

justment for wear; ribs on cones and

grooves in rollers keep the rollers always

in their places; the utmost pains are taken

in process of manufacture to ensure accu

racy; special steels for each part, specially

heat treated: heavy and light bearings for

heavy and light duty.

United States Ball Bearings.

United States Ball Bearing Mfg. Co., Oak

Park, Ill.

Bearings of all standard sizes for use

under all conditions.

Norma Bearings.

Norma Co. of America, New York.

Ball and roller bearings, precision test

ing instruments, Hirth minimeters. Fea

turcs claimed arc accuracy, perfection of

workmanship, superior design, cfiiciency,

endurance and quality.

Schaefer Ball Bearings.

Barthel, Daly & Miller, New York City.

In all standard sizes for carrying radial

and thrust loads.
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Features-Best of materials and work

manship.

Standard Bearings.

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia.

Bearings, both ball and roller, of all sizes

and for all classes of service.

New Departure Ball Bearings.

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.

All standard sizes and in single and

double row types.

Rhineland Ball Bearings.

Rhineland Machine Works Co., New York.

Ball hearings in all standard sizes for all

classes of service.

SRO Ball Bearings.

Marburg Bros, Inc., New York City.

Ball bearings in all standard sizes.

TOPS AND BODIES.

Golde Tops.

Golde Patent Mfg. Co., New York City.

Models—Made in five models: Model 15E

is 128 inches long; 15L, 111 inches; 15K,

103 inches; 15H, 94% inches; 17, 67 inches.

Any of the models is furnished either

tapering oval steel rods, known as Equip

ment A, or with wooden rods and steel

trimmings, known as equipment B; any

model in either equipment can be covered

with waterproof canvas, mohair or pan

tasote, and in colors to suit conditions.

\\"izard curtains are made to go with the

various models.

Features—Supported only at two points;

can be very easily raised by one person;

lazy tongs principle upon which the frame

is constructed ensures rigidity. Wizard cur

tains are arranged to be folded along the

under side of the top and are folded up with

the top.

Prices-Prices vary according to materi

als used.

Budd Pressed Steel Bodies.

Edward G. Budd Mfg Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Made in various styles for both pleasure

and commercial chassis.

Features —- Indestructibility, non-inflam

mability, lightness, all joints welded, finish

can be oven-baked and thereby made dur

able.

Hayes Metal Bodies and Parts.

Hayes Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Metal bodies, running boards, fenders,

hoods, oil pans and various other sheet

metal parts.

Longdin-Brugger Tops.

Longdin-Brugger Co., Fond du Lac, Wis.

Models—One model complete with cur

tains. Made in mohair. Set of seat and top

covers for Ford cars also shown.

Prices—Top, $35; seat and top covers,

$30.

Racine Bodies.

Racine Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

Metal pleasure car bodies. Among the

newer types are a five-passenger sedan and

a Colonial coupe. ,

FITTINGS IN GENERAL.

Flexible Metal Tubing.

American Metal Hose Co.,

Conn.

Waterbury,

Made for conveying warm air to the

carburetter in diameters increasing by

eighths of an inch from y. of an inch to 2

inches; for exhaust gases in diameters in

creasing by quarters of an inch from 1 inch

to 3 inches; in short lengths provided with

rubber sleeves for use as lamp connections;

in short lengths provided with air pump

connections and chuck for inflating tires.

Features—Durable, easily assembled. for

exhaust it is asbestos packed to withstand

heat.

Prices—\Varm air, from 24 cents a foot

for the smallest diameter to 60 cents a foot

for the largest diameter. For exhaust

gases, from 40 cents a foot to $1.50 a foot.

Lamp connectors, 20 cents; pump connect

ors, 25 cents a foot, and 60 cents for the

couplers.

Soss Hinges and Die Castings.

Soss Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Models—Invisible hinges are made in two

models, No. 117 and 119, for automobile

use. No. 117 has a non-separable post

plate; on 119 the post plate is separable.

consisting of a socket portion which pre

vents the ingress of water to the post, and

the hinge bearing portion.

Features—Hinges are invisible when in

place; can be used on either straight or

curved doors; cannot rattle; have no pro

jections to catch the clothing. and they

carry the door outside of the opening, a1

lowing use of the full width of between the

jams.

Prices—117, $1.50; 119, $2.

Numotor Top and Cover Fabrics.

L. J. Mutty Co., Boston, Mass.

Numotor fabrics are made in single tex

ture for seat covers and in double texture

with Para rubber interlining for tops. colors

to suit. Numotor leather is made of a sin

gle texture c0vered with leather. Imported

and domestic mohairs, lustres, serges and

twills also are stocked.

Features—Numotor fabric is made of

combed cotton yarns dyed in the fiber so as

to obtain a fast color. A special dye—

Indanthrene—is used. The top covers are

waterproof and all of the fabrics can be

cleaned without being impaired.

Forged Automobile Parts.

Cleveland Hardware Co., Cleveland, 0.

Line is divided into bow socket and forg

ing divisions, the latter into special and

standard forgings; stock of standard parts

for cars is carried. Company urges econ

omy of using product of this nature be

cause of the cut in first cost due to greater

production facilities of forging company as

compared with those of ordinary car fac

tory. List includes such parts as spring

shackles, lamp brackets, spring clips, yoke

ends, levers, pedal levers, connecting rods,

steering arms, starting crank levers and

others.

Duplex Brakes and Gyrex Mixers.

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Duplex brakes made in six models, four

external and two internal. Gyrex is made

in a single model to fit in the induction pipe

of the motor and break up the liquid mole

cules.

Features—Duplex brakes are equally ef

fective whether the car is moving forward

or backward; braking force exerted over

the full area of the brake drum; no drag or

chatter. Gyrcx mixers are easily attached

and effective.

Ajax Brake Lining.

Asbestos & Rubber Works of America,

New York City.

Made in thicknesses increasing by 1/16 of

an inch from 1/5 inch to % inch and widths

increasing by % of an inch from 1 inch to

4 inches.

Features—\Vaterproof;

proof; acid and dust

harden.

Prices~—From 33 cents a foot for the

smallest size to $1.97 a foot for the largest.

grease and oil

proof; will not

Multibestos Brake Lining.

Standard Woven Fabric Co., Worcester,

Mass.

Sizes—Made in thicknesses increasing by

16th of an inch from % to 5/16 of an inch

and in widths increasing by quarters of an

inch from 1 inch to 6 inches.

Features—Long life. unburnable, grips

instantly.

Prices—From 33 cents a foot for the nar

rowest and thinnest size to $3.60 a foot for

the thickest and widest size.

Wasson Piston Rings.

Wason Pitson Ring Co., Hoboken, N. I

Made in all sizes and diameters to fit all

makes of motors. Special rings also are

made.

Features—Rings are concentric with the

pistons and cylinder walls and naturally are
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at equal thickness all around; resiliency is

imparted to the rings after they have been

finished to size by peening the inside sur

face in a special machine.

Connecticut Magneto: and Coils.

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co.,

Her-iden, Conn.

Models—Magneth made in four models:

llodel A4 is for use with four-cylinder

motors; MS, with six-cylinder motors; A4

Dual is for dual ignition with four-cylinder

mum; A4 Dual is for dual ignition with

lil-Q'lllldfl motors. Dash box coils are

made for use in connection with motor with

one. two. three. four or six cylinders in sev

eral different styles. Tubular dash coils

are made either with or without switches.

Fula—Magnetos are fully enclosed;

~ rsparlr at low speeds; durable.

Prices—A4. $90; A-o'. $100; A-4 Dual,

ENS. Mi Dual. $115. Coils from $12 to

91' Tubular dash coils. with switch. $13;

Iztzout switch, $10.

Trulmlt-l-lartford Shock Absorbers.

l'lmiotd Suspension Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Iodtla-iiade in four models: Standard.

5:: art weighing over 2.500 pounds;

lc'emedrzte. for cars weighing between 1,

l" tndliil) pounds; Junior. for cars from

1;" Plund‘ to 1.800 pounds. and Junior

m. it: cars weighing less than 1.200

; :rr.~ and for electrics.

Fillies—Frictional plates are self-lubri

-'-'=tt and made of wear-resisting material;

it:an can be readily adjusted by shifting

;- =1rr-1ndial to give best results and com

mute for wear. Pioneer shock absorbing

:t are.

' Prices-Standard. $60; Intermediate. $45;

,.-:-r 525; Juniorette, $15. for a set of

v

Abell Tire Pump.

Standard Thermometer Co., Ameabury and

Boston, Mass.

Tmrhtlme drtven or electric driven

' mag: use.

‘Flamlialhbearing drive; evaporated

~1t~¢s not become mixed with the air

h-Itt-td into the tire. The pump has three

circus and may be attached to the en

:vc— Tilt garage pump may be operated

:i 1 small electric motor attached to any

I‘lwlt socket. Pump for attachment to

"Ill". 6 pounds; price, $25. At

;l“m"l’ ‘0 ADply to car, $5 to $10. Gar

_ ~ ""111. Wright. 40 pounds; price. direct

-:'rtnt. m: alternating. $85.

0:

Pantaaote Coverings.

Pinhmte Co., New York City.

"~‘ié!‘tt1\‘trm‘g.10p5. made in 23 different

: I! aminmshes. For covering seats.

Hazlditlefrcnt weights and finishes

“mom niorm quality; not injured

Q 10 ~unhght or by grease 01’ by

changes of temperature; can be

cleaned and is absolutely waterproof.

Prices—For tops, from $1.25 a yard to

$2.05 a yard. For seats. from 90 cents a yard

to $1.50 a yard.

easily

Globe Tool Boxes and Parts.

Globe Machine & Stamping Co., Cleveland.

Thirty different models of tool and bat

tery boxes for use on both pleasure and

commercial vehicles; pressed steel fenders

and body parts.

Features—Pressed one-piece covers; elec

trically welded seam and bottom; new style

aluminum mats, and either brass. nickel or

black enamel trimmings.

B-T-K Parts.

Auto Parts Mfg. Co., Muncie, Ind.

Gearsets, clutches. control levers and

steering gears in several different forms.

Two new types of unit power plant trans

missions for 30-40 and 40-55 horsepower

combinations. respectively. arranged for

either left or right hand or center control

and fitted with either cone or disk clutches.

Dry plate clutches and cone clutches with

springs under the leather are among the

newer products.

Drop Forgings.

Chicago Drop Forge & Foundry Co., Chi

cago, Ill.

Rough drop forgings in the form of con

necting rods. crankshafts. camshafts. steer~

ing knuckles. etc. The Hartsough connect—

ing rod. which is readily adjustable simply

by turning the bolt holding the lower half

of the bearing. is put out in finished form

and in a variety of shapes and sizes.

McCord Radiators.

McCord Mfg. Co., Detroit. Mich.

Vertical tube type. ntadc to manufac

turers' specifications.

Features—Efiective whether used for

pump or thermo-siphon circulation; free

air and water circulation; large area of

contact between tubes and fins. lightness

and strength.

E-C Demountable Wheels.

E-C Sales Co., Chicago, Ill.

Types—Wood and wire.

\\'ire wheel. new product. removed by un

screwing ring and loosening sleeve; spokes

are crossed. greater strength being claimed

thereby; clincher tires only; claims are

quickness of operation and simplicity. \\"ood

wheel. on market about nine months. simi

lar to the wire wheels.

Whitney Chains and Tools.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford. Conn.

Types—Roller, block and silent chains

are stocked in all sizes; hand and weight

feed milling machines and tool grinders and

\Voodrufl keys and cutters. Presto drill

chucks, collets and friction tapping devices.

Features—Roller and block chains have

deep side plates which add strength. Roller

chains are made either in the detachable

type or the riveted type; both types are in

tcrchangeable.

Raybestos Brake Lining.

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport. Conn.

Made in four thicknesses. increasing by

sixteenths of an inch from 'A inch to 54

inch, and in widths from 1 inch to 4 inches.

Features—Grips readily; not affected by

grease. oil or water; durable.

Prices—From .32 cents a foot for the thin

nest and narrowest to $1.88 a foot for the

thickest and widest.

C. R. G. Carburetters.

C. R. G. Mfg. Co., Saugua. Mass.

Models—Made in a single model in all of

the more common sizes.

Features—Multiple jet type with three

jets each played in an individual venturi

tube; only the low speed jet is adjustable.

the others coming into action as the suction

of the motor increases at higher speeds.

Westinghouse Motors.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., East

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Electric motors for pleasure and commer

cial cars; all sizes.

Enclosed type; minimum size and weight.

and maximum efficiency and durability; mo

tors developed especially for vehicle work

by long experience; motors built to suit any

conditions.

Non-Gran Bronze.

American Bronze Co., Berwyn, Pa.

Special hearing bronZe which is made

not only in ingots. but in cored bars which

are readily machined to make bushings.

Features—Will not metallize oil; gives

excellent results in actual service; extreme

1y convenient form for shop use; minimum

waste in making cored bars into bushings.

Valentine Varnishes.

Valentine & Co., New York City.

Superfine colors. wood fillers. top-dress

ing. Celox primers and sealers. Vanadium

varnishes. color varnishes and chassis fin

ishing, are made.

Features—Transparency. fluidity, quick

drying. dry through, brilliancy. durability.

uniformity. economy.

Janney-Steinmetz Tanks.

Janney, Steinmetz & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Seamless, cold drawn steel tanks for use

as fuel containers and air and gas contain

ers. in varying shapes and capacities. Gaso~

lene and oil storage systems supplied with
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welded seamless tanks. as well as pressed

brake drums, also are stocked.

Springfield Metal Bodies.

Springfield Metal Body Co., Springfield,

Mass.

Aluminum bodies in all the ordinary

types, and a full line of convertible bodies,

which, used in conjunction with special

convertable tops, serve to make closed

bodies of the Open models.

Vulcan Drop Forgings.

J. H. Williams & Co., New York.

Crankshafts, connecting rods, valve stems.

igniter levers, rod ends, yoke ends, thumb

nuts, spark plug wrenches, lathe dogs,

clamps. caliper gauges, hammers and other

parts and tools. Iron, steel, copper, bronze

and aluminum are used.

Franklin Die Castings.

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

\'arious styles and sizes of die cast bear

ings and bushings made of Franklin bab

bitt alloys; also parts for magnetos, pumps,

and electric lighting systems.

Features—Cheapness as compared with

machined parts.

Gray Iron Castings.

Manufacturers’ Foundry Co., Waterbury,

Conn.

Cylinders. pistons, manifolds and other

parts; gray iron of a high quality is used

and ability is claimed to produce high-grade

and uniform work with most intricate de

signs.

Linde Shims.

Linde Shim Co., New York City.

Shims for adjusting connecting rod bear

ings made up of an infinite number of very

thin brass sheets sweated together under

pressure; sheet at a time can be removed

to adjust the shim to the needs of the bear

mg.

Cowles Trimmings and Mountings.

C. Cowles & Co., New Haven, Conn.

Door handles, robe rails, foot rests, top

standards and props, curtain fasteners, cur

tain rollers, window lifts. body moulding,

speaking phones. annunciators, locks and

hinges. lamps, switches. and toilet articles.

Electrical Apparatus.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Battery charging sets. mercury arc recti

fiers. motor-generator sets. meters, switch

es. vehicle motors and controllers, tungsten

lamps and cloth pinions all made in a vari

ety of different models.

Spicer Universal Joints.

Spicer Mfg. Co., Plainfield, N. J.

Encased universal joints for transmitting

all powers.

Western Drop Forgings.

Western Tool 8: Forge Co., Brackenridge,

Pa.

Crankshafts, camshafts, connecting rods.

I-beam front axles. steering arms and

knuckles, lamp forks, spring hangers and

other parts and tools.

McCue Axles.

McCue Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Drop forged, I-beam section from axles

are made in six models for cars weighing

up to 4,000 pounds. Ten models of rear

axles are made for cars of all weights up to

5.000 pounds.

Cleveland Worm Gears.

Cleveland Worm & Gear Co., Cleveland, 0.

(Several different types of worm gearing.

as well as worm gearing assembly. The

gears are made of imported steel and

ground to finish.

Priming Cups and Fittings.

Edelrnann & Co., Chicago, Ill._

Priming cups, relief cocks, radiator drain

cocks, grease cups, screwdrivers. gas tank

couplers and reducers, oil gauges, hy

drometers, in a variety of difi'erent models.

Wells Screw Cutting Machinery.

Wells Brothers Co., Greenfield, Mass.

All types of screw cutting machinery,

taper pin reamers, burring tools. standard

and limit gauges. Especial attention to

tools suitable for A. L. A. M. standards.

Imperial Fittings.

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Lubricators; gasolene, oil and water

pumps; gasolene and water manifolds;

priming cups and cocks; valves, accelerator

pedals and other brass goods.

Baldwin Steel Castings and Steel.

Baldwin Steel Co., New York City.

Clay crucible steel castings, gears. cylin

ders, crankshafts, axles, sprockets, gear

blanks, etc., as well as bearing steel, magnet

steel, chrome. nickel and vanadium steels.

Doehler Die Castings.

Doehler Die Casting Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Bearings. bushings made in a variety of

forms and sizes to tit all motors; a feature

is the babbit lined bronze bearing. Die cast

ings made for light manufactures.

Mondex~Helix Gas Mixers.

Aristos Co., New York City.

Models—Made in two sizes for use with

l%-inch and l%-inch carburetters. Both

models are similar in detail.

Chrome Vanadium Steel Products.

Carnegie Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Products illustrating the scope of appli

cation of several grades of the Carnegie

Co.'s products and illustrating tests for vari

ous grades of steel.

Parsons White Brass.

Wm. Cramp & Sons Ship 8: Engine Build

ing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bearing metal, castings of various shapes

and sizes for use in connection with all

makes of motors.

Krupp Steels and Products.

Thomas Prosser 6: Son, New York.

Steels and completed steel parts made by

Fried. Krupp, cast steel works, Essen, Ger

many; consists of axles, crank pins. and

steel forgings.

Carpenter Steels.

Carpenter Steel Co., Reading, Pa.

Chrome Nickel steel for use in gearsets

and Sampson Nickel Alloy steel for use in

axles. gears, steering knuckles, spindles, etc.

Steel Tubing.

National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Steel tubing in a variety of sizes and

cross-sections for use in Windshields, cyl

inders and axles, etc.

Rielly Trimming Leathers.

P. Rielly & Son, Newark, N. J.

Patent and Enamel top and trimming

leathers in all weights and colors for up

holstery work.

Fans.

Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson, Mich.

One piece stamped steel fans of all sizes

and various types and shapes.

Top Fabrics.

L. C. Chase & Co., Boston, Mass.

Mohairs, twills and special covers in all

weights and colors.

Chains and Sprockets.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co.,Worcester, Mass.

Lock Nuts and Bolts.

Columbia Lock Nut & Bolt Co., Bridgeport.

Conn.

Paints and Colors.

Willey Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

Valves and Fittings.

Burke Valve Co., Cleveland, 0.

Dynamometers.

Joseph Tracy, New York City.

Lock Nuts.

Grip Nut Co., Chicago, Ill.

Steels.

Fisher Steel & Iron Works Co., Switzerland

Metal Trimmings.

English & Mersick, New Haven, Conn

Drop Forgings.

H. A. Elliott, Detroit, Mich

Metal Stampings.

Metal Stamping Co., Long Island City, N-Y

ca
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REILLY’S APPRAISAL OF DEALERS’ LITERATURE

Points Out Wherein Manufacturers’ Printed Matter Is Invaluable to the

Dealer—How It May Be Used to Advantage—Each

Folder or Booklet an Educator or Salesman.

"I think we ought to do something with

it. change it in some way or else discard

it entirely; it doesn’t seem to be much good

rm," remarked the Sales Manager as he sat

in Reilly's otlice and looked thorughfully at

'1“: latest copy of the company's dealers'

'ellettn which he had picked up from the

i"'r dealer's desk.

‘.\'r- hope for it at all?" asked Reilly

~I don't know; there must be some way

tL' vi the problem. but l don't believe

r. It than three dealers out of ten ever read

.1 and I'll bet that three out of every ten

IL- dr Molt at it throw it away as soon as

'Lrt run through it," was the salesman's

h-"it

‘lhd they never read it?"

1"- nm ~ure of that. either," continued

"'r vies Manager. "This much I do know:

'v‘-' we: out a request to the dealers in this

sheet a short time ago, asking them to send

1: main information, and the responses

In: so few and unsatisfactory that it sur

rfr-tl me. I always supposed the dealers

It." alive to the value of the factory's lit

m're but I never had much authentic in

i‘mzi-a on the question until we unknow

=iit nude this test. We never intended it

it I test. tithel'; we really wanted the in

fanatics"

The Dealer's Attitude Questioned

‘jl don't believe it‘s all the fault of the

.:.e"a." commented Reilly. “It contains

unhie information and if it isn't read I

"In: see why the attitude of the dealers

eat what needs altering."

Millie you're right." responded the Sales

llmrer “But supposing you are. what

‘ How are you going to alter the

tear; attitude?"

331:! is another thing." answered Reilly.

'21-: -_.w0ttldn't blame the innocent bulle

-- .. t. is not to blame for the shortcom

32: those who are supposed to read it."

"Misti read it?" queStioned the Sales

cpegilénibolt here!" and Reilly pulled

farm. in Chill his desk and presented

mck of b‘xril-lon oflthe Sales Manager a

TE, 5‘1“ “that dating back for months.

m M Sp“ Tiger’s look of gratification

no mm“; ovtta radius of more than

drum a sh: oftn Reilly pulled from another

mm)“ and advertising matter, booklets.

Pimphlets and then he called

  

tit"

to the oflfice girl, "Nellie, will you bring the

back file of bulletins?"

The young woman entered shortly with

files of still earlier dates and the whole

display was presented for the inspection of

the factory man. Such co-operation with

the factory was not surprising in this case

but it certainly was pleasing and about all

the Sales Manager did was to beam his

pleasure.

“I read every one of them," said Reilly.

“I read every booklet and every piece of

literature you get out and when I haven’t

much else to do I often pull out the bulletin

file and read the back numbers. I wouldn't

miss doing it tor anything. It’s worth a lot

of money to me."

Inattention to Factory's Messages

“Then you think it’s same good?"

“I certainly do," asserted Reilly, “it is in

valuable to me. The principal trouble with

your problem is that the dealers don't real

ize the value it can be to them. They are

not only handicapping themselves as dealers

in your cars but they are disreSpectful to

the factory. Supposing you had all the

dealers gathered at a meeting where the

president of the company was to tell them

something be especially wished them to

know; supposing three out of ten listened

while the other seven read newspapers or

paid no attention; supposing three out of

the ten who did listen remembered what

the president said while the other seven

straightway proceeded to forget it. Can

yon conceive such a thing?

Likening House Organ to Personal Caller

“No, you can't. and neither can I. But

that is just what occurs in another way, if

what you say about your bulletin is true.

This publication is nothing more nor less

than a message from the house to the

dealer, and is sent with as much earnest

ness as it would be if personally delivered;

ii the house has nothing to say it wouldn't

put it in the bulletin. and whatever is in the

bulletin the dealers ought to realize is there

for some purpose."

“That's an excellent way of looking at

it," agreed the salesman.

“Well. that's viewing the sheet from the

factory standpoint. But what is more im

portant to me and every other dealer is

tlte dealers' standpoint. It is safe to as

sume that every dealer wants to be a better

dealer; he wants to be able to sell more

cars and to be a better salesman and busi

ness man in general, and if you asked any

one of them if this wasn't the case he

would almost be offended to think that he

was suspected of being without such a de

sire. But what do many of them do? In

the case of the bulletin, it is sent out to help

the dealer; it contains information that is

supposed to be of assistance to him, yet

many of them ignore it. If a factory expert

came to him and ofiered to assist in any

way the dealer would grab the opportunity,

but when the help comes in an envelope

with a stamp on the outsidc he passes it

up.

“The delinquent dealer doesn't realize

what is in this bulletin. In many of them

are answers to little problems that have

been worked out by the factory engineers.

There are many little things that the engi

neers discover and that are incorporated

in the publication which the dealer never

would think of or find out if he did think

of them and were left to figure alone. The

engineers are the men who have built the

cars; they know the reason for what is in

every inch of them from the ground up

and that is a knowledge that no salesman

ever can ltnpt‘ thoroughly to gain. unless he

take~ a mighty long course in engineering.

Gaining Valuable Selling Knowledge

“A salesman or dealer knows the cars

quite thoroughly, but when it gets down to

the fine points of construction he begins to

be lacking. Many of these constructional

details are good selling points; they show

a prospect that there is thoroughness back

of the car, and while they may be quite

technical in many cases, they are worth

saving up to use in the right place."

“And we send out points in general saltw

manship, too," interrupted the Sales Man

agen

“That’s all good, also," continued Reilly.

“A great deal if it is this punchy, gingery

kind of stuff that is supposed to give a

man an incentive and to keep him on edge.

and much of it is stuff that any good sales

man already knows. and for that reason

some of these car sellers stick up their

noses at it and say. ‘Huh, anybody knows

that stufi.’ \chich is very true. but—there

is this often unthought of habit of man of



'
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letting good things become stored away in

the attic of his idea house; if he sits down

and thinks they will come out. but a little

dusting off now and then does them good.

“Any kind of selling or merehandizing

talk in any form is good. It isn't necessa

rily new, but it serves to arouse dorntant

ideas, and right there is a' vital principle.

The salesman who says, ‘Huh, anybody

knows that,’ never stops to think that while

he knew it he had temporarily forgotten it

and that the little reminder, the ‘stuff he

knew’ has made available for his use some

dormant idea that was uselessly stored

away in a deep wrinkle of his brain where it

was no good. He knew it was good when

he put it there but he had forgotten it ‘was

there.”

“That’s a new idea to me,’ exclaimed the

Sales Manager, “and I’m going to put it in

a personal letter to every dealer to see if

they won't wake up."

I

Co-opcrating with the Manufacturer

“\Vhile you're at it," added the dealer,

“you might also suggest to them that they

regard these bulletins as personal letters;

that’s what they are. The house would like

nothing better than to get its dealers to

gether every week or two for a conference

and instruction, and since it can't do this,

it tries to get them together through its

house organ. Also, the dealers can do much

good by helping get out the bulletin. Every

dealer has an idea or selling scheme of his

own, something that no other dealer has

thought of, and if all would get together

and send these in to the factory and the

factory would spread them around among

other dealers, what a swapping of stuff

there would be. Every dealer then would

have the use of the brains of the whole

selling field. Two heads, they say, are bet

ter than one, and the whole group of heads

ought to be a winner."

“50 many dealers have said they are so

busy they neglect the house bulletin," sug

gested the Sales Manager.

“Yes? \‘Vell, let me draw a comparison.

Every dealer on your list is busy, I pre

sume, but he reads the newspapers, doesn't

he? And how much time does he put in at

it? Supposing there is a big scandal in

New York or Chicago or San Francisco, he

reads it, I’ll bet—I do myself. He will put

in fifteen or twenty minutes on a good

newspaper story; but which is worth the

more to him: the fact that there was a big

murder five hundred or a thousand miles

away or the fact that the house has discov

ered something original in selling or, per

haps, has made a big sale in some city, per

haps in the same town where the scandal or

more was? Common sense will demand an

answer in favor of the latter. Also the

newspaper comes every day and the house
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organ once a week or once a month. It

takes not more than twenty minutes to read

the house paper all through, and when a

house publication can’t compare with a

daily newspaper for value or information,

there is something the matter with the

house sheet or with the estimate of the

dealer. I’ll bank on the house literature

every time."

“\Ve spend a mint of money on printed

stuf’f," asserted the Sales Manager.

Dealer Who Kept Literature Barrel

“And a big per centage of it's wasted,"

said Reilly, finishing the statement. “Deal

ers as a rule don't realize what the factory

is trying to do for them with its advertising

matter. A manufacturing company makes a

study of its line and its selling problems

and goes to great trouble and expense to get

up a line of booklets and leaflets, every one

of which is intended to be a hot shot that

will have telling effect if properly used. ,The

advertising department sends this material

to the dealers and some of the dealers are

wise enough to realize the value in it. Oth

ers dump it in a back room.

“I know one dealer right here in town

whose company plans to keep him well sup

plied with a high-grade line of advertising

matter. but he regards it as junk and treats

it from that standpoint. I was in his base

ment one day and saw a barrel nearly full;

I asked him what he did with it and he

said he sold it to a junk dealer as soon as

the supply was big enough to weigh any

thing at all. This man doesn’t understand

the principles of merchandizing, he doesn't

know human nature and he is too bigoted

to let any helpful information seep into his

head.

Booklet Often the Better Salesman

“If he had been schooled in the right way

he would know that advertising literature

properly used can do many times more on

certain occasions than any salesman can do.

because it can go with a man to his fire

side and talk with him when he is in a mood

to listen; it is a little unobtrusive salesman

that often will accomplish wonders and

worm its way into difficult places in a sur

prising manner. And again, if the company,

which certainly knows something about

selling, sees fit to put a small fortune into

advertising literature it ought to make a

dealer at least suspect that there was some

object in the doing; and a little investiga

tion should show him the answer.

“If a dealer does get something of value

he also should pass it on to his salesman,

mark the important passages, point out the

good stuff and send it along to the sales

man, that he, too. may benefit by it. Hog

ging knowledge is foolishness; it's some

thing that can't be cornered, and the more
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your employes know the better it is for

you."

“Co-operating with the factory in the lit

erature line is no more than right, any way.

\\'hen the factory asks through the bulletin

for certain information or that the dealer do

certain things he should regard it as if the

request came in a personal letter and to him

alone. The company is trying to make its

force more efficient, is anxious to help its

dealers, and if there is co-operation there

is bound to be progress; and if every dealer

jumps in and they all pull together, each

one is certain to be carried along toward

greater success, how much greater depends

upon how much co-operation he puts in;

it's up to him.

“These booklets are worthy of study;

they are put out for a purpose. Each of

them is suited for a certain class of pros

pect, just what class I can determine from

a study of the booklet; and when l have a

prospect whom I think will be helped by a

little literature, if I know what my stock

contains, I know just what to send him."

"Some of our best dealers, Reilly, don't

seem to think they need any help and don't

seem to care to help us."

All-wise Man Travels Backward

“\Vell, without throwing any bouquets,”

answered Reilly, "I think I am safe in say

ing that I have as good a business as the

average dealer and I hope I never see the

day when I don't need assistance of some

kind. The man who gets wrapped up in

himself and becomes imbued with the idea

that he is all there is to it and that he is

beyond being benefited by anything or any

one, is in bad shape. He is on the back—

ward road, and for two reasons; one is that

he is relying upon his own ability and ideas.

and these are likely to become shopworn;

the other is that those who take from the

experiences of others and who are willing

to be helped will go by the other man so

fast that he will at least appear to be going

backward."

Reilly stopped talking abruptly as he saw

passing the window a grocery wagon with

several Christmas trees sticking out the

back end. “Gee, I almost forgot," he ex

claimed, as he slapped his knee. “Order me

a Christmas tree, a cedar, will you?" hc

asked the oflice girl, as he stepped to the

door of her little office.

“Better not get cedar," she said. “My

sister bought one and it was all covet?-d

with some kind of little bugs; she sent it

back and all the cedars she could find were

the same way. She took some other kind."

“Order something else, by all means,"

agreed Reilly; “Mrs. Reilly says I’m bugs

enough for one house."

“Your wife is very discerning, isn’t she?"

was the Sales Manager's comment.
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Money Cannot Buy Better Materials Nor More

Improved Series V.

  

Elegant and Completely Equipped Car

Long stroke (4%x6) flexible and noiseless

Motor with enclosed valves.

Left Side Drive.

Center Control.

Gray 8: Davis Electric Starter, easily operated

by simply touching a button with foot.

Gray & Davis Dynamo Electric Lighting System.

Bosch dual double Magneto.

lZ-inch Turkish Upholstery.

Full heavy nickel Trimmings.

Electric Horn.

Adequate Baggage-carrying Compartment con

cealed in body but easily accessible.

Powerful and reliable Brakes.

Spacious Interior.

Tit! ~Pump. integral part of motor. Infiates a

tire in three minutes.

Tmfiault-Hartford Shock Absorbers on rear.

lZMnch Wheel Base.

Gray 8: Davis 12-inch black and nickel bullet

head lights.

Adjustable, ventilating and rain vision Wind

Shield.

Multiple jet Carburetor.

HoHecker steady-hand Speedometer.

Tire Carrier in rear.

Silk mohair Top, Cover and Curtains.

Full-fioating Rear Axle.

Resilient Springs, % Elliptic in rear; Semi

Elliptic in front.

Large gasoline pressure-feed Tank with Gauge

in rear.

Robe Rail and Foot Rest.

Foot Mat in Running Board.

Plain, continuous enclosed Metal Guards.

Easy riding qualities, unexcelled.

Oiling System, demonstrated to be only perfect

oiling system.
_'.‘__‘-

Tools and jack in box concealed by splash‘on

running board.

One extra Firestone demountable rim.

These few features are typical of the National’s superior quality

Five Passenger Touring Car

One of five models. $2750 to $3400

  

 

National Motor Vehicle

Write for catalog

Company,

 

Indianapolis, Ind.
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REPUFLIC
STAGGARD

  

Ride in safety over

slippery pavements

You men who are often compelled to “let her out"

can indulge ln bursts of speed with less fear of skidding

and slewing.

The long, sturdy studs (six rows of them) in the

Smggard Tread Tire give your car a good "purchase" on

slippery pavements and make skidding an almos! negligible

factor.

There's extra mileage in the Original, Effective Non-skid

Tire, mo. The studs form an extra rread over the ordinary, plain

tread so that you really have two wearing surfaces.

THE REPUBLIC RUBBER CO.

YOUNGSTOWNv OHIO

Bread". and Aleneiel in the Prinuipll Citie

 

 

STAGGARD TREAD
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JUST PAWS

Hands weren’t intended for pawing around in the dirt and mud. _Yet that’s

What they must do when cranking a car in the old way. Do you like it?

  

STORAGE BATTERIES

With Electric Starting Outfits afford relief from cranking troubles and will

“0 light your car. Just a push of the button will do either. But, examine

{/18 Battery and

BE SURE IT’S AN
  

Use the Class A sum,
Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use the Class B
Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Company

CLEVELAND, 01110

Detroit Bunch_"91 woody“ Avenue Chicago Brunch—2241 Michigan Avenue

San Frnndaco Branch—243 Monndnock Building

Dapoh in All Principal Cities

N"I York Brand-436 Wm 52:! Street

  

in the United States, Canada and Mexico
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j Elyria -Dean Warning Signals

  

The Electric Warning Signal will be standard equipment on practically every auto

mobile marketed in 1913. and most of the earlier models will be brought up-to-date by

the installation of an efficient electric horn by the car owners. We know this to be

a fact for our mammoth sales of the TUTO, TUTO-ETTE and REXO Electric Horns

to automobile manufacturers and jobbers is the most conclusive evidence.

 

45,000 REXO Electric Horns of special design are specified by one car maker. the largest electric horn order “ “1‘

ever placed.

it Thirty (30) other makers (at this writing) have standardized on the TUTO, TUTO-ETTE or REXO warn

ing _signals, requiring a daily factory output of 1.000 horns.

The ELYRIA-DEAN line of electric warning signals is complete, comprising the two—tone, one button oper

ated, TUTO and TUTO-ETTE horns and the one-tone, trouble proof REXO Horn.

The TUTO Horn is well known throughout the world

as the only double service electric warning signal, with

a low note for emergency purposes—the latter obtained

by merely increasing the pressure on the one button. It

comes complete with everything ready for installing.

including special steering column fixtures, and sells for

$25.00. -

The TUTO-ETTE is a smaller edition two-tone horn

that sells for $17.50.

The REXO is made in the same factory and employes

features which have made the TUTO horn so successful.

It is a single tone horn, instantly responsive and of uni

form intensity. It is free from constant care and most

effective for emergencies, yet is not too loud for regular

service. Our mammoth output makes a low price pos

sible—complete with button and cord, $8.00. '

  

41:;e

  

 

  
Manufactured only by

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY

Kansas City San Francisco

“Look for ELYRlA-DEAN where quality’s seen"
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Elyria-Dean Ignition Systems
  

High frequency, high tension electrical discharges are used in the new ELYRIA

DEAN lgnition Systems instead of the ordinary high tension discharges, which is

employed in all others.

Thilis the new system which has created such favorable the disruptive action of the spark prevents fouling of the

liefiulatdo-P madcr-n power Plant}- It 8W“ 8 new breath of plugs. Under average conditions, plugs never have to be

“"1 singer. which is so much sought for by the removed, unless for mechanical breakage.

 

mfli'ichaser

mm ifg'egiie'ililcyt spark differs from all other ignition

. sci a omks)" second. ry in c aracter, 500,000 to 1,000,000

tlinites the gas in a different manner b ' ' '
_ _ . , y ionizin . em

"?! _3 larger volume and giving more rapid and coiiiplete

con‘ifliisnon, even of poor mixtures.

id: spark plug gaps are permissable, 1/16 to 3/32". and

High cylinder pressures have less effect on this spark

than on the other ignition sparks.

Invisible heat rays, incidental to the high frequency dis

charge, get in very helpful action and assist in making the

combustion rapid and complete.

It allows the lowest of motor speeds without missing—

running on the magneto current.

“Self starters" are made successful on magneto ignition

as effective sparks are obtained at very low speeds, below

50 R. P. M.

All wiring carries low voltage currents, as the little reso

nator coils at the plugs step-up the pressure just where it is

used. _This obviates leakages and the maintaining of high

insulation in the magneto, switch and connecting wiring.

It is a erfected roduct, the outgrowth of the many

thousands o successful High Frequency Systems which have

been marketed by the High Frequency Ignition Coil Co., of

Los Angeles. Many of these systems have been in use for

five or SIX years, and are still giving satisfactory service.

The exclusive manufacturing license has been granted us

under the Seeley patents and pending applications, giving us

the legal rights and only practical methods of applying high

frequency currents to automobile ignition.

  

 
 

Manufactured only by

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY

ELYRlA,Ol-ll0

ELYRIA-DEAN where

San Francisco

quality’s

Kama: City

“Leok for

seen”
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“Elyria -Dean Speedometer
A_ .c

YRlA-DEAN

SPEEDOMETER

MADE BY

THE DEAN ELECTRIC CO.

ELYRIA. OHIO.

'Munw

  

The ELYRlA-DEAN Speedometer is the most simple and permanently accurate

speed measuring mechanism yet devised.

It operates on the unvarying principle of centrifugal force,

direct, and without being hampered with compensating gears,

springs, etc.

The action is the same on the coldest winter day as in the

heat of summer, and without the use of temperature regula

tors or hand operated compensators.

The speed indications are obtained by four large steel

balls, the same as used in the anti-friction bearings of an

automobile, operating radially in grooves by centrifugal

force, raising a cup shaped member which responds to the

slightest increase in speed, whether the car is going forward

or in a reverse direction.

The shape of the cup is such that a long scale of uniform

division is obtained, direct. No approximating or doctoring

of the scale is necessary.

The hand is steady, it shows the speed at a glance by its

position and without the necessity of deciphering the figures

or markings, yet the latter are larger than usual for a speedo

meter of the same diameter.

 
Manufactured only by

_ _The dial is black with white markings, the case beautifully

lllllSllCLl in baked black enamel with nickel trimmings.

“The Odometer is the reliable Geneva type of moveme;.t

With the trip re-set to any tenth mile, so as to follow guide

book markings.

It always adds mileage, never subtracts, regardless of how

the car runs, whether forward or backward, or whether the

shaft is driven from the right or left hand wheel.

There is nothing radically new or untried in the ELYRIA

DEAN Speedometer. The centrifugal principle was perfected

in the FORSE Speedometer (we are exclusive licensees un

der the FORSE patents).

Every detail has been so nicely perfected that the com—

plete instrument is in strict keeping with the finest made and

most luxurious automobiles.

The ELYRIA-DEAN has real speedometer value, easy

reading, steady hand, permanent accurac , great strength in

mechanism and neatness of design and finish.

 

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY

Kansas City ELYRIA,OHIO

“Look for ELYRIA-DEAN where quality’s seen”

San Francisco
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batteries do not constitute

minimum amount of attention.

The dynamos, motors and even the batteries

must be especially designed for automobile

“rillctand so arranged that the wiring and

5\\‘llChlIlg is reduced to the smallest amount.

It has taken us several years to commercially

adapt this apparently simple electrical equip

mfllt to automobile service. Machines. regu

lators and switching devices which are per

lectly adapted for stationary use have no place

0" the automobile. This is also true of anv

"fllllatmg mechanisms which require constant

Care and attention.

The malority of car owners fail to give the

 

Kama; City

 

A

 
.‘ _Tr?=—-s>,oe: , w’Wm’' w; _

Elyria-Dean Electric Starting

and Lighting Systems

  

Car manufacturers and automobile owners have had just enough experience with

electric lighting and starting systems to realize their superiority over all other forms

of illumination and cranking—also that the mere collection of dynamos, motors, and

a well balanced equipment which will operate with the

necessary attention, therefore the need of sim

plicity.

The ELYRIA-DEAN electric starting and

lighting systems have been produced with this

knowledge in view.

The ELYRIA-DEAN product includes the

very compact and simple DYNALUX lighting

system, the ELYRIA-DEAN separate unit

dynamo and motor starting and lighting sys

tem, and the OTHO fly wheel starting and

lighting system.

These equipments have been designed for

distinctly different conditions. so as to give

the car maker something which will exactly

fit his job.

Manufactured only by

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY

ELYRIA, OHIO

L°°k for ELYRlA-DEAN where quality’s seen”

San Francisco
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We will sell you absolutely on

GILMER
l7

  

Q

PIS

In lessfthan three minutes if you’ll but come

to our exhibit, Space 639 Madison

Square Garden

 
 

“.2.‘1

nr1 :0532 ac!

That, substantially, is all we want to do in this

advertisement—assure your getting to our exhibit.

If you’ll just come that far towards our proposi

tion we will agree to do the rest.

So let us emphasize again our urgent request that

you drop in on us for just about three minutes.

We guarantee to make that three minutes pro

fitable for you even if we don’t sell you on

Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers to the extent of your

buying.

We will surely convince you that this little device

is the most practical destroyer of tire expense

that has ever been placed on the market--and if

you’ll let us show you that, we don’t care

whether you buy or not.

So again, please, don’t miss us for a paltry three

minutes, at Space 639, Madison Square Garden.

G. WALKER GILMER, Jr.
 

52 North Seventh Street

 

 

Philadelphia, Pa.

  

l

I“
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Twenty new designs of bodies of the

belted-line type with Cowl Fronts. Smooth

Sides. Concealed hinges and door handles.

 

Locomobile Ten-Inch Upholstery

Clear Running Boards, Tires at rear.

Costliest, most powerful Electric Lighting

with Lamp designs of Exclusive Merits.

Long Stroke Motor. 7-Bearing Crank Shaft.

Four Speeds Disc Clutch.

 

  

I

'Izhe 1913 Locomobile Book

mailed on application

 
 

The Locomobile Company of America

 

 

“ran ‘lze

New York char“; H MOW" Cars and Motor Trucks Branch"

wilhdglnhi“ Piuqssgg Gum-.1 off,"s and we,“ Baltimore Minneapolis

“hm ‘ . t Atlanta Los An 1‘Hon . St. Louis Bridgeport. Conn. s-n Francisco 03:13“
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Above Sections arid Pattern Have Been Adopted by

the Society of Automobile Engineers

Width of sections gives mammum frictional hearing, when Lock Washer is pressed fiat.

Height of sections gives spring pressure to hold nut under all service conditions—also to

maintain a tight joint against wearing to closer fit of unmachined parts.

NATIONAL LOCKWASHERS

are used on the majority of America's good cars—because quality car designers know that in

the big combination of little quality parts lies the integrity of the finished product.

We are prepared to make prompt deliveries on all bolt sizes~no matter how large or how varied

the order. Prices consistent with standardized quality.

Send for tables of sizes~also tests recommended by the S. A. E. Standards Committee, as

accepted by the Society.

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY

CHICAGO, {Ll-INOIS NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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Non-Carbon Starter

The STARTER WHICH REALLY STARTS

Manufacturers—Dealers—Owners

  

   

YOU who have not investigated the NON-CARBON Starter will find it to YOUR interest to do so.

The NON-CARBON Starter is not a cheap Starter; nor a high priced Starter misrepresented.

The NON-CARBON Starter is pronounced the ULTIMATE Starter, by its users.

Listen! The NON-CARBON Starter is fundamentally different. Lay aside your prejudice. The Non

Carbon Starter is the one success.

It contains a real Non-Carbon MIXER.

The Starter forces air into the cylinders with only a very small per cent of acetylene. \Ne want it positively

understood that the NON-CARBON Starter does NOT force pure acetylene into the cylinders, which will

ignite only occasionally and form a great amount of carbon.

Each cylinder receives an equal amount of highly explosive mixture, forming .1 complete combustion, which

has been prepared by the Non-Carbon MIXER. _

As a result, the NON-CARBON Starter is the one Starter which Starts the motor every time a spark enters

the cylinder, regardless of temperature. The NON-CARBON Starter is a real Starter which Starts and not a

Starter by name only.

It produces absolutely no carbon; is positively non-injurious to the motor. Also, when gasoline is exhausted,

the Non-Carbon Starter will actually propel your car. '

GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTION

Easily Operated Readlly Installed Dependable

for a Four Cylinder Starter for a SIX

le0 Dealers Are leen

Exclusive Territory

Dealers, you can recommend a

success, not an experiment. If you

are tn territory which you do not

th0\\' has been contracted for,

wnte us.

Owners. send us your order with

Check for Non-Carbon Starter; name

0i car, model, number of cylinders;

and name of dealer with whom we

can make arrangements for installa

ttou, and you will receive a Starter

which will give satisfaction, 01'

money refunded.

Imperial Sales Company

TIFFIN, 0mg
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The Springfield Convertible Body is the

final result of three years development

and it stands today the only practical all

the-year body for the automobile.

' The illustrations tell the story. Note

that the top in position gives a beautiful.

. glass-enclosed. weather-proof car with

wide doors. and no bows or other obs

struction running across doorways.

As an open car with the top folded down.

there is no abnormal appearance of un

sightly projection to call attention to

the fact that the body can be entirely

closed with glass windows.

When it is'desired to enclose the body

i with glass, simply open the doors. nnbut

ton the pads and raise the hinged glass

into an upright position. where the spring

catches hold them firmly. The four re

maining glass windows are removed from

the box on the back of the front seat and

slipped into place. where each one is so

cured by tightening two winged nuts—

no wrench being required. The whole

operation of placing the glass in position

takes only three or four minutes.

  



MOTOR WORLD

  

Springneld Metal Bodies are perfect in design, material and workmanship. They

m nude in a factory of magnitudthwell equipped with the most modern machin

evy. much of it especially devised for the manufacture of metal bodies.

Ten ylllS experience in the making of metal bodies justifies the claim that these

products are far in advance of competitive effort. That these bodies are used on

practically all the high-grade can in this country, is proof that may not be disputed.

3| vmjrl'l Metal Bodies are made in aluminum or steel. covering the highest grade

HH'uH-ilflf. Iandaulet and town car closed bodies. and touring car bodies in all forml.

! v‘vpe'lr- runabout. baby tonneau. etc.

Tn um wull be interested in information which will be sent upon request.

SPRINGFIELD METAL BODY COMPANY

fipringlield, Mass.
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A motor truck to be permanently popular must be lastingly

good. Sanford trucks are built lastingly good and are, there

fore, popular.

Throughout Sanford construction, accessibility, standardiza

tion and durability have been carefully considered. All the bolts

and nuts are standardized throughout and front and rear wheels,

hubs, bearings, etc., are interchangeable. The loading space is

large but the wheelbase is short, thus giving the driver consider

able advantage in turning and getting in and out of narrow streets.

Sanford trucks are well balanced throughout and have the ap

pearance of being well balanced.

The fact that the materials used are of the finest grade obtain

able accounts for the extreme comparative lightness of Sanford

trucks. This light weight enables exceptional tire guarantees.

Chain and sprockets are extra large and heavy. In fact the 1%

inch pitch roller chain which we are using is the same size usually

put on one and a half and two ton sizes.

Be sure to look us up at the shows for we have some open

territory that offers fine opportunities to live dealers. If you can

not see us at the shows, get in touch with us.

THE SANFORD MOTOR TRUCK (10., Syracuse, N. Y.
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Regular

A. L. A. M.

$1.00

T

' I a," g

\ I\|ll§ll

" “Park plug problems.

t'tgmt

' Requhr llagnelo Plun

M." 14 n lie t-rmen master ol

In. it. 40 ll. l'. Adoptel :5

I Rmmw-em hy tne Rco. lluP

ml r-l many other factories.

l\ ' ' e -"n "1"" mil “laughs at the

I.»
antr'rtl In! ‘" cratk fr‘nu

' ' "l n“ molur.
I

It ha a deep

(7
and t reawnahle accu

-t toot car.th

Each nf the

I \nl

thort-circuit ll.

h above ‘i .h- _. .- - t-‘pes 0‘ RED
serum for which it is intended.

"H Detroit. mm.

L I l O

-c time is passmq when

m and starting svste

u'"tlltinns. instead of w

356. MS

Combination

A. L. A. M.

$1.50

Combination Magneto Plnn

Porcelain makes the best insula'or.

but it has drawbacks on account of its

mechanical weakness—an accidental

thW from a heavy wrench will fracture

It. Mica cannot stand intense heat and

cold Without expansion and contraction

fres'ulting in oil soaking in and short

circuitm . Therefore, the electrode is

ineulate With gorcelain in the explo

_ll0|'t chamber w ere mica would he dis—

mte rated by oil and heat, and mica is

use_ as the insulator outside of the ex

plosion chamber where porcelain would

be exposed to damage.

P47'. OFF.

‘iiFriencls of Yours”

Priming

A. L. A. M.

$1.50

one type of spark plug will serve for all types of mfitOI'S.

ms. high duty magnctus and the popularity of enclosed cars for winter use. have cre

This line of specialized spark plugs is proof of our determination to adapt RH) lll‘.

aiting for manufacturers to build their engines to Sllit the Spark Plugs

l‘rlming Magneto Plug

This plug solves the pruhlem of start

}ig afcdld ‘engznc instantly. li'twl-nc

'fiimd'uct-d through the cup of the Red

llcad l'rimini; l'nnz. lilt>~¢~ down He

canal drilled in the ~hcll. flows along

the porcelain and drips directly to the

rnarlrinty, points. where it vaporizes and

is ignited. Red Head Priming Plugs

can he cleaned without rcmmai fruit]

the cylinden: ()pen the petcocks while

the engine is running and the Compres

sion shoots out the carbon.

Emil Grosaman Company, Manufacturer

Platinum Point

A. l... A. M.

$2.00

  

Crimhinatinn electrical l‘

Platinum Point Magneto l

“'e will replace. tree of Cltt‘ it

Red llcnd Pl-lllltllfll l'n'tt l'l'ltt

lttseq or Currmlcs {rum lie-4t w."

\‘cars. lmt HI lnmzcr. 'l"c l'lfi

l‘mnt tl/L‘nil of an im‘. ~n thlc

“Ill stand more than .UMH deg"

heat—estimated lu'ir tiru-~ llnt'r'

the hotte~t sparlt deliverc'l ht any

m-tn ut' comhmatiun l-g'm- .p-w'

——sl£ltllttil ~_\'stetn. All llH'lJl pat

made on lllttt‘lttl‘t‘\ Il'l’ll~lt"l :1: mn

tcr accuracy. This Invite~ I in

threaded imnts neu'r 'wt'me .‘L-t

the manufacture of trunk plugs.

HEAD Plugs is the DREADNOUGHT of its class and has a record for enici

250 West 54th Street. New
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PLEASURECARS

COUPES—Model30seatsfourBassenzersvis-a-vis. Thebodyisroomyandluxuriouswitheveryappoint ment.42cellbatteriesservea20H.P.motor,giving 25milesanhourunderordinaryconditions.lOO-inch wheelbaseadmitsofturninginthestreet.withasingle motion.Finishandupholsteryareoptionalwiththe

purchaser.

FORWARDDRIVEBROUGHAM—Model30-8

isthehighestdevelopmentofmoderntowncars.It readilyaccommodatesfivepassengers,threeontherear
seatandoneforwardinacompanionseattothedriver’s. Thedriver’sseatisstationary,ofthePullmanchairtype, whilethecompanionseatissetonaswivel,permitting theoccupanttofaceforwardorturnfacingbackward. Sideleverorwheelsteerisoptional—onBuffaloElec

trics.

RUNABOUT—Model29makestheBuffaloElectric linecomplete.Thereisagrowingdemandbybusiness andprofessionalmenforanelectric,speedy,comfortable andeasy,todrive.Therunaboutdevelops35milesan hour,andlikeallBuffaloElectricshastheFootControl, DirectShaftDriveandotherfeaturesofvalueinthe drivingandmaintenanceofatownandsuburbancar.

COMMERCIALCARS

BUFFALOELECTRICTRUCKSinr-Iniillinthree
sizesfrom1500poundstotwotons.Thelightercapac

itytruckisshaftdrivendirectfrommotortorearaxle withthereductioninthedifierentialgears.Theyhave amplebatterycapacityforabigday’sworkatamore

rapidspeedthanthelargertrucks.

BuffaloElectrictrucksofle-tonand2-toncapacity

arechaindriven.

THEDESIGNofBuffaloElectricTrucksisright. Aclosestudyofconditionsandattentiontoproblems alreadyworkedoutbyothersgaveourengineersaclear conceptionoftheidealtrucktomeetconditionsinits

specificfield.

Withtheideaworkedout,materialswereselected andtestedbycompetentexperts,mattersofbattery equipmentwerebalancedwithloadrequirementsand operatingcostsuntileachandeveryBuffaloElectric Truckofl'ersthemaximumofservicevalueatamost

economicalratepertonmile.

Alltrucksaresoldwithchassisanddriver'sseatcom
plete.Specialbodiesarebuilttotheorderofpurchasers. Bufl‘aloElectricPleasureCarsandTruckswillbeexhibitedatprominentshows.TheBufl’aloElectricVehicleCompanyisstrong financiallyandispreparedtopushthebusinessaggressively.Dealerswhoareinterestedmustpossesstheresourcesandbusinessresponsi

bilitytoconductsuchanagencyinabroad-gauge,up-to-dalemanner.

BUFFALOELECTRICVEHICLECO.

SpecialExhibit

NewYorkShow1219-23MainStreet

BOSTONNEWYORKPHILADELPHIA

FactoryandGeneralOfiices:

ROCHESTER

SpecialExhibit
BUFFALO,N.Y,ChicagoShow

MONTREALTORONTOSPOKANE
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The NewMN

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

4iCylinder, 4 Cycle Long Stroke Motor, 16-20 h.p.

' CHAIN DRIVE—SOLID TIRES—EVERY PART STANDARD

The new Motor-Wagon represents a practical devel

opment. lt embodies features of construction that are

the result of daily service in over thirty-one different

lines of business. It is neither freakish nor faddish.

Standard truck practice is followed throughout.

Note these Details: Long Stroke Motor, Bosch Magneto with fixed spark,

Muncie Transmission and Jackshaft, Whitney Chains, Dead Rear Axle (1 L2

inch‘squared), 3-inch Channel Frame, Solid Tires front and rear. This car is

designed from start to finish for use with solid tires and gives a reliable econom

ical service that cannot be duplicated.

The Motor—Wagon meets the demand for a strong, serviceable,

economical half-ton truck des1gned from a thorough knowledge of

the services required.

Get in immediate touch with us. We have a proposition that mak6S

a hit with every merchant. It 'has the capacity and the economy

of operation buyers want. Write at once for full details. ‘

THE MOTOR WAGON COMPANY or DETROIT <

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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The rims illustrated and

described on the following

pages are made and sold only by

  

   

(.he

8‘“DARDWElDIJVC

COMPANY @YGI a n d

I’IONEERS and

WORlD'S [ARGEST PR°DU€EBS

if AUTOMOBILE “ms,

OFFICES IN

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT

  

In their ability to perform various

functions essential to a good and

satisfactory rim, they surpass any- ;

thing yet produced.

In workmanship and high quality ? i

of material they cannot be excelled ;
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Sale, certain. easy and quick to

operate is the detaching mechanism on

the No. 40 and No. 50 series of

rims.

A little lever with a cam—pry it

loose with a screw driver, swing it out

ward and remove the side ring. Then

slip oft your tire. No lateral com

pression of tire is necessary to do this.

The side ring nor the lock can not

of themselves come loose.

The side ring can be reversed to

accept either straight side or clincher

tires.

There are no loose parts to the

detaching mechanism other than the

removable ring.

 

No special tools are necessary to

operate rims.

Endorsed by the leading automobile

engineers, tire makers and car owners

and adopted as standard equipment on

many of America's most complete and

luxurious ears, rims are ;

destined soon to become the universal

wheel equipment.

The Standard Welding Co.

Cleveland, Ohio
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demountable rims,

series No. 40, stand alone in their pre

eminent efficiency.

Universal in their acceptance of

tires, automatic in their mechanical

operation, combining both a quick de

taching and demounting feature which

operate independently, and positively

preventing wobbling of tires, they sur

mount all the defects of former types of

demountable rims.

rims, No. 40 series

have an entirely new feature for the

securing of the rim base to the wheel

The adjusting ring. This device is

an intermediary band that lies under

the entire rim base and supports it at

all points of the front and rear cir

cumference.

The rim base has the felloe band

flange as a guage for its lateral position

and must always lie in the same perfect

position on the wheel no matter how

the clamping devices are tightened.

This is the preventive of tire wobbling,

one of the prime reasons for excessive

tire expense.

Number 40 $\P\NWELD rims are

the wheel equipment on all leading

makes of cars.

The Standard Welding C0.

Cleveland, Ohio
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signed for those who require a dcmount

able rim of minimum weight and extreme

simplicity.

it has both the quick detachable

and demountable features and is made

in two styles, one for straight side tires

and one for clincher.

g

stanwuo Rim No. 30 a. a..

This rim is split circumferentially,

the two sections having corresponding

lugs that are locked together by two

semi-circular rings. One end of each

ring is securely rivited to the wider por

tion of the rim base. The free ends of

these rings are secured by a swinging

latch which is in turn locked by a cam

latch.

No special tools are required to

operate this rim and no circumferential

movement of either section is necessary

to disengage the two parts of the rim

base.

The rim base of Rim

No. 30 will fit the felloe band of either

the Continental Gilbert type rim or the

Standard Universal No. 3 rim, without

requiring any special wheel Work or

additional equipment.

  

yiiiii'iiWill

The Standard Welding Co.

Cleveland, Ohio
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BU NQ BLOW IN

ACT SERVICE

CAN DO IT

so r'oNS-i

Here is a wheel that weighs less tha

wheel, that is positively unbreakable

outlast the best twe

factored.

The Sheldon steel wheel is the result '
of study of the wheel problem, the concentrgftigiimoi'

expert elfort on improved design. and the most eco

nomic methods of construction known to the indus

try. It is unbreakable under conditions that would

smash a wooden wheel to fragments and make a

wire wheel unfit for anything but junk. he super

ior resiliency of the Sheldon steel wheel ad s another

advantage which the car owner or car manufacturer

cannot overlook~itire economy.

This tire economy results from the light weight

at the wheel‘s periphery and the rapidity with which

frictional heat radiates from the metal. These are

scientific facts which cannot be contradicted and

should not be overlooked by any car manufacturer.

The stamp of superiority which has alwfllya

rested on Sheldon Axles has been put "0°" the

Sheldon steel wheel, which means that no wheel

could be better made in any factor!

n the wooden

and that will

nty cars that ever Were manu
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AUTOMOBILE DEALERS

Can Handle Woodworth Treads More Profitably and

With Less Risk Than Any Other Auto Accessory

Repeat Orders

Small Expense

T_he Market

Every live dealer has many customers who will gladly pay

a good price for freedom from punctures and skidding. To

doctors and business men especially, such immunity is invalu

able. At present most of them accept the puncture risk, and

reluctantly use chains to avoid skidding. When they realize

that in Woodworth Treads they can have not only protection

against skidding but puncture insurance added without extra

cost, they will gladly buy the Treads and use them constantly.

Easy Sales

Guaranteed Service

 

Guarantees

f—flgg do their work so well that we

are prepared to guarantee them

to the fullest extent. We make good any Treads which do not

give the full guaranteed mileage; we support the dealer in sell

ing the Treads on trial, because almost invariably a trial means

a sale and a permanent customer; we guarantee the Treads not

to damage the tires; and we allow the dealer to return for full

credit any goods ordered but not sold.

Dealer gills

We have

  

TO assist dealers in displaying the

goods, we furnish free of charge on

request a lithographed metal repro—

duction. showing the Tread full size.

Attached to this is a pad of circu

lars with description and prices.

\Ve will also send a small section

showing the materials and construc

tion. 'Thus the dealer can show the

goods and take orders with no

investment save for the express

charges on this outfit.

also made arrangements by W

dealers in all parts of the counth

can get the goods promptly and W1th

small expense for express charges

\\'rite us stating you will pay _ e

express charges on our order-taking

outfit and we will send it to You

free, will enter you as our agent {of

your territory, and will explain 110“

you can get the goods prompt].v a

without high express charges»

See Us at the New York Show

In spring and summer use the regular style

WOODWORTH

“Double Grip" Woodworth Tread, for use on than
snow and ice. The high rivets are cupped and more

hardened, and can be renewed.

TREADS. They prevent skidding, abolish punctures and pay

their cost in the tire life they add.

LEATHER TIRE GOODS COMPANY, Niagara Falls, N- Y

New York Store, 1608 Broadway
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A Good Horn at a Low Price.

In Black Enamel, very High Gloss.

Weighs Two Pounds and a Half.

Consumes very little current (11/2 to 21/2 amps).

Emits high toned Musical Blast.

Has no working parts to get out of order.

Has no VIBRATOR. the diaphragm is the Armature.

Requires no Oil. Runs on SIX VOLTS.

Gets better with age as the "Bulging" of the diaphragm which is

detrimental to other horns makes the "CUBIT more 655616!“

 

  

, To ‘OENTS Push button and wire that

w’"' In Immediately retails for $2-00 packcdt‘:

I” Elan," T:rrhory, separate bOX. 35 C c n t 5 e x r '

J R. MACK. Gen. Sales Manager

. KOSMAK ELECTRICAL COMPANY

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Ofiice and Factory. 299 Ocean Ave. _ .t

Branch Ofiice, Ford Building, Dem” '

Factory. 17 Stevens Ave.
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T c loo/2 A '

on European Carl

RucClse Vhitworth

  

DETACHABLE

Y WIRE r WHEELSY

ittcd'with

QUICK. -

HOUKDETACZHABLERIMS

‘VHEN you look at the beauty of the Rudge-Whitworth ‘ "i

Detachable Wire Wheel, you wonder how the unsightly

artillery wheel has so long held the market. And, when you

consider the greater strength, the almost indestructibility of our famous wire

wheels, your wonder grows.

This Combination of strength and beauty is now being oliered to the American Motoring Industry by the

 

Standard Roller Bearing Company, of Philadelphia. This Company is making Rudge-Whitworth wheels under “

Rudge-Whitworth patents, and they are equipped with the Houk Rim—Ill: only real quirk dehu/mb/e run an M! i,

"W1"" Absolutelv rustless

_____________

GEORGE W. HOUK COMPANY

6003 Lancaster Avenue Philadelphia. Pa.

  

 

 

 



‘75? 6120er e THE SALE or

Spit-Fire Spark Plugs

Has Been One OFTHE/h‘ \ 7

MARVELS OF THE AUTOMOBILE Inn ’ 5m

PRESENT QUTPUT \

0

‘ llllllllllBetween leandzoeooeoo—ifi m

QffiPARATlVE 0 will";D E A L E R C elm
‘8“ Handles 5'5

Mosler F. e I

oSpltPlugs

Cure Ignition Trouble

We Guarantee All

MUSLER SPIT-FIRE PLUGS
For Workmanship and Material MUSLER

SPIT.FIRE

PATENTED

0CT.l8-98

F" 15 Years we have been THE ACKNOWLEDGED

LEADERS m SPARK PLUG IGNITION

A- R- Mosler 8; Co. P.O. Box M Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
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The Typhoon Electric Horns

I." trauma-mar"

‘ 153?. THE er
.\,

  

ranging in price from $6.00 to $20.00 are

models of tone value, durability, and beauty

of lines and finish.

Guaranteed One Year

Several oi the most popular sellers are shown

on this page as part of the most complete as

sortment to choose from—both vibrating and

motor driven types; notably concealed type E,

with megaphone projector as noted in the top

illustration. This horn gives a mellow but

commanding warning and does not break the

lines of up-to-date construction of the auto

mobile.

Typhoon Electric Horns will satisly

the most critical judges of signals. They are

already used by fourteen of the best auto

mobile manufacturers in the country as

standard equipment.

Write for our illustrated literature

and commercial proposition to the

trade. Both are worth having.

The TYPHOON SIGNAL CO.

1304 Michigan Avenue Chicago, lllinois
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THE LARGEST AUTO SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

0ur Name Is Your Guaranleé
  

HATEVER you buy from the house of CHAS. E. MILLER

you may expect the fullest degree of satisfaction in every detail.

Quality, quantity, material, workmanship, durability will be just right

or we will make it right. Our name is your guarantee.

To buy from a house the size and standing of

thistne is the safest way to insure complete satis

faction in all your dealings. \Ve handle goods of

mathrdquality only and of course stand back of

everything we sell.

.‘io matter what you want in the line of automo

bile accessories or supplies, remember our slogan,

"We Either CARRY IT lN STOCK, WILL

GET lT—OR IT ISN’T MADE.” One of the

prize winners in MOTOR’S recent advertising

rrntest selected this as the slogan out of the many

shown. His reason was as follows: “This saying

is the clearest possible statement of the Miller

business policy which I have found to be a fact

through several years of satisfactory relations

withthern.”

Our Annual Catalog is the largest, tnost com

plete, up-to-date and authoritative dictionary of

the auto supply market of any book published. It

has come to be recognized as one of the standard

reference works of the industry.

The total distribution of one hundred thousand

copies of this catalog practically covers the world,

at least wherever automobiles are used. Nearly

all foreign as well as domestic automobile manu

facturers and dealers, the offices of American Con

suls, Public Libraries, Universities, Y. .\I. C. A.

Schools, Publishers, Automobile 'Clubs, Engi

neers’ Oflices, Purchasing Departments—in all

these places you will find a copy of the Miller cata

log on file.

 

Fifteen branches spread over the United States, located in the principal motoring centers. bring Miller service within

the reach of practically every motorist in the United States. Prompt delivery, perfect quality, honest prices—these

are the things that distinguish Miller service and explain the marvelous growth of this pioneer establishment since its

inception in 1896.

CATALOG MAILED T0 ANY ONE ANY PLACE ON REQUEST

' Manufacturer, Jobber,

Se Ee MleT Exporter and Importer

ESTABLISHED 1896

Home 0llicez' 97-99-101-103 Reade Street, New York City

ORDER FROM NEAREST BRANCH, ADDRESS CHAS. E. MILLER

BROOKLYN, N. Y. BOSTON. MASS. DETROIT, MICH. I

 

  

NEW YORK CITY t
ATLANTA. GA.

OT-lfil Rude 5‘, ‘ “2| Bgdford Ann“; 202404 Columbus Ave. 227-229 Jefferson Ave. 259 Peachtree Street

"W TORI cm FF L Y SPRINGFIELD. mass. CLEVELAND. 0. NEW ORLEANS LA.

m Both Am... i 8:124 ,2,,,?'s{'.;.,' Bridge & Dwight s“. 1829 Euclid Avenue 601-603 B-mnne'St.

NEW YORK CITY AL ANY N Y HARTFORD. CONN. PHILADELPHIA, , NEWARK. N, J.

rm Ira-d“, \ us gum-'1 Ah“; 274 Trumbull 5L 3l8 North Broad 274 Halsey Sue"
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Agreat -.- . ng and products, insuring expert

servige 6 5. tion stands '5 workmanship,qualityin ma

back of the GRAY& DAVIS ‘ terial and prompt deliveries.

4h, IF
GRAY & DAVIS, lnc., 55 Lansdowne Street, Boston, Mass.
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The Most Powerful of All Starters

The GRAY & DAVIS 6-volt Electric Starter stands pre-eminent among

starting devices. No other starter can compare with it for efficiency, power

and positive operation. The great big feature is the small 6-volt battery that

is part of the system—exactly the same style of battery as you’ve always

used for ignition.

The GRAY & DAVIS Electric Starter is a marvel of simplicity. There

are no complicated controls—only a simple switch. It starts a car under any

conditions even in zero weather.

It is a specially designed motor which rotates the fiy-wheel—will spin a 6—

cylinder car for one and one-half hours—propel it 2 miles. Two minutes

after car is started, under gasoline power, the current used for starting is

replaced in the battery.

A big factor of safety. If the car is stalled on car tracks or in traffic, you

press pedal and the car is propelled by the starter. You don’t have to change

gears or touch throttles. It is not sold direct to the owner—demand it on

the car you purchase.

America’s leading manufacturers have adopted the GRAY & DAVIS 6—

volt Electric Starter as 1913 equipment—this endorsement by those who know

most about starters, substantiates our claim that it is the most efficient starter

obtainable.
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Lights the Automobile World

GRAY 81 DAVIS Lighting Dynamo System has been

in service 5 years. It made possible the great electric move

mcnt of today, because it was the first practical system. It

has the CONSTANT SPEED feature, the voltage will not

vary and lights the lamps irrespective of the condition of

the battery—this Dynamo is unquestionably better than

any other lighting system.
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Every Improvement ‘ ‘ Gray 8: Davis

in Lamp Design ' I Are the Pioneer

and Construction i' ‘ Lamp Builders

Has Emanated from of America.

The Gray & Davis 17 Years Experience

Factories ‘ . in Lamp Construction

@ality —thciency—Style

GRAY 8: DAVIS Electric Lamps are recognized as the QUALITY

lamps of the automobile industry. They are solidly constructed, made of

the finest material and possess the beauty in line and finish which we

associate with the high-class car. The good cars carry GRAY & DAVIS

Lamps. They greatly add to style and appearance, produce the most

powerful and penetrating illumination obtainable.
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Henry Van Dyke.

ChlrlOS D'Ckon" EuQQra. Fl.\d

Robdrt LOU-a Sravgnwn

 

   his; .
,, ' any friends. I , Probably more grown men an women

J513m3'; 1mLntihn’m of you—befo' can repeat to-day: “‘Twas the Night

‘ Wk aim; the torch of my love these Before Christmas than can remember

gm, bum, 'hieh are to light each one any other m of equal length m the

a, a on on, "y uni" “nether Christin» language. ey may have forgotten the

m cum“, m; befo', i say, these name of the author, Clement C. Moore,

mm bum into life, 1 want you to fill but they can reel oi! the beginning

-" l. 0 Her": Christmas libly enough;
§,,§i'riiuuop;fim 82d“. was the night before Christmas and

all through the house

Not a creature was stirring, not even

Henry Van Dyke l preaches another

retty good sermon in “The Spirit of

hristmas," which was published seven

{Zara ago. He says there is somethin

tter t an keeping Christmas Day, “an

that is keeping Christmas. Are on will

ing to forget what you have one for

other people and to remember what other

people have done for you; to ignore what

the world owes you, and to think what

you owe the world, to put your rights in

  

  

  

  

 

"'1 don‘t know what to doi' Cfitd

  

  

  

_ , a mouse; the back und, our duties mid[ Scrooge. laughll‘lgmlfld "Yingtlc‘: the “'9' The stockings were hung by the chimney distance 83d yori‘r chance tit“ dohca litcil:

‘ breath and {IL his! :ocri'n “bowel”: with care . more than your dut in the foreground;

of hinuelf ’v m l' om “Pimp” ” an in hopes that St. Nicholas soon would to see that your felowmen are just as

\ light asla ea er. a u a schoolboy. be there; real as you are, and try to look behind

r‘uig‘i.‘u fl :‘lalgmg‘m mm Am"! The "ClhilldLZIZhWCI'C nestled all snug in sheir tfaces toh their hearts, hun ry for

I v e , o ; o own t at robabl the on goodI, Chmim" i?! ft'glbzgz’lk Adam", his: While visions of sugar plums danced in reison for your exi'istence ,ls not what you»

tear to I their heads. are going to get out of life, but what you  
 

“hoop! Hallol‘

“He had frisked into the sitting room

and was now standing there, perfectly

winded

"i don't know what dav of the month

are going to give.to life to close your

book of complaints against the manage—

ment of the universe, and look around you

for a place where you can sow a few seeds

of happiness—are you willing to do these

And how these eloeutlonary lights, as

well as the rest of us who are not

vocally inclined, have revelled in Eugene

Field's delicious “Jes' ‘Fore Christmas.”

“Father calls me William, sister calla

  

  

  " hr "id Scroogh 1] do,“ know how ,. things even for a da ? Then can. . . I it me “all, y you

{our may" was lec‘f‘gzy “‘23,, Mother culls me Willi—the fellers call imp Christmas

. no; liliyd n (li'd nth" bc-u baby me Bi“! “Are you willing to stoop down and

min on a . - a a a 0 a a a consider the needs and desires of little

    
Hallo! Whoop! Hallo herel'

“lie was checked in his transports by

the churches ringing out the lustlest

nls he had ever heard. Clash, clang,

"mater, ding, dong, bell. Oh, glorious,

glorious! Running to the window he

opened it and put out his head. N0 fog,

no mist; clear, bright, jovial, stirring,

mid; cold, piping for the blood to dance

to; golden sunlight; heavenly sky; sweet,

fmh air; merry bells. .Oh, glorious.

Glorious l

“'ll'hat‘s to-day?‘ cried Scrooge, culling

downward to a boy in Sunday clothes.

“To-day? replied the boy. “Why.

Christmas Day.‘

"It's Christmas Day!‘ said Scrooge to

himself. ‘I haven‘t missed it. The spir

its have done it all in one night. They

can do anything they like. Of course

they can.‘ "—Diclmu.

children; to remember the weakness and

loneliness of people who are growing old;

to stop asking who much your friends

love you, and ask yourself whether you

love them enough; to bear in mind the

things that other people have to hear in

their hearts; to try to understand what

those who live in the same house with

you really want, without waiting for them

to tell you; to trim your lump so that It

will give more light and less smoke, and

to carry it in front so that your shadow

will full behind you; to make a grave for

your ugly thoughts and a garden for your

kindly feelings, with the gate open—are

you willing to do these things even for a

day? Then you can keep Christmas.

“Are you willing to believe that love is

the strongest thing in the worldhstronger

than hate, stronger than evil, stron er

than death—and that the blessed ife

which began in Bethlehrm nineteen hun~

dred years ago is the image and bright

ness of the Eternal love? Then you can

keep Christmas. And if you can keep it

for a day, why not always?”

Most all the time the hull year round

there ain't no files on me,

But '6' ‘fure Christmas I'm as good as
IJ kin be!

And the pious smugness with which

this interesting imp concludes is nnctu

nus joy to the soul of the reader:

But Christmas, with its lots and lots uv

cumlies, cakes and toys,

Wm: made, they say, fur proper kids

and not fur naughty boys!

80 wash yer face an‘ bresh yer hair an'

mind your p's and q‘s,

An' don‘t bust out yer puntuloons an'

don‘t wear out yer shoes.

Say “yessnm” to the ladies an' “yessir”

to the men, I

An' when they's company don‘t pass yer

plate fur pie again;

But, thinkin' uv the things you'd like to

see upon that tree,

Jes' ‘fore Christmas be as good as you

kin be!“

“They‘s n kind 0' feel in the air to me

“'hen the Chris‘mas time sets in

That‘s about us much of a mystery

As ever l‘vc run ng‘in.

Is it the bleat 0' the whistle and beat

0' the little toy drums and blare

A' the horn? No! No! It is jest the

sweet—

The sad-sweet feel in the airi”

James Whitcomb Riley.

“Hang up the baby's stocklng;

Be sure vou don‘t forget;

The dear little dhnpled darling,

She ne'er saw Christmas yet.”

 

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

    

  
  

    
 

“To be honest, to be kind; to earn a

little and spend a little less, to make

upon the whole a family happier for his

presence to renounce when that shall be

necessary and not be embittered, to keep

a few friends, but these without cupitnln

tion; show all, on the some grim condi

tion. to keep friends with himSclf—here

is a task for all that a man has of forti

tude and delicacy. He has an ambitious

soul who would ask more; he has a hope

in] spirit who should look in such an en

terprise to be successful.“-—Robert Louis

Stnsaana. A Cleriafmnl Sermon.

  

  

“And so. as Tiny Tim observed, God

Bless Us, Every One!”

  

Says Longfellow:

“i heard the hells on Christmas Day

Their old familiar corals play.

And Wild and sweet.

The words repeat

‘Of peace on earth, good will to men!”
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Starts your engine old

or new quickly and

easily in coldest weather

////

/////////////////////

  

  

  §§T
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W
  

For Four

Cylinders

For Six

Cami... $ 2 5
$1.50 extra for two-wg' valve necessary

when the same Prest- v-Lite is used for

both starting and lighting.

Here’s a starter that adds practically no weight to your car, is perfectly simple and is as

durable as the engine itself. Easily applied to any engine, old or new, very economical in

the use of gas, and requires no expert repairing.

How Prest-O-Starter Works

The principle of starting a motor with Prest-O-Starter is

the same as “starting on compression." A measure of acety

lene, at_low pressure, is pumped from your Prest-O-Lite into

the cylinders

Touch your spark—your engine starts

Unlike “gasoline priming," it is not affected by heat or

cold. It is certain.

In cool weather, by opening a valve on the dash, you can

feed gas at low pressure into the intake manifold. This al

lows your engine to run on acetylene until it is warm enough

to run on gasoline.

I If_ the _Prest-O-Starter did no more _than prime your en

gine ll’lltlllS way during cold weather, this convenience would

be well worth the price.

But Prest-O-Starter is more than a primer. When in

stalled properly, it will start your engine, summer or winter,

almost invariably Without recourse to the crank.

Make Sure Your Starter la Installed

CORRECTLY—Look It Over

The Prest-O-Starter is easy to install correctly. In fact,

it’s so very easy to install that some good factories and gar

Now—More Than Ever—You Need One

Your Prest-O‘Starter, properly installed will average better than 95 starts out of 100

attempts. The few failures are caused by your motor stopping on dead center, or cylinders

filled with burnt gas. Both of these conditions can be easily avoided when stopping your

motor. But should either or both happen, an eighth or a quarter turn of the crank. with

the switch at neutral, will remedy the trouble at once. with all the danger and labor of

cranking eliminated.

Rest assured that no other starter can give you as high efficiency with as great economy,

durability and freedom from mechanical trouble. The price is within easy reach.

Get in touch with any of our branches—0r your dealer—0r write us for descriptive

literature.

The Prest-O-Lite Co., ffdi.§'.§’.§iif'ifii
Canadian General Oflice and Factory, Mer'ritton. Ont.

BRANCHES :

Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Bufi’alo, Chicago, Cincinnati. Cleveland, Dallas, Denver,

Detr0it, Indianapolis, Jacksonville. Kansas City. Los Aiigeles. Meiiiihis. Tenn.; Milwau

kee, Minneapolis, New Orleans New York. Omaha, Philadelphia. ittsburgh. Portland,

Ore.; Providence, St. L0uis,_.t. Paul, M_inn.; San Antonio, San Francisco, Seattle,

Syracuse, Merritton. Ont.; Vt’innipeg, Manitoba.

Exchange Agencies Everywhere

ages install it with utter carelessness, overlooking the one or

two simple features vital to success in operation. Fortu

nately this is an easy matter for the car owner to correct,

even if he isn’t a mechanic.

Our literature tells you exactly how the Prest-O-S'tarter

is installed, and how to adjust it. Anyone can give it the

slight attention it may need or quickly tell a dealer where

the trouble lies.

Every Prest-O-Starter is sold with the assurance of‘satis

factory service. The entire Prest-O-Lite Organization is

back of every one. If you have any trouble, report it to us

or to our nearest branch. \Ve’ll wipe it out quickly.

  

Insist Upon GETTING

the Outfit COMPLETE

During warm weather the connection which feeds

acetylene into the intake manifold is not needed. 50

>(lll'lC dealers are not installing it. But in cold

weather this feature is vital. You're entitledto it.

It's included in the price, so see that you get it.
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This book will show you why the Franklin dealership

is a profitable one. Send in your application at once.

The dealer who handles the Franklin has a car with six exclusive features, each one of which is a

sales clinching fact.

_ ENTZ ELECTRIC STARTING AND LIGHTING

A real sell starter with really original features. Uniailing in action. You throw on the switch and the motor starts

~—no buttonsklevers 0r pedals. In crowded traliic, if you slow the engine down to where it would ordinarily stall, the

starter picks it up and starts it running again without any action on the part of the driver. A permanently connected

starter without change gears.

THESE ARGUMENTS SELL FRANKLIN CARS

These are the arguments you can bring to bear upon the prospect when you show him the Franklin: (1) Uses less

figullnfi; l2) Lses less oil; (3) \Vears out fewer tires: (4) Travels faster in the long run; (5) Rides easier; (6) Lasts

ger. '

h} Franklin dealers are making money and Franklin sales are increasing steadily every year. The Franklin now stands

rml 111 sales among all high-grade cars. and rapidly gaining on second place. The "Franklin Dealer Proposition"

shows why this is‘so.

A PERMANENT BUSINESS CONSTANTLY INCREASING

ha One of our dealers says: “I could not very well drop the Franklin if I wanted to. Everywhere I have sold them I

\;created a permanent business. Franklin owners came back year after year."

he Franklin dealer does an all—year-around business. This means a profit
\ .

ZEBbeUSlflt‘ss. Franklin cars keep' going summer and winter. TheyMOM a (rinse Franklin direct arr cooling is not affected by weather con- --—-—--_-____-

dom'wi a! ten gomg because the owners can_afi‘ord to drive thern. They FRANKLIN AUTOMOBIL o

h“ ‘ “‘lly to operate. If you sell Franklin cars m your territory you 5 C "PANY

‘ ‘ "my Year-around demand for gasoline. orl, tires and accessories. I 28 Franklin Square Syracuse. New York

Dilcile "Dealer Proposition" as advertised Motor \Vorld,

‘ . . . - e ' "' ' "

pro irr_rontrnuous production policy makes the Franklin dealership a mood

n“Plurllorrfor the dealer. You can always offer the very latest model With the

m"lulpment. There are no “off months" waiting for the so-called yearly

mnouncemcnts. Franklin dealers do a good business every month in the year.

SEND FOR FRANKLIN DEALER PROPOSITION

5“ gift? 1"; "mused sales over last year. 195%: Philadel hia has increased sales 357% ;

“MW in increased sales over last war 200%: New 'ork has increased sales 72%:

m .10" minim?“ sales “14%; Cincinnati as increased sales 500%. There is a big "WW":

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Available Capital . . . . . . . t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Shop FGCIIIIIC: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,

75! Franklin Dealer Proposition will explain how you can get your share of this big Three "farm" ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' - ' ~ ‘ ~ - e ~ ~ -

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COM PANY

29 Franklin Square Syracuse, New York Cars handled now . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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Now Europe, Too

The Michigan “40” Wins World-Wide

Acceptance as Leader of Its Class

Hundreds of dealers have come to this factory to

see the new model of the Michigan “40.”

In the first 30 days they left with us orders for

6,125 cars.

These men believe that this car is bound to lead

the Forties this year.

Then Europe Came

Then came experts from 'Europe—artists in cars.

Men who must compete with the finest cars in the

world.

They came from England, Scotland, France. Russia,

Germany and China. And these men agreed that no

medium-priced “40,” either in Europe or here, had

so many attractions.

Some of the world’s leading dealers, including the

German Packard Motor Car Co., took our agencies

abroad.

These Men Know

These experts and dealers, some of whose orders

approach $1,000,000, don’t make mistakes on cars.

Their tests were searching and extreme. Some of

these men spent weeks in our factory.

They know the whole market. When they unite in

this way on the Michigan “40" their judgment can

well be regarded as final.

What Won Them

These men were brought here by the fact that W. H.

Cameron is this car’s designer. There are 100,000

successful cars which tell what he can do.

This new model results from four years of develop

ment. And 5,000 cars have been built in those four

years to prove out 300 improvements.

The body is a John A. Campbell creation.

14-inch Turkish cushions and 22 coats.

The car has four~forward-speed transmission. It is

vastly over-tired. It has center control, left-side drive,

electric lights with dynamo.

It represents the last word in comfort, luxury and

strength.

There is not another car with so many attractions

sold at anywhere near this price.

It has

The Michigan “40" is one of the most-talked-of cars in

America. You never saw more effective advertising. And

our advertising expenditure for the 1913 season is $350,000.

\Ve can take care of a few more dealers in territories not

yet closed. Write for our proposition.

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR CO., Kalamazoo, Michigan

Owned by the Owners of the Michigan Buggy Company

Michigan “40”

$1,585, Equipped

  

SOME OF THE MICHIGAN FEATURES

Four-forward-speed transmission

Oversize tires—35 x 4

Electric lights and dynamo

Center CO;U’0§—/'l€it-ilde drive

Motor, 4 x '4

Extra efl'eiztive brakes—16 a 2% ins.

Bi . comfortable. springs

Ad‘iustnble steering post

Adjustable pedals _

Firestone Q. D. demountable runs-—

extra rim

lbinch Turkish cushions

Rear cushion 50 inches long

Hand-buffed leather upholstering

Best curled-hair filling

Wheel base 118 inches

Nickel mountings . _

Large over-capacity, giving big fac

tors of saiet

Pressed steel, Tull floating rear axle

Axles sufficient for an BO-horse—

power car.

Genuine cellular-type radiator

Best mohair top, side curtains and

envelope

Windshield built in as part of body

Electric horn

$50 speedometer. 4'inch dial

Special loot rail

Swing robe rail

Rear tire irons

Complete tool e uipment

Tool chests un er running boards

There is such a diflerence of

opinion about the various types

self-starters that we have not

adopted any one type as regular

equipment. We prefer to leave

this selection to the buyer. WI:

equip with either the gas or a posi

tively eflicient electric starter st

1moderate extra pr cc. (“6)

l
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The Press Work of this

big issue of Motor World

was done entirely by the

 

 

 
 

 
 

Mail and Express Job Print
9 and 11 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK - TELEPHONE 5940 BARCLAY

 
 

 
 

 

The facilities of this plant are equal

to any requirements and the

finest grade of

Automobile Catalogs

can be produced under the

direction of men trained in

the creation of eflective and

artistic printing

Nothing Too Large Nothing Too Small

Day and Night Operation

 

Lithography :: Stationery :: Engraving
 

Prompt Personal Attention Given

to Inquiries by Mail or Telephone

TELEPHONE. BARCLAY 5940
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In calling

your attention to

(\f)

O Q/fie

Q/z'eree— VVOEJ

Cars at [/76 Garden Show
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it is not necessary to emphasize any one

point. One thing that has been accom~

plished in building these cars is that each

improvement is so blended into the

car itself that it seems an essential

part of it and as if it had

always been an essen

tial part of it.
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The truck

with the worm gear drive

at the Garden Show

The Pierce-Arrow Motor Truck is the

only American built heavy service truck

using the worm gear drive. This drive is

the most direct and efficient means of

transmitting the power of the motor to the

rear wheels. Its economic value shows in

operating cost figures.

The worm gear drive of the Pierce-Arrow

Truck saves both power and wear. Its

efficiency has been proved by three years

of constant service in Pierce-Arrow Trucks

—and it is backed by this guarantee:

The worm wheel and worm shaft, generally known as

worm gear construction, employed in the Pierce-Arrow

Truck, are warranted to fulfill their functions for one

year from date of shipment, under normal service.

.
,
_ . . ..

  
  

5-TON MOTOR TRUCKS

THE PIERCBARROW MOTOR CAR COMPANY. BUFFALO. NEW YORK
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“ The Car flbcad H

Fourth Successful Year—Three GreatModels

Pilot 40, four cylinders, famous Teetor motor, 41/," bore,

5" stroke, 53 H. P., 120" wheel base, large New Departure

hearings in wheels, double internal expanding brakes, 14"

diameter, 36 x 4 tires. Our great four cylinder car with three

years of constant, unfailing service to its owners. Roadster

or Touring car. PRICE ONLY $2000.

Pilot 50, four cylinders, Teetor motor, 41/," bore, 6" stroke,

59 H. P., 126" wheel base, five or seven passenger Touring

car, 11" cushion in tonneau, large New Departure bearings in

Electric Lighting—Electric Starter

The famous GRAY & DAVIS system of lighting and start

ing. A more expensive system for lighting and starting to

buy than others. but more reliable and efficient than any

other. POWER TIRE PUMP operating from fly wheel to

inflate tires.

Press a Lever to Start Your Motor, to

Light Your Lamps and Fill Your Tires

With Air

Beautiful upholstered jewel bodies. cushions 11 inches deep

and a handsome ventilating windshield oi special design are

exclusive features.

Every Convenience and Comfort—Every

Part of Machinery Accessible Without

Soiling a Coat Sleeve

The most beautiful and powerful tars constructed this year.

TEETOR “T” HEAD MOTORS in all models. the simplest

and most powerful motors built in this country. Not a

THE CAR

Full-floating rear axles (absolutely guaranteed). chrome nick

el steel shaft. 1% inches in diameter; strongest axle bridge

housing on any car: Brown-Lipe differential. famous National

oil tempered springs. wheels of great strength with twelve

spokes; double internal expanding brakes. Warner transmis

sion (heavy enough for the strongest motor). cone clutch with

auxiliary springs under leather facing. making very easy en

gagement; large size Mayo type radiator. 3% core (German

silver); control in center of car for convenience of driver;

absolutely reliable irreversible steering gear. Sub-frame con

struction with shaft and bevel gear drive. and double universal

joints between transmission and differential and V-shapcd tor

sion rod to rear axle. Straight line drive and the strongest

automobile construction on any car and found only on the very

best and highest priced cars. New Departure bearings (Hoff

man balls). Hess-Bright and F. & S. bearings used where

best adapted for service. Springs. front half elliptic 38 x 2.

rear very long half elliptic. 52 x 2 inches. insures easy riding.

Genuine white lead and oil paint. 11 inch cushion and heavy

Turkish upholstering on handsome iewel bodies. with entrance

from either side—an exclusive feature—add beauty and refine

ment to these wonderful constructed cars.

Regular Equipment for All Models

Mohair top and hood. ventilating windshield. Warner auto

meter. Stromberg carburetor. Eisemann magneto. tire power

pump. electric lights and electric starter (Gray a Davis sys

tem), electric and bulb horns. tool kit. tire repair outfit.

jack. robe and toe rails. five electric lamps including lights in

dash and large electric headlights. quick detachable. demount

front hubs, with Hoffman balls, Hess-Bright bearings with

D. W. & F. balls in rear hubs, double internal expanding

brakes, 16" diameter, 37x4% tires.

Pilot 60, six cylinders, the wonderful new Teetor motor,

4" bore, 6" stroke, 67 H. P., 132" wheel base, five or seven

PRICE ONLY $2250.

passenger Touring car, 11" cushion in tonneau, large New

grtase cup on them. MOST PERFECT OILING SYSTEM

ever devised—it cannot go wrong. COOLING SYSTEM so

rt‘iicient that a Pilot has been operated 4,000 miles in the New

England bills the past summer WITHOUT a fan.

NICKEL IiAlfliI'l‘T HEARINGS in meters (not bronze). the

best material for bearings ever found. Motor has 150 LESS

PARTS, WEIGIIS 150 LiiS. LESS and delivers to rear axle

tstraight line drive) far more horsepower than any other mo

tors of similar piston displacement.

SPEED AND ECONOMY RECORDS EVERYWHERE.

MOTOR NOTED FOR ITS IIILL CLIMBING ABILITY.

Won the Algonquin Hill Climb in Chicago three successive

)‘(ilfb‘ and cut 25 seconds from the previous record for its

class at Dead Horse Hill at Worcester. Mass. in 1910.

The Strongest Built Car in America

With a record for unfailing service in the mountains and

deserts which have been the graveyard of so many automobiles

and where 'many manufacturers do not care to send their cars.

LET US SEND THE PROOF. if you could visit our factory

and see the way we construct Pilots. see the materials we use.

you would realize why we have a "no trouble" car and why

Departure bearings in front hubs, with Hoffman balls, Hess

_Bright bearings, with D. W. & F. balls in rear hubs, double

internal expanding brakes, 16" diameter, gasoline pressure

feed, 37x4% tires. PRICE ONLY $2500.

we are selling so many of them in sections where other can

cannot stand the service.

Guaranteed for One Year

Some manufacturers guarantee their cars for several thousand

miles. It is DIFFERENT with the Pilot. You can ride

25.000 MILES if you want in one year. either on the Massa

chusetts boulevards or the deserts of Arizona and Nevada—it

does not matter—-the Pilot Guarantee is with you all the time.

A LONG LIST OF SATISFIED OWNERS. LET US SEND

YOU THEIR OPINION OF THE CAR. There is so little

trouble with a Pilot that some of our agents are advertising to

take care of the car for their customers the first year FREE

OF ALL EXPENSE. HOW MANY AGENTS OF OTHER

CARS DARE DO THIS? THIS is THE PROOF OF

RELIABILITY.

Pilots are not thrown together over night. Every car re

ceives individual attention. We could make many more cars

than we do if we made them with "hurry-up" and "get-them

out" methods. but THEN they would not be Pilots. The

buyer who gets one of these good cars has an absolute assur—

ance of the highest quality of service and the minimum of

trouble and expense.

WITHOUT A MECHANICAL DEFECT

Built To Wear—Not Just To Sell

Read the Specifications

able rims. Auto Hind Reflector and Never-Out License Brack

ets. nickel finish throughout. THE MOST COMPLETELY

EQUIPPED CAR EVER SOLD. Compare the above speci

fications and equipment with ‘cars selling from $500 to 81,000

more in price and see if you can find a better car than the

Pilot.

Special Equipment

Westinghouse Air Springs May Be Had

as Special Equipment on All Models

Dealers and Agents!

If you have sold cars that have given poor service. the Pilot

will redeem your reputation. If you are selling good cars.

your competitor with the Pilot will keep you awake nights

with his competition. the Pilot having so many good points

YOUR car does not possess. You will be on the defensive

ALL THE TIME. no matter what car you Mil—QVGII the

very highest priced car. You will find your car will have to

“step lively" to make even a showing with the PILOT in

HILL CLIMBING. FLEXIBILITY. GENERAL ROAD

WORK or any of the various and special tests which the

shrewd car buyer requires to be performed satisfactorily before

parting with his money.

Varnish No Longer Sells a Car

The wise car buyer looks under the body. He wants to

know how strong are the FRAME and AXLES and what kind

of BEARINGS are used. He wants a dependable CLUTCH

that takes hold gradually and WILL NOT SLIP and the

TRANSMISSION absolutely reliable and the gears of the boil

alloy steel. He wants TWELVE spokes in the wheels and the

spokes must be lag-inch or more or no sale. He must have I

DRIVE SHAFT at least IVs-inch In DIAfviETER and mate

rial CHROME NICKEL STEEL. He wants nis machinery

ACCESSIBLE so that adjustments can be easlb' effected When

necessary and without great expense. You can satisfy him on

every essential with a Pilot. She is built right. NO COM

PLICATED MACHINERY IN A PILOT. Adjustments are

so easily made that any owner with but little mechanical

knowledge can easily care for his car. And the equipment the

FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE ever offered. Even'lhinl

needed on a car is there. including the famous Gray 8t Davis

systtm for Lighting and Starting. the finest electric lightinl

and electric starting system yet devised. and the price—qule

considered—the lowest in the land.

AGENTS WANTED

(In Territory Not Taken)

WRITE US AT ONCE for the greatest agency DI’ODOFiW‘"

made by any manufacturer or distributor. WE CO-OPERATE

with you in your territory and do not require you to tie “D l

lot of money in deposits. If you have another car agent? 0"

desire an agency or are thinking of purchasing a car you all"

not afford to neglect this opportunity of knowing more about

the Pilot—THE CAR WITHOUT A MECHANICAL DE

FECT—hut \VRITE AT ONCE for beautiful art book show

ing the Pilot models in colors and a complete and detailed

description of the cars. Also get our agency offer for Your

territory. IT WILL INTEREST YOU.

PILOT CAR SALES COMPANY, Richmond, Indiana
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RHINELANll 7
German

lnSanceflr Builderféllser 'Umversal Use {4 Reputation 2

FACTORIES IN THREE'QOUNTRIES/ *'

Strikesfire,FloodorWar

Cannot Stop Deliveries.

A FEW USERS OF THESE BEARINGS

  

gaucnor SEAGRAVE

ANHARD & LEVASSOR MICHIGAN BUGGY C0

DELAHAYE PULLMAN

DELAUNAY-BELLEVILLE NATIONAL

RENAULT moon

ESTABLIS HOTCHKISS ' GRAMM

QUTO-METALLURGIQUE AMERICAN

[CHNEIDER DAIMLER CO, COVENTRY

SOTTA ranscnnu usINE.S PIPE

ELEMENT-BAYARD magnum-:2 s-rozwan

MAEDRIéLAC ADLERWERKE

PEERER c115. D'AUTO FIACRES

KI LESS NAGANT FRERES

L SSELKAR CALTHORPE

AUTH-JUERGENS MINERVA morons

RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS C0.

New York
  

. .1- u ,
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Full Number of Balls

'One Piece Wrought Steel Separator

lNO RlVETS OR SCREWS)

OR

Solid Bronze or Aluminum Separator

  

Vessels of the German Navy have taken nearly half of

our production for the past two years

WHY?

Complete stocks at all prominent trade centers We sell at retail or uholesale

 

 

MASCIIINENFABRIK “RllElNLAND,” A. 6.. Duesseldorl, Germany

. l " - RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS COMPANY, 140 Wesl l2d Street, New Your, N. Y.
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Full Number of Balls

One or Two Piece Wrought Steel Separator

NO RIVETS OR SCREWS)

The only European hearings made in America. Steel, balls

and all methods imported from Europe. The most ac

curate bearing made. Adopted bv General

Electric Co. and Westinghouse Electric

& l\“lanufacturing Company

WHY ?

Complete stocks at all prominent trade center: We sell at retail and wholesale

The bearing that is making New Britain famous

IIIINIILANII MACHINE WORKS €0MPANY, 140 West 42d Street, New York, N. Y.

FAFNIR BEARING COMPANY, New Britain. €0nnecllcut
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Full Number of Balls

One or Two Piece Wrought Steel or Bronze Separator

(no RIVETS 0R scnrws)

Ninety-five per cent of all French, Swiss and Italian automo

biles use this bearing. The Peerless Motor Co. have

always used it and still insist on sticking to it

WHY?

  

Complete stocks at al. prominent trade centers We sell at retail or wholesale

RHINELAND MACHINE (,0MPANY, HUDSON EXPORT & IMPORT COMPANY

l
l W SOCIETE FRANCAISE DES ROULEMENTS A BILLES, lvry (Seine) Paris, France

l 140 West 42d Street, New York, N. Y.

1
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The ORBIN-BROWN

SPEEDOMETER

“The Speedometer of Permanent Accuracy”

its mechanism is extremer simple.

_ scentrnugal governor has four balance \i i ~ " ' ' <shghéestincrease of Speed‘ \eghts so sensitne that they respond to the

his centrifu al r' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ 'ofmgmes. g p inciple ot the COI'blIl-BI'O“ n 15 the same as that applied to the regulation

it insures absolute regularity of revolution regardless of temperature.

It isf as accurate during.the zero' of Christmas as during the torridity of julv.

Is cw parts operate With practically no friction and therefore do not wear.

It records speed accurately from low mileage to high.

{iehalld is stgady; its odometer absolutely dependable.

mm . . < . . . . . .mum» e a vanced construction of its fiCXIblC Sllilltlllg is an additional safeguard of

gas ccliiisists of a succession of eye-links and solid links as shown in illustration.

Thcso id hnk gives a smooth bearing which minimizes friction and insures smooth running.

H C‘Sthllg-[h of these links makes breaking almost impossible.

Etiiiea er. ll. perchance oneshould break. the replacing with a new link is so simple that anvone can do it

E\?;1}_FrtlblneBTOWDIIS calibrated by hand and tested to absolute accuracy before being sent out. ‘

at is built of specially hardened steel and brass. and with the precision of a high grade watch.

  

We have an anumally attractive propon'lr'on to offer dealer: and car manufacturers. Write us today

THE CORBIN SCREW CORPORATION DIVISION

(The American Hardware Corporation

213 Hill! Street, NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

BRANCHES: NEW YORK CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

Mahlrl of tha rclebralld Corbin Conner Brain for Bicycles and Motorcycle;
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What Shows Don’t
 

 
 

By R. E. Ola/s, Designer

You’ll see the new model of Reo the Fifth

at your local Automobile Show.

It will strike you as beautiful, luxurious,

roomy—having every final touch.

But here are things you can’t see. And the

mean, in the end, more than all that shows.

Tire Mileage

Tires on a car form the chief item

in upkeep. Tire-saving means more

than all other savings together.

Every old motorist knows this.

So this year I add 30 per cent to

my tire cost. to add 65 per cent to

the average tire mileage. I ive

you tires 4 x4. Compare tiem

with rival cars.

The usual tires on this type of

car would more than double your

tire cost. so tire makers say.

No Possible Flaws

The steel in this car is twice ana

lyzed, to make sure it accords with

my costly requirements.

The gears are tested in a crush

ing machine. to prove that each

tooth will stand 75.000 pounds.

This test is usually made with light

hammers.

The springs are tested in another

machine, to stand 100,000 vibra

tions.

I use in this car 190 drop Iorg

ings. The average cost is twice

that of steel castings.

But thev give _me lightness and

strength. And hidden flaws can't

occur in drop forgiiigs.

The various parts of this car get

a thousand inspections. Thus all

the uncertainties are completely

eradicated in building this Reo the

l‘ifth.

No Broken Bearings

‘ I use in this car 15 roller bear

ings, ll of them Timken, 4 Hyatt

lIigh Duty.

They cost five times as much as

the usual ball bearings. But good

roller bearings don't break under

Straln

No Overtax

It’s the sudden shock which

shows up .i car's weakness, not the

ordinary tests. And sudden shocks

will come.

To withstand them, I give to

axles and driving parts 50 per cent.

over-capacity. have made them

all ample for a 45>horsepower car.

To prove them out, I ran one of

these cars for 10,000 miles. at top

speed on rough roads. I met at its

worst every possible road shock,

and not one important part gave

out.

I use

I use costly

_I use 14'incli hrake drums.

2-inch, 7-lcai springs.

steels—chronic nickel, vanadium,

inanganese——all to ward 05 an over

tax. I place cost below safety in

this Reo the Fifth.

No Troubles

That isn't quite true. All ma‘

chines have their little troubles.

But I've gone to the limit to save

trouble with this car.

Each engine is tested 20 hours on

the blocks. and 28 hours in the

chassis There are five long-con

tinued tests.

‘My carburetor is doubly heated—

with hot air and hot water—t0 save

{he troubles with low-grade gaso

“'12.

I use a $75 magneto to save ig

nition trouhles. I use a centrifugal

pump, instead -oi a s phon, to in

sure the water circu ation. That

costs about $10 extra.

Cars are built slowly and care

fully. parts ground over and over.

I limit _my output to 50 cars daily,

so nothing shall be slighted.

Add $200
These extremes, I figure, add

$200 to the necessary cost of this

car.

They cut down our profits. They

force us to factory elhciency. They

compel us to build every part our

selves. And, to minimize cost. we

build only one chassis.

But these things save users from

three to ten times what it costs me

to give them to you.

They insure to you_saiety, econ

oniy, comfort. They insure to the

Show
 

No Skimping

To make the car show my inti

nite pains, I give equal care to the

finish.

The body has 17 coats. The lux

urinus u holstering is of genuine

leather, lled with the best curled

hair.

There are three electric li hts,

and the dashboard lights are ush.

And the whole car, even under the

hood, is fully nickel-trimmed.

Center Control

Our center control is exclusive to

this car. All the gear shifting is

done by one smal handle. com

letely out of the way. It is done

y moving this handle only three

inches in each of four directions.

Both brakes are operated by loot

pedals. So no levers at all clog the

way of the driver. And this permit:

of the left side drive.

No other center control will

please a man who once discovers

this.

to My Cost

that reputation I have spent 26

years in acquiring.

I find that car users, more and

more, are coming to look' for this

class of car. Our output is always

much oversold. And tiis year, wrth

60.000 excellent cars to my cr it.

the demand will be greater than

ever.

A thousand dealers are now ready

to show this new model of Reo the

Fifth. Our 1913 catalog is also

ready. Write us for it now.

 

30-35

Horsepower

Wheel Base—

112 Inches

Tires—

34 x 4 Inches

Center

Control

Roller

Bearings

Demountable

Rims

Three electric

lights

Speed—

45 Miles per

Hour

Made with

2 and 5

Passenger

Bodies

 

Top and windshield not included in -price.

Windshield, gas tank for headlights, speedo

We equip this car with mohair top. side

Reo the Fifth

The 1913 Series

  

curtains and slip cover,

meter. self-starter. extra rim and brackets—all for $100 extra

(list price $170).

 

 

R. M. Owen & Co.

(1263

General Sales

Agents for
Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing,

Canadian Factory, St. Catharines, Ont.

Mich.

‘C)T
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We know all the advantage of folderols in a car.

And we are giving that advantage to Reo the Fifth.

This year, a wider, longer body—three electric

lights—flush dash lights. And a self-starter included

in the hundred-dollar equipment.

A l7-coated body, the best of upholstering, every

finishing touch, and nickel trimmings even down to

the engine.

The coming left-side drive, without any side levers.

An exclusive center control, which appeals to users

more than any other.

A stunning appearance, remarkable finish, luxuri

ousness. comfort, convenience and room. Not a car

in this class can compete now with the Reo in all of

these selling attractions.

But Real Worth Counts

But you know, as we know, that in the long run

it is service and economy that count.

All the other attractions diminish in time. What

men keep before them is the endurance, the lack of

trouble. the low cost of upkeep.

That’s where our main efi'ort centers. Any man

who knows Mr. R. E. Olds knows him to be an

extremist.

He knows what is needed. And 26 years spent in

building cars have shown up all the shortcomings,

taught him endless precautions.

Reo the Fifth will secure its chief fame, its endur

mg prestige, through the infinite pains which he takes

with this car.

If you are building, as we are, for the years to

come, those features will count with you.

Big Tires This Year

How Mr. Olds is working to cut cost of upkeep is

shown in this year’s tires.

Tires 34x4 will give twice the average mileage of

tires 32x3%.

Their adoption this year increases our tire cost

about 30 per cent over last year. But this is only one

outward example of the countless perfections in every

part of this car, all working toward upkeep economy.

Other cars at a glance may look equal to this car.

But there isn’t a car within range of this price which

competes on the points we bring out in our ads.

R. M. Owen & Co.,
General Sales

Agents for

 

Dealers—and Others
  

The Car of the Future

Men are coming, we think, to seek more and more

for a car built like Reo the Fifth.

Last year’s demand, every month of the year, was

far in excess of our output. It ran five times our

production at times.

And all those last year's cars will argue for better

built cars than the common.

This demand will grow. Every man knows that

it should grow. Every Reo the Fifth, in every com

munity, is proving the value of a car like this.

And you know that sound business, either for

makers or dealers, can’t be built on a lesser basis.

Our Wonderful Advertising

This year, as last year, we shall constantly go to

every car buyer—in country and city—with our tell

ing salesmanship-imprint

It will be, as it has been, the most efficient adver

tising ever done in the motor car line.

We are doing more than is necessary, perhaps by

twice over, to create a lasting impression, to build a

firm reputation.

\Ve stand for better cars, and Our purpose is to

make this stand effective.

Every motor car buyer, wherever he lives. is being

all the time told about Reo the Fifth. And the matter

and manner make a wondrous impression, you know

as well as we.

And the past year has taught you what an over

whelming demand this advertising brings to the dealer.

Now a Larger Output

The factors which last year held back our produc

tion are not in existence now. \Ve do not rush cars,

whatever the pressure. And we have no desire to

compete with others on quantity.

Mr. Olds sets his limit at 50 cars daily. But we

run at full headway every month of the year. And

our advertising is arranged so that, even in dull

months, the demand exceeds our production.

This continuous, unvarying, year-round trade

makes Reo the Fifth a very good car to handle. We

aim to keep dealers and factory men busy winter and

summer, and our advertising so far has done that.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.

Canadian Factory, St. Catharines Ont.

(127!
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Transmission Building

Is a Specialty

We believe that Covert Transmis

sions are the best produced today. They

are made of the best materials by men

who are transmission specialists. From

the drafting room to the final inspection

every process of manufacture is most

efficient. These are just a few reasons

why Covert Transmissions are better.

Now as to why they are more eco

nomical. We have a large plant and

produce transmissions in great quanti

ties. Every man in our plant thinks of

nothing but transmissions. how to make

them better—how to make them faster.

Covert Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office

Ford Building, Detroit, Mich.

This assures the highest possible quality

at the minimum cost.

Manufacturers with the finest equip

ped plants are rapidly coming to see

that the making of transmissions must

be considered on the same plane as

speedometers, carburetors, etc.

Let us quote you prices on transmis

sions for your new models. We can

make them better—more economically

—which facts have been sufficient to

close contracts for a surprisingly large

number of 1913 and 1914 pleasure and

commercial cars.

Factory

Lockport, N. Y.
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Champion Priming Plugs

End All Winter Starting Trouble

“hampion

  
  

  

r r wnerisu a ainst the rimin uestion PrimingEvccilca o p g p gq Plugs have been

to W“ given every test,

The trouble is greater this w and arendztirongtlg

winter than ever before recomme

dealers by manufac

turers of those cars

that are not regu

larly fitted with

priming devices.

0 These recommendations

were not made until

.
/ /<

ll" m'fi I

AMPIQChampion Priming Plugs Cllithvttt'tfi-ll

are indispensable to the many |

because the gasoline is of

lower test.

 

 

thousands of cars that have
- - the manufacturers

n0! pnmlng cups. were convinced of the

They are even badly needed on thorough rehablllty

of Champion Priming

Plugs under the most

severe conditions.

Champion Priming Plugs are

made in the largest factory

in the United States de

voted exclusively to spark

plugs.

They are backed up by the fact that

our regular priming plugs are

specified by the manufacturers of

over 60 per cent. of the cars now

running in America.

cars that have them, because

the cups cannot place the

gasoline right at the firing ,

points.

Champion Priming Plugs de- ;

liver the few drops required

jtlSt where they are needed. l

The gasoline goes direct to the i

plug’s base through an en- 1

closed channel —firing can

not soot-up the porcelain nor

burn the firing points.

You run no risk in buying Champion Priming

Plugs, because, like the rest of our product.

they are exchangeable for any other type of

spark plug on our list.

Dealers should order Champion Priming

Plugs in 100 lots in order to get the lowest

possible discount.

Priming is done quickly, sim

ply and safely. If you should

happen to start without

tightening the needle valve

top, the hot exhaust could

not endanger the porcelain.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE AT $1.25 PER PLUG

Trial Set of Four Champion Primin Plu a, Fully Guaranteed, Prepaid, '0 A"? c" owm' f°r ‘5' Give Name °f C" and

Ye" Of uak N e Of 0 "I L'b 1 t d discount to dealers Be ready to supply

Alliobbers and 0st d ale s are alread su lied. Write todaY- l "a ’3 eYour trade while on: bigr campaign i: cal iiig the attention of car owners “Hi/Where to the" anm3 Plugs~

Plug Company
t“!

C " I Toledo, 0th

Q1011

Champion Spark

106 Upton Ave.
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The Tripla

Ford Engine Starter

  

How Are Your Ford Cars Started?

D0 YOUR OWNERS STILL STRADDLE

THE BUMPER AND CHURN THE CRANK?

You Will Give Them This Message it You Appre

ciate the Unequaled Advantages 0! Starting the

Ford Car With the TRIPLEX ENGINE STARTER.

The TRIPLEX FORD ENGINE STARTER is a me

chanical starter, which, of all types—compressed air, acety

lene gas, electric and spring—is the only one on the market

which at all times proves absolutely RELIABLE. In no

respect is it a “Hit-or-Miss” proposition—working one minute

and short circuiting or blowing out a cylinder head thenext.

It gives 100 per cent. uninterrupted service from the time it

is attached. It comprises so few parts and is so srmple and

direct in application that it cannot get out of .order, and it IS

as safe and durable as it is simple and effective.

You do not have to leave your seat to start the Ford Motor, WHEN EQUIPPED WITH

THE TRIPLEX STARTER.

All that is necessary is to pull the lever. Will absolutely start the Ford 1,000 times out of

1,000.

Can be easily attached in one hour’s time. Absolutely no holes to drill or mechanical work

. necessary to install same.

 
  

Absolutely guaranteed to outlast the motor.

DEALERS: It doesn't require

SALESMANSHIP to sell an AR

TICLE for which every FORD

OWNER is clamoring. Bring

the TRIPLEX FORD ENGINE

STARTER AND THE FORD

OYVNER together and a sale re

su ts.

Price 105:0

Your Commissions Are Liberal

 
 

BREMER-WILSGN

MANUFACTURING C0.

1256 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ills.

Western Representative,

AUSTERMELL & HANSON,

560 Phelan Bldg.,

San Francisco, Ca].
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The Triplex finishes the work the carburetor leaves half done.

The Triplex makes imperfect carburetion a mechanical impossibility.

Sixty Day Trial Proposition.

fuel in the carburetor. Fire cannot pass through a

TRIPLEX. The principle is the same as the non

explosive feature of the miner's gauze lamp.

The Triplex makes starting easier regardless of tem

perature or atmospheric conditions. and stops suction of

live gasoline when the motor is cold.

The Triplex is guaranteed to decrease fuel con

sumption 25%. increase power. prevent carbonization.

l prevent Back Firing, effect easy starting.

I

\
ture that leaves the carburetor-make it un'forrn The ‘

‘hl'ou8h0lll- full cylinder charge is ignited every time-the maximum

0 . . . . _ power delivered at t to point of highest efficiency. Be

n" Tnpl“ litmus aviary drop or immune w "5 cause there is no fuel waste, there is no power waste. l

iulllcapacny. making a saying of over 25% per gallon. A TRIPLEX is a doub|e economy_it INCREASES

h g'vesyou five gallons 0‘ fuel at a to“ or mm It power at the same time it DECREASES fuel con

maltes high-grade gasoline out of low. sumptiom

INSURE YOUR CAR Against Fire By Using The Triplex can be readily attached by anyone in

s Triplex. one-half hour's time.

A back fire is impossible With a TRIPLEX. due (0 the The Triplex is sold with the understanding that if it

fact that any flame is cut off before it reach :s the raw do” not do u we chin, we “in gm“, refund you,

money at the end of sixty days.

I

. PRICFS

/' 1 in., $3.50 1% in., $5.00

90 % 1'. in., 4.00 2 in., 5.50 _

m in., 4.50 2'»;- in., 6.00

\ bll‘ Tbs Triplex will increase mileage. promote flexi

nty.

The Triplex will equalize the most uneven mix

The Triplex increases power proportionately.

In ordering Give MODEL. H. P..

and Make of Car.

To be had at all dealers. or di

rect on receipt of price.

v or THE sumnoauss

'1" DESTROY!!!) BY FIRE

ARE CAUSED 874!

BACK FIR! IGNITING

 

 

    

“.ti‘ ‘ I 1;“

FARQURUOR

  

  

THE RAW BIZAIaERs—Here I": one ofkthe lgstest . ~€mODNAIWHlNG

l' l. sW" K r"? ~»?""i :12 h."'5 ""80"?" memes he. Ba: e .  

sales spell big profit. Write or Wire

Today for our Sales Proposition.
 

  

WRITE DEPT. 10.

BREMER-WILSUN MANUFACTClllillllNG 00.
1256 MICHIGAN BLVD. CAGO, ILL.

WESTIIN IEPIEIINTATIVIB

AUSTERMELL AND HANSON

560 PHELAN BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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SIT in a KisselKar—immediatcly you

sense the unusual roominess of the

tonneau—one factor of the liberal Kissel

Kar design.

Lounge back in the seats—here is an

other surprise, a result of liberal design.

Never before have automobile seats been

made so exceptionally deep, encouraging

the completest relaxation. This, and the

eleven inches of softest upholstery, give

you the most luxurious ease.

Ride in the KleselKar—there's a steadi

ness and softness of motion immeasur

ably superior to every previous idea of

car comfort-it is super-comfort, due to

liberal design.

The generous KisselKiu' wheelbase is the

basis of this rare riding comfort. If a

car is to be roomy, and at the same time

have the "balance" which causes a car to

ride with steadiness and handle respon

sively, it must have a liberal wheelbase in

proportion to the roomy body. No car

can equal KisselKar roominess, comfort

and ease of driving without equaling the

wheelbase—and few cars do.

 
 

It is one of the factors

Ride on rough roads—here is where the

liberal KisselKar design discloses its

comfort value. The generous wheelbase

modifies the irregularities of the road—

springs built according to the weight of

each model—shock absorbers and eleven

inches of resilient seat upholstery absorb

the road vibration. The unusually deep

seats permit you to relax in a way so

that side sway or lurches do not disturb

you—no tendency to brace yourself.

The one who drives will appreciate the

unusual roominess of the front compart

ment—the “balance” that makes the

KisselKai-‘easy steering and lightfooted

in picking the road.

Every part of the car shows the liberal

KisselKar design—transmission, difier

ential, steering knuckles, brake drums,

etc., securing a greater safety margin,

minimizing up-keep and depreciation.

Go to a KisselKar dealer. He will afiord

you every opportunity to convince your

self of KisselKar superiority—the super

comfort, the distinction and the roadabil

KISSELKAR
the car of liberal design

IBERAL design means greater comfort, greater

durability, more impressive appearance, lower up

keep and slower depreciation.

that separates the KisselKar from average automobiles,

and makes it a conspicuous value—a distinctive achieve

ment in motor car engineering and manufacturing.

  

 

Exhibit at New York and Chicago 211

Shows -—Plouure Can .1

Now York—No. 22 Grand Central Palace

Chicago—No. Ml Coliseum Annex

 
 

 

ity by which the KisselKar gives the

owner a pride and satisfaction he can

secure in no other way.

“ Thirty ” . . $1700

“ Forty ” - - $2000

“ Fifty ” . . $2500

60 H. P. “Six” $315o

puny Equipmd— Electric

Started and Lithde

KisselKar Service doubles every dollar

of car value. KisselKar Service cares for

your car—and nothing responds to gofi

care more than an automobile; S_pecia y

constructed and equipped buildings are

maintained by the manufacturers at

principal points of America. These at;

service-centers, carrying complete stoc

of spare parts, supplying service direlct.

and through cooperation With sa es .

agencies. l

Write for 1913 Catalog—Ibis catalognlis

a valuable aid in Judging automobi e

values. It illustrates and describes the

full line of KisselKar pleasure models. A

KisselKar Trucks—1500 1b., 1, 2,_s. 4, 5 i \

ton Trucks—Delivery Wagons, Fire 136- M

artment Apparatus, Ambulances, etc.

gVi-ite for truck catalog.

Kissel Motor Car Co.

159 Kissel Ave. Hartford, Wis.

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES

Boston New York Chicago Illnukee

Kansas City Los Angeles Iinncslwll'

St. Paul Dillll

Philadelphia, CleVelnnd, Detroit, El Peso 5‘"

Antonio. New Orleans, Baltimore, Omaha limo

Denver. San Francisco, Seattle Porumd. 'Dillfl

Buihlo, Pittsbur h, Hartford Conn., New Hsyeq.

Alme- Troy. ontreal, Quebec, Toronto, Wlflfll'

Pei. 3nd 200 other principal points thronlllw!

America.
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No-Rim-Cut Tires—10% Oversize

 

 

12 Years in l—and Over

These are facts to ponder, if you own a car:Our fiscal year ended November 1.

We sold in that year 918,687 automobile tires

-a gain of 125 per cent over 1911.

Our greatest previous gain was 100 per cent.

Last year’s sales by far exceeded all our pre

vious twelve years put together.

They were enough to equip completely 230,000

cars. Yet the demand last year exceeded our out

put by 400,000 tires.

Why has this tire so outsold all the others?

Why are sales doubling faster than we can

build factories, after seventeen hundred thousand

have been tested out?

You know, as we know, that nothing has done

it save lessened cost of upkeep.

In this day of odometers, men are making com

parisons. These figures reveal the result.

Next Year—500,000 Cars
Tar percentage 0! increase which we

art sustaining will next year mean an

m oi 2.000.000 tires.

Thu sill mean to equip. in a single

M. 5000” cars with Goodyears.

Castmu with car makers seem to

am that nearly ball oi next year's

m can still go out with Goodyear

ma

Thai what that means—about as

my Goodyear tires as a“ other makes

Wu.

The demand iron: tar users is in

nit" sl tn "an greater rate

Major Savings

Tie flood of demand began with the

ll"! ol NoRim~Cnt tires.

its latest tire ended rim-cutan

._ that. as shown by cart.~

ial Ram and 13 per cent of tire

no

"I In Willi" anon tires by

“melthwsandsto get rid of

“It mom; mun

Then we made these tires—our pat

ent type—~10 per cent over the rated

size. And that. with the average car,

adds 25 per cent to the tire mileage.

These two features of ours cut the

average tire bills 48 per cent. They are

saving tire users now, we figure. a mil

lion dollars monthly.

Mileage Tests

Then we built a machine on which

four tires at a time are worn out in our

factory under all road conditions.

Year after year we have used that

machine to compare fabrics and iorrnu

las. methods. materials and ideas. We

have also compared rival tires with our

own.

The mileage is metered, and the

meter told us when we reached the

limit—when we had the best tire in

existence.

Then the odometer on thousands of

cars told the same story to users.

That's the reason (or this wondrous

Goodyear growth.

1,700,000 Used

Up to November 1st men had put

into use 1.700.000 of these tires. They

are running now, we figure. on 250.000

cars.

The present salh918.687 last year

—is a simple result of those tests.

You can't for a moment think these

men mistaken. after all these years.

nt'n-r all these tests, They are seeking

just what you seek—lesser cost per

mile.

They are using iii-imeters—keeping

records of cost. And a lluartt-r-million

such “\k'll have come to Goodyear tires.

Doesn't it seem to you reasonably

certain that the same tests would win

vou?

Our Latest Invention

The Winter Tread

The latest service our experts have

rendered lies in this Non~Skid tread.

Not a regular tread with short-lived

corrugations. But an extra tread made

of very tough rubber. giving a double

thickness.

This thick extra tread gives us deep

cut blocks. They last for thousands of

miles. They present to the road surface

countless edges and angles. which grasp

with a bulldog grip.

The blocks meet at the base. so the

strain is distributel over the fabric.

just as with smooth-tread tires. This

invention alone. our experts say. will

double the life of non-skids.

Please make your comparisons. The

advantages here “ill be obvious to you.

You‘ll see that we have solved the

problems.

 

Write for the Goodyear Tire Boob—

Nth-year edition. It tells all the ways

to save on tires.
  

  

Goon

  

No-Rim-Cut Tires

With or Without Non-Skid Treads

AKRON, OHIO

 

Note the double-thick tread. to give

multiplied endurance.

Note the deep-cut blocks.

' Note the sharp edges and angles. fac

ing every direction.

Note how the blocks Widen out at

the base. so the strain is distributed.

It never comes on a small part of the

fabric.

Our experts spent three years on this

difielslt problem. And we think they've

solved the skidding question as it never

was solved before.

200.000 have been tested out. 

 

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

Bunch“ “d Alet'lcies in l03 Principal Cities

More Service Stations Than Any Other Tire

‘

_.__

-__

We Make All Kinds of Rubber Tires, Tire Accessories and Repair Outfits

Main Canadian Oifice: Toronto. Ont. Canadian Factory: Bowmanville. Ont.
(908)
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WARNER

AUTO-METER

The Dominant Speedometer

These famous cars are now all

equipped with the famous Warner

Ahrens-Fox

American

Armleder

Austin

Buffalo Electric

Cadillac

Chalmers

Church-Field Electric

Cino

Columbia

Cunningham

De Launey Belleville

Every manufacturer on this list

Warner Speedometers than he won

Speedometers.

Flanders

Garford

Grand Rapids Truck

Grant

Grinnell Electric

Haynes

Hupp-Yeats

Jenkins

King Truck

Knickerbocker

Lozier

Marion

Draw your own conclusions.

Marmon

Matheson

McFarlan

Midland

Ohio Electric

Oldsmobile

Overland

Packard

(in combinanon.)

Paterson

Pierce-Arrow

Pilot

paid [(70 per cent. more for

R-C-H

Republic

S. G. V.

Simplex

Stafi'ord

Staver

Stearns

Stevens-Duryca

Stoddard-Dayton

Suburban Truck

Vera Six

z-w'.

? _-

__

 

\

  

ld have had to pay for other

The Warner Instrument Company

Beloit, Wisconsin

  

  

  

  

YRIP

N9

Annmamgrala

WARNER YNSYRUHINT CONVANY

luon wu.u.sA

'ITUIT[D

Hill 5 PZR NOW?

i0 4;"?

WARNER

Mode] 0-2

Pn'u $145
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“Whitney” Chains .

The Most Practical for Motor Vehicles
  

E call your attention here to “Whitney” Cotter Detachable Chains as the most practical

chains ever oFfered for motor vehicles. They have made a record for themselves which

no other Detachable Type has approached.

.This Cotter Pin feature is so practical and necessary that it calls for little detailed expla

nation. The illustrations tell their own story, proving that this form of construction is logical

and necessary for chain equipped motor vehicles. This Cotter Detachable Chain can be taken

apart at any link and lengthened, shortened or repaired without the use of any special tool.

asthe Cotter Pin can be removed with pliers, screw driver or any sharp pointed instrument.

The use of Whitney Cotter Detachable Chains assures the builder, owner and driver of com

mercial vehicles uninterrupted service on account of the ease of repair.

"Whitney" Chains are made from steel best adapted for the purpose, carefully hardened and

calculated to resist the most wear, while in the matters of machining and assembling the utmost

care. is exercised and thorough inspections and tests characterize each process of manufacture.

Their future service, however, depends entirely upon the care, alignment and adjustment, for

the best chain in existence cannot withstand the evil influence of improper adjustment and lack

0i lubrication.

[It will pay you. Mr. Manufacturer and Dealer, to get better acquainted with the "Whitney"

Chains which are today standard on the majority of commercial vehicles. Write for our illus

Emcd catalog which shows top and side views of each size of all Roller chains manufactured

y us.

The Whitney Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn.
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question. regardless of whether you consider the

Lippard-Stewart Delivery Car from the view point

0!: probable owner or prospective dealer. Consid

ered from the owner’s standpoint. it is a car that

assures you a prompt. thorough. efiicient and eco

nomical delivery system at all times. If you are a

dealer, it is a car that will help you build a profit

able and constantly increasing business upon the

sound platform of satisfied customers.

Herein an Ideal Delivery Car—built by men who have

made this distinctive line of motor car construction

3 specialty. Men who know the requirements de

manded by delivery service. and last bttt not least-—

understand how to meet these demands. Trans

_ tion experts—men who when they built the

d-Stewart Delivery Car designed and bttilt

it a delivery car from the ground up. A practical

commercial vehicle. not a commercial body on a

pleasure car chassis. Strong. dependable and ser

viceable—a car that will deliver more goods over a

'1er territory at less cost per package than is

Possible with horse and wagon. Low in first cost.

Economical in upkeep.

Elimine Its Perfect Chassis—strong yet simple in

Malon—with its frame built heavier and

Wider at the point of greatest stress and reinforced

with corner gusset plates. Note the 30 Horsepower

Continental Motor. Consider the rugged cone

clutch and the transmission strong enough for a

will”. Car. Observe the shaft drive. the differ

ential. the simplicity of construction practiced

throughout the entire building of the car and the.

my get-at-ability of every important mechanical

 

  

  

Panel Body $1800

Capacity 1500 lbs.

The Car That Has Solved the Delivery Problem

l 1 i \

iplfiiglv‘art

' \H Delivery

>. a ' Car

' f

CHASSIS

List . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1650

BODIES

Standard Panel. . ..$150

Standard Express.$125

  

The Lippard-Stewart Model “P” Delivery Car—30 Horsepower

What Will This Car Do for Me? This is the vital part even when the car is loaded. Look at the per—

iect spring suspension that assures easy riding and

minimizes wear and tear. Then-—

Consider the Price of the Car—its sound dollar for dol

lar value. Compare it with any delivery car appar

ently competing with it. Note how the Lippard

Stewart Car actually battles competition. Then as

a dealer form your own conclusions as to the car’s

mine as a business investment—its ready salability

and the quick turnover of capital it assures.

Note the Comprehensive Lippard-Stewart Line—the

volume of sales it makes possible—a line that offers

yr-tl a car to meet the specitic demands of practi

cally every firm and individual who need a delivery

car regardless of their business. A line that knows

no dull seasons and a car that practically sells itself

and stays sold winter or summer.

Read These Special Features of Lippard-Stewart Con

struction: Continental 30 H. P. Motor. Eisemann

.\lagtteto. liriiwn-Lipe Selective Transmission.

Cone Clutch. littll Floating Timken Rear Axle.

Timken Roller iearing throughout. Left Hand

Drive. l‘neumatie Tires. 35 x 4% Front and Rear—

full equipment oi Lamps and Tools.

We Want Good Dealers Everywhere. \Ve have a

splendid opportunity to offer first-class, up-to—date,

energetic men—men who can measure up to our

standard of integrity and business ability. If we

have no dealer in your town and if you are the

logical man to represent us—a man who can grasp

the big possibilities of our proposition and can

handle it in the way it should be handled. write us

instantly.
  

 

 
 

  

5" OI? Exhibits at the New York, Boston and Chicago Show:
LIPPARD-STEWART MOTOR CAR CO.

BUFFALO Buffalo. N. Y (M_ “U

. Please send catalogue and dealers' propog‘t'ol ' C00 NEW YORK immediately. ‘ i n

‘0“ P . it.“ E. J. Trcuu.cr . - s . . . . a - s - . a - s e s . . s - o . . o s o - u s o s s e s e s . . ,

lC'llAlSeentlrv WJ‘. REYNOLDS. Sales Manager C. S. DAHLQUIST. Chief Enlinecr Em“ _ 0 ' ' - - - ~ - - ~ - . - . - .

‘
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The graceful and beautiful lines of the new bodies distinguish the

llllllllllllll‘llllfllll'

I latest series Marmon “32” at a glance. The many refinements in

equipment and appointments add to the comfort, luxury and ease

of operation. But underlying all the new features is the same high

standard of design, materials and construction that has made these

cars world-famous in contests and service. No one can question

the judgment of the Marmon owner in his choice of this car. The

records of its performance are the highest indications of value.

ll

I lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

  

 

Outline Specifications

l1||||tilIllllllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllmmmmmmmmmm”'

 

Motor—4%"x5", “T” head, 32-40 h. p.

Oiling—Marmon system automatic force

feed lubrication. Ignition—Two spark dual

system. Transmission—Selective sliding

gear, unit with rear axle. Clutch—Cone.

Rear Axle—Floating type, unit with trans

mission. Pressed steel housing. Brakes—

Internal expanding, 403 sq. in. surface.

Wheelbase—120 in. Rims—Quick detach

able, demountable. Tires—35x4% front

and rear. Control—Left-hand steering,

right-hand control in center. Carburetor

—Improved automatic float feed. Springs

—Rear, full elliptic; front, semi-elliptic.

Body—Marmon perfected cast aluminum

construction with sheet metal seat backs.

Deep cushions. Nickeltrimmed. Equipment

—Elcctric starting and lighting system

with storage battery, Pantasote top, built

in windshield, speedometer and clock, elec

tric light to illuminate entire dash, horn,

shock absorbers front and rear, single tire

carrier, extra demountablc rim, coat rail,

foot rest, assortment of tools, oiler, jack,

tire repair kit and pump. Prices—Five

Passenger Touring Car or Four-Passenger

Suburban, $3000.00; Two-Passenger Road

ster. $2900.000; Limousine (seats seven)

$4000.00; Landaulet (seats seven) $4100.00;

prices f. o. b. factory, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nordyke & Marmon Company

Indianapolis [1. (Established 1851)
Indiana
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ill’l‘lli‘.i.i"al'lli'lluiiiii-'When it became known there was to be a Marmon Six it was gen

erally believed it would prove a car of surpassing value. During

the time the Marmon Six has been under development and test we

believe we have overlooked nothing that would add to the quality

or capability of the car or that would enhance the safety, the com~

  

fort or the convenience of its user. So far as any test can be

a lied it is a roven car—brought to a lace where we can say
b _ Y

“Here is a car that will live up to the Marmon name ”

 

fi'nil‘yr,1;.

-MMLMW"

ll.iiigi'.'

1*1h“?Outline Specifications

Motor—4%” x 6", “T” head, 48-80 h. p. ccnter_control. Carburetor—Improved au

Oiling—Marmon system automatic force tomatic. Springs—Front, semi-elliptic;

feed lubrication. delivering oil through reari%elllptlc- Ody—convexFul'" type

hollow crank shaft directly into main bear

Fijirttmsfiiefa:esgrnlgltmbacci':

"igs’ con-necung,r0d bearings and piston Deep cushions. Nickel trimmed. Equip

pm bearing!" abo through l‘°“°"t’.°am ment—Electric starting and lighting sys

shafts to cam shaft bearings. Ignition— tam with storagc battery' cape lop, wind_

Two spark dual system. Clutch-Improved Shield designed as part of dash with pro

dry Plate "Whiple diic- R23! Alle—Float- vision for ventilation, speedometer and

ing type unit with transmission. Pressed clock, electric light to illuminate entire

steel housing. Front Axle—A new type, dash, electric step light under tonneau

an exelusive feature of the Marmon Six. dOOfS,‘€IeCll’lC emergency lamp With long

The vertical Spindle is placed in the direct extension cord. electric horn, power tire

center line of the wheel. This construction pump. shock absorbers front and rear,

makes the safest, surest and easiest steer- tire carrier, extra demountable rim. coat

ing mechanism ever devised. Brakes—In- rail, foot rest, assortment of‘tools. Qiler,

ternal ex anding,403 sq.in.surface. Wheel- jack, and tire repair kit. Prices—Seven,

base—l4 in. Rims—Quick detachable, de- Five, Four or Twp-Passenger Body Tsypes,

mountable. Tires—Front 36x4%, rear 37 $5000.00; Limousme (seats seven) i2: 0-00:

x5; front and rear rims and tires inter- Berlin Limousme (seats sevegg 50.00;

changeable. Steering Gear—Left hand with Landaulet (seats seven) $6350. .

Nordyke & Marmon Company :

(Established 1851) Indiana
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15:3.

The only stock Touring Car to finish with a perfect score

in “Round-Lake-Michigan” Endurance Run

1069 Miles

  

 

  

"I'1'I:1:115:!:=:=:=:=:1:!!¢=:=:=:I:!:!:¢

% $2250
The remarkable merits of the Staver car are now being nationally recognized.

  

The Staver ave another wonderful demonstration recently, of what con

constitutes a supefiatively good automobile. Two years in succession winning

one of the most gruelling road tests on record, emphasizes the consistent quali

ties of Staver cars.

We have been deluged with telegrams from every part of the country, demanding to know

our plans for l9l3.

That's the output for this year. Three chasses—cars that have no superior at any price ——

anywhere. Every improved equipment. Positive starter— electric lights (generator). Bodies

made in our own shops—luxury—power—fitness to defeat competition. Backed by a great

factory and a name that is a household word.

.'0'

2+
._.
1'.

5;.
. .

-.;.
1'.
3"

,1.
. .
v.

14'
_. .

.4.

._..

  

  

:-.- We do business in a liberal manner. Wire or wriie us.

STAVER CARRIAGE COMPANY, CHICAGO, lLL.
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OMPLETE and modern in every respect the Pullman line

for 1913 offers a dealer opportunity unexcelled by any manu

facturer.

Not alone in the value the car itself presents to the prospect

does the Pullman proposition offer a splendid opportunity but in

the co-operation and selling assistance given to the dealer as well.

is the Pullman agency a valuable asset.

For 1913 three models stand out prominently, the Pullman

4-36; Pullman 4-44, and the Pullman 6-66. These models follow

closely the lines and design of the previous year and but very

little change has been made. This largely has been in the way

of refinement and equipment.

All Pullman models, for example, are electric lighted and

equipped with a dependable and well tried electric starter.

All radiators have been enlarged and the oil reservoir has been

increased in size on the larger models. The fly wheel and clutch

have also been enlarged as has the steering wheel on all models.

The springs have been improved and strengthened on all models

and where necessary have been lengthened.

From tire to top all models are thoroughly and completely

equipped with every device and accessory that adds to the com

fort and convenience of the car.

it.
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ACK of every Pullman car stands ten years of experience that makes

B for the benefit and protection of the car purchaser. For ten years

the Pullman Motor Car Company has sought to produce each year

the greatest car value on the American market. Our long list of constant

satisfied users and money making dealers is fair evidence of the realiza

tion of our plans.

Consequently in our 1913 offering there is nothing of an experimental

nature. Basic design and basic construction of all Pullman models has

been proved right for several seasons and these correct basic principles

have been closely adhered to.

The 4-36. $1675, is a popular five-passenger car of medium horsepower.

The motor is 41-16 x 5 inches with cylinders cast in pairs and large

valves. This same chassis, however, may be equipped with any one of

Six bodies.

The 4-44, $2150, carries a 41/2 x 5% motor also with large valves. The

transmission in this model is four-speed of very compact design. This

same chassis may be had equipped with any one of six bodies.

The 6-66. $2750. is a big, powerful car with a 4% x 51/2 motor that de

velops its rated hOrsepower at only 1300 r. p. m. This mOdel also carries

the four-speed transmission and a wide range of body styles.
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HIS shows a dissembled Pull

man four-speed transmission.

The case is cast in one piece

assuring rigidity, uniformity and

extreme accuracy. The gears are

large, which minimizes teeth pres

sure and insures perfect lubrica~

tion. These transmissions are run

on a testing bench 20 hours, then

taken down, inspected, cleaned and

remounted before being finally as

sembled in the car.

OP view of a Pullman 4-44

motor. The cylinders of a

Pullman motor give excellent

example of the careful tests and

inspections in the Pullman factory.

After being carefully examined and

put under water pressure test each

cylinder is carefully annealed for

ten hours to overcome internal

strains. Then it is tested under

pressure again and rough bored.

They are then allowed to stand for

ten days to take final shape before

being finish bored.

XHAUST side of the 4-44 mo

E tor. By placing the pump on

this side and the magneto on

the opposite side the stress on the

shafts is more evenly divided. All

valves are enclosed and operated

by adjustable valve lifters. All

bearings are extra large and all

parts are very accessible.

YORK, PENNSYLVANIA

 

 

THE PULLMAN MOTOR CAR CO.
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HREE thousand Overland dealers in

the world’s cities, towns and vil

lages are dominating the local trade with

the 1913 Overland.

 

\__/

  

\A—w

\fl/
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Overland dealers are equipped with

two impregnable values; they possess

a car each side of the great automobile

dividing line—$1000.

When you have examined, inspected

and discussed the scores of new models

at the National Automobile Shows,

remember—

\
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That in twenty-four hours after the

first public announcement of the 1913

Overland, the demand was greater than

our annual supply.

  

 

_

A

  

n.amixw-imqtiasasnz~-I7-:“:2?1'“‘’‘1"~

Literature on request. Please address

Dept. 50.

The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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$985—Completely Equipped

Model 69- T

Self-starter Timken Bearings Mohair Top and Boot

30 Horsepower Center Control Clear Vision, Rain Vision

S-Passenger Touring Car Remy Magneto Wind Shield

llO-inch Wheel Base Warner Speedometer Prest-O-Lite Tank

\/\‘_4_)_\

(
/\

?/\/\’
\—

$l475—Completely Equipped

Model 7I-T

Complete Electric Lighting Timken Bearings Warner Speedometer

Outfit. Generator and Stor- Center Control Mohair Top and Boot

33° Balm? Wheel Base 114 inches Clear Vision, Rain Vision

self'staner Brewster Green Body, ivory Wind Shield

‘5 H°"~"°Power striped, nickel plated and Prest-O-Lite Tank

Q. D. Demountable Rims dead black trimming EX!“ Rim

\0

%

\’/

/

cx/
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From New Years to New Years.

the constant brilliancy of the

lights supplied by the \Vard

Leonard Lighting System, and

the unfailing regularity of the

\Vard Leonard Starting System

go on without supervision and

with the admiration of the elec

trical world.

. _ WARD LEQNARD ELECTRIC C0

. p _ BRONXVILLE, N. Y.
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A Motor That Confers Distinction 2

Every 21: I_t_ Drives
  

A man speaks with pride of the Continental many of the leading pleasure cars and

Motor in his car. trucks will be equipped with the Continen

A manufacturer installs it, and advertises the “11'

fact.

Both are moved by the same impulse, and be

hind that impulse is the universal recogni~

tion of the Continental as a mark of high

quality and distinction.

The Continental is so accepted because it long

Since has proved its right to the fullest con

fidence oi the car owner and the car manu

iacturer.

Think of a car powered with a Continental

Motor.

Recall what you have heard said about it, not

OHIY by men who own that particular make,

but also by men who own others.

RCCOllCCilOIl W. V b
Ill tell 01.1 , L1 —

-' at t e car 5 rep ta Ihe six-cylinder Continental unit power plant.

t. . , __ _101118 hlgh it is regarded as a good car. Bore, 4% inches; stroke, 5% inches

TlliS idea ' ' - C 'It t ‘ i d t an' t e of self-starter now made.as we h . ui o accomn o a. e ) yp _ A
_\ _ , ave sald’ ls WideSpI-ead' Simple method of mounting shown in illustration.

‘ Continental Motor is looked upon as stand- suitabk f‘" fight 0' left hand dd“

' s—Z - . .mg sponsor for the quality of the car. Four cylinder type. 0 to /O H P

W . .°§vanty0u to get acquainted With the Con- Note, also, the large percentage and 611155 0f

"Dental—whether

  

you are owner, engineer these cars; this will be impressive testi

Or manufacturer. monv

It will . " .
not be troublesome to do this. for at Specifications, literature, etc., mailed on re

both the New York and Chicago shows qHESt

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE: K. F. Peterson, 1225 Michilan Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

Cilia“ Show Exhibit, February 1-8, Space 56, Coliseum Gallery
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$850— $900

5 models :

Five models—at $850 and $900—

afford equipment to suit every prefer

ence. Top with side curtains and dust

cover; windshield; kits; lamps; gener

ator; horn and jack—with $850 model.

In addition—Speedometer; Prest-O

Lite or electric outfit; quick demount

able detachable rims; tire irons, etc.,

with all $900 models.

=

Nine of

the Big Features

1. Ball bearing throughout.

.Long stroke, high power motor,

unit power plant fully enclosed.

. Full floating rear axle.

. Left hand drive, center control.

. Extraordinary braking surface.

. Multiple disc clutch, running in oil.

. Extra capacity tubular radiator.

. Enclosed valves, all on one side.

. Platform rear spring.

N

\OWNOtUI-Pw

 

 

 

 

 
 

As Notable in Economy

as in Cost

Right as the first cost of the Detroiter is—the low after

cost is even a bigger point in its favor. The same nine exclu

sive features of construction that make this car distinctive in

the low-priced field, make it also a marvel of low upkeep.

From 20 to 25 miles on a gallon of fuel, and 75 miles on a quart

of lubricant is its every day record. Note the superior points

of construction in the panel at the left.

The combination of these three—the nine remarkable fea

tures of construction, the remarkable first cost and the remark

able after-cost—is the reason why the Detroiter is probably

the easiest selling car in America today.

  

Briggs-Detroiter Company

449 Holbrook Avenue
DETROIT

 

 

  

 

 

%
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Principal Distributor:

for the U. S.

BALTIIOR8._ID. _

Dunner-Baltimore Company

BOSTON. MASS.

Andnm-Dykcman Company

CHICAGO. ILL >

IIImou Automobile Company

DETROIT, IICH.

Barber lotor Sale: Company

FORT WORTH TEX.

j R. dvernreet

INDIANAPOLIS IND.

E. I. l'lolmu

JACKSONVILLE FLA.

Dim-Daron" Company

KANSAS CITY. MO.

SOUIhW"! Motor Company

L0! ANGELES, CAL.

Y. ll DcI Valle

LOUISVILLR KY.

lam-Sm: Iotor Car Co.

MILWAUKEE. WIS.

Oakland-Wilconlin Motor Company

IINNEAPOLIS, IINN.

Brice Auto Company

NEW YORK CITY

II. C. Pardu

OIAHA. NEH.

T. G. Nonhwall Company

PHILADELPHlA, PA.

Dweller-Philadelphia Company.

POR'I'SLAND. IAICNE

par Auto ompany

PORTLAND ORE.

R L Km: Auw Company

ROCHESTER. N, Y,

F. IL Lunch". Inc.

31'. LOUIS. IO,

Brown Automobile Complny

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Cul Cbnmnun

SHIEVE‘KPRT, LA.

ray-Diciimon Sale: &
WEBSTER s. D Garage Co.

South Dakota Motor Car Company

 
 

 

  

J l

 

  

litmth

One of the Handsomest of

Cars at w Price

The Detroiter is represented by a list of the best distributors

in the country, supplemented by over 500 live agents. The

policy of the Briggs-Detroiter Company is fair and square.

The car itself was the sensation of last year’s Shows—and will

be of this year’s. What territory remains will go with a rush

and the keen dealers—keen enough to decide quickly—will

take it.

All five models will be on display at

1203, Palace Show, New York

$900

  

Half: 7'

.v
\ ' I

_\..

Briggs-Detroiter Company

449 Holbrook Avenue

N

DETROIT
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“ Always There ”

SPLITDORF ignition devices are making rapid headway in-the

choice of owners and drivers of the automobile. the motor truck,

the motor boat, the motorcycle, the aeroplane and the motor driven

farm implement. Sheer merit has brought them to the front in the

war,
ii
F
H

n

H
\

§

\

n,

face of the closest competition.

SPLITDORF PLUGS are not experimental—they are STAND

ARD. Known since

plug,” they are exactly that—no more and no less.

PLUGS will outlast

them—they are made to endure any and every strain of ignition

put upon them.

Four magnetos of the well-known SPLITDORF low tension

type are making their

changes on the older styles giving the latest models a smoother and

more compact appearance.

  

their first appearance as the “common sense

SPLITDORF

your motor. There is nothing fanciful about

appearance for the first time, minor structural

Models “W” and “Z” are of the 3-pair magnet type, de

signed for heavy, low speed 4 and 6 cylinder motors respectively, while the “X” and

“Y” are of the 2-pair magnet type for 4 and 6-cylinder motors respectively, in which

efiiciency has been raised to the highest standard.

If Interested In any form of Igniiion for gasoline motors, just write

In for our free literature. Our new atdog, our “Racing Record"

or our “New Lights for Old" is yours for the asking. Do it TODAY.

  

Splitdori Electrical Co.

98 Warren Street

NEWARK, N. J.

BRANCHES

NEW YORK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..18-20 West 63rd Street

BOSTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..180-82 Massachusetts Avenue

PHILADELPHIA . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..juniper and Cherry Streets

CHICAGO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1110 S. Michigan Avenue

DETROIT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..368 Woodward Avenue

KANSAS CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1823 Grand Avenue

SEATTLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1628 Broadway

LOS ANGELES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1226 South Olive Street

SAN rRANCISCO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..430-36 Van Ness Avenue

LONDON BUENOS AIRES

l“
l
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PROFITS

lThe goods you want to handle, Mr.

Jobber, are those which make you money

 

 

 
 

This illustration in your

catalog will bring you

more business than any

other article you carry.

 
 

 

  

 

The START-LITE Junior Gas Lighter is WlCl€ly advertised’ we'll

known, and absolutely satisfactory.

Th6 START-LITE Junior Gas Lighter is guaranteed on a “Money

Back” basis.

ghe_START-LITE Junior Gas Lighter is the first lighter

cm (Flying the two essential features to the success of a device

0fthisk1nd

:FSITIVE PRESSURE REDUCTION—

"Gl-E OPERATION

_-

  

92’in'13?!ars{\t\\\

I

I

THE

idliXiITE
1502-8 Mlchlgan Ave.

’4—

W!

Chicago

1
ba
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TILED-0N8 CONHIOTIOII A

DR. 0. G. FREYERMUTII

PHYSICIAN ANT) SURGEON

1 12 9 GUERRERO BTREE'I‘

October 21. 2.
SAN FRANCISCO, .191

 

The START -LITE Company,

1502 Michigan Ave;,

Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen:

Replying to yours of July 3rd, I wilL answer the questions as

follows: _

The-appealing feature of your system was its reasonable cost

afid the economy of operation, for the acetylene bill is reduced over

one half, as when the lights are not needed they are instantly put out.

I have had my equipment now five months and can say that it is

a pleasure to have the lighting control at my~finger tips. I am more

than pleased with it.

I preferred this system to the electric system because it was

cheaper to install, cheaper_to operate, more reliable and the light

more effeojive.

I am

Yours very truly,

fiw

2‘

 

A sandaid.
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Announcing the New Six-Cylinder

‘ STEARNS-KNIGHT

  

'*~_}J

Stearns-Knight Six-Cylinder Seven-Passenger Touring Car

HE new six-cylinder Stearns-Knight is pre-eminently a

class ear—built for those who demand the utmost in motor car

luxury. This of necessity means limited production, and emphasizes

M the importance of placing orders early if delivery is to be assured.

Chassis in Lead $4400 and $4500

Seven-Passenger Touring Car . . 5000

Five-Passenger Touring Car . . . 4850

Four-Passenger Light Touring Car . 4850

i Three-Passenger Roadster . . . 4850

1 Limousine . . . . . . 6100

Landaulet . . . . . . 6200

magi-311d" lStealms'Kplgh‘ bulb horns. silk mohair top with

i with. Gay “ilé‘il’ff! * Jean-5.14 setasst:s:€.:s.:e:::..%
l Siamng and lighting System' + gr w rims). muffler cut-out. robe-rail,

l Warner Autometer, Me; mag- foot-rest. tire-carrier. complete

new. WindShidd‘ Klaxon and 1-H; UL-nMATE CAR tool and tire repair equipment,

(Kahlil Type Motor CIC.

THE F. B. STEARNS COMPANY12963 Euclid Avenue

...'"; . CLEVELAND, OHIOBranches and Dealer. in 125 can“ ibis-75ft}

 

g g - . - c - vn
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Choose Your Car Now
 

OW is the time to decide

what car you are going to

buy. The automobile shows

bring all of the cars before you.

You have a chance to study

them—to compare them point

by point.

We do not expect you to buy a

Chalmers car simply on our word that

it is the best value at the money.

You will want to see all the cars and

to_compare them as to quality and

price.

Let Us Prove Chalmers

We believe, however, that Chalmers

cars possess qualities that make them

the best cars for you to buy. And

all we ask is an opportunity to prove

to you that the things we say about

Chalmers cars are true.

They of course have all the “fea

tures” that modern motorists demand

-—self-starter, electric lights, long

stroke motor, demountable rims, four

forward speed transmission, speedom

eter, power tire infiater, etc.

How to Judge Motor Cars

But in addition they have certain

other qualities which you should

look for in all the cars you consider.

As you study the cars at the Na

tional shows or in the dealer’s sales

rooms compare them not only as to

comfort, beauty, convenience and

 

  

mechanical excellence, but also as to

the following points:

Stability of the company marketing the car.

How long have they been in business?

Do they manufacture their parts or merely

asst e

What do the ownara‘say about the car?

Has the car itself merely features or is real

quality built into it?

Will it command a good price in case you care

to sell it two or three seasons hence?

99‘?PE“?

Consider the prices of cars only in

relation to their quality. You

can pay too little to make a wise in

vestment. You can also pay too

much.

Here are some specific facts show

ing why it is to your interest to pay

the Chalmers price rather than lower

prices. These same facts show why

it is not necessary to pay more than

the Chalmers price to get the maxi

mum in motor car service and com

fort:

Chalmers transmission gears are ground

to an accuracy of 1/2 of 1/1000 ofan inch,

at a cost of $8 more than unground gears.

But grinding means quietness, smooth

ness, long wear.

The Chalmers crank shaft cost $6 more

than a crank shaft which “would do.”

But one fact that we are proud of is that

we have never had a case of broken

crank shaft.

 

We spend an extra $15 on each Chal

mers body in order to use the best ma

terial and the full flush-sided bell<backed

design.

None Better than Chalmers

To make Chalmers radiators the best

in use we spend $5 more per radiator than

the ordinary type costs.

We could "save" $10 per car in top

material alone but the costlier quality

tells in longer wear and better looks.

Would require a chemical analysis to tell

the difference.

We could buy leather for upholstering

$12 per car cheaper than we actually pay

We spend this difference to secure a high

grade, genuine, long-lasting leather.

Compare Chalmers with Others

The Turkish springs in the luxurious

Chalmers cushions cost $3.50 per car

more than the ordinary spiral springs

used in most medium priced cars.

 

We mention these few items just

to show you that we are making no

exorbitant claims when we say that

Chalmers cars are genuine quality

cars at medium prices. We ask you

to remember these things in making

comparisons.

See the other cars, but do not buy

until you have seen the Chalmers.

Compare other cars in the Chalmers

price class on the points we have

named. We are willing to accept

your decision after you have made

such a comparison.

Our book “Story of the Chalmers

Car” sent free on request, will help

you in making your choice.

Chalmers Motor Company. Detroit

  

“Thirty-Six" (4 eyl. 38 h. n.) 4 or 5 Passenger $1950

"Six" 5-Passonger Touring Car, (6 cyl. 54 h. p.) $2400

"Six" (6 eyl. 54 h- Pt) 7 Passenger $2600

(Friar inc/m1:qu (quP'P-‘(Rf am! an]. a. A. Dunn.)

 

We urge you to see these cars

at once at ourdealers. Chalmers

cars will also be exhibited at

the leading automobile shows.

 

 

\w-9_.- a ~~

3‘30" (4 eyl. 30 h. p.) I or 5 Passsnssr $1500

/
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You Can Buy

1913 Marion show cars are typical of the entire

Marion product. You can purchase any Marion car

on exhibition or get a duplicate of any model from

any Marion dealer.

Every show in the 1913 circuit will have stock

Marion cars. but in beauty of line and finish and in

completeness of equipment. they equal any cars which

are especially prepared for the show season.

This accords with the Marion policy of giving to

Marion 37-A, Completer

 

f“11913 Marion cars are preeminent because of their grace

O lizarance, beautiful finish. class and luxury. They are

W >Eu} 1. sturdy and strong. The completeness of their

‘1 Men! alone would make them notable.

Th"! 3'6 four body models' 37--\ 30 40 h p five ~
‘ ‘ i ‘ r - -passen

Kiln?“ car, ASL-$75; 4%A._48 h.p fi\.e_passengcr touring

mthmoé‘ gon‘ dehluxe. "Wlll‘l electric self starter, $1,850;

the latest 1“ a-non BObCat Specdsmr- 30-40 h-P-. $1.425. and

i anon 38-A, 30-40 hp. fore door roadster, $1,475,

These cars are bu
ab" ilt expressly for those who require reli

li‘3' {Omfm'b StYle and full value for the money. Their

Disco Self Starter.

Prest-O-Lite Tank.

Warner Speedometer

Nickled Trimmings

Tools, Tire Iron.
P - -Center Control. late Glass Windshield.

Concealed Tool Boxes.

 

‘

Dynamo Electric Lighting System.

Q. D. Demountable Rims, One Extra.

Mohair Top. Boot, Storm Curtains.

Brewster Green or Deep Wine Color.

a Duplicate

Of Any Marion Show Car

purchasers and dealers the very best workmanship.

attention and finish attainable. These cars are made

in the largest automobile factory in Indianapolis, they

have been built successfully for 10 years, and they

are better now than ever.

Do not miss seeing Marion cars at the show—0r see

ones just like them in our dealers’ show rooms. At

New York they appear in the Grand Central Palace.

In Chicago at 2450 Michigan Avenue.

  

Equipped, $1475

 

position in the 1913 line-up is unique. For ten years they

have been manufactured with unusual quality. In equipment

they have no superiors. As to their standardization and

success, there has never been a question. To produce and

market the 1913 series. we have increased our capitalization

one million dollars and have recruited eXperts from the

oldest and biggest factories in the industry.

\\'e cannot begin to enumerate all the points you will note

and immediately like about the 1913 Marion. See them at

the shows. or let us send you illustrated literature. We

offer the fairest sales agreement ever written. If you are a

dealer do not allow this opportunity to pass.

Big Features, Marion 37-A

Ample Power.

Long Easy Springs.

Comfort, Dependability.

Quietness, Simplicity.

Deep Upholstering.

Plenty of Room.

THE MARION MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 918 Oliver Avenue, Indianapolis

J. l. HANDLEY, President
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; The Chicago Electric
s

r

i (l[ The most advanced achievement

‘ in the electric pleasure car field.

  

(ll The big climax in the life ex»

perience of: a great engineer. Mr.

Frederick J. Newman has sur/

passed in the Chicago Electric all

existing efforts to excel.

  

  

 

(ll Correspondence invited.

Chicago Electric Motor Car Co.

3606 South Morgan Street

Chicago

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘0,— 4;, '

  

15' e _ {1‘
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ARevolutionary LowPrice

For the Most Efficient, Classic Electric!
 

The Standard Electrique
HERE IS AN electric pleasure car equipped

WIth the same batteries, motor, control,

frameu wheels, tires and make of body

found in cars selling at $2,800 to $3,000.

THE STANDARD ELECTRIQUE is

the only hIgh-grade Electric built and sold

for less than $2,000. The market for a

car of this supreme quality and low cost

IS limitless. Thousands have waited for an

Opportunity to purchase an electric vehicle

at a pnce which was not exorbitant.

See the Car Write Us

LOOK INTO THE MERITS of this

artistic and efficient car. The Standard

chassis has at least thirteen points of con

structional superiority over the high-price

cars. The body design, by its grace and

beauty, will instantly appeal to you.

AN INVESTIGATION will prove to you

why we had an average of one new dealer

every third day during 1912. Our pro

duction and sales for 1913 will set an

Electric record.

Prove These Facts

Standard Electric Car Company

Factories—Jackson, MiChigan
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H50" four cylinder, five passenger convertible in

.te en passenger, touring car, Delta elzrlric self-cranking,

price, completrly equipped, $1985

OULDN’T you feel that as a

dealer you were a success if

,_____, you had this car on your

=

floor?

N F Wouldn’t it mean more than

mere dollars and cents to you

to represent _a car which 1s

writing gasolme history?

Just think what it would

mean to you to have the entire

magnificent Cole organization

at your back to a man!

There is a way —the page

opposrte tells you how.

JllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIllllIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|IIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil
ill“\lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll\HllllllllllllllllllHillHllIHHllllIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll\lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllIllIllllllllllllllllllllllllHIHIHIllllIHHIIIHHHHIHHHIllllll

E

illllllllllll

fllHillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll _
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on know

that from this minute on automobiles will be told,

not bong/It. This means that in your fight for busi

ness you must be fortified with the best possible

connection.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllg

There are all kinds of motor cars—most of them

are good. We admit it. On the other hand, you

will admit that it‘s mighty hard to find any one line

which offers you all the advantages, that you, as a

dealer, have a right to demand.

Time and again you have said: “When I make

my next change I propose to lget in' right. Give me

an organization which will take me into the family

—I’m done talking through any factory's keyhole.

"First of all, give me standard construction, so

that my time and the time of my salesmen won't

be wasted trying to convince people that things

which are wrong are right.

I‘ r

lwrll not even consider any line that does not

give me a a real proven self-starter—it must be elec

tric and combined with electric lighting and igni

tion—such as the Delco. No more gravity feeds

for me, either—give me a pressure feed with service

tank in the rear. Give me three-point suspension,

unit power plant, enclosed valves, a silent motor

that i! silent, automatic lubrication, long wheel

base and elliptic springs in the rear. Put everything

the driver needs to touch right on the dash, within

her or his easy reach—where it belongs.

  

hQitportunity knocks but once—and she wears

tickmittens. Maybethis is your chance. There’s

still some good territ ' '
. ory open. Posslbl on re

located nght in it. y y

Fill out the coupon opposite.

eflorh It Will cost you no
It may make you money. After you get

2° Colllc Blue Book and the Series Eight Techni

siv d“ Him—conceded to be the most comprehen

‘f CSCYIPUOI'I of a motor car ever written—you'll

In posuon to judge for yourself.

  

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll||||l|llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfi

“And. I’m through with stingy upholstering—

give me real, hand-buffed leather and upholstering

at least eleven inches deep. This means that when

Mrs. Smith sits down in my car—she’s sold. And,

by the way, Mrs. Smith, and every other prospect,

is through being cramped for room. Give me a

tonneau with plenty of sprawl room, and a safe,

clean running board not cluttered up with traps.

No cheap materials, either. Don’t think I'm trying

to tell you how to build your car, but if you’ll give

me this line-up, I’ll put it over."

All right, Mr. Dealer, we’ve listened to you—

now won’t you listen to us? It's to your advan

tage. We actually have combined everything you

specify in the Series Eight

  

THREE CHASSIS —THREE PRICES

Na diflerenee in quality—merely diamond: of

varying karat

Cole “40", 116-inch wheel base, Delco

Electric Starter, completely equipped .. .

Cole “50", lZZ-inch wheel base, Delco

Electric Starter, completely equipped .. .

The new Cole six-cylinder "60", 132-inch wheel

base, Delco Electric Starter, completely

equipped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

With this line-up you need never let a live pros

pect get away.

  

The live dealer is the dealer who does the right thing or the

ripe time. We're expelling your coupon by return marl.

llllllllllllllIllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllll

  

 

THIS IS YOUR COUPON—FILL IT OUT NOW

COL! MOTOR CAR co.. murmurous, INDIANA

[all one 81 those dealers who never belleves ln overlooking a pros—

pect. Maybe we won't get together, but let's get down to cases. I

would like to know more at your proposition and it my territory Is open.

Understand, this request carries with it no obligation on luy part. Come

on with your Cat: BLUI Boot and your SIZII'II Elcur TICIINICAL

BULLlTlN—l am ready to look them over.

None
 

Allure  

  

 

  

 

MlllflllII/Illllllll/l/IlllllIII/IIIUIIII/NIH/llllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllIll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

  

COLE. MOTOR CAR. CO. “

i'NDIANAPOLlS

H

  

l

’2'

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Right Here is a Crucial Point

of Your Car

The front axle of your car must

not give way.
It’s the part that protects your life and the

lives of your friends.

Head on, it meets all the shocks from rough

roads and withstands the constant vibration.

Human safety demands the utmost in

good axle and bearing construction.

  

  

" I ' - . s

,1, a » 2.;:
.-.a M EAREQES

' ARE MEETING

' THE TEST

They are found at the front of a majority of the leading

makes of motor cars—pleasure and commercral.

Doing valiant service. Protecting thousands of lives.

Giving comfort and satisfaction in driving.

Why Timken Axles and Bearings are Meeting the Test '

 

 

Timkcn-Dctroit Axles are made by an organilation

of men abwlutcly, and wholly devoted to one idea—good

axle building.

Men who work together—in unison—who have worked

together lot years—Whose experience goes way back into

the era of horse-drawn vehicles.

Men who built successful axles lor the earliest motor

cars—both pleasure and commercial.

Men who have added to their own the experience of

all the thousands of users of Timken-Detroit Axles.

_ Men who make a special study of axle design in the

light of all domestic and foreign practice.

Men who care so much for the reputation of Timltcn

Detroit Axles that they do not neglect the least element. of

design nor risk imperfection in the smallest part.

The Integrity and ideals of such an organization are

the best guarantee to the builder and owner of a motor car.

Materials. methods—the finished roduct are but the

expression of that integrity and those deals.

Timkcn Tapered Roller Bearing: owe their superiority

to the primal; es of their design.

They are correct in theory—prover! in pmcticc.

The ideal motor-car bearing must do four things: I

l. I! mus! reduze frirlion loss to the minimum. Timkfll

Bearings do reduce it to a negligible quantity.

' ' lion l02. I! m s" nrrv the heavier! parable load m WOW" '

its size. Tiiuk‘en Bearings do this because they 68")“:27

load on the whole length of rollers, instead of the pain

balls.
3. ll must meet side pressure or 2nd thrust. Th:in a Timlren Bearing carry end thrust. 1.00. 30love! at an

whole length—because they are tapered and re

angle to the shell. h T. k n Bear.
4. II M .rl be adjustable for wear. c in! e

in; is the due bearing that can he BdTusted >0 “time

the minute wear without sacrificing al)‘ 0

arlnisiics. d beaan “m

can t the whole story of sale on

‘rltgzte angegr)nstkructigni by wriiipgugin el‘thhecikgidasl;

low for the im en rmeru. -__ I
Character of Bearings." had T4 On the Amwm¥°

Automobile Axles."

THE TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE CO., DETROIT, MlCI-l- RIB

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO., CANTON. OHIO

  

l
l
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Hoffeckcr isto a Speedometer what Waliham is to a Timepiece.

 

 

  

‘ DEALERS ' I

Thi/ combination

frond leg or\ the

[creole/teal y

%lftQ/

and Fair Priooj

 

 

 

 

 

 

will Help you :

@oll @GPJ‘ a“

so Equipped

YO\:>I KclprW

it— ‘d“ 1i
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['OIIPECKER

€ ,SPEEDOMETERS

  

  

A car of quality is only possible when its parts and

accessories (made on the outside) are also embodiments

of quality—you, as a dealer, know this-your customers

know it—and the 1913 prospective buyer is car-wise.

.v

The Hoffecker-Waltham combination ought to be

standard equipment on the cars you sell, simply because

they are mechanically perfect, sold within reason and

advertised to owners and prospective buyers in a convinc

ing, effective way.~

  

Now, when you recommend the Hoffecker-Waltham

combination to buyers—when you ask the car manufac

turer to so equip—~then you are taking 11 real z'ntereit in

your patron—one he will appreciate because he knows the

nation-Wide reputation of these instruments from their

self advertised prestige and through our intelligently

placed advertising.

Hoffecker speedometers and Waltham time pieces are

made in factories where materials are selected and mechan

‘ ical intelligence is paid for without regard to cost. These

7, instruments in their durability and accuracy represent

highest cost of production. T/zz'r mean: qua/121'.

 

_._.._._———__9-.

______

.._
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YYour manufacturer, Mr. Dealer, can buy (ham Flt a most

.moderate cost—but he cannot buy more quality at {my

price. The reason is bvxous.

HoHecker speedometers and Waltham time pieces art: not

,cxtravagently and wasteful'ly advertised. Our atlvcrming

gets the attention of the blggest group of men who read_

reason, advise and buy on substantial advertised Claiflh“

and the cost to us is small. Your customer dot-S nor hdp

pa.v our publicity bills through qua/ity mam/my] u, mcct

tremendous advertising bills.

One of the double-page spreads, advertising these pH )(lLlCtS.

is shown here. These appear regularly in The Automobile,

Motor Age and Motor, these three publications covering

the motoring field with their enormous circulations. This

is our best advertising—and yours.

Here is the whole story of manufacturing and advertising

methods that will put the best instruments in the world on

the cars you sell—if you investigate and then act. Your

manufacturer will co-operate. it's to his interest also.

NEW YORK SHOW CHICAGO SHOW

' Space No. 243 Space No“159

f Madison Sq. Garden Balcony Coliseum Annex. 2d Floor

  

OTlMEPll-ZCE 0
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Dealers: lt’s BusinessWisdom

For their sterling worth in

sermce and accuracy—

For. the prestige they lend

to the car—

'For their moderate prices

which fit the ideas of the '

J square manufacturer—

In the interests of prospec

tive car owners—

Specify—lnsist Upon

orrrcrrie.
“IWPEEDOMEIERS
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Studebaker Corporation

  

eminen! ‘1‘"

“$23,501:” B“"“" i W
l l l 1 l v. in i ‘

illll l Y‘all mililiil‘l‘Ilm.

  

"l

 
 

HYATT High Duty Type Bearings are best for transmis

sions because: They have never failed in transmission ser

vice. Once adopted for use in transmissions, they have

never been replaced by any other make; they have, in many

instances, replaced other bearings. They reduce noise.

They possess superior lubricating qualities found in no

other bearings. Their cushioning ePfect relieves gears and

shafts of undue strains, reducing excessive and unneces

sary wear.

H‘igh‘efficiency, first cost, dependability—each and all of

which make bearing‘value—are not claimed as exclusive

Hyatt‘ieatures—but in_ practical value—the proper propor

tioning of all these factors and in ability to enable the Motor

Car Builder to meet present conditions—the Hyatt Roller

Bearing is claimed superior.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING Co.
Ds'raol'r'. MICHIG.AN

Mr. Jas. Kl Henslet. Chief Engine"
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At the Ne rk

The Sensationaits'

The Lighting and Startinms

RUSIIMORE LIGHTING DYNAMO

Complex Mechanism Eliminated

No solenoid regulator ;.a

No slipping clutch “

No vibrating contacts

A ten-inch strand of wire (the ballast coil) performs all the

functions heretofore dependent on complicated and delicate regu

lators.

  

<
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High output—~16 to 18 amperes

Low weight; low cost

The most reliable variable~speed dynamo system ever invented, and declared by electrical

engineers to be the true solution of the problem.

Get a full technical explanation of it at our exhibit. Space No.

224, west end of balcony, Madison Square Garden.

CHICAGO, ILL.mo R U S H M 0 R E p Y N A Ml
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we; tifically Solved

'en
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RUSHMORE ELECTRIC STARTER

Brand Ner Press a Button—That’s All!

No hand levers

No ratchet clutch

No friction clutch

No mechanism of any sort beyond the motor itself, its pinion

and the flywheel gear!

Noiseless—Powerful

Instantaneous in Action

I. kPIIIIOll automatically engages flywheel gear, and automatically lets go the instant the engine

nc sup.

Lannot be damaged by careless manipulation—e. holding switch closed, or starting with

ivlvanced spark.

See this wonderful new starter at our exhibit, N0. 224, west

end of balcony, Madison Square Garden Show. Or you can see

it on the Simplex, Mercer and Kline cars, both at their exhibits

and on their demonstrating cars outside.

LONDON. 46 Brewer Sc, Piccadilly Circua W

ORKS, Plainfield, N. J. 2225.9. : -w.;:°.€::1:::::,:;;..;;

N ‘
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N0 adjustments—n0 moving parts—make

IENITD

Carburetion standard carburetion

That the Zenith Carburetor and its remains forever—always supplying

principle of simplicity are success the correct mixture at high speed

iul is proved by its record in and low speed, under load and

Europe, its birthplace. light, by means of its multiple jets.

There it has been in use for six years; To the manufacturer it is a standard

and on some of the leading cars ized part. lt is fitted in place; and

of the Continent.
 

there is no adjusting to

Zenith Sets do, no tuning up.

At the “*9th Olympla Brooklands Record _

Show in London, At Brooklands recently a Zenith- lt requnes no more atten

' ~ equipped V u h 11, f ur l' - - -Zenith was the equip- ders, 3%..434: $.01... om. c.2211. tion in assembly or test

‘ l d t b S b ' - - -t ; ment of more than 29 25:51:“: {leo‘iiilze-aL-m 5“ than the finished cylin

l per cent. of the cars 97.15 miles per hour in 50 laps; and der block‘

one mile at a speed of 99.61 miles

displayed. lts closest P" hm"
. Previous record: 93.75 miles per To the user, it IS a. bOOIl.

competltor had a per- hour for 50 laps; 99.45 miles per '

  

 

hour (or the mile. ( '\c its work per

Centage 0f 13' lectly under any con

1 We attribute the success of the Zenith dition and all conditions.

entirely to its simplicity.

lt has no moving parts but the float— _

not a spring, a ball or anything else.

lt has not a single adjustment.

It is flexible to the last degree; econ

omical, efficient; and for the first

time it gives the word “auto

. matic” its true meaning as applied

, As it is made for a motor, so it to carburetors.

i ZENITH CARBURETOR COMPANY, Detroit, Michigan

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA

Mercedes Repair C0-. United States Motor Tire Co.,

159 E. 54th St. 818 N. Broad St.
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Electric Lighting

Sell - Starling

On a solid foundation of make good quality and in-built power of performance,

the Dorris is “Built to Last” in the truest sense of the word—

A car with the ruggedness and strength of construction to stand the hardest

continuous service with minimum repairs-—

And the modern refinements. luxurious ease of riding, and perfection of detail

which give maximum comfort and satisfaction.

A car to out-live and displace anything else within hundreds of dollars of

its price.

If you want a business that is “built to last”—a conservative. solid business

that will grow steadily. surely and continuously, independent of passing fads and

fancies. and indifferent to competition—then investigate the Dorris.

We manufacture a full line of Pleasure and Commercial cars.

PLEASURE CARS

$2500 to $3600

Electrically Sell-Started

and Lighled

COMMERCIAL CAR CHASSIS

1500 Lb. Delivery Wagon, $2100

% Ton Truck . . . . $2500

We have the soundest proposition in the field today. You can’t afford not to

know about it whether we do business or not.

.Write today.

DORRlS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 100 S. Sarah SL, Si. Louis, Mo, \
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Electrically

Started

Electrically

Lighted
MERICAN
UNDE RSLUNG

AConvertible Limousine—Coupe

The “American Tourist Limousine” is rapidly being adopted as a family closed

car. A chauffeur may be dispensed with merely by dropping the glass partition

at the back of the driver’s seat. This unusual convenience means much to the pros

pective buyer of a closed car who does not wish to incur the expense of chauffeur hire.

In the “American Tourist Limousine” our designers have incorporated as never

before the sweeping, ease suggesting lines of the famous old Colonial coaches.

“American Underslung” construction alone permitted this.

The usual high overhung limousine must appear awkward and clumsy in compari

son with this latest limousine type.

The convertible limousine-coupe seats five with comfort—a fifth auxiliary seat fits

into the upholstering. The interior is handsomely finished in the most expensive

gray whipcord. The car is priced at $3500—complete.

a We will be glad to forward an artistically prepared booklet on closed cars.

The “American Traveler Limousine” - $6000

The “American Scout Coupe” - - $2000

Please Address Department E a

American Motors Company, lndianapolis, Indiana
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The

HEAVY CAR TYPE

Town Car Tread

FISK TIRE ?

_ OMPLETES a line which holds its

peculiar place in the Tire industry

  

today.

The FISK HEAVY CAR TYPE construction is

SECTION OF FISK TOWN CAR TREAD ‘

Bu." arrangement of rubber knobs and ridges. Note the clam recognlz‘ed dealers and consum?rs las “Fl-usually Strong

“L ‘“"“'““" 'P"""“°" and satisfactory—as remarkable in its mileage returns.

Fisk service to dealers and consumers is unrivaled. It is impossible for

any manufacturer to have a greater interest in customers or to make a more

sincere effort to see that every tire user gets the full value from every dollar

that he spends for his equipment.

We have built and are building our business strictly on a quality basis.

We are steadily and rapidly forging ahead in the one really legitimate way

—solely on the merit of our product. It is the one safe policy on which to build

and those dealers who are far-sighted are joining

' ‘ us in greater numbers every season.

cross sec-non or FISK TOWN FIND OUT WHAT OUR: PROPOSITION IS

CAR TREAD TIRE

  

If you want to enjoy freedom from that bug

bear ADJUSTMENTS you should sell Fisk

Tires. Investigate the experience of Fisk dealers

in that direction.

FISK HEAVY CAR TYPE Tires—Plain,

Bailey and Town Car Tread—are made to fit

any rim.

  

37:2,??2 5333;123:335 "was A Real Non-Skid Tire o! rm.
ll of mad. re-inlereem m i 'd Fisk Quality.

nta murmur a fabric. m. n e Exhibiting at the Madison Square Garden Show Why No. 1-,, on,

THE FISK RU BER COMPANY

Departmgm 23 OF N' Y' Chieopee Falls, Mass.

Branches in Forty Cities
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‘1. The illustration represents the popular Budd All

Steel Dump Body—a most practical design for

rear end unloading. The hoist is operated by hand

and the rear end is equipped with a substantial lock.

Built on a channel frame which is bolted on chassis.

Furnished in any capacity.

  

Put an All Steel Body on YourTruck

Progress is marked by improvement. Evolution is the order of the dav. Just as the motor

truck is demonstrating its supremacy over the horse drawn vehicle so are Budd’s All Steel vehi

cle bodies superceding the ordinary body of wood. The answer lies in two words—Proven

Superiority.

The Budd All SteelVehicle Body is a revelation in truck body building. Made of special

open hearth steel and 'worked by the exclusive Budd process. innumerable designs in any stvle
body are possible and the maximum of serviceability. stability and strength is assured: I

' BUDD will $2125.], BODIES

are practically indestructible. They are proof against dirt. The steel will not absorb moisture, therefore

the elements—immune from the ravages of time, wear perfect sanitation is possible.

and tear. They will not warp or crack. They cannot When you stop to consider the fact that Budd’s All

rot or split. Light in weight they are easy on tires. Steel Bodies represent the height of efficiency in ser

 

 

 

 

 

By use of special machinery each body is worked

into shape. All joints are carefully welded. Thus

each body becomes a single unit—a perfect surface is

assured which in turn guarantees the highest quality

of “oven baked” enamel finish. A finish that practi

cally becomes an integral portion of the steel and

eliminates frequent repaintings.

From a sanitary standpoint alone, Budd All Steel

Bodies demand your attention. All corners are made

round. There is no chance for the accumulation of

vice and durability—that they give you every advan—

tage of the wooden body yet none of its faults. and

practically cost no more than a first-class body 05

wood, it is but justice to yourself that you give them

a thorough investigation. _

Whether you are a manufacturer of commercial

vehicles or a prospective buyer of a motor truck, It

will pay you to look into this matter now. \Ve have

some facts upon All Steel Bodies that will prove of

vital interest to you. \\'rite for them today.

We Will Exhibit at the New York Automobile Show

Edward G. Budd Manufacturing Company
ORIGINATORS OF THE ALL STEEL BODY FOR AUTOMOBILES AND COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

Ontario and I Street: D 4 Philadelphia, Pa.
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announces

11; Model 24, $1785
Electric Starting—Electric Lighting

  

  

/ f“

N EVENT which will interest every live dealer.

‘ With this new car—Haynes Standard through

out——added to our Model 22, the dealer has a

complete proposition to meet every demand of

his customers and need fear no competition.

This announcement is a fitting event with which to

celebrate the twentieth anniversary of America’s first

successful automobile. It heralds a car that for design,

quality and SERVICE will continue to keep the stand

ard of Haynes Merit in the front rank where twenty

years of effort have held it. An announcement that

means many more

Haynes owners, a

broader field and in

creased sales for

Haynes dealers.

NOWis the time

of ALL TIMES

to be aHAYNES

dealer

  

  

  

 



  

_' llR new llaynes is marketed at a sensational price.

industry have said it is a daring step

llayues in the $1800 class."

. Perhaps it is a daringr step. but our factory

production in the new plant justify this

$1800 class" then this car

$1300 cars.

For Model 24 is Haynes standard.

.Qome hig men in the

for us to take. to “put a famous

efficiency and our increased

step. And if we are putting the Ilaynes in “the

marks the establishment of new standards of mine among

.-\nd llaynes standards are new to the $1800 class.

There’s twenty years of motor car expe

I’layncs, and you cannot supply your

 

rience and standardization built into the

trade with such certainty of scrt'irv in any other car.

liver since that day two decades ago when Elwood llaynes gave his little horse—

less carriage—.\merica’s first automobile—its successful road test. the llaynes car has

set the pace most of the time and Ice/it the pace all the time. i

_ Mr. llaynes never scored a greater achievement—~aside from the production of

\\ his first car—than this new Ilaynes Model 24. The fact that we can offer this car

\ W . . _ _ . _
at the btllSlelOlthl price of $l/SJ—sensational for a Haynes—makes the achievement

i all the greater.

 

 

There are no better sales opportunities—-from_ the
dealer's viewpoint—than this

new 1913 Haynes.

 

Left-Side Drive

Center Control

Luxurious Upholstery

 

 

The accompanying illustration

gives just a hint of the luxurious

upholstery which is but one of the

many splendid features of Model

.14. It also shows, in a degree at

‘least, the roominess of both com~

partments and the especially con

venient arrangement of Haynes

center control.

 

  

..._°

YA'.\~\



This Big Haynes, Model 22, is eongtinued as a

Haynes Leader—a powerful, complete

7,“ car and a popular seller with our dealers

L

  

-- . ANNOUNCED the Complete Car—with perfected electric

estarting system—last july. This was Haynes Model 22. \\'e

said at that time that we had adopted the type of starter which

was bound to become the standard starting construction on high

' grade cars—the separate unit electrical system. embracing a dynamo for

starting the motor, with gearing direct to tly-wheel. a generator and

Storage battery for lightingr and standard magneto tor ignition.

In the face of all the self-starter failures of the 1912 season this was

a bold statement. lttt were we right?

Since that announcement, practically all high-grade cars have

adopted the separate unit system, the highest priced cars are using it,

and automobile engineers e\'ery\\'here declare it is now the

standard.

The Ilaynes starting system is so simple in its wiring, so

free from complications of every sort as to insure its constant

operation.

Just another example of llaynes being out in front.

This big Model 22. full 40-horse power, marks the very high_

est development of the llaynes car. in New York. Chicago, San

Francisco and other markets where competition is most keen and

the car-buying public most discriminating. Model 22 has found

great favor.

Model 22, Detail Specifications .

.' .N y ' M0!or,4y2 in. x 5y, in., 40 ll. p.; wheel base 120 in.;'fine hair upholstery, 12 _1n.- deep;

', tires army, in.; absolutely 100% efiieient electric starttng equipment Of “"1105! Flml'llf‘ll)’;

Eisemann dual ma neto, Stromberg carburetor, Warner autometer. demountable rims,

lop. windshield, e ectric signal horn. electric cowl lamp, Blandfll'd bum Wr, etc... Cl"

  

, v ‘I_ Touring car models $2250; Roadster $2250; Coupe $2750; LimouSine $3400; erllll $3500; I:

“J l- 0. b. factory. . J‘

. .-' it"? 1 “*‘LT'T';

I : (“0" ~_, 9’0‘! ‘1' . ._A ‘', "'J“ M'r.# ° <‘ ‘ - i '“ii' " -i' “a

\u a, m .461" 0 21 ‘ l~< _/ l (2 u n I “mifl "i . ’

“. ' ~ ‘ a n \‘ ‘flt l t/ \.
~'\A so) 7 I"; .1? L-l . a if)“ ‘ 2,. é _, I



..~..>_.

Wiguru a ' ‘ '“W ‘”

I) We; nggps We. /

“j, You Want the Haynes Now Even

More Than You Ever Wanted It

a Before. And You Need It Now

Many dealers have built up splendid, permanently estab

lished businesses with America’s pioneer car. And think

how much greater the Haynes Line is today than ever

before, with this new model at less than $1800 added to

our present Model 22.

,k'.

=.@ai-Jv-zn,

.Aflia.

l

  

You must recognizelrow much Haynes c/zaracter,

llayues history and Haynes high standard of construc

' tion mean as a guarantee of motor car service. The

in its efficiency. The twenty years’ experience that is

built into every Haynes means more to the discrimi

nating purchaser than all loud-sounding claims could

possibly mean.

\Nouldn’t you, as a dealer, build a profit on this

foundation already laid? Wouldn’t you find great satis

faction—and big business—as a distributor of America’s

first car and still its foremost?

 

And doesn’t the addition of this new Haynes Model

24 to the splendid Haynes Line make it almost imperative

—~from your own viewpoint—that you should know

all about the Haynes, and all about Model 24 especially,

at once?

If your territory is still open, this

is the car you want

over." Someone else will get into action while you are thinking.

If you want this car, act. There is no better proposition for 1913.

\Nrite or wire today.

Haynes Automobile Company

499 Union Street,

Haynes car is an z'nstz'tutz'on,—always a known quantity '

  

Kokomo, Indiana
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1' liET lull value from your motor car, you

Q‘lltlllll select one which :5 suitable for all

tne year-round Service.

Abbott-Detroit automobiles are.

in the hm place. they are driven by powerful

Continental motors which have sufficient reserve

power to meet all emergencies.

Ft" unit cirveying the power from the fly

v fr l- the sheels is an equally efitctent mechan

ii. deuce. Practically no iioit er is lost.

THE CLUTCH

I Th tlotth \l'lll‘ll is of dry, multiple disc type

l J “filmed of 17 steel discs. each alternate one

faced “Ill! a combination of

COpPe-r Wire mesh and ashes

tos vihich will not burn.

When this clutch is oper

ated. there is a total absence

of all gripping. jarring and

(limping, the motor taking

iolil gradually but firmly.

Uvflllg to lhe large amount

of friction surface. this clutch

h nlusl eflicient and may be

slipped without harm or exces

sive wear.

Those who have driven_cars

tb'o'igli heavy mud and Winter

"'1". limit how valuable is this ability.

  

hm" '4 l'lnhrel

'- it! saw;

“we but ("men

|

l

i Ami" thing. in the cone clutch, the revolv

' ""91". tint-red to the transmission is so large

I "l 3"“) 'm the inertia of such a mass of metal

Pd“ "'9 the clutch in motion and renders it

taut HELUw-blt to shift the gears readily,

“llllUlll producing that

- clashing and rasping noise

so disagreeable to the oc

cupant of the car and oth

ers nearby.

;\

    

in the multiple disc

clutch, however, this iner

tia is reduced to a mini

mum and the gears may be

shifted while the speed of
  

l M ".3 mm, the car is being_ reduced or

'I‘ m "1‘1 imam accelerated. Without the

. 0"" II. attendant disagreeable and

h deteriorating effects.

. - , o) awfwt my little and seldom requires adjust

  

All-Year-Around Service

Abbott-Detroit advertising for 1913 is being

printed in serial form. This is the sixth of the

series. The seventh will appear in Saturday

Evening Post January 18. 1913. Collier’s Weekly

January 11. Life january 9. Literary Digest Janu

ary 4. Copies of previous advertisements sent on

request.

 
 

THE TRANSMISSION

The transmission, which is of the three-speed

forward and rev'erse slidit: gear type. is situated

just behind the clutch and its case is bolted di

rect to the engine crank case. so that the whole

power plant forms one unit.

The main shaft and counter shaft gears, the

faces of which are 1 inch in width, 31 of an inch

wider than those usuall used in other cars of

this class, are made of '3 per cent nickel steel,

very accurately IllLtClllIll‘l. ground and mounted

upon Ttmken roller bearings.

The transmission and clutch case is_01l and

dust-proof and the gears and shafts run in a spe

cially prepared lubricating compound.

If desired. the interior of the transmission crise

may be easily inspected, by the removal of the

top cover plate.

The Abbott~Detroit transmission is one of the

most compact and efficient change speed gears

that has ever been placed in a motor car.

It has been built for severe service and for that

reason will be found to be particularly adapted

for hard winter use. when. on account (if the

changing character of the road it is tlt‘Ct‘sS-‘Ai'y to

shift gears often.

.llbbil'MJil
B u I l t for Permanence

and Guaranteed Ior I.Ile

 

OTHER MODELS

Some other things should he mentioned as im

purlnhl for your consideration “llt‘n buying a

car which you expect to drive the year round.

There should be

ample mail clearance.

an absence of project

ing parts below the

frame, a protected

steering gear, wulc

flaring fenders. snug

ly fitted to the body

so that no water or

slush can get through,

provision for entire

l_v t-nclusing all mov

  

Rritr Ale with Power removed

In in llewl Hurt Fit-w. \‘utc also

HHZ parts incliulin L'iitit-rslunz “u Elliptic Scroll

brakes, well-finishes Swim“

2lllll upholstered bodies. close fitting wind shields

and lots equipped with Jilly Curtains, well fitted

tlHUT 0 clean cut design. free from places in which

mud and sllhll can Collect.

Abbott—Detroit cars are admirably suited to

give all~tltc-year-round service.

Remember —Electric Self- Starter

   
 

 

Electric Lighting

. Standard Equipment

on all Models

' '77tc demand of the day is that an ‘ t'
shall be judged by its product and nozrzzndozhaafoi:

claimed for itoelf. ' '

This r'a our slogan. Apply it wh . r
the 1913 Abbott-Detroit Can, ‘" ""9": ma

MODELS AND PRICES

34-40 Fore-Door Roadster, Ito-inch wheel

base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........31700

3440 S-Passenger. Fore'Door Touring Car,

ll6-inch wheel base . . . . . . . . ..........$l700

44-50 S-l'assenger. Fore-Door Demi-Tonneau.

lZl -inclt whet-l base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sl975

44-50 7~l’assengcr. Ftirc‘DOOf Touring Car,

lZl-i'nclt whee-l base. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SZOOO

“~50 Battleship Roadster, lZl-itich wheel

bit at: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘2150

44-50 7-Passenger, Fore-Door Limousine,

lZl-inch wheel base. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33050

Advanced Catalog on request

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

607 Waterloo Street, Detroit, Mich.
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Mr. Dealer:

 

  

The Borland 1913 Roadster—It will be a

great Business and Professional Men's car

' , ' , General Electric motor. especially built for us to

SpeclfitaflO'l‘r ' withstand a 500% overload. General Electric non

arcing controller with 6 speeds forward and 3 reverse. Interlocking device

attached to brakes to cut 03 current when brakes are applied. Current is

still cut 05 until Control Lever is returned to neutral position. Control

lever horizontal type. Wheel base, 96 inches. Batteries: 42 cells. 11 plate

Exide. Speed: 35 miles per hour. Equipment: Skid chains, hydrometer,

odometer, pneumatic tires, 34 x 4.

  

The Borland '1913 Regular Coupe—

A beautiful and elegant production

' ‘ _ General Electric motor, especially built for us to

Spgz‘lfic‘atlonj ° withstand a 500% overload. General Electric non

arcing controller with 6 speeds forward and 3 reverse. Interlocking device

attached to brakes to cut 05 current when brakes are applied. Current is

still cut 05 until Control Lever is returned to neutral position. Control

lever horizontal type. Wheel base, 96 inches. Exrra large aluminum S-pas

senger body. revolving front seats, either front or rear drive. Batteries: 40

cells. 9 plate Exide. Speed: 22 miles per hour. Equipment: Skid chains,

hydrometer, odometer, toilet case and flower vase. Solid or pneumatic

tires. optional, 34 x 4.

 

. The Borland is the Electric 10

satisfy the owner and profit the agent. Secure

your territory now for 1913.

The secret of Borland superiority is construcrz'olz. Mechanical perfection only can C1 m

stitute an electric which does what the Borland docs.

Chicago to Milnvméee (lO-l miles), under adverse conditions, on one battery charge,

For instance: the run flow

is conclusive evidence of the fact that :he

Borland owner gets plus-service on his

battery equipment.

For appearance, satisfaction, comfort. safety, conven

ience and mileage the Borland is the most convin:ing

electric known.

Our 1913 electrics recognize and cater to the advanced

ideals and demands of the public.

These beautiful Borlands, 1913 models. will delight every

woman who sees them and will sell themselves to the

men.

The agent who sells a Borland to a man or woman is

creating a continuing business for himself. The abso

lutely perfect construction of the Borland eliminates the

necessity for repairs due to defective material or work

manship, and insures the dealer the greatest final profit

on each sale.

With our increased factory facilities we have trebled our

output, and are now in position to make very attractive

propositions to dealers throughout the country.

Besides the models illustrated we are making: Brough

am, $2500; Coupe, $2700, either front or rear drive;

Limousine, $5500; 1500 pound delivery truck, open body.

$2100; 1500 pound truck, with closed body. $2250. These

models make a complete line for dealers to handle.

Write us today if you want territory. Better wire, for

already the far-seeing dealers are negotiating for choice

reservations. Catalogue and other literature sent imme

diately on request. Protect yourself and be the Borland

man in your locality.

During the New York Show Mr. U. B. Grannis, Vicf'

President, will be at the Waldorf Hotel. Mr. Grimms

will be pleased to talk with dealers who desire informa

tion regarding the Borland.

Our complete line of models will be demonstrated at

the Chicago Show—Space A-l, First Regiment Armol'Y

The Borland-Grannis Co._

2638 Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Factory: E. Huron Street

Salesrooms :
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The (E Certain Way

To Obtain Tire Quality

USE

HAHHTIRES
Guaranteed for 5000 Miles

It’s the easiest thing to claim Tire Quality

But We Guarantee It.

Ajax Tires mean—

~30 per cent more mileage than other standard tires

at no greater cost

~5000 miles (written guarantee) vs. 3500 miles (ver

bal guarantee) a saving of from $4 to $20 on each

tire

—\"alue and satisfaction that come with decreased tire

cost and increased tire service.

Thousands of Motorists are Practising True Tire

Economy. Are you?

Dealers Everywhere

have found the Ajax Proposition an unfailing trade

winner. Our literature is an education in tire making

and selling. Send for it today.

  

 

  

Safeguard Your Winter Motoring

With AJAX Extra-Heavy Non-Skid Tire.

The Only Non-Skid Guaranteed for 5000

Miles.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY

General Offices: 1796 Broadway, New York City

Branches in All Principal Cities  Fletory: Trenton, N. J.
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introducing a Device 01 Remarkable Merit

THE

BOYCE

PAT'S PEND'G

Every sensible owner will buy

Every live dealer lwill handle

Buyers oi new cars will request—

And the more progressive manu

tacturers, tor 1913, will regularly

equip with —THE;;MOTOMETER.

  

(FRONT VIEW)

A watchlike instrument, fitted to any radiator cap, protecting the motor from damage caused by

improper lubrication, overheating, defective cooling, etc.

The MOTOMETER is the only instrument ever invented to indicate,

while driving, the exac heat of your motor, and in so doing warns you by

means of a red fluid indicator,

When the Radiator Needs Water

When the Oil Supply Is Insuiiicient

In short it tells whatever excessive heat tells—a broken water pump, a

clogged pipe, a broken fan belt, etc., and tells before the damage is done.

 

 

Attached the same as an ornament, readily visible from the seat day or

night, the MOTOMETER registers the inside temperature of the radiator. It

gives a feeling of security to know when the car is operating correctly—car

buretor right, water right, lubrication right, everything right. Nothing can go

wrong without the Motometer forewarning.

  

VIEW FROM _SEAT)

( y, Actual size

. . . . . . . - - . . . - atchThe constant use and fall of the indicating fluid under varying road conditions, 15 more interesting and instructive to W

than a speed indicator. It will prevent frozen radiators in winter and cracked cylinders in summer.

And lhe Price Is Finished in black enamel with gold plated or DEALERS—The MOTOMETER is the hand

nickel rims. If your dealer cannot supply you, some“ and most meritorious accessory offered

3335 il°°§s?fu$§nrl°ir§§§§5 a330,“; Kiliaii‘; f“ 1913's=1“"g at a Pri“ that mm “gldjif
' e. you will drive a Motometer equipped car, Why StOCk- AC! at once! Be the first to ban c

not enjoy it now. MOTOMETER in your town.

‘ THE MOTOMETER COMPANY, Inc., insist-senate: New York City

Exhibiting # Madison Square Garden — Space 540, Basement
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The HAVERS “Six”

New York Show.

Of course you will read our announcement “that was withheld

for three years" in Saturday Evening Post of January 4th. It

will tell you what we have been doing in the past three years_

what we are going to do in the future. It will also tell you that we

will be at the New York Show. It is the first of a series of ad

vertisements to appear in the Post and other periodicals and news

papers. For we want to drive home to the public the fact that

iisis iemgftie and the Havers th_e Six oi tit—eyear.

  

We are going to exhibit our entire line of Havers Sixes

at the New York Show. January ll-lS. \\"c will be on the

mezzanine floor, Space 127,

GRAND CENTRAL PALACE

and cordially invite you to inSpect these cars.

Whether you represent a six or not, we want asked in six-c linder luxurv and service. Come

y _ .
you to make a careful. thorough investigation and make “5 prove,‘t'

of both the finished car and the OPen chassis To the w-onh While dcaler Who ~doc§ “(it r-cp

for ‘he Hay" S_ _“ _ . resent a Six, we extend a speCIal invitation
h 5 lx “'1 Standfompanson Wiih which may prove mutually profitable. _

l e most expensive automobile manufactured. We have greatly increased our production by

Beautiful in line, perfect in action, exquisitc the purchase of the large E-M‘F plant at Port

in appmmmem' it compels your very first com Huron and in certain territory where we are

not represented we have an attractive propo<Iideration. For a thousand dollars less than Sitiom If you are not going w New York.

Y0" expect. It gives you everything that can be write us today for particulars.

HAVERS MOTOR CAR CO.

1515 Elmwood Avenue

  

Port Huron,

i M L31],thII! Sum" “Slx_44n

wi hStandard Equilpman!

$1850
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We Look Tells Everything

The Mam... Visible Spark Plug lays

/ bare all ignition troubles
arrpom men.

The “visible gap" is an open “window” giving you a full view of the internal workings of

your spark plug.

It the spark is seen jumping the gap, look for your trouble between the gap and sparking

point.

If there is no spark in the gap, your trouble is behind the plug—in Magneto, or batteries, or

coil, or wiring.

 

  

  

But for the “visible gap” it would take you many precious minutes

—often hours—to locate the seat of trouble.

$1.00 2.1:: 1.2::
Spark Plug

 
 

   
 

Indicates in which direction trouble lies.

Facilitates timing of engine.

Intensifies spark in cylinders.

Consumes only minimum current.

Gap adjustable—can be closed entirely.

By widening gap plug cleans itself.

Permits regulating spark for any cylinder.

Costs same as any good plug—$1.00.

  

  

  

Dealers will find .I. ll.

l'islble In greatest demand

  

Visible Idea Worked 0ut Perfectly tor the First Time

The “visible gap" feature, so far as being incorporated in a plug, has always

seemed as far away as perpetual motion. The visible feature has been mar

keted in a separate device for years. but this is the only plug in which this

important visible feature is actually embodied.

It In simple. Merely a hole in the porcelain and a spiral action to regu

late width 0] the gap in the central electrode which carries the current.

The hole in no way lessens the strength of the plug, and the current in jump

ing the “visible gap” loses none of its efficiency. On the other hand it intensi

fies the spark at the gap in the cylinder.

Additional prestige is lent the J. D. Visible Spark Plug by the fact that it is

being introduced by the largest manufacturers of spark plugs in the world. We

are exclusively manufacturers of spark plugs; we make millions of them each year.

The I. D. Spark Plug was a famous plug before it was improved by the visible

feature. It combines finest workmanship, best materials and simplest designs.

Every part of this plug is made in our factory—even the porcelain being pro

duced in our own potteries from clays and other ingredients imported from Europe.

This unequivocal guarantee goes with all our spark plugs:

“ Your money back or a new plug If you are not satisfied."

" Your d .

and n will 82]" :35“ th!‘ D. Visible yet, send your money direct to us for a set, specifying size wanted and make of car.

9 t 'm POBtpaid. Remember, the J. D. Visible Plug is $1.00. Our literature on ignition free for the asking.

iEFFERY-DEWITT COMPANY, 565 Butler Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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. LTHE GLOBE MACHINE & STAMPING COMPANY

1913

In 1912 Globe Steel Boxes outsold every

other automobile box on the market.

Sales exceeded 100,000 boxes.

In 1913 Globe Boxes will lead again.

Several new sizes for which there is

big demand make the Globe line the

most complete and most profitable line

for the dealer and jobber.

GLOBE STEEL ~

Tool and Battery Boxes

Their selling points are obvious - heavy steel, water-tight, construction, electrically

welded back, one piece covers, wood linings, beautiful design and finish, brass,

nickel plated or oxidized trimmings and many other features.

Forty-seven of the leading makers of automobiles are featuring Globe Boxes as

standard equip nent on their cars. And these cars range in price from the Lux

urious Lozier to the Vanadium built Ford.

Double Your Box Business i2
  

  

Globe Boxes are now made in thirty different styles and sizes. Each style is

made to meet a particular requirement of the car owner' 0

or manufacturer. And every box is stamped with the. '

Globe trade mark which means that the dealer or jobber‘

selling this box is offering the buyer the most box value that

money can buy.

If you are not already carrying the Globe line, contract now '_

and cash in on the 1913 business. lg

  

Write for 1913 catalog today

Cleveland, Ohio

 

  

ll//
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Answer these

Questions

Why ca_n a man buy a

house

Q“ equip his plant

with machinery

Q' buy a Cash Register

Q' almost any other

commodity—all on the

Installment plan

and

Why shouldn’t a truck

manufacturer furnish

you with Commercial

Cars on this plan to

sell on the same basis

THE LATTER QUESTION IS ANSWERED

ON NEXT THREE PAGES
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YomMrDEALER, Con-Sell

THESHEENTRUCK

Shown Here

  

 

  

 

On a Time Payment-Basis That

W111EnableYou 1‘0

Handle LegitimateBusiness

WchCalmotbe Handled In

Any OflierWoty
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Why We Do It — How We Do It

There isn’t a dealer anywhere who does not realize that the greatest obstacle in the

way of increasing automobile sales lies in the LACK OF READY CAPITAL—and this

is emphasized in the commercial field, where trucks are greatly needed by merchants and

light manufacturers who cannot afford to take enough money out of their business to

purchase the machine outright.

And there are dealers a-plenty who lack capital sufficient to carry the accounts of

firms that WOULD buy from the dealer on a credit basis, even if the dealer could stand

the strain. This condition furnishes the motive back of the Selden plan presented on

the opposite page. This plan is just as simple as the advertisement covering it and just

as practical and commercial as any installment selling agreement in the whole wide field

of partial payment business.

We Are the Pioneers in the Plan of Selling

Motor Trucks on the Partial Payment Basis

We'llldf‘t’ it (my foryau f0 Je//, rim/far your protocol/tic (“HIM/1182‘! ta /)l(_l' [/10 Terry bat one

fan hurt on the marker on my term; (1111/ at a rat/ona/ prn'e.

_ This is the most progressive step ever taken in the history of the automobile industry. We are the

pioneers in the movement and we guarantee that the Selden method of selling trucks wrll prove a big

stimulus to your business. in the placing of Selden trucks with those who need them and ought to have

them.

> You may ask “How can your company lay out so much money without demanding an unusual rate

of interest?" The answer is simple.

The Selden Factory is one with ample facilities for purchasing and manufacturing on a scale that

materially reduces the cost of production. These savings g0 batik into quality 0‘ Pmdumion and they

reduce our interest charges to a nominal and perfectly legal rate, and 0" thc 0th" hand our Company

is backed by unlimited resources which enable us to handle this business on Praetically 3 “Sb baSls

so far as our net income is concerned.

DEALERS CONSIDER .THIS CAREFULLY

_ Think it over—look at it from every viewpoint, remembering always that the Selden business is built on square

dealing and honesty in policy and manufacturing methods—then granting that you CAN sell the best one ton truck at

a cash deal price and on the installment basis, isn't the opportunity too big to let slip?

This proposidon is of vital interest to you. It is worth your investigation. We are Prepared to Present facts

and figures strong enough to prove that you, as our representative, have the biggest selling opportunity ever offered

an automobile dealer.

’ Now "aid me next page of this insert. giving in brief the features of the SELDEN ONE TON TRUCK—Then

write for full information and get your territory 5m
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brakes on jackshaft. Emergency lever operates

16" internal brakes on rear wheels.

CAPACITY. 2000 lbs.

CLUTCH. Multiple disc, dry plate.

gral with transmission.

COOLING. Vertical tube radiator; circula

tion by positive driven centrifugal pump and

fan mounted on Motor.

DRIVE. The drive from Unit Power Plant

is through universal joint to jackshaft; then by

side chains to rear axle. _

EQUIPMENT. Three oil lamps, horn, Jack

and set of tools; driver’s seat.

FRAME. Pressed steel channel section 55/8"

deep. Bumper in rear. Front cross member

detachable so as to facilitate removal of Unit

Power Plant.

GASOLINE TANK. Drawn seamless steel

tank, tinned inside and out. Capacity 20 gal

lons.

HEIGHT OF FRAME. Frame 29%” from

ground when loaded.

HORSE POWER. 23 H. P. (S. A. E.)

IGNITION. Dual. Magneto driven at

crankshaft speed. _ _

JACKSHAFT. The Jackshaft is fastened to

frame by spherical bearings, so that distortion

of frame under extreme road conditions does

not affect jackshaft. The drive shafts are 1%,"

diameter of alloy steel, and heat treated. Bevel

gear type and differential.- Five Pitch Driving

Gears, Hyatt Roller Bearings throughout.

LOADING SPACE. The available space

back of driver’s seat is 8 ft. 6" on the short

wheelbase and 10 ft. 2" on the long wheelbase.

The frame width is 32". The extreme_outside

width of body, without using bolsters, is 46%".

Using a 3” bolster or sub sill a body 52%” out

side will clear sprocket chains. A bolster 10%”

high will raise the body over_the rear wheels.

give necessary clearance for Jounce and allow

Inte

 

  

 

l l l

i" c

l

G /

r'GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

OF THE

SELDEN l-TON TRUCK

AXLES. Front, I-beam forging l%"x3”x any width of body to be built. Where light

1%” web. Rear, solid forging 2”x2;(;”. Both bulky merchandise is carried, it is permissible

heat treated. to let the body extend eight to ten inches be

BRAKES. Foot pedal operates internal yond the frame.

MOTOR. Four cylinder vertical. cast “en

bloc." Unit Power Plant type. Bore 3%" x

stroke 5%". Maximum motor speed 1150 con

trolled by sealed governor.

SPEED. Sixteen miles per hour maximum

allowed by governor.

SPRINGS. Front 42" long, 2%” wide. Rear

48" long, 2%" wide. Semi-elliptic both front

and rear.

SPEED CHANGE. The control levers are

placed in the center and steering gear on the

left. This arrangement gives easy access in

and out of the driver’s seat from the right

hand curb.

STEERING GEAR. \\'0rm and nut type.

18" wheel.

TRANSMISSION. Transmission is bolted

to. and is supported by the motor, according

to the best practice in Unit Power Plant con

struction. This construction keeps the trans

mission and motor in alignment regardless of

strains produced by faulty loading of the truck.

It is of the selective sliding gear type, having

three speeds forward and one reverse. The

gears and shafts are of ample proportions.

and are made from heat treated nickel steel.

Timken bearings are used throughout the

ll'illlSl'nlSSlOl'l.

TREAD. 56" front. 60" rear.

TIRES. Solid rubber front 36x3%. solid

rubber rear 36x4. S. A. E. demountable.

WHEELS. “"heels are artillery type, hick

ory, twelve 2" spokes. S. A. E. rims are fur

nished as standard, allowing detachable tire

rims to be used.

WHEELBASE. Optional. 125” or 145”.

WEIGHT OF CHASSIS. Less tires and

rims. 3100 pounds.

PRI CE. Chassis. $2000. F. O. B. Rochester,

N. Y. We can furnish several types of bodies

and will quote prices upon application.
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Kelly-Springfield Automobile Tires

at the Garden Show

If you’ve got an automobile we

want you to stop and let us show

you how Kelly-Springfield Tires

are built up. There is just one

KELLY-SPRlNGFlELD TIRE COMPANY, 20 Vesey Street, New York

Branch offices in New York Chicago. Philadelphia. Boston. St. Louis, Detroit. Cincinnati, San

Francisco. Los Ange es. Cleveland. Baltimore. Seattle, Atlanta. Akron. 0., Bufialo.

The Ram Tire & Rubber Co., Columbus. Ohio Bering Tire & Rubber Co., Houston, Texas,

Boll Rubber Co., Denver. Colo. Todd Rubber Co.. New Haven Conn.

Southern lidwe. & Woodstock Co.. Ltd. New Orleans. La. Atkinson Tire & Supply Co.. Jacksonville, Fla,

Snell Darin Rubber Works. Augusta and Savannah, Ga. C. D. Frank: 8: Lo.. (harleston, S. C.

thing we can't show you—and that

is the quality of endurance in these

tires which only months of road

wear can bring out.
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u FLINT, MICH.

he unequalled success ofthe Weston-Mott Co.- V

in the manufacture of automobile;

AXLES

HUBS N

R. IM 5

Is the result of many years of actual

experience combined with the efforts

of engineering ability of the highestorder

and mechanical skill thathas no superior. l

g@l
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LARGEST MAKERS OF AUTOMOBILE AXLES,HUBS AND RIMS IN THE WORLD

ESTON u

FLINT, MICH. w

lVISIT OUR EXHIBIT

AT THE

NEW YORK SHOW

@hereyou will find the latest

products of our mammoth

plant. At least one big;

surprise awaits you.
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The “32” Coupe

A distinguished addition

to a distinguished line

First View, New York Motor Show, Jan. 11-18 _- I

In exterior appearance the Hupmobile Coupe 15 as unobstru

sively unique and as well-balanced as the other models of

the “32" type. 0 . _ _ _
In interior finish and appointment, 1t ts_rich_and luxurious—im

ported Bedford Cord upholstery, _wtth_ srde walls to match

and ceiling done in heavy satin; wrth right-hand control and

room for three adults in comfort. _
The coupe rounds out the line of Hupmobile pleasure cars,

which now includes two touring models and a roadster, all

built on the same sturdy “32" chassis, and the well-known

“20" Runabout. .
The entire line will be displayed at the New York and Chicago

Shows' Inspect the cars there, at any other

shows or at the dealer’s; and you Will

see why we believe the Hupmobile to

be, in its class, the best car in the

world.

  

Hupp Motor Car Company

1254 Milwaukee Ave. Detroit, Mich.

 

  

Six Passenger “32”

$1175 F. t). it. llelruit, has equipment

of two folding and revolving occasional

seats in tonneau, foot rest. windshield.

quick detachable rims. rear shock absorb

mohatr top with envelope, .litYy curtains.

er. gas headlights, I’rest-O-lrite tank.

oil lamps. tools and horn. I- our cylin

ders tit/pinch bore and 5‘.~';-ineh stroke:

I‘lli-tnch wheelbase; 33x~l~inch tires.

Standard color. black. Trimmings. hlark

and nickel.

“20" Runabout, Fully Equipped

$750 I-‘. 0. It, Hetrnlt. Four C)'llllll(‘l'r~.

20 H. P.. sliding gears, Itosch magneto.

top, windshield. gas lamps and generic

lur, oil lamps, tools and horn.

Touring t‘nr or Roadster. shout.

at right of slit-passenger fully

equipped. T.) I". (i. It. Detroit

rThree Passenger “32" Coupe

81350 F. 0. B. Detroit. including equipment. of electric lights

and 100 ampere battery, electric horn. speedometer with clock.

extra wide seat for three passengers. 54 x 22 inches; quick de

tachable rims. 33x 4-inch tires, rear shock absorber. lM-lnch

wheelbase. Standard color. black. Trimmlnp. block and nickel.
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Type 35, Series

Type 35, Series J, Raceabout

/ %
/

ANNOUNCING

%

G, Four-Passenger e 35, Series H, Five-Passenger

e 35, Series K, Runabout

EW series of Mercer cars that appeal directly to the Motorist

who realizes that bulk and weight are no longer essential in a

motor car of the highest type. The Mercer is the “happy

" car—neither too heavy nor too light.

Power, strength. durability, consistency of performance, Comfortable riding qualities,

Eraceful appearance, up-to-the-minute appointments, and real iimate dollars-and-cents

\alue, are what influence wise buyers in their choice of a car. sured by this standard

the Mercer is recognized as leader of the medium-w i class.

Pr

lgan

t

I clu

on efiicien

It": d perfect! aanced crank shaft, four-speed transmission,

springs hat give real riding comfort

lighting and

nd ex sire body designs.

ounce eatures are high cy motor, perfect u rieating system. reliable steering gear,

foot b kera ope at n on t nsmission,

enclosed t ect 'c

cm

r i g ra

, twospark Bosch magneto of ype, Rushmore el n

of ignition, distin "estarting systems, both separate units and operating independently

Prices: $2600 to $2900

Descriptive Literature Sun on quunt

MERCER AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

700 WHITEHEAD ROAD, TRENTON, N. J.
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Announcing the

“JuniOr Long” Horn

The greatest automobile

horn value ever ofiered— Here is the
$ 1 1 _ 0 0 Modelfll 8,.

junior

It differs from the origi

nal Long Horn in size

only, its construction is

just as perfect.

  

  

 
 

 

  

And remember, please, OUR JUNIOR

that $11.00 represents the LONG HORNS

total and final expendi

ture your customer makes

when he purchases a Long Horn.

  

i’

  
After that the Long Horn costs him Fe"

nothing—for the Long Horn is an go‘s;

absolutely dependable, never-failing, “J.M."

Motorcycle

mechanically operated horn—louder

than most electric horns—requires

only a push of the button to issue a

warning. There are no batteries to

wear out—no motor to break down—

no bulb to rot or crack—nothing to get out of order at all.

The addition of this $11.00 Junior, Model "J. 5.”; of the

Model “D,” which has a cable and dash board attachment,

and the motorcycle Model “I. M.” make the Long HOTn

line the most complete warning signal line manufacture -

No dealer can afford not to carry them for there 18 a

marked demand for the Long

Horn which is increasing

rapidly.

The G. Piel Company

13th Street and Boulevard

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

Sales and Attaching Rooms:

51 West 63rd St., corner Broadway,

NEW YORK CITY.

  

  

Boston: 109 Massachusetts Ave. > . _- ‘__
gfiflalo: 20 goggrigh St. 81 d ‘ i

ieago: 14 1 ic igln v . - .

Dgrivarl: :‘th a2; C‘tlxrtis 85m. ,7 tuth
iaepiazl 7 in: t. - “D'gygat

an Francisco: 530 Golden Gate Ave. toghgghwiogon?iilmim of 51: matalll'
a

Seattle: 1229 So. Olive St. - me distance
— tion of th own so _ .

i " ' 'Portland: 329 Ankany St. ' Th operation 15
‘ w _ $Detroit: 510 Majestic Bldg. fi‘fgfin:¥devrazzr'wim cable.

“'r . . as: -
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Prevent

Blow-Outs

and Punctures

Save Half Your Tire Expense

If you really believed this you would order a set of

, Interlocks for your car at once. We can prove our state

' merits if you will give us the opportunity. Thousands of car

owners are discarding inner shoes,reliners,fillers,extra treads and

other makeshifts for Interlock Inner Tires with the most satisfactory

results. A set of new tires equipped with Interlocks will carry

your car an entire season without tire trouble. That's a big state

ment, but we can prove it.

Interlock Inner Tires are complete endless inner tires (not inner

shees) quickly and easily placed between the outer casing and the

inner tube. They strengthen the outer case and protect the inner tube from punctures. The patented

Interlock Flaps lock the Interlock securely making it an integral part of the whole tire that flexes per

“my Md Clnhot Chflfe. Creep or heat. Interlock lnner Tires will hold even if the outer casing is broken,

and can beused in old or new tires. They double the mileage of new tires and add 1.000 to 5A“) (‘Xtrfl

miles to old ones. Interlocks have a fine gray rubber finish. are smooth outside and inside and haVe no

troublesome ends, joints or edges to cement. lnterlocks do not affect the resilience of your tires—are easy

to insert and can easily be removed from one tire and replaced in another. l

Interlock Inner Tires are the only tire reinforcement that

. , has stood the exacting test of hard road work. Eight

“'95 equipped with Interlocks have made over 7.00" miles each, a total of 56A") miles, without a blow-out

orany tire trouble. lnterlocks used in tires that have gone litfififi miles with the outer casings worn clear

tI’ll'oullh have kept up with fast cars equipped with new tires and carrying extra tires. Interlocks have

"M98 4.500 mile cross count run—the last 1,000 miles over 20 mountain ranges without a blow-out or"9" carri'iniz an extra tire. rIIn the Four States Run Interlocks stood the test of hard fast road Work

under the critical observation of tire experts, without tire trouble. These and other hard public tests

have proved the efficiency of Interlock Inner Tires beyond question.

90% Of All Tires Are Scrapped Before

The Rubber Tread is Half Worn Out

because the fabric is not strong enough to resist hard road work, resulting in

blow-outs, punctures, rim cuts, etc. The liberal excess fabric strength of tires ,

eqmpped with Interlocks prevents blow-outs, punctures. etc., gives extreme

long mileage, safety, and that freedom from tire trouble which every car

owner desires.

Are You Open to Conviction?

Send us your address on a post card and let us mail you our book

lets, data and testimonials of users which are very convincing.

Interlocks are sold by the best dealers everywhere. Bk Your

dealer about them. See our exhibits at New York', hicago

and Boston Shows.

\ Double Fabric Tire Co.

600 W. 9th Street Auburn. Ind.
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the Goods
4145 Miles

Over boulevarded highways in the

East it sped; through sand two feet

deep in Ohio; across trackless prair

ies in Illinois, with the heat of a

sizzling sun beating down. It

crashed through weak bridges in

Iowa and conquered roads of gum

bo. The alkali mud of Colorado

was no barrier; its progress was not

checked by cloudbursts in Wyom

ing, by steep-sided gullies, by deep

ruts, by roads submerged.

lt cut a new roadway over the

broad expanse in Utah; it crossed

the Great Salt Lake Desert, often

150 miles from habitation; battled

with hailstorms, rainstorms and

snowstorms in Nevada; climbed

the tall peaks of the Sierras that

seemed to mount to the skies.

At last into California!

It pressed onward to San Fran

cisco; then 35 miles to the north.

And the first load ofgoods ever de—

livered acrossthecontinentby motor

truck had reached its destination.

It completed the journey of 4,145

milesin 4.12 hours ofactualrunning time.

Across 15 states it

hauled a 3-ron load of

Parrot Brand Olive

Silk Soap, the product

of its owners, Charles

W. Young 8: Com

pany, from Philadel

phia to a customer in

Petaluma,Cal. ltfaced

the most terrific condi

tions ever forced upon

6% ton

a motor truck; received the most gruel

And it Delivered

Motor Trucks

5 ton 3‘5 ton 2 ton

'illlll"-"i‘;<1i~ ,

The achievement of this Alco truck

simply punctuates the strongest claim

we have ever made.

Simply demon

strates why other Alco

trucks are serving and

saving- for leaders in

more than a hundred

lines of business in

America, in the tropics,

in Alaska, in Canada,

in the Philipine ls

lands and so on.

Write for information about Alco

 

ling tests yet supplied in business service.
_ . trucks in your line of business. f,

But it delivered the goods!

Address Department E

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY, 1886 Broadway, NEW YORK

Builder! of Aleo Motor Cm llld Alco Toxic-be \

Movers of the World’s Good: since 1835. Capital, $50,000,000
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WCATERER ‘

AND

CONFECTIONER

’ NORTH 5 PARK Aves.
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OUR SHOW SPACE

NEW YORK

Space A-23

GRAND CENTRAL PALACE

It is simply impossible to

convey by words the far

beyond - your - expectation -

value we are building into

Stewart Delivery Cars.

Dozens of dealers to

whom we have painted our

picture most vividly have

been amazed when finally

they have seen a Stewart

Delivery Car.

Why?

Because no delivery prop

osition that has ever been

offered before is in any way

comparable to ours.

There are cheaper cars

and more costly cars—

Higher powered and with

bigger capacity—

But none of our capacity

and efficiency at anything

like our price.
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iluMMII'I TRINSMISSION . i l
4 f“ I“  

IIIUNIABII RIMS LEFT-HAND STEERING, CENTER CONTR01

RADIATIIII 0N DASH, 0U'I‘ 0F HARM'S WAY

v WHEEL BASE, 126 INCHES

Ill IIIIIAMCAI. PARTS ACCESSIBLE AND EASILY REMIWABLE

  

OUR SHOW SPACE

CHICAGO

ICOLISEUM ANNEX, 2d Floor

Stewart cars cost least for

upkeep because everything

is designed in units and can

be gotten at in a jiffy.

Stewart cost of upkeep is

at the minimum because of

the simplicity of its design.

Stewart cars go farthest

per gallon of gas and oil

because of the economical

operation of the small bore

long stroke efficient motor.

Stewart cars with a carry

ing capacity of 1500 pounds

are suitable for a variety of

uses and can be equipped

with a wide range of body

styles. Chassis price $1650.

The pictures tell the story

as well as mute evidence can

—but get in touch with us

for the best delivery car

proposition on the market

viewed from any angle.
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Lippani, Pru. and Gen '1 A131.

Stew-ll, Vlce-Pres. and Chief Eng.

R. P. Lentz. Sec. and Tran.

Robl. W. lnzmoll, Sale: Mgr.
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cost of operation

Tillifi are the elements which make KisselKar Trucks profitable in everv

t .0‘ bus'MSS, Wthh, together with special mechanical features, the

"Sponsibility oi the manufacturers d " ' ' '

' - l j s <\
mugm KisselK an e kisselKar SerVice organir'ition.

ar commercial vehicles the soundest standing with careful

1500 lbs., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Ton Trucks

Delivery Wagons, Omnibuses,

Fire Department Apparatus, etc.

All “PC bodies_5 - .

- l e laqd Sp "my built!) Cla bodies d

sse

_ esigned to meet special needs

ar com _ Write for spec1al truck catalog, illustrating

mercial vehicles as engaged in every line of business.

O .

KisselKar Service _ '
. cares for our truck, "15 re l est erKMKar atiiig costs and dependab y u S ow op

le efficiency. It is supplied by a
ma - . . .mm] "Witt organization, maintained by the manufacturers

' with 3,: .- _ _ . _
m m“.°°“'"5 a! PrmClpal points. manned by factory-trained

en, , . , . _capabfiittitclidmb “Ch Sen/ICE as keeps KlSSClKal' Trucks up to fullest

5 “1 lowest cost and slowest depreciation.

Chicago Milwaukee Kansas City Los Angeles

New Haven, Albany T

.. l llllllllllll l'!""'""""“"""ll

' \

 

 

 
 

Reserve power and low

llll llll lllllll llllllllllll llllllll llllllllll

hhhh
  

  

Mechanical

Features

Four speed transmis

sion, fourth speed geared

up for fast running with

out racing engine.

L o c k 0 u differential,

locking both t r a c t i o n

wheels together when oth

erwise a slipping wheel

would absorb all power

and stall the truck.

15% to 20% more eco

nomical of fuel than aver—

age trucks.

Simple control.

Reserve power.

Accessibility.

\Vrite for truck catalog.

 

 

Minneapolis

. roy. Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Winnipeg, and 200 other principal points throughout America.

0 e

Co. , 159 Kissel Avenue, Hartford, Wis.

Dallasn v

. ll lord, cinhirmi' E] “30' Si" Amonioi New Orleans, Baltimore. Omaha. Butte. Denver. San Francisco. Seattle. Portland, Duluth. Buffalo,
St. Paul
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Unscramble Your Truck

and what have you got but this?

Mr. Careful Buyer—select your truck the way the sharp trader bought his horse_in

those bygone days of Horse Trading—in the “knocked-down” fashion—a combination

of so much sound legs+healthy teeth+sound stomach+unimpaired wind+style, etc.

Buy your Truckasan “assembly ofaccessories”—a reliable chassis and springs +an effi

cmnt motor+a ficxrblc carburetor+a dependable magneto-i-a pleasing appearance, etc.

And remember that as a “horse is no stranger than his stomach" so A TRUCK IS

NO BETTER THAN ITS MOTOR. ( here’s only one moral—Get a BUDA !)

Many a Truck is being sold today because the Salesman appreciates the selling Powu'

and the Buyer appreciates the Service Value of having a

That prominent

Ableness") not a

the following pa

lian llowr Cu om

mtillaan Motor Car 0“,

Render-In Motor Cu (h

lino: Motor Car 00_

MM“ um bu 0°,

Beneath the

manufacturers look at the Buda (with its special oiling device, and exclusive Hget-at

s_a port of the Truck to Sell but The Part that helps to Sell the Truck, is evident by

rtial list of manulacturers to whom we have sold — and are selling more BUDA motors;

Pleasure Cara :
Trucks :

“Pluldlfll 31'8- OO- Jorvlce Motor Car (‘0.

mm:- Motor 00, sowllanlim-éi Mp'm gar 00

Novu Sontln Can-Inge and gzgliw-‘LwtllowaxilgoCn _

Motor (‘ur Cc. 51m“ rWit as? 00. T k a lllair-uriaiatll‘r {l‘ml

: rant or otor me in. more 0 or Oar
“met “mar 0" 00' L'. 5. Government and nthern.

The Buda “Little Six”

W. Lands-heft Q Snna

Harvey Motor Truck 00.

Hurlhurt Motor Truck 00.

Schnchl. Motor (‘ar ('0.

 

will be readY_ for delivery by April first and is a product worthy of the

'1 . COmPany which was the Pioneer of the “Cast-in-Block" method in U. S.

S H O W

NOTlCE:

BRANDENBURG 8: COMPANY

x Ave.

  

“ e have spaces at all three of the 13th Annual Automobile Shows as follows:

Grand Central Palace, New York._]anuary 11th to January 25th. Space

1‘30. 1)}.Iocated in the Balcony.

Madison Square Garden. New York. January llth to January BUL 5P!"

No. 326. located in the Concert Hall.

Celiseum. Chicagn. February lat to February 15th. Spaces Noa.102.103.

104. located in Coliseum Annex, 2nd floor.

1913 Specification:

for Hyduty Commercial Motors:

Model"M“ Motoij x 45‘

Model"Q" Motor. 3% XS,"

 

 

Long Stroke. Enclosed Valves.

Noiseleas Timing Gears. Selicon

talned Oilimz System. Extra

large Valves and Bearings. Am

ple water jacket.

Send for SPecial Bulletin to

FORD BUILDING

DETROIT

57TH AND BROADWAY

Nlaw You: CITY
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The Jones Record

ing Speedometer

Model 34-39.

$100

  

Speed. Season

Mileage

Trip Mileage

Time Record ol

Above

The Speedometer by

which the value of all

others is measured.

The Com

ones S;

will be privately exhibited during

Show Week at the Prince Georgi

Hotel, 27th Street between Madisor

and Fifth Avenues, as we have beer

unable to secure adequate space a

the Madison Square Garden.

Any dealer in automobile _supplie

Will be glad to show you l'llS com

plete line of Jones Speedometers

  

Model 34

‘20

Model 831

$20
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' swag“ 10 rue TR” ~

7, iii 1WW

9 6 [HQ 0 hi”

edometers

THE JONES—Centrifugal—SPEEDO

METER employing the same principle

as the steam engine governor, is not

affected by changes of temperature, or

by the powerful magnetic influence of the

electric system of lighting and starting

now so generally used.

 

 

Bush Terminal, N. Y.

way and 76th St..N.Y.(Iily

  

  

  

Model 316

 
 

  

8105
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Vitalizcd Rubber calls

a halt on“Short Mileage!"

  

At last science gives you more rubber

shod mileage

Diamond
(NoCUnch)

Tires

now made of VITALIZED RUBBER——

a scientific combination of pure rubber

and a toughening compound.

You can get Vitalized Rubber in

Diamond Tires—NOW

A tire containing too much rubber fails to give the necessary mile

a c because it is not tough enough to Withstand road usage. And

t e tire containlng too little purc rubber has not the necessary

staying qualities.

Our chemists have discovered the secret of how to mix pure rubber and a

toughening compound in just the right proportions. The result is additional mileage for you. The

pure rubberwe use comes direct from the trees of the tropics—it is fresh and contains all the vitality of

youth—it is elastic and easy riding. Then we mix_ this pure rubber with the secret toughening com

pound, which gives it the necessary Vitalizmg, wearing, more mileage quality.

  

This scientific combination has been vainly sought after for years by tire makers.

After 15 years of successful tire making we have solved the problem—and you enjoy the benefit of

our really wonderful discoveryfiin “Diamond” .Vitalized Rubber Tires.

Add to this the Diamond proven principles of proper construction—nothing

inferior in rubber, fabric or workmanship—and you have as perfect a tire as money can buy.

Here is a combination'of easy riding and more mileage advantages you can’t

get in any other tire today—Vitalz'zed Rubber, Perfect 3-Point Rim Contact, No

Pinc/i Safety Flap, and, if you wish, the now famous Safety (Squeegee) Tread

made to fit all types of rims.

So this time specify “Diamonds”—you can get them at any of the

1

25.000 Diamond Dealers
always at your Service

  

  

  

A perfect 3-Point Rim Con

tact tire at last

Fifty per cent of all tires are mined

through lack of perfect rim contact.

Perfect 3-Point-Rim-Contact is just

as big an advantage in tire construc

tion as 3-point suspension in the

automobile.

Diamond 3-Point Contact Tires

hold with a vise-like grip abso

lutely preventing the tire from

breaking above the rim, insuring n0

rim skid—no rim cutting—no rim

trouble at all.

Our engineers have mastered the

principles of Rim Contact Con

struction, and you can get the

Diamond (No-Clinch) Tire, With

a perfect 3-Point Rim Contact—an

important advantage that has been

overlooked by all other tire malich

“More Mileage”'Book—Free

If you are not entirely satisfied with the

mileage you are getting now-if You

wish to reduce your tire upkeep—SC

today for our new book, “How 113.6"

More Mileage Out of Your Tires. 1!

is free to every tire user. No matttl'

what tire you ride on, you simply Cafl‘

not afford to be without this villimb1c

book, so send the coupon today.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY. 1“

Akron. Obi". . “HI

If there is a way for me to yet more mileagismm

my ri'rel, 1 would like to know it. )\llhv\:!rtum Ni.

on my part. send me frecgml poliplid. c 0‘“ 0’

your new book. “How to (:11 More ll tear

Your Tires."

Name#/

/
Address
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Atwater Kent

Ignition sttem

DEALERS and REPAIRMEN

HERE are a few good Atwater Kent “talking

points." You can make them make you

money.

It: simplicity of mechanism—no vibrators. relays, or

commutator—just one contact point regardless of the

number of cylinders and only three moving parts, none of

which are subject to excessive wear.

In single adjustment easily and quickly made and

seldom requiring attention.

It: adaptability and easy installation on any standard

make ol motor, new or old.

‘ his-ideal for use in connection with lighting and start

mg equipment as it produces a hot dynamic spark, per

ltttly timed regardless of the engine speed.

While the Atwater Kent System is high in value and

reputation, it is not high in price. In fact, it will cost

165 than half as much as a good magneto and will give

superior results at a much less cost of upkeep.

'er r. on m

‘ m4

"Managua mo

  

  

There are now two types of Atwater Kent Ignition

equipment—standard Type F and the new Type K, the

latter having the automatic spark control and insulated

primary circuit features.

PRICES OF THE TYPE F SYSTEM

Standard Coil. Kick Switch Coil.

l-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $17.00

2-cylinder opposed . . . . . . . . . . . 18.00

2-cylinder distributor type. . . . 22.00 $24.00

3-cylinder distributor type. . . . 25.00 27.00

4-cylinder distributor type. . . . 25.00 27.00

6-cylinder distributor type. . . . 27.00 29.00

PRICES OF THE TYPE K SYSTEM

Standard Coil. Kick Switch Coil.

Z-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $32.00 $35.00

3-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 38.00

4-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 38.00

6-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37.00 40.00

In substituting the Atwater Kent .System for the mag

neto or for driving it from any horizontal shaft or gear,

we furnish a special magneto gear mounting, the addi

tional price of which is $5.00.

You will have many inquiries for ignition equipment

during the coming year and should be in a position to

recommend the Atwater Kent whenever the most effi

cient ignition is desired. '

Seize the opportunity and post yourself by a visit

to our exhibit No. 140 Madison Square Garden Show,

New York City, or write for our booklet “D. "

{hmlelirclll/‘onxs

4934 Stenton Ave. Philadelphia. Pa.

4

4—
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This trade-mark of quality is

  

The Line 2f Beauty

Leads to BOdies

  

 

  

HE looks of a car have a lot to do with the sales. Looks are in the body—in the clear,

clean-cut horizontal, the swelling curve of the rear seat back, the correct proportioning

of shroud and hood, the graceful sweep of the fenders. The eye of the buyer notes these

points before it goes deeper to motor and transmission.

410‘“an

-.-\;.:-u_-._.-r-filqll'any-_-n-Lo-H.-—-_-e_al:;sJ-!41

 

 

  

Why Not Make the Most of It?

The Hayes organization has spent its en- suggestions worth money to you. They will

tire career in the building of handsome auto- make you fenders, hoods, shrouds—any

mobile bodies and sheet metal parts. To thing in sheet metal that you want—that

your needs it can bring an unexcelled experi- will prove a revelation.

ence. lts engineers know bodies as your You will save time, trouble and money.

F engineers know motors. They are at your The Hayes organization will "speed up”

1' ‘ service and the results of their experience is your production; will stop your worry; will

i i yours when you want it. do the work quicker and cheaper than you

5. Let our engineers go over your blue prints. can do it yourself.

E ‘ They will show you the short cuts and offer Certainly this is worth investigating.

l.

i', I

i; I

I!

l.ii

' 3.

i

ii
i .
' , ‘77 . ‘ A ’

~ _ " hDETROIT MICHIGAN
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HE Eisemann Magneto Company will not exhibit at the Automobile

T Shows this year. The decision to withdraw from the shows came only

as the result of being unable to obtain space suitable for properly exploiting

Eisemann products. We will have our entire stafi‘ on hand in New York

during the New York Show and in Chicago during the Chicago Show. Ar

rangements have been made whereby all those desiring demonstration or

information concerning any of our products will be well cared for.

With the exception of the addition of the Type E-B High Tension System

with Separate Transformer CoilI there has been little or no change in the

Eisemann products for the coming year. We will still continue to produce

the type E-M High Tension Magneto, both dual and single; the types E-A,

E-U and ED in both single and dual, together with the Automatic Spark

Control, which has proved itself to be so truly wonderful an instrument for

commercial truck purposes. Obviously, an instrument that is advantageous

m the operation of a truck is doubly so in a pleasure car, but the extreme

adyantage of the automatic system is so self evident as a commercial propo

sition that this branch of the industry has embraced it with open arms.

We wish to announce herewith the opening of a branch, com

plete repair shop, etc., in Detroit in charge of Mr. Fritz Neel.

On the succeeding pages, we have shown reproductions of a few of our

models, practical demonstration of the merits of which we Will be pleased to

make you at any time.

The Eisemann Magneto Co.

Sales and General Offices:

225-227 W. 57th St, New York City

INDIANAPOLIS; 514 N. Capitol A". DETRorr; soz woodwud Ave.

  

27';
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VSOME USERS, OF ‘ EISEMANN MAoNliTo's

Type E M 4 Cylinder

Armleder Co.

‘ Adams Bros. Co.

American Motors Co.

Austin Mfg. Co.

Avery Co.

Bartholomew Co.

Bessemer M. T. Co.

Bowling Green M. C. Co.

Cass M. T. Co.

Clark Delivery Co.

Colby M. C. Co.

Croxton M. C. Co.

Easton Mch. Co.

Elk M. T. Co.

Empire Auto Co.

Federal M. '1‘. Co.

Grant M. C. C0.

Gen‘l Electric Co.

Haberer & Co.

Haynes Auto Co.

l-lerreshofl Mfg. Co.

Ideal Auto Co.

Ideal M. C. C0.

Kelly M. T. Co.

Lauth-juergens M. C. C0.

Lippard-Stewart C. Co.

Lord Baltimore M. C. Co.

Mais M. T. Co. ,

McFarlan Carriage Co.

Midland M._C. Co.

Minneapolis S. 8! M. Co.‘

Morgan M. T. Co. ‘_

Motor Car Mfg. Co;v 1,:

Ohio M. C.'C0.Packard M. C. Co. -

Palmer & Singer Mfg. Co.

Pilot M. C. C0. ' _ I

Pope Mfg. Co. ‘

Premier M. C. Mfg..Co_.__..j .

[Randolph M. T. Co.

_Saurer Motor Co.

Schacht M. C. Co.

r' Sayers & Scoville Co.

. Schickel M. C. Co.

Sheldon Axle Co.

Sheffield M. C. Co.

Spaulding Mfg. Co.

. Smith, A. 0,, Co.

Speedwell M. C. Co.

Standard M. T. Co.

Staver Carriage Co,

Stegeman M. C. Co. ',

Sternberg Mfg. Co.

U. S. Carriage Co.‘

Universal M. T. Co.

Vandewater 8: C0.

Wichita Falls M. C. CO.

Winton M. C. Co.

White‘Star Mfg. Co. .

Whitcomb, G. W., Co. .

Woodworth M. -T. Co.

The Eisemann Magneto Co.~
Sales and General Offices: v I .

225-227 w. 57th St., New York City

lndiungpolil. 5|4 N. CapitolAve. Detroit,802WoodwardAve.

,.
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The Westcott Line for 1913 is a glowing

tribute to the whole science 0f automobile

building—

The Westcott Motor Car Company occupy

their supreme position in automobile man

ufacturing because of their excellent selec

tion of the vital parts that make up the

splendid Westcott Six—

The ‘component parts of the New Westcott

SIX are built in plants whose whole en

deavor has been to secure perfection in

their individual fields; and

From the first, the Westcott Motor Car Com

parry have turned their entire efforts to the

10111ng of these separate units in one har

ll'lOlllDlJS whole

Wcstcott popularity is not due to the stimu

lation of public opinion through advertis

mg-_

 

Tht Westcott Line stands pre-eminent in a

field of costlier cars because of actual per

formance and faithful service—

LWestcott Motor Car Company,

1 The Westcott Six, $2,475

Electrically Started and Lighted

127-inch Wheel Base---5 Passenger

It is one of the few Six Cylinder Cars thatpos

sesses the tremendous “reserve power” so

essential and so necessary to the success

of the medium priced Six—

Because of the high favor in which the West

cott car is held by both the automobile

trade and the buying public, it has been

decided that the Westcott Line will be

advertised extensively in 1913.

In advertising the Westcott Line we believe

that we are rendering just as much service

to the ultimate car buyer as we are to the

dealers and ourselves—

The motor car buyer will no longer be com

pelled to buy the Westcott car on the favor

able expressions of other Westcott car

owners, however favorable they may be,

but you have as their guarantee, and assur

ance of sincere service the positive state

ments and claims made for Westcott supe

riority by the people who build it.

RICHMOND,

INDIANA
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COLLIER’S AUT(l

‘1] Hall a million subscribers will see the

National Automobile Show through pic

ture and story in the great Automobile

Number of CQLLIER'S WEEKLY.

‘1] They will see this big annual event of

the motor world quite as completely as

those who actually visit the show.

Experts will explain the progress at
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MOBILE NUMBER

>5-_

f.‘

the year in automobile construction.

(lThere will be photographs of the

makers' latest achievements in engine,

chassis and body.

lllCollier's Automobile Number will be

a permanent record of the l9 l 3 show

which every motor enthusiast should read

and keep.
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“Golden Glow” Lamp

THE 6-VOLT STARTING

AND LIGHTING SYSTEM

Absolutely the Finest Line of Automobile Lamps,
I Electric Equipment and

THE BEST DEALER’S PROPOSITION

oi THE YEAR

See the Golden Glow Lamps

at the shows. Then you’ll see why your trade will

want them.

We're going to help you sell Golden Glow Lamps.

They stay sold, too—no comebacks. Here are a few

of the novel features of Golden Glow Lamps.

Think of it—A bright, penetrating light but not

dazzling; a reflector that will never tarnish, a reflector

than can be cleaned without scratching, and a lamp

body of correct and pleasing lines, without projecting

hinges, latches and catches.

You’ll want to see our 6 volt lighting dynamo. The

only moving part is the armature. Current regulation

This Man is “In Wrong”

Get “In Right” with

ESTERLINE

  

is accomplished entirely by shifting magnetism in an

iron Cll'ClJlt.

Our 40_pound, 6 volt starting motor is the equal of

any starting motor made—regardless of weight. It

spins the largest six cylinder motor without hesitation.

See Us at the Show

Manufacturers, dealers and owners, we want you to

see this line. You’ll find us at Space 301, Madison

Square Garden, and Space 403, Grand Central Palace.

_If you attend the Shows, don’t fail to see these ex

hibits.

For those not attending the shows, we have pre

pared explanatory literature. Your copy is waiting

for you. Send for it.

The Esterline Company

Engineers and Manufacturers

LAFAYETTE, IND.
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is the best carburetor you can use in your car.

New-Miller

Try it out. If it isn't just as far above other carbu

retors—doesn’t give you just as much better service—

]ust as much saving of fuel as we claim—we are the

losers.

Here are a few of its individual features that make

it the best of all carburetors for your use.

Ncw~Miller Carburetors are mechanically operated,

the slightest movement of the throttle giving a posi

tivc movement to the auxiliary air and needle.

Once adjusted on your motor for low, intermediate

and high, they never need another adjustment, taking

care of weather conditions and variable grades of gas

olent by a convenient control.

Territory for live dealer: open. Apply to us or

nearest representative:

, New -'l\’liller '" Corburetoes/g

I

> Adjustedflom.

T'he Seat"

Your Automobile Is No Better Than

It’s CARBURETOR!

No matter how finely equipped—no matter what the other mechanical details—the entire

efficiency of your motor depends upon the carburetion.

working parts—until you are sure the trouble isn’t in the carburetor.

buretor made to give maximum power and proper mixture at low speed as well as high. That

  

‘

LL:
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1|;
if;

 
 

Don’t blame your engine—or other

There is but one car

It is the:

Carburetor

Besides being mechanically operated they are pro

portioned mechanically, all parts being manufactured

to a standard on specially designed machinery, making

every unit interchangeable.

By their control, admitting air as desired, they may

be throttled low and save you enough fuel to pay for

the carburetor itself in a season’s use.

We have prepared a new Carburetor Book, giving

the inside facts of carburetors—telling just how the

New—Miller is made—giving complete details through

out.

It will pay you to send in the coupon below and get

this information today. ,

Owners and Dealers are requested to see our Factory Representatives at Elevated Platform, Space 150, Madison

shire Garden, New York Automobile Show, or. Space 130-131. Coliseum Annex, Chicago Automobile Show.

New-Miller Carburetor Co.
520 N. Capitol Avenue

Indianapolis, Indiana

|__ _ - _ - - - - _ - - - - _ - -___ -__ -_ _- _- c - _—

NEW-MILLER CARBURETOR 60.,

520 N. Capitol Ave, Indianapolis, Ind.
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When the first of the new Jacksons was

announced, a wave of_ enthusiasm

swept the country. Inquiries literally

poured in.

That’s how the buying public received the

Jackson; and the same result followed the

announcement of the other models.

What did the dealers do?

To a man they saw the great possibilities presented

by the Jackson line.

Every one of them came in with requests—no, they

were demands—for increased allotments.

“Sell?” they said, “you are giving us the best selling

line of Jacksons you ever built!"

That’s what they said when they were told about

the cars.

Their enthusiasm was increased a hundred-fold

when we outlined the most extensive advertising

campaign the Jackson Company has ever at

tempted.

T_l_1_is_ advertising i_ncludes_not only double pages and

' single pages in publications like the Saturday

Evening Post, Collier’s, Literary Digest, Life,

Jackson “Sultanic”—$2650

Seven passenger, six cylinder, 55 horsepower; unit power

plant; long stro e motor—4% x4% inches; 138-inch wheelbase;

36x4yz-inch tires. Full elliptic springs, from and rear. Deep

roomy body, with 10-inch up olstery. Gasoline tank under dash

supplied from storage tank at rear with pressure pump. Total

capacity, twenty gallons. Electric starter, electric dynamo and

lighting system, mohair top, top hood, ventilating windshield,

speedometer, Oil and gasoline gauges on dash, demouiitable

wheels, extra wheel, wheel carrier, robe rail, foot rest, pump,

Fivejack, tire outfit and tools.

passenger, $2500.

Jackson “Majestic"—$1975

45 horsepower. unit power plant, four cylinder,

long stroke motor, 4% x5%,_ inches; 124-inch

wheelbase; 36x4-inch tires. bull elliptic springs,

from and rear. Deep, roomy body. with 10-inch

upholstery. Electric starting and lighting system,

dynamo and storage battery. Equi merit of mo

hair top, top hood, ventilating wm shield,

speedometer, oil and gasoline gauges on

dash, Firestone universal‘quick detachable

rims, extra rim, tire carrier, _clectric horn

robe rail, foot rest, pump, tire outfit an

tools. Black and nickel trimmings.

Trimmings, black and nickel.

f ‘llllllIllIllIII"WHEELEWWMMMMMIllllllllllIllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllIllIllllllllllllllllllll'\

  

  

No hill too steep

No sand too deep

Jackson dealers are enthusiastic;

that’s the story of the new Jacksons

etc., etc., but local newspaper advertising—con

tinuous and consistent t rough the big selling

seasons.

Is it any wonder that Jackson dealers are on tip

toe?

They have a line of cars they can sell in competition

with anything on the market—on any basis what

CVCI'.

They are sure of themselves; sure of their CEIS;_SI_11‘C

of factory co-operation through a big advertising

campaign.

Their feet are on. solid ground; they are in position

to put ginger into their work and they are doing

it

If your instinct for business tells you that you_ want

to be with the Jackson, say so to us and Without

delay.

The sooner you act, the better your chance if your

territory is now Without Jackson representation.

JACKSON AUTOMOBILE CO.

1204 East Main Street

JACKSON, MICHIGAN

Jackson "Olympic"—$1500

35 horsepower, ~unit power plant, four cylinder, long stroke

mum—742$ x4;_fi inches. 115~inch wheelbase; 34x4 inch tires.

_Full elliptic springs, front and rear. Deep roomy body with 10

inch upholstery. Gasoline tank under dash, supplied from stor

age tank at the rear, with pressure pump. Total capacity,

twenty gallons. Equipment includes Disco self-starter, mohan'

top, top_h00d, venti atin Windshield slpeedometer, oil and gaso

line gauges on ash, Prest~O- ite tank with automatic

electric lighter; Firestone universal quick-detachable de~

iiiouniable rims, extra rim. tire carrier, robe rail, foot

rest, pump, Jack, tire outfit and tools. Trimmings, black

and nickel.
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“The Perfection

ot Electrics”

$2550

$10.8. Detroit

BODY—Hammered Aluminum panels;

selected hardwood frame; tilting glass

tront;lupper half swings out, lower

half slides down, door and rear win

dows shde down; long running boards

and extra wide doors.

BORY DIIENSIONS—Rear seat width

4/ .depth 21'. cushion 8' thick; front

stat Ildlll 44", depth 20', cushion 6"

thick; knee room between seats 24'

UPHOLSTERING—Snperfine imported

broadcloth .or hand bufled leather.

Furnished ill blue. green, brown 01'

333011. Bedford cords or fancy

r

PAINTINGfkich' black frame work

and mouldings wrth blue, green. brown

or maroon panels to match upholster

mg.

WHEELBASE-JJS'; the most practical

easy riding and convenience in

mg.

 

  

MODEL B—FIVE PASSENGER BROUGHAM

The Century Electric Brougham

For 1913 Now Ready

The demand of the user is for a low-hung body—with a low center of gravity. The under

lrame construction of the Century gives both—and with it high road clearance and correct dis

tribution of weight. The illustration speaks for itself of Century beauty and style. No car at

any price offers more real value. ’Immediate deliveries.

NOTE THESE SPECIFICATIONS:

TREAD—Standard 56", road clearance

12"; providing absolute safety.

AXLES—Rear, full-floating! of the very

latest type. Front, straight tubular.

Axles mounted on imported ball bear—

ings. '

FRAME—Special straight design for un

der-frame construction.

BRAKES—Two 12x 1% inches.

nal expanding on rear wheels.

SPRINGS—Semi-elliptic front; triple

platform rear. Assuring easy riding

qualities.

FENDERS—Full skirted metallic; giv

ing absolute protection to body.

STEERING—Side lever; ball bearing;

easy and safe.

CONTROLLER—Horizontal lever osi

tively safe, arranged to allow ful use

of rear seat.

Inter

Dealers—Is Your Territory Open .7

Weir: now established in our new factory—and are going right ahead with manufacturing operations, with the result

'1"! from new on we will be able to guarantee immediate deliveries. Write at once for our proposition.

iNTURY ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY, Detroit, Michigan

 

 

  

MOTOR_—High efficiency t pe, extra

large srze, built especially or vehicle

service by Westinghouse.

DRIVE-The motor is ri idly suspended

to chassis sub-frame sfightly forward

of car center. Direct shaft drive to

rear axle without reduction chains or

gears. The best and most economical

method of power transmission.

BATTERY—Exidc 30 cells M. V. 13

plates as Standard Equipment.

MILEAGE—65 to 100 miles on a single

charge.

SPEED—2 to 23 miles per hour.

TIRES—Optional 36 x 4 high efficiency

Motz cushion, or 34 x4 special electric

pneumatic. nobby tread rear.

EQUIPMENT— Speedometer, volt-am

meter, side and tail lamps, electric bell,

toilet case. watch. cut glass flower vase.

complete outfit of fools, charging plug.

etc.

I
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ELECTRIC STARTERL
The Auto-Lite 6 Volt Electric

Lighting and Starting System

290

 

EFFICIENT

and SAFE

  

Has more torque and will

crank your engine with more

speed than any other system

on the market of equal weight.

100 per cent. efficiency. Not a make shift l

for any car. But a distinctive application ‘

for each manufacturer, insuring positive

results.

  

  

First—The system consists of a powerful6

volt series wound motor.

Second— Of a simple lighting generator with

large capacity. Of few parts and built

rugged for automobile usage.

Third—A rugged simple starting switch oper

ated by a foot pedal.

Fourth——An ammeter which shows both pro

duction and consumption of current.

This system is not an experiment as

there are thousands in use. We guarantee

deliveries, efficiency and service. Insist

upon an Auto-Lite system on your car

THE ELECTRIC AUTO- LITE CO

Maln Ofiice and Factory, Toledo, Ohlo

. locoBRANCH OFFICES: New York Kane-l Olty Ian Frlnc
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_ Dealers, This is Valuable K

, Information tor You!

cars and know they will give your customers perfect results. be

YOU can safely specify McCue Detachable Wire Wheels for your

cause they have been tried out and have made good.

 

 

 

\ A It is only the truth to say that McCue Wire Wheels are the

only wire wheels made in America which have been produced here for

,‘ __ over a year and made good.

i i "1' The chief reason for wire wheels is tire economy and tire economy

’- can only be obtained by reducing the weight at the periphery—the rim.

‘_ The rim must be light and rigid to secure the best results. We are pro

l ducing wire wheels with rims specially designed to obtain the one great

"I! result—tire economy.

Cars equipped with wire wheels having demountable rims will surely

.l prove unsatisfactory in every way and right here we want to warn the

.‘ 4 dealer and user against that construction. Better stay with the artillery

7 ' wheel rather than purchase a car with wire wheels having demountable

(ll/J rims, as disastrous results will surely follow, Specify McCue Detachable

l, Wire Wheels when ordering your car and the results will justify your

i‘ selection.
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SAVE TIRES. Wire wheels have come into promi

nence solely because of their intrinsic merit. Principal

among their advantages is the fact that they save tires.

Actual test has shown wire wheels to increase the life of

tires 68.75 per cent.
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INCREASE COMFORT. Being suspension wheels and much

lighter and more springy than any other wheels, wire wheels make

the car much easier riding and much easier to drive. Anybody

can tell by riding in a wire wheel equipped car that the car rides

easier than it did with wooden wheels.

 

SAVE CAR ITSELF. By their light weight construction

and springiness wire wheels absorb a large amount of shock that

in other wheels is transmitted to the mechanism of-the car to its

detriment. In this way wire wheels actually increase the life of

the car itself as well as the life of the tires. This, of course, means

money in the owner’s pocket, not alone in making the car last

longer but in making the car easier to maintain.
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REDUCE UPKEEP. It is very obvi0us that a wheel that will! 7

will save tires and make an easier riding car must also increase i -

fuel mileage. Wire wheels are so much lighter than wooden i"

wheels-wire wheels absorb shock to such a degree and make the

car so much easier for the motor to drive that they considerably

increase the miles per gallon of gasoline and oil that can be

obtained from the car.

SUPERIORITY DEMONSTRATED. All of these facts

have been widely demonstrated during the past few years. Abroad

illof the really good cars carry wire wheels and other types of

wheels are really the exception. This applies not only to pleasure I)

can but to racing cars as well. In this respect it needs only tobecited that in the French Grand Prix over 85 per cent of theentries carried wire wheels. This race was won on wire wheels

asbave been nearly all the big races abroad in the past two or

three years. In this country wire wheels for racing cars have

proved out in great shape. Above it shown a photograph of a

wheel and tire that went through both the Vanderbilt and Grand

Priiiat Milwaukee this fall on its original air and finished inside

the money.
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See our exhibit

See our exhibit at Chicago Show

at New York Show

The McCue Detachable Wire Wheel is the most flexible wire wheel made. It is

the only wire wheel made in this country which has stood the hard racing tests

and severe usage for a year past.

The wheel construction which we will furnish our trade on and after Feb. lst, for

1913 cars, has been under the severest test for several months. And it has been per—

fected in those details which are so important in a new construction where sample

work is necessarily made by hand to permit the hurried filling of sample orders. We

have been making McCue Detachable Wire Wheels for automobiles for fifteen months

and have a complete tool equipment for the production of a high class product.

We believe we are just one year ahead of any other American manufacturer and

that they must go through the same experience we have. Even if they follow us they

must still prove their construction. When copying our construction they will necessa

rily copy our mistakes the same as we did with the foreign construction.

The McCue Detachable Wire Wheels have arrived—the rim. the spoke and nipple.

the detachable hub with the security lock have each had the most careful attention and

each of these products has been perfected under tests much more severe than they will

receive in ordinary usage, and all brought up to the McCue axle standard.

Send for “Mileage Plus."

@3101FFA1..Q
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A Personal Invitation

to YOU!

TO see Miller Tires and meet Miller Men at the New York Show

week of January 11-18. ’

Mr. Tire Dealer and Mr. Tire User—we want to know you both. Your

interests are mutual. For that which is best for the Tire User is best

for the Tire Dealer.

You'will find us at Booth No. 549

We believe you will want to learn more about

MILLER ONE CURE, lVR/IPPED

TREJD method of building

Miller Tires

The greatest advance made in the construction of

automobile tires in a decade—we believe. A method

that is saving motorists thousands of dollars every

da)'.by the elimination of tire troubles, caused by old

processes of manufacture—we KNOW.

Miller

Non-Skid Tires

Are built with a new tread design that not only

prevents skidding but also retains the non-skid fea

ture twice as long as ordinary treads.

Mr. Dealer

There are a few good cities in which we are not

satisfactorily represented. If you’re looking ahead,

Write us for our agency proposition. It’s interesting

and Profitable. We’ll be glad to talk it over at the

show, too‘

The Miller Rubber Company

AKRON, OHIO
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M You Should Seell
At the New York Automobile Show, i

Model “T”

Underslung

Touring Car

 

  

. . r , , .

$950——Full Underslung Frame—Nickel

Plated Trimmings—Electric Lights

Wheel base, 108 inches, Motor, four cylinders, cast en bloc; bore, 3%, inches; stroke, 4% inches; dual ignition; l

thermo-syphon cooling. Selective sliding gear transmission, three Weeds forward and reverse. Tires, Morgan 6'

Wright, 32 .r 3% inches; Equipment includes nickel-plated trimmings; dem0untable rims (one extra rim with each

car); electric lights and storage battery, with option of gas headlights, oil side and tail lamps and Prest—O-Lile tank;

electric horn; foot accelerator; tools and tire refrair kit. Top, windshield and speedometer, $75 extra. Price, $950

 

You should see these Regal cars and the want you to see this exhibit.
Regal exhibit at the New York Automobile You’ll learn something new The Regal

.ShOW, January 11-25, 1913. about an automobile that Eil'l'b't '

b There Will be other good exhibits and there you did not know before. .Th' “"3 "bib"

- > . will be sometth

Villllb€ other good cars, but the Regal display In charge of the Regal new and different

and the Regal cars Will prove something new booth will be a corps of at- "11”" mfg:

. ’gandcsomethmg dlfierent-j_ _ _ tendants who know the de- iiif'itwsihe

, .L ne feature of this exhibit Will be a chassis tails of Regal construction. UnderflungCliluis.

4' A. especially prepared to illustrate the essential They have seen the cars

IL. lcilifi’erences of Underslung construction. We manufactured at our factory. The business

aye arranged to offer each viSitor at the show of these men will be to explain where Regal

ant OPPthtumfty :19 learn; first hand, the char— cars are different and to answer such ques

ac eris ms 0 t is feature of Regal design. tions as you may desire to ask. No man will

Whether you represent another line of cars, urge you to buv a Regal car None of these

h .' ' . .w ether or not you are even selling cars, we men Wlll urge you to sell Regal cars unless you

  

 

Grand Central Palace, New York

BLL'E January 11-25, Space 27

Regal Model “H” Specifications

Wheelbase 118 inches Tire: Mar '' ’- .. - , gané'Wriht,34:4

Ziffjs- idem?” ‘I‘dmg gear transmission, three ipeed: for

4y 5,37, leverse' M0'qu f0” Cylinders, cast in pairs; bore

60th}, “1’5 “rake' 4% '"Ch"; dual ignition; lhermo-ryphon

shieldil': (gu'pmem "Iflfldes mohair top; top boot; wind—

mth 2.07;? lameieri. demouflloble rims (one exlra rim with

gm- headl! hent’i'c lighl-r and storage battery, with option of

'g “I 0" “d9 and tail lamps and Presl-O-Li‘le tank;

‘ electric harn- ' '
‘ kit Price, $1goofoot accelerator; tool: and M: "PB"

Regal Model “H”

Underalung Touring Car
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lhese Regal Cars
irand Central Palace, Space 27

Model “ C ”

Overhung

Touring Car

 

 

Completely Equipped—Electrically Lighted

—Trimmed in Nickel—$1250

ll'licrlbaie, 116 inches. Tires, Morgan 6' Wright, 34 .r 4 inches. Selective sliding gear transmission, lhrcc

5':ch fonmrd and reverse. Motor, four cylinders, cast en bloc; bore, 4 inches; stroke, 5 inches. SPrings, three

qwmr clliplic rcar, semi-elliptic front. Body, latest English design with 2% inch Panel around top. Finish, dark

biwuiili liglil blur striping and panel. Equipment includes mohair top, top boot, rc'indshield, sfleedometer,

dimlablc rim (one extra rim with each car) ; tire iron: on back; robe rail; foot rail; electric light: and storage

lithogrilli option of gas headlights, oil side and tail lamps and Presi-O-Lite tank; electric horn; foot acceler

ilov; tool: and tire repair kit. Price, $1 a50.

. desire to know about our sell- With the hundreds of new visitors to the

Loan” °i ing plan. If you are inter- Regal booth, there will come scores of Regal

B°°lh ested in our liberal dealer’s dealers and owners. Space No. 27 in Grand

   

33%: proposition one of our sales Central Palace will be a rendezvous for every

(mil mm. experts from the factory will body interested in Regal cars. Announcements

£3,131"? gladly explain it to you. have evlen been sent to our dealers in Califor

The line of Regal cars on ma. V\ e anticipate a big reunion and Will be

exhibition at the New York ready to extend a hearty welcome.
 

show will bea complete line. If you care to, we’ll be glad to have you

Eachcarinthebooth will befittedwithcomplete talk with other Regal dealers in attendance at

tquipmentand all of our models will be shown. the Regal booth. They can give an unbiased

The specifications included on these pages can opinion of Regal cars._ Each man has made a

girtyouonlyan incomplete idea of the unusual conscientious study OI the best in automobile

raluesweare offering. The cars themselves are construction; each man knows the special

Ourbtst argument. You should see these cars. merits of the cars he sells.

Automobile

The Regal Motor Car Co., Mathew... Detroit, Mich.

Regal Roadster Specifications

Mill", low cylinders, cut en bloc; 170", 3%, “Ch”:

Mull inch"; dual ignition; Ihmno-syphon cooling. 38

M“ Illle 9m transmission, time .rpcedij forwa'd “l'd

1mm. Thu, Morgan & Wn'ghi, 32 x 35/; inches. 511$“?

imi: ildldu nickelolatcd trimmings," demountable mm.

{W mm rim with each car); electric lights and storage

M"?- "ll MOI of go: headlights, oil side and tail lamp]:

"4 Pym-Olin link; rlcclri'c horn; foot accelerator; ’00 5

"4 M "pair lit. Top, windshield and sPeedomeler, $75

u'mv Prim,”
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The Car With The

Gearless Transmissnon!
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This is the car that will give you the best service under all conditions, because

it is efficient and strong, just where the ordinary car is weak—1n the transrmssmn.

Your Cartercar is reliable, simple to drive—and always ready to go on any road

Greater Efficiency

A Cartercar has an unlimited number of speeds—one lever

control—and will easily climb a 50% grade. The transmission

is composed of only two unit parts—which must mean great

reliability. Just think seriously over what these features will

mean to you.

Electric Starting

Whether the weather is warm or cold, all you have to do

is merely to press down a small knob and the motor 15

cranked. Then turn this same knob and you light all or as

many lamps as you wish.

Four Excellent Models

The new Cartercar line includes four extremely 800d

models—Touring Car, Roadster, Coupe and Sedan. They

are finished elegantly, deep upholstering and attractive lines.

Greater Tire Mileage

The tires on your Cartercar will wear about twice as long

as on the gear car. This is because the transmission elimi

nates all jerks and jars in starting and changing speeds. The prices are from $1600 to $2000.

At All the Big Shows

The new Cartercars will be shown at the big shows this winter.

and will carefully explain the many advantages of this car.

shows write us for new catalog.

We will be glad to see you

01', if you cannot be at any of the

Carterear Company

Pontiac, Michigan

BRANCHES: New York, Chicago, Detroit, Kansas City and Atlanta
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13,055 Magnetos Shipped in October

13,165 Magnetos Shipped in November

1913 sees more Remy Magnetos

in use up than fl others combined

ORE than three hundred of the most representative or

dustry chose the Remy Magneto exclusively for 1913

More than three hundred of th

stamp of approval.

ganizations in the entire automobile in

e greatest engineers in the industry gave this action their

More than ten thousand dealers were previously consulted by the manufacturers.

More than three hundred thousand satisfied users of Remy Magnetos durin

urne to this tidal wave of demand for the Remy Magneto for 1913. g 15 years gave vol

And the many years of Remy success is emphasized in the 1913 season, when the greatest atten

tion is being paid to choice of equipment.

Are these facts

significant to you

The Remy Electric Company is the pioneer

manufacturer of magnetos in this country—one

oi the first in the world.

It is the world’s largest manufacturer of mag

mm

It created “Ignition Service.”

I We have more than fifty branches and ser

'nce stations in North American motoring cen

ters for intelligent service to Remy users.

M0re than 1,000 men are employed to build

Remys.

This great force facilitates construction and

deliveries with scientific, automatic, time-saving,

accurate machines—protected by a fire-proof

factory.

These men are electrical and mechanical ex

perts drawn from every civilized country of the

globe.

The Remy Electric Company has as a result

of its tremendous volume greater buying facili

ties than any other ignition concern.

These facts, combined with the simplicity of

the Remy construction, make it logical for the

Remy Electric Company to offer the best motor

car electrical equipment for the lowest legitimate

cost.

See the Remy Electric

Starting, Lighting and Ignition Exhibit

Space 135, Madison Square Garden, New York Show

Remy Electric Company, Anderson, Indiana

Service Stations

Ms ‘er ' ' I'll Olil. Ind
Allllq'l "I l INngil Ygrk (Zita N- Y

Eunm, It Kansas CiIY- °

3mm In San Francileo. Cl]

!shie u. y, Dallas, Tens.

Prime ll. C. Denver. C1910. '

Lzlg- ' nu. 6" -Mali-fitting“ giliid Rapid» "id‘

Q‘QN m ' Houston. Texas.

6mm ohm lekwnville Fla. .

in“ [a {0, Angel". Calif.

' er, B. C.
Cm!“ Albertl

Montrell. “5

Winnlpll. "

Portland. Ore.

Providence, R 1.

Rochester, N. Y.

San Antonio. Tunn

Snvnnnnh, Ga.

Louisville, Ky.

Memphis. Tenn.

Milwaukee. Wln.

Minnea 01in. Minn.

anhvil e, Tenn.

Seattle. WIIh.New} (11'1";25' L" Spokane. Wash.

Nor; -N b- 51.. Louil. Mo.

Oma a. C - UilCl, N. ‘1.

Philadelphia. Pa.

Pittsburgh. Pa.

Portland. Me.

Washington. D. C.

Hamilton. Ont

Toronto. Ont.  
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Furnish Your

Cone Clutches, Joints;

Rocker Shafts, Control Setssi
Fla

In oiiering these assemblies to the trade, we do sowuh the

full knowledge that the designs are standard, containing nota

single untried feature and following along the lines used by

the most successful car builders.

Special attention has been given to the selection of material .3.

best suited to withstand the wear occurring to theindtvulual 7

parts; and letters received from customers, covering serv1cci.

during the season just ending, indicate that our efforts have,l

not been wasted.

 

  
 

P-40 Cone Clutch

Cone is aluminum and has l

face machined after leather is

riveted on, giving absolute fit

in fly wheel. This feature

and the special springs under

leather insure easy engage

ment and long life.

  

Type “C” Control

Will furnish either bronze DeSigneFl f0? center contml'

or ball bearing throvwout General dimensions _can be changed

yoke_ to SUItlSPBClal requilil'cments. ThlS

. . type a so made wit gear shifting
OTglsfiyggrzlso suppl‘ed for lever only, when both pedals are

  

used to operate the brakes.

  

Th8 Koni ] ,

' *(téésl’llllifa In
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P-30 Drive
Type “D” Rocker Shaft

30]

 

  

   

 
  

. l

  

Furnished as shown or joints only For ' F "l '
V _ _ Kings are urnlsied complete With

special analysis steel heat-treated and accurately .CIUtCh' Throw'om YOke Eithgl'egitsnliogrbgalleb and

machined .\ote simplicity of desrgn mg- Hal”: a variety of styles of pedals both maell:

able castings and drop forged with
suit special requirements. separate pads' to

We _wish to especially emphasize the point that you are, not

Intricted to dimensions as here shown. Send us your blue

prints, or rough sketches will do, giving the essential dimen

swns; also advise whether interested in quantities or samples only.

Considering design and workmanship, our prices will be found

surprisingly low.

U-30 Cone Clutch

In this type standard dou—

ble joints are used in place of

sliding blocks. Can also fur

nish with single universal and

extended shaft if desired.

Fitted with either bronze

or ball bearing throw-out

yoke.

Tm '5" Control

I Levers either dro p

rorged or malleable

(hill'lgi, and of various

lengihs to Suit every

reqrzrement Dimen~

imoi ignites“ tube

\ CC ll -m g as de
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APLCO Model A47, Electric Engine Starter

  

The Aplco ractory, Dayton, Ohiov

APLCO Electric Engine Starters

The Simple and Foolproof Systems

I Designed by V. G. Apple, the man who made the first dynamo for an automobileI the first elec

tric lighting system for an automobile and the first electric engine starter (1900).

Not An EXpertment But a Fully Developed Success

The Models A-7 and A-7% having withstood a year of severest test in actual service can be

depended upon to perform their lunctions with certainty and absolute reliability.

The Aplco System Is Not a Makeshltt

Not so delicate in construction that the possibility of its not workin has to be provided for

with elaborate care. It is not necessary to have an army of engineers to lowing these equipments

about. The Aplco Electric Engine Starters are as dependable as the engine in your car and are

ready to give service any hour in the twenty-tour and in any kind of weather.

Note the Clean Cut Lines of the Aplco Models

They are three unit systems—DynamoMotor, Controller and Storage Battery. No additional

apparatus necessar and they combine in one system every electrical iunction _requtred on an auto

mobile. Controlle by a system of regulation so simple a child can operate it.

See these three systems at our NEW YORK STORE, 20 VESEY ST., during the

New York Show---1508 MICHIGAN AVE, during the Chicago Show.

The Aplco Flywheel Starter Will Be There

in operation on an automobile en ine. This is the greatest engineering triumph of automobile

history. It absolutely eliminates a1 gearing, clutches and extra bearings. Has just two parts, one

attached to your engine crank case, the other bolted to your flywheel. o elaborate changes necel‘

sary to install. No complications. Not necessary to‘ make a gear out of your flywheeh All three

qmodels can be seen at our New York and Cnicago stores as well as the Aplco Electric Lighting

systems.

The Apple Electric Company.

An Ohio Corporation. Capital $300,000 fully paid.

20 Vesey Street, New York 1508 Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Factory and Home Office, Dayton, Ohio, U. S. A.

We are ready for your business.

Capacity 200 Lighting and Starting Systems daily.
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THE well-established reputation of Knox Pleasure and Com- _

mercial vehicles requires little or no argument here to those ..

discriminating motorists who appreciate the value of cars of ster- -

ling worth and acknowledged reputation.

It is our intention in these pages to give a few condensed facts

covering several of the more important Knox pleasure and com

mercial models.

Knox " Little Six” Model 46

A medium type six-cylinder car designed to meet the requirements of

automobile enthusiasts who desire a trim, handsome six of reasonable capacity

—a car with sufiicient power and flexibility to serve in both town and country.

This model embodies the best features of approved European and American

design, while retaining the vital characteristics of Knox construction, founded

upon years of careful test and ripe experience. It is pre-eminently a model of

rare distinction and exceptional merit.

Knox Closed Cars

These cars will stand the supreme test for silence which the closed type 0*

body imposes, due to its tendency to increase the intensity of vibration, noise

and rattle. The Knox chassis are ideal for closed car service on account of

their reliability and the power, flexibility and silence of the Knox type 0f

motor.

Knox Commercial Vehicles

We show here the Knox Martin Tractor, considered by experts to be the

most practical and efficient means of transportmg

 
freight by motive power on the highway. It is Par'

 

 

 

ticularly adapted for the transportation of coal. lumber

and kindred lines, on account of the convenience with

which trailer bodies can be interchanged on it, thus

enabling the Tractor to be kept constantly at work

with a high earning capacity.
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The unique arrangement of this Tractor permits the larger part of the

int loadtobe carried on steel tires, with a consequent material saving in upkeep

g. cost. as well as affording complete accessibility to all vital parts and a more

perfect road flexibility than is possible with the conventional motor truck.

Knox Fire and Civic Vehicles

Knox motor driven fire apparatus and civic vehicles have made an inter

national reputation for reliability and service and are now found as standard

equipment in some of the best and most up-to-date municipal departments of

the United States as well as in several foreign countries.

The reliability, economy and speed of response made possible through the

use of Fire and Civic apparatus of the
Knox type is promoting a rapid and

nation wide change to motor driven equipment.

STANDARD PLEASURE CAR EQUIPMENT

“fill-ENG TONNEAU SEATS—Extra

_1 seats with spring cushions are

provided in seven-passenger types.

TOP-Knox artificial leathe '

_ . hair“mud. W" r or mo .

com’incmdhdistorm curtains and dust

WINDSHIEL
_ D—Sin le foldin t '

double adjustment gt upper gglaiisiic With

ngllllglNC-Four-cylinder models have

hm mation Oil and electric side and tail

" lfl With current from storage bat

erl’y. in headlights with electric spark

lnd Prest-O-Lite tank. Six-cylinder

R .
girl?“ "vaablc rims for bolted

ill l 9‘ or “mural Q- D. demountable

T] C lldlng one ex‘ra rim‘ .

RE Puup _ .
min" by the mocigirpressed a" pump

Alk for uKnox Knowledge ’ ’

SPECIAL HORN—Combination Klaxon

ette and Reed Horn.

SPEEDOMETER AND CLOCK —

Mounted on dash shield for convenient

observation from both front and rear

seats.

TIRE CARRIER AND BAGGAGE

RACK—Option on horizontal metal tire

trunk for one tire with permanent rack

or vertical carrier for two tires with

folding rack; both located at the rear.

COMPLETE TOOL EQUIPMENT—

Including also jack, hand tire pump and

tire repair kit.

ROBE RAIL AND FOOT REST.

lm’m1}(YXX‘Ir1411(Km

LLK‘D
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Church-Field Brougham

urcmld .

lectric

“th2; Clhurch-Field Electric_combines the convenience, the simplicity of operation, the economy

Hgance of the electric vehicle with the perfect control, the power, the reliability and the

gum] effidency 0f the gasoline motor car.

It' _ - . . . .‘5 PFC eminently the car of the discriminating man or woman who demands that the family

conveyances be ex ' . .
_ presswe of erson

the co umty. p ality and place in

0Tshe Church-Field is the only electric car that has a

Peed planetary transmission.

This .maintemalIlnearis an enormous savmg in the cost of

onthe batchbecause 1t minimizes the wear and tear

cues and the consumption of current.

F ._"l'thermore it places the Church-Field on the same

f00lll‘l w' - - .
cmcialgtcslttlzftlgzwgésoline car in climbing hills—the

In a

most Poss: “t?!le thte Chprch-Field is the electric of

‘. 05 r ect _ _gantflnd distinctivei Pe control the most ele

T0 convinc
allowed to de c you Of this. we only ask that we be

monstrate the Church-Field to you.

CHURCH-FIELD moron C0., Sibley. Mich

 
 

A Few Church-Field Electric Features

Ten point-speed control.

Two-speed Planetary Transmission.

Specially designed and patented springs.

Specially manufactured motor with 75 to 100 per

cent more power than those used in most electric! of

similar type.

Body is low, underslung, preventing skidding and

permitting easy entrance and exit.
 

 
 

Church-Field Roadster
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PATHFINDER CRUISER

40 horse power lZU-inch wheel base

THE composite artistic design,

quality workmanship and quality

materials in the Pathfinder “40”

really answers your insistent demand

for distinction; efficiency and

length of service.
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l a master stroke ofengineering genius that awaits

yourenthusiastic approval at theNewYorkShow

i ii’iiiiiifliiiliiliiiiiliii!iiIii(IiI!"Milli/iii!"III”(I!lilillii)I"!iii!(I!!!iUlilliilillllilliMilli!)I!"iiiiIiillII"I!l!IIillilllliililllii"Willi!!!"il(ilIliiMill/iii!!!"illiiiiiUllllllilliiilillfliilililillliiiilWl

Chicago America’s

First Regiment Greatest

11mm? Endurance Car

 
 

HE PATHFINDER “40” represents the

most notable engineering achievements in the

building of motor cars. The chassis has been pro

nounced the greatest advance in scientific construc

tion. Our electric self-starter is simple and accessible

—it appeals to the man who is car-wise because it

is easily operated and does not complicate ignition.

The Pathfinder Cruiser is the latest example of the

fine workmanship and unique design that charac

terizes all Pathfinder cars—these qualities have

placed the Pathfinder in a class by itself. Share in

the benefits that Come from such genuine leader—

ship~write for our “101 Reasons.” They will

help you to judge the efficiency of any car.

Address :

THE MOTOR CAR MFG. Co.

INDIANAPOLIS
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AT LAST the Solution of the Tire

Expense Problem Has Been Solved--

AIREASE

WE KNOW that AIREASE is a wonderful dim?

cry and we want the Motoring Fraternity to know it and partici

pate in this most remarkable invention; hence, we are inaugurating a stupen

dous National Advertising Campaign in keeping with it.

UNLIKE other attempts in this direction, we do not

claim AIREASE a “cure-all” for eliminating tire troubles and ex

pense; but we do make the unqualified claim that AIREASE is the ONLY

SUBSTITUTE for air in tires that will not injure the tire and absolutely rides

as easy as air and will stand-up under all conditions without disintegrating,

solidifying or shrinking; and, also, that AIREASE contains no acids, glue or

other substances so injurious to rubber.

AIREASE is a SURE SELLER and every sale will increase the demand;

hence, to meet this demand, we must have representative men throughout the

Country with Territorial Rights to sell AIREASE—the most wonderful inven

tion since the automobile arrived.

[RE YOU THE M/IN? Ifm, t/ur: is no time like

t/u present to knock at 111: JIREJSE daor of opportunity
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{rely as.
It?

8””77'011 '
A Reliable Company and an Indispensable

Product Forms the Ideal Combination-==

SUCCESS

’ ThIS Company is Owned and Managed by MEN of

unlimited financial resources and unquestioned integrity and it was

only after the most searching physical tests that they convinced themselves of

the MERITS of AIREASE and decided to market it.

 

  

 

  

 

 

. The policy they outlined for the Company is in keeping Q?

with the strictest principles of successful enterprises and it is ($9

With this underlying factor always in mind, that instills confidence in this a,

—the biggest business opportunity of the Automobile Age; hence. WC 3;- 8"“,

respectfully mvrte you, MR. DEALER, to investigate the AIREASE $3 \

proposrtion. to?) <6“

\'~ e
DON'T LINGER UN'I'IL Your Trrri- \Q ti}

tonal Privilege i; arguirld— Get it youru/r 02‘ $8

g b

AIREASE TIRE FILLER co °‘°o \“ . C)

Cor. Fourteenth and Pennsylvania Ave. 0 sh

WASHINGTON, o. c. *9 49‘

Watt/I 10f tux! rr/uk': debut a] “ Tl/E A/REASERS" be? cké

\ 1

. §e§

a”

. Rte?

s." .

e66 63" ' ’

I.

 

.-____.___._W__,._._____-_._-____.___

---_-—--_ufih-_-_______._.-._._.__._..
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See the Car

" \ at the Show

Space No.13

In the

  

 

Mr. Dealer, here is a car, the Kline Kar, which you cannot

ignore when you visit the show. We have arranged to exhibit all

of our models in the Grand Central Palace, New York City, and

at that time will be able to make you a proposition that will

enable you to go into the open market and sell our product with

profit to yourself and to us.

Series A Kline Kars embody features that make them the ideal

medium priced automobile. Wheel bases have been lengthened,

valve springs enclosed, auxi iaries added to the rear springs, tire

sizes increased, upholster ade deep and luxurious, body room

increased and the genera o 1 es a e even more beautiful

than heretofore.

No matter what your requirements, we have the car you want.

Prices, $1,850 to $3,500 (Ewh)

Kline Motor Car Corporation

Main Office and Factory, Richmond, Va.

 

Branch, York, Pa.

 

___—_=
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i Edelmann Econom

 

In a suit brought in Chicago by A. Schra

der's Son, Inc., against E. Edelmann 81 Co.,

makers of the Edelmann Economy Tire

Pressure Gauge, for infringement of Twitch

| ell patent No. 927,298, Judge Humphreys of

1 the U. 5. District Court for the Northern

District of Illinois, on De

Twitchell Patent Again Sustained

Injunction Issued in Favor of

A. SCHRADER'S SUN, Inc.

Notice Is Hereby Given to the Trade That:

infringement in the suit of Chas. R. Twitch

ell vs. Prest-O-Lite Company in the South

ern District of New York.

The Safety Tire Gauge—held to be an in

fringement by the Supreme Court of the

District of Columbia in the suit of Chas. R.

Twitchell vs. Rudolph 8t 
cember 18, 1912, issued a pre

_ inary injunction restrain—

ing E. Edelmann & Co. from

the manufacture, sale and

use of the Edelmann Econ

omy Gauge.

This injunction,which was

 

SCHRADER

Tire Pressure Gauge

West Company.

The Furthermore, in the suit

against the New York Sport

ing Goods Co. the sale of the

Edelmann Economy Gauge

was enjoined.

 

 

owner of the Twitchell patent and all rights

thereunder, that this patent covers all pencil

type gauges now on the market.

The following gauges have been held by

‘ courts to be infringements of the

TWitchell patent:

_The Northam Gauge—held to be an in

thngtment by the U. S. District Court for

’ tSOuthern District of California in the

] suit of Chas. R. Twitchell vs. Northam Auto

essure Gauge CO_

The Prest-O-Lite Gauge—held to be an

I! ‘32 Rose Street

\—

 

gl'anted despite vigorous op- is All other infringers will be

POSltlpn by E. Edelmann & ABSOLUTELY promptly prosecuted.

50-, Is the last of an un- ACCURATE The only gauges licensed

brokenseries of victories for for use or sale under the

thTWltCllell patent and sus- Ask Your Tire Maker Twitchell patent are the

tams the contention of A. Schrader Universal Tire

Schrader’s Son, Inc., sole Pressure Gauge, the Twitch

ell Tire Pressure Gauge and the Allen Tyro

meter.

The trade is warned that the sale or use

of the Edelmann Economy gauge or other

infringing gauges is as much an infringe

ment of the Twitchell patent as the manu

facture of the gauges themselves.

Consequently jobbers and dealers hand

ling infringing gauges are liable to injunc

tion and damages.

Schrader gauges may be obtained for $1.00

from all tire manufacturers, jobbers, supply

dealers, garages, or from

A. SCHRADER’S SON. Inc.

NEW YORK

 
 

y Gang Enjoined
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A Great Car

At the Big Shows

Plan to spend a good share of your time at the New‘York Show or the Chicago Show wit

nessing the special demonstration of the Dreadnought Moline M-40 five passenger touring

car and two passenger roadster. When you are thoroughly informed as to these superb cars

—see everything else and make comparisons. Make our booth your headquarters. Look for the

\mahmoegw.We“A0

Electric Seli-Starter---Electric Lights

Completely Equipped, $1,950

At the New York Automobile Show, Madison Square Garden, January 11 to 18, 1918

At the Chicago Automobile Show, Coliseum, February 1 to 8, 1913

 

This famous car holds unapproached world’s reliability records. Won in the classic Chicago Reliability Run

1910, 1911 and 1912. A superb car. A car with a pedigree. A car you will be proud to ride in, and happy to

drive. Its owners place every confidence in the ample power of the famous Dreadnought Moline Long Stroke

Motor—its passengers enjoy the highest degree of luxury and convenience. Sturdy and reliable over the rough

est country going, its flexibility makes it ideal for crowded city traffic. It has power and endurance for touring

-—-beauty and style for the boulevards. In every sense of the word—a superb car.

On its 124 inches of wheel base rests as great car value as you will find in America. To prove to yourself this

statement we ask you to read the following list of

Over a Score 01 Added Features

10 inches added wheel base (now Ten inch upholster Exceptionally roomy body

124 inches) ~ Turkish spring cus ions Demountable rim! (set of 5)

Ward Leonard Electric Self-Starter Flush Side bodies Double independem ignition “sum

5 and mi?“ ongnmg sysum NiCkcl trimmings Carburetor dash air control

Imrggorsed°§iirgriiig Gear lions “Tote kmotor. 40 H. P. Rain vision wind shield

Gasoline tank under cowl— "13"!“ "i es Moline silk mohair top

Speedometer

Completely equipped

Indicator and filler on dash Improved springs

Inside control Large wheels and tires

We invite the closest scrutiny—the most careful comparison of values. Winning every Reliability event entered

in 1911 and 1912, the Dreadnought Moline with its Long Stroke Motor, is rightly considered “One of the Mast

Reliable Cars in America.” See the car itself at the New York Show—Jan. 11 to 25, 1913; or the Chicago Show,

Feb. 1 to 15, 1913.

We have some live and interested territory for high-class progressive dealers only. If you can qualify write

us on your business stationery. We will reply personally and confidentially. Handsomely printed informa

tive literature on request.

Moline Automobile

Company

107 Keokuk St. East Moline, ill.
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cit/(1pm SERVICE

MEANS JUST Tins-s.
Tires built expressly for those who use the best—tires which you, Mr. ‘ l

Dealer, can recommend and sell, backed by definite mileage '

guarantee that must make good. The standard set by this company

is high. Its basis is the conservation of the car owner’s satisfaction.

Service and quantity of production at the expense of quality has never

had a place in this organization. Such combination is impossible.

Walpole tires are built and cured as a unit. Each tire represents a

certain and definite amount of personal, indi- l

vidual work, which must, of necessity, preclude

  

._igrs")

 

defects of any character. Couple these methodsof manufacture with the highest grade rubber ‘

 

 

 
  

  

and fabric the markets afford—add to this combination, rigid, _ l

thorough, individual inspection through every process of construc

tion and you can, Mr. Dealer, guarantee to your trade that when a

Walpole tire leaves this factory it is as near perfect as workmanship. ,

facilities and quality of materials can make it. ‘

When you recommend Walpole tires you do it with confidence

inspired by the policy of this company and to back this up we will

protect you in the guarantee that each Walpole tire is guaranteed

against stone bruise for four'thousand miles’ service.

  

We will exhibit at the Madison Square Garden

Show, New York, in SPACE 232, BALCONY
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! EALERS —— BAD TIRES

? NEVER MADE Goon BusINEss

Your own best business instinct most certainly dictates the handling of

good tires. Dealers Who care more for an upbuilding ofbusiness for the

future will not and do not recommend or sell tires of doubtful worth.

Such policy is a big factor in the commission of slow business suicide.

It is potent to those in the trade and to car owriers with tire experience back of

them, that tire upkeep is one bugbear militating against more and better auto

mobile sales. It is the unreliability of the average run of well named "cheap"

tires that has done much to discourage the purchase

of cars by those who could well afford to pay for

" '- them but who fear the uncalled for item of expense

~—tire upkeep.

  

  

  

 

We know that Walpole tires are inspiring confidence and creating sales where

rthey are introduced. We know that Walpole dealers are keeping friends

eve .
a through their sales.

and making more friend

11 reduction of well made tires, the inierests of the car manufacturer, the

Int 6 P f turer and the dealer are identical. And so we come to you with

tire man“ 3? _red by the quality of our products, and ask you to investigate

confidence, msplt nd in full the l‘whys and wherefores" back of their production.

them“ To under-s a ssession you will become a friend and customer and you

With the facts In your 1’0 part of a standard equipment.

.11 mummend these tires to your manufacturer as

W1 .

xlu'br't at the Coliseum Show, Chicago

$231225 196‘ and 197, IN THE BALCONY

  

“.~.____
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‘ ~ THE. WALPOLE FACTORY
at thfiricb'Qro, Mass, in size and equipment well qualified to produce Quality

“.‘Mg'lTires, through. personal work on each tire that warrants a 4.000 mile guaran
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and Machine

Cranks/rafts

Exclusively

We can grind anything trom a motorcycle

crank up to a six-throw automobile crank.

Been grinding and machining crankshafts

for over seven years. Doing work for some

of the best and biggest concerns in the Auto

mobile industry.

Incidentally we liave developed one of the

most complete and thoroughly organized

plants of its kind in the world.

In Our Lathe Department we have a very

complete equipment of special crank-turning

lathes and heavyeduty engine lathes, all fitted

with the best mols for this class of work.
gn—aOur Grinding Department is-a'sncomplete as

we know how to make it. We use modern

methods and the latest improved crank pin

and plain grinders which are constantly tested

for accurzicy_by_e_i£perienced__nlen. ’

Our Finishing Department is equipped with

machinery especially designed for accuracy

and speed on turning gear fits. cutting tapers.

threading, drilling flanges and oil holes, cut

ting key-ways, etc. All our work is carefully

inspected after each operation and. finished

work is inspected twice before shipping.

Our Tool Room equipment has been care

fullv selected with a view to close work on

jigs', gauges, and all necessary tools for our

shop.

We Have Made a Specialty of machining

and grinding crank shafts for over seven years.

and our constantly increasmg busmess iska

good indication that we know how to ma e

good cranks.

Our little bro

” requshaft Factory, sent on‘

csting details of our equipment an

Get in touch with us.

nkshatt Company
Au“) cra Detroit, Mich

chure—“A Modern Crank

est. gives inter

d facilities.

200 Piqaette Avenue,
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(LThe physical characteristics of R. I. V. Bearings warrant well the

statement that they cost more because they are worth more.v (LNow, it

is patent that the manufacturer who buys one quality part (and pays a\

Quality price) usually builds a car of worth all the way through. (LBut

R I. V. service does not stop with the mechanical completion of perfect

bearings. Its engineering department co-operates with car designers and

to such, our specialized knowledge is of more than ordinary value, for the

proper designing of bearingser a particular car is equally important with 7,,

the right selection of springs. axles and other major parts in which load;thrust and other problems must be figured out and acted upon. In this ‘4 _we work in harmony with the men who makethe cars. (LWith such ' ‘

quality and policy back of R. I. V. Bearings, the best service you can

K ' render the prospective buyer, is to recommend R. I. V_. Bearings to him

and to expect them on the cars you sell.“ 1; Qf‘fiig; ._

R. I. v. COMPANY, 1131 Broadway, New York

\35 _ ’/ 7
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This factory has manufactured over 1,000,000

Automobile Gears during the past three years

This big demand for “Grant-Lees” Gears is a plain case of “survival of the fittest.”

Through years of ordinary and unusual service in the mechanism of hundreds of

thousands of automobiles, they have proved the most durable and longest lived. And to

no little extent is this durability due to the fact that

Our Factory Is Equipped Most Efficiently

Upon the heat treatment, for instance, depends the

tou hness, the wearing qualities, the life of the gear.

ur heat treating department is equipped with the

most accurate machines for measuring heat that science

has produced.

To be doubly certain, the exact heat is constantly

shown, day and night, on a recording pyrometer in the

office of our factory manager.

Toughening and Testing of Steel

Automatic Control of Heat The steel in every Grant-Lees Gear is analyzed—made

. tough, elastic and durable. After every gear is finished

The heat of our furnaces are maintained to a uniform the

degree by automatic pyrometers.

roper depth of case and hardness is proven by our

special method.

 

 

We Pack Our Gears Like Ball Bearings

Each Grant-Lees Gear is accurately machined and perfect to the

smallest detail. To guard them against even scratching in shipment we

pack them individually as shown in the picture.

  

Manufacturers who demand the very

best are fast adopting Grant-Lees Gears.

The Grant-Lees Machine Company

2360 Sixty-Ninth St., Cleveland, Ohio
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America’s Greatest Touring Cars are Premier Sixes. The First of the Five

leading Matters to Establish the New Price Basis for the Six was the Premier

magneto, imported annular hearings. left hand drive. clean run

ning .boards, a cabinet mounted in the dash, providing a tool

carrying compartment. gasoline fed by gravity. with filling cap

accessible without removing the cushions. luxurious upholstering
Turkish cushions. concealed hinges and straight line bodies fin-I

ished with the pleasing touches which make for elegance’and

THE public has decided that the high-class car of the future

must be a Six. The Premier is one of the four makers

whose six-cylinder cars have created this six-cylinder de

mand. Seven years' production of successful sixes.

The Premier six-cylinder is not only a leader in price but in

style and appointments. It is fitted with pneumatic starter. pneu

matic tire inllator. independent electric lighting system. irnPOl'th

Premler Sixes, 82785 to $4000

FULL TOURING CAR EQUIPMENT

America's leading cars by its wonderful

tours and contests each year.

class.

The Premier has earned its position as one of the leaders among

performance and successful showmg in the most trying

Manufactured by PREMIER MOTOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Indianapolis
Premier Six in the The "a" 0‘ 'he Indiana Four States Tour of

Premier Six. pilot of ‘l I, . .
lt‘ remrer Six and Premier Prairie Schooner

Premier Six. Chair

- Six Iaving , .Pimld Q1! '1 Pram" ' b m as of man s pacemakmg car
‘ utl908 Glrddcn um oswa l_ . - famous Ocean to . _

9.1mm 1907 (11m. in" m Ra n s 16 y s amass“ m Glrdden stnrgngdfror'r} Detrort ocean ml". in NIL whrélr crossed the Comment with the O

‘2'“ W' Lake District. 'l’our. °" l' °“ °“" '° "a" Wins“. In 1911, "in
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Mr. Dealer, do you realize the wonderful possibili—

ties in the electric car field, not only for big future

business, but for immediate sales and handsome year—

around profits, now? You should appreciate the fact

that this electric is destined to be the car for all city

and suburban uses. It is just the right size to be

practical. It is simple and safe to operate: it is easy

and cheap to maintain.

The Detroit Electric is the ideal car for winter use

as well as for summer driving. Electrically started,

electrically lighted and electrically controlled, it offers

the utmost in luxurious comfort and cleanly travel.

It is a car suited for the business man or the society

woman for every day in the year—a car combining

simplicity with the advantages of electricity obtain

able in no other type of car.

Electric current is now the cheapest form of energy.

and electric construction is by far the least expensive

to maintain. Power is easily obtainable at any ser

ANDERSON ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY

423 CLAY AVENUE, DETROIT, U. S. A.

NEW YORK: Broadway at 80th Street

unnch“: cmcaco: 2416 Michigan Avenue

The Big Opportunity tor Dealers

  

The Detroit Electric—

  
 

Model 42

$8000 F. O. B. DETROIT

vice station at low cost and is made still more con

venient and inexpensive through private charging

outfits.

The simplicity of electric construction requires the

minimum of attention. The Detroit Electric has no

complicated mechanism to require adjustment and

care. Very little oil is used, which means not only

small expense, but freedom from dirt and grease.

Roomy and comfortable. the Detroit Electric Clear

Vision Brougham gives the luxury of the most ex

pensive limousine at proportionately low cost. Deep.

soft upholstery, rich artistic trimmings and fine finish

of all parts give the Clear Vision Brougham a comfort

and beauty of the highest type.

The agency for Detroit Electrics is the most valu

able asset you can have in your business. We "3'

cently had occasion to change one of our agency con

nections and three different men traveled 700 miles

each to Detroit to secure this agency.

BOSTON

EVANSTON

BUFFALO

MINNEAPOLIS

BROOKLYN

KANSAS CITY
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elroll Electric Bodies of Finest Material and

Highest-Grade Workmanship

 

 

LECTRIC CAR COMPANY
DETROIT, u. s. A

\'ision Brougham. Beautiful, rounding, curved effects

are much in vogue and are only possible with alumi

num, which can be shaped as easily as gold and silver,

and after hardening has the tensile strength of iron.

Aluminum is lighter than wood, which is a big item

in saving weight. It takes a beautiful finish and re

tains it without warping, cracking or checking. Detroit

Electric bodies remain beautiful. The greatest care is

taken to eliminate all noise. Bodies are cushioned

from the chassis frames. A thick layer of felt matting

is put between the aluminum roof and the top ribs of

the frame for this purpose. Fenders are also of alumi

num. each pair being fully enclosed between step and

l)|)(ly.

Clear Vision Features.

New Seating Arrangement

The Clear Vision feature of the 1913 Detroit Elec

tric with all seats facing in the direction of travel

gives an unobstructed view ahead to all occupants,

No one is compelled to sit facing backward, The

driver sits in one of the front seats, an arrangement

which insures safety and comfort, obtainable in no

other way. The seats are all so centrally located that

the driver is in no way noticeable whether alone or

with others.

 

 

 
 

 

r~§l
 

 

 

\\

MN m l9l2

’

_ Ts:

lets

The panels, mouldings, window sash and roofs of

Detroit Electric bodies are made of pure aluminum,

the advantages of which type of construction are

readily seen.

lAluminum permits of shaping into more artistic

lines than any other material. There are no sharp

in“ angles, 0r square corners in the bodies of the Clear

if;
pi"

w.

if“
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The New Positive Lock Stop

Twitchell Air Guage

A

Operates at anyAn e

Locks at Pressurei

{-sls

  

iu-i.'

(3006*

J)

  

  

.‘Ui"1,09

_I4.....-'-\ an?

"2,5:

HE new Twitchell is the most accurate, simplest, most durable and most easily applied and read tire gauge

made. It can be used with the tire valve at any angle and positively locks at pressure in tire—two essentials

for a first class tire gauge which are exclusive Twitchell features. With a Twitchell gauge you don’t have to

pull the wheel around until the valve is at the bottom of the wheel. The ratchet makes it possible to get an

accurate reading with the valve at any angle. The indicator bar is held not merely by friction but positively

locks at the pressure in the tire and remains there until released by pressure on the end of the bar. That means

that you can be sure of an accurate reading even when you are obliged to carry the gauge to the headlight at

night.

With the aid of a Twitchell you can always keep your tires inflated to proper riding pressure and not only

lengthen the life of your tires but avoid 75 per cent of your tire troubles. Yes, 75 per cent, for that is the prO

portion of tire troubles that are directly due to improper inflation.

The Twitchell is Tire Insurance

See the Twitchell Gauge at any of the big Automobile Shows and be convinced of its merits. A Tire gauge that can

carry the advertising we are giving the Twitchell must be a good tire gauge—it must be the best gauge to use—consequently

the best gauge to sell if you are a dealer.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE CO.
1202 Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois
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The First Electric Horn oi Quality

and Eiticiencl—At {_l Quantiti' Price

That headline means exactly what it says.

It is the essence of our message. We cannot

think of a single reason why it should be quali

fied. In size, mechanical and electrical con

struction, beauty of appearance, and volume of

tone the “Sparton” compares only with the

most expensive motor-driven horns. In dura

bility and economy of current, it outstrips all.

Its price is about one-third.

What the Fan Business

Taught Us

We have been building fans for automobile

engines for years. Today there are more

Sparks-Withington Fans in use than all other

makes combined. The secret of our growth is

told in three words—Quality, Efficiency, Price.

We designed the best fan, built it in quantities

-—-got the price right. We are applying the

same methods to the electric horn business.

How the “Sparton” Was

Developed

It took over two years to develop the “Spar

ton." During that time it has been subjected

to every conceivable test. We wanted to be

absolutely sure we were right before we start

ed to build it in quantities. New machines,

that would give the horn a severer test than

years of service in use, were invented. We

knew how to get tone quality—we wanted

durability—a horn that would stand up longer

than any other—and we have it.

Special Machines Designed

for Quantity Production

After the conclusion of all tests we designed

special machines for making the various parts.

These machines and the fact that we make

every part of the “Sparton” horn permit us to

quote prices unheard of for a high quality

motor~driven horn. Remember, quality and

eFficiency have been added—not sacrificed.

TleSPART.

  

Dimensions:

f Length, 12 inches

Flare, 7% inches

6 Volts

Runson Dry Cells

or Storage

Black enamel and

brass or nickel

bell

 
 

ll
Facilities That Enable

Us to Produce the

"Sparton" llorn at

"Sparton" Prices.

l—Cmnplcte and modern

machine shop for building

tools.

Z—Complete sheet metal

plant.

S—Battery of High Speed

Automatic machines.

4—C o m p 1 e te Electrical

Department.

S—Enameling Department.

6—-P1ating Department.

7—Heat Treating Depart-

ment.

—_-—-,__

_
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it Every Turn We

Save You Prolils That

Every other Manu

lietlrer Must Pay.

We build our motors com

plete. manufacturing shafts

and high weed bearing: on

high speed automatic ma

chines; we stamp the lamina

iicns; wind both arrnatures

and field coils; build a spe

cially delilned commutator;

all our own electrical

work.

We stamp the bell. dia

irum‘ holders. front and

rear, diaphragms, diaphragm

aclllators. motor c o v e r s

W button s r' n

in“ p ing: and eas

Fflr all if]

"the! hem

Profi

ese operations

makers pay a

l to mmmne elk

 

Elec'iric Horn

m u SLR—1E u

Neither ShriekL Squawlgr Nor Scary

It is impossible to describe “Sparton” tone.

It is big. It is forceful. It is instant. It

yvarns and guards but neither haggles with nor

insults. It has distance—penetrating ability that

adds safety to driving. 1t demands right of

way and gets it without offense. It has the

power of bigness and dignity.

This tone is produced with minimum current

consumption. The “Sparton” on test showed

lower current consumption than any motor

driven horn of similar size. In tone quality

experts pronounce the “Sparton” superior.

Two Styles Ready

The “Sparton” can be furnished in two

standard types:

_ Dash Type—In Black Enamel and Nickel or

it Black Enamel and Brass.

Under-the-Hood Type—In Black Enamel.

The dash type is twelve inches long with a

flaring bell seven and a half inches wide. It

looks big and is big.

The under-the-hoocl type has same motor

and construction but is a trifle shorter.

Car Manufacturers—Act Quickly

We are now ready to talk 1913-1914 business.

  

Tone—Ii] i2 Value
 

 

\thn our values are disclosed there will be a

rush to get under cover. Don". wait too long

or you may be too late. Better get a sample of

the “Sparton” right away and give it a thor

ough test. Then ask us for prices. Our figures

will give you a pleasant jolt—when you know

the kind and quality of horn offered in the

"Sparton."

Our Daily Capacity

700 to 1000 Horns

Before a word was printed or this first public

announcement made, we built 7.000 “Sparton”

horns. Our daily capacity is 700 to 1.000 horns.

You see what we mean by “Quantity”—in the

past the entire yearly output of all electric

horn makers has not been sufficient to tax our

capacity.

These facts are significant. They show our

confidence in our horn. They explain why

and how we can afford to make unusual prices.

They indicate also, what every car manufac

turer knows—that the time for the electric

horn as standard equipment has arrived.

Price has been the bar. Now quantity pro

duction establishes a new scale of prices—With

values better.
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Automobile

and

Accessory Parts

Milled from the Bar

  

OST important in making automobile or accessory parts are

results for safety in your assembled product.

I
A

(NAMCO duplicate products arc made uni- your machines run smoother, quictcr. and

make them last longer.

(LFor these reasons you will find .\'.\.\lL'()

parts less expensive, and being accurate. thcy

will cost less to ussemblc. Use them on _\'utll'

cars for 1913 DCCIIUSL' you are particular.

(L \\"c also carry in stock all sizes of .\. L.

.\. .\l. standard Cap Screws. Plain and Costel

lated Nuts, and Hexagon Brass Nuts.

noun accurate to your specifications. The

finish l~‘ exact and the threads nrc‘ clean.

.1me do not have to allow for spoiled pieces

beta all NAMCO parts must stand a rigid

atlon and test before shipping.

c and wear caused by the vibration at

~lltl lii htting joints handicaps the value

or machines. NAMCO parts will make

 

We have an mterrrt/hg boat/e! w/zr'r/z g/iz'er aver 200 rearonr why you 11ml

NAMCO praductr. Be rare to m for the “Trar/er' Service" book/rt.

  

THE NATIONAL-ACME MANUFACTURING Co.

Aurom-nc Seacw Macmuss AND THEIR PRooucrs

CLEVELAN D, OHIO

BOSTON Hl Milk St

usrnon'" 1222 Ma‘ ' '
, Jestic Bld .

ATLANTA, Third Nat'l BankgBldg

NEW YORK, 77 White St.

CHICAGO, 23 S. Jefi'erson St.

MONTREAL, St. Henri

200 Reasons Why
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To Dealers

The prospective owner looks to'you'for expert advice be

fore he buys. The manufacturer recognizes your position

and is open to your suggestions on specifications.

Nothing in the car is of such importance as the engine.

Have you investigated the latest phases of six-cylinder con

struction? Do you know why the Beaver Six Motor will

make the best car still better?

We have a message for you. in it we will show you in

detail a Six-Cylinder Motor that is a marvel of simplicity,

silence and service—one that stands alone in these days Of

the perfected sixes. When you recommend a car tell your

customer about the Beaver. We will give you the facts.

\Ve were studying and solving the six cylinder problem
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five years ago. and today the Beaver Sixes are in advance of

ordinary development.

It is no longer the question “.‘\ Six or a liour'l—hut which

is the best six and you. manufacturers and dealers, ought to

have the basic facts hack of Beaver superiority. They are

open to every man who claims to know the difference between . ,

  

a good engine and one that is built for pl‘uilt only.

The Beaver 40-45 Six Unit has made good.

stantly making more friends among dealers and owners.

Manufacturers who are building silence, speed and endurance

into their cars w this engine and install it.

Another popular Beaver model is the 28-30 II. l’. Four

Cylinder Unit Power Plant. Especially adapted for light

trucks of 1500 to 2500 lbs. capacity. In all there are 17 differ

ent types of Beaver Motors, two, four and six cylinder, from

15 to 60 H. P., a motor for every type of car made.

It is con
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~ horse-drawn vehicles for transportation purposes.

The M & P 0ne Thousand Pound Electric Truck Comes to Your

Customer, Mr. Dealer, With an iron-Clad Guarantee Back oi It

This guarantee covers every possible angle, protecting you and the buyer in the matters

of reliability and economy of operation.

The M & P One Thousand Pound Electric Truck is the first electric truck of its quality

to be sold at M & P Prices. And because of long experience, and low overhead we are pro

ducing a vehicle which will positively give more or better service at lower cost of opera

tion than can any other electric truck selling for as high as $2,200.

Comparison with the gasoline truck is unnecessary. We are selling electric trucks

whose advantages are obvious.

A Truck That Makes Good at a Price That Sells It

The M & P Truck is the acme of simplicity—strong, sturdy, reliable and economical. In

a word, it is properly designed and properly built. It is “Made to make good and it does.”

Tests prove that the cost of operation is twenty-five to thirty-three per cent less than that

of a similar powered gasoline car.

A point that will also appeal to your trade is the price. It puts the high grade electric

delivery wagon within the reach of the average retail merchant, who is, at present, utilizing

We have the facts and data to prove to

you and to such a merchant that the “M & P” can save him a surprisingly large amount of

money.

You, Mr. Dealer, have studied the electric commercial proposition—you know that the

trade is hungry for it. You don’t have to go to the big manufacturer to sell this truck.

You have but to present it to the dry goods merchant, the hardware man, or any other

merchant with a delivery problem, to prove there is a waiting market.

Get the facts and figures covering this proposition, including complete description of

the M & P and our liberal commission to you. Find out how and why it will pay you to

get busy now. a _ l . .~_
, _ J l .

M & P ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY

Franklin and Dubois Streets Detroit, Michitlan
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This is an announcement of a tire tiller company

that is in business only tor the purpose of selling

tile tiller-mot tor selling stock or territory.
 

IRST, we want to impress upon everybody the fact that the American Kushion

Kore Tire Co.. Inc., is not a stock jobbing proposition. There is no stock for

sale and the members of the corporation are all men of standing and reputa

tion who are in business to make money out of the sale of Kushion Kore tire filler.

Every statement we make here is backed and guaranteed by us to be true and we

respectfully refer you to any bank or reputable business man in Buffalo as to the

standing of our company.

Kushion Kore is a perfect substitute for air and in many respects it is superior

to air in tires. Neither extreme heat nor extreme cold will in any way affect Kushion

Kore It will always maintain the same size and shape regardless of weather, road

or temperature conditions. Just how long Kushion Kore will last is hard to tell but

we know that it will outwear several casings. Kushion Kore is not melted

or run into the tire tubes hot. As a matter of fact it is not attached nor does it come

in contact with the casing, and the tubes are discarded entirely. Kushion Kore is

placed in the tires in its original form after it has been thoroughly tested and

examined, and then enclosed in knitted cover. Kushion Kore will not flatten or

lose its shape in any way and, of course, it absolutely does away with blow-outs

or punctures.

Kushion Kore is from 10 to 20 per cent lighter than any other tire filler on the

market and is guaranteed not to contain glue, gelatin. glycerine or any other sub

stitute that will dissolve in water. Neither does it contain rubber.

We are looking for bona-fide up-to-date dealers to represent us throughout the

country just as they repr'esent a tire company, a carburetor company or any other

accessory. We are not trying to sell any state rights or stock or hold up the dealer

in any way. We have a legitimate business proposition upon which any live dealer

can make a goodly bunch of money, but he must make that money by selling Kush

ion Kore, just the same as he would by selling automobiles or anything else. We

realize that we have made some pretty radical statements here and we hope only

that you will give us a chance to prove the truth of them.

American Kushion-Kore Tire Company, Inc.

Buffalo, New York

2
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Dealers

This plug, which retails for $1.25, has more

and better features than any plug on the Ameri

can or foreign markets. Its electrical and insu

lating improvements are radical and right.

The MICA-LAVA spark plug has absolutely

no chamber or recess in the shell exposed to the

cylinder. It cannot harbor soot.

The solid block of flint-like lava, comes from

the solid lower part of the steel shell—no cham

ber whatever. The lava is indestructible and is

not affected by heat or oil.

The only mica used protrudes above top of

spark plug and is not exposed to heat or oil. It

has six cylindrical layers of sheet-mica wrapped

about center stern before washers are put on.

The terminal-cap fits all cable terminals and has

a unique self-cleaning feature attached thereto.

The electrodes are of uniform length and will fit

all valve clearances in any motor.

The electrodes, commencing with 1913, are of

the very best Meteor wire and will withstand any

heat to which they can be subjected.

The plug comes in four sizes, the 1/2” Standard,

Metric, 7A," A. L. A. M. and Standard Motorcycle

Types.

The F5 mouswPorceIain

Spark Plug

We will continue to handle our famous V-RAY

PORCELAIN PLUG which has been radically

improved and is better than ever. The PORCE

LAIN PLUG for 1913 is reduced from $1.25 to

$1.00 each, and is made in the same sizes as the

above mentioned MICA-LAVA PLUG at $125

The V-Ray c0.

Marshalltown, Iowa

Chicago Show New York Show

Armory

Booth 31 Booth 629

Madison Square Garden
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. FOR EVERY CAR_OWNER the question gets

right down to H115 alternative: damage or a

Conaver Safe-Guard.

EITHER ix inevitable. PRO'l‘l-X‘TION you (‘1!!! have. And this for

the original priee ot'one Conover. Made

('onusmx you eminot avoid. lfyoudon't on a new principle; backed. by a new

run into something, some other car or guarantee. lts broad. flat surface, sturdy

wagon baeks into you. It is merely a semi-elliptic steel springs, with four eon

matter of time for every ear. Fenders, taet points. were made to take blowx. ll'

lamp» radiator. wheels, axle—any dented. you can hammer back the pro

orallwillbesmashed teetion surfaee. ll'

broken, you vant r .' . l ' —liiullii3€13l eol-t 6h? l1“ have a new Conover

6*DPFMb/P-Y9/PQ'0J1' v‘ free, any timelt’t't insuranee; but A
‘_v i ' ' - V - -

= e ‘ ~ Within two years.you lose the use of

your ear while re

pairsarebeingmade, “'Hieu alternative?

li'slightlydamaged, While is the em

_\'ou cannot eollect t ‘ . nomieal, satisfae

adollar. - _ tory sensible one?

mull-u.' .ri:-.-| m.- I- In; In. 0 1h I: -- 5 'Il.“ 1- n c .I vs.- :'.'¢-'\- - w:.- “'8' -'-q

“nle quamy "l SIN-"l Best quality of Merl. Sotl‘ bronze, finished i I A

heavily enameled ln brass or nickel plated; tlthi r‘ brass .nr_ mum-l; I

hlle,Y0)Ilblur. French ' barZ in. wide - - - ' bar 2 in. or 2'!“ in. wide

II 01' ‘ ‘i y maroon. bar 2 Inches Wldt. Shipped. "pm; mmdnywhr" In m, mm", Sum-J.“ mi", dwmmh “pm rectlpt olthe

[4" "I" m» nun-'1 I! M urra‘ "Eula; price, “‘hcn oranng, give name and n.od~l01£flt. Specify sue and finish denied.

An attractive booklet will be sent free upon request.

Lovm-McCONNEu Mrc. Comm! Nzw Jens“ 'l'uaa Comm"

‘ an", in Newark, :1. a lnhn = Newark. :4. J.

COl\OVER
'GbeDependable Sg‘é-Gaard'
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A handful of automobile

advertisements Irom

current issues

of Vogue

 

 

VERY time you im

prove the style and

comfort of your cars, you

make them just so much

more appropriate for the

readers of Vogue.

Vogue readers have been

schooled to appreciate

luxury and convenience.

They have the money to

pay for it. In the circula

tion of Vogue we have

bottled up the combined

buying-power of the

wealthiest families in

America.

Twenty-seven of the lead

ing automobile builders

of this country advertise

regularly in Vogue.

Isn’t it time Vogue was

on your list?

BARRETT ANDREWS

ADVERTISING MANAGER

443 Fourth Avenue, New York

STEVEN C. RAWLINS

WESTERN MANAGER

Corn Exchange Bank Building, Chicago

Vogue Automobile Advertisers

Packard Bro: Electric

Pierce-Arrow Abbott

Simplex {fckson

Baker Electric aynes

Columbus Electric Lozier

Premier White r

Hupp<Ye Rauch & Lang Electric

Borland ctric Buffalo Electric

Garford Detroit Electric

Pecrles Hupmobile _

Locom ’11: Ohio El ric

Stevens-Duryea Electric or Battery

Alco Electric Vehi Assflc'allon‘

Waverley Electric
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Largest Automobile

Automobile Horns

.- HOI" -‘ than i,

All
Factory other I 1

m . l e a . '; Manu ‘

the 4 ii i | I ‘ Q t i - ' ‘ facturers

World. I > v H iii 2 f , ' 1 Combined. ’:

  

 

 

  

 

   

   

  
 

 
  

    
   

  

 

          
 

 

           
         

   

We are the pioneer horn makers in the United States. 75 per cent

of the horn consumption of the country is supplied by this company.

The following statement will give an idea of the magnitude of our busi

ness. Note that during the past six months—what we consider the dull

season—we have made and shipped over 22,000 horns monthly.

READ THIS AFFIDAVIT:

Helen L. Hicks. of Borough of Brooklyn, City and State of New York. being duly sworn,

deposes and says that she has been employed by the Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., a domestic

corporation, for about two years, last part in capacity of billing clerk and general office work

and that she is familiar with the shipping slips, shipping books and bill books.

 

   

Deponent further states that she has examined said books and same show that the Automo

bile Supply Mfg. Co., shipped

In June, 1912—17,028 Bulb and Electric Horns of different sizes and types.

In July. 1912—22,006 Bulb and Electric Horns of different sizes and types.

In Aug., 1912—19,866 Bulb and Electric Horns of different sizes and types.

In Sept, 1912—22,156 Bulb and Electric Horns of different sizes and types.

In Oct. 1912—26,103 Bulb and Electric Horns of different sizes and types.

In Nov., 1912—22,392 Bulb and Electric Horns of different sizes and types.

  

Sworn to before me this 12th

day of December, 1912. ' (Signed) HELEN L. HICKS

(Signed) ISAAC BROWN.

Notary Public, Kings Co.

(The original of the above affidavit is on file in the ofiice of this publication.)
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The Latest and Most Efficient

Motor Horn to Sell at 3 Popular Price
  

  

.i It i‘lflill

 

 

  

$2000 REWARD
. '. ll .

. i, [1,. t0 the manufacturer, Jobber, dealer or agent in the automobile

l t"
m trade who can produce or show us a motor driven horn now

0 gm the marketof equal efficiency and quality to the Newtone ‘M‘I‘Ql'l

"Perlor selling at our price—(listed at ten dollars.) ‘1‘ "l

 

‘ , p t p. 6 r all . W“ "ii ll
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This horn is equal to if not

better than any other motor

horn selling at 50 per cent

higher in price. In fact it is

impossible to produce a bet- Pr,” $20

ter horn at any price.

    

 

  

 

    

 

   

The "Mile Away” Electric Horn

For efficiency, style and

price this horn has no equal.

I A deep, resonant note that

warns without startling——

that harsh, strident shriek

being entirely eliminated.

 

  

Torpedo Type

Price $20

AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY MFG. CO., Brooklyn, N. Y.

   

  



   

  

5 the name implies. lirgon Motors

are "work" motors~motors llt€filll_\'

tilled with work and energy. Ergon

.\lotors are the result of a definite inten

tion to keep pace with the growth and

demand of the motor car llltlll<tf_V——l)fitll in

its pleasure and commercial branches.

This new motor. which is larger than any

of our previous DrutlllClS. is ('1' the f‘mr'

(Flinder. four-t‘}’cle “L” head U'llc' With

cylinders cast in pairs. it is a long stmke

motor, the length of stroke being () indies

with a liore of 4:51; inches. Next t0 Power'

accessibility and simplicity have bite" the

prime considerations in the construction 0f

l'lrgon Motors.

  

it?

  

1‘

R c

  

- a

0 l

Introducing a New Motor

It is the. intention herewith to announce

generally the production of these new mo

tors rather than to specifically go into the

construction details. However. we wish to

emphasize the fact that wherever we have

had recourse to parts or materials produced

out of our own factory we have acquired

only the acknowledged best. For instance.

all of our hearings are either l". & S. or

'l‘iinkcn. 'l‘he crank shafts and connecting"

rods are made h}- the l)riggs-Scahnr_\' Urd

nance corporation. of Sharon. Pa. The si

lent chain drives are made by llans Renold.

of Manchester. England. The design of

lirgon Motors is such as to accommodate

several standard makes of either electric or

pneumatic starters.

Z
oroR MANUFACTURING

CCMPANY

 

HE ILRJiLW YORK 91. ad

Minn-n-v71:asa-mxrra'r
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, A device that will reduce expense and increase efliciency -

1 - Every customer of yours who is looking for the most and '

best out of his automobile. will take a buying interest in . .

F I I this device if you will simply demonstrate it. for we can

prove that it will -

TROUBLES

  

R'

__.4,.7.r__4‘-__A,

  

  

  

  

Save Fem 10 to 40 Per Cent onGasoline Bills

Increase Power from 10 to 40 Per Cent ' ' i -
Save 50 Per Cent of Engine Trouble i Mleis

Prime the Engine Clean the Engire “the

attached to the dashboard-installed in 20 minutes—never ‘ '. I

out of order—can be operated in an instant. i'

  

 

  

We show it here—a small. compact. simple apparatus,

  

The National Compound Mixer breaks up and mixes in

exact proportion every drop of gasolene with the proper

amount of air. In other words, it finishes the work the

carburetor leaves undone and we do not have to tell vou

that ordinarily only about one-half of the gasolene is con

\'erted into gas.

Last»
  

  

The Priming Feature

alone is particularly valuable in that every cylinder can be

instantly primed by simply operating the priming valve,

which sends a proper amount of rich mixture into all cylin—

ders. making starting easy under all circumstances. Great

for “sixes”-—makes starting easy any weather.

  

 

   

  

It Cleans the Engine

A couple of ounces Of alcohol or kerosene dropped

into the primer will, through a simple operation, clean

the engine in a remarkably short time, thoroughly

burning out every trace of foreign matter.

  

Your Customers Need It

and you can supply it if territory is open in your

vicinity. It is distinctly up to you to write for our

proposition. There is money in it for you.

National Manufacturing Co.

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
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V [Vi/l be ex/zz'éz'ted at all t/ze (1111011106176 shows

this season.

During your attendance at the shows

investigate the Rayfield Carburetor---look

carefully into its construction---you will [earn w/zy it has become

famous in such a short time.

You will learn tar/1y it won the Grand Prix, the Vanderbilt Cu

two years in succession, the Savannah Trophy---every other leading

race event throughout the country--why it holds more WORLD’S

RECORDS than all other carburetors combined!

You will also learn w/zy the RAYFIELD is not only the carburetor for greatest

speed and efficiency, but also for highest ECONOMY.

WINTER OR SUMMER! RAIN OR SHINE! HIGH OR LOW ALTI

TUDE! THE RAYFIELD PROVES ITS SUPERIORITY.

At New York, Chicago and other shows our most competent men will be in

attendance.

What they tell you and what they show you will surely be interesting and

profitable to every one interested in PERFECT CARBURETION.

You are invited to call and receive all necessary information.

it.

New York Show. January '111h--251h. Concert Hall, Madison

Square Garden, Space 311.

Chicago Show, February

1st--15th, Coliseum Annex,

Spaces 114 and 116.

lTilldie
sen ~
2m::21)!!! Manuiacturing Company

“M: I... “I‘m” am", Chicago, 111.

in". Mrqu Ayettue. cue-9°,
. 997e. our”, smcr‘ 18 Woodward Avenue. Detroit

~11 Broadway, New York City
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New Departure Double Row, Fxterior

The American=Made New Departure Ball Bearings

are positively superior because of

QUALITY OF STEEL USED—The

peculiar work of ball bearings requires

steel of special quality. To perfect

processes by which this quality could

be developed, we built and equipped

an extensive engineering laboratory and

physical testing plant. Here each lot

of material coming into the factory is

scientifically analyzed and treatment

prescribed necessary to bring it up to

the New Departure standard. The re

sult of this great care is a steel of great

strength, resiliency and toughness.

QUALITY OF WORKMANSHIP

—There are not more than a dozen large

manufacturing plants in the United

States where the average daily wage

rate is as high as ours. This brings

the best mechanics to us. Much of the

mechanical equipment is the invention

of our president and is used exclusively

by ourselves. Our system of inspecting

is a continuous check against poor

workmanship, each bearing being in

spected not less than thirty-one times

during process of manufacture.
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Wuhanon?

Standard on 8070 01: 1910 Cans

 

  

New Departure Single Row. l-lxterior

 

 

 

 

QUALITY OF FINISH—New De- bearings that do not measure up to

Panure ban bearings are Tnore inShn- estabhshed standards hi all respects

ently gauged and tested for uniformity

of dimension and accuracy of finish

than any other. Our inspectors work New Departure Ball Bearings ("6

within exceedingly close limits and made in three types:

are rejected.

DOUBLE ROW—Combined radial and thrust,

SINGLE ROW—Strictly radial,

RADAX—Radial and one direction thrust.

See the interesting exhibit of this American made ball bearing at Madison Square

Garden Automobile Show, Space 204, Balcony---Both Weeks.

NEW DEPARTURE MPG. (10., Bristol, Conn.

WESTERN BRANCH—101047 Ford Bldg., Detroit
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yet it has a vital and important

relation to the whole car. It at

fects service, afiects fuel consumption,

affects tire economy, affects power, at

fects ease of repair and adjustment.

As automobiles become more refined,

as engineers pay closer and more scru

tinizing attention to details the sale and

use of Bower Roller Bearings increases.

For engineers, and all who deal with

the public, realize that the less you leave

for the public to do in the caring for a

mechanical device of any kind the greater

is the certainty of giving complete satis

faction.

And the use of Bower Roller Bearings

a BEARING is only a small thing and entirely eliminates the necessity of one

kind of adjustment that must be made

when other types of roller bearings are

used.

Bower Roller Bearings are non-ad

justable radially. End play can easily

and quickly be regulated without chang

ing the RADIAL alignment; the RADI

AL alignment never requires adjustment.

The body of the roller carries the

RADIAL load; one end of the roller

carries the end thrust, independent of

the RADIAL load. Thus increasing the

RADIAL load does not increase the end

thrust; nor does increasing the end

thrust increase the radial load.

To accomplish this in a single bearing

unit without combining the radial and

end thrust in a single element, lSItO

achieve the hi hest type of roller bearing

efiiciency—ang that is exactly what W!

claim for the Bower.

Every Bower claim is susceptible to

proof—and the increasing use of BOW"

Roller Bearings—now in their fourt

successful year—points unmistakably w

the fact that we are "delivering th‘

bacon." .

Made in all regular standard sizes: 111;

terchangeable with all the promlrlen

makes of ball or roller bearings. .

Get in touch with our engineering d"

partment, or write for full details.

We will exhibit at Concert Hall,Madison Square Garden, New York,

and at Coliseum Annex, Chicago-glad to see you

BOWER ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, Detroit, Michigfln
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A Celfiure'lor The! You Will

Have b/(jeaion [Vi/fl /VOW

D'

    

Does not flutter, load nor leak—easy to

crank in the dead of winter. Gives a quick

getaway and a steady, solid pull. These are

not wild claims but direct, positive statements

that demand investigation.
 
 

\

@{a G'apr 1' '

The use of the Mayer guarantees economy of gaso

line and more power. The Mayer is tinkerproof—and

every part is accessible. It is right not a part of the

time, but all the time. Eight years of success back of

every MayFr—and you will find it on some of the best

cars built. “Deeds. not words" is our motto—the

Mayer will prove its own case to any manufacturer

or any dealer. Send for the literature today.

 

  

DE 3 . . . . .
serge“? ‘9 handle Automobile dealers direct and extend to you the advantages and facilities of our complete

fled (Sst‘kpanmcflt which has been established with this end in view. We take care of Mayer users and make satis

o _ .mers the best asset for the automobile manufacturer and dealer.

Mayer Carburetor Company
818 sfles om":

Ford Bundln Factory:

limo", MICHIGXN 2673 Main Street

BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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Elegance and Roominess

Mark the New Broc Models

HE BROC actually offers

more of comfort, luxury and

beauty than intending pur

chasers expect in an electric.

This page shows the interior of

Model 29. Front seats revolve

(in safe, substantial pedestals; cush

ions are much deeper than those

of any other make of electric;

backs are shaped. There is ample

head - room, body- r oom, foot

room. From cushion-top to cell

ing is 44% inches.

The new Model 31 (alw with ptt‘lfllll Iron!

sci") ll l forward-drive brougham lor fin

pusenzeru. ll in built—n all Bron are ~

with the most llithlul attention to every de

tail of nlety. oomlort. convenience. beauty.

The Broc Electric Vehicle Co.

1677 End Fortieth St. CICVCIGMd
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Dealers visiting New York will find ample enjoyment and profit

in a visit to this exhibition, which will be held

  

In the Grand Ball ROom of the

Hotel Astor, Broadway and Forty

Fourth St., from January 2d to 11th

  

Here will be found comprehensive exhibits of the following cars,

all representative of Europe’s choicest car making genius and skill 
 

Austrian Lancz'a Minerva

De Dion Bouton Meta/[urgigue Panham/

[rotta Franchz'm' Mercedes Renault

Hea/ey 893° C0. Lathe @9 C0.

  

The Ho/brooé C0. Quz'mhy 89‘" Co.
  

The Importcrs' Automobile Alliance have made ample preparation

[0 (Entertain the trade. Here this splendid group of ultra'

“Cluswc cars may be inspected in comfort, amid delightful

I surroundings and far from the rush and crowding which are

 
 

 

  

Characteristic of the domestic shows. All dealers are invited to

Fomfi aild sec and hear. The Importers’ Salon will prove intensely

interesting.

  

IMPORTERS’ AUTOMOBILE ALLIANCE

In order to discourage idle sight-seers a nominal fee of fifty cents will

Ohm", but Interested dealers will be furnished tickets free upon request

Bil-r
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Exclusive in. any Community

Will ‘11 1n Your'COmmuni-ty
:r7/

  

The Europeanicar Idea is

Growing inAmerica. — is your a -

, Bar to the Ground.
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Dealers who read this announcement will do well to consider the advisability of forming an

agency connection with us for handling the Metallurgique—a car for the classes—a dlstinct and

exclusive product, sensational in body design, equipment and appointment. These cars are limited

in quantity—unlimited in quality. , I 1 - . l

Luxury of appointments are regal—beauty of design and finish supreme on both sides of the

water. Service unlimited. The Metallurgique is the only logical car for men of wealth and p051- _

tion who desire an equipment that will make all others appear commonplace. 1

Let us help you find and please and sell to those in this class. As a preliminary, write and get i.

the literature and terms. We can throw more light on the Metallurgique, Europe's chorcest product.

See the“ can at Imporlen’ Salon, from Jan. 2:! to IIUI, HolelAltor, New York, Southwest Corner of Ba" Room

THE METALLURGIQUE MOTOR CO., 1934 Broadway, New York

W. C. and H. N. Allen. Proprietors

Elfin-lg“;
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Lancia cars. made in Europe, offer the American

buycr every European point of superiority in mate

rial, engineering features, workmanship, design and

finish—and it is conceded that car building methods

which obtain on “the other side" are years in ad

vance of American methods.

And American Dealers can sell Lancia cars at

American prices.

You, Mr. Dealer, know that limited quantity prt,»

duction insures the personal attention of etery man

engaged in the building. Lancia production is typi

cally European because it is limited. Here are no

American cut and dried operations that produce

quantity at the heavy expense of quality.

Lancia dealers use these arguments as the basis

for selling arguments.

Car wise buyers who want European automobiles

are quick to grasp and act upon them.

There is some choice territory awaiting dealers

who are looking for that different and better car.

Are you such a dealer?

ADAMS-LANCIA COMPANY

238 West 58th Street New York City

A complete line of Lancia cars will be on exhibi

tion at the Importers’ Salon, Hotel Astor, New

York, east center of Ball Room, from Jan. 2d to 11th.
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The Car Known

the World Over

Our three 8 cylinder

models, 30 horse

power, 50 horse power

and 100 horse power,

place the De Dion

Bouton years ahead

of all others.
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DE DION BOUTON SELLING BRANCH

For U. S. A., Philippine Islands, Cuba and Porto Rico

1649 Broadway (51st Street) New York
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The De Dion Bouton

Commercial Vehicles

  

stand foremost every _, i... ‘ .- _ . ,c
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One hundred and ten De Dion omnibuses are used by the Fifth Avenue

Coach Co. of New York.

Twenty-five. De Dion trucks are in the service of the Government of the

Philippine Islands.
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The Warm Hand Wheel is just what its name

indicates---a steering wheel that will keep

the hands good and warm even in the biggest

blizzard that ever blew down trom the north.

It is operated at very slight current consumption from the lighting outfit or

storage batteries. On Ford cars the current is furnished from the magneto

which is built in the fly wheel.

Installation is easy and the work can be done in a short time by any one

with ability to follow the very simple directions which come with the wheel.

Remember, no working parts of the car are interfered with in the operation.

DEALERS YOUR OPPORTUNITY

lies in getting quick action in the matter of installing these wheels in your

territory. They are needed and wanted for six months in the year, and they

Wlll never be more appreciated than right now in the heart of winter.

You don’t have to be told that the Warm Hand Wheel will encourage win

ter driving which now has cold hands as one of its big drawbacks. More driv

ing means more business for you—another reason, aside from your difeCt

profits, that you will have to admit.

The Warm Hand Wheel retails for $15; your share in the transaction is

liberal—your customers pleased and your business increased in profit and more

trade.

 

 
 

 
 

  

Send for the proposition.

The Warm Hand Steering Wheel Company

527 Fltth Avenue

NEW YORK
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That leading manufacturers use Schafer Ball Bearings 18 proof positive of

their value from a QUALITY standpoint, for it would be a grave error in judg

ment for them to risk the reputation of their product by gambling on bearings

of problematical value for the sake of economy.

The Reasons for Schafer quality are simple, but final.

They are made in Germany where steel making is far in advance of American

practice, and not even content with this material, we incorporate the finest

extraordinary steel of special analysis.

Schafer Ball Bearings are engineered by the highest type of skill procurable—

men mentally equipped to devise resistance to load, shock, side thrust and other

influences, that must be met and guarded against.

Schafer Ball Bearings are inspected at every stage of construction. Each sepa

rate ball, cage, and raceway must get its "diploma" by stages in which hardness,

tensile strength, accuracy in turning, grinding and finishing are determined clear

up to final shipping.

  

December 26, 1912



Specialization—and by that we mean meeting the requirements of our trade—

has been a factor largely responsible for the up-building of our business.

To the car designer, this specialized knowledge is of more than ordinary value,

because the proper designing of bearings for a particular car is quite as important

as the selection of spring, axle and other major parts in which alignment, weight,

support and other important problems must be figured out and acted upon.

The automobile engineer who demands this co-operative service as co-equal

With right material and expert workmanship, will find the combination in the"

quality bearings at right prices.

Schafer Ball Bearings are worthy of your recommendation and the cars you

sell will have added a major point of quality if so equipped.

BARTHEL, DALY & MILLER

42 Broadway New York
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when a man

sees theA Sure Car Seller

U-S-L ELECTRIC

Starter and Lighter

For Gasoline Automobiles

  

  
 

THE UNITED STATES LIGHT AND HEATING .

He Wants a Car That Has This Equipment

You know how red hot the starter question is. Here’s the proposition that has set the whole

automobile world talking——the U-S-L ELECTRIC STARTER and LIGHTER. With it

you avoid a complexity of gears or other reduction devices employed to enable a puny starting

motor to coax the engine over. The U-S-L is direct connected. Substituting armature weight

for fly-wheel permits the installation of a powerful, rugged, noiseless motor-generator.

Simplicity—The U-S-L is the simplest of all starting and lighting systems in

both principle and construction. By it the old—fashioned cast-iron

‘__Fly-Wheel is eliminated (because no longer needed) and its place taken by

the U—S-L Armature.

_The Armature is the sole moving part. It is bolted for keeps on the engine

shaft—is a unit with the engine, and does fiy—wheel duty.

Power—The U-S-L does its work positively and easily, without noise, jerk or

Jar. It Wllll'lS the engine from 150 to 400 R. P. M. as long as necessary, and,

as a Generator, supplies all the current car can use for any purpose. It is also

a stand-by power plant; when the engine stalls, a simple push of the foot but

ton will carry the car out of danger.

  

Compactness—The U-S-L Motor-Generator is self—contained within fly-wheel

space inside the aluminum casing shown in this illustration.

No Added Weight Nothing to Oil

No Complications or Trouble

 

Cars thus far equipped with the U—S-L Electric Starter and Lighter are:

RAMBLER GARFORD “NEW SIXI’

OVERLAND EDWARDS-KNIGHT

BERGDOLL MOYER

And Endorsed by the Entire Automobile Engineering Profession.

See the U-S-L Electric Starter and Lighter at the Shows; New York, Madison Square

Garden, Space 157, and Grand Central Palace, Space 205; Chicago, Coliseum, Space 326;

Boston, Mechanics' Building, Space 431.

THE U. S. LIGHT AND HEATING COMPANY
‘— General 0llices, 30 Church St. New York Factory, Niagara Falls. N. Y.

Branch Offices and Service Stations:

Chicago, New York, Boston, Cleveland, Bufi'alo, San Francisco, Detroit, St. Louis

 

Manufacturers of the U~S-L Storage Battery

'
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To The Trade:

The quality of Hartford

drives is known to every manufacturer

have established a reputation for making

ly designed, from faultless steel and machine

t detect a fal

where the finest micrometer test canno

We have built

t is modern in every aspect.
in the factory-

s for our own use right here
functions separate and distinct from those per

quipment of the ordinary plant.

these parts

d up to the point

so measurement,

Our equipmen

twenty special machine

machines that perform

formed by the ordinary e

hanic in our employ is

however small,

this particu
skilled in

ad to unskilled

Every mec
lar branch. Ho operation, is entrust

help or to beginners.

 

sal drive coming from our

Every clutch and every univerBhOPB carries with it a guarantee of perfection in material and

workmanship. This guarantee protects the manufacturer and car

owner. We stand ready to make 5 t that develops flaws

or defects.

We call especial attenti

surfaces of Hartford products are
by a specially devised machinery insuring aga

elevations common with parts that have been 8

ood on any par

on to the fact that all wearing

hardened and ground; the latter

inst depressions or

imply reamed.

We are anxious to get in touch with your engineering

Pr0blems as they apply themselves to our products. If you will

send us blue prints, we will at once give you our specifications

int form and submit prices.

and we will put them into blue pr

Remember our Engineering Department is always at the

disposal of those interested.

Very truly,

THE HARTFORD AUTO PARTS CO.

I,
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E call attention to the Han

ford Cone Clutch Series—~11
W

design now standard on manyc

aluminum or steel (at your option

and can be removed without inter

power plant.

Hartford Universal Drives—

500, F 400, F 300 shown here—at

liberally built, hardened and groun

through our own processes an

with our own special]

devised grinding m:

chinery. The marginl

safety allowed on the

and all other universa

is much wider than th:

allowed by competitir

designers. This series

adapted for cars ratin

from thirty t0 sevenl

horsepower.

Hartford K 700 and

 

powered cars.

mon with Hartfor

practice obtaining W11

all universals, high Fa

bon steel, drop forglrlg

are used throughout. A

working parts _fll

ground within close In

 

and embody fullest Hartford quality of workmanship and finish.

Hartford K 700 universal also illustrated her

' on any car from the 20 HP.

mercial truck.

 

pleasure vehicle to the highest power COT
  

700, M 600, M BOO—all modelsc‘ ‘

fering with any other part of th .

600 E universals are

December 26, 1912 9

  

  

America’s leading pleasure cars an ‘.

trucks. These clutches are madec ‘

its, are interchangeab.

e is adapted for 113]
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aéd Get our bulletins coverin

.;‘0 ‘Cone Clutches~or if im

llétr‘epresentative, and don’t

“Sha fvheels are tur

  
g the complete line of Universals

mediately in the market, send for

lose sight of the fact that while

 

 

 

 

put 1 fling” pretty rapidly here, we are still in 1

arge or small orders through on time. n.

/ ‘t_ 4 - “‘ ~44: 
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Specialization is the key note of quality production—specialization that means1

concentrating brain, energy and money in the work of making one or two things

and making them well.

The plant of the Hartford .\lllu I‘urts Company, shown here. is a practical

demonstration of the soundness of the "specializatimf idea. standing today as

the largest factory in the World devoted exclusively to the manufacture of cone

clutches and universal drives.

It costs good money to produce parts that are stressed to the “Hartford”

standard—but this works out for us as a reputation buildler and for you, Mr. Car

Manufacturer, as an assurance of quality that will do its part in establishing

and holding YOUR reputation.

 

 

  

 

3 “Deliveries as promised” is part of our system, and this means that we in- l

' crease facilities just as rapidly as demand calls for such increase. This plant is

never overcrowded to the pomt where we have to send apologies instead of

shipments.

 
 

l w -_ HARTFORD AUTO PARTS CO., Hartford, Conn.
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Let Your Steed be

$5352 I Worthy of Your Chariot

N rth MOST automobile buyers select their first car because of its

f) appearance. In making their second purchase they in
c°lmum spect the chassis even more critically than the body. If

can"? I you are building automobiles for repeat sales you must

install a motor that is consistent with the quality of your

car, one that will appeal to and satisfy the most experienced motorist.

RUT THEB R

Mo I o R

 

 

service, dependability and economy of maintenance. It is honest, substantial,

Powerful and silent. It has plenty of speed, endurance and reserve energy

It. Pas established its own reputation and has won recog

nition for many a car.

_ When competition is keenest the Rutenber Motor fur—

nishes the argument that clinches the sale. Thereafter it

Elves the service that insures reorders and extends

the reputation of your car.

Write for the Rutenber Book.

RUTENBER MOTOR COMPANY

MARION INDIANA

 

Model 28 Unit. Valve SldQ
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We Can Help You to 'Help

Your Prospective Customers

to Buy Cars Through You.

T is noteworthy that there are many concerns and individuals

in your locality who want pleasure cars and commercial

trucks but who cannot afford to buy them on the cash plan

now in vogue.

  

We refer particularly to business houses with capital tied up—

concerns that could turn one or more trucks into a working asset if

they could aliord to buy them“

And there are doctors or professional men or salesmen who could

get dollar for dollar value out of a pleasure car if they had the

capital to invest.

 

It is this lack of ready money that hampers your business,

Mr. Dealer.

  

(

Realizmg this condition, we have formed an organization to extend finaneial "

lassistance to motor car buyers—especially those who need them more for busi

ness than they do for pleasure.

This plan, based on sound financial principles, gives you the benefit of a 1

quick sale and your customer quick delivery and the purpose of this advertise— "

ment is simply to ask you to introduce us to prospective buyers who are short

on capital‘

 

 

E-IARP%E§>T1§q—YOI%§S C O.

l 7 9 0 BroadwayNewYork
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This company is organized to do business on a square basis and our con

tracts bear only legal rates of interest. The proposition will meet the approval

of any man of business judgment because it is simply a case of his borrowing

money at ordinary rates of interest on security which he, in accordance withour plan, will be able to furnish. - 9P4

If you have prospective customers who hesitate on account of lack of capital.

then you will be doing yourself, as

well as us a service if you will refer

them to us and tel-l them to write for

our proposition.

 

 

“ Welt/we
\

  

It will pay you to acquaint your

self with the details, for then you, too,

can put the matter personally beforethose interested. ‘

a:

(fa/as
  

1‘5:J

Remember, this plan is mutually

co—operative.

, flaw/0266

wikaJain/2&2

001/5 jar

” 001° *

mare/1127’

It sells more cars for the manu

facturers, puts more commission in

your pocket, and gives your customer

the benefit of ready money.

The help-the—dealer plan we have

worked out is logical, square and at—

tractive from every angle. It enables

him to show the man who is short on

ready money a quick, short cut to the

ownership of a car—the manufacturer

gets his cash and the buyer squares

up with us on the easy payment plan,

and at regular rates of interest.

 

 

 

_ We are formin

instance all round

your prospective t

g many mutually valuable business connections. In every

satisfaction results. We can do equally well by you and

rade if you will co-operate. Write today.

HARMAN -YOUNT CO.

1790 Broadway KENTON HARMAN, Pm. New York
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PARTS OF QUALITY ‘

TRANSMISSIONS, CLUTCIIES

and LEVERS

To fill all requirements in pleasure

cars and light trucks

  

 

 

Contract Work, Gear Cutting

Brass, Copper and Nickel Plating

Our Engineering Department is

at your service

For further particulars address

 

 

AUTO PARTS MFG. C0., Dent. J. Muncie, Indiana

 

 

The GRINNELL

Gas Controller and Igniter

Lights, dims and extinguishes all gas lamps on the car through

a simple turn of the hand. Coupled to valve-stem of acetylene

tank. Direct control. Always within
 

easy reach.

Convenient

Sate

Dependable

WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND DEALER DISCOUNTS

slleld

ass.The G. C. A. Manulacturing Co.

Sole Licensed Mnnutacturera In the United States
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To make unmistakably clear the

superiority of Studebaker automo

biles is the purpose of this adver

tisement. You will, we believe, be

interested in the many important

matters described in the following

pages. It is the story of one of the

great achievement: of modern in

dustry, and, because it is true, it

» will be found convincing.
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Why This Advertisement Has Been

~ Written

ANY automobile purchasers, largely on account of the"

fact that they are unable to secure first hand information,

do not make efficient purchases. Efficient buying de

pends almost entirely upon knowledge; the knowledge of, first,

where to buy: second, what to buy, and why.

_ Few manufacturers have had the foresight to take the public

into their confidence, and honestly endeavor to explain to them

the fine points of their product.

_ It is, therefore, our purpose, in the following pages, to de

scribe the Studebaker product in such a detailed way as to leave

no doubt in anybody’s mind as to the character of motor cars

that we are making and selling.

We shall do so by taking up the various parts individually,

explaining how we get the raw material, why We know it is

good, how we test it, how it is made up into parts, why our de

51gn and construction is proper, how we satisfy ourselves as to

our machines’ efficiency and endurance, and why the Studebaker

product 15 worthy of its name.

The Studebaker Line

The new Studebaker cars are built on three chassis, the

model “25” carrying a five-passenger touring car, and Roadster

bOdles; the model “35" with a six-passenger touring car, Sedan

type and Coupe bodies; the “Six” equipped with six-passenger

tourmg car and two-passenger roadster and limousine.

‘ In making these cars at their remarkably low prices, we

hrle_believe that we are giving you more for your money in

maienal, workmanship and finish, not to mention the liberal

fl1\11I)ment, than any other motor-car maker in the world.

We are not making this claim unsubstantiated.

We shall now proceed to show you whY
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Manufacturing Conditions

ALL Studebaker models are built under the same manufac

. turing conditions, all are similar in design and

in the quality of material.

treatment in the inspc

identical

They undergo the same careful

ction and testing of raw materials, have

the same high grade workmanship, careful assembling, accurate

and painstaking inspection and thorough testing.

The manufacturing of the model “25" is not slighted in any

way, because it is low-priced.

This is characteristic of the Studebaker policy.

“‘e believe that anything that is worth whilc doing at all,

is worth doing well.

Studebaker quality is insisted upon in all Studebaker prod

ucts regardless of price.

The motors are built in the some way.

In fact, the. entire mechanism is practically the same in

all cars with the exception of one or two distinguishing features.

The steels, bronzes and babbitts used are the same.

The method of assembling is the same.

The same high-grade automatic machinery make the parts

of all.

They are assembled by the same expert workmen.

The purchaser of a model “25" receives the same treatment

and generous "looking—after" that the owner of a 6-cylindcr

gets.

HOW CARS ARE BUILT IN THE STUDEBAKER

PLANT

To build a business successfully the manufacturer must

make a legitimate profit.

He must allow the dealers a reasonable commission. At the

price at which Studebaker cars are sold it would be difficult

to do this were it not for-the fact that we are able to buy raw

materials in enormous quantities, make them up in large lots

and assemble them in an efficient manner.

In spite of the fact that we pay high wages to our men we

are able by means of business short cuts and manufacturing sav—

ings to produce a vastly superior product at a low rate. per car.

'i The secret of our success along these lines is due almost en

tirely to the manner in which we have laid out our plants and

grouped our manufacturing tools. \Ve have avoided wherever

possible “double handling;-" putting into practice what efficiency

experts have discovered will decrease the number of motions

required to perform certain operations.

By means of carefully indexed stock rooms, special trucks.

overhead trolleys, special assembling and testing frames, we

have cut down the work of handling the parts to a minimum_

The Studebaker factories are the largest and best equipped
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motor our manufacturing plants in the world. We have our

own immense forge shop, foundries, and batteries of automatic

machines where we build the entire car from raw iron and

steel to the finished product. Over 250 drop-forgings enter everv

Studebaker ear. '

Assembling Stand!

Machines

Stock Rad"

Assembling Benches

or Stands

Benches

- \‘59"“.an Ill.

Showan MW “mm” void II"
out shop arrangements 10 fl

necessary handling.

_ - ' been

Operations that used to require 10 or 12 mom)"5 1'3“:

reduced to four. .
Transportation operations that needed four men and con

sude over an hour in time are now handled by one man in 1““

than 2 minutes.

A
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Our large drop-forging plants and improved foundries make

short work of parts which a few years ago had to be made by

hand or tediously machined. The introduction of steel stamp

ings in our rear axle and other parts of the ear, such as the

b running board, and brackets._ha_ve_ not only enabled us to in

" crease the etiiciency of the cars by decreasing their weight, but

m simplified .very materially the process of making these parts.

I d .1

0". i 0..: 0- o

O AUTOMOBILE manufacturer has as complete an

t perimental department. chemical and

as we have.

ex

physical laborator_\'

We maltcthis statement without fear of contradiction. Not

only does the department alone oce

than some motor car factories, bu

ment is much superior to that of

this kind, and it surpasses also t

the best universities.

Apparatus for the comple

i ' .thisch Sinngtll. and molecular construction has been installed.

0'ng to the fact that many makers have

hmad claims regal-din

"OMeem impressive.

up_v an entire building larger

t the character of its equip

:my other testing laboratory of

he equipment found at most of

te testing of chemical composition.

made the same

g their laboratories this statement

.ulum—

may

3!.

‘
-

  

  

MOTOR WORLD
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. “here accurate weighing is done.

c factory and is not aflcctcd The floor upon which these

N. by vibration.
graph", .0 ‘ i'l'l’m'fltllli- Them- i-culcn are 50 accurate that the)~ will

u u piece of paper.
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“'c could goon with an enumeration of a hundred other sncl

innovations which our experts have introduced. Suiiicc it t4

say. however. sllch has been the number and value of these im

provements. that it is now possible for

line of cars. completely cquippcd in

motor car trade.

The Studebaker Chemical and Physical Testing Laboratories

The photographs. however. will convey a somewhat better

idea of the vastness and scope ot tlicsc laboratories and the

number of experts required to maintain their operation.

.\ look into the thousands of records that our engineers

have made would still further impress you with the remarkable

work which such a department accomplishes. t'nlike many

such ciliciciu-_v departments. this one has paid for itself many

times over.

lt llits ("lllst'tl llll‘ t't'jt't'tloll Hi. illi't‘l'int' ltl'ttt‘l’l'll. t'llililg‘eti

llcahtl'eatillg formulas. suggested new metals. new babbitts and

ln'onzes, new wheels and new tires. and lll'itlt' possible uauuncr

able improvements found only in Studebaker cars. which no

amount of cai'ci‘nl planning without such help could IitissiiihV

have accomplished. it has suggested methods of testing which

l|:|\c prmcd to lie \astlt superior to those

g'clii'l'alhv -'!(‘(‘t'|itt‘(l as proper and stlill

('it ntl_\' thorough.

The problem of heat treating. which.

:\ _\'o|| know. has :i great (tell to do with

the resistance and wearing qualities ot'

metals. has t'or man)" years bcen a stum

bling block to the engineering profession.

While many theories haw been evolved

which experimental tests have sccininghv

\criticd. _\'ct no one knew exactly what

could llt' expected.

()nr laboratories i'lll‘tllfs'lv us with exact

knowledge on these matters.

To accomplish this. we added. in addi

tion to our chemical and physical labora

tories. another equipment suitable for what

is known as “l’roximatc Analysis." This

system of studying the structure of metals

depends upon a minute microscopic exam

ination of their molecular structure.

So pleasing and satisfactory have been

the results obtained by this method that we

have adopted it for all of our regular work.

Crude material is now a known quan

tity to us.

\Ve. know what we need for every pur

This precuut ion

i 't’

us to make and sell 3

every detail, at such low

prices as to make the Studebaker product lllt‘ sensation of the
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pose ;. what metal is best suited for everv

part m can can; arliy'it is best, and how to

handle it to get the maximum strength out.

\Vhen a shipment of crude material

comes into our plant we do not depend

upon the manufacturers’ specifications.

“'e pay extra to have metals made the way

we want them. “'e buy them in big runs,

and analyze samples of every shipment

that comes in.

.\'ot content with a mere chemical

analysis we. make physical tests and micro

scopical examinations to check up our

chemical laboratory findings.

 

\\'e test for comparison, tension, tor

sion. or twisting effect, hardness, wearing

qualities. lubricating qualities. .

\Ve break parts by slow and fast \‘Ibl'a'

tion. bending and unbcnding, find ost

everything that. we need to know by

methods that are as accurate as the mat e

matics of astronomy. .

liven wheels and tires are subjectedthe same. rigid chemical and physica tes -

\\'e know exactly how strong a material

is; what its general properties artel; am

what its true worth is. (consequenY‘k; as

buv scientifically and ellimcntly. ,

a purchaser, reap the benefits.
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The Pnnlnmte Analysts Laboratory when- molm'ular !ll'lll'llll'l' ot‘ Illflll'l'illlH is

kl mliml nmln-r
microscope.

ti
1 v

\‘

  

We“ of Physical Laboratory showing "mi-mm.“ for 1|-\1i"K strength of mntorlnls.

 
 

 

  

 



Body Construction and Finish

  

HE statement is frequently
made by automobile manufac

turers that bodies are especially well finished, but few of

  

- firing and
' \' of hurl) after \ ‘

Ii\\"ili::l‘n-s have lien-n pill In. 'l‘lII-ii_\\uril:~

in all done before the upliolstiring

put 0]].

  

them give details as to

exactly how this is done.

If you will look at

some of the illustrations

you will see that Stude—

baker bodies are partic

ularly well made, well

shaped and well braced.

'lllfi top irons run from

top to bottom, and arc

firmly held in place by a

number of screws. Doublc

trimming strips, well

braced backs, and many

othcr special features will

be noticed. Twenty-four

operations are required to

complete the upholster

ing and painting.

24 ACTUAL

OPERATIONS

The rough bodies are

first primed with a pre

scrvative; they are then

glazed to cover hollow
 

color varnish is laid on
v t _coat is added. , wenty four hours after which a second

After allowing twcntv f0
_ ‘ - ur hours for this t d 'are again taken to the rubbing deck, and rubScdrgdeSthdles

A coat of rubbing varnish is then applied, followed by a

sccond coating of the same material, which, after twenty-four

hours. is again rubbed. '

During the twentieth operation the striping is put on and

body wiring finished.

The job is then ready for the upholstering. After this is

completed the entire surface is cleancd with water, and rubbed

smooth, after which the final finishing coat of varnish is ap

plicd. This is allowed to dry for forty-eight hours or more,

after which the aluminum scufi' plates are put on, and the body

completely equipped.

The result is that the bodies on all Studebaker cars have

as good a finiin as it is possible for skilled workmen to give

them, and if there is one thing that Studebaker workmen can do

it is to finish a body correctly.

No workmen in the world have had greater experience in

this line.

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION

The. auxiliary seats are, also worthy of your careful inspec

tion, as they are of cxccllcnt material, \‘crr' rigidly made and

mounted in bayonet sockets. The trimming strips. running along

the top of the body, also show refinement in detail.

Instead of being merely fastened on with so

notice that each fastening is provided w

washer, which not only

makes a better looking

_ rcws, you will

ith a countersunk nickel

 

  



hat f0 perio ‘
rm 1' us]can Purchased) and th(girth frame work are theq beslt'vih t

_ eon ' - aMlcd "1 "my (hm-tion. Strut-hon ls snob that thcv are

0!! Will see how this is don i .

different d Leather used

,, H _ gm e9, known as “s lit "

, machine-baited," and “hand-butl'ed,” theplast

heing the fines
' at grade. -

the machinebuffcd and matmg from 5 to 6 cents more than

These various grades

of leather are obtained

from the different parts

of the skin of the animal,

the split being that next

to the flesh, the deep—

butl‘ed being that portion

between the split and the

machine—buffed, while the

hand—buffed is the outside

 
 

rl'vftehterin: the seat cushlonl. (‘Oflt

rr\~.ng down the heir preparatory to

mu h In. Note high-grade. hand

:‘uifirtiniher sud genuine curled Ire!
While many makers

are satisfied to use in—

ferior qualities, some even

using the split. which

costs from 8 to 12 cents

' less. we prefer to utilize

the best we can buy.

The gray hair used in

stuffing the cushions is of

an A] quality, costing

from 8 to 10 cents a

pound more than that

used by many manufac

turcrs.

WINDSHIELDS

AND FENDERS

The Windshields have

been simplified and much

improved in design and

appearance.

For the “35" and SIX

the windshield is made in

two-glass sections, both

adjustable, and is known as

 
 

liar lbw 1&3.

rn~hlun :: I a. I 0'

\_U ml“ of nullllary seals.

' " '5' "null
it in“, ‘h_ banana of "mm "H"

 

 

in he frame is finished

' black enamel, with

nickel-plated trimmings

The fenders and mud

guards of crown cross‘

section, for the SIX and

35," fit the body snugly,

and add greatly to the

beauty and distinctive ap

pearance of the car.

LAMPS

The latest style bullet

lmnps’ With parabolic rc

flector, furnish a lighting

equipment unexcelled for

the “85" and SIX. Be—

sides the usual five lamps

an electric light has been

placed on the dash.

They are all electri

cally lighted, the current

being furnished d i r e ct

from the storage battery,

which, of course, is kept

charged by the dynamo,

and controlled by a triple

push button, located un

der the cow] of the dash

in a convenient position.

The “25" windshield

is lighted by a Prest—O

Lite tank leading to large

brilliant headlights.

TOPS

The tops are made of

carefully selected silk

mohair, stretched over

combination hickory and

steel bows. The straps

and fasteners c 0 n t a i n

many features which

make for convenience, and

the use of the Stude

baker Jiffy curtains adds

another feature which all

motorists will appreciate.
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View 0! body before nphollterln‘ [I

put on, nhnwll'lk the well braced con

~trnr~llon and the manner In n'lnlcll the

body In irunell for nuxlllury 9min.

Upholllorlhl and cushion.

 

filmwe nprln: eonstrnetlon of rush

lonn. fipeclnl attention In called to

extra bracan by means of (‘I‘OIII rnlls

and strips of metal Improving the seat

construction, and preventing It from

mllnl.
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HE frames are made of basic open—hearth, hot-rolled steel,

stamped into channel section with cross members and rein—

forcement plates of the same material. A drop in the side mem

bers for the two larger cars allows the springs to be fastened at a

point higher than usual, so that the distance through which the

springs can work is materially increased, and at the same time

the body is raised enough to allow easy access to the rear axle.

THE SPRINGS

A double scroll elliptic type of spring on the “35" and

SIX and full elliptic on the "25," shackled at both ends. and

‘ Ilubricated bv special spring bolt grease cups, makes the action

. of the rear suspension

particularly free, the rear

wheels thus being allowed

to accommodate t h e In A

selves to the irregularities

of the. road, with alacrity.

and without communicat

ing the shock to the body

A sys

..~$—>
'  

and passengers.

tcm ot' semi-elliptic spring

in front, fastened to the

frame in t' r o n t , and

shackled at the rear, com

pletes t h e suspension

equipment.

As you will note in the

illustration, the rear sys

tem is firmly fastened to

the end cross—member in—

stead of inserted in or

attached to the end of the

This shows top, windshield, dnnh,

steering wheel and dash construction.

Note double strip of oak-tanned

l ther fnntencd at dash; also clear - _ ‘
.fifiio... min vision and ventilating Side “lembel's- This con

windshield, . brace! und adjustment St . ,

features. ruction 18 unquestion

. ably superior to other ev—

isting tYPes on account of its rigidity and Strength ‘

Another point that is worth mentioning is in the

type, the insertion of a block of wood between the t

the spring and the frame; this block of Wood sew 0P leaf of

sorber of vibration and shock, and when desiredes as an ab

moved to permit the ready release of the spfin > can be re_

As in the highest priced ears, 8.

small lips formed on either side,

angles to the face of the spring,

prevent them from flying out of l

311 elliptic

keep the: ICaVe

me on the recoil. I and

All the spring shackles have grease lub
s rica

ted sh'lckle bolts

operating in bronze busl'
tings; a oini: l'l

beet p wnci bears em 1 '

b l'ulse many makers do not use bushings, but allow the slid:le

0 ts to work In a more or less imperfect hole formed b th

spring itself. y c

All the spring plates are made of the finest oil-tempered

steel, accurately fitted and ground. Drop-forged steel pads are

used throughout, those on the rear being provided with means for

grease lubrication. '

Radius rods, the ends

of' which also operate in

bronze bushings, well

lubricated, extend from

the rear axle housing to

the frame cross—member,

  

removing all (1 r i v i n g

View of end of frame showing man

ner of supporting the upper half

rear spring. Note that it is fastened

to the crosmmember instead of to the

side member, and that a wood block in

placed between the upper leut‘ oi the

spring and the frame, making removal

of spring easy. This illustration also

shows the manner in which the upring

leaves are Tipped.

stresses and strains from

the. springs.

THE FRONT AXLES

The front axles are

of basic open—hearth

steel, drop—forged, and

specially heat - treated,

according to our formula:

tests show that it is

capable of carrying many

times the load to which

the severest service can

subject it,

How we know this,

and how it is tested, will

be described later

the under

heading of “on

Chemical r

. and Ph '
T . ysmal
Tislilng Laboratories "

e steerin .

g knu
are of basic Ckles
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mm means great loss of power at the rear

ndilv scc the great advantage of this design.

“25” REAR AXLE

“The rcar axle of the "25" is of a semi-floating type, having

this marked and new advantage that the upper half of the trans

llll‘illill case may he rcadily removed, exposing the cutirc trans

mission and rcnr nxlc gear assemblies. Thrust washers are pro

vided to take cnd thrust on each side of differential so that driv

ing pinion and rcar ring gear cannot be thrown out of alignment

or bearing surfaces injured.

Wheels, you will re

Load is carried on two extra long high

dnty Hyatt roller bearings.

Every part of the rear axle assembly is

accessible; both axle shafts, with driving

flangrs. can be msily removed; the differ—

cntial may be inspected or removed entirely

by the mere unscrewing of a few nuts.

The axle shafts, driving pinion, drive

scar. diti'ercntial bevel gears, are all madev

of chrome nickel alloy steel, drop-forged

accuratcly machined, hardened and ground.

Particular care has been exercised in thi

design of all gears and shafts. giving more

btnring surfaces and sufficient material for

adequate keys and key~wa_vs. How we have

determined what these sizcs shall be, how

limb". and what sized keys should be used,

under the heading, "How We Check Up

Design."

_ “th Wt use an axle shaft with six pro

Jfl‘tiuns around its circumference instead

"f “"9 With II squared end, will also he

crpim'ncd.

THE MOTORS

The motor design,

_ common to all the
new btndcbakcr cars, is

n 'p rticulnrly worth u"un rod.
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water-jacketed.

The air and

vaporized,

mixture

readily. and liberates its

mnxunum energy.

producing a

The cooling water is

taken from the radiator

into the cylinder jacket

directly around the valve

seats, thus preventing

trouble from warped and

 
 

\‘Ie-w of end of rear axle, nllowlng

internal and external hmken. brake

mor-lmnlsrn. and upan and of frame.

Note the large amount of room he

twm-u the rear axle and body, allow

ing for n lilrxv dcllevtlon of the rear

llfll'anI. Thln VIHV also shown the

braced steel rear axle, transmission

our, and one end of the radius rod.

leaky valves, and the con

sequent loss of power

which always accompanies

such defects.

Studebaker motors on

account of their improved construction and enclosed valves run

very quictlv; you cannot hear the working of the valves at all.

  

mmlsnlnn, showing braced steel hon-lug with trlplc thickness where needed,full :ztllilléltvrrgdrgr: uxlc, hen-l gcnr drlrc. strong, compact tmnnminnlnn and also end of II"

 



THE PISTONS

  

The pistons also are
made of a special

close-grained gray
iron; the heads are

crowned to give maximum strength and

minimum weight’ and highly Polished to

prevent the adherence of carbon. This

feature is also worthy of special notice as

the carbonizing of pistons, although the

source of much trouble, has been given but

little attention by manufacturers generally.

The mirror polish given to Studebaker

pistons, although increasing their cost to a

considerable extent, has proved to be an

efficient improvement in motor construc

tion and operation. Each piston carries

four piston rings, three near the upper end

to insure perfect compression and no leak—

age, the fourth at the lower end to act as

an oil wiper, preventing excessive lubrica

tion and its consequent smoking.

Unlike other construction, the piston

  

pins, of high carbon ba51c, open-hearth
i I‘ ' 1d ri -

‘- I i n“ “an mum"). mm“ m" mnmiibi'iiii steel, hardened and ground, are he 55
t (ion showing HPII-hlflrii‘r'lriJl"prllllz bumper spring shark“. “Quin”; “huh d the connecting

rue , . . tor - _ “K . _ I .
i frgnanfiuxgigljflgmai sprednnxiiar Erwin]:an her-Hull; also. note steel (onduit tiro V ldly In the upper en 0

‘1 MM" n I ii I ed our ngs, 7

fl bolts, 1p ' ‘ m”.
if illegitlrfi-nilionnectlons “11h dynamo 1

    rod, and operate in bearings of large sur

face in the piston walls. This excess of

bearing surface reduces the wear mate

rially, and makes it seldom necessary for

any inspection of this part of the motor

to he made.

THE CONNECTING RODS

The connecting rods are made. of high

carbon, basic, dro
heat—treated steel preling and carefunl'

. ' i1 ' .formula. , ccording to a spew}

The lowcr

._ _ ' ) 01‘ crank Sha
hues are made of a sped lftbhe

a

glilccl's Sm,

. Till

. v';m“lll“li' ' i' i
leiiUMuu-r : ital-ii

airing, sur~

ahhitt, which

cify for this

e so set '
I ‘ y G into th

)9‘1l‘lng ca mm c

. _ SSll€Qlal bolts . 6 held in (f. The

F l 0 ang e d. Me by t

“nectin .

g rods ' ls _
‘ liaianced wit]ls cal'efullv on MS, and

li'lng‘r'idmglm" '2’: r ‘ “Ye hei 1m w
n of "Ha I

e1 h
a t ed

| . l 11 ll
vin: uu mum" mtognrlngs hTiurame ‘1 g placed inqtlal'iel‘ 0 nd

Special spring testing machine designed

o! the various form! of spring suspension.

'1 machan up to the point of [r

steel used in Studebaker earl.

 
 

acture, thus ‘4 nelng 0

if
. 8n‘° qualitythl“ ch  
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. , ) ' ‘ w .
"it'll amount or . It 1:";th l" lust the

5 [iv ri

saroothly running mot

ll_\' careful drillir

, is accurately bal

and dynamically;

motion.

have just

OP.

1;; and weighing, it.

anci'd, both staticallv

some of ltllh'lt‘ is, at rest and lll

_ lt‘sc pomts which \vc

"fine mentioned constituti- features of

meat which are not visiblc. but whow

effect is. nevertheless, plainlv to be felt

when the machine is being operated. Tth

constitute a strong reason for preferring

btudcbaker cars.

THE CRANK SHAFTS

I The crank shaft is a single drop-forg

ing of high carbon, basic, open-hearth

stccl, machined, heat—treated, ground and

balanced with the greatest accuracy.

It runs in three split bearings of high—

gradc babbitt, cach bearing being provided

with ample means for adjustment and

liberal lubrication. The SIX crank shaft

runs in four bearings.

THE CRANK CASES

The crank case is made in two sections.

the upper half cast from a special grade

t'lflfl‘graincd gray iron for the “25" and

"35," and of aluminum for the SIX. The

lower half is a One-piece stecl stamping 0f

l'f‘"! gauge metal designed to carry oil

distributing tubes, oil dip pans, and net as

an oil rcscrvoir for the lubricating system.

THE VALVES

The valves of larger size are all

mounted on one side 0

I f the cylinder cast
"18, and the mechanism I

in a d is entirely enclosed

cm "Sl‘Proof.mmp.-rrtment, which, how

of “'5': bilcrdsfly inspected by the removal

in e c in ]. .
With lever nuts. p we by two bolts fitted

L"e')’ihing possible has been done to

379
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Lookan ut the front of Model 35 motor. showing cross shaft with hellr-ul driving gear. \vatcr

pump, water pump runner-lion». malnrtn. wlf-atrlrlrr. silent chain for driving mmv throth motor

uupporl. uml KQ‘IIPI‘BI form of construction. Note unlu-ruai ,Iolnir- in pump. and mnIm-io llrlvq- Mull“,

and rulJuntahlc fun support.

  

Motor section: showing valves. vuive seats and lnlrt and axhnunt passages: alflo, interior of

pump and crank cane. Note the manner in which valves are rnt'lmmd. and In the center of the hole

through which hot air from the carburetor in sucked direcin from the valve compartment. iliuu

doing away with any possibility of getting illrt Into tluI carburetor. and lnfluring \vnrm alr It all

limes. At the upper right-hand rorm-r the coil and xlllhi feed that go on the dauh are nhao nhown.

Note thr- mnnncr in which n portion of tinI ev||r|u~i |ll|il' In eliminate-d by making It u put of thr

cyllmir-r ranting. A good view of the iiy-ivln-rl and clutch and brake prdnln are uiuo NIIOWII. 'l'hal

Imall standplpe lhowln‘ the level of oil in the crank can will silo be noticed in the foreground.

  

 



heads are drop—forged from

 

  

’ (“Id Ihe lalle

- basitncall . _ 0, Open-hearthy welded to high carbon steel stems Tlsiitsel, elec

' 0m mation

has been -.found to be desrrable as the openqlcm}fully resrsts heat and is not liable t ' 'l I Steal success,—

stfiel t h v 1 0 pit, while the high carbon

s ems ave been found t b b 'givg re t u .d. 0 e est suited for wear and to

a r 1 r‘ , - ~ . .
b thge v lgi Ihat. our deersron lS right has been proven

y ery satis actory results that these valves have given in

high-speed racing and long endurance contests.

The push-rods that operate the valves are of high carbon,

basic, open-hearth stecl, machined, hardened and accurately

ground; they are Carried in cast-iron bushings, pressed into the

ers, and are actuated by one cam shaft; a screw and

(1 design allows them to be delicylind

lock—nut of the most approve

cater adjusted.

Marks on the
es make valve timing on easy operation.

IGNITION

The Splitdorf dual system of ignition, consisting of a low

to and auxiliary battery of four dry cells, is

fitted with the latest style of dash switch is

mod, and the wiring is carried through insu

flywhcel accurately spaced at the proper dis—

time

tension magne

used. A coil

mounted under the I
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t BCUIIII 0 8 low l\ or of HIM“ "LII .G t I It I I “(III

lated flexibl ' ‘
insulated spill-£63112“: hard rubb

As will be seen from

the illustration, the mag

neto is mounted in front

of the motor, and is driv

en by transverse shaft,

operated by helical gears.

All wiring, the mag

neto and coil are fully

protected from dirt and

moisture by an easily re—

movable w a t e r p r o o f

cover.

The entirc wiring

equipment, which runs

inside the body, is in—

stalled and inspected be—

fore the upholstering is

put on.

No pains have been

spared to make the entire c

worthy.
We do not take th

\\'(ll'(l for it, but tcst ever." Piece Of mate:

v terminal. RWY." magnew’ ever!

' cvcry switch that 5069

~ —_ ' l, lutch and fro
H, “he? c houslng.

lectrical equipment thorougth trust

.
c manufacturers

rlrll. (’Vt‘l‘

very wire and

ion construction.

LUBRICATION

1- cars are equippc

and pump

coil, 6

into the iguit

d with the

Studebnkt‘ emulating

combined splash

svstem. I u

' Oil is taken from the reservoirn of the crank case by a pump "‘1. '

haft, and constantly den

bes to the timing gears an

th the

bottoi

from the cam s

ered through tu
pockets in the dip pan undernea I

crank shaft. When the motor 15 runlllllg

the oil is pumped from an oil reservoir 1"

so through 11
the bottom of the crank ca

11 and, after dls'

sight-feed on the dos ,

tributing itself over the timing 368""

finally drains back into the crank 0556

again. A strainer prevents any dirt from

entering the oiling tubes.

The amoimt of oil in the crank 0115“

rese'I’Oi' may be ascertained at any

time by glancing at the gauge located near

the filler pipe.

L
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Showing interior construction

.is only the surplus oil

ii always will ' '

quantity of lubricant and the method of

its distribution have been so ncciiriitelv cal

rlil-iini that there is no possibility of the

motor smoking. Another advantage of the

system is that. fresh oil is constantly for

nisht‘d to the timing gear case, completely

flooding this mechanism, ilnd almost en

tirely eliminating any wear and noise at

this point

in

COOLING SYSTEM

A llcCord tubular radiator in the “25"

“fill “33" and a Livingston Honey Comb

in the SIX. through which the water is

forced by a centrifugal pump, maintain

the cooling water at the proper tempera

ture under all conditions. The cars literally cannot overheat

The system has a large water capacity, and on “Count Of

the ample water jacket space and piping used, is "31'." effican

  

 
 

 
 

sh ."WI me with which the dlfl’erentlnl and llrlo

bevel can be removed.

38l

THE CLUTCH

l he clutch is of the leather-faced type

'l‘lif‘ cone is 'v a one-piece steel '

“'t‘ll rilihi'd for stiffness smmpmg,

The clutch—huh i

phosphor

shaft.

The contact between the clutch-cone

and flywheel is maintained by a highly

tempered coil spring which exerts a pressure of about 80 pounds.

The system of foot levers is so designed that very little

pressure need be exerted on the foot pedal to release the clutch.

s a steel casting with

bronze bearing on the crank

Differentlal \vltli nil-tight eon-r removed.

Beneath the clutch leather is ii series of flat springs that hold

up the leather at several points, making the clutch engage easi y

00th] .and am y TIMING GEARS

The timing gears are of the helical

tvpe, cut with a 20-degree pressure angle,

Zl'nd long addendum type tooth, designed

especially to give very quiet action and

great durability. .

The pump and magneto shaft gear is
iof the same type, set at right angles and

meshes with the cam shaft gear.

This entire gear assembly is enclosed

in an oil-tight case, and runs in oil.

PROPELLER SHAFT

The drive from the clutch to the trans

._4_- l

_._.'_a_4"



I The rear dr. r
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1' plant where all it

View In lilrxe drop [org
och our \vhorcns th

over 250 drop forgings in e

reed “0.

mission is through the propeller shaft of

chrome nickel steel, especially heat—treated.

Front and rear universal joints, with all

parts of basic, open-hearth. drop-forged

steel, and phosphor bronze bushings, are

provided. Both are entirely enclosed by

a newly designed dirt—proof and oil—tight

covering, insuring clear, well lubricated

universal joints.

A torque arm, bolted solidly to trans

mission case at the rear end, and secured

to a cross-member of the frame at the front

end by a system of springs, fully protects

the gears and driving shafts from road

shocks and undue strains.

TRANSMISSION

‘ :The Transmission is of the selective

sliding gear type, three speeds forward

and one reverse. All gears are 6/8 pitch,

out With a 141/2 degree pressure angle,

hardened and accurately ground. Thé

CDlzintel'Sllllft is of large diameter, and car—

{:16 on two plain die cast bearings with

18;}?112565 to take the thrust.

c or . '~ ‘nicétel alloyWZi‘geldl-lirfrdirigctl ls 0; Chrome—

an is carried , an ground

by two annular ball bearingsi

irpzod parts 0

e usual num

‘~.'=~",';~Ll

_l‘ I‘ f';.""‘-_

  
I Studebaker our»v are mind:

her un-rl hy mo~t makers

  
  

does

One ‘of the Mmlebaki-r I-‘onndrles

There are

not e\

  

  

nickel alloy stoollu‘l shaft is of chromfi

and ls carried at H. iardened and gran d

bronze tpr of bcgfhfl'ont end in aphospllioiz

for lubrication, and gll'llled and grooced

fled in a Timkcn _‘ 8 rear end is car

bearing ""Pl'oved roller thrust

A speciallv ( .also located at tliislggfgt 2:1}; :earmg is

uny'iidditional thrust that may (ile‘i'eigre 0f

Ihe drive pinion is secured t tl I).

drive shaft in a ta )(‘1‘ fit ' l o ‘6 rear

key I" l n ‘ } Witi a \Voodruli

_ I.‘ l( a (.istellated nut.

Ilie sliding gears are maintained in

position by a ball and spring lock arrange

ment. and corresponding grooves in the

rear shift rods.

This arrangement, together with the

improved control system, keeps the gears

in nicin regardless of road conditions.

The transmission parts are all con

tained in a two-piece cast aluminum case;

bolted to the rear axle housing.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED GEARS

USED

The driving teeth gear use

baker cars are very different in shape to

those used by other makers. They have a

special form of tooth, which was invented

d in Stude
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CCl 3

ml 8 l' as

tellltatcits It Id u manentl. to u

very Okremmaland iajpe any “S'snctieifiti i;

.Pl‘tctllttio 8ment 8 , . o
it t'elltiliitio " "as been take ni time.

out wheels, such as that

road does not cause the

Br usin -
- R 8 wheel inste . ."’5" "if so: in t'our diseignifpa iii-"c SM" 1* is possible to

()8! ions so that in tl - -
Wta'frtl ney surface can be quicklv preseiited 16 (an 0f

0am rea _Rule rich god trill-(it‘llmtfib. the stu ring is lore and oh; that

“gm—hand SM ' l'Ollll‘tlt’ steering gm, (,',(.r;,t(.s dinrtly (m H“.

{mm . .t'lng nuckle let-pr, and moves pal-“110] t" H“,

. The steering wheel is an aluminum spider with a bent wood

rim of large diameter.

t The spark and control levers are carried on the sector :it the

ol the steering column, and an accelerator pedal is also pro

" for handling the throttle in crowded triitlie where it is

desirable to keep both hands free.

-1

i

.k.

v
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A battery of loll-starters Ind

 
 

“more batterlel under tent in our electrical laboratory.

  

the M I
t': s . g1t*h- '. Ittd steel, and will in“! Sldp,l-rurc made

- '1 118 com

. l’t'r-‘iting i] . .
u ‘ .lt‘t- (-("HT' -‘ ' If, t-le-ptrlc rht ' . _

ri.tcb tit tlic tlt'iH-r m I'll} l"('-'ltt'(l on the d-isli wq'itl'ld Igni

. " H“ ‘..ls\.

THE BRAKES

The l
l 4' ' ' I '\1- . . HI“ (“'“trlwh‘m "ll Silltlt‘

1'} (“\pctisin- to mat“.
l)t"~iiir| '- -' i

i Ittl witl - l- ' i
h l -t .tl‘g‘t' l'tt'ttit' til ' '

so tllrlt, tilt-v will hum H Hun- ' l ‘ itit} tlii} .iri construct”!

'l'l .. i . . l ' .\ ““l lHI‘Wnril or backward

“.l "UH-“Isl Ht two sets I H ' ‘ ‘
drums on th r I I \| .. N) l ot which oppmtv “n hmkv

\ c car in is, - - . . .. , . -
by ‘t Il'tlltl l \' r tl t“ Hmr'mmw‘ l’r'llW Iii-ing controlled

‘ I I Q‘ Q“ ‘ s n I . ' , ' . ' -

I! It opiration ot “hub t'\|):t||tls :in internal

s “W.

l lhc St‘l'\'lt't‘.l)l'i'tl\'t'_ opcriitcd by :i t'oot pcdul. is ot' the external

)fllltl t_\'pi'. thc inner surtucc ot which is con-red with an asbestos

composition lining. The emergency broke has :i nictal to metal

contact, with very large braking surt'ncc.

.\ special spring releasi- prevents the brakes t‘roiii dragging,

:i dct‘cct which is noticcablc in sonic other cars.

THE WHEELS

.'\rtilli‘r_\' wliccls, cipiippcd with ilciiiountrililc t'inis.

Goodrich Q. l). tiri‘s :irc l|\t‘(l.

ELECTRIC SELF

STARTER

.\|i clcctric sturtcr of thc inotor gen—

erator type. especially designed tor the

Studebaker Corporation, and inaniitactured

by the \l'ugner Electric .\l.-iniit:icturing

(:Ullllktlly, of St. Louis. lS'lllCllttl‘t‘tl'ttS rcg'

til:ir cipiipiiicnt on the "$5."; and hl.\. '.\ct—

ing on thc crank sliiit't through a silent

chain, it. is cupziblc of turning the motor at

so r.p.iii. for a period of 30 minutes. A

“'illard 5tt-iinipcrc hour. IQ-i'iilt battery.

used in connection with the starter. siip

plics the lighting system, and is :iiitoiiiat

icallv and continuously charged by tl1e

starter, which runs as a generator after the

motor starts.

A flexible cord runs from the starter

controller to a handle on the steering post

within easy reach of the driver. To start

the motor, you merely pull this handle.

As soon as the motor begins to fire, the

starter automatically changes its function

to that of a generator.

We show in one. of the illustrations a

battery of these self-starters under test in

our electrical laboratory.

No maker has a more complete method

for testing than we have.

llillit‘l' curs is llllltlllt‘ :iiiil

itllil
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Distinguishing Characteristics

THE STUDEBA
KE “ n

The Model “25" R 25

produced.

We know of no 0th '
er low-priced car which is man f

\ I I ( tunder such famrable conditions and in factories cxclugivlclymde:

voted to high-class manufacture.

is 'one of the most remarkable values ever

AS we have said before, in nearly all its details, it is exactly

like the higher priced types; being especially noteworthy on

account of its simplification of chassis design.

It has, however, full-elliptic springs, and a semi-floating

rear axle, which is equipped with thrust bearings to take up the

cnd thrust and in which the construction is such that the gears

cannot get out of alignment.

T} THE SIX

16 “Six" has a 31,," , ,,
which develops 4‘0 burst/i)0 bore by 5 stroke, 6~cylinder motor

I wet on brake test. The 11 half
PFC crank case 18 composed of aluminum, in order to 55:; weiglitf

he radiator 15 of the honeycomb type. In all other respects the

“Six, tuypical 0f the general Studebaker design. The weight

of the Six," with all tanks filled, is 3,000 pounds,

It is built on 121” wheelbase with six passenger body, and

is equipped with 34 x 4-" Goodrich tires.

The announcement of a six—cylinder car of undisputed high

grade at $1,550 is an achievement which marks a memorable

point in the advancement of the automobile industry. _ '

For equipment, models and prices, see detailed specifications.

  

Viaw of special Model 35 chassis section t

The transmission difl'ers slightly from the two other cars,

but is equally strong and accessible. I

The driving torque is taken up by a torsion tube surrounding

the propeller shaft.

The motor develops 26 horsepower on brake test. The tour—

ing car fully equipped with all tanks filled, weighs 1,950 pounds.

The car has extraordinary power and has already made a great

record as a hill—climber, and under the most severe road condi—

tions. Its equipment is liberal, as will be seen by referring to

the table of specifications.

The “25" has a 314)” bore by 5" stroke 4 c lind
" ,_ - er 0t rlogrwhcellease, and 30 X 51/2” tires. It SCII’S f01¥$885.01f)n o y

‘or equipment, models and prices, see detail specifications

' d axles.
0 show interior mechamsm of motor on

STUDEBAKER “35”
n " Sticks!

The Model “35” is equipped with a 41/8 bore by 5

'1--cvlinder motor, and has 116" wheelbase. I 35 qnd

' . ' d on brake test 15 ’ ‘
The actual horsepower dCIthiI‘C _ _} ks film

the car weighs 2,850 pounds full)" “lumped WI“ mnh d by ant

The “35”, we believe, is absolutely unapproflcfilel “1.8 “(1.

car selling within $500 of its price of $1,290. It 5 'a big car, of distinguished lines, comfortable, .room'yh as

equipped with an excellence and attention to detail Whlc

never before been shown in a moderate priced car. Inygu

“muld like a $2,000 car, buy the $1,290 Studebaker “35- ‘t

“QTY 5°th it is as good or better than many cars of good repu'

tation for which you are asked to pay a much larger price.
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Complete List of Studebaker Cars
IThe cars here announced are additions to our line. “'c shall continue to manu

facture the famous Studebaker (l'l-M-F) "30" and Studebaker (Flanders) "20."

than which no better cars of their class were ever built.

 

 

  

"SIX" Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,550

Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,550 I

Limousine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,500 i

"35" Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.290 '

Sedan Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.050 l ‘

Coupe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.850 ' 1

“50” Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,190 .‘

“25"Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 885 - i

Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 885

“20" Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 885

Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 835

Delivery Car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800

.411 prim-a for cars fully equipped, f. 0.11. Detroit.

A Word About Studebaker Service

Few automobile manufacturers have what may he called a truly efficient service

department.

.\lany claim to have, but investigation has shown that in most instances it falls

_ \‘crv far short of being ideal. A large number of service stations are necessary to

keep an efficient service department in successful operation, to give customers proper

attention, to insure the rapid filling of orders, and a speedy adjustment of claims.

The Studebaker ('orporation, like few other organizations, is happily in a

position to handle such matters promptly. 2,500 Studebaker branches and dealers

dot the country.

‘\~
Hardly a city of any size can be found in which there is not a Studebaker

representation.

it is for this reason that we have been able to lay out, and put into successful

operation 8 plan for taking care of Studebaker owners in a generous way that is

Second to none in ultimate usefulness. It has always been our policy to do this.

Our enormous business and our reputation for honesty and fair dealing has come

as a logical result of such policy.

_ Naturally we are jealous of such a reputation, and intend, therefore. to main

tain it at any cost. A careful, consistent conservatism, combined with a progressive

P°|l<‘_\' towards our purchasers, will, we believe, enable us to do it.
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i r y I - . e [oz-"lch Wheelbase

v s gw ll'k Speedometer
' ' ( ll'l &. .

I h I'll entilating Wlndlhleld l I

. inch Goodrich tire! EICCU’IIC O I

w th Demountable rims Acety ene Ill PI "19] s k "Hill! I top I" 6 pt c ' 8

'a
. ' T 0| b0!L't tank Studeb'k"? H“ “mm i=3“ u: of toolE "a rim Flife‘s-ginirakit DeeP cu'h'on'x ire

Tire holders

Studebaker 
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Six passenger, four cylinders, 4I/8

-inch bore 1: 5-inch stroke, llG-inch Wheelbase
Electric self-starter Stewart 8: Clark Speedometer Studebaker JIKY curtN'"

Q 34x4 inch Goodrich tires Three-quarter elliptic springs

Detachable, demountable rims Full H

1 Extra rim

Luxurious upholsteryDating rear axle Deep cushions _
T' h Id Eluh'k 59"" Clear-vision ventilating Wind

gilt"; “2'2" 5‘“ "WM" t"P shield~rainwi|ion type ’

Full set of tools
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Studebaker
ll “Six”

  

\

a Six-passenger, six cylinders, 3l/1-inch bore x 5-inch stroke, lZl-inch wheelbase

) . self-ltlrfer _ Stewed & Clark Speedometer Studebaker JilTy curtains

Dl‘ LDC: Goodrlch hree I Three-quarter elliptic lpringl Luxurious upholltery

H" "'l P, demountable rune Full-floating rear axle Clear-vision ventilating wind

‘ . Exidne llghh Eledric horn lhield—rnin-vilion type

Tirnhnlr: Silk mohair mp Specie] tool box ,

e 0 en Full set of tools

Studebaker

g Limousine “Six”

  

Price Complete, $2,500



Studebaker

  

Coupe “35”

  

 

Studebaker

Sedan “35"
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The Closing

N the preceding pages we have discussed at length some of

I the important features and some of the little known char

acteristics which make Studebaker automobiles the extraor

dinary values we believe them to be.

We make this claim for every Studebaker Car—that in

quality of material, in method of manufacture and in skillful

workmanship, Studebaker automobiles are not excelled by any

ears built, no matter what the price.

This claim is justified because it is true. With every car we

sell goes a pledge of business honor which rests upon sixty

years of Studebaker success and fair dealing.

We. have told you a little about these cars because we hope

above all things, that every prospective buyer will make a most

searching examination of the car he proposes to buy. Stude

baker cars are honest down to the last detail of construction and

they will reward a buyer with years of satisfying service.

Think over these things and take an opportunity to see for your

self the marvelous values which you will find in Studebaker

automobiles. You will see them at all the shows and at the

salesrooms of our dealers.

The

Corporation

- Detroit, Mich.
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Studebaker Branches and Supply Depots

Atlanta . . . . . . . .. 114-116 Auburn Avenue

Birmingham. . . . .2029 Avenue “C”

Boston . . . . . . . . ..l.awton Ave. and Cummington St.

Bufi'alo . . . . . . . .. 1021 Main Street

Charlotte .......224 North Tryon Street

Chicago . . . . . . . . .215t and Michigan Avenue

Cincinnati . . . . . ..815 Race Street

Cleveland . . . . . .. 700 Canal Road

Columbust.v.,....2(i4 North Fourth Street

Dallas. ",1", . . . . .1513 Commerce Street

Dayton . . . . . . . . ..224 North Main Street

Denver . . . . . . . . ..1515 Cheyenne Place

Detroit . . . . . . . . ..513 \Voodward Avenue

Fargo . . . . . . . . . ..224 Broadway

Indianapolis.....309-315 North Pennsylvania Ave.

Kansas City. . . . .1620 Grand Avenue

Los Angeles. . . . .1620 East 7th Street

Louisville . . . . . ..4th and York Streets

Memphis . . . . . . ..249 Monroe Avenue

Minneapolis.....2d Avenue South and 6th Street

New York . . . . ...Broadwa_v and 59th Street

Calg

Norfolk . . . . . . . ..

Oakland . . . . . . . . .

Oklahoma City.. 7 West Main Street

Omaha . . . . . . . . . .2026 Farnum Street

Philadelphia. . .. 18th and Noble

Phoenix . . . . . . . . .4th Avenue and Jackson Street

Pittsburgh . . . . . . .Forhes Field

Portland . . . . . . .. Chapman and Alder Streets

Salt Lake City. . . 157 State Street

San Antonio. . ..

San Francisco... Mission and Fremont

Sacramento. . . . .

Seattle . . . . . . . . . .2201 2d Avenue

Sioux Falls..... 124 \Vest 10th Street

South Bend. . . . . Administration Building

Spokane . . . . . . . ..1032 Sprague Avenue

St. Louis . . . . . . ..4360 Duncan Street

Stockton . . . . . . ..417 East Weber Avenue

Tacoma . . . . . . . ..1129 Tacoma Avenue

Toledo . . . . . . . . ..1101 Madison Avenue

\Yashington,D.C118 Q Street Northeast

Canadian Factory—Walkerville, Ontario

Canadian Distributing Centers

ary, Alberta

Edmonton, Alberta

Hamilton, Ontario

Hali fax. Nova Scotia

Montreal. Quebec

Ottawa, Ontario

Quebec, Quebec

Regina, Saskatchewan

St. Johns, New Brunswick

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Toronto. Ontario

Winnipeg. Manitoba

Vancouver, British Columbia

Victoria. British Columbia
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Progressive Dealers

\\'ill be alive to the sales possibilities of this device, which is

by long odds the best insurance against theft, joy riding and

meddlers generallyt

The Bull Dog Auto Lock is one of the necessities that is "a. lltt'le

worker With a big mission to perform," and to set- it is to want it.

Dealers have proved this by the number of sales they have made

and are making.

This safety device is simple in construction. easy to attach and

detach, neat in appearance. and has the tenacity of a hull dog. It

Wlll fit all modern cars that have a sliding gear transmission.

Write and get our proposition to you. The retail price is $2.50.

small enough to make sales come easy and large enough to give

you a liberal commission.

CONSOLIDATED MACHINE WORKS

1636 Wenlworlh Avenue Chicago, III.

THE AT THE SHOW

Don't fail to see thin

aplendid car at the

Grand Central Palace,

' New York. Section No.

133, Mezzanine Floor

Has These Nine Selling Features

 

 

‘

O

fig“ KING Cantilever Springs which absorb all shocks; assure the car a LONG. ECONOMICAL

PM; and mike 1: THE “COMFORT” CAR OF THE WORLD. *Long Stroke Motor. Unit

tTh a!" Center Control. * Left Hand Steer. * 18 inch Steering Wheel. * Full Floating Rear Axle.

ree'pmm Suspension. * Complete Electric Light Equipment.

'11.th are “ High Priced Car” features

7" the NEW KING sells for
TWO STYLES—ONE CHASSIS

TOURING CARandROADSTER

 

 

 

  

. "an
Km; More:81:060.

 

 

Illullration Shaun Complete View of

Special Spring
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The Hollenden

Cleveland

 
 

*Serving as the all-the-year-round headquarters and home

of the Cleveland Automobile Club, is particularly well

prepared to give its metropolitan service to all the motor

world. Especial appointments have been provided for

automobilists and the automobile trade in general.

*Most accessible by reason of its location, THE HOLLENDEN

is content to stand upon its record in the matter of

high-grade service. Intelligent care for the needs of the

public, personal interest in their smallest wants and

tireless efforts to supply their every requirement combine

in establishing the service which has made and retains so

many loyal friendships for this house.

*Improvement of established merit are going forward as

fast as installation can be made. Important additions

in keeping with this establishment and its reputation are

nearly completed. '

*One may well doubt if in the entire list of metropolitan

H hotels there is one which oHers so many attractions and

conveniences, so enjoyable a combination of advantages

at sensible prices as

The Hollenden

l Cleveland

2%

H v . J
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Hotel Cumberland

\

Broadway at 54th Street, New York
 

 

OFFICIAL HOTEL:

Automobile Club of America

American Automobile Ass’n

"Broadway" Car
Near 50th Street "on Grand Central

 
 

Subway Statlon, Depot

53d Street Elevated seveczzhhtrnue

and all Surtaee Pgnngylvallll

Lines Station. Convenient

to Both Shows

NEW AND FIREPROOF STRICTLY FIRST CLASS

Rate: Reasonable-"$2.50 With Bath, and Up

Excellent Reataurant--- Moderate Prices

TEN MINUTES’ WALK TO 30 THEATRES

\

send f°' MG! P. Formerly with Hotel Imperial

  

 
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

\ 
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Chicago :

OUR EXHIBITS, THIS YEAR,

New York: Madison Sq. Garden, Space 178, Elevated Platform

Coliseum, Space 21, Gallery

  

WILL BE OF UNUSUAL INTEREST

BE SURE AND VISIT OUR BOOTH

 
 

27TH STREET PLANT—OVER EIGHT ACRES UNDER ROOF

 
  

IN ADDITION TO OUR STANDARD LINE OF FRAME SHAPES AND

MISCELLANEOUS PRESSINGS AND FORGINGS, WE ARE SHOWING THE

New Whitney llitierential Roller Bearing and New Models Front and Rear Axles

A; O. SMITH COMPANY, Milwaukee

 

 

Every BusinessManCan Use an

international Commercial Car

To the man who sells automobiles, the International

Commercial Car presents an interesting and attractive

proposition. It occupies a field of its own. The fact

that a man already owns an automobile makes him a

better prospect for an International Commercial Car,

especially if he is a farmer or a business man who does

light hauling or makes deliveries. '

Better Than Horses

The International Commercial Car is more reliable

than horses. It works long hours without rest. It

travels over roads where mud, sand, snow, or ice would

make it cruel to drive horses. It is a better investment

than horses.

Less Expensive

The International Commercial Car costs less than

horses and wagons to do the same amount of work, and

the up—keep cost is less. It costs nothing when not

working. It does not require so much care as horses.

It is a money-saving proposition for a business man

from every point of view.

 
 

  

  

 

 

 

Strictly a Commercial Car

It does not compete with pleasure cars. It 15 strléliilsli

a commercial car, whose size, power, shape. trans

sion, tires, road clearance, c0nstru_ct10n,_ p_rrce——=1car to

the result of years of experience in build!iLgclili‘mieS

prove satisfactory for light hauling and qutc

in the hands of average drivers.

This is the Car We Ask You to Sell

' siIf vou think you can, our props;

'Better write for it anyua)

Address

Can you do it?

tion will interest you.

see just what we have to offer.

international _ a

Harvester Company oi Amerrc
. S. A155 Harvester Bldg. "newer-Ml cmcmo' U

/
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Sale of All the Properties of

United States Motor Company

Alden-Sampson Manufacturing Company

Brush Runabout Company

Columbia Motor Car Company

Dayton Motor Car Company

Maxwell-Brieeoe Motor Company

  

Croxton cars incorpo

rate all of the features

for which the buyer

looks in the new

models. Write for cata

log and agency details.

_

  

Pursuant t0'decree of the United States District Court for the

Southern District of New York, the properties of the above companiel

will be ofl'ered for sale in Room 47 of the Post Office Building, Bor

ough of Manhattan, City of New York, on

  

January 8th, 1913

Sealed bids will be received by receivers at their office, Broadway

and 6lst Street, Manhattan, N. Y., up to 10 A. M. January 8, 1913.

Bids will be announced January 8, 1913, at ll A. M., in Room 47,

P. 0. Building, Manhattan, N. Y. Thereupo'i bidders, qualifying pur

suant to terms of decree of sale, may bid lur'l-er until 3 P. M. of that

day if and as may be permitted by the Court. For copies of decree of

sale giving terms, conditions and particulars as to bids and sale and

for all further information reference may be made to the undersigned.

Bidders should inspect the decree of sale.

  

a TheCroxlon MotorCar C0.

Washington,
 

 

w. E. s. STRONG .
ROBERTS WALKER RECcivers.

Broadway and 6lst Street, Borough of Manhattan,

New York City,

ROSENBERG & LEVIS,

Solicitors for Complainant,

170 Broadway, Borough of Manhattan,

New York City.

 

 

 
 

D very carefully and read a»

it, twice, if necessary.

18 there any part of an automobile engine, or any other gas engine,

that is more important to its efficiency than a Valve? '

Your engine' leaves the factory running smoothly and sweetly— tuned

"P [0 its highest power. Perhaps the valves pit—warp— go out of shape -—

hi] to hold compression. Then the power diminishes, and what can be

m0" a{{grilvating to the driver, who has known the fullness of the pulling

Power of his motor, than to have it grow less and less?

'0}! Cannot slight this part by putting in an inferior product—valves

lhat Will give trouble, or even break from inexperience in their manufac

mle“\'al\'es of unsuitable material, not suitably heat treated.

To? much is at stake, and a slight extra cost at the outset, which is the

exccpnon' may 53"? you many times over a probable later expense.

This Company, with the experience of many years as a guarantee, Will

in ' . v- _'rmsh you “1th properly made valves, of the materials best adapted to

‘0‘" rcillllrtfments.

- No‘. only QUALITY, but efficient SERVICE is a factor—surely there

is a sangfactio -

n "1 getting the kind of work you want—when you want it.

THE ELECTRIC WELDING PRODUCTS COMPANY

CLEVELAND. OHIO
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ruminant make ill

ruck equipped with

niiiiuiiii ciiims
This picture shows one of the

General Motors Truck Company’s

2%. 3% and 5 ton trucks equipped

‘ with Diamond Chain.

When prominent manufactur

ers specify Diamond Chain as

standard equipment they must

have a reason and it is in their

service records that this reason

is- disclosed.

Diamond Chains have proved

in every test the essential quali

ties of strength and durability,

which can only be possible with

the strictest attention to material

and construction. All rivets in

our heavy duty chains are nickel

steel. All holes in side bars are

reamed accurately to size and

pitch—giving an even and perfect

bearing not possible with simply

a punched hole.

In our treatise “Power Chains

and Sprockets," there is valuable

engineering information on the

subject of Chain Drives for

Trucks. We have a limited num

ber of these books for free distribution. Write now

and secure a copy.

Look for tho

TRADEO MARK

DIAMUNU CHAIN AND MANUFACTURING fill.

155 W. Georgia. Street lndlanapolil, Ind.

canoirv 8,000,000 res-r wen vent

SAMPLES SUBMITTED

  

(139)

 

Add $10 to $25 Profit

to Each Automobile Sale

Here's an easy way to pick up an extia Ten or Twenty Dollar Bill

whenever you sell an automobile.

Just send us the name of the purchaser and we will endeavor to sell

him an Edwards Private Portable Steel Garage.

That’s all we want you to do—merely furnish us the name.

You invest No Money or Time

It means $9.25 to $20‘profit FOR YOU on each sale. And you've

no money or time investe . Send us a list of all automobile owners in

our locality, and on this plan you'll make a nice, clean profit—per

haps several hundred dollars. _
The Edwards is far and away the most popular and Widely adver

tised Private Garage. Our rices are much lower than others. And

we've an excellent system of ollowing up all names received. We won't

miss any opportunities to close sales.

° Send us your list of local auto owners at once.

nte U‘ Now or we will be glad to answer any questions.

Edwards

Fire-Proof

Garage

  

An artistic. fire-proof steel structure for private use. Gives absolute

protection from sneak thieves, joy riders, fire, li htningI accidents, cate

lessness, etc. Saves time, work, worry and trou le. Comes ready to set

up. All parts cut and fitted. Simple. complete directions furnished.

Absolutely rust-proof. Joints and seams permanently tight. Practically

indestructible. Locks securely. Ample room for largest car and f

equi ment. Made by one of the largest makers of portable fire-proo

buil ings. Prompt, safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed.

The Edwards Mfg. Co., 709-759 Eggleaton Ave., Cincinnati.0.

 
 

 

 

    

Easy-Riding Tires

That Never Cause Trouble

Mot: Tires are as euv-rldinl and shark absorb

inl u properly-inflated pneumatics, yet never

puncture or blow out. They also end dancerous

lkiddinl and waste of power. Guaranteed tor ill.v

000 miles—two rear-l. Enitv applied to any

nandard clincher. universal quick-detachable or

demountable rim. Adopted ll standard equipment

by all leading makers of pleasure electrire.

Note their patented shock-absorbinl constriic~

tion—the double, notched treads. (A); the under

cut aides, (it); the ilantwire bridges, (C); the

tiisorbi‘rg) qualities when parsing over an ohltruc

vii.

ONE USER’S EXPERIENCE

The most convinch proof of thin tire'l worti;

in the experience 0! more. Here is what Rev. M.

P. Boynton, Pastor of Lexlnlton Avenue B. tilt

Church. Chicago. under date of October 18, iiilfl,

WIOIB LII:

The Meta Tire & Rubber Co.,

C u M3 glchinn are" Churn.

-en emenz— etnern t rre and our an a o ‘1 put Mntz thion Tim upon my Elecir'ic Butli- forever. I dlspowd 0t Imamamgsu tint it"

about It at once inrreued the milnale by in- "0- him“ Md mm .5 pod mm“ u

creuhiéi‘ th?I rigged1 tromhetvielve to tigeenupliilol fl

anuruirucntamn mtl- ' a'
five to twenty~ei¢ht in mrmflpeml'fillliml. I dii- on the duplex W” sf" “1;, “ii ifYBOYNTm'

covered that though the motor ll carried 0n the “m”, Wigwam“ '1‘“
Send for copy of handsome Tire Book. No. 58. Please live mike "\d “M ° y

THE MOTZ TIRE & RUBBER 00., sari-cats Am", 0"“.
HES 1... 80!le 5““

BRANC : i731 Broldviny, New York; 20% Michllan Ave. thragu, t or Sm PM “1w

999 \Voodiuird Ave. Detroit; 1932 Euclid Ave_, Clevglmd; 300 s, cram! “S! W “rem CL

15th St. Kansas City. 110.: 1409 Race 81.. Philadelphia. PL“, 336 “.‘l’ N No me. aw.“

SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT THE NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOW PAC - -

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
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Electric Headlights

The first thing an owner notices about a Guide lamp

is the powerful light it gives.

The dealer notices this but he also notes that users of

Guide lamps have no kicks coming.

Guide lamps make good.

The Guide line is a good line.

“e are ready with Guide Book No. 6, our 1913 catalog,

plenty of electros and other dealer helps.

Better get in touch with us.

THE GUIDE MOTOR LAMP MFG. CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

Gurney Bill Bearings

Sustain greater loads and outwear all others,

\VHY? Because they have raceways of more

perfect contour than all others.

\Vill take greater thrust load because they

have full‘depth and uninterrupted raceways

with full complement of balls

 

  

Our Radio-Thrust Bearings will sustain 100

per cent radial or 100 per cent thrust load or a

combined radial and thrust load.

Interchangeable with all standard makes.

Something new and valuable. Write for

particulars.

GURNEY BALL BEARING COMPANY

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK
 

DEPENDABILITY and Re

liability are inseparable

lrom Quality. In steering gears,

Reliability is ofvital importance. It

is not a matter of money—it's a

matter of safety.

\ Warner Steering Gears, Mr. Manu

facturer, are your best pledge of

Safety. which means a Big

Asset in your business.

You arejustified in

using them by

our eight year old

reputation for

building the high

est grade steering

gears produced.

Besides, we give you

prompt and dependable

‘ deliveries, aervice and

We Mary satisfaction. Write.

our dee'
u’Rtyourdztailr I". ‘0

m“ Quantity

 

'QUifementa. or build to a r '

M f. . m1 oved designs on

Philadelphia Office

Glenwood Av. and 1nd St.

  

 
 

 

 

  

 
 

, Bull [log Duality Auto Top Fabrics

are the STANDARD of“ the world

NUMOTOR top cloth is a line that will interest

everybody. It is a little difierent than anything

you have yet seen. It is made in Bull Dog quality.

The tops never leak, fade or pull out of shape. The

seat covers hold their shape, can be cleansed and

do not wear out; neither do they shine or wear out

your clothing.

Send for samples and prices.

See our exhibit at Madison Square Garden, Space

554 in the basement.

L. J. MUTTY 00., Boston, Mass.
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ANNOUNCINC 19]] TOURABOUT

Complete Specifications Sent on Request

—‘—-Iurl»aalll 7

NYBERG AUTOMOBILE WORKS
souan 0m“

<01,“ IANOOQA Tum

  

  

WI can out"ANDEAJJrloaiB turn litmosn A".

 

 
 

  

 

 
 

Standard Universal Rims

fit any style or make of tires. The

side rings are reversible. they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. ‘Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

demounting. two more turns locks

the rim in place. \Vrite for catalog

607, which explains fully.

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

ros CLINCHUI "

“RIB

  

  

BEN
Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Oul PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ AUTU lllPlllll fillllPllllY 0F AMERIBl
260 Want 54th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 
 

 

 

  
 

 
 

 

 

 
  

Lauth-Juerlona

Trucks are De

livery lnaurauc.

QUALITY DURABILITY

0M5. 'I'W0 AND 'I'IIREI'I TON CAPACITY

  

LAUTH—JUERGENS'TRUCKS AR THE LATEST IN C N ‘
tién. most powerful in operation and the motors are guarantgdsa'rlfiitligt

ective workmanship and material for the life or the truck. The!

gentssliltgggyat‘lée £51135 tttllQIlF made. Two cylinder. one-ton.

, . - on. our speed i’ -ball bearing transmission made in our own shgpsorgi’lrt‘ii'efiflesgsTHtgi

stool three-piece disc clutch covered t t
{:2- i912 Catalan and specifications. rogptmdzligznedoriusiilmoggi‘sd

rgs publicity campaign just begun. Our quality wilfi do the rest.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

The Lautit-Jueroens tiotor Car Co., Fremont. 0hio.

Branches and ARQIOIQI

BOSTON—David Abrams. 131 Portland St.

NEW YORKv—West Side Garage & Motor Co., 160-162 101st St.

CHICAGO—The LauthJuer-fens Motor Car 00. 2630-32 Wabash Ave

unwsnx. N. J.-—Mel‘t'hln s Motor Cll' 00.. is:in Building. '

gécgthieri Auto Truck Sales Agncy, 453 Dix Ave.

l PM "no "mi #8le 0819! Motor Sales 00.

  

  

 

 

 

Wagon and Automobile Body Plant

Receiver’s Public Sale

Tuesday, January 14, 1913, 2 p. m.

The plant of the Fitzgibbon & Crisp Carriage

and Wagon Co., located in the heart of Trenton,

N. J., including Land, Buildings, Machinery,

Stock, Fixtures. Work Finished and Unfinished.

and all Personal Property except Book Accounts.

The plant has been profitably operated by the

Receiver since junc, 1912. .

Sold subject to a mortgage or her} of

represented by a bond issue maturing in 19 d

(not in default) and (the Sinking Fund create

for the retirement of the bonds is worth about

$17,000). City Taxes due to amount about $2,000

Terms: 10 per cent purchase price Cash, 1131;

ance upon delivery of deed after Confirmation 0

Sale by Court. i, _ 0

Further information upon application to Re

ceiver.

A LIVE GOING ACTIVE PLANT

Receiver thglbbon 8t Crisp

Carriage and Wagon C0.

Trenton, New Jersey

 

‘\_a
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All spark plugs are the “best” if you want to put

your seal of approval on every advertised, but unproved,

claim that goes into print, but—

 

  

  

It’s quite another matter if you are inquisitive concern- [a

ing the “reasons why” back of such advertising.

This advertisement is directed to inquisitive dealers fl

and manufacturers.

One of the ()ldest Sparil

WHY THEY ARE SOOT PROOF

We began making these plugs in 1900

and we started right by breaking

away from the solid porcelain design

which was warranted to develop

“carbon distemper” every seven or

eight miles.

    

  

We originated the double chamber idea which gives

a large area of carbon surface inside and outside

the porcelain, making a path of resistance

several times greater than that in any other

plug—the current must take the path

of least resistance —— the air gap.
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The small diameter of the porcelain chamber

radiates heat so rapidly that carbon is actually burned

up as last as formed.

Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plugs cannot short circuit,

leak, collect soot, clog—under any conditions of

speed, temperature, excessive oiling or pressure.

  

>lug Makers in America

We own the basic patents on this device. It has been

half way but never successfully imitated. because our

double chamber principle is radically right. Other plugs

are better than the old solid porcelain type, but they

fall far short of Mezger Soot Proof Service—in time

and satisfaction,
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In these days of mediocre demand and wholly unreliable automobile parts and accessories

it s a wise dealer who holds and builds trade through the selling of satisfactory goods-and the

car owning public is quick to accept the opinions and recommendations of such dealers.

How much dead stock have you, Mr. Dealer—just in spark plugs alone, for instance?

Have you loaded your shelves with advertised but unproved goods, and tied up a let 0f

money? Why not handle spark plugs that have made good through service?

Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plugs can be handled exclusively by you

—they are in demand—~you can create more demand.

0ne ol the 0ldesl Spark Plug Makers in America

In justice to yourself~in justice to your trade—for the commissions we offer—you ought

to sell MEZGER SOOT PROOF SPARK PLUGS.

 

 

h Net prices to the trade and full detailed information will be mailed on request. Write for

t em.

C A M l 15 Canal Place, Bronx Borough

. . nc', New York City
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land
“The Car With A Conscience"

Write for 1913 Catalog

FOUR AND SIX CYLINDER MODELS

$1000 to $3000

OAKLAND MOTOR COMPANY

250 Oakland Boulevard PONTIAC, MICH

  

 

 

 

How to Repair an Inner Tube in 15 Minutes

Directions: Place tube between plates of the Imperial Vulcan

izer (see cut); tighten thumbscrews; put a little gasoline in

pronged receptacle; ignite. A permanent repair in 15 minutes.

will! ’l4"( ,

sq) (’9'

  

Y) cum

  

 

"ml lull“

You can do this yourself at home or on the road—anywhere. The

Imperial Vulcanizer saves time, save: money, is easy to operate, and pays

for itself in a short time

. xP gltlil‘vsifleforngfl enlpottungc}: Guaranteed to Satisfy

NICKEL PLATED tures- At {our dealer's or Money Refunde

Patent Pending or sent y express.\

Moe-RAW TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept. E, East Palestine, Ohio

 

 

  
  

lnsure the Safety of

Your Car by Using

REG “8. PM: OFF

w autumn am uarsros BRAKE LlNING"

IEIROYll EQUIPMENT COMPANY

V max Ave. Bridgeport, Conn.

“a the malt: Duplex and Raymond Brakes

  

and Gyrex. the Mixer.

 

  

 
 
 

  

  

WHEELS
30R PLEASURE OR COMMERCIAL CARS

ll Plunngar to 16 Tour Capacity

ST had for Catalog No. 15

WCOMPANYJemHam, Ind.
 

30%

More Mileage

Save

The Tires
Every automobile owner and

ever dealer has been inter

este in watchin our National

advertising of irenew. The

big demand it has created

means profit to the dealer.

 

 

  

Prevent: Tire Decay

h a liquid, unvulanizell rubber compound made wlth : hue 01 pure

gum~wa|erprools and protect; horn oil, moisture, nun and llr.

‘ Makes Tires Look Like New. There are imitations which

palm but don't protect—influx on Tlrenew. Send $1.00 for a can—

; —enough to Tirenew 8 tires. All: about our other products:

Narco ' Non-inflammable Leakanot. a liquid, rub

ubber Rubber bet, waterproofing dl't‘inl

Revive-r , Cement for anything leather.

 

 

NATIONAL RUBBER COMPANY. “I3 Papin St., St. Louie, Mo.

 

 

 

 

‘

 
 

New York Show—Jan. llth~18th, 1913

Space 29 Grand Central Palace

Chicago Show—Feb. lat-8th, 1913

Space Q3 Coliseum Annex

Boston Show—March 8th-15th, 1913

Spaces 135 and 141 Main Floor

INTER-STATE AUTOMOBILE CO.

2412 First St., Munde, Ind.

 
 

RAJAH

GIANT PLUG
MAI

 

 

 

 

 
 

THE NEW PRUCESS RAW lllllE 00.
 

Cut Gears of Quallty

Complete Dlfi’orentials

THE NEW_PROCESS RAW HIDE 00.

8YRAOUSE, n. Y.

 

 

hxtra strong and heavy. Perfectly Sim

Plhonly four parts, which are easily taken

{Part for repairs or replacement. Only

highest grade, imported, hard fire porce

lama used. Minuter accurate, well finished

machine work. No thumb screws—a Rajah

Cllp Terminal supplied with every Plug.

Prlce, SLSO postpaid—the most economical

Pl“! made. Send ior catalog.

RNA" AUTO IUPPLY GO" Iloomflold, N-J.

  

 

 

THE NEW PRUBESS RAW lllllE 00.
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' Any Kind . Clincher

Every lilnd 0. D.

Stock . or Dcmounlalilc

AXLES to Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

  

We Also Make Axles and Hubsv

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY WHEEL WORKS’ Utica’ N' Y‘ I

Clevehnd' Ohio it. B. ABBOTT SALES 60., Sales Agents. Detroit 4|

Write today for our booklet

  
  

 

 

 

 

 
 

e

The Motor Lamps with Distinctive Features

A There are no other motor lamps on the market with the‘advantagcs 01

Jular Lamps. Solars are always exclusive in style and in quality. They arr

the strongest lamps as well as the most effective.

In no other lamps can you obtain the Solar Special Short Focus Lead Glass

Lens Mirror Reflector—the patented system of double ray light projection Wl’llt‘l'

gives two distinct fields of light for town and country use——or the new and ex

elusive black finish with a metallic lustre which IS unafl'ectcd by heat or meisture

All of these features are exclusively “Solar.”

Do not equi your car or specify equipment to the maker until you have

seen all of the olar advantages. See Solars at any live dealers or write for

the catalog.
Solars are made in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combinations.

Solar Lamps

.i BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Kenosha. Wis. (137) New York Cit)

if

Patent “Luxury” 1

Folding Seats ‘

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

sov have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue. \

HODGE 8r GRAVES 00.,

Amesbury, Mass.

 

 

 
 

  

 

TIRE CUTS Iii:is‘r.s-.;’z::;dsizriir b d
fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger— end in blowouts.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUBE any

where in 15 minutes, better than a Repair Shop can do

find for m M'Universal “AMES 45”

-

__

’_

_

--—.-?;,f;;v1:....

  

  

f; .
l AUto-vpl'tllgdanlzer Long stroke, powerful Continental Mrittifr—gkcé

i er en . - __ __ e t an
A practical vulcanizing outfit complete, with enough tr"; (Dynamo) nghts Star-tel; B 5 and

firs-:3err:first“;...:iscizrsmras“ D'Wr-F"1‘ Equlpmem— Amsbu‘“ ° ‘°
Ciln ( . e edevlcelorellmlmtlnltlrelroublesthalhuever rim M2? Tops. A combination of power, Speed, endufameF“,

\ A‘bsolutsly “\Q'qugs P1?" “}s g??? 1:!th {the graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This E

'u CBDIZEY—DU "l e 8350 [116— l l . -attention required. In 15 minu‘tzes the joboisuri’ttmee'. 1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed a rep“

 

  
“If 2111",)",“213ff‘flfrci’jfif'falflig°gfljiuv LW'" tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec'

limole._any0ne cit, operate it, The 0.5.1221 Autso-o tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good'

Vulcanizer saves its cost a hundred time: over in -
trouble and expense. live agents. Send for catalog.

Price Complete. $4.00 R rigf I _tGuaranteed Slfllhctory iii- ‘iisiicymfiésifi AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY, OWenlbOl'O, KY

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY, rm :- - Am, ‘

  

  

'I:he Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

ftOlT‘l‘ base to spark plug, have features that

are Different and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

1 ,
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Better Than Commercially Perfect

Bevel Differential

A 5 Transmission

Steering

$3,000,000 in plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work ; also hardening and treating

of the finished product. Most thorough inspection

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

Brown - Lipe - 8.32;... Company

" n. w. cmmm, (len'l Mgr. svmcuse, N. v.

Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings. They are

vastly suPCl‘lOl' and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

‘l 91 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVICE OUARANTIID

Ill llllllllllllill lllllllFlCllllllllli llllllPlllY, Toledo, llhil

 
 

  
 
 

 
 

 

     
  
   

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

1‘ SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

  

We have had to double our gigantic output

-—and the demand is more than doubling.

Nearly 180,000 have been sold and delivered.

New prices $525 to $800. Dealers every

where. Ford Motor Company, Detroit,

Michigan.

  

The Kinsey

l
l

  

 

   

  

 
 

 

 

 
    

EDERALTIRES S'Eé‘v'ié."
Federal Rubber Manufacturing Co. Milwaukee

 
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

Lou \/ ML“PaulisuiiwA“"NWIA e - _» ~ M E Tz "sprout" s 395

_ ~ . "PC I" _ . 7 Corn letely eqtlippgd, 1 1|

0 Se“? startihg 4_-cyiin er water-cooled Soiirfufimgfiufiff, Hz:

VACU Li we! n8 i215; 3:951, 35.," w"? some clincher'tiree.
a . l C! '

UM “rt | |\ to 32 miles on i fall-“id! 3:;ollrlle'lheyigt‘lhaléwed, 38

l'"|'_'wmlllllc RUBBER comm"? ,SlQnatlllns “3,29%!” SA E "‘ Y°“' ""im'r- Send for
"Q" 0 out. Jeannette. PL HoforG.,6°§lale§tBoiion,llu)- METZ dOUPAIY, Waltham I... u

‘\ ' 'p n .. ‘,

  

  
 

\\ “

75 ‘This llitrtasc in Tire Efficiency The Ford Water Clrculator ‘ I N VA D E R

, Us; *0" . for"! the water from radiator through quad"
lbflcloimgd Pergghdurlable, rubberized ualer Jacket. maintaining rapid cirrulalinn wu,“ \ “The

Ask for circular em y to ml: Shapc- ‘ C" is i" "KH‘OII- Write for descriptive mauer ll . Be“ the World Affordau

INNE ' You handle Ford cars.
I SIDE rla - ‘

.3172321mmaaat'... llCm...""5.1.1:'"mm" & Co
. ‘ . l BM .

  

 

 

 

  

 
 

I“ THE MACTER OAR "

8 Oyl. 80 H. P" 85,000 4

L
4 cyl. as H. 9., 352:0 ‘5 "J" “.800

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.T.

  

POUGHKIIPSIE
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POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING C0-. Buffalo. N. V.

 

 

lMM s
MAGNETO I__

NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

lllghest Elllclency-Good Service Guaranteed

THE SIMS llilillflll I20.""llii,l,';f'i,:,lif|lfl_,_

 

 

 

 

 

“National” Steam Vulcanizers

GARAGE MODEL repairs thros tubes sud two

ossin It s time. Cheapest and best on the market

Get our special selling plan. Portable model for

individual owners which will pieue your customers

List price, $12. Innuhctured by

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

1904 Euclid Ave crsveumn. o.

 

  

. Fussin" with TlI'C1

1 Can" c" that squid-“Jar. a-wwiucmsr-QI mu

escrow“ an am my Mum

“It-21M ii — - F Y 'narrohwfiiiinism

Abme

  

 

 
  

“

, .

I'd-r,"- "M m ‘

,Wbl'fl'mffl

  

These Tires for !o_u

Four corps of experts working

in four of the best equipped tire

-plants in the world are operating

as a unit to produce.

“ UNITED STATES TIRES

Nothing of the kind has ever

before been attempted in automo

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tin Company

New York

 
 

 

@hc flush ifia-ioiatut

llli BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORI).CONN.

 
 

 

GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plant is dev0ted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

Oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. Write.

PENN SPRING WORKS '

BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

  

 

 
   

 

 

  

1913 iMPORTANT FEATURES

Self Starter Elect ic Lighting

._-. Turkish Cushl'ms M-ln. ‘ l-ln Tires

li-in. Upholstering Increased \\'heel Base

(.re -l racer-f Riding Carliurei r l) sh Adjustment

Demuunlable Rims Nickel Trimmings

: Unit Power Plant—three point suspension.

,. Culling B-tO. I'm in. \\ hecllvast. ‘0 h p. _

' Erpmsenger touring tar, fully equlp|ed, ‘14“?

' Cu'ting A40. l'Zfl‘ln whe-llmse. 40h. p.

n 'l pasunger roadster, fully e.|ulp|.ed_ I

-4 on raw (-55. mm wheelbase, 55 h. p >

b-pésmger touring car, fully equipped. #2000 m

* Cutting Automobile Co. .2;
n so: Keenan-l: Invest. Jackson. Itch. 13?

i' I ,n

:2

 

 

Q1475

  

h :__IFI In Iran“ I I I I I I I2
F' .. 1‘ Y ' ' L‘s ..‘, . 'I IN- luulfili‘inul RJgIgIQIIuImnfilnI

We Ship on Approval

Prepay Freight, and allow

30 Days Free Trial

IT ONLY COSTS ONE CENT

to learn our unheard of prices

and marvelous guarantee on

" Brictson” Detachable Treads.

Let us show you how to save

from 300% to 400% on your tire

expenses. Write to-day for full

particulars.

The Brictson Mfg. Co.

No. 24122 Main St.

snoouucs. s. n

 

 

A Burroughs Visible

Adding Machine $275

The Burroughs Class 300 line of

adding machines have visible printing,

visible adding and visible writing all

in easy reading range and all at the

same distance from the eye. The

most visible of all visible adding ma

chines, extremely low keyboard, up

to - the - minute typewriter carriage,

backed by the Burroughs reputation

and Burroughs Service. mechanically

perfect, 9 column capacity, price $270

—it is a machine you’ll want to see.

May we show it to you?

Burroughs Adding Machine Co.

271 Burroughs Block Detroit, Michinn

 

 

 

 
 

SPRING COTTERS

Steel, Brass and Copper

Manufactured by

F. P. SMITII & (10., Sharon IIill, Pa.

  

 

 

 

ARGO ELECTRICS

METZGER-HERRINGTON ARGO CO.

2412 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Factories, Saginaw, Mlch.

 

 

A Car That Is ALL Car

No finicky frills—no false valuation —a compact, efficient, mechanical successs—atrlidreiii:

cidentally one of the most beautiful cars ever

built. Write today for advance Booklet A-IS

Sturdy STUTZ Announcement, Series B.

IDEAL MOT0ll CAR 00mm, Indianapolis, Ind.

  

 

’

Tones down hesdllshtn for

city drlvlnl and forty

nlzhts-In nuto necessity.

Price 75c. per pslr. 5

like hot cakes. Denim.

secure the nency qulck.

F. H. TOBIAS

193l Brondwly. New York

I

 

 
 

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for

Sheet Metal

Stampings

The Bossert Company

UTICA, N. v.

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

R E L l A N C E

“The Speedometer

oi Quality”

Speclsl lesmres that elllninate

Speedometer trlor the muq_°ubl“' 5"“

 

  

 

Reliance S
m Ellot simmer-2'

  

 

GASOLINE TURBINES
'5‘: “1"”- "ell "3* "dam, llall the ma, nu thelrltflofl

hool ‘5 Electric, Will re- No Valves. llo Sprlm

P ce my engine in my m- 11:: Apumtututuaw

MU" "Maltesum Noadmin?“

scum s. scorrm "" ' ""‘h ""'

1651 Marquette nun. CIICAGll Ill
lixcluslve Territory Open lor Live Mend“ ‘

 

 

 

~O.
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Auto Supply Houses:
 

On this page, the one just before the

classified ads, there will be an important

announcement each week.

Look for a startler in the next issue.

C. A. SHALER C0.

449 Fourth St., Waupun, Wts.

 

WIQ Vulcanizers

predominate in auto supply catalogs

In reply to a circular letter sent a few weeks ago tO all concerns cataloging auto

mobile supplies, we received two hundred and fifty-four catalogs.

Here’s the way the Shaler line led the field of trailers:

1. Shaler ._ v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 254 447%

2. Trailer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254 60

3. Trailer . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254 52%

4. Trailer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254 47 5-6

5. Trailer - . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254 39 1-3

6. Trailer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254 25%

Next ten trailers combined . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254 97 1-3

Briefly, distributors themselves acknowledge that the Shaler line is standard

The Shaler line, the only complete line Of vulcanizers manufactur

Covers the requirements of every motorist and garage, ed in the world,

Get our 1913 proposition at once.

Shaler Vulcanizers— the accepted

\

 

Standard

\
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MANUFACTURING PLANT FOR SALE

THE LARGE FACTORY OF THE

CORTLAND WAGON CO., LOCATED

AT CORTLAND. N. Y., CAN BE

BOUGHT ON EASY TERMS FOR ONE

TI-IIRD ITS ACTUAL VALUE. THE

PLANT COMPRISES EIGHT ACRES

OF GROUND IN THE CENTRAL PART

OF THE CITY, AND LACKAWANNA

AND LEHIGH TRACKS RUN ALONG

SIDE EVERY BUILDING. THE

BUILDINGS ARE OF BRICK AND

CONTAIN ABOUT FOUR ACRES OF

FLOOR SPACE AND ARE ALL EQUIP

PED WITH SPRINKLER SYSTEM,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, STEAM HEAT,

ETC. THE \VHOLE PLANT IS IN

FIRST CLASS CONDITION WITH

STEAM IN THE BOILERS AND IS

READY FOR IMMEDIATE OPERA

TION. IT IS ESPECIALLY ADAPTED

TO THE MANUFACTURE OF AUTO

MOBILES AND ACCESSORIES AND

AN ABUNDANCE OF SKILLED LA

BOR CAN BE OBTAINED IN THE VI

CINITY. IF INTERESTED, PLEASE

COMMUNICATE WITH D. W. VAN

HOESEN, CORTLAND, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Beautiful small limousine

automobile, 23 H.P. assembled car,

made upon Renault lines, taxicab size, built

to turn readily, in perfect order; a very styl

ish car; price $1,200; a real bargain; reason

for selling, owner not in city this winter;

can be seen at Automobile Club by appoint

ment. Address GEO. S. STARBUCK, 34

Pine St., New York City.

 

VICTORIA TOPS AND SEAT COVERS

That’s our specialty. but we make a full

line as well. Any style and every one the

best that high-grade materials and experi

enced workmen can make. Prompt service

assured. We’re glad to estimate special

work or quote you prices on stock tops.

CENTRAL AUTO TOP CO., Indianapolis,

Ind.

will purchase Z-story mod

, ern garage, machine shop at

tached, in heart of Atlantic City, operating

a government contract netting $3,000 yearly

profit, package delivery business, Ford

agency 1913, 10 automobiles, also M; equity

in property assessed at $20,000. Receipts,

1911, over $29,000; 1912, $41,000. CHAS. E.

HENKELMAN, Atlantic City, N. 1.

FOR SALE—One 1911 Cadillac fore door

touring car in elegant condition, equip

ped with 37 x 4% tires, windshield, combina

tion oil and electric side and tail lights,

speedometer, Ten Eyeck tire pump. Has

run approximately 10,000 miles. A Great

Bargain. Address “X Y Z," care Motor

World.

FOR SALE—Cheap—one 1913 Studebaker

"30” touring car, brand new; one 1911

five-passenger Glide, both fully equipped.

Address LOCK BOX 75, Vincennes, Ind.

 

  

OR SALE—1910 Peerless limousine;

newly (lone up and relined; price $2,000.

1730 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

  

' um

  

 
 

lScenis per line of‘si xwordscash wiihorden ‘

~ In capiiolsZScenis perlme ~

A market place where Dealera, Jobber! and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tion! may be secured at a nominal cost.

FORD spare demountable wheel, some

_thing new. No tire trouble on road.

\Vrlte. ANGIER’S, Streator, Ill.

Haynes 7-passenger car, magne

to, fully equipped, electric light,

Newtone horn, etc., $500. Would trade for

automobile supplies or small runabout. 1507

Bushwick Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

EO 1909 touring, with detachable ton

neau, suitable for business or pleasure; =

$160. CRANE. 434 West 154th St., New

York City.

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair ‘

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and .

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and supply dealer for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

WANT I912 E-M-F or similar car in ex

change for other property. Might pay

cash. Give particulars and lowest price.

LOCK BOX 78, Hector, Minn.

OR EXCHANGE—Two 30 x 3% Airless ‘

tires, never used. Want 30 H.P. engine

complete, musical instruments, etc. LOCK

BOX 134. Riverhead, L. I., N. Y.

GARAGE, best equipment in State, 46‘

storage cars, good repair and supply

business. best location in Essex County,

good agency, long lease, low rent, for sale,

$6.000 for stock, machinery. etc. Address

P. O. BOX 93, East Orange, N. J.

N. E. AUTO LIST AND TOURIST.“—

Includes weekly lisr of all N. E. Auto

Owners, Garages, Dealers, etc., with maps

Y- i
and selected N. E. routes, 10.00138 Pearl St., Boston. $ year

"_
An ad. like this

will cost you $1.20

for each insertion.

 
 

 

. shell gloss or

191 3 Packard. _Will dispose of my new

_ 1913 6-cylinder, 7-passenger tour

ing car at a bargain if taken immediately,

Address H. M. WALLIS, JR., Racine. Wis.

PEERLESS LEATEER T6? DRESEIYG

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

pew: Ask your garage and supply dealer

or it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

CORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston wrth

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method, Ref

erences, testimonials, and full details on

request. WATERBURY WELDING CO.

Waterbury, Conn.

GARAGE to let or for sale._ On Broad

way, Lawrence, Mass. Mam thorough

fare Boston to Rockingham Park. _New

street, bloc}: paved. T'Iwo-lstoryl'z bituldgl

elevator. wo pits. an . en.

month. Call on or address A. H. CUTTER.

333 Broadway, Lawrence, Mass.

 

_/

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN. _

Bakes either to a high gloss 11111511,ng

dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. Will not crack, chip or peel

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus. 0.

FOR SALE—A block of Capital Stock 0f

Rutherford Rubber Company. Can be

purchased quickly for 25% less than from

the company. Address FRANZ NEIL

SON, Attorney, 80 Wall St., New York

City.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Several

good
used motorcycles. KE

CYCLE COMPANY. Louisvrlle, Ky.

 

 

 

TWO expert mechanics will call and g1\_'e

estimate to overhaul or adJust car 1"

you own garage. Address E. BELTZ, 2531

Belmont Ave., Bronx.

These columns ofier you an OP'

portunity to appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers whose merchan

dising taste is being cultivated
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HAUFI-‘EUR'S COMPLETE OUTFIT

SACRIFICED—Consisting of elegant

narmot mink lnr lined coat. Persian lamb

collar, $35; pair of ele nt cub bear robes,

$15 each; raccoon cag, 5;‘pair of fur gloves,

it; part of gog lcs, 0c; pair leather leg

$115,850. “"1 sell separately or the lot,

ill new, never worn, original price, $225.

C. CHASE, ll8 East 28th St., New York.
 

DO you wish to better your position? If

your character and ability will stand

tl'ltttfltglllOll we can lace you in any occu

pation, anywhere. nclose 50c. for regis

tration with references. Fee returned if un

successful. Address DEPT. F, BLUE

LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCH., 250 West

Ulb St., New York City.

 

AUTOMQBILE CYLINDERS reground.

V new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

iir compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

PARTNER WANTED—Successful owner

of two California garages finds that the

great growth of his business necessitates

thtsttnnng of responsible assistance. ls

willing to sell interest to active, enthusiastic

nun of_a_bility, this partner to be either

a machinist or competent accountant and

buyer. Partner's investment not considered

as importantas his ability. Unusual oppor

{unitlyi Address BOX 229, care Motor

or .

 

 

RD. Buick. Overland, E-M-F, Maxwell,

C Rto. Chalmers, Mitchell Air-Friction

ifbflltlttl'hydfl‘T your cars three miles

per hour on high. Much more speed; much

6!! x15- Onr new model B starts easy in

zero weather. Equal portions of gasoline

ind kerosene works perfectly in weather

all? glélgfisfagipfilaor refund money.

Dmonvohio' URETER CO.,

7~PASSENGER Franklin

Cost $4250. 5 lendid cdndition $1000

ggsp‘onoroit 80.. 1615 Grand, 'Kar'isas'

orSatle;

6 cylinders.

I l
man In -| illllttl‘f‘ll'

  

  

t'L

-- ln capiialsZScenis peeline -

A market place where Dealers. Jobberl and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade and cars.

parts and appliances and Where help or situa

tion: may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

GARAGE space in private garage; tour

t ing car $10.00, runabout $8.00. Garage

154th St. and Amsterdam Ave., New York.
 

OR SALE—Two worm drive rear axles,

designed to carry 5,000 lbs. load—made

by Morse-Williams Division of Otis Eleva—

tor Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Have never been

in service. Make us an offer for them.

SHELDON AXLE CO., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
 

AILING LISTS—Automobile owners,

dealers, garages, repair shops, com

mercial car owners, or an make of car.

OWNERS AUTO LIST C ., Albany, N. Y.

ROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-7638 Irving St.,

Rahway. N. J.

 

 

DRAGON REPAIR PARTS.

We manufacture and keep on hand all re

pair parts for the Dragon cars. \Ve make a

specialty of repairin this machine. PHIL

ADELPHIA MA HINE WORKS, 67

Laurel St., Philadelphia. Pa.
 

I AM always in the market for neumatic

tires of all kinds regardless 0 quantity.

If you have a price that is interesting write

me. J. G. WHINHAM. Buffalo, N. Y.
 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

APAN

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps. radiators and fenders. No undercoat

_required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

lgarage and supply dealer.

1 The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

M

at weekly to the highest degree by

ttltl: our articles on “Wide Awake

Look at the

1n the margins.

ten"

tltit- cOst as shown

\

 

Merchandising.” I“
An ad. like this

will cost you 75c.

for each insertion.
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‘ ARE YOU in need of any additional h;ng

l
in any deiartment of your businef

l Are you out 0 employment or looking or

l a better connection? Have you second

l hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material. Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING

5 ft as the leather and .will not crack.

was?! (fr rub off. Makes old leather look like

new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask your

arage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

GARAGE WITH MACHINE SHOP and

living apartments, all through complete

equipped and up to date, for rent or for sale,

in fast growing town, on main street, on

Long Island, 30 miles from New_ York.

Owner going out of the business. Price rea

sonable. KAPPERTZ, Farmingdale, L. I.

Te]. 21 ].
 

SALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive proposi

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market. a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

PEERLESS LINING DYE.

_Dyes the cloth_linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

Wis: sgiinsAarlt‘d grease spots. Does not

W .
dealer‘0 ’ 5 your garage and supply

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus 0

OLE Model DD 1912 sevc
. l , n- aC fully equipped, top, Windshieliifsstiienegdedz

meter, tWQ extra casings, inner tubes el

:tl'llic lightsdetc. Car has run less thari 650:6

_ ;goo as new. S ' '
ing. Price, $1,100. F.p%.lall3r.calsnodriaito; gills

Guaranteed as
Indianapolis, 1;§?'es°"tsd~ P. 0. BO 596.

LOAZJSEEthyIpseIVI 4-c3élindcr touring car.

uliigucaigiéiteifand equipmrggngblg-fiROifi

Louis, Mo. 0 er. 1012 N. Grand Ave." St

 

AUTQ LISTS\OWM\TT\

‘ 75- I.s H. CARROLL, 1§_,°Afga;:y§ta$.

P.transmission, Bosel'inom
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THE BESS-BRIGHT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
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T/zereflare certain tines W/u'c/z s/zou/ ‘ go Wit/z

the but! ' fan automobile boqlzjf t'u-st

as there are certam [ti/Les t/zat g0 wit the

budding 0‘ ayew/1t. [net/1e lERCE-ARROW CARS

16r19/3'the automobile body has come into

zts 01m. [7qu boa'zes have been built as auto

mobile '60 s~n0t as adapted MW! e bodies.

m watt see the great dd erence Cl once.

T Planets—ARROW MOTOR CAR Co., BUFFALO, NY
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SHOCK BSORBER
is distinctivilLa dealer’s proposition. We've spent a fortune in compiling blue prints of every

make, year, model of automobile manufactured since the motor car industry began, Thcsc

prints show how to Trufiault-Hartford-equip with a minimum of trouble and expense, The

printed instructions, also provided, further simplify attachment.

Aldealer, HMhCIE, can sell Trufiault-Hartford Shock Absorbers and put them on a car,

if the purchaser does not want to do it himself.

Every car owner is a live, Eosgective buyer, for there is a model {or every car from

modest roadster to pretentious limousine and they list from

$15 to $60 a Set of Four

Another New Model Now Out

No accessory better or more widely advertised. Favorably known wherever “ »Giving absolute satisfaction on more than 200,000 cars. Indispensable for comioililgglse giggi

ing. A reducer of upkeep cost. _

A dealer’s proposition, pure and Simple.

Write for tull particulars With details of our co-opjerative dealers, ad"; tisini:

HARTFQRD SUSPENSION COMPANY
saw. v. HARTFORD. President Main Offices and Factory, 164 Bay St., Jersey, City N I
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Are the Cars g I

Bearings of You x L,

- 'I

ntzed wRemg Represent ; .

Worth are Rl_v_

of .Ear Marks. Equipped?

Car Quality

l
I

. .A‘l ,

t?

i I Since 1904 1771 B'way, N. Y. r {j

:

'~
-' i JK .. - ‘

1 I 'I

R. l. \'. Hull Hearings have correctly gromed THtC\\Zl)S eliminathr ewumc side-013v l

machine-cut hall retainers and consequent uniform accuracy of spacing.

i _ Designer] after a most careful investigation into the requirements o

I \‘tce. leading manufacturers. utter

‘ ' f motor truck ser. m“ka exhaustive tests of all anti-friction hearings, areplacing them on their latest output. ‘

I ‘ v R. \. success rests m the confidence ot tte public It] its product, its~ methods and

1t~ husmcs‘s tutegrttv.

Booth No. 605, Madison Square Garden Booth No. 313, Grand Central Fame
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Mr. Car Manuiacturer

You can guarantee your car mechani

cally but you do not protect the pur

chaser on tires.

A iew cents judiciously expended ior

Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers as regular

equipment will save the buyer oi

your car hundreds oi dollars.

All manufacturers of motor cars realize that the

real item of up—keep is tires, for it is an acknowl~

edged fact that the best set of pneumatic tires may

be cut or bruised in the first hundred miles of ser

vice, and injured rubber leads straight to the inevi

table blow out. Hundreds of good tires are discard

ed daily before they have given 50 per cent. service.

The above is an indisputable fact. Mr. Car Manu

facturer, and any little effort on your part to elimi—

nate the excessive tire tip-keep will be appreciated

by the purchaser of your car.

Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers as regular equipment

will be a constant reminder of your foresight in

supplying him with the proper tools and equipment

to prevent premature blow outs. It takes but a few

minutes each week to thoroughly heal any little

wound. and wherever introduced Gilmer Tire Repair

Pliers bring hundreds of endorsements.

Let’s get together on your 1913 equipment. A

complete Gilmer set with every car you manufac

ture represents but a few cents extra expenditure

per car; may I quote you in quantity?

G. .WALKER GILMER, Jr.

52 North Seventh Street Philadelphia, Pa.

GILMER
TlE'lllEAlR
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Ahhott Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 72

Adams-Lancia Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55

Adalnson Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 68

Ajax-Oriel) Rubber Co . . . . . . . .. 70

American Ball Bearing Co . . . . .. 42

American Kushion Kore Tire

Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72

Antes Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 69

Argo Electric Vehicle Co . . . . .. 7i

Atwater Kent Mfg. Works . . . . .. 54

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.... 66

B

Badger Brass Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 70

Bantam Anti-Friction Co . . . . . .. 68

Barthel, Daly & Miller . . . . . . .. 70

Bartholomew Co . . . . . ... . . . . . . 65

lienz Auto Import Co . . . . . . . .. 62

Iloseh Magneto C0 . . . . . . . . . . .. 44

Bossert Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

Brandenburg St Co . . . . . i r . . . .. 66

Bremer-W'ilson Mfg. Co . . . . . . .. 6i

Bretz Co., I. S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50

Time Electric Vehicle Co . . . . .. 67

Britt'an Electric Vehicle Co.... 49

Rush Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

C

Cartercar Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65

Champion Spark Plug Co . . . . .. 70

Chicago Electric Motor Co.... 69

Classified Advertising . . . . . . .74-75

Cole Motor Car (‘0 . . . . . . . . . . .. 69

Consolidated Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 70

Continental Motor Mfg. Co.... 72

Corbin Screw Corporation. . . . . 60

Cerert Motor Vehicle Co . . . . .. 66

Croxton Motor Car Co . . . . . . .. 65

Cutting Automobile Co . . . . . . .. 71

D

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co. . 59

Diamond Rubber Co . . . . . . . . . . . 66

Dorris Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 65

Double-Fabric Tire Co, .e.. . . . . . 62

E

Eisernann Magneto Co . . . . . . . .. S6
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Electric Welding Products Co.. 66

Empire Automobile Co . . . . . . . .. 65

F

Fedders Mfg. “'orks . . . . . . . . . .. 3

F. I. A. T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 70

Firestone Tire & Rubb:r Co.... 66

Ford Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67

Franklin Automobile C0 . . . . . .. 6°

Fulton-McCutchan Co. . . . . . . . .. 72

G

G. C. A. Mfg. 66

Gilmer. Jrr, Go \Valker . . . . . r . .. 2

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co... 73

Goide Patent Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 6S

Grant-Lees Machine Co . i . . . . .. 72

Grossman Co., Emil . . . . . . . . . .. 70

H

Hartford Suspension Co.,

Inside Iront cover

Havers Motor Car Co . . . . . . . .. 69

Hayes Mfg. Co. . .. . .. 70

Haynes Automobile Co . . . . . . .. 67

Hodge & Graves Co....i...... 68

Hotel Woodstock. . . . . . . 6|

Hook Co., Geo. W..

Hupp Motor Car Co...........

  

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.....-- 53

I

Ideal Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .- 4‘

Inter-State Automobile Co..... 62

  

.I

Jeffery~Dewitt Co. . 64

Jencick Motor Corp . . . . . . . . . .. 65

Jones & Co.v Phineas . . . . . . . . .. 64

Jones Speedometer . . . . . .....~ 53

K

Kellom Co., Chas. F . . . . . . . . . .. 79

KellySpringfield Tire Co...... 7|

Kinsey Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. 63

Kissel Motor Car Co. .. . . . . .t 6"

Kline Motor Car Corp . . . . . . - -- 56
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Knox Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . Sl

Koriigslow Mfg. Co., Utto..... 64

L

Lauth-Juergriis Motor Car Co.. 61

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co.,

lllSlllE back cover and 43

M

Marlon llilflt' Cll' CO l . - . ~ . . .. 65

Mayo Radiator C0 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5)

M & l‘ Electric VehiCle Co.... 67

lch'ue (‘0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .52-53

McGrau Tire & Rubber Co.... 04

Mercer Automobile Co. . . 69

Metalliirpque Meter Co. - 76

let! (‘0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70

Michigan Crank Shaft Co . . . . .. 71

Michigan Motor Car Co. . . . . . .. 48

Hiller. Chas. E . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- 57

Modern Auto Appliance Co.... 72

llosler it Co., A. R . . . . . . . . . . . . 72

loss Prioio Engraving Co. 62

lotoirieter C0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44

lot! Wheel Works . . . . . . . . . . . . 60

lot: Tire It Rubber Co . . . . . .. 72

lutt)‘ m. L. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 70

N

Xiiir-naiAtme Mfg. Co . . . . . . .. 57

National Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71

National Motor Vehicle Co.... 39

Net Departure Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 63

Nordite & Marmon Co . . . . . . .. 67

Nth"; Automobile Works..... 67

O

Oiho Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

0m 81 Co., R .\i . . . . . . . . . . .. 71

P

Fans). 5.- Hingham Co . , . . . . . .. 63

Pm" Slum: Works . . . . . . . . . .. 72

P"""Hnnia Rubber Co . . . . . .. 72

Pcrleen'on Spring Co. .. 72

Pm Co., (5 .... .., .......... .. 64

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co.,

Front cover

Polwn Mtg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7l
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Prest-O-Lite Co. .. 58

Pullman Motor Car coin“... 6-1

Aisha-u...
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Receivers. Fitzgibbon & Crisp

Carriage 8: Wagon Co . . . . . .. 60

Reliance Speedometer . . . . . . . .. 7i

Remy Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64

Republic Rubber Co . . . . . . . . . .. 70

Rhineland Machine \Vorks..... 70
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Royal Equipment Co . . . . . . . . .. 68
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Selden Truck Sales Co . . . . . . . .. 70
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Splitdorf Electrical Co . . . . . . . .. 6i
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Studebaker Corporation.Back cover
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'Fimken-Detroit Axle Co . . . . . .. 45
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Ward Leonard Electric Co..... 64

Warm Hand Steering Wheel Co. 40
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Fedders Radiators

  

The square tube radiator is acknowledged

to be superior to any other form of construc

tion and Fedders design and methods of

manufacture give Fedders radiators a stand

ing second to none in the field.

Fedders Square Tube Radiators offer a

maximum of radiating surface—all four

sides are surrounded by water—cannot clog

and can be repaired in short order by any

tinsmith.

“'hile we specialize 0n square tube types,

we are also equipped to build on any speci

fications that may be furnished. Send us

blue prints and our engineering department

is at your disposal for co-operative work.

FEDDERS MANUFACTURING WORKS

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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$985 $985
C0mp/ete/_v

Equpez/

Complete/y

Equipped

High-Priced Feature No. 9

\ Every Overland motor is thoroughly "worn-in” on the block un

\ (let a belt for 48 hours; it is then tested on the block under its own

\ power for 48 hours. '

Not content with these tests, we require that each chassis be tried

1i out On country roads—carrying a test body weighed with 800 pounds

* of sand bags.

Finally, each completed car is subjected to a trying S-mile drive

by an expert driver.

When you buy an Overland you are buying guaranteed perform

ance.

In the Model 69T this high priced inspection and supervision costs

but $985.

\Yrite today for details. Please address Dept. 50. 1

Toledo, Ohio

as fl

The Willys-Overland Company
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“OAS” GOES T0 17 CENTS

AFTER LUll. SINCE JULY

Standard Oil Advances Wholesale

Price One Cent—Increase of 88.8

Per Cent. Since Raises Began

- —-Other Changes.

No New Year’s greetings accompanied

the announcement, but nevertheless the

Standard Oil Co. on the day following the

birth of 1913 let it be known to the trade

that gasolene. that lately restless commod

llll. had made another ascension, after hav

ing been quiet since July, when it reached

lb cents at a cent-a-month rise from a

wholesale figure of 9. The price to the

Fragcmen of New York now is 17 cents

P" gallon, and other prices changed ac

cordingly.

The lT-cent price is that at which the

tradesmen will be supplied with fuel and has

been attained in the space of about twelve

months, it being near this time a year ago

that the price began quietly to rise. and

hid gone several steps above 9 cents before

much attention was attracted; the present

Price represents an increase of 88.8 per

cent. over the 9»cent figure.

in addition to the garage price, there are

3‘th flgures at which the oil company'5

auto naphtha" is sold; delivery in wood

barrels. which is prohibited in Greater New

York and which was 19% cents, now is 21.

an increase of 1% cents. Steel barrel deliv

ery. which in New York takes the place

°l ‘h'c Prohibited tank wagon delivery, is

:ht form in which garagemcn get their

“’7 Ths Price to the individual car owner

Who has facilities for storing gasolene was

18 cents. two cents above the tradesman's

quotation. and this now preserves the same

margin with an increase to 19 cents.

Thelincrease was not unexpected for

fluctuations in psalms—upward, of course

418% been felt in various States as the old

F"? deW to a close. but most prices are

close to. if not in accord with, those main

  

New York, U. S. A., Thursday,

1H
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tained by the metropolitan division of the

company. The same old explanation of the

law of supply and demand is made to ac—

count for this latest increase. as it has

served as the basis for the others.

Pope Secures Massachusetts Charter.

The Pope Mfg. Co., of Hartford, Conn.

in now formally a Massachusetts corpora—

tion, the necessary charter having been

issued late last week. It places the com

pany’s authorized capital at $6,500,000, which

will be made up of 25,000 preferred and

40,000 common shares. The new corpora

tion will acquire as a going concern all the

llsSCls and business of the Connecticut cor

poration of the same name. the capital stock

of which also was $6,500,000. As Motor

World stated last week, the transfer is due

to the fact that the chief ownership of the

Pope company for some time has been

vested in residents of Massachusetts.

Otis Elevator Quits Worm Production.

The Otis Elevator Co. of Philadelphia.

which, among other things, has been pro

ducing a worm gearing of the Hindley

type, has transferred that branch of its

business to the Hindley Gear Co., also of

Philadelphia. It is stated that the demand

for the Hindley worm gear axles attained

such proportions that it best can be taken

care of by a separate company.

Peerless Declares 40 per Cent. Dividend.

Incidental to its recent increase of capi~

tal from $3,000,000 to $10,000,000. the Peer

less Motor Car Co., of Cleveland. declared

a dividend'of 40 per cent., amounting to

$200,000. This dividend. it is stated, will

wind up the business under the $3.000,000

capitalization.

Castle Retires from Lamp Company.

Fred E. Castle has resigned the presi’

dency of the Castle Lamp Co., which re

cently removed from Amesbury. Mass, to

Battle Creek, Mich., and is no longer con

nected with it in any capacity. He has no

definite plans for the immediate future.
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STANDARD MOTOR FORMED AS

SUCCESSOR TO U. S. MOTOR

Capitalized Under Delaware Laws at

$31,000,000 and Officials Already

Picked—Many Legal Knots

To Be Untied.

When the United States Motor Co. is

sold, on Wednesday next, 8th inst., and

passes into the hands of the reorganization

committee, the name will paSs out. In its

place will arise the Standard Motor Co.,

which, in anticipation of the sale. was in

corporated on Monday last. under the laws

of Delaware. with an authoriZed capital of

$31,000,000. The capital stock of the United

States company is $42,500,000. Of the capi

talization $11,000,000 is 7 per cent. cumula

tive first preferred. 39.000000 is 6 per cent.

non-cumulative second preferred and $11,

000.000 is common stock.

It is planned that three voting,r trustees

~shall have control of the new stock for the

next five years—Charles H. Sabin, Harry

Bronner and James C. Brady. Hallgarten

& Co. head a syndicate which has agreed to

purchase for $7,720,990 the voting trust cer

tificates representing the stock allotted to

shareholders who have assented to the re—

organization plan.

The new ofiicers of the company will be

Walter E. Flanders, president and general

manager; \\'. F. McGuire, vice-president;

Carl Tucker, treasurer. and M. L. Anthony.

comptroller. The board of directors will be

made up chiefly of members of thc reor

ganization committee.

For the second time, the annual meeting

of the United States Motor Co. was ad

journed last week. owing to lack of a quo

rum. About 80,000 shares are necessary to

constitute a quorum. and it is stated that

there were present. in person or by proxy,

only about 69.000. Another attempt will be

made to hold the meeting on January ligh

-—a week after the sale of the property is

scheduled to occur.
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At last week's abortive gathering, the

corporation counsel of Kingston, N. Y., ap

peared on behalf of stockholders residing

in L’lster county and for the second time

made an attempt to secure a full report oi

the company’s operations for the fiscal year

which ended July 315i last; his

again proved unavailing.

Pending the sale and transfer of the

property, the lawyers involved are being

kept busy untying the legal knots which

have developed in several directions.

So far as concerns the bankruptcy peti

tion, filed against the United States Motor

Co. November 18 in the Federal court in

Trenton, N. 1.. an effort was made Monday,

30th ult., to secure its dismissal, and while

this move was primarily unsuccessful the

petition seems unlikely to prove a stumbling

block in the path of the rcorganizers in the

light of the present standing of matters.

The petitioners are small creditors, but their

action is said to have been taken at the in

stance of a U. S. Motor man who is opposed

to the reorganization plan.

In demurring to the petition—in which

demurrer the United States Tire Co. also

joined—on Monday the attorneys, who rep

resented the creditors and reorganizers. de

nied the allegations of fraudulent transfers

of assets, preferential payments, and that

the appointment of a receiver in the United

States District Court in New York consti

tuted an act of bankruptcy; the judge sus~

tained the demurrer on the first two points

but declared that the appointment of a re

ceiver should be construed as an act of

bankruptcy. He closed the matter for the

day by giving the opponents of bankruptcy

two weeks within which to answer.

This two weeks will not be up until Jan~

uary 13—five days after the assets of the

company will have been sold in New York

City; and once this sale is completed the

bankruptcy petition becomes practically nil,

since, with 96 per cent. of the proceeds of

the sale paid over to creditors who have

agreed to the reorganization and the re~

maining 4 per cent. paid in to the court for

th05e creditors who oppose, this latter fig

ure will be all that will be left for adjudi

cation in bankruptcy. and shortly after the

sale the old company will be dissolved and

a new one formed. Also the appeal in

New York City from denial of an order of

intervention asked by some the Columbia

:rnnlzl'tnlllPl'i will nrobablv not be reached

efforts

suqu-wuun MERGER

conrunsfiuunlnou

LaChance of Chicago Flexible Shaft

Made Vice-President—Branches

Unite, Generally Under For

mer Stewart Manager.

 

With the election of a vice-president and

two directors. the list of ofificers of the new

Stewart-W'arner Speedometer Corporation

was this week made complete; John K.

Stewart was chosen president and C. B.

Smith secretary and treasurer more than

a week ago when the $11,000,000 corpora

tion was formed by the merger of the \Nar

ner and Stewart & Clark companies, and

the newly chosen men are: Vice-president,

L. H. LaChance, an officer of the Chicago

Flexible Shaft Co., out of which the Stew

art & Clark company grew; directors, H.

M. Whitney, a member of the Chicago law

firm of \Vhitney, Payne, Shaw and Strawn

‘ and Stewart's personal attorney. and a rep

resentative of \Vhite, \Veld & Co., New

York and Chicago bankers, who financed

the deal. Nels Gross, former eastern sales

manager for Stewart 8: Clark, and who was

stationed in New York, probably will be

sales manager of the corporation; W. J.

Zucker, former Stewart manager in Chicago,

becomes western sales manager; while A. J.

Inderrieden, former Warner eastern sales

manager, retains the same office

Stewart~\Varner company.

The organization has been further per~

fected by the appointments of managers of

branches; in most cases the Stewart man

ager is made head of the branch, with the

former \Varner manager as his assistant,

and both businesses are to be combined

under one roof but handled separately.

Branch managers will be as follows: New

York. F. O. Fleischer, formerly Gross's as

sistant; Boston, E. G. Biddle; Philadel—

phia. C. P. Brewster; Buffalo, James G.

Barclay; Cleveland, H. A. Ungar; Detrort,

E. W. McGookin; Chicago, H. A. Kraus;

Minneapolis, including St. Paul territory,

Thomas Snelling; "Kansas City, Harry

\\’eber. All except Barclay were Stewart

men. as was W. R. Johnston, who is now

Pacific coast manager and who will appoint

sub-managers in cities in the United States

west of the Rockies. The Canadian trade

in the

In some of the American cities the man~

agcment has not yet been decided upon, but

business will be placed under one roof in

every case; this cutting of rents will mean

a saving of about $100,000 a year, and the

cessation of litigation over patents is no

mean figure.

The new stock of the corporation is

quoted at 95 for preferred and 50 for the

common, with 100 as par in both cases.

Very little, however, will reach the public;

the $1,000,000 of preferred taken by the

bankers may be all distributed, but the

greater portion of the $10,000,000 common

—-about $7,500,000, it is said—will remain in

Stewart hands.

Ohio Town Heralds Mammoth Project.

What, it is declared, will be “one of the

largest automobile, motor boat and two

plane factories in the world" is to be erect

ed in Bridgeport, Ohio, by the Bridgeport

Auto Co., which recently was organized in

that little town with a nominal capital of

$5,000. It has acquired what was formerly

the Crystal Glass factory, and also consid

erable adjacent real estate, and will razc

the old building and erect a much larger

and more modern plant better equipped to

meet its needs. The incorporators of the

Bridgeport company are J. Bernard Hand

lan, William Gail Hamilton and W. G.

Knothe, all of whom are lawyers and of

whom Handlan is said to hold the rights to

several important patents. In addition to

the Ohio attorneys, it is stated that sev

eral capitalists who are interested in the

enterprise now are manufacturing motor

trucks “which are being sold all over the

world and the rights to which will be trans

ferred to the new Bridgeport company."

  

Iowans Acquire a Minnesota Truck.

The Nevada Mfg. Co. of Nevada. 18-

which heretofore has been producing vehi

cle woodwork, has taken over the plaflh

machinery and patents of the Fourtraction

Auto C0. of Mankato, Minn, which man"

factures a four-wheel drive truck under

patents of E. Rosenburg, who is the princi

pal stockholdcr in the Mankato concern. If

is stated that the business of manufacturing

trucks will be considerably enlarged and

that much will be made of a traction»p10W

with which experiments have been made for

some time and which is said to have reached

a high state of development.
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WEED CHAIN PLANS REACH

WORLD-WIDE PROPORT|0NS

President Lasher Purchases Weed’s

Interests—Factory in Canada and

Arrangement With Parsons to

Extend European Trade.

Harry I). Weed, of Syracuse. N. Y., who

handed the tire chain industry in this coun

try and around whose patent rights the now

powerful Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., of

New York. was built when \V. B. Lasher

interested himeslf in the subject. last week

relinquished all connection with the com

pany which bears his name. His patent

rights and other interests have been ac

quired by Lasher, who, to all intents and

purposes. always has constituted the Weed

company. Weed. who held an interest in

sfltl'll patents of his own and also in the

American rights to the Parsons patent,

which he early recognized as necessary to

hi~ complete success, has not been truly

actiie in the company's affairs. He held

In “Rice and his duties largely have been

of: consulting nature.

The transaction, which is said to have

netted \\'eed a handsome sum, leaves

la~ltrr in full control, and already he is

"-‘Uilg out plans which may be said to be

of a world-wide nature. Among other

flllter things, he has acquired the Canadian

rights to the chain business of the Oneida

F-ttnmunity, which operates a factory in

Mum Falls, Ont., and in which the Weed

Chaim for the Canadian trade have been

pritdut'ed. Lasher. however. now is organ

tzine what probably will be known as the

Canadian Chain Co. and will erect a plant

0H1“ Own also in Niagara Falls, Ont.

PrlldltlL' its completion, Weed chains will

Continue to he made in the Oneida Com

I'Illlllll_\' factory,

La~her also i~ reaching across the sea

and hm consummated an arrangement with

lhr l'arsons Non~Skid Co., of London.

"hk‘h own.» the parent Parsons patent,

“+1th American-made Weed chains will

m “ C‘mSPicnous figure in the trade not

only Ul Great Britain but of the Continent.

it appears that the Weed people have de~

SItll'letl machinery which enables them to

Pmdufl and retail their chains at about

llllf the cost of the Parsons company

lifllltia‘z'xh factna'turally has been a po

1" bl'nglni: about the arrange

ment between the two companies.

M

NGT'bWfiY Bids Prove Insufficient.

"0:33:23: bidspttered at the adjourned

ms of the Enlimutesdzy Last. 0! the as

“,agnn Co.“ De" ' Jra ousky Power

mt were accepted by the

referee. who again will offer the property

on January 23rd. It is stated that an offer

of $55,000 by \Vintermitz & Co., of Chi

cago, for the material and machinery prob—

ably will bc accepted, and it is expected

that at the public sale on the 23rd inst. suf~

ficient will be realized from the sale of the

building and its equipment to swell the net

receipts to $200,000, which will net the

creditors about 50 cents on the dollar.

Flanders’s $600,000 Mortgage Recorded.

The second mortgage on the property of

the Flanders Motor Co.. which was ar

ranged some time since, formally was re

corded in Detroit last week. It is in favor

of the Central Trust Co. of New York as

trustee, and covers an issue of second

mortgage 6 per cent. third year gold bonds

of a value not exceeding $600,000. It covers

all of the Flanders Motor Co.’s property of

every sort, including the use of the name

Flanders Motor Co. at home and abroad.

It also provides that no demand shall be

made for payment of interest against any

incorporator, past, present or future, or any

stockholder, officer, etc. The instrument is

attested by Paul Smith, as vice-president of

the company. The first mortgage on the

property, to the amount of $300,000, is held

by the Union Trust Co. of Detroit.

De Tumble Creditors Refuse 10 Per Cent.

James S. Sansbcrry of Anderson, Ind.,

who controls $101,000 of the De Tamble

Motor Car Co.'s $200,000 bond issue, has

offered the creditors a settlement on a 10

per cent. basis, which at a recent meeting

before the referee in bankruptcy was re

fused pending an examination of the bank

rupt company. An appraisement shows

that the De Tamble assets amount to $145,

000 and the liabilities to $233,000. which in

cludes $133000 in bonded indebtedness. This

leaves about $100000 due to open accounts.

Six More Added to M. A. M. Roll.

Six new members were added to the roll

of the Motor and Accessory Manufacturers.

Inc., at the meeting of the directors on

Thursday last, 26th ult. They are as fol

lows: Dayton Malleable Iron Co.. Dayton,

(7.: Herschell-Spillman Co.. North Tona

wanda, N. Y.; North East Electric Co..

Rochester, N. Y.; Penberthy Injector Co..

Detroit, Mich. Portage Rubber Co., Bar

berton, 0.; Tyer Rubber Co., Andover.

Mass.

Baker Share $200,000 with Employes.

The Baker Motor Vehicle Co. of Cleve

land. O., manufacturer of Baker electrics.

has declared a stock dividend of $200000.

The dividend is unusual in that it will be

equally divided among the stockholders and

certain of the employes.

TIMKEN FORMS ALLIANCE T0

MANUFACTURE WORM GEARS

Detroit Axle Makers and the British

Browns Joined in New Company—

Result of Painstaking

Investigation.

Reports that the Timken-Detroit Axle

Co. was making ready to engage in the man

ufacture of worm-geared axles were con

firmed early this week. The company, it

transpires, has formed an alliance with

David Brown 8: Sons, of Huddersfield. Eng

land, whose worm gears long since acquired

a reputation.

The worms. however, will not be han

dled directly by the Timken-Detroit Axle

Co. but by a new corporation styled the

Timken-David Brown Co., whose plant will

adjoin that of the Axle company in De

troit. The necessary building already is in

course of erection and, pending its comple

tion and the manufacture of certain special

machinery in England, the gears will be im

ported. They will be offered in types for

both pleasure and commercial vehicles. The

first of the gears will be displayed at the

New York and Chicago shows in connection

with the Timken-Detroit Axle C0.'s ex

hibit.

The fact that the Timken people have

embraced the worm gear is not altogether

surprising. It has been not wholly a state

secret that for more than two years they

have been inclining in that direction and

conducting most exhaustive investigation.

Indeed, they have had worms of their own

making in practical use in this country for

all of a twelvemonth, and, as a matter of

fact, had become possessed of complete

detailed drawings of worm drive axles long

before any of those axles had made their

appearance in this country.

Most of the Timken investigation has

been conducted by or under the direction of

H. W. Alden, the company's chief en

gineer, who himself made several visits to

Europe to make necessary observations and

acquire necessary knowledge. Also, on two

separate occasions. a competent engineer

spent six months in Europe investigating

and practically testing every type of worm

gear obtainable.

The Timken-David Brown worm is of

the straight type, in contradistinction to the

hour-glass type. In explaining the Timken

choice, Chief Engineer Alden says:

“In the straight type the worm itself is

cylindrical throughout its entire length and

the worm wheel into which it meshes is con

cave. In the hour-glass type both the worm

and the worm wheel are concave.

"A moment's reflection will show that
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with the hour-glass type there is just one

position in which the worm and wheel can

be located with respect to each other in

order to gain any advantage from even a

supposed greater area of contact of the

hour-glass type over the straight type.

“The same amount of reflection will show

that with the straight type it is only neces

sary to locate the worm correctly with the

worm wheel in one direction. In the other

direction it can stand anywhere, because

the worm is cylindrical and uniform in di

ameter throughout its entire length.

“It is, therefore, evident that the straight

type is much less liable to damage through

misalignment. With the hour-glass type,

the slightest misplacement in any direction

is fatal. With the straight worm, unlimited

latitude is possible in one direction.

“It is common practice abroad to make

the worm itself of steel and to harden it.

This means. of course, that in the process of

hardening, the tooth form is bound to be

come distorted to some extent. The straight

worm can be ground on its working sur

face after hardening and this is done by the

best foreign makers. I use the term ‘grind

ing’ here in the sense of removing the in

accuracies incidental to even the most care

ful manufacture, and not in the sense of

smoothing an inaccurate surface by polish

ing.

“The hour-glass type of worm can be

polished, but it is absolutely impossible to

grind it in the proper sense of that term.

Consequently, with the straight type of

worm, it is possible to produce a geo

metrically perfect article. Thc exact oppo

site is true with the hour-glass type."

Alden admits that certain English

builders have discarded the worm after try

ing it, but declares that their action is due

entirely to the fact that they thought the

making of worms a very simple matter and

rushed into it without proper precaution.

David Brown 8: Sons have built worms

for all purposes for 15 years. and in doing

so have invented and constructed a num

ber of machines which are radically dif

ferent from the machinery used by other

makers, which was among the several things

that appealed to the Timken people.

On the 2,500 London omnibuses, which

are being converted to and made silent by

worm drive, Brown gears are being utilized,

and in this country they are by no means

unknown, as it is the gear which has been

emoloved in the Pierce-Arrow heavy truck

CHX'

FLANDERS AND CHIEF AIDS

> REACH PARTlNG 0F WAYS

Pelletier and Paul Smith Will Not Fol

low Him Into Big Corporation—

Christmas Tiff That Preceded

Resignations.

E. LeRoy Pelletier will not be advertising

manager of the $31,000,000 Standard Motor

Co., as the United States Motor Co. will be

known after its reorganization is effected;

liur will Paul Smith be its sales manager-

that is, unless what happened during the

past week is mere “stage play," or some

thing else occurs to change the face of the

situation. As \Valter E. Flanders is to be

come president and general manager of the

Standard company, when the reorganization

comes to pass. and as the Flanders Motor

Co. is to become a part of it, it has been

taken for granted that Pelletier and Smith.

who heretofore have worked on a mutual

admiration basis, would follow him into the

bigger organization.

As a matter of fact, however, they last

week resigned from the Flanders Motor

Co. and for a brief period it looked as

though all was off between Flanders and

Pelletier and that they no longer would

speak as they passed by, despite their many

“greatest ever" declarations and their claims

that each “made” the other and “made”

Paul Smith between times. According to

the stories, Flanders and Pelletier engaged

in a little tilt while at Christmas dinner,

served in the Flanders homestead. Flan

ders is credited with having dropped a re—

mark which ofi'ended Pelletier and led him

to believe that he was not to be taken care

of in the same old way. and as a result there

is said to have been some heated talk in

which the word “ingrate” figured on two

sides; but several days later. when Flanders

expressed regret. the were

smoothed over, just as they were smoothed

over a year or so ago when Flanders, in

playful mood. paid a midnight visit to Pel

letier's home and. instead of knocking at

the front door. drove his big car up the

front stoop and so terrified the women folk

that one of them went into hysterics from

which she did not recover for a week. Pel

letier then vowed he never would forgive

his “big chief.” but he soon forgot his vow

and the two renewed their admiration of

differences

changed his mind before getting there and

returned to Detroit.

Paul Smith remained in Detroit. He ad

mits his resignation. but declares it was

brought about when he discovered that the

policies outlined by Flanders were not what

he had expected they would be. and that

they were such as would place him in a

position where he could not remain and

maintain his self-respect. Smith since has

received offers from other manufacturers,

but Pelletier apparently is foot~iree and has

declared his purpose to visit Panama before

returning to work of any sort.

Reports are current also that many of the

high~priced men whom Flanders took from

the Studebaker establishment when he him

self went over to the Flanders Motor Co.

are not likely to find “good things" in the

reorganized United States Motor Co., as

they had expected would be the case and

which they hailed as a reward for their dis

appointments. In fact, several of them al

ready havc found it advisable to seek other

berths.

The same reports credit \N. F. Macguire.

who is to be assistant general manager of

the reorganized United States Motor Co.

and who is serving in that capacity for the

receivers, with being an assistant in fact as

well as in name. and also with demonstrat

ing that he is possessed of a will of his own.

He is not much given to press-agentry. or

other fireworks, and in outlining his work

has made plain that his department is not

to be a refuge for pensioners, personal preii

agents or “good fellows.” It is fairly cer—

tain that no Pelletier ever will dominate

Macguire or boast of having “made” him

It is understood that Berry Rockwell

who only three weeks since retired as adver

tising manager of the United States Motor

Co., has been recommended by the receivtl‘5

for the same post in the reorganized cor

poration, and A. B. Barkman, Pacific Coast

supervisor and a trade veteran, for Promo'

tion to the higher office of general sales

manager.

 

Speedwell Rotary Valve Car Read?

The Speedwell Motor Car Co. of Dal“

ton. O., in which, as Motor \Vorld stath

last week. several men identified with the

Mead Engine Co.. of that city. have lc'

quired an interest. has submitted :1 Pfo'

posal to its stockholders to increase “5

capital stock to $600,000. Meanwhile. it his

floated a bond issue of $150,000. A5 Mow"
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Muskegon, Mich—Western Auto Co.,

under Michigan laws; authorized capital.

$10,000; to deal in motor cars.

London. Ont.—Roya1 Motor Car Co.,

under Canadian laws; authorized capital.

$500000; to manufacture motor cars.

Chico, Cal—Chico Garage Co., under Ca1

iioruia laws; authorized capital, $10,000: to

operate a garage. Corporators—T. H. Mor

gan and others.

Harrisonburg, Va.--I-Iarrisonburg Garage.

under Virginia laws; authorized capita1,$25,~

000; to operate a garage. Corporators—J.

N. Garber and others.

Clot-land. ().—R. H. Allen Motor Snle~

Co. under Ohio laws; authorized capital.

510.000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

-—R. H. Allen and others.

Waterville. Me—Keene & Kimball Co..

under Maine laws; authorized capital. $30-

li'I-K to operate taxicabs. Corporators—

“1‘2. L. Keene and others.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Cincinnati Auto Coun

try Club. under Ohio laws; authorized cap

ital $35,000. Corporators—B. G. Moorman.

\l‘iiliam Johns, J. H. Davis.

“aterloo. la.—ch355 Automobile Co-.

"fldtr Iowa laws; authorized capital, $25.~

000: to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

O A. Repass. C. L. Herring.

5L .lohnsville. N. Y.—B. & C. Auto Co..

under New York laws; authorized capital.

$3000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

“(mm P. Bierman and others.

\\0rcester, Mass—Worcester Automobile

CO. under Massachusetts 1aws; authorized

capital. 512.500; to deal in motor ears. Cor

p""‘°"~M- K. Mykel and others.

dune, 111._Anna Motor Car Co.. under

“lmols laws; authorized capital, $2,500; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—J. J. Cor~

1""- R'J)‘ Rinehart, Ernest Lawson.

“:1;- “Climiu. Ill—Manley Wilkins Co..

‘ mots laws; authorized capital, $15.

A fit: deal in motor cars. Corporators—

' ‘l*la“l*)'. E. L. \Vilkens, J. Lescher.

Qumcy- Ille—Broadway Auto Sales Co..

"ltd" Illinois laws; authorized capital. $3.

Mctx flohéleal in motor ears. Corporators—

_ 0105011.]- G. Stuart, J. N. Clough.

ungwuflk. Ky.~Mm¢r. White a co.

_ "_l“"'“°k)' laws; authorized capital.

(Vt: deal in motor cars. Corporateri

. .liller. A. \\'. White, William AtiX
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Morristown, N. J.—-Morristown Auto Co.,

under New jersey laws; authorized capital,

25.000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

——J. J. Lyons, L. Van Gaasbeek, A. New

mark.

Chicago, Ill.—Adix Automobile Co., under

Illinois laws; authorized capital, $2,500; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—A. Dick,

Louis F. Jacobson, William M. Tannen

baum.

Elgin, Ill.-—Elgin Motor Co., under Illi

nois laws; authorized capital, $20000; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—I-Idward

J. O'Beirnc, Mildred O’Beirne, John \\‘.

Dolby.

Chicago, Ill.—-A1dine Auto Livery, under

Illinois laws; authorized capital. 33.500: to

operate a motor livery. Corporators—C. A.

Dickinson, Arden B. Lapham, Jr.. \\'. R.

Scates.

Chicago. Ill.——Marmon Chicago Co..

under Illinois laws; authorized capita1,$20.

000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

Martin E. Horn, C. E. Erbstein, E. J.

Elilers.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Ideal Lamp Co., under

Ohio laws; authorizcd capital, $5.000; to

manufacture motor car devices. Corpora

tors—V. E. Shields, Henry Faultless. \\‘m.

C. Klein.

Juneau. \Vis.—Juno Motor Truck Co..

under Illinois laws; authorized capital, $10.

000; to manufacture motor trucks. Cor

porators—L. C. Pautsch. H. A. Henning.

and others.

Bristol, Va.-—Electric Transmission Co..

under Virginia laws; authorized capital.

$600,000; to manufacture motor car parts.

Corporators—Guy Darst, Fred ])ulaney, S.

E. Puckette.

South Bend, Ind.--Cadillac Motor Sales

Co.. under Indiana laws; authorized capi

tal. 510.000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—N. L. Otis, Gus H. Grieger, Ed

ward \V. Steinhart.

Moline, Ill—Plow City Garage, under 11

linois laws; authorized capital. $5.000; to

operate a garage and deal in motor cars.

Corporators—J. H. Johnston. Fred R.

Young, 0. E. Anderson.

San Antonio, Tex—Motor Car Supply

Co.. under Texas laws; authorized capital.

$5,000; to deal in motor car supplies. Cor

porators—C. P. Guthrie, H. B. Lyne. James

Harrison. \\i'm. Harrison.

lmmlluuulumlmmfi

Williamson, N. Y.-Wi11iamson Garage

Co., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $20,000: to operate a garage. Cor

pmators—Robert S. Carr. Charles 1. De

zuttcr, Alfred S. Raymor. ‘

Chicago, Ill—Inland Electric Co.. under

Illinois laws; authorized capital. $50000;

to manufacture electrical and automobile

devices. Corporators—John l). Clancy, G.

B. Cohen, J. Anderson.

Catskill, N. Y.—P€Cl'l€n~i Garage (‘11.. un

der New York laws; authorized capital. $8.

000.- to operate a garage. Corporators—

Jos. A. Hill, Charles R. Vermilyea, Sarah

\\'. Hill, Alive G. Yermilyea.

“ht-cling, \\‘. \'a.—~Bri(1geport Auto Co..

under \\'e~t Virginia laws; authorized cap

ital. $5.000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—J. Bernard Handlan, W. G. Ham

ilton, G. T. Knote and others.

Trenton. N. J.—Lord Baltimore Motor

Car Co., under New Jersey laws; author

ized capital, $100,000; to manufacture and

deal in motor cars. Corporators—J. Lentz,

,lr.. H. C. Nichols, J. L. Conrad.

Columbus. Ohio—Johnston Sales Co.,

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $10.

000: to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

\\'. J. Bennett. J. L'. Felton, A. D. Yeiser,

H. M. Johnston. J. H. Bennett.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Regal Distributers. Inc..

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$15,000: to deal in motor cars. Corpora~

IOI'>—Cllat‘lt‘§ A. Hamilton. C. Gardiner

Bullis, S. Fay Carr. all of Buffalo.

East Palestine. O.—Automobi1e Owners’

Tire Co., under Ohio laws; authorized cap

ital. $5,000; to deal in motor car tires.

Corporators—C. J. Davis, D. H. Mackin

tosch. Thomas I’rice. M. T. Davis.

Morgantowrl. W. \'a.—Chaplin-Di11e Mo

tor Car Co.. under \Vest Virginia laws; au~

thorized capital. $25,000; to deal in motor

ears. Corporators—B. M. Chaplin. Minnie

Chaplin. M. C. \Vildman and others.

Boston. Mass.—-Lozier Motor Co. of

New England. under Massachusetts laws;

authorized capital, $1,000; to deal in motor

cars. Corporators—Ralph B. Nettleton.

Stanley G. Barker. Robert S. Barlow.

New York. N. Y.—Splitdorf Electrical Co.

of New York. under New Jersey laws; 3“.

thorized capital, $25,000; to deal in motor

car devices. Corporators—Carlos W. Cur

tiss. Oscar J. Rhode. Walter J. Murray.
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Portland. Me. —- Portland Automobilc

Dealers’ Association, under Maine laws; au

thorized capital. $10,000; to conduct a ben

efit association. Corporators—Frcd A. Nick

erson, Luther C. Gilson, Ernest E. Brewer.

Baltimore. Md.—Maryland Motor Car In

surance Co.. under Delaware laws; author

ized capital, $300,000; to insure motor cars.

Corporators—James C. Fcnhagen, William

Whitridgc. W. Graham Bowdoin, _Ir., John

P. Bonsal.

Cleveland, Ohio— "liarvel Automobile

Supply Co.. under Ohio laws; authorized

capital, $5.000; to deal in motor car sup

plies. Corporators—J. B. Rosenstein, H.

L. Armington. Max L. Rosenstein, Samuel

1. Rose, E. L. Fouts.

Youngstown. Ohio—Youngstown Auto

mobile Show Co., under Ohio laws; author

ized capital. $1,000; to conduct motor ex

hibits. Corporators—Warren P. \Villiam

son, I. Van Baalen, ]. A.-Henderson, John

W. Kuhns. C. T. Gaither.

Cleveland. Ohio—Sirh City Machine Co.,

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to operate a repair shop and garage.

Corporators—Ray C. Sl-;cel, Charles M. Rin

gle, Charles F. Bruggcmeiss, Elsie E. Beck

er. Arthur F. Goldenbogcn.

Indianapolis. Ind—Gray Engine Starter

Co., under Indiana laws; authorized capi

tal. $300000; to manufacture motor start

ers. Corporators—Thomas 1. .Gray, Dr.

Robert C. Light. Henry M. Spaan, William

Bosson, Henry Rosenberg. Mason B. Light,

Robert WV. Bosson.

Yonkers, N. Y.—Colonial Taxi-Service

Co., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $3.000; to operate a taxicab service.

Corporators—Alfrcd L. Barmore. Nyack,

N. Y.; Ernest L. Miller, 11 Lexington ave

nue, White Plains: John L Barmore, 69

\Varburton avenue, Yonkers.

New York, N. Y.-Buyers'-Sellcrs' Auto

mobile C0.. under New York laws; author

ized capital, $5,000; to deal in motor cars.

Corporators—Isaac Cohn, 790 Riverside Ho

tel; ]ay H. Preston, Markwell Hotel: Max

Gross. 1523 \Vashington avenue; Samuel

A. Fried, 1386 Prospect avenue.

Changes of Capitalization.

Dayton, Ohio—Automatic Lamp Control

Co. from $15000 to $30000.

South Bend. Ind—Milton G. Smith Gar

aze and Auto Co. to $25,000.

WlSllART TELIS CREDIT0R5

WHAT 111?. 010 WITH $9,000

Trips and Hotel Bill Made Big Holes

in Finances—Proceedings in Bank

ruptcy Cause Many Court

Motions and Orders.

When the creditors of the Wishart-Day

ton Auto Truck Co., the New York repre

sentative of the Dayton Auto Truck Co.,

filed a petition in bankruptcy in the Federal

court in New York City several months

ago they asserted that George W'ishart,

whose name the company bears, had mis

managed the concern and had taken from

the treasury more money than he was en

titled to, but not until recently did they

secure Wishart’s statement of afiairs. Now

that they have it, they have learned where

some of a dealer's profits may go. But more

recently. on Monday of this week, they

asked to have Wishart adjudged in con

tempt of court for refusing to pay back

$9,551.80 and turn over a truck, but because

of a technical error in the moving papers,

regardless of whether the move had merit,

the application was denied.

They claim \Vishart drew funds to the

total amount of $18,843.17, and to ascertain

what he had done with it brought about an

wherein \Vishart explained

certain things. For one thing, he showed

that taking a party to the SOO-mile race at

Indianapolis last May made a hole of $200

in his finances and that living at the Ho

tel Belmont, which is not a dollar~a-day

house. ate up $700 more in a short time. He

went to Dayton on business once and came

back $100 poorer and when Spencer, his

son and a well-known racing driver. made

three trips to Dayton, away went $300. A

truck, known in the proceedings as the

Grey truck, caused him to spend $335 for

“detectives and informers." and other items

clipped the bankroll at anything from $100

and up per clip.

Despite the fact that Wishart states that

he was the whole company, financed it. con

ducted it and therefore was entitled to do

with it about as he pleased, since he often

was called upon to meet deficits if any oc

curred. the creditors are after that $9,000.

The court ordered him to pay it back, but

in the papers which asked that he be pun

examination

new corporation has an authoriZed capital

of 51.000000. The change of name is due

to the expansion and change in the nature

of the business. For a considerable period

the company produced only rawhide gears,

but of late years it has made gears of both

metal and rawhide, the output of the former

being many times greater than that of the

rawhide. It will be further increased when

the addition to the plant is completed.

The reorganization carries with it no

change in ownership, which is vested chief

ly in Thomas W. Mcachcm and his sons,

T. G. and J. F. S. Meachem. The ofiicers

of the old corporation, who will fill similar

positions in the new one, are as follows:

President, T. \V. Meachcm; vice-president,

T. G. Meachem; treasurer, A. C. Vosburgh;

secretary. l. F S. Meachem. These officials

and \V. H. Diefendorf. chief engineer. con

stitute the board of directors.

Walter Secures Rights to Latil Drive.

Sole manufacturing rights for the United

States in the Latil front drive system have

been secured by the Walter Motor Truck

Co., of New York, and a Zl/i-ton truck

built under the Latil patents will be one of

the \\'alter exhibits at the approaching na

tional show in New York. The Latil front

drive is of French origin and has been in

use abroad for several years.

The most prominent feature of the system

is that the whole of the mechanism, which

includes a four-cylinder motor, four—speed

gearsct and the usual steering and contrOl

mechanism. is mounted on the front 3X“.

together with the driver's seat. Rearwardly

projecting frames are provided for the at—

tachment of the body. which may be Of

any type and may have steel tired wheels

—in fact. steel tires are considered prefer

able because of the reduction in tire expense

consequent upon their use. Drive is direct

to the front wheels through spur gears

Lion Assets Finally Bring $13,000

The assets of the bankrupt Lion Motor

Car Co. of Adrian. Mich., finally were dis

posed of on Tuesday last, Slst ult., to Win

tcrmitz & Co., of Chicago. for 513.000. The

previous week the Chicago firm had offered

$12.50 for the property. but the referee 1"

bankruptcy refused to accept it and 0rd?de

a new sale at which sufficient comPem‘O"

developed to induce the Chicago concern

to add $750 to its original bid.
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F. M. Cary is about to establish a garage

Ill Fowler, Cal.

Charles Sherwood has opened a garage

in Watertown, Conn.

31.]. Talley is about to have a garage

erected in Roeltdale, Tex.

French & Heald of Nashua, N. H., just

have completed a new garage.

Charles Hammond has established a gar

age business in Middleport, N. Y.

John Davis is about to open up a garage

and machine shop in Miami, Ariz.

C. O. Krohne is about to build a two

story garage in Livingston, MonL

Frank Parr. oi Athens, Ga., is having a

huge erected in Lexington, in the same

State.

l-l-Terrehen, of Mineola, L. I., has sold

the Nassau Garage to Frank and Charles

Remlein.

“7 D. Atehinson'of Stamford. X. Y., is

“mlntla garage at the rear of the Atchin

ton House.

The Schall-Crouch Auto Co., of Balti

v"0ft. .\ld., plans to erect a new garage on

North avenue,

Chm“ Rydfl' and Martin Karr have

taken over the Tracy Auto Garage in

Estherville, la,

_F- L- Beggar has purchased the Hurtig

lfmtle in Minneapolis, Kan. He will con

tinue the business.

H: '5. House, of the Hotel L'tica Garage.

in 1trca..\. hi. has become a dealer; he has

the \i’inton agency.

fl girlie which is being erected in Ma

tltti. Cal. will, when completed. be occu~

PM by A R. Shedd.

M4 Stelter. of Kingfisher. Okla. has

sold)“ ngt business to Ray Lichtleiter.

of his]. In the same State. '

Ben‘ S. Moore and Edward Lennon have

fmbl'm“! 1 garage in Joliet. Ill. Lennon

"mum!" WAS a bank teller.

A "f" Fmge is to be erected in Wheel

;"R- “- \a- by the A. w. Loe CD. It will

re located on Broadway street.

A image-1° cost $100,000. is to be erected

2‘ him“: n~~ by the Southern Motors

-“ Tl" Site is on Third street.

’5» F Run. or “an; Walla. Wash.. is

' 'm“ '0 lfu‘l‘l 1* garage and machine shop

In Grandi'tew. in the same State.

Mllllllll11.01%!"llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

S. R. Nelson and W. R. jones have estab

lished an agency in Atlantic. Ia. They will

handle the Imperial and Krit lines.

The Maury Motor 8: Implement Co., of

Columbus, Tenn., is about to build a new

garage on Garden street, in that city.

Victor Malm has purchased the equip

ment of the Warren Auto Co., of Argyle,

Minn. He will continue the business.

Arthur Wood has had plans prepared for

the erection of a garage in Pomona, Cal.

It will be located on Monterey street.

John Patterson has purchased an interest

in the \Vallace Machine &: Auto Co., in

Canton, Mo. A new garage will be erected.

B. ]. Caldwell, formerly of Cucamonga,

Cab. has purchased the Ovit Sons Garage

in Los Angeles; it is located on 10th street.

The Lemmon Automobile Co and the

Apke Auto Co., of Lemmon, S. D., have

consolidated; the business is to be enlarged.

William Bobzine has purchased a build

ing in Montour, 1a., formerly utilized as a

post oflce. and will open a garage in the

spring.

C. A. Ficke and the Neuman Machine

C0. are about to build a garage at 3rd and

Ripley streets. Davenport, 0. It will cost

510.000.

The California Automobile Co., of Los

Angeles. has opened a branch in San Diego.

in the same State; 0. K. \Vhite will have

charge.

The Mountain City Motor Co. has been

formed in Altoona. Pa.. and will erect a

garage. H. L. Murray is among the incor

porators.

L. O. Evens and D. S. Ewing have had

plans prepared for the construction of a

garage on I street in Fresno. Cal. It will

cost $14,000.

B. _l. Bunn. of Charles City, 1a., has sold

his interest in the garage firm of Bunn &

Riley to T. B. Russell; the new style will be

Riley & Russell.

George Eloyer of Mankatn, Kan., has

sold his garage business to Clarence Riley

of Jewell. in the same State; Riley will

handle Ford cars.

Tri-City Automobile Co. is the style of

a new business which will operate in Dav

enport, Ia., and Moline, Ill. Great Western

cars will be stocked.

their"rummmurmumiinfi

Emil Stutz has erected a garage and sales—

room in Columbus, 0., at 583 South Grant

avenue, and is about to become a dealer;

he has the Stutz line.

Milton Kent has opened what is the first

exclusive automobile salesrooms in Keno

sha, \\"is. He is located on Park avenue and

has the Rambler line.

Lair 8: Everest have taken over the inter

ests and property of the Gloversville (N.Y.)

Garage Co., on Washington street; later

a new garage will be built

E. A. Drake, of Windsor, Ont,, has pur~

chased a site in Detroit at Jefferson avenue

and Hastings street and will erect a garage;

the property cost him $25,000.

The Pueblo (Cob) Auto Repair Shop 8:

Storage Co. has entered business at 521

Court street; Wilmer Flood and M. S.

Anderson comprise the company.

john Gigandet is about to open a garage

in Piqua, 0. Associated with him will be

his son, John, jr., who has conducted a

bicycle repair shop for some time.

Frank \\'oland has leased a garage which

is now being erected in Lincoln, 111., on

Sangamon street; when established he will

handle Rambler and Oakland cars.

Robert Donovan and his son, Edward. of

Charlotte, Mich., have taken over the Losee

& Roosa garage; the transaction carries

with it the Ford and Rambler agencies.

\\'arry Gage, one of the oldest liverymen

in Logan, 0., has sold his business and

hereafter will operate a garage; his livery

stable will be remodeled for the purpose.

Under the style E & H Motor Co., L. J.

Evans and M. 1’. Hanson have opened a

business in Shcboygan, \Vis., to handle

Regal and Mitchell cars and Chase trucks.

The I'egg Hardware Co., of Metamora,

0.. has entered the automobile trade; it has

purchased the fixtures and stock of the

Metamora Auto C0. and will continue that

business.

Under the style \Vhite Automobile Co. a

new business has opened up at 1312 14th

street, \Vashington, D. C. White cars and

trucks will be stocked; john Dickson is

manager.

5. M. Stone. formerly of Paris. Tex.. is

about to engage in the automobile business

in Chicago. where he has leased salesrooms
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at 1712 Michigan avenue; he will sell Mara

thon cars.

Charles H. Collins has opened a repair

shop in Utica, N. Y., at 185 Mohawk street;

he was connected with the repair depart

ment of the \Vcstcott Garage Co. for sev

eral years.

New Year's Day marked a change in the

T. W. Thompson Automobile Co., of Ot

tumwa, Ia. It has been taken over by the

S. P. Mitchell Auto Co., of Oskaloosa, in the

same state.

Mervin Yarlot and Merl Neiswcnder of

Bryan. 0., have purchased the Sherwood

Garage; it formerly was conducted by

Frank Clinker, but lately has been owned

by Mrs. Rosa Arnholt.

Harry J. Heystek and George V. Brandt

have entered the trade in Grand Rapids,

Mich, under the style KisselKar Agency;

they will handle Kissel cars and trucks and

will maintain a service station.

The Martin-Matteson Auto Co., which re

cently was formed in Galesburg, 111., has a

new garage in process of construction on

North Cherry street; Apperson and Paige

Detroit cars will be handled. The corn

pany comprises W. P. Martin and S. D.

Matteson.

The Studebaker Co. of Minnesota has

leased a site in Minneapolis, after long

negotiations. at Laurel and Hennepin ave

nues, and will at once proceed to erect a

building for its occupancy; the structure,

it is estimated, will cost $75,000 and will be

75 x 154 feet, and of three stories and base

ment.

Under the style Miller Tire Agency, C

P. Foley and J. F. Riley have opened up at

273 Jefferson avenue, Detroit, Mich., where

they will handle Miller tires. Foley, for

several years was Michigan representative

of the Firestone company and later was

manager of the Detroit branch of the Re

public company, while Riley was proprietor

of the Standard Auto Tire Repair Co.

S. F. Slansky, formerly \Vcst Side agent

in Cleveland, 0., for the Jackson Motor Car

Co., and a prominent electrical contractor,

has taken over the company's branch and

with it the entire Northeastern Ohio terri

tory; sales and showrooms and a com

pletely equipped service station have been

opened at 2027 Euclid avenue. E. A. Roe

mer, formerly traveling representative for

the branch before it was taken over, will

retain his association with the Jeffery com~

pany as special representative in the central

Western States.

The Beloit (\Vis.) Auto & Machinery Co.

has been incorporated to succeed the

Fourth Street Garage, located at 842 4th

street; the business will be enlarged and

will embrace garage work, accessories and

supplies and new and used car selling. The

ofiicers are: President, J. A. Austin; vice

presidcnt and general manager, 0. F.

Brewer; treasurer, Jerome C. Davis; sec

retary, R. J. Davis, formerly manager of

the Fourth Street Garage; directors, T. M.

B. Gunn, and the four ofticcrs.

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

G. C. Farnsworth, one-time advertising

manager of the Mctzgcr Motor Car Co. of

Detroit, has taken up similar duties for the

Century Electric Car Co., also of Detroit.

\Y. L. Caten has been elected vice-presi

dent and general manager of the Speedwell

Motor Car Co., of Dayton, 0. It is stated

that his assumption of the duties involves

no change of officers.

James Joyce has resigned the otiice of

sales manager of the Seldcn Motor \"chicle

Co. of Rochester, N. Y. Joyce, who is one

of the genuine veterans of the industry, has

made no plans for the future.

A. S. W'atson has been appointed south?

crn district manager of the Olds Mulrir

Works and will make his headquarters in

Atlanta, Ga. Previously he was identified

with the Olds agency in Cleveland, 0.

H M. Bacon has been appointed manager

of the Goodrich-Diamond branch in Cleve

land, 0. He succeeds C. B. Meyers. who

recently became general manager of the

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co. in Akron.

H. H. Docring has been appointed sales

manager for the Gramm Motor Truck Co.

of Lima, 0., which is one of John N. \N'il

lys's properties. For several years previous.

Doering was sales manager for the Ohio

Electric Car Co. of Toledo.

H. M. Dcnycs has been appointed chief

engineer of the Jackson, Church, \Vilcox

C0. of Saginaw, Mich., maker of the Jacox

steering gear and one of the General Mo

tors group. Previously Denyes was identi

fied with the technical department of the

Buick Motor Co. in Flint, Mich.

General Motors truck factories, has been

appointed chief engineer of the General Mo

tors Truck Co. itself. He succeeds Cor

nelius T. Myers. who resigned to go into

business for himself as consulting engineer.

Minor Business Troubles.

Schedules in bankruptcy have been filed

by Elmer E. Rhodes, trading as the Johzt

Motor Car Co., in Joliet, 111. The assets are

placed at $5,516.89 and the liabilities at

$15.079.20.

Oscar A. \Vandschneider, who has traded

as Drumm & Snyder, with a garage at 55

East 47th street, Chicago, has filed sched

ules in bankruptcy; they disclose liabili

ties of $5,082.60 and assets of $2,413.

A petition in bankruptcy has been filed

by the Class Journal Co. and others against

William A. Suttle, of Chicago, who has

conducted the Automobile Supply Co. at

3900 Sheridan road; the claims amount to

$1,862.50.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy

has been filed against the Bates-Odenbrtt!

Automobile Co., of 503-7 Broadway, Mil

waukee, \Vis., dealer in Krit cars; the pe

titioning creditors and their claims are:

O‘Neil Oil 8: Paint C0.. $1,030.42; Geo. W.

Browne Co., $138.63; Julius Andrae 8: Sons.

$46.10.

Armin G. Albrecht who. with August .1

Diamon, has conducted the White Bear Air

tomobile Co., in Minneapolis, Minn-.1135

brought proceedings for the dissolution of

the company; he asks a receiver and PK

counting. He claims that he bought an in

terest in the company August lst last, and

that due largely to his efforts the valuwf

the business has increased from $8,000 '0

$21,300, but that Diamon has neglected 11"

business. ' ~

The Equitable Distributing Co. of thh

Arthur Sidwell is treasurer and which has

dealt in automobile supplies at 246 Colum‘

bus avenue, Boston, Mass, has filed 3 vol

untary petition in bankruptcy; it states that

it has assets of $6,000 and owes $657721“

of which $6,543.21 represents an unsecured

indebtedness among 100 creditors. The

remainder is for wages due and taxes. Oi

the $6.000 assets $1.000 consists of sunk

in trade and $2.000 of bills receivable

Recent Losses by Fire.

'Li
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THE LOGICAL WAY TO RATE ENGINES.

lli‘ bChiming increasingly evident that the A. L. A. M.

(figure rating formula. which has outlived the Association

'4 Licensed Automobile Manufacturers itself. no longer

“ms "5 Purpose. Not a few manufacturers already have

“Pressed themselves to that effect and. indeed. the length

"lfd and lengthening strokes of engines makes the fact

w clear that there is small room for dispute.

. L‘Pdmg POint to the situation. it is the declared inten

tr-ii oi the New jersey Commissioner of Motor Vehicles

m 39W." m the legislature for authority to establish each

in" “SPCCiaI formulae. as the conditions would demand.

F" the Purpose of arriving at a true horsepower rating.”

:1 0rd" ‘0 Permit of what he considers a proper adjust

ment Of the annual license fees.

If Sudt authority were granted in New jersey. and

$40th by other States. as appears not unlikely. it would

fit: times. It requires but small consideration. however.

faintest)?“ lnSUlliCleflC)' of the A. IL. A. formula—

n1)an aggllmes the-number. of cylinders divided by the

minute is“; - An arbitrary piston speed of 1.000 feet per

maticalh‘ mszllmed. which obviously is wrong. for it auto

cvlinder-ca S_the lon -str0ke motor of the benefit of its

CAME“ inpfgltil The advantage of a long-stroke. motor

higher‘pism 6 additional power due to running it at a

L A M“ sl’ml Ithandhe short stroke motor. But the

dum m" ‘ - "it. misfitttng the motor to the formula, re

c mm“th Sliced by assuming the same piston

speed as in the short stroke motor. eliminating the increase

of power that would Obtain. due to the increased cylinder

capacity, if both motors were run at the same R. P. M. rate.

The insufficiency and elasticity of the A. L. A. M., and

all other formulae for reckoning horsepower, long ago was

remarked by Motor World, nor does it seem probable that

more than one solution of the problem is possible. It is

fairly simple and has been suggested and advocated many

times by Motor World. It is simply the adoption of pis

ton displacement as a basis for engine rating.

Several manufacturers of prominence supported Motor

\Vorld’s suggestion, but as many engineers maintained that

so many features should be considered that piston displace

ment of itself would not meet the needs. Motor \Vorld.

however, has remained unconvinced. It still believes that

piston displacement is the true method for rating engines.

As the term “horsepower” has become so thoroughly a

part Of trade language, its use probably never can be

avoided; but it is quite within the bounds Of reason to

establish an empirical horsepower formula with piston dis

placement as the basis. In other words, all that is neces

sary is an agreement that a given number of cubic inches

shall constitute the unit of horsepower. and the rest is easy.

It may be a radical step and may offend present engineering

practice, which, however, is not a valid or logical objection.

The suggestion can be made to serve so many purposes

that it well deserves the serious consideration of the Society

of Automobile Engineers and other trade organizations.

If they elect to permit it to pass unconsidercd, the idea is

respectfully referred to New Jersey’s Commissioner of

Motor Vehicles. It will relieve his dilemma for all time.

 

SALESMANSHIP AT THE SHOWS.

It is an Old subject—one that recurs at about this time

each year but which has not lost point because Of the fact

——the subject of intelligent and otherwise competent at

tendance at the national shows.

Ever since shows first were instituted, the lack of such

competence has existed to an extent that has provoked

remark. TOO many of the men in attendance at too many

of the exhibits are painfully lacking in intimate knowledge

of the goods they are present to exploit to best advantage.

In corresponding ratio. the need for real and far-reaching

intelligence has become greater. Most of those who attend

shows are now car-wise. Glittering generalities. however

courteously expressed, no longer serve to satisfy them.

“Know thy car," or “thy tire,” or “thy accessory,” what

ever it may be, should be the gospel of every attendant at

every exhibit. The manufacturer who is satisfied with less

stands in his own light. The Old familiar wheeze. “Our

engineer will be here at four o'clock and will be glad to tell

you all about it”; or the other equally familiar excuse,

“Can’t you come around a little later when our manager is

here P” are confessions of weakness in the sales organization.

Men who sell goods should know all about them. else

they are not thoroughly competent to sell them.' If there

ever was a time when the manufacturer should do his best

to demonstrate the efficiency of his sales organization it is

at the national shows. There yet remains a week for

exhibitors to improve on previous effOrts in this respect,
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MORE SPACE REQUIRED FOR

CHICAGO SHOW EXPANSION

Wilson Building, Next Door to Coli

seum Annex, Leased and Already

Partly Filled—Trucks and

Cars Added to List.

 

More elbow room for the Chicago auto

mobile show has been found. and as a re

. sult it will fill three buildings, instead of

two as heretofore—the Coliseum and An

nex. the First Regiment Armory, and the

Wilson building, which adjoins the Annex

on the south and the lease of which just

has been consummated. Like the Annex, it

has a main entrance on Wabash avenue,

though simply by opening passageways in

the south wall of the Annex it can be made

to all intents and purposes an integral part

of that building.

The Wilson building is approximately

the same size as the Annex and, as it is free

from posts or other obstructions, it readily

permits of the display of the largest pas

senger and commercial vehicles. Already,

the Mercer Automobile Co. and the Mid

land Motor Car Co., previously allotted

space in the Annex, have taken space in

the \Vilson building, as have the Paige

Detroit Motor Car Co., previously allotted

space in the Armory, while the \V. H. Mc

Intyre Co., the Republic Motor Car Co..

and the Century Electric Car Co. have

accepted basement spaces thus vacated.

The commercial vehicle manufacturers who

have accepted space are the Grand Rapids

Motor Truck Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich.

the Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Corp., of

Sharon, Pa.; the Randolph Motor Car Co.,

of Chicago; the Edwards Motor Car Co.,

of New York, and the O. Armleder Co., of

Cincinnati, O.

Altogether, the acquisition of the addi

tional space will permit the staging of 102

pleasure car exhibits, all of which have been

allotted, 77 commercial vehicle exhibits, all

but a few of which have been allotted. and

244 accessory exhibits. The work of deco—

rating the Wilson building is being actively

pushed, and the few remaining spaces will

be offered to the first 30 applicants on the

waiting list in the order in which their

applications were received.

their last meeting voted to contribute the

  

 

sum of $150,000 to the temporary commit

tee which has the project in hand. the

amount representing one per cent. of the

$15,000,000 which it is expected will be the

ultimate cost of the highway.

 
 

Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

 
 

 

In so far as the operation of the appar

atus is concerned, the location of the com

ponent parts of the electric lighting and

starting system is a matter of small mo

ment, for, since the apparatus requires only

oceasional attention, and then merely a lit

tle cleaning and a drop or two of oil, it is

obvious that accessibility is not a prime re

  

MITCHELL STARTER LOCATION

quirement. In the usual location. however.

at the side of the motor, the dynamo or

motor, or both combined in a unit. as the

case may be, renders inaccessible parts

which are more vulnerable and at the same

time more vital to the correct functioning

of the motor than is the electric system.

1n realization of this fact, the Mitchell

Lewis Motor Co., which produces the

Mitchell car, has sought locations for both

dynamo and motor which are slightly out

of the ordinary. The dynamo is located at

one side of the gearset and is driven from

the lay shaft. Even more novel is the loca

tion of the starting motor, which, as shown

in the accompanying illustration, is located

under the footboard with the armature

shaft at right angles to the crankshaft of

the motor. Power to start the motor is

transmitted through the intermediary of a

worm and worm wheel and a spur gear
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January 2-10, New York, N. Y.—lmpott

ers’ salon in Hotel Astor.

January 4-11,

automobile show

Armory, under the auspices of the Auto

mobile Club of Canada.

Montreal, Can—Annual

in the Drill Hall and

January 6—11, Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland

Automobile Show Co.’s exhibit in the Cen

tral Armory.

January 11-18, New York, N. Y.—-Auto

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, Philadelphia, Pa.-Phila~

delphia Automobile Trade Association's

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.-Auto

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 21-26, Toledo, Ohio—Annual

show in the Exposition building under ti“

auspices of the Toledo Automobile Show!

Co.

January 25-February 1, Providence, R- l

—-Annual show of the Rhode Island Auto'

mobile Dealers' Association in the PrOVi

dence State Armory.

January 27-February 1, Ottawa Can-

Annual show of the Ottawa Valley M0"

Car Association in Howiclt Hall.

January T7-February l. Scranton. Pa"

Third annual show of the Scranton Ml

mobile Dealers’ Association in the 13

Regiment Armory.

January 27-February 1, Detroit, Mich

Detroit Automobile Dealers’ Associatic

Show in the State Armory.

February 1-8, Chicago, lll.-—Natioml

sociation of Automobile Manufactflr

12th annual show in the Coliseum and

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars 0111?

February 3-8, Washington, D. C-c‘w

ington Automobile Show Co.’s exhibi

Convention Hall.

February 8-15, Hartford, Conn"!

annual show of the Hartford Autom

“7 ~' WA» A -_-_:..i:,t.. in H1. Qtate Arm<
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WINDOW DRESSING OF THE CORRECT SORT

Kansas City Accessory House Illustrates Effectiveness of One-article Display,

Using Klaxon Horns as the Basis—Attractive Background and “Christ

mas Touch ” Make it Both Eye-pleasing and Seasonable.
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“UNI-I LINE" DISPLAY IDEA EXEMPLIFIED IN A CHRISTMAS

Combining the various commodities of

"it amomol’llc Supply trade in an attractive

widow dl’l’lay mluires no small amount

of mg'lwn)‘. but that a dealer should de

spair of having an eye-pleasing window

mm” W lick of superior \\'lfld0\\'*dl'€":~§

"18 talent is unwise in view of the artistic

"Hills achievable when one article of trade

L231: idhclbasll Of deSlS"; on the other

ml‘ type "(fider should falser imagine that

“h “Play requires no ability.

ll) 13:13" lledd‘m" In this line is shown

QM" by“; IE>SCd up for the holiday

Sup“, _ 1 'Kansas 'City Automobile

H U" of ham“ CIlY- M0- ln [Ills

cast ' A
mam“ hom‘ were made the piece dc

l'hlllanu and Kh

d'l‘lrted m it“ a

is

cir effective grouping is

a hm the d tcompanying photograph

Hhht “MW lecorators covered the floor

“round mic “1th cotton wool. over which

much; n I: :35 strewn to. give a snowy

Mdbhke k; aclt of the Window a balus

“R mmnhce separated the window from

\ _ t Store and at the center of the

pact. against this fence, boxes were CO"

md with was and roll".

The horns were placed at points of ad

vantage but were not crowded; a row ex

tended across the front of the window floor.

placed at an angle which eliminated any

possible effect of stiffness in the arrange

ment. Upon the robe-covered boxes were

other Klaxons, while four cards in selected

locations announced the Christmas Season.

One mental nudge was given the [)Ztsst‘rliy

by the following motto. "A Klaxon Horn

the One Best Gift."

\\'hile this properly may be termed a one

articlc window. those who stopped to read

had called to their attention the fact that

the store sold warm rugs. and the ~iuht of

these coverings in the snowy window sup

plemented the cold outside as a reminder

that open-air touring in December is not

always as warm as in midsummer.

 

Truck Club Re-elects its Officers.

In its permanent quarters at 1845 Broad

way. where a clerical staff is now employed

to handle its work, the Motor Truck Club.

of New York. held its annual meeting last

week. at which time all of the incumbents

“'1 NDOW SETTING

were re-elected, as follows: D. C. Fenner,

president; Emerson Brooks, vice-president;

C. Stone, treasurer, and E. L. Howland,

secretary. A new board of managers also

was chosen, consisting of E. \\'. Curtis. Jr.,

(icorge H. Duck, Karl L. Frederick. J. W.

Perry. A. W. Robinson, \\'. Oscar Shad

bolt, and Arthur J. Slade. The selections

were unanimous. no opp0sition ticket being

presented.

It will be the last time that any president

or vice-president will succeed himself. as

the organization voted that hereafter the

terms of those Ofiices be limited to one

year. Plans for a novel breakfast. to be held

January 21st. during the week of the New

York truck show. were reported well in

hand.

Louis.

of Akron.

Mot: Locate: Branch in St.

The Motz Tire & Rubber CO.

0., has established a branch in St. Louis,

Mo. at 4436 Olive street. It is in charge

of E. G. Seibel, who previously was con

nected with the B. F. Goodrich Co's Pitts

burgh branch.
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Learning Not to Make Same Error Twice

a Pathway to Success—Scrutiny of Lost

Sales May Reveal Helpful Reason.

“Say! Do you know that I had almost

made up my mind to buy your car last

time you were here. said the prospect. as

he lolled back in his office chair. "It’s a

fact; you came as near getting my order

as anyone ever did; but I’ve been thinking

it over since then and have concluded that

it is better for me to wait a couple of

months. Drop in and in about

sixty days. No.

nothing doing now; I can’t even take more

time to talk about it to-day. Good-bye; will

see you in a couple of months.”

3n

see nie

there’s positively

The salesman gave himself a mental kick

as he stepped into his demonstrator and

drove away. He recalled that on his last

visit he had succeeded in warming up the

prospect by the heat of his own enthusiasm;

he had felt things coming his way; he knew

he had reached further home than ever be

fore. He remembered how interested the

prospect had been as he detailed certain

features of construction that had been im

proved; he went over the visit step by

step and saw how his work. while good as

far as it went. lacked inst the final touch

that meant an order. A little more courage.

a little more resolution. a little more perse

verance on the spot and—one more car

sold. .

The salesman learned a lesson that he

capitalized right away. Next day a man

one block away bought one of his cars be

cause the salesman had studied his failure

of the day before and knew why he had

failed. Within a week he had made three

sales to men he had been trying to close for'

a long time.

It is a good thing to get a jolt once in a

while; it wakes you up and. if you are the

right sort of a salesman you won't grumble
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but will pick out the weak spot and elim

inate it. The salesman, or any other man.

always should remember this one thing.

that one of the surest pathways to the cor

rection of faults or weaknesses is that of

learning not to repeat mistakes; the best of

men err. but they are the best men because

learn notthey to make the same error

twice.

.3

FOUR REQUIREMENTS OF RETAIL

ADVERTISING.

Much retail advertising is like a charge

of buckshot fired into a dark bush because

something moved there. The thing that

moved was the bush—and the wind made it

mou'l no harm was done. but the buckshot

and the powder were wasted.

The shrewd sight his

game. That is. he will find out what papers

they take and what is the best method of

reachin them. and will be governed by the

advertiser will

facts and not by theories or guesses. This

is the plan followed by the most careful and

successful and if it

is important for them. with their large ap

national advertisers.

propriations. it is even more important for

the dealer with a small appropriation.

After deciding on the right medium. the

method most successful is to use space suf

ficiently large to command attention and.

with this. couple frequency of insertions.

In other words. keep at it often enough to

avoid being forgotten.

The general principles surrounding the

preparation of an advertisement are: First.

to make it attract attention by means of

white space. size. design or other method:

second, to have it interest by means of a

display line that sums up the story told

in the advertisement; third, to have it con

vince by reason' of the logical and truth

ful presentation of selling facts. The only

thing left after the ad. has attracted, inter

ested and convinced is to tell where the arti

cle can be secured, and the signature and

address should be sufficiently prominent and
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plain so there will be no doubt on that

score. The advertisement measuring up to

these requirements. placed in the right me

dium and backed by continuous effort is al

most certain to be productive.

.3

CONCERNING “STICKTOITIVENESS”

AND “LEMONS.”

Those who are in the thick of the selling

right are continually being impressed with

the value of sticking to it. And sticking to

it does not mean to be so persistent that

you earn the ill will of a customer while

forcing him to do something that he is

going to repent so soon as you are gone

The right sort of sticktoitivcness means

being on the job in season and out of sea

son—beingr there with a smile and a feeling

of optimism. sure that you have the right

car for the prospect, serenely confident that

sooner or later he will realize it.

Some salesmen are too quick in sizing up

a situation; they fancy they are picking a

"lemon" when. as a matter of fact. it often

is an entirely different kind of fruit. And

they often overlook the fact that lemon

juice is mighty good in its place. It prob

ably took nerve to squeeze the first lemon

It takes nerve to

day to pick out a prospect that everyone

else has labeled “lemon” and passed up; but

someone is going to squeeze that lemon

sometime. and why shouldn’t it be you?

It takes strength of will, determination.

and courage. but when you have the signed

and swallow the juice.

order from someone everyone else neglect

ed because he was so hard to convince.

there is a pleasure and a satisfaction that

cannot be measured in money. A difiicul!

task accomplished is capable of affording

more real pleasure than is obtainable by the

mere enumeration of earnings--that is. with

the man whose heart is in his work.

Don't be afraid of “lemons”: cultivati’

the strength that will give you powef'to

give. them the right squeeze. and the in!“

will run into your cash drawer.
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SERVICE THAT REPEIS PATRONS

Sale of Lubricant as an Example of How

Not to Do Things—Small Lapses

Make Large Fault.

“I want some heavy transmission oil—~

about half a gallon,” said th: motorist who

drove into the garage.

"Drive your car right up, here," said the

garageman. "Hey, Bill! Come here and

get this gentleman some transmission oil."

“Oil right," remarks Bill. and steps brisk

ly to the row of oil pumps, gallon can in

hand.

Doubtful Concerning the Oil.

It was 8:30. Mr. Motorist had an en

gagement to keep in a few minutes; he got

busy and pulled out the floor board of his

car, so as to have everything in readiness

for the oil man. Presently over he came

with his oil, unscreWed the transmission

rm'cr and dumped in the oil.

"Guess it will' take a little more, sir," he

ventured.

“Fill it up," ordered the motorist—and

then he gasped in horror. “Why, man alive,

is that transmission oil? It looks and acts

lilte cylinder oil. Are you sure it’s trans

mission oil?"

“Well, it's lubricating oil; that’s all I

know about it." admitted the man in charge

of the oil.

Manager Verifies the Doubts.

He started to look for the foreman; after

a hurried consultation he came back and

aflitmed that it was transmission oil. Being

of a doubting nature, the motorist Went

to the front office and consulted the man~

ager.

“Why, he's given you cylinder oil," said

the boss. “The best thing you can do now

islto stir it little light dope in there and

mix ft‘well."

That was done. It took five minutes to

l
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replace the cover plate on the transmission;

it took three minutes for the man to find

enough different pieces of paper on which

to wipe off his dirty hands; it took four

minutes to look for the foreman to find out

the price of the grease and oil; about a

minute and a half to rind out that he did

not know the prices; and then three min

utes to run to the front office and consult

another minute to come

about

those in charge;

back and tell that it was 65 cents;

three minutes more to get a dollar changed,

to say nothing about the ten minutes Spent

in putting in the oil and grease. It was 9

o'clock when the customer finally left that

garage.

How Trouble Can Be Avoided.

A large portion of the half hour wasted

might have been saved if the grease and

oil cans had been labeled and the prices

marked in plain figures. Anyone could then

have sold it in the absence of the "regu

lar" man, and the autograph register and

daily inventory check in use in this garage

would have kept a perfect check on the

sales.

Incidentally, it would rot have been a bad

idea for this garage to provide a rag tower

or a waste box near oil tank: for wiping off

greasy hands and oily splashes on the body

of the car.

I

TIMELINESS IN ACCESSORIES.

Dealers in accessories will find it profit

able to follow up the motorist with season

able articles. one thing at a time. A “live

wire" accessory house will. for example.

mail a postal card to every car owner in the

city on the first snowy day calling atten

tion to its cimplete stock' of anti-skid

chains.

The first freezing day will bring its cir

cular on hood covers and other little corn

forts for the motorist and his car. Robes,

gloves, etc.. will be suggested separately

and forcibly.

“There is safety in numbers." wrote some

one a long time ago; and accessory deal

ers have believed it as part of the unwrit

ten law. The result is they spend a lot of

money for mail matter that brings no re

turn.

They should try concentrating on a few

things at a time. Then, instead of being

tossed into the waste basket or laid aside

for the distant future, their printed matter

is far more likely to bring results.

The thought, in briel. is that the minute

a dealer begins to try and sell a man every

thing at one time he succeeds in selling

him nothing. This does not decry the value

or diminish the importance of catalogs. It

is simply to urge accessory dealers to try

specializing on certain things at certain

seasons. The thing that is timely demands

immediate action—and you make immedi

ate sales.

Jl

GARAGE ATTENTIONS THAT ARE

WORTH WHILE.

People who drive automobiles are likely

to get less and less into the habit of help

ing themselves and more and more into the

habit of being waited on. “an on them.

It's a business proposition—and it pays.

One man who drives a car every day and

is consequently a regular consumer of sup

plies goes to a certain garage for all his

gasolene and pays three cents a gallon more

for it simply because the people at that

garage wait on him. He gladly pays the

difference in price for the service that un

screws his gasolene tank, lifts his hood,

takes a look into his radiator. examines his

tires and fills them when needed. He is a

good. steady customer for the garage and

the garagemen are out nothing for the ex

tra time they spent in waiting on him. be

cause it has not increased labor or overhead

cost one penny. On the other hand. the

garage is building a permanentlyl satisfied

customer who never misses an opportunity

to boost for it.

I-Fl
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Solutions of The Used Car Problem

In Competition for Motor World’s Cash Premiums of $50. $25, $15 and $10 for the Best Four Articles .

Dealing With the Subject.

By JOHN W. GREY, Detroit, Mich.

There is and can be only one solution of the used car

problem which will work out logically.~ and that is when that

commodity has a fixed or set valuation in the open market.

The trouble with conditions to-day is not with the market,

but rests entirely with the dealer and the manufacturers. It

really reverts to the old story of insufficient knowledge of

the subject—the same story that has cauSed so many of the

failures which have occurred in the industry. The motor

car business has had a phenomenal growth, a mushroom

growth. and on that account and because the sledding has

been so easy no real attention has been paid to this particular

end. We have, however, arrived at a time when the standard

ization of prices has become an absolute necessity, and as

essential as the consummation of the original sale.

There should be no more speculation about buying a

used car than there is about buying a used locomotive. but

because the manufacturers and dealers have failed to agree

on a set standard of values this market naturally is in a

chaotic state. The average dealer is so avaricious and octo

pus-like in his desire to consummate a sale that. in nine cases

out of ten, he will allow a ridiculous figure for a used ca"

rather than lose the sale. He then hopes to break even

by selling this same car at an advance of its regular market

value to someone who is not acquainted with the tricks of the

trade. If the dealers would only realize they are “killing

the goose that lays the golden egg" by making ridiculous

trades and educating the public up to false values. and ‘o

expect more than their car is worth, there would be a more

healthful condition existing to-day.

What is really necessary is for the dealers to get together

in each community and form a co-operative association.

agreeing, among other things, to have a fixed trading price

on every make of car. Of course, there are several in‘ex

istencc to-day, but these seem to be more or less of a joke.

The main object has been entirely overlooked in the rush of l

present day business. This does not necessarily mean an ab

solute price, but a sliding scale, perhaps allowing a margin l

of from $50 to $150 difference, depending on the condition of l

the car, this ratio applying to the more eXpensive cars: in

the lower priced field it naturally would be proportionate.

The National Association of Automobile Manufacturers

could really handle this subject, and as a working basis could

utilize the figures of value as set forth by the insurance cpm

panics. L'ntil co-operation and protective working rules are

founded, the present atmosphere will not clarify, as the in

dustry as a whole is coming down to a firm foundation based

on clean business principles and not upon the flighty m'eth

oils of personality and good-fellowship as heretofore.

By DENNIS H. STOVALL, Philomath, Ore.

The problem of what to do with the used car is easily

solved by equipping it with a delivery body for trucking and

general carrying purposes. There is a wide field for the used

car here, and the fact is becoming more and more apparent,

both to manufacturers and operators.

During the past four seasons there have been only minor

changes in the main. or mechanical. features of the leading

cars; yet the fact that they are old models. and that there

is a difference between the body lines of the present year's car

and that of last year. or of two years ago, results in the sale

or exchange of many of these high grade machines. And it is

a fact well known to all who have given motor cars any

consideration. that a high grade machine is always high

grade. The material and workmanship that went into it can

never be taken away, as long as the car remains intact. It

is simply a matter of condition.

A good car, put in condition. is still a good car. no matter

how many miles it has run or how roughly it has been

handled. For such cars, new parts are always available. and

an experienced workman can, at comparatively low cost.

make them almost as good as when they came from the

Nor is the used car out of place on the farm, when given

the task of hauling produce to town. I can speak with ex

perience in.this particular, having used a rebuilt car for farm

trucking during the past three years. In this work it dis

penses with a span of horses; also. it makes possible the or

livery of produce. eggs. butter and milk at an early morning

hour, when such things are wanted. The distance to town of

seven miles is covered by this'“used car truck" in 30 to 35

minutes. The fastest team on the place could not make it.

under load, in less than one hour and thirty minutes. In

stead of four or five hours being needed for the trip to town; |

it is made in a little over an hour. Thus the used car. in

this work, is a time-saver. With the farmer, as with the

merchant or professional man. time is money. This for the

simple reason that the time formerly wasted in driving to

town with a team can now be used in development work

The same features that appeal to the city retail merchant

appeal likewise to the farmer. when it comes to buying 3

used car for trucking and delivery purposes. These are cheap

ness in price as compared with the original cost of the car

and its rebuilt condition, excellence of service. and economl'

factory. so far as all practical purposes are concerned.

Such cars, converted into trucks or-other delivery vehi

cles are available to grocers, bakers. laundrymen, confec

tioners and florists for one—half and even one-third the cost

of the original. In many instances these cars can be bought

for little more than the price of a delivery horse and rig;

and the car will accomplish five times as much as the horse

at a cost of upkeep even less than that of a pair of horses.

These used cars are especially good for city delivery work,

as they are light and speedy as compared with the regulation

truck. And in this work they are business-getters. They in excellent tune. There is practically no risk in buying 5nd]

enable retail merchants to make deliveries promptly and keep a car. and if purchased for delivery purposes. such a machine

I a" premises in this regard- will pay for itself within a comparatively short time. I

i— v i - v 4——_-r

0f "Pkcep. There is a risk. of course, in buying a used car.

provided such a car is bought in a run-down condition. either

from an irresponsible individual or a firm dealing in second

hand cars. But such risk is removed when the car is boucht

of the manufacturers, either direct from the factory 0r

through a branch house. In this case the maker has a repu

tation at stake, and is keenly anxious to give satisfaction

The used cars sold in this way are rebuilt cars and. being

rebuilt by the makers, have all worn parts replaced. Sea"

renewed, bodies repainted and finished. and the motor pill
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GARFORD LAUNCHES A MODERATE-PRICED “SIX”

Designed to Sell for $2,750 with Complete Equipment, It Mounts a Long-stroke

Block Motor with Detachable Cylinder Heads—Other Unusual

Features also Incorporated—10,000 Cars to be Produced.

in bringing out for the current year a

brand new "six" that differs radically from

anything else that has gone before it, the

Garlord Co., of Elyria, 0.. has not sprung

quite such a surprise as it has by placing

ih: car near to the popular-priced class, thus

marking a significant change in Garford

;~licy as a result of the acquircment of the

liariord property by the John N. Willys in

trusts.

That there has been no visible drop in

quality, however. despite the very decided

drop in prices—the new car sells for $2,750

is either seven~passenger touring car or

roadster. and both are more completely

Quipped than is usual—is revealed by the

 

which blinks from the top of the radiator

like an immense eye.

There is much logic, too, in the Cyclopean

idea expressed by the use of only one head

lamp; it is significant of the policy to clim

inate all unnecessary weight. Incidentally.

the use of one lamp materially reduces the

  

The motor is no less distinctive than the

rest of the car and exhibits for the first time

the combination of six cylinders in a single

block with detachable cylinder heads. The

casting is unusually "clean" and clear cut in

appearance. and is very nearly rectangular

in shape; external parts have been eliminat

  

NEW GARFORD Sl.\' I.\' TOWN CAR FORM. Wlllt'll SELLS AT $3.750 FULLY EQUIPPED

In! of specifications. lnstead, there act

“lly has been effected an increase in qual‘

lll‘. is~ is made plain by the details of con

:lntcuon. the reason for the lowered price

lung succinctly explained by the Pmduc'

lion plans which provide for the confirm"

run of 10,000 cars during the next twelve

month.

ln describing the new Garford “SlX'H ref'

trence to its predecessors will serve "0

useful purpose for the reason that it is“ 3

new car all the way through—“from Stem

to stem." to express it nautically-—i"‘ICI dlf'

ters from all previous Gariords in fiery

Mpect. with the exception. Perhaps' 0f

the hub caps which still display the familiar

monogram. Even superficial examination

won‘to. make plain the undeniable differ

ence; it I! apparent in the lines of the body

an . _ . 'Id its'lonncss. in the design and confirm

tun oi the axles. in

. _ the tenders and WP

llClIlll‘l)‘ in the sin

Rlc large head lamp

chance of rattles and. it is pointed out by

the manufacturers. it one lamp is good

enough for locomotives there is little reason

for placing two lamps on a road locomotive.

or, in other words. an automobile. The lamp

is supported in a spherical socket in the top

of the radiator in such a way that it may

be adjusted to cast its light rays at the

will of the driver, and its position is such

that it is particularly safe from damage in

the event of collision. The side lamps.

which form part of the complete electric

lighting and engine starting system with

which the car is equipped. arelet into the

dash and are fitted with parabolic reflectors.

The tail lamp and the lamp on the dash are

wired in series. thus making of the latter a

tell-tale in case the tail lamp becomes extin

guished. The electric lighting and engine

starting system employed is the U. S. I...

which takes-the place of the flywheel and is

self-contained.

ed wherever possible. which fact is true

throughout the construction of the whole

car. By making the cylinder heads detach

able. it is explained, machining operations

are simplified and it is possible to obtain a

better finish on the bores, to say nothing

of the fact that the loose heads tend to

make for more even expansion under heat

and consequently reduce to the minimum

the possibility of dangerous distortion. The

motor casting. to which are bolted clutch

and the gearsct, thus making of the whole

a rigid unit. is mounted directly on the main

frame at four points, though by reason of

the use of what is termed an "equalizer" the

effect of three-point suspension in obviat

ing the transmision weaving strains to the

motor is obtained.

The bore and stroke of the motor are

3% inches and 6 inches. respectively. which.

combined with the fact that the reciprocat

ing parts have been made as light as is
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consistent with a liberal factor of safety,

accounts for the comparatively high turning

effort obtained; as high as 60 horsepower

at normal engine speed has been obtained

quite easily on block test. Connecting rods

are of high grade steel, heat treated, the

camshaft is extra heavy with the gear se

curely bolted to a flange at the end and

the crankshaft, which is of the four-bearing

type, is distinctive by reason of the unusual

method of counterweighting that has been

adopted. The counter weights are in the

form of arcs, the end attained being that vi

bration at high speed, or any speed, for that

matter, is reduced to the point where it is

practically nil. Lending emphasis to the

feature of accessibility which everywhere is

apparent, the whole unit power plant may

be dismounted by removing four bolts and

two clevis pins and disconnecting the uni

versal joint to the gearset.

In choosing the material for the valves

each branch feeding three cylinders. The

exhaust manifold is of the “ejector” type.

From the engine, power is transmitted by
means ofa largeydiameter cone clutch which

is fitted with cork inserts. The gearset is

of the four-speed variety in which high

speed is fourth, and direct drive third. By

making use of an “overstep” for fourth

speed it is possible to maintain the gear

ratio at the rear axle very low while at the

same time providing for quick acceleration

with a minimum number of engine revolu

tions per minute on high gear under normal

touring conditions. In conformity with the

general trend, the steering gear, which is of

the worm and wheel type, is loeated in the

center of the floorboard. The frame is of

a new type construction, very thin steel

being pressed into a deep channel, the en

semble permitting a degree of rigidity and

staunchness- that is obtainable in few other

ways. By reason of the under~slinging of

rod. The universal joint is completely eu

closed in a metal housing and is calculated

to run for indefinite periods without atten

tion. The brake drums, mounting internal

expanding and external contracting bands,

also are one-piece drop-forgings, and the

front axle, which has its spring seats forged

integral, is set to permit a slight “toeing in”

at the bottoms of the wheels. The rear

springs are of the three-quarter elliptic

variety with the semi-elliptic portion hung

beneath the axle, and the front springs are

semi-elliptic of the orthodox pattern.

Bodies in each case are formed complete

ly of steel, the various parts which enter

into their make-up being welded instead of

merely riveted together, which construction,

it is pointed out, successfully eliminates the

possibility of squeaks or other metallic

noises. Bodies are entirely free from wood

and joints. The upholstery, of the best

hair and hand-buffed leather, is 10 inches in

   

GARFORD ARC BALANCED CRANKSHAFT AND DROP FORGED REAR AXLE

cognizance has been taken of the necessity

for lightness and strength, and to this end

they have been made of Tungsten high

speed steel and so designed as to reduce

the possibility of warpage to the minimum.

This possibility is still further reduced for

the reason that the valve seats are thor

oughly water-jacketed, the cooling water

being circulated by means of a larger centri

fugal pump; radiation is assisted by a 16

inch aluminum fan located behind the radia

tor. The advantage of detachable heads

again becomes apparent when valves re

quire re-grinding, the operation being sim~

'plified by the removal of the top casting,r

when all the valves may be treated at once.

The lubrication system is self-contained

and is positive, a gear-driven pump placed

near the rear end of the crankcase forcing

oil directly to the main bearings, whence it

drains into pockets beneath the connecting

rods. Scoops on the connecting rods force

the oil to the bearings and splash it over the

auxiliary bearings and the cylinder walls;

one lead from the pump goes directly to

the timing gears in the front of the case.

A Bosch magneto is used for ignition.

From the carburetter, which is of a new

type calculated to render adjustment an

infrequent necessity, the gas is fed to the

cylinders through a two-way intake pipe.

the rear springs, and the general design,

the drive is transmitted in virtually a

straight line when the car is loaded.

The rear axle of the car is of the full

floating type and is encased in a housing

 

 

  

GARFORD "CYCLOPEAN" HEADLIGHT

drop-forged in a single piece; inspection

plates are provided, of course. The pro'

peller shaft is contained within a tube bolt

ed securely to the rear axle and serving as

a combination torque member and strut

HOUSING

thickness and is mounted over Budde patent

De Luxe cushions, which are so construct

ed that, regardless of the road, there is no

likelihood of passengers “striking bottom."

Seat cushions are raked ~backward at an

angle calculated to afford the acme of com

fort. Cowls are deep and, in addition to

carrying the usual equipment, serve also

to house a gravity fuel tank (fuel being fed

by pressure from a rear tank) and the bat

teries that go with the U. S. L. system.

The speedometer is let into the floorboards

so that only its dial is visible and the drive

is taken from the transmission, thus elim

inating wheel spiders and flexible shafts.

In addition to the touring car and road—

ster, both of which list at $2,750, a thde

model, styled a town car and listing at

$3,750, also is made, the prices in each caS¢

including the following equipment: U. S. L

electric lighting and engine starting system,

electric horn and electric heater, the latter

being built into place; top with special side

curtains which roll up when not in use and

may be put in place merely by unfastening

their catches, thus} permitting them to un

roll; rain-vision windshield, built in placc;

speedometer, tire brackets, inSpection and

tonneau 1lamps, ammeter, robe and foot

rails, power tire pump, tire repair kit, and

the usual tools, jack, and spare parts. '
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REILLY’S NO-YEARLY-MODELS IN RESOLUTIONS»

,

At the Sales Manager’s New Year’s Dinner the Dealer is Deficient in ReSolv

ing—Says Reforms, Like Improvements in Automobiles,

Should Be Made Without Regard to Season.

Originally it was a pet scheme of the

Sales Manager's, but those to whom he

broached the subject were quick to express

approval, and so it came about that on

New Year's Eve, when the majority of the

‘ B

j

"I DON'T MAKE RESOLUTIONS ON NEW YEAR‘S 'DAY ANY

town’s population was developing lung

power in one way and vinaceous capacity

by other methods, the Sales Manager and

other factory executives, with some of

those dealers who were nearest to the fac

tory, sat down at dinner in the city's best

hotel as the company's guests. The idea

had grown from its inception, and every

man of the group was enthused by the

spirit of the gathering which initially had

found the germ of its spirit in that of the

season.

Sales Manager Dinner Director.

Being the father of the scheme, the Sales

Manager had been voted to the head of the

table and had thrilled with pleasure at the

cheer and merriment which surrounded the

board as the pussy-footed waiters noise

lessly cleared away the wreck of one courSe

and caused another to follow in easy sne

cession. r\s the little army of tray-toters

brought cofiee and cigars, the Sales Man

 

ager arose and, prefacing his talk with the

customary seasonal remarks and the usual

confession of inability to fill the position,

explained the scheme with which every

one, of course, was familiar, having helped

a, pic Tb"
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develop it; many of the ideas were com

tributions by the dealers.

Explains the Resolution Scheme.

It was, briefly, that each man at the table,

in accordance with the dinner invitations,

had sent to the Sales Manager in a sealed

envelope New Year's resolutions which he

believed the best to be put into effect in

connection with himself or his business; it

was to be a free-and-above-board meeting,

in a way, and as the toastmaster opened the

envelopes in succession and read the various

resolutions, each man, from the company's

president down, was to tell why he had

made these resolutions, what had led up to

them and what benefit was to be derived.

There was no preference in the opening

of envelopes. The first was a dealer; he

told of certain things he intended doing in

the coming year and spoke briefly. Then.

followed the company's secretary, another

dealer, the advertising manager. more deal

MORE THAN ON ANY

ers, and the president of the organization

had his say. He had resolved to be stricter

in his consignment policy and showed

whereby this would benefit both dealer and

factory; he would make more expeditious

  

OTHER DAY," EXPLAINED REILLY

the adjudication of defective parts claims,

that the public might be as fully satisfied

as possible on this score; other things he

enumerated and nearly all proved popular.

Those with which the dealers did not ap

pear pleased at first could not be objected to

when the motive was explained.

The Sales Manager cut another envelope

and smiled amusedly as he read to himself

the brief resolution upon the sheet; then

he read aloud: “I resolve to continue my

no-yearly-model policy of resolutions," and

added, "and our friend, Reilly, I believe,

wili tell about his resolution, which is all

that appears on this paper."

Reilly’s No-Yearly-Model Resolve.

“I am only too glad to add my bit to what

has been said," explained the dealer, as he

arose. “The explanation, however. is very

brief and is just what the resolution says;

I don't make resolutions on New Year's

Day any more than'on any other day. Just
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like series models. I bring ’em out when

they're ready." g

Reilly sat down. but after a few seconds

of mystified silence on the part of the

others. who persisted in asking him ques

tions, he forsook his chair once more and

began: “I know that when I was.invited to

this dinner I was expected to contribute

to the general program by telling what I

was resolved to do during the coming year,

but, as I have told you. I have made no

resolutions, will not make any in honor of

the New Year. so could not truthfully tell

you I had done so.

Failure of New Year's Reforms.

“Once upon a time I used to think all

during the fall about what I would resolve

on New Year’s Day, and when the day

came I immediately declared in effect the

whole list I had thought up; the result was

that one by one the good resolves all went

to pieces. and generally I was ready to be

gin all Over by St. Patrick's Day.

through the same program year after year.

until I felt foolish about it and decided to

give up resolving altogether.

“About that 'time I heard the first sug

gestion as to no-yearly-models in the auto

mobile business, and when the next New

Year's came around I happened to think

that series resolutions were just as sensible

as series cars; I then made up my mind

that whenever I thought of a resolution

worth carrying out I would get it going at

once, just as series model manufacturers

put improvements into their cars, regard

If the resolution

I went

less of any day or season.

whether personal or business. is worth any

thing at all it‘ is a loss to yourself or your

business to let several months drag by be—

fore the resolution becomes an actuality.

Fallacy of Postponed Improvements.

“Supposing, for instance, that you have

found your place of business becoming a

trifle untidy-and that you as well as your

employes are>at fault in the matter; you

must realiZe that such an appearance is not

conducive to increased trade, and there cer

tainly is not a man here who does not want

to do a better business. That being the

case, what is the use of sitting back and let

ting that trade-killing condition exist for

tWU months just because you have been

brought up to consider January 1 as the

day for turning over a new leaf and starting

a clean book; it is better not to let the old

book get dirty.

“To go to an extreme in our imagination

of possible conditions, supposing you had

a list of prospects and decided to wait until

the first of the year before you went after

any of them. You all smile cynically and

I know you think such a condition absurd;

but to make a comparison, any resolution is

supposed to help you, and the going after

prospects helps you, so why put off either

one until a certain day. unless you have

some very excellent reason for so doing?

Sewing Up the Hole in the Pocket.

"I remember well one fall day several

years ago I discovered I had been getting

lax in meeting bills on time, not because I

couldn't, but just because I was careless

and didn't keep close enough track of some

things. I lost discounts. and every time I

got a reminder on a bill and found I had lost

a discount it made me sore with myself. I

told myself that I would turn over a new

leaf on New Year’s Day, and just then the

nonsensicality of the thing came to me. I

said, 'Rcilly, you fool! there's a hole in

your pocket, the money’s dropping out, and

you aren't going to have it sewed up until

New Year’s.’ I sewed it up right then, and

it was worth the effort. too.

“New Year's resolutions are a whole lot

You find that a

window has been broken and you say you’ll

fix it up New Year's. The house needs it

now and you know it ought to be done, but

such things should be fixed only on a cer

tain day. Sounds sensible, doesn’t it? I

don't mean to cast reflections upon anyone

or the methods of anyone here, but I sub

mitted the only thing I could 'in the way of

a resolution. and you have asked me to ex

plain it.

“So far as resolving goes, the model sys

tem applies quite fully in that introducing

improvements once a year and making reso—

like repairing your house.

lutions once a year are much the same;

they- are. better than no improvements or

resolutions at all. New Year's resolving

is not such a bad thing in a way, for it

really does cause a man to stop and think

over himself or his business and very often

he will find something which he will effect

ively correct;

my way of thinking, is to have a New Year's

examining and resolving every other day

and not let yourself or your business back

slide.

but, what is better yet, in

Will Weakened by Delaying Change. I

“Letting yourself do certain wrong things

for two months or so under the expectation

that you are going to reform on a certain

day is will-weakening. You give yourself

up to habit. and with every day habit be—

comes stronger and your will, not being

compelled to combat habit, becomes weaker.

When the time does come for will to com

bat habit the battle is many times harder

than it would have been had the start been

made earlier, and every one of you knows

that to be true. Every one of you can re

member when, as a kid. you tried to dam a

brook and how the water would persist in

trickling through. It kept you working

every second to keep that dam in shape. I

don't need to tell you what would have hap

pened had you sat down upon the bank and

decided that you would not begin to stop

the trickles until five minutes had passed.

It's just the same with resolutions.

“A great many dealers are lax in their

dealings with their customers; they al

low big margins in trades, give too much or

not enough as service or do something

which the customer demands but which he

would get along just as well without. In

stead of making a change on New Year’s

Day, why not do it at any other time? You

may be doing the wrong thing in demon

strating, the factory may be wrong in its

consignment policy, but why is January 1

especially fitted for a change?"

Year’s Coming Stops Reilly's Talk.

All this time one of the waiters had been

hovering nervously about the table, for he

had been ordered to bring on a New Year's

concoction with which the infant twelve

month was to be greeted as he was ushered

in; but the waiter didn’t like to interrupt a

speaker, and midnight was getting peril

ously close. As a last desperate course the

waiter stepped to the Sales Manager and

whispered in his ear. The Sales Manager

glanced at his watch as the waiter departed

kitchenward.

Reilly was well wound up by this time

and since his harangue had been invited and

not thrust upon his audience. he saw no rea

son for stopping until he automatically ran

down: on the other hand, he never realized

had long he had talked; he was interested

in his theme just as was interested in any

other. thing he set out to do. As the waiters

entered with laden trays the Sales Man

ager interrupted Reilly. “\Ve must drink a

toast to the new year, Reilly, and I’ll have

to stop you or postpone the new year's com

ing for a while.”

“Easier to stop the new year." laughed

a dealer, as Reilly looked at his watch in

surprise and sat down, only to rise again

as his fellows did likewise. Just then an

unusual height of noise from the street her

aided the victory of the new year 0W3"

Reilly, who. despite the fact that he had

been made to give way before the yOllflg'

ster, forgivingly raised his glass.

Doane Chosen to Head Lynn Dealers.

Harry M. Doane was elected president of

the Lynn (Mass) Automobile Dealers' As—

sociation at its annual meeting last week

The other officers chosen are: First vice

president. \Varren H. Bcede: second vice

president. Sidney H. Barrett; secretary

treasurcr, Percy I. Reynolds. The ass“

ciation has made arrangements to hold 2"

automobile show in the State Armory from

January 20th to 25th.
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TIRE SELLING CAMPAIGN THAT HELPED DEALERS

Co-operation by Manufacturer and Retailer That Followed Some Unusual and

Effective Channels and That Stimulated Sales of Diamond Product—

Non-Skid Tread as Basis and the Methods Employed.
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WINDOW DISPLAY THAT FORMED A PART OF THE DIAMOND TIRE SETTING

To-operation is a word of tremendous

Slituitieanee for both manufacturer and

dealer. If the manufacturer fails to assirt.

“back up" and otherwise help his dealers.

or if the dealers fail to assist. help and

otherwise “back up" the manufacturer. the

result is practically the Same—and in fig

ures it is expressed by zero.

Maker and Dealer Pull Together.

h is a great deal easier to pull than to

Wit. and when manufacturer and dealer

get into harness by means of a well and

careful]! thought out plan based upon a

true analysis of conditions. and pull to

Eether. something of a most satisfactory

nature to both parties is quite certain to

happen.

At least this is what Clyde S. Thompson.

advertising manager of the Diamond Rub

llt'l' Co., thought. and as a result of think

ing it he planned a dealer-manufacturer

campaign for Diamond Safety Tread tires

that was thoroughly effective from every

standpoint and that points a moral to who

e\cr cares to grasp it.

' The Diamond idea was to link up force

ful newspaper advertising with good win~

(low display and helpful follow-up work.

In its broad essentials there is nothing new

It is the general plan of

The new

about the plan.

every Well directed campaign.

things were the details and. as in every

campaign, the details are the things that

count.

The first efforts Were centered

York City. for, it was argued, in this one

city there were as many dealers as there

are in some States; and. even

York, conditions vary so greatly that what

was accomplished there might very well be

taken as a correct basis for future work

on New

in New

elsewhere.

Fires First Advertising Gun.

The opening gun of the campaign was

fired in the morning newspapers' The

story of the Diamond Safety Tread tire

and a good illustration of it. in full page

space. appeared one Sunday morning In

the meantime a list of the big dealers in

New York had been prepared and their

home addresses secured. To these dealers

an A. D. T. messenger brought a complete

copy of the chief paper containing the ad—

vertisement. together with a personal let

ter from the local Diamond manager. The

paper showed the dealer exactly what was

being done to push the sale of Diamond

Safety Tread tires locally—and this plan

guaranteed that he saw the advertisement,

no Inatterlwhat paper he might happen to

rear reguar y. The l '
entire plan of cr)-oper:tti:lrt :Eillamed tile

told him

where and how to get the Safety T 7

tires with which to supply hi‘. tr read

- atle.

Copies of Papers Sent to Dealers

Dealers in New York .

city were sent copies of th

the letter, so that hv

every one of -

_' posted conec '

the undertaking

For the next \l

\vmdow i

territor -

0

of

. ell atlr ' _

displayS ha h::[:“c an

l

--

---'-'
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plenty of ideas but ample material to work

with.

Large “cut-0uts"—a stiff four-foot litho

graph of a man pointing at a Diamond tire

—attracti\'e cartons, artistic signs that told

a story, all to the point, were supplied to

every dealer and definite practical lay-outs

of effective, eye-catching window displays

furnished.

Attractive Layout of Literature.

A standard design in orange and red, offi

cially adopted as the Diamond colors and

used on all literature and printed matter,

was used on the Diamond cartons and a

clever acrostic scheme by which, on a

checkerboard background of orange dia

monds, the word “Diamond” was distinctly

spelled out, no matter which way the car—

 

  

Such accidenta as are shown in the pic

run an mum—tn you: onW you may have

laid Iefll

But you can inlure yourself against

“mama-wun mum to yourad! at you: w.

The Diamond Safety Tread Tire m]

a! Imrallde nun nu. Ilrrbll h u in only ml

non-Mad m, u“ only an "ant W and m

Insure your safely—and add to your

plnuufl a, quatth m1 a: now

alumni: villain-Ilean

mlwalm

Juli M

 

  

 

NEWSPAPER ELECTROTYPE

ton sat, formed a tangible and attractive

part of the display.

Effective Follow-up by Letters.

All that was done so far was simply a

formation for the effective follow-up sys

tem. which included further window dis

plays and newspaper advertising over the

manufacturer’s signature, plus individual

follow-up on the part of the dealer. To

this dealers' individual follow-up consider

able attention had been paid by the Dia

mond company, for the Diamond people

realized that it was the kernel of the whole

campaign; and if they could get real co- ‘

operation from the dealer at this point it

would swing things their way.

The first piece of this follow-up was a

typewritten letter printed under the dealer’s

own letterhead on paper furnished by the

Diamond company. The important fact in

connection with this special letterhead was

that it gave all the prominence to the deal

er's name and business—no Diamond adver

tising or mention of Diamond appeared in

any way, except that in a faint, gray tint

there was a large reproduction of the Dia

mond Safety Tread and a street scene that

had been used as a standard design in the

newspaper advertising. This served to con

nect this particular piece of literature with

what had gone before and what was to

come after. ‘

Personal Appeal to the Customer.

The letter opened by stating that "Your

size and style in the famous Diamond Safety

  

(inmegin and let us show you the only tire that

offers a scientific solution of the "skid" problem '

lm. 1m nm 4 "LAN! Liar. \ MflYLD'tJI

It won't slip. won't dilem't skid—Ii Grips .

We carry lhcm in all Slam and m Hi all 1w" 0/ Kim

. .

Jr

 

DIAMOND WINDOW “CUT-OUT"

Tread tire is included in the shipment we

have just received from the factory," and

asked if one might be sent to the recipient

of the letter; spoke of the newspaper ad

vertising that was attracting attention of

customers and bringing them into the store;

recommended the tire because customers

had spoken so highly of it; and wound up

by stating that if the size and style were

’phoned the tires would be delivered imme

diately.

Real Co-operation With the Dealer.

These letters were supplied all addressed

and enclosed, ready for stamping and mail

ing, so that all the dealer had to do was to

furnish the Diamond company with a com

plete list of prospects and customers and

then stamp the mail after it reached him.

Thus was eliminated any possible chance of

the dealer failing to send out the matter

after it had been prepared for him.

This letter was followed a week later by

a mailing card, the dominating feature of

which was a view of a street skidding scene

with the heading, “Any Curb Stone \\'ill

Stop a Skid," a large Diamond Safety Tread

tire appearing on the left in exactly the

same style and position as in the previous

newspaper advertisements. Ample space

was left for the dealer’s name and address,

and personal advertising. Incidentally, this

little detail of leaving large space for the

dealer's name and address instead of the

usual inch-high space made a big hit with

dealers.

Accentuating Newspaper Advertising.

On top of this came a mailing card with a

two-color reproduction of the window cut

out. Again the fact that “Any Curb Stone

Will Stop a Skid,” but “The Diamond Safe

ty Tread will prevent a car from starting to

skid," was the keynote. This was followed

by an invitation to “come in and let us show

 

SMITH 8? BROWN

Dealer: in

TIRES AND ACCESSORIES

712 East Stone Street. New York

Ir. Chas. J. Morgan, Nov. 4th, "12.

City,

Dear Sir :

Your one and atylo tn the far

one Diamond Safety Tread “fire to included in

the ahtpment Ie have Just received tron the

factory. lay no and you one or more of the"

tires?

The adverttatn‘ of thin tire has

tntereated I0 many at our cultolera that Ie

assume that you have noticed it the and II!

have intended to look it up.

Thole of our euatolorl who have

uaed the Diamond Safety Tread fire speak l8

well of it that. we have no neattaney in "c

oll-lending It. to you.

If you will phone your eta. and

atyle no will deliver the ttrea t-odfahl!

Very truly you",

HIT! I ma.

  

 

DEALER'S CIRCULAR LETTER

you," and the slogan “It won't slip, won't

slide, won't skid—it grips” that had been

played up in newspaper advertising was

featured. The text was short and t0 the

point.

These three pieces. in connection with

what had gone before and was being con

tinued in the newspapers, made an effective

campaign that actually linked up the manu

facturer advertising with the dealer's store

Nor was the co-operation allowed to

rest there. The “Diamond Dealer," 3

monthly house organ for dealers in tires

and accessories, gave many other sugges

tions and helps; and each issue carried

with it a “Make it Pay" idea on which deal

ers could “cash in."

House-Organ “Make It Pay” Ideas.

One month it was an offer to furnish

moving picture slides with the dealer's name

and address; again it was a sheet shong
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3'7”- a series of prepared newspaper electrotypes

4'5

Me

whieh would be furnished for the asking;

and another time it was “5 Business Boost

If: free for the asking," which included an

oEer to furnish window cut-outs like the

one shown, window display cards, circular

letters. electrotypes and moving picture

slides all at one time. The dealer who did

not avail himself of some or all of these

helps was asleep at the switch and missing

opportunitie~.

Further issues of the “Diamond Dealer"

contained photographs of effective window

-:'i~plays made in various parts of the coun

l!_\' and always and everywhere was pushed

the idea that the dealer in Diamond tires

could have all the help and co-operation he

needed if he would only co-opcrate with

the manufacturer.

This sort of manufacturer co-operation is

the kind that every dealer can afford to

eagerly reach for, because it not only helps

him push the sale of the specialty adver

tised but helps him build up an acquaintance

with hundreds of people who otherwise

would know nothing about him and actually

brings purchasurs into his particular place

of busines~.

Of course. this story tells about the plan

only so far as it has already been and is

being worked out. It has proved so suc

cessful that it is but the starting point.

Dealers as a whole were quick to avail

I

l

was nothing short of marvelous.

hemselves of the assistance offered, and

he entire plan met with a response that

All of

which shows that it is a comparatively easy

matter to get dealer co-operation when one

does some thinking for the dealer and works

out a plan thoroughly with his needs and

opportunities in mind. Also it helps the

manufacturer to cash in on national adver

l“in? bl" linking up the dominating ideas

of the national campaign with the dealer’s

personal follow-up work.

When Motor ’Buaes Will Turn Over.

That the motor omnibus is possessed of

ton~iderably greater stability than might

"\t supposed by reason of its top-heavy ap

pearance was revealed by a number of tests

which recently were made on a new Daim

ler :but designed for use in the streets of

Pills. ln order to make the tests, the 'bus

"is plated on a specially constructed plat

form side end of which was raised with a

block and fall until the vehicle virtually

balanced on two wheels. With the ’bus

"WW. it could be tipped to an angle of 4l

degrees. measured at the rear axle, before

there was imminent danger of its toppling

0v": loaded on top only. it could be tiltt‘d

“l! to 28 degrees, and loaded both inside

and outside the angle of inclination could

be Increased to 35 degrees without causing

tipping.

 

FRENCH SHOW REVEAIS BIG

DRll'T T0 BLOCK CASTINGS

Longer Strokes also in Vogue, but no

Startling Changes in Design

Apparent—Several New

Engines Appear.

As was the case at the previous French

automobile show, or Salon de l'Automobile,

which annually is held in the Grand Palais

in Paris, the exhibition which closed its

doors December 22 was more truly inter

national in character than was the London

show, despite the fact that the latter was

slightly the larger of the two. There were

upward of 700 exhibits staged and, needless

to add. American cars and accessories were

prominent—a great deal more prominent,

 
 

 

  

ITALA VARIABLE STROKE MOTOR

be it added, than they were at the last

French show. England also was well rep

resented, quite as a matter of course, and

the Continental exhibits included products

from German, French, Belgian, Italian and

Swiss factories.

Large Number of American Cars.

The Ford exhibit was the largest single

American exhibit and occupied a small sec

tion all to itself with a huge electric sign

placed over it in such a way that it was

instantly visible to visitors passing the por

tals of the hall. Among the other American

cars that held prominent places were the

Abbott-Detroit, Anderson electric, Buick,

Cadillac, Case, Century electric, Flanders,

Hupmobile. Mitchell, Overland. Oakland,

R. C. H. and Studebaker American acces

sory exhibits included Goodrich tires,

Klaxon horns, Bowscr gasolene tanks.

Vacuum lubricants and Oildag and Gre

dag. the latter two being deflocculated

graphite lubricants, products of the Inter

national Acheson Graphite Co.

Block Casting Shows a Gain.

Although there were exhibited no devel

opments in the realm of the poppet valve

motor that rightfully deserve the adjective

"startling," there was a very well-defined

tendency toward block casting and a gen

eral increase in the ratio of stroke to bore.

With very few exceptions, manufacturers

of smaller motors—which size, by the way,

would seem to have the call—have embraced

block casting whole heartedly, the result

being that comparatively few pair-cast cyl

inders and practically no separately cast

cylinders appeared. If there is anything

which might deserve the prefix "start

ling," it is the manner in which the stroke

to bore ratio has increased in the past

twelvcmonth. Several motors which last

year exhibited greater conseratism now

have strokes that are just double their bores

and in at least 50 per cent. of all the

motors exhibited the stroke to bore ratio

was 1% to 1. The "square" motor appar

ently has disappeared, for not one was in

evidence. "Sixes," which have proved one

of the real developments of the American

industry, are not as favorably viewed

abroad, according to a census of the show,

and have not appreciably increased. The

four-cylinder motor still is in the lead.

with the “six” second. the “one-lunger"

third, strange as it may seem, the twin

fourth. and two representatives of the

“eight” fifth.

Little Increase in Sleeve Motors.

The main tendency, however. is toward

block casting, with a decided leaning tow

ard unit construction. The four-speed gear

set, which in both England and America has

made considerable advance during the past

year, has not made such marked progress in

French products, though a greater number

of cars are equipped with it than was the

case at the last show. Knight type motors

remain practically stationary, except that

in one or two cases—namely, Gregoire and

Clement-Bayard—larger models have been

added to existing lines. Similarly, there has

been little or no increase in the popularity

of the other forms of “valvelcss” motors.

the Argyll, the Itala and the Henroid, which

first sprang into prominence about this time

last year.

As was to be expected, however, several

new. or almost new, engines “sans sou

papes," as the French quite erroneously

say, have been developed during the in—

terim, prominent among which are the

Schneider and the M. A. B.. the former hav

ing a single sliding sleeve valve and the

latter having conical rotary valves. In the

Schneider engine, the single sliding sleeve
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valve serves alternately as intake and ex—

haust port, the necessary reciprocating and

oscillatory motion being imparted by means

of a series of wonderfully constructed ec

centrics which permit due periods of “dwell”

during the compression and firing strokes.

Contrary to the usual practice, the rous

which actuate the sleeve—it does not touch

the piston, being very short—are attached

at the top, after the manner shown by the

accompanying illustration.

The M. A. B. conical rotary valve engine,

a sectional view of the cylinder of which

is reproduced herewith, bears slight resem<

blance to the Russel rotary valve motor,

  

SCHNEIDER SINGLE SLEEVE VALVE

which made its initial appearance in Amer

ica about a year ago as the first product of

the Silent Valve Co. of America located at

Connersville, Ind., though it differs from

it in a number of respects. In the M. A.

B. engine, the conical rotary valve is driven

by a central shaft. One of the peculiarities

of construction which is not quite clearly

shown by the picture is that in the event

of the valve sticking, it is automatically

lifted off its seat and out of engagement

“rith the driving gears. thus obviating the

:ossibility of damage. The

.ourse, necessitates that the valve be re

.med.

Although it is not a “valveless” engine.

action, of

the new Itala variable stroke motor is none

Effect of Heat on Dynamos.

If it were not for the fact that the insula

tion on coil windings in electric motors.

dynamos and other apparatus is rather eas

ily destroyed hy‘heat. it would be possible

to make such machines considerably smaller

and lighter than they now are built without

decreasing the output. allowing them to run

at higher working temperatures. This mat

ter of heating is one of the most important

factors in electrical machinery designing.

The reason a motor or dynamo is given a

very high overload capacity for a short time

——the figures sometimes reaching as high

as 300 per cent.—is that in the time speci

fied the motor cannot become hot enough

to do any harm. If the heat did no damage

the overload rating might be the normal

rating, for the motor or dynamo is quite

able to work up to the output.

the less interesting, for the reason that it

represents what is claimedd to be the prac

tical application of a theory long since pro

mulgated and quite as assiduously attempt

ed. The sectional sketch is purely diagram

matic and is intended to c0nvey merely the

the engine works,

which. briefly stated. is the same as the

principle upon which

  

SCHNEIDER SLEEVE-VALYE MOTOR

link reversing mechanism of a steam loco

motive. The bore of the engine is 130 mm.

and the stroke may be varied from 90 mm.

to 300 mm. merely by shifting the screw

block through the proper distance up and

down the quadrant.

As the piston does not perform its short

strokes in the center of the cylinder, but

alters its relationship with the cylinder

head, the compression factor remains con

stant regardless of the cylinder volume in

Where and Why Wear Increases.

The reason why noise and, what is more

important. wear, increase so rapidly as the

clearance between the valve lifter and the

end of the valve stem becomes greater, is

that the lifter, when raised by the cam, in

creases its velocity rapidly as it goes up.

The further it has to move before striking

the valve stem the-faster it will be moving

and the noisier and more wearing will be

the impact.

Noise Caused by Worn Pistons.

A cause of engine noise that sometimes is

not suspected is the slapping of worn pis

tons, which. of course, is likely to occur

only when the engine has been run for a

long time and the cylinders and pistons are

considerably worn. The lateral thrust of the

connecting rods rocks the pistons.

use. Hence, it is possible to obtain a wide

range of powers with approximately the

same crankshaft speeds. which fact makes

possible the elimination .of the usual gearset.

\Vhen starting, the piston is permitted to

perform its full stroke, but as the car speed

increases and less power is required, the

engine virtually is “linked up." that is to

say, its stroke is decreased with the aid of

an auxiliary "throttle’I lever. The idea is not

new, of course, and is as oid as the steam

engine itself. though in the steam engine the

“link motion" is employed to control the

Theadmission of steam to the cylinders.
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.\l. A. B. RUTARY VALVE

Itala engine has~ been in course of perfec

tion for the past five years and appears for

the first time in a practical form.

As was to be expected, the body work a'.

the French show is outre—that is. some of it

is—to say the least. Apparently the French

leaning toward fantastic lines and “distinc

tive” designs has not been materially les

sened in the past year, though it should

be added that the saving grace of an other

wise more or less ludicrous situation is that

such fantasy as has been developed can be

excused in a great many cases by wall

meant endeavors to increase either car effi

ciency (apparent in the so-callcd "stream

line" bodies) or the comfort of the occu

pants.

4-;

Method of Welding Aluminum Wire

It is said that aluminum \vire can be very

successfully welded by the following

method: The ends of the wires to be joined

should be cut off straight and square and

held in the flame of a blow-pipe or other

source of heat until the aluminum melts; it

will he held in place, however. by the film

of oxide which forms on the aluminum

which is very difiicult to fuse. \thn the

meta] has melted in this way. the two ends

should be very quickly jammed into each

other, when the two molten ends will run

together and solidify, forming a strong

joint. The secret of doing a good lOb m

this way consists in making the melted

metal run together without admitting a"

between the surfaces and so forming the

oxide which is so difficult to avoid in soldef'

ing the light metal.
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A REASON AND A REMEDY FOR STARTER TROUBLES

Necessity for Properly Charging Batteries and a Simple Adjustment That

May Be Made to Compensate for Car Service That Varies—U. S. L.

Combined System as an Example of Simplicity and Adjustability.

(This is the fourteenth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner alike.)

Taking care of an electric lighting and

starting system is a great deal like swim

ming—it is largely a matter of acquiring

confidence. Any normal person can swim

if he will but believe he can swim. But first

he must try, and after he has gotten over

the shock of sinking once or twice—he

 

  

One of the first things the swimmer must

learn to do. for instance. is to keep his

lungs full of air. for it is the air that keeps

him afloat and keeps the water out. Simi

larly, one of the first things the owner of

an electric lighting and engine starting Syr

tem must learn to do is to keep his battery

J

 

 

U. S. L.

I)uizht to sink under the guidance of a com

petent instructor. be it added—and the sur

prise of discovering that every time he

sinks he bobs right up again, he will ac—

quire confidence in his own ability to keep

his nose and mouth out of the briny despite

an erstwhile leadcn heart. Ever afterward

he will swim automatically; he will never

forget how to do so.

Necessity for Keeping Batteries Charged.

It is much the same with the electric

lighting and engine starting system. Any

normal person can take care of one of

them if he will but believe he can do 50

and is confident enough in his own ability

to make a real attempt at it. And just as

the embryo swimmer has certain motions to

learn in order to make progress and other

things to learn not to do so that he may

k“? afloat, so has the owner of an electric

lighting and starting system a number of

things he must learn to do and not to do.

LIGHTING AND STARTING SYSTEM IN DETAIL

full of "juice." in other words. he must

keep his battery fully charged; he must

see to it that the generator is working prop

cry and putting back into the battery just

as much current as is drawn out.

Of course, the majority of electric light

ing and engine starting systems on the mar

ket are quite automatic in action, 'as al

ready has been made plain in the thirteen

preceding articles that have appeared in

Motor \\'orld, and may be relied upon to

maintain the battery in a fully charged con

dition practically without attention. A cer

tain amount of care is necessary. as a inat

ter of course. though it is not of the kind

that requires a college education.

When Adjustments May Be Incorrect.

As the average system comes from the

manufacturer, fitted to a car. it is set to

operate at what has been predetermined to

be a fair average normal car speed. That

is to say. it is set to close connection be—

tween the generator and the battery at ap

proximately IZ to l5 miles an hour. for in

stance. Hence, it ought to commence to

charge the battery immediately the car

speed exceeds the current for which the cut<

out is set. And it will always do so, pro

vided, of course. that there is no derange

ment in the mechanism.

If, however. the cut~out is set to operate

at. say, 16 or 18 miles an hour, or .20 miles

an hour. and the avearge speed at which the

car is driven is less than the low limit for

which the cut<out is set, it scarcely requires

elaboration to make plain that trouble is

bound to ensue; it will be only a matter of

time before the battery is exhausted to

the state where it is incapable of starting

the motor, at least, and probably incapable

of lighting the lamps.

Often. even where the cuteout is set to

operate at a fairly low rate of car speed.

trouble of the kind may manifest itself

through no fault of the mechanism. Sup

pose, for instance. that the electric lighting

and engine starting system is fitted to a

large touring car. which, legitimately, may

he expected by the manufacturer to be

used for touring service. In such case, the

cut-out probably would be set to operate at

approximately 14 miles an hour. for it is

logical to expect that the average touring

speed would be at least that high.

The Importance of Proper Setting.

If the car is driven continuously in city

traffic. however, where, by reason of con

gestion and low speed limits. the car speed

but seldom can be made to equal or exceed

the low limit for which the cut-out is set.

it follows that the energy in the battery will

be depleted. particularly where a great num

ber of stops requiring the use of the engine

starter are made. Another thing: Even

when the car is stopped and the engine per

mitted to run idly, no current will he passed

to the battery in the majority of cases. for

the engine then will be running too slowly

It is possible. of course, to let the engine

“turn up" faster during brief stops, though

the practice is not to be recommended

under any circumstances. for it is one that

will do more harm to the engine in causing

unnecessary wear—to say nothing of Wast

ing fuel and oil—than it will do good to the

battery.
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the kind that are used in electric lightmg

and engine starting systems can be ex

pected to generate sufficient current to

charge the battery (even if at a very low

rate) at lower speed than that for which the

cut-out is set. Naturally, there are well

defined limits which it is not well to exceed.

Consequently. where it is found that the

bf“er appears unduly exhausted after con

tinuous town service, or other service that

Speed is increased .

shown by the Spa

contacts come together.

Adjustments That Are Easily Made.

.AdjuStmem of the kind may be made

With very nearly all of the electric lighting

and engine starting systems on the market

by any person possessing average intelli‘

gence without fear of untoward results, pro

vided care is taken. Decreasing the tension

on the spring too much will cause the con

5 to come together too soon, of course.

. ' hargiflifn the battery disc
y result 1 In only one 0‘

tact

and ma

itself through the generator.

' h antwo cases is it impossrble to make suc

adjustment, and in these cases the apparatus

should be referred to either the manufac

turer or to the dealer from whom the car

was purchased, care being taken to state

specifically the actual average rate of speed

at which the car is driven and the service

for which it is used.

Carbon Pile That Regulates Current.

Generally,

on the dash

cut-out mechanisms are located

in an accessible position where

  

 
 

 

passing through the field; the greater the

current paSSing through the field the less

will be the pressure upon the carbon pile

and consequently its resistance will increase

and cause the current to drop, thus main

taining it practically constant. When there

is little current passing through the fizld;

the present-e on the disks is greatest, t u

I H

permitting the field to “billld up and the

current to increase. ‘

The U. S. L. cut-out, as may be seen ill

the picture, is nothing more or less than a

small electro-magnet which actuates an arm

carrying a contact. When the current gen

cratcd by the dynamo exceeds

of the battery,

the magnetism

the voltage

which is floated on the line,

netic cut~0ut and

“g c“"ent with

lfferen

  

a pile

t in a great

. g_ else of its kind

‘t is of the type

e generator are

’ WhiCh serves a1.

attery and to start

it

twoI however, m that it is.

Consequently ,te thef place Of th¢ flywheel

though per °rms three functions,

’ despite this rac

to the car to

Motor and Dynamo In the Flywheel

s essentially

g the switch,

The whole apparatus consist

Of three elements, not includin

the cut-out and regulator, and the battery,

and these three are shown by the accom

panying illustration disassembled the better

to make plain their construction. From left

to right, these three elements are: The

aluminum case mounting the field coils, the

armature and brushes, and the brushes and.

brush rig, the fourth element, of which ant

Part is shoWn. being merely an oms‘geregii.

ring. The switch and the cut-'0!" :n

lator also are shown in the pictur -

ill

e]
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The aluminum casing mounting the field

coils is assembled at the factory as a unit

and afterward is bolted directly to the

crankcase of the engine concentrically with

the crankshaft. The field consists of eight

poles bolted to a pole ring. The armature,

which is of the outside ring type, together

with the commutator, also is assembled as

a unit, and the whole is bolted to the flange

plate on the end of the crankshaft, the ar

mature, therefore, rotating about the field.

The third unit. consisting of the brushes and

the brush rig, as it is styled, is bolted to the

casing and remains stationary. The switch,

which also is shown in detail, is merely a

drunt switch in which the rotation of the

drum under the actuation of a pedal serves

to make the proper connections for starting

and for charging. For starting, the voltage

employed is 24, there being 12 cells of bat

trry, and for lighting and charging a six

rolt current is employed, the connections

automatically being made in the switch.

Weight Reduced and Simplicity Gained.

By reason of the fact that the motor-gen

tralor unit takes the place of the engine

flywheel it thus eliminates its weight, which,

liticliy, accounts for the fact that the addi

tion of the system to a car does not increase

its weight. The battery is carried in a cra

dle beneath the chassis frame, generally at

the rear, and need never require attention

other than that the cells ntust be filled with

tiltered water about once a month. As the

acid does not evaporate to an appreciable

extent, it never will be necessary to add it

to the solution.

Incidentally, as the unit is direct connect

ed to the gasolene motor, all forms of gear

ing are eliminated, and with them the neces

~in for lubrication or attention or care of

a"! kind. Also, even the slight noises

which may emanate from "silent" chains or

filifal 0r herringbone gears also are elim

mated.

Few Parts That Require Attention.

1“ caring for the U. S. L. system, there is

practically nothing that will require atten

an other than the brushes and the com

mutator, information which applies to very

“my livery other system on the market.

is the commutator rotates at engine speed.

which is fairly low as compared with the

speed at which the commutators of not a

lt'W other generators operate, the brushes

should wear almost indefinitely without the

“(e-'19“! for replacement. They should

be examined from time to time, however.

and cleaned of accumulations of carbon

dust or other dust, which if permitted to

collect will have more or less of an abra

swe efiect, which may be detrimental to the

commutator.

In 0rd" ‘0 Set at the brush ring and the

MOTOR WORLD

commutator, the outside dust ring may be

removed by taking out the bolts that serve

to hold it in place; the ring is made in

sections and should come away quite read

ily. Before removing the brushes, such dust

as may have collected at the edges of the

ring should be brushed away with a fairly

stiff brush, after which grease or oil can

be removed from the parts with a cloth

dampened with gasolene. As the brushes

are fitted with “pig tails," to assist in the

collection of current, no attempt should

be made to remove them entirely; it will

suffice to take them out of their holders and

wipe them with the dampened cloth used

in cleaning the dust ring.

Proper Care of the Commutator.

Before replacing the brushes-they may

be taken out merely by lifting the spring

returned arms that press them against the

commutator—the commutator should be ex—

amined to make sure that it has not been

cut or scratched. If it exhibits a brown

ish, glazed appearance, it may be assumed

that it is in very nearly perfect condition,

in which case it should not be touched. If.

however, there appears to be difficulty in

getting enough current properly to charge

the battery and the commutator is caked

with a hard, dry substance, or appears

scratched or cut, it should be carefully

cleaned by holding very fine sandpaper

(preferably No.00) against it while the mo

tor is running. In any case, very great

pressure should not be exerted; the better

way is to grasp the two ends of a strip of

sandpaper and, holding it taut, permit it to

touch against the surface with just suflicient

force to bring the ends about half an inch

lower than the center.

The length of time required to bring the

surface of the commutator to the proper

condition naturally will depend upon its

condition when the application is made. Per

severance, however, and light pressure are

infinitely better than heavy pressure and a

hurried job. Emery cloth never should

be employed for the purpose, for tiny

pieces of emery are likely to become im

bedded in the comparatively soft copper

and work future havoc with the commuta

tor brushes.

Importance of Tight Connections.

Before replacing the brushes and the out

side dust ring. make very sure that all the

brush connections are perfectly tight, for

there are few things calculated to create

greater havoc with proper operation than

loose connections. All nuts and binding

screws should be tightened with a pair of

pliers or with a small wrench, if provision

for the use of one is made. Needless to add,

care must be taken not to strip threads, or

the nuts will work themselves off and may

29

get in the mechanism and cause extensive

damage.

The cut-out part of the system should

require but infrequent attention, for it is

in operation theoretically only when the

tnotor is stopped and restarted, and the

contacts, therefore, are subjected to very

little wear. Occasionally they should be

inspected and, if necessary, cleaned with

a small, very fine file, or with a couple of

pieces of emery cloth glued to opposite

sides' of a piece of thin Bristol board. As

there is nothing in the regulator mechanism

that moves, comparatively speaking, it will

never require to be touched from one sea

son's end to the next.

Johna-Manville Adda Radiator Shield.

Not content with the recent enlargement

of its line of automobile specialties, which

now includes brake lining. spark plugs, de

mountable rims, terminals, etc., the H. W.

Johns-Manville Co., of New York, just has

added a radiator shield for preventing the

freezing of the water when the car is left

standing with the motor stopped and also

for cutting down the area of the radiator ex

posed to‘the air while running.

The shield consists of a thick layer of

thoroughly cleansed cattle hair quilted be

tween two layers of waterproof imitation

leather. Near the top is an opening for ad

mitting air to the radiator, and this is cov

ered, when the car is standing, with a flap

held in place by two snap hooks. The

cover is made with outlines conforming to

the shapes of the various standard radiators.

Motor Wagon Builds Half-Ton Car.

Apart from the 800-pound wagon em

ploying a two-cycle. two-cylinder engine,

the Motor \Vagon Co. of Detroit now has

ready for the market a half-ton car built of

standard parts. and utilizing a four-cylinder,

four-cycle motor; it also has three-speed

selectively controlled gearset and double

side chain drive to the rear wheels, which,

of course, run on a solid axle; the wheels

are shod with solid rubber tires. The stan

dard body provides 22 square feet of load

ing space, the closed body types having a

cubic capacity of 100 feet.

Effects of Adding Carbon to Iron.

The addition of a small percentage of

carbon to pure iron, which is not a little like

copper in softness and ductility. converts

it into steel having hardening and other

properties which vary with the percentage

of carbon. Heating and suddenly cooling

iron to which .25 per cent. of carbon has

been added results in a slight hardening

effect; 1 per cent. of carbon gives sufficient

hardness for tools for cutting metal, while

2.2 per cent. of carbon produces a metal

that is hard, brittle and not at all malleable.
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HAZARD’S LATEST MODEL

IS ClllllSTENED “ERGON”

Unit Type With Long Stroke and

Timing Drive by Chains—Start

ing and Lighting System

Provided For.

Not content with merely designing a.

brand new motor, larger and more power

ful than any of its previous models. the

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., of Rochester,

N. Y., has also found a new name. for the

engine has been christened “Ergon,” from

the Greek, meaning work or energy.

As the accompanying illustrations show,

the motor is built on the unit power plant

idea, the outfit including a dry plate clutch

and three-speed selectively controlled gear

set. By omitting the flywheel housing,

\'AI.\'F. SIDE OF ERGON MOTOR

however. the unit feature may be dis

pensed with if desired. The unit is de—

signed for three-point support. there being

two substantial arms cast on the flywheel

housing for the support of the rear end,

while the single suspension point in front

is located under the end of the crankcase

and directly in front of the oil reservoir.

There is also a trunnion, cast integral with

the front cover plate, through which the

starting shaft passes; if desired. the motor

may be supported by this instead of the

boss. The lower support, however, is con

sidered advantageous because it permits

easy access to the camshaft drive.

The cylinders are cast in pairs, and are of

the L-head type the stroke is long, being

6 inches as against a bore of 4%; inches.

One of the up-to-date features of the engine

is the abolition of gears for driving the

camshaft, magneto and pump and the use

of Renold silent chains for the purpose.

Two chains are employed, one for the cam

shaft and the other for the shafts which

impart motion to the pump and the mag

neto; a double idler, over which both chains

run, serves to take up lost motion due to

wear.

Clean design is a feature of the Ergon

motor that stands out clearly. Not a little

of the attractive outward appearance of the

machine is due to the fact that the intake

and exhaust manifolds are cast in a single

piece and held in place on the cylinders by

four studs. The carburetter is attached

directly to the flange of the intake section

of the manifold. On the Opposite side of

the motor there is only the water manifold

and pump. All the valve stems of each

pair of cylinders are enclosed in a single

compartment with an easily removed cover

plate.

A feature of the motor that is indicative

of the tendencies of the times is the pro

vision that has been made for the installa

tion of an electric or pneumatic starting sys

tem. or electric lighting dynamo. a bracket

being cast to take the pump. dynamo or

motor and provision made for driving

through silent chain. The arrangement is

such that any one of a number of different

systems may be installed with little diffi

culty. .

The demand for motors, especially since

the new model was brought out. has been

so great that the Hazard company has dis

continued the manufacture of control sets.

which formerly constituted a portion of the

manufacturing business.

When too Much Kerosene Does Harm.

The use of kerosene for cleaning out car

bon from the cylinders of a motor is a

good thing; but if carried to exceSs more

or less trouble is apt to follow. Too much

kerosene will cut out all the lubrication and

very considerably impair compression, and

the oil left in the cylinders will mix with the

gasolene and may tend to make ignition

difficult and starting very hard. Further,

the burning kerosene is likely to produce

deposits of carbon, leaving the engine al

most as bad, perhaps. as it was before the

treatment was applied. A tablespoont'ul or

two to each cylinder. according to the size

of the motor, should be plenty, and it should

of course be put in when the motor is hot,

just after a run.

DIE-CASTING IN BRASS

PERFECTED BY DOEIILER

Small Parts, Golden Yellow in Color

and Exceptionally Accurate, Now

Made in Molds—Details of

Uunusual Process.

Materially widening the scope of die'cast

ing operations, which heretofore have been

more or less limited by reason of the neces

sity for employing comparatively soft ma

terial, the Doehler Die-Casting Co., of Court

and Ninth streets, Brooklyn. N. Y., at length

has perfected a method of die-casting brass

parts, thus marking what is said to be the

first practical demonstration of the art in

America. In appearance and finish and the

accuracy within which dimensions can be

held—from .002 to .005 inches, depending

  

OPPOSITE SIDE, SHOWING WATER PUMP

on the general construction of the part-—

the brass die-castings appear much the same

as the ordinary kind except that they are

a golden yellow in color.

The process by which they are made,

however, differs materially from the ordi

nary die-casting process. the brass being

heated until it is only semi-fluid. or 9135'

tic, when it is forced into the molds under

tremendous pressure. The pressure (Wile

naturally results in greater homogeneity

and obviates the possibility'of common east

ing defects. The material which is used is

high in copper and consequently is easily

machined, though in the majority of 03565

machining is unnecessary by reason of the

accuracy which is possible in casting. The

brass shows a tensile strength of approxi

mately 55,000 pounds to the square inch, an

elastic limit of 40 per cent. of the ultimate

tensile strength, and an elongation in six

inches of about 20 per cent. For the pres

ent, operations will be confined to the for

mation of small parts weighing less than

one pound and not exceeding three inches

in over-all dimensions. Among other parts

made by this process are gears, the teeth Of

which require no machining.
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APPLYING PSYCHOLOGY IN THE MAKING OF SIGNS

a. How Big Signs May Fail Unless Properly Placed and the Lesson Taught by the

n Tendency Toward Smaller Ones, Placed Low—Harm That May

’ Be Worked by Much Lettering—Necessity for Brevity.

That the psychology of the salesroom

2pplies also to the store front is a fact that,

unfortunately, is appreciated too little by

many of those engaged in the automobile

bllalllt‘sS. The salesroom is the place where

the salesman meets the prospective cus

tomer, talks with him, points out the good

qualities of the merchandise he has for sale

and eventually makes the sale. In the equip

ment of the salesroom, the disposition of

mes adroitly displayed in a suitable set

ting, commercial psychology plays an im

ptrtant part, the importance of which am—

p; is evidenced in the wellsdefined efforts

Which everywhere are apparent to obtain

a proper atmasphere—there is no other

tit-rd for it—in the _salesroom. But just as

certain as it is that prospects are recruited

Irnm outside the salesroom—and probably

"outlet! by the outside of the salesroom—

~1i~ it certain that some form or variation

1" the psychology which assists in making

\lit‘ within doors is applicable to the out

~dc as well. The lack cf such appreciation

'~ readily to be found in signs and the

methods employed in silently heralding or

'allimz attention to what is contained

trthin.

Tendency Is To Look Downward.

_To those who are inclined to introspec

hon there must have been remarked at one

in": or another in the course of their busy

int: the wholly natural tendency to 100k

dun—qt the sidewalk. It may be that the

r-tntinual upheaval in which the streets of

my nearly every large city generally may

he found has instilled a natural timidity in

llle heart of the pedestrian that has served

3‘» make him even more cautious of wllfil'e

lit places his feet, though it is more likely

llm the tendency is perfectly natural and is

lhl‘ltrlltd from the days when antcdeluvian

ancestors perched on tree branches and

united the distance they might fall.

Be that as it may. the tendency is there.

illtl that it is known to exist and to p"

‘N ‘5 appreciated by a certain class of

210?: or less clever advertising artists who

i“ Kimbled on their perception to the

ment of improvising various types of side

v ' .
,2“ “KM 0f Which the miniature pro—

1::[3529pe'ltamlll8 the time of night or

a .
0“ ll" Pavement. is the Omega

M 3 mm“ aPlllication of whitewash in a

semblance of crude letters is the Alpha. The

signs "take"; they catch the eye of the wary

pedestrian who watches where he treads

and the eye of him who watches the pave

ment in the hope of picking up something

for nothing.

Top of Window Limit of View.

It is seldom that the average pedestrian

casts his eyes heavenward unless his atten

tion is attracted by an unusually glittering

or rapidly moving object. The top of the

l

   

 
   

 

  

 

SIMPLICITY THAT FAXLS OF EFFECT

store windows is about the limit of per

fectly natural sight from the center of the

sidewalk. It is possible, of course, to look

higher, and it is altogether likely that

“fixedglances” upward, along the row of

uprising store fronts that have been

squeezed out of ground floor positions will

reveal almost a wonder-world of shops on

upper floors. unknown and probably unsus

pected before. It is a simple experiment

that is recommended to those who are

skeptical.

Big Signs and Their Usefulness.

It is here that the really big sign scores

or fails. If it is one of those tremendous

creations with letters five or six feet in

height. and spaced nearly as far apart, its

usefulness is limited unles it is placed well

on high with a practically unlimited sweep

in front of it and nothing to obscure it.

The prime reason for any sign. of course, is

to provide a means whereby “he who runs

may read," though it may not be irrelevant

to interpolate that the mere reading will do

no good unless the tale told by the sign is

specific and carries a message to the one

who reads it.

That is to say, a tremendous sign blazon

ing to the world the single word "milk"

or "tobacco" or any other plentiful com

modity is insufiicient in itself. It adver

tises milk, or tobacco, or whatever it may,

and nothing else. The industry connected

with the manufacture or production of that

particular commodity is benefited, naturally,

but the individual who is responsible for

tltc erection and expense of the sign is not

receiving proper dividends on the invest

ment for the simple reason that the reader,

who is or who may becotne a consumer, is

as likely'to purchase from any one of a

hundred or a thousand dealers in that par

ticular product as he is to deal with the

owner of the sign.

Making the Sign Tell a Story.

Similarly, the mere advertisement of a

single name with the aid of a sign is an

oversight on the part of the person re

sponsible for it. The name may signify a

whole lot to those who are “in the know"

or who are users or potential users of the

products the name stands for. but there are

so very few names unmistakably connected

with products of universal use that, except

in very few cases, the investment repre

sented by the sign must result in a debit

rather than a credit. To put it in perfectly

plain language, it is altogether probable

that in the majority of cases—it is almost

a fact—that there are thousands who read

the sign and know not what it stands for

as against tens who read it intelligently and

therefore may be expected to benefit its

owner.

The value of every sign. be it big or little.

obviously lies in its capacity for advertising

something—a commodity or a process or a

name. To perform its mission in life well

it should hit the reader between the eyes

in such a manner, and so quickly, as to

leave an indelible impression. If the really

large sign is far enough away. is not ob

scured and the lettering is clear, it may be

expected to achieve its end. But where it

is close at hand, or is partly obscured by
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buildings or other signs, its value as an ad

vertising medium is small at best.

“Quick look” signs which may be seen
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MANY SIGNS, CLEANLY ARRANGED

and read at a glance are of the type that

are sought now more than ever, for it would

seem that their value, particularly in the

automobile business, only within compara

tively recent times has come to be generally

recognized. The tendency toward big signs

and big displays gradually is receding, and

the reason for the change, at least where

store windows form practically the only lo

cation for lettering, is not hard to grasp.

Injecting “Quick Look" Quality.

When the big sign is well placed it be

comes virtually a “quick look" sign, as a

single glance serves to convey the whole or

it to the brain of the reader. But it is a

mistake to place a big sign where it be

comes necessary, by reason of narrow scope

of vision, to take two looks at it or to screw

one's head nearly off in endeavoring to ob—

tain a continuous vision that shall convey

the whole meaning of the sign.

For instance, one of the accompanying

illustrations shows a typical Broadway

(New York City) automobile show window

with a single word—Marquette—on it in

letters about 2% feet in height. The sign

serves its purpose in advertising the name

of the car to those who pass in the trolleys

or automobiles. But experience would

seem to prove that those who ride in trol

ley cars are not very much interested in au

tomobiles, from a purchaser's point of view,

anyway—particularly in view of the fact

that the car advertised is not a low priced

one—and those who ride in automobiles

generally are too much engrossed with the

traffic problems at that particular intersec

tion to pay much attention to signs.

The particular appeal of the sign, there

fore, logically should be to the pedestrian,

although even here the sign is not all that

might be expected. In the diagrammatic

sketch, the pedestrian's scope of vision is

shown graphically. If he looks first at the

center of the sign, which is more than

likely by reason of the break in the window

which serves to attract attention, he sees

only the letters “quet” clearly. The others

he sees less clearly, the initial “M” and

the final letter "e" being almost entirely

outside his scope of vision. If'he really

wants to see the sign, it is necessary for

him to look again, possibly twice more, be

fore the whole name is perfectly clear to

him. Repeated looking, of course, may

serve to impress the name upon his mind,

but it is more likely that he will not take

the trouble to turn his head, and in the ma

jority of cases the value of the sign will

be lost.

Getting Results With Small Signs.

In .such cases, two smaller signs are in

finitely superior to a single large one. The

smaller signs are just as easily read from

tion. The lack of signs presupposes, in a

measure, that the location of the place of

business is sufficiently well known to a

select clientele of purchasers whose expen

ditures are enough in a given time to sup

port the business without the necessity for

increasing the number by attracting the

attention of passers-by with the aid of

signs. Support of the fact would almost

seem to be evidenced by the almost in

variable rule that the larger the establish

ment the smaller will be the signs.

Where No Signs At All Are Used.

At several of the New York agencies for

cars which enjoy the distinction of being

classed with the “upper ten," for instance,

signs of any description on the windows are

conspicuous by their absence. At the

Packard agency there are no window signs.

nor are there any at the Peerless agency.

In both instances. finality in conservatism

is marked by small bronze tablets at either
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SIGN ARRANGEMENT THATIIS EFFECTIVL

passing vehicles, they cost little, it any,

more to place, and are very much more

easily read by the pedestrian public. And

as it is the pedestrian public which is most

likely to be invited inside by signs, the

value of catering to those who walk as

much as to those who ride should be ap~

parent without further dissertation. An ex~

cellent example of the case in point may

be found in the windows of the Oakland

branch in New York. Here there are two

moderately large signs that are not too_

large to be read easily from the sidewalk,

supplemented by a third sign, extending

for the length of the two windows, and il

luminated at night to make it plain to those

who ride. Incidentally, both the smaller

signs also can be read by those who pass in

vehicles.

The other extreme is to place no signs

whatsoever on the windows. after the prac

tice of a few well-known jewellers on Fifth

avenue—Tifiany, and Black, Starr & Frost,

and others—and drygoods merchants on

less conspicuous streets. Whether or not

the practice is a good one is open to ques

side of the massive doors. At the Peer

less branch, however, a large illuminated

Sign high up over the center of one of the

extensive show windows twink'les for thfl

name "Peerless" after nightfall, though it

is doubtful if anyone ever sees it during

daylight hours. It is altogether too high

greatness »
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up to be seen from the sidewalk on the

agency side of the street, and its “pro—

tective coloring" is such as to render it

almost indistinguishable from the other

side.

Tendency Toward Small, Low Sign.

As already has been made plain, signs that

are located in high places are not worth

their keep unless they are so placed that

MOTOR WORLD

an impression is with the aid of pictures.

\Vhich, briefly, is the method employed by

those who would have their signs under

stood even upon the briefest inspections.

The pictures, however, are not really pic

tures, but are reproductions of a trade

mark or a particular style of lettering

made familiar to the general public through

extensive advertising in newspapers and

magazines. Thus, for instance, the well
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DISTINCTIVENESS IN LETTERING AS A GOOD EXAMPLE

they come directly within easy vision, for

the average person is indisposed to raise

his or her eyes to a very much higher level

than that marked by his or her own nose.

That this fact is coming to be appreciated is

evidenced by the growing tendency toward

the use of smaller signs placed lower down.

in not a few cases the lettering of such

SiEns is scarcely more than two or three

inches in height, and the whole Sign is so

placed that it comes directly in the line of

vision of the passing pedestrian. Conse

quently, it cannot fail to attract attention.

and as it is small and easily read—and easily

remembered—its real value scarcely is to

itC disputed. In not a few cases such signs

even are placed slightly lower than the level

of the eyes. asumption having been cor

rectly made that the natural tendency is to

lower rather than to raise the eyes.

Trademarks Used as Eye Catchers.

Such signs, of course, are practically

Worthless in spreading a particular doctrine

to those who ride in trolleys or automo—

biles. for to them they are practically 5"

visible. That is to say, they are invisible in

the sense that they cannot be read and

understood in the short time required to

pass them in a fairly rapidly moving vehi

vie. In several instances, however, a ready

means of making them not only visible but

attractive as well has been evolved, with the

aid of a little ingenuity. It is a pretty Well

known fact that the clearest way to make

known Hudson triangle appears_ on the

Broadway window of the Hudson agency,

and even though the lettering upon it can

not be read, the most superficial glance

serves to make plain the triangle. Long

33

by a larger sign, which may be read by

bull] the pedestrian and the person who

rides past either in a trolley car or in an

automobile.

This has been done at both the Hudson

and the National agencies, the example of

the National agency serving to illustrate an

other angle of the very much mixed sign

problem. Here not only is the name of the

National car advertised in a manner that

leaves little to be desired, but the name of

the company which acts as the agency is

advertised in a like manner. In this way

the two names—that of the car and the

agency—become connected in such a man

ner that the mention of one almost invari—

ably serves to convey a picture of the

other.

Absence of Letters Clears Window.

Obviously, there are two specific reasons

for the choice of small window signs in

preference to large ones. The first of these

is to place them before‘the eyes of the walk

ing public, from among which are recruited

a goodly proportion of the prospects who

enter a store, and the second is to leave the

windows clear and unobscured for the dis

play of cars or other merchandise, as the

case may be. A. J. Picard & Co., of Broad

\vay, New York City, for instance, leaves

its windows practically devoid of lettering.

except for small signs in the corners of

both front panes, placed there especially

for the edification of the pedestrian. A very

much larger sign, extending over the width
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association of the form of the device with

the name of the cars has served to make the

one very nearly synonymous with the other

Much the same method is employed at

the National agency, where the names of

both National and Herreshofi cars appear

in the lower left corner, done in the particu

lar style of lettering adopted as distinctive

by the manufacturer and extensively ad

vertised as a sort of trademark. But even

where such small signs do serve to convey'

their meaning by their shape alone, it is the

better part of wisdom to supplement them

“‘t—fi

 

 

 

SIGNS EASILY READ BY PEDESTRIANS

of the store apprises those who ride past

in automobiles of the name of the firm—

though there is nothing to indicate the

nature of its business.

l'rimarily, the purpose of the Show win

dow is to permit the display of articles of

merchandise—~as its designation serves to

make plain. \Vhether or not a secondary

purpose may be added in extolling its mer

its as a repository for sundry letters and

symbols making known the name and busi

ness of a firm is open to conjecture. Cer

tain it is that a broad expanse of plate

g_____-____
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glass'afiords an excellent opportunity for

the disposition of such advertising matter

as may be included under the head “signs,”

though there is little room for doubt but

that the placing of signs can be overdone,

and overdone in a manner out of all pro

portion to the amount of good advertising

that may be expected to accrue.

How Elaborateness Defeats Purpose.

If it is the purpose of a sign to make

plain certain matters in such a manner that

“he who runs may read," there is little sense

in making that sign so elaborate and so

complicated that neither he who runs nor

yet he who walks can make head or tail of

it in the time required for him to pass it.

In the first place, elaborate signs, contain

time. Of course, there are many products

to advertise on the windows—three of

them, to say nothing of Demarest's assort

ment—though it is quite conceivable that,

with the aid of a little ingenuity, a much

more suitable arrangement could have been

found.

Effectiveness Through Electricity.

As a means of conveying specific informa

tion in a way that can be easily read and

understood, electricity is becoming more to

the front every day, vide the immense elec

tric signs that turn Broadway nights into

days. In this respect, that particular vari

ety of small electric sign, mounted on

small pedestals, which may be placed with

in a show window, has not yet reached the
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PROFUSE LETTERING \VI'IICH

ing a multifarious assortment of names and

addresses and trade-marks and names of

products, to say nothing of several hori

zontal lines dividing the lettering into reg

iments and battalions and companies, de_

feats its own end for the reason that it can

not be read easily and quickly. And for this

reason it seldom, if ever, is read at all. In

the second place, it defeats the end of the

show window, because it so obscures it that

a view of the merchandise on display may

be gained only under difficulty. Where the

lettering is done in gold, there is the added

disadvantage in the dazzling effect of the

sun reflected ad nauseum in the faces of

every passerhy.

In the case of the International Motor

Co., for instance, there is so much lettering

on the windows that it is difficult to see

into the showroom and impossible in a

quick survey to read all of the signs. Sev

eral careful glances are needed to assimilate

all the information conveyed by the signs,

and even then it is doubtful if the person

of average intelligence could carry all the

names in his or her head for any length of

OBSTRUCTS INTERIOR VIEW

limit of its usefulness. Already several

prominent automobile agencies, among

which are Chalmers, Peerless, Hudson, Cole

and Oakland and a few others, have adopt

ed them as a means of attracting the at

tention of belated pedestrians, and it is al

together probable that if their batting

average, as an advertising medium, could

be ascertained, it would be found to be

fairly high. The signs themselves are

clever and, what is more to the point, they

are odd.

Carburetter That Operates Visibly.

Although efficient carburation is consider

ably less of a problem than it was, there are

those who believe that as a problem it

looms considerably larger than generally is

supposed, and their convictions are reflected

in the various types of carburetters that

almost continually are being placed on the

market. Among them, the Gardner Visible,

which is produced by the Gardner Carburet~

ter 8: Brass Works, is unusual, to say the

least, though its structure is no more un

usual than is the location of its birthplace,

which is Shreveport, La.; a Chicago office

is maintained at 1546 Marquette Building.

The Gardner carburetter does not differ

from a number of other carburetters in that

it has a multiplicity of needle valves, but it

does differ from all others in that the needle

valves all are ranged side by side on the

dashboard of the car. In fact, the whole

carburetter is mounted on the dash, the

float chamber and fuel and gas connections

being on the driver's side. Each of the five

needle valves is enclosed in its own indi

vidual glass tube, the whole device being

so constructed that the mixing takes place

virtually before the driver's eyes. In ad

dition to the five needle valves, which are

graduated in size, there is a sixth glass tube

which serves to indicate the level of the fuel

in the float chamber.

The reason for the unusual construction

   
 

 

 

  
  

GARDINER "VISIBLE" CARBURETTER

is to permit the driver to adjust the car

burettor without leaving his seat, gas being

delivered from the five needles successively

as the engine speed is increased. Each

needle is separately adjustable and it l5

expected that merely by glancing at the

nature of the vapor passing through the

tube or tubes, as the case may be, the oper

ator will be able to judge whether faulty

engine running is due to imprOper carbure

It is claimed that, inasmuch as the

five needle valves come into “play” succes

sively, gradually increasing the supply 0f

fuel as the demand increases, the carburet

ter is automatic in a fuller sense of the

word than is general and also that, after

it has once been set it need not be touched

again.

tion.

How Tungsten Material is Obtained.

Tungsten, which is used for lamp fila'

ments, is obtained from a previously pre‘

pared oxide by heating the oxide with car

bon in an electric furnace. Much difficulty

is experienced in removing the carbon and

also various chemical impurities which tend

to destroy the strength and uniformity 0‘

the metal.
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TAKING UP LUST MOTION

lN WORN VALVE LIFTERS

How Friction Upsets Factory Adjust

ments—Where to Look for Trouble

and How to Make Repairs

to Lifters.
 

Despite the obvious importance of the

timing of the valves in causing a gasolene

motor to function to the best advantage, it

is not usually the work of the repairman to

go very decplv into the matter, for it is safe

to assume that the valyes were timed prop

t'l'iy at the factory, which means that the

cams were properly profiled and properly

located in the first place, and that any er

rors in the relative times of opening and

closing crept in through wear of the con

tacting surfaces of the valve lifters and

stem ends, or else through wear of the rol—

ler pins, rollers, or of the cams themselves.

Where Trouble First Crops Up.

The common use of very hard cams with

broad surfaces, of hardened anti-friction

rollers on the lower ends of the lifters, and

the usual profusion of lubrication, combine

to keep down the wear of the cams and

rollers to a minimum, and the effects of

wear are first apparent in the lifters and

wire slclll ends. For worn cams there is

only one remedy—new ones. The stem and

litter ends, however, usually are fitted with

means for adjustment, and the maintenance

of the proper clearance between the two

surfaces is of no small importance to the

running of the motor, not only so far as

concerns the amount of power developed.

but also in the amount of noise made.

Magnification by Repetition.

The valve litter and guide shown in the

accompanying illustration are not of any

specific make, but merely serve to indicate

the method of making adjustments. While

the existence of a gap between the lifter

and the valve stem of, say, 1/32 of an inch,

does not seem like a very big thing, it is

made to look bigger by the application of

a ‘ew figures. For instance, a motor run

"iflfl at 1.000 revolutions per minute will

lift each of its valves 500 times a minute;

which is as much as to say that in a four

tylindcr motor there will be 2,000 intake

valve and as many exhaust valve opening3

and closings. And it the lifters all are a

little out of adjustment, it is easy to 80¢

how much any little effect is magnified by

the constant repetition of the choking of

the charge, or the holding back of the eX

haust. or whatever it may be.

Manufacturers and dealers do not al

waYs devote quite as much attention as

they should to the matter of giving explicit

instructions regarding valve lifter clear

ance, and while a man with experience can

make a very good approximation in adjust

ing lifters, the best and quickest work can

be done only if he possesses exact knowl

edge on the subject. The simplest form of

adjuster is that illustrated, consisting of a

bolt (G) screwed into the tappet head (K)

and provided with a locking nut (H) to bind

it in p0sition.

Indications of a Loose Tappet.

While such a lock-nut, well tightened

down on a fairly fine thread, is not very

likely to loosen and allow the adjustment to

be lost, it will sometimes do so, and this

tendency should be looked for, especially
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CONVENTIONAL VALVE LIFTER

in a new engine. Should a nut loosen and

allow the screw to work up, popping in the

carburetter is apt to occur if the intake

valve is afiected, and in the case of the ex

haust valve there will be popping in the

carburetter and also a very perceptible fall

ing off in power—usually more than if the

intake valve is affected to a similar degree,

though of course there will be loss of power

and a considerable increase in the clicking

noise of the tappet striking the end of the

valve stem.

Gauging the Gap Under the Stem.

In the absence of anything more definite

in the way of a gauge for tappet setting, the

old-time plan of using an ordinary visiting

card as a gauge answers very well. In mak

ing the adjustment the space should be

just sufiicient to allow the card to slip out

when the valve is closed, with just a trifle

of friction, showing that the card just

touches both surfaces lightly.

It is an excellent idea for a repairman to

accustom himself to thinking in thousandths

of an inch, instead of the more common

thirty-seconds or sixty-fourths, for the ordi

nary divisions of an inch are not sufficiently

fine for anything but the roughest motor

work. For instance, a sixty-fourth, which

is a pretty small division of the ordinary

sort, is equal, approximately, to fifteen

thousandths or, as it is written, .015. A

piece of ordinary newspaper measures about

three thousandths, or .003, and in some cases

—rather rare ones, however—this is the

amount of clearance that is allowed between

the tappet valve stem. Usually, in such a

case, one or two thousandths more clear

ance will do no harm and make no per

ceptible difference in the running of the

motor. A rather common clearance is

about eight thousandths (.008), and when

this is specified the adjustment should be

made sufficiently close so that a gauge two

thousandths thicker will not enter the

space. The sense of feeling is the most

reliable guide to the proper tightness of the

gauge.

Frictional Points That Need Watching.

Besides the wcar that comes on the tap

pet hcad and the valve stem end, there will

be, in course of time, a certain amount of

wear in the roller pin (0) where it passes

through the roller, and in the hole in the

roller through which the pin passes. The

amount of wear will depend largely upon

the relative hardness of the parts and the

areas of the bearings. If there is motion of

the pin (0) in the fork (P) of the lifter

there will be a certain amount of wear at

this point also.

All this wear has the same tendency—to

increase the clearance between the litter

and the stem, and, as long as the looseness

is not serious, it can be compensated for

by raising the adjuster. When the wear of

the pin becomes more serious, however, it

should be replaced with one which will take

up all the lost motion.

New Pins for Anti-Friction Rollers.

Perhaps the most convenient material of

which to make new roller pins is Stubbs’s

steel rod or finished drill rod, which comes

in all diameters and is perfectly round,

straight and polished. The quality of the

steel is excellent in any of the better class

of steel drill-rods or the like. The re

placing of a pin means merely the reaming .

out of the holes in the tappet fork (P), ¢n~

larging the hole in the roller until it is true

and cutting off a piece of steel rod of the

proper diameter. The enlarging of the hole

in the roller is not to be accomplished by

reaming, however, for the roller is hard

ened. It could be reamed by softening the

steel and rehardening it after enlarging thc

hole; but usually it is both better and

cheaper to grind it out. This can be done

.-
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by chucking a piece of rod somewhat

smaller than the roller pin in a lathe or elec

tric drill spindle, first splitting the end of

the rod with a hacksaw and inserting a piece

of fine emery cloth which is wrapped about

a turn and a half around the rod.

If the pin is to be hardened, the hole for

the split-pin or locking wire should, of

course, be drilled before the hardening is

done. Incidentally, Stubbs’s steel and drill

rods, being of tool steel, must be hardened

all the way through.

The large nut (L) with set-screw (M)

is intended for use when removing valve

lifters to prevent the lifter from falling

into the crankcase. If the adjusting screw

and its lock-nut are removed and the guide

(E) lifted from the crankcase the whole

lifter is apt to slip through the guide if it

is not held in some way; somehow this is

The nut is

smoothed out by running a drill or reamer

through it to remove the threads and a

hole drilled and tapped for the set-screw.

Should the lifter guide (E) be worn where

it is in frictional contact with the lifter

stem (1) there will be side motion or rock—

ing of the lifter, which should not be al

lowed to go very far. Whether the repair

man's work should consist in bushing the

old guides, or in fitting new ones, depends

very largely on the cost of the new parts,

and it is not possible to make suggestions

owing to the wide difference in the con~

struction and cost of various lifter guides.

It sometimes happens that it is not prac

ticable to insert a bushing because of the

thinness of the stoek in the walls of the

guide. When, however, a bushing is to be

made, it is not a difficult matter to machine

it up from a cored bar of bronze, or even

to bore and turn a solid rod if no cored bars

are at hand.

It should be noted, before putting in a

bushing, whether there is a relieved section

in the guide, as shown in the accompanying

illustration. These spaces often are of 'great

importance, being intended as oil traps, and

should not be ignored. Also, before finish~

ing the bore of the bushing, the lifter stem

should be trued up, should this be necessary,

as sometimes is the case.

The final touches should be put on the

bore of the guide bushing by passing a

reamer through it, a parallel reamer if one

, is available. Otherwise an expansion

reamer will answer. Of course, the ream~

ing may be dispensed with if the boring is

done with care and skill; but it tends to

increase the life of the guide.

The cutting of oil pockets should be the

last operation in making the guide. Care

should be taken not to make them so deep

as to part the metal of the bushing or to

make it too thin and weak. Of course. any

little rough edges left after cutting the oil

a very easy thing to forget.

pockets should be taken off. In replacing

the guide on the crankcase a thin paper

gasket and a little shellac will prevent the

leakage of oil, if there is any tendency in

that direction.

Shaler Develops a Low Priced Vulcanizcr.

Applying the principle that a vulcanizer

should do its work by holding a certain de

  

gree of heat for a specified time, rather

than by heating up and gradually cooling

down, the C. A. Shaler Co., of \Naupun,

\\"is., has brought out a small portable vul

canizer which is styled Vul-Kit.

The accompanying illustration shows the

general appearance of the new vulcanizer

and the construction of the universal clamp.

The detachable handle permits the removal

of the device from a tire without waiting for

it to cool. The heating element consists of

a gasolene lamp which does not burn raw

gasolene but converts it into gas, and dis

tributes the flame evenly over the bottom of

the heating plate. The design is such that

the correct degree of heat is attained, and

this is maintained steadily until the work is

finished. An asbestos pad is let into the

shelf on which the tube to be vulcanized

is placed, retaining heat and preventing the

pinching of the tube.

Glove that is Warmed by Electricity.

Common though the expression “warm

gloves" has been ever since there were

  

gloves, it has remained for the automobile

to bring out, by creating a demand, a type

of glove that actually is warm in itself, and

not merely a retainer of the heat of the

human hand. Such is the Carron electrically

heated glove, manufactured by Carron &

Co., of New York City, which recently

was incorporated with an authorized capital

of $20,000.

Interwoven with the gloves are heating

coils of resistance wire, so calculated as to

give a gentle warmth when the current from

a 6-volt ignition battery passes through the

wire. On opposite sides of the steering

wheel are two pairs of plates connected with

the battery, and there are metal contact

pieces on the gloves so arranged that each

glove has its complete individual circuit

through which current passes when the

wheel is grasped and the plates brought

into contact with the heater contacts. There

are also two diminutive rheostats, one for

each hand, so that the heat can be regulated

separately for each. The accompanying il

lustration shows the appearance of the

gloves and the contact plates on the wheel.

An insulated cable carries the current from

the battery to the plates.

 

Purpose of Threads in Aluminum.

Studs used for attaching valve lifter

guides, etc., to crankcases are apt to work

loose if merely screwed into the soft alum

inum, and therefore they are safer it

screwed through and a split-pinned nut put

on underneath. The thread in the aluminum

is useful not for taking the strain, which

is done by the nut, but for preventing the

stud from falling into the crankcase when

the guide is removed.

 

Tire Injury That Increases Damage.

A deep cut in a tire, which partly seven

9. piece of rubber and allows it to flap.

should receive immediate attention for the

particular reason that the loose piece is

apt to tear off more rubber and so make

the damage worse than at first. This is par

ticularly true of solid tires. Of course, a

had cut should be taken care of immediately

in any case; the foregoing is merely an

extra reason for avoiding delay.

Current Lost by Poor Adjustment.

One of the causes of excessive current

consumption in ignition systems employing

vibrator coils is excessive tension on the

vibrator springs. The spring adjustment

should be slackened until the motor conl'

mences to miss explosions and then tight"

ened down gradually until the firing again

becomes perfectly regular. Further tigh"

ening results only in useless consumption

of current.

Grease That Interferes With Filing

Passing a greasy hand over the surface Ol

cast iron that is being filed is sufficient to

make the file slip and fail to “bite” without

the application of considerable pressure.

especially if the file is a little worn and

dulled by use.
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Dondero Spent Nothing for Repairs in

Driving 27,000 Miles —- Twenty

Others with Remarkable

Records Share $3,500.

John 1.. Dondero is one Bostonian who

enjoyed a merry Christmas and a happy

New Year. Dondero, who is chauffeur for

F. .\1. Hauthaway. received $1,000 for a

year's work outside of his salary, and the

"honey was earned in a way which is not

usually attributed to chauffeurs. He was

\unner of the first prize in the fifth annual

"upkeep contest" of the Winton Motor Car

riage Co., and earned the $1,000 by driving

30.987 miles with no repair expense other

than for tires.

Second prize, $500, went to William J.

Green, chaufieur for E. L. Smith, of Chi

:ago, who covered 22928.8 miles with no

'JXpt'nsC; third prize. $250, to Thomas Mur

ten, driving for J. M. Anderson, of Med

fiz-rd. Mass, who covered 16.477 at an ex—

purse of 95 cents; fourth prize, $150. to Al

hm Bedard, chauffeur for Charles B. Ma

nure, of Providence, R. 1., who traveled

11045.3 miles at an expense of $18.01.

The other sixteen prizes of $100 each

we distributed as follows: E. P. Brubaker,

15.729 miles, no repair expense; J. Walter

Traci. 14,022 miles, no repair expense; J.

F. Folger, 14,474 miles, 75 cents; Frank

Schneider, 14,431 miles, $3.60; Herbert

llrclter, 12,5418 miles, no repair expense;

L 1'. Wright, 12,716 miles, 15 cents; A. N.

l'eicrs, 13,8454 miles, 95 cents; E. A. Hodge,

13.441 miles, $21.22; Harry Batch, 15,333

all“. $53.65; 5. J. Meneely, 11,743.; miles,

$5.25; John L. Scott, 12,271 miles, $25.35;

-l"5°1>l! H. Gallo, 11,307 miles, no repair ex

t'tnst'. Wm. Ahrens, 11,150 miles, no re

1'3" "-‘Pt‘nse'. E. E. Stokes, 11,126.15 miles.

"0 repair expense; Clarence Finley, 11,

1195 miles, $1.25; Wm. J. Armstrong, 10,870

miles, 85 cents,

Four chaufieurs who were hot contestants

1'" 1’18 money reported total mileage of

\ll-lm miles, but their records were not

"Noted because they had permitted their

udometers to remain out of order at on:

"me or another.

~_.__

Races Train to Avoid Collision.

Presence of mind has saved many a skin.

and ""1 [hough it did not save the skins

of D" 14° 111- loytc and three others who

“m "111"! with him in his car, it

“"111 their lives at least. Dr. Joyce

coa‘lfll down a fairly steep incline t0—

“,er 11“ Sumnehanna railroad tracks that

"‘1" ll" town of Butler, N. J., and at

the critical moment an express train loomed

large around a curve. As there was not

time to check the momentum of the car

sutliciently to prevent the collision that was

imminent, Dr. Joyce did the only other

thing he could do to avoid the smash. He

turned his car quickly onto the railroad

tracks ahead of the train, at the same time

shouting to his guests to jump down the

embankment, which they did. Instantly

afterward the car was struck by the loco

motive and hurled 30 feet. a tangled mass

of junk. Dr. Joyce was catapulted from his

seat and landed some ‘2 feet further away

from the scene of the accident than did his

ear. Both his knee caps were broken, as

was one wrist; the others in the party

escaped with their lives, though they were

found to be severely injured. The engineer

of the train stated that Dr. Joyce had taken

the only possible chance to save his own

life and the lives of his guests.

"Boycott" to Check Speeding Taxicabs.

Just how to curb the racing proclivitics

of the drivers of thc taxicabs which pass

through the Presidio Reservation in Cali

fornia, is a problem which long has troubled

Col. Cornelius Gardener. commander of the

post. He has at last hit upon a scheme

which, he believes, will prove effective, in

that if put in operation the taxicabs will

have but scant reason to pass through the

reservation. Col. Gardener’s method, as put

forth in an edict which he has sent to the

companies operating the cabs, is to have the

army officers and their friends “boycott”

the cabs of those companies which do not

force their drivers to observe the traffic

rules which adhere within the limits of the

reservation, and since such a procedure

would mean the elimination of at least half

of the revenue derived from the operation

of the services, it would seem that the

coioncl's method will prove highly effective.

 

Berlin to Use Electric Cyclecars.

The city of Berlin, which always has

been progressive in the matter of using au

tomobiles in public service, has been ex

perimenting with electric cyclecars, and the

results have been sufificiently satisfactory to

warrant the purchase of several machines

having a carrying capacity of 500 pounds

and a maximum speed of 18 miles an hour.

They are for postal service,

  

Huyette Again Heads Quaker Club.

Paul B. Huyettc was unanimously rc

elected president of the Quaker City Motor

Club. of Philadelphia, at the annual meeting

and election of ofiicers. The other officers

chosen are: First vice-president, G. Doug

lass Bartlett; second vice—president, I. T.

Shoemaker; treasurer, Ralph L. Murray;

secretary, A. Earl Adams

TWO-MILE MOTOR SPEEDWAY

PROMISED FOR LONG ISLAND

New Jersey Project Abandoned in

Favor of New York Location—

Work to be Commenced Soon

and First Race July 4th.

Because stock in the Metropolitan Motor

Speedway Co., which was to have built a

two-mile speedway on the New Jersey

meadows, opposite New York City, did not

sell as rapidly as was supposed would be

the case, and despite reports to the effect

that engineers had been hired and that work

had been started on the project, the venture

definitely has been abandoned. In its place

there' has been launched the New York

Motor Speedway Association, identified

with which are a number of men who were

connected with the New Jersey venture

and which just incorporated under the 121W\

of New York State with $1,000,000 capital

stock. Just who are the men concerned has

not been divulged, nor will it be known un

til to-morrow, when the election of officers

takes place.

The new association will take up the work

of the old virtually where it was left off,

with the exception that a new location for

the speedway has been chosen. With the

aid of such real estate "wizards" as Lewis

B. Fish, of Fish & Marmon, and Gage li.

Tarbell, a plot of ground some 650 acres in

extent on the Hempstead plains between

Garden City and Mineola on Long Island

has been leased. the exact location being the

fenced tract bounded by the Old Orchard

road on the north, Whale Neck avenue on

the east. Clinton road on the west and the

Motor Parkway on the south. that has

been used for the past year as an aviation

field. The lease is to run for 10 years, with

the option to purchase the land at a flat

price of $3,000 an acre any time within two

years from April lst.

According to present plans. it is proposed

to permit the 40-odd hangars now on the

ground to stand until such time as the

erection of grandstands, which, by the way.

are to seat between 75,000 and 100,000 per

sons, makes necessary their removal. March

1st has been set as the date for the com

mencement of operations on the speedway,

which is to be an oval, two miles in circum

ference, and it is hoped that the first real

racemeet can be staged on Independence

Day. If plans are carried out in full. there

will be weekly matinee racemcets held on

Saturday afternoons and several more im

portant races during the season, to say

nothing of aviation exhibitions, motorcycle

contests and possible variations in the wav

of athletic meets. -
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1,021,197. Vehicle Driving and Braking

Means. Alvaro S. Krotz, Chicago, 111., as

signor to Sears, Roebuck 8r Co., Chicago,

111., a Corporation or New York. Filed Dec.

16, 1908. Serial No. 467,864. Internal ex

panding brake housed in casing on the driv

ing sprocket.

1,021,219. Igniting Apparatus for Gas

Engines. Elihu Thomson, Swampscott,

Mass, assignor to General Electric Co., a

Corporation of New York. Filed April 5,

1906. Serial No. 310,034. Means for auto

matically advancing the spark as the speed

of the motor increases

mlmllJ - ...lllll,|l .3
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1,021,220. Vaporizer for internal Combus

tion Engines. Elihu Thomson, Swampscott,

Mass, assignor to General Electric Co., a

Corporation of New York. Filed July 14,

1906. Serial No. 326,17‘. Vaporizer concen

tric with exhaust valve stem and housed in

valve pocket.

1,021,279. Headlight Controller. Francis

E. Thompson,Arlington, Mass. Filed March

2, 1911. Serial No. 611,782. Connection be

tween steering post and lamp provides

means of turning latter.

1,021,282. Fluid Clutt h. Paul Weeks, Los

Angeles, Cal. Filed March 20, 1911. Serial

No. 615,784. Intercommunicating cylinders

positioned on one rotatable member with

pistons actuated by driving member and a

valve for controlling the rate of passage of

the liquid between the cylinders.

1.021,307. Vehicle Wheel Tire. Luke G.

Fleming, Tarrytown, N. Y. Filed Jan. 25,

1911. Serial No. 604,523. Split casing pro

vided with a woven wire fabric tread

which serves to keep the split closed.

1,021,326. Hydrocarbon Vaporizer

Internal Combustion Engines. James Wil

liam Mowbray, Gleichen, Alberta, Canada,

assignor, by direct and mesne assignments,

to the Hydro-Carbon Vaporizer Limited,

Fort William, Canada. Filed July 3, 1011.

Serial No. 636,696. Single jet device, with

jackets provided for heating mixture.

1,021,334. Radiator. Theodore D. Robin

son, Lockport, N. Y. Filed April 11, 1910.

Serial No. 554,655. Means of forming and

supporting tubes in a vertical tube radiator.

1,021,355. Spring Wheel. John C. Deck

ard and Isaac L. Decka-d, Vincennes, Ind.

Filed May 23, 1911. Serial No. 628,930. Hel—

ical springs between outer rigid rim and the

for

felloe.

1,021,422. Tire for Vehicle Wheels. Tod

J. Mell, Youngstown, O., assignor to the

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, 0., a

  

Corporation of Ohio. Filed Dec. 23, 1910.

Serial No. 598,979. Reinforcing wire, wound

spirally at the base of solid tire and provid

ed with protective covering of hard rub

ber through which pass anchor bars.

1,021,435. Vehicle Fender. Edgar M.

Thompson, Richmond, Ind. Filed Nov. 8,

1911. Serial No. 659,107. Frame released by

contact with the object swings down to

form a barrier between object and the

wheels.

1,021,440. Resilient Wheel. Rex E. Ar_

nold and Clarkson P. Hockett, Kouts, Ind.

Filed June 29, 1911. Serial No. 636,045.

Spokes formed of spring steel and bowed.

1,021,459. Vehicle Wheel. Edward A.

Glenn, Chicago, 111. Filed Jan. 20, 1908,

Serial No. 411,697. Renewed Aug. 11, 1911.

Serial No. 643,639. Helical springs between

the hub and rim.

1.021,470. Automobile Body. Louis \V.

Oster and Frank J. Miller, Cleveland, 0.;

said Oster assignor to said Miller. Filed

March 20, 1911. Serial No. 615,706. Means

for converting five-seated body into a two

seated body.

1,021,493. Engine Starter. Gerald S. Sut

liff, Perry Creek township, Vigo county,

1nd. Filed July 8, 1911. Serial No. 637,479.

Ratchet mechanism.

1,021,506. Circuit Breaker for Magnetos

and the Like. Richard H. Cunningham,

New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 8, 1911. Serial

No. 607,269. Lever operated by suitable

cams, breaks the circuit.

1,021,240. Pneumatic Hub for Vehicle

Wheels. Tossanus Duysens, Maastricht,

Netherlands. Filed April 20, 1911. Serial

No. 622,208. Pneumatic cylinders between

hub and wheel rim.

1,021,246. Vehicle Tire. Wilhelm A. Gier

mann, Blencoe, Ia. Filed Oct. 11, 1911. Se

rial No. 654,145. Tread formed of arched

springs.

1,021,247. Wheel Hub. Friedrich \Vm. J.

Goersch, Cleveland, 0. Filed Jan. 16, 1911.

Serial No. 602,929. Cone on bearing sleeve,

operating in a conical socket supporting the

spokes and pressed by a spring, tends to

keep the rim concentric with the bearing

sleeve.

1,021,251. Spring Suspension for Road

Vehicles. Leonard Harris, London, Eng.

Filed June 17, 1911. Serial No. 634,182.

Pneumatic bulb With suitable supporting

brackets instead of sprzng shackles.

1,021,254. Muffler. Herman H. Larkins,

Princeton, Ky. Filed Sept. 2, 1911. Serial

No. 647,311. A series of cylinders with inlet

and exhaust pipes each protruding past the

middle portion of cylinder.

1,021,275. Headlight for Automobiles.

Anton Stepanek, Newcastle, Ind. Filed Oct.

31, 1911. Serial No. 657,787. Chain gearing

between steering pivot and lamp pivot pro

vides means for rotating lamp.

1,021,765. Automobile-Primer. WilberR.

Dunkel, Pana, I11., assignor of one-half to

Carter R. Scroggin, Harristown, 111. Filed

Dec. 13, 1910. Serial No. 597,110. [Meas~

ured quantities of gasolene injected into the

cylinders] 5 claims.

1,021,779. Automobile Brake and Jack.

Paul Janek, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed April 17,

1911. Serial No. 621,472. [Sprag which also

serves as a jack] 2 claims.

1,021,783. Wheel-Rim for Pneumatic

Tires. Carl George Kleinschmidt, Heme,

Germany. Filed June 1, 1911. Serial No.

630,654. [Means of locking the 10c1<ing

ring on a Q. D. tire.] 3 claims.

1,021,791. Explosive-Gas Engine. Lewis

R. O‘Neill, Montclair, N. J. Filed April 29,

1911. Serial No. 624,123. [Two cycle motor

with separate compressing cylinder] 6

claims.

1,021,796. Automobile-Fender. John P.

Randcrson, Albany, N. Y. Filed Oct. 14.

1910. Serial No. 586,999. [Means for hold

ing springs in telescoping tubes] 11

claims.

1,021,812. Starting Device for Explosive

Engines. Edward M. Wood, Worcester.

Mass. Filed April 7, 1910. Serial No. 553,

914. [Modified air starter.] 10 claims.

1.021,816. Outer Cover for Pneumatic

Tires. John Charles Barker, Leeds, ETIE

land. Filed June 28, 1911. Serial No. 635,

704. [Staggered tread] 7 claims.

1.021,824. Oil-Indicator for Automobiles»

John Elmer Campbell, New Castle, PH

Filed Sept. 27, 1911. Serial No. 651,598. [Pet

cock and means for operating it.] 14 claims

1,021,879. Governor for Explosive-En—

gines. Louis J. Monahan, Oshkosh, Wis,

assignor to Termaat & Monahan Co., Osh

kosh, Wis. Filed Marcll 25, 1911. Serial N0

616,940. [Centrifugal governor limits lht‘

operation of suction inlet valve] 2 claims.

1,021,889. Route-Indicator. Jay B. Rhodes.

Kalamazoo, Mich. Filed April 4, 1911. St

rial No. 618,912. [Combined odometer and

road map.) 17 claims.

1,021,923. Universal Joint. Allen H. Feti

er, Galion, Ohio. Filed June a, 1910. serial

No. 564,764. [Ball and socket joint With

feathered pins] 1 claim.

1,021,939. Starting Device. James Mi:

Namee, Amsterdam, N. Y. Filed Avg- 17'

1910. Serial No. 577,254. [Friction disk

clutch interposed between starting handle

and crankshaft] 3 claims.

1,021,972. Friction-Clutch. Henry 13"”

schel, Manheim, Pa. Filed Jan. 3, 1911- Se‘

rial No. 600,603. [Expanding ring clutch]

2 claims.
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Champion

Dealers: Why Pay for Experiments? The National ls Sure
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Champion

  

Search the World Over—You Cannot Find Greater Value

[0,28 "1015: (4%:6) flexible and noiseless

Mot Witl'i enclosed valves.

Lelt Side Drive.

Ctntet‘cxgntrol.

y avis Electric Starter, easily oper

a: by simply touching a button with

or - ~ o -81;“: Davis Dynamo Electric Lighting

m.

Bosch dual double Ha
I . net .

15:11th Turkish U holster;

Adecti'ii: orn. nmmmgs.

equate Baggage-carrying Corn artment

poron‘eiealed in body but easily accgssible

we ti] and reliable Brakes.

Spacious Interior.

lfrtlfllPi-tmp, _int_egral nart of the motor

tes a are in three minutes.

128-inch Wheel Base.

Adjustable, ventilating

Wind Shield.

Multiple jet Carburetor

Hofi‘ecker steady-hand Speedometer.

Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorbers in rear.

Tire Carrier in rear.

Silk mohair Top, Cover and Curtains.

Full-floating Rear Axle.

Resilient Springs, 1% Elliptic in rear; Semi

Elliptic in front.

Large gasoline pressure-feed Tank with

Gauge in rear.

Robe Rail and Foot Rest.

Foot Mat in Running Board.

Plain, continuous enclosed Metal Guards.

Easy riding qualities, unexcelled.

Oilin System, demonstrated to be only

per ect oiling system.

and rain vision

improved Series V, Five Modell, $2750 to $3400

QUICK DELIVERY

National Motor Vehicle Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
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“ When owners Talk Like This—

For 10,000 miles—ever since I bought it

—my National “40" has been running like

a. clock. It is the very essence of dis

tinctiVeriess, comfort and power. I

consider it the last word in motor

eflicieney"—and this man has the

money to buy any car on earth.

Dealer: Make Money

We can supply you with

more letters like this and

better. They are great

selling aids. The deal

er‘s largest asset is

satisfied customers.

They influence

sales for you—

they lreep you

in business

year in and

year out.
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The selling price oi the Warm Hand Wheel,

$15, puts it within reach oi every man

who owns a car. You, as a dealer, can

iigure out just how many sales you could

-make through a simple demonstration.

This is the season for quick sales. Now is the time when cold hands on

the steering wheel cry out for relief, and you are overlooking a sure seller if

you have not investigated the Warm Hand Wheel.

This steering wheel is a positive necessity for winter driving. It keeps the

hands comfortable (even without gloves) no matter how cold it may be. There

is nothing complicated or delicate in its construction. It is simple, effective

and lasting.

In the operation of the Warm Hand Wheel but little comment is needed.

It works to satisfaction on batteries or lighting plant. On Ford cars the

built-in flywheel magneto will heat it to perfection.

Installing the Warm Hand Wheel takes but little time and you don’t have

to interfere with a single working part of the car.

This is our message to you, Mr. Dealer—and back of it is a selling proposi

tion that you are losing out on every day you put off writing. Let us get

together right now, when midwinter makes the Warm Hand Wheel look

mighty good to every driver who gets his hands on it. '

The Warm Hand Steering Wheel Company

527 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK
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This is the way you look cranking a car by hand

liignified position, isn’t it?

ion would look far more dignified and be better satisfied with yourself and your car

11 you sat in your seat and allowed an Electric Self-Cranker to do the work for you.

The Storage Battery is the heart of Electric Cranking and Lighting Systems.

lle sure yours has it.
 
 

STORAGE BATTERY

Use the Class Am B-irtery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use the Class Bm Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Co.

CLEVELAND, omo
Detroit Branch—1191 Woodwnrd Avonue

Sm Francisco Brunch—243 Monndnock Building

Depot: in All Principal Cities in the United States, Canada and Mexico

N"I York Brud,_136 we“ 52d skeet Chicogo Brnnch- 2241 Michigan Avenue

 
 

\\
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This High Class and Costly Construction is To Be Found Only in

American Axles

In flmedcan .fibdeo of the bevel type,

the pinion shaft has bearings on

either side of the pinion.

The shaft has, therefore, the strength

and security typified by the two

strong hands in the small, upper

illustration.

Cheaper construction omits the in

board bearing and endeavors to

support the shaft in a one-handed

fashion which proclaims its own

weakness.

To add the inboard bearing, with its

The M86 line includes, besides our bevel

gear, the Lanchester-Daimler Worm Drive, to which we

have the exclusive use as axle manufacturers in America.

THE AMERlCAN BALL-BEARING CO., Cleveland, Ohio
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support an integral part of the

housing, is much too costly prac

tice for cars sold at the lower prices.

—

Q_

But for cars that must have the best

of construction, the cost is more ;_

than justified in the continued Qmaintenance of its originally per— ' 1

feet adjustment and the entire ab- . j

sence of noisy vibration.

J4mea'can flxleo equipment instantly “1

establishes in your mind a sense ofhighest class: it supplies a basis “

by which you can unerringly judge

a car.
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of the matter simply is—t/zat

you cannot insure your car

completely and satisfactorily

without a Conover Safe-Guard

COLLISIONS you can’t

avoid—especially the

minor ones.

How

can you tell

when afrightened

horse, or another car, will back into

your mudguards, lamps, wheels,

radiator? Or when your brakes

won t work in time? These acci

dents are countless, dailyoccurrences.

You may collect insurance, but if

thedamage sustained is under$25. 00,

you can’t collect at all. In any

event, there’s the trouble and the

Wait for your car to come back from

the repair shop.

Best quality of t

grainy enameled eled 00

ac ,ro 'llhl ' I
guy ) ue.l"rcn|.h

or maroon; bar 2 lnuhes wide.

(Any min “10' olenanul 11' M lll'fl)

bar in. wid

An attractive booklet will be

LOVELL-McCONNELL MFG. CO.

llers : Newark, N. J.

  

Best quality of steel,

brnszs or nickel plated; I

e . . -

CONOVER
WekaSgé—Guard'

 

 

The

best way to

insure. these costly

front parts is to keep them

from damage.

The Conover Safe-Guard puts a

massive, sightly barrier all around

them. It takes the bumps—against

its broad, flat surface and its sturdy,

semi-elliptic, four-point-contact

springs. If dented, you hammer it

back; if broken—any time within

two years—you can get another

Conover Safe-Guardfree.

It is built for protection—sold to

you for protection—and its cost is

less than the damage your car is

bound, sooner or later, to sustain

without it.

Solid bronze. finished in

either brass or nickel:

bar 2 in. or 2% in. wide '

Shipped, express paid. anywherein the Unlied smes. cn thirty day's "ill. upon receipt of the

egular price. When ordering, give name and modelof car. Specify m: and finish desired,

sent free upon request.

NEW JERSEY TUBE C0.

like" : Newark, N. J.
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W/mv You 63m,” A

chfier%71bersa/

7176 Pressure Gazgée.

AND USE IT.

ASK YOUR TIRE IVA/([19.
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buys the best Plug obtainable

irrespective of price. “Locating
  

  

fléru and H
“RAD ’ . the Spark Plug and the Bosch

FRICEA. SQ ERS so lN—ficiviviflfifiii Plug booklet tell you why and prove it.

Write for them now.

A$19.9 f

  

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223 West 46th Street NEW YORK
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l util'ully finished and

:faworth of a car comes

1913'; TRADE SENSA TION

Know the Exact Heat ol

' About the Stutz

l Any manufacturer can build a

luxuriously equipped car—but the re

9 in the construction.The STUTZ is made right from the radiator to the rear

‘ into: BOiLE uni ‘

 

  

‘ s r ' f workman
axle. hvery ounce of materral-~every detail 0 h be“

0m - ' ‘l ship that goes into every STUTZ car is absolutely I c

__ __ Your Motor While Driving {I The STUTZ has a PM“, mom, that w.“ pick‘ggnzg
any road or hill at the touch of the throttle. It has a -

The Motoineter is a watchlike in- ‘l a record second to “one (or comment performance

Strument fitted to the radiator cap, ii and Com‘
Ever STUTZ car is exceedingly easy-riding

m fortable.y The straight line low slunfi_ bodi. deefitug‘l‘azlssi‘z

and luxurious appointments of_the S UT _ give 1 h_ h class

tocratic design that lends dignity and quality to a lg

STUTZ MODELS

Six-cylinder, six-passenger touring car.. .. $2250

Six-cylinder roadster . . . . . . . i . . . . _. . . . . . . . . r $2050

Four-cylinder, six-passenger touring car. .. $2000

Four-cylinder, four-passenger touring car.. $2

Four-cylinder roadster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a . . . ..

lillll Write to~day for STURDY srurz Catalol 8-15

ii IDEAL moron CAR COMPANY

' Manufacturers of Stutz Cars

ll Indianapolil, I Indiana

l . o

protecting the motor from damage

caused y irn roper lubrication,

overheating, de ective cooling. etc.

By means of a red fluid indicator it

warns you.

When the Radiator Needs Water

When 0i] Supply ls lnsulficient

In short, it tells whatever excessive

heat tells—a broken water pump, a

clogged pipe, a broken fan belt, etc.,

an tells before the damage is done.

Attached the same as an ornament.

‘ readily visible from the seat day or

‘ * * - night. It will prevent frozen radia~

(Front view Y1 actual tars in winter and cracked cylinders

gig) in summer.

  
  

  

  

Finished in black enamel with gold plated or

4 nickel rims.

The Motometer Company, Inc.

I--=___'_'

904 U. S. Rubber Bldg.

BroadWIy and 58m Street. New York

Exhibiting—Madilon Square Garden

Show. Space 540, Balement
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Sign of the bright red tag

(I On the bench of each inspector is a rack full of crimson tags.

‘1 Danger signals to be tied on every piece not made exactly to

specifications; warning tags to insure that no imperfect parts shall

enter the finished bearing.

Ro l 1 er

Bearing

 
 

q Here’sa red-tagged ‘cup’ marked ‘small 0. know each dimension, each angle, is right.

D.’—date_name (Griflin) of the man who Let the slightest error occur at any step of

ground it. An inspector (Will Keyser) has th - -_ ' _ t vill s titand—tie 0n

found it to be half the thousandth part of an th: :31} man or “ po

Inch too small in outside diameter. g q i

q So he tagged it red and sent it along, with q 1"“?! bFfme SUCh “"9 was used? "l? T““‘

Other tagged parts, to the ‘morgue.’ ken principle of tapered rollers revolving be

q t“ , . h , tween a tapered cup and a tapered, two-ribbed
orgue ls t e "am? T'mken Shop men cone gave a unique type of bearing that won

gHe to the place where rejected parts go‘ It‘s k d _ H h k. d

e morgue man's task to break up those parts mm 8 success o‘er a Cl er m S'

.‘0 [hey "fiver canfiome, by Poslble Chance, ‘1 In the years that have followed, Timken

Into use in the Timken Bearing. care in eq-erjy dr/ui/ of the making has added a

9 Twelve operations make the part called the hidden value that’s only revealed in a life-time

cone.’ Twelve inspections are given to of good service.

The Timken Roller Bearing Company

Canton. Ohis. U. S. A.

Tlu only axl: munu/nrlunr Iimm I '0 w-lrlr .m'awuH/r nrlu unlnni

with Tlmhn Rel/1r burnt“ u 11.: 'AIIA.Lll-..llr6|l 1511: full.”
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1913 Motorcycle Shows

and what the Bicycling World and Motorcycle

Review will do in connection with them.

 

 

New York Show

will be held in connection with the

Automobile Board of Trade Annual

Show in Grand Central Palace, under

auspices of the Motorcycle Manufac

turers' Association

January 11-18

\\'e will publish two big issues in con

nection with this sho‘w.

New York Forecast Number

January 7

New York Report Number

January 14

The Chicago Show

will be held at the Manufacturers’ Ex—

hibition Bldg., 1319 Michigan Avenue,

and will be conducted under the aus

pices of the Motorcycle Manufac

turers’ Association

February 3 - 8

Two special issues will be published

descriptive of this show.

Chicago Forecast Number

February 4

Chicago Report Number

February 11

We are ready now to book reservations of space for all or any of the

four above described numbers of THE BICYCLING WORLD AND

MOTORCYCLE REVIEW, and our service department is now pre

paring copy and sketches for our advertisers’ use in these big issues.

Each of the Show Numbers will have extra circulation without increase

in price of space and our regular advertisers may use extra space on

their contracts at minimum rates. This is a splendid opportunity of

which the entire trade should take advantage.

Copy and cuts can be handled one week in advance of each publication date. but

we recommend reservation now and an early preparation of copy. Can we help

you with this copy? And how much space can we reserve?

BICYCLING WORLD AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

    

1600 Broadway New York

    

4 

New York and Chicagf
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Here is a wheel that weighs less than the wooden

wheel, that is positively unbreakable and that will

outlast the best twenty cars that ever were manu

factured. ,

The Sheldon steel wheel is the restiit of years

of study of the wheel problem, the concentration of

expert eflort on improved design, and the most eco

nomic methods of construction known to the indus

try. It is unbreakable under conditions that would

smash a wooden wheel to fragments and make a

wire wheel unfit for anything but junk. The 'super- '

ior resiliency of the Sheldon steel wheel adds another

advantage which the car owner or car manufacturer

cannot overlook—tire economy. '

' This tire economy results from the light weight

at the wheel‘s 'periphery and the rapidity with which

5 frictional heat radiates from the metal. ‘ These are

scientific facts which cannot be contradicted and ~

"should-not be overlooked'by any car manufacturer.

The stamp of superiority which has alwaysitested on Sheldon Axles has been put upon the

' Sheldon steel Wheel, which means that no wheel

" -,,<'~.‘__;';;could be better made in any factory.

HEL‘WNA-XLE a;
is,» LUILKES-BHRRE PA,

car‘éMo anemia as e IZE'h sr.
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Men Will Want '

These Things This Year in a “40”

Mark all the features listed below this cut.

Note the four forward speeds, the over-wide

tires, the center control, the left side drive.

Note the electric lights, the 14-inch cushions,

the roomy, ZZ-coated body, the 50-inch rear seat.

Note the big springs, the big brakes, the im

mense over-capacity.

And note the price at which these things are

given. Does any Forty you know make a com

parable offer?

All Men Will Know

Our dominant advertising, all the time,'keeps

all these facts before motor car buyers.

They are bound to know—just as you know—

that no other car in this class makes an equal

offer at the Michigan price.

It’s a Cameron Car

This is not the product of an obscure engineer.

It is built by W. H. Cameron, a man whose work

is known the world over—who has built 100,000

successful cars.

The body is designed by John A. Campbell,

whose body designs have been chosen by kings.

The concern back of the Michigan is one of the

largest and strongest of its kind. And we waited

four years to perfect this car before we came out

in the limelight.

Scores of the ablest men have given their best

to it. And 5,000 Michigans have been put on the

road to test their 300 improvements.

The final result—the latest Michigan model—is

one of the greatest cars of the day.

World - Wide Fame

The car has jumped, in the past four months,

into almost world-wide fame.

Experts have come here from 11 foreign coun

tries. They have selected the Michigan to com

pete in Europe with the finest foreign cars.

Hundreds of American dealers, who know the

whole market, have chosen the Michigan as the

greatest car in its class.

Such a verdict can’t be avoided by any man who

knows the facts.

We invite dealers and users to send for our

catalog and the facts which they WISh to knog;

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Kalamazoo, Michigan

Owned by the Owners of the Michigan Buggy Company
  

Four-forward-speed transmission

Oversize tires—35 x 4%

Electric lights and dynamo

Center control—lett-side drive

Motor, 4% x 51/4

Extra efiective brakes—16 x 2% ins.

Big, comfortable springs

Adluatable steering post

Adjuatable pedals

Firestone Q. D. demountable rims-—

extra rim

14-inch Turkish cushions

Rear cushions 50 inches long

Hand-buffed leather upholstering

Best curled-hair filling

Wheel base. 118 inches

Nickel mountinga

Large over-capacity, giving big factors

of safety

Pressed steel. full-floating rear axle

SOME OF THE MICHIGAN FEATURES
Rear tire irons t

- > Complete tool equipmen
Arie: sulficient for an 80 horsepower Tool the!“ under running bog-drum

Genuine cellular-type radiator There is such a dili'erence 0105mm

Best mohair top. side curtains and about the various WP" Of "1“ We

envelope that we have not adopted In? “2;” N

Windshield built in as part of body as regular equipmm'“ we pr We

Electric horn leave this selection m the buyeri'tlve

$50 speedometer. 4-inch dial equip with either the gas or I P38!“

SPecial loot rail ly efficient electric starter It '3

Swing robe rail extra pri€¢~
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action of walking is so natural you never give a

thought to how it is done, although, to start, you raise

one foot—to stop, you place both feet on the ground.

Just as simply and unconsciously the owner of a Buffalo Elec

tric controls the starting, stopping and speed of his car—all by

the foot control—an exclusive Buffalo Electric feature. You do

not walk with your hands—why start, go slowly, fast or stop a

Car in an unnatural manner. Foot control on Buffalo Electrics

is the natural control.

Raising the foot pedal releases the brakes and applies the

power—depressing the pedal shuts off the power and applies

the brakes.

In driving thru congested traffic, even in case of danger

Of collision, your first impulse is to brace down with your foot

and, to your joy, if you drive a Buffalo Electric, you find this

involuntary action compels the car to respond almost as to

a wish. Your hands meanwhile are free to guide the car;

either or both employed for the purpose, as you desire.

Besides the factor of safety, Bufi‘alo Electric foot control

means greater battery economy.

 
 

CONTROL

MODEL 29—2 Passenger Road

ster~—3S miles an hour under ordi

nary conditions. Wheel steer, wood

or wire wheels, Klaxonette warning

signal, full floating rear axle—Tim

ken Bearings.

MODEL 30*4 Passenger Vis

a-Vis Coupe—30 miles an hour.

Full day’s service on single charge.

Highest type equipment for ideal

town car.

MODEL 308—4 or 5 Passenger

forward drive Coupe. Wood or

wire wheels, French body design.

All Bufl'alo Electrics have foot con

trol, caster steering, shaft drive,

aluminum bodies and extra capacity

batteries.

BUFFALO ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.

Factory and General Offices:

1222 Main Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

DEALERSr-Jl‘he Buffalo Electric lin. for 1913 offers t

Correspondence with reliable dealers regar

he best nucleus for a profitable motor sales proposition.

dine terms ~nd territory is solicited~
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Westinghouse

Gray & Davis

Wagner Electric Co.

Pyle N. E. Headlight Co.

Crocker-Whuler Co.

Robbins It Myers 00.

Kinetic Eng. Co.

Spencer Turbine Co.

Apple Electric Co.

0key Mtg. Co.

Electro L. It 5. Co.

Kokomo Electric 00.

Ranch & Lang Carriage Co.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co.

Columbus Buggy Co.

Walker Vehicle Co.

Clark Motor Car Co.

Dayton Motor Car Co.

Grinnell Electric Car Co.

.I. G. Phipps E. Car Co.

Iowa W. & P. Co.

Washington M. V. Co.

ll. McFarlane & Co.

Bryce Baking Co.

M& P Electric Vehicle Co.

Battendorl Axle Co.

~ Champion Wagon Co.

' Biiur Motor L. Co.
  

the

Lamp 0F

Experience

Li thour

6y

Some Shining Lighis '
:57Uarietiesin the Electric Field

who use 9"

F845 Ball Bearings
The Dependable Kind

Wade in Germany”

General Electric

0tis Elevator Co.

Tall-Pierce Mtg. Co.

Michigan Magneto Co.

Regina Co

Triumph Electric Co.

Schroeder Headlight Co.

Esterline Co.

Bicalky Fan Co.

Pnenmelectric M. Co.

Dyneto Electric Co.

Eek Dynamo h Motor Co.

Astoria L, ll. & P. Co.

Woods Motor Vehicle 00.

Studebaker Corporation

Waverly Co.

Standard Electric Car Co.

Borland-Grannis Co.

Argo Electric Vehicle Co

Colonial Electric Car Co.

Broc Electric Vehicle Co

Century E. M. Co.

Joliet Auto Truck

Cleveland Motor Truck

B. ll. Babcock Co.

Lansing W. Co.

Chas. K. Davis

Atterbury M. Car Co.

Atlantic Vehicle (‘0.
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Not a Theory But a Proven Success In a

Year's Gruelling Work. Many in Successful

Operation. 5 to 10 Ton Capacity. Full Details

Explained in Tractor Catalog. Seud Today.

Maximum Carrying Capacity

Minimum First Cost

Minimum Maintenance

Minimum Turning Radius

What

5 I s

A motor unit that may be attached to any heavy vehicle designed to be drawn by horses; the

combination making a five-wheeled motor-drawn vehicle.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO EXCESSIVE COST OF

RUBBER TIRES. Wagons have been doing good work for many years on steel tires and

there is no reason why they will not continue to do so when drawn by the tractor; the heaviest

part of the load is always carried on steel tires.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO EXCESSIVE VIBRA

TION ON STIFF SPRINGS. All working parts of the tractor are carried on springs as resilient

as those of a pleasure car. '

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO SUDDEN STARTING

0R STOPPING OF HEAVY LOADS. The cushioning of the shockbetween the engine and

the load is one of the most important advantages gained, (fully explained in catalog).

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO NEGLECT ON AC

COUNT OF INACCESSIBILITY OF PARTS—all parts of the tractor being more access:ble

on a touring car. _

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES due to frame thst. The tractor ac

wmmodates itself to all road unevenness. . .

The single front wheel can be turned at 80 degrees angle, enabling the driver to back to

my Posmon or turn completely around in a narrow street.

Send for further Information and prlces

Imox AUTOMOBILE COMPANY (Tractor Department) Sprlnofleld. Mass.

BRANCHES —N¢w York. Chicago

A6M~lhe Knox Martin Tractor Is the Greatest Proposition in the Commercial Field Today. Fully Protected by Patents.
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Three prominent wire wheel equipped cars at the

Salon sh
‘ French

own on this page—Leon Bollee, Barre, and Rolls

Royce.

DEALERS—MANUFACTURERS

We want to emphasize the real reason for

wire wheels—we want you to consider it, and

act upon it.

\Vire wheels save tire

through some abstruse,

but actually up to a percentage that goes

above fifty of added tire usefulness.

Rapid radiation of frictional heat is one

reason—but not the most vital, save in

cases where abnormal speed conditions obtain.

Then. metallic radiation of frictional heat is an

important consideration.

Under ordinary every-day conditions, it is the

extreme lightness of the McCue Wire \Vheel

at its periphery, that reduces to a minimum

the pounding effect at point of contact. This

tells its own story of tire economy.

Here is the illustration:

You can strike a terrific blow with a ten pound

hammer if you grasp it by the handle-—but you

can’t do execution if you grasp it by the head

and use the end of the handle as the striking

point. The “hammer head” of the McCue

Wire Wheel is the hub—the light end of the

“handle” is the rim.

The economic disposition of metal in this

wheel is arbitrary—it can’t be changed without

sending tire life down toward the accepted

wooden wheel standard. For this reason de

mountable rims would never serve-—they

would add weight at the periphery, and every

added pound counts wrong—

s, not theoretically,

far-fetched theorem,
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Oakland Roadster. Wire Wheel Equipped

Explaining why McCue Wire Wheels are

detachable —a pre - determined engineering

teature with the tire saving quality in mind.

The McCue \Vire “heel is the final evolution of the burden carrying wheel. It

can not be improved.

When you specify these wheels you are taking advantage of a selling point that will

500K! dominate—you are going on record as one who is helping the car mvner save

money-“and so you conserve his patronage.

Looking into the immediate future. your best business interests will be conserved if

you beat competition to this radical inipr0\-*einent—-because it will surely dominate

the field—~and soon.

Isn't it worth while? _

MCCUC axles represent the best in axle making, clear from desrgn, through material

and into the finished product. .

liyour customers want wire wheels, you write the manufacturer for inner hubs

and wire wheels to :10 on the particular model to be so equipped. \Ve are situated

50 that we can meet this demand for the manufacturer.

THE McCUE COMPANY, Buflalo, N. Y.

m‘ important to note that all s okes used in the manufacture of McCue Wire Wheds 3" ‘he famous "Cirde

5" brand of swaged spokes maxiiufactured by The Standard Company of TOrflngton, Conn.
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Atwater Kent

Ignition System

DEALERS and REPAlRMEN

ERE are a few good Atwater Kent “talking

points.” You can make them make you

money.

Its simplicity of mechanism—no vibrators, relays, or

commutator—just one contact point regardless of the

number of cylinders and only three moving parts, none

of which are subjected to excessive wear.

Its single adjustment easily and quickly made and

seldom requiring attention.

Its adaptability and easy installation on any standard

make of motor, new or old.

It is ideal for use in connection with lighting and start

ing equipment as it produces a hot dynamic spark, per

fectly timed regardless of the engine speed.

While the Atwater Kent System is high in value and

reputation, it is not high in price. In fact, it will cost

less than half as much as a good magneto and will give

superior results at a much less cost of upkeep.

1 Y?! E UNISPARKIR '

5 Fish PAT I21". act. “1004 r

Hr nov 22.1904 0:15.09"

FATEITS PEDINO
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There are now two types of Atwater Kent Ignition

equipment—standard Type F and the new Type K, the

latter having the automatic spark control and insulated

primary circuit features.

PRICES OF THE TYPE F SYSTEM

Standard Coil. Kick Switch Coil.

l-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $17.00

2-cylinder opposed . . . . . . . . . . . 18.00

2-cylinder distributor type. . . . 22.00 $24.00

3-cylinder distributor type. . . . 25.00 27.00

4-cylinder distributor type. . . . 25.00 27 .00

6-cylinder distributor type. . . . 27.00 29.00

PRICES OF THE TYPE K SYSTEM

Standard Coil. Kick Switch Coil.

2-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $32.00 $35.00

3-cy1inder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 38.00

4-cy1inder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 38.00

6-cy1inder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37.00 40.00

In substituting the Atwater Kent System for the mag

neto or for driving it from any horizontal shaft or gear,

we furnish a special magneto gear mounting, the addi

tional price of which is $5.00.

You will have many inquiries for ignition equipment

during the coming year and should be in a position to

recommend the Atwater Kent whenever the most effi

cient ignition is desired.

Seize the opportunity and post yourself by a visit

to our exhibit No. 140 Madison Square Garden Show,

New York City. or write for our booklet “D. ”

AMIERIKEMMmWomts

4934 Stenton Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.
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"The! Copied all they could follow,

80! lbcy could/n! copy my mind.

 
 

A year and I ha]! behind."

You Can Se"

This Car

“The Best of Europe

At American Prices”

  

The Lancia propaganda has taken root and is growing in America—

and the reason is mighty obvious.

There is a class, Mr. Dealer, and a restricted one at that, who under

stands, appreciates and buys this peer of light European cars—(we

will send you the names on request).

And there are those in your territory to whom its combination of

strength, efficiency, simplicity and design will appeal.

The Lancia is the best of Europe at American prices—meaning that

the purchaser of a Lancia car does not have an extravagantly priced

European novelty of freak design-—

But a real service car from Europe—a masterpiece of European de

sign, steel and finish—made and tested in the Alps under the personal

supervision of Vincenzo Lancia himself—with a guaranteed value,

pound for pound, dollar for dollar greater than that ofTered by any

American or European manufacturer.

Do you want to sell a car of class, service and beautiful design to the

fastidious and critical? If you do, then come to New York if possible

—-see and know the Lancia—or write and let us give you details of

tliile “20” and “30” mounted with coach work in keeping with the

c assrs.

ADAMS LANCIA COMPANY

235 West 38lh Street NEW YORK, N. Y.
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“Service and Silence”

Kline Kat Model 6-60, Touring, 33500

LDEALERS

YOUR experience with other

cars should tell you that

it does not pay to handle a

line that constantly worries

the life out of you with com

plaints from the user, who has

trouble with the machine.

This user knows now that he

is better oii when he buys a

car of quality in the first place,

even though he must pay a

little more for it, and he will

soon begin to demand such a

car of his dealer.

It is up to you to have the

car in your line when he calls.

The Kline Kar will answer all

the requirements this prospect

may impose and more.

Prices $1850 to $3500

(Fully Equipped)

Get Our Proposition

Kline Motor Car Corporation

YORK. PA. ‘ Y RICHMOND, VA.

  

  

 

  

Automatic Spark Control

INCREASES TRUCK EFFICIENCY

No type of magneto is so peculiarly

adapted to the demands of commercial

vehicles as the Eisemann models equip—

ped with Automatic Spark Control.

By making the advancing and retarding

of the magneto an automatic function

based, as it should be, on relative engine

speeds, the Eisemann Company has

provided an ignition system especially

adapted to trucks that insures the great

est continuous engine efficiency obtain

able.

Eisemann Magnetos with Automatic

Spark Control, by removing the guess

work necessarily present when mag—

neto timing is a human element, simply

force the engine to develop maximum

efficiency insofar as ignition is con

cerned, irrespective of engine speed.

For with the spark controlled automat<

ically in relation to engine speed the

engine is bound to get its spark at ex—

actly that moment which will give maxi

mum results.

The story of the magneto with Auto

matic Spark Control is a mighty inter

esting one—let us tell it to you.

THE EISEMANN MAGNETO CO.

Sales and General Offices:

225-227 West 57th Street

lndlnnnnolls

514 North Canltol Ave.

Detroit

802 Woodward Ave.
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Acme Parts Stand Expert Inspection

Accessory parts in many cases are for display as well as prac

tical purposes. They require a smooth finish and must be accu

rate.

 

 

The reputation for quality that NAMCO products have

gained is the result of careful study of trade requirements. To

maintain that standard for 1913, NAMCO parts must stand rigid

inspection—first in our factory and then in yours.

  

  

Our operators know the measure of quality set by us in mak

ing milled parts. They turn out the kind of product that meas

ures up to the inspectors’ gauges. That’s the kind you want,

and the kind we sell you.

  

  

Tell us your epecificatione, or lead in your samples for ultimate. If you have not lean our

"Special Milled Producta" book, ask u: for it when lending in your eamplu. For lint: of

landard goods, ask I" to lend booklet "Milled Screws."

  

The National-Acme Manutacturtng Company

CLEVELAND " SIXTH CITY ”

Chlon Boston Detroit Montreal

  

  
  

New York
 
 

Be Larlsl Automobile Supply House in Amerig

WE WILL EXHIBIT

at the

AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR BOAT SHOWS

We are now collecting data for our 1913 Annual Catalog, which will contain 256 or more

Pages and will have a circulation of not less than 100,000 copies throughout the world.

Manufacturers of ACCESSORIES, who are making Parts, Fittings and Sundries for use

on Automobiles, Motor Boats, Motorcycles or Aeroplanes, are requested to send us catalogs

or circulars and make us a proposition regarding cataloging and handling their material, and,

m quoting us, please take into consideration the fact that we have Fourteen Branch Stores

and quote our prices F. O. B. Each Branch.

Catalog Mailed to Anyone on Request

CHAS. E. MILLER, 33752 97-99-101-103 Reade SL, New York City

MANUFACTURER, JOBBER, EXPORTER AND lMPOI'l'ER

Order from Nearelt Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

Ilw You CITY—07 m n 1- G —
- cede Street. ALBANY. N. Y.-135 Central Avenue. AT ANTA, A, 159 Putin,” 5L

YORK CITY—924 Ei hgh A"an CLEVELAND. OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. PHILADELPHIA. PA.-—Jll North Broad ll.

CITY—37" B‘roudwly. BOSTON, IASS.—202-204 Columbul Ave. NEW ORLEANS. LA.—601-603 Bureau. 3;.

ll. 7,-1.3] 3.4km] Ayglug, HARTFORD. CON N.—274 Trumbull Street. NEWARK. N. .-274 Halley Streee.

M. N. [42. In; lug", DETROIT. KICK—227429 Jeflereon Ave. SPRINGFIEL . IASS.—Brid;e and Dwight he.
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' - . \Vhen the alarming message,-
. .- comes across the wrre telling you of

the peril of your loved ones at home,

every moment is an age. It is then that you

appreciate the importance of the motor that throbs

neath the hood of your car. Speed and the certainty

that there will be no break down, no delay,—these are

the paramount considerations at times of emergency.

RLEENBER

OR
furnishes these elements to any car. It is the speedy find dependable motor that

serves you well in the moments when speed and dependablllty are

all-important. It takes hills and bad roads without complaint.

overheated even though
you drive it cruelly. It enters into your mood and re

sponds in sympathy to your slightest touch at the

throttle.

The car that carries a Rutenber

confidence and justifies the faith of th

their trust in it.

  

  

 

Motor inspires

ose who placeCHICAGO

SHOW SPACE There is a Rutenber Motor adapted to the needs

North Coliseum of every car.

Gallery

  

 
Write for the Rutenber Booklet.

RUTENBER MOTOR COMPANY Model 32 Unit. [Magneto Side.

..; Tana". ‘ .»
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“ In Exchange for your empty tank,

accept only a genuine Prest=O=Lite”

This is the message that is going to Prest-O-Lite users everywhere.

In it there is a hint for the wise dealer, as well.

You know that no imitator of the Prest

_ _ _ _ O-Lite has ever successfully
imitated Prest-O-Lite serV1ce.

You also know that no imitator ever made

- good the large claim “more
gas and better gas than Prest-O-the.“

So does your customer.

“The sooner you resume earn

O-Lite profit, the soon

what it used to be."

TE: Prest_O_LiteC0 287 E. South St.
- Indianapolis, Ind.

Canadian General Office and Factory, Merritton, Ont.

Branch Ofiices and Service Stations in all principal cities.

Charging Plants_1n all parts of the country.

Extensive foreign service.

Exchange Agencies Everywhere

ing your good old Prestlmitations are getting harder and harder to sell. er you “"11 make your Income

There are now mighty few dealers trying it.

Most of those who yielded to the old but ever tempt

ing claim “More Profits" have come back home.

To the dealer who is still trying to force imitations on

people who won't have them, perhaps because he has

 
 

L money tied up in them, we can only say:
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DIAMOND CHAINS

Standard Equipment. on MCI] TRUCKS

The truck illustrated is

a 5-ton Alco equipped

with Diamond Chains.

 

To stand the hard day

after-day service condi

tions to which these

chains are subjected they

must necessarily be excep

tionally strong and dur

able, which is only possi

ble with the close atten

tion we give to material

and construction.

In Diamond T r u c k

Chains all steel is made to

our special analysis, holes

are reamed accurately to

size and pitch, Nickel

Steel Rivets, and the most

advanced methods of heat

treatment are used.

It is such construction

that has made Diamond

Chains the standard equip

ment of so many leading

manufacturers.

Our treatise “Power

Chains and Sprockets"

contains valuable engi

neering information on

chain drive for Trucks.

WRITE FOR FREE COPY

LOOK FOR "rms

TRADE<> MARK

ON EVERY LINK

lllAlAIlNll CHAIN & MANUFACTURING BU.

Oholn Manufacturer. for 22 Your.

'4‘ W- Giorgia Shoot lndlanapollo, Ind.

CAPACITY 8,000,000 FIET PER YEAR
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Our departments of engineering and de

sign co-operate with the men who build

the car—combining their weight of ex

perience in radiators making with the

particular requirements of the designer

of the automobile.

We will not, however, endanger the rep

utation we have made by making radical

changes from established design. In

standing by this resolve, we have, on rare

occasions been obliged to lose business—

something to be regretted, but none the

less necessary.

Mayo Radiators are built to hold the en

gine at an even temperature—not too hot

to endanger its usefulness, nor too cool

to lose its efiiciency. “Tolerance” in

change of design is therefore liberal—but

it has its limits.

If you, as the man who has sold the car,

find yourself in “hot water" so to speak,

with a leaky, inefficient radiator and a

“superheated” customer, then be sure this

car wasn_'~t equipped with a Mayo Radi

ator. Dealers who sell cars Mayo equip

ped know that the radiators will stand up

under any unfavorable condition short of

a blow with a hammer or a bad collision.

Mayo Radiator Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
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213 High Street

BRANCHES :

0.

I

In the fact that it may be attached to either the left or right

wheel lies another distinct advantage of the

ORBIN-BROWN

The Speedometer of Permanent Accuracy

‘ From the smallest runabout to the largest limousine its

adaptability extends.

exceed 30 miles per hour.

CORBlN SCREW CORPORATION DlVlSlON

(AMERICAN HARDWARE CORPORATION)

NEW YORK

  
  

WARNER
AUTO'METER

OR 1913 the Warner Auto~Meter is the

choice of the largest automobile manu

facturers in the world. This coming

season it will be found on over 100,000 new

cars. It is the most highly developed and

most accurate speed and mileage indicator

the world has yet produced.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by

dealers all over the world and at our own

branches.

Handsome catalogue on request.

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT COMPANY

BELOlT, WISCONSIN

Atlanta. Buffalo. Cincinnati, Denver, Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Phila

delphia, Portland (Ore.). Seattle, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit.

Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Franciscov “ 'flflil. Cana

dian Branch: 559 Yonge St.. Toronto, Ont.
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SPEEDOMETER

Also calibrated low for trucks not to

Sold by leading garages and

accessory dealers everywhere

New Britain, Conn.

CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

  

Wagon and Automobile Body Plant

Receiver’e Public Sale

Tuesday, January 14, 1913, 2 p. m.

The plant of the Fitzgibbon & Crisp Carriage

and Wagon Co., located in the heart of Trenton,

N. ]., including Land, Buildings, Machinery,

Stock, Fixtures, \Vork Finished and Unfinished.

and all Personal Property except Book Accounts.

The plant has been profitably operated by the

Receiver since June, 1912.

Sold subject to a mortgage or lien of $40,000

represented by a bond issue maturing in 1922

(not in default) and (the Sinking Fund created

for the retirement of the bonds is worth about

$17,000). City Taxes due to amount about $2.000

Terms: 10 per cent purchase price Cash. bal

ance upon delivery of deed after Confirmation of

Sale by Court.

_Further information upon application to Re

ceiver.

A LIVE GOING ACTIVE PLANT

Receiver Fltzgibbon & Crisp

Carriage and Wagon Co.

Trenton, New Jersey
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Lauth-Juorlona

Truclu are Dr

livery luauruacl

QUALITY DURA ILIT

0MB. TWO AND 'I'IIIIEI'I TON CAPACITY

lilil ill-'géf

 

 

  

  

agnU'I'HJUERGI-JNS TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST l.\' CONSTRUC'

. moat powurful In operation and the motors are guaranteed against

defective workmanship and material for the life of the truck. The!

In Positively the hllben! clans trucks made. TWo r-yilmit-r. one-ton.

th Four speeds forward. Hess-Bright

Iteel. three-piece disc clutch. revered by pltenln owned by us. Send

for 1912 Cat . Prompt delivery on all models

Large publiclq campaign just begun. Our quality will do the rest.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

i'le luth-Jnergens Motor Car Co.. Fremont. 0M0.

Brnnohea and Alrenclel

BOSTON—David Abrams. 181 Portland St.

RK—West Side Gnraze & Motor Co.. 180-162 101st St.

CHICAGO—The IAnth-Jue nu Motor Car Co.. 263032 Wabash Ave.

NEWARK. N. J.-—Merchan s Motor Car Co.. Essex Building.

DETROIT. MICK—Rim Auto Truck Sales Agency. 453 Dix Ave.

DISTRICT OI" COLUMBIA AND VICINITY~Bowles Motor Sales Co..

hm, mos 14», m \r w W-whiwwm n n

  

EIDJ
A FUEL SAVER AND A MDNEY MAKER

\munlL v M A“ ‘

Int-reaped Power

Decreases C o a t

   

 

.5.!r'

 

 

The Triplex is a

to break up the mixture.

its work. the Triplex equalize! th

even. uniform quality that will b

that the user gets all the power all the time—that every traction of energy

' ' There is absolutely no waste. High proof gasoline is made out oi low. and over 25%

saved on every gallon.

ECONOMIZES FUEL

 

MAKES PERFECT MIXTURE
INCREASES MILEAGE PREVENTS BACK FIRING

PROMOTES FLEXIBILITY ADAPTED TO ANY CAR l

The Triplex is sold with the understanding that if it does not do as we

claim. we wdi gladly l'elund your money at the and of 60 days.

For further information write us.

BREMER - WILSON MANUFACTURING CO.

1256 Michigan Ave. Dernrllncnt 18 CHICAGO. ILL.

Austermell G Hanson. 560 Phelan Bldg.. San Franchco, Cal , Western Representatives

41"m-u..m

 

 

EPENDABILITY and Re

Qliability are inseparable

from Quality. In steering gears,

Reliability is ofvitai importance. It

is not a matter of money—~it's a

matter of safety.

Warner Steering Gears, Mr. Manu

facturer, are your best pledge of

Safety, which means a Big

‘ Asset in your business.

You arejustified in

using them by

our eight year old

reputation for

building the high

est grade steering

gears produced.

Besides, we give you

_ prompt and dependable

"‘ deliveries, service and

_ satisfaction. Write.We modin our designs to '

mm your detail requirements, or build to approved dull“ °n

aeaaona quantity lPocificationl.

Down om“

628 Ford Bun-tin;

Philadelphia Office

Gienwood Av. and 2nd St.

Indiana
uncie

  

 

§§ZJZQMW00DST0CK

“ You can walk from (here to anywhere "

Our new addition is ready for occupancy.

We now have 360 rooms with 265 baths.

Write us for descriptive folder with typical floor plan

and rate card.

Wire for reservation at our expense.

RATES

Court room with bath.

for one. per day . . . . ..$2.50

Court room with bath,

ior two. per day...... 3.50

Outside room with bath,

for one. per day...... 300

Outside room with bath,

for two. per day.. 4.00

Outside room

with twin beds,

or two. per

day ......$4.00

HOTEL

WOODSTOCK

127 W. 43d St.

New York

W. H. Valiquette. 1

Manager.

 

 

*

Also ,

“ liiE BERWICII "

Rutland,

Vermont

 

 

 

 

a” ell
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ENZ
 

 
 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ AUTll lMPlllll CUMPANY 0F AMERIEA

250 West 54th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE

 

 

 

 
 

“ Distinctly Complete "

S i x M o d e I s

40 and 50 H. P.

Fully Equipped

Model 50—7 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car.

Model 51—4 Passenger Demi Tonnesu.

Model SZ—Roadster type—all with

t6he. nlew "TL" head, 5 5ilrlich bore.

ll'lCl stro e motor.

Hr. ..... .......... .. $3400

Electrically

Self-Started

and Lighted

Model 40—5

Touring Car.

Model 41—4 Passenger Demi Tonneau.

Model 42—Roadster t pe—all with the

\IJlEI'Nle neswy en >loc IIp'iotor, 45/;

inc ore, ; inch stro e.

40 Hr ................. .. $2400

  

Passenger. Fore Door

Fully equipped with top, windshield, speedometer, gasoline gauge. 36" whet“,

demountable rims, and automatic tire pump.

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

Inter-State Automobile Co.,

Bolton Branch: 153 Massachusetts Ave.

W.- Muncie, Ind.

Omaha Branch: 310 S. 18th St
 

 

 

INVESTIGATE AND LEARN WHY SO MANY THOUSANDS OF

MOTORISTS ARE DISCARDI‘NG INNER RIIOER, RELINERS, FIL

LEBS AND THER MAKE-‘IIIIFI‘S FOR INTERI.0CK INNER

TIREé—AND “'HY INTERI.OCKS ARE HANDLEI) AND RECOM

MENDED BY THE BEST SUPPLY DEALERS AND TIRE HOUSES

ALL OVER TH RY.One weak point of tomohiie today Is that you can't de

pend on its tires. INTERLOCKS revolutionize this condition by

making your tires so strong that blowouts become practically im

ossible. INTERLOCKS save half your tire expense—save repair

gills—double your mileage—prevent punctures and completely free

you from all fear of tire trouble. ‘
What INTERLOCKS Ann—The INTERLOCK Is a complete inner

tire (not an inner shoe) which is placed between the outer casing

and the inner tube to strengthen the outer casing and protect the

It is the only reinforcement which is locked by air pressure

to the rim and which becomes an integral part of the tires, and,

therefore, cannot heat or chafe. Even if the tire Is broken the

INTERLOCK will hold.INTERLOCKS Insure Safety.—You know that the sudden blowing

out of a tire may easily ditch any car when going at. fair speed—the

safety of INTERLOCKS should appeal to you.

Reduce Your Tlro Expense.—Y0u can have

the tires on your new car equipped with

INTERLOCKS if you specify them. INTER

LOCKS are the only perfect tire reinforce

ment. They cost a little more but are

cheapest in the long run.

For your present car—ask any

dealer or supply house, or write to

“i ’°' “‘° “i'i‘i-EéiB‘ék‘é"??? “l?p y source .‘ w ma c

any fairly sauna tire more n+1? carryyou roug a season. ey are ‘

easily placed and are made in all sizes.

“(to \tVnut sDe?l?IlaoEvgywhega.-— M“;

r e or peca ay er.
goo‘kletmd I’rrice‘e. Iteford: of Road pafiFcli'ECTS

68 8 ED eat "10“ R l 0 DIETS. »UBLE FABRIC TIRE C0. '. URES

600 W. 0th St. Auburn. “mull!

l0!“ FLA

USEDIN THIS

PUBLICATION
ARE MADE

ENGRAVING C0.

PVCK BUILDING
295-309 pilgrim star-nousron

W YORK

Til [PHONE 8| SPRLNG

EST-ABLISH ED

.‘ \- p

.v ). ”

I87I
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Guaranteed Materials

Guaranteed Accuracy

ot Dimension

Guaranteed Unitormity

 

for

American Trade

New Departure Ball Bearings

SIGNIFY

No ball bearing is so carefully made, closely gauged,

persistently inspected and insistently standardized.

Catalog, data sheets, consultation service of our

Engineering Department are yours for the asking.

American Made The New Departure Manufacturing Co.

musToL, comm.

Western Branch, 1016-17 Ford Building. Detroit

 

Guaranteed Quality

Guaranteed Service

and Capacity

Guaranteed Durability

  
 

American Made

I'

American Trade
 

 

RIGHT NOW

is the time to put a

JONES

SPEEDOMETER

on your car if you want

'1 f accuracy and quality!

Bush Term' ll. Brooklyn. New York

Broadway a 76th St. New York City

  

Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with

(hick '

(Detachable) les

Guaranteed the Best In the World

Geo. W. Houk Company

5003 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
 

.k 
  

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

MOTORCYCLES

THE BICYCLING WORLD

AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

WILL INTEREST YOU

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AT

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

 

 

 
$2.00 Per Year Specimen Copier Grail:

 

 

 
 

TRUCK FRAMES
Automobile Frames and Special Stampings

 
 

THE PARISH & BINGHAM Gil.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

 

 

  

  

TheConsistent

Motors
  

  

The crank shaft is of lar e (1'

system supplied by a gear Pimp

mat-ides periee iling. The extra

mile beann s ' uce friction toa

nrmum Increase durability

3VMI l Cycle—1n 5

V4 In, bore, 5 stroke. 4 cyl

., a. b re. 5 in. stroke. 4 cyl.

‘ in. here. 5 in._ stroke. 6 cyl

s . . ore, 5'4 In. a ke. 4 cyl.

1 In. bore, 7 in. str , 4 cyL

elerfia self-contained oilin

ough the hollow crank sha t

  

WISCONSIN

M°T0l MFG. co.

 

 

r

 

\

“Hyatt

Quiet

Bearings ”

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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Inner Tubes Easily Repaired in 15 Minntes

THE Do it yourself anywhere. and

save time and money, With the

of T W E N T Y Imperial Vulcanizer Repair Kit

YEARS of I ' —_—Pmcr;sa.so
EVOLUTION by “assess”

ELECTRICAL 1:31:23,“ 0, by
Complete with enough rub

. I v

S P l AL l Place tube between plates of vulcanizer (see cut) ; tighten thumb

ARDLEONIT'L

  

ber ior 40 tinctures. At

  

screws; ut a little gasoline in pronged receptacle; ignite. Operation

 

simple. epair permanent.

Guaranteed to Satlafy or Money Relunded

‘ BRUNXVIIII, ll. Y. McGRAW TIRE & RUBBER (10., Dept. E, Easl Palestine, 0.
 

  

 

 

 
 
 

Best on Earthé-Kantsamorz

BTABLISHED 1855

Phineas Jones & Company

305-313 Market Street, Newark. N. J.

Branch Factory: 12th Avenue and 55th Street, New York City

Automobile Wheels

For Pleasure Cars and Trucks

  

In the year 1913

More Remy Magnetos

will be used on American Cars THAN ALL OTHERS

COMBINED. We are the world’s largest manufac

turers of Magnetos, Electric Lighting and Starting

Equipment for Motor Vehicles.

Standardize Your Car—Specify Remy

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

Factory — Anderson, Indiana -— General Offices

Branches and Service Stations in Automobile Centers.

 
 

 
 

 
 

Repairing and truing old wheel. a specialty. Experimental wheels I lpedllll

We furnish and apply any style dcmountable or detachable rim or fire.

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

——others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to.

The line Mechanical,

Never Failing

Warning Device

Goats Little to Buy—

Ooata Nothin. to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

THE B. PIEL cumin E:.:"::.:":.:".".':': JEFFERY DEWITT 60

Philadelphia, 1416 Vine St.; Boston. 109 Massachusetts Ave; Minneapolis,‘

70 So.‘ l0th St.; Bufi'alo, 852 Main St.; Chicago, 1322 Michigan Ave.; San Buucr Avenue Den-o“, men.

Francisco, 544 Van Ness Ave; Los Angeles, 1229 5. Olive St; Seattle, 917 { Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

The Reliance book, “Ignition and

Spark Plug Talk,” tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

  

E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore.), 329 Ankeny St.; Denver, l5th and Curtis Sts.

 

 

 i
 

THE 0TH] KUNIBSLUW MFG. BUMPANY

CLEVELAND

  

  

I R

at “ Always There ’ ’

The new non-vibrating "TS" SPLITDORF COIL

is equally effective with all the newer as well as

older models of the famous SPLITDORF low

tension system.

- Lamp Bracket

Pressed from cold

rolled steel, light

and very rigid. Send

for attractive quota

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL C0. tions.

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.

Write for raw catalog
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At the Shows

New York, Grand Central Palace

Chicago, 2450 Michigan Avenue

TOURING CARS ROADSTERS

37-A, 30-40 H. P., $1415 36-A, 30-40 H. P., $1425

48-A, 30—40 H.P., $1850 38-A, 30-40 H. P., $1475

All Cars Fully Equipped

Write for Illustrated Literature and Propolitl'on to Declare

THE MARION MOTOR CAR COMPANY

918 Oliver Avenue Indianapolis

 

  

“ The little Ariatocret"

7/1: Comp/zuly Equipped Empire fi'vr—paumgtr touring

tar for $950— Equipment inc/ua'a Ala/lair 70p and m

w/ape, W'indrfiie/d, Prut- O-Lite tan} and S/wdomner.

  

THE EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, lndianapoliu, U. S. A.

 

  

We are now arranging agencies for 1913.

Write for full particulars

DORRIIS MOTOR OAR COMPANY

8t. Louie, u. e. A.

  

 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

  
  

  

  

Climbs a 50% grade—Friction Transmission—

lnd number of speeds. Five models—write.

CARTEIRCAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michigan

Croxton cars incorporate all of

the features for which the buyer

looks in the new models. Write

for catalog and Agency details.

77/5 CPOXTON f“

3‘”0709640c0“575? mi
GTON

  

Mr "w; .
  

  

We

Exhibit Na 5351

in Madison Basement.

311"?!" Garden- January 11th to 18th.

CAN BE HANDLEU BY ONE PERSON AS EASllYLOUILKLY AS AN UMBRELLA
IN STAITANC DU 5 PROY"HON

GOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING CO. 515 w. 56'1‘ST. NEW YORK.

 
 

 

  

Model

“45"— $2150

Biggest, best proposition ever of

tered [0 dealers. illustrated book

free. Glide"45"in Two.Four.l-‘ive

and Seven passenger

models. Write us

‘ today.

‘ ' a “*éizz'be'r"
\NMSLJnthl.
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They Help to Sell the Car

The service a car gives depends on the perfection of little parts.

We devote the energy of a large organization to perfecting——

VALVE STEMS
With heads that will not pit or warp and stems that will

not crystallize or break.

YOKE BOLTS
With bodies drawn from open hearth or nickel steel elec

trically welded to heads drawn from the same material.

SHACKLE BOLTS
Accurate in size, scientifically hardened and fitted with

integral grease cups insuring perfect lubrication.

THE ELECTRIC WELDING PRODUCTS COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

  

Transmissions

<CUVERT> made b_y Specialists

COVERT TRANSMISSIONS GIVE perfect service, be

cause they are designed and built by ~men thoroughly ac

quainted with every requirement that 15 made by a motor

car transmission. ‘

For Commercial Vehicles of from 500 to 10,000 pounds

capacity.

For Pleasure Cars of from 20 to

60 H. P.

COVERT

Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office —— Detroit, Michigan

Factory—Lochport. N. Y.

  

 

 

“Firestone”

-" ’ Tires and Rims

are the least likely to re

quire changing, and afford

the best means of tire

changing when required.

  

“’1'”;

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

and All Principal Cities

  

 

  

Motor Horns

Prices are the lowest for which horns of Dependable

qualifications can he bought

 

Torpedo Type

Price $20

Automobile Supply

Mig. Co.

220 'I'aaiie Place. BROOKLYN, NJ

 

  

 

  

 

  

A n y K i n d . Clineth

Every Kind 0. D.

S l o c k , o r Demonntable

ts Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles;

We Also.Make Axles and Hubs.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS. Utica, N. Ya

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 60.. Sales Agents, Detroit

' Diamond

SAFETY TREAD

(Squegee) TIRES

THE DIAMOND RUBBER C0. 0F N.Y.

Subsidiary of The B. F. Goodrich CO

AKRON, OHIO

  

P To “The ORDER OF THE CAP & GOGGLES”:

i. MANUFACTURERS — DEALERS -— OWNERS:

You are mutual friends. You are not

"putting it over“ on the other fellow

when you sell him a car with the

i
“ Get-at-ableness ”

,~ which others

vhaven‘t got.

_You can always get '51" Special oiling

InteYChangeable Parts- Buda Molol“'l“' device. Best yet

Wn'tefor descriptive bulletin

BRANDENBURG & CO.
1108 S. MICHIGAN Ava. 57m AND BROADWAY Foan Bumblth

Cmcsoo. ILL. New YORK. N. Y. Dn-rnmr. MICH

  

25 years in business

and not thinking

0 f q u i t tin g.

  

 

 

 

 

A

  

 

 

  

  

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and lgniter

Lights, dims'and extinguishes all gas lamps on

the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stem of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach

Convenient

Saie

Dependable

Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING 00., Pittslield. Mass.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United States.

 
 

 

 
 

ll
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ANNOUNCING I913 TOURABOL'T

Complete Specification: Sent on Requeat

.. arm-mm".

NYBERG AUTOMOBILE WORK

mm" on“
|CN AT I ANOOOIL rm

China "In

Ill-u Ill IGAN AVI

 

DEALERS—Here is the first electric truck

that sells for about 8700 less than any other.

Capacity 1000 pounds—Service 100 per

cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

of production most

pronounced. Write.

 

  
 

 

 

complete line of commercial vehicles—all type

bodies—special bodies designed. KisselKar Trucks

have excess capacity, reserve power. Low fuel cost

—~s_|zcs to give economical service under any con

dmons.

1500 Lbs” 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Ton Trucks

'Kisselit'zir Service keeps down operating costs.

“flit: forvspeclili truck catalog.

Kisscl Motor Car Co., 159 Kissel Ave, llarilord, Wis.

 
 
 

  

  

 

"MW"e '12" Touring Car. Fully Equipped. $915 no.5. Detroit

M it'roh mom?- 3% XSV; inches. Enclosed valves. Three hearing

M Saab UM! Power plant. Multiple Disc clutch. Three Wed! ‘0'

mn "llm::;r:. Fulol floating axle. Center control. Zenith carbureé

. :0. ll Much wheelbase. 321.1% inch tires. uic

#:fmll rum. Mohair top with envelo e. mi curtains. Winds ield_.
“MT lbaorber. Prest-O-I.ite tank. 8n hea lights. Oil aide and tail

ummla—horu. Trimmin s. hlaclr and enamel. Standard color, black.

b“ :araahait driven y silent Coventry chain.

.wCh cut I!" Roadster. Fully Equipped, so" no.5. Detroit

“5"; "f medications same as Touring Car. Large turtle back

°°~°°mpartment Ior extra accessories. urea and baggage.

M 32" Delivery. Fully Equipped. £950 F.o.n. nemm

“TM “me u Touring Car. Enclosed panel body- T70 cu'hi‘m'd

leata. Carr in: capacit . 800 lbs. Chassis and body painted

&g:i:hgfi"-fini'z- I'D-Diet); windshield. Preat-O-Lite tank. Gal

Mp, “nude “‘4. 1k": lamps. Quick detachable rima. Tools—hora.

it: e .

 
 

 

  

 
  

'Jluu'ma-ma

Motor Car Manufacturers

Since

Ocarpylng the newest and most modern automobile manu

facturing plant in America

 

  

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dept. l-n Kokomo, 14;]

 

32-40 h. p.,

pendable electric startmg and light

Ing system, left-band drive. center

controlv nickel trimmings, with new

eat_ body types to meet every re

quIrement and corresponding equip

ment—

INDIANAPOLIS

 

  
  

 
L E'The Easiest Riding Cor In The \Norld'J

The Marmon “32” The Marmon “Six”

lZO-inch wheelbase. de- 48-80 h. p.. l45-inch wheelbase. d!

pendahle electric starting and light

ing system. left-hand drive. center

control. nickel trimmings, with body

body types to meet every re

quirement and corresponding equip

Int-ni—

2,850 to $4,100 $5,000 to $6,350

Detailed Information on Request.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(Eat. IUSI) INDIANA

Wty Years MSucceasful Hanufacluri'm

 

 

  

   
 

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

  

We have had to double our gigantic output—and the demand is more than doubling.

Nearly 180,000 have been sold and delivered. i

New prices $525 to $800. Dealers every

where. Ford Motor Company, Detrort,

Michigan.

 

 

  

 

é-L‘VXIVVRI ovs

[2 O C
x; ROOMY, comfortable, safe, the

Broc fulfills every demand of

those discriminating purchasers who

want the best.

-dri B [or five

CI -r u: roulham. Model

20, Staahope. ode] 1|. Victoria.

The BROC ELECTRIC

VEHICLE COMPANY

1677 Hart ‘0": Streel. Cleveland, 0.

  

 

aa.7':23*
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' THE MIXER “

HELPS THE MOTOR

GYREX helps the engine run smoothly

and powerfully because it makes a bet

ter mixture. It also saves gasoline. Send $3.00 ($3.50 foreign) and

we will mail you a GYREX on trial. If not satisfactory, money

cheerfully refunded.

'ipTI‘IE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

436 Housatonic Avenue Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Duplex and Raymond Brakes and Raybestos Friction Facing

 

ruin casings. They admit moie

ture to the carcass, cause the

fabric to rot and weaken, grow larger— end in blowouta.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUBES any»

where in 15 minutes. better than n Repair Shop can do

—and for one cent.

Universal _

AutoVulcaamzer

A practical vulcanizinz outfit complete. with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

can becnrriedin the tool box. Simplest and most satisfactory

device tor eliminating tire trouqu that has ever been devised

Absolutely automaticv Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer—put in the gasoline—light it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is clone.

1', ma“! bum, scorch or injure tube or casing. It can’t

get out of order. It “'1’! fail to do its work. so

aimple.nnyone can operate it, The Universal Auto

Vulcnnizer saves its cost a bundrrd I'm-r over in

trouble and expense.

Price Complete. $4.00 Ready for Instant I‘sc

Guaranteed Satisfactory or Money Refunded

  

WORLD

 
 

Standard Universal Rims

fit any style or make of tires. The

side rings are reversible, they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

demounting, two more turns locks

the rim in place. \Vrite for catalog

607, which explains fully.

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

FOR (LINCNER

  

 

 

 

 

WE MAKE THE BEST

  

l

 

 

  

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY. East P ' " , Ohio

 

ENIT

Gives Standard

Carburetion

ZENITH CARBURETOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

 

 

Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

  

 

 

 

 
 

Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats
 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

so, have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES (30-.

Amesbury, Mass.

 

  

 
 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Compafll'

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

I

./

éj
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THE ULTIMATE OAR

(KNIGHT l'YPE IOTOR)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhurd and Minerva.

  

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dealer: in 125 Cities

 

  

Hook up with .611;

.10:LE

Series Eight comes in Three Cluuu'a:

Cole six cylinder Tourinr: Car. tive passenzer convertible o0

seven passenger, nil-inch wheel base, Delco electric

liahtimz, starting and ignition. $2485

Cole tour cylinder Touring Car, iiva passenirer convertible

y toseven. 122-lnch wheel base, Delco system. 31985

Your cylinder Tourinz Car. five assemrer. lib-inchCOIe Forty wheelbase. Delco system. 81685 D

WRITE 1004 Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer's proposition.

C0l£ MOTOR CAR 60., Indianapolis, Ind.

Hook up With _0L5

  

a

  

 

  

ElectricTyne 35 -,-_e

Series _-_._ Starting

G and l] "‘ ~_ and

\ Lighting

The Champion

Light Car

See New Mercer Series at New York Show-—Spacc llZ.

W Madison Square Gardenv

P! 35. Series Gui-Passenger Type 35, Series J. Raeeoboui

WM 35, Series B. B—l'laaenger Type 35. Series K. Runabout

Prices: #2600 to $2900

MERCER AUTOMOBILE (10., 700 Whitehead m, Trenton, N. J.

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights —— Self Starter— Left Hand

Drives-Full Equipment-“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owemboro, Ky.
 

 

 

HAVERS_ HAVERS

"Six-44” "SIX-55”

$1850 $2250

Touring Car and Touring Car and

Roadster Types. Speedster Types.

44 h. p. 6 Cylin- Electric Starter.

ders. Unit Power Electric Lights.

Plant, 3-Point 55 top. 128 in.

Suspension. 122 Wheel-Bug, {fix

in. Wheel-Base. 4 Tires. Fully

38x4 Tires. Equipped.

 

Write tor lulllsorc'liioltions

HAVERS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Port Huron, Mich.

 

 

Write For This Franklin—

Dealer Proposition

F RANKLIN six-cylinder mod

els now equipped with Entz

Electric Starting and Lighting. A

real self starter with original fea

tures. Franklin cars use less gas

oline, less oil, no smoke, fewer

tires. travels faster, rides easier,

silent, powerful, flexible, beautiful.

Get the Proposition.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE CO.

28 Franklin Square, Syrueule. N. Y.

  

 

  
 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

1-36 4-44 6-66

81,875 $2.150 $2.750

  

 

w; are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our Present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is {or new territory—possibly you“ is

oPen. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent~let us' tell you hOW

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR CO” York, Pa.

  

 

The Chicago Electric

A beautiful and classic equipage that

stands unchallenged in point of con

structional achievement. I

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MOTOR CAR CO.

3612-18 South Morgan Street, Chicago

 

 

 

 

 

   

_l

-fr:-fling-W
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Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings._ They are

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 91 3 .

QUALITY AND oeuvre: GUARANTIID

IIIE BUNSULIBITEB MINUFIBTURINE CUMPIIIY, lolellli, Ohil

 

 

  

NVADER on;

‘ ‘ans. F. KELLOM & co...

[ii

CHAMPION PRIIING PLUGS START ANY

MOTOR ON FIRST QUARTER TURN

Champion Spark Plugs are regular equipment

on 60% of the cars ina e in America today. The

Champion Priming Plug is both a perfect spark

plug and a perfect primer.

For Sale Everywhere at $1.25 Each

If your dealer is not yet supplied. send us $5

for a set of four Champion Priming Plugs, giving

us the name and year of vour car, also your

dealer's name.

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG C0.,106 Upton Ave, Toledo, Ohio

Philadelphia

 

EPUBLIC
STAGGARD

  

  ’

’4’)
afwfl/
‘2’,” l rPrpublit 'iu ln-rG,

\n..v.,;-v.~\-..-m..
Pt wfect‘. 42 Broadway

  

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL, DALY 6: MILLER

WORLD

If You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog
We want you to write for the Solar Catalog before you decide on your motor

lamps, (or this is the most COHIPICICIIHIC of lamps on the market. Solar Lamps

have been preferred by _ _ 'ears because

their brilliant: , their style, their strength and their several exc usive advantaiee

--their specia lead glass lens r_m_rror reflectors—the patented don le

way light projection (in the Solarclipse), giving two ‘ of light, for

city and country use—the new black such finish thats prooi

against heat and moisture—1nd other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solars before you buy is to fail to include in your consideration

electricity, as and in
the very finest lamps in existence. Solars are made for oil, I V

oombination, for pleasure cars, motor trucks, carriages, motor boats an airshins.

Write for catalog now—while you think of it. v (136)

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO. New York City

Kenosha, Wis.

SOLAR
LAMPS

M ETZ “SPEOIAL” $395
Completely equipped, fully guaranteed. 22% H.P..

4-cylinder water'cooled motor, Bosch magneto. ‘Ar

tillery wheels, best quality 30"x3" clincher INCL

Makes Ste 50 miles per hour on the high speed, 28

to 32 gal. of gasoline. You can secure

EXiLthIVE SA E in your territory. Send for

Boo .. I.»
Mil an: comunv, Walthlm, Man" u. a. A

NEW YORK

 

 

 

 

 

REGiSTERED US.PAY.OFFICE
Detroit

 

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine

Ill- GROSSIAN COMPANY. Mtr.. New York and Detroit

For anything in sheet metal that goes onto

an automobile ask the

Hayes Manuiacturing Company ‘

Largest llsns oi Shut Metal in the timid

HAHH TlREiS-r
Guaranteed 5000 Miles

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Company

General Oficel: 1796 Broadway. New York City

Factories: Trenton. N. J. Branches Principal Citifl

a

Michigan

 

  

 

  
  

THE SELDEN TRUCK—$2000
Sold on Time Payment Plan

Best Agent's Proposltlon Ever Offered

Selden Truck Sales Co. "8 "8""I Rochontor, N. Y.

  

 

The circulation of the Motor World is a guaranteed one, sworn to by

an affidavit, which will be sent upon request

‘ET

  

 

 

  

. .’_.-...¢-‘3”‘

saw riff N5 a;
‘7N3URANCE FOR BUILDE

RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO

 

 

'f'THE masrzn OAR"

 

 

POUOHKEEPSIE

  

0 cyl. so H.P.,

I42 W

FIFTEINTH YIAR

$5,000 ‘ OYI- 55 H. P" $4,800

‘- OYI- 35 H. P" $4,000

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.T.

  

N. Y

  

 

In:
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_ . ID I 8 IMPORTANT FEATURES

' SeliSunrr Electric Lighting

; Turkish Cullll"! Min. 1 tin Tires

"in. Upholsietingr increased Wheel Base

' Great hare oi Riding Carburetor Dash Adjustment

Mountable ltima Nickel Trimmings

' Unit PoIer Plant—three point suspension.

Cutting 8—40. 1211 in. Wheelbase. 40 h p.

hamper touring tar, fully equipied. Q1475 "

' r Cutting AM. iril-in Wheelbase. 60 h. p, -

__ i-pasaenger roadster. fully equipped, .1475

‘ Cutan (-55. mm wheeiime. M h. p I

s b-palaenger touring car, fully equipped. .2000

Cutting Automobile Co. I?

"I Keel-1k Its-at. Jaekael. Ilell

  

  

§.ian

  

.Ha  

aiota-l“.

Ill” l m—aw

  

Ross Rubber (70.. Denver. (010.

Southern ildvie. i Woodstock Co.,

Bering Tire a Rubber 00., Houston. Texas.

Naa'Orioanl. La

Atkinson Tire a Supply Co., Jacksonville, Fla.

Kelly- Springfield

Automobile Tires
The worth of a tire is measured in miles. That's why it's easy to meas

ure the worth of Kelly-Springfield Tires—with their mileage averaging

a thousand or two better than the average mileage of the average tire.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TlRE CO"

Branch Oillcn in New York. i‘hiralo. Philadelphia, Boston,

Anleies. l'iuiialo. Baltimore. Seattle, Cleveland. Atlanta. and Akron.

20 Veaey Street. New York

St. Louis. Detroit. Cincinnattl). San Francine. in

Snell Dari: Rubber Works.

Anausta and Savannah. Ga

(‘. D. Frank: A (‘41.. Charleston, 8. C.

Todd Rubin-r Co., New linen, firm.

The ilrarn Tire k Rubber Co., (.‘nlumhw. Oltln.

 

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats. Bumpers

and (ins Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING co.. Builalo. N. Y.

ARGO ELECTRICS

METZGER-HERRINGTON ARGO C0.

Distributors

2H2 Michigan Avenue. Chicago. lll.

Factories, Saginaw. Ildi.
 

 
 

  

Theae Tires for You

Four corps of experts working

in four_ of the best equipped tire

plants in the world are operating

as a unit to produce

UNITED STATES TIRES

Nothing of the kind has ever >

before been attempted in automo—

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company

New York

 

,v

 

 

  

 

“The Speedometer

oi Quality "

Special ieatnres that eliminate

speedometer troubles. Send

1 [or the booklet.

j. ‘ Iellance Speedometer Co.

[St Eliot St. Boston, Mass.

  

 

We Specialize on

Finishing Crank Shafts

Only.

 

NATIONAL Compound

Mixer and Primer

makes any car start easier in cold weather; adds

i0 to .$0% to power and mileage. Simple, easily

installed, aranteed effective on any motor. Get

details an price.

NATloNAL MANUFACTURING (10.. Kalamazoo. Mich. I

 

322 th_s Filth

Final and crownin achievement oi R. E. Olds,

pioneer designer of : utos. A standard size 30 to

35 horsepower four-cylinder car oi modern refine~

merits. priced at only SLOQS.

R. M. OWEN & co.. General Sales Agents

REO MOTOR CAR C0" lnnsing, Mich.

 
 

 

 

MlCl'llOAN CRANK SHAFT C0.

Lansing
 

WeedChains
 
 

  

or slipping.

  

A,___

l'~'m//mn0:w",n§\v$4

  

   

The Name -.

“Weed” -'

The Great Anti-Skid

D EVI 0B

Nine-tenths

of all accidents to auto

mobiles are cluaed by skidding

Either you skid into the "other fellow" or

the "other fellow" skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ippe

merits unless you equip your car wit

Cannot lnjure Tires

Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want. to know what real steering steadiness means

put. them on the front wheels too.

For your own safety—for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car with Weed

Chains. Make it your business to get a set.

28 Moore Si.

Recommanded and sold

by all reputable declare

I Q Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

 

  

  

  

 

  

    

  

 

  

New York  
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GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. \Vrite.

PENN SPRING WORKS

 
 

BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y. 
 

 
 

 

V”

_ Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension

Cleveland, Ohio

 
   

. ' N

'

—
_

“The demand of the day is that en orguiatinujudged by its product and not by whet it claims for itself"

Keep this in mind when you examine these 1913 models

"ODKL! A~D PRICES

30-40 Fore-door Roadster. lib-inch wheel base $1700

3440 S‘passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

ll/rinch wheelbase . . . . ‘1700
44-50 S-passenger. Fore-Door Demi- onneau

Ill-inch wheelbase . . . $1975

44-50 7-passenger. Fore-Door Touilug-Car

iZanh wheel base . . . . . . $2000

M-SO Battleship Roadster. lZliineh wheel base $2150

44-50 7-passenger.Fore-Door iniousine

12i-iuch wheelbase . . . . . $3050
Advance Catalog on Request

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

“Warlneoo Brain DETROIT, HIGH.

"Built Ior “Guaranteed

Permanence" ior Lite“

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for

Sheet Metal

Stampings

The Bossert Company

UTICA, N. v.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

   

A helical spun:

made of Oil lem

pered steel WHC.

attached as Illuv

iratcd. makes an)

ear easier to c m

irol and helps 9' v

vent accidents

you should haw

one, ask your dt'i

leror write for In ‘

ininrmiiifin.

Mosler’ F- e .

llI’lugs
o

ARE THE BEST

A.R.MOSLER & CO..

P O.BOX "M"

"*~VE"."9!.-L‘~'-i,_

MODERN

AUTO APPLIANCE CO

Clintham. N. Y.

  

lVlOTZ Cushion Tires

For Pleasure Can and

Light Delivery Cure

Send lo! M 5!

A—Shom 4...“, mm time The Hot: Tire and Rubber Co

Execufiye Office:

AKRON, OHIO

W' Shtirll in Al Pusan-1'' au

  

B—Shoun “Mm-n “in

C —Shoin slumnse bridges

D‘Showv swim“; menu in.“

Main! ovrl an ohurucwm

"

Tone: down heudlighte lor

city driving and foggy

nlghtr an auto neceuity.

Price 75c. per pair.

like hot cukee. Dealers.

secure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

1031 Broadway, New York

 

 

 

 

GASOLINE TURBINES
"all the size, limit the weight, Hall the iuel, llall tlie Irlctlon

Smooth as Electric. Will re- No Valves. N0 Svrlnll

l ‘ ' No Ailiustineiitjollolst

P 808 any engine ll! any car No nymed’nol

Booklet Upon Request No Back Pressure

There lln't Much Left

SEMPLE S. SCOTT 1651 Marquette Bldg. CliiCAGO.il.L

Exclusive Territor Open ior Live A endes
 

Look at our new middle name

PENngu/ANIA.

VACUUngPCU ‘ iRES
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

 

 

 

CONTINENTAL

Six Cylinder — Unit Power Plant

Three Point Suspension

The Continental "Six"

is maintaining, on the road

at this minute, the good

name made by our {our

cylinder types.

Built to accommodate

Showing simple and any type of self-starter

efficient chain drive now made. Suitable for

f°r Mining motor— right or left hand drive.

4 and 6 cylinders _

20 m 70 H, P, Write for booklets.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MPG. (10., Detroit, Mich.

Factory Representative, K. F. PETERSON

122 S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago

  

 

 

is * Branches: Coast to Coast. Icannnm P.“

7 if i 47.

American Kushion Kore . .
A tire filler 10 to 20 per cent. lighter than any M S r— is!

other tirchfiller. Afhig proposition for dealers who - "American Made

are on t e alert or more and better b s' s. —""A
“'ritc for details. u me 5 if 7

AMERICAN KUSI-IION KORE TIRE CO.

Buffalo, New York

 

 

 

NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

Highest Eiilclency — Good Service Guaranteed

TIiE SililiS illliiiEill co.""::'.:.".t'ii..'i.i:?..
 

 

  

 

 

GRANT - LEES

GEARS

The Grunt-Lees Machine Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

_'___/,//
The° Ford Water Circulatol‘

  

 

 

 

forces the water from radiator through. cylmgc;

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation w c“

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-McCUl‘CllAN Co

 

 

 

 

@119 Bushfir
This name_ on Automobile Tires and Rubber

Accessories signifies inherent qualities of material

und_workmanship_that insure the maximum

service at the minimum of expense.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio
  

  

IIII B, SH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

mo Michigan Ave. CHICAGO “1'
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We’ll exhibit a complete

line oi vulcanizers tor

motorists and garages.

Booth 237, Balcony —— January 11-18.

  

 

  

Something brand new

that every motorist needs

A real Shaler Vulcanizer for only two 'dollars. A vulcanizer that will make tube repairs equal to

those made by the most elaborate plant. Anybody can use it on the road or in the garage without

experience. Made by the largest vulcanizer manufacturers in this country, by men who know the re

quirements of such an appliance.

Don't ever use another unreliable cemented patch. Make permanent repairs with the quick~cure

Wfi
The only low priced vulcanizer that actually vulcanizes a tube repair clear through because it gen

erates its fuel, gasoline, into a gas and distributes the flame all over the vulcanizing surface. This

causes the vulcanizing temperature to be maintained long enough to cure the repair A gradual heat

ing and cooling only results in a superficial cure—does not vulcanize.

XEU CANTEF — little brother to the

PAIR

Other exclusive features show the only improvements made since the first crude gasoline heated

repair kit was marketed. A universal clamping device insures the equal pressure that makes smooth,

uniform repairs. An asbestos pad, inlaid in the plate on which tubes are repaired, retains the heat

and prevents pinching the tube. Handle—always cool—permits vulcanizer to be removed from tube

\rhile hot.
 

N0 complication about it. Everything automatic. Simply fill the puncture

\uth raw rubber, clamp down the vulcanizer, fill the generator and light it. The

repair will be perfect and outlast the tire.

A Real

WQ

VULCANIZER

Furnished with a supply of repair material and full instructions. Nickel

plated~will last a lifetime.

Eliminates delay and repair bills Makes your repairs when you want them

at a tenth of the expense you’ve been accustomed to.

  

 

D I Get our 1913 Proposition on the Val-Kit and other Shaler Vulcanizers

ea ior motorists anti garages. We have vulcanizers tor every requirement.

C. A. SHALER C0.

400 Tenth Street Waupun, Wis.

Manufacturers of the Only Complete Line of Vulcanizers in the World

  
 

1.--_—'—I'2'§.'
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asas
OR SALE OR TRADE—Farm of 120

acres, good black loam. well located on

ne roads, all in cultivation; will exchange

‘ garage in Ill. or Ind. \Vhat have you?

E. BROOKS. 427 W. Marietta, Decatur,

‘OR SALE—1908 \Vinton touring car, 7

passcnger, good running order, fully

,uipped: price $400. Address BOX 230,

otor World.

FOR _SALE—1,000-pound truck, 20 H.P.

Solid tires; good repair; 1911 model.

\NSEN 81 JOOSTEN, Flanagan, Ill.

KEROSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES.

New Model B uses successfully half and

all mixture lowest grades kerosene and

asolene. Satisfaction guaranteed or money

eiunded. Greatly increased power, very

low speed on high. Starts easy at zero.

opecial agents’ prices. Dept. 8. THE

th-FRICTION CARBURETOR CO.,

)ayton, Ohio.

FORD spare wheel—saves tire worry.

Doctors use it. Easy to install. \Vrite.

\NGIER'S, Streator, Ill.

VIANUFACTURING PLANT FOR SALE

THE LARGE FACTORY OF THE

:ORTLAND WAGON CO., LOCATED

\T CORTLAND, N. Y., CAN BE

ZOUGHT ON EASY TERMS FOR ONE

[‘HIRD ITS ACTUAL VALUE. THE

3LANT COMPRISES EIGHT ACRES

)F GROUND IN THE CENTRAL PART

)F THE_CITY, AND LACKAWANNA

\ND LEHIGH TRACKS RUN ALONG

5IDE EVERY BUILDING. THE

EUILDINGS ARE OF BRICK AND

IONTAIN ABOUT FOUR ACRES OF

rLOOR SPACE AND ARE ALL EQUIP

’ED WITH SPRINKLER SYSTEM,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, STEAM HEAT,

ETC. THE WHOLE PLANT IS IN

“IRST CLASS CONDITION WITH

TEAM IN THE BOILERS AND IS

LEADY FOR IMMEDIATE OPERA

‘ION. IT IS ESPECIALLY ADAPTED

'0 THE MANUFACTURE OF AUTO

[OBILES AND ACCESSORIES AND

N ABUNDANCE OF SKILLED LA

OR CAN BE OBTAINED IN THE VI

INITY. IF INTERESTED, PLEASE

OMMUNICATE WITH D. \V. VAN

OESEN. CORTLAND, N. Y.

ICTORIA TOPS AND SEAT COVERS

That’s our specialty, but we make a full

e as well. Any style and every one the

st that high-grade materials and experi

ced workmen can make. Prompt service

aured. VVe’re glad to estimate special

rk or quote you prices on stock tops.

lNTRAL AUTO TOP CO., Indianapolis,

|.

OR SALE—Cheap—one I913 Studebaker

“30" touring car, brand new; one 1

-passen er Glide, both_ fully equipped.

lress L CK BOX 75, Vincennes, Ind.

ISALE—1910 Peerless limousine;

31}:le done up and relined; price $2,000.

Land Title Bldg, Philadelphia, Pa.

vimur-ul- hllll'lll'lllllli'lnlm- l.on..r-m-u..,...lu.m,lMimi ~- “

==
mare-err“ 'l nummmwmmn-i 'ulwn'i mt v vow-rim

   

  

  

 

lScenis per line ol‘si x wordscash w'iihorden

— ln capiioLsZScenis perline -

A market place where Dealera. Jobbera and

Manufacturers may buy. lell or trade uaed eara,

parta and appliance: and where help or aitua

tiona may be secured at a nominal cost.

FORD spare demountable wheel, some

thing new. No tire trouble on road.

\Vritc. ANGIER’S. Streator, Ill.

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and supply dealer for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

SURPLUS STOCK BOUGHT

Cars, Bodies, Tops, Tires, etc.

Cash transactions. Quick business.

20TH CENTURY CO., 1700 B’way, N. Y. C.

Haynes 7-passenger car, magne~

to, fully equipped, electric light,

Newtone horn, etc., $500. \Vould trade for

automobile supplies or small runabout. 1507

Bushwick Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.

N. E. AUTO LIST AND TOURIST.

Includes weekly list of all N. E. Auto

Owners, Garages, Dealers, etc., with ma 5

and selected N. E. routes, $10.00 year y.

138 Pearl St., Boston.

I I
-~nu.mnnflIll-Mmmuuulmmu v. ‘-ll-H 1 m m-iwwmuu-r“ Mull-nun» ,m" .~.v.m,,,|j_,,,,,._
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Packard. Will dispose of my new

1913 6-cylinder, 7~passenger tour
1913
ing car at a bargain if taken immediately.

’ ‘ Address H. M. WALLIS, JR, Racine, Wis.

i PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

/

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

new: Ask your garage and supply dealer

for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

CORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston with

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref

erences, testimonials, and full details on

request. WATERBURY WELDING CO..

\Vaterbury, Conn.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN.

Bakes either to a high gloss finish, egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and tenders. \Vill not crack, chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Several

good used motorcycles. WOLKE

CYCLE COMPANY, Louisville, Ky.
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An ad. like this

will cost you $1.35

for each insertion.

 

These columns offer you an op

portunity to appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers whose merchan

dising taste is being cultivated
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AUTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground.

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester. N. H.

PARTNER \VANTEI)—Succcssful owner

of two California garages finds that the

great growth of his business lnecessitates

the securing of responsible assistance. Is

willing to sell interest to active. enthuSiastic

man of ability, this partner to be either ,

a machinist or competent accountant and i

buyer. Partner’s investment not considered

as important as his ability. Unusual oppor

tunity. Address BOX 229, care Motor

World.

7 -PASSENGER Franklin, 6 cylinders.

Cost $4.250. S lendid condition, $1,000.

BOND MOTOR 0., 1615 Grand, Kansas

City, Mo.

ARAGE, best equipment in State, 46

storage cars, good repair and supply

business. best location in Essex County,

good agency, long lease, low rent, for sale,

$6.000 for stock. machinery, etc.

P. 0. BOX 93. East Orange, N. 1.

W0 espert mechanics will call and give

estimate to overhaul or adjust car in ,

you own garage. Address E. BELTZ. 2531

Belmont Ave., Bronx.
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15cenis per line of‘sixwordscash vdhor‘den

—- ln caprialsZScents perlme -

A market place where Dcalera. Jobbera and

Manufacturers may buy, aell or trade used can.

parta and appliances and where help or aitua

tion: may be secured at a nominal cost.

BROKEN CRANKSI-IAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons. perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St..

Rahway. N. J.

N. E. AUTO LIST AND TOURIST.

Includes weekly list of all N. E. Auto

Owners. Garages, Dealers. etc.. with maps,

selected N. E. routes and motor news.

$10.00 yearly. 138 Pearl St.. Boston.

WANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

1 market. a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO.. 221 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

LOZIER Type H 4-cylinder touring car.

Absolutely new. Demountables. Reg~

ular guarantee and equipment. Cost. $5,000

Make cash offer. 1012 N. Grand Ave., St.

Louis. Mo.

 
 

weekly to the highest degree by

“Wide

Look at the

our articles on

Merchandising.”

cost as shown in the margins.

Awake

I

An ad. like this

will cost you 90c.

for each insertion.
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ARE YOU in need of any additional hcl

in any department of your business

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so. use the “'ant and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

Softens the leather and will not crack.

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look like

new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask your

garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus. 0

ARAGE WITH MACHINE SHOP and

living apartments, all through complete

equipped and up to date, for rent or for sale,

in fast growing town, on main street, on

Long Island, 30 miles from New York.

Owner going out of the business. Price rea

sonablev KAI’PERTZ, Farmingdale, L. I.

Tel. 21 J.

SALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive roposi

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 ichigan

Ave., Chicago, Ill.

WPEERLESSTEXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN
Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps, radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not aficct it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus. 0.

COLE, Model DD 1912, seven-passenger,

fully equipped, top, windshield, speedo

meter, two extra casings, inner tubes, elec

tric lights, etc. Car has run less than 6,000

miles; good as new. Special reason for sell

ing. Price, $1,100, F. O. B. Indiana olis.

Guaranteed as represented. P. O. BO)? 596,

Indianapolis. Ind.

DRAGON REPAIR PARTS.

We manufacture and keep on hand all re

pair ‘parts for the Dragon cars. \Vc make a

spectalty of repairing this machine. PHIL

ADELPHIA MACHINE WORKS, 67

Laurel St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

AUTO LISTS. owners, etc., of any State.

S. H. CARROLL. JR., Albany. N. Y.

PEERLESS LINING DYE.

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash off. Ask your garage and supply

dealer. .

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, 0.

HOMAS .60 H.P. motor with clutch,

transmission, Bosch high tension mag

neto, Stromberg carburetor, for sale chea .

Act Quick. Big bargain. KAPPERTE,

Farmingdale, L. I. Tel. 21 I.
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The Car You Can Sell to Men

ofMeans md Fine Discrimination

  

 
   

 

 

 

 

  
(1] Are you in a position to locate and interest men of means, social standing and

ability to recognize a car of impressive individuality, tremendous prestige and

sterling performance.

 

s, I (1] If so, we will use our sales organization to assist you in selling the Metallurgique,

' Europe's most talked of car and the one most sought after.

 

 

This automobile is the product of fifty years steel making near Brussels, the Pitts

‘1] burgh of Europe. In materials, it stands alone in quality. Its chassis is a revela

tion in construction that has given it a proven title, "The unbreakable car." In body

design it is a model of sensational European originality that causes even the blase New

Yorker to turn to admire.

 

Metallurgique dealers have as sales ammunition a list of owners that reads like the

W International Social Register. Write for our beautiful brochure—it will introduce us.

METALLURGIQUE MOTOR CO., 1934 Broadway, New York

W. C. & H. N. ALLEN, Proprietors
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Equipment: ‘52;
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Armleder ~ 151“

Autocar

Babcock Electric

  Roadster

H. H. Babcock

Bail ;eyBenz “"sa

Borland Electric

Broc Electric

Charon * *1“,-2- r.
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Columbia ,_ ._-‘41

Chicago Electric

Davis

F.I.A. T.

Flanders

King

  

Knickerbogker:_ >
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KnoxLancia " -

Lozier

Mormon

Matheson

Metallurgique

 

  

  

ACCESSORIES THAT ASSIST CAR SALES.

Although the time nevcr may come when the accesso—

ries that constitute the equipment of a car will of them

selves sell cars, the fact remains that the item of equipment

now is being made so much-of, that he who does not turn

it to advantage is permitting good “ammunition” to go towaste. i: " l. *

In many cases, the names of many of the devices which 05mg“! "

go to make up the equipment list are better known than the

names of the cars themselves. Nor is it difficult to under

stand why a particular accessory should have become bet—

ter known than the name of the car upon which it is

mounted. The manufacturer of the device has widely ad

vertised it and built up a reputation, and because it is a

good device the manufacturer of the car and the dealer also pm?

advertise it~ii they are wise—for they realize that in link- "Schneider "'

ing the name of a well~known and well-tried product with “simplex,

the name of their car a certain prestige thereby is added ‘

  

gOPiion _-'"

Pope“ Hartford ',_

i» a

Pierce-Arrow

 

 

  
_ _ _ . Staver '

lo the car. The automobile buying public has come to P _._

. . . Steam: "1*
know that certain accessories have made names for them

b, ~ .2:selves and it is but a step further to attach real importance ' em erg ' 'C‘

LiStevens-Duryea '

:"Stoddan-Day‘ton

'_ GuyJVaughn

Walker Electric

‘ Wiard

to a car that carries one or more meritorious devices.

Horns and lamps and electric lighting systems and

starters and a hundred and one other items of equipment

which not so very long ago were listed as “extras”-—aII

these serve as cases in point.
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W
A. Studebaker Dealer Can Offer—

a car—that in material, workmanship and easy running qualities—is the

peer of any car built—and you pay less money for it.

And when you have admired the mechanical excellencies of the Stude

baker car, the long wheelbase, the special get-attable Studebaker motor,

the clean cut, artistic lines of the body, you’ll be ready to enthuse over

details of elegance that make for perfection in a motor car.

Where can you find a car that compares in mechanical excellence and luxurious

appointments with the Studebaker “35”?

It carries comfortably six passengers, has more power than the standard “35” and

with its 116-inch wheelbase is distinctively in the big car class.

A comparison between this car and any other car of like character in the market is

all in favor of the Studebaker “35.” Full floating rear axle, long stroke motor, electric

self-starter and lighting system, valves enclosed. Pump and magneto set on cross shaft

directly in front of cylinders, which runs silently from the camshaft gear. The entire

design is for the utmost convenience of the owner, and illustrates at every point the

most modern and approved engineering practice. The wheels are of the quick demount

able rim type with 34 x 4 inch Goodrich quick detachable tires. Then there’s the deep

full tufted upholstery, the heavily nickeled metal parts, the simple, elegant windshield,

clear-vision, self-ventilating type, Studebaker Jiffy curtains. Extra rim and tire irons

and all equipment for comfort, safety and use.

Take it all together, the Studebaker “35” is a car that cannot be bought elsewhere

for several hundred dollars more.

The price of the Studebaker “35” is $1290.

In addition to the “35” there is the Studebaker “25,” a light, desirable, four cylinder

car for $885, and the Studebaker “Six,” the last word in motor elegance and luxury for

$1550.

STUDEBAKER CARS

“20" Delivery Car . $800 “30” Touring Car $1190 “Six” Touring Car . $1,550

“20" Roadster . . . 835 “35” Touring Car . 1290 “Six” Roadster . . 1550

"25" Touring Car . 885 “35" Sedan Type . 2050 “Six” Limousine . 2500

“35” Coupe . . . 1850

All price: jbr car: fully (yuippt'd F. 0. B. Detroil

THE STUDEBAKER CORPORATION

DETROIT, MICH.
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First Impression—First Aid to Sales

Inferentially. a car that is well finished is well made. The best way to 'sell a good car

15 to finish it beautifullv. And the best wav to finish any car beautifully lS to use Berry

B‘I'Others Automobile varnishes and Baking'Enamels. Every dealer has to stand back of

hls sale for a long time. That’s where the permanency as well as the beauty of Berry

rothers Automobile finishes counts twice in every sale.

Any car of any type at any price can have_this clouble selling help by the

right use of our special finishes.

BERRY BROTHERS
Larlrs! Manufacturers of Varnishes, Shell-11:5, Air Drying and Baking Japans. Lacquers. Stains, Filk" "d D'""'

FACTORIES—Detroit, Mich., and Walkerville, Ont. I KBRANCHES~N¢w York, lioSlOn, Philadelphia, Rallimorc. Chicago. Cincinnati, St. Louis, San Francisco.

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



Mr CarAgent~YOU add
.51.

 

  

  

   

to your Sales Argumentsd

  

  
-—when the car YOU sell has Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorbers

as part of its equipment.

Buyers know what this equipment does for a car. Years of

persistent advertising has taught them. They know how this

device saves the engine and tires—how it prolongs the life of the

car—what it accomplishes in cutting down up-keep expense. And

knowing these things they expect the car they buy to include this

equipment.

It is so much to the dealer’s advantage to have the car he

handles TruFfault-Hartford-equipped that there are now 27 lead

ing automobile manufacturers installing Truffault-Hartfords as

part of their regular equipment.

Insist on this equipment from the manufacturer you represent.

It furnishes you additional sales-arguments. It is an aid to bigger

car sales—it is an acknowledged necessity for comfortable, safe

and economical motoring.

Hartford Suspension Company

EDW. v. HARTFORD, Preoidem

Factory, 164 Bay Street, Jersey City, N. J.

BRANCHES :

NEW YORK—1700 Broadway. CHICAGO—1458 Michigan Ave.

NEW YORK—212414 Wes! BSth St. DETROIT—403 Woodward Ave.

JERSEY CITY—141443 Morgan St. KANSAS CITY—1524 Grand Ave.

BOSTON—319-325 Columbus Ave. NEWARK—289 Halsey St.

PHILADELPHIA—1437 Vine St.

INDIANAPOLIS. lND.—448-§50 N. Capitol Blvd.

fiaftiwll-flaflfbd
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[SPRINGFIELD

CONVERTIBLE

B O D I E S

Springfield Metal Bodies are standard on the

majority of America’s leading cars for the very

good reason that they embody all the quality

made possible by years of experience in the art

of aluminum and steel body construction. This

illustration shows one of the many body designs

turned out by our factory.

With a Springfield Convertible Body it is actually

possible to convert an open car into a glass en

closed car, luxurious in appointments and beau

tiful both inside and out.

The operation takes but a few moments—the re

sult should be actually seen to be appreciated.

Weight is important in considering the ordinary

closed body. Excessive weight of such a body

reduces speed and adds to tire weight. Spring

field Convertible Bodies, as compared with the

common type, increase the weight of the open

_ car only 50 or 75 pounds.

‘Springfield Convertible Bodies are noiseless.

There is no rattle or squeak, and owing to the

absence of a solid roof there are no reverberations “

‘ so noticeable in limousines and landaulets.

There is much more_to be @113, Your “1qu

will bring the details. ‘7‘ iii -; .2 ‘&
cs

SPRINGFIELD METAL BODY CO.

Springfield, Mass.
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lfllne Kar Model 6-60. Touring. 83500

i DEALERS...

YOUR experience with other

cars should tell you that

it does not pay to handle a

line that constantly worries

the life out of you with com

plaints from the user, who has

trouble with the machine.

This user knows now that he

is better off when he buys a

car of quality in the first place,

even though he must pay a

little more for it, and he will

soon begin to demand such a

car of his dealer.

It is up to you to have the

car in your line when he calls.

The Kline Kar will answer all

the requirements this prospect

may impose and more.

 

  

Prices $1850 [0 $3500

(Fully Equlpvfll'

 

  

Get Our Proposition

(line Motor Car Corporation

ORK. PA. RICHMOND, VA.
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A Dependable Oil

To the owner or driver,

because the quality is always

the same.

To the dealer, because he

can depend on us to be fair

in turning retail business

over to him.

To the distributor, because

we protect those who handle

our product both as to price

and territory.

To the automobile manu

facturer, because he knows

it can be obtained almost

everywhere by the owners

of his cars.

NEW YORK LUBRICATING 01L C0.
Cuiiwlirlnted with

Columbia Lubricants Co. of N. Y.

116 Broad Street, New York Ct

BRAXCHES AT NE‘NARK. BOSTON, CHICAGO,

CLEVELAND, PHILADELPHIA. SEATTLE,

SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. SPOKANE,

LOXDON, ENGLAND: JOHANNESBURG, SO.
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High-Priced Feature No. 10 l

Every Overland Model 69T is full-powered. This is ascertained by

 

it

a rigid dynamometer test.

A dynamometer not only registers a motor‘s power at varying

speeds, but also the fuel and oil consumption, temperature of cooling

water, efficiency of the carburetor and all other data necessary in an

exhausting motor test.

You can not secure greater care in the building of your car for

twice the price of the Model 69T.

A post card will bring a splendid catalogue. Please address Dept. ‘

50.

The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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[ONDONER BUYS AMERICAN

PARTS FOR BRITISH CAR

Without Heralding, Vickers Prepares

to Meet “American Invasion” by

Assembling $600 Model—Ritz

“Tea Party" Recalled.

Apparently having no reference to the

more or less famous Ritz “tea party" in

London, at which means were discussed to

combat the so-called “American invasion."

the firm Vickers, Bristow & Co., Ltd, Of

London. have taken to themselves one of

the "weapons" which was talked of on that

Occasion—i. e., the use of American parts

in the assembling of a low-priced car.

The first that was known of the London

firm's intention in this regard was the ap

pearance in this country of Laurence Vick

ers l'llll‘lsC’lf, who, without fuss or fireworks,

has been making the rounds of the parts

trade and placing orders for the necessary

material which will permit of the assem

bling in England of a four-cylinder run

about which will sell for $600. He has con

tracted for engines. transmissions, frames,

axles and most of the necessary smaller

parts.

When the chassis is assembled in London

it will. of course. be fitted with a body of

English design and manufacture and will

enter the lists as an active competitor of

the Ford car. which has attained a great

voHue in Great Britain, where it sells for

$650.

At the Ritz "tea," which was given by

an aroused London editor last September.

and which was attended by a number of the

best known English tradesmen, they talked

°l forming 3 Syndicate composed of motor

car manufacturers, each of whom would

contribute a specified sum and add to his

line a popular priced model. which it was

DFOPOSEd to produce first of American parts

and later of wholly English manufacture.

W. M, Letts, who has represented several

American cars in London. was the origina

tor of the rather Utopian idea, which, how

ever, has ended in talk. Since that time it

has been stated that the agitation which

led to the Ritz "tea" was merely an in~

genious means of masking and paving the

way for the exploitation of a company

which already had been well planned and

which purposed turning to advantage the

main idea which had been exploited.

Whether Vickcrs, Bristow & Co. is the com

pany or firm in question is something that

remains to be seen.

To Manufacture Tires in Kentucky.

The Speedway Tyre Co. is the title of the

$250,000 corporation which just has been

formed in Louisville, Ky.. and which repre

sents the most ambitious effort to establish

a tire factory in the south. Three factory

sites are under consideration. and when

one is selected an eight-story concrete

building will be put up. The officers of the

company are: Harry L. Lcwman, of Louis

ville, president; L, D. Lewman. of Atlanta,

vice-president; Fred Haupt, of Louisville,

second vice-president; W. N. Cox. presi

dent of the Louisville Public \Varehousc

Co., treasurer; Dr. Fred L. Koontz, sec

retary. G. W'. Greene, an experienced rub

ber man, will be manager of the company.

The president of the company. in which

Eastern capital is interested, is also the

head of the Lewman-Cox Realty C0,. of

Louisville.

Midgley Tread Before Highest Court.

Although the United States Supreme

Court rarely takes cognizance of patent

litigation, the Hartford Rubber Works Co.

has appealed to that tribunal for a rehearing

of the suit involving its Midgley wire tread.

In the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Second Circuit. sitting in

New York in November last, the tread was

held to infringe the Calvin T. Adams patent,

No. 609,320, owned by the Metallic Rubber

Tire Co., of Jersey City. N. 1.. after the

lower court in Hartford had declared the

patent invalid. The result of this move is

awaited with no little interest.

LYONS-ATLAS OBJECTS TO

BIDS OFFERED FOR USMOTOR

Indiana Creditor Upsets Cut-and-Dried

Sale of Property—Court Will

Decide To-Morrow—Two

Bids by Reorganizers.

The sale of the aSsets of the United States

Motor Co. in the United States District

Court for the Southern District of New

York on Wednesday last, 8th inst., was not

exactly the cut-and-dried affair that was

expected, due to the unlocked for appear

ance in the Federal building in New York

City of J. W. Lyons of the Lyons-Atlas

Engine “forks, of Indianapolis, and his

attorney. Henry \Nollman, who proved a

thorn in the side of the reorganizers when

he arose in meeting several times and ex

pressed emphatic opinions of the whole

proceedings. Wollman declared that the

bids submitted, and one of which probably

will be accepted, were ridiculously low and

that the property should not be disposed of

for such sums as were offered.

Before he left he indicated that, should

the opinion which Judge Hough will hand

down to—morrow, 10th inst., authorize the '

acceptance of one of the bids. he would

appeal from the order confirming the sale

and move to have the sale set aside. The

Lyons-Atlas company. which purchased the

Atlas Engine Works after the latter failed

owing to the large amount owed it by the

United States Motor organization, claims

that it is owed $95,000 by the Dayton Mo

tor Co.. and that the claim is secured by the

United States Motor Co., which, if true.

will about double the amount the Lyons

Atlas may receive under the reorganization

plan. If, however, the claim, or part of it,

is against the United States Motor Co.

only. the Lyons-Atlas payment

shrink perceptibly.

When court opened there were about 30

interested persons on the spectators“

benches, among whom were Walter E,

would

-“r-?
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anders, who will become president of

e new. company; W. F. McGuire, its se

could, finished the".'1ilan' of manufacture laid

cted “vice-president, apd several. ':otli§rliwl,,ployes who were not needed were dismissed

adesmen of note. Inside the rail which

parated the spectators from those who

[Cl business there were Lyons and Woll~

an, Roberts \Valker and \V. E. S. Strong,

1e receivers; James N. Rosenberg, of

osenberg & Levis, receivers' attorneys:

lbert Rathbone and Henry V. Poor, of

le attorneys for the creditors and reor—

and as certain work was completed by a'

department that department was shut down.

This meant that no preparations could be

made for the 1913 selling season, which

therefore has gone to waste.

Operating Loss Amounts to $380,000.

\Vhole plants eventu'ally were shut down;

anizers; Harold Remington, an attorney, wthe Maxwell shops in Auburn, R. I., were

:preselnting the Cincinnati (0.) Ball Crank

0. and the Troy (N. Y.) Carriage Shade

0., and one or two other attorneys.

Check for $300,000 With Bids.

As soon as Judge Houghntook his seat,

t 11 A. M., ‘Roberts \Valker, one of the

eceivetis, openedan. envelope and removed

ll'Sl'. a certified check for $300,000 on the

derchants' National Bank of New York

Iity,,and then proceeded to read the ac

:ompanying bids, which were made by

rienry c. Holt and William McAllister, Jr.,

'epresenting the reorganization committee.

I‘he first was for the whole, as follows:

.\0.

l The United States Motor Co....$3,700,000

2 Alden-Sampson Mfg. Co........ 265000

5 Brush Runabout Co . . . . . . . . . .. 350:000

4 Columbia Motor Car C0. . . .. 390,000

5 Dayton Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 975,000

5 Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.. . .. 1,400,000

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . .$7,080,000

The second bid was for the purchase

separately of each company and is the bid

which the court is believed to view with

greatest favor; in this case lump sums were

not quoted, but $50,000 was given as a de

posit on each of the six parcels and the

bidders agreed to pay a certain per cent. of

the obligations of each company, as fol

lows: United States Motor Co., 32% per

cent; Alden~Sampson; 24 per cent.; Brush,

33 per cent.; Columbia. 91 per cent.; Day

ton, 39 per cent; Maxwell‘Briscoe, 60 per

cent. The latter bid is said to be the better

for the creditors, in that it guarantees them

a certain percent of their claims, whereas

under the lump sum bid, No. l, the receiver

ship eXpenses must be met from the price,

which will make the percent received by

the creditors less than the percentages in

the second ofi‘er.

Receivers” Report Explains Action.

After the bids were submitted, the Court

asked Walker to read the receivers’ report:

in this document \Valker stated that the

receivers, when they took over the man

agement of the big concern, had open to

them three courses: To shut down the

plants, to manufacture on-an enlarged scale.

or to conserve the assets in as great a de

gree as possible. The latter course was

chosen and the receivers, as well as they

1

closed

which plant is the only operated as a going

business. In the Dayton and Columbia

shops at the present time certain large cars

are being completed, but the activity is near

the minimum. The receivers saw no way

of avoiding some loss, and considered

themselves fortunate in that quick assets,

between September and the day of sale, de

creased only $380,000. In all, 1,638 cars

were completed at ahcost of $2,350,000 and

1,514 cars and a quantity of parts were

sold at a price of $1,970,000 to the big motor
company, a loss ofi$126,821 to the subsid

iaries and accounting for the $380,000 loss.

Attorney Wollman had been sitting quiet

ly ever since court opened, and about this

time he wanted to know the relation of the

bids to the value of the properties. It was

explained that the receivers had had esti

mates made of the “auction values" of the

properties of the various companies and

that, using these in part and in part using

their own judgment, they had fixed certain

values as those which the parcels would

bring at auction; generally it was 27 per

cent. of the original cost. The comparison

of the bids with these values showed them

to be from 85 to 87 per cent. of the esti

mated figures, which is 85 to 87 per cent.

of 27 per cent. of the original cost. The

comparisons were:

Appraisement. Bid.

U. S. Motor Co. $4,590,742.32 $3,700,000.00

Alden-Sampson. 308,238.00 265,000.00

Brush . . . , . . . . . . 409,842.00 350,000.00

Columbia . . . . . . 402,439.00 390,000.00

Dayton . . . . . . . .. 1,125,504.00 975,000.00

Maxwell-Briscoe 1,590,881.00 1,400,000.00

Totals . . . . . .. $8,427,646.32 $7.080,000.00

The appraisements exceed the bids by $1,

347,646.32. Cash in hand amounts to $354,

176.76. ~

Claims of $1,000,000 Not On Books.

The Court. in looking over papers sub

mitted by the receivers, noticed the inclus

ion among the claims of somewhich was not on the books of the company

and, remarking that nothing was so open to

suspicion as such items, asked \Nalker to

read publicly the various amounts. The

largest was a claim of $500,000 by the Carl

son Motor Truck Co., which several months

and certain “unfinished cars Were

_sh_ipp_e_d to the‘pblanct in Newcastle, 1nd,

ago succeeded in court in proving that the

out for the year of‘l'912. Day by day em— "1 long-used opposed Maxwell motor infringed

the Carlson patent. Other claims wereéor

materials furnished and for broken leaseg

Wollman then voiced another protestgid

asked why, in a reorganization pampiijet
gotten out by the committee, certainsé'iial

estate was priced at $7,850,000, was finigily

appraised by the receivers at $2,600,000 and

was made the subject of a bid of $2,300,000

when the Standard Motor Co., which has

“been incorporated to take .over the reor

;. _ , If . . -

1 gamzed company, is incorporated at $31,

“ 000,000. It was explained that the first fig

ure was that at which the property was

carried on the United States Motor books

and that thel$3l,000,000 capitalization was
not appoint altjissue. if:

\Vh‘en; things had again subsided the re

ceivers stated; that the liabilities filed

against the various companies amounted to:

United States Motor Co. and subsidiaries,

$12,750,000; Dayton Motor Car Co., $2.

653,000; Columbia Motor' Car Co., $430,

000; Brush Runabout Co., $1,081,000; Al

den-Sampson Mfg. Co., $1,133,000. Maxwell

Broscoe showed assets of $490,800 above

liabilities.

Little Worry Over Bankruptcy Cases.

The fact that creditors last week filed a

petition in bankruptcy in Indianapolis

against the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.

does not seem to worry the reorganizers.

who state that the dispute is merely a ques—

ti0n of whether the claims are owed by the

Maxwell or the big Motor company, the

reorganizers claiming the latter and stat

ing they will be able so to prove and there

by upset this action. The claimants and

claims are: Kahler Co., New Albany, $15:

951.14; Newcastle Lumber Co.. $3,745.46?

Newcastle Foundry Co., $2,647.75; National

Spring Co., Newcastle, $23,502; Whiteley

Malleable Iron 8: Casting Co., Muncie, $7,

947.54; Muncie Foundry & Machine Co.,

$13,864.84; Muncie \Vheel Co., $2,693—ali

are Indiana companies. and among those in

the $1,000,000 not on the company’s books

These creditors are the same who just be

fore their petition in bankruptcy asked the

court to order the Newcastle plant sold

separately on the grounds that it is solvent

and a going concern, and the present action

is but another means toward the same end.

They allege preferential payments and

fraudulent transfer of property. The bank

ruptcy petition filed some time ago in Tren—

ton. N. J., against the parent company, like’

wise, is not seriously considered.

In order that the general meeting of cred—

itors, of which the court proceedings are a

part, might not terminate with any detail

unfinished, the meeting was adjourned to

10 A. M., January 29, but the sale is not ad

journed.
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DECLARES‘PREST-DLITE .

PATENT union 1910

Disagreeing- with- Other Tribunals,

Federal Court of Appeals Settles

s" Vexed Question—Victory

for Searchlight.

 

After having been successful in seven

United States District Courts and one Unit

ed States Circuit Court of Appeals in its

litigation for infringement of the Claude and

Hess patent, No. 664,383. under which it

operates, the Prest-O-Lite Co., of Indianap

olis, received a setback in the United States

Circuit Court'of'Appeals in Chicago, which

on Tuesday last, 7th inst., held with judge

Kohlsaat, then of the District Court in that

city, that the Prest-O-Lite patent “died”

nearly three years ago. Judge Kohlsaat's

decision was the first against the Prest-O

Lite Co. and, because of the long string of

favorable decisions, the appellant hoped it

would succeed in reversing this verdict. The

defendant in the action was the Searchlight

Gas Co., of Chicago, whose operations are

similar to those of the Prest-O-Lite.

The question which was considered was

one of patent law relating to the expiration

of American grants of foreign patents. The

law prior to 1897 was that a foreign patent

taken out in America expired when the for

eign grant became void, but this limtaoni

was removed in 1897, the restriction, how

ever, still applying to those for which ap

Plication had been made prior to the change

in the law.

The Claude and Hess patent. the British

number of which is 29,750, was applied for

prior to the change of statute but was not

granted until December 25, l900, where—

fore the Prest-O~l-ite Co. claimed its patent

did not expire with the English grant, which

ended its term June 30, 1910. The Appellate

Court ruled against the Prest-O-Lite com—

pany on this point, which makes the pat

ent useless since June 30, 1910.

Another construction of the case is that

while the British patent covers a “process”

the American grant. even if it has expired.

is a separate patent in that it covers an

"apparatus" in which a needle valve was

designated as coming within that portion

of the letters which call for a “regulating

valve." The court also held with the Search

light company that the needle valve does

not meet the specifications of the patent

and that it was the same as the English

patent.

The overthrowing of the patent does not

mean that the Prest-O-Lite company will

appear in the courts no longer, for much of

its previous litigation has been under the

trade-marked receptacle law, which statute

.. ' v , .l,

forbids the refilling of such a\ receptacle by

a company other than the manufacturer.

Numerous violations under this law have

been prosecuted, and nothing thus far has

disturbed the company's right to continue

that form of litigation. -

Teaboldt’s Suit Reacts for Mezger.

\Vhatever C. R. Teaboldt 8: Co., one-time

metropolitan dealer in Everitt cars, ex

pected to get when it brought suitin the

Supreme Court ,for New .York- county

against the Metzger Motor Car Co., of,,De

troit, Mich, for $14,520 because of trouble

over a dealership contract, it apparently

was disappointed this week, when.the case _

was decided against it; in fact, instead of

securing a verdict, Teaboldt & Co. were

condemned to pay a counterclaim of $4,

499.44 set up by the defendant Merger com—

pany.

The substance of the Teaboldt complaint

was that its contract was revoked in 1911

after it had booked 111 orders and was

about to cash in on a goodly amount of

business. The Metzger story is that the

dealer was short of funds and that another

dealer therefore was engaged. Counter

" claims of the Metzger company were $4,

179.44 for parts unpaid for. and $3,902.83

due on an advertising contract. Both con

cerns are no longer in the lists of business

liouses; Teaboldt is now in the Vl’est and

the Metzger company recently became the

Flanders Motor Co.

Mason Stock Seller Sued for Fraud.

Alleging fraud. the Mason Motor Co..

of Waterloo. Ia.. has instituted suit in that

city against J. J. Slicer for the sum of

$186.60. The complaint declares that in

November, 1911, Slicer was engaged to sell

Mason stoek and bonds, and while in St.

Louis for that purpose be wired the fac

tory for $60 to cover the expenses of a party

of four which, he stated, he desired to escort

to Waterloo to investigate the Mason

property. The money was wired to Slicer,

but according to the Mason allegements, he

acted fraudulently in the matter and never

rendered the service for which the money

was forwarded.

Franklin Declares 200 per Cent. Dividend.

At a stockholders' meeting held on Fri

day last. 3rd inst. the capital stock of the

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co. of Syracuse, N. Y.,

was increased from $300,000 to $1,500,000.

The new stock consists of 9,000 shares of

common stock of par value of $100 each and

6,000 shares of preferred stock, 7 per cent.

accumulative, of par value of $100 each.

The increase in the common stOck was

brought about by the declaration of a 200

per cent. stock dividend upon the present

capital stock.

U. S. MOTOR REDRGANIZERS “

DECIDE T0 DROP TRUCKS

Their Manufacture Will not be Con

. tinued by New Company—To

Utilize Sampson- Plant, for

Four-Cylinder Car.

When the Standard Motor Co. takes over

the assets of the United States Motor Co.,

one of the, departments of the business

which will be wiped out will be that of truck

manufacture, which heretofore has been

carried on in. the Alden-Sampson plant in

Detroit.

The decision to discontinue the produc

tion of trucks has been one of the knotty

internal problems with which the reorgan

izers of the big corporation have had to do.

They were divided into two camps. ~o to

speak. one for and the other against the

truck. and the "against" finally won the

day.

The Alden-Sampson engineering staff, of

which Preston H. Breed was the head, has

been discontinued and the Sampson fac

tory, it is understood, probably will be used

for the production of a $1,075 four-cylinder

touring car which now is being developed

in Detroit. The former Brush runabout

plant also will be used for the same purpose,

as it is the intention to produce the new

model on a large scale.

Chief Engineer Breed, who is now at

liberty, is one of the veterans of the motor

truck industry. his first experience dating

back some 12 years. He was with Alden

Sampson when the first Sampson truck was

brought out, in 1907, and has followed its

fortunes ever since.

Friendship and Business Tangle Suit.

Whether Frank P.Anderson,an automobile

dealer in Syracuse, N. Y., borrowed $1.600

from Miss Mary H. \Valsh or failed to de‘

liver a car for which she paid. is the point

at issue in an action which she has brought

against Anderson in the Municipal Court in

that city; John S. Munro of Camillus, N. Y..

who advanced $34.000'to set up Ander~on

in business ,is named as co-defendant. Miss

Walsh claims Anderson agreed to sell her

a car for $900 and that on June 16 last he

went to her and asked her for $1,600. say

ing. he had her car and another at the

freight station and needed that amount to

get them, agreeing to repay $700 as soon as

he' saw Munro. Anderson's claim is that

when he and Miss Walsh were returning

from a North Side restaurant one night she

agreed to loan him the $1.600. to be repaid

when he could do so, and that he never

entered into an agreement to give her a

car.
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ERElGllT CAR SHORTAGE lS

PRIMARY CAUSE OF A SUIT}

Buick Chassis Damaged in Transit

Fall into Hands of Used Car Dealer

-.-Exporters Seek to Prevent

Sale. for Speculation.

One of the unusual effects of the freight

car shortage which has inconvenienced au

tomobile manufacturers in Michigan and

elsewhere is reflected in an action filed in

the Supreme Court for New York county

wherein the General Motor Export Co.. ex

porter of Buick cars. seeks to enjoin the

Rodney K. Haines Co.. a used car dealer

in New York City. from selling fourteen

Buick chassis; how the chassis came into

the possession of the Haines company and

are classed as "used" is a part of the car

shortage story.

The incident had its inception last spring

when the Buick Motor Co. began to ship

from Flint. Mich.. to its exporting agent

in New York City a number of chassis

which by fall had totaled fourteen. All

might have been well had freight cars been

available. but they were not. and the dozen

and two chassis were loaded onto flat cars

and sent eastward. Even this might not

have been so bad. but after they arrived in

New York they frequently were stored in

exposed places by the railroad company.

and the whole experience was such. accord

ing to the complaint of the exporting com

pany, that the dashes warped. coils and

tnagnetos were practically ruined. gears.

motors, wheels. bearings. flywheels and

other metal parts rusted. the veneer blis

tered and chipped and the one coat of paint

that the chassis had been given had trouble

in withstanding the weather. and the goods

were in anything but good condition when

the exporters received them.

Believing that damage might accrue to the

reputation of the Buick company and the

exporting company if these chassis were

sent abroad. it was decided to sell them in

New York. and as injury was

thought possible if they were sold through

a used car trader. search was made for a

similar

buyer who Would agree to put them to ser

vice for his own and not use them for spec

ulative purposes. The claim is that the

Haines company acted as the broker in this

deal and secured as a customer \N'alter ].

Connell. who operates a garage and taxi

cab service in Flushing. L. I. A price of

$6.000 with an additional $l5 for lighter

age was made to him for the fourteen chas

sis, and it is claimed Connell bought them

on November 12 last with the knowledge of

their condition and agreed to fit them with

taxicab bodies and place them in service. ex

presst agreeing not to sell them for spec

ulation.

The complaint further recites that Con

nell directed that the chassis be delivered to

the Haines company that the latter might fit

bodies and equip the cars for taxicab ser

vice; the delivery was made to the Haines

company and not many days thereafter the

New York branch of the Buick company

began to write letters to the export com~

pany berating the latter for having ofi'ered

the chassis for sale to the trade and public

as used. The Yonkers Buick dealer is said

to have lost a sale because a prospective

buyer picked up a bargain from the Haines

company, and documents are submitted by

the plaintifi in support of its claim that the

Haines company offered the chassis for

general sale. admitted it was so doing and

refused to desist.

The export company's reply to the Buick

people was that it could not understand the

situation, since its contract of sale forbade

the sale of the chassis. but when the Buick

branch continued to complain of the dam_

age the resale was doing, in the way of

originating stories of misrepresentation and

similar practice. the export company sued

for an injunction. A temporary order was

granted December 24 restraining Haines

from selling what he had left of the fourteen

and restraining Connell from violating the

terms of his contract. The matter was to

have been argued Monday last. 0th inst.

but was adjourned to Monday. 13th inst.

Assignee to Sell Canadian Plant.

The Harding Motor Car Co.. Ltd.. of

London, ()nt.. which undertook to build cars

in that Canadian city about a year ago. is

to he sold by the assignee on January 14th

next. The assets are appraised at $24.176.

of which plant. machinery. patterns. tools

and equipment are valued at $14.583.90. and

stock in trade. which includes finished and

unfinished parts. $9.190.7l. The remaining

$400 represents a demonstrating runabout.

Warner-Stewart Litigation Ended.

Following the purchase of the Warner

Instrument Co. by the Stewart & Clark

Mfg. Co. and the formation of the new

Stewart-\Varner Speedometer Corporation.

patent litigation between the two com

panies has been ended; the case of “"ar

ner vs. Stewart 8: Clark involving patent

No. 823,237. which had been for some time

in the United States District Court for the

Southern District of New York. was for

mally withdrawn this week.

Branch for Long Horn in Chicago.

The G. Piel Co.. Long Island City, N. Y..

manufacturers of the Long horn. have

opened a branch in Chicago at 1322 Michi

gan avenue. It is in charge of R. G. Ames.
  

CHANNING FAIIS T0 UPSET

WEED CHAIN’S lNJUNClION

Court of Appeals Sustains Lower

Court’s Grant of Temporary Re~

straining Order—“Anchored”

Chains the Issue.

 

In what has proved one of the most stub

bornly fought of the many actions involv

ing the Parsons patent. No. 723,299. in

which the Weed Chain Tire Grip Co. has

engaged. that against the H. Channon Co..

of Chicago. the Weed interests scored an

other victory on Tuesday last. 7th inst.. al—

though it by no means decides the main

point at issue.

It took the form of a decision by the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Seventh Circuit, sitting in Chicago.

sustaining the action of Judge Sanborn in

the lower court in granting a preliminary

injunction against the Channon company.

judges Baker. Seaman and Kohlsaat, who

constituted a Court of Appeals. held that

judge Sanborn had not erred or abused

judicial discretion in granting the prelimin

ary injunction. -

The case involves the right of the Chan

non company. and all others. to manufac

ture so-called “anchored” tire chains. and

really grows out of the decision of the

same Court of Appeals in the Excelsior

Supply case. in which it was ruled that the

Parsons patent covered the creeping type

of chain. Thereafter the Channon com

pany. which manufactures Gripwell. Ruli

shod and other chain grips. developed an

“anchored” chain. the "anchoring" being

effected by means of strips of chain or

leather which were accompanied by instruc

tion cards directing the purchaser to "B"

chor" the grips on the wheel so as to pre'

vent creeping around the tire. which. the

“"eed company claims, is but an atternlJt to

disclaim infringement.

Soon after these chains made their aP'

pearance on the market. and in response to

a challenge issued by the Channon com

pany. the \Veed people instituted the “Ill

which on April 25th last resulted in Judge

Sanborn's issuance of a preliminary inium'

tion. He held that the "anchoring" was an

obvious subterfuge by which it was hoped

to evade the Parsons patent without rea

sonable expectation that the “anchors”

would be used.

The Channon company promptly 39'

pealed. with the result. as stated. that .0"

Monday last the Sanborn preliminary m'

junction was sustained. In due course the

fight on the merits of the Parsons patelll's

application to "anchored" grips will be

taken up and settled.

Al
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Racine. \\'is.—Perfex Radiator Co., under

Wisconsin laws; authorized capital, $15,000:

to manufacture radiators.

Portland, Mc.—Apperson Automobile Co.,

under Maine laws; authorized capital, $10,

000: to deal in motor cars.

Barnsville, Minn—Broadway Garage Co.,

under Minnesota laws; authorized capital,

$5.000; to operate a garage.

Des Moines, la.—Des Moines Motor Car

Co., under Iowa laws; authorized capital,

$25,000; to deal in motor cars.

Grand Rapids. Mich—Valley City Supply

Co., under Michigan laws; authorized capi

tal. $25000; to deal in motor car supplies.

Grand Rapids. Mich—Grand Rapids Tax

icab Co. under Michigan laws; authorized

capital, $l,000; to operate a taxicab service.

Camden. J.—-Starr Garage. under New

Jersey laws; authorized capital, $50000; to

operate a garage. Corporators—H. H.

Grace. and others.

Jersey City, N. J.—Wheel of Fortune

C0.. under New Jersey laWs; authorized

capital. 5000.000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—J. R. Turner. L. H. Gunther, H.

A. Block.

St. Louis, Mo.--J. T. Moss Motor Car

C0.. under Missouri laws; authorized capi

131.510.0001 to deal in motor vehicles. Cor

porators—T. J. Moss, J. \V. Fristow. E. J.

Dykstra.

Tulsa. Okla.-\\'cstern Auto Supply C0..

under Oklahoma laws; authorized capital.

$50000; to deal in motor car supplies. Cor~

Dorators~Frank \Valfe. R. J. Meyers. F.

W. Dye.

Rockford, Ill.—Rockford Motor Truck

Co., under Illinois laws; authorich capi

ta1010.000; to manufacture motor vehicles.

Corporators-fP. A. Peterson, Levin Faust.

John Ledin.

Detroit. Mich—Detroit Tractor C0-.

under Michigan laWS; authorized capital,

$50000; to manufacture tractors. Corpora

tors—George J. Baker, Frank E. Baker.

Mary J. Baker.

Milwaukee. “is—William H. Wegner

C0.. under Wisconsin laws; authorized cap

ital. $5.000 to deal in motor car supplies.

Coroorawrhw. c. Wegner, w. H. \Veg

ner, I. H. Kurz.

BridReport, Conn—Jones Pneumatic Tire

Spring C0.. under Connecticut laws: an

thorized capital. $100,000;

motor car parts.

Jones and others.

to manufacture

Corporators—Lyman D.

Turon, Kan.—-Turon Motor 8: Implement

Co., under Kansas laws; authorized capi

tal, $6,000; to deal in motor cars and im

plements. Corporators—Al. Sprout, E. O.

Allmon, G. E. Farney.

Somerville. Mass.—Caverly Automobile

Co., under Massachusetts laws; authorized

capital. $5,000; to deal in motor cars. Cur

porators—Irvin C. Caverly, \Nilliam Thibn

deau, Edna C. Caverly.

New Haven. Conn—Motor Truck Sales

Co., under Connecticut laws; authorized

capital, $10,000; to deal in motor vehicles.

Corporators—Julian Denison, Jessie F.

Mabry, Howard W. Beach.

Canton, Ohio—~Original Puncturefix C0..

under Ohio laws; authorized capital. $50.

000; to manufacture tire filler. Corpora

tors—W’illiam E. Steinmetz. Edwin D.

Meyers, Edward L. Hang.

Quincy, Ill.—Machinery & Motor Co.,

under Illinois laws; authorized capital, $25.

000; to operate a motor car repair shop.

Corporators—Bcnner Kinsey. Fred H.

Wilms, Harry V. C. Tingley.

Cleveland, Ohio—Standard Castings C0..

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $100.

000; to manufacture tire fillers. Corpora

--Julius F. Janes. S. C. Cutler. E. H. James,

M. M. Feidner. N. N. Calfee.

I‘ainesville. O.--Vulcan Mfg. Co., under

()hio laws; authorized capital. $300,000; to

manufacture motor cars. Corporators—E.

B. Heartwcll, F. H. Murray. J. C. \Vard,

\Vm. F. Truby, H. E. Hammer.

Robinson. Ill.—-Assoeiated Auto 8: Sup

ply Co., under Illinois laws; authorized

capital, $2,500; to deal in motor cars and

supplies. Corporators—J. M. White, J. \N'.

Carlisle, R. J. Hunter. Y. S. Welsh.

Newark, N. J.-—Scrvice Incorporation of

New Jersey. under New Jersey laws; au

thorized capital, $25,000; to deal in motor

cars Corporators—Stephen C. Renssaelaer.

Francis Child. Jr., George Allen Dewey.

Rochester, N. Y.—-Ball-Washburne Mo

tor Co., Inc., under New York laws; author

ized capital, $25,000; to deal in motor cars.

Corporators—Ward H. Ball, Charles H.

\‘Vashhurn, Asa R. Ball, all of Rochester.

Lowell, Mass.-—-Ruggles Motor Sales 8:

5 E _
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Repair Co., under Massachusetts laws; au

thorized capital. $3,000; to deal in motor

cars Corporators—Frederick W. Coburn.

\Vinthrop A. Parkhurst, Alfred B. Rtiggles.

New York, N. Y.-—Electro Coach Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital.

$500,000; to deal in motor vehicles. Cor

porations—John Larkin. Alexander An

drews, Richard J. Lynch. all of 44 Wall

street.

Robinson, Ill.--Associated Auto 81 Sup

ply Co., under Illinois laws; authorized cap

ital, $2,500; to deal in motor cars and sup

plies. Corporators—J. M. White, J. W. Car

lisle, R. J. Hunter, V. S. W'eleh, D. Mc

Carty.

Detroit. Mich.—Ostdyke Gear Shifting

C0.. under Michigan laws; authorized capi

tal. $50000; to manufacture gearsets. Cor~

porators—Charles A. Ostdyke, Fred E.

Holmes. \Vilfred W. Campbell, John B.

\Vhalen.

Indianapolis, Ind—Wizard Motor C0..

under Indiana laws; authorized capital.

$50000; to manufacture motors for cycle

cars. Corporators—Orlando C. Forbes. Ed

ward H. Habig, Park S. Florea, all of In

dianapolis.

New York, N. Y.-—E. J. Sullivan Corp.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$5,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—Robert G. Ballantine, Rye, N. Y.; Eugene

J. Sullivan, \Valter F. Hopper, both of 590

“'est 174th street.

Jamestown, N. Y.—-Eagle Garage Co. of

Jamestown. Inc., under New York laws;

authorized capital, $25.000;

garage. Corporators—Samuel B. Robbins,

Olive M. Spencer, Jamestown;

Rappole. Bemus Point.

New York, N. Y.—-Wholesale Auto Tire

Co., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital. $l,000; to deal in motor car tires.

Corporators—Vl/m. P. Cole. 83 Chambers

street; David Morris, 26 Oliver street;

Abraham Levy, 277 Broadway.

Buffalo. N. Y.—-United States Rubber Re

claiming Co., Inc., under New York laws;

authorized capital, $2,400,000; to reclaim

rubber. Corporators—Theodore W. Bas

sett. Rudolph A. Lowenthal, 277 Broadway,

New York City; Cornelia Beebe, Ellenville,

N. Y.

West Seneca, N. Y.—George Schuster

Garage & Sales Co., Inc., under New York

to operate a

George
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laws; authorized capital, $5,000; to OPE"

ate a gang; and deal 11111110th cars. Cor~

.‘1'.

porators—JacohTF. Berner, liteinhold“ C: ‘

Berner,

N. Y.

  

.zeorge Schuster, all of 'B'uFfalo,

vp'ork, IN. Y.—General Interboro

, “ress Co., under New York laws;

aughorized capital. $3,000; to operate a mo

t0> elivery. Corporators—George 1. Pound,

| r

92 Bryant avenue; John Pallett, 509 East

79th 5,},l'Fet‘; P. Pound, 543 East 85th street.

New. YQ-‘Tk' N‘ Y—Haverty's Taxicabs,

Inc-i under New York laws; authorized

capital, $1.000; to operate taxicabs. Cor

porators—Charles O’Brien, 227 East 57th
street; I Charles O’Brien, Jr., 233 Ale'xg'gde;

avenue; Margaret v. Curran, 332 East 58th

street. "

New York, N. Y.-Drouet & Page Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$10,000; to manufacture motors. Corpora

tors—Conrad Milliken, 421 \Vest' 114th

street; Ingrid E. Larsen, 17 Marion ave

nue, Tompkinsville, S. 1.; Martin B. Hofi

man. 38 Park Row.

New York, N. Y.-—Stewart-Warner

Speedometer Corp, under New York laws;

authorized capital, $25000; to deal in motor

car accessories. Corporators—Elmer E.

Holmes, 327 Sterling place, Brooklyn; J.

K. Stewart and C. B. Smith, both of 1828

Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

New York, N. Y.——New York Motor

Speedway Association, Inc.. under New

York laws; authorized capital, $1,000,000;

to conduct motor contests. Corporators—

“'illiam B. Allen. Seattle, \Nash.; Herbert

]. Carter, 368 East 158th street: Alfred B.

Casner. 263 Madison street, Brooklyn.

New York, N. Y.-—Frank M. Randall Mfg.

Corp.. under New York laws; authorized

capital, $5,000; to manufacture motors. Cor

porators-Frank M. Randall, 148 West

52nd street; Philip K. Stern, 521 West

187th street; Louis B. Rosenberg, 113 West

42nd street; ].- Chas. W'eschler, 527 West

110th street.

Tiffin Trucks Nearly Ready for Market.

Having decided to engage in the manu

facture of motor trucks. the Tiffin Wagon

Co. of Tifi‘in, 0., has moved much more

rapidly than first had been thought possible.

As a result, its first two models have been

thoroughly tested out and it is expected that

its trucks will be ready for the market not

later than the middle of February.

Increases of Capitalization.

Richmond, Ind—Pilot Motor Car Co.,

from $5.000 to $150,000.

Moline, Ill.—Velie Motor Vehicle Co.,

from $600,000 to $800,000.

Syracuse, N. Y.—H. H. Franklin Mfg.

Co., from $300,000 to 31.500.000.

Jib
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ANNUL CAR GUARANTEES

N. A. A. M. Recommends Such Action

—Also Takes Steps to Erect Spe

cial Automobile Building at

Panama-Pacific Exposition.

  

vHereafter motorists who treat their tires

with any'of the t'hbusand-and-one so-called

“tire fillers" may pay a high price for‘it.

It is probable that the use of such tire fill

ers automatically 'will terminate the guar~

antee covering the car itself. It is certain,

at any rate, that the executive committee of

the National Association of‘ Automobile

Manufacturers, at its monthly meeting, held

in New York yesterday, formally decided

to recommend to its members that such

action be taken.

Practically all of the tire manufacturers

long since provided that the “doctoring” of

their tires with any of the so-called tire

filling concoctions abrogated their guaran

Like action by the car makers, there

fore, 'is not wholly surprising. The action

of the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers grew out of a conference

with the tire committee of the Motor and

Accessory Manufacturers. Inc.

At yesterday’s meeting of the N. A. A. M.

committee, the first step was taken toward

the housing, in a special building. of all

automobile exhibits at the Panama-Pacific

Exposition in San Francisco in 1915. Rep

resentatives of the exposition were in at

tendance and the consultation was of~an

extended nature. The show committee pre

sented a plan for the erection of a special

building for the purpose, which plan will

be submitted to all members of the asso

ciation for approval. It provides for the

erection of a structure 360 x 600 feet, which

probably will be styled the “Automobile

Pilace." and in which will be staged not

only all exhibits of cars but of motorcycles

and accessories.“ _:

The N. A. A. M. contest committee re

ported a tentative agreement with the con

test board of the American Automobile

Association relative to the control of con

tests, under which it is contemplated' that

the N. A. M. will take the place and. per

form most of the functions formerly exer

cised by the Manufacturers’ Contest Asso

ciation. ‘

Indianapolis was added to the N. A. A. M.

circuit of local shows. It was assigned the

week covering the dates March 24th to 29th,

inclusive.

Among other business transacted was the

election of C. B. \Varren as representative

of the Haynes Automobile Co., E. 0. Sutton

as representative of the Knox Automobile

IBfiS.
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Co: and J. T. Ranier as representative of

the Garford Co. ' 4
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Weed Adjuster Iptgngers Settle."

\Vhen the Weed Chain-"Tire ions Co.'in

stituted suits in the United States; District

Court for the Southern District of New

York against the 35% Automobile Supply

' Co. and its owner, Albert B. Norwalk. in

one suit, and Charles \Veiland, in another

action, all of New York City, charging in

fringement of patent No. 953,673, under

which \Veed tire chain adjusters are made,

opposition was expected, and the complain

ants were much surprised last week when

both defendants backed down and agreed

to make substantiat'settlements for past in

fringements. The adjusters in question are

a combination of. springs and chains which

extend over the face of the wheel.and hold

the grips tightly against the tire. The action

of the defendants resulted in the issuance of

perpetual injunctions. The two defendants

had been selling the alleged infringements.

Remington Standard in Bankruptcy.

Involuntary proceedings in bankruptcy

were instituted in the Federal court in

lrooklyn, N. Y., on Tuesday last, 7th inst.

against the Remington Standard Motor Co.

a \\'est Virginia corporation, whose prin'

cipal place of business is Farmingdale. L. I.

The petitioning creditors are Charles P.

Hollister. $1,530.77; George J. Mercer,

$176.89; and j. H. Rooney, $86. About a

year ago the Remington company acquired

a license to use the Manly hydraulic drive

and built one truck in which it was em

ployed. It got no further, however, and

only last month inventor Manly himself in»

stituted proceedings against the company

for royalty and other debts.

Secures Judgment for Kilgore Advertising

Final papers in an action brought in the

New York City Court by the Frank Pres

brey Co., an advertising agency. against the

Kilgore Mfg. Co., of Boston, Mass. a manu

facturer of shock absorbers. were filed thiS

week, the agency taking judgment for

$1,148.75; the action was based upon ad

vertising service rendered between Decem

ber. 1909, and June. 1910, in connection

with space in newspapers in a number of the

large Eastern cities.

__.,_.__,
-

Moores to Make Trucks in Michigan

The Moore Truck 8L Mfg. Co. has been

organized in VVyandotte. Mich., to manufac

ture the Moore patent self-loading barrel

truck. It has acquired manufacturing facili

ties in the Debo building. Its officers are as

follows: President and general manager'

F. A. Moore; vice-president, E. Moorei

treasurer. Dr. C. \V. McColl; secretafyi 1"

E. Moore.

,
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\\'ickland 8: Britton have opened a gar—

age in San Jose, Cal.

Donald R. Macfarlane is‘building a repair

shop in Berkeley, Cal.

The Knox Automobile Co. of Illinois, lo

cated in Chicago, has dissolved.

G. A. Lewis is about to have a garage

built in Mankato, Minn. It will cost $9,800.

M. Parsons is about to enter the trade

in Carnarvon, la. He will sell Abbott—De

troits.

Under the style Dow & Green Garage, a

new firm has entered the trade in San Fran—

cisco.

M. Kroon has taken over the interest of

his partner, L. Johnson, in the Craig (1a.)

Auto Co.

Salyers 8: Kayton have taken over the

business of the Ribbins Auto Co., in Mal

vern, la.

The Oconto Falls (Wis) Motor Car Co.

has taken possession of a new garage, 36

x 58 feet.

A garage is being erected in Sacramento,

Cal, on K street, for J. D. Lauppe; it will

co.~t$ll,500.

William \Valterskirchcn has had plans

prepared for a new garage to be constructed

in Missoula. Mont.

J. B. l-lanlon has leased the \V. F. Nott

Garage in Galva, IlL William Soderburg

will act as manager.

H. 0. Spencer and Merle Parsons. of Ba"

gor. Me, have leased the Grange Slables

and will open a garage.

Frank B. Ridgway has asked authority

to erect a garage in Bridgeton, N. _l., at At

lantic and Hampton streets.

Behlin & Sons, of Cincinnati, 0.. have let

the contract for a new garage: it will b“

erected on Rockdale avenue.

The Beloit (\Vis.) Auto & Machinery C0

has been formed in that city; it will handle

the goods indicated by its title.

Ray Cleveland, of Albany, Minn. has

transferred his garage business to Anton

Gruenke'. the latter will continue it.

Ash & Philips, dealers in West Union.

1a.. have dissolved partnership; Ash will

continue the business, Philips retiring.

E. A. Walden and A. C. Gray have had

plans drawn for a new garage in Holly

wood. Cal. The estimated cost is $5,500.
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Under the style Burke Garage a new

business is about to be established in Lin

coln, 111. A garage is now. being erected.

A. F. Francis has sold his interest, in, a

garage, located on 10th street, Moundsville,

'W. Va. H. W. Perkins was the purchaser.

Newton B. Smith has openeda garage in

New Brunswick, N. 1., at 222 Nelson street;

he also will handle Marion and Studebaker

cars.

The Elliot Motor Car Co. has been

formed in Salt Lake City, Utah, with Harry

Elliot as manager; Oakland cars will be

stocked.

Roy Golden and Percy A. Collins have

opened a garage and repair shop in Petos

key, Mich. They also will conduct a livery

business.

Harry McCurdy has bought an interest in

the W'estern Slope Auto \Vorks, in Grand

Junction. C01. The company's garage is to

be improved.

Simeon Kimmcll has sold his interest in

the Hofiitian & Kimmell Garage, on 5th

street. Marysville, O. Hoffman's son was

the purchaser.

The Garrison Garage Co. is about to build

a new garage in the \Valbrook section of

Baltimore. Md. The cost will be approxi

mately $12,000.

Bartlett \V. Shryock is about to enter

[the trade in Fort \Vayne. Ind. He will lo

cate in the Phillips Garage and will handle

Studebaker cars.

Perl \V. DeVendorf, of \Vatertown. N. Y..

has bought out the \Varner Automobile Co..

of lSS Arsenal street; he will take with

him the Ford agency.

Centre Avenue Garage is the style of a

new business in Reading, Pa., at 93 Rose

street; storage will constitute the main

portion of the business.

The Colonial Motor Co., of Baltimore.

Md. is about to open a new garage on

North avenue: Studebaker cars and Uni

versal trucks are handled.

C. C. McNeer. farmer and auctioneer. has

purchased an interest in the Blue Grass

Garage. of Chariton, la. The style here

after will be Vaughn 8: McNeer.

C. O. Donner, of Alexandria, Minn., has

purchased the interest of his partner. J. A.

Bailey. in the Alexandria Auto Co. Donner

will conduct the business alone.

  

H
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~l,v-l)_ue,cker of Louis Corners, \Vis., has

inaugurated an automobile passenger ser

vice between Manitowoc and Kiel, in the

same State; his car seats 32 passengers.

Maxfield & Southwick, of Mofille, la..

have established a second agency, in Sioux

City; they have located in the Bennett

Motor Mart and will distribute I’ullman

cars.

The Broadway Garage, of Harrisburg,

Pa. which recently became the Mt. Pleasant

Garage, has returned to its old name under

another change in management; it is lo

cated at 1358 Thompson street.

Zinnel & Daehler, a new firm. have

opened up in Clinton, Ia., at 120~Z4 Sixth

avenue; besides operating a garage. the

firm will sell Ford cars. Both members

formerly lived in ML Carroll, lll.

Martin li. Hon. formerly president of the

Tennant Motor Co.. Ltd., of Chicago. has

become manager of the Marmon Chicago

Co. New quarters for the Marmon have

been taken at 2429 Michigan avenue.

J. F. Sanchez. of Syracuse, N. Y., is about

to establish a garage and agency in Calgary,

Alta. He will stock Moyer cars. In Syra

cuse. he was connected with the Chalmers

Syracuse Co., formerly the John H. \‘alen

tine Co.

Samuel A. Your has purchased the busi

ness of the Reinman & \Yolfort Auto Co.,

in Little Rock. Ark, and will continue it

under the style Arkansas Auto Exchange;

the garage, at 3d and Louisiana streets, will

be remodeled.

C. A. Herberg Rubber Co. is the style of

a new concern which just has been organ

ized in Wichita, Kan., to handle Fisk tires;

C. A. Herberg. the company's head, for

merly was a member of the Auto Supply 8:

Tire Co. in that city.

The Hippe Motor Car Co., which was

formed by business men of Chilton, Wis, in

response to a demand, has opened for busi

ness in a garage. 50 x 80 feet. with two

stories and a basement; it is well equipped.

Robert Hippe is manager

M. Humbarger. formerly manager of

the Collingwood Garage in Toledo. O.._has

sold his interest in that business and will

open up for himself at 238 Erie street; his

future business will consist of the sale of

Apperson cars and repairing.
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E. F. Morgan, of St. Paul, Minn., has

purchased the interest of his partner in the

Morgan-Bond Motor Car Co. and will con

tinuc the business as the E. F. Morgan Co.

As heretofore, it will consist of a truck

transfer line and the Rauch & Lang electric

agency.

Following the recent reincorporation of

the G. \V. Hawkins Automobile Co., of

Houston. Tex., as the Hawkins-Half? Co.,

a new building has been completed at Dal

las avenue and Main street; it contains

salesrooms, 65 x 85 feet. and a garage, 65 x

130 feet, separated from the salesrooms by

fireproof doors.

Joseph Hallett and Bert Miller, who have

conducted the Toonen & Barlament Gar

age in De Pere, \Nis., have dissolved part

nership; Hallett will continue the business.

Bruce Gray and Bert Horton have pur

chased the E. T. Remmert Garage in Gen

eseo, Kan. They have increased the gar

age's livery equipment.

H. M. Duyckinck, who has been manager

of a branch of Duyckinck. Sterrett & Co.,

on South Queen street, Rising Sun, Md.,

has entered the trade for himself; he has

taken over the branch, removed to a new

garage on East Main street and will carry

on the business under the style Rising Sun

Garage. The plant has a well equipped ma

chine shop.

“Garage de Luxe" is the term which the

\Narren Automobile Co., of St. Louis, Mo.

applies to the new salesrooms and service

station which it opened up with the new

year; it is located at 3048 Locust street and

is unusually attractive, the walls being

white brick, the floors white tile and the

woodwork mahogany. The company han

dles W'arren gas cars and Argo electrics.

The Hughes-MacDonald Motor Car Co.,

recently formed in Milwaukee, Wis, has

leased the Johnson Garage at 239-41 \Nis

consin street and will remodel the building;

the concern will handle the Ohio electric.

Garford trucks and pleasure cars and Plan

ders “sixes.” John MacDonald, Jr., who

will act as manager, formerly was con

nected with the Kopmeier Motor Car Co.

in that city. .

vMinor Business Troubles.

Margaret A. Devine of Brookline. Mass,

a dealer in automobile supplies, is in the

bankruptcy court; the liabilities are $875

and the assets $75.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy

has been filed against the Acme Motor Car

Co., of Worcester, Mass, by creditors

whose claims aggregate $1.467; preferential

payments are alleged.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy

has been filed against the Knoxville (Tenn.)

Auto & Garage Co. It is claimed that the

company owed the defunct Knoxville Bank

ing & Trust Co. about $20,000. Edward

Akers was named receiver.

Alvie G. \Nilliams, formerly an automo

bile dealer in Syracuse, N. Y., has filed a

petition in bankruptcy in the Federal court

in Utica, in the same State; his 21 creditors

include: Syracuse Rubber Co., $45; William

Cronin, $25; W'illiam Marshall, $47, and

J. P. Miller, $113.

Because the petitioning creditors failed to

appear when the case was called in the Fed

eral court in New York City, the petition

in bankruptcy, filed against Alexander

Goldner October 6, 1911, was dismissed last

-weck; Goldner traded as the Broadway

Auto Top & Body Co., at 136 \Vest 54th

street.

An accumulation of financial difficulties

caused the Simpson Automobile Supply Co.,

of 251 Division avenue, South, Grand Rap

ids, Mich., to file a trust mortgage last

week; an indebtedness of $14,000 is ac

knowledged. Prior to this action, seven

judgments were taken against the concern,

amounting to $1,193.75.

A receiver in bankruptcy has been ap

pointed in the Federal court for the North

Main Street Garage Co. of Decatur, Ill.

The liabilities are estimated at from $12,000

to $14,000, with assets of from $4,000 to $5,

000. The petitioning creditors are Decatur

concerns or individuals, the largest claims

being $642.61, by D. W'. Tilson, and $587.03,

by the Decatur Railway & Light Co.

The \Nright Rye Motor Co. of Sheridan

avenue and Chapel street, Albany, N. Y.,

for which a receiver was appointed by the

New York Supreme Court for Albany

county, December 14, when the directors ad

mitted insolvency, has been made the ob

ject of a petition in bankruptcy, filed in the

Federal court in Utica, N. Y., by creditors

who allege that mismanagement by the di

rectors, Albert E. Grant, Sr., of Troy; Al

bert E. Grant, Jr., Horace A. Raynor and

Walter E. Ward, caused the embarrassed

condition. The Federal court appointed a

receiver who will take the business from the

hands of the appointee of the Supreme

Court.

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

Richard Ferguson has been appointed

factory manager of the Grant-Lees Machine

Co., of Cleveland. Previously he was in

' charge of one of the Buick plants in Flint,

Mich.

L. B. Sanders, former sales manager of

the Lion Motor Car Co., has been appointed

to a similar post in the Abbott Motor Co. of

Detroit. He succeeds W. P. Bush, resigned.

L. 1. Stewart, for the past two years chief

purchasing agent for the Warner Mfg. Co.

  

of Toledo, 0., has been promoted to the

post of sales and advertising manager. The

vacancy created by his elevation has been

filled by. the appointment of W. L. Rowe,

his former assistant.

“1. M. Roberts, former sales manager of

the Packers Motor Truck Co. of W'hceling,

W. Va., and latterly manager of the New

York branch, has resigned that connection

to become sales manager of the Mais Motor

Truck Co. of Indianapolis. He, of course,

will make his headquarters at the Mais fac

tory in that city.

H. P. Ziegler, manager of the Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Co.'s Milwaukee branch, has

been promoted to the post of district man

ager with headquarters in Chicago. His

appointment carries with it supervision of

the Goodyear branches in Chicago, Milwau

kee, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Omaha, Des

Moines and Sioux City.

Chester S. Ricker, chief engineer of the

Henderson Motor Car C0. of Indianapolis,

and designer of the Henderson car, has re

signed that office to set up for himself as

a consulting engineer. Before leaving the

Henderson employ he completed the de

sign of an electric engine starter, and will

be retained in an advisory capacity to de

sign a Henderson “six.

Harry J. Galvin, for several years chief

accountant and later auditor of the Remy

Electric Co. of Anderson, Ind., has resigned

that position to become president and gen

eral manager of the Galvin Specialty C0"

which recently was organized in Anderson

and with which \V. R. Poland, at one time

general manager of the Remy company. 15

identified. The new company, however, will

not have anything to do with automobile

productions; it will make tailoring and

laundry machines.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Pomeroy, Ia.—J. \V. Lockie, garage de'

stroyed. Loss, $10,000.

Centerville, Ia.—King Auto Co, 12th

street, garage damaged. Loss, $6,500.

Lowell, Mass—Moody Bridge Gan-get

Joseph Marion, owner, destroyed. L055!

$20,000.

Roanoke, Va.—-Vallcy Motor Vehicle C0"

115 Luck avenue, garage and cars damaged

Loss, $20,000.

Calgary, Alta—Motor Transportation

Co., 11th avenue, garage and 12 Cal's 46‘

stroyed. Loss, $21,000.

Washington, Pa.—Union Motor Car C0-

garage destroyed by fire which followed ex

plosion of gasolene. Loss, $25,000.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Vance-Canavan MO

tor Co., 1122 South Olive street, salesrooms

and garage damaged and several cars (16

stroyed. Loss, $10,000.
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GASOLENE SITUATION CALLS FOR ACTION.

It does not seem possible that the National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers, the Automobile Board of

Trade. the Society of Automobile Engineers. the American

Automobile Association, or any of the other organizations

which seek to promote the welfare of the automobile indus

try, much longer can afford to permit what has come to

be known as the gasolene situation to pass without official

recognition and official action of some sort.

After the brief lull which marked the meteoric rise in

the price of the fuel last year, the producers have returned

to the attack again and the cost has been increased and.

according to indications. there now is no telling when or

where it will stop. It is reasonably certain. at any rate.

that unless those concerned with the well—being of the

automobile industry seek some avenue of relief “the high

cost of motoring" soon may vie with the much-mooted

“high cost of living." As Motor \Vorld pointed out many

months ago, the rising cost of fuel constitutes a truly seri

ous menace to the sale and operation of commercial vehi

cles, and apparently it is approaching a cost which will give

pause even to intending purchasers of pleasure cars.

While supply and demand affords the readiest explana

tion, and while there is no doubt that the demand has in

creased in greater ratio than has the supply. the inequitable

prices which have prevailed in various parts of the country

during the past year indicate that. however ready. the

Supply and demand explanation is not a sufficient one. Also

the fact that the chief producers of gasolene have continued

to pay exorbitant dividends on exorbitant capitalizations

suggests strongly that the money-mad men higher up are

more concerned with pyramiding millions than with doing

real justice to the public.

It is in these directions that the automobile organiza

tions should promote inquiry. The most notable contribu

tion to the subject which has seen the light was published

in Motor W'orld of September 19th last. when a calorific

engineer who had intimately served one of the large oil

companies, pointed out avenues which promised relief.

He suggested what technically are known as "long cuts”

as one solution of the problem. He also suggested that

engine designers may assist in relieving the situation by

creating a greater vacuum or increasing the compression

in order that engines may make use of fuels of lower gravity

than gasolene. Likewise he indicated that prices are being

increased not wholly by the law of supply and demand. but

because the chief producers of gasolene fear to undersell

each other because of the probability of a price war which

may affect the products of petroleum other titan gasolene

in which the profits of one company or the other are par

ticularly handsome.

There is much that can be done by the automobile or

ganizations. if they will but do it, and where the interests

for which they stand are so seriously menaced. there ap

pears to exist the best reason in the world why they should

do something without delay.

AMERICAN WAYS AND FOREIGN WAYS.

It may or may not be of particular significance one way

or the other. but it is an interesting fact. which an inspec

tion of the exhibits at the Importers’ Salon brings some

what sharply to mind, that it is some time since American

manufacturers of automobiles gave up trying to accomplish

certain results through complex and roundabout methods,

making mechanical sacrifices for the sake of theoretical

gains that. in most cases. remained in the realms of theory.

The fact that some of the foreign manufacturers have

been able. through the employment of extremely high grade

materials and the finest kind of workmanship—all of which

is very expensive—t0 obtain excellent results from a rear

axle construction, for instance. which involves the use of

numerous universal joints and the transmission of power

through many angles. when the same result might be ac

complished through simple bevel gears and straight shafts.

or from a control system with many adjustments constantly

at the mercy of the driver. when equally good average

results doubtless could be obtained by means of less easily

upset mechanism. speaks volumes for the manner in which

the designs have been worked out and the kind of workman

ship that has been employed. In fact. it is highly probable

that with less attention to detail disaster would result.

It is impossible to help wondering. however. if better

results could not have been obtained by applying an equal

amount of skill and care to the perfection of direct and

simple ways of doing the same things. A feature of the

American car now is its simplicity. and it is difficult to

comprehend why the simple method is not the best method.
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January 4-11, Montreal, Cam—Annual

automobile show in the Drill Hall and

Armory, under the auspices of the Auto

mobile Club of Canada.

January 6~ll, Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland

Automobile Show Co.'s exhibit in the Cen

tral Armory.

January 11-17, Milwaukee. VVis.-—Annual

Show of the Milwaukee Automobile Show

Co. and the Milwaukee Progressive Auto

mobile Dealers' Association in the Audito

rium.

January 11-18, New York. N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 13, New York, N. Y.~—Meeting of

the Executive Board of the American

Automobile Association in Hotel Belmont.

2 P. M.

January 14, New York, N. Y.—-Annual

meeting of the Automobile Board of Trade

in New York offices, 7 East 42nd street.

January 15, New York, N. Y.—Tenth an

nual meeting and fifth annual banquet of

the Motor and Accessory Manufacturers’

Association in the Waldorf-Astoria, 5:30

and 8 P. M.

January 16, 17, 18, New York, N. Y.—M.id

winter meeting of the Society of Automo

bile Engineers, in Hotel McAlpin.

January 17, New York, N. Y.—Annual

Dinner of the Society of Automobile Engi

neers. in the Hotel McAlpin, 8 P. M.

January 20-25, Philadelphia. Pa.—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association's

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 21-26, Toledo, Ohio—Annual

show in the Exposition building under the

auspices of the Toledo Automobile Shows

Co.

January 25-February 1, Providence, R. I.

—Annual show of the Rhode Island Auto

mobile Dealers' Association in the Provi

dence State Armory.

January 27-February 1, Ottawa, Can.—

Annual show of the Ottawa Valley Motor

Car Association in Howick Hall.

January ?7-February l. Scranton, Pa.—

Third annual show of the Scranton Auto

mobile Dealers' Association in the 13th

Regiment Armory.

January 27—February 1, Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit Automobile Dealers' Association's

Show in the State Armory. .1

February 1—8, Chicago, Ill—National As! ‘

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and lst

Regiment Armory. Pleasure ears only.

February 3-8, Washington, D. C.—Wash

ington Automobile Show Co.'s exhibit in

Convention Hall.

February 8-15, St. John, N. B.——First an—

nual show of the New Brunswick Automo

bile Association in the Drill Hall.

February 8-15, Youngstown, Ohio—An

nual show of' the Youngstown Automobile

Show Co. in the Auditorium and Annex.

February 8-15, Hartford, Conn—Sixth

annual show of the Hartford Automobile

Dealers' Association in the State Armory.

February 10-15, Minneapolis, Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Co.'s show in

the National Guard Armory. _

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers’

12th annual show in the Coliseum and lst

Regiment Armory.

only.

Commercial vehicle:

February 12-15, Geneva, N. Y._-Annual

show in the State Armory, under the aus

pices of the Ottawa Valley Motor Car As

sociation.

February 15-22, Albany, N. Y.—Annua1

show of the Albany Automobile Dealers'

Association in the State Armory.

February 15-22, Newark, N. J.—-New Jer

sey Exhibition Co.'s Sixth annual exhibit in

the First Regiment Armory.

February 16-23, Richmond, Va.—Rich

mond Automobile Dealers’ Shows Co.’s ex

hibit in the Horse Show building.

February 17-27, Kansas City, Mo.—Kan

sas City Automobile Dealers' Association’s

show in Convention Hall. First week pleas

ure cars; second week commercial vehicles.

February 19-22, Davenport, Ia.—-Annual

show of the Tri-City Automobile Dealers'

Association in the Coliseum.

February 19-22, Oshkosh, W'is.—Oshkosh

Automobile Dealers’ Association's second

annual show in Armory B.

February 2022, Canandaigua, N. Y.——Mo

tor Car show in Hawley’s Garage, under the

management of A. Blumenstein.

February 22-March 1. Brooklyn. N. Y.—

Brooklyn Motor Dealers‘ Association’s

third annual show in the 23rd Regiment Ar

mory.

February 24-March 1. Omaha.

Omaha Autmobile Dealers’

annual show.

Neb.—

Association’s

February 24-March 1, Cincinnati, Ohio—

Third annual show of the Cincinnati Auto

mobile Dealer; -‘Association in the Cincin

nati Music Hall.

Februai'y 25-28, Topeka, Kan—First an

nualshow' of the Kansas Motor Show Co.

February 26-March 1, Fort Dodge, Ia.—

Second Annual show of the Fort Dodge

Dealers’ Association in Armory.

January 27-Fcbruary 1, Rochester, ,N. Y.

—Fifth annual show of the Rochester Au

tomobile Dealers' Association in Exposi

tion Park.

March 1-8, Paterson, N. J.—Second an‘

nual show of the Paterson Automobile

Dealers’ Association.

March 3-8, Pittsburgh, Pa.—-Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers' Association's show in

Duquesne Garden.

March 3-15, Des Moines, Ia.—Des Moines

Automobile Dealers' Association's fourth

'annual show in the Coliseum. First week

pleasure cars; second week commercial ve

hicles.

March 10-15, Dallas, Tera—Annual show

of the Dallas Automobile Dealers' Assocm

tion in the Fair Grounds Coliseum.

March 20-24, New Orleans, La.-—Annual

show of the New Orleans Automobile Deal

ers' Association.

 

Four “Private Shows" in New York.

inability to procure space adequate, of

sufficiently well located, either in Madison

Square Garden or in the Grand Central

Palace properly to display their lines, l5

responsible for the non-appearance at the

impending show of four accessory exhibit

ors who have been prominent figures III

shows of yesteryear—the Bosch Magneto

Co., Jones Speedometer. Eisemann Mag

neto Co., and the J. S. Bretz Co., importer

of F 81 S ball bearings. A more than ordi—

narily comprehensive display of the various

Bosch products, with special emphasis On

that portion dealing with the new oil and

waterproof ZR types of instruments, Wlll

be staged at the salesrooms of the Bosch

company. 223 West 46th street; at the Else

mann salesrooms, 225-227 \Vest 57th street»

a display equally interesting will be made

in which Eisemann types E. M. and E- A

with bascual and automatic advance, respec'

tively. and the newer low priced instrumfllt'

type E. B., with separate transformer 6011

will figure largely. Several new models 0f

the Jones instrument in combination with

clocks will be on view throughout “show

week" at the Prince George Hotel. 27m

street, between Madison and Fifth avenues?

naturally, the older models also will be

shown. The J. S. Bretz Co., 250 \‘Vest 54th

street, will display the newer series of F

& S ball bearings which utilize the new and

impressively simple “blue ribbon"-ball Ye

tainers.
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FOREIGN CARS IN AN AMERICAN SETTING

Machines in Keeping with Surroundings at Importer’s Salon in Astor Ballroom—

Indications of Unusual Attention to American Requirements—Starters

Getting a Foothold—Body Work of Home Builders 21 Feature.

It is not likely that the. atmosphere of

the Importers' Salon ,er can be anything

but foreign, broadliiifsiieaking. There are

too many characteristics of other nationali

aics to permit anything different. .3.

To begin with. the dignified. not to say

magnificent. setting provided by the grand

hall-room of Hotel A5tar in New York is

so tliti'erent from the surroundings of any of

the simon-pure American automobile shows

that one instinctively associates it with

things that are imported and expensive. and

the modest banners hearing names that. for

the most part. no tWo people pronounce

alike. help not a little to strengthen the im

pression of nn-Americanism.

To go a little deeper. but still keeping to

the superficial. there is an undeniable rich<

ness of finish that characterizes the mechan

ical portions of the exhibits and shoWs

through dull. quiet colors as well as taking

the glare from the more brilliant hues

which. however. are sparingly used. Look

at that dark-colored cylinder. for instance.

.-\t a little distance it looks rather ordinary:

but on closer view it exhibits a smoothness

and high finislt that alm0st makes one

doubt that the substance under the finish

is cold. hard. cast iron. There are indescrib

able touches in the machines as a whole

and in the separate details that somehow

proclaim foreign workmanship,

(io still a little deeper. There's a malnl-"l'

cent car—that lsotta. finished in white.

\\'hat a perfect piece of body-work'- ll

certainly is remarkable. the way these

Italians can build really artistic bodies.

Now' Why can't American builders do work

like that? Look at the body-builder’s name

Plate for the answer and. behold! the body

is an American body. built by Burr 8: Co..

New York—and the knowledge that it is

does not take the edge off one's appreciation

of its beauty. Then pick out a real foreign

body. ()ne ought to be able to tell it if he

is on the lookout for it. That's one. surely

—- that narrow-hooded. round

hackcd runabout with individual Windshields

curious.

  

DAIMLER TERRAPLAXE BODY

that look like a pair of spectacles and wide.

flaring mudguards that look like wings.

That's the Austrian Daimler with a “terra

plane" body. Oh, distinctly foreign. even

to the curious metallic brown finish. Never

theless. the body was built by Healey 81

Co., of New York! No end of those little

“foreign touches" came straight out of

Yankee workshops. and the foreigners

themselves will "point with pride" to the

American bodies on their imported chassis.

But not all of the exhibitors care to have

their wares illustrated. At the Austrian

Daimler stand. for instance. a Special watch

man is stationed to “shoo away" photogra

phers and artists who seek to "take" the

odd looking car on display.

Here's an innovation. for an importers'

show: Look at that Hartford starter on the

front of an Isotta Fraschinni car. But that

was put on by special order. explains the

attendant: it is not equipment:

starters are not fitted except on order.

Right across the aisle. however. there is

a starter that is fitted as regular equipment.

No less a car than the Renault is regularly

equipped with a \\'ard Leonard electric

lighting and starting system. That is. the

cars brought to the United States are so

equipped. But the only other car in the

show with a starter is the Canadian Kee

ton. which has the _lesco electric system

(made in Chicago) and a crankless front.

Just here is where one gets an impres

regular

sion. It is a show of foreign cars—yes;

but more than ever before there is Ameri

can influence at work. American workman

ship and ideas are visible not only in body

work. but in wheel diameters, in clearances.

in springing for rough roads. and so on.

Foreigners here appreciate some. at least.

of the good things that are American. and

make use of them. The result is that one

leaves with a feeling that there is a good

deal that is American about the Salon.

Of the various nations whose cars were

exhibited at last year's lmporters‘ Salon two

are missing from the Astor ball-room. in

which the show will hold the boards until

Saturday next—England and Switzerland,

which showed. respectively. the Napier and

the Pic-Pic. The 1913 Salon holds the prod

uct of Austria (Daimler). Canada (Cana

dian Keeton). France (De Dion. Renault

and Panhardl. Germany (Mercedes). Italy
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(Lancia' and Isotta Fraschini) and Belgium

(Metallurgique and Minerva). 'Canada is a

newcomer. Cars that were shown last year

but have not returned to the ball-room are

the Benz, Charron, Darracq, Napier, Peu

geot, Pic-Pic and S. P. A.

The promise of the last Salon of motors

of the so-called valveless types. or of types

in which the valves were other than popp:ts

has not been fulfilled, for there were but

two representatives of the poppetless

schools —Panhard and Mercedes -— both

using Knight motors. The Panhard ex

hibit, however, is a whole-souled poppetless

one, for every model has a Knight engine. A

number of new features are embodied in the

two chassis models shown, not the least in

teresting of which was the 20-horsepower

four-cylinder Knight with unit power plant

construction.

  

  

,2/1xvi/111
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I
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The ZO-horsepowcr Panhartl chassis

which occupies the place of honor at the

front of the space, on the aisle, is of the

polished exhibition kind, including the four

cylinder Knight engine, which, curiously

enough, in most cars is left rather unfinished

as to exterior. In fact, in the 30-horsepowel'

Panhard chassis, further back, the Knight

engine is of "regular" finish and is decided

ly rough. Which may be said to point the

moral that genuinely fine birds can gel

along very well without fine feathers. Noth—

ing but Knight-engined Panhards are ex

hibited, and these only in 20-horsepower and

30-horsepower sizes.

The 20<ltOTSEPOWU motor has four cylin

ders, cast in pairs, the bore and stroke being

Bf) x 130 millimeters, or about 3.1 x 5-1

inches respectively both crankshaft and

camshaft having three bearings. The cas—

tng which encloses the four-speed gearSet

is bolted to the crankcase making a unit

power plant which is supported at three

points. Lubrication is by splash from in—

dwtdual troughs; there is no oil pump

Final drive is through propeller shaft and

bevel gears, the shaft being enclosed in a

long, heavy torque tube which extends to

the universal joint at the rear end of the

i'earnox. Three-quarters floating construc

tion is employed in the rear axle.

  

l‘AN HARD M-ELLIPTIC SPRINGS

The rear springs are of the rather rare

type known as seven~eighths elliptic canti‘

lever springs. As the term implies, they

lack but an eighth of being full elliptics.

There are no rigid connections. eXcept

“(11(lean.

  

[In-"gm

where the springs are clipped to the axle.

As the accommpanying illustration shows.

the two front ends are shackled to the

frame, the two rear ends are shackled to

gether and the top member is pivoted to the

  

l-l‘ MK'DGL'ARDS AND LAMPS

sharply raised rear frame metnber. The

springs thus have the utmost freedom of

movement and transmit no driving strains.

The front springs are semi-elliptic.

Control is exceedingly simple. There are

neither spark or throttle levers on the steer

ing wheel. Ignition is by high tension mag

neto with set spark, while throttle control

is by foot accelerator only, though a lever

on the dashboard is provided to limit the

minimum speed of the motor.

The 30-horsepower Panhard chassis dif

fers from the 20-horsepower chiefly in the

fact that the Knight engine, which has a

lmre and stroke of 100 x 140 millimeters,

about 3.93 x 5.5 inches, respectively, has

separately cast cylinders and is not a unit

with the four-speed gearset. which is car

ried well back and connected with the rear

axle through a short propeller shaft. Rear

springs are three-quarter elliptic. The famil

iar l’anliard throttle and spark spools are

mounted on the steering wheel.

No little interest was manifested at last

year's Salon in the De Dion chassis with 8

cylindcr \'-type motor. This year the same

  

motor appears, but in a new setting—that

is to say, in a new chassis, which has worm

drive instead of bevel gears. The shaft sys~

tent is complex and peculiar. and exhibits

the kind of workmanship that is necessary

to get good results from such arrangements

—and there is no question but that the De

Dion gets results. The propeller shaft is in

two sections with two universal joints,

which at once attract attention because of

their size. and on closer inspection prove

to be ball-bearing, there being four ball

hearings in each joint. The first joint is

directly back of the flange-cooled trans

mission brake. and the shaft defies prece

dent by taking an upward slant to the sec

ond joint, while the second section takes a

still sharper upward shoot to bring it to the

top of the worm-and-gear housing. The

worm section of the propeller shaft is en

closed in a torque tube which terminates, at

its forward end, at a round cross-piece to

which it is clipped by a block which is free

to rock with the motion of the car on its

springs. The second universal. counting
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from front to rear, is just forward of this

cross shaft. The inevitable varying of length

of the forward section of the shaft is taken

care of by a telescoping joint of the feather

and-groove type. ,

The biggest thing in the ball-room, in

point of power, is the enormous Isotta

Fraschini lZO-horsepower motor. Two of

these are shown, one in a bare chassis and

the other in a touring car which is the most

conspicuous object of the I-F space. The

body, which is finished in white and is the

work of Burr 8: Co., is of the more or less

conventional touring type exteriorly; but

notwithstanding its enormous power it has

room for but four passengers, who occupy

individual seats. The mudguards of this

machine are peculiar in that on all wheels

they are of the narrow, curved type, follow

ing quite closely the tire contour, which is

made possible in the case of the front

guards by mounting them on the steering

knuckles, so that they swing with the front

wheels in steering. Broad aprons extend

from the front guards to their supports, pre—

venting the throwing of mud on the body.

In the tops of the front guards and in the

lower ends of the rear guards there are

formed little hoods in which are enclosed

small electric lights, those in the rear being

red and the front ones white. Two de

mountable wire wheels are carried, com—

plete with tires, one on each side of the

huge engine hood, where they find plenty of

room notwithstanding their considerable

size. This particular machine has no crank,

being fitted with a Hartford starting system,

applied to the forward end. outside.

Another feature of the I-F exhibit is the

Sankey steel wheel. which is supplied on

order. This wheel is made up of two halves

of pressed steel, which, before being put

together, look like a hollow wheel that has

been split edgewise, hub and all. The

pressed-up sections are joined by a welding

process, forming a wheel that is light—sur

prisingly light—strong, and free from bolts

and nuts. These wheels are made only with

clincher rims and are intended to be re

moved bodily in case of tire trouble, there

being a quick-detachable feature in the hub

which permits very rapid removal. The

Isottas make a feature of the leather disk

universal joints that were shown last year,

and, incidentally, they are the only cars

in the Salon that show final drive by side

chains—excepting the big Mercedes racing

car.

Dashboards at the Salon present the

widest possible range of arrangement, run

ning from a deeply cowled board with al

most every available inch filled with instru

ments and what-not, to a straight, plain ex

panse of polished wood without a curve and

without a break in its smooth expanse. The

last is a feature of the new Renault chassis

Lash

with 22-35 horsepower six-cylinder engine.

The chassis is a beautiful one, and is of a

type constructed especially with a view to

use on American roads, having high clear

ance, re-enforced axles and special spring

construction; Renault shock absorbers are

fitted on the rear, and the rear springs are

underslung.

The modest horsepower rating is a little

surprising when compared with the outward

size of the motor, which has its cylinder

cast in threes. The bore and stroke are

3 5/16 x 6 inches, respectively—truly a long

stroke motor. The length of the cylinders

and the liberal water jacket dimensions

make the cylinders seem very large, while

the big radiator, generous pipes and the

wide-spreading blades on the rim of the fly

wheel, all familiar in connection with the

Renault thermo-syphon cooling system,

look together big enough for a much larger

motor. The impression is in no wise dimin

ished by the fact that the cylinders are con

be regarded as a foreign product or not,

for it is of American origin, and, anyway,

Canada does not seem very “foreign.” How

ever, as the Keeton is shown in an import

ers’ show and its price is quoted as includ

ing duty, it must be concluded that it is an

importation, at least. The car is distinctly a

big one, with a wheelbase of 136 inches, and

has an extremely neat-looking 48-horse

power motor with six block-cast cylinders,

a Renault type radiator, and is cooled by

the thermo-syphon system. Drive is by

propeller shaft through a four-speed gearset

in which direct drive is on the third speed,

the fourth being an overstep. The “Jesco”

electric lighting and starting system is fit

ted as regular equipment; a single unit,

running alternately as motor and dynamo,

is carried at the forward end of the motor

and is connected to the crankshaft by “si

lent" chain. Wire wheels are fitted exclu—

sively, and the regular equipment includes

an extra wire wheel complete with tire.
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siderably offset. The Renault is the only

foreign car shown with an electric lighting

and starting system as part of its regular

outfit. A chassis is shown with the W'ard

Leonard two-unit system installed and work

ing. The dynamo is in the engine space,

while the starting motor is at the rear, driv

ing to the flywheel through a large gear

ring bolted to the rear side of the rim.

Judging by the constantly recurring hum of

the starter, and the continual stream of re

quests for information, such a system is

by no means out of place on an imported

car, and doubtless the next Salon will see

an extension of the idea.

One of the most attractive dashboards at

the show is on a Renault touring car; its

peculiarity is in the attractive and conven

ient arrangement of three little lockers

built on the top of the dash, following its

contour, with doors opening downward. The

wood is a light color with a handsome grain,

well brought out, and the general appear

ance is as pleasing as the arrangement is

useful.

It is, perhaps, just a little hard to decide

whether the Canadian Keeton car ought to

Among other features, this car has left side

steering and center control, and is the only

machine in the show to depart from the

time~honored right side position. Incidenl~

ally. questions as to this style of control

elicited from the foreign contingent super

ior smiles, an occasional shrug and such It

marks as “W'hat’s the use?" “No; we do

not want it." “Why should we make changes

for no good reason?” etc.

The Metallurgique exhibit is a good ex

ample of the existing foreign attitude with

regard to cars—that is to say, it is assumed

that beyond a few generalities the public is

little interested in mechanism. Consequent'

ly, not even a stripped chassis is on vieW

There are, however, some exeeediflgly ln'

tcresting examples of foreign body work:

which, it cannot be gainsaid, is deserving “I

more than casual attention. One, a Six

passenger car of what is known as the tor

pedo "sporting" type, is built on a 56-60

horsepower chassis and is peculiar in that

the entire body space is a single compafl'

ment. with a fixed rear seat for two, 8 fixed

seat—an extremely comfortable looking

one, by the way—for the driver, and three
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folding seats, one beside the driver’s seat

and the two others just forward of the rear

seat. The whole arrangement gives an idea

of sociabilitv and a total lack of stii’fness

and formality, which is just what is in

tended, for the machine is designed to be

driven by the owner. Another body, on an

85-90 horsepower chassis. is‘a roadster of

the Brooklands type. with stream-line for

mation. This is a very striking turnout, and

it includes a number of neat little details.

The rear end of the turtle-back, for instance,

is removable. revealing a space where a

spare wheel is carried, and a little wash

basin in which the owner can remove the

signs of toil from his hands after changing

a wheel—for this, too, is an owner-driven

car, and. like the other, is finished in white.

in the Mercedes space the center of at

traction is the 90-horsepower four-cylinder

racing car, with a big “22" on its narrow

ended hood, in which Ralph De Palma won

the Elgin Trophy and the Vanderbilt Cup;

the huge silver trophies at either end of the

  

RENAULT DYNAMO DRIVE

machine provide an eminently suitable gar

nishment. Like many of the foreign makers,

the Mercedes people have made no mechan

ical changes in their chassis. Many visit

ors to the show have asked to see the Mere

cedcs-Knight engine, but are informed that

none are being exhibited—in fact, Knight

engines are fitted to imported machines

only On special order. A big limousine is

shown which has a carrying capacity of

no less than eight passengers, there being

sufficient width to allow the use of three

extra seats; the third folds against the front

of the rear compartment.

The Austrian Daimler exhibit may be said

to center around the “terraplane” roadster—

a “long, low, rakish" craft of the most pro

nounced type. It is mounted on an 80

horsepower four-cylinder chassis and is

credited with enormous speed, and certainly

the cut of the car is calculated to give an

impression of the next thing to flying- Tim

hood is extremely narrow and the rear

filPers oft to a streamline point; the dash

is cavernously cowled and the seating SPEC?

is small. With very wide, spreading mud'

guards. heavily brass rimmed individual

Windshields of oval outline and a color {hm

somehow suggests smoothness and absence

of air friction, the car is unique—at least,

so far as the Salon is concerned.

The stripped chassis shown in the Lancia

exhibit serves the double purpose of ex

posing the mechanism and of proving that

there has been no change in the construc

tion of the machine, which is equivalent to

saying that no change is required. Ex

tremely clean-lined, block-cast, four-cylin

der motors, with four-speed gearsets, are

used in both 20-horsep0wer and 30-horse

power models, The Lancia makers give an

option of steering column rake—~either 38

or 50 degrees.

  

KEETON DYNAMO POSITION

The Belgian car, Minerva, shares with the

I’anhard the honor of exhibiting the Knight

motor, though no stripped chassis is shown,

and the exhibit centers around the bodies,

which are of the most luxurious types. A

particularly striking model is what the

French call an “evening car," though just

how it difiers from a day car is not appar—

ent. A five-passenger limousine “evening

car” is upholstered gorgeously in what

those who know refer to as Du Barry rose

brocade. Not only are there cushions—or

rather, pillows—~and robes to match, but

there are gold-mounted toilet articles and a

little folding table upon which they may be

spread.

Following is a summary of the exhibitors

and the cars that are shown:

Adams-Lancia Co., New York City—

Four four-cylinder, block-cast, Lancia cars;

one each seven-passenger touring car, lim_

ousine, landaulet and roadster and one four

cylinder chassis.

W. C. & H. N. Allen, New York City—

Five four-cylinder, pair-cast, Metallurgique

cars; one each seven-passenger touring car,

roadster and landaulet and two limousines.

De Dion Bouton Selling Branch, New

York City—Seven De Dion Bouton cars;

two four-cylinder coupes, one each four-cyl

inder six-passenger touring car and limou

sine, two eight-cylinder, seven-passenger

touring cars, one eight-cylinder limousine,

and three eight-cylinder chassis.

Distributing & Importing Co., New York

City—Four four-cylinder, pair~cast, Mer

cedes cars; one each seven-passenger tour

ing car and landaulet and two limousines

and one four-cylinder racing car.

Healy & Co., New York City—Three

four-cylinder Austrian Daimler cars; one

roadster with individually cast cylinders,

one limousine with pair-cast cylinders. and

a seven-passenger touring car with a block

cast motor. Bodies Healy built.

Holbrook Co., New York City—Limou

sine and coupe bodies mounted on Minerva

chassis and a coupe mounted on a Lancia

chassis.

lsotta-Fraschini Motor Co.. New York

City—Five four-cylinder, block-cast, Isotta

Fraschini cars; one each seven-passenger

touring car, coupe and limousine, and hue

landaulets, and three four-cylinder chassis.

Keeton Motor Co., Ltd., Brantford, Can

ada—One six-cylinder, seven-passenger

Canadian Keeton touring car and one six

cylinder chassis; both with block-cast mo

tors.

Locke & Co.. New York City—Seven-pas

  

RENAULT STARTER GEAR

senger touring car and coupe bodies, both

mounted on Renault chassis.

Panhard & Levassor Selling Branch, New

York City—Three four-cylinder, Knight-en

gined Panhard cars; one each landaulet

with separate cast cylinders, seven-passen

ger touring car and limousine with pair

cast cylinders and two four-cylinder Knight

cngined chassis with separate and pair-cast

cylinders, respectively.

_I. M. Quinby 8: Co., Newark, N. J.—

Seven-passenger touring car and landaulet

bodies mounted on Minerva chassis and one

coupe and one landaulet body mounted on

Renault and Isotta-Fraschini chassis.

Renault Freres Selling Branch, New York

City—Four four-cylinder Renault cars; one

each seven-passenger touring car, coupe,

limousine and landaulet; one six-cylinder,

seven-passenger touring car and one each

four-cylinder and six-cylinder chassis. Cyl

inders on fours and sixes east in pairs and

threes, respectively.

F. W. Sewell, New York City—Six four—

cylinder, Knight-engined Minerva cars; one

each coupe, landaulet and Berlin and three

limousines.
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MAKING SHOW WINDOW IMPRESS PUBLIC’S EYE

One-article Display as One Means of Causing Some One Part of Store’s

StOck to be Remembered—Method Employed by Denver Ac

cessory Dealer During Christmas Season.

,‘ r/g 2\
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ATTRACTIVE YULETIDE SHOW WINDOW DRESSING CENTERING ABOUT A SINGLE ACCESSORY—KLAXON

How to fix in the mind of the observer

the fact that he has seen something in a

show window and how to have him carry

away in his memory a picture of some arti

cle which he may need, is a problem which

window dressers have made the subject of

long study and, as a result. many and varied

have been the methods evolved; one of

these, designed to fix some one object in the

brain cells of the man who stops to look,

or passes by without stopping but neverthe

less looks, is the one-article window in

which the display is built up of some one

piece of stock. This, to be effective, re

quires a little decorative skill, and often

m

_.¢~ . r

  

times the merchant who thinks he is not

cut out for a window trimmer will surprise

himself once he tries out his ability.

\Vhat one accessory dealer accomplished

in the one-article line is shown by the ac—

companying photograph of the store front

of the Fry & McGill Motor Supply Co., of

16th street and Broadway, Denver, Col. This

company chose Klaxon horns as the article

and to give a Christmas setting three ever

green trees, which are not scarce about

Denver, a little cotton batting, some Christ

mas tree decorations and the horns were the

principal necessities in the design.

Like every good Yuletide exhibit, there

 

HORNS

was snow; this was the cotton with a Ellt'

tering covering on the floor of the window'

The trees, the largest in the center. We"

fixed in place at the back of the window and

the horns were arranged thereon; the

larger horns found suitable places 1163115!

the bottoms of the trees and the Klaxels

were fixed on the upper part, while in ihe

“snow” lay other horns, the black and brads

standing out in contrast against thf Wh‘te

of the cotton and the green at the trees'

Klaxon cards, a company banner, 3 Plcwre

of an aeroplane on the side wall and elec

tric lights to show things up at night were

the remainder of the design.
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DOORé OF NEW YORK’S TWIN SHOW ALMOST AJAR

Madison Square Garden and Grand Central Palace Made Ready for “ 13th

Annual ”—-Surprises Developed Since Motor World’s Mammoth Before

Shows Number—Wealth of Cars and Accessories to be Displayed.

When the doors of Madison Square Gar

den—in which goodby tears were sited last

year—and Grand Central Palace are opened

on Saturday night, 11th inst., it will be On

such an automobile show as never was be

fore; it will be a twin show, so to speak.

Nearly 500 separate exhibits will be set

out for the wondering;r gaze of the thousands

who will pass the portals of the two build

ings to view them: In the Garden, some 43

automobile manufacturers and 272 makers of

accessories will hold forth; in the Palace,

there will be 46 makes of pleasure cars and

more than 100 accessory exhibits, to say

nothing of the 20 motorcycle exhibits.

Until Saturday night, 18th inst, pleasure

car manufacturers and makers of accessor

ies will occupy the boards in both buildings,

when a quick shift will be made and the

pleasure cars will make way for the more

ponderous though scarcely less interesting

commercial vehicles, which will continue

the "run" for another week, or from the

20th to the 25th. With comparatively few

exceptions, accessory makers who have

taken space for the first week will remain

for the second.

TWo Shows for the One Admission.

Despite the fact that the show is held in

both buildings. and that nearly a mile Sepa

rates them, a single admission ticket—50

cents, please—will admit to the “whOle

show." That is to say, it will admit nearly

always. On Tuesday and Thursday, 16th

and l8th insts., the tax has been raised to

$1, ostensibly to reduce the crush slightly

that members of the “400" may view the

exhibits in comparative comfort. AS is

usual, these two days have been styled “so

ucty days," though it is doubtful, in Vitiw

of past experience, whether either the desig

nation or the increase in the price of the

ticket will operate to keep very many per

sons away.

Already the work of practically recon

structing and decorating and otherwise

metamorphizing the Garden has been com

pleted, and when the ticket choppers com

mence to chop tickets on Saturday night on

the inside of the big building there will be

mirrors——mirrors everywhere, that will re

flect the myriad electric lights, the statuary

and the remainder of the decorative scheme

that will prevail.

Thousand Men at Work on Garden.

All of which requires an immense amount

of labor, of course. just how much it does

require may be gathered from the informa

tion that no less than 800 men are now

working in night and day shifts to get the

Garden ready for its host; altogether there

are some 1,200 persons employed in mak

ing ready for the opening night. Some of

them are building the clever network of

steel cables and girders that will support

the temporary balconies, which, as was the

case last year, will encircle the big amphi

theater. Two hundred tons of steel is a

whole lot of steel, but it is none too much

for the purpose. Others are cunningly cov

ering the steel work with the veneer of

color and “effect” that is to hide the real

ity of the structure and make of it a veri

table fair garden, or, as those who have the

decorating in hand term it, a “Crystal Pal

3C6.

Landscape Artists Beautify Palace.

Uptown further, at Grand Central Palace,

which is just about a mile from the Gar

den, although the exhibits it houses are

part and parcel of the one big show in the

two buildings, Which is proven by the fact

that one ticket will admit to both build—

ings. if by nothing else, there is evident

very nearly, but not quite, so much activity.

The Palace is new and it does not require

the "fixing" required by the Garden, al

though it will be none the less resplendent.

There won't be any Louis “the cans" effect,

nor yet will it he Louis "the quince," as it

has been mispronounced by some. It will

be just a good old American efiect, and it

will be obtained with the aid of a corps of

landscape artists whose names are a power.

Alec. Grinager, the noted Norwegian art

ist; \Valter Burridge, the scenic artist

whose fame has spread further than New

York City; \Valter Shafiner—all these men

have contributed to make of the walls of the

Palace a veritable picture gallery.

Natural Growths Part of Scheme.

Probably no person who visits an auto

mobile show mcrely to look has any idea of

the tremendous amount of work that is

necessary in preparing for the occasion,

though those who revel in statistics may

take small comfort in the knowledge that

in the Palace more than 18,000 feet of nat

ural vines will be needed to cover the lat

tice work; 9,000 poinsetta blooms will blos

som on the vines; and some 500 large

branches of live oak, specially treated to

make them fireproof, have been brought

up from the sunny South to help out the

decorative scheme. One hundred and fifty

men will do the work, and, last but not

least, 100 expert carpet layers will stretch

the floor coverings, aggregating some 12,000

square feet, just before the doors are

opened.

Shows of the Past and Present.

What a contrast between the coming

show and the shows of yesteryear! To

those who have memories that stretch back

_A
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IN NEW YORK

JANUARY 11-18

Madison Square Garden

Alco

Auburn

Buick

Cadillac

Cartcrcar

Chalmers

Columbia

Cunningham

Flanders

Franklin

Gatford

Haynes

Hudson

Jackson

Knox

Locomobile

Lozier

Marmon

Matheson

Maxwell

Mercer

Mitchell

Moline

Moon

National

Oakland

Oldsmobile

Overland

Packard

Peerless

Pierce-Arrow

Pope-Hartford

Premier

Pullman

Reo

Selden

S. G. V.

Stearns

Stevens-Duryea

Stoddard-Dayton

Warren

White

Winton

 

 

Grand Central Palace

Abbott~Detroit

American

Bergdoll

Buffalo electric

Case

Chevrolet

Church-Field electric

Cole

Cutting

Davis

Detroiter

Edwards

Empire

Fiat

Firestone-Columbus

Havers

Henderson

Herreshofl'

Hupmobile

Imperial

Inter-State

Kissel

Kline

Krit

Lenox

Little

Marathon

Marion

Metz

Michigan

Norwalk

Only

Paige-Detroit

Paterson

Pathfinder

Rambler

R. C. H.

Regal

Speedwell

Standard Electrique

Studebaker

Stutz

Velie

Westcott.
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far enough, there will be visible a small

corner in the basement of Madison Square

Garden in which there were huddled three

makes of “horseless carriages." The year

was 1899, and the occasion was the annual

bicycle show. Those three makes of auto

mobiles, which have proven the nucleus of

the present tremendous shows. were the

Pope, the Oakman and the Riker electric.

Of them all, the Pope is the only one that

has survived the intervening years, though

those who knew only the first Pope would

be unable to recognize its successor.

Show of 1900 First of Moment.

Few paid much attention to “horseless

carriages" in those days, except as curiosi

ties, and it was not until the following

year—l900—that the automobile industry

had made such strides as to make it more

than ordinarily apparent. At the show in

Madison Square Garden that year, 33 auto

mobile manufacturers exhibited cars and

24 accessory makers occupied intervening

spaces and the balcony. That is to say, they

occupied part of the balcony. Of course, 57

exhibits filled not more than a small part

of the amount of available space, and it

was as much to fill the remaining space as

for any other reason that the center of the

Garden was occupied in part by a small oval

track which served to demonstrate the cars.

Test Hill that Tried Out Cars.

Another of the curious and almost for

gotten features of one of the earlier shows

was the “test hill" that was erected on the

roof of the Garden. ln those days it was

quite a task for many of the cars to climb

even a moderately steep grade, and as a

result the hill-climbing ability of a car con

stituted for a time a comparative measure

of its worth in the eyes of the purchaser.

The “test hill" was narrow and was con

structed of boards, the arrangement being

shown by the accompanying picture;

Advance Rapid in Last Twelve Years.

From 1900 up to date the march of the

automobile has been triumphant, as is in

dicated by the statistics of the shows that

intervene: In 1901, there were 41 automo

bile and 76 accessory exhibits; in 1903, the

1902 show having been set forward six

weeks from November 1902, there were 60

car exhibits, the accessory exhibits remain

ing practically stationary; in 1904, the num

ber of cars exhibited rose to 64, nearly an

of which were gasolene, thus marking the

demise of the steam car, which up to that

time had held up its head fairly well. From

then up to 1911, which saw the inauguration

of the “two weeks" shows, at which the

first week was devoted to pleasure vehicles

and the second to commercials, the num

ber of manufacturers represented steadily
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NEW “ SIXES "

which will make their first appearance at the

NEW YORK SHOW

Between $1,000 and $2,000

SPEEDWELL-MEAD . . . . . . .

Between $3,000 and $4,000

NORWALK ............... .. 5,100

OLDSMOBILE . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,200

LOZIER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,250

Between $4,000 and $5,000

PACKARD . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . , . 4,150

KNOX .................... . _ 4,500

STEVENS—DURYEA . . . . . . . . 4,500

STEARNS-KNIGHT . . . . . . . . 4,850

MARMON ................ .. 5,000

NEW “ FOURS ”

Less Than $1,000

METZ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $395

LITTLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 690

MAXWELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 785

DETROITER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 850

STUDEBAKER . . . . . . . . . . . . . 885

DETROITER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 900

EMPIRE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 950

Between $1,000 and $1,500

OAKLAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,075

ONLY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,250

PAIGE-DETROIT . . . . . . . . . . 1,275

, STUDEBAKER . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,290

HENDERSON . . . . . . . . 1 . . . .. 1,385

, MITCHELL .............. .. 1,500
i: Between $1,500 and $2,000

MICHIGAN . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . .. 1,585

ABBOTT-DETROIT . . . . . . . . 1,700

HAYNES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . 1,785

BERGDOLL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000

More Than $2,000

POPE-HARTFORD .. . . . . 1 . . 2,250

EDWARDS-KNIGHT . . . . . . . 3,500

FIAT ............... .... .. 4,500

.1571llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillillillllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllfllllllllmmllllllllllllmlll

. . , . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .. $1,285 :LITTLE

KRIT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(about) 1,500 "

STUDEBAKER , . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,550

FLANDERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. 1,550

HERRESHOFF . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,700

MITCHELL . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .. 1,050

g HAVERS ................. .. 1,050

Between $2,000 and $3,000

é; CHEVROLET . . . . . . . . , . . . .. 52,100

g: AUBURN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .. 2,150

5:: HAVERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,250

g STUTZ ................... .. 2,300

5:: OAKLAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.400

E HUDSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,450

COLE . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . .. 2,455

5 WARREN . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,500

MITCHELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. 2,500

IMPERIAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,500

PREMIER . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .. 2,500

INTER-STATE . . . . . , . _ . . . .. 2,750

LENox ................... .. 2,750

GARFORD ................ .. 2,750

FRANKLIN . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .. 2,000

SPEEDWELL . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,050

is;1.111111.It1.111;“.it:11111:11numuuninmmtmutantin::ummuul:mimmu'1111111111111"'1-1'"  
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has increased, until, with the opening of the

doors of the Garden and the Palace on Sat

urday night, 89 automobile manufacturers

will be represented. And all this from a

beginning in the basement of the Garden

as a “side show" to an exhibition of bicy

cles!

As to what will be new at the forthcom

ing shows, that. as Kipling says, is quite an

other story. It is a long story—a very

long one—that already has been told with

a thoroughness and a minuteness never be

fore attempted or accomplished, in the 400

page “Before Shows" issue of Motor World

that bore date of December 26. Still, to

quote an Old saw that is none the less trite

for its age, “A good tale bears telling

twice," and besides, there invariably is a

number of “last minute" developments and

surprises that have been held up commo

dious sleeves to be sprung with the opening

of the doors of the shows.

Exhibits‘ Distinguishing Features.

The show will simply serve to make

clearer the already well-defined tendenetes

that were pointed out in the “Before Shows

Issue" of Motor World, than which no

show forecast ever was mOre complete.

“Greater value" is the expression which best

describes the cars as a whole, though spe

cifically the more pronounced leanings will

be found in the increase in the number of

"sixes" and limousines, the fullness of

equipment, the widespread adoption of elec

tric lighting and engine starting systems,

the tendency toward long stroke block cast

motors, the increasing popularity of wire

wheels, the longer springs and larger tires

and demountable rims, the longer wheel

bases, the increase in the number of cars

equipped with left steer and center control,

the generally deeper upholstery, the V-type

radiators and clean running boards, the

cowl dashboards and gasolene tanks, the

dirt-proof construction and the improve

ment in lubrication systems, the generally

‘ greater quietness of motors and mechan

isms in the accomplishment of which the

adoption of "silent" chain camshaft drives

and worrn driven magneth has played an

important part.

Rotary Valve Motor in Speedwell.

Not the least important of the "surprises"

that are held in readiness to be sprung, is

the formal display of the Mead rotary valve

engine in a stock model by a recognized

manufacturer of repute which heretofore

has confined its efforts to the production of

poppet valve engines—the Speedwell Motor

Car Co., of Dayton, 0. However, that is

only half the surprise; the other half is

that the Mead engine with which at least

one of the new Speedwell models will be

equipped is a "six." The Mead engine, be

‘_____s.:J5-
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SECTION OF THE DECORATIVE SCHEME FOR

it remembered. first was formally intro

duced at the june, 1911, meeting of the So'

ciety of Automobile Engineers held in Day

ton. at which time a long paper describing

it was read before the society and the en

gine itself was demonstrated. Since then

it has been refined in minor details and sub

jected to rigorous testing, though it retains

all of its original characteristics. Its valves.

for which it is primarily distinctive, are

long, cylindrical members mounted in lon

gitudinal pockets near the cylinder heads

and driven by spiral gearing, one member

opening and closing all the exhaust ports

in proper rotation and one member serving

the same purpose on the intake side. Inci

dentally, a new six-cylinder Speedwell pop

pet valve motor has been added to the

Speedwell line, the chassis for either the

lVlead engine or the poppet valve engine be~

ing identical.

Another of the surprises that will be

sprung is a new Jackson model styled “The

Duck" and described best as four ears in

one. It is unusual in that it is driven from

what is usually considered to be the ton

neau, seats being arranged at the back, be

side the steering wheel and in front of it.

“Sixes” that Show for First Time.

To the long list of new "sixes that are

exhibited for the first time—the Flanders,

the Studebaker, the Havers, the Lenox, the

Cole, Crow, Herreshof’f, Hudson, Marmon,

Stearns-Knight, Stutz, Warren, Little,

Chevrolet, Premier, Packard, Knox, Frank

lin, Lozier, Kissel, Firestone-Columbus,

McIntyre, Garford, and others—there has

been added another, though it still is

shrouded in much mystery. It is the Krit,

and little is known about it except that it is

hinted it will sell for close to $1,300, thus

marking an‘other addition to the class of

low-priced “sixes” that has sprung into

THE PALACE SHOWING LATTICE WORK AND A ROMAN EXEDRA

such prominence within the past twelve~

month.

Of new “fours” there also is a representa

tive list, some of them—as, for instance, the

Oakland, Abbott-Detroit, Bergdoll, Case,

Fiat, and Haynes—being brothers to older

models and therefore reflecting many of

their birthmarks, and some of them being

brand new all the way through and there

fore making their first formal appearance.

Among the latter are the Little and the

Henderson. the Detroiter and the Paige and

the Edwards, the latter being a Knight

engined car that incorporates an unusually

large number of distinctive features.

In several instances, prominent among

which are Studebaker, Michigan and Mitch

ell, whole lines have been virtually recon

structed, root and branch, and in the prod~

ucts that are to be placed on view there

will be found very little by which to recog

nize the new cars as the successors of older

-.
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ones. In both cases, the reconstruction has

been drastic and gives evidence of well

directed efl‘orts to supplant older models

with new ones in which the last word in

automobile construction has been incor

porated. Other lines, of course, have been

more or less reconstructed, though in no

case has the metamorphosis been as com

plete as it has in these two.

Among the cars that continue year in and

year out with scarcely a change worthy of

an adjective more qualifying than minor,

there are the Alco and the American, the

Buick and the Chalmers, the Winth and

the White, the Locomobile and the Pope

Hartford, and the other four “P's"—the

Pierce-Arrow, the Peerless, the Packard,

and the Premier—the Cunningham, the Fiat,

the Knox, the Kline, and the Kissel. They

will all be there—the roll is very nearly

complete.

Altogether there will be just seven brands

of cars exhibited in New York that failed

to put in an appearance at either of the

New York shows last year, though some of

them were exhibited in Chicago. The list

of seven includes the Cunningham, the

Davis, the Lenox, which last year was

shown only in its home town, which is Bos—

ton; the Marathon, the Norwalk, and the

Pathfinder. The last one, which is the Only,

is exhibited for the first time in its new

form with a four—cylinder motor—it has the

longest stroke of any on exhibition, by the

way. At its last appearance in New York

it had a single cylinder motor, for which

great claims were made and which was

chiefly conspicuous by reason of its excep

tionally long stroke.

Electric cars will be comparatively scarce

at the New York shows, only three makes

being scheduled to appear. Of them, the

Standard is the only one that has appeared

at a show in New York before, with the

possible exception of the Buffalo, which was

shown for the first time at the recent elec

trical show in Grand Central Palace; this

is the first time it has appeared at a real

automobile show, however. The third of the

trio is the radical Church-Field, which was

placed on the market alm0st simultaneously

with the last shows, though it found a place

in neither of them. It is “gasolenish.” even

to the use of a planetary gearset.

New Things in Parts and Accessories.

In the realm of accessories and parts, it

goes without saying that there will be a

great deal that is new and interesting. Elec

trical equipment, embraced by the phrase

“electric lighting and engine starting sys

tems," of course will be prominent—few

things will be more prominent, either as a

development of the cars on view themselves

or as accessories. Tires and rims quite

naturally have come in for improvement,

though the m0st noticeable alteration to

the purely casual observer quite likely will

be the great increase in variety of non

skid treads. In artillery wheels there has

been little change, for the good and sail

cient reason that there remains little chance

for improvement. Wire wheels, however,

rapidly are coming to the fore, and there

is a new steel wheel for commercial vehi'

clcs from the Sheldon factories. Sheldon

also is responsible for a new worm drive

axle, as also is the Timken-Detroit Axle

C0.

As heretofore, ignition apparatus in gen

era] has been considerably improved in the

past twelvemonth. though there is little

that is brand new in conception. There are

a number of new spark plugs of the prim

ing type, and in the realm of spark pro—

ducers the Hi-Fre-Co. system is exhibited

for the first time. Added impetus also has

been given single spark systems, new sys—

tems of the kind having been brought out

by both the New York Spark Coil Co. and

the Atwater Kent company. In the realm

of signalling devices, there are several new

horns, among which there is the new "baby"

Klaxon, which has been christened Klaxet;

the "baby" Newtone; the Sparton, but re

cently brought out by the Sparks-Withing

ton Co., and a new smaller edition of the

hand-operated Long horn. Similarly, there

is quite a little that is new in carburetters

——the Motsinger, the Feps, the A. B. C. and

others—the greatest tendency apparently

being toward multiplication of jets. Speed

ometers have changed but little, except for

a well-defined efiort on the part of most

manufacturers to increase the legibility of

the dials. Both the Elyria‘Dean and the

Stewart, which incorporates a gradometer

are new, though the former is virtually a

refinement of the Forse instrument, manu

facturing rights for which recently were ac

quired by the Dean Electric Co.

Summary of Cars to be Exhibited in New York, January 11-18

‘ Denotes Exhibit in Grand Central Palace; Without Such Notation, in Madison Square Garden.

Abbott Motor Co., Detroit, Mich—Abbott

Detroit; fours; $1,700-$2,150."

American Locomotive Co., Providence, R- I

—Alco; sixes; $6,000-$7,250.

American Motors Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

American; fours; $1,475-$6,000.‘

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind—

Auburn; fours and sixes; $1,250-$3,000

Bergdoll Motor Co., Louis 1., Philadelphia,

Pa.~Bergdoll; fours; $1,600-$3,250.*

Briggs Detroiter Co., Detroit Mich—De

troiter; fours; $850~$900.‘

Buffalo Electric Vehicle Co., Buffalo, N. Y

~Bufialo electric; $2,600-$3,400-“

Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich—Buick;

fours; $950-$l,650.

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Cadillac; fours; $1,975-$3,250.

Cartercar Co., Pontiac, Mich.-—-Cartercar;

fours; $1,600~$2000.

Case Threshing Machine Co., I. 1., Racine.

Wis-Case; fours; MASS-$2,400!

Chalmers Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Chalmers; sixes; $1,950~$3,700.

Church-Field Motor Co., Sibley, Mich.—

Church-Field electric; $2,300-$2,800."

Cole Motor Car Co., Indianapolis. Ind.—

Cole; fours and sixes; $1,685-$3,7SO."

Columbia Motor Car Co., Hartford, Conn.

——Columbia; fours; $3,300~$5,900.

Columbus Buggy Co., Columbus, Ohio——

Firestone-Columbus; fours and sixes; not

quoted)“

Cunningham, Son 8: Co., James, Rochester,

N. Y.—-Cunningham; fours; $3,250-$4,

600.

Cutting Motor Car Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Cutting; fours; $1,475-$l,625.‘

Davis Carriage Co., George W., Richmond,

Ind.-—Davis; fours; $2,000-$2,100.'

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio—

Stoddard-Dayton; fours and sixes; $1,

350-$6,250.

Edwards Motor Car Co., New York City—

Edwards-Knight; fours: $3,500-$4,700.‘

Empire Automobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

—-Empire; fours; $950!

F. I. A. T., Poughkeepsie. N.

fours and sixes; $4,000-$6,100."

Flanders Motor Co., Detroit, Mich—Flam

ders; sixes; $1,550-$2,250.

Franklin Mfg. Co., H. H., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Franklin; fours and sixes; $l,650-$4,850.

Garford Co., Elyria, Ohio—Garford; sixes;

$2,750-$3,750.

Havers Motor Car Co., Port Huron, Mich.

—Havers; fours and sixes; $1,850-$2,250.‘

Haynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Haynes; fours; $1,78S-$3,500.

Henderson Motor Car Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Henderson; fours; $1,285-$l,385."‘

Herreshofi Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Herreshot‘f; fours and sixes; $1,250>$l_‘

700.‘

Hudson Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Hudson; fours and sixes; $l,875-$3,750.

Hupp Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—Hup

mobile; fours; $975-$1,350.'

Ideal Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.~

Stutz; fours and sixes; $2,000-$2,300.'

Imperial Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Imperial; four and sixes; $1,285-$2,500."

Y.-Fiat;

_

-___.
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Inter-State Automobile Co., Munice, Ind.—

Inter-State; fours and sixes; $2,400-$3,

400.‘

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Jackson; fours and sixes; $1,500-$2,650.

jeffery Co., Thomas B., Kenosha, \rVis.—

Rambler; fours; $1,815-$2,825.‘

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.—

Kissel; fours and sixes; $1,750-$4,900.‘

Kline Motor Car Corporation, York, Pa.—

Kline; fours and sixes; $1,750-$3,750."‘

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.—

Knox; fours and sixes; $3,300-$6,450.

Krit Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—Krit;

fours and sixes; $900 (four)."‘

Lenox Motor Car Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.

—Lenox; fours and sixes; $2,000-$4,050.‘

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn—Locomobile; fours and sixes; $3,

600-$6,100.

Lozier Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.—Lozier;

sixes; $3,250-$6,500.

Marathon Motor \Vorks, Nashville, Tenn.—

Marathon; fours; $875-$1,800.'

Marion Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Marion; fours; $1,425-$l,850.‘

Matheson Automobile Co., Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.—Matheson; sixes; $3,750-$4,800.

Maxwell-Brisco Motor Co., Tarrytown,

N. Y.—-Maxwell; fours; $785-$1,67S.

Mercer Automobile Co., Trenton, N. J.—

Mercer; fours; $2,600-$2,900.

Metz Co., \Valtham, Mass—Metz; fours;

$395!

Michigan Motor Car Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

—Michigan; fours; $1,400-$l,585."l

Mitchell-Lewis Motor Co., Racine, \‘Vis.—

Mitchell; fours and sixes; $l,SOO-$2,500.

Moline Automobile Co., East Moline, Ill.—

Moline; fours; $1,950.

Moon Motor Car Co., St.

Moon; fours; $1,650-$2,500.

Motor Car Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Pathfinder; fours; $2,000-$2,185."‘

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.—National; fours; $2,750-$3,400.

Nordyke & Marmon Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

—Marmon; fours and sixes; $2,850-$6,~

450.

Norwalk Motor Car Co., Martinsburg, Va.

——Norwalk; sixes; $2,750-$3,750.*

Oakland Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Oakland; fours and sixes; $1,000-$3,000.

Olds Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.—-Olds

mobile; sixes; $3,200—$3,350.

Only Motor Car Co., Port Jefferson, N. Y.—

Only; fours; $1,000-$l,250.*

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Packard; sixes; $4,050-$6,050.

Louis, Mo.—

Car' Co., Detroit,

fours; $1,000-$1-‘

Paige—Detroit Motor

Mich.—Paige-Detroit;

600.‘

Paterson Co., W. A., Flint, Mich—Pater

son; fours; $1,500-$l,985.*

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohi'O-r

Peerless; fours and sixes; $4,300-$7,200

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co., Bufialo, N- Y~

—Pierce-Arr0w; sixes; $4,300—$7,300.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Pope;

Hartford; fours and sixes; $2,250-$5,550

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind

—Premier; sixes; $2,600-$4,000.

Pullman Motor Car Co., York, Pa.——Pllll'

man; fours and sixes; $1,875-$2,750.

R. Cv H. Corp., Detroit, Mich—R. C. H-3

fours; $1,095-$1,600.

Regal Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich—RP

gal; fours; $900-$1,400.*

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich—Rem

fours; $1,000-$1.750.

Republic Motor Co. of New York, New

York City—Little; fours and sixes; $690

$l,285. Chevrolet; sixes; $2,100! 7

Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N- \

—Selden; fours; $2,500-$3.750.

s. G. v. Co., Reading, Pa.—-S. G. v.; fours;

$2,500-$4,000.

Speedwell Motor Car C0,, Dayton, Ohio"

Speedwell; sixes; $2,850-$2,950-'
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Standard Electric Car Co., Jackson, Mich.—

‘ Standard Electricque; $1,885!

Mums Co., F. B., Cleveland, Ohio—

Stcarns-Knight; fours and sixes; $3.750

$6.200.

Stcvcns~Duryea Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass

—Stcvcns-Duryea; sixes; $4,500-$5.950

Studebaker Corp., Detroit, Mich—Stude

baker; fours and sixes; $885-$2,500.‘

Velie Motor Vehicle Co., Moline. Ill.—

Velie; fours; $1.350-$3,400.‘

Warren Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

\Varren; fours and sixes; $1.800—$.Z,500.

\Vestcott Motor Car Co., Richmond. Ind.—

\Vestcott; fours and sixes; $1,975<$2,475.‘

White Co., Cleveland, Ohio—White; fours

and sixes; $2,500-$6,300.

“"illys-Overland Co., Toledo, Ohio; fours;

$‘)85-$l,500.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.,

Ohio; sixes; $3,000-$4,500.

Cleveland,

Summary of Accessories to be Exhibited in NerYork, January 11-25

* Denotes Exhibit in Grand Central Palace; without such notation. in Madison Square Garden.

Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago, Ill.——Ad

lake electric lighting system.

Ajax Trunk and Sample Case Co., New

York City—Trunks and bags.

AJax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York City——

Ajax tires.

:\llen Wrench 8: Tool Co., Providence. R. 1

——Allen friction wrenches.

Alexander Mtg. C0.. J., New York City-—

Jaco electric signals, mirrors and brass

fittings.‘

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland, Ohio

~American axles and worm gearing

American Bronze Co., Berwyn, Pa.—N0n

Gran bearing metal.

American Hardware Corp., New Britain.

Conn.-Corbin-Brown speedometers!

American Metal Hose Co., Waterbury.

Conn—Flexible metal exhaust pipe, Pump

and lamp connections!

American Knshion Kore Tire Co., New

York City—Tire filler.

American Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—-American inner tubes.‘

American Tank & Pump Co., New York

City—American fuel pumps and storage

systems.

American Taximeter Co., New York City—

Joncs and Popp taximeters and Speedo'

graph truck recorders.

Arnold, N. B., Brooklyn, N. Y.-—Slickup

cleaning specialties.

Asbestos 8r. Rubber Works of America,

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Motobestos and Ajax

brake linings.

Ashley, James, New York City—Portable

garages.

Auburn Auto Pump Co., Boston, Mass.—

Ten Eyck tire pumps.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn,,

N. Y.-—Newtone signals and Rubes horns.

Aristos Co., New York City—Magic motors

and transmissions, Mondex shock absorb

ers and Mondex-Helix mixers.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.—

Solar lamps.

B. & L. Auto Lamp Co., New York City

B. & L. lamps and fittings.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co.,

Mass—Baldwin chains.

Baldwin Steel Co., New York City—Bald

win steels.

Baker Rim Co., New York City—Baker

rims.

Barthel, Daly 8: Miller, New York City—

Schaefer ball bearings.

Baums Castorine Co., Rome. N. Y.—Body

soaps.‘

Batavia Rubber Co., Batavia, N. Y.—Bata

via tires.

Benford Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—

Monarch plugs and headlight lighters.

Berg Auto Trunk & Specialty Co., New

York City—Berg trunks and carriers.

Bijur Motor Lighting Co., New York City

—Bijur starting and lighting systems.

“'orcester,
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Blackledge Mfg. Co.. John W., Chicago, Ill.

—Velvet auxiliary springs.

Borne—Scrymser Co., New York City—Co

lonial and Silex lubricants.

Bower Roller Bearing Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Bower roller bearings.

Bowser 8: Co., S. F., Ft. Wayne, Ind.—

Fuel pumps and storage systems.

Braender Rubber & Tire Co., Rutherford,

N. J.-Braender tires.

Briggs Magneto Co., Elkhart, lnd.—Briggs

magnetos.

Brown Co., Syracuse, N. Y.-—B'Co. pumps

and specialties.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Brown-Lipe gears and gearsets.

Buda Co., Harvey, Ill.--Buda motors and

gearsets.‘

Budd Mfg. Co., Edward 6., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Pressed steel bodies.

Burke Valve Co., Cleveland, Ohio—Valves

and fittings.

Byrne, Kingston & Co., Kokomo. Ind.—

Kingston carburetters.

Carnegie Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—Steels.

Carpenter Steel Co., Reading, Pa.—Steels.

Carron & Co., New York City—Electrically

warmed gloves."

Champion Ignition Co., Flint, Mich.—A-C

spark plugs.

Chicago Drop Forge & Foundry Co.. Chi~

cago, Ill—Drop iorgings.

Chase & Co., L. C., Boston, MH>>.—~T0p

fabrics.

Cleveland W'orm & Gear Co.. Cleveland,

Ohio—W'orm gears!

Clucker & Hickson, New York City—Sun

dries.

Cleveland Hardware Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Drop forgings.

Coes Wrench Co.,

Wrenches.

Columbia Nut & Bolt Co.,

Conn—Lock nuts and bolts.

Columbia Lubricants Co.. New York City—

Monogram lubricants.

Connecticut Telephone 8: Electric Co., Mer

iden, Conn—Connecticut shock absorb

ers, magnetos and ignition devices.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New York

City—Kelly-Springfield tires.

Continental Rubber \\"orks Co., Erie, Pa.—

Continental tires.‘

Cooks Sons, Adam, New York City—Al

bany grease and lubricating oils.

Cotta Transmission Co., Rockford, Ill.—

Gearsets.

Cox Brass Mfg. Co., Albany, N. Y.-—Clear

Vision Windshields.

Cowles & Co., C., New Haven, Conn.—

Lamps, heaters and body fittings.

Cramp & Sons Ship 8: Engine Bldg. Co.,

Wm., Philadelphia, Pa.—Parsons's white

brass and bronze bearing metals, bear—

ings and worm gears.‘

,L...

\Norcester, Mass. ——

Bridgeport,

Cross 8: Co., C. 1., Boston, Mass—Top and

cover fabrics.‘

C. R. G. Mfg. Co., Saugus, Mass—C. R. G.

carburetters.

Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio—

Dayton Airless tires.

Daniels, Smalley. Detroit, Mich—Sundries.

Dean Electric Co., Elyria, Ohio—Tutu and

Rexo signals, Dynalux electric lighting

systems, Otho and Elyria-Dean electric

lighting and starting systems, Elyria

'Dean_ specdometers, Hi-Fre-Co ignition

systems)“

Diamond Chain 8: Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Diamond chains.

Detroit Electric Appliance Co., Detroit,

Mich—Deaco electric lighting systems.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—Dia~

mond tires.

Dixon Crucible Co., 105., Jersey City, N. J.

—-Graphite lubricants.

Doehler Die Casting Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.—

Die cast parts.

Donnelly Motor Equipment Co., New York

City—National tire pumps and vulcaniz

ers and sundries.

Double Fabric Tire Co.,

Tires and inner tubes.

Dover Stamping & Mfg. Co., Cambridge,

Mass—Drip pans, funnels and sheet

metal goods.

Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Co., Sharon, Pa.

—Axles, gearsets, frames and assemblies.

Dykes Co., John L., Chicago, Ill.—Tire pro

tectors.

Eavenson Sons. Inc., 1., Camden; N. J.—

Soaps and polishes.‘I

Edison Storage Battery Co., West Orange,

N. ].—Edison storage batteries and rec

tiliers.

Eclipse Machine Co., Elmira, N. Y.—Motor

cycle fittings!

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

—-Lamps.

Electric Auto Lite Co., Toledo, Ohio—Auto

Lite lighting systems.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Exide storage batteries.

Elliot, H. A., Detroit, Mich—Forged parts,

Derhion and Bishoff steels.

Empire Tire Co., Trenton, N. ].—Empire

tires.

Endurance Tire & Rubber Co., New York

City—Endurance red inner tubes.

Englebert Tire Co., New York City——

Tires.

English & Mersick Co., New Haven, Conn.

~—Metal trimmings.

Esterline Co., Lafayette, Ind.-Berdon elec~

tric lighting and starting system}

Essex Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.—Rubber

sundries.

Eureka Non-Skid Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

—Anti-skidding devices!

Faw, F. W., New York City—Gaskets,

blowout patches, reliners and sundries.

Auburn, Ind.—

Favary Tire 8: Cushion Co., New York City

—Favary cushion tires.

Federal Chain & Mfg. Co.,

Mass—Federal chains.

Findeisen & Kropi Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

—-Rayfield carburetters.

Federal Rubber Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

--Federal tires.

Fisher Steel & Iron \Norks Co., Switzer

land—Steels.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—Firestone tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk tires.

Flentje, Ernest, Cambridge, Mass.—Flentje

recoil checks!

Fletcher'8z Co., L. V., New York City—

American Locomotive carburetters.

Flex-O-Fill Core Co., New York City—

Tire fillers.

Franklin Mfg. Co., H. H., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Die cast parts.

G. & J. Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind—United

States tires.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Gabriel horns and rebound snubbers.

Garage Equipment Co., Milwaukee, Wis.—

Universal bumpers, tire holders, wind

shields, vulcanizers, jacks and lamps.

Gasolene Filter Co., New York City-Per

fect gasolene filters.

Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Gemmer

steering gears.

General Rim Co., New York City—Rims

Gilmer, G. w., Jr., Philadelphia, Pit—Gil

mer tire repair patches and tools.

Gibney Rubber Co., 1. L., Philadelphia, Pa

—Tires and vulcanizers.

Globe Machine & Stamping Co., Cleveland.

Ohio—Steel tool boxes, metal hamperst

fenders and sheet metal parts

Golde Patent Mfg. Co., New York City-r

Golde tops.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N- Y-"

Electric motors, rectifiers and apparatus

and cloth pinions.‘

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, Ohio—GOOd'

rich tires. _

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. 0th

—Goodyear tires. _

Gould Storage Battery Co., New York C'ty

—Gould batteries.‘

Gray Specialty Co., Newark, N- l-“Sun'

dries.‘

Grossman Co., Emil, New York CilY'Red'

head spark plugs, E-G bumpers and sun'

dries.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass.——Lamps

and electric starting and lighting sys

tems.‘

Grip Nut Co., Chicago, IlL—Loek nuts

Harris Oil Co., A. W., Providence, R- 1"

Lubricants.

Hagerstown Legging Co., Hagerstow

—Apparel.

Springfield,

n, PL
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Hartford Rubber Works Co.,

Conn—United States tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., Jersey City. N. J.

—Truffault-Hartford shock absorbers.

Hartford electric starting and lighting

systems and jacks and bumpers.‘

Hartford Machine Screw Co., Hartford.

Conn.——Screw machine parts, spark plugs

and tire pumps.

Haws, George A., New York City—Pan'

hard lubricants.

Hawthorne Mfg. Co., Bridgeport. Conn.

Old Sol lamps.

Havoline Oil Co., New York City—Havo

line lubricants.

Hayes Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Metal

bodies, tool boxes, running boards and

sheet metal parts.

Hess Steel Castings Co., Bridgeton. N. J.—

Steel castings.‘

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Hess-Bright ball bearings.

Hess Spring & Axle Co., Carthage, Ohio—

Springs and axles.

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass—Mag

netos and coils.

Hotiecker Co., Boston, Mass—Hoflecker

Steady Hand speedometers.

Herz & Co., New York City—Her: mag

netos, timers, spark plugs and ignition

supplies.‘

Hoffman Co., Geo. \V., New York City~

Metal polishes!

Homo Co. of America, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Homo carburetters.‘

Houpert Machine Co., New York City-—

.\lotor parts, machine work, rotary mo

tors.

Huston Multiple Car Springs Co., Philadel

phia, Pan—Springs!

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Newark, N. J.—

Hyatt flexible spiral steel roller bearings.

InSersoll-Rand Co., New York City—

Pumps.

ISnition Starter Co., Detroit, Mich—Disco

acetylene and electric starting and light

mg systems.

International Acheson Graphite Co., Niag

ara Falls, N. Y.-—-Oildag and Gredag lu

bricztnts.

International Accessories Mfg. Co., New

YOrk City—A. B. C. carburetters.

International Metal Polish Co., New York

CliY—Blue Ribbon polishes.

Jamey-Steinmetz & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Cold drawn, seamless steel tanks.

.l-M Shock Absorber Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

—.l-M shock absorbers.

Jeffery-Dewitt CO, Detroit, Mich—Reli

ance and JD Visible spark plugs!

Jones & Co., Phineas, Newark, N. J.-Wood

wheels.

K3hll‘vveiler Sons, David. New York City——

SlmPlex fire extinguishers.

'Kcnogg Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.—-Hand

and WW" Pumps and air engine starters.

Hartford. Kent Mfg. Works. Atwater. Philadelphia.

l’a.—Unisparker ignition systems and

Monoplex horns.

Kells Mfg. Co., W. J., New York City-—

Radiators.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York City

—Kelly-Springfield tires.

K-\V Ignition Co., Cleveland, Ohio—K-W

magnetos and coils.

Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston magnetos, coils and timers.

Laidlaw, Jr., \\"m. B., New York City—Top

and cover fabrics.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Niagara Falls.

N. Y.—Woodworth tire treads, Kant Skid

tire bands, repair boots, etc.

Leeds & Northrup Co., Philadelphia, Pa.‘

Lee Tire & Rubber Co., Conschohocken,

Pa.—Lee and Leeland tires and Way

maker exhaust horns.

Lefevre Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—Gear

~sets.

Linde Shim Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.-—Patent

shims.

Light Mfg. 8: Foundry Co., Pottstown, Pa.

—-Aluminum parts and castings.

Link Belt Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Silent

chains.

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.

—Klaxon horns, Conover safeguards.

Marathon Tire & Rubber Co., Cuyahoga

Falls, Ohio—Marathon tires.

Marburg Bros, Inc., New York City—Mea

magnetos, S. R. O. bearings.

Manufacturers Foundry Co..

Conn—Castings.

Mayo Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—-Pumps and

gauges.

McCord Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Radia

tors, lubricators, fans and McKim gas

kets.

McCue Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—-McCue axles

and wire wheels.‘l

Merchant & Evans Co., Philadelphia. Pa.—

Hele Shaw clutches, gearsets, Star tire

cases.

Mezger, C. A., New York City—Sootproof

spark plugs.

Metal Stamping Co.,

N. Y.—Stampings.

Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, N. J.—Tires.

Miller, Chas. E., New York City—Bramp

ton chains, Miller Spark plugs and spring

lubricators, Pan American lubricants and

sundries!

Miller Rubber Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—-Miller

tires.

Morgan & Wright, Detroit, Mich—United

States tires.

Mosler &. Co., A. R., Mt. Vernon. N. Y.—

Spitfire spark plugs and Umph timers.

Mossberg, Frank, Attleboro. Mass.—

\Vrenches.

Motsinger Devices Mfg. Co., Pendleton.

Ind.—Motsinger autosparkers and carbu

\Vaterbnry,

Long Island City,

retters.

Motometer Co., New York City—Motome

tcr temperature indicator.

Motor Car Equipment Co., Akron. Ohio—

Supplies.

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—

Motz cushion tires.

Muncie Gear Works, Muncie, Ind—Gears,

wheels and gearsets.‘

Mutty Co., L. 1., Boston. Mass—Uphol

stery materials.

Nathan Novelty Mfg. Co., New York City

—Leather sundries.

National Coil Co., Lansing, Mich—Spark

coils.

National Motor Supply Co., Cleveland, 0.—

National pumps and vulcanizers.

National Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo.—-Tlre

preservative.“

National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Par—Seam

less steel tubing.

Never' Skid Mfg. Co., New York City—Non

_ skid grips.‘

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.—

New Departure ball bearings.‘

New Jersey Car Spring 8: Rubber Co., Jer

sey City, N. J.—Carspring tires.

Newmastic Tire Co., New York City—New

mastic tire filler and demountable rims.‘

New Miller Carburetter Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—New Miller carburetters.

New York Coil Co., New York City—

Rhodes unit spark system.

New York & New Jersey Lubricants Co.,

New York City—Columbia lubricants.

Noera Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn—Pumps

and oil cans.

Norma C0. of America, New York City-—

Norma ball bearings.

North East Electric Co., Rochester, N. Y.—

North East electric lighting and starting

systems.

Northway Motor & Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

-Northway motors.

Nonpareil Horn Mfg. Co., New York City—

Nonpareil bulb horns.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—Oliver

jacks.

Orerman Tire Co., New York City—Over

man tires.

Pantasote Co., New York City—Pantasote

top and seat coverings.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pav—

Pennsylvania tires.

Perfect Tire Sales Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Tires.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Krupp steel springs.

Perfecto Wind Deflector

Mass.-\Vindshields.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.—Philadelphia batteries!

Piel Co., G.. Long Island City, N. Y.—Long

horns and G-P muffler cut-outs.

Pioneer Steel 8L Block Tire Co., St. Louis,

Mo.—Truck tires.

Co..—Boston,

__:'_-_
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Pittsburgh Model Engine Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa.—~Model motors.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Pittsfield, Mass.—

Ignition devices.

Polson Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—-Polson

Windshields.

Polack Tire Co., New York City—Polack

tires.

Portage Rubber Co.,

Portage tires.

Prosser 81 Son, Thos., New York City—

Krupp steels.

Pyrene Mfg. Co., New York City—Pyrene

fire extinguishers.

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston. Mass—Jeri

cho and Jubilee exhaust horns, mufiler

cut-outs, B’Linc grease guns, Jericho gas

regulators, Webster tank gauges and

other sundries.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind—Remy

magnetos and lighting systems.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio—

Republic tires. g

Rich Tool Co., Chicago, Ill.'-—Tools.'

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—-Neverout

lamps, license brackets, and heaters.

Rhineland Machine \Yorks Co., New York

City—Rhineland bearings.

Riley-Klotz Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.-Bulb

horns.

R. I. V. Co., New York City—R. I. V. ball

bearings!

Reilly & Son. Newark, N. J.-Trimming

leathers.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.—

Tools.‘

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport, Conn.—

Duplex and Raymond brakes, Raybestos

brake linings, Gyrex mixers.

Roberts, H. T., Chicago, Ill.—Hecla carbu

retters. American rims.*

Russian Tire Sales Co., New York City—

Prodwodnik tires.

Rushmore Dynamo \Vorks. Plainfield. N. J.

—-Rushmore electric lighting and starting

systems.

Sager Co., J. H., Rochester, N. Y.—Sager

bumpers and supplementary springs.

Sarco Engineering Co., New York City—

Coventry chains.

Schendler, Chas. A., Hoboken, N. J.—

S. B. R. Specialty Co., East Orange. N. J.—

Sundries.

Schoen-Jackson Co., Media, Pa.—Feps car

buretters.‘

Schrader's Son, Inc., A., New York City——

Universal tire valves and pressure

gauges.‘

Schwarz Wheel Co.,

“7on wheels.

Service Recorder Co.. Chicago, Ill.———Truck

recorders and hub odometers.

Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn.—

Seamless tires and inner tubes.

Sewell Cushion Wheel Co., Detroit, Mich.

-Cushion wheels.

Barberton, Ohio—

Philadelphia, Pa.—

Shalcr Co., C. A., \Vaupun, Wis.—-Shaler

vulcanizers.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.--Axles

and springs.

Simms Magneto Co., New York City—

Simms magnetos.t

S. K. F. Ball Bearing Co., New York City—

S. K. F. ball bearings.

Smith Co., A. 0., Milwaukee, W'is.——Parts.

Sonneborn Sons, Inc., L., New York City—

Lubricants.

Spacke Mfg. Co., F. \V., Indianapolis. Ind.

——De Luxe motorcycle motors and parts.

Soss Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.—~Soss in

visible hinges!

Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson.

Fans and Sparton horns.

Spicer Mfg. Co., Plainfield. N. J.—Spicer

universal joints.

Splitdorf Electrical Co., Newark. N. J.—

Splitdorf magnetos. coils, plugs and other

ignition devices, also electric lighting

system.‘

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia.

l’a.—Standard ball and roller bearings.

Standard \Velding Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Stanweld rims, electrically welded tubing

and parts!

Standard \\'0"en Fabric Co.,

Mass.—Bral:e linings.‘

Standard Thermometer Co., Boston, Mass.

—Stand2rd speedometers and Abell tire

pumps.“

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Stewart speedometers.

Stanley, J. T., New York City—Soaps and

polishes.

Stevens & Co., New York City—Sundries.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co., Chicago, Ill.

—Stromberg carburetters.

Suspension Roller Bearing Co., Sandusky,

Ohio—Boyer suspension bearings.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—Swinehart tires.

Springfield Metal Body Co., Springfield.

Mass—Springfield metal bodies and con

vertible bodies and tops.

Taylor Co., H. D., Bufialo, N. Y.——"‘

Texas Co., New York City—Lubricants!

Thermoid Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.7

Thermoid tires.*

Timken-Detroit Axle Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Timkcn bevel and worm axles.‘

Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio—

Timken taper roller bearings?

Mich.—

Worcester.

Turner Brass Works, Sycamore. Ill.—Tire .

pumps, brazing apparatus, motor clean

ers.

Tingley & Co.. C. O., Rahway, N. J.—Vul

canizing outfits.

Townsend & Co., Orange, N. J.—Townsend

grease guns.

Tobey, Wm. L., Boston, Mass—Q. D. rim

removers and glare removers.

Tyer Rubber Co., Andover. Mass.—Tyrian

tires.‘

Torbensen Gear & Axle Co., Newark, N. J.

-—Gears and axles.

Tracy, Jos., New York City—Dynamo

meters.

United Rim Co., Akron, Ohio—Standard

universal rims.

United and Globe Rubber Mfg. Co., Tren

ton, N. J.—Tires.

United States Light 8: Heating Co., New

York City—U. S. L. starting and lighting

systems and storage batteries!

U. 5. Tire Co., New York City—U. S. tires.

United States Gauge Co., New York City—

Pressure gauges.

Vacuum Oil Co., New York City-—Mobil

oils and greases.

Valentine 8: Co.,

nishes.

\‘eeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—Veeder

tachometers, odometers and die cast

parts.

Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago, Ill.—-\'estn

storage batteries and lighting systems.‘

\‘oorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., Jersey City.

N. J.-—Brown Scientific inner tubes.

\'—Ray Co., Chicago, IlIl.-—V~Ray plugs.

\Vard Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville.~N.

Y.—W'ard Leonard electric lighting and

starting systems.

\Varner Gear Co., Muncie. Ind—Gears and

parts.‘

\Yarner Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio—GearsetS-’

\Varner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis—Waf

ner autometers.‘

\Vasson Piston Ring Co., Hoboken, N. J.—

\Vasson piston rings.

\Valpole Rubber Co., Boston, Mass—Wal

pole tires.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Co., Ft. Wayne.

Ind—\Vayne tanks and storage systems

\\'eed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York Cit.v

—-—Wecd chains.

\Vells Bros. Co., Greenfield, Mass—56W“!

cutting tools."‘

\\'eston-Mott Co.. Flint, Mich—Axles and

parts.

Western Tool & Forge Co., Brackenridgfv

Pa.—Drop torgings.

\Vestinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burgh, Pa.—Motors and electric supplies!

\Vhite & Bagley Co., Boston, Mass—011'

zum lubricants.

\Yheeler 8; Schebler, Indianapolis, Ind-—‘

Schebler carburetters.* _

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Whit

ney chains.

\Villard Storage Battery Co.. Cleveland'

Ohio—LBA storage batteries.

\Villiams Co., J. H., Brooklyn, N. Y.——DY°P

forgings and wrenches. _

Willey Co., Long Island City, N. \’.~Pam‘s

and colors. _

Wolverine Lubricants Co., New York CIYY

—Wolverine lubricants.

Young, 0. W., Newark, N. J.--Lubrican!5'

tire repair outfits.

New York City—Var
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REILLY DEFINES TRUE TEST OF SALESMANSHIP

 

Says the Real Salesman Is He Whose Customers “Come Back for More”—

Makes the Principle Apply to Goods as Well as to Men

—Deprecates Attitude Displayed at Shows.

Whooping exultingly at having regained

a supremacy it had not enjoyed since the

preceding spring. a real wintry blizzard

was dashing the snow against the windows

and making outdoor life about the most un

pleasant vocation imaginable. Reilly had

been a half hour longer than usual in get

ting home through the storm, for railway
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swered the insistent ringing of the little

bell.

“Hello! Yes, this is Reilly.

O, hello, )im! Where are you and why on

a night like this? Snowbound!

Spent two hours coming twenty miles! I

can imagine it. Shoot me a game of pinochle

to see if you can stay all night, will you?

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

REILLY LEISURELY SAT DOWN on THE wrxoow SEAT BEFORE HE ANSWERED

lines of all description were badly handi—

capped and the warmth of the house was a

real pleasure once he gained his destina~

tion. But with supper over and his smok

ing jacket donned. he had settled himself

In a deep Morris chair and was Cflldylng

a fat and black cigar and the evening Paper

in an “I should worry" manner.

Reilly's Evening Is Interrupted.

When the telephone bell buzzed he leis

urely pulled himself from his comfortable

position and crossed the room to the win

dow scat whereon this modern invention re- 1

Posed; also. he was in such a leisurely

and l'm - comfortable - what - do ~ I - care -

it-it-does~storin mood that he actually 53!

down on the window seat before he an

W'ell, if you can persuade a taxi driver to

bring you up to the house I’ll lodge you

gratis. Sure! Come up."

Sales Manager Stopped by Storm.

Mrs. Reilly, dishcloth in hand. listened to

this one-sided conversation and, as her hus

band hung up, she asked, "Who is it—the

Sales Manager?"

"Yes," he replied, "he's been out of town

and got this far on his way back and it’s

storming so he doesn't want to try to go

any further. He's coming up. Guess he

wants to try to get even for the last trim

ming I gave him at pinochle."

it was many minutes before the S'tles

Manager put in an appearance. but it was

not more than fifteen minutes before the

two men were deep in that game which is

best known of the Fatherland’s amusements.

Reilly Wits triumphant in the first session

and was shutting for the second when the

Sales Manager asked: "Going to the New

York show?"

“I think I will," was the answer.

“I believe that every dealer ought to see

one of the big shows," added the Sales

Manager. “It does a man good to see the

best efiorts of other people and size up the

differences in cars; generally you can find

something to help out your salesmanship."

“Yes, all except salesmanship,“ inter

rupted Reilly as he turned the nine of dia

monds.

“You may criticize the methods of sales

men,‘I asserted the Sales Manager, “but if

you were directed to define perfection in

selling. or to designate the true test of

salesmanship. what would you say?"

An Opinion on Selling Ability.

"\Vell." was the slow response. as Reilly

melded a wedding in trumps and marked it

down. “I have often thought of that; the

best expression 1 know of is that true sales

manship is the kind that induces a man to

come back for more."

“Some men can’t ‘come back,’ " joked the

guest. “Jim JeHries couldn't."

“Now you're trying to be funny." rc

proved Reilly, "and you're just as funny as

some forms of so-ealled salesmanship. But

this comihg back business is pretty sound,

as you will discover if you look into it.

And so fztr as learning salesmanship at the

shows, I doubt it. You will find a whole

lot of men in dress suits standing around

among a line bunch of cars and a good share

of them will exert their ability to keep you

from asking them questions they can't an

swer. They are exceptionally well posted

on the handsome appearance of the cars and

the depth of the upholstery and can tell you

ofl‘hand how easily the car rides; but if you

ask them why the bore is four and stroke

five instead of the stroke being four and the

bore five, they‘ll try to make an appoint

ment for you to meet the chief engineer

who'll ‘be there in about an hour.'

Learning a Line Thoroughly.

“One of the best suit goods salesmen I

ever knew went out and studied cotton and

z__-__.__.-..'__.__.
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wool from the plantation and the sheeps'

backs to the suit that has been worn a

year; he learned his line, but what some

salesmen don't know would make them

dizzy if they had to have it crowded into

their heads over night. I don’t mean that

there won't be real salesmen at the shows,

but along with them will be some of the

half-baked variety; they're like half-baked

potatoes—superficially done.”

Reilly was interrupted to chalk down one

hundred aces for the Sales Manager, who

said: “Then according to your 'comc back'

theory it will take a year or so to test a

salesman thoroughly."

Test Applies to Goods as Well.

“Can you test a car in less time?" was

the interrogative answer. “This ‘coming

back’ is not a question of men alone; it ap

plies to goods as well. A car may look

fine and run all right on the start. but if a

man doesn't buy the same make the second

time it looks a little bit as if there was

some weak selling point about the car. A

car may be an average car and hold its own

and the owner may change makes on his

second purchase just because he likes to

change, but if the car is above average and

suited him in every paarticular he ought not

to be hard to sell when he is ready for an

other car. ‘

“The car has considerable to do with it.

but nevertheless the best application is to

the salesman himself. Salesmanship will

sell but salesmanship alone will not retain

permanent patronage, is a rather pithy way

of expressing it, and it means a lot when

analyzed. A man may be well-dressed. he

may be suave and polite in manner and

may have all those exterior qualifications

which are essential to the salesman; but if

he isn't able to hold a line of customers

he is short somewhere.

“Take. for instance, any dealer who is a

good first-time salesman. We will go that

far into his ability for a starter and concede

that he can follow up a new prospect,

arouse interest in him and finally get his

name on a contract; that man thus far is a

customer. He. is suited with the car—or

thinks he is—or he wouldn't have bought it.

Also. makingr him think he is suited is the

result of the salesman’s work; when the

saiesman began on him the buyer had yet

to be brought to the point where he wanted

the car had enough to let his desire make

a hole in his bank balance.

Keeping the Car Owner Satisfied.

“Now, take the same salesman and the

same owner; if the salesman is the right

kind. and this applies especially to the

dealer-salesman. the customer will be kept

satisfied. No hired salesman without his

employer back of him can accomplish the

full result; but the dealer who is selling

for himself and running his own business

can do it. Selling the first car is a small

part, but it is the beginning. Supposing the

owner has a little trouble and is inclined to

become dissatisfied; right there is where

the dealer rounds out his salesmanship to

the full. He doesn’t adopt a To-hell-with

you-I've-got-your-money attitude, but does

his best to get the owner back into his

happy frame of mind. Having once per~

suaded the man that he would be satisfied

with the car, it is up to the salesman to

make good; real salesmanship consists not

alone in making a man believe he wants a

car but in making him believe afterwards

that he is glad he bought it.”

wasn’t frigid, he wasn’t as agreeable as he

should have been. Through all the follow

ing months the owner encountered a sort of

lax and don’t-care reception whenever he

went to the dealer, and he began to believe

that all the dealer wanted was his money

—that the dealer didn't care what became of

the car or owner thereafter. I don’t think

he was entirely right. for the real trouble

was that the dealer didn’t realize the value

of keeping a satisfied clientele. It wasn't

any one big thing but a succession of little

things coupled with the dealer's general at

titude. The owner could have traded for a

good price when he bought his second car

had be gone back to this dealer. but rather

than deal with the man again he bought a

 
 

 
 

“Come on. come on!" broke in the Sales

Manager, “mark down that forty pin—

ochle‘.” Reilly did so. and continued:

Liked Car But Didn’t Buy Second.

"Most men who can at’ford cars can af

ford them in the full sense of the word;

they do not want a car unless they can be

fully satisfied. and they are willing to pay

their good money for that satisfaction. I

know a man right in this town who bought

a certain make of car, and on the start was

a red-hot booster for it. To this-day he has

nothing but good to say of the car. but

when he bought his second machine he

bought another make and it cost him about

$1.000 more than it would had he bought

the same make as his first car.

“The trouble was with the dealer. whose

chief stock in trade is a mouthful of ready—

made excuses which he calls explanations.

The owner. after the car had been running

for some time. went back to the dealer one

day for something and. while the dealer
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“THERE ISN‘T A BETTER 'AD' THAN A REPEAT ORDER," DECLARED REILLY

‘
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new car outright. and in the spring had to

sell his old car for almost nothing. It cost

him something. but the satisfaction he l5

getting now was worth it."

“\\'bo sold him the second car?" asked the

Sales Manager.

“I didn't try to get myself into this dis

cussion. but I sold it to him." admitted

Reilly. “I would rather sell a second Car

to a man than win a reliability run; we“

may win the reliability. but it-isn’t luck that

brings a customer back for more. It's the

true test of salesmanship. You’ll find it m

9""5' trade; salesmen of the best tyPe ale

forever taking care of their customf!rs m

some way. keeping them satisfied and caus

ing them to give repeat orders. Espedany

in the automobile business. there isn't a

' better advertisement than a repeat order

Superficiality Damaging QualitY

"The superficiality in some salesmen 15

beyond my comprehension. They must

know, if they know anything. that they “‘1'
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not forever gather trade from new custom

ers; new customers will build the trade and

make it bigger, but the heart of the business

must be me customers who stay wrtn tne

house. Big department stores are among

the leaders in winning and holding trade.

They advertise and bring new customers,

give a money's worth to show their desire

to please the customer and go even further

in furnishing comfort rooms and little con

veniences that cost money to maintain and

that are of value only as a means of taking

care of their trade. This is partly included

in service in the automobile business. but

service is not all of it; there is more than

one kind of service, and the kind that counts

the most is the kind that you give as if it

'wcre a pleasure."

"Just to show you that you’re a good

salesman. I will now proceed to come back,"

said the Sales Manager, as he melded the

Second one hundred and fifty trumps he had

laid down in the game then in progress.

"You must be getting good service." sug

gested Reilly, examining the scores.

“I am; I declare out," exclaimed the Sales

Manager as he threw down his hand and

began to count his cards.

“That’s the only way you can win a

game." taunted Reilly. “Get a man into an

argument so he won't watch the score."

"Perhaps." causally suggested the Sales

Manager, “you might classify that as that

first-time or one-time salesmanship that

you were talking about; I may not get you

twice in succession, but I got you that

time."

To Refinance the American-La France.

Plans for the refinancing of the Ameri

can-La France Fire Engine Co. of Elmira.

N. Y., which. in addition to fire engines.

manufactures the La France hydraulic mo

tor truck. have been carried to ‘a point

where they are about ready to be put into

practice. They provide for the introduction

of $600,000 of new money. the need for

which has been made imperative by the ex

pansion of the business.

A year ago all of the assets of the

.-\merican~l.a France Fire Engine Co. were

sold to a new corporation of the same name.

The capitalization of the old company con

sisted oi $900000 of first mortgage bonds.

$l.000.000 preferred stock. and $1.000,000 of

common stock. besides which there was a

floating indebtedness of $500,000. The new

company has a capitaliZation of $2.000.000

of 7 per cent. cumulative preferred stock

and $l.450.000 of common. the indebtedness

having been paid from the sale of new

stock. Earnings of the new company are

said to be running at the rate of 10 per

cent. on the common stock, after allowing

for the preferred dividend.

SEALER GARAGE VULCANlZER

ELlMlllAlEillltAlN WORK

Designed To Do Big Jobs and Little

Ones, Too—Regulating Thermo

stat and Special Clamps Min

imize Trouble.

 

Vulcanizing a tire or a tube repair so that

the job will stand real use is work that must

depend largely upon the application and

maintenance of the right degree of heat:

and to this particular phase of the work the

C. A. Shaler Co., of Vi'aupun. \Vis., has

given special study. having evolved a ther

mostat that answers the purpose admirably.

  

SEALER AUTt )MATIC VL‘LCAN I Z HR

The mast recent of the well-known Shaler

vulcanizers to which the thermostat has

been applied is a steam-heated garage

model. which not only will do a consider

able amount of work all at once. but is suf

ficiently economical in operation so that

it can be started up to make a but single

tube repair with profit.

The steam generator is a copper coil

boilcr heated by gasolene at an expense of

about a cent an hour: steam can be brought

to the required temperature in .20 minutes.

and the tank holds enough for a full day's

()ncc steam has been raised. the

regulates both

For repairing

work.

thermostat

temperature and pressure.

blow-outs there is a pair of heaters or

moulds. one of which goes inside the cas

ing and the other outside. both being con

automatically

nected to the steam supply; these moulds

are pressed together by means of special

clamps, and the vulcanizing process is car

ried on from both sides simultaneously. A

tape-wrapping process and the arrangement

of the clamps results in the forcing to

gether and the perfect union of the new

rubber and the old. The moulds are so

shaped that tires of practically any size can

be handled. ~

One of the features of the new vulcanizer,

and one to which special attention is called,

is that its operation has been reduced to

the utmost simplicity. The thermostat elim

inates the necessity for watching the pres

sure and temperature, so that the only fac~

tor to be considered is the time. The mech

anical parts are simple enough for a boy to

handle and adjustments are rapidly effected.

The tube plate used for the repair of inner

tubes is 30 inches long and will carry six

tubes at once, while the casing attachments

are ample to handle blow-outs in the largest

casings.

Many Rambler Men go Higher up.

New Year’s presents in the form of sub

stantial promotions were given by the

Thomas B. Jefiery Co., of Kenosha, Wis.,

to a number of the men who had been tried

and found true in Rambler service. Louis

H. Bill. for many years in charge of the

Rambler interests on the Pacific Coast. was

appointed assistant general manager in

charge of both factory and sales. and Harry

E. Field, for three years manager of the

Eastern branch. was elevated to the gen

eral sales management of the company;

George H. Cox will be his assistant. Both

Bill and Field are graduates front the bicy

cle industry. George H. Berry. former sales

manager, was elected second vice—president

and treasurer of the Jeffery company, and

Edward 5. Jordan, advertising manager. was

made secretary; Jordan, however, will con

tinue to handle the Rambler advertising.

Charles T. Jeffery remains president and

Harold W. Jefiery vice-president; previous

ly the latter also served as treasurer. In

the factory proper several promotions also

were made. J. W. De Cou being appointed

factory manager and John Bjorn assistant

factory manager and general superinten

dent. while Geo. N. Bliss and M. Mattson

were designated assistant superintendents.

All of these Inert have been from nine to 23

years in the Jefi'ery service. having served

the late Thomas B. Jefiery when he made

Rambler bicycles.

Firestone Branch in Cincinnati.

The Firestone Tirc & Rubber Co. has

opened a branch in Cincinnati, at Ninth and

Sycamore streets. It will be in charge of

E. S. Firestone.
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T0 PUT FINGER 0N WEAK SPOTS

Methods That Permit of Its Being Done—

Conclusions Must Be Drawn from

Facts, Not from Hopes.

The closer one gets to the automobile

business and the more exhaustively he

studies its various angles the more quickly

he sees that in its essentials it is exactly

the same as any other business and that it

differs only in kind. The same qualities that

will make a success in any other business

will help a man to make a success in the

automobile business.

Necessity of Up-to-date Records.

A lazy man is not likely to make a suc

cess, nor is the procrastinator—all of which

is another way of saying that we must not

only hustle but must also cultivate the

habit of doing things when they should

be done—not several days, or weeks, or

months after it is too late.

It docs no good to sit down and figure

that during the last two years you have

lost $20,000. Records should be up-to-date

and should be immediate, adequate and re

liable; that is. they should be daily sum

marized in such form that you can tell in

stantly "where you are at”; this, of course,

means completeness that permits you at

once to put y0ur finger on the weak spot

and proceed to build it up or perform a

surgical operation; coequal with the other.

two essentials is the quality of reliability.

If your records can be described as imme

diate, adequate and reliable, then brains and

business judgment will steer the bark of

business straight. '

Know Why Profits Fail to Come.

If business is not good, if you are not

naking money, get down to brass tacks and

earn the reason why. To learn that you

iave not made money after your money is

tone is neither good business nor good
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sense; neither is it so uncommon as to

cause remark.

Business is a science.

guess.

Science does not

It analyzes causes and effects. It

classifies facts. Science concerns itself with

the known. It does not dream nor wonder;

it measures; it compares; it

draws conclusions from facts. not from in

tangible optimistic hopes. lts logic is the

logic of facts.

The closer business is shaped to meet the

facts in the case and the more persistently

and constantly facts are dealt with the less

cause there will be to dread the final show

ing of the trial balance sheet.

0‘

TO MAKE WINDOW DISPLAYS

BRING QUICK RETURNS.

The object of a window display is to sell

goods. It is a form of advertising; there

fore cach window display, if possible, should

be complete in itself.

it weighs;

That is to say, it

should contain all the elements that make

a complete advertisement. It should not

only attract attention, but interest. convinec,

and create a desire for ownership.

One way to excite attention is by quan

tity display. A grocer might put a barrel

of apples in his window and it would arouse

no comment; but, let him fill the window

with apples so that there appears to be an

immense quantity and at once interest is

created in apples; you look to see what

sort they are: you wonder how they taste.

and if they will keep, and so on; and if the

price is right, and the apples look good. and

you are fond of apples. it is more than

likely you will buy.

The same principle holds good in a win

dow display of accessories. Suppose you

want to push spark plugs. It is only a

small item, but you figure that the man who

can get the spark plug business of your 10—

cality can keep most of the rest of it. The

first move then is to have a good line of

spark plugs; types to fit all motors. and a

stock suFficiently large to make an impres
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sive display—to fill the windows—and to

have cards telling the feature of the plug

and back it up with the price in plain fig

ures. Then you will make sales because

your advertisement is complete.

Some people think that the only time to

feature a price is when it is a cut price.

That is certainly not the case. If the article

by its appearance. construction, quality and

serviceability as told by your printed cards

justifies the price. you need have no fear

of printing it. Too many sales are lost by

lack of this important feature of window

display. Desire is created in an instant, and

that's the time to cash in on it.

  

Jl

RISING TO AN OCCASION.

An interested organization from mana

ger to porter appears to exist in the Meta

ger-Herrington Co.. of Chicago. whose

porter is credited with having brought

about the sale of an Argo electric a few

days ago when it would have been easier

for him to have said "I don't know any

thing about it; everybody’s out; you'llhave

to come again." The porter in question

was alone in the establishment on New

Year's Day, he being left to care for calls

for service. During the day Dr. B. \V.

Sippy walked in and said he wanted to buy

a car, pointed to one which stood on the

floor, and said that if the porter would

give him a lesson of about five minutes’ du

ration he would Write a check for the price

—$2,800—and would take the car immedi—

ately.

The porter did not announce his inability

to make the sale. but said: “Wait a min

ute; I’ll get a salesman here in ten min

utes." He telephoned to a salesman's resi

dence and the sale was made shortly after

this individual arrived. At latest accounts

the porter was not patting himself on the

back but was busy at work, the same 65:1

cient porter he had been before; which is

as much as saying that he will not always

be a porter.
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SMALLSALlinTllLARGEMORAL

It Was Only a Hood Cover But It Illus

trates Three Sorts of Salesmanship—

What Impressed the Buyer.

  

He wanted to buy a hood cover for his

car. He did not know much about them—

did not know their prices, their make-up,

nor anything about them except that many

ofthem were being used. A friend in whom

he had confidence had told him that morn

ing that hood covers were a great thing, not

only because they made starting easier, but

because they kept the engine radiator warm

and made winter driving easier on the en

gine because of that warmth.

Indifierence and Insufficiency.

At the first place he visited they told him

the prices were from $7 to $12, and it would

take two days to deliver the hood after they

had measured his car. No effort was made

to close a sale and get the order. The sales

man felt he was through when he had

named the prices.

The motorist made up his mind that he

would inquire further. Perhaps there would

he a difference in prices. 50 he went to an

accessory store a couple of blocks away.

“Yes. we have hood covers—here they

are," said the clerk. showing two miniature

samples on a counter. “We can give you a

hood cover for $7, plain like this, or a

quilted one which Wears better for $9, or

a real good hood c0vcr for $l2.”

"What's the difference between them?"

asked the motorist.

“A difference in quality," replied the clerk.

“That's pretty vague—supposing you tell

me just what you mean; in other words.

what more do 1 get when I pay $12 than

when 1 pay $7? Will it keep my car any

warmer? Will it last any longer? Is there

any difference in materials? Is it heavier,

or what?"

The clerk got mad because the customer
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wanted to know so many things and told

him he would have to take their word that

The customer dc

III!"

the quality was there.

cided to go elsewhere.

On the next corner was a place where

many accessories were sold. As he entered

a pleasant-faced salesman met him.

Definiteness and Courtesy.

“Hood covers? Yes, we make quite a lot

of them. \Nhat car do you drive? A

‘Sphinx'? \Ve have had mighty good luck

fitting up a number of them—~it's a fine car.

isn't it? \Ve will make you a cover for a

‘Sphinx’ for $lO—it will be as heavy as you

will ever need—made of the best—heavy

waterproof duck, lined with two layers of

thick felt; we'will fix it so you can lift

either side of the hood, and we will make

it so it fits your car exactly—and it will take

us just a day and a half to get it out."

When the customer protested that his

price was too high this salesman went into

details and showed how he could leave off

the quilting and save a dollar or so—how he

could cheapen the stck and save a few cents

and in less than fifteen minutes he had a

man at the curb measuring the car.

The story of the hood cover is worth

studying. It illustrates the indifferent clerk,

the half-interested, antagonistic style and

the salesman who is ready to tell the cus

tomer anything he desires to know and

who is glad to explain the "reasons why"

behind his price.

6'

INCREASING GARAGE SALES.

The Gillespie Auto Sales Co. of Detroit.

which conducts a service station for trucks.

does a regular gar-aging business and makes

a specialty of selling gasolene and oil at

a few cents less than the other fellow, is

wideawake when it comes to selling acces

sories and oil and grease. Right near the

door is a series of cards, about 11 x 22

inches, calling attention to bargains in tire

tubes. grease in five-pound cans, Prest-O
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Lite tank service, storage batteries and

dry cells. The cards are about the size of

the conventional street car card and are

mounted one above another in interesting

array. Some of the signs are hand lettered

with marking brush, others are painted by

a good sign writer and some are printed, but

all of them are readable and nearly all

quote prices.

The signs hit you squarely in the eye

while your gasolene supply is being replen

ished, and if you escape buying something

it must be because you are very well sup

plied with everything. And the signs are

changed often. They do not remain the

same day in and day out, as in some gar

ages. Of course, it is just a common-sense

merchandising method, but too many gar

ages do not make use of such methods. The

idea is exactly the same as that of the drug

gist who sells you a tooth brush and then

suggests a good dentrifico The more

things you can sell your customers the

more of their money you can get and the

greater the profit you can make.

a .

LENDING A HELPING HAND TO

THE NEW OWNER.

The foresighted dealer will follow with

closest interest the experiences of the new

car owner at this season of the year, and if

he is wise indeed, he will forestall many of

the possibly unpleasant experiences of his

customers by a kindly word of advice and

caution. The man who sells a car has a re

sponsibility far deeper than the delivery of

it to the right address, and part of that re

sponsibility is to teach the new owner the

proper care of his machine.

These things become so common that

many men are prone to think eVerybody

else knows all about them. But, think over

the list of those to whom you sold cars and

can sell them that will make their winter

can tell them that will make their winter

motoring experiences pleasanter or other

wise more satisfying.
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HEEDING THE BOY AS ONE

METHOD OF MAKING SALES

Willys - Overland Cites Instances

Where Juveniles Have Influenced

Purchases—Advises Dealers

to “Take Notice."

Absence of courtesy in a thorough form

may cause a salesman to discriminate be

tween individuals because of their clothes

and thereby lose a sale to a not well_

dressed man who may, nevertheless, be able

to buy and sell the salesman several times,

but a disregard of children probably in the

majority of instances is due to rather par

donable unappreciation of the possible sales

that may be gained through juvenile influ

ence; many an automobile salesman has

never stopped to consider that just because

a questioner is young in years he may

nevertheless be the means of bringing a

commission into the pockets of the motor

car merchant.

How important it is that the childlike

questions of children be answered and that

they be .not dismissed with a “Don’t bother

me." I'm busy," has been emphasized before

in Motor \Vorld and doubtless will be

again; the story has been told of the Brook

lyn-dealer who makes friends with the boys

ini'fpushmobiles" and gets them to paint the

name :of his car on the bonnets of their

little vehicles and instances have been cited

by boys and girls, who have walked into

salesrooms and made purchases of their

own initiative without the formality of call

ing in a parent to close the sale. And at

least one great big automobile manufactur

ing company has recognized the value of

the small boy as a selling aid and has gone

so far as to urge its dealers to do likewise.

The company is the Willys-Overland Co.,

of Toledo. 0.. and its urging is contained in

a communication issued by the advertising

department, which, in large measure, is as

follows:

“We maintain—and every old-timer in

the business will bear us out—that the in

quiries of boys concerning motor cars are

much too important to overlook or ignore.

In the average family the most ‘up-to-the

minute’ member, and the one who will most

insistently urge his father to buy an auto

mobile. is the boy. It is the boy who col

lects and reads the catalogs and who knows

much more about automobiles in general

than his father. Have you ever noticed how

often, when you pass him in your car, the

boy of to-day will say, ‘lt’s an Overland'

Ten to one his father wouldn't have known

it from any other car.

“A boy on roller skates recently rolled

into the Overland salesroom in Cleveland.

shouting at the head of a concern, ‘Mister,

please gimme an Overland catalog.’ He got

the desired book, and before closing time

that night the firm had sold the youngster's

mother an Overland car. Our Denver deal

er tells of driving 72 miles to a ranch to

investigate a prospect disclosed in a remark—

ably well written letter asking for a cata'

log. He found only the ranchman's son. a

boy of 14 years, who admitted writing the

letter without consulting his father. Though

at first inclined to be ‘peeved' at what he

considered a wild goose chase, the dealer

explained to the lad the features of the car

and gave him a ride over the prairie. W'ith

in a week the boy’s father had purchased

an Overland, and to-day two other sons

and the rancher‘s brother are Overland

owners.

A negro boy recently asked the New

York dealer for a catalog. explaining that

while he couldn't buy a wheelbarrow, he

hoped some day to be a ‘shofiah.’ The

dealer gave the youngster all the informa

tion and literature he had and a demonstra_

tion ride. \Vithin a few days a New Jersey

farmer entered the salesrooms and declared

he wanted to buy an Overland car. ‘It

must be the popular car, for all the darkies

on my farm are talking about it,’ said the

farmer. A little questioning disclosed the

fact that the negro boy with ambitions to

become a ‘shoffah' was employed on the

New Jerseyite’s farm.

“These instances are enough to remind

you that the boy is not to be slighted. The

boy of to-day is the man of to-morrow, and

even now his voice is loud and insistent in

the family council. Not infrequently the

boy is the only member of the family who

has read your advertisement and is there

fore the only path by which you will be

able to reach the father, who. generally. is

the one who has the money to spend on a

new car.”

_
 

“Honey Fitz" Tackles Gasolene Sitaution.

Not content with idly protesting against

the soaring price of gasolene, though he

has gone to the length of writing to several

Massachusetts congressmen to urge drastic

legislation against the conduct of the Stan

dard Oil Co., Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston,

familiarly known as “Honey Fitz," has a

plan which he hopes will effect at least tem

porary relief. He proposes to establish a

gasolene supply station some

where near the heart of the city, where a

large tank can be placed so that Boston’s

motorists can purchase their fuel from the

city at wholesale rates. Already, he has

requested Commissioner Rourke of the

Public Works Department to choose a suit

able location for the depot and to prepare

an estimate of the cost of erecting the

necessary tank.

municipal

sauna PROBLEMS IN THE

LAND orwrs AND nus

Persuading the Chinaman to Buy a Car

Difiers Widely from Approaching

an American—Much Tea

Drinking Involved.

How to sell a car to a Chinaman may be

come a course in schools of automobile

salesmanship, and if M. A. Greenfield, agent

in Shanghai, China. for the Michigan car

has the wily Celestial correctly measured,

such instruction would fill a need which is

felt by those Americans who migrate to

the Heavenly Empire with the expectation

of getting a series of Chinese hieroglyphics

at the bottom of an order blank. Putting in

preliminary sales talk over a tea table or

some other form of table is falling into dis

repute in this country, but in China, Green

field says, the ability of the salesman is

partly gauged by the amount of tea he can

drink. It all goes back to the Celestial's

disinclination to hurry, which is not in ac

cordance with methods in America.

“The Chinese will not be hurried." said

Greenfield in telling the salesmanship trou

bles of the country in which he now i5

working. “\Vhen you have picked the cus

tomer for your car. you must call on him

two or three times before you close the

deal. You must spend hours with him, and

sometimes days. You will discuss politics.

progress, business, clothes, family—ever)"

thing except the automobile. You will drink

his tea and scrupulously exchange all the

courtesies with him.

“If you attempt to rush matters, he will

think you are trying to perpetrate some sofl

of a swindle, otherwise you would not be

in such a hurry to get away. \Vhen at the

last you finally get around to the sale of [he

automobile, it will be a comparatively easy

matter, for your customer will have ball

silently making up his mind. Once ills

mind is made up, nothing can shake it. He

puts his faith in the ‘chop’——that i5, ih“

trademark. In the case of the automobile

it is the name plate on the radiator

“Your mandarin purchaser is a loyal ad'

vertiser for you. It will not be a week be'

fore all his friends know all about his car

They will ask for a car with the same

‘chop' as that on their friend's. and cannf"

be persuaded to look at any other. If the

mandarin has bought a medium-priced Car

and someone should come along and 08“

him the highest-Priced car made. he Cannot

make a step of progress, because his a"

does not show the preferred ‘chOP-’ _

“In Shanghai, a city of about a million

population, there are to-day, I should 533“

about 800 automobiles."

ill

it
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The Aid to a Thorough Knowledge of Electrical Equipment That May Be

Found in Instruction Books—Practice That Can Be Gained Without

Them—Esterline System as an Example of Compact Simplicity.

(This is the fifteenth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner alike.)

It is a lamentable fact that not a few

automobile dealers may be likened to the

old codger who. though religious enough on

occasion, was just plain lazy when it came

to repeating his prayers. He laboriously

“TON: them out on a sheet of paper and

tacked the paper to the head of the bed. It

was his habit each night before blowing out

his candle carelessly to nod in the direction

of the paper with the injunction: "Lord,

Devotion of the

ltind was sufficient. to his mind, and it is al

them's my sentiments."

 

supply their own instruction books, which

undoubtedly serve a useful purpose. a warn

ing should be noted in the fact that they

also serve as a ready excuse for the oft

reiterated saying, “You'll find it all in the

book."

Analogy Between Laziness and Ignorance.

That phrase, to many a dealer. is all»suf—

ticient. Though he may excuse his laziness

in undertaking a first-hand eXplanation by

stating that “the book tells it so much bet

  

ESTERHNE STARTING MOTOR DISASSEMBLED, SHOWING COMPONENT PARTS

logether likely that he “slept the sleep of

thejust."

When Instruction Books May Work Harm.

“You'll find it all in the book," not in

frequently is the dealer's substitute for

“Lord. them’s my sentiments." when an

owner comes back at him for more informa

tion, the book in question being the printed

instructions usually supplied by the manu

facturer. It is good. of course, that the

manufacturer does supply concise informa

[Kill for distribution in printed form by me

dealer. and it is only fair to add that it

generally is possible "to find it all in th6

book.“ That is to say, it generally is pos

slble to find out all about the car in the

book, without reference to the aCCQSsorieS

In very few cases have manufacturers fe

mcmbered that the electric lighting and

engine starting system With which the 681'

b r'luipped now is as much a part of the

car itself as is the engine or the gearsfl

or the axles. And though quite a number

oi manufacturers of electrical equipment

ter than I can tell it,” the fact remains that

if it is not laziness. it is ignorance, neither

of which is calculated to inspire confidence

or to further trade. If there is a “book,”

there can be no excuse for ignorance, unless

the book is so incomplete as to make a

thorough understanding of the system im

possible when there is still less excuse for

ignorance. for the very incompleteness of

the book should serve to stimulate the deal

er into educating himself with the aid of

the equipment under his care. Plain lazi

ness can be dismissed as a disease that gen

erally is incurable.

The Value of Practical Training.

As a matter of cold fact. it is not possible

aluays “to find it all in the book." Books

are complete insofar as they go. but it

scarcely is possible fully to cover every

portion of a system and every slight de

rangement that is at all likely to happen to

every portion, under one cover. Individual

systems from the same manufacturer may

have individual characteristics. particularly

where they are fitted to different makes of

cars, and no one is better able to become

familiar with their idiosyncrasies than is the

dealer. who comes in contact with a large

number of owners operating a large numbet

of systems under actual service conditions

that may difl'er widely. To put it in expres

sive English, the dealer has a grand little

chance to become thoroughly familiar with

the apparatus titted to the cars he sells,

and it is his duty to do so, for the informa

tion which will be gained represents that

phase of service which makes friends and

makes business; it spells death to the ap

parent indifi'erence which lurks in the say

ing “You'll find it all in the book."

Prevailing Desire for Enlightenment.

The mere existence of such instruction

books, brought out only recently in the

majority of cases to fill a Well—defined de

mand. makes it just so much easier, of

course, for the dealer to become familiar

with his equipment, though it never has

been dithcult. as has been made plain in the

articles which have appeared in the four

teen preceding issues of Motor World,

Quite naturally, every one whose car is

equipped with an electric lighting and en

gine starting system wants to know exactly

what to do in case of trouble, for though it

is realized that. with the present efficient

equipment trouble is the exception rather

than the rule, the feeling that to be fore

warned is to be forearmed is very nearly as

strong. to-day as it was in the days of

primeval warfare; it represents a measure

of security that is comforting, at least. and

may prove to be salvation.

Importance of Proper Mountings.

In the actual method of mounting or driv

ing either a dynamo or causing an electric

motor to drive the gasolene motor until it

picks up its owr. cycle of operations, there

should be. and experience has proven that

there is. very little that need concern the

dealer or the owner, much less cause either

one any trouble. Still, the method of mount

ing and connecting constitutes an important

subject to which comparatively little atten

tion has been paid. In the first place. con

siderably more power is required to "spin"

the average motor than generally is sup

posed, and it follows therefore that the
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mounting must be substantial and that the

bearings must be sufficiently large to with

stand the wear and tear of continuous ser

vice. Manifcstly, drives which are suitable

for dynamos are not suitable for motors.

The next consideration, which in view of

present trends is perhaps just as important

as the first, is that the drive must be prac~

tically silent. Despite the fact that starting

motors are operated at best for but a mo

rnent or two at a time. and it might be con

ceivable that the prospective purchaser

would be willing to “put up with" a slight

noise in view of the convenience and safety

of the apparatus, quietness is a factor which

cannot be overlooked; it is one of the first

things the prospective purchaser looks for.

or. to be more accurate. listens for.

Combined Herringbone and Spur Gears.

There are several ways in which the elec

tric motor can be geared to the gasolene

engine: By "silent" chain, by direct coup

ling, by spur gearing. by worm gearing, and

by herringbone gearings; combinations of

two forms of gearing. such, for instance, as

worm and spur or spur and herringbone, are

not very common, there being but one ex

ponent of each system. The former is the

Hartford, which already has been illustrated

and described in one of the previous arti

cles of the present series, and the latter is

the Esterline, the generating and accumu

lator portions of which also have been illus

trated and described in an earlier issue.

In the Esterline starting system, which

but recently has been added to supplement

the lighting system that has been on the

market for several years, the necessary re

duction between the starting motor and the

gasolene engine is obtained through the in

termediary of a combined spur and her

ringbone gear arrangement. which is an ex

clusive feature. The herringbone gears are

of the Weiss type, and though they are not

calculated to run entirely without lubrica

tion, it is one of their peculiarities that they

may be run dry without noiSe almost for

indefinite periods without danger of serious

consequences. The pinion is made of bronze

and the large gear of high carbon steel,

which. considering the fact that the arma'

ture shaft is mounted in liberal sized S.K.F.

self-aligning ball bearings. reduces the

amount of lubrication necessary for efiicient

operation to the minimum. The starting

motor is shown by the accompanying pic

ture in a partly disassembled condition. the

better to make plain its construction.

Enclosure That Prevents Dust Collection.

The field of the motor, which, by the way,

operates on the purely nominal pressure of

six volts and is capable of “spinning” a

_heavy motor at from 70 to 90 revolutions a

minute, is cylindrical in shape. and when the

assembly is complete the whole of the

mechanism is completely enclosed and dust

proof. Small inspection plates are provided

over the brushes; they are sprung into

place and may be easily and quickly re

moved without the necessity for tools of

any kind. The gear box, as may be seen

by the illustration, is made separate from

the motor end casing, to which it is attached
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ESTERLINE STARTING MOTOR

by means of six heavy screws; like the ar

mature, the gearing shafts arc self-aligning.

The field is of the series wound type, the

four poles with their windings being plainly

visible in the picture. The armature is of

the drum type with the slots slightly

skewed in order to permit of smoother run

ning and reduce the noise of operation;

windings are held in place by four heavy

bands, thus obviating the possibility of

centrifugal force deranging the wires and

causing short circuits or breaks.

Operation of the Starting Switch.

The Esterline starting switch is of the

double contact type and is operated simul

taneously with the mechanism which shifts

the starting motor pinion into mesh with

the gearing cut in the periphery of the fly
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ESTERLINE STARTER SWITCH

wheel; the motor may be geared to the gas

olene engine through the intermediary of a

“silent” chain to the crankshaft. however,

in which case the arrangement differs slight~

ly. though in principle it is the same.

In operation, pressure on the starting but~

ton, which may be located either on the

dash or in the foot boards, simultaneously

moves the gears into mesh and closes the

circuit between the battery and the motor.

Before the gears come into mesh, however,

the starting switch is closed first through a

resistance which permits the motor to oper

ate at slow speed and with little power,

thus facilitating the meshing of the gears.

Further depression of the pedal fully mesh

es the gears, and at the same time con

nects the battery around the resistance, per

mitting its full strength to pass to the

motor. Immediately the gasoline engine

commences to operate under its own power,

the gears automatically are “kicked” out

of engagement by the roller starting clutch.

Why Firm Pressure Is Necessary.

The starting switch is simple in the we

treme, as may be seen by the accompanying

picture, and should never require to be

touched. It should be remembered, how

ever, that the pedal should be depressed

with a firm, unfaltering motion, for the

main contacts carry heavy currents-4mm

100 amperes for a small four-cylinder motor

to 175 amperes for a large “six"—that are

likely to cause burning unless the switch

is closed quickly and completely. If the

contacts are permitted merely to touch to

gether without sufi‘icient pressure, there

may not be enough metal in contact to carry

the current and burning is likely to result.

it will do no harm occasionally to remove

the switch cover and clean the contacts.

using for the purpose a piece of fine emery

cloth. The contacts should be rubbed with

the emery cloth until they present a uni

formally bright surface all over. NeedlesS

to add, loose connections will work havoc

with the Operation of the system and al

ways should be carefully looked for when

occasion demands inspection for any other

purpose. Dirt also is a natural enemy to

eflicient operation. and the opportunity to

remove it from any part of the mechanism

never should be lost.

How to Care for the Motor.

In the care of the motor itself, there is

little that will require attention. for the

reason that it is used only at long intervals

and receives the minimum of wear. InCi'

dentally, as it is in operation only a very

small part of the time, there is a progortion

ately smaller chance of its mechanism bf!—

CQming deranged. As the armature shaft 15

mounted in large ball bearings it is l0 all

intents and purposes wear proof. and its de'

mands in the way of lubrication will be 63(

ceedingly moderate—probably a few drop;

of very fine machine oil about once every

two weeks unless it is used continually When

the oil should be applied about once a Week'

In any case, more than a few drop5 “ever
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should be applied at one time, as otherwise

it will collect on the winding and on the

brushes, where it will cause sparking and

poor commutation.

Cleanliness Absolutely Necessary.

The brushes and the commutator virtually

are the only parts that need ever require

real attention. Although they come into

use but seldom, they carry very heavy cur

rents for short periods, and for this reason

great care should be taken to see that they

are kept perfectly clean; foreign matter

will tend to cause sparking, which will burn

the comparatively soft copper of the com

mutator and reduce the efficiency of the

starter. Though the motor is completely

enclosed and theoretically is dust-proof,

there generally will be found a small

amount of dust within the casing when the

caps over the brushes are removed. Some

of it probably will be carbon dust from the

brushes, which is no less harmful as for

eign matter than ordinary dust. All such

accumulations should be cleaned away pref

erably with a softbrush, though if caked

on by reason of the use of too much coil a

cloth dampened with goselene will serve to

remove them.

All four brushes are fitted with what in

electrical engineers' parlance are styled “pig

tails‘ 'and consequently no attempt should

be made to remove them entirely from the

motor. It will suffice to take them out of

their sockets to the length of the “pig tails”

and wipe them clean of dust or oil. Make

sure that they slip easily in their sockets

and that the spring tension upon them has

not been disturbed. If their ends exhibit

accumulations of grease, they should he

gently sandpapered until they appear clean.

care being taken not to disturb the curva

ture any more than is necessary. If the

brushes appear very dirty, it is altogether

likely that the commutator also will re

quh'e cleaning. though if it appears glazed

and brownish it should not be touched. If

it is “MW 01' Oily, however, a cloth wrapped

around the finger and dipped in gasolene

should be applied while the armature is ro

tating.

"Pia Tun" That Need To Be Watched.

\\'hen the dirt has been removed, ex

cess gasolcne will dry quickly if the 513'

chine is permitted to run for a few min

utes, when it will be possible to determine

by inspection whether further treatment is

necessary. The presence 0f cuts or scratch

es will make it necessary to apply Sand'

paper. which should not be coarser than N0

00 and must not be applied with any degree

of force; a long. light application is but"

than a short. heavy one. When the scratchriq

have been removed, apply a minute qua"

tlty of the best quality vaseline either with

the finger tip (while the armature is rotat

ing) or on a small piece of felt, afterward

reassembling the brushes.

If, after the motor has been cleaned and

reassembled, it should fail to operate prop

erly or at all, the wiring connections first

should be gone over to make sure that none

of them have been disturbed during the

cleaning process. Examine particularly the

brush leads and the battery connections to

the motor, as these are prone to loosen

themselves and should be tightened care

fully at every opportunity. If the wiring

connections appear tight. examine the

brushes to make sure that all of them touch

the commutator properly; occasionally a

“pig tail" may become twisted when the

brushes are replaced and prevent the brush

touching the commutator. Sometimes, also,

“pig tails" may become loosened where they

are attached to the brushes; care should be

taken to remedy such breaks.

Diagnosing Minor Starter Troubles.

it has been assumed, of course. that the

battery is properly charged, for it is quite

obvious that if it has been permitted to

become partly discharged the starting mo

tor will not be as responsive as it should

be. If all the connections are tight and the

motor cannot be made to start the engine, it

may be assumed that the battery is not

properly charged. provided no meter is in

cluded in the circuit; burned out fuses. of

course, Would prevent the passage of cur

rent, and if fuses are employed they should

be examined first. If a fuse has burned out,

careful search for the cause of the failure

should be made before a new one is put in

its place. or the new one may be burned

out immediately the current is turned on

again.

The burning out of a fuse always should

be taken as prima facie evidence that some

thing is wrong—either that there is a short

circuit or that the gasolene motor has stuck

in some manner, preventing the electric

motor from “turning it over." The freezing

of the cooling water in winter, or the stick

ing of the pistons due to the use of oil that

is too heavy and congeals in cold weather,

both might be considered as contributing

factors. It is advantageous. of course, to

maintain the gasolenc engine in such condi

tion that it starts easily, for it then will re

quire less current to set it in motion.

Balanced Field in Generating Unit.

As the generating portion of the Esterline

system already has been described and il

lustrated in an earlier article in the same

series, it will suffice merely to outline its

features in order to refresh the memories of

those who may have forgotten it. The

generator is of the combined permanent

magnet and clectromtagnet type in which

current regulation is obtained by balancing

the strength of the one field against the

other in such a way the field “builds up"

rapidly at low speeds and the output re

mains practically constant over a wide

range of speeds. The use of permanent

magnets also insures against the possibility

of the polarity of the generator inadvert

ently being reversed. The cut-out is of the

electro-magnetic type and is completely

enclosed in a housing. The battery em

ployed is of 120 ampere hour capacity and

furnishes six volts for both the lighting and

starting circuits.

Julian Making Lower-Priced Motor.

Supplementing its only other product—a

six-cylinder motor—which at the time of its

formal presentation some three months ago

was styled with pardonable pride “the high

est priced stock motor made in America,"

the Julian Motor Co. of Syracuse, N. Y., has

developed and is preparing to market a

second six-cylinder motor which is not only

radically different from the first in several

particulars but is radically different from

everything else of its kind as well. Inci

dentally, and in common with the first

Julian motor, the newcomer exhibits a num

ber of features that give evidence of more

than ordinarily careful thought in design.

Unlike its predecessor, the new Julian

motor has been brought out to fill the de

mand for a medium priced engine incor

porating the latest most up-to-datc en

gineering practice It is like the older one

in appearance only, in that every moving

part is completely enclosed and the single

casting is as "clean" as it is possible to

make it; otherwise it is totally different as

regards its design. Whereas the first motor

is of the T-head type, the new one is of the

L-head type, or rather of a modified Lv

head type, the arrangement of the valves

being peculiar and an exclusive feature of

the motor.

Instead of being placed side by side, as is

usual in the orthodox type of L-head motor.

the intake and exhaust valves in the Julian

are placed one before the other, or very

nearly so, with the exhaust valve innermost.

The immediate effect obtained, of course.

is that the inflowing gas is forced to pass

directly over. and to come into contact with.

the head of the exhaust valve, with the re

sult that the latter is maintained at a prac

tically constant temperature. thus minimiz~

ing the danger of warping. Incidentally, its

temperature cannot rise to the point where

pre-ignition is possible. By way of obtain

ing high efficiency, fairly high compression

is employed. The bore and stroke of the

motor are 4 inches and 5% inches, re‘

spectively, leaving little room for doubt re

garding the aptness of the designation

"long-stroke."
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FINES AND lAll. SENTENCES

PROVIDED BY NEW SPEED LAW

New Ordinance Permitting Fifteen

Miles in New York City Adopted

—Owner and Chauffeur Made

Jointly Responsible.

After having blinked at the regulation

prescribing an impossible vehicular rate of

speed of eight miles an hour for SO many

years that the blinking had become almost

an irreniedial habit. New York City, which

under the Callan law is one of the cities of

the first class that can make its own speed

regulations, at length has seen the light,

and on Monday, 6th inst., the Board of

Aldermen unanimously passed the Folks

ordinance raising the limit to 15 miles,

thereby formally recognizing the ridiculous

ness of the existing law, which has been

habitually broken by nearly every form of

vehicle since the limit first was set. The

measure goes now to the Mayor, and there

is little doubt but that he will set the seal

of approval upon it, in which case it will

take effect March lst.

.\s a whole it is fair and liberal, and in

addition to raising the legal rate of speed

to 15 miles an hour in general. with cer

tain exceptions where the rate may be in

creased to 18, 20 or 25 miles an hour, the

law also provides for fines and imprison

ment for violations: and, what is even more

important. it makes the owner jointly re

sponsible with the chauffeur in the event of

conviction for infraction of the law. Conse

quently, the owner of a car needs must keep

an eye glued on his speedometer if he

would keep out of court.

The first section of the law is a general

provision against the reckless operation of

bicycles, tricycles, velocipedes, motorcycles.

horse-drawn vehicles and every kind of au

tomobile, and the second prescribes a limit

of 15 miles an hour, except on Broadway

and Amsterdam avenue north of 125th

street. in the Bronx, on the Grand Boule

vard and Concourse and on Atlantic avenue,

Eighteenth avenue, Flatbush avenue. Fourth

avenue, Fifteenth avenue, and Kings High

way in Brooklyn. where it may be 18 miles

an hour; on the Queens Boulevard. where

it may be 20 miles an hour, and in rural

sections of the city. where it may be 25

miles an hour.

Under the new law. the penalty for a

first ofl'ensc may be a fine of from $25 to

$100, or 10 days' imprisonment, or both; a

second offense will draw down a fine of

from $50 to $100. 20 days' imprisonment. or

both, and a third offense a fine of $100 or

imprisonment for 30 days, or both. Except

ing the first section. which merely applies

the law to all vehicles. the ordinance is as

follows:

2. Specific Rates of Speed—N0 person

shall operate, drive or propel. and no owner

thereof riding thereon or therein, shall

cause or permit to be operated, driven or

propelled, any vehicle subject to the pro

visions of Section one (1) of this article. on

any public highway in The City of New

York at a greater rate of speed than fifteen

(15) miles per hour. Provided, however,

that a rate of speed of eighteen (18) miles

per hour may be maintained, but not ex~

cceded on the following highways. namely:

In the Borough of Manhattan. Broadway

north of 125th street, Amsterdam avenue

north of 125th street; in the Borough of The

Bronx. the Grand Concourse and Boule

vard; in the Borough of Brooklyn, Atlantic

avenue. Eighteenth avenue. Flatbush avc~

nuc. Fourth avenue. Fifteenth avenue.

Kings Highway. And provided further.

that a rate of speed of twenty (20) miles

per hour may be maintained but not ex~

ceeded. on Queens (Hoffman) boulevard. in

the Borough of Queens, And provided fur

ther. that a speed of twenty-five (25) miles

per hour may be maintained. but not ex

ceeded, on public highways where the same

pass through country sections which are

slubstantially undeveloped and sparsely set

t ed.

But nothing in this section contained shall

be construed as in any manner of degree

limiting or restricting the operation or ef

fect of any of the provisions of section one

(1) of this article.

3. Approaching Bridges. Turning Cor

ners. l‘assing Public Schools. Meeting

Street Cars—Upon approaching a bridge. or

in turning a corner of intersecting public

highways. or in passing a public school on

school days between the hours of eight

(8) o'clock ante-meridian and four (4)

o’clock post-meridian. the person operating,

driving or propelling any vehicle subject to

the provisions of section one (1) of this

article. shall not proceed. nor shall the own

er of any such vehicle riding thereon or

therein. cause or permit the same to pro

ceed. at a rate of speed greater than ten

(10) “lile per hour. and in meeting. over

taking or approaching a street passenger

car which has been stopped for the purpose

of receiving or discharging passengers.

every such vehicle aforesaid shall be

brought to a full stop at a point not less

than six feet from such street passenger car,

and shall not proceed and pass such street

passenger car between said car and the near

curb or sidewalk until such street passenger

car shall have proceeded.

But nothing in this section contained

shall be construed as in any manner or de

gree limiting or restricting the operation or

effect of any of the provisions of section

one (1) of this article.

4. Application of Sections 2 and 3—

Nothing contained in either section two (2)

or section three (3) of this article shall

apply to any of the following vehicles, to

wit: Vehicles carrying United States mails.

wagons, trucks and apparatus of the Fire

Department, of the Police Department and

of the military. emergency repair wagons of

public service corporations, and ambulances,

when in the performance of duty. and vehi

cles which run only on rails and tracks.

5. Violations. Punishment for First, Sec—

ond. Third and Subsequent Offences—Juris

diction—Any person who shall operate,

drive or propel, and also any owner thereof

riding thereon or therein who shall cause

or permit any vehicle subject to the provis

ions of section one t1) of this article, to be

operated. driven or ropelled. in violation

of any of the provisions of this article,

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall,

upon conviction for the first ofiense. be

punished by a fine of not less than twenty

five (25) dollars nor more than one hundred

(100) dollars. or by imprisonment not to

exceed fifteen (15) days, or by both; and

>112“, upon conviction for the second of

fense, within one (1) year from the com

mission of the first offense, be punished by

a fine of not less than fifty (50) dollars. nor

more than one hundred (100) dollars, or by

imprisonment not to exceed thirty ('30)

days, or by both; and shall. upon conviction

for the third offense, and for each and every

anense subsequent thereto. within one (l)

year from the commission of the first of

fense. be punished by a fine of one hundred

thO) dollars, or by imprisonment for a

term not to exceed sixty (60) days. or by

both.

Provided. however, in construing this sec

tion the unit of any one year shall be the

basis for determining "first." “second” or

“third” offense, the numerical order chang

ing when succeedingconvictions occur, and

more than one year has elapsed after_an

original "first." "second" or “third” offense.

0. Ordinances Repealed—All ordinances

and parts of ordinances of The City of New

York inconsistent with, or contrary to, the

provisions of this article, are hereby ex

pressly repealed, except that no ordinance

regulating or prescribing the rate of speed

of street passenger cars shall be impaired

or affected in any manner by anything here

in contained.

ln addition, three resolutions also were

adopted. the first of which requests that

the Park Board of the City of New York

consider the advisability of revising its

regulations to conform with the new law;

the second requests that Justices of Spe

cial Sessions and City Magistrates notify

the Secretary of State of violations of the

law in order to facilitate the identification

of offenders; the third requests that the

Police Commissioner establish and mainlflin

at headquarters a suitable card system in

which to enter for future reference the

names and descriptions of offenders.

Petrol Price Causes Another Taxicab Strike

Despite the amicable settlement of the

recent taxicab drivers' strike in London to

the apparent satisfaction of both the drivers

and their employers, the drivers again have

become diSsatisfied and have “walked out"

the result being that London once more 55

at the mercy of the once ousted hansom Cab

driver and his brother independent taxicab

operators. Altogether. some 6,000 cabs are

idle. The rise in the price of fuel and re“

cent action of the principal companies in

deciding to supply their drivers with "Pel'

rol" and to charge them for it, paying them

a commission out of their weekly "takingi"

is directly responsible for the strike, 86'

cording to the strikers. who maintain 013‘

it is impossible to earn a decent living “ndfl

the low fares and high fuel price.

R. li. Brown has been elected president

of the Mankato tMinn.) Automobile Club

The other oflicers are: Vice-president, C‘

H. Saulpaugh; treasurer, B. Bangcrter; sec

retary. C. A. Ingwalson.
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CALIFORNIA “INSURGENTS”

ADOPT A “CONSTITU'I'ION”

Take Another Step Toward “Out

lawry” and “Local Interpretation”

of Rules—Peculiar Logic

Brought to Bear.

Frank A. Garbutt and the 20-odd other

Los Angeles motorists who believe that

rules designed to apply in all parts of the

country should not apply to California and

Californians, and expressed their belief by

the tentative formation of what originally

was styled the Automobile Contest Associa

tion of America, have remained unconvinced

despite the efiorts which have been made

since first they undertook their insurrect

ionary movement against the A. A. A.

They now are calling their organization

the Western Automobile Association, and

have gone so far as to adopt a constitution

and by-laws, and if they succeed in their

ends California will become an “outlaw”

State and thereby will be closed to the rest

of the country, and Californians must per

force race only in their own back yards. so

to speak.

Although one of the vice-presidents of

the A. A. A. is a Californian, and although

Californians are represented on the A. A. A.

contest board. Garbutt, who apparently

never had heard of the Supreme Court of

the United States, insists that the West "be

Riven its own administrative officials, whose

duties shall be to interpret and enforce the

laws locally," and that “these officials be

representative of the people they govern."

Apparently unable to distinguish that the

A. A. A. is in the nature of a supreme court,

tiarbutt rather amusingly illustrates the

~itt1ation by declaring that “an exactly

Parallel case would exist if our California

State laws were enacted in New York and

all of our courts also removed to that State.

If such were the case our people here would

be justified in asking for local courts to in

terpret and enforce the laws enacted for

our local guidance."

This logic makes appear that when the

Western Automobile Association formu

lates its rules each locality will be permitted

to interpret them as it may desire, or as

may meet any occasion which may arise.

 

Bay Statera Re-elect All Officers.

F.._.-\. Gilmore was re-elccted president 01

the Bay State Automobile Association at

the annual meeting held at the Hotel Lenox.

Boston, on Monday last. January 6th. With

the exception of M. H. Guelsian. who fer

signed as a director and was replaced by

W. H. Stevens. the entire governing board

iva~~ re-elected. The other officers are:

Vice-president, Harry W. Knights; secre

tary, C. P. Rockwell; treasurer, J. S. Hatha

way; directors, A. B. Henley, B. G. Ellis.

H. G. Kemp, Chase Langmaid.

Wetmore Heads Dealers' Contest Ass'n.

As was to be expected, in view of the fact

that he was chiefly responsible for the

birth of the association and has been the

moving spirit behind it since its inception.

John C. Wetmore, who is automobile editor

of the New York Evening MailI was elect

ed president of the recently formed Motor

Dealers’ Contest Association of New York,

at the first annual meeting, which was held

at the Elks Club on Monday night, 6th inst.

The other officers chosen were Wm. C.

l‘oertner, vice-president; J. C. Nichols,

treasurer, and Edw. F. Korbel, secretary.

Prior to the election of officers. a board of

15 directors was elected, which, with the

officers, consists of: A. J. Interrieden, I. M.

Uppercu, George Robertson, E. J. McShane,

C. H. Larson, Emanuel Lescaris, A. B.

Cordner, W. J. Morgan, S. S. Toback, C.

A. Stewart and H. M. Bronncr. The de

cision as to who should hold the one—.' two

and three-year terms. to conform to the

by-laws of the association, was made by lot.

The election of the executive and other

committees was deferred until the meeting

of the board of directors, which is sched

uled for the evening of January 24th and

will be held at George Rector's Broadway

hostelry.

Hill Wins San Diego Road Race.

George Hill, driving :1 Fiat car. won the

San Diego road race, which was run over a

triangular course 91.7 miles in extent, on

New Year’s Day, \Vednesday, January lst.

under the auspices of the San Diego Auto

()wners' Club. Hill's time for twice around

the circuit, or 183.4 miles, was 3:58:12. or

at an average of 46.2 miles an hour. Second

place went to \V. H. Smith in a Mercer.

who finished 14 minutes later than the

winner. and third place to W. H. Carlson.

Jr... in a Stutz. who covered the distance in

4:16:15. -

Thirteen. including Robert Barman (Cut

ting). who experienced a broken steering

knuckle and was forced to drop out, lined

up for the start. The course, which was in

none too good condition, led through Es

condido and Oceanside and back to San

Diego.

 

 

Unusual Rule for "Towed" Care.

A somewhat curious regulation that is in

force in England makes it compulsory for

a car being towed to carry a number plate

that is a duplicate of the plate of the car

that is doing the towing. One of the taro

plates of the leading car can be used for

the purpose.

SAVANNAH COURSE AGAIN FOR

VANDERBILTAND GRAND PRIZE

Milwaukee “Passed by" in Favor of

Georgians Who Once Cried

“Enough"—Dates Not Yet

Decided Upon.

Milwaukee will not supply the setting for

the next Vanderbilt Cup and Grand Prize

road races. The Motor Cups Holding Co.,

which has to do with the awarding of the

“classics.” heard on Monday last, 0th inst.,

the claims of Savannah as voiced by a com

tnittee comprising Harvey Granger, F. C.

Battey and A. W. Solomon, and without

more ado the Georgia city was given what

it asked for.

Quite naturally. the management of the

speed carnival will be vested in the Savan

nah Automobile Club. which already has

run the Grand Prize contest three times—

in 1909, 1910 and l911—ant1 the Vanderbilt

race twice—in 1910 and 1911. If things go

according to the tentative program. the

races will be run over a ten-mile circuit

having but four turns; and dates will be set

sometime between November lst and Feb

ruary 23rd next. Before it is certain that

the race will go to Savannah, sanctions for

the Vanderbilt and Grand Prize races must

be obtained from the contest boards of the

A. A. A. and the Automobile Club of Amer

ica, respectively.

That the Milwaukee Automobile Dealers’

Association had had hopes of again father

ing the carnival is indicated by the fact

that a committee was to have been sent to

New York to meet the members of the Mo

tor Cups Holding Co. after the conclusion

of the Milwaukee Automobile show._ And.

according to Bart Ruddle. who managed

the more recent races. the Holding com

pany was petitioned by telegraph to give

Milwaukee a chance to be heard. For all of

which the name of the \Nestern City was

not mentioned at the Monday's session.

Henry Sanderson. Colgate Hoyt and

Henry B. Anderson acted for the Motor

Cups Holding Co. \Vm. K. Vanderbilt. Jr.,

himself is across the “pond.”

How to Cross Streets in Berlin.

That Berlin which is in Germany is about

to have still another traffic regulation which

is calcualted materially to reduce the chance

of accidents to pedestrians. The police au

thorities of the fashionable Schoenberg and

Charlottenburg residential sections of the

city are preparing to issue printed instruc

tions in the "legal" way to cross the streets.

Hereafter, it will not be permissible to cross

public thoroughfares diagonally; an angle

of 90 degrees will l)t insisted upon.
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l,021.983. Cushion-Tire. Albin Hajos,

Chattanooga, Tenn. Filed Aug. 10, 1910.

Serial No. 576,436, [Inner tube enclosed in

metallic casing through which plungers,

which form the tread, protrude] 1 claim.

1,022,015. Shock-Absorber. James H.

\Voodring, Corry, Pa. Filed Aug. 29, 1911.

Serial No. 646,587. [Helical spring retards

relative movement of vehicle spring and

frame] 2 claims.

1,022,027. Hydrocarbon-Engine. Hiram

Hyde and Jack Gage. Geneseo, Kans. Filed

May 8, 1911. Serial No. 625,788. [Means for

carburetting kerosene] 3 claims.

1,022,040. Means for Removing Carbon

from Engine-Cylinders. Eugene S. Mich

ener, New Castle. Pa. Filed May 31, 1910.

Serial No. 564,255. [Wire link chain placed

in the cylinder and actuated by the piston]
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2 claims.

1,022,042. Vehicle-Washer. Edward Mu1~

ler, East New Durham, N. J. Filed June 8,

1911. Serial No. 632,062. [Automatic valve

cuts off water supply when device is not in

use.] 6 claims.

1,022,087. Automobile-Starter. Charles D.

Jenney, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed June 22,

1911. Serial No. 634,751. [Spring wound up

by electric motor.] 11 claims.

1.022127. Tire. Edward Dettelbacll.

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed June 17. 1910. Se

rial No. 567,377. [Open inner edges of in

ner tube clamped between beads of the

casing] 3 claims.

1,022,134. Window-Cleaner. John E.

Heckert, Claremont, Cal. Filed May 4, 1911.

Serial No. 624,941. [\Vindshield glass

cleaner actuated by the motor on the de~

pression of a pedal.] 8 claims.

1,022,145. Shock-Absorber Adjustment.

Burton L. Lawton, Meriden, Conn, assignor

to the Connecticut Shock Absorber Co.,

Meriden, Conn., a corporation of Connecti

cut. Filed Jan. 4, 1912. Serial No. 669,452.

[Means for altering the relative position of

spring and cam.] 11 claims.

1,022,151. Trackless Power-Driven Vehi

cle. Isaac E. Palmer. Middletown. Conn.

Filed June 20, 1911. Serial No. 634,266.

[Running gear for motor can] 11 claims.

1.022.163. Anti-Friction-Bearing. Colcord

Upton, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Simplex

Roller Bearing Co., New York, N. Y.. a

corporation of New York. Filed March 6,

1911. Serial No. 612,465. [Roller bearing

with small rollers interposed between the

large rollers] 10 claims.

1,022,177. Internal-Combustion Motor.

Benjamin Brazelle, Kirkwood, Mo., as

siynor to Brazelle Motor Co., St. Louis,

Mo., a corporation of Missouri. Filed Sept.

29, 1909. Serial No. 520,084. [Two cylinders

which are in communication with each other

at the moment of ignition] 5 claims.

1,022,192. Attachment to Spark-Plugs.

Henry C. Hemmeter, Pontiac, Mich., as

signor of one—half to Cassius C. Van \Vag

oner, Pontiac, Mich. Filed April 27, 1911.

Serial No. 623,589. [Enclosed spark gap

which attaches to the plug terminal] 2

claims.

1,022,220. Resilient Tire. Gideon S.

Adams, Seaville, N. J., assignor, by direct

and mesne assignments, to Eureka Double

Resilient Tire Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.

Filed April 6, 1911. Serial No. 619.431.

[Slots in the rubber add to the resiliency]

2 claims.

1,022,281. Starting Device for Internal

Combustion Engines. Frank H. \Nalker,

Atwood, Kans. Filed Jan. 7, 1911. Serial

No. 601,261. [Compressed mixture'conduct

ed to the cylinders in the proper order.] 17

claims.

1.022.289. Tire-Vulcanizing Repair Appar

atus. Cecil F. Adamson, East Palestine.

Ohio. Filed Feb. 19, 1912. Serial No. 678,—

518. [Metallic casing in which gasolene is

ignited. the heat being retained by cast

pins.)

1,022,326. Carburetter. Joseph Namur,

Kinsley, Kans. Filed Aug. 28, 1911. Serial

No. 646.517. [Means for actuating the

needle valve in accordance with the opera

tion of the throttle] 5 claims.

1,022,333. Armored Tire. Victor A. Rouil

liard, Fall River; Mass, assignor of one

half to Armel L. Audet, Fall River, Mass.

Filed Dec. 16, 1911. Serial No. 666,178.

[Metallic coating electrically deposited over

one layer of a composite rubber tire.] 2

claims.

1,022,369. Vehicle-VVheel. Gerard B. Lam

bert, New York. N. Y. Filed April 3, 1911.

Serial No. 618.533. [Means of attaching de

mountable rim.] 3 claims.

1,022.372. Fender. Adolph H. Luebke,

Montello, Wis. Filed Feb. 8, 1911. Serial

No. 607,225. [Combined bumper and wheel

guard] lclaim.

1.022.390. Internal-Combustion Engine.

Jarvis S. Jennings, Jr., Detroit, Mich., as

signor of one-third to Benjamin Siegel, Pat

rick O'Brien, and Leo Breisacher and one

third to Fritz Goebel, Detroit, Mich. Filed

Sept. 21, 1909. Serial No. 518,814. [Free

piston in the cylinder above the working

piston] 11 claims.

3 claims.

1,022,401. Control~Lever for Automobiles.

Louis Chevrolet and Etienne Planche, De

troit, Mich., assignors to Chevrolet Motor

Co., Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Michi

gan. Filed Nov. 15, 1911. Serial No. 660,—

357. (Levers housed in the door of the

body.) 3 claims.

1.022413. Lower Crank-Case for Combus

tion Engines. William H. Goldstine, Flint,

Mich. Filed July 28, 1910. Serial No. 574,

382. (Form and means of support of the

connecting rod oiling trough.) 1 claim.

1,022,430. Spring Wheel for Vehicles.

Frederick William Margetts and William

Henry Margetts, East Dulwich, England.

Filed Nov. 12, 1910. Serial No. 592,050.

(Cams, and levers actuated by helical

springs between the felloe and the rim.) 5

claims.

1,022,463. Automobile Lamp-Bracket. John

E. Browne, Brookline, and Henry Herbert

Colson, Everett, Mass. Filed May 1, 1911.

Serial No. 624,275. (Rods attaching to the

steering gear afiord means of turning the

lamp.) 4 claims.

1,022,476. Explosive Engine. Frank [

Gremel, Detroit. Mich. Filed March 14.

1910. Serial No. 549,321. (Double acting cyl

inder.) 4 claims.

1,022,492. Internal Combustion Engine

John J. McIntyre, Hartford, Conn. Filed

April 12, 1910. Serial No. 555,046. (Two

cycle motor with separate compression

chamber.) 11 claims.

1,022,502. Gas Engine. James H. Pier“,

Bay City, Mich. Filed March 5, 1909., Serial

No. 481,295. (Double water jacket around

exhaust port.) 5 claims.

1,022,538. Starting Device for Gas En

gines. Carl E. Dunham, Maddock, N- D

Filed April 18, 1911. Serial No. 621,350.

(Acetylene starter.) 15 claims.

'1,022.622. Lubricator. Howard E. C035":

Detroit, Mich., assignor to Chalmers-De“

troit Motor Co., Detroit Mich., a corpora‘

tion of Michigan. Filed June 26, 1909. Serial

No. 504,538. (Differential pump maintains

constant level in the crankcase.) 3 claims.
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GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the milj'

ufacture of high quality springs. All work I!

011 tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. Write.

PENN SPRING WORKS

BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y. [
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8 CHAMRION
  

Improved Series V.

  

Money Cannot Buy Better Materials Nor More

Elegant and Completely Equipped Car

Long stroke (4%}: 6) flexible and noiseless

Motor with enclosed valves.

Left Side Drive.

Center Control.

Gray & Davis Electric Starter, easily operated

by simply touching a button with foot.

Gray & Davis Dynamo Electric Lighting System.

Bosch dual double Magneto.

12-inch Turkish Upholstery.

Full heavy nickel Trimmings.

Electric Horn.

Adequate Baggage-carrying Compartment con

cealed in body but easily accessible.

Powerful and reliable Brakes.

Spacious Interior.

Tire Pump, integral part of motor.

tire in three minutes.

Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorbers on rear.

128-inch Wheel Base.

Gray 8: Davis 12-inch black and nickel bullet

head lights.

Inflates a

Adjustable, ventilating and rain vision Wind

Shield.

Multiple jet Carburetor.

Hotiecker steady-hand Speedometer.

Tire Carrier in rear.

Silk mohair Top, Cover and Curtains.

Full-floating Rear Axle.

Resilient Springs, 3%; Elliptic in rear; Semi

Elliptic in front.

Large gasoline pressure-feed Tank with Gauge

1n rear.

Robe Rail and Foot Rest.

Foot Mat in Running Board.

Plain, continuous enclosed Metal Guards.

Easy riding qualities, unexcelled.

Oiling System, demonstrated to be only perfect

oiling system.

Tools and jack in box concealed by splash on

running board.

One extra Firestone demountable rim.

These few features are typical of the National’s superior quality

Five Passenger Touring Car

One of five models,'$2750 to $3400

 
 

  

Write for £1818!ng

National Motor Vehicle Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
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The Warm Hand Wheel is an appeal to

reason, good judgment and common sense and

every dealer who reads this can realize its

practical worth without extended argument.

The Warm Hand Wheel robs winter driving of half its unpleasantness by

giving a rich, warm glow to hands that grow cold and numb even in heavy

gloves. Think what this would mean to car owners in your territory if you

would simply demonstrate it.

Now don’t get the idea that it is impractical or complicated. Quite the

reverse. It is just as simple as the electric iron, cook stove or the hundreds

of devices that are heated by the current.

The Warm Hand Wheel is an economical consumer of electricity. It operates equally

well from lighting systems or storage batteries. Ford owners will get splendid results

from the current from the “built in” fiy-wheel magneto. In brief, the Warm Hand Wheel

is adapted to any modern car.

You, Mr. Dealer. can install it in a short time without interfering with any working

parts of the car. Its installation is as simple as its function.

The Warm Hand Wheel sells at retail for $15. Write and let us tell you how well

you will fare in the transaction.

The Warm Hand Steering Wheel Company

527 Filth Avenue NEW YORK
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This is the way you look cranking a car by hand

Dignified position, isn’t it?

You would look far more dignified and be better satisfied with yourself and vour car

if you sat in your seat and allowed an Electric Self-Cranker to do the work 'for you.

The Storage Battery is the heart of Electric Cranking and Lighting Svstems.

Be sure yours has it. '
  

STORAGE BATTERY

Use the Class A cm, Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use the Class BW Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Co.

CLEVELAND, omo
NOW York Brunch-136 Welt 52d Street Detroit Branch—l 191 Woodward Avenue Chicago Branch—2241 Michigan Avenue

 

“

Sm FI’IIICiICO Branch~243 Monadnock Building

9,,» Depot: in All Principal Cilia; in the United States, Canada and Mexico
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Elyria-Dean Magneto-A Better Kind

Than You Have Known

The new Elyria-Dean ignition system gives a kind of service to the car owner unknown

 
 

 
 

with any other system. The \Elyi-ia-Dean‘magneto employs high frequency, high tension,

electrical discharges, instead of the ordinary high tension discharges used in other ignition

systems.

This high frequency spark gives a new life and energy

to the ignition, a feature much sought after by the intelli

gent car purchaser or owner.

It ignites the gas instantly, even with poor mixtures

and gives complete and rapid combustion of large volumes.

This means more power from your motor; it means

quicker and more reliable power and a satisfaction that

comes only with the best kind of ignition.

\Vith the Elyria-Dean ignition system, wider spark

plug gaps are permissible than with other systems and

the disruptive action of the spark prevents fouling of the

plugs. Ordinarily. plugs never have to be removed, except

for mechanical breakage.

High cylinder pressures have less effect on this spark

than on other ignition sparks.

San Francisco

Manufactured only by

The Dean Electric Company

Electrical Apparatus

Elyria, Ohio, U. S. A.

“Look for EIyria-Dean where quality’s seen ”

“Self starters" are made successful on magneto ignition

as effective sparks are obtained at very low speeds, below

50 R. P. M.

No missing of the motor with the Elyria-Dean, even

at the lowest speeds. All wiring carries low voltage cur

rents, as the little resonator coils at the plugs step-up the

pressure just where it is used. This obviates leakages and

the maintaining of high insulation in the magneto, swttch

and connecting wiring.

The exclusive manufacturing license has been granted

us under the Seeley patents and pending applications, giv

ing us the legal rights and only practical methods 0‘

applying high frequency currents to automobile ignition

Kansaa City, Mo.
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Elecfric Warningsi meal

(UAWEED

A “Standard Equipment Horn”

We have already sold over 65,000 Rexo Horns for 1913 cars. When you see a REXO

on a car it means that the maker of that car is willing to hitch up his car’s reputation

With REXO reputation and take our word for it.

45,000 REXO Electric Horns of special design are specified by one car maker, the larg

est electric horn order ever placed.

The Electric Warning Signal will be standard equip

ment on practically every automobile marketed in 1913,

and most of the earlier models will be brought up to date

by the installation of an efficient electric horn by the car

owners. We know this to be a fact for our mammoth sales

0f the Rexo, Tuto and Tuto-Ette Electric Horns to auto

;nglle manufacturers and jobbers is the most conclusive

vi ence.

Rexo Features

The sound of the REXO is loud, abrupt, clear and

unlike the motor driven horn; it is instantly responsive.

The standard REXO horn is designed to operate from

any 6-volt battery and the current required is never over

1-8 amperes. The REXO does not contain any moving

parts which require tri-weekly lubrication, monthly over

hauling, washing in gasoline, greasing, etc., nor is there

any danger in clogging from dust or moisture. The oper

ation is equally as positive in winter as in summer, as

there is no oil or grease to congeal, etc.

The REXO requires no care or attention during the

full season of running and only a very slight adjustment

is necessary to overcome a full season's wear, and this can

be done in a few minutes and with an ordinary screw

driver, as there are no delicate parts which can be dam

aged.

Rexo Horn—complete with button and cord, $8.

At the New York Show:

REXO Horns and other Elyria-Dean roducts will be

exhibited in space 305, Concert Hall, adison Square

Garden, and in Space 225, Balcony, Grand Central Palace.

Manufactured only by

The Dean Electric Company

Electrical Apparatus

San Francisco

 
 

Elyria, Ohio, U. S.A.

“Look for Elyrr'a-Dean where quality’s seen ”

Kansas City, Mo.
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SPEEDOMETER

MADE BY

THE DEAN ELECTRIC CO.

ELYRIA,0HIO.

No.

’AYturto

Elyria-Dean Speedometer

Simple and Always Accurate

The Elyria-Dean Speedometer has the most modern features of any

speed measuring device on the market.

It has real speedometer value, easy reading, steady hand. permanent

accuracy, lasting strength, neat design and handsome finish.

The dial is black with white markings; the case is beautifully fin~

ished in baked black enamel with nickel trimmings.

The hand is steady and shows the speed at a glance by its position.

No need of laboriously deciphering the figures or markings as in other

speedometcrs. -

The cup is shaped so that a long scale of uniform division is

obtained direct. No need to guess at the reading or doctor the scale.

San Francisco

Manufactured only by

The Dean Electric Company

Electrical Apparatus

Elyria, Ohio, U. S. A.

“Look for Elyria-Dean where quality’s seen ”

  

The Odometer—Geneva type—is exceptionally reliable. TriP §cal°

reset to the tenth mile, which facilitates following guide book marking!

It always addsv mileage whether the car oes forward or backward.

or whether shaft is driven from right or le t hand wheel. . I

The Elyria-Dean Speedometer operates on the unvaryiflB Pnnc'gl:

of direct centrnugal force. No compensating gears, sprint“ 01' °' 6

parts to hamper or reduce accuracy.

The accuracy is unaffected by weather conditions. It "glue," th:

same in winter and in summer, in rain or in shine. N0 regulation 0

compensation required.

This elegant instrument is the proper equipment for the hi be“
priced and most luxurious motor cars. See it and other Elyfla'gDfln

Products at the New York Shows.

  

Kansas City, Mo.
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Atwater Kent

Ignition S

DEALERS and REPAIRMEN

ERE are a few good Atwater Kent “talking

points.” You can make them make you

money.

Its simplicity of mechanism—no vibrators, relays, or

commutator—just one contact point regardless of the

number of cylinders and only three moving parts, none

Ystem

of which are subjected to excessive wear.

Its single adjustment easily and quickly made and

seldom requiring attention. -

Its adaptability and easy installation on any standard

make of motor, new or old.

It is ideal for use in connection with lighting and start

mg equipment as it produces a hot dynamic spark, per

fectly timed regardless of the engine speed.

While the Atwater Kent System is high in value and

reputation, it is not high in price.

less than half as much as a good magneto and will give

In fact, it will cost

superior results at a much less cost of upkeep.
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There are now two types of Atwater Kent Ignition

equipment—standard Type F and the new Type K, the

latter having the automatic spark control and insulated

primary circuit features.

PRICES OF THE TYPE F SYSTEM

Standard Coil. Kick Switch Coil.

l-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $17,00

2-cylinder opposed . . . . . . . . . . . 18.00

2-cylinder distributor type. . . . 22.00 $24.00

3-cylinder distributor type. . . . 25.00 27.00

4-cylinder distributor type. . . . 25.00 27.00

27.00 29.006-cylinder distributor type. . . .

PRICES OF THE TYPE K SYSTEM

Standard Coil. Kick Switch Coil.

2-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $32.00 $35.00

3-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 38.00

4-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . = 35.00 38.00

6-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37.00 40.00

In substituting the Atwater Kent System for the mag

neto or for driving it from any horizoan shaft or gear,

we furnish a special magneto gear mounting, the addi

tional price of which is $5.00.

You will have many inquiries for ignition equipment

during the coming year and should be in a position to

recommend the Atwater Kent whenever the most effi

cient ignition is desired.

Seize the opportunity and post yourself by a visit

to our exhibit No. 140 Madison Square Garden Show,

New York City. or write for our booklet “D. ”

AmrmeercWonxs %

4934 Stenton Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.
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An Active Journal

Covering anActive Field

I

 

Things are happening every day in both

motorcycling and bicycling and every

week these happenings are accurately

reported in the pages of this paper
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The Gearless

Transmission!
0

 

 

This is the car that will give you the best possible service under all conditions, because of

the efficient and strong transmission. The Cartercar is strong just where the ordinary car is

weak. Your Cartercar is simple, easy to drive, and always ready to go.

ll,

 

 

Electric Starting

Whether the weather is warm or cold, all you have

to do to crank the motor is merely push down a

small knob. Then turn this same knob and you light

all or just as many of the lamps as desired.

Greater Efficiency

A Cartercar has an unlimited number of speeds—

one lever control—and will easily climb a 50 per cent.

grade. The transmission is composed of only two unit

Parts—which must mean great reliability. Just con

sider what these features must mean to you.

Four Excellent Models

Greater Tire Mlleage The new Cartercar line includes four extremely

The Tires on your Cartercar will wear about twice good models—Touring Car, Roadster. Coupe and

as long as onagear car. This is because the transmis- Sedan. They are finished elegantly, with unusually

sion eliminates all jerks and jars in starting and deep upholstering and attractive lines. The prices

‘ range from $1600 to $2000—with complete equipment.

All at the Big Shows

Pontiac, Mich.

. New York Kalisas City

BranChes ' Detroit Chicago Atlanta

m Cartercar Company
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Another Prominent User of i ‘ Mr. Wm. Kelly. Chief Engineer,

Flanders Motor Co.Hyatt Roller Bearings I \:
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LINE CONTACT is the basic principle of the Roller Bear—

ing as against Point Contact of the Ball. There results a

vastly increased surface to support the load, reducing the

duty per unit section of the operating parts and increasing

their life in a like proportion. ‘

To insure this condition, uniform distribution of load is

essential. This necessitates perfection in the manufacture

and mounting of the bearing. Perfection is unattainable

under manufacturing conditions.

The flexibility of the Hyatt Roller absolutely insures full

line contact. hence guarantees uniform distribution of the

load.

Flexibility is an exclusive feature of the Hyatt Roller.

lll
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WARNER
AUTO“METER

(I At “Show time” every manufacturer wants his

car to look at its very best. It is interesting to

note how many of the high priced cars are equipped

with Warners.

(I_ Watch and see.

Theee cars are Warner equipped

Marion PilotAhrens-Fox Franklin

American Garford Marmon R-C-H

Armleder Grand Rapids Truck Matheson Republic

Austin Grant McFarlan S. G. V.

Buffalo Electric Grinnell Electric Midland Simplex

Cadillac Haynes Ohio Electric Stafl'ord

Chalmers Hupp-Yeats Oldsmobile Staver

Church-Field-Electric Jenkins Overland Stearns

Cino King Truck Packard Stevens-Duryea

Columbia KnickerbOcker (1" Combinam") Stoddard-Dayton

Cunningham Krit Paterson Suburban Truck

De Launey Belleville (1" Cnmbilmio") Pierce-Arrow Vera Six

Flanders Lozier

The Warner Instrument Company

Beloit, Wisconsin
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IDEAL WINTER CARS

Beauty, Style, Luxury and Comfort Unsurpassed

The 44~50 Limousine and 34—40 Coupe are designed along rational lines.

beautiful.

is not found in extravagant lines and designs.

most beautiful.
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Seven-Passenger 44-50 Limousine, 121-inch wheel-base, $3050

Abbott-Detroit cars show the highest good taste. In

keeping with our slogan, “Built For Permanence” and

“Guaranteed For Life,” they will remain the ideal car

season after season. Like a man’s derby hat, they will

mark the standard of good taste while other styles come

and go. Abbott-Detroit models are to the automobile

world what Grecian architecture has always been to the

world of art. They are the ambition and exasperation of

countless imitators.

BUILT FOR

PERMANENCE

GUARANTEED

FOR LIFE

  

To sink in the luxuriant 12-inch cushions is equal to

the greatest comforts of the home. Nothing in the Way

of convenience and comfort has been overlooked. The

equipment is the latest and best that money can buy. You

have everything that can be found in the highest priced

foreign cars.

Remember that the Abbott-Detroit leads in eyfffy

mechanical perfection. It is the one car with unfailing

stand-up qualities. The closed cars are built to withstand

the severest weather conditions. To ride in them is like

being in a palace on wheels.

PowerfuL Silent—Long Stroke—Continental Motors»

Electric Lights and Generator, Electric Self-Startqr, Un'

derslung Spring Construction, Oversize No-Rim-llhlt

Goodyear Tires, Booth Demountable Rims, 12-inch Turk

ish Roll Cushions, Piano Finish and Scores of Other N0

Less Important Features.

Let us tell you about these splendid winter cars.

ABQQTT MOTOR!COMPANY

: ,1" "607" Waterloo Street, Detroit, Mich

They are inherently

They possess the natural, easy grace that characterizes all Abbott-Detroit models. Beauty

The beauty of a perfect horse could not be improved

by giving it a camel’s back or some other exaggerated form. The artist finds the simplest lines the
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The Largest Automobile Supply House in America

WE WILL EXHIBIT

at the

AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR BOAT SHOWS

We are now collecting data for our 1013 Annual Catalog, which will contain 256 or more

pages and will have a circulation of not less than 100,000 copies throughout the world.

Manufacturers of ACCESSORIES, who are making Parts, Fittings and Sundries for use

on Automobiles, Motor Boats, Motorcycles or Aeroplanes, are requested to send us catalogs

or circulars and make us a proposition regarding cataloging and handling their material, and,

in quoting us, please take into consideration the fact that we have Fourteen Branch Stores

and quote our prices F. O. B. Each Branch.

Catalog Mailed to Anyone on Request

CHAS. E. MILLER, 38$: 97-99-101-103 Reade St, New York City

MANUFACTURER, JOBBER, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

Order from Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

ALBANY. N. Y.—l35 Central Avenue. ATLANTA, GA.—259 Peachtree St

CLEVELAND, OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. PHILADELPHIA. PA.—318 North Broad St.

BOSTON, MASS—202404 Columbus Ave. NEW ORLEANS, LA.—601-603 BII’OIIDE St.

HARTFORD, CONN—274 Trumbull Street. NEWARK. N. .—274 Halley Street.

DETROIT, MlCH.—-227-229 Jefferson Ave. SPRINGFIEL , MASS—Bridge and Dwight Sh.

NIW YORK CITY—07403 Reade Street,

NIW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue.

NIW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway.

IROOKLYN, N. Y.—l421 Bedford Avenue.

IUIIALO, N. [—824 Main Street.    

The Most Practical Chain

for Motor Trucks

Because the “Whitney” Cotter Detachable Chain can be easily sepa

rated at any link and lengthened, shortened, or repaired without the use

of any special tool. This is of great advantage to truck builders, owners

and drivers.

“Whitney” Chains are used by the leaders because they are strong, accu

rate, dependable and above all long lived. They are made right and

they’re made from the right kind of material, thus giving highest efli

ciency. When making replacements insist on a “Whitney.”

“ Whitney ” Chains Are Built tor Strains

THE WHITNEY MFG. (30., Hartford, Conn.
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1913 Motorcycle Shows
 

Ll It

and what the Bicycling World and Motorcycle

Review will do in connection with them.

New York Show

will be held in connection with the

Automobile Board of Trade Annual

Show in Grand Central Palace. under

auspices of the Motorcycle Manufac

turers' Association

January 1 l- 18

\Ve will publish two big issues in con

nection with this show.

New York Forecast Number

January 7

New York Report Number

January 14

The Chicago Show

will be held at the Manufacturers' Ex

hibition Bldg, 1319 Michigan Avenue.

and will be conducted under the aus

pices of the Motorcycle Manufac

turers' Association

February 3 - 8

Two special issues will be published

descriptive of this show.

Chicago Forecast Number

February 4

Chicago Report Number

February 11

  
  

We are ready now to book reservations of space for all or any of the

four above described numbers of THE BICYCLING WORLD AND

MOTORCYCLE REVIEW, and our service department is now pre

paring copy and sketches for our advertisers’ use in these big issues.

Each of the Show Numbers will have extra circulation without increase

in price of space and our regular advertisers may use extra space on

their contracts at minimum rates. This is a splendid opportunity of

which the entire trade should take advantage.

Copy and cuts can be handled one week in advance of each publication date. but

we recommend reservation now and an early preparation of copy. Can we help

you with this copy? And how much space can we reserve?

BICYCLING WORLD AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

1600 Broadway New York
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The “American Tourist ”---$2,350 Complete

The most practical car to drive

“AMERICAN UNDERSLUNG”

Ninety-six per cent of the motor’s power is trans

mitted by direct drive to the rear system.

The center of gravity is only 21.9 inches off the

ground. Sidesway is decreased over 50 per cent.

§trains are divided equally and control made pos

itive at high speeds.

No danger of turning turtle. Right angle turns

may be taken at 45 miles an hour.

“American Underslung” big wheels guarantee

maxrmum comfort. Experiment on wooden floor

cracks with a castor and a bicycle wheel.

“American Underslung” tires have a contact sur

face of 6 inches. The greater the contact surface

the less tire wear.

Road clearance is 12% inches.

CONVENTIONAL OVERHUNG CAR

One-fifth—ZO per cent—of the motor’s strength is

actually wasted by indirect drive.

The center of gravity is 30.2 inches off the ground

—-8.3 higher than in the underslung. Control at

high speeds is extremely hazardous—strains un

evenly divided.

Speed from 10 to 20 miles an hour less in order to

guarantee equal safety.

Wheel size is limited. Therefore, comfort is a

finite quantity.

Overhung cars have an average tire contact sur

face of only 4% inches—30 per cent less than those

on the “American Underslung.”

Road clearance of 85 per cent of all overhung cars

is 11% inches.

This is a bigger “American Underslung” year than ever. Get into communication

with us today. See our big exhibits at the New York and Chicago shows.

The “American Traveler ”---$4,500 Complete The “American Scout ”---$I,475 Complete

American Motor: Company, DePt- E, Indianapolis, Indiana.

_
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In the fact that it may be attached to either the left or right

wheel lies another distinct advantage of the

ORBIN-BROWN

SPEEDOMETER

The Speedometer of Permanent Accuracy

From the smallest runabout to the largest limousine its

adaptability extends. Also calibrated low for trucks not to

exceed 30 miles per hour.

Sold by leading garages and

CORBlN SCREW CORPORATION DIVISION
I‘ Street (AMERICAN HARDWARE CORPORATION)

New Britain, Conn.

BRANCHES : NEW YORK CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

 

 

 

 

  

1913 Fans

Before considering your next season’s requirements

ask for results of tests recently conducted with Sparks~

Withington One Piece Blade Radiator Fans. This in

formation will be furnished gladly, and it may mean

improvement to your cooling system.

  

Our Capacity 1,000 Fans Per Day

Get Catalog

The Sparks-Withington C0.

Jackson, Michigan and Walkervllle, Canada

  

Patented
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Wagon and Automobile Body Plant

Receiver's Public Sale

Tuesday, January 14, 1913, 2 p. m.

.d“

712»

w;

The plant of the Fitzgibbon 81 Crisp Carriage

and Wagon Co., located in the heart of Trenton,

N. I" including Land, Buildings, Machinery,

Stock, Fixtures, \Nork Finished and Unfinished,

and all Personal Property except Book Accounts.

The plant has been profitably operated by the

Receiver since june, 1912.

Sold subject to a mortgage or lien of $40,000

represented by a bond issue maturing in 1922

(not in default) and (the Sinking Fund created

for the retirement of the bonds is worth about

  

$17,000). City Taxes due to amount about $2,000.

Terms: 10 per cent purchase price Cash, bal

—- l
(Price includes chassis with driver’s seat. lamps and tool: body um) \ I:

ance upon delivery of deed alter Confirmation of Du“ be ‘afi‘fied with only a moderately

Sale by Court. I for our
Further information upon application to Re— a truCk’ but get the be“ you can y 5‘

ceiver. “mney'

The Selden One-Ton Truck afiords infinitely

l5“ greater value than any truck in its class. A

detailed comparison with other trucks will

convince you of this fact.

The Selden Truck, like any structure which

is the product of skillful, competent engineers,

is built with a large factor of safety. In other

words, the Selden Truck is built without any

structural weaknesses, and is made to withstand

the stresses and strains of hard, constant service

without injury or undue wear.

A LIVE GOING ACTIVE PLANT

Receiver Fitzgibbon & Crisp

Carriage and Wagon Co.

KLQ‘i

Trenton, New Jersey
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It can be bought on time payments by

those who do not find it convenient to pay

cash. and is therefore. available to thousands

 

of concerns that have been waiting for just i

W such an opportunity to add to their business

organization. the only efficient and econo

W i mical means of distribution and delivery.The Motometer is a watchlike in

l3mm; “55:1 goghgiytggmeg; i, We have some valuable territory open forcaused by int roper lubrication, ‘1‘

1k live responsible dealers who want to increase

their profits by taking on the best selling" proposition ever offered. “

overheating, dc ective_ cooling. etc.

By means of a red fluid indicator it

wants you.

When the Radiator Needs Water

When 01] Supply is lnsulficient

In short. it tells whatever excessive

heat tellsj—s broken water pump, a

clogged pipe. I broken lan belt, etc.I

an tells before the damage is done.

w Attached the same as an ornament.

‘ readily visible from the seat day per

(From Vic night. It Will prevent lrozen radis

" 54 actual tors in winter and cracked cylinders

"1%) in summer.

\Vrite at once and get the details of the
 

  

us particulars regarding your sales and SCI'VICC
2.7;];a

ll

g Selden Truck and of our selling plan‘ and give l».

5 facilities.

Finished in blackniecnkl‘trilinzilh cold Pm"! °'

The Molometer Company. Inc

:M U. 5. Rubber Bldg.

I! Ind 53111 Street, New York

We will exhibit at New York and Chicago Shows

NEW YORK. January 20-5. Madison Square Garden. specs III A.

CHICAGO, Februsry 1045. Coliseum. Section A.

' SELDEN TRUCK SALES Co.

l 119 Em Avenue, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Bro-d

Erhigitin—M-dimn Square“ Garden

0|”. Space 540, Basement

  

awe“i‘mfm
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Every Henderson Car

Must Pass These Rigid Tests

\Vhen you buy a Henderson, you can be assured that it

is right—that it has passed the rigid scrutiny of the Hen

derson Engineering Corps—and that the Hendersons of

Indianapolis stand back of it.

Every part of the Henderson is carefully examined and

tested and the result noted on production tags as shown

herewith. The foreman in charge of each department is

responsible for seeing that each car leaves his hands in a

thoroughly satisfactory condition. Then the car complete

is tested—and each and every detail of construction and

finish is gone over carefully. You know what a rigid

examination of this kind means.

All Models on One Standard Chassis

MODEL 44

Two Passenger Wood Wheel Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1385

MODEL 45

Two Passenger Wire Wheel Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l485

MODEL 46

Five Passenger Wood Wheel Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1485

MODEL 47

Five Passenger Wire Wheel Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1585

Including top. windshield, speedometer, and Disco Self Starter

as noted below.

ONARD ELECTRIC SELF STARTER
WAanDplathEof Disco on above models. $100.00 additional.

Note These Henderson Specifications

‘ ‘ Gasoline Tank Under Dash Cowl.
Dynamggllingigi-Itcerlr1gb“. Three Point Suspension.

Elitofland Drive. Imbedded Dash Lamps.

S'e lc Lever Center Control. Silk Mohair Top and Top Boot.

ng Stroke 4%X5% Silent Mom" $50 Model B Stewart Speedometer

34oiig4 in. Tires. with Grade Indicator. _ _

116 in- Whedba?“ One Piece Ventilating Windshield.

Demm‘mable B‘ms' Robe and Foot Rails.

i 1Reari System. Completely Equipped.

Stutz -
Henderson De LUKE Models

MODEL 48 s
' . . . 1685

d Wheel Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

De Luxe W00 MODEIé 49 $1785

Wire Wheel Touring ar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

De Luxe L ve models have more room in the tonneau {and

,I‘hese 11:13“; Dtilreslof refinement. De Luxe prices include \Aard

_. “MP 63. V_ N. NU
_ lntpreqting details sent on request.
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Another member of the famous Sheldon line, even more perfect

than its predecessors—this is one of the Sheldon Front Axles for

heavy service.

No better forging has ever been turned out in any plant. The

spring pads are ample in area and are forged integral with the axle.

This axle is not welded in the middle. The steering knuckles are

reinforced to ensure greatest strength and safety, and perfect lubri

cation has been attained by eflicient oil cups. We ofier this axle to

manufacturers with their choice of the following bearing equipment:

New Departure Double Row Annular

Standard Taper Roller

Bower Straight Roller

Rhineland Double Row Annular _

Any standard double or single row annular bearing

is interchangeable with these axles and hubs.

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa
CHICAGO OFFICE. 68 East 11th St DETROIT OFFICE, 1215 Woodwal-d Ave.
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B E N z i" 18 MEASURED BY 3 <
0"

'- . TIRE INFLATION _./
. \_ "I.

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring \ "\--.__ “_"'°".

Public of America no car has attained such world-wide l“ “_'"_""'"“"supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and l ‘ '

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models ‘ ‘ )6” CARRY

are the last word in automobile construction.

 
 

 

 

.,'\‘

 

 

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in- 77R£ lNSUFAA/CI

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT WHEN my 0””), A

CHAINS instead of timing gears.

r, The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

I

lines and thorough comfort. as

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

 

pany will ofler special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ D ‘T.

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading ASK YOUR TIRE MA/(ffl,

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are. ‘ Eré‘aje b fivjfbmfimm'Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN Dad? . Garage/Vim and:

makes.

  

Fmqu SQHRADER’S Sou mg- m

BENZ Alllfl IMPURT BUMPANY 0F AMERICA $ 99 nim  

Now York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Ben: & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

THE UNlVERSAl. CAR

‘0 U
’ ' 1 wei h ch mpion of . . .ii: 132.11? t In 5 is. aand open Baldwm Drive Chains

fight the sturdy F0_rd :35 WO: It; Both detachable and riVeted, are used by the largest

- ‘ lds 1t——- ecaus
“lid-“and ho _ most exacting users of chains for automobiles in

, A, mm-p qtrengtll {01' ltS welght. the world. They need no further recommendation.
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A Certainty '
r_ o o ' p. '9 .1

ll PHIISHIISSIOIIS . '"

1 Because experience teaches, we are, unquestionably, at the f“ '

' head of the Transmission class. It would be a severe reflection ' ‘ “

'2 upon our mechanical aptitude to doubt our ability to build the '-' _
i ‘1 g o o o

.I ; very best posmble transmissmn. " .

.~‘

|

1 Our pre-eminen't posmon today as transmissmn specialists

in 3 was not attained without travail. We, like all who must learn

f a '3 largely by experience, have had our problems. Why should you , '

. 7 ~ . go over the same road when the finished product can be had for ,

less than it would cost you to build? -

. Also, we have our triumphs, and the greatest of these is the P VJ fact that once secured, we do not lose an account. Our 1913 v_f-__._I

business is now actually twice that of the past year, which was. a record breaker.' O - '7 rosi’i

Covert Molor Vehicle Com an "1, '\7- ’

. - ‘1'! it?
a Factory: Lockport, N. Y. 538????

' Sales oiiice: 1422 Ford Building, Detroit, Mich. 5,3 ‘ ~s

v0 ; ‘\_ 1 . U r _flf_lulr,l“,‘,f-~-'-.r . , _ - “ma, h

5ij ‘ ‘ 1*
. saw . . =."' ' “mm-I ‘ *- ~.,, ? .\__1: ,, ;

fa
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Starts your engine (old

or new) quickly and

easily in coldest weather

Here’s a starter that adds practically no weight to your car, is perfectly simple and is as

durable as the engine itself. Easily applied to any engine, old or new, very economical in

the use of gas, and requires no expert repairing.

How Prest-O-Starter Works

The principle of starting a motor with Prest-O-Starter is

the same as “starting on compressmn." A measure of acety—

lene, at low pressure, is pumped from your Prest-O-Lite tank

into the cylinders.

Touch your spark—your engine starts

Unlike “gasoline priming," it is not afiected by heat or

cold. It is certain.

In cool weather, by opening a valve on the dash, you can

feed gas at low pressure into the intake manifold. This al

lows your engine to run on acetylene until it is warm enough

to run on gasoline.

If the Prest-O-Starter did no more than prime your en

gine in this way during cold weather, this convenience would

be well worth the price,

But Prest-O-Starter is more than a. primer. When in

stalled properly. it will start your engine, summer or Winter.

almost invariably without recourse to the crank.

Make Sure Your Starter Is Installed

CORRECTLYFLook It Over

' ' tly. In factPrest—O-Starter is easy to install correc _ ,
it'srlsldevery easy to install that some good factories and gar

even if he isn't a mechanic.

the trouble lies.

Now—More Than Ever—You Need One

_ crl insmued Win average thter than 95 starts out Qf 100

Your PITiit-Cf) itigiidiegrgge ciiused by your motor stopPing on_dead center, or FYlinders

attern 25- 6 e as Both of these conditions can be easfly avoided when stoppmg yqur

filled mtg bturslf-itoiild'eithei- or both happen, an eighth or a guall'lltil'htulgl of the cgaiflg Wm}

moton, l1 - med the trouble at once, wrt a t e anger an a or o

the switch at neutral, Will re y

For Four

Cylinders

For Six

Cylinders

ang install it with utter carelessness, overlooking the one or

two simple features vital to success in operation. Fortu

nately this is an easy matter for the car owner to correct.

Our literature tells you exactly how the Prest-O-Starter

is installed, and how to adjust it. Anyone can give it the

slight attention it may need or quickly tell a dealer where

Every Prest-O-Starter is sold with the assurance of satis~

factory service. The entire Prest-O-Lite Organization is

back of every one. If you have any trouble, report it to us

or to our nearest branch. We'll wipe it out quickly.

Insist Upon GETTING

the Outfit COMPLETE

During warm weather the connection which feeds

acetylene into the intake manifold is not needed. So

some dealers are not installing ' it.

weather this feature is vital. You're entitled to it.

It's included in the price, so see that you get it.

  

 

  

$25
$l.50 extra for two-way valve necessary

when the same tank is used for both start»

ing and lighting.

in cold
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Read Your Answer in the Cars

0 Timken principles of axle and hear

ing construction work out in practise?

Are their merits acknowledged by the lead

ing motor-car builders?

These questions are natural and just. You have read the Timken stories

(ii axle and bearing importance in previous advertisements.

You have felt, as you read, that Timlten principles were right, that they

must have proved right on many a steep hill and stony road.

, . , -. .

i\0l' did you err, for hundreds of thousands of l imkeii-eqUipped motor

Cafsi pleasure and commercial, are daily demonstrating the worth of Timken

principles and Timken construction.

At the points of severest service—there you are most

likely to find Timken Equipment

sr,gffi::l“;::?:ttallalfl and the hearings on their _ln addition to that. 931‘]. of the entire list have

travel and I‘M" 31 "P to the tests‘of every day Timken Axles or Btffll'llll-N at all or some oi the

mfsdamn u', k e cafe-mmcws~ blind"? Ol 800d following points:_ rear axle. rear wheel hearings,

_0 d echantes at these vitalpoints. differential and pinion-shaft hearings. [filnfllHt-wiltin

Tn" lhe Hittitarelisterl nearly 3110f the cars using bearings, commercial rear axle and iat‘kshait. and

D'emk‘?" Tattered Roller Bearings and Timkgm their hubs and bearings.

mm Axle" AM)“ the!"- You will agree. are

most of the best known , .
. ~ an t .

madein the country. d mime“ guide Cars

All M me makes of cars listed here Use Timken

Bearings oi r Axles
out or in Dim. on one or more mOdds‘ through

To my ~ ,Timkeiiellziiriliggiatqt’liiqz“Of “ii the“ “"8 ha“

. ‘ t‘ Joln g - , . __on the spindles oi the frimt in: am are“ bew'w

Also 6H5} of the pleasure cars and 7- "I of

the commercial cars listed at the right have

Tiriiken-Detroit Axles. front or rear or both.

Coming back. then, to the questions. “Do

Timlten principles of axle and hearing eonstrurtion

work out in practise? Au- their merits acknowl~

edged by the leading car builders?"

You can read your answer in the cars.

A Timken-Detroit Front Axle for Pleasure Cara

"'1 U" spindles and bearings oflhrfrrml axle are ronrmlmtrd

! Sfl'erts! sharks, stresses and vibration of motorwur unite.

  

R B THETIMKEN ROLLERBEARING CO.

Canton, Ohio

THE TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE co.

Detroit, Mieh.

DA

 

 

Below are listed most of the cars

using Timken Tapered Roller

Bearings and Timken-Detroit

Axles throughout or in part:

PLEASURE CARS

Abbott-Detroit —- Amplex —- Atlas-Knight -—

Bartholomew - - Buffalo Electric — Cadillac —

Case »—( lialmers —— (‘hieago Electric -— Colby —

(‘ole - ~ Columbia —— Columbus Electric — Craw

ford —~ Cunningham —— D e t r o i t - Electric —

Diamond-T —- Dorris — Eduards ——- Flanders —

Franklin — Great Eagle (1'. S. Carriage (‘o.) —

Haynes »— Kissel-Kar -— Knox — Lexington —

Loeomoliile -— Lozier —— Marion ~— Marmon —

Mason -‘ Mason-Seaman Taxicab —— Matheso‘n ——

Maxwell Special —~ Middleliy — Mitchell — Moline

-— Moon -— Moyer —- National — Overland ——

-~l’arkard — Palmer-Singer ——~ Peerless —— Pierce

Arrow -- Pope-Hartford -— Premier — Pullman -—

Ram 11 St Lani: — Reo — Reo (Canada) —- Russell

((‘anailal —* Shaw Taxicab ——- Simplex — Speed

well — Stafford —— Stanley Steamer —— Steams

Knight —— Stoddard-Dayton —- Stiitz —- Thomas—

Tudhope (Canada) —- Velie — Walker —— Waverly

Electric —— Westcott —- Winton —- and many

others.

COMMERCIAL CARS

Ahrens Fox Fire Engine — Aleo Truck —- Ameri

calbllu Frame Fire Apparatus — Atlantic Electric

— Atterbury ~— .»\utocar — Avery — Baker

Electric ~ Bessemer - Bronx —— Cass —— Com

iiieicial Truekof America —— Dayton Auto Truck —

-*Detroit-l{lectric ~—— Dorris —- Federal -— Four

Wheel Drive —- Carford ~- General Vehicle— —

Graliowskv -— (in-"Ill" (Lima) —- Gramm (Canada)

-— (il'dllltll-Bt'flhtt‘ll‘l — Harrison —- Hewitt (ln

ternaliorial Motort'u.) -—- lee Mfg. Co. “A. LC." —

Kissel-Kar —- Knirkerbot'ker —— Knox — Lansden

Electric ~— Lewis H Lippard-Stewart -— Loco

moliile — Lozier - Mack (International Motor Co. i

— Mais~ Marathon - Martin — Mather Funeral

(‘ar —— Mueller ~— hloizul ~— Moore —— Mooreland —

Morgan ——- Oliver ~— l’ackard — Packers— Peerless

-— Pennsylvania R. R. ~— Pieree-Arrow —- Pope

llartiortl ~— Randolph -— Rapid — Reliance —— Reo

~ Rowe —— Sampson -— Seliaeht M Seagrave Fire

Apparatus ~ Speedwell —— Standard —- Sternberg—

Stewart —- Stewart Iron Works ~ Studebaker -—

Toledo —— Transit -- l'. S. Truck -— LTniversal -

\'elie —- Victor - Vulcan -— Walker —- \Vard —

\\'aterous Fire Apparatus —- Waverly Electric —

Webb Fire Apparatus -- Wilcox -— Woodworth —

and many others.
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Model 2 9,. Rear-drive: Broughu m’UXURIOUS
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The best cars of 1913
 

will have Ward Leonard Systems
 

The Ward Leonard Electric Self Starter

was perfected and protected by patent ap

plications when the leading automobiles

Of America were running with single cy—

linder motors and a two-speed single chain

drive with the motor under the driver's

seat.

Just think of it!

,Th‘? only reason why Ward Leonard

nghtmg and Starting Systems are not in

 

 

  

“’9LED;

Faultlesa

 

universal use is that we have been ultra

conservative.

We have always aimed at quality. We

had the invention. It has undergone years

and years of evolution and improvement,

and to-day we have improved our facilities.

and increased our output.

Hereafter Ward Leonard quantity will

be as well known as Ward Leonard

quality.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.

BRONXVILLE}, N. Y.

Service

 

__-.___

..
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The GAR that MOVES

is the One Whose Motor the Public Wants

After all, what is a Car or Truck? Nothing but an “assembly of accessor—

ies.” Whether it is a “Good Buy” and an “Easy Seller” depends upon whether

these accessories are rel/z'ngforn' or dead wag/1t, whether they are part: that SELL

THE C/IR or merely parts oft/16 car to sell. It is a known fact that one acceuory can

kill a sale or c/ore a sale. Many a car has been moved from the stock room by the

DIFFERENTIA'I‘IVE MERITS OF THE

  
  

UNKNOWN

‘ we;

  

 

UNlNUWN

M0110 ‘18

T:If

MOTOR

IS D_E_A_IJ wucur

Of course the basis of all public demand in the case of the BUDA rests finally on such exclusive points

of merit as its get-at-ableness,” its special oiling device, the certainty of always being able to secure

interchangeable parts and its demonstrated efficiency as is testified to by the following partial list Of

manufacturers for whom we have made motors:
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Pleasure Cara : Trucks :

Hudson Motor Cut 00. Bpaulding Mfg. Co. fiervllco Motor Car 00.

Michigan Motor Car 00. Croxmn Motor 00. "W i118 Green New 0“ Co

) - , z . ‘ -

Henderson Motor Car 00. Nova Scotiu. Carriage and 0°

Leno: Motor Car 00. Motor Car 00.

'l‘ifl'm WNW“ (‘0. Chic“ 0 Pneumatic Tool 00

schmh‘ Momr c" 00. Miner Mom: Car 00‘ Brantlord Motor Trutl'lk On. Lord Baltimore Motor 06! 0°

lnd others.

. 8. Government and others.

The Buda “Little Six”

will be ready for delivery by April first and is a product

worthy of the Company which was the Pioneer of the

“Cast-in-Block” method in U. S.

W. Lnndnhnl't it Son!

Harvey Motor Truck 00.

o
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Glle FEDS CARBURETOR
3‘4 fi/ANT //v Don/£2 _ A M/aSER IN FUEL,"

THE Feps is a radical step forward in carburetor design. It

involves a new principle of auxiliary air supply that pro

duces a wonderful increase in flexibility, economy,

power,
and speed. It contains no springs, balls, cams, or reeds, and all

adjustments once made are permanent.

The Feps delivers a mixture so accurately proportioned, and so

thoroughly uniform at all speeds that an increase of from

25 per
cent. to 50 per cent. in miles per gallon of fuel is easily attainable.

The Feps embodies a new and efficient automatic priming

device
for quick-starting. Write today for interesting illustrative booklet.

See the Feps at the New York Shows

Madison Square Garden, Space 257, Balcony, Madison Avenue

Grand Central Palace, Space 405, Balcony

SchOen-Jackson Company,

End

Dept. H

Media, Pa.
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l ' lNCE our announcement of the greatest of all tire improvements, THE

OlLPROOF FEATURE, last Fall, the demand for PennsylvaniaVacuum

Cup Tires has forced us to fOrget that there is such a thing as a “dull season.”

Following the previous waves of ever increasing popularity-which had already

doubled the season's business, came this greater wave in response to our

Qilproof announcement.

The enthusiastic reception accorded to these improved tires by the motoring

public and the trade alike was no surprise to us. But We did not expect the

insistent demand to continue in increasing force right through these ordinarily

lean months.
  

in spite of the energetic development of our producing resources our

capacity is being taxed to meet this imperative call for Oilproof

Vacuum Cup Tires. We are turning them out as fast as our p \

stringent policy of careful manufacture will permit, and making pextraordinary preparations for Spring. Dealers are finding _ .“()ilproof” the magic sales word.

To Dealers: Get in your orders.

See Our Exhibits at Madison Square Garden,

Southeast Corner Elevated Platform.

Pennsylvania Rubber Company

(Reorganized February I, 1910) I

JEANNETTE, PA.

Pittsburgh, 505 Liberty Ave.

Cleveland, 1837 Euclid Ave.

Detroit. 254 Jefferson Ave.

Chicago. 1004 Michigan Ave.

Minneapolis, 34 S. 8th Street

Kansas City, Mo., 514 E. 15th Street

Omaha, 215 S. 20th Street

Dallas. 411 S. Ervay Street

Seattle, Armour Bldg.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO. OF NEW YORK

New York City, 1700 Broadway

Boston. 149 Berkeley Street

NON

    

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO. OF CALIFORNIA

Sen Francisco. 512-14 Minion Street

Los Angeles, 930 S. Mlin Street

An Independent Company with an Independent

Selling Policy
Ill. U..\.<PAY- 0' F

i~ v yin“:
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If You Can Safeguard

Your Car --- Your Life
  

BY USING

U.S. PAT OFF

“THE BRIGINAI. AND BEST ASBESTUS BRAKE LINING"

 
 

Why accept inferior imitations of RAYBESTOS--

cheap substitutes that may fail in an emergency?

We can’t make this too strong—nothing is so all-important as eflicient brake lining—

likewise nothing is so all-important as RAYBESTOS. Consider the accidents, the

lives lost, the trouble due to faulty brakes.

You wouldn’t put your faith in “quack” medicines if your life was in the balance——

then why consider inferior brake lining?

On the hills, in traffic, at the crossing, your life and the lives of the occupants of

your car are dependent upon the brakes. Don’t take chances—don’t flirt with danger.

Demand RAYBESTOS lining as part-equipment on your car. If you need new lining

tell your dealer or garage man to sell you RAYBESTOS.

MAKE THAT CAR E YOURS A SAFE CAR! I

   

 

See the ROYAL EQUIPMENT CO. Exhibit

at the Automobile Show

Get acquainted with the best lining the automobile

industry produces.

  

x

\\\
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I' if i v I ’7 of Automobile Manufacturers, Inc.

  

  

Coliseum and 1 st Regiment Armmy

February 1 to 8

Passenger Vehicles

Parts and Accessories

February 10 to 15

Commercial Vehicles

Parts and Accessories

Under Auspices of National Assodation

ONAL

ll ‘ A UTQSHOW
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If the front of your ear

never bumped into any

— YOU HAVE BEEN FORTUNATE.

,

IF NOTHING ever bumped or_ hacked

‘ intot’lie front 01". your car—yogi have

"'1'; ' ‘ been more fortunate. '

w‘
1’)

' AND IF S'OUfare sure that neither of

'- 1

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Belt qullit Steel, heav

ly enune ed in Black.

Royal Blue, French Gray

One size
orI Muoon.

3111.3; Sl 5.00
(All? other color of

enamel $5.“) extra)

Bee! qull' St LB

or muslin-$1. 5;;

552*: $11.50

Splid Bronze finilhed in

$ther_Bnu or Nickel.

W0 I119;

use.“ $25.00

Shipped by expreu id

"Where in the J's.

0" ‘I'F'mdlyf (rill, upon

“"19! l the Iqullr

“."ce- en ordering

81": n e and model of

c". "1 Mil! size and
filmh declined.

’ '_!V 5

.‘u‘xatgr

. I“ f
.

.
) .

accidents’man or Will occur— then

do not need a Conover.

I THE CQNOVER- means certain protec

51 vtion; ,lthas the stufl'in it; the strength;

the shape; the support.

IT PREVENTS damage as does no other

safe-guard.

IN ADDITION it presents an extremely

distinctive appearance.

with the finest fittings on the most ex

pensive car.

Write for attractive booklet.

Lovsu-McCouum Mm. Colmn

Selle"

oouoviu
mepepem'able Sg‘é-Gam'd

lei-Ii, ll. I,

It is in keeping

New Jtlsrr Tun: Conn!" ‘

In!!! : “MILL
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Ghampion Priming Plugs

Start Any Motor—In Any Kind of Weather

You must prime your

~ motor in the winter——

there’s no alternative.

Cold chills the gasoline;

QHAMPION

PRlMlNQ‘;

it won’t expand upward.

F“.

You can’t send the best

l ppm NOV.5'_"i 5

. , .7 i

 
 

Open n e e d l e

valve slightly

(you needn't re

move glove) and

in j c r t gasoline.

Passing through

its own channel

to plug base. it

No matter how

cold your car’s

cylinders,

CHAMPION

PRIMING

PLUGS

will start your

motor onlhe first

quarter turn.

possible spark down far

enough to fire it.

Present low test gaso

line makes the problem

still harder.

Champion Priming

Plugs produce a rich mix

ture right at the firing

points—then shoot a hot,

sizzling spark right into it.

You can’t get the same

results with priming cups:

they can’t be placed close enough

to the spark plug.

The Champion Priming Plug

combines a perfect prime-r and a

perfect spark plug.

And it won’t “soot up” or leak com~

pression.

Champion Spark Plugs are regular

equipment on nearly 70 per cent of the

American cars today.

You can trust the good judgment that

demands them for all the Fords, Over

lands, Michigans, etc., etc.

The illustration shows the simplicity

of the Champion Priming Plug. It is

guaranteed to work perfectly or your

money back.

vaporizes direct

ly at spark point.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE AT $1.25 PER PLUG

Trial Set of Four Champion Priming Plugs, fully guaranteed, prepaid to any Car Own" for $5— Gi" name °‘ c" and

year of make—also name of your dealer.

.'\ll jobbm and must dealers are already supplied “'n'lc today LllK'l'ili trade discount [0 dculcrs. Be ready to supply

)uur tradt' Whllt,‘ our big campaign is calling [1": aucmjon of Car owners everywhere to these pruning plugs. _

Champion Spark

106 Upton Ave.

Plug Company

Toledo, Ohio

IRAN-MAM
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Prevents Unauthorized Use of Car

a

‘01in .

all - a a.

" i "'

‘ 1

Jl “order
A. t‘v‘vui

The Great Step Forward in Speedometer Construction

What It Does

Records every movement Of car, and gives 3. rec

ord Of momentary speed. In other words, it is a

speedometer of highest quality and puts the record

in black on white. Shows when car left garage.

How fast it traveled. When it stopped. How long

and how Often. It shows the distance traveled in

total and between each stop, and the time con

sumed. And it shows when the car returned t0 the

garage.

What It Is

The jONES SPEEDOMETER-RECORDER is

attached tO the dash. It is driven by shaft and

gears identical with a speedometer. The handsome

IONES SPEEDOMETER surmounts the RE

CORDER. sufficiently ornamental to grace any

dash. The RECORDER has an open glass front

and chart is always visible—it is fascinating tO

watch the development of the record as the min~

utes pass.

Why It Is Absolutely Necessary

Joy riding is an unnecessary evil of motoring—it

can be stopped with the JONES SPEEDOMETER

RECORDER. NO joy-rider will dare remove a car

if he knows that the record Of such movement will

be shown and indicated to the owner.

Computes Cost of Car Maintenance

It is a necessity to the man who wants to know

how much tires, Oil and gasoline cost. It is the only

accurate method Of computing cost Of car mainte

nance. This instrument adds a new element of

interest to motoring.

Write for Complete Information.

Yorklifllérggdgay ang 76th St.

icago: ic igan ve. S F ' ' :
Boston: 109 Massachusetts Ave. Basil'sginghscéoofii'ihfoégen G“: A".

| . , _ Lou Angeles: l227 5. Olive St.

Philadelphia: 1427 Vine St.

  

MAIN OFFICE:

THE JONES SPEEDOMETER, Bu-hTeminaLNewYo'k

Portland: 329 Ankeny St.

Seattle: 9l7 East Pike St.

Detroit: 872 Woodward Ave.
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in selecting your line for 1913 @

  

»

‘ This new

Model 24, $1785

I .

  

Left Side Drive—Center ControlElectric Starting and Electric Lighting flab?!

I \ J \
‘1 2.“,

" ' . )15‘5? “ha?
‘ % Puts every Haynes dealer on the ofienswe and beyond compe- {3 '-/ ’

C i; I tltion. even in these strenuous days in the automobile business. 4:; 12*"?

2. 5"”11:: .v. ’ ' ’ I “

W a That 8 why its more than ever to your fit1. . is: interest to consider the Haynes NOW 9*

- ~-_/ 5;.

- .‘ e").- _ a ;, is“???
0 QJ::I-:~': ’ \a .9 .9 if . 11 ‘. I. ' h it)" ‘ c}v 1 f3. N“ g r t I ‘ 1 ' S C» J .:
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gig. Consider first what a magnificent

car this is, backed by. Haynes merit,

A satisfaction, tradition and service
w
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Front View Mode! 24

f1 a,
‘ " HIS NEW MODEL is worthy of the name Haynes—if it were not, we would

not offer it. The new low price doesn’t mean that Haynes standards have

it been cut.

‘ There are some noteworthy departures from former Haynes construction

in Model 24—2111 designed for greater efficiency. Model 24 has left side drive—in step

with the designs of the latest models in nearly all high grade cars—and a center con

trol, which is especially convenient.

The new car has the same electric starting and electric lighting system we adopted

for Model 22 six months ago—the type of electric starting and lighting equipment

which has since become the standard for first class cars.

Furthermore, it has the famous Haynes contracting steel band clutch— Haynes

a. m transmission, spring suspension, lubrication system and a sturdy, flexible power-unit

b if. it. support

' ,;/’Z V; ‘ \ .. Model 24 is a big car—118 inch wheel base—it has wide, roomy seats with

upholstery 12 inches deep, covered with finest hand~buffed leather.

  

  

Left Side View—Haynes Motor

Model 24
  

This Haynes for $1785 means

a broader field for every

Haynes dealer. It places a

Haynes car in reach of thou

sands of buyers who have long

wanted a car at this price,

backed by such standards of

merit and service as have kept

the Haynes—America’s first

car—always its foremost.

  

llllllll
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Haynes Model 24 is a neWQStandard

in the $1800 class. It means

big sales for Haynes dealers

mobile building.

HAYNES CAR at $1,785 is made possible only by the effi

ciency of the Haynes plant, by its use of only the latest

and most approved methods of automobile construction——
it is the culmination of twenty yearsv experience in auto

The standards which have made the Haynes pace

maker most of the time—and have kept it up With the

leaders all the time—are new standards in a car selling for less than

$1800. There's no room for argument on this point.

The buying public knows what Haynes standards mean—it knows

that Haynes reputation was not built on catch-phrases in advertising.

The best advertising the Haynes has had, and is having, is the unquali

fied satisfaction of Haynes owners e v er y w h e r c. This satisfaction of

Haynes owners is the greatest assurance Haynes dealers have of a suc

cessful future.

Specifications

Read carefully what the Haynes Model 24 offers.

And ask yourself what demand there isacter stands behind these specifications.

today for such a car at such a price.

Frame—Pressed steel 4" deep. double drop.

Wheel Base—118 inches.

Motor—4% inches bore by 5% inches stroke. L-head

cylinders cast in pairs, offset 95 inch. Flexible 4

polnt suspension.

Ignition—Dual type magneto.

Csrburetion—Stromberg Model B Special.

Lubrication—Splash and force feed, oil reservoir in

lower half of crank case and filled through feather

pipe on side of crank case.

Control—Steering wheel on left side—Center control.

Steering Column—Worm gear type. corrugated rim.

aluminum spider, 18-inch Wheel.

Clutch—Haynes contracting steel band on hardened

steel drum, Supported by crank shaft. Easily ad

Justeil and lubricated,

Transmission—Selective type, three speeds forward. one

reverse. Roller hearings. Operated through H

llotted bracket, center control. Supported from two

rear arms on engine base.

  

I)! Propeller Shaft—Forged. Two universal Joints, metal

,, ._\ I enclosed and packed with hard grease.

.' A: .Rear Axle—Full floating type, pressed steel housing.

' ‘3 ' supporting full weight of car. Shaft, nickel steel.

' ' "I ,4» 3 l ~--a

.\ ' ‘ ‘ “\u

' UH)
...,_

. .

,, ,& Equipment

‘ 9.. Top, top cover, two large elec

tric head lights, glass front,

5" " electric side lights, flush in

I ; .

; l “’0 dash, electric cowl lamp, elec

.' ‘ tric starter, generator, 100 am

I
,i Pere hour storage battery,

, 3 Speedometer, horn, coat and

0 foot rails, tire irons, full equip—

, I \ ment tools, etc., also one extra

_7\ 3_ demountable rim.

1" j

1 ,_V,\s““~

. ' 3‘

l - v . ‘

W ,3‘. g 5'

av")' rt‘q) ,6. ‘

“s ) .

g," ‘57,) J

  

Bear in mind that Haynes char

Front Axie~Single piece l-bcam. drop—forged.

seats forged integral. Roller bearings.

Wheels—Artillery type, wood, twelve spokes front and

rear. Bossed spokes alternating in rear wheels. De~

mountable rims.

Tires—34x4. front and rear.

Springs~FronL semi-elliptic, 40 inches long, 2 inches

wide, 7 leaves; rear, three~quarter elliptic, 48 inches

Fitted with grease

Sprin!

long 2 inches Wide. 7 leaves.

cups both front and rear.

Brakes—Internal and external on rear wheels. Drum

Hx25§~inch face. Disappearing foot pedal operates

external service brakes, and lever on right of driver‘s

seat operates internal emergency brakes.

Body—Sheet metal. fore door. Black, hand buffed up

holstery. spring backs to both seats illled with super

extra Curled hair.

Colors—Body black.

Special colors to order.

enamel and nickel.

Gasoline Tank—18 gallons capacity.

Road Clearance—10 inches.

Wheels black, same as body.

All metal equipment black

Right Side View—Haynes Motor

Model 24

    

1.»; ~ yawn.
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The Big Haynes, Model ZZ—The Complete

Car—which has met with success every

where, is continued as a Haynes Leader

  

  

\ 1‘0
 

  

 

IThe big Model 22. full vlU-liorse pmver, marks the highest

development of the Haynes Car. it is in every way The

Complete Car—~durahle and dependable, comfortable and » .

handsome, powerful and quietweverything" a car should i

be. It is the very maximum of automobile efficiency at

the very minimum of cost.

  

\.

\t

b‘“‘

“um"sn

.“i

i. f)

1
y.

Model 22, Detail Specifications

Motor, 41/2 in. x 5% in., 40 h. p.; wheel base 120 in.; fine hair upholstery, 12 in. deep;

tires 36X4% in.; absolutely roof/b efficient electric starting equipment of utmost sim

plicity; Eisemann dual magneto, Stromberg carburetor, Warner autometer, demount

able rims, top, windshield, electric signal horn, electric cowl lamp, standard bumper,

etc., etc. Touring car models $2250; Roadster $2250; Coupe $2750; Limousine $3400;

Berlin $3500; f. o. b. factory.

See these Haynes Cars at the Shows

Space 114, Madison Square Garden, New York

Space C-5, Coliseum, Chicago

 

 

lint, if your territory is still open for a Haynes Agency, don‘t wait until the

shows. Write or wire us today. There is no better proposition for 1,013.

Haynes Automobile Company

499 Union Street Kokomo, Indiana
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BOSCH

MAGNETO and PLUGS

  
  

 

  

Lauth-Juerlone

Trucka are Dr

livery insurance

QUALITY DURABILITY

0MB. TWO AND 'l'lllllil-I 'I‘0N CAPACITY

  

 

  

UST how reliable your motor

car may be depends entirely

on your ignition system. In

efficiency and dependability as

well as actual number in use the

Bosch magneto reigns supreme

and the Bosch plugs are as good

as the magneto.

Be Satisfied Specify Bosch

  

v I Iii-i

a
"Ill! , g

  

um-aunnonus TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST i.\' CONSTRUOV

M powerful in operation and the motors are gnurnntr-od against

defective workmanship and material for the life- of the truck. The!

In poaltivei, the highest clans trucks mnde. Twn cylinder. one-ton,

tour cylinder. one. two and three-ton. Four speeds forvrn rd. Hess-Bright

hall ring transmission made in our own Fhfipu ol' the finest tool

It!!! three-piece disc clutch, covered b patentn owned by m. Send

tor 1912 Cltllolr and specifications. rnmpt delivery on all mndelu

hm publicity campaign just begun. Our quality will do the rest.

Reliable 41mm: Securc Your Territory lar 1912 at Once.

The llulll-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont. 0hlo.

Brnnchen and Agencies

BOSTON—~Davlri Abrams. 13! Portland St.

NEW YORK 'WI‘NY Strir- flange 8' Motor Cm. 160-162 10121! St.

CiiiCAtKle le i.nulh~lur-rgen~ Motor (‘ur Cn. 2630-32 Wabflsh Ave.

' RK N. J.-.\ii~r1-hnnts Motor Car (‘0.. Essex Building.

  

Write for Literature

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223-225 West 46th Street NEW YORK

Detroit

  

Chicano San Francisco Toronto

  

NBWA ,
DETROIT. MiCll.~llir-ri Auto Truvk Sales Arency. 457i Dix Ave.

DISTRICT OF COLI'MBIA AXD "H‘lxl'l‘i'rrliflwlefl M010!“ Sale! 01‘.

""1. tons Nth St. N. W., Witwhithfln. D C

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

    

Dependable

Deliveri es

ELIVERY dates

are of utmoet impor

tance. Delay in shipments

means loss of money.

We guarantee prompt deliveries.

Warner Quality and Warner eight

“ year old reputation for making _

highest class gears is back ofthe

product.

Car makers interested

in the Quality and

Meritthat means

absolute safety

. and satisfaction

- " will do well to

write.

We modify our de

signs to meet detail

requirements, 01'

'9 build to approved

designs on sea

sons quantity specification.

\ Philadelphia, Gienwood Av. ancian St.

Detroit, 628 Ford Building

 

 

  

Guaranteed Guaranteed

5000 Miles 5000 Mites

  

  

  

Money-Saving Tires

If you are seeking relief from tire expense—the

one big expense automobilists are compelled to suf

fer—why not try Ajax Tires? You must have heard

much about them—about our WRITTEN GUAR

ANTElZ FOR 5,000 MILES which accompanies

every tire.  

7 When you first use Ajax Tires you are astonished.

You never knew so much service could be obtained

from tires.
  

_ To increased_tire mileage and fewer tire troubles

is due the amazmg success of Ajax.
 

 

  

DEALERS—Owing to Ihelr wldupread popu

Ilrlty there Is a splendidly prollrnble businen

for dealers In handling Alax Tlnn. Com

munlcate with Ill NOW.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER C0.

General Olllces: 1796 Broadway, New York CityWarner Gear Co.
I‘Iuixci e c Indiana Factories: Trenton. N-J. Brlnches in Principal Cltlea

_
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[Few Departur—e—Ball
SIGNIFY .

 

Guaranteed Materials

Guaranteed Accuracy

ol Dimension

Guaranteed Unitormity

 

 

American Made

No ball bearing is so carefully made, closely gauged,

persistently inspected and insistently standardized.

Catalog, data sheets, consultation service of our

Engineering Department are yours for the asking.

The New Departure Manuiacturing Co.

 

Bearings
 

Guaranteed 0 u a l ity

Guaranteed Service

and Capacity

Guaranteed Durability

 

  

American Made

for BRISTOL, CONN. for

American Trade

 

‘ " PUBLICATION "
ARE MADE

ENGRAVING C0.

PVCK BUILDING
295-309umnrrsrannousron

NEW YORK

TELEPHONESISPRLNG

ESTABLISH ED 1871

  

Western Branch, 101647 Ford Building, Detroit American Trade

 

 
 

the New Process Gear Corporation
 

Cut Gears of Quality

Complete Differentials

The New Process Gear Corporation

svnaouse, N. Y.

 

 

The New Process Gear Corporation
 

 

 

 
 

Mr. Dealer: The Borland is Me Elec

tric to satisfy the owner and profit

the agent. Secure your territory

now for 1913.

Our complete line ot models will be demonstrated at

the Chicago Show—~Space A-l, First Regiment Armory

THE BORLAND-GRANNIS CDMPANY

Saleeroom: ,' 2638 Michigan Ave., Chicago

Factory: E. Huron Street

 

  

Money-Savers

Time-Savers

Trade-Bring"!

Sell Stewart Trucks

Delivery Trucks in Winter Months

No let-u in business for the dealer who handles Stewart Delivery

Trucks. Cod ‘weather only increases the need for motor delivery. 36'

chants are already worryin over their holiday deliveries. The! km" ‘1'“

their horse equipment will e inadequate durrn the cold, SHOW! ‘1"! '

the rush and long hours of the Xmas trade an special sales. .

We can guarantee prompt deliveries of Stewart Delive Truck! ll

time for the winter business. We can furnish dealers their egnvmufmi'

almost immediately. Now is the time to go out and get_thr|_ det'l‘lb'

business. Merchants are looking for the right car; one that ll serentlfi 7

designed for hard delivery service. You can get their order! for Stem

Trucks now. Write for our literature and liberal proposition to denierl

T. R. Lipplrcl. Presv and Gen'l Mgr. R. P. Lentz. See. and Tan

R. G. Stewart. Vice-Presv and Chief Eng. R. W. Ingerloll, 531“ M“
 

 
 

  

._ aleornmono CHAINS

are and have been the recognized quality standard for 20 3’61“

Strong, accurate and durable. Let us cut your SPYOCkm'

DIAMOND CHAIN 8L MFG. CO.

180 w. Georgia St. Inclenawm- "'d'

Oeoectty 8,000,000 bet per yogr.
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Mighty Michigan 40

40-Horsepower Touring Car or Roadster, absolute

ly silent in operation. Oversize tires 35 x 4yz—cylin

ders 4% x 5% in.—118-in. wheelbase

-—I —four-forward-speed transmission

Q Q. —dem0untable rims—nickel mount
H” ings—massive, straight-line body—

big, roomy seats—electric lighting by generator—

everything. Price $1585, includes full equipment. Two

smaller models. Catalog on request.

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY

[no] Kalamazoo, Mich.

 
 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models~All Fully Equipped

4'36 444 646

$1.875 $2.150 $2.750

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR (10., York, Pa.

 
 

 
 

 
 

The Chicago Electric

A beautiful and classic equipage that

stands unchallenged in point of con

structional achievement.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MOTOR CAR CO.

3606 South Morgan Street, Chicago

   

REPUBLIC

SngGARD TREAD TIRES

and BLACK-LINE RED INNER TUBFS

Motorists who W e guarantee

gagging“ the R e p ublic

Tires win m" Black-Line Red

you that mey_ Inner Tube to

‘pmventskhp be as nearly

'ding. make perfect as:

quick starts and tube can be

Shc'r's‘ops made—andisa'

“sy' fining compan

Glre d?'~‘b‘e ion for the

ml cage \ecausc >

of the lull-thick’ sPch'd RsPub'

ness lread un- I'C Slaggard

  

der the Sluds. Tread.

Iosl Widely Iml- The Best Tube

"ltd ol All \hde

Republlc The Republic Rubber CO

  

 

Slluud Tread

Pu. Jr/t. [5-2108 Youngstown, 0M .»
 

 

 

 

  

“responsible for the success of n large ms

jorlly of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial ears. They will bear your investi

gation before the purchase of any type 01’ car.

‘ Literature-upon remwsl.

RUTINBIR MOTOR C0.. Ilrlol. Ill.

  

Um Dholbfl'lrurgd

I lhelbove cut for

.vmw !k In thile

  

 

  

" Th 1 r ly ”

to F o r t y n

“Filly”

60H.P."Slx"

KisselKar prices

include lull equip

menl—self-slarrer,

top, Windshield,

demountable rims,

I D e e dome

. ter, e I e c -

tric lighting

e q u ipment.

I h o c k ab

sorbers, etc.

  'fiveryia part vbuilt il_ the KisselKll' P18"t

momm lequipped with ever facility (01"

" e1,31“ r‘ngnuflaclure. Al KisselKlrl

l \H'a
lonneaus unsurpassedwrllsflbsrf; 8:151 502:2;

rice for go ,_
or catalog, min“ "id capabilities “'rite

$SSH MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Kluel Avenue Hartlord. W18.

  

  

 

 
  

 

  

AUTOMOBILE (0.
I ll“ HSTM/NSIDET

.MC/B'GVIA’I‘IM/V.

a? '1

 
 

/
‘

#0500m0at?» ,5 '

. (rel
lllllllillllIll|llIlIl‘lill)l?lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'" ' ‘ a a i ll lvumnw

‘ ' ‘ m izl l r i

‘ 3,1 ,,' \ lllllllllllllllllll lllllll
~ ...§:;:‘;"..::2:.i:izzp°- \

lllllllllllliin; wearer will “
ll"

Write for catalog

and Agency details.

€

models.
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. TRIPLEX RAJAH ‘

 

A MONEY SAVER

c... “ a GIANT PLUG

The Triplex is a device placed be

. . tween the manifold and the carbure

' ' " tor to break up the mixture. . o

matter how imperfectly the carburetor does its work, the Triplex equalize:

the mixture, producing an explosive gas of men, uniform quality that Wlll

burn clean to the last atom. This means that the user gets all the power

all the time—that every fraction of energy to be obtained from the gasoline

is produced and used. There is absolutely no waste. High proof gasoline

is made out of low, and over 25% is saved on every gallon. For further

information write us.

BREMlll-WILSIIN MPG. (30., 1256 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

  

 

Extra strong and heavy. Perfectly sim

ple—only four parts, which are easily taken

apart for repairs or replacement. Only

highest grade, imported, hard fire porce

lains used. Minutely accurate, well finished

machine work. No thumb screws—a Rajah

Clip Terminal supplied with every Plug.

Price, $1.50 postpaid—the most economical

Plug made. Send for catalog.

  

 

 

  

 
 

  

AUSTERMELL & HANSON.560 Phelan Bldg, San Francisco. Cal., Western Representatives. RAJ‘H AUTO SUPPLY coqnhomfleld'ufljl \ ‘

I l

1 ' The [Inc Mechanical, \r' L” o inuuK SPRUBKEIS ~
a Warning Deuce ‘

q Costs Little to Buy- ALL SIZES ANY ‘

Coot. Nothing to Operate -_—-_—I_ d \

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

THE Ii. PIEL CUMPAN ‘33.i"ii‘.i“."..f°l'li'i'."
Philadelphia, 1416 Vine St.; Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave.; Minneapolis,

70 501 10th St.' Bufialo, 852 Main St.; Chicago, 1322 Michigan Ave.; San

Francisco, 544 an Ness Ave; Los Angeles, 1229 S. Olive SL; Seattle, 917

E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore.), 329 Ankeny St.; Denver, 15th and Curtis Sta.

HYDRAULIC PRESSEB STEEL Bil.

CLEVELAND, OHIO ! 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

Has Always Led

Ask us to tell you about the wonderful new pole

pieces and the Automatic Control Magneto.

THE ElSEMANN MAGNETO COMPANY

Indianapolis, Ind. New York Detroit, Mich.

514 N. Capitol Ave. General and Sales Office 802 Woodward Ave.

225-227 West 57th St.

Save Tires—Save Fuel—Save Car. Make Cal’s

ea51er riding and easier driving. Stronger than

any other practical wheel. i

THE McCUE co” Bulialo, N. Y. \

~' g. I I Ready

 
 

  

 
 

“ Always There "

i ‘ 1 9 1 3 SPLITDORF MAGNETOS can always be de‘

“*“"“’*“*'M - pended upon to give your motor mOfe Power'

‘ I, \ ‘7 v A} .7; , ‘ i m. -“"dn'/‘,r~

6‘ 9’ w They give the same efficient service winter and

11 test.FOR PLEASURE 0R COMMERCIAL c s mmer and never falter under any

uh...

 

 

 
 

 
 

y One Passenger to 16 Tons Capacity Write/or new ratalag

‘ ' 1' 8-0:] for Catalog No. 15‘ STANDARD WIIEEL COMPANY,Terrel-lsute,lnd. SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL (‘0'A

 
 ‘ 98 Warren Street, Newark, N- J
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How to Repair an Inner Tube in 15 Minutes

Directions: Place tube between plates of the Im erial Vulcan

izer (see cut); tighten thumbscrews; put a litt e gasoline in

pronged receptaclegflgmte. A permanent repair in 15 minutes.

  

ELECTRIC

LIGHTING

SYSTEMS

make nlnht driving safe

at any time of the year.

Stormy weather dlrk

nights and p r!

streets ulre the t

kind of lght on the

ear for safe drivinf.

All modern can nhou d

be electrically lighted

and electrlril yntarted.

Write for booklet telling how your old

car can be brought up-to-date with the

Anlco equipments. The first electrically

lighted automobile was ADICO lllhled

Tlll". AI'I'LE ELECTRIC (‘0,VII’ANY

  

  

 

I'll! NONI :7“

You can do this yourself at home or on the road—anywhere. The

Imperial Vulcanizer saves time, saves money, is easy to operate, and pays

for itsell in a short time.

Complete with enou h—rubber for 40 pungc- Guaranteed to Satisfy

NICKEL HATED tures. At our dealer's or Money Refund“!

Patent Pending or sent y express.—

1’! N. l'nnnl Ht. Dayton. 0.. L. F. A.

McGRAW TlRE & RUBBER co., Dept. E, Em Palestine, Ohio l

—

DI'Op Ham"1er FQrglngs The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cost very little more than castings. They are CICk Pnces are worth knomng' ”

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP{gsslnchgfnfiyigegalues For MOtOI‘ TI‘UCKS a

  

 

 
 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 
 

  
  

Send prints of parts you will need in from base to spark plug, have features that l

1 91 3 . are “Different and Better."

QUALITY AND SERVICE OUARANTIID

.nlt cansounmn uluurlcrunma tannin, mm, mm . JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

ll

_ - 5 ‘- - 7* "— h. A ". 5 ’i'

P-40 cons CLUTCH T ..~.~;- ,i‘ .. 2- Mr} 3_ _ _ _. km. -.."1 all: bills" n. {l in

Fitted With double universal jOllltS.

Cone is aluminum and has face ma- ‘

q] chined after leather

' , - . is riveted on. giving
— ‘ ~ ~_1++ absolute fit in fiy- rah“ 8m“!

" V '1 wheel. Easy engage- _X I I , "0'539

l p ment and long life I In Madlsu“ Basement

l 1 ‘ — a guaranteed. Square Barden- ianuaryllthtolBth.

J l THE UTTU KUNIBSIUW MFG. CU. CA“BE“WEZEI‘E‘Z’Jfii[agiliti’f'wmm’i

“’ CLEVELAND, omo GOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING co. 515 w. seesr. new YORK.

Some automobile owners are I“ 'h" "a" 1913

always cleaning their spark Plugs More Remy MagnetOS

—others who use Reliance Plugs

  

don’t have to will be used on American Cars THAN ALL OTHERS

. COMBINED. We are the world's _largest manufac

The Reliance book, "Ignition and turers of Magnetos, Electric Lighting and Starting

Spark Plug Talk," tells why. Supposing Equipment for Motor Vehicles.

Y0" write today and get a copy. Standardlze Your Car—Specify Remy

JEFFERY DEWITT C0, REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

65 Bull" Avenue Dam", mm. F a c to ry — Anderson, Indiana — (1 e n e r al 0 i H co |

Branches and Service Stations in Automobile Centers.

- -

Lar
mi Zulu" spark Plug Manufacturers in the World
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Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with

Houk (Dfi‘fil‘bk) Rims

GuaranteeditlleiBesit m the World

Geo. W. Honk Company

5003 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 
 

  

Pr ice

Complete

$24

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and lgniter

Lightl, dim: and extinguish" all in lumps on

the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stem oi acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach

Convenient

Sate

Dependable

Write (or booklet and dealer dilcountl.

TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING (10., Pittsfield, Mass.

Sole Licenled Manufacturer: for the United Staten

  

 

They Help to Sell the Car

The service a car gives depends on the perfection of little parts.

We devote the energy of a large organization to perfecting—

VALVE STEMS
With heads that will not pit or warp and stems that will

not crystallize or break.

YOKE BOLTS
With bodies drawn from open hearth or nickel steel elec<

trically welded to heads drawn from the same material.

SHACKLE BOLTS

Accurate in size, scientifically hardened and fitted with

integral grease cups insuring perfect lubrication.

THE ELECTRIC WELDING PRODUCTS COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

  

 

 

 

  

"Firestone"

Tires and Rims

are the least likely to re

quire changing, and afiord

the best means of tire

  

, Changing when required.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

and All Principal Cities

(Squegee) TIRES

Woril' Slip -Woril' Slide

_ \ Won‘l' Skid—They Grip!

" 'rnr-z DIAMOND RUBBER co. or N.Y.

Sublidiuy 0! The B. r. Goodrich CO~

AKRON, OHIO

  

NEWTONE

Motor Horns

Prlcu an the lowest for which horns of Dependable

qualifications can be bought

 

Torpedo Type

Price $20

Automobile Supply

Mtg. Co.

220 Tnfle Place, BIWKLYNI PLY

 

 

  

30% Save

More Mileage The Tires

’— i 7 Every automobile owner a

eve dealer has been inter

este in watchin'fiour National

advertising of renew. T11¢

big demand it has create

means profit to the dealer.

  

- K

. \.

,— was: HAM

Tl ENEW
_____-_—

Prevent: Tire Decoy
is a liquid, unrulcanized rubber compound made with i base of W"

gum—waterprools and protect! from oil, moisture, sun and l"

Makes Tires Look Like New. There are imitation: which

_ paint but don‘t protect—insist on Tirenew. Send $1.00 lot a can"

rise-Q —enougb to Tirenew 8 tires. Ask about our other products:

  

Narco Non-inflammable i Leaknnot, a liquid,Rubber Rubber ber, waterproofing drefllfll

Reviver i Cement lor anything leather.

 

 

NATIONAL RUBBER COMPANY, 4413 Pepin St., St. Loni-t M°~ 
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The one weak point of the automohile is that you cannot depen‘.’ ,

tires. Thousands of motorists have solved their tireJJrolilem, d". M ~

inner shoes, relinvrs, fillers and other makeshift; an eqmppml we“ “

with lntortoelr Inner fine. the
lnterlpcks are complete inner tires (not inner shoes) placed betw’fnwbo

outer casing and inner tube to utren then the casing and Prom“ '3 5Mfrom punctures. They double the mi enge 0! new tires and add 1'00” w ' _ ~~

leprw‘miles to old ones—save hall your tire expense—and make tires troub

Dealer. and Motorists-Investigate Interlock!

\ road teat-u, tic. Mention .in and kind of turn you use.

\\ nouau: FABRIC TIRE co. 600 w. an. Street. Auburn. indill" ;

we W25“ ~>-r_§¢»¢><=>r-m~\\

Don't delay—1011M now for booklets, data, prt'cra, ualmlo'niall 0f “mt 1::

—__-4
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'The Easiest Ridan Car In The World"

The Marmon “Six”

48-80 h. p. “5-inch wheelbase, de

pendable electric starting and light

lsland
“The Car With A Conscience"

The Marmon “32”

32-40 h. p., lZQ-inch wheelbase, de

pendable electric starting and light

  

mg system, left-hand drive, center mg system left-hand driv center

Write for 1913 Catalog control, nickel trimmings, with new- control, nicltel trimmingsI with body

3st body! typdcs to meetd_every re- body types dto meet devery “ire

uiremen an correspon mg equip- quircment an corres on inFOUR AND srx CYLINDER MODELS mem— \m-m— ” ' 'q '

$2,850 to $4,100 $5,000 to $6,350

Detailed Information on Request

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

INDIANAPOLIS 0‘"- ""> INDIANA

Msty Years y Successful Manufacturinm

$1000 to $3000

OAKLAND MOTOR COMPANY

250 Oakland Boulevard PONTIAC, MICH.

 
 

 
 

  

 

  

  

l_ —

L Q Iupmoblle "82" Touring Cur. Fully Equlnwd. 8975 I203. Den-ell

- —— _ Lon -stroke motor, 3% 15% inches. Enclosed valves. Three bearing

I -‘ crank s eh. Unit power plant. Multiple Disc clutch. Three speeds for

Th ward. Sliding gears. Full floating sxle. Center control. Zenith csrbure

Chuck tor. Bosch magneto. lO6-inch wheelbase. 32: 3% inch tires. nick

m detachable rims. Mohair to with envelo e. Jifl curtains. Winds ield.

Ck Specialists Resr shock absorber. Prest- -Lite tank. ss hes lights. Oil side snd tsil

. lsmps. Tools—horn. Trimmings, black and enamel. Stsndsrd color. block.

A high grade, (1 dab]: om. Magneto and camshaft driven y silent Coventry chsin.

m" "'“Fk' screuib e. simplified. Iupnsobile “12" Iondllcr. hilly Equipped. 8975 F.0.B. Detroit

ind togive service that is

  

Chassis snd specifications same as Touring Car. Large turtle back

dust proof compartment for extra accessories. tires and baggage.

Inplnoblle "82 " Delivery, Fully Equipped. 8950 [10.8. Detroit

Chsssis ssme ss Touring Car. Enclosed psnel body. Two cushioned

lszy-bsck seats. Csrrging capacity, 800 lbs. Chassis and body punted

blackI high-class finis . Two-piece windshield. Prest-O-Lite tsnk.

‘ifldlillill. Oil side and tail lsmps. Quick detachable rims. Tools—horn.

trimmings. black and nickel.

IIUPI' MOTOR CAI C0, use Milwaukee Ave” Detroit. Mich.

bound to llle the user.

“Four-cylinder, water-cooled unit power plant, fioint suspension. Clutch

flrvbeel in oil-tight housing. Lastingly go therefore permanently

This il l truck for which live dealers will find ready sale. \Vrite (or

the terms.

TIE SANTDRD MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY. 1812 Park St. Syracuse. N. Y.

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

ANNOUNCING I913 TOURABOUT

Complete Specification- Sent on Request

_-u "-1 we mun _

NYSE AUTOMOBILE WORKS

can? on“ 81mern on“
me, Ill mum AVl iCNAI nauouA. 1“

Direct Drive—Single Reduction

Fool Control '7

Irreversible Worm Steer

Long Mileage Balleries

Buflalo Service I

{Ii-'Vmil“ Alodel 29 Roadster, . . 52,600

Model 30 Coupe. . . . 23,200

Model 30-13 Coupe: . . 3.300

The Buffalo Electric Vehicle ComPany

Buffalo, New York 1
 

 

 

 

 

DEALERS—Here is the first electric truck

that sells for about 5700 less than any other.

CiPIcity 1000 pounds—Service 100 per

“II!- more than gasoline truck—Economy

of production most

pronounced. Write.

  

  

_i.~.nls:{ .t q

Slum CAR
Our sgency PYOP'

BUILT To LAST

 

V . ior it.

~~"“" noluns M0'll0ll our co.

Sarah and Laclede Aves. 8t. Lords, Mo.

  

 

 

  

 

"J
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Write today for our booklet

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

 
 

  

 

Standard Universal Rims

FOR CUNCHUI v

  

demounting, two more turns locks

the rim in place.

607, which explains fully.

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY,

fit any style or make of tires. The

side rings are reversible, they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a.

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

  

ti', ton MGNTSIDI 4»

Write for catalog

 
 

TIRE CUTS :31:irre-.Szzrsdst‘sma.

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger— end in blowouts

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUBES any

where in 15 minutes. better than a Repair Shop can dc

—and for one cent.

Universal _

Auto- ulcanizer

Patented

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete, with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

can be carried in the tool box Simplest and most satlalaetery

deflector ellmlnattnl tlre troubles that has ever been devised.

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer—put in the gasoline light it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is done.

It mn'l burn. lurch 0r injure tube or casing. It can't

get out of order. It :ln't fail to do its work. So

aimple.any0ne can operate it. The Universal Auto

Vulcanizer saves its cost a lvmdrm' ll'Ml-r over in

trouble and expense.

Price Complete. $4.00 Ready for Instant I‘se

Guaranteed Satlatactory or Money letunded

  

  

 

 

 

  

WE MAKE THE BEST

  

IANTAM ANTI-FRIOTION 00., Bantam, OOH"

 

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY. East i‘ ‘ -“ , Oil.

 

 

ENIT

Gives Standard

Carburetion

ZENITH CARBURETOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

    

1’

Patent “Luxury

‘

ing a pair of auxiliary seat:

so, have the best. Our

for catalogue.

HODGE 8:

 
 

 

 

Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITCHELL AIR GAUGE

ii: ‘ ‘éwt‘e-rfl‘éeem

V A"- - __.

“Tire Insurance for $1.00”

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easdy read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE C0.

1202 Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois

  

  

 

 
 

 

Manufacturing Company

Manufacturers of Auto

Kinwood Radiators,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

The Kinsey

TOLEDO, OHIO

Parts,

Fenders,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

  

 

 
 

 

4'?

Folding Seal-j

4’

DO you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

seatl

are made in five styles. Send

GRAVES 60”

Arnesbury, Ma“

_/
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THE ULTIMATE OAR

(KNIGHT TYPE MOTOR)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dealers in 125 Cities

  

 

  

Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

Cole six cylinder Tourilnag (11a;116 viDalssglllel'Bopnlgbla*0

Seven passer] Br. I “ n w 86 e 00 60 c

lighting. starting and ignition.g $2485 “a.

' tour cylinder Touring Car, five passenger convertible
COIe Flfty toseven, 122-lnch wheel base, Deloo system. "885

four cylinder Touring Car five passe r. 116-inchCole F°Pty wheel base, Deloo system. #1685 m

WRITE 7004 Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer's proposition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., lndinnnpolis, lnd.

Hook up with (:14;

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Tpr 35 t Electric

Series ' v _ _ >\ Starting

6 and I! ' '- " ix... " and

*g x ,7“; Lightth

MER E R The. Champion

Light Carsee New Mercer Series at New York Show—Space 112.

“903.80.” G, Madison Square Garden.

TH 4-Pllaenger Type 35, Series J, Racenbout
35' SCH” “v 5-PIQHellfler Type 35, Series K, Runabout

Prices: 82600 to 82900

MERCER AUTOMOBILE C0., 100 Whitehead ltd., Trenton, N. J.

 

 

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights — Self Starter— Left Hand

Drivh-Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMPS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.
 

 

H AVE R S HAV E R S

"Six-44” "Six-55”

$1850 $2250

Touring Car and Touring Car and

Roadster Types. Speedster Types.

44 h. p. 6 Cylin- S Eleclric Sinrier.

ders. Unit Power Electric Lights.

Plant, 8-Point 55 hp. 128 in.

Suspension. i2! Wheel-Base. 861:

in. Wheel-Base. ' 4 Tires. Fully

86x4 Tires. © Equipped.

 

Write tor lulllspedtlestienl

HAVERS MOTOR CAR COMPANY. Port Huron, Mleh.

 

 

 

Write For This Franklin—

Dealer Proposition

F RANKLIN six-cylinder mod

! els now equipped with Entz

Electric Starting and Lighting. A

real self starter with original fea

tures. Franklin cars use less gas

oline, less oil. no smoke, fewer

tires. travels faster, rides easier,

silent. powerful, flexible, beautiful.

Get the Proposition.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE CO.

28 Frnnltlin Square, Syracuse, N. Y.

  

 

The biggest live wire

the dealer's counter.

G.

52 W. Seventh Street

  

 

GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

selling proposition that ever went across

Get the details and you will surely order.

WALKER GILMER, JR.,

 

 
 

PHILADELPHIA

 

 

_,"'I'HE MAOTER OAR"

6 Oyl. 50 H. P-, 85,000

POUOHKEIPSIE

 

 

FIFTEINTH YIAR

4 cyl. as H. P., s4,soo '

4 OYI- 35 H. PI. 04,000

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.T.
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Burt’Ou‘hl signal bell. line

 

counter and paper return lock.

All printinl visible all the time~

in can reading range. \. ‘

Non-add, repent snd non -prin\

lleys directly over the lteybosrd.

Separate total and sub-total hey\

-—mueh ssler.

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

V, Bimroughs paper csr

rifle works as essy

n a typewriter cars

. risle.

xtremely low key

bosrd—veryconven

rem for desk use.

Visible sddinl, di

 

,, rectlv undarthc eye.

 
 

This complete, visible, low

keyboard, 7-column Burroughs

at $225 is the biggest adding

machine value ever offered for

the business requiring totals not

exceeding $100,000.00

For adding, subtracting, mul

tiplying, and dividing, and

tabulating wide sheets up to

12V: inches—for any kind of

figure work within the capacity

of a seven-column adding-list

ing machine.

The illustration shows the big fea

tures—all the printing always visible

Burroughs Adding

European Office. 76 Cannon

Street, London, E. C.. England

|

This Visible Burroughs $225
in easy reading range, adding dials

directly under the eye, low keyboard,

and the speediest, most efficient type

writer carriage ever put on an adding

machine.

This machine is a Burroughs from

the designing room to the user’s office,

built in the Burroughs factory, of the

same material, with the same wonder

ful machine tools and by the same

trained workmen who have built a

reputation for lifetime service into

other Burroughs models.

\Vrite for “A Better Day's Profits"

and let us ship a machine, express

prepaid, from our nearest office, for

free trial. No cost or obligation.

Machine Company

2" Burroughs Block, Detroit, Michigan

[Halters n/nddinlnndlislmzmnc/Imn: lisling am!non-lulmgcalculating MHfhiflfS.‘ low try/loan!

visible-printing adding machines—86 dllfercnl mar/r1: In 492 comb lnulmns of/ealures—SISU 10 I950

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

1913 IMPORTANT FEATURES

Self Starter Elecric Lighting

Turkish (‘nshlflns 3min. s l-ln Tues

l'J-in. Upholsleving lnuensed Wheel Base

(irent base of Hitting Carburetor Dash Arum-t

Demounuble Rims Nickel TIiIumInys

Unit Power Plant—4h"! point suspension.

Cutting 8-60. l!" in. Wheelbase. wh p. I" H

5~passenger touring car. fully equlmesl,i14tu I

Cutting A40. I'M-in wheelbase. 40 h. p.

ll-passenger roadster. fully equipped, £1475

Cutting C-Sb. lfl'Lin uheelhssz, 55 h. p

b-psssenger touring car, fully equipped. #2000 a ;

Cutting Automobile Co.

lg- sss Izabel-l2 Icon luau. I}!

s s

  

  

These Tires for 304“

Four corps of experts Work‘."

in four of the best equipped '1"

plants in the world are Open”.

as a unit to produce

UNITED STATES TIRES

Nothing of the kind has ever

before been attempted in automo

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Comps!!!

New York

  

 

 

If

 

 

The Motor Lamps with Distinctive Features

There are no other motor lamps 0n the market with the advantages oi

Solar Lamps. Solars are always exclusive in style and in quality. They are

the strongest lamps as well as the most effective.

Lens Mirror Reflector—the

Do not equi

seen all

the catalog.

Solars are made in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combinations.

Solar Lamps

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

In no other lamps can you obtain the Solar Special Short Focus Lead Glass

atented system of double ray light projection which

gives two distinct fields of light for town and country use—or the new and ex

clustve black finish with a metallic lustre w

All of these features are exclusively “Solar.

your car or specify equipment to the maker until you have

the olar advantages. See Solars at any live dealer's or write for

Konoshn. Wis. (137)

  

h'i'eh is unaffected by heat or moisture.

New York City

 

A n y It in (1

Every lilntl

Stock, or

to Blue Print Rims
For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

Cllllclltl‘

We Also Make Axles and Hub!

MOTT WHEEL WORKS. Utica, N- Y'

R. B. ABBOTT SALES co., Sales Agentl. Dom"
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Kelly- Springfield

Automobile Tires

Tires. We talk it because

than the average mileage of

1mm janulYY 9- 19“

V

% Perfection

Spring Company

SPECIALISTS IN

it Spring Suspension

mill“ High Grade Only

Cleveland, Ohio

 

We talk a good deal about the mileage oi Kelly-Springfield

they give it-—-an average mileage a thousand or two greater

the average tire. They give it because we build it into them.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO" 20 Veaey Street, New York

Branch oi'llrel In New York. Chieam. Philadelphia, Bolton. 8t. hull. Detroit, Cincinnati. Ban Francim.

Du Angelou, Cleveland. Baltimore. Seattle. Atlanta. Akron. 0.. Buflalo.

The Hum Tire A Bilbbt 00.. Columbus. Ohio. l ubbel’Born Rubber Co.. Denver, Colo. lrziildl‘m'lilliter‘cg. chnlldrgn?llCl:nnn.hxu

'rgdnfi‘lgmrt'wmek‘mhudhfig Orleanlb 14. Alkan Tim & Supply 60.. Jacksonville. Fla

- - . um I an nnnah. . . .H. R. Olmsteail 8: Son. Syrarule. N. Y. k s c.

 

  

 

 

 

 

Lin"

000 ‘in!“ k“ "r ’ ' ’i ii i

I - ,
i I

. Schiller Ball Bearlnils P0L$0N ARGO ELECTRICS

F8:22:51" Tm" Dwablmy Q ll 3 l i t y W i H d 8 h iel d 8 METZGER-HERIHNGTON ARGO co

“mm L, DALY a Mllélcvex)“ AuxlllagyOSeats, Bumpers \ Distribulofl .

an as Starters '
r v 2412 M 'm ‘e‘\i ). We e POLSON MANUFACTURING CO., Buff-l0, N. Y. Fllccllflogg, n]

  

 

 

 

Amerlean Kushlon Kore _-a .. a .

A tire filler l0 to 20 per cent. lighter than any
 

 
 

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

other the tiller. A big proposition for dealers ho

aiflgllhlrhedegielr‘t for more and better businZss. Reo ‘heAIERICAN KUSHION KORE TIRE co‘ ‘Final and crowning achievement of R. E. Oldl

guano. New York makes any car ltart easier in cold weather' adds plum“ design“ 0‘ Aums‘ A Standard Si" 30 to.

.10 to 40% m power and mileage‘ Simple '65“), 35 horsepower four-cylinder ear of modern refine

J NM > J Entangled, aranteed effective on any motdr. Get mems' {mad at only ‘1'095'

15 in price. R M OWEN & CO GNAT“) . . . .. eneral Salea Agent:

GRANT _ L NAI. MANUFACTURING C0.. Kalamazoo. Mich. I REO MOTOR CAI C0-- Ianslng. Mich.

GEARS C

.

The Orant~Leea Machine Co.

Cleveland. Ohio 8

F
. O

The Great Anti-Skid

 

Auto-Top Fabrics D Y! OE

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

SAMPLES AND PRICES on as ussr

L. J. MU'ITY (10., Boston ;

  

 

  

Nine-tenths

of all accidents to auto- .

mobiles are caused by skidding

or slipping.

Either you skid into the _"other fellow” or

the “other fellow" skids into you.

a eful a driver you may be, you

No matter howkcidf'ling or slip ing on wet, muddy

ot reveal: a _ _ -, gmcogered roads or on my, a ippet we” 8:32..

merits unless you equip your car wr

Cannot Injure Tires

use They CMP

  

 

 

   

 

  
The Acme Automatic

Makes Milled Porn in the

Time of One Operation.

TheNational-Acme Mfg.Co.

CLEVELAND. Sixth City.

York Boston Detroit

ghei'cago Atlanta Montreal

  
  

 
 

\\1a“;a"Kiev:“Eh”_

  

 

  

  

/

‘ MW_/... ,/ 4. ‘a m I w I and if you
“ i n to necelaity On both I?“ h” il v

m“6' IODII. repairs three "tube! llld

  

ratings at a trim “(31:05;arm ....i mdvty' m We
a r

r o ' car w
on

“lugkfi'zlerZr buainou w ge

  

  

  

U11 WM 811 Uranium UPPLY Co‘

1m ’ " C H/// /V K I 4 "Patablc d‘allr‘ ‘7

I" I W). Grip C0. -'

 

  
Q5 Weed Tire" w Yorlr

28 M00" 5" e

 

  - u I,

M 8 “mntwd' “if, HAP;
\wti3‘?

  

. u t ' .com 1m], eqiilvpled. gleam 2052 5:51?“ “regex- The Name

min er it"c'b‘j,’ quality “[5,. hid 'W‘d' r: “ god”

flue QC . h l' 0 on C. r 00ii in? 5 " 5° “d” 0‘ “Binnie 5“"! h on 5"” H

 

- 1 L .
aerated: t '" .. -- ~

.. W '0'"
Book 5. y "mt-m

"PA" I

[In/°o

-4-z_
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CONTINENTAL R E L I A N C E r Send Us Your Inquiries

Sinyunder-Uulirvwer Plant “nas‘fifflwyfle'a When in the Market for

Three Point Suspension

The Continental "Six"

is maintaining, on the road

at this minute, the good

name made by our four

cylinder types.

Built to accommodate

any type of self-starter

Special features that eliminate

speedometer troubles. Send

Sheet Metal ,
Reliance Speedometer Co.

124 Eiioi Si. Bgflim- 3"“

Estimates Cheerful! Furnished

 
M

  

   

Showing simple and
 

 

 

 

 

 

eiTicient chain drive now made. Suitable for T Q —

for starting motor. right or left hand drive_ The F01114 and 6 cylinder: , . . I

\Vrt for booklets_ forces the water from radiator through cylinder ‘

20 to 70 H. P. l e - _ water jacket, mainiziining rapid circulation when BOSSCI't CompanyCONTINENTAL MQTOR MFG. CO., D2111)“, Mlfih- car is in motion. “'rite for descriptive matter if UTICA N Y i v

Factory Representative, K. F. PETERSCCli‘rl you handle Ford cars. ' - ' ‘1‘m 5- “M‘s” BM ‘°“° THE FULTON-MeCUTCHAN co. A
 

 

1146 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO, ILL

HUN 7 fl; . “Loraifl

 

 
  

 ' MOTZ Cushion Tire!

For Pleasure Can and
  

  

 

  _ 7 We“,
Guide Motor Lamps , Mosler . , .. ,Mp . M, Mm, c...

v “ (eixcrkici , . r . [4,; D 5.... i... W 5!

“mm (M Gmde 3°01“ Nos" 1 “"d 2 i i A—srm-ia-u. not‘hed Lreldl The Motz Tire and Rubbdai

GUlDE moronLAMP MFG. COMPANY i Plugs l 2:55:°":1"d"“‘;";fl figs: (32;;
. . g 0.1 )anR fl A .

Cleveland, Ohio l wmfr‘x::"m;:" W 5,,“ i, u M 5* 3

 

\ . a. L _J L _ __

#l'

Tonel down headlilhtl ior

city driving and tom

nixhtn— on auto necessity.

Price 75¢. per pair. 5 u
like hot ceku. Denim. ,' .i

lecure the agency quick. , “ “

i . ER & co..
X ..M..

 

CUBIT ELECTRIC HORN ‘b‘ ‘ ' .

A signal oi volume, tone and durability. Emits

a musical blast of great penetration. Consumes

  

little current. Simple but effective. Retails for

$3. Big dealer proposition. Write today.
uosmm ELECTRICAL COMPANY Am F. H. TOBIAS

929 Ocean Avenue Jersey City. N. J. REGISYERED US.PAT.OFFlCE 19‘" Bro-dw'y‘ New “A

  
 

 

GASOLINE TURBINES

L ____ _)_~_1_._ ‘74 l

i a / Magneto Plugs coax maximum power cut of engine. ii

R W V—l i Hall the size. llnli the weight, Hail the inci, Hall the lrlfllfl

. I N v A D E R O l l i Smooth lS Electric, Will re- No Valves. mng
1 ' o

a. place any engine In any car fi'avfi‘fi'koi,”

I

 

  

m GROSSMAN COMPANY. “in. New York and Detroit i

AKRON, OHIO.
‘ Booklet Upon Request No Back Fromm

This name on Automobile Tires and Rubber 40Accessories signifies inherent qualities of material The Be“ the world Afford! 9'

and workmanship that insure the maximum of i

There [In 'l Much Left i

SEMPLE S. SCOTT 1651 "lNlltilt Bldg. CilitAGl). ILL l

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

service at the minimum of expense. (673)The Goodyear Tire 8i Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio F~ & l‘illdlll‘lvc Tfl'l‘llfl 0 nlor llvtl ""15 '

, -Philadelphln ml "ewe. "FL LLL.L_L L ,3 ’>__ \ \ a }

if i i a _/DEALERS—READ THIS ‘ \' p i * r ‘- ~ /b We have fa plan to xllielp on isell moreb_<1:ars. Our I MMS F’ A I l

usiness is nancing t e sa es 0 automo ies to o- ‘ "‘

Q; You would trust it you could do a credit busirifss. The car ‘ha‘ Stands up .1 "America “I l

e m_ak_e good your credit and pay your car sales The STUTZ car has probably madc the most ~ —*—’/’ ,

commissions at once. Get the detai 5. consistent showing ever made by a motor car. It w! 1Harman Yount Co Kenton fcnnrmn ki/ii‘léigl'iopriccp cardin everyBres ect lint the price, NOW READY FOR 'I'KE T ‘ ‘

' - P - t __ ray or avanc it ~ , d ‘X788 Broadway. NEW YORK "mm \ 511711 Announcement, geriezofl? 15 Sturdy mine" Emdency-GM Scrv;uwf'::rll;":cm

aoi Abbott Buildiu . Cor. Broad a Rs t St . . l "' "
PHILAgDELPHIA‘ Pin c I. [DEALMQTOR CAR mmpmy’hdmapolm‘hdma ‘ lill. "w

  

 
 

@hc 113ml] flhifiititnt

 

  

 

 

TRUFFAULT-HARTNRD Shock Absorber

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY

Edward V. Hariiord, Pres. 164 Bay 51., Jersey City, N. .i_ se‘f star“h

i k't‘ i rx

BRANCHES—New York, 1700 Broadway; New York. - g

West 88th St; Jersey City. ill-HS Morgan BL; Bortnri}23§; (:0. L g“

325 Columbus Ave; Chicano. 1558 Michinn Ava; Detroit.
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Complete Steam

Vulcanizing Plant—

QAQOUIC

Get that extra 80 per cent. that you have been paying to some

fellow who has had foresight enough to install a vulcanizer. If

he can afford to maintain a plant and split the profits, how in

Sam Hill can you attord not to do your own vulcanizing?

A school boy can turn out enough work with the Shaler

Steam Garage Vulcanizer to pay for it in a week or two. Not a

get-rich-quick proposition, but a practical, simple vulcanizer that

Wlll handle your work and let you in on the most profitable part

of the automobile business.

The Ideal Garage Outfit

Will do every kind of vulcanizing that you want to handle

tube punctures—or large casing blow-outs. Steam is raised iri

twenty minutes in a copper coil boiler, so the machine can be

profitably heated even if only a single tube repair is to be made.

Gasoline or gas used for fuel. A gallon of gasoline will run the

whole outfit all day long.

It’s a magi-1 Vulcanizer

and has the exclusive Shaler feature of a temperature control that

is automatic. No watching 0r regulating. Start the burner and

a thermostat automatically adjusts the flame and keeps the steam

or vulcanizing. As a check on this mech

lieves the pressure should it accidentally

  

  

pressure exactly right f

anism a safety valve re

run above the vulcanizing pomt.

Tube plate can be heated independently of the casing forms

if desired. Handles six tubes as quickly as one.

Casings are repaired by the approved Shaler wrapped tread

h d W m k n0 ' ny'5 Flt lGSS CXPCI‘ISC than a

m ' es stro er repan I I . .
et 0 , thld :uires no eb‘ctra moulds for different SlZCCl tires

an re . -
other way, I

Write Today or

Full Description I 'llcanizer

R ' ular it tells in detail how this n

P are t .

Ask for N u.

' ake money for Y0

Will n1 is.
Waupllll,

,y 11-18. 5?"
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NE OF THE LARGEST AND BEST

RENOWNED FIRMS OF THE

NORTHERN CAUCASUS (ESTAB

LISHED 1836—FIRST CLASS REFER

ENCES) WISHES TO ESTABLISH

BUSINESS CONNECTIONS WITH

FIRST CLASS AMERICAN AUTOMO

BILE MANUFACTURERS FOR DELIV

ERY OF ONLY WELL TESTED AND

HIGHLY APPROVED AUTOMOBILES

SUITABLE FOR BAD RUSSIAN

ROADS AND MOUNTAINOUS COUN

TRY. PLEASE ADDRESS DETAILED

OFFERS, IF POSSIBLE IN GERMAN

OR FRENCH. TO THE FIRM “A. T

RUDNEW’," STAVROPOL (CAUCASE);

RUSSIA.

BROKEN Cylinders and Crankcases—

Send them to be made good as new at

fraction of replacement cost. Scored cyl

inder repaired, $12. No new piston and

rings required because bore is not enlarged.

Where cylinders are worn (not scored from

loose wrist pin) reboring is only remedy.

We do it expertly. \Nrite for complete in

formation and estimates. WATERBURY

WELDING COMPANY. Waterbury, Conn.

MANUFACTURING PLANT FOR SALE

THE LARGE FACTORY OF THE

CORTLAND NVAGON CO., LOCATED

AT CORTLAND, N. Y., CAN BE

BOUGHT ON EASY TERMS FOR ONE

THIRD ITS ACTUAL VALUE. THE

PLANT COMPRISES EIGHT ACRES

OF GROUND IN THE CENTRAL PART ‘

OF THE CITY, AND LACKAWANNA

AND LEHIGH TRACKS RUN ALONG

SIDE EVERY BUILDING. THE

BUILDINGS ARE OF BRICK AND

CONTAIN ABOUT FOUR ACRES OF

FLOOR SPACE AND ARE ALL EQUIP

PED WITH SPRINKLER SYSTEM.

ELECTRIC LIGHT, STEAM HEAT,

ETC. THE WHOLE PLANT IS IN

FIRST CLASS CONDITION WITH

STEAM IN THE BOILERS AND IS

READY FOR IMMEDIATE OPERA

TION. IT IS ESPECIALLY ADAPTED

TO THE MANUFACTURE OF AUTO

MOBILES AND ACCESSORIES AND

AN ABUNDANCE OF SKILLED LA

BOR CAN BE OBTAINED IN THE VI

CINITY. IF INTERESTED, PLEASE

COMMUNICATE WITH D. W. VAN

HOESEN, CORTLAND. N. Y.

‘NYANTED—A high class draughtsman,

having had motorcycle experience.‘

In making application state previous ex

erience and salary expected. THE POPE

\IVIFG. CO., Westfield, Mass.
 

UTOMOBILES FOR SALE—Lozier

touring cars; bargain; engines over

hauled this fall. Address F. W. LOOMIS,

447 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis.

KEROSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES.

New Model B uses successfully half and

half mixture lowest grades kerosene and

gasolene. Satisfaction guaranteed or money

refunded. Greatly increased power, very

slow speed on high. Starts easy at zero.

Splecial a ents' prices. Dept. 8. THE

AR-FRI TION CARBURETOR CO.,

Dayton, Ohio.
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A market place where Dealera. Jobbere and

Manufacturers may buy, eel] or trade used earl,

' part. and appliancee and where help or situa

tion: may he leaned at a nominal coat.

 

 

  l THREE-Ton Gramm and four-ton Knox

i Trucks, $2,250 and $2,750; Wlll trade for

Coast real estate. CLARKE, 529 Hamilton

Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

 

 

 

  
  ‘ BARGAIN—Two new and never_used 34

. x 4 Davis Armor, Model B, Tire Pro

tectors; cost $54.00. Will take $32.00. Dis

posed of car before “Armors” arrived. BOX

231, care Motor World.

PEERLESSTL‘EATI-IER Tb? DRESSING

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

new. Ask your garage and supply dealer

for it.

i The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

ANTED—A promoter that has the

ability to sel State Rights for the \

best Tire Filler on the market, to a strictly I

high grade man, that can get results, money

is no object. RUSH. NATIONAL TIRE

FILLER CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FORD spare demountable wheel, sorue-r

thing new. No tire trouble on road.

\IVrite. ANGIER’S, Streator, Ill.

C - . . FOR SALE-4910 Peerless limousine;

FOR pretty automobile garages write to newly done up and refined; price now

P J“ A" CATHERMANi Beam Spnngs, ‘ 1730 Land Title Bldg, Philadelphia, Pa
3 ‘ V 7 ii i ‘7 7 (if i g #4“)—

VICTORIA TOPS AND SEAT COVERS

That's our specialty, but we make a full

line as well. Any style and every one the

best that high-grade materials and experi

enced workmen can make. Prompt service

assured. We're glad to estimate spew]

work or quote you prices on stock to!

CENTRAL AUTO TOP CO., Indianapois,

Ind.

PACKARD—Will dis ose of my

_ new 1913 6-cylinder, ~passenger

touring car at a bargain if taken immedi

ately. Address H. M. \VALLIS, JR.,‘

Racine, \Vis.

SURPLUS STOCK BOUGHT

Cars, Bodies, Tops, Tires, etc.

Cash transactions. Quick business. ;

20TH CENTURY CO., 1700 B'way, N. Y. C.

FOR SALE—I908 \‘Vinton touring car, 7- i

I

_________________..-~

Haynes 7-passenger car, _magflt'

to, fully equipped, electric lighti

Newtone horn, etc., $500. Would trade it);

automobile supplies or small runabout. 150

11.7

  

_passenger, good running order, fully

equipped; price $400. Address BOX 230,

.:;e'i‘L~7/'‘;'“‘~r

Bushwick Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Motor World. 1 e ~‘Re- L M if e i'siew fl ~ "f

T T ' , TWO expert mechanics will call and 8"”

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Several f estimate to overhaul or adlflSt “53";

good “SUI motorcycles. VVOLKE 1 you own garage. Address E. BELTZ,2 i!

CYCLE COMPANY, Louisville, Ky. = Belmont Ave., Bronx. k’w
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portunity to appeal to an audiencfi i,

 

of 8,000 readers whose merchan' likh
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An ad. like this

will cost you 60c.

for each insertion.

Idising taste is being cultivath It.
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I E CYLINDERS reground,
UTOMOB L fitted. Garage

11 w istons and rings

air cohiprgssors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO.. Manchester, N. H.

ARTNER WANTED—Successful owner

of two California garages finds that the

great growth of his business necess|tates

the securing of responsible assistance. Is

willing to sell interest to active, enthusiastic

man of ability, this partner to be either

a machinist or competent accountant and

  

as important as his ability. Unusual oppor

{\lcplif'd. Address BOX 229, care Motor

or .

  

7-PASSENGER Franklin, 6 cylinders.

Cost $4,250. Séilendid condition, $1,000.

(ROND MOTOR 0., 1615 Grand, Kansas

ity. Mo.

55,-” GARAGE, best equipment in State, 46

storage cars, good repair and supply

  

fig". business. best location in Essex County,

l. ggod agency, long lease, low rent, for sale,

...4 .000 for stock. machinery, etc. Address

",. P. 0. BOX 93, East Orange, N. ,I.

or T

w.- FOR SALE OR TRADE—Farm of 120

acres, good black loam, well located on

stone roads,_ all In cultivation; will exchange

for garage in Ill. or Ind. What have you?

E. BROOKS. 427 W. Marietta, Decatur,

r-‘J PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

Li A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

. faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

_, 3,. and supply dealer for it.

,al- The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus. 0

  

  

buyer. Partner's investment not considered 1

‘ water stains and grease spots.
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BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

\ tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machmery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway, N. j.

N. E. AUTO LIST AND TOURIST.

Includes weekly list of all N. E. Auto

Owners, Garages, Dealers. etc, with maps,

selected N. E. routes and motor news.

$10.00 yearly. 138 Pearl St., Boston.

PEERLESS LINING DYE.

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black. uniform color, covering up

Does not

wash off. Ask your garage and supply

dealer.

‘ The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

LOZIER Type H 4-cylinder touring car.

Absolutely new. Demountables. Reg

ular guarantee and equipment. Cost, $5,000

Make cash offer. 1012 N. Grand Ave., St.

‘ Louis. Mo.

AKING JAPAN. _

Bakes either to a high gloss fimsh,_ egg~

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. \Vill 20k crlacla, clhip or peel.

A k our garage an supp y ea er.
Tlsie yColumbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

PEERLESBS EXTRA FINE BLACK
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ARE YOU in need of any additional he]

in any dc artmcnt of your business

Are you out 0 employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor \Vorld. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. AdVertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it IS desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

D 3 SING.

Softens the leather and will not crack.

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look like

new. Dries ll'l twenty minutes. Ask your

garage or supply dealer

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, Ov

ARAGE WITH MACHINE SHOP and

'lrvmg apartments, all through complete

equipped andup to date, for rent or for sale,

in fast growrng town, on main street. on

Long Island. 30 miles from New York.

Owner going out of the business. Price rea

sonable. KAPPERTZ, Farmingdale, L. I.

Tel. 21 j.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

. APAN.

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps, radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

COLE, Model DD 1912. seven-passenger,

fully equipped, top, windshield, speedo

meter, two cxtra casings, inner tubes, elec

tric lights, etc. Car has run less than 6,000

miles; good as new. Special reason for sell

ing. Price. $1,100, F. O. B. Indiangpolla.

Guaranteed as represented. P. 0. BO 596,

Indianapolis, Ind.

7” IR PARTS.DRAGON REPA hand all re

we manufacture and keep on \Ve make a

. ars.pair parts for the Dragoif; inachma PHIL_

’ t frc airing th
Ridiiiiiiiriim pMACHINE WORKS, 67

Laurel St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

- wners, etc., of any State.

AIJS'i‘(I)rl.LIC§\TIQSROLL. JR.. Albany, N. .

he-- fi st-class_ man to take t

AN’IiIIEDfoiiAthi; latest mventrotplonhgl:

k fig; ru)l>bcr cover for autopspl raerficw

iil: cealled SteercangvarllcieFfing E. 800])

r)R II'IOSE AND PACKING

St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

7 ' h clutch,
H .P. motor wrt' _

THOMAS ,60n P113056, hlgh tensigndrlréaag‘

transmISSIO - "or, for 5a ERT ,

Strombcrg bar ain KAPP

Te', 21 e r

. ah"!cry Car
ccls fiftgjlgush intereztsd
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Mack 7-ton truck

Equipped with

Hess-Bright Ball Bearings

throughout transmission

 
  

Hess-Bright Accuracy

.\_\ and its. Reasons

\

We have frequently mentioned the necessity of extreme hardness of balls and

races in order .to secure durability in a ball bearing. Hess-Bright balls are file-hard.

We have mentioned also the need of toughness in order that balls and races so

hard shall not break from shock or from the strain due to hardening. Two weeks

ago we gave some instances which showed the wonderful toughness of Hess-Bright

balls.

Such hardness and toughness necessitate exceeding accuracy in size and form,

else one ball will bear alone the load that it should divide with its neighbors.

Even the hardest material is not wholly incompressible. Let us suppose a ball to

compress 440,000 of an inch under its normal load. It is clear that, unless the vari

ation in size between this ball and its mates is considerably less than 440,000 of an

inch, some of the balls will carry less than their share of the load, and the overloaded

balls will wear out too rapidly. The life of a bearing is the life of its most heavily

loaded ball. ‘ I

The limit Oi’ variation of the balls in a Hess-Bright bearing is l-10,000 of an inch.

This limit was not adopted as a talking point, but as a necessity. Without such close

limits of error, the users of Hess-Bright Ball Bearings could not enjoy the durability

to which they are entitled, and which has made Hess-Brights the standard of quality

in ball bearings the world over.

“153S "BRIGHT BALI. BEARINGS
Built for Enduranoe

THE HESS-BRIGHT

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

59 East Erie Avenue 0

Philadelphia, Pa.

0
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A

Shows

The First Pertect Starter
 

' For 1913, we oiier the Automobilists of Amer

ica the Electric Disco Starter.

This is, we believe, the first and only perfect

Starter, and for that reason you should he sure

to see it and inspect it at the Automobile Shows.

In the Electric Disco. you’ll see :1 Starter that

actually SPINS the motor.

I It doesn’t merely turn over the engine or crank

it. By pressing a button, the engine instantly

begins to SPIN.

It turns the engine at from 110 to 150 revolu

tions per minute.

The
not only starts the car but supplies an abundance

0i electric lighting power for all lamps. act

It consists essentially of a small. Eongpme

Motor, a Generator af approxrmately t e

size and a Storage Battery.

The Generator produces

Starting and Lighting any car.

ample current for

January ll-20

w York Show. .
:i lilllecflizlliimigo Show, February

, itooTlI 26" MM“

Boon!

'l‘hat's 50 per Cont. faster than any other

Starter.

And it's so fast that no matter how large or

how Cold your engine may be. it sucks up and

vaporizes the gasoline so that the car is under

\\'a_\' a moment after pressing the button.

Even though the Electric Disco costs more

than any other, leading auto makers are glad to

build it into their cars. They are delighted at

lit-ing able to secure a really dependable Starter.

[\Sk for it.

“Electric” Disco
,l‘he entire System is a marvel of efficiency and

simplicity.

Don't fail to 5

Shows. ‘

We promise y

Remember, a g

davs unless it has an :1

cc the Electric Disco at the

ne Sensation.

n’t a good car nowa

ly reliable Starter.

on a genui

00d car is

bsolute

so“ squgrc Garden.

149-150. Coliseum Annex.
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NEW YORK—1700 Broadway

NEW YORK—212414 West 88th St.

JERSEY CITY—“1-143 “organ St. KANSAS CITY—1524 Grand Ave. N H B tt wooas Garage

INDIANAPOLIS, 1ND.—448-450 N, Capitol Blvd. WOODS, . .— re on

  

Why should YOU pay for equipment

that rightly belong_s on the car YOU sell?

How often have YOU consented to a demanded piece of equipment to be paid for at your

own expense rather than have a dissatisfied customer?

You no more overstep your rights in insisting that the manufacturer YOU represent fly

equip his cars at the factory—than do your customers who have learned that certain equipment

belongs on every car, to be looked for and demanded.

Thousands of cars come from their factories equipped with the Truffault-Hartford Shock

Absorbers in response to a strong, broad, ever-growing demand from car buyers.

Twenty-seven car manufacturers hold that it is essential to complete comfort, safety, and

economy—consequently to the very reputation of their product. And they protect their dealers'

interests by including it as standard equipment.

YOU are entitled to this consideration from YOUR manufacturer and the right kind of in

sistence gets it.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION C0. 164FB.:;°rS!ireet Jersey City, N. J.

EDW. V. HARTFORD, President

BRANCHES:

BOSTON—319425 Columbus Ave. NEWARK-289 Halsey St. _

CHICAGO—1458 Michigan Ave. PHILADELPHIA—1437 Vine St.

DETROIT—803 Woodward Ave. ASBURY PARK—Ocean and 3rd Aves

BRETTON
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DEAEDES

Be Sure Your Cars Ae ‘

EQUIEETPE

  

  
  

' ' ' f 7f

tul.__a.‘._m1 'J'

The World Moves Easier

When Mounted On

  

  

DEALERS

Bearings of

  

  

Are the Cars

Recognized ‘ You " ' '

Worth are ' Represent

Ear Marks of Ell-Virgo a

Car Quality Equiptied?

. m‘ligsa 7 .

Year by year more conservative cit manufacturers are backing their belief in LLV. super-quality by using

these hearings on their entire outputs._‘

.7» Dealers who are inveitjgating the ball bearing situation can assure themselves that ILL-V. Ball Bearings must

it; measure up to the highest standards of unliormity of materials. structural perfectton and accuracy of workmanship.

In reachlng and holding to these standards. the R. l. V. Company maintain chemical_ and physical laboratories

where every ball. retainer and raceway undergoes inspection from start to completion and where quality of

material is proved from raw to finished product. 1 .

Get the (acts that prove our contention that R. LV. Ball Bearings are accurate. durable and almost frictionless.

The", recommend themrmorc! Boast of them as equipment on the can you sell.

' R. t. v. COMPANY, 1771 Broadway, New York
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Abbott Motor Co.... ...... .. r48 leaders We “mks ---- -- m

Adams-Lancia Co.. .. . . . . . . .. 119 Federal Rubber Mfg- CO - ' - ' - '

Adamson Mfg. Co... . . . . , . . .. 144 F. I. A. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 146
Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co. . . . 147 Firestone Tire 8: Rubber C0“- 152

American Ball Bearing Co...... 70 Fisk Rubber ,0. . . . . . . . . . . . .- 143

American Kushion Kore Tire Ford Motor Co. . . . . . . . . 143

(‘0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 95 Franklin Automobile Co....66. 67

Ame-e Motor Car Co-------- .. 14$ Fulton-McCutchan Ca...... .. m

20 .. Argo Electric Vehicle Co..... 147

00 a Afr-flier Kent Mfg. Works.... 106

(rm ~n1 d . w. . ‘ \ x Amomobiie Surme Mi . Co... 72
tel c u e! chassis rth dnverascar. lamps air‘d toblsélbglyeegu) AUlO Parts Mfg. Co. . . . . . .. 140 G

DOnyt be _ _ . \. ’1‘ i 15 G. C. A. Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 146

SR ' - " ' ~ ‘

good truck b “shed With only a modeigtely gum"? Jre- G- Walker . . . . . . .. 100

m0 ’ “t Set the best you can for, on 'I , B (’OUdW‘" Ti" 8‘ Rubi)" C°--- 1‘7

'li‘ley' y r " _ Badger Brass Mfg Co ' 141 (qram'Lees Mashine coi I I ' l I h “7

hfi v 'i ' Bantam Anti-F ' -' 'l'flssmnt‘l Co.. Emil... . 143

En _ ‘ i ,7 ~ _: , rrction can“ ‘ . _ - . . . ..

greater Villas 3:16 To" Truck attords infinitely - > EM“ WY & Miner)... Gm“ Mm“ Lamp 60 ------ -- 148

. an an ' - i c": Am" Ilnwort C ,detailed compflrison YfQ'UCk In its class, A 1% goscri Magneto Co ° ----- .... Wit _ “i arse t i ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
convince you of th-s f other trucks wrll . Brandrerihiijiiai'c"""""" " “8 H

'I‘hc Seldc T k act. - “remap-“inst”I Lj‘éhg-nC-unlib. 108 Hartford Susncnsiml Co"

. ll [Us i‘ Brat C - O... , I“ I .d I
6 _ l 0-. . 5" ~ . "51 C from cuter

is the Product of skillful any structure WlllCh @- Broc .Electrijc vehiiienélf'sz' '83 iimrs'ibiomr C“ CO""" " “5

1 ' - com - r Budd ' ~ 143 “Ye-5 ‘fg- C ' -

8 built With a lar e f ’ Petent engineers BurialMés- ten-Edie. G.... .. 131 Haynes Auwm°'. """ '3

words, the Seld g aCtOr Of Safety In 0th ’ a Bu.h inglecc‘i‘c Vehicle Co.,“ m Hazard Mmor 5°------ ~ 143- ' ‘ - 0.... __ ‘ t - 0- . . . . . _.

structural weak en Truck rs built Without er is Hi iiiiii H HS :02“)? Gram I:

‘ [legs - an r. 0 cc H C ‘ ' . - . ..

_' the grasses and st 5.5, and 18 made to withsta ()1, C - "out: Cow £803“ """""" ~91”

with , _ rams of hard n Hupp Motor C - > - - - . . . . . .. 144out anUr O iconstant Ser ' Carlercar Co H a" R 3" C0- - - - . . . . ,, 126

H Y r undUe Wear Vice century Elena"; - - - - . . , _ _ _ _ I33 Hy on!!! Bearing Co_ _ _ _ . H 63

"3 It 0 Chicago Electri~ Mar C°"'~- 62 OM w°°dfl°°k - - - - . . . . . . .. 140

.; Can be champio “ 0"" (To.,,_ "4
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REMEMBER

q We make greases and soaps

and they are just as good quality

as our oils.

1]] MONOGRAM Yellow Cup

and Gear Greases are made in all

weights.

ll] MONOGRAM Graphite

Greases—similar to our Yellow

Greases except with the addition

of chemically pure graphite.

1]] MONOGRAM Non-Liquid

Oil—is a spongy, fibrous grease

made in four weights.

1] MONOGRAM Automobile

Soap -— is a pure linseed oil

product.

(i MONOGRAM Hand Cleaner

—removes grease, oil and other

stains—will not injure the hands.

1] All put up in lithographed

metal packages, kegs, 1/2 barrels

and barrels.

1 post card rrquert will bring ans

afourjmim'ature can paprr 'ZL't’llf/IIJ'

NEW YORll LUBRICATING 01L C0.

Consolidated with

Columbia Lubricants Co. of N. Y.

11615er Street, New York City

BRANCHES AT NE\VARK. BOSTON. CHICAGO,

CLEVELAND, PHILADELPHIA, SEATTLE,

SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES, SPOKANE,

LONDON, ENGLAND; JOHANNES'BL'RG, SO.
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$985
Complete/y Complete?

Eguz'mfiea’ Equippe

  

High-Priced Feature No. 11

Every operation on every part and every assembly of parts of an

Overland Model 69T is rigidly inspected at each step in the progress

of the car’s creation. , i i 1.1"!

After the parts are thoroughly completed and machined ready for

assembly they are tested:—

To determine physical properties pertaining to tensile strength,

elasticity, hardness, ductility, size, shape, singularity, etc

All gears are tested not only for dimensions, but also as to bores

and centers. Each single cylinder is accurately gauged, thus assur

ing interchangeability.

Every camshaft is tested out by means of more special testing

equipment. And so it is with every part which goes in the Model 69T.

Such high priced workmanship is available in the 69T for $985——

Only because we make 40,000 a year.

Let us mail you some interesting literature. Please address Dept.

50' l L - II.

The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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REDRGANIZED U. S. MOTOR ASSUMES

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, January 16,

AMALGAMATION OF BOARD OF TRADE

1913 No.4

MAXWELL NAME; ADDS $6,000,000 , AND N.A.A. M. NEAR CONSUMMATION

Standard, Name First Chosen, Found to Conflict wtth

Titles of Many Other Companies—Accepted Bid

Nets $7,693,000—Flanders Cars to Become

Maxwells—Columbias Discontinued. ,

Not the $31,000,000 Standard Motor Co.

but the Maxwell Motor Co., capitalized at

$37,000,000, will succeed the United States

Motor Co. It was found that the name first

selected conflicted with the titles of exist

ing corporations in other States, and the

name Standard, therefore, could not be em

PlOYed. The Delaware charter. however,

will be retained.

Also. the Maxwell and the Stoddard-Day

t0n cars will be the only ones of which the

manufacture will be continued by the new

company. Even the Flanders “sixes” which

will be acquired when the deal for the Flan

ders Motor Co., of Detroit, is formally rati

fied. will lose their identity and become

Maxwells. The Columbia, Brush and all

other cars. as Motor World exclusively

stated, will be discontinued.

The sale of the assets of the United States

States Motor Co. and its subsidiaries was

aDtlroved by Judge Hough in the United

States District Court on Friday last, 10th

inst. when he accepted the alternative offer

of the only bidders, H. G. Holt and William

McAllister, In, representing the reorganiza—

tion committee, the alternative bid being

on a percentage basis. The first bid was in

the nature of an offer of a lump sum of

57080000. from which certain expenses of

the receivership, which was instituted Sep

tember 14th last, must have been met. On

ll“ Percentage basis, the offer—which was

accepted—was 32% per cent. of its liabili

ties for the United States Motor Co.; 24

per cent. for the Alden Sampson Mfg. Co.;

33 per cent. for the Brush Runabout Co.; 91

Per cent. for the Columbia Motor Car C0.;

39 P" cent. for the Dayton Motor Car Co‘.

I

and 60 per cent. for the Maxwell-Briscoe

Motor Co.

On this basis, the amount paid for the

several properties foots up $7,693.080 ,as fol

lows:

  

Company. Liabilities Assets. Per Cent.

U. S. Motor . . . . . $12,800,000 $4,590,724 $4,160,000

Alden Sampson .. 1,133,020 308,238 271,924

Brush Runabout. . 1,081,146 409.842 248.663

Columbia Motor. . 410,940 452,439 392,155

Dayton Motor. . . . 2,653,633 1.125.504 1,038,086

Maxwell-Briscoe . 2,637,088 1,590,83l 1.582.252

$20,735,827 $8,477,628 $7.693,080

Henry \\'ollman, the attorney who repre

sented the Lyons-Atlas Engine Works, of

Indianapolis. and who protested against the

(Continued on page 6.)

Nonpareil Goes into Electric Horns.

The Nonpareil Horn Mfg. Co., of New

York. which has been one of the large fac

tors in the bulb horn industry, has seen a

light and, having seen it. is preparing to

cut a figure in the electric horn business

also. To that end it has acquired the East

ern representation of the Cubit $3 vibrator

horn, made by the Kosmak Electrical Co.,

of Jersey City. The transaction carries with

it an order for 100,000 Cubit horns.

Bid of $56,000 for Halladay Assets.

At the trustees' sale on Tuesday last, 14th

inst., of the assets of the Streator Motor

Car Co. of Streator, Ill., maker of the Hal

laday car. the Merchants' Realization Co.

of Chicago offered $56000 for the finished

cars and parts on hand and the machinery.

The purchase. however, does not include the

factory buildings nor any part of the real

estate.

Board of Trade Gives Definite Approval and N. A. A. M.

is Also Committed—Automobile Chamber of Com

merce to be Title of New Body—Board of

Trade Re-elects Clifton for Ninth Time.

After more than a year of negotiations

between committees representing the re

spective organizations, the amalgamation

of the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers and the Automobile Board

of Trade has reached the point where its

consummation is beyond shadow of doubt.

Since the movement first took form in the

appointment of conference committees,

there has been small question that ultimate

ly the consolidation would be brought

about, as it was known that the sentiment

of both associations favored it, but the get

ting together on a mutually satisfactory

basis proved far more difficult than ap—

peared on the surface.

The conference committees—Messrs.

Waldon, Bennett and Pope, representing

the N. A. A. M., and Messrs. Hanch. Davis

and Kittredgc, representing the A. B. T.—

have held a number of meetings, formal and

otherwise,‘during the year, but it was not

until two months ago that the more serious

obstacles were removed and amalgamation

practically assured. It was made certain on

Tuesday last, 14th inst. at the annual meet

ing of the Board of Trade. when. by a unan

imous vote, that body approved the {team

mendations of its committee and placed

itself on record as favoring the creation of

a new organization to be known as the

Automobile Chamber of Commerce.

The amalgamation plan is now being

presented by mail to the members of

the N. A. A. M., whose ratification of it

already is assured, the entire executive com

mittee speaking for itself and for the men].

bers of the N. A. A. M., already having

agreed to the conditions.

\usu
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The plans provide that the Chamber of

Commerce, which will be incorporated un

der the laws of New York, shall take over

all assets of both organizations, which in

cludes the Associated Patents Co. controlled

_by the Board of Trade.

The membership scale will be the same as

now prevails in the Board of Trade: i. e.,

one-tenth of one per cent. of the wholesale

price of the cars produced each year, all

profits derived from shows being rebated

pro rata to the members. The member

ship dues was one of the knots which re

quired considerable time to unravel. The

X. A. A. M. fee is but $25 per year, but the

receipts from the shows are retained in the

treasury, and those who favored the Board

of Trade plan. and who finally prevailed,

maintained that it is undesirable to bank up

a lot of idle money.

When the amalgamation formally is con—

summated, the Chamber of Commerce will

have a membership of 110. Practically all

of the members of the Board of Trade are

already members of the National Associa

tion; in fact, they have dominated its affairs

for many years past. '

At Tuesday's meeting of the Board of

Trade, Charles Clifton, 0f the Pierce-Arrow

Motor Car Co., for the ninth time was re

elected president, all of the other incum

bent officers also being retained, as follows:

Vice-president, C. C. Hanch, Nordyke &

Marmon Co.; secretary, R. D. Chapin. Hud

son Motor Car Co.; treasurer, George

Pope, Pope Mfg. Co. These ofiicers and

S. T. Davis. Jr., Loeomobile Co. of Amer

ica, and Hugh Chalmers, Chalmers Motor

Co., constitute the board of directors. H.

A. Bonnell was retained as general mana~

ger.

New Empire Incorporates for Million.

The Empire Tire & Rubber Co., of Tren

ton, N. J., which grew out of the consolida

tion of the Empire Tire Co. and the Em

pire Rubber Mfg. Co., has been incor

porated under the laws of New Jersey with

a capitalization of $1,000,000, consisting of

$500,000 preferred and the same amount of

common stock. The old companies were

incorporated at $250000 each, all common

stock. and the new common is divided

among the holders of the old stock on a

share-for-share basis. The preferred is held

largely by members of the new company.

C. Edward Murray, the treasurer and gen

eral manager, holding a block of nearly

$200000. The other ofi‘icers are: President.

C. H. Baker, former president of the Em

pire Rubber Mfg. Co.; vice-president, J.

Cornell Murray; secretary, A. Boyd Cor

nell. former secretary of both companies.

C. Edward Murray was treasurer of both

companies and he now will combine those

duties with the general management.

REORGANIZED U. S. MOTOR

ASSUMES MAXWELL NAME

(Continued from page S.)
 

acceptance of the bids when they first were

submitted to the court on the 8th inst., re

newed his objection at the later hearing. He

repeated his opinion that even the percent

age offer was insufiicient and pointed out

that the reorganizers were about to issue

$31,000,000 of stock against property which

it had purchased for about $7,000,000, plus

$3,000,000 in cash. He also drew attention

to the fact that real estate carried at $7,

850,000 had been appraised by the receivers

at only $2,600,000.

Judge Hough remarked that the condition

of the corporation was one of the most

peculiar and involved with which he ever

had to do, because of the inter-relations of

the various companies and the cross-claims

growing out of the two-name notes which

had been issued.

Attorney Wollman asked the court to di

rect the reorganizers to bid at least as high

as the appraisers' price, $8,427,000. Judge

Hough, however, refused to do so, and final

ly ordered the acceptance of the percentage

bid. but he remarked that if he had reason

to believe that the creditors who had as

sented to the reorganization plan would

benefit to a greater degree than the non

assenting creditors he would reject the bid.

He, however. thought that no such reason

existed, stating as his conviction that the

percentages quoted by the bidders repre

sented the extreme gross value of any given

claim. Attorney Wollman subsided and, al

though he at one time had intimated that he

might apply for an injunction restraining

the transfer of the property, be since has

decided to permit things to take their

course. Judge Hough set January 29th as

the date for the consideration of the distri

bution of the assets of the company.

The property acquired by the reorgan

izers comprises the Maxwell-Briscoe plants

in Auburn, R. I., Tarrytown, N. Y., and

Newcastle. Ind.; the Brush and Alden

Sampson plants in Detroit; the Stoddard

Dayton factory in Dayton, 0., and the

Columbia plant at Hartford. Conn.

After the readjustment is completed, the

originally contemplated capitalization, $31,

000,000, will be increased to $37,000,000 to

pay for the Flanders Motor Co. when it is

formally taken over. The transaction will

be purely in the nature of a stock deal.

It is certain that not all of the plants ac

quired will be continued, and among those

whose future is shrouded in doubt is the

Columbia plant in Hartford. The Maxwell

plant in New Castle, hid. it is stated, will

be converted into a parts replacement plant

—that is. it will be devoted solely to the

manufacture of spare parts for all of the

many cars which were produced by the

United States Motor Co.

As is already known, the officers of the

new Maxwell Motor Co. will be Walter E.

Flanders. president and general manager;

\\'illiam F. McGuire, first vice-president

and aSsistant general manager; Carl Tucker,

second vice-president and treasurer; M. B.

Anthony, comptroller.

Flanders, as is well known, is the head of

the Flanders Motor Co., in which he was

joined several months since by McGuire,

who previously was production manager for

the Ford Motor Co.; Carl Tucker, the treas

urer, is a relative of Anthony N. Brady, the

New York financier, who was as deeply in

terested in the old company as he is in the

new one; M. B. Anthony, the comptroller,

is a former member of a firm of chartered

accountants. All save the treasurer, who

will remain in New York, will be located

in Detroit, to which city the headquarters

of the big company already have been re

moved.

According to the terms of the reorganiza

tion plan, the merchandise and banking

creditors will receive 25 per cent. in cash

and 25 per cent. first preferred, 25 per cent

in second preferred and 15 per cent. com

mon stock, a total of 90 per cent. The hold

ers of preferred stock will receive 24 per

cent. in first preferred shares, 25 per cent

second preferred and 30 per cent. common.

a total of 77 per cent. Holders of common

stock will receive 24 per cent. in first pre

ferred, 17% per cent. second preferred and

30 per cent. common, a total of 71% per

cent.

The holders of the $6,161,000 debentureS

will receive 50 per cent. in first preferred.

50 per cent. in second preferred and 40

per cent. in common, which makes a total

of 140 per cent.

On the basis of the bid accepted by the

Court, an attorney for one of the largsst

creditors of the United States Motor CO

estim-ates that the 90 per cent. settlement

will be equivalent to about $49 in real

money on each $100 merchandise claim, the

amount figuring out as follows:

$25 in cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$25.00

$25 1st pref. at 60% . . . . . . . . .. 15.00

$25 2nd pref at 30% . . . . . . .. 7.30

$15 common at 7% . . . . . . . . .. 1.50

$970 $49.00
 

Hughes to Manage Buick Sales Abroad.

Herbert Hughes, for the past six Years

with the Packard Motor Car Co., has trans

ferred his allegiance to the Buick Motor

Co. and will assume charge of its Europe?-n

sales. He will sail from New York to Lon

don on January 22nd. As Hughes had two

years’ experience as manager of Packard

sales in Paris. he is no stranger to 1115

duties.
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SPEEDOMETER PROFITS FOR

FOUR YEARS EXCEED $801,000

Figures Brought Out by Offer of

Stewart-Warner Stock to Public

—Cornbined Assets Total

$1,750,000.

Having completed all of the requirements,

White, Weld & Co. are offering for sale 7

per cent. cumulative preferred stock of the

Stewart-\N'arner Speedometer Corporation,

which only last month took over the prop

erties of the Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co. in

Chicago and the Warner Instrument Co. of

Beloit, Wis. It is offered at par and ac

crued dividends and is redeemable three

years after issue as a whole or in part at 110

and accrued dividends.

The total capitalization of the Stewart

Warner Speedometer Corporation is $11,

000,000, of which $10,000,000 is represented

by common shares. Only the preferred,

however, is being offered for public sub

scription. It is preferred both as to assets

and dividends, the latter of which are pay

able quarterly.

The conditions provide that no further is

sue of preferred stock may be made with—

out the consent of the holders of at least the

maiority of the outstanding preferred, and

that no mortgage may be placed on the

property without the approval of the hold

ers of at least 75 per cent. of preferred stock

outstanding, such approval, however, not

being necessary for the issue of debenture

bonds.

If the corporation sells or otherwise dis

Poses of any of its substantial manufactur

ing plants the proceeds of the sale must be

applied to the redemption of as much of the

Preferred stock as possible. Also it must

pay into the sinking fund on or before De

cember 3lst next the sum of $65,000, and

semi-annually thereafter the sum of $32,000.

The money paid into the sinking fund will

be used for the redemption of the preferred

st0ck at or under $110 per share and ac

crued dividends, the redemption to be made

by invited sealed offers from all preferred

Stockholders, the lowest offering, of course,

to be accepted.

The preferred stock has equal voting

power with the common stock, but the can

\ificate of incorporation provides that no

dividends shall be paid on the common

which shall reduce the amount of the net

quick assets below 80 per cent. of the par

value of the outstanding preferred.

According to the report of the certified

accountants, the combined net earnings of

the Stewart 8: Clark and Warner companies

for the four years ending October 3lst last

averaged more than $801,000 per year, thc

earnings each year being as shown by the

following table:

100U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5585.000

1010 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 825,000

1911 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 870,000

1912 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 925,000

It is estimated that as a result of the

settlement of the patent litigation between

the two companies, the earnings for the

calendar year of 1913 will be in excess of

31.100000. The combined net tangible as

sets of the two companies on October Slst

last were in excess of $1,750,000, no allow

ance being made for goodwill or the pat

ents, which it is believed dominate the pro

duction of speedometers employing the

magnetic principle. On the same date, the

combined net quick assots were in excess

of $850,000.

The Stewart-W'arner Speedometer Cor

poration has no bonded debt and all of its

property is free from mortgage.

Keeton Acquires a Plant in Detroit.

The Kceton Motor Car Co. has purchased

four buildings. comprising the former Oli

ver Motor Car plant and occupying about

1% acres, at Beckinbridge street and Law

ton avenue, Detroit, of which immediate

possession was taken. The business offices

already have been moved to the new loca

tion, and it is expected that before the end

of the month the factory itself will be in

operation. Three of the buildings are 220

x 80 feet each and the fourth 140 x 80 feet;

a fifth, 220 x 80 feet, will be erected at once.

Temporarily, the Keeton car has been pro

duced in a plant located in the city of Wy

andotte, Mich.

Briscoe's New Car Assuming Shape.

Benjamin Briscoe, former president of

the United States Motor Co. and the Max

well—Briscoe Motor Co., who is now in

Paris developing a low-priced touring car

with the aid of a corps of European experts,

expects to return to America during May

next, when the plans of his new company

and the details of the car itself will be an

nounced. He predicts that the newcomer

“will revolutionize present motor car values

for a car of first quality at a remarkably low

price."

Ford Repudiatea a Silly Rumor.

Although it was so silly as to cause won

der that it ever was put into print, a report

that the Standard Oil Co. had purchased

the Ford Motor Co. of Detroit aroused such

extensive inquiry that the Ford company

has been compelled to issue a sweeping de

nial, as was to have been expected. Not

only was there no truth in the report, but

there have been no negotiations with Stan

dard Oil people, or with anyone else. for

the sale of all or any part of the Ford com

pany or its stock.

$14,000,000 [3 10m 0r

PACKAltll’S_l9_12 BUSINESS

Gain Over Volume of Sales for 1911

is $3,000,000—Gr0ss Earnings Ex

ceed $3,000,000—Heroic Action

Reduces the Surplus.

During the fiscal year which ended Au

gust 31, 1912, according to the financial re

port which just has been made public, the

gross sales of the Packard Motor Car Co.

of Detroit, Mich., including commercial ve

hicles, amounted to $14,613,05727, as against

$11,624,588.37 during the previous twelve

month. The gross earnings for 1912 were

$3,412,862.05 and the net $2,182,376.20, there

having been charged of? for depreciation on

buildings, machinery, tools and develop

ments the sum of $1,230,485.85. The depre

ciation account for the previous year aggre

gated $572,001.37.

Despite‘thc greatly increased sales and

earnings, the surplus of the Packard com

pany was reduced from $2,984,021.81 to $1,

198,783.82. It is partly accounted for by the

increased sum charged to depreciation. but

more particularly by the sum of $3,274,~

958.89, which had been carried on the books

for “rights, privileges, franchises, develop

ments, patents, etc.," and which was cut to

the nominal sum of $1 by heroic decision

of the board of directors. Similarly $342,

656.30 was deducted “to adjust books to in~

ventory taken December 31, 1911."

Although the company has regularly met

the dividends on its preferred stock issue of

$5,000,000, no dividends on common stock

have been paid for the last three years, all

of the Packard earnings in excess of the

preferred stock dividend going into the cap

ital account. In his report to the stock

holders, however, Henry B. Joy, president

of the company, says he “feels confident

that the current year will see the resump

tion of payments of a small dividend rate

on the common stock,” but he adds that the

“largest share of the earnings must be,

however, added to the working capital to

meet added requirements of increased v01»

time of business."

The total receipts during the fiscal year

amounted to $17.328,472.51 and the total dis

bursements to $6,464,930.09. On August

31, 1912, the cash on hand amounted to $1,

030,513.95. as against $106,971.53 on the same

date of the previous year.

The total resources aggregated $14,663,

29886. which compares with $16,110,756.28 at

the same period in 1911.

The current assets increased from $1.160,

474.71 to $2,493,999.46, the greater portion

being accounted for by the increased cash

on hand and by vehicles in transit to deal
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ers and branches, the former representing a

valuation of $340,090.27 and lhe latter $672,

136.23, as against $372,712.30 and 5352.97393,

respectively. at the same period of the year

1911.

The liabilities, including reserves and sur

plus, equal the resources. the chief item

'being comprised of the capital stock, $10.

000.000. and $2,000,000 of five-year deben

ture notes which were issued at the begin

ning of the fiscal year for the purpose of

funding the floating debt. The issue au

thorized was $3,000,000. but $1,000,000 is

held in reserve in the treasury. President

Joy remarks, however, that “our inventory

is increasing on account of greater volume

of business which necessarily limits our

margin of free cash and we. therefore. may

be borrowers again during the year."

The detailed report of the treasurer,

Philip H. McMillan, is as follows:

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET
V' Resources:

Plant——

Real Estate (at cost). $285,312.49

Buildings . . . . . . . . . . ., 2,084,865.81"

Machinery . . . . . . . . . .. 1,145,381.22“

'13 uipment- —- Boilers,

ngines, Generators,

Motors, Elevators,

“ .Shafting, etc. . . . . .. 1,041,459.64“

Fixtures . . . . . . . . . . . .. 245.756.15‘

ill" ' o_ s . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 250,000.00'

, Paid on New Buildings

at min Progress . . . . . . . .' 30,803.34

Development -— Draw

ings,'Pattei-ns, Mod

“ i els, etc. . . . . . . . .. 138,000.00‘

'Ri g h t s , Privileges,

, , Franchises and In

ventions . . . . . . . . . .. ‘l' '

. . ———-— $5,221,579.65

Investment in Branch Houses . . . . . . .. 1,446,079.02

Investment Account——

41 Bond's C. 8: N. W. Ry. Co . . . . .. 38,232.50

Stock Option Contracts with'Employes 112,200.00

Material Stock—

Raw and in Process and Finished

Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,351,217.23

Current Assets

Cash . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,030,513.95 ~
Vehicles in Transit to

Dealers . . . . . . . . . . . . 340,090.27

Vehicles in Transit to

Branches . . . . . . . . . . 672,136.23

Accounts Receivable. . 132,290.80

Bills Receivable. .. . . . 188,095.03

Expense paid in Ad

vance . . . . . . . . . . . .. 130,864.13

-————-— 2,493,990.46

; $14,663,298.B6

I _ Liabilities:

-Ca(pital Stock—

ommon Capital Stock $5,000,000.00

Preferred Capital Stock 5,000,000.00

. _____ $0,000,000.00

Pa ables—

ebenture Notes Due

December 1, 1916... $2,000,000.00

Accounts Payable: In

voices, Accrued Pay

‘Roll, Vouchers not

due, Deposits on Ve

hicle Orders, etc.... ll,75,710.33

-————— 3,175,710.33

Reserves—

Acerued for Interest,

Taxes and Insurance 288,804.71

Surplus—

After deducting all

charges . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,198,783.82

_ - $14,663,298.86

'Depreciation for current year deducted, aggre

gating $1,230,485.85.

'l'Reduced by action of Board of Directors from

$3,274,958.89 to $1.00.

DETAILS OF SURPLUS ACCOUNT.

Surplus at Beginning of

Fiscal Year . . . . . .....

Gross Earnings for Cur

rent \'ear . . . . . . . . . . ..$3,412,B62.0S

$2,984,021.81

Less——

Depreciation on Build

ings, Machinery, Tools

and Development . 1,230,485.85

Net Earnings for Year.. 2,182.376.20

M
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Less—Dividends on Pre

ferred Stock . . . . . . . .. 350,000.00

Net Surplus for Current

\ear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.832.376.20

hlakiriga 'l‘otal Surplus of $4,816,398.01

From which the Board of Directors has

authorized that the following deduc

tions he made:

To reduce the amount at

which “Rights. PI'l\'l<

leges. Franchises, etc."

liiis been carried on the

Looks of the Company

from $3,374,953.89 1.0

1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3,274,957.39

To adjust Books to In

ventory takeii Decem

ber .11, 1911 . . . . . . . . ..
342,056.30 v3,617,614.19

Leaving a Net Surplus at

August .11, 1912

    

$1,198,783.32

Hartz Becomes President of R. C. H.

At the annual meeting of the directors in

Detroit, on Friday last, J. F. Hartz was

elected president and treasurer of the R. C.

H. Corporation. He first entered the com

pany in November last, when he was elected

treasurer. which ofi‘ice he also will retain.

R. C. Hupp, the former president, was elect

ed vice-president, and C. P. Seider, who en

tered the company at the same time as

Hartz. was chosen secretary. These offi

cers and the following constitute the board

of directors: G. \V. Rogers and J. G. Rob

ertson. of Akron. 0.; John Kelsey and

Joseph Clark, of Detroit, Mich.; C. C. Mc

Cuteheon, of Jackson, Mich; G. Jahn. of

New York. Jahn succeeds F. M. Randall,

of Detroit, who resigned.

The new president is the head of the C.

M. Hall Lamp Co., of Detroit, and is in

terested in a number of other Michigan en

terprises. Peyton R. Janney, who became

general manager of the R. C. H. Corpora

tion on January 1st, will continue in that

office. and Fred R. Bump will remain assist

ant general manager.

The R. C. H. Corporation has executed a

mortgage on its property which will ren

der available the sum of $300,000.

Tate to Build Factory for Electrics.

'Tate Electric, Ltd, which was formed

several months ago to produce electric vehi

cles in Walkerville, Ont., has accepted plans

for a factory which will be erected on St.

Luke road; it will comprise a two-story

brick and steel building which will afford

42.000 square feet of floor space. Albert

Kaltschmidt has been engaged as factory

and production manager. The directors of

the company are Henry and N. A. Timmins,

W. Scott Hutchinson, C. E. Archibold and

S. Carsley. of Montreal, and D. A. Dunlap

and A. O. Tate of Toronto.

 

Brown Interests Form Castings Company.

To facilitate their operations, the princi

pals of the Brown Commercial Car Co. of

Peru, Ind.. organized the Peru Castings

Machine Co. and purchased the former plant

of the Otis Elevator Co., in, which the cast

ings will be produced. The main building

of the newly acquired plant is 300 x 88 feet

and is of brick and modern foundry con

struction. It will be under the immediate

direction of J. H. Barbee, mechanical en

gineer, E. E. McCampbell and R. A. Car

ter, who, like Barbee, are practical foundry—

inen from Milwaukee.

Car Exports Gain 30 per Cent. in Value.

The exportation of automobiles from the

United 'States for the month of November

last showed a gain of 24 per cent. in num

ber over the same month of 1911 and a gain

of 30 per cent. in value; the comparative

shipments were: November, 1911, 1,364

cars valued at $1,382.804; November, 1912,

1,089 cars valued at $1,807,066, gains of 325

in number and $424,262 in value. The value

of the parts for these same months, not in

cluding engines and tires, was $214,638 and

$300,655. Of the 1,689 cars exported in the

latter November 31 were commercial vehi

cles, valued at $56,176, an average of $1.812.

The engine exports were: N0vcmbe1'.

1911, 318 engines valued at $38.248; Novem

ber, 1912, 480 engines valued at $92,719. The

total of cars, parts and engines for the fit“

11 months of 1911 was $17,088.692, and for

the same period of 1912, $26,916,574. F4?!

the former period engine figures are avail

able only after July, because of the mfllwd

of keeping statistics in use prior to that

time.

Demory to Interview the Sphinx

A. vR. Demory, second vice-president and

factory manager of the Timken-Detroit

Axle Co., is booked to sail on the Cedric

January let “to consult the Sphinx on 1011'

dencies in axle construction," as one of 1115

associates entertainingly expressed it. After

his interview with the silent sentinel of the

Pyramids he will accompany his wife and

brother-in-law to Naples, Rome and lhe

Riviera. From thence the Timken toui'lits

will proceed to Vienna and Berlin, conclud'

ing their travels with a motor car 1°“

through England.

  

Out of Diamond Into Miller Tires.

H. c. Miller and H. c. Mills. both .Of

whom were long in the service of lhe D13

mond Rubber C0.—the forms!r for 13 yéars'

the latter for eight—have formed the Mme"

Tire Sales Co., of New York, for.fl‘e pur

p0se of handling Miller tires in this Part 3

the country. They will 013611 for busme 3

February lst.

 

Fisk to Locate Branch in Winnipeg-C

On February lst. the Fisk Rubber b:

will open a branch in VVinniPeg- Mama.) a;

at 307 Fort street, which it is profmshe

will be the most complete tire house in 111“,

Dominion. It will be in charge Of R" P

lips.
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Hartford, Conn.——Capitol City Electric

Garage Co., under Connecticut laws; to

operate a garage.

Norwich, Conn.-—Uncas Garage Co.,

under Connecticut laws; authorized capital,

$2.000; to operate a garage.

Harrisburg, Pa.—-Fischer Auto Supply

Co., under Pennsylvania laws; authorized

capital. $5,000; to deal in motor car sup

plies.

Ottawa. Can—League of Canadian Au

operate taxicahs. Corporators—A. L. Jack

son, M. F. Harrison, L. B. Fauver.

Minden, la.—John Ehlcrs & Co., under

Iowa laws; authorized capital, $12,000; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—John

Turk, John F. Reimers, John Ehlers.

Omaha, Nob—Paige Co. of Nebraska,

under Nebraska laws; authorized capital,

$10,000; to deal in motor cars. Corpora

tors—Byron M. Burbank, E. S. Burbank.

Mt. Vernon, \Vash.—Pacific Auto C0..

  

000; to manufacture tires. Corporators—

H. L. Lewman, F. Haunt, \\'. N. Cox, all of

Louisville.

Spokanc, \\'ash.—Spokane Taxicab Sales

Co., under Washington laws; authorized

capital. $10,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—B. B. Riblct, \Valter J. Nichols,

and others.

“'ilmington, Dcl.—Univcrsal Motor Truck

Co., under Delaware laws; authorized capi

tal, $1,200,000; to manufacture motor truek»

EXTENSIVE PLANT OF THE HAYES MFG. CO. IN DETROIT, MICH.

 
 

All Of the buildings, which cover an area of more than four acres, are employed for the manufactur‘ _

struction. A smaller branch factory is maintained in Indianapolis, Ind.

tomobilists. under Ontario laws; authorized

capital. $1,000,000;
to deal in motor cars

and supplies.

Jackson, Mich—McByrne Garage C0"

under Michigan laws; authorized capital,

$11000; to operate a garage. Corporamfs

J. M. Byrne and others.

I Spokane, \\'ash.—F0x Co, under VVash

lngton laws; authorized capital, $1,000,000;

to manufacture spring wheels. Corporatol's

-P. C. Fox and others.

’Richmond, Ky.—Madison Garage, 11nd“

hentucky laws; authorized capital. $2,000;

to operate a garage. Corporators—Roy

Montgomery and others.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Herman Motor C0-

under Ohio laws; authorized capital. $30?

000; to manufacture motor cars. Corpora

tors~CharleS ElSSCIl and others.

Elyria, Ohio—J. & H. Taxicab Co., under

Ohio laws; authorized capital, $2,500; to

 

under Washington laws; authorized capi

tal, $6,000; to deal in motor cars. Corpora

tors—W. J. Stanhopc, Ernest Peterson and

others.

Toledo, Ohio—Kero-Carburetter Co.,

under Ohio 1aw>; authorized capital, $25,

000; to manufacture carburettcrs. Corpora—

tors—M. (l. Rettig, H. C. Lyon, \V. J.

Brunn.

Kansas City, Mo.—Hanna Motor Mfg.

Co., under Missouri laws; authorized capi

tal, $00,000; to manufacture motor cars.

Corporators—John M. Frank, Roy J.

Hanna.

Louisville, Ky.—-Standard Auto Co.,

Kentucky laws; authorized capital, $25,000;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—Geo.

A. Dunham, Clifford L. Aldcrson, J. H. Al

derson.

Louisville, Ky.—Speedway Tire Co., under

Delaware laws; authorized capital, $250,

 

: of sheet metal parts that enter into automobile con

Corporators—H. E. Latter, \V. J. Maloncy.

N. P. Cofiin.

Cleveland, Ohio—Anderson Roller Gear

Co., under Ohio laws; authorized capital.

$100,000; to manufacture gearsets. Cors

porators—F. A. Barker, D. H. Foster, H.

N. Anderson.

Cleveland, Ohio—Forest City Garage Co.,

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $5,000;

to operate a garage. Corporators—Christian

Hertz, Emil C. Hertz, James T. Harding

John \V. \Veld.

New York, N. Y.—Standard Motor Co.,

under Delaware laws; authorized capital,

$31,000,000; to manufacture motor vehicles.

Corporators~D. C. Mulileman, \V. J. Ma

loney, H. E. Latter.

Tacoma, \Vash.—Automobile Supply Co.,

under Washington laws; authorized capi~

tal, $20,000; to deal in motor car supplies.

Corporators-—John \V. Reynolds, Earl C,

Reynolds, and others.
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Suwark, N, j__-I. H. C. Motor Express

Co., under New Jersey laws; authorized

capital, $25,000; to operate a motor deliv

erv. Corporators-J. B. Furl)“, Al F

l):.\'eil, If. C. Herman.

New Haven, Conn—National Garage Co.,

under Connecticut laws; authorizcd capi;

in], $15,000; to operate a garage. Corpora~

tors—Charles W'. Lowe, Gcmaro DeLucia,

Christopher \V. “'hite.

Newark, N. J.—-L'nivcrsal Motor Truck

Co. of New Jersey, under New Jersey laws;

authorized capital, $50,000; to deal in motor

trucks. Corporators—John Kramer, Grace

Cleveland, Pasquale Mauan.

Minneapolis, Minn—Northwestern Oak

land Motor Co., under Minnesota laws; au

thorized capital, $100,000; to deal in motor

cars. Corporators—J. \N. Martin, St. Paul;

M. T. Trow, A. N. Smith, Detroit.

Boston, Mass—Pope Mfg. Co.,

Massachusetts laws; authorized capital, $6,

500,000; to manufacture motor cars. Cor

porators—A. L. Pope, G. Pope. Hartford,

Conn.;' P. Clapp, Lexington. Mass.

Trenton, N. J.-—-Empire Tire & Rubber

Co., under New Jersey laws; authorized

capital, $1,000,000; to manufacture motor

car tires. Corporators—C. H. Baker, C. E.

Murray, J. C. Murray, all of Trenton.

Phillipsburg, N. J.—-Berntson Steel Wheel

Co., under New. Jersey laws; authorized

capital, $100,000: to manufacture wheels.

Corporators—J. Ii. Boatrite, D. H. Brill

hart, F. B. Vanderstucken, all of Bethlehem,

Pa.

under

New Albany Venture to Change Name.

The American Automobile Corporation

of New Albany, Ind.. which acquired the

assets of the more or less famous “clink of

gold" American Automobile Mfg. Co., will

change its name to the Ohio Falls Motor

Car Co., under which title it expects to be

gin active operations. F. Kahler, a New

Albany manufacturer, is now president of

the company, 0. E. South secretary and A.

C. Brock treasurer, the last two men being

former residents of Cincinnati. The nego

tiations looking toward the amalgamation

of the American Automobile Corporation

with the Advance Power Co., of Chicago,

which have been pending for several

months, have been abandoned.

Import of Cars Again Decreases.

November last marked another dr0p in

the importation of cars into this country.

Only 87 cars, of a value of $198,351, were re

ceived, as against 96 cars, valued at $214,~

133, in November, 1911. The shipments for

the first eleven months of 1911 and 1912

were, respectively, $1,871.414 and $1,771.935.

The parts imports for the two Novembers

1911, $30450; 1912. $21,863.“'QI'EI

APPELLATE COURT CONDEMNS

“CHARITY” PRICE CUTTING

v11

Denounces Buffalo “League 5 Scheme

as “a Very Flimsy Device"—Terms

of Klaxon Injunction Are

Enlarged Accordingly.

Charity may cover a multitude of sins,

but the United States Circuit Court of Ap

peals in New York City this week decided

that that form of charity dispensed by the

International Automobile League of Buf

falo, N. Y., in an effort to cut list prices,

constitutes “a severe strain on one’s cred

ulity." Judge Lacombe, who wrote the

opinion of the court, characterized the

"charity" as “a very flimsy device for evad

ing obedience" to an injunction.

The decision was the result of an appeal

filed by the Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co. of

Newark, N. 1., who, in the United States

District Court in Buffalo had obtained an

injunction restraining the "League" from

cutting the price of Klaxon horns. The

Klaxon makers had asked also that the

“League” be restrained from handling Klax

on horns in any way, but that part of its

petition being denied, it appealed to the

higher court, which, while it did not grant

all that Lovell-McConnell asked, neverthe

less ordered the injunction so enlarged as

specifically to cover the “charity” scheme

evolved by the "League" to dodge the de

cree.

The scheme, which was described in M0

tor VVorld several months since, consisted

of the “League” announcing to its “mem

bers" that while the Klaxon people insisted

upon the maintenance of list prices, they

did not prevent the “League” giving its

profits to charity. It, therefore, announced

that to all purchasers of Klaxons who would

give the names of “two charitable institu-'

tions deserving of assistance" it would “se

lect one of them and draw a check to its

order for the difference between the cost to

us and the retail price," the check to be

sent through the purchaser in order that

“it may be sure to reach its proper destina

tion."

It was this scheme that Judge Lacombe

characterized as “a very flimsy device." In

his opinion, he said:

“Most of the individuals whose condition

in life is such that they can afford to own

and use automobiles are presumably in the

habit of making regular contributions at

stated periods to one or more worthy chari

table institutions. W”hen defendant tells

them that if they will buy from it Klaxon

horns at the price they must pay every

where else, it will send them a cheque for

$8 or $9 on each horn drawn to the order

i such charitable institution as they may

designate, it is naturally to be expected that

they will accept the offer, will take the

draft. add to it sufficient .to make up their

usual contribution and pass the same on to

the institution.

“Probably there are other persons whose

charitable vision is bounded by the hori

zon of themselves and their individual fam

ilies. It would be an easy thing for one

of them to send on two fictitious titles of

what seemingly are charitable institutions.

but which in reality represent merely the

distress produced in this family by the pay

ment of the full list price for a Klaxon horn.

Upon receiving the draft he could write

the fictitious name of the payee, and then

endorse, deposit and collect it in his own

name. The suggestion that defendant would

undertake any investigation to discover

whether or not the selected ‘charitable

institution’ is real or fictitious puts

a severe strain on one’s credulity. We

think this devotion of the discount from

list price to ‘charitable institutions’ is a

mere evasion of the order and that the

present injunction should be modified by

inserting a clause, which will put a stop to

the practice. As thus modified the order 15

affirmed without costs."

Credit Association Chooses Directors.

At the annual meeting of the Automobile

Trade Credit Association, which was held

yesterday (\Vednesday) at the Hotel In!

perial. in New York City, F. J. Barnes. 0f

the New York & New Jersey Lubricants

Co., and D. D. Martin. of the Martin-Evans

Co., were elected to the Board of Directors

to take the places of J. J. Cohn, of the

Nonpareil Horn Co., and Carl Kaufman. 0f

the Motor Car Equipment Co., whose terms

had expired. The directors who hold over

are: U. S. Kolby, of the American Ev"

Ready Co.; F. A. Lemal, of the United

States Tire Co.; M. J. Martin, of the GW

A. Haws Co.; W. O. Turner,, of the Lovell

McConnell Mfg. Co., and A. \Naterman, oi

the Hartford Suspension Co.

The following firms were added to the

membership roll; American Electric C?”

Chicago, 111.; Jenkins Mfg. Co., St. Lofllsv

Mo; \Vagner Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis.

Mo.; Penn Rubber 8; Supply Co., Cleve‘

land, 0.

There was considerable discussion re'

garding the prevalence of fraudulent fall

ures, and several methods of stamping out

the evil were suggested, but no action W35

taken

The Crescent Air System Co. of Dem)“

Mich., which manufactures the COmPRS-‘ed

air starting system of that name, has re

moved from the Ford building to “99

\\'oodward avenue.
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R. M. Gilbert has opened a repair shop in

Warren, Minn.

Lang & Fox have opened a garage in

Rochester, N. Y.

Clifford Perrin, of Ashaway, R. I., is about

to open a garage.

Harvey Miller is about to open a garage

and repair shop in let, Okla.

Robert Menzie has opened a garage and

repair shop in Lake Mills, Ia.

A new garage is being built in Titusville,

6 Pa, for the Modern Garage Co.

Ci J. H. Houser and William Gilliland have

opened a garage in Ottawa, Kan.

. L. Guy Dennet is building a garage on

1:: Burnham street, Cambridge, Mass.

' The Thomas-Williamson Co., of Jackson

ville, Fla, is erecting a new garage.

The Prouty Auto Co., of Richland Center.

“is, has completed a new garage.

The Van Motor Co. is preparing to inau

gurate a taxicab service in Warren, Pa.

v Jacob Gruber of Bernville, Pa., has en

tered the trade; he has the Ford agency.

5“) E- C. Dow has established a garage bus—

; incss in San Francisco, Cal., on Dow street.

»~.' l- E. Harris plans to open a garage in

Mme. Ark. He will carry the Overland

_ line.

e When completed, a garage which is being

erected in Mankato, Minn, will be occupied

- by Alba Lewis.

_ H- A. Storer is about to erect a garage

v in. Cambridge. Mass. on West street; it

. \\'\ll cost $15,000_.

The Marlboro (Mass) Electric Co. juSl

has completed a new garage; it is located

on Garfield street.

“- G- Dandy, of Fresno, CaL, is about to

enter the lists of dealers; he has secured

1 the Haynes agency.

Samuel H. Friend has opened up in Kent.

I 0-.‘under the style Kent Auto Shop; the

business is repairing.

b Louis W. Boughton is erecting a brick

2, garage on Clausson avenue, Brooklyn, N

l- The estimated cost is $8,000.

Fred Lang has taken over the Panhard

{ Garage "1 Carbondale, Pa. Agencies for

r several cars go with the business.

.l- C. Williams has succeeded J. W. Adams

338 Cartercar dealer in Tampa, Fla. The lat

ter has retired from the business.
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Reissinger Bros. are about to construct

a new garage in Louisville, Ky, at 1064

Bardstown road; it will cost $2,500.

George H. Bergstrom is about to open a

garage on South Broadway, in Milwaukee.

\\"'is. He also will secure an agency.

Charles L. Newcomb, of Anaheim, Cal..

is about to build a garage; he has taken the

agencies for Auburn and Hupmobile cars.

Clifford Coggins is building a garage and

salesrooms in El Cantro, CaL Its cost will

be $6,000; he will handle the Buick line.

The Helmsch Automobile Co., of St.

Louis, Mo. is building a new garage on

North Grand avenue; it will cost $15,000.

A. H. Meester has purchased the Ells

worth (Minn.) Garage; Herman Nolte, the

former owner, has retired from the business.

\Valter Priester has withdrawn from the

Iowa Auto & Tire Co., of Davenport, Ia. He

was its secretary and treasurer for ten

years.

A. C. Porcher, formerly a salesman, has

entered the trade for himself in Cocoa, Fla.

He has the Cadillac agency for Brevard

county.

The J. S. Hoffman Motor Car Co.. of

Sharon, Pa., has built a new garage at Vine

street; Chalmers and Overland cars are

handled.

Jones 8: Williams, owners of the Beau

mont (Cal.) Garage, have had plans drawn

for a new structure; it will be located on

D street.

E. Richard Mcinig has accepted plans for

a garage to be built in Reading. Pa., on

Madison avenue; the contract names $3,000

as the cost.

P. M. Lafferty has purchased the garage

business of L. E. Boger of Concord. N. C.

He has changed the style to Cabarrus Au

tomobile Co.

The Atlantic Hupmobile Co. has been

formed in Atlantic, la. The company has

the Hupmobile agency in several surround—

ing counties.

T. L. Longworth has purchased the repair

department of the Anaheim (Cal.) Garage;

he will conduct that part of the business in

his own name.

\Vatson & Newell. of \Vashington, Pa..

have let the contract for a brick and tile

garage. 40 x 80 feet; it will stand on East

\Valnut street.
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M. \\'. Skinner, of Anaheim, Cal., has en—

tered the trade as dealer in Apperson and

Rco cars; formerly he was connected with

the Anaheim Garage.

McGraw & Currie are about to open a re

pair shop on Center street, Hibbing, Minn.

They will also continue their wagon and

blacksmithing lausinch.

The Clark Summers Auto Co. has opened

a garage in Sioux Falls, S. D., at 230 North

Main avenue; Lambert, Cartercar and Mctz

cars will be represented.

The Motor Car Supply Co., of 714 South

Spring street, Los Angeles, has opened a

branch at 920 South Broadway; it will be

kept open day and night.

The Milwaukee (\Vis.) Specialty Co. has

purchased a site on 7th street and will build

a garage in the spring; the plans call for

an expenditure of $40,000.

B. F. Sparks, of Tina. Mo., and Randall

\‘t'aggaman, of Carrollton, M0., are making

ready to establish a garage buisness in

Braymer, in the same State.

The Central Auto & Supply Co., of Mitch

ell. S. D., is erecting a new garage on lst

street: the company sells Buick, Amer

ican, Moon and Hupmobile cars.

Edward Newell is about to establish a

garage. repair and agency business in

Grand Forks, N. D. Formerly he was a

dealer in Pembirla, in the same State.

C. W. Moody and John Clark plan to

establish a garage business in Anderson,

Ind. in the Ziegler building; both have been

connected with the Nyberg Auto Works.

Curtis & Hausman, owners of the Oklah

Garage. in Bartlesville, Okla., have decided

to discontinue the garage trade and open an

automobile supply store; cars also will be

handled.

Clarence Caldwell, of Frankfort. Ind.,

has sold a part interest in the Caldwell

Auto Garage to Harry \Vorlins; the style

hereafter will be Service Garage.

biles are carried.

Hupmo

The Pugh Motor Car Co.‘s garage at 584

Market street, Kingston, Pa., has been

leased by W. R. Buckley and H. F.. Drews;

they will operate under the style Kings

ton Motor Car C0.

Smithling Bros, of Herkimer, N. Y., have

sold their garage business, on Bellinger

street. to john Murphy, of Little Falls, and

___..._pij-nun-n
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George Lewis, of Middlcville, both of which

towns are in the same State.

Arthur McNall of Rochester, N. Y., has

sold his garage at 14 South Union street to

A. H. Dudley and has removed to larger

quarters in an adjoining building. McNall

deals in Peerless, Chalmers and Ranch 8.:

Lang cars.

John E. O'Neil, who conducts a sporting

goods business in Lawrence, Mass, at 290

Essex street, has purchased the Metropoli

tan Garage, on Methuen street; Franklin

Butler. Jr., the former owner, gave imme

ate possession.

E. Y. Iones, owner of the Joplin (Mo.)

Service Co., located at 616 Joplin street,

has purchased C. B. Serage’s garage at No.

518, the same thoroughfare; the business

hereafter will be conducted under the style

Square Deal Auto Co.

Will I. Benson, who resigned as a mem

ber of the San Jose (Cah) Improvement

Co. November 1 last, has re—engaged in

business in that'city; he.has purchased the

Blanchard Garage-“at 434 South lst street

and will deal in Flanders cars. -

R. C. 'Kennedy. and Walter C. Morris

have formedthe .Morris~Kennedy Co. in

San Francisco: the new organization will

handle the Mari-non»er which Kennedy

previously was,'dealer. Morris was connect

ed with tlie,,n1arlteting of Autocars.

The Collimhiwfiupply Co.,-of Los Ange

les, has been purchased by W. D.. Newerf,

the well-knownntire uiobberyR, Van Zandt,
who was headiof the Columbia company.

has been made manager of the, supply and

accessory department of the Newerf busi

ness. _ I

Dixon 8: Evans is the style of a garage

and repair firm which just has been estab

lished in San Jose, Cal., at lst and Julian

streets; a car agency also will be secured.

Dixon formerly was located in Warm

Springs and Evans in Vallejo, in the same

State.

The Selden Motor Vehicle Co., of

Rochester, N. Y.. has transformed its New

York and Chicago branches, which were its

only branches, into dealerships; the New

York branch, at 1876 Broadway, was taken

over this week by the Shepherd Motor Car

Co., former dealer in Oakland and Everitt

cars. Both pleasure and commercial cars

will be handled. The Chicago branch is

now a dealership in the hands of R. C.'

Crawford, the former branch manager; he

is located at 1501 Michigan avenue, and

since becoming the owner of the business

has added the Metallurgique to his line.

The Union Electric Light 8: Power Co.,

of St. Louis, Mo., has withdrawn from the

trade as a dealer in electrics and will confine

itself to the production of electricity; Gen

“ua-u_. -

eral Vehicle trucks and Ranch 8: Lang Detroit, his former chief assistant, Li»T

pleasure cars, which it has sold for six

years, will be handled by other represen

tatives and the Electric Storage Battery Co.

will secure a difierent distributor. The

Union company’s garage at 20th and Locust

streets will be closed as soon as is feasible;

C. Michel, former manager of the

Union's automobile department, will, among

other duties, act as an adviser to owners

in automobile matters. The Union com

pany entered the trade in order to stimulate

the electric vehicle business in St. Louis

and now feels that its mission has been ac—

complished.

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

A. H. Smith has been promoted to the

management of the Ford Motor Co.’s

branch in Indianapolis. Previously he was

assistant manager of the Ford branch in

Cleveland.

Frank B. Hutchinson, Jr., has been ap

pointed advertising manager of the Kelly

Springfield Motor Truck Co. of Springfield,

0. Previously he was identified with two

Eastern tradejournels.

,Fred J. Wagner has been elected presi—

dent of the Right Co., of New York,

to succeed A. R. Pardington. \Vagner only

recently assumed the general management

of the company, in which at all times he has

been financially interested.

C. A. Swinehart has resigned the office

of sales manager of the Swinchart Tire &

Rubber Co. of Akron, 0., his resignation to

take el‘t'fct February lst. He has formulated

nov definite plans for the immediate future,

but expects to remain in the tire busi

ness.

R. S. Hartzell, formerly with the Good

year Tire & Rubber Co.'s branch in Detroit,

has been elevated to the management of the

Goodyear establishment in Cleveland. He

succeeds M. Hammerle, who has been pro

moted to the Goodyear district office in De—

troit.

Porter R. Walker, at one time connected

with the Lion Motor Car Co. and later with

the Grant Motor Car Co., has been ap

pointed a special representative for the

Haynes Automobile Co. of Kokomo, Ind.

He will circulate in the State of Pennsyl

vania.

As a result of the discontinuance of the

Studebaker branch in Louisville, Ky., W.

W. Beeson, its manager, has been trans~

ferred to Denver, Col. He will have charge

of the Studebaker Corporation’s wholesale

branch, which handles Colorado, Wyoming

and New Mexico.

Harry W. Ford having been promoted

to the post of secretary and assistant gen

eral manager of the Chalmers Motor Co. of

Anderson, also has been advanced a peg

He has assumed the duties and title of ad

vertising manager.

D. W. Pin'ney has been promoted to the

management of the Rambler branch in New

York City. He succeeds to the vacancy cre

ated by the elevation of H. A. Field to the

general sales management of the Thomas

B. jefi‘ery Co., which carries with it his re

moval to the factory at Kenosha, Wis.

Stephen Nelson Bourne, 2nd, has been

appointed manager of the Philadelphia

branch of the F. B. Stearns Co. Previoust

he represented the Stearns interests as

Western sales manager, and before becom- ,

ing identified therewith he was for a number

of years connected with the E. R. Thomas

Motor Co. as a \Vestern representative.

Minor Business Troubles.

A receiver has been appointed ior tht

Kendle Motor Car Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.

The bond required was $3,500. 1.",

\Villiam J. Tynan, of Paterson, N. L in v.54

automobile dealer, has filed avoluntary peti~ “ ‘

tion in bankruptcy; he has liabilities of

$19655 and assets of $5,510.

Receivers in bankruptcy have been 317' *1

pointed for George G. Reed, who traded as in,

the Reed Tire & Supply Co. at 749 Bol'l‘

ston street, Boston, Mass. His liabilities an:

$20,035 and assets, $13,365.

L. L. Taylor, individually and trading 35the Union Auto Garage, in .lQCkson‘me‘Fla., has filed a voluntary petition in bank

ruptcy; he states that his liabilities 8W

$5,189.60, of which $3,589.60 is in unsecured

claims, and his assets $1,525, with a PTOP'

crty exemption of $725.

John S. Harrington and Daniel A. H”

rington, Jr., trading under the style 1' 5'

Harrington & Co., in Boston, Mass.,-Bl 580'

Boylston street, 26 Glenville avenue 3'14

55 Bickerstafi street, have filed fictitious“

bankruptcy; their liabilities aggfligate $30"

225 and assets are estimated at $39,111

 

Recent Losses by Fire

Ballwin, Mo.—Frank Blinne, saw ‘1"

stroyed. Loss not given

Meriden, Conn.—\V. F. Bowe Gm

seven cars destroyed. Less. $5900

Portland, Me.—Babb & Chase, 24 T

street. garage damaged. Loss not given'

g6 and

ale

 

Kosmak Adds Capital for Enlargemem'y

The Kosmak Electrical C0 Di Jase}

City, N. 1., makers of the $3 cub“ will

has increased its capital from $10900 t:

$100,000. The new money will be emPlpW

so to enlarge the business as to Perm" an

output of 1,500 horns per day‘
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WALL STREET’S AUTOMOBILE INTERESTS.

When the reorganization of the United States ‘Motor

Co. is completed and the new company takes possession

0f the property. according to one of those high in the coun

r Cils oi the organization, a policy of rule by fear will be 1n

stituted—the president will be in fear of the bankers, the

rice-president will be in fear of the president, and so on

down to the humbler employes.

The belief appears to exist that there were too many

“arm-blooded friendships existing in the old organizfitlon

to achieve the best results. But with a rule by fear prevail

ing it will be interesting to discover of whom the bankers

will stand in dread. It is reasonably certain, at any rate,

that if someone or something will put the fear of God and

fear of the law into their hearts that many things which

occurred in the old company will be avoided, and that the

“'al’ of the new organization will be made much easrer and

my much more satisfactory to all those with Whom 1t

may deal.

At least some of the bankers responsible for the previous

conditions are identified with the reorganized company. It

is known that they took a very intimate interest in the af-,

fairs of the old corporation and that very much of this in

terest centered in the nature of the reports. which from time

to time were put into print and that served briefly to aFfect

the value of United States Motor shares.

Motor World does not Share the belief expressed in at

least one other public print, that the methods which pre

WORLD I3

i‘ta‘ilseielxzttflvthae methods of “second-story burglars,” but

. Pparent nevertheless that the men of Wall

street are not vitally concerned with the actual manufac

ture and sale of automobiles. Their business is selling

Paper—that iS. securities~at a profit, and it is equally clear

that not all of them are particularly scrupulous how that

end is attained.

With its enormous paper capitalization—$42,500,000—

was a common remark that the United States Motor Co.

was practically waterlogged. Perhaps it is not water that

some persons believe they discern in the $37,000.000 capi

talization of the reorganized company—which has fewer

physical assets than the old one and which is not in the

strict sense a going concern—but if what looks like water

is not water the bankers can perform a public service by

pointing out just what it is. It is obvious to anyone that

if men pay $24 or $25 per share for the stock of an em

barrassed company and by reorganizing it are able by one

means or another to increase its' market value even 10

points, the profit that accrues is handsome enough to satisfy

at least some of the less grasping followers of “the street."

Although some of them may be so blind that they will

not see. it is reasonably clear that the painting of “blue

sky" and “rainbows” for speculative purposes will not long

remain what it is, nor what it was. If it has served no other

purpose. the congressional so-called “money trust" investi

gation let in a flood of light on the pastime or business of

million-manufacture. As a result. it now is much plainer

how it is possible for underwriters with the assistance of

a chain of banks to float hundreds of millions worth of

securities at substantially no cost and no outlay to them

selves. The paper is passed on and on and paid for by the

ultimate purchasers before the ships are really floated.

It may be argued that the internal affairs of be-millioned

corporations—- such, for instance, as the United States

Motor Co.--are not properly a subject for comment by

trade publications, such as Motor \Vorld. ‘When. however,

such corporations otter millions of their shares to the public,

and utilize the automobile industry as a means of exploit

ing them—when this comes to pass, Motor World believes

that such corporations cease to be private companies and‘

become of both trade and public concern. Their affairs are

of the trade and belong to the trade, and to us it seems that

a trade publication which is not of the back-scratching

sort can‘perform no greater service 'to the industry to

whose welfare it is committed than by pointing out the

evil, not merely in corpcprations but in the men who may

comprise them. '

it

The automobile industry has been over-exploited. It is

feeling its effects. It is timeto check reckless exaggeration

and reckless extravagance. “Blue sky” and get~rich-quiek

methods no longer should be suffered to obtain. Motor

World stands committed to this policy, and threats, foul.

mouthed or otherwise, will not dissuade us from turning

on the light whenever and wherever light will serve good

.purposes. “To believe menwho supply 100 cents' worth of.

goods and who expect 100 cents in return, not a com

promise of 25 cents or 50 cents after the damage is done,

will stand with us. as will the dealers whose interests also

sufi‘er from such blights.
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.January 11-17, Milwaukee, “Us—Annual

Show of the Milwaukee AutOfllOlJile Show

C0, and the Milwaukee Progressive Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association in the Audito

rium.

January 11-18, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 16, 17, 18, New York. N. Y.-—Mid~

winter meeting of the Society of Automo

bile Engineers, in Hotel McAlpin.

January 17, New York, N. Y.—Annual

Dinner of the Society of Automobile Engi

neers, in the Hotel McAlpin, 8 P. M.

January 20-25, Philadelphia, Pa.—-Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association’l

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 2025, New York, N. Y.-—-Auto~

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 21-26, Toledo, Ohio—Annual

show in the Exposition building under the

auspices of the Toledo Automobile Shows

Co.

January 25-February 1, Providence, R. I.

--Annual show of the Rhode Island Auto

mobile Dealers' Association in the Provi

dence State Armory.

January 27-February 1, Ottawa, Can.—

Annual show of the Ottawa Valley Motor

Car Association in Howick Hall.

January F7-February 1. Scranton, Pa.—

Third annual show of the Scranton Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association in the 13th

Regiment Armory.

January 27-February 1, Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit Automobile Dealers' Association’s

Show in the State Armory.

February 18, Chicago, lll.—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers’

12th annual show in the Coliseum and lst

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars only.

February 3-8, Washington, D. C.—Wash

ington Automobile Show Co.’s exhibit in

Convention Hall.

February 8-15, St. John, N. B.—First an

nual show of the New Brunswick Automo

bile Association in the Drill Hall.

February 8-15, Youngstown, Ohio—An

nual show of the Youngstown Automobile

Show Co. in the Auditorium and Annex.

February 8-15, Hartford, Conn—Sixth

annual show of the Hartford Automobile

Dealers’ Association in the State Armory.

  

February 10-15, Minneapolis, Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Co.’s show in

the National Guard Armory.

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill.—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers’

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 1st

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.

February 12-15, Geneva. N. Y.—-Annual

show in the State Armory, under the aus

pices of the Ottawa Valley Motor Car As

sociation.

February 15-22. Albany, N. Y.—-Annual

show of the Albany Automobile Dealers'

Association in the State Armory.

February 15-22, Newark, N. J.-—-New Jer

sey Exhibition Co.'s Sixth annual exhibit in

the First Regiment Armory.

February 16-23, Richmond, Var-Rich

mond Automobile Dealers' Shows Co.'s ex

hibit in the Horse Show building.

February 17-27, Kansas City, Mo.—Kan

sas City Automobile Dealers' Assoeiation’s

show in Convention Hall. First week pleas

ure cars; second week commercial vehicles.

February 19-22, Davenport, Ia.—Annual

show of the Tri~City Automobile Dealers’

Association in the Coliseum.

February 19-22, Oshkosh, “Us—Oshkosh

Automobile Dealers’ Association's second

annual show in Armory B.

February 20-22, Canandaigua, N. Y.—-Mo

tor Car show in Hawley's Garage, under the

management of A. Blumenstein.

February 22-March 1. Brooklyn, N. Y.—

Brooklyn Motor Dealers’ Association’s

third annual show in the 23rd Regiment Ar

mory.

February 24-March 1, Omaha, Neb.—

Omaha Autmobile Dealers’ Association's

annual show.

February 24-March 1, Cincinnati, Ohio

Third annual show of the Cincinnati Auto

mobile Dealers' Association in the Cincin

nati Music Hall.

February 25-28, Topeka, Kan—First an

nual show of the Kansas Motor Show Co.

February 26-March 1, Fort Dodge, Ia.—

Second Annual show of the Fort Dodge

Dealers’ Association in Armory.

January 27-February 1. Rochester, N. Y.

--Fifth annual show of the Rochester Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association in Exposi

tion Park.

March 1-8, Paterson, N. J.—Second an~

nual show of the Paterson Automobile

Dealers' Association.

March 3-8. Pittsburgh, Pa.——Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers' Association's show in

Duquesne Garden.

March 3-15. Des Moines, Ia.—Des Moines

Automobile Dealers' Association’s fourth

annual show in the Coliseum. First wcel

pleasure cars; second week trucks.

March 10-15, Dallas, Tex—Annual show

of the Dallas Automobile Dealers' Associa

tion in the Fair Grounds Coliseum.

March 20-24. New Orleans, La.-Annu;.‘

show of the New Orleans Automobile Deal

ers’ Association.

 

Disagreeing Partners Ask Receiver.

Pending the dissolution of a partnership

between William S. Rice, Thomas Hard;

and Joseph Dunston, a receiver, upon appli

cation of Rice, was appointed last week for

the Reliable Garage & Automobile Co. of

27 Orange road, Montclair, N. J. Rice il

leges that Hardy leased a garage operated

by the Reliable. company to others, thereby

virtually abandoning the business. A char

tel mortgage figures in the case.

 

Newtone Makers Produce a $4 Horn.

Without intimation that anything of the

sort was in contemplation, the Automobile

Supply Mfg. Co. of Brooklyn, N. Y., which

manufactures the Newtone motor driven

horn, has placed on the market a vibrator

horn, styled the Electra, which lists at the

remarkably low price of $4. It is claimed

that it operates on less current consump

tion than any other horn on the market

that is, one-half ampere.

Tire Exports Continue to Gain

Shipments of tires from the United States

during November, 1912, to the value of

$275,360 marked a gain of $98,150, or 39

Per cent. over $177,210, the value of the

tires shipped abroad during the same month

of 1911; for the first 11 months of 1911 the

value was $2,257,727 and for the same

period of 1912, $3,034,699, a gain of 34 Per

cent., slightly less than the November. 1911

increase

Remy Discontinues Indianapolis Branch

Owing to the proximity of Anderson to

Indianapolis. the Remy Electric Co. has d15

continued its branch in the latter city and

will care for its former patrons throw;h

the factory in Anderson, Ind. E. M- 10m"

manager of the Indianapolis branch for the

Past two years, has been transferred to the

home oflhce, but he will cover his {Ofmer

territory.

Firestone Opens Two More Branches _

The Firestone Tire 8r. Rubber CO- 112

opened branches in Milwaukee. “"5" 3“.

Memphis, Tenn. The former will b? In

charge of J. E. McGinnis, heretoforetified with the Firestone factorY- while “j”

liam Clark Waters, formerly with the F"?

stone branch in Indianapolis, will mam“!c

the Memphis establishment.
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COL POPE AGAIN Ll0NlZED

AT M. A. M. ANNUAL BANQUET

Distinguished Veteran Arouses Enthu

siasm of the Diners— Detective

Burns One of the Speakers—

Urges Civic Decency.

Colonel George Pope, chairman of the

Board of Trade's Show Committee, was

again the "lion" at the Motor and Accessory

Manufacturers’ annual banquet. which oc

curred in the \Valdorf-Astoria last night,

lSth inst. As was the case last year. when

the "good. gray Colonel," who was a guest

of the occasion. arose to speak he was

cheered and cheered and cheered again.

When he concluded his remarks, there were

more cheers, which finally merged into the

singing of “He’s a Jolly Good Fellow."

The banquet befitted its sponsors'and was

in keeping with the character of its prede

cessors. Everything connected with it was

exceptionally well arranged and of a high

order, which characterization applies even

to the cabaret show with which the 450

diners, seated at 57 tables. were entertained

from the moment they entered the hall until

the speechmaking began. And there was

not too much of the speech-making. In all.

there were but four addresses delivered. re

spectively. by George McAneny,,president

oi the Borough of Manhattan, who substi

tuted for Job E. Hedges: by \N. J. Burns,

the famous detective; by T. 0. McGill, a

former president of the once noted “Amen

Corner," and by Colonel Pope.

The post~prandial exercises were opened

by an introduction by H. T. Dunn, presi

dent of the Motor and Accessory Manufac

turers. who turned them over to HowardRaymond, a past president, who was pro

grammed as toastmaster, but who, with a

few words. transferred the gavel to \Vilbur

D. Nesbitt.

The only thing that served to mar the

occasion was the undue noise which pre

vailed. There were those who were so.

overflowing with good spirits that they

-could not contain themselves. While Mr.

McGill was speaking, the noise became 5°

loud that he abruptly terminated a witty

address on the subject of "Parts" and left

[hi room, which caused Mr. Raymond to

arise and rebuke the noise-makers in short

but emphatic language.

President McAneny was the first speak"

He dwelt on some of the problems facing

the government of the City of New York,

Including the work of road and street im

provcmcnt, and leading up to it he. in

humorous fashion, briefly observed that

originally the Island of Manhattan had been

sold for $24 to Peter Minuit by the Indians

while they were in a drunken stupor, and

he added With a smile that it probably had

given to Manhattan the meaning “a place

of general intoxication," which was at—

tached to it by the Indians when they real

ized the folly of their bargain.

Detective Burns delivered a characteris

tic talk} on the value of organization and its

relation to industry in general, and made

the most of the occasion to awaken those

present to sense of civic decency. He

referred to the awakening of the public

conscience, as indicated by the echoes from

all over the country of the convictions of

lawless elements. and said that. in his

opinion, the American people of today owe

their greatest thanks to the passing of the

period when this lawless element “can take

human life and get away with it." He

declared that such men as those repre

sented by the Motor and Accessory Manu

facturers should interest themselves ener

getically in public questions and personally

see that unfit characters are not permitted

to assume public office.

Then came Colonel Pope and the cheers.

When they subsided, he remarked that to

him the banquet appeared more like a

social gathering than a formal function for

business men, for he had met so many of

those present and done business with them

for so many years that he looked upon them

as social acquaintances. He facetiously re

marked that he would not tell how many

years he had done business with some of

them, not that he was ashamed to tell how

old he was, but for fear he might hurt the

feelings of some of the apparently younger

men if he exposed their ages.

In a chatty, informal way, the Colonel

reviewed experiences with some of these

men and remarked that such organizations

as the M. A. M. are necessary because of

the great value growing out of the personal

association of man with his kin. In his

most serious vein. Colonel Pope stated that

while in such organizations it sometimes

may seem that a particular member. or

group of members, may be discriminated

against, it is necessary for all of them to

look at the broad fact that the rule of the

greatest good for the greatest number must

always obtain.

In addition to Messrs. Dunn, Raymond,

Nesbitt, McAneny, Burns. McGill and Pope,

those seated at the guests' table, or direc

tors' table, as it was termed. were the fol

lowing directors of the M. A. M.: J. H.

Foster. C. E. Whitney, F. C. Billings. H.

\V. Chapin, L. M. Wainwright. D. J.

Past. Charles T. Bryne, E. S. Fretz,

\Villiam H. Crosby and Thomas J. Wetzel;

and also these guests who did not speak:

Samuel A. Miles, Merle L. Downs. A._G.

Bachelder, H. A. Bonnell, James 5. Marvin,

Sidney B. Meyers and T. E. A. Barthel.

HOOSIER “BO0STERS” MAKE

REVELRY AT CONEY ISLAND

Part of Program of Placing Indiana

Larger on the Map—Dinner of

Big Village Boosters Tinged

with Frost.

  

Although Concy Island, which, as all

New Yorkers and some who are not New

Yorkers, know, is not quite as Coney lsl

andish now as it is when summer breezes

blow, it is a plentifully joyous place when

a crowd of joyous souls get together with

no other thought than to have a good time.

At least, the Hoosiers who are in New

York's "midst" from far-away Indiana think

so, and they ought to know, for they were

down there on Saturday night last in force.

the occasion of the visit being a dinner and

entertainment that is only one of the many

social functions which are ushered in each

year with the National shows and which

serve to relieve the tedium and monotony

of business.

The Hoosiers, including a number of the

more prominent men whose names are a

power in the Indiana automobile industry.

are. in New York for a three-fold purpose.

and they came in a special train. They are

in New York to see the show. to put Indi_

ana on the map—as is attested by the full

page “Boost Indiana" advertisements tha'

have appeared in most Metropolitan jour

nals; and they are in New York to have a

good time.

Last Saturday night. however, they iust

let business go hang, and from four o'clock

until midnight they inhaled whatever salt

sea air filtered in through the tobacco

smoke in Henderson's restaurant at Coney

Island, and later at Stauch‘s, and altogether

they had quite a gay time. As early as 10

o'clock in the morning, a stream of automo

biles carrying happy Hoosiers headed tow

ard Brooklyn, and when by four o'clock

the number assembled had reached close to

200. caps and aprons were dealt out and

the assault on the sea food was commenced.

For upward of four hours the battle waged.

when the retreat was sounded and the

crowd undertook a forced march around

the corner to Stauch's. where a private hall

room had been rcquisitioned and where the

cabaret show was continued. Homer Mc

Kee, of the Cole cohorts, was the master of

ceremonies at the dinner and contributed a

humorous menu as well. John Guy Monihan

of the Premier forces in Indianapolis was

’the “boss,” however, the whole entertain

ment having been arranged for ‘the Hoosiers

by Captain Stratton of the Colt-Stratton C0.

of New York and C, J. Maxson, the Brook~

lyn Premier representative.
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Another social function that had been

looked forward to with pleasant anticipa

tion for some little time. though events as

they transpired proved that it came very

far from realizing the ambitions of those

who had it in hand. was held on Tuesday

night at the Murray Hill Lyceum. It was

the Big Village Motor Boosters’ beefstcak

dinner. and though it had been widely ad

vertised by word of mouth and through the

columns of the daily papers. not even the

presence of such distinguished pioneers of

the industry as Charles E. Duryea, Elwood

Haynes. Colonel George Pope. Lewis Clark

and George H. Brown, who were the guests

of honor of the local tradesmen. could make

of it the success that was forecast. In-fact.

some of the chief “Boosters” became

"knockers" whenever the subject was men

tioned.

Strictly speaking. the affair was decidedly

frosty. The “entertainment contractor" had

on hand all the properties. including the

“actors.” for a typical Bowery “amateur

night.” The Bowery flavor was not as well

disguised as it might have been, however,

and, as a result. the characters became tar

gets for more than verbal slings.

Nor was the food any better than the

cabaret. Tickets were $5 apiece. and there

were aprons and caps in abundance. but the

beefsteak,‘was too small and so scarce as to

suggest that the caterer had looked out for

himself.‘ There was beer to go with what

little beefsteak there was. of course. and

there were cocktails distributed in Mono

gram oil bottle. though not everyone knew

what they were, and suspecting the kind of

trickery that sometimes is disguised as

practical joking. looked at them askance and

left them. Also there were Haynes cigars

that were not disguised, and consequently

were smoked, and a number of accessory

dealers provided a variety of souvenirs.

Among the other social functions of the

season. the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

held a “show” dinner at the Astor on Tues

day night. and to-night (Thursday) the

Stutz Motor Car Co. is to hold a dinner at

the W'aldorf. On Friday night the Amer

ican'Marion Sales Co. will banquet its fol

lowers at George Rector’s.

 

Mott to Manufacture Wire Wheels.

The Mott Wheel Works of Utica, N. Y.,

which heretofore has confined its opera

tions to the production of Wood wheels and

rims, has entered the wire wheel trade with

a radially laced product. The detaching

mechanism is simple in the extreme and

comprises a latch which is released by the

simple pressing of a push button placed

in the center of the hub. Even simpler is

the replacement operation. for the wheel

is simply slipped in place where it locks au

tomatically.

A. A. A. MAY REVIVE nucr

Riemann CONTEST

Also Takes Steps to Resuscitate Tour

for Glidden Trophy—Seven Clubs

Admitted and Hopper Is

“Watched.”

Calling up visions of the Chicago-pro

moted and abandoned commercial vehicle

contest mooted about this time last year

and having either New York or Chicago as a

terminus. the subject of a National reliability

run for commercial vehicles again has been

broached, and this time it is in a fair way

to receive a great deal more consideration

than it ever received before. The subject

was one of many, and probably the most

important of any. that engaged the atten

tion of members of the American Automo—

bile Association in annual session fore

gathered at the Hotel Belmont in New York

City on Monday, 13th inst. In the absence

of President Laurens Enos and First Vice

President J. A. \Vilson, Second Vice-Presi

dent Dr. H. M. Howe, of Maryland, pre

sided.

Although the desirability of a national

reliability contest for commercial vehicles

was discussed at considerable length, prac

tically no decision was reached, the only

action taken being the formal adoption of a

resolution empowering the president to ap

point a committee to inquire into the pro

posal. The resolution is as follows:

“Whereas. The great increase in the use

of commercial motor vehicles during the

past year has been such as to raise the quesi

tion of the need of a national motor truck

reliability tour; therefore be it

“Resolved, That the president is hereby

authorized to consult with the N. A. A. M.

as to the value of such an event. and if a

sufficient support in the form of a repre

sentative entry list is forthcoming the pres

ident is further empowered to appoint a

committee and otherwise arrange for such

an event during the coming summer."

The president also was empowered to ar

range for the almost annual national relia

bility tour for the A. A. A., Glidden and

Anderson trophies, which suggests that the

fiasco of this year has not wholly disheart

ened the A. A. A.

Subsequent to the transaction of the rou

tine business of the meeting, which in—

cluded thc'addition of seven clubs to the

list of members—two each from Iowa, Kan

sas and Oregon and one from Montana—

bringing the total membership list up to

457, and the installation of N. H. Van Siclen

of Illinois as a member of the Executive

Board, eat-President Robert P. Hooper was

presented with a gold watch and a special

A. A. fob in recognition of his services.

An invitation extended by President

Powell Evans of the Automobile Club of

Philadelphia, asking that the A. A. A. hold

“.5 semi-annual meeting in the recently fin

ished new headqaurters of the Philadelphia

club, was unanimously accepted; dates will

be decided upon‘at the next meeting of the

Executive Board.

  

More Activity of Weed Interests.

Another one of those moves which re

cently have been a part of activity in the

Weed chain interests was made this wcelt

when the chain business of the Cleveland

\Vire Goods Co., of Cleveland, 0.. was taken

over by the American Chain Co., the recent

ly formed corporation which is identified

with the “iced Chain Tire Grip Co. The

transfer was made because of the necessity

that the American Chain Co. acquire addi

tional factory space for the manufacture of

side chains. This part of the Weed chain

has constituted about 50 per cent. of the

Cleveland company’s business for some

time, and although the fact has not been

advertised widely, the latter concern has

been closely allied with the Weed indus

tries.

 

To Triple Hydraulic Steel’s Capital.

Preliminary steps have been taken by the

_ Hydraulic Pressed Steel Co. of Cleveland

O., maker of automobile frames. among

other things. to increase its capital stock

from $400,000 to $1.200,000, of which 51.

000.000 is to be represented by common and

$200,000 by 7 per cent. preferred shares

\Vhen the increase is authorized bl' lhe

stockholders, it is the intention to declare 3

stock dividend of 100 per cent.

 

New York Office for Champion Plflfl

Better to care for its Eastern trade the

Champion Spark Plug Co. of Toledo-0"

has opened a New York office in the Umth

States Rubber Building at 1790 Broadway

It will be in charge of F. B. Caswell. sales

manager of the company. who will dwldt'

his time between Toledo and New York

 

Receiver Sets Date for Penn’s Andi”

The assets of the Penn Motor Car Co'of

New Castle, Pa., will he offered for sale by

the receiver on Tuesday, January 21“ The

property includes real estate, 11 “mime

factory building. machinery and a considcf'

able quantity of automobile PM“

Mills Sails on Globe-Girdling lamb

David B. Mills, president of the Rfllah

Auto-Supply Co.. of Bloomfield. by J“ and

Mrs. Mills. who have been spending some

time in California, sailed on Monday bf“

inst.. for a trip around the world. They “"11

return about Tune lst next.
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One show in two buildings for even half

of two weeks is just about as much of an

tomobile shows as any reasonable being is

likely to want within the course of a twelve

month, at least. such shows as now are be~

ing housed in Madison Square Garden and

Grand Central Palace in New York. No

one who pays the admission fee can claim

that he does not get more than his money's

worth.

it is “a year of greater value" not only in

respect to the cars themselves but from the

StandPoint oi the mere show-goer as well.

in ether years there have been rival ShOWs

"1 progress in the same buildings at the

Same time. but never before under the same

auspices and seeablc for a single admission

ice. Chicago for several years has staged

ttl.automobile exhibition in two adjoining

buildings, but in New York the Garden and

the Palace are more than a mile apart, and

there are four flights of stairs to climb in

order to see all that is to be seen in the
  

NEWYORK SHOW BEARS

OUT ITS PROMISE

Emphasizes That This Is “ The Year

of Greater Values,” as Indicated by

Motor World—Also There Is More

Show for the Money Than Ever

Before—Twin Exhibition, in

Handsome Dress,

Evidence of Trade Progress—

Painstaking Search Discloses

Surprising Novelty in Both Cars

and Accessories.

Bristles

Garden and three upward flights in the Pal

ace. Chicago has but one flight to ascend,

and while its display usually exceeds New

York in point of car exhibits, for some

inexplicable reason the display of acces

sories, while imposing, is thrown into the

shadow by the truly formidable array out

sprcad in New York.

.\lost of the dealers and other tradespeo

ple who visit shows consider the accessories

worth seeing, but the average show-goer,

who is overwhelmingly in the majority.

rarely looks beyond the car. Not more

than 50 per cent. of the attendance at the

New York show descends to the basement

or climbs more than two flights of the

stairs, and—take it from those who have

  

strata:

with

  

tried it—making the rounds of two immense

buildings. a mile apart, and climbing seven

flights of stairs while doing so does not con

stitute a round of wholly unmixed pleasure,

at any rate, not if it is attempted within the

span of a single evening. The New York

show-goer of 1913 who tries it obtains all

that his admission ticket entitles him to and

cannot fail to return to his home a much

wearied individual.

If anything, the “climb to the skies" has

been more popular this year than for sev~

eral seasons past. and the reason is not far

to seek. The snare of the souvenir has

lured upwards many who otherwise would

have been content to remain on the lower

for. strangely enough, and as if

through the medium of telepathy, not a few

exhibitors came to the show provided with

more or less enticing souvenirs. The snare

has not attained the proportion of the craze

which several years ago caused the show

management to forbid the distribution of

t‘. e" “$5. at“

FOUNTAIN THAT GREETS rm: EYE AT THE ENTRANCE 'ro rm: canoes ARENA

__.=
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advertising gewgaws. but they are suffi

ciently numerous as to be distinctly observ

able, and the small boy, and the- boy who is

not so small, to say nothing'of womankind,

have not been slow to follow the scent.

Without well-defined meaning, it is cus

tomary to refer to such things as "brave

shows," and, whatever it means, it may be

said that the twin display in New York is

as brave as any show that ever held the

boards. There is more of it, and 'in either

building it is handsome to look upon. As

always, the immense arena, with its over

hanging balconies. permits of Madison

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

same crystal effect. and there is a wide ex

panse of mirror set into the walls on either

side of the main floor; but the mirrors are

thrown into a shadow by the wide over

hanging gallery and the cars themselves

half hide them. As a result, the crystal effect

and the spaciousness which it was assumed

the mirrors would lend to the Garden are

not nearly so pronounced as fancy had pic

tured. For all of that the Garden docs seem

more spacious. but it comes not of the

mirrors but of the little-remarked fact that

one of the elevated platforms of previous

years has been dispensed with.
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to relieve the general whiteness of the deco

rativc scheme.

In the sides of the building, which are

overhung by the elevated platform, huge

mirrors have been set in a background of

green, the elevated platform itself being

upheld by allegorical female figures which

form a partial arch over each exhibit and

the severity of which is relieved by a touch

of white lattice work. The elevated plat

form has a false front of white slightly re

lievcd by a pink tint and is illuminated by

columns topped by three white globes. The

rail of the upper balcony is beautified by

  

  

LOOKING FROM'THE LOBBY OF MADISON SQUARE GARDEN lNTO THE ARENA

SQuarep Garden being “dressed” '85 few

other buildings can be “dresSed”; it Per

mits of a picture which fills the whole eye'

In the Palace, half‘n dozen eyes are neces

sary, for that magnificent structure is so

laid out that not all: of it can be seen at a

glance. ‘

The decorators, or whoever is responsible

for that sort of thing, dubbed the Garden

a Crystal Palace, but if the truth be tOId

ll. requires a stretch of the imagination to

distinguish anything of the sort. Rather

does it appear a great white show- From

the more or less lieecy sky there depends

three magnificent crystal chandeliers, over

flowmg with crimson flowers and other

plants. which are flanked on either side by a

series of much smaller chandeliers of the

The fountain, without which no Garden

show would be complete, as usual greets the

show-goer immediately he sets‘ foot inside

the arena. It is rather a modest fountain,

compared with the fountains of yesteryears',

it lacks the over-topping statuary which

hitherto has been the rule, but the water is

real, and so are the water lilies which float

on its surface.

The center of the arena is bisected by a

low, white fence, from which at stated in

tervals are uprearcd white columns capped

by trailing greenery and crimson flowers.

and from which are suspended on either side

amber colored lamps. They are at once

simple and eye-pleasing and. as does the

green carpetry and the green sign posts

hearing each exhibitor's name, they serve

Weavings of crimson ramblers, but the

signs and the background of the galleries

are reminiscent of other years; the same

green and red wall paper being utilized to

conceal the bare walls. That form and

color of wall covering, with bunting em

ployed to cover the roof, also is made use of

in that beehive of noise and industry located

in the basement.

Grand Central Palace. as so often has

been remarked on previous occasions, does

not readily lend itself to the decorative

hand and. employing an almost equally ste

reotyped observation, its magnificence is

such that it scarcely requires embellish

ment, but for all of that the present show

indicates that even painting the lily can be

successfully performed, for imposing though
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it may be in unadorned grandeur, the Pal

ace, with its great marble columns, has been

rendered a far more pleasing picture. Green

trellis work has been deftly arranged at the

base of the great marble columns and be

tween them, also on the smaller uprights,

in the corners and on the walls, a glow of

warmth being given to the whole by flam

ing red poinsettas interwoven in the trellis

work. while in the wide panellings of the

naked walls have been arranged landscapes

and \vaterscapes which simply compel ad

 
 

  

 

them the motor car lends a touch of life.

At the very end of the main aisle of the

main floor of the Palace is an old friend

that bears witness that the Automobile

Board of Trade had to do with the decora

tion of both buildings. It is the white

statue typifying the “Spirit of the Motor

Era," or the “Infant Industry," which last

year overlooked the fountain in Madison

Square Garden—the statue of a chubby

youngster holding a loft a motor car while

standing astride a motor truck which rests

 

  

general fact remains; and the term “popular

priced cars" has been given new meaning

by such sumptuous vehicles as the Stude

baker “six” limousine at $2,500 or the Sedan

at $2,050; they really must be seen to be

appreciated. And with a Reo limousine at

the almost incredible price of $1,600, a

Paige-Detroit sedan seating four persons,

at the same price, and Bergdoll limousines

at $2.400 and $2,600, even the jaded well

may ask, “What next?"

Despite a cold rain which fell Saturday

NEAR TOP OF GRAND STAIRWAY IN GRAND CENTRAL PALACE AND A SUGGESTION OF EXHIBITS AND DECORATIONS BEYOND

miration. In other years, trellis work and

wall paintings were laid with stinted hand,

but on the present occasion there was no

stint, and the result is charming to all who

have eyes to see it. The walls of each floor

are hung with a succession of painted re

productions of many of America’s beauty

spots, in the East, in the West and in the

Southland. Viewed from a distance, and

with imagination awake, it appears almost

as if one is looking out from the Palace on

the Palisades of the Hudson, the rugged

heights of the Rockies, the plains of the

West or moss-grown vistas in the sunny

South. Most of the pictures were painted

from photographs. and in the majority of

on an anvil. He is now doing duty at what

preliminary notices described as a Roman

exedra, which word sent more than a few

men to the dictionary only to discover that

exedra is another word for “a dignified

seat." In other words, the statue now looks

down on a slightly ornamental bench.

After a fashion, Grand Central Palace

may be termed, for the nonce, a Palace of

Popular-Priced Cars, for most of the cars

that come within the purse of the man of

moderate means are staged there. On the

other hand, most of the cars of higher price,

and perhaps of greater size and power, are

located in the Garden. There are excep

tions in both instances, of course. but the

night. when the doors were thrown Open,

both buildings soon were filled. The greater

crowd was in the Garden, perhaps, or it

may be that it merely seemed that the great

er crowd was there because of the usual

congestion on the main floor and elevated

platforms. while in the Palace crowds are

spread over a greater space and are not so

easily observable at one glance.

However, the shows have lost none of

their attractiveness from the public stand

point, and crowded houses have been the

rule. While the crowds are wiser than the

crowds of earlier years, those persons who,

if wishes were motor cars, would become

possessed of them remains in the majority.
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ed an her than garishness. _

radiate war brougham of special design

A Fe'erlcsls’ll is another imposing creation.

and equlpnileie lines of the traveling carriage

It fongwlsonial grandee of 300 years ago.

Of a ardly it is finished in yellow and black,

within it is upholstered inhtbgovgz

leather of velvet finish and» is lig e

several dome lights of cut amber glass, M;

that even the prevailing illumination is 0d

a subdued brown tone. Flower vases an11

carpetry are of the same amber hue. A

of the interior fittings are gold plated, even

to a clock which is provided with a tiny

electric light and to the cigar lighter. Under

the arm-rests which divide the rear seat is

a cellarette, and there is also a table which

may be swung into place on which to serve

refreshments or to use as a reading table.

Not so beautiful but almost as striking is

another Peerless closed car, a limousine,

with a gray metal body and with almost

square lines which in these days-appear 1m

commonly severe.

are 5

“Cabette” and Cabriolet Revealed.

What is styled a “cabette” but what really

is a two-passenger brougham, constitutes

the centerpiece of the Packard exhibit. It

is striking chiefly because of its long “fore

front” and small body, but in its lamps a

clever conceit has been introduced for show

purposes. The lenses of both headlights are

of ground glass on which has been photo

graphed in colors a Packard car in a land

scape setting. As the electric lights are

turned on at all times, the pictures stand out

almost as if projected by small magic lan

terns.

Of the several "show" cars, the one that

screams loudest is the Premier cabriolet,

styled the “Killarney Colleen." It is finished

in what is termed Monihan green, which is

of a brilliancy which cannot fail to suggest

the “old sod." The green is relieved only

by a painted belt of- fire-alarm red and red
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CENSUS OF THE NEW YORK SHOW “ms

And How It Compares With the Statistics of 1912 g

Garden and Palace—l- Garden g

. . and Pala g

1 Exhibitors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 1913 cc i

TOtExhibiths 0f ars. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129 3 424 g

Exhibitors of Accessories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 393 89 g

Exhibitors of Motorcycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16 320 g

GASOLENE CARS 15 g

C linder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 g

g3: C§linders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 0 g

Two Cylinders (two-cycle) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 0 g

Four Cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 246 0 5

Four Cylinders (two-cycle) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 169 §

Foul- Cylinders (sleeve valve) . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 0 5

Six Cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54 6 5

Six Cylinders (sleeve valve) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 86

Six Cylinders (rotary valve) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 :

T0tal Gasolene Pleasure Cars . . . _ . . . . . . .. __ 317 _

Touring Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 185 266

Roadsters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , _ _ 76 152

Limousines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 49

Berlines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 23

Coupcs" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 18

Phaetons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 9

Landaulets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1

Raceabouts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2

Air Cooled Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 317 4 255 _

," Water Cooled Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .. 313 261

317 _ 266 i

E CHASSIS :

2 F ur Cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49X
5 Six Cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14A2 Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 1

g 691/, — 49g ELECTRIC cansg Coupes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16 7 i2

_ Runabouts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 3 Z

Broughams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 0 ii:

2 _ 2

Special Exhibits— 3 10 ,3

Racing Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 1 5%

Glidden Trophy Winner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. l 0 g

4 1 2

Grand Total all Cars and Chassis . . . . . . . . . . .. 4101/z 5; 2

*Includes Sedans. TUnder separate management. 2
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rimmed wire wheels. The upholstery is Eastern potentate. In its class, the C016

done in imported English pigskin Wl‘tll‘l‘

bird’s-eye maple trimmings; there also are

silk plush carpetry and French golden cur

tains. The storage capacity of the car is

also one of its features. Compartments are

provided in no less than three different

places.

In touring cars the only showiness is the

result of Briggs-Detroiter effort. The car

is finished in white with a gold belting and

all of the fittings are gold plated. If it

were not a regular model, the lines of the

Pathfinder "cruiser" model would almost

cause it to be singled out as a “show” car

and the same is true of the little Hupmobile

coupe with its almost circular body and odd

looking upancake" ventilator, and which

suggests the individual equipage of 3 Far

speedster has the most striking and In!)St

original body design in evidence. With its

three seats abreast, and divided rear deck. It

Presents an odd appearance not easily de'

scribed.

“Action” Exhibits That AttraCt

While the general use of electric starters

has made it possible for almost every ex“

hibitor to give at least temporary dfimon'

strations of cars in "action," “action ex'

hibits" are fewer than for several years, at

least so far as cars are concerned. “UP

aloft" or “down below" in the realm of 3c“

cessories, makers of ignition apparatus, and

bumDers, and shock-absorbers, and the Pro'

ducers of oil are able to demonstrate the

“action” of their various devices. But com
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paratively fcw car makers are doing any

thing of the sort. At least three of them,

however, are employing “action” to good

advantage—Speedwell, with a cut-away en

gine which, illuminated from within, graph

ically shows the operation of the Mead

rotary valve; the Cartercar, which shows its

“gearless transmission" in operation, and

the air-cooled Franklin, which employs a

number of pinwheels which simply but

effectually illustrate the direction of air

currents.

It is in the basement, however, that the

oddest and most picturesque “action” ever

brought into an automobile show is to be

seen. W. B. Laidlaw, Jr., is the man to

whom the credit is due. He is utilizing live

ducks and live fish to exploit the merits of

the top material which he has for sale. He

has filled two sections of it with water

and the ducks and fishes are disporting in

the improvised "ponds" which thus vividly

prove the waterproofness of the Laidlaw

material.

“Fine Points ” Revealed by a Critical Study of the Cars Displayed

The mechanical aspect of the show, too,

already has been told in Motor \Vorld's 400

page Before Shows Issue with a thorough

ness and a minuteness never before attempt

ed, and as a result, the show in the abstract,

or the concrete, or anything else, is a little

more than a vindication of the trends and

tendencies and developments laid down in

that issue; it is an emphasis of them that

serves to bring into bolder relief the dif

ferences in detail that make for individual

ity without disturbing the structure that is

built of common practice. Having perused

Motor World’s Before-Shows Issue, inspec

tion of changes and improvements and

those comparisons and “studies” are facili

tated as never before.

Landaulet Bodies Among the Missing.

Of course, there are surprises; it was

known that there would be “something

sprung" in a number of instances, though

not all the “surprises” materialized. And

equally as a matter of course, there is much

to attract those who hanker after something

"just a little different"-—and much of it is

surprising in more than one respect.

In all the show, there are no landaulet

bodies, which is so surprising as to be re

markable in view of the general increase

in the popularity of closed cars of other

types and the seeming favor with which the

laudaulet was viewed at the last show. That

there are no steamers is not so surprising.

for the steam car steadily has coasted down

the hill that has popularity for its summit

until at present it is so near to the bottom

that it almost is out of sight. Similarly,

there are no “one-lungers" and no “two

lungers," to carry the simile a little further,

nor is the two cycle engine represented by

a single adherent to that supposedly simple

principle; it has just naturally flickered out

almost unnoticed.

Franklin the Only Air-Cooled Car.

Chain driven cars are represented by a

single exponent, unless the Cartercar, which

is driven by a single "silent" chain, is con

sidered, and that exponent is the little Metz

roadster—the lowest priced car in the

show. Strangely enough, both the Metz.

which, as everyone knows, or ought to

know, is driven by twin side chains, and the

Cartercar are of the friction driven type.

and these two cars are the only ones of

their kind at the show. The only other place

place where it is possible to speak generally

  

and use the word “only” is in reference to

air-cooled cars. There is only one air

cooled car on the floors, and no one needs

to be told that that one car is none other

than the Franklin, which has held to air

cooling from the first.

Incidentally, if there be those who are in

clined to doubt the efficacy of the cooling

draft of air to reach every little nook and

cranny of the big Franklin motor, a demon

strating car which has been equipped with

a celluloid paneled hood will serve as a lib

eral education. Altogether there are 25 or

30 small aluminum “pin-wheels" balanced

all over the engine from the tops of the

cylinders to the lowermost depths of the

hood, and the way they spin as the flywheel

of the engine is rotated under the persua

sion of an electric motor leaves little room

for doubt regarding the direction, or, rather,

the many directions of the currents of cool

ing' air.

Two Real Surprises Are Sprung.

Two of the few real surprises of the show

that were kept so carefully mufiied that not

even an inkling of the imminence of their

birth was permitted to escape are to be found

at the Haynes booth, where there is a brand

new "six" that was suspected by remark

ably few, though the rest scarcely would

have difficulty in recognizing it as a Haynes

once they could glimpse its features and at

the American stand, where, too, there is a

new "six."

Externally, the Haynes is a roomy car fin

ished in gray with nickel-plated trimmings

and upholstered in finely striped gray whip

cord. McCue wire wheels lend an added

air of distinction, though they are far from

exclusive with the Haynes. It is styled

model 23 and, in common with the new

four—cylinder Haynes, which also is making

its inital appearance, it has an L-head mo

tor with the cylinders cast in pairs and

measuring 4% x 5% inches. Both of them

are electrically lighted and started and both

sell for moderate prices—the "six" at $2,500

and the “four” at $1,785.

New Cars That Make Their Debut.

Of all the 88 brands of cars that were

scheduled to appear, only two failed to put

in an appearance, and as ever has been the

case, several unlisted and unheralded ex

hibitors are “among those present"; they

are the King, the Keeton and the Schacht.

The two lines that are missing are the War

ren and the Only, the former of which was

due to uncover a brand new six—cylinder

model and the latter a four-cylinder car

utilizing a motor with a bore of 4% inches

and a stroke of 7% inches. Hence, there are

89 separate car exhibits staged in the two

buildings—43 in the Garden and 46 in the

Palace.

Naturally, the new “sixes"—and the new

“fours,” too—that have been brought out

by old-line manufacturers attract more than

do their predecessors, and at the booths

where there are exhibited cars that are mak

ing their initial appearance there is a never
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ending stream of spectators to pay homage

and inspect and criticize. Particularly are

the new low-priced “sixes” the center of at

tention—the Little, Krit, Studebaker, Flan

ders, Herreshoft, Mitchell and Havers—and

those that mount slightly higher up the

price scale and list between $2,000 and $3,

000 scarcely are less patronized; the list in

cludes Chevrolet, Havers. Stutz, Oakland,

Hudson, Cole, Mitchell, Imperial, Premier.

Inter-State, Lenox, Garford and the two

Speedwells, the Speedwell-Mead and the

Speedwell poppet valve. Among the higher

priced "sixes" that are new there is the

Norwalk, which is not now the only under

slung "six," the Oldsmobile, Lozier, Pack

ard. Knox. Stevens-Duryea, Stearns-Knight,

and Marmon. All in all. there are no less

than 31 brand new “sixes” in the list.

Apart from the fact that the mot0r of the

American six-cylinder car has six cylinders,

bott-Detroit, Haynes and Bergdoll selling

for between $1,500 and $2,000; and the Pope

Hartford, Edwards-Knight and the Fiat,

selling for more than $2,000.

 

Considering all the new cars, none is a

real surprise except the Haynes, of course,

the American, and possibly the Krit

“six,” though even that car was forecast

in Motor World's Before-Shows Issue.

At that time, however, details of con

struction and price had not been definitely

decided by the manufacturers. Actual in»

spection of the car reveals a little more car

than might have been expected. judging

merely by the estimated price, which, it is

understood, is to be in the neighborhood of

$1,300.

It is a big, roomy, five-passenger car with

a 50-horsepower motor that is chiefly dis

tinctive by reason of the fact that the cyl

up to suggest the lowness of its price. Its

motor, for instance, is of the same general

type as the Flanders motors, with cylinders

cast in a single block; dimensions are 4 x

4% and the transmission elements include

cone clutch and three-speed selectively 0p

erated gearsct located on the rear axle.

The roster of the older cars that are ex

hibited is very nearly complete, as may be

judged by reference to the accompanying

summary, which lists all the makes repre

sented. \Vith but very few exceptions. the

names of the cars that have gone to make

up the shows of the past are to be found on

the signs that direct visitors in either the

Garden or the Palace, with here and there a

newcomer that adds spice to the list. The

Edwards-Knight is one of these, and the

Stearns-Knight “six” is another; the for

mer already has been illustrated and fully

described in a previous issue of Motor

  
  

 

 

DIVERSITY OF STORAGE SPACE PROVIDED IN THE PREMIER “KILLARNEY COLLEEN" CABRIOLET

that the stroke is 6 inches and that the

body is very slightly shortened up because

of the longer motor hood, there is nothing

in it that is not familiar in American under

slung construction. The motor is of the

T-head type, with a bore of 4% inches, and

is rated at 60 horsepower. The chassis is

practically that of the "traveller," with a

wheelbase of HO inches and 39 x 5 inch

tires front and rear on demountable rims,

and carries a six-passenger touring body.

A double unit electric starting and lighting

system is included in regular equipment.

Among the new “fours” that make their

first appearance there are six that sell for

less than $1.000. the little Metz roadster

being at the head. or the foot, of the list, as

the case may be, with a selling price of $395,

and the others, including the Little, De

troiter, Studebaker, another model Detroit—

tr, and Empire, mounting each slightly

higher in the price scale up to $950, which

Is the price of the Empire. Among the

higher-priced "fours" that are new, the list

is no less impressive and includes the Oak

land. Maxwell, Paige-Detroit, Studebaker.

Henderson and Mitchell, selling for be

tween $l.000 and $1,500; the Michigan, Air

inders are cast with the complete crank

case integral, the cylinder heads being de

tachable and in two sections, each section

covering three cylinders. The bore and

stroke are 3% and 5 inches, respectively.

The engine is a unit with the multiple disk

clutch and the three-speed gearset and sup

ported at three points in the chassis frame;

wheels are shod with 34 x 4 tires and the

wheelbase is 120 inches. By way of pro

viding for the accommodation of almost

any size driver, the steering column is eas

ily adjustable up and down and the pedals

may be lengthened or shortened at the will

of the driver. The steering wheel is placed

at the left side with the control levers in

the center.

The only other new car that might be

considered somewhat in the light of a sur

prise is the "35-4" Maxwell, which is shown

side by side with the Flanders cars and is

so much like them that it requires the word

of a salesman to distinguish between them.

It has a four-cylinder motor, of course, and

differs from the Flanders "sixes" (which

soon are to be called Maxwell, too) in that

respect. It sells completely equipped for

$1,085, though there is nothing in its make_

World, to say nothing of a resume of its

principal features which appeared in the

Before-Shows Issue; the Stearns-Knight

also was reviewed in the Before-Shows Is_

sue. For the delectation of those who would

have word of mouth with the inventor of

the Knight engine, no less a personage than

Charles Y. Knight himself discourses daily

on his engine at the space where the cars

with the “white line on the radiator" are

shown.

\N'ith the exception of the Knight en

gines, there is only one other type of non

poppet valve engine regularly fitted to a

car at the show. The engine is the Mead,

and though it, too, has been reviewed in

the Before-Shows Issue of Motor World,

there are many "fine points" in its construc

tion which will be of benefit for closer in

'spection, a fact which is equally true of

nearly all the other cars, new and old.

Though the Speedwell Mead engine con

forms closely to the general design of the

Mead motor which made its appearance for

the first time at the summer convention of

the S. A. E. two years ago, some changes

have been made, as might have been ex

pected, in building a "six"; the original
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motor was a “four.” The valves, which con

stitute the principal feature of the motor,

are long and cylindrical and are mounted

in pockets which run the length of the cyl

inder casting near the top of the combustion

chambers; they are slotted and register

with ports in the cylinder walls, thus per

mitting the same functioning as do the pop

pet valves in a poppet valve motor. There

are two of these cylindrical members, one

serving for the intake and the other for the

exhaust, or, to be more explicit, there are

four in the six-cylinder Speedwell engine, it

having been found advantageous to make

each member in two parts and to join them

with a coupling of the Oldham type in order

to permit a flexible drive without back-lash

or looseness. The unit type of construction

is employed, and this, together with the out~

ward form permitted by the peculiar valve

system, results in an exceedingly clean. neat

looking engine.

Methods of Mounting Starting Motors.

Speaking of unit construction, there is a

neat example of the inclusion of a starting

motor with a unit power plant in one of the

chassis at the Palace—that of the Herre

shoi’f—and the most conspicuous feature is

the way in gwhich the gearcase has been car

ried up to join the starter casing, which is

superposed on the housing of the flywheel.

The whole arrangement has the appearance

of “belonging” together, which, in fact, it

does, as the design was worked out for the

IATHFINUBR

.' 4

  

OAKLAND

purpose. The more usual method of mount

ing the starter motor is on a special bracket

on the crankcase, as is done in the Abbott

Detroit, in which motor, however, the start

er drive is unusual in that it employs a set

  

  

GARFORD

STORAGE PROVIDED BY COWLBOARDS

of gears all its own, though housed with the

timing gears. By virtue of a ball-ratchet

clutch arrangement, the extra gears are al

ways idle, except when the motor is act~

ually being started; and they do not move

  

MITCHELL

CONTRASTS IN SKUTTL'ES, SHOlVING THREE METHODS OF MOUNTING LAMPS

even when the motor is cranked by hand.

The ball-ratchet is automatic in taking hold

when the starting motor is switched on, so

that no sliding gear or other engaging de

vice is required.

Speedometer Driven from Geurset.

It is very apparent that speedometers no

longer are considered luxuries; they form

part of innumerable regular equipments,

and one almost instinctively looks for the

dial on the dashboard and glances around

for it when it is not at once apparent. One

of the cars that is equipped regularly with a

speedometer has, however, a speedometer

drive that is "different" and has obvious ad

vantages; instead of the usual drive from

one of the front wheels the motion is taken

from the propeller shaft, a little casing be

ing attached to the torque tube for the Pur'

pose. The flexible shaft is out of the Way

and the arrangement has an appearance of

permanence and neatness that is refreshing

On the same car—the Edwards—Knight-the

rear spring suspension, which is of the Lan

chester type, is a conspicuous feature; one

end of each semi-elliptic spring rests on

the rear axle and the other is shackled t0

the frame, which also carries the bracket

for the spring center. Extreme flexibility

and easy riding are virtues credited, With

good reason, to this suspension system

There are all kinds of indications that

bodily comfort is given serious considera

tion by builders of other cars, too. In
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Mariam—the springs are im'

he reason that

one from England for-t _ M de

pend found to be of Just the ‘rig ‘

may “ieflixibility and of just the right tenli

gr“ 0 that particular car. The apparent y

per ftlnrtheory that the up-and-down motion

sou" r with very short radius rods pro

Of a c: slight but constant back-and-fourth

g in a subtle and un

ble for the long

the

case-'th

duces I ‘ _

movement that is tirin

appreciated way, is responsi .

torque tube of the Marathon car,

springs are shackled at both ends and the

vertical motion is so nearly straight that

the "fore-'n-aft" motion is said to be elim

inated, to all intents and purposes. Any

way, it is a pretty theory.

Bodily comfort is affected by other things

than springs, however; and one of them is

the amount of space that is available for

the stowage of one's feet and legs in a car

of the small kind. It is quite an object les

son to see a long-legged six-foot-and-more

ma" Set into a little Detroiter and loll back

    

  

 

 

NATIONAL COWLBOARD

who sell the Little "six" give an option of

the standard six-cylinder motor or a "four"

of exactly the same horsepower built to

fit into the space. If the “four”

doesn’t suit, change over to a "six," or vice

versa. Of course, the "six" costs a little

more. The "four" is a brand new proposi

same

  

 

stems sticking up for the rocker arms to

act on. Long push-rods from a single earn.

shaft actuate all the valves. The intakc

manifold is carried to the head casting on

the side opposite the camshaft and is a two

branch affair. Just under it is a capacious

cast iron oil tank bolted up to the cylinders

and connected to the crankcase through a

short pipe containing a regulating valve; the

lubrication is splashed in the familiar way.

The horsepower is 32, the same as the six~

cylinder motor, and, as a salesman with a

sense of humor explained it, the uncautious

prospect is caught coming and going, for if

he says he‘d like the car all right if it wasn't

one of those six-cylinder affairs, he is intro

duced to the optional "four," and the only

alternative to beating an ignominous retreat

is to come across with an order.

The number of different shapes a com

bined breather and oil-filler can take on,

and the number of different places where

such things can be found, is surprising. Sev

   

 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COWLBOARD—KNOX, HAYNES AND PREMIER

glisthee seat with his feet the full length of

> gs ahead of him, and sit at the wheel

Without undue prominence of the knees—

lhlngfi made possible by the long body per

mitted by the arrangement of the platform

rear springs.

That bigness is not necessarily synony

mous with power or efficiency is rather pe

culiarly brought out in the design of some

of the cooling fans. A few years ago it was

orthodox to make the fan pretty nearly as

big as the radiator; but now, in the Cole,

for instance, the fan is a little three-bladed

affair that looks positively insignificant be

hind the ample radiator. Its efficiency, how

ever, is in its scientific proportion and Pinh

and this is true also of the fan of the Ed

wards-Knight, a four~bladed aluminum

casting with blades so narrow that they

have caused more than one cigar to change

hands as the result of their air-moving abil

is unexpected, if a
it ,as renounced as it I _
y p as a basis of iudg

first impression is taken

merit.

There are lot I

option on in buymg 3* Chg

rims. lighting systems, b0 1 ,

-J an“! fine:

5 of things one is given an

arwtires, wheels,

and so on»

The people

tion, and is a fine job of designing.

block-cast cylinders—3% x 4% inches bore

and stroke—have removable heads, also cast

four in a block and containing all the valves,

which are seated directly in the casting

without the intervention of cages; the ex

haust passage opens straight through from

the exhaust valves and ends in a discharge

opening at the rear of the head casting, and

at the opposite, or forward, end is the upper

water lead—a big one, by the way. The

valve springs are sunk in the water jacket

of the head, leaving only enough of the

  

WARREN COWLHOARD I

Itscral are found perched on the hollow arms

which support the motor, the arm, of

course, having no other opening to the air.

Incidentally, it is now almost the universal

practice to combine the breather and filler.

The Michigan motor has its breather on one

of the motor arms, and is a good example

of the type. Incidentally, so to speak, the

eye is very apt to travel from the breather

along the arm and over the motor of that

same Michigan car and to notice that there

are a good many features embodied in it

other than breathers. For instance, there is

a starter, of the electric type, that drives

through the clutch shaft by means of silent

chain.

The clutch is a big, capable-looking cone

with six plungers under the leather facing

backed by adjustable helical springs, the

result of this arrangement being extremely

smooth and easy starting. A little further

back there is a four-speed gearset with di

rect drive on the top speed. Going from

details to generalities, the Michigan ap

pears to be a big car in every way—whether

it is the optical effect of the 4V2-inch tiris,

or the moral effect of the “mighty” that the

makers use as a prefix, or the capacious
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looking bodies, or all combined—and a

glance at the price, which is $1,585 with full

equipment, somehow makes the car look

still bigger.

To get back to breathers: Examples of

pipes which have openings that are easily

reached for pouring in oil are found in the

breathers of the S. G. V., Haynes, Speed

well, Herreshoff and Velie, among others,

all of which have advantages that are ob

vious. The breather and the oil gauge of

the Auburn form a pair, while the breather

of the R. C. H. is mounted with the oil

when discovered, if for no other reason than

that it is so inconspicuous to the casual ob

server. The sills which rest on the top of

the frame, on each side of the engine space,

in the Lenox car, are of aluminum, instead

of the usual wood, the object being to elim

inate the splitting and bruising to which

wood is subject under some conditions; the

appearance of the aluminum sills is neat and

the utility is obvious.

Starter That Resembles "Gas" Motor.

With electric motor starters everywhere

which thus serve a dual purpose in support

ing the chassis and taking the drive. In a

great many cases, notably on the Cadillac,

the Kissel, the Oakland, the Case and a

number of others, care has been taken to

enclose the spring hanger proper in such

a way as to exclude dirt and dust. In other

cases, of which the Stevens-Duryea, the

Stearns-Knight, and the Hudson and others

serve as examples, advantage has been

taken of the spring hanger housing as a

means of mounting the brake rod cranks

and, as may be seen by the accompanying
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VARIETY IN FORM AND LOCATION OF BREATl-IER PIPES, ILLUSTRATING THE ADVANCE OF ACCESSIBILITY

pump base. Any stray oil that splashes

from the Marmon motor is piped safely

downward, so it cannot slop over the crank

case.

Fiat Adopts Plunger Air Pump.

The Fiat cars have used exhaust pressure

to force fuel to the carburetter for so long

that the method almost may be called

“time-honored,” but a new method now is

in use. In the side of the crankcase there is

a tiny, inconspicuous plunger pump, oper

ated by a cam on a little cross—shaft driven

by the camshaft, and this pumps the requi

site air. It is as neat and unobtrusive as is

everything else in the mechanical make-up

of that machine. Another kind of a detail

—very much another kind—is interesting,

in evidence—in profusion, if one cares to

apply the term to such things—the Chevro

let people are quite content with their com

pressed air starter, which is a neat little

rotary motor that will turn the engine over

at the rate of 300 revolutions per minute and

has an exhaust that barks like a young gas

engine. There were not a few of those

who saw the air compressor, with its two

opposed cylinders, who thought it a little

gasolene motor, which it resembles very

strongly.

Viewing the show in the concrete, one of

the striking features that is much more

noticeable this year than ever before is the

number of cases in which radius rods have

been eliminated and the great variety which

obtains in the design of the spring hangers,

- H

sketches, the arrangement 15 “neat. m

say the least. In still other cases, such.“5

the Rec and a long list of others, the 519"“5

hanger is made to serve also as a brad“t

for the running board. Among the cars that

employ a perfectly plain and equally 8°C”

sible spring hanger devoid of housing5 or

double purp0ses are the Pierce-Arrow ll“

Premier, the National, the Velie, the Inter

State and the Michigan.

Landslide to Electric Equipmen"

Still another feature which is m0" than

ordinarily apparent, though it should be no

surprise by reason of the fact that it “’35

forecast in Motor World's Before-Sill).ws

Issue, is the landslide to electric lightfng

and engine starting equipment. CoflSidwng
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all the gasolene cars at the show—86 brands

of them—68, or nearly 80 per cent., are

regularly equipped with electric lighting

systems and all but a few have electric

cranking devices as well, the latest addi

tions to the list being the Locomobile and

the Franklin, both of which appear for the

first time with such equipment.

Naturally, with such a long list, there

exists considerable variety in the method of

mounting the generator and the starting

motor. For the most part, generators are

mounted at the side of the engine, where

they may be conveniently driven from the

the electric starter is built into place on

top of the flywheel housing in such a way

that the whole power plant becomes in all

truth a single unit.

Utilizing Former Waste Spaces.

u

clear running boards,”

which applies to very nearly every car at

the show, scarcely is enough to convey its

real meaning. particularly in view of the

fact that the demand for storage space for

tools and tires and odds and ends has de

creased no whit, though the demand for the

suppression of unsightly tool boxes and

The mere phrase

a small catch of some kind and the elimina

tion of the tool boxes which hitherto have

perched on running boards.

Where still more space is required, or the

design of the car will not permit of the use

of such cleverly hidden resting places, there

are several other locations which are chosen

with very nearly equal frequency. The first

of them is the dash, particularly where a

deep skuttle is used, and the second is the

arm rest between the front seats, neither of

which locations has been used to any great

extent up to the present time. Where the

skuttle is deep, there is an abundance of
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CLEARING THE RUNNING BOARD—SOME EXAMPLES OF METHODS EMPLOYED AND STORAGE SPACE ACQUIRED

pump or magneto shaft or from the crank

shaft by means of a “silent” chain at the

front of the crankcase. Much greater va

riety is apparent in the disposition of start

ing motors, though in a great many cases

engine positions with the drive through the

timing gear train are preferred. In the Re'o,

for instance, the starting motor is mounted

transversely on the chassis frame between

the clutch and the gearset and is connected

to the clutch shaft through the intermediary

of worm gearing, the worm wheel being

mounted directly on the clutch shaft with

the worm on the electric motor. In the

Haynes and the Cadillac and the Locomo

bile and a long list of others, the starting

motor is attached to drive the engine

through the intermediary of gearing cut on

the flywheel of the engine. And in two in

stances, the Pathfinder and the Herreshof‘f.

other receptacles has increased quite per

ceptibly. Another surprise of a mild sort is

to be found in the many ways in which the

difficulty suggested by the problem has

been overcome. In a great many cases, no

tably on the Alco, the Marion, the Mathe

son, the Pullman, the Columbia, the Kissel

and a raft of others too numerous to men

tion, manufacturers have taken advantage

of waste space beneath the frame, or just

above it and below the body proper, and

have pr0vided clever little “cubby holes"

with entrances through the shield between

the running board and the frame. Where

the shield is convex, as in the Knox and

the Marion and a few others, the locker

space thus obtained is quite appreciable and

almost is sufiicient without other provision.

Lockers of the kind alter the appearance of

the car not at all, except for the addition of

  

space between its uppermost edge and the

floor which is not needed for foot-room and

which nominally would go to waste. M3.”

facturers have not been slow to apprec‘m

that it may be put to a useful purpose forthe

storage of small tools or spam: Paris that

are too small for inclusion with the larger

tools and parts in the tool box propel” Gen

erallyl such dashboard lockers are placed

in the corners and their doors are Suardfd

with locks, though in several instances, ‘“

the Garford and the Cartercar and the

Speedwell and others the whole of the 51-"act

is utilized by making of it either a Single

large locker or two or more smaller on"

It is a comparatively simple matter, 0

course, to line the space between the “on;

seats that serves for an arm rest and fill!

with a lid, thus providing a more than 0rd"

narily handy receptacle for goggles and
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veils and gloves. In several cases, the space

between the seats has been utilized to house

lighting and starting switches that other

wise would crowd the dash, and in other

cases the gasolene tank filler pipe has been

brought up between the seats where it is

accessible without the necessity for disturb

ing the passengers.

Where gasolene tanks have been moved

from their time-honored place beneath the

front seats and relegated to a place of great

er conspicuousness in proximity to the rear

axle. still more storage space is available,

  

curtains and spare tubes are carried in a

pocket at the back of the front seats.

Just why the occupants of a roadster are

expected to carry at least three times as

much luggage as the occupants of a seven

passenger touring car may not be plainly

apparent, but that such is the case is re

vealed by the exceptionally roomy “trunks”

and other storage spaces that are provided

on the average roadster. The after deck, to

use a nautical expression, forms an ideal

place for the location of such conveniences.

which serve also to complete designs which

carries a tray in which the tools are fitted

in such a way that they cannot rattle; the

space beneath is available for anything the

owner may choose to put in it. One other

instance which serves to illustrate the ex

tent to which otherwise waste space has

been put to some useful purpose is to be

found in the Cole limousine. At the back

corners, at about the level of the eyes, there

are deep, dark pockets that are concealed

by flaps made of the same material as the

upholstery.

For variety in the location of lockers, and
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REAR DECKS OF ROADSTERS THAT FACILITATE THE CARRYING OF TOOLS AND OTHER THINGS

and not a few manufacturers have made it

more accessible by making the riser into a

door.

The space beneath the rear seats al~

ways has constituted the chief hiding place

for tools and tubes, and this space, too. has

been made more handy in a number of in

stances by placing a long door at the front.

thus obviating the necessity for remofing

the seat cushion every time something is

ntcdcd; the Kissel is only one example 0f

“‘3”? of the kind. Several makers now lo

cate side curtains in especially prepared

compartments under the rear seats, and

two of them—~the Mercer company and the

Oakland company~have killed two birds

with one stone, so to speak, by providing

liberal sized lockers in the form of tow

neau foot rests. In the White cars, side

otherwise might appear unfinished. The

rear of the Michigan roadster. for instance.

is exceptionally roomy, though its appear

ance is neat withal; a single large, rear

compartment with an up-lifting lid serves

for storage space for all the tools and parts

and all the luggage that the average car

can be expected to carry, and houses the

fuel tanks as well.

Making Division of Rear Spaces.

In the Cartercar, the after deck is in two

compartments, one above the other. the

larger serving for luggage and the smaller,

which is the full width of the body, for the

housing of space tires and tubes. At the

back of 21 Fiat roadster. which, by the way,

is one of the very few red cars at the show,

is fitted with a tool chest and locker that

the actual amount of storage space provided

for the size of the car, none can hope to

approach the Premier cabriolet, which quite

appropriately has been named the “Killar

ney Coleen." It is a beautiful piece of work,

finished in green and gold, and the number

of “bunks” and "cubby holes" it conceals is

nothing short of remarkable. In the first

place. there is a great big locker at the rear

that serves to house the storage batteries,

with plenty of room for tools. In the dash

there is what has been styled a “cellarette”

that is large enough to hide a sutficient

quantity of cheering fluid to make almost

any one want to cheer. But the largest

space of all—a space that is large enough

to carry an outfit of clothing for nearly any

kind of a function that a motorist might be

expected to attend, from a fight to a frolic
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—is behind the back of the seat, and it is

so cleverly hidden that none but those who

know the combination may expect to find

it. The back of the seat hinges forward, re

vealing a cupboard large enough for two

suit cases, to say nothing of room for three

or four Thermos bottles and a good sized

package of lunch.

The Premier “Killarney Colleen Cabrio

let" is otherwise distinctive, also, as the

nearest approach to a landaulet at the show.

Strictly speaking, it is not a landaulet, of

course, though the back lets down just like

the back of a landaulet. The back portion

of the roof is made of green leather, and it

 

gers. Few realize that fresh air will find no

ingress unless the foul air is expelled or per

mitted to escape, and though it always is

possible to open a window and in that way

to create a draft, drafts are not always ap

preciated. In appreciation of the neces

sity for ventilation in closed bodies, only

one maker, as revealed by the cars on ex

hibition, has attempted a solution of the

problem. The innovation is to be found in

the Hupmobile coupe, an unusually “square”

body with a goodly sized circular venti

lating dome in the center of the roof; as a

matter of fact, the dome, which is so flat

as to be just apparent, occupies very nearly

  

Of course, it needs no elaboration to

make plain that seat cushions have become

just about twice as thick in the past year

as they were previously, and another fea

ture which is common to a great many cars

is a general up~tilting of the front of the

cushions for the purpose of conducing to

greater comfort. Also, in at least two in

stances, notably the Stoddard‘Dayton and

the Stevens-Duryea, means for liberal ad

justment of the seats is provided to accom

modate them to the long and to the short.

The Stoddard-Dayton arrangement is not

new. of course, for it appeared at the last

show; it applies only to the front seat. In

 

LOOKING DOW'N ON THE ELEVATED PLATFORM ON WHICH BOTH CARS AND ACCESORIES ARE DISPLAYED

is one of the wonders of those who view it

just how the painter managed to match the

body and the leather so perfectly. The body

is b‘elted with red and fitted with red

trimmed wire wheels.

Ventilating Front Compartments.

As a general rule, greater attention has

been paid to the ventilation of the front

compartments of open bodies, the realiza

tion apparently having sunk in that the heat

of the engine is an undesirable adjunct to

the heat of the sun on a summer day. In

closed bodies, however, there still exists a

lamentable lack of ventilating methods, few

makers going to greater trouble or eXpense

to provide fresh air than to supply miniature

shutters up near the roof in the partition

between the driver and the other passen

all of the roof, and there can be little doubt

but that it provides an abundance of fresh

air without the

drafts.

“’ith regard to ventilation, it is interest

ing, or, rather, amusing, to observe that

quite a few makers quite unconsciously

have provided a method of heating closed

bodies that is not always desirable and that

may prove really obnoxious, as well as

noxious, to those of delicate sensibilities,

The method consists, briefly, in leaving

open the lower end of the compartment

into which the windows between the front

and rear compartments drop. Where the

underpan is continued back far enough, and

in the majority of cars it is fairly long,

heated air. from the engine compartment is

pumped directly into the body.

inconvenience due to

the Stevens-Duryea, however, the HdllISt'

ment applies to the tonneau seat and is Mr

usual in that it may be made at will and

with no greater effort than the turning of 3

conveniently located wheel. The seat may

be moved forward three inches and th€

front may be raised two inches instantly

and easily.

Convenience of Greater Leg Room

Coincident with the general increase in

wheelbase lengths. it follows that leg-room

has been increased in the majority of cases,

and with few exceptions elbow-room also

has been increased in proportion. Howsvefi

little variety in the method of arranging

seats is apparent, the majority of makers

preferring to stick to the orthodox arrange

ment. One exception is to be found in the
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PACKARD EXHIBIT IN THE GARDEN WITH PHAETON IN FOREGROUND FLANKED BY THE NEW "CABETTE”
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GROUP OF WIRE-WHEELED HENDERSONS AS THEY APPEAR IN A CORNER OF THE PALACE .
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VIEW OF THE ()VERLANU EXHIBIT IN THE GARDEN sumuxc BRASS RAILED MOTOR-DRIVEN CHASSIS
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ON THE ELEVATED PLATFORM IN THE GARDEN WHERE DREADNOUGHT MOLINES HOLD THE BOARDS

  

 

  

 

WHERE JACKSON CARS ARE DISPLAYED IN THE GARDEN, SHOWING TWO NEW MODELS
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PATHFINDER EXHIBIT IN

THE PALACE WITH THE WIRE-WHEELED "CRUISER" MODEL IN THE FOREGRUUND
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FIVE CARS THAT FORM THE CHALMERS DISPLAY UN THE MAIN FLOUR (IF THE GARDEN
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Cole roadster, in which three seats are ar

ranged abreast after the manner developed

by the Cole company for the last show and

exhibited in the form of a four-seated,

roadster with all four seats in a row. side

by side. In quite a few cases, the auxiliary

seats that make a seven-passenger car out

of a five-passenger car have been better dis

posed of than in the past, the Rambler, the

Stoddard-Dayton, the Chevrolet, the Flan

ders and a number of others exhibitng seats

which fold up quite out of the way and

very nearly out of Sight.

 
 

B EFFALO ELECTRIC Sl’Rl NH

In one respect, the exhibition would >CCIH

to indicate a retrogression instead of an

advance, judging by the standards that were

set last year. To those who have good

memories, the clean and clear dashboards

of last year's cars can be easily recalled—

the order of the day was “nothing on the

dashboard that can be placed elsewhere."

Now, however, everything is placed on the

dashboard, and though the practice is a

laudable one in that it places the operation

of the car right under the gaze of the

driver, leaving little to guesswork. it tends

also to increase complexity. Indicative of

the fact, several manufacturers of electric

lighting and engine starting systems in

corporating ammeters have substituted for

these devices plain indicators. or annuncia<
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PEERLESS STRAIGHT-1.1 NE

tors, which tell at a glance whether the bat

ter)’ is dCharging" or “discharging,” thus

doing away with the added confusion that

might be bred of inability properly to read

a meter.

Side by side with ammeters or indicators

there are oil and gasolcne gauges, ignition

switch, carburetter adjustment, speedometer

and clock, engine starting control, lighting

control and any other devices that the

maker may deem of sufiicient interest to the

owner to be placed before his eyes. As a

matter of fact,_ no inconsiderable number

of makers deliberately have created supple

mentary dashboards practically for the sole

purpose of mounting such devices. “Cowl

dashboards" they styled, and

though they do give the average automobile

dash the appearance of the end of a 10cc

motive boiler with its multitudinous display

of gauges and cocks and whatnots, they

serve a useful purpose, always assuming

that the equipment on them is absolutely

necessary, in taking the various gauges, con

trols, ctc., out of the obscurity of the dash

board proper and placing them where they

can be seen and, what is more to the point.

ill'C CVCl'l
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LOZIER STEP LIGHT

y can be reached by the driver

where the

m his seat. . .flDc’l‘hough there Pmbably ‘5 less necessny

f r a dash lamp on a cowl dashboard for

lie reason that its instruments are very

:nuch more exposed than when mounte:

beneath a deep skuttle, the maiority of suc

hes nevertheless are fitted With lamps,

(Jillian. is natural, inasmuch as the amount of
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current they consume scarcely is measur

able and there is practically an inexhaust

able supply at hand. Also, small electric

lamps now make their appearance in places

which heretofore have been foreign ground

to them. In the Garford touring car, for

instance, there is a tonncau lamp—a dome——

set in flush with the back of the driver‘s

  

MICHIGAN CLUTCH ASSEMBLY

seat; several makes of cars are fitted with

plug~ sockets on the dash. from which a

lamp on an extension cord can be carried

almost anywhere about the car; several

cars are fitted with step lamps which burn

only when the tonneau door is opened; a

Lozier limousine is fitted with a step lamp

of the kind fitted flush with the back of the

driver’s seat near to the floor. Cigar light

ers that glow in a manner to discourage the

  

fiercest of breezes, also are standard equip

ment on a number of cars, and on the Pull

man the electric equipment is complete.

even to a tire vulcanizer.

In the manner of illuminating the insides

of closed cars, there is not a great deal

of variety, the majority of manufacturers

making use of a standard form of Pullman

  

GARFROD TONNEAU LAMP

lamp which ordinarily is nothing more than

a small polished plate; the plate rotates ill

a socket, however, revealing a small lamp

mounted on the reverse side which lights

up automatically when the plate is shifted.

Dome lights in the roof are fairly common.

and in the Selden a single dome in the cen

ter is supplemented by smaller domes in

the rear corners; the corners of the Win.

ton limousine are a little more ornate with

miniature fixtures mounting two lights. and

in the Locomobile "show" limousine trull'

artistic pillar lamps help to make beautiful

the interior.

Blending of Lines a Prominent Feature.

To the careful observer, there is all?"

ent a much greater attempt to blend tllt

lines of the hood with those of the skutllt

dash in a manner to make of the two prac

tically one unit, a fact which is particularly

noticeable in the new Stevens-Duryea can.

in which the hood is made slightly sloping

and joins to a concave skuttle without a

break. The Oldsmobile, Locomobile, P661"

less, Westcott and Pathfinder all serve as

examples of this newer art. Carrying lhe

idea a little further, the Mitchell and Ill“

Norwalk and a few others have side laml)‘

mounted flush in the filler board of ill“

windshield instead of in the dash prov“
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Similarly, the idea of mounting the side

lamps in integral projecting tubes on the

shuttle—small tunnels, as it were—is more

prevalent than it was, and on several cars,

among which the new Oakland is one of

the most noticeable, very pleasing effects

have been obtained by deviating materially

from stereotyped lines.

Variations Among Accelerators.

Probably appreciating the element of dan

ger in the unprotected accelerator pedal and

by way of providing greater comfort for the

driver, a number of makers have adopted

pedals that are quite different from those

that have been used in the past. On the

Michigan cars, for instance, the accelerator

is a small, round button and is provided

with a foot rest to ease the strain on the

driver's leg muscles; in the Schacht, the

accelerator is nothing more or less than a

small gear wheel with very fine teeth, the

result being that it is impossible inadvert

ently to "step on it,” while at the same

time holding it open continuously imposes

no unnecessary strain on the driver; in

Westcott cars much the same result is ob—

tained, though the arrangement is quite

different, the pedal swinging sideways be

hind a rest for the driver's foot; the Flan

ders accelerator is a roller and it, too, is

provided with a foot rest.

Arrangements of Control Devices.

Placing controls of one kind or another,

and in some cases all controls, nearer to the

(Winter than is possible even when they

are mounted on a cowl dashboard, quite a

few makers have made use of the steering

column to mount various devices. In the

Packard, all the controls are centralized on

a steering column box and a somewhat simi—

lar arrangement is made use of on Schacht

cars, in which the steering column unit car

ries the lighting switches and the signal

bumm; the starting gear control is located

beneath the steering wheel, Where it is in

stantly accessible. The location of carburet

ter adjustment controls on the steering col

umn ‘5 fairly common practice and is to be

foundion Marion and National cars and a

long 115t of others. On the new Studebaker

(firs' the Signal horn button is mounted

dim“! 0h the steering wheel, with the

hignlgadéf'hi 113:: the post in a neat metal

bakers also is mousregogirtlrpklron the Stude

utnn and is nothing more th c Steering C‘Ol

which is attachedto a all a small n'ng

sets the start" in mofi meta cord lWlllCh

fled wkhin the Steerin 0n: the cord is car

s 90st and thus IS out
of the Wa .

y an - .ll@ramzement. d lmDOSSIble of accidental

which has as its ol

(OllSlru ' -
mo“ m general and to obtain easier

steering and a shorter turning radius, to be

specific, is to be found in the Marmon "six"

steering pivot. The pivot proper is con

tained within the hub of the wheel in such

a manner that its center is in the same

plane as the center of the wheel.

Efforts to Attain Riding Ease.

It is just possible that the uninitiated

might gain the impression, after looking

 
 

MARMON STEERING KNUCKLE

at the rear springs of the Buffalo electric

cars, that the graceful scrolled effect was

introduced for decorative purposes. While

there is no doubt that the springs are good

to look at, they were designed primarily

 
 

com; COOLING FAN.

for easy riding; vibrations are damped

and taken up in passing through the con

volutions of the ends, and the machine rides

with a softness and ease that is an indica

tion of the fact that the curves were put in

for something more than ornamentation.

Unusually easy riding is one of the claims

put forward by the makers of the King for

the attractive little car bearing that name.

The rear springs are of the semi-elliptic

cantilever type—that is, one end of the

spring rests on the axle and the other end,

as well as the center of the spring, are

linked to the frame; a distinct shock'al»

sorber effect is produced on a rough road.

Two Cars of Distinctive Features.

The new Schacht, an unheralded exhibit,

is a fine, roomy five-passenger touring car

with 45-50 horsepower block-cast motor,

cone clutch, three-speed selectively con

trolled gcarset and final drive by means of

the usual shaft and bevel gears to the full

fioating rear axle. The wheelbase is 120

inches and the 36-inch wheels are fitted with

4~inch tires. Left steer and center control

are features, and it is an indication of the

up-to-dateness of the machine that it is

equipped with an electric lighting and start

ing system.

The Kecton exhibit, a six-cylinder touring

car and a six-cylinder chassis, came direct

from the Importers' Salon to the Palace,

where the less limited space gives a much

better opportunity to get an idea of the

really fine appearance of the machines. If

there is anything in combinations the Kee

ton ought to be considerable of a car, claim

ing, as it does, a European model, an Amer

ican designer and a Canadian factory.

Cars That Constitute Part I of the New

York Show.

Those Staged in Madison Square Garden.

American Locomotive Co., ProvidenceyR.

I.-—One six-cylinder five-passenger Alco

touring car.

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind.—

Three Auburn cars: Two six-cylinder

five‘passcnger touring cars and one four

cylinder five-passenger touring car; one

six-cylinder chassis. ‘

Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich—Five four

cylindcr Buick cars: Two roadsters and

three five-passenger touring cars; one

chassis. ,

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Fivc four-cylinder Cadillac cars: One

each roadster, coupe, double'limousine,

five-passenger touring and seven-passen

ger touring; one chassis.

Cartercar Co., Pontiac, Mich—Four four

cylindcr friction driven Carter cars: One

each coupe, Sedan, roadster and five-pas

senger touring car; one chassis.

Chalmers Motor Co., Detroit, Mich—Four

Chalmers cars: One six-cylinder, five

passenger touring ear, two four-cylinder

five-passenger touring cars and one four

cylinder limousine.

Columbia Motor Car Co., Hartford, Conn.

—Three form—cylinder Columbia-Knight

cars: One each five- and seven-passenger

touring cars and one limousine.
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Cunningham, Son & Co., 1., Rochester, N.Y.

—Two four-cylinder Cunningham cars

One each seven-passenger touring car and

limousine; one four-cylinder motor.

Flanders Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Three six-cylinder Flanders cars: Two

live- and one seven-passenger car.

Franklin Mfg. Co., H. H., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Four six-cylinder air-cooled Franklin

cars: One roadster, one four-passenger

touring car and two five-passenger tour

ing cars.

Gariord Co., Elyria, O.——Three six-cylinder

Gariord cars: One each roadster. five»

passenger touring and town cars; one six

cylinder chassis.

Haynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Three Haynes cars: One six-cylinder

>t\‘Cn-p8556ng€l’ touring car, one four-cyl

inder four- and one four-cylinder five-pas

senger touring cars‘; one four-cylinder

chassis.

Hudson Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Three Hudson cars: One each six-cylin

der five-passenger touring car and limou

sine and one four-cylinder five-passenger

touring ear; one six-cylinder chassis.

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Four jackson cars: One six-cylinder

seven-passenger touring car, two four

cylinder five-passenger touring cars and

one four-cylinder roadster.

Knox Automobile Co.. Springfield, Mass.-—

Three Knox cars: Two six-cylinder seven

passenger touring cars and one four-cyl

inder double limousine.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgepofl,

Conn—Two six-cylinder Locomobile

cars: One each double limousine and fivc<

passenger touring car; one six~cylinder

chassis.

Lozier Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.—Four

six-cylinder Lozier cars: One each four-,

five- and seven-passenger touring cars

and one limousine.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown,

N. Y.-—One four-cylinder Maxwell five

vassenger touring car.

Mtrter Automobile Co., Trenton, N. J.—

Three four-cylinder Mercer cars: Two

roadsters and one five-passenger touring

car; one chassis.

Moan Motor Car Co.. St. Louis, Mo.--Four

fOuH‘l'linder Moon cars: Two five—pas—

mlger touring cars, one four-passenger

touring car, and one roadster; one six

cylinder motor.

N"’“lyke 8: Marmon Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

~~Two Marmon cars: One six-cylinder

seven-passenger touring car and one

four-cylinder five-passenger touring car;

one six-cylinder chassis.

Matheson Automobile Co., Wilkes-Barre.

Pit—One six-cylinder seven-passenger

Mama“ ""1er car; one six-cylinder

chassis.

Mitchell-Lewis Motor Co., Racine, \Nis.-—

Three Mitchell cars: One each six-cyl

inder five- and seven-passenger touring

cars, one four-cylinder fivc'passenger

touring car; one six-cylinder chassis.

Moline Automobile Co., Moline, Ill—Two

tour-cylinder Moline cars: One each five

passenger touring car and coupe.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Four four-cylinder National cars:

One each four- and five-passenger tour

ing cars, one limousine and one road

ster; one chassis.

Oakland Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Five Oakland cars: One six-cylinder five

passenger touring car and one each four

cylinder roadster and coupe. two four

cylinder five'passenger touring cars; one

six-cylinder chassis.

Olds Motor \'\'orks, Lansing, Mich—Three

Oldsmobile cars: One each six-cylinder

_ tive- and seven-passenger touring cars;

one four-cylinder five-passenger touring

car.

  

COUPEHUPMOB I LE "SQUARE"

\Villys-Overland Co., Toledo, O.——Four

four~cylinder Overland cars: Three five

passenger touring cars and one roadster;

one chassis.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Four six-cylinder Packard cars: One each

seven-passenger touring car, limousine,

brougham and phaeton.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland. O.—

Three six~cylinder Peerless cars; One

each limousine, Sedan and seven-passen

ger touring cars; one chassis.

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

Four six-cylinder Pierce-Arrow cars: Two

limousines and one each five- and seven

passcnger touring cars; one chassis.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Three

Pope-Hartford cars: One each six-cylin

der seven-passenger touring car and

limousine and one four-cylinder five-pas

senger touring car.

Pullman Motor Car Co., York, Pa.—Four

Pullman cars: One six-cylinder seven

passcnger touring car, two four-cylinder

five-passenger touring cars and one four

cylinder roadster.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.

--Three six-cylinder Premier cars: One

each five‘ and seven-passenger touring

cars and one coupe with collapsible top:

one chassis.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich—Three

four-cylinder Reo cars: One each five

passenger touring car, limousine and

roadster; one chassis.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co.. Rochester, N. Y.

-—Two four-cylinder Selden cars: One

each five-passenger touring car and li

mousine; one chassis.

G. V. Co., Reading. Pa.—Two four-cyl

inder S. G. V. cars: One each five-pas

senger touring car and limousine; one

chassis.

Stevens-Duryea Motor Co., Chicopee Falls,

Mass—Three six-cylinder Stevens-Dur

yea cars: One each five- and seven-pas

senger touring cars and one limousine:

one chassis.

Stearns Co., F. 13., Cleveland, O.—-Three

Stearns~Knight ears: One each six-cylin

der seven-passenger touring car and li'

mousine and one four-cylinder five-pas

senger touring car; one six-cylinder chas

sis.

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, O.—Four

Stoddard Dayton cars: Two six-cylinder

Knight engine seven-passenger touring

cars; one each five- and seven-passenger

four-cylinder poppet-valve engine cars.

\‘t'hite Co.. Cleveland, ()r—FOUT \Vhite

cars: One each six-cylinder seven-pas

senger touring car and double limousine:

one each four-cylinder five- and seven

passenger touring cars.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland, 0.

—-F0ur six-cylinder Winton cars: One

each four-, five- and seven-passenger

touring cars and one double limousine.

Cara Staged at Grand Central Palace.

Abbott Motor Co., Detroit, Mich—Six four~

cylinder Abbott'lktroit cars: Three tour

ing cars, one three-passenger roadster,one

two-paSsenger roadster and one ,limou

sine; one four~cylinder chassis.

American Motors Co., Indianapolis. Ind.

—Fi\'e American underslung cars: Two

touring cars, one roadster and one Ber

lin, all four-cylinder; one six-cylinder

touring car; one four-cylinder chassis.

Bergdoll Motor Co., Louis 1., Philadelphia.

Pa.—Five four-cylinder Bergdoll

Three touring cars, one limousine and

one roadster; one four-cylinder chassis.

Briggs-Detroiter Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Three tour-cylinder Detroiter cars: One

roadster and two touring cars; one four~

cylinder chassis.

Buffalo Electric Vehicle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

-—Three Buffalo electric cars: Two inside

driven coupes and one roadster.

Church-Field Motor Co., Sibley, Mich.—

Two Church-Field electric cars: One run

about and one coupe
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Cole Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Six Cole cars: One six-cylinder and two

four-cylinder touring cars, one six-cylin

der limousine, two four-cylinder road

sters; one six-cylinder chassis.

Columbus Buggy Co., Columbus, O.-—Two

Firestone-Columbus cars: One four-cyl

inder roadster and one six-cylinder tour~

ing car; one Columbus electric coupe.

Cutting Motor Car Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Four Cutting cars: One four-cylinder

and one six-cylinder touring car, one four

cylinder roadster and one racing car; one

tour-cylinder chassis.

George W. Davis Carriage Co., Richmond,

Ind—Two four-cylinder Davis touring

CHIS.

Hupp Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—Five

Hupmobile four~cylinder ears: Two tour

ing cars, two roadsters and one coupe;

one four»cylinder chassis.

Ideal Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Three Stutz cars: Two four-cylinder

roadsters and one six-cylinder touring

car; One six-cylinder chassis.

Imperial Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Four four-cylinder Imperial touring cars.

Inter»State Automobile Co., Muncie, Ind.—

Five Inter-State cars: One four- and

one six-cylinder touring cars, one four

cylinder roadster, one four-cylinder coupe

and one six-cylinder Berlin; one six-cyl

inder chassis.

Thomas B. Jeffery Co., Kenosha, VVis.—

and one six-cylinder; one four-cylinder

chassis.

Marathon Motor \Vorks, Nashville, Tenn.—

Four Marathon tour-cylinder cars: Two

touring cars, one coupe and one roadster.

Marion Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Three four-cylinder Marion cars: Two

touring cars and one roadster; one four

cylinder chassis.

Metz Co., Waltham,Mass.—Two Metz tour

cylinder friction-driven runabouts and

one four-cylinder friction-driven chassis.

Michigan Motor Car Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

——-Two tour-cylinder Michigan cars: One

roadster and one touring car; one four

cylinder chassis.

Motor Car Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind—Six

  

VIEW OF THE SINGLE ALCO EXHIBIT ()N ITS RAISED DAIS ON ELEVATED PLATFORM IN THE GARDEN

Edwards Motor Car Co., New York—Two

tour~cylinder Edwards-Knight cars: One

each limousine and touring car; 0'16 four“

cylinder chassis.

Empire Automobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind

——One Empire iour~cylinder touring ‘1?"

and one four-cylinder chassis.

F. I. A. T., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Five Fiat

cars: One six-cylinder and two four

ci'linder touring cars, one six-cylinder

limousine and one four-cylinder roadster;

one six‘cylimler chassis.

Havers Motor Car Co., Port Huron, Mich

~F0ur six~cylinder Havers cars: TWO

roadsters, one limousine and one touring

car; one six-cylinder chassis.

Henderson Motor Car Co., Indianapollsr

ind—Four iour~cylinder Henderson carSI

Three touring cars and one roadster.

Herreshol‘i Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Two Herreshotf touring cars: One four

cyllfltler and one six-cylinder; one four

t)lhntler chassis.

Five four-cylinder Rambler cars: Two

touring cars, one limousine, one sedan and

one roadster; one four-cylinder chassis.

Keeton Motor Co., Detroit. Mich—One six

cylinder Keeton touring car and one she

cylinder chassis.

King Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich—One

four-cylinder King touring car.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, \Vis.—

Three Kissel cars: One tour-cylinder and

one six-cylinder touring car, one four

cylinder coupe; one six-cylinder chassis.

Kline Motor Corporation, York, Pa.—-One

five-passenger four-cylinder Kline tour

ing car.

K. R. I. T. Motor Car Co.. Detroit, Mich.—

Three Krit cars: One four-cylinder and

one six-cylinder touring car and one

four-cylinder roadster; one tour-cylinder

chassis.

Lenox Motor Car Co., Boston. Mass—Two

Lenox touring cars: One four-cylinder

four-cylinder Pathfinder cars: Three tour

ing cars, two roadsters and one coupe;

one tour-cylinder chassis.

Norwalk Motor Car Co., Martinsburg, W.

Va.-—Four six‘cylinder Norwalk under

slung cars: Three touring ears and one

roadster.

Paige-Detroit Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

—-F0ur four-cylinder Paige cars: One

each touring car, coupe, sedan and road

ster.

W. A. Paterson Co., Flint, Mich—Two

four-cylinder Paterson touring cars.

_l. I. Case T. M. Motor Co., Racine, Wis.—

Four four-cylinder Case cars: Two tour

ing cars, one roadster and one coupe; one

four-cylinder chassis.

R. C. H. Corporation. Detroit, Mich—Three

four-cylinder R. C. H. cars; one road

ster, one coupe and one touring car; one

Hupp-Yeats electric coupe.

Regal Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich—Four

four-cylinder Regal Underslung cars:
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Two touring cars, one roadster and one

coupe; one four-cylinder chassis.

Republic Motor Co., Detroit, Mich—Two

Chevrolet six-cylinder touring cars and

one six-cylinder chassis; one six-cylinder

Little touring car and one six-cylinder

chassis; one four-cylinder Little standard

roadster.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, O.—One

six - cylinder Mead - engined Speedwell

 

chaSsis; one six-cylinder touring car, pop

pet valve motor.

Schacht Motor Car Co., Cincinnati, O.—

011: four-cylinder five—passenger Schacht

touring car.

Standard Electric Car Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Three Standard electric cars: One run

about and two coupes; one chassis.

Studebaker Corporation, Detroit, Mich.—

Five Studebaker cars: Two four-cylinder

  

and one six-cylinder touring car, one

four cylinder sedan and one six-cylinder

limousine; one four-cylinder chassis.

\'elie Motor Vehicle Co., Moline, Ill.--Two

four-cylinder Velie touring cars and one

four-cylinder chassis.

\\'estcott Motor Car Co., Richmond. Ind.—

Three Westcott cars: One six~cylinder

and one four~cylinder touring car and one

four-cylinder roadster.
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Unexpected Things That Cropped Up in the Accessory Department

As is always the case, much that is new,

novel and unexpected cropped up in the

formidable display of parts and accessories;

not even the far-reaching and pains-taking

efforts centered in Motor World's Before

Shows Number served to bring all of them

to light; indeed, not a few of the new

things in evidence are displayed by makers

who did not even figure on the official list

of exhibitors; they came into the show at

practically the eleventh hour. There al

ways are a number of these “eleventh hour

people," but this year the number is very

much larger than ever before. Even some

of the large, and well-known, and well

established makers of parts and accessories

apparently attached so little importance to

some of their newer, and perhaps smaller

but none the less interesting wares, thilt

they said nothing about them in their ad

vance reports. In other cases, they evi

dently purposely “held back" one thing 0'

another in order to provide what may be

termed a “show surprise." As a result Of

these several inclinations, the wealth of

novelty is unusually large, even if all of it

is not of absorbing interest.
 

Lighters and Starters.

Three almost unheralded electric lighting

systems are exhibited for the first time, two

of which—the Briggs, made by the Briggs

Magneto Co., and the Gould, product of the

Gould Storage Battery Co.—are brand new;

the third is the Westinghouse system. All

three are similar in that they embody the

means for accomplishing ignition in the

same instrument and all are electireally gov

erned to prevent exeessive voltage at high

engine speeds, by means of a differential

field, or buckingiield, which comes into play

when the voltage passes a predetermined

point. In the Westinghouse instrument a

cutout which disconnects the generator

from the storage battery when the voltage

  

 
  

oi the latter is greater than potential at the

machine terminals, is operated by a centri—

fugal governor; in both the Gould and

the Briggs a magnetic cutout is provided

The Gould system is distinctive in that the

armature is doubly wound, delivering direct

current at six volts from one side and alter

nating current for ignition work at the

other. In all three systems quick-brimk

circuit breakers and high tension distribu

ters are pr0vided; in the Westinghouse the

circuit breaker is fitted with two contacts.

The Splitdorflite, as the electric lighting

system made by the Splitdorf Electrical Co.,

Newark, N. 1., is called, has been remodeled

and has emerged from the process with a

differentially wound field by means of which

. J
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the, voltage is kept constant, regardless of

the motor speed, and with commutator of

such liberal proportions that sparking is

prevented even when the device is short

circuited and is delivering its maximum, 40

amperes. The newer device, or devices~for

the Splitdorf instrument is made in two

sizes—is made primarily for use at low

speeds, and to this end the maximum volt

age is obtained at 350 revolutions, at which
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point the magnetic cutout closes, connect

ing the generator with the battery. The

device attaches to the half-time shaft of the

motor.

The Vesta generator has undergone a

slight change which has to do with the

governing mechanism. A ring type gov

ernor which operates to close the cutout

connecting the generator and the battery

when the proper speed has been attained

and which serves to insert a single step of

resistance in the working circuit when the

speed is greater than normal and so cut

down the voltage, is provided instead of the

ball-governor controlled rheostatwhich 116‘“

formed both services in the previous instru

ment. Otherwise the Vesta system is un

altered.

One of the “neat” little fixtures which

has to do with the electric lighting system

is shown by the Dean Electric Co., and is

termed Centurian. The device is nothing

more nor less than a relay which is placed

in circuit with the tail lamp so that when

the filament breaks or the circuit is broken

at any other point. causing the rear lamp to

go out, the relay closes the circuit to a tell

tale lamp positioned on the dashboard SO

that the driver is made cognizant of the

fact that the rear lamp is not burning. The

device is fitted into a neat case which at

taches to the dash of the car and is finished

in black enamel.

The General Electric Co. has brought

out not a few lighting accessories, chief

among which are a new series of sockets

which are fully protected from the ingress

of dirt and moisture and which fit snugly

TIRES AND RIMS,

onto the cable and prevent straining of the

wires, a new inspection lamp fitted with a

parabolic reflector and a switch in the han

dle operated simply by rotating the ban

dle, a new three-way switch for use on lim

ousines so that the interior lights can be

controlled from the driver's seat as well as

from the interior of the car; a new portable

combined volt and ammeter providing three

scales for reading voltage from 3 to 150

and from .3 to 30 amperes; for use on elec

tric vehicles, a new series of concentrated

metal filament lamps has been brought out

for use with voltages from 20 to 90.

In the engine starter field but little has

appeared that has not been covered fully

in preceding issues of Motor \Vorld. The

Auto-Lite Co., Toledo, Ohio, has altered

the relative positions of its units so that

the starting motor now is placed with the

shaft in a vertical position and operates to

start the motor through the timing gear

train. Otherwise the system is unaltered.

 

Motors.

Of the manufacturers of motors of long

standing, but three are showing. The Buda

Co. has a new block-cast six-cylinder motor

with a bore and stroke of 3% and 5% inches,

respectively, known as model SS. In com

mon with other motors 0f the Buda line, it

is of the L-head type with fully enclosed

valve mechanism and a self-contained sight

feed oiling system. Provision is made for

attaching both motor and generator units

of an electric starting system, the former

driving through gear teeth provided in a

band shrunk on the flywheel and the latter

  

WITH TIMKEN PRODUCTS ADJOINING

being driven through the timing gears at

1% times the crankshaft speed.

Two new four-cylinder motors also have

been brought out, known as N and T, the

former adapted for three-point suspension.

Of the newer features incorporated in the

design of Buda motors. the combination of

Models Q, T, N and O with gearsets in unit

power plant form with Buda gears and a

cone clutch is probably the most import

ant. Minor details include the provision of

gear teeth, shrunk on in band form, on the

flywheels, for use in connection with elec

tric statrcrs, a sight oil feed and the pro

vision of chain drive from the timing gears

for operation of the electric generator.

The Northway Motor 81 Mfg Co., De~

troit, Mich., also has produced a new "six,"

4%; x 4% bore and stroke, with pair-cast

cylinders and combined in unit power plant

form with a three-speed selectively oper

ated gearset. The motor is of the L-hcad

type with enclosed valve mechanism and

silent chain driven camshafts. Cooling is

by pump circulation and lubrication by a

self-contained system by means of which

new oil from the generously proportioned

reservoir is forced to each lubrication point
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and drained to the base. The oil is not

recirculated. Delco lighting, starting and

ignition system is furnished with the motor.

Model 32 is a new four-cylinder motor,

in other respects identical with the new

“six,” excepting only the camshaft drive,

which is through helical gears. Save for

dimensions, which are 41/1 and 5% inches,

Model 34 is identical with Model 32.. Model

33 is a four-cylinder motor of similar gen

eral design but lacking the electric system

and the gearset; the dimensions are 4%

and 4;/ inches. Provision is made for the

installation of an electric starter.

Two new motors bearing the Model

nameplate are shown by the Mo Eel Engine

\Vorks, Peru, Ind. One is a “six” with cyl

iinders cast in threes, and is combined in

unit power plant form with a four-speed

selectively operated gearset of the "over

step” type, giving direct drive on third

speed. The bore and stroke stand at 4%

and 5y, inches, respectively, leaving little

doubt as to the aptness of the term “long

stroke." Valves are all on the same side

and are fully enclosed; three bearings are

provided in the camshaft.

motor is dimensioned at 5% and 7 inches,

bore and stroke. respectively, and is of very

The other ‘

heavy ocnstruction throughout, being in

tended primarily for tractor work.

Besides the Magic motor exhibited by the

Aristos Co., New York City. and which has

been treated fully in other issues of Motor

\Vorld, three motors “first time out" are on

view, or it might better be said two new

motors and a proposed motor, for only a

small sectional model and the working

drawings of the Oar motor, which is to be

made in Plainfield, N. 1., by the Oar Motor

Co., are on view. The motor is of the pis

ton valve type with the valves operated

from yoked eccentrics on the two camshafts

which are provided. In themselves the

valves are novel in that provision is made

for cooling them without coring the valves

by having them contact with water cooled

surfaces both on the inside and on the out

side. Only a single port is provided, through

which both ingress and egress of the gases

take place.

Also on view is the Lycoming-Mead ro

tary valve motor, made under the Mead

patents by the Lycoming Foundry & Ma

chine Co., \Nilliamsport, Pa. The engine

is a “six” with cylinders cast in threes, and

diflers from the Mead motor as exhibited in

connection with the Speedwell car in that

the rotary valves are continuous for the

six cylinders instead of being divided and

joined with an Oldham coupling. The

valves are silent chain driven through a

reducing gear directly from the crankshaft;

chain and gears operate in an oil bath

Gray & Davis motor starting system is SUP'

plied with the motor, which is sparked with

a Bosch dual magneto. Naturally the motor

is water cooled, circulation being induced

by a gear pump, and force-feed lubrication

obtains.

The Twostroke motor, product of the D11

plex Gasolene Motor Co., New York City.

is radical in design, though not in principle

right up to the point where it might be

termed “freakish.” Substantially the mo—

tor is a'two-cycle motor with a Separate

compression cylinder, and for each revolu

tion of the crankshaft each of the power

cylinders delivers an impulse to the shaft

but by reason of the fact that the compres'

sion cylinder compresses the mixture

straight up to the point at which it is ignited

and therefore performs in full the functirms

of intaking and compressing while the

working cylinder performs the functions 0f

expanding and exhausting, the motor is

termed “four-cycle" by the maker. one Of
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the interesting points in the design is the

presence of single sleeve valves eccentric

operated from the crankshaft in both the

compression and the working cylinders.

Ignition takes place in a combustion cham

ber which is distinct from the working cyl

inder and the hot gases are precipitated

into the working cylinder, where they ex

pand, and in so doing perform their func

tion in moving the piston. The motor is

water-cooled, and by virtue of the fact that

there is no difference in the appearance of

the compression and the working cylinders,

both being water-jacketed, a two-cylinder

motor has the appearance of a four-cylinder

machine.

 

Carburetters.

While at the first glance the problem of

proving mathematically that the mixture

delivered by a carburetter is constant under

all conditions of motor speed and throttle

opening, would seem to be a matter in

capable of comprehension save by those

who are versed in the use of mathematical

formulate, that such is not the case is aptly

shown at the booth of the Motsinger Device

Mfg. Co., of Lafayette, Ind., which, as stat

ed in Mptor World Before-Shows number,

has entered the carburetter field with an in

strument that was shrouded in secrecy but

which it was promised would make the

world “sit up." As finally disc105ed, the

Motsinger device is best described as a

single variable jet instrument, the opening

of the jet being controlled by the air inlet

valve, which is of such formation—inverted

dome—that the quantity of air which passes

it is proportional to the lift of the valve,

which is to say that if the valve is raised

from its seat IA of an inch with the passage

of a unit quantity of air, when the valve is

lifted V; an inch two volumes of air will be

Passed. Actuated by the air valve stem is a

horizontal lever hinged at one end; a slid

able contact which attaches to the needle

valve stem rests on the lever. Thus it is

easily seen that the lift of the needle valve

stem is proportional to the lift of the air

valve stem, and since the formation of the

needle valve is such that the amount of

gasolene delivered through the jet is pro

portional to the lift of the valve, not the

Slightest doubt can be expressed as to the

constancy of the mixture. For low speeds a

bi“Pass around the air valve is provided

which takes the form of a modified venturi

and in this passage the jet is located; so

that this passage of air does not interfere

with the constancy of the mixture, however.

‘he Opening of the needle valve when the

air valve is seated, is proportioned to the

amount 0‘ air Passing through the bi-j

pass.

BY Way Of varying the proportion of gas

olene and air to meet all atmospheric con

ditions as to temperature, barometric read

ing and humidity, the contact through which

the needle valve stem is operated by the

horizontal lever can be shifted on the lever

so that the needle valve is opened a greater

or a less amount for the same movement of

the air valve, and a rich or a lean mixture

provided and maintained throughout all

operative conditions of the motor. This ad
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justment, which is the only adjustment pro

vided, is operated from the steering column

through the intermediary of a Bowden wire

transmission so that the quality of the mix

ture can be changed while the car is in op

eration and the very best results obtained.

In other points, the design of carburetter is

not so very far removed from the orthodox;

the level of the fuel in the float chamber is

controlled by a check valve operated by a

float of more than ordinarily heavy con

struction, the bore through which is in the
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shape of a truncated cone, and a butterfly

throttle valve is employed.

On the same general type, although the

end is obtained in a manner differing not a

little bit from the Motsinger practice, is

the SU carburetter shown at the stand of

the Simms Magneto Co., Bloomfield, N. 1.,

another manufacturer of ignition devices

which has taken up the production of car

buretters. The SU device, which is of Brit

ish origin and is being made under exclu

sive rights in this country, likewise has a

single variable jet the opening of which is

varied according to the reduced atmospheric

pressure above the jet. The needle valve

stem attaches to a disk which forms the

end of a bellows into which a duct leads

from a point in the mixing chamber above

the jet; as the atmospheric pressure in the

mixing chamber is reduced, the air is ex

hausted from the bellows, which naturally

collapses, lifting the disk and the needle

valve, increasing the supply of fuel. Since

the atmpospheric pressure is dependent

upon the speed of the motor, constancy of

mixture is obtained.

Of the very many other carburetters ex

hibited, the Homo, produced by the Homo

C0. of America, Philadelphia, Pa., and the

Sunderman, made by the Sunderman Safety

Carburetter Co. of Newburgh, N. Y., though

neither is new in the strictest interpreta

tion of the term, are novel in that a mixer

which is calculated to break up all the par

ticles of liquid fuel before the mixture en

ters the manifold, is incorporated in the

body of the instrument. In the Sunderman

device the mixer comprises nothing more

complicated than a perforated plate through

which the mixture is drawn to the elimina

tion of the globules; in the Homo instru<

ment the mixer takes the form of a perfectly

balanced and extremely light fan wheel,

the blades and periphery of which are per

forated. The motion of the gases through

the carburetter sets the fan wheel in motion

and the particles of liquid fuel are broken

up to the production of a homogenious mix

ture. In other respects neither of the car

buretters is radical.

 

Transmissions.

In addition to' the axles enumerated in the

Before-Shows number is a development

which, while not essentially new in the

trade, is new for the American Ball Bearing

Co., of Cleveland, 0. It is of the worm type

and is designed for use in I-ton trucks, with

50 per cent. overload, and uses Lanchester

Daimler annular and ball bearings. An

other new product by this company is a

pressed steel, bevel drive axle with an in

serted driving unit and rear inspection

plate. It was brought out to complete a

series of three, the building of which the

company commenced some time ago.

Two gearsets just developed are displayed

by the Muncie Gear Works, of Muncie, 1nd,

one a four-speed, the other a three-speed,

and both selective sliding. A feature of

both is that the removal of a plate on the

side of the case permits the removal of the

reverse gear and the substitution of a new

one without the tearing down of the whole

mechanism—a desirable device. since the re

verse gear is much worked. Control levers

are located over the center of the boxes

and the gears have teeth of graduated

widths, the faces widening by an eighth of

an inch each as the sizes increase.

An unusual feature of the mechanism is
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that the four-speed transmission may be as

sembled with direct drive on high or third,

and the unit is given a wide range of adapt

ability in that, while the shift lever is always

in the center of the car, the other controls

may be arranged for right or left drive. The

pedals may be placed at right or left merely

by changing the location of the pedal shaft

and the brake lever is changeable likewise.

The transmission is designed to fit any

standard motor.

The clutch is oi steel and Raybestos, sec

tions of the Raybestos rings being removed

with the object of permitting the clutch to

run wet or dry; the operator does not have

to worry lest oil leak into the clutch case,

neither lest it become dry. as might be the

case were the clutch of the wet or dry type.

A central spiral spring is contained within

the center of the clutch, and when the

clutch pedal is pushed a clutch brake tends

to stop movement of this part. The com

pany also shows a jackshaft.

Flanking the Magic motor. which is real

ly the Swiss Fisher motor with a new name

formed of the initials of the company

formed to exploit it in America—Motor and

Gear Improvement Co.—and which is dis

tinctive by reason of its sliding crescent

valves, there is a brand new gearset that

is radically different from anything else of

its kind; its appearance with the Magic

motor makes plain the meaning of the

phrase “gear improvement" in the title of

the company which will exploit both, the

one having been developed to go with the

other.

In its simplest aspect, the Fisher gearset

is an arrangement of internal gears in

which various speed changes are selectively

obtained. The driving gear is connected to

the clutch shaft through the intermediary

of a universal joint, the other end of the

shaft being supported in a ball-bearing

mounted shifting block. For high gear, the

main driving gear simply is meshed with

gearing cut in the center of the driven mem

ber, the two then operating as a positive

clutch with no gears in operation. The

other speeds, first and second, are obtained

by progressively bringing the driving gear

into mesh with the several internal gear

rings in the driven member. For the reverse

drive, a small pinion is inserted between

the main driving gear and the driven mem

ber. The shifting is facilitated by a guide

plate housed in the case, which also serves

to lock the gears in mesh.

What is hailed as the successor to the

type of gearset which incorporates a lay

shaft in its makeup, is a four-speed gearset

exhibited by J. O. Michaud, of Fort Kent,

Me. The device comprises a three-step

cone gear which attaches to the clutch shaf‘.

and a large internal gear which is designed

to mesh in turn with each of the three

steps on the cone gear; direct drive, which

is on the fourth speed, is obtained by in

serting the smaller of the stepped gears in

 

  

  

MAGIC GEARSET

a similarly shaped recess in the back plate

of the internal gear. The internal gear

naturally is made to shift in a plane parallel

with the clutch shaft and in another plane
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at right angles with it, so as to mesh with

all of the gears, and for this reason the pro

peller shaft is fitted with a universal and a

slip joint; reverse is obtained by the use

of an idler pinion.

As' for axles, new types and new sizes of

older types have been brought out by near

ly all of the parts manufacturers who pro

duce axles, but nothing that is startling ap

peared. The Timken-Dctroit Axle Co. has

brought out both front and rear axles for

use on cars powered between 30 and 35, 40

and 45 and 50 and 60 horsepower, respect

ively, and two types of worm driven axles

for use with pleasure cars weighing up to

3,400 and up to 4,500 pounds, respectively,

in which David Brown worms are employed

and disposed either under or over the axle.

as preferred In the front axles Timken

bearings are supplied in the

knuckle bearings

The McCue Co. has on view a new rear

axle and gearset assembly for use on 1%

ton commercial vehicles, the axle housing

being of the well known McCue pressed

steel type. Three speeds and reverse are

provided by the gearset, which is select

ively operated. The Lefevre Arms Co. also

has on view a unit rear axle and gearset as

steering

sembly for use on cars powered between

35 and 40 horsepower; three speeds and

reverse are provided.

The Hess Spring & Axle Co. David

Brown worm driven axle, for use on pleas

ure cars, the worm being overhung. Out~

side of the employment of the worm, the

axle is similar to other Hess axles.

Lanchester-Daimler worms finished and

fitted with differential gears are on view at

the booth of the Warner Gear Co., which

also is showing a new gearset in unit power

plant form designed to attach to any milks

of motor and which can be fitted with the

Gardner spring starter. The latter attaches

to the multiple disk clutch which is fitth

tnd turns the motor over upon the release

of a stop. The spring is rewound by the

inertia of the car. The new gearset, which

is designed for four speeds and reversev

selectively operated, is made in three 55265

and is designed for center control.

 

Rims and Wheels.

In the matter of wheel equipment, but lit

tle has appeared that was not described in

Motor \Norld's Before-Shows number. one

new demountable rim cropped up, however

the product of the Presto Inter-Rim C0“

of Boston, Mass, which comprises a felloe

band provided with a flange at the rear and

deSigflBd to pesition the demountable rim

which bears the tire. and with a channel at

the front end into which fits a split loek

ring. The loek ring is provided with twO

lugs, one on either side of the split, which

are gripped and locked firmly in place by a

toggle lever lock which attaches to the

wheel felloe. The toggle lever is sufficiently

long t0 render the locking operation a very

simple matter. A quick-detachable flm

made by the National Rim Co., TarrytO-Wm
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N. Y., also is shown. It comprises a con

tinuous lock ring which is held in place by

lugs caused to protrude through holes in

the felloe by flat steel springs to which they

are attached. \Vhen the lock ring is to be

removed the lugs are withdrawn and held

out of engagement by slightly- turning the

springs on the single rivet which holds

them to the felloe so that the lugs are out

of line with the holes.

Not a little interest attaches to the dual

wood wheel which is part of the display of

Phineas Jones & 50., Newark, N. J., and

which comprises two separate felloes and

sets of spokes, both mounted on a single

hub. The wheel is intended primarily for

use on commercial vehicles. Cast steel

wheels are very much in evidence and are

shown not only by the Sheldon Axle Co.,

but by the Timken-Detroit Axle Co., Peter

Frassc 81 Co., New York City, who handle

the electric furnace products of the George

Fischer Co, of Schaffhausen, Switzerland,

and by the George Fischer Steel & Iron

Works, Ltd., also of Schaffhausen, but a

separate concern, whose products are made

by the orthodox process and not in the

electric furnace. In both cases the spokes

of the wheels are cast hollow by way of re

ducing weight It scarcely would be an ex

hibit worth the name if the spring wheel

were not on hand in one or more of its over

13.000 forms. As made by the American

Sprintr \Vheel Co., the Seaton wheel takes

the form of an unyieldable rubber tired rim

attached to the wheel felloc through the

intermediary of helical springs—parallel

with the axle—supported by a pair of bracki

cts, one on the felloe and the other on the

rim. The brackets alternate on both the rim

and felloe, one being placed on the inside

and the next on the outside. and the springs

are attached through ball and socket joints.

Thrust naturally throws the springs at an

angle with the axle and all of the springs

are slightly distended to bear the load.

Both MeCue and Rudge-Whitwo‘rth wire

wheels are in evidence. the former at the

booth of the McCuc Co., Buffalo. and the

latter by thé Standard Roller Bearing Co..

which manufactures the wheels for the Geo

W. Honk Co., Philadelphia, Pa. The wheels

are fitted with Honk quick-detachable rims.

McCue wheels have been altered in that the

lacing now is tangent to the hub, by virtue

of which a greater resiliency is obtained.

and by the fitting of the newer types of Me

Cue rims. A non-demountable wire wheel

for use in connection with Ford cars also

has been produced by the McCue Co.

Mott wire wheels, or, better, a Mott wire

wheel. for the manufacture just has been

taken up. is on display at the stand of the

TimkemDetroit Axle Co. It is of the

":"llally laced type. and the feature is the

Simplicity of the dentounting mechanism.

for the wheel can be detached simply by

depressing a push button mounted in the

center of the hub. Also displayed at the

Timken stand is the Timken cast steel hol

low spoke wheel, which is to be made in all

of the more common sizes for truck use, and

of course the new worms and worm axle.

A brand new addition to the line of Stan

weld rims, made by the Standard Welding

Co., Cleveland, Ohio, is the rim for use on

wire wheels. By virtue of a pair of chan

nels formed in the rim proper, the heads of

the spokes are recessed without the neces

sity for countersinking and the channels,

moreover, contribute considerably to the

strength and rigidity of the rim. In other

respects the rim is similar to the rims used

on wood wheels.

 

Tires.

While all of the many near non-skid

treads forcast in the Before-Shows num

ber of Motor \Norld put in an appearance at

the show, and also those innovations. the

   

GOODYEAR-M'NALL TIRE

()verman and Favary tires, and a number of

spring wheels, two entirely new and almost

radical types of tire cropped out in an un

expected and prominent quarter—in the

Goodyear exhibit. They are displayed in the

somewhat reluctant manner in which sev

eral now prominent articles first made their

appearance at shows, the manner indicating

caution. The two new Goodyears—the Mc

Nall and the Three-Piece Goodyear—are,

however, in a more or less experimental

stage.

The Mc'Nall tire is named after an Akron

man who designed it and differs essentially

from accepted construction. It consists of

two parts, an iron base and a rubber tread.

The base consists of a deep channel sec

tion, at the upper edges of the sides being

a seat to take the edge of the tread. The

tread is similar in shape to an ordinary

pneumatic tread cut 05 midway between

the rim and the outer circumference of the

tire. The beads. which. however, are not

held by any clincher device. contain several

strands of wire which hold the edges of the

tire tightly to the seats. as is shown in the

accompanying illustration. A regulation

inner tube is used. \

The Three-Piece Goodyear tire is all that

its designation implies. The first part is the

inner tube, which is of regular construction;

the second part is practically an ordinary

casing minus a tread, and the third part is

a tread or tire protector. The tread fits onto

the carcass, the carcass fits onto the rim,

and the inner tube occupies its regular posi

tion. The tread and carcass are not vulcan

ized together and remain in position through

the shape in which they are built; the car

cass retains its position as does any casing.

and the tread, fitting tightly and snugly

about the carcass. is secured by that means.

Etticiency and durability were objects in the

construction of these types. A feature of

the Three-Piece is that when one part—

the tread, for instance—is worn out an en

tire n‘ew casing is not required.

A red inner tube has been developed by

the United States Tire Co. and is made a

feature of its exhibit; added quality, be

cause of the red rubber, is claimed. Among

the other tires and supplementary products

not ready for announcement in the Before

Shows number but brought out at the show

are:

Miller red inner tubes. shown by the

Miller Rubber Co., of Akron, 0. Red rub

ber. for which high quality is claimed, is

used.

Interlock tires, manufactured by the Unit

ed 8: Globe Mfg. Cos, of Trenton, N. ].

These have been manufactured for some

time for the Australian trade, but only now

are being supplied to the home market.

They are constructed of crossed duck

strips, hand stitched and attached to the

bead without the means of wire or metal.

It is said that it takes as long to build one

Interlock tire as it does to build ten ordi

nary tires. because of the hand labor, and

that therefore the cost is about 25 per cent.

greater.

Reason inner tires. displayed by the Per

fect Tire Sales Co., of Philadelphia. These

consist of a shoe-like inner tire which fits

between the tube and the casing and is guar

anteed for 15,000 miles. The inner tirc,

itself, is of two surfaces spaced by rubber

block supports; the edges meet at the bot

tom of the tire, forming a round cavity for

a special inner tube which is furnished.

 

Ignition Devices.

“Newness” in the field of ignition de

vices is for the better part evidenced in the

production of unit spark ignition systems

for use in connection with electric lighting

and starting systems, making the use of a

magneto superfluous. Besides the Atwater

Kent Unisparker and the Rhodes Unit

Spark systems, which were treated in the

Motor World Beforc~Shows Issue, five

"hot off the iron" quick-break systems have

made their appearance, of which four-the
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Briggs, made by the Briggs Magneto Co.;

the Duplex, product of the Gould Storage

Battery Co.; the Westinghouse, of the

\Vestinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., and the

Esterline, introduced by the Esterline Co.—

are integral with the electric lighting sys

tems; the fifth. fathered by the Connecticut

Telephone & Electric Co., is put out as a

unit for attachment to any lighting system

or for use in connection with battery igni

tion.

In the matter of magnetos. two new Split

dorf instruments have made their appear

ance, and, unlike previous Splitdorf instru

ments, they are of the high-tension type.

styled models EU 4 and EU 6. for use in

connection with four- and six—cylinder mo

tors, respectively. The instruments are

fully enclosed by way of rendering them

impervious to water, oil or dust and pockets

and corners which are calculated to catch

dirt have been eliminated insofar as is pos

sible, to the better and cleaner cut appear

ance of the devices. Compactness and ac

cessibility are cardinal features. the instru

ments being no larger than the motorcycle

instrument, save only for the distributer

blocks. The magnetos are designed to de

liver a hot spark at low speeds. and in

order to reduce the noise and the wear at

tendant upon the action of the circuit break

er to minimum, the parts have been made

very light.

Outside of the new Herz and Simms in

struments. which were treated in Motor

\Vorld Before-Shows number, nothing save

a few minor improvements have been made

in magneto products. The National, K~W,

Pittsfield, Heinze and Connecticut instru—

ments are exhibited.

A synchronized battery ignition system

which embraces the use of a master vibra—

tor through which a Spark is delivered to

each of the cylinders when the motor first

is started, and a quick break for use when

the motor is running at speed with a con

sequent saving in current consumption, is

displayed by the Western Electric Co.,

maker of Pittsfield products.

A new priming spark plug for use with

Ford cars is displayed by the Heinze Elec

tric Co., and differs from other priming

plugs in that the priming cup itself forms

the terminal for the connection of the igni

tion wire. '

 

Shock Absorbers.

By way of rendering the device equally

efiicient, whether used on cars with stiff

springs‘or on cars with springs that are

very resilient, the Hartford Suspension Co.,

jersey City, N. )., has "revised" the Truf

fault-Hartford shock absorber, of which re

vision nothing had been said. In its newest

pect the device embraces the use of three

ic-tional arms, one of which is at all times

operative and functions when the move

ment of the springs is but slight. A second

and shorter arm is feathered to the longer

arm and comes into play, doubling the fric

tion, when the movement of the springs in

creases, so that the pin on the longer lever

reaches the end of the slot in which it

works on the second lever. The third arm

is provided with a still longer slot and

comes into play, trebling the friction when

the spring movement is abnormal.

  

mi

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD SHOCK ABSORBER

,Also new at the Hartford stand is an

unheralded rear-end bumper designed for

attachment to cars with scroll springs. The

device clamps directly onto the scroll and

makes use of the resiliency of the car

springs, as well as the resiliency of a single

leaf spring under the clamp to break the

force of blows imparted to the bar.

 

 

ANDREW SCOMI'ENSATING SPRING

Derhion shock absorbers, which are of

foreign manufacture, are exhibited by H. A.

Elliott, Detroit. In their simplest aspect

they comprise a cylinder in which a vane

is caused to reciprocate by the action of

the spring. A barrier provided with a by

pass is placed across the lower portion of

the cylinder and fits snugly up against the

hub on which the vane is fastened. Mounted

loosely on the same shaft and caused to

operate by engagement with lugs on the

reciprocating vane is a second vane, the

blades of which are at a slight angle. so

that there is slight lost motion. Both

vanes fit up snugly to the cylinder walls at

the top of the cylinder, but at the bottom

there is suthcient space for the free passage

of the glycerine with which the cylinder is

filled. In action, the spring is free to move

in either direction, until the vane is in such

position at the top of the cylinder that

passage of the liquid is prevented save

through the by—pass, which naturally is slow.

and the movement of the spring gradually

is checked.

Other shock absorbers, or, better called

shock absorbing springs, are on view.

the Clarence H. Peacock Co., of New

York City, exhibiting Ames springs, de

signed to be placed over the lower leaf

spring and act against its movement; the

Huston Multiple Spring Co., which com

prises a scroll spring with the leaves of the

scroll separated and attached to different

shackles attaching at two points to the

lower leaf spring, which construction, it is

claimed, dampens the recoil, and by the

Sheldon Axle Co., which has on display the

Andrews compensating, device. which is ;

triple spring, each of the three members

being so connected to the shackle that ex

cessive motion is prevented.

Some slight impr0vements in the shape

of a larger casing, the elimination of rivets

for attaching the belt and a slightly differ

ent shape of compression member have

been made in the Gabriel rebound snubbel'l

Connecticut improvements comprise the fil

»ting of an adjustment for changing the

tension of the springs for various Weigh"

cars.

 

Lamps.

In lamps there have been a few de\'t~‘l°l3'

ments since the Before-Shows number, as

follows:

A disappearing lamp for limousine 56F

vice, perfected but a few days before the

opening of the show by C. Cowles & C0-, Oi

New Haven, Conn. It consists of a small

lamp in a nickeled case, one side of which 15

open, and which revolves. \Vhen the "light"

button is pressed the open side turns out

ward and lamp lights. The “dark” button

extinguishes the lamp and causes a I183t

metal door to fit into the stationary metal

frame work which is set into the limousmc

wall. This company's former disachal'mg

lamps were less attractive and Operated

with a lever. '

A true parabolic reflector shown by ll“

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., of Kenosha. W15

Highest efiiciency is claimed for this fe

ilector because of its mathematically correct

shape.

A “Golden Glow" parabolic reflector

lamp made by the Esterline Co. of Lafa)“
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ette, lnd., which has a green reflector and

throws-a soft green light, not hurtful to the

eyes; made in 7 to 11 inch sizes.

A headlight deflector made by the Brown

Co., of Syracuse, N. Y. This consists of a

series of half rings, shaped much like a sec

tion of melon rind, and which fold together

at the top of the front of the lamp and drop

down over the upper part of the front, cut

ting off half the light.

Pumps.

Since the old and the new products in the

pump line were heralded in Motor World’s

Before-Shows Number, new things have

come to the surface; the new articles in

elude:

A swinging-arm,hydraulic-pressure pump,

made by the Hydraulic Oil Storage & En

gineering Co., of New York City; this has

an overhead arm eight feet long with eight

feet of hose at the outer end permitting the

gasolene tanks of cars to be filled within a

radius of 16 feet of the upright pipe at the

center. Pumping is effected by forcing

water, under city pressure, up into the bot

tom of the gasolene tank beneath the fuel.

The two forms of meter are provided, one

which may be set to permit the flow of a

certain quantity, the other which merely

registers whatever flows.

An enclosed sidewalk pump brought out

by the American Oil Tank & Pump Co..

of Dayton, Ohio, 0., which consists of an

upright metal pipe passing through the side

walk and a case at the top in which may be

locked the filler hose and pumping mech

anism.

A quick-detachable spark plug pump

shown by the Brown Co., of Syracuse, N. Y.

With each pump is furnished a two-piece

spark plug, the base sercwing into the plug

hole as usual but the remainder of the plug

being removable by a partial turn. It is

held in place by pins and slots. By remov

ing the removable part of the plug the

pump can be inserted in its place.

'The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. is mar

keting the Folberth power tire pump; the

pump is screwed into a hole drilled in a plug

in the cylinder head and power is furnished

by the piston rod of the pump, which pro

jects into the cylinder and rests upon the

piston head of the motor. The operation of

the motor works the pump.

 

Tops.

The tops of which the features were de

scribed in the Before-Shows number have

been increased in number by one, made by

the Pantasote Co., of New York City. It is

of the quick~collapsible, one-man type; the

breaking of elbow braces in front of each

front bow, and near the top, causes all other

joints along the sides to break, and the

top may be pushed back and folded by fine

man. Of bows there are but three on a

side, one in front and two at the rear. Be

fore breaking the braces, however, the oper

ator is required to loosen the lower ends

of the front bows. This is accomplished by

unscrewing a screw with a winged nut head

which, on each bow, is toward the front

seat, where it easily can be reached. The

feature of this screw is that it cannot fall

out of the bow and is ready in place when

it is desired to attach the front bow in its

resting place at the base of the rear bows.

 

Speedometers.

Unannounced and out of the ordinary.

yet in full keeping with the recent progres

sive policy Of the manufacturer, whereby

the whole line of instruments was revised

and considerably improved and increased,
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STANDARD DOUBLE READING METER

arc the Hoffacker specdometers with orna

mental dials. The instruments are com

bination models-~Waltham timepieces—0n

which the dial frames have been made hex

agonal, in one case, and slightly more or

nate in another, and with pleasing effect.

Metal work in both cases is blackened.

Not ready at the time of the Before

Shows number was a double-reading speed

scale exhibited by the Standard Thermom

eter Co., of Philadelhia, Pa. Features of

this, which has been used in certain forms

on mileage registering devices, are a zero

reset and selective set. The former is a

button at the bottom and left of the face

which turns the numbers of the trip mileage

back to zero. when the gears attached to

the button are thrown out of mesh and the

reading does not go back of zero; in some

instruments the gears remain in mesh and

the figures turn backward to 99.9 and down

ward.

The selective rc-set is utilized when a

driver, who is traveling with a road hook

and map, desires to have his trip meter reg

ister with the mile posts; a few turns of

the button suffice to set the mileage with

the reading on any milepost, after which the

trip reading should correspond with the

book. The speed is indicated by a pair Of

figures in holes in the upper half of the

 

face; the total mileage reading is up to

lO0,000.

Bearings and Metals.

Since the Before-Shows issue several

manufacturers have brought to light im

provements in their products, as follows:

Barthel, l)aly & Miller, of New York

City, importers of Schafer bearings, who ex

hibit a self-aligning bearing designed to al

low for irregular running of the borne part.

Rhineland Machine Works, of New York

City, which has a bearing the construction

of which allows for deviation in a shaft,

especially a longr hung shaft of a garage or

machine shop. It consists of an inner race.

balls, an outer race, the outer surface of

which is a section of a sphere and an outer

ring whose inner surface is a section of a

hollow sphere fitting the outer surface of

the outer race.

The Merchant & Evans Co., of Philadel

phia, Pa, which has compounded what it

terms an S. A. E. phosphor bronze bearing

metal. Also several parts in the company’s

clutch have been made of pressed steel,

thereby eliminating weight and increasing

compactness. A new product is an align

ment joint, which allows for a total of 8

degrees and is suitable for work in close

spaces.

The A. C. Smith Co. of Milwaukee, \Vis.,

which has commenced to manufacture the

Whitney roller bearing, of the adjustable

tapered cup and cone type.

Frank Mossberg & Co., Attleboro, Mass,

line of socket wrenches, feature of which is

lightness. Also have a ratchet handle which

has a long guarantee against breakage.

Allen \Vrench & Tool Co., of Providence,

R. I. Line of socket wrenches in which

ratchet is replaced by handle in which end

Of handle binds against turning part of

wrench and grips through friction, eliminat

ing pawl and teeth. The Allen friction drill

is similar in operation.

 

Locks.

The list of safety devices in the Before

Shows Issue has been augmented by several

additions, among which are two combina

tion locks. The additions are:

A knob combination lock displayed by the

Ajax Trunk & Sample Case Co.. of New

York City, consisting of an ordinary type

of safe lock attached to a dust and water

proof trunk; necessity of keys is elim

inated.

A similar lock on tool boxes made by the

Globe Machine & Stamping Co., of Cleve

land, 0. Two new boxes have been de

signed for Ford cards.

The “Slyco” tire holder and lock, manu

factured by the Sly Mfg. Co.. of Cleveland.

0., and shown by Smalley Daniels of De

troit, Mich. The tire is loeked into a metal
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holder by a hasp and snap lock and is re

moved only when a key is used.

Another Sly product, known as the “Sly

co" car lock, consisting of a door to a case

containing the ignition dash switch plug.

a lock on the door and a key. When the

plug is removed and the door locked igni

tion cannot be effected.

 

Horns.

Horns, of which the Before-Shows Issue

described the Klaxon, Tuto, Rexo, Newtonc,

Long, Jericho, jubilee, Monoplex, Riley

Klotz, Gabriel and Nonpareil types,.have

been supplemented by three others. They

are:

Electra. shown by the Automobile Supply

Mfg. Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y. Of the vi

brator type and operates on one-half am

pere. Price $4.

Sparton, displayed by the Sparks-With

ington Co. of Jackson. Mich. Of the motor

type, in two models. Also a combination

motor and reed type.

Clero, exhibited .by the Fitzgerald Mfg.

Co., of Torrington, Conn. Of the vibrator

type, hammer tapping against a steel dia

phragm.

 

New Accessories which Cropped up.

Pyrene fire extinguisher carrying bracket,

for automobile dashboard use. made by the

Pyrene Mfg. Co., of New York City. In

stead of lifting the extinguisher upward and

so out of the retaining bracket, it is held at

the top by a spring clamp and at the bottom

by a concaved cup which permits the ex—

tinguisher to be removed by a pull at right

angles to the dash. The extinguisher also

now is made in a two-piece shell.

A ventilator, exhibited by Charles Cowles

a." _|____|

both demonstrated by the International

Metal Polish Co., of New York City. The

former is an internally applied cement.

New designs in mirrorscopes. tire hold

  

H'CU RAY DEFI.ECTUR

ers, pedals and gauges by the Emil Gross

man Co., of New York City'.

The Neal shovel, manufactured by the

B. B. Neal Hardware Co. of New York City

  

ELECTRA SIGNAL HORN

and displayed by the Perfecto \Vind De

flector Co., which may be taken apart and

stored in the tool box until needed to

shovel snow, sand or any other impeding

substance. Its overall length is 29 inches

three holes through which the rope is

passed and made to hold itself in a loop by

an end tucked under the rope between two

holes.

Turner hot-blast torch, exhibited by the

Turner Brass Works, of Sycamore. Ill. An

improved construction of an under-genera

tor burner produces a hot flame and af

fords efficiency under extremes of weather.

The torch is equipped with an improved au

tomatic check valve. Made in quart and

pint sizes. The Turner Tubular Torch oper

ates like an ordinary gasolene blow torch

but is capable of producing more heat. It

is of Z-inch brass tubing five feet long and

has a capacity for three quarts.

Spring leaf lubricaotr, exhibited by Chas.

E. Miller of New York City. This is a small

tool which is attachable to any leaf spring.

forcing the leaves apart for the purpose of

lubrication.

Of the very many bumpers which are on

view, probably none is mOre interesting

than the Improved Universal, produced by

the Polson Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y., in the

design of which the use of a double bar is

distinctly new. The device is of the clamp

on type designed to fit most of the cars on

the market and embraces the use of helical

springs enclosed in telescoping tubes. EX

hibited by the same manufacturer is a wind

shield designed for use on roadsters. Th6

lower edge of the bottom glass—it is a rain

\'ision shield—is cut to fit the curve of the

dash. eliminating the filler board as ordi

narily supplied. In other respects the shield

is very similar to the well-known Poison

line.

Among the other new devices which have

cropped out is the Rich Tungsten valve.

product of the Rich Tool Co., Chit-aim 1""

which. as the name would ilev. is formed
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dle through the intermediary of a universal

joint, so that the handle can be held at any

angle. A novelty is the extension base

which permits the height of the base to be

increased by four inches and the crown

wheel clutch by means of which the worm

attaches to the pinion and which permits the

jack to be raised or lowered without re

sorting to the use of the handle.

For testing the quality of lubricating oil,

as well as for determining if the correct

amounts are being supplied to the cylinders,

a neat little device has been brought out by

tlte Texas Oil Co. It embraces the use of

a bracket designed to hold a card over the

opening in a pet cock which enters the cyl

indcr. The bracket is adjustable for vary—

ing the distance between the card and the

orifice. The quantity as well as the quality

of oil can be judged by the imprint on the

card after the petcock has been opened wrth

  

TEXACO OIL 'I'ES'I ER

the motor in operation, after a little experi

ence on the part of the operator.

Instruments for testing and recording

the temperature of the furnaces used in thc

heat treatment of steel are shown in a

variety of forms by the Leeds & Northrop

Lo, Philadelphia, Pa.

'Although a multitude of dial and pencil

tire gauges were listed in the Before-Shows

Issue, a new one was shown; the maker is

"'16 improved Gauge Mfg. Co., of Syracuse.

.\. Y, and the gauge claims as its feature

that while it is of the dial type it retails

at $1.

Every show serves to bring out certain

articles which attract attention because of

their difference and peculiarity, and some

survive and become factors in the trade,

while others are never seen again. Since

the Before-Shows number several such have

appeared, and among them are:

An automatic signal for chaufieurs and

passengers, exploited by Charles A.

Schindler, of West Hoboken, N. J. The

signal device consists of a small red lamp

attached to the back of a glove with a

small battery in the lower side of the gaunt

let; touching the thumb and forefinger

brings two copper buttons into contact and

the light lights, the chauffeur at the same

time extending his hand out frotn the side

of the car to warn following drivers of a

turn or stop. In daylight a glove is used

on which a small bell takes the place of the

lamp. Prices range from $6 to $30 per pair.

  

PANTASOTE "ONEMAN" TOP

The glove may be connected with a battery

in the car, and the device is also recom

mended by the makers to those passengers

who are in the habit of assisting the chauf

feur in signaling cars which are following.

A headlight glare remover, demonstrated

by \Villiam L. Tobey. of East Boston, Mass.

  

SCIIENDLER SIGNAL GLOVE

This consists of a. disk of amber-colored

glass, about five inches in diameter, at

tached to a clamp and supporting rod which

attach to the top or side of the windshield

or some other part of the car. The device

is adjustable to suit the driver and comes

into play when the glare of approaching

headlights tends to blind the driver, he

shifting the position of his head so that the

disk is between the lights and his eyes.

A “Button Bulb" for operating either an

electric or reed born, or both, manufactured

by the Riley-Klotz Mfg. Co., of Newark,

J. This consists of a button set into the

top of a horn bulb, electrical contacts inside

the bulb, wires running to the electric horn

and an air tube to the reed horn. Pressing

- American Metal

the button on the top of the bulb operates

the electric horn, squeezing the bulb blOWS

the reed horn.

Summary of Accessory Exhibits.

‘l’alacc.

"Both Garden and Palace.

‘l'Remain for next week.

 

Aermore Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.-—Aermore

Exhaust horns.

Adams & Westlakc Co., Chicago, Ill.-—Ad

lake electric lighting system.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York City—~

Ajax tires.'i'

Ajax Trunk and Sample Case Co.. New

York City—Trunks attd bags.

  

ALLEN FRICTION TOOLS

Alexander Mfg. Co., 1., New York City—

Jaco electric signals, mirrors and brass

fittings!

Allen Wrench 81 Tool Co., Providence, R. 1.

—Allen friction wrenches.

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland, Ohio

—American axles and worth gearing.1'

American Bronze Co., Berwyn, Pa.—Non

Gran bearing metal.

American Ever Ready Co., New York City

—Batterics, lamps and spring starters.

American Hardware Corp., New Britain,

Conn.—Corbin-Brown speedometers.‘

Hose Co., Waterbury,

Conn—Flexible metal exhaust pipe, pump

and lamp connectionsfi‘

American Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—American inner tubes."f

American Oil Tank & Pump Co., New York

City—American fuel pumps and storage

systems.

American Taximeter Co., New York City—

Jones and Popp taximeters and Speedo

graph truck recorders?

Aristos Co., New York City—Magic motors

and IfanSIhlSSlOl‘lS, Mondex shock absorb—

ers and Mondex-l-Ielix mixers.
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Arnold, N. 13., Brooklyn, N. Y.-—Slikup

cleaning specialties.

Asbestos & Rubber Works of America,

Brooklyn. N. Y.—Motobestos and Ajax

brake linings.

Ashley, James, New York City—Portable

garages.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.—Newtone signals and Rubes

horns.T

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.—

Solar lamps.1'

F. A. Baker, New York City—Motorcycle

sundries.

Baker Rim Co., New York City—Baker

rims.

Braender Rubber & Tire Co., Rutherford,

N. J.—Braender tires.1'

Briggs Magneto Co., Elkhart, Ind—Briggs

magnetos and lighting systemsxl

Brown Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—B'Co. pumps

and specialties.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Brown-Lipe gears and gearsets.T

Buda Co., Harvey, Ill.—Buda motors and

gearsets."]L

Budd Mfg. Co., Edward G., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Pressed steel bodies.

Bufialo Specialty Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—

Puncture sealers.

Burke Valve Co., Cleveland, Ohio—Valves

and fittings!

8. SCHEBLER

Coes Wrench Co., Worcester, Mass.—

Wrenches.T

Colorado Tire 8; Leather Co., Chicago, Ill.

—~Durable tire treads.

Columbia Lubricants Co., New York City—

Monogram lubricants.

Columbia Nut 8; Bolt Co.,

Conn—Lock nuts and bolts.‘l‘

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co., Mer

idcn, Comm—Connecticut shock absorb

ers, magnetos and ignition devices/i

Continental Rubber Works Co., Erie, Pa.—

Continental tires.‘t

Cooks Sons, Adam, New York City—Al

bany grease and lubricating oils.1‘

Bridgeport,

1.1 a ;
.

THE ROYAL EQUIPENT co. 3:;qu

 

  

ROYAL EQUIPMENT EXHIBIT IN GARDEN HOW HARTFORD PRODUCTS ARE SHOWN

unumln Cotta Transmission Co., Rockford, Ill.—Flu-in lb Mfg. Co.. Worcester, Byrne, Kingston & Co., Kokomo, Ind.—
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FISK TIRE DISPLAY ON ELEVATED PLATFORM IN GARDEN

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—Dia

mond tires?

Dixon Crucible Co., 105., Jersey City, N. J.

—Graphite lubricants?

Doehler Die Casting Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.—

Dic cast parts.

Double Fabric Tire Co., Auburn, Ind.—

Tires and inner tubes.

Dover Stamping & Mfg. Co. Cambridge,

Mass.~Drip pans, funnels and sheet

metal goods.

Duplex Gasolene Motor Co., New York

City—Twostroke motors.

Dl'kes Co., John L., Chicago, Ill—Tire pro

tectors.

 

GOODYEAR EXHIBIT
FEATURING

Eavenson Sons, Inc., -_I., Camden, N. J.—

Jesco soaps and polishes.‘

Eclipse Machine Co., Elmira, N. Y.——Mot0r

cycle fittings.‘

Edeh'nan & Co., 13., Chicago, Ill—Tire

gauges, valves, etc.

Electric Auto Lite Co., Toledo, Ohio—Auto

Lite lighting and starting systems.

Elliot, H. A., Detroit, Mich—Forged parts,

Derihon and Bishoff steels.

Empire Tire Co., Trenton, N. J.—Empire

tires.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

——Lamps.'l'

Endurance Tire & Rubber Co., New York

City—Endurance red inner tubes.  

WIRE WHEEL TIRES

Engilsh & Mersick Co., New Haven, Conn.

—Mctal trimmings.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Exide storage batteries?

Englcbert Tire Co., New York City-—

Tires.‘l'

Essex Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.—-Rubber

sundries.

listerline Co., Lafayette, Ind.—-Bcrdon elec'

tric lighting and starting system.‘

Favary Tire & Cushion Co., New York City

Favary cushion tiresi

Faw, F. W., New York City—Gaskets,

blowout patches, reliners and sundries.

Federal Rubber Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

—cheral tires.

Findeisen 8: Kropf Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Rayfield carburettcrsfl'

Fischer Steel & Iron Works Co., Switzer

land—Steelle

Firestone Tire & Rubber C0.. Akron, Ollln

-—Fircstone tires/I“

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk tires?

Flentje, Ernest, Cambridge, Mass.—Flentje

recoil checks.‘

Flechter & Co., L. V., New York City—

American Locomotive carburetters.‘l'

Flex-O-Fill Core Co., New York City—Tire

fillers.

Four Wheel Auto Jack Co., Reading, Pa.—

Four Wheel Jacks.

Franklin Mfg. Co., H. H., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Die cast parts.

Frassc. Peter A., New York City—Fischer

steel wheels and castings, Globe ball bear

ings.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. C0.. Cleveland, Ohio——

Gabriel horns and rebound snubbersj

Garage Equipment Co., Milwaukee, Wis.—

Universal bumpers, tire holders, wind

shields, vulcanizers. jacks and lamps.

Gasolene Filter Co., New York City—Per

fect gasolene filters.'l'

Gemmer Mfg. Co, Detroit, Mich.——Gemmer

steering gears?

General Rim Co., New York City.—Rims.’t

Gibney Rubber Co., I. L., Philadelphia, Pa.

—-Tires and vulcaniersfl

Gilmer, G. W., Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.—Gil

mer tire repair patches and tools.

Globe Machine & Stamping Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—Steel tool boxes. metal hampers,

fenders and sheet metal parts.'l'

Goldc Patent Mfg. Co., New York City—

Goldc topsfit

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.—

Electric motors. rectifiers and apparatus

and cloth pinions."f

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, Ohio—~Good

rich tirestl‘

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—Goodyear tires.‘l'

Gould Storage Battery Co., New York City

—Gould batteries and Duplex lighting

and ignition systems"! '
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Grant-Lees Mch. Co.. Cleveland, Ohio—

Gearsets.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass—Lamps

and electric starting and lighting sys

tems."1'

Gray Specialty Co., Newark, N. J.-—Sun

dries.‘

Grossman Co., Emil, New York City—Red

head spark plugs, E-G bumpers and sun

dries.

Haedge & Richter, Hanover, Germany——

Rivets and riveting machines.

Hagerstown Legging Co., Hagerstown, Pa.

—Apparel.'

Harris Oil Co., A. W., Providence, R. I.—

Lubricants.1'

Hartford Machine Screw Co., Hartford.

Conn—Screw machine parts, spark plugs

and tire pumps.

Hartford Suspension Co., Jersey City, N. J.

—Truffault-Hartford shock absorbers.

Hartford electric starting and lighting

systems and jacks and bumpers"?

Haws. George A.. New York City—Pan

hard lubricants.

Hawthorne Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.—

Old Sol lamps.‘

Havoline Oil Co., New York City—Havo

line lubricants-I

Hayes Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.--Metal

bodies, tool boxes. running boards and

sheet metal parts.

Herz & Co., New York City—Her: Mag

netos, timers, spark plugs and ignition

supplies.t

Hess Spring 8: Axle Co., Carthage, Ohio-—

Springs and axles.

Hess Steel Castings Co., Bridgeton, N. J.—

Steel castings.1'

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Hess-Bright ball bearings?

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass—Mag

netos and coils-l"

Hoffecker Co., Boston. Mass—Hoffecker

Steady Hand speedometers.

International Accessories Mfg. Co., New

York City—A. B. C. carburetters.?

International Acheson Graphite Co., Niag

ara Falls, N. Y.—Oildag and Gredag lu

bricants.

International Metal Polish Co., New York

City—Blue Ribbon polishes.

Janney-Steinmetz & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Cold drawn, seamless steel tanksfl'

Jefiery-Dewitt Col, Detroit, Mich.—Reli

ance and J-D Visible spark plugs.‘

J-M Shock Absorber Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

—J-M shock absorbers.

Jones & Co., Phineas, Newark, N. J.—Wood

wheels.1'

Justice Co., A. R.. Philadelphia, Pa.—U

Kan plating polish.

Kahnweiler Sons, David, New York City—

Simplex fire extinguisher»?

Kent Mfg. Works, Atwater. Philadelphia.

Pa.—Unisparker systems and

Monoplex horns.'l'

Kellogg Mfg. Co., Rochester. N. Y.—-Hand

and power pumps and air engine starters.

Kells Mfg. Co., W. J., New York City—

Radiators.1'

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York City

—Kelly-Springfield tire'sil'

Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston magnetos, coils and timers.

K-W Ignition Co., Cleveland, Ohio—K-W

magnetos and coils.‘l'

Laidlaw, Jr., Wm. B., New York City—Top

and cover fabrics.

Lavigne Gear Co., Corliss, Wis—Steering

gears.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Niagara Falls,

N. Y.——Woodworth tire treads. Kant Skid

tire bands, repair boots, etc.

Leeds & Northrup Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Pyrometers and steel testing instru

ments.1'

Lee Tire & Rubber Co., Conshohocken, Pa.

-—Lee and Leeland tires and Wayfnaker

ignition

McCord Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.—Radia~

tors, lubricants, fans and McKim gas

kets.1'

McCue Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.—McCue axles

and wire wheels.“

Merchant & Evans Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hele Shaw clutches, gearsets, Star tire

casesrl'

Metal Shelter Co., St. Paul, Minn—Port

able garages. '

Metal Stamping Co., Long Island City.

N. \'.—-Stampings.

Mezger, C. A., New York City—Sootprool

spark plugs.

Michaud, J. 0., Fort Kent, Me.—Gear-.

scts.‘

Miller, Charles New York City—Bramp

ton chains, Miller spark plugs and spring

lubricators. Pan-American lubricants and

sundries."

Miller Rubber Co., Bufialo, N. Y.-Millcr

tires.

Model Gas Engine \Vorks, Peru, Ind.-—

Model motors.T

Mosler & Co., A. R., Mount Vernon, N. Y.,

Spitfire spark plugs and Umph timers-i

Mossberg, Frank, Attleboro, Mass.—

\Vrenches.

Motor Car Equipment Co., Akron, Ohio

Supplies.

Motsinger Devices Mfg. Co., Pendleton.

Ini—Motsinger autosparkers and carbu

rettersd'

Motometer Co., New York City—Motom

ter temperature indicator.1'

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio"

Motz cushion tires.1'

Muncie Gear Works, Muncie, Ind—(363m

wheels and gearsets.'l'

Mutty Co., L. J., Boston. Mass.-Ul>h°l'

stery materials. _

Nathan Novelty Mfg. Co., New York C"?

—Lcather sundries.

National Coil Co., Lansing. Itiich.—-5Pa'k
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GARDEN EXHIBIT OF PENNSYLVANIA YACI'UM CUP TIRES

Noeru Mfg. Co.. Waterbury, Conn—Pumps

and oil cans.

Nonpareil Horn Mfg. Co., New York City—

Nanpareil bulb horns.

Norma Co. of America, New York City——

systems.

North East Electric Co.. Rochester, N. Y.—

North East electric lighting and startingv

Norma ball bearings”?

Northway Motor 8: Mfg. Co., Detroit. Mich.

-—Northway motors.

0- A. R. Motor Co., Plainfield, N. J.—O. A.

R. motors.

(Jvcrman Tire Co.. New York City—Over

man tires.'l'

l'antasote Co., New York City—Pantaerte

top and seat coverings-i“

l’eacock Co.. Clarence H.. New York City—

Amos shock absorbers'l‘

Pennsylvania Rubber Co.. Jeannette. Pa.—

l’cnnsylvania tires.‘l‘

 

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Krupp steel springs.1'

l’crfect Tire Sales Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Tires. .

l'erfecto Wind Deflector Co.—Boston,

Mass.—\Vindshields.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.—Philadelphia batteriesf‘l'

I’iel Co., 6., Long Island City, N. Y.——Long

horns and G-P muffler cut-outs.

Polson Mfg. Co., Bufi’alo. N. Y.—Polson

Windshields.

Portage Rubber Co..

Portage tires.

Presto Inter Rim Co.,

Presto Q. D. rims.

l’russer & Son. Thos.. New York City—

Krupp steelsfil'

l‘yrenc Mfg. Co.. New York City—Pyrene

fire extinguishers.

Randall-Faichney Co.. Boston, MaSS.—_lcri~

cho and Jubilee exhaust horns. murfier

Barberton, Ohio—

Boston, Mass.—

  

Exuum or new DEPARTURE BEARINGS 1N MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

 

cut—nuts, B'Linc grease guns. Jcricho 1115

regulators, \Vebster tank gauges and

other sundriesj'

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind—Remy

magnet!» and lighting systemsrl

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, ()hio—

Republic tiresj'

Reilly 8; Son. Newark. N. J.-—Trimming

leathers.

Rhiueland Machine Works Co., New York

L'ity—Rhineland hearing»?

R. l. \'. Co.. New York City—R. I. V. hall

liearini.g~'.."“I

Rich Tool Co., Chicago, Ill—Tools and

Tungsten valves}?

Riley-Riot: Mfg. Co.. Newark, N. J.—Bulh

horns.

Rose M fg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.——Ne\'erout

lumps, license brackets. and heatersfi'

Ross (icth 8: Tool Co., Lafayette. Ind.—

Tools."'i

Royal Equipment Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.—

l)uplex and Raymond brakes. Raybestos

brake linings. Gyrex mixers.'l'

Roberts. H. T.. Chicago, Ill—Heitigcr car

buretters. Eclipse motorcycle fittings.

Rushmore Dynamo \Vorks. Plainficld, N. I.

——Rushmorc electric lighting and starting

systems.

Russian Tire Sales Co., New York City—

Prowodnik tires.

Sager Co.. I. H.. Rochester, N. Y.—Sager

bumpers and supplementary springs.

S. B. R. Specialty Co.. East Orange, N. J.—

Sundries.

Sarco Engineering Co.. New York City—

Coventry chains?

Schendler. Charles A.. Hoboken. N.

Signal gloves.

Sehoen-Jackson Co.. Media. Pa.-~F‘cp~v var.

Iiurctters and flexible metal hose.“

Sehrader's Sons. Inc.. A.. New York City-

Universal tire valves

gaugesfl'

Schwartz Wheel Co., Philadelphia. Pa.—

VVood wheels.'l'

Service Recorder Co.. Chicago. Ill—Truck

recorders and hub odometers.‘l'

Seamless Rubber Co.. New Haven. Conn.—

Seamless tires and inner tubes.‘lr

Sewell Cushion Wheel Co.. Detroit. Mich.—

Cushion wheelslL

Shaler Co.. C. A.. Waupun. Wis.—-Shaler

vulcanizers.

Sheldon Axle Co.. Wilkesharre. Pa.—Axles

and springs.‘l'

Silvex Co.. New York City—Polishes.

Simms Magneto Co.. New York City—

Simms magnetos."1'

S. K. F. Ball Bearing Co.. New York City_.

S. K. F. ball bearings.

Smith Co.. A. 0., Milwaukee. \Vis.—~Parts.‘l’

Sonneborn Sons. lnc.. I... New York City—

Lubricants.

l—

and pressure

Soss Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn. N. Y.—Soss in

visible hinges!

-

~

-.-.-_.-.

_...-n-_..
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Spacke Machine Co., F. W., Indianapolis.

Ind—De Luxe motorcycle motors and

parts.

Sparks-W'ithington Co.. Jackson, Mich.—

Fans and Sparton horns.

Spicer Mfg. Co., Plainfield, N. ].—-Spicer

universal joints.‘l'

Splitdorf Electrical Co., Newark, N. j.—

Splitdorf magnetos. coils, plugs and other

ignition devices, also electric lighting sys‘

tem."l'

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.~Standard ball and roller bearings.'l'

Standard W'elding Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Stanweld rims, electrically welded tubing

and parts."

Standard \Vovcn Fabric Co..

Mass—Brake linings.

Standard Thermometer Co., Boston, Mass.

—Standard speedometers and Abel] tire

pumps."

Stanley, J. T., New York City—Soaps and

polishes.

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.—

Stewart speedometersil'

Stevens 8: Co., New York City—Sundries.

Stromberg Motor Devies Co., Chicago, Ill.

—Str0mberg carburetterstl'

Sunderman Safety Carburetter Co.—Sun

derman carburetters. ‘

Suspension Roller Bearing Co., Sandusky,

Ohio—Boyer suspension bearings.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—Swinehart tires.'l'

Taylor Co., H. D., Buffalo, N. Y.—Uphols

tery materials.‘r

Texas Co., New York City—Lubricants.*1‘

Thermoid Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.—

Thermoid tires.‘

Timken-Detroit Axle Co.. Detroit, Mich.—

Timken hollow cast steel 'wheels and

bevel and worm axles.*‘l'

Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio—

Timken taper roller bearings."l

Tingley & Co.. C. 0., Rahway, N. J.--Vul

canizing outfits.

Tobey, \Vm. L, Boston, Mass—Q. D. rim

removers and glare removers.

“uh-"M- P-wr 8' Axle Co.. Newark, N. J.

\Vorccster.

United States Gauge Co., New York City—

Pressure gauges.

United States Light & Heating Co., New

York City—U. S. L. starting and lighting

systems and storage batteries.*'l‘

U. 5. Tire Co., New York City—United

States tires?

Vacuum Oil Co., New York City—~Mobil

oils and greases.‘l'

Valentine & Co., New York City—Var

nishes.1'

\‘eeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.--\"eeder

tachometers, odometers and die cast

parts?

Yesta Accumulator Co.,Chicago, Ill—Vesta

storage batteries and lighting systems)?

\‘oorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., jersey City.

N. I.—Brown Scientific inner tubes.

\"—Ray Co., Chicago, Ill.—~V-Ray plugs.

Walpole Rubber Co., Boston, Mass.—Wal~

pole tires.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville, N.

Y.—Ward Leonard electric lighting and

starting systems.

Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind—Gears and

parts and Gardner engine starters)“:

\Narner Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio—Gear

sets“?

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis—War

ner autometersfl'

\Vasson Piston Ring Co.. Hoboken, N. J.—

Wasson piston rings.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Co., Ft. NVayne,

Ind—\Nayne tanks and storage systems.

Webster MaeDonell Co., Haverhill, Mass.—

Inner tubes.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.. New York City

-Weed chainsfl

W'ells Bros. Co., Greenfield, Mass—Screw

cutting tools."l‘

Western Electric Pittsfield Co., Pittsfield,

Mass—I’ittsfield magnetos, coils, etc.

Western Tool 8: Forge Co., Brackenridge,

Pa.—Drop forgings.

\Vest Side Y. M. C. A., New York City—In

struction.

VVeston-Mott Co., Flint, Mich—Axles and

parts.'l'

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

Young, 0. W., Newark, N. J.~Lubricants,

tire repair outfitsn~

Zip Co., Ltd., Toronto, Cam—Zip puncture

sealer.

 

Summary of Motorcycles Displayed.

American Motor Co., Brockton, Mass.—

Eagle, single, and M-M, twin, $235 to

$275.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Chicago.

Ill.—~Thor, single and twin. $200 to $240.

Baxter Side Car Co., Cambridge, Mass.—

Baxter side cars. $60 to $80.

Consolidated Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.—Yalc.

single and twin. $225 to $275.

Davis Sewing Machine Co., Dayton. 0.—

Dayton, twin. $265 to $275.

Excelsior Motor Mfg. & Supply Co.. Chi'

cago, Ill—Excelsior, single and twin. $200

to $250.

Emblem Mfg. Co., Angola, N. Y.-—Emblem.

single and twin. $175 to $300. '

Greyhound Motor Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—

Greyhound side cars.

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Milwaukee.

VVis—Harley-Davidson, single and twin.

$235 to $285.

Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass—l"

dian, single and twin. $200 to $325.

Henderson Motorcycle Co., Detroit, Mich

—-Henderson, four. $325.

Ives Motorcycle Corp., Owego. N. Yr"

Monarch, single and twin. $225 to $275.

Majestic Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.-Ma

jestic side cars, $65 to $90.

Miami Cycle & Mfg. Co., Middletown. Q"

Merkel, single and twin, $210 to $335

Minneapolis Motor Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

—Minneapolis, single and twin. $225 1°

$375.

Pierce Cycle Co., Bufialo, N. Y.-~Pi¢"¢

single_and four. $225 to $400. .

l‘ope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—POP“ 5m“

gle and twin. $165 to $250. _

Reading Standard Co., Reading. parR'b'

single and twin. $200 to $275

Schickel Motor Co., Stamford. Conn.“

Schickel, single. $225 to $240. ‘

Triumph Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich-'Tn'

umph, single and twin. $225 to $250
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WELCOME THE TRUCK; SPEED THE PLEASURE CAR

Trucks Will Be Less Spectacular, but Will Not Lack Interest Because of the

Fact—Comparisons, Which Are Not Odious, Show Strong Tendency

Toward Standardization—Improvements That Will Be Disclosed.

It is possible—it is, in fact, extremely

probable—that the crowds that will invade

Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace next week will not be so large

as those which have pressed the salesmen

against their cars during the present week,

and that there will be a smaller proportion

of wearers of fashionable apparel—especi

ally of the feminine variety. But—and it is

a "but" of extremely large dimensidns—it

is likely to be the kind of a crowd the deal

ers like—an interested crowd—a' "buying"

crowd. For when Part I—plcasure cars—

moves out on Saturday night, its place

will be taken by Part II, which denomina

tion covers the grimmer instruments of

commerce that go under the general desig

nation of commercial motor vehicles——de

livery wagons (light and heavy), motor

W3Eons, trucks, tractors, and all the various

and multifarious members of the big fam

ily‘ and there are not many who go to see

them as a mere spectacle. They are far less

decorative than pleasure cars, and there is

a total lack of the glamor that adds to the

magnetism of the lighter, swifter and more

ornate cars, and those who go to the truck

show usually have some good reason for

llOlng SO—and the reasons usually can be

traced to a financial root.

And while the dealers are only too de

lighted to welcome those who are possible

future purchasers—to say nothing of those

who are merely interested—it may be said

with entire sincerity that the dealers are

prepared to treat purchasers better than at

any previous shows. There has been lit

tle or no tendency during the past year to

go shooting off at a tangent with fantastic

desk“; rather, the more conservative and

familiar things have been adhered to and

lmllroved, and at the same time manufac—

turing methods have been refined and made

less expensive. so that in many cases—in

fact, in most cases—the buyers of trucks

Bet more actual value for their money than

has been possible heretofore.

(For those who are genuinely interested,

miter as users or from a mechanical point

of View only, there will be a good deal

that will be well worth inspecting, not

“:"hsmndlng the fact that commercial ve

lmlcs 3" gradually approaching a more or

it“ uniform set of types, so to speak, and

exhibit fewer radical difl'erences than in the

 

past. For instance, there will be several

worm-driven machines covering a wide

range of capacities, from the Smith-Mil

waukee six-tanner and the Pierce—Arrow

five-tonner down to the light types, which

will include a brand new, popularly priced

Gramm. Rowe, Universal, Blair and

Schacht will show worm driving systems

worked out for commercial service. The

La France, with the Manly hydraulic drive,

will be a center of interest, even though it

is not exactly brand new.

The number of trucks that have settled
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7‘ IN MADISON SQUARE GARDEN ‘

Z Alco Mack ;

Autocar Packard 2

Buick Peerless i

Federal Pierce-Arrow *;

Garford Pope ?

G M C Rec 5

Gramm Saurer ;

Hewitt Selden 1';

Hupp Speedwell =~

' Kelly-Springfield Velie i:

Kissel Walter ;

Knox White :1

Locomobile s

IN GRAND CENTRAL PALACE

~.; Atlantic Lansden e

f; Atterbury Maccarr e

Baker Mais -

Bessemer Modern f

Blair Randolph ;

2 Brown Rowe% Chase Sanford if

E Croce Schacht I?

f?! Dart Service ::

Driggs-Seabury Smith-Milwaukee

Flint Standard 5

General Vehicle Sternberg ;

B. A. Gramm Stewart E

Decatur Studebaker ;-_

'1 I H C Sullivan ;

' Koehler UniversalKrebs Ward 5‘

LaFrance Waverley

Lauth-Iuergens Webb

Lippard-Stewart
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down to a standard of construction and do

not vary it appreciably is distinctly on the

increase. White, Alco, Garford, Peerless,

Packard, Pierce, Reo, Buick. Velie, Mack,

Saurer, Hewitt, Knox and all the noble

army of electrics are in the forms in which

they have already been made familiar.

though it goes without saying that there

are numerous changes and improvements

‘that experience has suggested. Even new

machines, appearing for the first time, step

at once into some one of the standard

classcs, for the time has passed when every

man dreamed himself a fearful and won

derful machine, built it—and then started on

the thorny—under the circumstances—path

to the knowledge of how a truck ought to

be constructed.

It goes without saying that there will be

a few unexpected things brought out at the

double show; there never was a show that

did not develop something of the kind,

whether good, bad or indiflerent. But it

is pretty safe to venture the guess that they

will be practicalities and not of “the stuff

that dreams are made on." It is just possi

ble that there may be a few surprises in the

way of motor starters; there seems no good

reason why commercial vehicles should not

be equipped with these conveniences, and

the mere fact that manufacturers have been

rather reticent on the subject may presage

the appearance of a few at the show. It is

a certainty, however, that there will be a

great many left-steered machines with cen

ter control or without, and also that the

good work that already has been done by

governors will be reflected in the fitting of

these money-savers to a large proportion

of the cars exhibited.

Of the electric squad, it may be said that

they long ago ceased to make changes in

anything except details. All are of stand

ardized designs and the principles involved

have been tried out and tested in every

possible way—and this applies as well to

the old timers and to the new comer, the

Atlantic. Better motors, better batteries

and better bearings and moving parts gen

erally have brought about better service in

every way. The reliability of the electric is

one of its strongest points.

A truck that is so young that it really

has not been born to commercial existence

is the Croce, for the manufacture of which

a factory is in process of construction at

Asbury Park, N. Y. The first machine was

built in a machine shop and was the seed

from which first a company and then a

factory grew. The car is expected to show

~ome feature of more than usual interest.

In the heavy truck field the possibilities

that lie in the tractor principle have been

given no little consideration, and there will

be special machines designed as tractors or

semi-tractors, in which class the new Baker
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electric is prominent—a short, stocky, pow

erful machine intended for hauling.

There will be several exhibitors in the

accessories class who were not in evidence

at the pleasure car shows. These are as

follows: American Kushion Kore Tire Co.,

New York City, tire filler; Wm. H. Brown,

Cleveland, Ohio; Eureka Non-Skid Mfg.

Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., anti-skidding devices;

Federal Chain & Mfg. Co., Springfield,

Mass, Federal and Gaylor non-skidding de~

vices: Never Skid Mfg. Co., New York

City, anti-skidding devices; Pioneer Steel &

Block Tire Co., St. Louis, Mo., Pioneer

tires; Polack Tire Co., New York City.

Polack tires.

 

Summary of Trucks To Be Displayed.

*Denotes Exhibit in Grand Central Pal

ace; Without Such Notation in Madison

Square Garden.

Atlantic Vehicle Co., New York. Atlantic.

Electrics, 1 to 5 tons; prices $2,000 to

$4,000!

Atterbury Motor Car Co., Bulfalo, N. Y.

Atterbury. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 3

tons; prices $1,250 to $3,600?

American Locomotive Co., New York. Al

co. Gasolene, 2 to 6% tons; prices, $2,

950 to $5,200.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa. Autocar.

olene, 3,000 pounds; price, $2,150.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, 0.

Baker. Electric, 500 pounds to 4 tons;

prices, $1,800 to $3,500.*

Bessemer Motor Truck Co., Grove City, Pa.

Gas

Bessemer. Gasolene, 1,000 to 3,000

pounds; prices, $1,200 to $2,700.*

Blair Mfg. Co., Newark, N. 1. Blair. Gas

olene, 1% to 3% tons; prices, $3,000 to

$3,750!

Bowling Green Motor Car Co., Bowling

Garford Co., Elyria, O. Garford. Gasolene,

1% to 5 tons.

General Motors Truck Co., Pontiac, Mich.

G M C. Electric and gasolene, electric

1,000 pounds to 6 tons and gasolene 1%

to 5 tons.

General Vehicle Co., Long lsland City, N.

Y. General Vehicle. Electric, 750 pounds

to 5 tons.‘

Gramm Motor Truck Co., Lima, 0. Gramm.

Gasolene.

Gramm-Bernstein Co., Lima, ’0. B. A.

Gramm. Gasolene. 2 to 3% tons; prices,

$2,750 to $3,600!

Grand Rapids Motor Truck Co., Grand

Rapids, Mich. Decatur. Gasolene, 1%

tons.‘

Hydraulic Truck Sales Co., New York. La

France. Gasolene, 3 tons.‘

Hewitt Motor Co., New York. Hewitt.

Gasolene, 1 to 10 tons, prices $1,800 to

$5,500.

Hupp Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich. Hup—

mobile. Gasolene, 800 pounds; price

$950.

International Harvester Co., Chicago. I. H.

C. Gasolene, 1,000 pounds.‘

Kelly Motor Truck Co., Springfield, 0.

Kelly. Gasolene, 1 to 3 tons; prices $2,000

and up.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis. Kis

sel. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 5 tons;

prices $1,500 to $4,350.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

Knox. Gasolene, 2 to 6 tons; prices $2,

750 to $5,000.

Koehler S. G. Co., H. 1., New York. Koeh~

ler. Gasolene, 1,600 pounds; price $750!

Krebs Commercial Car Co., Clyde, O.

Krebs. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds; price

$1,375!

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont,

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car C0,, Buffalo, N_ v_

Pierce—Arrow. Gasolene, 5" tons; price $4,.

500.

l‘ope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn. Pope

Hartford. Gasolene, 3 to 5 tons; prices

$3,350 to $4,475.

Randolph Motor Truck Co., Chicago, 111.

Randolph. Gasolene!

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich. Reo.

Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 2 tons; prices

$760 to $1,800.

Rowe Motor Mfg. Co.,

Rowe. Gasolene?

Sanford Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Sanford. Gasolene, 1 ton; price, $1.60)!

Saurer Motor Co., New York. Saurer. Gas

olene, 4% to 6 tons.

Schacht Motor Car Co... Cincinnati, 0.

Schacht. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to4

tons; prices $1,600 to $3,300!

Selden Motor Vehicle Co.. Rochester, N. Y.

Selden. Gasolene, 1 ton; price $2,000.

Service Motor Car Co., Wabash, Ind. Ser

vice. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 1% tons;

prices $1,350 to $1,675.‘l

Smith Co., A. 0., Milwaukee, Wis. Smith

Milwaukee. Gasolene, 3% to 6 tons!

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, 0

Speedwell. Gasolene, 2 to 6 tons; prices

$3,750 to $4,400.

Standard Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich

Standard. Gasolene, 3 tons; price $2,750!

Stegeman Motor Car Co., Milwaukee, Wis:

Stegeman. Gasolene.

Sternberg Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis

Sternberg. Gasolene, 2 to 5 tons; 951°“

$2.800 to $4,500!I

Stewart Motor Corp., Buffalo, N. Y. Stew

art. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds; price $1"

650.‘

Studebaker Corp., Detroit, Mich. Studt'

baker. Electric and gasolene, electric 500

pounds to 5 tons; gasolene, light deli“

Coatesville, Pa.
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You don’t have to exaggerate

it is the path of least resistance to sell

National ears because of their apparent and

demonstrated qualities. Glance at these tew

features—can you beat them on any other

cars, for the price?

Long stroke (4%): 6) flexible and noiseless Motor

with enclosed valves.

Left side drive.

Center control.

Gray & Davis Electric Starter. _

Gray & Davis Dynamo Electric Lighting System

Bosch double dual Magneto.

12-inch Turkish Upholstery.

Full heavy nickel Trimmings.

Multiple jet Carburetor.

Electric Horn.

Adequate baggage carrying COmPathem con'

cealed in body but easily accessible.

Powerful and reliable Brakes.

Tire Pump, integral part of the motor.

lZS-inch wheel base. .

Adjustable ventilating and rain vision Wind

Shield.

Hotfecker Speedometer.

~re Carrier in rear.

Silk Mohair TopI Cover and Curtains.

Full floating Rear Axle.

Resilient Springs, 3%; elliptic in rear. ,

Large gasoline pressure-feed Tank in rear with

Gauge.

Plain, continuous, enclosed Metal Guards

The only perfect Oiling System.

Tniiiault-Hartiord Shock Absorbers On 1'63!"

One extra Firestone demountable rim.

  

You Can Look a Man in the Eye When You Sell

  

‘ 1p" \\
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It We Can Prove This, Are You interested?

We say that the National is superior to any other car in

actual worth that sells for the same price—we g0 turther

and say that we give you as much service and quality as any

$5000 car.

'We say that money can not buy better materials ; ’

than used in the National—that the Nationnlhas ’

the most flexible motor—the most perfect ()li- '

ing system—the greatest degree of luxurious

upholstery and comfort—and we say that ’ W

the National is a money-making car for Q,

' ' ' Q 0 o" 0
dealers because or its merits and repu- og’, $8590..

tation Don't vou think you should GQ; _ ‘ ‘4‘;
. A. I 3 u \o

' ' ‘ * ‘ 'IS; 0 . kat least investigate our clam g x @1660

lmprovul Series V. Five Models & .0 $8

$2750 to $3400 v ’ \ at

900 ace. e“;

National Motor Vehicle (10. ‘9’, A0 9.

INDIANAPOLIS, mu. 0, Ty fey.

Maker 0‘ .. ’xoé \‘9" 9'} .' ae‘

Stock Champion and IQ; lobe as; 9‘

International Champion ) v

.
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LEGISLATION PLANNED TO

REDUCE DRIVING HAZARDS

Connecticut Association to Present

Three Trat‘fic Regulations to

Legislature—Nearly All Old

Officers Re-elected.

That the Connecticut Automobile Asso

ciation is nothing if not alive to the in—

terests of its members was evidenced at

the last meeting of the Executive Board,

which was held at the headquarters of the

Hartford Automobile Club on Monday,

when no less than three bills, calculated to

reduce the hazard of driving, were drawn

up for presentation in the General Assembly

under the sponsorship of the association.

At the same time, a vote was passed recom

mending that a single State tax be substi~

tuted for the triple taxation now imposed

by the State, the county and the borough or

city.

The first of the bills provides that all

vehicles must carry lights; the second pro

vides that the drivers of horse-drawn ve

hicles must not have their view to the back

and the sides obstructed by their loads;

and the third provides for the trimming of

trees and shrubs at intersections of roads

and at curves where thick foliage prevents

a clear view of traflic.

At the election which preceded the trans~

action of business, the old board of officers

was re-elected, with scarcely a change. the

list being as follows: F. T. Staples

(Bridgeport), president; John N. Brooks

(Torrington), vice-president; C. N. Rob

inson (New Haven), secretary; Fred C.

Howe (New Haven). treasurer. In the

board of directors, R. P. Lewis takes the

place of E. J. Daly in the Waterbury dis~

trict: in the Hartford district, Arthur Fi

foot and F. Spencer Goodwin were added,

and in New Haven the new representation

consists of Philip Bond. Adolph Mendall,

Frank Mason and George Coan; the Dan

bury district this year is represented by E.

N. Bailey and the New London district by

R. H. Bonds, Jr.; Norwalk and Rockville

are represented by Dr. D. W. McFarlane

and \V. H. Robinson. respectively.

More “Outrages” by Contest Board.

At its meeting in New York on Friday

last. 10th inst., the A. A. A. contest board

committed more of those "outrages" which

caused 20-odd Los Angeles men to hurl de

fiance and constitute themselves the West

ern Automobile Association. which is to

say that Teddy Tetzlafi, who participated

in an unsanctioned racemeet held in San

Fernando, Cal.. on November 28th last. was

given an opportunity to cool his heels until

May 28th next. Tetzlaft’s suSpension was

automatic, of course, but the A. A. A.

action makes it cover a definite period. The

ban has been made to cover E. E. Hewlett.

whose Fiat car Tetzlaff drove; Hewlett’s

suspension is for a similar period. Ralph

C. Hamlin, who drove the winning Frank

lin in the 1912 Los Angeles-Phoenix desert

race, was disqualified and suspended until

April lst for advertising the car as a “regu

lar stock car.” despite the fact that the race

was run as a non-stock free-for-all event.

Roman Wins $100 for Anti-Bulb Letter.

The first prize of $100, which was ofiered

by the Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co., of New~

ark, N. J., for the best letter telling why the

bulb horn should be discontinued as the

“customary” signal in the equipment of the

modern automobile, has been awarded to F.

A. Sears of Rome, N. Y., whose letter, in

the opinion of the board of judges, was the

best of the 700 received and considered. The

second prize of $50 was awarded to Dr. A.

C. Smith of Elberton, Ga., and the 10 prizes

of $10 each for the 10 next best letters have

been sent to \Vm. E. Joyce. of Detroit,

Mich.; James A. Burke, of Bridgeport,

Conn.; C. M. Siever, of Holton. Kan; El

mer Eby, of Lititz, Pa.; D. D. Truesdale,

of Bunker Hill, 111.; A. Reis Meyer, of

Cincinnati, 0.; G. W. Putnam, of Yorke

ville. Ill.; Connover 8.: Robinson, of New

York City; Harold A. Barber, of Detroit.

Mich.: and Herbert V. Burland, of New

York City. Not all of the letters received

for consideration were penned by motorists

or those connected with the trade, and as a

result the reasons given why the bulb horn

should be retired in favor of a more ade

quate signal were many and varied.

A. A. A. Denies Reinstatement of Staver.

Although it was hoped that the suspen

sion of the Staver Carriage Co., of Chicago,

111.. would be lifted at the last meeting of

the Contest Board of the American Auto

mobile Association. the hope came to

naught, for the company's application was

considered and denied. The Staver com

pany was disqualified and suspended until

lune lst, 1913, on October let last, for ad

vertising the Staver-Chicago car driven in

the “Around Lake Michigan" tour as a

stock car in violation of Rule 75 of the

A. A. A.; the tour was a Grade III non

stock run.

At the annual election of the Yonkers

(N. Y.) Automobile Club. John I. \‘Valsh

was elected president, \Villiam A. Allen

vice-president, Ernest N. Cokefair secretary.

Charles F. May treasurer. The board of

governers comprises the oFficers and Dr. G.

Byron Brown. William E. Miller, Dr. A.

Newell Benedict, William E. Yerkes.

  

UNSANCTIONEI) MEET MAKFS

OLDFIELD AN OUTLAW AGAIN

Forgets Promise to “Be Good" and

Competes at “Local Interpreters’ ”

First Meet—Teddy Tetzlafi

Also Goes Over.

Despite his promise to “be good" when

reinstated last year by the contest board of

the A. A. A. on May lst last, Barney Old

field is again in the "outlaw" class, having

participated in a two-day race meet—un

sanctioned by the A. A. A. but run under

auspices of the "outlaw" \Vestern Automo

bile Association~which was run on the Los

Angeles Motordrome track Saturday and

Sunday last. January llth and 12th. Tetz

lafl, who was already under the ban of the

A. A. A. for participating in an unsanc

tioned also participated. as did

George Hill, who won the recent San Diego

road race and who. with Kincaid and Du

Casse and several lesser lights, share the

fate of Oldfield. To the latter, however.

who has recently entered the liquor busi

ness in Los Angeles and announced his

meet,

intention to withdraw from the ranks of‘

the profession racing drivers, the suspen_

sion is a matter of slight import.

Saturday's program comprised the first

heat of a three-heat match race between

Oldfield (Christie) and Tetzlaff (Flat)

which went for a single mile and was Won

by the former in 36% seconds; a five—mile

match race between George Joermanfl

(Maxwell) and Kincaide (Studebaker).

which was won by Joermann; a tive-mile

free-for—all. which went to Magaun (Final

and a five-mile free-tor-all handicap, W0"

by George Hill (Fiat). On the second day

Tetzlafi reciprocated and took the final two

heats from Oldfield. The remainder of tilt

program comprised a five-mile race for

light cars, won by F. Goode (Studebaker):

a five-mile contest for heavy cars, won by

Magaun (Fiat), and a five-mile free-for—flll

which went to Joermann (Maxwellls

Savannah Sets Dates for "Classics."

If things go according to the program as

laid out by the Savannah Automobile Clul“

but two days will intervene between the

running of the Vanderbilt and the Grand

Prize road races, November 25th and 27th

having been chosen as tentative dates. The

Grand Prize race will be run first, CBFTYI‘“?

out the idea of making it a curtain 11““

for the Vanderbilt contest, as was to have

been done at Milwaukee last year, had not

bad weather and a worse course caUSCd a

reversal in the order of things. Nammuy

the carrYing out of the schedule depends

uDon the. action of the two contest boards'

j
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Don’t Throw Away ~

This Added Business!

Do you realize that tire troubles are keeping many of your possible

customers from buying cars? That many present customers—doc

tors, business men, and women drivers—are using their cars less than

they would if it were not for the puncture bugbear?

  

Section of Double

Grip Wnodworth

Treads showing

hardened h i g h

rivets.

Punctures—blowouts due to fabric rotting and the tedious fussing to keep tubes and casings

in repair—these things are spoiling good business for you every day in the year. Eliminate them,

and you will not only make a profit on the immediate sales, but will secure a large increase in

general business as well.

absolutely prevent punctures an droad damage to tires. They are

a perfect non-skid in mud, snow, or ice. They save the time spent

in patching cuts and blisters. They are readily applied or removed.

yet they cannot loosen or chafe the tires.

Woodworth Treads Are Different

from other tire coverings. They are held tight by stiff patented

coil springs running around each side. They are thin, light and

flexible—like a glove—because it is not necessary to make them

excessively thick to resist stretching, as with rim~iastened cover

ings. Any stretch is taken up by the springs. The Tread hugs the

tire like an elastic band, and simply stays on the job till it wears

out.

We Guarantee Woodworth Treads

in the broadest manner as to service and freedom from damage to

tires, and we will make good liberally on any failure in eithei

respect. We support dealers in selling on 30—day trial, and we

allow full credit on goods ordered but not sold.

\\"e have a bunch of dealer helps.

tooz—a full-sized lithographed metal

reproduction of the Tread, sample

sections showing the construction.

and all needed literature. But a

trial is the best proof! \Vrite to

day: Send your rear tire sizes and

say “Show me!"

  

To prove our statement. we will

send any rated dealer a pair of

Treads for his emergency or rental

car on 30-day trial. Send no money'

If on thorough trial you do not like

the Treads well enough to use them

for their time-saving value to you,

return them and we will cancel the

bill.

Leather Tire Goods Company

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

New York Store, 1608 Broadway
“Double Grip" Woodworth Tread, for use °3

snow and ice. The high rivets are cupped an

/
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hardened, and can be renewed. 
___/
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Elyria-Dean Magneto--A Better Kind

Than You Have Known

_ e 116W Elyria-Dean ignition system gives a kind 0t serVice to the car owner unknown

wit an ’ . . . .

electrica); 3:512? system. The El} ria-Dean magneto employs high frequency, high tension,

Systems argCS, instead of the ordinary high tension discharges used in other ignition

Thi ' - .
to the igglfig'iriqgsiiiesixgkhgives 1:: new life and energy “Selfstarters” are made successful on magneto ignition

gem car purchaser or ownerc SOUS t 3ft" by the Intelll- as efiective sparks are obtained at very low speeds, below

It ignites the g _ “l 50 R. P. M.

' 35 "15:3"! Y, even with oor mix uagsglgsaggmplete and rapid combustion of large volutmree; N0 missing of the motor _with the Elyria-Dean, even

quicker and {safe plower \from your motor; it_ means at the lowest lspeeds. All Wiring carries low voltage cur

Comes only with ihgegablekpowerhnila satisfaction that rents. as the little resonator c0ils at the plugs step-up the

with h _ est ind of ignition. pressure Justwhere it is used :I‘his obviates leakages and

plug ga St 8 Elyi'iatDean ignition System, wider Spark the maintaining of_ high insulation in the magneto, sWitch

the disrgptiir: Permissible than with other Systems and and connecting \virmg.

plug§_ r hag-Tho“ Of the Spark prevents fouling of the _ _ _

for mechanicallby- Piugs never have to be removed, except The exclusive manufacturing license has been granted

High cylind rea age" us under the Seeley patents and pending applications, giv

than on 0th FT Pressures have less effect on this spark ing us the legal rights and only practical methods of

er ignition Sparks

applying high frequency currents to automobile ignition.

Manufactured only by

The Dean Electric Company

Electrical Apparatus

5m Fund.“ Elyria, Ohio, U. S. A. Kansal City, Mo
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We have already sold over 65,000 Rexo Hor

on a car it means that the maker of that car is willing to hitch up his car’s reputation

with REXO reputation and take our word for it.

45,000 REXO Electric Horns of special design are specified by one car maker, the larg

est electric horn order ever placed.

The Electric Warning Signal will be standard equip~

ment on practically every automobile marketed in 1913,

and most of the earlier models will be brought up to date

by the installation of an efficient electric horn by the car

owners. We know this to be a fact for our mammoth sales

of the Rexo, Tuto and Tuto-Ette Electric Horns to auto

mobile manufacturers and jobbers is the most conclusive

evidence.

Rexo Features

The sound of the REXO _is_lo_ud, abrupt, clear and

unlike the motor driven horn; it 15 instantly responsive.

The standard REXO horn is designed to operate from

any 6-volt battery and the current required is never over

1.8 amperes. The REXO does not contain any moving

parts which require tri-weekly lubrication, monthly over

Manufactured

San Francisco

* new
1L0} Nib;

E. ecfric Warningsktgwo,

WAHANl EH)

A “Standard Equipment Horn”

The Dean Electric Company

Electrical Apparatus

Elyria, Chic, U. S.A.

“Look for Elyria-Dean where quality’s seen ”

 

 

__ My“, n..w—~

ns for 1913 cars. When you see a REXO

hauling, washing in gasoline, greasing, etc., nor is there

any danger in clogging from dust or moisture. The oper

ation is equally as positive in winter as in summer. 35

there is no oil or grease to congeal, etc.

The REXO requires no care or attention during the

full season of running and only a very slight adjustment

is necessary to overcome a full season’s wear, and this can

be done in a few minutes and with an ordinary screw

drivder, as there are no delicate parts which can be dam

age .

Rexo Horn—complete with button and cord. $8.

At the New York Shows

REXO Horns and other Elyria-Dean products will be

exhibited in space 305, Concert Hall, Madison Square

Garden, and in Space 225, Balcony, Grand Central Palace'

only by

Kansas City, Mo.
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SPEEDOMETER

MADE BY

THE DEAN ELECTRIC co.

ELYRlA. OHIO.

No.

'4YENTE9

0

a

 

 

Elyria-Dean Speedometer

Simple and Always Accurate

The Elyria-Dean Speedometer h

speed
_ as the most modern features of any

measuring device on the m
The Odometer~fieneva ty e—is exceptionally reliable.

arket.
_ _ Trip scale

reset to the tenth mile, which acilitates following guide book markings.

h in mi. h-nd .. Li:.‘t'::yzhztf*..ma':ti: i.‘:.‘.“.'..il':::i. critical“ “"“md
iccuracy. lasting Itrength, neat design and handsome finish. The Elyrirnun g ‘

The dial a. black with wh “‘ peedometer operates on the unvarying principle

of direct centrifugal force.

parts to hamper or reduce

- . ite markings; the case is beautifully fin
Iihed in baked black enamel

with nickel trimmings.

Th! hand ia at ad ' 't'
No need of laborie y and shows the speed at a glance by its posi ion.

No compensating gears, spring: or other

accuracy.

The accuracy is unaffected by weather conditions.
_ ‘ d > _ I _ h_ NIt regilsters the

. . . . same In wmter an m summer. in rain or in 5 me. o regu ation orimmunities. 0'"!!! dccxphermg the figures or markings as in other compensauon required.

The . ‘ _ _ _ I This elegant instrument is the proper equipment for the his?“"ma. dc“? 1' 'h'lPtd so that a long scale of uniform division is priced and most luxurious motor cars. See it and other Elyria- ean

me direct. No need to guess at the reading or doctor the scale.

Products at the 'New York Shows.

Manufactured only by

The Dean Electric Company

Electrical Apparatus

Elyria, Ohio, U. S. A.5!“ Franciaco Kanaaa City, Mo.

“Look for Elyria-Dean where quality’s seen ”
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And Q o r Fellow's Stiff

The Warm Hand Wheel is an appeal to reason, good judg

ment and common sense and every Dealer who reads this

can realize its practical worth without extended argument.

 

  

_ The. Warm Hand Wheel robs winter driving of half its unpleasantness by giv

ing. a rich, warm glow to hands that grow cold and numb even in heavy gloves.

Think what this would mean to car owners in your territory if you would simply %

 

demonstrate it.

Now, don’t get the idea that it is impractical or complicated. Quite the reverse.

It is just as simple as the electric iron,

cook stove or the hundreds of devices

that are heated by the current.

The Warm Hand Wheel is an eco

nomical consumer of electricity. It

operates equally well from lighting sys

tems or storage batteries. Ford own

ers will get splendid results from the

current from the “built in” fly wheel

magneto. In brief, the Warm Hand

Wheel is adapted to any modern car.

You, Mr. Dealer, can install it in a

short time without interfering with any

working parts of the car. Its installa

tion is as simple as its function.

The Warm Hand Wheel sells at re

tail for $15. Write and let us tell you

how well you will fare in the transac

tion.

 

  

 

     

 

  

 

 

Driver Can Connect and Disconnect Current in an Instant ‘

THE WARM HAND STEERING WHEEL COMPANY ‘NEW YORK
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These Are Motors of Class in

the Broadest Sense of the Word

We stand ready to convince you that, judged from any standpoint

you choose, Ergon Motors are possessed of as much “class” as any

motor built.

Powerful, durable. simple, accessible—and each of these attributes

in degree seldom present, all in one plant.

Remember, too, that we are counting upon your making us con

vince you that these are not mere platitudes. We are counting upon

your forcing us to show more real development and value in Ergon

Motors than you can find elsewhere.

Just by way of opening the investigation we beg to say that Ergon

Motors are of‘ the unit power plant type, with Brown-Lipe dry plate

clutch, and three speed selective transmission.

Four cylinder, four cycle, long stroke, 4% by 6, water cooled, L

head, with cylinders cast in pairs. Valve side carries simply the gas

manifold, which is a combination one-piece inlet and exhaust. Water

pump and magneto on opposite side.

Renold silent chain drive replaces timing gears, and provision has

been made for several electric or pneumatic starters. Timken bearings

in the transmission; clutch supported on F. 8: S. bearings.

Just give us the opportunity to “sell” you on these motors. Give

us a chance to show how great a factor of safety is present in every

phase of construction and material.

And after we have sold you, we’ll more than make good not only

on the motors but on service and deliveries as well.

ZARD
MOTOR "'5me

MANUFACTURING CO
k
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The electric is distinctly the family car. The car for constant everyday use—

by every member of the family—under all sorts of weather conditions and

for all occasions.

It is always ready—It is as easy to drive as a pony cart—And it has about it

an atmosphere of luxury and comfort that is embodied in no other vehicle.

@ sy
is an electric car among electrics—A car of distinguished personality—A car

of superb proportions and simple elegance—

Its under-slung body, scientifically suspended on long, flexible springs, makes it

peculiarly an easy riding car.

Thi‘char will be exhibited at the Chicago Show. We have not closed any

estern territory and should like to get into touch '

o . I \ dof selling this high grade automobile. WI ealers capable

If you can not see the Century at Chica
I go write directl to -

ment for detailed information. y our sales Depart
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Another romineng
Hy.“ a user at

011:: Bearings
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i R H. Ber er. Chief En 'Oakland otor Car eagmm'
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The Standard Type Of‘the Hyatt Roller Bearing is designed

with generous bearing length. This permits the rollers to

operate directly on a steel shaft, thereby simplifying the

con struction.

The flexibility of the Hyatt Roller affords full line contact.

hence an equal distribution of the load along the entire

length Of the bearing. Overloading at any particular point,

causing excessive wear, is thus avoided.

The rollers Of the standard type are now made of Chrome

Nickel Steel, resulting in a greatly increased carrying

capacity. Lubrication is positive—the rollers forming Oil

reservoirs. The right and left spirals distribute Oil to every

part of the bearing. Grit and dirt work through into the

center of the hollow rollers, thus preventing grinding which

would result in. wear.
‘ '1

These are‘exclusive features of the Hyatt Roller Bearing.

HYATT Roman BEARING Co.
Ds'rnoa'r'. MacateAn
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The Six “48” Keeton Compares

With the Best Foreign Cars!

This car is in a class by itself—simply because it

is a combination of American and European ideas

in engineering and designing, and is made in the

economical American way. That’s why the price

is so low. That’s why you get luxury and quality

which would cost you nearly three times as much

if you bought from an importer.

Here is a car that you are proud to drive anywhere.

You have the utmost luxury and comfort—the dis

tinctive appearance. And every detail of construc

tion is of such high quality that the Keeton will

give service second to no car in the world.

Compare this car with the best foreign makes—

look them over carefully yourself. Go over them

point by point and-you’ll readily see why the Kee<

ton is the real sensation of 1913. Perhaps you say

that such a car cannot be produced. even in Amer~

ica, for such a remarkably low price, but again we

say, compare.

In fact the Keeton is a car of true foreign type,

built to stand American road and touring condi

tions. It is unusually light for a car which will

accommodate seven passengers, weighing only

3,350 pounds. a construction which enables it to

stand the hardest driving over the most unsatis

factory roads.

You’ll notice several features of the Keeton which

are entirely new for American built cars. But

when you consider them carefully their superiority

is obvious. The radiator at the rear of the motor

means perfect cooling, without drawing dirt and

dust into the hood. and also eliminates the fan

equipment. Then, too, the radiator is protected.

The transmission and axle bearings throughout are

imported annular.

Again we ask you to compare the Keeton—for it

is only by comparison that you can realize the great

value we are offering. We will make only a lim

ited number this year. and, of course. your order

should be in early. Let us send you booklet (lee

scribing the difi‘erent models.

Keeton Motor Co.

Detroit, U. S. A.

Six “48” Keeton

Roadster

$2,750
Completely

Equipped
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Touring Car

2,750

“48” Keeton

Completely

Equiwed

Few people will deny that they consider foreign

cars better in many ways than those made in this

country. _ _

They are distinctive and more attractive in design,

and have several features of construction which

mean more efficient service. But the only fault

found is in the price, which is very exorbitant to

most buyers, because of the methods employed by

the European builders and the high tariff.

m..».l ~

  

An European Type----Al An American Price!

Now in the Keeton you have a car that combines

the very best ideas both in construction and de

signing. that have been produced on both conti

nents.

And you buy the Keeton. with these advantages,

at the American price.

The Keeton car answers every requirement of those

people who want a car of foreign design. yet who

feel that they do not want to pay the high prices.

Electric Starting.

Full Electric Light Equipment.

Transmission—four speeds forward.

Wire Wheels—with option of Wood \Vheels.

Chrome Vanadium Gears and Shafts on imported An

nular Ball Bearings.

Extra Detachable Wire Wheel, or Extra Demountable

im.

Long easy riding Springs—long wheel base.

Left Hand Drive—Center Control.

Small bore—long stroke motor of exceptional power and

fiexxbility.

Radiator at rear of motor—in proper and protected

Complete Equipment

Electric starting and lighting system, with 12%-inch head

lights; tail lamp with license holder; 80-mile Speedometer

and eight-day clock combined with electric light; Lamp

for changing tires at night, with extension cord; Dynamo

electric Horn; Robe and Foot Rails; Silk Mohair To ,

with self-contained folding curtains and slip cover; Doubre

acting rain vision Windshield; Option of Wire Wheels

with extra detachable Wire Wheel, or Wood Wheel with

extra demountable rim; \Vheel or Tire Carrying Irons;

Full Set of Tools; Pump; jack and Tire Repair Outfit,

and all Touring Bodies will take Auxiliary Seats.

Three Excellent Models

Riverside Touring Car, S-passenger, Completely

Equipped.t. ..._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,750905' 'On- Two extra foldilgg seats fig abolve.i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

Th ' - - . Meadowbrook oadstcr, omp e_te y Equipped. . . .. 2,750e only true Frcnd‘ ‘ype 0f car built m America Tuxedo Coupe, completely Equipped . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,

Best_ of foreign practice adapted to American road and Chassis without tires or rear guards . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,250

touring conditions_ All Prices f. o. b. Factory. Booklet on Request.

“A.
 

To . It is needless for us to say

‘ ' that these cars are selling
fast- Nearly two-thirds of our 1913 output has already

been sold. And when we say sold we mean contracted

and paid for.

This 15 the one distinct car—the one car that has a

demand all its own. It is the one car that has no com

petition from American cars, because of the style and

46518", and none from the foreign cars because of the

 

price. The Keetorfcé-preals to the buyer who is

if.

accustomed to the best—but who will appreciate a

fair price.

The Keeton is selling fast wherever we are showing

it. We already have dealers in many localities, and

are considering applications from others. It would be

well for you to write us about your local territory.

We may already have a dealer lined'up, but will be

glad to hear from you anyway.

 

 

Keeton Motor Co. Detroit, U. S. A. 1
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newcarsinceMay,1911.

theslightestinterest.

thefirstmenIcalledon.

Myself—“Yourbigcaryouknowhasanairstarter.”

Mr.Smith—“That’sheavy,isn’tit?”

Myself—"Oh,notsoheavy,butanyairstarterisquiteabunch

ofstuff.Electricstartersaretheonlythingnow.The

hastheDelco;youhaveheardabouttheirswitchboardonthe

steering—”

Mr.Smith(interrupting—“Whathasthe

Myself—“Acetylene;probablywillhaveanelectric.TheEntz
isjustthreethings—starter,batteryandswitch.Theswitchcon—

trolsboththestarterandmagneto.That”

Mr.Smith(interruptingagain)—“Thebatteryfiresthemo—

tor?”

Myself—“No.Could,Iguess.Butyoudon’twanttogoback to.batteryignition.Themagnetoisseparatebutconnectedwith thestarterswitch.Youthrowontheswitchwehaveandleave itonuntilyouwanttostoptheengine.Theenginewon’tstall. Anymagnetoisalwaysreadytoperformitsfunctionaslongas

theswitchison,andsoisourstarter.”

Mr.Smith—“Ilikeourbigcar;itis”

Myself(interrupting)—“Iknow,butyouwon’tbuyacarnow

withoutanelectricstarter.”

Mr.Smith—“HowdoesthestartermakethelightsP”

Myself—“Simplestthingyoueversaw;youthrowonthe switch,thatconnectsthebattery,andthecurrentfromthebattery runsthestarter,thestarterrunsengine,theenginespeedsupandrunsthestarter;whentheenginerunsthestarterthestarter

becomesageneratorandchargesthebattery,thebatteryfurnish

ingthecurrentforthelightingandstarting.”

Mr.Smith—“Butyourengineheatsup;Ihavebeentoldthat

itgetshotinthesummer.”

Myself—“Icanbelievethatyouheardthat.Butyourown motoriscooledbyair.Thewatergoesthroughtheenginejackets

andbacktotheradiatorwheretheaircoolsit.”

HereMrs.Smith,whowaslistening,interruptedandsaid:

“Thewaterboi‘s.too."

 

a), 

 

 

 

“Mr.B.W.Smithofmyhomecityownscars,bothhighpriced,oneafourandoneasix.

Ihaveseenhimregularly,onceamonth,aboutfiveminutespercallandneverdidheshow

WhenIreceivedtheDealers’BulletinannouncingtheENTZSTARTER,Mr.Smithwasoneof WhenItalkedthestarterhewasinterested,thoughIsawatonceheknewbutlittleabout

them.Thisistheconversation,afierIgotunderhisskinwiththestarterproposition,asnearlyasIrememberit:”

IGotHimComing”

BeingthewordsandlanguagebywhichaFranklin
dealerstartedacustomerwiththeENTZSTARTER

Hehasnotboughta world,whowillgetintohiscarinthemorningandtakeaparty

toacity350milesawayfordinnerthatevening.”

Mr.Smith—“Iguessyou’reright.”

Myself—“AndIknowfrommyownexperiencethathecould drivebackagainthenextdayandnotbetired.Youpositively
cannotgetcomfortableridingwithoutresiliencyandflexibility.

Bothofyourcarsarebuiltonarigidplan;theyarebracedand

madestiff.Wedrivethroughthesprings.” Mr.Smith—“Drivethroughthesprings?”

Myself—“Yes;andtherearegoodengineersyetwhosaythat drivingthroughthespringsisnotpractical.Butforeignersare comingtothistypeofconstruction.ThePeugeot,thefastestlong distanceracingcarFrancehaseverproducedandwhichwonthe SartheGrandPrixlastSeptember,drivesthroughthesprings, andlikeourcarhasnoradiusortorsionrods.Themotorofthis

Frenchcardevelops175horsepoweranditsmaximumspeedis120

milesperhour.Yourcarsarebracedandmaderigidineveryway.”

Mr.Smith—“Doyourcarsrattle?”

Mrs.Smith—“Ourcarsrattlesomethingterriblenow,and really,Idon’tthinkthespringsactatall.Thereisnogive.They

bumpterribly.”

IwassurprisedtohearMrs.Smithusetheword“give.”Ihad notusedit,anddecidedMr.Smithhadtoldherthatthecarshad

no“give,”whichcausedbumping.

Mr.Smith—“Thespringsarerusty."

Myself—“Ourfrontspringsarethesameastherear;thewhole

cariseasy.”

Mr.Smith—“Whatpoweristhatcaroutthere?”

Myself—“Thirty-eight.”

Mr.Smith—“Iwantmorepower.”

Myself—“No,whatyouwantisability;youwanttofigure

abilityratingnotpowerrating."

Mr.Smith—“Whatdoyoumean?”

Myself—“Imeangettheabilityofthecarnotjustthehorse

power."

' _na-n
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Myself—“Yes.Andyouhavenowaytocoolitexceptwith

air.n

Mr.Smith-“ButIhaveheardthatyourmotorburnsup.

Myself—“Thosestatements.Isuppose,corneoriginallyfrom
competitors.ThebestanswerIcanmakeyoulSthatiftheywere truetheFranklinCompanywouldhavebeenoutofbusinesslong ago.Incarssellingat$2,090anduponlytwomakersareselling

asmanycarsastheFranklinCompany.

Mr.Smith—“What’sthat?” _.

Myself—“That’sright;onlytwohighpricedcarsareselling betterthantheFranklin,andIdon’tthinktheyaresellingvery

manymore."

Mr.Smith—“Isthatso?Youarethirdincarsover$2,000?”

Myself—“Yes.Asforheating,Iamreadyatanytimeandso isanyFranklinagent,togointoacoolingcontestwithanywater

cooleddealer,eitherfastorslowwork.”

Mr.Smith—“ButitiswhenIrunfastthatmyenginegetshot.”

Myself—“Iwilltakeyououtandrunyouanydistanceasfast asyouwanttoride;Iwillstopandliftthehoodandyoucanlay

yourhandonanycylinder.”

Mrs.Smith—“Doestheheatfromtheenginespoilthepainton

thehood?”

Myself—“Thatmayhappen,butitisnotwhenyouarerun— ning.Itiswhenyoustopandtheheatfromtheengineradiates. Butbigcarsnowhavespecialventilatorswhichyoucanraiseand letthehotairout.Thisheatwhenstandingstillafterrunning

hardisthesameonanyengine."

Mr.Smith—“IamnotasinterestedinlongridesasIusedto

be.”

Mrs.Smith—“Itistiresometoridefar.”

Myself(toMr.Smith)-—“Youhaveneverhadarealautomo
bileride;youdon’tknowwhatitistodriveandrideinaneasy

car.Mycarouttherehasareversiblesteeringgear(Ibrieflyex plainedthedifferenttypes).Mr.Franklin,presidentoftheFrank
linCompany,driveshiscarhimself300to400milesaday.(Itold himaboutMr.Franklin’sone-daytripsthepastsummerasstated

intheBulletin.)Icansaytoyouthatthereisnotanotherauto
mobilemanufacturerinthiscountry,andprobablynotinthe

  

'4“nanny;ynu“Inn:10“RBIs—c

Mr.Smith—"IrIOW?n

Myself—“Horsepowertimesgearratiodividedbyweighttimes

wheeldiameter;thatwillgiveyoutheabilityofthecar.

showyouveryhigh-poweredcarswheretheabilit
outonly68percent.asefficientasourlittlesix

oftheirweight.”

Mr.Smith—“Whatisyourgearratio?"

Myself—“Threeandseven-tenthstoone,butyouhavetotakethemallintoconsideration.Why,mycarouttherewithSilver

towncordtireswillplaywitheitherofyourcarsanywhere.”

Mr.Smith—“Yougetgoodtiremileage?”

_Myself—“TheSilvertowncordtiresareveryeiiicient.They

giveyou20percent.moreabilityonhills.But"

Mr.Smith—“Theydo?How?”

_Myself—“Resiliency.(ExplainedinsomedetailabouttheSilvertowncordtiresandthattheycostmore.)Butyouareglad

topaythedifference.”

Mr.Smith—“Iwoulduseupthreesetsofthosetiresgoingone

hundredmiles.”

Myself—“Iexpectyouwould,butnotonourcar.Our1911

ownersreportedanaverageofabouttenthousandmiles."

Mr.Smith—“Yourspringshelpthetires."

Myself—“Yes,andsodoestheresiliencyofthewholecar.”

Mr.Smith—“Howmuchmileagedoyougetongasoline?”

Myself—“Withthethirty-eightourownersreportfourteentoeighteenmiles.Someownersevenreportashighastwentywith

ourseven-passengercar.”

'Mr.Smith—“What!IfIgetfivemileswithmy

especiallyinhotweather,Iamdoingwell.”

Myself—“Iknow;ourcarisnotahardcartohandlenorhard

torideinnorisithardongasolineortires.“

Mr.Smith—“Tellyouwhatyoudo,letmetakeyourcarfor twoorthreedays;demonstrationsdon'tinterestme.Iwantto useacarlongenoughtoseehowIreallylikeit.Ifyouhavea

carthat'sbeingusedI'dliketotakeit."

Myself—“I'lldothat.I’llhavealittlesixwithstarterbefore

longandI’llturnitovertoyou.Goodnight."

.Ican
Yratingfiguresthlrty.because

 

 

car,

IGOTHISORDER

“Igothisorder.

,forhimtouse.

Whenthelittlesixwithstartercame,Idroveoutwithhimandthenleftthecarandmyman

Ileftthementirelyathisservicefortwodays. _

,everhewould.ThebestpartofthestoryisthatIlostthecar,forIhadpurchaseditforademonstratorand
IinstructedthemantoletMr.Smithdrivewhen

‘7'-..--,.

4'42‘ ,Mr.Smithwouldn’tgiveitup.Hefoundthat30horse-powerwasampleinanabilitycar.ButIllsellhima

6’3»t ‘‘38’laterjustthesame.”

0.0‘1

"'6Z'o6likz‘zo~§NOTE---Thedealerwhogaveantheabovewasatthefactoryandtoldanthestoryandwehadastenographer
'152%,}$00Q(ah:itdown.Otherdealer:havegivenanaccount:ofsomeoftheirinterestingexperience:whichweshallalsoprint.
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The First Electric Horn 01 Quality

MOTOR WORLD

and Etticiency—M g Qllalllill Price

Big in Size—Big in

To establish Sparton Value in your mind.

compare it in tone, compare it in mechanical

quality and efficiency; compare it from the

standpoint of current consumption, appear

ance, size and finish, with the highest priced

motor-driven horns. Then compare prices.

The “Sparton” equals the best in quality, eX

cels them all in durability and its price is just

about one-third.

Quantity production alone makes possible

“Spartan” Quality at "Spartan" prices. We

have a capacity for producing 700 to 1,000

horns a day.

 

Tone—Big in Value

Two Styles Ready

Dash Type—In Black Enamel and Nickel or

in Black Enamel and Brass.

Under-the-hood Type—In Black Enamel.

To Car Manujacturers

We are after “standard equipment" orders

and can give immediate deliveries. We are

setting a new pace for electric horn values.

\Vrite at once for sample horn and prices.

The Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson, Mich.

 

_————-———-’—

  

Dimensions:

Length, 12 inches

Flare, 7% inches

6 Volts

Runson Dry Cells

or Storage

Black enamel and

brass or nickel

bell

At Every Turn We

Save You Profits That

Every 0ther Manu

hcturer Must Pay.

We build our motors com

plete, manufacturing shafts

and high 5 eed bearings on

high spec automatic ma

chines; we stamg the lam

nations; wind 0th arma

tures and field coils; build a

specially designed commuta

tor; do all our own electrical

work.

We stam the bell, dia

phragm ho ders, front a

rear, diaphragms, diaphragm

actuators, motor c o v e r s ,

push button springs and cas

ings.

For all these operations

other horn makers pay a

profit to someone else.
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Covert Commercial Transmissions

    

 

1000 lbs. - - - - - Wagons

1 Ton - - - - - - Trucks

2 Ton - - - - - Trucks

3 Ton - - - - - - Trucks

4 Ton - - - - - Trucks

5 Ton - - - - - '- Trucks

6 Ton - - - - - Trucks

7 Ton - - - - - - Trucks

1 We are Transmission Specialists---Jackshafts for the

above models are supplied by the leading manufacturers

Covert Motor Vehicle Company

Factory: Lockport, N. Y.

Sales Office: 1422 Ford Building, Detroit, Mich.
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This High Class and Costly Construction Is To Be Found Only in

American Axles

111 mm fixlaé of the bevel type,

the pinion shaft has hearings on

either side of the pinion.

The shaft has, therefore, the strength

and security typified by the two

strong hands in the small, upper

illustration.

Cheaper construction omits the in

board bearing and endeavors to

support the shaft in a one-handed

fashiOn which proclaims its own

weakness.

To add the inboard bearing, with its

support an integral part of the

housing, is much too costly prac—

tice for cars sold at the lower prices.

But for cars that must have the best

of construction, the cost is more

than justified in the continued

maintenance of its originally per

fect adjustment and the entire ab

sence of noisy vibration.

flineticanfladeo equipment instantly

establishes in your mind a sense of

highest class: it supplies a baSis

by which you can unerringly Judge

a car.
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American Made for AmericanTrade

  

Gasoline Is Going Up---

and the users of motor vehicles are Freedom from necessity of fre

paying the bills. Abroad. where quent adjustment—ball bearings

gasoline costs half-a-dollar a gallon. are fool-proof.

builders of automobiles use only The prospective automobile buyer

ball bearings. will favor the car that

Why? will cost him the least

Because ball bear_ Y0" are illViiCd to operate and main

ings are more t hor- to visit our ex- rain. This means he

0 u g h l y anti~friction nib“. Space No. will favor the car that

than any other type. is equipped with ball

Friction scarcely exists 204’ Balcony’ bearings.

in ball bearings. hence M a d l 5 0 n The American made

less power and les 5 Square Garden New Departure ball

fu e l are required to bearings have no supe

drive mechanism rior—are strongly

mounted on such bearings. guaranteed and perferred by the

Other advantages are: majority of American automobile

Minimum wear: manufacturers.

Maximum efficiency, endurance One such manufacturer 5 a y s :

and dependability; uMore real bearing value than I can

Ease of replacement; get out of any other bearing."

   

 

New Departure Manuiacturing Company

Bristol, Connecticut

Double Row

7 t _ 5 ir\§, 1 6 Row

‘ ‘f- '3‘ .. t “ x7l~.
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:The Horn That Warns"

Newtone smfior
 

The first efficient motor born to sell at a

popular price.

Eight years experience in the exclusive

manufacture of warning signals has made it

possible to produce this horn

  

The King of Them All!

 

Newtone “Torlaiedo”

The “Mile-Away” Motor Horn

For quality, efficiency and price it has no

  

,» . [7 equal. It is by far the most desirable signal

ix- / // . on the market today. An exceptionally

" powerful warning note that warns without

Price oflense.

$202 ‘ hth

[Manufactured and Guaranteed by the

Largest Auto Horn Maker in the World

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE

  

  

Automobile Supply Mfg. Company, Brooklyn, NY
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This trade-mark of quality is
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on:more than 250,000 boxes

Line of Beauty

‘ Leads to HAYES Bodies

 

 

 

THE looks of a car have a lot to do with the sales. Looks are in the body—in the clear.

clean-cut horizontal, the swelling curve of the rear seat back, the correct proportioning

of _shroud and hood, the graceful sweep of the fenders. The eye of the buyer notes these

p01nts before it goes deeper to motor and transmission.

Why Not Make the Most of It?

.l‘he Hayes organization has spent its

entire career in the building of handsome

automobile bodies and sheet metal parts.

To your needs it can bring an unexcelled

experience. lts engineers know bodies as

your engineers know motors. They are at

your service and the results of their experi

ence is yours when you want it.

Let our engineers go over your blue prints.

They will show you the short cuts and offer

suggestions worth money to you. They will

make you fenders. hoods, shrouds—any

thin;r in sheet metal that you want—that

will prove a revelation.

You will save time, trouble and money.

The Hayes organization will “speed up”

your production: will stop your worry: will

(lo the work quicker and cheaper than you

can do it yourself.

Certainly this is worth investigating.

 
 

HAYES MANUFACTURING COMPANY

DETROITll MICHIGAN
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The Spark ls the Life of the Engine

(hon its vitality depends freedom from engine disorder—a partial short cir

Cuit gives the engine a weak heart— a complete short circuit stops its beating.

(l Carbon or "soot" offers medium resistance to current. If the space where

it collects in the plug is limited, then a leak or complete short circuit must 7

ollow. ‘

  

was
(I The greater the length of the carbon collecting space, the higher the resist- -ance. Consequently, the spark jumps the air gap—as it ought to. 1,

Send for Our Booklet
a
(ti‘1 It will prove through plain statement of facts that the Mezger Soot Proof f“ l.:‘.-

Spark Plug has a much greater porcelain area—(in two annular chambers) " ,. ~

than has any other spark plug. Therefore, carbon resistance is great enoughto send the current across the gap as a healthy constant spark. iii-i

(l. You will also be shown why this plug is actually self cleaning—why it is

ga$_t_1ght and why it will prove an all round, permanent, healthy part of the

ignition system,

Q DEALERS—get the big message—it’s well worth reading.

C. A. MEZGER, Inc.

15 Canal Place New York Bronx Borough
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epresents what thousands of motorists regard as the

It is in no sense a new tire. _ _ _ _
The Hartford Rubber \Vorks practically introduced it into this

country more than ten years ago, and II‘ has always been one of the

standard Hartford (now United States) tires. ~

No other tire has ever

yet in no other tire has the original pn' '
The illustration on this page is of the original Dunlop tire, stripped

oi any and all the so-called "improvements" which some of the Dunlops

have shown.As an indication of the growth in favor which this genuine Dunlop has

E enjoyed, it may be stated that the United States Tire Company has,

without the blare of trumpets. actually taken care of

MORE THAN A 600% INCREASE IN SALES

IN LESS THAN A YEAR’S TIME

So insistent has the demand become-for this tire (in the face

'the most strenuous competition on the part of other tires of

Similar type) that we have been obliged to add immenser

increased facilities for its manufacture during 19I3.

From now pn the United States Tire Company will

undertake to supply all the genuine Dunlop

tires demanded by the trade.

Bear inrmind—this Dunlop is the

only Dunlop possessing a_I1 the merits

 

 

Bade" _ of this extraordinary tire. , See till!

it, on the UNITED STATES ti"

market to TIRE . I at ihe

put on or Garden

m“.- off. Shw’

Fit: any ' Space

Q. D. rim. 124
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Our magnificent new 1913 instru

ment is an example of highest de

velopment in the construction of a

Magnetic Speedometer“

The magnetic principle is the only

scientific principle ofspeedometercon

struction. It is—by far— the most

costly construction. The magnetic

principle—alone—permits the use of

a frictionless indicating means and of

low speed, non-vibrating drive.

THE NEW 1913

Sewart Speedometer

Has Four Splendid Features
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___, $50
  

The New 1913 Stewart Speedometer has the new “reversed”

revolving Speed Dial with Zero Stop mounted on full jeweled

bearings and operated by Tungsten steel magnet, Stewart “closed

ring” type. Steady and accurate at all speeds. Read at a glance
 

It has a big, sturdy 100,000-mile Season Register, operated byeThreW Away “direct drive" gears and controlled by “Geneva Stop" mechanism.

Our Old Centrifugal

Type Speedometer. It has a lOO-mile Trip Register that can be rapidly reset to any

tenth of a mile and without disturbing the record of the Seasonce;?-effir8tsp°ed°m°‘°r we made was °ml° Register. This is an excellent feature for motorists when follow

lugfll type—but long ago we cast it . . . f t k hi1 t .

upon the scrap heap of the obsome_ ing instructions 0 rou e boo w e ouring.

' ~because the governor of a centrifugal _

Instrument must revolve ata high speed of It has the Grade Indicator with revolvtng dial mounted on

Dyer two lllouaand flu: hundred revolu- polished bearings and operated by gravity. Shows the various

lionatot ‘ ' ' ‘

ingmctig‘: 3:32;?" percentages of grades from zero up to 30 degrees.

_ jbecause the centrifugal type will not

Indian any speed under 7 miles an hourl IF you DESIRE PERMANENT SATISFAc

*‘ cause continued accurac with a

eemnflwal typg 0‘ speedometer); utterly TION SEE THAT THE MAGNIFICENT

"UPOSSIbIC. It is necessary to multiply the NEW 1913 STEWART SPEEDOMETER

movement of theindicating means sixteen IS INSTALLED ON THE CAR YQU BUY

:1 scale large on h t b d bl . .

Therefore. any "(:5 “0035:; 3 Stewart -Warner" Speedometer" Corporation
multiplied aixleen timea '

“because our new and perfected type of Factories at Chicago and Helen

 

mA§g§§IC Speedometer has rendered General Offices: 1928 Diversey Blvd., Chicago

0 cc t ‘and Obsolete! n "fugal speedometers crude New Yolk Lou Angelel Chicago Minneapolll Kansal City San Francisco Detmlt

Philadelphia Indianapolis Cleveland MOI] 5|. louia Atlanta Ballalo Clnclnnatl

Denver Pituburlh Portland Seattle Toronto London Pam
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“The Little Aristocrat”

Model 3/

Style, Distinction and Character in every line.

Power, Speed and Strength to match the Design.

Completely Equipped $950

108 in. Wheel Base Demountable Rims

Mohair Top Windshield

Top Envelope Rohe and Foot Rail

Storm Curtains fiversize Tires

THE $950.00 completely equip

ped EMPIRE Five Passenger

Touring Car meets the demand of

those who know car values. Every

where it is winning its way with

expert motorists who demand a car

of moderate size and price, and in

sist on having a real car, built of

quality materials and honestly con

‘structed.

See the

Double Tire irons

Prest-O-Lite Tank

llead, Side and

Tail Lamps

Speedometer

Extra Rim

Jack and Tool Kit

Eisemann Magneto

E knew that in time “The Lit

tle Aristocrat” would come in

to its own kingdom. We foresaw

increased demand. But it was

gratifying to have been compelled

to establish a second factory.

We want you to know the EM

PIRE. Examine “The Little Aris

tocrat.” Learn why it has won,

why it satisfies.

Empire

Special Chicago Show, February 1st to 8th

RALPH TEMPLE AUTO COMPANY

1221 Michigan Avenue Chicago, lllinois

Write for New Descriptive Catalog

Empire Automobile Company, lndianapolis, U. S. A.
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SWINEHART TIRES

Show You How to Save Over

30 Per Cent. oi Your Tire Cost

This Non-Skid tire (Depression Type) is one that

actually makes skidding z'mposrzZ/e. The real skidless

tire. .~

This then saves the cost of chains which average

20 per cent. of the cost of a casing—in addition to

eliminating the chafing and tearing away of 20 per cent.

of the life of the casing.

A TOTAL SAVING AVERAGING FROM 30% T0 50%

Thousands in use. Approved and adopted on cabs

of seven leading taxicab companies in New York City.

They never skid and they

never wear chains.

Four times more wear

ing surface than any other

non-skid. No buttons or

projections to cause fabric

trouble and their non-skid

efiiciency is good for two

to three thousand miles,

two to three times more than you get from others.

  

All made by the two cure,

wrapped tread process—the

most approved method.

Types — Clincher, Q. D.

Clincher, Straight Side.

  

Swinehart Smooth Tread Tires, made

by wrapped tread, two cure process,

the most approved method.

In_ Clincher, Q. D. Clincher and

Simght Side Types.

The? are made of the best materials

throughout. which an examination will

5‘10". and a test will prove.

It pays to use non-skids—good non-skid tires.

Swinehart Non-Skids.

Exhibit, Elevated Plattorm,

Space 170, Madison Square Garden

The SWlNEllAR'l' TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, (Mo

New York. 1924 Broadway
3 Chicago. 1720 Michigan Avenue

Mm" 727 Boylslon Street
Philadelphia, 320 N. Broad Street
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will be privately exhibited during

Show Week at the Prince George

Hotel, 27th Street between Madison

and Fifth Avenues, as we have been

unable to secure adequate space at

the Madison Square Garden.

Any dealer in automobile supplies

will be glad to show you his com

plete line of ]ones Speedometers.
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Speedometer

mlete , Line of

pdonneters
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Mum; THE JONES—Centrifugal—SPE_EDO

Georg M TER employing the same principal

Madistg as the steam engine governor, is not

avebfi affected by changes Of temperature, or

ace} by the powerful magnetic influence Of the
Sp electric system of lighting and starting

" i now so generally used.

hfsupfr The Jones Speedometer, raisinlei'rh'rkfilm

I
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“ LLTHAT WILL BE MENTIONED.

‘ .vth'ereforet, are the requirements which a

good balltbearing Cage must meet:

. (a) As small a space as possible between the balls! so that the

maximum number may be put in; (b) To guide them well and safely;

‘ - Toeliminate parts which may get loose, i. e., to make the

cage'>if;pdssible'of onepiece; (d) T0 usejrnaterial which is not t00

soft, so thatyxthe cage will not wear out quickly‘;'"-'».

.I. 3 *§'(e)if_To' av'Oid excess weight; ) Solid

‘. shocks 'without breaking; ii - i

elastic material to sustain

' (g) Constructionsuch' that no parts can. get “or under

' the ballé-andiwedge 'them, in case the cage breaks; (11) Or, should the

cage break, the work of thebearing will no'tlbell disturbed?"

, iléhi)EEQuiCkly-iputtin'g into or taking cagelout ogbearingfl j) Ready

- access for‘the‘lubricant te‘the ballsjand raceways

4k) To eliminate pockets in which foreign substances can be

come lodge‘d'and act as a brake on the‘ballsgufl) To expose the balls

so that the bearing can be'cleaned and examinethI without taking It

apart.”-——FRANZ JAROSCH, M.E., MEMBER OF S.A.E.
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R55 BlueElbbml Retainer“

"SUi Generisi.

Meanine "the only one of its kind '7

' by FICHTEL-af’s'lqchs; " 3136155953 gasping} I...every respect. and must belputxfat'jt'he {head ofl'ihllliother'=_-raflial‘.ihalw’r

bearings-”¥ADDENbA IB‘IY-IIF'RANZ j." ' " ‘leIEQW.

g _ ~
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[Harmon H .22" Five Passenger Touring Car, $3000.00

The Man Who Knows

Have you noticed the change in the automobile

business?
A short time ago it was a question of selling a

car to a man who knew nothing of automobiles—

of their construction—0f the true meaning of ser~

vice.Price was the first great question—0r perhaps a

car sold on its appearance alone—or because of

its equipment—or because of one or two features

that struck the fancy of the beginner.

Today the greatest proportion of buyers know

the real, vital propositions that go to make auto

mobile value. One half the buyers of automobiles

have already owned a car.

You are selling to “The Man Who Knows.”

The greatest percentage of today's buyers know

how to size up a car—know how to iudge its de

sign, its construction— know it from the actual

service it has given.
There lies the unequaled advantage of the Mar

mon. It is backed by the prestige of the Marmon

name. The superiority of its design and con

struction is acknowledged everywhere by experts.

Its records in the world's greatest contests have

proven its unequaled durability. Its records of

service in the hands of owners have strengthened

and added to its reputation.

The Marmon “ 32 ”

32-40 h.p., IZO-inch wheelbase, dependable elec

tric starting and lighting system, left- and

drive, center control, nic el trimmings, withnewest body types to meet every requirement body types to meet every requirement and

and corresponding equipment— corresponding equipment-—

$2,850 to $4,100 $5,000 to $6,350

Detailed Information on Requelt

Nordyke & Marmon Company

Indianapolis

(Established I 85 I) Ind i an a.

  

every feature.

rial to the completed car.

inexperienced buyer.

of Marmon construction.

mon service in front of it is just dawning.

The Marmon Six

48_~80 h.p., l45-inch wheelbase, dependable elec

tric starting and lighting system, left-hand

drive, center control, nickel trimmings, with
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Me.

  

The more_a man knows about automobiles the

more he Will be impressed by the Marmon in

Such a car cannot be assembled even from the

best products of several manufacturers. It must

be designed and constructed complete by one

organization with extraordinary care and

oughness in every step of its manufacture

hor

from

the skilled engineer's drawmg and the raw mate— 5

g
a

Nor can such a car he turned out by the thou

sands to meet the low initial price required by the

high class machinery. sold in every part 0

world, have taught us that there is but one way

vice.to construct a machine to give constant serd d

at

El

Sixty years of experience in the manufacture of g

° a
a

- E
The fruit of this experience is the high stan g

You. who buy cars. know as well as we, who

make them, that there is but one way to gi

isfaction in an automobile—and that way is

make it. With every care, for years of service.

You wise buyers—“The Men \Vho Know"—-—ar¢

looking forward into the future. _The_ day of the

car With Marmon reputation behind it and

ve sat

' to

3-f
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SECTIONS AND PATTERNS SHOWN IN PANEL HAVE BEEN

ADOPTED BY THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN ENGINEERS

The lock washer is a small car part with a mighty hitr mission. It is evident that this

is no >- . . . ._ , - . . . - . . .usuaHIvrt’rdll‘Zttlb) lll‘t. puithasing departments of car taciories, tor in this uem the order

- bow d"\\'fl-— get quotations on lock washers."

 

 

agilf :0le washer is the bond of the units. If it lacks design. proper resiliency, and re- 1.

es hit" o fatigue. then it can destroy alignment of bearings and create small and grave trou

-‘ “mom Parts—and the loose nut With the ineuicient lock washer is usually eliminated

tron . ‘ ' ' 'the latrrouble possibilities uhcn it should b.- traced to this obscure but most important part of

  

sist
  

-x~m-k-t,..rt_..sm_.,.Tamtsunami“;W3“‘\yw

  

 

  

willThe responsible purchasing head (the one we want to reach) will order lock washers that

' '_ w Security of parts—and he won't hesitate on a few-cents-per-car-difference.
fp/l

a?) i' 'II‘o such we demonstrate the positive superiority of National Lock \Vashers. They will

3“? 00% service in security and length of life.

Chicago. "I. THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER CO. Newark. N. J.
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New York newspapers, in a forecast of the automobile shows,

lay great stress on wire wheels as a coming refinement for 191}—

notably the only radical departure from established practice in

the whole group of changes, which reflect mainly body design and

starting devices. .

\VIRE WHEELS ARE HERE TO STAY. They are just

as certain as was the four .cylinder motor in days of one and two

cylinder design.

McCue \Vire \‘thels are slowly but surely cutting into the tire industry

and this is but logical and right. because your customers, Mr. Dealer, have

every right to have their pocket books protected by you—and by ourselves

They are not interested in rubber stock and dividends.

McCUE WIRE WHEELS

Increase Tire Life From 50 lo 70%

a fact so plain that tests to prove it were scarcely necessary—although We

have made many of them.

McCue Wire Wheels reduce the terrific pounding at point of tire coma-(Ti

to a “tack hammer’iblow, as it were, because the greatest weight of the wheel

is at the hub—the lightest at the periphery or point of road contact.

\"ou can strike a terrific blow with a ten pound hammer if you grasp it by

the handle—but you can’t do execution if you grasp it bv the head and use thr

end of the handle as the striking point. The “hammer' head” of the M6016

ere Wheel is the hub—the light end of the “handle” is the rim.

h.tg§?§dlt§fthi’i "Winding that drives the “is out of the we, and takeaway
_ m1 es 0 usefulness. Th n . t. - n r moremey

or sells his car in disgust, 8- the cal owner digs to

O ' . .radiaggggohf Sfp-eelh Mc-Cue \Nlre Wheels again conserve tire life by Plain:

rictional heat as fast as it develops—another dollar savmg e
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McCue Wire Wheels on the Keeton, a car

of more than ordinary beauty and quality.

 
 

We discard the demountablc rim as radically wrong, because u increases
weight at the pomt where weight must he held at a minimum. wl‘hu is whv

McCue Wheels are detachable. It's as easy to carry ihis wheel as n 1< to carrv

a r1m~and it‘s even casmr to attach.

Where do you stand in this matter. Mr Dealer? .\rc you going- to continue

to accept and sell cars With wooden \vhccls. long after the public l\’llu\\‘.< of their

awlul appetites for tires—are you going to let competition invade your territorv

‘wnre wheel equipped”?

Or are you going to use _\'<~lll' inllucncc will] your munufncturcruand get

therefirst?

McCue Axles

represent the best in axle making. 111aterial,dcsign and worlnnzinship. All com

bme to give maximum service under all conditions of road shock, side thrust

and load.

Ifyour customers want wire wheels. you write the manufacturer for inncr

hubs and wire wheels to go on the particular model to be so equipped. \\'e

are situated so that we can meet this demand for the manufacturer.

THE McCUE COMPANY, Buflalo, New York

The brand of steel wire automobile spokes is used in McCue Wire

Wheels. Both spokes and nipples are made by The Standard Company

of Torrington, Conn.

The ® spokes are ma

tional tensile and torsion

qualities.

The Standard Company as an

ing concern is able to secure Wire 0

de from special drawn carbon st0ck of excep

al strength combined with extreme bending

allied company of the Coventry Swag

f standard set by the English concern.
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 A Great Achievement!

ANEW domestic car which in material, equipment and design

equals the best cars on the market regardless of price.

This is the achievement of C. G. Stoddard and H. ]. Edwards—men

of long and succeszul experience in the automobile industry—who

offer the Edwards-Knight as a car in which no detail of perfection

is lacking, a car which is “up to the minute" of motor car excel

lence.

Edwards-Knight Engine—Silent, powerful, Flexible,

economical. Shaft Drive with Worm Gear. Electric

Lighting and Starting Device. Unit Clutch and Trans

mission. Power Tire Pump. Bodies of most graceful

lines and perfect finish. Cantilever Springs and Wire

Wheels make it the easiest riding car in the world.

Touring Car. . . . . $3500 Roadster . . . . . S3500

Torpedo 4 Pass.‘ . . 3500 Speedster . . . . 3500

Ifiery Car Is Fully Equipped

The Edwards-Knight _is unique! It commands careful considera

tion. Booklet containing fuller particulars sent on request.

EDWARDS MOTOR CAR (10.. 1790 Broadway, New York City

Show Room Entire 4th Floor Telephone - (olumbus "3‘2

Limousin

$4600

Fully

Equipped
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parts saves time

in your assembling, and

increases the value of

your car.

Driving shaft, radius and

connecting rod parts,

axles, brakes, etc., for

motor trucks are just a

few of the NAMCO

parts now being used by

many builders of trucks. -

The number of machines

in our factory running

continuously on work of

this character has

 
 

CHICAGO
NEW YORK 23 So_ Jellerson St.

11 wnm s0.

is
ON MOTOR TRUCK PARTS

14! Milk 5!

igi‘fiié fiésif

 

doubled in the past year.

This shows that more

manufacturers are realiz

ing the value of accurate

product coupled with a

service made eH-icient by

a splendid equipment

and a thorough know

ledge of trade require

ments.

Let us flaw yalzr ramp/er.

Our glzotationr are hired

on practical finale/edge and

will be rig/it. 143/5 far

‘ ‘Speziz'zz/ [Mil/m] Products" ’

$0M, 1': r/lo-wr ill/my true/5

parts made in our factory.
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Rim No. 30 is de

signed for those who require a demount

able rim of minimum weight and extreme

simplicity.

It has both the quick detachable

and demountable features and is made

in two styles, one for straight side tires

and one for clincher.

This rim is split circumferentially,

the two sections having corresponding

lugs that are locked together by two

semi-circular rings. One end of each

ring is securely rivited to the wider por

tion of the rim base. The free ends of

these rings are secured by a swinging

latch which is in turn locked by a cam

latch.

No special tools are required to

operate this rim and no circumferential

movement of either section is necessary

to disengage the two parts of the rim

base.

The rim base of Rim

No. 30 will fit the felloe band of either

the Continental Gilbert type rim or the

Standard Universal No. 3 rim, without

requiring any special wheel work or

additional equipment.

r

__

_

__).,_

_.

The Standard Welding C0.

Cleveland, Ohio
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demountable rims,series No. 40, stand alone in their pre

eminent efficiency.Universal in their acceptance oftires, automatic in their mechanicaloperation, combining both a quick de

taching and demounting feature whichoperate independently, and positivelypreventing wobbling of tires, they sur

mount all the defects of former types ofdemountable rims. rims, No. 40 serieshave an entirely new feature for thesecuring of the rim base to the wheelFig —The adjusting ring. This device isan intermediary band that lies underthe entire rim base and supports it ati all points of the front and rear cir

cumference.~ The rim base has the felloe bandflange as a guage for its lateral positionand must always lie in the same perfectposition on the wheel no matter howthe clamping devices are tightened.This is the preventive of tire wobbling,one of the prime reasons for excessive .tire expense.Number 40 rims are

the wheel equipment on all leading

makes of cars.

a: The Standard Welding Co.

Cleveland, Ohio
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The wife of John Wesley, founder lpf

. ‘ ‘ _ ' 7 v c

Methodism, once asked him vshy

preached a certain sermon so often.

He answered, “Because, Susanna,

- - _ u

once telling is not enough'

We are again emphasizing; the value

of sane, rational. telling advertising as

it makes for quality of llolfecker-\Val~

tliam products and for demand that , ,. _ V v _ __

strikes home to the manufacturer and y... if

gives force to the dealers’ recommendations.

"Aisha in fluid.

TI-[R HOFFECKEfiIIGQ
Ink ML- kilo“.

WJ'JflmZ'WB

as1481—

'Q».tv.1*J-e.Ayr.

Hoffecker Speedometers and VValtham Time-pieces are master works

of master minds. They are made from designs and built of materials that

insure the car owner absolute accuracy and many years of service without

the loss of one iota of reliability. ‘

Cost of production is higher than that of any other similar combination

—_—but we put cost of production above cost of selling—in other words, we

give the car manufacturer the best speedometers and timepieces that can

be built and at prices with—

in reason.

The money usually spent

in this line for “one shot

in-a-hundred” advertising

is spent by us in salaries,

equipment and material.

This is a repeated mes

sage of square dealing

with the car maker, the

dealer and the car owning

public. We want it t0

Rinlzin
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You, Mr. Dealer, serve your own best

interests when you use judgment in the

reciunmendation of accessories. In

these days the man who buys a car, buys

much more than chassis, wheels and

body. He wants to buy quality in all of

the smaller necessities and luxuries. He

looks to you as the expert to help him

out

  

 

Dealers are the final arbiters of demand. Manufacturers look largely

to them as the men with fingers on the pulse of demand. ' “

\Ve are advertising Hot‘fecker-“valtham quality to several hundred

thousands of readers of the Automobile, Motor Age and Motor, (doublg

page spread shown here), all publications that go to those who are directlv
interested as car owners and prospective car owners. It’Ig

strong advertising that is the final link connecting up the

and the

and vitally

Simon-pure,

man who makes, the man who sells

man who buys ears.

\Ve are putting the best speeedometers

and time-pieces in the world before the trade

and public in an inexpensn'e but telling way

If you want specific details to l)8Cl(__VOtlI":'1rgu_

ments, write to either factory and you “Ill re;

' ositive proof that these instruments 0

cewe p ' ' vell tustifv you in recom
permanent prec‘smn \ l l ' id‘in s ecifving

mending them to your tra< e an .p a ‘

them on the cars you sell.
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W112} Shows

at your local Automobile Show

 
 

By R. E. Oldr, Derzlgner

You’ll see the new model of Reo the Fifth

It W111 strike you as beautiful, luxurious

roomy—having every final touch. ,

But here are things you can’t see. And they

mean, in the end, more than all that shows.

' 0

Tire Mileage
Tires on a car form the chief item

in upkeep. Tiresaving means more

than all other savings together.

Every old motorist knows this.

So this year I add 30 per cent to

my tire cost, to add 65 per cent to

the average tire mileage. I give

you tires 34 x 4. Compare them

with rival cars.

The usual tires on this type of

car would more than double your

tire cost, so tire makers say.

No Possible Flaws

The steel in this car is twice ana

lyzed, to make sure it accords wrth

my costly requirements.

The gears are tested in a crush

ing machine, to prove that each

tooth will stand 75,000 pounds.

This test is usually made with light

hammers.

The springs are tested in another

machine, to stand 100,000 vibra‘

tions.

1 use in this car 190 drop forg

ings. The average cost is twice

that of steel castings.

But they give me lightness and

strength. And hidden flaws can‘t

occur in drop forgings.

The various parts of this car get

Thus alla thousand inspections.

30-35

Horse 0
Wheel Bgsbv:

,“2 Inches

3:111—

! In henter c is

Control

ogler

caring;

D'antsbic

ThRims

I" tle 'lights "he

Speed-_

  

 

 
 

TOP and ‘
w‘ndihiel‘dn

the uncertainties are completely

eradicated in building this Reo the

Fifth.

No Broken Bearings

I use in this car 15 roller bear

ings, ll of them Timken, 4 Hyatt

High Duty.

They cost five times as much as

the usual ball bearings. But good

roller bearings don't break under

strain.

No Overtax

It‘s the sudden shock which

shows up a car's weakness, not the

ordinary tests. And sudden shocks

will come.

To withstand them, I give to

axles and driving parts 50 per cent

over-capacity. I have made them

all ample for a 4S-horsepower car.

To prove them out, I ran one of

these cars for 10.000 miles, at top

speed on rough roads. I met at its

worst every p0ssible road shock,

and not one important part gave

out.

I use 14-inch brake drums. I use

Z-inch. 7-leaf springs. I use costly

steels—chrome nickel. vanadium,

manganesa—all to ward of? an over

tax. I place cost below safety in

this Reo the Fifth.

No Troubles

That isn't quite true. All ma

chines have their little troubles.

But I've gone to the limit to save

trouble with this car.

Each engine is tested 20 hours on

the blocks, and 28 hours in the

chassis. There are rive long<con~

tinued tests.

My carburetor is doubly heated—

with hot air and hot water—to save

the troubles with low-grade gaso

line.

I use a $75 magneto to save ig

nition troubles. I use a centrifugal

pump, instead of a syphon, to in

sure the water circulation. That

costs about $10 extra.

Cars are built slowly and care

fully, parts ground over and over.

1 limit my output to 50 cars daily,

so nothing shall be slighted.

No Skimping

To make the car show my infi

Add $200
These extremes, I figure, add

$200 to the necessary cost of this

car.

They cut down our profits. They

force us to factory efficiency. They

compel us to build every part our

selves. And, to minimize cost, we

build only one chassis.

But these things save users from

three to ten times what it costs me

to give them to you.

They insure to you safety, econ

omy, comfort. They insure to me

 
 

 

 

ndlhield not

  

  
r headligh

  
. g“ mnk to included in price. We c

to, speedometer, self-start

 

 

(list price $170).

=0 Motor Car Co., Lansing, MiCh'
actory, St. Catharines, Ont.

 

qmp this car With mohair top. side curtains and slip cover.

Er. extra rim and brackets—all for $100 extra

Don’t Show
 

nite pains, I give equal Care to the

finish.

The body has 1? coats. The lux

urious upholstering is of genuine

leather, filled with the best curled

hair.

There are three electric lights.

and the dashboard lights are flush.

And the whole car, even under the

hood is fully nickel-trimmed.

Center Control

Our center control is exclusive to

this car. All the gear shifting is

done by one small handle, com

pletely out of the way. lt is done

by moving this handle only three

inches in each of four directions.

Both brakes are operated by foot

pedals. So no levers at all clog the

way of the driver. And this permits

of the left side drive.

No other center control will

please a man who once discovers

this.

to My Cost

that reputation I have spent 26

years in acquiring.

I find that car users, more and

more, are coming to look for this

class of car. Our output is always

much oversold. And this year, with

60,000 excellent cars to my credit.

the demand will be greater than

ever.

A thousand dealers are now ready

to show this new model of Reo the

Fifth. Our 1913 catalog is also

ready. Write us for it now.

Reo the Fifth

The 1913 Series

$1,095
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l- such a product.

other legitimate accessory is handled.

We want honest, energetic representation

for an honest, meritorious product—upon

which we both can make an honest profit.

We ask you to buy only the actual goods

you sell—goods that we will stand back of

and guarantee to the absolute limit. And if

we can’t satisfy you absolutely as to our

responsibility and fairness not only legally

but morally as well—if we can‘t convince

you that a year’s business relations will be

not only profitable but enjoyable and satis

factory in every way—then don’t start to

do business with us.

As we stated in our announcement we're

in business to stay—we can only make good

by having you gentlemen satisfied and

pleased to co-operate with us. This fact is

your best guarantee of our business

methods. _

In many respects Kushion Kore is supe

rior to air in tires. Blowouts and punctures

and attendant delays are avoided. In many

instances a car absolutely rides easier on

AMERICAN KUSHION

65-67 Main Street

We will ex

January 20
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We Want Dealers to Sell Kushion Kore on the Same Basis

and in the Same Way They Sell Tire Chains or Electric

Horns or Any Other Automobile Accessory.

"qHERE’S real merit in Kushion Kore—and there’s a real demand for

Consequently Kushion Kore is a profitable accessory

for every live dealer to handle—on the same basis and in the same way any

WE ARE NOT TRYING TO ROB YOU

BY ANY TERRITORY SELLING DEAL

Kushion Kore than upon air. Neither ex

treme heat or cold will affect Kushion Kore.

It will always retain its shape and consis

tency regardless of temperature, weather or

road conditions. We don’t know how many

casings it will outlast—we’ve only worn out

a few. But we believe that Kushion Kore

will last so much longer than you dream it

will that you’ll be glad to buy new when

needed. Kushion Kore is free from gly

cerine, glue, gelatin or any other solvent in

water. It is not poured into the tube. As

a matter of fact the tube is dispensed with.

as Kushion Kore is placed in the casing of

the tire enclosed in a knitted cover in its

original form. Kushion Kore is 10 to 20

per cent. lighter than any other filler and

unsurpassed in any way.

Are you the live dealer we want to repre

sent us in your city? If you are we can

show you how to get a lot of satisfied cus

tomers to say nothing of your profits while

getting them. Write us today.

KORE TIRE COMPANY

BUFFALO, N. Y.

lzibit at New York, Grand Central Palace,

26', Sean? 4/43; Bo:t0n,'Marc/1 8-15, Space 225',
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American market ha

3?;ever approached this on .t

either in appearance or durabillll

ed States
As every dealer well knows, there is an established demandinm

part of the country for a really first class, extra tough, extra

lived red tube. Motorists everywhere—particularly the 0m.

high-grade cars, are willing to pay an extra price for a "

red tube if they can be assured of gett

for their money. And that is precisely whitt they g!

21 UNITED STATES RED SPECIAL T "l

The Red Special is decidedly the highest '_

tube that has ever been sold on the ""

ican market. It is a tube that‘s
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ing extratube " ‘

  

 
 

 

They come packed

in a red any ‘

like this . v ‘
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13131.

the trade of the

manwho owns the high

grade car will be easy for the

dealer who handles this tube.

Red Specie
only attractive in appearance but is also doubly attractive from

the standpoint of economy on account of its extra toughness and

Wearmg Quality. Another very important point of superiority

15 fact that after being inflated it will return absolutely to its

Onglrtal size. A tube that stretches is difficult to replace in

a ca5_mg and is extremely liable to be pinched. Each Red

SPCClal Tube is enclosed in a red flannel bag and boxed

In an attractive red carton. Everything about the

t1le wrll appeal to the man who wants a

“eh-grade tube for high-grade service.

  

oss -section

view
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Lesser Forties
 

Hundreds of dealers, on both sides the

Atlantic, have conceded the Michigan “40” this

year the topmost place at its price.

And millions of dollars have been staked on

this fixed conclusion.

You may be sure that motor car buyers

won’t differ with this verdict.

Buyers of “40’s”

This year will demand this up-to-date-ness.

They’ll demand four forward speeds.

They’ll want big tires, big brakes and

springs, wide seats and ample room.

They’ll want electric lights, center control,

left side drive. A ZZ-coated, nickel-trimmed

body.

They’ll want big over-capacity.

And we are leading them to expect these

things at $1,585—the new Michigan price.

In a Cameron Car

\Ne are giving these things in a car built by

Cameron, who has seen 100,000 of his cars

make good.

Can’t Compete

With This

We are giving a body built by John A

Campbell, who has designed for kings.

We are giving a car in which, in four years,

we have worked out 300 improvements. And

6,000 cars have already proved them out.

We give all this, plus all the features named

below, for $1,585.
There are 72 Forties on the market this year.

But does any that you know make an offer

like this?

Told to Millions

The Michigan features are being told to the

millions, in the greatest advertising campaign

of the season.
All men will know them. And the “40” buy

ers this year will look for cars like this. But

such a car at such a price will not be found

outside Michigan salesrooms.

These facts have been proved to hundreds

of experts, in Europe and America. They can

be proved to you.
We invite dealers and users to send for our

catalog, and the facts which they wish to

know.

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Kalamazoo, Michigan

Owned by the Owners of the Michigan Buggy Company

  

SOME OF THE MICHIGAN FEATURES

Genuine cellular-type radiator
. . . - ofBest mohair top, side curtains and influence 0;

There is such 8

Adiustable pedals

Firestone_Q. D. dcmountahle rims—

} ! extra rim

FourJorward-speed transmission

Oversize tires—35 x 4%

Electric lights and dynamo

Center control—left-side drive

Motor- 4% x 5%

Extra effective brakes—l6 x 2'/4 ins.

Big, comfortable springs

Adiustable steering post

14-inch Turkish cushions

Rear cushions 50 inches long

Hand-buffed leather upholstering

Best curled-hair filling

Wheel base, 118 inches

Nickel mountings

Large over-capacity. giving big fac

tors of safety

Pressed steel. full-floating rear axle

Axles sufiicient for an BO-horse

power car

envelope opinion about the various GP" 0,

Windshield built in as part of body self-starters that l" havee um

Electric horn adopted any one type al 1' $2."

$50 speedometer, 4-inch dial equipment. We prefer W c

this selection to the buyer

Special foot rail 3. equip with either the g8! 01'

Swing robe rail

Rear tire irons

Complete tool equipment

Tool chests under running boards

posi

mer It
tivcly efficient electric st

moderate extra price.
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Another member of the famous Sheldon line, even more perfect

than its predecessors~this is one of the Sheldon Front Axles for

heavy service.

No better forging has ever been turned out in any plant. The

Spring pads are ample in area and are forged integral with the axle.

This axle is not welded in the middle. The steering knuckles are

reinforced to ensure greatest strength and safety, and perfect lubri

cation has been attained by efficient oil cups. We offer this axle to

manufacturers with their choice of the following bearing equipment:

New Departure Double Row Annular

Standard Taper Roller

Bower Straight Roller

Rhineland Double Row Annular

Any standard double or single row annular bearing

is interchangeable with these axles and hubs.

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

CHICAGO. OFFICE. as. East 13m St, DETROIT orrics, 1215 Woodward Ave.
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For Skalout will guard against an over

heated motor and all its attendant troubles.

An overheated motor means serious loss of

power and frequently, absolute breakage. If your

overheating grows serious enough, it is liable to

cause pistons to stick and fracture or cause the

connecting rods to break or maybe injure the cyl

inder itself.

Overheating of the motor always injures the

bearings or.does some damage that means short

life for your motor. Most car owners do not real

ize that their motors are overheating when they

actually are. It is practically impossible to operate

the motor without having scale deposited upon the

inside of the radiator. This scale not only actually

eats out the radiator but it retards the flow of water

through the tube and being practically a non-con

ductor of heat, it renders the cooling system en- U .

tirely inefficient. '

Skalout is a very cheap, certain remedy for all these troubles.

Skalout has been proved by actual tests extending over years. _

Skalout is quickly and totally dissolved in warm water and will not pass off 111

steam. _

Skalout is not in any way injurious to your radiator, motor or any part Of Y0K“

car. It is absolutely deadly in its removal of scale and yet it is totally harmless In

every other respect.

Your customers will appreciate your educating them along these lines.

Skalout is put up in packages to retail for $1.00. There is a good dealer’s Pl'OPO'

sition in this for you.

 
 

HOW IS YOUR STOCK 0F GILMER REPAIR PLIERS?

The demand Ior these pliers has been greatly Increased by their exhibit at the shows

G. Walker Gilmer, Jr.

52 No. 7th St, Philadelphia, Pa.

January l6, 191!
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E caugAgNthpf-Odllcts have always led be

ei _ .and durability? general all round efficiency

of because of

formancq but b an

t e Work
est for wh

y spectacular occasional per

ecause of steady performance, of

econo 10h they are designed, with great

win my and highest efi‘iciency. _ .

ble withg]? the fact that a hot fat spark lS possr

rat f lsemémn products at an extremely low

e 0 speed, It 1s very easy for motors to be

shafted 0n the magneto if that magneto be an

1§emann.

Fhe Elsemann patented pole pieces are largely

responSIble for the extreme efficiency of the mag—

net0_f0r they insure the greatest possible volume

and intensity Of the induced current.

These patented pole pieces also provide for the

greatest range of advance and retard. Through

out the entire instrument the most exacting tests

are enforced both as to workmanship and quality

of material used.

The Eisemann Magneto C0.

General and Sales Office

225-227 West 57th Street, NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, lND. DETROIT, MlCH.

514 North Capitol Avenue 802 Woodward Avenue
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THE. Junior Long

Horn retailing for

$l LOO is the biggest

signal value ever ofiered

the car owning public.

lt is just a smaller edition

of the well known regular

Long Horn, shown at the

top of this page, diliering

in size only and embodying

all of the well known me

‘chanical features of the larger

type —same materials—same

care in construction.

You, Mr. Dealer, can assure your

prospective customer that the first

cost of a Long Horn of any type,

is the last cost, for this signal is

_-_L__I__ll.. An-“hs'l an n high

  

  

  

  

 
 

$Il 77,]

that
Au 1".0.M:O.BI'LE

HORN VALU’E

  

 

 

Junior Long H

makes this the most

complete line of signals

manufactured, ranging

from the Junior down to

the smaller motorcycle

type.

D e a l e r s , inVestigate our

proposition. Let us show

you how immediately profit

  

  

  

GREATEST

v

\\\
'

n i I i i i I able the Long Horn line can

EVER OFFERED be made to you and let us

\\\\\\\\\\\ | i i i I, demonstrate through You to

\ \ l ' ' H the trade its poWCIiUl, Charac'

UNBREAKABLE . . . d
\\ i' - / tenstic warning soun .

were,
\‘kS-Hfl'! The G. Piel Company
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CHICAGO

Show Space I ,

4—5

North Coliseum

Gallery ’

 
 

 

The Argument that Makes the Sale

HE cons1deration that determines which car your custome :11

ultimately select is no longer the superficial appearance 01ft}1
cars he VICWS. Showy bodies have sold many carsiin t1 , 1.8

but the cars that find readiest sale today are those uhid fin.“

largest measure the assurance Of motor satisfaction, 1 £1“? 111

RUTi—ir'iiBE:

MpsT—ar-R

under the 1100 ' '
cmcmwu Itdholi; a(ili_t car,‘ commercxal or pleasure, is a guarantee of autOIIthile

outlive i110 “dull-ch filinphlthll‘ctl by years of consistent performance that it will

silent, uncommqh . L: o I)()Lllt‘$. It has a record unsurpassed for endurance,

tory and 11.6 b ._l mic service and economy of upkeep. It has made motOr bib“

t. . m t the reputation of many a car

‘ The Rutenber Motor will be found in more than fifty of

21,6 IK‘Q‘HUK GUS (luring the coming year. Trucks, Ambulances,

1m 1"“81'105, Doctors’ Cars, Touring Cars and all types of

“it’l‘m' (lrlyen vehicles requiring the assurance of dependability

P due their reliance on Rutenber Motors.

Visit our exhibit, North Balcony (Coliseum) at the

Automobile Show and talk with the representative Of

those manufacturers whose cars are Rutenber equped

Write for the Rutenber Book.

RUTENBER MOTOR COMPANY,

MARION INDIANA

  

n.
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‘Qi'e WARNER, 7

CAUTO-METER,
(JVIagnetic Type)

Is the “ Dominant Speedometer ”

with both the makers and the owners of

, , high priced American motor cars. Near

’ 1y all of the makers of high priced auto

' mobiles are now installing the Warner ,

" . as “regular equipment" on their cars.

In their catalogs and in their news- ,

paper, periodical and magazine ad

/ vertising you will find the name ,uWarner”displayed prominently / 74

in bold type. They want that

name to catch the eye of the pros

pective car buyer. Makers of the

highest priced cars specify the

Warner in their advertising and

install it on their product because if. 1,

they know that the class which ~_

purchases their cars—keen, well

posted, fastidious buyers— insist on

the highest quality of equipment

and will have none other than the

\Warner Auto-Meter. Owners of high

'-. . . ' priced cars are proud of the Warner Auto

‘ " ""Imi . Meter equipment becauSe it has a reputation

‘ ,‘l for highest excellence and in keeping with.

their standard of exacting requirement.

SPECIAL

We have arranged to

place the splendid fa

cilities of our Beloit

factory at the disposal

of automobile engi

neers for the purpose

of designing new mod

els of speedometers,

 

 
 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

For sale by leading dealers

all over the world and at our with special installa.

branches listed below. The prices are tionfltflnéidlggnyequlpt

__ men 8 up omee

never changed never cut. They never the individual require

vary. You pay the same price in one state ments of each special

as you would in another. Priced from $50 make 0! motor car.

  

to $145, according to size and style.
 

The Warner instrument is made like a fine watch. It is a thor

oughl jeweled instrument. The jewels used are oelect first quality

Sapp irel, accurate to 1-2000th of an inch and polished like a dia

mond. These sapphires insure absolute precision—for life.

Handsome Catalog on Request

'* Stewart-Warner Speedometei? Corporation

L Factories: Chicago and Beloit

*v' General Offices: 1928 Diversey Blvd., Chicago

  

New York has Angelel Chicago Minneapolis Kansas City San Francisco Model._. Detroit Phlladelphia Indianapolis Cleveland Boston 5!. Louis Atlanta Bufialo P -.' I , Cincinnati Denver Ptmburgh Portland Seattle Toronto landon Paris nce $

-\ ' ‘- .- '1';"'Q)H
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Prevent Blow-Outs.Punctur655§nd

,é

é

g If you really believed this you would order a set of Interlocks for your car at once. f9;

§ We can proye our statements if you will give us the opportunity. Thousands of car 2;};

g owners are usmg Interlock Inner Tires With the most satisfactory results. A set of Inter- 2

g locks will carry most any car one or two seasons (according to use) without tire trouble. :

l

casing and the inner tube.

protect the inner tub? from punctures.

Flaps lock the Interlock securely, making it an integral part. of th

whole tire that flexes perfectly and cannot chafe, creep or heat

new tires and add 1,04") to 5.000 extra miles to old ones. Interlock

are 301d by the best dealers everywhere

/%%/ Ask your dealer about them.

/////////
////////////////////////////////m

Interlock Inner Tires :ir

What Interlocks Aretires (not inner shoes) quickly and t';1>ll_\' placed lit-tween the out-r

'l‘hey strengthen the casing and

The patented Interlock

InterlOck Inner tires will hold "vi-n if the. outer casing is broken.

and can he used in old or new tires. They doulile the mileage of

havea tine gray rubber finish, are smooth oulside and insule and

have no troublesome ends, joints or edges to cement. Interlocks

do not affect the resilience of your’tirese are easy to insert

811de easdy be removed from one tire and placed in another.

g 90% of All Tires are Scrapped Before

the Rubber Tread is Half Worn ()ut

because the fabric is not strong enough to resist hard road work, resulting in blow

etc. The liberal excess fabric strength of tires equipped With llltt'rltwkh' I’nfv"m

etc.. gives extreme long mileage, safety. and that freedom from tire trouble which ev

Write for Our Booklet 8““ “s W" M
.1 dress and let us

mm you 0“? bOOkIPtS. data and testimonials of

users which are very convincing. Interlocks

See our Exhibits at New York, Chicago and Boston 5/101"!

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO.

600 9th St., Auburn, Ind.

I Proved best by Road Tests ll‘ill'1“killl"v“i

stood the evicting test of hard road Work. I'light tires equipped

wit h Interim-ks lthVP made over 7,000 miles each, a total of 561M)

HHlL‘S, Without a tilottwitit. or any tire trouble. Interlocks used in

e tires that have gone ltuitttl miles with the outer (‘HSIIIL'>' Worn clear

through have kept up With fast cars equipped with new tires and

carrying extra tires. Interlochs haVe made a 4,500 mile cross

country run the last IAN"! miles over 12" mountain ranges with

s out a blow—out UI'PVUI] carrying an extratirc. In the hour States

\

§
Itun Inter-locks stood the test of hard fast road thrk under the Q

~§

\\\\

g

////////////lllllllllllllll

critical observation of tire experts, without t.i'e trouble. These

and other hard pulilic tests have proved the ctllcwncy of

Interlock Inner Tires beyond question.

-out.~‘-, punctures, rim cuts,

s blow-outs, punctures,

cry car owner dcmres.

I i

To Dealers and Agents 90"11 lfffif‘gufii‘."
ar (iWners about Interlocks.

n :59 by telling c _ v . n \\
“i'e want a live dealer 1" ever-v a?“ n' and 5;“ \\

[mitive selling assistance, Write prfltflp \\\\\\

for booklet and our dcalers' proposition.

\\
to

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\imumttl\\\\\\\\\\\\t\\h '_
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fleAtwaterKent

Ignition.

st m

  

  

has been silently adver

tised from coast to coast by the best ad

-‘ vertisement any product can haVe—the personal

endorsement of over l00,000 satisfied motorists.

Curing the period of the magneto craze, we could have taken advantage of this fad and

manufactured magnetos. Due to our facilities and prestige. we could undoubtedly have produced and

scld large quantities of them. We knew, howevCr, that the Atwater Kent System was fundamentally cor'

rect in principle and that it was better than any other ignition device. This opinion was also shared by thou

sands cf our friends who discarded the rragnetos on their new cars and installed the Atwater Kent. claiming they got

much better results with much less trouble.

You can't equip your car with a more reliable ignition system than the Atwater Kent—no matter What amount ol

money you are willing or expect to pay for it. Why then take chances by investing in other equipment when by installing the

Atwater Kent System you close every avenue to future regret ?

  

  

Just a few of the many good features of the Atwater Kent System and its advantages over the magneto:

Easy adjustment to lengthen or shorten the spark. thereby insuring

  

The spark is cf constant heat quality irrespective of the speed of

the engine, thereby enabling the engine to be run at a very much

lower speed if desired.

The simplicity and accessibility of the different parts of the Uni

Sparkcr are much greater than in the case of the magneto.

The adjustment of the platinum contacts does not affect the tim

ing of the spark.

 
 

the maximum economy of battery current.

 
 

Low maintenance cost and repair expense. Will start engine on
  

spark. Duplicate ignition system not necessary.' Light weight.  

No magnets to become demagnetized. Unlimited range ol spark
  

advance or retard. Low initial cost.

  

In connection with the standard Type F System, we are furnishing a new model—Silent Type K with auto~

matic spark advance and insulated primary circuit, especially designed for use in connection with lighting and start

ing equipment.

PRICES OF THE TYPE F SYSTEM PRICES OF THE TYPE K SYSTEM

chk
Standard Switch Kk'k

  

 

 

Coll Corr “'3’?” Saar"

l-cyllnder $17-00 -
2_c,_“nder ("unwed 18.00 2~crllnder $32.00 $30.00

2-cyllnder distributor type 2200 824.00 3-chllNler 35.00 38.00

3-cyllnder dintribulor type 25.00 27.00 , _

4-cyllnrler tlllltl'lbutor type 25.00 27.00 4'°y““d°' 3°“) 3’5"”

O-cyllnsler distributor type 27.00 20.00 6-cyllnder 37.00 40.00
  

  

if you have an unsatisfactory magneto, or if your engine has no timer shalt, you

can use the Atwater Kent System by means of a special “magneto gear mount

ing," the cost of which is $5.00 in addition to the above prices.

  

Possibly all that car of your: needs to give perfect

service is an Alwater Kent Ignition System

Ollr booklet, “ 8 , " is as interesting

as it's free—yours for the asking.

  

  

See our Exhibits

Space 140 Madison Square

New York

Space 8, Coliseum, Chicago

Amrnrlttnrlillrc. mars

4938 Stenton Avenue, Philadelphia

rm use l mu
ruran Isa-7m.

January 16. 1913
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Unscramble Your Truck

and what have you got but this?

  

Mr. Careful Buyer—select your truck the way the sharp trader bought his horse’in
those bygone days of Horse Trading—in the Hknocked-down” fashion—a Combmalwn

of so much sound legs+healthy teeth+sound stomach+unimpaired wind-I-style, etc.

Buyyour Truck as an “assembly ofaccessories”-a reliable chassis and springs +an effi

cient motor+a flexible carburetor+a dependable magneto-l-a pleasing appearance, etc.

And remember that as a "horse is no stronger than his stomach” so A TRUCK IS

NO BETTER THAN ITS MOTOR. (There’s only one moral—Get a BUDA !)

Many a Truck is being sold today because the Salesman appreciates the Selling Power

and the Buyer appreciates the Servzce Value of having a

D

D

\l

  

Beneath the Hood

That prominent manufacturers look at the Buda (with its special oiling device, and exclusive Hget-at

ableness”) not as a part of the Truck to Sell but The Part that helps to Sell the Truck, is evident by

the following partial list of manufacturers to whom we have sold motors.

Pleasure Cars :

Hudson Mowr Cnr Co. Spnnlding Mfg. Co.

.‘llt‘hlgflll Motor Car Co. (‘roxton Motor 00.

Henderson Motor Car Co. Nova Scotia Carriage and

Lemon Motor Car Co. Motor Car (‘0. _

Schacht Motor Car 00. Miller Motor Car (‘0.

and others

Trucks :

Service Motor Car 00.

Bowling Green Motor Our 00,

Durant-Dart. (larrlugo (‘0. Hurlhurt Motor Truck Co.

HeWItt-Ludlow Auto 00. Schncht Motor (‘ar C0.

’l‘lflin Wagon Co . (‘1 ' P t‘ - ‘ l 00Brantford Motor Truck (‘0. Ldrl‘ilmllizui‘ntgi‘ne“blht'LT‘CIr 00.

L'. 8. Government and others.

The Buda “Little Six”

will be ready for delivery by April first and is a product worthy of the

Company which was the Pioneer of the “Cast-in-Block” method in U. S.

W. Lnndahal't 6: Sons

Harvey Motor Truck Co.

 

We have spaces at all three of the 13th AnnualAutomobile Shows as follows:

Grand Central Palace. New York._lanuary 11th to January 251b, Space

No. 304. located in the Balcony.

Madison Square Garden, New York, January 11th to January 25th. Space

No. 326. located in the Concert Hall.

Coliseum, Chicago. February lst to February 15th. Spaces Nos. 102. 103.

104. located in Coliseum Annex. 2nd floor.

S H O W

NOTICE:

1913 Specifications

for Hyduty Commercial Motors:

Model"M" Motor, 3% x 4%

Mode1"Q" Motor. 3% x 5%

Long Stroke. Enclosed Valves.

Noiseless Timing Gears. Self-con

tained Oiling System. Extra

large Valves and Bearings. Am

ple water jacket.

  

 

Semi for Special Bulletin to

BRANDENBURG & CHMPANY

1108 So. MICHIGAN Ave. 57m AND BROADWAY FORD BUILDING

CHICAGO New YORK CITY DETROIT

  

 

 



  

 

 

The water channels in Fedders Square

Tube Radiators are vertical and hori

zontal, open on all four sides, guaran

teed to give maximum cooling surface.

This form of construction is right and logical—a fact ad

mitted and acted upon by engineers of many of America's

best known cars—and in these days the wise manufacturer

takes no chances of endangering the popularity Of his car by

gambling on parts of problematical value—more especially

radiators.

Dealers who sell cars equipped with Fedders Radiators

can repair broken tubes with a pair of tinner's irons. N0

expensive delays in returning to the factory.

Highest cooling efficiency, long life, easy repairs—this is

the whole story of Feddcrs supremacy.

Note that while we specialize on Square Tube Radiators,

we are also equipped to produce radiators of any type and m

a")'.quantity over specifications furnished. Get in touch

with our engineering department.

FEDDERS MANUFACTURING CO.

Buffalo, New York

Oireé

At

Home
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The 'Ii‘iplgc

Ford Engine Starter

How Are Your Ford Cars Started?

D0 YOUR OWNERS STILL STRADDLE

THE BUMPER AND CHURN THE CRANK?

 

 

You will give them thtslmessage it you appre

ciate the unequaled advantages otlstarttng the

Ford car with the TRIPLEX ENGINE STARTER.

The TRIPLEX FORD ENGINE STARTER is a me

chanical starter, which, of all types—compressed air, acety

lene gas, electric and spring—is the only one on the market

which at all times proves absolutely RELIABLE. In no

respect is it a “Hit-or-Miss” proposition—working one minute

and short circuiting or blowing out a cylinder head the next.

It gives 100 per cent. uninterrupted service from the time it

is attached. It comprises so few parts and is so simple and

direct in application that it cannot get out of order, and it is

l~__ ' ' - i as safe and durable as it is simple and effective. ,

You do not have to leave your seat to start the Ford Motor. WHEN EQUIPPED WITH

THE TRIPLEX STARTER.

1 ()01311 that is necessary is to pull the lever. Will absolutely start the Ford 1,000 times out Of

Can be easily attached in one hour’s time. Absolutely no holes to drill or mechanical work

necessary to install same. Absolutely guaranteed to outlast the motor.

  

  

~ J mar-w» DEALERS: It doesn’t require

' _ - SALESMANSHIP to sell an AR

TICLE for which every FORD

OWNER is clamoring. Bring

the TRIPLEX FORD ENGINE

STARTER AND THE FORD

OWNER together and a sale

results.

Price $11.29

Your Commissions Are Liberal

 
 

BREMER-WILSON

MANUFACTURING C0.

1256 Michigan Ave" Chicago, Ills.

Western Representative,

AUSTERMELL 8: HANSON,

560 Phelan Bldg,

San Francisco, Cal.
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The Triplex finishes the work the carburetor leaves half done.

The Triplex makes imperfect carburetion a mechanical impossibility.

Sixty Day Trial Proposition.

The Triplex is guaranteed to decrease fuel con

sumption 25%. increase power. prevent carbonizatiort

prevent Back Firing, effect easy starting.

b_]_ The Triplex will increase mileage, promote flexi

l ity.

The Triplex will equalize the most uneven mix

ture that leaves the carburetor—make it uniform

throughout.

The Triplex utilizes every drop of gasoline to its

full capacity. making a saving of over 25% per gallon.

It gives you five gallons of fuel at a cost of four. It

makes high-grade gasoline out of low.

INSURE YOUR CAR Against File By Using

a Trfplex.

A back fire is impossible with a TRIPLEX, due to the

fact that any flame is cut oil before it reaches the raw

OF THE AUTOMOBILES

DtSTROYED av FIRE

ARE caasso a“

BACK FIRE [GM/TING

THE RAW GASOLINE
INQTHE CAREURETOR

  

  

  

  

  

_ #99

\, 1256 MICHIGAN BLVD.

\ PRICE

1 in.,$3.50 m is.,$5.00 NN‘ZFM

90 % 1% it... 4.00 z in., 5.50 AL ,,~'
‘ 172 in., i

In ordering Give MODEL, H. P..

and Make of Car.

To be had at all dealers, or di

rect on receipt of price.

  

DEALERS—Here is one of the fastest

selling devices on the market. Every

motorist has got to have one. Big

sales spell big profit. Write or Wire

oday for our Sales Proposition.

WRITE DEPT. 10.

BREMER-WILSUN MANUFACTURING CO.

560 PHELAN BLDG.

WESTERN IEPIEIENTATIVIS

AUSTERMELL AND HANSON

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

fuel in the carburetor. Fire cannot pass through a

TRIPLEX. The principle is the same as the non

explosive feature of the miner's gauze lamp.

The Triplex makes starting easier regardless of tem

perature or atmospheric conditions. and stops suction of

hve gasoline when the motor is cold.

The Triplex increases power proportionately. The

full cylinder charge is ignited every time-the maximum

power delivered at the point of highest efficiency. Be

cause there is no fuel waste, there is no power waste.

A TRIPLEX is a double economy-it INCREASES

power at the same time it DECREASES fuel con

sumption.

The Triplex can be readily attached by anyone in

one-half hour‘s time.

The Triplex is sold with the understanding that if it

does not do as we claim we will gladly refund your

money at the end of sixty days.

    

 
 

  

4.50 2% in. , 6.00
  

“ 1‘ \ nir- “l i Mi t'tr H

  

  

  

CHICAGO, ILL.  
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TheGasTank

PatentHasExpired

TheU.S.CircuitCourtofAppeals,forthe 7thCircuit,hasjustdecidedthatthepatent oftheCommercialAcetyleneCompanyhas

expired.

Thisleavesanyonefreetomanufactureand

sellgastanksoftheirownmake.*

 

Butitdoesnotgiveanyonepermissiontorefill
OURTanks.Wehaveeasilystoppedthisin manypartsofthecountry,byorderoftheU.S.

Courts.Weshallnowproceedtostopthis

practiceeverywhere.

 

 



nunl'{[61'91512

fin
 

 

Othercompaniesarenowfreetogetallthe businesstheycanlegitimatelyontanksoftheir

ownmake2andfreetore-filltheirowntanks.

 

Astothefuture,itisevidentthattheWhole
gastankindustrysettlesdowntotheplainprop

ositionofservice.

YoualreadyknowWhatPrest-O-LiteServiceis.

Watch!Wait!Listen!

ThePrest-O-LiteCo.

Indianapolis,Indiana

CanadianFactoryandBranchOffice,Merritton,Ont.

SERVICESTATIONSINTHESECITIES:Atlanta,Baltimore,Boston,Buffalo,Chicago,Cincinnati,Cleveland,Dallas,Den ver,Detroit,Indianapolis,Jacksonville,KansasCity,LosAngeles,Memphis,Tenn.,Milwaukee,Minneapolis,NewOrleans,New York,Omaha,Philadelphia,Pittsburgh,Portland,Ore.,Providence,St.Louis,St.Paul,Minn.,SanAntonio,SanFrancisco,

Seattle,Syracuse.

SERVICESTATIONSINCANADA:Merritton,Ontario;Toronto,Ontario;Winnipeg,Manitoba.

ExchangeAgenciesEverywhere
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cago Electric

This luxurious equipage, without a peer in point

of engineering excellence and classic beauty,

answers a nation/Wide demand.

(1 Here is an electric pleasure vehicle that

commands the attention of every dealer in

the United States, because of its superlative

and distinctive qualities. lt answers abso/

lutel a nationawide demand for an electric

of t e highest constructional efficiency and

incomparable grace of body design.

G This Electric is the crowning achievement

in the life of Frederick J. Newman, over~

shadowing all his past triumphs in electric

car building.

(ll Behind this car stands an organization of

noted Electric Car experts, each one of

whom has attained notable success in this

industry. These men have given their best

thought and efForts to the Chicago Electric

because they fully perceived the enormous

possibilities of this perfect pleasure car.

hese same opportunities are open to the

dealer who realizes the limitless field for an

Electric of such pre’eminence.

q The Chicago Electric l9l3 Models will

be exhibited at the Chicago Automobile Show

only. Our factory and sales organization are

located here and we are thus enabled to do

complete justice to our display.

T112 new cars are now readyfir de/ivnjy.

IV: respectful/y in'vite correspondence.

Chicago Electric Motor Car Co.

3606 South Morgan Street

Chicago

instills?
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Westinghouse

Electric Starting,

Lighting and Ignition

THE electrical starting, lighting and ignition systems on a number of the finest and best

known cars this year will be Westinghouse built.

To be able to supply cars with electrical equipment that is backed by the experience of a

long-established electrical manufacturer with large facilities like the Westinghouse Company

has been the desire of every leading automobile manufacturer, and Westinghouse equipment

will be one of the strong talking points of the new models.

Take a hint from the judgment of the manufacturers of these cars and see that the machine

you purchase has Westinghouse equipment.  

Combined Starting and Li htCon-ibined I n't' diion an ing Unit for High-power are

Lighting enerator Starting Motor for High-power CarsLighting Generator

The equipments include: starting motors; lighting generators; combined lighting and

ignition generators; and combined lighting and starting units; all standardized for different

types of cars. All equipments are 6-volt systems.

Lighting and Charging

Westinghouse automobile genera

tors automatically charge the battery

Without the use of any relays or sole

n0id-operated regulators. There are

no adjustments to be made. The bat

tery'is at no time charged at an ex

cessive rate.

The generator is slow speed, elimi

nating nOise and wear.

Ignition

A high-power single-unit spark coil,

acting in conjunction with timing and

distributing parts on the generator,

furnishes high voltage for the spark.

The battery operatin alone or with

the generator supp ies continuous

power. The interrupter gives auto

matic spark advance. The spark is

uniform, regardless of speed.

Starting

Minimum weight of motor and min

imum discharge of the battery are

features of the Westinghouse starting

motors, permitting the use of a small

er charging generator.

A Westinghouse starting motor

therefore means less weight to carry

and fewer battery renewals.

Every Westinghouse Equipment is backed by the Westinghouse Guarantee

 

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.
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THE WAR IS ON

CHO0SE YOUR WEAPON

F O R T Y ‘Mr. Dealer, will you enter the great automobile conflict that is sure

to be waged throughout the whole country this year armored to meet

$ 1 , 9 8 5 and successfully repel all the thrusts and attacks of competitive con

__— cerns or are you satisfied to slide along the lines of least resistance

and be a failure? Here is the secret of success—this wonder car, four cylinder, forty

horsepower Kline, with electric starter and dynamo electric light, and four-speed trans

mission, at a price you would have named had you been the only one concerned.

The Boom ol the Second Gun

F I F T Y A light six cylinder, fifty horsepower car, designed to meet and suc

cessfully negotiate all the requirements of six-cylinder construction.

$ 2 , 5 8 5 A car that is bound to leap into the good graces of the automobile

_— buying public and remain there—a proven success. This car, electric

ally started and dynamo electrically lighted, with the economical four-speed transmis

sion, now a feature of every machine in the Kline line, places Kline Kar dealers in the

running no matter how strong the odds and allows them to emerge with colors flying.

Reinforced by the Thirty

T H I R T Y You can flank your other movements and have a car of nominal horse- i

power—30 at 1200 revolutions—and with four cylinders excelled by \_

s 1 , 7 5 0 none on the market at the price, with the past efficient Ever-Ready_— automatic starter as standard equipment. This car lacks in none of

the details that have entered into Kline Kar success in the past and fortifies you and

gives you prestige in the eyes of your prospect.

The Sixty Makes Victory Sure

The Kline Kar Master, Model 6-60, at $3500—a final word in motor car construction—

seven-passenger capacity, big, roomy and comfortable; silent, speedy and reliable and

excelled by none on the market in point of luxuriousness and beauty of design, com

pletes a line that you cannot possibly pass without thorough investigation.

SEE THEM AT NEW YORK AND CHICAGO SHOWS /

Some Desirable Territory Still Open

KLINE MOTOR CAR CORPORATION
Main Office and Factory:

Richmond, Virginia RICHMOND. VIRGINIA York, Pennsylvania
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To SELL

Mime
THE ARISTOCRAT or EUROPE

 

The Metallurgique propaganda is growing faster

than we had anticipated—prejudice against the foreign

car. just because it is foreign is disappearing. and our

dealers are finding out that real European supremacy

in matters of design. materials and lines is appreciated

—and sought after.

Now, Mr. Dealer. we will be perfectly frank: The

Metallurgique is the rich man's car. It is an automo

bile for the classes—for men of wealth and ability to

discern the real difference in cash value between this

swagger car of service and the very best American

products.

It’s just a question of steel versus steel—design

versus design and appearance versus appearance. If

you want strong, telling arguments on this controversy,

write and we will put information into your possession

that will help you sell the Metallurgique.

THE METALLURGIQUE CO.

1934 Broadway NEW YORK

"J: _r__-|‘~_..,- qn--~> 1‘
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THE LARGEST AUTO SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

0ur Name Is Your Guarantee

HATEVER you buy from the house of CHAS. E. MILLER

you may expect the fullest degree of satisfaction in every detail.

Quality, quantity, material, workmanship, durability will be“ just right

or we will make it right. Our name is your guarantee.

To buy from a house the size and standing of

this one is the safest way to insure complete satis

faction in all your dealings. \IVe handle goods of

standard quality only and of course stand back of

everything we sell.

No matter what you want in the line of automo

bile accessories or supplies, remember our slogan,

“We Either CARRY IT IN STOCK, WILL

GET IT—OR IT ISN’T MADE.” One of the

prize winners in MOTOR’S recent advertising

contest selected this as the slogan out of the many

shown. His reason was as follows: “This saying

is the clearest possible statement of the Miller

business policy which I have found to be a fact

through several years of satisfactory relations

with them.”

Fifteen branches spread over the United States. located in the principal motoring centers, bring Miller service within the

reach of practically every motorist in the United States. Prompt delivery, perfect quality, honest prices—these are the

things that distinguish Miller service and explain the marvelous growth of this pioneer establishment since its Inception

in 1896.

CATALOG MAILED TO ANY ONE ANY PLACE ON REQUEST

Chas. E. Miller
ESTABLISHED 1896

Home Office: 97-99-101-103 Reade Street, New York City

 

Our Annual Catalog is the largest, most com

plete, up-to-date and authoritative dictionary of

the auto supply market of any book published. It

has come to be recognized as one of the standard

reference works of the industry.

The total distribution of one hundred thousand

copies of this catalog practically covers the world,

at least wherever automobiles are used. Nearly

all foreign as well as domestic automobile manu

facturers and dealers, the offices of American Con

suls, Public Libraries, Universities, Y. M. C.

Schools, Publishers, Automobile Clubs, Engl

neers’ Offices, Purchasing Departments—in all

these places you will find a copy of the Miller

catalog on file.

Mflacturer.ggtglgeg

EXllorter and Importer

 

ORDER FROM NEAREST BRANCH, ADDRESS CHAS. E. MILLER

BOSTON, MA .

202-204 Columbus ve.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

Bridge and Dwight Sts.

HARTFORD. CONN.

274 Trumbull St.

NEW YORK CITY

97-103 Reade St.

NEW YORK CITY

924 Eighth Avenue

NEW YORK CITY

2782 Broadway

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

1421 Bedford Avenue

BUFFALO, N. Y.

824 Main Street

ALBANY. N. Y.

135 Central Avenue

M”A

ETROIT, MICH. ATLANTA. GA

-229 Jefi’erson Ave. 259 Peachtree Sti’elt

CLEVELAND, 0. NEW ORLEANS. LA

1819 Euclid Avenue 601-603 Baronne 5!

PHILADELPHIA, PA. NEWARK. N. J~

318 North Broad St. 214 Haney 5m“

j

_.__.l
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LANClA DEALERS KNOW

That there is a large and ever increasing buying interest (lcYclOl)

mg 111 this country t-ir the liuropean car at American prices—but

it is patent that the average foreign autrmmbilc is extravagantlv

priced on this side. ° '

The Lancia is the one car to prove its actual European superi

ority over American cars of equal price—and this added value in

strength. durability. silence and speed (coupled with its unusual

lines) will make friends and cnstmucrs for you. Mr. Dealer, among

the elite in your territory.

\\e \\'lll show you. on demand. the truest selling arguments

that ever surrounded :1 high grade var. \Yrue and ask us to prove

our contentions.

THE ADAMS-LANCIA CO.

238 West 38th Street New York
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Women Influence the Sale of Your Car,

  

Influences These Women

It is not surprising, therefore, that the leading automobile manufacturers

should be using more and more space each year in Vogue to influence women

of wealth and social position.

Is your advertising following the trend of the times as shown by the table

below?

 
 

Volume of Automobile Advertising in the Leading Publications:

 

 1910 1911 1912

Alate Lines Agate Lines Agate Lines

1. Saturday Evening Post . . . . . . . . 158,986 1. Saturday Evening Post . . . . . . . .. 202.945 1. Saturday Evening Post' . . . . . .. 384,200

2. Collier's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 137,109 2. Collier's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 171.722 2. Collier‘s’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 243.030

3. Lite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . 111,560 a. Life . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 127.954 3. Life' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 160.170

4. Literary Digest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59,269 4. Literary Digest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77.635 4. Literarv Digest' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112,055

5. Outlook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31,087 5. .._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50,191 5. VOGUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11.350

6. Everybody’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30,008 6. Country Life . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45,518 6. Country Life . . . . . _ _ . , _ , . _ , , . .. 70,280

7. McClure‘s . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 28,780 7. Everybody’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31.432 7. Cosmopolitan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49.9‘7

8. Cosmopolitan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24,355 8. McClure's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.565 8. Everyho 's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35.092

9. American . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,939 9. Cosmopolitan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.946 9. Review ogReviews . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33.711

10. Review of Reviews . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22,869 10. Outlook . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . 23,408 10. McClure‘s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25,321

ll. Munscy's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19.832 ll. Renew of Revrews . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23,129 11. Outlook‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21.545

12. Hampton's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18,846 12. Hampton‘s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,823 12. Munsey's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23.181

13. Scribncr's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,644 13. American . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15,195 13. Scribner’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21,679

14. Success . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.630 14. Munsey's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,763 14. Century . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19.075

15 VOGUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,912 " he first 11 months of 1912 only.

 
 

Every time you improve the style and comfort of your cars, you make

them just so much more appropriate for the readers of Vogue.

Vogue readers have been schooled to appreciate luxury and convenience.

They have the money to pay for it. In the circulation of Vogue we have

bottled up the combined buying-power of the wealthiest families in America.

BARRETT ANDREWS

Advertising M11188"

443 Fourth Avenue

STEVEN C. RAWLlNS NEW YORK CITY

Western Mnnnler

Corn Exchange Bank Building

CHlCAGO, lLLlNOlS
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A new record making

2500 lb. Kissel truck
This new 2500 lb. KisselKar Truck is a distinctive innovation in commercial vehicles of this

capacity. It is a genuine truck of solid and substantial construction from the ground up—

heavy, high grade construction, such as has never before been put into a commercial truck of

this capacity. It is the result of truck building experience and a careful correction of every

known truck trouble. From the standpoints Of design, construction, ability and price, it has

absolutely no competition.

Motor—36 4 cylinders cast in pairs. 4% x 5%.

Unit construction, large, heavy Chrome Vanadium gears

and shaft.

_ Frame of extra heavy pressed steel, the size usually found

in 2-ton trucks.

Has foreign design spiral radiator which gives 50% greater

radiation than ordinary types.

Radiator is_protected by heavy aluminum casing and sus—

pended on springs, greatly minimizing vibration.

_ Power plant supported at three points by spring suspen

Sion to give flexibi ity and further reduce vibration, and keep

working parts in alignment.

 

 

one wheel from absorbing power when spinning on ice, in

mud or snow.

Speed controller which regulates the speed of the truck

and not the motor.

Left hand drive and center control.

Big wheels, 38 x 5 tires, such as are usually used on trucks

of double this capacity. This means economy and tire manu

facturer's guarantee.

Demountable rims.

Extra large axles.

All levers, rods and joints of extra size.

_ Metal running footboard.
_Flnal chain drive and differential lock by which both Two lengths of frames and wheelbase—8 x 5% body and

drive wheels may be locked together on solid axle, preventing 10 x 5% body.

DON’T FAIL TO SEE THIS TRUCK

In eyery point of design and construction this truck is superior to anything of like capacity

ever built. It is the new, big feature of the truck field.

SEE IT AT THE SHOWS

New York-~SpaceFII3A, Madison Sq. Garden Chicago-Section C, Coliseum

KISSELKARTRUCKS
150016., 1 ton, 2500 lb., 2, 3, 4, 5 ton Trucks,

Delivery Cars, Fire Department Apparatus,

Ambulances, etc. Write for Truck Catalog.

Kissel MOtOI' Car CO. Kissel Ave., Hartford, Wis.

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO MILWAUKEE KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGELES MINNEAPOLIS ST. PAUL DALLAS

Philadelphia. Cleveland. Detroit. El Paso, San Antonio. New Orleans. Baltimore. Ornnhl, Butte. Denver, San Francisco. Seattle. Portland, Duluth,

Buffalo. Pittsburgh, Hartford. Conn, New Haven. Albany, Troy. Montreal, Quebec, Toronto. Winnipeg.

and 200 other principal points throughout America.
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Again—

The PATHFINDER

at the New York show

received the hearty

commendation and

endorsement from thousands

of visitors

for—

beauty of finish,

individuality,

perfection of mechanical

construction and the

simplicity of the Pathfinder

electric self-starter

It will 9.7 you to write

for our “lOl—Roalono"

You have an excluoivo fontur.

in every mechanical port

of the Pathfinder chalolo.

write—

Co' Th0 Grly G}: Dovlo electric Icon-tor 'll

designers and builders BPDI‘QII m the Pathfinder chaloh~

Preslure on n foot-but‘on

start. the engln.

Don't In“ to see tha Pathfinder at the Chicago lhow

First Regiment Armory
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See These Dart Trucks

MOTOR WORLD

 

 

At The Shows
HE R E ’S a revelation in auto trucks

awaiting you at the New York and Chi

cago Shows. The new 1913 Model Dart

Trucks—triumphs Of engineering skill and made

to sell at exceedingly moderate prices—will be

on exhibit for the inspection of truck users and

dealers.

The money-making opportunities which these

trucks Offer to dealers and users are so tremendous

as to be positively remarkable. If you intend

to visit either of the shows let your attention

center on the Dart exhibits and let us explain

to you our 1913 proposition.

Prices That Shatter Traditions

We’ve shattered to atoms the tradition that a.

substantial, well-built truck with liberal speci

fications had to sell for $3,000 to $5,000. The

new 1913 Dart Trucks at $1,100 and $1.800

include more actual, tangible value than can be

found in any other truck of the same capacity

m the entire world. They set a new standard 0]

value. They embody all the meritorious points

   gleaned from twenty years Of experience. The

liberal specifications will amaze you. ,

A Remarkable Test

The wonderful performances of Dart Trucks

are signifith of their exceptional construction.

In a recent hill climbing test a. Dart truck car

ried a full load up Giant's Despair Mountain at

Wilkes-Barre. Pa.—a grade of 37%9‘}. This per

formance indicates the efficiency of the Dart—

its wonderful durability and power.

Three Models for 1913

The 1913 line of Dart trucks comprises these

three classes—each a remarkable value:

Model ED 1000 lb. capacity (2 cyl)"................$ 750

Model B 1000 to 2000 lb. cap.th (4 CYL)...» 1100

Model C 2000 to 3000 lb. capacity (4 cyl.)..... 1775

Steel wheels with Goodyear, hard rubber base tires

furnished on Models B and C for 8100 per car extra.

Complete specifications and detailed informa

tion about our 1913 proposition can be obtained at

our exhibits or by writing us at the factory.

Dart Trucks will be Exhibited 'at the Following Shows:

NEW YORK

Grand Central Palace—Section 42A

CHICAGO

Coliseum Annex—Space Q1

Come and See These Remarkable Trucks or Write Us.

i DART MOTOR MANUFACTURING CO., Waterloo, Iowa
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Quick Sales --- Big Profits

For You Mr. Dealer

You know what it means to have a lot of slow selling

accessories on your shelves. Then you Will be interested

in the money-making sales plan back of the MARVEL

STEAM VULCANIZER, the easiest and best selling

vulcanizer on the market.

big mOney selling the

Many dealers are making

Marvel Steam Vuleanizer

The Only Automatic Steam Vulcanizer Made

The Marvel is the only steam vulcan

izer that is absolutely automatic in its

work. It uses either alcohol of gasoline.

Being the lowest priced steam vulcan—

izer made, it is therefore the best seller.

The Marvel Steam Vulcanizer can’t

burn or scorch the rubber. Steam heat

cures. Dry heat crystallizes rubber.

You know this. Your trade knows this.

Vulcanizing that does not cure is worse

than none.

The Marvel Vulcanizer embodies the

same principle as that of the large vul

canizing plants. It’s logical, right and

saves tires. The Marvel should not be

confounded with the ordinary electrical,

alcohol or gasoline heated vulcanizers.

If you are interested in making money

through quick, easy sales, fill out the

coupon attached or write us a letter ask

ing for our sales plan, terms and a sam

ple vulcanizer. We’ll send one free, ex—

press charges prepaid, so you can try it

and see for yourself how easy the Mar

vel sells.

 

THE MARVEL AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen: Without_ cost to me. please send e by

expre charges prepaid. one Marve Steam Vu nizer

to tr or _30 days. Also send me your dealer's proposr

tion. showing how I can increase my profits on vu cane

llEI'S.

Name

t\\'rlte plllhly)

City and State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 

 

The Marvel Aalomobile Supply Company

716 Bolivar Road, Cleveland, Ohio
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A Good Horn at a Low Price.

In Black Enamel, very High Gloss.

Weighs Two Pounds and a Half.

Consumes very little current (11/2 to 21/; amps).

Emits high toned Musical Blast.

Has no working parts to get out of order.

Has no VIBRATOR, the diaphragm is the Armature.

Requires no Oil. Runs on SIX VOLTS.

Gets better with age as the “Bulging” of the diaphragm which is

detrimental to other horns makes the “CUBIT” more efficient.

Push button and wire that

retails for $2.00 packed in
NONPAREIL HORN MFG. CO.

Etttttttttttttttor

separate box, 35 eeeeeeeeea.
73-75 Wooster Street New York CILY

KOSMAK ELECTRICAL COMPANY

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Office and Factory, 299 Ocean Ave. > Factory, 17 Stevens Ave.

Branch Office, Ford Building, Detroit

llllll'll‘llllll
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Six Passenger “32"

S “ F. 0. B. Deuoit, haa equipment

0 folding d .- i'olvl orcaslonl‘

seats in me .1 l, 'indahieio,

mohair with 10 , .Iifly curtainl,

quick detachable , rear shock abrorb

'er, :1: headiig , Prelt-O-Lile tank. ..._

oil lamps. tool: d horn. Four cylin

derl -int~h b0 and 5%4nch stroke; >

175- \vheeib : 33x4-inch URI.

Standard ior, black. Trimmings, black

and nic ' .

p ' The “32” Coupe

. <- m A distinguished addition

to a. distinguished line

First View, New York Motor Show, Jan. 11-18

In exterior appearance the Hupmobile Coupe is as unobstru

sively unique and as well-balanced as the other models of

the “32" type.

in interior finish and appointment, it is rich and luxurious—im

ported Bedford Cord upholstery, with side walls to match

and ceiling done in heavy satin; with right-hand control and

  

  

  

3531.38 °§§Lvmfiungou§$fi§g£s room for three adults in comfort.

20H.'P..'iua'in¢ ni, mm m. DI The coupe rounds out the line of Huprnobile pleasure cars,

{32: almfiglgflmm aflvjmg'f‘ 1'" " which now includes two touring models and a roadster, all

“32,, T _ built on the same sturdy “32” chassrs, and the well-known
ourlni Car or Roadster, shonn u n

at right or le-Dlmnler fully 20 Runabout.

equipped. $975 “ 0. B. Detroit.
The entire line will be displayed at the New York and Chicago

shows.

  

Inspect the cars there, at any other

shows or at the dealer’s; and you will

see why we believe the Hupmobile to

he. in its class, the best car in the 

 

  

world.

Hupp Motor Car Company

1254 Milwaukee Ave. Detroit, Mich.

\‘
s

\

. .\o‘ ‘

~
~
\ /

Three Passenger “32" Coupe

U350 F. 0. B. Detroll, includinl equipment 0! electric illhlr

u 100 metre battery. eiecuir norn, speedometer Willi (iOCh.

r :1 de L for u passenuen, 54: 22 inches; quick tie;

lCl
lachl ri . 4v tires. re shock absorber. -il

wheelbase. Stan dcoior,biack. mminu.biukan um. \r ./
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“Always There ”

V II,
'I

.S~ \T»\\‘\V¢m‘q?=
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The non-vibrating “T S” SPLITDORF COIL—the

latest and most finished of all types of coils, is notable

in that it is equally effective with all the newer, as

well as older models of the famous SPLITDORF low

tension system.

Its neat appearance on the dashboard, with kick

switch, ignition button for battery connection and

lock and key for the whole operation, is only in keep

ing with its real effectiveness and durability.

Enclosed in a light waterproof case extending

through the dashboard, it has an electrical construction that makes its

firing qualities with any engine unsurpassed by any other coil. The coil

proper being mounted on the base of the switch, the connecting leads from

the switch contacts to the coil are very short while the terminal wires

from the coil and battery and magneto leads are brought together in a

neat and compact installation.

The SPLITDORFLITE electric lighting generator is the smallest, most

compact and only self contained generator on the market. It specially

lends itself to instalment on machines not designed for a lighting out

fit and can be installed on any make of engine of almost any model.

A positive source of illumination, spotlessly clean, unaffected by weather

conditions, the SPLITDORFLITE once properly installed ends an owner’s

lighting troubles for all time.

SPLITDORF IGNITION devices, including MAGNETOS, PLUGS,

COILS, as a matter of fact, should be specified with every form of hydro

carbon motor. We will gladly sh0ulder all responsibility for any change

over to our superior system and guarantee the greatest satisfaction.

I! Interested In any form of Ignition Ior galollne motor: just wrlte:

In for our free literature. Our new catalog, our “ Racing Record ”

or our “ New ngbts For Old ” la yours tor the aaklng. Do It 7004 Y.

Splitdorf Electrical Company

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.
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gYou Will Find Them at the

k Shows-~and Everywhere

  

Model T, $950

Regal “25” Underslung Touring Car

Tires Morgan 8; Wright, 32 x 3% inches. Selective sliding gear transmission, three speed forward and reverse. Motor,

lour cylinders cast en bloc; bore, 3% inches; stroke, 4% inches; dual ignition; thermO-syphon cooling. Equipment

includes nickel plated trimmings, electric lights with option of gas headlights, oil side and tail lamps, and Prest-O-Lite

tank; electric horn; foot accelerator; tools and tire repair kit. Top. wind shield and speedometer. $75 extra. Price $950.

Model N, $900

i Regal “25” Underslung Roadst r

Tires, Morgan & Wright, 32 x 3% inches. Selective sliding gear transmission; three speeds forward and reverse. Motor,

iour cylinders. cast en bloc; bore, 3% inches; stroke, 4% inches; dual ignition; thermo-syphon cooling. Equipment

includes nickel-plated trimmings: electric lights, with option of gas headlights: Oil_ _ _ _ _ _ ' side and tail lamps and Prest-O-Lite

tank; electric horn; foot accelerator; tools and tire repair kit. Top. wmd shield and speedometer, $75 extra. Price, $900_

These popular Regal Cars and other Regal Models will be exhibited at the Grand Central Palace, New

York Automobile Show, Space 27—and at the First Regiment Armory, Chicago, Space E 3.

'a See “term-hear the story of their success

Regal Motor Car Co., Factories, Detroit, Mich.
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H IS is the non

skid tire that

is given preference

by tire users who

have passed through the

s c h 0 O l Of experience. The

Federal Rugged Tread is a non

skid tire that efiectively over

comes the difficulties Of winter

motoring.

EDERA
RUGGEDTPEAD

TIRES
The rugged build and extra thick tread of Federal Rugged Tread Tires

make them unusually economical and lastingr in service.

The heavy base studs firmly grip the road, giving full power traction

under all conditions.

hen you next purchase tires, specify Federal Rugged Tread.

Made in Clincher, Quick Detachable Clincher and

Straight-Wall (oversize and nOii-rim-cut) types.

Federal Tires are procurable at leading dealers and auto supply houses.

Federal Rubber Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES—New York, Boston, Chicago, Kansas City, Minneapolll,

Denver, Indianapolis Columbus, St. Louis, Louisville, Omaha, Little Rock, Atlanta L0.

An eles, San Diego, Pasadena, New Orleans, Portland. (Federal Rubber Mfg. Co. of Texas

—I§allas, Houston, San Antonio.)

ON DISPAY AT THE SHOWS
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Steel is synonymous with strength.

he fashions his product of steel.

ness—stability—service and safety as well.

BUDD

represqut the last word in the art of truck body building-—

the height of truck body efiiciency. They will not crack and

“'QKP- They cannot split and rot. They eliminate fire risk

ffmrely and being light in weight are relatively easrer on

ires.

They are made of a special, patent, leveled, open hearth

steel worked into shape by special machinery and made by

the exclusive Budd process.

All joints are carefully welded. All seams are concealed.

Thus a Perfectly smooth surface is produced which guaran

tees a finish of the very highest character—a finish that 15

“Sven baked on" at a higher temperature than is posstble

with wood—a finish that practically becomes part of the steel

itself and insures the maximum wearing qualities.

Ontario and l Streets, J-4

 
  

  

All

Steel

A Steel Truck Body Is a

Strong Truck Body

\Vhen man wants to build strongly, securely and well

Thus we have steel bridges—steel buildings—steel cars.

Budd Motor Truck Bodies are made of steel.

destructible bodies—proof against wear and tear.

Hence they are strong bodies—practically in

They represent business economy—sturdi

They prove the truth of the slogan: “A Budd All

Steel Body on your truck today eliminates body repair bills tomorrow."

BODIES

All corners are round. No dirt can accumulate. Each type

of body can be readily flushed with water, and—as absorption

is impossible perfect sanitation is assured.

Yet with all its manifold advantages the Budd All Steel

Body actually costs no more than a first class body of wood.

You may be a manufacturer of commercial vehicles or you

may intend to purchase a truck—whatever your business.

however, it will pay you to investigate the Budd All Steel

Body today. \Ve have some facts upon all steel body con

struction that will he of vital interest to you. Write for it

now.

Budd All Steel Bodies can be made in any design and in

any desired capacity. \Ve’ll gladly furnish estimates.

Edward G. Budd Manufacturing Company

ORIGINATORS OF THE ALL STEEL MOTOR VEHICLE BODY

Philadelphia, Pa.

7!
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ELECTRIC STARTER

The Auto-Lite 6 Volt Electric

Lighting and Starting System

EFFICIENT

and S A F E

Has more torque and will

crank your engine with more

speed than any other system

on the market of equal weight.

100 per cent. efficiency.

for any car.

  

Not a make shift

But a distinctive application

for each manufacturer, insuring positive

results.

  

First---The system consists of a powerful 6

volt series wound motor.

Second---Of a simple lighting generator with

large capacity. Of few parts and built

rugged for automobile usage.

Third---A rugged simple starting switch oper

ated by foot pedal.

Fourth---An ammeter which shows both pro

duction and consumption of current.

This system is not an experiment aS

there are thousands in use. We guarantee

deliveries, efficiency and service. Insist

; upon an Auto-Lite system on your car.

THE_ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE CO

Maln Office and Factory, ToledoI Ohlo

BRANCH OFFICES: New York
Kansas city ban Francisco
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The Gearless

Transmission!

  

Cartercar’s

10th Year

Of Success

Made Good—Under every possible

condition the Cartercar has answered

every requirement of the most particular

drivers. No matter whether the roads

have been hilly. sandy or muddy the

Cartercar has always given service—the

best service.

Few Changes—And during this long

period of success and ever increasing

popularity, the big feature of the Carter

car—the Gearless Transmission—has

practically remained unchanged. It is

the feature of the Cartercar which is

largely responsible for the extreme reli

ability and greater efficiency.

Power Economy—This transmission

utilizes the power so completely. that the

Cartercar will easily carry a full load up

a 50% grade—and through deep mud and

sand. No gear car can give such valu

able service. You take the roads just as

they come.

Unlimited Speeds—Another splendid

feature of this transmission is the un

limited speeds—all controlled easily and

silently with a single lever. There is

nothing to confuse the most inexperi

enced driver.

Greater Tire Mileage—Many Cartercar

owners say that they get about twice the

usual mileage from their tires. This is

because there are no jerks nor jars. You

can easily see that this must also mean

the utmost comfort.

Model S-A

Completely Equipped
  

Electric Starting—A system of electric

starting and lighting that has proven

100% efl‘icient under all conditions is em

ployed in the Cartercar. You merely

press a small knob to crank the motor.

Turn the same knob and you light all or

as many of the lamps as you wish.

Compare Prices—When you consider

the prices of the Cartercars you should

also consider the much greater advan

tages which it offers. A Cartercar will

give the most perfect service over all

roads—for any driver—and every day in

the year. See these splendid cars before

you buy.

At the Shows---Or Ask for Catalog!

  

Cartercar Company

Pontiac, Mich.

New York

Detroit
Branches :

Kansas City

Chicago Atlanta
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OUR EXHIBITS, THIS YEAR,

New York: Madleon Sq. Garden, Space 178, Elevated Platform

Ohlcago: Oolleeum, Space 21, Gallery

WILL BE OF UNUSUAL INTEREST

BE SURE AND VISIT OUR BOOTH
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27TH STREET PLANT—OVER EIGHT ACRES UNDER ROOF

IN ADDITION TO OUR STANDARD LINE OF FRAME SHAPES AND

MISCELLANEOUS PRESSINGS AND FORGINGS, WE ARE SHOWING TI-IE

New Whitney Differential Roller Bearing and New Models Front and Rear Axles

A. 0. SMITH COM PANY, Milwaukee

 
 

CLEAN=UP SAL ‘ ODDS and

  

END Q

EVERYTHILYG for the AU‘I‘OMOBILE I

Body Bargains! 2 I gg;g,1>u,iioi; - - - - ~ fiiggi 123311;};FORE noon BODIES (s PAS- ' so its/’ciiii‘eriiesi ' ' ' ' " é'zs' regularly 13.50

SENGER). 34 in. WIDE. 92 in aouy, Clin. Q n and Diiii'iep'e'll'rs' regularly 19.85
6 long and 61 in. from dash to end 31 x 3‘4 Firsis . . . . . . . . . .. '13-.00' regularly 20-55

of rear door. g6 x 4/ Dunlops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.00: regularlly- m 5 x 4 Clincher . . . . . . . . . .11.50, regular y -

c”. to build in 100 ‘0“ , 34x 3% Firsts . . . . . . ..l4.00. regularlyWe ofl'er the public. while they last, these elegant 30X 3 Boned-(ms ' ‘ ' ‘ ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ‘ ' ' " 8'00' reguufly '

bodies trimmed in the best quality of black leather,

painted dark blue, at this immense reduction, because

,_ > we purchased the entire plant of a well-known auto

: ‘ ' mobile manufacturer—$100 CASH—F. O. B.-—N. Y.
W. - ._ _sQ ‘ A \

Tubes

SPECIAL JOB, in so my, Best Make TlleS..--~$3'50

Sizes 3, JV. 4, 4 and 5 inches; from 53
Red Tubes to $5; regtilarly 5 to $11.

  

, _ ~~ I'ry 0R curcprn. $L850, 7-pass. Touring . . . . . . . . . "$885,* C ') l,l00 5-pass. Foredoor . . . . . . . . .. 633

L HEADLIGHTS, 6-inch; regularly, $12.50; our price $450 per pair. I LARGE $25. l Speck-Lit 1,385, 2-pass Roadster . . . . . . . . . .. 83;

Imps HEADLIGHTS. s-iiieli; re ularl)’ is; our priee $5.00 per pair. | Headlights $9. l 1,550, 2-pass. Roadster . . . . . 83.

BLACK AND BRASS OIL SI E LAII PS. regularly‘ $6; our price $3 per pair. All absolutely new; best in the"

TAIL LAMPS; large assortment“ all sizes; wort $2.50; our rice 1.25.

N t" d , all sizes; regularly R E G LPL A L Y $2.50; and particulars on request.Tops $3e5w‘° $308; 19‘" 1M,“ ‘15 ‘° 1 Tire Irons U U 1}; Epcwfffldscy $25 All large size 1)unlOP5 so per cent or lists All IreSI'l

e uar up to ; ‘ , ; _ , _ _Ge '1 e l' a l 0 rs oiii Prieye $1.50. i Pres") “0M Till!" 0 U R P R I c E $13.50. g‘L’thé ““I\,{3°A§£YY "xiii E‘qu FIRES

Cal'blll'elors a". 85211:??? zigkfi'ég'so l Electric HOI'IIS Esltnhiaiifglszggsulafly 34 x 4, regular price $78; Oul§l 353392130.” er sizes

Wind All Iii h Grade Wooden and Brass Windshield; regularly $45, our price $5. proportionately 10“" Also BL CK WHEELS' complain

()tller
rass and Clear Vision, also Zlg Zag: worth up to $60. all at $10 and regularly 5250- Our Pricci $75~

$12.50. All comglggeflwigl fittings.

s‘ore class. Makers' full guarantee. Names

$7R167b§130LE dSIéiATS; regularly $25 to $40; our Pflcc

B . L'. 4: regularly $100; our price $30. Two Cyl. S litdorl .: , an 3. ‘
Mounties srnrnrs D. L'. 4; Te ularly $68; our price $22.50 with Coil; repg. $60 Also "10 BARGAINS in Motors. Frames, Red'm"

REMY, SPLITDORF AND BRIG S; w0rth $150; our price $17.50. |Our Price $12.50 and 1.000 other articles belongin to the automobile

ment; made to sell at $25; our price $6.50.
attention guaranteed. Do not delay it you want to

(Demountables) Complete with Bands, Fittings, Wrenches, etc.; re ular secure a bargain.
Dorian price up to $80; our price, er set, $15. g

4-c_vlin er; regular price $40; our price $7.50. 6~c l

gellflss'aflerd danq igderz‘relgigar price $60; our price $10. It a Reliagle

e - tarter an MS e uctlon ppea 0 cu, c ulc .

AND 100 OTHER ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED HERE FOR LACK OI" SPACE AND ALL

AT BARGAIN PRICES—“IF YOU DO NOT SEE WHAT YOU WANT—ASK FOR IT." Second Ilandin Name (My and Lowest Pricesin the Trade

not n ma Blflflll- Tl M ES SQ _ A UTo I GO _ lzloiilzlziiiiiiiii

LARGEST DEALERS IN TEE WORLD IN NEW AND USED CARS AND ACCESSORIES

"d

200 USED CARS
Nearly every standard make represented here by cars

l

Speedometers Standard make with trip and season Odometer in head, 60 mile instru- l H You cannm calli wrl‘ei 'P'one 0" “'“1' prompt

i that are good and ment the title.

I
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Owners of Pleasure Electrics:

Don’t Let Tires

Annoy You
No use of it—not a particle. You

can have tires on your electric that

will never bother you—tires that won't

puncture. or blow out or skid—tires

that make your car most comfortable

and that protect its delicate mechani

cal parts. _

And with these tires come greatly

lessened upkeep—the end of tire re

pairs—the end of carrying a fifth tire

—tlie end of frequent replacement.

(The Motz Non-Skid Cushion Tire is

guaranteed for 10,001) miles, one year.)

This tire is in no sense an experi

ment. Four years have proven its

worth. It is far the most opular tire

now used on electric cars. very lead

ing electric car maker now includes

the Motz as standard equipment. In

two years the demand for this tire has

multiplied 10 told.

due to the extra quality and

quantity of rubber and the patented

construction (note the double, notched

treads; the undercut sides; the slant

wise bridges).

USE TROUBLE-PROOF

Motz Non-Skid Cushion Tires
Whether you are buying an electric.

Thus you’ll endvestigate the MOTZ.

your tire bills.

These tires are easily applied to any

standard clincher, universal quick de

tachable or demountable rim.

A postal. sent today, brings our

latest Tire Book 58, by return mail.

TIE M011 m & RUBBER C0.

Akron. Ohio.

BRANCHES—Boston, 4 Dundee St;

Chicago, 2023 Michigan Ave.; Cleve

land, 1932 Euclid Ave.; Detroit, 999

Woodward Ave; Kansas City. 409

E: 15th St.- Los Angeles, 336 W.

Prco St.;‘ New York, 1737 Broad

way; Philadelphia. 1409 Race St.:

Pittsburg, 300 N. Craig St.; St.

Louis, 5187 Delmar Blvd.

or tires for an electric. be sure to in

all tire annoyance and greatly reduce

  

You can read

it from the rear

as well as from

{a the front seat.

* “.0..- cw" The clear and distinct marking of

.' v \j' ' ' the dial. and the absolute rigidity

" of its pointer are invaluable lea

turcs of the

BROWN SPEEDOMEI'ER
insuring easy and accurate reading, no matter how fast your car may

be traveling

Absolute accuracy is assured by mechanical simplicity.

The entire mechanism practically consists of two compound gov

ernors.

There are no delicate or complicated parts to jar loose or to allow

the instrument to grow inaccurate and worthless. Registers low mile

age just as accurately as high. ‘

Calibrated by hand. Built with precision of a high-grade watch.

On sale by leading johlicrs and accessory dealers everywhere.

Write today for catalogue.

The Corbin-Screw Corporation Division

(The American Hardware Corporation)

213 High Street NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

BRANCHES: NEW YORK, CHICAGO. PHILADELPHIA

Makers of the celebrated Corbin Coaster Brake for Bicycles and

Motorcycles.

  

 

 

 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

MOTORCYCLES

'I'wl

"CU-III "11) 3A
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IEW

WILL INTEREST YOU

 

Published Every Tuesday at

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

$2.00 Per Year Specimen Copies Gratis
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Little to the

Cost—

bul Much

to the Car

The valve stem is

not an important item

in the cost of the car.

The best valves

cost, at most, only a

few cents more than

the inferior ones—and

this means little to the

man who makes the

car.

But to the man who buys the car it often

means the difference between a smooth run

ning, powerful machine and a troublesome,

unsatisfactory one.

Loss of power and consequent waste of

gasoline and noisy, clattering motors are

common troubles that are often traced back

to cheap valve stems.

ii

'51

fr.

if
"7.!

i.‘

;i

i4

  

We have found in years of experience that

there is a right way to make the valve stem

for every motor. The heads are made from

material which will not warp in the terrific

 

They Add *

BENZ
 

 
 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ ears in

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears.

t The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ AllTll IMPURT BUMPANY 0F AMERICA

260 West 84th Street New York, N. Y

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 
 

 
 

 

heat and which the gases will not pit or cor

rode. The stems are made from stiff carbon

steel which stands the action of the valvemechanism better than any other material. ‘

Send blue prints of the valve stems you i

use and particulars concerning them. Let

us tell you what they would cost, ground,

finished and ready to seat.

The Electric Welding

Products Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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“In Exchange for your empty tank,

accept only a genuine Presto-O-Lite Tank,

filled with genuine P_rest-O=Lite Gas.”

This is the message that is going to
Prest-O-Lite users everywhere.

In it there is a hint for the wise dealer, as well.

You know that no imitator of Prest

O-Lite Service.

You also know that no imitator ever

gas and better gas than Prest-O-Lite. "

So does your customer.

Imitations are getting harder and harder to sell.

There are now mighty few dealers trying it.

Most of those who yielded to the old but ever

tempting claim “More Profits” have come back home.

To the dealer who is still trying to force imitations

on people who won’t have them. perhaps because he

has money tied up in them, we can only say:

O-Lite has ever sucessfully imitated Prest

made good the large claim “more

“The sooner you resume earning your good old

Prest-O-Lite profit. the sooner you will make your

income what it used to be."

287 E. South St.
The Prest-O-Lite CO. Indianapolis, Ind.

Canadian General Office and Factory, Merritton. Ont.

Branch offices and Service Stations in all principal cities.

Charging Plants in all parts of the country.

Extensive foreign service.

Exchange Agencies Everywhere

I37

  

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

Penn

Spring Works

BAanmsviLu:

N E w Y o n a

ENN SPRINGS are tested for resiliency and

tensile strength far beyond any point that

could be reached in every day service. They

are guaranteed against fatigue and through the

special grades of steel and methods of construc

tion they will give service “plus.”

Car manufacturers can make our engineer

ing force part of their organization in the work of

producing springs that are true in even load

carrying, resilient and engineered to fit the par

ticular car for which they are designed.
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EALERS: A million motorists will have

tire trouble in 1913. There is a demand

for a reliable, inexpensive vulcanizer that

can be used by anyone, anywhere—a vul

canizcr that will mend tube punctures as

perfectly as the most elaborate plant.

$2

The only inexpensive vulcanizer that actu

ally vulcanizes a repair clear through be

cause it is the only one in which the

vulcanizing temperature is maintained long

enough to cure the raw rubber. Its ever

present fuel, gasoline. is converted into a

. gas by the patent generator which distrib

utes the flame over the vulcanizing surface

at just the right intensity

Other exclusive Shaler features are a handle

that is cool enough to permit moving the

vulcanizer the moment the repair is finished,

asbestos plate inlaid in tube shelf to retain

heat and prevent pinching tube, and univer

sal clamp insuring even pressure to all parts

of a repair.

   

A real W'Q Vulcanizer

Not an experimentpbut the product of the

largest exclusive vulcanizer manufacturers

in the w‘orld. Sold under the Shaler guar

antee which has made the Shaler line of

vulcanizers for motorists and repairmen the

standard throughout the auto industry.

Get our trade proposition

Write today and get full details and trade

prices on this indispensable accessory.

Sooner or later every motorist will get a

VUL-KIT from someone.

C. A. Shaler Co.

402 10th St.

 

Waupun, Wis.
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ALMOST

UNIVERSALLY

useo m
7 FRANCE

  

  

50,000 sets so d—in Europe alone

in two years after the J. M. made its debut!

United States girdled in one year—

you see the J. M. on high grade cars the country over.

Why ?

Because the

J. M. Shock Absorber
has been silently advertised everywhere-by the best adver

tisement any article can have—personal endorsement of

satisfied users.

  

Because the J. M. {logireally

make riding a comfort; do_es_

really reduce tire expense; dgeit

really minimize engine wear——by

holding the rear wheels on the

ground, despite rocks, ruts, and

“thank-ye-ma’arns.”

The Ford J. M. makes a Ford the equal

in riding qualities of much higher-priced

cars—does not arrest or lock the spring

action.

Send for our new descriptive booklet

“\N,” and state the make, model, weight,

type of body and width of rear springs of

your car—so that
type of J. M. that is perfeCtly fitted to your needs

THE J. M. SHOCK ABSORBER C0

Main Office and Factory, 210 South 17th St., Philadele P“

NEW YORK, N. Y.. 218 W. 84th St.

CHICAGO, ILL., 1509 Michigan Ave.

BOSTON. MASS, 222 Eliot St.

BUFFALO, N. Y., Teck Building.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., Ill Monroe Ave.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. 1., 12 S. Vir

ginia Ave.

CLEVELAND. 0., 5906 Euclid Ave.

ST. LOUIS. MO.. 3029 Locust St.

PITTSBURGH, PA., 5919 Baum St. Ave. and Jackson St

KANSAS CITY PORTLAND, ORE. SEATTLE

. in
Branches in France, England. Germany, Russia. Belgium, Austria, Ittlyt sl”

Argentine Republic, South Africa and Australia

,____-—_-_

g the Utah“

Square Gard"

h w.S Basement '9'"

658.

I
we may suggest the

BALTIMORE. ran. 10 w. Eater 5‘

PAWTUCKET, R. 1., 41 Dexter 5;

WASHINGTON, n. c., 1803 1| ‘

N. wDETROIT, men, 1001 WWW"1

Ave. ' S'HARTFORD, CONN, 230 um w

Los ANGELES. CAL.,1256 8.1'10

St.SAN FRANCISCO, CAI... VII: “9"

. - u
AUTOMOBILE SPECIALTY IDEAS \‘VANTED—Get in touch With “9 II ’0

ave invented some specialty and are seeking a markfl

%____—_——_——-—-I-'/
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Lauth-Juerlona

Trucka are De

livery ln-uranco

QUALITY DURABILITY

0N3. 'I'W0 AND THREE TON CAPACITY

::::_:

  

 
 

_.,..

  

“to ‘ '~

TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST l.\' CONSTRUG

. molt powerful In operation and the motors arr- guarantot-d against

Mectlve worlmannhip and material for thr- lii’i- ot the truck. The!

are DOIlKlvely the highent cllan truckn matte. Two t‘j'IiDtIPl'. our-ton.

{our cylinder. one, two and three-ton. Four apoeri» forward. llosa~Brlght

Dill hearing transmlaalon made in our own shops of tho tine-at tool

lteeIi three-piece diao clutch. rovered by patents owned by m. Send

for 912 Cataloll and apoclflrationa. Prompt delivery on all model!

large publicity campaign just begun. Our quality will do the real.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory {or 1912 at Once.

he lanth-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont. 0hlo.

Branchel and Agencies

BOSTON—David Abrams. 131 Portland St.

NIW YORK—Went Side Garage & Motor Co.. 160-162 101st St.

CHICAGO—The Lanth-Jur na Motor Car 00.. 2630-32 Wabash Ave

NIWABK. N. J.—Merrhan a MotorCar (10.. Essex Building.

DETROIT MICK—Bier] Auto Trur'k Sales A "Dry. 453 Dix Ave.

mmici‘ or c —

  

 

OLUMBIA AND VICINITY owlea Motor Sale. Co

Inc.. 1008 Nth St. N. W.. Wnlhinlton. D. O

 

 

Croxton cars incorpo

rate all of the features

for which the buyer

looks in the new

models. Write for cata

log and agency details.

TheCroxton MotorCar Co.

Washington,

  

 

BC)

5 6. 7%

were fitted

 

Be Satisfied

Bosch Magneto Co., New York

92.50/0

SCH
Equipped

Of the 67 cars exhibited

at the Impo

New York, 62 cars em

ployed Bosch Magnetos.

rters’ Salon,

of these 67 cars

with Bosch Plugs.

Specify Bosch

 

 

 
   

 

  

  

  

(Front view )4 actual

tire.)

  

Piniahed In black enamel~

nickel nine.

The Motometer Company, Inc.

904 U. S. Rubber Bldg.

Broadway and 58th Street. New York

ExhibitinI—Madiaon Square Garden

Show. Space 540, Beaumont

The Motometer in a watchlike in

strument fitted to the radiator cap,

protecting the motor from damage

caused y m roper lubrication.

overheating. dc ective coolinl. etc.

By means of a red fluid indicator it

warns you.

When the Radiator Needs Water

When 0i] Sir I Is lnsulfidelit

In short, it tells whatever excessive

heat tells—a broken water pump, a

do ged pipe. a broken fan bolt, etc.,

antftells before the damaie is done.

Attached the same as an ornament.

readily visible from the seat day pr

night. It will prevent frozen radia

tora in winter and cracked cylinder!

in summer.

with gold plated or

1913': TRADE SENSA TION

Iinow the Exact Heat oi

Your Motor While Driving
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Remy Magneto

Chosen by America’s

Leading Manufacturers

More Remy Magnetos are being used on 1913

American Automobiles than all other makes combined.

Our contracted sales for 1913 are Five Times

Greater than in 1912.

We ship over 13,000 Remys monthly.

This is an expression of the confidence of this

country’s foremost manufacturers in Remy Magnetos

and the facilities of the Remy plant in Anderson,

Indiana.

See that a new Remy is on the car you buy.

Exchange your old maIneto (any male) for a

new 1913 Remy; it will cost you practically no

more than repairs on your present ignition system.

The Remy Electric Company, Anderson, Indiana

Chicago Show—Space 66. Coliseum Balcony

SERVICE STATIONS: Anderson, Ind; Albuquerque. N. M.; Atlanta.

Ga.; Baltimore. Md; Birmingham. Ala; Boston. Mass; Bufialo. N. Y.;

Charlotte. N. (1.; Chicago. Ill.; Cincinnati. Ohio; Cleveland. Ohio; Colum

bus. Ohio; Dallas. Texas' Denver. Colo.', Detroit. Mich; El Paso. Texas;

Grand Rapids. Mich.; flouston. Texas; Indianapolis. Ind.; Jacksonville,

Fla.; Kansas City, Mo.; Los Angeles. Cal.; Louisville, Ky.; Memphis.

Tenn.; Milwaukee. Wis.; Minneapolis. Minn.; Nashville. Tenn.; New Or

leans. La.; New York City. N. Y.; Norfolk. Va.; Omaha. Neb.; Philadel

pzhln. Pm; Pittsburgh. Pa.; Portland. Me.; Portland, Ore.; Providence.

. 1.; Rochester. N. Y.-. San Antonio. Texas; San Francisco. Cal.; Savan

nah. Gm; Seattle. Wash.; Spokane. Wash.; St. Louis. Mo.; Syracuse,

N. Y.; Utica, N. Y.; Washlngton. D. C. Canada—Vancouver. B. .;

Calgary. Alberta; Montreal, Que.', Winnipeg. Manitoba; Hamilton, Ont.;

Toronto. nt.

 

 

 

amwoollsmcr

“ You can walk from there to anywhere"

Our new addition is ready for occupancy.

We now have 360 rooms with 265 baths.

Write us for descriptive folder with typical floor plan

and rate card. ‘
Wire for reservation at our expense.

3101'“

l m

RATES

Court room with bath,

for one. per day . . . . “$2.50

Court room with bath,

for two, per day . . . . .. 3.50

Outside room with bath.

for one, per day . . . . .. 3.00

Outside room with bath,

for two. per day . . . . .. 4.00

O u t s i d e room

with twin beds.

to r. two, p e r

day ~.. . . . $4.00

HOTEL

WOODSTOCK

127 W. 43d St.

New York

W. H. Veliqiiette.

Manager.

  

.__— 

Also

“ Tllt BERWIBK "

Rutland.

Vermont

  

DEPENDABILITY and Re

liability ar e inseparable

from Quality. In steering gears.

Reliability is of vital importance. it

is not a matter of money—it’ a

matter of safety.

"\ Warner Steering Geors,Mr. Manu

facturer, are your best pledge of

Safety. which means a Big

Asset in your business.

You are justified in

using them by

-.- our eight year old

._ ‘ reputation for

r? building the high

’ est grade steering

gears produced.

Besides, we give you

prompt and dependable

deliveries, service on

satisfaction. Write.

  

 
 

  

  
  

  

  

We modify our designs to _ _meet your detail requirements. or build to approved designs on

seasons quantity specifications.

Detroit Office

628 Ford Building

 

 

Philadelphia Office

Glenwood Av. and Ind St.
  

l 

 

Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plug!

——others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to.

The Reliance book, “Ignition and

 

  

 

 

Spark Plug Talk,” tells why. Supposing

65 Butler Avenue Detl'olt. Ilcl

i

B -T - K Q 11 al ity

Manufacturers of pleasure cars and light trucks

TRANSMISSIONS CLUTCHES LEVERS

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN

Get in touch with our Engineering Depart

ment. It is at your service at all timcS'

you write today and get a copy

Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

P art s of

will find us able to fill orders promptly for

Contract work. Gear Cutting, Brass. Copper and Nickel Plalilll

AUTD PARTS MFC. COMPANY, Dept. .l, Muneie, llltl

/
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Guaranteed Iaterials

Guaranteed Accuracy

oi Dimension

Guaranteed Unitormity

 

 

American Made

' for

American Trade

 

New Departure Ball Bearings

SIGNIFY

No ball bearing is so carefully made, closely gauged,

persistently inspected and insistently standardized.

Catalog, data sheets, consultation service of our

Engineering Department are yours for the asking.

The New Departure Manutacturing Co.

BRISTOL, conn.

Western Branch, 1016-17 Ford Building, Detrolt

 

Guaranteed 0 u a I l t y

Guaranteed Service

and Capacity

Guaranteed Durabllity

  
 

American Made

1'

American Trade

 

 

\

If You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog

We want you write for the Solar Catalog before you decide on your otor

lamps, for th' s most con ICKC‘Iille of lamps on the market. Solar mp:

st torists for the past [on en ears because of
have been pr rred by _

their _brilliancr, their sty , th r strength and their sever exc uswe advanta ea

—d|e|r ecia short locus le glass lens mirror reflectors—the pa nt (1 dou Ie

ny Iig projection (in the Solarclipse), giving tw distinct fields ‘ ht, for

city and cou y ushthe new black finish, the

m
y such finish that's proof

against heat a oisture—and other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solars befor ou hii is to fail include in your consideration

the ve finest lamps in existen . S rs e ma for oilI electricity, as and in

oombi ion, for pleasure cars, m r truc , carriages, motor boats an airshins.

Write for catalog now—while you ink of it. (136)

hmmwu BADGER BRASS MFG. CO. New York City

SOLAR LAMPS

\

TRUCK FRAMES“
Automobile Frames and Special Stampings

 

 
  

HIE PARISH & BINGIIAM Gill.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

 

 

 

  

  

Ussom THIS

PUBLItAllON '
ARE MADE

ENGRAVING CO.

PVCK BVILDING

295~309urmm SI.‘2"-HOUSTON

NEW YORK

TELEPHONIBISPRLNG

ESTABLISH ED [87]

  
  

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

MOTORCYCLES

THE BICYCLING WORLD

AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

WILL INTEREST YOU

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AT

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

$2.00 Per Year Specimen Capie: Gratu

  

 
  

 

Difficult sheet metal stampings our specialty.

Prompt deliveries, write us.

THE OTTO KONIOSLOW MFG. CO.

OLIVILauo
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Terminal Building

Headquarters tor Automobile

Tungsten Lamps

We are not middle men, we manufac

ture the complete line and only special

ize these particular lamps. We invite

comparison as to quality and prices.

Representatives wanted in all large

cities.

H. A. JAEGER COMPANY

HOBOKEN, N. J.

 
 

  
  

RIGHT NOW

is the time to put a

JONES

SPEEDIIMETER

on your car if you want

accuracy and quality!

'I‘IIE JONI'IS SPEEDOMETER -N=' York
w York City

  

Bush Terminal. Brook]

Broadway and 76!!! SL.

 

 

 

 

imperial Vulcanizer Repair Kit

Saves Time Saves Money

Pays tor ltseii in

use

a Short Time

Place tube between

plates of vulcanizer

(see cut); tighten

thumbscrews; put a

little gasoline in

pronged receptacle,

and ‘gmte‘ umn' RUIDI

inner Tube Repaired in 15 Minutes

PRICE $3.50 Com ,
plete with enough rubber for 40 punc

N‘ggfilli‘gg‘glggn tures. At your dealer's or sent by express.

Guaranteed to Sailsfy or Money Relunded

McGRAW TIRE & RUBBER (30., Dept. E,East'Palesiine, 0.

  

 

  

THE RESULT

of TWENTY

YEARS of

EVOLUTION by

ELECTRICAL

SPECIALISTS

‘ i itiltll itllltillll [Lillilllll it].

arouxvrur. r. r.

 

  

 

 

 

YOU’RE ALWAYS SURE

" YOU CAN STOP

YOUR CAR IF

Ii EXTEEQNAL

B Ft AK E 5

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

436 Housatonlc Avenue ‘ 1'. 5 Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make ilaymond Brakes, lilytiestos Frictlh Pacing and Gyrex, the Mixer

  

  

.r BEARHNGS U AXLBS

The Timkcn idea of perfection ”

R Is all oon'cction

 
 

 

  

 

Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING now

$30.00 for a $105.00 6'

$20.00 for a $93.00 4

$18.00 for a $65.00 2

. $10.00 for a $00.00 1

Imported U. 8: H. High Tension Magnetos Less Than

Import Con.

Circular and Price Lists Free

.I. S. BRETT. COMPANY, 250 W. 54th Street, New York

cylinder

cylinder

cylinder

cylinder

  

Superior Features

Lar e Bear _gs_

Perfect Lu _ patron

Double Ignition

Heavy Crank Shift

Large Valves

Am Ie Water Jacket

Per ect Workmnnalilp

Long Stroke

ll. lilt- 5 TYPES

3 H In. Inn, 5 II. striil, i til.

i 14 ll. im, 5 Ir. strain til

4 14 II. II", 5 II, sink. 5 fli

434 II. lim. 5 l-i intuit! "I.

5 H II. im, 1 II. striil, i til.

WISCONSIN IIIIIII Iii. Bil.

lent. 32 ' ruin

CFiascorzsz'

 

 

Motors 
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We have had to double our gigantic output

—and the demand is more than doubling.

Nearly 180,000 have been sold and delivered.

New prices $525 to $800. Dealers every

where. Ford Motor Company, Detroit,

Michigan.

 

Now Ready for 1913

The Century Electric

Brougham

Low Hung Body—Low Center of Gravity—High Road

Clearance—Correct Distribution of Weight—Big Value—

Immediate Deliveries.

DEALERS—Add the Century to your line. The electric

idea is spreading. Write for our proposition.

CENTURY ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY, Detroit. Michigan 

 

 

  

e?vaverovs

1112 o c
OOMY, comfortable, safe, the

Broc fulfills every demand of

those discriminating purchasers who

" want the best.

' Model 31, Forward—drive Brougham for five
asaengcni: wheel or lever steer. Model 29.

Eivepasaengcr Brougham, pedestal front seats.

Model 28, Five assenger Brougham. Model

20, Stanhope. odel 21. Victoria.

an? The BROC ELECTRIC

VEHICLE COMPANY

1677 East 40th Street, Cleveland, 0.

\ESTABLISHED 1855

Phineas Jones & Company

305-313 Market Street, Newark. N. J.

Branch Factory: 12th Avenue and 55th Street, New Yorln City

Automobile Wheels

For Pleasure Cars and Trucks

\  

and truing old wheel: I apecillty. Experiment-l wheel. a lpecialiy

e furnuh and .9917 any atyle demountuble or detachable rim or fire

 

 
 

Direct Drive—Single Reduction

Foot Control >

llrcucm'life Worm Sleer

Long Mileage Balleries

Buffalo Service

  

M4... 29 Road"... . $2,600

1;.“ ‘ J'l- Model 30 Coupe, . . . 23,200

"1’ Model 30-3 Coupe, . . 3.300

The Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company

_ __¢.__ Buffalo. New York '

 

 

 

 

II: '77

_"_

*
  rsit-2a)“-alumni-“$2,250

2,000 CARS

That’s the output for this year. Three chasses—cars that

have no superior at any price—anywhere. Every improved

equipment. Positive starter—electric lights (generator).

Bodies made in our own shops—iuxury—power—fitness to

defeat competition. Backed by a great factory and a name

that is a household word.

We do buaineaa in a liberal manner. Wire or write ua.

STAVER CARRIAGE COMPANY, Chicago. Ill.

 

 

  

 

  

 
 

Motor Car Manufacturers

Since
 

 

Oeapylng the neiveat and most modern automobile manu

facturing plant in America.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dept. I'-8 Kokomo, ind.

 

 

  

5;,
‘iiiziiitni' '

 

 
 

Our agency proposition will

interest you. Wnte for it.

' DORRIS MOTORlCAR C0.

Sarah and Laclede Aves. St. Louis, Mo.
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Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITCHELL AIR GAUGE

  

~
“Tire Insurance for $1.00"

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easily read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHFLL GAUGE CO.

1202 Michigan Avenue Chlcago, Illinois

  

Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

firth with

Honk (US$3.25...) Rims

Guaranteed the Best 111 the World

Geo. W. Honk Company

5003 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

 

 

WE MAKE THE BEST

,e’ <_~.W='

  

.ANTAM ANTI-FRICTION 00., Blntnl'n, Donn.

 

 

 
 

 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

ruin casings. They adrnlt moll

ture the carcass. se the

m‘wric to rot and weaken. gro arger- end in woutl.

You ca repair CASINGS and INNER TUBES ear

wli i 5 mi es. better than a Repair Shop can do

—a for m e .

Universal _

Auto-\éulcamzer

atented

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete. with enouzh

repair gum to ke 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

cunbecnrriedi hetoolbox. Stmplestandnmtntllhdln

device tor ellrnlnattnl tire tronNea that has ever been

Absolutely auto tic. Place the patch—attach the

\‘ulcanizer—put i he gasoline—light it. .No'furthet

attention required. In 15 minutes the 10b is done.

It can’t burn, scorch or injure tube or easing. 1H0"!

getout of order. It can‘t fail to do its work. 60

a' pie. anyone can operate it. The Universal Auto

V canizer ves its cost a hundred rim: over in

trOLble an expense.

Price Complete. $4.00 Ready for lnstnntUse

Guaranteed Satlltactory or Honey I:

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY. Bait Palcattnl. 0M0

  

    

  
7"

1 ~r1iérta/

‘ .JJ.

)

Patent “Luxury”

  

Folding Seats

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

so. have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Semi

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES 60..

Amesbury, Mass.

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

  

Has Always Led

Ask us to tell you about the wonderful new pole

pieces and the Automatic Control Magneto.

THE EISEMANN MAGNETO COMPANY

Indianapolis, Ind. New York

514 N. Capitol Ave. General and Sales Office

225-221 Well 57th St.

  

  

  

Detroit, Mich.

802 Woodward Ave.

  
  

  
  

 
 4:214

 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc'

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

/
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The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights—Self Starter—Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.
 

  

THE ULTIMATE OAR

(KNIGHT TYPE moron)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

  

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dealers in 125 Cities
 
 

 

 

    

 

HAVE R S H AV E R S

"Six-44” "Six-55”

3 1 8 5 0 S 2 2 5 0

Touring Car and Touring Car and

Roadster Types. Speedster Types.

M h. p. 6 Cylin- Electric Starter.

tiers. Unit Power Electric Lights.

Plant, 3-Point 55 h.p. 128 in.

Suspension. 12! Wheel-Base. 36 x

In. Wheel-Base. 4 Tires. l-‘ully

36 x4 Tires. Equipped.

Write [or tullIspecitlcstisns

  

The Champion

Light Car
MERCER

Type 35 Electric

Series Lighting and

G and H Starting

  

Mercer power and efficiency are well-known qualities.

These features are decidedly emphasized in our new series.

The various models ofier a Mercer for every reasonable need.

PRICES: $2600 to $2900.

Harriptrn' literature sent an rrynut.

MERCER AUTOMOBILE co. 100......
Trenton. N. .I.

 

i IADE TO

- IAKE coonAND IT DOES

DEALERS—Here is the first electric truck

that sells for about 8700 less than any other.

Capacity 1000 pounds—Service 100 per

cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

of production most

pronounced. Write.

Vehicle C0.

"Illth

Usisll Su

DlTiOl'I, we;

. s
Q. . tI . ullluulluuulslnuns-suns m n Im

 
 

  

  
 

 
 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

4-88 4-44 6-66

sum s2.150 82.750

we are building 500 extra PULLMANS {or 1913'—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have won" for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly Wu" i'

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION help!

the agent—let us tell you how

PULLMAN MOTOR can co, York, Pa.

 

 

§¥

 

Hook up with

figm
Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

' six cylinder Tourimr Car, flve passenl'm' convertible to
COIe smty seven passenger. 82-inch wheel base. Deloo electric

lighting. starting and ignition. $2485

' {our cylinder Touring Car, five assenmr convertible
COIe Flfty toseven, l22-inch wheel base, Deiiw system. #1988

four cylinder Tourinz Car five passenger, llbinch
C°le Forty wheelbase. Deleo system. #1605

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer's proposition.

COLE MOTOR CAR Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Hook up with ,0 L12.

 

 

  

ANNOUNCING I913 TOURABOUT

Complete Specifications Sent on Request
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‘i/N'QURANCE FOR BU/LQEA’AND use-w"
RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO I42 WEST 412"!) ST. NEWYORK

“y m“ . 3"?“ Drop Hammer Forglngs
Every i . cost very little more than castings._ They are

SAOCK, or Dcmoun‘ablc vastly superior and less CXPCI'ISIVC in the end.

IoBlnel’rlnI Channels WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

 

 

 

FOI‘ Automobiles, MOtOI' Tl'lleS, D R0 P H A M M E R F 0 Re | N G 8

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles. from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

We Also Make Axles and Hubs- 1913_

QUALITY AND SERVIOE OUARANTIID

   

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.
IIIE lilIIISllLIBITEIl IMIIIIFIBIIIRIIIB CUMPIIIY, Toledo, llhll

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 60.. Sales Agents. Detroit _

3 THE GRINNELL

. Gas Controller and lgniter

‘ Lights, dim: and extinguisher all gas lamps on

\ ‘ the car through a simple turn of the hand.

 

  

 
 

  

DIMOD HANS
Coupled to valve-stem of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach

i Conveniem are and have been the recognized quality standard for 20 years.

\ sale Strong, accurate and durable. Let us cut your sprockets.

Dependable DIAMOND OHAIN & MFG. CO.

160 W. Georgla 8t. lndlanapollo, Ind

Olpnclty 0,000,000 foot nor your.

l Write for booklet and dealer diseountl.

‘ TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING C0., PitIsI'IcId, Mnss

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United States.

 

 

  

 

 

 
  

 

 

‘ ' _.D1amond ENIT
‘ SAFETY TREAD z l_'lj

,._ Won‘t sup —Woril' Slide agesbStanflard

i ‘ Won't Skid—They Grip! ar uretlon

‘ \ %R£$¥£§PTZZUEEF‘&%£EL"Y' ZENITH CARBURETOR co., Detroit, Mich

‘ AKRON, ouro ‘ -'

 

 

 

  

l 'f'THE MASTER OAR" FIITEINTI'I "All

‘ a Oyl. so l-I.P., 05,000 4 Oyl. as H. 9., $4,500

‘ 4 Oyl. as H. P., $4,000
(Completely Equipped)

0‘ ‘ IrouonKinPsIE F, I , A ,T,
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Goovfiitn
This name on Automobile Tires and Rubber

Accessories signifies inherent qualities of material

and workmanship that insure the maximum of

service at the minimum of expense. 73)

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron. Ohio

MOTOR WORLD

WeedChains
The Great Anti-Skid

D Ev ICB

 

 

  

Ninc-tenths t

of all accidents to an 0— '

mobiles are caused by skidding

.7 or slipping.

Either you skid into the '"other fellow" or

the “other fellow" skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy; :7

snow-covered roads or on icy, s lppe greas . - -

ments unless you equip your car will!

a To

Cannot Injure lres

N5 Because They Creep

‘ An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you
ii“ want; to know what real steering steadiness means

put them on the front wheels too.

For your own safety—for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car with Weed

Chaim. Make it your business to get a set

EPUBLIC
STAGGARD

TREADa

  

lhv Tirr' “

l’f‘f'fl‘C‘:

  
 

  

  GRANT - LEES

GEARS

  

The Grant-Lees Machine Co

Clevelaad. 05“

 

  

 

  
 

  
 

  

5’AtitO-Top Fabrics
1 OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

i SAMPLES £12 PRICES ON REQUEST

L. J. MU'I'TY c0., Boston

  

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers
  

The Name

- a , ,, , _ . “Weed”

. - on Every Hook
“National” Steam Vulcamzcrs

GARAGE IODIL repair: three tubes and two

Ionian at a time. Cheapest and bout on the market.

Get our special selling plan. Portable ‘ ‘ for

ladividual owners which will please your wtomera.

Lin prion, SII. Manufactured by

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

1904 Euclid Ava. CLIVILAND. o.

 

 

 

 

 

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

Schater Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL, DALY 6: MILLER

42 Broadway NEW YORK

 

POLSON MANUFACTURING Co., Bull-lo. N. V. M ETZ “SPEOIAL” $395

Completely equipped. fully guaranteed. 22% H.P.,

 
4;¢Ylinder water~cooled motor Bosch in: em Ar

tli‘llekry wheels, beat quality 50":3' clitftiher' tires.

a es 5_to 50 miles per hour on the high speed. 28

r-HAHl-l TIRES32 miles on l al of asol' Y
EXCLU . _ 3 me. _ on can secure

0k “BSII'VE SA E in your territory. Send for auumteed 5000 Mlle. and

"In COMPANY, Waltham, Mao." U. 0. A.

Ajax-Gneb Rubber Company

General Offices: 1796 Broadway, New York City

Factories: Trenton, N. J. Branches Principal Cities

installed,

details an price.

 
  

 

NATIONAL Compound

makes any car start easier in cold weather; adds

10 to 40% to power and mileage. Simple, easily

aranteed effective on any motor. Get

NATIDNAL MANUFACTURING 00.. Kalamazoo, lids.

 

 

 

 
 RELIANCE ‘

 
 

"The Speedomelu

ol Quality "

Special Icahn-es that eliminate

“kilometer troubles. Send

booklet.

Look at our new middle name

PENgSYLVANIA.
. - V ' lor the

> >_ . Relilnce Speedometer Co

m in IS. 'i V V 7 o I Boston. Mass. PENNSyLVANIA CRrHBER CIOISF’EAéY

a ., , Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette, Pl.

ARGO YELECTRICS

  

“it,

Distributor.

2412 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, lll.

Factories. Sallnsw. lldi.

METZGER-HERRINGTON ARGO C0.

 

  

 

i,i, .. ° _ I

The Ford Water Clrculator '

forces the water_from radiator through cylinder

:aarter Jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

is in motion. Write for deseri ti '
you handle Ford cars. p N man" 1‘

THE FULTON-MGCUTCIAN C0

1146 Mldslflln Ave. CHICAGO, ;I.l,,

Special Designs for Every

Type of Motor Made

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

TOLEDO, OHIO

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY
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the average tire gives,

ltosa Rubber Co., Denver. Colo.

Southern Hdue. at

Hv R, Olmsteail 8: Son. Syracuse. N.

  

I Bi 3 IMPORTANT FEBTURES

Self starter hi-in. x I~ln Tires

": Great Base 0! Riding Increased Wheel Base

. V Demountabio Bima Carburetor Dash Adiustmtnt

W Electric Lighting Nickel Trimmings

. ill in. Upholstery

Unit Power Plant—three point suspension.

._ Cutting 8-40. 121) in. wheelbase, 40 hp. .

5-puuenger touring car. fully equipped. $1475

Cutting A40. I20 in. Wheelbase. 40 hp.

2-passenger roadster. fully equipped. $1475 v

(hitting 80-6. 132 in. wheelbase. 60 hp.

hue-miller tourinl car. tuiiy equipped. $2750

Cutting Automobile Co.

305 Mechanic Street, Jackson, Mich   

 

Saveli Davis Rubber Works, Augusta an

 
 

CONTINENTAL

Six Cylinder—Unit Power Plant

Three Point Suspension

The Continental "Six"

is maintaining, on the road

at this minute, the good

name made by our tour

cylinder types.

Built to accommodate

Showing simple and any UPC sell-liar!"

efficient chain drive now made. Suitable for

for Martin: motor- right or left hand drive.

4 and 6 cylindera I
20 to 70 H, P, Write for booklets.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.

Factory Representative, K. F. PETERSON

122 S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago

  

 

#

Tonel down headlighta for

city driving and Ioggy

nighta—an auto neceaalty.

Price 75¢. per pair. Se II

like hot oakea. Dealera,

aecure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

I931 Broadway. New York

  

 

It's Kelly-Springfield qual

emphasize, for when you ge

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO.,

hiladelnliia.Branch oifices in New York. Chicago. P
Baltimore. Seattle, Atlanta. Akron.

Lo: Angelea. Cleveland.

The Hearn Tire 8: Rubber Co., Calumbtu. Ohio.

 

l

l

l

l
I

I
-Fo r '

l Self Starting
. I I\'t'i I\

MOTOR WORLD

Kelly- Springfield

Automobile Tires
ity and wear—not price—that we like to

t mileage a few thousand miles greater than

the cost is just naturally reduced.

20 Veaey Street, New York

Barton. St. Loula. Demii. Cincinnati. San Francisco,

0.. Bulhio.

iteriiig Tire a Rubber 00.. Houston. Tom.

Todd Rubber Co., New Haven. t‘onn.

Woodach Co., Ltd., New Orleans. La. Atkinson ’l‘iro & Supply CO., Jacksonville. Fla.

d Savannah. Ga. C.
D. Frank: 6i Co., Charleston. 5. C.

Lv J. Barth, Minuet, N. Y. 
 

 
  

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for

Sheet Metal

Stampings

The Bossert Company

UTICA, N. v.

 

 

  

 

 

 

Guide Motor Lamps
(ELECTRIC)

Write for " Guide Books" Nos. 1 nnd 6

GUIDE MOTOR LAMP MFG. COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

 

 

  

U 5.PAY. OFFICE

 

Mlgaaeto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine.

um. GIIOSSIIAN COMPANY. IIIIr.. New York and Detroit

L'Is .t.
I\59' I l0l\

‘Qnetllin

  

 

 

 

  

 MoiorG,OO§taIr§tBosh i. '

fitting.

 
 

ARE THE BEST ;

ARpMoosaiéfinManco.

 

 
 

GASOLINE TURBINin
Hall the size, Ilali the weight, Hall the loci, Hall the Irictlon

Smooth as Electric, Will re- :0 nit/8:1.“ mgvglfll'

- o it
PM “Y "'9‘" "I "Y w ~.ny'vii..§i'.‘i‘ioi..iii3

lookch Upon Request No Back Pressure

There lan'! Much Loft

SEMI’LI-I S. 8601'! test Ian-queue am. CHICAGO. ILL.

lldlaive 'I'erri 0 Ior Live A on

 

 

 

'lNVADER OIL

  ‘

I 

"The Beat the World Aflorda" I

‘cnas. F. KELLOM a col

1 Ehiladoiphia

  
 

 

'The daanilof thodayiathataaonaaiaaholahailho

'adudhyitaprodactuduothywhatitelu-afarnaelf"

' ' mind when you examine the“ IBIJ nodal!

noon. ano Paicna

Fore-door Roadster, lie-inch wheelbase ‘1700

5-passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

lib-inch wheel base . . . . . . '1700
5-passengu. Fore ~ Door Demi-Tonneau

iZi-inch wheel baseD . .c . . '1975

7-passengcr, For:- our no tag or

ill-inch wheelbase . . . . . . $2000
Battleship Roadster. i2i-Inch wheel base 2150

7-passcnger. Fore-Door Limousin

IZI-lnch wheel has: . . . . . '3050
Advance Catalog on Request

ABBOI l MOTOR CO.

[Iva-name Britta-r orraorr. lieu.

"Built ior "Guaranteed

Permanence" Ior Lite"

  

 
 

 

 

  

A

194' 4

 

It the Greatest Engineers

in the world were to meet in convention and build

a car. when they finished the car it would look

and be like the STUTZ in all its essential-i.

Write today for advance Booklet A-lS, Sturd!

STUTZ Announcement, Series B.

IDEAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY. Indianapolis. Inil.

 

 

 

 

Feps Carburetor

“A Giant in Power—A Miser in Fuel"

Schoen-Jackaon Cornpr

MEDIA, PA.
4‘

Non-Carbon Starter

The Starter which really atarta

$30 ior 4 cyl. $40 Ior ficyl

IMPERIAL SALES

TIflIn

C0.

Ohio

 

 

 

I
I

t

nomfl l

IIIE BUSH MANUFACTURING C0.

HARTFORD.CONN.

 

  

Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension

High Grade Only

I..

 

Cleveland, Obi;
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  MOTOR WORLD
 

 

 

  

The American

IMMS

MAGNETO

Highest Efficiency and Durability

GUARANTEED

Exhibiting at Grand Central Palace

and Madison Square Garden Shows.

THE SlMMS MAGNET0 COMPANY
General Offices: 1790 Broadway, New York

Factory: Bloomfield. N. J.

TESTS 1N VITED— We are ready to prove the

superiority of the Simms Magneto.
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UTOMOBILE OWNERS will save

many $$$$ on repair bills by subscrib

ing for the AUTOMOBILE DEALER &

REPAIRER, the big IOU-page illustrated

monthly devoted exclusively to autombile

repairs and care of the car. The “Trouble

Department" with five pages of questions

each month from car owners and repair

men, which are answered by experts on

gasoline engine repairs, is worth many

times the subscription price, which is $1.00

per year or 15 cents per copy. The Decem

ber issue with 152 pages is the largest num

ber ever brought out. Postal cards will not

be answered. CHARLES D. SHERMAN,

50 \Vindsor Road, Hartford, Conn.

LIGHT. If you use an Acetylene Gas

Generator on your automobile, motor

cycle or motor boat, let us tell you about

the \Nhite-Light Gas Refiner. It will make

your generator as reliable as a gas tank and

transform your old treacherous yellow

flame into a clear, dry, white, dependable

and far-reaching search light. Price $1.50

complete. Circular free. BARNARD MAN

UFACTURING CO., 212 S. First St., Rock

ford, Ill.

IERCE-ARROW delivery car, 4-cylin

der, 30 H.P., good condition. Address

P. O. BOX 3070, Fairhill Station, Philadel

phia, Pa.

ARAGE and machine shop for sale.

Most healthful spot in Colorado. Good

business opening in a live R. R. town of

8,000 inhabitants with a monthly pay roll

of over $50,000. Cash receipts for 1912 over

$l8,000. Owner going out of business. Ad

dress I. A. C., Motor \Voi'ld.

 

ORD spare wheel—saves tire worry.

Doctors use it. Easy to install. \Nrite.

ANGIER'S, Streator, Ill.

WANTED—Will accept second hand

automobile in part payment for farm

land in the better part of Texas. CHAS. H.

STOLP, care of Messenger and Parks Mfg.

Co., Aurora, Ill.

(#1 fl fiflfi will purchase two—story

l"‘li-1i|‘rhlllllr'lllitlll'ilIlllillluilI-lvVlllllmllmlMilllflllw'rvHvilll l

SaleWa

M

  

  

  

A market

  

parts

tion: may
  

I IIIVlIIInMmllflllllllll'lflm’filllllullillii' I-I

lScenis per line ol‘sixwordscash wilhcr‘der: _

- ln capilolsZ5 cents perline ‘

Manufacturers may buy,

and appliances and where help or litul

be secured at a nominal cost.

OTOR WORLD

 

 

 

   

' Eh...
I

place where Dealer-l. jobber: and i

sell or trade used can,

i

‘NIANTED TO BUY—Five or seven pas—

senge

condition;

r automobile for cash, in good

no dealers. 172 Pacific St.,

Brooklyn. N. Y.

ADILLAC touring

price. 'erate

car, A1 order, mbd

Rice, 1810 First Ave.

(94th St.), New York.

OR SALE—One Ford town car body.

Fits any

NINGTON

Model T Ford chassis. BEN

GARAGE, Bennington, Vt.

OR SALE—Hudson 33, 1912, touring

car, $87

613, 367 Ful

5', in best of condition. ROOM

ton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

7 SALE EXCHANGE-gaverai

good

CYCLE

LKEused motorcycles.

COMPANY, Louisville, Ky.

KEROSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES.

New Model B uses successfully half and

half mixture lowest grades kerosene and

gasolene. Satisfaction guaranteed or money

refunded.

slow speed

Special agents’ prices.

Greatly increased power, very

on high. Starts easy at zero.

Dept. 8. THE

AIR-FRICTION CARBURETOR CO.,

Dayton. Ohio.

* OR SALE—1910 Peerless limousine;

newly
done up and relined; price $2,000.

I730 Land Title Bldg, Philadelphia, Pa.

Aw
ISTS, owners, etc., of any State.

CARROLL, JR, Albany, N. Y.

  

 

 

 

FINE l912 7-passenger Stoddard-Dayton

to exchange for electric of equal value.

A. L. BAKER, 192 N. Clark St., or 315 S.

Grove Ave., Oak Park, Ill.

COUPE FOR SALE.

1912 OVERLAND COUPE ,with extra

roadster body; ideal for physician. BOX 44,

New Brunswick, N. J.

BARGAIN—Two new and never used 34

x 4 Davis Armor, Model B, Tire Pro

tectors; cost $54.00. Will take $32.00. Dis

posed of car before “Armors” arrived. BOX

231, care Motor \Vorld.

 

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

new: Ask your garage and supply dealer

for it.
The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

VICTORIA TOPS AND SEAT COVERS

That's our 5 ecialty, but we make a fill

line as well. Any style and every one the

best that high-grade materials and experi

enced workmen can make. Prompt service

assured. We're glad to estimate special

work or quote you prices on stock tor}

CENTRAL AUTO TOP CO., Indianapo 1!

Ind.
/

romoter that has the

ll State Rights for_tlie

best Tire Filler on the market, tonahigh grade man, that can get resu s,

is no object, RUSH. NATIONAL TIRE

FILLER CO., Grand Rapids, Mich;

GWSURPIiisisroic'ic BOUGHT

Cars, Bodies, Tops, Tires, etc.

Cash transactions. Quick business.

ANTED—A

ability to se

 

 ‘d/‘W
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ANTED—A high class draughtsman,

Yitrll‘-mm It“ l mu ni—riirimw-iaw iml'rm‘w‘lumflflmmlllmlfi

MOTOR WORLD

. . es ..,.|......' .-.i-....»-.~~-...........We“...WWW-munilm-w a... i. tum m—iln-II-II‘" '" '

@ Wants =1
I 15cenis perline of'sixwordscash wilhorden

— In capiials.25cenis periine -

A market place where Dealers, Jobber: and

   
 

SIOddxd'Il-r' having had motorcycle experience. Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

m Gimp-f In making application state prVIOUS CX- pan- and appliance! and where help or attun

ark SL‘ 0:3" "ience and salary expecmd' THE POPE tion: may be secured at a nominal cost.

- _ KJFG. CO., Westfield, Mass.

SALE A ENGER Franklin, 6 cylinders. I‘UPE'TPI 7 EOSSIS$412~SOA S lendid condition, $1,000 ANTED—Expert Ford repair man to

iysiciwlli BOND MOTOR 0.. 1615 Grand, Kansas _ Start shop. 1429 Cass St., Ft. \Vayne.

City, M0. 7 Indiana.
’ k *‘ E7 fESS AUTO TOP DRESSING._ UTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground.

lidlnlln'l': fiEwalzei-proof dressing for leaking mohair new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

“kg and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING
,té'qmii“ faded tops look like new. Ask your garage CO.. Manchester. N. H.

and supply dealer for it.

fie The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus. O. PACKARD_\V“I dis ose of my

OPDRm: 7 7 . . new 1913 6~cylinder, -passenge_rT their BROKEN Cylmders and Cranmases— touring car at a bargain if taken immedi

when5 m Send them to be made good as new zit ately‘ Address H_ M. \VALLIS‘ JR"

Id mp!" fraction of replacement cost. Scored cy - Racine. “ll-s.

“d "M inder repaired, $12. No new piStOH and if V i V ’ H V V

. 1.,»1 rings required because bore is not enlarged. J TWO expert mcchanics will call and give

'01 Where cylinders are wo-m (-not scored from estimate to overhaul or adjust car in

sign-[0). loose wrist pin) reboring is only remedy. ‘ ou own garage. Address E. BELTZ, 253]

“up; We do it expertly._ Write for complete in- elmom Ave“ Bronx

M11“: formation and estimates. VVATERBURY W W L, 1 . L .

wilfm WELDING COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn. PEERLESS LINING DYE
“1 sni'? ‘2" ’7 CST “4 if ) ' ,‘ Dyes the c10th_linings of tops and cur

" Pic PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK 1 tains a black, uniform color, covering up

‘emmitflil BAKING JAPAN' . water stains and grease spots. Does not

cs with“ Bakes either to a l'igh 31°55 fin'Sh'. egg' ‘ wash off. Ask your garage and supply

CO" shell gloss or dull finish on lamP-‘Z. radiators dealer. , _

// and fenders. Will not crack, chip or peel. The Columbus varmsh Co“ Columbus. 0

h, g Ask your garage and supply dealer. i W ‘ a f

I" “.3 The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O. OR SALE—1908 Winton touring car, 7

“ mime "” ' ’ r r ’ passenger, good running order, fully

arktlimyfi: BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders, l‘ equipped; price $400. Address BOX 230.

$16513? crankcases, flyl'gl'i'heelsel gearhteeéh, pés- , Motor World_

' t n, t1 (1 a ine rea y i f i "Ms. :3 Sreggce; yct§ra§te§g antidc references. RURAL Parcels Post Delivery Car—Any

{@UGIII Macllinfl'y up to 5 tons welded. ATLQS _ lparty With capitqal arrid kpciish 5:25;?)th
‘ - WELDIN W , 74-76-78 I l. t., ‘ in pacing one on e ar _, c

;§f@fi§, Rahway, N9]. ORKS mrg ‘ with E. P. COWLS, Sparta, Mich.

iiioB'iniI‘ — ' r *

/

%

u a, weekly to the highest degree by

I

- our ' ‘6 '[audit amdes 0n Wide Awake

i, MCl'ch - - 9,mere. and'smg- Look at the r

An ad. like this

' I ' . will cost you $1.03culm- as Shown 1n the margins. to"...

 

   

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

ARE YOU in need of any additional help

in any de artment of your business.

Are you out 0 employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

Softens the leather and will not crack,

wash or rub off. Makes 01d leather look like

new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask your

garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

GARAGE WITH MACHINE SHOP and

living apartments, all through complete

equipped and up to date, for rent or for sale,

in fast growing town, on main street, on

Long Island, 30 miles from New York.

Owner going out of the business. Price rea

sonable. KAPPERTZ, Farmingdale, L. 1.

Tel. 21 J.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN.

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps, radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

COLE, Model DD 1912, seven-passenger,

fully equipped, top, windshield, speedo

meter, two extra casmgs, inner tubes, elec

tric lights, etc. Car has run less than 6,000

miles; good as new. Special reason for sell

ing. Price, $1,100, F. O. B. Indiana olis.

Guaranteed as represented. P. O. BO)?S96,

 

Indianapolis, Ind.

DRAGON REPAIR PARTS.

We manufacture and keep on hand all re

pair_parts for the Dragon cars. \Ve make a

speCialty of repairing this machine. PHIL

ADELPHIA MACHINE WORKS, 67

Laurel St., Philadelphia. Pa.

THREE-Ton Gramm and four-ton Knox

Trucks, $2,250 and $2,750; will trade for

Coast real estate. CLARKE, 529 Hamilton

Bldg, Portland, Oregon.

WANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full articu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, OOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THOMAS OO H.P. motor with clutch,

transmission, Bosch high tension mag

neto, Stromberg carburetor, for sale chea .

Act _quick. Big bargain. KAPPERTE,

Farmingdale. L. I. Tel. 21 J.

N. E. AUTO LIST AND TOURIST.
Includes weekly list of all N. E. Auto

Owners, Garages, Dealers, etc., with maps,

 

selected . . routes and mot

$10.00 yearly. 138 Pearl St., Bostoonr. news.

 

--s_-a.
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i TUDY the illustrations!

‘:‘(EQH double the efficiency and

profit of your heavy

service truck.

  

  

  

They show how you can

  

I

The upper cut shows the “traction” wave

always formed in the ordinary continuous

tire under heavy load. This wave, caused

by the bulging of the rubber, works into

the base and tears the tire from its fastenings- It can't be avowed in any ordinary Showing traction wave in ordinary continuous tire.

way. Then, too, this wave forms a con- (A) indicates where waveforms. (B) indicates base

stant hill—the tire is always climbing, re- where roll and tread separaflon 0cm"

tarding progress, reducing power efficiency.

Contrast this con

dition w i t h the

 

 
 

 

  

Ti one
Continuous Base—Notched Tread

Truck
The lower cut shows how the Firestone

Notched Tread overcomes the wave, by

preventing its formation. This is notan

individual block tire, with tread-tearing,

metal-retaining plates. The Firestone con

tinuous base is of the same tough, resilient

compound as the tread. These tires hold

the road, increase traction, absorb all

vibration.

Get the full facts. They mean Economy

and Increased Profits.

Firestone Truck Tires for Every

Type of Car, Every Load,

Every Road Condition

  

The Firestone Line of Truck Tires has in

it the tire, solid or pneumatic, you need

for your particular service. Get the books

which tell the story. Ask, as well, for

Quick Removable Rim facts. They are

valuable.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

“America’s Largest Exclusive

Tire and Rim Makers"

Akron, Ohio—Service Stations Everywhere

Showing how Firestone Notched Tires overcome

destructive traction wave. (A) indicates wave passlng

off into space between blocks. (B) indicates continllf)us

base—assuring absorption of vibration in every direcnon'

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 

18, 500Klaxets sold

' in 3 months

  

 
 

 

 
 

  
 

  
 

 
  

 

 
 

  



You Can Buy a Duplicate

ass--.....J...”-..._~__,.__._~a._.~....
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O f r . n y

1913 Marion show cars are typical of the entire

Marion product. You can purchase any Marion car

on exhibition or get a duplicate of any model from

any Marion dealer.

Every show in the 1913 circuit will have stock

Marion cars, but in beauty of line and finish and in

completeness of equipment, they equal any cars which

are especially prepared for the show season.

This accords with the Marion policy of giving to

  

fiarion Show Car

purchasers and dealers the very best workmanship,

attention and finish attainable. These cars are made

in the largest automobile factory in Indianapolis, they

have been built successfully for 10 years, and they

are better now than ever.

Do not miss seeing Marion cars at the show—or see

ones just like them in our dealers’ show rooms. At

New York they appear in the Grand Central Palace.

In Chicago at 2450 Michigan Avenue.

e_e_

Marion 37-A, Completely Equipped, $1475

1913 Marion cars are pre-eminent because of their grace

ful appearance, beautiful finish. class and luxury. They are

powerful, sturdy and strong. The completeness of their

equipment alone would make them notable.

There are four body models: 37-A. 30-40 h.p. five-passen

ger touring car, $1.475; 48-A, 48 h.p. five-passenger touring

car, the Marion “de luxe," with electric self starter, $1,850;

the famous Marion "Bobcat" speedster, 30-40 h.p.. $1,425, and

the latest Marion 38-A, 30-40 h.p. fore door roadster, $1,475.

These cars are built expressly for those who require reli

ability, comfort, style and full value for the money. Their

Big Features,

Dynamo Electric Lighting System.

Q. D. Demountable Rims, One Extra.

Mohair Top, Boot, Storm Curtains.

Brewster Green or Deep Wine Color.

Plate Glass Windshield.

Concealed Tool Boxes.

Disco Self Starter.

Prest-O-Lite Tank.

Warner Speedometer.

Nickeled Trimmings.

Tools, Tire Iron.

Center Control.

position in the 1913 line-up is unique. For ten years they

have been manufactured with unusual quality. In eqllilJl'ncrlt

they have no superiors. As to their standardization and

success, there has never been a question. To produce Bind

market the 1913 series, we have increased our capitalization

one million dollars and have recruited experts from the

oldest and biggest factories in the industry.

\Ne cannot begin to enumerate all the points you will note

and immediately like about the 1913 Marion. See them at

the shows, or let us send you illustrated literature. We

offer the fairest sales agreement ever written. If you are 3

dealer do not allow this opportunity to pass.

37-A

Ample Power.

Long Easy Springs.

Comfort, Dependability.

Quietness, Simplicity.

Deep Upholstering.

Plenty of Room.

Marion

Westinghouse Electric Starter instead of Gas Starter. on 30-40 H. P. Models, $120 extra.

THE MARION MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 918 Oliver Avenue, Indianalwu'

J. I. HANDLEY, President
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Giving the “World's

Marat, Januar“§'{.;23, 1913;
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The Highest Endorsement

Ever Given an Automobile Accessory

What the Automobile Manufacturers Say

About the GRAY & DAVIS Electric Starter

“A real starter—not an experiment but abso

lutely the best that can be had—a starter that

has proved itself 100 per cent. efficient in thou

sands of tests.”

PAIGE-DETROIT MOTOR CAR CO.

“The Gray & Davis Electric Starter and Electric

Lighting Dynamo are the best to be had regard

less of price.”

POPE-HARTFORD CO.

“More reliable and efiicient than any other

Starter."

PILOT CAR SALES CO.

‘I‘The Stearns equipment is absolutel com lete.

t includes Gray & Davis Electric Lighting and

Starting system.”

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

Thue statements answer the starter question;

“The most noticeable advancement for 1913 sea

son is the adoption of the Gray & Davis electric

self-cranking mechanism.”

VELIE MOTOR VEHICLE CO.

“The most powerful Starter ever used."

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.

“Admitted by authoritative engineers to be with

LOZIER MOTOR CO.

“It appeals to the man who is car-wise because

it is easilv operated and does not complicate

ignition.”

THE MOTOR CAR MFG. CO.

they offer .'the highestposalble testimony regarding the efficiency of the GRAY & DAVIS Starten

8! DAVIS, Inc., 55 Lansdowne 5L, BOSiZOl'l, M388.

Gnufaeturers of Automobile Lamps, Dynamos and

Electric Starters  

 
 

Ten cents a COPY

Two dollars a Year
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SHOCK ABSORBER

Bigger and

Better Sales for You

The owner--~the manufacturer---the dealer---all are

vitally concerned in the sale of a car.

’34

 
 

 

  

Car owners---n0wadays—--are educated in motor-knowl

. V edge. They insist that the car they buy shall have certain stand

' _ ard equipment. And they have learned that Truffault-Hartlord

Shock Absorbers are standard. They demand them on the cars

they buy---they want the assurance of greater comfort-“greater

efficiency-and the lowest possible upkeep cost.

Car manufacturers-~27 of the leading makers-~—have recognized

this demand. And they meet it by equipping their cars Wllll

Truffault-Hartiord Shock A b s o r b e r s --—

at the factory.

YOU--—the progressive dealer---owe it to your

self to insist that the car you sell shall be able
' 'i to meet this demand. And by meeting it

you pave the way for bigger and better

sales for the car you represent. “if

  

 

 

.H.
in

Hartford Suspension Company “ :

EDW. v. HARTFORD, President '" I _ Factory, 164 Bay St., Jersey City, N. J.
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Cur Thin Leaf Pleasure Car Springs Are the

Easiest Riding and Most Durable Made in the World

 

 

  

r4_rk h__e ‘7 _H____._l;~___r_'_ __

Our High Grade Commercial Car Springs Are an

Insurance Policy Against Interruptions in Service

 
 

The completion of our new factory, the largest ex

clusive spring factory in the world, giving us a total

floor space of three and one-half acres, provides

deliveries to suit your requirements, however large.

The Perfection Spring Company
MAIN OFFICE AND PLANT No. 2

Central Avenue and E. 65th Street CLEVELAND, OHIO
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The Fastest Train in the S. Beaten

In a novel and exciting race between Mr. Koenig, the daring

but modest young motorist, driving his car over the frozen

surface of the Hudson River at Tarrytown, N. Y., and the

“Twentieth Century Limited,” WEED CHAINS are victors.

“Although such great speed has never been attained before on

ice by an automobile. and seems wonderful to the inexperi

enced." said Mr. Koenig, “the average motorist knows that

high speed can be made on ice and snow, the same as under

normal conditions, if chains are used on all four wheels.

The tire chains on the hack wheels give traction and prevent

the skidding that would be expected to be dangerous when

driving under such conditions, and the pair of chains on the

front wheels give steering steadiness.

I find that I can drive my car just as steady over the smooth.

glossy surface on the ice. as any driver can pilot his car over

a dirt course, and without the least bit of fear."

Weed ANTI-SK") Chains

Insure Pertect Traction—Absolutely Prevent Skiddlng

Motor Magazine very graphically says: “The actual operating

conditions of a motor car are practically reversed in winter.

Your problems are entirely different. Instead of worrying

about punctures—you must think about skidding."

 

Tire manufacturers have attempted to solve the skidding

problem by the manufacture of almost every conceivable

style and design of tread—possibly tnorc or less effective

when new; but it is no uncommon sight to see these so-called

non'skidding tires fitted with WEED CHAINS when there is

snow or ice on the ground, or when the roads are muddy and

slippery.

WEED CHAINS are universally acknowledged to be

the only Anti-Skid device that can be absolutely

relied upon at all times and under all road conditions.

Forget your worries about snow and ice—slippery roads

and pavements. Fully equip your car with WEED CHAINS

and feel secure.

If you haven’t a set of WEED CHAINS, or if you have a

pair for the rear tires only, get a full equipment now. Delay

is dangerous. Stop at your dealer’s today and WEED

CHAIN your car to safety.

For sale by all reputable dealers

WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP C0
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1] High flash and fire tests.

L R 1]] High Baume gravity.
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1] Highly filtered and not

acid treated.

(1 Proper “body” or viscos

ity.

q A “straight run” product.

q Made only from Pennsyl

vania crude.

1]] All these points are con

sidered essential to a good

automobile cylinder oil and

are all found in
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1]! And what is really important

to all dealers is that we protect

the trade and refer inquiries and

orders to those dealers who han

dle our product.

 

NEW YORK LUBRICATING OIL C0.

5 Consolidated with y r.

Columbia Lubricaihts Co. of N. Y.

116 Broad Street, New York City

BRANCHES AT NEWARK. BOSTON, CHICAGO.

CLEVELAND, PHILADELPHIA. SEATTLE,

SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES, SPOKANE.

LONDON, ENGLAND: JOl‘iANNESBl'RG. SO

AFRICA"
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$985
F. O. B. Toledo

Camp/eter

Equipped

F. O. B. Toledo

Camp/ete/y

Equipped

High-Priced Feature No. 12

The springs on the Overland Model 69T equal those on $1200

cars. They are of the highest grade, heat treated spring steel.

The front springs are semi-elliptic,36 inches long and 1%, inches

wide.

The rear springs are three-quarter elliptic, 42 inches long and

1% inches wide—with scroll ends.

Model 69T springs each possess six sturdy leaves with steel

bushing eyes. The shackles are drop-forgings: they are fitted with

case~hardened bolts, working in special auto-friction bushings. The

spring seats in the rear axle are left free to oscillate on their sad—

dles, insuring great riding comfort.

Model 69T springs must finally endure a vibration test on a

special testing machine with a capacity of 6.000 lbs.

We repeat again: $1200 cars have no better springs than the

Overland for $985.

Write us for literature. Please address Dept. 50.

The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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lNVADER OILS TAKEN OVER

BY TOML|NSON INTERESTS

Kellom Remains President But Tom

linson Will Manage New $250,000

Company—General Offices Re

moved to New York.

  

T. E. Tomlinson, one of the first men in

this country to delve deeply into the devel

opment of special oils for automobile 1158.

last week concluded negotiations with Chas.

F. Kcllorn 8: Co. of Philadelphia, Pa., mak—

ers of Invader oil. whereby the entire hus

iness and good-will of that firm were ac

quired by a new corporation, styled the

Invader Oil Co., of which Tomlinson will

be vice-president and general manager.

Charles F. Kellom will be retained as

president and the Kellom manufacturing

and selling organization will remain intact.

H. Dunthorn will become secretary and

treasurer of the new company, which has

been incorporated under the laws of New

Jersey with an authorized capital of $230.

000- The general office of the Invader Oil

Co. will be located at 80 Broad street, New

York City, but the factory will remain at

113 Arch street, in Philadelphia.

In addition to the Kellom sales staff,

which includes D. A. Scheu, who for many

years covered New England, Tomlinson has

ns~ivciaterl with him a number of the better

known men who were identified with him in

his previous enterprises, among whom are

H. Dunthorn, A. A. Francesconi, Howard

Plowman, Harvey Wilkins, E. Kalkhof, F

Menke and A. Rafelson.

Charles F. Kellom started in the oil busi

ness in 1881 and claims to have been the

first man to introduce the light oil for au

tomobiles which, since has come into gen

eral use. He is possessed of a ripe fund of

experience and relates with no little amuse

ment the suspicions with which his light oil

first was received. In several instances. it

required that he give a guarantee to cover

any damage to the buyer‘s car which it was

feared it might sustain. Tomlinson first tn

gagcd in the oil business several years ago

and made his mark with the Havoline oil,

which he created. Later he organized the

\Volverine Lubricants Co., which he also

built up to large proportions.

Berry: Now a $3,000,000 Corporation.

Berry Bros, the well-known Detroit var

nish makers, who heretofore have done bus

iness as a partnership, have converted their

business into a corporation, Berry BH‘S.,

Ltd., with an authorized capital of $300,000.

The otticers of the company are: President,

Frank W. Blair; vice-presidents, Thomas

Berry and E. W. Pendleton; treasurer, Geo.

H. Russel; secretary, Edwin Lodge; assist<

ant secretary, F. L. Colby; assistant treas~

urer, \V. R. Carnegie; general manager, \as.

S. Stevenson. The business was estab

lished in 1855 by the late 10seph Berry and

gradually attained its present huge propor

tions.

Sullivan Revives Tire Dating Bill.

Senator “Christy” Sullivan, who repre

sents the Bowery district of New York

City in the State legislature, and who is

credited with possessing a keen scent, on

Monday last, 20th inst., introduced a bill

seeking to compel manufacturers of auto

mobile tires to brand or otherwise state the

date of manufacture on each tire produced.

It was referred to the Committee on Miscel

laneous Corporations. The bill is similar to

the one which was introduced last year and

which required the automobile tire inter

ests to exert considerable opposition before

it was killed.

  

Randolph Truck in Receiver's Hands.

The Central Trust Co. of Chicago has

been appointed receiver for the Randolph

Motor Truck Co. of Flint, Mich., the con

trol of which rested with Chicago men.

About four months ago the factory occu

pied by the Randolph company was sold

over its head, 50 to speak, and since that

time its affairs have been more or less “in

the air." '

WILLYS ACQUIRES lNTEREST

[N ENLARGED FlSll COMPANY

Toledo Car Maker Becomes Heavy

Stockholder in Massachusetts Tire

Plant—Dunn and Fisk

Remain.

When, in October last, the Fisk Rubber

Co., of Chicopee Falls, Mass, then a $4,000,

000 corporation, give up its Delaware char

ter and reincorporated under the much

stricter laws of Massachusetts, with an au

thorized capital of $10,000,000, the fact nat

urally gave rise to comment and specula

tion, but its exact meaning was known to

comparatively few.

It became more or less common prop

erty that men of influence were about to

acquire an interest in the Fisk company,

but until early this week the name of the

chief figure involved, John N. \‘Villys, presi

dent of the Willys-Overland Co., had not

escaped. Immediately it was let fall, how

ever, the report spread like wildfire that

\Villys had purchased the Fisk property, or,

at any rate, had acquired control of the

controlling Mayo interests.

\Villys himself left New York before the

report gained circulation, but Harry T.

Dunn, president of the Fisk Rubber Co.,

states the time is not ripe to disclose the

details of the plans in view. He admits that

_\Villys had become one of the largest stock

holders in the company, but states that he

himself and H. G. Fisk, secretary-treasurer

of the Fisk company and one of the repre

sentatives of the Mayo estate, will consid

erably increase their holdings and will re

main in full charge of the company, which

will continue to stand alone. Willys, he

added, will neither become an officer or

director nor be active in its management.

It is probable that the capitalization of

the company will be increased, but to what

extent Dunn would not say. He did say,

however, that the new flotation already

had been underwritten.
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NINE-YEAR-OLD BANKRUPTCY

Trustee of Munger Tire Company

Seeks to Force Payment of $33.

000 on Preferred Stock—“An

gel” Who Backed Out.

Legal procedure often proves more

lengthy than the litigant expected, but what

bids fair to become a record for a long

drawn-out bankruptcy case is that of the

once well-known Munger Vehicle Tire Co.,

which started on its way through the Fed

cral court in New York City in 1904 and

now has, through its trustee in bankruptcy,

William A. Evans, filed suit in the Supreme

'Court for New York county against :he

Rubber Goods Mfg. Co., a United States

Rubber subsidiary, in an effort to collect

$33,124.25, its only available asset. Before

the action is brought to a close the record

of time elapsed is likely to be at least nine

years.

The present suit has its beginning at

the time Louis de F. Munger obtained pat

ents on a tire and formed the National

\Vheel &_ Traction Co., with a factory in

New Brunswick, N. 1.; in 1899 the principals

in this company interested William M;

Ivins, a director and member of the execu

tive committee of the Rubber Goods Mfg.

Co., and the Munger Vehicle Tire Co. re

sulted. The National company had expend

ed $16,000 in launching the Munger tire, and

when the new Munger company was formed

with a capitalization of $600,000 common

and $100,000 preferred stock, the National

was given $16,000 of the preferred, all the

rest going to the Rubber Goods company

with the exception of qualifying shares to

the directors

Of the remaining $84,000 preferred, the

Rubber Goods was to pay in money as it

was required for the operation of the busi

ness, and up to August, 1901, had paid in

$50,875.75, when it decided it had been

“angel” for long enough and quit. Shortly

thereafter bankruptcy proceedings were in

stituted, and the report of the master in

bankruptcy showed that there were claims

of $19,286, with an added court and legal fee

- - - MAMA mautmr a total indebted

tially amounted to the money it already had

paid for preferred stock up to the time of

the failure of the company. The adjudica

tion in bankruptcy occurred January 3, 1905,

but since that time the Munger company

has remained a corporate body for the pur

pose of clearing up the tag ends of the

business. Just why the matter was permit

ted to drag along until now is not stated,

but it is certain that the Munger trustee has

determined to win or lose the $33,000.

Ater the complaint was filed the Rubber

Goods demurred, the Munger company

amended its complaint and various motions

have brought the time for answering the

amended complaint down to the present

week, when several technical details are to

be disposed of. One of these is that the

causes of action be stated separately; mean

time the case is moving toward trial.

Lozier and Baltimore Dealer Embroiled.

Albert J. Fleischman, former Lozier deal

er in Baltimore, Md., through his assignec.

Abe Rosenfeld, instituted a suit in the Su

preme Court for New York county this

week against the Lozier Motor Co., of De

troit, Mich., asking $5,128.32 as damages

sustained by reason of acts of the manufac

turing company while he represented it.

His claims are: $1,100, commission on a

car sold by the Lozier company in his ter

ritory to one of his prospects; $1,000. de

posited at signing of contract and to be de

ducted from the price of the last of an

order of ten cars, he not being able to sell

the ten because the company discontinued

the models he was selling; $1,028.32, price

of parts returned to the factory; $1.000,

company's share of loss on used cars taken

in trade, according to agreement; $1.000,

amount paid for agency and not returned to

him.

Chanslor & Lyons Merge Their Interests.

The Chanslor 8: Lyon Motor Supply Co.,

one of the most extensive jobbing concerns

on the Pacific Coast. has merged its various

interests into what hereafter will be knoWn

as the Chanslor & Lyon Co. The change is

in name only and does not in any way affect

the personnel of the company, whose head

quarters, as heretofore, will remain in Los

Angeles. The established branches will be

continued in San Francisco, Fresno, Port

FINANCIAL EMBARRASSMENT

FOLLOWS PATENT VICTORY

Bank Petitions Searchlight Gas Into

Receiver’s Hands—Patent Decision

May End Prest-O-Lite’s Rela

tions With Licensor.

Ill fortune closely followed good fortune

into the Searchlight Gas Co. After emerg

ing successfully from the litigation which

resulted in a “death sentence" for the

Prest-O-Lite patents, the Searchlight com

pany last week was thrown into the hands

of a receiver on the petition of the Con

tinental and Commercial National Bank, of

Chicago, whose claims on notes aggregate

$50,000

The petition was filed in the Federal court

in Cleveland, the Searchlight’s main plant

being in Warren, 0., although its headquar‘

ters are in Chicago, and also are included

in the receivership. Horace B. Pearson, of

Chicago, general manager of the companY»

was named as receiver, with authority to

continue the business. His bond was placed

at $10,000. The company, which had out

grown its resources, assented to the receiv

ership.

According to the complaint in the case.

the Searchlight liabilities amount to $200,000

and its assets to $400,000, which, becaust

of their nature, are not easily convertible

into cash.

The Searchlight Gas Co. of Delaware, a

holding company, with authorized capital of

$500,000, is not affected by the proceedings

The Searchlight company set out to be'

come an active competitor of the Prest-O~

Lite interests, but on several occasions. it

is stated, the Searchlight property “’35 °i'

fered to its big rival, which, however, P‘f'

ferred litigation to purchase.

Incidentally, the overturning 0f the

Claude and Hess patent in the Presto‘

Lite-Searchlight suit may cause an illw‘

matic dissolution of relations between ‘1"

Prest~O~Lite Co. and the Comme'l'f‘al

Acetylene Co., since the latter owned 1‘"

patent and the former had obtained rights

of manufacture. The Acetylene companl'

itself, has factories in Harrison, N- .1" A"

lanta, Ga., and one in Canada and i5
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UNCLE SAM EXTlNGUlSllES

F0llR liEVEROUT PATENTS

Federal Court Declares Invalid All of

Much Exploited Bracket Rights—

Uses Vigorous Language in

Sweeping Decision.

In the opinion of Judge Cross, of the

United States District Court for the District

of New Jersey, if the Neverout lamp bracket

discloses invention, “it is of a low order,"

so low that he has declared the patent on it

invalid.

It is one of the four patents which the

Rose Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia, has brought

to bear against a number of manufacturers

and jobbers, and while he was in the mood

Judge Cross made a thorough job of it. He

bowled out and declared invalid not only

the lamp bracket patent, No. 883,973, and

the license bracket patent, No. 902,220, but

the two design patents covering license

plate supports, Nos. 4l,388 and 41,389.

He rendered the sweeping decision in the

suit brought by the Rose Mfg. Co. against

the E. A. Whitehousc Mfg. Co. and the

La Compte Mfg. Co. of Trenton, N. J..

which had been pending for nearly two

years.

When the suit was filed, the defendants.

who were sued jointly, entered a demurrer

which not only attacked the validity of the

patents but claimed that such jointure con'

stituted multifariousness. The demurrer,

however, was over-ruled by Judge Rellstab,

who admitted that the Rose patents left his

mind in “a state of dubiety" and he, there

fore, ordered the case to trial.

Judge Cross, who just has decided it, em

ploys vigorous language in declaring all of

the patents involved without merit, and. so

far as concerns the Neverout lamp bracket,

declared that the idea embodied is of the

"simplest character and of questionable

palentability," and when considered in re

lation to the prior art, “it becomes manifest

that the attempt further to dilute this sim

ple idea and then protect it by means of a

patent should not be fostered." He holds

that E. M. Rosenbluth, the patentee, “mere

ly took what was old and commonplace and

allplied it to a new use," his lamp bracket

being akin to similar devices which have

been employed for household lamps and for

Sill’nboards and other things. In declaring

invalid also the license tag' bracket, covered

by patdnt No. 962,220, granted to W. D

Hughes, the court stated that Rosenbluth's

patent of itself was sufficient to defeat it.

The two design patents involved were

held to be neither new, original nor orna

mental. Judge Cross said that such a

patent “must exhibit something which ap

peals to the esthetic faculty of the ob

server," and added that a valid design pat

ent does not necessarily result from llte

mere filing a certified photograph of a man

ufactured article. Every feature of the

Neverout design, he stated, “is mechanical

and functional and not ornamental," adding

that “even ordinary rivet heads are made to

appear as beautiful circles in this scheme of

ornamentation."

Klaxon Joins Issue With Sparton.

,The Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co. of New

ark, N. J., has accorded a quick and warm

"welcome" to the very newest motor driven

horn, the Sparton, made by the Sparks

Withington Co. of Jackson, Mich., which

they claim externally and internally closely

resembles the Klaxct. The “welcome” took

the form of the institution of suits for in

fringement against three New York deal

ers whose cars were equipped with the

Sparton signal—i. e., the Jackson Eastern

Distributors, the Haynes Automobile C0.

and the Garland Automobile Co., the latter

of which handles the Velie car.

The actions were instituted in the United

States District Court for the Southern Dis

trict of New York and allege infringement

of the Klaxon patents No. 923,048, 923,049

and 923,122. The Lovell-McConnell people

explain that they did not proceed directly

against the Sparks-Withington Co. because

of their inability to purchase any of the

Sparton horns which were exhibited by

their makers at the New York show.

“35%” Sues Maker of Aplco System.

The 35% Automobile Supply Co., of New

York City, filed a suit Friday last, 17th inst.

in the Supreme Court for New York county

against Vincent J. Apple, trading as the

Apple Electric Co., of Dayton, 0., demand

ing judgment for $2,832.15 on an advertis

ing contract; it alleges that Apple agreed

to supply the "35%" with Aplco lighting

systems to the value of $3,600 in the course

of a year, in exchange for which the sys

tem was to be advertised in the more or

less notorious monthly circular issued by

the “35%,” which caused several similar

suits. It is alleged that Apple furnished

goods to the amount of $767.85 and then

broke the contract. f

Sue Over Velvet Shock Absorber Deal.

John \V. Blackledge, who is the principal

part of the John \V. Blackledge Mfg. Co.,

of Chicago, manufacturer of Velvet shock

absorbers, has instituted suit in the Supreme

Court for New York county against Geo.

Sumner, Inc. who a short time ago under

took to act as metropolitan agent for rhe

Blackledge product; failure to fulfil the

terms of the contract is the basis for the

suit; damages of about $1,000 are sought.

RECElVliRSlllP T0 UNRAVEL

FlRESTONE-COLllhlBllS KNOTS

Old Buggy Company Embarrassed by

Its Gasolene Cars—Friendly Cred

itor Averts Drastic Action to

Assist Reorganization.

In order to forestall threatening and more

drastic action on the part of less friendly

creditors, Valentine 8: Co., the New York

varnish makers, on Saturday last, 18th inst.,

applied for and secured the appointment of

a receiver for the Columbus Buggy Co., of

Columbus, 0. The court named Daniel Mc

Larin, of Cincinnati, to fill that oflice and

fixed his bond at $100,000. He is a brother

in-law of Charles E. Firestone, secretary

of the Columbus Buggy Co., and took

charge immediately. The other officers of

the company are C. D. Firestone, president,

and O. H. Perry, treasurer.

The assets of the Columbus Buggy Co.,

which is capitalized at $2,000,000, are esti—

mated to be $1,000,000; its liabilities slight'

ly exceed $600,000.

In addition to horse—drawn vehicles,

which it has manufactured for more than a

quarter of a century, the company has been

manufacturing the Firestone-Columbus gns~

olene car and the Columbus electric. It is

stated that, while the production of horse

vehicles and electrics has been profitable,

the earnings have been more than eaten up

by the manufacture of gas cars, which it is

intimated may be discontinued when the re

organization, which it is expected will fol

low the receivership, is brought about. It

also is stated that the reorganization will be

thorough and may result in a general

change of management.

According to the petition of Valentine &

Co., whose claim amounted to $3,436.61, the

Columbus company is doing a large busi

ness and has on its books orders to the

value of $1,250,000, but its credit is so scri

ously impaired that a receivership was nec

essary to save the situation from more d'as

tic action on the part of creditors who not

only requed to extend further credit, but

threatened to institute suits to enforce their

claims. In all there are more than 280 cred

itors.

With a receivership in force, and with the

business continuing without interruption,

it is believed that all of the stock on hand

will be converted into sufficient money to

pay all obligations.

The company was organized in the late

70's and grew into one of the largest pro

ducers of buggies in the world, several other

manufacturers have been merged with it,

among them the Peters Dash Co. About a

generation ago it became financially in
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volved and passed into the hands of a re

ceiver, from which, however, it emerged

successfully. At that time the Peters inter

ests were deeded to C. D. Firestone, then

one of the principal owners, and at present

the principal owner of the concern, for the

purpose of effecting a compromise with the

creditors. Recently the common pleas

courts, upon the application of the Peters

heirs, declared that this deed was one in

trust and not in fee simple. The effect of

this decision, if sustained in the higher

courts, will be, it is said, to compel an ac

counting to the Peters heirs for profits

which have been earned since the compro

mise was effected.

Flames Wipe Out Buick Foundry.

An explosion in the aluminum foundry of

the Buick Motor Co. in Flint, Mich., on Fri

day last, 17th inst, completely destroyed

that structure and the machinery which it

contained. The loss is estimated at $40,000.

The foundry was the only frame building in

the entire plant and 'proved an easy prey

to the fire which followed the explosion.

Mohawk Acquires Stein Double Cushion.

The Mohawk Rubber Co. of Akron, 0.,

which recently was incorporated with an

authorized capital of $350,000, has taken

over the plant of the Stein Double Cushion

Tire & Rubber Co. in that city. It is stated

that it will considerably enlarge the prop

r—-———November————w

ENGLAND TAKES FEWER CARS

BUT EXPORTS KEEP GAlNlNG

Shipments During November 32 Per

Cent. Better Than in Same Pre

ceding Month—Britain’s De

crease 59 Per Cent.

The fact that shipments of American cars

to Great Britain have decreased $524 559

during the last four months seems to have

little effect upon the exports as a whole,

for while the purchases of the United King

dom for November last were 59 per cent.

less than in the corresponding month of the

previous year the total exportations to the

twelve geographic divisions into which Fed

eral statisticians separate foreign lands was

24 per cent. greater in number and 32 per

cent. in valuation than in November of 1911.

The shipments in November, 1911, were 1,

364 cars, valued at $1,382,804, and in No~

vember, 1912, 1,689 cars, valued at $1,807,066,

gains of 325 in number and $510,279 in val

uation. The United Kingdom's compara

tive imports for Novembers of 1911 and

1912, respectively, were 397 cars at $334,

151 and 164 cars at $139,222.

Of the twelve divisions all but three reg

istered gains, and of these the heaviest

gainer in numbers and value was Canada,

with 215 more cars and an increase of $183,

588 in valuation. In per centage of gain in

r———-Eleven Months Ending November—fl

1911

valuation the ranking of the divisions was:

Italy 566, Other Europe 423, France 395,

Germany 389, Other Countries 130, Asia and

Other Oceania 114, South America 112, Can

ada 50, and West Indies and Bermuda 48.

The losses were United Kingdom, $194,929,

or 58 per cent.; Mexico, $29,815, or 37 per

cent., and British Oceania, $3,513, or 1 per

cent.

The average value of cars shipped from

the United States in the two Novembcrs

was: All foreign countries, 1911, $1,014;

1912, $1,069; United Kingdom, 1911, $842;

1912, $848; American possessions, 1911,

$1,566; 1912, $1,804. In the first 11 months

of 1911 the average value of the cars shipped

to foreign countries was $1,248, and in that

period of 1912, $997, a decrease of $251, or

20 per cent. Parts exports aso gained by

$86,017, or 41 per cent.

Of the non~contiguous American posses

sions Hawaii recorded the greatest gain in

number, augmenting its purchases by 13

cars, or 30 per cent., but the Philippines as

sumed leadership in monetary gain, taking

cars of an increased valuation of $20,034, or

109 per cent. Porto Rico fell behind by 45

cars, or 66 per cent., and $63,019, or 70 per

cent., thus causing the possessions as a

whole to lose by 30 cars and $21,785, re

spective percentages of 22 and 10. Since

Alaska in November, 1911, took no cars and

in that month of 1912 bought one, valued at

$500, its gain per cent. is not expressible in

figures. The statistics in detail follow:

 

 

19“ 912 1910 1912
Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. \ alucs. Quantities. Values.

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 $12,684 83 $62,727 228 $674,426 385 $425,714 668 $501040

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 6.584 46 32,197 105 303,468 106 118,710 433 348,392}

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 2,445 13 16,279 107 348,428 171 194,784 267 240,710

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 397 334,151 164 139,222 1,399 2,390,684 3,173 2,741,524 4,371 3.302.918

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 15,264 99 80,086 447 701,550 705 650,642 1,439 1,178,847

Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256 366,774 471 550,362 3,331 3,499,703 4,556 5,137,685 6,864 8,255,134

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52 81,309 35 51,494 325 594,899 262 432,316 233 372,086

West Indies and Bermuda . . . . .. 27 32,440 43 48,114 203 309,165 263 303,434 316 331,230

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 143 163,824 273 346,995 359 409,266 909 1,131,182 1,859 2,1649%

British Oceania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 312 269,333 263 265,820 650 505,776 2,041 1,871,716 3,112 2,852,001

Asia and other Oceania ...... .. 97 72,016 148 154,035 281 329,562 742 719,083 1,469 1,454,358

Other Countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26 25,980 51 59,735 251 272,978 247 264,141 671 630,463

_________,

Total cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,364 $1,382,804 1,689 $1,807,066 7,686 $10,339,905 13,560 $13,990,931 21,707 $21,643,177

Parts (not including engines I

and tires) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 214,638 300,655 1,804,436 .... .. 2,951,188 .... .. 4236.76J

| 1 still" all;

Total cars and parts . . . . . . . . . 1,364 $1,597,442 1,689 $2,107,721 7,686 $12,144,341 13560 $169411” 21.707 $25,879,91L

To American Possessions—

Hawaii-—

Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 87,960 57 101,609 355 692,176 324 635.038 561 894,030

) r s exce t on rincs and
I if“ ( p i“ . . . . . . . . . .. 3,299 ..... 10,722 .. . .. 53,936 _ _ _ _ __ 7g Q7, m
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Toronto, Ont.—~McKinnon Motor Vehi

cles, Ltd., under Ontario laws; authorized

capital, $100,000; to manufacture and deal

in motor cars.

Muskogee, Okla.—Kittto Garage, under

Oklahoma laws; authorized capital, $1,000;

to operate a garage. Corporators—A. L.

Kitto, Harry Kitto, S. V. Kitto.

Springfield, Ill—Reliance Supply Co.,

under Illinois laws; authorized capital, $2,

500; to deal in motor car supplies. Cor

porators——C. M. Sutton and others.

Louisville. K_v.—Specdway Tire Co.,

under Kentucky laws; authorized capital,

250.000; to manufacture motor car tires.

Corporators—I-l. L. Lewman and others.

Akron, Ohio—Mohawk Rubber Co., under

Ohio laws; authorized capital. $350,000; to

manufacture rubber goods. Corporators—

R. M. Pillmore, J. K. Williams, S. S. Miller.

Columbus, Ohio—Park Motors Co., under

Ohio laws; authorized capital, $30,000; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—Scott Van

Etten. Charles Parkison, Amelia Van Et

ten.

Indianapolis, Ind—Ray Harroun Co.,

under Indiana laws; authorized capital, $50,

000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

Ray W. Harroun, L. R. Townsley, U- G

Baker.

Cleveland. Ohio—Alco Motor Supply Co.

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to deal in motor car supplies. Cor

porators—M. Kluger, C. K. Halle, Frank

Butler.

Akron, Ohio—S. & M. Tire 8: Rubber Co..

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $20.

000: to deal in motor car tires. Corporators

~Alois Michler, Erwin S. Kintz, Charles

M. Smith.

Jersey City, N. J.—-National Welding C0-.

under New Jersey laws; authorized capital,

$35,000; to manufacture motor car parts.

Corporators-E. P. Hoyt, S. H. Culver, J.

\v. Phillips.

Quincy, Ill.--Machinery & Motor Co.,

under Illinois laws; authorized capital, $25,

000; to operate an automobile repair shop.

Corporators—F. H. \Vilms, B. Kinsey, H

Y. C. Tingley.

Jamestown, N. Y.-_Peterman Garage C0~,

under New York laws; authorized capi'al,

$5,000; to operate a garage. Corporators—

()tto G. Peterman, August Peterman, Myr

tle S. Pcterman.

Albany, Y.—Kupke Auto Renting Co.,

inc, under New York laws; authorized

capital, $1,000; to operate a motor service.

Corporators—Eugenie C. Kupke, Robert

Male, Willard McCune.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Automobile Clearing

House Co., under Ohio laws; authorized

capital. $2,500; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—Thomas .'\. Reilly, Edwin P. Ber

nardi, Samuel D. Bromley.

Cincinntai. Ohio—~Modcl Garage Co.,

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to operate a garage. Corporators—

Edward Hine, Martin Fette, Carl Reichel

man, Clara Heine, Della Cottrell.

Detroit, Mich—Detroit Flash Curtain

Co., under Michigan laws; authorized capi

tal, $25,000; to manufacture motor car cur

tains. Corporators—Fred J. Scliafier, Wm

H. Goodfellow, Harry M. Vaughn.

Indiana Harbor, lnd.-—Harbor Garage &

Machine Co., under Indiana laws; author

ized capital, $7,500; to operate a garage and

repair shop. Corporators—Gustave Jern

berg, August Jernberg, Charles Saluski.

Buffalo, N. Y.—-F. A. M. Auto Supply Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$20,000; to deal in motor car supplies. Cor

porators—Frank A. Marburg. John B.

Green, Richard H. Templeton. all of Buf

falo.

Brooklyn, N. Y.——Hoyt Garage, Inc.,

under New York laws: authorized capital,

$1,000; to operate a garage. Corporators—

Louis C. Brooks, 354 Baltic street; \Nalter

J. Kelly, 2063 East 14th street; Charles

Blaken, 290 2nd street.

Utica, N. Y.-—F. P. Miller Motors Corp.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$5,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—chry R. Beebe, 15 Avery Place; \Vil

liam T. Cantwell; 306 Bleeker street; Fran

cis P. Miller, 333 Bleeker street.

New York, N.Y.—Co-Operative Used Car

Co., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $3,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—Joseph B. Bauer, 2031 Seventh

avenue; Louis Ezechiel, 430 Columbus ave

nue; John Curtis, 600 West 139th street.

New York, N. Y.-—Auto Buyers' Co. of

America, Inc., under New York laws; au

thorized capital, $1,000; to deal in motor

cars. Corporators—Julius Lichtenstein, 790

Riverside Drive; John P. McClellan, 646

Lenox avenue; Arthur A. Hill, Larchmont.
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New York, N. Y.—Gas Saver Sales Co.,

under New York laWs; authorized capital,

$25,000; to manufacture motor car devices.

Corporators—H. Clarence Fisher, Broad

way & 86th street; John H. Miller, 61 West

108th street; Eugene Cable, 56 West 23rd

street.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—-l’ratt~Hendricks Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$1,000: to deal in motor cars. Corporators

——\'\'illiam H. Pratt, 343 Willoughby ave

nue; William J. Hendricks, Jr., 223 East

ern Parkway; George L. Robinson, 76 Wil

liam street.

New York, N. Y.—~l\lillcr Tire Sales Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$5,000; to deal in motor car tires. Corp0~

raters—Harry C Miller, 008 Warhurton

avenue, Yonkers; Harrison C. Mills, 193

Woodworth avenue, Yonkers; Warren A.

Schenck, 473 \Vest 158111 street, New York

City.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Mason City, Ia.—-Rus>ell's Garage, stock

destroyed. Loss not given.

I’cn Arglye, Pa.—;\rbogast 8: Bastian Co.,

garage damaged. Loss, $25,000.

Flint, Mich—Buick Motor Co., aluminum

foundry destroyed. Loss, $40,000.

Omaha, Neb.--Prcst-O-Litc Co., 11th and

Seward streets, plant damaged. Loss, $6,000.

New York, N. Y.~—Auto Holding Co., :02

8 West 47th street, building damaged. l.-\:s,

$3,000.

lixetcr, Cal.—Beniamin Smith, garage

and machine shop damaged. not

given.

Lincoln, Nob—P. C. Smalley, 12th and P

streets, garage and 15 cars damaged.

not given.

Woonsocket, R. l.—Josepli N. Bonier,

automobile and wagon paint shop damaged.

Loss, $1,000.

Toledo, O.—Willys-Overland Co., one

story, frame shipping room, six freight cars

and 18 automobiles damaged.

Van \Nert. O.—Charles M. Smith, garage

and 12 cars damaged by fire following gaso

lcne explosion. Loss not given.

Cincinnati, O.-—-Fisher Automobile (Q

and Cruse Auto Co., 808 Race street, build.

mg and contents damaged. Loss, $12 ()0!)

Loss

Loss
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METROPOLITAN DEALERS lN

ANTI-THEFT ASSOCIATION

Seek to Prevent Fraudulent Securing

of Cars and Accessories—Two Ar

rests—Loss $75,000 in Four

Months’ Time.

Although it was organized four months

ago, the Automobile and Accessories Deal

ers‘ Protective Association of New York

City has kept its existence a secret until

now, that it might better accomplish the

task for which it was formed, its object be

ing to break up a system of obtaining goods

under pretenses so questionable as almost

to constitute outright theft; the dealers re

port they have suffered a combined loss of

$75,000 within the last six or eight months,

of which $25,000 represents the valuation of

cars. More than $200,000 is said to have

been mulcted from tradesmen and individ

ual owners together.

As the result of the association's efiorts

there have been arrested Louis Kaplan,

known as the proprietor of the East Side

Trucking Co., of 336 East 27th street, and

Abraham Vogel, whose real name is said to

be Bogus, who represented himself as the

owner of the Willoughby Street Garage in

Brooklyn. The alleged swindlers are said to

have followed the scheme of approaching

a car dealer to whom they would show a

garage filled with cars, many of them the

property of confederates; the prospective

buyer would then offer to purchase a car,

saying that only a part cash payment could

be made. The balance, the buyer would

say, could not be paid until a week or two

later and would be represented by notes.

The sight of the busy looking garage gen

erally served to allay suspicion. Then, after

the car was delivered it would be sold for

about half its value and the dealer's only

remedy appeared to be a civil suit on the

notes.

Tire dealers, for instance, were shown

the car-filled garages and readily furnished

supplies, as did accessory men. All the

goods were sold at reduced prices. Each

transaction, of itself, was so technically le

gal that it was necessary for the associa

- . AAAA.- t-n..An1nnf intent hv linking a

han, Empire Tire Co., and Claude Pinney,

Advance Rubber Co. Moos, Prince & Na

than are the association's counsel and are

directing the legal end of the work. Detcc~

tive Sergeant Talt has been detailed by

Deputy Commissioner of Police Dougherty

to assist.

Some of the losses sustained are: Kissel

company. $5,000; Goodyear Tire 8r. Rubber

Co., $1,000; Century Tire Co., $800; Stein

Laplock Tire Co., $700; Empire Tire Co.,

$000; Central Tire 8: Supply Co., $500;

Akron Tire Co., $400; Brooklyn Tire &

Auto Supply Co., $800; Abbott-Detroit Mo

tor Co., $900. Indictments by the grand jury

are expected, as are additional arrests.

New York Offices for “US-Maxwell."

For their New York ofiices, the reor

ganizers of the United States Motor Co.,

which is to be renamed the Maxwell Motor

Co., have leased extensive quarters in the

United States Rubber Building at 57th

street and Broadway. The main office, as

already is known, will be located in Detroit.

The building on West 62nd street, New

York, previously occupied by the United

States Motor Co., and in which it holds an

equity of $100,000, shortly will be offered

for sale. It has been appraised at about

$600,000.

Oil Company Gets Judgment but no Money.

When the Borne-Scryrnser Co., of New

York City, sought to collect a bill for about

$100 from the Progress Auto Storage &

Supply Co., of 209 West 96th street, the

same city, it received the information that

the business had been 'turned over to the

Progress Garage and the latter declined to

pay any of the old company’s bills. The

oil company thereupon sued, and this week

filed judgment in the New York county

clerk’s office for $106.31 against the Prog

ress Auto & Storage Co.

More Money for Gurney Ball Bearings.

The Gurney Ball Bearing Co. of James

town, N. Y., has increased its capital stock

from $120,000 to $200,000. Although com

paratively little known to the trade at large,

the Gurney company, of which S. Winsor

Baker is general manager, has developed

special machinery which has permitted the

production of ball bearings of an impres

FOSTER M. A. M. PRESIDENT;

NEW MEN lN DIRECTORATE

Ohioan Elected to Lead Accessory

Manufacturers' Association—Three

Veterans Retire—Strong Box

Now Contains $100,000.

1. H. Foster, of the Hydraulic Pressed

Steel Co. of Cleveland, 0., was elevated to

the presidency of the Motor 8: Accessory

Manufacturers, Inc., at the annual meeting

of the directors in New York on Thursday

last, 16th inst. Foster, who previously was

first vice~president of the organization, suc

ceeded Harry T. Dunn, who retired after

two years of useful service.

To fill the first vice~presidency, the di

rectors chose one of the newest members

of their circle, F. Hallett Lovell, Jr., of the

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. C.of Newark, NJ

The other otiicers elected are: C. E. Whit

ney, of the \Vhitney Mfg. Co., Hartford.

Conn., second vice-president; F. C. Bill

ings, Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, third

vice-president; L. M. Wainwirght, Diamond

Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, treasurer;

Alfred P. Sloan, Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.,

Detroit, secretary and assistant treasurer.

Previously, \Nhitney was third vice-presi

dent and Wainwright secretary and assist

ant treasurer. The third vice-presidei-cy

had been filled by Claire L. Barnes and the

treasurership by H. \N. Chapin of the

Brown-Lipe Gear Co.

At the general meeting of the M. A. M'

the day before, when the reports of the re

tiring officers also were presented, time

directors for the threc»ycar term were cho

sen, as follows: C.E.Thompson, of the like

tric \Velding Products Co; Alfred P. Slum

F. Hallett Lovell, vJr., and C. E. Whitney

They succeed D. 1. Post, of the Veeder Mfg

Co.; H. H. Chapin, Brown-Lipe Gear CO!»

C. T. Byrne, of Byrne, Kingston & Couand

c. E. Whitney, of the Whitney Mfg- CO

The directors who hold over are M85“;

Foster, Duns, Billings and Wainwright and

E. Raymond, E. S. Fretz, W. H. Crosby

and T. J. \Vetzel. _

During the year the membership "l:

creased from 151 to 263, and its surplu’

from $80,000 to $100,000 in round figurei‘
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S. H. Arnold is about to build a garage

in San Diego, CaL, at 645 30th street; the

cost will be $5,000.

1

The Dillon-Goodwin Co. has opened up in

San Francisco, at 345 Van Ness avenue;

Moon cars' will be handled.

Walter Hillier has opened a garage in

Davenport, 1a., at Broadway and 6th street;

he will feature repairing and vulcanizing.

Seymour Barr, of the Scott County (1a.)

Mercantile Co., has become a dealer; he

has the Paige-Detroit agency for Scott

county in Iowa and Rock Island and Mercer

counties in Illinois. Headquarters are in

Davenport, Ia.

Dwight I. Holmes and Arthur A. Lee

have opened salesrooms in Los Angeles at

1231 South Flower street, where they will

market Lancia cars and Speedwell trucks.

Lee formerly was connected with the Mer~

cer and Simplex agency.

The Holsman Sales Co., which recently

was organized in Des Moines, Ia., has taken

temporary quarters at 919 Locust street;

the company has the Iowa agency for King

cars; the president of the company is J.

A. Holsman. formerly connected with the

United Motor Des Moines Co.

Charles S. Marshall, for several years

connected with the Minneapolis, Minn.,

branch of the United States Tire Co., has

branched out for himself; he has estab

lished the Marshall-Racine Rubber Co., at

911 First avenue, south. and will handle the

Northwestern distribution of Kelly-Racine

tires.

H. C. McVey, former distributer of Little

and Chevrolet cars in Indianapolis, having

been assigned duties at the Chevrolet fac

tory in Detroit, has been succeeded by the

Salyers-Small Co. The latter comprises

A. W. Salyers, former Buick commercial

car representative in Indianapolis, and “HI

liam Small. former Buick dealer in Marion,

in the same State.

The Baltimore branch of the Franklin

Automobile Co.. of Syracuse, N. Y., has

been taken over by W. F. Kneip, who will

conduct it on a dealership basis; for siX

months Kneip has been associated with

E. F. Williams in the Franklin Motor Car

Co., of Kansas City. Mo. Prior to entering

the retail trade Kneip was commercial car

engineer at the factory.

A. R. \Varner, 1. Gross Beaver and I. D.

Hawbecker have formed a co-partnership

in Wayncsboro, Pa., and will operate on

South Patomac avenue under the style

l’atomac Garage; the firm expects to open

up April 1. Warner is a contractor, while

the other two are connected with the elec

trical department of the Landis Tool Co.

Beaver will be general manager of the new

business.

To handle the agency business of the

Spokane (Wash) Taxicab Co., the Spokane

Taxicab Sales Co. has been incorporated

with a capitaliation of $10,000; the oflicers

are: President, W'alter J. Nichols; vice

prcsident, F. H. McCollough; secretary

trcasurer, Lester P. Edge; general man

ager, G. E. Riegel. These and B. C. Rib

lct were the incorporators. Detroiter cars

are handled.

E. Ross Davis, manager of the Davis

Ath Co., of Little Rock, Ark., is forming

an owners’ corporation to be known as the

United Motor Car Co. It will sell and re

pair cars; owners only will be stockhold—

ers, and it is designed that in this way the

bills of those who possess cars will be

lowered. Six per cent. interest with a di

vision of two-thirds of the net profits anual

ly is planned.

The Motor Vehicle Sales Co., a recent

entry into the trade in Kalamazoo, Mich,

is about to open salesrooms at 135-7 Far

mers avenue. The concern comprises C. C.

Dougherty, of Three Rivers, president; H.

A. ‘Northington, oi Kalamazoo, secretary

and treasurer, and B. O. McElroy, also of

Kalamazoo, sales manager. The company

has purchased the Buick agency of David

Reid and has as territory Kalamazoo and

three other Southwestern Michigan coun

ties.

Gus H. Grieger, formerly a member of the

Indiana General Assembly from Laporte

and Porter counties, is about to enter the

automobile trade, his term as a legislator

having expired. He has associated with E.

H. Steinhart of the Cadillac Auto Co. of

Indiana, located in Indianapolis, and the

Cadillac Auto Co. of South Bend, a sub

sidiary concern. The new company‘s capi

talization is $10,000. Griegcr formerly re

sided in Hanna but will remove to South

Bend.

The retail sales and service business of

the Western Motor Car Co., of 10th and

Hope streets, Los Angeles, has been turned

over to a new concern, the Chalmers-Lbs

Angeles Co. The latter occupies the prem

ises 0n Olive street which were occupied

by the Western company until recently;

the Western company will handle wholesale

trade exclusively. A. C. Lusby, for several

years with the Western company, will man—

age the retail business; I. D. Fenton has

charge of the service.

W. L. Tedtord, principal owner of the

Tediord Auto Co., of Little Rock, Ark,

has given up all but the new car sales part

of the business; he handles the Overland.

The repair division of the company has

been Sold to F. L. Butler, the former fore

man, who has styled it the Butler Repair

Co. Accessories were taken over by _I. B.

Pearson, treasurer of the Tedford com

pany, and will be styled Motor Car Supply

Co. All three companies will remain at the

present location on 9th street and Tedford

will store his cars in the garage.

The entry of the Flanders Motor Co. into

the reorganized United States Motor Co.

will result in the amalgamation of the

Landman-Griflith Motor Co., distributers

of Flanders products in and about Toledo,

0., and the W. H. McIntyre Co., which

handles the United States company’s cars

in the same territory; members of the new

company will be Charles P. Landman, W.

E. Grifiith and W. H. McIntyre, and the

new incorporation will be styled the Land

man-Grit‘fith-Mclntyre Co. The new :on—

cern will locate at Madison avenue and

14th street.

The Pan-American Motors Co., of San

Francisco, has taken over the newly formed

Inter-State Motors Co. and will remove

to the latter’s place of business on Golden

Gate avenue, near Jones street; the line

now consists of Dayton and Piggins truck,

and Inter-State and Great Western cars.

the three latter having been handled by the

Inter-State Motors Co., and furnishing a

reason for the combine, since the Pan

American Wished to add pleasure cars to

It; 1;ng3 tlee :aniiArLerécan there is lit.

dont' cama'inF: Cy‘ fl. remains Presl

general manager andoivwrwrefldem and

manager. A. Mcllaughlin . ' Bane“ sales

. of the Inter~State,

has joined the sales department of the I

business. ‘ cw
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WALPDLE TIRE PREFERRED

STOCK ‘DFFERED TO PUBLIC

Revenue To Be Used‘to Increase Vol

ume of Tire Business—Business

Triples in Five Years—State

ment of Condition.

 

With additions to its plant in Walpole,

Mass, under way which will permit of an

output of 1,900 tires per day, the Walpole

Tire & Rubber Co., which recently trans

ferred its charter from Maine to Massachu—

setts, is offering for public subscription its

new issue of 7 per cent. cumulative pre

ferred stock; its authorized capital is $4,

500,000; of which $3,000,000 is represented

by preferred shares and $1,500,000 by com

mon. All save $1,000,000 of the preferred is

outstanding.

The present sale of preferred stock is de

signed to provide for the needs of the tire

department, which was instituted about a

year ago. Previous thereto the company

had been producing a variety of other rub

ber goods. It claims to be the largest pro

ducer in the world of rubber heels and in

sulating tape. '

According to its prospectus, a conserva

tive valuation of the company’s property in

\Valpole, Mass, and Granby, Quebec, ex

ceeds $1,000,000. Its business has increased

annually, having grown from $496,901 in

1907 to $1,508,911 in 1911, the greatest in

crease, however, appearing last year, when

with the months of November and Decem

ber estimated, its gross business amounted

to $2,518,725. In that year its net profits

aggregated $325,000, on which were paid

preferred dividends amounting to $157,229,

leaving a surplus of $167,771. \Vith the last

two months estimated, the condition of the

Walpole company at the end of the year

was as follows: 0

Resources.

Real estate and buildings . . . . .. $545,466.66

Machinery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 587,945.57

Water power and equipment.. . 53,482.35

Merchandise inventory . . . . . . .. 959,431.10

Accounts receivable . . . . . . . . . . . 566,957.10

Notes receivable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22.922.18

Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122,815.22

Stock owned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 755,620.25

Laborator e ui ment an pat

ents .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750,000.00

There is no bonded or mortgage indebt

edness on the Walpole property, nor can

any such mortgage be placed without the

consent of 75 per cent. of preferred share

holders.

Dividends on the preferred stock have

been paid quarterly and for nearly three

years dividends, at the rate of 4 per cent.,

regularly have been distributed to the com

mon stockholders.

The new issue of preferred stock which

is being ofiered to the public is of $100 par

value and is redeemable at 120.

Minor Business Troubles.

The Hawley Motor Co., of Quakertown,

l’a., has been adjudicated a bankrupt; Oscar

0. Bean was named referee by the Federal

court in Philadelphia.

The filing of schedules in bankruptcy by

the llati-s-Odenbrett Automobile Co., of

Milwaukee, \\"is.. against which a petition

was filed three weeks ago, discloses the fact

that cash in hand amounts to but ten cents;

other items are: Taxes due, $552.90; hills

payable, $849.63, and debts due, $3,846.

Creditors have filed a petition in bank

ruptcy against 1. ]. Behan and 5. Frank

llehan, who have traded at 702 North King's

Highway, St. Louis, Mo, underthe style

Behan Automobile Equipment Co. They

are unincorporated. The six petitioners and

their claims, totaling $533.17, are: Diamond

Rubber Co., $193.06; 1. H. Sager Co., $144;

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., $24.12; United

Rim Co., $25.74; Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co., $46.25, and B. F. Goodrich Co., $100.

Claims Treasurer Was Loaned Money.

How much Clifford M. Bouggy borrowed

of the Speedwell Motor Truck & Service

Co., of 205-13 \iVest 36th street, New York

City, between January 11 and August 25,

1912, while he was acting as treasurer of

the company, is a matter in dispute in an

action which was filed last week against him

in the Supreme Court for New York county

by the Speedwell company. It claims he

borrowed $1,122.50 and paid back but

$256.21, leaving a balance of $866.29, which

amount is asked. He admits paying back

$256.21 and denies he owes any more, and

his only other admission of consequence is

that he refused to pay the additional sum

which is demanded.

PROMlNENT MEN lN TRADE

WllD ASSUME NEW DUTIES

Resignations and Promotions That

Serve To Place Many Workers In

New Places—Few Leave

the Industry.

Charles Drum has been appointed produc

tion manager for the Keeton Motor (10.01

Detroit, Mich. Previously he was connected

with the Packard Motor Car Co.

Max \Nollering has returned to the Stude

baker Corporation in the capacity of pro

duction manager of the Detroit plant. He

left the company about two years ago to

become superintendent of the Flanders Mfg.

Co. in Pontiac, Mich.

W. W. Austin, who for several years

served as factory manager of the Garlord

Co. in Elyria, 0., has resigned that position,

after an association of 15 years with the

various Garford interests. His plans for the

future have not yet been made.

Charles A. Trask has resigned as factory

manager of the Henderson Motor Car CO

of Indianapolis to join the Nordyke & Mars

mon staff. The vacancy caused by his "518'

nation has been filled by the appointment 01

J. M. Smith, former factory manager of the

Cole Motor Car Co.

John A. Nichols, Jr., has been appoifllffd

northeastern manager for the Franklin Au

tomobile Co. of Syracuse, N. Y. During the

past year, Nichols has been a Franklin

dealer in North Yakima, Wash, but PW

viously was connected with the Franklin

company itself, first in its advertising tie:

partment and later as superintendent 01

branches. Seattle will be his headquarters

C. \V. Stratford has been appointed chitl

engineer of the International Motor CO- 0‘

New York, maker of Saurer, Mack and

Hewitt trucks. He succeeds E. R. Hewtll.

who resigned about two months since.

R. K. Davis has been appOinted salefi

manager of the Penn Spring Co. of Bflld'

winsville, N. Y. He, however, will malt?

his headquarters in the Majestic Building "1

Detroit. Previously Davis was manager 0'

the United Motor Detroit Co.

J. L. Wellington, one of the former vice

hrflCEflfihQ'c {J 41‘“ qultnA Camus: Mnmr C0"
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STANDARD OIL AND OTHER PUBLICITY.

_ It is regrettable that none of the several trade associa

tions which convened in New York last week took any

action in respect to what has come to be known as the

gasolene situation. It is a subject which strikes at their

very Vitals, and action by any or all of these organizations

would strike a popular chord and convey to dealers and

Owners that the associations have an eye for more than

the interests of the manufacturers alone.

. However that may be. goading from many other direc

tions has caused the Standard Oil Co.’s press bureau to

undertake a defense of its action in advancing the price of

gas‘llefle 90 per cent. in the course of little more than a

twelvemonth. The defense was given great prominence in

the reading columns of practically all of the leading daily

newslmprtrs, but. despite the profound language and masses

“f figures which are brought to bear, the defense simply

resolves itself into the “supply and demand" evcuse which

18 repeated parrotlikc in Standard Oil circles whenever iii

quiry is made or the subject is broached.

No attempt is made to explain the discrimination which

l>re\'ailcd in different parts of the country. which amounted

iii some instances to as much as four cents per gallon: and.

as a matter of course, the Standard Oil employe who is

made to appear its spokesman dares not comment on the

great. glaring fact that, despite the much-mooted decrease

of Supply, Standard Oil profits on an abnormal capitaliza

tion continue to grow at an equally abnormal ratio. That

one fact will stand against any defense which Standard Oil

ever may undertake and will give the lie to any excuse

with which it may seek to fool the public. It makes clear

that Standard Oil. like nearly all other huge corporations.

is not inclined to play fair with the public and that its

every effort is bent toward the increase of its always enor

mous earnings.

The fact that the big corporation’s publicity bureau

now is employing the public prints in an efi'ort to throw

dust in the public eye suggests many things, but nothing

so strongly as the extent to which the means of obtaining

publicity have been developed and the ends which it may

be made to serve. which in turn suggests that the responsi

bilities of those who have to do with public prints have

been enormously increased.

The big corporation. the stock jobber, the get—rich-quick

men and every other type of promoter and speculator is

aware how easily publicity without cost is now obtainable

and much devilish ingenuity is being exercised in the effort

to obtain it and thereby favorably impress the public. In

deed, press-agentry has become such a fine art that the

publication which does not exercise keen discretion and

which is easily overpowered by the influence of its adver

tising department is likely to be made a tool of selfish inter

ests whose chief aim is plucking the public. instead of

remaining the advocate and defender of the public.

It is regrettable that the press agent. and the advertise

ment which is supposed to lie back of him. have been per

mitted to become so potent in the ofiiccs of so many sup

posedly powerful publications.

 
 

INCREASING DEPTH OF UPHOLSTERY.

Although the gradually deepening seat cushions which

form one of the very prominent features of nearly all of

the cars in the newer crop can be condoned. if not'lauded.

as a well-directed step to increase the comfort of passen

gers. it would seem that there is a logical limit to the in

crease in thickness and that the limit is not. as might be

supposed. the floorboards of the car. In other words. the

limit of thickness might be expressed in terms of dura

bility. At any rate. the length, or rather the depth to

which the thickening has been carried in some instances

suggests a problem in which luxury and ability to with

stand hard wear appear as factors of no little promi

nence.

Quite naturally. thick cushions can be expected to make

for easier riding and greater bodily comfort than can thin

cushions. provided. of course. that the thick ones are as

resilient as their dimensions suggest them to be. But. on

the other hand. a degree of resiliency presupposes a cor

responding degree of vertical movement. which. in turn.

results in an increase in wear which may be expected to

reduce the natural life of the upholstery to an extent de~

pending upon the quality of the materials and other influ

encing factors. such. for instance. as friction. both internal

and external.

Hence. the limit of thickness becomes apparent and

should be governed as much by durability as by luxurv if

the mental and financial as well as the physical comfort

of the owner is to be catered to.
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January 20-25, Philadelphia, Pa.—-Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association’s

exhibit in the garage of the Automobile

Club of Philadelphia.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 2126, Toledo, Ohio -- Annual

show in the Exposition building under the

auspices of the Toledo Automobile Shows

Co.

January 25-February 1, Montreal, Can.—

Show in the Drill Hall under the auspices

of R. M. JaFfray.

January ZS-February 1, Providence, R. I.

——Annual show of the Rhode Island Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association in the Provi

dence State Armory.

January Z7-February 1, \Vaterbury, Conn.

-—W'aterhury Automobile Dealers’ Associa

tion‘s second annual show in the Audito

rium.

January 27-February 1, Ottawa, Can.—

Anniial show of the Ottawa Valley Motor

Car Association in Howick Hall.

January 27-February 1, Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit Automobile Dealers' Association’s

Show in the State Armory.

January Z7-February 1, Philadelphia, Pa.

-—Philadelphia Automobile Trade Associa

tion's exhibit in the garage building of the

Automobile Club of Philadelphia. Com

mercial vehicles only.

January 27-February 1, Rochester, N. Y.

—Fifth annual show of the Rochester Au

tomobile Dealers' Association in Exposi

tion Park.

January 27-February 1, Rochester, N. Y.

—-Rochester'Automobile Dealers’ Associa

tion’s fifth annual show in Exposition Park.

January 27-February 1, Buffalo, N. Y.—

Bufialo Automobile Dealers’ Association's

eleventh annual show in the Broadway

Auditorium. Pleasure cars only.

Ianuarv 27-Febriiary 1, scranton, Pa.—

February 3-8, Washington, D. C.—Wash

ington Automobile Show Co.’s exhibit in

Convention Hall.

February 8-15, St. John, N. B.-—First an

nual show of the New Brunswick Automo

bile Association in the Drill Hall.

February 8-15, Youngstown, Ohio—An

nual show of the Youngstown Automobile

Show Co. in the Auditorium and Annex.

FiflJruary 8-15, Hartford, Conn—Sixth

annual show of the Hartford Automobile

Dealers' Association in the State Armory.

February 10-15, Minneapolis, Minn.--Min

neapoils Automobile Show Co.'s show in

the National Guard Armory.

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill—National

ASsociation of Automobile Manufacturers’

12th annual show in the Coliseum and lst

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.

February 12-15, Geneva, N. Y.—-Annual

show in the State Armory, under the aus

pices of the Ottawa Valley Motor Car As

sociation.

February 15-22. Albany, N. Y.—-Annual

show of'the Albany Automobile Dealers'

Association in the State Armory.

February 15—22, Newark, N. J.-—-New Jer

sey Exhibition Co.'s Sixth annual exhibit in

the First Regiment Armory.

February 16-23, Richmond, Va.—Rich

mond Automobile Dealers' Shows Co.'s ex

hibit in the Horse Show building.

February 17—27, Kansas City, Mo.--Kan

sas City Automobile Dealers' Association's

show in Convention Hall. First week pleas

ure cars; second week commercial vehicles.

‘February 19-22, Davenport, Ia.—-Annual

show of the Tri-City Automobile Dealers’

Assoeiation in the Coliseum.

February 19-22, Oshkosh, Wis—Oshkosh

Automobile Dealers’ Association’s second

annual show in Armory B.

February 20-22, Canandaigua, N. Y.—Mo~

tor Car show in Hawley’s Garage, under the

management of A. Blumenstein.

February 22-March 1, Brooklyn, N. Y.—

Brooklyn Motor Dealers’ Association's

third annual show in the 23rd Regiment Ar

moi-y.

February 24-March 1,

Omaha Autmobile

-.--1 nLI-“n

Omaha, Neb.-—

Dealers' Association’s

March 1-8, Paterson, N. J.—-Second an

nual show of the Paterson Automobile

Dealers' Association.

March 3-8, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers’ Association’s show in

Duquesne Garden.

March 3-15, Des Moines, Ia.~—Des Moines

Automobile Dealers’ Association's fourth

annual show in the Coliseum. First week

pleasure cars; second week trucks.

March 8-15, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association’s annual show

in Mechanics’ Hall. Pleasure cars only.

March 10-15, Dallas, Tex.—-Annual show

of the Dallas Automobile Dealers‘ Associa

tion in the Fair Grounds Coliseum.

March 19-25, Boston, Mass-Boston

Commercial Vehicle Association’s annual

show in Mechanics' Hall.

March 20-24. New Orleans, La.—-Annual

show of the New Orleans Automobile Deal

ers' Association.

Buick Reports Twelve Million Assets.

According to its annual statement, filt'll

with the Secretary of State of Michigan on

December 10th, the Buick Motor Co., 01

Flint, possesses assets amounting to $13,

271,200, which represents an increase of $1.

164,596. Its liabilities on the same date, er

clusive of its surplus, totalled $5.676,882

Its surplus account. of course, figures as a

liability—$6,594,318, an increase of $90,6lev

The details of the several items are as fol

lows:

Assets— 1912. Increase.

Merchandise $4,581,629 $298929

Cash and debts receiv- _

able ............ .. 2,814,865 41.150

Investments . . . . . . . . . 1,821,324 "1,219/(10

Other assets . . . . . . .. 3,053,382 2.039168
_______ y/

Total ........... ..$12,271.200 $1.164.596

Liabilities—

Capital stock . . . , , . ., 2,500,000Accounts payable .. . . 1,430,915 760'0’&

Other indebtedness .. 1,745,967 313-82,
Surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,594,3l8 90M

_________ /

Total . . . . . . . . . . . ..$12,271.200 $1,164,59"

  

Willys Contributes $150,000 for High“?

John N. \Villys has added his with {"d

$150,000 of his money to the trans-comm

ental road projected by Carl Fischer will

A. Allison of Indianapolis. waiin will

his contribution while in New York 0116"“).

last week. It is to be paid in three ,wle

I.-...A.\11.“Aneh AC Qlfl nnn Ann‘i
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CAR INSURANCE RATES CUT

10 T0 30% FOR FIRST YEAR

New Schedule Effective February 1

Lessens Cost of Insuring New

Cars—Second Year Rates High

er—Changes as Planned.

On February 1 there will become effective

with practically all fire insurance companies

in the East a schedule of automobile insur~

ance rates which is considerably lower in

certain respects than that which now pre—

vails, the new schedule having been adopted

last week at a meeting of the Automobile

Underwriters’ Conference, in New York

City, and proving very much a surprise in

that no inkling of the proposed revision had

reached even many well-informed insurance

brokers.

The rates as revised will be followed by

all those companies which insure cars, with

one or two exceptions, and are said to have

been compelled to forestall competition in

the car insurance line, which is looming up

before the established insurance companies

in the form of new corporations formed for

this particular line of business The prin

cipal change is effected by the creation of

two separate classes to replace the one at

present in use—one for new cars in their

first year of service and the other for cars

which are being used a second year by the

same owner, or used cars which are being

used in either their first or second year of

service. For used cars of greater service the

actual value is taken into consideration, but

for the first named the original list price is

the basis of estimate. The figures disclose a

lot of that fine hair-splitting peculiar to the

insurance business.

Class No. l of the new rates is from about

l0 to 28 or 30 per cent. lower than the

old one-class rate classification. The tables

are divided into twelve divisions, according

to value, the lowest being $700, whereas the

old table ran one division lower—~namely,

$500 to $699. Also the new Class 1 table

does not permit so small an insurance as

heretofore, for instance, where a $6,500 car

previously might carry as low as $2,000, it

will be able to take not less than $3,000

under the new rates. The changes vary and

the amounts of insurance now run from

$500 to $6,500 and up in 19 divisions, where '

Previously there have been 18 graded from

$400 to $6,500 and up.

Class No. 2 is graded as the same as the

class which formerly was the only one in

use, except the $500-$699 valuation has been

dropped, but the rates have been slightly

raised; on cars costing from $3,500 to $6.500

and up there is no change, but on cars listed

between $1,500 and $3,500 there has been an

increase of about 10 per cent., and on the

$700-$1,500 class there are raises of from 9

to 13.6 per cent. To illustrate:

Under the old, or present, rules a car cost

ing $2,500 could carry $2,500 of insurance

for the first and second years for 2% per

cent., or $62.50. Under the new rules it can

carry $2,500 the first year for 2 per cent., or

$50—a reduction of 20 per cent. For the

second year, under the new rttles, it may

carry this same amount of insurance at a

rate of 2% per cent., or $68.75, an increase

of 10 per cent.

Slightly different than under the old rules,

if an owner desires to accept a policy in

which the value of his car is not predeter

mined and in which the theft clause is not

incorporated, he may secure a reduction of

'/§ per cent. on cars in Class No. l and %

per cent. on cars in Class No. 2. The old

reduction was $1 per cent. for the elimina

tion of the non~value clause for all cars

and % per cent. for the dropping of the

theft paragraph on first year cars and 1A,

per cent. on all other cars.

Several flat rates are included, as follows:

Class No. l, 2%, per cent. for cars under

$700, with a minimum premium of $12.50;

Class No. 2, 3% per cent., with the same

minimum of $12.50; electric ears, 1% per

cent., with reductions of %; per cent. for the

elimination of theft and value clauses. Com

mercial cars fall within Class No. 2.

Claims Five Tire Treads Are "Unfair."

Despite the fact that its application for a

patent was not pressed to issue. the Batavia

Rubber Co., of Batavia. N. Y., manufac

turer of the “Security” tread, has inaugur

ated a movement to prevent general use of

its design. Thus far the company has not

gone into court. but last week served notice

upon five tire makers. advising them that

they were using imitations of the "Security"

tread and that the Batavia company would

wait a reasonable length of time for notifica

tion that the manufacturers notified will

“cease further infringement." Action will

be taken under the “Unfair Competition"

law.

The companies notified are the Seamless

Rubber Co.. New Haven, Conn., maker of

the “Safety” tread; Kelly-Racine Rubber

Co., Racine, “'55.; United 8: Globe Rubber

Cos, Trenton, N. J.; Stein Laploek Tire Co..

New York City, and the C. H. Stoddard

Rubber Tire Works, of Worcester, Mass.

The notification states that the imitated

treads tend to deceive the public and that

the manufacturers “will be held account

able for any damages which the Batavia

Rubber Co. may sustain because of unlaw

ful infringement." The “Security” tread,

which has been employed for several years.

consists of depressions in the tread at each

side of the center, in appearance like cuts.

S. A E. BANQUET ASSUMES

UNEXPECTED PROPORTIUNS

Ballroom of New York's Newest Hotel

Too Small and 25 Floors Separate

Diners—Clever Skits

in Print.

 

Almost, but not quite, drawing to a close

the winter meeting of the Society of Auto

mobile Engineers, the ninth annual dinner.

which was held on Friday night, 17th inst.,

in New York's newest hotel—the McAlpin

~pr0ved all that its sponsors hoped it

would prove, and more. Altogether, some

400 members and guests were seated, and

not even the fact that the unprecedented

demand for tickets caused a slight altera

tion of the original plans, which provided

seats for all in the grand ballroom 0n the

24th floor, and necessitated that 20 tables be

ranged 25 floors lower down, in the Grill

Room, prevented the dinner from beingcy a

great big “get together" that afforded an

opportunity for much jollification and a

general renewal of acquaintance.

The principal section of the dinner was in

the ballroom, of course, where the Council

was seated at the first table. Although the

first table nominally is styled the speakers'

table, the designation scarcely was a good

fit. for the few words that were spoken

hardly could be called speeches. Howard

Marmon. of Nordyke & Marmon Co., In

dianapolis, Ind., newly elected president of

the society, addressed the meeting very

briefly and, after praising the work that has

been done in past years, outlined the ob~

jects to be attained in the future. Professor

F. R. Hutton and the retiring president, H.

W. Alden, also addressed the gathering

very briefly, both of their speeches, if they

may be termed such, being tinged with the

humor that everywhere was apparent .

Despite the separation that placed up

ward of 150 members and guests below the

street level, it had no appreciable efiect on

their good spirits, as was evidenced by

concerted efforts to out-sing a troupe of col

ored cabaretists and to have a good time in

general, though it was not an altogether

quiet one. Upstairs, where the newly elect

ed officers were seated, jubilation was only

slightly less apparent, and at both sections

laughter loud and long followed 'the distri

bution of the latest issue of the S. A. E.

BULLetin, a more than ordinarily clever

skit on the bona fide bulletins issued month

ly by the society, that was delivered to

members and guests with the printed in~

structions that it was “loaned by the enter

tainment commmittee."

As for the dinner itself, it was a fearful

and wonderful affair, according to the Eng

__,.

._.

.___._‘__—'
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lish meaning given to the names of the

dishes as they appeared on the menu in

French and even though menus, as a rule,

are uninteresting, except to those who

translate them with the ultimate object of

satisfying their appetites or their curiosity,

the entertainment commimttee evidently

had little difficulty in making this particular

menu instructive as well as interesting.

Under the caption, “An explanation of what

you have eaten,” the various courses were

described in the BULLetin as follows:

Hors D'Oeuvres Varies — Otherwise

known as delicatessen with an expensive

name.

Huitres —- Bivalves-poppet—Smooth-slid

ing and some rotating, otherwise called oys

ters, generally scarce in a New York stew.

Veloutte Fanchonette—Soup made by a

'Frenchman and eaten by an engineer. (All

that the name implies.)

Paupiette de Bass—Part of a fish.

the man who owns one.)

Ris dc Veau Sapho—Never mind the first,

the last sounds reasonable. (\Ne guarantee

the service.)

(Ask

Poussin dc Hambourq—Pcrrigourdinc—

Ordinary stockyard meat. The Q is silent

as in billiards.

Bombs Gismonda—Sounds like starting a

Pierce. '

Petits Fours—~The sixes have been neg

lected.

Cocktails—(A little goes a long way and

every drop counts).

Champagne a la Cartc—See the accessory

salesmen.

Among orher things equally entertaining,

including a number of really clever car

toons of men prominent in the trade, one

of which depicted Henry Ford smilingly

watch Ford “birds” hatch and fly off to

England, with John Bull standing on the

shore "shorting" them off, the BULLctin

container “advertisements” quite as a mat

ter of course. And even though the “ads”

were fictitious, that the humor displayed in

them was subtle in more than one respect

may be judged by the quarter page "an

nouncement" of “W Flounders"

I will start you in Business

Build a big factory for you and :

tell you how and where to sell it :

a ...-“Go, \“ithin '

Room section repaired to the Ballroom,

where the tables were cleared away and the

engineers, were entertained in a body by a

vaudeville show of six numbers that was

“tailed off" by the "Farber Sisters—lust

Out of a Show Limousine,” who had no

difficulty in extracting the square root of

four with a slide rule, but who balked at

extracting the cube root of Moscovic’s

nerve with the same instrument.

Those who were seated at the Council

table were Howard Marmon, H. W. Alden.

.Robcrt McA. Lloyd. Howard Coffin,

Henry Souther, E. T. Birdsall and Prof.

F. R.'Hutton. The first table was occupied

by Secretary Cokcr Clarkson, A. B. Cumner,

Merle L. Downs, A. L. McMurtry, H. C.

Wilson and Axel Amcs.

Two Injunctions for Weed Chain.

Although the W. E. Pruden Hardware

Co., of 864 Eighth avenue, New York City,

promised to “be good" when the \Nced

Chain Tire Grip Co. sued it two years ago

for alleged infringement of the Parsons pat

ent, No. 723,299, and persuaded the chd

people to withdraw the action, the hard

ware concern secms not to have kept within

the straight and narrow path, for Friday

last, 17th inst., the Weed company, in the

United States District Court for the South~

ern District of New York, sued again and

was given an injunction against the Pruden

company; the order rcstrains it from sell—

ing cross chains and other parts. not li

censed under the Parsons grant.

On the same day the District Court issued

an order in the suit of the \Veed company

against the Q. D. Hook Co., Edwin S.

Holmes, In, Randoph T. Warwick and

others, enjoining them from manufacturing

the Q. D. cross chain, cross chain hook and

other parts, adapted and intended for the

repair of chain grips. The Q. D. company is

said to have been organized in Washington,

D. C., for the purpose of manufacturing and

marketing these parts under a patent grant~

ed to Edwin 5. Holmes, Jr. The Q. D. com

pany exhibited its goods in Grand Central

Palace during the opening days of the pres

ent New York show.

“35%” Scores Point on Pedal Maker.

Despite the fact that the Personalty

Liquidating Co. was victorious in its suit

against the 35% Automobile Supply Co. in

claimed came within the scope of payment

on one of the latter’s now famed advertis

ing contracts. The Pedal company, how

ever, claimed the goods, the value of which

was the basis of the suit, were extraneous

to the contract.

Unusual Turn to Used Car Transaction

The used car problem has assumed for

L. M. Rosenthal, a New York shoe met

chant, an angle which is rather unusual, but

he has secured a decision in the New York

City Court which causes him to be fairly

well satisfied with the problem's solution.

His trouble began when he took a used

Knox car to the Rodney K. Haines Co, a

metropolitan used car concern, and asked

that it be sold for him. The Haines com

pany alleged that it did not take the car in

to sell, but actually bought it, giving there

for a Marquette car and getting certain

money “to boot." When the car was not

sold Rosenth'al demanded its return, and

the suit resulted in an order to the Haines

company to return to him his car or 65%

pay him $500. Rosenthal is equally well sat

isficd either way. Also, the Haincs people

must pay the costs of the action. which

amount to $118.93.

Dyer Settles with Six Defendants.

Six suits against alleged infringers oftht

Dyer transmission patents, Nos. 89598611“

921,963, instituted in the United States lili

trict Court for the Southern District of NW

York by the Enterprize Atuomobilc C0.

holder of the Dyer patent, were discon'ifl'

ued this week, after having been practically

ended by settlement several weeks ago; i"

defendants were the Palmer & Singer Mil

Co., Ducassc 8: Co., C. A. Glentwotth.

\Vashington Garage Co., and two taxicab

men named Comiskey and Conper, all 0i

New York City.

Trumbull Enters Hartford Auto Pam

John H. Trumbull. president of the

Trumbull Electric Co. of Plainville, Conn"

was elected a director of the Hartford All“:

Parts Co. of Hartford, Conn., at its annua

meeting last week. He succeeds Thoma5 H‘

Brady. of New Britain. The directors”

elected are as follows: \Villiam H- Cadwen'.

DT- ]- ]- Andzulatis and Charles Muelltrol‘

New Britain, and Andrew ]. Brotiglltl °'

Hartford.
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STANDARDIZATION THE

KEYNOTE OF

NEW YORK TRUCK SHOW

  

Vehicles Disclose No Lack of Individuality But Trend Toward Certain Stand
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Few of the nearly 200,000 persons who

last week visited Madison Square Garden

and Grand Central Palace to view the Au

tomobile Board of Trade's display of pleas

ure cars and accessories witnessed the real

63 "action" of the show; for the “action” oc

i: curred between 11 o'clock Saturday night

and six o’clock the following Mondhy

_ evening, 20th inst. There was lots of it.

i‘-‘- but it was not spectacular "action"; it was

too heavy to be spectacular. It was con

tained in the moving out of the 325 cars and

-t‘= chassis and more than 100 exhibits of acces

\ sories, and moving in of 236 trucks and

:i" chassis, most of them big fellows. to say

u nothing of the rapid changes of signs and

~ other appointments.

r"

When the Big Doors Were Thrown Open

The truck sl10\\'——Part II. it is officially

denominated—was formally inaugurated at

in eight o'clock Monday evening. but the

heavy work had been so well performed that

f the display contained no suggestion of it

F; to even the most interested visitor. Every

thing was in spick and span order, and

' though the effect is not so beautiful to be

hold as during the previous week, the vehi

,'- cles on display are really more pictureSqw"

There are big trucks and little wagons, hug"

' dump carts, ambulances. hearses. tire en

gines and what-not, no two at them appear

lng alike, at least so far as external aPPear~

:3, ance is concerned; and though their sur

roundings—mirrors and white statuary, and

crystal chandeliers and rose garlands in

Madison Square Garden, and marble cola

_ umns, lattice work. and poinsettias and

scenic paintings in Grand Central Palace—

though these surroundings are strange and

suggest drawing rooms rather than a setting

for dump carts and the like. the dump carts

and most of the others care not at all. In

fact, few of the spectators appear to notice

the incongruity. And there were full houses

in both buildings Monday evening. although

since that time the numbers have been con

siderably diminished.

Plenty of Room and Some to Spare.

\\'hat most impresses

nessed Part I is the great increase of elbow

There is mort- than room

those who wit

room in Part II.

enough for all. In fact. in the l'alace there

are no exhibits whatsoever on the second

floor. It is practically in darkness. and the

comparatively few accessory exhibitors on

the floor above have reason to be unhappy.

Not many visitors are aware of their cx<

istence and few wend their way upward.

The outgoing of accessory exhibitors in

both buildings amounted almost to an ex

odus. In the Garden, that beehive of indus

try termed the basement was depopulated.

and but for the entry of less than a dozen

machine tool exhibitors who occupy a very

small part of the “lower region" it Would

be deserted. In the Palace, as stated. the

second floor really has been deserted, and

the top floor, previously crowded. is now

but a shadow of its former self.

Standardization and No Freaks.

The dominant note of the double show

is a note of unity—oi getting together—of

agreeing upon certain systems and methods

that have been tried in former years. There

is a mechanical sameness and an amount of

repetition that would be monotonous if not

relieved by variations in detail. .\Ianufac

turers who have settled down to a standard

that has been unchanged, eXcept in detail.

in years. form a i-roup that is increasing <1)

rapidly that it soon will be difficult to .\Hy

ards Is Plain-Notable Developments in Tractors, Dumping Mechanisms

and Removable Units—Worm Drive Gains—Several Surprises.

which is the "group" and which the others.

All of which is directly in line with the

"prophetic view" taken of the show in the

Before Shows number of Motor World, and

indicates, not that there is any falling 05

in the ingenuity of designers, or any rack

of originality or initiative, but that the fit

test is surviving and the rest is not.

What Makers Had “Up Their Sleeves."

livery show is livened up and "spiced," so

to speak. by a few unexpected exhibits that

manufacturers keep in the dark until the

doors open. The present exhibition is no

exception to the rule; it has its "surprises"

and, by the same token, the surprise that

has been sprung by the Studebaker people

amounts almost to a shock. While it has

been known for some time that the famous

corporation has been quietly working on

a gasolcne commercial vehicle, the exact

character of the design was unknown, and

when the uncovering at the Palace re

vealed a final drive through internal gears

and other details to match-—arid. further,

when the gasolenc car was flanked by a

brand new electric with worm drive direct

to the rear axle, the surprise was thorough

and complete. And still further. the ma

chines shown arc not isolated models: they

are merely representative of two compiete

lines, ranging, in the case of the gas car,

from 1 ton to 6 tons, and in the case of the

electric from 1 ton to 5 tons carrying ca

pacity.

The gasolcne Studebaker is a big. sub

stantial machine in its general make-up, and

the framing is particularly well braced by

heavy end members and gusset plates. The

most conspicuous feature of the machine,

however. is its final drive. which l\ of the

internal gear type that is so rapidly gaining

I”.'—
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ground ior commercial work. There Is a

live axle bevel-gear driven from the pro

peller shaft in the usual manner, and driv

ing by means of pinions to internal gears

enclosed in housings on the rear wheels;

the driving shafts and their housing carry

nonr of the weight of the car, which is sup

ported by a separate "dead" axle of rcc

tangular steel.

Another feature of the car is the clutch,

which is designed, among other things, to

wear about as long as its services are likely

to he required. It is of the internal expand

ing type. bronze shoes, with grooved bear

ing surfaces. expanding against the interior

 

ating rods, force the ends of the bands to

gether. Adfustment for wear is effected by

means of a large wing—nut on each brake,

turning the nut shortening the distance be

tween the ends. No tools are required and

the nuts lock automatically in position.

In the worm driven electric the motor is

mounted as a unit with the rear axle, the

casings being bolted together,close—coupled.

so to speak; the front end of the motor is

supported by the converging radius rods.

which come together at a cross frame for—

ward of the motor and take the driving

stresses. The control lever arrangement

savors strongly of gasolene car practice; the

motor, all other members of this family haw

ing valves in the cylinder heads. The

wholly unexpected machine is the product

of the International Motor Co.. of New

York, which embraces the Hewitt. Saurer

and Mack concerns; the new car, a four

cylinder gasolene light wagon of 1,500

pounds capacity, is different from all three

of these machines and bears the name in

ternational.

The most conspicuous feature of the new

Buick, barring its solid and substantial con

struction, is the careful manner in which

the accessibiity of parts has been worked

out. Thus. for instance. the pr0pcller shaft

 

 

 

of the extended flywheel rim, which is cor

"Sl’ondingly grooved. The wear on the

metal-to-metal surfaces is said to be ex—

tremely slight. in addition to which then- is

sufiicient stock so that there is room for a

total wear of % inch, measuring diamet

rically. After considerable experimenting

with various types of clutches the Stude—

baker company, it is stated, decided upon

this form not Only because of its-wearing

clualities, but because of its extremely

smooth working under all conditions.

The gearset has four speeds. selectively

controlled, and is separate from the motor.

The service brakes are on drums on 'hc

rear wheels, and the emergency brakes, on

the driving shaft just forward at the bevel

gear housing. consists of two bands con

tracting on a broad drum. actuated by cams

which. when partially iotated by the oper

 

  

emergency brake and controller levers both

are in the center, and look much like the

brake and gear levers of a gas car. There is

an interlocking device whereby the control

ler lever automatically flies back to neutral

if it should be in an "on" position when the

emergency is applied, so that a sudden stop

may be made with a single movement—a

straight pull on the emergency brake lever.

Surprises in the Light Brigade.

There were two other surpriSes, one of

which, to use a Hibernianism, was not unex

pected, while the other was quite unlooked

for. One is the Buick light parcel wagon,

which has been “on the stocks" for some

time, but which hardly was expected to be

ready for the show and was kept very much

out of sight in the meantime; it is distinc

tive, as a Buick. in that it has an L-hcad

TWO OF THE HEAVIEST VEHICLES IN THE SllOW~SMlTlI WORM-DRIVEN CHASSIS IN THE PALACE

is enclosed in a heavy torque tube hung at

the front end to a cross chassis member in

such a way that it quickly and easily is de

mountable without thc necessity for dis

turbing other units. Similarly the clutch

unit and the gearsct unit can be lifted out

integral almost instanter. The gearset, by

the way, provides three forward speeds and

reverse. selectively obtained. and the gear

shift lever is “let into" the gear box throagh

an ingenious ball and socket joint which

precludes the possibility of dirt finding its

way into the “works” and at the same time

eliminates the necessity for a gate change.

Another interesting feature which reveals

substantial construction is the manner in

which the steering column is braced to the

dashboard; it may be used almost as a tra

peze by the driver without fear of its (le

rangement.
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Not content with any half-way measures

in the formal adoption of an L-head motor.

Buick engineers have gone even further and

have provided probably the maximum of

internal accessibility by making the cylin

der heads, or rather the cylinder head—for

the motor is cast in a single block—detach

able. The bore and stroke measure 3 x 5

  

STUDEBAKER MOTOR SUSPENSION

inches, and though the S. A. E. rating thus

is comparatively low, the actual power de

veloped is in the neighborhood of 23 at 1,500

revolutions a minute. A governor is fitted,

quite as a matter of course, and though it

is of the adjustable variety. once adjusted

for the desired speed, it cannot be tampered

with without the knowedge of the owner.

Conforming to the natural tendency, he

steering wheel has been placed at the left

side with the control levers in the center

  

UNIVERSAL CARBURETTER ADJUSTMENT

of the footboard. Although but the one

size is made at present—1,000 pounds—

plans include the addition of another, rated

at 1,500 pounds, in the very near future.

In the new International, the makers have

attempted and achieved the production of a

fairly light delivery wagon capable of high

speed carrying comparatively heavy loads,

and the most starting feature of the whale

design is that there is nothing startling in

its make-up—unless the use of a very long

stroke motor and a four-speed selective

x,

gearset can be styled startling; in the few—

est possible number of words, it is a stan

dard vehicle throughout and is unusual only

in the employment of cushion tires in .he

rear. where all of the load carried by the

vehicle is supported, and pneumatic tires

in front to permit a somewhat better cush

ioning 0f the shocks which otherwise would

be transmitted to the motor. The motor is

arranged forward under a hood, after the

manner of the pleasure car, and therefore

is conspicuously accessible; its bore and

stroke are 31/2 and 5% inches, respectively.

Perhaps the most notable of the inevitable

“tendencies” that are looked for at every

show and that never fail to turn up, is the

marked fav0r which is shown to left-side

steering, which seems to have established

itself even more firmly than was expected,

inasmuch as some 55 per cent. of the exhib

itors at the two divisions of the show in

  

STUDEBAKER REAR AXLE

New York have steering wheels on the left

side—and those who go to the left stay

there. It is probable that the approaching

Chicago show will include an even greater

proportion of this type. As might be ex

pected, the older and more conservative

makers are usually the slowest about mak

ing such changes, while the less firmly

established concerns cross the seat with lit

tle or no hesitation, once they are con

vinced; and the newcomers, as a rule, seem

to favor left steering.

\Vhile there are a few instances of distinct

and uncompromising individuality — by

which nothing implied by the term “freak

ish” is meant—there is a much more marked

inclination on the part of manufacturers to

form groups, in a sort of involuntary way—

that is, several makers will work along the

same general lines, each working out some

principle in his own way. Just what is

meant by this is very well exemplified by

the worm drive contingent, which includes

seven manufacturers—Pierce, Studebaker.

Smith, Rowe. Universal. Blair, and Schacht.

All are gasolene cars with the notable ex

ception of the Studebaker electric.

Flanking the new International delivery

wagon, there is the usual formidable array

of other International products, of course,

the clean-appearing and business-like Sau~

rers, which scarcely have changed at all in

the past twelvemonrh; a massive IO-ton

Hewitt, which, as usual, is the largest vehi

cle in the show, and which certainly has not

changed a bit since last it appeared. and the

capable-looking Macks—a whole battery of

them, including the familiar power dumping

  

SMITH-Ml LVVAUKEE TRANSMISSION

truck that made its appearance at the last

show.

But whereas the Mack dumping truck was

one of only a few of the kind at the last

show, at the present show it is one of a

fairly large number. No less than eight

makers exhibit vehicles of the kind. several

of them being brand new, to say nothing 0f

three or four more who show heavy trucks

that are dumped by hand-operated mechan

ism.

That power driven mechanism is much

 

 

 

  

VULCAN IGNITION WIRING

preferred, however, probably by reason of

the fact that plenty of power for the Pur'

pose always is available, is evidenced by the

Pierce-Arrow truck, for instance, which last

year was dumped by hand but which this

year has been equipped with an unusually

simple and smooth—operating hydraulic aP'

paratus which makes no bones whatever

about hoisting up a five-ton load in a jiffy.

In working out the design of the Pierce

Arrow hoist, cognizance has been taken of

the fact that it is undesirable for the hoist

\
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ing apparatus to protrude above the height

of the driver’s cab, if possible damage by

collision with low-hung structures is to

be avoided, and for this reason a system of

leverage is employed which imparts to the

body twice the motion of the elevating

plunger. In its simplest aspect, the elevat

ing gear complete consists of a hydraulic

ram in which oil is used as a medium, the

oil being contained within the cylinder of

the ram at all times. When the driver pulls

a small lever conveniently located at his

right hand, a small but substantial rotary

pump geared to the transmission through

the intermediary of a chain, is set in motion

withstand the assaults of thieves of any or

every variety.

Telescoping Type of Screw Dump.

Among the screw dumping bodies, the

Peerless is unusual in that a double screw

is employed—one screw telescoping within

the other. The screw is turned by a set of

bevel gears driven by chain and spr0cket.

The sprockets are in turn operated by an

other bevel gear driven from the trans

mission counter shaft. The mechanism is

set in motion by a lever in the driver's com

partment. The peculiar advantage of this

‘particular construction, of course. is that

is of the screw variety. It differs from the

other, however, in that there is but a single

screw, though like the other it is operated

through enclosed gearing by the engine. In

its simplest aspect, the mechanism consists

of an enclosed screw upon which there is.

for simplicity in explanation, a large nut

connected to the front end of the body. As

the screw is rotated by the engine, the nut

worms its way upward, or downward, ac

cording to the direction of rotation of the

screw, and carries the body with it. The

operating lever is placed at the driver's

left hand and the mechanism is equipped

with an automatic stop to limit its travel.
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STUDY OF TRUCK DUMPING MECHANISMS SHOWING SEVERAL SOLUTIONS OF THE PROBLEM

and pumps the oil beneath the ram from

above it, where it normally is contained

when the body is lowered and at rest. The

oil, under pressure, forces the piston up

until the top of the stroke is reached. at

which time a strike plate opens three valch

in the piston, allowing the oil to escape

freely into the top portion. thereby holding

the body at rest. NeedleSs to point out. the

body may be stopped in any intermediate

position merely by stopping the oil pump.

Except for the addition of the power dump

ing model. and a few minor alterations such

as the use of slightly heavier springs and a

larger radiator. the Pierce-Arrow line is

much the same as it always has been and.

as usual, it is one of the few worm-driven

vehicles on view. A new steel tool box has

been added, however, that is unusually

roomy and is calculated successfully to

when the body is lowered, the screw does

not project above the cab; incidentally, ex

cept when the body is raised, when the

screw is protected by the body itself. no

harm can come to the hoisting gear for the

reason that it is completely enclosed within

a tight tube. Immediately the body reaches

its limit of elevation, an automatic stop

prevents damage to the mechanism. As

for the other trucks in the Peerless exhibit,

they reflect the familiar Peerless construc

tion. which has solidity and simplicity as its

two most conspicuous features. Scarcely a

change worthy of note has been made since

last they were exhibited.

Similarity in Two Different Makes.

The Packard hoisting mechanism. exhib

ited on a three-ton chassis. is not altogether

unlike the Peerless apparatus in that it also

Although the Packard dumping mechan—

ism is exhibited on a three-ton chassis,

which, by the way. is almost exactly like its

predecessors. ilttle room for improvement

having been found. it may he applied also

to the new five-ton vehicle, the first of

which makes its initial appearance at the

show. Contrary to any expectations which

might have been engendered. the new Pack

ard differs in no way from the two- and

three-ton vehicles which in past years have

established the Packard reputation for re

liability and service. It is larger, of course.

though there can be no mistaking the Pack

ard earmarks. Another almost equally in

teresting exhibit at the Packard space is a

large van constructed for the United Cigar

Stores Co. It contains humidors.

The Aleo dumping arrangement is en

tirely different from any of the others.
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though its operation depends upon the ro

tation of a great. heavy screw. The screw,

however. is placed beneath the body, longi

tudinally, and is operated by gearing from

the driving shaft. Heavy chains which wind

up on the Worm as it is rotated hoist the

body up into the dumping position—and

the angle of inclination is suflicient to slide

'most anything from coal to wet sand or

cement out of the body in a hurry.

Mechanically, the dumping Alco and all

the others have changed but little, as was

made plain in Motor World's Before Shows

issue. The new dry-plate clutch which has

been adopted is an uncommonly neat piece

of work and quite appropriately it is calcu

lated to reduce work. Hardly any pressure

at all is required to release the clutch. In

cidentally, the clutch is completely housed

to prevent the ingress of foreign matter,

though the housing is quickly and easily re

movable, leaving the clutch as "get-atable’

as any one could wish.

Making the Motor Dump the Load.

The Garford company, of course, makes a

variety of power dumping trucks, included

among which there is one that rises straight

up on its hind legs, so to speak, and dis

charges its load through a chute at the side.

However, the one that is exhibited is of

the more orthodox end-tipping type that is

hauled into position by heavy chains from

the motor. Changes in the construction of

Garford trucks also are scarce. though the

vehicles themselves are none the less inter

esting. In one of the three_ton models, for

instance, there is a novel method of mount

ing the oil side lamps behind the dash, per

mitting only the fresnal glass lenses to

show through, thus giving the idea that

electric lights are used. As a matter of fact,

electric lights, set in flush with the dash.

really are used in another of the three-ton

models; a storage battery feeds them.

Another of the battery of dumping trucks

that is interesting is the \Vhite. In this

truck, too, the body is tipped up endwise

by means of heavy chains, the unusual fea

ture of the arrangement being in the

method of drive. which permits the body

to be raised or lowered at four speeds;

which means, of course, that the tipping

mechanism is “aft” the gearset and operates

through it. Despite this fact, however, the

body may be raised to any angle—45 de

grees being the limit-'—and stopped, when

the tipping mechanism may be disengaged

and the vehicle moved backward or forward

until the gasolene gives out without affect

ing the angle of inclination.

There are other things, too, at the \Vhite

exhibit which serve to draw crowds. There

is an’uncoinmonly "classy" white ambu

lance, for instance, that is complete even

to'a wash basin and appears so "comfy"
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GARFROD TRACTOR AND DUMPING TRAILER—CAPACITY 12 TONS

inside as almost to invite sickness or acci'

dent. Also, there is a six-cylinder combined

chemical and fire hose wagon which bears

the distinction of being one of the two six

cylinder vehicles in the show. The reason

for the six-cylinder motor, it is explained, is

to permit real speed, and to further its ac

complishment the vehicle is fitted with the

regulation White electric lighting and en

gine starting system. There is a great

high tower wagon. too. that is one of many

delivered to street railway companies for

the relief of broken wires and the rejuvena

tion of "dead" are lamps.

The G M C line, produced by the Gen

eral Motors Truck Co.. also includes a well

thought-out example of the species dump

ing truck, the dumping mechanism being

operated by the engine through an auxiliary

shaft with its own gears, which drives a

second shaft mounting a drum on which the

chain is wound. The rest of the line. by the

way, is distinctive by reason of the first ap

pearance of two new models in which the

motor is placed forward under a hood, in

contradistinction to the older vehicles. in

which the motor is placed beneath the floor

boards. The two models are 3 35/140“ "1le

and a 5-ton truck, though except for the

change in the location of the motor they are

almost exactly like the others. In the

smaller models—namely, the l%-t0n and 2

ton vehicles—a cone clutch with the famil

iar adjustable face is employed, and instead

of four forward speeds there now are only

three.
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Among the three or four hand—dumped

trucks exhibited, the Speedwell is an exam

ple of the simplicity which can be obtained

in such construction, and as an indication

of the efficacy of the method it is pointed

out that a full load can be dumped and the

body returned to position in the short space

of time of a minute and one—half. In opera»

tion. a lever first is placed on one shaft a

few turns of which stifiiccs to raise the body

about an inch, after which the lever is

changed to another shaft and a dozen turns

or so slides the body backward until it

teeters and finally dumps itself.

Speedwell trucks always have been dis

tinctive by reason of the location Of their

with one stone, so to speak. by providing a

brand new type of body which is not only

dumped by the power of the engine but

which is demountable—also by the power of

the euginc-as well. The whole exhibit,

consisting of but two vehicles, is a more

than ordinarily interesting one that never

fails to attract a big crowd that hangs over

polished brass rails and just naturally gapes

as a big five-ton truck alternately

backward and forward. dumps its body and

“demounts” it on an elevated platform at

the rear.

The operation of the whole mechanism is

beautifully simple. A single the

length of the chassis is mounted longitudi

rolls

SCI'C‘N

dumping out the load. When the body is

to be dismounted, the truck is backed up to

a loading platform of the proper height and

the screw put in operation. As the body

is pushed backward it naturally comes to

rest on the loading platform and its run

ning wheels do not drop into the lips in the

metal ways. The body is pushed steadily

backward until it is entirely free of the

truck chassis, which then may be moved

away to receive another loaded or unloaded

body, as the case may be, the power of the

engine being used to place the second body

on the chassis.

The other Locomobile combination,which

scarcely is less interesting, has been de
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LOCOMOBILE COMBINED DUMPING AND DEMOI'NTABLE BODY TRUCK, SHOWING METHOD OF DISMOL'NTING BODY

motors under a side-tipping combined dri

ver’s seat and cab, though now they have

been rendered even more distinctive by rea

son of the improvements that have been

worked out. The motor suspension, for in

stance. is brand new; whereas it was rigid

before, it now is flexible. the power plant

beng mounted on a sub-(frame which pivots

at the rear end and is carried on double coil

springs at front, permitting a degree 0f

combined flexibility and rigidity that seldom

is excelled. Also, there is a new Style jaCk‘

shaft anchorage with a separate mounting

for the radius rods, and the brakes have

been placed at the ends of the jackshaft;

all the models now are equipped with go“

ernors and all of them have new carburet

ters in which the air is heated; the frames

have been braced and strengthened and a

new wood bumper continuous with the

frame has been added.

Details of Dumping Mechanism.

_ Getting away from conventional practice

m the des'g“ Of Power dumping bodies, the

‘-""“'""'h'le company has killed two birds

nally and driven by gearing from the engine.

The screw carries an arm attached at one

end to the center of the movable body.

which slides on metal ways provided with

lips at the rear extremities. If the body

  

LATIL FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

is merely to be dumped, the screw is set in

operation, thus moving the body backward

until its rollers drop into the lips at the end

of the chassis frame. when the action of the

arm pushes the fore part of the body up.

signed primarily for the handling of lumber

in the most expeditious mmner possible.

It consists essentially of a Locomobile chas

sis—all of them are of live tons capacity,

by the way—and an extra ‘dead" wagon.

On the chassis is mounted a special body

and by means of the same type of gearing as

is used in the dumping truck, except that it

is hand operated, the body may be slid 05‘

the chassis on to the “dead” wagon, the

operation requiring but a few moments. In

cidentally. by sliding the movable body

backward until it projects several feet be

yond the end of the chassis, it is possible to

transport lumber in longer lengths than

can be transported ordinarily.

Except for the addition of these two

new body styles, the Locomobile chassis,

which made its initial appearance at the

last show. has undergone no changes in the

interim. though a number of minor improve

ments have' been made. One of them,

which is calculated to encourage the stop

ping of the engine during the time the truck

is loading or unloading, is the location of

the ignition switch at the side of the dash
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board, where it may be reached conven

iently when the truck is idle. The switch

is enclosed in a neat aluminum housing to

make it waterproof, and only the handle

protrudes.

Alco “Dead” Wagon Construction.

Another interesting type of demountable

body built along somewhat the same lines

as the Locomobile, is the Alco. It differs

from the former, however, in several re

spects. The body portion is mounted on

wheels which run in metal ways and the

“dead” wagon also is equipped with the

same type of metal ways as are used on the

truck. The modus operandi is to back the

cation of those who are unfamiliar with its

construction. sufiice it to say that it is a

three-wheeled vehicle—the only “three—

wheeler” in the show, by the way—in which

the motor is carried forward under a hood

and behind a radiator, the single front

wheel being small and the rear wheels being

large and shod with dual rubber tires.

Although no changes in construction are

apparent in the Martin tractor. the other

Knox vehicles exhibit several important

alterations calculated to increase their effi

ciency and to render smoother their action.

Thus. for instance, the main driving gears

in the gearset now are spiral instead of

spur: all of the chassis have new long—
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SMITH-MILWAUKEE GEARSET SHOWING WIDE-FACE HERRINGBONE GEARS

"dead" wagon up to the truck, when two

small “gangways” may be let down and

the loaded or empty truck body can be run

05, permitting the use of the chassis for

other purposes. In the Locomobile "dead"

wagon the designers have obviated the

necessity for obtaining perfect alignment

between the truck chassis and the “dead”

wagon by providing a swiveling arrange

ment on the latter which permits of the load

being transferred, even though consider

able discrepancy in alignment obtains.

Use of Martin Tractor Illustrated.

At the Knox stand, the Martin tractor is

exhibited for the first time in connection

with a proper trailer. To those who have

moderately long memories, it will not be

difficult to recall the first appearance of the

Martin tractor at the last show, when it

was perched atop a heavy Knox chassis,

where, though an excellent idea of its con

struction could be obtained, it was difiicult

to judge of its actual utility. As it is ex

hibited at present, however, properly

"hitched" in one case to an open stake

trailer and in another to a closed body

similar to one already purchased for the

collection of garbage in New York City,

its possibilities loom large. For the edifi

stroke motors and metal covered universal

joints now are common to all; jackshafts

and tires have been made slightly heavier,

and another smaller change pertains to the

  

POPE-HARTFORD BRAKES

cooling fans. which now have three blades

instead of two blades.

The only other tractor in the show is the

Garford, which naturally is of the four

wheel type; nominally, the chassis is the

same as that used for the standard five

ton truck, though it is considerably fore

shortened. Incidentally, the foreshortening

brings to light another advantage of the

tractor and trailer apparent in the extremely

short turning radius which is possible. This

Garford tractor and trailer, it is pointed

out, is capable of transporting 12 tons with

practically none of the load weight carried

by the rubber tires of the tractor.

Truck of Tractor Characteristics.

Although it is not a tractor, strictly

speaking, the Walter Latil drive truck still

partakes of some of the features of one,

for the reason that the power unit virtually

is separate from the load carrying unit and

 

  

BUICK TORQUE TUBE ASSEMBLY

supports but a small proportion of the load

The other trucks at the \Valtcr stand arc

distinctive by reason of the use of the West—

inghouse individual clutch transmission,

though its use is not new and has been

featured by \Valter products ever since

their appearance, some time ago; this is the

first time they have appeared at a public

exhibition, however, and a critical examina

tion of their construction reveals little or

nothing that is not orthodox in pattern

One of the chassis exhibited, it is true. is

equipped with the new \Vestinghouse air

springs. though it is explained that they

are not standard equipment and are at

tached to the chassis as much to test them

out as to exhibit them to the gaze of the

public. Apparently, only one material

change has been made-the service brake

has been placed on the jackshaft inside the

chassis frame and is very nearly completely

enclosed by means of a metallic housing

Among the trucks that make their in

itial appearance at any show—the list in~

eluding VVillys, Utility, Hupmobile, Selden,

a new model Reo, a new five-ton P0P?"

Hartford, a new light Kissel. and the \‘6

juvenated Kelly-Springfield line—none i5 8

real surprise nor contains anything 0‘ a

really surprising nature, though in all of
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them there are individualities which we

clude the possibility of generalizing.

Many Machines for Light Loads.

The Rec. for instance, is the first four

cylinder Reo truck to put in an appearance,

and is interesting for this reason, if for no

other. There are several fine points in its

design, however, which will bear close

scrutiny, and among them the employment

of a detachable tube radiator is a feature

that should be appreciated by owners whose

drivers are wont to act carelessly. Another

feature which is calculated to suppress that

brand of carelessness evident in fast driving,

It is a hydraulic deviceis the governor.

of the vehicle within the prescribed limit

without affecting engine speed, thus permit

ting the use of any speed in the gearset

for heavy pulling. It is a centrifugal device

operated from one of the front wheels by

means of a set of gears and- a flexible shaft

similar to that used in driving speedometers.

The Selden is another light truck that has

been on the market for some little time.

though it has not previously been publicly

exhibited, and, like the others, its construc

tion is perfectly rational and standard.

though it incorporates a number of features

that are all its own. The jackshaft, for in

stance, is mounted on the chassis frame in

ball and socket joints, permitting slight

it has been designed to provide a more than

ordinarily wide margin of safety; as an

example, it is rated at LSOO pounds capacity.

though it is pointed out that the safe maxi

mum load may be 500 pounds more.

Some of the Detail Refinements.

By way of providing plenty of power. a

four-cylinder vertical water-cooled motor

with cylinders measuring 4 x 4% is used;

the rating is 30 horsepower. Power is trans

mitted to a jackshaft through the inter—

mediary of a cone clutch and selective

gearset, and thence to the rear wheels by

means of side chains. Conforming to the

general practice, the steering wheel is lo

 
 

  

 

 

MARTIN TRACTOR ATTACHED TO GARBAGE COLLECTION WAGON WHICH FORMS PART OF KNOX EXHIBIT IN GARDEN

mounted directly on the intake manifold and

operated by the pressure of the water in

the cooling system. Appreciating that the

comfort of the driver may have a decided

effect on the efliciency of the vehicle. the

designer has placed the gearshift lever be—

tween the front seats, where it is at once

out of the way and perfectly accessible.

The Hupmobile delivery wagon that

makes its first appearance at a show, though

it has been in existence plenty long enough

to make a reputation for itself, is essentially

the pleasure car chassis, in which a few

modifications have been made with a view

to generally strengthening the structure.

Though there can be no doubt that in its

revised form it really is a commercial vehi

cle. the addition of a governor removes

even the last suspicion of doubt. The g0v

ernor is adjustable for any speed, and is

unique in that it operates to hold the speed

frame weaving without the danger of dam

age resulting; another interesting point is

the manner in which the radius rods are at

tached to the chassis, also through spher

ical joints.

Surprise That Was Anticipated.

Exhibited side by side with the other and

larger products of the Gramm Motor Truck

Co., the \Villys Utility wagon forms a sort

of a mild surprise, for though it was known

to be in active process of development, only

its appearance made known that it is ready

for the market. Though in its material

aspects it appears slightly like a modified

pleasure car chassis, if viewed from afar.

closer inspection reveals that there really is

scarcely one little thing about the truck

which suggests pleaSure car practice—that

it is a real commercial vehicle designed

primarily for goods transportation, and that

catcd at thc left side with the control levers

in the center of the footboard.

As for the other Gramm products. they

are quite similar to their immediate prede

cessors, except that they are all fitted with

governors. As is but natural, they have

several individual characteristics, among

which the accelerator, its position and its

method of operation are enlightening as in

dicating a trend toward greater safety. In<

stead of operating by downward pressure,

the accelerator swings sideways. so that no

amount of instinctive bracing on the part

of the driver in the face of impending

trouble can precipitate an accident. Another

point about the chassis which is interesting

is the method of mounting the springs on

rollers in slots carried by the chassis frame.

In this way. the usual spring shackle is

eliminated without impairing the latitude of

movement of the springs.

_'_\__-
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Although the Kissel 2,500-pound truck

which is exhibited for the first time is new

throughout and represents the most recent

addition to the already extensive Kissel line,

there is nothing in its make-up that is really

radical in design. In the fewest possible

words, it is a standard product. Its most

distinctive feature is its low-hung appear

ance and the use of a radiator the top and

sides of which are finned to facilitate the

  

REO GEAR SHIFT LEVER

dissipation of heat. Incidentally. the radi

ator is supported on springs, as is the whole

plant, the latter being mounted in a sub

frame on the main frame. The motor is

rated at 36 horsepower and measures 4%

x 5% inches bore and stroke, respectively.

By way of discomaging speeding while at

the same time leaving the motor free for

hard pulls on low gear, a governor limiting

the speed of the vehicle but not the speed

of the motor is employed.

The most conspicuous feature of the new

  

REO HYDRAULIC GOVERNOR

five-ton Pope-Hartford truck that since last

show has been added to round out the line

is the brake mechanism, which almost truth

fully is colossal; not inappropriately the

new brakes are styled “locomotive” brakes;

they are common to both the three~ and the

five-ton chassis, their incorporation in the

former being about the only change that

has been made, barring, of course, the

adoption of a larger motor. Another new

feature of both chassis is the manner of

mounting the drivcrfs seat and cab; in the

new construction, the whole cab may be

tipped backward, completely exposing the

power plant without the necessity for dis—

turbing even the control elements. One of

the features of the five-ton cliaSSis which

scarcely can be overlooked, is the excep

tionally liberal tire equipment—rear tires

measure 42 x 6 and are dual and front tires

measure 38 x 7, single.

The Kelly~Springfield line is not new. of

course, though to a. casual observer it

might well appear to be new, what with the

slanting hoods and Renault type radiators

that have come with the adoption of water~

cooled motors in place of the air-cooled en—

gines that served for so long to distinguish

the line. The new motors, by the way, are

exceptionally accessible, just one instance

of the elimination of complexity being the

mounting of the magneto and the water

pump up front on a transverse shaft; the

 

  

  

 

REO DETACIIABLE TUBE RADIATOR

oil filler cap also is up front, where it is

instantly accessible, and the breather pipe

is located between the two pairs of cylin

ders, where it is out of the way.

By way of housing the fan, which is

placed behind the radiator, in contradistinc

tion to the usual construction in which the

Renault type of radiator is used, a dome

shaped metal casing serves also as part of

the footboard. The fan belt adjustment is

more than ordinarily simple, the fan being

mounted on a transverse arm which serves

also to provide a measure of protection for

the radiator. One end of the arm is 510(

ted and held in place by a large nut, which.

when loosened, permits the arm to be

moved a few inches in order to tighten the

belt. Another clever adjustment is to te

found in the radius rods, which are pro

vided with means for taking up the slack

in the driving chains. 1 .

Among the older cars that make their ap

pearance perennially with scarcely any

change to distinguish them from their for~

bears, there are the Autocar, the Velie and

the Federal, the first and the last being

made in but one capacity each. As usual,

the Autoear exhibit is one of the most com

plete in the show, and quite as much as

usual it requires a very high-powered mag

nifying glass to discover any material al

teration in construction One very import

ant change has been made. however. though

it is a change in price and not in design—

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 
 

  

LOCOMOBILE SWITCH POSITION

hereafter the chassis will list at $2,000 in~

stead of $2,150.

As for the Federal, there is even less

change apparent in its construction, though

it goes without saying that a number of im—

provements not visible to the naked eye,

though nevertheless increasing efficiency,

have been made. One point that is pecu

liar to the Federal is that the steering col

umn is absolutely devoid of all devices;

there is no spark control lever, for the good

and sufiicient reason that set spark ignition

  

STERNBERG GOVERNOR CONNECTION

is employed and the throttle is contt'Olled

by a pedal. .

Representative of the Velie line. which

is more complete than the exhibit 9""

supposes, there is a three-ton chassis, a one'

ton chassis and a two—ton vehicle complet'“

and in none of them is there apparent en:

material deviation from previous Pracuce‘

Chiefiy conspicuous is the method of hang

ing the springs outside the chassis {ram

instead of beneath it, as is the confine"

Practice; this construction, it is pomie,

out, permits of a lower center 0f Emmy

Another feature which is most cOHSP'wO"S
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of course, is the method of equipping the

radius rods with heavy spiral springs by

way of lessening the road and driving

shocks ordinarily transmitted to the chassis.

Final drive through live axle and gears,

the weight of the car being carried by 21 sep

arate “dead” axle; is the “tie that binds"

another group together. Four makes of this

drive are shown, one being the new Stude

baker gasolene truck, another the Latil

front drive machine, a third the big Mais,

which has done much to make this drive

familiar in the United States. and the fourth

the Brown, an extremely neat machine and

 

 

HUPMOBILE

MUTH - JUERGENS

which cannot be classified, for the reason

that the mechanism inside the casing is re

garded by its inventor as a deep, dark se~

met—notwithstanding the fact that patents

have been applied for, that trucks fitted with

the governors are for sale and that anyone

who wants to know very badly can buy or

borrow a machine and take down the cas

ing!

One of the bright little ideas of the show

is the color scheme of the new Stewart

chassis. At the first glance it might ap'

pear that the makers tried to see how many

different kinds of paint they could get on

  

are concerned. Some of the machines are

quite well known through published de

scriptions and through cars in actual service

—B. A. Gramm, Stewart, and Latil, for ex

ample—while the Croce and Maccarr need

an introduction—and are getting it, if the

interest of show-goers counts for any

thing.

A feature of the B. A. Gramm truck, and

one that stands out like a good deed in an

evil world. to revert to the vernacular. is

the equipment of all models with the Gray

& Davis starting and lighting

While many makers—most of them, in fact

system.
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VARIETY DISCLOSED BY A COMPARISON OF AUXILIARY SPRING MOUNTINGS

the smallest car shown embodying the prin'

ciple in question Manufacturers of this

driving system lay great stress upon the

remarkable results that have been obtained

from internal gear drive in the service of

the United States army and the favor with

which it is regarded by military engineers.

While there has been an increase in the

number of cars fitted with governors for

preventing the attainment of excessive

speeds, there appears to be considerable

doubt as to the utility of the device. even

on the Part of some of those who fit it to

their cars. Nevertheless—the governor is

gaining ground, and there is good reason

for it. Most of the governors are of the

centrifugal type, the exceptions being one

or two hydraulic devices and at least one

one chassis; but a little investigation de

velops the fact that all the members of each

system are colored alike in order to facili

tate the following out of connections and

functions. For instance, the foot brakes

and all connections are blue and the hand

braking parts red; the transmission system,

orange; the steering system, light brown;

cooling system, yellow, and so on, through

out the chassis. While this is intended as a

show "stunt," designed to enable visitors

to understand more readily the construction

of the chassis, the idea seems too good to

be ignored after the shows are over.

Not a few commercial vehicle makers are

experiencing the delights of a truck show

or, at least, of a national function—for the

first time, so far as their present exhibits

—are waiting for someone else to “start

something," the B. A. Gramm people have

taken the leap and are confident that the

starter is the right thing not only for the

user but for the maker—in one case as an

economy and a convenience and in the

other as a getter of business. '

The two models of the B. A. Gramm, of

2 tons and 3% tons capacity, respectively,

are practically alike except in dimensions,

The same motor is used in both, with pair

cast cylinders of 4% x 5% inches bore and

stroke. Both have dry plate multiple disk

clutches and gearsets of the individual dog

clutch type, the gears being always in mesh

but not running when the direct drive is en

gaged: the smaller car has three speeds and

the larger four. Motor and gearsets are sep
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arate units; the jackshaft is of the full float

ing type and final drive is by side chains.

A fine point in the motor suspension is that

the sub-frame, to which the power plant is

bolted, is carried on springs at each of the

four supporting points, thus very efiect

ually protecting the mechanism from the

effects of the usual pounding. The driver's

seat and the floorboards are placeddirectly

over the motor; but they are lowered so

that the top of the engine rises through the

floor, which is provided with a shallow hood

as a protection. Incidentally, this brings

up the fact that there is a decided tendency

toward this form of construction, there be

ing five machines showing this arrange

ment. There are many points in its favor;

the maximum loading space, with a given

wheelbase length, is available without hoist

  

GRAMM PEDALS AND SPRING MOUNT

ing the driver's seat high in the air; the

motor is accessible both from the sides and

from the top; the arrangement is compact

and convenient and, last but not least, even

if it is rather a negative virtue, there is

apparently little of importance that can be

said against it. The big La France hydrau~

lic truck, with the Manly drive, is built with

the motor sharing the floor with the driver;

so are the Hewitt, the Garford, the Blair

and the new Croee. Not that the idea is

anything at all new; it has been used for

years. notably by the Hewitt; but there

seems to be an increasing appreciation of

its advantages. Doubtless the fact that the

once popular amusement of “crawling all

over” a motor has gone into the discard has

something to do with it.

The Croce, which hails from Asbury

Park, N. 1., where it is built by the Croce

Auto Co., Inc., has had local existence for

two years, but is making its first real bow

to the public. It is built in sizes from a

1,500-pound delivery wagon to a S-ton truck.

One of the first details of the Croce car to

attract attention is the radiator, which is

Y

 

of the same construction throughout the

line and consists of a large number of hori

zontal copper tubes expanded into front and

back tube-sheets; the sides and top are

riveted to the tube sheets and the whole

riveted to and supported by a cast bronze

base of great strenth. All joints are sol

dered more to ensure against leakage than

anything else. though, of course, this proc

ess adds a certain amount of Stiffness. All

the Croce machines have four-cylinder m0

  

SANFORD GOVERNOR POSITION

tors. In the smaller models the motor is

under the floor, the hood coming up into the

driver’s space, and drive is through shaft

and bevel gears. In the heavier cars the

motors are in the usual front position and

drive is by side chains.

Built throughout to standard specifica

tions and embodying nothing that is at all

radical, the chassis shown by the Maccarr

Co. of Allentown, Pa., is a business-like

“job.” Two capacities are built—~l,500

pounds and 1 ton; the smaller car has shaft

drive and the larger chain. In both cases

it (H‘Himu‘H

._ llill—U-‘lltlml .

  

KREBS GOVERNING MECHANISM

the same unit power plant is installed; the

motor has four block-cast cylinders of 3%

x 5% inches bore and stroke with an A. L.

A. M. rating of 28 horsepower, and drive is

through a dry-plate multiple disk clutch

and three-speed selectively controlled gear

set. Pneumatic tires are regular equipment

on the smaller and solids on the larger

model; all wheels are 36 inches in diameter

front and rear; 4%-inch pneumatics are

used on the smaller car and 3-inch solids

in front and 4-inch in the rear of the l-ton

car. Speed is under the control of a gov

ernor and the steering wheel is placed on

the left side of the machine.

Apart from its unique “color scheme."

the new Stewart chassis of 1,500 pounds

carrying capacity has many features that

are of no little interest, stress being laid

upon accessibility, simplicity and fool

proofness. Briefly, the car, which al~

ready has been described in Motor World

and has been in actual service for some

months, is of the type in which the motor.

under a sloping hood in front, is backed by

the radiator: drive is through a multiple

disk dry clutch. enclosed in the same hous

ing with the three-speed selectively con

trolled gearset, forming a unit separate

from the power plant and connected to it

by a short shaft which is equipped with

a double universal joint. Final drive is

by bevel gears to the rear axle, which is of

the full-floating type.

Not only does the position of the engine

 
 

  

LANSDEN MOTOR SUSPENSION

permit its easy inspection from the from,

the hood swinging upward and backward.

but by removing the front member of the

frame the timing gear casing can be taken

03 and, carrying the process a little further'

the whole motor can be slid out with little

ditliculty.

Every unit in the car—power plant, Seal"

set and clutch, steering system, rear axle

system, and so on—is so arranged tlm 1*

can be removed intact without in any way

affecting other units. The motor is of th‘

long stroke type, with block cast cylinders.

and is conservatively rated at 30 bars:

power; cooling is by forced circulation, and

the usual radiator fan is replaced by a Set

of fan-blades projecting from the rim 0i

the flywheel. Lubrication has been very

clOsely studied, and there is not a frictional

surface that is not provided with lubricat

ing means, and not an oil-hole that is not

fitted either with an oil-cup or 8 grease'

cup. _

An interesting example of the increfiamg

tendency to employ the tractor principle

_nm is, to pull the load behind the vow"  
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rather than push it ahead of the power—

is found in the Latil front drive system. a

French design, the American rights for

which have been secured by the Walter

Motor Truck Co., of New York, which

company is exhibiting the machine at the

Garden. Briefly, the Latil consists of a pair

of rubber-tired artillery wheels carrying a

four-cylinder motor which drives the wheels

upon which it is mounted through a cone

clutch, four-speed gearset, universally joint~

ed shafts and spur pinions meshing with

gears bolted to the wheels. The motor of

the machine shown, which is rated as hav

ing a capacity of 2% tons, is of 3% x 5%

inches bore and stroke and has its cylinders

cast in a single block. By means of suitable

brackets and frames it is possible to adapt

the machine to almost any body, which

preferably is equipped with steel-tired

wheels, thus saving the expense of a pair

of tires subjected to the weight of the load.

It has been found that the front drive sys

tem is particularly effective in pulling

through deep snow, mud or sand. that skid~

ding is very greatly reduced and that steer

ing is rendered particularly easy by the

application of power to the steering wheels

—a fact that some are inclined to doubt,

but which is a fact, nevertheless.

In the Heavyweight Class.

Among the distinctly big trucks of the

show, and distinguished also by its un

familiarity to show-goers—the current show

marks its first appearance—is the Vulcan

7-tonner, the manufacturers of which, the

Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Corp, of Sharon,

Pa., are well known as manufacturers of

truck parts but never before have shown

a complete car. \Vhile the 7-ton machine is

the largest of the line, which includes six

models, the smallest having a capacity of

three tons, the constructional features are

practically alike throughout. Generally

speaking, the machine is of standard type.

with motor in front under a hood, cone

clutch, three~speed gearset in the four

smaller sizes and four-speed in the 6- and

7-t0n, and final drive through side chains.

There are. however. many details that are

worked out with unusual care, and show a

keen appreciation of the difficulties that

must be overcome by trucks doing really

heavy work. While the frame has been

made exceedingly strong and substantial.

care has been taken to avoid excessive rigid

ity; yet all parts that require accurate

alignment are immovany held in line. On

the other hand, the crankshaft, to cite a con

spicuous example, is constructed with the

rear journal exceedingly large—much larger

than the other bearing sections—and the

rearmost check is correspondingly strong

This is done because the rear end of the

crankshaft has to transmit all the power de

velopcd by all four cylinders. The correct

ness of the principle involved is borne out

by the statement that not a single crank

shaft of the Vulcan type has been broken.

Small Things of Great Importance.

A very neat radiator suspension has been

worked out, consisting of a pair of short,

hollow sockets containing coiled springs

which carry plungers pivoted to brackets

bolted to the radiator. The spring sockets

are mounted on the frames and the brackets

on the radiator are placed near the bottom.

The spring movement is sufficient to take
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care of all road shocks. and is eFfective in

both directions. Another detail, which i;

a solution of a problem that has bothered

more than one truck builder, is a differential

lock that permits the driving wheels to be

driven together for pulling out of bad

places, but which will automatically throw

out of engagement if the truck is run on a

curve—which means that the differential

lock will lock the wheels only when such

locking is unobjectionable. The gearset is

of the constantly-meshed type, with solid

dog clutches. In the gearcase is another of

those features that abound in the machine.

The cover is in two parts—or. rather, there

are two covers, one small and the other

large. The small cover, at the forward end,

can be replaced by a special case carrying

a gear which meshes with a special gear on

the countershaft of the gearset, and a shaft,

projecting from the superposed gearcase,

carries a pinion for the transmission of

power to hoisting mechanism, winches or

anything else that it might be desirable to

drive.

Worm Drive in a “Land Leviathan."

Another member of the “land leviathan"

class is the six-ton Smith-Milwaukee, which

is being shown for the first time in the

East and is further distinguished by the

fact that it is the biggest of the warm

driven contingent. The first impression of

this machine is one of hugcness, due to the

fact that the long gearease and the extreme

ly large rear axle housing are connected by

a steel torque tube of large diameter and,

further, the frame is of massive proportions,

being no less than nine inches deep. Nat

urally, the most striking feature of the ma

chine is the rear axle system, which, taken

as a whole, is a triangular unit consisting

of the axle casing, the torque tube and two

radius rods of heavy construction which

extend from the outer ends of the axle cas

ing to the forward end of the torque tube,

where they converge and are secured. This

ensures rigidity and accurate alignment of

the worm-driving system—a matter of no

small importance. The motor, which is sep

arate from the gearcase, drives through a

very large universal joint. The various

units are readily dcmountable separately,

and, notwithstanding the size and massive

proportions of the machine, it is a compara

tively easy matter to take down or assemble

one with few tools, even under conditions

not altogether favorable.

The gearset, which provides three for

ward speeds, is of the individual dog clutch

type, and the fact that the gears are con

stantly in mesh makes possible the peculiar

ity that the teeth are of the herringbone va

riety. That the gears are built for down

right hard truck service is indicated by the

fact that they have faces no less than three

inches wide. Both main shaft and counter

shaft, which are located one above the

other, are carried in bearings suspended

from the top plate of the casing. as the

hearings of a motor are carried on the upper

part of the crankcase. The lower part of

the casing is comparatively light and serves

mainly as an oil reservoir and dirt excluder.

The two models, IVA—ton and 6-ton, are as

like as two peas, apart from general dimen

sions. The motor in the smaller is of 40

50 horsepower and in the larger of 50-60

horsepower. Both are of the T-head type.

with pair-cast cylinders, and are located

under hoods in front. Governors are fitted

to limit maximum speed.

While the La France hydraulic truck is

exhibited for the first time, its construction

’
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and method of operation are so well known

that description here is unnecessary. Suf

fice it to say that, though the machine is the

most radical departure from standard prac

tice at the show, it has been so well tried

out that it cannot be regarded as either

experimental or freakish in-any way. The

machine exhibited has its hydraulic trans

mission system driven by an electric motor.

and the exceedingly simple single lever con

trol shows to the best advantage. The least

understood part of the transmission sys

tem—the mechanism for changing the

stroke of the driving pumps—is shown sep—

arately, so that its seemingly intricate, but

really simple. operation can be studied

readily.

Universal Brings Out a Worm Drive.

One of the new models brought out by

established concerns is the Universal Motor

 \‘5‘er
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Truck Co.’s one-ton worm drive machine,

which is an extremely business-like speci

men of this very modern type of final drive.

Drive from the gearcase to the worm is

through a rather long propeller shaft with

two universal joints; the rear axle is held

in alignment and torque and driving stress

es taken by heavy pressed steel channel

section rods running from the axle ends to

the cross-member of the main frame. The

motor, mounted as a unit with the gearcase.

is of 30 horsepower, with block-cast cyl

inders and enclosed valves. The clutch is a

dry single disk and the gearset gives three

forward speeds with the usual selective con

trol. While the machine abounds with in

teresting features, one example will serve

to show the way in which the designers

have gone at their work. The carburetter

is supplied with hot air from a hood sur

rounding the exhaust pipe. Close to the car

burctter, however, is a valve, operated by

a little ratchet handle, which controls a

large opening. This permits regulation of

the temperature of the air going to the

carburetter, for when the valve is wide open

the amount of hot air drawn over the ex

haust pipe is almost negligible, while when

it is closed all the air taken in is heated.

Another worm-drive advocate is the Rowe

Motor Mfg. Co., of Coatesville, Pa., which

builds three worm-driven models, of l, 1%

and 2 tons capacity, respectively. All three,

however, are built alternately with side

chain final drive, so that the purchaser can

take his choice, the machines being exactly

alike in other respects. The Rowe trucks

have been standardized for some time; the

changes made from year to year are only
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matters of detail that are suggested by ex

perience.

\Vorm drive exclusively is employed by

the Blair Mfg. Co., of Newark, 0., in 'its

three models of 1%, 2‘3 and 3% tons capac

ity, respectively. The Blair power and

transmission system is unusual in design in

that it forms a separate multiple unit sus—

pended within the main frame of the car.

A narrow sub-frame extends clear from the

rear axle housing to the front end of the

car, carrying both gearset and motor and

keeping them aligned at all times with the

rear axle. The sub-frame is supported on

three points, so that it is not possible to

cause binding or disalignment of any of the

parts that should be kept free; moreover,

it is a simple matter to remove the entire

driving system at once, Or, for that mat

ter, to' take out any one of the separate

units without disturbing any of the others.

The Blair motor, which is of 4% x 5%

inches bore and stroke in the smaller car

and 4% x 5% inches bore and stroke in the

two larger, are under the control of sealed

automatic governors.

Also Worm in Schacht Product.

The Schacht worm drive one-ton truck

presents an example of simple, substantial

construction, very much like other Schacht

cars apart from the final drive. It embodies

the latest ideas of the builders—large

wheels, but nevertheless a low-hung body.

which is permitted by the use of a special

form of platform rear spring suspension.

On the model in question, which is only one

of a line of six ranging from 1,500 pounds to

  

4 tons, the wheels are 38 inches in diameter

front and rear. The motor is of rather sur

prising power for the machine, being rated

at 45—50 horsepower, and has block—cast

cylinders of 4% inches bore and 5% inches

stroke. The gearset is separate from the

motor unit. \Vestinghouse starting and

lighting equipment is installed, when or

dered, as an extra.

Two New Darts But Little Changed.

The Dart Mfg. Co., of Waterloo. 1a..

whose little two~cylinder wagon has been

a feature of other shows and still is “doing

business," has brought out two new models,

of 1,500 pounds and 3,000 pounds capacity.

respectively, and which are of what may be

termed conventional construction throughv

out. They are sturdy wagons, with four

cylinder motors, 25-30 horsepower in the

‘smaller and 35-40 horsepower in the larger.
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driving through cone clutches, three-5Peed

selectively controlled gearsets which are

built as units with the jackshafts, and side

chains to the rear wheels. No change

whatever have been made in the little Cari

its two-cylinder opposed motor and Diane'

tary transmission being “plenty gOOd

enough to let alone," in the words of the

makers. .

The most important change aPPalT-nt m

the exhibit of the Lauth-Juergens Motor

Car Co., of Fremont, 0., is the addition to

the line of a S-ton truck which, however

is built along exactly the same lines as the

already well-known l-, 2- and 3-ton ma

chines. One of the interesting features of

the new machine is that the bearing hous'

i"gs are so constructed as to be Capable of

taking either roller or ball bearingS, 50 that

either can be fitted at the option of the P“"

chaser. A special Lauth-Juefg'ins feature

is the gearset, which is provided with three

sDeeds in the two smaller models and four

speeds in the two larger, including"course, the new S-tonner. Direct 4"” l”

on third speed in all cases; Where mm
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are four speeds the fourth is an overstep.

The whole gearset is substantial in the ex

treme, and it is the particular pride of the

makers. The clutch is a very simple disk

afiair, there being a single disk which is

pressed between two driving disks when the

clutch is “in. Protection for the driver

always has been a Lauth-Juergens feature,

and standard construction still includes a

completely enclosed cab. which can be tilt

ed bodily, with seat and floorboards, to give

access to the motor in extreme cases.

though for all ordinary work there is ample

accessibility through the side openings.

n

Light Wagons of Orthodox Pattern.

A new model has been added to the line

of Krebs cars—a 1%1t0n machine with a

four~cylinder four-cycle motor. The desig~

nation “four-cycle" is necessary in this in

stance, because both the other Krebs ma

chines—1,500 pounds and l-ton capacity—

have two-cycle motors with two vertical

cylinders. Like the other models, the new

machine has cone clutch and three-speed

selectively controlled gearset; final drive

is through side chains, like the l-ton model;

the smallest car has shaft drive. Left side

steering is employed. A new form of gov~

crnor is used, the details of which are not

available. but which evidently is of the

centrifugal type; the governor acts on the

throttle and the ignition simultaneously and

maintains a constant motor speed under all

conditions. The governor is applied to all

models, though in slightly different form in

the new machine from that used in the

older models. Provision is made for the

installation of an electric starting and light

ing system which, however, is supplied only

on special order and at an extar cost over

the list price.

If there is any virtue in a long name

there ought to be something in the “Best”

and the “Flint” machines, built by the Flint

Motor Wagon Department of the Durant

D0rt Carriage Co., of Flint, Mich. The lit

tle "Best" wagon of 1,000 pounds capacity

with two-cylinder opposed motor and tWO

disk friction drive, is no new thing: the

changes in its construction are almost neg

ligible. The “Flint” cars, however, are new

models, with a normal load capacity of

1,600 pounds. There are no radical fea

tures; the design is of the standard tpr

with four'cylindcr, 22-horsepower motor.

cone clutch, three-speed selective gearsct in

a separate unit and bevel gear final drive.

the rear axle being of the full floating U'Pe

It may be remarked, however, that the

frame l> particularly well braced in the rear.

and that the triangular torque system 15

very neatly worked out, the two rods from

the axle casing ends coming together just

back of the forward universal joint of the

propeller shaft and the whole triangle being

stiffened by a cross brace which extends

from one rod to the other and is secured to

the forward end of the bevel gear casing.

\Vith a wheelbase of 106 inches the Flint

wagon has a loading space 82 inches long

and 45 inches wide.

“'hile the new Brown, built by the Brown
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Commercial Car Co., of Peru, Ind., is the

smallest of the machines having final drive

through gears direct to the wheels, it is

none the less a machine of extremely at

tractive design. The rear axle is held in

position by the popular triangular arrange

ment of torque rods, the rods being consid

erably longer than is usual, however, in ad
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dition to being of ample strength. But a

single model is built, having a carrying

capacity of 1,500 pounds; the motor, with

block-cast cylinders of 3% inches bore and

5% inches stroke, is mounted as a unit with

the three-speed gearset controlled by cen

trally located levers. Left side steering is

adopted. Incidentally, the frame of the

little Brown is unusually substantial for a

car of its size.

The Mais. the big, husky father of Amer'

ican internal-gear driven trucks. is entirely

unchanged.

Standardization of Electrics.

All the electric cars are under one roof—

that of the Grand Central Palace. Taken

as a class the whole eight of them—Atlan

tic, Baker, General Vehicle, G. M. C., Lans

den, Studebaker, “hard and Waverley—

stand for stability in design and construc

tion to a remarkable degree. As already

has been noted. the Studebaker company

has brought out a new worm-drive type.

but the old line of Studebakers is contin

ued unchanged. The General Vehicle and

the G. M. C. lines remain just as they were

in every respect. The Atlantic of course

has not had much time in which to do any

changing, this being its first big show.

lts thoroughly up-to-date design and con

struction, conforming to generally accepted

standards; it is propelled by a single motor,

driving by "silent" chain to the differential

on a housed jackshaft and by side chains

to the rear wheels. The various models

range in capacity from l to to 5 tons, but

all are built on the same lines—a very

common practice in electric vehicle build

ing.

The Baker people are standing pat on

their standard designs, having departed

from standard practice only in the appli

cation of steel chain on the new

model recently brought out, a four-ton

machine. These cases are of heavy steel

and not only enclose the driving chains

but act as torque members, thus serving

a double purpose. Otherwise the new

model differs not at all from its compan

ions. The smaller \\'ard cars, which orig

inally were made with chain drive direct

from motor to rear axle—single reduction

—now drives through a double reduction,

motor to jackshaft and thence by side

chains to the rear wheels. The larger

models, also with double reduction and sin

gle motor equipment, are unchanged.

In bringing out its larger model, from 2

tons up to 5 tons, the Waverley company

has abandoned its former two-motor system

and has adopted a single motor drive of an

extremely neat type. The motor is hung

from the main frames by steel brackets.

with its shaft fore-and-aft; its location is

back of the rear axle and above it, and

drive is through a propeller shaft with two

universal joints to a housed jackshaft for

ward of the axle. Final drive is by side

chains.

The new Lansden models, which differ

considerably from the old familiar Lans

dens with their long side chains, are built

with single motor drive

CHSCS
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and thence by side chains to the rear

wheels. The motor casing is bolted to the

jackshaft housing, forming a unit that is'

rigid and unaffected by vibration. The

weight of the motor is carried by a heavy

cross member of the frame. The Lansden

control lever, which is mounted on the

steering wheel column, is provided with

means for locking up with a padlock when

the car is standing, absolutely preventing

the current being turned on.

Bigger Motor in Lippard-Stewart.

A bigger motor—30 horsepower instead

of the former 22 horsepower—is the chief

change in the Lippard-Stewart 1.500 pound

delivery wagon, though a cone clutch has

been substituted for the older disk and the

motor and gearcase have been separated

into two units. A feature of the exhibit is

a hearse—cheerful subjectl—whieh can be

converted into a casket wagon by the ad

dition of carved ebony panels to cover

the windows and a horizontal partition to

provide room for more—well, more load.

The Sanford people have experienced a

change of heart and abandoned the former

two-cycle air-cooled three-cylinder engine

for a standard make of four-cycle, four

cylinder water-cooled motor with centri

fugal governor; This leaves the Chase

truck the sole representative of the two

cycle air-cooled type, and it may be said

that the representation is all that could be

asked for. The Chase trucks remain prac

tically unchanged, except in the inevitable

minor details. The latest and littlest Chase,

the 500 pound $500 car, is shown for the

first time and attracts its share of atten

tion.

"Assembled" a Standard Talking Point.

“Yes. it's an ‘assembled' truck. and that's

the best thing you could say about it." is

the way the Standard people talk of their

vehicle. Built wholly of components made

by various specialists, it is a comparatively

new machine that is wholly without frills

or feathers. The Stegeman, in which a

special point is made of fitting removable

bronze bushings at every point where wear

occurs. so that lost motion can be taken

up easily and cheaply, also g0es over with

out anything new. The Durable Dayton is

another machine the makers of which take

pride in pointing to the fact that the com

ponent parts are purchased and assembled

into complete cars; and it also is an un

changed machine. The l,500 pound and 1

ton Sullivan machines have heavier axles

and are generally strengthened; the brakes

are bigger and the gearcase and jackshaft

have been brought together in unit form.

Otherwise they are the same sturdy ma

chines.

Detail improvements have been made in

a number of machines which, however, re

tain all their well-known features intact

and, in fact, are to all intents and purposes

exactly as they were. The Sternberg, At

terbury, Modern, the Koehler, remain up

to-date without necessity for “tinkering.”

A post entry, so to speak. was that of

the Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co., of Marion.

Ind.. builders of the Indiana truck. The
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complete line consists of three machines—

1% tons, 2 tons and 3 tons capacity re

spectively; of these the two smaller are

shown. The chief characteristics of these

trucks are unchanged. The I H C cars,

which are designed especially with a view

to simplicity and ease of operation—which

naturally includes durability, the lack of

which would make the matter of operation

a difficult one—are shown in horizontal

water-cooled motors .inly. though severai

air-cooled models are built.

Though a number-of slight changes have

been made in the Grand Rapids Motor
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Truck Company’s Decatur truck, the fa

vorite “talking point" of the company's

representatives is the matter of service.

Arrangements have been made to have

every owner of a Decatur truck visited by

an expert once every 30 days, and this man

inspects and advises and instructs on me-_

chanical matters as well as helping very

materially in other matters in connection

with motor trucking.

Fire Apparatus Lends Dash of Color.

No motor truck show would be anything

like a motor truck show if it did not in

clude something striking in the way of

motor-driven fire apparatus; and this touch

of the spectacular is furnished at the Palace

by the \Nebb Co., of Allentown, Pa., which

exhibits a big pumping engine with a six

cylinder motor under the forward hood for

driving the car and the pumps, and also a

combination chemical and hosewagon with

a four-cylinder motor. In the pumping en

gine the pumps are located back of the,

driver’s seat, and power is transmitted to

them through the same mechanism that

drives the rear wheels. The Croce exhibit

also includes a combination chemical wagon

that looks extremely well able to stand the

hard service to which such machines are

subjected.

There is nothing new, of course, in the

use of auxiliary springs designed to come

to the assistance of the main rear springs

of a truck when the load is in place; but

there is an increasing tendency to fit these

springs to trucks, and a number of exam

ples of different types are in evidence The

Alco presents a good example of the in

verted semi-elliptic spring clipped to a

cross-member of the frame directly over

the rear axle; the ends of the spring are

clear of the axle when there is no load 0!!

the truck. and when the load is on they

come down and rest on pads clipped to thfi

axle just inside the main spring clips.

Prevalence of Auxiliary Springs.

Spiral springs are even more in evidence

for this class of service. B. A. Gramm um

a single cylindrical coil on each Side of the

truck. resting in a socket on the rear axle.

a bracket on the main frame coming down

in the top of the coil when the truck is

loaded. Selden also uses a single Cylin‘

drical coil which, however, is directly “‘1‘

der the frame. which rests on the Spring

when under load. In the case of the HUP'

mobile the arrangement is the same 85 l"

the B. A. Gramm. except that the spring

is of large diameter in the middle. tapering

toward the ends. Peerless uses a conical

coiled spring, with the small end up- in

the case of the Lauth-Juergens there are

two springs on each side, cylindrical coils,

resting on the main spring clips; the upper

bearings consist of hoOded brackets riveted

to the main frames.

In the Rowe exhibit there is 3 "wk

fitted with pneumatic cushions—the Kit/"k?

pneumatic suspension. Air cushions 0‘

fabric-and-rubber are interposed between

the spring ends and their brackets. 50 that

the weight comes directlypn the cushwfb

and the whole car is suspended 0" B‘r'

Curved plates press on the cushions. 3“

the curvature is so worked out that the

pressure per square Pl?“e Surfaie

is at all times equal. regal-diesg of me a"

- - '- umped
pressure in the cushions, willth are P .

up in the usual manner through a we

inch of

valve.

Si

Am
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Summary of Trucks Comprising New York Show and Their Price Ranges

In the Garden.

American Locomotive Co., Providence, R. 1.

—-Four Alco trucks: One 2-ton, two 3%~

ton, and one S-ton; one each 2- and 31;

ton chassis. Price range $3,160—‘$5,525.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.-—Ten Autocar

two-cylinder opposed Autocar trucks; one

chassis. Price range: Chassis, $2,000;

bodies from $275 to $750 extra.

Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich—Two Buick

trucks, both 1,000 pounds capacity: One

each open and panel delivery; one chas

sis. Price range, chassis, $975-$l,100.

Federal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Three Federal trucks, all one-ton capac

ity: One each express, panel delivery

and combination chemical and hose; ~-ne

chassis. Price range: Chassis, $1,800;

bodies from $100 to $150 extra.

Garford Co. Elyria, Ohio—Eight Garford

trucks: One each 3-ton furniture, mail.

express and tank trucks, one 5-ton brew

ery truck, one each 6-t0n power dump and

coal trucks, one lZ—ton tractor-trailer on

S-ton chassis; one 6-ton chassis.

range, chassis. $2,850-$4,850.

General Motors Truck Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Four G M C trucks: One l%-ton, two

3%-ton trucks and one S-ton dump truck:

one each 2-. 3% and S-ton chassis. Price

range, chassis. $2,075-$3,700.

Gramm Motor Truck Co., Lima, Ohio—One

3-ton Gramm truck and one each 2- and

5-ton chassis; one \Villys 1,500-pound de

livery wagon. Price range, chassis, $1,750

$4,500; price of Willys, $1,250

Hupp Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich—One

Hupmobile BOO-pound capacity delivery

wagon and one chassis. Price, chassis,

$875; with body, $1,075.

International Motor Co., New York City—

Fivc Mack trucks, one Hewitt 10-ton

truck, one International 1,500-pout1d

truck and one each 5%- and 7%-ton Sau_

rer chassis. Chassis price range: Hewitt,

$1.800-$5.500; Mack. $2,100-$2.300; Inter

national, $2.000; Saurer, $5,000-$6.000

Kelly Motor Truck Co.. Springfield, Ohio-—

Three Kelly-Springfield chassis: One

each l-, 1%- and 3-ton chassis. Price

range $2.000-$3,400.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, \Vis.-—

Four Kissel trucks: One each 3-, 4-. 5

ton and 1.500-pound trucks; one 1%-ton

chassis. Price range, chassis, $1,500~$4.

350; bodies $125 to $150 extra.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass—

One 3-ton Knox truck and two Martin

tractors, one from 5 to 8 tons capac'ty

and the other from 8 to 20 tons capacity.

Chassis price range. Martin tractor, $3.

250-$3.750; trucks, $3,000-$5,000.

Loeomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport

Conn—Two 5-ton Locomobile "110161

Price

One combination dumping and demount

able body truck and one lumber truck

with "dead" wagon. Chassis price, $4,800.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Four Packard trucks: One each 3-ton en

closed van and open express and two

panel express trucks; one 5-ton chassis.

Chassis price range $2,800-$4,500.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland. O.—

Two Peerless trucks: One S-ton furniture

van and one S-ton dumping truck. Chas

sis prices $3,700-$4,500.

 

CENSUS OF THE SHOW

Total Exhibitors . . . . . . . . .. 240

Exhibtors of Vehicles. . . . 64

Exhibitors of Accessories 176

Gasolene—

One Cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Two Cylinders . . . . . . . . . . 18

Two Cylinders (2-cycle). 3

Three Cylinders (2-cycle) 2

Four Cylinders . . . . . . . . . 12]

Six Cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . 1

—— 147

Chassis

Two Cylinders . . . . . . . . . . 3

Four Cylinders . . . . . . . .. 48

Three-wheel Tractors . . . 2

—— 53

Total Gasolcne Trucks and

Chassis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200

Water-cooled . 197

Air-cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Electric—

Trucks . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29

Chassis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

Roadster (Pleasure) . . . . I

—— 36

Total Vehicles and Chassis 236

  

 

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

-—Tw0 S-ton Pierce-Arrow trucks: One

dumping truck and one stake body truck;

one chassis. Chassis price $4,500.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Two Pope

Hartiord trucks: One 3-ton stake body

truck and one combination chemical and

hose wagon; one S-ton chassis. Price

range $3,550-$4,675.

Reo Motor Truck Co.. Lansing, Mich—

Two single cylinder Reo delivery wagons

and one four-cylinder l%- to 2~ton truck;

one 1%- to 2-ton chassis. Chassis prices.

with driver's seat, $700-$1,800.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester. N. Y.

--Two one-ton Selden trucks: One each

express and stake body trucks; one chas

sis. Chassis price $2,000.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio-—

Three Speedwell trucks: Two 4-ton open

trucks and one 6-ton dumping truck; one

2-ton chassis. Price range, with standard

bodies, $2,950-$4,500.

\'elie Motor \'ehicle Co., Moline, Il1.——(‘/ne

2-ton Velie truck; one each l-ton and 3

ton chassis. Chassis price range $1,830

sssso. '

\Valtcr Motor Truck Co., New York City—

Two \Valter trucks: One 3%-t0n furni

ture van and one Latil drive ZM-ton

truck; one 3%-ton chassis. Price range,

not including Latil drive chassis, $2100

$5,000; Latil drive chassis, $3,200.

White Co., The. Cleveland, Ohio—Nine

White trucks: One six-cylinder combina

tion chemical and hose wagon and one

each four-cylinder ambulance, 1%-ton

truck, ll/i-ton tower wagon, lV.»-ton van,

3-ton truck, S-ton power dumping truck

and two 1,500-pound delivery wagons;

one taxicab. Price range $2.250~$4.700.

In the Palace.

Atlantic Vehicle Co., New York City-One

S-ton Atlantic electric chassis. Price,

$4,000.

Atterbury Motor Car Co., Buffalo. N. Y.—

Four Atterbury trucks: One each 1.500

pound delivery wagon, 1-, 2- and 3—ton

trucks. Price range, $1,250'$3,000.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland. 0.—

Four Baker electric trucks: One each 500~

pound delivery and 4-ton truck and two

2-ton trucks; one l-ton chassis. Price

range, $1,800-$3,500.

Bessemer Motor Truck Co., Grove City, Pa.

—-Two Bessemer trucks: One each 1.000

pound delivery wagon and ll/Q~ton truck;

one each 1.000-pound and l-ton chassis.

Price range. $1,200$2,700.

Blair Mfg. Co., Newark, O.—One 291-th

Blair truck; one 371-ton chassis. Price

range, $3,000-$3,750.

Bowling Green Motor Car Co.. Bowling

Green, O.—One 1,000-pound Modern de

livery wagon; one 1,500-pound chassis.

Price range, $1,325-$1,625.

Brown Commercial Car Co., Peru, 1nd.—

Two 1.500-p0und Brown delivery wagons;

one chassis. Chassis price, $1.650.

Chase Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Three Chase trucks; One two-cylinder,

two-cycle, 500-pound delivery wagon; one

each three-cylinder, two-cycle, l- and 2

ton trucks; all air cooled. Price range,

$500-$200.

Croce Auto Co., Inc., Asbnry Park. N. J.—

One Croce 1.500-pound delivery wagon

and one combination chemical and hose
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wagon; one each 1,500-pound and 3-ton

chassis. Price range, $1,850-$4.500.

Dart Mfg. Co., \Vaterloo, Ia.—-Three Dart

trucks: one each four-cylinder, four—cycle,

1,500-pound and l%-ton trucks and one

1,000-pound, two-cylinder delivery wagon.

Price range, $750-$l,790.

Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Corporation,

Sharon, Pa.—One 4V2-ton Vulcan truck

and one 7-ton chassis. Price range, $3,

600-$5.600.

Durant-Dort Carriage Co., Flint, Mich.—

One each Flint LOGO-pound delivery wag

on and chassis and one two-cylinder Best

1,000-pound chassis. Price, Flint, $875;

Best, $840.

Dayton Auto Truck Co., Dayton, O.—One

3-ton Dayton chassis. Price range, $2,650

$4,500.

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N.

Y.—Eight General Vehicle electric trucks:

One each 1.000-pound, l-ton. battery crane

and industrial, 3- and 3yrton trucks, two

5-t0n trucks; one chassis.

Two G M C electric trucks: One each

1,000-pound and 5-ton; one each 1- and 3

ton chassis. Price range, $2.075-$3.700.

Gramm-Bernstein Co., Lima, O.—One

Benjamin A. Gramm 2-ton truck and one

3%-ton Price range. $2,750

$3.600.

Grand Rapids Motor Truck Co., Grand

Rapids, Mich.—Two 154-th Decatur de

livery wagons. Price range. $2,200-$Z,500.

Harwood-Barley Mfg.v Co., Marion, Ind.—

Two Indiana trucks: one each 1%- and

Price range. $2,000-$3,200

chassis.

2-ton trucks.

Hydraulic Truck Sales Co., New York City

—One 6-t0n La France truck with Manly

hydraulic drive.

International Harvester Co.—Three I H C

two-cylinder. 1.500-pound delivery wag

Price. air-cooled, $820:ons; one chassis.

water-cooled. $935.

  

‘ Laum.
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Koehler Sporting Goods Co., H. J.. New

York City—Two two-cylinder, 1.600

pound delivery wagons; one chassis.

Price range, $750-$900.

Krebs Commercial Car Co., Clyde, O._

Three Krebs trucks: One each two-cylin

detr. 1.500-p0und and l-ton

trucks, and one four-cylinder, four—cycle

lI/z-ton truck. Chassis price, $1,375.

Lansden Co., Newark, N. ].—Six Lansden

electric trucks: One each l-ton gas wag

on, 750-pound delivery wagon, 1,000

pound ambulance, two l-ton trucks; one

3V1-t0n chassis.

Lauth-_lnergens Motor Car Co., Fremont, 0.

—Three Lauth-Juergens chassis, one each

l-, 3- and 5-tons. Price range, $1,950

$3,300.

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co., Buffalo,

N. Y.—Four Lippard-Stewart 1,500-pound

trucks: One each hearse and undertaker’s

two-cycle,
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wagon and two delivery wagons; 0ne

chassis. Price, $1,650.

Maccarr Co., Allentown, Pa.-—One 1,500

pound Maccarr truck: one chassis. Price

range. $1,650~$1,900.

Mais Motor Truck Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

One Zl/z-ton Mais chassis. Price range.

$2.750~$3,40(). .

Rowe Motor Mfg. Co., Coatesville, Pa.—

Two Rowe trucks: One each 1- and Z-ton

trucks. Price range, $1,800-$4,800.

Sanford Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

One l-ton Sanford truck and one-chassis

Chassis price, $1.600.

Schacht Motor Car Co., Cincinnati. 0-“

Two Schacht trucks: One each 1.800'

pound delivery wagon and 3-ton truck.

Price range, $1,600-$3,300.

Service Motor Car Co., Wabash, Ind—Fm"

Service trucks: Two l-ton express trucks.

one each 1%- and 3-ton trucks; one 13’1"

ton chassis. Price range, $1,350-$1»675'

Smith Co., A. 0., Milwaukee, Wis-Jr“0

Smith—Milwaukee chassis: One each 3%

and 6-ton chassis. Price range, $3,750

$4,750. _

Standard Motor Truck Co., Detroit. Mlcll‘

—One 3-ton Standard truck; one ch855‘5'

Chassis price, $2,750.

Sternberg Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis

Sternberg trucks: One each 3- and 440“?

one S-ton chassis. Prices, $2.800’$4'500' 1

Stewart Motor Corporation, Buffalo, N- 1'

—-Three Stewart 1,500-p0u"d delivfry

chassis. Chassis price.

_TWO

wagons; one

$1,650.
Studebaker Corp., Detroit, Mich.“TWO Sufi

debaker gasolene trucks and three elecmc

trucks: One each gasolene LOOO'Pound

and 3-ton; one each electric 1,000“P°un, '

l-ton and IVZ-ton. Price range, “ika

$1,soo-$3,000; gasolene, saw-$3.000r
Sullivan Motor Car Co., Rochester. I‘

.’
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Two two-cylinder Sullivan trucks: One

each LOGO-pound and 1,500-pound. Price

range. $925-$950.

Universal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

-—Two Universal trucks: One each l—ton

and 3-ton; one chassis. range,

$2,750-53.400.

Price

THE GARDEN ELEVATED PLATFORM OVERLOOKING THE "ARENA"

Ward Motor Vehicle Co., New York City.—

Three Ward electric trucks: One each

1-, 2- and 4-ton trucks; one LOGO-pound

chassis.

Waverley Co., Indianapolis, Ind—Two

\Vaverley electric trucks: One each 1.000

pound delivery and S-ton truck; one chas

sis; and one roadster pleasure car. Price

range $l,800~$4,000.

Vt'ebb Co., Allentown, Pa.--Two Webb fire

apparatus vehicles: One 6-cylindcr com

bined pump, chemical and hose wagon

and one four-cylinder combined chemical

and hose wagon.

Truck Tire Development Disclosed in Accessory Department

In the matter of accessories, but little

that is new, and only one that approaches

the radical was revealed by the shifting of

the scenes. One new cast steel wheel makes

its appearance, the product of the Johnson

Steel Wheel Corporation, Boston. In com—

mon with the several steel wheels which

cropped out during the first week, Johnson

wheels are cast with hollow oval SDOkeS

by way of reducing weight to a minimum

and eliminating strains due to unequal cool

ing. Spokes, rim, hub, brake drum and

seat for the driving sprocket are cast in

tegral and all machine work is done at one

setting of the boring mill, resulting in a

perfectiy concentric finished product. For

lighter trucks. the rims also are cast hollow.

The wheels are made of crucible steel al

loyed with vanadium and titanium, acid

open hearth steel or electric refined steel,

according to conditions.

It is in the tire line that a near-radical

article appears—the Pioneer steel block tire,

exhibited by the Pioneer Steel Block Tire

Co., St. Louis, Mo. As the designation

would imply. the tire is made up of a series

of steel blocks similar to the rubber blocks

on the ordinary block tire construction and

with the ends cut off at an angle by way

of eliminating bumps at the intersections.

The blocks are cast hollow and are mounted

on a heavy rubber pad which covers the

periphery of the wheel so that shocks are

transmitted through the blocks to the rub

ber and absorbed. By way of eliminating

the slight shocks, a pair of helical springs

is placed in the hollow of each block and

arranged to operate against a plate which

rests upon the rubber pad. The tire is re

tained in place on the wheel by a pair of

flanged rings which are bolted to the wheel

rim, the flanges gripping opposing flanges

cast on the base of the blocks. Both single

and dual equipment are made.

New in the truck tire line is the Standard

block tire just announced by the United

States Tire Co. In its simplest aspect, the

tire embraces the use of a double flange

band which slips over the felloe and sepa

rates the two series of blocks. and two

dozen flange plates which bolt to the wheel

-.-—-—-

___—.‘
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felloe and engage with the similar projec

tions on the base of the blocks and serving

to keep the blocks in place. Two bolts pass

through each plate and clear through the

wheel rim to the other side. Naturally the

blocks are staggered when in position with

a consequent elimination of bumps when in

use on smooth pavements, and as a matter

of course the flange plates are staggered

with relation to each other in the same man

ner, so that by loosening two bolts and

prying the flange plate away from the block,

any of the blocks can be quickly and easily

removed.

Of totally different design, yet embodying

the accessibility feature. in that any of the

bloeks can be removed simply by the re

ment in the shape of short wires which are

laid diagonally across near the base is em

ployed, and in order that creeping, which

naturally would cause excessive wear, will

not occur, the base is formed so that the

distance between flanges is slightly in ex-

cess of the width of the rim. W'hen bolted

into position the tire is compressed and

creeping is impossible. For especial use

with fire-fighting apparatus the Goodyear

company has brought out a demountable

cushion tire of the Motz type, which. it is

claimed, is very nearly as resilient as the

penumatic tire and equally as economical

of power, and, moreover, by virtue of the

cavities cut in the periphery is valuable as

an anti-skid. In common with the soft

onal wires, and a cushion tire for use with

light commercial vehicles.

One type of tire grip not covered by the

Motor W'orld’s Before Shows issue is on

view, the product of the Lyon Non-Skid

Co., Philadelphia, Pa. The device is in

tended for use only on solid tires and com

prises three sections which are attached to

each other by means of pins to form a

rigid body which will not shift on the tire.

That portion of the grip which comes in

contact with the tread has been rounded off

by way of reducing wear on the tire to a

minimum; flexible alloy steel enters into the

construction, so that the device will not

cause bumps when the wheel is traveling

over smooth roads. Attachment is by means
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moval of two bolts. is the new block truck

tire made by the Republic Rubber Co. In

the Republic design the blocks are support

ed by plates which bolt to the periphery of

the wheel, the blocks protruding through

suitable holes in the plates which, when in

place, clamp against the base flanges. Each

plate serves to hold two blocks, one on

either series, so that the plates assume a

zig-zag shape. The two bolts which clamp

the plates to the periphery of the wheel are

positioned between the blocks. Also new in

the Republic line is a non-demountable

wireelss tire, of which a feature is a semi

hard base.

Soft base, side flange clincher types of

solid rubber tires, designed for use in con

nection with Q. D. rims as ordinarily sup

plied for pneumatic tire use, are shown by

the Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co. By way

of rendering the tires durable, reinforce

base tires, it is put out in widths of from

3 to 6 inches and in diameters to meet all

requirements.

V. C. tires are the products which mark

the entrance of the Pennsylvania Rubber

Co. into the commercial vehicle field. They

are of the demountable type, provided with

steel bases, and are made in carrying capac

ities from 950 to 4,000 pounds for single

tires and from 2,500 to 10,000 pounds for

duals.

A continuous base block tire, flanged for

attachment to Q. 1). rims, is offered by the

Swinehart Tire 81 Rubber Co. The tire

comprises a soft base with the blocks vul

canized in place; creeping is prevented by

making the base slightly oversize so that

the tire is clamped tightly in place. The

Firestone Tire 8: Rubber Co. also is ex

hibiting a soft base tire for use on clincher

rims, the base being reinforced with diag

of three taper split pins which are placed

from in front of the wheel; a turn bucli1c

for tightening the grip on the tire belle

the last pin is inserted forms Part Of me

equipment.

The Travelog is the latest addition to the

very many truck recorders on the market

It comprises an eight-day lewened HOW

ard clock mounted in a pressed steel Gil“

which is positioned on the dash and “8'

signed to cause a graduated chart to You“

once every 24 hours. NaturallY- the rec—

ord disk is graduated with a scale repre'

senting the hours. Contacting with the {him

is a styllus operated by a very Sensm‘ie

pendulum; when the pendulum is set m

motion by the vibration of the Vehicle' The

styllus traces lines which take the direc'IOn

of the radii of the disk, and Since the mow

ment of the disk is relatively Slits’ht as coin

bared with the more or less rapid vibration
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of the pendulum, the tracings assume the

form of bands of various widths, accordr'ng

to the amplitude of vibration of the pen

dulum When the motor is stationary, the

styllus traces a spiral path starting at the

periphery of the disk and traveling toward

the center, so that a single chart can be

used for a week without interference of

the tracings. The varying width of the

tracings records the movements oi the

truck. Naturally the device is sealed“ against

tampering by the driver and is put our in

two i0rms-—witl1 a glass case cover and

with a pressed steel cover. The device is

made by \\'. H. Brown of Cleveland, Ohio.

Summary of Accessory Exhibits at New York Truck Show

*Dcnotes exhibit in Palace; “ in both buildings; undesignated, in Garden.

Ajax-Grieh Rubber Co.. New York City-—

Ajax tires.

American 7 Kushion Kore Tire Co., New

York City—~Tire fillers.‘

American Metal Hose Co.,

Conn—Flexible metal pipe.‘

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland, Ohio

—American axles and worm gearing.

American Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron, Ohio

—American inner tubes!

American Spring Wheel Co..

Tenn—Seath spring wheels.

American Taximeter Co., New York City—

]ones and Popp taximeters and Speco

graph truck recorders.

Aristcs Co., New York City—Mondex shock

absorbers, Magic motors and gearsets.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn,

N. \'.—Xewtone signals.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, \Vis.—

Solar lamps.

Baldwin Chain 8: Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass—Baldwin chains.

Baldwin Steel Co., New York City—Bald

win steels.

Barthel, Daly & Miller, New York City—

Schaefer ball bearings.

Benford Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—Mon

arch plugs and headlight lighters.

Bower Roller Bearing Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Bower roller bearings.

Bowser & Co., 5. F., Ft. Wayne, Ind—Fuel

pumps and storage systems.

Braender Rubber 8: Tire Co., Rutherford,

N. ].—-Braender tires.

Briggs Magneto Co., Elkhart, Ind—Briggs

magnetos and lighting systems.

Brown, W. H., Cleveland. Ohio—Travelog

truck recorders.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Brown-Lipe gears and gearsets.

Buda Co.. Harvey. Ill.—Buda motors and

gearsets.“

Budd Mfg. Co., Edward, G., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Pressed steel bodies.

Bullard Machine Tool Co..

Conn—Machine tools.

Byrne, Kingston 8: Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston carburetters.

Carnegie Steel Co.,

Steels.

Champion Ignition Co., Flint, Mich.—-A—C

spark plugs.

Chicago Drop Forge & Foundry Co., Chl

cago. Ill.——Drop forgings.

Coes Wrench Co.. Worcester, Mass-—

Wrenches.

Waterbury,

Nashville,

Bridgeport,

Pittsburgh, Pa. —

Connecticut Telephone 8; Electric Co., Mer

iden, Conn—Connecticut shock absorb

ers. magnetos and ignition devices.

Cooks Sons, Adam, New York City—Al

bany grease and lubricating oils.

Cotta Transmission Co., Rocl;f0rd,- Ill.-

Cotta gearsets. \

Cramp 8: Sons Ship 8; Engine Bldg. Co..

W'm., Philadelphia, Pa.--Parsons's wliit':

brass and bronze bearing metals, bear

ings and worm gears."

Dean Electric Co., Elyria, Ohio—Tuto and

Rexo signals, Dynalux electric lighting

systems. Otho and Elyria-Dean electric

lighting and starting systems. Hi-Fre-Co

ignition systems!

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Diamond chains.

Dixon Crucible Co., 10s., Jersey City, N. I.

—Graphitc lubricants.

Duplex Gasolene Motor Co., New York

City—Two-stroke motors.

Edmunds 8: Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

-—Larnps.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Exide storage batteries.

Englebert Tire Co., New York City—

Tires.

Eureka Non-Skid Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Non-skid devices.

Everland Eng. & Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia—

Machine tools.

Fairbanks Co., New York City—Machine

tools.

Favary Tire & Cushion Co., New York City

-—Fa\'ary cushion tires.

Federal Chain & Mfg. Co., Springfield,

Mass—Federal non-skid devices.

Findeisen & Kropf, Chicago, Ill.——Rayfield

carburetters.

Fischer Steel & Iron \Vorks Co.. Switzer

land—Fischer steels.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron, Ohio

—Firest0ne tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk tires.

Fletcher & Co., L. V., New York City—

American Loeomotive carburetters.

Frasse, Peter, New York City—Fischer

steels. _

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Gabriel horns and rebound snubbers.

Gasolene Filter Co., New York City—Per

fect gasolene filters.

Garvin Machine Co.. New York City—Ma

chine tools.

Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.—-Gemrner

steering gears.

General Rim Co.. New York City—Rims. _

Gibney Rubber Co., I. L., Philadelphia, Pa.

—-Tires and vulcanizers.

Globe Machine & Stamping Co.. Cleveland,

Ohio-Stecl tool boxes, metal hampers.

fenders and sheet metal parts.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.—

Electric motors, rectifiers, etc.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, Ohio—Good

rich tires. _

Goodyear '1‘1re & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—Goodyear tires.

Gould Storage Battery Co., New York City

—Gould batteries and Duplex lighting and

ignition system!

Gray 8: Davis, Amesbury, Mass—Lamps

and electric starting and lighting sys

tems.”

Haedge & Richter, Hanover, Germany——

Rivets and riveting machines.‘

Harris on Co., A. W., Providence R. I.—

Lubricants.

Hartford Suspension Co., Jersey City, N. I.

-—Trufiault-Hartford shock absorbers,

Hartford electric starting and lighting

systems and jacks and bumpers."

Havolinc Oil Co., New York City—Havo

line lubricants.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Hess-Bright ball bearings.

Hess Steel Castings Co., Bridgeton, N. j.—

Steel castings.‘l

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell. Mass—Mag

netos and coils.

Hesey-\Volf Machine Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio

-—-Machine tools.

Hoffman C0,. George W., New York City—

Metal polishes.‘

Homo Co. of America, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Homo carburetters."

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Newark, N. 1'.—

Hyatt flexible spiral steel roller bearings.

Haupert Machine Co., New York City—

Machine work.

International Accessories Mfg. Co.. New

York City—A. B. C. carburetters.

Ingersoll-Rand Co., New York City—

Pumps!

Janney-Steinmetz & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

—Cold drawn. seamless steel tanks.

IOhnson Steel Wheel Corp., Boston, Mass.

—Steel wheels.

Jones 8: Co., Phineas, Newark, N. L—Wood

wheels.

._

__

__-_-_____
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Kahnweiler Sons, David. New York City——

Simplex fire extinguishers.

Kells Mfg. Co., W. J., New York City——

Radiators.

Kent Mfg. Works, Atwater, Philadelphia,

Pa.—-Unisparker ignition systems and

Monoplex horns.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York City

~—Kelly-Springfield tires.

K-W Ignition Co., Cleveland, Ohio—K-W

magnetos and coils.

Leeds 8: Northrup Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Pyrometers and testing instruments!“

Lees-Bradner C0,, Cleveland, Ohio—Ma

chine tools.

 

Model Gas Engine Works, Peru, Ind.—

Model motors.

Mosler & Co., A. R., Mount Vernon, N. Y.—

Spitfire spark plugs and Umph timers.‘f

Motometer Co., New York City—Motome

ter temperature indicator.

Mfg. Co., Pendleton.

Ind—Autosparkers and carburetters.

Motz Tire 8: Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—

Motz cushion tires.

Motsinger Devices

Muncie. Gear \Vorks, Muncie, Ind—Gears.

wheels and gearsets."

National Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo.—Tire

preservative."

  

Perfection Spring Co.,

Krupp steel springs.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.—-Philadelphia batteries!“

Pioneer Steel Block Tire Co., St. Louis,

Rio—Pioneer tires.

Polack Tire Co., New York City—Polack

tires.

Potter & Johnston Mch Co., Pawtucket,

R. l.—-Machine tools.

Prosser & Son, Thos., New York City——

Krupp steels.

Randall—Faichney Co., Boston, Mass—Jeri

cho and Jubilee exhaust horns, mufller

cut~outs. B’Line grease guns, Jericho gas

Cleveand, Ohio-
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Letevre Arms Co. Syracuse, N. Y.-Lefevre

gearsets.

Light Mfg. & Foundry Co., Pottstown, Pa.

—-—Aluminum parts and castings.

Lindhe Shim Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.-—Bearing

shims.

Link Belt

chains.

Lyon Non-Skid Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Lyon grips.

Marburg Bros.. Inc., New York City—Mea

magnetos, S. R. O. hearings.

Manufacturers Foundry Co.,

Conn—Castings. _

McCord Mfg. Co., Detrcit, Mich—Radia

tors, lubricators, fans and McKim gas

kets.

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.——Silent

Waterbury,

Merchant 8: Evans Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Hele Shaw clutches, gearsets, Star tire

cases.

Miller, Chas. F... New York City—Brampton

chains, Pan-American oils, Miller plugs.

National Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—-Seam

less steel tubing.

Never Skid Mfg. Co., New York City-—

Anti—skid devices.

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.—

New Departure ball bearings.

Newmastic Tire Co., New York City—New

mastic tit": filler and demountable rims."

New Miller Carburetter Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—New Miller cai'buretters.

New York 8: New Jersey Lubricants Co.,

New York City—Columbia lubricants.

Norma Co. of America, New York City—

Norma ball bearingsf"

North East Electric Co., Rochester, N. Y.—

North East electric lighting and starting

systems.

Overman Tire Co., New York City—Over

man tires.

Peacoek. Clarence H., New York City—

Ames shock absorbers.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa—

Pennsylvania tires.

regulators, \Vebster and

other sundries.

Remy Eectric Co., Anderson, Ind—Remy

magnetos and lighting systems.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio-r

Republic tires.

Rhineland Machine \Vorks Co., New York

City-Rhineland bearings.

Rich Tool Co., Chicago, Ill.—Tools and

tungsten valves!

Riker, Malcolm D., New York City—Trans

portation expert.*

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa—Nevemm

lamps, license brackets, and heaters.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind:—

Tools.*

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport. Conn-d

Duplex and Raymond brakes, Raybeslos

brake linings, Gyrex mixers.

Sarco Engineering Co., New York City~

Coventry chains.

Schrader’s Sons, Inc., A., New York Cit-v"

tank gauges
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Universal tire valves

gauges.

Schwartz Wheel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Wood wheels.

Service Recorder Co., Chicago, Ill.--Truck

recorders and hub odometers.

Sewell Cushion Wheel Co., Detroit, Mich.

—Cushion wheels.

Sheldon Axle Co.,

Axles and springs.

Simms Magneto Co., New York City—

Simms magnetos.“

Smith Co., A. 0., Milwaukee. Wis—Parts.

Spicer Mfg. Co., Plainfield. N. J.—Spicer

universal joints.

Splitdorf Electrical Co., Newark, N. J.—

Splitdorf magnetos, coils, plugs and otner

ignition devices, also electric lighting srs

terns.‘l

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.-—Standard ball and roller bearings.

Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, O.—Stan

weld rims and parts.

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Stewart speedometers.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co., Chicago, Ill.

—Stromberg carburetters.

Sunderman Safety Carburetter Co., New

burgh, N. Y.—-Sunderman carburetters.

Suspension Roller Bearing Co., Sandusky,

Ohio—Suspension roller bearings.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—-Swinehart tires.

and pressure

W'ilkes-Barre, Pa.—

Detroit to Have an Automobile Laundry.

Automobile Laundry is the style of a

company which just has been organized

under Michigan laws with an authorized

capital of $10,000 and the character of which

is only indirectly suggested by its title.

The laundry work which it will perform

will be the washing and polishing of auto

mobiles and the cleaning of engines by com

pressed air. The incorporators of the com

party, which will locate at 1221-29 \Voodward

avenue, Detroit, are Lew F. McCutchcon,

Herbert F. Nelson and Frank D. McCor

mack. The system which will be applied pro

vides for the entrance at one door of a dirty

car which, after making a complete circuit

of the laundry, will make its exit through

another door in spick and span condition.

the process requiring only 15 to 20 minutes,

different crews of men being employed.

 

Big Automobile Building at ’Frisco Fair.

To house the exhibits of automobiles and

accessories which will form a part of the

Pacific-Panama Exposition in San Francis

co in 1915, the National Association of Au

tomobile Manufacturers has arranged for

the erection of a special automobile build

ing. 300 x 600 feet, or about four times as

large as Madison Square Garden. NCW

York, or the Coliseum in Chicago. It is the

intention to throw open the building "0t

Texas Co., New York City—Texaco lubri

cants.‘

Timken-Detroit Axel Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Timken hollow cast steel wheels and

bevel and worm axles.“

Timken Roler Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio—

Timken taper roller bearings.“I

Torbenson Gear & Axle Co., Newark, N. J.

-—Axles.

Townsend & Co., Orange, N. ].—Townsend

grease guns.”

Turner Brass \Vorks, Sycamore, Ill.—Tire

pumps, brazing apparatus, motor cleaners.

Tyer Rubber Co., Andover, Mass.—Tyrian

tires?

United States Gauge Co., New York City—

Tire gauges.

United States Light & Heating Co., New

York City—U. S. L. starting and lighting

systems and storage batteries.“

U. S. Tire Co., New York City—United

States tires.

Vacuum Oil Co., New York City—Mobil

oils and greases.

Valentine & Co., New York City—Var

nishes.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—-Veeder

tachometers, odometers and die cast

parts.

Vesta Accumulator Co.. Chicago. Ill.-—Vcsta

storage batteries and lighting systems.

\Varner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind—Gears and

parts and Gardner engine starters."

 

merely to American cars. motorcycles and

accessories, but to invite foreign manufac

turers to share the structure, instead of ex

hibiting in the Transportation Building, as

originally planned.

$100,000 for a Gasolene Alternative.

By way of spurring inventors and chem

ists and others on to the perfection of an

alternate fuel that shall be cheaper than

gasolcne while retaining all its advantages,

it was decided at the last meeting of the

International Association of Recognized

Automobile Clubs, held in Paris, to ofier a

prize of $100,000 to any one, irrespective of

nationality. successfully solving the prob

lem. In order to obtain the prize money a

world-wide fund will be opened. A special

organizing committee, with Baron dc Kuy

len de Nyvclt as chairman, was appointed.

Stern Punishment for Drunken Drivers.

The Fitzgerald bill, designed to make

harder the way of the drunken chauffeur in

New York, is now a law. It was signed by

Governor Sulzer on Thursday last, 16th

inst., and was. indeed, the first measure to

which the new executive attached his sig

nature. It imposes a penalty of a year’s

imprisonment, or a fine of $500, or both,

upon any person driving a motor vehicle

while intoxicated.

Warner Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio—Gearsets.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis.--War

ner autometers.‘

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York City

\Veed chains.

Wells Bros. Co., Greenfield, Mass—Screw

cutting tools.‘

Western Electric Pittsfield Co., Pittsfield,

Mass.—-Pittsfield magnetos, coils, timers,

etc.

\Vasson Piston Ring Co., Hoboken, N. j.—

Piston rings.

West Side Y. M. C. A., New York City——

Instruction.

VVeston-Mott Co., Flint, Mich—Axles and

parts.

\Vestinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burgh, Pa.—Motors, starting and lighting

outfits, vulcanizers, horns, etc.‘

\Vheeler 8: Schebler, Indianapolis, Ind.—

Seheblcr carburetters.“

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—Whit

ney chains,

W'illard Storage Batttery Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—LEA storage batteries.

Williams Co., I. H., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Drop

forgings and wrenches.

Willey Co., Long Island City, N. Y.—Paints

and colors.

Wolverine Lubricants Co., New York City

——\Volverine lubricants.

Young, 0. W., Newark, N. J.-Lubricants,

tire repair outfits.

Paris Show Advanced to October.

With the success of the recent French

show marred only by the fact that it came

at a time when manufacturers were busy

with preparations for the coming season,

and it therefore interfered slightly with 'he

work, it has been decided to eliminate fu

ture trouble of the kind by the simple ex

pedient of holding the show earlier; the

next French show is scheduled for Octo

ber, 19l3. It is hoped by shifting the date,

which thus brings the French show ahead

of the British one, to increase the number

of exhibits by staging the show at a time

when factories are less pushed.

Show Indicator that Directed Visitors. ‘

At the recent Paris show there was em

ployed a clever device which might work

well at an American show or at any other

show, for that matter. In its simplest

aspect, it consisted of a floor plan of the

exhibition hall on ground glass with the

exhibition spaces plainly marked on it. Be

neath the plan, which normally was dark,

there were alphabetically arranged a row

of buttons, one for each exhibitor. To de

termine the location of any exhibit merely

required that the exhibitor's button be

pressed, thus illuminating a miniature elec

tric lamp behind the position of the exhib

itor’s space on the ground glass.
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57 Dealers Stage 68 Car Exhibits in Philadelphia

Evidently those who had to do with the

staging of the twelfth annual show of the

Philadelphia Automobile Trade Association,

which opened on Saturday evening last, 18th

inst,. in the garage building 0f the Automo

bile Club of Philadelphia, believe that an

automobile exhibit is meant primarily for

the exploitation of motor cars and accesso

ries. and not of the decorations, or else the

building did not readily lend itself to orna—

mentation; at any rate, scenic panels which

serve to cover the walls was the chief form

of embellishment attempted. As was the

case last year, the doors will swing wide for

two weeks, the space being devoted to the

exhibition of commercial vehicles during

the second week.

Three floors of the mammoth building

are needed adequately to display the 68 dif

ferent automobile exhibits which are shown

by 57 dealers. The accessory dealers, 25

strong. come into their own on the top

floor. The full list of motor car exhibitors

is as follows:

American Automobile Co., American and

Speedwell; Automobile Co. of Philadelphia,

Marmon; Bergdoll Motor Co., Bergdoll;

Detroiter Phialdelphia Co., Detroiter; Fiat

Automobile Co.. Fiat; Jackson-Stutz Sales

Co., Jackson and Stutz; Thomas B. Jeffery

Co., Rambler; Krit Motor Car Co., Krit;

Longstreth Motor Car Co., Alco; Mitchell

Motor Co., Mitchell; North Philadelphia

Auto Station, Knox; Oldsmobile Co. of

Pennsylvania, Oldsmobile; Overland Motor

Co., Overland; Regal Sales Organization,

Regal; Padula Motor Co., Havers; R. C. H.

Corp., R. C. H. and Hupp-Yeats electric;

Standard Motor Car Co., Velie; J. H. Schu

macker Co., Dorris; Wallace Auto Co.,

Pope-Hartford; Automobile Sales Corp.,

Cadillac; J. C. Bartlett, Woods and Detroit

electrics; Cartercar Motor Co., Cartercar:

Gawthorp & \Nister, Pathfinder; D. \IValter

Harper, Case; Imperial Automobile Co.,

Imperial; General Motor Car Co., Lozier,

Paige and Ranch 8.: Lang electric; Carroll

A. Haines & Co., Baker electric and Herres

hofi; E. C. Johnston Co., Premier and Rec;

Johnston Motor Car Co., Haynes and Hen

derson; Locomobile Co. of America, Loco

mobile; Kissel Motor Car Co., Kissel; Peer

less Motor Car Co., Peerless; Stanley Motor

Car Co., Stanley; Thorntonfuller Auto Co.,

Simplex and S. G. V.; White Co., White;

\Vinton Motor Co., \Vinton; Buick Motor

Co., Buick; Chalmers Motor Car Co., Chal

mers; Eldridge Co., Garford; Ford Motor

Co., Ford; Foss-Hughes Co., Pierce-Arrow;

Gomery-Schwartz Motor Co., Hudson;

Oakland Motor Co., Oakland; Michigan

Motor Co., Michigan; Packard Motor Co.,

Packard; F. B. Stearns Co., Stearns; A. G.

Spalding & Bro., Stevens-Duryea; Stude

baker Corp., Studebaker; Whiting Motor

Co., Mercer; Cole Motor Co., Cole; Tou

raine Co., Touraine; United Motor Phila

delphia Co., Flanders and Maxwell; Sweeton

Auto Co., Franklin; Edwards Motor Car

Co., Edwards; Carter Car Co., Metz; Lib

erty Motor Car Co., Apperson and Palmer

Singer.

Toledo Show Twice as Large as 1912 Function

If the size of the annual automobile show

can be construed as an indication of the

trade conditions in a locality, and it seems

perfectly plausible for such to he the case,

then Toledo, Ohio, has resorted to the use

of “seven league boots," figuratively speak

ing, with regard to automobile matters,

since the closing of the third annual show

of the Toledo Auto Shows Co., which was

staged last winter, and the opening on Mon—

day evening last, 20th inst, of the fourth

exhibit in the Terminal Building. Exhibits

and exhibitors are very nearly twice as nu

merous as was the case in 1912, and, as a

matter of course, in order adequately to

take care of the greater number, floor space

has been doubled; the present exhibit is

housed in both of the exposition halls. In

all there are 52 products, both pleasure and

commercial, of as many different factories

displayed by some 29 dealers; accessories

are exhibited by 17 supply dealers.

In the 'matter of decorations, both rooms

Automobile Horns as Factory “Whistles.”

Because its factory whistle could not be

heard above the din of its whirring screw

machines, with the result that much play

time was lost by. workmen who failed to

“knock off" on time, a \Vorcester, Mass,

factory has been equipped with a Klaxon

horn to take the place of the time-honored

steam blast, though the idea is not a brand

new one. strictly speaking. No less than

76 Klaxons are used for a similar purpose in

a Newark, N. 1., thread making factory, and

12 more are-used by a packing company in

r . 4 ,  

have been transformed into Southern gar

dens. Palms mark the aisles and bound

the booths. green carpet in semblance of

grass, as a matter of course, covers the

floor, and from the green and white and

blue and white draperies which hide the

ceilings in either hall, dangle very many

fiower—bedecked electric light globes, invis~

ible during the daylight hours because of

the mass of entwined foliage. W'alls are

covered with paintings which heighten the

garden efiect.

Among the exhibitors of vehicles are the

following:

Abbott Motor Sales Co., Abbott~Detroit;

H J. Adams, Reo; Atwood Automobile Co.,

Overland, Marmon, and Standard electric;

Auglaize Motor Car Co., Auglaize: Auto

Exchange Co., Regal; Banting Machine Co.,

Paterson and Krebs commercial; Baum

gardner & Kibby, Oakland and Columbus

electric; Blovins Auto Sales Co., Sandusky

trucks; Bunnell Auto Sales Co.. Cole and ure and commercial.

 

Passaic, thus adding still another purpose

to the long list already served by Klaxons,

which have become fairly common as ad

juncts to fire alarm systems in a number

of manufacturing and private institutions.

The suggestion comes from abroad that

radiator cooling fans might be provided

with variable speed gears, so that on a very

hot day or with a following wind the cool

ing effect might be increased by speeding

up the fan. Whether the added complica

tion is justified is another question.

Little; Clyde Auto Sales Co., Detroiter and

Nyberg; Cornelius-Hohly Auto Co., Tm—

perial; Dennis Motor Car Co., Rambler.

Detroit electric and Alco trucks; Ford

Bros. Auto Sales Co., Michigan and Krit;

Gamble Motor Car Co., Peerless, Garforfl

and Ohio and Baker electrics; Gauntlett

Auto Sales Co., Buick and G. M. C. trucks;

Grasser Motor Co., Hupmobile; M- 15'

Humbarger, Apperson; E. W. K’Burg‘

Stearns, R. C. H., and Hupp-Yeats electric;

Landman - Griffith - McIntyre Motor C0"

Flanders, Flanders electric and Stoddard

Dayton; Litchie Automobile Co., Cadillac;

Maumee Motor Car Co., Empire and King;

Moore Motor Truck Co., Moore trucks;

Roberts-Toledo Auto Co., Ford; Standard

Auto Co., Packard, Imperial and R. 81 L

electric; H. E. Thorne, Mitchell and Paits’e‘

Detroit; Toledo Motor Sales Co., Hudson;

Union Supply Co., Pierce-Arrow and Chal'

mers; White Motor Car Co., White Plea-C“

f,” 

Now a Step Ladder for Limousines

Apparently permeated with a feeling °f

solicitude for the welfare of “luggage and

tyres" and showing a reckleSs abandon "

garding the amount of accessories that may

be carried on a car, a British firm 0f supply

dealers has brought out a folding Slep_lad'

der described as having been “specially

made for the safe conveyance of luggage or

tyres to and from the roofs of motor car

bodies." As it measures three feet in length;

the price has been set at “three pounds tent

and it weighs only 18 pounds!

4i
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ENGINEERS ELECT AND DISCUSS MANY TOPICS

 

Marmon Formally Installed as President and Steps Taken to Commemorate

Departed President—Progress Revealed by Standards Committee

Reports—Subjects Discussed During Three Days of Winter Meeting.

Already high up in the world and climb

ing higher, the Society of Automobile En

ginecrs last week reached an altitude rec

ord for itself when the annual winter meet

ing was held on the 24th floor of the Hotel

McAlpin, in New York City. There can be

no doubt, however, that as an engineering

organization the society would climb even

higher in importance to the automobile

trade than it is at present, which fact is

made very plain by the almost phenominal

growth of the membership list; if the meet

ings served no other purpose, which is not

true, they served to demonstrate that the

society is growing, and growing fast.

Notable Increase in Membership.

During the past twelvemonth, the mem

bership roll has grown from approximately

1.000 in December, 1911, to nearly 1,500 in

December, 1912. Indicative of the real

‘value of the work that has been done in the

past and still is being done, and the nat

ural manner in which engineers in every

branch of the industry gravitate to the so

ciety with the minor and major problems

which it is hoped to have solved by open

discussion, upward of 400 members attended

the sessions which were held january 16, 17

and 18.

Quite naturally, among the more import

ant business that was transacted, the an

nual election of officers assumed a most

important place, and though the mere nom

ination of men to fill the places of retiring

officers always virtually has meant their

election in the past, the counting of the

mail vote at the first session nevertheless

served to eradicate even slight feelings of

suspense. The slate as nominated went

through without a hitch, Howard Marmon,

of the Nordyke & Marmon C0. of Indianap

olis, Ind., becoming president; J. G. Perrin,

chief engineer of the Lozier Motor Co. of

Detroit, Mich., first vice-president, and Rus

sell Huff, chief engineer of the Packard M0

tor Car Co., of Detroit, Mich., second vice

president. Coker Clarkson and Hermann F

Cuntz were retained as secretary and treas

urer, respectively, quite as a matter of

course.

Changes Made in Official Roster.

As members of the council, Joseph An

glada, E. F. Russell, of the'Locomobile Co.

 

of America, and Harold L. Pope, of the

Pope Mfg. C0.. replace Robert McAllister

Lloyd, Henry May, Howard Marmon and

Charles Ethan Davis, whose terms expire.

The members of the council who “hold

over" are: Charles B. Whittclscy, A. B.

Cumner, A. L. Riker, Howard Coffin and

Henry Souther. As president, Marmon suc

ceeds H. W. Alden. who last August auto—

matically became president with the death

of Henry F. Donaldson; as vice-president

Perrin succeeds Pope, who has been made

a member of the council.

Propose Monument for Donaldson.

Under the head of new business, the only

item which came up concerned the placing

of a monument over the grave of past

Prcsiclent Donaldson. It was proposed and

formally decided that the society finance the

erection of a suitable stone properly let

tered with the S. A. E. emblem in com

memoration of Donaldson's services and in

recognition of his personal worth.

As is usual, the professional sessions were

well crowded with work, though in contrast

to the summer meeting, when a number of

papers were held over and none of the

topics for discussion were discusSed, every

thing on the program was carried out ac

cording to schedule, with the exception of

four items—the fourth report of the Ball

and Roller Bearings Division and the third

report of the Frame Sections division of

the Standards Commmittee, and the topics

for discussion on magneto couplings and

the “Relation of design to Construction in

Motor Cars." the latter being considered '00

broad a subject for informal discussion.

Consider Reducing Number of Rims.

With the exception of one report—the

report of Wheel Dimensions and Fastenings

for Tires Division, by Wm. P. Kennedy—

all reports were accepted, though in none

of them are recommendations of a start

ling nature made. In view of the fact that

there still exists great variety in opinion

regarding just what standard types of rims

should be advocated, and by reason of the

expected disruption of the United Rim As

sociation, which, as was pointed_out by

Chairman Souther, probably will result in

the market being flooded with many new

types of rims, it was decided not to accept

the report until more definite conclusions

could be reached, and as a result it was re

ferrcd back for further consideration. Un

fortunately, the subject of wire wheels,

which was scheduled as a separate topic for

discussion at the last minute, was included

for discussion with the report on rims and

fastenings, with the result that much was

said about rims, and wire wheels were al

most complctely forgotten. With regard to

rims, however, it was decided that there

are at present too many sizes on the mar

ket, and in the belief that the number can

be reduced very considerably to the mutual

advantage of all concerned it was resolved

that a commmittee be appointed to con

sider and report on the subject at the next

meeting of the Standard Committee. The

committee appointed consists of H. L. Bar

ton of the Genera Motors Co., G. G. Behn

of the Hudson Motor Car Co., C. E. Reddig

of the Timken Detroit Axle Co., C. B. Wil

liams of the Mott Wheel Works, I. G. Vin

cent of the Packard Motor Car Co., C. B.

\Vhittelscy of the United States Rubber Co.,

H. E. ‘State of the Goodyear Rubber Co.,

Henry Southern, consulting engineer of the

Standard Roller Bearing Co.

Standards Committee Reports Progress.

Owing to the fact that the manufacture

of breaches still is in a process of evolu

tion, a really comprehensive report by the

Broaches Division, headed by C. W. Spicer,

was impossible, for which reason the report

submitted, which is the third, was accepted

as read with no discussion. The report is

essentially a report of progress, and while

no new data was submitted, a number of

special considerations were brought up.

among which the most important, as mark

ing a step forward in manufacture, was the

hobbing of splined shafts which now serves

for machining.

The third report of the Miscellaneous

Division, made by Chairman A. L. Riker,

also was accepted as read, the most im

portant portion of it consisting of a num

ber of new magneto dimensions. In the

second report, accepted at the last meeting,

the height and length clearance required

and also the additional clearance required

were listed separately; in the new report

they are combined. Similarly. the width

dimensions have been simplified, the only
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other alteration being the addition of a

standard thread for the end of the magneto

shaft. It is recommended that the shaft be

7% of an inc‘.1 in diameter, and that it have a

lo-pitch thread .5905 inches in length. The

advance lever radius also was standardized

at 2.125 inches.

The table of dimensions, as adopted, is as

follows, the first nine items remaining un

changed:

Four and Six-Cylinder Magnetos

MM. Inches.

Shaft height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45. 1.771

Distance from center 2 front

base-plate holes to large end

of shaft taper . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53. 2.086

Distance from center front

base-plate holes to rear base

plate holes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50. 1.968

Distance from centers of base

plate holes left to right..... 50. 1.968

Large diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15. .590

Small diam'eter . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12. .472

Length of taper . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15. .590

Taper 1:5 (included angle) 11°

30' approx., Woodruft key

No. 3.

Height of magneto space . . . . ..203. 8.000

Length of magneto space . . . . ..254. 10.000

\Vidth of magneto space . . . . ..127. 5.000

Plain hole timing lever . . . . . . .. 6.35 .25

Tapped hole timing lever, % inch, 28

pitch, 5. A. E.

Base-plate holes, 5% inch, 16 pitch, U. S. F.

Thread for end of magneto shaft, % inch,

16 pitch, U. S. F.; length of thread, .5905.

Advance lever radius, 2.125 inches.

The report of the Sheet Metals Division,

which is the fourth, also was essentially a

progress report and was accepted as such.

In rendering the report, Chairman T. V.

Buckwalter advocated very strongly that

efforts be made to standardize sheet metal

gauges. During the interim between the

last meeting and the present one, letters

have been addressed to all members of the

trade using sheet metals and rods, with a

view to determining what sizes they use,

and until all have been heard from it has

not been found advisable to recommend any

standard sizes. It is hoped, however, that

by the next summer meeting, sufiicient data

will be in hand to permit the submission of

a comprehensive report upon which recom

mendations for standardization can be

made.

Although the division on motor testing

which was created at the summer meeting

with John O. Heinze as its chairman, has

been in existence but a short time, its act

ivities have been most marked, and though

the work has not progressed far enough to

warrant the recommendation of any stan

dard method of testing motors, the report

as read was none the less interesting, as

indicating the real necessity for some such

standardization. In the report, Heinze in

cluded a number of very large diagrams

and pr0posed forms of horsepower curves

suggested for use. There was little discus

sion on the report, however. The second

reportpf the Nomenclature Division (chair

man, E. I. Stoddard) was another that was

essentially a progress report, which was

rendered verbally and therefore elicited very

little discussion. The third report of the

Springs Division (chairman, Harold L.

Pope), in which dimensions and designa

tions for springs are recommended. already

has been printed in the proceedings of the

society, and it only remained for it to tbe

formally accepted. It was read by title and

no discussion preceded its acceptance.

Two New Bronzes Recommended.

In the third report of the Aluminum and

Copper Alloys Division, submitted by

Chairman Wm. H. Barr, and accepted with

scarcely any discussion, two new bronzes

are recommended—the first, consisting of

87 to 89 per cent. copper, 9.5 to 10.5 per cent.

tin and 1.5 to 2.5 per cent. manganese, being

suitable for valves and light gears, and the

other, consisting of 88 to 89 per cent. cop

per, 11 to 12 per cent. tin and 0.15 to 0.30

per cent. phosphorus, being suitable for

gear bronze, the alloy being similar to Eng—

lish gear bronze.

In reading the report of the Truck Stan

dards Committee, which was accepted as

read and was essentially a progress report,

Chairman \Vm. P. Kennedy drew attention

to the fact that because not all manufac

turers had replied to a set of printed ques

tions submitted to them. it was impossible

to render a really comprehensive report. N0

standards are as yet ready for recommenda

tion, the committee, as outlined in the re

port. being at present engaged in determin

ing a number of the more important points

for standardization, such as the most suit

able size of motor for the load and the

proper sizes of tires with regard to the

load.

Gasolene Comes In for Attention.

It was not until Thursday morning that

business had reached the point where the

reading of the set papers was in order. The

session was styled a “commercial vehicle

session,” and all of the subjects treated had

to do directly with trucks. Cornelius T.

Myers read the first paper, entitled “Com

parative Data on Performance of Motor

Trucks with Regard to Size of Motor and

Gear Ratios,” which consisted essentially

of a number of performances and cost

charts. It was followed by a paper, "Low

Grade Fuel for Motor Trucks," by N. B.

Pope. In drawing attention to the necessity

for an alternate fuel. Pope suggested that

“there is good reason to hope that the fuel

difficulty may be relieved in a large degree

by co-operation between the automobile

maker and the refiner, though the result of

such co-operation cannot under the cir

cumstances be realized for a period of

months, possibly of several years." He fur

  

ther made the obvious, though nevertheless

seldom thought of, point that “as a large

proportion of commercial vehicle types may

be said more truly to be in the early stages

of evolution than are pleasure vehicles, it

follows that the adaptation of special ap

paratus for handling low-grade fuels will

work less hardship on the truck manufac

turer than it would if forced on the builder

of established types of pleasure vehicle.

Further, the higher valuation placed on op~

erating economy by the commercial vehi»

cle purchaser must tend to render the kero

sene— or naphtha-burning machine a more

acceptable offering in that field than a

pleasure car possessing the same feature

would be in its field. Indeed, were it possi

ble to offer almost any large truck user a

carburetter that would handle a low-grade

fuel as efficiently as his present carburetter

handles gasolene, there is little question

that he would accept the substitute imme

diately, on the basis of a not unreasonable

performance guarantee."

Resume of Foreign Tendencies.

Very 'little discussion followed the read

ing of a paper entitled “Foreign Tendency

of Motor Truck Design," presented by L. C»

Freeman. “A composite picture of the pre

dominant English motor trucks,” he said in

substance. and in leading up to a more

critical survey of the “high spots" of for

eign design, “would show the motor under

a hood in front of the seat; right-hand

drive; fixed spark magneto ignition; ther

mo-syphon cooling; three-speed transmis

sion; cast steel plain-bearing wheels; rear

springs taking both drive and torque; bOth

brakes on rear wheels, and worm, pinion or

chain final drive."

Later, he drew attention to the fact £53!

the worm drive has a shade the better of the

argument in England at present, but is ml!"

gaining ground very rapidly, While 1“

France it is not yet considered seriously

Owing to the length of a paper by B' B”

Bachman, entitled “Comparative Results

with Solid and Pneumatic Tires on ngllt

Commercial Vehicles," only extracts of 'i

were read and very little that is not already

known was brought out in the discussion.

Pierce-Arrow Man Defends Worm 603’

Thursday evening's session was rounded

out by informal discussions 0" “wolm

Gears." “Motor Starters for Commewa]

Vehicles" and “Metal Wheels," though “one

of the discussion was productive of info"

niation really enlightening, in view Of what

already is known. As usual, David FC‘Ygu'

son, of the Pierce-Arrow Company’ had

much to say in their defense. Strange.1y

enough, the second subject elicited very m'

tle discussion, the concensus 0f opiniqn be‘

ing that, despite apparent advantages- it was

._l
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not advantageous after all to equip com

mercial vehicles with engine starters, the

greater complication being the excuse that

found most ready and most frequent use.

Nor did the subject of metal wheels give

rise to a great amount of argument, it being

held by nearly all of those who spoke that

the metal wheel undoubtedly has advan

tages but that the advantages are confined

to its use for particular purposes.

Wilkinson Delves Into Formulae.

All of Friday morning was taken up by

the reading of four papers that were held

over from the summer meeting, the first

three of which, “Stability of Automobile

Propeller Shafts." by j. M. Thomas. “Leaf

Springs," by L. J. Lane, and “Method of

Brake Capacity Determination." by S. I.

Fekete, were published in Motor \Vorld in

connection with the report of the summer

meeting. The fourth, “Effect of Relation of

Bore to Stroke in Automobile Engines,” by

John Wilkinson, was inordinately long and

replete with abstract formulas and so highly

technical as to be of interest chiefly to those

intimately concerned with engineering prac

tices; it elicited scarcely any discussion.

The paper on “Exhaust Gas Analysis," by

Dr. Arthur H. Eliott, which headed the iist

for the afternoon session, and which dealt

primarily with the determination of effi—

ciency by means of analyzing the exhaust

products, caused considerable discussion

from Herbert Chase, E. R. Hewitt and

Professor \V. C. Marshall, the concensus of

opinion being that the importance attached

to the method outlined was not warranted

by the results obtained, and that great re

liance could not be placed upon it. The sub

lect was one which dovetailed fairly well

with the scheduled topic for discussion on

the “Relation of Road Testing to Dynam

ometer Testing," and hence these two were

merged. E. R. Hewitt opened the discus

sion and was followed by Professor Mar

shall. who laid great stress upon the value

of the accelerator as a testing instrument,

which. he said. was not generally realized.

Anent Carburation and Balance.

In a very short paper entitled “Motor

Testing," which covered in a general way

points which have been observed under

specific testing conditions in one labora

tory. Charles P. Grimes brought out the

interesting fact that carburation may have

a very decided effect on the running balance

of a motor. a case in point being a long—

stroke L-head motor which, equipped with

a stock carburetter, vibrated badly at 22

miles an hour; by changing the carburetter

the point of vibration was reduced almost

entirely and Was scarcely appreciable at 32

miles an hour.

Of the several topics for discussion on

Friday evening and Saturday morning, none

proved productive of greater discussion

than the questionz-“Will the six-cylinder

motor eventually displace the four for pleas

ure cars?" The concensus of opinion was

that the four-cylinder motor never would be

eliminated, the discusion being opened by

J. O. Heinze, who stated that. while it is

possible by fitting a much heavier flywheel

to a four-cylinder motor to obtain the

smoothness of operation of a "six," the

smoothness is obtained at the expense of

accelerative powers which are indispensable

if the “four” is to have flexibility. The

“four,” he further pointed out, is superior

in efficiency to the “six” and. if for no other

reason, is bound to be continued in order to

supply the demand for a machine that can

be operated at comparatively low expense.

Much the same opinion was held by How

ard Marmon, who caused laughter by stat

ing that the use of the word “pleasure” in

connection with a car generally is a mis

nomer, in view of the fact that the average

pleasure car seldom is used for pleasure

alone. \Vhere it is used for pleasure alone,

as for touring, and not for town service, the

“six” represents real luxury, but as long as

cars are used for both pleasure and work,

as represented by town service. which de

mands low upkeep cost as compared with

the upkeep cost of a comparatively heavy

"six," the “four” must survive. As regards

the use of six-cylinder motors in trucks. the

opinion prevailed that their efficiency is

not great enough and that. as there is less

demand for flexibility and lack of vibration,

the four-cylinder motor amply fulfills all

demands.

Elimination of Magneto Improbable.

In response to the question "\Vith the

motor starter, lighting plant and ignition

possible in one unit, will the magneto be

discarded?" the concensus of opinion as re

vealed by the discussion was that the mag

neto is an excellent device for its purpose

and that it is not likely to be discarded for

a long time to come. Speaking in favor of

the elimination of the magneto. Harold L.

Pope ventured the opinion that it eventually

would be found possible to combine light

ing, starting and ignition with proper ef

ficiency for each function and that before

very such must be

evolved.

Of the other two topics remaining, the

discussion provoked by the question “ls the

transmission located preferably on the rear

axle, as a separate unit, or combined as a

unit with the power plant?" was the more

voluble. Howard Marmon summed up in

defence of the rear axle position by stating

that it permitted greater accessibility, re

duced the strain on universal joints. thereby

conducing to greater life, permitted the use

long some system

of a “springy” propeller shaft, thus cush

ioning the shock of the gears and, contrary

to expectation, added only about 5 per cent.

to the weight unsprung on the axle. As

against this, it was pointed out by others,

among whom were Prof. Hutton, that the

rear axle position is the dirtiest position on

the car and that as a result there was grave

danger of abrasive material getting into the

gear case and causing damage. Greater ac

cessibility also was claimed for the gearset

combined in a unit with the engine, and al

together opinion was very evenly divided

as to which of the three locations is the

best. The remaining topic—“Why has the

42-inch wheel been discarded?"—-brought

out very little discussion, the concensus of

opinion being that its greater expcrise. both

for wheels and for tires, was not offset by

the smoother operation and easier riding

generally credited to it.

Truck Men Breakfast and Discuss.

Combining a measure of business with a

much larger measure of pleasure. the Motor

Truck Club of New York City, on Tuesday

morning “breakfasted” its members and

some who are not members but whose

prominence in the trade gives them the

entree to all such functions, at George Rec

tor’s hostelry, the club’s own headquarters.

By reason of the fact that many of those

invited are taking active part in the com—

mercial vehicle exhibits in Madison Square

Garden and Grand Central Palace. the

“spread” was served in the morning be

tween the honrs of 10 and 12, and the wis

dom of those in charge in choosing such an

unusual time for a banquet, if it may be

termed such, was reflected in the attend

ance; upward of 300 persons were ranged

about the tables.

Quite naturally, President D. C. Fenner

made the opening address, and after re

viewing the aims and ideals of the club,

gave way to F. F. Beal, of the Packard

Motor Car Co., who presented a paper on

“Production.” The other papers and ad

dresses that served to inject a slight busi

ness-like flavor into the proceedings were:

“Advertising and Selling," by P. D. \Vagon

er, president of the General Vehicle Co.;

“Operating Motor Trucks," by Elisha

Flagg. In, general manager of maintenance

for the American Express Co.'. “Motor

Truck Service,” by George H. Duck, of the

American Locomotive Co.; “Past—Present

—Future," by Walter Wardrop.

 

Bauer Quits Cars for Accessories.

Frank Bauer. until recently connected

with the Oakland Motor Car Co's purchas

ing department, has acquired an interest in

the Durable Co. of Detroit, of which he has

become president. The company manufac

tures leather automobile accessories.
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OLD CARS THAT CUT PROFITS

How One Big Company Prevents Loss by

Providing Penalties—Advertising Value

of Actions Made Plain.

It may have been all right for the “shoe

maker's children to go unshod" in the old

days, but in this day and age it is regarded

not simply as poor business for the shoe

maker but as very bad business for every

body concerned. And there is not a great

need to enter into a prolonged discussion

in order to point out the reasons why. It

is fairly well established that this is an age

of advertising, and it is recognized that

whether one likes or not, everything he

does advertises him favorably or otherwise.

Nevertheless, the sight of a dealer driving

a last season's or a two-year-old car of a

make he has long since discontinued the

sale of, may well make the observant pon

der, even to the extent of wondering if his

dealer’s faith in the products he used to

sell is not greater than that which he has in

MOTOR WORLD
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eye on" the automobile dealer, at least so

far as what he drives is concerned, and this

suggests two things, both of which are rec

ognized in a recent circular of instruction

issued to branch managers of the Stude~

baker Corporation: First, the paramount

importance of the dealer driving and de

monstrating with the very latest model.

Second, that the car driven shall be kept

polished and spotless and tuned up to the

very highest pitch mechanically—not some

times, or occasionally, but all the time.

Old Cars That Cause Trouble.

So vital does the Studebaker Corpora

tion estimate these two points that it is

made a misdemeanor for a branch manager

to drive anything but an up-to-date model

and to drive or send out for a prospect,

dealer or otherwise a car that is not spot

lessly clean.

All this is in the line of good merchan

dising and good advertising, equally appli

cable to dealers in all lines of cars.

.2

“CASHING IN" ON THE SHOWS.
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show printed matter and enough of it to

cover their mailing lists; it should be im

printed with the dealer’s name and address,

and then mailed it to all prospects.

Don’t expect marvelous results; but mail

it, nevertheless. Send it under two-cent

postage, if necessary. It probably cost the

manufacturer several times what you will

pay for postage and, if he furnishes it to you

without cost you can well afford to mail it

to your prospects at your expense. Try it

for what it is worth.

a!

QUALITIES THAT SELL GOODS.

Selling automobiles is not essentially dif

ferent from selling any other specialtY

Some of the things that count are knowl

edge of the goods, study of the customer

and his needs, energy, persistency, tact,

honesty. confidence. earnestness, enthu

siasm and work. \Vhen a man cultivates

and employs all these qualities, results are

bound to tell a satisfactory story—satisfac

tory because represented by dollars and

cents on the credit side of the ledger instead

n; An rl'ua flakif eirln
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EFFECTIVE WINDOW DISPLAY

But of

Themselves They Will Not Achieve

Results—Other Things Necessary.

Requirements,Three Principal

Window displays to-day are receiving at

tention from automobile accessory manufac

turers who are just opening their eyes to

the wealth of opportunities to be seized

and utilized through attractive window dis

plays. This means that the accessory dealer

will do well to take time by the forelock

and study the window display question

scientifically.

Experience has demonstrated that first

of all a window should be of convenient

shape and size; second, it should be well

lighted; third, it should be kept clean.

When all three of the ideal conditions

named obtain, the merchant still has only

the stage on which the selling play must be

built.

Speaking Parts Played by Signs.

He then must people the stage with goods

~and, to carry the metaphor still further,

there must be speaking parts played by

neat signs that will carry the message to

the minds of all who pause to look.

Department stores regard their window

trims as important assets. So do the live

merchants in every other line. The oppor

tunity for the dealer in accessories is just

as great. Drawing from the experience of

his brother merchants, he will cut down

the variety of goods displayed and will time

his displays to the season.

On wet, slushy, slippery days non-skid

tires, anti~skid chains and other seasonable

devices should have the floor. It is the psy

chological moment. On cold days, anti

freezing devices, hand warmers, carburetter

heaters, priming cans and the like will be

shown. On hot. tire trouble days, tire

patches, cement, vulcanizers, etc., will be

in evidence, and so on, adapting the display
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to the season with a view of having it timely

at all seasons.

The idea of the best window trimmers is

strength gained through simplicity and

neatness. One thing at a time, or several

things that relate intimately to each other—

but never a group of too many things.

Value of Simplicity in Dressing.

Where forty or fifty ditferent objects vie

with each other for attention, it resembles

nothing so much as that many people try

ing to speak at once. Each knows what he

wants to say, but the hearers are bound to

be in doubt.

The principle of confining displays to a

limited range of goods is so well established

in other lines as to hardly seem to require

emphasis. But the fact is that window dis

plays are only beginning to receive careful

consideration from accessory dealers, and

there is still much to be learned. Now is

the tim-‘ to learn it.

0'

MIXING AUTOMOBILE ACCESSO

RIES WITH OTHER GOODS.

Tuttle & Clark. Jefferson avenue, Detroit.

were until a few years ago dealers in horse

goods. They carried fine harnesses and

everything else that belonged to an ex

clusively high grade horse-goods business.

The popularity of the motor car naturally

put a very perceptible crimp in their trade.

But, instead of bemoaning their fate, they

got busy and adjusted themSelves to the

new conditions. First, they put in a care

fully selected stock of what goods they

knew fitted into their lines, and, by the way,

they have been adding to the length, width

and depth variety of this stock ever since.

Then they got out a catalog covering these

goods, a copy of which was sent to every

registered automobilist in Michigan.

Things began to come their way almost

immediately, for it soon became noised

abroad that this store was catering to mo

torists in an aggressive fashion. All sorts
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of leather goods, automobile trunks. caps,

goggles, motorists' wearing apparel, chauf

t'curs' outfits, lap robes, picnic basket equip

ment, etc., were featured, and many odds

and ends were picked up abroad that could

be had nowhere in Detroit.

Once the trade started coming the firm

laid themselves out to take care of it. And

they are continually stirring up things

throughout the year.

   

Worth of Saturday Bargain Sales.

Every Saturday is a special bargain day

with Tuttle & Clark. Special prices are

quoted just for that day on standard goods.

The idea is to get acquainted. The adver

tisements are usually of moderate size, but

well displayed, with prices set large. and

plenty of illustrations. The goods featured

are unusually seasonable and the ads run

in the Friday evening and Saturday morn

ing papers. No effort is made to create sen

sational ads, but emphasis is laid on the par—

ticular values ottered. Originally starting

as a means of introducing their automobile

and motoring lines of goods, these Saturday

bargain days have become a pronounced

feature of the business looked for each week

by the motoring public. Needless to say,

they have not only proved profitable for

Tuttle & Clark, but have been the means of

moving stocks fast and keeping them up-to

date.

Their efforts to reach the automobile pub

lic have not, however. been confined to the

newspapers. Backing up their handsome

catalog, they use special folders in the

spring, during midsummer, fall. and at

Christmas time. The predominant features

of the folders are good paper, fine cuts, ac

curate, unvarnished descriptions. net prices,

well selected goods and attractive use of

color printing. Their list of motorists is

kept up-to-date, and much of the advertis

ing matter is mailed under one-cent post

age. They count on the attractiveness of

their printed matter getting it the attention

they seek. And they are not disappointed.
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r Solutions of The Used Car Problem, in Competition for Motor World's Cash Premiums of

$50, $25, $l 5, and $l 0 for the Beat Four Articles Dealing With the Subject.

By W. H. HUNT, Chicago, Ill.

The spectre of a floor full of second-hand cars upon which

an absurd valuation has been allowed in order to make sales

of new models, is keeping many a sales manager awake

nights and adding years to the age of the small town dealer.

The sales manager of the big branch house is required by

“the powers that be" to show a profit on this class of busi~

ness, if possible, or at the very least an even break. The

small dealer is compelled to realize some profit or explain

why to his local banker. This is the condition, but the mar

ket for used cars seems to be a sealed vault into which it is

impossible to break. There seems to be an intangible, un

analyzable something; a force that cannot be classified or

overcome, keeping the dealers out of a branch of the busi

ness that is essential to their existence.

\Vhat is this force? How has the dealer been placed in

this position,

To the man who has followed the course of automobile

events for a few years the answer to these questions is easy.

It is lack of confidence.

Let us delve into ancient history for a short while.

In the beginning the rural buyer was very like a sponge

and would absorb almost anything ol’fered. He was a trust

ing soul very much given to the acquisition of "gold bricks,"

“acrobatic buildings" and other bric-a-brac of like value,

among which were automobiles that were a godsend to the

newspaper funny man but a never-ending source of horror to

the poor misguided individual who tried to make them live

up to the designers' expectations. Nobody will ever know

how many of these poor souls have acquired the habit of

sleeping under the bed with a "buffalo wrench" in one hand

and a screw driver in the other.

The cars that were palmed off onto this class of buyers

were the ones that the dealer had taken possession of with a

smile and disposed of with a positive chortle. These ma

chines were well nigh impossible to sell in any other way

than with “sight draft attached to B/L."

But to resume our story. To be sure our rural friend

had the privilege of examining a perfectly beautiful fifteen

dollar coat of paint and an immaculate thirty dollar set of

tires without more than two sections set into any one shoe.

To be sure he had the opportunity to use an experience in

things pertaining to the automobile that he had never had

the opportunity to gain. But what good did the opportunity

do him without the knowledge? If his native caution warned

him to refuse delivery he, of course, lost only a small matter

of twenty-five or thirty dollars which he had deposited to

cover “freight charges one way." But if, in his trustfulness,

he accepted the car he paid to his local bank the amount of

the draft (which, by the way, was never drawn for more

than two hundred per cent. of what the car could have been

bought for at the point of shipment), and forthwith began

his automobile education, which was liberal in every accepta

serve as a warning to their neighbors and friends among

whom they are a laughing stock.

It is these farmers and their sceptical neighbors whom ‘

the dealers, all over the country, are depending upon to

absorb the used cars as rapidly as they are offered.

But the “burnt child shuns the fire," and the second—hand

car buyer who has been “stung” turns pale and thinks of

the mortgage every time he hears a “burred gear" or a tire

“blow out."

I think that I have made my case clear. You, dealers, have

killed the “goose that laid the golden eggs." You have

killed the confidence of the class that you depend upon to

relieve the pressure. The question now is, Can that confi

dence be revived? It can. But it is going to be a long, tedious

process. It can be restored by only a long, careful nursing

of the second-hand car market. And what is to become in

the meantime of the house that is filled to overflowing with

old models?

Ernest \Varner of \Nakefield, lll., proposed a remedy in

the November 28th issue of Motor World. He suggested

that the dealers of each State get together and appoint a

sort of an inspector to pass upon the condition of each used

car offered for sale in his territory, and also place a fair

value upon it. So far, good. But will the dealers volun~

tarily remedy defects as the inspector finds them? Will they

handle the cars at the valuation the inspector places upon

them? How about favoritism? Will the inspector place the

same low valuation on the “good fellow’s” car that he will

upon the car belonging to the “grouch”? Furthermore, an

inspection bureau, such as outlined, is going to cost consider

able in salaries and railroad fares for the inspectors. That

one man can do the work nobody can believe.

Finally, there has been established, in the city of Chicago

just such an inspection bureau as Mr. Warner has outlined.

This concern works without cost to the dealers. as it takes

its compensation from the buyers only. It renders to the

buyer a very complete, exhaustive report, covering the

mechanical condition of any car the buyer may select.

The seller of the car is given every opportunity to remedy

defects in his car before the report is delivered to the custom—

er. If he is honest in his dealing he is ready and eager to take

advantage of the opportunity. However, if the car is in

bad condition and the dealer is indifferent to the best in

terests of his customer, he should and does meet with ob

stacles to the consummation of the sale Of that particular

car. The result of this work will be that this latter class of

dealers and their worthless cars will soon be eliminated

from the field. Then, and then only, will the customer who

wants to buy a used car but is afraid regain his confidence

in the honest dealer and begin to relieve the tension in the

used car market.

We, in the trade. know that there are many wonderful,

values to he had in nepr'l M“ R.» H... at...“ in“... that for
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REILLY AROUSED TO VALUE OF ACCESSORIES

Exhibit at Automobile Show Gives Realization of Profits Possible to be Gained

by Dealer in Cars—Resolves to Enlarge His Business When He

Gets Home—Discusses Plans with Sales Manager.

After having made several changes of his

overcoat from his arm to his back, Reilly,

who was beginning to feel warm again, took

off his overcoat for the fourth time, but he

had it off not more than ten minutes when

one of those mysterious draughts which are

characteristic of Madison Square Garden

hit him in the back of the neck and on went

the coat; he was inclined to be miserable,

because he had gone without a comforting

after~dinner smoke in order to hurry to the

Garden. the smoke being dispensed with

because such pleasure is forbidden in that

metropolitan institution which operates

under the name of subway but which in

principle is very much like an up-State can

nerv.

Reilly Develops Foot Weariness.

At the Garden he thoughtlessly lighted a

cigar and prepared to enjoy himself in a

ramble among the ears and accessories. but

had progressed not more than three spaces

and a half when a red-coated six-footer said

"‘No smoking, please," and away went 12

'cents' worth of good Connecticut Havana.

.After a perusal of a long row of accessory

exhibits he arrived at a cluster of seats

which resembled a lost section of a theater.

and having a typical case of automobile

show foot-weariness the dealer dropped into

one; from this vantage point he could get

a glimpse of the press room and occasion

ally got a whiff of the atmosphere from

‘this sanctum, when some entrant pushed

aside a section as he entered, for, while

smoking is forbidden in the Garden, this is

one place where everyone smokes and

smokes anything. Even second-hand—or

“used"-—smoke was comforting.

Impressions Gained from the Display.

Reilly was surveying the cars and brighl

lights with the air of a blase first-nighter.

when his repose was interrupted by a qllfil‘y

from beside him: “Well, outside of the

fact that you're hot one minute and cold the

next and have sore feet and can't smoke and

have seen so many cars that they all look

alike, how do you like the show?"

"Huh!" exelaimed Reilly with a start. as

'he turned to see who was addressing him

The Sales Manager stood there smiling.

“‘Oh, hello, Jim!" greeted Reilly. “Great

show. isn't it?"

"Glad you came?" questioned the Sales

Manager.

“I certainly am; I wouldn’t miSs it for

anything," was the answer. “The business

certainly is coming along all right, isn't it?

A man would have to be pretty much of a

kicker to find fault with almost any of the

ears this year. He sure gets his money’s

worth—starters, lighting systems and equip

ment galore.”

“The accessories certainly are a tempting

  

A RED-COATED SIX-FOOTER SAID “NO

SMOKING, PLEASE"

lot, for one thing, aren't they?" asserted the

Sales Manager, as be extended his hand

toward the row of exhibiting spaces where

was visible a host of devices designed to

make the car owner comfortable and happy

-—also to assist him in keeping the accessory

makers and dealers happy.

“Do you know, Jim," stated Reilly. “the

accessories have impressed me this year as

never before; I am just beginning to wake

up to the real meaning of all this stuff that

is shown here. I always have believed there

was money in accessories and such stuff for

a dealer in cars, but I don’t think one of

us out of twenty is getting anywhere near

what he should from that business."

Decides to Stock More Accessories.

“\Vhat are you going to do? Give up cars

and turn accessory dealer?" asked the Sales

Manager.

“No. not that," explained the dealer, “but

I'm going to make some money out of ac

cessories. How many things are there here

that a car dealer could sell to his customers

if he only had a stock and pushed it? I

have carried tires, horns, hood covers. spark

plugs and a stock of actual necessities, but

I'm going after more business; I know it

can be done from the way my limited stock

has moved.

“The accessory makers are turning out

new things right along, and many of them

have real merit; of course, a great many

of the new devices add too much compli

cation or have other undesirable features.

but there are a lot of them that would sell

if the car owner had them brought to his

attention. Most owners are able and willing

to pay for comfort and convenience and

would never hesitate at spending the small

amount for which the average accessory

calls."

Enumerates Some Popular Devices.

“What are you going to do—stock all at

them? If not, where are you going to draw

the line?" asked the Sales Manager.

“As to drawing the line. that will have to

be a question of personal judgment," said

Reilly, “and I am not going to stock every

thing that's made. But just take one in

stance. as an illustration; how many own

ers like to work hard pumping up a tire?

You don't need to answer; the man who

drives a car would almost rather tow it

home than pump up a big, heavy tire. As to

pumps, some of them are attached to the

motor and are expensive and come more a~

manufacturers' equipment; but I ran across

one to-night that sells for a reasonable

price and ought to make a good seller for a

dealer. It‘s a spark plug pump that is at

tached and taken off by a turn of the wrist.

which is much easier than working a hand

pump. as you will admit if you ever pumped

up a big tire.

Old Idea But of Greater Growth.

“These things that have impressed me are

not necessarily new, but the idea has as

sumed new proportions to me; once the

idea began to grow it seemed as if every

thing I saw looked good, and I have gotten

more out of the accessory show than I

ever did before. I have seen a whole arm

ful of compact little tool kits. socket

._.4;”-..
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wrench outfits and so on, and there are

many owners who would buy those things.

But the whole idea centers around the one

fact that while owners may not be buying

all this stuff now they would buy more of it

if they had it pushed out in front of

them and its advantages emphasized.

Sales Manager Tries Out New Things.

“I dont' want to encroach on your trade‘"

confessed the Sales Manager, “but I might

as well tell you that on the sly I made a

clicker with some of these accessory people

to-night to send me on some of their de

vices for my own car. They didn't give

them to me, either; I paid for them, and

I’m going to use them myself.”

a car. All of them fell in with my little

scheme of getting hood covers this fall

when the weather began to get cold, and I

have sold a big order of that one line in

my town; it wasn’t hard, either."

“Don’t you think it might hurt your other

business?" asked the Sales Manager, more

to keep up his end of the conversation than

because he believed there was necessity for

the question,

Proper Display Necessary Feature.

“I don’t see how," was the response “Ac

cessories can be a very profitable side line.

The scheme as I have framed it thus far in

my mind its to get the display of goods in

such a place that every man who comes into
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“I'M GOING TO MAKE MORE MONEY OUT OF ACCESSORIES"

lie realize the comfort and convenience of

the telephone. Just the same way, all these

owners who have their cars with the equip

ment put on by the manufacturer can be

educated to the point where nothing is too

good for them; in fact, they're at that point

to-day. All that is needed is for the dealer

to push the goods.

“When you stop and think it over, Jim,

there is a big point in the way manufac~

turers have taken to equipping their cars;

they have only served to whet the car own

er's appetite for more equipment. A few

years ago an owner was satisfied to pay

for his car and then buy what accessories

he needed; but by the insistent demand he

made for more equipment on his car he

has brought the manufacturer to the point

where he is adding a wealth of things to

what ll>Ctl to pass under the name of car.

But owners haven't changed so very much,

despite this equipment, and the majority

of them are willing to buy extra stuff if they

feel they need it. The dealer’s part is to

make them feel they need it. The whole

proposition is simply that the accessory

dealer always will be one step ahead of the

ear manufacturer in ofiering equipment.

And not only will he sell goods that do not

come with the completed car, but there

always is a market for replacing accessories

that have given out in service."

Made Some Profit But Wants More.

“I always thought you claimed you were

making something out of accessories."

chided the Sales Manager.

“I did claim to.” admitted Reilly, "but!

make the claim right now that I'm going")

make more out of them; this show lia-=

served as quite an awakener to me—alifll

I’m amid it will put me on the bum It

I’ve put this overcoat on and taken it 05

once I’ll bet I’ve done it twenty times'
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CARE AND REPAIR OF LIGHTERS AND STARTERS

What to Do When the Lights Grow Dim or the Starter Refuses to Start—

Normal and Abnormal Conditions Explained in a Manner to Make

Them Plain to All—Disco Electric System Dissected.

 

(This is the sixteenth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner alike.)

The engineer on an ocean liner quite

naturally takes justifiable pride in the ma

chinery under his care; clean metal,

smooth-running bearings and rhythmic

motion appeals even to the passengers, and

the “pit,” where the giant engines throb, is

a veritable theater; the steady beat of the

“heart” has a fascination that is undeniable.

To the engineer, the gentle vibration, the

pleasure out of the work. And in this con

nection, it is doubtful if a piece of mecha

nism can be found that is more interesting

and more instructive and responsive to care

than is the electric lighting and engine

starting system. It is comparatively simple,

as has more than once been remarked in the

fifteen previous issues of Motor \Vorld

which contain a series of articles on the care

chase. The cars themselves are simple, and

it has followed quite as a matter of course

that their accessories have been simplified,

and in the simplifying process it goes with

out saying that the electric lighting and en

gine starting system has received its full

measure of treatment.

As is the case with very nearly every

other part of a car, to simplify means in a

  

SKELETONIZFD VIEW OF DISCO DYNAMO AND STARTER, SHOWING INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION OF EACH

ceaseless journeyings of the piston rods up

and down their slippery slides and the con

tinual murmur of the journals is the music

that sings “all's well." His trained ear

catches in an instant the slightest falter or

the faintest of "different" sounds. Of course.

the engineer is paid a good. fat salary to be

eternally vigilant—t0 watch over his en<

gincs as a mother watches over her child.

Constant association breeds familiarity that

never for an instant is permitted to degen

erate into contempt. From a duty, his work

soon becomes a pleasure that is all the more

absorbing because it provides his suste~

nance. He is proud to keep his machinery

spic and span, and the erstwhile prime rea

son for keeping it “just so" as a prevent

ive of future trouble soon becomes an ul

terior one.

Simplicity of Electric Systems.

Actually, there is no reason why the owner

of an automobile should not take just such

care of his car and get just as much real

and repair of such systems, it is instructive,

and its intelligent care by the owner or by

the dealer will pay unexpected dividends

not only in the greater satisfaction gained

but in actual money saved for repairs and

adjustments.

Long Study Is Not a Requisitc.

To continue the analogy, the engineer on

a liner is required to spend a long term of

years learning thoroughly all about the

mechanism which eventually will be placed

in his charge. After he has acquired the

theoretical knowledge, several years must

be spent in acquiring practical knowledge,

and then he must pass a rigid examination

to determine his fitness to doctor and gen

erally care for the machinery. It is not so

with the automobile owner, of course. He

need know little or nothing about the

mechanism, as far as other than himself is

concerned; there is none to dispute his

right to operate his car. provided he has the

necessary wherewithal to pay for its pur

\

large measure to make more accessible,

which is indicated by the general clearing

away of unnecessary parts. Fortunately,

the location of an electric lighting and

engine starting system presents few diffi

culties that cannot be overcome without

sacrificing accessibility. Both generators

and motors are comparatively small, and

generators in particular can be placed al

most anywhere on the chassis where a con_

venicnt rotating shaft is available. The

pump or magneto shaft is the favorite posi

tion, for it affords a ready means of trans

mitting the necessary power and at the

same time ensures a perfectly accessible

dynamo position. Often. however, the loca

tion of the dynamo in this position necessi

tates alterations of greater or lesser mag

niture in the design of the engine to permit

of its proper mounting, and even though

such alterations scarcely can be expected to

affect the efficiency of the engine, they may

increase production cost slightly. It was

with these points in view that the Disco

.--—,4-_-__
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electric lighting and engine starting system

was designed. It is produced by the Igni—

tion Starter Co. of Detroit, Mich., one of the

pioneer producers of acetylene engine start

ers.

Narrowness Permits Easy Mounting.

The Disco system is of the two-unit type.

in which the generator and the dynamo are

separate, the theory behind the design be

ing that the temporary derangement of one

unit need have no effect on the other which

will prevent its use until the other has been

repaired or adjusted, as the case may be.

The system is chiefly distinctive by reason

of the unusual shape of both the generator

and the motor.

In order to permit their easy mounting

in almost any position on the motor or the

chassis, both have been made exceptionally

narrow, as may be seen by the accompany

ing pictures. The extreme narrowness of

the generator in particular makes it a very

simple matter to mount it on the engine to

be driven by the straight-through shaft that

drives the magneto or the pump. Similarly,

the motor also may be mounted at the side

of the engine, without increasing the over

all dimensions of the machinery under the

hood and without making necessary any

alterations in engine design. Owing to the

shape and compactness of the motor, com

paratively wide latitude for choice in the

selection of a means of gearing it to the

engine is afforded; it may be connected

either through gearing cut in the periphery

of the flywheel after the'manner that has

become fairly common, or it may drive

through the intermediary of a “silent” chain

to the crankshaft, the interposition of a

roller clutch in either case effectually pre

venting possiblc damage through back fires.

Dustproof, Yet Accessible.

The mere fact that both the motor and

the generator are accessible naturally re

duces to the minimum the already small

~~k J “met, "PPPGQQX'V in caring for

necessity for positive regulation of the out

put with the minimum of complication. Con

sequently, regulation has been made an in

herent feature of the machine and is ob‘

tained automatically and electrically with

out the use of external mechanical or elec

trical devices. It is obtained in the winding

and the shape of the pole pieces, the char

acteristics being that the current produced

at seven miles an hour is sufficient to com

mence charging the battery; at 15 miles

an hour, sufficient current is produced to

charge the battery and also to carry the

lamp load; the maximum capacity of the

generator is reached at about 20 to 22 miles

an hour, when the output remains constant

until a speed of about 35 miles an hour is

attained. when the output curve drops grad

  

DISCO STARTER SWITCH

ually. Hence, the generator charges the bat

tery continually, though by reason of its

self-regulating feature no harm can come

to the battery, which, instead, is benefited.

Where Attention Is Necessary.

The generator is connected to the battery

by and through the action of a magnetic

cut-out of orthodox pattern and simple con

struction, the function of which is to con

nect the dynamo to the battery when the

tinuous service for a long period. they

may be cleaned with fine emery cloth.

though great care should be taken to see

that the two faces are exactly parallel when

the cleaning operation is completed, and

that the adjustment has not been disturbed.

Excessive Lubrication Detrimental.

The motor in the Disco system is of the

plain series wound type in which the torque

increases with the load up to certain limits

which it is virtually impossible to enact

It is constructed to carry heavy currents

without heating, as may be judged by the

diameter of the field wiring apparent in the

accompanying picture. Like the generator.

the motor is completely enclosed. though

its mechanism is accessible merely by re

moving the end plate over the brushes.

Owing to the fact that it is used infrequent

ly and then for only a few seconds at a

time, it seldom will require to be touched.

though it will do more good than harm or

casionally to open the casing and carefully

remove any accumulations of carbon of

road dust that may have collected. Under

no circumstances should the amount of lu

bricant specified by the manufacturer be

exceeded; the temptation to use an oil-can

frequently must be curbed , for little lubri~

cant is required, and if too much is applied

it will collect on the brushes and commu

tator and cause trouble. A few drops 0f

fine machine oil placed in the oil holes about

once a month should suffice, unless the

starter is used continually, when the “dose”

should be increased to correspond to the

service.

Manipulating the Switch.

\Vhat has been said with regard to W

cut-out applies also in the case of the start

ing switch: As it is seldom in use it seldom

will require to be touched. There is noth

ing in it which can get out of order excepl

under the most flagrant abuse, and it is very

unlikely that it ever will give trouble. There

is just one consideration which must 110‘
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than will any other part, though the amount

in any case will be small.

Sparks That Indicate Trouble.

By reason of the fact that the armature

shaft rotates in liberal sized ball bearings,

its requirements as regards lubrication will

be exceedingly moderate—n0 more than is

required by the average magneto, which

is to say, a few drops of oil about once

every 1,000 miles will suffice. As the brushes

and the commutation surface are large, they

will operate for an indefinite time without

attention, provided only that they are clean

and foreign matter is kept out of the case.

Accumulations of dust or oil on the com

mutator will result in poor commutation,

which, in turn, will cause sparking and ex

cessive wear. Theoretically, any dynamo

should operate absolutely without sparking

at the brushes, though it is extremely dif

ficult to approach theoretical perfection.

Sparking may indicate that the brushes

are dirty, that the brush spring tension is

insufficient, that the brushes are too short

properly to touch the commutator or that

the commutator or the brushes are dirty.

The remedy for all these troubles is sug

gested by the trouble itself. Another cause

of sparking which generally can be attrib

uted to dirt or to improper brush spring

tension is a cut or scratched commutator.

The Story the Ammeter Tells.

If a commutator exhibits scratches, they

should be removed immediately before they

have time to cause more serious damage,

the preferable method being to hold a piece

of N0. 00 sandpaper against the commu

tator while the armature is rotating, first

removing the brushes from their holders.

If the brushes are not removed, small par

ticles of sand may get beneath them and

cause far worse scratching than that which

is removed. After the sandpaper has been

applied, the commutator should be carefully

cleaned of gritty particles before the brush

es are replaced. The brushes also should be

cleaned, a cloth dampened with gasolene

being used for the purpose.

Included with the Disco system there is

an ammeter which is mounted on the dash

and which will serve as an infallible tell

tale of the operation of the dynamo in addi

tion to indicating the charging current and

the amount of current consumed by the

lamps. Immediately the car speed exceeds

seven miles an hour, the needle of the am—

mctcr should swing over to the charge side.

assuming. of course, that no lamps are

lighted. If it remains stationary, that fact

may be taken as an indication that the gen

erator either is not generating or that the

cut—out has not made the connection be

tween the dynamo and the battery. In

either case. the cut-out first should be ex

amined to ascertain whether it is perform

ing its function. If it fails to close the

circuit, the dynamo next should be tested

to ascertain whether it is generating. This

may be done by connecting a. lamp across

the terminals with the engine running at a

speed corresponding to about 10 or 12 miles

an hour. If the generator is working prop

pertly the lamp will be lighted, which in

itself is evidence that the derangement ex

ists in the cut-out.

When the Starter Refuses to Start.

Loose wires, of course, or broken wires

will prevent the passage of current, and in

this way prevent the cut-out from working

properly. As a matter of fact, loose con

nections or a broken wire are about the

only troubles which will prevent the cut-out

from functioning, for there is little in its

make-up that can give trouble. If the lights

gradually grow dimmer, the condition may

indicate that the cut-out contacts have be

come stuck through some cause or other,

thus permitting the battery to discharge

itself through the dynamo. Inspection, of

course, will reveal the trouble, which gen—

erally can be remedied by cleaning the con

tacts. In some cases the arm of the cut

out may become clogged with dirt, the re

moval of which, it is needless to point out,

will effect a cure.

In cases where the engine starter refuses

to start the motor, the battery first should

be examined to make sure that it is properly

charged. If it is properly charged, a search

for loose wires should be made, failing the

location of which the motor itself should be

examined to make certain that the brushes

touch the commutator properly and that

there are no broken wires in the circuit.

Part That Carburation Plays.

Although most engine starters are power

ful enough to “spin” the heaviest motors

at a considerably greater speed than than be

attained with a hand crank——the Disco is

calculated to "spin" a 4% x 5% motor-at lSO

revolutions a minute for 40 minutes on an

80 ampere-hour battery, the pressure being

12 volts—it should be remembered that the

easier it is to start a motor the better the

service that will be rendered by an electric

starter and the smaller will be the drain on

the battery; the mere fact that an engine is

equipped with a starter should not operate

to cause neglect of carburation and igni

tion, which fact often is overlooked—to the

detriment of the electrical equipment, of

course.

Breakage of Spokes in Wire Wheels.

In endeavoring to ascertain the cause of

several broken spokes in one of the rear

wire wheels with which a motorist had had

his car equipped it was discovered that the

breaks were not occasioned by violence

but were the result of rust. Apparently the

enamel with which the spokes were coated

had not covered the whole of the spokes

where they entered the felloe band, the re

sult being they rusted through and parted.

From which it would appear a wise precau

tion occasionally to examine wire spokes

at their nipple ends to make sure that the

enamel is intact, for though the breakage

of two or three spokes does not seriously

impair the strength of the wheel, it never

theless represents an avoidable and there

fore unnecessary expense.

Gould Adds Ignition and Lighting Unit.

The Gould Storage Battery Co., of New

York City, which is closely related to the

Gould Coupler Co., and which heretofore

has confined its activities to the manufac

ture of storage batteries, has gone deeper

into the field and produced a combined ig

nition and electric lighting system; later

a motor starting unit to work in conjunction

with the Duplex system as now manufac

tured will be produced. The feature of the

Duplex system is the double wound arma

ture, from one side of which direct current

at six volts pressure is obtained for light

ing and charging the storage battery, and

from the other alternating current which is

stepped up to high voltage in a transformer

coil and used for ignition; output control

for preventing burning out of the lights or

injured batteries at high engine speeds is

by means of a diflcrential field, and a mag

netic relay serves to sever connection with

the battery when the machine voltage drops

below that of the accumulator,

Paint to Indicate Bearing Heat.

A new heat indicator for bearings just has

been introduced by the British General Elec

tric Co., whose headquarters are in Lon

don. It consists of a paint which normally

is a bright vermilion, but which, on reach

ing a temperature of 120 degrees Fahr.

shows a change of color and at from 190 to

.210 degrees becomes almost black. When

the temperature of the part falls below 120

degrees, the paint returns to its normal

color. Among the claims that are made {or

the paint are that it is practically indestruct

ible, that it is unafl‘ected by lubricating oils,

that it prevents rust, and that the warning

which it gives enables a machine to be

stopped before damage results from over

heating.

Italy Seeks to Stimulate Tractors.

Under the auspices of the Italian Touring

Club. a competition and exhibition of farm

tractors and agricultural motors is to be

held in Parma, Italy. The affair will cover

a period of five months, from June to Oc

tober, inclusive.
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1,022,564. Automobile Horn. Willard

Pennock, Minerva, 0. Filed July 10, 1911.

Q
  

    

  

Serial No. 637,804. (Exhaust horn). 3

claims.

1,022,567. Resilient Hub for Vehicle

Wheels. Earl J. Seifried and Isaac G. Sei

fried, Findlay, Ohio. Filed Feb. 13, 1911.

Serial No. 608,432. (Hub bearing mounted

on helical springs.) 6 claims.

1,022,634. Electric Searchlight for Auto—

mobiles. Charles A. Lewis, Denver, Col.

Filed Aug. 8, 1910. Serial No. 576,039. (Rel

ative position of the carbons controlled by

a single solenoid and suitable clutches). 6

claims.

1,022,639. Brake. Frank O'Brien, Jackson,

Mich., assignor to the Lewis Spring & Axle

Co., Jackson, Mich., a corporation of Michi

gan. Filed Sept. 18, 1911. Serial No. 649,

860. (Contracting band brake.) 7 claims.

1,022,648. Spring \theL Elmer E. \Vick

ham, W'indsor, Mo. Filed Dec. 10, 1910.

Serial No. 596.702. (Helical springs incor

porated in the spokes.) 1 claim.

1,022,651. Butter for Automobile Doors.

Lewis A. Bedard, Boston, Mass. Filed July

12, 1911. Serial No. 638,092. (Plunger in a

recess caused to protrude by helical

spring.) lclaim.

1,022,658. Tire Guard. Charles Dabelstein,

Detroit, Mich. Filed Oct. 14, 1911. Serial

No. 654,588. (Scraper arranged to remove

objects calculated to cause punctures.) 4

for Motor Vehicles. James \V. Packard,

Lakewood, N. Y., assignor, by mesne as

signments, to Packard Motor Car Co., a

corporation of Michigan. Filed April 20,

1906. Serial No. 312,823. (Control levers

and attachments.) 7 claims.

“Ribbon” a New F 8: S Bearing.

Combining remarkable simplicity with

solidity of construction in a manner to

obtain a number of desirable features,

Fichtel & Sachs, of Schweinfurt, Germany,

manufacturers of F & S radial and thrust

  

F 8: S "RIBBON" RETAINER

ball bearings, of which the J. S. Bretz Co.,

of New York City, is the sole American

importer, have brought out not only a ball

retainer, aptly styled the “Ribbon” retainer

by reason of its construction and shape,

which is quite different from anything else

of its type, but has evolved a new self

aligning radial ball bearing.

As its designation implies, the retainer

virtually is a continuous ribbon of steel;

it is a one-piece sheet steel stamping that is

drawn and formed without joints or rivets

in its construction. Needless to add, it is

very light, lighter, in fact, than the die

cast aluminum separator which has been

used to such good purpose in F 81 S bear

.Tflnuary 23’ 1915

5, . .inzef;,urtnhbus necessitating a slight decrease

ca 3 - er'. But Inasmudl 33 the load

:2: ofit may be appreciated thetmlmb'er Of balls,

the size of the balls Z'blle Increase m

compensates for the p525, y more than

ght decrease 111

number; as a matter of fact, it is pointed

out by the makers. that the load capacity

for given sizes of bearings has been in

creased in some cases by as much as 30

per cent. Another of the advantages of the

“Ribbon” retainer is that its construction

permits better circulation of the lubricating

medium and practically prevents the reten

tion of foreign matter in the bearing.

The new radial bearing is essentially a

standard bearing with a slightly spherical

inner surface tO its outer race; the addition

of a washer with a spherical inner surface

permits of automatic adjustment for slight

shaft disalignment.

 

Substitute for Glass in Windshields.

For the ostensible purpose of eliminating

the glass in Windshields and with it the

danger. of damage in collision, a new prod

uct which is styled “non-flam Exonite” and

appears much like celluloid just has been

placed on the British market by Dovtr.

Ltd., of Northampton. The new material

is slightly clearer than celluloid and is co»

siderably tougher and with a higher 813“

that resists scratching to a marked deg"?

When ignited, it burns out almost immedi

ately. the burned portion being confined to

' a small area. It is made in five thicknesses

in oval and round panels and in sheets

measuring 53 x 24 inches.

Experimentation with Aluminum Wire

The cost of copper wire used in the Wind
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Stock Champion International Champion

'e4—O

Improved Series V t0 Five Models

 
 

 

 

  

'A Work of Art

RTISTS add rare beauty and luxury t0

__ your National car after the mechanical

engineering experts have perfected its

power, reliability, ease of control, and serv

iceable qualities.

For luxury and utility you find the

National the criterion.

Long stroke motor (47/3x6), left-side drive, center control, Gray & Davis

electric starter, Gray & Davis dynamo electric lighting system, Bosch dou

ble dual magneto, multiple jet carburetor, 12-inch Turkish upholstery, tire

pump integral part of motor, lZS-inch wheelbase, Hoffecker speedometer,

full floating rear axle, concealed baggage compartments, tire carriers, full

heavy nickel trimmings, powerful brakes, perfect oiling system, robe rail.

foot rest, foot mat in running board, concealed tool box, electric horn, top,

curtains, TruEault-Hartford Shock Absorbers in rear, adjustable ventilating

and rain vision windshield and one extra Firestone demountable rim.

 

 

 

National Motor Vehicle Company, Indianapolis, Indifii
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has been silently adver

tised from coast to coast by the best ad'

vertisement any product can have—the personal

endorsement of over l00.000 satisfied motorists.

  

  

During the period of the magneto craze. we could have talten advantage oi this fad and

manufactured magnetos. Due to our facilities and prestige. we could undoubtedlyhave produced and

sold large quantities of them. We knew. however, that the Atwater Kent System was fundamentally cor

rect in principle and that it was better than any other ignition device. This opinion was also shared by thou

sands cl our friends who discarded the magnetos on their new car! and installed the Atwater Kent. claiming they got

much better results with much less trouble.

You can't equip your ear with a more reliable ignition system than the Atwater Kent—mo matter what amount of

money you are willing or expect to pay for it. Why then take chances by investing in other equipment when by installing the

Atwater Kent System you close eVery avenue to future regret P

  

ust a few of the man ood features of the Atwater Kent System and its advantages over the magneto:
y 8

The spark is of constant heat quality irrespective of the speed of Easy adjustment to lengthen or shorten the spark, thereby insuring

the engine, thereby enabling the engine to be run at a very much

lower speed if desired.

The simplicity and accessibility of the different parts of the Uni- , . . . . .

Sparher are much greater than in the case of the magneto. ‘Pnk' Dupllcntc '81"le Spam no‘ mean" Light was)!"

The adjustment of the platinum contacts does not aflect the tim- N° "1881"" i° bcmmc dcmaG-R‘iud- Unlimikd "118° d 'P‘Yk

ing of the spark.

  

the maximum economy of battery current.

  

Low maintenance colt and repair expense. Will start engine on  

advance or retard. Low initial cost.
  

In connection with the standard Type F System, we are furnishing a new model—Silent Type K with auto

{nafic “Ra'k advance and in‘ulated Primary Circuit» especially designed for use in connection with lighting and start

mg equipment.

  

PRICES OF THE TYPE F SYSTEM

  

PRICES OF THE TYPE K SYSTEM
  

  

Kick

Standard Switch Kk‘k

1 cyu d Coil Coll Standard Switch

- n er '17.“) Coil Coil

§'°Y:"der ODDoled “Loo Z-eyltnder Q3100 ‘35“)

3-0? nder dintrihutor type 22.00 32400 3_cynml

{cylinder llllstributur “me 2500 27-00 er 3500 38.00

-cy inder distributor type 2500 27:00 4—0yllnder 35.00
  

tit-cylinder distributor type 27.00 2900 B-eyllns‘l

. er
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lT WOULD
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GET A~Naw

'“EARD Tame 01g:

°2§E¢°F A
‘ SURE.

CRANK“ / '9” \ lT WILL

,thf} : TURN SORROW

[ > - INTO PLEASU
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I t \ 1 ¢
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ALL IN—DOWN AND OUT
How often, after cranking your head off, without getting your car .ftartetl, have you felt like this gentleman?

Oh, yes, he was a gentleman a short time ago, but he doesn't look like one now, we'll admit.

See That Your 1913 Car Has An Electric Cranker

and you can always look like a gentleman whether you are or not. But be sure, for efficient, long-lived

service, that your electric equipment is operated from an

  

STOGE BATTERY

Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

: 7 "Help Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

New York Bunch—136 we" 52d Street Chicago Branch—7241 Michigan Ave.

Den,“-It Bnnch~ugl Woodward Avenue San Francisco Branch—243 Monadnoek Bldg.

Depot: in all Principal Cilia in the United States, Canada and Mexico
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Electric Warning Signals

Will be standard equipment on most automobiles for 1913

Our present enormous sales prove

beyond any fistion of doubt that the

bulb horn m ' pass into the realm of

antiquity.

FOR the medium priced car the Rexo horn,

made to retail at $8.00, meets the re

quirements for a guaranteed, reliable, single

tone electric warning signal.

It is instantly responsive and of uniform

intensity. It is free from constant care and

most effective for emergency, yet not too

loud for regular service.

The Tuto two-tone electric warning sig

nal is the highest grade and most complete

warning system yet devised.

It electrically transmits two distinct tones,

a low note for service and a loud note for

The Tuto, Tutoette and Rexo electric

warning signals, manufactured by us

meet the needs of all types and sizes of

cars manufactured.

emergencies or touring, the degree of sound

being regulated by the pressure of the thumb

upon a button located on the steering wheel,

directly under the hand of the motorist.

These horns are built upon modern elec—

trical principles in everyday use upon thou

sands of telephones throughout the world.

They are reliable, positive, certain.

Either horn can be connected to any ordi

nary 6-volt battery.

Manufacturers that are now making their

plans for 1914 will find it worth their while

to get in touch with us.

WE WILL EXHIBIT AT THE CHICAGO PLEASURE CAR SHOW

SPACES 170-171, SECOND FLOOR, C O LIS E U M A N N E X

Elyrin-Dean Products Manufactured Only By

The Dean Electric Company

501 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio, 0. s. A.

San Francisco, Cal. Kanna- City, Mo.

“Look for Elyria-Dean where quality’s seen ”
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SPEEDOMETER

MADE BY

THE DEAN ELECTRIC co.

ELYRIA, OHIO.

No.

“Armsz

 
 

THE hand is always steady, regardless of

road conditions or speed of car, owing

to the equi-balanced construction, and shows

the speed at a glance by its position and

Without the necessity of deciphering the fig

ures or marking, the latter being larger than

usual for a speedometer of the same diame

ter.

The odometer is the reliable Geneva move

ment With trip reset to any one-tenth mile

so as to follow guide-book markings.

They always add mileage, never subtract

regardless of how the car runs, whether for

(SQ/r127F 06111

I i(.'\ i) 1;: MA R K

 

The

Elyria-llean

Speedemeter

Is the most simple

a n d permanently

accurate speed

measuring mech

anism yet devised

It operates on the unvarying princi

ple of centrifugal force direct without

being hampered with compensating

gears, springs, etc.

The action is the same on the coldest

winter day as in the heat of summer.

There is no necessity for temperature

compensators or means for steadying

the hand.

 

 

ward or backward, or whether the shaft is

driven from the right or left hand wheel.

Elyria-Dean Speedometers respond to the

slightest increase in speed.

The dial is black with white markings, the

case beautifully finished in baked black en

amel with nickel trimmings.

Every detail has been so nicely perfected

that the complete instrument is in strict

keeping with the finest made and most luxu

rious automobiles.

The Elyria-Dean is the big idea in speedo—

meters.

WE WILL EXHIBIT AT THE CHICAGO PILASURE CAR SHOW.

SPACES 170-171 SECOND FLOOR. CO LlSEU M ANNEX

Elyric-Dan Products Manufactured Only By

The Dean Electric Company

501 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio, U. S. A.

Sm Francisco, Cal.

“Look for Elyria-Dean where quality’s seen ”

Kansas City, Mo.
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Be a Warm and Wheel Dealer

Don’t allow your chance to slip. Next week some live

wire competitor may be cutting out the big melon slice that

you might be enjoying right

now. The name and fame

of this device is spreading

rapidly. Get your territory.

\Ve show here the Warm Hand

\Vheel with the circuit open and closed.

Note that a simple movement of the

connection on the left of the wheel will

turn the current off or on at will

The Warm Hand Wheel will impart

a grateful warmth to the driver’s hands

no matter how cold the weather or how

high the speed. It makes winter driv

ing‘a pleasure and so promotes the use

of cars that would otherwise remain in

storage during the cold months.

is

  

Circuit Open

Current consumption is low and the \

wheel is kept warm through either bat- ‘

tery or lighting systems, while FOI'd

owners will find the built-in flywheel

magneto ideal for this purpose.

You can install the Warm Hand

\Vheel in short order. scarcely any work

being necessary to “get it going.”

Retail price is $15 and your share r11

the transaction most liberal. Practi

cally no effort is necessary to make a .

sale. The Warm Hand Wheel JUSt .;

about sells itself. :

Get Your Territory Now

THEWARM HAND STEERING WHEEL C0.

Circuit Cloud 527 Fifth Avenue New York
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1e live

:e that

Gasoline Is Going Up---

and the users of motor vehicles are

Abroad, where

gasoline costs half-a-dollar a gallon.

builders of automobiles use only

paying the bills.

ball bearings.

Why ?

Because ball bear

ings are more th or

o u g h ly anti-friction

than any other type.

Friction scarcely exists

in ball bearings, hence

less power and le s s

fu el are required to

drive mechanism

mounted on such bearings.

Other advantages are:

Minimum wear :

Maximum efficiency, endurance

and dependability;

Ease of replacemen':

 

You are invited

to visit our ex

hibit, Space No.

204, Balcony,

M a dis 0 n

Square Garden

  

 

Freedom from necessity of fre

quent adjustment * ball b e a r i n g s

are fool-proof.

The prOSpective automobile buyer

will favor the car that

will cost him the least

to operate and main

tain. This means he

will favor the car that

is equipped with ball

bearings.

The American made

New Departure ball

bearings have no supe

rior—are strongly

guaranteed and perferred by the

majority of American automobile

manufacturers.

One such manufacturer s a y s :

uMore real bearing value than I can

get out of any other bearing.”

New Departure Manulacturing Company

Bristol, Connecticut

rc. ,_ Fw-it'"*':~

Double ROV/

I _4 jungle Rovt/

' ~ -- ‘1 v Ragga; I,’
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A Good Horn at a Low Price.

Consumes ve littl current II to . . ,,
2% ampcrcs>ry e ( A Gets better With age as the “Bulging

_ i ' _ of the diaphragm which is detrimental

Emlts hlgh toned Musmal Blast. t othcr horns makcs the “CUBITH

4 Has no working parts to get out of order. m re efiici t

ush button and wire tha etlils for S

packed in e a 5 cents xt

~--.
#‘F',

k *WmimmiiMW\\\\\W\\\»\\\\M“WNW“
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\nlalkll‘i'i‘fli“w:“a ~   

Has no VIBRATOR, the diaphragm 1

In Black Enamel, very High Gloss. is the Armature'

Wcighs Two Pounds and a Half- Requires no on. Runs on SIX VOLTS.

 
 

  

NONPAREIL HORN MFG. COMPANY

73-75 Wooster Street Eastern Distributor NEW YORK CITY

\ KOSMAK ELECTRICAL CO. °"'°° £2§tof;f'f,"s'uf,1?,,°,f$::u:"““° Jersey City, N. J- ‘ \

Brunch Office, Ford Bulldlnl. Detroit k \
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6"moofh Tread pfmn-Skid I _ z

/ , a ‘ - Car Up-Kezp
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1. $ i _‘ .. 4,

t Jag? THE FIRESTONETIRE aRuBBtR Co.

'2 'Mi/P/(‘AJ'IMWIJ'IIXCIOJ/V! fllPIGR/fi/IMA’III"

, Q; \i ‘ Akron. Ohio. All Pandpalcnks
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You saW the Pathfinder at the

New York Show
  

“ . i M Q, v

THE PATHFINDER “40"

v I Five-passenger touring car

“ ""’ ~ Electric starter Electric lights

  

  

NO\V -— sit down before you forget and write for

Agency Particulars. We give_you—

A motor car with a talking point in every

. component part—a proved superior value.

.Shoulder-to-shoulder co-operation of our

entire Selling and Advertising organization in

‘PUSlllIlg sales.

The prestige that goes with representation

of the ofl-icial car of the U.S. Government and

A. A. A. in their joint survey of three trans

continental highways in six months.
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NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE

LOCK WASHERS

 
 

SUPERIOR

QUALITY

COUNTS

 

 

 

 
 

LOCK WASHERS SHOWN IN PANEL HAVE BEEN ADOPTED

‘BY THE SOCIETY OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERS

1l1e_lo_ck washer is a small car part with a mighty big mission. It is evident

that this is not realized by the consumer. for in this item the order usuallv goes

down—“get quotations on lock washers.” -

_ The lock washer is the bond of the units. If it lacks proper resiliency then it is

inefficient and will destroy alignment of bearings and create small or grave trou

es 1n various parts.

The responsible purchasing head (the one we want to reach) will order lock

Washers that will insure security of parts—and he won’t hesitate on a few-cents

per-car-difi’erence._

National Lock Washers are 100 pe' cent. proficient.

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER C0.

 
 

Chlcago, Ill.

Newark, N. J.
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No matter what you expect from an Ergon motor, you’ll be greatly

surprised when you see one and put it to the test.

From a standpoint of efficiency, quietness, sturdiness, and above all

accessibility it will tax you to find the equal of this motor at anywhere

near the price we can quote.

Not only are we putting our own very best efforts and brains into

this motor but whenever we have used a part made outside our own fac

tory—or when we have gone outside for an operation of any sort—we

have dealt only with accepted and acknowledged leaders in their re—

spective fields.

For example, some of the contributors to Ergon Motors are The

ZARD
moronMANUFACTURING

COMPANY

RoanrIrR .HEW YORK

<

Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Corpora

tion, Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Timken

Roller Bearing Company, F & S bear

ing importers, and Hans Renold, of

silent chain fame.

Let us get in personal communica

tion with your requirements. Let us

demonstrate our standing both as to

product and deliveries thereof.

 

 

  

f
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The Man in the Box

{11 An air of mystery pervades the carbonizing department of the

Timken Plant. Smoke rises from rows of glowing furnaces. Red,

Whtte_and_ green signal lights shine through the haze. ‘Devil wag

ons’ dive 1nto lurid ovens after red hot pots of carbonized parts.

(ll And OH: in a corner, quietly watching and guiding it all sits the

‘man in the box.’

Ro l l e r

Bearing

  

q To the carbonizing room come all the cups. cones and Rollers for the Timken Bearing.

Accurately made as they are, from the best of steels‘ by the finest automatic machinery,

they are far from fit for service in the motor car.

1] In this huge room the parts are carefully packed in iron pots with a mixture rich in car

bon. Then heated in furnaces to just the right temperature for just the right length of time.

‘1] Carbon from the black mixture penetrates the skins of the cups, cones and rollers so

that, later, the surface of each part can be made glass-hard to resist wear while the core re

mains soft and elastic to withstand shocks.

.arf."

  

Time - Tried Formulas

1] The time In the furnace and the degree of heat. vary lot each

particular size at cup. 0! cone, of roller. The exact lonrrula let

each has been developed by years oi experiment and study.

q The lorrnulas have been proved right by minute records of reh

suits in serviCe. Records that cover millions of Timken Bearinzl

in hundreds of thousands oi can.

each oven with the DYIometer before him. read: and records in heat

and compares it with the lorrnula lot the size oi the part that par

ticular iumace contains.

q Other wires lrom the box carry order slgnill back to each oven.

Red. white and green lights tell the iurnace man to slightly raise

or lower the heat or to hold it as It is.

Correct Design Won First

‘1 Years ago no such painstaking care W1! used in making the
Must be Fonowed Timken Bearing. Yeteven in these days Its unique design was

q it“! the duty of the man in the box to huw that the lonnula lot right—its princiqu have never been changed. They have proved

any size of every part is iollowed exactly by the lurnace him. right in the crucible at service.

And "III is how he knows in ‘1 But years oi striving towards perfectan in every process of

'1 Wires lead iron: an electric resistance thermometer In each tur< manuiacture have added to rightne" oi design a very real though a

trace to a switchboard in his box. Every quarter hour he connects less important value.

The Timken Roller Bearing Company

Canton, one. U. s. A.

Th: only nrh manufnrunr Named 1| mall aulumblla nxlu aquipnd

with Tirnhss Roll” 8“er Ir [In "Illa-Dim“ Ax): Compaq

1‘
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THE SELDEN TRUCK
g $2000

;ava-I:Mimi.1.wY

+‘._'_*-t.
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Z; With a proper conception of just what constitutes an efficient commercial car,

‘ the manufacturers of the Selden One-Ton Truck have produced a car that

stands out conspiciously as the leader of its class.

5" While it embodies the same principles of construction as those found in the

a; best trucks on the market, it is distinctive in that it is stronger and has a larger i'

factor of safety than other trucks of like capacity.

m.J The Selden Truck is built not merely to sell but to do its work and do it

satisfactorily day in and day out, with the least trouble and expense to the user.

 

 

  

The Selden Truck 1s Easy to Buy and Easy to Pay For

f In order to put the commercial car within easy reach of all those who need

it, but who find it inconvenient to take from their business the necessary funds

with which to pay spot cash, we have inaugurated a partial payment plan that

removes the last obstacle in the way of thousands of prospective buyers.
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TWITCHELL PATENT

AGAIN SUSTAINED

On December 18, 1912, a preliminary

injunction restraining E. Edehnann &

Co., of Chicago, from the manu‘

facture, sale and use of the Edel

mann Economy Gauge was is

sued by judge Humphreys in the

U S. District Court for the

Northern District of Illinois.

_ This injunction, issued against

Vigorous opposition by E. Edel

mann 81 Co., is the outcome of a

suit charging infringement of

Twitchell patent No. 927,298,

dated July 6th, 1909, and is the last of an un

broken series of victories won over a host of un

scrupulous imitators by the Twitchell Tire

Pressure Gauge.

The makers of the Twitchell gauge desire

to warn the trade that the sale or use of any tire

pressure gauge infringing the Twitchell patent

is as much an infringement of the Twitchell

patent as the manufacture of the gauge it

self and as such will be vigorously prose

cuted.

The following gauges have been held by

EDELMANN GAUGE

ENJOINED

the courts to be infringements of the

Twitchell patent:

The Northam Gauge—Twitchell vs.

Northam Auto Pressure Gauge Co.

vs. Prest-O-Lite Co.

The Safety Tire Gauge—Twitchell vs. Ru

dolph 8: West Co.

The only gauges licensed for use or sale

under the Twitchell patent are the Twitchell

Gauge, the Schrader Universal Tire Pressure

Gauge, and the Allen Tyrometer.

The makers of the Twitchell Gauge take

this occasion of assuring jobbers, dealers, and

the trade generally, that the sale of the Twitch

ell patent to A. Schrader’s Son, Inc., will in no

way affect the manufacture or sale of the

Twitchell gauge. Advance orders already on

our books warrant us in saying that our output

for 1913 will be more than double. compared

with 1912. There is a rapidly growing demand

for Twitchell Gauges with the positive Lock

Stop. This construction securely locks the in

dicator bar until released by pressure of finger

at top.

  

"TIRE INSURANCE FOR $1.00”

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE C0., 1202 Michigan Ave, flhicago, Ill.

 

 

O

  

The Prest-O-Lite Gauge—Twitchell

  

-_

--

--

--—

_—_-—__—-——
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BOSCH

Predominates—Of Course

 

F the 93 makers of cars exhibiting at the New

York Shows, the following is a list of those on

whose products Bosch Magnetos were fitted. And 18

Convmcmg Bosch Argument

Winton Alco Henderson

Mitchell Mercer Kline

Locomobile S. G. V. Hupp

Peerless Cunningham Fiat

Stevens-Duryea Knox Metz

Stoddard-Dayton Moon ‘ Case

Pope-Hartford Matheson Pathfinder

Franklin Selden Detroiter

Lozier National Minerva

Overland R. C. H. De Dion Bouton

Pierce-Arrow Bergdoll Lancia

Packard American Renault

Marmon Speedwell Mercedes

Garford Paige Daimler

Columbia Krit Isotta

Moline Inter-State Metallurgique

Pullman Velie Panhard

O argument, no proof, no claim is so thoroughly convincing

as is the showing of universal selection—the greatest engi

neers of the industry acknowledge the superiority of Bosch—the

extensive adoption of this method of ignition is the climax of

supremacy proof.

For 1913 Be Satisfied Specify Bosch

BOSCH MAGNETO CO., 223 West 46th St., New York

CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO TORONTO

Official Distributors in a" important center: of U. S. and Canada.
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The Standard Type of the Hyatt Roller Bearing is designed

with generous bearing length. This permits the rollers to

operate directly on a steel shaft, thereby simplifying the

construction.

The flexibility of the Hyatt Roller affords full line contact.

hence an equal distribution of the load along the entire

length of the bearing. Overloading at any particular point,

causing excessive wear, is thus avoided.

The rollers of the standard type are now made of Chrome

Nickel Steel, resulting in a greatly increased carrying

capacity. Lubrication is positive—the rollers forming oil

reservoirs. The right and left spirals distribute oil to every

part of the bearing. Grit and dirt work through into the

171ml"llllllllllllllllmll i

'1' illlii‘

Mr. F. H. Berger. Chief Engineer.

  

center of the hollow rollers, thus preventing grinding which ,

would result in wear.

These are exclusive features of the Hyatt Roller Bearing.

HYATT ROLLER Beanme Co.
Damnor'rsfilcaronm
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The Delivery Car That Has “Made Good”

if ii ' ar .

llppsteivart

The

Delivery

Car

 
  

i

BADLOU 6cnommsrmcrdrs

moron can Accessomes
  

 

CHASSIS

Lin - - - $1650

BODIES

Standard Panel - $150
Panel Bod $1800y Standard Express 125

Capacity 1500 lbs.

  

“

The Lippard-Stewart Model “P” 1500 Lbs. Delivery Car—30 H.P.

When You Choose a Delivery Car select it as you would an

employee who is most vital to your business. Go over its

past record. Find out what it has done for others—what

it will do for you. Analyze the car in every detail. Not

merely its outward appearance but every detail of its con

struction. Know your car—know its makers—know its

ability to fulfill your requirements. Intuition may tell you

that the Lippard-Stewart is a good car, but analysis, com

parison with other cars, past record and logical reasoning

will prove to you that it is the peer of all cars for light

delivery purposes,

of greatest stress. Note the 30 Horse Power Continental

Motor. Consider the rugged cone clutch and the trans

mission strong enough for a 50 H.P. Car. Observe the

shaft drive, the differential, the simplicity of construction

practiced throughout the entire building of the car—tilt?

easy get-at-ability of every important mechanical part

even when the car is loaded. Look at the perfect 51mm;

suspension that assures easy riding and minimizes wear

and tear. Then

Consider the Price of the Car—its sound dollar for dollar

value. Compare it with any car apparently competing

with it. Note how the Lippard-Stewart Car actually baf

fles competition. If you are a prospective purchaser, note

the real worth of the car. If you are a dealer, form Your

own conclusions as to the car’s value as a business invest

ment—its ready salability and the quick turnover of caplml

it assures.

Sound Commercial Car Construction is the basis of the Lip

pard-Stewart's supremacy. It is purely a delivery vehicle.

Designed and built a commercial vehicle from tires to top,

from tailboard to headlight. It represents the practical

ideals of men who have made a careful study of trans

portation and delivery problems. That is why it fulfills

the demands of every business man or company whose

need is a prompt, efficient and economical delivery system. Note the Comprehensive Lippard-Stewart Line—the volume

 
 

It has demonstrated in almost every_ instance that it will

deliver more goods over a wrder terr1_tory_than is possible

with horse and wagon. Its dependability IS a proven fact.

It does its work well in fair weather and foul and is ready

‘AP nunru nmprrnlnryg

of sales it makes possible—a line that offers you a car to

meet the specific demands of practically every firm an,

individual who need a delivery car regardless of their

business—a line that knows no dull seasons and a car that

practically sells itself and stays sold winter or summer.
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iTHE LARGEST AUTO SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

Our Name Is Your Guarantee
l ____

 

HATEVER you buy from the house of CHAS. E. MILLER

_ you may expect the fullest degree of satisfaction_in every detail.

Quality,‘quantlty,_material, workmanship, durability Wlll be jL'lSt right

or we Wlll make it right.

To buy from a house the size and standing of

this one is the safest way to insure complete satis

faction in all your dealings. We handle goods of

standard quality only and of course stand back of

everything we sell.

No matter what you want in the line of automo

bile accessories or supplies, remember our slogan,

“We Either CARRY IT IN STOCK, WILL

GET IT—OR IT ISN’T MADE.” One of the

prize winners in MOTOR’S recent advertising

contest selected this as the slogan out of the many

shown. His reason was as follows: “This saying

is the clearest possible statement of the Miller

business policy which I have found to be a fact

through several years of satisfactory relations

with them.”

Our name is your guarantee.

Our Annual Catalog is the largest, most com

plete, up-to-date and authoritative dictionary of

the auto supply market of any book published. It

has come to be recognized as one of the standard

reference works of the industry.

The total distribution of one hundred thousand

copies of this catalog practically covers the world,

at least wherever automobiles are used. Nearly

all foreign as well as domestic automobile manu

facturers and dealers, the offices of American Con~

suls, Public Libraries, Universities, Y. M. C. A.

Schools, Publishers, Automobile Clubs, Engi

neers’ Ofiices, Purchasing Departments—in all

these places you will find a copy of the Miller

catalog on file.

Fifteen branches spread over the United States, located in the principal motoring centers, bring Miller service within the

reach of practically every motorist in the United States. Prompt delivery, perfect _quahty, honest prices—these are the

things that distinguish Miller service and explain the marvelous growth of this pioneer establishment smce its inception

in 1896.

CATALOG MAILED TO ANY 0NE ANY PLACE ON REQUEST

Chas. E. Miller
Manutacturer, Jobber,

Exporter and Importer

ESTABLISHED 1896

Home Office: 97-99-101-103 Reade Street, New York City

 

NEW YORK CITY

91-103 Rude St.

NEW YORK CITY

924 Eighth Avenue

NEW YORK CITY

2782 Broadway

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

142! Bedtord AVenu:

BUFFALO, N. Y.

824 Main Street

ALBANY. N. Y.

I35 Central Avenue

 

ORDER FROM NEAREST BRANCH, ADDRESS CHAS. E. MILLER

BOSTON, MASS.

202-204 Columbus Ave.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

Bridge and Dwight Sta. '

EARTFORD. CONN.

274 Trumbull St.

DETROIT. MICH.

227-229 Jefferson Ave.

CLEVELAND, O.

1829 Euclid Avenue

PHILADEL?HIA, PA.

318 North Broad St.

ATLANTA,’ GA.

259 Penchtrce Street

NEW ORLEANS. LA.

601-603 Blronne St.

NEWARK. N. J.

274 Halsey Street
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S‘KNWELD Rim No. 30 is de

signed for those who require a demount

able rim of minimum weight and extreme

7a

5'

==
==
5

———~=_'=_
E

g

2

E

—,_=
z

t:

simplicity.

It has both the quick detachable

and demountable features and is made

in two styles, one for straight side tires

and one for clincher.

This rim is split circumferentially,

the two sections having corresponding

lugs that are locked together by two

semi-circular rings. One end of each

ring is securely rivited to the wider por

tion of the rim base. The free ends of

these rings are secured by a swinging

latch which is in turn locked by a cam

latch.

No special tools are required to

operate this rim and no circumferential

movement of either section is necessary

to disengage the two parts of the rim

base.

The rim base of Rim

No. 30 will fit the felloe band of either

the Continental Gilbert type rim or the

Standard Universal No. 3 rim, without

requiring any special wheel work or

additional equipment.

  

The Standard Welding C0.
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'
demountable rims,

1
series No. 40, stand alone in their pre

  

llil‘ll‘l'll

eminent efficiency.

 
 

c 1:; 2:15].—

Universal in their acceptance of

e tires: automatic—in their mechanical

e operation, combining both a quick de

taching and demounting feature which

is operate independently, and positivelyT1: preventing wobbling of tires, they sur

h mount all the defects of former types of ‘

8 demountable rims.

rims, No. 40 series _

i have an entirely new feature for the g;

[I securing of the rim base to the wheel

if —The adjusting ring. This device isan intermediary band that lies under

n :T' the entire rim base and supports it at

all points of the front and rear cir

o cumference. T;
1'MI;I‘
itiiiiitiit

31 The rim base has the felloe band

flange as a guage for its lateral position

1

‘l
itni

v1

,

.

.l'H 
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1‘ and must always lie in the same perfectposition on the wheel no matter howthe clamping devices are tightened.2r This is the preventive of tire wobbling,e =_- one of the prime reasons for excessive E i

it tire expense.'r Number 40 rims arethe wheel equipment on all leading

makes of cars.

“ f

The Standard Welding C0.

Cleveland, Ohio ‘ ' .. t . n“
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w [ l— Note simplicity of lelloe band—m trouble to

apply correctly to wheel.
Ill .‘l'lill -

l

Ample oi bevel: teeth to forte rim bue toward il

neroreumievence olIbeel. but mm-ementol rim hue

m that direction in prevented by felloe band he“.

This (OnlUufliOIl positively prevent: ell lateral

movement of nm hue and it mutt therefore run

in a true plane with the the].

Tim cannot wobble.

_ Beari- ourhet of adjusting ring 00' feline band

9 perkaly fin Prevents displacement of ndjuot

lll‘ ring when rim hue ll under “cadre pressure.

_ Note also that adjusting ring can only no" in A

direct line parallel to plane ol wheel ll both hear

ing wrist-a ol od'uaizf ring were cut at 0 "Wk,

prewar! lenient no: dump would come Iron

Influenza“, thereby transmitting a bending

mum to bolt.

Ihlotl duplicity a! damp mtmcflou, Also

umyenol movement at clamp on driving nut.

Thurston: chrlp to lutomtially Adjust iuetl

to position a A“ time.

(Note also lover baring k. ol clamp. The

dptvibuten prawn on damp over hm one; eho

m greater leverage for do.“
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You Automobile Engineers:

Cast Your Trained Eyes on This
  

  

WATER BETWEEN

"\-_ VALVES AND

._ .JIYLINDERS  

ts Tm?

ENCLOSED ,

VALVES x;

POSITIVE

OILING SYSTEM

 

 

' 1

' 5; CAM SHAFT /

I

V.“ r i

-_ ST: ENnmesT

», La TAKEN UP I
I

  

l

 
 

  

- I , w LARGE CONNECTING

-~._.~I 2 a - ROD BEARINGS
' I.“ If _ V . .

In 4. BOLT CONNECTING ROD

> ~ AMPLE CRANK BEARINGS

You twice-blessed fellows who, in case of an accident, can

“disembowel” a car—put its “innards” back again—tickle the

carburetor and be oii—you will appreciate this sectional photograph of the

0 DA
D

  

Pleasure Caro :

Hudson Motor Car Co.

MIchigun Motor Car (lo.

Hendemn Motor Car 00.

Leno: Motor Car Co.

St-liacht Motor (lar Oo.

Hpuulding Mfg. Co.

Croxton Iotor Co.

Novn Scotia Cnrrlage and

Motor (lnr Co.

Miller Motor Car Co.

Trucks :

Service Motor Car 00.

Bowling Green Motor Car Co.

Durant-Don Carriage (‘0.

Howltt-Ludlovr Auto Co.

Tiflin Wu on (‘0.

Bnntfnr Motor Truck 00.

W. Lundnhutt & 80ml

Harvey Motor Truck (Io.

Hurlburt Motor Truck CO.

Schneht Motor Car Co.

Ohien o Pneumntlr‘ Tool Co.

Lord altimore Motor (‘nr 00.

I‘. 5. Government and othen.

    

—und others.

You know the reliability of a heat- To the rest of our friends, who are not mechan

treated crankshaft and with bearings large ically inclined, we would simply say—those prominent

and With low pressure factor. You appreciate those “ 'manufacturers who are alive to the value of having a motor which

large and enclosed _valves. You instantly see the is not merely a part of the car to sell but the part that helps to sell the

y‘aliie of that spectal otling device. All this is car have selected the Buda. This is evidenced by the above

grist to your mill." partial list of manufacturers to whom we have sold motors.

..- an The Buda “Little Six”
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Dollars do not count—under these conditions

HE Luxurious Br0c Electric is

built without regard to expense.

Quality interests us before,

and much more than, cost.

By that we mean that wherever

efi‘iciencyduxury or satisfaction could

be added, cost has been—and is—no

object.

Do not infer that we throw money

away. Everydollarofmanufacturing

cost means actual value put into the

car—in quality, and in satisfaction

to the owner. There is no waste on

non-essentials, nor by unscientific

manufacturing methods. \Ye buy

value always.

The heart of the matter is this:

When a maker would add to quality,

he must add to cost. To court cheap

ness is to lower quality.

Modll 29. Rmmin'i'l

Brougham for fire pas

smgnr, pedestal front

seats. Romulus: and

rainfall at their max

imum.

The best car cannot be a cheap car.

The perfection of The Luxurious

Br0c is due to this fact that costs are

not feared. The Br0c is not built to

meet a price.

Our aim is the best car that can be

built. \Ye believe that We have

achieved it. \\e believe that we can

demonstrate this to you by showing

you, in the car—— in every part of the

car— the quality we are talking about.

The forward-drive model has pedestal front-seats;

wheel or vaeFSlL'e-r is optional. Rear-drive models

provide pedestal or stationary front-seats.

We will exhibit at the Chicage Show (space B7)

February l-8.

Exide or Ironclad Batteries.

The BROC ELECTRIC

VEHICLE. COMPANY

1677 East 40th Street, Cleveland
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“Thirty-Six”Chalmers ‘

 

 

  

$1950 Can’t Buy Any More Automobile

Than This—the Chalmers “Thirty-Six”

ANY thousands of owners will

M tell you just what we say above

—“81950 can’t buy any more

automobile than the Chalmers ‘Thirty

Six.’ ”

Many of them will go further. They

will tell you that for real service and

satisfaction you can’t buy any more

automobile for any price.

And these owners speak from personal

experience. They have driven these

“Thirty-Sixes" hundreds of thousands of

miles. They have used them under every

possible condition—of climate, roads, hills,

city traffic, country touring. They know.

So we feel safe in offering you their opinion

as the biggest reason why you should buy a

Chalmers “Thirty-Six.”

When vou examine this car carefully we

For the “Thirty-Six" is a big car—nothing

cramped or skimpy about it.

Every Convenience At Hand

And now note the convenience of start

ing. Everything necessary is within easy

reach. The switch is turned on without

even leaning forward. The carburetor is

adjusted from the dash. Pressing a foot

button puts the motor in action; for the

Chalmers self-starter starts. If it is night,

an electric switch turns on at will any or all

of the lights.

As the car gets under way, note the

wholesome, businesslike sound—as you pass

from first speed to second, to third, to

fourth speed. No noise, or grating, or

clashing, no grinding, whirring sound as the

car picks up speed. For Chalmers gears are

ground to an accuracy of IA of 1/1000 of an

inch.

and roar. The “Thirty-Six" with its big

wheels, big tires, long springs, solid. sub

stantial construction—heavy enough, bl“

not too heavy—gives you much the saw

comfortable and secure feeling as a Pullman

car. "

All day you can ride in a “ThirtY's‘X

without fatigue or strain, physical or men

tal. No shock or jar, no worry. Peri"!

safety. perfect confidence, perfect satisfac

tion are yours in this splendid car. You

have the delightful consciousness 0f owning

a car you can always be proud of.

Never Before Such Value

Tm" years ago a car like this was im

possible at any price. Picture in your mlfld

all that the “Thirty-Six" gives in looks, 1"

comfort, in convenience, in power and

5P¢¢d~ Such a combination of desirable

lhings simply couldn't be bought three Y‘m
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Covert Commercial Transmissions i

  
  

1000 lbs - - - - - Wagons

1 Ton - - - ~ — - Trucks

2 Ton - - - - - Trucks

3 Ton - - - - - - Trucks !

4 Ton .. - - — - TI'UCkS ‘

5 Ton _ _ _ _ - - Trucks

6 Ton _ _ _ - - Trucks 1

7 Ton _ _ - _ - - Trucks

We are Transmission Specialists-"Jackal!an for the

above models are supplied by the leading manufacturers

.

j Covert Motor Vehicle Company

3 Factory: Lockport, N. Y.

‘4 Sales Office: 1422 Ford Building, Detroit, Mich.

\ ,—1~&__ ’
f
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The Hollecker

Speedometer

In the Realm of Speedometer Author

ity “THE STEADY HAND” HOI'

FECKER reigns supreme. It has stool

rigid and exhaustive tests made by some

of America’s leading mechanical engr

neers, and has as a result been select:

for speedometer equipment on somew

the most prominent motor cars.

 

  

detail, distinguishes it as the one PAR EXCELLENT speedometer in both artistic appear

ance and satisfactory service.

Its superior workmanship and scientific construction; its everv refinement in mecharurl‘

ABSOLUTE ACCURACY—obtained by a

special individual calibration process.

A DAILY TRIP—giving intermediate dis

tances which can be easily and quickly set to any

desired mileage.

An instantaneous resetting TENTHS DE

VICE, designating fractions of a mile—are some
of the individual and exclusive HOFFECKER ' . 11-h s W

features. , ' I HOFFECKER

There are 'IWVO models furnished either _ _ i Wm."

singly or in combination with the famous VVAL- ' ‘ - 0., m. rmth

THAM-TIME-PIECE. ‘ ' "' g

meter lam») "

Discriminating users specify the HOFFECK- i, p ,_ " d “W m .,

ER, the speedometer with continuous service— a. _ " , winery-tam

Seventh year of DEPENDABILITY.

HI: - STEADY HAND“

H0 nacan
meter in new "'

SPEEDOMETER a ., m.
ohuthaw

 
 

See our ahnm J ‘ ‘1

Amoflwlu't 5)- "'

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE HOFFECKER COMPANY

Boston, Massachusetts
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% TIMEPlEQés.
  

l The Wallham

l 8Day Timepiece

The past year has but

: superiority of Waltham 8 Day

‘ conclusively that they are like Waltham Pocket Watches

; in a class unapproachable in reliability.

given stronger emphasis to the

Time-Pieces—has proved

 
  

They have been used under all the varying conditions

to which a car can put them and found to be absolutely dependable time—pieces.

They are built to Waltha

leaders of the world.

WiRGJC Walibam l5 {'0 d Timepiéce”

They are the only 8 Day Time-Pieces

that have 15 jewels and adjusted to tem
‘THE JEWELED"

mwmhmhh perature; movement runs 8 days; has

onlylimrpieeemsdclur \vinding indicator.

sum-nubile: hlvifl‘ fil

Itcn jewels and diluted

l:- TlMEPIECE '1

Two of the models are cased to match
m-“m'fimmm' Hofiecker Speedometers, thus insuring

mm! ml] ma (en dlyl \V l v. ‘

"" °“‘ “"d‘“ I" - ~ artistic uniformity of speed and time
ill ' ' d' ' _ ‘ ‘i ‘ . . . '

I, 1 " ‘ ' equipment, all With greatest efficiency.
"winding lhne day! be- " w

[are the timepiece rum

downi

m Standard, which means they are the acknowledged

For sale by leading jewelers and auto

Amulmadiablemfl ' ~ ‘ supply houses. Interesting, illustrated

hilly m.nured.i\hl _ literature free

rnl Wlllhnm. Ind you _

nadironywrw.

THE WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY

Walt/lam, Massachusetts

Till WAlmul Wu'w (I)~

n- Iu\I m“
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Under Auapices of National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers, Inc.

At

' i ' . , s! ,

, S“ ’51:, '
\ ‘ “is .

.
\

. .

‘\

Coliseum and 1st Regiment Armory

  

February 1 to 8

Passenger Vehicles

Parts and Accessories

 

February 10 to 15

Commercial Vehicles

Parts and Accessories
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A Every trial of a Ward Leonard System

F - ' means triumph for its designers and satis

facticm for its users.

Every user—every dealer—every manu

facturer realizes the need of an efficient

lighting and starting system.

war“; But each one of them wants the ultr

if i mate system. and the ulitmate system wrll

' he that one which is theoretically, selen—

_ ~, PARTS OF
LIGHTING ' ‘ s. . 2 r ' , . .DYNAMO tihcall} lll(l practically correct

  

  

  
  

t.if iii-Rum
There must be no complications, no

unnecessary parts, nothingr to get out of

order.

  

A   

  

 

 

T/Ic’ .ryrtem f/mr will answer them require

ments fr the Warr/ Leonard Syrtem.

Time and exhaustive experiments

through twenty years of electrical expe

rience have shown that the \JVard Leonard

System is perfect.

we realized years ago that the value

of an electric lighting and starting SYS—

tem to the automobile manufacturer lay

in the perfection of its automatic control

Our perfection of this feature stamps the

\Nard Leonard System as the ultimate

choice of engineers.

Ward Leonard Electric Co.

BRONXVILLE, N. Y.

tWARLLEQl‘l1

  

  

L'IPMENT

R LIGHTING SYSTEM%8
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iNVADER

OIL

ANNOUNCEMENT
 

  

PHILADELPHIA BRANCH:

113 Arch Street

Mr. T. E. Tomlinson has joined forces with

Charles F. Kellom & Co., makers of INVADER

OILS, the oldest and best known brand of

automobile oils on the market, and in the future

these will be manufactured and sold by a cor

poration known as THE INVADER OIL CO.

To Mr. Kellom’s existing organization will be

joined Mr. Tomlinson's old selling force so long

associated with him and so well known to the

trade.

Increased facilities for distribution have been

provided to insure prompt deliveries.

Under the brand iNVADER, will be marketed

the best oils in the world.

INVADER 011. COMPANY
Leneea of CHARLES F. KELLOM & COMPANY

Main Office: 80 Broad Street, New York City

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH:

284 Columbue Avenue, Bolton, Man.

DEALERS: An extengiue advertising campaign has been planned for the coming season,

which will largely increase the demand for INVADER OILS. Ask for our proposition.

A FULL STOCK IS CARRIED AT THE ABOVE BRANCHES FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
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Through the window in the porcelain of the plugfloutside

is firing correctly. You can see the spark jump the gap in the central

shows it up clearest.

It Simplifies the Trouble Hunt by Half

If there is a Spark in the window. but proper ignition fails,

you know the points are fouled. ln that case, just turn the

knurled micrometer nut at the top of the plug with the fin

gers and separate the visible points still more. This increases

the intensity of the spark, breaks down all oil or carbon

deposits between the points and automatically cleans them in

VISIBLE GAP SPARK PLUG

TELLS ns OWN STORY

  

fl

tly tell if the plug
the motor—you Can instan .

he darkest mng
electrode at any time—t

One Glance Through the Window Tells All

56nd for 3

tell make of

id, Our rigid

back goes

You need a set of these plugs in your motor‘

set now. enclosing price and size wanted (or

car), and we will forward them at once, prepa

guarantee of positive satisfaction or your money

with every plug.

 

HT

._5’-n§‘_.._.

12‘

 

 

You Are the Judge in This Trial

.. [\an
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No-Rim - Cut Tires

10% Oversize

By Far Outsell All Others

 

 

  

 

This Winter Tread
  

Will Indicate Why the Goodyear Won

Last year we sold 918,687 automobile tires.

Yet we failed to keep up with the flood-like

demand by some 400,000 tires.

Seven years ago only one tire in ninety was a

Goodyear tire.

Three years ago the demand was still one

twelfth as large as now.

Last year’s sales by far exceeded our previous

12 years put together.

Note the

Double Thickness

In this Non-Skid tire we add

an extra tread almost as thick as

the regular. Thus we give you

a double—thick tread.

This extra tread is of very

tough rubber, immensely endur

ing, almost impervious to wear.

Because of its thickness, the

blocks are deep cut. Their non

skid efficiency lasts for thou

sands of miles.

A Bulldog Grip

These sharp—cut blocks pre

sent to the road surface count

less edges and angles.

_The_y grasp the road in every

direction with a fairly irresisti

ble grip.

_But the_ greatest advantage

lies in the tact that these blocks

Widen out. so they meet at the

base.

_Tliey are not separate projec

tions. which center the strain on

a_small part of the fabric. They

distribute the strain exactly the

same as with smooth—tread tires.

That's the main reason why the

Goodyear Non-Skid gives such

exceptional mileage.

Compare this tread with oth

ers. Compare its thickness, the

depth of its projections. Com

pare the apparent efficiency, due

to these sharp-cut blocks.

Compare the way in which

strains are distributed so the

fabric can't be broken. One

glance will show you that this

Non-Skid surpasses anything

else of its kind. About 250,000

of these treads have already

been tested out.

Other Troubles Ended

Thus we have ended skidding

troubles in the most efiective

way. .

Years ago we ended rim-cut

ting, just as completely, just as

efiiciently. _

Our patent tire-—the_ No-Rim

Cut tire—has made rim-cutting

simply impossible. _

And that alone cut tire ex

pense 25 per cent.

What has awakened men to Goodyear tires in

this overwhelming way?

This winter tread will tell you. It shows how

far we go, in every way, to multiply efficiency.

To cut down tire expense.

This is only one item, but it reveals the entire

Goodyear code.

Compare this tread with others, and you'll see

why Goodyears won.

Our 10 per cent oversize. un

der average conditions, adds 25

per cent _to the tire mileage.

Our 14 years of ceaseless tests

and comparisons have brought

our tire quality up to the maxi

mum.

These things together, in the

test of time, have placed the

Goodyears on at least a quarter

million cars.

One Must Respect

This Verdict

Remember. please. that tire

expense forms your major cost

of upkeep.

A tire which cuts that cost in

two is something quite impor

tam. . _

Men know when they get 1‘. in

these days of odometers. Tney

 

Goon

 

'EAR
AKRON. OHIO

No-Rim-Cut Tires

With or Without Non-Skid Treads

 

know which tire serves best.

And the final verdict of these

men who know favors Goodyear

tires.

Men have tried and com ared

now pretty close to 2,080,000

Goodyear tires. As a result the

sale of these tires has doubled

every year. And last year's in

crease was 125 per cent.

Now these tires by far outsell

all others. And this year's out

put, if this increase continues,

will completely equip 500.000

cars.

One may easily question any

maker's claims. But when hun

dreds of thousands of users

unite. one must respect their

verdict.

The verdict of experience fav

ors Goodyear tires in an over

whelming way. And every

month makes the verdict more

convincing.

Is it not fair to suppose that

your experience will bring a like

result?

If you think so. get that expe

riencc. Make some compari

sons. Settle this question by

next time insisting on Goodyear

No-Rini~Ciit tires.

 

Write for the Goodyear Tire

Book—14th-year edition. It

tells all that we know, after

fourteen years, about cutting

down tire expense.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

We Make All Kinds of Rubber Tires. Tire Accessories and Repair Outfits.Branches and Agencies in 103 Principal Cities.

More Service Stations Than Any Other Tire. Main Canadian Office: Toronto. Ont. Canadian Factory: Bowmanville. Ont t9“)
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shows it up clearest.

It Simplifies the Trouble Hunt by Half

If there is a spark in the window. but proper ignition fails,

you know the points are fouled. In that case, just turn the

knurled micrometer nut at the top of the plug with the fin

gers and separate the visible points still more. This increases

the intensity of the spark. breaks down all oil or carbon

deposits between the points and automatically cleans them in

a jiffy.

And if there is no spark in the window. you know you must

look to coil. batteries or magneto for your trouble.

You Don’t Have to Take the J. D. Plug

Out of the Motor

By this micrometer nut you can adjust each plug so as to

give maximum sparking efiiciency.

  

VISIBLE GAP SPARK PLUG

TELLS ITS OWN STORY

Through the window in the porcelain of the plug—outside the motor—you can instantly tell if the plug

is firing correctly. You can see the spark jump the gap in the central electrode at any time—the darkest night

One Glance Through the Window Tells All

You need a set of these plugs in your motor. Send for a

set now, enclosing price and size wanted (or tell make of

car), and we will forward them at once, prepaid. Our rigid

guarantee of positive satisfaction or your money back goes

with every plug.

You Are the Judge in This Trial

We make millions of spark plugs a year—that's our only

business. we import the clays for our heat-defying porcelain,

and use the best material on the market.

Yet the Price of the J. D. Visible Gap Spark Plug

I: Only $1.00

Perhaps you would like our free book on Ignition. lt con

tains a mine of useful information. A card brings it.

  

JEFFERY-DEWITT CO.

565 Butler Avenue
  

Largest Manufacturer: of Spark Plug: in the World DETROIT, MICHIGAN

  

\\_’
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" No -Rim-Cut Tires

10% Oversize

By Far Outsell All Others

 
 

 
 

This Winter Tread
  

Will Indicate Why the Goodyear Won

Last year we sold 918,687 automobile tires.

Yet we failed to keep up with the flood-like

demand by some 400,000 tires.

Seven years ago only one tire in ninety was a

Goodyear tire.

Three years ago the demand was still one

twellth as large as now.

Last year’s sales by far exceeded our previous

12 years put together.

Note the

Double Thickness

In this Non-Skid tire we add

an extra tread almost as thick as

the regular. Thus we give you

a double-thick tread.

This extra tread is of very

tough rubber, immensely endur

ing, almost impervious to wear

Because of its thickness, the

blocks are deep cut. Their non

skid efficiency lasts for thou—

sands of miles.

A Bulldog Grip

These sharp»cut blocks pre

sent to the road surface count~

less edges and angles.

.They grasp the road in every

direction With a fairly irresisti

grip.

I_ But the greatest advantage

ies in the fact that these blocks

Eden out. so they meet at the

SQ

They are not se arate ‘ -
lions, which centeiPthe stpdiiiliicn

a_small part of the fabric. They

distribute the strain exactly the

Sameias With smooth-tread tires.

ats the main reason why the

odylear hon-Skid gives such

exceptional mileage.

m ircipare this tread with oth~

de-h om‘pare its thickness, the

pi at its pl‘OJCCUOHS. Com

‘thhgl 3nd

-

m~

pare the apparent efficiency, due

to these sharp-cut blocks.

Compare the way in which

strains are distributed so the

fabric can‘t be broken. One

glance will show you that this

Non-Skid surpasses anything

else of its kind. About 250,000

of these treads have already

been tested out.

Other Troubles Ended

Thus we have ended skidding

troubles in the most efiective

way.

Years ago we ended rim-cut

ting, just as completely, jiJSt as

eti‘iciently. _

Our patent tire—the No-Rim

Cut tire—has made rim-cutting

simply impossible. _

And that alone cut tire cx

pense 25 per cent.

What has awakened men to Goodyear tires in

this overwhelming way?

This winter tread will tell you. It shows how

far we go, in every way, to multiply efficiency.

To cut down tire expense.

This is only one item, but it reveals the entire

Goodyear code.

Compare this tread with others, and you'll see

why Goodyears won.

Our 10 per cent oversize. un

der average conditions, adds 25

per cent _to the tire mileage.

Our 14 years of ceaseless tests

and comparisons have ’ brought

our tire quality up to the maxi

mum.

These things together, in the

test of time, have placed the

Goodyears on at least a quarter

million cars.

One Must Respect

This Verdict

Remember, please, that tire

expense forms your maJor cost

of upkeep.

A tire which cuts that cost in

two is something quite impor

tant.

Men know when they get i'. in

these days of odometers. Ttiey

 

More Service Stations Than Any Other Tire.
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No -Rim-Cut Tires

With or Without Non-Skid Treads

 

Main Canadian Office: Toronto. Ont.

know which tire serves best.

And the tinal verdict of these

men who know favors Goodyear

tires.

Men have tried and compared

now pretty close to 2,000,000

Goodyear tires. As a result the

sale of these tires has doubled

every year. And last year's in—

crease was 125 per cent.

Now these tires by far outsell

all others. And this year's out

put. if this increase continues,

will completely equip 500,000

cars.

One may easily question any

maker's claims. But when hun

dreds of thousands of users

unite, one must respect their

verdict.

The verdict of experience fav

ors Goodyear tires in an over

whelming way. And every

month makes the verdict more

convincing.

Is it not fair to suppose that

your experience will bring a like

result?

If you think so. get that expe

rience. Make some compari

sons. Settle this question by

next time insisting on Goodyear

No-Rim-Cut tires.

 

Write for the Goodyear Tire

Book—14th-year edition. It

tells all that we know, after

fourteen years, about cutting

down tire expense.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

AEencies in 10] Principal Cities.
We Make All Kinds of Rubber Tires. Tire Accessories and Repair Outfits.

Canadian Factory: Bowmanville. Ont. 'sw 

M  
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The New

Half -Ton

" l I i

DETROIT

I ‘

 

 
  

 

 

   

 

  

4 Cylinder, 4 Cycle Long Stroke Motor, 16-20 hp.

CHAIN DRIVE—SOLID TIRES—EVERY PART STANDARD

The new Motor-Wagon merits your consideration because of its

standard mechanical construction; its simplicity and economy

of operation; its loading convenience; its neat, business-like

appearance and its all-round proven value. It embodies the tried

out features that are the satisfactory result of two years’ daily

service in over thirty lines of business. Standard truck practice

followed throughout.

Note these Details: Long Stroke Motor, Bosch Magneto with fixed spark.

Muncie Transmission and Jackshaft, Whitney Chains, Dead Rear Axle (1%

inch squared), 3-inch Channel Frame, Solid Tires front and rear. This car is

deSigned from start to finish for use with solid tires and gives a reliable econom

ical service that cannot be duplicated.

The new Motor-Wagon meets the demand for a stron , serviceable,

economical half-_ton truck deSigned from a thorough nowledge of

the serVices required.

Get in immediate touch with us. The new Detroit Motor-“l’agon

makes a hit With _every merchant. It .has the capaCity and the

economy of operation buyers want. Write at once for full details.

THE MOTOR WAGON COMPANY OF DETROIT

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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SPRINGFIELD

CONVER'I'IBLE BODIES '

‘ Dealers who anticipate the wants of

' hypercritical car buyers will be

" quick to see the advisability of

' " specifying Springfield Convertible

Bodies, for it stands that they make

' . good cars still better and the quality

argument they offer is too big to be _

discounted.

As specifications they offer a strong

selling argument for both the manu

facturer and dealer.

Beauty, convenience and sterling

worth of these bodies is apparent to

all who have seen them and studied

their construction.

We show here an illustration which

is a faithful picture of one of these

products—made in a factory equip-

ped to turn out bodies and tops of

every style and size.‘ from the small

est runabout to the most pretentious

limousine or landaulet.

Send for complete details of con

struction.

 
 

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY CO.

Springfield, Massachusetts
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It is the premier
 

automobile tire of the world

Our Dunlop Sales have increased 600% within the past year’s time

and the coming year is destined to show an even greater growth.

Motorists have come to realize what tire experts have long known,

that the genuine Dunlop Straight Side is in many respects the ideal

tYPC 0f motor car tire.

6 dealer who stocks Dunlop Tires now and pushes them vig0rTh

?“Sly among his trade will get the full benefit of this tremendous

Increase in business.

h But bear thi; in mind "the Genuine Dunlop Tiremthe tire that

d5 Show this tremendous increase in popular demand-"the only tire

that possesses an the merits of this type, was originated and is now

made exclusively by the

United States Tire Company New York
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Here’s a Pair of Lamps

You Will Be Proud To. Have On Your Car

Aplco Golden Glow

Electric Headlights

contain more up-to-date features than any other automobile lamp made.

  

They project light through fog and dust.

Locked against bulb thieves.

Focused without opening.

Absolutely water and dust-proof.

Glass reflector can be polished with a cloth without injury.

:“PN?”

Highest grade optical glass mirror.

Exclusive design adds distinction to your car.

Beautiful finish.

Has neither hinge nor outside fastening.

10. Guaranteed to project a better light for a farther distance than

any other lamp made.

§°P°.\'.°\P‘

Send for Booklet "A Drive Behind Bill's Lampl " Today

TO DEALERS

Here are just the lamps you need for your trade to replace the inferior

lamps now furnished as regular equipment on new cars. \Vrite for special

proposition

Don’t Miss Our Exhibits

During the Automobile Shows in Chicago and New York. We will show the

Aplco Electric Engine Starters and Electric Lighting Systems at our stores,

20 Vesey St., New York; 1508 1\lichigan Avenue, Chicago.

THE APPLE ELECTRIC

COMPANY

An Ohio Corporation. Capital $300,000 fully paid.

20 Vesey Street, New York

1508 Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Factory, 15 N. Canal Street

Dayton, Ohio, U. S. A.
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Starts your engine (old

or new) quickly and

easily in coldest weather

Here’s a starter that adds practically no weight to your car, is perfectly

durable as the engine itself. Easily applied to any engine, old or new,

the use of gas, and requires no expert repairing.

How Prest-O-Starter Works

The principle of starting a motor with Prest-O-Starter is

0 same as “starting _on compression.” A measure of acety

lene, at low pressure. is pumped from your Prest-O-Lite into

the cylinders.

Touch your spark—your engine starts

Unlike “gasoline priming," it is not aflected by heat or

cold. It is certain.

In cool weather, by opening a valve on the dash, you can

“Ed 838 at low pressure into the intake manifold. This al

OWS your engine to run on acetylene until it is warm enough

to run on gasoline.

. “.lh°_Pl'65t-O-S_larter did no more than prime your en

gine in this way during cold weather, this convenience would

be well worth the price.

l113m Prest-O-$tart_er is more than a primer. When in

"3 ed properly, it Will start your engine, summer or winter.

most invariably Without recourse to the crank.

Make Sure Your Starter Is Installed

CORRECTLY—Look It Over

ivsThe Prest-O-Starter is easy to install correctly. In fact.

5° very easy to install that some good factories and gar

Now—More Than Ever—You Need One

Your Prest-O-Start

81'. Properly installed will avera e better than 95 starts out of 100giltcénmi' The few fai res are caused by your motor sgtopping on dead center, or cylinders

e “nth burnt Eas' _BOth of these conditions can be easily avoided when stopping your

the . uld either or both happen. an eighth or a quarter turn of the crank, With
sw'td' “Fungal. will remedy the trouble at once, with all the danger and labor of

motor. But she

cranking eliminate

est assured that no other ' ' ' ‘ h t nom

'- starter can give you as high efficiency. Wit as grea eco y.durab'hty and freedom from mechanical trouble. The price is within easy reach.

. CI in touch '
Ingram" With ae ny of our branches—or your dealer—or write us for descriptive

The Prest_0_Lite Co., 287 E. South St.

Indianapolis. Ind
Clnldisn General Office and Factory, Merritton, Ont.

BRANCHES:
Atlant .

11231:. “pi-er, Detroit“,

., . i ' 'by“. PerlYaagidlfefjrglinneapnlis. New Orleans,

tisco, Seattle, Syra U

cuss. Merritton, Ont.; Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Exchange Agencies Everywhere

 
 

///////
 
 

~‘\\ \

\.

Rallilnorc. Boston, Iliiiialo, Chicago, Cincinnati. Cleveland

Indianapolis, jacksonville, Kansas City, Los Angeles. Memphis.

. New York, Omaha, Philadelphia, Pitts
""‘dmCe. St. Louis, St. Paul. Minn; San Antonio, Sari Fran

70
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For Four

Cylinders

For Six

Cylinders

$1.50 extra for two-way valve necessary

when the same PrestZO-Lite is used for

both starting and lighting.

simple and is as

very economical in

ages install it with utter carelessness, overlooking the one or

two simple features vital to success in operation. Fortu

nately this is an easy matter for the car owner to correct,

even if he isn't a mechanic.

Our literature tells you exactly how the Prest-O-Starter

is installed, and how to adjust it. Anyone can give it the

slight attention it may need or quickly tell a dealer where

the trouble lies.

Every Prest-O-Starter is sold with the assurance of satis

factory service. The entire Prest-O-Lite Organization is

back of every one. If you have any trouble, report it to us

or to our nearest branch. We'll Wipe it out quickly.

 

  

Insist Upon GETTING

the Outfit COMPLETE

During warm weather the connection which feeds

acetylene into the intake manifold is not needed. So (\

some dealers are not installing it. But in cold

weather this feature is vital. You’re entitled to it.

It's included in the price, so see that you get it.
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Four-Thirty, $1,750

Four-Forty, $1,985

Six-Fifty - $2,585

Six-Sixty - $3,500

KRNPE Value

Found In

Separate--

IGNITION
Two separate systems, including BOSCH

MAGNEI‘O

STARTING
Positive electric engine starter on three larger

models and efficient automatic

starter on “Thirty”

LIGHTING
Rushmore dynamo, with two 25 candle power

head lights and, also, electric side, tail and

dash lamps, which with the Economical Four

Forward Speed Transmission afford

MAXIMUM SERVICE

  

 

  

 

 
  

 

  

 
 

(Series A-I Literature Ready. Address Dept. W)

Kline Motor Car Corporation

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY:

Richmond, VirginiaRichmond, Virginia York, Pennsylvania

  

.q‘__
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. a agi'sHELDON TO THE RESCUE - .
  

_The substitution of obeheldon AXles and ltisthimnabmtyand wenmade and pe&---__-, .

motor trucks for horse vSprings. T eff“ high efficiency of Shel- éQUiDlied to ac ' ‘

delivery in our large“ Wherever Sheldon donequippgd nudism“ sud] a ‘r

.-, ave mum. er feat.Cities hast-been mad?“ Healfiffifiice Axles cities rarest country

lgbr‘ The" flaw-i; and Springs are used, you ' from much 0L. )i-“Q‘

I ction and will find trucks making gestion anchi gage; .
J - '. ~ ,. .. - _tending vy' ‘ ,

f! $.11?" . $5.9.“ aft , byihors'e- ~
' _._~_ daxh*§!lvd. monghtafter‘ej, drawn vehi

, I 3 ostlibemlw" month “'lthoutidmissing '5. des' “61" ' ‘ "s" ' Qice of bearinglfjifiisiéé' AXES must H mpment ever offer- ~ '

.. . fiends ed 1) ygdgbyiany mm ,.,,.+'.
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. I, ,or any standard . ‘

bl at bearimls.

ROWMU , Bearings can, u

be applicdlwithont. difficulty by ' e

"i using spacerslq'] WWI“

' ' ' The Sheldon Heavy. Service Axle .. 7. __

.' , equipped with such bearings as these: .- ‘ _

/ means motor truck clficlency that i ‘

. ‘ cannot be over-estimated. ' ‘

  

  

 
 

SHELDON AXLE co. _. .
\\lI.KFS-BARRB,I’.\.1. , I- .4

cmcauo nasal“) .' barns: inu'Snm ,_ '{v'

DETROIT BRANCH . ., 13B “omisst Awuup . p b’ ‘

i n 1 ‘ i i - -' ‘.-i -

.JJLaf jgvj‘lf. Let ,i if . __-_ la. _
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Trade  

Mark

Annual Output Now

1,000,000 Gears

  

All Products Guaranteed

The Grant-Lees Machine Company

2360 Sixty-Ninth Street Cleveland, Ohio
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' Q 3"MeHurlgy Cal/f

For the race with the stork, whether by day or by night, when

there is something to be delivered P. D. Q., in town or country,

though streets be crowded and roads be rough, the doctor must have

a car that he can depend on. He can take no chances with a motor

of spasmodic performance. He must get [here and get there quickly.

There is no motor that gives such uniformly reliable service for

the doctor's car as

 

 

“"3"»1 .~ -.. - _
-

THE E

. R‘iIE—iL—BR R

It is built for precisely this kind of use. It is always ready, always

in running order, always dependable. Rough roads and bad weather

have no terrors for the doctor whose car is equipped with the re

doubtahle Rutenber. When speed

is required it will run like a deer.

It does not falter or hesitate. It

does not jar out of adjustment. It

does not heat up under hard driving

or require an expert to keep it in order.

More than a score of the best selling

cars in America carry Rutenber Motors

in their 1913 models.

The Rutenber Motor will give to your car the element of

SHOW SPACE reliability that is fundamental to successful automobile construc

Nwm com tion; and will solve your motor troubles and assure to your product

6.11", an unfailing market.

Write for the Rulenber Booklet.

Marion, Indiana

 
  

CHICAGO

  

 

  

RUTENBER MOTOR COMPANY Model R. A. 5“. Magneto aide

" 7:“

  

MIX."..-" 1.21 .11"- '~]§-"él"' “ebb-L‘ .

  

The Most Practical Chain

for Motor Trucks

Because the “Whitney” Cotter Detachable Chain can be easily sepa

rated at any link and lengthened, shortened, or repaired without the use

Of any special tool. This is of great advantage to truck builders, owners

and drivers.

“Whitney” Chains are used by the leaders because they are strong, accu

rate, dependable and above all long lived. They are made right and

theY’fe made from the right kind of material, thus giving highest effi

Ciency. When making replacements insist on a “Whitney.”

“ Whitney” Chains Are Built for Strains

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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ENN SPRINGS are tested for resiliency and

tensile strength far beyond any point that

could be reached in every day service. They

are guaranteed against fatigue and through the

special grades of steel and methods of construc

tion they will give service “plus.”

 

 

Car manufacturers can make our éiigineer

ing force part of their organization in the work of

producing springs that are true in even load

carrying, resilient and engineered to fit the par

ticular car for which they are designed.

 

 

 

 

 

  

Penn

Spring Works

BALDWINSVILLE

N E W Y 0 R K

 

 

 

 

’m

_.__.___._,-_

Progressive Dealers

will be alive to the sales possibilities of this device, which is by

long odds the best insurance against theft, joy riding and meddlers

generally

The Bull Dog Auto Lock is one of the necessities that is “a

little worker with a big mission to perform," and to see it is to

want it. Dealers have proved this by the number of sales they

have made and are making.

This safety device is simple in construction, easy to attach and

detach, neat in appearance, and has the tenacity of a bulldog. It

will fit all modern cars that have a sliding gear transmission.

Write and get our proposition to you. The retail price is $2.§0,

small enough to make sales come easy and large enough to give

you a liberal commission.

CONSOLIDATED MACHINE WORKS

6036 Wentworlh Avenue ' Chicago, Ill
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Croxton cars incorpo

rate all of the features

tor which the buyer

looks in the new

models. Write for cata

log and agency details.

\

TheCroxtonMotorCar Co.

Washington,

USEDIN THIS

PUBLICATION

0
ENGRAVING CO.

PVCK B
295-309 iAiAiiiii Is'rgi-iiqogsiou

EW YORK

TELEPHON! 8| SPRLNG

ESTABLISH ED [87!
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BOYCE

p1me
PAT“! PEND'G

  

  1913', TRADE SENSA TION

Know the Exact Heat ot

Your Motor While Driving

—\

The Motoineter is a watchlike in

strument fitted to the radiator cap,

protecting the motor from damage

caused y im roper lubrication,

overheating, de ective cooling, etc.

By means of a red fluid indicator it

warns you.

When the Radiator Needs Water

When Oil Supply ls InsuIIicienl

In short. it tells whatever excessive

heat tells—a broken water pump, a

clo ged pipe, a broken Ian belt. etc.,

ancftells before the dania e is done.

Attached the same as an ornament,

readily visible from the seat day or

night. It will prevent frozen radia—
(Front view V, actual tors in winter and cracked cylinders

size.) in summer.

  

'- vnol BOYCE uni )

w ETER I. ‘
"'1 PIN

nut

MOTOMETER ('11.

v N .
 

 

  

  
  

 
 

Finished in black enamel with gold plated or

nickel rims.  

The Motometer Company, Inc.

904 U. 5. Rubber Bldg.

Broadway and 58th Street. New York

  

  

  

Price '
Exhibiting—Madison Square Garden

Show, Space 540, Basement View from

Seat

 
 

Warner Quality

6cring Gears

NYBODY can claim

& quality—but a record

of eight years use to

the better class of cars is

indisputable proof. Th at

proof is back of Warner

Steering Gears.

The prime features of

Warner Gears are:

accessibility; com

plete interchange

ability; use of ec

centric sleeves;

adjustable angle of

column; large ben

ing and contact sur

taces specially hard

ened and ground, assur

ing ease of motion and

durability.

The Warner line includes a wide range in both pleasure and

commercial types.

We guarantee dependable deliveries.

Get acquainted with Warner Quality—~make it another

selling argument.

We modify our designs to meet your detail requirementl,

or build on approved designs on seasons quantity

specifications.

Detroit Office Philadelphia Office

628 Ford Building Olenwood Ave. <5 2nd L

.War'ner' Gear Co.

Indiana

    

  

  

  

  

  

Muriele
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- most accurate speed and mileage indicator

 

WARNER
AUTO'METER

OR 1913 the Warner Auto—Meter is the

choice of the largest automobile manu—

facturers in the world. This coming

season it will be found on over 100,000 new

cars. It is the most highly developed and

the world has yet produced.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by

dealers all over the world and at our own

branches.

Handsome catalogue on request.

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT COMPANY

BELOlT, WISCONSIN

Atlanta. Buffalo, Cincinnati. Denver. Indianapolis, Los Angeles. Phila

delphia. Portland (Ore), Seattle. Boston. Chicago. Cleveland, Detroit,

Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh. San Francisco " ' nuis. Cana

dian Branch: 559 Yonge St.. Toronto. Ont.

 
 

 

 
 

 

The SCHRADER

Universal Tire Pressure Gauge

WILL

Elli/INA”?

75%

0F YOU/P

TIRE

7fi01181£

SSQR‘

armrest
mu

ScHRAdER"‘uyl'vqr.

For Sale by Tire Mnnnlaetnrers, Jobbers. Dealers, Garages or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc., 32 Rose SL, New York

  

 

Remy Magneto

Chosen by America’s

Leading Manuiaclurers

More Remy Magnetos are being used on 1913

American Automobiles than all other ‘makes combined.

Our contracted sales for 1913 are Five Times

Greater than in 1912.

We ship over 13.000 Remys monthly.

This is an expression of the confidence of this

country’s foremost manufacturers in Remy Magnetos

and the facilities of the Remy plant in Anderson,

Indiana.

See that a new Remy is on the car you buy.

Exchange your old magneto (any make) Cor a

new 1913 Remy; it will cost you praflrcaly no

more than repair: on your pruenl lgmllon system.

The Remy Electric Company. Anderson, Indiana

Chicago Show—Space 66, Coliseum Balcony A“ m

. n ,TATIONS: Anderson. Ind.; Albuquefigigz.‘NB.u§Ja.la’ Ni; ‘1':

SERVICE 5 Md- Birmingham. Alan;v Boston.Clevelélhd Ohio: Comm.

Gm; Baltimore» _ Cfii'cago 11].; Cincinnati. Ohio_. Mich I E1 Pam. Tex“;

Chaflon'e' N0 (iii; Texas; Denver, Colo-_: gatirat'gzbom' Ynd': Jacksonville,

bus. Ohio;4 a v. . gorfignhggesg'. Cam , 1" KY“ Memphw‘
Louisv I

. ' _ r 5,; New Or
- Kansas City- “.0? Minneapolis. Minn: Nasggllfi'ai'rfizb‘; Philadel.

    

TRIPLEX
A FUEL SAVER and

A M0 N EY SAVER

Increases Power

Decreases Cost

The Triplex is a device placed be

tween the manifold and the carbure

~ "\r to break up lhe mixture. ' 0

matter how imperfectly the Carinn't-lnr does its work, the Triplex equalize!

the mixture, producing an exploan gas oi even, uniform quality that ml!

burn clean to the last atom. This means that the user get?!“ ‘h! PM?"

all the time—that every fraction of energy to be obtained from-the gasoline

is produced and used. There is absolutely no waste. High'proof gasnline

is made out of low, and over 25% is saved on every gallon. For (""h"

information write us. ‘

BREMER-WILSON MPG. (10., 1256 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill

AUSTERMELL 8: HANSON. A

560 Phelan Bldg.. San Francisco. Cal.. Western Representatives.

  

 

 
 

 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

MOTORCYCLES

THE BICYCLING WORLD

AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

WILL INTEREST Yog

PUBLISH'ED EVERY TUESDAY AT

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

 

 

 
 

 

Fla. WIS. 1k Va.‘ -
Milwaukem _ Y.; Norio - - _; Providence.

11:23 La: NF‘" “ii £12 ’i’orflaed- “‘-‘-Ps‘i'$1‘i?3;nc?§ci. c-1-= S-"n- . - (Wm
hi.'P|.; P‘mb‘ggQ - San AntonlO.T¢X:1‘f St. Louis, Mo.: SYract-ISC: 0 P Year Spec-1mg); Capt?! 1

a 1'. Rochestfl" Spgkane. ‘5 "can.da__vgncomfflr. b -|_ $2_0 er
‘ "G - Sum" .‘vil'ghmawm 1.3- -C' M nitobl; “'m‘M'” m"

wh‘y .lt'nica. -g""“: Que: WmmP‘g' '

' " lberta: °n ‘

c-igarv- Q5 ,
Torofllo' n '
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BENZ
 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears.

i The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ IIIIII IIIPIIIII COMPANY OF AMERICA

2150 West 54th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 

  

 

 

 

Lauth-Juerlonl

Trucks are Do

Iivory Insurance

QUALITY DURABILIT

ONE, TWO AND TIIRI'IE TON CAPACITY
  

  

.

lllll Illl

"III III! ",.
~ 'I

  

  

LAU'I'H-JUERGENS TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST IN CONSTRUC

tlon, most powerful in operation and the molt-rs are guaranteed against

defective workmanship and material for the life of the truck. They

are positively the highest \‘Ilns trucks mnrie. Two cylinder, one-ton,

four cylinder, one. two and three-ton. Four speeds forward. Hess-Bright

bearing transmission made in our own iihupn ot' the finest tool

steel, three-piece dlnr' clutch, covered h patents owned by utr. Read

for 1912 Catalog and npeciflcllllnnn. rnmpt tit-livery on all models

Large publicity campaign Just begun. Our quality will do the rest.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

The lsulh-Juergeus Molor Car Co., Fremont. Ollie.

Branches and Alrenclel

BOSTONmDavId Abrams. 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—West Side Garage k Motor Cn._ TOO-162 101st Sr.

CHICAGO—Th1- errnirJnergt-m Motor Car Cm. 2630.12 Wabash Ave.

NEWARK. N. J.-—.\iornhants Motor Car (30.. Essex Building.

DETROIT. MICI'.~ P-‘flri \uto 'i‘rw-k Sales Agency. 453 Dix Ave.

DISTRICT OF (‘OII \II'I\ \\'I\ ‘ "“""" r‘~'-"'w ‘Intnr Rain! On.

y». Iifflfl - ~ u .r. . i - '

  
 

 

SPLITDORF MAGNETOS can always be de

pended upon to give your motor more power.

They give the same efficient service winter and

summer and never falter under any test.

Write for new mlalog

LSPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.

 

REPUBLIC
STAGGARD TREAD TIRES

and BLACK-LINE RED INNER TUBES

Motorists wh
0 Wuse Re “We e guarantee

Sag rd the Republic

Ti...“ will if} BIack-Line Red
you that they— Inner Tube to

Preventskid- be as nearly

hill. make perfect asa

(It‘lgltrsttarts and t u b e c a n b e

guy, ' ‘ o p ‘ madkand is a

Give fitting compan
miluaed zeucm: i o n fo r t h e

oI the full-thick. splendid Repub

neu tread un. lie 5 t a g gard

1' the studs. Tread.

lost WM 1 .
mm :‘leml The [Intense

mm The Republic Rubber Co.

°mlllstowm Ohio

 

  
  

 

 

f" GIANT PLUG
Extra strong and heavy. Perfectly sim

ple—only {our parts, which are easily taken

apart for repairs or replacement. Only

highest grade. imported, hard fire porce

lains used. Minuter accurate, well finished

machine work. No thumb screws—a Rajah

Clip Terminal supplied with every Plug.

Price, $i.50 postpaid—the most economical

Plug made. Send (or catalog.

  

RAJAI'I AUTO SUPPLY CO" BIOOMflOId, N.J.

 

RAJA l 

 

 

The Truck Built by

Truck Specialists

A high grade. dependable‘one

ton truck. accessible, simplified.

and built to give servrce that is

bound to satisfy the user. I 3 I t . mum}!

-e i' der. water-cooled unit power p ant. - in suspension.andFiiywhzellnin oil-tight housing. Lastingly goodiotherefore permanently

popular. _ '

This is a truck Ior which live dealers will find ready sale. Write Ior

the terms.

TIIE SANFORD MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY. 1812 Park St. Syracuse. N. Y.

 
  

 

 

 

____“A
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New Departure Ball Bearings

_ s I G N I F Y

2:22:23 11:33:? No ball bearing is so carefully made, closely gauged,

of Dimension persistently inspected and insistently standardized.

 
 

Guaranteed 0 u a I fly

Guaranteed Service

and Capacity

Guaranteed Durability

  

 

Guaranteed Unilormlly Catalog, data sheets, consultation service of our

Engineering Department are yours for the asking.

American Made The NQW Departure Manufacturing C0. American Made

' BRISTOL, CONN. for

Western Branch, 1010-11 Ford Building. Detroit Amcrican Tradc

 

for

American Trade

 

 

 
 

The one Mechanical, The New Process Gear corporation

Never Fallmg

wafflng llBVlBB Out Gears of Quality

Costa mum to Buy- Complete Differentials

Coot. Nothing to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—N B lb—N
down or £2“ ti; wed: Motor to break The New Process Gear Corporation

THE Ii. Pl El 00M P A NY '3‘“ M" ""' “""m" Mums" “' "

. , ' LONG Ill-AND CITY
Philadelphia, l416 Vine St; Boston 109 Massachusetts Ave.; Minneapolis,

70 $0. 1001 St- Buffalo, 352 Main st- cam o 1322 M“ h' ' .
gnélcwcoy 544 van Ness Ave; Lou Angeles,1822'9 S. Olivlec s'ginsti’riiéji? e. ike St.; Portland (Ore), 329 Ankeny St.; Denver. 15th and Curti- Stu.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Tire Resistance

to Decay

; can be increased at least 30 per cent. by 2.," ‘7

' "l the use of Tirenew and Narco Cut Filer.

  

"man.

  

is a liquid. unvulcanized,
  

  

‘. I rubber com ound—wa- ‘ _

r: ” tcrproofs an protects the inner fabric

from decay.

J
Make: Tires Look Like New

Narco

TIRE CUT FILLER
- a self-vulcanizing, combination rubber cement, cut filler and

‘ mastic. Fills cuts and puncture holes—heals over night—be

‘ comes like part of the tire. $1.00 a tube. Dealers—Q1!

Ownfl'Q—Stfld $1.00 for a trial can of Tirenew—contams

~ ennurzh for l0 tires.

Rubber Co., 4413 Nnrco Bldg., St. Louis, Mo

ifiyyinb. A r’

“S Aquno" WHEELS
FOR PLEASURE OR COMMERCIAL CARS

One Passenger to 16 Ton! Capacity

Sun! for Cable] No. 15 _

STANDARD WHEEL COMPANY,TerreHaute, Ind.

\ \i‘ \\ \,\ ‘

 
 

 

 

 

 

~ \

  

' t depend on the
' bl in that you rumm

pomt of we “Kissinger! their tire rolilemirliy 32cm?!

fly” Thousand! 0f mowiisaiiand other mnkeatufla an equipp g

  

Save Tires—Save Fuel~Save Car. Make cars

easier riding and easier driving. Stronger than

an other practical wheel.

TliE McCUE C0” Buffalo, N. Y.
  

%\‘-\ an
\ \ “1m , glen, d0ilk 173': deld "W" "Wtifmlibaknind ef “m "°“ w"

v

mu. ‘ - w_ 91}. Stree

3}? Sgum FABRIC TIRE ‘30- 60°

\

//;4

////>lndilnl

. M .‘;M\\g\j"2<;$<{tea “ ~

/ /.  42> 
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Another Victory tor Slavery)

Type 35 Electric
Stave, 55 was {lie only touring car to_ finish the exacting Seriea Lighting and

"Round Lake Michigan" reliability run With a perfect score— starting

 
 

Larger Output-Three Spltfndid ltMogells MERCER T 8 Champion

1913, ntratin on rec grea mo e s— .Stairs-1'55. Stx'irax‘it; c(‘Ziriicrecompeigition crushing forty)I and Car

our big Smel- 5ix_ Mercer power and efficiency are well-known qualities.

i

repeating its victory in the contest of the preceding year. I G "Id H

v I - “‘1 u bolstered' u to the These features are decidedly emphasized in our new series.
minsultae‘fi fiiggonfii'ckzfiuw Sig“? durability, tphey are The various models ofier a Mercer for every reasonable need.

the biggest va tie on the market. PRICES! $2600 to $2900.

Descriptive literature an! an Vii/“3‘1.

i STAl/Ell CARRIAGE (30., 76th and Wallace Sls., Chicago MERCER AUToMoBILE C0_ 100 Whine-i M

T._

Mighty Michigan “40”

 

  

 
 

 

   

  

sl
 "The Easiest Ride Car In The World'

40-Horsepower Touring Car or Roadster, absolute- The Manna" “32 " The Manna” “ 4 '1

l silent in o cration. OverSize tires 35x4 lin- Four cylinders, 32-40 h.p., Six 0 linders. 4s-so h.p.,
y p I ‘ ‘ 120-inch wheelbase electric ldS-inc wheelbase electric

ders x 1n'_118_1n‘ 'hCQIb?“ starting and_lightin.g system, starting and_lightinig system,

- _f0ur-forward_5peed transmlsmon left-hand drive. center con- left-hand drive. center con

, . . trol. nickel trimmings, With irol. nickel trimmings, with
g @i —demountable rims—nickel mount- newest body types tdo meet body types tczimeet everyfre

L - - ' ' vrreurmntan cor- qrmntan corresonin

_ lngs_maSSI_ve’ §tralght4|ne :pgnydingq equiipement— re ('(‘llllligmeent— p I

big, roomy seats—electric lighting by generator— $3,350 to $4,100 ~ $5,000 to $6,350

everything. Price $1585, includes full equipment. Two

Detailed Information on Request.

smaller models. Catalog on request.

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

INDIANAPOLIS (Eat. 1851) INDIANA[no] Kalamazoo Mich.

' Years .fSucceaeful Honufaclurlnm

W i i i i 4* I

“flowery-""31" c‘r'm'y “upwm‘an 203'M.“ Here is a car that has earned

-:roemotor, 5 'ch . El 1 h b ri ' ‘

fr: 'U:it powérfpifl‘mif gulieiine c6l2:.::|(:l:.v:%h£:¢_=eeccdel;l:r.- the reputation of being one of tlhe

can. u oatn . t co tr in car ura- ' '
5°" hB‘Mh ,mllhcto. _lt)6-iii<:hl sub-exelebaaefnilrxJ; oinch tirea. uick most ConSIStent Qars In the wor d'

Riffuilxkngi; bitch? ms {in mieloge. hJifll Emma-{l Vz’indldieg-i regardless of price. Follow the

rr.rat--'ttl 'ta. 'l' '
lam TMb—horii. Trigmiinga: in“: mi tnaiii‘el.l‘5tandard Glilltntnbllclr. record of the STUTZ. \inite to

‘42:“? eamahait driven y Iilent Coventry chain. day for advance Booklet A_15,

¢ “82" Roadster. nuiy Equipped. $975 no.3. Delroll
dam“ ind lPecifications name a. Touring Car. Larle turtle back Sturdy STUTZ Announcement,

‘m pr°° o‘Mllpartnient for extra accessories, tires and baggage. SeriesMiami" “82" Delivery, Fully Equipped. aoso no.5. Dela-oil

ll lame as Touring Car. Enclosed is l bod . T o culhioncd

hit-M. rm Citrzina capacity, 800 in.” Efiassia ,and Kai, pm“ [DEAL Mo'roR CAR COMPANY
M111 hi! 'dful_finia . Tye-piece windshield. Preat-O-Lite tank. Gu

l'nmni'iii‘; fifti'dgg'ficf‘l‘ limp" Quid‘ deud‘mle rim" Tub—Imm' Manufacturer: of STUTZ CARS INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

‘ e.In" "W CAR 60.. use Milwaukee Ave., Delroll. Mich.

 

 

 
 

 

$175
ANNOUNCING I9!) TOURABOUT f v

Complete Specific-non! Sent on Requeal

.4. .m \M m._

* NYBER AUTOMOBILE WORKS

8 china 0m"
Ail-NUMINK Y may ll ICAN A"

  
Climbs - 50% ad . . ‘ ‘

HFriction Transmission—CARTER and number dwlpflds. Five models—write.

C_Q.MPANY, Pontiac, Michigan
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The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers Of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 

 
 

 

  

IANTA" ANTI-FRICTION 00-, Banhm, Oonn.
 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

A

Has Always Led

Ask us to tell you about the wonderful new pole

pieces and the Automatic Control Magneto.

THE EISEMANN MAGNETO COMPANY

Indianapolis, Ind. New York Detroit, Mich.

514 N. Capitol Awe. General and Sales Office 802 Woodward Ave.

225-227 Well 57“! SI.

 
 

Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats

 

DO you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair Of auxiliary seats? If

so. have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES (20.,

Arnesbury, Mass.

 

 

 
 

 

Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with

HOUk (De%j|§:ble)

Guarantee; the World

Geo. W. Honk Company

5003 Lancaster Ave, Philadelphia, Pa.

 
 

 

ANNULAR BALL BEARINGS;

FONS
lM-de in Germany

.11 5pm COMPANY
fole Importch

MOTOR HALL, 250 West 54th SL, NEW YORK

  

 

What Are the Three Valve Troubles?

' 81'There are three valve troubles encountered b) ev y

automobile engineer.

A Vvalve ' which overc I

shown in the january 30 issue of

I Watch for our advertisement.

ric Welding Products CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

omes these troubles will be

the Motor \Norld.

The End

  

 

The Reasons for Jencick Qpality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowmg.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better.

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York
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Mr. Dealer: The Borland is the Elec

tric to satisfy the owner and profit

the agent. Secure your territ

now for 1913.

Our complete line ol models will he

the Chicago Show—Space A

ory

demonstrated a!

1, First Regiment Armory

THE BORLAND-GRANNIS COMPANY

Salesrooms; 2638 Michigan Ave., Chicago

Factory: F. Huron Street

 
 

The Chicago Electric

A beautiful and classic equipage that

stands unchallenged in point of con

structional achievement.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MOTOR CAR C0.

3606 South Morgan Street, Chicago

 

 

 

  

 

THE UNIVEl—QVSAL CAR

We have had to double our

—and the demand is

Nearly 180,000 have b

gigantic output

more than doubling.

_ een sold and delivered.
New prices $525 to $800. Dealers eve -

where. Ford Motor Company, Detrort,

Michigan.

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
  

j‘m

R

  

ILENT (A

Our agency proposition will

  

 

’ interest you. Write for it.

D AR c0.Sarah 311d Laclede AvequRls MOTogt.CLouis, M0.l

 

F\

 
 

  

Dl'ted Drirc~Single Reduch'on : V ’ ' f; I

lConlml at A _ - .

Irreversible Worm Sleer ‘ ‘ - 1 -Long MIMI! Ballade: .. i _ ‘

“I” Sflwice -| 1 4: 3 V

Mile] 29 Road'sler, . . $2,600

'3' my» Model 30 Coupe, . 8,200

Model 30—8 Coupe', . 3,300

The Buffalo Eleclric Vehicle Company

\Buffalo, New York

 

 

‘

  

 

R CAR CO.

MICHIGAN

AKLAfiD MOTO

fir

Ll‘ferd ture

 

  

“Ol mpic"

1500

4 Cylinders

“Majestic”

$1975

4 Cylinder!

“Sultanic”

$2650

6 Cylinderl

' JACKSON
a AUTOMOBILE (0. I

"ll EASTM/NSIDIZ’Z'

Won/m 1200 $2150 5' '

IVOW072,0 affp ' ‘

L" v'

  

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll '

CUTTING MOTOR CAR

'l‘wo Models Only

Five-passenger Touring Car.$l475l

Two-passenger Roadster. . . . 1475

The same chassis is used for

both models.

Wide-awak

dealers' prop

CU'l'l‘lllG I

305 Mechani

l l l l

llmmuuulmll lllmmm'

'5

lllllllllllllllllllllllll

  
  

e _dcalers write for,

osition.

010! CAI (10IPAIY

0 St., Jackson, Mich.

Ill lllllllm

lll' Hlllllllllllumlrr

  

fl

ill

m

    

 _
‘

m
"m
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THE ONE T0313
 
 

 

CAN BE HANDLE!) BY ONE PERSON AS EASllYLQUlIKLY AS AN UMBRELLA
 

INSTANTANIOUS PROY‘UION

GOLUE-PATENT MANUFACTURING co. 515 w. sswsr. NEW YORK.

 

 
 

 

 

YOUR BRAKES GRIP
 

When Lined With
 
 

"THE ORIGINAL AND BEST ASBESTDS BRAKE LllllNG"

,. TIIE RoYM. EQUIPMENT CQMPANY

' "3‘ 436 lousetonic Ave. Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Duplex and Raymond Brakes

.14" and Gyrex, the liner.

 

Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings. They are

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

‘l 91 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVIOE OUARANTIID

 
 

villi CllllSllllMlEll MANUFACTURING BUMHNY, Toledu. llllil

Diamond

gISAFETY TREAD

(Squegee) TIRES

" Won‘t- Slip—Won‘t Slide

Won‘l~ Skid—They Grip!

THE DIAMOND RUBBER C0. 0!" N-Y

Sublidilry of The B. I'. Goodrich CO. ‘

AKRON, OHIO

 
 

 
 

 

RIGHT NOW

is the time to put a

JONES

SPEEDOMETER

on your car if you want

- V 3 accuracy and Quality!

THE JoNES SPEEWMETER EEJEIIZTiZi'iGhmé‘Zlii‘ZWNiFIJEI’;

 

  

  

 

 

The Motor Lamps with Distinctive Features

There are no other motor lamps on the market with the advantages of

Solar Lamps. Solars are always exclusive in style and in quality. They are

the strongest lamps as Well as the most effective.

In no other lamps can you obtain the Solar Special Short Focus Lead Glass

Lens Mirror Reflector—the atented system of double ray light DIOJCCllOH which

gives two distinct fields of ight for town and countr use—or the new and ex

clusive black finish with a metallic lustre which is una eeted by heat or moisture.

All of these features are exclusively "Solar."

Do not equiéi your ear or specify equipment to the maker until you have

seen all of the olar advantages. See Solars at any live dealer's or write for

the catalog.

Solare are made in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combinations

Solar Lamps

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Kenosha, Wis. (137) New York City

ruin casings. They admit moir

ture to the carcass. cause the

fabric to rot and weaken, grow larger—end in blowouu.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUBES saw

where in 15 minutes. better than a Repair Shop an dd

'“llld for one cent.

Universal

Auto-Vulcanizer
Patented

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete. with enofllh

repair sum to make w patches it weighs 3 pounds and

can becarried m the tool box. Simplest-mi mmnthhd

devleelor ellmlnatinl tire u-oublee thltheseverbeende

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch ~attaeh the

Vulcanizer—put iu the gasoline—light it. No_further

attention required. In 15 minutes the lob is done

It can’t burn, score]: or r'njxre tube or casing. ll MI"

get out of order. It can’t fail to do its work. So

simple. anyone can operate it. The Universal Auto

Vulcanizer saves its colt a hundred man over in

trocble and expense.

Price Complete. $4.00 Ready for instant l‘se

Guaranteed Satlltectory or Money letunded

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY. East Palestine. 01110

THE 0H0 KONIBSIUW MFG. COMPANY

CLEVELAND

  

  

 

  

.k Lamp Bracket

Pressed from cold

rolled steel, 1 i g ht

and very rigid. Send

for attractive quota

tions.
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Motor Car Manufacturers The Kentucky Thoroughbred

Since “AMES 45"
1893 Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights — Self Starter— Left Hand

‘1 Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

1912 tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 

Owunvlng the newest and most modern automobile manu- tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

facturing plant in America. live agents. Send for catalog.

HAYNEQ AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dent. r-s Kokomo, ma. AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owemboro, Ky.

H AV E R S H AV E R S

"Six-44” "Six-55”

' $ 1 8 5 0 $ 2 2 5 0

THE ULTIMATE O‘R Touring Car and Touring Car and

The first American Car to adopt the Silent ders, Uni; power gleam ugh“,

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler, Plant, :l-Polnt 55 h. p. 128 in.

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva. Suspension. 122 Wham-5,, 35,,

in. Wheel-Base. 4 Tires. Fully

F. B. (:0. 36x4 Tires. Equipped.

CLEVELAND, OHIO erlc tor lullfspeelllutlonu

Branchu and Dealer: m 125 Cities HAVERS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Po" Huron. M‘CIL

 

  

 

 

 

  
   

 
  Write For This Franklin—

Dealer Proposition

FRANKLIN six-cylinder mod

els now equipped with Entz

Electric Starting and Lighting. A

real self starter with original fea

tures. Franklin cars use less gas

oline, less oil. no smoke, fewer

tires. travels faster, rides easier.

silent, powerful, flexible, beautiful.

Get the Proposition.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE C0.

28 Franklin Square, Syracuse, N. Y.

 
 

DEALERS-Here is the first electric truck

that sells for about 8700 less than any other.

Capacity 1000 pounds—Service 100 per

cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

of production most

pronounced. Write.

  

 
 

  

MADE TO

MAKE GOOD

AND IT DOES

 
 

manuals"mm!Innllllnuluuul“Imam

 
 

 
 

Vehicle C0.

Franklin and

Dutch 541

DETROIT. MICK.

 
 

 

  

wnnunu“emnummnumn-ulmmu-‘

 

 
 

 
 

fill-.12 ' i Kflhlrfilfifidfifi
Se ' - . . _ 4.44 6-68n” 15'8"! Comes U‘l Three Chassis: 4 36 z 750

Cole 8‘ m u —- 81,875 $2,150 8 .
“a “W Seveg “do? Toul'inzCar, five passengereonvertlbleto

Colin‘stutlnnndmgfggfeg-ulgls-lnch wheel base.Deloo electric we are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913

eFlfty “23mm” Tourimz Canfive passenger convertlble 1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

eu‘m—mcnwneelbase'Delcosyswm' “985 and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is
C°le Forty a?! cgundel' Touflnz Car, five passenger, llG-lnch

Wm: TODAY “I u“ D6100 SYstem. sisas

COLE for Cole Blue Book and dealer‘s proposltlon.

MoTOR CAR co., lndienepolin, Ind.

00k Up with 1: LE_

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR (30., York, Pa.
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z ENITIJD

Gives Standard

Carburetion

ZENITH CARBURETOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

  

  

Write today for our booklet

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY

Cleveland. Ohio

  

 

 

 

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and lgniter

Lights, dinis and extinguisher all gas lamps on

the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stem oi acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach

Convenient

Sale

Dependable

Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

TIII-I G. C. A. MANUFACTURING CO., Piiisiield, Mas

Sole Licensed Manufacturers Ior the United States.

  

Inner Tubes Easily Repaired in 15 Minutes

Do it, yourself anywhere. and

save time and money, With the

imperial Vulcanizer Repair Kit

“SUI-"(I FLA HE

( li w casiztl

l / f/ .

l) 3 *

 

PRICE $3.50

NICKEL PLATED

Patent Pending

Complete with enough rub~

her for 40 punctures. At

your dealers or sent by

r express.

Il'lll Ml“. trust—

Place tube between plates of vulcanizer (see cut); tighten thumb

screws; gut a little gasoline in pronged receptacle; ignite. Operation

simple. cpair permanent.

Guaranteed to Satisfy or Money Felunded

McGRAW TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept-E. East Palestine, 0.

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Any Kind O

Every Kind

Stock, or

is Blue Print

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and Hubs.

‘ morr WHEEL worms.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 60.. Sales Agents. Detroit

Clincher .

0. ii. '

Demonniahle

Channels

 
 

For Eiiiciency Get a

Newlone Superior

Not only the cheapest but the best

  

'~ I

Send for catalogue anyway

< ~ It will interest you

Automobile Supply Manniacluring (30

Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Utica, N. Y.

  

 

 

 

  

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went across

the dealer’s counter. Get the details and you will surely order.

52 W. Seventh Street

GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

  

G. WALKER GILMER, JR.,

PHILADELPHIA 

 

 

Mr. Dealer:
Look over our “For Sale, Want and Exchange”

surely find some where among those annoucements a buying opportunity,"

a straight line to something you want now.

same thing—5,000 of them dealers.

This means a live selling opportunity that costs mighty little.

columns. You will

Remember that 8,000 other readers are doing the

All of them intensely interested in the automobile industry
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METZ “8PEGIAL" $395
Completely equipped, fully guaranteed. 22% H.P.,

J‘cylinder water-cooled motor, Bosch magneto. .Ar

lillfl’y wheels. best quality 30"x3" clincher tires.

Makes 5 to 50 miles per hour on the hlfl’h 89¢!de 28

to 32 miles on 1 al. of gasoline. _You can secure

EXCLUSIVE SAIEE in your territory. Send for

Book “Ii "

nrrz eouuuv, Wanna-n, Mano" u. o. A.

Hivfiian
l‘his name, on Automobile Tires and Rubber

 

 

efs,

,agil v10 to 40% to power and mileage. Simple easilyA stories or ifies inherent ualities of material Inslallcd. guaranteed efiect‘ t',Inc; workmlgngliip that insuré1 the maximumfio; details and price. we on any mo or 6“

unite at e minimum 0 expense. (6 PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY NA

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber co.. Akron, Ohio Branch”, Cm, ,0 Coas, Jeanne“ Pa. - “MAL MANUFACTURING coolillmlmJich.

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL, DALY 6r MILLER

42 Broadway NEW YORK

Schaier Ball Bearings POLSON

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and (ins Starters

 

Quality Windshields

POLSON MANUFACTURING co.. Builnlo, N. Y.
 

 

Look at our new middle name

PENNSYLVQNIA.

 

 

NATIONA

Mixer and Primer

L Compound

makes any car start easier in cold weather; adds

 

 

  
  

"to in DESCRIPTION

1mm AND PRICES ON REQUEST

{1.1. mm co., Boston _

 

RELIANCE

"The Speedometer

oi Qunliiy"

Special ieatures that eliminate

  

The° Ford Water Circulaior

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

\Vrite for descriptive matter if
car is in motion.

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-McCU'l‘ClIAN CO.

1140 Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO. ILL

 

ARGO ELECTRICS

METZGER-BERIINGTON ARGO CO.

Distributors

24l2 Michigan Avenue. Chicago, Ill.

Factories, Saglnaw. Mich. 

 

  

speedometer troubles. Send

_; lor the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 Eliol Si.
* ' Bosion, Mass."»‘e\\—

  

Q7119 llilllfil] Lilaniatnt

llif BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

 
 

 

l lMMS
MAGNET“ jAmierican Made ”

NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

lillm Efficiency—Good Service Guaranteed

SIIIS "Him 60. ms lroainy, n. r. onIll
1

factory, Bloomfield, il. l.

Reo ih_e Fifth

Final and crowning achievement of R. E. Olds,

pioneer designer of Autos. A standard size 30 to

35 horsepower four-cylinder car of modern refine

ments, priced at only $1,095.

R. M. OWEN & C0,, General Sales Agents

REO MOTOR CAI CO., Lansing, Mich.
 

i

 
  

Special Designs for Every

Type of Motor Made

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

TOLEDO, OHIO

 

ple you would trust

We make good

commissions at once.
Get the detai

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY

 

if you could do a credit business.

your credit and pay your car sales

s.

Harman -Yount Co. "'"M‘ ”"”"”"
President

1788 Broadway, NEW YORK

301 Abbott Building, Cor. Broad and Race Sta.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 
MOTZ Cushion Tires

For Pleasure Cars and

Light Delivery Can

Send lo! Boon“ su

Moll Tire and Rubber Co.

Executive office:

AKRON, OHIO

Shh in All G!"- l

  

o

:_,"‘W lithe. mark Thg

“‘m we“: in“

3”!“ wwv x be“,

"m ‘M'I’wur mo

ewm no one“ 5","

  

New York Boston Detroit Chicago Atlnuln Montreal

 

f Special Milled Parts

Cap and Set Screws

Plain and CnoielIoted Nuts

The National-Acme Mfg. Co.

CLEVELAND, Sixth City

 

American Kushion Kore

A tire filler 10 to 20 per cent. lighter than any

other tire filler. A big proposition for dealers who

are on the alert for more and better business.

Write for details.

AMERICAN KUSHION KORE TIRE CO.

Buffalo, New York

 

 

 

IVSU
RHINELAND MACHIN

  

Nee

POUGHKEEPSIE

_,“ THE MASTER OAR"

6 Oyl. 50 Ho F" $5,000

#0.? BUILDER
E WORKS CO I42 WEST 42"!) T.

 

 

4 Oyl. 55

4 Oyl. 35 H. Po, $4,000

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.'I'. -

LL

RlNGS

FIITEINTH YIAR

H. P" 84,800

  



e
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Russ Rubber Co.. Denver. l‘oio.

H. ll. Olmsleaild Son. Syracuae.

  

MOTOR WORLD

Kelly— Springfield

Automobile Tires
It's Kelly-Springfield quality and wear—not price—that we like to

emphasme, for when you get mileage a few thousand miles greater than

the average tire gives, the cost is just naturally reduced.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE co..

Branch odicel in New York, Chic-:0. Philadelphia. Boston. 8t. boull. Detroit, Cincinnatl. Ban Frandaoo.

Lon Angela, Cleveland. Baltimore. Seattle. Atlanta. Akron. 0.. Buflalo.

The How: Tire a Rubber Co., Columbul. Ohio.

20 Veaey Street, New York

llorlni Tire a Rubber Co., Hounton. Tam.

Todd Rubber Co.. New llaren. Conn.

Southum “due. a Woodatoek Co., Ltd. New Orloahl. La. .ulzinson Tire 81 Supply Co.. Jarklonvlllu. Fla.

Sarell Doria Rubber Workl. Alllllill and Savannah. Ga. 6

N. Y.

L. D. Franks & 00.. Charlutnn. S.

L. J. Earth. Rochester. N. Y.

 
   

‘Tledenandaflledaylatliataaarnaiuiioaahllba

judged by in prodad andm by whtii claim for imif"

Keep ' in mind who you alanine theaa 19“ model:

nouns ANQ nucca

30-40 Fore-door Roadster. lie-inch wheel base I1 700

34-“) 5-possenger, Fore-Door Touring Car

lid-inch wheelbase . . . . . . $1700

44-50 5-msscnger. Fare<Door Derni-Tonneau

lZi-inch wheel base . l . . . . Q1975

44-50 7-passrnzer. Fore-Door Touring Car

12l~inqhwhe¢l base . . . . . . 2000

44-50 Bailleship Roadster. iZl-inch whch base 2l50

"-50 7-pa55enger. Fore~Door Limousine

121~lnch whzcl base . . '3050

Advance Catalog-on lth-uest

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

I1Wnamoo anal-r ntrnorr. mew.

"Hull! lo: “Guaranteed

mgov:

  
  

 
 

 

Permanence" lur Llle‘ '

C0NTlNENTAL

Six Cylinder — Unit Power Plant

Three Point Suspension

The Continental “Six”

is maintaining, on the road

at this minute, the good

name made by our four

cylinder types.

  

Built to accommodate

Showing simple and any type pelf-slarter

efficient chain drive now made. Suitable for

for Slim"! mmof- right or left hand drive.

4 and 6 cylindera

20 m 70 H, P, Write for booklets.

CONTINENTAL M0'I'0R MPG. 00., Delroll, Mich.

Factory Representative, K. F. PETERSON

i22 S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago

  

 

Tonea down headlighta lor

city drivin: and lolly

nighta—an auto neceulty. _

Price 75¢. per pair. Se ll

like hot cakea. Dealers.

occurs the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

IDJl Broadway. New York

  
 

 

 

 

 

EXTRA HEAVY

NON-SKID TIRES

The Only Non-Skid Tr'rea

Guaranteed For 5000 Milan

AJAX-631E!) RUBBER COMPANY

General Ollices: i796 B'way, New York

Factories: Trenton. N. .l. Branches in Principal Cllles

 

 

 

 

 

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for -

Sheet Metal

Stampings

The Bossert Company

UTICA, N. v.

  

 

 

  

 

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine.

BID. GROSSHAN COMPANV. Mir" New York and Den-ohis

4‘0 r

Self Starting
I. I l r\_

   

O .

l e .
ARE THE BEST

A.RF.,MOC)%laE)I(R &_.c0..
"M

Mr VERNON.VN.Y.

  

 

.INVADER OIL

“The Beat the World Allorda"

ians. F. KELLOM & co.

Philadelphia 3m

 

l

 

GASOLINE TURBINES
Ilall the size. Hall the weight. Hall the iuei, Hall the lriclion

Smooth as Electric, Will re- :0 film‘s. "030%"?!
I 0 us II'ICIIQ, 0 0 5‘

Pl.“ “Y "9"" m “y c" Roi-1y Wheel.NoMulller

Booklet Upon Request No Back Pressure

There lan't Much Left

SEMPLE S. SCOTT 1651 Marquette am. CHICAGl). ILL

Exclusive Terrliofl 02h lor Live laden

 

 

_....L
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These Tires for You 1

Four corps of experts working

la four of the best equipped tire

plants in the world are operating

an a unit to produce

UNITED STATES Tums

Nothing of the kind has ever i

before been attempted ill automo- ‘

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company

New York

 

  

  

 

   

. .VMKERVILLEAMABA.“

won 00 WNW

 

' makes.

36M” Mamie?”
Write for " Guide Books" Nos. 1 and 6

GUIDE MOTOR LAMP MFG. COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

4.”

NON-CA R80" STARTER

The Starter Which Really Start!

The successful Starter for Fords as well as ell)“

Combined Starter and Lighter. $35~ 1“"

Dealers given exclusive territory.

IMPERIAL SALES 00., Tlffin, Ohlo

 

 

 

 

The circulation of the Motor World

is a guaranteed one, sworn to by an

affidavit, which will be sent in detail

to any one upon request.
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Garage and

Repair Men:

F you don't repair tires you’re neglect

ing a most profitable opportunity.

You have an established trade with the

people who have tire trouble. They'd rather have you mend their punctures and blow-outs

than to have you send them to a tire-repairing plant.
  

  

  

Atire repair outfit Wm pm). you big pt-nlits it's a money maker for you as well as a

convenience to your customers.

i-iAI-fi Vulcanizers

tire'ihe workbench outfit shown above will handle every practicable kind of

epairing—tube punctures to casing blow-outs l' ach part is independent 8
. - . ' " . See [hem l

9f the others, that is, you can start With one model Hf the Shaler line and

increase as your work increases. file Show

Heat comes from the most convenient source electric current Simplv

Biggigitgoany lfighting socket. The vulcanizer he'ats while you prepare the February 1 8

“mes the asmo e—no danger of fire. An automatic‘temperaturc control reg- 182-183

degree i“degltiunlt of current. so that the vulcanizer is held at the vulcanizmg

fumigh . mt? .V- Anybody can make perfect repairs With the Shaler. We

_ instructions that anyone can understand and follow.

We . . . . .and also ban: a complete line of steam and electric vulcanizers ior garages

   

a,
m _ _ 4‘ x"
otorists who do not have access to electric current. y' 453“

Q 0

9° b

Send the Coupon Today 5%”
r I _ ‘b

Suki)“: get a complimentary copy of our famous booklet. "Common ’3‘

bout Tire Re ‘ " ' _ . - .- Pairs. Contains a lot of valuable omtcrs for
e wide-awake garage man p

A' SI‘IALER COMPANY / girl?
4 e3Fourth Street Waupun, Wls- // vi
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MANAGER of one of largest New York

city garages wishes to make new con

nection with garage in city. BOX 242, care

Motor Vy’orld.

PPLY Boyer's Automatic Refinisher to

_ your automobile today. Tomorrow it

Will look as though it just came from the

factory. Finest thing in the world for dull

hoods. Easily applied with cheesecloth.

Particulars free. BOYER CHEMICAL

LABORATORY CO., State and Michigan

Sts.. Chicago, Ill.

UTOMOBII.E FOR SALE—I912 Mar~

mon Speedster, Indianapolis Speedway

type car. A-I condition: run 4.000 miles.

For particulars apply \V. F. BURROUGHS.

60 Midland .~'\\'e.. Arlington. N. Tel. 29

Arlington.

ATENT automobile testing device; arm

ature rack power transmitter; new idea;

need money; sell, royalty. State rights.

\Vrite immediately. FRED I. SPELLMAN,

129 \V. 4th St.. Mansfield. Ohio.

ANTED—Three or four 1912 models

and one l913 model five-passenger un

used automobiles. \\'ill give a piece of level.

black soil grain land 60 miles of Iowa in

Southern Wisconsin. at its present cash sale

price. This is not cutover or stumpage land.

0. EDENBL’RN. 124 W'. Third St., Daven

port, Iowa.

OFFICE MAI'JAGER. good executive

and salesman. Seven years in automo

bile accessories; competent to handle cor

respondence and keep books; wants to re

locate. BOX 240, care Motor \IVorId.

OLDSMOBILE; 4-cyliuder; 5 passenger;

good tires; equipped; good condition;

looks ~cyood: $450: cost $3.000. FARQUHAR.

103 Mott St., New York.

FOR SALE—Garage, fully equipped, with

in 50 miles of New York City. Two

story brick building. steam heat. LOGO—gal.

gas tank. full stock of oils, greases, supplies

and accessories. Agency for two standard

non-competing cars. Storage for 35 cars.

This is a rare chance for a live man. Ill

health of owner reason for selling. Address

Motor \Vorld, Box 241.

OR SALE—“fell located garage on

Main street. WELLS GARAGE, H0

bart. Ind.

AR-GEN—TOR will deposit a beautiful

silver plate on your brass trimmings in

one minute. Absolutely reliable. Price

$1.00. Send for package. Quit olishing

 

brass. FOREST CITY SALES O., Fre

mont. Neb.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN.

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps, radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

he Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, 0

. . l“"‘\|-’III‘M\D :1 w mmu'ammanure .II'II‘fl/l mm in 'I mme

  

 

  

—- In capiialsZScenis perline '

A market place where Dealers, Jobber: and

Manufacturers may buy. sell or trade used cart.

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tion: may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

ANTED TO BUY—~Five or seven pas

senger automobile for cash, in good

condition; no dealers. 172 Pacific St.,

B rooklyn. N. Y.

KEROSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES.

New Model B uses successfully half and

half mixture lowest grades kerosene and

gasolene. Satisfaction guaranteed or money

refunded. Greatly increased power, very

slow speed on high. Starts easy at zero. ‘

Special agents' prices. Dept. 8. THE

AIR-FRICTION CARBURETOR CO.,

Dayton. Ohio.

T\'VO expert mechanics will call and give

estimate to Overhaul or adjust car in

you own garage. Address E. BELTZ, 2531

Belmont Ave., Bronx.

 

l5cenis pei‘line of'sixwordscash wiihor‘derr ‘ .

  

ARGAIN—Two new and never used 34

x 4 Davis Armor, Model B, Tire Pro

tectors; cost $54.00. Will take $32.00. Dis- '1

posed of car before “Armors” arrived. BOX 5‘

Z31, care Motor \Vorld.

PEERLESS LINING DYE. ;_‘

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur- Pi

tains a black, uniform color, covering up -~‘

water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash 03. Ask your garage and supply a

dealer. , I

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, 0.

VICTORIA TOPS AND SEAT COVERS it

That's our specialty. but we make a full '.'.l

line as well. Any style and every one the :.

best that high-grade materials and experi- _v

enced workmen can make. Prompt service .~-‘

assured. \Ve're glad to estimate special v'

work or quote you prices on stock to; -1

CENTRAL AUTO TOP CO., Indianapois.

Ind.
seams siocx BOUGHT C

Cars, Bodies, Tops, Tires, etc. 3.

Cash transactions. Quick business.

: 20TH CENTURY CO., 1700 B'way, N. Y. C.

 

‘I

An ad. like this

will cost you $l.35

for each insertion.

 
 

portunity to appeal to an audience ..l

of 8,000 readers whose merchan

These columns offer you an op- .0

1+.

dising taste is being cultivated

//



Jammy 21. 1911 M O TOR WOR L D

  
  

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

a II. ., m... ........-.._.........~, WWW a.“inn-"mmm "um-“Hm-tmm-w-n u...mu...“u.mm..m.mm..|.v. .:-:.= , “M...

It] It S611® '= Wcallmll

_. I5cefiis DPT‘IIDP of‘sixwordscasli Wilhorden
_t ~— In capdalsZScents perline ~

ewe WANTED-A high @1355 draught$nlan, l A market place where Dealerl, Jobber: and YOU in need of any additional help

Tye} haVlng had motorcycle experience Manufacturer: may buy, sell or trade used can,

in any department of your business?

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection?

111- In making application state previous ex- i

5 rience and salary expected. THE POPE

‘ ' IlFG. CO., Westfield, Mass.

part: and appliances and where help or situa

tion: may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

~ \W "L L. I. .. ~ to buy second-hand material Have you a

' -PA55ENGER Franklin, Cylmdel's- l factory site for sale or do ou wan
ill-:- EOSts‘l'zso' Sé’lend'd cond't'on' $11000 ‘ AUTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground, one? If so use the Wanyt and Psotrostiil:

M: BOND MOTOR O., 1615 Grand, Kansas I . new pistons and rings fitted. Garage Column of the Motor World. Seven words

9,51 Qty, Mo. 7 ‘ air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING to the line, fifteen cents a line Advertise

M'Y- PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING. CO? Manchester' N' H- filigtfjecai" 3e mfg“ 9"" ,3 numb" “'I'e"

Awaterproof dressing for leaking mohair will b lin-ct an {d' en-ulty O the adverts"
m and duck t0Ps and curtains. Makes old and 1913 PACKARD—Win dis es: of my ° 6" °°"‘ “‘“a‘

U," faded tops look like new. Ask your garage _ new 1913 6-Cylifld6f. -passenger 7 7 E 7 V V

m..- and supply dealer for it. touring car at a bargain if taken immedi- PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

Rf] The Columbus Varnish C0,, Columbus, 0, . utely. Address H. Mi. WALLIS, JR., DRESSING.

m} " i i ' s ' i * Racine, \Vis. Softens the leather and will not crack,

I“, ANTED—A {)I'Ol'l'lOtCl' that has the a i * ~ *7 r r a a * Wash 0r rub off. Makes old leather look like

‘11,, ability to sel State Rights for the AUTO LISTS. OWners, etc., of any State '

new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask your

,garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus. 0

  

_ ‘ EesltlTirej Filler 02 the market, to a strictly 5- H- CARROLL, IR" Alban)’. N- Y

4;... It; gra e man.t at can et results, mone * " r ' ' " *

is no object, RUSH. NATIONAL TIRE PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

FILLER CO“ Grand Rapids' Mich An 0il preparation that softens the leather

3H: > a e . L s . and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

F: FOR SALE—1910 Peerless limousine; new. Ask your garage and supply dealer

newly done up and relined; price $2,000. for it

  

”. fraction of_ replacement cost. scored cyl
';'\j_ 1130 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa, The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0. ".‘der repdlred' $12 NO "9‘" 915m" and
i... _ i 7 N i i i ii i rings required because bore 15 not enlarged.

\Vhere cylinders are worn (not scored from

use wrist pin) reboring is only remedy.

We do it expertly. Write for complete in

formation and estimates. \VATERBURY

WELDING COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn.

DRAGON REPAIR PARTS.

We manufacture and keep on hand all re

pair parts for the Dragon cars. \Ve make a

specialty of repairing this machine. PHIL

ADELPHIA MACHINE WORKS, 67

Laurel St., Philadelphia. Pa.

‘NZANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market. a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO.. 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 
 

na Weekly to the highest degree by.

{10W articles on “Wide Awake

.‘Elll' Memhandising.” Look at the '

An ad. like this

will cost you 60c.

i n e n S. for each insertion.

\

FOR SALE—1908 Winton touring car, 7

passenger, good running order, fully

equipped; price $400. Address BOX 230,

Motor \Vorld.

RURAL Parcels Post Delivery Car—Any

party with capital and push interested

in placing one on the market. correspond

with E. P. CO\VLS. Sparta, Mich.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN. _

Bakes either to a high gloss finish,_ egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. Will not crlaclé, clhip or peel.

Ask our ara e and supp y ea er.
The yCOlUE‘lbUE Varnish Co., Columbus. 0.

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear 'teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery u to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING R/VORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway. N. 1.

FOR SALE—One Ford town car body.

Fits any Model T Ford chassts. BEN

NINGTON GARAGE, Bennington, Vt.

‘n
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Equipped with

“Other Things Being Equal,

The Polish is the Ball”

The most heavily stressed portions of a loaded ball are the points of

contact. These points flatten microscopically, so that they are in reality

areas, not points.

If these contact areas are smooth, their whole surface is brought in

to action. If they are rough, the load that should be distributed over

the whole surface is concentrated on the microscopic high spots, which

are correspondingly overloaded.

These overloaded high spots do not wear smooth beyond a certain

point; their tendency is to wear rough or flake out.

In an anti-friction bearing, it is only the first thousandth of an inch

or so of surface that really counts for wear. After that first polish is

gone the surface crumbles quickly. Other things being equal, the

smoothest ball and smoothest race are the longest lived.

Hess-Bright balls and races receive a mirror-like final polish after they have been

brought by grinding to perfection of form and size. Under the strongest pocket

magnifier their surface remains smooth. When they are properly mounted and pro

tected from dirt and corrosion, wear in the ordinary sense is absent, because there

is no friction to cause wear.

Because Hess-Bright bearings are free from wear, it is practicable to protect

them by closures far more effective than those that can be used with bearings sub

ject to wear. Dirt and water can be excluded and the lubricant retained indefinitely.

These closures insure to the user the full measure of durability to which the high

quality of Hess-Bright Ball Bearings entitles him.

Our booklet, " Ball Bearings That Endure—And Why, ” tell: more. Sent free to any address on requelt

THE HESS-BRIGHT MANUFACTURING COMPANY

59 East Erie Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

Detroit Electric Coupe

Hen-Bright Ball Bearings

00
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A Studebaker “25” at $885 Sells itself

It isn’t necessary for a Studebaker Dealer to worry over selling talk.

Show a prospective customer a Studebaker “25” and watch him

reach for his check-book.'

The mechanical perfection of the motor; the simplicity of the chassis,

the full elliptic springs, semi-floating rear axle and irreversible steering

gear appeal to the man who knows the good points of a motor car.

The pleasing cowl design of the body, the comfortable fullness of

the tonneau, with the fine upholstery, deep cushions, Studebaker jiffy

curtains, electric horn—in fact the unusual richness and completeness

of the Studebaker “25”—make it the easiest seller in motordom.

And no other car in the market is made under such favorable con=

ditions. The Studebaker “25” is made by the same skilled experts.

of the same tested materials and in the same plant as is the Studebaker

“35” and the Studebaker “Six.”

ln roadability, appearance and ability to go anywhere, under any

circumstance the Studebaker “25” is in a distinctive class by itself.

STUDEBAKER CARS

“20" Delivery Car . $800 "30" Touring Car . $1190 “Six” Touring Car . $1550

“20" Roadster . . . 335 “35" Touring Car . l290 “Six” Roadster . . 1550

“25" Touring Car . 885 "35" Sedan Type . 3050 "Six" Limousine . . 2500

“35" Coupe . . . 1850

All prize: for can fully equip/Md F. O. B. Detroit

THE STUDEBAKER CORPORATION

DETROIT, uncn.
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Increased Sales for YOU

---if the car YOU sell is Truffault-Hartford equipped.

Your interests are best served when you can meet the demand

of owners for Truffault-Hartford equipment on the cars they buy.

  

  

Leading manufacturers--~producing 27 popular cars—--recognize

the insistence of the demand for this necessary device. THEY

equip their cars With Truffault-Hartfords---at the factory.

  

Does the manufacturer you represent recognize this demand? Truffault

Hartford equipment--~on any car---enhances its value as a car and a selling

proposition. lnsist that your manu

facturer includes Trutfault

Hartfords on the car you

sell. It means increased

sales for you.

 

Hartford

Suspension Company
EDW. V. HARTFORD, President

Factory, 164 Bay Street, Jersey City, N. J.

BRANCHES :

NEW YORK—1700 Broadway CHICAGO—1458 Michigan Ave.

NEW YORK—ZIZ-ZH West 88th St. DETROIT—803 Woodward A".

ERSEY CITY—141443 Morgan St. KANSAS CITY—1524 Grand AVG

OSTON—319-325 Columbus Ave. NEWARK—289 Halsey St.

PHILADELPHIA—1437 Vine St.

ASBURY PARK—Ceca and 3rd Aves.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—448- 0 N. Capitol Blvd.

BRETTON WOODS. N. H.—Bretton Woods Garage
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R. l. V. standing in‘the field due to the unique accuracy of the bearings as a whole and to the

superior hardness and tensile strength of the balls and races as well as the substantial construc

tion of the retainers. tilt}; “i "

The R. l. V. guarantee of accuracy is absolute. Consistent and constant tests maintain it and

even under the heaviest loads these hearings revolve With unusual celerlty but minus

excessive side play.

Conservative manufacturers equip their cars with R. l. V. Ball Bearings.

R. I. V. COMPANY, 1771 Broadway, New “York
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Fedders Radiators

  

The square tube radiator is acknowledged

to be superior to any other form of con

structitm and Fedders design and methods

of manufacture give Fedders radiators a

standing.r second to none in the field.

Fodders Square Tube Radiators otter a

maximum of radiating" surface—all four

sides are surrounded by water—cannot clog

and can be repaired in short order by any

tinsmith.

\\'hile we specialize on square tube types.

we are also equipped to build on any speci

fications that may be furnished. Send us

blue prints and our engineering department

is at your disposal for co-operative work.

FEDDERS MANUFACTURING WORKS

BUFFALO. N. Y.
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Atyvater Kent

lgmtlon System
  

Time was when automobile engineers and the general motoring

public thought they must equip their cars with a magneto. Today

this idea is fast waning—in fact, it has been discarded by many of

the foremost automobile engineers and discriminating motorists

who are now demanding a more dependable source of current on

their cars.

The increasing use of electric lighting and starting equipment

  

 

  

T . . .

necessitates an lgmtlon system better than the magneto—a system
Times Square Automobile Co.. 79 producing a uniformly hot spark at low speeds as well as high—a

N Timken-Detroit Axle Co . . . . . . .. 43 system giving a hot starting spark With the motor at a standstill?
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N _ - s- o ............ .. 9 OblaS, F. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80 a System of ignition that will mcasure up to the highest reqmre
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N°Tdyk= & \iarmon Co 47 both magneto and battery, without the weaknesses of either.
‘ _ D I ' ' I l n U Remember the Atwater Kent System can be easily and quickly installed on

"Yb"! AUIOmOblle Works. 73 any standard make of motor. new or old. without the price of a magneto.

Umde States Tire co ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' " 42 It you have an unsatisfactory magneto. or if your motor is not equipped with

a half time shaft, you can use the Atwater Kent System by means of our magneto

0 gear mounting, the cost of which is nominal.
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°n°t°r C0 - - - ~ - - - - - . . . . .. 80 W Silent Type K with automatic spark control and insulated primary circuit.
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F. O. B. Toledo F. O. B. Toledo

Camp/ete/y Complete/y

Equipped Equipped

High-Priced Feature No. 13

Overland 69T bodies pass through 22 painting, rubbing and var- ‘ _c

nishing' operations. .“f

The Model 69T boasts a metal unbreakable body which can not

shrink or warp. The non-porous surface allows the most brilliant,

mirror-like finish.

Each radiator receives four coats of separately baked enamel.

Fenders, windshield, dust pans, lamp brackets, top irons, hoods,

etc., are treated likewise.

Wheels are painted with compressed air brushes. This drives

the pigment into the pores—guarding against moisture.

All bright parts of the Model 69T are heavily nickeled.

This car’s beauty and finish is the equal of any $1200 car made.

\Vrite today for literature. Please address Dept. 50.

The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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MAXWELL PREPARES T0 TEST

RIGHT ioiisflr iiis NAME

Quietly Organizes His Own Car

Building Company and Challenge

ls Plain—Project Is Distinct

from Briscoe’s.

Before the purchasers and reorganizers of

the United States Motor Co. obtain a clear

title to the name Maxwell Motor Co.. which

they have selected for the reorganized

establishment, after Standard Motor Co.

was discarded, they probably will have to

fight for it. For J. D. Maxwell himself has

Organized and incorporated under New

York laws the I. D. Maxwell Motor Cor

poration, and while he does not say in

exact language that he proposes to test the

right of the reorganizers to use his name,

he did say to a Motor World man that he

intends to discover exactly what rights he

has in the premises, which amounts to

about the same thing.

He admits that the reorganizers of the

United States Motor Co., which originally

was built around the Maxwell-Briscoe cor—

Poration. are entitled to employ the hyphen

ated Maxwell-Briscoe name if they elect to

do so, and also to use the name Maxwell

35 applied to motor vehicles, but his con

versation made very plain that he (10"th

their right to use the name Maxwell as the

title of their new corporation.

.\lr. Maxwell has been rather quiet since

\ht failure of the big company in Septem

ber last, which swept away most of the

handsome fortune which he had built up

after years of industry, and is not quite

“Edy 10 make public the details of the new

]? “gamed J- D. Maxwell Motor Corpora

tion, which is capitalized at the nominal

511m of 810.000, He admits that it is his

purpose to manufacture a car, and that

several men of means and influence prob

ably will be associated with him; but more

than this he will not say at this time. He

made clear, however, that his old associate.

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, January 30,

Benjamin Briscoe, is not and will not be

identified with the J. D. Maxwell Motor

Corporation, which is separate and distinct

from the new company which Briscoe will

organize to manufacture the under-$1,000

car which he is now developing in Europe.

Settles $300,000 Suit Against Michelin.

The differences which a year and a half

ago caused Frans Poel and Charles H.

Arnold, New York rubber brokers, to file

suit for $300,000 against the Michelin Tire

Co., of Milltown, N. _l., in the Supreme

Court for New York county, have been set

tled out of court and the several actions

have been formally discontinued. The

trouble arose from contracts which the

Michelin company made with the brokers

for crude rubber, the Poel-Arnold conten

tion being that the Michelin company de

clined to take the rubber it had ordered,

while Michelin questioned the quality.

Changes in the price of crude rubber also

had to do with the case, the price of rubber

taking a decided dr0p after the Michelin

company made its contracts.

John Splitdorf to Re-enter Business.

John M. Splitdorf, who disposed of his

interests in Chas. F. Splitdorf, Inc., when

the latter was taken over in May last by the

Splitdorf Electrical Co. of Newark, N. 1.,

and became one of John F. Alvord's enter

prises, is preparing to re-embark in the

business. He has designed an electric start

er and lighter, which is said to incorporate

uncommon ingenuity, and already has

opened an otiice at 136 West 52nd street.

New York. It is probable that a company

will be built around the device. A. L. Kull,

one of the veterans of the industry, and E.

LeRoy Pclleticr are among those inter

tested with Splitdorf in the enterprise.

Willys Sails for Long Tour Abroad.

john N. \Yillys, president of the \Villys

Overland Co., sails to-day for an extended

tour of the “other side" which will reach

into Egypt. He will be absent about three

months.

1913

TIRE MAKERS DRAW LINES

TlGHTER 0N GUARANTEES

Adopt New Form That Is Far Reach

ing and More Specific—Mileages

and Tire Fillers Both

Tabooed.

\\'liilc the tire manufacturers who are in

cluded in the membership of the Motor and

Accessory Manufacturers were in New York

for the purpose of attending the show, they

made use of the occasion completely to

overhaul and revise the guarantee which

hitherto has applied to their productions, or,

at any rate. to their pneumatic tires. The re

vision had been in the hands of a commit

tee for some time. and as finally adopted is

far-reaching and so specific as to leave lit

tle to be misunderstood. It is as follows:

“\\'e guarantee all pneumatic automobile

tires, bearing our name and serial number.

to be free from imperfections in material

and workmanship. Tires returned for con

sideration under this guarantee will be ac

cepted only when all transportation charges

are prepaid. If. upon examination. it is our

judgment that tires are defective, they will

be repaired or replaced at our option.

“When tires are replaced by us. charges

will be made to owners at the time new

tires are delivered, for such amounts as in

our judgment will compensate for the ser_

\ice rendered by such replaced tires.

“Tires worn out in usual or unusual ser

vice, abused knowineg or unknowingly,

misused, used on rims not hearing these

stamps . injured through accident

or design are not covered by this guarantee.

“ pneumatic automobile tires are

not guaranteed to give any definite miles of

service, and any and all guarantees are 83(

prcssly waived by any purchaser of these

tires who uses therein any substitute for

air: or who uses them under weights in ex.

cess of those f0r which the various tires are

recommended, or who does not keep tires

inflated to the pressures recommended."
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“PROTECTIVE” PROMOTER

GETS LONG TERM IN PRISON

Sponsor of Chicago‘s “National Asso

ciation” Proves To Be Man With

Unsavory Record — Forgery

His Chief Profession.

Due to the arrest and exposure of the

man responsible for its creation, William

J. Reid, a blight has fallen on the National

Automobile Protective Association, which,

in October last, established an OFfice in the

Steger building in Chicago. and which more

or less amusingly proposed to “protect” or

dominate or Otherwise do things to or for

the garage business of the United States.

The Reid company styled itself the gen

eral agent of the sO-called association, but

although Reid himself professed to be a real

estate broker, and the Reid company to be

engaged in the real estate brokerage busi

ness, the line between it and the association

was an almost invisible one.

Reid was arrested in Sanger. Cal., where

he called to draw against a draft for $15,

000 which he had deposited and where a

trap had been laid for him. After his ar

rest it came out that he had spent nine

years in prison, having been arrested first in

his native city, Rockford. 11]., in 1895. where

he was charged with arson. After the jury

disagreed, Reid disappeared and took the

name of a Rockford minister, L. A. Hoff~

man, and apparently started on a career of

forgery which extended practically from

ocean to ocean and which entailed the use

of many names. He has “done time" in pris

ons as far removed as California and Mas

sachusetts.

\Vhen, under his correct name, he opened

up in Chicago and undertook the exploita

tion Of the National Automobile Protective

Association. his intimates in that project ap

parently knew nothing of his career and

were genuinely amazed at the disclosures

which followed Reid’s arrest.

\thn apprehended in California, he wore

a red wig, false whiskers and two complete

sets of clothes, and in his baggage were

found four other disguises and a small

printing press, which, it is stated, was used

to print cards and letterheads to meet his

various emergencies.

The purpose of the National Protective

Association, which, like those of many simi

lar organizations which preceded it and all

of which came to naught, was to get $25

from dealers and garagemen and $10 from

car owners, the pet theory being that the

car-owning "member" could be guided into

the “association’s” garages. where he would

leave a share of his coin, while, in turn. the

garage would grant more or less special

rates and service. and the result would be

beneficial all around.

Reid provided the garages with handsome

gold‘trimmed certificates and outlined a

code of standards to which they must ad

here. If they failed to adhere to them, or

in towns where garages did not meet the

Reid “standard,” the association grandilo

quently announced its intention of building

garages Of its own.

When his “protective” scheme reached

the gold certificate stage, Reid tendered

practically all of the automobile publications

contracts for 52 pages of advertising, which

most of them accepted, and in due course

the advertisements of the association ap

peared in spread-eagle type. One of the

contracts was tendered Motor World, but

before accepting it a series of questions con

cerning the internal make-up Of the “asso

ciation" and the previous connections of

those who comprised it were submitted to

the Reid company. The questions never

were answered, and the association’s adver

tisements never appeared in the pages of

Motor \N'orld.

Pelletier Rejoins the Flanders Camp.

E. LeRoy Pelletier, after all. has accepted

the post of advertising counsel for the Max

well Motor Co., acting through the Camp

bell-Ewald Advertising Agency, to which

he has become attached. The strained rela

tions which existed between himself and his

"one best bet," \V. E. Flanders, president

and general manager of the Maxwell Motor

Co., as the result Of a Christmas spat, have

been relieved and Pelletier has ceased to

call Flanders a “paper man.” and the two

now talk almost as kindly of each other as

they did in the days of yore. Pelletier. how

ever, will not devote all of his service to

the Maxwell interests. He will also handle

the advertising of the new electrical com

pany which is being organized by John M.

Splitdorf, and it is understood that in all

probability he will likewise have charge

of the advertising account of one of the

largest tire companies.

Pioneer Dealer Makes an Assignment.

The K. A. Skinner Co., of Boston, Mass,

has made an assignment for the benefit of

its creditors to Clarence F. Newton. Al‘

though comparatively few tradesmen are

aware of the fact, Kenneth A. Skinner, who

practically comprises the embarrassed com

pany. was one of the first, if not the first.

man to engage exclusively in the retail sale

of motor vehicles in this country. As long

ago as 1897 he was importing De Dion tricy

cles and motorettes. At that time he estab

lished a store on Massachusetts avenue, in

Boston. his chief source of income being

receipts from rental fees and his

patrons Harvard students.

chief

FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGE

COMPLICATES ATLAS’S DEAL

Bank Forces Sale of Springfield Car

Company’s Plant Regardless of

Orson Negotiations—One

Loophole Still Open.

  

The affairs Of the Atlas Motor Car Co.,

of Springfield, Mass, which has been in a

questionable state for several months, took

a sudden and unexpected turn on Saturday

last when the Union Trust Co.. of that city,

foreclosed a second mortgage for $19,400

which it held. The public sale which fol

lowed resulted in the purchase of the Atlas

plant by Charles D. Whitney, manager Of

the Victor Sporting Goods CO.. of Spring

field. The price paid was $55,000. In addi

tion to the second mortgage which precipi

tated the trouble. at first mortgage Of $30,000

was held by the Hampden Savings Bank.

The Atlas company has been very much

hampered by lack of capital and the failure

of the Atlas Engine \Vorks of Indianapolis

last summer added greatly to its embarrass

ment, the supply Of AtlassKnight engines

for which it had contracted being suddenly

cut Off.

The foreclosure proceedings will serve to]

complicate negotiations which were in

progerss between the Atlas Motor Car Co.

and the promoters of the so-called Orsou

merger, in which the Brightwood Motor

Mfg. Co. and the Springfield Metal Body

Co. are the chief factors. The Atlas com'

pany hoped to be included in that project

and hope has not been entirely abandoned,

as, if satisfactory arrangements can be

made. it is probable that the Atlas plant

can be re-purchased from the \'ictor Sport

ing Goods people, who acquired it on Sat

urday last.

Oil Account Causes Legal Friction.

A bill of $85.57 for goods figures in a suit

filed this week in the Supreme Court for

New York county by the New York Lubri

cating Oil Co. against Herbert A. Clouse.

who trades as the New York Garage 81

Supply Co., in Mt. Vernon. N. Y. The ac

count accumulated between ]uly '31 and

October 15, 1912, and the claim is made

that but $25 was paid on the total, leaving

a balance Of $60.57.

South Americans Secure Stewart Trucki

Pratt & Co. of Buenos Aires. Argentina

who have handled American goods at vari

ous times for many years, have taken on the

sale of Stewart motor trucks. after having

the market investigated by a personal repre

sentative. The first two trucks already 3'6

en route to Buenos Aires.

t3
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WEED GUARANTEES DIVIDENDS

0N AMERICAN CHAIN SHARES

Offer of American Stock Discloses Lit

tle Known Relationship—Also

Makes Plain Some of Weed’s

Extensive Plans.

ln otfering to the public the American

Chain Co.’s issue of $250,000 7 per cent.

cumulative preferred stock, some additional

and hitherto unknown particulars of that

company have become common property.

The American Chain Co. itself was or

ganized in December last, with an author

ized capital of $750,000, to take over the

chain business of the Oneida Community,

Ltd. in Sherill, N. Y., which in June, 1912,

had been purchased for $316,000 cash by W.

B. Lasher, president of the Weed Chain

Tire Grip C0.

It now transpires that, excepting only the

qualifying shares of directors, Lasher owns

all of the Weed shares, and the Weed com

pany, in turn, owns all except the directors'

qualifying shares of the American Chain

Co., which is and will continue to be the

source of supply for the Weed company.

Its production of Weed chains, however,

amounts only to about 25 per cent. of its

total business, its present plant having a

(avidly for more than 300.000 feet of chain

1)" day. In addition, plans are now under

Way for the acquisition of another palnt,

hillbiny in Bridgeport, Conn, where the

“red company itself is located.

Furthermore. and as was indicated by

llotor World several weeks since, the Weed

meWHY now is negotiating with the Brit

Ish Parsons Co. on a basis which practically

will amount to a consolidation of the Weed

and the Parsons companies and which will

result in the employment abroad of the

same Vigorous methods which have built

up the Weed business in America to such

handsome Proportions. '

All of the common stock of the American

Chm C0. is in the Weed treasury, the 7

Per cent. dividend on the preferred shares

“filth are being otiercd to the public guar

antecd for 10 Years by the Weed company,

wh°5° Profits. it is stated, have averaged at

lust 10 times the entire dividend required

fol 1}" Preferred stock of the American

Company.

innurlflg the six months, to December 15th,

“hid! Lasher has owned the latter, its

tress receipts have amounted to $202,745

:dbalgencceostfof manufacturing to $117,024,

mil includidgtehriiiiee'tdn: a“ Ofiher e;;:;55es

VI _humus. e pm ts_$ '

col-:ieltgogssets 0f the American Chain

' 34. of which $43,378 is repre

sented by good-will, patents, etc., and $225,—

061 by machinery and equipment.

The American Chain preferred is offered

at par and dividend and is redeemable until

January 1, 1918, at 110 and accumulated divi

dends, a sinking fund of one-half of the

earnings of the company in excess of 10 per

cent. dividends on its common stock being

provided for the retirement of the preferred.

 

Lynn Show Leads Dealers into Court.

Because the Lynn thlaSs.) show, which

closed on Saturday last. was held in the 10

cal armory instead of in the garage of L. D.

Robbins, where it was held last year and

where it first was to be staged on this occa

sion, :1 fine little tempest in a teapot has

arisen and found its way into court. L. D.

Robbins, the owner of the garage involved.

is a former president of the Lynn Automo

bile Dcalers’ Association, and with \Vin

throp \V. \Vhitney he has instituted suit

against five other men who had to do with

the show, and it is intimated that the liti

gation has just begun. Robbins claims to

have expended $80 in preparing his garage

for the show and is suing for the amount

of the bill. He names as defendants William

H. Bennett, \Varren H. Beetle, Stephen R.

Tierney, Frank Plumstcad and Fred H.

Plumstead.

Fireball Appeals to Highest Court.

Following the recent decision by the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals, in

the suit of the Prest-O-I.itc Co. against the

Searchlight Gas Co.. that the Claude and

Hess patent, No. 664.383, under which the

former brought suit. had expired. the Fire

ball Gas Tank & Illuminating Co.. of St.

Louis, has asked permission to appeal to

the United States Supreme Court from an

order of the Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Eighth Circuit, made in September, up~

holding a preliminary injunction granted to

the Prest—O-Lite Co. in the District Court.

The Fireball company in its petition for a

writ of ccrtiorari includes the statement that

a Circuit Court has just overthrown the

patent. Because of the infrequency of favor

able action on requests to appeal in patent

litigation, the unusual is not anticipated in

this instance.

National-Acme Cuts Second Melon.

The National-Acme Mfg. Co. of Cleve

land, O., manufacturers of automatic screw

machines and their products, which is close

ly identified with the automobile industry

because of its many automobile plants, has

declared a stock dividend of 33 1/3 per cent,

payable out of the treasury. It is the sec~

ond melon which the company has cut with

in a period of two years. In 1911, when it

increased its capital from $1,500,000 to $2,

500,000, it paid a 20 per cent. stock dividend.

U. S. MOTOR REORGANIZERS

BLOCKED BY_ lNDlANANS

Secure Order Restraining Possession

of Maxwell Property—Reorganiza

tion Plans Undergo Changes—

May Drop Stoddard-Dayton.

 

Despite the sale on January 8th of the

Lfnitcd States Motor Co. to the reorganiza

tion committee, the reorganizcrs are not yet

in full possession of all of the property.

There remain several knots to be unrav

elled, the hardest of which apparently grows

out of the action of the Indiana creditors of

of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co. who

sought to have the Maxwell plant in New

Castle. Ind., thrown into bankruptcy.

Notwithstanding the bankruptcy petition

which was pending at the time. the New

Castle property was included in the sale

authorized by the Federal court in New

York, and _l. W. \‘Vellington, whom the re—

organizcrs had appointed manager of the

plant, actually had taken possession, replac

ing Frank E. Smith, the former manager,

who also had been acting as receiver for the

Indiana property.

\Vellington's possession of the property

was short-lived, however, as on Thursday

last the Indiana creditors secured from

Judge Anderson, in the Federal court in

Indianapolis, a restraining order preventing

the receivers of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor

Co. from turning over the property to thOSc

who were termed the “alleged purchasers."

The restraining order also includes the

Maxwell factory at Tarrytown, X. Y. Smith,

therefore, resumed control of the New Cas

tle plant as receiver, and W. E. Strong and

Roberts Walker remain receivers of the

Tarrytown plant until the knot is untied.

Even in Indiana there were those who

supposed that the action of the Federal

Court in New York approving the sale of

the property terminated the bankruptcy

proceedings in Indiana, and the action of

Judge Anderson was, therefore, in the na

ture of no mild surprise.

The bankruptcy petition will be heard

next week, at which time the reorganiza

tion committee will, of course, oppose it.

Meanwhile, however, the tardy petition in

bankruptcy filed by three minor creditors

against the United States Motor Co. itself

in the United States court in New Jersey

has been dismissed, but the minority stook

holders of the Columbia Motor Car Co. who

were denied the right to intervene in the

receivership proceedings in New York are

pressing their case. They are represented

by Attorney Edo E. Mercelis, who has per

fected their appeal, which will be heard

next month.
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The plans of the reorganizers are but

slowly unfolding and, according to usually

reliable sources, they have undergone a

considerable change since first outlined. At

that time. it was given out that the Max—

well and the Stoddard~Dayton cars would

be the only cars continued, and it was not

wholly a state secret that the manufacture

of the Columbia would be abandoned and

the Columbia factory in Hartford be de

voted to the manufacture of parts. Accord

ing to later reports, however. it has been

decided to discontinue the Stoddard-Dayton

and not only to continue the production of

the Columbia but to do so through the

medium of a separate company, which will

continue to bear the style Columbia Motor

Car Co. and which will continue the higher

priced Knight-engined cars.

As the Stoddard interests were rarely at

Peace with the others in the United States

Motor Co., it appears not improbable that

disinclination to continue the use of the

name Stoddard in any way has to do with

the case. However, Henry V. Poor, chief

counsel for the reorganization committee,

stated to a Motor World man this week that

if it is the intention to continue the Colum

bia Motor Car Co. as a separate corpora

tion. or in any other way, he was not aware

of the fact; and he smiled his usual cheer

ful smile when he said it. '

\Valter E. Flanders, the president of the

reorganized company, and W. F. McGuire,

the vice-president, have been making the

rounds of the several properties, and while

in Dayton last week are quoted as saying

that the high-priced cars will be made in

Hartford and the lower priced cars in

Dayton and Detroit. Replacement parts

will be made in the New Castle (1nd.) plant

when the expected possession of it is ac~

quired, but the original Maxwell plant in

Tarrytown, N. Y., will be discontinued, as

was already known would be the case. It

has remained idle ever since the failure of

the United States Motor Co. in September

last.

Jones and Precision End Litigation.

Although when the Jones Taximeter Co.,

of New York City, filed a suit in the Su

preme Court for New York county in Oc

tober last against the Precision Tool & In

strument Co., also of New York City, it

claimed all attempts at arbitrating the dis

pute in question had failed, some sort of

arbitration finally appears to have been

effected, for the action has been discon

tinued. The Jones company alleged that

the Precision company agreed to build

3,000 Jones speedometers and that the trans

action resulted in a financial difference of

$7,503.33 in favor of Jones, which account

was disputed and battled all attempts at

peaceable settlement.

OAKLAND SUED BY SHEPHERD

AND SHEPHERD COMPANY100

New York Dealer Claims

Damages Through Business Deal

ings—Agency Head Claims In

juries from Flywheel.

Former

Not only has Irving R. Shepherd, the

president of the Shepherd Motor Car Co.,

of New York City, sued the Oakland Motor

Car Co., of Pontiac, Mich, for which the

Shepherd company once was dealer, but

last week the Shepherd company brought

a suit of its own in the Supreme Court for

New York county against the Oakland com~

pany; while Shepherd's personal suit is

for injuries caused when an Oakland fly

wheel burst, the company’s suit is the result

of disagreements which arose between the

manufacturer and the dealer.

The Shepherd company, when it signed up

as Oakland dealer about three years ago,

was not situated on Broadway, the main

thoroughfare in the metropolitan automo

bile colony, but shortly after the contract

executed the Shepherds moved to

Broadway. and state that this was at the

request. or insistancc. of the Oakland com~

pany. The dealership did not progress

smoothly. and July 31, 1911, relations were

ended. The Shepherds claimed that they

had not been treated properly and were

entitled to certain money from the Pontiac

concern. It was not forthcoming. even after

long negotiations. and the suit resulted.

Irving R. Shepherd’s action is for $15,000,

and to secure jurisdiction over the Michi

gan corporation the Oakland exhibit at the

New York show in Madison Square Gar

den was attached by the sheriff of New

York county, but since this was a'mere

formality toward securing authority of the

court over the Oakland people. the attach

ment was subsequently released.

Shepherd states that the Oakland flywheel

in question was one of a series which were

improperly constructed, having three fan

blade spokes instead of a web between the

rim and the hub and having holes bored in

the rim, all of which, he claims, made the

part a dangerous piece of property. He

was testing a carburetter March 21, 1910,

when the flywheel blew up and he sustained

severe injuries, including one of the head

which, he claims, was more than temporary.

The Shepherd company, in which Irving

and a brother are prime movers, recently

took over the Selden agency in New York.

“IB5

Motor Shaft Moves and Changes Name.

Having practically completed its removal

from Hastings. Mich, to Jackson. in the

same State, the Hastings Motor Shaft Co.

has changed its name to the Jackson Motor

Shaft Co. At the same time it has elected

officers as follows: President, Winthmp

\IVithington; vice-president, F. L. Holmes;

secretary, A. E. Mulholland; treasurer, John

L. Allen. These officers and L. C. Bloom

field, Fred H. Lewis, H. A. Tompkins, John

F. Goodyear and \V. \V. Potter constitute

the board of directors.

Providence Engineering Resumes Business.

One of the several affiliated companies

which were brought down by the failure of

the United States Motor Co. in September

last, the Providence Engineering Co., of

Providence, R. I.. has straightened out its

affairs and secured the discharge of the re

ceiver and restored the property to the

stockholders. It is stated that the debt of

the United States Motor Co., which caused

the engineering company’s failure, has been

liquidated and that the Engineering com

pany last week repurchased its entire capital

stock from the reorganizers of the United

States corporation. Business has been re

sumed with Richard A. Robertson of Prov

idence as president. The other directors of

the company are as follows: F. J. Kings

bury, Norman Leeds and James Coulter of

Bridgeport, Conn; V. Everit Macey, Wil

liam H. Erhart, F. J. Lisman, Richard Ir

win and F. Kingsbury Curtis of New York,

and Randolph T. Ode of Providence.

Knox to Go Through Bankruptcy.

As the best means of bringing about de

sired reorganization, the Knox Automobile

Co. of Springfield, Mass, which on Septem

ber 27 last made an assignment, was thrown

into bankruptcy last week on the petition of

three minor creditors—the Hartford Auto

Parts Co., whose claim amounts to $75735;

Samuel Eastman, $38.50, and the Platinide

Co., $2.66, the total for all three being but

$778.51.

The petition was filed in the Federal court

in Boston, which appointed as receivers

Harry G. Fisk and Edward 0. Sutton, to

whom the September assignment was made,

and Charles C. Lewis. Negotiations are in

progress with New York capitalists who,

it is expected, will bring more than suf

ficient money into the Knox company 10 17‘It

it solidly on its'feet, at which time probalel

it will be renamed Knox Motor Car C0

Mcanwhile the factory is operating Withom

interruption.

Michigan Magneto Ceases to Spark

C. C. Simons has been appointed receivtir

for the Michigan Magneto Co. of Detrmt,

Mich., which, however, at no time, cut much

of a figure in the trade. Its liabilities 8"

$31,050.26 and its assets $28,415.85. PM)f

business is given as a reason for the failure

of the company.
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Los Angeles, Ca1.—Ta11yho Garage,

under California laws; authorized capital,

$50,000; to operate a garage.

Cadillac, Mich.—-Wexford-Cadillac Auto

Co., under Michigan laws; authorized cap

ital, $20,000; to deal in motor cars.

Quarryville, l‘a.—Fairmount Automobile

Co., under Pennsylvania laws; authorized

capital, $6,000; to deal in motor cars.

Kalamazoo, Mich—Fuller & Sons Mfg.

Co., under Michigan laws; authorized capi~

tal, 5100000; to manufacture motor cars.

South Bend, Ind—South Bend Auto Body

Co., under Indiana laws; authorized capital,

$20000; to manufacture motor car bodies.

Pittsburgh, Pa.-—-Keystone Motor Supply

Co., under Pennsylvania laws, authorized

capital, $12,000; to deal in motor car sup

plies.

Rumford, Me.—Rumford Garage, under

Maine laws; authorized capital, $50,000;

to operate a garage. Corporators—G. \V.

Peltengill, H. A. Briggs.

Germantown, Pa.—Staybestos Mfg. Co.,

under Pennsylvania laws; authorized capi

"ll. $10,000; to manufactuer brake lining and

other asbestos products

Detroit, Mich. — Automobile Laundry,

under Michigan laws; authorized capital,

510000- Corporators—T. I. McCutcheon, H.

T- Nelson, F. D. McCormack.

Cleveland, Ohio—Coronet Mfg. Co., under

0th laws; authorized capital, $60,000; to

manufacture speedometers. Corporators—

Harry W. Garberson and others.

BOSIOII, Mass—Donovan Motor Car Co.,

under Massachusetts laws; authorized capi

“1350000; to deal in motor cars. CorpOra

Ws‘l- 5- Donovan, A. D. Adams.

Emmi Pit—Lafayette Motor Car Co.,

under Pennsylvania laws; authorized capi

tal. $30,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—Robert Fulton and others.

05:}:6110,10kla.—Martin Motor Co., under

to dull: aws; authorized capital, $20,000;

“mum wmotor cars. Corporators—R. D.

\_ ' -H- Townsend, F. S. Randall.

céwezzz; Nb} .lP-J. H. C. Motor Express

capital, $250051" Jersey laws; authorized

"y. Co‘poimto;st0 onerate a motor deliv—

wnming‘on D—l .Furber and. others.

under Ddaw. e1.—Pullman Taxrcab Co.,

“m to dealie. laws; authorized capital,

‘5 CV BOYdaPmLmotor cars. Corporators

‘ - . Garrett, W'. A. joslyn.

Camden, N. J.—invader Oil Co., under

New jersey laws; authorized capital, $250,

000; to manufacture lubricants. Corporators

—F. S. Saurman, F. A. Kuntz, F. S. Muzzey.

Chicago, Ill.—Comstock Auto Sales Co.,

undcr llinois laws; authorized capital, $3,

000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

]. D. Comstock, O. M. Nichols, R. W. Gard

ner.

East Orange, N. ].--Rickey Machine Co.,

under New Jersey laws; authorized capi

tal, $125,000; to operate a motor car re

pair shop. Corporators—M. H. Rickey and

others.

Chicago, Ill.-Cutting Motor Co., under

Illinois laws; authorized capital, $5,000; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—Nelson W.

Mackey, John P. Klein, Eugene C. Maple

doram.

Detroit, Mich—National Gear Co., under

Michigan laws; authorized capital, $1,000;

to manufacture motor car parts. Corpora

tors—Thomas I. Hoyt, G. H. Klein, Ralph

B. Lacey.

Camden, J.—United States Tire Filler

Co. under New Jersey laws; authorized

capital, $125,000; to manufacture tire filler.

Corporators—R. B. Patton, H. E. Patton,

H. R. Gorman.

Madison, VVis.—Madison Gasolene En

gine Co., under \Visconsin laws; authorized

capital, $15,000; to manufacture motors.

Corporators—hV. C. Bently, J. \V. Proctor,

A. O. Ledford.

Tulsa, Okla—Tulsa Spring \Vlteel Co.,

under Oklahoma laws; authorized capital,

$50,000; to manufacture wheels. Corpora

tors—J. B. Dix Dunlap; Peter R. Dcick

man \V. T. Smith.

Cleveland, Ohio—Universal Accessories

Co., under Ohio laws; authorized capital,

85.000; to manufacture motor car acces

sories. Corporators—Carl Epero, T. W.

Rutledge, R. E. Vernes.

Stockton, Cal.—-Gill Novelty Co., under

California laws; authorized capital, $50,000;

to manufacture motor car devices. Corpora

tors—T. J. Gill, W A. Murphy, R. J. Prout,

C. M. Gill, J. C. Skinner.

St. Louis, Mo.—Patterson-Abrams Auto

mobile Co., under Missouri laws; authorized

capital, $2,000; to deal in motor ears. Cor

porators—William L. Patterson. Robert

Abrams, \Vayne J. Stedelin.
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Somerville, Mass—Atlantic Motor & Sup

ply Co., under Massachusetts laws; author

izcd capital, $25,000; to deal in motor cars

and supplies. Corporators—A. G. Sleeper,

F. A. Sleeper, H. B. Clements.

New Haven, Conn—Motor Truck Sales

Co., under Connecticut laws; authorized

capital, $1,800; to deal in motor trucks.

Corporators—J. F. Denison, F. 1. Mansfield,

\V. F. Mansfield, H. \V. Beach.

Logansport, Ind—Logan Auto Supply

Co., under Indiana laws; authorized capi

tal, $25,000; to deal in motor car supplies.

Corporators—Charles D. Billman, Charles

D. Pettigrew, Ollie A. Cummins.

Minonk, Mo.--Minonk Central Garage

Co., under Missouri laws; authorized capi

tal, $10,000; to operate a garage. Corpora-

tors—George Kramer, D. J. Kerrigan, H.

M. Harms, M. A. Petri, Frank-Cronin.

Cleveland. Ohio—Ohio Auto Carriage

Co., under Ohio laws; authorized capital,

$10,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

~A1fred A. Beneseh, Ralph Goldsworthy,

F. A. Fedcrman, Reuben Shapiro, E. M.

Chaloupka.

South Orange, N. ].—-Landstra Portable

Automobile Turn Table Co., under New

Jersey laws; authorized capital, $150,000;

to manufacture motor car deviccs. Corpora

tors—Dirk S. Landstra, Edward D. Ely,

Fred C. Schlather.

New York, N. Y.—S. I. \Vise & Co., Inc.,

under New York‘laws; authorized capital,

' $20,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

-—C. E. Van Vleck, In, Short Hills, 1’. 1.; E.

M. Dalley, Larchmont, N. Y.; C. M. Kohn,

251 \Vest 95th street.

New York, N. Y.—-\Vebster-MacGowan,

Inc., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $50,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—George P. McGowan, \Nilliam H.

Webster, 136 West 52nd street; G. Monroe

Dyer, 49 “fall street.

New York, U. Y.—Packard Lyric Renting

Car Co., Inc.; under New York laws; au

thorized capital, $1,000; to rent motor cars.

Corporators—John Collins, Mary Collins,

1491 Broadway; \Villiam P. Schmuck, 137

Milton street, Brooklyn.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—]ack Rabbitt Auto Co.,

Inc., under New York laws; authoriZed

capital. $500: to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—Frank Dunn, 11 Folsom Place;
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Donato Cella, 3001 Atlantic avenue; Philip

Roth, 3358 Fulton strceL

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—Power City Auto

Co., under New York laws; authorized capi

tal, $5,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—liugene A. Kinsey, La Salle, N.

Y.; James M. Donoliue and Augustus G.

Porter, both of Niagara Falls.

Queensboro, N. Y.—-Elite Auto \Vagon

Co., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $5,000; to deal in motor vehicles. Cor

porators—Samuel A. Hartogensis, 50 \Vest

77th street; Leo Locb, 424 East 50th street;

Ralph S. Hartogcnsis, 4 \Vest 105th street.

New York, N. Y.—-Pneumatic Hub \\'heel

Co., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $10,000; to manufacture wheels. Cor

porators—Kasiel Blau, 120 Delaney street;

George Dorfman, 220 Hopkins street; \Val

ter Primoff, 993 St. Marks avenue, Brook

lyn.

New York, N. Y.-—Shepherd Auto Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$5,000 to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

Irving R. Shepherd, Fannie E. Shepherd,

106 Pennsylvania avenue, Brooklyn Joseph

A. Shepherd, 1095 Boulevard E, \Vest Ho

boken, N. J.

New York, N. Y.—Gildale Motor Corp.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$30,000; to deal in motor cars. Corpora

tors—Fred W'. Strauch, 270 East 1615t

street; Theodore P. Gilman, Jr., Mount

Vernon, N. Y.; Edward S. Peck, \Vhitc

Plains, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.-—Duplex Gasolene Mo

tor Co., Inc., under New York laws; au

thorized capital, $200,000; to manufacture

gasolene motors. Corporators—George W.

W'oodruff, 1 Broadway; A. Parker Nevin, 30

Church street; Thomas U. Parker, Long

Acre Building.

New York, N. Y.—Delivery Supervision

Co., Inc., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $1,000,000; to manufacture and deal

in speed indicators. Corporators—Kenneth

Groesbeck, 257 Fifth avenue Eben Luther,

2nd. 1269 Broadway; Hillman B. Hunne

well, White Plains.

New York, N. Y.——Bell & NVaring Steam

Vehicle Co.. under New York laws; author

ized capital, $25,000; to deal in motor vehi

cles. Corporators—Harry G. Waring, 4

Amackassin Terrace, Yonkers, N. Y.; Har

vey \V. Bell, 301 Palisade avenue, Yonkers;

Howard G. Phillips, 220 West 98th street.

Los Angeles, Ca1.—\Vestern Automobile

Association, under California laws; to con

trol automobile contests in California. Cor

porators—Frank A. Garbutt, Frank W.

Young, E. Y. Boothe, E. E. Hewlett, W. J.

Lacasse, L. T. Shettler, W. E. Bush, John

S. Mitchell, R. A. Rowan, William M. Gar—

land.

PROMINENT MEN lN TRADE

WHO ASSUME NEW DUTIES

Resignations and Promotions That

Serve To Place Many Workers In

New Places—Few Leave

the Industry.

Fred E. Erickson has been promoted to

the post of superintendent of the Univer

sal Motor Truck Co. of Detroit. He suc

ceeds E. W. Bodson.

C. Robert Hoyme has been appointed

manager of the Alco branch in Philadelphia.

Previously he was identified with the Inter

national Motor branch in the same city.

Henry Goodman, former sales manager of

the Grinnell Electric Car Co. of Detroit,

has joined the Buffalo Electric Vehicle Co.

He will be a member of its traveling staff.

Frank J. Sheen has been promoted to the

post of purchasing agent for the Abbott

Motor Co., Detroit. Previously he was in

charge of the stock and tracing departments

of that company.

George H. Bryant, advertising manager_

of the Franklin Automobile Co. of Syra

cuse, N. Y., has resigned that position. He

will join the advertising staff of the Loco

mohile Co., in Bridgeport, Conn.

Russell F. Hoborn has been appointed

manager of the McGraw Tire 8; Rubber

Co.’s New York branch at 1706 Broadway.

Previously and for many years he was iden~

tified with the Voorhees Rubber Co. of Jer

sey City.

J. T. Adams, sales manager of the Adams

Bros. Co. of Findlay, O., maker of the

Adams truck, has resigned that office. He

has been succeeded by L. J. Adams, secre

tary of the company, who will perform the

duties of both positions.

\Villiam D. Kelley, assistant superintend'

ent of the Oakland Motor Car Co., has been

promoted to the superintendency of the

plant. He succeeds S. H. Humphries, who

was transferred to Pontiac when the Elmore

plant of the General Motors Co. was discon

tinued last fall.

Henry T. Myers has been appointed man~

ager of the Studebaker Corporation’s New

England branch and will, of course. make

his headquarters in Boston. Previously he

had charge of the Studebaker branch in

South Bend, Ind, but in addition he has

served as a confidential representative of the

big corporation and has spent

months in its foreign department.

several

R. E. Shadel has been appointed district

sales manager of the Kline Motor Car Cor

poration for New York and the New Egn

land States. with the exception of Connec

ticut. He will make his headquarters in

Rochester, N. Y. The vacancy in the man

agement of the Kline branch in York, Pa,

caused by Shadel's promotion, has been

filled by the appointment of Thomas Borne

son.

Fred Dayton, sales manager of the

Columbia Motor Car Co., one of the units

of the late United States Motor Co., has

resigned that position to become general

manager of the National Incinerator Co.,

the headquarters of which are in New York

but which will erect shops in several other

parts of the country. Dayton had been in

the Columbia service since 1903. when that

car was built by the Electric Vehicle Co.,

and followed its fortunes as manager, suc

cessively, of the Hartford, Boston and Chi

cago branches.

Top Makers Fall Apart and Sue.

\Valter S. Smith and W'illiam A. Apple,

who organized an automobile top making

company in Dayton, 0., have fallen apart

and Smith has applied to the courts asking

that the company be dissolved. Apple, it

appears, furnished the money and Smith the

experience, but apparently Smith believes

that he did not get all that was coming to

him, as in his complaint he alleges that on

one contract for 5,000 Ford tops a profit of

about $5,000 was made, one~half of which.

he says, belongs to him. He asks the court

to rule on that point and also to direct Ap

ple to render an accounting for all funds

since September 15th last.

Collecting an Old Stein Account.

One of the accounts of the Stein Tire &

Rubber Co., which concern withdrew from

the automobile trade in New York City

several weeks ago, has been placed in the

form of a judgment in the New York county

clerk’s office, the move being but one of a

number which is being made to clean up the

affairs of the tire house; this judgment is

for $146.57 and is against Eva Grossman

and Alice Foster, of Freeport, L. 1., it being

stated that they are the responsible parties

in the Frecport Tire Co., although the ac

tive parties in the business are, it is Slated,

not the women.

Findlay Motor Becomes but a Memory

The last has been heard of the Findlay

Motor Co., of Findlay, O.. which was 01'

ganized by L. E. Ewing and which set out

to do large things but which failed before

doing any of them. It failed on Seplem'

ber 19, 1911. but only last week was sold by

the receiver to J. G. Cleary, of Milwaukee,

for $50,000, the upset price named by the

court. Cleary will dismantle the plant and

remove the machinery to Milwaukee, when?

it will be used for purposes other than a“

tomobile manufacture.
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A garage is being erected in Chico, Ca1.,

(or C. C. Brown.

\l'eed & McLaughlin have opened a new

garage in Veazie, Me.

Alvah Weed and George McLaughlin plan

“fl establish a repair business in Bangor,

\le. .

Ralph Catlin has purchased the garage of

F. Hawley. in Montrose, Pa. Catlin will 0p

erate it.

1.1,. Hannegan of Clayton, Wis., has sold

his garage business to his partner, \V. A.

Lawson.

,lohn Bendle of Protection. Kan, has sold

a half interest in his garage business to \V.

T. Brewer.

M. H. Davis. of Lynn, Mass, plans to

opena garage and machine shop in West

boro, in the same State.

Gunther & Knittle, of Catawissa, Pa.,

have had plans prepared for a new garage;

the firm handles the Ford.

W C. Morris, formerly of Weston, Mich,

has opened a garage and machine shop in

Ousted, in the same State.

August Holterman has been admitted to

Partnership in the De Pere (Wis) Motor

C" CO- by Joseph Hallctt.

H- w. Dimmitt oi Wymore. Neb., has

501d his garage business to A. J. Hubbell oi

Beatrice, in the same State.

Samuel Dfiy 0i Englishtown, N. J., has

Puriinitd a site in North Cranbury, in the

We State, and will erect a garage.

Tl": 13- M. Byrne Garage Co., of Grand

Ramdsv Mich, has changed its name to

Central Automobile & Supply CO'

I B. Wiar, formerly of Coin, 13" has

and the Farragut Garage, in Shena‘moah'

in ll“ Same State and will Operate it.

Ogrtl‘ineoln Motor Sales Co. has opened

(ms-l“ vim Angeles at 1217 South Flower

‘ ‘1 - LIHCOln half-ton trucks are stocked.

lo~éslr~bllicnnett of Covington, Ky., is about

Cincinzatlfhoa girage and repair shop in

L I .ingmad‘ It Will be located on Read~

Lin
thmjflmtl- Bacon & Myers have entered

mm :1“ San Francisco; they will dis

. “"lhrlflergens trucks on the Pa

“fitcmt.

The H
Datum" Newman Machine Co., of

t as has let the contract for a

two-story brick garage; it will be located

on 3rd street.

L. \V. Spencer has established an accecs

sory store in Council Bluffs, 1a., at 301

West Broadway; the style is Spencer Auto

Supply House.

E. j. Gilmer and S. J. Webster have en

tered the trade in Toledo, 0., at 127 Erie

street; they represent a line of quick tire

repair material.

August A. Jonas, of Milwaukee, \Vis.,

has had plans drawn for a garage, to be lo—

cated on Prospect avenue; it will accom

modate 150 cars.

A two-story garage with an 80-foot front

is to be erected in Brooklyn, N. Y., on St.

Mark's avenue, for the occupancy of the

Rudd Taxicab Co.

George F. Gillson has let the contract for

the erection of a garage in the Whistler

Subdivision. in Los Angeles; the cost is

estimated at $9,340.

Frank Banks, S. V. Saxby and Dr. G. N.

Butchart, of Hibbing. Minn., have purchased

the F. M. Smith Co.'s garage; they will

continue the business.

A garage, 100 x 120 feet, is to be erected

in Los Angeles at 310-16 Boyd street; when

completed it will be occupied by the Los

Angeles Auto 8: Taxicab Livery.

Mahlon S. Drake of Newark, N. _l., has

secured plans for a garage, 59 x 100 feet,

which he will have erected on \Villiam

street; the estimated cost is $15,000.

B. F. Dixon and Judson Thomas of

\\'ashington, 13., have dissolved partner

ship; Dixon will continue the automobile

business which the copartnership conducted.

M. T. Kennett, owner of the Kentucky

Motor Sales Co., has let the contract for

the construction of a garage. in Cincinnati,

0., on Reading road; it will be 100 x 75

feet.

City Garage is the style of a business

which is about to be established in Long

Beach, Cal., at 212 Locust street; a build

ing which is now being erected will cost

$17000.

H. L. Kimmel and G. Brodt have opened

a repair and machine shop in Los Angeles

at 1230 South Figueroa street; they former

ly were connected with the American

agency.

R. H. McKenzie of Walla \Valla, \Vash.,
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has purchased the Waitsburg (\Vash.) Gar—

age of S. H. Champ & Son; H. M. Champ,

the son, has taken a position with the Holt

Mfg. Co.

M. 11. Lawler and F. L. Poor are about to

enter the trade in Brockton, 111., under the

style Lawler & Poor; they will handle Ford

and Studebaker cars and conduct a repair

business.

The Shawnee Motor Car Co., of Topeka,

Kan, has been taken over by the West Mo

tor Car Co. The latter will continue the

business at the former location, 928 Kan

sas avenue.

Borstner & Scott, operators of the Holly

(Col.) Garage, have sold out to Heckethorn

8: Brown, of Lamar, in the same State; the

new style will be Heckethorn & Brown Au

tomobile C0.

The Franklin Automobile Co.'s branch in

Cleveland. 0., has been discontinued; here

after thc company’s business in that terri

tory will be handled by the C. H. Ecken—

roth Sales Co.

Automobile Tire & Tube Hospital is the

style of a business which has been estab

lished in Cincinnati, 0., at 907 Race street;

\V. M. Galt is “head physician" and H. V.

Hague “chief interne."

Thomas \V. Bunnell, Cutting dealer in

Toledo, 0., and Charles A. Newman, Cole

and Little dealer, have consolidated under

the style Bunncll Auto Sales Co. Sales

rooms have been secured at 1416 Madison

avenue.

Monnich & Monnich, dealers in Sioux

City. la., have dissolved partnership; John

Monnich will open a similar business in Fre

mom. in the same State, and Bernard Mon

nich will operate the Hooper Garage, in

Sioux City.

Edward S. Clark, who has been associated

with his father, Edred Clark, in the Paige

Detroit agency in Hartford, Conn., has

taken over his father's share of the busi

ness; he will conduct it hereafter at 183

Allyn street.

The garage firm of Kerrigan & Dickman,

of Minok, Ill.. has been dissolved. Dickman

retiring; replacing it there has been formed

a corporation consisting of D. J. Kerrigan,

H. M. Harms. Michael Petri, Frank Cronin

and George Kramer.

Paterson. N. 1., is about to have a new
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garagemau; Frank A. Pawleski, a licensing

agent of the Motor Vehicle Department of

that State, is arranging to open up at Pater

son and Governor streets.

The Western Auto Supply Co., located in

Omaha, Neb., at 20th and Farnarn streets,

has been sold by George and Harold Prit

chett to Edward Pegau and Herbert Kohn;

the new owners formerly were employes of

the l’ritchett brothers.

John R. Oakes, formerly of Lexington,

Ky, has entered the trade in Galesburg,

111., at 240 East Simmons street, under the

style Cadillac Automobile Co. of Galesburg.

The business is subsidiary to the Cadillac

Automobile Co. of Peoria.

The Keetou Motor Co. of New England

has been formed in Boston to distribute the

car of that name in New England territory;

the organizer of the business is \N. B. Doan,

who was manager of the Oldsmobile branch

in Detroit from 1908 to 1911.

The Des Moines (1a.) Auto Supply Co..

recently organized, has taken quarters at

1007 Locust street; A. G. Bigelow is presi

dent and B. O. M. Bonebrake secretary and

treasurer. _The company will take advan

tage of the Parcel Post and make a spe

cialty of mail order business.

David S. Hendrick, a dealer in Washing

ton, D. C., has incorporated under the,

style David S. Hendrick Co., 11111.; Hendrick

is president and general manager, S. G.

Kirtland, secretary and treasurer, and A.

L. Middlekauff, assistant to Kirtland. Frank

lin cars are handled.

The Gauntlett Auto Sales Co. has been

incorporated with a capital of $50,000 and

is about to enter the trade in Southern

Michigan and Northwestern Ohio; Buick

cars and G M C trucks will be handled,

with Toledo as headquarters and a branch in

Milan, Mich. E. D. Gauntlett of Milan, who

operates department stores in that town and

Manchester, Mich" and who has banking

and manufacturing interests, is the head of

the new company.

 

Cox Also Defeats Neverout Patent.

In line with the decision of Judge Cross

in the Federal court in New Jersey, in which

the same patent but different defendants

were involved, Judge Hazel. in the United

States District Court in Buffalo, N. Y., last

week dismissed the suit of the Rose Mfg.

Co. of Philadelphia, Pa., against the Cox

Brass Mfg. Co. of Albany, N. Y., for alleged

infringement of the so-ealled Neverout

lamp bracket patent, No. 883,973. Although

employing less vigorous language than did

Judge Cross, and stating that he had arrived

at his conclusion before Judge Cross’s de

cision had been called to his notice, Judge

Hazel declared that “although the patentee

seems to have been the first to employ a
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combination of lamp bracket and number

plate as an automobile accessory, still it is

doubtful whether such combination required

the exercise of inventive faculty, in view

of the use to which lamps and lamp brack

ets" previously have been put in illuminat

ing other articles.

Franklin Companies Re-elect Franklin.

Almost as a matter of course, H. H.

Franklin was re-elected president of both

the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co. and the Frank

lin Automobile Co. at their annual meetings,

which occurred in Syracuse last week. The

other ofiicers chosen are as follows: For

the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co—John Wilkin

son, vice—president; Frank A. Barton, sec

retary and treasurer. These officers and

Giles H. Stilwell, Edward H. Dann, A. T.

Brown and W. C. Lipe constitute the board

of directors. For the Franklin Automobile

Co. — Giles H. Stilwell, vice-president:

Frank A. Barton, secretary and treasurer.

In addition to these officers, John \Vilkin~

son and Edward H. Dann were elected di

rectors. The only change efiected by the

election was an interchange of vice-presi

deneies by \Nilkinson and Stilwell; Wilkin

son, who formerly was vice-president of

the automobile company, was made vice

president of the manufacturing company,

since he recently has assumed the position

of manager of the plant. Stilwell’s change

was vice versa.

Grabowsky Assets Sold by Receiver.

At the receiver's sale of the Grabowsky

Power lVagon C0. in Detroit on the 22nd

inst., the factory building was sold to the

E. G. Budd Mfg. Co., the Philadelphia steel

body builders. who paid $110,000 for the

property. The machinery also was dis

posed of in parcels to various patrons, the

Grabowsky patterns, jigs, dies, tools and

part of the machinery being purchased by

the Seitz Automobile & Transmission Co.

of \Vyandotte, Mich. The Seitz company,

it is said, will continue the manufacture of

the Grabowsky trucks at Wyandotte, and

for the time being, at least, under the di

rection of George A. Horner, who man

aged the Grabowsky plant after it was taken

over by the creditors' committee which un

successfully endeavored bank

ruptcy.

to avert

Krit and Baron Settle Differences.

The suit brought by the Krit Motor Car

Co. against Ferdinand Van der Noot de

Moorsel, a Belgian nobleman, and Philip

Brcitmeyer, of Detroit, was settled out of

court last week. The terms of settlement

were not made public. The Krit company

sued to recover $1,000 on a bond signed by

Breitmeyer when the Belgian was appoint

ed to represent the Krit company abroad.

January 30, 1913 \Kll‘u
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lt alleges it delivered to de Moorsel two

cars for exhibition purposes and that he

converted them to his personal use and \

otherwise did not live up to his bond. The

foreign nobleman maintains that he sold 48

cars but that the company ignored his order,

while Breitmeyer claims that the contract

was amended after he gave bond and that

the amendment released him from further

obligation. When the Krit action first was

filed, the baron retorted with a suit for

\..

$10,000. ‘

I. H. C. Wagon Goes to New Company.

The $140,000,000 International Harvester

Co. which, among other things, makes the

I. H. C. motor wagon, is about to transfer

all of its foreign business and certain of its

American plants to the International Har

vester Corporation, which has been organ

ized for the purpose under the laws of New

Jersey with an authorized capital of $70,~

000.000. The capital is made up of $30,000,

000 7 per cent. preferred stock and $40,000,

000 common.

The stockholders in the old company will

be permitted to exchange half their holdings

for an equal amount of stock in the new

company. The plants which have been

transferred to the latter are those in Akron.

Milwaukee, Newark Valley, N. Y., and two

other plants in Chicago, the transfer carry

ing- with it the big corporation’s automobile

interests.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Blunt, S. D.—Blunt Auto Co., garage d6

stroyed. Loss not given. .

Charter Oak, Ia.——-E. T. Malone. garase

destroyed. Loss not given.

Appleton, \\"'is.-—Calumet Auto Co., gar

age and cars damaged. Loss, $2,500.

Sioux City, la.—H. A. W'etmore, 517 6th

street, garage destroyed. Loss not given

Dat'enport, la.——Raymond E. Hosier, 513

East High street, garage destroyed. Loss

, not given.

Garagernen Neglected Their Oil Bill.

Suit has been brought in the Supreme

Court for New York county by the Standard

Oil Co. of New York against George C'

Hyde and R. Burchard Hultz, who operate

a garage at Port \Vashington, L. I., under

the style Hyde & Hultz; the claim is that

between May 9 and November 14, 1912, the

two men bought Oil to the value of $515.35

and failed to pay for it.

Seattle Branch for Kelly Trucks.

The Kelly-Springfield Motor Truck CO‘

has opened a branch in Seattle, Wash, at

511-13 East Pike street. It is in charge of

Henry Schmidt, who has been identified

with the Packard agency in Seattle for sev

eral years.

w.":r'a'1'51””
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NEW YORK, JANUARY 30. m:

GASOLENE'S COST AND ITS EFFECTS.

In artfully seeking to defend the 90 per cent. increase

in the price of gasolene which has been brought about in

l the United States in about a twelvemonth, those who

point out that abroad 30 cents or 40 cents per gallon is

the prevailing rate, overlook that the efiect is exactly what

may be expected to arise from such a cause: i. e., that

while the automobile industry of the United States has

grown by leaps and bounds to enormous proportions th¢

high price of gasolene on the other side of the “pond” is

I one of the reasons why the foreign industry has remained

Practically at a standstill.

The number of cars and trucks in use in New York

State alone about equals the number of such vehicles in

use in all of Great Britain, and the number in use in

Pennsylvania or Ohio, for instance, or any other two fairly

populous States, about equals. if it does not exceed, the

total number of four-wheeled motor vehicles in use on

the Continent.

It is a pretty contention that Americans will purchase

automobiles in undiminished numbers whatever may be

the price of fuel. but the contention is prettier than it is

solmd- It is reasonably certain that they will do no such

thmgi Or if so, they will incline to the purchase of small

cars rather than large ones, or even the moderately large

Ones. which now are numerously available at fairly popular

Prices. This is a thought which American car manufac

turers well may keep in mind.

When the fuel cost alone of operating a truck figures

out at five or six or seven cents a mile, or more, it is certain

that possible truck purchasers will stop long to count the

cost, and it is equally fair to assume that a very consider

able number of intending car buyers will do likewise, even

though the fuel cost per mile may average but one-half of

those sums.

As Motor World several times has remarked, the one

fact which stands out above all others is that regardless

of whether the supply of gasolene exceeds the demand or

the demand exceeds the supply, and regardless of any other

conditions which may obtain, the profits of the Standard Oil

Company remain undiminislied. On a capitalization which

is so prodigious as to be almost unhealthy, the profits of

the grasping corporation are of the same unhealthy pro

portions. Usually anything that legitimately afi'ects either

supply or demand, or both, is reflected in the earnings of

the interests represented. Apparently, however, nothing

affects Standard Oil. It applies thumbscrews whenever

desire for more money possesses it.

“INTERLOCKING” GARAGEMEN AND OWNERS.

The unfortunate plight. due to the practices of its chief

promoter, in which the most recent of the many so»called

“national associations" which seek to interlock the inter

ests of the garage keeper and the car owner, finds itself,

serves to call renewed attention to the persistency with

which that will-o’-the-wisp has been pursued in so many

directions.

Many shrewd or over-shrewd men, seeking only their

personal profit, have found the use of such terms as “asso

ciation,” “league” or “society.” an attractive means of add

ing to their incomes, but somehow their efforts to dovetail

the interests of the garage keeper and the car owner have

met with a lack of success which is not short of remark

able.

In theory, such projects contain all the elements of

“easy money”; nothing appears simpler or more enticing

than a proposal to bring patrons to a garage by holding

out to the patrons promises of special rates or special ser

vices of some sort. On the surface, such an arrangement

seems so advantageous to both of the interests involved

that the bringing together does not suggest great difficul

ties, but that the difficulties are very much greater than

theory leads to believe is evidenced by the long succession

of failures which have overtaken such highly colored enter

prises.

Always it has seemed that the sponsors of such under

takings, masked as a “national association,” would en

counter no great trouble in finding a sufficient number of

garagemen and car owners willing to part with good money

for apparent benefits, usually pictured by skillful use of

language which, however. promises little or nothing that is

definite. It is to the credit of both the garage keeper and

the car owner that they refuse to succumb to such blandish

ments. Generally speaking, the comparatively few who

have done so have obtained for their money little more than

a gilt-edged certificate, which constitutes an interesting

souvenir of theory gone wrong. if it stands for nothing

more—0r less.
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ENGLAND’S IMPORTS EXCEED

EXPORTS BY $14,000,000

Both Increased During the Year 1912

But Previous Conditions Remain

Unchanged—Import of Parts

Attains Great Strength.

During the year 1912, Great Britain's ex—

ports ot cars and parts totalled £3,681,824,

as against £3,186,238 during the previous

twelvemonth. Of the total, £1,220,294 is

represented by parts and the remainder by

the value of 5,282 complete cars and 1,179

chassis; in 1911, there were exported 4,536

cars and 735 chassis. During the year the

average value of cars exported fell from

£397 to £383.

The imports into Great Britain during

1912 far exceeded the exports, totalling £6,

381.448, as compared with £5,312,773 during

the previous year. Of the total, £3,185,227,

or almost exactly 50 per cent., is represented

by parts. The total number of cars imported

was 6,276 and the number of chassis 6,890,

the average value of the complete cars being

£326, as against £247 during the previous

year. The chassis averaged £278, as com

pared with £253 during 1911.

Kalamazoo Fullers Adopt Family Name.

Fuller & Sons Mfg. Co. has succeeded the

Michigan Automobile Co., Ltd., of Kalama

zoo, Mich., the change being one of name

Frank D. Fuller is president and

general manager of the company, which is

capitalized at $100,000, his elder son, L. C.,

being secretary and treasurer and the

younger one, “I. P., manager of sales. \V.

E. Upjohn is vice-president. The change of

name is due to the fact that the manufacture

of automobiles was discontinued several

years ago, and also because the Michigan

Motor Car Co., makers of the Mighty Mich

igan, have since attained prominence in the

field. Fuller & Sons will continue to devote

themselves to the manufacture of parts,

chiefly transmission elements.

only.

Nichols Takes on Velvet Absorbers.

J. C. Nichols, Inc., of 1671 Broadway,

New York, has acquired the Eastern sales

agency for the Velvet shock absorber made

by the John W. Blackledge Mfg. Co. of

Chicago. Nichols will handle the shock ab

sorber in connection with the Schebler car

buretter and his other accounts.

Johnson Brothers to Produce Engines.

The three Johnson brothers of Terre

Haute, Ind., who have been building motor

boat engines on a small scale, have found

the necessary capital and organized the

Johnson Bros. Motor Co.. which has been

incorporated with an authorized capital of

 

$70,000. The Commercial Club of Terre

Haute has found adequate shops for the new

company, which immediately will enlarge its

scope to include the production of automo

bile engines. Among those interested in the

enterprise are Demas Deming, a Terre

Haute banker, and Charles Minshall, a

Terre Haute and Chicago capitalist.

Buffalo Kissel and Oil Company at Odds.

Were the Buffalo (N. Y.) Kissel Kar Co.

not entitled to a credit of 90 cents on the

books of the Indian Refining Co., of New

York City, the amount for which the latter

is suing the former in the Supreme Court

for New York county would be $124.55; as

it is the 90 cents is deducted in the de

mand for a settlement. The Indian com~

pany claims the amount is due for its prod

ucts supplied to the Buffalo concern be

tween August 16 and November 8, 1912.

Endorsement Brings Woe to Wyckoff.

Because Clarence F. \Nyckofi endorsed

three three-months notes given by the late

Wyckoti. Church 8: Partridge, of New York

City, early in 1912 and late in 1911, he has

been made the debtor in a judgment for

$1,160.09 filed last week in the New York

county clerk’s oPfice by the Diamond Rub

ber Co. of New York; the dates and faces

of the notes were: December 11, 1911,

$312.41; January 10, 1912, $379.80; February

10. 1912, $381.64.

Dissatisfied,Purchaser Attaches Packer.

Because a Packers truck was not accord

ing to the specifications named in the con

tract of sale, as the Colonial Mantel & Re

frigerator Co., of New York City, claims,

the latter this week brought suit in the Sn

preme Court for New York county against

the Packers Motor Truck Co., of Wheeling,

W. Va. The amount asked is $3,043, and as

a preliminary move the complainant asked

and was granted an attachment against the

defendant’s property.

Rayfield in Metropolitan Branch.

The Findeiscn & Kropf Mfg. Co., maker

of the Rayfield carburetter, has established

a sales and service branch in New York at

1902 Broadway, which premises previously

were occupied by the \Varner Instrument

Co. Experts direct .from the Rayfield fac—

tory will render the service.

Dealer and Supply Firm in Court.

Judgment for $31.87 was entered last week

in the New York county clerk’s ol’fice

against Cryder & Co., automobile dealers,

of 583 Park avenue, New York City, by the

General Automobile Supply Co., of 1671

Broadway; the amount represents an rn

paid bill for supplies.
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February l-8, Chicago, lll.-National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers

12th annual show in the Coliseum and lst

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars only.

February 3-8, Washington, D. C.—-Wash

ington Automobile Show Co.’s exhibit in

Convention Hall.

February 8-15, St. John, N. B.—First an

nual show of the New Brunswick Automo

uile Association in the Drill Hall.

February 8-15, Youngstown, Ohio—An

nual show of the Youngstown Automobile

Show Co. in the Auditorium and Annex.

February 8-15, Hartford, Conn—Sixth

annual show of the Hartford Automobile

Dealers' Association in the State Armory.

February 10-15, Minneapolis, Minn.--Min

neapoils Automobile Show Co.'s show in

the National Guard Armory.

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and lst

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.

February 12-15, Geneva, N. Y.—Anmlal

show in the State Armory, under the aus

pices of the Ottawa Valley Motor Car AS

sociation.

February 15-22. Albany, N. Y.-—Annual

show of the Albany Automobile Dealers'

Association in the State Armory.

February 15-22, Newark, N. J.—N¢W .l"'

sey Exhibition Co.’s Sixth annual exhibit in

the First Regiment Armory.

February 16-23, Richmond. Var-R161?

mond Automobile Dealers' Shows Co.'s ex

hibit in the Horse Show building.

February 17-27, Kansas City, Mo.--Kan

sas City Automobile Dealers’ Association'5

show in Convention Hall. First week PM?

ure cars; second week commercial vehicles

February 19-22, Davenport, lst.—Annual

show of the Tri-City Automobile Dealers'

Association in the Coliseum.

February 19-22, Oshkosh, Wis—Oshkosh

Automobile Dealers' Association's second

annual show in Armory B.

February 20-22. Canandaigua, N. Y.—-M0'

tor Car show in Hawley's Garage, under tilt

management of A. Blumenstein.

March 8-15, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association's annual slimv

in Mechanics’ Hall. Pleasure cars onIY

March 19-25. Boston, Mass.--Bost0fl

Commercial Vehicle Association’s annlh'il

show in Mechanics’ Hall.
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MUCH THAT IS NEW REVEALED

IN DETRDIT’S OWN SHOW

Two Cars and Two Carburetters, One

With Throttle in Unusual Place—

Annex Required to House

Exhibits.

The Hub of the Automobile Universe—

that is to say, Detroit—was set whirling on

its anti-friction bearings on Monday even

ing, the 27th, when the 12th show of the

D. A. D. A., otherwise the Detroit Automo—

bile Dealers’ Association, was opened with

every exhibit in place and every bit of work

completed on the really splendid decora

tions.

Wayne Garden, the exact center of the

hub for the time being, was entirely too

cramped for the 72 exhibitors—~44 of cars

and 28 of accessories—and it became neces

sary to build an annex to provide the addi

tional space required. The energy required

to spin the Hub on its bearings was di

rected by President Neumann and Manager

Wilmot of the D. A. D. A., and though their

"overtime" will not come to an end until

the show closes on Saturday night, the way

in which they and their associates put their

shoulders to the wheel has called for com

ntrnts 0f the blush-producing kind. It may

be that it is not necessary to add that the

SllOW is by all odds the best that the Auto

mobile I-Iub yet has swung; the statement

is made, anyway, and there’s no such thing

as contradicting it.

Decorations of “Worth While" Type.

As for the decorations, on which the

D. A. D. A. has spent $6,000 coin of the

realm, it would be proper to say that they

are simple and effective—they are—if these

terms were not so worn that they seem to

have lost their real significance. Under the

circumstances it is necessary to go further,

and say that they are a good deal more than

good. They have been made to suit the

place. While cold statements give little of

warm realities, it will help the imagination

to set forth that the ceiling is tinted to

give the effect of sky, in which countless

DurPle lights simulate twinkling stars; apart

from these, the lights are concealed and the

illumination is softly diffused. Landscapes

decorate the walls, helping out the sky

effect. There are no divisions between the

exhibits, so that there is no obstruction to

H1" eye. and the whole sweep can be taken

I" '3! a glance. The decorative scheme.

Which is the work of I. L. Hall, is fittingly

characterized as “something worth while."

A? a matter of course, many of the special

tithibits are those which were shown in

how \ork. The Cadillac electrically oper

ated chassis. the Hudson cutaway chassis,

the Briggs-Detroiter ivory-and-gold touring

car, the complete Studebaker line, the ex

hibits of the Chevrolet, Cartercar, Lozier

and most of the others are Simply trans

planted. But, on the other hand, there are

not a few exhibits that New York did not

The Ford, the Century, Detroit, and

Grinnell electrics, the Traveler, the \‘Varren

and the Star did not appear in New York.

see.

Star and Traveler Make Debut.

Of these the Star is a brand new machine,

built by the Star Motor Car Co., of Ann

Arbor, Mich, which was incorporated under

Maine laws last fall with a capitalization of

$500,000 and took over the assets of the

Huron River Mfg. Co.. and of which Gott

leib Luick is president. The product is a

line of commercial vehicles—light trucks

and delivery wagons—of 1,500 pounds and

 
  

 

CARBO-METI'IR IN SECTION

1 ton capacity, built throughout of stan

dard parts, with four-cylinder motors, shaft

drive to gearset, built as a unit with the

jackshaft. and final drive by Side chains.

The Traveler also is a new machine, and

stands in the limelight because of the fact

that it is to be sold direct to the public

by its manufacturers, the Traveler Motor

Car Co., of Detroit, of which I. P. Lavigne

is president.

The Traveler is a touring car of a popu

lar type, having a 36~horsepower motor, unit

power plant style, driving through disk

clutch, selective sliding gears and bevelS to

the full-floating rear axle. The wheelbase is

120 inches; the tires are 34 x 4 inches. As

befits a modern machine, the regular equip

ment is complete. including a Gray & Davis

electric lighting system, among other

things.

The Detroit electric “clear vision" brou—

gliani, upholstered in yellow, is a real at

traction for the fair sex—and in this day of

widely disseminated knowledge who shall

say that the upholstery is the cause of its

popularity? The \Narren people, for the

first time, exhibit a seven-passenger “six”

and a “six” chassis, as well as their older

four-cylinder touring car.

The accessory exhibits, though ntore than

a third of the total number, occupy a small

amount of space; nevertheless, there arc

several decidedly interesting new things

shown that did not adorn the New York

show lists. Chief of these is the Carbo

Meter, which is a carburetter of novel con

struction representing three years’ Study

and work by William Shakespeare, Jr., the

Kalamazoo (Mich) manufacturer of “Honor

Built" fishing tackle and other sporting

goods.

Shakespeare’s Radical Carburetter.

As the accompanying illustration shows,

the most striking feature of the in

strument is the fact that the throttle is

placed on the intake Side of the mixing

chamber, which is just the opposite to the

usual position between the mixing cham

ber and the outlet to the manifold. More

over, the form of the throttle and its func

tions are radically different from the more

familiar butterfly devices commonly ent

ployed. In fact, the throttle is the whole

carburetter, to use a common expression.

The float is in a comparatively small an

nular chamber around the middle of the

body, and the spray nozzle is in the center

of the space surrounded by the float cham

ber. A small annular air passage is formed

around the spray nozzle. The throttle con

sists of a disk large enough to close the

main air passage completely when seated:

its movement is up and down. There is a

central hollow boss in the lower part of the

disk which slides over the ports which ad

mit air from the main air passage to the

small auxiliary passage. The central air

opening contracts sharply, causing the small

air current to converge upon the gasolene

outlet, and above the nozzle the openingr

expands. funnel-like, open into the main

air passage, or the mixing chamber, as it is

at this point. There is a central stem from

the throttle rising through the top of the

carburettor where it carries the operatincr

lever, and in the center of the stern. pro

jecting downward into the spray nozzle, is

a needle valve, with a very long and ex

tremely fine taper.

Obviously the needle moves with the throt

tlc. Therefore, when the throttle is raised

the main air passage is opened, as also is

the small central air duct, and at the same

time the needle-valve rises in the nozzle and

permits a larger quantity of spray to be

drawn out; incidentally, the spray is forced

to assume a funnel shape, mixes with the

small air current and this, in turn, meets

and mixes with the main air supply in the

mixing chamber. The arrangement is clear

ly shown in the accompanying illustration,
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though it is somewhat difficult to describe

clearly.

Other features of the Shakespeare instru

ment include a hot air intake provided with

a dash-operated regulating device which

allows close regulation of the temperature

of the air current as a whole. It will be ob

served that there is but one moving part,

the throttle, and no springs, no auxiliary air

inlets and no adjustments beyond those for

the needle valve, which is permanent, once

set, and the temperature regulator, which

affects temperature only.

The fact that it makes easy the elimina

tion of back-lash from the primary operat

ing device lends no small interest to the

Boyer steering gear, made by the Boyer

Miller Co., Detroit, which is shown very

clearly in the accompanying illustration.

The central feature of the gear, and the

only one that is not immediately apparent, is

that the two parts of the nut can be rotated

with relation to each other when the central

sleeve. which normally clamps them to

gether as one, is loosened by turning a

pinching screw. Thus one section can be

moved away from the other a distance equal

to the amount of wear on the threads, and in

this way all wear can be taken up and the

gear will work without lost motion in the

screw until the threads are absolutely worn

out.

Novel Self-adjusting Carburetter.

Another novelty in gas-supplying devices

is the Krause self-adjusting carburetter,

made by the Kranse Mfg. Co., of Detroit.

The interesting feature is the manner in

which the air passage is controlled auto

matically. There is a set of three flat metal

rings with central openings of varying di

ameters, the largest at the bottom and the

smallest at the top, and a central ring which

has a sleeve that goes around the spray

nozzle. leaving only a small annual pas

sage. The rings are lifted by the vacuum

when the engine is turning over, and the

stronger the vacuum the more rings are

lifted and floated, and the larger the quan

tity of air admitted. There are no springs,

and the only adjustments are made by

means of the main air valve at the bottom

and the ordinary float valve.

The Automobile Equipment Co., of De~

troit, shows a neat little device for heating

the gasolene in the bowl of the carburetter,

and so facilitating starting. The device

takes the form of a plug which is screwed

into the carburetter in place of the drain

cock: there are two terminals for the con

necting wires—from a 6-volt battery—and

there is practically nothing to get out of

order. Before starting the motor the cur

rent is switched on, heating the gasolene

in the bowl and causingr it to vaporize rap

idly.

MOTOR WORLD

The booming industry of stealing auto

mobiles has resulted in the bringing out of

many kinds of thief-proof devices, the latest

being that of E. H. Bryant, of Cleveland.

It consists of a lever-locking arrangement

in the form of a pair of wedges which.

when the gear-shifting lever is in neutral

position, slide down and fill the space in

the slot, so the lever cannot be m0ved from

neutral until the Yale lock is unloeked. The

Bryant lock fits any of the standard gear

shifting levers and weighs one pound.

Claim Advantages for Plate Radiator.

Another new creation is shown by the

Farlinger Mfg. Co., of Detroit—the Fa~vose

plate radiator, which is of plate construc—

  

  

 

 

BOYER STEERING GEAR

tion, and is said to be much lighter, as well

as exposing greater surface to the air than

other radiators. Even in the large sizes it

is said there are not more than 30 pieces of

metal, all told. The car exhibitors follow:

Abbott Motor Co., Abbott-Detroit; An

nett Auto Garage, Auburn; Artemas \Vard,

King; Baker Electric Co., Baker Electric;

Barber Motor Sales Co., Detroiter; Bemb

Robinson Co., Hudson; Buick Motor Co.,

Buick; Cadillac Motor Car Co., Cadillac;

Cartercar Co., Cartercar; Century Electric

Sales Co.. Century Electric; Chevrolet—Lit

tle Co., Chevrolet and Little; Church—Field

Co., Church-Field Electric; Cleveland

Galion Motor Truck Co., Cleveland-Gabon

trucks; Cunningham Auto Co., Flanders,

Maxwell; Detroit Electric Garage. Detroit

Electric; Detroit Hupmobile Sales Co.,

Hupmobile; Ford Motor Co., Ford; Foster

Motor Sales Co., Cutting; General Motors

Truck Co., G. M. C. trucks; Grant Bros.

Auto Co., Lozier; Grinnell Electric Car Co..

Grinnell Electric; Havers Motor Car Co.,

Havcrs; J. P. Schneider, Locomobile.

Stevens-Duryea; Keeton Motor Co., Kee

ton; Krit Motor Car Co.. Krit; M. A.

Young, Mitchell and Rec; Neumann-Lane

Co.. Chalmers, Pierce-Arrow and Ranch &

Lang Electric; Oakland Motor Car Co.,
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Oakland; Overland Motor Sales Co., Over

land; Postal-Fair Motor Co., Michigan,

Peerless; P. W. Schulte, Paterson; R. C. H.

Corp.. R. C. H. and Hupp-Yeats Electric;

Regal Motor Sales Co., Regal; Seidler

Sales Co., Jackson; Siegel-Zeckendorf Co.,

Cole; Standard Auto Co., Packard; Stude

baker Corp.. Studebaker; Thompson Auto

Co., Alco, Federal and Standard trucks;

Traveler Motor Car Co., Traveler-Detroit;

W'arren Motor Car Co., Warren; Winton

Motor Car Co., Winton; W. J. Marshall

Auto Co.. Paige; Star Motor Car Co., Star.

Seeks to Prevent Testing on Highway.

If the bill introduced into the State leg

islature by Representative S. J. Miller, of

Marion county, Indiana, is enacted as a law,

it will become illegal for a manufacturer, or

any other person, to use a public highway

for the purpose of testing out his vehicle.

The bill, which is aimed at the Indianap

olis manufacturers, provides a fine of not

less than $50 nor more than $200 for each

offense. The word “testing” is defined as

meaning “the driving of an automobile or

motorcycle before it has been fully as

sembled and equipped with its final acces

sories, for the purpose of ascertaining nec

essary adjustments of machinery defects in

material or workmanship."

Ohioans Evolve a Rust-Proof Paint.

Rust on tire rims, bolts and rings is

troublesome in more ways than one: it is

destructive to both the rubber and the fab

ric of tires, and if allowed to form to any

great extent it causes things to stick in a

most troublesome way. To eliminate such

difficulty, a rust-proofing paint. one applica'

tion of which will prevent corrosion for a

season, has been evolved by the Anti-Rust

Paint Co., of Akron, 0., and now is being

ofl‘ered to the trade; its efiiciency lies in

its ability to stick to the metal surfaces and

to resist the inroads of moisture. A little

unexpected trouble with a rusted “quick”

detachable rim is sufficient to indicate the

value of an eliicient paint of this character.

Get Two Car Thieves in Los Angelcs.

The mystery of the disappearance in L05

Angeles of 31 cars, valued at $45,000, within

the last few months has been cleared by the

arrest in a junk shop of two young men“

George Nelson, 17, and Edward Frame, 18,

both former garage employes. They said it

was their plan to watch until a car was left

at the curb, when one of them would jump

to the wheel while the other cranked up;

then both dashed away to a deserted section

and stripped off tires and other easily salt

able parts. They received 8 cents a pound

'for shoes and 15 cents for tubes. The police

believe the arrests will lead to the appre

hension of a ring of automobile thieves.
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REILLY BENEFITTED BY RIVAL’S EXAGGERATION

Salesman of Competing Line Loses Sale by Over-Painting the Merits of His

Car—Reilly Obtains the Order and Shows Sales Manager

Wherein There Is Strength in Apparent Weakness.

"There goes a chap who did me a good

turn the other day,” remarked Reilly, who

stood at the front of the showroom, his foot

upon the squatty steam radiator, as he

pointed to a passing car of a rival make

with a fur-coated driver at the wheel.

"Who is he?" asked the Sales Manager.

bringing back to earth his gaze, which had

been directed upward at the fascinating
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‘Pectacle of a multitude of flufly snowflakes

which were floating slowly and gracefully

10 the street.

"‘That's Brust. the Prince dealer; what

did he do for me? Oh, he sold a car for

mt," casually rejoined Reilly, in answer to

the Sales Manager's question.

How Another Dealer Helped Reilly.

"Sold a car for you? Since when did 310

became a philanthropist?”

"vSince he started in as a dealer," replied

Reilly with a quizzical smile. “That was

about-Jet's see—~six or eight months ago

As to his being a philanthropist, he may bet

hull" doesn‘t know it. i would be the real

philanthropist if I explained to him why

he is one."

'\\hcn you get through talking in cir

d" perhaps yflu'll say something that

/"/
--'"

illul r it "if ll.

  

means something," testily retorted the Sales

Manager.

“just to accommodate you I'll present the

story in Kindergarten form," came back

the dealer. "Brust helped me sell a car by

making a bum job when he had a chance to

make a sale, and the customer came to me;

I sold him a car but by not doing what

Brust did."
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"You can't keep from going around in

your conversation, can you? You're just

like a dog that's getting ready to lie down,"

said the Sales Manager disgustedly.

“\\"cll. if you'll subside for a minute. I'll

sift it into your skull. Brust has a good

car, but he didn't know how to make the

prospect believe it; instead of winning over

the would-be buyer, Brust antagonized him

by telling him things the man was sure

couldn't be true. And once the prospect

felt that Brust was exaggerating on one

point be naturally believed there was exag

geration on all points, so he didn't buy."

“\\'hat, instance?” asked the Sales

Manager.

“\Vell, for one thing, Brust told him the

car used leSs gasolene than any other car

on the market. The car isn't extravagant

in its consumption of fuel. neither is it a

for

world-beater for economy; but to say it

absolutely used less gas than any other car,

would go further on a gallon than any other

car made, and thereby would make a sub

stantial reduction in the owner's operating

expense is some statement. The Prince car

is a good car all right and gives reasonable

service, but Brust couldn’t back up his

statements.

Exaggerator Who Didn’t Make Good.

“The prospect, whose name is Robert~

son, was a bit skeptical, but thought that ii

there were any truth in the statement it

was worth investigating, at least. He asked

Brust why it was s0 economical. Brust said

that, for one thing, the motor was smaller

and yet was large enough for all practical

purposes. That much is true, to a certain

extent, but Robertson, who, like most own

ers, knows a thing or two about cars, named

several other makes and asked Brust if the

motors were not about the same size. Brust

didn’t really know. but when Robertson he

gan to tell the different bores and strokes,

Brust had to give up the size argument.

“Then he grabbed at the carburetter as

the next thing, but while he showed some

difference he couldn't demonstrate anything

at all remarkable. Then he began to talk

about the radiator, and Robertson wanted

to know what the radiator had to do with it.

Brust brought up other points, but a well

informed man like Robertson realized at

once that the claim of economy was based

chiefly on ‘bnnk,’ at least so far as Brust

could tell."

“But how did that help you?" interrupted

the Sales Manager.

Prejudice Aroused Against the Car.

“\Vait, wait! I'll get to that in a minute."

admonished Reilly. “As I was about to tell

you, Robertson and Ernst went over other

points of the car, but when Brust did hit

what really was an excellent selling point

Robertson's mind was in anything but a re

ceptive condition. Robertson had become

prejudiced because he thought Brust was

trying to tell him a lot of stuff that wasn’t

true; and so he was. Brust didn‘t set out to

lie about the car, but be repeated a lot of

those old and exaggerated statements that

have been used in various forms ever since

Jacob and Esau dr0ve that disastrous bar
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gain in the birthright-mess-of-oatmeal deal.

“Robertson didn’t buy. But he wanted a

car, and I got in touch with him; how I

reached him is another story, but when I

started to tell him about our car he became

interested. He wanted to know if it was not

the most economical car on the market in

the way of fuel. I told him as I tell every

one, when that question comes up, that it

was not. He asked questions, and I told

him some things that I wouldn't have told

had he not asked. The substance of my

story was that, while there were cars which

would use less gasolene, they were invari

ably cars of less power and that for this

size of car our car was not surpassed, and

that, while it was not so exceptional in use

of gasolene, it had features which are not

found in other cars."

“Do you always admit a weakness, or lack

of superiority?" questioned the Sales Man

ager.

Admission of Weakness May Convince.

“That often is an assertion of strength.

more convincing than any other statement

a salesman can make," replied Reilly. “Of

course, it depends on whom you are talking

to. 1 saw at once that Robertson knows

all about cars, and I decided to tell him

things he could see for himself were rea

sonably true. This so~called admission of

weakness won his confidence and he be~

lieved I was telling the truth, which gave

me an opportunity to lay effective em

phasis upon our real selling points. Our

price is neither the highest nor the lowest,

and the car is neither the worst nor the

best, but I succeeded in convincing him

that it would give satisfaction and was

about the best car he could get for the

price.”

“Don't you ever exaggerate?" asked the

listener, in a tone which indicated that

salesmen who do not do so are scarce.

Automobile Buyers Are Well Informed.

“Not very much and not very often," as

serted Reilly. “Exaggeration is not the way

to make sales, at least not with the intelli

gent class of people who are buying auto

mobiles. A man who is out to buy a car

generally knows something about cars in

general before he starts. He knows his

friends get 10 or 12 miles a gallon out of

their gasolene and that sometimes they get

a little more, so when you tell him your car

will average 18 or 20 miles you’ve got to

have some real reason to back it up or he

won't believe it; generally he won't believe

it anyway. Your car looks like the average

car. the motor is much the same. with a ra

diator, carburetter and all the other parts,

and why it should use so much less gas

titan any other car is a bit mystifying to the

man who knows automobiles.

“The same exaggerated statements are

made in connection with cars in many

ways. How often do you hear the state

ment, ‘Best in the world,‘ ‘Absolutely the

easiest riding,’ ‘Most economical in tires,’

‘L'ses least oil,’ and a long list just like that.

Such stuff has become so common that put

ting it in written or spoken sales talk is

only wasted time. If there were but one

man who claimed his car to be the ‘best in

the world' it might mean something. but

when they all claim it no one pays any at

tention to it. The average man passes up

this kind of talk and wants facts.

Claims Proper if They Are Supported.

“Claims of superiority are proper if there

are any grounds for them. Supposing

car has proved that it is easy on tires or

rides easy; if there is any reason for it

there is some likelihood that a man will be

lieve it. Also, if a salesman can give what

appears to be a bona fide, intelligent argu

ment as to why his motor is economical in

gasolene consumption he stands a good

chance of being believed."

"‘Intelligent' is good,” added the Sales

Manager; “one of the finest specimens of

intelligence I have run across in some time

was displayed by a truck salesman a few

days ago. I was asking him about his

truck, and he said one of its selling features

was its ‘assessability.’ ‘Assessability?’ I

asked, ‘what's that? Do you mean that it

is such a good and valuable piece of work

that the city can assess it for a high price

and thereby prove its value?’

“‘No, no,’ he replied;

you been in the business? I mean assess

able—easy to get at.’ I said, ‘You mean

accessible, don’t you?’ ‘No, I don’t,’ he re—

torted, ‘I mean just what I said—assessable;

who's selling these trucks, you or me?’ "

"Exhilarators" and “Accelerators.”

“Also,” continued Reilly, “did you ever

notice how many people demonstrate their

knowledge by talking about ‘exhilarators'?

More than half the chauffeurs use it; in fact,

the men in my shop, I found, were using it

almost entirely, and to get to them all at

the same time, I posted a notice in the shop

explaining that the little lever that, when

depressed, makes the car jump ahead is the

accelerator—‘ak-sell-er-a-tor,’ and not ‘ex-il

er-a-tor.’ Exhilarator may express in a gen

eral way what causes the feeling of the

owner when he pushes the accelerator, but

the engineers never intended the name to be

used in connection with the device.

“Many salesmen and a big per cent. of

owners mix up these terms. If you don’t

believe it just keep your ears open and see

how the words are pronounced. A sales

man who isn’t any better informed than

that is quite likely to make an unfavorable

'how long- have

impression on a prospect, provided the pros

pect knows the difierence. Ignorance of

little things, such as pronunciation, and ex

aggeration are in about the same class;

either may prejudice a prospect."

Just then a little girl, whose appearance

signified little to the Sales Manager, ap

proached the door. But Reilly recognized

her at once.

“Here's another of those kids after money

for the fair," he said, and when she cu

tererl be automatically handed out ten

cents. As she left, Reilly added, “There’s

been a million of them here this week."

“Let’s see," computed the Sales Man

ager, slowly, “a million at ten cents each is

$100,000. Must have made a big hole in this

week’s profits, didn’t it?"

“\Vho said anything about one hundred

thousand dollars?" retorted Reilly.

“You did," replied the Sales Manager,

“and speaking of exaggeration—"

Used Car Sale Leads to $40,000 Offer.

If every dealer could transact business as

has E. A. Brandes, of Hastings. Neh, the

used car problem would vanish like the

Cheshire car of \Vonderland; there would

be nothing left of it but a grin. Brandes

may have lost money on trading cars, but at

present he is so far ahead that he can afford

to allow unheard-of prices for some time to

come and still be money ahead.

It all came through a real estate deal.

One day last fall a farmer from Adams

county strolled in and made known the fact

that he had a hankering for some kind of a

car; Brandes had a used car he was anxious

to get rid of, and the farmer had an 80-21ch

farm 200 miles south of Kansas City, in

Oklahoma, that he didn’t care whether he

kept or not. The farm wasn't much of 8"

enjoyment, and a car would be. The result

was that he traded his "eighty" for the used

car.

Brandes forgot all about his farm; he

thought that so long as it was real estate

it would stay there until he went to see it, 50

he kept at business and the farm had almosl

slipped from his mind until a few days ago»

when it bobbed up with tremendous force—

the force being imparted by an offer by

wire from an oil company of $34,000 fOl‘

the property. He thought the telegraph

operator must have made a mistake 80d

that the figure should have been $340, and

since he did not want to sell for this Price

be wired a refusal. Two days later came

an offer of $36,000. and that aroused his sus

picions. He turned the offer down and dc

cided to investigate. He learned then that

oil had been discovered on adjacent PTOP'

erty. The latest ofier was $40,000, with

Brandes sitting tight waiting for further de

velopments. At least, such is the story as

it comes from Nebraska.
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GARAGEMEN UNCOVER THREE

ROUTES T0 CHEAPER “GAS”

Dinner of New York Association

Evolves Varying Propositions—

Two Refining Processes and

One Utopian Scheme.

Even if the New York Garage Association

is seeking some relief from the excessively

high price of gasolene, it hardly expected,

when it arranged the dinner which occurred

Tuesday evening last, 28th inst., that the

occasion would bring to light three sug

gested solutions of the problem, the spon‘

sors of each method being emphatically

sure their way is the way to lower prices

and bring prosperity. There was some ex

pectation that one proposition, of which

the association knew previously, might be

indorsed that evening, but in the deluge of

propositions nothing has yet been done.

Proposition No. 1 is the one which had

been investigated. and on the face of affairs

seems the best of the trio; it is advanced

by the Hydrocarbon Products Co., of New

York City, which claims to have been mak

ing and marketing petroleum products for

four years in a small way and at about half

the cost of the methods used by the big oil

companies.

Proposition No. 2 was hardly a proposi

tion, but a statement by \Villiam R. Gulick

oilersey City, N. 1., who is associated with

Harris Hammond of New York City, eld

est son of John Hays Hammond, the “C0p<

P" King." to the effect that he had evolved

a process whereby crude oil with slight re

finements could be used as fuel in an auto

mobile motor.

Pmposition No. 3 was a mysterious un

known commodity which appeared in the

person of S. J. Frank, a New York at

to"1Wde Thomas H. Cochrane, of Allen

hurst, N. 1., who essayed the role of a po

litical economist and press agent for At

torney Frank. The latter, by the way, has

had his picture taken "upon orders of his

publldly man," but "he won't let it go out

unless he has to." Cochrane permitted a

Motor World man to obtain a good look

a‘ the Photo. Frank, while his "booster"

“'15 "Whining about the picture, dropped

ll" remark, “Blank is my photographer,"

and Sltoved his hands deeper into his trou

58" Dockets.

Flank and Coehrane passed around agree

"lmis Which many of the garagemen

Sign“! the paper stated that those who

S‘th would assemble to discuss a definite

gilathZ’riglslfasgivetlgng of the cost of living,

gawk“: Fr k‘ e item of interest being

“Mom'e 3" 5 press agent stated that

t has a definite plan for lowering

practically all prices throughout the coun

try, that all trades, both employers and

employed. along with housewives and nu

merous other persons and classes, were be

ing interested in the movement, and that

chambers of commerce and boards of trade

in many cities were allying themselves with

the promoters. It was specifically stated

that there are “no officers, no dues, no

fees."

Frank's weapon in his movement, while

not yet disclosed, is both legislative and

judicial, and he claims wonderful results

will be obtained if the people at large back

him up. His press agent stated that Frank

is a constitutional lawyer of great ability

and able to swing the pendulum of success

in the right direction. Details of the scheme

were not forthcoming beyond that a meet

ing is to be held in New York in about two

weeks.

Those who submitted proposition No. 2

—the hydrocarbon project—were more ex

plicit. Robert Baker, a former Congress

man, is head of the company, and he and

E. \V. Mitchell, another officer, told of the

company’s work. The business was start

ed commercially four years ago under what

is known as the Turner process, which was

patented as late as December 10 last under

the number 1,046,683, and has been conduct

ed on a small scale in Brooklyn. The proc—

ess consists of a quick refining of crude oil,

even of a very poor grade, with a resultant

series of products the cost of which is

about half that of the products of the re

fineries owned by the big oil companies, the

time required being but 40 seconds.

One product, of course. is gasolene, and

the men from the company stated that it

had been tried out in numerous demonstra

tions and found to be the equal of the pres

ent commercial commodity; the promoters

desire the garage association to contract for

a large supply, in which case manufacture

will be commenced on a larger scale and

the son of a New York brewer, it is said,

will immediately put $200,000 into the busi

ness. All that is wanted is an assured mar

ket for the first of the increased output.

The garagemen are seriously considering

the matter. A refinery in New Jersey is

planned, and for the time being $l00 stock

is being offered at a $20 rate.

Gulick’s statements were to the efi'ect that

he has been operating cars for seven years

on what is almost crude oil and that much

is to be expected from contemplated car

burettor improvements; he and Baker dis

agreed in their prognostications in that

while Gulick said he did not believe “gas”

ever would be lower but would be higher,

Baker declared the price of the commodity

was bound to fall. He said that what made

his company a dangerous competitor of the

big companies was that the man who con

trols the invention has refused all offers

from the big oil companies and desires to

operate for himself. Gulick and his asso

ciates are now securing certain patents, and

later in the winter, he states, they will be

able to make public their plans and proc

esses.

The Turner process, as described in the

patent, comprises coils and drums with an

apparatus for mixing steam and oil vapor

and parts so constructed that distillation

may be conducted continuously and eco

nomically.

The garage association's dinner, which

was served in the Wurzburger Hofbrau

bans, on Broadway, between West 83d and

84th streets, was well attended, and those

who founded the organization last fall for

the general betterment of the trade ex

pressed gratification; several

men in and variously connected with the

trade addressed the gathering, but all else

was overtopped by the discussion of the

gasolene situation.

prominent

Poetry that Tells Garage's Merits.

Garages and poetry are supposed to be

so foreign to each other that few men have

had the courage to attempt coupling them.

D. L. Ormsby, president of the Hill Top

Garage at 451 West 1515: street, New York,

however, has donned the red badge of cour

age and is employing poetry to call atten

tion to the merits of his establishment. It

is printed on a blotter, which he has dis

tributed among the car owners in his part of

the big city, and that the Ormsby jingle is

not half-bad and tells the whole story of

the advantages of the Hill Top institution

is evidenced by the "poem" itself, as fol

lows:

Our telephone is 3-6-9

\Vith Audubon attached.

For help in an emergency

Our service can't be matched.

Remember, it’s the Hill Top,"

The name of our garage;

There's not a post from wall to wall,

Although the place is large.

Our washers and our polishers—

In fact, “Hill Top's" whole crew—

They turn a car out for your use

That can't be told from new.

No soap is used to dim your paint,

Our service is polite;

The crew is on the job all hours

Throughout the day and night.

‘Ne've “free cold air" you‘re welcome to,

Accessories galore,

And all at moderate prices, too—~

One could not wish for more.

A specially equipped bit,r car

To tow or to repair

Awaits at moment's notice

Your call to anywhere.

If for a place to keep your car

You've not yet made selection,

Just call on us—it is not far—

we ask your close inspection.

A modern place, right up to date,

Roomy, clean and large.

At honest, although moderate, rate;

That's us—“Hil Top Garage."
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SHORTCOMlNGS 0F SALESMEN

Revelations of the New York Show That

Emphasize the Necessity for Being

Posted—“Greenhorns” Expensive.

At the New York show there was ample

evidence that the fundamental principle of

salesmanship—know your goods—had been

overlooked in the mental equipment of

many of the men on the job.

“Yes, this car is built throughout

chrome nickel steel." said the young man in

attendance at one booth where a car priced

'way up in the thousands was being exhibit

ed. “We use nothing but the very finest

materials.”

“Is this made of chrome nickel steel?"

asked the prospect, pointing to one of the

pistons that lay on a table.

“Yes, sir; three and one-half per cent.

nickel steel is used in that piston, the same

as in the rest of the car."

The catalog.y stated that it was made of the

“best grade of pure gray iron.”

of

Harmfulness of Ignorance Apparent.

In another booth a similar lack of definite

knowledge was discovered. The in

charge was explaining that the rear axle

was equipped with a certain make of bear

ings when, as a matter of fact, an entirely

different type of bearings were being used.

Further, when asked where the hearings

were located he did not know. When the

visitor suggested that a recent advertise~

ment had specified an entirely different

bearing he became very much confused and

had to resort to the catalog, where he was

much chagrined to find that the visitor was

correct.

inan

These are but two from a multitude of

examples which might be cited to prove

that in spite of the wider familiarity with

details of automobile construction on the

part of the public generally, there is still a

very great deal to be done towards the edu‘

Jr ...
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cation of so-called salesmen before they are

really fit to come into contact with the car

wise public.

Salesman the Point of Contact.

It is the old, old story of the inverted

pyramid. The factory spends thousands of

dollars advertising the machine, pays trans

portation of men to and from New York.

pays big hotel and expense bills, pays for

space at the exhibition hall, likewise thou

sands of dollars for exhibits that will not

stand out, but the whole thing goes to

smash when the first prospect arrives and

finds that the so-called salesman—the vital

point of the contact—does not know what

he is selling. As Motor \Vorld editorially

remarked more than a month ago. an auto

mobile show calls for the best trained and

most capable men in the sales organization.

It is an expensive place in which to break

in “greenhorns.”

.3

GARAGE FACILITIES THAT COST

LITTLE AND COUNT HEAVILY.

A garage with proper toilet facilities—a

garage with warm water at the faucet, with

plenty of clean towels to dry hands with. a

whisk broom to brush off clothes made

dusty by contact with the car, a mirror in

which to see that one’s hat has not a dent

in it, a cloth that he can beg, buy or steal to

wipe the oil otic his hands—these facilities

make a wonderful hit with customers.

No matter how much his car is looked

after, there is sure to be some little thing

the owner wants to do himself. and it is al

most as certain that his hands or his clothes

will be soiled in doing it. True, he may

have a pair of old gloves to protect his

hands. but again he may not. and isn't it

true also that the investment required for

the several items enumerated is not large,

and can you not imagine the merchandising

appeal of such necessary conveniences?

The fine art of looking after customers

has here a chance for expression at the ex
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age could afford it—and make it pay.
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penditure of a moderate suni, all of which y

would come back fourfold. Most any gar- "‘

VARYING THE MONOTONY OF WIN

DOW DISPLAYS.

m

“Position is everything," said someone a

long time ago. It is not known what was

referred to and it does not very much mat

ter. The saying has been passed along for

what it is worth.

displays it may be worth very much

very little.

makes it count.

Automobile advertising formerly loo

In the matter of window

Of

It is all according to how one

ked

very much the same because every manufac

turer used to show a straight side‘view 0t

his car. In forty advertisements the posi

tion of the car always was the same. Then

somebody awakened to the fact that iflic

placed his car differently it would have an

attention-value quite distinct from the

others. Three-quarter views, head-on views.

pictures of life in them, cars amid hand

some surroundings became the order 0

day. The monotonous sameness

pearcd.

f the

disap

The same sense—the sense of sight-4i

appealed to in window displays. Thii sug~

gests the desirability and commercial Dmfil'

ableness of frequent changes of position of

cars shown. Cars that are always in the

same position in the same window, amid tht

surroundings, become dead and unintcrest

ing to the passers-by. Change the whim“

and there is immediately a new attcutIOYl'

value. Cultivate the habit of shifting tht

view. If possible, vary the colors of W

models shown, vary the models, change lhf

lighting—do anything and everything that

will make a pronounced change. kfieping al'

ways within the limits of good taste and

good judgment. If your competitor

his car in one position, display you

show5

r car5

from another angle. It is worth while. And

that is the one big reason for wind0

plays of any kind.

w (lli'
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TAKING STOCK OF MIND HABITS

How the Practice May Prove Helpful in

Eradicating Dead Notions—Livening

“Dull Months" That Do Not Exist.

Habits of mind are very much like habits

of the body. They can be acquired without

our knowledge. They can be changed and

meted out with intelligent study and per

sistent etiort. They are sometimes good;

often had. Periodical taking stock of them

is quite likely to prove beneficial; certainly

it can do no harm.

Periodically, men take inventories of

stock; they count up their bank balances

and check off their sales; then why not

count up and check off habits of mind. P05

sibly there may be found some that might

just as well be changed.

Effect of a Change of Mind.

One of the habits of mind that many mer

chants have acquired is the thought that

certain months are necessarily quiet and

dull. This is particularly true of automo

bile dealers. The dull months are taken for

granted. And, of course, they are dull—

l'keb‘ to be very dull, too. The thing to do

is to get down to bed rock and find out by

Sludy 0f the facts if there is any real rea

son-for the dullness more potent than the

habit of mind which has been passed on to

someone else. If the facts reveal any busi<

ness possibilities at all, then it is time for

i change of mind.

Certain localities take on colors and

Shades of thought without knowing how

they come about. Everybody lays down.

Then somebody who is not tinged by the

[hovght comes along and "cleans up" and

eYtryone wakes t0 the fact there was much

business to be had all the time, only no

bolll was honestly working hard to get it

Millions of dollars are lost every year '10

merfihants simply becauseflt‘hey ggnititalgga

lhfi “blinders” off their minds and get busy.
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“How do you pay your salesmen in win

ter, during the quiet months?" recently was

asked E. \V. Steinhart, president of the

Cadillac Automobile Co. of Indiana. “\Ve

pay them the same in the winter months as

any other time,” he replied, “and they have

got to deliver sales just the same. \Nhen

men are real salesmen, the fact that there is

snow on the ground makes no difference.

Our monthly quota stands just the same

and our men make good; if they don’t they

get off the job.”

There was nothing more to be said. Sales

men are quite likely to take their attitude

of mind from the boss. Therefore, it be

hooves the boss to take very careful stock

of his habits of bind and to eradicate dead

notions.

.3

THE VETERAN SALESMAN AND THE

WORD “SALESMANSHIP.”

So much has been written about sales

manship that is not salesmanship at all that

some of the veterans on the firing line are

apt to despise everything that creeps into

print about their profession. Indeed, some

go so far as to loathe the word salesman

ship. To them it seems to savor of quack

ery. Therefore they resolutely shut their

eyes and their minds to much that might be

of practical use.

"Why, I've been selling goods for years

and I stand first in volume of sales for our

I tell you there is no set of rulesforce;

To my mindthat will build a salesman.

adaptability is the great thing," said one of

these veterans. “But the greatest thing of

all is to know your goods from A to Z, for

ward and backward, and to believe in them

not merely because you know them, but in

spite of it." I

How Culture Helps ISalesmanship. -

And this veteran of a thousand fights

- shrugged his shoulders as he thought once

we"; séthssaetiemashiaiheessrflessa

“not like. Yet, when one got close to him he
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found that he was just as receptive as a boy.

He turned over the pages of James Lane

Allen's “As a Man Thinkcth," dug into a

few paragraphs, took out his pencil and

jotted down the name of the little book and

remarked that it was just the kind of stui‘f

he believed in. Then he commenced to re

cite Kipling's “If.” He realized that any

thing that would help to build his character

made him a better salesman. He knew the

salesman‘s need of a stiff backbone and he

knew that one way he could acquire reserve

force was by making himself master of the

thoughts of other men. He had been en

riching his mind in just that\way for years,

and it had all helped to make him the

powerful, confident, efficient, high-grade

salesman that he is. All of which gives

fresh point to the familiar saying, “A rose

fresh point to the old familiar saying, "A

rose by any other name would smell a

sweet."

J!

PROSPECTS PERMITTED TO PASS.

“The man who was not a prospect yes~

terday is a prospect to-day." This has been

a saying in the automobile trade for some

time, and in it is a large measure of truth.

The neighbor who was not thought to

possess sufficient means to own and operate

an automobile suddenly drives home one

night in his new car. The grocer, the flor

ist, the butcher, who were reckoned out of

the automobile purchasing class, go flying

past on Sunday in their new cars.

Then is realized the truth of the old say

ing that a man never knows what he can

do until he tries; and it is seen how utterly

impossible it is to judge of the financial

ability of onc’s neighbors. Then it is de

cided never again to rate anybody as be

neath the sale'smen's attention and 5mm;

_ of the people whom it'had been decided to

forget are left on the list of prospects. The

thought occurs that, instead of narrowing

(lavenjeumlisthpt prospects; it is much bet

ter to build it up and to proceed on that
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Solutions of The Used Car Problem, in Competitth lor Motor World's Cash Premiums of

$50, $25, $l5 and $l0 for the Best Four Articles Dealing With the Subject.

By F. A. CORNELL, Toledo, Ohio.

Handling the "used car problern'l is largely a matter of

organization. Any properly directed business is accounted

for by methods that indicate clearly the costs, receipts and

profits of each of the several departments. The personal

stimulus provided by allowing department managers to share

in any increase of net profits, from work done under their

direction, is now generally regarded as the best scheme for

getting maximum results.

The really good man appreciates his own worth and has a

distinct idea of proper personal earnings. If he does not

profit in reasonable proportion to the volume of business he

handles, he sooner or later makes a change.

As the “used car problem" confronts the automobile

dealer he should look around for just such a self-sufficient,

capable and energetic trader, who may be in his own organ

ization in a minor capacity. If not, go out after the proper

person and cut him loose on a real job. Get a man who is

first of all absolutely square. who knows automobile values,

has initiative and can handle mew—both employees and cus
tomers. V

Put that man at the head of an entirely separate depart

ment “Used Cars." Sell to this department the new car

wanted at a fair sub-dealer’s discount. Put it up to this “used

car manager” to determine what should be allowed on the

old car. His own income should be absolutely dependent

upon the margin in its resale.

This scheme is usable best where the number of "trades"

is sufficient to keep a man busy. But, be sure you know

before you say “my business is too small." \Vhere the vol

ume is heavy it might actually become a separate enterprise;

the used car man taking cars at the prices granted to regular

sub-dealers. All "trades" should be turned over to this man.

He should not be allowed to handle straight sales, so that

he may become proficient and absolutely self-reliant in his

own specialized field.

a

You may say “a sub-dealer's discount is too large, I ought

to have full profit." One dealer, six weeks ago, had forty

tive used cars on hand, their value representing a fair year's

profit. The interest on the money tied up would pay him to

have sold the new cars at a generous discount.

Further, this separate department idea is not merely a

theory. It has been extremely successful in big city practice

and in several smaller towns. One little dealer had a rule

never to have more than three used cars on hand at any one

time. In other words, he put it up to his sales force to make

good their own trades, which they did in order to get such

business

Associations of dealers, handling “trades” through an

appointed broker, agreements as to price and subsequent

notification of such appraisenient—all are hazardous through

the risk of dealers not keeping faith. Furthermore, these co

operative enterprises are regarded as illegal in some States;

for instance, under Ohio's Valentine anti-trust act.

How much‘ better is the plan to develop your own legs

and thereafter stand or fall on your own square methods!

Then, the injection of a specialist’s vital personal interest will

work up dollars where pennies never grew before. This

man will develop means of overhauling old pleasure cars for

light delivery work, ultimately handle his own repair force

economically and the dealer will not tie up any capital.

So long as absolute squareuess is the keynote, the “used

car man" will make money for himself and the associated

dealer, building up a paying business from sources previously

neglected. Facts can be cited to prove the success of this

plan. Hence, even if it seems impossible. try it. One dealer

took a twenty dollar man seven years ago and put him on

this job. Today the dealer sells more cars than any two of

his competitors and the “used car man" has four children

raising celery, ducks and happiness on a paid-up, half acre,

suburban home.

By CHARLES J. BAILEY, Boston, Mass.

It is a significant fact that the most successful dealers

have no "used car" problem, and those others who do have

it, will find that the solution as far as profit and loss are

concerned, will depend on themselves.

There is no reason why a dealer should not take his own

cars in trade. He knows, or ought to know, that his cars

have a second hand value depending on their age, general

reputation, and the territory in which they are sold. Let

there be a definite value on the difierent models, to be al

lowed if, after inspection, they are in a certain specified con

dition. After the car has been taken in it should be thorough

ly overhauled and sold at a standard price.

The buyer of the old car then knows that he is getting a

car in good condition, and the original owner feels that he

was allowed the full market value for it when he traded it in.

The result is a full commission on the new car and two

satisfied customers.

The dealer should set aside a certain amount of money

to be tied up in used cars. \Nhen this sum has been expended,

trading should cease until all the cars taken in have been

disposed of. After this has been done he can start trading

again. modifying his allowance if the market conditions war

rant such a change. This system will at all times give him

command of the greater part of his working capital and elimi

nate any possibility of having a lot of used cars on his hands

at the end of the season which would have to be sold at a loss.

The greatest risk is in trading cars other than the dealer's

own make. The average individual will go to his own dealer

first, when he is in the market for a new car. If his ear is

one of the standard makes which gives good satisfaction, and

he does not buy another of the same kind, it is safe to assume

that the old car is in unusually poor condition or he expects

an exorbitant allowance. \Vith such a person an outside

dealer simply wastes his time trying to sell him.

In many cases, however, the buyer wishes to change be—

cauSe he feels that he is getting a better car. Under those

circumstances the best thing the dealer can do is to adver

tise the old car at the owner's expense and sell it “as is." By

adopting this course the owner soon realizes the market value

of his car and very often saves a middleman's profit.

It does not seem fair to expect a customer to buy the new

car outright and then give the old one to the dealer to sell.

\‘ery few people care to have money tied up in an old car

any more than a dealer—even though dealers be absolutely

honest, the owner would always feel that their interest in

selling the old car would just about be proportionate to the

effect it would have on their pocketbooks.

If trading allowances are so regulated that the full com-

mission can be obtained on the sale of the new car, the dealer

will find that there will be no “used car" problem to solve.
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MORE CARS, FEWER ACCESSORIES, FOR CHICAGO

Formidable Display of Electrics Brings Number of Car Exhibits Above

New York’s Total—Eleven Gas Cars Also Reserved for Western

Display—Radical Electric Starter to Make Its Appearance.

In the matter of automobile shows, New

York will have nothing on Chicago. One

show in two buildings for two weeks, which

was New York's portion, stands only a lit

tle hit more than knee high to one show for

two weeks in three buildings, which is the

Chicago program. On Saturday night, Feb

ruary 151, the top crust of Chicago's auto—

mobile pie, which in more polished lan

guage is styled the National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers' 12th annual

show in the Coliseum, the First Regiment

Armory and the Wilson building, will be

lifted and for the next seven days and eight

flights, until the following Saturday night,

lt will be propped up high, that those who

will may view the “filling.”

Toothsorne "Filling" in the “Pie.”

The pic. of course, will be a big one,

‘hflugh it will not be quite as big as the One

Will which New Yorkers were regaled. In

Point of number of exhibitors, it will be

somewhat smaller—in New York there were

424 separate exhibits all told; in Chicago

their will be 3ZZ—th0ugh the "filling" will

be as “negated and just as "toothsome." sov

[0 SPeak. Of the 98 cars exhibits scheduled.

Qwill hold cars that were not displayed in

New York. and of the 22 no less than 11

lre‘electrics. Which is not altogether sur

lining. of course, for Chicago is and a1

Wll's has been a great city for electric cars.

Th“ Year. however, they will not be spread

ffound the show quite as much as they were

'“ “he! Years; they all will be in the Arm

my. where they can be grouped the better

‘0 Permit of comparison and they will form

a ffirmidable display!

Whether they are in the Armory 01' the

 

Coliseum er the \Vilson building, however,

will be all the same, as far as the stage set

ting is concerned, for the decorative scheme

that has been chosen is the same for all

three buildings, and it goes without saying

that it will be spectacular. What with Eng

lish country estates, Louis XV decorations

and last year's inspiring Mosaic temple,

Manager Miles of the N. A. A. M. has

achieved a reputation for the unusual and

the striking in decorations that it will be

hard to beat, though according to present

indications the decorators are not having

such a hard time of it. after all.

Splendor of Cathedral Effect.

If there is any connection between a M0~

saic temple and a cathedral, it is scarcely

likely that an automobile show would be

suspected of forming the link, palpable or

otherwise. But just as last years’ Chicago

show resulted in the Coliseum being con

verted into a Mosaic temple, so has the

coming show resulted in the Coliseum being

turned into a cathedral. Or, at least, it

will look a cathedral inside and, according

to the decorative effects that have dazzled

visitors at previous Chicago shows, there

will be no mistaking the intention.

To begin with, there will be a “roof” of

some 26 stained glass panels, each 22 feet

square, though a view of the classical win

dows and the rest of the setting is likely to

give the impression that the 26 panels

really are 260 panels. for there will be great

mirrors here, there and everywhere. In

fact, the use of the designation “Crystal Pal

ace," not very appropriately applied to

that portion of the New Y0rk show housed

ill Madison Square Garden, at one time was

contemplated, but out of respect for the

prior claim, "hands off!" was the order. The

big balcony will look almost as if it is made

of stained glass and more of it will he used

to distinguish the partitions between the

exhibits and the signs that will blazon forth

the names of the cars.

In the Armory, which is a few steps from

the Coliseum. and ln the Wilson building.

which is “next door," the stained glass effect

also will obtain, though there won’t be quite

as much of it. Over all, great arc lamps,

also enclosed in stained glass, will difiusc

soft light, and high lights will be contrib

uted by clusters of red and white globes

placed a-top ornamental pillars. -

New Accessories That Will Appear.

But to get back to what the show will hold

—the total list of exhibitors is 101 names

shorter than was the New York list; but

every bit of the discrepancy and a little bit

more can be traced directly to the acces

sory people. for Chicago will stage eight

more cars than were shown in New York.

Altogether, 398 accessory exhibitors held

space for the first week of the New York

show—the second week of the Chicago

show, by the way, will open and close on

February 10 and 15th, respectively, and will

be devoted to commercial cars, exclusively,

and accessories, of course—and only 204

have signed up for the first week of the Chi

cago show. And if there had not been nine

more exhibitors of cars in Chicago than

there were in New York, there would have

been a still larger difi'erencein the size of

the two lists. As it is. the difference is 101.

The difference in the size of the accessory

list, however, cannot be construed to mean
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that there will be nothing new on view. As

always has been the case, the Chicago list

contains the names of more than a score of

Western manufacturers who never exhibit

in New York, though their wares are none

the less important and none the less in

teresting because of the fact. Nearly all the

names made familiar by conspicuous dis

play at the New York show will be there

quite as a matter of course, and the addition

of about a score of new names will very

nearly make up for the loss in numbers by

the increase in variety.

Among the new accessories that will make

their debut in the Coliseum or the Armory

there are at least three that are calculated

to create no end of interest; all three are

brand new electric lighting and engine

starting systems. The first of them is a

clever combination of a gearset and an

electric starter from the shops of the War—

ner Mfg. Co. of Toledo. The second is a

new Briggs electric engine starting and

lighting system which will supplement the

combined lighting and ignition system that

made its first appearance at the New York

show. And the third is a new Vesta electric

starter—0r, rather, two new \"csta starters.

Newness That Centers in Electrics.

The list of car exhibitors is complete, of

course; not counting the 22 exhibitors who

make their first appearance of the year, the

makes that appeared in New York will line

the walls and fill the spaces of the Coli

seum and the Armory and the- Wilson

building just 76 strong. Nor will all the

interest center around the 22 newcomers,

if they may be so styled. Quite as much in

terest will attach to the exhibits marked by

names that are familiar to New Yorkers,

for though a great many of them virtually

will be "transplanted" displays, as always

has been the case, a great many of them

also will contain features that have been

especially "saved up" for Western display.

Naturally, there will be no new mechanical

features that have not already been de~

scribed vin Motor World's great Before

Shows issue and in the issue containing the

report of the New York Show, though it is

altogether likely that not a few. new body

styles will be forthcoming. _

Among the new exhibits of cars, electrics

make up nearly half of the newness, as al

ready has been stated, though only one of

those to be displayed is new, strictly speak~

ing—i. e., the Chicago electric, manufac

tured by the Chicago Electric Motor Car

Co.; it is a standard vehicle throughout; it

embodies nothing that is unusual or untried.

From the motor, which is liberally propor

tioned to withstand hard usage, drive is by

shaft to intermediate reduction gearing and

thence through single reduction bevel gear

ing to the rear axle.

The remainder of the list of electrics in

cludes the Argo, which is chiefly conspic

uous by reason of its own distinctive foot

control. the Broc, the Baker and the De

troit, which scarcely have changed at all

since last they were exhibited, though sev

eral new models have been added to each

line; the Borland~Grannis, which from a

single model exhibited for the first time last

  

Pleasure Cars to be Exhibited

in Chicago, February 1-8

Not Exhibited in New York.

Argo Elec Glide

Austin Great Western

Baker Elec McFarlan

Borland-Grannis Elec Mclnt re

Broc Elcc Ohio lec

Century Elec Midland

Chicago Elec Pratt-Elkhart

Colby Rauch 8: Lang Elec

Crow Staver

Detroit Elec Waverley Elec

Diamond T Woods Elec.

Exhibited in New York.

Abbott-Detroit Marmon

Alco Maxwell

American Mercer

Auburn Metz

Ber doll Michigan

Bu alo Elec Mitchell

Buick Moline

Cadillac Moon

Cartercar National

Case Norwalk

Chalmers Oakland

Church-Field Elec Oldsmobile

Cole Overland

Columbia Packard

Cutting Paige-Detroit

Davis Paterson

Edwards-Knight Pathfinder

Fiat Peerless

Firestone-Columbus Pierce-Arrow

Flanders Pope-Hartford

Franklin Premier

Garford Pullman

Haynes Rambler

Henderson R. C. H.

Herreshotf Regal

Hudson Reo

Hupmobile Standard Elec

Imperial Selden

Inter-State Stearns

Jackson Speedwell

Kissel Stevens-Duryea

Kline Stoddard-Dayton

Knox Studebaker

Krit Stutz

Locomobile Velie

Lozier Westcott

Matheson White

Marathon Winton

 

 

year in Chicago has grown to a line of no

less than seven models; the Ohio, the

Rauch & Lang, the \Vaverley, the Cen

tury and the \Voods. Changes are few in

all of them, with the possible exception of

the Baker, though even in the Baker line

the standard vehicles are 'mu'ch the same

as their predecessors. The change in the

lihe is in a new model which has been added

and-which is quite‘difiercnt from the other

Bakers. Taking a leaf out of the gasolene

car makers' book, the propeller shaft is en

closed in a rigid tube connected at one end

to the motor housing and at the other end

to a cross frame member through a large

ball and socket joint, thus permitting an

unusually free spring suspension. Natur~

ally, all torsion and radius rods are elimi

nated by the new construction, which is

only one of the many new features of the

car.

The list of gasolene cars that have been

reserved for the Chicago show reveals even

less that is really new than does the electric

list, for none of those on it is new in the

sense that it never has been shown before.

There is the Austin, for instance, which has

not appeared in New York for many years

and which makes its annual appearance at

the Chicago function. Its big six-cylinder

motor can be recognized anywhere by rea

son of the unusual manner of casting the

valve pockets catacornered; its upholstery

also is likely to be just a little bit deeper

than any one else's, judging by last year's

show cars.

In the List “Saved” for Chicago.

Crow-Elkhart is another name that is

fairly familiar to Westerners, though it very

seldom appears on a signpost in an Eastern

show. The line will be there in force—

there are four different chassis mounting

nine body styles and two of the chassis are

“sixes” and new. The Glide line is another

that is marked by a new model that will

make its first appearance. It is styled

model "36-42" and mounts a block-cast.

long-stroke motor, with cylinders measuring

4% x 5%. Th larger Glide car—the “45"—

also will be there, though there has been

found so little room for improvement that

there is little that is new in its makc'up.

The Colby and the Diamond T are two

more 'Western cars that quite appropriately

have been “saved” for Coliseum cxPloita

tion, and in the same boat, so to speak, are

the Staver and the Pratt-Elkhart. The

Staver line has been increased and rounded

out by the addition of a "six," though in the

other lines there have been no radical

changes made. At the Midland booth there

will be another new “six” that makes its

first appearance and, of course, the familiiiY

“4-40" with its distinctive flexible three

point supported motor will be there. The

Great Western is a “four.H as it always has

been. and the most important change that

has been made concerns not the car SO

much as it does the price. which is $265 1655

now than it was at this time last year. Tl“?

McFarlans always have been “sixes.” 35

every one knows; but the Mclntyres for

the first time will include a "six," one list

ing at less than $1,500.

Altogether. the list of Chicago exhibitors

is a long one and a complete one that re

quires a great deal more than merely 51198"
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ticial examination to bring to light all of

its features and all of the features .of its

varied exhibits. If those who visit tho

show have one thing more than another to

be thankful for, it is that there are fewer

stairs to climb to "cover" it than there were ground to travel in

getting from one building to the other

Summary of Cars to be Exhibited in Chicago, February 1 to 3

Abbott Motor Co., Detroit, Mich—Abbotb

Detroit.

American Locomotive Co., Providence, R. 1

-Aleo.

American Motors Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

American.

Argo Electric Vehicle Co., Saginaw, Mich.

—-Argo electrics.U

Anderson Electric Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit electrics?

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind.—

Auburn.

Austin Automobile Co.,Grand Rapids, Mich.

—.-‘rustin.“

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio

—Baker electrics."l

Bartholomew Co., Peoria, Ill.—-Glide.*

Bergdoll Motor Co., Louis J., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Bergdoll.

Borland-Grannis Co., Chicago, Ill—Bor

land-Grannis electrics.‘

Broc Electric Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio

~Broc electrics!

Buffalo Electric Vehicle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

~Buflalo electric.

Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich—Buick.

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Cadillac.

Cartercar Co., Pontiac, Mich.—Cartercar.

Case I M. Co., I. 1., Racine, \rVis.—Case.

Century Electric Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Century electrics.‘

Chalmers Motor Co..

Chalmers.

Chicago Electric Motor Car Co., Chicago,

Ill—Chicago electrics.*

Church-Field Motor Co., Sibley, Midi-"—

Church-Field electric.

Colby Motor Co., Mason City, Ia.—Colby-*

C(gthotor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind-—

oe.

Columbia Motor Car Co.. Hartford, Conn.

~Columbia.

Columbus Buggy Co.. Columbus! Ohio—

Firestone—Columbus.

Crow Motor Car Co., Elkhflrl. Ind-“crow'*

Cunningham. Son & 03., James. Rochester,

.\. Y.-—Cunningham.

Cutting Motor Car Co., Jackson. Mich—

Cutting.

Davis Carriage Co.. George \v" Richmond'

lnd.~Davis.

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton- Ohio—

atoddard-Dayton.

Diamond T Motor

Diamond T,‘

Detroit, Mich. —-—

Car Co., Chicago, Ill.—

* Denotes not shown in New York.

Edwards Motor Car Co., New York City—

Edwards—Knight.

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co., Elk

hart, Ind.—-Pratt-Elkhart.“

F. 1. A. T., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Fiat.

Flanders Motor Co., Detroit, Mich—Flan

ders.

Franklin Mfg. Co., H. H., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Franklin.

Gart'ord Co., Elyria, Ohio—Garford.

Great Western Automobile Co., Peru, Ind.

-—Great \Vestern.‘

Haynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Haynes.

Henderson Motor Car Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Henderson.

Herreshofi Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Herreshofi'.

Hudson Motor Car Co., Detrort, Mich.—

Hudson.

Hupp Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—-Hup

mobile.

Ideal Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Stutz.

Imperial Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Imperial.

Inter-State Automobile Co., Muncie, Ind.—

Inter-State.

Jackson Automobile Co.. Jackson, Mich.—

Jackson.

Jetfery Co., Thomas B., Kenosha, Wis.—

Rambler.

Kissel Motor Car'Co., Hartford, \Vis.—

Kisse].

Kline Motor Car Corporation, York, Pa.—

Kline.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.—

Knox.

Krit Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.~—Krit.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn.—L0comobile.

Lozier Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.--Lozier.

Marathon Motor Works, Nashville, Tenn.—

Marathon.

Matheson Automobile Co., \Vilkes-Barre,

Pa.—Matheson.

Maxwell-Briscoe

N. Y.—-Maxwell.

McFarlan Motor Car Co., Connersville, Ind.

—~McFarlan.*

McIntyre Co., W. H., Auburn, Ind—Mc

Intyre.‘l

Mercer Automobile Co., Trenton, N. J.—

Mercer.

Metz Co., VValtham, Mass—Metz.

Michigan Motor Car Co.. Kalamazoo, Mich.

-—Michigan.

Motor Co., Tarrytown,

Midland Motor Car Co.,

land."‘

Mitchell-Lewis Motor Co.,

Mitchell.

Moline Automobile Co., East

Moline.

Moon Motor Car Co.,

Moon.

Motor Car Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Pathfinder.

National Motor Vehicle Co.. Indianapolis,

Ind—National.

Nordyke &: Marmon Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

—Marmon.

Norwalk Motor Car Co., Martinsburg. Va.

~—N0rwalk.

Oétkland Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Oakland.

Ohio Electric Car Co., Toledo, Ohio—Ohio

electric?

Olds Motor Works, Lansing, Mich—Olds

mobile.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Packard.

PaigesDetroit Motor

Mich—Paige-Detroit.

Paterson Co., W. A., Flint, Mich—Pater

son.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Peerless.

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

~Piercc-Arrow.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Pope

Hartford.

Premicr Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

——Prcmier.

Pullman Motor Car Co., York, Pa.-—Pull

man.

Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., Cleveland, 0.

——Rauch & Lang electrics.‘

R. C. H. Corp., Detroit, Mich—R. C. H.

Regal Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich—1

Regal.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.—Reo.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

—-Selden.

S. G. V. Co., Reading, Pa.—S. G. V.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio—

Speedwell.

Standard Electric Car Co.,‘ Jackson, Mich.—

Standard Electricque.

Staver Carriage Co., Chicago, Ill.—Staver."l

Stearns Co., F. B.. Cleveland, Ohio_

Stearns-Knight.

Stevens-Duryea Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

—Stevens-Duryea.

Studebaker Corp., Detroit, Mich—Stude

baker.

Moline, Ill.—~Mid.

Racine, Wi5__

Moline, 11]__.

St. Louis, Mo.—

Car Co., Detroit,
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Velie Motor Vehicle Co..

Velie.

\Vaverley Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—~\Vaverley

electrics.‘

Moline, Ill.— \Nestcott Motor Car Co., Richmond. Ind.—

\Vestcott.

White Co.. Cleveland. Ohio—VVhite.

\Villys-Overland Co., Toledo. O.—-Overland.

Winth Motor Carriage Co.,

Ohio—“'inton.

\Voods Motor \'ehicle Co., Chicago. Ill.

\Voods electrics.‘

Cleveland,

The 204 Accessory Exhibitors and What They Will Display

"' Denotes not exhibited in New York; 'l'denotes will remain for second week; undesignated remain first week only.

A. S. K. Co., Cincinnati, O.-—“

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York City—

Ajax tires?

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland, Ohio

—-American axles and worm gearingfil'

American Bronze Co., Berwyn, Pa.—-Non

Gran bearing metalfit

Armiger Chemical Co., Chicago, Ill—Pol

ishes.‘

Arnold, N. 8., Brooklyn,

cleaning specialties.

Auto Parts Co., Chicago, Ill—Parts‘l'

Automatic Motor and Engineering Co., Chi

cago, Ill—Church pneumatic system.‘i'

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn,

N. Y.——Newtone signals and Rubes

horns.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, \\*'is.—

Solar lampsn,‘

Baldwin Chain 81 Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass—Baldwin chains?

Baldwin Steel Co., New York City—Bald

win steelsfi'

Barco Brass & Joint Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Exhaust horns, cut-out valves. pedals'

Batavia Rubber Co., Batavia, N. Y.~—Bata

via tires.

Berg Auto Trunk & Specialty Co., New

York City—Berg trunks and carriers.

Blackledge Mfg. Co.. John \V., Chicago, Ill.

—-Velvet auxiliary springs.

Bower Roller Bearing Co.. Detroit, Mich.—

Bower roller bearings?

Bowser & Co., S. F.. Fort Wayne, Ind.—

Fuel pumps and storage systems?

Breakstone, 5., Chicago, Ill.—-Watch Dog

lever locks.‘

Briggs Magneto Co., Elkhart, Ind—Briggs

magnetos, lighting and starting systems?

Brown Co., Syracuse, N. Y.-—B'Co. pumps

and specialties. ‘

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Brown-l.ipe gears and gearsetsi

Buda Co., Harvey. Ill—Buds motors and

gearsets.'l'

Byrne, Kingston 81 Co.,

Kingston carburettersfil‘

B. & L. Auto Lamp Co.. New York City-—

13. 8: L. lamps and fittings.

Champion Ignition Co., Flint._ Mich.—-A-C

spark plugsi'

Chicago Drop Forge 8: Foundry Co., Chi

cago. Ill-Drop forgingsj

Coes Wrench Co.~ Vl'orcester, Mass.—

Wrenches.

Columbus Auto Parts Co., Columbus, 0.—

Parts.’

N. Y.—Slikup

Kokomo, Ind.~—

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co., Mer

iden, Conn—Connecticut shock absorb

ers, magnetos and ignition devices.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co., Muskegon,

Mich—Continental n10tors.*‘_l

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New York

City—Kelly-Springfield tires.‘

Cook's Sons, Adam, New York City—Al

bany grease and lubricating oils.

Cotta Transmission Co., Rockford, Ill.—

_Gearsets.'l'

Cowles & Co.. C., New Haven, Conn-,—

Lamps. heaters and body fittings.

Cramp 8: Sons Ship & Engine Bldg. Co.,

\Vm.. Philadelphia, l)a.—Parsons’s white

brass and bronze bearing metals, bearings

and worm gearsiL ,

Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio—

Dayton Airless tires.

Daniels. Smalley, Detroit, Mich—Sundries.

Dean Electric Co.. Elyria, Ohio—Tuto and

Rexo signals, Dynalux electric lighting

systems, Otho and Elyria-Dean electric

lighting and starting systems, Elyria

Dean speedometers, Hi-Fre~Co ignition

systems.

Detroit Electrical Appliance Co., Detroit,

Mich—Deaco electric lighting systems.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Diamond chainstl’

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—Dia

mond tiresft

Dixon Crucible Co.. 105., Jersey City, N. J.

—Graphite lubricants?

Doehler Die Casting Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.—

Die cast parts.

Double Fabric Tire Co..

Tires and inner tubes.

Dykes Co., John L., Chicago. Ill—Tire pro

tectors.

E-C Sales Co., Chicago, lib-Axles, de

mountable wheels, tire holders. etc.‘

Eavenson Sons, Inc., J., Camden, N. J.—

Jesco soaps and polishes.

Economy Equipping Co.,

Supplies"?

Edelmann 8: Co., E.

gauges, valves. etc.

Edison Storage Battery Co., West Orange,

N. J.—Edison batteries"?

Electric Products Co., Chicago. Ill.-*

Empire Tire Co., Trenton. N. J.—-Empire

tires.1'

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich.

—LampS.‘l'

Endurance Tire 8: Rubber Co., New York

City—Endurance red inner tubes.

Auburn, Ind.—

Chicago, Ill.—

Chicago, Ill.—Tire

Electric Storage Battery'Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.—-Exide storage batteries?

Esterline Co., Lafayette, Ind.—-Berd0n elec

tric lighting and starting systemJl'

Federal Rubber Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. Wis.

—Federal tires.

Findeisen & Kropf Mfg. Cb" Chicago. Ill.—

Rayfield carburettersrl“

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

——Firestone tiresi

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk tires!!

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Gabriel horns and rebound snubbersfl‘

Garage Equipment Co., Milwaukee, Wis.—

Universal bumpers, tire holders, wind

shields, vulcanizers, jacks and lampsfi'

Gemmer Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich.—Gemmer

steering gearin

Gibney Rubber Co., J. L., Philadeplhia, Pa.

-—Tires and vulcanizers'l‘

Globe Machine 8: Stamping Co., Cleveland.

Ohio—Steel tool boxes, metal hampers.

fenders and sheet metal parts.1'

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, Ohio—600$

rich tiresfi'

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. 0.—

Goodyear tires.1'

Gould Storage Battery Co., New York Cily

——Gould batteries and Duplex lighting

and ignition systemsfi

Grant-Lees Mch. Co., Cleveland. Ohi0-~

Gearsets.

Gray & Davis. Amesbury, Mass—Lam!”

and electric starting and lighting 5y5'

tems.1'

Ham Mfg. Co., C. T., Rochester. N. Y.—

Lamps!

Halladay Co., L. P., Streator, Ill—Sum

dries.‘

Harrow Spring Co., Milwaukee. Wis.—

Springs?

Harris Oil Co., A. \V., Providence. R- In"

Lubricants?

Hartford Suspension Co., Jersey City. N- L

—Truffault-Hartford shock absorbers

Hartford electric starting and lighting

systems and jacks and bumpers?

Havoline Oil Co., New York City—Ha\-'o~

line lubricantsrl"

Hayes Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Metal

bodies, tool boxes, running boards and

sheet metal parts. '

Hess Spring 8: Axle Co.. Carthage. Ohio

Springs and axlesfil“ '

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass-4488*

netos and coils?
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Hollecker Co., Boston, Mass—Hofiecker

Steady Hand speedo'meters.

Homo Co. of America, Philadelphia. Pa.—

Homo carburetters.‘l'

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Newark, N. 1.—

Hyatt flexible spiral steel roller bear

ingsi'

Ignition Starter Co., Detroit, Mich—Disco

acetylene and electric starting and light

ing systemsJ‘

Illinois Tire Filler Co., Chicago. Ill.—Tirc

filler.‘

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Carburetters and brass parts.“"|L

International Acheson Graphite Co., Niag

ara Falls, N. Y.—Oildag and Gredag 1u-'

bricants.

International Metal Polish Co., New York

City—Blue Ribbon polishes.

J-M Shock Absorber Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

—]-M shock absorbers.

Kent Mfg. Works, Atwater, Philadelphia.

Pa—Unisparker ignition systems and

Monoplex horns.'l‘

Kellogg Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.—-Hand

and power pumps and air engine starters.

Koltomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston magnetos, coils and timers.'l'

K-W Ignition Co.. Cleveland, Ohio—K-W

magnetos and coils.

Laidlaw.)r., Wm. B., New York City-*Top

and cover fabrics.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Niagara Falls,

N. Y.—-Woodworth tire treads, Kant Skid

tire bands, repair boots, etc.

Lee Tire & Rubber Co, Conshohocken, Pa.

—Lec and Leland tires and VVaymaker

exhaust horns.

Lefevre Arms Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.—Gear

setsiv

Lindsey, T- J.. Indianapolis, Ind—Rear

axles.‘

Link Belt Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—-Silent

chainst

Longdin-Brugger Co.. Fond du Lac, Wis-—

“1'

fie

L'.

Tops.‘

L0\‘ell~McConncll Mfg. Co., Newark, N J

I~Klaxon horns, Conover safeguards

~l'eoming Foundry & Mch. Co., Williams

Dort, Pa.-Lycoming-Mead motors

llarathon Tire & Rubber Co.. Cuyahoga

Falls. Ohio—Marathon tires

Marin"! Bros. Inc., New York City-“Mea

magnetos, S. R. O. bearings.'l'

Km Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.——PumpS and

Ranges.

MtCord Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mien—Radia

lk°:§.+lubricants. fans and McKim gas

{5.

McCue Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.—-McCue axles

‘ "Id wire wheels.

'l'IIIISIamping Co.. Long Island City,

' \>-Stampings.

“'Fl'din Tire Co.. Milltown, N. J.-Miche

lln tires}

.\l

Model Gas Engine \Norks, Peru, Ind.—

Model motorstl'

Morrison-Recker Mfg. Co., Grinnell, Ia.—

Grinnell gloves.‘t

Mossbcrg, Frank, Attleboro, Mass. -—

\Vrenches.

Motsinger Devices Mfg. Co., Pendleton,

Ind—Motsinger autosparkers and carbu~

retters.'l'

Motometer C0,, New York City—Motome

ter temperature indicators.

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio—

Motz cushion tires.'l'

Muncie Gear \Vorks, Muncie, Ind—Gears,

wheels and gearsetsj

National Coil Co., Lansing, Mich—Spark

coils.'l'

National Motor Supply Co., Cleveland, Ohio

-—National pumps and vulcanizers.

National Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo.—Tire

preservative.

National Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.——Seam

less steel tubing.'l‘

New Jersey Car Spring & Rubber Co., jer

sey City, N. ].—Carspring tires.

New Miller Carburetter Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.-—New Miller carburettersi’

New York & New jersey Lubricants Co..

New York City—Columbia lubricants.

Norma Co. of America, New York City—

Norma ball bearings.

North East Electric Co., Rochester, N. Y.—

North East electric lighting and starting

systemsrl'

Northway Motor & Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

—-Northway motors.'l'

Oliver Mfg. Co.. Chicago, Ill.—Oli\'er and

Sampson ,iao:ks.“']t

Pantosote Co., New York City—Pantasote

top and seat coverings?

Peacock Co., Clarence H., New York City-—

Ames shock absorbers.

Peck \Vheel Co., Chicago, Ill.-Peck spring

wheels.’

\Pennsylvania Rubber Co., jeannette, Pa.—

Pennsylvania tires.'l'

Perkins-Campbell Co., Cincinnati, Ohio—

Straps and license brackets!

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland. Ohio—

Krupp steel springs.‘l‘

Pittsfield Coil Co.. Pittsfield, Mass—Pitts

field magnetos, coils, etc.‘1'

Piel Co., G., Long Island City, N. Y.—L0ng

horns and G-P mufi‘ler cut-outs.

Pratt Mfg. Co., Wm. B, Chicago, Ill.—

Bodies.*1'

Racine Mfg. Co.. Racine. Wis.‘

Racine Rubber Co., Racine, Wis—Racine

tires.‘

Randall-Faichncy Co.. Boston. Mass—Jeri

cho and Jubilee exhaust horns. mufi‘ler

cut-outs, B’Line grease guns, jericho gas

regulators, Webster tank gauges and

other sundries.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind.—-Remy

magnetos. lighting and starting systemsi'

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio—

Republic tires.'l'

Rhineland Machine Works Co., New York

City—Rhineland bearings?

Rich Tool Co., Chicago, Ill.—Tools and

Tungsten valves.

Ross Gear 8: Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.—

Toolsi

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport. Conn.—

Duplcx and Raymond brakes, Raybcstos

brake linings, Gyrex mixers?

Rutenher Motor Co., Marion, Ind.-—Ruten

ber motors}?

Sager Co., I. H., Rochester, N. Y.—-Sager

bumpers and supplementary springs.

Scarborough Co., Indianapolis, Ind. -

Maps and road guides)

Sarco Engineering Co., New York City—

Coventry chainsj'

Schoen-jackson Co., Media, Pa.—-Feps car

buretters and flexible metal hose.

Schrader’s Sons, Inc., A., New York City—

Universal tire valves and pressure

gauges?

Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn.—

Seamless tires and inner tubes.

Shaler Co., C. A., Waupun, \Vis.—-Shaler

vulcanizers.

Sheldon Axle Co., \Vilkesbarre, Pa.—Axles

and springsq"

Simms Magneto Co.. New York City—

Simms magnetos.

S. K. F. Ball Bearing Co., New York City——

S. K. F. ball bearings.

Smith Co., A. 0.. Milwaukee, Wis.—Parts.+

Sparks-Withington Co., jackson, Mich.—

Fans and Sparton horns.

Spicer Mfg. Co., Plainfield, N. j.—Spicer

universal joints.‘l'

Splitdorf Electrical Co.. Newark. J.—

Splitdorf magnetos. coils, plugs and other

ignition devices, also electric lighting sys

tem.'l‘

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Standard ball and roller bearings.'l‘

Standard \Velding Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Stanweld rims, electrically welded tubing

and parts?

Standard Thermometer Co., Boston, Mass.

—Standard speedometers and Abell tire

pumps.

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Stewart speedometerle

Stromberg Motor Devices Co., Chicago, Ill.

—Stromberr.r carburettersd'

Swinehart Tire 81 Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—Swinehart tires.1’

Texas Co.. New York City—Lubricants.‘l'

Thermoid Rubber Co., Trenton, N. ,I._

Thermoid tires.

Thurber Rotary Starter Co., Detroit, Mich.

_Engine starters?

Timken-Detroit Axle Co.. Detroit. Mich.—

Timken hollow cast steel wheels and

bevel and worm axles-1'

(Continued on page 34.)
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48 DEALERS OCCUPY SPACE

IN BUFFALD’S llTli SHOW

Four-cylinder Car to Holder of “Lucky

Ticket” a Drawing Card—Green

and Gold the Decorative

Color Scheme.

“A Four-Cylinder Car to the Holder of

the Lucky Ticket" announced the publicity

which advertised the llth annual show of

the Buffalo-Automobile Dealers' Associa

tion, which was inaugurated in the Broad—

way Auditorium Monday evening last. Jan~

uary 27th, and will continue throughout the

present week, and in a measure, perhaps.

the phrase was accountable for the crowded

show floor which prevails and which has

prevailed throughout the week. Each of

the numbered tickets sold at the door is a

potential prize winner, the prize being an

Empire touring car, which is on exhibition.

For the occasion, the building is “all

dressed up," so to speak. Green and gold

streamers are hung from a central point in

the gable roof to the eaves, the streamers

of alternate coloring being so closely spaced

that the ceiling is invisible from the floor.

To the permanent illuminating facilities

which are provided have been added myriad

incandescents disposed on standards, which

also serve to bear signs in the form of

shields which announce the titles of the

various exhibits. One large decorative

piece, a fountain in the form of a lion,

faces the main entrance; it is flanked on

either side by a high garden wall literally

covered with blossoms, which serves both

as a draught arrestor and an attractive orna

ment.

Motor car dealers, 66 strong, have taken

all of the available space for the display of

as many different makes of cars which

they stock. One new accessory in the shape

of a folding sheet metal top for converting

an open car temporarily into a limousine,

and which is made by R. J. Conover & Co.,

Bufi'alo. cropped out among the exhibits of

the 16 accessory dealers.

The exhibitors of motor cars are: Co

Operative Motor Car Co., Abbott-Detroit,

Pope-Hartford, Alco and Stevens-Duryea;

Ralph E. Brown Motor Car Co., American,

Ranch & Lang. and Winton; Barrett Motor

Car Co., Paige-Detroit; Buffalo Electric

Vehicle Co., Buffalo Electric; Buick Motor

Co., Buick; Kane Motor Supply Co., Cadil

lac; Louis Engel, Jr., Cartercar; Mason B.

Hatch. Chalmers, Stearns-Knight; Joseph

Rath. Chevrolet and Little; Cole Motor

Co. of Buffalo, Cole; -Monroe Motor Car

Co., Maxwell, Lenox, and King; Anderson

Carriage Co., Detroit Electric; Delaware

Avenue Garage 8r Motor Co., Detroiter;

Bufialo Automobile Sales Co., Fiat and

Pullman; Wcrick Bros. Motor Car Co.,

Firestone-Columbus and Haynes; Meyer

Motor Car Co., Flanders Six and Reo; Ford

Motor Co., Ford; George Ostendorf,

Franklin; Zimmer Motor Vehicle Co., Hen

derson, Davis, and National; Buffalo-Hud

son Sales Co., Hudson; Henry Brunn, Hup

mobile and Peerless; F. A. Ballou, Jack

son; Butialo Kissel Kar Co., Kissel-Kar and

Simplex; Krit Motor Car Co., Krit; R. G.

Danahy Co., Lozier; Mutual Motor Car Co.,

Marathon; Harry L’Hommedieu, Marion;

McFarlan Co., McFarlan; Progressive Mo

tor Car Co., Michigan; J. J. Gibson Co.,

Mitchell and Empire; Centaur Motor Co.,

Oakland; Olds Motor Works, Oldsmobile;

Overland-Buffalo Co., Overland and Gar

ford; Packard Motor Car Co., Packard;

Brighton Motor Co., Palmer-Singer; Pierce

Arrow Sales Co., Pierce-Arrow; Lutz Auto

mobile Co., Premier and W’hite; Regal Mo—

tor Sales Co., Regal; J. A. Cramer, Stod~

dard-Dayton and Marmon; Velie Motor

Sales Co., Velie; J. I. Case Threshing Ma

chine Co., Case; Glide Sales Co., Glide;

Thomas B. Jeffery Co., Rambler; Mercer

Auto Sales Co., Mercer; Poppenburg Motor

Car Co., Warren and Imperial; \N. P.

Smith, Metz; Verbeck & Palmer, Paterson;

Yearke Bros, Schacht.

Accessories are shown by: Ajax Tire &

Rubber Co., Automobile Insurance Salvage

Co., Brussi & Co., R. J. Conover & Co., F.

G. Crone, Frontier Tire 8: Rubber Co., Iro

quois Rubber Co., Indian Refining Co.,

Jaynes Auto Supply Co., Kendall Refining

Co., Theo. Meinhardt, Charles E. Miller,

Oxypather Co., Pyrene Mfg. Co., Selleck

Auto Equipment Co., “fay-me Oil Tank 8:

Pump Co.

  

Trucks Replace Cars at Philadelphia.

Scarcely had the last strains of “Home,

Sweet Home," which brought to a close on

Saturday evening last, 25th inst., Part I of

the 12th annual show of the Philadelphia

Automobile Trade Association, died out

when the pleasure car exhibits were rolled

out to be replaced by the 31 difierent makes

of commercial vehicles, which will hold

sway until Saturday evening next, Febru

ary lst. Naturally, the decorations in the

shape of scenes on canvas which garnish

the walls of the Garage Building of the

Automobile Club of Philadelphia were left

intact.

The commercial vehicles on display are:

Gramm, Locomobile, Chase, Autocar,White,

Pierce-Arrow, Packard, Garford, Alco, G.

M. C., Kelly-Springfield, Wilcox, Devon,

Kissel, General Vehicle, Peerless, Com

merce, Hewitt, Mack, Saurer, International.

Lauth-Juergens, Stewart, Mais, Walker,

Detroit, Automatic, Lansden, Webb, Baker,

Commercial.

PROVIDENCE DEALERS STAGE

RlVAL SHOWS lN SAME WEEK

Forty-four Retailers Constitute Larger

Exhibition, Ten the Smaller—

One Display in Hotel

Ballroom.

 

Rival shows are on at Providence, R. I.

Both were inaugurated Saturday evening

last, January 26th, and will continue until

Saturday next, February Ist; the larger,

which occupies the State Armory, comprises

61 different makes of motor cars, both pleas

ure and commercial, displayed by 44 dealers

and a comparatively large complement of

accessory and motorcycle exhibitors, and is

staged under the auspices of the Rhode Is]

and Automobile Dealers' Association. The

smaller show—Salon, as it is called—is

fathered by the Motor Car Dealers' Asso

ciation of Providence and occupies the ball

room of the Narragansett Hotel; the show

comprises ten different car exhibits.

The vehicles displayed at the Armory are:

Pierce-Arrow, Buick, R. C. H., Alco, Pope

Hartford, Stevens-Duryea, Studebaker, Reo.

Packard, Paige-Detroit, Jackson, Mitchell,

Krit, Locomobile, \Vinton, Hudson, Pre

mier, Peerless, Pilot, Chalmers, Knox,

Cadillac, Oakland, National, Case, Baker.

Stanley, Rambler, Regal, Cutting. Warren,

Lenox, Abbott-Detroit, Herreshofi, Speed~

well, Nyberg, Stoddard-Dayton, Overland,

American, Velie, Cole, Garford, Standard.

Franklin, \\-'hite, Mctz, Palmer-Singer and

Marion. Commercial cars—Alco, Universal,

Peerless, Rco, Packard, Pierce-Arrow, Fed

eral, Bessemer, Pope-Hartford, Mercedes,

Daimler, Chase, Palmer~Moore, Mais. I. H

C., Brown, Knox, Modern. White. and Litt

tle Giant. -

In the ball room show are: Stcarns, Mer

cer, Apperson, Stutz, Hupmobile, Simlllex'

Fiat, Renault, Marmon and Lozier.

Eighteen Dealers Exhibit at Troy.

“Billikins” and other grotesque statu

ettes oddly grouped against a backing 60""

prising scarlet and gold draperies. not to

mention a pagoda which serves as a band

stand, are the "fixings" which add attract

iveness to the third annual show of the

Troy Automobile Dealers’ Association,

which opened its doors on Monday evening

last, January 27th, and which will be in full

swing until Saturday next, February 15“

Eighteen car exhibits and a handful of 86‘

cessory displays constitute the show. Th'

cars on display are:

Packard, Cole, Peerless, Pierce-Arrow

Locomobile, National, Speedwell, K‘s“

Krit; Maxwell, Buick, Ford, Lozier, Silld‘

baker. Reo, Stearns, Little, Selden.
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CLAIMS 50% TIRE SAVING

FOR SlX-WHEELED VEHICLE

Dow Dual Wheels, Now Ready for

Market, Permit Greater Traction

and Also Eliminate Skidding

—Features of the Design.

After considerable experimentation and

much time spent in surmounting the diffi

culties placed in the path of every inventor

of radical ideas, Alexander Dow, of erst

while tire fame and at present president of

the Dual Wheel Co. of New York City. at

length has brought to practical perfection

new, of course. and has been seen in Moles

worth‘s ’buses, in slightly modified form,

and in Reevcs’s Sexto- and Octo-Autos. It

was from the Molesworth vehicle. in fact,

that Dow obtained his idea, though in work

ing it out to its present form he has found

it necessary to deviate considerably from

the plans as laid down by Molesworth,

whose principal object was to obviate side

slip.

Thus, for instance, Molesworth drove

only one pair of rear wheels. whereas Dow

drives both pairs, and in this way obtains

considerably greater traction than can be

obtained where only one pair is driven. The

reduction of side-slip follows as a matter

of course, for the four tires provide greater
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SIDE VIEW, SHOWING APPEARANCE OF DOW DUAL WHEELS

the design for a six- or eight-wheeled corn

mercial vehicle, the first inkling of which

leaked out nearly a year ago with the in—

corporation of the exploiting company.

From a small demonstrating model, de

scribed at the time in Motor World, the idea

has borne fruit in the form of a full~sized

'bus which, during the continuance of Part

ll of the New York Automobile Show, was

used as a "ferry" between Madison Square

Garden and Grand Central Palace.

in the interim between its first public an—

nouncement and its actual public appear

ance the design has changed in no whit,

and in its material aspects the 'bus that

°Xtmplitics the inventor's ideas presents

Milling more startling than an ordinary

vehicle equipped with an extra pair of rear

Whttls overlapping the usual pair. From

Which it appears that the original plan to

"imp both front and rear with dual wheels

has been changed slightly and in explanav

tion of the change it is pointed out that. as

Thf WeiEh! on the front wheels varies only

sllglllly and is considerably less than that

$22? by the rear wheels, it has not been

requirezttessary to add the complications

, I '" 8(Winning the front as well

[he Idea behind the scheme is not really

contact with the road than do two. in the

claims for the construction, however, great

est stress is laid upon the greater traction

obtainable with due regard for the conse

quent increase in braking capacity.

The demonstrating vehicle used by Dow,

as the head of the Dual \Vheel Co., is a

standard five-ton Mack truck that differs

from orthodox construction only as regards

its rear axle and the additional equipment

   

  

CONSTRL'CTIONAL D'ErAILs

represented by the two extra wheels. Inci

dentally, it is pointed out by Dow that the

added cost of equipping a vehicle with Dual

wheels is so slight—nominally about $100-—

as to place no serious obstacle in the way of

their general adoption.

Making use of the fairly well-known Bo

gey truck principle, universally used on all

steam and electric railroads, each of the

wheels in a pair is mounted on a stub axle

carried at either end of what has been

styled an “equalizing bar, which is carried

on bearings at the end of and transverse to

the main rear axle; the "equalizing" bar

therefore is free to 05cillate about the main

axle, permitting the equal distribution of

the load over each wheel regardless of de
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ACTION OF THE AXLES

pressions or obstacles in the road. The

"equalizing" bar is in effect a lever of the

second class, the net result of the arrange<

ment being that only half the movement of

the wheels is transmitted to the main axle.

Road shock therefore is diminished more

than half, consideration being taken of the

fact that the load is supported on four tires

instead of two, which lends point to the

claim for lessened depreciation and de

creased expense for repairs and' the prac

tical elimination of damage or breakage of

goods in transit. Similarly, in explanation

of the claim for considerably greater fuel

economy and for greater economic speed

under all ordinary conditions, attention is

directed to the fact that less actual effort is

required from the engine in forcing the

wheels to climb out of declivities in the

road or to surmount obstacles.

Power from the engine is transmitted

from the jackshaft by side chains to the for

ward pair of wheels exactly 21> it is done

in the standard truck, the wheels them

selves being' in exactly the same position

with regard to the chassis as they are in the

orthodox vehicle. The front wheels are,

however, fitted with extra sprockets and

drive the rear wheels through the inter
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mediary of an extra pair of chains. The

wheels measure 36 inches in diameter—

somewhat smaller than the standard Mack

wheels—and are spaced 25 inches from

center to center, the construction therefore

being compact. The width, from hub cap to

hub cap, actually is less than it is on the

standard truck, the gauge being 70 inches

instead of 71 inches. though the real di—

mensions might not be suspected by reason

of the overlapping of'the wheels. Adjust~

ment of the main driving chain can be made

in the usual manner by the screw in the

end of the radius rod, and there is provision

for tightening the drive to the rear wheels

by means of an eccentric. There are brakes

on all four wheels.

As both pairs of rear wheels always are

parallel, in contradistinction to Moles

worth's design, in which one pair steered

with the front steering wheels. chain drive

is entirely practicable Though it might be

supposed that in rounding sharp corners

some slight slip might take place by reason

of the theoretical and practical difference

of direction of the wheels, such is not the

caSe. according to inventor Dow. In ex~

planation of the seeming impossibility. it is

offered that the natural distortion of the

rubber in the tires is more than sufficient to

allow for the difference and effectually to

obviate slip, even on the shortest turning

radius. In support of the contention, it is

stated that the absence of slip may be de—

termined either by observing the rear

wheels as the vehicle is rounding a sharp

corner, or by cramping the wheels and

moving th etruck by hand, when no more

efiort will be required to move it than is

required when the headed

“straight on."

For the present, the Dual \Vheel Co. will

content itself with the production of a

limited number of sets of wheels which will

be offered to responsible manufacturers for

trial, the ultimate object being the licensing

of manufacturers to build the wheels them

selves under the Dow patents. Eventually,

it is given out, efforts may be made to apply

the system to pleasure cars—in fact. plans

already have been drawn and a model made

showing its application to a wire-wheeled

pleasure car—though the near future holds

forth no real possibilities of its accomplish

ment.

wheels are

Mud That Met a Valve Emergency.

That necessity is the mother of inven

tion and no person can be more ingenious

on occasion than the motorist, was empha

sized again quite recently by a precarious

pickle in which one tourist found himself.

He was afilicted with a badly pitted ex

haust valve and as he had no valve grinding

compound with him he used the next best

thing—which was plain mud.

arena-IL> I -.

AlRSlllP CONSTRUCTION lN

SECTIONAL INNER TUBES

Hexagonal Chambers That Share Re

sponsibility in Roberts Cellular

Invention—Extra Weight Off

set by Less Equipment.

To eliminate the common, if not particu

larly agreeable, practice of carrying tires

on the running board, and with the storing

of spare inner tubes in the tool box, is in

directly the object of the Roberts Rubber

Mfg. Co., of New York. In other words,

the company is manufacturing an inner tube

  

ROBERTS TUBE BEFORE SEALING

designed to be proof against blow-outs and

indifferent to punctures, these ends being

attained, it is explained, by following the

example of shipbuilders and of the famous

Count Zeppelin in providing a large num

ber of small compartments, each so small

  

ROBERTS TUBE INFLATED

that its deflation is a matter of small mo

ment. The company was organized several

months ago and, as already stated in Motor

\Vorld, capitalized at $1,000,000, and has

equipped a factory at Trenton, N. 1., where

the Roberts cellular inner tubes are being

produced.

A complete inner tube is composed of

from six to ten sections, according to the

tire diameter, and each section is traversed

from end to end by a series of hexa

air-containing cells, each about V8 in

diameter and separated by walls 1/16

thick. as shown in the first illustration

parts are made up with all the cells c tsed

at one end and open at the other, ant the

final process consists in filling them with

compressed air and scaling up the ‘pen

ends with rubber, which is vulcanjze in

place, preventing the escape of the air. l‘hc

second illustration shows a section infl: .ed.

In the base of the tube is a V-shz )ed

groove running from end to end. When the

cells are deflated. as in the first illustral on,

the groove is almost closed. The air p es

sure, however, spreads it out; when a t ibe

is put in place in a shoe the groove is clr :ed

up by bringing the edges together win a

tool provided for the purpose, and the <ut

ward pressure exerted against the beat of

the shoe causes the bead to hold so tigl tly

to the rim that, it is stated. the use of bolts

and lugs is unnecessary.

>nal

1 in

nch

The

In the event of an ordinary puncture, only

a small part of a single section is affec: ed,

while even if a tube should be punctured

clear through to the rim the difference in

the carrying capacity of the tire as a whole

would be affected only slightly. The Rub

erts tube contains about four times as much

rubber as an ordinary tube and therefore is

four times heavier; but the makers claim

that this added weight, which amounts to

about 10 pounds per wheel—more or less,

according to the size of the tire—is much

more than offset by the lightening of the car

consequent upon the discarding of extra

tires, tubes, pumps, repair apparatus. tire

irons and so on. Tubes are manufactured

for tires of any size and any style.

To Make Fires "Commit Suicide."

When a motor backfires an dsets fire 10

gasolene in the pan, or gasolene that has

leaked out becomes ignited in any other

way, the usual procedure is to throw sand

or dust on it, or else to turn a fire extin

guisher on the flames, if there is one on the

car. A new plan has been evolved, however,

by the Inst Lighter,Co., of Columbus, 0.,

well known as manufacturers of acetylene

lamp lighters. The idea is to make the firc

"commit suicide," as the Inst people Pl1t ‘t'

by hanging a chemical extinguisher having

an easily fused plug under the hood on the

front of the dashboard. Abnormal heat

melts the plug and the contents of the brass

cylinder emerge in the form of a gas which

expands enormously and envelops eveTY'

thing in its vicinity with a blanket 0i “390'

that will not itself support combustion and

keeps 05 the air. The “Fire Out" extin

guisher, as it is called, can be exchanged

when discharged, for one that is fully

charged. at a cost of $1.50; the price of the

first extinguisher is $5.
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“ACTION” A MEANS OF ARRESTING ATTENTION

Moving Demonstrations That Interest and Hold the Public When Other

Methods Prove Unavailing—Automobile Show Reveals Numerous

“Stunts” That Are as Adaptable to the Dealer’s Uses.

\\'hcre\i:r there is action there’s attcn<

tion.

Attention is what the merchant first seeks

to gain from the purchaser; attention se

cured, sales may result. (Wherefore one

problem of the business man is to draw at

tention to his business.

The automobile or accessory retailer,

seeking methods of drawing attention, or

dinarily would be obliged to cover an ex

tensive territory, viewing the methods of

other tradesmen, but an opportunity which

is afforded every year wherein the field of

search is narrowed to a convenient and con

stricted area is found at the annual automo

bile shows, where manufacturers of cars

and accessories vie with each other in win

ning for their exhibits the attention of the

passing throng.

Duck: and Fish as Attention Winners.

Ducks and goldfish at an automobile show

my Seem a far-fetched suggestion to the

man cndeavoring to devise a novelty for

drawing a crowd to his exhibit until the

apparent incongruity is explained away.

which explanation can be given by anyone

Who saw the exhibit of William B. Laidlaw,

Jr, in the basement of Madison Square Gar

den, during the show there. Laidlaw is a

manufacturer of top and upholstering cloths

and the ducks and fish were used in his

demonstrations of the waterproof qualities

of his fabrics.

As a starter, he erected an iron tubing

Stindard so constructed that the draping of

his cloth nver rectangles of tubing formed

dcDressions which, with the addition of

water. made a couple of miniature ponds. In

0“! Of these he placed four ducks and in

"If other a number of goldfish. The ducks

and 55h furnished the “action” that served

to draw attention to the exhibit. and those

who S")PPed to look necessarily were im

Zreirtd with the fact that Laidlaw's cloth

nightaii’prooi, for the ponds were there

(Mb 81' night, and the under side of the

d . was absolutely dry. A Chinese Man—

]ixlnthfil1Ch. which endeavored to monopo

i‘ comflltlde pond and which peaked at

i‘nlusemcillatn101:S was always a source of

we“ serve - nd Just as this feature might

mention-3:15 a lesson to the public and an

"we 7 trester in any show Window, so

“5 3c“My an attraction of this sort

which might not be adapted by any retailer

of cars or accessories, although probably

most of the features are better suited to the

accessory trade. Also, there may be de

vised other originalities, just as Laidlaw

conceived the idea of making the ducks help

tell his story.

._ v . i} i > .. “Ham!

a. We. are“? i. 7'
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DUCKS AND FISH FOR FABRICS

For a movement device which appeals to

the car or accessory dealer, the Westing

house Electric & Mfg. Co., in the Grand

Central Palace, presented something unique

in a complete lighting and starting system
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in operation. The bare system was arranged

on a long. wide table, headlights, spark

plugs, speedometer lamp. attached to a

dashboard, controls and the wiring, and a

battery was operating the whole system.

showing an observer just how it works.

Clever effects, while there was no move

ment, were achieved by the Gould Storage

Battery Co. and the Packard Motor (.Lar

Co. The former, at the Palace, was located

in front of one of the many big scenic pic—

tures which covered the walls, in this case a

_ summer touring scene with a big car rush

ing directly into the foreground; behind the

painted headlights the Gould company

placed tiny lamps, which added an almost

startling touch of realism to the scene. The

Packard company took advantage of its

lighted headlights by placing over them

"transfer" pictures of Woodland scenes in

which the central figure was a Packard car.

The illuminated scene served well to show

the attractiveness of the car in service and

was an ingenious conceit which would show

to advantage in any salesroom window.

Moving Gears Educate and Attract.

Never failing to prove educating to those

who have an idea what a transmission looks

like. but who are a bit vague as to just what

is going on inside the case when the car is

in motion are the uncovered gearcases

wherein the gears are spinning in their thick

and yellow baths of grease; a sample of

this form of attraction was found in the

booth of the Albany Lubricating Co., at the

Garden, where a mirrored cover, uplifted,

helped force the gear-churned grease into

public view. Another exhibitor in a nearby

space, the International Acheson Graphite

Co., had upon its counter a miniature fur

nace which glowed with what apparently

was an intense heat. Over the top of the

furnace was sprinkled graphite, and a card

explained that Acheson graphite is made in

a heat of 7,500 degrees. Many show visitors

put their hands over the furnace, but since

a red electric lamp does not give 7,500 de

grees of heat none was burned.

In the lubricating line the oil makers

varied their methods of getting the public

eye. The New York & New Jersey Lubri

cants Co., on the elevated platform-at the

Garden. used a device which is so special in

construction that, unless it were furnished

by the company it doubtless would not find

its way to the dealer. lt consisted of three

sections of mirrored glass, one of which slid

from the bottom to the top and bore the

lower half of the word “Motorol.” \\'lten

this part was moved up in contact with the
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section which bore the upper half of “Mo

torol" the letters were about four inches

high, and black. An electric mechanism,

however, was 50 arranged as to cause the

lower half to slide down, disclosing black

stripes on a mirrored section underneath,

making the letter 12 or 14 inches high.

\‘Vhile the crowd was watching the comple

tion of this transformation, the black stripes

just disclosed were replaced by glass tubes

containing various colored oils, and at this

instant lights within the sign lighted and a

pretty effect was produced; then the lights

went out, the sliding glass moved up, and

the performance was repeated.

Puzzle Interesting to Everyone.

A puzzle ora mystery always interests the

crowd and George A. Haws, exhibitor of

Panhard oils, took ample advantage of this

fact. Also, his device was simplicity itself.

being nothing more than an upright, L
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PLUGS THAT SPARKED IN WATER

 

 

shaped standard. from the arm of which was

hung a hall-gallon oil can, tipped at an

angle of 45 degrees and the top cut out. Be

neath this, upon a bench, was a five-gallon

can, and a stream of oil poured continually

from the upper into the lower can. \Vhy the

upper can never became empty was a mys

tery which caused a crowd to stand about

the Haws booth. Many theories were

evolved, but all were guesses; the solution

was a little pipe which passed from the

bottom of the lower can, down through the

bench, up through the standard, through the

leather handle which was riveted to the

upper can and into the can. A little elec

tric motor and a pump, concealed beneath

the bench, did the rest, but to the public it

was as mysterious as the first trolley car;

they couldn't see what made it go.

The Oilzum people. White & Bagley Co..

won attention by a wheel, the spokes of

which were glass tubes, backed up by lights,

the tubes being nearly filled with oil. The

bright and varied colored spokes, with the

bubbles rising as the spokes were inverted

by the revolving of the wheel, proved inter

esting; as in practically all of the move

ment devices. a small motor and belt act

uated the wheel. The Havolinc Oil Co. has

a similar attraction.

Spark plugs are a never failing source of

interest, and many exhibitors held throngs

in front of their exhibits. watching wierd

flashes within dark recesses. The majority

of these displays consisted of a system sim

ilar to that which causes the timed sparks in
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a motor with the flashes in proper order.

A. R. Mosler & Co. varied the arrangement

by placing six mammoth Spitfire plugs, each

about 15 inches long, upon their counter, the

sparking ends toward the crowd, and these

flashed intermittently, the size of plugs and

sparks blocking traffic because of the un

usual proportions. Big plugs, also, were

shown by the Connecticut Telegraph 8:

Electric Co. and the \'-Ray Co., Inc., the

latter's plug, which was about six inches in

diameter, being made to spark despite a

heavy coat of grease, which is highly non

conductive.

Devices that Played up Spark Plugs.

As in the V-h'ay exhibits. there were nu

merous devices to show the ability of the
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VALENTINE’S WHIRLING \VHEELS

plug to spark under difficulties, the difiiculty

generally being a stream of oil pouring

upon the plug which, nevertheless, kept up

its "crackle." In some of these the oil was

returned to the upper reservoir by a pump

and in others an attendant returned it by

hand when the lower receptacle became

nearly full.

The Emil Grossman Co. utilized one of

the best moving devices in the spark plug

line; it consisted of two plugs, each at

tached to the throw of a two-throw crank

shaft and wired to a magneto. As the motor

which operated the magneto caused the

shaft to revolve, the plugs dipped in a

small trough of water, but each time came

up sparking as busily as if nothing had ever

happened.

Shock Absorbers and “Baby Dolls.”

Shock absorbers always afford an oppor

tunity for demonstrations, and both to draw

attention and to tell its story the Hartford

Suspension Co. displayed its famous “danc~

ing dolls"—-two miniature cars.one equipped

and one not equipped with Truffault-Hart

ford shock absorbers, and in each of which

was seated a doll. A motor caused drums to

revolve beneath the car wheels. and what is

likely to happen to the passenger in a car

 

  

BUMPING HOME NEWMASTIC ARGUMENT

not equipped was hinted at in the way a doll

in the uncquipped car bounced and vibrated

while the doll in the other car had a com

paratively easy time of it. This company

also demonstrated its product by an auto

matic device which compressed and released

an ordinary full—elliptic spring, the absorber

stopping vibration at one time and the

spring being free to vibrate at alternate

times. The J. M. Shock Absorber C0. em

ployed a somewhat similar device. except

that there was but one car and it contained

no dummy passengers, the absorbers being

attached and then unattached to show com

parative efiects.

More cruelty to dolls was performed by

the Gabriel rebound snubber. A car body.

containing two dolls, was set upon a full

elliptic spring which was compressed and

released by a mechanism that also alternate

ly attached and failed to attach the snubber

\\'ith the snuubber not attached the (10“5

might never have returned to the car had

not there been a connecting line hctwet‘n

the seat of the car and the dolls.

Ernest Flentje cleverly drew attention lo

the ease producing qualities of his absorber

,iJ
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by placing a jar of goldfish and a bouquet

of flowers upon a platform on top of a

spring; a shock absorber was permanently

attached, and when the spring was released

after being compressed the bouquet and jar

I and Wm

 

 

“t'NSllOCKED” FISH AND FLO\VERS

  

oii'olcltish were not disturbed. In fact, the

tub seemed to like it.

The john W. Blackledge Mfg. Co., to

cite a live demonstration of Velvet shock

Jhimbfl’s. attached one to a three-quarter

tlliptic spring, mounted the spring be

tween two regulation wheels and revolved a

th'um underneath the wheels; and while a

limit in the surface of the drum made the

“herb jump at every revolution, the shock
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Tut?FM"'T'HARTFORD'S DANCING DOLLS

Jinn-b _

“who”: convintt‘d hundreds of people of

y to take "P the undue vibration.

‘Ail ind Filler Fooled the

Tire filler e

or

Crowd.

it man will? have nothing better done

"mm porrone by the Newmastic Co.

"5 um thtls 1:" (if "1e device consisted

nithair and [h] t c me Of one being filled

Wheels “rt e Other With NewmastiC' the

madrevoued by a notched drum

°l “ping,- a" c to carry 3 load in the shape

“th t° arms extending from

L

the outer hubs to a stationary post at the

rear of the device and the passersby invar

iamly stopped to guess which was Newmas

tic-filled and which was air-filled. Judging

from the height of jump when the break in

the drum hit the tires, vibration and gen

eral action, everyone guessed, and there

were as many who guessed right as who

guessed wrong. The action was almost

identical with each tire, and the display did

more than anything else probably could

have accomplished in persuading the public

to consider Newmastic as a substitute for

air.

Carburetter Principle on Large Scale.

The Homo carburetter exhibit was cal

culated to explain how efficient is the little

wheel which breaks up and vaporizes the

gasolene that passes through this carburet

tcr: up through the bottom of a black

lined box about five feet high, the front

being open, projected a tube in which was

  

DEMONSTRATING I. M. SHOCK ABSORBERS

one of these little wheels, and water, “more

difficult to vaporize than gasolene,” as a

salesman explained, was sent up into the

box in a funnel-shaped cloud of vapor. Elec

tric lights, set into the back of the box,

made the vapor plainly visible, and for fur

ther efiect the salesman held his hand in the

cloud and it came out uniformly dampened.

A motor underneath was the operating

mechanism.

Enlarged Gauge that Taught Lesson.

Besides these, there were many clever

publicity "stunts," among them being a big

dial tire gauge, shown by the United States

Gauge Co., the hand of which pointed, for

instance, to figures which indicated that

for a three-inch tire the pressure should be

00 pounds, dropped back to zero, pointed

next to a combination of 3% inches and 70

pounds and so kept on with its lesson. The

Motometer Co., marketing a new device

which attaches to the radiator cap and tells

the car operator the temperature of the

water, similarly used a big motometer in

which a red liquid was made to rise and fall

in the temperature tube by means of a mo

tor and pump.

Tobin “Whichway” signals, in the base

ment, kept flashing “Stop” in red letters,

and those who inquired were told that the

signal beside the tail lamp lights when the

pedals are operated for stopping the car. A

revolving octagonal standard in the Good—

rich booth turned first one line of sundries

  

HOW GABRIEL DOLLS WERE “SNUBBERED”

or literature and then another toward the

observer, and there were similar devices in

other exhibits which, however, would have

been doubly cfiective had there been some

thing besides man power to turn them.

Showing How a Speedometer Works.

Odometers and speedometers in the War

ner, Stewart-\Varner, and Vecdcr exhibits

  

SHOWING ACTION OF VELVET SPRINGS

instructed the public in the internal work

ings of these more or less mysterious mech

anisms and never failed to be observed; in

the Veeder booth a revolving wheel causod

a hub odometer to register, and in the

Stewart~\Varner six speedometers were kept

running simultaneously, some sectional and

others encased. In all of these the con

struction required was not difiicult and, as

usual, a motor did the work.

How better to demonstrate the fact that
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Valentine 8: Co.'s Vanadium varnish is not

affected by soap than to revolve a wheel in

a trough of soapy water, alternate sections

of the felloe being coated with Vanadium

and other varnishes? As might be expected.

the Vanadium varnish came up bright and

unaffected, while the other varnishes used

contracted a bad case of bloom. The wheels,

two being used, and a single card with a

few words of explanation, told a better

story than any salesman could have told to

the show crowdsQalso they stopped to look

and read. whereas they might have passed

the salesman by.

Everyone likes to see a motor in opera

tion. for many people do not know much

about a car’s "insides" and a number of car

and motor exhibitors took advantage of

their electric starting systems to show how

power is transmitted to the rear axle, in

some instances the chassis being jacked up

from the floor and the rear wheels turning.

Others showed separate motors turning and

the Franklin company. a center of interest

because of its air cooling. used a glass

hooded car with small windmills or pin~

wheels indicating the air currents.

One might not think that much move

ment or interest could be aroused by ball

bearings, but the New Departure people

proved otherwise; one of the engineers

rigged up a number of small shafts. wheels

and belts, and at one end of this power

transmission chain placed a tiny electric

motor and at the other end a section of

shaft turning in bearings, the latter being

exposed. Nothing in particular was illus

trated except the fact that people will stop

to look if for nothing more than just to see

a few wheels go around.

Another meaningless but attractive layout

was that of ,l. H. Williams & Co., who

caused a six-cylinder crankshaft to so re

volve that each time a throw came to the

top it made a contact and lighted one of a

row of different colored lights.

The king of the puzzle device group was

that of the Link Belt Co.. which had a

number of gears and link belts running on

a table and in front of the group a 2%-foot

disk in which were inch slots. When this

disk revolved at high speed an observer

could see through it, but what he saw

caused him to wonder if he saw aright, for

while all the wheels and belts were spin

ning when not viewed through the disk. the

view through the disk caused some to re

main stationary. others traveled normally.

and some went backwards. Such a device

might easily be made by any dealer, and its

installation in a window would necessitate

little difficulty. Harold S. Pierce, the en

gineer who created it, said he got his idea

from seeing one revolving electric fan

through the blades of another, the second

one appearing to be stationary.

MORE CARS, FEWER

ACCESSORIES FOR CHICAGO

(Continued from page 27.)

Tiniken Roller Bearing Co., Canton. Ohio—

Timken taper roller bearings?

Tingley & Co., C. O., Rahway, N. ].--Vul

canizing outfits.

Tobey. Wm. L.. Boston, Mass—Q. D. rim

removers and glare removers.

Tuttle Spring Co., Chicago, Ill.—Springs."1'

United Rim Co., Akron, Ohio—Standard

universal rims.

U. 5. Ball Bearing Mfg. Co., Oak Park, Ill.

—U. S. ball bearings!

United States Light & Heating Co., New

York City-U. S. L. starting and lighting

systems and storage batteriesq‘ '

United States Tire Co., New York City—

United States tires.

Universal Tire Protector Co., Angola, Ind.

—Tire protect0r5.*

Vacuum Oil Co., New York City—Mobil

oils and greases.‘l‘

Vail-Osgood Rubber Products Co., Chicago,

Ill.—Scicntific inner tubes"

Valentine & Co., New York.-Varnishes.

Vanguard Mfg. Co., joliet, Ill.—-Wind~

shields.‘

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.--Veeder

tachometers, odometers and die cast

parts.'l'

\‘esta Accumulator Co., Chicago, Ill.-Vesta

storage batteries and lighting systems.‘l'

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., Jersey City,

N. j.—-Brown Scientific inner tubes.

V-Ray Co., Chicago, Ill.-V-Ray plugs.

\Vallman Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, \Vis—Oil

tanks and storage systems."l'

\Valpole Rubber Co., Boston, Mass—\Val

pole tires.

VVaukesha Motor Co., VVaukesha, Wis.—

Waukesha motors“L 1

Warner Gear Co., Muncie. Ind—Gears and

parts and Gardner engine starters.“l'

Warner Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio—Gear

sets.'l'

\Varner Instrument Co., Beloit, VVis., War

ner autometersil' '

Weaver Mfg. Co., Springfield, Ill.—

Weed Chain Tire Grip Cot, New York City

—-Weed chainsd'

Weston-Mott Co., Flint, Mich—Axles and

parts?

\Vestinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg, Pa.—Motors, starting and lighting

outfits, vulcanizers, horns, etc.‘l

Wheeler & Schebler, Indianapolis, Ind."

Schebler carburetters.1'

\Vhite & Bagley Co., Boston, Mass—Oil

zum lubricants.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford. Conn—Whit

ney chainstl

\Villard Storage Battery Co.,

Ohio—LEA storage batteries.‘l'

Williams Co.. J. H., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Drop

forgings and wrenches?

a 

Cleveland.

Wolverine Lubricants Co., New York City

—Wolvcrine lubricants?

 

Sues Twice for Damage Claim.

Automobile owners are generally sup

posed to be the ones to worry in negligence

litigation, but one instance, at least, where

the complaining party found himself in

volved in still more trouble after the suit

was terminated is contained in a suit

brought in Des Moincs, 1a., by Thomas

Clancy against the Strong Motor Car Co.

of that city. Clancy secured judgment for

$1,800 for injuries sustained when one of the

Strong cars struck him and now is suing

to get part of this sum from E. J. Kelly, the

attorney who conducted Clancy's suit.

Clancy claims he agreed to give the at

torney one-third of the amount secured.

while the attorney places the percentage at

one-half and, however the deal was ar

ranged. the attorney seems to have come

into possession of the money; one point of

difference is as to who received the $1,800

\eheck. Clancy claims the lawyer received

it and so arranged that he kept half of it.

while the attorney alleges that Clancy re

ceived the check and turned $900 of it over

to the attorney. Kelly also claims the suit

is helped on by a grudge borne him by

John Newburn, one of Clancy's attorneys in

the latest suit.

Miller Evolves a Self-Healing Tube.

The next best thing to preventing a

puncture is preventing the loss of air

through a puncture, and it was with this in

mind that Chas. E. Miller, of the Anderson

Rubber \Vorks, Anderson, Ind., devised an

inner tube of the self-healing type, in which

the pressure of air on soft rubber is made

to close up holes. '

The Miller tube consists of two concentru‘

tubes of cured rubber, of the same kind 85

in ordinary tubes, with a space betwet'"

them which is filled with plastic rubber,

which is soft and more or less "tacky." The

theory is that when a puncture occurs the

air pressure, pressing the rubber, must force

it into the puncture, filling it tightlyv “Pd

that the rolling of the tire over the road "1‘

creases this effect. It is said that 88 ll"

layer of plastic rubber is completely 9'“

closed and protected from the air, it will no!

dry out. but will remain plastic for the. Me

of the tube. The Miller tube is consider~

ably heavier than an ordinary inner tube

containing, the manufacturer state

four times as much rubber.

 

Paris Finally Forbids the Cut-0‘"- l

Following the example of other forels’l

cities. Paris at length has seen the ugh

and henceforth the use Of muffler Cut-Pm

in the gay city will be considered a m‘Sd‘

meanor.

j 5
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WILLARD RADICALLY REVISES

STORAGE CELL CONSTRUCTION

New Method of Sealing, Eliminating

Compounds, Adopted—Bolt Con

nectors Replace Burned Lead

Straps—Other Changes.

 

  

As becomes the acumen of manufacturers

who long since saw the light of necessity in

the production of special types of storage

batteries for automobile illuminating and

starting. the Willard Storage Battery Co.,

of Cleveland, 0., has developed and placed

on the market a new type of LBA lead-plate

vehicle battery the construction of which

 

  

IIIGH "MUD" SPACE CELL

is so radically different from anything else

of its kind as to mark it as one of the

few really important improvements that

have been made for a long time.

Disrupting more or less firmly rooted bat

"l'y traditions which have remained in

marked contrast to the modern tendency

toward simplicity of construction and ac

‘fwbililyr the Willard company, figura

"le speaking, has taken the bull by the

horns, and bodily cast out sealing com

POllflds and "burned" connections, the net

result of the innovation being that the “in

S‘dfé" 0f the new batteries are infinitely

"1°" "Est-at-able" than were the “insides”

of mail“ Dredecessors. Instead of the old

Style sealed cover, sealed with a black mass

Y’h'fh becomes hard only when cold and is

:hen heated, the new cells are

“burnedtxlt soft pure rubber gaskets and

connectors have given way entire

MOTOR WORLD

ly to an entirely new type of bolt con

nector.

Some idea of the greater simplicity and

accessability of the new LBA cells can be

gained by the ease with which it is pos

sible to remove one or more units for repair

or replacement. or to remove the whole in

ternal economy for washing. By simply

removing the bolts, the cell connectors are

  

RUBBER SEALING GASKET

released, releasing in turn the covers and

soft rubber gaskets, which then may be

lifted out, giving quick access for the re

moval of the cells. Under the old regime

when it became necessary to remove one or

more cells for equalizing or repair—an op

eration which is not the least bit uncom

mon—it was necessary first to dig out the

sealing compound—a more or less laborious

and dirty job—and then to break the lead

connectors in order to release individual

cells; of course, if all the cells were to be

removed it was necessary to sever all the

connectors either by sawing, which is the

preferable method, or by melting. From

which the simplicity of the new construc

tion becomes apparent.

Among other improvements which have

  

NEW LBA CELL CONNECTOR

been made simultaneously with the adoption

of the new method of sealing and connect

inu. anew type of vent plug has been adopt

i-d. It is built upon scientific principles cal

culated to cause the condensation of lib

erated gas before it escapes, by breaking the

bubbles. Jars are built with heavily rein

forced walls to ensure against breakage

and are constructed with both standard and

deep “mud” spaces. Reflecting the experi

ence of 20 years in the building of vehicle

batteries, the plates remain substantially

the same and are constructed under pro

cesses calculated to make them peculiarly

suitable for vehicle work.

In common with a number of other man

ufacturers, the Willard company supplies

its batteries in a number of difierent types,

which vary according to the work for

which they are intended. Types 1 and K of

the LBA vehicle batteries, for instance,

have heavy plates of standard thickness,

such as at first were designed for electric

vehicles, and have remained standard for the

past 14 years. Cells are made up containing

from five to 21 plates, according to the de»

sired capacity, and for those who still ad

here to conservative lines the old-style

compound sealed covers and lead connect

ors are supplied; needless to add, both

  

SHOWING BOLTED CONNECTORS

types also are supplied with the new style

rubber seals and bolt connectors.

Permitting greater capacity for the same

bulk, types L and M are supplied with me

dium thickness plates, there being from

seven to 23 to the cell.

the others, they are made with both high

and low “mud” spaces, the former being

calculated to live out its useful life without

the necessity for washing by reason of the

greater room for sediment at the bottom of

the jars. Types N and 0 contain very thin

plates ranging in number from seven to Z7,

and are designed primarily for. use where

light weight and great capacity are required,

as for instance, in pleasure vehicles.

In the production of batteries intended

for lighting and starting work, there are

several important characteristics which

must of necessity be incorporated in design.

and among them high voltage maintenance,

In common with all
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slow temperature rise and the ability to

maintain output for protracted periods

stand one, two, there, respectively. Sim

plicity of construction and accessibility

also are essentials, of course, and it is to

all these points that the Willard company

draws attention in bringing to public notice

the special types of batteries that have been

developed for this class of work, experi

mentation having covered a period of more

than five years.

By reason of the fact that lighting and

starting batteries generally are expected

to withstand unusually hard service and

real abuse at the hands of those who are not

as familiar with batteries as they might be,

Willard batteries are built on the individual

cell principle, thus permitting the inspec

  

IJIA BATTERIES THAT HAVE

tion or repair of one cell of a battery with

out the necessity of disturbing the others.

Further increasing accessibility, all cell con

nectors made above the top cover,

which construction also operates to reduce

to the minimum the possibility of local

action between cells. And as there are no

exposed parts which can corrode, cleanli

ness is an inherent feature of the line. The

principal characteristic of the starting bat—

tery is high efficiency and low internal re—

sistance, with corresponding high voltage

when discharged at high rates in order to

permit the realization of maximum motor

torque.

are

Britishers Begin Study of Benzol.

Amused at last by the British clamor for

benzol in place of "petrol," the price of

which steadily is mounting, the Royal Auto

mobile Club has joined forces with the mo

tor Union and the Society of Motor Manu

facturers and Traders in the formation of

a commission to study and investigate more

thoroughly the question of the suitability

of the alternate fuel. As is fairly well

known, benzol is a coal tar product that on

more than one occasion has been suggested

as the best means of bringing the gasolene

barons to their senses. The work of the

commission will be commenced immedi

ately.

Carburetter "Coughs" Caused by Water.

Straining the gasolene may take all the

water out of the gasolene, and usually it

does so, if a chamois is employed; but

nevertheless water not infrequently will

come out at the carburetter end of the

feed pipe. The reason for this, according

to the Rayfield people, is that moisture in

the air condenses inside the tank and the

water naturally seeks the lowest point in the

system—the carburetter intake—and, get

BEEN DEVELOPED ESPECIALLY FOR STARTING AND LIGHTING

ting into the carburetter, causes "popping"

that often is taken as an indication of too

lean a mixture. But the reason is that‘the

carburetter has attempted to handle a lit

tle water as it would handle gasolene, and

the result is a “cough” or two, after which

the engine runs normally till another drop

of water provokes more “coughing.” The

remedy is a separator in the gasolene line.

Frenchmen Evolve Air Transmission.

"The world do move," as some one or

other has remarked. though whether it ever

will move fast enough to see the adoption

of the compressed air transmission remains

to be seen. Sufiice it to say that the last

one seen on American shores was up to its

hubs in'a beautifully sandy back yard, where

it had been abandoned as impracticable af

ter something like $18,000 had been spent

in developing it. Despite the difficulties

besetting those who attempt such a radical

means of eliminating, at one fell swoop,

clutch and gears and a whole lot of other

parts, however, two Frenchmen, named Per

sonne and Persin, have built such an air

transmission, and they are exceedingly san

guine of its possibilities.

In the Personne-Persin arrangement, a

special motor has been made with three

power cylinders and three air cylinders cast

together in pairs in V form. The air en

gine consists of four vertical cylinders

mounted directly on the front axle, which

serves also as the crankshaft for the air

engine, which therefore is direct connected;

speed changing is effected by varying the

speed of the compressor, and a large tank

is provided for the storage of air under

pressure that the whole arrangement may

be made “self-starting.” Carrying the idea

a little further than any of their predeces

sors, Messrs. Personne and Persin utilize

the heat of the exhaust to expand the

SERVICE

stored compressed air, thus increasing effi

ciency slightly.

Fan That Both Cools and Brakes.

Applying a fan brake in a manner that

might cause some engineers to open wide

their eyes, a firm of foreign car maker!

which supplies commercial vehicles de

signed for use in the passes of the Alps

mountains, has achieved a wonderful meth—

od of construction for which great efficien'

cy claims are made. By way of providing

retarding influence to prevent trucks run

"ing away with themselves on the steep

mountain roads, and also to keep the ordi

nary brakes and the differential mechanism

cool under the strain of continual braking'

a big fan brake connected to the propeller

shaft is located beneath the chassis and

rotating parallel to it. Putting the fan in

motion with the aid of a hand lever cause-q

a great displacement of air thus consider

ably retarding the vehicle. And as the cur

rent of displaced air is directed against the

wheel brakes, two birds are killed with one

stone, so to speak.

4___.-J
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ELIMINATING TROUBLEIN LIGHTERSANDSTARTERS
 

Necessity for Cleanliness and Periodic Inspection if Petty Annoyances Are

to be Obviated—Value of Systematic Search in Locating Cause

of Failures—Leece-Neville Apparatus as an Example.

(This is the seventeenth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner alike.)

it“

“Here,” said the enthusiastic owner, is

an electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem that I have had for a little over a year;

it has always worked well and smoothly,

has never failed to start the engine and

there always has been plenty of ‘juicc' in

the battery to light the lamps. \Vithin the

past week, however, it seems to have gone

wrong, somehow or other: I can't get

enough light out of the lamps to placate the

police—it’s the kerosene burners that have

>ll01€dli1€ lenses and reflectors up a bit—

and the starter gives a most extraordinarily

feeble 'kick' when I try to start. Alto

L'cthcr, it appears pretty sick; what's the

matter with it?"

Dirt That Causes Much Trouble.

it did not take the repairer very long to

di~c0ver that both the generator and the

motor were dirty-very dirty indeed—that

both were mud-splashed. that there were a

“Wit of loose wires and that the commuta—

Wi were so caketl with a combination of

oil and carbon dust and ordinary dust that

it was almost impossible to distinguish the

“tttmcnts from the insulation. It took sev—

eral hours and cost in the neighborhood of

ll\t7 dollars to put the equipment in running

tiindition again and. of course, the owner

vgrumbled at the expense. He had been told

to let it alone and he had done so, and he

could not see why he should be expected to

foot the bill.

And yet he had been very careful to see

that every other part of the car was cleaned

“'"Y "iuhlwne little spot of mud on the

body would result in cause for the washer

‘0 quill The engine was religiously oiled

arid at least once a week it was gone over

“'"h a cloth to remove the most conspic—

“Q‘l‘ Ponion of the accumulated dust and

minggiase cups. were filled and screwed

f regular intervals. If the engineer

0 fl“ "Press train upon which he was

tra’izihrldbfailed to use his oil can and the

lopermit ten delayed half an hour or so

hm [all I; hot bearing to cool, he would

mom" tiewrlilng some one. As a mat—

mak: mor-e t“with of some locomotives

but they m o; d 0.000 turns m 24 hours,

mm or {our h t a and looked. after every

whm the man thrs at the outside; and yet.

and engine mu acturer of electric lighting

rung equipment mildly sug

rid

gests that his apparatus requires a certain

amount of care—which, it ought to be

understood, is not included in the injunction

to let it alone—the advice is likely to be

looked at askance. And if it does break

down for the reason that it has been too as

Siduously let alone, and the attention of a

repair man is necessary, the manufacturer

unjustly is liable to be viewed in the light

of the plumber of joke fame.

Increasing the Starter’s Efficiency.

Periodic inspection, which in the major

ity of cases can be taken to mean intelli

gent care, for other than an occasional

cleaning and oiling nothing else is required,

is absolutely essential if real satisfaction is

to be expected—all of which and a great

deal more has been made plain in the pre

ceding sixteen articles which have appeared

in Motor World; unless the owner is will

ing to soil his hands occasionally and to

exercise his own good judgment in caring

for his system, he may well expect that a

visit to the repair shop eventually will be

necessary. for no piece of mechanism, no

matter how good it may be, can be expected

to operate indefinitely without any attention

whatsoever.

Incidentally, because a new engine as it

comes from the factory is “stiff,” it should

not be expected that an engine starter will

work quite as efficiently at first as it will

after the engine has been run two or three

hundred miles and its bearings have become

smoothed down, though it is only fair to add

that in few cases is trouble of the kind ex

perienced. Still, thorough investigation of

the cause of failures or sluggish action

should be made before the system is con

demned on general principles.

All of which leads to the thought that

there are many ways in which the efficiency

of an engine starter may be increased quite

easily. The first of these is to make cer

tain that the ‘carburetter is performing its

allotted work properly and is not "loafing

on the job.” \Vhere no engine starter is

used, the amount of human eXertion re

l) “a

m, \\\

LEECE-NEVILLE GENERATOR PARTLY DISASSEMBLED, SHOWING CONSTRUCTION

 
 

quired to start a motor may serve as a fair

ly accurate gauge of the adjustment of the

carburetter for starting, and cases are many

where failure to start on “one pull-up" has

resulted in the adjustment being changed,

to_ the mutual advantage of the owner and

the gasolene tank.

Quite naturally, if an engine is hard to

start—if it requires that the engine starter

be operated several minutes before the pis

tons can be induced to commence their

labors on their own account—an excessive

drain on the battery takes place. Though

most of the engine starters on the market

will “spin” a heavy motor for almost an

hour, which is to their credit, they are not

expected to do so by the manufacturer,

whose allowance is for but a momentary use

of the electric motor at comparatively long

intervals. Frequent ~starts requiring several

minutes—one man confesses that often it
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requires as many as ten minutes to start

his engine—deplete the battery very quickly,

for it should be remembered that the start

ing motor draws anywhere from 100 to 150

amperes of current every time the engine is

started under normal conditions. \Vhere

conditions are abnormal, such as are caused

by improper carburetter adjustment, or stifi

bearings, the current may be. and generally

is, considerably greater.

How Adjustment Helps Operation.

Improper carburetter adjustment is the

most frequent cause of hard starting. though

defects in the ignition apparatus may cause

quite as much trouble. Spark plugs in

which the gaps are too wide probably cause

as much trouble, though it should be be

membered that weak batteries also are fre

quent offenders. Of course, where igni

tion current is drawn from the same stor
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age battery that feeds the lamps and the

starting motor, battery trouble is unlikely,

unless the battery has been permitted to ex

haust itself, though even then there gener—

ally will be enough current to start, pro

vided there is enough to operate the starter.

\\'ith a great many systems, the condition

of the battery may be judged by means of

the ammctcr which forms part of the equip

ment; incidentally, the meter can be relied

upon as an infallible tell-tale to indicate

whether or not the dynamo is generating

and whether it is properly connected to the

battery through the cut-out. Because it

seldom is used as other than a plain tell

tale, there being very few operators who

can read an ammeter intelligently and real

ize the meaning of the reading, and because

there is no real necessity for a meter which

I l
CUT-OUT IN DETAIL

  

 

may or may not increase complexity, several

makers have substituted for it an indicator

which operates on the principle of an an

nunciator. Among them, the Leece-Neville

Co., whose equipment is used on Haynes

cars and a number of others, has adopted

an indicator which is unusual in that it

combines the functions of a tell-tale With

those of an automatic cut-out. The re

mainder of the Leece-Neville system is of

the two unit type, in which the generator

and the starting motor are separate

machines.

Despite the apparent complexity of the

combined indicator and cut-out suggested

by the designation, it really is a very sim

ple device, as may be seen by the accom

panying illustration, and there is nothing

in it that need ever require adjustment. As

a matter of fact. it may be placed on the

dash. which is its logical location, and left

severely alone, the arrangement of the con

  

STARTING SWITCH

tarts being such that practically no wear

can take place and perfect electrical con

nection is ensured for the life of the mech

anism.

Annunciators Instead of Meters.

In its essential elements, it consists of a

l.'-shaped magnet with the energizing coil

contained within the arch of the U; the

armature is hinged at one end and the other

end is extended to form two “legs” which

press against two spring-returned plungers

carrying contacts; the other contacts are

stationary, of course. A third "leg" be

tween the other two serves to actuate an

arm carrying the indicator, which is in

the two words, “Off” andscribed with

  

LEECE-NEVILLE DYNAMO

"Charging." In the illustration, the “tar

get,” as the indicator is styled, has been

omitted for clearness in showing the re

mainder of the mechanism.

In the design of the system, it is provided

that the generator shall commence to

charge the battery immediately the car

speed reaches 10 miles an hour on high gear.

Consequently as soon as the current gen

erated by the dynamo is greater than the

battery current, which is necessary in charg

ing, the cut-out automatically closes, and, in

closing, shifts the "target" so that the word

“Charging” appears in the little window

in the case. The case, by the way, is com

pletely water~ and dustproof, though, as so

often has been remarked, it is practically

impossible to exclude all dust, despite the

greatest of care in workmanship; a certain

amount is bound to find its way into the

mechanism after a time, because of vibra~

tion and. needless to add, it should be re

moved, the preferable method being by

means of a soft camel's hair brush.

Cleaning the Cut-Out Mechanism.

In cleaning the case, however, great care

must be taken not to bend the movable con

which are slotted to give them

springiness and ensure perfect connection.

If either one of them becomes bent so that

it does not make contact, the device will

remain inoperative until its shape is re

stored. Although the possibility is remote.

either of the plungers may stick in its bear

tacts.

 
  

 

 

  

CUT-OUT CASING

ings, due to the presence of dirt, which

makes plain the necessity for cleanliness if

trouble is to be avoided. To obviate stick

ing. it is not permissible to lubricate the

guides, for the reason that the lubricant i5

likely to work more harm than good by

causing accumulations of dust. The move

ment of the contacts is small in any case.

and the better way is to dust out the cm

regularly.

As for the contacts themselves, they

should never require to be touched, unless,

of course, oil has been permitted to Set on

them, or foreign matter has caused cOH'O'

sion which prevents proper connection bc'

ing made. Under such conditions, the Wm‘

edy suggests itself and consists of 8 llé'l"

application of fine emery cloth, until ll"

Contacts are uniformly bright. Incidentally.

even though the latitude of movement °l

the contact arms is very small it maylll

sufiicient under the action of continued “I

bration to loosen some of the wires. Hem

it is always a good plan to examine con

nections when it becomes necessary to ope

the case for any reason.

In the event that wires have jarred con

pleter loose from their binding 5cm“

which, though unlikely, still is possible. a

greatest of care must be taken to 58¢ ill
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they are properly replaced, for there is

nothing that is calculated to cause more

trouble than misplaced wires. In common

with a great many other manufacturers of

<uch apparatus, the Leece-Neville company

suppliefi a comprehensive instruction book

with its equipment, and in the book there

are given diagrams of all the wiring. Hence,

it should be a comparatively simple matter

for even the veriest novice to replace wires

as they should be replaced using the dia

grams as a guide.

Wiring Simplicity Made Plain.

The wiring of the remainder of the equip

ment not contained in the circuit breaker

casing is a good deal simpler than might be

supposed. The battery is rated at 100

amperes capacity and consists of six cells
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astrous to the rest of the car could put it out

of commission. The only trouble that might

aFfect the device and prevent the start

ing motor from being operated would lie

the loosening of the connecting wires. From

which it appears that wherever possible the

wires should be soldered in place.

Motor and Generator Care Explained.

Except for a difference in the method of

wiring. the generator and the motor are ex

actly like in construction and appearance.

The motor is of the plain, series-wound

type in which the torque increases with the

load up to the point of stalling. That is to

say, the greater the load placed on the ma

chine. within prescribed limits. of course,

the greater will be the pull exerted. To

make it still plainer, if the gasolene motor is

  

is

“if; 
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LEECE-NEVILLE MOTOR, SHO\VING METHOD OF ATTACHMENT AND GEARING

connected on a three-wire system, so that

lhey are charged in series at 12 volts. The

lamps are connected on two circuits of six

volts each, splitting the battery and the

lighting load into two equal parts, and the

starting motor operates at 12 volts. Omit

"fit the wires that lead to the lamps, there

3" only two in the system. They lead

from the generator to the battery through

the automatic cut-out and from the battery

to'the starting motor through the starting

Watch.

The starting switch itself is a very plain

and rugged piece of mechanism with big,

Suhstantial contacts, as becomes a device

calculated to handle very heavy currents.

The movable member is circular and when

"dated slides two contacts against two

“hers mounted on the base. the arrange~

I'm“ being such that when the central piece

'5 fully rotated, the surfaces in contact are

i'lgd‘i‘IUSWIY large area. By reason of the

Ilimyifcfntalct obtained,’thcre is no possi

anism :"lgn matter lodging in the mech

heing :l'a‘d Preventing proper connection

some can: hence no trouble from this

march“ ‘3 “Dccted. 'Also. as the parts

may th Vy andstrong. it is extremely un—

ai anythlflg short of collision dis

\

very hard to “turn over," the electric motor

will work harder to turn it over than it will

work if the operation is easier and, of

course. it will consume current proportion

ate to the work performed. Regulation of

output is an inherent function of the gen

erator and is obtained by the method of

winding; it is not dependent upon any ex

ternal electrical, mechanical or electro

mechanical devices.

Of these two elements—the motor and

the generator—the motor practically can be

forgotten from the beginning of the season

to the end, for there is only one moving part

in it, it is used comparatively little as com

pared with the use the generator gets, and

consequently is very much less liable to de

rangcment of any kind. It should not be

forgotten, however, that cleanliness is next

to efficiency—to paraphrase a much-worn

proverb—and even though the casing is as

dirtproof as it is possible to make it, dust

will work in. The dust itself will do little

harm provided the machine is not flooded

with oil, though obviously it is better out

than in. As the commutator shaft rotates in

ball bearings, a few drops of fine machine

oil about once a month will be all that is

required.

The generator, of course, is another prop

osition, for it is in use continually and is

subjected to many times as much wear as is

the motor; it should be lubricated a little

more liberally, or. rather, a little more fre

quently—say, twice a month instead of

once a month, if the car is driven contin

ually. Also. as the generator is run con~

tinurtlly, as long as the engine is run, it will

require cleaning more frequently than will

the motor, for the reason that the brushes

will wear more rapidly and cause a certain

amount of carbon dust. The cleaning should

be done preferably with a soft brush, pro

vided the dust is not caked on the parts

with oil when a cloth dampened, but not

wet. with gasolene can he used to advan

tage. In both the motor and the generator

a removable plate over the brushes is pro

vitletl for inspection of the "works."

Commutator and Brush Attention.

As the armature shaft of the generator

runs in ball bearings, the only parts which

will show wear eventually will be the

brushes, though there is no reason why they

should not last at least a season without re

placement unlcss gritty matter has been

permitted to find its way into the casing.

Under such conditions, however, the com

mutator is far more likely to show the

effects of wear. apparent in scratches or a

too bright condition of the surface. Per

sistetlt‘e in the use of very fine sandpaper

-Nm OO—applictl while the armature is ro

tating" and after the brushes have been re

moved will remove scratches from the com

mutator and restore it to its original condi

tion. provided too much force is not used

and the sandpaper continually is moved lon

gitudinztlly. If too much force is exerted,or

the sandpaper is not moved, scratches worse.

than thoSe it is sought to remove will be the

result. After the commutator has been

brought to a perfectly smooth surface, a

minute quantity of the best quality vaseline

applied with a small piece of felt will aSsist

in preserving its finish. Before the brushes

are replaced, their ends should be gently

sandpapcred. care being taken not to dis

turb the curvature if possible.

If inspection shows the commutator to be

smooth, with a high, brownish polish, it

should not be touched, for it then is in the

best of condition and can'bc expected to

run indefinitely without attention. If it is

cakcd with dust and oil, however, and ap

pears very sticky, the accumulation should

be removed with sandpaper applied in the

same manner as in removing scratches. As

has many times been pointed out, emery

cloth never should be used for the pur

pose, as minute particles of the emery are

likely to become imbeddcd in the compara

tively soft coppper and work havoc with

both the commutator and the brushes.
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MILWAUKEE DEALERS HAVE

ONE SHOW INSTEAD OF TWO

Differences Are Adjusted and Com

bined Efforts Bring About Suc

cessful Exhibition—The Cars

and Their Exhibitors.

That in unity there is strength amply was

demonstrated at the fifth annual show of the

Milwaukee Motor Show Association, work

ing in conjunction with the newly organized

Milwaukee Progressive Automobile Deal

ers' Association. which held the boards for

a full week, from Saturday, January llth,

until Saturday, January 18th. The concen

tration of the efforts of the two organiza

tions on the production of a single show

instead of upon two separate exhibits, as

was first proposed, resulted in a display

which filled to the limit each of the four

halls which comprise the Milwaukee audi

torium building. Of pleasure cars the prod

ucts of 68 factories were exhibited by 47

dealers, and in the basement were staged

the wares of 14 different makes of commer

cial vehicles shown by as many dealers.

Part of the main hall space was given over

for the exploitation of the wares of some

l8 accecssory dealers.

Decorations were simple but effective.

Huge gray tinted pillars with gold captions

supported mammoth palms on either side of

the aisles and the intermingling of the

leaves formed a canopy which covered the

passages. Over the booths an arch trellis

work bent under the weight of the southern

smilax and tree moss with which it was en

twined; myriad incandescent lights were

disposed to advantage in the foliage. Green,

gray and gold were the predominating col

ors in the draperies. The exhibitors of

pleasure cars were:

Wolaeger Auto Sales Co., Studebaker;

D. W'ittenberg, Carter Car; Packard Motor

Car Co.. Packard; Cole Motor Car Co.,

Cole; H. G. Hafemeister, Stavcr; Oakland

W'isconsin Co., Oakland, Detroiter, Empire;

Emil Estherg, Pope-Hartford, ‘Noods elec—

tric; Anger Engineering Co., Anger; Wis

cousin Auto Sales Co., Herreshoff, Little,

Cutting, Chevrolet; American Automobile

Co., Pierce-Arrow; Bleinheim Garage. Ve

lie; “I. E. Allen Co., MacFarland. Mara

thon; J. C. Coxe, Stanley; R. C. Rock

steatl. Warren and Paige; Regal Auto Sales

Co.. Regal; Archambault Sales Co.. Lozier

Michigan; Schreiber-Boorse Co., Locomo

bile. Hudson; Winton Motor Car Co., Win

ton; B. Leverenz, Elmore, Pullman;

Mitchell Automobile Co., Mitchell; Kop

meier Motor Car Co., Fiat, Baker electric;

E. F. Sanger Co., Marion. Stearns-Knight;

Smith-Hoppe Auto Co., R. C. H., Detroit

Electric. Chalmers; M. C. Moore, White;

Boulevard Automobile Co., Nyberg; Cur~

tis Automobile Co., Reo; J. I. Case Auto

mobile Co., Case; Frank Thompson, Appr-r

son; J. H. Menhall, Abbott; First Avenue

Garage. Metz, Davis; Jackson Motor Sales

Co., Jackson. Hupmobile; E. H. Peshak,

Enger; Krit Motor Co., Krit; E. O. Morse,

Crawford; Jonas Automobile Co.. Cadillac;

Thos. B. Jeffery Co., Rambler; Gas Power

Engineering Co., Premier: Kissel Kar Co.,

Kissel Kar; George \V. Browne, Overland,

Stutz; Buick Motor Co., Buick; Hickman

Lauson-Diener, Ford; Esbenshade 8:

Teague, \Vaverly electric; Hustis Bros.,

Stevens-Duryea. King. Borland Electric: H.

Grede. Pathfinder; Imperial Motor Sales

Co.. Imperial; Hughes~MacDonald Motor

Co.. Garford. Ohio electric.

The exhibitors of commercial vehizles

were: Kubal & Schaner, Commerce; Curtis'

Auto Co., Reo; Chase Motor Co., Chase;

Schreiber-Boorse Auto Co.. Locomobile;

International Harvester Co., International;

Buick Motor Co., Buick; Crown Commer

cial Car Co., Crown; G. W. Browne Co.,

Overland; American Automobile Co.,

Pierce-Arrow; Stegeman Motor Sales Co.,

Stegeman; Packard Motor Car Co.. Pack—

ard; Kissel Kar Co., Kissel Kar; Sternbcrg

Mfg. Co.. Sternberg; A. McDougal, June.

Accessory exhibitors were: Aermore Mfg.

Co., Auto Specialty Co., \Vallman Mfg. Co.,

Auto Supplv Co.. P. Gross Hardware Co.,

Feilbach Motorcycle Co., O'Neil Oil &

Paint Co., Meile-Blumberg Co., Kemlee Co..

General \Nelding Co., Wadhams Oil Co.,

\‘\"estern Fixture Co.. Johns-Manville Co.,

Comet Motor Co.. H. D. Plimpton. Milwau

kee Rubber Co., Pyrenc Co. of Illinois.

Native Dressing for Lynn Display.

With true local pride. the Automobile

Dealers' Association of Lynn, Mass, did not

go outside of its own State in an endeavor

to procure decorations suitable to form a

picturesque setting for its second annual

show. which held the beards in the State

Armory during the week ending Saturday

last, 25th inst. Native fir trees, suitably ar~

ranged. comprised the decorative scheme.

Both pleasure and commercial vehicles,

products of 30 different factories. were on

view until the doors closed on the exhibit.

Fourteen dealers exhibited.

Among the exhibitors were: Seymour

Avenue Garage, Inc., Mitchell, Detroiter

and International commercial; S. P. Tier—

ney. Buick; Liberty Garage. Hudson and

Studebaker and White and Chase trucks;

Essex Automobile Co.. Flanders. Hupmo

bile, American, Peerless and Hercules

trucks: Eastern Avenue Garage, Ford; M.

Plumstead, Maxwell. Stoddard—Dayton, and

Columbus electric; P. I. Reynolds. Oakland

and Michigan; Fred C- Mitchell, Stevens

Duryea; F. E. Vallier, Velie; E. T. Rey

nolds. Pope—Hartford; L. D. Robbins Co.,

Cadillac and \Vinton; H. M. Jacobs & Son,

Pathfinder: E. L. Brown, Mitchell, Ab

bott-Detroit and Krit; Henry C. Durgin.

Jackson.

Importers Part of Philadelphia Show.

In an Italian garden setting that was

nothing if not befitting. for cars of foreign

manufacture were predominant, the Phila

delphia Automobile Board of Trade closed

its first annual show in the First Regiment

Armory, Saturday evening last, January

25th. In all, there were 20 different makes

of motor cars exhibited by 16 dealers, and

of that number nine were New York im

porters who exhibited their automobiles at

the recent Importers' Salon in New York

City from January 2nd to 11th. The others

were Philadelphians who held no excess of

brotherly love for the Philadelphia Automo

bile Trade Association, whose show was in

full blast in another building.

The list of exhibitors includes: Tioga Au

tomobile Co., National, Nyberg and Hup

mobile; Abbott-Detroit Sales Co., Abbott

Detroit; B. H. Kirkbridge, Cutting; Boule

vard Garage & Sales Co., Little and Chev

rolet; Mercedes Distributing 8: Importing

Co., Mercedes; Isotta-Frasehinni Motor

Co.. ISOtta—Fraschini; F. \V. Sewell, Mi—

nerva; W. C. & H. N. Allen, Metallurgiqufi

De Dion-Bouton Selling Branch. De Di0n

Bouton; Adams-Lancia Co., Lancia; Kee

ton Motor Co., Ltd.. Canadian Keetofl;

Renault Freres Selling Branch, Renault;

Panhard & Levassor Selling Branch, Pan

hard; L. E. French. Kline and Marathon;

Charles R. Taylor, Warren; Frank ParkS.

Schacht.

Waterbury’s Second Exhibit Under Way.

Mayor Francis T. Reeves of Waterbury

delivered the speech of welcome which

marked the opening on Monday evening

last. January 26th, of the Connecticut city’s

second venture in the show field. AS W89

the case last year. the show is staged in the

Auditorium by the \Vaterbury Automobile

Dealers' Association; the doors will swing

wide until Saturday evening next, February

1st. The decorative scheme, which em

braces the profuse use of tinted bunting and

potted plants, is simple in the extreme

which adds rather than detracts from its

efi'ectiveness. On the floor are 18' different

makes of pleasure and commercial cars

shown by 12 dealers; accessories are dis'

played by half a dozen sundry dealers. Thc

cars shown are:

Little, Chevrolet, Reo, Overland, Ford,

Jackson. Locomobile, Buick, Pierce-Arrow.

Metz. Studebaker, Packard, Peerless, BT00

Electric. Chalmers, Universal, MOI/er, and

Stutz.
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A Work of Art

ARTISTS add rare beauty and luxury to

your National car after the mechanical

engineering experts have perfected its

power, reliability, ease of control, and serv

iceable qualities.

For luxury and utility you find the

National the criterion.

 

 

Long stroke motor (47/5x6), left-side drive, center control, Gray & Davis

electric starter, Gray & Davis dynamo electric lighting system, Bosch dou

ble dual magnetoI multiple jet carburetor, 12-inch Turkish upholstery, tire

pump integral part of motor, 128-inch wheelbase, Hoffecker speedometer.

full floating rear axle, concealed baggage compartments, tire carriers, full

heavy nickel trimmings, powerful brakes, perfect oiling system, robe rail.

foot rest, foot mat in running board, concealed tool box, electric horn, top,

curtains, Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorbers in rear, adjustable ventilating

and rain vision windshield and one extra Firestone demountable rim.
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National Motor Vehicle Company, Indianapolis, Indiana
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Be a Warm Hand Wheel Dealer

Every week you wait you are missing sales—the weather is

here—the desire for comfort is ever present with those who do

 
 

winter driving for business

or for pleasure. Are you

catering to demand for

Warm Hand Wheels—

or are you still waiting?

Here is a new but plainly practical

device which keeps cold hands warm

under all conditions of cold, rain, sleet

and wind. It is simple, easily installed,

easily controlled.

The Warm Hand \thel is not a lux

ury. It is a necessity on every car that

operates between October and May. Its

price puts it within the reach of every

car owner—and you will find it a ready

seller in your territory.

  

Circuit Closed

  

Circuit Open

The “farm Hand Wheel is heated

by the current from storage batteries

or electric lighting systems. Ford own

ers will find the “built in" flywheel mag

neto ideal for the purpose. In all cases.

a very small amount of current is used.

Dealers who see the future as well as

the present of this common sense. c01n~

fort-giving device, are getting their ter

ritory. It's right up to you to get into

touch with us now. Write and get the

details—learn how liberal your profit

will be on each fifteen dollar sale.

Warm Hand Steering Wheel C0.

527 Fifth Avenue New York
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Storage Batteries

At the New York Show
 
 

Of 277 Cars

Furnished With Electric Lighting and Starting Equipment

188 Contained
  

while the balance, 89 cars, or 32 1-10 per cent., contained

batteries produced by no less than four manufacturers.

  

You Are With the Big Majority

Use Class A Gm, Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

“ Use Class B em: Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Company

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Chicago Branch: 2241 Michigan Avenue

San Francisco Branch: 243 Monudnock Building

3"! York Branch: 136 W. 52d Street

elrott Branch: "91 Woodward Avenue

Depot; in All Principal Cities in (he Uni'ed States, Canada and Mexico
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I An Active Journal

Covering anActive Field  

 

Things are happening every day in both

I motorcycling and bicycling and every

I week these happenings are accurately

reported in the pages of this paper

  

THE OLDEST AND MOST INFLUENTIAL

CYCLING JOURNAL IN THE WORLD
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BicyclingWorld Company

1600 Broadway

New York City
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DUNLOP 8‘

rlm cutting during

For ten years’ time we have been the exclu

sive makers of the Genuine Dunlop Straight

Side Tire, practically the same in design as

it now appears.

 

 

Ten years have proven to us that this tire

is absolutely proof against rim cuts under

all sorts and conditions of service, Now we

back our belief in the Dunlop by an iron

clad guarantee such as no other tire maker

has ever offered since tires were first built.

 

 

  

 

 

UNITED STATES

NOTE:
As always the gu

the recommended

Special Guarantee

Notice to Motorists

GENUIE.

are now absolutely guaranteed against

the tile 01 the tire

  

And remember this, the Genuine Dunlop Tire—the only tire that

possesses all the merits of this type. is made exclusively by the

:2 NEW YORK

TIRES

The Genuine Dunlop Straight Side Tires

offer the motorists a combination of desir

able features that is unmatched in the whole

tire field.

1st. Strength and durability that can only

come from our four-factory co-opera

tive method of manufacture.

2nd. The easiest tire in the world to put on

and take off.

3rd. An iron-clad guarantee against rim

cuts.

TIRE COMPANY
to

00

anntee of the United States Tire Company attaches to its tires when filled with air at

pressure only.
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On Trail of the Perfect Sphere

At the end ofa long row of grinding machines stands

the one that is forming a ball.

It’s hot on the trail of the perfect sphere, for on that

little steering ball of the front axle depend the life and

safety of those Who ride in the car.

I As you watch, you see the ball spinning and fiery sparks streaming

from the rim of the whirling emery wheel.

I And back of it all—as in hundreds of other operations—lies a story.

The story of faithfulness in the making of

Timken-Detroit Axles

! Whenever the motor car changes direction, the

steering arms wings back and forth and the ball

turns in the socket of the steering connection.

I To work perfectly in every position of the arm

the ball must be a true sphere. Otherwise in

some one position there would be a slight loose

ness; and vibration would start the ball pounding

in its socket.

I A little pound would bring more looseness—

the extra play would bring more pound. And

the trouble would increase more and more rapidly.

I When it reached the point where wheels no

longer respond to the flash of the driver’s thought

-—-it would mean danger.

I But if the sphere is perfect there’s no looseness

at any point and no chance for a pound to be~

gin. The connection starts out right for every

position and remains right all the time.

I To make the roundness of ball a certainty in

the Timken-Detroit Axle is the mission of the

grinding machine at the end of the row that keeps

on the trail of the perfect sphere.

The Timken-Detroit Axle Company

W Detroit, Michigan, U. S. A.

Th. ml; axlr manufarrunr lirmnd to male 4x11;

Timhn Tuparnl ROI/n- Bur-innaquinnl with

W

‘11:“

  

1$21.51:
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The Self - Starting Six

These motors were designed since the advent of the electric starter. Any electric starting device can be

mounted on the crankcase—due to the crankcase design. These thoroughly tried-out motors are backed by the

ripe experience and successful reputation of the entire Continental organization.

Manufacturers will do well to remember the pulling power of the “Continental” reputation as well as the

pulling power of “Continental“ Motors.

“Continental” Motors have that sure quality, that absolutely defined measure of value, that enables car

manufacturers to get a little more for a car when equipped with a “Continental”-and, all the time, you are

giving a little more for the money.

Dealers have found by experience that it is easier to sell cars equipped with “Continental” Motors.

Be Sure and Look for “ Continental " Motors at the Chicago Show

Here’s the “ Little Six ” We Promised You

3% in. x 5% in. bore and stroke—compact, light, powerful—shown for the first time at Chicago. You re—

call the sensation made by the Continental “Bix Six” at Chicago a year ago; this new “Six” will stir things up

again. Don’t miss it, and write for further details.

, MOTORS FOR COMMERCIAL CARS

This end of the “Continental” business is growing fast. _

thusiasm for our Commercial car types—and this enthusiasm is based on the “Make-good” quality inherent in

the “Continental” product. We know commercial services and sizes—and “Continental” Motors stand up to

the work and take the gaff without flinching. Write for details.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Detroit, Michigan

Manufacturers and users both share in the en
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A Word to Car Manufacturers and Dealers

You can utter no stronger praise of your motor than to say it is a “Continental.” Concentration on one

thing—the building of the best motors that can be produced—has built the "Continental" reputation and made

it “solid as the rock of Gibraltar.”

No one would think of putting a diamond in a brass setting. Likewise no manufacturer would think of

putting a “Continental” motor in a poorly built chassis. This is the reason why you never hear of any but good

cars equipped with “Continental” motors. Manufacturers do not buy “Continental” motors because of PRICE

but because of known QUALITY, and that quality is an asset that is uniformly backed up by high grade con

struction throughout.

Look for the Name-Plate “Continental”

Endurance, strength, flexibility and economy are the qualities sought and secured in every motor bearing

(ht “Continental” Trade-Mark. Silence is an incident and follows naturally with right design and careful work

manship.

These are some of the reasons why the name “Continental” on a motor inevitably calls to mind the highest

type of motor satisfaction.

Not all the “Continental” motors exhibited at the Show will be found in the “Continental” booth. Look for '

the little brass plate with the name “Continental.” Car builders are just as keen to have it on their motors as

We are to put it there. And the one big, vital reason is QUALITY.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Detroit, Michigan
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Trucks equipped with the Sheldon Steel Wheels. Axles and

Springs have the best commercial car equipment that the hand

of man can make or devise.

()ur famous steel wheel is positively unbreakable under any

conditions of actual service. It weighs less than the artillery

wheel and it is easier on tires than any wheel ever before used

because of it‘s light weight at the periphery.

The heat caused by hard service radiates rapidly from the metal

of the Sheldon Steel Wheel» another reason why trucks equipped

with this wheel are easier on tires.

The new Sheldon Axle. for heavy service is another Sheldon

triumph. It is made doubly strong wherever wear falls and fric~

tion is minimized by numerous and scientifically placed oil cups.

We offer these axles to the motor truck industry with the choice

of the following bearing equipment:

Standard Taper Roller Bearings

Bower Straight Roller Bearings

New Departure. Rhineland. F 81 S, Hess—Bright. or

any standard Double Row Annular bearings

Single Row Annular Bearings can be applied by using

spacers.

This is a great innovation in axle manufacture. We have

spared no effort or expense to make our axles perfectly “fit”

and the manufacturer who offers a Sheldon equipped truck is

giving his customers the most scientific axle equipment that can

be made.

SHELDON AXLE CO.
WILKES-BARRE, PA.

CHICAGO BRANCH DETROIT BRANCH

68 East 12th Street lZlS Woodward Avenue
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zl'larrmm “48 ” Six Cy/irla'lr Taun'ng Car

What Service Means

The man who sells many cars is

more interested inservice than the

man who buys one car for his own

use.

Conditions are changing.

Over half the buyers of cars this

year will be men of cxperience——men

who have owned cars before.

They will not be misled by low

initial price—or some one detail of

equipment—~0r the body design. ’mt

they will demand service.

The basis of Marmon value is its

set-Vice.

You may have an idea of Marmon

superiority at a glance by the clean

cut appearance of the car—its com

plete equipment.

The Marmon “ Thirty-Two "

Four cylinder, 32-40 h. p., lZO-inch

wheelbase. electric starting and light

ing system, left-hand drive, centre

control, nickel trimmings, with newest

body types to meet every requirement

and corresponding equipment——

$2,850 to $4,100

  

Detailed Information on'jRequest

Records on track, road and tour in

the world’s greatest contests, backed

by owners' records in service, will

teach you more of Marmon value.

A Marmon demonstration will open

your eyes to a new idea of easy rid

ing and the operation of the silent,

smooth, sweet-running power plant

will prove its efficiency.

Years of service but increase the

enthusiasm which the demonstration

inspires.

And this service in its economy of

tires, and upkeep; in its proof of the

true wisdom of buying the best; be

comes an unapproachable argument

for the man who is selling Marmon

Cars.

The Mormon “ Forty-Eight ”

Six cylinder, 48—80 h. p., l45-inch

wheelbase, electric starting and light

ing system, left-hand drive. centre

control, nickel trimmings. with body

types to meet every requirement and

corresponding equipment——

$5,000 to $6,350

Nordyke & Marmon Company

Indianapolis l (Established 1851 )
Indiana
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@fieFEDS CARBURETOR
'14 GIANT //v POWER _- A erSER 11v FUEL."

IT cannot be denied that one oi the wealtest points in

the gasoline motor today is the carburetor. it has

stood still ior several years while its neighboring

accessories have been striving iorward to periection.

q The FEPS carburetor is being produced at the right

time to be appreciated by long suffering motorists. it

meets an imperative need.

‘1] With it the most inexperienced driver can secure 25

per cent. to 50 per cent. more miles per gallon oi iuel

out oi any car than with any other carburetor in the

world, without sacrificing one iota oi power or speed.

it involves a new principle oi auxiliary air supply that

  
 

Schoen-Jackson Co.

_MEDlA, PA.

produces a Wonderiul increase in flexibility as well as

economy and power.

q The FEPS contains no springs, no balls, no cams,

no reeds and all adjustments once made are permanent.

it gives a periect mixture with any grade oi gasoline

and is unaffected by altitude, weather conditions or

change oi temperature. It embodies a new and effi

cient automatic priming device for quick starting

which is especially valuable in cold weather.

Write at once to Department“ F" ior interesting

illustrated booklet. Every reliable dealer should haVe

our trade proposition.

See the Peps at the Chicago Show

Coliseum Annex (Balcony) Space No. 206,

No. 207.
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HERE efficiency counts most—there you

W will find the Eisernam'i automatic spark

control magneto in greatest favor. No

ignition device ever placed on the market has

found such general favor as have all the Eise

mann models with automatic spark control,

among the makers of the better grades of com

mercial vehicles.

A motor equipped with this positive and accu

rate spark control is giving its maximum all the

time. insofar as ignition is concerned.

The greatest showing of the wonderful effi

cicncy of this Eisemann device is made when

climbing hills under load. Accept the first oppor

tunity you get to climb a hill with a motor

hooked up with an Eisemann automatic spark

control magneto. Note the power increasing

every inch of the way. That will convince you

better than words. Or let us know when and

where we can give you this demonstration.

The Eisemann Magneto C0.

General and Sales Office

225-227 West 57th Street, NEW YORK

DETROIT, MICH.

802 Woodward Avenue

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

514 North Capitol Avenue
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"The Best of Europe

At American Prices”
 

 

The Lancia propaganda has taken root and is growing in America——

and the reason is mighty obvious.

and a restricted one at that, who under

this peer of light European cars—(we

request).

There is a class, Mr. Dealer,

stands, appreciates and buys

will send you the names on

And there are those in yourfierritory to whom its corn

strength, efficiency, simplicity and design will appeal.

The Lancia is the best of Europe at American prices—meaning that

the purchaser of a Lancia car does not have an extravagantly priced

European novelty of freak design—

But a real service car from Europe—a masterpiece of European de

sign, steel and finish—made and tested in the Alps under the personal

supervision of Vincenzo Lancia himself—with a guaranteed value,

pound for pound. dollar for dollar greater than that offered by any

American or European manufacturer.

a car of class, service and beautiful design to the

If you do, then come to New York if possible

give you details of

keeping with the

bination of

 

 
 

Do you want to sell

fastidious and critical?

—see and know the Lancia—or write and let us

the “20” and “30" mounted with coach work in

chassis.

ADAMS LANCIA COMPANY

235 West 38th Street NEW YORK, N. Y.
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ture Of M]; We (“bevel gear)
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l Where Silence Depends Upon Strength

'l‘he ll]l)t"i;lt‘(l hearing“. with its sun

piirt an<l integral part ml the hints

ing', is st» much better than the

cheaper ennstruetinn \\'hieh (units

it, that flmaiimn M4) are an iiulex

tn the quality (it a car.

l’reeeilenee uniting ears can l)L' salelv

liaseil upon their use iir lack tit

flnwlican flxleo

i|ua'lit_\' which

'l‘llt‘_\' typify the

establishes stautl

arils liu' unitur ears.

In addition to our Bevel Gear Axles,

we hold the exclusive rights as axle

manufacturers in America to

the Lanchester-Dalmler Worm Drive.

THE AMERICAN BALL=BEARING COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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A Good Horn at a Low Price. Has no VIBRATOR, the diaphragm {

ii“ In Black Enamel, very High Gloss. 15 the Armaturc'

P“l‘=\\;¢ WCighS TWO Pounds and a Half- Requires no Oil. Runs on SIX VOLTS.

MM ' I . ,,‘31 S;ns:r:]:rc:ry htdc current (1% to Gets better with age as the “ Bulging

\‘W “ z _ l ' _ of the diaphragm which is detrimental

dullllll Emits high toned Musrcal Blast. to other horns makes the uCUBlT"

" a l Has no working parts to get out of order. more efiicient.

Extra charge for push button and wire

hi

it- NONPAREIL HORN MFG. COMPANY

73-75 Wooster Street Eastern Distributor NEW YORK CITY

KOSMAK ELECTRICAL CO. 0"“ 5:3“???yg‘ci‘lZRfiZZJ""“° Jersey City, N. J

Branch Office, Ford Building, Detroit

‘ The Canning and Vinton Auto Co., Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal., Distributors for Pacific Coast
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The aurepea'ér Idea is a, ~

Growing 'inAmerlca — is your_;'

" ' “' ' 'Elar to the Ground '

  

‘ a w -. aw;','x?m¢~p_

These cars are limited in quantity—

From the radiator of unique design to the end of the rear springs—from tire to top,

this powerful, unbreakable car offers value in service away beyond that of any other

“ropean or any American product. There is a selling argument in every item from

Steering knuckle to engine.

_ Luxury of appointments are regal—beauty of design and finish supreme on both

Sides of the water. Service unlimited.

The Metallurgique is the only logical car for men of wealth and position who desire

an equipment that will make all others appear commonplace.

'Let us help you find and please and sell to those in this class. As a preliminary,

“(Me and get the literature and terms. We can throw more light on the Metallur

glque, Europe's choicest product.

THE METALLURGIQUE MOTOR CO., 1934 Broadway, New York

W. C. and H. N. ALLEN, Proprietors
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Jackson "Majestic" $1,975

Forty-five horsepower. iiiiit power plant; four cylinder. long stroke motor, 4% 1:51/4v inches; l24-incli

wheelbase; 36 x4 inch tires. Full elliptic springs, front and rear. Deep roomy body, with lO-incli uphol

stery. Electric starting and lighting system, dynamo and storage battery. Equigment oi mohair top. to

hood, ventilating windshield, speedometer, oil and gasoline gauges on dash. irestone universal quic

detachable rims, extra rim. tire carrier, electric horn, robe rail, foot rest, pump, tire oiitnt and tools.

Black and nickel trimmings.

How the Jackson Dealer is

fortified against competition

In other words, having given the dealer cars he can

sell against anything in the market, we help bring

prospects to his door.

The attitude of preSent Jackson dealers is interesting

 
 

 

  

Three models constitute the Jackson line {or 1913—

two fours and the splendid new six.

Each is fitted to combat competition in the most

telling way—competition in comiort_ in ease of

riding, in size and power—in everything that and enlightening.

w_mfiu°“°es the buyer' g f u l _ H They are all enthusiastic over the 1913 line.

“h three price figures—$14“) or the 0y mplc’ Every one of them has increased his quota; because

figignfSfifiie giiigitifas aliizefirsgflfgfit;hieailgln every one of them saw the wonderful sales possi

at hand_ bilities in the new line.

Each model is equipped with a self-starter—-Disco MOSt Of these men have 50m Jacksons for years

tor the "Olympic" and electric [or the other two. some Of them have grown up With ‘he JaCkson‘

With 61°“ch lighting SYStem as well- They are men of experience and good business in

But we do not stop there. stinct. And with unanimous approval they at

We help the dealer by advertising the comfort, con- “Pt the new .laCksonS as the best selling lme wc

venience, riding ease and silence of Jackson cars have g‘ve“ them" '

in a big, generous way all over the country in the Dealers who are interested should not delay getting

biggest and best national advertising mediums in line for the big spring business ahead of the

and in the metropolitan newspapers. Jackson.

     

 

 

Jackson “Suitanic” $2,650 Jackson "Olympic" $1,500

Thirty—five horsepower, unit pow

Severi passenger, six cylinder. 55 ‘

blorsipower‘ unit ggregglaiit; Long A b.\ C gorgimgoxr4g).h?:géslon€litggiéfi

s ro mo r —— x no e5'I 4 . _ -

138-irich whoeelbase; 36247: inch l e O. wlllieelbase; 34x4 finch urea. FUll

e iptic springs. rent an rear.

)

tires. Full elli tie springs, iront _ I
p Deep, roomy ody, with IO-inch u -

"rid rear. Deep, room bod '. with
‘I‘O-incli upholstery. (gasolinie tank E M ' S liolstery. Gasoline tank under das ,

undlfr (lash supplied with storage ' aIn treet prlied, g0!“ Sml'age mnk 3%. it“?

tan at rear, with pressure um . . rear. _WIt pressure ump. O_l

Total capacity, 20 gallons. Eectrijc Jackson, MlCh. z‘allrgcéiyblfocfiaugffi- t£%“\pm$:hla'i‘;

e. is o e -s ar er,

starter, electric dynamo and lighting _
s stem, mohair top, top hood, veii- top, top hood, ventilating Wind

tilating windshield. speedometer, oil shield. speedometer, oil and gasoline

gauges on dash; Prest-O-Lite tank,

and gasoline gauges on dash, de- Chica 0 Show Februar 1-8.moiintahle_ wheels, e_xtra wllCCl. g ' y with automatic electric ii in“;

wheel carrier, _robe rail, foot rest. First Regiment Armory, space B_2. Firestone universal ‘1“le eth'

ump,_1ack.b‘tir€ ouéfit'akntli t%ols. alile derrimmtabi; rimsi, efxtra HIT

riniiiiings ac an me e. ive ~ - tire carrier, ro e rai cot res,

Immediately to Right of “nm' jack we ougfig' and tools.

passenger. $2500.
l‘riinmings black and nickel.

 

Michigan Avenue Entrance.
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See This Simple

During the New

crowded by those

motoring requisite.
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our booth was constantly

formation concerning this

most necessary and successful

"AUTO-LITE”

ELECTRIC STARTE

Manufacturers and Dealers,

System.

York Show

getting in

IR
  

We have solved the problem of starting

and lighting the motor car and are especially

anxious to demonstrate our success to you.

Call and let us show you our compact,

efficient‘motor, driving the engine
through

gears or chain and sprocket, at the front

end of the crankshaft.

Ask to see how the starter automatically

disengages itself when explosions occur in

the engine cylinders.

Ohlcago 8how

Space: 202 and 203 Oollsoum Annex

Socond Floor

THE ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE CO.

Maln Office and Factory, Toledo, Ohlo

BRANCH OIFIOIU: New York Karma. Qlty

Ian Franciooo
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Keeion Six Scored Two Triumphs in New York

Six “ 48 ” Keeton Touring Car

$2750
Completely Equipped

One Week at lmporters’ Show—

Next Week at Grand Central Palace—

 

  

Side by Side With the Best of Two Continents—

Keeton Six Was Always the Center of Attraction.

Over at the Importers’ Show in New York

the Six “48” Keeton was the first American

car ever exhibited there. It was also the

first embodying all the worth while advan

tages of the European cars made in the eco

nomical American way. In that select com

pany the Keeton was the one car that of

ered the splendid features of the foreign

builders at the price which the American

buyer knew was reasonable. In this Im

porters' Salon the Keeton Six was always

surrounded by an enthusiastic crowd of ad

mirers—it won immediate popularity.

The next week at the Grand Central Palace

the Keeton continued the success which was

started so gloriously the week before. Here

it was exhibited among the finest products

of American motordom. Because of its for

eign design it stood out differently from any

other car at the show. American designers,

engineers, manufacturers and salesmen

studdied this model intensely and with some

envy. It brought to the dealers’ minds

many prospects from their territory who

wanted a car of such distinctive features

and naturally much of the eastern territory

was contracted for. Many New Yorkers

made their first deposit and begged for the

first delivery. Everybody who saw the car

in New York talked Keeton.

Last week it was on exhibition at the

Wayne Garden Show in Detroit—in the

very heart of the automobile industry. Here

the popularity continued. Detroiters, the

motor wise populace of the United States,

were quick to recognize the unusual, attrac

tive features of the Keeton Six. Its long

wheel base, 136 inches, insuring easy riding

-its long stroke, six cylinder motor, 51/;

inches, and its small bore, 3% inches, denot

ing exceptional power and flexibility—wire

wheels, 36x4% inches, were just a few of

the many superioritiies which were pointed

out. This week in Chicago, at a place

which will be announced in the Chicago

daily papers, Keeton will be exhibited, and

its triumphs will be continued.

Dealers Will Read This:

It is needless for us to tell you dealers that

these cars are selling fast. A good portion

of our 1913 output has already been sold,

and when we say sold we mean contracted

and paid for.

The Keeton is selling fast wherever we are

showing it. It has so many su eriorities

that it is virtuall selling itself. here are

many prospects in your town who want a

car of this type and at this price. If you are

at the Chicago Show, see our exhibit, talk to

our sales representatives. If your territory

is not closed, and you represent the type of

salesman we want in your territory, there

will be a great opportunity for you.

We have been unable to secure space in the

Coliseum Show at Chicago where we can

exhibit all the advantages of the Keeton car.

The Chicago daily papers, however, will

announce the place of our private exhibit.

Come in and look the car over anyway.

 
 

KEETON FEATURES

Electric siartlrg.

Full Electric Light inuipment.

Traiibmiisionfltour spools forward. '

Wire Wheels *uith option of Wood “heels. d

L‘iircnie1 \‘amuiium Gran and Shafts on ImDOIlt

Annuar liull Bearings.

Extra Detachable \Vire Wheel. or extra Demmml

llili' lllm. “6

Long, raw riding Springs—long wheel bale. -

inches

Leit lland Drlreft‘entcr Control.

Cylinders cast tn iilorv large valves.

Small bore. lili-inch—long stroke motor. SEQ-int!»

ot eicciitional power an.l flexibility.

Ratliatgr at. rrar oi meter—in Drover "Id W'

term, postion.
The only true French type of w bull'- 1“

Amerira. d
Best of foreign practice adapted to American M

and touring conditions.

Complete Equipment

Electric starting and lighting system. with “if:

inch hcad lights; tail lamp with license holdfl‘_

80-mile Speedometer and eight-day clock MEI

bincd with electric light: Lamp for (‘hll‘lll _

tires at night. with extension cord; Dynamo chick

tric Horn; Robe and Foot Rails; Silk M0.“

Top. with sell-contained folding curtains and “if

cover; double acting rain vision “indstciézm.

option of Wire Wheels with extra deta 6

' . or Wood Wheel with extra de'.

mnuriah‘e rim; \l‘heei or Tire Carrying "0351;

Full Set of Tools; Pump: Jarli and Tire Be u_

: and all Touring itodies will take A“!

iary Seats. ,

Three Excellent Vodell

Riverside Touring Car, 5_ pas

senger, completely equippedTwo extra folding seats for above. $25

Meadowbrook Roadster, com

pletely equipped

Tuxedo Coupe, c o m p l e telyequipped

Chassis without tires or rear

guards

All prices f. o. b. factory.
Booklet on

 

request.
  

ll

KEETON MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit, Michigan 7
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Chicago Show

Armoryl§§5

KLINE KAR OWNERS

' ARE

$ATISFIED OWNERS

SEPARATE—

Two Systems I G N I o N Bosch Magneto

Electric NG Equipment

Electrlc L l GH NG Dynamo

Four Speed Forward Transmission

P R l O E 8

Model 4-30 - _ - _ $1750 Model 6-50 - - $2585

Three Body Type. FFFFFody Typos

Model 440 - - - - $1985 Model 6-60 - ~ - - $3500

Five Body Type; Six Body Type.

Address Department W for Catalog

KLINE MOTOR CAR OORPORATION

RICHMOND, VA, Maln Office and Factory YORK, PA

RICHMOND, VA.

\   
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More Efficient—More Reliable

When you consider what the Cartercar will These features are made possible by the

actually do—for every driver—for you—then remarkable Gearless Transmission. This is

' you realize that it has no competitor from the the strongest feature of the Cartercar.

e Standlmint 0f effiCienCY- It Climbs a 50 Per And then think of reliability. Cartercar is

cent. hill—runs through deep mud and sand——

has unlimited speeds—and requires only about

half the usual expense for tires, because there

are no jerks or jars.

simplicity itself. The transmission has only

two unit parts—the control is by a single lever

——in every detail of construction you find fewer

parts than in the ordinary car.

But in addition to having such few

parts—the construction of the Car

tercar is so unique that almost all

possibility of road trouble is elimi

nated.

Four Good Models

Moael 5 B A Touring Car, Roadster, Coupe and Five Passenger Touring Car—With Electric

Roadster—\Vith Electric Star-tin and Li ht- - ' Starting and Lighting System and

ing System and Complete EEpiipment8 Sedan~an practlcal‘ yet exceedlngly Complete Equipment

handsome big cars, make up the new

$1600 Cartercar line. All have a perfect sys

tem of electric starting and lighting.

  

.;ii:-6..JiiJW_-IJ

At All the

Big Shows

Look up the Cartercar exhibit at the big

shows—all the models will be there.

Compare them carefully with others at

i

. i

  

M d l 5 D any price—and meanwhile think of the

F P g: ew E extra service of the Cartercar and the M0112] 5C d

ive assenger e an— ith lectric Startin . r ' ' ' ' S! t'n8 a“
_ and Lighting and Complete Equipment 8 \ery reasond'ble prices' You aSk we C“1]_‘§Ql{‘,lingcl’s“y§;nw§§li Egiiiiiment

‘ ~ will ladl send our new catalo .,,, $2000 g Y g 81900

Cartercar Company

Pontiac, Mich,

Branches: New York Kansas City

Detroit Chicago Atlanta
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Another ron-n'nent uler ofHYATT ROPLLER BEARINGS
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Eleven Facts About

Hyatt Quiet Bearings

FACT 1. Hyatt Roller Bearings afford a line

(—) bearing instead of'a point (.) bearing

as is the case with ball bearings. There is

more surface to carry the load. yet with but

little friction. They are American bearings

for American roads.

FACT 2. Hyatt Roller Bearings are flexible.

They give under shock, still are rigid

enough to carry their load and remain

round.

FACT 3. Hyatt Roller Bearings are quiet.

Noise is caused by the vibratory motion of

any solid substance. Shocks and jars pro

duce vibrations which rigid bearings trans

mit and intensify. The flexibility of the

Hyatt Roller cushions shocks—absorbs

vibrations—hence reduces noise.

FACT 4. Hyatt Roller Bearings will retain

a large quantity of Lubricant because the

rollers are hollow. The spirals in the rol

lers alternate from right to left, thus con

stantly distributing the lubricant in all

directions over the surface of the rollers.

FACT 5. Hyatt Roller Bearings have no

delicate adjustments to be tampered with

after the car has left the factory. Careless

ness, curiosity or ignorance will not cause

trouble by making improper adjustments in

Hyatt Bearings as is often the case with

others.

FACT 6. Hyatt Roller Bearings are less lia

ble to Accident or Injury because they

carry the same load on a larger surface than

ball bearings afford.

FACT 7. Hyatt Rollers Never Crowd or pile

up in a bearing, thereby grinding and des

troying the entire bearing.

FACT 8. Hyatt Rollers Will Not Crack or

split as balls sometimes do when the wheels

drop into a rut and the car is heavily loaded,

thus causing annoyance, delays and expen

sive repairs.

FACT 9. Hyatt Roller Bearings reduce ex

cessive and unnecessary Wear because they

relieve gears and shafts of undue strains

resulting from imperfect alignment.

FACT 10. Hyatt Roller Bearings are made

only from carefully Selected Steels which

are chemically and physically tested, heat

treated and ground.

FACT 11. Hyatt Roller Bearings were used

on 91.7 per cent. of all pleasure and com

mercial cars that were manufactured dur

ing the season of 1912.

HYATT RottingIBEARING Co.

DETROIT-6 ICBIG.A.N
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The name “Hoffecker” on a speedometer

[ and “Waltham” on a timepiece stand

sponsor for quality that is standard and

of world-wide reputation. Car owners

who read and reason before they buy,

know this quality and demand it.

er. ,

" 0FFECKER"standaforthehestm

edomcter wimtruction. and HOF‘ ‘

No enlargement on the prestige of

the Hoffecker and Waltham products is l ,- m I

necessary here. This has been estab- I stead .2‘;

llan‘%

belongs‘7 in iron .

THE HOFFBCKER COMPANY ‘

Main 051m:

l moron mun. loam. llm ‘

\TI is... _-,. ».- v“, m It..- ran. .
No.1,.he. "at". a».hanun-Albu

. ,l
4'

flesh

lished through years of consistent service.

It is rather the present intent to show

how it is commercially possible to pro   

duce these instruments of precision and

durability at prices within reason.
(I)

Hoffecker speedometers and Waltham

timepieces have never been extravagently

exploited. They have never had quality

sacrificed to meet tremendous adver

tising overhead expense. They embody

sterling worth in material, fine work- Of course, they are advertised, but

manship and finish, made possible

only by the money that goes right

into the instrument—not into

indiscriminate waste publicity
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v shown here, is typical of Hoffecker

' i ' 'i .‘ '\ Waltham advertising, current in Motor,

'~' The Automobile and Motor Age—three
I papers that practically cover the cream

of car owners who, as readers of these

publications, are qualified to recommend

and buy intelligently. In brief, this group

. g constitutes a buying and selling force in

‘ /‘ ' ’ the field. Through reading and observa
‘ ' ‘ I ’ tion, they recommend the best to others

and demand the best for themselves.

 
 

* U

‘ Tn: Wallhun eight-d: time in:

i ftrwtpmblla is the only cighliday

.m pier: mlnullctured with fifteen

n stamperalure ad'ustment.

‘ my Waltharn luleolbilt time

10 conth on the Waltham

v10 and fmlorms lo Waltham

r41 fact means unsure

quality lnd perlccl reliability

1' \ny mud conditions

“Y/“ALTHAM Warcn co. .

. “I
ma

  

“Hoffecker-Waltham" is a combination

that your trade wants. It is a combina

tion that will make a good car better,

lessen resistance and increase your pres

tige in your community as a dealer who

is known as a believer in standard, de

pendable merchandise. In all probability

the cars you sell are so equipped—if not,

then get all the facts from us—you may

be able to help your customers to more

and better service.

 

 

 

 

always on the “bull’s eye” basis,

andfwith no “scattering fire” effort.

This publicity has value plus—

for thefcar manufacturer, the dealer

and: ourselves. Read why. The

double~page reduced advertisement
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$900'
  

A Car of Ivory nd Fine Gold

The car that made the big hit at the New York Show. This week it is creating a parallel excite

ment in Detroit. During the Chicago Show it will be on exhibit at the salesroom of the

Illinois Automobile Company, 1240 Michigan Ave, Chicago

HE cost of making this beautiful car was far above the

standard Detroiter price, yet in the essentials of con

struction it is identical with every other Detroiter that

leaves the factory. Money cannot buy better principles than

are found in every car of our output. It can only purchase

the non-essentials.

$850 Is the Standard Price

Every Detroiter has nine exclusive features that are not

combined in any other car short of four times the Detroiter

price. It has the platform rear spring, full floating rear axle,

ball bearings throughout, long stroke motor and similar fea

tures that the experience of car makers has proved best.

Economical in Aiter Cost

The Detroiter—any weather. any roads—averages from 20

to 2_5 miles on a gallon of fuel. and 100 miles to the quart 0_i

lubricant. No car of its enduring construction can match this

record. No selling argument is so powerful as this—when

gasolene is going up every month.

Dealers :

For the Middle West especially, the Detroiter is this sea

son's leader. When you come to Chicago, come with youf

mind made up to give the car the thorough inspection 1!

deserves. Remember, it will not be on exhibition at the Show.

You will find it at the salesrooms—1240 Michigan Avenue.

_ Ifyou are not coming to the Show, write for further informa

tion.

BRIGGS-DETROITER COMPANY

449 Holbrook Avenue Detroit, U. S. A.
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The J. S. Bretz Company Announce A New

Fe5 Ball Bearing For 1913—Fitted

With Their New Blue Ribbon Retainer

 

“-—the good plan itself, this comes not of its own accord; it is the fruit of

genius, which means transcendent capacity of taking trouble first of a! . ”

 
 

F. & S. Bearing Complete

Schweinfurt, Germany, manufacturers

of the well-known F. & S. radial and

thrust ball bearings, have recently added a

new type of ball separator to their other

types, the most prominent of which, of

course, has been the die-cast aluminum sep

arator so well-known in the various arts

and industries in which it has been em

ployed. The new separator, a one-piece

steel separator, will be known as the “Rib

bon” type. This separator is formed from

a one-piece, patented, unit sheet steel stamp

ing, drawn and formed without joints.

welds or rivets in its construction. The

separator itself is heavily corrugated and

ribbed on one side for added stiffness, and

finished in gunmetal blue; is light in weight

and frictionless.

FOR 1913 Messrs. Fichtel & Sachs, of

Its use permits of normally grooved race

ways of deeper cross-section than any Other

make. Its correct radius lines thus adding

encrmously to the lateral wall strength of

the inner and outer raceways.

The radius of curvature of the raceway on

the inner race is made somewhat smaller

than that of the outer race, since looking

it both races sideways, the outer race

curves in a manner concave to the ball and

the inner race convex; the outer race, there

fore, encloses more of the ball than does

the inner race.

F. 8: S. Outer Raceway and Balls

 

The four illustrations show the construc

tion and also show the complete assembled

bearing. There are a whole lot of advan

tages justly claimed for this new form of

construction which has been under test and

actual use for over a year, and one of the

main features of the bearing with the new

separator is that it permits of unlimited high

speed and vibration, besides which the re

tainer cannot be affected by heat.

The new retainer permits the use of

larger balls, and in many of the sizes, a

larger number of balls, which has always

been a predominant feature of F. 8: S. ball

bearings of every type on account of their

transverse side entrance ball filling slot con

struction on the inner and outer rings on

one side.

The bearings are made in standard ball

bearing sizes, interchangeable with other

makes. They do, however, differ from oth

ers, in having a higher load carrying capac

ity and greater endurance, due to the larger

number of balls contained in the bearing.

This statement of the quantity of balls

used, however, does not hold in all the

sizes, since this "Ribbon" type of separator

requires the use of an even number at

balls, and hence in the design in srzes where

an odd number of balls was previously

used, it has required a negligible decreas?

rather than an increase in the number 0

  

F. & 8. Inner

Raceway

—Carlyle.

  

F. & S. Blue Ribbon

Retainer

balls; but as the load capacity of the bear

ing varies as the square of the ball diameter,

and directly with the number of balls, it is

obvious that an increase in the diameter of

the balls more than compensates for the

slight decrease in their number. In many

of the sizes, increase in load capacity runs

as high as 30 per cent. The “Ribbon” type

of separator also permits of a much freer

circulation of the lubricant, and lessens the

probability of foreign particles being re

tained in the separator. It is also true that

the new type of ball bearing operates even

more quietly than does the aluminum type

of separator.

A self-aligning type of radial bearing has

also been added to the line. This type con—

sists of a standard bearing with a spherical

surface on the outer race, and the addition

of a washer with a spherical inner surface.

This permits of adjustment in case of shaft

deflections.

On account of recent large additions to

the already great plant, F. 8: S. are now able

to produce special bearings to inch dimen

sions, or other special constructions, with

out interfering with their standard produc

tion. It may be of interest to note that a

recent official accountant’s tabulation of

outputs developed the fact that over 50 per

cent. of the ball bearings produced in the

German Empire were manufactured by

Fichtel 81 Sachs.
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scientifically built to overcome

ree common valve troubles

 

 

Pitting of the Seat

Cast iron—the best known material for a valve seat—

as applied on this valve minimizes pitting. The ser

vice life is thus increased 200 to 300 per cent.

Warping of the Head

The properly heat treated steels used in the head of

the valve will stand the high temperature of the gas

engine cylinder without warping.

Fatigue and Breakage of the Stem

Low carbon steel is used for the stern because experi

ence proves that the hammering action of the cam shaft

will not break it.

It has required years of experience and experimenting to find

the materials best fitted for such valves.

It requires expert knowledge of welding processes to unite

them in one solid piece.

Considering these things and the service these valves will ren

der they are the least expensive in the long run. The saving

of one regrinding will more than pay for the valves.

The ElectricWelding Products Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

 

 

 

 

CROSS SECTION

Cross section of the valve head show

ing the cast iron seat.

The head is first electrically welded

to the stem. The cast iron is then

welded to the head by the city-acety—

lene process forming a cast iron alloy

around the seat of the valve.
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Covert Recognized

Because Specialized

 
 

This year many more leading models show Covert Rear Axle

Transmissions and Covert Jackshaft Transmissions, than ever

before. There must be merit to warrant this growing popularity.

Fourteen years ago we exhibited the first Rear Axle Trans

mission. Our confidence in the advantages of this construction,

at that time, has been justified by its converts, including many

of the leading engineers in this country and abroad. These ad

vantages apply with equal force to the manufacturer, and the man

who operates the car.

We maintain a staff of able engineers, who will gladly go over

your transmission problems with you.

We specialize on Transmissions designed for direct attach

ment to rear axle or jackshaft, and practically all the leading

manufacturers of those parts carry a complete line especially

designed to take Covert Transmissions.

Your 1914 plans are now before you. Let us show you the

advantages of Covert construction.

Covert Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office: Ford Building, Detroit, Mich.

Factory: Lockport, N. Y.
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TE Largest Automobile Supply House l_l_l_ America

WE WILL EXHIBIT

at the

AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR BOAT SHOWS

We are now collecting data for our 1913 Annual Catalog, which will contain 256 or more

pages and will have a circulation of not less than 100,000 copies throughout the world.

Manufacturers of ACCESSORIES, who are making Parts, Fittings and Sundries for use

on Automobiles, Motor Boats, Motorcycles or Aeroplanes, are requested to send us catalogs

or circulars and make us a proposition regarding cataloging and handling their material, and,

in quoting us, please take into consideration the fact that we have Fourteen Branch Stores

and quote our prices F. O. B. Each Branch.

  

Catalog Mailed to Anyone on Request

CHAS. E. MILLER, 53:: 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City

MANUFACTURER, JOBBER, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

Order from Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E Miller.

ALBANY, N. Y.-—135 Central Avenue. ATLANTA, GA.-—259 Peachtree St.

CLEVELAND. OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—-3l8 North Broad St.

BOSTON. MASS.—-202-204 Columbus Ave. NEW ORLEANS, LA.-—601-603 Baronne St.

HARTFORD. CONN.-—274 Trumbull Street. NEWARK. N. .—-274 Halsey Street.

DETROIT, MICH.—227-229 Jefferson Ave. SPRINGFIEL , MASS.—Bridge and Dwight Sti

 

 

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street.

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway.

BROOKLYN. N. Y.—-l421 Bedford Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—~824 Main Street.

 

 

  

1000 Daily

One-Piece Blade

Radiator Fans

Protect yourself where deliv

eries are assured, quality right

and a saving made because of an

assortment of standard 'parts

from which you may draw.

 
 

.We Are Fan Specialists

  

The Sparks-Withington Co.

JACKSON, MICE. and WALKERVILLE. CAN.
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ENN SPRINGS are tested for resiliency and

tensile strength far beyond any point that

could be reached in every day service. They

are guaranteed against fatigue and through the

special grades of steel and'methods of construc

tion they will give service “plus.”

 

Car manufacturers can make our engineer

ing force part of their organization in the work of

producing springs that are true in even load

carrying, resilient and engineered to fit the par

ticular car for which they are designed.

 

Spring Works

BALDWINSVILLE

N E W Y 0 R K
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Positive recording is insured by the direct drive '

I of hshaftmg of the t e lmpro‘md

@BROWN

SPEEDOMETER

'The hnks,\whfle pracficaH inl '

are also interchangeable s0 tfigt,i§e;2;§fflfle,

one should break,it can he quickly ancl aqce

replaced by anyone. easfly

 
 

Sold by leading garages and

accessory dealers everywhere
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II, Write to-day for catalog and Price List

coasm SCREW CORPORATION DIVISION
(AMERICAN HARDWARE CORPORATION)

213 High 5"“t New Britain, Conn

BRANCHES = NEW YORK CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA
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Mr. Car Manutaclurcr

You can guarantee your car mechani

cally but you do not protect the pur

chaser on tires.

A iew cents judiciously expended tor

Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers as regular

equipment will save the buyer oi

your car hundreds oi dollars.

All manufacturers of motor cars realize that the

real item of up-keep is tires, for it is an acknowl—

edged fact that the best set of pneumatic tires may

be cut or bruised in the first hundred miles of ser

vice, and injured rubber leads straight to the inevi~

table blow out. Hundreds of good tires are discard

ed daily before they have given 50 per cent. service.

The above is an indisputable fact, Mr. Car Manu—

facturer, and any little efi'ort on your part to elimi

nate the excessive tire up-keep will be appreciated

by the purchaser of your car.

Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers as regular equipment

will be a constant reminder of your foresight in

supplying him with the proper tools and equipment

to prevent premature blow outs. It takes but a few

minutes each week to thoroughly heal any little

wound, and wherever introduced Gilmer Tire Repair

Pliers bring hundreds of endorsements.

Let’s get together on your 1913 equipment. A

complete Gilmer set with every car you manufac

ture represents but a few cents extra expenditure

per car: may I quote you in quantity?

G. WALKER GILMER. Jr.

62 North Seventh Street Phlladelphta, Pa.

ClLMER

TIRE'REPAIR

PIS

  
  

 

BENZ
l

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring 1

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models l

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautitul

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU- trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ Alllll IMPllllI BUMPANY 0F AMERICA
280 West 54th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.
 

 

 
 

  
  

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED

—IN

MOTORCYCLES

THE BICYCLING \VORLD

AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

WILL I NTEREST YOU

 

 

 

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AT

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

 
 

TWO DOLLARS PER YEAR

SPECIMEN COPIES GRATIS
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Dependable

Dehveri es

DELIVERY dates

are of utmost impor

tance. Delay in shipments

means loss of money. _

We guarantee prompt deliveries. _

_ ‘ Warner Quality and Warner eight

. " year old reputation for making \

i ;, highest class gears is back ofthe ‘

product.

Car makers interested

in the Quality and

Meritthatmeans

absolute safety

and satisfaction

will do well to

write.

We modity our de

signs to meet detail

requirements, or

bui‘d to approved

designs on sea

sons quantity specifications.

Philadelphia, Glenwood Av. nndan St.

Detroit, 628 Ford Building

  

  

 

 

  

  

 

 
  

War'h‘ér Gear Co.
Hunciie ~ Indiana

  

 

iii..“°W00])STOCK
“ You can walk from there to anywhere "

Our new addition is ready for occupancy.

We now have 360 rooms with 265 baths. _

Write us for descriptive folder With typical floor plan

and rate card.

Wire for reservation at our expense. RATES

Court room with bath,

for one, per day . . . . ..$2 50

Court room with bath,

for two, per day . . . . .. 3.50

Outside room with bath,

for one, per day . . . . .. 3.00

Outside room with bath,

for two, per day . . . . .. 4.00

O u t s i d e room

with twin beds,

to r two, p e r

day . . . . . 44.00

HOTEL

WOODSTOCK

127 W. 43d St.

New York

W. H. Valiquette,

Manager.

 
 

 
 

Also

“ TIIE BERVIICK "

Rutland,

Vermont
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51 of

Makers of cars exhibiting at the

New York Shows had Bosch

Equipped cars on view—l4 other

makers of ignition diwded the

balance.

  

  

N0 argument, no proof, _no

claim is so thoroughly convmcmg

as is the showing of universal

selection—the greatest engineers

of the industry acknowledge the

superiority of Bosch—the exten- .

sive adoption of this method of

ignition is the zenith of suprem

acy proof.

For 19 l 3 Be Satisfied

  

Specify Bosch

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223 West 46th Street, New York

Detroit

  

Chicago San Francilco

 

Toronto

  

 

 

PENO'G

1913': TRADE SENSA TION

Know the Exact Heat of

Your Motor While Drivin
1N5

amounting)! ' Th 9

\. um. / e Motometer i
a a a wa ' ‘

atrument fitted to the radiiltlo‘iccggi

o .

  

  

mu: BBYCE newt

* Mm am
PM: “no  

. y I"?! rope: lubrv .
Overheating, dc can” monument)“.

Y means of a red fluid i .8- etc.

warns you_ I"

When the Radiator Needs Water

When 0i] So

In short, '

hca tellst

clo gcd pm: in)"; Water

an: ' "7“"! (In

  

  

  

  m

. n °(Front view )6 actual tors in win‘tvu Pre

size.) in summer

Finiahed in black enam l ‘

nickel enniiith “Id pm"! °'
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WARNER
AUTO‘METER

OR 1913 the Warner Auto-Meter is the

F choice of the largest automobile manu

facturers in the world. This coming

season it will be found on over 100,000 new

cars. It is the most highly developed and

most accurate speed and mileage indicator

the world has yet produced.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by

dealers all over the world and at our own

branches.

Handsome catalogue on request.

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT COMPANY

BELOIT, WISCONSIN

Atlanta, Bufialo, Cincinnati, Denver, Indianapolis. Los Angeles, Phila

delphia, Portland (Ore.). Seattle, Boston, Chicago. Cleveland. Detroit.

Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco '

dian Branch: 559 Yonge St.. Toronto, Ont.

 

' "uiS. Cana- \
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Remy Magneto

Chosen by America’s

Leading Manufacturers

More Remy Magnetos are being used on 1913

American Automobiles than all other makes combined.

Our contracted sales for 1913 are Five Times

Greater than in 1912.

We ship over 13,000 Remys monthly.

This is an expression of the confidence of this

country’s foremost manufacturers in Remy Magnetos

and the facilities of the Remy plant in Anderson,

Indiana.

See that a new Remy is on the car you buy.

Exchanle your old MGII'IIIO (any male) for a

nun) 1913 Romy; it will coal you practically no

more than repairs on your prison! ignition system.

The Remy Electric (Iompany. Anderson, lndiana

Chicago Show—Space, 66, Coliseum Balcony

SERVICE STATIONS: Anderson, Ind.; Albuquerque, N. M.; Atlanta

Ga.; Baltimore. Md; Birmingham, Ala; Boston, Mass.; Bufl‘alo, N. ,

Charlotte, N. C.; Chicago, 11].; Cincinnati, Ohio; Cleveland. Ohio; Colum

bus, Ohio: Dallas, Texas' Denver. Colo.; Detroit. Mich.‘ El Paso. Texas;

Grand Rapids, Mich; iiouston. Texas; Indianapolis, fads Jacksonville,

Fla.; Kansas City, Mo.; Los Angelcs. Cal.: Louisville, Ky.; Memphis,

Tenn.; Milwaukee, Wis; Minneapolis, Minn; Nashville. Tenn.; New Or.

leans, 14.; New York City. N. Y.; Norfolk. Va.; Omaha, Neb.; Philadel

hia. Pa.; Pittsburgh, Pa; Portland, Me.; Portland. Ore.; Providence.

. 1.; Rochester. N. ‘17.; San Antonio. Texas; San Francisco, Cal.: Savan

nah. Ga.; Seattle, Wash; Spokane. Wash; St. Louis. Mo.; Syracuse,

N. Y.; Utica, N. Y.; Washington, D. C. Canada~Vancc|uver, B C.‘

Calgary. Alberta; Montreal, Que; Winnipeg, Manitoba; Hamilton. Ont.;

Toronto. Ont.

 

 

The SCHRADER

Universal Tire Pressure Gauge
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“5.6?‘

75 %

OF YOUR ‘
J
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Ell/VIM”? wee
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amt.
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For Sale by Tire Mnnniactnrers. Jobbers, Dealers. Garages or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc., 32 Rose SL, New York
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PVCK BUILDING
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Best on Earth'—Kantsamore

%ESTABLISHED lass

Phineas Jones & Company

305-313 Market Street, Newark. N. J.

Branch Factory: 12": Avenue and 55th Street, New Yeti City

Automobile Wheels

For Pleasure Cars and Trucks

   
 

Llulh-JuOI'IOIII

Trucks If. D°'

“vary [murmu

QUALITY DURABILITY

0N5. TWO AND 'I'IIREE 'I'0N CAPACITY

.e’ - "i1

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

 

  
Repairing and tuning old wheel: a specialty. Experimental wheel: a specialty

We filminh and apply any style demountable or detachable rim or fire
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’ ._ i. i v ,: Iv".- _ vEvery Klml 1 Q n_ 1» A. - I r ,
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Aeroplanes9 MotorcyCIes’ BlcyCles° Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once,

The lsulh-Jue ens Motor Car Co Premon 0h].
We Also Make Axles and Hubs.“ '0 " L ‘

Branohel and Axenciee
BOST(;N-Davld Abrams, 131 Portland St

 

new 0m<~wm sud» Garage & mm Co., 160462 101»: St.
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Inner Tubes Easily Repaired in 15 Minutes

Do it_ yourself anywhere, and

save time and money, with the

HUB ODOMETER “"9535?” YElcamzer Renau- KitI (5'09 '2 \’ ' '1" PRICE $3,“

  

to
Accurate, substantial, always visible. It is

attached to the hub and gives a complete rec

ord'of mileage. Cannot be disconnected With

out the owner's knowledge.

Place tube between plates ofTHE JONES SPEEDOMETER as: “t = “Examines?imam
epair permanent. Pfllh'onMain Office: Bush Terminal, New York 0""“md “’ S""'-" °' M"

Broadway a 16th Street, New York City McGRAW TIRE & RUBBER co_

  

i NICKEL PLAT

Patent PendingED
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HE circulation of the M

otoT World is a ' I

one, sworn to b an affid '

. aWthh will be sent ' Vlt’

' ' .. Fuel—Save Car. Make cars an 0118 u 0fais‘ieerTritrleiflg ih‘deeasier driving. Strongrer than y p n reque

any other practical wheel.

THE McCUE C0” Buffalo, N. Y.
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WARNER The SCHRADER

Universal Tire Pressure Gauge

AUTO ‘METER

i OR 1913 the Warner Auto-Meter is the

choice of the largest automobile manu

facturers in the world. This coming

season it will be found on over 100,000 new

cars. It is the most highly developed and g ‘ W/Llmost accurate speed and mileage indicator _ Ell/W454”:the world has yet produced. . 1 75%’ 3'35

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale bv 'i 0,: You}? ii i

' TIRE 1: ’

dealers all over the world and at our own

CHRADER

vino:"Ail

' 7/?01/816

branches. 1

hi‘p‘mui.1.

S

Handsome catalogue on request.

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT COMPANY

BELOIT, Wisconsin

Atlanta, Bufi'alo, Cincinnati. Denver. Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Phila

delphia. Portland (Ore), Seattle, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit. For Sale b Til.
. . e Mannlacturers, Jobb rs,D lers G a s rKansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco ' ' nuis. Cana- y e on ' in at o

dinn Branch: 559 Yonge St.. Toronto, Ont. A. Inc" Rose S." New York

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Remy Magneto

Chosen by America’s

Leading Manuiacturers

More Remy Magnetos are being used on _1913

American Automobiles than all other makes combined.

Our contracted sales for 1913 are Five Times

Greater than in 1912.

We ship over 13,000 Remys monthly.

USEDiNTi—iis

PUBLICATION :
ARE MADE

This is an expression of the confidence of this

country’s foremost manufacturers in Remy Magnetos

and the facilities of the Remy plant in Anderson,

Indiana.

See that a new Remy is on the car you buy.

(any make) for a
him 2 your old magneto I

1913 Remy; it will cost you practically no

more than repairs on your prcunt ignition oystem.

Tm Remy Electric Company, Anderson, Indiana C0.

Chicago Show—Space 66, Coliseum BalconySERVICE STA-nous; Andi,"°“' Ari-$2123.?“37.12:: - ria'uiii'ii. Aiii'i‘ii

°--=,Bg1“",;°'&- .“ciéciii'i‘fii Etignrteibgiggi; more,<1,ng $21.57: 295-309 LAFAYETTE Sifzr-iiousrmi

Chll’ O! F, - " - Denver, 0 0.; _ I _ I ' Vin"
- ll . Tl!" . 1 , nd. Jackson _ .

W" Ohm“ -°3,ciiichmrfmg;gnh§;:133 (iiiiiiuggiigi'ydiliie. T1533 law‘s:I l I I " w ‘ ' e v e, '

¥‘==i-r.='3°a”a.seiini::::- "mmmm
leans. Ll-i wa r Pm'; Portland, 9-; _ ° an-nduo' c.“ 5"“:

hi:- Pl-i PM! ‘ifi; Sm Antonie. Ten“! 5': L “is, I'm; Syracuse.

Egg'hiofhggaie, “Illa-11.35.2222? w‘é?"cslnoda:-Vlncouv.er. B. '

. Y-i “fig-“N; gang-i, Que.; Wiiinipeg. Manitoba: Hamilton, One;
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midi-“onto, on!
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Best on Earth-—Kantsamore

*BTABUSHEDIBSS

Phineas Jones & Company

305~3l3 Market Street, Newark. N. J.

Branch Factory: 12th Avenue and 55th Street, New Yorh City

Automobile Wheels

For Pleasure Cars and Trucks

 
 

Repairing and truing old wheel: a specialty. Exnerirnentel wheela a apecillly

We finnirh and apply any style demouhble or detachable rim or fire

  

  

 

 

in; iiind Clincher

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicyclei

We Also Make Axles and Hubs.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 60.. Sales Agents. Detroit
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Every liinil 1 0. ll.

Stock, or Dcmonntablc

to Blue Print Channels

Lauth-Juerlefl.

Truck. are 00'
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QUALITY DURABILITY
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P
ateel. threw-piece disc clutch. Powered by patents owned by us. Semi

for 1912 Catalog and specifications. Prompt delivery on all m0dell.

Large publicity campaign just begun. Our quality wl I do the rest.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

The Laulh-Juerqens Motor Car (10.. Fremont. Ohlo.

Brnnvhea and Agenclel

St.NEW YORK~WM=I surl- Garage & Motor Co.. 160-162 mm 8t.

CHICAgtl—The Lauth-Jnergena Motor Car Co.. 2630-32lgabaah A",

W ' at:A K, is. . . . .. i .

DETROIT. lilCH.‘}slerl Auto Trurk sales Agency, 453 [Mr Ave. Q'

DISTRICT OF COLUQMBLA éNDleCINlTY~Bogles Motor Sales 00,,

 

 

  

JONES

v HUB ODOMETER
Accurate, substantial, always visible. it is

attached to the hub and gives a complete rec

ord'of mileage. Cannot be disconnected With

out the owner's knowledge.

THE JONES SPEEDOMETER

Main Olllcc: Bush Terminal, New York

Broadway & 76th Street, New York City

 

 
 

 

Inner Tubes Elasin Repaired in 15 Minutes

Do it. yourself anywhere, and

save time and money, with e

th

Imperial Vulcanizer Repair Kit

"lib it"? ’\  

PRICE $3

NICKEL PL T
Patent Pendli‘nKED

Complete with enou

ber lor 40 punct b.

urea. A!your dealer 5

(XprtSS- or "m by
 
 

Place tube between plates of vulcanizer '

screws; ut a little gasoline in ron (5" cup; 98'1"“ "mm '

simple. Repair Permanent. p zed reccpuck' '"ne- Peratiobn

Guaranteed to Sltlaly or Mon

0 Refu d dMcGRAW TIRE & RUBBER C0 0 e

 

Save'Tires—Save Fuel—Save Car. Make tchaar:

easier riding and easier drrvmg. Stronger

any other practical wheel.

THE McCUE C0” nuiialo. N- Y

 

 

 

 

., Dept. l2. East Palestine, 0

‘

‘

HE circulation of the M

otWorld is a i or

guaranteed
one, sworn to by n afiidawt

Wthh will be sent in detail to
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THE RESULT

OI TWENTY

YEARSoi

EVOLUTION by

ELECTRICAL

SPECIALISTS

Willi] lEIIIiAIIII ELECTRIC I20.

annnxvlut, II. Y.

  

  

* out; _ 

  

 

“The Horn That Warns”

For Eiiiciency Get a

Newtone Superior

Not only the cheapest but the best

Send for catalogue anyway

It will interest you

  

Automobile Supply Manufacturing Co.

l Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

  

The line Mechanical,

Never Failing

Waming Device

Ooltl Little to Buy—

Ooltn Nothin‘ to Opera\c

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

13": Strautami Boulevard

HIE Ii. PIEI. CUMPANY Wharton."
Philadelphia, 1416 Vine St.; Boston 109 Massachus tta A ' ' -'

70 So._ 10th SL'vBufialo, 852 Main .; Chicago, 1332 Millsig‘aanRc:?F%an

Francisco, 544 an Ness Ave; Los Angeles, 1229 5. Olive St.; Seattle. >17

E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore.), 329 Ankeny St.; Denver, 15th and Curtis Sits.

 

 

Be Prenared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

  

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easily read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHIE‘LL GAUGE C0.

1202 Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois

  

 

  

rEEEE><
BRAKES

  

Make Your Car Safe

Because they always grip

and hold in any emergency.

  

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

436 Housatonic Avenue Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Raymond Brakes. 31me Friction Pacing and Gyrcx, the Mixer

  

 

 

 

  

' d'ameter—a self-contained oiling
ys'fllrsi guzzliefihihf; $5 gzgrlggriip lthrough the hollow crank uh,“

S ' ' ' The extra
rowdes perfect 011mg. _ _

' ' reduce inctwn_t_o a
Elgicmggrglngds increase durability.

All 4 Cycle—In 5 Types

bore, 5 in. stroke, 4 cyl. ‘

bore, 5 in. strolée, 2' 5 in. atro e I

:5 5% in. stroke. 4 tyl.

5}; in: bore, 7 in. stroke. 4 cy

wl SCON 5 IN

um! MFG. C0

pgpl 32

wankec
I“ Wil

w in
4 4 In.

  

SALESMANSl-IIP IS A NECESSARY EVIL

The less the buyer wants your goods, the ‘tnore

you’ve got to use of that costly stuff. The way out Is—

sell what the Buyer wants. In the motor field that Is the
  

We’re 25 years old now

and you can restassured

there will never be any

“out of business’ sign . . .
up when you want that SPeP19'1 0“le

interchangeable part . dewce— be“ l“

All the details to you Ifyou write to

BRANDENBURG 8: CO.

‘ Special arrange

“ - ment for “get-at

ableness”; also a

 
 

 

  

f

  

/

  

  
  

  
  

1108 S. MICHIGAN AVE. 571‘}! AND BRoAIm‘Av Four) BUILDING

Cmcaoo. NEW Your; CITY. DETROIT

\\S§§S%§hSQSS
\ “‘ ' ‘\ l“ \ \

x
measure-rmanteater;waxixasiearttfilrmm

Dealer- nnd Motorlsh—lnveati‘ate Interlock! I

  

  Don‘t (Inlay—whip now for bookie", d In, pn‘g ' ' “m
\ and mu, aw. Mention tin and kind oflfrel you gimmomb a, '

\‘ oounu-z name TIRE co. now. an. 5m... Auburn. Indiana

  

//,
  

//
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e e e EMighty Michigan “40” E'" 525%?”

  

at so time of the year.

Stotrriy weather dark

nights and sllpmiz

streets require the t

klnd or llzht on the

car for safe drivinf.

All modern care when d

be electrically lighted

and electrical ysterted.

Write for booklet telling how your 31‘:

ii In ii -to-<lste with
c" "a be bro K p first electrical”

A 100 e uipments. The
lighted tiiutorrwblle was Aplco llizhtedY

E APPLE ELECTRIC (‘IDMPAN

TQHN. (‘nnnl lit, "nylon. 0-. l. S. A.

  40-Horsepower Touring Car or Roadster, sbsolute

ly silent in operation. Oversize tires 35 Fifi—cylin

ders 4% x 5% in.-—118-in. wheelbase

—four-forward-speed transmission

—demountable rims—nickel mount

_ ings—massive, straight-line body—

big, roomy seats—electric lighting by generator—

everytliing. Price $1585, includes full equipment. Two

smaller models. Catalog on request.

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Kalamazoo, Mich.
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lhinother Victory lo; Staver l W ,5

Series

(3de

 

1 Electric 7

Staver 55 was the only touring car to finish the exacting Lighting and

“Round Lake Michigan" reliability run with a perfect Score—- ‘ Star“
repeating its victory in the contest of the preceding year. . “a

L 0 i—Th Sl airiMriil ' -"fl" P e" " *8 MERCER “Zfli”$£.'°"
For 1913. we are concentrating on three great models-—

Staver 55. Staver_ 45 (our competition crushing forty), and ‘
our big Staver Six. 1 T Mercer power 351d Efficiency hare well-known qualities.

7 _ - hese features are eci edly emp asized in our new series.

Sta‘er Cars are roomy’ luxuriously uphOIStered‘ Up to the The various models ofi'er a Mercer for every reasonable need.

PRICES: $2600 to $2900.

[Irstrr'fhr'r Ukraine? :01! on rrglrst.

MERCER AUTOMOBILE C0. ’wilvfiliifiiim

minute in equipment. Backed by Staver durability, they are

the biggest value on the market.

,STAVER CARRIAGE (10., 76th and Wallace Sis., Chicago i

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

I: ‘i "’ #

lupmoblle "82" Touring Car. Fully Equipped. 8975 F.0.B. Detroit

mm stroke motor, 3% x556 inches. Enclosed valves. Three bearing

crank s aft. Unit power plant. Multiple Disc clutch. Three_speeds tor

nrd. Sliding gears. Full floating axle. Center control. Lenith carbure

lot. Bosch magneto. l06-itich wheelbase. 32} 3% "'th tires. Quick

detachable rims. Mohair to with envelo e. Jitt _curtains. Windshield.

Ktll‘ shock absorber. Prest- -Lite tank. Is he: lights. Oil side and tail

limbs. fools—horn. Trimmings, black and enamel. _Standard color, black.

“sneto and camshaft driven by silent Coventry chain.

Illpmobile "I2" Roadster, Fully Equipped, $975 F.0.B. Den-oil

thSSIS and specifications same as Touring _Car. Lsrle turtle back

dust proof compartment for extra accessories, tires and baggage.

llpmoblle "82" Delivery, Fully Equlppcd. $950 F.0.B. pin-0:;

Chassis same as Tourin Cat. Enclosed panel bodY- TW° c‘" ‘9“ r '
filibschlr gulls. garrzinngr-ipacity, 800d 1:9.“ Chin’ssist 6n1d_tbod.ynILpinnée: I r

C II 'c ass nis . wo‘piece win s ie . res -‘ - ie

headlights. Oil side and tail lamps. Quick detachable rims. Tools-horn. 2mm”: 0'

Tnniminls. black and nickel. P _ "(i gm 98’I"? Moron can co. 1254 umme Ave" Detroit. Mlcll. MN- '1 m

  

  

Is responsible for the success of a large ma

- jority of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial cars. They will beat your lnvelti~

gnti'on before the purchase of any type of car.

‘ Lilerntnretmori request.

RUTENBIR MOTOR Co., Marlon. lnL

  

 
 

 

ANNOUNCING I913 TOURABOUT

Complete Specifications Sent on Request

'0‘ an we was»

UTOMOBILE WORKS
Mnmozhm ICroxton cars incorporate all of

the features for which the buyer

looks in the new models. Write

for catalog and Agency details.

 
 

 

 
 

v\__,
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The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

  

 

   

 

Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with

(hick '

Honk (Detachable) les

Guaranteed the Best in the World

Geo. W. Houk Company

5003 Lancaster Ave, Philadelphia, Pa.

Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats

 

 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

so, have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES (30.,

Amesbury, Mass.

  

  

 

  

 

  

  

 

Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

—others who use Reliance Plugs

don't have to.

The Reliance book, “ignition and

Spark Plug Talk,” tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

JEFFERY DEWITT C0.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, ltlch.

t Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better."

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

 
 

 
 

 

 

Larges 
 

  

    -a

"Firestone" _Tires and Rims '

are the least likely to re

quire changing, and afford

the best means of tire

changing when required.

/)’/’
ifkvjfl"‘. a

  

tea-erv~

  

“all;

.,gag-1:,

  

,TTie-r?

\\.

;'

~

_9._.‘
.._,,__n

2"“.s‘

  

The Firestone Tire 8r. Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

and All Principal Cities
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The Chicago Electric

A beautiful and classic equipage that

stands unchallenged in point of con

structional achievement.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MOTOR CAR CO.

3606 South Morgan Street, Chicago

 

 
 
  

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

 

 

We have had to double our gigantic output

—and the demand is more than doubling.

Nearly 180,000 have been sold and delivered.

New prices $525 to $800. Dealers every

where. Ford Motor Company, Detrmt,

Michigan.

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

MPIE
Little Aristocrat "

  

E
“ The

7/1: Cor/ip/rtrly Equipped Empire five-pamenger touring

car for $950 ~ Equipment include: A/Ioliair 70p and m

Ill/apt, lVi'ridi/iiz/d, Pral- O-Litz tank and Spun/01nd”.

  

THE EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Indianapolis, U. S. A.

TRIPLEX
A FUEL SAVER Ind

A MONEY SAVER

Increases Power

Decreases Cost

i ‘ _ , The Triplex is a device placed be

~.. ‘7 E. I V, tween 0;: mkanifold and the carbure

' ~ - tor to real up the mixture. No

matter how imperfectly the carburetor does its work, the Triplex equalize:

the mixture, producing an explosive gas of even. uniform quality that will

burn clean to the last atom._ This means that the user gets all the power

all the time—that every fraction of energ to be obtained from the gasoline

is progiucedl andl used. dThere 125 absolute y no waste. High proof gasoline

is ma e ‘ou o ow an over 5 is saved on .information write tis. % every gallon For {unher

BREMER-WILSON MFG. C0., 1256 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

AUSTERMELL 8t HANSON.

560 Phelan Bldg. San Francisco. Cal., Western Reprelentativel.

 
 

 

  

 

  
 

 

  

"Thirty"

"Forty"

  
(I ’7

“11,53?ng bull; 1].:th Kinsel’Kaf pllpt, F l t t y”

will): wrt "t "economical manufacture. "Kl IléiiialelKa: 60H'P'  

have extra liberal wheelbase and roomy

tonneaus unsurpassed by any car at any

price for comfort and capabilities. Write

or catalog.

KisselKar prices

include full CqLUP'

ment—self-siarter,

windshield,

    
  

 

  

  

KISSEL moron can COMPANY dZiiiountable rims;

‘59 518”! Avenue Hmtord. Wis. 8 P = 6 dl°m°‘

ter, e co
  

  

tric lighting

Q q u ipment,

a h o c k ab

sorbers, etc.

  

 

{1 ilihiIlllllllllllllillllllllllll!lllllll ‘l" ‘Hi

‘l ' ‘ CUTTING moron can

‘ ' Two mam Only , r

Five-passenger Touring Car.$14;g I},

lTwo-passenger Roadster. . .. 14

The same chaSSis is used for [1"

both models. _

VVide-awake dealers write for

dealers' proposition.

CUTTING MOTOR CAR COMPANY

305 Mechanic St., Jackson, Mich.

fill: llltmillmllmu mm “II I

-I
milljfflll},- ,,,,,,,,,,,,,ll“"“""""'ml l.

W

W llllllllllllll

INlllllllllllllllIlllllllIlllllllllIllIIllIlIlllllllIlllllIIlllllllIllIIIIllllIlllllllllllllllllllllifl‘I“

               Ill“ l l   

'll  

  

  

                     

    

_=——

  

 

 

_Our agency proposition will

interest you. Write for it.

DORRIS MOTOR CAR CO.

Sarah and Laclede Aves. St. Louis, Mo.

 

r
 
 

Direcl Drive—Single Reduclion

Fool Control

Irreversible Worm Sleer

Long Mileage Ballerles

Buflalo Service

{ifr.»

  

. 52.600

8,200

3.300

Z9 Roadster,

Model 30 Coupe, .

Model 30-8 Coupe, .

/e
/'<
I? ii

, .  
“a. , “a;

The Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company

Buffalo, New York d

 

 

 

,1
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_

if You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog
We want_ you to write for the Solar Catalog before you decide on your motor

lamps, for this lS the most complete line of lamps on the market. Solar Lamps

have been preferred by most motorists for the past fourteen years because of

their brilliancy, their style, their strength and their several exclusive advanta ea

-—their specia short focus lead glass lens mirror reflectors-the patented dou le

ray light projection (in the Solarclipse), giving two distinct fields of light, for

city and country use—the new black finish. the only such finish thats proof

against heat and moisture-and other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solars before you buy is to fail to include in your consideration

the very finest lamps in existence. Solars are made for oil, electricity, as and in

combination. for pleasure cars, motor trucks, carriages, motor boats an airshms.

Write for catalog now-—while you think of it. (136)

ASS FG. C .Kenosha, Wis. BADGER BR M 0 New York City

SOLAR LAMPS

i,

TIRE CUTS i512will“?cllfié'sldfilsFlii

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger-end iu blowouts.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUB any‘

where in 15 minutes. better than a Repair Shop can dc

—lnd for on: rent.

Universal _

Auto{ulcegmizer

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete. with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

can be carried in the tool box Simplest and mostfilm

device tor eliminating tire troubles that has ever been devhed.

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

\‘ulcanizer—put in the gasoline—light it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is done.

It Can'l burn, rural: or injure tube or casing. It can't

get Out of order. It can't fail to do its work. So

simplemnyone can operate it, The Universal Auto

Vulcanizer saves its cost a hundred time: over in

trot ble and expense

Price Complete $4.00 Ready for Instant l‘se

Guaranteed Sailliaeiory or Money Reiundeii

  

 

The one Konigslow

Manufacturing Co.

CLEVELAND

r

We make control levers for most any

position on the car, also any style of

transmission. Tell us
NV I ewhat you need and we

/7'Air; " will quote.

B _ T _ Paris oi

Quality

Manufacturers of pleasure cars and light trucks

will find us able to fill orders promptly for

TRANSMISSIDNS CLUTCHES LEVERS

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN

Contract Work. Gear Cutting, Brass, Copper and Nickel Plating

Get in touch with our Engineering Depart

ment. It is at your service at all times.

AUTO PARTS MFG. CUMPANY, Dept. .l, Muncle, Ind.

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

  

'Anmvisoni MFG. COMPANY,Easi r ' 4' om.

Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings._ They are

vastly superior and less expenstve in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 91 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTEED

lllE UUNSUIIUATEU MANUFACTURING CUNPANY, Toledo, Ohio

  

(Squegee) TIRES

Hill wont Slip-Won‘t Slide

Won't 51641116}, Grip!
THE DIAMOND RUBBER (20. OF N. -

Subsidiary of The B. P. Goodrich Cot

AKRON, OHIO

  

I"

 

 

TRUUK FRAMES
Automobile Frames and Special Stampings

   

THE PARISH & BINENAM UU.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

 

 

 

  

@- . . N ;

  

CAN BE HANDLE!) BY ONE PERSON AS FASUYLGUILKLY AS AN UMBRELLA

INSTANTANEOLIS PRO*\'C1ION

GOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING ca. 515 w. sensr. NEW YORK.
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Motor Car Manufacturers

Since
 
 

Occupying the newest and most modern automobile manu

facturing plant in America.

muses AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, om. r-s Kokomo. mall

 
 

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights —- Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—"Amesbuilt" Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Oweneboro, Ky.
 

 

 

 

 
 

THE ULTIMATE OAR

(KNIGHT ran uoron)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panherd and Minerva.

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dealer: in 125 Cities

  

  

 

 

H AVE R S HAVE RS

"Six-44” "Six-55”

$ 1 8 5 0 $ 2 2 5 0

Touring Car and Touring Car and

Roadster Types. Speedster Types.

44 h. p. 6 Cyliu- Electric Starter.

ders. Unit Power Electric Lig his .

Planl, 3-Point 55 h.p. 128 in.

Suspension. 122 Wheel-Base. 86 x

in. Wheel-Base. 4 Tires. Fully

36 X 4 “PCS. o Equippgd,

erle lor lullIspeeillmtloul

 

HAVERS MOTOR CAR COIHPANY, For! Huron, Mich.
  

 

 

Write For This Franklin

Dealer Proposition

FRANKLIN six-cylinder mod

els now equipped with Entz

Electric Starting and Lighting. A

real self starter with original fea

tures. Franklin cars use less gas

oline, less oil, no smoke, fewer

tires. travels faster, rides easier,

silent. powerful, flexible, beautiful.

Get the Proposition,

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE C0.

28 Franklin Square, Syracuse, N. Y.

 

  

 
 

DEALERS—Here is the first electric truck

that sells for about 5700 less than any other.

Capacity 1000 popndl—Service 100 per

cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

- of production most

pronounced. Write.

MADE TO

5 IAKE coon

; um IT DOES

M s P Electric/

Vehicle Co.

MM

Illiell it;

nrrnorr. men.

 

 

 

. I I I

sen" Eight comes 1!: Three Chants:

CO ' 51X 0 ’linder T 1 Car, five passenger convertible to

llehle SIXty sew»: 11115581182? Rig-inch wheel base, Deloo electric

tlnli, starting and lgnmom $2485

vertibie IC0 ' tour cylinder Touring Car, five passenger 0011

le toseven, l22-lnch wheel base. Delco system- $1935

Co four cylinder Tourinz Car. flve 953581139" 1164mm

le Forty wheel base. Delco system. $1685

WRITE TUDA r for Cole Bluo Book and dealer's proposition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind

  

 

 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

4-36 444 0-06

81,875 $2.150 $2.750

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR co. York, Pa.

 
 

 

 

 

HOOK up with ’01:}

  

L4“4
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"'1'"! MAQTER OAR" SIXTEENTH YEAR

6 cyl. so H. F., 05,000 4 Oyl. as H. P" $4,500

4 Oyl. 35 H. P" 84,000

(Completely Equipped)

rouoHKuPale F. | .A]: N. v.

  

  

rim NE LA N” a.
“llV-S’URANCE FOR BUILDER/4ND SEQ"
RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS co 142 wesr 15.2w sr. NElNYORK

 

 
 

PRESSED STEEL THE GRINNELL_

Gas (Iontroller and Igmter

Lights, dim: and extinguish“ all gas lamps on

the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stem of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach.

Convenient

Sale

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY D¢pendabl¢

Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

MILWAUKEE THE 6. C. A. MANUFACTURING CO., Pittstield, Mas

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United States.

  
 

 

 
 

It the Greatest Engineers Reo the Fttth

in the world were to meet in convention and build Final and crownin achievement of R. E. Olds. 1M

8 Car, when they fifllShell lhc Car 1! would l00l< \ pioneer designer of utos. A standard size 30 to

and be like the STUTZ in all its essentials- 35 horsepower four-cylinder car of modern refine

 

  

' ‘ c . ' d ~ will help you to Increase your business while bene
Sleflgl‘ngii'iyiioiiori-cehilgritn eSegigskllft A 15 Sh" y men‘s' pnced m only sl'ogs' fitlnl vour customers. We will send any respon

’ _ I R. M. OWEN & CO., General Sales Agents alblo dealer a pair on 30 days' trial Write now.

IDEAL MOT0|I CAR COMPANY, lndtsnspolis. llltl‘ R50 MOToR CAR C0” Lansing, Mich. Good Agents wanted ior unoccupied terfllorY

 

  

 
 

LEATHER TIRE GOODS (10.. Niagara Falls. ll- Y

  
  

‘METZ “SPEOIAL” $395

i Com letely equipped, fully guaranteed. 22% 11.7..

L 4-cylin er water-cooled motor, Bosch magneto. ’Ar

tillery wheels, best quality 30"!3" clincher tires.

HAHH ill.'s‘i‘m“iiti§ ?
The Only Non-Skid Tires

@he {flush 1R: Ymtnt

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY U N GGeneral Oilices: 1796 B‘way, New York ‘ H A R T R D ‘ N N -

Factories: Trenton. N. .l. Branches in Principal Cities i

Makes 5 to 50 miles per hour on the high speed,

i to 32 miles on 1 al. of gasoline. _You can new"

EXCLUSIVE SA E in your territory. Send in!

l Book “B.”

I "ITZ COMPANY| Waltham, "3“" U- .- l

I

l

l

l

  

  

 
 

 

Send for “ Milled QUIOK SALES—BIO Pnorl'rs FOR DEALERS

Screw"Bocklet on Spe- ‘ shgfrcl‘tssifis“§§€§§;§{ ‘1‘“ “'m m" my °“ ‘he The circulation of the Motor World

all "‘3 Slandl'd Perll- 1 MARVEL STEAM VULOANIZER ‘ is a guaranteed one, sworn to by an

. A t z‘ , th t i t b . - . . . . -The Natlonal-Acme Mfg.Co. 5 whirl ofiaégsonii: olfoia griggd.be5:dd rgrsezaill. affidavtt, which Will be stilt in detail

CLEVELAND, Sixth City plan and sample Vulcanizer. }

New York Boston Detroit IIE MIVEL llllllllllllli SUPPLY 80.,115 lsllvsr It, lilevslllltl, ll.

Chicago Atlanta Montreal ‘

{0 any Ol‘lc upon request.

 

  

   

 

 

GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went across

the dealer's counter. Get the details and you will surely order.

G. WALKER GILMER, JR.,

52 W. Seventh Street PHILADELPHIA
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“TheM0‘ the day in that an organization ahall be

idgedbyitaprodlet and not by what it claim for illelf"

lupibiaia lind when you examine these 1913 modela

“Doll-I IND VRICES

D40 Fore-door Roadster. 116~irich Wheel base $1700

   

“~40 S-passcngrr, Fore-Door Touring Car

“6-inch vb lbase . . . . . . 8 l 700

use Spawn , ore - Door Demi-Tonneau

IZI'Intlt eel base . . . . . . $1975

“40 7-way". Fore-Door Touring Car

Ill-inch wheel base . . . . . . 2000

“~50 Battleship Roadster, lZl-lncli wheel base 2l50

“'50 l-oauenger, Fore‘Door Limousine

III-Inch wheel base . . $3050

Advance Catalog -on Reqhest

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

I'll-name areal-r ocrnorr, MICN. l

"Built lur "Guaranteed

62% tor Lila"

BQI

 
  

Permanence"

 
 

AKRON, OHIO.

This mine_ on Automobile Tires and Rubber

a ugnifiea inherent qualities of material

lldjorbmanshipthat insure the maximum

lernce at the minimum of expense. (673)

Th! Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio 

 

 

NON-CARBON STARTER

The Starter IWn'c/r Really Start:

The successful Starter Ior Forda as well as other

makes. Combined Starter and Lighter, $35. Live

Dealers given exclusive territory.

IMPERIAL 8ALES 00-, Tlflin, OI‘IIO

 

"The Speedometer

0! Quality "

Speclal leatures that ellinlnate

speedometer troubles. Send

7: lor the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 Elloi St. Boston, Ills.

  

IMMEéo ’"Aincrican VMad;”‘l

Now nmv ron THE TRADE

mlhtli [Kidney—Good ServicelGuarantccd

THE SlllllS lllilliill cu. "" :gggfi.r,:.~.5'.t'._,_i

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 
 

  

TIMESSQ.AUTO CO.

 

  

 

 
 

 

Spring Company

SPECIALISTS IN

Spring Suspension

   

l Cleveland, Ohio

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for N E w Y0RK CHICAG‘)

sh t M BR132151ng MIégPGtAOIIZIAVE

ee '. eta] %ARS At From

ARS

StamPI“2'S MOTORS 206. I0 506.

Estimates Cbeerfully Furnished on file

EVERY Dollar

The Bossert Company ACCESSORY wmmwmmw...

UT|CA, N. y. FOR THE lntheWorldlnNewand Used

4 J AUTOMOBILE tars and Factory Cleanupa

V POLS0N

i . Quality Windshields

l Perfectlon Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starter:

POLSON MANUFACTURING CO-. Builllo. N. Y.
 

NATIONAL Compound

Mixer and Primer

makes any car atart eaaier in cold weather' adds

ilgmtaol 4do% to pizwejr léld mileage. Simple.'eui'ly

_ e , aran ee e eclivc n a .details anguprice. o ny mom: Ga

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING (10., Kalamazoo, Mich.

 

 

 

 

Look at our new middle name

PENNSYLVANIA.

VACUUM CU ‘ IRES

 

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette, Pa.

 

 

REPUBLIC

 

 

  

’5;
'._ 1'4a” r

._ _ - ’p a /

“TL-1' '45:”i‘h‘liepublic higher l

/ 'Ilufll'a'tlv'll in»

'Illi' Tir'l‘ i-‘fl

l't-wi‘i-irt! \rr-l-ZZT-f’

  

 

ARGO ELECTRICS

METZGER-HERIHNGTON ARGO CO.

Dish-Ibaton

2412 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Factorles, Sallnaw. Ildi.

 

 

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

Special Designs for Every

Type of Motor Made

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY

TOLEDO. OHIO

 
 

 

 

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL, DALY & MILLER

42 Broadway NEW YORK

The Ford Water Circulalor

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter if

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-thM C0.

1145 Mlclalfllll AVG. CHICAGO. ILL 

\

  

 

 
 

' ‘

. . . - .

l MOTZ Cushion Tires We Specialize on h f GRANT _ LEES

“fl F Pk" C!" *1 rank 5 a to(1“;‘5 {in Delis", c'fl. FiniShing C GEARS

“5;; 9 send for M s: 0u|y_

. 4““

Eat-12:...“ ““°§.I.Z::“2..E:‘f’““°° MICHIGAN CRANK SHAFT co. m Grant—Lou mu... u
Emilie“. anon. OHIO L“,ng Cleveland. Ohio

""“m 5-we- n-u-i h a Pol-deal cia

   

 

American Kushion Kore

A tire filler 10 to 20 per cent. lighter than any

other tire filler. A big proposition for dealers who

are on the alert for more and better business.

Write for details.

AMERICAN KUSHION KORE TIRE CO.

Buffalo. New York

 

 

 

“National” Steam VulcaniZci-s

GARAGE IODIL repalrl three tubes and m

ouinga at a tin); Che-peat and bent on the market.

Get our special aeiiinl plan. Portable model for

Individual ownera which will plea“ your custom.“

Liat price, 811. Manufactured by

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

i904 Ineild a“ cr.nvnr.ann. o.
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Kelly- Springfield

Automobile Tires
It's Kelly-Springfield quality _and wear—not price—that we like to

emphasrzc. for when you get mileage a few thousand miles greater than

the average tire gives, the cost is just naturally reduced.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO., 20 Vesey Street, New York

Branch offices in New York. Chleslo. Philsdelnhis. Boston. 81. Louis, Detroit. Cincinnati. San Francisco.

Los Angola. Cleveland, Baltimore. Seattle. Atlsnl-s. Akron. 0.. Buihlo.

The Henri Tire & Rubber 00.. Columbus. Ohio. 1min: Tire Ir Rubber Co., Houston. 'Ilsxu.

Boss Rubber (‘11.. Denver, Colo. Todd Rubber Co., New Haven. Conn.

Soutth Home. 1! Woodstock Co., Ltd., New Orlssnl. In. Atkinson Tire & Supply (30.. Jacksonville. Fla.

Ssveii Dari: Rubber Works. August: and Ssrsnnsh. Gs. C. D. Franks Ir Co., Charleston. 8. C.

H. R. Olmstesii & Son. SYrsrino. N. Y. L. J. Barth. Rochester. N. Y

  

 

—.

l Tones‘down headlights for

city driving and foggy

nights an auto necesslty.

Price 75:. per pair. Sell

I like hot cakes. Deniers.

secure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

1931 Broadway. New York

  

 

 

 

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine. ‘

EIIL GRGSSMAN COMPANY. llir.. New York and Detroli

 

\: i Prest—O-Lite

The ONLY gas tank that when empty,

can be immediately exchanged for a

full one, ANYWHERE and ALWAYS.

  

sill-"rs; t'
Qt |I\eLiglt-r-i rx

I niti 9 r\i Qua-Ill“fin -

l‘lo‘iorfii,“ 5M!5t Boston, 5.

 

 

 

The Great Anti-Skid.

D EVINOE

  

  

Nine-tenths

Of all accidents to auto- .

mobiles are caused by skidding

or slipping.

Either you skid into the “other fellow" or

the “other feilow” skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy
snow-covered roads or on icy, s ippery g‘r’eazy (plave- it

ee Unl- I

Cannot Injure Tires

Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want. to know what real steering steadiness means

put them on the front wheels too.

For your own safety—for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car With Weed

Chains. Make it your business to getaset

  

  

  

  

 
 

  

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers

, Weed Cliain Tire Grip Co. {E

, I 28 Moore St. New York

  

The Name

“Weed”

on Every Hook

  

 

  

These Tires for You
 

Four corps of experts working

in four of the best equipped tire

plants in the world are operating

as a unit to produce

, UNITED STATES TIRES I

Nothing of the kind has ever i

before been attempted in automo- '

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company

New York

 
 

 

,

 

i7Auto-Top Fabrics?

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION , '

* SAM LES AND PRICES OH R!

1.. J. MUTTY- connotes];

.374

 

 

 

qttédfl Motor Lamps

d (ELECTRIC)

Write for " Guide Books" N05. 1 and o

GUIDE MOTOR LAMP MFG. COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

 
 

 

 

51.5 .~ 6.
llldugs i

ARE THE BEST‘
“creases-score ‘
MrJYVEviflNOiNitiflilY>

    

 

GASOLINE TURBINES
Hall the size. Hall the weight, limit the lac], Half the irictiol

 

.. ' ' . No Valves, No Sort"!
Spool]: as Electric, Will re No lemcnwomm

1) see any engine in any car M m,“"l'mmmfl

Booklet Upon Request No Back Pressure

There Isn't Much Left

SEMPLE S. SCOTT 1651 Marquette Bldg. CHICAGO. [IL

Eireluslve Terrilog 02a ior Live Agencies

INVADER.

OIL

INVADER on. COMPANY

Lessee: of Charles F. Kellorn & Co- '

Main Office: 80 Broad Street. New York Cr"

)
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The forty-seven

Goodyear Tire Branches

stock

%IE\R Vulcanizers

Because the Shaler is the simplest and most

economical vulcanizer.

Because the Shaler makes perfect repairs every

time.

Because the Shaler line of private and public

garage vulcanizers fulfils the requirements of every

motorist and repair shop.

Garages :

Write and ask for our free book “Common Sense About Tire

Repairs.” Find out how a Shaler will increase your profits. _

Dealers :

Get our trade proposition on all kinds of vulcanizers for motorists

and repairmen.

C. A. SHALER CO.

404 Fourth Street Waupun, Wisconsin

Auto Show: Space 182, Annex

The only complete line of vulcanizers in the world
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FORD Model T Reference Book" gives

cause and cure of all the ails of Model

T_ simply and concise. Gives the latest

kinks. Full of pomters. \Vritten especially

for it. Elaborate crOss index enables you

to discover any trouble at once. Write for

descriptive circular or sent post aid, $1.00.

FORD REFERENCE BOOK C8., 57 West

125th St., New York.

SIMPLEX 90, with touring and racing

equipment in Al condition. Cost $7,500.

For sale, $2,000. 1. A. FORSYTHE, IR,

350 E. Forsyth St., jacksonville, Fla.

LUMINUM vulcanizers for both cas

ings and tubes. $3.50 prepaid to any

address. Money back if not satisfactory.

'{ARESCOTT SUPPLY CO., St. Joseph,

ic .

OR SALE—Cheap, one American Trav

eler. color battleship gray; just like

new; run a little over 4,305 miles. MICHI

AUTO CO., 410 7th St., Calumet,

ic

OR SALE OR LEASE—The most mod

ern garage in Southern Colorado, with

fine repair shop and storage room for six~

teen cars, doing good business and fine

prospects for coming year. A snap for

sComeonc. Address BOX 208, Monte Vista,

010.

LOT in Velasco, Texas, for automobile or

motor boat; aid $1,000 20 years ago.

TOM CHILDRESS, R. F. D. No. 2, Arling

ton, Texas.

OR HIRE-—White 1%4ton truck by

week. CHAS. HONEHEIN, 2027 3rd

Ave.. New York City.

DVERTISER has choice free and clear

building lot in a high class residence

suburb of Newark; would like to exchange

for medium priced automobile; give full de

scription. Address EXCHANGE, 1101

World Building.

SITUATION WANTED, with accessory

manufacture or supply house, by young,

energetic man, thoroughly experienced in

the wholesale, retail and mail order supply

and tire business. Good salesman and buyer

and thoroughly competent as correspon

dent, advertising and catalog man. Would

like to connect with a good. reliable con

cern. Address BOX 999, care Motor World.

  

AVE had 13 years’ experience in organ

izing, handling, selling and advertising

campaigns. \Vould develop your selling

force or open up new field. BOX 169, Mo

tor World.

‘NIANTED—Salesman for agencies in

every city to install new process in

demand, showing over 300% profit to gar

ages, supply dealers, breweries._ Entirely

new, big seller. This means big money

Experience not essential. H. J. WEBER,

South Orange, N. J.

 

 

I liNlll' ammo-imm-mmmmin-minimi v I.— I u 1“ Iirnivu wwwn-ummn- ill—.4“! minimum-squirmmum‘Illlllllllfilllln'll\nlll|'|m\ mmunwk N._ - I r= "it. . - ;. ,

lScenis perline of‘sixwordscash wiihor'den

_- ln capiialsZScents perline -~

A market place where Dealers. Jobber: and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used can,

parts and appliances and where help or litul

tiotn may be secured at a nominal cost.

ORTY ACRE FARM, clear, Brown

County, Indiana, N. E. M4, of S. W. M;—

23-8-3—$800. \Vaiit late model car for it.

LOCK BOX 78, Hector, Minn.

SURPLUS STOCK BOUGHT

Cars, Bodies, Tops, Tires, etc.

Cash transactions. uick business.

20TH CENTURY CO., 1 00 B'way, N. Y. C.

APPLY Boyer’s Automatic Refinisher to

your automobile today. Tomorrow it

will look as though it just came from the

factory. Finest thing in the world for dull

hoods. Easily applied with cheesecloth.

Particulars free. BOYER CHEMICAL

LABORATORY CO., State and Michigan

Sts., Chicago, Ill.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps, radiators and fenders. No under-coat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

January 10. I913

  

 

  

FOR SALE—Seven passenger Oldsmo

, bile, in fine condition; will sell chea for

‘ cash or trade for small touring car. R.

.gMBUHL, 931 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh,

, a.

QR SALE—Garage, fully eQuipped, with

in 50 miles of New York City. Two

story brick building, steam heat, 1,000-gal.

gas tank. full stock of oils, greases, supplies

and accessories. Agency for two standard

non-competing cars. Storage for 35 cars.

This is a rare chance for a live man. Ill

health of owner reason for selling. Address

Motor World, Box 241.

PEERLESS LINING DYE.

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash off. Ask your garage and supply

dealer. ,

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

VICTORIA TOPS AND SEAT COVERS

That's our specialty, but we make a f

line as well. Any style and every one the

best that high-grade materials and experi

enced workmen can make. Prompt service

assured. We're glad to estimate special

work or quote you prices on stock to la.

CENTRAL AUTO TOP CO., Indianapo 1!.

 

Ind.
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An ad. like this

will cost you $l.35

for each insertion.

 

These columns ofler you an 0P

portunity to appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers iwhose merchan

dising taste is being cultivated
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WANTED—A high class draughtsman,

having had motorcycle experience.

In making application state previous ex

crience and salary expected. THE POPE

IiFG. CO.. Westfield, Mass.

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

A 'waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and supply dealer for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

FOR SALE—1910 Peerless limousine;

newly done up and relined; price $2,000.

I730 Land Title Bldg, Philadelphia, Pa.

UTOMOBILE FOR SALE—1912 Mar

-iu|i-mamlninn IIIIIIIF'HNH l'l tmwn‘lwaunimmmmnmn- . WlltLllAJtiINJ‘

MOTOR WORLD

 

  
  

— ln capiiolsZScenis perline —

A market place where Dealers. Jobber: and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

AUTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground.

_ new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

PACKARD—“fill dispose of my

new 1913 6-cylinder, 7-passenger

touring car at a bargain if taken immedi

ately. Address H. M. WALLIS, JR,

Racine, \Vis.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An oil preparation that softens the leather

Makes old tops look like

garage and supply dealer

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

OLDSMOBILE; 4-cylinder; 5 passenger;

equipped; good condition;

looks good; $450; cost $3,000. FARQUHAR,

10

AUTO LISTS, owners, etc., of any State.

S. H JR., Albany, N. Y.

 
  

I‘

An ad. like this

will cost you 60c.

for each insertion.

T, mon Speedster, Indianapolis Speedway

1. type car. A-l condition; run 4,000 miles.

"m; For particulars apply W. F. BURROUGHS,

D05: 66 Midland Ave., Arlington, N. J. Tel. 29 and pamasom

HF éfigFOE-_iw if i i if i ‘ ii i new. Ask your

,1... WANTED TO BUY-Five or seven pas- f“ ‘t'
.. __senger automobile for cash, in good

:03: condition; no dealers. 172 Pacific St.,

ll“: Blgoil'vn' good tireS'

loft: T" if ’ TP'TVT '

u ARGAIN—Two new and never used 34
Bx 4 Davis Armor, Model B, Tire Pro- 3 Mo“ St" New York‘

Hm tectors; cost $54.00. Will take $32.00. Dis

fl‘m posed of car before “Armors” arrived. BOX

7 L 231. care Motor World. . CARROLL,
as? k

§

6

0? Weekly to the highest degree by

.

“
.can our articles on Wide Awake

hi

'Elli

\\
\

Merchandising.”

cost as shown

Look at the

in the margins.
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YOU in need of any additional help

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will he kept confidential

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

Softens the leather and will not crack,

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look like

new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask your

garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

BROKEN Cylinders and Crankcases—

Send them to be made good as new at

fraction of replacement cost. Scored cyl

inder repaired, $12. No new piston and

rings required because bore is not enlarged.

Where cylinders are worn (not scored from

loose wrist pin) reboring is only remedy.

We do it expertly. Write for complete in

formation and estimates. \VATERBURY

WELDING COMPANY, Waterbury. Conn.

WANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE—1908 Winton touring car, 7

passenger, good running order, full

equipped; price $400. Address BOX 23,

Motor \Uorld.

RURAL Parcels Post Delivery Car—Any

party with capital and push interested

in placing one on the market, correspond

with E. P. COWLS, Sparta, Mich.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN. I

Bakes either to a high gloss finish,_ egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. Will <tl'iot crlaclé, clhip or peel.

Ask our ara ean suppy ea er.The iColugibusg Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

\VELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway, N. J.

SALE—One Ford town car bod .

Fits any Model T Ford chassis. BE -

NINGTON GARAGE, Bennmgton. Vt.

AR-GEN-TOR will deposit a beautipr

silver plate on your brass_trimmings‘m

one minute. Absolutely reliable. _Price

$1.00. Send for package. Quit olishing

brass. FOREST CITY SALES O., Fre

mont, Neb.
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The Ediction

Reproduced lrom Cadillac

advertisements 0! December,

_ Ultimately the Cadillac will find its way

into the hands of hundreds of owners who

have heretoiore paid twice and thriCe as

much money.

The deep-rooted conviction which these

men naturally cherish—~that there must be

something lacking in the Cadillac to make

such a price possible—is one which the

Cadillac Company is eager to encounter

wherever it can be found.

To'meet and defeat that impression by

practical demonstration during the ensuing

season is of vastl more importance than

the mere matter 0 sales.

The latter problem has been disposed of

by a demand from dealers which has ex

hausted an output of ten thousand cars;

and driven the factory to exert its fullest

continuous capacity night and day.

Of infinitely greater moment, as affecting

the well-being of the Cadillac Compan a

year from to ay, and ten years therea ter,

is the establishment of the principle that a

high-powered car, of the highest grade, can

be built to sell at a popular price.

Stripped to the chassis and subjected to

the jealous scrutiny of experts in material

and in mechanics; matched part against

part, down to the last detail, with cars of

known integrity sold _at the hi hest market

figure. the Cadillac wrll prove ieyond ques

tion that such a car can be built at such a

price.

But your investi ation, roving that the

Cadillac Company as ma e the impossible

possible by heroic means and methods, will

likewise demonstrate this, that

HIGII~POWERED CARS EQUAL

TO THE WORLD’S BEST CAN

IlE BUILT TO SELL AT A POP

FITTED BY EXPERIENCE

AND EQUIPMENT TO UNDER

TAKIIE THE TREMENDOUS

TAS .

  

Four years ago

we recorded a prediction

Four years ago we foretold in our advertisements as reproduced

in the appended column, that:—

Ultimately the Cadillac Motor Car would find its way into the

hands of hundreds of owners who had theretofore paid twice

and thrice as much money.

You must be conscious that the prophecy is being fulfilled; that

the “hundreds” predicted is being realized in “thousands.”

The prediction was not made in a spirit of vainglory.

Nor is its realization recorded now with any special sense of

elation.

But the simple fact is interesting, and highly creditable.

Creditable, we mean, to the discernment of the American business

man.

It is not easy to resist the glamor of the highest dollar-mark.

It is not easy to believe that equal or greater excellence can be

found at a lower price.

But that is precisely what has happened in the case of the Cadillac.

We felt four years ago that It must happen.

We were sure that no manufacturer could have higher ideals; or

adhere more rigidly to those ideals.

The basis of a car’s worth, of course, is_the engineering practice

and the factory practice which govern its construction.

That is the first excellence you strive to obtain when you pay the

highest price.

And that was precisely the point in which the Cadillac was awarded

world‘s precedence by the Royal Automobile Club of London.

We knew that in practice—close measurement, standardization,

alignment, proportion—the Cadillac was not an aspirant but

actually a leader.

We knew, in other words, that it was not surpassed; and that it

was not even equalled in that respect.

And we knew, too, that that which went into the car could not be

better.

We had no thought of emulating cars of higher price.

We were wholly engrossed in making the Cadillac the best of cars.

So, the fact that our prophecy has come true is an incidental, al

though an important result.

It has happened because we began with the positive conviction

that—given a production of adequate size—no higher price than

the price of the Cadillac was necessary for the highest type of

motor car.

Surely your own Cadillac experience, the experience of every

Cadillac owner in your community—and, indeed, of every.Cadi'l

lac owner you have ever met anywhere in the world—justifies it.

The Cadillac is now the choice of thousands who were once wedded

to cars of the highest price.

They have abandoned the recognition of the dollar-mark as the

symbol of highest value.

It is one of the most interesting things that have occurred in

motor-car history—one of the most significant signs of enlight

enment in buying that has occurred in latter-day America.

STYLES AND PRICES

Standard Touring Car, five pass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$lQ75.00

Six passenger car. .$207$.00

Phaeton, lour pass. . 1975.00

Torpedo, four pass. . 1975.00

  

emountable rims and full equipment.

, - All prices age F. O. B. Detroit, including top. windshield.

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Roadster, two pass.$1975.00

Coupe. four pass... 2500.00

Limousine, 7 pass.. 3250.00
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KLAXONIZED
These 48 cars are Ii'laa'onizcd .

 

Babcock Electric Roadster

I]. ll. Babcock

Bailey

Benz

Bot-land Electric

Broc Electric

Charon (Europeanl

Chicago Electric

Church-Field Electric

Cole (Special)

Columbia

Davis

 

F. l. A. T.

Flanders

Hudson I‘Special)

King

Knickerbocker

Knox

Lancia (European)

Lozler

Marmon

Matheson

Metallurgique

Multiplex

National

Oakland

Oldsmobile

Orson

 

Packard (Special)

Pope llartiord

Pierce-Arrow

Pratt

Schneider (European)

Simplex

Staver

Stearns

Sternberg

Stevens-Duryea

Stoddard-Dayton

Touraine

Guy Vaughn

Walker Electric

Ward

White

 

N this list of Klaxonized cars, you will note an almost

complete line-up of the high-grade automobiles.

What does this mean?

On the face it simply shows that all of these cars go forth

today equipped with Klaxons. But back of that it means

 

that these manufacturers are determined to have their cars

equipped to the highest degree of safety and comfort; and

to that end they provide the best accessories obtainable—

the standard ones.

Deeper still, it means, that in the opinion—practically

unanimous—of the car manufacturers of this country. and

Europe, the bulb horn is neither sufficient nor efficient,

and that the one dependable, adequate, safe, Signal 15 the

standard Klaxon.

 
 

levell-lermnell Mfg Company ‘Newark, NJ, USA

KLAXON
“.GhePub/16StyéySyria!"
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W0
Seats Six Passengers --Started by Electricity--Lighted by Electricity

The Studebaker “35,” for $31,290, is the

Biggest Value You Can Offer

A car that has set a high water mark for efficiency, looks, and

luxurious appointments.

Compare it with cars that sell for $2,000 or more.

Two passengers in the rear seat, two in folding seats and two in front

spells comfort.

A Studebaker “35” sells on sight.

The long rakish body, the sumptuous upholstery and the perfection

of detail wins favorable comment.

~ The electric self starter=--which will turn the motor over eighty

times a minute for 31 minutes by simply pulling a handle on the steering

column-=-and does it every time---is a strong selling point.

And the high quality, good looking electric lights appeal to the man

who wants the last thing in touring comforts.

Then there’s the long stroke accessible motor===better than 35 H. P.

The full floating rear axle eliminates any possibility of axle trouble.

Note the extraordinary comfortable springs, semi=elliptic front, three

quarters=elliptic rear.

And the complete, up=to-dateness of the equipment.

No other car like it at the price===$l,290.

STUDEBAKER CARS

“20" Delivery Car . $800 “30" Touring Car . $1190 “Six” Touring Car . $1550

“20" Roadster . . . S35 “35" Touring Car . 1290 "Six" Roadster . . 1550

“25" Touring Car . 885 “35" Sedan Type . 2050 "Six" Limousine . . 2500

"35“ Coupe . . . 1850

All price: for [an fully equipped F. O. B. Detrnit

THE STUDEBAKER CORPORATION

DETROIT, MlCl'l.
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To a man who KNOWS good varnish,

this trademark is sufficient praise for

any car that has been tin

ished with Berry Brothers

Automobile Varnishes and

Baking Enamels.

EVer d
band? ealer who

has a triple

In sales -— the

l erry Broth

orable first im

c car! and the

i that Impression.

BERRY BROTHERS

Ellablilhed 1858

The world's l-ll'fltit Varnish Makers

DETROIT. MICH.

 uh \

A J is?“ ,

-~‘.4a_~-‘~°'~

To any man ~who is NOT a varnish

expert, the results on any car finished

with Berry Brothers Auto

mobile Varnishes and Bak

ing Enamels are immediate

optical proof that the

best materials were used.
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Helps You. i I Inclusion of the

Trulfault - Hartford Shock

  

  

Absorber in a car’s regular equipment

enables both manufacturer and dealer

to meet competition more successfully.

  

A Meet

Competition   

The manufacturer who equips his car with the

Truffault-Hartford offers a bigger value for the money

than would be possible without this unique device.

if" This shock absorber adds to the value of any automobile

U. _ ,_ because it makes a car comfortable-~reduces up-lteep cost-—

I. f/ k V ' ff insures safety—"helps an owner to get the most out of his car. The

  

  

  

\. Wflarlfard

r

SHOCK ABSORBER

' {l is now so generally recognized as absolutely necessary to a car's proper performance

' that 23 leading manufacturers include it as factory equipment with every car they

i turn out and the car YOU'sell should be equipped with it.

Sold on a guaranteed'to-give-satisfaction basis, the Truffault—Hartford never fails

i to stand up to its work. Our generous agency terms will appeal to a pro

gressive dealer. Write us today for details.

Hartford Suspension Company

EDW. v. HARTFORD, President

Factory, 164 Bay Street, Jersey City, N. J. .

BRANCHES :

NEW YORK—1700 Broadway CHICAGO—1458 Michigan Ave,

NEW YORK—212414 West 88th St. DETROIT—403 Woodward Ave.

JERSEY CITY—141443 Morgan St. KANSAS CITY—1524 Grand Ave.

BOSTON—319-325 Columbus Ave. NEWARK—289 Halsey St.

PHILADELPHIA—1437 Vine St.

iNDIANAPOLIS, IND—448450 N. Capitol Blvd.
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HE confidence felt by Firestone

users explains the widespread choice

of Firestone Non-Skid Tires;

T'Confidence in the secure road-grip 0t.

‘NON-SKID" sharp edges, abrupt angles

and deep, vacuum-creating hollows.

—Confidence in the ability of these tires

to take the car safely over rain-soaked

asphalt, or through mud or slush;

~Confidence in the builder, who is per

sonally responsible for every tiremthe

man with Whom quality has been a habit

for over twelve years;

Security greater than that of any other

tire or mechanical device, without the .

shortening of tire life and ruining of the -~--~fl‘

road which such devices incur; "

Economy of longest tire wear, smallest

gasoline consumption; greatest car pro

tection;

Comfort of riding by means of extra

thick, unusually resilient tread.

These are the extra values every Fire

s‘one user buys. Specify these Non

Skid Tires for your car.

Get Book “ What's What In Tires,” [l

By H. S. Firestone.

The Firestone Tire and

Rubber Company

"America's Largest Exclusive

Tire and Rim Makers"

Akron. Ohio

.e_...,;~,

  

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Sharp . - i All‘ Principal

Curves and in (Juli. k i

Road Emergencies ‘ K

Give the Sure Proofs

of Non-Skid 7’

Security

 
 

Get

Book

“‘Vllut's

What

In

Tires”
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Atwater Kent

Igmtlon System
Time was when automobile en

gineers and the general motoring

public thought they must equip

their cars with a magneto. Today

this idea is fast waning—in fact. it

has been discarded by many of the

foremost automobile engineers

and discriminating motorists who

are now demanding a more de

pendable source of current on

their cars.

The increasing use of electric

lighting and starting equipment

necessitates an ignition system

better than the magneto—a sys

tem producing a uniformly hot

spark at low speeds as well as high—a system giving a hot

starting spark with the motor at a standstill—a system that

is simple in principle and mechanism as well as in operation,

and reasonable in initial and maintenance cost—in brief, a

system of ignition that will measure up to the highest re

quirements of the most modern automobile practice.

Such is the Atwater Kent Ignition System—embodying

the best features of both magneto and battery, without the

weaknesses of either.

Remember the Atwater Kent System can be easily and

quickly installed on any standard make of motor, new or

old, without the price of a magneto.

If you have an unsatisfactory magneto, or if your motor is

not equipped with a half time shaft, you can use the Atwater

Kent System by means of our magneto gear mounting, the

cost of which is nominal.

  

Sir“

In addition to our standard Type F

System, we are marketing a new model

-—Silent Type K with automatic spark

control and insulated primary circuit.

Mather you are interested in motor cars

as manufacturer, dealer, owner, or pros

pective buyer, you should have a copy of

our booklet “D.” It covers the subject

authoritatively and thoroughly and even

the most experienced will find it interesting

reading.

  

, l

AmrmllimMrclllomts
4940 Stanton Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.

  

DISTRIBUTORS:

New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . , . . Edmond Co.

Chica o . . . . . 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Pellets Magneto Exchange. Motor ar Supply Co.

San rancisco . . 1 . . . . . . . a . _ . . . . . . ..Chanslor & Lyon Co.. Weinstock-Nichols C0.

Milwaukee . . . . . . . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “julius Andra: & Sons Co.

Omaha . . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a . . . . . . “Omaha Rubber Co., Powell Auto Supply Co.

Chattanooga . . l . . . . . . . . . . . . a . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Saniord Bros.

Dallas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Fisk Co. of Texas

Denver . . . . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Auto Equipment Co

St. Louis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ,. . . . 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Missouri Auto Specialty Cu

Salim; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Lee Hardware Co

Kansas City . . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .Kanras City Auto Supply Co.

Hartford. _ . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. out & Lester Co.

Boston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Motor Supply Shop
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Mr. Dealer:

(L Can you afford to disre

gard your own interests and

not carry

\ I k/54/'

(I The following are some

reasons why you should han

dle it.

(I It is a good oil and will

satisfy your customers in

every way.

(I It is well advertised and

there is a constantly increas

ing demand for it.

(lIt has been continually

successful under one brand

name.

(I It can be had almost any

where, as our branches and

distributing stations cover

the country.

 

§@

 

 

(And your interests as a

dealer are protected, as we

refer inquiries and orders

from automobile owners to

our dealers. Write for Our

Proposition.

NEW YURK [UBRIBATING 011 00.
Consolidated with

Columbia Lubricants Co. of N. Y.

116 Broad Street, New York City

BRANCHES AT NEWARK, BOSTON. CHICAGO,

CLEVELAND, PHILADELPHIA, SEATTLE,

SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. SPOKANE,

LONDON, ENGLAND: JOHANNESBURG, SO.
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lt is easy to spend a great deal of money on automobile

tires—and just as easy to spend less, by securing the longer

service assured in tires marked Kelly~~§pringfield

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE COMPANY, 20 Vesey St., New York

Branch ofices in New York. Chicago. Philadelphia, Boston, St. Louis, Detroit. Cincinnati. San

Francisco. Los Angeles, Cleveland, Baltimore, Seattle, Atlanta. Akron, 0., Bufi'alo.

The Hearn Tire & Rubber Co.. Columbus. Ohio Bering Tire & Rubber Co., Houston. Texas

Boss Rubber Co.. Denver, Colo. Todd Rubber Co.. New Haven. Conn.

Southern Hdwe. & Woodstock Co.. Ltd.. New Orleans. La. Atkinson Tire 8: Supply Co.. Jacksonville. Fla.

Savell Davis Rubber Works. Augusta and Savannah. Ga. C. D. Franke & Co., Charleston. 5. C
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ZENITH ANSWERS STRONIBERG

AND FILES COUNTER SUIT

Attacks Ahara and Richards Inven

tions and Their Purchase—Charges

Infringement of Zenith Car

buretter Patent.

On Friday, January dlst, the Zenith Car

buretter Co. of Detroit, Mich., filed its an—

swer to the suit for infringement of the

Ahara and Richards patent brought against

it by the Strombcrg Motor Devices Co. of

Chicago, Ill. The next day, Saturday, Feb

ruary 1st, the Zenith company lodged a

countersuit against the Stromberg com<

Daily, in turn alleging infringement of its

Patent, No. 907,953, granted to Francois

Baverey of Oullins, France, on December

29, I908.

The Zenith answer is for the most part a

general denial of infringement, but among

the several specific items it is denied that

Stromberg carburetters have been marketed

with the word “Patented” stamped thereon;

and. further, the Zenith people aver that the

Stromberg company only recently pur~

chased the Ahara patent, No. 684,662, of Oc—

tober IS, 1901, and the Richards patent, No.

791.501, 0f June 6, 1905, “for the sole pur

POSC 0f harassing these defendants." It is

also charged that the Stromberg pe0ple

“conspired to injure" the Zenith interests by

making an infringement of the Zenith car

buretter in violation of the patent which is

claimed to cover the latter.

The Ahara and Richards inventions are

attacked on the grounds of lack of novelty

and invention, and the answer cites a long

IISl of prior patents. The earliest is N0.

"2356‘ granted in 1867 to Joshua Kidd, and

the second, No. 296,340, dated April 8, 1884,

1° Hiram S. Maxim; Alexander Winton’s

patent, No. 582,108, of May 8, 1897, is also

among those cited.

In its countersuit against the Stromberg

M0t0r Devices Co, which was filed in the

Federal court in Detroit, the Zenith Carbu

New York, U. S. A., Thursday,

retter C0. alleges that the Baverey patent

has been infringed since July 1, 1911, and,

of course, asks for an injunction and ac—

counting.

The particular Stromberg carburetter

which is claimed to infringe the Zenith pat

ents is the "Moch E" Stromberg, the manu

facture of which the Zenith people assert

was undertaken prior to Stromberg's ac<

quirement of the Ahara and Richards pat

ents, which are claimed to cover all the so

called plain tube carburetters.

Bankruptcy Added to Atlas Troubles.

The Atlas Motor Co., of Springfield,

Mass., which was sold under a mortgage

foreclosure Saturday. 25th ult., to Charles

D. \Nhitney. manager of the Victor Sport

ing Goods Co., of the same city, at a time

when it was negotiating to be taken into

the so-called Orson merger, has become

involved in further diiliculty through an in

voluntary petition in bankruptcy which was

filed in the Federal court in Boston \\"ed

The petitioners are three

aggregate

nesday, 5th inst.

small creditors whose claims

$1.147.

St. Paul Tradesmen Seriously Injured.

Frederick L. Buchanan, proprietor of the

Motor Truck Co., and E. A. Theim, of the

Joerns-Theim Motor Co., of St. Paul, both

well known in the northwestern trade cir

cles, were seriously injured on W'ednesda)‘,

January 29th, when a motor truck which

Buchanan was demonstrating to Theim, was

struck by a freight train. Buchanan was

removed to the Cobb hospital, suffering

from a fractured skull and in a critical con

dition; Theim sustained concussion of the

brain but was taken to his home.

Paul Smith to Direct Lozier Sales.

Paul Smith, who until December last was

sales manager of the Flanders Motor Co. of

Detroit, has been appointed sales manager

of the Lozier Motor Co. of that city. He

succeeds C. A. Emise, who resigned to be

come a member of the newly organized

Chandler Motor Car C0.
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WOULD DISCONTINUE

THE NATIONAL SIIOWS

Albert L. Pope Inaugurates Movement

for That Purpose and Finds Quick

Response—Potent Reasons

Brought to Bear.

Although he had hoped that it would

escape the public prints until the move

ment had attained definite shape, or had

been formally considered, it became gener

ally known this week that Albert L. Pope,

president of the Pope Mfg. Co. of Hartford,

Conn, has taken the lead in an endeavor to

eliminate at least the national shows. He

eXpressed his views in a communication,

hearing date January 25th, which was ad

dressed to all automobile manufacturers of

moment.

In reply to a Motor \Vorld inquiry, Pope

yesterday stated that of the responses re

ceived at least 90 per cent. are favorable to

the discontinuance of the shows.

“I think it is about time we came to our

senses,” emphatically remarked Pope in dis

cussing the subject.

When asked if free-lance promoters are

not likely to take up the work immediately

the automobile organizations lay it down,

and if manufacturers are not likely to emu

late sheep in responding to the promoters'

wiles, Pope declared that he has no fears

on that score if the remedy he has in view is

adopted. He prophesied it would be effect

ive, but at this time declined absolutely to

say what it is. He added that the matter

probably will be discussed at the March

meeting of the executive committee of the -

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers, and until that time he deems it

unwise to discuss the plans which he has in

mind.

He admitted, however, that Col. George

Pope, for many years chairman of the Board

of Trade's show committee, and who also

is treasurer of the Pope Mfg. Co., shares his
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opinion that shows have outlived their use

fulness and have become an evil which

seriously impairs business and disorganizes

the affairs of each respective manufac

turer.

Exactly how Mr. Pope feels on the sub

ject is expressed in his communication

broaching the subject which he addressed

to the various car manufacturers. It is as

follows:

“I have been giving the matter of auto

mobile shows in general a great deal of con

sideration lately and have thought it over

from every standpoint and wondered in my

own mind how long this industry of ours

could stand such expense as automobile

shows in general entail.

“The past week I have been more im

pressed than ever at the Madison Square

Garden show as to the matter of eXpense,

for the automobile industry in general pays

for it. Last year I understand gate receipts

paid by the public at Madison Square Gar

den were only 40 per cent. of the total.

It is too early at this writing to say what

they will be this year, but in all probability

they will be somewhat less. The trade in

general paying for and giving away the tick

ets not only pays the rent and decorations,

but a large part of the patronage as Well.

“The disorganization of your factory and

sales department and business in general

during the weeks of the show is a serious

matter and I think one that will have to be

reckoned with in the near future by the

automobile industry. The money in addi

tion that is left with the hotels in

York and other cities is another serious

point.

“Now. the situation resolves itself right

down to this: Can the automobile industry

stand the expense of these shows with all

its ramifications?

“As soon as the automobile show is in

progress of promotion it is merely a sig

nal for all newspapers and publications of

every kind to attempt to get from the au

tomobile manufacturers advertising, and

this year it seems to me that it has been

worse than ever.

“Several prominent men in other lines of

business have commented to me in the last

week as to the expense of the automobile

show and have not hesitated to make the

statement that the business they were in

could not stand any such expense. I think

we are beginning to be seriously criticized

by the public. and I feel that it is a ques

tion that ought to be discussed thoroughly

from all points of view and if for no other

reason it should be deemed wise by a ma

jority to discontinue shows. this is the time

to take the matter up. because in the very

near future the association will be making

leases and arrangements for shows in 1914.

“If you feel as I do, that shows should

New

ell—_-A_

be discontinued, or at least the matter thor

oughly discussed by the manufacturers, will

you kindly write a letter to the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

7 East 42d street. New York. requesting

them to call a meeting of their members

for a discussion of this matter in the very

near future, so that if it is determined that

shows be discontinued during 1914 we may

be in a position to notify all those who are

now interested to discontinue their prepara~

tions so far as we are concerned as manu

facturers?"

 

Cleveland Has a $360,000 Fire.

Damage to the extent of about $360000

was done in Cleveland, Ohio, Friday night,

31st ult., when a four-story brick building

occupied by the Judd Automobile Co. and

other companies was destroyed and about

300 cars, most of them the property of pri~

vate owners. were ruined; the blaze started

in the Judd establishment, at 1204 Huron

road, and 275 of the 300 cars burned were in

this company’s section of the building. The

Judd company. besides operating a garage,

is the Inter-State dealer. The Buick Sales

Co. sustained a loss of $25,000. and damage

to the amount of $25,000 was done to the

property of the \Veaver~Twelvetree Co.,

dealer in Pierce-Arrow, Premier and Flan

ders cars, which was located at 1216 Huron

road. The losses of the Standard Auto Top

& Repair Co. and the City Auto Tire Repair

Co. were small.

 

Morgan Files Sliit for Printing Device.

Bernard Morgan, “a subject of the King

of Great Britain," as he describes himself

in his bill of complaint, filed suit Saturday,

1st inst., in'the United States District Court

for the Southern District of New York

against the Auto Supply Co.. of 1789 Broad

way, New York City. charging infringe

ment of patent No. 982.009, granted Janu

ary 17, 1911, and which covers a priming

cock for internal combustion motors. Mor~

gan, who operates a garage and machine

shop in Newport. R. I., in which in a small

way he has produced several specialties.

found his way into print not long ago when

he sent word to his British brethren that he

could find employment in America for

quite a number of them and suggested how

they might dodge the contract labor law.

Establishes Right to Name "Gordon."

If any doubt existed as to the exclusive

right of the Vehicle Apron & Hood Co.. of

Columbus, Ohio, to the name “Gordon” as

applied to tire covers. tire trunks and other

accessories of that class, it should be re

moved by the decision of the United States

District Court for the Southern District of

New York. which last week enjoined the

National Auto Supply Co., of New York

City, from falsely representing itself as a

purveyor of “Gordon” goods and from sub

stituting other goods for “Gordon” goods

after soliciting order under the disputed

trade name. The complaint stated that the

defendant had listed "Gordon" goods in its

catalogue and that when orders were sent

in substitutes were sent, even though the

invoices read "Gordon." The Columbus

company stated that because of substitu

tion its business in 1911 fell off $50,000, de

spite the fact that its advertising was more

than tripled.

Legal Punctures in Patented Tube.

Ira F. Trautman, who about two years

ago set up in business in Brooklyn, N. Y.,

at 12‘) Sixth avenue. and undertook to pro

duce an inner tube of sponge-like character,

under a patent he had secured, appears not

to have prospered greatly, according to

judgments filed against him this week in the

New York county clerk’s office; for crude

rubber which he purchased from A. W.

Brunn. a rubber broker. the latter filed judg~

ment for $499.02 against Trautman and the

Trautman Air Rubber Tube Co. Another

judgment was for $267.65 and was taken by

J. C. Tomlinson, Jr., a New York attorney.

Foundryrnan and Randerson Settle Dispute.

Differences which arose over a contract

wherein William J. Cunningham, operator

of a brass foundry in New York City'

agreed to manufacture a quantity of bump

ers for the Randerson Auto Parts Co.. of

New York City, and which differences led

to a suit by Cunningham in the New York

City Court, have been settled and the

action has been discontinued. Cunning

ham sued for about $300 when the Ran

derson company repudiated his contract on

the grounds that the work he did was not up

to the specified standard.

Syracuse Dealer Arrested on Judgment.

Frank P. Anderson. an automobile dealer

in Syracuse, Y., is working in a limited

territory. not because of any clause in his

agency contract, but because Miss Mar)‘

H. Walsh, who claimed she paid money for

a car she did not get. secured a judgment

for $1,546 and a body execution which

brought about Anderson’s arrest; incarcera

tion would have been his lot had he not

been able to secure a bondsman. but as it is

he is forbidden to leave Onondaga county

until the judgment is satisfied.

Sale of Michigan Magneto Nets $4,600.

The property of the Michigan Magneto

Co. of Detroit, which failed three weeks 380

with liabilities of snow, was sold by W

receiver on Thursday last to Louis Duskofi

for $4,600. Subsequently a creditors' divi

dend of 7 per cent. was declared.
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PERMANENT ACCESSORY Sll0W

A METROPOLITAN VENTURE

Ambitious Venture Scheduled T0 Be

Inaugurated March 1 in Broadway

Building—The Projectors and

Their Plans.

Just as automobile manufacturers are tak

ing the first steps toward the discontinuance

of the national shows, other interests are

about to inaugurate in New York City what

is designed to be a permanent exhibition,

not of automobiles but of automobile wares

—that is, accessories of every nature.

These interests will operate under the

style Auto Center, Inc., the necessary char

ter. which places the capital stock at $25.

000. having been applied for. The chief of‘

ficcrs of the burning corporation are not.

however, in any way affiliated with the auto

mobile industry. Thcy are \Villiam A. Kel

scy, of Meriden. Comm. who is president

of both the Kelsey Printing Press Co. and

the Morning Record Co., who will be presi

dent of the Auto Center, and John Stanley.

cashier of the First National Bank in \Vhitc

stone, L. 1., who will be treasurer.

The man chiefly responsible for the proj

ect, however. is John M. Gorham. a New

York attorney, who at one time was con

nected with an automobile renting enter

lJl‘bt. He vigorously rcsents being styled

a promoter. declaring that he is an or—

llanizer. and now that his work has been

brought to a head he states that he does not

know whether he will be connected with it,

or. if so. in what capacity.

He is authority for the assertion that the

Ptrmanent exhibition. or motor mart, or

Whatever it may be styled. will open for

business on March lst next in the Long

Acre building on the northeast corner of

Broadway and 42d street. New York City.

the entire second floor of which. containing

10-200 “luarc feet. has been acquired for

‘ht Purpose. the owners of the building ap

parently being identified with the Auto

Center. but to what extent and in what

manner Gorham refuses to say. He did

Sal'. however. that not less than 45 acces

“’YY manufacturers have contracted to dis

play their wares. and as they are given the

privilege of sub-leasing a part of their

Spares. from information at his command.

h? estimates that at least 110 different cx

hlbili will be in place when the Center

OPPHS for businc5s on March 1st. He will

lily" no names at this time. but says they

“"11 be made public next week. when the

thther is received from Albany.

According to the prospectus of the Auto

Center, a standard booth or counter. six

fret square. will cost $75 per month, payable

in advance. under lease for from one to five

years; or. if desired, any article will be dis

played in a booth for $300 per year plus 6

per cent. of the amount of the gross sales,

the Auto Center furnishing the salesman

and providing the necessary fixtures, etc.

The Auto Center binds itself to expend at

least $100 a week for advertising and to pro

ride a changing electric device in a large

window and to keep it illuminated until 11

l’. M. six nights of each week. Window

displays also will be made on an elaborate

scale and will be changed regularly.

 

Portage-Stein Lawsuit Refiled.

The decision of the Court of Appeals of

New York State last week that the New

York City Court has jurisdiction only in

litigation where amounts not greater than

“2.000 are involved, has necessitated the

withdrawal of several suits from that court

and their filing in the Supreme Court for

New York county; one which was so han

dled this week was an action instituted sev

eral months ago by the Portage Rubber Co..

of Akron, Ohio. against the Stein Tire &

Rubber Co., of New York City, on a note

for $4,376.33. which amount is more than

twice the City Court limit.

Packers and Customer Come to Terms.

The suit which was brought last week

in the Supreme Court for New York county

by the Colonial Mantel & Refrigerator Co.,

of New York City. against the Packers Mo

tor Truck Co., of Wheeling. W. Va., proved

of short duration, for it was discontinued

Saturday, lst inst. The Colonial company

asked $3,043, which it claimed it paid for a

Packers truck that was not up to the speci

fications in the contract of sale and as a

preliminary move in the action secured an

attachment.

Borrowed Money from the Coal Man.

Money which H. L. Herbert & Co.. a

metropolitan coal dealer, loaned to the

Couple Gear Co., of New York, in 1910 was

the cause of a verdict given this week in the

New York City Court in favor of the for

mer for $1,777.16; the money was secured

by a note of the face value of $1,580, and

one cause of dispute over payment was as

to whether the endorser. who was John

Hanson Kennard. president of the Couple

Gear, had been properly notified.

Hay Hangs Out His Own Shingle.

Thomas J. Hay, one of the real veterans

of the industry, who for many years was

manager of the Ford branch in Chicago, has

embarked in business on his own account at

1725 Michigan avenue. in that city. He will

handle the Staver line in northern Illinois.

eastern Iowa. southern Michigan and all of

Indiana.

DAIMLER REVOKES RIGHTS

_ OF ITS AMERICAN LICENSEE

Failure to Pay Royalties Immediate

Cause of Action But Friction Pre

ceded It—Mercedes Situation

Somewhat Involved.

Strained relations between the Daimler

Motoren Gesellschaft, of Untertuerkheim,

Germany. and its American licensee. the

Daimler Mfg. Co.. of New York. which be

came plainly visible some two months ago,

have led to an open rupture. As a result,

the Daimler Mfg. Co.'s contract has been

cancelled and its rights revoked The Daim

ler Import Co., of New York. which held

the right to import completed cars, also may

find itself involved in the litigation.

The fact that friction existed between the

German company and its American repre

sentatives became public property two

months ago. when the former secured an

injunction restraining the Daimler Mfg. Co.

from interfering with Mercedes owners; the

interference consisted of serving notice on

the owners of all such cars which had been

purchased abroad that they must “step up

to the captain's office" and pay license fees

to the holders of the Daimler rights in

America.

The immediate cause of the cancellation

of the Daimler Mfg. Co.. contract, however.

was its failure to pay $5.000 on the last day

of 1912. that sum being the semi-annual pay

ment required under the agreement which

calls for a minimum of $10,000 a year in

royalties. Several days after being notified

that its American rights had been revoked.

the American Daimler interests tendered a

check for $5,000. but when the legal rep

resentativcs of the parent company cabled

to Germany concerning the acceptance of

the money the answer that came back was

not of the sort that pleased the Americans

or that promoted good feeling between the

one~time friends. The tardin tendered

money was not accepted, but that the Daim

ler Mfg. Co. prop05cs to put up a fight of

some sort is indicated by its announcement.

the substance of which is that it believes

it still “retains its rights" and will act ac

cordingly.

The contract between the two parties was

renewed in 1910 and was to be continued

for a period of 10 years. The Daimler Mfg.

Co. held the Mercedes rights in this coun

try for very many years. but at no time did

it cut a very large figure in business. and

since the destruction of its plant by fire,

about four years ago. it has ceased to op

crate as a manufacturing establishment.

The cancellation of the contract auto

matically cancels the sub-agreement entered
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into by the Daimler Mfg. Co. with the Gen

eral Vehicle C0. of Long Island City, N. Y.,

which granted to the latter the right to

build Mercedes trucks in this country, but

as the relations between the General Vehi—

clc Co. and the German Daimler interests

are close and cordial, it is quite probable

that the former will become possessed of an

even broader license from Germany.

The Daimler Import Co., as stated, re

tains its license, but has been in the hands

of receivers for several months, which im

plies lask of financial strength, which {act

is not very pleasing to the Germans, and it

is therefore certain that a change of some

sort is contemplated. It is possible that the

change may permit the Daimler Import Co.

to retain its contract, which was executed in

1910 and covers a term of five years, but it

is probable that if such an arrangement is

efi'ected new conditions will be imposed.

The Import company also appeared in the

current records of the United States Dis

trict Court for the Southern District of New

York this week, when an old suit against it

by Leonard H. Dyer. patentee of automobile

and transmission devices. was discontinued;

this move, however, was “without preju

dice," which means that the action may be

renewed at any time. The discontinuance

is said to have been prompted by the fact

that while Dyer held the patents when the

suit was started four or five years ago, they

are now held by the Enterprize Automobile

Co.. and if any new action is begun the lat

ter will bring it.
__—__ i l.

To Make Prof. Bailey’s Electric. Systems.

For the purpose of manufacturing an

electric lighting, starting‘and ignition sys

tem invented by B. F. Bailey, an instructor

in electricity in the University of Michi~

gan and the author of several electrical

works, the Bailey Electric Co., of Grand

Rapids, has been incorporated under the

laws of Michigan with a nominal capital of

$25,000. Its officers are: President, H. B.

\Voodcock; vice-president, A. R. Cosgrove;

treasurer, R. G. \Voodcock; secretary, H.

D. \Vilson; designer and consulting engi

neer, B. F. Bailey.

It will manufacture the three-in-one sys

tem in one or in separate units, the com

plete outfit, not including the battery,

weighing but 55 pounds. The company also

will produce the Bailey small lighting dy

namo, which weighs only 15 pounds and

which can be applied to any car.

The several productions will be marketed

by Wilson 81 Cosgrove, who are located in

the Goldberg building in Detroit.

 

The Republic Rubber Co. of Youngstown,

0., has established a branch in St. Louis

at ZOlB-ZO Locust street. It is in charge

‘of George M. Hoiiman.

l

J. l). MAXWELL lNCORPORATES

SECOND MAXWELL COMPANY

Makes His Challenge to United States

Motor Reorganizers Even More

Direct—Meanwhile Pays

Visit to Indiana.

 

J. D. Maxwell, who two weeks ago or

ganized the J. D. Maxwell Motor Corpora

tion under the laws of New York and there—

by challenged the right of thc rcorganizers

of the United States Motor Co. to use the

name Maxwell Motor Co., is not yet ready

to disclose his plans. It transpires. how

ever. that in addition to the J. D. Maxwell

Motor Corporation he also has organized,

under the laws of New York, the Maxwell

Motor Co., Inc., which is an even more

direct challenge to the United States Motor

reorganizers. One of Mr. Maxwell’s enter

prises will be a car manufacturing com—

pany; the other a selling company, but just

who are the men associated with him has

not been disclosed.

It is known, however, that the lawyer who

is directing his legal steps is none other

than Herbert L. Satterlee, who is J. Pier

pont Morgan’s son-in-law and who, oddly

enough, was one of the attorneys, if not

the chief one, who originally assisted in

whipping the United States Motor Co. itself

into corporate shape.

Maxwell himself still retains his home in

Tarrytown, N. Y., where the original Max

well-Briscoe factory, now abandoned, is lo—

cated, but at present he is in Indiana, in

either Indianapolis or Newcastle. It is

in Newcastle that a branch Maxwell-Bris~

coe plant is located and of which, although

included in their purchase, the United States

Motor reorganizers have not been permitted

to take pOSsession, having been checked by

a restraining order sued out by Indiana

creditors.

 

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

J. F. Lanier has been appointed manager

of the Buffalo branch of the Diamond Rub

ber Co. He succeeds W. Connell Shank.

Frank G. Manthe has been promoted to

the management of the Newark (N. J.)

branch of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Previously he was chief clerk of the estab

lishment.

Wm. H. Davis, former advertising man

ager of the Dayton Motor Car Co., has been

added to the staff of the Locomobile Co. of

America. He will have charge of its truck

advertising.

George J. Bates has been appointed sales

manager of the pneumatic tire department

of the Firestone Tire 81 Rubber Co. of

Akron, Ohio. For the five previous years,

Bates was a department manager in the Dia

mond Rubber Co.

Henry C. Bailey, at one time superin

tendent of the Corbin Motor Vehicle Cor

poration, has been appointed manager of the

Hartford Auto Parts Co. of Hartford, Conn.

He succeeds David F. Kalish. who resigned

to engage in a different line of manufacture.

George H. Connor, assistant sales man

ager of the Buick branch in Boston for the

past five years, has resigned that post to be

come manager of the Brooklyn (N. Y.)

Republic Motor Co., which means that here

after he will have to do with Chevrolet and

Little cars.

C. E. Harding, who for the past 11 years

covered the northern part of Ohio and

Pennsylvania in the interests of the Good

rich Tire & Rubber Co., has resigned his

position and gone over to the Kelly-Spring

field Tire Co. He will cover his old terri

tory for the Kelly-Springfield people.

M. L. Railsbach has resigned the sales

management of the Jackson-Church-Wilcox

Co. of Saginaw, Mich, maker of the Jacox

steering gear. He will join Merrill M. Wil

cox, former general manager of the com

pany, in a new corporation which the latter

is organizing in Saginaw and which it is

understood also will manufacture steering

gears, among other things.

 

Castle Finds Another Lamp Account.

Fred E. Castle. former president of the

Castle Lamp Co., of Battle Creek. Mich,

has joined hands with Charles Manson,

sales agent for the Edmunds & Jones Mfg

Co., of Detroit, and together they will con

stitute the firm Castle & Munson and will

continue the E. & J. lamps as the chief ac

count. Rands Windshields and several other

well-known accessories will be added to

their lines.

Keck to Leave New York for Kcnosha.

L. J. Keck. who almost since its inceptiotI

has managed the Badger Brass Mfg. (IO-’5

Eastern factory in New York, is preparing

to return to the main plant in Kermle

\Vis., from which he originally came. He

had expected to make the change on Feb'

ruary lst. When he goes to Kenosha, Keck

will assume charge of the office affairs 0f

the Badger company.

 

Firestone “Opens Up" in Salt Lake

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. has

taken over the Utah Tire 8! Rubber Co. in

Salt Lake City, which previously handled

Firestone tires, and will conduct the bus."

ness as a factory branch. It will be 1"

Charge of M. L. Tarbush, who previously

was connected with the Firestone factory

in Akron.
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St. Louis. Mo.-—Collier-Rcitz Motor Car

Co., under Missouri laws; authorized capi

tal, $5.000; to deal in motor cars.

St. Louis, Mo.—Patterson-Abram Auto

mobile Co., under Missouri laws; authorized

capital. $2,000; to deal in motor cars.

Salt Lake City, Utah—Alkire-Smith Au

tomobile Co., under Utah laws; authorized

capital. $25,000; to deal in motor cars.

Fitchhurg, Mass—Welsh & Suthergreen

Co.. under Massachusetts laws; authorized

capital. $30,000; to deal in motor vehicles.

Somerville. Mass—Atlantic Motor & Sup—

ply Co., under Massachusetts laws; author

ized capital, $25,000; to deal in motor cars.

Richficld Springs, N. Y.—-Ostrander &

Owen Co., under New York laws; author

ized capital, $8,000; to deal in motor vehi

cles.

Rosalyn, \I'a.-—District Automobile Ser

vice Co., under Virginia laws; authorized

capital, $50,000; to operate a motor de—

livery.

Connersville, Ind—Central Car Co., under

Indiana laws; authorized capital, $100,000;

to manufacture motor cars. Corporaters—

John \\'. Burke and others.

El Paso. Tex—Lowell Auto Truck Sales

Co.. under Texas laws; authorized capital,

310.000; to deal in motor trucks. Corpora

tOrr—J. J. Longwell and others.

Los Angeles, CaL—Renton Motor Car

Co., under California laws; authorized cap—

ital. $100,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor—

Porators—P. A. Renton and others.

Camden, N. J.-—United States Tire Filler

C0. under New Jersey laws; authorized

capital- $25,000; to manufacture tire filler.

co‘Porators—R. B. Patton and others.

philad'i’lphia. Pa.—Tension Tire Co..

under Delaware laws; authorized capital,

$100000; to manufacture motor car tires.

CmPorators—Robert G. Grigg and others.

Tok‘(10- O-—-Shriver Rubber Co., under

Ohio laws; authorized capital. $50,000; to

manufacture rubber goods. Corporators—

L- H. Shriver, A. G. Florian, E. A. Florian.

Cleveland, Ohio—C. H. Tyler Motor Co..

“"dcr Ohio laws; authorized capital, $10,

000? 10 deal in motor cars. Corporators—

6- H- Tyler, John Monson, Charles \V.

Rush.

Sim Francisco, CaL—Circle City Garage

CO. under California laws; authorized cap
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ital, $10,000; to operate a garage. Cor

porators—R. E. McCrea, W. J. Fink and

others.

Seattle, Wash—Pacific General Motors

Co., under \Vashington laws; authorized

capital, $10,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—O. L. Taylor, J. C. Burlock and

others.

Toledo, Ohio—General Motor Truck Co.,

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $50,

000; to operate a motor transfer. Corpora

tors-—-C. B. Grandy, C. O. Morton, F. M.

Dotson.

Alliance, Ohio———Alliance Motor Car Co.,

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $50,

000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

C. C. Mummert, Morris W. Geiger, G. K.

Pritchard.

New Haven, Conn—National Garage Co.,

under Connecticut laws; authorized capital,

$50,000; to operate a garage. Corporators

——Charles \V. Lowe, Gennara De Lucia, C.

W. White.

Camden, N. J.—-Eclipse \Vheel Co., under

New Jersey laws; authorized capital, $300,

000; to manufacture wheels. Corporators

--F. R. Hansell, John A. MacPeak, George

H. B. Martin.

Baltimore, Md.-—Hall-Seeley Motor Corp,

under Delaware laws; authorized capital,

$1,000,000; to manufacture motor cars. Cor

porators—Milan \V. Hall, C. Ford Seeley,

Leo S. Meyer.

Buffalo, N. Y.-—Rub-()n Mfg. Co., under

New York laws; authorized capital, $5,000;

to manufacture motor car devices. Cor

porators—Otis Bower, W. Alek Faxon.

\Vm. H. Faxon.

Cleveland, O.—-Krankless Starter 8: Mfg.

Co., under Ohio laws; authorized capital,

$25,000; to manufacture motor car parts.

Corporators—A. G. Freeman. F. A. Sweet,

Fred E. Gerber.

Boston, Mass.—Unlversa.l Truck Co., of

New England, under Massachusetts laws;

authorized capital, $25,000; to deal in motor

trucks. Corporators—M. Meyers, M. E.

Crable, F. L. Hewitt.

East Orange, N. J.——F. C. D. Inner Tube

Protector Co., under New Jersey laws; au

thorized capital, $150,000; to manufacture

tire protectors. Corporators—G. S. Field,

J. H. Christian, T. Dick.

Boston, Mass.—Goodnow Mfg. Co., under
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Massachusetts laws; authorized capital, $25,

000; to deal in motor car supplies. Cor

porators—Russell J. Goodnow, Walter A.

Ladd, Archibold MacGrcgor.

Hartford, Conn—Electric Auto Station,

Inc., under Connecticut laws; authorized

capital. $35,000; to operate a garage. Cer

porators-—-Frcd W. Woolley, Charles G.

Frisbic, Edward T. Canfield.

Peru, Ind—Peru Castings & Machinery

Co., under Indiana laws; authorized capi<

tal, $25,000; to manufacture motor parts.

Corporators—Claude E. McCampbell, Rob

ert M. Carter, Isaac H. Barbee.

Anderson, Ind.—Clark-Moody Automo

bile Co.. under Indiana laws; authorized

capital, $10,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—John D. Clark, Louis W. Moody,

Maud B. Clark, Anna M. Moody.

New York, N. Y.——United Garage Co.,

Inc., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $14,000; to operate a garage. Cor

porators—Knud Mynter, Edwin B. Smith,

Samuel Ecker, 169 East 19th street.

Detroit, Mich—City Auto Rental Co.,

under Michigan laws; authorized capital,

$2,000; to conduct an automobile livery.

Corporators—Minnie Tucker, Edgar Guard,

\Villiam Guard, Henry \V. Tucker.

Indianapolis, Ind—Simplex Vehicle &

Gear Co., under Indiana laws; authorized

capital, $15,000; to manufacture motor car

parts. Corporators—Theodore Sanstrom,

Maurice M. Kiefer, Samuel S. Helms.

Yonkers, N. Y.—Ralph W. Hibbard, Inc.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$5,000; to operate a garage. Corporators—

Ralph B. Hibbard, Louise P. Hibbard, El

liott W. I‘itkin, 95 Locust Hill avenue,

Yonkers.

New York, N. Y.-—Brown Car Corp,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$30,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—\\". P. Farge. 56 Park avenue; H. \V.

Torncy, 65 Park avenue; E. E. Beyer, 454

Riverside Drive.

New York, N. Y.—Safety Auto Control

Corp., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $7,000; to manufacture motor car

devices. Corporators—Howard K. \Vood,

H. O. Coughlan, Joseph F. Curtain, all of

34 Nassau street.

New York, N. Y.—-United Garage Co,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

-
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LOZIER EX-LIEUTENANTS

uuucu nu;Quinn SIX

Form $425,000 Company Under Ohio

Laws and Promptly Uncover Their

Car—Proves an Appealing

Model at $1,785.

 

Having ofi‘icially severed their relations

with the Lozier Motor Co., of Detroit. with

which they were so long connected, F. C.

Chandler, C. A. Emise, Samuel Regar and

the others who have joined with them havc

lost no time in putting into practice the

well-laid plans which it was known they

quietly had worked out.

They have organized the Chandler Motor

Car Co., and incorporated it under' the laws

of Ohio with an authorized capital of $425,—

000. Temporarily the new company will be

located at 925 \Voodward avenue, in De

troit, but it is probable that it permanently

will establish itself in Cleveland. It is cer

tain, at any rate, that it will not become a

Detroit industry.

It will manufacture a light “six” listing

at $1,785, fully equipped, the first of which

already is in being, but deliveries will not

be made until July lst next.

F. C. Chandler, who previously was vice

president and general manager of the L0

zier company, is president of the company

which bears his name; C. A. Emise. the for

mer Lozier sales manager, is vice-president

and sales manager of the Chandler corpora

tion; Samuel Regar will be its treasurer, a

position which be filled in the Lozier insti

tution; W. S. M. Mead, former manager of

the Lozier branch in New York, is secre

tary. J. V. Whitbeck, at one time Lozier’s

assistant chief engineer, who also has had

experience in the Olds, Thomas and Frank

lin establishments, is chief engineer of the

new enterprise, and J. R. Hall, who was

superintendent of the Lozier service de

partment, is the Chandler company‘s super

intendent and manager of production. All

of the men were identified with the Lozier

interests for periods ranging from eight to

fourteen years, which implies that they not

only know the automobile business inti

mately but know each other well.

The Chandler light usix," as the new car

will be styled, is VVhitbeck’s creation and

all who have been permitted to see it have

been impressed by its simplicity and clean

design._ It does not lack individuality. al

though in' general appearance it closely re~

sembles the Lozier light “six.” It has the

same stream-line body, the same square

tube type of radiator, and also employs

ft side drive and center control. It has a

heelbase of 120 inches, 34 x 4 wheels fitted

ith demountable rims. a three-speed select

ive transmission of special design and of

unit construction, multiple disk clutch. 14

inch double expanding and fully enclosed

brakes, floating rear axle, three-quarter

elliptic rear springs and pressure fed gaso

lene supply contained in a tank suspended

from the rear frame.

The Chandler motor is one of the car's

most impressive features. It is of the L~

head. pair-cast type and of remarkably clean

design, no oil pipes, for instance, being visi

ble. Its cylinder dimensions are 35/5 x 5

inches, and at 1,000 revolutions it develops

35 horsepower. The cam shaft, pump and

magneto are driven by enclosed silent

chains instead of gears. The valves also

are enclosed.

The motor weighs approximately 637

pounds and the car, all on, scales slightly

less than 3,000 pounds. It employs Bosch

high tension ignition and 3 Westinghouse

electric starting and lighting system. The

equipment includes mohair top and top

covers, quick detachable curtains, built-in

windsheld. speedometer. clock, electric

horn, rear tire carrier and jack, pump and

tool equipment.

In eXplaining the remarkably low price

of a car of such caliber, Sales Manager

Emise states that it was made possible

solely because there was absolutely nothing

to charge to the account of experimental

work; the men knew what they wanted and

went straight to it without incurring heavy

preliminary expense.

Incidentally, it is not the purpose of the

Chandler company to make large physical

investment in machinery and buildings. The

engine and other parts will be built by spe

cialists in the several fields, but according

to specifications and under the supervision

of Chandler experts. For the Chandler

“six” will be a specially designed and spe

cially built car and not merely an assem

bled machine.

Briscoe Car to be Built in Detroit.

To facilitate the development of his under

$1,000 touring car for the American market,

which development is being performed in

France, Benjamin Briscoe, former president

of the United States Motor Co., has regis

tered a company under the title Briscoe

Freres, which indicates that his brother

Frank, who preceded him abroad, is also in

terested in the enterprise.

The factory in which the work is being

performed, and in which American and

French engineers are collaborating, is lo~

cated in Billancourt. where the Renault fac

tory is situated. It is extremely probable

that when the Briscoe model is brought to

this country it will be manufactured in De

troit. in which city Benjamin Briscoe first

made his mark and to which it is his inten

tion to return.

FIREBALL REKINDLES SPARK

IN PREST-O-LITE’S PATENT

Highest Court Permits St. Louis Com

pany to Make Final Test of

“Dead” Invention—Will Set

tle Conflicting Decisions.

Instead of being officially “dead,” as was

supposed when the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals in Chicago so ruled a

month ago, the Claude and Hess patent, No.

664.383, under which the Prest-O-Lite Co.

operated, is technically possessed of a faint

spark of life in that it is to be the subject

of further litigation, this time in the United

States Supreme Court. The spark was found

by the Fireball Gas Tank & Illuminating

Co., of St. Louis, which this week was

granted permission to appeal from an ear

lier circuit court decision which held the

Claude and Hess patent good. While the

outcome is a mere matter of speculation.

the Prest-O-Lite Co. is sounding no trum

pets of triumph at the prospective appeal.

for it had acquiesced to the decision over

turning the patent and was preparing to

meet competition on other grounds.

The granting of a writ of certiorari is re

garded as an indication of a belief on the

part of the Supreme Court that the question

as to whether the patent expired two years

ago at the same time the British patent

expired as an important one, and the per

mission to appeal also is doubtless given in

order that one or the other of the two con

flicting decisions of the circuit court may

be made final. As the matter now stands,

a Federal circuit court in Missouri is on

record as declaring the patent in force until

1917. while the Chicago circuit court says

it died a natural death two years ago, and

the latter decision had been generally ac»

cepted.

While the Chicago decision was a victory

for the Searchlight Gas Co., that strong

competitor of the Prest-O—Lite lost its for

midableness a few days after its victory.

when it went into the hands of a receiver;

a complication. also. is that while the

Searchlight is permitted to operate under

the patent, if able. the Fireball is still under

an injunction. The turn which afiairs have

taken in the highest trtibunal may continue

to hold together the Prest-O-Lite and Com

mercial Acetylene companies. the latter hav

ing been the possessor of the patent and

the former a licensee. and. with the Film“t

operative, both were complainants in liti»

gation.

 

The Little Motor Car C0. of Flint. Mich.

has established a branch in London. It

is located at 89 Great Portland street. We“
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E. W. Harrold has entered the garage

trade in Lathrobe, Pa.

Avery & Hurley Co._is the style of a new

garage business in St. Cloud, Minn.

Scott & Berkler of Emmetsburg, 1a., have

had plans prepared for a new garage.

The Barker Auto Co. has removed from

the town of Hartford to Plymouth. Conn.

A garage is being erected in Austin,

Minn, for the occupancy of the Nolan Auto

Co.

The Toledo (0.) Tire & Repair Co. has

changed its name to Toledo Tire & Supply

Co.

John Thompson, of Albia, 1a., plans to

establish a garage in Moulton, in the same

State.

William Schwartz has sold his interest in

the Brenham (Tex.) Motor Car Co. to \Vil

liam Spitzler.

William Kingsley is about to open up in

Ferbault, Minn, under the style Central

Auto Garage.

1.]. Heilbron. an accessory dealer in Pen

sacola, Fla, is about to open a garage on

Chase street.

Forstner Bros, of Madelia. Minn.. have

purchased a building which they will re

model for garage purposes.

Alvah Beenhlossom of Washington. 121.,

has purchased an interest in a garage in

(mnnell, in the same State.

.The Haynes Automobile Co. has estab

lished a branch in Sacramento, Cal. It is in

Charge of George E. Valerius.

0. ill. Driscoll has opened salesrooms and

a service station in Trenton, N. 1., at 24

51115! Front street; he will stock Hupmo

Ies.

_ E- D- Powell has disposed of his interest

'" a drug store in Audubon, 1a., and has

ur ' - .p chilsed an interest in a garage m Law

rence. Kan.

The Iowa Taxicab Co., of Davenport, 1a.,

as been sold by Dennis McEnery to Ed

ward.S]avi"i it is located at 113-15 Com

mercial alley_

h

b .'aren‘t:k “entworth and Charles W'. Brenn

Th: 2m to open a garage in Newport, Me.

_ y I a" Purchased Main street property

10' “"5 purpose.

T .he FloI'lda Motor Co., of Jacksonville,

is about to establish an agency in Pensacola,

Fla. The company is State agent for

Stearns-Knight cars.

I. M. Lawrence has entered the trade in

San Jose, Cal. He has secured salesrooms

on South Market street and will handle

trucks and pleasure cars.

F. B. Callendcr, of W'ichita, Kan., is

about to establish an agency in Hutchinson,

in the same State, at 116 South Main street;

he will handle the Cadillac.

The Bonde Motor Car Co.. of Fargo, N.

D., is about to build a garage and sales

rooms. 25 x 125 feet; the company handles

Warren and Hupmobile cars.

Charles Kloppmeyer has entered the trade

in Washington, D. C., and has erected a

salesroom at 14th and W streets, North

west; he has the Hupmobile agency.

M. R. Kaut’fman, of Long Level. Pa., and

Bird Kauffman, of York. in the same State,

are preparing to establish a garage busi

ness in \Vrightsville, another Pennsylvania

town. _

Andrew Carpenter has entered the trade

in Adrian, Mich. He has purchased the

Auto Inn, formerly operated by Malcolm

Kinney and Edward Shields, and will con_

duct a garage.

The J. E. Marsh Elevator 8: Machine

Corporation, of Baltimore. Md.. is about to

engage in automobile repairing; the new

branch of its business will be conducted in

recently acquired premises at 216 North

Holliday street.

Carl Zeust, a former electric car salesman,

has established a Rauch & Lang agency in

St. Louis, Mo., at Delmar and Clarendon

streets; the agency was maintained for a

number of years by the Union Electric Co.,

a power company.

The Horn Automobile Supply Co.,, of 2121

Farnam street, Omaha, Neb., plans to erect

a two-story building near its present loca

tion; the company's capital stock was re

cently increased to $35,000 and the business

is to be enlarged.

The Himes Motor Sales Co. has been

formed in Toledo, 0., with M. R. Himes. a

former garageman. as its head; salesrooms

have been secured at 919 Jefierson avenue

and Reo and Moon cars will be sold in the

territory about Toledo.

The Fritchie Electric Auto Sales Co. has

i
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opened up in Los Angeles at 1432 West

Pico street; Robert H. Reid and Clyde H.

Osborne, the latter the secretary of the

Fritchie Automobile 8: Battery Co., of Den~

ver, Col., are in charge.

E. G. Darin, former manager of the Dann

Dodge Co., of Chicago, has withdrawn from

that company and has formed the Cutting

Motor Co., of which he is president; A. W'.

Mackcy is secretary and treasurer. The

new company will distribute Cutting cars

in an enlarged territory.

The Arcnz-\\"eihaupt Auto Co. has en-l

tered the trade in LaCrosse, Wis. The of

ficers are: I. G. \Veihaupt, president and

general manager; vice-president, George W.

Weihaupt; secretary and treasurer, j. S.

Arenz; sales manager, S. Bovee.

Maumee Motor Car C0. is the style under

which a new business is about to be opened

up in Toledo, O. Edwin M. Stone is the

organizer of the company, which will handle

Empire and King cars in Northwestern

Ohio, Southern Michigan and Eastern In

diana.

F. L. Hoaglin. who has operated the

W'aupaca (\Vis.) Garage for five years, has

sold the business to \‘an A. B. Nelson; the

deal carries with it the Ford. Overland and

Cadillac agencies. Hoaglin and G. C.

Ritchie will manufacture a patented funnel

known as the No-Spill.

The \V. E. Allen Co., of Milwaukee, Wis,

which is temporarily located at 2807 Wells

street. is about to remove to a new build

ing at 2713-15 Grand avenue; the new

structure is a garage and salesrooms and

has a capacity for 100 cars. The company

handles the Marathon and McFarlan lines.

John T. Stewart, 2nd, and George E.

Toozer, having purchased the business of

H. E. Frederickson, of Omaha, Neb., have

incorporated at $25,000; the style is Stew

art-Toozer Motor- Co. Stewart's former

Mitchell agency is retained along with the

Chalmers agency which was part of the pur

chase from Frederickson.

The De Luxe Automobile Co.. which is a

reincorporation of the “'arren Automobile

Co. in St. Louis. Mo., has located at 3134

36 Locust street; the new company's of

ficers are: President, P. H. Brockman; gen~

eral manager, Dan “I. Iseminger; city

salesman, W. Harrison Comford. \Varren

cars will be handled as heretofore.
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Byers, Lay & Byers, who formerly con

ducted the Elm Street Garage in Westfield,

Mass, and whose place of business was de

stroyed by fire several weeks ago, have

dissolved partnership and will withdraw

from the trade; the firm comprised Edwin

R. Lay, Arthur F. Byers and George H.

Byers, the latter of whom has been em

powered to wind up the business.

The retail sales business of the Palmer &

Singer Mfg. Co. in New York City and

\Vcstchcstcr County, heretofore handled as

a factory branch at 1620 Broadway, was tak

en over February 1 by the Drouet & Page

Co. which has located at 1890 Broadway.

The concern comprises Henry Drouet, for_

merly of Chicago. and Frederick Page, of

New York City. The Palmer & Singer com~

pany will utilize its present Broadway lo

cation temporarily for the sale of used cars

and the transaction of wholesale business,

but eventually will close up its affairs at this

address.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Marysville, Ky.-—Marysville Garage dam

aged. Loss, $2,000.

Joliet, Ill—Charles Stencr, garage de

stroyed. Loss, $3,000.

Ottumwa, Ia.-—R. M. Mick, garage de

stroyed. Loss not given.

Tulsa, Okla.—Tulsa Motor Car Co., gar

age damaged. Loss, $5,000.

LeRoy, N. Y.——-Archie P. McCowan, gar

age damaged. Loss, $4,500.

Chisholm, Minn.--W. A. Master, garage

and contents destroyed. Loss not given.

Sioux City, Ia.——T. G. Northwall, dealer,

building and contents destroyed. Loss, $70,

000.

Detroit, Mich—Detroit Auto Dash Co.,

517 Beaubien street, plant damaged. Loss,

$10,000.

Minneapolis, Minn—S. Murphy Automo

bile Co., 3d street, building and contents

damaged. Loss, $10,000.

New York, N. Y.—-Victor Automobile

Garage & Storage Co., 118-22 West 56th

street, building destroyed and 100 cars de

stroyed or damaged. Loss, $100,000.

Chicago, Ill.-Motor Car Supply Co.,

1451-55 Michigan avenue, building and stock

damaged. Loss, $59,600. Hester Mfg. Co.,

same address; loss, $34,000. Gardner En

gine Co. also sustained damage.

Cleveland, Ohio—Judd Automobile Co.,

1206 Huron road, building and contents de~

stroyed. L0ss, building, $30,000, 275 cars

privately owned, $300,000; Buick Sales CO.,

loss $30,000; Standard Auto Top & Repair

Co., loss not given; \Veaver-Twelvetree

Co., 1216 Huron road, loss $2,000; City

Auto Tire Repair Co., 1200 Huron road, loss

$1,000. Total, $363,000.
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BUICK DECEIVED BY USED

CAR DEALER AND EXPORTER

So Says Court in Helping Unravel

Tangle Over Chassis Which Fell

Into Used Car Dealer’s Hands

—-Injunction Issued.

Difficulties over a contract which sprung

up in the Supreme Court for New York

county last month, when the General Motor

Export Co. sought to restrain the Rodney

K. Haines Co., a used car dealer in New

York City, from selling a number of dam

aged Buick chassis which it had purchased

from the exporting house, were placed in

a new light last week, when justice Green

baum declared that the Buick Motor Co.,

the manufacturer of the chassis. had been

deceived and forbid the Haines company,

as a party to the deception, from advertising

the sale of the chassis and from oficring

them as new.

The trouble grew out of the freight car

shortage of the summer of 1912, when 14

chassis, shipped from Flint to New York for

export, were damaged in transit because

it was necessary to ship them on flat cars:

and late in 1912, to dispose of them, a deal

was made whereby, it is stated, Walter ].

Connell, a garage and taxicab operator at

Flushing, L. 1., agreed to take the chassis

from the export company, to use them for

taxicab work and not to sell them for spec—

ulation. Ostensibly, however, to have them

fitted with bodies they were turned over to

the Haines company, and shortly thereafter

the Buick company began to censure its ex

porting agent for having put the chassis

into the hands of a used car dealer, who, it

stated, was marketing them to the damage

of the Buick company.

Several letters to the export company

were necessary before it got around to bring

an injunction suit against Haines, and also

against Connell, but in disposing of the

case the judge classified Connell as a

“dummy” in the transaction and dismissed

the suit, so far as it was against him; but

the court declared the deal a deception on

the Flint company and therefore held that

the latter was justly entitled to relief. The

justice in his opinion said:

“It is clear that both the plaintiff and

the defendant Haines company deliberately

agreed that the defendant Connell was to

be a mere medium or dummy with whom a

formal contract for the sale of the 14 Buick

chassis in suit was to be made containing

the restrictions that they “are to be put

into actual service by himself, and not to

be advertised or made the subject of specu~

lation,’ and that the Haines company was

the real purchaser. This was ostensibly

done to enable the plaintiff, as selling agent

of the Buick Motor Co., to lead its principal

to believe that these chassis were not sold

for the purpose of resale. The eFfect of the

transaction was a deception on the Buick

Motor Co., in which the defendant partici

pated, and for which he may not now be

heard to claim that the actual contract was

the one made with Connell and not with it.

The plaintiff was the selling agent of the

Buick Motor Co., and within the doctrine

of Wetmore v. Porter (92 N. Y., 76) the

plaintiff may assert the rights of its prin

cipal and seek such injunctive relief in its

behalf as the facts warrant."

Willys Takes Over Hexter’s Interests.

John N. Willys, who already owned a

substantial interest in the Hexter Motor

Truck Co., which handled Gramm trucks in

New York City, has acquired the remain

ing interest of P. K. Hexter, who has re

tired from the company. Willys at once as—

sumed the presidency, the other officers be

ing George W. Bennett, vice-president; H.

K. Sheridan, treasurer, and Royal Scott,

secretary and manager, all of whom are

members of the Willys headquarters staff.

Hexter, however, will not retire from the

truck business, as it is his intention to or

ganize a company for the manufacture of

commercial vehicles which probably will

hear his own name. The first one will be a

1,500 pound wagon, but he intimates that he

has a new type of truck in hand.

Minor Business Troubles.

In the bankruptcy court, in Boston. Mass.

Henry T. Beal. Lloyd Makepeace and Rob

ert \Valcott have been named as trustees of

George G. Reed, 2. supply dealer; :1 compo

sition may be offered the creditors.

William G. and Philip S. Palmer, copart

ners in an automobile business in Hart.

Mich., have filed a petition in bankruptcy:

preferred claims are given as $946.77 and

non-preferred claims as $1,458.27. The as

sets are about $1,500.

The Uhler Motor Co., of 830 South 5th

street, St. Joseph, Mo., has filed a voluntary

Petition in bankruptcy; the unsecured

claims amount to $31,130.68 and the assets

to $5,805.80. Eugene Rosenbleet is president

and Lewis Siegel secretary.

Judgment Follows Change in Firm

When the withdrawal of one of the mem

bers of the garage firm comprising William

R. Bennett and Herbert E. Pearsall, Oi

Rockville Center. N. Y.. caused delay in

the payment of a tire bill to the UnilCd

States Tire Co., the latter proceeded f0

court and obtained judgment, which W1s

filed this week in the New York county

clerk’s office: it amounts to $201.33.
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DISCONTINUING THE NATIONAL SHOWS.

However great may be outside surprise at the sugges

tion that the national automobile shows be discontinued,

the surprise will not be shared by very many of those who

actually have to do with the annual exhibitions. For sev

eral Years most of the car manufacturers and the producers

0f Parts have viewed the shows in the light of necessary

evils. It required only that someone should take the initia—

tive. as has been done by Mr. Albert L. Pope, to turn the

under-current 0f discontent or dissatisfaction into a well

defined channel, having for its end the abandonment of the

annual displays in New York and Chicago.

“0’ many of the car manufacturers regularly have

some to the shows with nothing to sell, their outputs hav

5": been contracted for by dealers far in advance, while the

average Parts manufacturer has presented himself each

Year largely because he thought his presence desirable. if

not necessary, or because his chief competitor was likely

to be among the “also present.” In other words. if the

Shows served him no good purpose. they did him no harm.

Em the general show-going public interests him not at all.

at“’1 he has but few transactions even with dealers. To

“'th extent the exhibitions serve. the purposes of the ac

ttssory manufacturers is largely problbmatical. There

never was a show which was not followed by conflicting

rePods concerning the volume of business which accrued.

Regardless of such reports. however. and not taking

"no “mm the heavy expense which falls on the exhib

WORLD

itors, undoubtedly the

manufacturers is th

their sal

widespr
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point which will weigh most with

e almost complete disorganization of

es operations; that is probably the worst and most

_ cad effect of the national shows.

the disorganization only those immediately concerned are

fully aware. but that it is serious there is no room for

doubt. During a period of two months, selling operations

are practically at a standstill and the even tenor of the

trade is thrown sadly out of joint.

Of late years. there are those who have been at pains

to point out that the most beneficial effect of the shows is

a stimulation, or suggested stimulation of business, which

directly profits the dealer, and that by virtue of the fact

the shows are well worth while for the dealer’s sake. But

whether the stimulation is as potent as alleged is a pretty

question. In fact. whether it is wise to resort to artificial

stimulation is an even prettier question.

It is not the first time that the discontinuance of the

national shows has been broached. and whether the move—

ment undertaken by Mr. Pope will attain that end none

can say. The hearty response which has been accorded

his suggestion points that way, but many things can occur

in the course of a twelvemonth to divert what appears even

a strong and well defined current.

Undoubtedly the most serious obstacle to the discon

tinuance of the shows is the likelihood that promoters with

out trade affiliations. and without the interest of the trade

at heart. will undertake to fill the breach or breaches. If.

as Mr. Pope intimates. he is possessed of a means of over

coming that obstacle. the abandonment of the shows will

be rendered simple and effective. -

If stimulation for the dealer’s benefit is believed to be

necessary. or is found to be necessary. it is logical that

local shows should best and most directly serve that pur

pose. exactly as they already are serving it in so many cities.

How complete is

 
 

SOLVING THE USED CAR PROBLEM.

The two “solutions” which are published elsewhere in

this issue are the last of those to be received in season to

be eligible to Motor \Vorld’s Used Car Contest which was

inaugurated in October last. All of the contributions now

will be submitted to the three judges who will decide the

awards of the four cash prizes which were offered. Their

work necessarily will occupy several weeks and their de

cisions cannot fail to have an important bearing on what,

bv all odds. is the most serious problem confronting the

automobile dealers of this country; and what affects the

dealer. affects the manufacturer.

That the inauguration of the contest and the exchange

of ideas which has resulted has served to quicken the

trade’s appreciation of the subject is undoubted. The

many opinions and suggestions brought to light proved the

contest well worth while.

To say nothing of magnificent cash dividends previously

disbursed. the Standard Oil Co. last week declared a stock

dividend of $40 per share. which brings the total “melon

cuttings” of thirteen months to $59,000,000. Is it any won

der that the “law of supply and demand”-—for money-—

required the 90 per cent. advance in the price of gasolene?
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COURT T0 DEFENSE OF MAN

WHO CLAIMED HE WAS DUPED

David Harum Truck Sale Undone for

Expressman Who Alleges Vehicle

Was Falsely Represented—

Judge Censures Methods.

Those who have considered themselves

duped in horse trades of a David Harum

character often have sought relief through

the courts, and that there is, in this respect,

some similarity between the automobile

and the horse worlds seems to be borne out

by an action which was this week won in

the Supreme Court for New York county

by Irving Rafsky, a New York City express

nian, who claimed he was deceived when he

purchased a truck from Frederick A. Smith,

Inc., of 2.30 W'est 58th street, the deal being

furthered by the Motor Finance Co., the

business of which is financing automobile

sales; the Smith and the Finance com—

panies were named as defendants by Rafsky

in his suit for rescission of the contract

and his claim that the truck was not as rep

resented called forth comment from the

court to the effect that “the representations

made by Smith as to the car were undoubt~

edly false and untrue, and that thc Motor

Finance C0. had knowledge that such repre—

sentations were made and were false there

can be no question.”

According to the various papers on file,

Rafsky went to the Finance company in

January, 1912, and made inquiries concern

ing the financing of his purchase of a truck

from the United States Motor Co. for $2,

000. He received no assistance, and there

likewise fell through a deal whereby he was

to purchase two Autocars from the Finance

company. However. on February 3, 1912,

Rafsky arranged to buy what he claims was

represented as a 1910 one-ton Autocai‘ from

the Smith company for $1.100, of which he

paid $400 cash; the remainder of the deal

was handled through the Motor Finance

Co., which took a mortgage on the truck

and accepted from Rafsky seven notes of

$l00 each. About two months later trouble

arose. Rafsky claimed the truck was de

fective in construction, was not a 1910

model, would not carry one ton, and was not

suited to his purposes. He demanded his

money back and asked that the contract be

rescinded and, when he could not get satis

faction, he sued. Meantime the truck had

been taken by the Motor Finance Co. on its

chattel mortgage. Rafsky’s relief in the

form of the rescission of the contract was

granted by Judge Newburger, who, in addi

tion to ruling that both defendants pos

sessed guilty knowledge or intent, said:

“The mere fact that the Motor company

claims to have paid a valuable consideration

for the notes is not sufficient. It must not

only show it has acted in good faith, but

that it had no knowledge of the fraud from

the inception of the transaction.”

Another defeat for the Motor Finance Co.

was recorded this week when J. Todd was

awarded costs of $102.33 and the custody

of an automobile which he bought from the

Motor Car Exchange and which, when the

proprietor of the Exchange left town and

left his affairs somewhat tangled, the Fin

ance company claimed and siezed.

Budd to Build Steel Bodies in Detroit.

It is the intention of the Edward G. Budd

Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., which. as

stated in Motor \Vorld last week, bought

the factory building of the bankrupt Gra

bowsky Power \Nagon C0. in Detroit, im

mediately to enlarge the structure and pro

duce the Budd steel bodies in the Michigan

city on a large scale, land for the enlarge

ment also having been acquired. The for

mer Grabowsky factory itself is a modern

reinforced four-story concrete building, con

taining 72,000 square feet of floor space, and

includes a modern power plant. The Budd

company. which is capitalized at $500,000.

will continue to operate its plant 'in Phila

delphia to supply the automobile trade in

the East.

Mabo to Enamel by New Process.

John R. Mack, general manager of the

Kosuiak Electrical Co., maker of the Culiit

$3 electric horn, and J. L. Bowen, who has

had ripe experience in the enameling busi

ness, have formed the Mabo Enameling

\Vorks and opened up at 251 Ocean avenue,

Jersey City, N. J., where they will do gen

eral enameling work for the automobile

trade. Bowen is the inventor of an air-dry

ing process which is reputed to be far out

of the usual. Mack, who retains his identity

with the Kosmak Electrical Co., was in

duced to join the new enterprise because

of the almost remarkable scarcity of such

enameling plants in the metropolitan dis-.

trict.

Delayed Truck Delivery Basis of Suit.

Delay on the part of the Atterbury Motor

Car Co. in delivering a truck to S. Zimmer—

man, a Rockaway (L. I.) truckman, in 1909,

was the basis of a claim for damages which

the latter carried into the Supreme Court

for Queens county and which this week re

sulted in a judgment for him amounting to

$1,106.63; he claimed the car was not de

livered until three months after the date it

had been promised and he thereupon sued

for his deposit of $500 and other damages.

The judgment was taken by default, which

may be reopened if the Attcrbury elects to

take such action.

 

 

  

February 1-8, Chicago, Ill.—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and lst

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars only.

February 3~8, Washington, D. C.--Wash

ington Automobile Show Co.’s exhibit in

Convention Hall.

February 8-15, St. John, N. B.——First an

nual show of the New Brunswick Automo

bile Association in the Drill Hall.

February 8~15, Youngstown, Ohio—An

nual show of the Youngstown Automobile

Show Co. in the Auditorium and Annex.

February 8-15, Hartford, Conn.—-Sixth

annual show of the Hartford Automobile

Dealers' Association in the State Armory.

February 10-15. Minneapolis, Minn.-Min

neapoils Automobile Show Co.'s show in

the National Guard Armory.

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill.—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and lst

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.

February 12-15, Geneva, N. Y.—Annual

show in the State Armory, under the aus

pices of the Ottawa Valley Motor Car As

sociation. '

February 15-22. Albany, N. Y.—-Annual

show of the Albany Automobile Dealers’

Assoeiation in the State Armory.

February 15-22, Newark, N. J.--New Jer

sey Exhibition Co.'s Sixth annual exhibit in

the First Regiment Armory.
February 16-23, Richmond, vVa.—Rich

mond Automobile Dealers' Shows Co.’s ex

hibit in the Horse Show building.

February 1727, Kansas City, Mo.-Kan

sas City Automobile Dealers’ Association'!

show in Convention Hall. First week Pleas'

ure cars; second week commercial vehicles.

February 17~22, Jackson, Mich—Jackson

Automobile Dealers’ Association's annual

show.

February 18-22, Baltimore, ,Md.-—Balti

more Automobile Dealers' Association's an

nual show in the Fifth Regiment Armory'

February 1922, Kalamazoo, Mich-Kala

mazoo Automobile Dealers’ Association's

annual show.

February 19-22, Davenport, Its—Annual

show of the Tri-City Automobile Dealers’

Association in the Coliseum.

February 22—March 1, Brooklyn, N. Y-r'

Brocklyfl Motor Dealers’ Association'5

annual show in the 23rd Regiment Armor!
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LONG LOOKED FOR GAS PLOW

EVOLVEO BY AN INDIANAN

Company Organized to Manufacture

Funk’s Ingenious Invention—Op—

erable by One Man and Adapt

able to Many Uses.

During recent years persons who profess

to he possessed of the faculty of seeing

around corners, metaphorically speaking,

and far into the future, have been prophe

sying that the next really big million-maker

will be the one-man gasolene plow or other

satisfactory farm tractor of small size-—

just big enough to do the work of a single

horse in ploughing and similar work and

operatable by one man—and selling at a

been formed to manufacture the machine,

which is the invention of 'r. B. Funk, of

Indianapolis, Ind., an automobile man. A

plant has been acquired at Newcastle, and

it is anticipated that manufacturing opera

tions will be conducted on a large scale

and that machines will be ready for the

market within a short time. An excellent

idea of the general appearance of the ma

chine is given by the accompanying illus

trations. _

The tractor is designed not only to do the

work of a horse, but to be handled to some

extent in the same way as a horse. That is

to say, the "driver" walks behind the ma

chine, holding a pair of handles by means

of which he controls its direction, and the

speed and other levers are brought back

within easy reach. There are but

wheels, mounted on a live axle, driven by a

two

the length of the shafts; the minimum is

23 inches and the maximum 42 inches.

An automatic governor on the motor per—

mits nice control of the speed, which natur

ally is normally about the rate of a brisk

walk. The motor has sufficient power to

keep an ordinary cultivator going through

heavy, sodden soil, or uneven ground, at

the rate of three miles an hour with prac

tically no vibration. A lever is provided to

regulate the depth of the teeth or blades in

the soil.

By applying suitable pulleys—which, in—

cidentally. form part of the equipment of

the little tractor—any machinery requiring

not more than 5 horsepower can be driven;

the machine will, of course, propel itself

to the place where it is to work. The use

fulncss of the engine does not necessarily

end with the day. for it can be utilized even
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SIDE AND END VIEWS OF FLTXK’S ONE-MAN ONE-CYLINDER COMBINED (“F'LTIVATUR AND PLOW

price within the means of the
_ average

tarmer.

The big 811501ene tractor is the natural

andllf'fiitfal successor of the steam traction

e"Elm-rand. of- course. a great improve

ment on it~and, perhaps because there is

ample precedent, it has readily found its

place 0" the farm. The little tractor. how

“:er' has to start at the very beginning.

Whom any ancestors. and possibly this is

Tm Olille reasons why it has been so long

m mmlhg. notwithstanding the virgin soil

1":‘1'31 and figurative—that awaits it.

meme; '1? '5 by way of preface to the

in quw t I?" a small tractor of the kind

f r '0" 15 about to be ofl’ered t0 the

:Orzcelrlmachine that will do Dobbin's

fumi‘h {h e Plough and cultivator and. will

farm m @hpower for sawing wood. driving

though ii“ THY. churning. and so on.

place b" Will not‘oust the horse from his

U ween the shafts of the wagon.

ad“ ‘he name of the Universal Trac

S-horsepower single—cylinder gasolene mo

tor carried at the center of the axle on a

casing that is integral with the casing en

closing the driving and differential gears. A

pair of brackets attached to the bottom of

the casing serves as point of attachment for

the implement to be used—cultivator, drill,

seeder, etc. The weight is so accurately

balanced that the driver, with the long han<

dles provided. has no difficulty in keeping

the machine at the proper level. The torque

of the motor is opposed to and balanced by

the resistance offered by the implement if

the resistance offerd by the teeth in the soil

increases the torque of the motor automatic~

ally increases in the same proportion, main

taining the equilibrium.

The wheels are of steel, of large diameter,

and are provided with transverse paddle-like

plates to afford a grip in soft ground. The

axle shafts carrying and driving the wheels

are key-wayed and the wheel hubs are

splined, so that the wheels can be set for

{or CO-JOf Newcastle, Ind__ a company has any tread within the limits prescribed by

to drive a generator to produce current to

electric light the farmer's borne.

A. C. A. to Dispose of Laboratory.

Unless something unexpccted happens

between now and March 1 the Automobile

Club of America on that date will aban

don the use of its completely equipped test

ing laboratory at the top of the club build

ing in New York. It has been utilized so

rarely that it has been definitely decided

that the annual deficit of about $5,000 inci

dent to its maintenance is too heavy to be

borne any longer. There is at least a pos

sibility that the plant will be acquired by

the Society of Automobile Engineers and

removed to Detroit, or else operated in New

York on a co-operative plan of some sort.

Members of the A. C. A. feel that if the club

must lose the laboratory it ought to go to

the S. A. E., and many of the engineers are

said to be enthusiastically in favor of taking

it over. \Vhether their enthusiasm reaches

the intensity necessary remains to be seen.
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CHICAGO’S “CATHEDRALIZED” CARS

Western Metropolis Again Provides a Striking and Bewildering Setting for

Its Annual Show—Exhibits Emphasize the Trend Toward

“Sixes”-Electrics Present in Strong Force and

Disclose the Result of Refining Efforts

If that man Miles who runs these here

Chicago shows for the National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers does not

change his ways, he is likely to “get in bad"

with the Society of Professional Automo

bile Photographers and to be the direct

cause of a strike of the Descriptive \Vriters'

L'nion.

From the photographers’ standpoint, it

was bad enough when he imported genuine

English walnut trees from the vicinity of

Evanston, Ill., and upreared an English

country estate within the Coliseum build

ing and set the show of automobiles under

the spreading branches of the walnut trees;

the Writers' Union didn’t mind that so

much; it is easy to call a tree a tree; but

photographing trees in a subdued light isn’t

exactly as simple as the saying of it, and

the unhappiness of the S. P. A. P. dates

from about that time.

Decorations That Defied Description.

It was pretty bad, too, the following year

when Miles—Samuel A.—-staged the show in

3 Louis XV. setting and fashioned plaster

0f Paris and other stuff into all sorts of

mounds and pillars and curlycues and what

YW-call-‘enrs and splashed them all with

more colors than ever were found in

loirph’s coat—that, as stated, was pretty

bald; but last year, when this same Miles,

With the assistance of his Chicago artists,

created what they called a mosaic temple

and then laid back and gave voice to a truly

i‘emy haha when he was asked to describe

" find admitted that neither he nor his

“"155 could do it~when he did that sort

0fthing. the seed of discontent was planted

dull in the Descriptive \Vriters' Union.

While the Photographers' Society tore out

whole handfuls of hair from the heads of

its devoted members in an effort to obtain

the proper light to admit of photographing

the bewildering display to advantage.

“Motion of the “Cathedral” Idea.

Miles could afford to lie back and enjoy

l ' .

£21350" 0‘ thmg, for, even if he himself

dud not describe them, his spectacular

offllcssings‘of the Chicago shows were “0t

ti onSinai and daring but eye-PleaSiW

iond all doubt. The public enjoyed ihc

 

spectacle, so why reek of the despair of

photographers‘ societies or the anguish

of writers' unions? In strict confidence, it

is possible to state that Miles did no reck

ing during the twelvemonth that elapsed

since the mosaic temple graced the Chicago

Coliseum. Instead, he dined his artists on

lobster and ice cream and Russian caviar

and \Velch rarebit and wincd them with ab

sinthe. The result was made apparent on

Saturday afternoon last, when the Coliseum

was thrown open on the 13th in the Milesian

line of automobile shows.

It certainly is not a crystal palace. and if

  

LA .\I P STANDARDSOF THE ORNATi-ZUSE

the Writers' Union cared to get back at

Miles for previ0us offenses it might say

that he has profaned a cathedral by locat—

ing automobiles “in its midst.” But the

Chicago manager is too good a church

member to indulge in profanation of the

sort and, therefore, what looks like a

cathedral is not a cathedral. The Writers'

Union can touch lightly and call it a

“stained glass show," and almost let it go

at that; but the poor old photographers—

wbat they call it cannot be repeated in

print; it may sound emphatically artistic,

but it doesn't look like it in cold type.

Woes of the Men With Cameras.

Finding a name for what-you-call-‘ems is

hard enough, but when the chaps who oper~

ate cameras try to reproduce greens and

yellows and blues and purples and every

other old color that human mind ever con

ceived—and try to do it under a dome

which is darkened by the very profusion of

such hues—oh, say! when those camera

chaps try to earn their salt under such

conditions, their mouths foam and happy is

the one who purchased a return ticket

to his home. At best, theirs is a more or

less hit-and-miss business, and—take it from

the photographers who have snapped the

Chicago shows—their misses are as numer

ous as the sands of the sea and their hits

almost as scarce as the hairs on Reilly's

head. As witnesses, let the court summon

one Nathaniel Lazarnik. one Fed Spooner

or one Charleywells. and, if need be, the

world-famous John Doe.

Why Minors Are Few and Small.

Originally it was the intention to so mix

stained glass effects and mirrors that the

Chicago show must be styled a crystal pal

ace. and althoughgthe National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers and the Auto

mobile Board of Trade—the latter of which

fathered the New York show—occupy ad

joining officcs. with a connecting door be

tween them, this Mr. Miles was not even

let into the secret of the decorative scheme

of the New York function. When he beheld

the New York show itself and saw the use

made of mirrors. and heard the Board of

Trade dub its show—at least. that part of it
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CLOSE VIEW OF THE "UPPERWORKS" SHOWING "TREATMENT" OF GALLERY AND THE “CATHEDRALIZED” PANELS

StaEerl in Madison Square Garden—a crys

lll palace, this Mr. Miles, he did not ex

claim ha! hal; he said dammit and other

things along that line.

When he had ceased to exclaim, he called

logether his Chicago trusties and made

plain that, so far as concerned Chicago,

a mat and immediate shrinkage of mirl'OK'S

“35 Imperative. And the Chicago artists

prm'ed themselves equal to the task. Here

and there on posts in the Coliseum and else

where there is a strip of looking glass, but

of mirrored expanses there are none, but

l1161'! are “stained glass” effects aplenty,

3150 a bewildering revelry of colors.

Primitive Man in “Stained Glass.”

"leemse there is a near-art gallery of

'cathedralized" Pictures drawn apparently

"om the Adam and Eve period, or soon

Gimme" At any rate, the people in the

mites 3“ are clothed after Mrs. Eve’s own

him?“ They look down upon the show,

3:10: 0‘“ iS_Tf1i8’iously inclined he may

5% religion in these pictures, even

“will 3 centaur that figures in several of

the paintings is not known to have figured

very largely in religious lore.

Although Chicago this year is housed in

three buildings, as always the Coliseum is

the “show place." It is there that the deco

rative hand finds the most room for its deft

workmanship.

Decorative Scheme in Detail.

The arched roof itself is concealed by an

enormous painting, the very center being a

simulation of stained glass in two shades of

blue. Adjoining the “stained glass" on either

side are huge squares suggesting tapestry,

which is half blended into heroic panels

with mythological nude figures to which a

“stained glass" touch also has been given.

From the dome are suspended 100 small

stained glass lights. The ends of the build

ing are concealed by drop curtains, one of

purely decorative design, the other suggest

ing an extension of the Coliseum and a

stairway leading to it.

The rail of the gallery, on which the ac

cessories are displayed, has been concealed

by false work of red and gold and of a new

and striking design. Directly below the

rail, and where mirrors were to have been,

is in many respects the cleverest conceit of

the entire decorative theme—a series of

landscapes framed in blue and gold and each

separately lighted from above.

With all their skill and ingenuity, how

ever, the Chicago decorators have not yet

found it possible, artfully or artistically,

to conceal the huge steel girders which sup

port the dome and intrude on the gallery.

They are there in all their nakedness, slight

ly softened only by a drapery of bunting.

The cxhibitors’ signs on the gallery are of

dark blue with gold lettering and are sus

pended from gold standards.

Main Floor "Cleaner" Than Usual.

The decorative treatment of the main

floor itself is less obtrusive than in other

years but none the less effective. There are

gilded or bronzed standards of shapes which

are reminiscent of last year's indescribable

what-you-call-‘em designs and that rear

themselves high and are topped one by a

cluster of five stained glass globes, the other,

.e/_Du-4|__¥
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of slightly different design, by three simi

lar globes. The latter standard carries the

exhibitors’ name, the letters, in gold, stand

ing in relief on a square design of mottled

and hammered bronze. At the corners of

each separate central exhibit are gilded

posts surmounted by potten plants.

Those exhibits on the main floor that are

staged under the overhanging balcony have

a background of green set in black wood

framework. The under side of the gallery

is concealed by a tapestry effect, the beams

being hidden by a design of dark blue water

and water lilies that are not so blue.

Embellishment of the Annex.

The Coliseum Annex, which directly ad

joins the main building and is practically a

part of it, has no lofty dome and does not

lend itself to extreme decoration. The

tapestry effect is carried onto the ceiling

and the upper half of the wall, the lower

half being hidden by the green background

and dark framework. Long, narrow mir

rors are set in the posts.

On the second floor of the Annex, the

only decoration is a series of shields of

heroic size pinned to the walls, each shield

edged in red, white and blue and showing,

in apparent relief, some form of vehicular

progress from prehistoric time to the motor

car of the present day.

The basement of the Annex, into which

comparatively few penetrate, is more chip—

per than ever before. The green back

ground and dark framework cover the walls,

and there are mirrors on the posts, but for

once not bunting but a frescoing of flowered

design hides the uninviting rafters.

The W'ilson building, which was brought

into use this year for the first time, is

dressed in keeping with the Coliseum Annex

which it directly adjoins. The tapestry effect

is on the ceiling and the upper wall and the

green and black design on the lower hall.

Armory in Green and Gold.

“You're in Pneumonia Alley, even if you

dont' know it," is the cheerful cry which

greets those who leave the Coliseum dis—

play to visit the other half of the Chicago

show located in the First Regiment Armory.

It is the same old alley, but the man who

loudly imparts the cheerful information

was a newcomer who was “barking” for a

drink dispensary which somehow has found

a means of obtaining an opening into the

alley. As always. the alley is cold and

windy and the barker’s suggestion of pneu

monia was coupled with the plain intima~

tion that the way to avoid it is by “warm

ing up” in his establishment.

The armory itself suggests only faintly

the “stained glass” or cathedralized theme

of decoration. The light well is not con

cealed by “stained glass” or Adam and Eve

effects but by the simple green and yellow

bunting which has done duty in other years,

and from the ceiling is suspended no fanci

ful or softly glowing lamps, but good old

are lights, and hanging greenery.

The relationship of the Armory and the

Coliseum is more strongly apparent in the

gilded and imposing lamp standards topped

by “stained glass" globes; they are of the

same pattern. 'The lower walls of the Arm

ory also are hidden by the green with

black framework, the upper portion being

of yellow. which scheme of decoration also

is applied to the overlooking gallery.

Bravery of Show and Salesmen.

But whether viewed from the Coliseum.

or the Annex, or the Wilson Building. or

the Armory, the Chicago show is a brave

show and worthy of its many striking prede

cessors; and some of the men who dis

play their cars amid the splendor of these

trappings are brave men.

\Vhen one of them was asked to enumer

ate his models, he laid much stress on what

he styled “the ‘coop' over there." Wrink

ling the brow and following his indicating

finger served to make clear that at least in

some portions of this great country “coopH

is the equivalent of coupe.

REVIEWING THE CARS THAT ARE DISPLAYED UNDER CHICAGO'S “STAINED GLASS" ROOF

Of the 22 brands of cars that were sched

uled to make their initial appearance of the

year, only one failed to “come to the line,"

so to Speak. The missing one is the Dia

mond T, and its failure to appear, it is ex

plained, is due to the fact that its producers

are concerning themselves more directly

with the manufacture of commercial vehi

cles. As was to be expected, in view of the

revelations of the New York show and the

unmistakable trend of the trade, much of

the newness apparent in the 10 gasolene

cars that make up half the list of “those not

shown in New York" is of the kind that best

can be spelled with the letters S I X E 5. Of

those 10 lines, no less than five contain

new “sixes,” and as two of the other five

always have been "sixes" and nothing else,

it may be appreciated that the Chicago show

is just a little bit more a show of “sixes”

than was the New York show, for with very

few exceptions all of the six-cylinder cars

that appeared in New York appear also in

Chicago.

As a matter of cold fact, very nearly all

the cars of either variety—“four” or "six"—

that appeared in New York appear also in

Chicago. and either by design or chance

they occupy very nearly the same spaces in

the Coliseum and the Annex and the base

'1‘.

ment that they occupied at the last Chicago

show.

Directly in the center of the Coliseum,

the Peerless stand is rendered more at

tractive by the presence of the striking

double limousine finished inside in rich

brown and gold and set off with yellow

dome lights, that served to draw the eyes

of those who visited the New York show.

Also there is a white Peerless chassis that

was not exhibited in New York and, though

one of the principal reasons for its pres

ence is to make plain the Gray & Davis

electric lighting and engine starting system

with which all Peerless cars are equipped,

it also illustrates the many individualitics

of Peerless construction that serve to dis

tinguish the line.

Familiar Names in Central Spaces.

Almost in the center of the Coliseum, and

occupying the very same location as last

year, are the Stoddard—Daytons, than which

none excites more curiosity than the big

six-cylinder Knight engine mounted in a

luxurious appearing touring car finished in

somber tones. And, of course, no show

would be complete without the Stearns—

Knight cars. and this exhibit, too, has been

transplanted in toto. Among the other

exhibits that “maved West" with scarcely

a change there is the Packard, which is

complete even to the inclusion of the “cab‘

ette"; the White, with its big double limou

sine and a new four-cylinder touring w

finished in a delicate shade of green; ti"

Premier, which is none the less attractive

by reason of the absence of the “Killarnel'

colcen cabriolet"; the Pierce-Ariow, with

its impressive-appearing arched door limou

sines; the underslung Americans, including

the new “six” that scored a “hit” on the oc

casion of its unexpected appearance at ll"

New York show; Columbia-Knights, @

eluding a new one all finished in a peculiar

shade of blue; the sleek—looking Fiats; the

Speedwell, with its six-cylinder Mead t‘fl'

ginc; the Stevens-Duryea line, with 115

curved cowls suggestive of more than 0"

dinarily careful thought in “blending”; (hf

Knox and the Oakland cars, with the"

pointed radiators; the Hupmobiles, includ'

ing the eye-catching “square” coupe “'"h

its dome ventilator in the roof; the 0V6"

land and all the other well-knowns 3"

there, and not a few of the exhibits ha"

been “livened up” by the addition Qf can

of brighter hue or different form.

At the Locomobile stand, for inii

there is both the double limousine finisth

aflCG
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in red and gold and the other finished in

gray and silver that were shown in New

York and. in addition, there is another car

scarcely less pleasing in appearance. It

is a touring car finished in gray with a broad

band of pink at the top of the body line and

wheels trimmed with .the same shade of

pink. Almost next to it, and flanking the

"pin-wheeled" car that proved such an able

demonstration of the air-cooling principle

at the New York show, there is a yellow

and black Franklin touring car, the color

ing of which is well set off by the slanting

hood and the straight-line body. A little
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Where bright colors fail to hold attention,

there are the moving exhibits—the silently

starting engines, and some that do not start

quite so silently, the “working” engines

and the chassis that "run" under the gentle

persuasion of electric motors. Also there is

a lecturer, or, rather, two lecturers, who

discourse the whys and the wherefores of

Rambler cars to a crowd that does not even

stop wondering after the most careful ex

planations.

Hudson—the cranks

The “internal economy" of the

haft with the camshaft

right back through the gearset to the rear

axle—is polished and working as smoothly

2|

offer. Among all the “sixes” that make their

initial appearance, there is only one real

surprise, and that the Colby.

knew. for instance, or ought to h

that there would be new Staver. Midland.

Crow and McIntyre "sixes," for the in

formation was conveyed in Motor \Vorld's

great Before Shows Issue, w

three weeks before the New York show

opened its doors. Consequently, there is

nothing new in the mere knowledge that

these new "sixes" really have appeared,

though there is not a little that is new in

the cars themselves.

Every one

ave known.

hich appeared

()YE OF THE ARMURY AISLES 1X WHICH ELEt‘TRlC CARS HOLD FL'LL S\\A\

further along, a clever gray Garford road

St‘iri’nflks a baleful single "eye," the rays

of Whichglint on the polished side of still

annther Garford not seen by New York

“‘5‘?! browri creation upholstered in cloth

“mad 0f in leather. Color is a great deal

“W rampam than it was at the New York

Show! and Wherever the eye may light it is

“early 511W to encounter "something lighter

“4 Sflmcthing brighter"-here a yellow

band‘d brown Pope-Hartford, there a

criam‘wlm’ttl Kissél roadster, a red Cole

"5m" 3 still brighter red Glide roadster,

“dark green and gold Winton roadster. and

aim“ “Y number of others, including the

20M and white Krit that appeared in New

“fk and the nut altogether inappropriately

White White.

as it was in New York; the Reo engine is

started with the aid of its “self-starter." as

the talkative salesman calls it, as much as

it ever was; Cartercar wheels whirl in the

Annex when the silently rotating disks of

its friction transmission are broughtnto

gethcr; the Chalmers “factory exhibit is

there complete, even to the “factorylman

in overalls and a jumper; and over 111 the

Armory, Great \Yestern parts are shown on

a revolving table that revolves so fast that

no one can keep pace with a smgle part

long enough to examine it carefully.

Surprise in the “Sixes” That Appear.

But to get back to what is new in the

show~what is new to those who already

have seen what the New York show had to

  

 

[n the new Colby "six." which. by the

way, lists at $2,500 and is completely

equipped at the price. there is apparent a

studied attempt to produce an harmonious

whole in which no single fixture or feature

obtrurles itself too suggestively. The lines

of the body are well blended and the man

ner in which the windshield is attached to

the deep skuttle (lash is only one little in

dication of the careful manner in which the

plans have been laid down. The windshield

is made an integral part of the cowl; there

is no filler board and there are no rods,

struts or straps to obstruct the vision of the

driver or the passage of his body. As for

the essentials of the car. they reflect no

less careful thought in selection. The motor

forms the principal portion of a three-point

s 4.1:].
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supported unit power plant, which, as

should be the case, includes also the electric

lighting and engine starting equipment;

bore and stroke are 4% x 5y, respectively.

For the rest of the car, suffice it to say that

such standard products as Timken axles and

Gemmer steering gear and other equally

well-known parts enter into its make-up;

the wheelbase is 135 inches.

New "Fours" That Swell the Ranks.

Carrying the same construction to its

logical conclusion, which means through the

rest of the line, two brand new "fours"

which also make their initial appearance,

make up in a measure for the absence of the

underslung Colby, which appeared first at

the last Chicago show. Of these two, the

smaller is essentially a duplicate. of the

"six" with two cylinders left off and a

Thurber rotary air starter in the place of

the electric starter; the larger has a 4% x
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SIDE VIEW OF NEWEST COLBY FOUR-CYLlXDER MODEL

their- cylinder dimensions reveals that the

Staver measures 4 x 6, leaving plenty of

room for the development of the 70 horse

power at which it is rated; the McFarlan

dimensions are the same, and the McIntyre

motor measures 3% x 4%. thus more prop

 

 

   

 

AUSTIN MODEL “77"

5% motor and all have their steering gears

at the right side with the gear shift and

emergency brake levers placed in the center

of the footboard.

Increasing Popularity of Block Casting.

Apparently, the popularity of block cast

ing for "sixes" grows apace, for of the four

other new -“sixes" both the Staver and the

McIntyre have block-cast motors, while the

McFarlan, which is not new, though it is

almost new because it has a new motor,

appears for the first time with all of its

six cylinders in a single compact casting.

Thus is rigidity obtained, efficient cooling

ensured and a multitude of disadvantages

inherent in singly cast cylinders overcome;

not the least of which is the difficulty of ob

tainingr and maintaining perfect alignment

under possible frame weaving and gener

ally bad road conditions. Another feature

of construction which' is common to all

three motors is that in each the intake and

exhaust valves are located on opposite sides

of the cylinders, thus lending greater em

phasis to the accomplishment of a method

of construction which not so very long ago

was viewed as practically impossible.

Comparing these three motors as regards

WHICH HAS LONGEST STROKE MOTOR

erly being in the “little six" class; it is

rated at 40 horsepower. Except that these

three motors are all “sixes,” they have very

little else in common; each has its own

individualities.

Thus. for instance, the Stavcr motor is an

exceptionally clean appearing casting with

the manifolds integral and the carburetter

carried at the end of a very short intake

pipe of liberal dimensions. Another of its

peculiarities is the manner in which the

lighting generator, which is a Berdon in

strument, is driven. Instead of being driven

from a straight-through shaft. as is the

usual manner, or by chain, it is driven by

internal gearing cut on the inside periphery,

if such it may be termed, of the pulley from

which the cooling fan is driven; the ar

rangement is shown by the accompanying

sketch.

Variety in Generator Mountings.

in the McFarlan motor, on the other

hand, the lighting generator. which forms

part of a Vesta system, is mounted nearer

to the flywheel and is driven from the pump

and magneto shaft in the orthodox manner.

This motor also is noticeably “clean” in ap

pearance and, despite its equipment, of

lighting generator and a four-cylinder air

compressor, there is plenty of room to get

at the valves and to make necessary adjust

ments. The method of driving the air pump.

by the way, has been changed slightly, and

that handy device now is driven from tilt

timing gear train by means of a short shaft

and a positive clutch instead of through

gearing. The pump serves also to supply

compressed air for the starter. which con

sists essentially of a rotary distributing

valve which admits the air to the cylinders

in the proper firing order until they take up

their own cycle of operations.

First glance at the McIntyre power Flam

reveals a rugged-appearing motor set eX'

 

 

  

 

 

MIDLAND "SIX" ROADSTER \VHICH SELLS Fl )R $2,335
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ceptionally low in the frame—so low, in

fact, as to suggest that in obtaining the sta

bility which the construction permits road

clearance must have been sacrificed. But

such is not the case; in fact, the road clear

ance is even greater than it is in the avearge

car, the lower extremity of the flywheel,

which is the lowest point, being nearly a

foot from the road surface. Despite this

fact, however, the center of gravity of the

car is low, the bulk of the weight being

practically in the same plane as, or lower

than, the center of the wheels. That the

motor itself is distinguished by the latest

engineering practice is revealed by the fact

that the camshafts are driven by “silent”

chain. The lighting and starting equipment

is from the shops of the Vt/estinghonse com—

pany.

Short Center Control Levers Increasing.

To get a little further back and examine

the cars that mount these motors, all three

have well proportioned bodies in which

deep skuttles are prominent. In the McIn

tyre, the skuttle is so deep that it has been

made to do duty in carrying the gasolene

tank, which is filled from the outside in

approved fashion through a large opening.

Incidentally, and also reflecting modern

practice, the windshield is not an accessory

either in appearance or fact. It is supplied

with the car and is cleverly built in place

and supported by short struts forward to

the dash proper. The upholstery is deep

and the seats wide and no hindrance to the

entrance and exit of the driver is offered

by the single short control lever placed in

the center of the footboard; the car is

driven from the right side.

The same short levers placed in the cen

ter of the footboard also are a feature of

the Staver “six,” only there are two of

them—one for the gear shift and one for the

fmel'gency brake—as against the one used

In the McIntyre. Also, as becomes the

larger motor, the Staver car is larger all

over~it is a much heavier and roomier car,

35 might be expected from its higher price.

One of its little “kinks” that ought to relieve

“have while at the same time improving

aPprarance is the manner in which the up

h°lsmy is carried clear along the tops of

the doors to form an effctual "buffer" for

thoughIlQSSIy wielded elbows.

Radius Rod Elimination Continues.

A5 for the other cars in the Staver line,

they rellect in an unmistakable manner the

general ‘endency toward the elimination of

as many parts as Possible, the particular

Parts that have been eliminated being the

“mus rods, which feature is held in com

:Zln]? a great many other cars in which

‘ .p my has been made a fetish. The

iprmgs take the Place of the radius rods in

all the Stavcrs; they are firmly shackled

at the/forward end to permit of rigidity of

drive. Another noteworthy feature of the

rear springs, which are of the three-quarter

elliptic variety, is the manner in which a

few of the top leaves have been extended

past the spring bracket to act as a stop for

the rubber buffer mounted on the axle. The

idea is not new, of course, though it is new

for the Stavcrs. By way of supplying the

n‘n

generally prevalent demand, both the srx

  

 

STAVER DYNAMO DRIVE

and the smaller of the two "fours" have

their steering wheels placed at the left side

for the first time. Both of these models

are equipped with Esterline electric light—

ing and starting equipment, and cm the

larger “four,’ which is rated at 55 horse

power, the option is given of either air or

electric starting apparatus.

  

STAVER SPRING AND BUMPER

The McFarlans, of course, always have

been equipped with air starters, though, as

already has been mentioned, the method of

driving the air pump has been much im

pr0ved, the net result of the new arrange

ment being greater quiet and a more posi

tive drive. Also, there has been added a

Vesta electric lighting system and the rest

of the equipment has been increased simul

taneously with a change from semi-floating

to full-floating rear axles and from an

under-the-seat gasolcne tank to one located

in proximity to the rear axle, from which

the fuel is fed under pressure to the car

buretter. All of these improvements are

features of the one new model that has

been added—the one that mounts a 4 x 6

motor—and apply also to the older cars.

Both of the other new "sixes" that make

their initial appearance, or, rather, all three

of them-the Midland and the two Crows—

also have T-head motors, though they dif

fer in that the Midland cylinders are cast

in threes, or. as the salesman says, in

“trays,” and the Crow engines have their

cylinders in pairs. The dimensions differ, of

course, the Midland motor measuring 4 x 5

and the two Crows measuring 3% x 5 and

4%; x 57, respectively, a “little six" and a

“big six."

Enlargement of Brakes a Feature.

From the side, and barring the homogene

.ousness of the whole car, if such it may

be termed, the most conspicuous feature of

the new Midland is its exceptionally large

brakes; two sets are provided, of course,

internal expanding and external contracting,

and the drums are no less than 16 inches in

diameter and 2% inches wide: they are

lined with Raybestos. Naturally, the body

is a straight-line creation with a deep cowl,

affording the maximum of protection to the

driver without unduly obstructing the for

ward compartment. The specifications of

the car include a multiple disk clutch, three

speed selectively operated gearset with the

control levers in the center of the footboard

and the steering wheel at the left. and full

fioating rear axle; the wheelbase is 135%

inches.

Price Revision Despite More Equipment.

Featuring the same type of integral wind

shield that is conspicuous on even more

Western cars than it was on the products

from more Easterly factories that were ex

hibited in New York, the Midland "four,"

which has as one of its distinguishing marks

an unusual type of three-point motor sus

pension—it is common to the “six” as well-—

has suffered several important changes since

last it was exhibited, and not the least im

portant of them is the fact that the price

has been revised and now is $1,685 instead

of $2,100. And this despite the fact that

the equipment has been materially increased

and now includes a Gray & Davis electric

lighting and engine starting system. Bodies

also have been revised, the single example

of Midland four-cylinder construction re

vealing an uncommonly "clean-looking”

body with an overhanging skuttle formed

integral with the front body panels. The

car is larger throughout than it has been

in the past, the wheelbase having been in

creased from 115 to 122 inches, and the

control has been shifted from the right side

to the left side, with the lovers in the cen

ter. Reflecting the liberality of the manu

facturers in the matter of equipment, either

leather upholstery or “Moto-Kloth" up

holstery may be had at the option of the

purchaser, the car on exhibit revealing that
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the latter is an uncommonly soft material,

like whipcord, which does not suggest either

by appearance or feel that it is thoroughly

waterproof and wear-resisting to a degree

not even surpassed by leather.

Crow Adopts Center Control.

Leather upholstery only is used in the

Crows, and though the method of control

employed is like that employed in the Mid

land in that the levers are placed in the

center of the footboard, the steering wheel

is at the right instead of the left and the

gear shifting arrangement is distinctive by

reason of the fact that no lateral movement

of the lever is necessary. The gate change,.

instead of being horizontal, is vertical, a

simple forward and back movement sufiic

ing to engage any of the three forward

speeds or reverse—selectively, of course.

Though the arrangement is not new and

has been used on Crow cars for some time,

this is the first time the levers have been

placed in the center of the footboard, and,

as a matter of fact, that is practically the

only alteration in construction that has been

made during the past twelvemonth by the

Crow manufacturers.

Naturally, the two “sixes” arc the center

of attraction, for they are new all the way

through, though there is nothing radical in

their make-up. The smaller of the two has

its motor hung very low in the frame, thus

permitting low center of gravity and a prac

tically straight~line drive when the car car

ries its full complement of passengers, and

both are equipped with electric lighting and

engine starting systems. The larger car

is a roomy seven-passenger touring model

and the smaller one is only slightly less

roomy, though it provides accommodations

for only five passengers; wheelbases are

122 inches for the smaller and 137 inches for

the other. In common with all the other

cars in the Crow line, the new "sixes" are

finished throughout in nickel plate and fully

equipped.

Two-Speed Differential in Austin.

Of the other "sixes" unrevealed by the

New York show, there is only one—the

Austin—and it is the same car that appeared

last year and the year before that, except

that a few purely minor improvements have

been made qpite as a matter of course. Thus,

for instance, the air compressor for tire in

flating and to operate the starting gear now

is located on the gearset instead of on the

engine base, the valves have been enclosed

and substantial bearings have been added at

the forward ends of the camshafts. Other

wise it is the same Austin it always has

been, with its valve pockets cast catacor—

nered in order to provide room for the

throw of a crankshaft which reveals one of

the longest stroke motors in the show—

seven inches—and its familiar tan and white

body.

Nevertheless, the Austin exhibit, despite

its familiar features, still harbors one of the

few real novelties of the show, apparent in

a brand new two-speed difie'rential mech

anism with which all Austins eventually

will be equipped. For the present, however,

it will be supplied only on demand, and at

a slight additional cost. In its material

aspects, the Austin two-speed axle, as it is

styled, is much like the Evans and the

Lancia and one or two others that have

appeared within the past year or two and in

which there are two bevel gears and two

bevel pinions. thus permitting two rear

ratios on final drive. It differs, however, in

the method of engaging the gears, the ar

 
  

the Pratt and the Great Western—it is diffi

cult to determine which attracts the most,

the Glide for its simple and substantial con

struction, the Pratt for its new 50~horse

power model or the Great \Vestern for the

big slice cut off its price, in spite of a whole

lot of real improvement. The three have

very little in common except that they are

all completely equipped. The Pratt is new

throughout, and though it contains all the

previous Pratt features it also incorporates

a number of departures from former con

struction, and both the Glide and the Great

Western have been improved in a number

of ways that have altered their construc

tions and their appearances not a little.

Both of the latter two, for instance, have

longer wheelbascs than they have had in the

 

 

AUSTIN T\\'O~SPEED

rangcment being made plain by the accom

panying illustration.

Eight Forward Speeds Possible.

For the lower gear ratio. the outer bevel

wheel ring, which is positively connected

to the driving axles—through the differen

tial mechanism, of course—and is mesth

with its pinion, is driven by connecting the

pinion to the drive shaft through a positive

dog clutch. The other bevel gear, which is

enmeshed with the other pinion, which, in

turn, is positively connected to the driving

shaft, then rotates idly. For high gear

ratio, the remaining bevel gear ring is con

nected to the driving axles through the in

termediary of a dog clutch, the arrange

ment of the shifting lever being such that a

push engages high gear and a pull engages

low speed, or vice rer.-a. depending upon

the method of “hook-up." Consequently,

combining the two-speed rear axle with the

orthodox type of three- or four-speed gear

set results in the realization of either six or

eight forward speeds and two speeds re

verse.

Of the three four-cylinder cars that make

their first appearance of the year—the Glide,

AXLE SHOWING CLUTCHING MECHANISM

past—both have been “stretched out” four

inches. Also, both of them have more

powerful motors. The adoption of an L

head motor for the Great Western, and its

support at three points on the main frame

mark significant changes from previous con

struction in which an overhead valve motor

mounted on a sub-frame was used. In order

to compensate for the mature of power

claimed to have been lost by the change in

the location of the valves, the stroke has

been increased from five inches to 5%

inches, the bore remaining the same at 4,'i

inches. in the Glide the increase in Power

is represented by an increase in cylinder

dimensions from 4% X 5 to 4%; x 5%, thus

placing the motor more properly in the long

stroke class; it is rated at 38-42 horse

power and the Great Western. of course, is

a “40.” as it always has been.

Glide and Great Western Changes

Another important change in the Great

Western is the adoption of a full-floating

rear axle in place of the semi-floating “1“

that has done duty in the past. The Glide

rear axle always has been floating, and

there has been no change in it. though a
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new type of pressed steel housing has been

adopted by way of increasing the factor of

safety and permitting a greater degree of

accessibility. Incidentally. to both the Glide

  

COLBY INTEGRAL WINDSHIELD

and the Great Western there has been

added complete electric lighting equipment.

Ward Leonard apparatus finding a place on

the former and the Remy system being

used on the latter. At slight additional

cost, an electric starter is added to the Great

Western. and the Glide already is equipped

with an acetylene starter, chosen because of

its simplicity.

Regarding body styles, there is not much

PROGRESS

1n the realm of the electrics, by far the

most important development of the year,

as revealed by the 11 brands of cars on view,

is the widespread adoption of the direct

shaft drive without the use of intermediate

gears or chains. There is also apparent a

tendency toward the use of larger, slower

running motors to take the place of the

small high'speed machines that have been
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BAKER MOTOR SUPPORT

used in the past. Of all the 11 makes of

“cums on view, no less than five of then

a‘n’t‘iangly- Century, Ohio, Baker. \Voods,

chan emf—exhibit more or less radical

motogrs :1“ the “method of supporting the

[and mad“ hOf dflvmg; two others, the Bor

and Slowt e \Vavcrley, have slightly larger

had in ther running motors than they have

C Past. and the other three that are

that can be said, for neither departs radic

ally from the standard and accepted prac

tice. In both, the upholstery is deep and

the seats are wide—particularly wide in the

case of the Great Western. The Glide is

steered and controlled from the left side.

the levers being in the center for the first

time, and as heretofore the Great \IVestern

has its steering wheel at the right. In the

Glide there is a clever interpretation of the

integral windshield idea so prevalent else

where. The shield is mounted directly on

the cowl, to which it is shaped, without the

use of a filler board, the glass itself being

cut away to fit the curve of the dash; it is

bound around with nickel plated metal, of

course. The struts are very short and lead

back to the dash in a manner that leaves

the doors perfectly clear. There are two

chassis in the Glide line, the “38-42” and a

“45,” which remains substantially the same,

and as usual there is only one in the Great

\Vestern line.

The Pratt "50" is a new car throughout

and. as becomes a new car, it is equipped

with Gray & Davis electric lighting and en

gine starting apparatus. In adopting three

point support for the power plant which

carries its dry plate multiple disk clutch

and three-speed selective gearset in a unit,

a slightly different method than is usual has

been employed. In the older Pratt cars.

the third point of support is in the rear, but

in the new one it is at the front. The for

ward pivot is cradled in a bearing on a

transverse webbed arm bearing at either

  

  

PRATT MOTOR SUSPENSION

side on the main frame, the arrangement

being best made plain with the aid of the

accompanying sketch. The bore and stroke

of the motor are 4% x 5% inches. Eleven

inch upholstery and plenty of room help to

make the bodies comfortable, and every

where the construction is orthodox, even to

the placing of the steering gear at the right

side with the gear shift and emergency

brake levers inside the body.

REVEALED BY A STUDY OF THE ELECTRIC CARS

familiar to show goers, and those who are

not show goers, alike, the Argo, the Ranch

& Lang and the Detroit, remain substantial

ly the same as far as their motors and the

method of suspension is concerned, though

each gives evidence of careful refinement.

The Chicago electric, of course, is a brand

new product that appears for the first time,

and it, too, reflects the present tendency, for

it is driven by a shaft without gearing other

than that used in the differential.

Despite the preponderance of the direct

shaft drive, however, no less than eight of

the 1] makes exhibited being so constructed

——counting the \Vaverley, which is shaft

driven by a transverse shaft through her

ringbone gears, it is nine—no two of the

cars are exactly alike, and altogether there

is a great deal of variety in the method of

supporting the motors and in transmitting

the drive.

Examining first the five brands of cars in

which the most conspicuous alterations in

motor support and drive have been made—

the Century, Ohio, \Noods, Broc, and Baker

——the Century motor has been moved fur

ther forward, though the method of drive

remains the same, bringing it squarely in

the center of the chassis instead of nearer

to the rear axle, where it always has been.

The arrangement, of course, permits a bet

ter distribution of weight, which has been

further helped by splitting the batteries

more nearly in halves. The Century, by the

way, is one of the two cars on view in

which the frame is supported beneath the

axles. Also, since platform springs were

eliminated by \Voods engineers. the Cen

tury is the only one which retains them.

Another new feature of the Century is the

use of an improved type of \Vestinghouse

  

WOODS MOTOR SUSPENSION

controller in which a separate and distinct

upward movement of the lever is necessary

to reverse the car, thus obviating the possi

bility of inadvertently overloading the

motor by reversing it with the car going

forward.

Both the Ohio and the Baker motor sus

pensions arc radical departures from any

thing that has come from either factory in
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the past. In the Ohio, the motor, which is

of the slow-speed type, is bolted directly to

a torsion tube, thus making of these two

parts a rigid unit with the rear axle. The

torsion tube is spread out fan-wise at its

forward end to form a substantial yoke

which attaches to the motor frame at the

top and the bottom, a center universal bear

ing—not a universal joint, for there are

none in the whole construction—being

placed on the cross frame member and car

rying the weight of the motor. Thus the

construction is rigid, it ensures positive

alignment of the parts under all conditions.

and at the same time permits a degree of

flexibility to offset possible frame weaving.

Another important alteration, or, rather,

addition, is embraced in the adeption of a

new magnetic brake which operates to slow

the speed of the motor and thus the car.

It is actuated by means of a small button

mounted on the small circular knob which

controls the magnetic switches for altering

the car speed. Incidentally, the Ohio model

brought out last year, in which double con

trol sets were provided has proven so popu

lar in the interim that several new models,

all with complete duplicate control ‘mech

anisms, have been developed.

Variety Apparent in Motor Mountings.

Though the Baker is shaft driven, the

method of mounting the motor is quite dif

ferent from that employed in the Ohio. The

motor is direct connected to the propeller

shaft in much the same way, and also is di

rect connected, so to speak, to the torsion

tube, but the method of hanging the for

ward end of the motor is entirely different.

Instead of being carried at the end of the

propeller shaft and at the opposite side of

the cross frame member which supports it,

the shaft is shorter and the motor is hung

to the cross frame member by means of a

large ball and socket joint leather covered

to exclude dust and dirt. Strut rods from

the rear axle to small extensions at the mo

tor end of the torsion tube effectually pre

vent any alteration in the proper relation

ship of the rear axle and the motor with its

propeller shaft. Instead of being located

at the forward end, as it is in the smaller

Baker electrics, the first speed reduction by

Renold “silent” chain is contained in a unit

housing with the rear axle.

Forward Drive Cars Increase in Number.

Regarding Baker bodies, there is much

that is new, though none attracts more at

tention than the coupe which is styled type

VA. It is one of the few real coupes in

which all the passengers face forward,

which fact is made possible by the use of

front seats which swivel. The car is longer

and roomier than was its immediate prede—

cessor and is distinctive by reason of its

back, which suggests the limousine rather

than the coupe; either lever or wheel steer

is optional, and the top is so designed and

constructed that water never is shed down

 

 

 
  

 

OIIlO ELECTRIC CHASSIS

the sides of the car. The broughams, too,

also exhibit the characteristic “limousine

back" and incorporate a number of new

features calculated to increase comfort.
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CHICAGO ELECTRIC CHASSIS

Though the suspension of the \Voods

motor has been altered considerably, that

change is not the most conspicuous one

that has been made. The most significant

change to be found in the elimination of

the platform front springs that have served

to distinguish W'oods cars in the years gone

by and the substitution of 7A elliptic mem

bers in their place. In altering the motor

suspension, the engineers have swivelled

the motor at the top and the bottom as well

as the sides, thus permitting a greater de

gree of flexibility than was possible in the

past, the arrangement being shown by the

accompanying sketch. Simultaneously, the

brakes have been equalized and made more

powerful, a deeper drop has been put in the

frame, the wiring has been enclosed in cir

cular loom, the controller has been placed

on the body instead of on the chassis, and

the steering mechanism has been placed

above and behind the axle, the better to pro

tect it.

Drive Chains Eliminated by Many.

The Broc is another brand in which the

method of transmitting power from the

motor to the rear axle has been thoroughly

revised, and in the revision the “silent”

chain reduction that has been used in the

past has “gone by the board," so to speak.

In its place, there is a set of double reduc

tion spur and bevel gears enclosed in the

rear axle housing and the motor is direct

connected to the forward end of the pro

peller shaft. Thus, though the chain re

duction has been eliminated, the new ar

rangement permits the retention of the high

speed light motor which always has been a

feature of Broc cars. The cars themselves

are quite a little bit larger than their prede

cessors—the four~passenger car, for in

stance, now accommodates five persons

with ease—and to “fit in” with the length

ened wheelbases the wheels have been in

creased in size. Which, of course, is as

good as saying that better stability and bet

ter riding qualities have been obtained by

the change. Either wheel or lever steering

is optional, as it always has been, and a

new model in which all the passengers face

forward has been added to the line. The

Broc controller, in which forward move

ment starts the car and a pull back applies

the brakes, is retained as a matter of course.

though the arrangement has been improved

by the addition of a locking device in the

form of a small plunger, which effectually

prevents the use of the car without the

knowledge of the owner—provided he, only,

has the key to the Yale lock.

Tendency Toward Larger Motors.

Of the other five electrics, not including

the Chicago, which is new throughout, both

the Borland and the Waverley have motors

that are slightly larger than those that have

been used in the past—the Borland is more

than 10 per cent. larger and operates at a

correspondingly lower speed. In the W3'

verley both the motor and the axles have

been made heavier the better to withstand
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the strain of unwitting abuse and also to

increase the general etiiciency of the. vehi-.

cles. Batteries of greater capacity are used

in both, quite as a matter of course. About

the only other change that has been made in

the “Mverley is embraced in the addition

of a set of emergency brakes on rear wheel

drums and the adoption of a new type of

semi-irreversible steering gear, which is cal

culated to minimize the amount of road

shock transmitted to the driver.

In the Borland, a ball thrust joint has

been placed in the torsion tube and a well

studicd attempt to reduce the annoyance of

incipient rattles is apparent in the use of

"anti-rattlers," or small coil springs, in all

the brake parts. Incidentally, an adjust

ment for taking up wear in the “silent”

arrangement~and no one

any one else.

interferes with

Of the other three electrics, the Detroit,

the Rauch & Lang and the Argo, none is

marked by radical changes in mechanical

construction, though each has minor refine—

ments in chassis and in body work. Among

the new bodies. the Detroit cars loom large

as truly distinctive creations; they are

among the few really “clear vision" vehi~

cles exhibited, for the driver is afforded a

clear vision not only ahead of him but to

the rear as well. Detroit electrics, by the

way. always have been shaft driven cars—

chainless shaft driven cars, to be explicit“

for the power is transmitted from the motor

to the rear axle through the intermediary

of nothing more complicated than a per

bodies and seating arrangements so that

there can be no quibble about the “fit” of

the expression. W'hich is to say, there is

nothing in front of the driver to obstruct

his vision any more than there is anything

beside him or behind him to prevent a clear

vision of the road; doors and window

sashes have been so placed that they do not

come in the line of vision, and by replacing

the rear opaque body corners with curved

glass windows, which, incidentally, material

ly enhance the appearance of the bodies, the

driver is afforded a view to the rear also,

without the necessity for straining to peer

through a small center window.

All of which is made plain in all of the

vehicles on view. one finished in a lavish

manner in blue silk whipcord and another 

     

 

TWO OF THE NEWER TYPE FORWARD DRIVE ELECTRIC BROUGIIAMS—BROC AND WOODS

chain reduction has been provided. as has

an outside adjustment tor the rear wheel

brakes. At the same time, aninterlock be

tween the brake pedal and the controller

has been added, the effect of which is to

llh‘ttw off the current automatically imme

d‘ain)’ the brake is applied, and to prevent

the effective use of the controller until the

brake has been released. The wheelbase of

the standard chassis has been increased

1mm 93 to 96 inches, and no less than six

{WW models, ranging form a coupe to a

mil-sized limousine with outside seats for

me driver and a “flunkey,” have been added.

IImprovement in Seating Arrangements.

‘hiusssjy stylmtlw only real novelty that

. _ 'reveals IS a Waverley bro

‘r‘ax‘etrtot au‘brougham. it is a limousine, or.

and {I}: lmousme four," as it is styled.

dficidcdla‘rangement of the seats is most

Y unusual. To crib a military term.

22":h‘zzigaitl seats are arranged “in eche

sfigmyfunhles £0 say, the center seat is

“me is p“:an ack than the others. Thus.

a lime bk . room for three seats in only

more space than would be i:

‘tuired tor .

ml) two seats in the ordinary
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fectly plain and straight propeller shaft;

the shaft is enclosed in a torque tube rigidly

connected at the forward end to the motor

casing and at the rear end to the rear axle

housing. There is a single universal joint

between the motor shaft and the pr0pellcr

shaft to allow for slight disalignment.

“Clear Vision" Idea Is Paramount.

In making use of the words “clear vision,"

Detroit engineers evidently have designed

   

 

 

WAVERLEY SEATS "IN ECHELON"

in gold silk whipcord, appealing particularly

to the weaker sex, which, to use a slangy

expression, always is “strong” for the luxu

rious and the beautiful. It is one of the in—

dividualities of all the cars in the Detroit

line that the driver's seat, instead of being

tucked away in a corner, is placed very

nearly in the center of the body, where

there is little likelihood of the driver being

mistaken for a “paid hand" and where he

is in a position to be prominent socially—at

least. while in the car.

Shaft Drive Popularity Increasing.

The Argo electric is another in which

mechanical alterations are few and far be

tween. though a number of body improve

ments, evident in several new models

brought out within the past year, have been

made. In its essential elements, the chas

sis remains the same, practically the only

alteration being an increase in the size of

the brake drums, which now measure 16

inches in diameter. The motor support and

the method of drive remain the same, the

motor being carried in a cradle on large

combined tubular radius and torsion rods

which unite in a hardened steel ball of large

so.
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diameter which, in turn. is supported by a

sPhtirical aluminum bronze socket. Drive

is direct by shaft to the rear axle, where a

double reduction spur and bevel gear is con

tained within the axle housing. Similarly,

the method of control remains the same, a

pedal serving to apply the power and also

the brakes. In one of the new models ex

hibited for the first time, the driver's seat,

placed forward, is a stationary chair, the

other front seat being arranged to swivel so

that the passenger may face in any direc

tion, including forward. The rear seat is

large and deeply upholstered, with plenty of

leg-room between it and the front ones.

The most noticeable change in the Ranch

& Lang electrics, paradoxically enough,

scarcely is noticeable at all; the brakes

have been made a little larger, the wheel

base of the standard chassis has been in

creased some 2% inches, and the chassis

has been lowered slightly to provide greater

stability and to facilitate entrance and exit.

On all of the models there has been added

a separate rain-vision windshield outside of

the regulation from glass panel, the effect

of which is to prevent collections of rain

on the inside glass obstructing the vision of

the driver and his passengers, for, quite as a

matter of course, all passengers face for

ward in the newer models. Two of the new

features which have been added include an

arrangement whereby the signal bell is

caused to ring if any attempt is made to

Summary of Cars

Abbott Motor Co., Detroit, Mich—Two

four-cylinder Abbott-Detroit touring cars

and one limousine; one chassis.

American Locomotive Co., Providence, R. I.

—-One six-cylinder Alco touring car; one

chassis.

American Motors Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Three American cars; one each four-cyl

inder roadster and touring; one six-cylin

der touring; one four-cylinder chassis.

Anderson Electric Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Four Detroit electric broughams.*

Argo Electric Vehicle Co., Saginaw, Mich.—

Three Argo electric cars; one roadster

and two broughams; one chassis.*

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind-

Three Auburn cars; two four-cylinder

touring and one six-cylinder touring; one

six-cylinder chassis.

Austin Automobile Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

—One Austin six-cylinder touring car; _

one chassis!

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio

—Four Baker electric brougliams; one

chassis.m

Bartholomew Co., Peoria, Ill.—Two four

cylinder Glide cars: one each touring

and roadster; one chassis?

MOTOR WORLD

apply the power while the brakes are set,

and an interconnection between the swivel

ing driver's seat and the control mechanism

which automatically shuts off the power the

instant the seat is turned in any direction

other than facing forward. As heretofore,

all batteries are accessible from the out

side. thus obviating the possibility of acid

damage to the upholstery and permitting
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OHIO MOTOR SUPPORT

the car to be locked while garaged and

undergoing repairs.

Strictly speaking, there is only one really

new electri-~ in the show, and that one is the

Chicago. which only a short time ago was

put upon the market by the Chicago Elec

tric Motor Car Co., of the Illinois city for

which it is named, and which makes its first

formal appearance. Taking their cue from

those eminent gasolene car engineers who

achieved an undoubted hit with the develop

ment of the arched door, Chicago electric

engineers have adopted the idea as their

which Constitute Part I

* Denotes not displayed in New York.

Bergdoll Motor Co., Louis 1., Philadelphia,

Pa.-Two four-cylinder Bergdoll touring

cars; one chassis.

Borland-Grannis Co.. Chicago, Ill.—Three

Borland-Grannis electric cars: one road—

ster and two coupes; one chassis!

Broc Electric Vehicle Co., Cleveland, 0.

Thrce Broc electric broughams.‘

Bufi‘alo Electric Vehicle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

—-Three Buffalo electric cars: one each

coupe, roadster and brougham.

Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich—Four four

cylinder Buick cars: three touring cars

and one roadster; one chassis.

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich—

Four four-cylinder Cadillac cars: two

touring and one each coupe and roadster;

one chassis.

Cartercar Co.. Pontiac. Mich—Four four

cylinder Cartercars: one each double li~

mousinc, coupe, touring and roadster; one

chassis.

Case, T. M. Co., J. I., Racine, \Vis.—Four

four'cylinder Case cars: two touring and

one each roadster and coupe; one chassis.

Century Electric Car Co., Detroit. \llich.

One Century electric eoupe.‘K

Chalmers Motor Co.. Detroit, Mich—Five
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own. thus marking the entry in the electric

ranks of a style which heretofore has been

used exclusively by the makers of spirit

propelled cars. Briefly, the arched door is

the most conspicuous point of difierence

between the Chicago electric bodies and

any others.

Mechanically, the car is standard through

out, though there are several individuali

ties that give evidence of careful thought

The motor, for instance, is solidly hung on

the main frame by means of four extending

arms and drives to the rear axle through the

intermediary of a straight propeller shaft

in which a pair of universal joints permit

of'the necessary flexibility. The brake, in

stead of being placed ahead of the motor,

which is usual, is placed behind it and di

rect on the propeller shaft, eliminating the

necessity for transmitting braking strains

through the armature shaft. By way of re

ducing upkeep expense to the minimum, the

chassis and the spring suspension have been

designed primarily to permit of the use of

cushion tires exclusively. Another distinc

tive feature is the use of a magnetic “blow

out" located over the controller fingers, the

object of which is to prevent the arcing

which nominally takes place and results in

burned contacts and poor transmission of

the current. As a coupe the car lists at

$2.800, equipped with 40 cells of ll-plate

Exide battery, and as a five-passenger

limousine. at $3.100.

of Chicago Show

Chalmers cars: two six-cylinder touring,

two four-cylinder touring, one four-cylin

der roadster.

Chicago Electric Motor Car Co., Chicago,

Ill—Two Chicago electric broughams;

one chassis.*

Church-Field Motor Co., Sibley, Mich.—

Two Church-Field electric cars: one each

coupe and roadster.

Cole Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Four Cole cars: two four-cylinder tour

ing and one roadster; one sift-cylinder

touring car; one six-cylinder chassis.

Colby Motor Co., Mason City, Ia.——TWO

four-cylinder Colby touring cars; one six

cylinder chassis.‘

Columbia Motor Car Co., Hartford, C011"--‘

Three four-cylinder Columbia~Knight

cars: two touring cars and one limouSifle

Columbus Buggy Co., Columbus, (Jr-"one

Firestone‘Columbus roadster.

Crow Motor Car Co., Elkhart, Ind—Three

Crow-Elkhart cars; two six-cylinder tour

ing cars and one four-cylinder touring

car.‘

Cutting Motor Car Co., Jackson. Mich.—

Two Cutting cars: one each touring and

roadster; one chassis.

J
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Davis Carriage Co., Geo. \V., Richmond,

Ind—Three four-cylinder Davis touring

cars.

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio—

Three Stoddard-Dayton cars: one six

cylinder Knight engine touring car and

two four-cylinder poppet valve engine

touring cars.

Edwards Motor Car Co., New York City,

.\'. Y.—One Edwards-Knight four-cylin

der touring car; one chassis.

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co., Elk

hart, Ind-One four-cylinder Pratt tour

ing car; one chassis.‘

MOTOR WORLD

touring cars and one six-cylinder touring

car; one four-cylinder chassis.

Henderson Motor Car Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Two four-cylinder Henderson cars:

one each touring car and roadster.

Herrcshofi Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Two Herreshofl‘ cars: one each four- and

six-cylinder touring cars.

Hudson Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Three Hudson cars: two four-cylinder

touring cars, one six-cylinder touring car;

one six—cylinder chassis.

Hupp Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich—Four

four-cylinder Hupmobiles: two touring

29

each touring. roadster and double limou

sine; one chassis.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, \Vis.—

Five four-cylinder Kissel ears: three tonr

ing and one each limousine and roadster;

one six-cylinder chassis.

Knox Automobile Co.l Springfield, Mass.—

-Three Knox cars: two six-cylinder tour

ing cars and one six-cylinder double

limousine.

Krit Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich—Two

four-cylinder Krit cars: one roadster and

one touring.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

 

 

  

 

 

PACKARD EXHIBIT IN COLISEL'M WITH A GLIMPSE OF THE PREMIER DISPLAY “JUST BEYOND"

F‘I'A' T" PoughkeeDSie, N. Y.-—Two six

cylmde" Fiat touring cars; one six-cylin

d" chassis.

Flanders
. Motor CO“ Detroit, Mich—Two

SlX-Qy]F inder Flanders touring tars

rgrgklm Mfg. C.o., H. H., Syracuse, N Y-‘_

W six-cylinder air-cooled Franklin

car; .a three touring cars and one roadster.

Gallon} CO" H

Yria. Ohi ' _ ' _
d" Garford 0——Three stx cylin

mom“ and 1:3; one each touring, li

Grm We er, ~0ne chassis.

hm 25:“ Alitomobile Co.. Peru. Ind.—

twotourinécfllnd" Great Western cars:

__ T5 and one sedan.‘

Haynes A .

hm I:mlnobile Co.. Kokomo, Ind.—

Rync _. .
5 ca“. two four-cylinder

cars and one each coupe and roadster;

one chassis.

Ideal Motor Car Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.—

One Stutz four-cylinder roadster; one six

cylinder chassis.

Imperial Automobile Co., jackson, Mich.—

()nc four-cylinder Imperial touring car.

Inter-State Automobile Co., Muncie, Ind.—

Two Inter—State cars: one each four- and

six-cylinder touring cars; one six-cylinder

chassis.

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Four Jackson cars: two four-cylinder

touring cars, one four-cylinder roadster

and one six-cylinder touring car.

Jeffery Co.. Thomas B.. Kenosha, Wis.—

Three four-cylinder Rambler cars: one

Conn.—-Three six-cylinder Locomobiles:

one each limousine, double limousine and

touring car; one chassis.

Lozier Motor Co., Detroit, Mich—Four six—

cylinder Lozier cars: three touring cars

and one limousine.

Marathon Motor “"orks, Nashville, Tenn.

—-Thrce four-cylinder Marathon cars; two

touring cars and one roadster.

Matheson Automobile Co., Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.—One Matheson six-cylinder touring

car; one chassis.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown,

N. Y.—-Two four-cylinder Maxwell tour

ing cars. “- C

McFarlan Motor Car Co.. Connersvillc, Ind.

A..JQ-_-v_45p

j-JHI
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-One six-cylinder McFarlan car; one

six-cylinder chassis)

McIntyre Co., W. H., Auburn, Ind.—-One

six-cylinder McIntyre touring car.‘

Mercer Automobile Co., Trenton, N. 1.—

Four four-cylinder Mercer cars: two each

touring and roadster; one chassis.

Metz Co., Waltham, Mass—Two four-cyl

inder Metz roadsters; one chassis.

Michigan Motor Car Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

-—One four-cylinder Michigan touring car

and chassis.

Midland Motor Car Co., Moline, Ill—Two

Midland cars: one each four- and six-cyl

inder touring cars.‘I

Mitchell-Lewis Motor Co., Racine, Wis.—

Thrce Mitchell cars: one each six-cylin

der roadster and touring, one four-cylin

der touring; one six-cylinder chassis.

Moline Automobile Co., East Moline, Ill.—

Two four-cylinder Moline cars: one each

touring and roadster.

Moon Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.—Three

four-cylinder Moon touring cars; one

chassis.

Motor Car Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Two four-cylinder Pathfinder cars: one

each touring and roadster; one chassis.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Four four-cylinder National cars:

two touring and one each limousine and

roadster; one chassis.

Nordyke & Marmon Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

—-Two Marmon cars: one each four- and

six-cylinder touring; one six-cylinder

chassis.

Norwalk Motor Car Co., Martinsburg, Va.—

Two six-cylinder Norwalk touring cars.

Ohio Electric Car Co., Toledo, Ohio—Three

Ohio electric broughams; one chassis.’

Oakland Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Four Oakland cars: two four-cylinder

touring cars and one coupe and one six

cWinder touring car.

Oltls Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.—-Four‘

Oldsmobiles: two each four- and six-cyl

inder touring cars.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

l’our six-cylinder Packard cars: two tour

Iflt’ and one each limousine and cabette.

Plugs-Detroit Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

*Five four-cylinder Paige-Detroit cars:

\wo each coupe and touring and one road

ster.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio——

Ijhr“ Six“Q'linder Peerless cars: one each

hmousine, double limousine and touring;

one chassis.

Pltrce~Arrow Motor Car Co., Bufialo, N. Y.

~Thr¢e six~cylinder Pierce-Arrow cars:

“‘0 limousines and one touring car; one

Chassis.

P0P: Mfg- Co., Hartford, Conn—Five

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

~Four six-cylinder Premier cars: two

touring and one each roadster and landau

let.

Pullman Motor Car Co., York, Pa.—Four

Pullman cars: two four-cylinder touring,

one four-cylinder roadster and one six

cylinder touring.

Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Four Ranch 81 Lang electric broughams.‘

 

CENSUS OF THE SHOW

Total Exhibitors . . . . . . . . . . .. 270

Exhibitors of Cars . . . . . . . .. 93

Exhibitors of Accessories. 177

GASOLENE CARS

Four Cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 134

Four Cylinders (sleeve valve) 6

Six Cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 81

Six Cylinders (sleeve valve). 2

Six Cylinders (rotary valve). 1

Total Gasolene Pleasure Cars 224

Touring Cars . . . . . . . . . .. 153

Roadsters . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36

Limousines . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13

Double Limousines . . . . .. 7

Coupes* 13

Landaulets . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

224

CHASSIS

Four Cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23

Six Cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

50

ELECTRIC CARS

Coupes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Runabouts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Broughams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30

42

Grand Total Cars and Chassis 316

*Includes Sedans.

  

 

R. C. H. Corp, Detroit, Mich—Three four

cylinder R. C. H. cars: one each roadster,

touring and coupe; one Hupp-Yeats elec

tric coupe.

Regal Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.-——Three

Regal cars: two touring cars and one

coupe; one chassis.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich—Three

four-cylinder Reo cars: one each touring

limousine and roadster; one chassis.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio—

Two six-cylinder Speedwell touring cars;

one six-cylinder Mead engine chassis.

POlNB-I’lartford cars: one each four-cylin- Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

der roadster, coupe and touring and one ' —-One four-cylinder Selden touring car;

Cr ' ' . , -“h S“(-Cylmder touring and limousrne. one chassis.

Standard Electric Car Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Two Standard Electrique coupes; one

chassis.

Staver Carriage Co., Chicago, Ill.——Three

Staver cars: two four-cylinder touring

and one six-cylinder touring; one four

cylinder chassis.*

Stearns Co., F. B., Cleveland, Ohio—Three

Stearns-Knight cars: one six—cylinder

touring and one each four-cylinder tour

ing and landaulet; one six-cylinder chas

sis. .

Stevens-Duryea Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

-—-Three six-cylinder Stevens-Duryea

cars: one limousine and two touring; one

chassis.

Studebaker Corp., Detroit, Mich.--Four

Studebaker cars: Two four-cylinder tour

ing and one sedan; one six-cylinder tour

ing; one four-cylinder chassis.

Velie Motor Vehicle Co., East Moline, Ill.—

Five four-cylinder Vclie cars: Four tour

ing cars and one roadster.

\Vaverley Co., Indianapolis,

W'averley electric broughams.‘

Westcott Motor Car Co., Richmond, Ind.—

Three Westcott cars: one each six—cylin

der roadster and touring, one four~cylin

der touring. ,

White Co., Cleveland, Ohio—Four \Vhite

cars: two six-cylinder touring; one six

cylinder double limousine; one four-cyl

inder touring.

\Villys-Overland Co., Toledo, Ohio—Four

four-cylinder Overland cars: three tour

ing cars and one roadster; one chassis.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Four six-cylinder Winton cars: two tour

ing cars and one each roadster and double

limousine.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Three \Voods electric broughams; one

chassis.‘

Ind—Four

Truck Guarantees in Book Form.

As a matter of convenience, the N. A. A.

M. has arranged to have its recently adopt

ed standard motor truck warranty litho

graphed and bound in board covers, after

the manner of bank check books, with stubs

to be filled in with truck numbers, dates.

and so on. The name of the company issu

ing the guarantee will be lithographed at

the head of the form. \Vith a view to en

couraging, the use of the standard war

ranty, which limits the guarantee period to

90 days, truck manufacturers who are not

members of the N. A. A. M. will be sup

plied with the books of forms. The price

charged will be only sufficient to cover the

cost of production and will be lower than

an individual company could obtain for

similar work. The form measures 12%

inches long, including the stub, and 7%

inches wide, and is lithographed in bank'

note green on heavy, durable paper.
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MANY NEW ACCESSORIES CROP OUT IN CHICAGO

Despite the Shortened List, Fair Assortment of Wares Not Previously Displayed Come to

Surface as Usual—Warner Gearset-Starter Appears Though Other Heralded

Devices Do Not-The Several Other Novelties Disclosed

In the realm of motor starters, but lit

tle that is new and nothing that is startling

turned up. The heralded combined lighting

and starting systems of the Vesta Accumu

lator Co. did not put in an appearance,

which is true also of‘the devices of the

Briggs Magneto Co. and the Gould Storage

Battery Co.

Warner Applies Starter to Gearset.

The promised starter of the Warner

Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio, is in evidence, how

ever, but, contrary to expectations, instead

of being a motor starter, it is in reality a

gearset incorporating the means of attach

ment of the starting unit of any of the well

known makes of electric starters now on the

market. In its simplest aspect, the \Varner

device consists of a separate gear case

formed as an integral part of the gearset

case and in which are housed reduction

gears and a ball clutch through which power

to spin the motor is transmitted to the

driving shaft. The starting motor, too, is

adequately protected from the ingress of

dirt or contact with articles calculated to

work harm by a housing on the lower part

of the gearset housing. The function of the

ball clutch is to provide a flexible drive and,

at the same time, to prevent injury to the

starting motor in case of a backfire.

Rotary Air Motor in Thurber Starter.

The Thurber starter, made by the Thur

ber Rotary Starter Co., Detroit, Mich., is

of the compressed air type, wherein air

is compressed by a four-cylinder Kellogg

pump driven from the motor and stored in a

pressed steel tank against future use in

starting the motor; the latter is accom

plished through the intermediary of a ro

tary air motor which attaches directly to

the motor crankshaft in place of the ortho

dox starting crank. The motor comprises a

cylindrical body mounted eccentric with a

casing in which it is free to rotate under the

influence of air pressure exerted on a series

of three vanes which radiate from it. The

vanes are made slidable and are pressed

against the walls of the casing by helical

springs so that they always follow the con

tour of the cylinder walls and do not permit

the leakage of the air. The air is admitted

under a pressure of 200 pounds to the

square inch at one end of the crescent

shaped chamber which is formed between

the casing walls and the wall of the cylin

drical rotor, and the pressure on the vane

causes the rotor to revolve and bring the

 

second and third vanes successively into

play; exhaust is accomplished through a

second port positioned at the other end of

the crescent-shaped chamber. Naturally the

rotor is attached to the crankshaft and

causes rotation of the latter; an automatic

clutch disengages the motor from the

  

WARNER GEARSET AND STARTER

crankshaft when the engine takes up its

cycle of operation.

Little Six in Continental Line.

At the exhibit of the well-known Con

tinental Motor Mfg. Co. of Detroit a brand

new “little six" cropped up. It is a Con

tinental motor through and through, which

leaves but little to be said. It is of the L

head type with enclosed valve mechanism,

pump circulation of the cooling medium and

force feed lubrication; bore and stroke are
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THURBER ROTARY AIR STARTER

3% and 5% inches, and it is rated nom

inally at 34 horsepower, although at 1,500

revolutions a minute, 48 horsepower is de

veloped. The motor is designed for three

point suspension and use in connection with

a unit power plant assembly and, by way of

increasing the scope of application, it can

‘ be supplied for any reasonable drop from

the supporting arms to the center of the

crankshaft. The crank case is so designed

as to permit the use of any make of engine

starter or magneto, and it may also be

stated that the motor is adaptable for use on

cars on which either left or right control

obtains. Where the transmission also is

supplied, the use of a three~ or four-speed

gearset is optional with the purchaser.

Steering Gear With Double Bearing.

Besides a full line of Buda motors, which

they exhibited as a matter of course, Bran

denburr,r 8: Co., Chicago, displayed for the

first time a line of Universal steering

gears, made in Racine, \Vis., by the Uni

versal Mfg. Co. Features of the gears

are the long, triple-thread worm made of

vanadium steel, case hardened; bearings are

ground and the worm is pressed on the

shaft over two flattened \Voodruli nickel

steel heat-treated keys, eliminating all

chance of its working loose. Provision is

made for taking up all play which is likely

to develop in the worm by an eccentric

bushing fitted to the bearing in the mallea

ble iron worm housing. The worm wheel

is treated in the same manner as the worm

and is ground to a fit with the worm. Both

the eccentric bearing and the plain bearing

in the housing are made of hard bronze and

accurately fitted. Frictional controls, with

levers of malleable iron and gears die cast.

are fitted.

Wire Wheel With Wood Felloe Band.

Of the very many wire wheels which have

made their appearance at the present shQWS

probably none is more interesting than the

one exhibited at the booth of T. J. Lindsay'

Indianapolis, Ind. However unheard of.

the Lindsay wheel is by no means a new

product, for Lindsay made his first wire

wheel way back in 1902, as is attested by t2)m

of the original wheels which is on exhibi

tion.

The Lindsay wheel is novel, not in the

mode of attachment to the axle. that is not

over-far removed from the orthodox, nor in

the mode of lacing, for the spokes corre

spond with the radii of the wheel, but in the

construction of the rim itself. The rim com

prises, first, a steel felloe band into which

the spoke heads are countersunk; over th15

is Placed a wood rim which, in turn, 511P'

ports the steel band for the recs?tion ‘2‘

the demountable rim. The construction, it

is claimed, has many advantages in the Way

of eliminating moisture and cushioning the

shocks.
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Of the several new things which came to

the surface, none is newer or more radical

than the Campbell gearset, exhibited by

the Economy Equipping Co., of Chicago.

The device is of the “gears-always-in-mesh"

type and is innovative in that the use of dog

clutches splined to the shaft is eliminated,

their function being performed by “tilting

keys"; the keys lie flush with the peri

phery of the shaft when the gears are not in

driving engagement. but which can be so

tilted as to contact with teeth cut internally

on the gear wheel, causing rotation of the

wheel in unison with the shaft at the proper

time. The tilting of the keys is accom

plished by means of a pair of helical springs

after the keys have been shifted along the

key seats and into position to engage the

proper gear; the shifting is accomplished

by means of a slotted collar and a yoke en

gaging with the change gear lever. The de

  

t‘AMPBELL Tl LTING KEYS

sign permits of the entire mechanism be

ing made very compact, and by virtue of

the fact that the keys enter engagement

with the internal lugs or teeth gradually,

damage to either gearset, clutch or other

part of the mechanism of the car is elim

inated even when the gears are shifted with

fll" disengaging the clutch. By way of elim

ma‘ing noise, one sliding gear is pr0vided

Sn that the lay shaft is caused to idle when

1“dimmed—direct drive—is in use.

Another New Constant Mesh Gearset.

Alto new in the transmission line is the

thr'ie'slmfld selectively operated gearset

produced by the Cotta Gear Mfg. Co., Rock

f0rd. Ill, itself a newcomer in the gearset

manumwl'ing field and, just as the name of

thc "8W concern resembles the title of the

Old" ~Rockford gearset maker—Cotta

threanlflTJ-Sfio“ C0._.so does the product of

Old“ mcim'er bear the earmarks of the

the Pro; "5 product. In both instances

ucts are of the constant meshed

Wifh Power transmitted through

eliminatesmd'al’y of dog clutches, which

thesametstrain on the gear teeth and.at

"It newerlme facilitates gear shifting. With

compiflfs product springs have

been eliminated from the assembly and

double row ball bearings carry either end

of both the driving and the lay shafts in

stead of the single row bearings which ob—

tain in the Transmision Co.'s product: the

latter, however. is provided with roller bear

ings on which the idler gears are mounted

and which renders the product distinctive

Naturally. the newer product is put out for

use in connection with either shaft or chain

drive vehicles and also in unit power plant

form, and is arranged so as to be adaptable

for either right- or left-hand or center con

trol.

 

  

  

 

CAMPBELL ALL~an\1ESl[ GEARSth

Just a glimpse is to be had of the exterior

of the long-promised new carburetter of

the Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., Chicago; it is

mounted on a board, but all information

concerning its “inner works" was politely

refused. although the device has been in

the course of development for some twv

years. Other new devices in the Imperial

line, however, are not concealed under

bushel baskets and but little search reveils

the Imperial \Vixon accelerator, which is

designed to eliminate all possibility of a:

cident in case the foot throttle should be

 

  

WIXON ACCELERATORIMPERIAL

inadvertently stepped on. It comprises sim

ply a section of a toothed wheel, of which

but a slight portion protrudes through a

slot in the plate which serves for a bearing.

One new anti-skid device and a new

mud hook are on view, made by the Per

fection Non-Skid Climber Co., Edon, Ohio.

and the Perkins-Campbell Co., Cincinnati,

Ohio. respectively. The Non-Skid climber

comprises a series of malleable iron pieces

which stretch across the periphery of the

tire in the same manner as the cross-chain

members in an ordinary non-skid chain.

The iron members are supported in position

by side chains, to which they are attached

by means of loops of heavy iron wire. At

txchnient and detachment are by means of

a loose link in the outside chain; the de

vice is made for both single and dual pneu

matic tire equipment. The Perkins-Camp

bell mud hook comprises a malleable iron

casing with a base piece formed to fit the

curve of the tire. from which projects a

short, corrugated baffle plate. which affords

the gripping means. The device is strapped

to the wheel by means of straps which pass

through slots provided in the base; it is

made in two sizes, to fit 4%-inch and 6-inch

tires.

Exhibited for the first time. although

it has been on the market for several

months, is the Wotton automatic rectifier,

made in Cleveland by the Electric Products

Co. As its designation implies, the device is

used in connection with the charging of

electric vehicle batteries and. so used, elim

inates the human factor from the operation,

  

PERFECTION CLIMBERS

since the device. once started. consummates

the charging operation without further at

tention.

In its simplest aspect, the device com

prises an automatic cutout which serves to

disconnect the battery from the charging

circuit when the charging is complete, a

regulator by means of which the charging

rate can be varied within wide limits so as

to permit of slow "soaking" or a very rapid

charging. and an automatic regulator which

cuts down the charging current as the bat~

tery approaches the charged state—a charg

ing condition which is necessary when lead

plate batteries are being dealt with. As for

the rectifier itself—for the device is for use

on alternating current—that is nothing more

nor less than a mercury arc rectifier of com~

pact design. Indeed, compactness is the

keynote of the whole design, for the de

vice. which is intended primarily for pri

vate garage use, measures but 18 by 20

inches and stands five feet high. Starting in

volves only the insertion of the charging

plug and the throwing of a switch.

Variety in Bumper Styles.

In the realm of bumpers. two are exhib

ited which may be classed as new or un_
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usual, one by the L. P. Halladay Co.,

Streator, Ill., and the other by the Wm.

E. Pratt Mfg. Co., of Chicago. The Halla—

day device comprises a very heavy bar of

channel cross section—steel, of course. At

tachment is by means of clamps drilled for

the reception of the spring shackle bolts

and a bolted-on clamp which attaches to

the lower flange of the frame side member;

this latter clamp is made adjustable by

means of a set screw so that the bumper bar

can be raised or lowered at will, the clamps

pivoting around the shackle bolt. The

springs are helical, of square cross section,

and are enclosed in rectangular telescoping

tubes to the elimination of moisture and

dirt calculated to work a negative effect.

Radically difierent is the Pratt bumper,

which comprises a round ba rsupported by

two single-lea.r “S” springs, the lower ends

  

NEW HALLADAY BUMPER

of which attach to the front ends of the

frame members by means of screw clamps

Obviously no shock, no matter how heavy,

could possibly injure the bumper, for the

spring simply would double up, so to speak,

only to straighten out again when the de

pressing object was removed. Attachment

involves the use of a monkey wrench only

as a matter of but a few moments. The

device is made either in malleable iron or in

brass.

Bearings That Are Adjustable.

The U. S. Ball Bearing Mfg. Co., Oak

Park, Ill., has on view a complete line of

both single and double row ball bearings

embracing the use of a new type of separa

tor, permitting of the use of a sulficient

number of balls to utilize 95 per cent_. of the

available ball space. The race ways as

well as the retainers are made of Krefeld

street, high in both carbon and chromium.

and Hofiman balls are supplied.

Also new in the bearing line is the adjust

able bearing of the Chicago Drop Forge &

Foundry Co., which embraces the use of

two brasses bolted together with a single

bolt which passes through eccentric bushes.

Turning the bushes accounts for all wear,

and when the bolt is again tightened it locks

both bushes and brasses, preserving the

newer relation. The use of shims thus is

eliminated.

A new combination_comprising a lifting

jack, a turntable, a tire rest and-a trans

porting truck appeared in the Weaver Auto

Twin jack shown by the Weaver Mfg. Co.,

Springfield, Ill. The jack—in reality a pair

of jacks operated together by the turning of

a handle—is mounted on a three-cornered

truck mounted on castors. Positioning the

jack under the axle and turning the handle

until the wheels are clear of the floor per

mits of the carpbeing turned in a very short

radius. The jack is made of the best of

materials throughout.

Tool That Loosens Frozen Tires.

Another interesting contrivance which

came to light is the Morris tire tool, shown

by the Wm. Pratt Mfg. Co. In its sim

plest, aspect the device is formed of a hook

 

 

 

 

  

CHICAGO ADJUSTABLE BEARING

intended to clasp the wheel rim, :1 guide

clamp and a lever adjustable with relation

to the hook—that is, the hook is provided

with a series of indentures, into any one of

which the pin which forms the lever fulcrum

can be placed so that the compass of the de

vice includes all of the more common sizes

of tires. In use, the tool is adjusted with

the hook gripping the rim, and the lever

operating on the tire bead; the guide piece

eliminates slipping. It is claimed that the

tool will quickly loosen tires, although fro

zen to the rim, and do so without injury

to either the rim or to the tire. The device

is made of malleable iron and is black enam

eled.

A suit case or package carrier of very

simple design adds to the newness of the

L. P. Halladay Co.’s display. The device

comprises two upright arms, one of which

is slidahle on a horizontal arm cast integ—

ral with the other. Straps connect the tops

of the two arms and provision is made by

means of a screw clamp for fastening the

carrier to the running board. The cases are

placed between the arms of a pair of the

brackets which are fastened to the board of

the car and strapped firmly in place.

The Scarborough Co., an Indianapolis

concern, is showing the Auto-Compact tent,

which is designed to attach to the top of the

car, the shape being preserved by guy ropes

fastened to pegs driven in the ground. The

tent is designed with a view toward rapir

erection, and it is claimed that it is water

proof and by virtue of the canvas flooring

that is provided, proof against the entrance

of vermin. Folded, the tent complete meas

ures but 7 by 20 inches.

Among the other unlisted exhibits was

Herroline, which the maker, the Improved

Gasolene & Oil Co., of Chicago, claims is

nothing more than gasolene, but gasolent

  

PRATT SPRA NG BUMPER

which has. by virtue of exhaustive chemical

treatment, acquired virtues with which tht

ordinary gasolene is not blessed. Added

to the ordinary fuel in the proportion of

three ounces to five gallons, it is claimed

that the Herroline will increase the “going

qualities” of the gasolene fully 50 per cent,

without working negatively on rhe motor

mechanism; besides which it is claimed

the addition of Herroline to the gasolene

eliminates danger in handling the fuel, 5m“

it renders the combination considerably less

volitile than the untreated fuel, and at the

same time it tends to reduce carbon de'

posit.

Wafers for Slipping Brakes.

Displayed along with other Rex Pmducts

—polishes, soaps and leather dressing”the

Armiger Chemical Co., a Chicat-IO concern

has a new product, anti-slip brake wafers

The wafers are composed of a hard bf“

dressing and when rubbed on the braklilg

surface cause the brakes to grip desp‘fe

their condition due to the presence of oil,

grease or water. Naturally, the dressing is

applicable to fan belts else, to cure 51m"

lar evils. ' _

In the leather goods line, a new df\_\"“g

gauntlet is exhibited by the MOt‘l'lSOn'

Ricker Co., maker of Grinnell glovcs' By

virtue of a special stitching across the
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palm, a series of serrations or corrugations

is produced which it is claimed go far tow

ard eliminating slipping of the wheel under

the grasp.

The Perkins-Campbell Co., Cincinnati,

MOTOR WORLD

Ohio, has on view a leather spark plug case

for the accommodation of six plugs, which

is sufficiently solid for the protection of the

plugs from injury and yet sufficiently flexi

ble to preclude all chance of cracking. Nat
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urally, leather that is absolutely waterproof

enters into the construction. Straps for all

purposes and a complete line of leather

covers for magnetos also are included in

the exhibit.

THE 177 ACCESSORY DEALERS AND WHAT THEY DISPLAY

* Denotes not shown in New York; 'l'denotes will remain second week.

A. S. K. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio—Polishes.m

Ajax—Grieb Rubber Co., New York City—

Ajax tires?

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland, Ohio

——Arnerican axles and worm gearing?

American Bronze Co., Berwyn, Pa.—-Non

Gran bearing metal?

Armiger Chemical Co., Chicago, Ill.-Pol

nhes‘

Arnold, N. B., Brooklyn, N. Y.—-Slikup

cleaning specialties.

Auto Parts Co., Chicago, Ill.—Parts.*i'

Auto Parts Mfg. Co., Muncie, Ind.-—-B-T-K

gearsets, clutches, steering gears and

levers.

Automatic Motor and Engineering Co., Chi

cago, Ill—Church pneumatic system)?

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.—-Newt0nc, Electra and Rubes

horns.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.—

Solar lamps.1'

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass—Baldwin chains.i'

Baldwin Steel Co., New York City—Bald

win steelsil

Barco Brass 8: Joint Co., Chicagol 111-—

Exhaust horns, cut-out valves, pedals.*

Batavia Rubber Co., Batavia, N. Y.——Bata

‘v'la tires.

Berg Auto Trunk 81 Specialty Co., New

York City—Berg trunks and carriers.

Blackledge Mfg. Co., John W., Chicago, Ill.

~\'elvet auxiliary springs.

Bower Roller Bearing Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Bower roller bearingsi

Bowser 8: Co., 8.. F., Fort Wayne, Ind.—

Fuel pump and storage systems-“l

Brandenburg & Co., Chicago, lll.—-Buda

motors and Universal steering gears"

Breakstone, 5., Chicago, Ill.-—Watch Dog

lever locks and Hopewell tire cases.‘

371885 Magneto Co., Elkhart, Ind—Briggs

magnetos, lighting and starting system5.'i'

Brown Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—B'Co. pumps

and specialties.

Bmwn‘LiDe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Brown-Lipe gears and gearsetsfl“

BY'f". Kingston 8: Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kmtlston carburettersi

5- & L. Auto Lamp Co., New York City—

3- 8: L. lamps and fittings.

Champion Ignition Co., Flint, Mich.——A-C

sPaYk plugs-T

Chicago Drop bege & Foundry Co., Chi

cago, Ill—Drop forgingsi'

Coes Wrench Co., Worcester, Mass.—

wrenches,

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co., Mer

iden, Conn—Connecticut shock absorb

ers, magnetos and ignition devices.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co., Muskegon,

Mich—Continental motors.*1‘

Cook’s Sons. Adam, New York City—Al

bany grease and lubricating oils.

Cotta Gear Co., Rockford, Ill.—-Cotta trans

missions.‘

Cotta Transmission Co., Rockford, Ill.—

Gearsetsj‘

Cowles & Co., C., New Haven, Conn.—

Lamps, heaters and body fittings.

Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine Bldg. Co.,

\Vm., Philadelphia, Pa.-Parsons's white

brass and bronze bearing metals, bearings

and worm gears.‘l'

Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio—

Dayton airless tires.

Daniels, Smalley, Detroit, Mich.-—New Era

tires, tubes, springs and Mitchell metal

parts and Sly accessories.

Dean Electric Co., Elyria, Ohio—Tuto and

Rexo signals, Dynalux electric lighting

systems, Otho and Elyria-Dean electric

lighting and starting systems, Elyria

Dean speedometers, Hi-Fre-Co ignition

systems.

Detroit, Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Lubricators.’

Detroit Electrical Appliance Co., Detroit,

Mich.-—Deaco electric lighting systems.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Diamond chains.1'

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—Dia

mond tircsi'

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., Jersey City, N. J.

—Graphite lubricantsfl‘

Doehler Die Casting Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Die cast parts.

Double Fabric'Tire, Co., Auburn, Ind.—

Tires and inner tubes.

Dykes Co., John 1..., Chicago, Ill—Tire pro

tectors.

E-C Sales Co., Chicago, Ill—Axles, de

mountable wheels, tire holders, etc.‘

Eavenson Sons, Inc., J., Camden, N. J.—

Jesco soaps and polishes.

Economy Equipping Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Campbell gearsetsfl'

Edelmann & Co., 12., Chicago, Ill.-—Tire

gauges, valves, etc.

Edison Storage Battery Co., West Orange,

N}. J.--Edison batteries.*i'

Electric Auto Lite Co., Toledo, Ohio—

Auto-Liter lighting and starting systems.

Electric Products Co., Chicago, Ill.—Wot

ton automatic rectifiers.*

Empire Tire Co., Trenton, N. J.—Empire

tires.1'

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

—Lamps.‘|‘

Endurance Tire 8:. Rubber Co., New York

City—~Endurance red inner tubes.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.——Exide storage batteries?

Esterline Co., Lafayette, Ind.-—Berdon elec

tric lighting and starting systemil'

Federal Rubber Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

—-Federal tires.

Findeisen & Kropf Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Rayfield carburettersd

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

-—Firestone tiresci

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk tires.1'

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Gabriel horns and rebound snubbers.T

Garage Equipment Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,

Wis—Hercules and Simplex pumpers and

tire holders. Electrabola lamps and Gem

co specialties?

Gemmer Mfg. Co. ,Detroit, Mich—Gemmer

steering gears.‘l'

Gibney Rubber Co., J. L_, Philadelphia, Pa.

——Tires and vulcanizersrl‘

Globe Machine 8: Stamping Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—Steel tool boxes, metal hampers,

fenders and sheet metal parts.1‘

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, Ohio—Good

rich tires.'l'

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—Goodyear tires.'l'

Gould Storage Battery Co.. New York City

—G0uld batteries and Duplex lighting

and ignition systems.1'

Grant—Lees Mch. Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Gearsets.

Gray &_ Davis, Amesbury, Mass—Lamps

and electric starting and lighting sys

_ temsrl'

Ham Mfg. Co., C. T., Rochester, N. Y.—

Lamps.‘

Halladay Co., L. P., Streator, Ill—Bumpers,

levers. pedals, tire carriers, license brack

etc., etc.

Harrow Spring Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.—

Springs)

Harris Oil Co., A. W., Providence, R. I.—

Lubricants?

Hartford Suspension Co., Jersey City, N. J.

--Trufiault-Hartford shock absorbers,

Hartford electric starting and lighting

systems and jacks and bumpersfl“

Havoline Oil Co.. New York City—Havo~

line lubricants}?
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Hayes Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Metal

bodies, tool boxes, running boards and

sheet metal parts.

Hess Spring & Axle Co., Carthage, Ohio-—

Springs and axlele

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass—Mag

netos and coils?

HoEeckcr Co., Boston, Mass.—7Hoffecker

Steady Hand Speedometers.

Homo C0. of America, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Homo carburetters.'l'

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Newark, N. 1'.—

Hyatt flexible spiral steel roller bear

ings.“{'

Ignition Starter Co., Detroit, Mich.——Disc0

acetylene and electric starting and light

ing systems.1'

Illinois Tire Filler Co., Chicago, Ill.——Tire

filler.*

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Carburetters and brass partsf'l'

Improved Gasolene & Oil Co., Chicago, Ill.

—Herroline gasolene improver.‘k

International Acheson Graphite Co., Niag

ara Falls, N. Y.—Oildag and Gredag lu

bricants.

International Metal Polish Co., New York

City—Blue ribbon polishes.

J-M Shock Absorber Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

—-J-M shock absorbers.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.. New York City

——Kelly-Springfield tires.

Kent Mfg. \Norks, Atwater, Philadelphia,

Pa.—-Unisparker ignition systems and

Monoplex horns?

Kellogg Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.—Hand

and power pumps and air engine starters.

Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston magnetos, coils and timersfl'

K~\V Ignition Co., Cleveland, Ohio—K-W

magnetos and coils.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Niagara Falls,

N. Y.—Woodworth tire treads, Kant Skid

tire bands, repair boots, etc.

Lee Tire 8: Rubber Co., Conshohocken, Pa.

-—Lee and Leland tires and Waymaker

exhaust horns.

Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.-—Gear

sets.'l'

Lindsay, T. J., Indianapolis, Ind—Rear

axles and wire wheels.‘

Link Belt Co., Philadelphia, Pa.——Silent

chains?

Longdin~Brugger Co., Fond du Lac, Wis.—

Tops.‘

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.

—Klaxon horns, Conover safeguards.

Lycoming Foundry 8: Mch. Co., Williams

port, Pa.—Lycoming-Mead motors.

Marathon Tire & Rubber Co., Cuyahoga

Falls, Ohio—Marathon tires.

Marburg Bros, Inc., New York City—Mea

magnetos, S. R. O. bearings?

Mayo Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—Pumps and

gauges.

McCord Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.—Radia~

tors, lubricators, fans and McKim gas

kets.‘l'

McCue Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—McCue axles

and wire wheels.

Metal Stamping Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

——Stampings.

FOUR UNUSUAL ACCESSORIES
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Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, N. J.—Miche

lin tires.‘

Model Gas Engine Works, Peru, Ind.—

Model motors.'l'

Morrison-Ricker Mfg. Co., Grinnell, Ia.—

Grinnell gloves!

Mossberg, Frank, Attleboro,

Wrenches.

Mass.

Ind.-—Motsinger autosparkers and carbu~

rettersxlL '

Motometer Co., New York City—Motomc

ter temperature indicators.

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—

Motz cushion tiresrl‘

Muncie Gear \Vorks, Muncie, Ind—Gears,

wheels and gearsetstl‘

National Coil Co., Lansing, Mich—Spark

coils.'l'

National Motor Supply Co., Cleveland, Ohio

—National pumps and vulcanizers.

National Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo.—Tire

preservative and Kantleak fillers.

National Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—-Seam

less steel tubing.'l'

New Jersey Car Spring & Rubber Co., Jer

sey City, N. J.—Carspring tires.

New Miller Carburetter Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—New Miller carburettersd' ‘

New York & New Jersey Lubricants C0-.

New York City—Columbia lubricants.

New York Coil Co., New York City-—

Rhodes Union Spark systems and other

ignition devices.

North East Electric Co., Rochester, N. Y.—

North East electric lighting and starting

systemsrl'

Northway Motor & Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

—Northway motorstl'

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago. Ill.—Oliver and

Sampson jacks.*'t

Pantasote Co., New York City—PantaSOtc

top and seat coverings.‘l‘

Peacock Co., Clarence H., New York City

Ames shock absorbers.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.—

Pennsylvania tires.'l'

'Perkins-Campbell Co., Cincinnati, Ohio

Straps license brackets, magnem

covers and spark plug cases!

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, OhiO‘

Krupp steel springs?

Perfection Non-Skid Climber Co., Edorl,

Ohio—Anti-skid devices! _

Pittsfield Coil Co., Pittsfield, Mass-Pitts

field magnetos, coils, etc.""l'

Piel Co., G., Long Island City, N. Y.-—L°"E

horns and G-P mufi‘ler cut-outs.

Pratt Mfg. Co., \Nm. Chicago. Ill-e

Jackson bumpers and other parts-“l

Racine Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis—Bodies."

Racine Rubber Co., Racine, Wis—Racine

tires.* _

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass-Jeri—

cho and Jubilee exhaust horns, mufil"

cut-outs, B’Line grease guns, Jel'lChO g”

regulators, and other accessories

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind-41"“?

magnetos, lighting and starting SYSICII‘S'l

Republic Rubber Co.. Youngstown. Ohio“

Republic tiresi'

Rhineland Machine \Vorks Co-.

and

New York

Motsinger Devices Mfg. Co., Pendleton, City—Rhineland bearings-T
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Rich Tool Co., Chicago, Ill.——Tools and

Tungsten valves.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.—

Steering gears, differentials and other

Tools?

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport, Conn.—

Duplex and Raymond brakes, Raybestos

brake linings, Gyrex mixers?

Rutenber Motor Co., Marion, Ind.—Ruten

ber motors)?

Sager Co., J. H., Rochester. N. Y.—Sager

bumpers and supplementary springs.

Scarborough Co., lndianapoils, Ind. -

Tents.‘
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Spicer Mfg. Co., Plainfield, N. J.—-Spicer

universal joints?

Splitdorf Electrical Co., Newark, N. J.—

Splitdorf magnetos, coils, plugs and other

ignition devices, also electric lighting sys

tem.?

Standard Roller Bearing Co.. Philadelphia,

Pa.—-Standard ball and roller bearings?

Standard \Velding Co., Cleveland, Ohio-—

Stanweld rims, electrically welded tubing

and parts?

Standard Thermometer Co., Boston, Mass.

-—Standard speedometers and Abell tire

pumps.
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SETTEE THAT SERVED A DOUBLE PURPOSE IN THE STANDARD WELDING c0.'s

BOOTH~FORMED WHOLLY OF

Sarto Engineering Co., New York City——

Coventry chains?

Schoen-Jaekson Co., Media. Pa.—F6P5 cal"

buretters and flexible metal hose.

Schrader's Sons, Inc., A., New York City

Universal Tire valves and pressure

gauges?

Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven, Carin.—

Seamless tires and inner tubes.

Sllllcr C0,, C, A" Waupun, WlS.—Shaler

vulcanizers.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Axle5

and springs?

Slntms Magneto Co., New York City—

S‘mmi magnetos and S. U. carburetters.

8' K- F- Ball Bearing Co., New York City—

5' K. F. ball bearings.

Smith Co.. A. 0., Milwaukee, Wis—Parts?

Sparks-Withington C0-. Jackson' Mich' —

Fans and Sparton horns.

STANDARD WELDING PRODUCTS

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Stcwart speedometers.?

Stromberg Motor Devices Co., Chicago, Ill.

—~Stromberg carburetters.?

Swinehart Tire 8: Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

——Swinehart tires.?

Texas Co., New York City—Lubricants?

Thermoid Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J.—

Thermoid tires.

Thurber Rotary Starter Co., Detroit, Mich.

—Engirle starters!

Timken-Detroit Axle Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Timken hollow cast steel wheels and

bevel and worm axles?

Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio

Timken taper roller bearings?

Tingley 8r. Co., C. 0., Rahway, N. J.—-Vul

canizing outfits.

Tobey, Wm. L., Boston, Mass—Q. D. rim

removers and glare removers.
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U. S. Ball Bearing Mfg. Co., Oak Park.

Ill.—U. S. Ball Bearings.‘

United States Light & Heating Co., New

York City--U. S. L. starting and lighting

systems and storage batteries?

United States Tire Co., New York City—

United States tires.

Universal Tire Protector Co., Angola, Ind.

—-Tire protectors!

Vacuum Oil Co., New York City—Mobil.

Oils and greases?

Vail~Osgood Rubber Products Co., Chicago,

Ill—Scientific inner tubes.‘

Valentine & Co., New York City—Yar

nishes.

Vanguard Mfg. Co.,

shields.*

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—Veeder

tachometers, odometers and die cast

parts?

Vesta Accumulator Co.. Chicago, Ill—Vesta

storage batteries and lighting systems?

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., Jersey City,

N. J.—-Brown Scientific inner tubes.

V-Ray Co., Chicago, Ill.—\"-Ray plugs.

\\"allman Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, \‘Vis.——Oil

tanks and storage systems.‘?

\Valpole Rubber Co., Boston, Mass.—\Val~

pole tires.

Waukesha Motor Co., \Vaukesha, \Vis.—

\Vaukesha motors."‘?

\-Varner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind—Gears and

parts and Gardner engine starters?

\Varner Mfg. Co.. Toledo, Ohio—Gear

sets and engine starters?

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis.—\Var

ner autometers?

\Vasson Piston Ring Co., Hoboken, N. J.—

\Vasson piston rings.

Weaver Mfg. Co., Springfield, Ill—Auto

Twin jacks?“

\Veed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York City

——Weed chains?

VVeston-Mott Co., Flint, Mich—Axles and

parts?

\Vestinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg, Pa.—Motors. starting and lighting

outfits, vulcanizers, horns, etc.?

\Vheeler & Schebler, Indianapolis, Ind.—

Schebler carburetters.?

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.--\Vhit

ney chains?

\Villard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—LBA storage batteries?

\Villiams Co., J. H., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Drop

forgings and wrenches?

\Volv'erine Lubricants Co., New York City

—\\'olverine lubricants.

Joliet, Ill—\Vind

 

Bergdoll Opens Boston Branch.

The Bergdoll Motor Car Co. of Philadel

phia, Pa., has opened a branch in Boston

at 171 Huntington avenue. It is in charge

of Clifton C. Edwards, who has been identi

fied with the New England trade for nearly

ten years.
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MONTREAL’S SECOND SHOW

INCLUDES COMMERCIAL CARS

Drill Hall Overcrowded With the Ex

hibits of Forty-three Dealers—

Accessory Exhibits

Numerous.

Automobile shows “take” well in Mont—

real—that is, if the fact that two have been

staged—independently, of course—in the

Drill Hall within the short course of a

month can be taken as a criterion. The last

one, which was under the auspices of R. M.

Jaffray. closed its doors on Saturday even

ing last, February lst, having held sway for

a full week. In contradistinction to the

first show, which under the auspices of the

Automobile Club of Canada occupied the

building from January 4th to 11th, trucks

also were exhibited at the second show. In

all, there were 43 exhibitors of either vehi

cles or products which have to do with

them.

The exhibitors were: Automobile Fran

caises, Albion Motor Car Co., Ltd., Arling

ton Bicycle \Vorks, Brantford Motor Truck

Co., J. B. Baillargeon, Baker Motor Vehi

cle Co., Bellerive Garage & Auto Co., A.

Beaudry, J. C. Collette, Canadian Automatic

Transfer Co., Canadian Motor & Supplies

Co., Canadian Pneumatic Tool Co., J. P.

Mitchell Co., Ltd., Canadian Fairbanks

Morse Co., Ltd., Chapman Double Ball

Bearing Co., Ltd., Canadian Tire Filler Co.,

Canadian Tire Filler Co., De Vaux Motor

Co., Drednot Motor Works Co., Ltd.,

Franco-American Automobile Co., Frigon

8: Baker, Gareau Motor Car Co., Interna

tional Harvester Co., Paul Lair, Victor

Levesque, La Cie de Laiterie St. Laurient,

Major, Maratime Motor Car Co., Ltd.,

Motors Transport, Ltd., Nicole, Nicolson

& Co., Norwalk Motor Car Co., Wm. J.

O’Leary, Arthur Pelletier, R E. T. Pringle,

Pope-Hartford Motor Co., Paige Motor Car

Sales Co., P. A. D. Robert, Royal Automo

bile Co., Fred E. Ritchie, E. Rivet, Republic

Motor Car Co., Rosscau Bros, Ltd., Stock

weIl Motor Co., Solomon & Spielman, Uni

versal Electric Economy Co., \IVccd Chain

Tire Grip Co.

 

Thirty-five Dealers Display at Scranton.

Thirty-five dealers who displayed 39 dif

ferent makes of automobiles in the ever

green and vari-colorcd bunting bedecked

drill hall of the Scranton Armory comprised

the third annual show of the Scranton Au

tomobile Board of Trade, which held

forth in the Pennsylvania city until Satur

day last, February lst; the doors opened

on the exhibit Monday evening, Janu

ary 27th. As is the case with many of the

smaller shows, accessorydealers were;not

over-abundant, but motorcycle dealers were

very much in evidence. The cars exhibited

were:

Hudson, Studebaker, Cadillac, Max

well, Hupmobile, Ford, Standard Elec

tricque, Locomobile, Stevens-Duryea, Over

land, Chase, Rambler, Stanley, Jackson,

Mack truck, Franklin, Winton, Buick, Alco,

Krit, Apperson, Haynes, Bowman, Kitsee,

Pierce-Arrow, Autocar, Palmer-Singer, Lit

tle, Abbott~Detroit, Pope-Hartford, Ma

rion, Cole, Chalmers, Packard, Oakland,

White, Paige-Detroit, Michigan and Mer

cer.

Three Buildings for Rochester’s Show.

Three buildings—all situated in Exposi—

tion Park and inter-connected—were neces—

sary to house Rochesteris fifth annual show,

which closed its doors Saturday evening

last, February lst, having been in full swing

since the evening of the Monday preceding.

And despite the number and the size of the

buildings there was scarcely floor space

enough properly to care for the 112 exhibit

ors, 40 of whom displayed vehicles of one

make or another, there being 60 different

makes on the floor, and the other 72, acces

sories. As has been the case in other years,

the show was under the management of

the Rochester Automobile Dealers' Asso—

ciation.

Decorations were simple but effective,

gold and blue being the colors which pre

dominated in the draperies. Festoons of

electric lights, the supports entwined with

vari—colored streamers and studded with

pennants, added greatly to the general

effect.

Now, a “Jumping Contest” for Cyclecars.

Not satisfied with ordinary contests, for

eign motorists—if the term may be applied

to those who drive that peculiar type of

vehicle styled “cyclecar”—-have arranged a

jumping contest to take place in the near

future. The diminutive cars will be raced

at a hump-backed bridge in an effort to bet

ter the record of a Frenchman who is cred

ited with having jumped no less than 32 feet

astride a motorcycle. Just what the contest

will prove has not as yet, been explained,

Would Force Garages to Keep Records.

In an effort to prevent “joy riding" and to

assist the recovery of stolen cars, Assem

blyman Salus has introduced a bill into the

New Jersey legislature which seeks to re

quire garage owners to keep a record of

the arrival and departure of all cars which

enter their establishments, the records to be

Open for public inspection at all times. If

enacted, violation of the law will be attend

ed by a fine of $50.

TAI-T STARTS CEREIIIONIFS

AT WASHINGTON SHOW

Presses the Button Which Throws

Light Upon the 28 Cars Shown

by 17 Dealers—Decorative

Scheme Is Simple.

If an auSpicious opening can bring suc

cess to an automobile show, then the exhibit

which is holding the boards in Washington

certainly should be successful, for it was

opened by President Taft himself. Owing

to a previous engagement, the President

could not actually be present, but from the

White House promptly at 8 o'clock Monday

evening last, 3d inst., he sent the flash which

caused the massive American flag to unfurI

from the lofty ceiling of the Convention

Hall and which at the same time set aglow

the more than 1.500 electric lights which

play no little part in the decorative scheme.

The exhibition is staged by the Washington

Automobile Dealers' Association.

In the matter of decorations, ivory, white,

gold and green form the color scheme, and

ceiling and walls are garbed in bunting and

streamers so tinted. Booths are marked Off

with corner posts bearing electroliers and

entwined with smilax and poinsettia; gold

rope connects posts. The exhibits of the 17

motor car dealers who are showing embrace

28 different makes of both pleasure and

commercial cars; accessories- are shown by

a dozen dealers.

The exhibitors are: Knox Motor Co"

Knox and \Vinton; \Vhite Automobile Co.,

White and Universal and G. M. C. trucks;

A. Lofiicr Co., Speedwell, Regal, Commerce,

Lippard-Stewart truck; John H. Earle Co..

Oakland; Norwalk Motor Car Co.. Nor

walk; Miller Co., Stutz; G. R. Cowie C0,;

Cole; Locomobile Co. of America, Locomo

bile; Emerson & Orme, Apperson and De

troit electric: Michigan Motor Co., Michi—

gan; Henderson~Rowe Auto Co., Chevrolet.

Little and Pullman; Potomac Motor Car

Co., Marmon, and Woods electric; Mathe

son Motor Co., Premier and Henderson;

\Vashington Auto Service Co., Hupmobileib

Berryman & Williams, Pathfinder; Freder

ick Newburgh, Moon; CongreSSional Garl

age, Wilcox trucks.

English Humor Applied to Lamps

In the production of powerful head

lamps—or can it be powerful humor?——

American makers have nothing on their

British cousins. “Two H. P. lamps” is the

way one Brit-ish car manufacturer lists an

"extra" in his catalog. But the H. P. stands

neither for high pressure, nor hocus 909%

nor just plain horsepower; it stands TOY

high power!

 

in
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THE TRUCKS THAT WILL BE “CATHEDRALIZED”

Chicago’s Show of Commercial Vehicles Promises to Accentuate Standard

ization Revealed in New York—Score of Trucks Reserved for

Display in West—Increase in the Light Weight Ranks.

All that the motor truck people of New

York are wishing the motor truck people of

Chicago is that the automobile show, Part

II—which, being interpreted, means the

commercial vehicle show—may be no less

satisfactory than the recent week-long func~

tion that divided itself up between Good

Old Madison Square Garden and the—~well,

young and more majestic Grand Central

Palace. And behind the wish is the lurking

suspicion that there's not likely to be any

thing the matter with the Chicago truck

show, thank you, if for no other reason than

that about all of the big Eastern exhibits

will be there, bag and baggage, as Well as a

score that did not deign to cast their sha

dows on the soil of the Skyscraper City.

Business That Follows Pleasure.

Of course. this is in line with Chicago’s

propensity for doing things on a large scale.

Incidentally, it would be highly unorthodox

to permit the present occasion to slip into

the shadows of the past without making

some reference to the aforesaid propensity;

so be it chronicled that, though there were

no swattable insects on New York‘s truck

Show. the city of strenuous zephyrs will

make a better showing by five exhibits, for

while there were 64 in New York there will

be 69 in Chicago, including the 20 that did

not come out of the 'West to New York.

On Monday. February 10, when all the

Pleasure exhibits have been cleared away,

and the “working classes" have settled sol

idly into their places. the various and multi

farious doors of the Coliseum, the Coliseum

Annex, the Wilson Building—which is about

as big as the Annex and is made practically

Part of it. for the time being, by means of

a Covered passage—and the First Regiment

A'mm)’ will be thrown open—n0 one ever

heard 0f doors being opened in any way

Wei“ by being "thrown"—and will keep

°_n opening and closing more or less con—

“MWSIY until the following Saturday.

Chicago’s Score of “Exclusives.”

.Oi the 20 exhibitors who were not at the

New Y°rk ShOW, the majority will display

machines that partake of the general ten

denc'ymward standardization, while the ex

ceptions 3" for the most part familiar

airs til“ have "made good" on the road.

e Diamond T Pcople, whose line em

 

braces machines ranging in capacity from

1% to 5 tons, have brought out their small

est machine with a worm drive. The advan

tages accruing from the application of

power to all four wheels are strongly and

practically urged by the Four-Wheel Drive

company, whOse machines have been put

through that test of tests-the army maneu

\-ers--and emerged covered with mud and

 

TRUCKS TO BE EXHIBITED IN

CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 10-15

Not Exhibited in New York.

Adams Mogul

Avery Mercury

Bufi'alo Elcc Natco

Clark Old Reliable

Commerce Poyer

Diamond T Reliance

Four Wheel Drive United States

Harder Urban

Ideal Walker Electric

Little Giant Ware

Exhibited in New York.

Alco Lippard-Stewart

Autocar Locomobile

Baker Lansden Elec

Bessemer Mack

Blair Mars

Brown Modern

Chase Packard

Dart Peerless

Federal Pierce-Arrow

Flint Pope-Hartford

Garford Reo

G. M. C. ' Sanford

General Vehicle Saurer

Gramm Schacht

B. A. Gramm Selden

Hewitt Service .

Hupp Smith-Milwaukee

Indiana Speedwell

I. H. C. Standard

Kelly-Springfield Sternberg

Kissel Stewart

Knox Studebaker

Koehler Universal

Krebs Velie

Lauth-Juergens Waverley Elec

White

  

 

glory. A new offering made by an old con

sern is the Urban electric, built by the Ken

tucky Wagon Co., along the most approved

lines and ready, notwithstanding its new

ness, to roll right into service with the best

of them. Just what will be the features of

the Buffalo electric exhibit is a matter that

has not yet been elucidated, and it remains

for the opening of the show to make the

revelation—a condition of affairs that adds

interest by arousing curiosity and expects

tion. Still another electric, and one that is

built along unusual lines, is the Walker, the

internal driving system of which is by no

means unfamiliar and is not changed in any

material respect.

Little Fellows and Big Ones.

The Chicago "exclusives" include a num

ber of makers who confine their attention to

machines of the smaller types, from two

tons capacity downward. The Adams, the

Clark, the Ideal, the Natco—all are ma—

chines of popular sizes, built along more or

less standard lines, each, however, with in

dividual features and details that go far in

helping a prospective purchaser to make up

his mind. Among the light machines that

are more or less different in general design

from conventional types are the Commerce,

which has friction drive, and the Little

Giant and Mercury, which possess the aim

plicity that goes with the employment of a

horizontal motor with two opposed cylin

ders. Among the big (,flCS, ranging up to

five and six tons, are the Avery, Harder,

Old Reliable, Reliance, U. S., and Mogul—

the latter, however, the only one of the

“exclusives” to pass the five-ton mark and

build a six-ton truck. The Poycr and Ware

complete the list of a score of machines that

for the most part are more or less familiar.

“Queer Things" Conspicuously Absent.

With the practical transplantation of the

New York show to Chicago, it goes without

saying that the main characteristics of the

two exhibitions will be alike. The strides

that have been made in the elimination of

undesirable and impracticable methods of

construction and the adoption of features

that have survived the trials of time and ser

vice—in other words, standardization of

design—will be as evident in one place as

the other, and the absence of the queer

things for which the Chicago show used to

be more or less famous—which wasn't the

fault of anyone except those who concoct

ed the freaks— will be regretted by no one

except perhaps some who look in out of

idle curiosity, and they don’t count much at

an exhibition of commercial vehicles.

 

Summary of Trucks To Be Exhibited.

Adams Bros., Findlay, Ohio. Adams. Gaso

lene, l and 1% tons; prices, $2,100 and

$2,300!
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American Locomotive Co“ New York AL

co. Gasolene, 2 to 6% tons; prices, $2,

950 to $5.200.

Autoear Co.. Ardmore, Pa. Autocar. Gas

°le“e- 3,000 Pounds; price. $2,150.

Avery Co., Peoria. Ill. Avery. Gasolene,

2' 3 and 5 tons; prices. $2,700 to $4.500.*++

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Baker. Electric, 500 pounds to 4 tons;

prices. $1,800 to $35001“?

Bessemer Motor Truck Co., Grove City, Pa,

Bessemer. Gasolene, 1,000 to 3,000 pounds;

prices. $1.200 t0 $2,700.1’r

Blair Mfg. Co.. Newark, N. ,l. Blair. G350

lene, 13/2 to 3% tons; prices. $3,000 to $3,

750.?

Bowling Green Motor Car Co., Bowling

Green, Ohio. Modern. Gasolene, 1,000 to

2.000 pounds; prices, $1.200 to $1,600.1'

Brown Commercial Car Co.. Peru, Ind.

Brown. Gasolene, 500 pounds; price. $1,

650.11

Bufialo Electric Vehicle Co., Bufialo, N. Y.

Bufialo. Electric.*

Chase Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Chase. Gasolene, 500 pounds to 2 tons;

prices, $500 to $2200.?

Clark Delivery Car Co., Chicago, Ill. Clark.

Gasolene, 1 ton; price, $2,000.*

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, Ill.

Little Giant. Gasolene, 1 ton; price, $1.

100."H' I I

Commerce Motor Car Co., Detrort, Mich.

Commerce. Gasolene, 1,000 pounds; price,

$700311

Dart Mfg. Co., \Vaterloo, Ia. Dart. Gaso

lene, 750 to 3.000 pounds; prices, $750 to

$1,790.1

Diamond T Motor Car Co., Chicago, Ill.

Diamond T. Gasolene, 1%, 3 and 5 tons;

prices, from $2,250 to $3,500.*'l' '

Dayton Auto Truck Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Dayton. Gasolene, 2, 3 and 5 tons; prices.

$2,600 to $4,500.* I '

Durant Dort Carriage Co., Flint, Mich.

Flint. Gasolene, 1,000 and 1,600 pounds;

price of 1,0000 pound, $875. .

Federal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Federal. Gasolene, 1 ton; price, $1,800.

Four Wheel Drive Auto Co., Clintonville.

Wis. Gasolene.“l"l'

Garford Co., Elyria, Ohio. Garford. Gaso

lene, 1% to 5 tons.

General Motors Truck Co., Pontiac, Mich.

G M C. Electric and gasolene, electric

1,000 pounds to 6 tons and gasolene 1%

to 5 tons.

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N.

Y. General Vehicle. Electric, 750 pounds

to 5 tons. T'l'

Gramm Motor Truck Co., Lima, Ohio.

Gramm. Gasolene. _

Gramm-Bernstein Co., Lima, Ohio. B. A.

Gramm. Gasolene, 2 to 3% tons; prices,

$2,750 to $3,600.11“

MOTOR WORLD

Harder Auto Truck Co.,

Harder. Gasoleneft ‘

Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co., Marion, Ind.

Indiana. Gasolene, 1% tons; price,

$200011?

Ideal Automobile Co., Ft. l/Vayne, Ind.

Ideal. Gasolene, %, 1, 1% and 2 tons;

prices from $1,500 to $2,250.",

Hewitt Motor Co., New York. Hewitt.

Gasolene, 1 to 10 tons; prices, $1,800 to

$5.500.

Hupp Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich. Hup

mobile Gasolene, 800 pounds; price,

$950.

International Harvester Co., Chicago, Ill.

1. H. C. Gasolene, 1,000 poundsJH‘

Kelly Motor Truck Co., Springfield, Ohio.

Kelly-Springfield. Gasolene, 1 to 3 tons;

prices, $2,000 and up.

Kentucky \Vagon Mfg. Co., Louisville, Ky.

Urban. Electric, 1,000 pounds; price,

$1,800.*

I(issel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis. Kis

sel. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 5 tons;

prices, $1,500 to $4,350.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

Knox. Gasolene, 2 to 6 tons; prices, $2,

750 to $5,000.

Koehler S. G. Co., H. 1., New York. Koell—

ler. Gasolene, 1,600 pounds; price, $750.?

Krebs Commercial Car Co., Clyde, Ohio.

Krebs. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds; price,

$1,375.

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont,

Ohio. Lauth-juergens. Gasolene, 1 to 3

tons; prices, $1,950 to $3,300.1"l'

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co., Bufialo,

N. Y. Lippard-Stewart. Gasolene, 1,500

pounds; price, $1,650.1'

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn. Locomobile. Gasolene, 5 tons;

price, $4,800.

Lansden Co., Newark, N. I. Lansden. Elec

tric. 750 pounds to 5 tonsi

Mack Bros. Motor Car Co., Allentown, Pa.

Mack. Gasolene, 1 to 7 tons; prices,

$2,100 and up.

Mais Motor Truck Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Mais. Gasolene, 1% to 3 tons; prices,

$2,750 to $3,400.

Mogul Motor Truck Co., Chicago, 111. M0

gul. Gasolene, 2, 4 and 6 tons; prices, $2,

800 to $4,700."l"l'

Mercury Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill. Mercury.

Gasolene, 1,000 pounds; price, $750."l

National Motor Truck Co., Bay City, Mich.

National. Gasolene, 1 tenffl'

Old Reliable Motor Truck Co., Chicago, Ill.

Old Reliable. Gasolene, 2, 4 and 5 tons;

prices from $2,750 to $4,500!

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Packard. Gasolene, 2 to 5 tons; prices,

$2,800 to $4,500.'H'

Chicago, Ill.

' Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Peerless. Gasolene, 3 to 5 tons; prices,

$3,700 to $4,500.
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Poyer & Co., D. F., Menominee, Mich.

Poyer. Gasoleneffi

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Pierce-Arrow. Gasolene, 5 tons; price,

$4,500.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn. Pope

Hartford. Gasolene, 3 to 5 tons; prices,

$3,350 to $4,475.

Reliance Motor Truck Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Reliance. Gasolene.‘

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich. Reo.

Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 2 tons; prices,

$760 to $1,800.

Sanford Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Sanford. Gasolene, 1 ton; price, $1,600.?T

Saurer Motor Co., New York. Saurer. Gas

olene, 4% to 6 tons.

Schacht Motor Car Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Schacht. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 4

tons; prices, $1,600 to $330011“

Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Selden. Gasolene, 1 ton; price, $2,000.

Service Motor Car Co., Wabash, Ind. Ser

vice. Gasolene, 1.500 pounds to 1% tons;

prices, $1,350 to $1,675.?

Smith Co., A. 0., Milwaukee, Wis. Smith

Milwaukee. Gasolene, 3V; to 6 tonsttL

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Speedwell. Gasolene, 2 to 6 tons; prices,

$3,750 to $4,400.

Standard Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Standard. Gasolene, 3 tons; price, $2,750.1

Sternberg Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Sternbcrg. Gasolene, 2 to 5 tons; prices,

$2,800 to $4,500.

Stewart Motor Corp., Buffalo, N. Y. Stew

art. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds; price, $1,

650.?

Studebaker Corp., Detroit, Mich. Stude

baker. Electric and gasolene; electric, 500

pounds to 5 tons; gasolene. 800 pounds to

5 tons.

United States Motor Truck Co., Cincinnati,

Ohio. United States. Gasolene, 2 and 3

tons; prices, $2,800 and $3,500!

Universal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Universal. Gasolene, 1 to 3 tons; prices,

a $2,750 to $3,400.1'

\i'elie Motor Vehicle Co., Moline, Ill. Velie.

Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 3 tons; prices,

$1,600 to $3,350.

Walker Vehicle Co., Chicago, Ill. Walker.

Electric, V; to 3% tons.‘

Ware Motor Vehicle Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Ware.*'H‘

Waverley Co., Indianapolis, Ind. WaverleY—

Electric, 600 pounds to 5 tons; prices, $1"

800 to $4,000.

White Co., Cleveland, Ohio.v White. Gaso

lene, 1,500 pounds to 5 tons; prices, $2,100

to $4,500.1'1'

 

Undesignated denotes exhibit in ColiScum

'1‘ In Annex.

11' In First Regiment Armory.

‘ Not shown in New York.

_l“\_
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REILLY ADVISES MAN WHO IS “ABOVE HIS JOB”

 

Feeling Bigger Than One’s Position is a Sure Way to be Smaller Than

the Position—Convinces One of His Shop Men That Sweep

ing is Not Necessarily too Menial for a Machinist.

Loud voices, or, rather, a loud voice, pen

etrated the walls between the repair shop

and Reilly’s office and broke the train of

thought which the dealer was having tran

scribed by the office girl as the answer to a

letter from the Sales Manager, who had

asked an opinion on a certain selling plan

which had long been turning over and over

in the factory man’s mind. As the voice

continued to intrude itself into the air of

regularity and comparative quiet which

characterizes a well managed establishment,

Reilly ceased to dictate, saying, “You can

write what you have; I’ll be back in a min

ute."

He arose and was about to start for the

shop, when the shop door opened and one

of the shop men burst into the salesroom

and then turned toward the oflice door; he

evidently was considerably agitated, but

endeavored to calm himself as much as pos

sible as he entered the office.

Reilly Is Asked To Be a Judge.

“Mr. Reilly,” he blurted out, “Williams

fired me."

“Did he?" answered the dealer quietly, be

fore the other had time to enlarge upon his

difficulties with the foreman machinist.

“What if he did?"

"I don't think he was justified, that's all,”

went on the mechanic, “and I wanted to

ask you whether I'm right or wrong."

“What did he fire you for, Billy?"

“Beeausel didn’t want to sweep the shop

floor," asserted the man in overalls. “It

may sound kiddish to you, but I don't be

lieve it’s my place to be a sweeper; I'm a

machinist."

“I thought Williams had a boy out there

Who did such work as that," suggested

Reilly.

_“He has," declared Billy, “but the boy

didn't show up to-day and Williams wanted

mt to sweep out."

“Someone has got to do it, hasn't he?"

asked the dealer.

"I suppose so," was the admission

"Whom do you think ought to do it?"

was the next question.

“Well—" said the man with the grim?

flee and hands, and he got no further in his

ufllression, for the simple reason that he

did not know what to say next; and as th6

man hesitated Reilly began to smile in 3

peculiar, quiet way that made the belligerent

realize that he was cornered in the argu

ment.

“Sit down,” invited Reilly, and the work

man did so. “You and Williams ought to

get along well together; he's pretty square

and fair with the men, isn't he?”

Diagnosign the Workman’s Case.

“I never made a kick before,” exclaimed

the shop man; "I have always called him

the best foreman I ever had."

“Maybe you're to blame this time,” hinted

the dealer. “Did you ever stop to think

that oftentimes a man has to do things that

  

"MR. REILLY, WILLIAMS FIRED ME," SAID

THE SHOP MAN

don’t just set well with him, but which

nevertheless are a part of his job? Maybe

you didn‘t, but I know you’re man enough

to see it when it's eXplained to you that a

man who thinks he's too big for his job is

in reality too small for the job. You're not

exactly that way, but if you want my most

honest opinion, given in as friendly a way

as possible, I will say that I think you have

shown a touch of that feeling this afternoon.

You're not going to be offended, are you, if

I talk to you like this?”

“No, sir," replied the workman, who real

ly could make no other reply; but he also

was the type of man who occasionally

would admit that he was a suitable recipient

for advice.

“I suppose, Billy, that you have often

looked forward to the day when you would

be a foreman machinist, or something bet

ter than an ordinary machinist; everyone

does, or ought to. But if you analyze the

make-ups of the men who have fairly won

their way to foremen's positions you will

find that most of them were the men who

did not think their work was beneath them.

A machine man may get it into his head that

he is too good a man to be an ordinary ma—

chinist, and that therefore he ought to be a

foreman machinist. Instead of proving

that he is bigger than the machine job and

thereby showing his fitness for the bigger

position when the opportunity presents

itself, he fails to handle the machine job

to the best of his ability and is heading tow

ard a goal which is the opposite of what he

had in mind.

Sizing Up the Job and the Man.

“Take your own case to-day. The shop

has to be swept and kept clean, and since

it is work that an unskilled laborer can do,

Williams keeps a boy for that work; but

the work has to be done, and if the boy

failed to show up you must be able to see

yourself that someone had to do it. It’s

up to every man in the shop to be willing

to keep the shop neat and clean and main

tain a good standard, so someone other

than the boy had to sweep to-day; isn't that

so?"

“Yes, sir," rather meekly replied Billy.

“Now, then," added Reilly, “since there

were nothing but machine men in the shop,

either one of them or \Villiams had to

sweep. Williams has too many other things

to do, so one of the men had to do it; and

why shouldn’t you do it just as much as any

of the others? You get just as much an

hour, whether you're sweeping or working

at your trade. If anyone loses its's myself;

we can get a boy for not more than 15 cents

an hour to sweep, and if you do it it costs

about three times that."

“Maybe I was wrong," admitted the work

man. “I’ll admit I was hot-headed for a

minute and didn't stop to think very much

about it."

“I'll tell you, Billy," continued Reilly,

“there's nothing that counts for so much as

a willingness to do all that your job re

quires—and sometimes a little more. I

know a newspaper man who, when he was

younger than he is now was sent out of the
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city where his paper was located to man

age a little branch ofiice. The morning he

blew in he looked things over and saw at

once that from being a reporter exclusively,

as he had been in the city, he was going

to be everything from manager to office boy

in the new place. Do you know the first

thing he did?"

“No,” answered Billy.

“He hunted up a broom and swept the

office and the whole front sidewalk," replied

the dealer. “And he certainly looked out

of place. Just imagine a man in patent

leather shoes and the latest style of over

coat and hat acting as a porter! The point

is that he really was out of place; he proved

it by other things in the few months that

followed, and it wasn't long before he got

a bigger place.

Salesman Who Traveled Downward.

“I know a salesman for a shoe house who

always will be a mere salesman, provided

he doesn’t get pushed down the ladder to

a lesser position. One day he was at the

home office when one of his customers

wired in and asked that a certain size and

style of shoe be rushed to him at once to

fill an order for a particular customer who

had to have the shoes at once, as seems to

be the case with some people whenever they

finally make up their minds they want any

thing. The customer had ordered a case,

but asked that one pair be gotten to him as

quickly as possible, by mail, special delivery

or any other way. The expense didn't mat

ter so much as did his holding the customer.

“Well, the salesman was going on a trip

that night that led through this man’s town

and the ofiice asked him if he would not be

so accommodating as to take the shoes

down to the customer. He refused point

blank and wanted to know if he was a

salesman or a messenger boy. He was in

the place of a salesman but was qualifying

himself for the position of messenger boy,

or something not so high up. He could

have made an everlasting impression upon

that customer by delivering those shoes

in person, but he passed up this valuable

opportunity because he thought he was

above such work."

"I never thought of it that way," reflect

ivcly commented the workman, and he

started to go.

The Sh0p Man Who Became Boss.

“Wait! Don't be in a hurry," said Reilly.

“I want to tell you about another man. He

was a machine man, just the same as you

are; he worked in an automobile repair

shop, too. just the same as you do, and he

was one of the best workmen his employer

ever had. I knew him personally, and

knew his employer, too. This man started in

as an ordinary shop hand, but he was al

_)
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ways looking about him to see if there was

not some way he could better his work, or

something he could do that would make him

more valuable to his employer. He never

watched the clock or got the idea that he

had to look sharp for fear someone would

ask him to do something that was not up to

his standard, and he never. so far as I know,

refused to do anything that he was asked

to do.

Doing the Work You Are Paid To Do.

“Also, he never got it into his head that

he was above being bossed. Some men, you

know, get that way. They believe that

they ought not to be told anything. I don't

mean that bossiness is the right thing for

a foreman, but there are times when a man

has to be told things. How can he know

what to do or how can his employer let

 
  

——AND NOW REILLY STEPPED OUT AND

CLOSED THE DOOR

him know what is to be done if the man

won't be told?

“So long as a man is working for somc'

one else he must necessarily do things now

and then which he would rather not do,

but he is being paid for doing those things,

and if he doesn’t want to do them the

proper thing for him to do is to resign

quietly and get another job. That shop

hand got to be shop foreman after a while,

but to this day he would just as soon sweep

the shop as to do anything else—in fact, if

I'm not mistaken, he does sweep out if it's

necessary. I should think you'd like to

work for him."

“I would," eagerly

“Where is he now?"

exclaimed Billy.

Sweeping Assumes Difl'erent Aspect.

“Come out and I'll introduce you to him,"

said Reilly, and he led the way to the shop.

As they opened the door they saw Wil

liams busy with the broom. Billy couldn’t

stand it any longer. He marched straight

up to the foreman machinist without wait

ing for an introduction from Reilly and took

the broom into his own hands.

Reilly had stopped just inside the shop

door to watch developments, and now he

stepped out and shut it.

Silences Chauffeurs of Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh may be smoky, but it isn’t

going to be as noisy as it was, at least so far

as vociferous chauffeurs are concerned;

heretofore a great many of them have been

in the habit of shouting to the driver follow

ing when they wished to stop, slow down or

turn a corner, instead of using the extended

arm as a signal. The city fathers have

grown weary of the clamor, and in a new

ordinance which just went into effect in

corporated a paragraph forbidding drivers

to use such audible means of signifying

their intention; hereafter they must “wig

wag" their intentions if they would elude

the clutches of the law.

Adding More Room to Garford Plant.

Three new buildings are being added to

the Garford plant in Elyria, 0., the floor

space of which thereby will be increased

by nearly 40,000 square feet. The new

structures consist of a warehouse, 60 x 300

feet, a rear axle assembly shop, 56 x 280

feet, and a four-story addition, 45 x45 feet,

to the main building. All will be of con

crete construction to conform with the style

of the present main building.

When Non-Skid Chains May Fail.

Too much dependence should not be

placed upon chains to prevent sliding on a

greasy road surface when brakes are ap

plied, for the brakes may lock the wheels,

or one of them, in such a position that the

tire rests directly on the road between two

cross-chains and is free to slide. Should this

occur, the proper thing to do is to ease up

on the brake and let the wheel turn a little

until the chains grip.

To Make Tan Leather Turn Black.

As a simple and harmless means of per'

manently blackening tan leather, it is rec

ommended that it be rubbed first with a 10

per cent. solution of tannic acid, whiCh

should be permitted to dry thoroughly. Af

terward, a 10 per cent. solution of iron sul

phate should be applied and in turn pet'

mitted to dry. Both chemicals are easily

procurable at any drug store.

 

The accuracy of the machining of the

valves of a well-known foreign car is tested

by inserting the stem in a hole drilled in 3

steel block and letting the seating come

down on a corresponding seating in th6

block. The gauge being absolutely accu

rate, any failure of the valve to seat prop

erly indicates a fault.

I‘
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Blllllllllli A FRONT WHEEL

TO MEET AN EMERGENCY ’
 

Not a Handsome job, But One That

Answered the Purpose and Took

the Car Horne—How It

Was Done.

 

All the trouble occurred on one of those

mean little creek bridges—one of the kind

that makes an obtuse angle with the road

by which it is approached, being built

straight across the water doubtless because

it would cost an extra eleven dollars to

build it on the skew and maintain a straight

line with the road on either side. It was

early in the morning, and cold, and the rain

of the night before was ice on the planks,

though the roads were in fairly good condi

tion.

The car was going too fast. Had the

bridge planks been dry it would have been

all right, but as they were not, the car

promptly executed a fancy lateral slide with

the result that one of the front wheels was

driven with a crash against the heavy tim

ber railing. The timbers suffered but little,

which was a matter of no particular import

ance; the thing that counted was that the

wheel was wrecked-hopelessly wrecked.

The mudguard was wrinkled considerably

and a lamp collapsed with a tinkle of ex

pensive glass—but the wheel was the seri

ous part of the incident. It was utterly use

less.

Forty-five miles from a new wheel, ten

miles from a railroad station and half a

mile from a village, and for various reasons

it was necessary to get the car to the city

that night. Obviously the first thing to do

was to explore the village, which, being

done, revealed nothing more hopeful than a

combined blacksmith and carpenter shop.

“Let's see that machine, anyway!" sug'

gested the carpenter.

He saw it.

"The wheel's gone," he announced, in the

tone of one imparting news. “If you ain't

too pertickler, though, I guess I could rig

somethin’ t0 git the machine home with."

N0; nobody was “pertickler"—-aflything

to get the machine home.

“Will that iron hub come OH?”

It would and it did.

"Now, if you’ll come back tothe shop

:Zh'be you can save a little time by helpln'

At the shop the outer flange of the hub

3:; taken off and the remains 0f the wheel

“maul-h So far as appearances were con

“ If. e hub was not bent to amonnt t0

Yl "18. The carpenter rummaged out

5 .Om _%'"\¢ll oak lumber and gazed at it

X'Ellectrvelyg

"It's a pity to use up that stuff," he re

marked regretfully, “but I guess soft wood

won’t be no use." So he attacked the boards

with a saw. “We'll build up a wheel that’ll‘

get you home somehow."

So a wheel was built up, and when it was

finished it looked very much like one of

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

EMERGENCY WHEEL IN BUILDXNG

those ancient ox-cart wheels that they used

in India or somewhere and that never was

oiled, so that they squealed continuously—

which has nothing to do with this story. A

layer of short boards was laid down and a

second layer on top of it, the second being

placed at an angle of 45 degrees with the

first and the two fastened together with a

few nails. A third layer was added, at

  

\VHEEL READY FOR SERVICE

right angles to the first. and screwed down.

Thus there were three layers, with the

grain running at different angles.

A circle was marked off just the diameter

of the wheel, which happened to be 34

inches, and a second and smaller circle of

the diameter of the barrel of the hub. The

hole was cut out with a keyhole saw, and

though it was something of a job because

of the thickness of the wood and the hard

ness of the well-seasoned white oak, it was

as nothing compared with the labor of cut

ting down to the big ring. Had there been a

band-saw in the village the work could have

been done in one-tenth of the time.

To hold the layer. firmly together, a set

.of cleats was- put on each side, each set

forming a hollow square. The corners of

the square on one side of the wheel—that’s

what it must be called, no matter what it

looks like—did not come opposite the cor

ners of the square, on the opposite sides, but

half way between; the accompanying illus

trations make the arrangement plain

enough. The whole imposing structure was

firmly bound together by a lot of carriage

bolts put clear through both sets of cleats

where they crossed. and also through the

boards inside and outside of the cleats. The

bolts were driven into bored holes in which

they were a tight fit, and washers were put

under the heads and also under the nuts,

which were pulled down hard and the ends

of the bolts slightly riveted over.

A little paring'and fitting was required to

get the contrivance on the hub. Holes for

the hub bolts were marked off with a pencil

from both sides and the holes bored from

both sides, the bit being sent half way

through from each mark so that the bolts

would come out opposite the places where

they went in. It was rather a mean little

job. and some of the holes were so kinked

in the middle that it was necessary to resort

to the use of a red-hot iron to make straight

the paths for the bolts, which finally were

worried into their places and pulled down

hard.

"Naow!" said the carpenter. standing off

a little with his head on one side admiring

his handiwork. “Mebbe you'd like to have

a coat of red paint put on that there—naow

—wheel."

The offer was declined hastily and with

thanks.

“\\'ell, you're right; it don't

match the other wheel none too good as it

is. does it?"

Which it certainly didn't.

With a round stick through its center

the wheel was trundled to the car. which

stood on the bridge under a guard of small

boys and the village drunkard. It went on

all right, and once more the car stood on

four wheels. It looked all right, too—from

the other side. It was too bad, though,

that the new contrivance was on the left

side. where it was displayed in all its beauty

to the occupants of the cars that were met,

to say nothing of the many machines that

overtook the “cripple” on the road. The

journey of 45 miles was accomplished with

out incident and without breaking any

speed laws, but it must be recorded that

the obvious interest of other people along

the line became somewhat cloying. in time.

Beyond losing a few chips from its rim, the

oak disk arrived at its destination in as

good condition as it started, and—well, if

anybody wants to buy a nice, substantial

spare wheel, it's there yet.

mebhe
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Solutions of the Used Car Problem

In Competition for Motor World’s Cash Premiums of $50, $25,

$15 and $10 for the Best Four Articles Dealing With the Subject.

By H. G. CHADWICK, Boston, Mass.

The solution of each individual dealer’s second-handprob

lem lies with himself, as a co-operative clearing house can

not and will not prove successful until the retail automobile

industry is placed on a more generally businesslike basis.

There are too many “weak sisters" engaged in the sale

of automobiles at the present time and, until the process of

elimination has weeded them out, the successful dealer who

depends on good judgment and salesmanship for his profit

will decline to enter into an association with those who can

not resist the temptation to sell a car at a fraction of their

legitimate profits. There are too many ways in which, if he

wants the order so badly as to be willing to sacrifice a good

portion of his commission, he can evade any rules a clear~

ing house association might formulate. “Buy my car, Mr.

Prospect," he will say, “and I will give you a hundred, more

or less, over what the clearing house gets for your car." This

and many other methods of evasion will be his manner of

following rules.

Those who are intent upon building up a profitable, per

manent business should have little difficulty in handling the

situation in a satisfactory manner.

One of the leading New England concerns (whose sales

greatly outnumber those of other moderate price car agents)

has a system which is followed religiously. Before a pros—

pect's car is appraised, a trained salesman has a demonstra

tion—turns buyer. and makes the owner show him the car's

good points, while he has eyes and ears open for its bad

features. Then a figure is named. which is based upon the

condition of the power plant, tires, etc. An estimate of the

expense necessary to put the car in a demonstrable and sale

able condition enters into the proposition. and, most im

portant of all, the standing of that particular make of car

in the local market.

The unknown or unpopular car shrinks twice as rapidly in

the first year's depreciation as the standard make. the manu—

t'u-iurer of which is financially sound and whose reputation

is beyond reproach. As a rule, 40 per cent. depreciation for

a car that has been run one season is the average, but some

cars that are difficult to move bring as low as 40 per cent. of

the original cost after only one year's use.

Often a deal is made in which a car of questionable value

is traded in on a proposition whereby the owner gets all over

a certain figure which the dealer allows outright, that figure

being low enough to protect the dealer against much of a

loss; but as a rule the transaction closes with an allowance

which must be acceptable to the owner and which allows the

agent a fair chance to get out whole and realize the full

commission on the new car sale.

After the used car is received by the dealer, it is turned

over to the second-hand car department, tuned up, thoroughly

cleaned inside and out and made as presentable as possible.

A cleaned power plant on which a little aluminum paint and

lampblack has been used, together with polished brass, prop

erly inflated tires and touched up enamel will work won

ders toward creating “the desire to own" in the mind of the

second-hand car prospect.

If the paint is in very poor condition, a small sum spent

in that direction is usually well invested, and before showing

a car to any prospect it should always be at its best and

placed where it will show up to advantage. “Fine feathers

make fine birds" and in the used car business a little painstak

ing attention to appearance brings out the truth of the say

ing. although some time must also be spent in putting the

car in running condition.

As a rule we will find that the automobile dealer who

curses the necessity of taking second-hand cars in trade is the

one who tucks them away in the basement and allows them

to become so shabby in appearance that it is almost impos

sible to secure anywhere near their real worth in the open

second-hand market.

By JOHN R. OAKES, Galesburg, Ill.

Used cars? What shall we do with them?

Standard proven cars selling at $3.000 and upward should

be rebuilt at the factory. and resold in the regular manner;

priced as any other article of merchandise—viz, at a figure

that yields a reasonable profit to the factory for labor and

material and to the retailer for his part, as well as transporta

tion charges.

Any standard car thus handled will meet with ready sale,

because the public already knows the car and trusts the

company back of it. Thus is one great item of eXpense prac

tically eliminated—that of advertising; so that a really high

grade car comes within the reach of thousands who otherwise

would buy a new car at $1,000 to $1,500 and not have nearly so

good a bargain as they could in the high-grade rebuilt article.

I believe this system could work adversely to none except

the makers and venders of the cheap, inferior cars, would be

a boon to the public and redound to the success and honor

of all that is good in this great industry.

Cars selling at $500 to $1,500, with few exceptions, are not

designed for longevity so much as for initial low cost, so that

they close their career of active existence much as did the

“One Hoss Shay." This general collapse has usually been

preceded by a reasonable service for the investment, but it is

so general as to baflie any hope of satisfactory reconstruc—

tion; so off to the dealer hies the owner and forthwith talks

trade. In such a case the dealer has two items to juggle-—

his commission on his new car and the junk in the old one

Many dealers swap the former for the latter, and, of course,

sooner or later appear discreditably in Bradstreet's little

journal of facts.

The used car is not so much a problem as an excuse be

hind which the price cutter hides from his own conscience and

from outside criticism. His part and place in the trade _15

regrettable, but will be less and less until price cutting Via

the used car route will be as negligible a factor in the auto

mobile business as it has become in any reputable line of

merchandising.

As a last word, the used car has a value relatively easy 0f

ascertainment; to this the owner is entitled, and to no more.

No law, agreement nor combination of men can pervent 50"“!

dealers from giving more, except the law of average, and

upon that we may depend for final redress, for it will put

such dealers out of business.
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THE LADY AND THE LIMOUSINE; HER STORY
 

Being the Experiences of a Woman Prospect Who Encountered the Sort of

Salesmanship that Sells Cars and the Sort that Does Not—Short

comings that Exist in Retail Establishments.

Say "limousine" in the average automo

bile salesroom. and if the salesman does not

prick up his ears and display unwonted in'

terest it is because something ails him.

Limousine spells “big money" and he is a

mere time-server and not a salesman who

is not proud of a large sale. But that not all

salesmen are equal to the opportunity when

it presents itself was made clear by the ex

perience of an intending woman purchaser

who recently made the rounds of a number

of the better known establishments in one

of the largest cities in the country.

She encountered extreme courtesy and

lackadaisical indifference, and pretty nearly

everything that goes between. If she had

  

SHE EXCOIYXTERED EXTREME COURTESY

been less intent on purchasing a car, her

first eXperience must have discouraged her.

IndiEerence as an Antagonizer.

In advance, she had become much enam

ored of a particular ear of national repu

tation, listing at less than $4,000, and her

lirst steps led in the direction of the store

"1 which it is sold. She said “limousine,”

but the salesman failed to prick up his ears.

He had none in stack—and that was the

Substance of what he told her. He seemed

tired to the point of indifference and made

"Of the slightest effort to induce the pros

PM“ Purchaser to call again. But for her

interest in the car she vowed she never

would have set foot into the place again.

fHowever, she paid a second visit and

onunately met a radically different type of

salesman. He chewed gum. but otherwise

h‘ was Politeness itself, and if he failed to

""1"" the sale it was no fault of his own.

llilsrnnousme had been received but, as the

had be" Courteously explained, it already

up fore" 50111; in fact, the firm was sold

was De: ntonth ahead. The lady, however,

w H mitted to inspect the car which was

amng deliver!!- but to do so it was neces

sary to go through a not particularly invit

ing shipping room, enter a freight elevator

and go to an upper floor where the body

just had been fitted to the chassis.

The Last Touch of Courtesy.

ln relating her experience, she remarked

the fact that the salesman was so courteous

and diplomatic in handling her that she

overlooked the inconvenience, the last touch

of courtesy being escorting her to her tour~

‘/ .\'\

‘_.

  

  

  

DEEPLY INTERESTED IN NEWSPAPERS

ing car which waited at the curb. As a

whole, her experience was so varied that it

cannot but afford instruction to the owners

and managers of every establishment en

gaged in the sale of automobiles and who

seek to improve their ways and the ways of

their salesmen.

Sales Secondary to Newspaper.

After being shown to her car, the lady

visited two other stores in which cars list

ing at more than $4,000 were for sale. In

one, the salesman was alert and met her

with a smile and a cordial manner; in the

other, the two salesmen were so deep in

their newspapers that it was necessary for

her to arouse them. Once aroused, how

ever, the one who took her in band led her

skillfully to the good points of his car. His

case, however, became hopeless when the

lady sought to discover what constituted the

equipment of the car. When she detected

that several things dear to the average

woman's heart were lacking, and he in

formed her that they were "extras," the

interview terminated soon after.

"Oh!" she exclaimed, “I want a car that is

all dressed up. I thought your price in

cluded everything. I wouldn’t pay a penny

extra, and at your price I can't see how you

can expect it."

She laughed amnsedly in relating some

other of her experiences.

“In one place," she said, “the salesman

almost apologized for the absence of a per

son whom he called the ‘sales manager.’ He

would like very much to have me meet him,

but, unfortunately, that distinguished gen

tleman was lunching at Sherry’s, or Del

monico’s——I forget just which place. I

don’t know whether I was informed of the

fact as a means of impressing me. but I am

afraid I smiled in the young man's face.

Sample Car Too Costly an Item.

“In this store also there was no limousine

in evidence. In fact, that was so generally

the rule that I finally remarked it, and sug~

gested that department stores always re

. \'_

 

  

THEY HAD A BODY ON ROLLERS

tained at least one sample of everything,

no matter what it might be. The salesman

to whom I made the remark expressed his

regret and impressed me with the heavy de

mand for their limousines and of the idle

money which would be represented by a

sample car of such value remaining unsold

for any length of time. I could not but ad

mit the force of the statement, and in one of

the last stores I visited I found that at least

one firm had found a' way of solving the dif

ficulty.

“There, on the salesroom floor. they had

a limousine body standing on rollers, 01‘

skids, or whatever you call them. It abun

dantly served at least my purpose. I chiefly

was interested in the external appearance

and appointments of the interior of the car,

and as this firm also had a bare chassis on

the floor, it was a simple matter to inform

me that the difference between the limou

sine and the touring car was wholly a mat

ter of body, the same chassis serving for

both.

Salesman Lacked Manners and Gumption.

"In still another establishment in which

they had nothing to show, the young sales
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man sat on the edge of a table as he talked,

and kept his hat on his head while he did

so. I had heard his car well spoken of and

was rather anxious to see it, and when he

informed me that a customer’s car was hav

ing work done on it in a nearby service sta

tion I accepted his invitation to go and see

it. The driver of their demonstrating car

was in the salesroom at the time. He was

smoking a cigarette and wore his cap with

the peak pointed to the rear, and I had to

ride behind that fellow to the service sta

tion. The salesman himself had not gump

tion enough to accompany me. In fact, he

lacked it to such an extent that he did not

even open the store door for me to make

my exit.

Long Wait in a Service Station.

“At the service station—a large estab

lishment~I waited 10 minutes before any

one could be found to take me to see the

car, and again it was necessary to go to an

upper floor in a freight elevator and dodge

around between repair work and repairmen.

The chauffeur who finally located the car

apparently was either dumb or knew noth

ing about it, and while the car is a good

one, it could not speak for itself, and after

my experience I don't think I would have

bought it even had it been able to do 50.

“One of the politest men I met was doing

business amid the most discouraging sur

roundings. His store was so small and so

crowded that it was difiicult to turn around

in it, but the man himself—he was the pro

prietor—was so pleasant and such an agree

able talker that he more than made up for

the drawbacks of his store. Once when I

mentioned a rival car he spoke so highly

of it that I could not well fail to think well

of the man himself. His store was too small

to contain a limousine and the only one he

had was stored in a basement several blocks

distant. but the man was so much a gen'

tleman, and was so nice in every way, that

I could not well refuse his invitation to in

spect the car. Unfortunately. I never saw

it. When we reached the dimly lighted

basement he found he had forgotten the

key to the storeroom.

Frankness That Impressed Favorably.

“Perhaps the car had something to do

with it. but when I look back I think the

salesman who most impressed me was

neither particularly bright in appearance.

alert in manner nor engaging in conversa

tion. He was quiet, rather slow-spoken and

plainly not particularly well educated. Per

haps he impressed me favorably because he

agreed with nearly everything I said, but, at

any rate, he was well informed regarding

his car and he was plainly honest and sin

cere in his answers. He was not given to

the exaggeration which I encountered in

several places- He did not attempt to tell

me, for instance, thatthey were getting 16

or 18 miles per gallon out of their car, as

other salesmen had told me, when I knew

that our own—a much lighter touring car—

was not able to give more than 10 or 12

miles at the best, although the cars sold by

other of the exaggerators employed the

same carburetter that we did.

“But in this honest looking fellow’s place,

as in so many of the others, there was no

'0

HE KEPT HIS HAT ON HIS HEAD

  

one ‘on the door,’ so to speak. Twice when

I called there was not a living person in

sight. Both of the salesmen were seated at

their desks, which were hidden by the cars,

and although once I purposely slammed the

door no one immediately came forward to

meet me. In at least two of the places I

visited I found men hurriedly throwing

away cigarettes, or putting down cigars be

fore they came forward. In another store,

I found three men seated in a touring car,

reading newspapers, and it was not until I

bluntly asked a question that any of them

paid the slightest attention to me, and then

they informed me that the company that

sold the car, the name of which was dis

played on the window, had moved elsewhere

several days before.

Salesmen’s Faith in Demonstrations.

"Demonstrations?" said the lady repeat

ing the question, “Oh. heavens! If I had

accepted all of the invitations I would be

riding yet. Nearly every salesman seemed

to imagine that a demonstration was all that

to close the sale, and,
“'35 “CCCSSHTY

 

 

  

THERE WAS NO ONE “ON THE DOOR"

strangely enough, nearly all of the demon

strations tendered me Were touring car

demonstrations and not limousine demon'

strations. Perhaps there’s no difference, but

somehow I am possessed of the notion that

there is such a difference in the feel of the

two cars that no touring car demonstration

ever will prove more than half-suflicient to

the intending purchaser of a limousine.

“My opinion of automobile salesmen?

They‘re a much-mixed lot," she replied. It

is plain that a number of them have much

to learn and that many of them would not

last long in a department store where they

would be watched, and where they are re

quired to do certain things in certain ways."

Possibilities of the Parcel Post.

When first the Parcel Post approached

reality those within the automobile industry

who were heartiest in welcome maintained

that attitude because of the number of

motor driven vehicles which it was an

nounced that the new governmental enter

prise would require; however, there now

is opening another field wherein the post

may be of great service to the trade. That

is in transporting small articles such as

parts and supplies.

The first extensive use of the post for au

tomobile purposes occurred in the State of

Iowa, where about 5,000 license plates have

been distributed through the mails. Sorne

delay was experienced in turning out the

numbered tags, and when a shipment of

about 5.000 was received at the State capitol

shortly before the old year died, they were

held until the new regulations became

effective and were distributed in that man

ner. The authorities in \Visconsin plan to

make a similar use of the post, and Secre

tary of State Frear states that in distribut

ing the 25,000 license plates which will bc

used about $2,500 will be saved. Formerly

the plates were expressed.

  

Queen Mother Buys Miniature Cadillac.

When those who were responsiblefor a

miniature Cadillac car that amused visitors

to the recent French show evolved the idea

of its production it is unlikely that theypected what its ultimate destination ring.

be. It has been purchased by Great Britain:

Queen Mother, Alenandra, as a gift for 09

of her grandsons. ‘ _ . d
The car is an exact replica Of a fuleldsulzzd

. ~ ' ‘ n5 rCadillac, With all its dimensio r feet.

to two-fifths; the wheelbase is fond from

Power to drive the vehicle is obtainee start,

the Delco electric lighting and mi? cs are

ing svstem with which all Cadi a tor.

' being no gasolene m0

d bv means of a side lever

I nd the speed ob

An idea of the

from the di

d 15 x 2

d for

equipped, there

Control is etfecte

king in a quadrant, a

s an how'

be gaine

5' which

cially ‘3

wor

tained is 16 mile

size of the car can

mensions of the tire

inches and were espe " r is comp
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IN BUSINESS FOR FUN AND YET MAKES MONEY

 

Toronto Dealer Who Takes Delight in the Tight Corners of Business—

Works on the Principle That What He Must Have He Will

Surely Get—Trade Tactics That Have Made Sales.

Putting business before pleasure is sup

posed to be, and perhaps is, the only sound

theory to be pursued by him who hopes to

attain success, and if a man should declare

that he was launched upon the business sea

at the age of about 16 with no money and

an inherent desire to put pleasure before

the drudgery of business and should fur

ther state that he had always let his desire

be gratified, one naturally might expect this

individual to be an itinerant mendicant, rid

ing the brake rods with a sandwich in his

pocket.

On the other hand, should this man prove

the possessor of a prosperous business in

a city 0f 300,000 inhabitants and still insist

that his former statement were true, the

congruity of the facts might be difficult of

explanation until the man cleared the sit

uation by the assertion that he is in busi

ness for the “fun there is in it.” The man

who is the principal actor in this peculiar

“play” is W. J. Ross, who is the substan

tial portion of the Ross Motor Car Co..

Ltd, of Toronto, Ont.

Works Hard Because It Is Pleasure.

Ross does not appear to recognize the

fact that a man will work hard at pleasure

ind that, while Ross is having a lot of fun,

he nevertheless is working to the limit. And

his hair isn't getting gray, either.

He is Canadian distributer of Regal cars.

and is an excellent type of the man who

has become a rattling good salesman with

out very extensive schooling in salesman

Sth- Or any other form of instruction. The

Ross formula for becoming this type of

salesman is: Have your father fail in busi'

"551.11% as you are getting through high

@1001; 88! a job in a machine shop at $2

a week and pay $3 board; work up in this

trade until you see there is not much in it;

b“? a moving picture outfit and tour the

c‘Julllry, acting as a "lecturer"; return to

your home city; decide you want to be an

a"tomobile dealer; order a load of cars and

film dig around to find the money to pay

(DIP them when they arrive. The latter move

mlglll Seem difficult, but it was mere matter

of '3“ Performance with Ross, who works

0" lhe Principle that inasmuch as he had to

have the money to pay for the cars. the only

mu“ conceivable was that he would get it

Th0“ “'85 something to he figured out

after the ordering of the cars had been

attended to.

Such work is what adds zest to Ross's

business; getting the money and then or

dering the cars would have been too usual.

In like manner he one day went to a bank

and said, “I need $600; I suppose you’ll

want a note or something?"

“Note!” exclaimed the manager. “You

talk just as if you were going to get it."

"I've got to have it,” answered Ross,

"therefore I’m going to get it; one of the

purposes of a bank is to loan money to the

business men of the city, and of what good

are you to me if you don’t loan me money?"

When Nerve Effected a $600 Loan.

The very nerve of the thing was of more

avail than a pocket full of references, and

Ross got the money; also he paid it back

when he said he would, and has borrowed

there ever since whenever occasion has de

manded it. One day a salesman tried to

load Ross up with a stock of goods; the

salesman said he was willing to extend

credit on Ross’s rating.

“Rating!” said Ross, “I haven't any."

“Yes, you have," insisted the salesman;

“it says, ‘This mart is an A No. 1 salesman

and will make good.’ "

Originality bristles out all over this

Canadian dealer; he sells cars in his own

way, but the main point is that he sells

them, and demonstrates his true salesman

ship in that his customers come back for

more. Selling cars in Canada. he states, is

difiicult, because competition is more than

keen; the dealer in the Dominion not only

is obliged to compete with cars of European,

Canadian and American make, but in addi

tion, he says. American manufacturers make

Canada a dumping ground, shipping their

surplus stocks into that country at prices

which make life miserable for the estab

lished retailer.

Christmas Remembrances Effective.

Ross has been Regal distributer for all of

Canada only a year; previously he was

Toronto dealer only. As stated, he borrowed

the money to go into business, but, as he

himself expresses it, he “is now on his way

back from the poor house." Why and row

he sells cars is exemplified by instances of

his business methods. A year ago Christ

mas he performed a clever business stroke

that: aided in making him solid with his

clientele. He decided to remember some

of those who had bought cars of him with

in the last couple of years and believed it

would be appreciated, especially by those

men—and women, too—who are on the

shady side for forty, for they, said Ross,

“are looking backward at the Christmas

times that have gone before; they are not

filled with thesexuberance and hope for the

future that fills the heart of the younger

men, and they are quick to appreciate a

Christmas remembrance."

Some of Ross's customers smoke; others

do not Cigars would not be acceptable to

all. so he went to a candy dealer who was

a Regal owner and whose goods bear a

standard name which is beyond reproach

and spent nearly $100 for candy. His car

and a driver delivered these packages

Christmas morning, with the Ross card at

tached, to a list of about four score of his

customers. The effect was magical. Such

tactics on the part of automobile dealers

were unknown, and straightway he became

more than “the man who sold them their

cars"; he became their friend. At least

three sales are directly traceable to this

act, for the news was not slow in spread

ing, and what ROSS lost in dollars he more

than gained in new customers and added

profits.

Winning Through Fair Dealing.

Ross says he rarely has trouble over his

repair work, because he will never deliver

a car until the owner has called at the Ross

place of business, ridden in the car with a

Ross employe and thus given an opportu

nity to make sure he is satisfied. On one

occasion when he failed to follow this pol

icy he was compelled to sue for his account.

The action had been postponed once or

twice, and the day before it was again due

for trial Ross telephoned the defendant and

said: “I suppose you know our case comes

up to-morrow? I don't want you to forget

about it." ‘

“So it is!" exclaimed the owner: and

say! I can’t possibly attend tomorrow."

"I am perfectly‘ willing to postpone it

again if it will be any accommodation," re

plied Ross, and before the owner could re

ply the dea'er added: “\Vhat's the use of us

u
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quarreling over a little thing like this? I

know you think I overcharged you, but who

knows better than I do how much work

and material were required on that job of

yours? Do you suppose I would be a

judge of any bill that you rendered? And

is anyone in this town likely to do better

work on Regal cars than I am? Come in,

anyway, and let's talk it over."

This treatment won the owner. Not only

did he come in to “talk it over," but he paid

the bill and actually bought a new car. He

admitted that he might have been illy ad~

vised when friends told him he was over

charged, and proved easily open to amiable

argument.

That it is difficult to secure cash pay

ments is disputed by Ross.

"I do a cash business,“ he said, “and find

little trouble in doing so. If you go to

buy insurance or a railroad ticket you have

to pass your money in through the window

before you get it. If a big and wealthy

corporation like those will not give credit

why should and how can I, who have much

less money, extend credit? When I pre

sent the situation in this light, most people

see the point and admit the force of it."

One Solution of Used Car Problem.

Similarly, when intending purchasers talk

much of guarantees and become insistent

Ross has an answer for them. “You don’t

want a guarantee; what you want is insur

ance," is the substance of it.

The used car probem is no problem at all

with Ross; it fits into his plan of merchan

dizing, and cars are traded freely but never

at a loss. Several deals may be necessary

before the sale is cleaned up, but it only

serves to inject the business maneuvering

which he likes, and often, not valuing the

selling labor. a car that sells in Toronto at

$1.325 will bring nearly $2,000. _

He even buys used cars. One was pur

chased for $800. This was traded for an

other used car and $650, and the second

used car was sold for $300 and an equity in

a property that bore an $800 mortgage but

would bring $1,000 under the hammer.

Many of the deals involve real estate trans

fers, and Ross prides himself on his ability

to estimate the fluctuating value of Toronto

property,

Deals Are Involved But They Pay.

A new $1,325 car was sold for $925 and

an $850 equity in a piece of real estate

which eventually will net the dealer a profit

of several hundred dollars. Another car of

this type brought $925 and a used car. The

used car and $50 bought a mortgage of

$1.050 which carries 6 per cent. interest and

is payable at the rate of $25 every six‘

months. There are numerous deals like this

which require business engineering. but

which are more a pleasure than a hardship

to the engineer.

Unlike many dealers, Ross is willing to

turn a dollar at anything and is willing to

learn anything he can about selling. Rus

sian for sellers are admitted to be some

salesmen in Canada, and when a pair of

them offered a coat, rug, mud and other

pieces to Ross one day he determined to get

a lesson in salesmanship. They first asked

$400, but he studied their methods until the

price was $150; then he bought.

“No,” he said to the salesmen. “I don't

want the furs. But I know a man who may

buy them, and all you get over $150 we'll

split fifty fifty.” Ross summoned a pros

pective buyer to his office and watched the

whole deal retransacted. The second price

was $200 and, besides getting additional

instruction in that class of merchandizing,

Ross made $25.

Good Turns Bring “Tips” of Sales.

Although he does not use the American

word "service," that is a vital part of his

business. He is ever on the lookout to do

a good turn for anyone, and the result is a

wide circle of Toronto citiZens who are

constantly “tipping off Ross" to prospective

buyers. He spends considerable money in

advertising. He says he would'rather put

money into advertising than to use it in

beautifying his salesrooms. He tries to

hold his customers close to him by various

means. For instance, he sells a five-gallon

can of oil, that ordinarily costs 85 cents a

gallon, for 65 cents, merely to accommodate

his trade and handles accessories on the

same basis.

Adaptability and alertness of mind and

speech partially describe his make-up. When

a woman who owned a Regal ceased to buy

gasolene of him. he discovered that she

doubted that she had used such a quantity

as she had paid for. He diplomatically in

vited her to “drop in," and then asked her

how much she had bought elsewhere, and

when that quantity and those of Ross's hill

were compared with the reading of the

odometer. the car being at the door, he

showed the woman that, from her own fig

ures. that car must have given an unprece

dented mileage per gallon. There was no

answering argument.

Making Good Nature an Asset.

From this it might be imagined that

Ross got the amount of his bill; but he

didn't. He had proved to the woman that

he had good reason for his claim, but, said

Ross, “She wouldn't have paid anyway; she

still owes me.” He states, however, that

this bill is one of few which he has failed to

collect, and just as he laughs as be de

scribes his methods it is plain to see that the

same laugh is a valuable business asset.

Believing that when in Rome to do as the

Romans do is good policy, Ross has been

known to wax his moustache and simulate

a French Canadian when doing business in

Lower Canada, just as when in Nova Scotia

he can employ the Scotch accent to perfec

tion and talk more like a Scotchman than

the Scotchman himself: for Ross, by the

way, is a canny Scot.

 

Imports Continue to Decrease.

LoSses by Germany and the United King

dom served to more than offset gains made

by the other automobile-exporting coun

tries, and as a result the importations into

the United States during November last

fell away 9 per cent. in number of cars and

$15,782 in value. or 7 per cent. The first 11

months of 1912 were less than that period

of 1911 by 188 cars, or 22 per cent., and

599.479. or 5 per cent., the figures for 1911

being 869 cars at $1,871,414. and for 1912,

781 cars at $1,771,935. The average value of

cars imported in November, 1912, was $2,

279.

The country which made the greatest

gain was France, whose shipments went

from 32 to 42, a gain of 10 cars, or 31 per

cent.. while the value jumped from $94,291

to $108,356. an increase of $14,065, or 15

per cent. The United Kingdom's shipments

declined by 16 cars, or 70 per cent, and

$29,482, or 62 per cent. The parts ship

ments for the Novembers lost by $8,587, or

27 per cent. The figures in detail are:

Nov., 1911. Nov., ll912.

Number. Value. Number. Value.

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32 $94,291 42 $108,356

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18 41.768 11 2 206

y . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 18 22,897 19
United Kingdom...

  

23 47,152 7 11.670

  

 

Other countries. . . . 5 8.025 8 18.167

Total ............. .. 56 $214,131 81 $198,351
Parts lexcept tires). . .. . 30,450 . . 21,363

Total cars and parts. . $244,583 3220.214

 

Seaton Forms Spring Wheel Company.

B. C. Seaton, a former wheelwrigltt now

resident in Nashville, Tenn., who for more

than five years has been engaged in the in~

vention of a spring wheel, finally has inter

ested capital in his device and the organiza

tion of the Seaton Wheel Co., of Nashville.

has resulted. It has been incorporated

with an authorized capital of $130,000. The

officers of the company are: John T. Lan

dis, president; 5. S. Lord. vice-president;

Granbery Jackson, treasurer; J. R. Boonc.

secretary. Inventor Seaton will be general

superintendent. It is the intention of the

company to form 100 or more subsidiary

corporations throughout the United States.

One of these subsidiaries, in which J. R

Tubb of Sparta, Tenn., and Frank S.

Wheeler of Mt. Pleasant, Tenn., are in

terested. is being organized in Nashville

itself. The Seaton wheel is of the “wheel

within wheel" type,
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STRANGE NEW MOTOR USES

ALMOST ANY LlQllll) FUEL

Has Neither Carburetter Nor Piston

Rings But Burns Anything From

"Gas" to Tar Oil—Opera

tion Explained.

When a problem that affects a very con—

siderable percentage of the population of

the earth grows to such proportions that its

shadow becomes heavy and chilly and

causes the people to wonder if they ever

again will see the light of reasonable prices,

there usually is a movement—or rather a

as a spray nozzle and without an injection

pump of any kind. There is no cooling sys

tem; it is necessary only to state that the

motor in question is an old one, formerly

water-jacketed, but that there are no water

connections, and the plugs in the jacket

have been removed. There are no rings on

the piston; nevertheless, there is no indica

tion of loss of compression and no signs of

abnormal wear, though the engine has been

running long enough to develop wear had

conditions favored it.

Demonstrations of the ability of the en

gine to run on almost any liquid fuel are

being made at 134 East 4lst street, New

York.

As to what the motor will do, it would

  

  

 

 

TlSMER'S ENGINE SHOWING INTAKE AND FUEL

“whiplicity of movements-set on foot to

clear the air and restore normal conditions.

50 it is with the fuel problem that is caus

ing so much good ink to flow over so much

good white paper, and is perturbing so

many brains stored with the lore of oils and

their distillation and 0f gas engines and

their combustion. Broadly speaking, there

are two lines of endeavor, one leading in the

direction of a new or modified fuel and

the other trending toward the adaption of

motors to available liquid fuels.

HThe adaption of existing motors to ex

'“mg fuels is the line of work that has

e"gazed the attention of P. G. Tismer, of

New York, for many years, and the first,

but by no means the last, surprising fea

t"?! of the system he has evolved for the

cmisumlltion of heavy oils is that it involves

ills abolition of many parts of the conven

tional engine and their replacement with

simpler apparatus or else with nothing at

all For instance, the carburetter has been

who"? dispensed with, and in its place there

:Mlhins. The fuel pipe leads straight

mush the cylinder head without so much

PIPES

appear that it will do just about what any

well-ordered gas engine will do, and that

on almost any liquid fuel. As the accom

panying illustration shows, there is a row of

little tanks from each of which a pipe leads

to a header; from the header a single feed

pipe runs to the cylinder head. There is a

cock on each pipe, and any fuel or com

bination of fuels can be drawn upon. The

tanks contain ordinary crude oil, kerosene,

fuel oil, gas-house tar, machine oil and a

mixture of oils rejected by the motor, as

will be described later. There is but little

difference in the running of the motor, no

matter what fuel or combination of fuels is

fed. From a state of stony coldness the

engine will start quite readily on crude oil

or gasolene, and on any of the other fuels

when it has been well heated by running.

Piston Operates Without Rings.

This iconoclastic motor is an old machine

~—in fact, an obsolete model— having a sin

gle horizontal cylinder of 3% inches bore

and 4% inches stroke and valves in the head,

the intake being automatic and the exhaust

valve operated by a rocker arm and a long

push-rod. The original piston has been

discarded and the new one is a plain cylin

drical affair, without rings or grooves of

any kind; it is a little longer than the

average piston and has a clearance in the

cylinder of half a thousandth all round. It

is very deeply cupped; the “head” is sunk

until it is practically in the middle of the

piston, the piston pin thus being some

what farther forward than usual. The piston

comes quite close the cylinder head on the

compression and exhaust strokes, so that

the compression space is almost wholly

within the cup of the piston.

Feed System of But a Single Pipe.

The many-piped fuel feeding system is

intended for demonstration purposes only.

Ordinarily there would be but a single

pipe, unless the fuel should be one upon

which the motor could not start, when a

small auxiliary starting tank would be re

quired. A single feed pipe leads straight

through the cylinder head, interrupted only

by an ordinary regulating valve. The oil

is drawn merely by the partial vacuum cre

ated by the piston on the intake stroke,

the quantity being regulated by the valve

in the line pipe. An air pipe, of about the

same size as the oil feed pipe, joins the

latter just before it enters the cylinder

head. Close to the cylinder, seated in the

fitting which serves to connect the fuel

pipe with the cylinder head, is the spark

plug, which is unusual only in that it has

two separately insulated electrodes instead

of one insulated and the other grounded.

It is so located that the fuel passes over the

sparking points at every intake stroke, thus

assisting in cooling the points, but ap

parently not interfering with ignition.

Exhaust Gas Fuel at Low Speed.

An ordinary high-tension ignition sys

tem is fitted. The main air supply is

taken in through what formerly was the

intake pipe, a plain valve being used to regu

late the air supply. A small pipe leads from

the exhaust pipe to the main air pipe, which

it enters between the regulating valve and

the intake valve. This is for a rather curious

purpose. When the motor is to be throttled

the method is to cut of? part of the air sup

ply and admit exhaust gas in its stead, the

result being that only part of the normal

charge is burned because there is not suf

ficient oxygen to consume all of it. Lu

brication of the cylinder is effected by

means of a large sight-feed oil cup placed

on the top of the cylinder.

The most remarkable fact in connection

with the running of the Tismer motor is

that the raw oil is drawn into the cylinder

and burned with air; if there is an excess

of fuel, that which is not burned is thrown
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out with the exhaust and collects in the

bottom of the cast iron mufiler “pot,”

whence it is drawn off occasionally and can

be used as fuel. The air which enters with

the fuel is taken in merely for the purpose

of assisting in the cooling of the sparking

points, which otherwise become overheated.

That the small air current does not have

any effect aside from this cooling of the

points is indicated, Mr. Tismer states, by

the fact that the motor runs equally well

without it until the points overheat and

burn. The inventor states that when an

exeess of fuel is passed through a certain

amount of it goes off with the exhaust in

the form of smoke, and so there is a little

waste.

Excess of Fuel That Is Beneficial.

The cheapness of some of

the fuels—the gas-house tar, for instance,

which can be had almost for the carry~

ing away—makes this a matter of little im

portance, in the first place; and in the sec

ond place, this waste can be eliminated by

close regulation of the fuel supply. It is

preferred, however, to run with an excess of

oil, because this practice reduces. if it does

not practically eliminate. the tendency to

produce sooty deposits on the valves. When

running with a maximum of fuel the ex

haust is perfectly clear and smokeless; a

very slight excess of fuel forms a carbon

deposit, in the all too familiar way, while if

there is a considerable excess most of it is

condensed in the muffler and small detached

particles burn quite slowly. because of the

shortage of oxygen, and pass out with the

exhaust in the form of sparks. This was

plainly shown by running the engine with

the exhaust muffler cut out and the gases

shooting straight into the air.

extreme

Cooling Induced by Oil Film.

The fact that there is no cooling system

appears to be intimately connected with the

the construction of the piston and with the

lubrication. Tismer expresses the opinion

that the average gasolene or gas motor cyl

inder is insufficiently lubricated. The close

fitting, sharp-cornered piston rings wipe ofi

all the oil except a very thin film, he states.

and this film is so light that it is very easily

burned off. So he has made his piston ring

less, arguing that in this way the film of oil

on the cylinder walls will be practically un

disturbed and of sufficient thickness, so that

it cannot burn through in the time during

which it is exposed to the heat of the burn

ing charge. The comparatively thick film

of oil appears to protect the cylinder walls.

At any rate, they do not overheat. Neither

is the exhaust very hot. for the bare hand

can be held within ten inches of the open

pipe without discomfort.

Tismer has not yet made accurate labora

tory tests necessary to determine the exact

power developed, amount of fuel consumed.

and so on, though he expects to do so

shortly. He has confined his efforts to the

production of a system for burning the

lowest grades of fuel with satisfactory re

sults. The ability of the motor to run, jack

etless, for long periods without overheating

or becoming clogged up with carbon was

tested by using it to run the machine tools

in a shop for several months. It is not

proposed to build special motors for the

present, but to convert existing engines to

use heavy fuel. and Tismer has work al

ready under way on several engines.

Taking Up Wear in Silent Chains.

One of the results of the efi‘orts of motor

manufacturers to eliminate noise has been

the adoption, in some cases. of chain drive

for the timing mechanism, the chains being

of the “silent” type. While the primary

object of this arrangement is attained, at

least while the chain is new. the [act that

  

METHOD OF ELIMINATING SLACK

all chains inevitably “stretch” or lengthen

because of wear, sooner or later causes

looseness which results in noise and, what

is worse, inaccuracy of timing. The pro

vision of means for taking up slack is by

no means an easy problem, and in some

cases it has been solved (F) by making no

such provision. in which case the chain must

be renewed when worn or else some scheme

adopted to take up the slack.

Such an adjusting means is shown in the

accompanying illustration; it is both sim

ple and effective, and though it cannot be

called a really permanent thing, it is good

for about three months' wear under average

conditions. and further slack as well as

wear of the adjuster itself can be taken up

by shimming up the bl0ck, which is of

lignumvitae. This tough, wear-resisting

wood answers the purpose better than metal

because, while it has remarkable durability

under friction, it does not produce a noise

such as a metal block undoubtedly would

when the chain links slide over it. )

The illustration is self-explanatory and

shows the chief point of advantage of the'

adjusting block—that is, that it can be used

where there is very little clearance between

the casing and the chain, and room does not

exist for a more elaborate and perhaps

more satisfactory and durable arrangement.

So far as the matter of bringing the tim

ing back to its original adjustment by this

sort of take-up is concerned. it may he said

that the tendency of wear. whether it is of

the teeth of the chain or of the sprockets, is

to cause lag or retardation in the timing;

the adjuster, while it takes up the slack and

prevents back-lash and noise, has no effect

tending to correct the timing. On the

other hand, it does not make matters any

worse. for the lag due to stretch and wear

remains exactly the same.

Search That Reveals Lighter Faults.

As a logical means of detecting faults in

any electric lighting and engine starting

system, there is everything to be said for.

and nothing to be said against. systematic

search. Commencing at the battery, its con

dition should be tested with a volt meter

(never with an ammeter), following which

the wiring between the battery and the gen

erator and between the battery and the

starting motor should be examined for

frayed insulation. breaks or short circuits

to the car frame. Short circuits, or faulty

connection at the switches, next should be

looked for, and last, for it is least likely to

give trouble, the cut-out should be exam

ined to make sure it is operating properly.

Where a system is equipped with fuses to

protect the line, it is obvious that they al

ways should be examined first, for it is no

easier to light the lamps or to start the mo

tor with a burned-out fuse in the line than

it is to run an automobile with the fuel

turned off and the carburetter empty.

Vexations Caused by Lost Motion.

It is entirely possible for a carburetter to

be in the best of condition, perfectly rd

justed and well suited to the engine. and

yet fail to respond as it should to the move

ment of the throttle lever—and with noth

ing the matter with the lever, either. Simi

larly. the magneto may be right in every

way. and yet fail to have the usual and de

sired effect on the speed of the motor when

the spark lever is moved.

The answer to the seeming puzzle is “hat

there may be—and not infrequently is—

something wrong in the connections be~

tween the levers and the things they are de

signed to operate. For instance. an arm

may be slipping a little on a shaft or rod.

so that only part of the movement of the

lever is transmitted to the carburetter 0r

timer; there may be a loose adjustn‘ltiflt

that permits slip; there may be an obstruc

tion that stops the movement short of .ts

full swing; or there may be a total discfln‘

necficn somewhere.
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WINDOW DRESSING WITH A DEFINITE PURPOSE

Striking Display Arranged by a Detroit Manufacturer and the Suggestions it

Conveyed—“Properties” Employed and Effect Obtained, Which,

With Well-timed Advertising, Brought Immediate Returns.
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wi‘: GRINNELL’S cHRISTMAS WINDOW THAT CUMMANDED ATTENTION AND SOLD ELECTRIC CARS

l; I liliective as a window display may be, it he overwelcome at the door on Christmas and a snoweovered youngster debating

it talus: DOWerful as a trade winner if it be morning. All the way through was carried whflhel' 11¢- WOUkl ""1161: g"? "P the 193’s

w ‘ a part of a selling idea which has the idea of happiness in the family, and the of playing in the snow With his new Christ

\‘inous suppkmemary features to help out advertising was essentially of the “heart mas sled or ride with “mama” in her holiday

a: "It Wind“ display and in which the win- appeal" lYPC- gm'

y llow display supplements the other dime- At this point enters the effectiveness of Evergreen trees and shrubbery with

t tions of etiort. A clever window dressing the window display. Having had brought to snow-laden branches gave an aristocratic

j, mcommifln with a Christmas selling idea his attention through direct and newspaper and wintry touch to the scene and accentu

6 was worked out by the Grimm“ Electric advertiSing the joy and pleasure which an ated the luxuriousness of the car. \Vhile

it Ca'CO- in its branch in Detroit, Mich electric might bring to his family and him- the Grinnell idea was designed to catch the

be in": who“; thought was to capitalize the so”, the prospect had it doubly stamped Christmas shopper. it may be none the less

u, 'lofan electric car as an idea] Christmas upon his mind when he appeared in front of efiective during the‘suceeeding snowy and

t :l'giczncloto this end aseries of letters was the Grinnell store. Infthe wizdows he sfaw chldl ntonth’srdand 5hr: thf idea was worth

r newspapcridi'elefted list of Pfospects and an electric emerging Tom it 3 Sit; otha W‘h'e 15b c" it"? 63" hi] {at that the

F tome (on I \ertismg was carried 35 a help walled estate, one woman sea e_ wrh m e s; egne rough 1e rrnm 'Jranch one of

:- Pmiv Custon on the part of the pros- (‘flZy Interior. another standing in t e snow tie est mont s of business it ever experi

' 5"!“ that a Grinnell electric would outside with one hand upon the opened door enced.
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1,022,754. Spring Wheel for Vehicles. Au

gustus F. Priest, Chicago, 111. Filed May

19, 1910. Serial No. 562,119. (Semi-circular

leaf springs form the spokes.) 3 claims.

1,022,775. Vehicle Spring. Frederick Den

man, Highland Park, 111. Filed Sept. 9, 1910.

Serial No. 581,297. (End of half-elliptic leaf

spring is attached to one end of a lever of

the first order which operates in conjunc

tion with a second similar lever attaching

to the axle and a helical spring.) 6 claims.

1,022,801. Instrument for Indicating

Speed and Running Time of ~Machines.

  

  

  
  

  

Ralph Shipman, Sunbury, Pa. Filed Feb. 5, /

1911.1910. Serial No. 553,610. (Clock mechanism

in conjunction with rate indicator). 10

claims. '

1,022,803. Internal Combustion Engine.

George A. Troutt. Detroit, Mich. Filed

Feb. 10, 1910. Serial No. 543,023. (Means

for injecting fuel into cylinder of a two-cy

cle motor.) 1 claim.

1,022,820. Starter for Internal. Combus

tion Engines. George G. F. Boswell, In

dianapolis, Ind.,assign0r of one-half to John ‘

L. Peetz, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Feb. 6,

1911. Serial No. 606.095.“ (Hand operated

starter.) 3 claims.

1.022.842. Detachable Rim for Resilient

Tires. John William Hall and Cyril Baynes,

London, England. Filed July 20, 1908. Serial

No. 444,493. (Rim divided into sections

which are clamped in place.) 7 claims.

1,022,856. Tire. Frank Marinics, Expeditf

Pa. Filed Oct. 6, 1911. Serial No. 653,186.

(Coiled springs enclosed in casing.) 1

claim.

1,022,864. Gas Engine. Robert S. Moore

and James Lee Simmons, Washington, D.

C., assignors to Gyro Motor Co., Washing

ton, D. C., a corporation of Delaware. Filed

Nov. 1, 1910. Serial No. 590,237. (Rotary

cylinder motor with inlet valve positioned

in the piston head and operated by a cam

on the connecting rod.) 8 claims.

1,022,885. Resilient Wheel. Arthur Sher

wood, Plantsville, Conn. Filed Jan. 24, 1911.

Serial No. 604.447. (Helical springs en

closed in telescoping tubes which form the

spokes, and rollers provided on the ends of

the spokes to permit limited relative motion

of the spokes and the rim.) 1 claim.

1,022,887. Harlow Orville Shockley. Dar

lington, Wis.) Filed Nov. 25, 1911. Serial

No. 662,411. (Pneumatic hub.) ‘1 claim.

1,022,909. Universal Joint. William A.

Whitney, Rockford, 111. Filed July 30, 1908.

Serial No. 446,055. (Ball and socket joint

with steel balls housed in recesses formed

between male and female members.) 4

claims.

1,022,913. Bolster for Vehicles. Roy J.

Woodward, Fresno, Cal. Filed Sept. 11.

1911. Serial No. 648,822. (Inverted plat

form leaf Spring which contracts, upon com

pression, with the arms of a supporting

bracket.) 1 claim. _

1,022,926. System and Apparatus for

Starting Internal ~Combustion' ~~Engines._

‘ James C. Boyle, Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

Filed March 320, 1910. Serial No. 551,610.

(Valveser admission of compressed fuel

to the respective cylinders electrically Oper

ated in conjunction‘with inlet and exhaust

valves.of themotor.) 7 claims. -

1,022,966. Resilient Tire. Harry B. Mont- ,

gomery, Harrisburg, Pa. Filed June 29,

Serial No. 636,043. (Inflatable tube

between wheel rim and felloe.) 1 claim.

1,022,990. Electric Igniter for Explosive

Engines. Lewis E. Wegner, Nebraska City,

Neb., assignor of one-fourth to Joshua Gil

son, Nebraska City, Neb. Filed June 10,

1911. Serial No. 632,405. (Make and break a

mechanism.) 2 claims.

1,022,9991. Oiling System for Automo

biles. 'Ernest M. White, Globe, Arizf Filed

July 29, 1911. Serial No. 641,299. (Con

stant level splash system.) 6 claims. ‘

1,022,999. Automobile Shaft Coupling.

John N. Bashaw, Lake Geneva, Wis. Filed

Feb. 18, 1911. Serial No. 609,492. (Ball and

socket universal joint with disk attached to

ball operating in a slot in the socket)claims.

1,023,004. Gas Controlling and Lighting

Apparatus for Automobiles. Allen G. Black,

Springfield, Mass. Filed Feb. 17, 1911. Se

rial No. 609,225. (Friction lamp lighters

operated from the dash.) 2 claims. '

1,023,007. Automobile Door. Lucian R.

Colbert, Massaponax, Va. Filed April 8,

1911. Serial No. 619.883. (Telescoping door

for use with convertible bodies). 4 claims.

1,023,010. Spring Wheel. Harry E. J.

Foerster, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Sept. 30,

1911. Serial No. 652,065. (Helical and leaf

springs alternately disposed between wheel

rim and felloe.) 1 claim.

1,023,016. Automobile Horn. Charles

Raymond Heizmann, Reading, l’a. Filed

Aug. 25, 1910. Serial No. 578,875. (Phono

graphic record produces the sound.) 4

claims.

1,023,026. Automobile Light Turner.

Ward G. Moxley, Ravena, N. Y. Filed Aug.

26, 1911. Serial No. 646,231. (Levers at

taching to steering knuckles afford means

of causing motion.) 1 claim.

1

1,023,045. Automobile Truck. David El.

hanna Shipley, Joplin, Mo. Filed Oct. 14

1908. Serial No. 457,731. (Six wheel truck

with frame supported on a series of levers.v

2 claims.

1,023,050. Taximeter Control. Joseph D.

Sulsona, New York, N. Y., assignor tc

Taximeter Control Co., a corporation of

New York. Filed Jan. 10, 1910. Serial N0

537,208. (Electric signal system operated h;

taximeter, the entrance of a passenger, and

 

,a Speed governor.) 12 claims.

1,023,122. Electric Lighting and Engine

Starting System. Charles E. Bonine, Phila

delphia, Pa. Filed July 7, 1911. Serial .\'0

637,334. (Single unit system with a com»

pound wound motor-generator; ignition

through vibrator coils.) 3 claims.

1,023,180. Ignition Apparatus for Hydro

carbon Engines. Milton Tibbetts, Detroit,

Mich., assignor,-by mcsne assignments, t0

'Fackard Motor Car Company, Detroit.

Mich.. a Corporation of Michigan. Filed

~Apr. 17, 1908. Serial No. 427,634. (Meant

for supporting high tension wires above the

cylinders.) I 12 claims.

1,023,212. Starting Motor Vehicle Inter

nal Combustion Engines. Charles William

Mallins, Liverpool, England. Filed Dec. 3.

1908. Serial No. 465,746. (Pulley clutcllell

to_crank§haft and operated from the seat

by means :Qf a chain.) 8 claims.

1,023,225. Muffler for Automobiles. Maril

Shlosberg, Chicago. 111., assignor of one

half to McKenzie Cleland, Chicago. 111

Filed June 22, 1911. Serial No. 634.713

(Two cones placed base to base with hole

in the diaphragm which separates them in

the passage of the gases.) 2 claims.

1,023,249. Friction Clutch. Nicholas“

Gales, Waterloo, Iowa. assignor to Willial

Galloway Company, Waterloo, Iowa.‘ Filt

July 27, 1910. Serial No. 574,136. (Mcar

for gradually engaging the friction Fll

faces.) 6 claims.

1,023,255. Anti-Skidding Device for .400

mobiles. Edmund Kron, Milwaukee. W1

Filed Feb. 11, 1910. Serial No. 543.35

(Runner mounted so as to be effective on

when the wheel sinks into snow or mllt

6 claims.

1,023,344. Elastic Tire for Vehicle Wllcfi

Charles F. Waldman, L0s Angeles, C

Filed Aug. 7, 1911. Serial No. 642,836 (No

yielding tread supported by radial and ‘

aflonal helical springs in tension.) 2 clair

1023,397. Attachment for Carbureltt

Hervey E- Rogers, New London. Col

Filed June 15, 1911. Serial No. 633,2

(Device for mixing oxygen and air and SI

plying mixture to the carburetter inlet.)

claim.
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.. and!P Utility

eombined in the

  

woman can step directly from her home into her

luxurious National closed car.

She finds it elean, warm and comfortable.

She touches one button to start the motor.

-\lOU(7l1 on another button turns on the lights.

The entire mechanism ot‘the car is under hcr‘immediate

p"mml; she need make no exertion or effort: her gown

a"d Coat and hands are not brought into contact with

anything that may soil them.

1" elery way the National should appeal to a woman

as mg many times superior to an electric.

For her comfort and delight we fit the closed cars with

“foot mat. umbrella holder, baggage compartment!

\lwak'llll fillies. vanity box, mirror, flower vases, etc.

"I n

my _ _ _
Indianapolis, Ind.

.nw—_..
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Five Models, Imp

it *1?
 

 
 

  

  
  

 
  

   

  

roved Series V,

$2750 to $3400

Following are a few of the salient features of National

CHI'S 1

Long Stroke (4 7-8x6) flex

ible and noiseless Motor with

enclosed valves.

Left-Side Drive.

Center Control.

Gray & Davis Electric Starter,

easily operated by simply

touching a button with foot.

Gray 8: Davis Dynamo Elem.

tric Lighting System.

Bosch dual double Magneto.

12—inch Turkish Upholstery.

Electric Horn.

National Motor Vehicle Company

Adequate Baggage-carrying

Compartment concealed in

body but easily accessible.

Tire pump, integral part ofll‘m

motor. Inflates a tire in three

minutes.

lift-inch Wheelbase.

Adjustable. ventilating and

rain vision Windshield.

Multiple jet Carburetor.

Hofi'ei-ker steady—hand Speed

ometer.

Tire Carrier in rear.

Full-floating Rear Axle.

Easy-riding qualities unex

4-elled. '

Write Us For

Proof
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THE SALE YOU LIKE BEST?

Is the One That Brings a “Thank You!”

and it Repeat Order From Your Customer

HAT-is the kind that hundreds of dealers are making now, with

_the tire coverings that prevent both skidding and punctures, yet

do it without risk of heating and chafing the rubber!

are exactly what a tire cover should be—a tread or surface of steel rivets in a

thin, soft leather base. The rivets take the road wear, arrest nails, and afford a

sure grip on treacherous roads. The leather is just thick enough to hold the

rivets securely; it is drawn permanently snug on the tire by stiff side springs

Stretching cannot loosen it-—and a snug covering never

  

going around each side.

chafes.

Thousands of motorists consider \\'()t)l)\'VOR'l‘l-I TREADS indispensable.

Doctors, business men, women (lri\'cr.<——all who depend on regular and punctual

service with the minimum trouble—find \\i( )(Jl)\\'ORTH TREADS a boon. For

them. nails and slippery roads simply don’t exist: they are always ready for any

- '_ ~’ g , road surface.

" it No Stock Necessary to Sell Woodworth Treads

We will send free to any dealer, who writes that he will pay expressage, a

full-size lithographed metal facsimile of a \\‘ot,>dworth Tread, with literature and

a sample section to show the construction and materials. Thus you can show

the goods and transmit orders with practically no cost to ofiset your profit. We

ship from distributing centers, thus minimizing express charges.

You can get a pair of \\‘O()l)\\'ORTH TREADS for your renting

or emergency car on 30 days” trial. Send no money—simply the size

wanted and your bank reference (if you are not rated)——and pay for the

'l‘rcads or return them in 30 days. \\'e make this offer to enable you

to tell your customers from experience what

\VOODWORTH TREADS will do, and how

totally different they are from other so-called

“protectors.”

\Ve guarantee \VOODWORTH TREADS

to both dealer and user. But we can’t tell all

about them here. W'rite today for full par

ticulars of their construction and use, and a

sample section of the Tread showing how it is

built to do exactly what we say.

 

 

  

  

Leather Tire Goods Company

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

New York Store. 1608 Broadway

February 6, UL! I“ 4
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_You didn’t stick to this, did you? %

 
 

  

Storage Batteries

For Lighting and Cranking

Use the Class Am Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use the Class Bm Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write u: for full information

Willard Storage Battery Company

New York Branch—136 WeltSZd Street CLEVELAND, OHIO Chicago Branch—2241 Michigan Avenue

D .an“ Bunch—l 19] Woodward Avenue San Francisco Branch —243 Monodnock Bldg.

  

Depot; in All Principal Cilia in the United Statu, Canada and Mexico

:
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The time has really come when the acces~

sories that make up the equipment of motor

cars materially influence the buyers of auto

mobiles. Every prospective purchaser looks

carefully and critically at the little things

that either increase or lessen the conven

ience, the safety and the satisfaction to be

derived from the use of a car.

Manufacturers have adopted the Rexo as

standard equipment because it is recognized

almost universally by car buyers as the most

simple, most trouble-proof. most effective

low-priced horn on the market.

Rexo Horn Advantages

This electric warning signal operates from

any 6-volt battery and the current required

is small, so that maintenance is very low.

5%
Elecfi'ic WarninéSignal

 

Rexo Adds Value to Pilotor Cars

It gives a clear, loud, abrupt signal, which

is instantly responsive to a touch of the but

ton, conveniently located on the steering

wheel or other handy place. Its operation

is equally as positive in winter as in summer,

as there is no oil or grease to congeal.

The Rexo requires no care or attention,

except perhaps once a year to overcome the

season’s wear. The slight adjustment neces

sary is easily made with an ordinary screw

driver.

Rexo qualities have made it the most

popular and widely-used single tone electric

horn on the market.

We also manufacture the Tuto, a very

high-grade, two-tone horn, at $25, and the

Tutoette, a smaller two-tone horn, which

sells for $17.50.

Elyrin-Dem Products Manufactured Only By

The Dean Electric Company

501 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio, U. S. A.

San Frmcilco, Cal.

, mst .e ‘  

“Look for EIyria-Dean where quality’s seen”

Kansas City, Mo.
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Elyria-Dean

pgfidOmQter

Simple and Always Accurate

  

The Elyria‘Dean Speedometer h th
spetid gieasuriyg deal-cc on the IIIZITREIS. c mOSt made"! features Oi any

t as rea_ spec ometer value, easy readin

accii‘i-haccy‘i.llastinbg1 shrcngthh, rlileat design and hafi'dsgreriledyfiniifid' permmem

_ I. v m is ac vrit w ite markin s‘ tlv c ' : ‘
, I in t¥§9dhi)iiilllh: cnamgl with nickel trim‘ini'i'igs.c ase ls beamlfuny finishEd

e an is etea an shows the speed at a l ' ' '
SPEEDOMETER No need of laboriousf' dec’ h i ' ' gance' by "s posmon'

MAO: M _ spegghomflerx ) ll) er "g the hguies or markings as in other

THE DEAN ELECTRIC CO- _ e cup is shaped so that a long scale of uniform div' ' ' '

"YD" Mm , direct. {\0 need to guess at the reading or doctor the scalltfion Is Obtained

in . I The Odometer—Geneva _ type-~;is exce tionally reliable. Trip scale

reset to the tenth mile, which facilitates ollowin guide book marking:

It always adds ‘rnileage whether the car goes orward or backward or

whether shaft is driven from right or left hand wheel. '

. The Elyria-Dean 'Speedometer operates on the unvarying principle of

direct centrifugal force. No compensating gears, springs or other parts to

ham er or reduce accuracy.

' in accuracy is unaffected by vveatlier conditions. It registers the same

in wintsr and summer, in rain or in shine. No regulation or compensation

require . _ _

This elegant_instrument is the groper equipment for the highest-priced

and most‘ luxurious motor cars. ee it and other Elyria-Dean Products

at the Chicago Show.
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Eiyria-Dean

Ignition System

This is the new system which has created such favorable results on

modern power plants. It gives a new breath of life and extra “ginger,”

which is so much sought for by the car purchaserv

The high frequency spark differs from all other ignition sparks, as it is

oscillatory in character, 5,000,000 to 1,000.000 cycles per second.

It ignites the gas in a different manner, by ionizing, embracing a

larger volume and giving more rapid and complete combustion, even of

pooi mixture. _ I

Wide spark plug gaps are permissible, l-l6 to 3-32 inch and the dis

ruptive action 0 the spark prevents fouling of the plugs. l'nder average

conditions, plugs never have to be removed, uniess for mechanical

brelika 0.

Big cylinder pressures have less effect on this spark than on the other

ignition sparks. ‘

It allows the lowest of motor speeds Without missing—running on the

ma neto current.

‘Self-startera" are made successful on magneto ignition, as effective

sparks are obtained at very low speeds. below 50 R. P. M.

All wiring carries low voltage currents,_as the little resonator coils at

the plugs step—up the pressure )u5t_whcre' it is used. This obviates leak

ages and the maintaining of high insulation in the magneto, switch and

connecting wiring.

It is a fierfect product, the outgrowth of the many thousands of suc‘

cessful Hig Frequency Systems much have been marketed by the High

Frequency Ignition Coil Co., of Los Angelcs.‘ Many of these systems have

been in use or five or six years, and are still giving satisfactory service.

 
 

Elyria-Dean Products Manufactured Only By

The Dean Electric Company

501 Olive St., Elyria., Ohio, U. S. A.

Kama: City, Mo.

 
 

  

San Francieco, Cal.

 
 

“Look for Elyria-Dean where quality’s seen”
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The tire business

of the future will

be Dunlop business

The GENUINE

DUNLOP 5st“) TIRE

is destined to become the

universal tire

Car owners, dealers and manufacturers are everywhere turning to the Genuine Dunlop

Straight Side Tire.

The 600% increase which has taken place in our Dunlop sales during the past

year is an indication of the certainty of this trend.

The trade in general have come to realize what tire experts have long known—

that the Dunlop is the ideal type of motor car tire.

It is the easiest tire in the world to put on or take off and it is absolutely ggiaranteed

against rim-cutting during the life of the tire.

It possesses the superior strength and durability to be found o_nly in four-factory

c°‘°l>eratively-built United States Tires. In fact it possesses every point of advantage

to be found in any other tire, and in addition has exclusive advantages to be found in

139 other tire.

But bcar in mind, the Genuine Dunlop Straight Side Tire is made only by the

UNITED STATES TIRE COMPANY
Makers of the famous Nobby and Chain Tread Tires (made in three styles. including the Dunlop)

. As always the guarantee of the_United States Tire Company attaches

- to its tires when filled With an at the recommended pressure only
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Boosts Sales by Starting Engines Right

  

  

Starter

and Lighter

   

THE UNITED STATES LIGHT AND HEATING Co.

Electric

in Fly-Wheel Space

  

U-S-L Motor—Generator Self-Contained

Takes the Place of the Fly-Wheel l

Cars with

U-S-L

Rambler

Overland

Bergdoll

Garford Six

Edwards

Knight

Moyer

This is a proposition for Car Manufacturers only.

combined.

  

Ordinary Fly-Wheel

  

No Gears

No Clutches

U-S-L Fly-Wheel Armature

—only moving part

No Chains

No Noise

Not even a Bearing to oil

. 14;.

High Speed

150-400

Rev. per Min.

m e a n s g a s

pulling vacuum

on cold morn

in g s and in

stant magneto

action.

When the Car Builder adopts

U-S-L he stops using cast-iron Fly-Wheels—instead, he bolts the U-S-L Armature to the

Flange of the Crank Shaft. This makes a direct connected Electric Motor and Generator

U-S-L would add a Selling Point to Your Car

[franc/l Oflicn and Service Statioru: Chicago New York Boston

The U. S. & Heating Co, Gnural Ofim: 30 Church St., New York. Fartary: Niagara Falls, N-Y

Cleveland Bull'alo San Francisco Detroit St. Louis
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The First Ellicienl Motor llern 10 Sell at :1 Popular Price

A warning note, pleasing yet penetrating, with wonderful carrying power

We make a better born for less money

than can possibly be produced elsewhere

WHY?

We are the largest Auto Horn Makers in the World.

We supply over 75 per cent. of the trade with different types of horn.

Our factory is the largest. Our machinery is of the best.

Our facilities in every way are superior

In the past eight years we have made and sold over One million two hundred

and fifty thousand horns of different types and sizes.

This year we will produce over One hundred thousand “Newtone” horns alone.

and

TYPE M

$20 

 
 

Torpedo Type Type M

Price and Quality Rule—Always

Write for Catalogue

AUTOMUBILE SUPPLY MANUFACTURING C0.

220 TAAFFE PLACE BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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That’s what YOU will say after you have

been demonstrating and selling it.

If you will take up our proposition, we will show you a short

cut to quick and profitable sales.

This Junior

is like its big brother in all but price and

Operates mechanically by hand or Never varies in volume 0f soumi

elbow pressure.

Has a loud, commanding voice.

Volume of sound regulated by

Installed in five minutes.

Doesn’t cost a cent to operate.

Retail price $11.

8 Your discount worth knowing

Cannot break down or wear out.

means a sale to every one who knows the trouble, expense and inefficiency of

even the highest priced signals that are not mechanical. Write today.

14th Street and Boulevard0

ThQ G. Plel Company LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

Attaching Rooms: 51 West 63rd St, corner Broadway, NEW YORK CITY.

i eeeeeeeeeeeeee live St.

Denver: h an .

Philadelphia: 14:7 Vine St.

 

Long Horn

Now, it’s up to you to show your trade the Long Horn—a demonstration ll
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Bic Best 3/" QAmeI-ica

/ SINGLE REDUCTION

DIRECT SHAFT DRIVE

THERE is no finer piece of mechanism than

the human body. All mechanics are based

on a study of how the human body does things.

The power plant and driving mechanism of

every good motor car should be arranged as the

athlete arranges his members—crouched, waiting

for the starter’s signal—An a straight line.

I Think of eager get-away; think of efficient

running; extra effort~as when you speed up a

little, or climb a hill. Single Reduction Direct

Shaft Drive, especially the kind in Buffalo Electrics,

acts just as the human body would act under simi

lar conditions. We obtain even a faster get-away

than gasoline cars.

Another advantage of Buffalo Electric Shaft

Drive is its economy in current used. There is no

noise. Every strain balances and works to your

benefit. .

BUFFALO ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.

Factory and General Offices, Main Street

BUFFALO, N. Y.

A

EXhibit at Prominent Shows Send for Descriptive Booklet

 

 

DEALERS

In the make-up of Buffalo

Electrics you will find each element

rounds out and helps every other

element; producing a perfectly bal

anced electric.

Dealers of good standing are

invited to investigate the merits of

a Buffalo Electric Agency. Some

very good territories remain un

assigned.

The Buffalo Electric pleasure

car line includes a runabout, coupe

and forward drive brougham; also

commercial trucks, from 1,000

pounds to 2 tons. Write for ful

particulars.
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type of ca r.

This_ yea_r, equip your enclosed car with the original, effective

non~skid tire. You can feel safer on wet, slippery pavements

and you can rest assured that the extra thickness of the Staggard

Tread will YICid you extra mileage and freedom from tire

troubles.

THE REPUBLIC RUBBER CO., Youngllown, Ohio

 
 

PAT SEPI-IS-ZZ~1908

 
 

_ . _ .o_.

($_

4’
by,

  

Branches and Agencies in the Principal Cities
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The “American Tourist” (Type 34-A) $2,350 Complete

Comfort !

OU can drive an “American Underslung” over a series of two-by-four timbers at

fifteen miles an hour and the plane of the underslung frame will not be perceptibly

disturbed.

The underslung construction permits greater riding ease than that found in any other

automobile. In estimating the riding comfort of a car, not only the jolts and jars of the

road must be considered but also those of the car itself.

The “American Underslung” design permits no sidesway—and no shocks on the frame.

You can tour one third more miles in a day with less fatigue. And you can cover the

same distance at from 10 to 20 miles greater speed.

:Thebig wheels and the peculiar spring suspension adaptable only to the underslung

dCSIgn increase many times the fun and joy of cross country touring.

_Compare the stability of a pail of water carried above the head and that by the side.

This properly contrasts underslung design with that of the conventional overhung.

Write us today for our interesting book, “The Advantages of Underslung Construction."

The “American Scout" - - - $1,475 Complete

The HAmerican Traveler" - - $4,500 Complete

(Improved Electric Starter with Tourist 8150 Extra)

Please Address Dept. E

American Motors Company, Indianapolis, Indiana

_
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Having Least Friction Give Most Power
  

\,
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Whether your motive power is electricity or gasoline, your problem is one of

power transmission rather than power creation. .flmecican J‘bdeo least 0b

struct the flow of power from your motor to your wheels.

~#15‘!

'After an electric car leaves the Our position in this industry

garage, no further addition allows us. we believe to

can be made to the charge

which its batteries carry.

flmeu'can flxle/s because

of their minimum of fric

tion, perfect construction

speak with authority to

every prospective car own

er on this important sub

ject. We designed and built

the first Bevel-Drive Axle

  

and highest quality work America. Today 80 per

manship, will give you the ' cent. of the electrics in this

maximum mileage of which

used by an electric car in g

_ :13 :1

' country use Ji'meacan @ '

that charge is capable.
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Only in flmw'mn M96 can you have the choice between the highest developed

type of bevel gears and the famous Lanchester~Daimler Worm Drive.

We hold the exclusive American rights as axle manufacturers of the Lanches

ter-Daimler Worm Gearing, through the Warner Gear Co., of Muncie, Ind.

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

v
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Edgewater Park & L. S. & M. S. Ry.
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.llealers-"ll You Sell Tires,

Accessories, or Complete Cars

---Read This Advertisement

  

A popular and fast selling accessory such as GIL t.

" MER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS means everythingto the wide~awake DEALER. Our product is advertised extensively in all leading AUTOMOBIL

publications. Inside of twelve months we have created a demand which taxes our present capacity

of 10,000 complete sets per month. To date we have barely scraped the surface; this is proven by the

fact that over 50 per cent. of our orders come‘from territories wherein we have already shipped our

PLIERS. ~

Every Motorist is'a possible buyer. There is no room for doubt on‘a GILMER PLIER sale. They

actually protect his pocketbook, for in eliminating a large part of his TIRE EXPENSE we remove

one serious objection to motoring.

IF YOU SELL GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS they will put you in touch with hundreds of new

customers. Your only effort is to DELIVER THE GOODS. We will send the buyers to you, not

an occasional chance sale but a steady stream of live ones, the kind that make for GOOD BUSINESS.

Don’t Worry About Your Protit---Gilmer

Dealers Are Making Money Fast

The retail price of $1 for Pliers and Cleaner means quick sales. No one will hesitate on price—for you

can show them in one minute that the investment will be saved twice over in the first week.

Ifyou are not' visiting the New York or Chicago. Shows send for DEALER proposition. Our selling

Plan-via-the DEALER was conceived with the idea of making GILMER PLIERS the leading acces

sory of the industry. We will guarantee to show

you a modern money making connection—plus—

an intelligent way to get in close touch With ALL

the CAR OWNERS in your territory.

(2. WALKER GILMER, Jr.
52 NORTH 6th STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Ill/lllllllllllllllllIIlllllll/IIIIII/lfl/lllIII/ll ll Ill/Iiflllllllllllllllllll Ill/Iii f Will!
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LlSTEN .' Buda-the Silent

  

“ADVERTISING

1 MAN ER

  

Many a wise manufacturer has learned

to “let the BUDA do his talking” because he realizes that the

 

Pleasure Care:

Hudson Motor Car (‘0.

Michigan Motor (‘ru- (‘0.

Henderson anr t‘ur Co.

Leno! Motor Car Co.

Hchwht Motor (‘ar 00.

Spauldm M [1. Co.

Cronon Klotor (‘u.

Nova svotta (kn-nus and

Motor (lair (‘0.

Miller Motor Our 00.

—und others.

Trucks:

Star‘le Motor Cnl’ (lo.

Durant-Dori. Our-rim (‘0.

HewitbLudlow Auto 00.

’l‘iflln Wu on 00.

Iiruntlor Motor Truck Co.

\\'. Lundnhult C Bonn

Harvey Motor Truck (lo.

Rnrlhnrt Motor Truck 00.

lit-thl Motor (lnr Co.

Ulric o Pneumntlc Tool Co.

Lord aIllmom Molar (‘nt Co.

Hemmer Motor Truck (‘0.

l‘. 8. Government and otharl.

  

 

“is the part that sells his car”

He knows that all the rest of the sales force are merely intermediaries.

Wher: you cock your ear to the motor you get t/m story direct. It’s like going in to have a word

with the “old man” himself. No noisy b01'..baSt of arrogant claims, no genial generalities. Just a quiet

reminder that when you buy a car you are really buyinzz,r a MOTOR with trimmings. Better to realize

that now, than wish you had when the repair bills come in and engine dependability has gone.

That manufacturers have been impressed with such exclusive BUDA advantages as its Hget»at-ableness"-—

its special oiling device, etc., is evident from above partial list of manufacturers to whom we’ve sold motors.

The Buda “Little Six”
(3% in. Bore x 5% in. Stroke)

Will be ready for delivery by April first and is a product worthy of the
Company which was the Pioneer of the HCast-in-Blmck" method in U. S.

  

Modcl' 'SS ’ 'Buda"Litlla Six"
 

 

\\’e have recently opened a new depart

S ment for the manufacture of transmissions

for electric self starters and forged steel

ring gears for By wheels. We invite in

quires for this class of work.

1 9 l 3 SPECIFICATIONS:

Model "1"" Motor. 4% :5“. Model "0“ Motor. 3%!“

Model "0" Motor. Usable Model "M" Motor. 8514*)

Lon: Rtroke. Enclmed valves. Hal-elm tlmlnl 5"

Roll-t-ontnlnod witlt't oiling system. Extra ante

valves nan hem urge

   

 
 

Stud for Special Bulletin lo

BRANDENBURG & COMPANY

1108 Sourn MICHIGAN AVENUE, Cchno 57TH AND BROAIHVAY, New Your; Crrv Form BUILDING, DETROIT
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The Cole Franchise is the

same to you as money

in the bank,

No matter what car you represent, you owe it to yourself to investi

gate the meaning and significance of this big progressive new idea.

We will merely hint here that it means the final solution of the

“dealer and factory problem.”

How? That is what we will explain to you, if you so desire.

III/hen a distributor or a dealer “hooks up with Cole,” he does not

get a mere piece of paper; he gets a gilt-edged salable franchise worth

money to him the instant that the document is signed.

This franchise represents a considerable commercial value, and is

good as collateral at the bank.

These Cole Franchises are not distributed promiscuously.

When we issue a Cole Franchise, we realize that we are engaged in

e—one that Will affect us and you for a period of
a serious procedui' . I I
years. \Ve assume certain serious responsibilities. It 15 not a mere

incident in the day’s work. We are as careful about the issuance of

the Cole Franchise, as we would be about signing any other offi

cial document.

ole Motor Car Company is about to
But, at that, the fact that the C

again enlarge its production, might make it possible for you to Obtain

the Cole Franchise in your territory. We know you would not im

pose on good nature by opening negotiations with us unless you were

able to'do justice to a big progressive marketing enterprise.

We will take it for granted that you know the type of representation

will explain, if you so desire, just what is signified
we must have, and ' .

by the term Cole Co-operative Franchise.

Granted that you are a real live dealer with real live ambition to

tthe coupon from you. Here it is. Fill
succeed, we will soon ge _ . I

it out, and without the slightest delay or obligation on your part,

 

mail it in.

C O l 6 M O t O 1‘ C a 1‘ COLE MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Indianapolis, Indiana

DC O m p a n y ( epartment K)

_ Tell me about the Cole Franchise—what

it Will mean to me—I am willing to listen—

In d i a n a P 011 s so let me hear from you by return mail.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

InllllllllllllllllllllllllllIillIlllllHillIHHHIHHHIIIHIllilllllllllllllllilllllllillllIlllllflllllfli """"""""""""""""" "
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The Gearless

Transmission!

For ten years this simple, reliable car has been growing

steadily in popularity. Today it is found giving perfect service

in every section of the country. It offers advantages which are

impossible in the gear car—and these advantages mean the very

utmost in service and satisfaction for you.

A Cartercar Will Save 3s - he Your

Tire Bills!

There are no jerks or jars in start~

ing or stopping—and this means

that much of the hardest wear on the

tires is eliminated. Tires are the big

item in the upkeep expense of the

And you know that this smooth.

easy running must mean remarkable

comfort for the passengers. Then.

too. the very deep upholstering and

resilient springs make the Cartercar

  

Five Passenger Touring Car—With Electric

Starting and Lighting System and

Complete Equipment

as comfortable as any car can possi

ordinary car. Mybe

Think oi Climbing 50% Hills!

The great economy of power

secured by the gearless transmis

sion makes it possible for the Car

tercar to easily climb the steepest

hills and to simply play through deep

mud and sand. No gear car can offer such

service.

  

Another advantage is the unlimited

speeds. And all with a simple one lever

control. Compare this with the four of

the gear car.

Colonial Coupe—Three Passengers—with Elec

tric Starting and Lighting System and

Complete Equipment—

$1900

Of course. all Cartercars are Electric

ally Started and Lighted. Both of these

operations are controlled by a. little knob

on the front of the driver’s seat. This and

all other equipment is included in the reg

ular prices.

  

Model 5 D

Five Passenger Sedan—With Electric Starting

and LightingESystem and Complete

quiprnent

$2000

  

Do you want a car for dependable ser—

vice—all the time? Then consider the

exclusive advantages offered by the Car~

tercar. Catalogue now ready.

Model 5 B
Roadster—With Electric Starting and Light

ing System and Complete Equipment

$1600

See Them at All the Big Shows!

  

Cartercar. Company l
Pontiac, Mich. ii

New York

Branches: Detroit
Kansas City

Chicago Atlanta
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Tire bill pyerS!
You have demanded a \j_i_§_§-li__l_(_§

gig-grip -with no cutting or

breaking above the gun-andhere ii is

Diamond
Vitalized Rubber 23?..."

iciihihls V ‘ ' l ‘1;

with Perfect 3-Point Rim Contact

We said to our Engineers: “You must build us a tire with perfect 3-point rim con

tact.”

They did—and now we offer you a sane, sensible, No-Clinch tire that will appeal to

you, as a hard-headed, shrewd tire buyer—a man who insists on easy riding com

fort and good liberal mileage.

Each point of rim contact in a tire is a point of support. Where the points of con

tact are not perfect, undue pressure is brought to bear at an unsupported point of

the tire. ' '

Then what happens?

The result is a terrific strain on the tire that results in rim troubles, breaking above

the bead and separation of the tread from the carcass.

All this is overcome in the “Diamond” because the three points of rim contact are

absolutely mechanically perfect—the annealed steel cabled wire bead holds with a

vise-like rim-grip.

This is only one Diamond advantage.

You get additional More Mileage advantage without extra expense in the Diamond

Vitalized Rubber—a scientific combination of pure, lusty, young rubber and a tough

, ening compound—nothing inferior in rubber, fabric or workmanship—the No—Pinch

Safety Flap inner tube protector—and. if you desire, the now famous Safety (Squee

gee) Tread-—made to fit all types of rims.

 

 

THREE

POINT

 

 

 

 

 

So this time specify “Diamonds"——you

can get them at any of the

25.000 Diamond Dealers
always at your Service

@4

BE A DIAMOND DEALER

If you are not a Diamond Dealer—

now is the time to get in line. There

is a Diamond Branch near you—get

in touch today. ~

  

  

 
'liPi:

  

----u . . _ __
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We Are

Advertising

Mezger

Soot Proof

Spark

Plugs

We are using pages and

double pages ——ancl

running until every car

and boat owner will

be wise enough to

J11, buy Mezger Soot

in the Leading ll!“ a" Proof Plugs.

Automobile '

and

Motor Boat

Journals
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How About Dead Stock in Spark Plugs?

a losing investment—Plenty of dealers have.

It’s the logical result of defective products-many brands that

do not give service, even if you do sell them on the maker 3 word.

DEALERS

We are going to help you to sell Mezger Soot Proof .Spark Plugs by

giving your trade the best plug on the market — and by givmgyou 'adver

tising service on a scale never attempted by any manufacturer in this line.

Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plugs

are made by one of the oldest

spark plug makers in America.

They have stood the test of years

—long, hard and consistent serwce.

Through their self advertising they

have multiplied into

Millions Now Service

and they are giving perfect satisfac

tion to tens of thousands of motor

ists—simply because they cannot

short circuit, leak or break down.

You may have such

 
 

 

Your trade can pay more for Spark Plugs, but no matter what the

Prlce, they cannot buy more uninterrupted service or longer life.

3"]: are going to prove that it will be to your advantage to handle Mezger

t Proof Spark Plugs exclusively.

Write today for our Proposition. Get our booklet telling Why these Plugs

ave made and held a reputatlon second to none.

C- A. MEZGER CO., Inc., 15 Canal Place, New York

_-_W
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AYE you ever thought what a superior motor car would result

from a combination of the excellences and elimination of the

weaknesses of all leading European and American cars?

  

E have been thinking along these lines for a long time and

our engineers have been carefully investigating the leading

cars of the \Norld.

  

HEY have been adopting. eliminating, inventing—and the re

sult is the EDWARDS-KNIGHT. The specifications will

convince you that this car merits personal investigation.

~ EDWARDS-KNIGHT ENGINE—Silent, powerful, flexible, eco

'nomical. Shaft Drive with \N'orm Gear. Electric Lighting and

Starting Device. Unit Clutch and Transmission. Power Tire

Pump. Bodies of most graceful lines and perfect finish. Cantilever

Springs and \Vire \Vheels make it the easiest riding car in the

\Vorld.

Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$3500 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$3500

Torpedo (4 Pass.) . . . . . . .. 3500 Speedster .. . . . . . . . . . .. 3500

Limousine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$4600

Every Car is Fully Equipped

t EDWARDS MOTOR CAR COMPANY

1790 Broadway, New York City

4

  

Booklet containing

fuller particulars

sent on request

  

  

  
Show Room Entire 4th Floor
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No ball bearing on

the market today has

the capacity and endurance of the

Gurney Ball Bearing

HIS advertisement is the first of a series, the object of which is to

familiarize the automobile industry with the fact that no other

bearing ever dreamed of even approaches the Gurney Ball Bear

ing in efficiency. Getting down more closely to details we say

here, with the hope that you will insist upon our proving the assertion,

that no other ball bearing in the world possesses these four essentials—

(without any one of which no bearing can compare, even, with the Gurney

Ball Bearing)—

Full complement of balls;

Solid one-piece separator;

Uninterrupted raceways;

Full depth of raceways to resist thrust.

The reason for the superiority of Gurney Ball Bearings lies in the fact i

that they are the only bearings which possess uniform raceways of the

right contour. It is an acknowledged fact that no ball bearing is better

than its raceway.

Gurney raceways are formed by a highly specialized method that pro- ‘,

duces a degree of accuracy in size, concentricity and race contour not '

realized by any other makers.

Other manufacturers can buy just as good steel and just as good ballsbut they can neither produce the perfect raceways that 'we produce, nor -

can they assemble, with as many balls, a complete bearing with a single j '

Plege separator, as we do, without slotting the raceway, Hence our

Posmon as producers of the most efficient ball bearing on the market. 1

_It will give us the greatest pleasure to prove all these claims to your Ii

entire satisfaction. Wouldn’t you like to test out these bearings yourself?

GURNEY BALL BEARING CO., Jamestown, New York

cg
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No-Rim-Cut Tires—10% Oversize

 

 

A Story Ages Old

When one man does one thing better than anyone else,

the world always finds him out.

That's all there is to the Goodyear

story, now on a million tongues.

Make no mistake One tire has not

outsold all others without a reason for

it.

And the hundreds of thousands who

have come to this new type are not men

to be deceived.

The Story Is This

Men sought a way to minimize the

cost of tire upkeep.

Fourteen years ago the Goodyear peo

ple started out to find it.

The way was hard. the path unblazed.

progress very slow. Five years after

starting we made scarcely more than

one per cent of the tires.

Three of our rivals at that time made

70 times as many.

Six years after starting our cost of re

placement, under our warrant, ran 1.43

per cent. And that. in a most sensa

tional way, broke all the records of Tire

dom.

It was then—in 1906—that men began

to recognize the worth of Goodyear tires.

Then Came Two Great

Inventions

Then the Goodyear experts brought

out a new way of building tires. It se

cured equal tension on every inch of the

fabric. ‘We control the patents on it.

They also brought out the No-Rim-Cut

type. which is also controlled by our

patents.

That ended rim-cutting, which des

troys about 23 per cent of all old-type

tires.

Then these tires were made 10 per cent

oversize. And that, with the average car,

added 25 per cent to the tire mileage.

These features together gave No-Rim

_Cut tires an advantage which proved

irreSistible.

Flood-Like Demand

From that time on Goodyear sales

doubled every year.

Then they more than doubled. Last

year’s increase was 125 per cent, though

orders for 400,000 tires had to go un—

tilled.

Long. ago these tires outsold every

other tire in eXistence. Now this year's

output,_ in all probability, will exceed

two million tires

Nearly half of all the new cars this

year will go to their buyers with Good~

year equipment.

Odometer: Did It

The greatest jump in Goodyear sales

came With the vogue of odometers.

Men used to buy tires by guesswork—

by old-time reputation. They rarely

made actual comparisons.

But most cars now have mileage re

corders. Men buy their tires by records.

_ As a result, our output today is seven

times larger than two years ago.

Heed What Users Say

Some hundreds of thousands of motor

ears now are running on Goodyear tires.

Wherever you look you will find men

who know them-men who know their

records. Ask some of those men to re

veal their comparisons.

Common sense tells you _ that _tires

which can't rim-cut—overSize tires-—

must be better than others.

Common sense says that tires which

outsell must excel in some ways.

Ask users it they do that. Then judge

for yourself if it ays_these people to

insist on No-Rim- ut tires.

Ask us for the Goodyear Tire Book—

Nth-year edition. It tells all known

ways to economize on tires.

 

 

  

 

AKRON, OHIO

No-Rim-Cut Tires

With or Without Non-Skid Treads

Here's a Winter Tread

which experts fonsider the

very last word in nonssltida.

A double-thick tread, made

of very tough rubber, irn

mensely enduring.

Deep-cut. sharp-cut blocks

—count1ess edges and angles

—insuring a bulldog grip.

Blocks which meet at the

base. so the strain are dis

tributed just in With smooth

tread tires.

time you_ ever _seen an

other non-skid which meets

these essentials?

 
 

 

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, AKRON, OHIO

Branches and Agencies in 103 Principal Cities

More Service Stations Than Any Other Tire

  

We Make All Kinds of Rubber Tires, Tire Account-ion and Repoil' outs”

Main Canadian Office: Toronto, Ont. Canadian Factory: Bowmanvllle, Ont.
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Power——Durability —-Simplicity—Acces sibility

While Ergon motors are adaptable either to commercial or pleasure vehi

cle usage, especial attention has been paid, in their design, to the commercial

end of the industry. In this branch of the automobile industry it is absolutely

essential that a motor must be remarkably simple and accessible as well as

powerful. For this reason Ergon motors have been designed not only for

power and durability but for simplicity and accessibility as well.

.Ergon motors are four cylinder. four cycle, long stroke, 4% x 6 inches,

water cooled, L-head. with cylinders cast in pairs. They are of the unit power

plant type, with Brown-Lipe dry plate clutch. and three speed selective trans

mission. Renold silent chain drive replaces timing gears and provision has

been made for any one of several electric and pneumatic starters. Timken

bearings are used in the transmission and the clutch is supported on F. & S.

bearings. Won't you give us the opportunity of proving

out this motor to your personal satisfaction .9

ZARD
MANUFACTURING

' COMPANY

‘ TERJiEW YORK a“
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Learn why Jenciek standards 01 design and

construction must produce engines that are

working as usual years alter cheaper motors

are relegated to the scrap pile.

We have information of importance for every truck designer, covering in detail

points of Jencick engine superiority, and the story, we have to tell giving reasons

for higher cost of production, will throw a new light on what an engine ought to

be and what it frequently not. *

tr

Design is important and this feature alone marks our product the last word in

modern engine construction.

Jencick Motors are designed by Stephen Jencick, whose European education with

DeDion and Daimler covers a long period of years. It is this experienCe, coupled

with'American training, that has made him a masterof design.

But furthermore you ought to know the reasons why Jencick Motors have man

ganese bronze bases instead of cast iron or aluminum—Krupp chrome nickel steel

crank shafts instead of ordinary carbon or nickel steel—close grained semi-steel

cylinders and pistons instead of the prevailing cast iron constructions

.=1":

"Fang".

Get the comparative details showing Jencick superiority in the comparisons of

elastic limit, tensile strength, elongation and reduction.

 

These and many other points of technical information will prove to you, Mr.

Truck Engineer, just why Jencick engines are built on an efficiency and service basis

not possible with makers who work on the keep down cost of production plan.
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HYATT ROLLER Bli‘iisteRIONGS

  

"*iliili‘l“?
  

   

. . B. MORGAN.

Chief Engineer Marion Motor Car Company
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“ Hyatt Flexible Rollers will not crush underload because of

their being hollow. The strength of these rollers is de

pendent upon the section of the steel out of which it is

formed as well as the elastic limit of that material

Every size bearing is capable of carrying a certain load at'

. a certain speed. If the carrying capacityl'is greatly over;

reached, thc bearing canth beyde‘pe-nded upon to give
permanent satisfaction. Any otherY'aiutomobile member

subjected to excessive stress will 'iail‘under similar condi¥

tions. It is [simply a matter of proper engineering.

\K’hen reasonably well [mounted andpperated under its ’

proper duty, the Hyatt Roller Bearing lends itself to prac

tical conditions as no’other can. \Vhen subjected to faulty

mounting—imperfect alignment—unrcasonable abuse—-an<.l

oyer-loading. no other bearing is even comparable.

HYA'I'I ROLLBRBBAR1NG.CO.
DETROIT. MICHIGAN
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Comparison proves the

dominating quality

oi the KisselKar

COMPARE the Kisgcllim- with cars of high_ in the car—and no car is better constructed, and few

est price and best reputation, and let your so l‘berany deS'gned 3? the Klésemar' '

I _- . . In appearance the KisselKar is the car of superb

conipaiisons be on quality, not on price. distinction.

1t ofl‘ers the widest possible range of throttle control.

It will drive on high (fourth geared-up-speed) as fast

or slow as you need going in all ordinary driving.

The tonneaus are roomier, the seats deeper than in

any other car.

In every refinement of appointment and finish, the

KisselKar meets the highest standard.

1500 1b.. 1, 1%, 2. 3. 4. S-ton Trucks, Delivery

Cars, Fire Department A paratus. etc Write for

big illustrated truck cat 0;.

Such comparison is advantageous to the

KisselKar because the Kisselliar, beyond

doubt, embraces all the quality that modern

engineering, modern factory facilities and

high standards can put into a car.

It is the maximum roduct of modern m'tor car. p . . .° . Klssel Motor Car Co., in lilssel Ava, llartlord, Wis.

construction, produced by a skilled organization With
_ _ _ _ “_USIl'ON NEW YORK CHICAGO MILWAUKEE DALI-AS

everv facilitv for economv production. and With no kAMAS CIT\ LOS ANGELES MINNEAPOLIS ST. PAUL

' . ' f - l'liiladelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, El Paso. San Antonio, New Orleans,

dead weight costs to go lfllO thC Pl'lt‘fs. Baltimore, Omaha. Butte, Denver, San FrancisCo, Seattle. Portland,

“ninth, lBufialrio)I Pit'isburgh. Iganford. Cong” New!" Héiveéi, Albany, Troyi

Every dollar of KisselKar price represents quality Unififitmg‘gogf Am‘l'r‘i’pgf’ """Peg 3" “W “n W other vrlnmva
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“Thirty” $1700; “Forty” $2000; "Fifty"

$2500; so H.P. "Six" $3150

ELECTRIC LIGHTED AND STARTED

FULLY EQUIPPED

The KisselKar at the Chicago Shows

Pleasure Cars. N0. M i Coliseum Annex. Trucks. Section C. Coliseum
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1913’s TRADE SENSATION!!!

BOYCE

urn ETER

 

 

PAT ‘S
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"MORE NECESSARY THAN A SPEED INDICATOR”

Know the Exact Heat oi

watch-like instrument fitted to

any radiator cap and protects the

motor from damage caused by

improper lubrication, overheating,

defective cooling, etc. By means

of a red fluid indicator, visible

from the seat day or night, it

warns

WHEN THE RADIATOR

NEEDS WATER.

WHEN THE OIL SUPPLY

lS lNSUFFlClENT.

it tells whatever excessive heat

tells—a broken water pump, a

clogged oil pipe, a broken fan

the inside temperature of the

radiator. It gives a feeling

of security to know when the

car is operating correctly. The

constant rise and fall of the indi

cating fluid, under varying road

conditions, is more interesting and

instructive to watch than a speed

indicator.

Finished in black enamel with

gold plated or nickel rims. if

your dealer cannot supply you,

send check or money order and

we will express an instrument

prepaid. Sooner or later you

will drive a MOTOMETER

 

equipped car. Enjoy

belt, etc., also when the motor it BOW

and water jackets are in danger DEALERS The

of freezing—and warns before —
the damage is done! MOTOMETE‘R

Attached as an ornament the

MOT 0M ET ER registers

THE MOTOMETER COMPANY, Inc.

904 U. S. Rubber Building, 58th St. and Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

1322 Michigan Ave, Chicago, lll.

Exhibiting at Cblcuo Automobile Show—Space ISA Collseum Basement

  

sells at'a price that

means no dead stock.

Act at once!

  

View trom Seat

(Halt actual size.)

Ml

.i lsi

~ Your Motor While Driving!The MOTOMETER is a “H”
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Starts your engine

or new) quickly

easily in coldest weather

Here’s a starter that adds practically no weight to your car, is perfectly simple and is as

durable as the engine itself. Easily applied

the use of gas, and requires no expert repairing.

How Prest-O-Starter Works

The principle of starting a motor with Prest-O~Starter is

the same as "starting on compression." A measure of acety

lent. at low pressure, is pumped from your Prest-O-Lite into

the cylinders.

Touch your spark—your engine starts

Unlike "gasoline priming," it is not affected by heat or

cold. it is certain.

in cool weather, by opening a valve on the dash, you can

feed gas at low pressure into the intake manifold. This al

ows your engine to run on acetylene until it is warm enough

to run on gasoline.

.ll_thc_Prest-O~Starter did no more than prime your en

!iiie in this way during cold weather, this convenience would

be well worth the price.

But Prest-O-Starter is more than a primer. When in

stalled properly, it will start your engine, summer or Winter,

almost invariably without recourse to the crank.

Make Sure Your Starter ls Installed

CORRECTLY— Look It Over

V The Prest-O-Starter is easy to install correctly. In fact.

i s so very easy to install that some good factories and 83"“

Now—More Than Ever—You N

Your Prest-O-Start

attempts. The few failu

l With burnt gas. B

motor._ But should eit

the switch at neutral,

ringing eliminated.

est assii
durability "d ‘h

_ Get in

literature

res are caused by your motor stoppin

0th of these conditions can be ea5ily

her or both happen. an eighth or a q

will remedy the trouble at once, With

The Prest-O-Lite Co.,

Canadian General Office and Facto '
I ry, Merritton. OM

BRM‘CHESi Atlan

_ DEF"!- Detr

“fluke, M
53mm inneapolis, New Orleans, Ne

Exchange Agencies Everywhere

  

er, properly installed will average better th

at no other starter can give you as high efficiency with as great economy,

and freedom from mechanical trouble. The price is Within easy reach.

touch with any of our branches—or your dealer—or write us for descriptive

287 E. South St.

Indianapolis, Ind.

91. Baltimore. Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland.

m' Indianapolis. Jacksonville, Kansas City, Los Angeles. Memphis,

a . P . _ _ w York. Omaha, Philadelphia, Pitts

,a“ mndcljcei St. Louis. St. Paul. Minn; San Antonio, San Fran

cuse, Merritton, Ont.; Toronto, Ont; Winnipeg, Manitoba.
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For Four

Cylinders

For Six

Cylinders

(old

and

$l.50 extra for twojway valve necessary

when thelsam‘e tank is used for both start

ing and lighting.

to any engine, old or new, very economical in

ages install it with utter carelessness, overlooking the one or

two simple features vital to success in operation. Fortu~

nately this is an easy matter for the car owner to correct,

even if he isn't a mechanic.

Our literature tells you exactly how the Prest-O-Starter

is installed, and how to adjust it. Anyone can give it the

slight attention it may need or quickly tell a. dealer where

the trouble lies.

Every Prest-O~Starter is sold with the assurance of satis

factory service. The entire Prest-O-Lite Organization is

back of every one. If you have any trouble, report it to us

or to our nearest branch. We'll wipe it out quickly.

  

  

lnsist Upon GETTING

the Outfit COMPLETE

During warm weather the connection which feeds

acetylene into the intake manifold is not needed. So r

some dealers are not installing it. But in cold 1:.

weather this feature is vital. You’re entitled to it.

It‘s included in the price, so see that you get it.

eed One

an 95 starts out of 100

g on dead center, or cylinders

avoided when stopping your

uarter turn of the crank, With

all the danger and labor of
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Remy Magnetos

We Equip 400 Motor

Cars Daily

THIS is not the record of a single day. This is a daily

at‘emgle—for four months ending with January—of cars

newly equipped With Remy Magnetos. These figures have

never been approached by any other manufacturer.

It is convincing, statistical evidence that the Remy Electric Company

18 the world’s greatest manufacturer of magnetos; that Remy magnetos are

greatest in demand by manufacturers, dealers and owners; that good mag
netos combined with our uIgnition Service For Owners” make Remys

absolutely essential to motoring satisfaction.

Do not worry along with an unsatisfactory, troublesome magneto. Buy a Remy ; it

will rejuvenate your car.

Remember that the Remy Electric Company is the pioneer manufacturer of magnetos

in this country ~ one 0f_the first in the world ; that more Remy: are being used on 1913 cars

tlzan all other maker (fan/billed. '

We originated “Ignition service.” We have more than 50 branches and service

stations, stretching from Montreal to Los Angeles ; from Vancouver to Jacksonville ; and

from far off Calgary to El Paso, Texas. In these stations our factory trained experts and

exclusive Remy testing apparatus are at your service.

For a postal we will send you a book filled with interesting magneto information

told in a manner the layman will understand and enjoy,

Exe/mnge your old magneto, any make, for a was 1913 Remy; it will cortyou Mae/{rally no

more than fl’fitllm' on your prerent Igrzztzon system.

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

Service Stations

Albuquer ue. N. M. Indianapolis. Ind.

Atlanta. a. New York City, N. Y.

Baltimore. Md. Kansas City, Mo.

Boston. Mass. San Francisco, Cal.

Louisville, Ky.

Memphis, Tenn.

Milwaukee. Wis.

Portland. Ore.

Providence, R. I.

. Rochester. N. Y.

Minnea olis, Minn. San Antonio. TC!"

Bufialo. N. Y. Dallas, Texas Nashvil e, Tenn. Savannah, Ga.

Charlotte. N. C. Denver, Colo.

Cincinnati. Ohio

New Orleans, La.

El Paso. Texas _

Cleveland, Ohio Grand Rapids, Mich.

Chicago. 111- Houston, Texas

Columbus. Ohio acksonville, Fla.

Detroit, Mich. os Angeles. Calif.

Vancouver. B. C.
c‘n‘d' Calgary, Alberta

Seattle, Wash.

Spokane, Wash.

St. Louis, Mo.

Utica, N. Y.

Washington, D. C

Norfolk, Va.

Omaha, Neb.

Philadelphia. Pa.

Pittsbur h, Pa.

Portlan , Me.

Montreal. Que. Hamilton, Ont.

Winnipeg. Man. Toronto, Ont.
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.Every Reliable Accessory Dealer I

 

should have our attractive proposition on

'qu

w. )

up;
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or.FEDS CARBURETOR ;
You’ve heard so much about wonderful carburetors that you’re probably case-hard

ened in skepticism. We submit, however, these two series of facts for your consideration.

FIRST. The Carburetor is today the most imperfect part of the automobile, and far behind, in effi

ciency, every other accessory. There’s real need of a real carburetor..

SECOND. The Feps Carburetor splendidly meets that need. It involves an entirely new principle of

auxiliary air supply, producing a marvelous increase in flexibility; an absolutely perfect mixture at all

speeds, withyan increase of 25% to 50% in miles per gallon of fuel on any car. It contains no springs,

no balls, no cams, no reeds, and all adjustments once made are permanent. It gives a perfect mixture

with any grade of gasoline and is unaffected by altitude, weather conditions or change of temperature.

It also embodies a never-failing quick-starting device.

The first fact you cannot dispute, the second you probably will, until you test out

the Fcps at our risk. Get in line with the Feps now for increased business and profit.

Write at once for

Descriptive Illustrated Booklet

Schoen =Jackson Company

Department “ F ”

Media, Pa.
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Prevention of industrial Accidents.

Is one of the most serious problems

confronting Employers of

Labor to-day

 

 

 

Employers are eager to adopt all possible means

for the Prevention of Industrial Accidents, but

the magnitude of present day enterprises deprive

the executive heads of the intimate knowledge of

conditions necessary to effective improvement.

 

HE most effective service for the

prevention of accidents, the re

sult of twenty years practical experi

ence, is offered its policy holders

without charge by

The Travelers Insurance Company

Hartford, Conn.

 

 

 

TRAVELERS service provides systematic

and minute investigation of plants and equip

ment; advice as to the elimination of danger

points, installation of efficient and economic

safety devices, handling and storage of mate

rial, factory methods and supervision.

Inspections are made by specialists where needed and by general inspectors acquainted

with the work of all departments of a plant and of general constructive methods. During

1912, The Travelers made 142,000 inspections involving 850,000 recommendations for im

provement of working conditions.

The Pennsylvania Railroad after largely reducing the number of serious accidents to

their shop employees stated “We should fail in our duty if we did not give The Travelers

Insurance Company credit for the systematic methods now in use over the Pennsylvania

lines.”

  

 
 

 

 

    

A years subscription to the Travelers Standard a monthly devoted to Safety Engi

neering and the Prevention of Accidents, will be sent on request by filling in the coupon

below.

 

‘I

TRAVELERS lNSURANCE COMPANY, Hartford, Conn.

Send me TRAVELERS Standard for one year without charge.

Name . - . . - . . . . . - . - . . . . . . . . . - . . - . . . . . t . - . . . . . - . - . . - . . . . - . . - . . . . . . .
.....-.......~..-.....-....-

il
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MODEL “K” TRUCK

Capacity One Ton

A happy medium between the heavy expensive

truck and the light delivery car

 

 

The motor is four cylinder, 30 H. P., water cooled, built as a unit, with

selective three speed transmission, multiple disc clutch and fly wheel, all en

closed in an oil tight aluminum housing and hung with three point suspension.

The axles are Vanadium Steel fitted with large roller bearings, sprockets are

heavy and fitted with 1%; inch roller chains—wheels are 36 X 3% front and rear.

 

Our new factory will greatly increase our output for 1913.

and we are offerin an exceptional o ortunit to live dealersg - PP Y PRICE, AS

WRITE 0R WIRE us SHOWN. $1,750 \\

l

H

Sanlord Motor Truck Company :::.-:: -
No. 2-18 St. Mark’s Place I'fl'Syracuse, New York mm

 

‘5 mm

mru

SEE OUR EXHIBIT
Iltl' IU I

CHICAGO snow n IH'IMIIHII
-~ an u‘ |||InI|

FIrst Regiment Armory, Main Floor. Space 5-3 "L; .3' ' “" “"“
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This wheel is shown after him terrific speed

contesla. Note the condition of the tire.

  

Considering the fact that more than 20 makes

of cars were exhibited at the New York and

Chicago ShOWS, this year, carrying wire wheels

as regular equipment—considering the further

fact that more than 30 0f the leading manufac

turers of the country will use wire wheels on

their product this year—(and probably double

that number in 1914)—the wonderful showing of

Hemery in acquiring 11 new world‘s speed rec

ords on Rudge-VVhitworth wire wheels becomes

of secondary importance to American manufac

turers and dealers.

And, still, an analysis of the table of records

on the opposite page is extremely interesting in

showing, practically, the correctness of the the

ory of the wire wheel invasion. If Rudge-“hit

worth wire wheels can add life to racing tires

and speed to speed creations where driving and

,.As1mmfifip
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Every Rudge-Whitworth Wire Wheel is

equipped with the Honk Quick Detlchable Rim

abuse are at the maximum extreme always, then

surely Rudge—VVhitworth wire wheel elhciency

for general pleasure car work cannot be denied.

This recent series of Rudge—W'hitworth wire

wheel victories is but the climax of a truly

remarkable year in Wire W'heel history. All

the big races abroad have been nearly clean

sweeps for Rudge-Whitworth, with all the win

ning cars so equipped. In this country wire

wheels have made a Wonderful showing in the

big American races—so much so that nearly all

the noted drivers are planning to use wire wheels

next year. Abroad, of course, about 85 per cent.

of the medium and best grade cars are wire

wheel equipped, and wooden wheels have prac

tically disappeared. At the foreign shows wood

en wheels were so scarce as to be almost a

curiosity.

And the only reason that many more manufacturers did not

show Rudge-Whitworth wire wheels at New York and Chi

not get them in time.

the real important

was the fact that they could

Which brings us to

manufacturers and dealers

If you will co 0
— eratwe can take care p e w“

cago

point affecting you

' h us to the '
ex .'of your demands. tent ot plating contracts and delivery date ' d‘ 1

s 1mme MC V,

F
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DISTANCE RECORDS

100 Miles 1 hr. 1 min. 27.69 sees. :: 97.()2. mph.

' ' "i=6."
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150 Miles 1 hr. 31 mins. 52.06 secs. : 97.97 mph.

200Mi1cs2 hrs. 5 mins. 56.73 secs. 2 95.51 an-h

400 Miles 4 hrs. 34 mins. 23.87 sees. : 87.46 nip-h

500 MilcsS hrs. 48 mins. 38.87 secs. : 80.05 m.P-h

 
 

 

Table of World’s Records Established by Hemery Driving a Lorraine Dietrich

tif.l\l< .\\'ll DRIVER SHUWX Ill-Llll“)

Hemery started out for the six hours' race world's. record with the idea oi smashing as manv inter

mediate records as possible.

The table shows his success.

morgilligfilliig-“7ltitportli wire wheels played an important part in the establishing of these records is

We wheels, In \tvhn w reg ltd-b considered that the previous records were held_ by a_ car not mounted on

ametor d - esm ours. Hemery was able to increase the record trom Jul to silo miles 'and he was

6 uce the time for the first :00 miles trom 0 hours 40 minutes to 9 hours 48 minutes. almost an

houri

14With the car not equipped with wire wheels.

\x The average speed for the six hours was 86 miles an hour

“T8 wheels.

as . a .

magfizglodelbl miles per hour. btill more re~

md th e is llemery's record when it is consid

at during the third hour he was forced

to .
cr$1th) 23% minutes to replace a couple of

3° ed Shackle bolts,

Our . .u halldsqme book on Wire wheels mailed

P0" application.

George W. Houk Co.

804 Penn Square Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

  

  

aster than the previous record. The average speed for the 500 miles was 86 miles per hour as against

_ . as against 75 for the car not equipped with

It is also lllt€f€Stlllg to note that in the first 50 miles of the last hour. Hemery maintained
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TIME RECORDS \ i

1 Hour 97 miles 1.037 yards :: 97.59111.p.h.

2 Hours l89 miles lj47 yards :: 94.99 m.p.h.

3 Hours 284 miles 817 yards :: 94.82 m.p.h.

4 Hours .344 miles 1,344 yards : 86.19111.p.h.

5 Hours ~12} miles 1.574 yards : 84.59111.p.li.

6 Hours 518 Jillit‘> 51.2 yards 2 80.30 mph.
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Chicago Automobile Show, Both Weeks,

Anion" th ‘ ~ ' 'of th h e inost conspicuous developments in the perfecting

_ . e automobile is the increasing use of ball bearings in prefer

ence to those of other types.

  

A leading publication in the trade has carefully summarized

the details of 1913 models and shows that ball bearings are used

in the difierential of 53 per cent. of the pleasure cars for 1913, as

against 37% per cent of the 1912 cars; in the transmission of 75

per cent. of the 1913 models, as against 64 per cent. of the 1912

cars, and in the rear wheels of 52 per cent. of the 1913 models, as

against 42 per cent. of the 1912 cars.

American Made for

A further important fact is that the.1913 European

cars are universally equipped with ball bearings.

The American Made New Departure

ball bearing is in more than 80% 0f the

American pleasure cars made for 1913

selling. This bearing is guaranteed for

strength of material, uniformity 0f

dimension, accuracy of manufacture and

fineness of finish.

THE NEW DEPARTURE MANUFAC

Western Branch: 1016-17
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err (Iongress Hotel, Suite 1-7, Floor “J”

.5%:

If you cannot get to Chic
ago to see our interesting exhibit, in

m. Suite 1-7, Floor “1,”
Congress Hotel, write for literature or

115 your blue print with information covering maximum and mini

,de mum loads and speeds, and our Engineering Department will

M frankly and honestly discuss your bearing problems with you.

Lt There is no charge for this service.

send

w A special booklet is now on the press discussing the ball type

a. of bearing and its advantages, Written SPQCiaHY for engineers"

Send us your name for a copy.

r American Trade

Here is a list of over fifty pleasure cars, partially or

Whonl' eqtupped with New Departure Ball Bearings:
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A .

Agile: Cum'lg Ja¢kson Oldsmobile
n APDlrson D°"9"." King Overland

k Auburn Domlmon Kline Paige-Detroit

Austin Empire Krit Pathfinder

j Babeockm] - EPE" Lenox Patterson

“and (El ecnllc) Firestone- Lozier Pilot

u Bum“ mm) @olumbus Marathon Schacht

3'“ (El - 11d“ Marion Selden
l Buick mm) Grant-Six McFarlan Standard

Cinema, Gm! Western Michigan (Electric)

L can Halllday Mitchell Staver

Chalmers Havers Nyberg Stutz

Chevrolet I'Itmdel'son Oakland Warren 9 ,

Imperial Wayne I

TURINGCOMPANY ' ’A/ r ~
F 9 l ‘*-. ‘ z
or i“d Building, Detroit

\‘

;~' - >
' hw- _ , r

 
 



have been delivered during

the last five months. This is

an increase of 300 per cent. over the

same period last year. And last year

we led every thousand dollar auto

mobile producer in America.

0VER fifteen thousand Overlands

This is more cars than all the

automobile factories in Germany turn

out in a whole year. Our 1913 sales

are more than double those of any

other manufacturer producing a simi

lar car.

Our 1913 literature describes, ex

plains and illustrates what we are—

what we have and what we can do.

It’s all free. Please write the factory.

Address Department 50

The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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$985— Completely Equipped

Mode! 69 - T

Self-starter Timken Bearings Mohair Top and Boot

3O Horsepower Center Control Clear Vision. Rain Vision

5-Passenger Touring Car Remy Magneto Wind Shield

110-inch Wheel Base Warner Speedometer Prest-O-Lite Tank

$1475— Completely Equipped

Model 71-7“

Complete Electric Lighting Timken Bearings Warner Speedometer

OutfiBt, Generator and Stor- center Conn-01 Mohair Top and Boot

agc attery ' Cle Vi ion Rain Vision
Wheel Base 114 inches I?" 5_ ,

self Starter Brewster Green Body, ivory wmd Shield

45 Horsepower striped, nickel plated and Prem‘o'thc Tank

Q. D. Demountable Rims dead black trimming Extra Rim
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OBSERVE carefully, at the Chicago show, the preponder

ance of Eisemann magnetos with Automatic Spark

Control on the trucks of class and size. The more severe the

demands upon the truck the more likely that it is equipped

with Eisemann magneto with Automatic Spark Control.

The fact that Eisemann systems are found on so large a

percentage of commercial vehicles speaks volumes for the

efiiciency and reliability of these products. In this field real

merit counts most, for the success of the truck depends upon

its economical operation and up-keep and in these essentials

proper ignition plays a most important part.

The remarkable gain in volume of business and in num

ber of concerns usmg Eisemann equipment recorded in the

last year or so is another evidence of the growing realization
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of the real value of Eisemann ignition devices. In this short

space of time the increase has been something over two

hundred per cent with no let-up in sight. In spite of this

fact we have been able to live up to our promises fully as

regards deliveries and shipments.

. There’s no reason why you can’t have the most eiticient

Ignition system on your pro

duct and have no delays in

the delivery thereof. Better

get in touch with us today.

The Eisemann Magneto C0.

General and Sales Olllce:

225-227 West 57th Street, New York

IIIIIIIIIIII.
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Triplex
ECONOMIZES FUEL

PREVENTS BACK FIRING

  

Finishes the Work

the Carburetor

Leaves Halt Done

INCREASES MILEAGE PROMOTES FLFXIBILITY

THE READIEST SELLER ON THE MARKET

A DIRTY MOTOR is A SHORT LIVED MOTOR

Nothing tends to lower the efficiency. flexibility and sweet running qualities of a motor quicker than an improper mixture. Faulty carburetion is the

prime cause of carbonization Carbon-clogged cylinders. sooty spark plugs sap the ambition out of a motor. short~u its sci-vim.

Loss of COMPRESSION is caused from DIRT taken into cylinders through CARBURETOR. The TRIPLEX MAKES IT AN IMPOSSIBILITY

for ROAD DIRT to get into the c

 

 

 
 

ylinders. DIRT OR DUST acts as a grinding material and causes loss of compression by grinding down PISTON.

RINGS. AND PITTING OF VALVES.
      

THE TRIPLEX MAKES IMPERFECT CARBURETION A MECHANICAL IMPOSSIBILITY

The TRIPLEX is a device placed between the MANIFOLD AND CARBUBETOR T0 fuel paste. there is no power waste. .\ TRIPLEX is a double economy—-it INCREASES potter

BREAK lll’ the mixture—th incl. at the some time it DECREASES fuel consumption.

The TRIPLEX will EQUALIZE the most UNEVEN mixture that leaves the carburetor— INSURE YOURSELF AGAINST BACK-FIRING WITH A TRIPLEX. Another advantage

makes it uniform throughout. it possesses is that it prevents FIRING a car due to the fact that any FLAME is cut off in

Operating as it does on a tried and proven scientific principle, the TRIPLEX insures it trying to go through the TBIPLEX: The principle is the same as the nun'explosive feature of

mixture which will burn CLEAN to the last atom. It is a physical impossibility for a bit of a miner's Baith' lamp.

live gas to remain unlimited. BLACK SMOKE is emphatically done array with—CARBON- Further advantages are that a TRIPLEX‘makes starting easier regardless ot temperature or

IZA'I'ION foreatalled. atmospheric conditioru, and stops suction of live gasoline when the motor is (old.

A TRIPLEX WILL PAY FOR I'l‘Sl-ZLF IN TWO MONTHS. lly utilizth every drop of The 'I‘Itil‘LEX can be readily attached by anyone in one-half hour's time.

gasoline to its full capacity. the TRIPLE); makes a saving of over 25 per cent. per aallon. THE TltIPL'l-IX is GI'ARANTEEI). The TRIPLEX is guaranteed to do all we claim for

it gives you 5 :allons of FUEL at a cost of FOUR. It makes high-proof gasoline out of low.

FurthermOre. it increases pout-r protairtionalcl)‘.

it, or your money bacit. Tut-rein lies YOUR protection. For further information “rite us.

The full cylinder charge is ignited eVery

time*the maximum potter delivered at the point of highest eilicienc)‘. Because there is no

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

i in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3350

I“ in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..5l.00

  

TO BE I'IAD AT ALL DEALERS OR DIRECT ON RECEIPT OF PRICE
 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 W.» in- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - ~ ~ “50 DEALERS: Here is one of the fastest selling little devices on the market. Every

1”." in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3.00 motorist has got to have one. Big sales spell big profits. Get our sales proposition

2 in. ................ ..ssso TODAY. -

2% in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..S'i.00

 

 

Write or Wire Us.

Bremer=Wilson Manufacturing Co.

1475 Michigan Blvd. CHICAGO, ILL.

AUSTERMELL & HAN son, Western Representatives, soo Phelan Bldg., San Francisco. Cal.The Triplex Starter

for FORD Engines
“It is out of sight,” under the hood. All that shows is a small hand lever on dash. You do not

have to leave your seat to start your Ford Motor when equipped with the TRIPLEX STARTER.

All that is necessary is to pull the lever. \Vill positively turn your motor over every "me

The TRIPLEX FORD ENGINE STARTER

is a mechanical starter, which, of all types——

compressed air, acetylene gas, electric and spring

—is the only one on the market which at all times

proves absolutely RELIABLE. In no respect_is

it a “Hit-or-Miss” proposition—working one min

n'e and sltort-circuiting or blowing out a cylinder

head the next. It gives 100% uninterrupted ser

vice irom the time it is attached. It comprises so

few parts and is so simple and direct in applica

tion that it cannot get our of order. and it is as

safe and durable as it is simple and effective.

\\'ith the TRIPLEX STARTER you have two

starting devices. You do not remove the crank.

It stays on.

"Ask the man that has one.”

To he had at all dealers or direct on receipt of

|ii‘l(‘(f.

DEALERS—It doesn't re uire SALESMAN

SHIP to sell an ARTICL for which every

FORD UVVNER is clamoring. Bring the

TRIPLEX FORD ENGINE STARTER and

the FORD OWNER together and a sale results.

Big Sales spell Big Profits. Get our Sales Propo

sition today. Write or Wire. No more broken

arms. Back kicks are dangerous.

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRICE SILSO

,_ Write Department 10

BREMER-WILSON MANUFACTURING CO.

1475 MICHIGAN AVENUE, crucaoo, ILL.

Western Representatives. AUSTERMELL & HANSON, 560 Phelan Bldg.. San Francisco. Cal. q
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_ The Sensation of the Year

RAYFIELD Carburctm-s created

wonderful interest at the New

York Show. Motorists from all

over the world were eager to

learn why the RAYFIELD

had won its reputation for

being

“The World’s

Greatest Carburetor.”

  

Competent

men will be on

hand to show you

why the RAYFIELD,

Those who have not

investigated the

superlative merits

of this carbure

  

  

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

tor Should not through its perfection in

fail to do 50_ design and construction, holds

A. the Chic." more WORLD’S RECORDS in every

ShOW,Coliseum kind of contest than all other carburetors.

fiz'i’i'gp'c" They will also show you why the RAYFIELD

 
 

makes good in every-day service, WINTER OR

SUMMER. HIGH OR LO\V ALTITUDE. RAIN

OR SHINE. with the greatest EFFICIENCY

and ECONOMY.

Your visit to the Chicago Show will not be

complete Without seeing the RAYFIELD Exhibit

  

Findeisen & Kropf Mfg. Company

 
 

Distributors In All Leading Cities
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. 1 I i ‘ let and Rockwell Streets, Chicago, Illinois

. ‘ l ’. BRANCHES:

‘ 1140 Michigan Ave., Chicago 1902 Broadway, New York City

In I 997 Woodward Ave., Detroit
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A short time ago we completed a contract with

one of the largest automobile manufacturers (name

on request). whose product has a most excellent repu

tation for quality.

This contract consisted of 30.000 Transmission

GRANT-LEES GEARS

can be depended on for durability, accuracy in meas—

urements and perfection in finish.

We specialize on automobile gears. we believe

our heat-treating department the most efficient in the

business. It is in charge of a man who has specialized

in gears for twelve years.

Grant-Lees Gears are exceedingly hard. long-lived

and durable—and wonderfully tough. They can be

depended upon to stand up through eVery emergency.

Grant-Lees Gears have a fine, smooth finish that is

the envy of our competitors. No one else takes such

exacting pains in this work. To keep the finish per—

THE GRANT-LEES MACHINE C0., 2860 Sixty-ninth 51., Cleveland, Ohio

Out oi 30,000 Gears

29,982 Found 0. K.

By Particular Manutaciurer

1

Gears, made from our special brand of 3% per cent.

Nickel Steel.

Although the inspection department of this manu

facturer is the most exacting and careful of which we

have knowledge, only 18 of this vast quantity of gears

were not accepted.

feet and protect ‘our gears from any possibility of

harm, each gear is packed in an individual box—as

careiully as ball bearings are packed.

We Can Make You Better Gears and Save You Money

Why keep a big investment tied up in gear-making

machinery, stock and labor hire, when you can con

tract for all the Grant-Lees Gears you want—get them

just when you want them—get assured satisfaction—

and get them at a lower cost than you can manufac

ture them in your own shops?

Let Us Get Down to Facts and Figures With You
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HE prestige and reputation attained by the Hess Spring and

Axle Company as manufacturers of high grade motor car

axles is as unique as the motor car industry itself.

Although the first axles were produced more than four years ago,

two years were devoted to testing and experimenting before the

first axles were placed on the market. Since then fourteen manu

facturers have exclusively adopted Hess axles.

A further gratifying fact of the success of Hess axles is the increasing de

mand from new manufacturers and renewals of contracts from present users.

HESS axle equipment on your cars means assurance of successful service and

the ellmination of axle trouble.

THE HESS SPRING AND AXLE COMPANY

CARTHAGE, OHIO, U. S. A.
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With a'Springfield Convertible Body, a

few minutes work will turn the open

\~c

Irmsformation

 

  

touring car into a handsome luxurious ... itintimethrough

closed car. \ Q; iglthe top and at

This radical departure from the unsight- 'ly, uncomfortable, ordinary top, is the Momm Tfinal result of three years’ development “Mm p

and it is today the only practical all-'year- I melaminpmmi

round body on the market. mine the lat

When open, there are no signs calling gttenti Information“

to the fact that the body can be entirely enc I gfield

in glass~ just an ordinary closed top is visibl - , I

shown in this illustration. -' meld

 

When in position, the Springfield Convertible i ' ~ ' ,~

Body gives a beautiful glass enclosed, weather - ' '5- '_ ‘

proof car with wide dpors tree from obstruc- " " ‘ ' '

tions—in every way‘equal to the permanently

closed car in appearance and comfort.
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worked in remarkably ‘ '

mple operation of rais

g the glass windows

box back of the front

The transformation can be

short time through the si

ing the top and adjustin

which are contained in a

seat when the car is open.

' The Convertible Top feature is excl

Metal Bodies. It will not fit any or

prepared to make prompt deliveries on all designs from the

little runabout to the largest limousine or landaulet.

Further information is at your command. Write for it.

Springfield Metal Body Co.

Springfield

usive on Springfield

her body, but we are

Massachusetts
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CHURCH-FIELD BROUGHAM

  

The only Electric Car with a two speed transmission—-a high and low

gear. You‘ll realize instantly what that means.

urcI'i gield

Iectrlc

combines the convenience, the simplicity of operation and the luxury of the electric

with the sturdy all round efficiency of the gasoline car. The two speed transmission

means an enormous saving in cost of maintenance because it minimizes wear and tear

on the batteries and consumption of current. Furthermore, it places the Church—

Field on the same footing as the gasoline car in hill climbing and heavy road work.

  

Responsible dealers are invited to write for ovailable territory

THE CHURCH-FIELD MOTOR CO.

Detroit, Michigan

l 
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Our Modest OuEut

By R. E. Olds, Designer

After 26 years, and perhaps a record suc

cess, I am building but 50 cars daily.

Men ask, Why this modest output?

Why aren’t you today in the 40,000 class,

with all this fame, all this experience, and

with such a car as Reo the Fifth?

Not for Lack of Orders

It isn‘t due to any lack of de

mand. There were times last year

when orders from users ran five

times our factory output.

For months at a time we were

thousands of cars behind on imme~

diate shipments.

And the same condition will re

peat itself. We know that now. In

April and May there will be five

buyers for every car, no doubt.

But here's the other side:

The Other Side

Our present output, with this

model factory, brings the cost of

production down to the minimum.

If I build two or three models

the cost would increase by some

20 per cent, I figure.

A larger output would make im

possible such supervision as this car

gets. I can't find the men to give it.

And hurrying men, or working

nights, would lead to oversights.

Here’s What We Do

Each lot of steel is analyzed

twice, before and after treating.

Gears are tested in a crushing

machine, to prove that each tooth

will stand 75,000 pounds.

We use special springs, made

from the center one-third of the

finest steel ingots. And those

springs are tested for 100,000 vibra

tions.

We use a $75 magneto to stand

the tests which we require of that.

Everything is discarded—mate

rials or parts—which shows the

least shortcoming.

Parts are ground over and over

to get utter exactness. Tests and

inspections are carried here to the

very last extreme.

Each engine, for instance, is test

ed 48 hours—20 hours on blocks,

28 hours in the chassis. There are

live long tests, covering every re'

quirement.

Where Savings Co

We have, as I say, ideal factory

efliciency. Engineers from every

where come here to inspect it.

I have spent years and years in

perfecting it, and I cannot apply it

to .1 larger production.

We build only one model. We

build all our own parts. We make

no material changes, for our car is

right. So our tools and machinery

last year after year.

We save in these ways some $200

per car. It is that saving which

pays for all this care and inspec

tion. And it pays for things like

these:

Costly Extremes

We give to each part a big mar

gin of safety. In fact, each part is

‘ built to stand the tests for a 45

h. p. car.

We use 15 roller hearings—11 of

them Timkens—where the usual ball

bearings would cost one>fifth as

much.

We use in each car 190 drop

forgings, at twice the average cost

of steel castings. We do this to

make flaws impossible.

\Ve equip the car with over-size

tires—34x4. The cost is about $60

per car over tires which some call

sufficient on a car of this weight.

But the cost comes back to you

over and over in the lower tire up~

keep.

We use a centrifugal pump.

We use 14-inch brake drums.

We use 2-inch, 7-leaf springs.

Then note the costly finish. Each

body gets 17 coats.

The deep upholstering is of genu

ing leather, filled with the best

curled hair.

detail shows the final

touch. The electric side lights are

set in the dash. And even the

engine is nickel-trimmed.

All for $1,095

To build a car like this, inside

and outside, for $1,095, is an amaz

ing achievement.

Every

It would be to me an impossi

bility on a much larger productiOn.

And a lesser car would not be

wanted when men found it out.

That's why I limit my output.

It is also the reason why men

want more cars than I can build.

The $100 Control

I believe men would pay $100

extra for the center control in this

Reo the Fifth. Yet it adds not one

cent to the cost.

All the gear shifting is done by

one light handle, entirely out of the

way. It is done by moving this ban

dle only three inches in each of four

directions. It is as simple as mov

ing the spark lever.

No reaching—no levers in the

way. Both brakes are operated by

foot pedals. Both the front doors

are clear.

This

right-hand control, combined with

And that is regard

ed as an essential in a car that‘s up

arrangement permits of

left‘side drive.

to date.

A thousand dealers handle Reo

the Fifth. Write for our 1913 cars

log, and the nearest dealer's ad

dress. Then see him, please, before

the April rush. 

34 x 4 inches

Center

Control

15 Roller

Bearings

Demountable

ims

Three Electric

Li hts

190 grep

orgings

 

 

 

ade with

{Land 2

"sen er
Bodiesg

 

Top and windshield not included in price.

 

 

 

We equip this car with mohair top.
windshield, gas tank for headlights, speedometer, self~starter, extra :

 

 

all for $100 extra (list price $170).

side curtains and slip cover,

im and brackets—

Reo the Fifth

The 1913 Series

 

 

i R- hiOwen & General Sales

Agents forCo., Reo Motor Car
Canadian Factory, St. Cnihnrinea, Ont.

Co., Lansing, Mich.
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The above cars were

centers of attraction

at the New York Show

——the public is becom

ing “wire wheel wise.» I PPED

hock, offer one great

Here is the evidence—you can’t discount it. Wire resistance to radial and thrust s ”

wheels have come to stay. Most notably, the McCue factor of safety—“pocket book safety

roduct is fast becomin a dominant factor in the fi 1 l. . - .
p g e ( These wheels save tires—n high as fifty Per cent

Your prospective buyers want wire wheels—par— . - h d heavy
. . er an .ticularly McCue wheels—there isn’t an argument they Blccatfisi) theydare nggtrjgdtllglysélgn titres at p01

or you can raise discounting their practical worth. :2 tclentalétisannegfigible wéoden wheels deliver a

I‘here are enough arguments against wooden wheels heavy blow on every mch of the fire at each rev

McCue Wire \Nheels, aside from their tremendous tion.

THE McCUE COMPANY
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At the Chicago Show

these cars are again

E attracting the buying

L attention of the Middle

v West. Wire wheels are

counted as big refine

ments.

Here’s the illustration: Remember, McCue wheels are detachable. \Ve dis

T k card demountable rims as impractical. They add
fie a hammer With a ten pound head—strike weight at the pounding point,

195?? of rubber continuously and see how soon I _

lmdS‘ntegl'atfiS- Then hold the hammer by the You. specify Wire wheels on. the carszou sell and

hand] and strike the rubber with the end of the you Will find yourself a leader in competition—that is,

theruetgzrnd you Will wear your arm out—but not ifif competition don’t catch the drift of this argument

' rst.

  

Buffalo - - - New York
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PARTS OF QUALITY

 

 

TRANSMISSIONS, CLUTCHES

and LEVERS

To fill all requirements in pleasure

cars and light trucks

 

Contract Work, Gear Culling

Brass, Copper and Nickel Plating

Our Engineering Department is

at your service

For further particulars address

 

 

AUTO PARTS MFG. C0,, Dem. J. Muncie, Indiana

 

 

and drivers.

  

  

for Motor Trucks

Because the “Whitney” Cotter Detachable Chain can be easily sepa

rated at any link and lengthened, shortened, or repaired without the use

of any special tool. This is of great advantage to truck builders, owners

“Whitney” Chains are used by the leaders because they are strong, accu

rate, dependable and above all long lived. They are made right and

they’re made from the right kind of material, thus giving highest effi—

ciency. When making replacements insist on a “Whitney.”

“ Whitney” Chains Are Built for Strains

THE WHITNEY MFG. (30., Hartford, Conn.

  

7‘2
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The motor that gives

a car a good name

 

 

The six-cylinder Continental unit power plant. BoreI 4% inches; stroke,

5% inches. Built to accommodate any type of self-starter now made.

Suitable for right or left drive.

Four-cylinders—ZO to 70 H. P.

The Continental is responsible for more good

motor car reputations than any other sin

gle product.

A common expression is this: “It must be a

good car: The motor is a Continental.”

The good name of the motor lends itself to

the car. It is a guarantee of quality.

On the other hand, the manufacturer using

the Continental does so because he realizes,

more keenly perhaps, than his trade, the

worth of this motor.

He uses it because he has a product worthy

of it and he has enough pride in both

to maintain the Continental standard

throughout his own product.

Chicago Show Exhibit ~Februa'3/ I ' 15

Space 56‘, Coliseum Gallery

Continental Motor Mfg. Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Factory Representative.

 
  

    

 

  

 

K- F. PETERSON, 122 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago.

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Our departments of engineering and de

sign co-operate with the men who build

the car—combining their weight of ex

perience in radiator making with the

particular requirements of the designer

of the automobile.

We will not, however, endanger the rep

utation we have made by making radical

changes from established design. In

standing by this resolve, we have, on rare

occasions been obliged to lose business-—

something to be regretted, but none the

less necessary.

Mayo Radiators are built to hold the en—

gine at an even temperature—not too hot

to endanger its usefulness, nor too cool

to lose its efficiency. “Tolerance” in

change of design is therefore liberal—but

it has its limits.

If you, as the man who has sold the car,

find yourself in “hot water” so to speak,

with a leaky, inefiicient radiator and a

“superheated” customer, then be sure this

car was not equipped with a Mayo Radi

ator. Dealers who sell cars Mayo equip

ped know that the radiators will stand up

under any unfavorable condition short of

a blow with a hammer or a bad collision.

Mayo Radiator Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
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he Right; Light.

y @teYour New (Car

Why does gas lighting with an automatic lighter give you just as much convenience

and more efficiency, reliability, and economy than any other lighting system? Here

are the facts. Keep them in mind in deciding upon any system of automobile lighting.

 

 

   

 

 

 

Convenience

First of all, you say you want convenience in your

lighting system.

Prest-O-Lite, when used in connection with an auto

matic gas lighter, offers you perfect convenience.

You can use gas in all your lamps, and you can light

or extinguish all or any of the lights from the driver's

seat, whether your car be moving or standing still. The

flow of gas is automatically regulated to produce ex

actly the proper height of flame at all times. There are

several good automatic gas lighters on the market. \Ve

make one—the Prest-O-Liter. It is about as simple as

an electric doorbell. Any of our Service Stations will

gladly demonstrate it to you. See it and judge for

yourself whether any other system is any more con

venient.

Then remember this distinct advantage, that should it

ever be temporarily disabled, you are not left in the

dark. You can light your gas lamps with matches, and

YOU STILL HAVE LIGHT.

Reliability

Any lighting system on a motor car is subject to the

heaviest jolts and shocks. Because of this, and because

one must either carry or make his own light, automo

bile and house lighting are entirely different proposr

tions.

Prest-O-Lite's absolute reliability is unquestioned.

There are no delicate adjustments, connections, or com

licatcd attachments to get out of order. Prest-O-Lite

is so absolutely simple, it is trouble-proof. If, through

carelessness, you allow your Prest-O-Lite to run dry, 21

Prest-O-Lite agency is close by, wherever you may be.

Every city and town, and nearly every cross-road vil

lage, has its Prest-O-Lite exchange agency.

Here, then. is a system that every dealer understands; that

never need leave you stranded on a country road; that never keeps

you waiting for a factory expert _to come and restore its usefulness;

that is not affected by the heaVieSt downpour of rain.

In short, you have in_ Prest-O-Lite a system you can absolutely

depend upon all of the time.

No matter what self-starter ii on your car, your lights should be gas lights.

not an actual necessity. Reliable lighting on your car is almost as essential as fuel.

worst, your having to use the starting crank.

Efficiency

Exhaustive experiments have proven that the naked

light of a %-foot acetylene burner gives 30 candle

power without a reflector. The average naked light in

other systems is 20 candle power or less. Weaker

lights than Prest-O-Lite can give a blinding effect by

the use of parabolic reflectors.

This principle was first employed in gas lamps, but

was discarded as unsatisfactory because, while this type

of reflector threw brilliant, concentrated rays far ahead

it did not give the light down on the ground 10 to 50

feet ahead of the car, where you need it most, to give

a perfect view of the road itself. Every experienced

driver will tell you that Prest-O-Lite. with the reflect

ors now used in the gas lamps, gives all the light needed

far ahead, and in addition gives a light immediately in

front of the car which affords the driver a better idea

of the ruts and bumps than he can get even in broad

sunlight. This effect cannot be had from any lamps

using parabolic reflectors.

Prest-O-Lite, as a practical road light for the driver,

has no equal.

Economy

There is no other efficient lighting system that costs

less to operate and maintain than Prest-O-Lite. The

average cost of Prest-O-Litc operation, among over

five hundred thousand actual users, is less than $10 per

year. The user has no expense for repairs, for renewal

of worn-out parts, or for adjustments. and its operation

consumes no power and in no way interferes with the

full efficiency of your engine.

Just one repair bill on any complicated, delicate

lighting system might easily cost more than years of

Prest-O-Lite service.

But even if Prest—O-Lite operation costs more than

other lighting systems—instead of less—its reliability.

its efliciency, its freedom from annoying troubles.

(sjlrould make it twice as valuable to any experienced

river.

A "If-"In" ll._lfter all, a highly desirable convenience. but

The disabling of a self-starter might mean, at the

_ ut an accident to ou l' ht' 'you have Pun-04““ and match" you have light. y r ig ing system may leave you helpless in the dark. But so long as

Almost any manufacturer will equip your new car with Prcst O Lite and a ‘ ' ' ' ' - '
. . , _ - - n automatic as li ht . w“Rh PY"!'°-Llle. lny of our Service Stations or any dealer can install an automatic li a "I if you mm" H your C“ u no equipped

Before you decide_ on any gas lighting system. post ourself thorou

reprinted by ermisaion. which gives all the facts of ighting prepar

reach you wit out charge by return mail.

 

g ter at small expense.

ghly by sending for a free booklet, “Light on the Lighting Problem."

ed by one of the foremost authorities. By sending coupon below, it Will

x;LnIf

v'.

-’:3.._¢I;:i3..

£3

The Prest - O - Lite Company, fiiiiii‘iki‘d'i'ihsfiii’fi‘.

CANADIAN FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE "MERRITTON ONT.
SERVICE STATIONS IN THESE CITIES: Atlilnta, Baltimore. IBoston.

I ‘ Buffalo, ‘Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland D ll. D - ' I
Please send free booklety 4 Light on ‘he Lighfing ficksgvflle, Kansas City, Los Anglgles. Menipliiz', Teenniilfxldilzvezliiliilée,Problem." to d ew glearlis, New York, Omaha, hiladelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland, Ore., rovi

Segrc‘ehctt <§¥§-T%tO-§§UllvNMlélR-kg?n Antonio, San Francisco. Seattle, Svraciise

xame Winnipeg, Manitoba. . .. )A. .ilerritton, Ontario; Toronto, mane;

Insist on Gas Lighting

THE PREST-O-LITE COMPANY

287 E. South Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
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The Right;

Fee The Dealer?

 
 

Liaht

You Can Cash In

'On This Campaign

More than 10,000,000 readers will see Prest-O-Lite advertisements along the lines

of the one on the opposite page.

You’ll want to read these advertisements carefully.

we are sowing.

Among these readers are your patrons and prospects.

Be prepared to reap what

How To Do It

You are familiar with the Prest-O-Lite Gas Tank Proposition—what it means to

you as a dealer, and what it means to the hundreds of thousands users of Prest-O-Lite.

You should be equally familiar with the Prest-O-Liter. It is the final touch that

adds unexcelled convenience to an efficiency and reliability that has never been ques

tioned.

Consider the field open to you, the number of cars equipped with gas, to say

nothing of the new cars every day. All these are your prospects.

The Prest-O-Liter

is a simple, efficient, automatic lighter for gas

lamps that you ought to know about. It con

sists of the car’s ignition battery or a few dry

cells, a coil, wires to the lamps, an automatic

reducing valve and a control valve and a push

button on the dash. Turn the valve, push the

button and the lamps are lit. _

The PreSt-O-Liter is easily and quickly in

stalled and gives the user every convenienceiof

the most complicated and expensive system, With

greater reliability and economy in upkeeP

The Prest - O - Lite Company, fii’i'iii‘iiiiii‘élt'fii’u‘fif

CANADIAN F Y up GENERAL OFFICE, MERRI_TTON,
QERVICE STAFIgiiis iii THESE CITIESzn At]untabcgglzimtfzfiianapous'

uffalo, Chica o, Cincuinati, Cleveland, Dalila}: TcermierMHWWkeé' Minneapo1i§'

Bittsbiirgh, Portlsand,10r§., 55(1):;

' ' - tt , vr i .san rrancmco'ToLrgntg, Ontario;

gcksonville, ansas C! Los Angeles, Mem
lvew Ogleais, New Yoi-ky,' Ofiiaha, Is’hilagelphig.

nee. t. ' _ ' ., a manic, ,SERVICE l(i‘ilgNADflA: Merritton, Ontario;

innipeg. Manitoba.

Insist on Gas Lighting

Boston,

Send for Details

Every dealer should know about the Prest—O—

Lite Campaign for reliable automatic lighting.

You’ll want to be able to demonstrate and

install the Prest-O-Liter. when the calls come.

VVe’re ready to help you in every way and

furnish literature for you to distribute. Use the

coupon below, get in touch with the movement

and be prepared to get your share when this

business comes your way.

 

 

PREST-O-LITE COMPANY

ONT- 287 East South Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Kindly send full particulars on Prest—O~Liter

and keep me in touch with your “InSIst on Gas

Lighting" Campaign.
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ENN SPRINGS are tested for resiliency and

S tensile strength far beyond any point that

could be reached in every day service. They

are guaranteed against fatigue and through the

special grades of steel and methods of construc

tion they will give service “plus.”

 

Car manufacturers can make our engineer

ing force part of their organization in the work of

producing springs that are true in even load

Penn carrying, resilient and engineered to fit the par

. ticular car for which they are designed.

Spring Works

BALDWINSVILLE

N E W Y 0 R K

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Add $10 to $25 Profitto Each Automobile Sale IF YOU AREHLNTERESTED

 
 

 
 

Here's an easy way to pick up an extra Ten or Twenty Dollar Bill

whenever you sell an automobile.
st send us the name of the purchaser and we will endeavor to sell

him an Edwards Private Portable Steel Garage.

That's all we want you to do-——mcrely Iurnish us the name. M OT O RCY C E S

You Invest No Money or Time L

It means $9.25 to SZOJH'Ofit FOR YOU on each sale. I And you’ve

no money or time investe . Send us a list of all‘automobile owners in

{our localit ,handl 051 dthlils plan you‘ll make a niceI clean profit—per

ID! SCYCI' un rt 0 arS. ‘ BThe Edwards is tar and away the most popular and widely adver- I H E

tised Private Garage. Our rices‘ are much lower than others. And

we've an excellent system of ollowmg up all names received. We won't

$5 .aéiy gortaities toS clzse sales. r H l Drl e 8 en us your \st 0 coin auto owners at once,

WILL INTEREST YOU

ow or we will be glad to answer any questions

 
 

Edwards

Fire-Proof PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AT

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

  

An artistic, fire-proof steel structure for rivate use Giv srotection from sneak thieves, joy riders, fireI: Ii htning, accidenigsgiili't:

essness, etc. Saves time, work, worry and trouble. Comes readyito set

All parts cut and fitted. Simple, complete directions furnished.

solutely rust- roof. Jomts and seams permanently tight. Practically

 
 

12125::ittibltihdzoilt: osecurtielm‘ Almple room (or largest car and all T W O D O L L A R S P E R Y E A R

V V . ne 0 e ar t k .burl ings. Prompt, safe delivery and gseastiinigtigi'is goiiarpaciirlieatijdl.e fire pm“ S P E C I M E N C O P I E S G R A T I S

The Eduardo Mfg.Co., 709-759 Eggleetou, Ave., Cincinnati, 0
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TI.e SPARTO
 
 

Dimensions:

i Length 12 inches

Flare, 7% inches

 

 

 

‘ 1 6 Volts

Runson Dry Cells

or Storage

i . ‘ resent-5.1%

The First Electric Horn of Quality / b...
 

 

and 2 Quantitz Price AI Every T"_l'n We

Bl] .i_n Size—Big in Tone—Blg in Value fi!§fi",,','§°.'"smll'fl.'

_ Iacturer Must Pay.
No s'yles We build our motors com

To establish Sparton Value in your mind,

Comllill'e it in tone, compare it in mechanical - .
r . . _ n Nickel or plete. manufacturing shafts

(Juallly find efficiency; compare it from the D353“ TyPe In Black Enamel a d and high 5 cad hearings on

SIandpomt of current consumption, appear- in Black Enamel and Brass hash free automalhclme

ame- me and finish. with the highest priced Under-the-hood Type—In Black Enamel- 331355;;“§(.i§i“"“€..5.'°.3.§1"53

¥gi0£4lflven horns. Then compare Prices- tures Ialnd Ifield trails; build a

e u - t ._ specia y res|gne commuta
Sparton equals the best in quality. e>~ To Car Manufacturers tor;kdo all our own electrical

WOT .

eels them all_ in durability and its price is just _ "

ab6“t°'l°'th"d- We are after “Standard equu’me"t “dc” We stamp u“.- bell dia

l-lflntlt roducti n l 1 0‘Sible '. ' ' ' ' _ \Ve are liragm lmldcrs. front and
.. Y p 0 801‘! makes P 5 and can gne immediate deliveries pear, diaphragm, diaphragm

Sart " ' H '1 ' A Y .haiic :ncapgzigiziiityfoitprsogiggz 7%62' 13%)?) setting a new pace for electric horn values. “$135015; mptorncovdezass,

' t. . . ' 115 )ll on fl 5 an -horns a day. l \'\' rite at once for sample horn and prices. Elsi P 8

For all these operations

other horn makers pay a

profit to someone else.

  

The Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson, Mich.
 

 



 

 

  

I, Reinforcement

¥::t(l’ligvents Rim Cutting or

That Will Hold Rim Cut Tires

' ' ' d rim cuts ruin 90%' erts concede that msrde fabric breaks an .
olflrshgxgutornobile tires before the rubber tread is half worn out.

' ' ' 211158Interlocks reinforce the sides of the tires as well as the tread, bec

they completely enclose the tube, and the interlocking flaps lock to the rim under

pressure, giving ample excess fabric strength both to the sides and the tread.

Interlocks prevent blow-outs, rim-cuts and fabric breaks—protect the

tube against punctures and free you from the dread and annoyance of tire trouble.

There is nothing experimental about Interlocks. They have proved

their efficiency by the hardest kind of long, fast road tests under the official inspection

of tire experts of the leading tire manufacturers.

The Interlock Inner Tire 1s a high grade, full round Endless Inner Tire

(not an inner shoe or reliner) and is made like a tire—of rubber and fabric. It is easily

placed in any pneumatic tire—between the outer casing and the inner tube—t0

strengthen the casing and protect the tube against puncture.

Write For Our Booklet

_ plete description of Interlocks and valuable tire information about

e care of tires, that Will save you a lot of unnecessary tire trouble and expense.

. You will find Interlocks in all sizes, in stock at Beckley

Ralston Co., Chicago; Motor & Machinists Co., Kansas

City; Bi-Motor Equipment Co., Boston; Fry & McGill Co.; Denver; Western

Auto Specialty Co., Iowa City, Iowa; and all leading jobbers of

automobile supplies. Please give us the name of your supply jobber

when you write. We want good dealers everywhere.

Chicago Show Space, 208-9

  

  

 
 

that gives com

th 
 

  

Boston, Space G.-600

Double Fabric Tire Co.

600 W. 9th Street

AUBURN, IND.
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Read Your Answer in the Cars

O Timken principles of axle and hear

ing construction work outin practise?

Are theirmerits acknowledged by the lead

ing motor-car builders?

These questions are natural and just. You have read the Timken stories

of axle and bearing importance in previous advertisements.

You have felt2 as you read, that Timken principles were right, that they

must have proved right on many a steep hill and stony road.

Nor did you err, for hundreds of thousands of Timken-equippfid motor

Cars, pleasure and commercial, are daily demonstrating the worth of Timkcn

principles and Timken construction.

At the Points of severest service—there you are most

likely to find Timken Equipment

auigmgszlf‘rfm- 3319! and the hearings on their In addition to that. 933% of the entirelist have

inveland up 10 the. testspf every day Timken Axles or Bearings at all or some of the

mmdmenm t'kl. e emergencies, builders of good following points: rear axle. rear wheel bearings.

0 ‘ d tdiancesat these vitalpoints. differential and pinion-shaft bearings. transmission

Timlfithe rightarelisterl nearly allof the carS using bearings. commercial rear axle and Jackshaft. and

en Tapered Roller Bearings and Timken- their hubs and bearings.

eiroit .
"‘08! Oilihifbbesyflgggvthem' “it! Will agree' me Also éllri', of the pleasure cars and 73% of

nndeinthecountrs- n and h'ghest grade ‘3“ the commercial ears listed at the right have

All of the makes if ~ _ Timken-Detroit Axles, front or rear or both.

Bearing“) o unabated here use Tlmken Coming back, then. to the questions. “Do
‘ r Axles on one or mar

020': Dim. e models' through- Timken principles of axle and bearing oonstiilictioln

. ° s ‘ w r u in ra ~tise? Are their merits ac now -Timken Bemfic' 97%7" -°f 3“ the“ cars have edogellehytthc reading car builders?"

on ihc spindlmxsfatththe mints of severest service—

0 e front axle. You can read your answer in the cars.

  

A Tinken-Detroit Front Axle for Pleasure Cm

()n the spindle: and bearings oflhefron! axle are canrrnlraltd

"It revues! shocks, stresses and vibration of motor-cur scrrue.

 
 

  

B THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO. D

Canton, Ohio

THE TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE CO.

Detroit, Mich

  

 

Below are listed most of the cars

using Timken Tapered Roller

Bearings and Timken-Detroit

Axles throughout or in part:

PLEASURE CARS

Abbott-Detroit — Amplex — AtlasFKnight —

Bartholomew — Bufialo Electric —— Cadillac —

Case — Chalmers — Chicago Electric — Colby ——

Cole — Columbia — Columbus Electric — Craw

ford — Cunningham — D e t ro i t - Electric —~

Diamond-T — Dorris — Edwards — Flanders —

Franklin — Great Eagle (U. S. Carriage Co.) —

Haynes — KisseLKar — Knox — Lexington —

Locomobile — Lozier — Marion — Marmon —

Mason — Mason~$caman Taxicab —- Matheson ——

Maxwell Special —- Middleby— Mitchell — Moline

— Moon — Moyer -— National — Overland ——

—Packard — Palmer-Singer — Peerless — Pierce

Arrow —- Pope~HartIord — Premier — Pullman —

Ranch 8: Lang — Reo — Reo (Canada) — Russell

(Canada) — Shaw Taxicab — Simplex — Speed

well — Stafford — Stanley Steamer — Steams~

Knight— Stoddard-Dayton — Stutz — Thomas —

Tudliope (Canada) —— Velie — Walker -—— Waverly

Electric — Westcott — Winton — and many

others.

COMMERCIAL CARS

Ahrens Fox Fire Engine —- Alco Truck — Ameri<

min-La France Fire Apparatus — Atlantic Electric

— Atterbury — Autoear — Avery — Baker

Electric —- Bessemer — Bronx — Cass —— Com'

mercial Truck ofAmerica — Dayton Auto Truck —

—Detr0it<EleCtriC — Dorris — Federal — Four

Wheel Drive — Garford —— General Vehicle—

Grabowsky — Gramm (Lima) — Gramm (Canada)

-— Gramm-Bemstein — Harrison -— Hewitt (In

ternational MotorCo.) — Ice Mfg. Co. “A. I. C." —

Kissel-Kar — Knickerbocker — Knox — Lansden

Electric —— Lewis -— Lippard-Stewart —- Loco

mobile— Lozier— Mack (International Motor Co.)

-— Mais— Marathon —— Martin ~—- Mather Funeral

Car — Moeller— Mogul — Moore~ Mooreland —

Morgan— Oliver — Packard — Packers— Peerless

— Pennsylvania R. R. — Pierce-Arrow —— Pope

l-Iartford -— Randolph — Rapid — Reliance— Reo

— Rowe —— Sampson — Schacht — Sagrave Fire

Apparatus— Speedwell — Standard —Sternberg—

Stewart — Stewart Iron Works — Studebaker -—

Toledo — Transit — U. S. Truck —- Universal —

Velie -—— Victor -- Vulcan — Walker — Ward —

“'aterous Fire Apparatus — Waverly Electric —

Webb Fire Apparatus — Wilcox —- Woodworth —

and many others.

ll5



 

 

Model T, $950

Regal “25” Underslung Touring Car

Tires Morgan & \IVright, 32x 3% inches. Selective sliding gear transmission, thrce speeds forward and reverse. 'Motur.

four cylinders cast en bloc; bore, 3% inches; stroke, 4% inches; dual ignition; thermo-syphon cooling. eqllpmelll

includes nickel plated trimmings. electric lights with option of gas headlights, oil side and tail lamps, and Prest~O-th¢

tank; electric horn; foot accelerator; tools and tire repair kit. Top. wind shield and speedometer, $75 extra. Price $950

  

Model N, $900

Regal “25” Underslung RoadsterT

Tires, Morgan & \Nright, 32X3V2 inches. Selective slidin
- _ _ g gear transmission‘ three speeds forward and reverse. Motor.

caggldglstgafsrtegnopltog, b01)’€, 31% inches; strtlikg, 472 inches; dual ignitidn; thermo-svphon cooling. Demountable

, , _ l _ arge - qmpment me u es nickel- lated trimmin s: electr'c l"l " ' ‘ heal.
lights; 011 side and tall lamps and Prest-O-L p g i ‘g “5‘ “uh Option of g“ (

ite tank; electric horu; foot accelerator tools and tire re air kit To wind
shield and speedometer, $75 extra. Price $900, ' ’ p ‘ p’

These popular Regal Cars and other Regal Models will be exhibited at the First Regiment Armory.

Chicago, Space E 3, and all other important shows.

See themuhear the story oi their success 143

Regal Motor Car Co., Factories, Detroit, Mich.
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lUGTleS

Strikes, Fire, Flood or War

Cannot Stop Del

 

 

 
 

 

 

RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS C0

  

f__‘-'H

‘L



MELLACK ENA

lino COLOR WORK

Quick Deliveries

Enamelling 0! v

Automobile Paris a Specialty

 
 

We are inia position to quote

prices to automobile manu

facturers on large quantities.
 
 

MaBo Enamelling Works

JOHN L. BOWEN, General Manager

251 Ocean Avenue Jersey City
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the market tSkid’ Oilpmof, Long
- a

H 11] tires _ ,» . Antl

Three 0

“,eari,,g_-all guarantee . 0 . 16 0f positivetskid

' troduce the Sththn prm‘i'p. - -nt fun ‘

Evy-4201: First—to guarantee dehnltelY’ 1“ prld. ’. _

Drew-2nd acitv (4000 miles, under liberal con lupus I

wearing GDP 1 ,_ k] nd defeat the ()11

of car weights). l‘zrst—to tac 6 a 5

disease ” bogey

The addition of the new feature—resistance t0 0il—-t0 thy?“ already

famous qualities of skid prevention and longer servrcqhfi elected

these tires to the highest place in the opinion of experts and exact

ing motorists.

“1,.

The-intense interest aroused by Oilproof Vacuum Cup Tires is be

coming .more and more materially apparent. Our factory at full blast

1s working overtime to catch up with our orders before Spring.

a" _ .

F;

n £2.5

Now is the time to file your order. Early deliveries

_ v _ _ are not for those who delay. Our national publicity

15 rilP'dlY dlvertmg the tire demand into the Vacuum Cup channel. 1

.
Pennsylvanla Rubber Co., Jeannette,_Pa.

(Reorganized February lst, 1910)

Pittsburgh, 505 Liberty Avenue

Cleveland, 1837- Euclid Avenue

Detroit, 254 Jefferson Avenue

Chicago, 1004 Michigan Avenue

Minneapolis, 34 S. 8th Street

Kansas City, Mo., 514 E. lSth St.

Omaha, 215 S. 20th Street ‘ ‘

Seattle, Armour Building

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY OF NEW YORK

New York City, 1700 Brondwuy 'Bds'tonz, [49 Berkeley Street Dallas, 411 S. Ervay Street ‘

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA._ . a, .4  

  San Francisco, 512-514 Mission Street -' nos Angeles, 930 S. Main Street}

I I , ,. .w
An Independent Company with an independen! s
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“AUTO-LITER"

The Positive Electric Starter and Lighter

There is no longer any question as

to starting and lighting motor cars.

We have overcome every difficulty and

completely mastered the project. The

Electric “Auto-Lite” is positive in its

action at all times and under every

known weather condition.

The simplicity of the “Auto-Lite"

system is largely responsible for its

success. There is nothing to get out

of order. The two mechanically

 ?

s! I

independent units are sturdy of construction and ab

rz urn-me
I summi- _ * solutely dependable in action.

IIIIAL IO

plications.

esting and highly important.

exhaustively.

attractive. Write today.

  

BRANCH OFFIOIQ: NOW York

  

Our starting motor turns the engine until an ex

plosion occurs in the cylinders.

successful as the “Auto-Liter" outfit which has never

failed in many seasons of service.

disengages itself when the explosions do occur.

are operated by a six-volt current, which eliminates

excessive battery weight and other objectionable com

It has proved as

It automatically

To manufacturers, dealers and prospective car

owners our catalogue and descriptive literature are inter

They treat the SUbJCCiIS

of starting and lighting automobiles intelligently and

Our dealers’ self-starter proposition is especially

THE ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE CO

Maln Office and Factory, Toledo, Ohio

Knnoao'Glty “a Iranclflw

Both
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Chicago Show

Armory

@415

KLINE KAR OWNERS

ARE

SATISFIED OWNERS

SEPARATE—

Two Systeme I G N I o N Bosch Magneto

Electric A NG Equipment

Electric L I GH NG Dynamo

Four Speed Forward Transmission

P R l O E 8

Model 4-30 - - - - $1750 Model 6-50 ~ - - - $2585

Three Body Type. Flve Body Typoa

Model 4-40 - - - - $1985 Model 6-60 - - — $3500

Five Body Type.

8lx Body Typea

Addreao Department W for Oatalog‘

KLINE MOTOR OAR CORPORATION

RICHMOND, VA. Maln 017100 and Factory

YORK, PA

RIOHMOND, VA.
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124

£92.!.n .. .-i.

Electric Starter

Electric Lights

Center Control,

Complete Equipment
 

YOUR MOTOR CAR is a stylish, comfortable car-"one

may well be proud to own.

YOUR MOTOR CAR

Represents Real Value

It is not another sensation of the automobile world;

it is not the car for which thousands have been wait

ing; it is not better than any car selling for twice as

much.

Your Motor Car is just a beautiful. owerful car.

designed by an engineer who has been i entified with

the automobile industry in America for fifteen years;

built under his direction by an organization which has

been trained to do things right at the lowest cost.

This engineer is Henry N berg, a graduate of the

famous technical school at almo, Sweden; a practi

cal mechanic who has worked out a plan by which

ou can buy Your Motor Car for at least 10 per cent.

ess than any other car of equal value.

This lan is based on conditions as they exist to

day. T e automobile business has changed radically

during the past few years. Certain features have been

ado ted as standard, so that it is no longer a difficult

giro lem to determine the value of a motor car. Your

otor Car measures up to these standards in every

way.

'7'?" Youfiwill'NOTffludl‘flYOUR MOTORfiCAR’Tatithe Chicago

MOTOR WORLD

Motor Car! '
- one; i. .mmiisi.m_ivan» -'Hln' 1i

  

REAL MOTOR CAR VALUE

Is Determined by Many Factors

There are man good motor cars on the market

now, but some of, them offer you much greater real

value. proportionate to the selling price, than others.

A car may be right in every particular—design, mate

rial and workmanship; it ma be manufactured in a

modern factory; it may be so d at a reasonable profit

—and still not be good value for the money.

The one big factor entering into the question of real

value in a motor car—a point which many people

gvelrlook—is the conditions under which the car is

ui t. '

A car manufactured in a million dollar factory lo

cated on valuable land must have included in its sell

ing price a share of this big investment. A car manu

factured where living and labor are high must stand

its share of that expense.

Your Motor Car is built in a town where labor

conditions are unusually good; in a plain. substantial

factory, designed for producing automobiles econom

icall . The overhead expense on Your Motor Car is

muc less than that which most motor cars have to

stand. and we are giving you the benefit.

February 6, 1913

  

SiX $2,000

Four $1,050

which any man

A valuable addition to any dealer’s line‘i'u

YOUR MOTOR CAR

Ilscll Is the Proof

You have read many glowing statements regardlntl

cars of all kinds, ran ing in price form $500 to $5000

We could use a lot 0 superlatives in describing Y0!!!

Motor Car, but it is not necessary. The car use" *5

the best proof we can offer of its unusual value

Satisf yourself on this point. before you _ut up

any niori'ey. Compare our c_ar with others. self}? I:

about the same price, bearing in mind that ‘ 10%.

Motor Car" is listed with complete e uiprncm. inc 1:0,

ing electric starter, ClCCll’lC‘llghtS, eectric geéiegpld

and storage battery, electric horn, top, Wit} 5!}! v

speedometer, tive demountable rims, nickel trimminfl

throughout, etc.

You should also bear in mind that the N71";

SIX is a roven SIX. now in its third success e

season. TilS is a' point you should consider 58‘!“

fully when looking over the SI.\ES being ofiere not

1913. To be in line you want a SIXLbut yo“ Edi“ cu

afiord to take a chance on an experiment. mks Ya"

will find that most of the medium priced SIX

experiments.

Show.IWclhave selected

1* a' better: place‘ftolfexhibit! it--where you: canflsit in it---ride:in it—-or what not-—

“YOUR MOTOR CA "I is j at our .'Chicago Branch, 2437-2439 MICHIGAN: AVENUE

Nyberg Automobile Works
Northern Factory :

ANDERSON, INDIANA

Chicago Branch :

2437-89 MICHIGAN AVENUE

Southern Flflol'y i

CBA'I'I‘ANOOGA, TEN"
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Based 0n A

Principle

  

 

speed are inseparany related.

“fun. 1430 Michigan Ave.

POI-ton, 109 Monachulattl AIR

hrladelphio. I427 Vine S!

 

  

JONES

San Francisco, 530 Golden Gate Ave.

Buffalo, 20 Goodrich St.

Los Angelee, 1229 $- Olirn St.

Speedometer

Centrifugal

Force
  

Always Declares the Truth

THE truth is the wheel speed. The hand on the dial and the wheel on the road are one.

They have a continuous line of metallic connection without gap or opening, branch or break.

The hand of the meter is geared direct to the truth.

The wheel speed is recorded by centrifugal iorce---stable, fixed, unvarying for each speed.

There is nothing to balance, nothing to counterpoise, nothing to compensate. Centrifugal force and

The JONES SPEEDOMETER is not actuated or controlled, excited or impelled, induced or

walled by magnetic or temperature disturbances. Centriiugal force always tells the speed truth.

THE JONES SPEEDOMETER

Broadway at 76th Street, New York, N. Y.

PLANTS: BUSH TERMINAL, BROOKLYN, N. Y.. NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

Portland, 329 Anheny St.

Seattle, 9‘7 Eon Pike St.

Detroit, 872 Woodward Ave.

  

‘i'U-_-

v._.__,_--.a_”-m-_-.~.-
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. SEASON MILEAGE TRIP

i,‘

  

MlLES FEH HOUR

  

  

a not av c»

Quantum“ '3;

smart 5*- .1

The Stewart Speedometer is

built on the magnetic princ1ple.

Two hundred and one out of

two hundred and seven automo

bile manufacturers equip their

cars with the magnetic speed

ometer.

Wliic/i is absolute evidence that the magnetic principle i:

the only practical one and proof that tlze Stewart is giving

absolute satirfizction to user: of motor can.

Permanent service station: in all principal citie:

(Stewart Speedometer Factory, Chicago, Ill.)
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'1‘?» 'Bonmr Straight llor Bearings. .; :

H“Our new heavy service ,axle‘has _ V -‘ ‘ bed with V'I'iobin I;

' bronze because it is at these up - ~ thutvjtho greatest weal-takes -. '

lace‘a' g -- qw. ~e ! fa“ hfi' . . ‘ H - g2, flan _ i _, ,\ Ivfl‘

p ‘1‘: Q“ 'i ' 'i ' “V?/Mfit% ‘. _-_‘ hr}, .

1 hjctjon ls reduced to n minimu by‘ the presence 0! wide open-lit? If ‘

ing: on the yoke.',' ‘ ‘5; - i . "h " '

- » , r _ - are? ,3. l t
._ 5w 7 , , ,‘a.
is Perfect lubrication andcthe '1, - of, wearbarebrought about, v.‘ .

1 r

P _ l ‘ léon design an roMtruc- ‘7 4" " '
tion to make the A '_. [7 r put on the? market. ‘ 1 I '

V» ~"‘ “is n. "‘ . ' _ $1 5‘ a

. But not content with our p . ' tseli. we are to step '

further and we oiier with nor price the to " " i '

'Standar ‘ ' i ‘d Roilher Bearings. ' .

‘ "'4 ' 4')
‘0

New Depzi'rturé.' tinciand. F 6: 8,;7li‘ess-Br'l

. giganyianndprd Double Rowaknnulnr Beatrings. CM _, - yr

#:lSinglg Ro‘w Annular Beu_rlngs can be supplied githomkdi '7;

Wm" M as” new“ -
i the Sheldon Heavy Service Axle with a choice

of any oiuthe varjlc'd’s bestubearinge should noi be overlooketkaby the

truck manufacturer who wants the best. 3, __ t l '

1 .1

.mé'lhr 15,“;- QF‘gi-7-14 14';

SHELDONi'AXLEQCO.

ill it!"

s i

» it . fiwlLKES-BARRE, PA.CHICAGO BRANCH ,, ‘ 68 East 12th St.

DETROIT BRANCH ' . -' l', ' ‘ 1215 Woodward Ave.

f& v.
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yet it has a vital and important

relation to the whole car. It af

fects service, affects fuel consumption,

affects tire economy, afiects power, af

fects ease of repair and adjustment.

As automobiles become more refined,

as engineers pay closer and more scru

tinizing attention to details the sale and

use of Bower Roller Bearings increases.

For engineers, and all who deal with

the public, realize that the less you leave

for the public to do in the caring for a

mechanical device of any kind the greater

is the certainty of giving complete satis

faction.

And the use of Bower Roller Bearings

a BEARING is only a small thing and entirely eliminates the necessity of one

kind of adjustment that must be made

when other types of roller bearings are

used.

Bower Roller Bearings are non-adjust

able radially. End play can easily and

quickly be regulated without changing

the RADIAL alignment; the RADIAL

alignment never requires adjustment.

The body of the roller carries the

RADIAL load; one end of the roller

carries the end thrust, independent of

the RADIAL load. Thus increasing the

RADIAL load does not increase the end

thrust; nor does increasing the end

thrust increase the radial load.

To accomplish this in a single bearing

unit without combining the radial and

end thrust in a single element, is_to

achieve the highest type of roller bearing

efficiency—and that is exactly what We

claim for the Bower.

Every Bower claim is susceptible to

proof—and the increasing use of Bowel:

Roller Bearings—now in t_l'l¢ll' fourt

successful year—points unnu_stakably {‘0

the fact that we are “delivering te

bacon." d d _ In

Made in all regular stan ar srzes._ '

terchangeable with all the prominent

makes of ball or roller bearings. _

Get in touch with our engineering d8

partment, or write for full details.

We will exhibit at the Coliseum Annex, Chicago—glad to see you

BOWER ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, Detroit, Michigan
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SILLY TRUCK

YOUR PROFITS

 

55 YOU CAN MAKE MONEY SELLING MOTOR TRUCKS.

$ YOU CAN FINISH EACH SEASON WITH INCREASING

PROFITS.

 

55 TO DO SO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE FUNDA

MENTALS:

(1) YOU MUST HAVE GOOD TRUCKS TO SELL—AND

GOOD SELLING TRUCKS.

(2) YOU MUST BE SUPPORTED BY AN ORGANIZATION

WHICH WILL CO-OPERATE WITH YOU TO GIVE IOO

PER CENT. TRUCK EFFICIENCY TO THE USER~THAT'S

KELLY SERVICE.

(3) YOU MUST HAVE THE BENEFIT OF WORKING WITH

A FACTORY SALES DEPARTMENT WHICH HAS BUT

ONE OBJECT—THE SALE OF KELLY TRUCKS FOR

YOU. THIS MEANS AGGRESSIVE ADVERTISING,

INTELLIGENT PUBLICITY AND DIRECT SALES CO

OPERATION.

IN YOUR COMMUNITY WE WILL CREATE A DEMAND

FOR KELLY TRUCKS, AND IF YOU ARE THE DEALER

WITH THE BIG BRAINS WIRE IMMEDIATELY AT

OUR EXPENSE.

ADDRESS: SALES DEPARTMENT

THE KELLY-SPRINGFIELD MOTOR TRUCK CO.

1026 BURT STREET. SPRINGFIELD. OHIO
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LLY MQTQR TUCCKS

'XPERIENCE has taught THE KELLY—SPRINGFIELD MOTOR

TRUCK COMPANYhow to design and build the best high

efficiency motor transports. Experience has taught us that

to build a big and permanent success in our chosen field of

endeavor we must: first, build honestly and well; and second,

equip with service facilities at factory, at our branch houses

and at our agencies throughout the country so that Kelly

motor truck users may be assured, as nearly as possible, 100

per cent service satisfaction for years after our product

  

 
  

 

 

 

becomes their property.

The prospective buyer of motor truck equipment, in this era of enlightenment

—be the installation. one or a half-hundred chasses—realizes that when he

has found the best designed and best built equipment, his responsibility to himself,

or the corporation he represents, is but half discharged. In reality it is less than

half discharged. ‘

The buyer must go under the surface of things. He must go deeper than the

mere chassis.

Is it the product of a thoroughly responsible manufacturing corporation——

responsible both financially and morally?

Are the men who designed and who manufacture the product masters in their

respective departments?

Are they able and always willing to back up their product to the limit?

What are the manufacturer’s facilities in the territory throughout which the

truck, or trucks, are to be operated, with respect to giving service—not merely for

a month, or a year after purchase, but five or ten years thereafter?

We buy a pleasure car and, after one or two seasons' use, sell or trade it for a

new car~a later model in which we take increased personal pride in the driving.

The staying qualities, the lasting responsibility of the manufacturer is not so

serious. But with motor trucks—our commercial servants—it! ls quite a

different matter.

The motor trucks you buy to—day are expected to stand up and deliver high

transportation efficiency for years to come. And why not?

The right selection now, as regards design, quality of materials, carefulness of

scientific manufacture, the ability and willingness of the builders to stand with you
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Intake and Exhaust sides and front views of the K-30 Motor. Note that valve springs

and stems are completely housed and protected '
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and for you during the years following your purchase, mean that you have made

the great big step in the direction of satisfactorily mastering your problems of

transportation.

You at once promote the advantage of your patrons by insuring quicker

delivery than possible by older methods. And that advantage to your patrons is

your advantage—your advantage multiplied.

Your radius of action trebles. You reach out and are able to conquer in ave

nues of new business where your earlier limited delivery radius meant impossibility.

Simultaneously with the adoption of motor trucks in your delivery system

you reduce the costs per ton mile to such a degree that the economy of motor

trucks presents such a decided item of advantage that you regret not having

adopted them long ago.

Did you delay earlier purchase in order that someone else might blaze the

trail? Perhaps. In passing, however, we wish to thank many hundreds of those

“trail blazers" whose patronage we have appreciated during the years since we, as

pioneers in the industry, began the manufacture and marketing of motor trucks

in America.

During these years we have learned many valuable lessons. \\-’e have learned

much along lines of what not to do. \Ve have been, and are, exclusive motor

truck manufacturers. \\'e do not build touring cars with motor trucks as a “side

line." The manufacturing and marketing of high-efficiency motor transports is

our business.

KELLY PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTION

IT is a fundamental principle of mechanics that a structure designed to give

under stress is much more durable than one which must resist pounding and

vibration by its rigidity alone. There are, accordingly, two methods open to the

truck designer: he may either attempt to make everything so hard and fast that it

will resist, by its strength alone, the severe pounding to which a truck is always

subject in daily service, or he may so design the machine that every part gives to

the blow and cushions its effect by not resisting it. The Kelly design embodies the

Thiscommon-sense method represented by the flexible form of construction.

not only increases durability but permits the building of a lighter truck with higher

load efficiency.

The Kelly motor is mounted on a three-point flexible suspension, the forward

support consisting ofa steel drop forging, the ends of which are bolted directly to

the frame side members so that the crank case is relieved of the stresses usually

imposed upon it. The third-point support at the rear is a large swivel joint

which allows the frame to adjust itself to the inequalities of the road without

imposing any strain on the mot0r bearings. The alignment of the latter accord

i11eg is never disturbed, and there is no loss of power or wear on the bearings due

to the twisting of the frame. The motor and clutch form one unit, while the counter

shaft, carrying the differential and transmission, form a second unit. The driving

shaft is enclosed in a torque tube, and all relative movement is taken care of by a
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double universal joint between the clutch and the driving shaft. The forward end

of the torque tube is attached to the central cross member of the frame by a double

swivel joint, while the front ends of the radius rods are mounted on the counter

shaft on large ball and socket joints, and the rear ends of these rods at the rear axle

are carried on double swivels. The three-point suspension of the motor, combined

with this effective use of universal joints, provides for relative movement right from

the crank shaft back to the wheels, so that the entire construction is flexible,

and tends to give rather than to resist heavy shocks. On both the one and three—

ton Kelly trucks pressed steel frames of liberal dimensions are employed, the one-ton

frame being 4% inches deep, while on the three-ton the channel section is 7

inches deep and % inch thick. Only one cross brace is necessary in addition

to the usual front and rear ends. There is, accordingly, a minimum necessity for

drilling and riveting to the side members of these frames, and they will successfully

withstand the continuous twisting to which a truck is subjected under heavy loads,

without the tendency to “loosen-up” that is unavoidable in a rigid, stiny trussed

frame. This flexible construction of Kelly trucks permits the motor to deliver the

maximum percentage of its power at the rear wheels. There is no waste through

nus-alignment or binding of the crank shaft or other bearings, inevitable when they

must resist the twisting of the frame.

MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP

Correct principles are the very foundation upon which the successful motor

truck must be built, but principles alone will not make an enduring and serviceable

machine. They must be embodied in good material machined to the closest

degree of precision. The high standards we have always maintained in the

construction of every part of Kelly trucks have been responsible for their success

quite as much as the fact that their design is based upon the correct principles.

Parts that move together, or upon one another, must be finished in a manner

ordinarily associated with the work of the jeweller if wear is to be avoided. As a

matter of fact, jewellers’ measurements have become crude by comparison with

the fine standards adhered to in the making of many parts of Kelly trucks.

Machinery is ordinarily finished to what is termed commercial limits of

precision, 1' a, as fine as they may be made by the usual methods, but in the

manufacture of a machine that must endure the hardest class of service, such as

Kelly trucks are subjected to in a great many different lines of business, the

ordinary commercial standards are far from being fine enough. There are two

hundred operations in the construction of a Kelly motor truck in which the limit

of error is held to one-thousandth of an inch; twenty operations in which the

limit of error is between one-thousandth and one two-thousandth of an inch,

and thirty operations in which the permissible inaccuracy does not exceed one

four-thousandth of an inch.

These diHerences are practically microscopic—they cannot be detected except

by the finest precision measuring instruments. Such exceptional precision requires

the use of expensive duplicating jigs and fixtures, and also the highest grade of

skilled labor. That the maintenance of such a high standard is worth while is best
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Clean-cut simplicity of the K-40 Kelly Motor. The Power Plant of the

Kelly Three-ton Truck
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evidenced by the success of Kelly motor trucks in service; wear is reduced to a

minimum and when replacement of parts is necessary, the new ones fit absolutely.

The flexible unit principle of Kelly motor trucks is supplemented by an

interchangeable unit construction which eliminates guesswork and rule-of-thumb

methods in assembly.

LOAD DISTRIBUTION

The power-plant of the Kelly motor truck is placed under a hood, where both

engineering principles and the needs of daily service indicate it should be. The

value of a motor truck lies in its ability to carry the largest paying load, but to

keep its efficiency up to the maximum, that load and the weight of the truck

itself must be properly distributed. In the Kelly one and three-ton trucks eighty

per cent of the total weight is on the rear wheels, twenty per cent on the front

wheels. Placing more than eighty per cent of the load on the rear wheels increases

the wear on tires without corresponding advantage. It is often claimed that

placing ninety per cent, or more, of the total weight on the driving wheels will

increase the traction, but experience has proven the contrary. In addition to the

advantages of better load distribution and less wear on the tire equipment,

the location of the motor under the hood makes every part instantly accessible.

KELLY WATER-COOLED MOTORS

With the experience of many years of truck building and the knowledge

gained from hundreds of trucks in daily service, Kelly water—cooled motors have

been designed to give the maximum efficiency and dependability under the most

severe working conditions. Both the one-ton and the three-ton motors are of the

slow-speed, long-stroke type, designed to work continuously under full load. The

number of parts has been reduced to the minimum, and the design of the motor

is extremely simple. High-grade materials make it possible to keep the weight

down to the minimum. \Vith the exception of the magneto driving shaft, all

moving parts are enclosed. The oiling, ignition and cooling systems are all self

contained, while the motor is effectually governed not to exceed a speed of 1200

revolutions per minute on the one ton and 900 on the three ton. There is,

accordingly, no opportunity for an unskilled driver to tamper with the motor, or

abuse it by “racing,” as this is prevented by the positive acting governor.

KELLY K-SO WATER-COOLED MOTOR

The dimensions of the one-ton, K-30 motor are 3% inches bore by 5%

inches stroke. The four cylinders are of the L-head type in a single casting, which

makes the motor compact. At 1200 revolutions per minute, to which the motor

speed is controlled by the governor, the K-30 develops 25 horse-power.

The most important features of a gasoline motor designed for commercial use

are the oiling, cooling and ignition systems, and these have been given particular

attention. The lubricating system is entirely self-contained, consisting of an oil

reservoir forming part of the lower half of the crank case. At the bottom of

this reservoir is placed a high pressure pump driven through spiral gears at half the
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engine speed from the cam shaft. This pump forces oil at the rate of several

gallons per minute through the hollow crank shaft to the main bearings, crank

pins, connecting-rod bearings and pistons. It is commonly known as the dry-base

system, as no lubricant is allowed to splash around in the crank case, all excess

immediately finding its way back to the pump, which again circulates it. This

gives a constant circulation of a large quantity of oil over all bearings while the

motor is running.

Ignition is provided by an Eisemann automatic advance type magneto so

that this important feature of the control is taken out of the driver’s hands.

A careless or unskilled hand cannot abuse the motor. Both the magneto and the

centrifugal water pump are accessibly located at the forward end of the motor,

where they are driven by a short transverse shaft and spiral gears. The oil sight

feed is also located at the front end of the motor, and is visible upon lifting the

hood. \Vith hood lifted, every part of the motor is made as accessible as if it were

on a bench. This location of the magneto takes it away from the heat and the

dirt, as well as the risk of being wet by either gasoline or water.

The radiator is of the tubular type which affords the most durable construction,

and is built as part of the dash. It is carried on a flexible suspension which

prevents damage consequent upon twisting of the frame or similar stresses.

The centrifugal pump circulates the water around the exhaust valves and out at

the tops of the cylinder heads and through large diameter tubing to the radiator.

An aluminum fan, mounted directly in the center of radiator and driven by a

belt from the fly wheel, provides a strong and efficient circulation of air, insuring

proper cooling under all conditions of road, load and temperature.

KELLY K-4O WATER-COOLED MOTOR

The same principles of design and the same refinements of construction are

followed throughout in the Kelly three—ton motor as in the K-30 model, practically

the only difference being in the dimensions. The K-40 motor differs slightly in

having T-head cylinders cast in pairs instead of the monobloc of the smaller motor.

These dimensions are 41/2 inches bore by 61/2 inches stroke, and, at its normal

speed of 900 revolutions per minute, to which the governor restricts it, it produces

381/: horse-power. Apart from the slight difference mentioned, all of its features

of design, construction and control are identical with those of the smaller motor,

and this also holds good for every other feature of the truck, the clutch, trans

mission and drive, all being built on the flexible unit principle. The dimensions

throughout have been made extremely liberal for the load rating of the truck. It

is a common practice to abuse motor trucks by greatly overloading them, and we

have accordingly rated Kelly trucks at moderate capacities as compared with their

actual carrying ability.

This does not mean that the Kelly one-ton truck is designed to carry two or

three tons, nor that the Kelly three~ton truck is meant for five or six-ton loads,

but both are designed to give reliable service day in and day out under the most

severe conditions, and ample allowance has been made for the occasional excess

loading which is unavoidable.
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SPECIFICATIONS K-30 (l-TON) KELLY MOTOR TRUCK

NORMAL LOAD CAPACITY ZOOO POUNDS

MOTOR

CYLINDERS .

HORSE—POWER

LUBRICATION

IGNITION

COOLING

GOVERNOR

MOTOR CONTROL

CLUTCH .

TRANSMISSION

CoNTROL

DRIvE

FINAL GEAR RATIO

AXLEs

BEARINGS

SPRINGS

BRAKES .

WHEELS

TIRES

WHEEL BASE

CHASSIS LENGTII

TREAD

FRAME

PERCENTAGE CHASSIS

WEIGIIT ON REAR AXLE

PERCENTAGE OF FULL LOAD

0N REAR AXLE .

FUEL TANK CAPACITY

WATER CAPACITY .

OIL TANK CAPAcITY

NORMAL ROAD SPEED .

PRICE OF CHASSIS .

Fourecylinder, water-cooled, on three-point support.

3% inches bore by 5% inches stroke, L-head type in monobloc casting.

25 horse-power at 1200 revolutions per minute.

Self—contained automatic system, circulating oil constantly by gear

driven pump.

Eisemann automatic spark advance high-tension magneto. A

self-contained ignition system with which it is impossible to

tamper.

Tubular radiator, built in dash and mounted on flexible support.

Gearfldriven centrifugal pump at forward end of motor. Belt-driven

aluminum fan back of radiator.

Vertical ball type direct connected with throttle.

By throttle only, magneto automatically taking care of spark advance.

Aluminum cone faced with chrome-tanned leather, directly engaging

fly wheel.

Three-speed and reverse, selective type, built as unit with differential

on jack shaft. 'l‘ransmission shafts in vertical plane, giving access

to gears without removing load or body.

Left hand, with levers in center at driver's right.

Double side chains, heavy roller type.

62/5 to I.

Front:

knuckles and spindles.

3 x 2-inch section.

Hyatt high duty, and Standard roller bearings.

I-beam one-piece drop forging with nickel-steel steering

Rear: I—beam chromemickel steel forging

Semiwlliptic, 40 inches front; 42 inches rear.

Both sets internal expanding type in drums on rear wheels.

sions, 16 x 2 inches.

Artillery type, square spokes of 2—inch section, 5. A. E. detachable

Dimen

rims.

36x3% inches solid, front; 36 x 4 inches solid, rear.

Standard, 120 inches; option, 144 inches.

Standard, 15 feet 6 inches over all; optional, 18 feet 6 inches.

Front wheels, 56 inches; rear wheels, 60 inches.

Pressed steel channel section 7/32 inch thick, by 41/2 inches deep.

Length of standard frame, 9 feet; special frame, 12 feet, back of

driver’s seat.

50 per cent.

80 per cent.

15 gallons. Located under driver’s seat.

9 gallons.

2% gallons.

Standard, 15; option, 18 miles per hour—controlled by governor.

Complete with driver's seat, oil side and tail lamps, full set of tools

and jack—$2000, f. o. b. factory.
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SPECIFICATIONS K-4O (3-TON) KELLY MOTOR TRUCK

NORMAL LOAD CAPACITY SOOO POUNDS

.\lOTOR

CYLINDERs .

HORSE—POWER

LUBRIcATION

IGNITION

COOLING

GOVERNOR

MOTOR CONTROL

CLI‘TCII .

'I‘RANsuIssIoN

CoNTROI.

DRIVE

CIIAINs

DRIvINc. GEAR RATIO .

.'\XI.F.S

BEARINos

SPRINGS

BRAKEs .

W I I EELs

TIREs

\VIIEEI. BAsE

STANIIARII CIIAssIs LENcTu

TREAI)

FRAME

PERCENTAGE CIIASSIs

\VEIcIIT 0N REAR AXLE

PERcENTAcE or FULL LOAn

0N REAR AXLE .

FI‘EL TANK CAPACITY

WATER CAPACITY .

()IL TANK CAPACITY

NORMAL Rvo SPEED .

PRICE or CHASSIS .

Four-cylinder, \\'ater~coolerl, three-point suspension.

41.5; inches bore by 61/2 inches stroke, T-hcad, cast in pairs.

381,4; horse-power at 900 revolutions per minute.

Self-contained automatic system, circulating oil constantly by gear

driven pump.

Eisemann automatic spark advance high tension magneto. A self

contnincd ignition system with which it is impossible to tamper.

Tubular radiator built in dash, and mounted on flexible support.

(jezmdriven centrifugal pump at forward end of motor. Belt-driven

aluminum fan supported back of radiator.

Vertical, loose ball type, direct connected with throttle.

By throttle only, magneto automatically taking care of spark advance.

Aluminum cone, faced with chromedanned leather, directly engaging

fly wheel.

Thth forward speeds and reverse, selective type, built as unit with

differential on jack shaft. Transmission shafts in vertical plane,

giving access to gears without removing load or body.

Left hand, with levers in center at driver's right.

Double side chains, heavy roller typc.

Ila-inch pitch.

III/1; to I.

Front: I-licam onc‘piccc drop forging with nickel-steel steering

knuckles and spindles. Rear: I—beam, drop forged, special Kelly

design.

Hyatt high duty. and Standard roller bearings.

Seniieelliptic, 48 x 3 inches front;' 56 x 3 inches rear.

Both sets internal expanding type in drums on rear wheels. Dimen

sions: service brake, 20x3 inches; emergency brake. 20:42!le

inches.

Artillery type, 2l1§x3 inches rectangular section, S..»\.E. detachable

rims.

38 x 5 inches single in front, 42 x 5 inches dual in rear.

Standard 150 inches; options, 120 and I72 inches, or any intermediate

length.

19% feet over all.

Front wheels, 68 inches; rear wheels, 72 inches.

Pressed steel channel section 1A inch by 7 inches deep, 3 inches top

and bottom. Length of standard frame back of driver's seat, 12

feet, 3 inches; special frames, 9 feet, 10 inches; 15 feet, and I7 feet.

50 per cent.

80 per cent.

20 gallons.

15 gallons.

2% gallons.

III/2 miles per hour—controlled by governor.

Complete with driver's seat, oil side and tail lamps, full set of tools

and jack—$3400, f. o. b. factory.
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any repairs can be dispatched to any

stant’s delay, and delivered within a fe

tage of this arrange

have often been com

dealer without an in~

w hours. The advan

ment can be seen readily by those who

pelled to wait many days for the arrival

of repair parts from a distant factory.

 

  

 

KELLY SALES HELPS

UR sales and adyertising i'lepartnient is

marin to sell Kelly trucks for you.

every way possible.

designed pri~

\\'e will help you in

 

.\ large sum of money
will he spent in advertising,r and sales

promotion work in 1913. \\'e will employ every legitimate

means to pronuiite your sales.

l{\ery member of our sales and :idyertisine department has~

had long experience in selling. They know how to help you

for you.

\\ 0 will ctr-operate with you in

sell trucks—they can sell them

eyery \\;t_\ possdile,
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The perfection of the \Vard Leonard

System is due to the fact that \Vard

Leonard is electrical and mechanical

experience combined.

The latest and best forms of heavy

electric hoisting machinery are oper

ated under Ward Leonard Systems

of control. Hoists which employ as

high as 1500 HP. and which are

driven vertically at the rate of 40

miles an hour are perfectly controlled

by \Vard Leonard Systems.

This control results in a marked in

crease of the output, greater econ

omy and absolute safety.

Steel rolling mills in Germany alone

save millions of dollars because their

Immense rolls, a single set of which

frequently requires 12,000 HP. to

Operate, are electrically controlled

by Ward Leonard Systems.

MOTOR WORLD

It is apparant then, that all

problems of electrical control

in the case of mills, heavy ma

chinery, and the like, have

been satisfactorily met by the

Ward Leonard Systems of

Control.

T/ie applz'catz'an 0f taz's specific

knowledge of electrical and me

c/zanz'cal contral t0 tae automoaz'le

z'na’lzstry lzas made it possz'ale for

tfie lVara’ Leonard Campany ta

oflr motarzlrts and manufacturers

a starting and fighting system

t/zat 1's eficz'ent, sznzple ana’ reli

able aecause it is aasecl 0n scien—

tifically carrect princzp/es 0fc0ntr0l.

Time and test have proved

our claims. Our system is the

result of a quarter of a century

of evolution and our experience

is your guarantee.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.

BRONXVILLE, N. Y.

  

-‘WARDLEONARD
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The water channels in Fedders Square

Tube Radiators are vertical and hori

zontal, open on all four sides, guaran

teed to give maximum cooling surface.

'l'his form of construction is right and logical—a fact ad-'

united and acted lllnill hr engineers ut' many of :\iiieric;\'s

best known cars—and in these days the wise manufacturer

takes llu chances of endangering; the popularity of his car by

gambling on parts id pruhh'inaticnl value-~nmrc especially

radiators.

lh-zth-rs \xhu sell cars equipped with l:t‘(ltlk'r\ Radiators

can repair hruken tubes with a pair of tinner's irons. Nu

expensive delays in returning' in the factory.

Highest cooling efficiency, long life, easy repairs—this is

the whole story of Fedders supremacy.

Note that while we specialize 011 Square Tulle Radiators.

We tll't' 211st) equipped tn prudut‘c radiatan (if any type Zillll in

any quantity over specifications furnished. (ict in touch

with our engineering department.

FEDDERS MANUFACTURING CO.

Buffalo, New York
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Schafer Ball Bearings Insure

Smooth and Silent Operation

Sity in motor car endurance. Friction means rapid and costly deprecia

tion. No mechanism can long endure when the bearing points are centers

of discord and grinding wear.

SCHAFER BALL BEARINGS offer the best solution of the friction

problem. They are the anti-friction bearings par excellence. Although

in theory friction always will develop where steel moves over steel, Schafer

Bearings reduce the coefficient to so low a degree as to be practically neg

ligible. They are the highest grade and finest quality of ball bearings

made in the world today.

THE CHROME STEEL used is of special analysis, close in grain

and fine in texture. The balls are accurate in dimensions and sphericity,

uniform in size to within one ten-thousandth of an inch. We were first

to employ 95 per cent. of balls in the raceway. Our cage design has

HOt changed in years, for it was correct in principle from the first.

SChafer Ball Bearings are standard equipment on the best cars of Europe

and America. Of course, there’s a reason.

BARTHEL, DALY_& MILLER

42 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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Official good roads car

Sensation of the shows

HERE is a big human interest back of the

I wonderful achievements of the Pathfinder

40—the ofiicial good roads car of the A.A.A.

and U. S. Government.

OU will be attracted to the Pathfinder be

.Y cause of its proved ability to duplicate for

you such a wonderful performance as the

one-season triple transcontinental tour.

E offer free to dealers who are interested

W in long distance touring, an A. A. A. strip

map of any one of the oflicial trails sur

veyed by A. L. Westgard. Besides their intrinsic

worth, these maps have an historical value that

should appeal to you. Get one free by asking.

THE MOTOR CAR MFG. CO.

Indianapolis, U. S. A.

NEW YORK CHICAGO

Exhibiting at the Armory
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Two questions a Dealer should ask himself when considering the

representation of a Motor Truck Manufacturer :

Which Truck will give the most satis

faction to my customer '.7

The truck which is built to perform

the service expected of it, and which

possesses exclusive points of economy

and superiority.

The @ Motor truck represents accumu

lated results of eight years careful study

and scientific development with the most

severe road tests. Through these tests,

it has been demonstrated that the @

truck is more than capable of meeting

every possible condition. '

@ CONSTRUCTION

“Study the lines" : —They represent power and

efficiency —e far in excess of their rated load

capacities, combined with minimum weight

and great strength. Many features of the QR.

truck are exclusive-collectiver they represent

the highest type of motor vehicle construction.

CAPACITY

Heavy service—three, four and five tons.

Which Company will give me the best

co-operation, not only in the sale, but

in rendering service to my customer?

The Company which is firmly and sub

stantially established; thereby assuring

permanence, situated to render service to

owner and dealer, and willing to co-operate

with him in compelling attention and con

sideration for the truck through publicity.

The Abendroth & Root Manufacturing

Company, is an engineering corporation,

whose products have been recognized

standards throughout the engineeringworld

for over forty-five years, thereby insuring

sterling quality and dependable service

for every fl truck.

.492. SERVICE

A thoroughly equipped factory at Newburgh, N.Y.,

in close proximity to New York City, has a fac

tory service department. where the most etficient

cooperation is available to every dealer and

purchaser of an @, truck.

E have an interesting proposition, with a generous margin of profit, for a live

dealer in your territory. The demand for high grade motor trucks, already

exists, and will be further stimulated by our advertiling assistance, and co-oper

ntion with the dealer. Write or telegraph u: now for more complete information.

Abendroth & Root Manufacturing Co.

NEW YORK CITY, 48 Church Street Factory: Newburgh, N. Y.
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is a car of distinguished personality. A car of superb proportions and simple

\

\~
 

find full details—and the car itself—at Space 8, Basement of the Annex, Chi

1157 Woodward Avenue

cago Show.

makes it peculiarly an easy ri ing car and one that sticks close to the

ground. It almost can’t overturn, or skid.

yet been closed.

elegance.

Some of the most desirable territory in the Middle West and West has not

is

CENTURY ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY

That means several big opportunities for dealers of standing and ability. You’ll

The low, underslung body, scientifically suspended on long, flexible springs,

Don’t fail to see it and get the dealer proposition.

There isn’t anything finer in the Electric field.

\ \s
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HERE is no better example of the advancing strides being

made in the Automobile and Motor Truck Industry, than is

shown by the demand of the Manufacturer that all vital steel

parts be Scientifically Heat-Treated.

It is an obvious fact that little or no effort has been made by the Old Line

Spring Shops to enhance their product by intelligent Heat-Treatment—due

partly for want of proper equipment and partly to indifference. This fact,

more than all others, is accountable for the large percentage of broken and

Soft springs, of which the Motor Car Manufacturer now complains.

Our plant has been designed and equipped expressly with a view of Heat

Treating Springs Scientifically.

The Electrical equipment used throughout our entire plant, controlling the

necessary heats, is considered by far the most efficient obtainable; and is the

type most generally used for laboratory work.

6 guarantee every spring turned out by us to be Scientifically Heat

Treated.

A visit to our plant will convince you that we can materially reduce your

Spring troubles.

The Mather Spring Company

Toledo, Ohio
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These instruments embody quality

that insures integrity of speed and

time measurements year in and year

out. This quality then means right

design, accuracy in machining and

assembling and metals that must con

form to the high laboratory standards

set for them.

In these days of strenuous business

competition, quality is sometimes sacri

ficed to increase publicity and to lessen

sales resistance. Advertising overhead

charges when carried to excess, must

be taken from quality of product.

Hoiiecker and \Valtham products

are conservatively, but eiiectively,

advertised in that this publicity goes

direct to, and exclusively to car

owners and prospective owners.
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Our advertising is economical and it goes

right to the people to Whom dealers can

talk, knowing that we have told the story.

in advance.

And through the elimination of scattering

advertising we can and do conserve

money that goes into the products---not

into talking inordinately 0/5011! them.

Hoffecker Speedometers and Waltham

'Time Pieces are the best that money can

produce-“they are sold at prices modestly

consistent with their known worth in ac

cUr'acy and constant service.

 
 

DEALERS——lflV€Stlgat€, prove all

things we claim and then help

your trade to more and better

speed and time recording service

than they have been taught to

expect.

< TH
HFFEtltfltIS TO A SPEEDOMETER

\\.\ll'||.\31 WATCH ('(I\I|‘\.\\

WALTIIAM. “\SS. 
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WHAT WALTHAM IS TOA TIMEPIECE n
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THE RIM BASE OF

$TANWELD
RIM No. 30

Will Fit the Felloe Band of Either the

Continental or Standard Universal No. 3 Rim

SEE OPPOSITE PA GE
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Rim Base of $TI\NWELD Rim

No. 30 With Tire Applied

  

Ir your car is equipped with Continental or Standard Universal No. 3 Demountable rims, you

can completely re-equip with N0. 30 STANWELD Rims in less than one hour and with very

little expense.

All that you need are the N0. 30 rim bases. They fit perfectly the felloe band of either of

the above mentioned types and can be applied without the necessity of any special wheel work

or the addition of any bolts, wedges or special tools.

Merely remove your old tire rims from the wheels, apply your tires to the new rims, replace

the rim with tire on the wheel, screw up your wedges and you have a complete set of new rims.

STANWELD Rim No. 30 is a vast improvement over all former similar types. It is oper

ated without a special tool. Rust and freezing cannot interfere _

with its operation. Circumferential movement of either section

is not necessary to detach a tire.

Merely open a small swinging latch with a screw driver. pry

loose the ends of the two flat semi-circular spring rings which fit

over corresponding lugs of both sections. The two sections of

the rim base can then be separated for removal of the casing or

tire. The locking rings can be replaced with the fingers in a very

short time.

All the old difficulties experienced with the other types are

completely eliminated. The rim itself is light, strong, extremely

simple and easy to operate. The expense involved is so low that

the oldest car can economically be re~equipped with the No. 30

STANWELD rim, provided its former equipment was either

Continental or Standard Universal No. 3 rims.

Write to us, giving the present size of your rims and we shall

furnish you with a descriptive folder giving prices. This is abso

lutely the best rim offer that has been made to the motoring

public for many years.

THE STANDARD WELDING COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

~
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Covert Recognized

Because Specialized

  

This year many more leading models show Covert Rear Axle

Transmissions and Covert Jackshaft Transmissions, than ever

before. There must be merit to warrant this growing popularity.

Fourteen years ago we exhibited the first Rear Axle Trans

mission. Our confidence in the advantages of this construction,

at that time, has been justified by its converts, including many of

the leading engineers in this country and abroad. These advan

tages apply with equal force to the manufacturer, and the man

who operates the car.

We maintain a staff of able engineers, who will gladly go over

your transmission problems with you.

We specialize on Transmissions designed for direct attach

ment to rear axle or jackshaft, and practically all the leading

manufacturers of those parts carry a complete line especially

designed to take Covert Transmissions.

Your 1914 plans are now before you. Let us show you the

advantages of Covert Construction.

Covert Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office: Ford Building, Detroit, Mich.

Factory: Lockport, N. Y.
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Be a Warm nd Wheel aler

 

 

 

  
  

If you are a Warm Hand dealer this season you will be

one next season, and every new car you sell or that appears

in your territory will mean

practically another Warm

Hand Wheel sale for you.

The Warm Hand W'heel is as neces—

sary to winter driving as is any other

convenience on the car It is not a luxury

but a real comfort-giving device useful

seven months of the year, and in some

sections, even longer.

The \Narm Hand Wheel is electrically

heated, operating from either storage bat

tery or lighting system, or from the in

built fly wheel magneto on the Ford car.

It consumes a negligible amount of cur

rent—can be installed in a remarkably

short time~and once on, need never be

removed either summer or winter. The

 

 

Circuit Closed

 
 

Circuit Open

reason for this lies in the fact that the

current may be turned on or off in an

instant by a simple movement of the hand.

No matter how cold the weather, how

icy the wind, the Warm Hand Wheel will

impart a grateful warmth to the hands,

even in cases where gloves are not worn.

This is a simple story. We want you

to consider and act upon it—for out of the

retail price charged—$15—your commis

sion is most liberal and one well worthy

of your consideration.

Write and get your territory before it

is invaded.

Warm Hand Steering Wheel C0.

527 Fifth Avenue New York
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Stearns - Knight

Success

 

 

Over twelve hundred Stearns-Knight cars are now running

in daily service all over the world. Their owners form the

greatest asset of this company.

Since our adoption 0f the ang/lt Zj¢€ nlator Steam; sales /1a~ve increased over

25 per cent. [Ve are repeatzng 2n dnzerica t/ze wonderful success of the Daimler,

Pan/zara', Minerva, Mercedes and a score of other carr rw/zz'c/z have adopted the

sleeve valve engzne.

Four-Cylinder Models

$3,750.00 to $5,100.00

Six-Cylinder Models

$4,850.00 to $6,200.00

Four, five and seven passenger touring bodies.

Three passenger roadsters, limousmes and landaulets.

 

 

 

 

 

  

Stearns-Knight 6-Cylinder, 7-Passenger Touring Car

The F. B. Stearns Company

12963 Euclid Avenue

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dealer: in 125 Principal Cities

TH! ULTIMATE CAR

(Knight Type Motor)

THE ULTIMATE CAR

(Knight Type Motor)
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THE LARGEST AUTO SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

Our Name is Your Guarantee
 

HATEVER you buy from the house of CHAS. E. MILLER

you may expect the fullest degree of satisfaction in every detail.

Quality, quantity, material, workmanship, durability will be just right

or we will make it right. Our name is your guarantee.

To buy from a house the size and standing of

this one is the safest way to insure complete satis

faction in all your dealings. We handle goods of

standard quality only and of course stand back of

everything we sell.

No matter what you want in the line of automo

bile accessories or supplies, remember our slogan,

“We Either CARRY IT IN STOCK, WILL

GET IT—OR IT ISN’T MADE.” One of the

prize winners in MOTOR'S recent advertising

contest selected this as the slogan out of the many

shown. His reason was as follows: “This saying

is the clearest possible statement of the Miller

business policy which I have found to be a fact

through several years of satisfactory relations

with them.”

Our Annual Catalog is the largest, most com

plete, up—to-date and authoritative dictionary of

the auto supply market of any book published. It

has come to be recognized as one of the standard

reference works of the industry.

The total distribution of one hundred thousand

copies of this catalog practically covers the world,

at least wherever automobiles are used. Nearly

all foreign as well as domestic automobile mann

facturers and dealers, the ofi‘ices of American Con

suls, Public Libraries, Universities, Y. M. C. A.

Schools, Publishers, Automobile Clubs, Engi

neers' Offices, Purchasing Departments—in all

these places you will find a copy of the Miller

catalog on file.

Fifteen branches spread over the United States. located in the principal motoring centers, bring Miller service within the

reach of practically every motorist in the United States. Prompt delivery, perfect_quality, honest prices—these are the

things6that distinguish Miller service and explain the marvelous growth of this pioneer establishment smce its inception

In I .

CATALOG MAILED TO ANY ONE ANY PLACE ON REQUEST

S. E’ Manufacturer, Jobber,

Exporter and Importer

ESTABLISHED 1896

Home Office: 97-99-101-103 Reade Street, New York City

\

ORDER FROM NEAREST BRANCH, ADDRESS CHAS. E. MILLER

BOSTON, MASS. DETROIT, MICH.

202-204 Columbus Ave. 227-229 Jefferson Ave.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS. CLEVELAND, 0.

Bridge and Dwight Ste. 1829 Euclid Avenue

NEW YORK ci'r Y HARTFORD. CONN. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
7" Y lSASLgeAntIrzl' :5ka 274 Trumbull St. 3l8 North Broad Se

ATLANTA, GA.

259 Penchtree Street

NEW ORLEANS. LA.

601-603 Baronne St.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

1421 Bedford Avenue

BUFFALO. N. Y.

824 Main Street

NEW YORK CIT
97403 Rude SLY

NEW YORK CITY

920 Eighth Avenue

NEWARK. N. J.

2 Broadway

\

274 Halsey Street
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NINE YEARS’ GROWTH

How and Why the Hayes Manufacturing Company Within a

Decade Became the Largest Users of Sheet Metal in the World.

ORESEEING the inevitable rise of the auto

mobile industry and the tremendous field

offered to the manufacturer of sheet metal

parts for motor cars, Mr. J. H. Hayes organized the

Hayes Manufacturing Company in Cleveland in

1903.

With 2,000 feet of factory space and a small force

of men the first year‘s business totaled $17,000.

Then the small plant was moved to Detroit, re

organized and headed by Mr. Hayes as president,

with H. H. Sanger, vice—president. and H. P. Car

row, secretary and treasurer.

Each year the business doubled its sales, ex

panded its plant and added to its line of products.

“Everything in sheet metal for the automobile" be

came the slogan, and motor car factories all over the

country were using Hayes parts.

The factory now has four and one-half acres of

floor space, a monthly payroll of $60,000. and did

a million and a half business last year. A branch

factory has been recently established in Indianapolis

to take care of the large trade with that center.

There are more than 20 metal parts used in

modern cars. the most important of which is the

body. Half of the total volume of business of the

Hayes Company consists in building bodies to suit

the different requirements of the various makers.

Naturally this highly specialized plant has re

duced the working of sheet metal to a science. A

long experience has taught efficiency, and economy,

and has enabled the Hayes organization to under

bid the motor car factories themselves in the making

of these parts.

The purchasing power of the Hayes Company.

the largest users of sheet metal in the world. is a

natural aid in cutting cost.

In connection with this mammoth enterprise is an

engineering department of experts who devote

nearly all their time to solving the sheet metal prob

lems of the manufacturer. They point out the short

cuts and money saving ideas which their long ex

perience dictates, a service many motor car makers

have appreciated.

The Hayes Manufacturing Co. deliver their vari

ous products in any degree of completion desired.

Bodies completely assembled, with fenders, run

ning boards, shrouds, etc., or in separate lots with

anti-rust baked on. The tremendous volume of

their output guarantees prompt deliveries.

Ask the Hayes organization about your sheet

metal problems.

Hayes Manufacturing Company

Detroit, Michigan
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BOSCH PLUGS

As Good as Bosch Magnetos

HEN a motor car is purchased the source of ignition is generally a Bosch

Magneto, but other important units of the system are seldom of equal quality

unless the owner insists upon Bosch throughout. This should be done.

 

The spark plug is one of the most important efficiency factors—it should be

carefully selected. In other words, specify Bosch Plugs always. They have been

successfully used by the most prominent race drivers of the past season and during

that service have proven themselves worthy of your consideration and equipment.

All: your dealer or write direct.

“Locating the Spark Plugo" Telll You More About Them; It" Free.

BOSCH MAGNETO CO., 224 West 46th Street, New York

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS:

Portland. Me.. Maine Motor Car Co.; Boston, Motor Paris (‘0.; Bufi'alo, Jas. G. Barclay. lnc.; Rochester. A. M.

Zimlirich; Philadelphia. Motor Pans C0,; Pittsburgh, Doubleda '-Hill Electric 110.; Baltimore, Carl S oerer‘s Sons

(70.; Richmond, Va., Dallas A. Shaler & Con, Atlanta. Johnson- ewinner C0.; Toledo, \V. G. Na :1 lectric (10.;

Cincinnati. Oskamp Auto Sup ly Co.;_Minneapolis. l'ence Automobile Co.; Del Moines. Herring h oior Supply Co.;

Omaha, Powell Supply Co.; lnsae City. Mo., Kansas City Auto bupply Co.; St. Louis. Phoenix Auto Supply Co.:

Denver, Fry 81 McGill Motor Supply Co.; SargaABlerlnuhdr Wrighé; Portland, Ore, Ballou & Wright; Los Angela,

. . ca! erstonc o.

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Complicated Work completed

without rehandling

Rehandling for extra operations consumes time, increases the cost

and ordinarily requires additional machinery.

The Acme Automatic Multiple Spindle Screw Machine works eight

or more tools at one time and completes the part in the time of the

longest operation or less. On the piece shown forming was the

longest operation. All of the other six operations were done at

the same time. \Vhen the part is cut from the bar it is finished and

ready for assembling.

The Acme W'ay is the most rapid method of producing accurate

pieces on one machine. It will simplify the making of your dupli

cate parts.

Our booklet the "Acme Method " will tell you how. It'c your: for the asking.

The Machine

The "Acme Automatic"
The National-Acme Manufacturing Company

Automatic Screw Machines and Their Products

CLEVELAND, OHIO

CHICAGO BOSTON DETROIT ATLANTA MONTREALNEW YORK
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“Absoluter the Best

for the Money”

Is the consensus of opinion as expressed at

the New York Commercial Vehicle Show,

regarding the

SeldenTruck

  

The sturdy powerful construction of the

Selden Truck, its extreme simplicity and its

marvelous value instantly won the admiration

of discriminating buyers, and made it the most

talked of car at the show.

The Selden was compared with trucks of

greater capacity and higher price, and was

:onspicuously ahead of anything in its class.

Sold on Time-Payment Plan

\Ve ofl‘er the Selden Truck, direct or

through Our agents for $500 down and the

balance in 12 monthly payments of $125 each.

This plan makes possible five sales to

one 011 a cash basis.

AGENTS, THINK OF THAT'

Territory is being rapidly assigned. We want only

live. responsible dealers anywhere. From two to five

dealers have applied for some of the territory now

under contract, so great has been the demand for the

Selden.

facilities.

   

Better write todav. giving sales and service  

We will Exhibit at the Chicago Show

Feb. 10-15, Coliseum. Section A

SELDEN TRUCK SALES Co.

182 East Avenue, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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A prominent

automobile

manufacturer

says:

“ We have used

Diamond Chains

for years. We are

pioneers of solid

tired vehicles and

Diamond Chains

have pleased our

customers. Ido not

hesitate to tell you

that they are our

sole stand-bys."

This is what the

sales manager of

a large automo

bile manufacturer

wrote an interest

ed engineer on the

above subject.

 

 

T w e n t y - two

years of progres

sive development

and constant su

premacy in the

manufacture o f

machined chains

enable us to offer

to Diamond Chain

users a chain of

long life and ab

solute reliability.

Diamond Chains must test up to a fixed high

standard before leaving our factory, and this test

invariably involves a duty greater than that for

which the chains are designed and sold. Our

engineering department will advise freely on de

sign problems. Write for our treatise

Chains and Sprockets.”

  

“Power

 
 

Look for the

TRAoc<> MARK

0n Ivory Link

DIAMOND CHAIN 81. MFG. CO.

155 W. Georgia. 81a, lndlnnapolln, Ind.

 

 

caracn'v 8,000,000 FEET FIR vnn '128)

SAMPLES SUBMITTED
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. Speed regulations have little weight

, with the driver of the mail wagon or with

s , 1 the expressman. Yet horses still serve in

“u. I these important branches because dependability

.T‘ s T is even more essential than speed.

‘ Few cars are so perfect that they can be counted on to

give uniform and unfailing service at the critical moment.

But the car that carries

T5155 4

is always in commission. It goes when and

/ l- s ' where. it is needed. It catches the train and

‘~ , a ‘ delivers the goods. There are less chances of (le

"’ lay with a Rutenber-driven truck than with a horse

drawn wagon. There is no noise, no confusion, no un- I

certainty. No time is lost because of uneven streets or steep '

hills. And there are no big bills for upkeep and repairs.

If you are interested in motor service of this character

it will pay you to investigate the Rutenber Motor.

 

 

, ' CHICAGO

SHOW SPACE

North Coliseum

w“ \Vrite for catalog.

RUTENBER MOTOR COMPANY

  

 

Marion, Indiana

 

 

I *I—OII. ‘ —»~

.1.-;nn______._

 

SERVICE

The quality of work

turned out by this plant

is re-inforced by our fa

cilities for deliveries as

promised. Your work

OUR

REPUTATION

is based on the fact that

We have been handling

 
the elllgraving of several

prominent trade and ' will be put through with

general publications for . ' . the game care and dis‘

patc given to publish

ers whose work must be

Years to the utmost sat

right—and “risht °n

isfaction of both pub

 

 

lishers —"
and adv ' u

\ ertisers ; | ' the dot.”

' |~ . . ' I l

. I

'5’ ‘ o

\

= . :

~— fli—
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Efficient-Reliable

Steering Gear‘s ‘

EPENDABILITY and Re~

‘ liability are inseparable

irom Quality. In steering gears,

Reliability is ofvital importance. It

is not a matter of money~it's a

matter of safety.

Warner Steering Geara,Mr. Manu

facturer, are your best pledge of

. Safety, which means a Big

~ Asset in your business.

You are justified in

using them by

our eight year old

reputation for

building the high

est grade steering

gears produced.

Besides, we give you

prompt and dependable

deliveries, service and

we modify our designs m satisfaction. Write.

meet your detail requirements, or build to approved designs on

seasons quantity specification“.

Detroit Office Philadelphia Office

618 Ford Building Glenwood Av. and 2nd St.

Muncie Indiana

Sell This King

of Electric-Car Tires

    

  

The SCHRADER

Universal Tire Pressure Gauge

We”

Ell/Vl/V/flF

75%

OF YOUR

TIRE

TROl/Blf

For Sale by Tire Manulletnrers, Johbers, Dealers, Garages or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc., 32 Rose St., New York

 

  

Approximately one-half of all

the Pleasure Electrics in Amer

ica are Motz-equipped. The

other half is divtded among a

score of tire makers.

Thus has the public plainly

shown preference for Motz

Cushion Tires. a fact which alert

dealers are taking advantage of.

If you, Mr. Dealer, have Elec

tric tire customers, by all means

write us for prices and terms.

The Motz

Cushion Tire

is as easy riding as a pneumatic. except

under excessn-e speed.

A—Doublc, notched treads.

B—Undcrcut Sides.

C—Slantwise Bridges.

D—Shows how tire absorbs shocks.

its double. notched treads. undercut

sides and slant-wise bridges. (2) to a

It never punc- twenty of rubber costing 50% more

I
N llowouts. No dangerous an the ordinary, (3)_ to‘ 50% more

iiliidgding. 0 Nb repair expense. Ten pounds ol rubber than in tires of equal

' rant 2 'ears on carrying ca acity.

Ligriiiigiaiisiil.“ gua y ( ) Send to ay for Booklet 58 and

Its amazmg resiliency is due (1) to Agent‘s Prices.

THE MOTZ TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY

Station. in All Principal Citiel

BRANCHES:I'1' A CLEVFLAND 1932

SL; CHICAGO, 2023 Mic igan vex, , i

. W dw (1 Ave.; KANSAS CITY. 409 East 15th
“@3302”? €§E€59iié 3325i r3120 Sari; new YORK. 1731 Broadway; PITTS

giiinon 300 North Craig 81.; PHILADELPHIA. 140) Race 51.; ST. LOUIS,

n in" Blvd. ‘gage-[ourcexhibit at the Chicago Automobile Show. Space No. 27, Coliseum Gallery,

Service

BOSTON, 4 Dundee

  Every _STUTZ car is built with as much care and nine as

the costliest watch. Every ounce oi material—every etail oi

workmanship that goes into the STUTZ is absolutely the best.

There are so many satisfied STUTZ owners throughout the

countrythat we are not spendin a nickel for national magazine

advertising—we have demands or more Cars than we can pro

duce under our careful, painstakin s stem without it. We are

putting that cost into S UTZ QIEAKITY.
We are building less than 1,000 cars—we have demands for

three times that many.

If we built more cars we Could not

many details—such as are easily slight:

burdened with quantity production. 4
We could not build in quantities without sacrificing the

UAI.ITY~and we would not sacrifice the QUALITY of one

. TUTZ car for the greatest quantity roduction in the industry

We would tar rather be known as Q TALITY producers.

STIJTZ MODELS

STUTZ cars are made in five models.

Six-cylinder, six-passenger touring car, $2300.

Six-cylinder roadster. $2250.

Four-cylinder, six-passenger touring car. $2050.

Four-cylinder, four-passenger touring car, $2000.

Four-cylinder roadster, $2000.

Write today for advance Booklet A45. Sturdy Stun Announce

ment, Series B

TIIE IDEAL MOTOR CAR COMPAlllY, Indianapolis, Ind.

Mnnulacturcrs ol Slutr Clr$

ive the attention to the

in a great organization

3.

   
 

  

Shim Six-cylinder, Six-passenger Touring Car. 82300
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Llulh-Juorlnna

Truck. are Do

livery lluurlm

QUALITY DURABILI'I'Y

0NI'I. 'I'W0 AND THREE TON CAPACITY

 

 

 

 

Illl I Iill 114,!

"I" ma

1!?

 
 

w' '

JUIIGENB TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST IN CONSTRUC

* pm I In operation and the motors are guaranteed against

workmuuhlp and material for the llfo ot the truck. They

flnly tho highest class trucks made. Twn cylinder. one-ton

“If . one, two and three-ton. Four speeds forward. Hvas~Bright

~1qu transmission made in our own shop».- or the finest tool

2! three-piece dlsc clutch ("OH-It'd lg patents oqud by us. Send

‘1912 Catalog and specifications. rompt delivery on all models.

‘ rge publicity campaign Just begun. Our quality will do the rest.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

The laulh-Juergens Motor Car Co.. Fremont, Ohio.

Branches and Agencies

BOSTON—David Abrams, 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—West Side Garage (k Motor Co., 160462 What St.

CHICAGO—The Lnuth-anmeun Motor Car Co.. 2630-32 Wabash Ave.

NEWA , N. .T.—-l\lerchanta Motor Car Co., Essex Byildlng. e

DETROIT. MlCH.~BlPrl Auto Truck Roles Airway. 4-13 Dix Ave. '

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND VlFlYl'TWZ—Bo‘wles Motor SalesN. ,

Inc., 1608 14th St. W" Waahlnvtnn. I)

 

 

  

  

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

“It’s the mechanical wonder of

the age You can’t buy the

Ford mechanical features in any

other car—at any price; That’s

one reason why you must get

Yours now if you want to drive

“the mechanical wonder of the

age” this season.

"I

  

  

 

 

 

“EverydeY is driving a Ford”——morc than

200-000 m_service. New prices—runabout

f€2:“t°urmg. car $600—town car $800—

m, 8“ e(luleent f. o. b. Detroit. Get

Particulars from Ford Motor Company,

Detroit, Mich

  

 

  

  

WORLD

The detachable and

water-tight features of

our No. 119 Automo

bile Door Hinge. in

addition to the inter

locking action, makes

this the best, as well

as the strongest con

structed concealed

hinge on the market.

Made in two parts. it

is easily attached and

detached. Water will

not reach the wood

of the body through

the hinge. When in

stalled holds the door

rigid and at the same

time has a perfectly

smooth action.

Send now for cata

log and full particu

SUSS

MANUFACTURING

BUMPANY

435-443 Atlantic Avenue

BRUOKLYN, N. Y.

'_,

I65

”INVISIBLE

H I N G ES

4

  

 
 

 
 

WARNER
AUTO‘METER

OR 1913 the Warner Auto-Meter is the

choice of the largest automobile manu

facturers in the world. This coming

season it will be found on over 100,000 new

cars. It is the most highly developed and

most accurate speed and mileage indicator

the world has yet produced.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by

dealers all over the world and at our own

branches.

Handsome catalogue on request.

      

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT COMPANY

BELOIT, WISCONSIN

 

Atlanta. Buffalo. Cincinnati. Denver. Indianapolis. Loa Angelea. Phila

delphia, Portland (Ore.), Seattle, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit,

Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, St. Louis. Cana

dian Branch: 559 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

___*,__.,’_J
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BENZ
Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of tinting gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Ben: Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ MITll IMPURT BUMPANY 0F AMERICA

280 Wont 54th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz 8: Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

.~

 
  

 

  

BOSTON

  

Bull Dug lluality Auto Top Fabrics

are the STANDARD of the world

NUMOTOR top cloth is a line that will interest

everybody. It is a little different than anything

you have yet seen. It is made in Bull Dog quality.

The tops never leak, fade or pull out of shape. The

seat covers hold their shape, can be cleansed and

do not wear out; neither do they shine or wear out

your clothing.

Send for samples and prices.

L. J. MUTTY 60., Boston, Mass.

 

  

 

Croxton cars incorpo

rate all of the features

for which the buyer

looks in the new

models. Write for cata

log and agency details.

TheCroxlonMotorCar C0.

Washington,

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

a

*0 0

Baldwin Drive Chains

Both detachable and riveted, are used by the largest

most exacting users of chains for automobiles in

the World. They need no further recommendation.

 

 We are

SPROCKET mm,“

fit. to make sprockets in large quantities at

N“ interesting prices, and make a specialty

of carrying in stock, and furnishing

sprockets for replacement on all standard commercial cars

Baldwin Chain 6: Mfg Co.

WORCESTER, MASS.

AGENTS

- n. v. GREENWOOD, 122 So. Michigan Blvd., Chica8°v 111

C. J. IVEN, Rochester, N. Y.

M. A. BRYTE, 788 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

C. D. SCHMIDT, 276 Canal St., New York City.

F. SHIRLEY BOYD, 903 Boylston St., Boston, Mast

\

 

 

 

 

 

/
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ELECTRIC

LIGHTING

SYSTEMS

make night driving sale

at any time or the year.

Stormy weather dark

nights and lllpmy

streets require the t

kind or liaht on the

car for sale drivi .

All modern cars shou d

be electrically lighted

and electrlcll ystlrted.

Write for booklet telling how your old

car can be brought up-to-date with the

Apico equipments. The first electrically

lighted automobile was Aplco lighted.

THE APPLE ELECTRIC COMPANY

18 X. ('unll Ht- Dlymn. 0-. C. S. A.

WE MAKE THE BEST

    

 

 

 
 

 

  
 

Write For This Franklin r

Dealer Proposition ,~~ l

q; FRANKLIN six-cylinder mod

l els now equipped with Entz

Electric Starting and Lighting. A

real self starter with original fea

tures. Franklin cars use less gas

oline, less oil, no smoke, fewer

tires. travels faster, rides easier,

silent, powerful, flexible, beautiful.

Get the Proposition.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE CO.

28 Franklin Square, Syracuse, N. Y.

Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

——others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to.

The Reliance book, “Ignition and

Sparl. Plug Talk,” tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

JEFFERY DEWITT C0.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, Ilcll.

Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

  

   

 
 

 

w
u-n—f

 

GUARD YOUR TIRES
Make them proof against light, air, oil and moisture—make them 100k like he.

'lleand wear like new by usmg Tirenew and Narco Tire Cut F] r,

Manufacturing Company ‘ NEW_

An unvulcanized, liquid, rubber compound—waterproof: and

protects the inner fabric from decay.

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Make: Tirol Look Like New

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders, Nu“, TIRE CUT FILLER

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Awaii'giiigiiiiziiif'nliii-niiindfi ' 'riiiimiiuliiniiig

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 
 

  

 
 

puncture holes-heals over night—hero lpart of the tire $1.00 a lube. m we '

DEALERS—CAR OWNERS

Send $1i00 for a trial can of Tirenew—

enough for .10 tires.

NA'I'IONAL RUBBER COMPANY

4413 Narco Bldg., St. Louis. Mo.

  

   
    

 
 

?

Patent “Luxury'

Folding Seats
 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by installing a pair of auxiliary seats? If “ ‘1 i a» i, if

\\s
\\_

§ \§~

so, have the best. Our seats _ ‘ ‘ _ § ‘ i v

are made in five styles. Send ‘ J :1 , , __ ~ = g \vls. ~ \.

for catalogue. v “i fHODGE & enaves co., ~ \ ’1‘ ,

Amesbury, Mass. ‘ ~I \
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Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITCHELL AIR GAUGE

  

"Tire Insurance for $1.00”

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easily read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHFLL GAUGE C0.

1202 Michigan Avenue Chicago, lllinois

 

 

NO SAFETY DEVICE

can equal

  

HEB. US. PAT OFF

"THE ORIGINAL AND BEST ASBESTOS BRAKE LINIKG"

As a protection against ac

cident to your automobile.

TIIE ROYM. EQUIPMENT COMPANY

486 lionsatonic Ave. Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Duplex and Ray

mond Brakes and Gyrex the Mixer.

  

 

r

The Motor Lamps with Distinctive Features

There are no other motor lamps on the market with the advantages of

Solar Lamps. Solars are always exclusive in_ style and in quality. y are

the strongest lamps as well as the most effective.

In no other lamps can you obtain the Solar Special Short Focus Lead Glass

Lens Mirror Reflector—the 1patented system of double ray light projection which

gives two distinct fields oi ight for town and country use—or the new and ex

clusive black finish with a metallic lustre which is unaffected by heat or moisture

All oi these features are exclusively "Solar."
Do not equip your car or specify equipment to the maker until you have

seen all of the Solar advantages. See Solars at any live dealer‘s or write for

the catalog.Solars are made in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combinations.

Solar Lamps

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Kenosha, Wis. (137) New York City

ruin casings. They admit mois

ture to the carcass. cause the

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger- end in blowout!

You can repair CASINOS and INNER TUBES any.

where in 15 minutes, better than a Repair Shop can do

-—lnd for one cent.

Universal _

Auto-Vulcamzer

Patented

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete, with enouzli

repair gum to make 40 patches. it weighs 3 pounds and

can be carried in the tool box. Simplest and mosi satisimm

device ior eliminating tlre troubles that has ever been devised

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

\‘ulcauizer—put iu the gasol-ne light it. _No_further

attention required. In 15 minutes the Job is done.

It can‘t burn, scorch or injure tube or casing. It can't

get out of order. It “a”! tail to do its work. 50

simple. anyone can operate it, The Universal Auto

Vulcauizer saves its cost a hundred “Will our in

trot ble and expense.

Price Complete. “.00 Ready for instant Y‘se

Guaranteed Sailsiactory or Money Relundcd

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY. Elsi Palestine. Ohle

  

 
 

Repair That Inner Tube Yourself

No electricity, no steam, no trouble, no delay.

gasoline, a little rubber, the

Imperial Vulcanizer Repair Kit

and a few simple direc

tions. and you have re

paired the puncture per

fectly in 15 minutes.

Time and money saved.

GUARANTEED TO SATISFY

OR MONEY REFUNDED

Complete with enough

rubber for 40 punc

NICKEL PLATED turcs. Pays for it

Pltent Pending

A little

7‘.

  

____—

At Your Dealer’s

I _ orB Ex role

sell in a short time. .LL

McGRAW TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept. E, East Palestine, Ohio

 

  

 

 

SPRING BOLT ESSENTIALS

The things which are necessary in

every spring bolt will be explained in

the February 13th issue of Motor

World. Watch for our advertisement

in that issue.

The Electric Welding Products Co.

CLEVELAND, OI'IIO

  

 

 

I

RAJAH

GIANT PLUG
Extra strong and heavy. Perfectly 'Im'

ple—only four parts, which are easily taken

apart for repairs or replacement. Only

highest grade, imported, hard tire porce

lains used. Minutely accurate, well finished

machine work. No thumb screws—l Rajah

Clip Terminal supplied with every Plul'

Price, $1.50 postpaid—the most economical

Plug made. Send ior catalog.

  

 

RAJAI-l AUTO SUPPLY 00., Bloomfield,N-J

armrest
“ Always There "

 

 

SPLITDORFLITE electric lighting generators

are a positive source of illumination and espe

cially adaptable to installing on machines not

designed for a lighting outfit. SPLITDORF

claims are guaranteed.

Write for new “la/a;

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. .I.

— SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.'-"I

’4
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The New Process Gear corporation

Cut Gears of Quality

Complete Differentials

The New Process Gear Corporation

avnaouss, n. Y.

The New Process Gear Corporation

 

 

 

 

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights—Self Starter—Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.

 

 

 

 

toy Kind . Clincher

Every Kind 0. D.

Stock, or Demouniable

is Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and Hub».v

MOTT WHEEL WORKS. Utica, N. V.

a. B. ABBOTT SALES co., Sale! Agents. Detroit ‘

 

n

Motor Car Manufacturers

Since
 

 

Occupying the newest and most modern automobile manor»

tacturlng plant in America.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dent. 'r-s Kokomo, inst—l

 

   

 

 
 

 
 

“STANDARD” WHEELS

FOR PLEASURE 0R COMMERCIAL CARS

One Passenger to 16 Tons Capacity

a“lad for Catalog No. 15

STANDARD WHEEL COMPANY,Terre Haute, 1nd.

DTOP Hammer Forgings
cest very little more than castings. They are

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

send Prints of parts you will need in

1913.

m “awn-w sun asnwoz ousmmruo

lliiATEil Mlilllflillliiililii COMPANY, Toledo. thin

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

DEALERS—Herc is the first electric truck

that sells for about $700 less than any other.

Capacity 1000 pounds—Service 100 per

cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

of production moot

  

MADE 'ro

, MAKE coon

AND IT DOES

  

Vehicle C0.

Franklin and

Dsboll St;

§ omnorr. were

 

 

  

 
 

Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

’ six cylinder Touring Car, five passenger convertible to

Cale SIXty seven nassengesr. l32-inch wheel base, Delco electric

lighting, starting and ignition. 2485

' four cylinder Touring Car, five passenger convertible

C016 Flfty toseven, iZZ-ineh wheel base, Delco system. $1985

four cylinder Touring Car, five passenger. “6-inch

Cale Forty wheel base. Delco system. $1885

WRITE TODA Y for Colo Blue Book and dealer's proposition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

 

 

B 3. .' anal
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T as I “ a.

Ysllti I ‘ ‘ , Electric

G I d», M; J 7, ~‘ Lighting and

an Starting

TherChanufion

MERCER
Mercer power and efficiency are well-known qualities.

These features are decidedly emphasized in our new series.

The various models ofier a Mercer for every reasonable need.

PRICES: $2600 to $2900.

szriptrr'e literalure rent on request.

MERCER AUTOMOBILE C0. '“T‘fl‘liiiflilm

February 6, 1915

  

 

 

  

“gs.

\

TllE _Sl_iirir CAR "

.BUILT To LAST
Our agency proposition"-'--‘1" interest you. Write for it.

DORRIS MOTOR CAR CO.

Sarah and Laclede Aves. St. Louis, Mo.

 

 
 

i

The Chicago Electric

A beautiful and classic equipage that

stands unchallenged in point of con

structional achievement.

 

CHICAGO ELECTRIC [MOTOR CAR CO.

3606 South Morgan Street, Chicago

weir

KEénoN
The Six “48” Keeton °°"'P:.:::,;".:";_',';¢ W

THREE EXCELLENT MODELS

Riverside Touring Car, Five Passenger, Completely

 

Equr ped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2750

Two exiia folding seats for above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. b $25

Meadowbrook Roadster, Completely Equipped . . . . . .. 1:2750

Tuxedo Coupe, Completely Equipped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. £3000

Chassis without tires or rear guards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2250

 

All price: I. o. b. Booklet on requut

KEETON MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit. US. A.
 

 
 

 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

4-38 4-44 6-66

81,875 $2,150 82,750

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913-—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN moron“ CAR co, York, Pa.

 

 

 

   

 

H AVE R S HAV ER S

"Six-44” "Six-55”

S 1 8 5 0 $ 2 2 5 0

Touring Car and Touring Car and

Roadster Types. Speedster Types.

44 h. p. G Cylin- Electric Stu—ter.

tiers. Unit Power Electric Lights.

Plant, 3-l’oinl 55 h.p. 128 In.

Suspensiw- 1" Wheel-Base. m

in. Wheel-Base. 4 Tires, Fully

86 x 4 Tires. Equippd,

“rite tor millspccltlcctlons
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i CUTTING moron CAR ,

‘
O

Two Models Only

Five-passenger Touring Car.$l41$

Two-passenger Roadster.. . . I475

The same chassis is used for

both models.

Wide-awake dealers write for

dealers‘ proposition.

_ CUTTING ROTOR CAR COMPANY .‘

I 305 Mechanic SL, Jackson. Mich.
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OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.
PONTIAC MICHIGAN
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Gas Controller and [gutter

Light], dime and extinguisher all gas lump! on

Coupled to valve-stern of acetylene tank.

control. Always within easy reach

TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING 60., Plttslield, Muss

Price

Complete

$24

THE GRINNELL

  

car through a simple turn of the hand.

Direct

ConVenlent

Sale

Dependable

Write for booklet and dealer dilcounts.

Sole Licenced Manufacturer: for the United States.

  
 

 

Another Victory tor Staver

Stavcr 55 was the only touring car to finish the exacting

“Round Lake Michigan" reliability run With a perfect score—

repeating its victory in the contest of the preceding year.

Larger Output—Three Splendid Models

For 1913, we are concentrating _on three great models—

Staver 55, Staver 45 (our competition crushing forty), and

our big Stavcr Six.

Staver cars are roomy, luxuriously upholstered. up to the

minute in equipment. Backed by Staver durability, they are

the biggest value on the market.

STAVER CARRIAGE (10., 76th and Wallace Sis.. Chicago

   

 
  

 

 

R a L l A N c l?
“The Speedometer

0] Quality ”

Special leaiures that eliminate

speedomet' r troubles. Send

lor the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 liiiot St.‘ "Boston, Basel

  

 

\ i"A1nerican Mnde”l

MAGNETO L-——- eel/t

NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

lllghesi Ellidency~Good Service Guaranteed

 

 

Q7119 illnsh 1R. iiatut

  

lift BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

 

QUICK lALlO—IIG PROFITS FOR DEALERS

Here is an accessory that will not stay on the

shell. It sells on sight.

MARVEL STEAM VULOANIZER

Automatic, therefore safe for rubber. Uses al

cohol or gasoline. Low priced. Send for sales

plan and sample Vulcanizer.

ll! Illlil AlllllIDBllE SUPPLY 80.,iiilullm It. filllthld, 0.

  

iliE smns mun no. ’jiz'atjiinflt... V ‘

  

Tone: down headlights for

city driving Ind log"

nightr nu auto necenlty.

Price 75c. oer pair. So I

like hot cakes. Dealer‘

eecuro the ezency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

193i Broadway. New York

   

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING Co.. Bulhh. N. Y.

 

DEALERS -— READ THIS

We have a plan to help you sell more cars. Our

business is financing the sales of automobiles to peo—

le you would trust if you could do a credit busineu. ‘

e make good your credit and pay your car ulel

commissions at once. Get the data: a.

Kenton Harman

Harman - Yount Co. p,,,,,,,,,,

1788 Broadway, NEW YORK

301 Abbott Building. Cor. Broad and Race Ste.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

 

The circulation of the

Motor W'orld is a guaran

teed one, sworn to by an

affidavit, which will be sent

in detail to any one upon

request.

 
 

 

 

NATIONAL Compound

Mixer and Primer

make: any car etnrt euier in cold weather; adds

_10 to 40% to power and mileage. Simple, easily

installed, guaranteed efl'ective on any motor. Get

details an price.

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING co. Knlnmuoo, Mich.

 

 

ARGO ELECTRICS

METZGER-HERIINGTON ARGO C0.

2412 Michigan Avenue. Chicago, “l.

Factories, Saginaw. lien.

 

 

 

 

The Ford Water Clreulator

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

water Jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter if

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-MeCU'l‘CHAN C0.

mo Michigan Ave. CHICAGO. ILL. 

_,"'r|-|£ nearer: OAR"

6 cyl. so H. 9., 05,000

POUGHKEEPSIE

SIXTEENTH YEAR

4 Oyl. 55 H. P-. 84,500

4 Oyl. as H. P., $4,000

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.T.

  

  

52 W. Seventh Street

G. WALKER GILMER, JR.,

GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went across

tie dealers counter. Get the details and you will surely order.

PHILADELPHIA
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WeedChains
The Great Anti-Skid

  
 

  

Nine-tenths

Of all accidents to auto

mobiles are caused by skidding

or slipping.

Either you skid into the "other fellow" or

the “other fellow" skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ippei'g greasy pave

ments unless you equip your car wit Weed Chains.

Cannot lnjure Tires

Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want to know what real steering steadiness means

put. them on the front wheels too.

For your own ssfety~for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car with Weed

Chains. Make it your business to get. a set.

  

  

  

  

  

 

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers

I Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

28 Moore St. New York

  

  

The Name

“Weed”

on Every Hook

ETTRA llEAVY
NON-SKID TIRES S-fi‘gps; f g

' ' I e AI‘

1'“ only Non-Sh“ Tuauaranlced for 5000 Miles |_ i k1- ; :s

AJAX-GRlI-IB RUBBER COMPANY |

General Ollloel: l796 B'way, New York

Branches ln Principal Cllles

 

 
 

_nitiorx

ignellin

 

 

factories: Trenton, N. J.

  

 
 

 

onetime,“jhhfitloitm, 5. J

M ETZ “SPEGIAL” $395
Com lctely equipped, fully guaranteed. 2256 IL?"

4-cylin er water-cooled motor, Bosch magneto. _Ar

tiller, wheels. best quality 30"13" clincher tires.

Mskes S to 50 miles per hour on the high speed, 28

  

to 32 miles on 1 al. of gasoline. _You can secure

EXCKLHSSXVE SA E in your territory. Send for ' REQSYERED U_S_PA.L°FHCE

Boo ."

 

MIT! COMPANY, Waltham, "3.0., U. U. A.

W.,—i

Mngnelo Plug! coax maximum power out of engine.

um. GROSSIAN COMPANY. Inn. New York and Den-oh

 
 

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for

F

Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension
Cleve l ariaidj)‘ll

Stainpings

 

0 h l o UTICA. N. Y.

 
 

  

 

 

 

L-i J1, :
‘

Sheet Metal

Estimates Cheerfully Punished

The Bossert Company

 

 

 

 

 
 

ABM' '
"The densnd of the ilsy is tbs! sn onsnialion shell is

judged by its product all not by wlut it claims for itself"

Keep this in mind when you enuine these 1913 Iodels

moons sun union

30-40 Fore-door Roadster. lie-inch wheel base $1700

3440 S-pnssrnger. Fore-Door Touring Car

  

lie-inch wheelbase . . . . . . 11700

"-50 S-mssenger, Fore - Door Dciiii-Tnnnenu

ill-inch wheel but . $1975

44-50 7-passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

Ill-inth wheel hate . . _ . . . 22000

44-50 Battleship Roadster. ill-loch wheel base 2X50

“~50 7-passenger. Fore-Door Limousin

lZl-inch wheel base . . . . . 03050

Advance Catalog on Request

. ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

le‘I'IILOO if!!!" DETROIT. MIC”.

“Bull! for "Guaranteed

L Permaneneefi lnr Lila"

19f

 
 

 
 

 

Motor Lamps

(ELECTRlC)

Writeil'or “Guide Books" Nos. 1 and 6

GUIDE MOTOR LAMP MFG.'COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

   

 

Moslert

Plugs
ARE THE BEST \

Anbnggiégagnco
MT VVFIZRNONV. riv.

  

GASOLINE TURBINES
Hall the also, fill] the welghl, Hall the luel, Hall the Motion

Smooth as Electric, Will re- No Valves. N0 Srrlnfl

place my engine in my car No Adjustment, Nollqu

 

No eel,NoBooklet Upon Request No um"

There Ion 'l Much Left

SEMPLE S. SCOTT 1651 Marquette Bldg. CIlCAGB. lll

EIdech Tcrrltory Open lor llvc Agencies

  

 

 

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

Special Designs for Every

Type of Motor Mode

CATALOG MAXLED ON REQUEST

CHAMPlON SPARK PLUG COMPANY

TOLEDO, OHIO

 

 

 

American Kushlon Kore

A tire filler 10 to ?0 per cent. lighter than an

other iire filler. A big proposition for dealers who

ar’c‘on the alert for more and better busines'.

“rule for details.

AMERICAN KUSHION KORE TIRE C0

Bul‘l'alo, New York
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years.

  

forgings_

  

  

The Billings & Spencer C0.

(Lid, Conn.

A Complete Line of

Why Experiment .7

Estimates gladly submitted fOr

Send us the blue-prints.

.

Drop Forgings

Ready for Immediate Delivery

by the manufacturers who have made a spe

malt." of drop—forgings for more than forty

Because of this experience we know just

What 15 the correct kind and temper of steel

to use in the various forgings. '

special

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

(“squint

‘hll inc“ 1

  
INSIDE

CAS'NG

........\

YNIIMDMI‘II

sArle

VALVC

,'/nAMfllil

.m{fYMIRMO§1A1IC

  

ILOworr

VALVI

  
(IAthth

GINEIAYOH

Complete

Vulcanizing Plant 45

A great money maker for the garage_or repair

shop. Handles every practicable kind of tire repair

ing, from a tube puncture to largest casing blow-out.

No experience necessary for its successful opera

tion as the steam pressure is automatically controlled

and held at the vulcanizing point. Steam generated

in a copper coil boiler that heats the machine as

quickly as you can get a tire ready.

Place your order at once and insure delivery of

your vulcanizer when you want it. Be prepared to

handle the most profitable part of the repair business.

SIF'Q

Vulcanizers for Every Requirement of

Motorist or Repairman

The Shaler line of vulcanizers, the only complete line in

the world, includes models to suit everyone from the motorist

with one small runabout. to the garage handling large quan

tities of work. A full line of electric, steam and gasoline
heated vulcanizers. \N’rite for catalog today. i

C. A. SHALER Co., Waupun, Wis.

405 Fourth Street
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FOR SALE—Several used racing cars,

_ by a factory famous for its success

in contest work. These cars have been

rebuilt and are in perfect running order

and had perfect care and attention dur

ing their. use in contests. Here is an

opportunity to secure something excep

tionally fast at a low figure. They Will

be snapped up quickly. Address Box

414, Indianapolis, Ind.

 

 
 

FOR SALE.

WORKING DRAWINGS

AND PARTS

FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

GASOLINE LIGHT DELIVERY

TRUCKS.

COMPLETE

\-\'ith the purchase of a business, we ac—

quired among other things complete work

ing drawings and stock of parts for medium

:priced gasoline motor delivery wagon, de

signed by Gustave Chedru. Several promi

nent Buffalo merchants are using these de

livery wagons, and they are giving very

satisfactory service.

\Ve will dispose of the whole of these

drawings and stock of parts at a bargain.

Here is a chance to secure a succeSSful

design, complete working drawmgs and

stock of parts at very much below their

market value, and at about 10 per cent. of

what it would cost any manufacturer start

ing in the delivery truck business for a de

sign, experimental and development work.

BUFFALO ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

HELP \VANTED—Salesmen now calling

on accessory trade can easily double

their present income carrying as a side line

our quick selling, well advertised product.

Pocket sample. Very liberal commisSion.

One good order per day makes you $100.00

per week. No long sales argument needed.

Address G. T. 1., 706 Dollar Bank Bldg,

Youngstown. Ohio.

 

TOPS AND SEAT COVERS.

High-grade material and experienced

workmanship in either case. Our Tops are

built to look right tomorrow and a year

from tomorrow. Our Seat Covers can be

cleaned to look like new, with gasoline or

soap and water. \Ve’re glad to estimate

special work or quote prices on stock goods.

Prompt service assured. CENTRAL AUTO

TOP CO., 120 W. Mich. St., Indianapolis,

Ind.

WANTED—An expert automobile me

_chanic to take interest in large com

mercial garage and to take charge of the

shops to be operated in connection with it.

Address LOS ANGELES AUTO & TAXI

CAB LIVERY, 622 So. Broadway, Los An~

geles, California.

ANTED—Either Toy Tonneau or two

passenger Roadster Model “D” 1909

Oldsmobile. State fully condition. equi -

83%) least cash price. AUTOM ~

tuck); .. East Main St., Lexington, Ken

Hiium..r. m...

  

. .H
- m .. i . I I I
l v ininlm mmnumumumumrnummmm w.- IHHI “:Il'l uriMr-mimwmmmmm um» =Utlhl1l'1“llll'lmmlllihlntfiflltlll'lllflll‘Ill" namulunnl-Wuululli. Illli nwuuunmuiumw linier kltfldlllli

it’SaeéWants
lSceni's per line of‘six wordscasli withorden

- In capiialsZ5 cents perline ~

A market place where Dealers, Jobber: and

Manufacturer: may buy, sell or trade ulcd curl,

parts and appliance: and where help or litun

tionl may be secured at a nominal cost.

 

    

URS—SOMETHING NEW, BEAUTI

FUL ANI) ELEGANT CARRIAGE

COVERS; TRAVELER WISHES TO

REALIZE. CALL FROM 9 TO 2. AL

VAREZ, 138 \VEST 46TH ST., NEW

YORK CITY.

GARAGE FOR SALE OR RENT.

NElV, UP TO DATE, BRICK, 53 x

110 FEET. DOING GOOD BUSINESS.

PHOTO MAILED. W. M. METZRATH,

NEW BRUNSNVICK, N. j.

A GENTEEL ad energetic young busi

ness man of good address, starting

\Nest March 1, making all the largest cities

west of Chicago to the coast, would like to

represent some concern as a side issue:

present position occupies but two hours

daily a week in each city; all railroad fares

paid; abundant time to devote to any good,

ive proposition; auto or accessory pre

ferred. Box 243, Motor \Vorld.

OFFICE MANAGER, good executive

ability. competent to handle correspon

dence. accounts, handling salesmen, etc.;

wants to relocate. Now with motor truck

company. Box No. 244, Motor \Vorld.

A $5000 Locomobile in good condition;

five good tires. The first check for
$1500 gets it. I. B. McALESTER, McAles- \ C

ter, Okla.

KEROSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES.

 

New _Model B uses successfully half and ‘

half mixture lowest grades kerosene and ‘

gasolene. Satisfaction guaranteed or money

refunded. Greatly increased power, very

slow speed on high. Starts easy at zero.

Special agents' prices. Dept. THE8.

AIR-FRICTION CARBURETOR CO.,,

Dayton, Ohio.

AUTO LISTS, owners, etc., of any State.

5. H. CARROLL, JR., Albany, N. Y.

An ad. like this

will cost you $1.05

for each insertion.

 
 

q.

 

 

l

 

 

\

  

 

  

OR SALE—Garage. equipment and busi

ness at Hobart, Okla., county seat of

5,000, two railroads, prosperous and grow

ing agricultural section surrounding.

Weather and roads such that everybody

uses the auto the year round. No tie up for

snow and ice. Come or write. D. A.

SCOTT, Hobart, Okla.

 

FORD Model T Reference Book” gives

cause and cure of all the ails of Model

T simply and concise. Gives the latest

kinks. Full of pointers. Written es ecially

for it. Elaborate cross index enab cs you

to discover any trouble at once. \Vrite for

descriptive circular or sent post aid, $1.00.

FORD REFERENCE BOOK CO" 57 West

125th St., New York.

LUMINUM vulcanizers for both cas~

ings and tubes. $3.50 prepaid to any

address. Money back if not satisfactory.

{IIRIIISCOTT SUPPLY CO., St. Joseph,

ic .

FOR SALE—Cheap, one American Trav

eler, color batt eship gray; just like

new; run a little over 4,305 miles. MICHI

AUTO CO., 410 7th St., Calumet.

1C .

OR SALE OR LEASE—The most mod

ern garage in Southern Colorado, with

fine repair shop and storage room for six

teen cars, doing good business and fine

prospects for coming year. A snap for

someone. Address BOX 208, Monte Vista.

0 o.

ITUATION WANTED, with accessory

manufacture or supply house. by young.

energetic man, thoroughly experienced in

the wholesale, retail and mail order supply

and tire business. Good salesman and buyer

and thoroughly competent as correspon

dent, advertising and catalog man. Would

like to connect with a good, reliable con

cern. Address BOX 999, care Motor World

OR SALE—One Ford town car body.

Fits any Model T Ford chassis. BEN

NINGTON GARAGE, Bennington. Vt

These columns olier you an 0P

portunity to appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers whose merchan

dismg taste is being cultivated
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WANTED—A high class draughtsman,

having had motorcycle experience.

In making application state previous ex

perience and salary expected. THE POPE

MFG. CO., Westfield, Mass.

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING. _

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and sup ly dealer for it.

The C0 umbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

UTOMOBILE FOR SALE—1912 Mar

mon Speedster, Indianapolis Speedway

type car. A-l condition; run 4,000 miles.

For particulars apply F. BURROUGHS.

66 Midland Ave., Arlington, N. J. fel. 29

Arlington.

ANTED TO BUY—Five or seven pas

senger automobile for cash, in good

condition; no dealers. 172 Pacific St.,

Brooklyn. N. Y.

BARGAIN—Two new and never_used 34

x 4 Davis Armor, Model B, Tire Pr_o

rectors; cost $54.00. Will take Dis—

posed of car before "Armors" arrived. BOX

231, care Motor World.

. I , . .

OT in Velasco, Texas, for automobile or

motor boat; paid $l,000 20 years ago.

TOM CHILDRESS, R. F. D. No. 2, Arling- ,

i 20TH CENTURY CO., 1700 B’way, N. Y. C.ion, Texas.

APPLY Buyer's Automatic Refinisher to

_ your automobile today. Tomorrow it

Will look as though it just came from the

factory. Finest thing in the world for dull

hOOCIS- Easily applied with cheesecloth.

Particulars free. BOYER CHEMICAL

LABORATORY CO., State and Michigan

Sts., Chicago. Ill.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

_ APAN.
Covers _SOlld one coat for enameling

“"ES' l'ridiatOrs and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your ,

garage and supply dealer.

8 Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus. 0

\
\

MOTOR WORLD

 

.- In capiials.2500nis perline '-~

A market place where Dealers, Jobber: and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars.

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

AUTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground,

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO.. Manchester, N. H.

PACKARD—“fill dis ose of my

new 1913 6-cylinder, -passcnger

touring car at a bargain if taken immedi

ately. Address H. M. \NALLIS, 1R,

Racine, \Vis.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old taps look like

new. Ask your garage and supply dealer

for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

RURAL Parcels Post Delivery Car—Any

party with capital and push interested

in placing one on the market, correspond

with E. P. COWLS, Sparta, Mich.

 

SURPLUS STOCK BOUGHT

Cars, Bodies, Tops, Tires, etc.

Cash transactions. Quick business.

  

ANTED—Salesman for agencies in

every city to install new process in

demand, showing over 300% profit to 'gar

ages, supply dealers, breweries._ Entirely

new, big seller. This means big money.

Experience not essential. H. J. WEBER,

South Orange, N. J.

PEERLESS LINING DYE.

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

‘ water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash off. Ask your garage and supply

dealer. ,

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, 0.

 

Weekly to the highest
degree by

i I5cenis perline of‘sixwordscash wilhordec

ARE YOU in need of any additional help

in any department of your business?

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

Softens the leather and will not crack,

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look like

new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask your

garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus. 0

BROKEN Cylinders and Crankcases—

Send them to be made good as new at

fraction of replacement cost. Scored cyl

inder repaired. $12. No new piston and

rings required because bore is not enlarged.

Where cylinders are worn (not scored from

loose wrist pin) reboring is only remedy.

We do it expertly. Write for complete in

formation and estimates. WATERBURY

WELDING COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn.

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market. a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E. GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

FOR SALE—I908 Winton touring car. 7

_passengei_', good running order. fully

equipped; price $400. Address BOX 230,

Motor World.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

' BAKING JAPAN.

Bakes either to a high gloss finish. egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. \Nill not crack. chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus. O.

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-7 - '
Rahwayy NI 1‘ 6 78 Irvmg St.,

ARjGEN-TOR will deposit a beautiful

Silver plate on your brass trimmings in

..LLMAJL

our articles

Merchandising a,

Cost as shown

\

one minute.

“Wide Awake
Absolutely reliabl . P 'on '_ $1.00. Send for package. Quite olisfipi‘iig

brass. FOREST CITY SALES 0.. Fre

An ad. like this “107". Nfib

will cost you 90c. FOR ' 'i ' i r

for each insertion. HIRE—White ll/i-ton truck b

week. CHAS. HONEHE y
Ave., New York City, IN, 2027 3rd

IMPLEX 90: withitouriiT andi .

PS equipment in Al condition? Cost350T sale, $2,000. J. A. FORSYTHE. ’JR.

0 E. Forsyth St.. Jacksonville, Fla. ’

Look at the

in the margins.
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we" “PIONEERS” ’6"

THE HESS-BRIGHT MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

Pioneers in the introduction of

Annular Ball Bearings

Most extensive Resources and Plants

in existence exclusively for Ball Bearing

manufacture. ,

Enlarging and improving facilities——

product and capacity for distribution.

Main Offices and Plan! No. 2:

On Line of Pennsylvania R. R. to New York

Front St. and Erie Ave.

Philadelphia, Penna.

6

is"?
“1%

 

 

 

  



 

  

 

A Trade Paper 'Giving the World’s Motor News

WLXXXW New York, February 13, 1913 T” "m a w”

No. 8 Two dollars a year

Electric DISCO Starter

Astounds New York Show Visitors

Interest at the New York Show was Think how large a 60 l-l.P. Continental 5 vestigate. Write for literature on all the

  

 

largely centered around Electric Starters Engine is! Electric Starters you know. Learn all

' ed to see , _ the facts. Sector ourself. Then 'ud e.and‘ “will? meiotflsttis :rpebitt imagine Think what 65 pounds compressmn y J g

some gm) .emons m o .' means! And remember this, the best Electric

the exclamations of surprlse and aston- g i 1 _ I ‘ i _

'hmeflt created by th¢ IOIIOWIUE eXlllIll' It 'ust means that here is an Electric “ laner' “en t'mu'gh n may CO“ more

ii . J ' ' . L . than others. is none too good for YOUR

non: Starter that takes the biggest engine un- CAR

der full compression, and makes it fairly ‘

Every ten seconds, night and day, t1" hum. Doesn't merely turn over the en- Don’t you w-mt our new Book. our

Electric Disco by pressing a button was ginc or crank it but SPINS lt—almost Story on Starters. just off the press? It’s

made to S-P-I-N a great big 60 H.P. Six like a toy top. a handsome little 5 x 7 Brochure that

portrays in type and picture the latest

developments in Electric Starting and

. Lighting. You may have a copy sent to

Don't make the mistake Of buying a I your home or office. Just drop us a line

car with “any old" electric starter. In- land we’ll forward it by return mail.

Cylinder Engine, under 65 pounds com-5

pression, ONE HUNDRED AND ~

TWENTY Revolutions Per Minute!

\Vhat more could men (bk of a Starter? I

i i * t t

 

 

Think how fast that is!

THE IGNITION STARTER (10., 715 Dodge mam, Detroit, U. S.A.
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The Electric Disco
Starting and Lighting System
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fy'the Motor World Publishing Company

1600 Broadway, New Y



  

  

Flexible springs and deep upholstery do_not give you the maxi

mum motoring comfort. It is these things in combination with the f

Ft!fo ! -  

that realize easy riding on all roads, rough or smooth.

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORDS assimilate all jolts and

jars—and by eliminating vibration, reduce the danger

of crystallization of axles and steering knuckles. Their

value as tire savers makes them an economy. In a

season they will save many times their cost in in

  

creased tire mileage obtained. Most efficient and

least conspicuous of all shock absorbers. The choice

of discriminating motorists and of 23 leading car

manufacturers for regular equipment. Five models,

the New Automatic $60, Standard $50, Intermediate

$40, junior $25, Juniorette $15 per set of four. See

your dealer and write for our catalog.

EDW. V. HARTFORD, Pres.

C00, Office and Factories: Jersey City, N. J.

Manufacturers of

Hartford Self-Starters, Shock

Absorbers, Jacks and Bumpers

 
 
 
 

  

Branch Offices and Dealers

Everywhere
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Represent

R. IN.

Equipped ?

  

 

  

IMPORTED Q ' R. H. CO.

Since 1904 W I771 B’way, N. Y.

 
 

 

  

. The reason for the adoption of R. I. V. Ball Bearings is that car builders know they are

right for the service they have to perform.

In Speedway races. in road work. in touring. in commercial car work. the R. I. V. have

made records never before equaled.

1:, wh hey have the greatest resrstance to wear under weight and load, end thrust which comes

tn rounding corners, and shocks from bumps and ruts.

T I

he Prominent manufacturers are equipping their 1913 cars with Rf I. V.
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Atwater Kent

Ignition System
Time was when automobile en—

  

“' ‘ gineers and the general motoring

J‘ public thought they must equip

their cars with a magneto. Today

this idea is fast waning—in fact, it

has been discarded by many of the

foremost automobile engineers

and discriminating motorists who

are now demanding a more de—

pendable source of current on

their cars.

The increasing use of electric

lighting and starting equipment

necessitates an ignition system

better than the magneto—a sys

tem producing a uniformly hot

spark at low speeds as well as high—a system giving a hot

starting spark with the motor at a standstill—a system that

is simple in principle and mechanism as well as in operation,

and reasonable in initial and maintenance cost—in brief, a

system of ignition that will measure up to the highest re

quirements of the most modern automobile practice.

Such is the Atwater Kent Ignition System—embodying

the best features of both magneto and battery, without the

weaknesses of either.

Remember the Atwater Kent System can be easily and

quickly installed on any standard make of motor, new or

old, without the price of a magneto.

If you have an unsatisfactory magneto, or if your motor is

not equipped with a half time shaft, you can use the Atwater

Kent System by means of our magneto gear mounting, the

cost of which is nominal.

In addition to our standard Type F

System, we are marketing a new model

—Silent Type K with automatic spark

control and insulated primary circuit.

Whether you are interested in motor can

as manufacturer, dealer, owner, or prol

pective buyer, you should have a copy of

our booklet "D." It covers the subject

authoritatively and thoroughly and even

the most experienced will find it interesting

  

    

reading.

'v

MrmllimMrchKs
4940 Strnton Ave. Philadelphia Pa.
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(I In the production of our

automobile oil -— MONO

GRAM—only 4% gallons of

it, or 45/2 per cent. is obtained

from every lot of 100 gallons

of Pennsylvania crude.

(l This 41/2 gallons or 41/2

per cent, is the very marrow

of the crude with all its re

markable wearing and lubri

cating qualities and the other

951/2 gallons or 951/2 per cent,

can only be used for such by

products as gasolene, kero

sene, ordinary engine and

machine oils, and black oils.

(1 This is one reason why

MONOGRAM OIL has been

continually successful under

that one brand name from

the very start of the automo

bile industry.

Ask for It by Name

NEW YORK LUBRIBATINB fill. 60.

Consolidated with

Columbia Lubricants Co. of N. Y.

116 Broad Street, New York City

BRANCHES AT NEWARK, BOSTON, CHICAGO,

CLEVELAND, PHILADELPHIA, SEATTLE,

SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, SPOKANE,

LONDON, ENGLAND; JOHANNESBURG, SO.
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Get in touch with the Spirit of

the Times---- INVESTIGATE

6%FEDS CARBURETOR
‘21 GIANT //v pan/£12 _ A MhSER w FUEL."

and our splendid Dealers’ Proposition

HE carburetor has been the one weak link in the chain of motor car

efiiciency. As a thoroughly experienced dealer, you cannot deny

this fact. Now comes the FEPS to complete and perfect that chain

beyond even your most cherished hopes.

 
 

The FEPS involves

an entirely new princi

ple of auxiliary air sup~

ply, producing a mar

velous increase in flexi

bility ; an absolutely

perfect mixture at all

speeds with an increase

of 25 to 50 per cent in

miles per gallon of fuel

on any car.

It contains no springs,

no balls, no cams, no

reeds, and all adjust—

ments once made are

permanent. It gives a

perfect mixture with

any grade of gasoline

and is unaffected by al

titude, weather condi

tions or change of tem

perature. It also em

bodies a never failing

quick starting device.

   
 

 
 

 
 

_ Line up with the FEPS now. Be in a position to really perfect the

efbc1ency of any car that comes to you. Our proposition is very attrac

tive for increased business and profits for you.

SCHOEN JACKSON COMPANY

53$
CARBiizriOll

  

Write Dept. “F, ” for Illustrative

Descriptive Booklet and Terms

MEDIA, PENNYSLVANIA
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New York, U. S. A., Thursday, February 13,1913

N. AAM. TAKES COGNIZANCE CONSOLIDATED SEEKS T0

0F GASOLENE SITUATION SElZE_600l)RlCH STOCK

Appoints Committee Which Seeks to Near-Expiration of Grant Solid Tire

Discover “What’s What"—-Engi- Patent Creates Remarkable Situa

neers' Society Also to Discuss tion—Goodrich Accused of

Kerosene Carburetters. Holding Back Tires.

No. 8

sary to save the situation, it is the intention

of the N. A. A. M. to call the engineers

of various automobile companies in con

ference and have them redesign their 1110

tors or carburetters, or both, to meet the

new conditions.

Less directly, the Society of Automobile

Engineers also is interested in the Subject

of gasolene. At the next meeting of the

Metropolitan Section of the society, which

is scheduled for Feb. 27th, and will be held

in the society's rooms at 1784 Broadway,

New York City, a paper on kerosene car

buretters for motor car use will be present

ed, and invitation has been extended to all

carburetter manufacturers to be present and

take part in the discussion, which is expect

ed to prove unusually fruitful.

 

Although no announcement of the fact

was made, it transpires that the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers

has interested itself in what has come to be

known as the “gasolene situation." Its in

terest has taken the form of the appoint

ment of a committee of three to probe the

subject, the committee consisting of Al

fred Reeves, chairman, A. L. Pope, of the

Pope Mfg. Co.. and R. D. Chapin, of the

Hudson Motor Car Co. The committee is

clothed with general authority to go as far

as possible in its investigations, the result of

Which of course. will be reported to the

association.

Although the famous and much-litigated

Grant imbedded-wire. solid-tire patent, No.

554,675, owned by the Consolidated Rubber

Tire Co., expires next Tuesday, 18th inst..

a flood of tires of that construction upon

the market will not immediately follow if

the United States District Court for the

Southern District of New York grants a

motion which has been made by the Con

solidated company and which is due for

argument on Friday of next week, 21st inst.;

the motion, among other things, will ask

that some 300,000 pounds of tires. alleged

to be held in stock by the new B. F. Good

rich Co. at its factories. be seized and held

for an accounting on the grounds that the

tires were manufactured prior to the ex

piration of the patent. which has been held

valid by the courts. These tires are said to

be worth about 3120.000. and if the makers

contemplated placing them upon the market

as soon as the patent dies the granting of

the motion will cause them some incon~

venience.

This motion is a part of the Consoli

dated's suit against the Diamond Rubber

Co. of New York which was filed in l907

and is a part of litigation that has filled the

volumes in the United States District. Cir

cuit and Supreme courts for nearly fifteen

years. The immediate status of affairs may

be briefly explained by the statement that

the Consolidated's suit against the New

York Diamond company resulted in a vic

tory for the former in every court and the

Goodyear Buys Control of Fabric Mill.

Interests representing the Goodyear Tire

8: Rubber Co., of Akron, Ohio, have pur

chasod the controlling interest in the Kil-_

lingly Mfg. Co. of \Villiamsvillc, C0nn.,

which manufactures tire fabrics among

other cotton goods. Following the acquire

ment, new ottices for the Killingly com

pany were elected. as follows: President,

Benjamin F. Smith, of the B. F. Smith Con

struction Co. of Pawtuckct. R. 1.; treasurer.

W. E. Palmer of Akron. Ohio; vice-presi

dent and assistant treasurer, \V. Irving Bul

lard of Danielson. These gentlemen and

\V. T. Teegan of Boston and A. M. Bannis

ter of Providence make up the new board of

directors.

It is known that the committee has inter

viewed at least two of the influential direc

tors of the Standard Oil Co., and betore

it completes its labors it expects to confer

with others and also with representatives

of the several independent companies. and.

In fact, to seek information wherever it is

likely to be found.

I The chief idea of the N. A. A. M. inquiry

IS not so much to discover the causes that

hit“? led to the 90 per cent. advance in the

Price of the fuel within about a twelve

month, but to find out what is the pros

pective supply for not merely the forthcom

"13 Year but for a period of at least five

item and. of equal importance. what is

likely to be the quality or specific gravity

of the fuel; also what suggestions or rec

Mnmendations the oil producers themselves

have to make which point to at least a

llltasure of relief.

I when the information is Obtained. and if

‘l is learned that the supply of gasolene i5

l'kl-‘b' to diminish and increase in price. and

lllat kerosene or some other fuel is neces

Million Dollar Tire Company on Coast.

\V. D. Newerf, who for many years was

prominently engaged in the tire jobbing

business on the Pacific Coast and who lat

terly has been occupied in organizing a

company actually to manufacture tires in

that territory, has matured his plans to the

point of incorporating the Panama Rubber

Co., capitalized at $1,000,000. It is stated

that he has interested a number of Los An

geles and San Francisco men in the enter

prise and that a factory site near San Fran

cisco is being considered.

action now has been in the accounting stage

for about a year. which is to say that the

machinery of the courts is being used to

determine how much the Diamond owes the

Consolidated because of manufacture and
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sale of infringing tires prior to the injunc

tion which stopped sales.

Since the Goodrich company bought the

Diamond company, and with it the New

York Diamond company, the motion will

also ask that the new and larger Goodrich

company, B. G. \Vork, its president; Ar—

thur H. Marks, president of the old Dia

mond company; William B. Miller, former

Diamond secretary, and Andrew H. Noah,

vice-president of the old Diamond company,

be made parties in the defense. The motion

was to have been made last Friday, 7th

inst., but was adjourned for a period of

two weeks.

The Consolidated, which is now known as

the Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., won its in

fringement suits all along the line, and of

the defendants the Hartford, Morgan 8:

Wright and Firestone companies have made

settlement. In the accounting stage are

judgments against the Pennsylvania Rubber

Co., the Thermoid Rubber Co. and the

Rutherford Rubber Co.

An additional new feature in the litigation

consists of two decisions in favor of the

Consolidated interests rendered in the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals in

Chicago last Friday, 7th inst. Despite the

many previous decisions in favor of the

Grant patent, Judge Kohlsaat, of the Dis

trict Court, had thrown both cases out of

court as devoid of equity and the Appel

late Court as promptly overthrew these de

cisions from the bench. ordering a mandate

down to the lower court immediately.

whereas the usual order is to permit thirty

days to elapse. granted an injunction and

ordered an accounting for the Consolidated.

The defendants in these two actions were

the B. F. Goodrich Co., of Akron, Ohio, and

the Republic Rubber Co. of Youngstown.

Ohio.

Engine Starters Cause of $3,100 Suit.

When the Pullman Motor Car Co., of

York, Pa., files its answer to the suit which

was instituted this week in the Supreme

Court for New York County by the Amer

ican Ever Ready Co., it may tell why it re

fused to pay for Ever Ready starters to the

value of $3,103.24, but this far only the

Ever Ready side of the argument is public

property. The complaint states that the

Pullman company contracted for engine

starters and was to pay $50 each for No. 2's

and $55 for No. 3’s, and that between April

25 and December 19, 1912, goods to the

amount of the judgment asked were pur

chased. The contract specified that the

starters were to be regular equipment on

all Pullman models except the 4-30, 4-35 and

4-50, these latter being excepted because,

it states, they are to be discontinued as soon

as the material on hand for their manufac—

ture is exhausted.

MOTOR WORLD

1912 [S 48% BETTER THAN

1911 IN EXPORTS 0F CARS

Automobiles Valued at Close to $24,

000,000 Shipped in Twelvemonth

Inst Ended—Gains Recorded

in Other Years.

Keeping pace with the records of preced

ing years, 1912 in the matter of automobile

exports marked a substantial gain over

1911, the shipments for the calendar year

just closed totaling $23,703,989, which is

$7,779,628, or 48 per cent, in advance of

the 1911 figure. The statistics do not include

tires, parts or engines and the values of

cars shipped to the non-contiguous Amer—

ican possessions, Hawaii, Porto Rico, the

Philippines and Alaska are omitted, those

compilations not yet having been com

pleted. In 1911 the car exports were sup

plemented by the addition of $3,254,123 for

parts, not including tires.

The gain of December, 1912, over the

same month of the preceding year was

slight, being but $127,382. or .66 per cent.

The comparative values were, respectively,

$2.060,812 and $1,933,430.

\Vhile the gain of l9l2 over 1911 exceeds

that of 1911 over 1910, neither is as great as

the advance made by 1910 over 1909. The

1910 exports of cars totaled $11,210,295,

which 1911 surpassed by $4,713,066, a gain

of 42 per cent. The advance of exports in

1910 over the twelvemonth which went be

fore was 62 per cent. The 1910 figures, as

stated, were $11,210,295, which, in compari

son with $6,889,031, the 1909 valuation, is a

monetary increase of $4,321,264. The parts

exported prior to 1911 were: 1910, $1,980,

001; 1909, $897,586.

Prest-O-Lite Presses Refilling Suits.

“hen the Municipal Court of New York

City held last week that the Prest-O-Lite

Co. could not legally sue the 35% Automo—

bile Supply Co., of New York City, for a

penalty of $100 for refilling trademarked

Prest-O-Lite tanks because of a defect in

the filing of the trademark in New York

State, that case was abandoned by the com

plainant, but the trademark was immediate

ly refiled so that it accorded with the law

as amended in 1907 and other suits are to be

pressed. The decision in the "35%" case

was more or less technical. Those who are

still to be prosecuted are Smith-Haines,

Inc., the Automobile Supply Co. and the

Economical Tire 8: Supply Co., all of New

York City. The cases probably will be

heard February 21.

\Vhile the Searchlight Gas Co., just prior

to going into the hands of a receiver, suc~

ceeded in overturning the patent under

February 13. 1913

which the Prest—O~Lite Co. operated. liti

gation between the two is not ended, for

there yet remains an action against the

Searchlight in the United States District

Court in Indianapolis in which the Search

light is charged with unfair competition in

refilling Prest~O—Lite tanks. This is under

a Federal trademark law.

Mason Sues its General Manager.

H. “7. Hayden, vice-president and general

manager of the Mason Motor Co. of Water

loo, la., has beenlmade the defendant in an

action instituted by the company, which

charges conversion and misappropriation of

funds to the amount of $18,000. The com

plaint asks judgment for that sum and

prays that a lien be placed upon certain

stock of the company held by Hayden.

According to the papers in the case, Hay

den became a Mason stockholder in Scp~

tember, 1911, when he acquired 1.888 5/6

shares, each of $100 par value. In January

of the following year he was made a director

of the company and assumed the vice-presi

dency and general management. Between

September, 1911, and January 25, 1913, ac

cording to the complaint, Hayden had

charge of the financial affairs of the com

pany, making collections. receiving moneys.

drawing checks, etc., and it was during this

period that it is alleged he converted to his

own use, or otherwise misappropriated.

funds to the amount of $18,000.

Miller Sells Out to His Partners.

A. R. Miller has disposed of his interest

in the firm Barthel, Daly & Miller, of New

York, to his partners, the firm name becom

ing Barthel & Daly. They will continue to

act as sole American importers of Schafer

ball bearings. Miller, however. will not

wholly discontinue his association with his

former partners, as he will continue to rep

resent the firm in the West. For some time

he has been stationed in Detroit, which

will remain his headquarters.

Packard Markets Remaining Note Issue.

Wm. A. Read 8: Co., the New York

bankers, have purchased from the Packard

Motor Car C0. the $1,000,000 five per cent.

debenture five-year notes which constitute

the unsold balance of the $3,000,000 i550"

which was authorized in December, 1911

The bankers at once resold the entire block.

The notes are redeemable at 101 on any in~

terest day.

Batcheller Would Become "Akron."

The Batcheller Rubber Mfg. Co.. of New

York City, has applied to the supreme court

for permission to change its name to the

Akron Tire Co., Inc. In the proceedingr

Margaret M. Burnet, of 2 Rector stfefl

figures as the Batchcller attorney.

L-—__-_.___
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FURD ASKS COURT T0 HOLD

UP EXPORTER’S SHIPMENT

Declares Bowring Company Would In

vade Territory of Ford’s New Zea

land Dealer—Cars Were In

tended for Chili.

New Zealand, Chili, thirteen Ford Model

T5 and the steamship “Minnehaha” figure

in an action which was instituted this week

in the Supreme Court for New York county

by the Ford Motor Co. against Bowring &

Co., New York exporters, and the Atlantic

Transport Co., which owns the ship in ques

tion. The Ford company asks that the

steamship company and Bowring be re

strained from shipping the cars outside of

New York while the case is pending in

court. and the urgency of action at the

present time is indicated by the statement

that the thirteen Model Ts in question are

ahoard ship all ready to start for New Zea—

land.

The Ford claim is that it is making a

strenuous effort to protect its New Zea—

hnd dealer, its policy being not to permit

anyone else to ship Fords into a dealer’s

territory. Despite the fact, it claims that

Bowring & Co., apparently having found

Ford customers of their own in New Zea

land, sought for cars to fill the orders and,

not being able to secure them from the

Ford company, managed to get them from

the Ford company’s Chili dealer, so that

instead of the cars being on their way to

Chili, as the Ford company supposed, it

learned at the last minute that the original

“L- A C. Valparaiso" shipping mark had

been rubbed off the cases and “S. I. A.

Dunedin" substituted. Dunedin is a New

Zealand port,

The injunction is asked especially against

the captain of the Minnehaha, who is the

man at present in charge of the cars in

{Nell Place aboard ship at the docks in New

3'0er City. The request also is that Bow

"llg 8: Co. be restrained from delivering the

Cars to any of their agents or representa

tives in New Zealand or anywhere else.

 

Taft-Pierce Sues Mitchell-Lewis.

1"“ Why the Mitchell-Lewis Motor Car

c°-r Of Racine, Wis, broke a contract it

m?“ February 29, 1912, with the Taft

Pime Mfg- C0-, of Woonsocket, R. 1.,

whereby the latter was to build jigs, tools

0"?" e‘lllipment for the production of

:ertchell cars, is not stated in the com

grant which the Woonsocket company has

mi all" the 'New York City Court against

thetolfmobtle manufacturing company, but

“ya 0 producers claim the breach was un

m‘md and demand damages of $434.79.

The Tait-Pierce company claims the con

tract was cancelled March 8, 1912, and that

up to that time it had expended $198.38 in

materials and labor; $236.41 is asked for the

expenses and services of two men who were

engaged to go to the factory in Racine to

prescribe and make rough drafts of tools

and jigs but who were held in Collings

wood, Ohio, by the wreck of the 20th Cen

tury Limited the night of March 6, 1912.

When the \Voonsockct company offered to

rush two other men to Racine, it claims, the

offer was refused. An attachment, which

was secured when the claim was filed, was

vacated last week, when the Mitchell com

pany filed a bond.

Knox Formally Declared a Bankrupt.

Growing out of the petition filed on Janu

ary 20th last by three minor creditors, the

Knox Automobile Co. of Springfield, Mass,

was formally adjudicated a bankrupt on

Monday, 10th inst. A meeting of the credit

ors will be held on either February 21st or

28th, at which trustees will be chosen and

at which time it is believed arrangements

will be effected that will permit of the pro

jected reorganization, of which the bank

ruptcy proceedings constitute but the first

step.

Nyberg Denies Report from Tennessee.

Despite press reports from Chattanooga,

Tenn., that he had disposed of his interests

in the branch factory which he established

in that city last year, Henry Nyberg, of the

Nyberg Automobile Works of Anderson,

lnd., denies that he has done anything of

the sort. The newspaper reports had it that

Nyberg had sold his Chattanooga holdings

to local capitalists whose purpose it was to

enlarge the plant and devote it entirely to .

the production of six-cylinder cars.

French Tire Seeks American Favor.

The Etablissements Bergouguan of Cler

mont-Ferrand, France, which manufactures

the Gau'ois tire and which claims to be the

second largest tire manufacturing company

in the world, is preparing to make a bid for

the American trade, having established a

branch in New York City. It is in charge of

Jean Grenier, who was in charge of the

Montreal branch which the Gaulois people

maintained for several years.

Saunders Forms a British Company.

Leslie R. Saunders, the American in

ventor of the gasolene saving device which

bears his name, has registered the Leslie R.

Saunders & Co., Ltd., under the laws of

Great Britain. Its authorized capital is

$20,000 in $5 shares. No. 106 Charing Cross

Road, London, is named as its principal

office. Its directors are Saunders himself,

E. D. Stead and S. A. Cairns.

COURT DECLARES INVENTION

LACKING IN SAGER BUMPER

Rochester Company Loses Suit When

Grossman and Auto Bumper Ap

peal—Lower Court Favored

Sager, But Unwillingly.

Hopes which were raised for the United

States Auto Bumper Co.. of Chicago, and

the Emil Grossman Co. of New York City,

when Judge Hough in the United States

District Court for the Southern District of

New York, on May 3, 1912. declared himself

compelled by precedent but nevertheless

unwilling to decide against the Grossman

company and its backer, the Auto Bumper

company, in a patent infringement action

brought by the J. H. Sager Co., of Roches—

ter, N. Y., were realized Tuesday, 11th inst.,

when the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Second Circuit, sitting in

New York City, reversed the judgment and

decided against the Sager company.

The action was brought by the Sager

company for alleged infringement of patent

No. 885,181, granted to James H. Sager,

April 21, 1908, and covering what is known

as the Sager bumper; the Grossman com

pany was marketing a bumper manufactured

‘by the United States Auto Bumper Co.

under the McGregor patent, No. 958,420,

and therefore this latter concern assumed

the expense of the litigation. Judge Hough

in his decision last May, upholding the Sa

ger patent, said that ascribing the dignity

of invention to the device was repugnant

to him but that he felt called upon to rule as

he did because of precedent, part of which

was based upon a decision by Judge Kohl

saat of Chicago.

The Appellate Court in commenting upon

the device, whose object is to provide a

spring shock deadener at the front of the

car, stated that "generally speaking, this

idea was old as mechanics and it was

also old as applied to motor cars.” The de—

cision follows:

“Prior to Sager’s application, a patent was

issued to R. W. Harroun, December 10,

1907, for an ‘automobile bumper’ designed to

accomplish the identical purpose which

Sager had in view, viz., ‘to protect the auto

mobile parts thereon from damage by col

lision.’ The Harroun bumper is mounted on

the car ‘by means of spring connection so

as to absorb any shocks caused by a collis

ion’ and acts ‘as a cushion when it is

bumped against an object.’ The only differ

ence between the Harroun device and that

of the patent in suit is that in the former

the spring is compressed by direct action

and in the latter the interposition of a lever

causes the bumper to rise slightly and com
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press the spring in a downward direction.

“A patent was granted to Edgar Thomas

July 31, 1894, for a car fender designed

especially for electric and cable street rail

way cars. The specification says: ‘\V11en

the object is struck by the movable member

of the fender, the force of the blow is

greatly diminished by the fact that the said

member is movable and also by reason of

the cushioning effect of the springs or like

yielding medium, so that the liability of

serious injury to a person by being Struck

by the fender is reduced to a minimum.’ It

cannot be denied that if the Thomas device

were inverted and applied to the front of a

motor car it would produce the same result,

including the rising of the buffer, as is pro

duced by the Sager device.

“The record contains other patents hav

ing the same general purpose in view, but

it is unnecessary to refer to them, as they

add nothing of importance to the art as dis~

closed by the two patents above mentioned.

We have, then, in the prior art a spring

bufier bar designed to protect the lamps and

front portion of the automobile and to ac

complish precisely the same result as Sager.

The only difference being that in Sager

there is a lever arm which causes the bar

to rise when it meets with an obstacle.

while in the Harroun structure there is sim

ply a spring which is pushed back on a

horizontal plane, the buffer bar not rising.

“We also have in the prior art a street car

fender which, if inverted and applied to an

automobile, will accomplish the same re

sult pointed out in the Sager patent. \Ve

cannot think that it involved invention, in

view of the prior art as thus disclosed, to

produce the buffer bar of the patent. The

only change which differentiates the Sager

buffer from the Harroun buffer is the in

troduction of the lever which causes the

bar torise slightly when it strikes an ob

stacle instead of being forced directly back.

As this principle was well known in mech

anics and is specifically in the

Thomas patent, we think its application to

an automobile, assuming it to be an im

provement, was the work of a mechanic and

shown

not of an inventor.

“The District Judge relied largely, in

reaching his conclusion, upon the decision

in the case of Turner Brass \Vorks vs. Ap

pliance Manufacturing Co. in the Northern

District of Illinois, the patent in issue being

the patent to Harroun above referred to.

We do not know what the record disclosed

in that case. The only patent mentioned in

the opinion is the patent to Simmns, which

was held to be unavailable. We are not at

all satisfied that the decision would have

been as it was if the patents before this

court had been in evidence. However this

may be, the question here is. Did it involve

invention to make the Sager buffer, in view

of the prior art in the Illinois case, plus

the Thomas street car fender patent and

the Harroun patent itself? For the reasons

already stated we think it did not.

“The decree is reversed with costs."

Peerless Issues Five—Year Statement.

Following its recent increase of capital

to $10,000,000 and its semi-reorganization,

the Peerless Motor Car Co. of Cleveland,

Ohio, has made public a financial statement

covering the five years from December 1,

1907, to December 1, 1912. It shows total

sales of $22,817,295. on which the net earn

ings amounted to $4.070,026, which, after de

ducting $637,328 for depreciation and $271,

211 for other purposes, leaves a net profit

of $3,161,486.

The balance sheet as of November 30,

1912, shows assets as follows: Cash, $447,

671; accounts and notes receivable, $298,
869; prepaid interest and insurance,i$35,

476; plant accounts and invested, $3,664,

273; inventory, etc.. $2,323,435.

Liabilities—Accounts payable, $189,436;

accrued interest, taxes. etc., $129,220; capi

tal stock, $4.200.000: bonds. $1,100.000; re

serve fund. $126506; surplus. $1,024,561.

May Cut White Judgment in Half.

Because the Court of Appeals of New

York State has ruled that the New York

City Court acted beyond its rights in hand

ling cases wherein the amount involved

was in excess of $2,000. the Appellate Term

of the Supreme Court for New York county

ruled this week that a judgment for $4,422.70

secured by the White Co., of Cleveland,

Ohio, against its former Brooklyn dealer,

the \Vhite Motor Car Co., and Philip S.

Saitta, a New York City attorney, cannot

stand. The decision was to the efiect that

the defendant would be granted a new

trial unless the complainant consented that

the judgment be reduced to $2,000, the

City Court‘s limit. The matter has not final

ly been settled. The suit was on notes which

the Brooklyn \Vhite company gave when

it contracted as dealer. the paper being en

dorsed by Saitta.

U. S. Motor Completes Reorganization.

As the formal successor of the United

States Motor Co., the Maxwell Motor Co.

has completed its organization by the cleca

tion of the following 'directorsr james C

Brady, Harry Bronner, Eugene Meyer, 11:,

Henry Sanderson, William E. Potter, Geo.

H. Burr, \V. Catchings, Wm. I. Maloney,

Walter E. Flanders and W. F. McGuire.

The directors, in turn, elected Flanders

president, McGuire vice-president, W. B.

Anthony comptroller and Carl Tucker

treasurer. in accordance with previous an

nouncements. Brady and Eugene Meyer,

Jr., were members of the United States Mo—

tor Co.'s directorate and were insistently

active in its affairs. The appearance of

Henry Sanderson, one-time president of the

Automobile Club of America, as one of the

directors contains the only clement of even

mild surprise in connection with the formal

organization.

Canadian Company in Masonic Temple.

The Royal Mot0r Car Co., which recently

was organized in London, Ont., with an au

thorizcd capital of $500,000, has established

temporary offices in the Masonic Temple

buildingr in that city. The factory site has

not yet been chosen, but it is the intention

to manufacture a five-passenger touring car,

styled the “Royal 30," which will sell for

about $1,600. The officers of the company

are: D. J. Cowan, president; C. C. Wright,

vice-president; D. \V. Henry, secretary;

R. C. Eckert, treasurer; F. G. Mitchell,

managing director.

Superior Absorbs Knickerbocker Brass.

The Superior Lamp Mfg. Co., which man

ufactures Superior lamps and electric horns,

has taken over the business of the Knicker

boeker Brass Goods Co. at 124th street and

First avenue. New York. Henry Futterman

is president of the Superior company. He

also is interested in the New York Coast

and Auto Lamp Co. A. L. Futtcrman, pre

viously identified with the Knickerbocker

Brass Goods Co., is vice-president of the

Superior company.

Fire Destroys Double Fabric Plant.

Fire on Saturday night last. 8th inst.

destroyed the \V. H. McIntyre building in

Auburn, Ind., which was occupied by ih“

Double Fabric Tire Co. and the W. H

McIntyre Co.’s retail salesroom. The tire

company’s equipment was completely ruined

and 10 Mclntyre automobiles and a large

number of buggies were destroyed.

 

Hermes Acquires Cincinnati Factory.

The Hermes Motor Co., which was or

ganized in Cincinnati. Ohio, Several months

since, and of which Albert Kleyboldt is

president, has acquired a factory on Blue

r0ck street, near Hamilton avenue, in which

the first Hermes car is nearing completion

It is a six-cylinder, SO-horsepower model.

having a wheelbase of 124 inches.

 

Cole Denies Contemplating Removal.

Reports, printed in Detroit, that the Cole

Motor Car Co. contemplated removal 10

that city from Indianapolis are emphatically

denied by the Cole officials; they sa.v the"

is absolutely no truth in the story

 

The Hill-Standard Mfg. Co. of Anderson.

Ind., is about to engage in the manufacturfl

of wire wheels.
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Works, under California laws;

capital, $10,000;

electric cars.

Melrose, Mass—Auto Adjunct Co., under

Massachusetts laws; authorized capital. $50.

000; to deal in motor cars and supplies.

Corporators—J. E. Knapp and others.

SANFORD MOTOR TRUCK

Chicago, Ill.-—Feldt Motor Co., under 11

Willllllllllllllllllz—fillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIlllllllllll|llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfilllllllllllllllllllllllllm

Los Angeles, Ca1.—-Acme Electric Auto

authorized

to operate a garage for

Supply Co., under Washington laws; au

thorized capital, $10,000; to dealiin motor

car supplies. Corporators—Hugh A. Baird.

George Emms.

Detroit, Mich—Read Motor Car Co.,

under Michigan laws; authorized capital.

$1,000; to manufacture and deal in motor

cars. Corporators—Ray J. Read, Ray Her

ald and others.

CC).'S RECENTLY ACQUIRED FACTORY
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rain, Albert J. Seaton.

New York, N. Y.-—Owners Purchasing

.-\s.~;n., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $5,000; to deal in motor cars—Cor

porators—Leonard J. Field, Irving P. Re

gensburger, both of 1733 Broadway, Charles

Olsen, 74 Broadway.

New York, N. Y.—Club Garage, Inc.,

BUILDING IN SYRACUSE. N. Y.

  

The building is located on St. Mark's place between the Erie ('anal and West Fayette street and measures 160 x 138 x 44 feet. it will permit the output of

Sanford trucks to be doubled.

linois laws; authorized capital, $1,000; to

2:31 "1 motor cars. Corporators—Thcodore

°h"- August F. Feldt, Louis G. Isaacs.

San Francisco, Cab—Panama Rubber Co.,

0f California, under California laws; author

thd capital, $1,000,000; to manufacture tires.

orll<1l'¥1t0rs~-\ll,’. D. Newerf and others.

Mercedes, Tex.—~Ster1ing Automobile

sllabélonder Texas laws; authorized capital'

I ; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

"f‘l- G- Crawford, “1. D. Chadwick, G- E

S‘mDSOn.

ungiirg,h'0hio—Garford Engineering C0-

' 10 laws; authorized capital, $100"

. to manufacture motor parts. Corpora

I ~‘_ -or: Sigmund 5311861”, Walter F. Brown.

' C- Froelich,

seame- Wash—Hugh Baird Motor

Terre Haute, Ind—Johnson Bros. Motor

Co., under Indiana laws; authorized capital.

$70,000; to deal. in motor cars. Corpora

tors—Louis J. Johnson, J. \V. Sackrider.

Julius Johnson.

Cleveland, Ohio——Chandler Motor Car

Co., under Ohio laws; authorized capital,

$1.000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

-lsador Grossman, Claude \V. Shimmon,

Harry C. Gahn. '

Detroit, Mich—Detroit Coil Co., under

Michigan laws; authorized capital, $10,000;

tolmanufacture motor car devices. Cor

porators—C. C. Cleverdon. Joseph R. Clev

erdon. John F. Stobb.

Oneida, N. Y.—Federation Supply Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$150,000; to deal in motor car supplies. Cor

under New York laws; authorized capital,

255.000; to operate a garage. Corporators

—Jerome A. Davis, 605 \Vest 11th street;

Thomas A. Kilfoil, 251 \Vest 109th street;

Samuel I. Goldberg. 37 Liberty street.

~Br00klyn, N. Y.—\\'illian1sburg Plaza

Garage, Inc., under New York laws; author-i

ized capital. $1.000: to operate a garage.

Corporators—Louis Cantoni, l7 Hillsdale

avenue, Jamaica; Frank Furnell, 312 Keep

street; Adolph Furnell, 197 No. 6th street.

New York, N. Y.—Eureka Machine Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$5,000;

series.

to manufacture motor car acces

Corporators—Joseph Prosky, 920

Tiffany street; Phillip Frankel, 28 Burling

Slip; Frank A. Dillingham. Millburn, N. J.

New York, N. Y.—Manhattan Automobile
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Club, Inc., under New York laws; author

ized capital, $100,000; to conduct a social

organization. Corporators—F. D. Dorman.

Belleclair Hotel; A. B. Cordner, Riviera

Hotel; E. E. Schwarzkopf, 233 West 83d

Street.

New York, N. Y.--Cortelyou Starter Co..

Inc., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $25,000; to manufacture motor

starters. Corporators—-]ohn H. Miller, 61

West 108th street; Isaac B. Parker, 1261

Broadway; Otto F. Ochs, 141 West 16th

street.

New York, N. Y.—-\\-"estern Vehicle Co.,

Inc., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $1,000; to manufacture motor vehi

cles. Corporators—Harry Davis, 76 \Vest

Trentont avenue; \Villiam E. Williams, 1948

Bathgate avenue; Charles M. Frost. 1960

Valentine avenue.

Brooklyn, N. Y.——Royal Garage 8: Ma

chine Works Co., under New York laws;

authorized capital, $3,000; to operate a gar

age and repair shop. Corporators—Fred

erick Kongeter, 2656 Pitkin avenue; \Vil—

liam Schwenn and Louisa A. Schwenn, both

of 779 Monroe street.

New York. N. Y.—-Albert E. Eldredge

Corp., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $7,000; to deal in motors. Cor

porators—Albert E. Eldredge, 75 Echo ave

nue, New Rochelle; John J. H. Peillon, 532

West l43rd street; Julia M. Wilkinson, 60

Pearl street, Paterson, N. J.

Tarrytown, N. Y.—-j. D. Maxwell Motor

Corp., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $10,000; to manufacture motor cars.

Corporators—-]. D. Maxwell, Tarrytown,

N. Y.; James P. McManus, 361 50th street,

Brooklyn; Leander F. Sniffen, 3411 Fort

Independence street, New York City.

Tarrytown, N. Y.—-Maxwell Motor Co..

Inc., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $10,000; to manufacture motor cars.

Corporators—Jonathan D. Maxwell, 121

North Broadway; James P. McManus, 361

50th street, Brooklyn; Leander F. Sniffen,

3411 Fort Independence avenue, New York.

Recent Losses by Fire.

St. Paul, Minn—S. L. Rader, 2844 12th

avenue, garage damaged. Loss, $2,500.

Buchanan, Mich—Lee & Porter Mfg. Co..

factory partially destroyed. Loss, $75,000.

Syracuse, N. Y.—New Process Rawhide

Co., factory offices damaged. Loss, $8,000.

Peoria, Ill—Avery Mfg. Co., wheel house.

grinding house, steel room and blacksmith

shop destroyed. Loss, $225,000.

New York. N. Y.—Louis Burkhardt. 136

\Nest 105th street, garage and seventeen

cars destroyed. Loss. $100000.

“PROS” AND “ANTIS” LlNlNO

UP ON NO-SHOW PROPOSAL

N. A. A. M. Executive Committee

Votes to Continue Chicago Show

——Suggestion of Summer Show

in Detroit Advanced.

Despite the preponderance of favorable

views received by Albert L. Pope. of the

Pope Mfg. Co., in response to his sugges

tion that the national automobile shows be

discontinued, it already has become evident

that he and those who share his beliefs

must overcome strenuous opposition be

fore they can carry their point.

The executive committee of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

at its meeting in Chicago last week, prac—

tically ranged itself against the Pope idea.

Pope himself is a member of the commit

tee, although he was not present at the

meeting, but the eight members who were

in attendance voted unanimously to re

peat the Chicago show, at least, in Febru

ary, 1914. The N. A. A. M. has nothing to

do with the New York show. The members

who so voted were: 5. T. Davis (Locomo

bile), Charles Clifton (Pierce-Arrow).

Hugh Chalmers (Chalmers), L. H. Kitt—

redge (Peerless), \V. C. Leland (Cadillac).

H. O. Smith (Premier), H. H. Rice (Waver~

ley). W. E. Metzger, president of the as—

sociation, was in the chair and, of course.

did not vote.

There were also present at the Chicago

meeting Samuel A. Miles, general manager

of the N. A. A. M., and J. S. Marvin, traffic

manager. Miles himself holds exclusive

rights to stage automobile shows in the Chi

cago Coliseum, and since last week's meet

ing his ofiicc has supplemented the action

of the N. A. A. M. executive committee by

press matter designed to indicate that the

continuation of the Chicago show, at least,

is highly desirable. This publicity matter

states that, far from desiring the show to

be abandoned, a number of the car manu

facturers have asked that the 1914 pleasure

car section cover a period of 10 days instead

of seven days, as heretofore.

It also is stated that 3,400 dealers attended

the Chicago show and that some manu

facturers who originally expressed them

selves as favorable to Pope’s idea since have

explained that their attitude has to do with

local shows and not the national exhibitions

in New York and Chicago.

On the other hand, there are those who

have rallied even more firmly to the Pope

standard and who emphasized their position

that the shows have outlived their useful

ness, and that the great expense and far

rcaching disorganization of factory and

sales operations which they cause each year

more than offsets any possible good they

may serve.

One prominent manufacturer, who is not

of the number that engages in spread-eagle

show advertising, declares that the New

York show alone entailed an expense of

$30,000. Another, M. J. Hammer, general

manager of the Abbott Motor Car Co., as

serts that the industry owes a debt to C310

ncl Pope for taking the lead in the move

ment. He does not believe abandonment of

the shows will cause the trade to suffer any

reduction of business. and holds that if a

national automobile show must be held it

should occur during the summer, at about

the time the manufacturers introduce their

new models, and should be held at a midway

point, preferably Detroit.

All of which makes evident that when the

N. A. A. M. executive committee convenes

in regular session next month there will be

scope for pointed and momentous discus

sion.

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

W. H. Williams has been promoted to the

post of advertising manager of the Frank

lin Automobile Co. of Syracuse, N. Y. Pre

viously he was assistant to George H. Bry

ant, who recently resigned to join the Loco

mobile staff.

C. A. Forster has been appointed commer

cial manager of the Maxwell Motor Co.—

the old United States Motor C0.—-—and will

make his headquarters in Detroit. Previous~

1y Forster was assistant general manager of

the Burroughs Adding Machine Co., of De

trort.

Edwin Irving has been appointed man

ager of the Peerless branch in New York

City, succeeding A. N. Dutton. Previously.

Irving was manager of the National Elcc~

tric Light Co. of Toronto, Can., and, it is

stated, long has been identified with the

Terry interests which recently acquired con

trol of the Peerless Motor Car C0.

Arthur ]. Interrieden has been appointed

sales manager for the Jones Speedometer

Co., of New York. For many years he was

the manager of the Warner Instrument

Co.’s branch in the big city, and when the

\Varner interests were merged into the

new Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corpma'

tion he became the latter’s Eastern sales

manager.

W. W. Wuchter, former president and

general manager of the Swinehart Tire &

Rubber Co. of Akron, Ohio, has become

connected with the Gibney Tire & Rubber

Co. of Philadelphia, Pa. Previous to hls

connection with the Swinehart establish:

ment, Wuchter had enjoyed many Years

experience with the Goodrich and Firestone

companies.
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Rosenhauer & Echerman have opened a

garage in Early, Ia.

George W. Hoch, In, is having a garage

:rected in Canonsburg, Pa.

The Modern Garage Co., of Titusville,

Pa, is building a new garage.

H. S. Titus & Son have opened a garage

and supply store in Perms Grove, I\'. J.

W. C. Radley of San Diego, Cal., has sold

the Grant Hotel Garage to George F. Bar

ner.

H. S. Pulliarn, of Lawton, Okla., is re

modeling a building in which he will open a

garage.

Hart & Starry have opened a garage in

Olin, Ia. They also have secured the Krit

agency.

Walter S. Vanderbilt has embarked in

business in Tarrytown, N. Y. He has the

Studebaker agency.

Emil Hulstrom has purchased a bowling

alley building in Woodhull. Ill., and will

convert it into a garage.

. Leslie Tuthill is erecting an $8,000 garage

m Visalia, Cal. He will operate under the

style Main Street Garage.

The Red Wing Auto Co. and the Rem

ihandt & Oliva Auto Co., both of Red

Wing. Wis, have consolidated.

l- H. Benjamin. Jr., and A. C. Benjamin

have purchased the Ford Garage in Rerl

Bill“. Cal. They will operate it.

5- A. Collins & Co., of 2124 Cummings

street, Omaha, Neh., plan to erect a new

wage; the estimated cost is $20,000.

John Paire, of Baxter & Paire. garage

men in HillsborO. has bought out his part

"Yl he will continue the business alone.

Stephen Gyrfas, of Newark, N. 1.. has had

plans Prepared for a two-story brick gar

agund machine shop; it will cost $5.000.

e“\Sl'I-(i-irbogast has purchased the inter

Tir C - D. Stocker m the Economical

° 0-. of 415 East 3d street. Dayton. 0.

sugsarl“ Sands has opened an automobile

[My Stere in “‘l‘lllf Plains. N. Y. He is

"1835 the New York Auto Supply Shop

Pet-rifi-lelack has given up his agency in

the reg] -. and will devote all his time to

Ford. ffistate business; he handled the

H, .L' lump and G. H. Larned have
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opened salesrooms in Boston at 1070 Boyls

ton street; they represent the Westcott line

in New England.

0. F. Embertson and H. J. Ilson of Litch

ville, N. 1)., are about to open a garage

in Valley City, in the same State; Ford

cars will be stocked.

B. 5. Bryant and E. J. Bigue have opened

a garage in Claremont avenue, in the resi

dential section of Oakland, Cal. The name

adopted is Service Garage.

,Thomas Hay, former Chicago Ford man

ager, has taken over the Staver agency for

Northern Illinois, Eastern Iowa, Southern

Michigan and all of Indiana.

The Colonial Motor Co., of Baltimore,

Md, has opened a new garage on North

avenue, east of Charles street; chauffeurs'

recreation rooms are a feature.

Knox & McCauley, of Abilene, Tex., have

sold their supply business to the Fulwiler

Electric Co. The former will devote them

selves to their garage buisness.

Robert Kilgour 8; Sons have purchased

the Ontario Motor Car Co. of 18 Bloor

street, East, Toronto, Ont. The deal car

ries with it the Packard agency.

The Faissole Auto Co., Inc., of 131 \Vest

42d street, New York City, is about to

change its name to Cosmo Auto & Touring

Co. Charles A. Faissole is president.

C. D. Miller has disposed of his interest

in the Grand Rapids (Mich.) Auto C0. His

offices of president and treasurer have been

filled by the election of A. B. Olmstead.

J. I. McFarland has inaugurated a two

story garage. 40 x 100 feet. adjoining the

Kimball Hotel in Lodi, Wis. It cost $12,000.

He will handle the Ford and Studebaker

lines.

City Automobile Co. is the name which

has been chosen by P. J. Albers and H. H.

Hagedorn, who recently entered the trade

in Luverne. Minn. They have the Over

land agency.

The Reading (Pa) Motor Vehicle Co. has

been formed with Harry E. Eisenbise as

manager; it will distribute Rowe trucks and

a line of fire apparatus which incorporates

patents held by Eisenbise.

Fred Offenhaeuser and Frank W'. Dotsch

are about to establish a garage business in

“him Plains, N. Y. They formerly were

cinployes of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor

Co., of Tarrytown, in the same state.

Harry F. and \V. G. Bailey. who have

conducted a garage and supply store in

Hartford, Conn, on George street, have dis

solved partnership; the iormer will con

tinue the business under the style Harry F.

Bailey & Co.

The Franklin Automobile Co..’s branch in

Rochester, N. Y., at 86 North Adams street,

has been taken over by G. R. MaeCollum

and T. 1. Stevens, who will operate it on a

dealership basis; the style will be Franklin

Motor Car Co.

The Rubber Tire Repair Co., of Kansas

City, Mo., has taken over the Shawmut

agency; Henry A. Winter, manager of the

company, has been made factory represen

tative of this brand of tire in the territory

in and about Kansas City.

The Peerless Motor Transfer Co., of

\Vashington, D. C., has changed its style to

C. B, 13. Motor Co. The concern retains its

location at 511 I street, Northwest, and will

continue to handle Peerless cars and trucks

and Kelly and Modern trucks.

The Martin-Matteson Garage Co., former

ly located on North Seminary street, in

Galesburg, lll.. has completed a new garage

at Cherry and Waters streets; there is

storage room for 30 cars. The company has

the Apperson and Paige agencies.

The King Motor Sales Co. has entered

the selling field in Kansas City, Mo., at

1625-27 Grand avenue, selling King cars.

C. E. Hathaway. who has been in the trade

in and about Kansas City for eight years,

is at the head of the new business.

Charles Colton has sold his interest in the

Mil|)ank (S. D.) Auto & Supply Co. to Ar

thur Partridge, who, with Albert Partridge,

constitutes the remainder of the firm; they

will continue the business as heretofore, re

taining the Ford. Chalmers and Studebaker

agencies.

L. Kaufman of Keota, 1a., has pur

chased a half interest in the Lawler Garage

in \Vellman, in the same State; the name

of the business has been changed to Kauf

man-Lawler Auto Co. Kaufman will act as

manager and the building will be remodeled

and enlarged.

Henry L. Wedemeyer, for the last two

years superintendent of the Foster Gear
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Co., of Columbus, Ohio, has taken over the

garage business of the Adamson Auto Co.

in that city, located at 35-39 West Mound

street; the new style is Adamson-Wede

meyer Auto Co.

Frank V. P. Ellsworth, who toured from

Hot Springs. Ark, to San Antonio, Tex., in

November in the interests of a tire corn

pany, has located permanently in the latter

city, where he has launched the Jackson

Auto Co. Jackson cars are stocked. Ells

worth is president of the company.

J. J. Schuur has entered the trade in

Jackson, Mich. He has opened a garage and

salesrooms at 115 Eleanor street and has

secured the agencies for the products of the

Maxwell Motor Co.. which was the United

States Motor Co. Schuur is the owner of

a basket factory at Paw Paw, Mich, and

also is a large celery shipper.

Edward \Villiams and George Medlam,

copartners, trading as the Medlam Automo~

bile Co., in Columbus, 1nd., have dissolved

partnership; \Villiams will continue to 0p

erate the garage, which is located on South

Franklin street. The Overland agency.

which was conducted by the partners, has

been taken over by A. T. Griffith.

To deal in used cars the United Automo

bile Clearing House Co. has been formed

in Cincinnati. Ohio, with quarters at 324

26 \Vest Court street. The officers are:

President, Thomas A. Reilly; vice~presi

dent, S. D. Bromley; secretary, Edwin P.

Bernardi; treasurer, A. M. Hirsch. Private

owners will be charged a selling commis

sion of 10 per cent.

W. W. Denis has purchased the interest

of Robert \Vynn in the Standard Auto Gar

age of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., and the busi

ness has been renamed Lock City Auto Co.

The officers of the new company are: Presi

dent, A. H. Passmore; secretary and treas

urer, W. \V. Dennis; manager, Percy Elves;

the transfer of interests carried with it the

Oakland and Buick agencies.

“7. M. Whitney & Co., of North Pearl

street, Albany, N. Y., have purchased the

building of the Buick Motor Car Co., at

Washington avenue and South Swan street

and will remove to that location April I.

The Buick building is of four stories, and a

fifth may be added later. The \Vhitney

company recently took over the United Mo

tor Albany Co. and the Albany Motor Car

Co., which gives it the agencies for the

Maxwell, Cadillac and Mercer, in addition to

the Fiat, which it formerly held. \Vestcott

Burlingame, the company's manager, for

merly was with the Buick agency, but was

assistant manager of the United Motor

branch when it was taken over. The \Vhit

new company does not acquire the Buick

agency.

COHEN SUES FOR BLIGIITED

IIOPES AS 0. N. l..Y. DEALER

Claims Demonstrating Car for Which

He Paid $1,000 Has Yet to Make

Its Appearance—Demands

Profits He Didn’t Make.

  

According to the attorney for Dudley H.

Cohen, of New York City, the O. N. L. Y.

Motor Car Co., of Port Jefferson, L. 1.,

whose claim to fame rests on a motor hav~

ing a 7%-inch stroke, has been working

diligently since last September in an effort

to turn out a demonstrating car for Cohen,

who claims he paid $1,000 for such a vehi

cle in the expectation that he was going to

sell 200 O. N. L. Y.s in the State of New

Jersey in the year beginning September 3.

1912, which venture, he says, came to

naught. His whole tale of grievances, which

takes the form of the complaint in a suit in

the Supreme Court for New York county,

is summarized in a request for $14,244, and

on the strength of his story the court on

Friday, 8th inst., granted him an attachment

for that amount.

Cohen’s plaint is that he signed up as

New Jersey distributer. first paying $1,000

for one of the 7%-inch-stroke cars, and

contracted for 200 cars, to be delivered in

twelve equal monthly instalments. He also

was permitted by the contract to sell 40 cars

to sub-dealers in his territory, and states

that he executed these sub-contracts and

was all ready to put the cars into the field

but that the Port Jefferson company failed

to get even so far along as to deliver the

demonstrating car.

His claim of $14,244 is arrived at through

the combination of several items, the first

of which is the $1,000 he paid for the de

monstrating car and for which he got no

car and has not been able to get his money

back. Claim No. 2 is a profit of $2,500

which he would have received on the 40

cars had he delivered them to his sub-deal

ers, the profit for him on each car being

$62.50. The third claim consists of the

profits which the sub-dealers would have

made, buying at $1,062.50 and selling at $1,

.250v had Cohen been able to deliver the cars

to them, and since he was not he includes

this item as being a claim for which the

O. N. L. Y. company has made him liable.

It is $7,500. Also he expected to make a

profit of $70 on the equipment for each car.

which item is $2,800, and besides this he

claims to have spent $444 in various ways.

Notes Involve Dealer in Trouble.

Elmer E. Rhodes. a dealer in Joliet. Ill..

and who also has earned some fame as a

racing driver. has become involved with the

authorities in that city and has been held

to await the action of the “fill county grand

jury because of alleged irregularities in a

check deal following the sale of a car to

Mart Shire, a retired Joliet farmer. Ac

cording to the charges, Rhodes sold the car

to Shire and in part payment took two notes

aggregating $1,000, which he turned over

to the Manhattan bank as collateral security

on a loan. Later, it is said, he induced

Shire to make payments of $400 and $300 on

the notes, the later being in ignorance of

the bank's equity in the paper. The specific

charge is that Rhodes held out $400 which

should have been turned over to the Man

hattan bank.

Minor Business Troubles.

The Glide Automobile Co., of 517 Second

avenue. South, Minneapolis, Minn, has filed

a voluntary petition in bankruptcy; its

debts amount to $3,016.88 and its assets to

$4,572.90.

Judgment for about $6,000 was taken this

week by the Benz Auto Import Co., of New

York City, against the Hearne Motor Co., of

Chicago, the claim being for cars and parts

supplied to the Hearne company as Benz

dealer. The Hearne company is now in

volved in bankruptcy proceedings.

Upon a claim of $19,263 made by the Dan'

ton Auto Truck Co., nine trucks, the prop'

erty of the Motor Renting Co., of 145 West

110th street, New York City, are to be sold

at auction by the sheriff Monday, 17th inst

The trucks have been taken on a writ of

seizure and the sale will be held at 524

West 36th street.

Gere Goes Into Electric Vehicles.

Theodore D. Gere, who has been acting

as one of the receivers of the Champion

W’agon Co., of Owego, N. Y., since January

9, 1911. has asked to be relieved of his

duties. He. with several other men, has or

ganized the Empire Electric Vehicle Co.. in

Owego, and it is his desire to devote his en

tire time to that enterprise.

Rubber Company Beats Garage Firm.

\Veingarten & Durst, garage and 511170;)“

men in New York City, were unsuccessful

in defending a suit this week, brought in

the New York City Court by the National

Iridia Rubber Co, the rubber company ask

ing the face value of a note and interest:

the amount awarded the plaintiff was $1.

059.

Michelin Sues an Ohio Customer.

The Michelin Tire Co., of Milltown. N- .l-.

is the complainant in an action which was

filed last week in the Common Pleas C011rt

in Canton, Ohio, against the Auto Service

Co., for $585; the sum is claimed to be the

balance due on an account.
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PARCEL POST AND ACCESSORY DEALERS.

What will be the efifect of the parcel post on the retail

dealers in all lines of trade is one of the questions growing

011l0f the government’s new service which is not yet

capable of answer. In some measure designed to strike at

the “Hanoi express monopoly, there at all times have

been forebodings that once inaugurated the service would

make things unduly uncomfortable for the retailer, particu

My the small ones in small towns, if it did not result in

fO‘Cing many of them out of business.

It had been thought probable that the gigantic mail

("do houses would so greatly benefit by the new rates that

theSmall dealer would be unable to cope with them. but

regardless of such possible effects it already has become

dc?" that the almost immediate effect of the parcel post

has been to give the local retailer more scope than ever to

meet the competition of mail order establishments.

Whereas. under the old order of things, the latter could

5find their smaller packages through the mails for any dis

tance at a flat fourth class rate, the zone system created by

the new reg'lllations eliminates that advantage and requires

that the amount of postage shall be governed by the dis

tanF? the PHCkagB is to be transported. Thus. the cost of

mall'Wi 33y, a ten~pound package 1.500 miles is $1.01, but a

0‘31 dealer can send the same package 50 miles for 32

Cents. The difference in many cases will be sufficient to

time lhafl Ofi'set the difference between the catalog'prices

mall Order goods and the retailer’s prices.

Whether the savings on “short distance goods” will

equalize things for the mail order people, probably they

themselves will not be able to tell for at least a year.

At this time, it appears that to offset the unlookcd-for

conditions, the mail order people must do one of two

things; reduce the price of their wares or set up branch

establishments at various central points. In either case, it

means a marked reduction of their earnings. The discom

fiturc of the mail order houses. however. will cause few

tears to be shed. Rather does it indicate that the parcel

post has opened to local tradesmen unlooked-for opportu

nities.

There is no good reason why the wide-awake dealer in

automobile accessories cannot immediately and very consid—

erably enlarge his scope and acquire control of a large part

of the trade within his zone which previously was beyond

him. To do so will require a display of real enterprise and

some small expenditure for printed matter and postage

stamps. Dealers in other lines already have grasped the

opportunity and the automobile accessory tradesman who

does not do likewise will have himself to blame if the parcel

post cuts into his profits or otherwise causes discomfiturc.

PUTTING ENGINEERING PRACTICE TO SCORN.

“Revolutionizing” motors have been so very numerous

of late years that most engineers are likely to give scant

notice to any newcomer, particularly one that is devoid of

such things as piston rings, so dear to the heart of all engi

neers, and so generally considered to be absolutely indis

pensable. Still, the Tismcr engine, which was illustrated

and described in Motor World last week, has no piston

rings, and yet it works and for the elimination of the rings

the inventor would seem to have a very good reason.

It is his opinion that the rings serve mostly to scrape

the cylinder clear of the lubricant, which, of course, must

he constantly renewed to avoid metal-to—metal contact, and

to eliminate the “waste” represented by the constant re

plenishment he provides a perfectly plain piston. which fits

so loosely in the cylinder that the film of oil is compara

tively thick, the theory being that the thick film prevents

rapid dissipation of heat and at the same time prevents

loss of compression as effectively as would piston rings.

It is even more difficult to comprehend why this engine

runs on heavy oil sucked into the cylinder in a solid body,

when it is not easy to burn even lighter oils with the aid of

complex spraying and injecting devices. Yet this is what

the engine does; at least, it takes its fuel through a plain

pipe and a hole in the head, and if there is any spraying

action it is unintentional.

It may be that more extensive tests will develop flaws in

Tismcr’s reasoning and defects in his engine. The fact re

mains, however, that Tismer has disputed the necessity—

even the advantages—of things that hitherto have "been

deemed indispensable, and his motor seems to bear him

out in every way. Even if the engine does not come up to

the naturally high expectations of the inventor it should

furnish considerable food for thought; while if it fulfils its

promise it will upset theories that have been considered

impregnable since the first gasolene motor made its initial

revolution.
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BROOKLYN GARAGEMEN UNITE

T0 COMBAT EVILS OF TRADE

Batt Heads New Organization, Which

Intends to Deal With the Gaso

lene Question—Other Pur

poses To Be Served.

  

The incorporation last week of the Brook

lyn (N. Y.) Garage Owners' Board of Trade

has served to bring into greater prominence

another phase of the “gasolene situation"

with which garagemen across the river from

Manhattan have been wrestling for more

than a year, or since the price of fuel first

started on its eventful upward career. The

particular phase lies in the retail sale of

gasolene by small dealers whose “overhead”

expense is low at a price which prohibits

what one prominent garageman and dealer

in the new organization apostrophized as a

“living profit,” and it is one of the principal

objects of the organization to “stamp out

this evil"~—to prevent cut-throat methods

in the sale of fuel and to maintain an ar

bitrary standard retail price which shall

insure a reasonable margin of profit. Just

how the problem will be attacked is not

divulged, though it is freely hinted that

the necessary steps will be directed against

those who supply the fuel to the garages

and not directly against the gasolcne deal

ers themselves.

Of course, the organization has other ob

jects as well, though the regulation of the

price of fuel is one of its principal ones,

and if it does not do all it intends to do it

will not be for lack of strength. Already a

majority of the more prominent garagemen

in Brooklyn have “signed up" and more are

clamoring for admission. Charles F. Batt,

a veteran of the trade and head of the

Grant Square Garage Co., of 1378 Bedford

avenue, where headquarters of the Board of

Trade have been established, is president

and associated with him are Anthony J.

Sweeney, of Sweeney & Nail; E. J. Dennie,

of the Clinton Garage Co.; A. W. Blan

chard, the Brooklyn Fiat dealer, all of

whom are vice-presidents; I. F. McCor

mick, oi Bishop, McCormick & Bishop, who

is treasurer; and Arthur J. Farrel. of the

Farrel Auto Co., who is secretary. The

directorate is composed of these men and

C. M. Bishop, Norman A. Bradt, Emil

Bauer, II. F. Cornelius, George V. Johnson,

W. H. Kowenhoven, J. W. Mears, H. Pas

tre, F. M. Powell, Oliver Spitzga, Frank

Sands, W. S. \Vood, Robert P. Lumely, J.

Van de Veer, J. C. Kirkham, H. L. Carpen

ter, and D. M. Hasbrouck. Practically all

of these men are members also of the

Brooklyn Automobile Dealers' Association,

which, of course. is a separate and distinct

 

organization; it is the intention that they

shall not conflict in any way.

Briefly, it is the purpose of the newly

formed Board of Trade to foster what is

judged to be helpful and to combat what is

judged to be harmful legislation aimed at

the regulation of public garages; to obtain

and circulate among its members reliable

and accurate information concerning in

vestments and the management and opera

tion of garages, and “to secure uniformity

and certainty in the customs and usages of

trade and commerce in governing the sale

and storage of automobiles."

Seacoast Takes Over Two Garages.

The so-called National Automobile Own

ers' Association of Asbury Park, N. 1..

which was formed last summer, has been

absorbed by the Seacoast Garage & Supply

Co. of that city, which was incorporated

three months ago with an authorized capi

tal of $25,000. The absorption was largely

in the nature of a change of name, as the

ofiicers of the association also were taken

over by the Seacoast enterprise. They are:

John Hulshart, president; Arnold N. Hul

shart, vice-president; William F. Pattison.

secretary and assistant manager; Dave \V.

Edwards, treasurer and general manager.

The Seacoast company will control the

Grove Garage in Asbury Park and the

Woolley Garage, which is in Bradley Beach,

N. J.

  

Winton Opens Three More Branches.

Having decided to increase considerably

the number of its branch houses, the \Nin

ton Motor Carriage Co. is proceeding with

the work. Among those recently estab

lished are branches in St. Paul, Portland

and Walla \Nalla. The manager of the St.

Paul branch is Le Roy Eschner. who pre

viously was connected with the Winton

branch at Chicago. while the men in charge

of the Portland and Walla Walla branches

are, respectively, H. R. Roberts and E. H.

Gates.

Building for Studebaker in Omaha.

For the occupancy of the Studebaker Cor

poration, contracts have been let for the

erection at Twenty~fifth avenue and Farnam

street, in Omaha. of a four-story building.

75 x 140 feet; it will have a front of red

brick with cream or white trimmings. As

soon as completed, the Studebaker branch

in Omaha will remove from its present ad—

dress, 2026 Farnam street.

Woodward Succumbs to Pneumonia Attack.

Roy \Noodward, who represented the

Kelly-Springfield Motor Truck Co. in the

South. died of pneumonia in Indianapolis on

Thursday last. He was 29 years of age and

a native of Bloomington, Ind.
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February 8-15, St. John, N. B.—First an

nual show of the New Brunswick Automo

oile Association in the Drill Hall.

February 8-15, Youngstown, Ohio—An

nual show of the Youngstown Automobile

Show Co. in the Auditorium and Annex.

February 8-15, Hartford, Conn.—Sixth

annual show of the Hartford Automobile

Dealers' Association in the State Armory.

February 10-15, Minneapolis, Minn.—-Min

neapoils Automobile Show Co.'s show in

the National Guard Armory.

February lO-lS, Chicago, Ill.--National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers!

12th annual show in the Coliseum and lst

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.

February 1245, Geneva, N. Y.-Annual

show in the State Armory, under the aus

pices of the Ottawa Valley Motor Car As

sociation.

February 15—22. Albany, N. Y.--Annual

show of the Albany Automobile Dealers'

Association in the State Armory.

February 15-22, Newark, N. J.—-New Jer

sey Exhibition Co.’s Sixth annual exhibit in

the First Regiment Armory.

February 16-23, Richmond, Va.—-Rich

mond Automobile Dealers’ Shows C0.'s eX

hibit in the'Horse Show building.

February 17-27, Kansas City, Mo.-Kan

sas City Automobile Dealers' Association'l

show in Convention Hall. First week pleas

ure cars; second week commercial vehicle!

February l7-22, Jackson, Mich—Jackson

Automobile Dealers’ Association's annual

show.

February 18-22, Baltimore, Md.—-Balti

more Automobile Dealers’ Association's an

nual show in the Fifth Regiment Armor)"

February 19-22, Kalamazoo, Mich—Kala

mazoo Automobile Dealers' Association’s

annual show.

February 19-22. Davenport, la.-Annual

show of the Tri-City Automobile Dealers’

Association in the Coliseum.

February 20-22, Canandaigua, N. Y.-—M0

tor Car show in Hawley's Garage, under the

management of A. Blumenstein.

February 22-March 1. Brooklyn, N. Y-—

Brooklyn Motor Dealers' Association's

annual show in the 23rd Regiment ArmorY

March 8-15, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto'

mobile Dealers' Association's annual show

in Mechanics' Hall. Pleasure cars only

l
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BENEFITS OF PARCEL POST

ACCRUE_TQ_LQ_QAL DEALER

Mail Order Houses Now Bothered by

Perplexing Problems—How Zone

System Gives Retailer Room

to Compete.

Despite the general belief that mail order

houses jumped for joy when the parcel post

was inaugurated, it appears that their joy.

if any, was ill-timed. or that their jumps

were comparatively short ones. For, after

a month of actual practice, the parcel post

has caused many of the mail order people

to wrinkle their brows and to resort to an

extensive use of their pencils to discover

just “where they are at." Similar beliefs

that local retailers would be seriously af

fected by the competition of mail order

houses has proved not wholly justified. as

the more enterprising dealers, at least. have

(ll:L‘O\'€l'ed that the parcel post has opened

to them opportunities which previously did

not exist.

Comparison of New and Old Systems.

The section of the new regulations which

causes this not widely understood condition

is the "zone system.” While the opposing

argument was that the Parcel Post would

Permit the mail order house to compete

with the local retailer by sending cut rate

goods into the retailer’s territory. the mail

order house is, in fact, not so well off as

heretofore. Whereas fourth class matter

before the adoption of the Parcel Post per

mitted mailable material to be sent any dis—

tance for a flat charge, under the new sys

tem the charge increases with the distance.

Therefore, a mail order house in Chicago,

for instance. can compete with the Chicago

retailer, but as the distance between the

mail order house and the customer increases

and the customer falls within higher-rate

zones the cost of delivery becomes heavy

find the local retailer in these latter zones

‘5 lblc to mail goods to his customers at

1°55 cost than can the distant mail order

mark The “zone system” narrows the mail

order field to a restricted territory and the

mailer, whose natural trade area is per

hips of 100 miles radius, is able to use the

Parcel Post at less cost than the mail order

him“, Provided the retailer is any appre

ciable distance from thf? City Where the big

competitor is located.

Practical Effects of the Zone Plan.

Thui according to the laW, a local dealer

l .:Calfd- say. in Kansas or Nebraska. ap

fh‘mmately 500 miles from Chicago and.

e - - .a firflore' “'lthin the fourth zone. can mall

\eipmmd Parcel to any address within

his zone—50 miles—for 17 cents, whereas,

to reach the same customer, a package of

the same weight would cost the Chicago

mail order house 32 cents in postage. An

ll-pound package, which is the parcel post

limit, would cost the Kansas or Nebraska

dealer 35 cents within his zone, while the

Chicago mail order house would be required

to pay ()8 cents.

Dealers and Their “Natural” Customers.

But even these figures do not make

wholly plain the advantages possessed by

the local retailer, for the "local rate”—

which means the rate applying to any postal

district, as. for instance, a rural delivery

route, the limit of which is 25 miles—is five

cents per pound for the first pound and

one cent for each additional pound. This

means that the local dealer can send to what

should be his natural customers a five-pound

package for nine cents, or an ll-pound

package for 15 cents, while the cost to the

Chicago mail order people would be, re

spectively, 32 cents and 68 cents. The dif

ferences are snfi‘iciently great to permit the

wide-awake dealer to make things more in

teresting for mail order competition than

previously was the case.

Under the old order of things, when the

fourth class rate of one cent per ounce ap—

plied. regardless of distance, both the local

dealer and the mail order house could mail

merchandise only in parcels not exceeding

four pounds, on which the rate was one cent

per ounce, or 64 cents for a four-pound

package. Exceeding four pounds, the mer

chandise became ineligible as mail matter

and necessarily was shipped by freight or

express.

The Plaint of a Mail Order Man.

A former mail order man, who. following

the inauguration of the new post. has en

tered the retail trade, states that the innova

tion has worked a hardship to the mail

order business. “To believe," he says, “that

the Parcel Post as provided for under the

‘present law is going to increase the advan

tages which such houses possess over the

local dealer is to betray either an utter igno—

rance of the facts or an utter inability to

reason logically. For now, instead of being

on an exactly equal basis, so far as the

mails are concerned, with the local retailer,

the mail order-house must pay postage

based on the distance between its office and

its customer, while the dealer is allowed to

mail goods to his customer at a postage

rate based on his proximity. Since the pass

age of the Parcel Post act there has been a

marked absence of anything approaching

joy in the mail order circle. A diminution

of the cost of carriage on light goods only

operates in the retailer’s favor by permit

ting him to use rural free deliveries and

reach his country customers far more easily

than he has ever been able to do."

Solutions Needed for New Problems.

He also states that, should the mail order

house attempt to meet the new conditions

by establishing branches for the purpose of

taking advantage of the zone rates, the

overhead and other costs would at once

prove a tremendous handicap to the com

panies, and he adds that he confidently ex

pects to see the retailer become a worthy

rival of the mail order man. Summarizing,

he states:

“This new system puts every manufac

turer, every jobber, every retailer, into di

rect competition with the mail order house

and gives a tremendous advantage to the

retailer and to the jobber by reason of the

proportionate rate. It brings up an entirely

new set of problems and difficulties in the

mail order business, it must inevitably lead

to the essential changes which will increase

costs and diminish profits, it gives the mail

order house not one single benefit to offset

these disadvantages and it gives the re

taller not one single disadvantage to offset

the benefits."

Aetna’s Insurance Plans Unfolding.

The Aetna Accident 8: Liability Co., of

Hartford. Conn, which recently purchased

the charter of the Manufacturers' Fire &

Marine Insurance Co., has applied to the

Connecticut legislature for permission to

change the name of its acquirement to the

Automobile Insurance Co. of Hartford and

to increase its capital stock from $200000

to $2,000,000.

The Aetna company only recently insti

tuted a radical departure from previous in

surance practice in formulating and ofl'er

ing for sale a single policy covering all

forms of automobile risks, liability, property

damage, collision, theft and loss of use, and

its action in seeking to create the Automo

bile Insurance Co. of Hartford is taken to

mean that the latter will be the medium

through which the new policy will be ex

ploited.

Parcel Post Not for Catalogs.

Reversing a previous ruling, the post

master general has decreed that general

catalogs cannot be shipped with merchan

disc at parcel post rates; they must pay

third-class Literature referring

to a particular article may be included with

it at parcel post rates, but if the printed

matter deals with anything else it must be

entered as third class matter. In other

words, spark plugs, for instance, shipped

by parcel post may be accompanied by cir—

culars describing them, but if such printed

matter refers to other articles it must pay

the higher rate.

postage.
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BEING soutittyun BUYERS

Attempts at Dickering Are Resented by the

Man Who Knows Values—Methods

Which Won and Methods Which

Lost Important Sale.

In a city the name of which need not

be mentioned. a man had planned to buy a

car. He wanted a good one. He had cer

tain definite ideas as to what constituted a

good car, so he confined his investigations

to three or four that he felt quite certain

came within the range of his requirements.

Investigation among;r friends and acquaint

ances. and a more or less thorough knowl

edge of values. gradually narrowed his in

terest to two cars; so he invited representa

tives from both agencies to call on him.

The first salesman came and submitted his

complete proposition; told him exactly what

he would furnish in the way of equipment;

said he could have any body style he chose.

any Special leather for upholstery. any fin

ish or trim. and went into the smallest de‘

tails in an eflort to get a masterful grasp

of what the prospective purchaser wanted:

then he named a price for the complete

job and another price for the chassis only,

with lighting and starting equipment.

Unfair Charge for Regular Equipment.

Not long afterward the second salesman

arrived. And please remember that the

buyer was not prejudiced in favor of either

car. The scales. as far as he was concerned.

were even—either car would suit.

Photographs were produced, the custom

er’s idea of a body discussed at length and.

after mechanical details were gone into to

the perfect satisfaction of the customer.

prices were submitted.

“Does this price include the electric start

ing and lighting system? Does it include a

Klaxon horn?"

“No; those are extra. and will cost you

$350.” answered the salesman.
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“No. they won't; I'll not pay a cent

extra for them. Do you mean to say that

you can look me in the eye and honestly

say that your car is worth $350 more than

the —- ? Come, tell me frankly how and

wherein your car is worth the extra money."

“\Vell. Mr. Buyer. I'll tell you what I’ll

do. I will include those extras at the price

named."

“No. you won't!" warmly responded Mr.

Buyer, "it’s too late now. Nothing doing!

I am going to buy a "

 

 

Pared Prices Shatter Buyer's Faith.

And it was too late. The buyer would not

listen to argument. His faith in the sales

man and his car was shattered by the at

tempt to get the extra money and the quick

backdown when he forced the issue.

The first man had studied his customer

and laid all his cards on the table. during

his first visit. The second man came pre

pared to dicker. He did not know the kind

of man he was going to meet. He lost an

important sale through unpreparedness.

Car buyers are becoming keen on values.

They cannot be fooled, and unless the sales

man is absolutely sure that his prices are

justified and knows why and wherein they

represent dollar-for-dollar value. he is

bound to be up against it.

.5!

WHY SHOW WINDOWS SHOULD BE

CHANGED FREQUENTLY.

What can you do to give your show win

dows a fresh interest? It’s the constant

change of display that interests and holds

the public, and it is proper, therefore. that

you should ask yourself during how much

of the year has your window looked exact

ly as it looks to-day.

If you are an accessory dealer. remember

that masses—not mixtures—of goods make

the strongest appeal to the eye. Call to

your aid all the adjuncts of color and light.

L'se signs, but not too liberally. But change

and change often. Your display is for the
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people who are passing—and most of these

pass several times a day. People get into

habits.

Challenge the attention of your regular

customers by your display, also. Don’t let

them “get used" to your windows. Wake

them up! Show them something new—

something different each time they come in.

Change! Change! That is the secret of suc

cessful window displays.

at

QUICKWITTEDNESS IN SALESMEN.

History records more than once how a

quick answer has saved a situation. Happy

is the salesman who is gifted with the

“quick come-back." which is another word

for quickwittedness.

Entering the lobby of the Claypool at In

dianapolis, a parts salesman ran plump into

one of his best customers. the purchasing

agent for a big Indianapolis factory.

“You’re just the man I want to see." said

the purchasing agent. “I have a bone to

pick with you. I understand you milke

Ford 9. price very much lower than whitt

we are paying. We are not going ‘0 Day a

cent more than Ford."

Quick as a flash the salesman handed

over his order book to the purchasing age"!

“You don’t have to." he responded

“Here. take this order book and write 011!

your own order at the same prices—only it

must be for the same size part and for The

same quantity."

The purchasing agent did not even ask

how many Ford bought. He handed bark

the order book without comment. He is still

buying parts from this salesman.

"l.1‘>t;ll|*lllll,.'.l l'llilllililllliillllillf ltllll'll’lillllllilliilli l ill-i Ill/1'1} “l‘ M "  

Good salesmanship means more

than merely getting the order. It

means establishing an appreciation of

value in the mind of the customer so

solidly that the order comes, whether

you call for it or not.
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UNTOUCHED SALES HARVESTS

Many Men Who Are Abundantly Able to

Own a Car Never Have Been Ap

proached—Salesrnan Who Can

vassed Office Building.

 

Who wants to buy a car? Many dealers

and salesmen would give some real money

to be put in possession of reliable informa

tion on that point, and yet it ought not to be

very hard to obtain it. The trouble with

many saleswen is that they confine their

energies to the small circle of their ac

quaintances, the leads that occasionally

come from the factories; the people who

“dropped in the store once to look over the

line.” the prospects they saw or heard the

Crescent salesman had taken out. and the

more or less up-to-date list of prospects that

has been in the making since the business

started.

Salesman Made To Dig Up Prospects.

One organiation whose name is synony

mous with success uses all the old methods

as far as they go and adds one that has

proved mighty effective. When a new sales—

man is hired he is told to go out and dig up

Prospects. For example. in the city of Chi

“80 one was given two weeks in which to

Call on every person in a certain large of

"ft building. Naturally it seemed “just

MW 8 book agent" to this salesman at first;

but after three days he rather liked it. He

had made many new friends and secured

5Wte valuable tips Which, inside of sixty

days resulted in the sale of seven cars.
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Much reading of what constitutes a __

00d salesman won‘t make one. It

merely points out some of the ways.

“"8865",; and. if the man is ambi

‘0115. he will take from his reading

hi" he needs and use it.
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A few doors away from where this is

being written lives a man who owns real

estate valued at approximately $15,000. He

is an officer in a large manufacturing com

pany and has a yearly income in excess of

$5,000. He is very busy—so busy that he

has never really got down to brass tacks on

the car question. He said yesterday that he

had never been approached by an automo

bile salesman. nor has he ever received a

circular letter. a catalogue or any other

literature from any automobile factory or

dealer. Two doors from him is a merchant

who owns a handsome home, has a half in

terest in a large downtown business; in a

word, a man who has ample means to buy

and maintain a good machine. He likewise

never has been approached. Three blocks

away is a garage where several salesmen

hang out and wonder why business is so

dull.

Like the “Acres of Diamonds" Story.

It is like Russell Conwell’s story, “Acres

of Diamonds," in which a farmer grows so

discouraged with conditions on his farm

that he sells out. He goes west. where

there is more money to be made, and at the

end of three years returns to find that the

farm which he despised contained rich coal

deposits which had made his successor a

rich man.

There are many dealers who are neglect

ing or overlooking similar precious oppor

tunities. A well dressed, polite young man

would canvas the average neighborhood in

a week and get information that an experi

enced salesman could turn into cash.

Can there be any better way to get first

hand information? Why not try prospect

ing among the “Acres of Diamonds” that

lie at your door?

I

CHECKS FOR GARAGE TRANSIENTS.

Hyslop Bros. of Toronto. whose up~to

date methods previously have been re—

marked by Motor VVorld. give transients

checks for their'cars when they are left over

night. Thus, when a tourist calls for his

car in the morning, he simply passes the

check over to the attendant; he does not

have to look for the “man with the curly

hair who was there last night." but won't

be back till after dinner and then give the

history of his case to someone else. as is the

case in so many garages. If supplies have

been ordered. everything has been attended

to beforehand and a slip to present to the

cashier is awaiting the tourist, unless he in

tends to stay for three or four days.

Methods Businesslike Throughout.

Incidentally. when you drive up to the

King Edward Hotel and ask the head por

ter. “Where can I find a good garage?" he

does not mince words but takes out a little

book of blanks which are directed to Hyslop

Bros. and signs it and sends you on your

way. This is a real business-like method,

and any idea that you may have that the

porter is going to get a big. fat premium for

sending you to the garage is dispelled when

you enter Hyslop Bros.’s splendid building

and witness an example of their excellent

service.

.4

KEEP MAILING LIST UP-TO-DATE.

Mailing lists should be kept up-to-date.

It is both expensive and foolish to have a

behind-the-times mailing list. Your mail

ing list is your list of prospective custom

ers. Addresses should be absolutely cor

rect, surnames correctly spelled and initials

correct. Nobody likes to get mail with the

name half wrong. Even if it is only a cir

cular. it Seems like carelessness or lack of

interest on the part of the sender. Every

change should be noted at once. Every

employe in the office should be impresesd

with the fact that you regard that list as

wonderfully important. Then everyone will

be keen to note and record changes of any

kind. Look to your mailing list and keep

it right.

_.LLQM»*
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APPLIES BOOKCASE lDEA.

T0 CHARGING APPARATUS

Westinghouse Evolves an Ingenious

and Practical Expansible System

—One Set of Meters for

All Batteries.

 

Apparently it is a far cry from a modern

sectional bookcase to a charging equipment

for electric vehicle batteries; but the like

ness is striking in the case of a system that

just has been placed on the market by the

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., of East

Pittsburgh. 1121.. and which is well shown in

the acci'imp‘a‘nying illustrations.

there being six sections and the topmund

bottom panelsm If a board is built up as

high as is desired. or as high as is pos—

sible, another may be built beside it and

raised to the same height by using blank

sections. to be replaced by active sections

when they are needed. The two machines il

lustrated constitute a motor-generator set

—that is to say, there is a motor driven by

outside current and operating a generator

which delivers current of the desired volt

age; this is, of course, necessary only when

the outside current supply is alternating,

only direct current being available for bat

tery charging. If the outside current supply

is suitable, it may be connected direct to the

charging board. If there is no outside sup

ply of current, the electric motor can be re

ment. Two spare wheels can be accommo

dated in a bulbous back and the top when

folded disappears completely in a pocket in

tended for the purpose. \Vashing the car.

it is pointed out, is a comparatively simple

matter, which would seem to be one of the

principal advantages of the construction.

Price of “Gas” Low in West.

\Nhile on January lst last the price of

gasolene in the East was advanced one cent

per gallon, and rumors are rife that it

shortly may go from 17 to 19 cents. the

price has been reduced 2% cents per gallon

on the Pacific Coast, where it is expected

it soon will drop to 15 cents per gallon, rc

tail. In that part of the country, it is

stated that the area of what is termed

  

FRONT

.~\ conspicuous advantage of this charg

ing board is that a start can be made by in

stalling equipment for charging as small a

number of batteries as may be desired, and

increases can be made from time to time, as

conditions may demand, just as a sectional

bookcase can be built up. That is to say,

there is a top section of the charging board

containing met-ers, lamps, switches and con

nections for charging two vehicles simulta

neously. Additional sections, when required,

are placed under the first, just as additional

bookcase sections are placed under the cap~

section. Additional sections, however, in

clude only rheostats, switches and connec

tions, the meters in the top section serving

for all additions, being switched from one

to another as occasion demands. The bot

tom section is similar to the top one in

that it must be used even if there is only

one charging pair, but is sufficient to handle

the work entailed by the building up of the

board to any reasonable height.

The outfit shown in the accompanying il

lustrations is sufficient to handle the charg

batteries simultaneously.ing of twelve

AND SIDE VIEWS OF \VESTINGHOI‘SE “SECTIONAL”

placed by any prime mover—gas, gasolene

or steam engine.

And Now Here’s the "Dogfish" Body.

What with “streamline” bodies, “subma~

rine" bodies, “terraplane” bodies and too

many others to mention, foreign builders

must be just a little bit hard put to it to

lind expressive names for their creations,

though little of the difficulty is apparent in

the efforts of one French designer who has

adopted the somewhat unenlightening desig

nation “dogfish” body as best fitting his

newest style. It is carefully explained, h0w

ever, that the design has not been evolved to

“make one more funny looking car; it would

be one too many!” Instead, it is stated that

the design is a logical development of the

demand for the complete housing of every

thing possible. The body itself is of the

orthodox pattern. except that the sides are

carried clear out to the running boards,

which thus are enclosed; the vertical space

above the running boards is utilized to

house the tool and battery boxes, trunks,

etc.. that go to make up part of the equip

CHARGING PANEL AND GENERATING SET

“false valuation" is about past, as it llflé

become known that the big oil companies

for months have had an over~supply, due to

the quality of oil which has been struck in

the California fields, and also to competi

tion of the Shell interests, who are import

ing gasolene from Sumatra. Previously, it

was stated that the California oil was too

heavy to produce gasolene, but discoveries

in the Lost Hills, Belridge and Ventura

districts have so changed the situation that

the old excuses no longer rightfully can be

brought to bear.

 

Removing Valve Cap with a Nut.

A valve cap of the type in which the

wrench fits into a depression often may be

removed, in the absence of a special

wrench, by putting a nut, of the PTO?"

size and shape, into the depression, leaving

enough projecting to afford a hold for an

ordinary wrench. The nut need not be an

exact fit, though it should be large enough

so that there will be no danger of its turn

ing and cutting away the faces in the valve

cap.
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REILLY FAMILY OFFENDED BY A CREDIT MAN

Which Causes Reilly to Deliver Himself of Opinions on Credit Systems

That Drive Away Trade—The Sales Manager Also Cites an Unpleasant

Experience and Contrasts It With Department Store Methods.

"Trying out a difierent make of tires?"

asked the Sales Manager. as a motor de

  

“IT IS BETTER THAN SOME PEOPLE'S

CASH," RESPONDED REILLY

lii‘t-ry wagon stopped in front of the Reilly

salesrooins and the driver rolled a set with

indoors. the mark upon the tires and the

name upon the delivery wagon showing

"15’ too plainly that the shoes were not of

the same brand as those which had carried

Reilly’s cars for a number of years.

"Not ‘trying out’ but ‘going to use’ sums

up the situation," asserted Reilly with em

phasis.

:‘that's the matter with the other brand?

Didn't they give satisfaction?" queried the

Sales Manager.

.“Nothing whatever the matter with the

lifts; the matter's with me, I guess." replied

the dealer.

Reilly Confesses to a Grievance.

“\Vell," added the Sales Manager, “what's

the mall" with you, over and above the

half hundred things that always ail you? I

sugpvose You're sore about something."

it’ll,“ right; I am sore,” admitted

Reilly. ma

M1 know it." exulted the Sales Manager.

‘5'“ gmmg so I can read you like a book.

guowlha‘ .Vou’ve partially confessed, come

with the rest of it. What's it all about?”

5031b: got sore because Mrs. lleilly got

“she'didnu’t'lsd out the impulsive little man;

8“ Just the right treatment from

the '
m? house where we used to trade, so

"‘ quit them.”

:lllt'hm they do?"

{he-Whine inucli," said Reilly, “except that

‘hel’ a.lmost insulted her the other day when

“med t0 buy a tire. \Ve had been

drivingr our car on shoes which were get—

ting pretty bad and, while she was out one

day, one of the shoes blew out, so rather

than run up here on the rim she drove to

this tire company's branch, which was near

where the blow-out occurred, and told them

>ll€ wanted a new shoe.

When an Ironclad Rule Offended.

“The peculiar part of it is that I had

bought a great many shoes there, but had

always paid cash. I don't know why I did

it, for I generally do more or less credit

business as a matter of principle. Well, Mrs.

Reilly and our chaufi‘eur went in after the

shoe, and the clerk who shoved it across the

counter to the driver said, ‘Thirty-fotir

fifty.’ Mrs. Reilly looked in her purse but

didn't happen to have that amount of money

with her, so she presented her card and

showed the clerk one of mine and asked if

the matter couldn’t be taken up with me.

“The clerk said that the house rule was not

to do a retail credit business. She said this

might well come under the wholesale end.

and practically insisted that it be charged

to me as a dealer. The clerk meandered

over to the bookkeeper and, of course, an

investigation disclosed the fact that the

company had never given me any credit.

Then there was a conference with some

sort of a credit man somewhere about the

building, and the upshot of it was that they

refused to let her have the tire. They ex

plained that if President Taft or Napoleon

Bonaparte or anyone else came along he

couldn't be trusted for a tire, simply be

cause it was an inflexible house rule."

“What did she do?" asked the Sales Man

ager.

Tactless Credit Work Loses Trade.

"\Yhat did she do?" exclaimed Reilly.

“What could she do? She got red in the

face and fiounced out of that store in a

hurry and drove up here on the flat tire and

got one from my stock. 'And, believe me.

her treatment tnade me as mad as she was

~maybe madder. I called up-the tire branch

and asked them when my credit had grown

so bad that it wasn’t good for one tire. The

~alesmat: or manager or whoever I- talked

with tried to he as affable 'as he kne'w how;

he explained that Mrs. - Reilly-was not

known to‘vlhem and that they-neiver sold

tires at retail on anything but a cash basis.

"I asked him if he didn‘t know I had

  

“MY CREDIT MUST BE AVVFL'L GOOD," SUG

GESTED THE SALES MANAGER

bought several hundred dollars' worth of

tires there since I had been in business

and had paid cash with every order. He

said he knew I had bought tires there. I

asked then if he didn’t think I was good for

one tire on credit. He said he didn't know,

that I never had been given credit by the

branch, and that he couldn't very well

charge that shoe. I asked him how long it

would have taken him on the telephone to

have found out whether Mrs. Reilly was

Mrs. Reilly and whether I was good or not.

and he hemmed and hawed and was still

hemming and hawing when I hung up the

receiver. For all I know, he’s hemming and

hawing yet.

Trying to Repair Needless Damage.

“One of their salesmen came in to see

me several days afterward and tried to

square the matter, but I wasn't in a mood

that day to be squared; I told the salesman

just how I felt and told him also that he was

wasting time talking to me and that if his

time was at all valuable he could utilize it

elsewhere to better advantage."

“Some credit system in that branch. isn't

it?“ commented the factory man.

“That branch doesn’t know what ‘credit

system' means," declared Reilly. “They use

the term down there, but it‘s just like a par

rot saying smart things; they are only using

a term they have heard someone else use.

but as to what it actually means in its full

and valued sense they are in total ignorance.

And the branch by no means has a monop

oly on that class of ignorance.
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"So few business men or business houses

realize the value of a proper credit system

or a proper credit man; too many credit

men, or alleged credit men, develop an at

titude of superiority and arrogance toward

the public and conduct themselves as if ex

tending credit were a favor to a customer

and one for which the latter should be so

thankful that he ought to get down on his

knees and express his gratitude, and above

all, that if he is refused credit he should

consider himself as having deserved the re

fusal. You know, jim, that a man whose

credit is good can't help feeling offended

when his credit is questioned."

Questioned Sales Manager’s Credit.

“You're quite right there, Reilly," replied

the Sales Manager. “I, myself, hold a sort

of grudge against a carburetter branch up

in our town to this day. I've tried to shake

it, but I don't believe I ever will be able to

as long as the present branch manager

stays on the job."

"What did he do to you?"

“I wanted a new nozzle for the carburet

ter of my own car one day," explained the

factory man, “and I sent the car down to

the branch with one of the factory chauf

feurs and told him to get the nozzle, find

out how much it was, and tell the branch I

would send the money down as soon as I

knew how much to send. The chauffeur

came back and told me the manager said he

didn't know me and had never heard of me.

He said he explained to the branch manager

who I was and that the money would come

right along, and, in fact, would have been

sent down had I known the price of the

nozzle—but there was nothing doing.

“I did just as you did; I telephoned to

the branch and expressed a few opinions

and didn't get much satisfaction. I asked

the manager if he didn’t think I was good

for a nozzle that didn't cost more than a

dollar or so. He still insisted that he did

not know me and did not know whether I

really had sent the chauffeur. I asked him

if he couldn't have called me up and found

out whether I was good. Then he said he

wasn't allowed to do a credit business. I

asked him if he couldn't have carried the

amount on a slip of paper for a few hours.

and he said, ‘Not according to our rules."’

Fallacy of the Inflexiblc Rule.

“There is no rule that is inflexible," as

serted the dealer. “Cash business is all

right, but exceptions must always be made.

The biggest cash concerns in the country

will carry an account for a day or two if

they see the wisdom of it. Oftentimes a

man whose credit is beyond question. as in

your case, needs something badly and can't

pay at once very conveniently. and in that

case any sensible man will carry the charge

on memorandum because it is practically a

cash transaction and means the saving of a

sale and the fostering of good will.

Making Full Use of the Telephone.

“\Vhere is a cash house to draw the line?

That’s a matter of judgment. and, of course,

it‘s a difficult one at times, but it ought not

to trouble a thinking man. Every busi

ness man knows whom he can trust, and if

he doesn't know, it won’t take long to find

out. The handiness of telephones makes

excuses for not finding out unreasonable.

If a man comes into a store nad wants

credit and he is not known he is perfectly

willing to wait until the credit man can

call up whatever references the customer

gives. And if the customer is fortified with

letters and cards there is seldom a chance

of going; wrong."

“But supposing a credit man should be

buncoed?" suggested the Sales Manager.

“He has to take a chance, that's all." an

swered Reilly. "There isn't a merchant or

business man of any kind who isn't always

taking chances. A clever crook could get

possession of letters and cards and give a

reference which would be found good over

the ’phone and get away with a small

amount of goods, but the chance is so small

tliu‘ the wise credit man is willing to risk

making a mistake if he is fairly sure he is

right.

“Also, tact is a quality which many credit

men are sadly in need of. That carburet

ter man who turned you down could just

as well have explained to the chauffeur that

he didn’t do a credit business, instead of

telling the chaufl’eur he questioned your

credit. He probably was one of these exalt—

ed financiers who never got into the domain

of common sense because he couldn't get

through the door. it is so small.

Advantage of Not Paying Cash.

“But the solution of the whole problem

with rue has resolved itself into a determina

tion not to pay cash for anything where

there is any possibility that I will ever need

credit. You can pay cash all your life and

buy thousands of dollars worth of goods,

and maybe when you happen to want credit

for a few days you are turned down. for the

simple reason that you never have had

credit. I buy practically everything on

credit now, but I discount my bills. and

that tells the story. My wife used to have

a holy horror of bills and didn’t want to

run accounts at the stores. but I insisted

upon it. Until we started accounts we didn't

have any credit. although our credit really

was as good then as it is now. In fact. I

never thoroughly realized what it meant

until I heard a pretty shrewd business man

remark that a customer who always pays

spot cash is never fully‘appreciated—that a

firm never knows a customer not realizas

the volume or value of his patronage unless

it appears in black and white on the firm’s

books and is totaled at the end of the year.

He said he himself never paid cash for his

purchases, for that reason and for no

other."

“My credit must be awful good, if the let

ters I get from department stores are any

criterion,” remarked the Sales Manager.

“I get a grist of them inviting me to open

accounts or telling me that an account has

been opened for me without my asking for

it."

Department Stores as a Pattern.

“They surely are a criterion." stated

Reilly, “and also are an evidence of wide

awake credit methods in the modern depart

ment stores. The stores have looked you up

thoroughly and they know you‘re good.

They also have discovered that you have no

account with them. They also know that

you are quite likely to trade where you have

an account, and the answer is simple—they

are trying to get your name on their books.

Your credit to them is better than some

people’s cash.

“Those credit men, too, have gotten over

that old-time idea that credit is something

to be fought shy of. The efficient, up-to

date merchant discriminates; he shakes on

the bad credits and works like a nailer to

get the good ones. He also reverses the

situation and makes you think he is the one

who is favored if you open an account. And

tact! These darned department store credit

men are so tactful that you feel like falling

over yourself to pay your bills."

The telephone rang. and after the Sales

Managcr had listened to a one-sided conver

sation Reilly explained that it was the

branch from which the tires had just comr

asking if everything was all right.

“I told him to send a bill and I'd send?

check," added Reilly. “but he didn't seem

'worried about it. He said he guessed I was

good, and you can bet your hat that while

he said he ‘guessed' his guess is based 090“

an investigation. That chap knows his busi

ness."

 

When Hunting is Doubtful Sport.

Opinions differ as to what constitutéi

sport; according to various viewpoints it

may be anything from hunting tigers 0“

foot to racing snails on a shingle. There are

not many. however, who will class the latest

amusement of a \Vestcrn car owner as

>‘P0rt- His plan is to sit on a saddle

placed on the hood of a car. armed with a

gun. and be driven along the road on a

dark night with the headlights burning in“

force. Rabbits, blinded by the glare. stand

still in the road until the “sportsman” gels

near enough to pot them.

 

_——__._
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Whether that dear Coliseum really is

much like a Cathedral or not—or ever could

1‘" be made to look much like anything except

its steel-boned self—is entirely immaterial.

-I‘ The fact remains that this here, now, S.

Miles, what gets up these automobile shows,

Y'lmderstand, has worked out something

that a name can be tacked onto, and how—

ever loosely the appellation may fit, it is a

whole lot better than describing it as some

thing indescribable and letting it go at that.

Now, last time there was an automobile

Show in Chicago—but what’s the use.

  

Same Setting Remains for Trucks.

“’5 "mush to say that the host of trucks

bag“ “"der the Same “stained glass effects"

isdidfhe Pleasure cars; the same nude and,

therefore—ii for no other reason—highly

mmic figures gaze down on the machines;

the same cenlaur Wonders—or ought to—

2‘1?“th dickens he is doing there and

MS.“ dimm' anything familiar to his

classic eye except the name on the Mercury

and Vulcan trucks; and QVBr all there is the

am? dim- religious light. That is to say,

{has “in! it looks like. According to the

Tilii'lleitimony of the photographers, the

'5 emphatically not religious, how

ever dim it may be, _

thfherchlcago truck show has. confirmed

.~ Wei?me SUISpIcIo-n that It Isn't really

I) to Swmg Wide the portals—that's

one m“ hasn't been overworked—upon an

licomfle‘t eXl'libition. All the machines

,3? m place» and all looked as if they had

{a} Pltniy of time to get there. Thank

‘hg first'mgh! crowd observed that

was Plenty of elbovwroorn, even as
I

l ne" “'3‘ at the truck show in New York.

.t—jn-n,

v'1-:,

-,-_‘_“v;..

 

In the accessories departments there was

more than elbow-room, for there were many

exhibitors of the many things that go to

make and equip a complete car who de

camped, leaving behind them emptiness. In

other words, the accessories exhibits were

thinned out nearly half. Of course, this is

rather to be expected, for there are hosts

of things that the pleasure car people must

have, or ought to have, or think they ought

to have, that the truck people can very well

get along without.

The business of prognostication is one of

the most disconcerting that exists, in some

ways. For instance, according to all the

preliminary dope, there ought to have been

just an even score of cars shown at Chicago

that were not shown in New York. Come

to look over the show itself and, behold!

there are three too many, despite the fact

that two of the original score failed to stand

up when their names were called—the Re—

liance and the Ware. But five others—

namely. Harvey, Hercules, Moon, Moore

and Sampson—put in a more or less unex

pected appearance and a good deal more

than evened the score, so to speak. The

Sampson, of course, is an old and sturdy

friend. and its solidity and strength are,

as they always have been. in keeping with

its name.

New Truck With Two-Cycle Motor.

The Moore is a new machine of 1,600

pounds carrying capacity manufactured by

the Palmer-Moore Co., of Syracuse, N. Y.,

and its chief feature of interest is its motor.

This is the Palmer-Moore two-cycle. de

scribed in Motor World when it first ap

peared nearly a year ago. in which it is

 

 

THE TRUCKS IN THE “STAINED GLASS” SETTING

“if Surprises That Were Expected and Some That Were Not—Chicago-Built

Machines Not Shown in New York Form Strong Contingent—Standard

I... Construction Embodied in Most of the Trucks Displayed.

sought to combine the slow-running quali

ties of a motor with small ports with the

speed and power of a large-ported motor.

There are shutters in the intake and exhaust

ports which are under the control of the

driver; the motor is tlirottled by partly

closing the shutters and speeded up by

opening them, the speed regulation thus be

ing removed from the carburetter alto

gether. The motor has three air-cooled

cylinders of 4 inches bore and 4 inches

stroke and is rated at 20 horsepower. .Apart

from the motor, the truck is built along

familiar lines. having a two-speed planetary

gearset and side chain drive to the rear

wheels. The wheelbase is 102 inches and

the wheels, which are 36 inches in diameter,

are fitted with solid tires.

Moon and Harvey Enter the Field.

The name Moon is well enough known in

connection with pleasure cars, but this is

the first time the Moon people have ex

hibited a truck; there’s a new Moon just

rising, so to speak. The machine is any

thing but radical; it follows accepted lines,

having a four-cylinder L-head motor driving

through a three-speed selectively controlled

gearset to the live rear axle. The rated

carrying capacity is a ton and a half. A

standard body of the express type. with

canopy top, is mounted.

Another debutante—if the name doesn't

fit, don’t use it—is the Harvey, built by the

Harvey Motor Truck \Vorks and hailing

from-Harvey, Ill. Like the Moon, the Har

vey truck is made in a single size, of a ton

and a half capacity. and the same descrip

tion applies, in a. general way, as far as the

rear end of the gearcase—that is. there is a
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four-cylinder L-head motor and three

speed selectively controlled gearset; but in

the Harvey final drive is by side chains.

Only a chassis is exhibited. While not a

few manufacturers of heavy trucks have

adopted cast steel wheels, their advantages

for lighter machines have not been so read

ily discerned: the Harvey people, how

ever. have cast their vote boldly for the die

internal gear drive enclosed in the rear

wheels, while the motor is encased in the

hollow rear axle, are distinctive because of

their peculiarities as well as their faculty

of standing up and doing their work; like

most machines of unusual construction,

they are no strangers to showgoers. Suffice

it to say that they have not been altered,

except in minor details.

  

PALMER-MOORE CHASSIS WHICH EMPLOYS 3~CYLINDER Z-CYCLE MOTOR

cast steel wheels they fit to their trucks,

and claim for them all the advantages pos

sessed by wood wheels and, in addition.

strength in those points in which the wood

wheel is comparatively weak.

Eight “Built In Chicago" Vehicles.

Chicago-built trucks loom up strongly

among the “Chicago exclusively" exhibits-—

or, rather, the exhibits shown in Chicago

but not in New York. No less than eight

cars claim Chicago as their native soil and

seem none the worse for it—Clark, Diamond

T, Harder, Little Giant, Mogul. Old Re

liable, Walker, and Mercury. So far as size

is concerned, the Mogul is the most conspic

uous of the group; there are shown two

great six-tonners which differ only in the

matter of wheelbase. The constructional

details show nothing unusual; standard fea

tures are employed throughout. The motor.

of the T-head type, and the three-speed

selective gearset are substantial and well

adapted to their work, but without depart

ure from current practice. Final drive is

by Side chains. The longer chassis is fitted

with a special lumber body, a feature of

which is the crank-operated roller system,

by which one man can unload the whole

cargo. The tires, however, are even more

unusual than the body, in their own way.

They consist of rubber cushions, which, as

usual, absorb jar and vibration, and a series

Oil steel blocks, forming a tread which re

5156 wear by reason of its hardness and has

many Sharp edges which, should there be a

tg“Clancy to skid. grip the road and hold the

truck in line.

Walker trucks. which are electrics with

While worm drive is not the novelty it

was a short time ago, it still is new enough

to call special attention to any machine in

which it is employed, and for this reason, if

for no other, the Diamond T is conspic

uous; not that this is its only claim to

steering wheel. however, is on the right

side. A five-h n truck also is shown, hav

ing its motor and gearset in separate units

and final drive by side chains.

Examples of “Driver Proof” Construction.

The mechanical shortcomings of the men

who usually are selected to drive delivery

wagons have been given their full meed

of consideration in the working out of the

Clark delivery cars. For instance. the block

cast motors have ignition by automatically

advanced Eisemann magneto. and the gear

sets are of the individual clutch type; the

gears always are in mesh. and there is no

chance for the driver to strip them bare

of teeth. Final drive is by shaft in all cases.

Motor position varies in different models,

being under the seat in some and under the

usual forward hood in others; the two

cylinder horizontal motor that was em

ployed in previous models has been dis

continued.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. has

added two members to its family of Little

Giants. One is brand new, having a four

cylinder motor and three-speed selective

gearsct, in which it differs from others of

the tribe, which have horizontal motors of

the two-cylinder opposed type. One of the

two-cylinder models has a planetary gear

set and another a sliding gear similar to

that on the four-cylinder car. The control

  

SIDE VIEW OF THE URBAN ELECTRIC TRI'CK CHASSLS.i

distinction, for it is not; it is, however, the

one that stands out most from the multi

tude. The worm has been applied to a ma

chine having a carrying capacity of 1%

tons, which is exhibited, and also to a 3—

ton model, which is not at the show. The

156-th worm driven car has a block-cast

motor with fixed ignition point and en

closed valve mechanism. The three-speed

gearset is a unit with the motor and is se

lectively controlled by a center lever; the

is of the interlocking type, 50 that the clutch

must be diSengaged before the gears can be

shifted—another case where the mechan

ical shortcomings of otherwise perfectly

good delivery wagon drivers have been con

sidered to some' purpose.

“One of those little fellows with the high

wheels" just about places the Mercury—

one of those busy. useful. simple, all~round

wagons that find such favor for light deliv

ery work. But a single model is built—a
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light delivery with horizontal opposed cyl

inder motor, air-cooled, placed crosswise

under the body. \Nith this power plant. a

planetary transmission and side chain drive,

combined with light weight, the machine is

well able to take care of itself under condi

tions that make things mighty hard for

some of the heaviest trucks.

Once again—standard construction; this

time it is the Harder truck, which is shown

in two models—3-ton and S-ton—both with

four-cylinder T-head motors,

selective gearsets and final drive by good.

stout side chains. The under-the-seat posi—

tion has been adopted for the power plant,

owing to the fact that the chassis length can

be kept down without encroaching upon the

space required for loading purposes.

Whether through hard luck or Harder luck.

a fine piece of fire department apparatus

that was intended for the show was delayed

in the shops and so could not be exhibited:

but while the exhibit was deprived of a

Spectacular feature, the machines that were

there appeared to be fully able to stand

on their own merits.

three-speed

Drives Through All Four Wheels.

All ideas of standard construction are

thrown to the winds in the case of the Four

\Vheel Drive truck, which is shown for the

first time—that is to say, there is nothing

standard in the general design of the ma

chine, and few of the component parts are

of familiar type. The machine is just what

its name indicates; both axles are driven

through shafts and bevel gears. The motor,

of the T-head type, drives in the usual way

to a gearset, in which the gears always are

in mesh, the difierent speeds being en

gaged by means of individual friction

clutches. From the final shaft of the gear

set the drive is through a "silent" chain, en

closed in a tight casing. to a differential on

a longitudinal shaft the opposite ends of

which carry the bevel pinions driving to the

live front and rear axles. Specially con

structed universal points on the live shafts

of the front axle permit steering and driv

ing simultaneously, the rear wheels not be

ing employed in steering.

These trucks are built in two capacities—

1,500 pounds and 3 tons—the constructional

features being alike in both, though the

heavier car has a differential lock on the

master differential—the one on the longitu

dinal shaft—which gives a rigid drive to

both axles. The service brakes are a pair of

bands and drums on the master differential,

there being one on each side, accurately

equalized. while a pair of drums and bands

on the rear wheels constitute the emergency

brake equipment. A feature that is in keep

ing with the four-wheel drive idea is that

the weight distribution is very even, there

being only 10 per cent. more weight on the

rear wheels than

A bold departure from commonly accept

ed practice, in a constructional detail. is

found in the \Vayne gearless differential in

the rear axle of the Ideal truck. In the

casing usually occupied by the gears of the

conventional differential is a pair of fric

tion clutches actuated by cams. The effect

is carried on the front.

  

IDEAL (JEARIJZSS DIFFERENTIAL

of the driving power is to throw the cams

slightly and expand and engage the friction

clutches; it. however. wheel moves

faster than the other, as does the outer

wheel on a curve. the clutch of the faster

moving wheel shaft will become disengaged,

allowing the wheel to run free while the

slower moving wheel takes the drive. As

one

  

IDEAL DIFFERENTIAL MECHANISM

long as both move together the driving

power is equally distributed.

Advantages of Gearleas Differential.

Several interesting advantages accrue

from this arrangement. It is not possible to

spin one wheel while the other stands, for

if both wheels cannot drive, the slowest

moving wheel must take the drive; thus, a

wheel with a deflated tire will revolve a lit

tle faster than its mate with a full tire, and

can take no driving the driving

action on a slippery road is the same as if

there was a difi‘erential lock and an ordi

nary difierential; a car can be driven with

a live axle shaft removed; and so on.

But the Ideal cars have other things be

strain;

sides W'ayne difierentials. There are two

models. of 1 ton and 2 tons capacity, re

spectively, with four-cylinder, L-head mo

tors, thrce-speed selective gearsets and final

drive by side chains, the differentials being

of course on the jackshafts.

A very close_approximation to a straight

line drive is obtained in the case of the

Poyer company's Menominee trucks by the

use of a peculiar drive from the gearset to

the propeller shaft. Instead of driving di

rect from the tailshaft of the gearset to the

propeller shaft. there is a pinion on the tail

shaft which drives a gear located directly

under it. and the shaft that carries the gear

drives the propeller shaft. The net result

is that the propeller shaft starts from a

position several inches lower than the tail

shaft. and yet the motor, which is built as a

unit with the gearset, can be carried plenty

high enough to give accessibility.

Preaching and Practicing Long Stroke.

The doctrine of long stroke for commer

cial Work is one that is believed, preached

and practiced by the manufacturers of the

Natco truck, for they equip their machine

with a motor having a bore of 3% inches

and a stroke of 5 inches, rating at 27 horse

power. Up-to-date practice is embodied

in the engine, which has block-cast cylin

ders, enclosed valve mechanism and the in

take pipe arranged to pass through the

opening that is left between the second and

third cylinders below the water jackets;

this arrangement has the advantage of

warming the gas and facilitating vaporiza

tion. The motor is cooled by gravity-cir

culated water.

A practice that is growing in favor is

adopted in the Natco; that is, the motor is

placed under the footboards with the cyl

inders projecting upward into a low hood

which divides the floor into two parts. The

radiator is in the place usually occupied by

the dashboard. Transmission of power is

through a leather-faced cone clutch, three

speed selective gearset and side chains to

the rear wheels. But one model is built, the

carrying capacity being one ton.

()ne of the surprises of the show is the

variety of machines exhibited by the Avery

people, whose farm tractor is a well-known

machine in agricultural districts. No less

than four new models are shown, and while

tWO of them, the 3-ton and S—ton trucks.

were made public in January, at l-ton ma

chine built along European lines and a two

tonner with motor under the seat and floor

are just out of the box. Both machines have

four-cylinder block-cast motors, three-s!)eed

selectively controlled gearsets and side

chain final drive, and are equipped with left

steer and center control; in fact, apart from

motor position and such matters as size and

weight. the machines are practically alike.
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The 3-tori and 5-ton models have motors

under the seats; the three-tanner has the

same individual-cylinder motor as the trac

tor, while the five-tonner has a new motor

with pair-cast cylinders and exhaust valves

in the cylinder heads and intakes in side

pockets. The 2-ton farm tractor has been

discontinued. and the 3-ton tractor, which

is retained, has 40- and 42—inch wheels with

wood plug tires.

Motors That Are Accessible.

A type of truck that is gaining in popu

larity because of its obvious advantages in

the way of acceSsibility and simplicity is

that in which the engine is placed under a

sloping hood with the radiator behind it—

originally a French design. To this class

belongs the Adams, which is represented

by a l-ton and a 2-ton machine, a 3.000

pound model being absent. The motors in

all the Adams models have four cylinders

and drive through selectively controlled

gearscts; left steer and center control are

standard.

The Adams block-cast motor is a particu'

larly interesting piece of engineering, owing

to the fact that the oil pump, water pump

and magneto all are driven from a worm

driven transverse shaft at the front of the

crankcase. The open~frortt design permits

easy access to this group. The motor is of

the moderately long-stroke type, the bore

being 3% inches and the stroke 5 inches.

Also left-steered and center-controlled,

the United States trucks add individuality

by the use of gearsets of individual clutch

ll'Pe. these being characteristic features of

both the two-ton and the three-ton models

Shown. The motors have L-heads and en

closed valve‘systems and are carried in

from, under hoods; final drive is by coun—

tershaft and side chains.

Friction Drive and Electricity.

.Pmofllositivc that the friction drive prin

Clple will not down—in fact, its adherents

Say that its specialty is going up—is fur

nished by ‘he little 1,000—pound Commerce

“:12” and a slightly heavier model de

ilgm ‘0 carry 1.250 pounds. The two

models are much alike, having four-cylinder

minors“ “0 clutches, of course, and final

drive 'hmugh side chains. The heavier ma

(h'nf 1'35 a somewhat more powerful motor

lhifl the lighter.

, Thwgh built according to standard ideas

“1 almost every other respect, one of the

Oil Rillablt trucks has a touch of individ

ualny in 1‘5 braking system. On the 4-ton

inodcl "1t countershaft brake is the,Kline,

m Whlfh the brake is actuated through an

“centric ln$183d of the more usual toggles.

Thcth'io'y is that the pull of the brake is

not felt by the operator, who finds it just

“my to hold the brake “on” as to apply

it in the first place. Two Old Reliables are

shown—a 2-ton and a 4-t0n.

Menominee trucks are exhibited in three

models having carrying capacities of 1,500

pounds, 1 ton and 1% tons, respectively.

Motors are under a forward hood. The

steering wheels are placed on the right side

and the gear-shifting and emergency brake

levers are in the center of the footboard.

There are two "exclusive" electrics in ad

dition to the Walker balance drive machine

——-the Buffalo electric and the Urban. These

two machines are excellent examples of two

different power transmission systems. The

Buffalo employs a heavy-duty slow-speed

motor which drives direct to the live rear

axle through propeller shaft, which is in

  

URBAN ELECTRIC CONTROL ELEMENTS

nocent of universal joints, and bevel gears;

the shaft is practically horizontal when the

truck is under load, and in this condition

the weight of the motor is all taken by the

hangers. In the case of the Urban—the

product of the Kentucky \Vagon Co., of

Louisville, Ky.—-the motor shaft carries a

sproeket over which runs a “silent” chain

driving a countershaft which, in turn, drives

to the rear wheels through sprockets and

roller chains.

Controller and emergency brake levers

on the Urban electric are similar to the

levers of a gasolene car and are centrally

located, as in many gas machines; in fact,

the battery is about the only thing that

betrays the electric propelling power when

the car is viewed from a little distance.

The Buffalo electrics are built to carry

1,500 pounds. The Urban line includes ma;

chines carrying 1,000 pounds, 1 ton, 1% tons

and 2 tons, only the largest and smallest be

ing exhibited.

As for the rest of the trucks shown at

Chicago. they all were shown in New York

been fully covered in Motorand have

World and, while they have lost nothing in

being tranpsorted from New York to Chi

cago, they have acquired no new features

that cannot be accounted for by the flicker

of the “cathedral lights."

The full list of truck exhibitors is as fol

lows, the asterisk (*l denoting exhibitors

who were not at New York.

Adams Bros, Findlay, Ohio—Adams. Gaso'

lcne, l and 1% tons; prices, $2,100 and

$2.3oo.*

American Locomotive Co., New York—Ala

co. Gasolene, 2 to 6% tons; prices, $2,

950 to $5,200.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.—-Autocar. Gas

olene, 3,000 pounds; price. $2,150.

Avery Co., Peoria. lll.--Avery. Gasolene,

2. 3 and 5 tons; prices, $2,700 to $4,500)

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio

—Baker. Electric. 500 pounds to 4 tons;

prices, $1,800 to $3,500.

Bessemer Motor Truck Co., Grove City, Pa.

—-Bessemcr. Gasolene, 1,000 to 3,000

pounds; prices, $1,200 to $2,700.

Blair Mfg. Co., Newark. N. J.—-Blair. Gaso

lene, 1% to 3% tons; prices, $3,000 to $3,

750.

Bowling Green Motor Car Co., Bowling

Green, Ohio—Modern. Gasolene, 1.000 to

2,000 pounds; prices, $1,200 to $1,000.

Brown Commercial Car Co., Peru, Ind.—

' Brown. Gasolene, 500 pounds; price, $1,

650.

Buick Motor Co., Flint. Mich—Buick gaso

lene, 1,000 pounds capacity; price range,

$975 to $1,100.

Buffalo Electric Vehicle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

~Bufialo Electric!

Chase Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Chase. Gasolene, 500 pounds to 2 tons;

prices, $500 to $2,200.

Clark Delivery Car Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Clark. Gasolene, 1 ton; price, $2,000."‘

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

——Little Giant. Gasolene, 1 ton; price, $1,

1003'

Commerce Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Commerce. Gasolene, 1,000 pounds; price,

$700!

Dart Mfg. Co., \Vaterloo. lac—Dart. Gaso

lene, 750 to 3,000 pounds; prices, $750 to

$1,790.

Diamond T Motor Car Co., Chicago, 111.—

Diamond T. Gasolene, 11/3, 3 and 5 tons;

prices, from $2,250 to $3,500!‘

Dayton Auto Truck Co., Dayton, Ohio—

Dayton. Gasolene, 2, 3 and 5 tons; prices,

$2.600 to $4,500!

Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon,

Pa.—Vulcan. Gasolene, 4% to 7 tons

capacity; price range, $3,600 to $5,600.

Durant Dort Carriage Co., Flint. Mich.—

Flint. Gasolene, 1,000 and 1,600 pounds;

price of 1,000 pound, $875.

Federal Motor Truck Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Federal. Gasolene, 1 ton; price, $1,800,
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Four Wheel Drive Auto Co., Clintonville,

Wis—Four Vt'heel Drive. Gasolene.‘

Garford Co., Elyria, Ohio—Garford. Gaso

lene, 1% to 5 tons.

General Motors Truck Co., Pontiac, Mich.

——G M C. Electric and gasolene, electric

1,000 pounds to 6 tons and gasolene 1%

to 5 tons.

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N.

Y.—General Vehicle. Electric. 750 pounds

to 5 tons.

Gramm Motor Truck Co., Lima, Ohio—

Gramm. Gasolene. Willys, gasolene; ca

pacity. 1,500 pounds; price, $1,250.

Gramm-Bernstein Co., Lima, Ohio—B. A.

Gramm. Gasolene, 2 to 3% tons; prices.

$2,750 to $3,600.

Harder Auto Truck Co..

Harder. Gasolenef

Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co., Marion, 1nd.—

Indiana. Gasolene, 1% tons; price. $2,

000.‘

Harvey Motor Truck Works, Harvey, Ill.—~

Harvey. Gasolene, 1% tons capacity.

Hewitt Motor Co., New York—Hewitt. Gas

olene, 1 to 10 tons; prices, $1,800 to $5,500.

Hupp Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—-Hup

mobile. Gasolene, 800 pounds; price, $950.

Ideal Automobile Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.—

Ideal. Gasolene, %, 1, 1V; and 2 tons;

prices from $1,500 to $2,250 .

International Harvester Co., Chicago. 111.—

I. H. C. Gasolene, 1,000 pounds.

Jeffery Co., Thos. B., Kenosha, Wis—Ram

bler. Gasolene.*

Kelly Motor Truck Co., Springfield, Ohio—

Kelly-Springfield. Gasolene, 1 to 3 tons;

prices, $2,000 and up.

Kentucky Wagon Mfg. Co., Louisville, Ky.

~Urban. Electric, 1.000 pounds; price,

$1,800.‘

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.—

Kissel. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 5 tons;

prices, $1,500 to $4,350.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.—

Knox. Gasolene, 2 to 6 tons; prices, $2,

750 to $5.000.

Koehler S. G. Co., H. 1., New York—Koch

ler. Gasolene, 1,600 pounds; price, $750.

Krebs Commercial Car Co., Clyde. Ohio——

Krebs. Gasolene, 1,500 .pounds; price.

$1.375.

Chicago, 111.—

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont,

Ohio-Lauth-Juergens. Gasolene, 1 to 3

tons; prices, $1,950 to $3,300.

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co., Buffalo,

N. Y.—Lippard-Stewart. Gasolene, 1,500

pounds; price, $1,650.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn.-—I_-ocomobile. Gasolene, 5 tons;

price, $4,800.

Lansden Co., Newark, N. J.-—Lansden.

Electric, 750 pounds to 5 tons.

Mack Bros. Motor Car Co., A11entown, Pa.

—-Mack. Gasolene, 1 to 7 tons; prices,

$2,100 and up.

Mais Motor Truck Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Mais. Gasolene, 11/1 to 3 tons; prices,

$2,750 to $3,400.

Maxwell Motor Co., Tarrytown, N. Y.—

Sampson. Gasolene.

Mogul Motor Truck Co.. Chicago, Ill.—

Mogul. Gasolene, 2. 4 and 6 tons; prices,

$2,800 to $4,700!

Moon Motor Car Co.,

Moon. Gasolene.

Mercury Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.-—-Mercury.

Gasolene, 1,000 pounds; price, $750.‘‘

National Motor Truck Co., Bay City, Mich.

-——Natco. Gasolene, 1 ton.‘

Old Reliable Motor Truck Co., Chicago, 111.

—Old Reliable. Gasolene, 2, 4 and 5 tons;

prices from $2,750 to $4,500!

Packard Motor Car Co.. Detroit, Mich.—

Packard. Gasolene, 2 to 5 tons; prices.

$2,800 to $4,500.

Palmer-Moore Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—-Moore.

Gasolene; 1,600 pounds capacity; price.

$1,300.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio——

Peerless. Gasolene, 3 to 5 tons; prices,

$3.700 to $4,500.

Poyer & Co., D. F., Menominee, Mich.—

Menominee. Gasolene.‘

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

-—Pierce-Arr0w. Gasolene, 5 tons; price.

$4,500.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Pope

Hartford. Gasolene, 3 to 5 tons; prices,

$3,350 to $4,475.

Reliance Motor Truck Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Reliance. Gasolene.‘

St. Louis, M0.—

The 138 Accessory Dealers and What

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York City—

Ajax tires.

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland, Ohio

—American axles a'nd worm gearing.

American Bronze Co., Berwyn, Pa—Non

Gran bearing metal.

Aermore Mfg. Co., Chicago. Ill—Aermorc

exhaust horns.

Auto Parts Mfg. Co., Muncie. Ind—Gears.

pedals. levers, etc.‘

“ Denotes not shown in New York.

Automatic Motor and Engineering Co., Chi

cago, Ill.-~Church pneumatic system.‘

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.—

Solar lamps.

Baldwin Chain 8: Mfg. Co.,

Mass—Baldwin chains.

Baldwin Steel Co., New York City—Bald

win steels.

Benson Gear

gears.*

Worcester,

Co., Chicago, Ill.——Benson

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich—Reg,

Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 2 tons; prices,

$760 to $1,800.

Sanford Motor Truck Co., Syracuse. N. Y.—

Sanford. Gasolene, 1 ton; price. $1,600~

Saurer Motor Co., New York—Saurer. Gas

olene, 4% to 6 tons.

Schacht Motor Car Co., Cincinnati, Ohio—

Schacht. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 4

tons; prices, $1,600 to $3,300.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

—Selden. Gasolene, 1 ton; price, $2,000.

Service Motor Car Co., Wabash, Ind—Ser

vice. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 1% tons;

prices, $1,350 to $1,675.

Smith Co., A. 0., Milwaukee, Wis—Smith

Milwaukee. Gasolene, 3% to 6 tons.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio—

Speedwell. Gasolene, 2 to 6 tons; prices,

$3,750 to $4,400.

Standard Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Standard. Gasolene, 3 tons; price, $2,750.

Sternberg Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis——

Sternberg. Gasolene, 2 to 5 tons; prices.

$2,800 to $4,500.

Stewart Motor Corp., Buffalo. N. Y.-Stew

art. Gasolene, 1,500 pounds; price,_ $1.

650.

Studebaker C0rp., Detroit, Mien—Stude

baker. Electric and gasolene; electric, 500

pounds to 5 tons; gasolene. 800 pounds to

5 tons. I

United States Motor Truck Co., CinCiflnav»

Ohio—United States. Gasolene, 2 and 3

tons; prices. $2,800 and $3,500.‘ .

Universal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

—Universal. Gasolene, l to 3 tons; prices

$2,750 to $3,400. _

Velie Motor Vehicle Co., Moline, Ill.-Velle

Gasolene, 1,500 pounds to 3 tons; pricesi

$1,600 to $3,350.

Walker Vehicle Co., Chicago, Il1.——Wall<¢l‘

Electric, {/2 to 31/; tons.‘

Ware Motor Vehicle Co., St. Paul, Minn.—

Ware.‘

Waverley Co., Indianapolis, Ind.-—W3."\"

ley. Electric, 600 pounds to 5 tons; Pmes'

$1,800 to $4,000.

White Co., Cleveland, Ohio—White. Gaso

lene. 1,500 pounds to 5 tons; prices. $2,100

to $4.500.

They Display

Bower Roller Bearing Co., Detroit, Mich-—

Bower roller bearings.

Bowser & Co., 5. F., Fort Wayne, Ind.—

Fuel pump and storage systems. .

Briggs‘Magneto Co., Elkhart, Ind-“Briggs

magnetos, lighting and starting systemi

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N- Y--'

Brown-Lipe gears and gearsets.

Buda Co., Harvey, Ill.—Buda motorS 3

gearsets.

rid
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Byrne. Kingston & Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston carburetters.

Champion Ignition Co., Flint. Mich—A-C

Spark plugs.

Chicago Drop Forge 8: Foundry Co., Chi

cago. Ill.-—l)rop iorgings.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co.,

Mich—Continental motors.*

Muskegon,

Cleveland Hardware Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Drop forged parts.

Cotta Gear Co., Rockford, Ill.—-Cotta transs

missions.‘

Cotta Transmission Co.,

Gearsets.

Rockford, Ill.—

  

 

Empire Tire Co., Trenton. N. j.—Empire

tires.

Edmunds 8r Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

——Lamps.

Electric Storage Battery Co.. Philadelphia,

Pa.—Exide storage batteries.

Esterlinc Co., Lafayette, Ind.--Berdon elec

tric lighting and starting system.

Federal Chain 81 Mfg. Co., Springfield,

Mass—Federal non-skid devices.

Findeisen 81. Kropf Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Rayfield carburetters.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—-Fire.stone tires.

 

  

1

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—Goodyear tires.

Gould Storage Battery Co., New York City

—Gould batteries and Duplex lighting and

ignition systems.

Gray 8: Davis, Amesbury. Mass—Lamps

and electric starting and lighting sys

tems.

Harris Oil Co., A. \V., Providence, R. I.—

Lubricants.

Ham Mfg. Co., C. T., Rochester. N. Y.~

Lamps.‘

Harrow Spring Co., Kalamazoo. Mich.—

Springs.t

 

 

 

  

 

ALMOST A BIRDS-EYE VlEW OF THE TRUCKS STAGED IN THE ARMORY

Cleveland Worm & Gear Co., Cleveland.

Cle-Cleveland worms and worm gearing,

Clamp & Sons Ship & Engine Bldg. Co.,

Wm. Philadelphia, Pa.--Parsons's white

brass and bronze bearing metals, bearings

and worm gears.

DaMon Steel Foundry Co., Dayton, Ohio——

Steel eastings“

Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit. Mich—

Detroit lubricators.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., lndianapolis.

lnd.-Diamond chains.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio—~Dia

nloud tires.

Dixon Crucible Co., 105., Jersey City. N- .l

~Graphite lubricants.

Economy Equipping Co., Chicago. Ill.—

Campbell gearsets.‘

Edison Storage Battery Co., West Orange,

No l—Edison batteries.t

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk tires.

Frasse. Peter A., New York City—Fischer

steel parts.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio-—

Gabriel horns and rebound snubbers.

Garage Equipment Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,

Wis—Hercules and Simplex bumpers and

tire holders, Electrabola lamps and Gemco

specialties.

Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.-Gemmer

steering gears.

Gibney Rubber Co., I. L., Philadelphia, Pa.

——-Tires and vulcanizers.

Globe Machine 8: Stamping Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—Steel tool boxes, metal hampers,

fenders and sheet metal parts.

Goodrich Co., B. R. Akron. Ohio—Good

rich tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., jersey City, N. J.

—-'l‘rufr'ault-Hartford shock absorbers,

Hartford electric starting and lighting

systems and jacks and bumpers.

Havoline Oil Co., New York City—Havo

line lubricants.

Hess Spring & Axle Co., Carthage. Ohio—.

Springs and axles,

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell. Mass—Mag

netos and coils.

Highland Body Co.,

Commercial bodies.‘

Herz & Co., New York City—Herz mag—

nctos and timers and other ignition ap

paratus.

Homo Co. of America. Philadelphia, Pa.—

Homo carburetters. '

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Newark, N. J..

I-Iyatt flexible spiral steel roller wbear

ings, '

Cincinnativ Ohio—
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Ignition Starter Co., Detroit, Mich—Disco

acetylene and electric starting and light

ing systems.

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Carburetters and brass parts.*

Ingersoll-Rand Co., New York City——

Pumps.

Kent Mtg. \Vorks, Atwater, Philadelphia,

l’a.—-L'nisparker ignition systems and

Monoplex horns.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.. New York City

——Kelly-Springfield tires.

Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston magnetos, coils and timers.

Lavigne Gear Co., Corliss, \‘Vis.-—Lavigne

steering gears.

Lefcver Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—-Gear

sets.

l.ink Belt

chains.

La Crosse Knitting \Norks, La Crosse,

\\'is.-"

Marburg Bros, Inc., New York City—Meat

magnetos, S. R. O. bearings.

McCord Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Radia

tors. lubricators, fans and McKim gas~

kets.

Merchant & Evans Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Hele-Shaw clutches, Evans transmissions

and other parts.

.\lodel Gas Engine Works, Peru, Ind.—

Model motors.

Motsinger Devices Mfg. Co., Pendleton,

Ind—Motsinger autosparkers and carbu

retters.

.\10tz Tire 8: Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—

Motz cushion tires.

Muncie Gear Works, Muncie, Ind—Gears.

wheels and gearsets.

National Coil Co., Lansing, Mich—Spark

coils.

National Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—-Seam—

less steel tubing.

Never Skid Mfg. Co., New York City—Non

skid 'devices.

New York & New Jersey Lubricants Co.,

New York City—Columbia lubricants.

New Miller Carburetter Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—New Miller carburetters.

Norma Co. of America, New York City—

Norma ball bearings.

Northway Motor & Mfg. Co., Detriot, Mich.

—N0rthway motors.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.-—Oliver and

Sampson jaeks.‘

Pantasote Co., New York City—Pantasote

top and seat coverings.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.—

Pennsylvania tires.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Krupp steel springs.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.-—Philadelphia storage batteries.

Pioneer Steel Block Tire Co., St. Louis, Mo.

—l’ioneer tires.

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Silent

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Pittsfield, Mass.—

Pittsfield magnetos, coils, etc.

Polack Tire Co., New York City—Polack

tires.

Pratt Mfg. Co., Wm. 12., Chicago, Ill.—

Jackson bumpers and other parts.“

Recording Speedometer Co.,yNewark, N. 1.

-—Truck recorders.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind—Remy

magnetos, lighting and starting systems.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio—

Republic tires.

Rhineland Machine Works Co., New York

City—Rhineland bearings.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.—

Steering gears, differentials and other

tools.

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport, Conn.—

Duplex and Raymond Brakes, Raybestos

brake linings, Gyrex mixers.

Rutenber Motor Co., Marion, Ind—Ruten

ber motors.“

Sarco Engineering Co., New York City—

Coventry chains.

Schrader's Sons, Inc., A., New York City—

Universal Tire valves and pressure

gauges.

Sewell Cushion Wheel Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Sewell resilient wheels.

Service Recorder Co., Chicago. Ill.—Truck

recorders and Coronet hub odometers.

Sheldon Axle Co., \Nilkes-Barre, Pa.—Axles

and springs.

Smith Co., A. 0., Milwaukee, Wis—Parts.

Spicer Mfg. Co., Plainfield, N. ].-—Spicer

universal joints.

Splitdorf Electrical Co., Newark, N. J.—

Splitdorf magnetos, coils, plugs and other

ignition devices, also electric lighting sys

tem.

St. Louis Tire & Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo.

—-Tires.*

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Stan(lard ball and roller bearings.

Stewart 8; Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Stewart speedometers.

Strotnberg Motor Devices Co.. Chicago, Ill.

—Stromberg carburetters.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

——Swinehart tires.

Schwarz \Vheel Co..

W'ood wheels.

Texas Co., New York City—Lubricants.

Timken-Detroit Axle Co., Detroit, Mich—

Timken hollow cast steel wheels and

bevel and worm axles.

Timken Roller Bearing Co.. Canton, Ohio—

Timken taper roller bearings.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Torbensen Gear & Axle Co., Newark, N. J..

-—Gears and axles.

Tuttle Spring Co., Chicago, Ill.——Springs.‘

United States Light & Heating Co., New

York City—U. S. L. starting and lighting

systems and storage batteries.

United States Tire Co., New York City—

I'nited States tires.

Vacuum Oil Co., New York City—Mobil

oils and greases.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—Veeder

tachometers, odometers and die cast

parts.

Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago, Ill—Vesta

storage batteries and electric lighting

systems.

VVallman Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis—Oil

tanks and storage systems.

Wasson Piston Ring Co., Hoboken, N. J.—

Wasson piston rings.

Waukesha Motor Co., Waukesha, Wis.—

\\’aukesha motors.‘

Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind—Gears and

parts and Gardner engine starters.

\Varner Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio—Gear

sets and control levers and electric engine

starters.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, \Vis.—War

ner autometers.

Weed Chain Tirc Grip Co., New York City

—Weed chains.

\‘Veston-Mott Co., Flint, Mich—Axles and

parts.

W'estinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.. Pitts

burg, Pa—Motors, starting and lighting

outfits, vulcanizers, horns, etc.

W'hceler & Schebler, Indianapolis, Ind.—

Schebler carburetters.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—-Whit

ney chains.

Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—LBA storage batteries.

Williams Col, J. H.. Brooklyn, N. Y.-—Drop

forgings and wrenches.

Wolverine Lubricants Co., New York City—

Wolverine lubricants.

Krit Branch Takes Over Four States.

The Krit Motor Car Co., of Detroit, has

opened a branch in Kansas City, which W111

be in charge of G. H. Cairns, who previoule

was connected with the Krit factory in De

troit. The branch, which will handle the

States of Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma and

Colorado, will be located on the premises of

the Bond Motor Co., at 1615 Grand avenue.

which previously handled the territory a"?

which will continue to represent the Krit

ear in Kansas City itself.

 

 

Fisk Locates a Branch in Iowa.

The Fisk Rubber Co. has located a fac

tory branch and service station in Des

Moines, 1a., at 711 Loeust street. It is "1

charge of P. 1. Kennedy, who obtained the

necessary eXperience in the Fisk factory at

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

 

U. S. Tire Locates Two Branches.

The United States Tire Co. has estab

lished branches in Salt Lake City, Utah. and

Grand Rapids, Mich. The former is in

charge of Sidney Theobold and the latter

under the direction of C. L. Sowers.
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FIXTURES AS AN AID TO EFFECTIVE DISPLAY

 

How “Keeping” Merchandise May Be Turned Into Selling It With the Aid

of Simple Devices—Some of the Fixtures Employed by Tire '

Makers—Fallacy of the Dusty Shelf Principle.

“Goods well displayed are half sold" is

a selling maxim, or axiom, that has done

duty for more than a day. Probably the

beads and the $24 that bought Manhattan

Island were well displayed—in fact, almost

from the day of the famous ark to the day

of the automobile, which is quite a long

stretch, merchandising of practically every

kind has required some sort of a display of

the wares to be disposed of.

Adequate Display Is Essential.

Modern merchandising, which is quite a

little different from ancient merchandising

—“sight unseen" or otherwise—not only

requires display, it demands display. And

at all merchandising, the selling of automo

biles and automobile accessories probably

 

  

 

FIRESTONE COUNTER FIXTURE

demands proper display as much as, if 1101

incre than, any other. All of which already

is known. But to carry along the original

"168, goods well displayed require fixtures

for displaying them, which, apparenth i5

flotso well known, at least to a large ma

Jonty of dealers.

I Slowly, however. the idea is being home

“Upon the retailer that it is not p055lble t0

dl'eplay goods on shelves or counters or in

box“ (closed boxes be it added) 01' in

drawers, and that the goods themselves are

"l the majority of cases their own best ad

:E‘rtisemlent. Show cases are a little better,

Wish it Is not always easy to dispose

Wares m a showcase so that they will 3D‘

[:2ch the‘best advantage; besides, there

hm 'ases Without number where the possi

U of closer examination by a. prospec

tive purchaser would have resulted in a

sale. Which, of course, emphasizes once

more the necessity for display fixtures.

Really wise aCcessory dealers appreciate

the necessity, and a few of them employ

fixtures that leave little to be desired, as far

  

TIRE DISPLAY WITHOUT FIXTURES

as their efi‘ectiveness in displaying wares

is concerned. Also, the small hardware

dealer in a small town, who just has taken

on automobile accessories as a “side line"

appreciates it, as do the majority of depart

ment stores, and unless the exclusive acces

sory dealers and the automobile dealers who

sell accessories, awaken to the real needs

of merchandizing, 'the hardware men and

the department stores are likely to get a

much bigger slice of the profit that goes

with the selling of accessories, and much of

it will come through the use of effective

display fixtures.

Initiative of the Tire Makers.

That there are many methods of display

ing accessories in a “fetching” manner was

evidenced at the recent automobile shows.

though of all the manufacturers represented

no group appears to have “gone into” the

matter as deeply as have the tire makers

and as a result few goods were displayed

to better advantage. Manifestly. tires are

not the easiest thing in the world to dis

play in an attractive manner. They are

heavy and unwieldly and they all look more

or less alike, except as regards their treads,

which may symbolize anything the maker

may choose, from buttons to basket weaves

or from chains to channels. Still, few of the

tire makers whose wares were displayed

experienced particular difficulty in making

effective exhibits, and what is even more to

the point, almost any of the fixtures em

ployed are as easily applicable to the re

tail dealer’s store as it is to an automobile

show.

The easiestday the dealer can take advan

tage of advertising and promote sales is by

gratifying the public’s curiosity and ex

hibiting the wares in such a way that they

can be plainly seen. Again, there appears

the necessity for proper fixtures, no matter

what the particular wares may be—whether

they are tires or trunks or carpet tacks. ln

  

cidentally, it is a psychological fact that the

average individual will buy what he sees

if he sees it in the right light, and it is the

purpose of the store fixture to hold goods

up to his view where he cannot very well

miss them.

Ingenuity Only Is Necessary.

But to get back to tires, though it is not

exactly easy to display them in an efieetive

manner, it may be easier than is supposed.

Greenery in the showroom always helps; it

- gives a restful background. And quite nat

urally, where the salesroom is devoted to

the sale of tires exclusively. rubber plants

are the most fitting decoration of the kind

that can be chosen. Growing plants of any

kind, however. lend a "happy" touch to the

interior of almost any showroom.
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\\-’here tires are shown in a dealer’s .5l0l't'

along with the heterogeneous mixture that

goes to make up the stock, they, as well as

anything else. may well be displayed and

displayed well with the aid of a little in

genuity and possibly a few “properties,”

and occasionally even without them. They

can be arranged so as to show themselves

and at the same time form an effective dec

oration, and nothing more complicated is

needed for a display of the kind than a

few lengths of silk ribbon. For instance.

at the New York show, the Goodrich com

pany had a more than ordinarily effective

display of the kind. There were two pyra

mids of tires. one on the other. and the

 

  

F l SK ADJUSTABLE STAND

only \‘lSlblC and actual means of support

were the tires themselves and a few lengths

of ribbon. The ribbon was tied in how

knots where the tires came together, and

in addition to giving stability to the up

rearing, added a touch of beauty that helped

draw attention. Needless to point out, it

would be a very simple matter to arrange a

display of the kind in almost any store or

window, Show window displays, by the

way, can be made just as efiective with the

aid of special fixtures, as can any other

kind, whether the fixtures be just plain rib

bons, as they were in the Goodrich display,

or whether they be more pretentious de

vices. A pyramid of the kind presented by

the Goodrich company shows to advantage

either in the show window or on the sales

It is not merely decorative, but

therefore tends

room floor.

unusual. and to compel

notice.

Floor Stands Stable and Efl'ective.

The method of displaying Diamond tires

was scarcely less effective, and was calcu

lated to withstand as much handling as the

tires would stand without causing salesmen

to have any of the symptoms of heart fail

  

ORNATE U. S. TIRE RACK

ure regarding the stability of the whole

under unusually hard prodding by more or

less interested spectators. In its simplest

aspect, it was merely a couple of circular

platforms, one over the other with the tires

arranged triangularly upon them, the effect

obtained being much the same as that ob

tained by the Goodrich display. Obviously

a display stand of the kind Would form an

ideal device for a dealer's store, where.

placed directly in the center, it could not

fail to attract attention, it would be decora

tive to a degree, it would be stable, and it

would he a simple matter to vary the ex

  

EFFECTlVE WIRE WHEEL DISPLAY

hibit. and an easy one, by changing the

brand or the type of tires displaYed.

In not a few cases, much of the appeal of

the display lies in the shape and appearance

and finish of the fixture almost as much as

it does in the wares displayed. In fact, the

theory behind the use of display fiXtUrC>

indicates that the appearance of the fixtures

themselves should be second only in import

ance to the efficacy of the devices as “silent

salesmen." An example in point is the dis

play stand employed by the United States

tire company, an ornate structure lone in

quartered oak and highly finished. It was

by far the most pretentious of the display

fixtures. but withal it was not obtrusive. In

construction, it is not unlike those types of

desk bookcases designed to hold a number

of volumes upright before the occupant of

  

LEE ADJUSTABLE WHEEL HOLDER

the swivel chair; like such bookcases, it:

contents are disposed between the two end

sections in? such a way that any one may be

removed for inspection without the neces

sity for disturbing the others.

The use of either of these three methods

of display naturally presupposes the use of

the floor as a resting place, and each has as

its object the elevation of the tires to; Posi

tion where they may be more easily in

spected or handled. Which fact serves to

bring to notice that tires may be displayed

even on a counter and that fixtures for the

purpose are available.

Simplest Form of Tire Holder.

Of all the devices of the kind. prObably

the simplest is nothing more than a hol

lowed block of wood finished as the dictates

of the maker may fancy—for the device is

easily made by any one who is handy with

tools. The hollowed portion may b6

scooped out with a gouge to fit the diameter

of the tire tor which the block is intended

and the tire will hold itself in place with
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a partially inflated tube in the casing. Ob

viously, symptoms of instability can be

eliminated by fastening the block to the

counter with a single screw hidden by the

tire itself. The device is not new, of

course, and already has been put in use by

a number of progressive tirc dealers. The

block forms a compact support that is cheap

and may be used with equal facility on the

counter, the floor or in the show window.

Which is true, also, of very nearly all the

other counter display fixtures that have

been evolved.

Simple Wood Block Counter Fixture.

Firestone tires, for instance, were dis

played on a triangular stand than which

few were simpler, though it served its pur

pose admirably. Complicated devices de

feat their own object in a measure by dc—

tracting from the goods that are displayed

upon them, and for eflectiveness simplicity

is essential. But instead of increasing the

diliicuhy of devising devices of the kind, the

necessity for simplicity really makes their

construction that much simpler; a polished

board with a nail in it upon which to hang

atire will form a more effective display than

ivllla complicated device with a whole lot of

nickel-plated and spidery arms stretching

to every point of the compass. Of course.

!ht board should be tastefully finished and

the nail should be an ornamental spike.

‘Elaborating somewhat upon the method

caused to display Firestone tires, the Fisk

(“Pliny employs a small, substantial stand

WYYIHG an adjustable rod with nothing

time complicated than a hook at its extrem

lll' "D011 which to hang a tire. Being ad

lustable, the stand is suitable for the displav

°l almost any size tire from a miniature

amJPlane shoe to the largest size tire con—

5"fitted for the heaviest cars. It is quite

s. l I -

imple. and it is equally srmple to alter the

dlsplay frequently.

Killing Two Birds With One Stone.

[familiar different and a little more pre

m _'°"51= the fixture devised by the Thcr<

Tgldfii‘t‘mpanfi it‘scrves a dual purpose.

whence“: lilas a ‘hub” which is really a

radiate tP PIC 13. and from the hub four arms

fire. a toh‘an outer rim which supports the

hu‘s the"? 168' holds the fixture firmly.

bozh'the t sEllgle (leVlCC- serves to display

rs fact kl! c and the tire, though despite

catcd- Lik sclal'cely can be termed compli

ableahh :31 the other devices, it is suit

or use on the counter or in the

“W wind -
_ 0W and is e ' '
mherplace- qually effective in

Carr ' ~
,, .y‘“ “1" display a little further by

~~‘°“'mg the tir
a whee] is e as it actually appears on

Minn "mah comParativuely common ex

ofsho i} I as the additional advantage,

“'"8 Also the rim and its method of

attachment. Naturally, the construction of

a stand of the kind involves greater compli

cation. for it necessitates the use of an axle

stub. Lee tires were shown on a stand of

the kind, the axle stub being mounted in a

  

DIAMOND FLOOR TIRE Sl‘ANI)

hall and soeket joint at the top of the stan

dard, thus permitting the angle of the wheel

and tire to be changed to fit requirements.

In a show window, for instance, the wheel

and tire can be arranged at only a slight

angle to the standard, thus permitting the

display of smaller wares beneath the wheel.

The display stand at the Standard \Vclding

Co.'s exhibit differed from the other only

  

SIMPLEST FORM OF TIRE SUPPORT

in that the base consisted of three feet tri

angularly arranged and that it mounted a

wire wheel and tire. A slight bend in the

standard permitted the display of the

wheel at the proper angle and made the

whole less liable to topple over.

All of these devices are simple; even a

poor mechanic could make almost any of

them at slight expense and in a very short

time. And if, as the old saying goes, “what

is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gan»

der," and what is good for one is good for

the other, it would seem that those dealers

who have been progressive enough to. see

the value of display fixturs and to go to the

length of using them are in a fair way to

leaving their less progressive brothers—

exponents of the dusty shelf principle—far

behind.

Oriental Air at Hartford Show.

Hartford is in the throes of its sixth

annual automobile show. The exhibition

opened on Saturday evening last, February

8th, under the auspices of the Hartford

Automobile Dealers' Association and the

First Infantry, C. N. G., and, as has been

the case with previous shows, is staged in

the drill hall of the State Armory. The

show will be in progress for one week—un

til Saturday evening next, February 15th.

The decorative artist traveled far to ob

tain his setting. India supplies it, and the

drill hall “dressed up" looks for all the

world like a little patch of that Far East

ern country. One entire side of the hall is

covered with a single canvas depicting the

Temple_Taj-Mahal, and each of the other

three sides are covered with paintings of

smaller dimensions, all of which blend to

complete the picture. And neither'dre the

flora and fauna missing, for vines and

flowers are there, which if not truly Indian

are at least foreign to Connecticut, while

Bengal tiger heads supported on spears

serve to bear the shield-shaped signs which

announce the various products. Artificial

stars and blue sky cover the ceiling.

In the matter of exhibits, 43 different

makes of vehicles. both pleasure and com

mercial, are shown by 30 dealers; with the

accessory dealers the list of exhibitors

reaches the even hundred.

The cars on display are: Baker electric,

Buick. Cadillac, Cartercar. Case, Chalmers,

Chevrolet, Columbia, Cutting, Detroit elec

tric, Fiat, Flanders electric, Ford, Hender

son,‘ Hudson, KisselKar, Lippard—Stewart,

Locomobile, Lozier, Maxwell, Mitchell,

National, Oakland, Overland, Packard,

Paige-Detroit, Peerless, Pierce—Arrow,

Pope, Premier, Rambler, Regal, Reo, Stan

dard electric, Stcarns, Stevens-Duryea,

Stewart, Studebaker, Stutz, Waverley elec

tric, \Vhite, Winton, \Voods electric.

Carbide to Start Balky Engine.

A wrinkle that is not difiicult to apply

and which, on occasion, will help to start a

balky motor is to put a little carbide into

water directly under the carburetter air in

take and crankrthe motor while the acety

lene gas is rising. Ordinarily, a lump as

big as a haze] nut will give off enough gas

to do the trickv
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ELECTRIC ROAD LOCOMOTIVE TO HAUL FREIGHT
 

Ponderous Double-ended Machine That Drives Through All Four Wheels and

is Steered Like a Steamboat—Curious Combination of Motor Construc

tion and Standard Railroad Equipment, Including Air Brakes.

For thirty years the Pennsylvania Rail

road has been hauling freight cars through

some of the streets of Jersey City, N. 1., by

cars and street traffic which steadily is be

coming greater.

The sharp curve makes it impossible to

terminal only a couple of weeks, serving as

a "training ship" for the two men who will

operate it, tests made at Altoona indicate
 

 

  

 

 

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD'S MAMMOTH ELECTRIC TRACTOR COMPARED WITH BAGGAGE COACH. SHOWING [TS SIZE

brute force—that is to say, they have used

horses. Cars arriving at the Exchange Place

terminal consigned to the American Sugar

Refining Co., Colgate & Co., and other big

concerns located along Hudson, Essex and

W'ashington streets have been hauled out of

the yards and through thick street traffic

by eight heavy draught animals. Going up

Essex street there is a very heavy grade, as

railroad grades go, which begins on the

very sharp curve from Hudson street. In

bad weather, and when loads are exception

ally heavy the cars are dragged up the grade

by means of block and tackle. The horses

are inconvenient and expensive, the process

of delivering cars slow and unsatisfactory

in bad weather. and altogether the arrange

ment is one which has been fervently con

demned, especially in late years. because

of the increasing difficulties due to heavy

use a locomotive. even if the intermittent

character of the work warranted the detail

ing of an engine for the purpose, and the

railroad company has watched with much

interest the increasing efficiency and power

of motor trucks. About a year and a half

ago a number of tests were made with the

heaviest machines available, with a view to

replacing horses with motor trucks. None

of the cars was found equal to the work, all

being too light. The tests served as an in

spiration, however, and Tracy V. Buckwal

ter, chief electrical engineer at the Altoona

shops of the P. R. R., addressed himself to

the task and brought out the tractor shown

in the accompanying illustrations.

“Tug 0‘ War" Test lndulged in.

While the machine has not as yet been

put into active service. having been at the

that it is fully equal to the work for which

it was built. The most spectacular trial

was a sort of shoving match with a locomo

tive. Two loaded gondola cars were placed

together with the tractor coupled to one

end and a standard switching engine at the

other. At a signal, steam was turned on in

the locomotive and electricity in the tractor,

and after a short period of silent straining

the locomotive and the two cars were

slowly pushed back by the tractor. Oi

course, the tractor was working under more

favorable conditions, in a way. than the

locomotive, for the torque of a pair of

electric motors at low speed is tremendous.

while the steam engine was limited by its

boiler pressure. However, heavy pulling at

slow speed is what the tractor is design?d

for, so the test was considered very Salli

factory, The speed is eight miles an hm"
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The Buckwalter tractor is a battery—driv

en machine, having two electric motors. of

a nominal rating of 10 horsepower each,

but with an overload capacity of something

like 250 per cent., placed under two hoods,

one at either end of the car, and driving all

four wheels through double reduction gear

ing, having a total reduction of 40 to 1.

All four wheels are steered also, and one of

the most striking peculiarities of the tractor

is that instead of the conventional automo

bile type of steering wheel there is a regu

lation tug-boat spoked wheel in the middle

 

brake equipment, including a pump driven

by an individual electric motor, with the

usual hose connections to carry air to the

cars to which it may be coupled. The

drawheads are of the standard P. R. R. type,

automatic, with safety outside uncouplingr

l.-vcrs.

Duplicate Control Elements Provided.

Instead of the usual springs they are

cushioned by pneumatic cylinders capable

of resisting a pressure of 10,000 pounds be

fore "bottoming" the pistons.
Being a done

  

 

applied, which is done in the usual locomo

tive way, the controller lever flies back to

neutral. In backing up for a short distance

the driver shifts his handle to the reverse

side of the sector. but in making a return

trip or for running any distance he shifts

it to the opposite side of the cab, moves

over to the other side of his steering wheel,

and at once that which was backward be

comes forward, and still the driver has all

his controls'in exactly the same relative

positions as before. In addition to the air

braking system there is an auxiliary hand

 

 

"PILOT HOUSE" AND CONTROL

0f the cab. The enormous weight of the

machine—28,850 pounds—made imperative

‘hi °mployment of a steering gear of great

leverage, and the marine type of wheel is

Mild to answer the purpose satisfactorily.

The length of the tractor is not excessive,

heing 22 feet over all; the tread, however,

'5 Wide, there being 6 feet clear inside the

Wheels. so that they can run easily outside

the l'ilils,‘even on curves. The wheel rims

are,“ foot Wide, making the tread, as ordi

EZZLIYI‘TTasured, seven feet. The wheel

minc'ge feet and the wheels, which are

block {itseslnbdrmeterxare fitted with rubber

with steel bzseesd Ohm): sets of three blocks

- e tires are dual and
hie1: to‘al width or 10 inches.

n
the U “9mg With its role as a locomotive,

actor is fitted “P With a complete air~

MECHANISM

ble-ender down to the last detail, the con~

trolling and braking apparatus is duplicated

in the cab, so that whichever way the driver

faces, he has the levers at his right hand.

Each control lever works in a slot in a sec

tor; the forward half of the swing controls

the three forward speeds and the rear half

three exactly similar speeds in the opposite

direction; the slot is not continuous, how

ever, but is divided into two sections by a

bridge which stops the lever in a vertical

position, and in order to reverse it is neces

sary to pull the handle out of its socket and

insert it in a similar socket which comes

just at the opposite side of the bridge when

the lever is in neutral position. This makes

unintentional reversing impossible. In mak

ing a sudden stop it is unnecessary to turn

off the current; as soon as the air brake is

INGENIOUS DRIVING AND STEERING AXLE

brake, operated by a small brass hand

wheel, which may be used in case of the

failure of the air. In view of the reliability

of the standard air-brakes, however, this

contingency is regarded as a remote one.

The braking action is extremely prompt and

effective, and it is an easy matter to stop

the tractor within a distance very consid

erably less than its own length when mov

ing at maximum speed. It is stated that in

an emergency a stop can be made within

three feet, if there is good holding ground

for the wheels.

Not the least interesting feature of the

machine is the system by which all four

wheels are utilized as drivers as well as

steerers. The mechanism is divided into

two separate sets, one for the two driving

wheels at each end, which are exactly dupli
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rates and work independently, though draw

ing current from the same battery. The

motors are of General Electric manufacture,

series wound, 85 volts, and each drives

through heavy spur gearing to a counter~

shaft carrying a differential. The counter~

shaft is extended laterally, the ends pro

jecting from massive bearings and carrying

spur pinions which mesh with large spur

gears bolted to the wheels; the large gears

are of such diameter that there is just room

for the pinions between them and the wheel

rims. The shafts are so located that a line

drawn through the pivot center of the

steering knuckle passes through the center

of the pinion. Provision for the movement

due to steering is made by mounting the

pinion on a spherical joint on the shaft end,

the joint being so constructed that while

the pinion cannot turn on the shaft, it can

swing to any angle within the limitations of

the joint, and as the axis upon which it

swings coincides with the steering pivot

axis. there is no difficulty in transmitting

power even when the wheels are deflected.

The action of the joint will be better under

stood. perhaps, if it is considered as a uni

versal joint with gear-teeth cut in its peri

phery. The wheels are of cast steel. The

inner peripheries of the large gears are used

as braking surfaces, the bands expanding;v

against them in the usual way.

Huge Storage Battery Equipment.

Current is supplied to the motors by an

Edison battery of 80 cells. The cells are the

largest manufactured by the Edison com

pany and have a capacity of 450 ampere

hours, which is sufficient to give the tractor

a range of about 40 miles on a single charge

under ordinary working conditions—con

siderably more than is likely to be required,

so that there is a margin for occasional long

periods of continued hard work. The bat

tery is carried under the cab, where it is

readily reached through steel doors on the

sides.

The tractor is carried on semi-elliptic

springs, and the combination of big wheels,

rubber tires, well~calculated Springs and

great weight results in surprisingly easy

riding over rough ground. There is very

little noise heard when riding in the cab,

and when standing at a little distance the

machine scarcely can be heard. An electric

gong and an air whistle provide ample

means for signaling. however. While the

curious combination of mechanisms is apt

to leave one somewhat confused as to

whether the machine is an automobile or a

locomotive, the question is settled by the

fact that each end is decorated with an

orthodox New Jersey automobile license

tag. which presents an incongruous appear

ance just above the coupling and air-brake

connections.

MINNEAPOLIS SHOW SET lN

LIFELIKE RUSTIC SCENERY

Painting of Minnehaha Falls, With

Natural Tree Trunks, Placed Be

neath Illuminated Canopy—In

National Circuit.

 

Although all of the exhibits were not on

view—for the Minneapolis exhibit is this

year a national circuit exhibit for the first

time and not a few of the cars to be dis

played were in transit from Chicago—the

opening of the fifth annual show of the

Minneapolis Automobile Trade Associa

tion in the Minneapolis State Armory on

Saturday evening last, February 8th, was

neverthrless auspicious. Monday morning

last, the two train loads of cars from the

Windy City arrived and the bare places of

the opening night were quickly filled, com—

pleting the exhibition, which will remain

open until Saturday evening next, 15th inst.

Of motor cars and motor car appurte

‘ nances there is little missing, for the 45

dealers who are exhibiting have on display

the productions of some 60 difierent fac

tories, while accessories are displayed by a

half-hundred other dealers.

And if the ranks and the files of the ex

hibitors are complete, then the same term

must apply to the decorations. The lofty

ceiling has been converted—by virtue of the

use of not an inconsiderable amount of blue

bunting—into a blue sky in which myriad

lights glitter, outlining the ceiling girders.

The entire back wall of the armory is cov

ered by a mammoth mural painting of

Minnehaha falls and a degree of naturalness

is lent to the setting by virtue of a cunning

ly contrived foreground of natural trunks

and branches of trees. Large landscape

paintings figure in the decorative scheme of

the other three walls, and trailing southern

smilax hides from view the railing which

bounds the balcony. Eight life-size statues

of the “Spirit of the Automobile," a young

woman bearing a motor car wheel illu

minated with purple lights, are placed at

vantage points on the main floor and a

mammoth seal of Minnesota, also illumi

nated, faces the main entrance.

The cars on view are: American, Stutz,

Premier, Paterson, R-C-H, Hudson, Speed~

well, Cutting, Jackson, Stanley, Packard,

Imperial, Luverne, Richmond, McIntyre,

Marathon, Mercer, McFarlan, Franklin,

Knox, Cartercar, Chevrolet, Little, Hender

son, Pathfinder, Hupmobile, Mitchell,

Paige-Detroit, Apperson, Stoddard-Dayton,

Cadillac, Lozier, Stearns-Knight, Buick,

\lyherg. Regal, Stevens-Duryea, Fiat, Inter

State, Moon, Flanders, Auburn, Pierce-Ar

row, White, Penn, Overland,‘National, Gar

ford, Firestone-Columbus, Colby, Case, \‘e—

lie, Ford, Locomobile, Lambert, Buckeye,

Moline, Krit, Cole, Kisselkar, Oakland.

Oldsmobile, Studebaker, Maxwell, Winton.

Abbott~Detroit, Herreshoff, Peerless, West

cott, Chalmers, King, Detroiter, Empire.

Havers, Marion, Rambler, Metz, Staver,

Reo, Marmon.

Two Buildings for Youngstown Show.

Having acquired such proportions that the

Auditorium no longer is able adequately to

house it, the annual Youngstown (Ohio)

automobile show——the third under the man

agement of the Youngstown Automobile

Dealers‘ Association—which was inaugu

rated on Saturday evening last, February

8th, was partially housed in an annex spe

cially built for the purpose and which is

connected with the larger building that

houses the greater portion of the show.

\Nhile decorations in the shape of hunting

strips and streamers serve to hide bare

walls and ceilings and render both new and

old buildings eye-pleasing, the effort of the

management has been directed more toward

the exploitation of vehicles than to "gar

nishing" the buildings, and to this end aisles

have been made wide and display spaces

large, so that each of 35 different makes of

motor vehicles, cars and trucks, is shown to

best advantage. The vehicle displays are

made by 20 dealers, while three others

exhibit accessories.

The cars on view are: Regal, Meon.

Buick, Little, Cole, Packard, Hudson, Rauch

8: Lang, Oldsmobile, Oakland, Reo, Stan

dard electric, American, Overland, Auburn.

Service truck, Michigan, McFarlan, Kline.

Peerless, Studebaker, Baker electric, Fed

eral truck, Warren, Moon, Avery truck. Car

tercar, Cadillac, VVinton, Chalmers, Paige

Dctroit, Ford, \Vhite truck, Koehler com

mercial, Mercer.

 

Cooper Comes Close to Dirt Record.

Earl Cooper, driving a Stutz car on the

one-mile track at Fresno, Cal, on Monday

last, February 10th, covered 200 miles in

3:28:52, which is dangerously close to thfi‘

dirt track record of 3:28.04 for the distance.

made by Louis Strang at Columbus, Ohio.

in I‘lly, 1909. Cooper's time was made in a

time trial run under A. A. A. sanction and

under the auspices of the Cooper brothers.

who are the California distributers for Stutl

cars.

Perceptible Improvement in English Humor

British humor may not he so sad, after

all. As witness: One Englishman describes

a bumpy road as shocking. and further rises

to remark that a new ’bus that has been put

in use in London is so cavered by patents

that Presumably there will be no room for

advertisements.
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CARING FOR ELECTRIC STARTING EQUIPMENT
 

The Burden That the Owners’ Ignorance Places on the Dealer and How

Study Will Make It Lighter for Both—Peculiarities of Series Motors

Made Plain—Rushmore System as an Example of Simplicity.

(This is the eighteenth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and en ine

starting Systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner all e.)

The formal adoption of any electric

lighting and engine starting system by the

manufacturer of a car naturally presupposes

a degree of simplicity in the system that

will preclude the necessity for any' more

"fussing" on the part of the dealer or the

mvner than is necessary. Assuming even

that the owner really likes to “fuss” with it,

 

apparatus which, under the circumstances,

would be better let severely alone.

"Fussing” that Burdens the Dealer.

Not that it is hard for any one endowed

with enough intelligence to operate an au

tomobile to learn how to take care of an

electric lighting and engine starting sys

  

RUSHMORE MOTOR AND GENERATOR, SHOWING METHOD OF MOVNTING

“'hitlt means that he likes to take care of it,

10 than it and to make such minor adjust—

ments as from time to time become neces

sary, he is likely to be more than perturbed

If the "fussing" i5 a necessity and is not

“lle an excuse for working off some of

I115 own surplus energy.

Why Simplicity is Necessary.

The“ are two reasons, therefore, for 0b

“?“fng the greatest possible degree of sim

M'C'IY: The first of them is to reduce to

ihe mmimum the amount at care and ad

v'“Elment that actually is necessary and to

make-the care and adjustment easy of ac

mmphshmem by the “man in the street."

22:“le Second‘of them is to reduce the

0f Possible damage that can be

done by unknOWlng fingers in prying into

tcm; it is simple, though the statement

has been reiterated so often that it is getting

like to the story of the boy who cried

"\Volf!"—no one takes any notice of it or

it is taken for granted, which amounts to

the same thing in the end, so far as the

actual acquisition of knowledge by the

owner is concerned. Also, in the end, the

dealer almost invariably bears the burden.

How does the owner’s anxious, though

none the less harmful, "fussing" place the

burden on the dealer? Suppose, for in

stance, that John Smith purchases a cat

from a local dealer and that it is equipped

with a fearfully and wonderfully construct

cd lighting and starting system that would

defy a Philadelphia lawyer to unravel~

which it is not. of course, for there are no

such systems. But just suppose that it is.

Forty miles from nowhere in particular,

binith discovers with a pang that his lights

are growing dim; he stops his car and his

motor to remedy the defect in his clumsy

way, if he can, and an even worse calamity

appears in the refusal of the electric starter

to extort a sympathetic chortle from the

engine, when, dispairing of disposing of the

gloom shed, figuratively, by his lamps, he

endeavors to be on his way. So he gets out

his hibernating crank and cranks up and

drives home and to the dealer front whom

he purchased the car; maybe he puts can<

dies in his head lamps in lieu of the de—

ceased electric bulbs, which expedient is not

altogether unknown.

Failings of Household Electricians.

That is to say, he drives first to the

tlealer, if he is wise. If he is not wise, he

drives first to some itinerant electrician

whose fund of knowledge consists in know

ing how to hang electric bells and door

openers and wire burglar alarms. If the

so-called electrician admits his inability to

cope with the intricacies of the system all

is well and good; there still remains an

even chance for its recovery under proper

hands. Generally, however, tainted money

looks just as good to him as does any other

kind and he proceeds to "chuck a bluff" to

the detriment of the system and the deple

tion of the owner's pocketbook. Of course.

he does no good, and if he does no harm

more is the credit to him; he may be an

electrician, after all.

Doubling the Repairman's Work.

Generally, however, the fraternity of

household electricians is worse than use

less in such predicaments and the automo

bile owncr would do well to shun its mem

hers, for, as a rule, it is beyond their ken

just why the makers of such apparatus per

sist in sticking to construction which to

their minds is so palpably wrong. They

proceed to “fix” it; and no one who has had

any experience with them can reasonably

doubt that they are great little fixers—of a

kind. The dealer is the logical person to

wliom the motorist should turn, and right

here becomes apparent the burden the deal

cr must bear.

In nine cases out of ten, all the Smiths
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that ever attempt to remedy lighter and

starter troubles without knowing just how

to go about it, make matters a great deal

worse; they almost invariably do the wrong

thing at the wrong time. Which means, of

course, that in addition to straightening

out the difliculty that causes the cessation

of activities of the apparatus in the first

place, the dealer has also to clean up the

mess that has been left by the owner by

reason of his ignorance. He has virtually

a double portion of work to do.

Real Complexity Non-Existant.

ln this respect, it is only fair to add that

the average dealer is fully able to cope with

the difficulties, provided only that no seri

ous breakdown has occurred—that the wir

ing is not burned out in either the gen~

erator or the motor, for instance. It has

been borne in on dealers within the past

few months that they must be able to do so

if they are to maintain their reputation for

that everything which is embraced by the

word “service.” Logically, the dealer wants

a simple electric lighting and starting sys

tem, for with one he knows that the amount

of damage the owner inadvertently can do

will not be as great as can be done with

a highly complicated one. And it goes with

out saying that the owner wants a simple

system, for he wants the assurance that he

can take care of it if necessary. Needless

to add, for it already has been pointed out

many times in the seventeen preceding arti

cles which have appeared in Motor World,

none of the existing systems is too compli

cated for the average person easily to

"learn by heart,” though he cannot expect

to learn by sitting idly by with folded hands

in silent contemplation. Nor will mere

printed instructions alone suffice; he must

“dig in" and learn by experience.

Elimination of Rods and Wires.

Simplicity in the concrete concerns the

method of attaching and connecting the

apparatus quite as much as it concerns

its “internal economy"-—the parts that sel

dom are seen or touched or thought of.

Which means, briefly, that, in so far as is

possible with proper operation and due re

gard for strength, rods and wires and

brackets and other parts must be eliminated.

The truly simple system would be one in

which the motor and generator are integral

with the gasolene motor, everything is au~

tomatic in the fullest sense of the word and

attention of any kind never is necessary.

But the millenium has not been reached,

and until it is there is little likelihood of

such a system being perfected, for they all

embrace machinery of some kind and ma—

chinery always requires attention.

Still, notable attempts at a full solution

of the problem have been made, and among

MOTOR WORLD

them, the Rushmore electric starting sys

tem, manufactured by the Rushmore Dy

namo \Norks of Plainficld, N. 1., probably

comes nearer to the real answer, apparent

in the elimination of as many parts as pos

sible, than does any other. The generat

ing portion of the system already has been

described in Motor World under date of

November 7th. Therefore, suffice it to say

that the generator is a small, compact ma
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RU SHMORE STARTER SWITCH

chine in which the output is governed by a

Series coil of iron wire contained in a small

"bucking" coil inserted in the field auto

matically by the increasing resistance of a

uousing a-top the dynamo casing.

Unusual Disconnecting Method.

The starter is distinctive by reason of the

{act that, though it drives the gasolene

motor through the intermediary of gearing

cut in the flywheel, thus necessitating that

a pinion on the motor shaft be enmeshed

when the engine is to be started and thrown

out of mesh when the motor has started,

  

RUSlIMORE MOTOR COMPONENTS

it is devoid of the usual rods, etc.; its ap

pearance is unusual, as may be judged by

the accompanying illustration, which shows

both the generator and the motor attached

[0 a heavy Simplex motor. In fact, its con~

struction and its characteristic are so un

usual as to make it of more than ordinary

interest, particularly inasmuch as it has only

just been placed upon the market.

In its simplest aspect, the motor is plain

February 13, I913

series wound and is completely enclosed so

as to make it dirt and moisture proof. The

armature is drum-wound, is heavy and is

mounted in ball bearings. The peculiar part

of the design lies in the construction of the

armature and commutator and the method

of mounting, both of which features best

can made plain by digressing slightly to

delve into theory a little.

Characteristics of Series Motors.

It is a well-known fact that the field

magnets of any dynamo or motor exert a

powerful solenoid action to draw the arma

ture into line with the pole pieces. In fact,

this effect is so pronounced that any ordi

nary motor or dynamo thus will give a

silent pull fully as great as can be obtained

with the same weight of copper and steel

in any other form of simple solenoid or

magnet construction. Similarly, it is quite

as well known that when the load is re

moved from a series wound motor it tends

to run away with itself and will do so unless

restrained by the cessation of the exciting

current. It is upon these two simple laws

that the Rushmore starter depends for op

eration.

The shaft and commutator are elongated

about 1% inches, so that by means of a long

coiled spring contained in the hollow front

end of the shaft the armature normally is

forced out of line with the field poles about

1%, inches, and thus the one-inch pinion

mounted on the end of the armature shaft

normally is forced out of mesh with the

gearing on the flywheel.

The starting switch, which is quite as im

portant and quite as ingenious as any other

part of the mechanism, has three contacts,

the arrangement being shown by the ac

companying illustration. On the first of

them the armature is partly short-circuited.

On the first movement of the switch. the

circuit is closed to the battery through a

resistance step which limits the current flow

to 150 amperes at 6 volts. This current all

passes through the series motor fields, but.

owing to the short circuit across the arma

ture, about half the current is shunted

around the brushes. The other half gives

the armature a slow but very powerful

torque, which is hardly noticeable to the

eye but which is practical assurance that

the gears will enmesh properly. On the

last switch contact, the armature shunt is

removed, the series resistance is cut out and

with the pinion then in full mesh with the

gearng on the flywheel the motor is thrown

in full series upon the battery.

As long as the motor is driving the cn‘

gine, the load current through the series

field magnetizes the field so that the arma—

ture is held in the working position with

the gears enmeshed. At the instant of the

first explosion, however, which takes the
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load off the electric motor, it proceeds to

run away with the gears still enmeshed.

But as quick as a flash, the removal of the

load results in the battery current drawn

dropping almost to zero, which so reduces

the magnetic pull upon the armature that

the coiled spring at the end of the shaft

forces the gears out of mesh and the arma

ture continues to spin silently at its normal

speed of 2,400 revolutions a minute as long

as the foot button is depressed. It is

doubtful if a simpler starting system could

be develOped, for there is absolutely noth

ing to get out of order and, barring the lit

tle care that any electric motor requires, it

never need be touched from one season's

end to the next.

Care of the Motor Made Plain.

As regards the care of the system as a

whole, omitting the care of the generator,

which already has been outlined, the start

ing switch should be cleaned occasionally,

for it is bound to collect a certain amount

of road dust. And even though the dust

may not effect the operation of the device.

it may contain abrasive particles which in

time will cause undue wear. Therefore, it

is well periodically, say once a month, to

brush out any accumulations of dust. Slid

ing contact is provided in the switch, thus

making the contacts self-cleaning, though

if the mechanism is so placed that oil can

work in and onto the contacts trouble is

likely to ensue. Oil can be removed with a

cloth dampened with gasolene. The cover

of the case is held in place by means of four

screws, one at either corner, and in assem

hliug, care must be taken to see that the

lock washers beneath the screws are re

placed or the screws will work out under

vibration, thus exposing the mechanism.

As the motor is in use only at long in

lvrvals and then only for a few moments at

atime, wear will be negligible and there is

little that will require attention. The brush~

ts should be examined from time to time

l° make certain that they are the preper

[mgth and that they make proper pressure

on the commutator, for there are few things

Which will work greater havoc if permitted

l0 obtain than weakened brush springs or

htushes that are so short that they do not

properly touch the commutator. Sparking

and burning are the result, and the only

“mad? then is thoroughly to sandpilper

the commutator.

Cleaning the Commutator Surface.

Of course, where the commutator appears

unusually dirty, it should be cleaned. a flow

“Tapped around the finger and diPDEd in

filament “being one very good Way Of taCk'

swig]: Job. If the cleaning reveals deep

Should 6; or cuts on the commutator, these

c removed with fine sandpaper—

No. 00--applied while the armature is rotat

ing and after the brushes have been re

moved.

Where the motor has been run for a long

time without any attention whatsoever, it

most likely will do more good than harm

thoroughly to overhaul it by removing the

brushes, and then the opposite end plate,

when the armature may be withdrawn, leav

ing the field open and free for the removal

of accumulations of dust, etc. To clean

away the dust, a soft brush should be used,

care being taken not to disturb the wind

ings. In reassembling, great care must be

taken to see that the wires are properly at

tached, if, for any reason they have been

removed. Probably there will be no neces

sity for removing them, in which case the

cleaning operation will be very simple,

To Heat Motors in Cold Garages.

That those who store their cars in urn

heated garages may not be subjected to the
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DI'ILIO \VARMER, APPLIED

annoyance, to say nothing of the possible

expense, of frozen cooling systems, the

Dayton Equipment Co., of Dayton, 0., has

perfected an ingenious type of electric heat

er for which manifold advantages are

claimed. It is styled the Deco-Warmer and

is designed to be permanently attached in

the cooling system of the motor after the

manner shown by the accompanying sketch.

in its simplest aspect, it is merely a small

electric heater made integral with a short

length of piping and attached in such a way

that the cooling water passes through the

pipe and in doing so comes in contact with

the heated surfaces. Energy to generate

the necessary heat is obtained from any

ordinary electric light circuit, either alter

nating or direct current being suitable.

After the device has been attached, it is

merely necessary to screw the plug, which

is a part of it, into an electric light circuit;

as there are no moving or wearing parts

in the device, it is calculated to operate

efficiently practically for a life-time. The

heater is applicable to any motor, whether

thermo-siphon or pump cooled, its effect be

ing to cause a thermo-siphonic circulation

in either, thus maintaining all the cooling

water warm and facilitating easy starting.

Needless to add, it is absolutely fireproof.

“Kerb” Light the Latest in London.

Step lights and extension “trouble hunt

ing” lights are fairly common, and now

comes the curb light, or,.as it is styled by

the British taxicab company that has adopt

ed it, the "kerb" light. It is nothing more

or less than an ordinary electric lamp fixed

low on the forward axle, but the theory

behind the innovation is a little more com

plicated. Lamps placed in the ordinary po

sithn, it is explained, cause an annoying

glare in the “blankety” fogs with which

London is afflicted, whereas the placing of

one lamp—the one ordinarily nearest the

driver—on the front axle obviates this

trouble and at the same time illuminates

the “kerb” to facilitate “landing.” The other

lamp is placed in the usual position beside

the driver, and there has been found noth

ing in the motor vehicle laws to conflict

with the unusual arrangement.

Grain Alcohol for Cooling Solutions.

Although wood alcohol as a medium for

lowering the freezing point of water is ex

tremely effective, f0r which reason it fre

quently is used in connection with the cool

ing water of a motor car, its use is not to

he recommended, since in the presence of

heat and air it forms formic acid, which

-cadily attacks the brass and copper which

enter into the construction of the radiator.

Pure grain alcohol (ethyl alcohol) is equally

as effective as the wood alcohol and is very

much less liable to have a corrosive effect.

 

Springs that Cause Valve Breakage.

A not infrequent cause of excessive valve

breakage arises from the use of valve

springs which are too heavy. Where a slow

speed motor is caused to operate at a speed

above normal, stiffer valve springs some

times are substituted to quicken the return

of the valve to its seat and the constant

“thud, thud" strains the valve stem to a

point where breakage is the natural result.

The remedy is the replacement of the heavy

springs by lighter ones.

 

Knock Not Due to the Engine. >

A deep toned, heavy knock which sounds

for all the world like a connecting rod or a

main bearing knocks—for it can be perfectly

regular and be more in evidence when pull

ing with high gear in mesh—sometimes

is caused by the front engine supporting

bearing where three-point suspension is

employed. BefOre dissassembling the motor

to 100k for the knock, it is well to tighten

this bearing, making use of a bushing, if

necessary.
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1.023.383. Clock for Automobiles and the

Like. Henry \V. Matalene, New York, N. Y.

Filed Dec. 9, 1910. Serial No. 596,431.

(Means for actuating the winding mechan

ism by rotating the dial.) 6 claims.

  

1,023,393. Fender for Automobiles. \Valdo

F. Perez, Tampa, Fla. Filed May 15, 1911.

Serial No. 627,233. (Basket shaped catcher

designed to attach to side frame members.)

2 claims.

1,023,414. Armor for Vehicle Tires. Jere

my B. Coonrod, Rock Rapids, Iowa. Filed

Feb. 25, 1911. Serial No. 610,892. (Armor

built of solid rubber with metal supports.)

3 claims.

1,023,454. Pneumatic Tire for Vehicle

Wheels. Elery Emmerson Black, Detroit.

Mich. Filed Mar. 4, 1911. Serial NO. 612,

243. (Non—resilient base portion to which a

resilient tread portion is attached by means

of a flange connection.) 2 claims.

1,023,470. Carburetter. Raymond S. Hill

and Oliver P. Underwood, lndianola, Iowa;

said Underwood assignor to Herman C.

Mills, Des Moines, Iowa. Filed Feb. 28.

1910. Serial No. 546.507. (Spray nozzle

opening controlled by the air pressure in

the mixing chamber.) 4 claims.

1,023,471. Automobile Number Plate. Pe

ter M. Hofiman, Chicago, Ill. Filed July 24.

1911. Serial No. 640,143. (Means for attach

ing plate to the radiator.) 1 claim.

1,023,487. Differential Gearing. Otto Za

chow, Clintonville, \Vis., assignor to Four

\Vhecl Drive Auto Company, Clintonville,

Wis" a Corporation of Wisconsin. Filed

May 8, 1911. Serial No. 625,674. (Means for

providing a difierential lock.) 4 claims.

TIRE CUTS

  

-—aud for one an].

\bsolutely automatic.

attention required.

get out of order.

trOI ble and expense

rum casings. They adm t mm.

tune to the carcass. Cllll~£ tn

.hric to rot and weuken. Krow inrger— end in blowout'. ‘

You can repair CASINGS rmd INNER TUBES any

Where in 15 minutes, better 111 in a Repair shop can dc

Universal _ .

A1110{ulcedamzer

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete. with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches.

Cult be carried in the tool box Simplest-M Multh

device [or cllmlnlttn| tire trouqu that has ever been dcvi

Place the patch -—attach the

\‘uic-t \izer —put in the gasoline light it. No further

In 15 minutes the iob is done.

it can't burn. north or injure tube or casing. It can't

It rm"! fail to do its work. So

Di-Ilnle. anyone can operate it, The Universal Auto

Vulcnnizer saves its cost a Immind "mu over in

Price Complete. $4.00 Ready for instant l‘q

Guaranteed Satiltactory or Money Iteiundui

AD \MSON MFG. COMPANY. East Palestine. Ohio

1,023,493. Spark Plug. Franz Bartl. New

York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 19, 1909. Serial No.

528,875. (Both electrodes covered with in

sulating and refractory material.) 5 claims.

1,023,516. Pneumatic Wheel. William W.

Guest, Alameda, Cal. Filed June 8, 1911.

Serial No. 632,014. (Tread formed of many

rubber plugs mounted on pistons which

operate in dash pots.) 4 claims.

1,023,546. Internal Combustion Engine.

Madison F. Bates, Lansing, Mich. Filed

June 27, 1910. Serial No. 569,010. (Piston

inrmed in two sections bolted together; the

upper section contains the piston rings.) 1

claim.

1,023,552. Dual Ignition System. Richard

H. Cunningham, New York, N. Y. Filed

Jan. 29, 1910. Serial No. 540,781. (Multiple

circuit breaker.) 1 claim.

1,023,553. Change-Speed Gearing. Paul

Daimler, Cannstatt, Germany, assignor to

Daimler Motoren~Gesellschaft, Stuttgart,

Germany. Filed June 13, 1911. Serial No.

032,882. (Clash gear transmission.) 4

claims.

1,023,554. Tire. Milton E. Davis, Canas

tota, N. Y. Filed June 9, 1910. Serial NO.

505,994. (Tire moulded so that a linked net

ting will fit snugly over the tread.) 8

claims.

1,023,565. Air Pressure Creating Device

for (iasolene Supply to Engines, etc. Will‘

iim 1’. Herbert, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Mar. 24, 1911. Serial No. 614,594. (Pump

incorporated with the valve operating mech

anism.) 2 claims.

1.023.580. Anti-Skid Device. Douglas J.

Martin, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 20,

1911. Serial No. 603,634. (Endless chains

attached to each other by means of clamps

and means for taking up the slack.) 4

claims.

1.023598. Vehicle \Nheel. Louis K. Ste

1,023,644. Exhaust Mufller. Joseph Hall,

Manchester, England. Filed Nov. 22, 1910.

Serial No. 593,743. (Arrangements of battle

plates.) lclaim.

1,023,666. Cover for Pneumatic Tires. Lu

cien Liais, Paris, France. Filed Sept. 21,

1910.‘ Serial No. 583,052. (Means of stifien

ing tire casing.) 3 claims.

1,023,682. Emergency Brake. William Ray

Reno, Louisville, Ky. Filed Feb. 16, 1911.

Serial No. 608,930. (Runners designed to be

dropped before the rear wheels and upon

which the wheels run, the runners being

chained in position.) 2 claims.

1,023,804. Driving and Steering Mechan

ism for Power-Operated Vehicles. Iram W.

Bould, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed May 15, 1911.

Serial No. 627,135. (Drive shafts can be

connected or disconnected from wheels by

dog clutches.) 3 claims.

1,023,810. Automobile Steering Guide.

Claude Bugg, Clinton, Ky. Filed Sept. 6.

1910. Serial No. 580,476. (Pointer on steer

ing column which indicates the relative

angle of the steering wheel.) 3 claims.

1,023,811. Variable-Speed Transmission

Mechanism. Leon J. Campbell, Chicago.

111., assignor to James T. Healy, trustee.

Chicago, 111. Filed June 17, 1911. Serial No.

(133.699. (Tilting keys replace orthodox dog

clutches on lay shaft.) 10 claims.

1.023.848. Combined Tank Bracket and

Step for Motor Vehicles. Russell Huff, Dc

troit, Mich., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, to Packard Motor Car Company.

Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan.

Filed Oct. 30, 1908. Serial No. 460.301.

(Straps attaching to the car frame support

both gas tank and steps.) 5 claims.

1,023,859. Vehicle Spring. William S. Lee.

Detroit, Mich., assignor, by mesne assign

ments. to Briggs-Detroiter Company. DB

troit, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan

Filed Nov. 24, 1911. Serial No. 662,242.

(Platform spring suspension.) 3 claims

 
 

phcns, Dallas. Tex. Filed Feb. 20, 1911. Se

rial No. 609,644. (Spring hub.) 2 claims.
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1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

$2.00 Per Year

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

MOTORCYCLES

THE BICYCLING WORLD

AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

WILL INTEREST YOU

EVERY TUESDAY AT
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luxurious National closed car.

Awoman can step directly from her home into her

She finds it clean, warm and comfortable.

She l0ll('ll€$ one button to start the motor.

A touch on another button turns on the. lights.

I'l

The entire mechanism oi'the ear is under herklmlTl'fidlate

. “mtmlnihe need make no exertion or effort: her gown

and coat and hands are not brought into contact with

l\nytliing that may soil them.

In fiery way the National should appeal to a woman

as "lg many times superior to an elect no.

I‘mller (‘omt'ort and delight we fit the Closed ours with

A 00? "lat. umbrella holder, baggage compartment,

ll“ "'3 tubes. vanity box, mirror, flower vases, etc

The BM Car

To own Indianapolis, Ind.

“\“V

-A“~l-4--~<J_A_. Inh,A.'-Q*~d-nn- -.~.~. Ava-P ~

(rill-'Tli’ 'I
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Five Models, Improved Series V,

$2750 to $3400

Following are a few of the salient features of National

cars :

Long Stroke (4 7-8x6) flex

ible and noiseless Motor with

enclosed valves.

Left-Side Drive.

Center Control.

Gray & Davis Electric Starter,

easily operated by simply

touching a button with foot.

Gray & Davis Dynamo Elec

tric Lighting System.

Bosch dual double Magneto.

li-im-h Turkish Upholstery.

Electric Horn.

National Motor Vehicle Company

Adequate Baggage-carrying

Compartment conccalal in

body but easily accessible.

Tire pump. integral part ofthn

motor. Inflates a tire in three

minutes.

lift-inch Wheelbase.

Adjustable, ventilating and

rain vision Windshield.

Multiple jet Carburetor.

Hofl'ecker steady—hand Speed

ometer.

Tire Carrier in rear.

Full-floating Rear Axle.

Easy-riding qualities unex

celled .

Write Us For

roof
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More and more dealers are grasping the sales possibilities of

the Warm Hand Wheel, because of its appeal to comfort in

if you have still held back, then write towinter driving.

us---NOW.

  

Circuit Open

The \\"arm lland \N'hccl is heated by

current from the lighting system or

from batteries—or from the built in

nnlgneto on the fi_\' wheel of the Ford.

in all instances current Consumption is

small and cost of upkeep negligible.

The retail price is $15.00 and we will

make a most attractive commission ar

rangement with you if you will simply

write and say,

livery car that operates in the winter

needs a \Narm Hand \Nheel as part of

its necessary equipment. Every car

owner who sees (or rather feels) it

demonstrated, will quickly catch the

idea and want the wheel.

It isn’t an experiment we are olier

ing you, but a tried and proven suc

cess, giving uniform comfort to the

hands in all winter weather conditions.

  

Circuit Closed

“SEND ME YOUR PLAN ”

WARM HAND STEERING WHEEL CO.

527 Fifth Avenue

 

 

New York, N. Y.
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New York Branch-l36 West 52d Street

Detroit Branch—1191 Woodwll’d Avenue

  

Storage Batteries

at the Chicago Show

 

OF 242 CARS

Furnished with Electric Lighting and Starting Equipment

185 ‘

76 44070

Contained

BATTERIES

while the balance, 57 cars, 23 640% were divided among five manufacturers.

The New York and Chicago Shows combined, show results as follows:

Electrically Equipped Cars—Total of Both Shows

373 Out of 519

71 9-1007o

Use Class A =~‘ Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use Class B mm: Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

  

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Company

CLEVELAND, omo Chic-go Branch—2241 Michigan Avenue

San Franciaco Branch ~243 Monadnock Blgd.

Depot: in All Principal Cities in the United States, Canada and Mexico

 ll  
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The Motorcycle Field

is growing by leaps and bounds and

motorcyclists are good spenders for

ACCESSORIES

This promising field is splendidly

covered by the

Bicycling World and Motorcycle Review

The (lldesl Cycling Journal in the Country

Attention is called to the fact that

many manufacturers of automobile

accessories can greatly widen their

field by cultivating the motorcycling

industry and to those who are not al

ready familiar with the enormous vol

umeofbusinessnow beingdonein mo

torcycles the facts will bea revelation.

The Bicycling World and Motorcycle Review

is ready to tell you how you can reach this

field at a minimum expense, and its service

department will plan a campaign for you;

prepare advertising copy and insure its circu

lation in every state.

 

VVRPTE FOR PARITCULARS

Bicycling World Co.

1600 Broadway New York

ll you make anything lor motorcyclists

SEND YOUR CATALOG

Ior our iii: an we have coniinunl in

quiries concernin necemriea and we

wan! to be in n poo lion lo give complcle

IIIIOI'IIIIIIOII.
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AN INTERESTING

“3|
ll“‘L

PROPOSlTl0N

Generous Profits for Live Dealers

DEALERS—ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS:

Which Truck will give the most satis

faction to my customer ?

The truck which is built to perform

the service expected of it, and which

possesses exclusive points of economy

and superiority.

The QR. Motor truck represents accumu

lated results of eight years careful study

and scientific development with the most

severe road tests. Through these tests,

it has been demonstrated that the @

truck is more than capable of meeting

every possible condition.

ZR, CONSTRUCTION

“Study the lines" : -—They represent power and

efliciency— far in excess of their rated load

capacities, combined with minimum weight

and great strength. Many features of the @

truck are exclusive—collectively they represent

the highest type of motor vehicle construction.

CAPACITY

Heevy service—three, four and five tono.

The demand for high

grade motor trucln, ol

reody exiolo and will

be further stimulated

by our advertising anil

tence, and co-operotion

with the dealer. Write

now telegraph in now

for more complete infor

motion.

Abendroth & Rom

Manulacluring C0.

48 Church Street,

New York City

FACTORY: NEWBURGH. N. Y.

Which-Company will give me the best

co-operation, not only in the sale, but

in rendering service to my customer?

The Company which is firmly and sub

stantially established; thereby assuring

permanence, situated to render service to

owner and dealer, and willing to co-operate

with him in compelling attention and con—

sideration for the truck through publicity.

The Abendroth & Root Manufacturing

Company, is an engineering corporation,

whose products have been recognized

standardsthroughouttheengineeringworld

for over forty-five years, thereby insuring '

sterling quality and dependable service

for every fl truck.

QR, SERVICE

A thoroughly equipped factory at Newburgh, N.Y.,

in close proximity to New York City. has a fac

tory servite department, where the most efficient

co-operation is available to every deal-3r and

purchaser of an _@ truck.
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An Old and Well-Known Trade Mark

The Best Product

An Efficient Organization

iNVADER

‘(L The Invader name and trademark has been

known to the trade ever since the automobile was a

baby.

(1 It has always stood for the highest quality that

could be produced.

(L The Invader Oil Company is composed of men

who have succeeded in the oil business and who

know it thoroughly.

(L ‘Whatufurther assurance is it possible to give that

"Inviader Oils are the best for the owner to use and

easiest for the dealer to sell?

1NVADER 01L C0., 80 Broad Street, New York

PHILADELPHIA

113 Arch Street

BOSTON

284 Columbus Avenue

WASHINGTON

3556 lllh Street, N. W.
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F you or your customers are troubled with boiling radi

Iators or overheated motors, the chances are you need

our assistance.

Livingston Radiators are so highly efficient in the per

formance of their cooling functions that their substitution

nearly always means the elimination of heating troubles and

considerable increase in engine power and car economies.

An overheated motor spells ultimate ruin as well as con

tinuous expensive operating cost and upkeep. Enough actual

cash can be saved in operating expenses (to say nothing of

the increased life of the car) by the use of Livingston Radia

tors to warrant the additional expense entailed in their pur

chase.

If you would like more details, get in touch with us

immediately.

LIVINGSTON RADIATOR & MANUFACTURING C0.

RANDALL BUILDING, 52d STREET, NEW YORK
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All types of radiators built, rebuilt and repaired.

We build individual radiators for car owners.

a‘ kw ‘1‘
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THE LARGEST AUTO SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

0111' Name Is Your Guarantee
 

‘NlHATEVER you buy from the house of CHAS. E. MILLER

you may expect the fullest degree of satisfaction in every detail.

Quality, quantity, material, workmanship, durability will be just right

or we will make it right. Our name is your guarantee.

To buy from a house the size and standing of

this one is the safest way to insure complete satis

faction in all your dealings. We handle goods of

standard quality only and of course stand back of

everything we sell.

No matter what you want in the line of automo

bile accessories or supplies, remember our slogan,

“We Either CARRY IT IN STOCK, WILL

GET IT—OR IT ISN’T MADE.” One of the

prize winners in MOTOR’S recent advertising

contest selected this as the slogan out of the many

shown. His reason was as follows: “This saying

is the clearest possible statement of the Miller

business policy which I have found to be a fact

through several years of satisfactory relations

with them.”

Our Annual Catalog is the largest, most com

plete, up-to~date and authoritative dictionary of

the auto supply market of any book published. It

has come to be recognized as one of the standard

reference works of the industry.

The total distribution of one hundred thousand

copies of this catalog practically covers the world,

at least wherever automobiles are used. Nearly

all foreign as well as domestic automobile manu‘

facturers and dealers, the offices of American Con

suls, Public Libraries, Universities, Y. M. C. A.

Schools, Publishers, Automobile Clubs, Engi' _

neers' Offices, Purchasing Departments—in all

these places you will find a copy of the Miller

catalog on file.

Fifteen branches spread over the United States. located in the principal motoring centers, bring Miller service within the ~

reach of practically every motorist in the United States. Prompt delivery, perfect quality, honest prices—these are the

thin s that distinguish Miller service and explain the marvelous growth of this pioneer establishment since its Inception .

in l 96.

CATALOG MAILED TO ANY ONE ANY PLACE ON REQUEST

Manufacturer, Jobber,

E0 Exporter and Importer

ESTABLISHED 1896

97-99-101-103 Reade Street, New York City

i

Home Olfiee:

ORDER FROM NEAREST BRANCH, ADDRESS CHAS. E. MILLER

BROOKLYN, N. Y. BOSTON. MASS. DETROIT. MICE.

1421 Bedford Avenue 202-204 Columbus Ave. 227-229 Jefferson Ave.

BUFFALO, N. Y. SPRINGFIELD. MASS. CLEVELAND. O.

824 Main Street Bridge and Dwight Sta. 1829 Euclid Avenue

ALBANY, N. Y. HARTFORD. CONN. PHILADE135 Central Avenue 274 Trumbull St. 318 NortthirioIlii.

NEW YORK CITY

97-103 Reade St.

NEW YORK CITY

924 Eighth Avenue

NEW YORK CITY

2782 Broadway

ATLANTA, GA.

259 Pelchtree Street

NEW ORLEANS. LA.

601-603 Baronne 5t.

NEWARK. N. J

274 Halley $6"!

 

I
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Maximum Carrying Capacity

Minimum First Cost

Minimum Maintenance

Minimum Turning Radius

What Not a Theory But a Proven Success in a

Year’s Grnelling Work. Many in Snccesslnl

Operation. Sto 10 Ton Capacity. I‘nll Details

Explained in Tractor Catalog. Send Today.

 

    

It Is

A motor unit that may be attached to any heavy vehicle designed to be drawn by horses; the

combination making a five-wheeled motor-drawn vehicle.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO EXCESSIVE COST OF

RUBBER TIRES. Wagons have been doing good work for many years on steel tires and

there is no reason why they will not continue to do so when drawn by the tractor; the heaviest

part of the load is always carried on steel tires.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO EXCESSIVE VIBRA

TION ON STIFF SPRINGS. All working parts of the tractor are carried on springs as resilient

as those of a pleasure car.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO SUDDEN STARTING

OR STOPPING OF HEAVY LOADS. The cushioning of the shock between the engine and

the load is one of the most important advantages gained, (fully explained in catalog).

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO NEGLECT ON AC

COUNT OF INACCESSIBILITY OF PARTS—all parts of the tractor being more accessible

than on a touring car.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES due to frame twist. The tractor ac

commodates itself to all road unevenness. I

The single front wheel can be turned at 80 degrees angle, enabling the driver to back to

my posmon or turn completely around in a narrow street.

Send for further Information and prlces

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY (Tractor Department) Springfield, Mass.

BRANCHES —New York. Chicago

AGENTS—The Knox Martin Tractor Is the Greatest Proposition In the Commercial Field Today. Fnlly Protected by Patents.
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Write to your car manufacturer—tell him to

equip the cars you sell with Hoffecker Speed~

ometers and Waltham Time Pieces—then

you are selling another important item of

service.

Hoffecker is to a speedometer what Wal

tham is to a time piece—both names stand

for quality of product known and used

wherever cars are found.

You cannot find better instruments an

where at an ric

facturers at mod

Y; 

QFFEQKER
SPEEDQMETERS

e—and the fact that we can sell this combination to manu—

erate cost emphasizes this argument.

You can judge Hoffecker-Waltham worth

by cost of production. These instruments

are turned out in factories where design,

material and workmanship are paid for on

a scale commensurate with our ideals—

andichg are high

  

 

 

  

  

HOFFECKER

SPEEDDMETER

  

Have you had of the

new nlnpplfliod spelling? P.

h ujabln-l word to “he ' ‘

tin-plumb! 1 link ncn- ., I

  

  

most reliable m ' _\ ‘

0n the mnKMJ-“Ilc‘, ‘

limply an mhii‘dnlu“ ‘

“HOFFECKERZ' n11th , ‘ '

gen m: but spud mdi- \ I ' '

p on")! ever made.
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TIMBIPIECES

7 OFFECKER IS TO A SPEEDOMETER

WHAT WALTHAM is IDA rmmscr

  

  

  

  

  

\ “Hui bring Hum

Id “and m“mm

K ‘ Wnkham Alum

  

v . _ y i “1 ' We subordinate selling cost (which is over

‘ - - ‘ head) to cost of production, and to do this"mum" we concentrate our advertising in a group

of publications that reach prospective car

owners and owners only. A sample two

page spread of this advertising is shown

here.

  

  

“(will mad I"

my, nrranted

  
  

  

 
 

I "All! Ill"

‘ (.81
t nnw v lg"

  

You, as a dealer, get the benefit of this adver

tising—it reaches the people to whom you sell

cars and accessories.

  

The car manufacturer gets the money we save (through economicaL effeCtive I

advertising) in the shape of the highest grade instruments

at prices he can well afford to pay.

Again we say:

  

  

  

\‘!\lb"

mg? i"
  

If ZOU want to help your prospective car owner to exceptional

sEed and time recording service, then specify Hoffecker

Speedometers and Waltham Time Pieces.
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YOUR PROFITS

$ You can make money selling

motor trucks.

$ You can finish each season with

increasing profits.

$ To do so take advantage of these

fundamentals:

(1) You must have good trucks to sell—and good selling trucks.

(2) You must be supported by an ORGANIZATION which will co-operate with you

to give 100 per cent. truck efliciency to the user—that’s Kelly

service.

  

_ . Sixteen Page lnsertinh
(3) You must have the benefit of working With a fac—

tory sales department which has but one object—the sale of

Kelly Trucks for you. This means aggressive advertising,

intelligent publicity and direct sales co-operation. For a "The

$ In your community we will create a demand for Kelly Trucks, and if you are the

dealer with the big brains WIRE IMMEDIATELY AT OUR EXPENSE.

KELLY SERVICE

The final test of the efficiency of a motor truck is service. The sale of a truck is only

the beginning of the manufacturer’s responsibility.

Do you realize what real factory service means to the man who sells a truck?

Kelly service is legitimate service in every sense of the word.

We can give real service because we have built up the Kelly organization with that idea

in view.

We operate well~equipped factory branches and service stations in the following citiesl

 

Boston Dallas Birmingham

Providence San Francisco Chicago

Worcester New York Kansas City

New Haven Philadelphia Seattle

Cleveland Los Angeles
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5 Every city and town in the country is within a few hours of one of these service stations.

The necessary equipment for any repairs can be dispatched to any dealer without an instant’s

delay, and delivered Within a few hours. The advantage of this arrangement can be seen

readily by those who have often been compelled to wait many days for the arrival of repair

parts from a distant factory.
Nil

E KELLY SALES HELPS

Our sales and advertising department is designed primarily to sell Kelly trucks for you.

We will help you in every way possible.

A large sum of money will be spent in advertising and sales promotion work in 1913.

We will employ every legitimate means to promote your

llWeeks Motor World)l'llidn’l see i r send to

il-‘Wire For Territory

ref We will co-operate with you in every way possible.

THE LAST WORD

In conclusion we urge upon you the importance of telegraphing at our expense if you,

as THE live Dealer, want the best motor truck account in America.

Every member of our sales and advertising department

has had long experience in selling. They know how to help

you sell trucks—they can sell them for you.

We are prepared to go the limit with you to get the cream of the motor truck business

In your territory.

Don’t wait to see us for the Chicago or any

gt other motor truck show.

Telegraph immediately at our expense and

arrange to have territory assigned you.

THE KELLY- SPRINGFIELD ’

MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

1026 Burt Street Springfield, Ohio
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Announcement ot Buttan

The most satisfactory solution of light

trucking requirements is found in Buffalo

Electric Shaft Drive Commercial Cars.

1500 lbs. capacity chassis.

2000 lbs. capacity chassis.

The Bufialo Electric type Direct Shaft

Drive is the most eflicient and reliable light

truck transmission yet developed. Every day

performance of any truck depends upon the

efiiciency of its transmission._

Buflalo Electric

1500 Pound Capacity Chassis

Electric Light Duty Trucks

We direct your attention to the Buffalo

Electric universally suspended motor, the gear

connection between motor and drive shaft, the

drive and rear axle mechanism.

Approved electric truck standards have

been developed and refined to meet the re

quirements of such classes of business as

trucks of this kind can best serve.

Every element in the make-up of these

trucks provides for generous overload.

Buffalo Electric Light Duty Trucks make their first bid for the endorsement of dealers

and business men at the Chicago Truck Show—February 10th to 15th.

Every dealer should visit the Buffalo Electric Truck exhibit at the Chicago Show. Dealers

who are unable to attend the Show can have descriptive folder for the asking.

BUFFALO ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY

Factory and General 0tticcs:

Space A
  

1222 Main Street, Buttalo, N. Y.

Chicago
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MR. DON M. FERGUSON. - '7
Chief Engineer Cartcrcar Co. ___
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Another Prominent User of

HYATT ROLLER BEARINGS
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Hyatt Quiet Bearings

      

LINE CONTACT is the basic lprinciple of the Roller

Bearing as against Point Contact of the Ball. There results

a vastly increased surface to support the load. reducing the

duty per unit sec-tion of the operating parts and increasing

their life in a like proportion.

To insure this condition, uniform distribution of load is

essential. This necessitates perfection in the manufacture

and mounting of the bearing. Perfection is unattainable

under manufacturing conditions.

The flexibility of the Hyatt Roller absolutely insures full

line contact. hence guarantees~ uniform distribution of the

load.

Flexibility is an exclusive feature of the Hyatt Roller.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING. Co.

DETROIT.MICHIGAN

.l

‘l

-__ 
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We are adver

tising Mezger

Soot Prool

Spark Plugs

in the leading

automobile

a n d m o to r

boat journals.

We are using

pages and don

ble pages—and

running until

every car and

b 0 a t o w n e r

will be wise

enough to buy

M e 1 g e 1' Soul

Prooi Plugs.
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How About Dead

_ Stock in

Spark Plugs ?

You may have such a losing invest

ment—Plenty of dealers have. It’s

the logical result of defective prod

ucts—many brands that do not give

service, even if you do sell them on

  

DEALERS—“’0 are going to help you sell Mezger Soot Proof

Spark Plugs by giving your trade the best plug on the market—and

by giving you advertising serv1ce on a scale never attempted by any

manufacturer in this line.

Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plgs are made by one of the oldest

spark plug makers in America.

They have stoOd the test of years—long, hard and consistent

service.

Through their self advertising they have multiplied into

Millions Now In Service

and they are giving perfect satisfaction to tens of thousands of mo

torists—simply because they cannot short circuit, leak or break down.

Your trade canpay more for Sflaark Plugs, but no matter what

the price, they cannot buy more uninterrupted service or longer life.

We are going to prove that it will be to your advantage to handle

Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plugs exclusively.

W'rite today for our proposition. Get our booklet telling why

these plugs have made and held a reputation second to none.

 

 

  

C. A. MEZGER, Inc., 15 Canal Place, New York

WGDMMMIHEMMLQMHHHHIHIHHHIHHK 01D murmur (ID imminmmmuun'i
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HUTO'MEIER

(MAGNETIC PRINCIPLE)

erence has become so

pronounced and one

sided that now you rarely

find a high grade car that

is not equipped with a

Warner.

SPEEDOMETER pref

Warner Service Stations are peeeeeently main

tained in all large cities. Warner owners are thul

assured of permanent satisfaction.

1 "ll

so ii i

WARNER '

nnnnnn CI. A@W”METEER .
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SELDEN ONE_T()N T .

  

$2000

HAS SET A NEW STANDARD FOR ;COMMERCIAL CARS

It represents a greater cash value than any other one-ton truck. It is

built for hard service and embodies every feature that stands for Durability

and Economy—the two chief requisites of an efficient business vehicle.

THE BEST AGENCY PROPOSITION EVER OFFERED

The Selden Sales Plan puts the Selden Truck within reach of thou

sands of merchants and manufacturers who cannot conveniently buy on a

cash basis.

Some Valuable Territory Open

Write at once for Sales Plans, stating territory desired and giving sales and

service facilities.
x“

SELDEN TRUCK SALES COMPANY

183 East Avenue, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Why Business Men BeIieve

in KisseIKar Trucks

HERE is scarcely a business in which KisselKar Trucks are not used and praised. A

superior truck—strong and sturdy—best adapted to grilling service—that’s why. Matc

rials zealously selected——construction carefully inspected—chassis rigidly tested and te_st~

ers double checked. That’s the Kissel way.

KisselKar Trucks are built in seven sizes—1,500

lbs, 1 ton, 1% ton, 2 ton, 3 ton, 4 ton and 5 ton carry

ing capacity.

The two smaller sizes have 30 H.P. motors. the

1%, ton, 36 H.P., the 2 and 3 ton, 4O H.P., and the

three larger, 50 H.P.—all long stroke.

Characteristics of all but the two smaller sizes of

KisselKar Trucks that contribute to their superiority

are four speed transmission (direct on third—fourth

gearedup) and a differential lock which throws trac

tion to both rear wheels—positive insurance against

stalling.

Liberal dimensions throughoutwextra large

axles, wheelbases and tires. Frames of pressed or

channel steel. Gears and other vital chassis parts

vanadiumized.

KisselKar Service add: inertimable palue to a

Kine/Km- Truck. Our own old/ding: and factory

trained men at all principal point: relie'ue owner:

of mechanical trouble—keep the truck in prime con

dition and minimize depreciation. '

Write for new truck catalog.

KIsseI-Kar EthbIt—Chlcago Show—Section C Coliseum

Kissel Motor Car Company, 159 KIssel Avenue, Harttord, Wis.

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO MILWAUKEE

Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Detroit. El Paso, New Orleans. Baltimore. Rochester, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Spokane,

KANSAS C1'1‘Y LOS ANGELES MINNEAPOLIS ST. PAUL DALLAS

Duluth, Bufialo, Hartford,

(‘onn., New Haven. Albany, Troy. Montreal. Qu:l;ec, Toronto. \\'innipeg, and 200 other principal points throughout America.

If;  
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5" ‘11Dlers ' fiesta

In handling the Lancia, the dealer automatically

creates an exclusive and most desirable selling con

nection._and the fact that he may be surrounded by

many American agencies lends still more prestige to

his own proposition.

You, Mr. Dealer, can sell Europe’s most exclusive

product at American prices and you can, On this

basis, offer Lancia cars and equipment to those who

'are fastidious not only in regard to rakish. unusual

European design, but who also understand the actual

service value of a car made in Europe, where steel

making is an exact science and where engineering

genius of the world has reached the high water mark.

Canvass your list of prospects-you can interest

plenty of them in a very unusual and distinctive type

of motor car, with racing and endurance records

back of it that are beyond cavil.

We await your inquiry and we promise our selling

co-operation.

ADAMS-LANCIA CO.

235 West 58th St., New York
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PATHFlNDER
Official good roads car

Sensation of the shows

THE PATHFINDER represents

 

 

  

the most notable engineering

achievements in the building of

motor cars. The Pathfinder chassis has

been pronounccd the greatest advance

in scicntilic construction.

The Pathfinder electric self-starter is

simplc and accessible—it appeals to the (I g

man who is-“car-ivise” because it is "7easily operated and does not compli

cate ignition.

Our “101 Reasons” will help you to

judge the efficiency of any good car.

\Vritc for them.

Factory Address

THE MOTOR CAR MFG. CO.

Indianapolis, U. S. A.Chicago New Yorlr
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Manufacturers purchasing Shel

_ don Axles to-day, are offered a com

} , pleteness of equipment which ex

ceeds anything previously known to

the motoring industry.

Our new axles are equipped for

wooden or steel wheels with your

choice of the following high class

bearings:

New Departure Double Row

Hess-Bright Single Row _

Standard Taper Roller Bearing

Bower Roller Bearing (straight)

New Departure Single Row

- Rhineland Double Row _

New Departure Radax and Norma

v

:m:.v~*

3,.

.‘F.

FEW.

“WAR/PURE

SINGLE ROW

‘ 11/

/' st)?!
y/

. a

1 lg -
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SHELDON AXLE Cé

WILKES-'BARRE PA.

CHICAGO BRANCHI

WE MAKE AXLES ll I

NOT BEARINGS I

is \ ~.

I (ll/10>»
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We do not offer our axles as

a means of selling bearings be

cause we are distinctly axle man

ufacturers. We offer car makers

their choice of all the best bear

ings that can be made—domes

tic or ioreign—simply that the

rest of the equipment may con

form to Sheldon superiority.

Surely no car equipped with

Sheldon Axles and a choice of

any of the bearings mentioned

on this page will be lacking in

quality.

  

~\\ Fish fig}
’4///i a9?
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DETROIT BRANCH'. IZIS WOODWARD AVE.
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You Can Sell a Studebaker "35” tor $1290 as Easily

as You Could Sell Dollar [ills io_r Eighty Cents

 

 

Because—A Studebaker “35" is—

Electrically started, electrically lighted.

Carries six passengers—two in rear seat, two in folding seats, two in front seat, no crowding,

solid comfort.

Equipped with the last details of luxury and comfort—never before realized in a moderate priced car.

Upholstery of hand bufled leather, richly tufted, deep cushions, the entire design from crowned

lenders to swell of body, the embodiment of luxurious good taste.

Mechanically perfect—116 inch wheel base, 4 cylinders, 4 l-8 inch bore x 5 inch stroke motor,

three-quarter elliptic rear springs, full floating rear axle, detachable demountable rims, 34x4 inch

Goodrich tires, clear vision ventilating windshield, rain vision type.

A car you’ll be proud to exhibit in any company.

And—the Studebaker name plate insures courteous and instant service to a customer in whatever

part of the country he may be.

  

-..." r.

Studebaker “ 35 "

STUDEBAKER CARS

“20" Delivery Car . $800 “30" Touring Car . $1190 "Six" Touring Car . $1550

“20" Roadster . . . 835 “35" Touring Car . 1290 “Six” Roadster . . 1550

“25" Touring Car . 885 “35" Sedan Type . 2050 "Six" Limousine . . 2500

“35" Coupe . . . 1850

All price: for ear: fully equipped F. O. 5’. Detroit

THE STUDEBAKER CORPORATION

DETROIT. MICH.
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The CM X’ou Can Sell to Men

ofMeans and Fine Discrimination

  

 

 

  

  

qIAre you in a position to locate and i

ability to recognize a car of impres

sterling performance.

nterest men of means, social standing and

sive individuality, tremendous prestige and

  

  

q If so, we will use our sales organization to assist you in sellin

Europe’s most talked of car and the one most sought after.

q This automobile is the product of fifty years steel making near Brussels, the Pitts

burgh of Europe. In materials, it stands alone in quality. Its chassis is a revela

tion in construction that has given it a proven title, "The unbreakable car." In body

design it is a model of sensational European originality that causes even the blase New

Yorker to turn to admire.

g the Metallurgique,

  

 

"o

  

q Metallurgique dealers have as sales ammunition a list of owners that reads like the

International Social Register. Write for our beautiful brochure—it will introduce us. i

iMETALLURGIQUE MOTOR CO., 1934 Broadway, New York

W. C. 8: H. N. ALLEN, Proprietor:

  

_“was”Wrap-1<I$<:='§=0?“--
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THE RIM BASE OF

$T[\NWELD
RIM No. 30

Will Fit the Felloe Band of Either the

Continental or Standard Universal No. 3 Rim

SEE OPPOSITE PA GE
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Rim Base of SYANWELD Rim

No. 30 With Tire Applied

F your car is equipped with Continental or Standard Universal

can completely re-equip with N0. 30 STANWELD Rims in less

little expense.

All that you need are the No. 30 rim bases. They fit

the above mentioned types and can be applied without the

or the addition of any bolts, wedges or special tools.

Merely remove your old tire rims from th

rim With tire on the wheel, screw up your

STANl/VELD Rim

No. 3 Demountable rims, you

than one hour and with very

perfectly the felloe band of either of

necessity of any special wheel work

the wedges and you have a complete set of new rims.

N0. 30 is a vast improvement over all' former similar types. It is oper

ated without a special tool. Rust and freezing cannot interfere

with its operation. Circumferential movement of either section

is not necessary to detach a tire.

Merely open a small swinging latch with a screw driver, pry

loose the ends of the two flat semi—circular spring rings which fit

over corresponding lugs of both sections. The two sections of

the rim base can then be separated for removal of the casing or

tire. The locking rings can be replaced with the fingers in a very

short time.

All the old difficulties experienced with the other types are

completely eliminated. The rim itself is light, strong, extremely

simple and easy to operate. The expense involved is so low that

the oldest car can economically be re-equipped with the No. 30

STANWELD rim, provided its former equipment was either

Continental or Standard Universal N0. 3 rims.

Write to us, giving the present size of your rims and we shall

furnish you with a descriptive folder givmg prices. ThlS IS abso

lutely the best rim offer that has been made to the motoring

public for many years;

THE STANDARD WELDING COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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The system of lubrication

is perfect. The grease cup

is of extra large capacity

and the grease ducts of

ample size.

The fresh grease, forced

into the bearing at the mid

dle. spreads over the entire

surface of the bolt. It not

only lubricates it thoroughly

but pushes out the grit, dirt

and old grease at both ends

leaving the bearing clean.

Your Name on the Spring Bolt

Makes it a Distinctive Part of the Car

Here is a bolt designed and manufactured with

such care that you can put your name on

it and stand back of it.

It will show that you are giving

this important bearing

the attention it

deserves.

  

The bolt is made of open

hearth steel. Scientific

heat treatments carbonize

and harden the body pro

ducing a bearing surface

which resists the cutting

action of the mud and

grit.

A tough. silky core is re

tained by this treatment

making a bolt that stands

the road shock and strain.

These bolts are furnished with your name

stamped on the grease cup as shown above.

Send blue prints for quotation

The Electric Welding Products Company

CLEVELAND, OHIO

l
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Bosch Plugs

AS GOOD AS BOSCH MAGNETOS

XTENSIVE investigations into the problems of ignition have made possible the pro

duction of a better plug, a scientific plug. a Bosch Plug; one haying all those attributes

that characterize Bosch Magnetos as the standard ignition source of the world, all

those qualities which have caused Bosch to be fitted to the most excellent examples

of automobile construction such as the Peerless, Packard, Pierce—Arrow, Mercedes, Fiat,

 

 

De Dion, etc.

This is a reason why you should insist upon having Bosch Plugs

in your engine. They complete the perfect ignition system

Bosch Pl ; Specify them$1,005,; BOSCH MAGNETOS or from your
Evemhere Dealer

Be sure to obtain “Locating the Spark Plug"; it’s gratin to you if you’ll write

BOSCH MAGNETO ca, 224 W. 46th St., NEW YORK

Detroit : : : : San Francisco : : : : Toronto
cm“!!! :: ::

° ' ' ' PORTLAND, ME, Maine Motor Car Co.; BOSTON. Meter Parts Co.; BUFFALO Jas. G. Barela , Ina;gfflcll] DIStI‘IbUtOI" RUCHESTER, A, M. Zim rich; PHILADELPHIA. Motor Parts Co.; PITTSBURGH, Double ay-Hill

T621]? Co.; BALTIMORE, Car] Spoerfl’s 50"; Co.; RICHMOND VA., Dallas A. Shafcr 8: Co.; ATLANTA, iIohnson-Gewinner Co.;

H", DO, W. G. Nagel Electric Co_; CINCINNATI, Oskam Auto Supply Co.; MINNEAPOLIS, Pence Automobi e Co.; DES MOINES,

Anglos: Motor Squl Co_. OMAHA, powcn supp] Ca; ANSAS CIT , MO., Kansas‘City Auto Supfils Co.‘ ST. LOUIS, Phoenix

L05 A‘ipglg 00-; gNVEll. Fry & McGill Motor Supply Co.; SEATTLE, Ballou & Wright; PORTLA . 011E" Ballou 8: Wright;

‘ LES, E. A. FeatherStOnc.
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We are looking for the manufacturer who is not 100%

satisfied with the motor he is using.

Ergon Motors will satisfy those manufacturers.

Ergon Motors are not revolutionary in design and construction—they

are simply refined and developed to a point in keeping With the extreme

demands of the present day pleasure and commercial vehicle requirements.

Not only has great care been used to assure great power and light

weight but in the attaining of this end equal attention has been paid to

the simplicity, durability and accesibility of the motor.

Our crank shafts and cam shafts are made by the Driggs-Seabury Ord

nance Corporation, and the silent chain drives which replace the timing

gears, are made by the famous firm of Hans Renold. In the transmis

sion, Timken bearings are used and the clutch is supported on F & S

bearings.

#1

Ergon Motors are 4-cylinder, 4-c_ycle,_ water

cooled, L-head, with the cylinders .cast in pairs. The

motors are of the long stroke design With a_ bore of

4%" and a stroke of 6”. They are of the unit power

lant type with Brown-Lipe dry plate clutch and 3

Z P _
ARD speed selective transmission.

In keeping with modern demand. Ergon motors

are equipped so as to permit of the use of any one

MOTORHANUYACTURINO

of several types of either electric or pneumatic

starters.
liqg‘wé Corgi J l y We are positive that we can fsatisfy evein tliqugst

a skeptical of the superiority 0 our pro uc 1

given a chance.

Won't you let us hear from you?
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$147 ~ _
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Model 3!. Forward~Drire Brougham; Pedestal

front seats. Wherl or lever steer, a: prrfcrrzd.

\The

LVXVRIOVS

BROC
ELECTRIC

HE degree of roominess in an electric

may be a matter of inches. But

dimensions-(lo not always prove room

mess unless you know all dimensrons, and

can see the car.

‘ The Broc rear-seat cush—

lOIl‘lS 49 inches wide, and

Slinphes deep. There are

4% inches of clear space

ityveen top of cushion and

ceiling.

The_importance of those

extra-liberal provisions for

roominess is not wholly in

the dimensions themselves

The BROC

VEHICLE.
1617 East Fortieth Street

For ever ' dimension of the

in:erior allows that stand

ard. Knee-room,foot-room,

leg-room is always ample.

With all that roominess,

nothing of exterior or in

terior beauty—of .graceJ

proportions or fifllSh'TlS

sacrificed. Thebest-looklng

cars are Brocs.

ELECTRIC

c 0 M PANY
Cleveland

MOTOR WORLD

 
 

 

 
 

GILMER TIRE

REPAIR PLIERS

An absolute necessity tn the

garage —a ready seller and

one that you ought to handle.

This little instrument has a big mission, repair

ing trifling injuries before they become big and

serious. A dollar invested by your customer will

save him many dollars in the course of a year.

Aside from the liberal commission which is

yours from each sale, you are conserving the best

interests of your trade by introducing and selling

Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers. It is all a matter of

service, and the successful dealer today is the one

who helps his trade save money.

The operation of sealing up cuts and abrasions

is simple. Just insert the prongs of the pliers into

the injury, spread the pliers, and move the ratchet

lever over far enough to make the cut perfectly

accessible. Then clean the wound, insert pure rub

ber gum and reverse the operation of opening. Then

the tire will close over and around the gum, pro

ducing a permanent repair.

Write and get details—better still lay in a stock

now—and see how kindly car owners in your terri

tory will take to this little device.

G. WALKER GILMER, Jr.

52 North Seventh Street Philadelphia, Pa.

ClLMElZ
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ENN SPRINGS are tested for resiliency and

tensile strength far beyond any point that

could be reached in every day service. They

are guaranteed against fatigue and through the

special grades of steel and methods of construc

tion they will give service “plus.”

 

Car manufacturers can make our engineer

ing force part of their organization in the work of

producing springs that are true in even load

Penn carrying, resilient and engineered to fit the par

. ticular car for which they are designed.

Spring Works

 

BALDWINSVILLE

NEW YORK

 

 

 

 

  

   

The Triplex Starter

;‘ for FORD Engines

“It is out of light," under the hood. All that shows is a small hand lever on dash. You do not

have to leave your seat to start your Ford Motor when equipped with the TRIPLEX STARTER

All that is necessary is to pull the lever. Will positively turn your motor over every time.

The TRIPLE-X FORD ENGINE STARTER
is a mechanical starter, which, of_ all types— 7 . LA... _

compressed air, acetylene gas, electric and spring

———is the 0111 one on the market which at all times

proves abso utely RELIA_B_LE. In no respectus

it a “Hit-or-Miss" proposition—yorka one_rnin

lite and short—circuiting or blowmg out a cylinder

head the next. It gives 100% uninterrupted ser

vice from the time it is attached. _It comprises so

few parts and is so simple and direct in applica

tion that it cannot get our of order. and_ it is as

safe and durable as it is simple and effective.

' the TRIPLEX STARTER you have two

mm? devices. You do not remove the crank.

It stays on.

"Ask the man that has one."

To be had at all dealers or direct on receipt of

price. I
S.—It doesn't re uire SALESMAN

Qllll)PEAtldEsRell an ARTICL _ior which every

“FQRD OWNER is clamoring. Bring the

TRIPLEX FORD ENGINE STARTER and

h FORD OWNER to ether and a sale results.

‘8': Sales spell Big Pro ts._ Get our Sales Propo

~iigcm t a . Write or Wire. No more broken

:lrmS. Back kicks are dangerous.

PRICE $1.50

Write Department 10

ANUFACTURING CO.

ENUE. CHICAGO, ILL,

SON. $60 Phelun Bid!" San Francisco, CaL
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The Torridin

of July

The Zero of

December

cannot effect the absolute unvarying accuracy of the

@BROWNSPEEDOMETER

" The Speedometer of Absolute Accuracy "

because—

_It is constructed on the centrifugal principle of physics.

Science has proved that mechanism so constructed is not

afi‘ected by climatic changes.

All parts of the Corbin-Brown Speedometer are made of

specially hardened steel or brass and assembled with the pre

cision of a high grade watch.

Write for catalogue.

Corbin Screw Corporation Division

AMERICAN HARDWARE CORPORATION

213 High Street NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

BRANCHES: NEW YORK. CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA

Makers of the celebrated Corbin Coaster Brakes for Bicycles and

Motorcycles

 

 

 

 

 

HEW—IE"
 
 

1913': TRADE SENSA TION

KNOW THE EXACT

HEAT OF YOUR MOTOR

WHILE DRIVING

 

 

  

.‘
~ /

'

l' ""1 BOYCE "HI ,

m ETER .:  

The Motometer is a watclilike in

strument fitted to the radiator cap,

protectin the motor from damage

caused gy im roper lubrication,

overheating, de ectiVe_ cooling, etc.

By means of a red fluid indicator it

warns you

When the Radiator Needs Water

When 0i] Supply Is Insufficient

In short, it tells whatever excessive

(F heat tans—a brgltc‘i: waterbpiimpt, a

run: vie clo ge pipe, a re en an e t, e c..
silt) ’4 acmal andgtells before the damn e is done.

 
 

 

  ##5le the same as an ornament, readily

" e from the scat dav or rii 1hr. It will

gtvznt frozen radiators in winter and

ac ed cylinders in summer

Fini b ' 'm “sicfigllgnhslaCk enamel With gold plated

The Motometcr Company, Inc.

904 u. s. a. ubber Bld .
'°"'W=y llld 58th Street, al'ew York

Chlng Branch: 1322 Ilchlgan Avenue
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"INV] SI BLE

AUTOMOBILE

‘4

SOS Hmaas
The detachable and

water-tight features of '

our No. 119 Automo

bile_ _Door Hinge, in

addition to the inter

locking action, makes i

this the best, as well ‘

as the strongest con- i

structed concealed

hinge _on the market.

_Made_in two parts, it

is easily attached and

detached. Water will

not reach the wood

of the body through

the hinge. When in

stalled holds the door

rigid and at the same

time has a perfectly

smooth action.

Send new for cata

log and full particu

SUSS ,_ .

MANUFACTURING '»

UUMPANY

435-443 Atlantic Avenue

BltllllKIYtl. N. Y.

No. 119

 

 

Full Size

"FORTY” $1985

The best four-cylinder forty

horsepower car on the market

with separate electric starting

and lighting, and separate igni

tion systems. The economical

four speed forward transmission

is another big asset.

 

 

Address Dept. W for Catalog

KLINE MOTOR CAR CORPORATION

Richmond, Va. York, Pa.
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PARTS OF QUALITY

TRANSMISSIONS, CLUTCHES

and LEVERS

To fill all requirements in pleasure

cars and light trucks

  

 

“ Contract Work, Gear Cutting

Brass, Copper and Nickel Plating

Our Engineering Department is

at your service

For further particulars address

 

 

 

 

AUTO PARTS MFG. CO., mm- L Muncie, Indiana

 

  

 
 

 

 

_i

The

Hotelof

Comfort

" You can walk from there to anywhere"

Our new addition is ready for occupancy.

We now have 360 rooms with 265 baths.

4 0 0 S 0 DA I Write us for descriptive folder with typical floor plan

and rate card.

Wire for reservation at our expense. RATES

‘ _ _ ( ‘ 1 dav- ('0th room with _

’l 1115 IS not the record of .1 5mg e t}, cémorgmperwgybnhl. ' - .— I'l IS or two, per sy . . . . .. .

This 15 a dally ave] age for four 1110 Outside room with bath,

f newly for one, per day . . . . .. 3.00

' _IZlflual‘V’O cars ' Outside room with bath.

endmg w ' for two, per day . . . . .. 4.00

' 1 Relnv magnetos' ese Outside room

equ‘ppe‘ “ ' h d b a“: a: “:3:
figures have never been approac e y d" .... “Mo

nv other manufacturer. HOTEL

a ' woonsrocx

‘ n-on est 127 w. as St.
ductor Me’smples" S a New York

In Service w n Vlliquette
ur a Day - lien-let. '

or 24-110Built i

ELECTRIC COMPANY “a

Fadm’y “ E BERIIBK"
"1’s Me" Ionian“ Rutllnd.

war (IQl‘Son' md‘an. Vermont

All
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The SCHRADER

Universal Tire Pressure Gauge

W/Ll

El/fi/MUE

75%

OF YOUR

7785

7'R008!E

  

For Sale by Tire Manuiaeiurers, Jobbers, Dealers, Garages or

A.SCHRADER’S SON, Inc., 32 Rose St., New York

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Leuth-Juellonl

Trucln are DQ'

livery lnmrnnce

QUALITY DURABILITY

ONE. “70 AND ’I'IIREE rou cmurr

'.-i
    

  

"In llll

"III we,
‘ _ .

>

>

 
 

  
_ 4. iii";

mil-"4‘40 .

. I. . ‘7 _ V “9+

.15- _ . _.A. .r“

“WI-JUKRGENSARUCK ARE THE LATEST lN‘ CONSTRUO'

"G. Mt Powerful in operation and the mOtors are guaranteed agnlnst

workmanship and material for the life of the truck. l‘he'!

Two cylinder. one-ton.

Mm
"I miitlnl th de.

7 2 highest clans truCkiirolle: speed“ forward, HWWBHKM

one two and three-ton. .

trln'imiulon mule in our own snow 0' “‘9 “nestqifii
“M1969 i“ te t owned by us.I d clutch. covered bmglaptndznvery on all models

13 Olth I d t ..1“ "bill-“1!! ramgnlgliipejiigtclbiigiiii. Our quality will do the rest.

mun“! 40mm: Secure' Your Territory for 1912 at Once.

"El-Illlli-Juergens Motor €ar Co., Fremonl. 0hlo.

“flow I) m Abnl'lnohen and Agencies

m '“ " rams. 131 Portland t.
CHICAYORK‘WM Sid» Git-m 0‘ Motor Co.. 160-162 mm St.

AGO‘TIIP LanthJuer ens Motor Car 00.. 2630-32 Wabash Ave».

DETROI ' ‘\' J‘“-\1Prchnn 5 Motor Car Co.. ERSPX Building. e,
ms'i'lil T' Mlcn>~i3|erl Auto Truck Sales Agency. 453 Dix Ave.

“(6110’ Corvus“ AND \"lCl.\‘l'l‘Y~Bowies nomi- Sales en.
.. 808 11th Si. N. W., Washington. D. C
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Weimer Quality

Steering Gears

NYBODY can claim

quality—but a record

of eight years use tn

the better class of cars is

indisputable proof. That

proof is back of Warner

Steering Gears.

The prime features of

Warner Gears are:

accessibility; com

plete interchange

ability; use of ec

centric sleeves;

adjustable angle of

column; large beni

ing and contact sur

faces specially hard

ened and ground, assur

ing ease of motion and

durability.

The Warner line includes a wide range in both pleasure and

commercial types.

We guarantee dependable dcliveriel.

Get acquainted with Warner Qualitywmake it another

selling argument.

We modify our designs to meet your detail requirements,

or build on approved designs on seasons quantity

specifications.

Philadelphia OfficeDetroit Office

628 Ford Building Glenwood Ave. & 2nd St.

Warner- _Gear Co.

  

  

  

    

Indiana

*

Croxton cars incorpo

rate all of the features

for which the buyer '

looks in the new

models. Write for cata

log and agency details.

TheCroxlon MolorCarCo.

Washington,

  

69
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Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ All“) IMPURT BUMPANY 0F AMERICA
280 Wont 54th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 

  

  

4:p¢.

MOTOR

  

  

THREE EXCEPTIONAL MODELS:

Model ED—l.000 lbs. ca acity (2 cyl.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..S 750

Model B—l,000 to 2,000 ha. capacity (4 cyl.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,100

Model C—2.000 to 3,000 lbs. capacity (4 cyl.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,775

“'ritc n5 for full information and liberal specifications.

THE DART MOTOR MANUFACTURING CO.

WATERLOO. IOWA (18)

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

CUTS

l, ussom THIS

PUBLICATION

ARE MADE

 

  

Save Tires—Save Fuel—Save Car. Make cars

easier riding and easier driving. Stronger than

any other practical wheel.

THE MCCUE C0” Buttalo, N. Y.

  

 

AUTO-LITER
The Positive Electric Starter and Lighter

STURDY, DEPENDABLE. NEVER FAILING

In its simplicity lies its perfection. Operates on a six-volt current.

To manufacturers, dealers and prospective car owners our catalog and

descriptive literature are interesting and highly important. They treat the

subjects of starting and lighting automobiles intelligently and exhaustiVely.

Our dealers' self-starter proposition is especially attractive. \Vrite

today.

THEjg ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE COMPANY

Main Office and Factory, Toledo, Ohio

BRANCH OFFICES: New York. Kansas City, San Francisco

(Squegee) TIRES

Woril' Slip —Won't Slide
4 i it Worth Skid—They Grip!

THE DIAMOND RUBBER C0. 0" N.Y.

Subddiary of The I. I. Goodrich ('A

AKRON. OHIO
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TRUCK FRAMES
I

l l ' ' 'isu omnhrle Frames and Specral Stampmgs rf-iliifit‘n’y “ffr'tifinbfiitii

to disturb or al the basic rela

tion of cent 'iugal force and speed.

Centrif al rce always declares

the sp truth.

HIE PARISH & BlNfill AM 00. “5513555295135”
( Bush Termlnal, Brooklyn. N.Y.

CLEVELANDI °H|° manslNewRochelle,N.Y.

 

 

 
  

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES

 

 

' THE ULTIMATE OAR

(xnror-r'r rrrx moron)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

  

THE F. B. STEARNS CO. A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO U ‘WILWAUKEE

Branches and Dealer: in 125 Crtru
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“Hyatt

Quiet

Bearings ”

(

 

 

 

 

 

Clutch and brake pedal assemblies'to operate with cone

clutch. Write us regarding your requirements.

THE OTTO KONIGSLOW MFG. COMPANY

CLEVELAND

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

The one Mechanical, WARPLEON THE RESULT

Never Falling " or T W E N T Y

Warning Deuce Q5}; YEARS oi

8:.1:‘.:.':.:.';.:z..'.r:.: u ; EVOLUTION by

No Bat"°1'}'-—l‘lo Wire—1:0 Bulb—lie Motor to break ‘ E LECTR ICAL

down or ail to war . ;

I!" a. mu courrur 1112211123122? W. I SPECIALISTS
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KEETCIN
The “48” Keen)“ 60min": With the beat

toreign cars

THREE EXCELLENT MODELS

Riverside Touring Car, Five Passenger, Completely

Equipped

Two extra folding seats for above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

Meadowbrook Roadster. Completely Equipped . . . . . .. $2750
Tuxedo coupe, completely Equipped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3000

Chassts Without tires or rear guards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2250

All prices I. o. b. factory Booklet on request

KEETON MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit. 05. A. 

 

_GUVERT> Transmissions

made l_)_y Specialists

COVERT TRANSMISSIONS GIVE perfect service, be

cause they are designed and built by men thoroughly ae

quainted with every requirement that is made by a motor

car transmtssron. ‘

For commercial Vehicles of from 500 to 10.000 pounds

capacity.

For Pleasure Cars of from 20 to

60 H. P.

COVERT

Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office —— Detroit, Michigan

Factory—lockport. N. Y.

  

 
 

 

 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Difierent and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port'Chester, New York

  

 
 

Money-Savers

Time-Savers

Trade-Brings"

Sell Stewart Trucks

Delivery Trucks in Winter Months

No let-u in business lor the dealer who handles Stewgrt Delivery

Trucks. Cod weather only increases the need for motor delivery. Her

ehants are already worryin over their holiday deliveries. They know that

their horse uipment will e inadequate dunn the cold. snowy days sad

the rush and on; hours of the Xmas trade an special sales.

_ We can guarantee prompt deliveries of Stewart Deliv Tracks in

time for the winter business. We can furnish dealers their emonstrators

almost immediately. Now is the time to go out and get this desirable

business. Merchants are looking for the right car; one that is sdeatihally

designed for hard. delivery semoe. You can let their orders (or Stewart

Trucks now. Write [or our literature and liberal proposition to dealers.

MWWBuMJLM
T. R. Lippard. Pres. and Gen'l Mgr. R. P. Lents, Sec. and Tress.

G. Stewart, Vice-Pres. and Chief Eng. R. W. Inlet-soil, Sales Mgr.

  
 

 

 

 

 

  

51x $5600émm'c 5mm

 

Electric Lllhts $ 5

center Control I R I 6 0

Complete Eqvlvm‘" g MOBILE “'ORKS "a u o

'NYBERG AC"a;I;I(31lri.9”tf1'iemean Av. “gamma,‘ "Tn-’J'

NM 7:0me ‘mm "37‘

Ash” "

 

 

  

 

 

 

  
 
   

vTHE UNIVERSAL (“-\____‘

We have had to double our gigantic output

—-and the demand is more than doubling.

Nearly 180,000 have been sold and delivered.

New prices $525 to $800. Dealers every

where. Ford Motor Company, Detrort,

Michigan.

  

 

 

 

"The Easiest Riding Carin The World."

The Mormon “32"

our cllnders. 3240 h.p..
libil-lnchy wheelbase. electric

starting and lirntlnl system.

loft-hand drirs. center eon

trul, nickel trimmings. with

newest body type! to mee.

every requirement and tom

spondinl equipment— in; mulwm_

82,850 to $4.100 $5.000 to $6,350

Detailed Information on Request.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(Emmi-ma 1851)

INDIANAPOLIS

"sixhr Years of Successful Manufacturing

The Mormon “48"

Six cylinders. 48-80 h.p.. 145

mm wheelbase, electric start- .

In: and lightinl mm. lett

types to meet only require- I

ment and correlpond

  

lNDlANA
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If You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog
We want you to write for the Solar Catalog before ou decide

jumps, for this is the most complete_line of lamps on the market. onStilgierndiiiii;

have been preferred by most rnotorlsts for the past fourteen vears because of

weir bdmancr' their style, their strength and their several echuslve advanta es

_thfl-r speciq short focus lead glass lens mirror reflectors—the patented clou I:

"y fight prolecnon (m the Solarclipse), giving two distinct fields of light. for

=in and country use—the new black finish. the only such finish that’s proot

sliinst heat and moisturband other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solars bef0re you buy is to fail to include in your consideration

me very finest lamps in existence. Solars are made for oil, electricity, as and in

mmbination, for pleasure cars, motor trucks, carriages, motOr boats and airshins

Write for catalog now—while you think of it. (136i

{enoshm Wis. BADGER BRASS MFG' co' New York City

SOLAR LAMPS

\
 

YOUR CAR STOPS

when you apply

ESE
BRAKES

The kind that never fail to work whether

car is going backward or forward.

  

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

f Railroad and Bostwick Avenues Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Raymond Brakes, lsybestos Frlctlon Pacing and Gyrex, the lllxer

 

 

 

TH?- “i a l
;" - trig. a: ’.
its! _ y W, a; \yi

 
 

  

CAN BE HANDLED BY ONE PERSON A5 EASIIYLQUILKLY AS AN UMBRELLA

INSTANTANEOUS PROTECTION
\

IQDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING co, so W. sswsr. NEW YORK.

 

 

  

Has Always Led

A_Sk us to tell you about the wonderful new pole

Pieces and the Automatic Control Magneto.

It“: EISEMANN MAGNETO COMPANY

‘ “Delis, Ind. New York Detroit, Mich.

N- Clmtol Ave. General and Sales Office 802 WWW-"1 A"

225-227 Welt 57th St.

  

WORLD

73  

l'low_to Repair an Inner Tube in 15 Minutes

Directions: Place tube between plates of the Irn erial Vulcan

tzer (see cut); tighten thumbscrews; put a litt e gasoline in

pronged receptacleié‘gnite. A permanent repair in 15 minutes.

s ("("w A

fit?) *

  

Imperial Vulcanizer saves time save: mone is can t o

for itself in a short time. ’ y' y o pen“, and lay.

PRICE. $3.50 anism. \
Guaranteed to SatisfypuncNICKEL PLATED t . At d '

Patent Pending olfrcssent bgure:;li:ii; or Money Refund“!

\
McGRAW TIRE 8: RUBBER CO., Dept. E, East Palestine, Ohio

 

 

iii

,,

l: steam l

u BIEALRHNGS 5%? AXE-’35 '

:‘y Years and years of knowing how- u ‘

Make Timlren'Pmducts hmous now }

%

  

  

  

Real masterpieces of engineer

ing skill. 1 Note their special

features — examine their per

fect construction.

Large Bearings

Perfect Workmnnship

Ample Water Jacket Long Stroke

Ill 4 CYCLE II 5 TYPES—"Music! ll.8il'lh.4t1l. 414l|.|m,5ll. strth :11.

"-4 ll. lsrl.5 II. mm} :7]. 434 ll. hnrlj H In. strsln,4 cyl. 514I|.hm, 7 ll. sum,‘ trl.

JWrile us and we will tell you where in Wisconsin Motor may be seen. 1

IISBUIISII lllllllll IIIIIIFMITUIIING COMPANY, lllpt. 32, Milwiulll, Vflscllltsil

 
 

 
 

Double Ignition

Perfect Lubrication

Large Valves

Heavy Crank Shaft
 
 

on Earth—.Kantsamore

BTABLISHED 1855

Phineas Jones & Company

305-313 Market Street, Newark. N. J.

Branch Factory: 12th Avenue and 55th Street, New Yorli City

Automobile Wheels

For Pleasure Cars and Trucks

iBest

 
 

Repairing and truing old wheels a specialty. Experimental wheels a specialty

We furnish and apply any style demountable or detachable rim or fire
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If you are interested in

F E D D E R S

RADIATORS
we would like to send our latest catalogue.

Fedders Manufacturing Works

57-67 Tonawanda St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

 
 

 

Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with

HOllk (fififibk)Guaranteed the Best m the World

Geo. W. Houl: Company

5003 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

are and have been the recognized quality standard for 20 years.

Strong, accurate and durable. Let us cut your sprockets.

DIAMOND CHAIN 8|. MFG. CO.

180 W. Ooorgll. 81. lndlnnapollo, Ind.

Olpnelty 0,000,000 Ibo! nor yonr.

  

NEWTONE
“The Horn That Warns ”

 
 

For Eillclency Get a

Newtone Superior

Not only the cheapest but the best

Send for catalogue anyway

It will interest you

Automobile Supply Manulacturlng Co.

Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

 
 

WHEN visiting the coming Boston

- automobile Show do not fail

;'_to visit Space 220, Basement, and

see the new 6-CYLINDER K-D

SLIDING CRESCENT VALVE

MOTOR on exhibition by the

KNIGHT-DAVIDSON COMPANY

Boston ~ - - JVlassachusetts
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\\ Tbeone weak 'M. of the automobile is that you rnrm

;\‘ tlm. Thou-ands factorial! h e aulvml (hour 1er mh ml
\ inner shoes, relmen, fillers end he: makunllu mdpequipping their um

\ with anorlocl Innoc- ‘I'Im.

lnlerlockl In? complete inner time (not inner shoes) placed between the

\ outer casing lnd Inner tube to liren then the vain: and protect the tube

1mm “ .000punr rel. They double m mi en 0! new Iirel a dd 1.000 to 5

Ind-I to old onen—eave hall y lire e nee—and mlk trouble pml.

Dealer. and MotoriIb—Inveotigate Interlock.

\ Do 'I delay—14"”! new or bookie“, dam, prion, £4 1' ‘\ and 1:“, cu. Mtnllofl cue/and kind alum yuu u-c. . "numb of “m’

\ ‘ DOUBLE name TIRE co. 000 w. an. sum. Auburn. but...“

\\\\\\\t\\ “M 1- ~~ w \\ is 1 ~ =\$>\&¢\\.=\\\\*r:\<\\\\

  

  

  

 

  

THE AMERICAN BALLBEARING COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio
 

 

FeS
M-de in Germany“

fole‘ Importh

MOTOR HALL, 250 West 54th St., NEW YORK
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" MR. SELLER, no “MR. BUYER” a favor:
Sell him the car he naturally wants.

Don‘t sell him the car he has to be educated

to want. bell him the car with the

Another Victory for Staver—l

Staver 55 was the only touring car to finish the exacting

“Round Lake Michigan" reliability run with a perfect score—

repeating its victory in the contest of the preceding year.

  

Larger Output—Three Splendid Models “ ‘

For 1913 we are concentrating on three great models— - - ' '

, _ _ w r b, T \ uu don thave to“ etStaver 55, Stavcr. 45 (our competition crushing forty), and ytiiflie:ill: allllsllnl?s;'0\; _ at” a BUDA vegry

our blg Staver Sm :lguglrl‘d :vaglt an intars

often; but when you
_ ‘ E R e Dflrl , ) lStaver cars are roomy, luxuriously upholstered, up to the "a" hm" “"w “'e ' ‘ -~ ili‘syoilx if mils-t:

  

intend to be in busi- o

ness to supply iL Modern... “get-at-aEleness."

All the details are yours ifyou write to

  
minute in equipment. Backed by Staver durability, they are

the biggest value on the market.

SIM/ER CARRIAGE 00., 76th and Wallace Sts., Chicago no, S_,,,CBHRA,MM§P§§"EH§§U§=CHICAGO. New YORK CITY. DETROIT. '

  

 

 

 

 
 

The Chicago Electric

A beautiful and classic equipage that

" The Little Aristocrat "stands unchallenged in point of con- Modelal warms WhoeanaQ

. . The Completely Equipped Empire fi'vr-parrmgrr touring carI‘ , . .St ucuonal aChlevement for Jim—Equipment include: Drmountablr Rimr, Oil Sig/it

Fad, Dan Air Adjustment, Mohair Tap and envelope, Wind

C CO. rhizld, Prnt-O-Lite tank, Speedometer and Eiumann Magneto

3606 south Morgan street, Chicago EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Indianapolis, U.S.A.

 

 

 

 

 
lf _

Write For This Franklin_'

Dealer Proposition

FRANKLIN six-cylinder mod

els now equipped with Entz

Electric Starting and Lighting. A

real self starter with original fea

tures. Franklin cars use less gas

oline, less oil, no smoke, fewer

tires, travels faster, rides easier,

silent, powerful, flexible, beautiful.

Get the Proposition.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE CO.

28 Franklin Square, Syracuse, N. Y.

 
 

  
  

  

f,‘ 7' I: .i ’1 ’11,

W ‘ afljy is v

  

lupusobllc "32" Touring (hr, Fully Equipped. 8975 F.0-B. Detroit

Lon 'strokc motor, 3% :55 inches. Enclosed valves. Three bearing

crank s sit. Unit power plant. Multiple Disc clutch. Three ocds lor

Iard. Sliding gears. Full floating axle. Center control. chi carbure—

tor. Bosch magneto. lOfi-inch wheelbase. 32:!“ inch tires. ck

detachable rims. Mohair to with enveloac. jifl' curtains. Winds lcld

Rear shock absorber. Prest-B-Lite tank. as he ' O'

lamps, Tools—horn. Trimmings, black and enamcL Standard color, block.

Magneto and camshaft driven y silent Coventry chain.

lupusoblle “l2” loud-lien, Fully Equipped, '976 520.3. Dell-o"

Chassis and specifications same as Touring Car. Large turtle back

dust proof compartment for extra accessories, tires and baggage.

Ilium": “82” Dellvery, Fully Equipped. £980 I103. Detroit

Chassis same as Touring Car. Enclosed panel body. Two cushionad

lazy-back seats. Csrrging capacity, 890 lbs. Chassis and body painted

blackI high-class finis . Two-piece windshield. Preat-O-Litc tank. Gas

headlights. Oil side and tail lamps. Quick detachable rims. Tools—horn.

Trimmings, black and nickel.

IUPP sso'rol CAR C0" sass MIMI“: AVG... Dem“. Mich.

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

4 Cylinders

“Sultanic”

ii‘

,/

4/0 fl/ll 700 STEP

,/ moworoonffp

s l

 
 

  

Climbs   
s 50% _

and number 0 speeds. Five models—write.

CARTEIHIAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michizan

ads—Friction Transmission—
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SPLITDORFLITE electric lighting generators

are a positive source of illumination and espe

cially adaptable to installing on machines not

designed for a lighting outfit. SPLITDORF

claims are guaranteed.

in

 

“ Always There "

Write for new :atalng

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL C0.

 

Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITCHELL AIR GAUG
  

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easily read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE C0.

1202 Michigan Avenue Chicago, llllnois

 

    
  

Price

Complete

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and Igniler

Lights, dims and exdngulshes all in lumps on

the car throuzh s simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stem of acetylene tsnls. Direct

control. Always within eny reach

Convenient

Sale

Dependable

Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

m G. C. A. MANUFACTURING CO., Pilislield, MISS.

Sole Licensed Msnuiscturers for the United States.

    

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 

  

 
 

 

Any Kind Clinchero ‘1
Every Kind (1. I). it

Stock. or Demonnlahle

lo Blue Print Channels i

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and Hubs: I

now WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. v0 1

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 60.. Sales Agents, Detroit

 

 

 

  

 

WE MAKE THE BEST

#8

  

  

  

  

 

 

 
 

Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats
 
 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? if

so, have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES C0

Amesbury, Mm
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The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“MES 45» PULLMAN 1913
Long stroke, powerful- Continental Motor—Elec- Three New Mouels_All Fuuy Equipped

tric (Dynamo) Lights— Self Starter— Left Hand 4‘36 4'44 6'“

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and "'87s $2450 ‘2'750

Tops. A_combination of power. speed, enduranceand We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is 1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu- and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

tation of 30 years it Will Win you from the first inspec- open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helpl

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good, the agent—let us tell you how.

live agents. Send for catalog. P

was MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owemboro, Ky. ULLMAN Mom“ CAR C0" “"1" “1'

r i *

Motor Car Manufacturer El _

s ectric

S l n Ce Lighting and

‘ 9 3 Starting

“ MERCER The Chm"
Light Car

Mercer power and efficiency are well-known qualities.

These features are decidedly emphasized in our new series.I9 I 2 The various models offer a Mercer for every reasonable need.

MPYIIIS the llfeweslfi and most modern automobile manls

DPRJE?IS-,: 22600 t? $2930. ,

I .EJCV! In I IVE urr JIH< 071 7! “(I h d d

. HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dent. T-S Kokomo midis—j“ C0. Tremzn'eilvufioa

TRIC

\3' b .

DEALERS—Here is the first electric truck .

‘ that sells for about 8700 less than any other. . ‘

Capacity 1000 pounds—Service l00 per- .' cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy 5' @5" .1. a ,

0 o“ of production most 5 -\ . . .. ia pronounced. Write. i 5 £

"ADE T0 . ILENT CAR
IAKE 0001) © ' 7 7:4‘ _

AND IT DOES

,, t . t - Bum To LAST H _
& P HeCII'IC _ \L Our agency proposition Will

vehjcle C0 ‘ 1. if 7 interest you. Write for It

i’??;: l ' * DORRIS MOT01§ CLAR (11a.I H l Sarah and Laclede Aves. t. 01118, .

binomial s I 500.00

 

  

  
 

series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

le ssgsggllnder Touring Car. flvo passengerI(geilivertlible to

. pa _ ~_ ,ting, startinl' and leuigjsggge;2:g°51nch wheel base, e 00 e ectric

Co e If four cylinder Touring.' Car. five passenger convertible

col F krmeven, l22-lnch wheel base, Delco system. 81985

e Ol'ty 0‘" cylinder Touring Car five nassenger, 116-inch

wheel b '
WRHE Too "0. Delco system. $1685

4 Y for CoIe Bi... Book and dealer's proposition.

 

  

  COLE MOTOR CAR co., Indianapolis, Incl.

0R up with (:11;

  

  

lllllll|!||||ll|||ll||lll|HIHHIIIIII'""“'““‘ “‘W‘l'

O

    

CUTTING MOTOR CAR

Two Models _0nly

Five-passenger Touring CarJHH

Two-passenger Roadster. . . . H75

The same chassis is used for

both models.

Wide-awake dealers write for

dealers' proposition.

  

 

 

                   

 
                   

 

  
  

             fill" Ill 1mm until“ i
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Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings. They are

vastly superior and less expensrve in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 9 1 3 .

QUALITY AND CERVIOE GUARANTIID

IIIE llllllSilLlBIiEll MANUFACTURING lilllIl'IliY, loltdt, liltil

will halo you to increase your huslneal while bene

fiting your customers. We will acnd lny relpoll- l

aihie dealer a pair on 80 days‘ trial Write now.

 
 

Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

——others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to.

The Reliance book, “Ignition and

Spark Plug Talk,” tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

JEFFERY DEWI'I'T C0.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, Itch.

Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

Standard Screwa and

_ ‘ Nuta Carried in Stock.

The National-Acme Mfg. Co.

  

  

  
  

 
 

 

MILLED PARTS

Made to Specifications. ‘

CONTINENTAL

Six Cylinder — Unit Power Plant

Three Point Suspension

The Continental "Six"

is maintaining. on the road

    

  

NQ‘VC‘LgY‘F-LAniggasiflhlg?)n ‘ at this nzjinutbe. the 8,006 Good Agents wanted for unoccupied territory.

. ‘ name ma e y our 011!
! Chicago Atiniitn Montreal cylinder [Hum . LEATHER TIRE GOODS 60., NIIQII‘O FIIIS, N. Y.

Tooled Tonear-a Before Being Placed on the Market

Now standard on fourteen makes of America’s '

leading cars and still growing. Send for blue i

ints and SPCClfiCaIiOnS—rfll' consult our engineer

ing department.

HESS SPRING AND AXLE COMPANY

Carthage. Ohio

' Built to accommodate

Showing aimpie and any type of self-starter

efl‘icient chain drive now made. Suitable for

for Martins motor. right or left hand drive.

4 d 6 iZlonto 7gyiiii‘dg." Write for booklets.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MPG. (10.. Detroit, Mich. l

Factory Represen'ative, K. I'. PETERSON

122 S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago

  

 —

Tone. down headlights for

city driving and tom

nights—an auto necessity.

Price 75¢. per pair. So I

like hot cakes. Dealers.

secure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

193! Broadway. New York

 
 

 

  

Goovfirak
This namev on Automobile Tires and Rubber

Accuaones signifies inherent qualitiel of material

and workmanship that inlure the maximum of

service at the minimum of expense. (673)

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

  
 

r

  

American Kushlon Kore

A tire filler l0 to 20 per cent. lighter than an

other tire filler. A big proposition lor dealer! who

are on the alert for more and better business.

Write for details.

AMERICAN KUSHION KORE TIRE CO.

Buffalo, New York

‘ "A Giant in Power

—A Miser in Fue "

h 4 ___

25% to 60% more mileage

SCHOEN-JACKSON COMPANY, Media, Pl.

 

 

CUBIT ELECTRIC HORN

A signal of volume, tone and durability. Emits ‘

Consumes 1

l

 

Schaier Ball Bearings }

 

The circulation of the Motor World

a musical blast of great penetration. is gua lllittle current. Simple but efiective. Retails for Famous for Their Durability 3 . mm?“ of!" “mm in by at.

$3. Big dealer proposition. Write today. affidavit, which Will be sent Ill 031111

BARTHEL d“: DALY

I 42 Broadway NEW YORK

KOSMAK ELECTRICAL COMPANY t0 an ODCII nre GEL‘ 929 Ocean Avenue Jerley City, Nu]. y PO q“

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

as NEL'AN o .
IN$URANCE FOR BUILDER ND USER"

I42. W EST 42"-D ST. NEW YORK

i *s e
.r.

 

 

  

,“THE MASTER OAR" SIXTEENTH YEAR

6 Oyl. 50 H. PI. O5|°OO .- Oyl 85 H P
I I B4 Oyl. as H. w., $4.000 ' ' u' no

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.'I'.

  

POUOHKEIPOIE

J‘— '~47 __
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HBM'DM
The demand of the day is that an organization shall he

like“! its product and not by what it claima for itaelf"

are Ihil ll mind when you examine these l913 model:

manna ano Pmcln

Ltd Fore~door Roadster. 116-inch Wheel base $1700

Ml) S-nauenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

116-inch wheelbase .De. ' . . $1700

“50 Manager. Fore - r m - onneau

ill-inch \vheel baseDQ. ._ .c . . $1975

l-50 7-passenler. Fore- or ourmg ar

ill-inch wheelbase . .2000

l-SO Battleship Roadster. lZI-inch- wh'eel imé $2150

rSB 7~passengen Fore-Door Limousine

lZl-lnch wheelbase . . . . . $3050

Advance Catalog on Request

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

Illnmuoo lranrr onnorr. men.

"Built lor "Guaranteed

 
 

Permanence" A for Lite' ’éqolér—JJ

’4")

4125/
fiz’Thv- Rtfltihln Ruh'mr"

\Ilvl‘vp‘thua-a "1...,

  

MOTZ Cushion Tires

For Plenaqu Cara and

Light Delivery Cara

5:04 Ior Booklet 58
D

ammonia TheMotz TireandRubberco.

  

damning, -
Executive Officer

313;,“ AKRON. omo
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Ml

Ito-Top Fabrics
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

0.LES AND PRICES cm REQUESTl. Co.,:mBoston’j

  

  

 

Hon Rubber Co.. Denver. Colo

Bouthom lldwe. A W

  

021.. me, New cum, La. A

Rarell Davin Bubber Worka. Augusta and Savannah. Ga. C. D. Franko &

The tire for you is the one that yon can put on and forget

Kelly- prinqfield

Automobile, Tires

frequently run along on cars unnoticed for 8,000 miles or so.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO”

Branch 0mm in New York. Chlcaao. Philadelphia. Boston. 8!. Loula. Detroit. Cincinnati, Ian I‘raneiaco.

Lo: Anaelea. Cleveland. Baltimore. Seattle. Atlanta. Akron. 0.. Bulalo.

The Hum Tire h Rubber Co.. Coltnnbua. Ohio.

20 Veaey Street, New York

Henna Tire a Rubber (‘41.. Human. Tum.

'i‘odd Rubber Co.. New Haven. (loan.

thinnn Tire a Supply Co.. Jactnnrilla. I'la.

Oo . Charleston. 8. C.

 

 

We Specialize on

Finishing Crank Shafts

I Only.

FMlcmoAN CRANK SHAFT co.

1 ' Lansing

(the flush13mm

lllli BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

  

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING co.. Buitaio. N. v.

 

 

NATIONAL Compound

Mixer and Primer

makea any car atart easier in cold weather; adda

it) to 40% to power and mileage. Simple. eaaily

installed, aranteed eflective on any motor. Get

details an price.

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING C0., Kalamazoo. Mich.
 

 

 

NON-CARBON 8TARTER

 

The Starter Which Really Start:

The successful Starter tor Fords as well as other

makes. Combined Starter and Lighter, $35. Live

Dealers given exclusive territory.

IMPERIAL SALES 00-, Tim", Ohlo

ARGO ELECTRICS

METZGER-Bfiggrglq ARGO C0.

1412 Michigan Avenue, Chicago. lll.

factories, Salinaev, Itch.

 

 

 
 

“National” Steam Vulcanizers

GARAGE MODEL repairs three tribal and t"

aaaiaaa at a time. Cheapest and boat on the market.

Get our apeeial eelth plan. Portable model tor

individual owners which will pleuo your euatomera

List price, $12. llannlaetured by

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

INN Euclid Ave. CLEVELAND. O.

The Ford Water Circuiator

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter it

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-McCUI‘CIIAN C0.

ii“ Michigan Ave. CHICAGO. IL]
 

 

Reo tile Filth

Final and crownin achievement of R. E. Olda,

pioneer designer of utos. A standard size 30 to

35 horsepower four-cylinder car of modern refine

ments. priced at only $1,095.

R. M. OWEN & CO., General Salea Agents

RED MOTOR CAR C0" Lansing, Mich.

 

QUICK .ALEE—IIG PROFIT! FOR DEALERS

Here is an accessor that will n t t thshelf. it sells on sighi'. o s fly on e

MARVEL STEAM VULOANIZER

Automatic, therefore sale for rubber. Uses al~

cohol or gasOlme. Low priced. Send for aales

plan and sample Vulcanizer.

IIIE lllltl. lllllllllllli SllPPlY til..m latlm IL. Cllttllld. ll. 

may?! Stutz Car
~Me10W“:u-lr11dmtl and comfortable. The

.~ appomtmcnts of

a hrch lends d'
".‘lolrllet films mom" “"3 \Vritelgtgi‘ltri, arid

"its 13 ' ' “"31? ST TZ Annotincel:

 

 

 

GRANT - LEES

GEARS

The Grant-Lees Machine Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

  

 

 

 Loot
l at our new middle name

'NgSYLVAN1A

COMPANY

.llinnggte' Pa‘

 

For anything in sheet metal that goes onto

an automobile ark the

Hayes Manufacturing Company

Detroit "mg-"Ian

 

L;

largest tlsm at Shth tirtrl in the tlorttl

 

 

  

 

 

 

"The Speedometer

oi Qualiw"

Special teatures that eliminate

speedometer troubles. Send

. lor the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

1“ Eliot St. Boston. Mass.

 

 

l MMS l “Mufti;
MAGNETO l.___--»——l

How READY FOR THE TRADE

llllhest Etttdeney—Good Service Guaranteed
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80 MOTOR WORLD Forum 1:. ma

eedChains?
The Great Anti-Skid.

H C E
 

 

  

Nine-tenths

of all accidents to auto- ~

mobiles are caused by skidding

or slipping.

Either you skid into the "other fellow" or

the “other fellow" skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slipping on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, slippery greasy pave- ,

é‘ ments unless you equip your car wit Weed Chains.

Cannot lnjure Tires

Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want to know what real steering steadiness means -

put them on the front wheels too.

For your own safety—for the safety of the

\ public, fully equip your car with Weed

\ Chains. Make it your business to geta set

today.

  

 

  

These Tires for log

Four corps of eXperts working

in four of the best equipped tire

plsnts in the world are operating

as a unit to produce

it UNITED STATES TIRES -.

Nothing of the kind has everbefore been attempted in sutomo- '

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company

New York

  

 
 

   

  

 

   

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers

" Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

28 Moore St. New York

Write for "Guide Books“ Nos. 1 and 6

GUIDE MOTOR LAMP MFG. COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio
  

  

“Weed”

on Every Hook

 

 

 

 

H EXTRA HEAVY 63.

A NoN-Slflll TIRES -Fo r- '

7710 Only Non-Skid nm Self Startin

Guaranteed for 5000 Miles L | 1‘ | h

Max-65:58 ngglzrzn c:M€A:Y l 3 [\i't i 9 I\ P ARE THE BEST

hdorles: riZiiion. Buligiiés iiiwrn‘iicipn Cltlrs "mi." L -"' A

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

M ETZ “SPEOIAL‘” $395

Com lately equipped. fully gusrsnteed. 2254 3.2.,

4-eylin er water-cooled motor, Bosch msgneto. Ar

tillery wheels, best quality 30"x3' clincher tires.

Kskes 5 to 50 miles per hour on the high speed, 28

to .12 miles on l Esl. o! issohne. You can secure

gxikliaSXVE SA E in your territory. Send for “G‘s-(“5°

on . ‘sr

HITZ COMPANY, Wnlthlm, "as." U. I. A.

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

\ ‘ Special Desilns for Every

Hm Type osttor Msde

l CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

"""“'°"‘" CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY

TOLEDO, OHIO

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of outline

Ell]. GROSSIAN COMPANY. ltr.. New York and Mali

 
 

 

.V’ Send Us Your InquiriesPe When in the Market for I

Spring Company Sheet M6113] ‘

specmusrs IN

i

 

 
 

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

HI h Orsdo Onl
 

The Bossert CCleveland, Ohio UTICA,N.Yo.mpany
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Blow-out repairs

that outlast the tire.

The only way to make durable blow-out repairs economically is to rein—

force the tire with fabric applied to the inside. fill the hole through the tire

with Para gum, then apply heat both to the inside and outside. This method

avoids cutting away and wasting a lot of expensive tread stock, requires a

minimum of fabric and makes a repair that is stronger than the tire. Any

one can use it because the work is all straightforward, requiring no special

experience. One set of forms fits all sizes of tires. No extramoulds required.

517% Steam Vulcanizer

The Shaler is the only steam vulcanizer that permits using the approved wrapped

tread method as it is the only one that applies heat to the inside and outside of a tire

simultaneously. It makes perfect blow-out repairs. '

To make it complete as a garage equipment it is provided with a tube plate 4 x .30

inches that will mend six tubes as quickly as one.

The boiler. a conical copper coil, heated by a powerful gas or gasoline burner, raises

steam so quickly that you can profitably heat the Shaler even if you only have a tube

  

punm‘": to mend' Free—a tire handbook for

The essential Shaler feature of a thermostat to hold the temperature at the vulcaniz- re -m
ing degree automatically makes it impossible to overheat a tire. Simply light the pa] en

burner. and steam is raised to the correct pressure and held there indefinitely. \Nrite today on your letterhead for

a copy of "Common Sense About Tire

Repairs." It contains a lot of money

making ideas about the most profit

C. A. SHALER CO., 406 Fourth St., Waupun, Wis. ablepan ofthe repair business.

Price of the complete outfit. including all attachments for tube and easing work, $45.

 

 

 
 

Remember these facts about

Eqrest-O-Lite Exchange Service

get" you turn in your empty Prest-O-Lite be sure to get a genuine Preat-O-Lite in exchange.

time Prest-O-Lite Service means more than merely giving you a fresh charge of gas.

In addmon to this, Preat-O-Lite Service includes investment, be sure no one slips on an imitation for

ut ‘ ~ . .Fm ting every cylinder that passes through our hands your genuine Prest-O-Lite.

Perfect working order.

Remember that no imitator ever stayed in business

I . . . .“ many cases the actual cost of replenishing the long enough to build up a satisfactory exchange ser—

sOlvent. - . . _ _ _than th'ersgg}?tmg and refinishing the cylinder is more vice and that no imitator has ever stayed in busmess

“Change fee' long enough to protect the customer’s investment.

And on - . . . -O-Lite h top 0f th'S’ the Owner of a genuine Prest- Mighty few wise dealers trifle With imitations of

a - - . . .Plus a smilih: palv‘lege Of havmg his empty cylinder, Prest-O-Lite now.

XC ange fee. accepted without question

 

  

as fun Pa

' ymellt f0 - .Lite, at any of ourr What is pract‘cany a new Prest'o' - 287 £th South 5:.

in m‘itation Or a inxcmnge agcndes- When you get The Prest-O-Lite O. Indianapaliandiana

\ i ’ re - _ ' - .
mltator has fine . do 52,? the .Cylmdef Wthh some Canadian General 05c: and Factory, Merritton, Ont.

The "8 I y get thls SCI-wee? Branch Offices and Service Stations it; all principal cities.

er ' Ch ' P1 nts-in all parts 0 t e country.
83"“ for genu'ne PreSt-O'Li ' 2"ng Extensive foreign service.

‘1' ‘8 Pays nothing
[8 3 'ervlce. If you would Protect your Exchange Agencies Everywhere
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FOR SALE OR LEASE

2

AUTOMOBILE

SERVICE AND GARAGE

BUILDINGS

These properties—now occupied by sub

sidiary companies of the International Mo

tor Co.-—are perfectly equipped for bus:

ness, and entering tenants will not have to

spend any money for changes or improve

ments.

N. E. COR. 64TH ST. 8: WEST END AVE.

8 story fireproof service building, plot 50 x

100. Now occupied by Hewitt Motor Co.

Will be leased. In connection with this

property the adjoining

’I'HREE LOTS ON 64TH ST.

75 x 100, if desired, can be bought at a

bargain.

FINE LOCATION IN BROOKLYN

532-540 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, 1 and 3

story service building and garage, 130 x 90.

Now occupied by Mack Bros. Motor Car Co.

\Vill be leased or sold.

In each instance possession may be had

May lst. Address

F. R. WOOD, \V. H. DOLSON CO.,

Sole Agents

BROADWAY AND 80TH STREET

or your own broker.

  

OR SALE—Garage, fully equipped, with

in 50 miles of New York City. Two

story brick building, steam heat, 1,000- _al.

gas tank, full stock of OllS, greases, supp res

and accessories. Agency for two standard

non-competing cars. Storage for 35 cars.

This is a rare chance for a live man. Ill

health of owner reason for selling. Address

Motor World, Box 24L

MAILING LISTS AND STATISTICS

Owners or dealers; any state, county, city;

weekly and monthly supplements at lowest

prices. Special lists of Electrics, Trucks,

Fords. Studebaker, Overland, etc.

MOTOR LIST CO. OF AMERICA

230 News Arcade, Des Moines, Iowa

 

CYLINDERS reground. Pistons fitted.

Prompt shipments. HAUBER AUTO

MOBILE WORKS, St. Marys, Pa.

WANTED—New or slightly used unit

power plant, 25 or 30 H.P., 4 cyl.

Must be a bargain. BENTON & IVES,

Kiowa, Kans.

 

 

- In capilolsZScenis perline >~

A market plsce where Dealers. Jobbers and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

psrts and appliances and where help or situa

tions many be secured at s nominal cost.

ANTED—THOROUGHLY COMPE

TENT AUTOMOBILE MECHAN

IC, UNDERSTAND ELECTRIC LIGHT

ING AND STARTING SYSTEMS. JUST

THE PLACE FOR MAN DESIRING TO

LOCATE OUTSIDE OF CITY.

387, MIDDLETOWN, N. Y.

OR SALE—Rambler, early 1911 model,

two extra seats, fore-door touring body

car. fully equipped. in fine condition, 45 H.P.

Sell for $550. MAX COHEN, 8 W. 36th St.,

New York.

BOX

FOR SALE.

COMPLETE WORKING DRA\VINGS

AND PARTS

FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

GASOLINE LIGHT DELIVERY

TRUCKS.

With the purchase of a business, we ac

quired among other things complete work

mg drawmgs and stock of parts for medium

priced gasoline motor delivery wa on, de

signed by Gustave Chedru. SeveraT promi

nent Bulfan merchants are using these de

livery wagons, and they are giving very

satisfactory service.

we will dispose of the whole of these

drawmgs and stock of parts at a bargain.

design, complete working drawings and

stock of parts at very much below their

market value, and at about 10 per cent. of

what it would cost any manufacturer start

ing in the delivery truck business for a de

sign, experimental and development work.

BUFFALO ELECTRIC VEHICLE co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

 

OR SALE—Garage, equipment and busi

ness at Hobart, Okla, county seat of

5.000, two railroads, prosperous and grow

ing agricultural section surrounding.

Weather and roads such that everybody

uses the auto the year round. No tie up for

snow and ice. Come or write. D. A.

SCOTT, Hobart, Okla.

 

FORD Model T Reference Book" gives

cause and cure of all the ails of Model

T simply and concise. Gives the latest

kinks. Full of pointers. Written es eeially

for it. Elaborate cross index cnab es you

to discover any trouble at once. Write for

descriptive circular or sent post aid, $1.00.

FORD REFERENCE BOOK C ., 57 West

125th St., New York.

URS—SOMETHING NEW, BEAUTI

FUL AND ELEGANT CARRIAGE

COVERS; TRAVELER WISHES TO

REALIZE. CALL FROM 9 TO 2. AL

VAREZ, I38 \VEST 46TH ST., NEW

YORK CITY.

AUTO LISTS, owners, etc., of any State.

5. H. CARROLL, IR, Albany, N. Y.

TOPS AND SEAT COVERS.

High-grade material and experienced

workmanship in either case. Our Tops are

built to look right tomorrow and a year

from tomorrow. Our Seat Covers can be

cleaned to look like new, with gasoline or

soap and water. We're glad to estimate

special work or quote prices on stoek goods.

Here is a chance to secure a successful Prompt “Nice assured- CENTRAL AUTO

'II‘OlP CO., 120 W. Mich. St., Indianapolis.

n .

FOR SALE—Cheap, one American Trav

eler. color batt eship gray; 105! e

new; run a little over 4,305 miles. MICHI

g‘ii‘ AUTO co, 410 7th St., Calumet.

1C .

 

‘

An ad. like this

will cost you $1.05

for each insertion.

 
 

These columns offer you an OP'

portunity to appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers whose merchan

dising taste is being cultivated

j
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PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

and supply dealer for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus. 0.

UTOMOBILE FOR SALE—1912 Mar

mon Speedster, Indianapolis Speedway

type car. A-l condition; run 4,000 miles.

kw For particulars apply F. BURROUGHS,

66 Midland Ave., Arlington, N. 1. Tel. 29

Arlington.

It ANTED TO BUY—Five or seven pas

“ senger automobile for cash, in good

1; condition; no dealers. 172 Pacific St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y

BARGAIN—Two new and never_used 34

x 4 Davis Armor, Model B, Tire Pro

tectors; cost $54.00. Will take Dis

posed of car before “Armors” arrived. BOX

231, care Motor World.

LOT in Velasco, Texas, for automobile or

motor boat; aid $1,000 20 years ago.

TOM CHILDRESS, R. F. D. No.2, Arling

:7 5 ton, Texas.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

APAN.

‘1fo Covers solid one coat for enameling

‘h' lamps, radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

~. LUMlNUM vulcanizers for both cas

h" mgs and tubes. $3.50 prepaid to any

_, address. Money back if not satisfactor .

'hl'llilclgSCOTT SUPPLY CO., St. Josep ,

_v RURAL Parcels Post Deliver Car—Any

; in pligltli; With caprtgl and Ipus interested

; v_ one on t e mar et, corres 0nd
mth E. P. COWLS, Sparta, Mich. p

M

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and 1

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage l
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lScenis nerline ol‘sixwordscash wilhorder:

—- ln captiols.25cenis perline ~

A market place where Dealers, Jobber: and

7 Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

AUTOMOBILE CYLINDERS rcground,

_ new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

new. Ask your garage and supply dealer

for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

 

ANTED—Salesman for agencies in

every city to install new process in

demand. showing over 300% profit to gar

ages, supply dealers, breweries. Entirely

new, big seller. This means big money.

Experience not essential. H. J. WEBER,

South Orange, N. J.

PEERLESS LINING DYE.

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

water stains and grease spots. Does not

Eraslh off. Ask your garage and supply

ea er.

 

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

OFFICE MANAGER. good executive

ability, competent to handle correspon

accounts, handling salesmen, etc.;

wants to relocate. Now with motor truck

company. Box No. 244, Motor \Vorld.

OR SALE OR LEASE—The most mod

ern garage in Southern Colorado, with

fine repair shop and storage room for Six

teen cars, doing good business and fine

prospects for coming year. A snap_for

someone. Address BOX 208, Monte Vista,

Colo.

 
 

‘1'. Merchandising a 3

COSt as Shown

\

as“f

i wWkly to the highest degree by

our articles on “Wide Awakii

Look at the

in the margins.

I'

An ad. like this

will cost you 90c.

for each insertion.
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Bastards}
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ARE YOU in need of any additional hel

in any department of your business.

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

Softens the leather and will not crack,

wash or r_ub ofl. Makes old leather look like

new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask your

garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0

BROKEN Cylinders and Crankeases—

Send them to be made good as new at

fraction of_ replacement cost. Scored cyl

inder repaired, $12. No new piston and

rings required because bore is not enlarged.

Where cylinders are worn (not scored from

loose wrist pin) reboring is only remedy.

We do it expertly. Write for com lete in

formation and estimates. WATE BURY

WELDING COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn.

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steereasc; write for full articu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, OOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN.

Bakes either to a high gloss finish, egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. Will not crack, chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, 0.

ROKEN CRANKSHAFTS. cylinders,

crankcascs, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery u to 5 tons welded. ATLAS
WELDING IWNORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway, N. I.

AR-GEN-TOR will deposit a beautiful

silver plate on your brass trimmin s_in

Absolutely reliable. r_ice

Quit olishmg

O., Fre

one minute.

$1.00. Send for package.

brass. FOREST CITY SALES

mont. Neb. ‘

HIRE—White le-ton truck by
OwReek. CHAS. HONEI-IEIN, 2027 3rd

Ave., New York City.

KEROSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES.

New Model B uses Successfully half ang

half mixture lowest grades kerosene an

gasolene. Satisfaction guaranteed or money

refunded. Greatly increased power, very

slow speed on high. Starlgs etasy at %§%

ecial a ents' prices. epi .
illR-FRIgCTION CARBURETOR (20..

Dayton, Ohio.
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FORSECURITY AGAiNST MISHAP

ECONOMY or TIRE AND CAR UPKEEP

FULLESil TRACTIONSUPREME moms COMFORT
. K
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Write for Book “What’s What In Tires," b
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the b

horn

  

Cole

Hudson

Packard

Charon

Lancia

Schneider

FyouareBUl/ING

a car—and the car

you select is not on

agents WHY!

-ask them if

enough .'

.' f5 Sternberg

" »' Stevens-Duryea

Guy Vaughn

  

Klaxonized Car:

A. E. C.

Alco

Armleder

Autocar

Blbcocli Electric Roadster

H. H. Babcock

Bailey

Benz

Borland Electric

Broc Electric

Columbia

Chicago Electric

Davis

F. l. A.T.

Flanders

King

Knickerbocker

Knox

Lozier

Marmon

Matheson

u lb _ Metallurgique ./

f’ Michigan Electric

/ Multiplex

' " .1" Nance /
l S ,r'v National

Oakland Iv"

‘ Oldsmobile

. ' Orson

,7 Pope Hartford

Pierce-Arrow

v Pratt

Simplex

" Staver

f Stearns

  

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

  

st, ask the
  

  

  

  
F you

are the

Car Agent

-and the car

you sell is not

Klaxonized, ask

thefactory WHY!

—ask them if there is

  

  

 
 

  

  

    

  

  

  

Stoddard-Dayton
  

  

W lk El ri '“(aid er 8“ c ,/ a Single real reason for

White y

equipping with the bulb
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MARION 37 A

Complete

$1475

O

Electric

The Marion 48-A. the Marion de luxe, is now

equipped with Westinghouse electric self-starter,

making it an electrically-equipped car throughout——

electric starter, electric dynamo lighting system, elec—

tric horn, and lZO-hour auxiliary storage battery

charged by the dynamo. With complete equipment,

$1,850.

The famous Marion 37-A touring car, the “Bob—

cat." and the new fore-door roadster, 30-40 h. p. cars

selling for $1,475, $1,425 and $1,475 respectively, can

be supplied with this electric starter, instead of gas.

for $120 extra. This is at cost. $50 less than the pre

vailing price for a good electric starter.

This electric starter may be seen in operation at

Marion Equipment Is Complete. It includes self—

lighting system for five lamps; auxiliary storage battery,

  

starter, electric or gas as listed above;

Self-Starter on Illarion Care

the automobile shouls. or at Marion dealers. It em

bodies features which make it distinctly superior to

the average outfits. Such, for example, is a clutch

which prevents the electric motor from being driven

too fast or backwards by the gasoline engine.

The electric starter, or the Disco gas starter sup

plied with the 30-40 h. p. cars unless the electric is

ordered. increases the value of Marion motor cars to

every owner and dealer. They are the most remark

able cars of the season at their prices, in appearance.

size. luxury, and completeness of equipment.

Do not fail to see these cars whenever possible.

They are being exhibited at all the shows. and you

can buy these show cars or a duplicate of them from

any Marion dealer.

electric dynamo

charged by dynamo; W'arner speedometer; Q.

. . . . - - . - ' e tire
demountable rims, one extra rim; Mohair top, boot, storm curtains; plate glass Windshield, tire lfollb

repair kit, pump; robe rail and foot rest on touring cars;

jack and tools. Everything you need.

Let us send you literature describing thee: can in detail, and give our propooitioll to dealers.

Made in Indianapolis by

THE MARION MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 918 Oliver Avenue
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& 1116., 55 Lansdowne St., Boston, Mass

Mlflufacturers of Automobile Lamps, Dynamos and Electric Starters

% g.

l. 41:} \\ \“ti\\ ‘ nix \ i

20 MANUFACTURERS

Out of

42 MANUFACTURERS

Exhibiting at Madison Square Garden equipped

their c s with GRAY & DAVIS Electric Starter,

Lighting Dynamo, Electric Lamps or all three in

combination.

That answers the question: “Who builds the best

Electric Starter, Lighting System and Lamps?”

Don’t accept inferior equipment when you can buy

a car equipped with GRAY & DAVIS products.

\
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j Starts the Motor

EVER Y TIME

 

 

Starts the biggest motor with a press of the button--

starts it unfailingly, posrtively, every time. Yet the

l-lARTFORD ELECTRIC

Starting and Lighting

SYSTEM

is the smallest and lightest ever devised.

invented _by Mrf Edw. Y. Hartford three

years ago, it has been simplified to the

extent of six compact, light weight parts

that make it the only system applicable

to any car. old or new. Most powerful

motor invented, utilizes a fly wheel on its

armature shaft—spins a 90 HP. engine at

US revolutions a minute. Most efficient

  

llarttord Suspension Co.
Edward V. Huflford, President

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hartford Sell-Starters, Shock

Absorbers, Jacks and Bumpers

OFFICE AND WORKS:

BRANCH OFFICES AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE (1.“, ‘_ ,

generator invented—produces most power

in proportion to size. Smallest battery

equipment for a starter—six cells and

adequate current constantly on hand for

starter and lights. _
A new factory with an annual capacity

of 90,000 starters is now in operation.

Send for
assuring delivery on all orders.

descriptive matter.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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FORSECURITY AGAINST MISHAP ..\ ,

economv or TIRE AND CAR UPKEEP '

z}-

FULLEST TRACTION

SUPREME RIDING COMFORT

' fifirrué Humour TlRE"& RUBBER co. 3
America's Largéflvfatlcvl'usive and Rim Mflééillv

MRW- 0Hl0"*'--7§w$$$u\r|. 'Pmncmu. urits,_

- “L »

  

I".—~g

‘* \e 31...»,- L .-.A‘ ;

Write for Book “What’s What In Tires," by H. 8. Flreetone
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COLD CHISEL USED

DURING PHARAOH DYNASTY

  

N the progress of man in the advanced

methods of today, all has depended

on improvement in quality and elliciency

of. manual tools. llest representative of

modern tool standards are unquestion

ably

fillings {2SpencerTools
"The tools that are guaranteed "

The reason is in the fact that their advanced

features of construction provide the utmost

in efficiency. convenience. ease of action and.

durability.

Write for catalog and prices

Billings & Spencer Company

Hartford, Conn.
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Try This on

Your Automobile _

  

MON-O-GRAM OIL

and your motor will play a

much prettier tune, run more

sweetly and have more

power.
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and the users of motor vehi—

cles are paying the bills.

Abroad, where g a s o l i n c

costs half-a-dollar a gallon,

builders of automobiles use

only ball bearings.

Why?

Because ball bearings are

more thoroughly anti-fric

tion than any other type.

Friction scarcely exists in

ball bearings, hence less

power and less fuel are re

quired to drive mechanism

mounted on such bearings.

Other advantages are:

Minimum wear;

Maximum efficiency. en

durance and dependability.

Ease of replacement;

Gasoline Is Going Up—

Freedom from necessity of

frequent adjustment —- ball

bearings are fool-proof.

The prospective automo

bile buyer will favor the car

that will cost him the least

to operate and maintain.

This means he will favor the

car that is equipped with ball

bearings.

The American made New

Departure ball bearings have

no superior—are strongly

guaranteed and preferred by

the majority of American

automobile manufacturers.

One such manufacturer

says: “More real bearing

value than I can get out of

any other bearing."

New Departure Manufacturing Company

Bristol, Connecticut

Double Row

. 511\é16 Row

I .
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TIRE EXPORTS $3,222,133;

ENGINES EXCEED A MILLION

Total Foreign Trade in 1912, Exclusive

of Cars, $8,963,547—Figure for

1911. Three Million Less—

Other Statistics.

Automobile engines. tires and parts to

the value of $8,903,547 were exported from

the United States to foreign countries dur7

ing the calendar year of 1912, according to

information which is obtainable from the

advancerepqrt of the Department of Com—

merce and Labor, which figures are supple

mentary to the car exports. valued at $23.

705,989, as stated in Motor \Vorld last

week; during the preceding year, 1911, this

figure was 85.911709. During the two years

[he Tillie of the several items making up

these totals were: Engines—1911, $201,

409; 1912, 51.137285. Tires—1911, $2,458,

177; 1912, $3,222,133. Parts—1911, $3.254.

123; 1912, $4,604,129. The engines for 1911.

however. are for the last six months only.

ll"! not being separately listed prior to

July 1.

In December, 1912, parts to the value of

5367.364 were exported, while in the same

nonth of the preceding year the figure was

$302,935. The tire exports in these same

‘OmPIll'ative months were: December, 1911,

8100-450; December, 1912, $187,434. Simi

lf'ly c("Waring the engine exports, the sta

llSlltS are: December, 1911, 447, $54,836;

Dtttmber, 1912, 854, $100,753.

’1? Pacember, 1912. 87 cars, valued at

Stil/.692. were imported, which compares

103 Citrs, at $227,067. for December,

me- The imports for the years 1911 and

nowhere, respectively, 972 cars, valued at

gmfsl, and 868 cars, with a valuation of

in'th '387' A Peculiar combination is found

numb? December imports in that while the

tion in dropped from 103 to 87 the valua

‘lightniréased by $585, which, however, is

" '_ ""8 less than one per cent.

Dunne 1912 there were imported part5

valued at $275,819, and in December. 1911.

the valuation was $503.25. and in that month

of the year just closed. $12,694.

Broadwcll Out of Hudson Company.

Due to a disagreement as to matters of

policy, E. H. Broadwell, vice-president in

charge of sales of the Hudson Motor Car

Co. of Detroit, has disposed of his interests

and wholly retired from the company. C.

C. Winningham, former advertising man

ager, has assumed charge of the sales de—

partment also and with it the new title,

director of sales and advertising. Broad

wcll, who is well and widely known, has

been connected with the industry almost

from its inception, having been conspic

uously identified witli the Fisk Rubber Co.

for many years previous to becoming in

terested in the Hudson Motor Car Co. Be

fore taking up new duties of any sort Broad—

well will spend two or three months vaca

tionizing.

 

Barley Takes Over Halladay Factory.

A. C. Barley, at one time secretary and

a director of the Rutcnber Motor Co., has

completed negotiations whereby he has be

come possessed of the property of the bank

rupt Streator Motor Car Co. in Streator,

Ill. He already has reopened the factory

and will re-commence the manufacture of

Halladay cars on a conservative basis. de

voting himself chiefly to the $1.450 model. A

limited number of model 40's, at $1.935. and

a few six—cylin-der cars also will be pro

duced. When the Streator property was

sold by the receiver it was bid in by the

Merchants' Realization Co. of Chicago, with

whom Barley consummated the transaction

which placed him in possession of the plant.

Jones Taximeter Voluntarily Dissolves.

The Jones Taximeter Co., of New York,

finally has filed a certificate of voluntary

dissolution. The company was an out

growth of the jones Speedometer business

but has not been active for a year or more,

having transferred the patents under which

it operated to the American Taximeter Co.

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, February 20, 1913 No.0

STRIKE 0F RUBBER WORKERS

DISTURBS AKRON TIRE TRADE

ProfessionalAgitators Fan Small Spark

Into Large Flame—No Danger of

“Tire Famine”-—Status of

Factories.

Because of a strike which began in the

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.’s factory in

Akron. Ohio, on \Vednesday of last week,

alarming reports have flooded the press of_

the country, many of them going so far as

to predict a tire famine. As a matter of

fact, at last advices. the strike had not be

come general and most of the Akron tire

companies express belief that the trouble

will not seriously aficct their operations or

deliveries, if it affects them at all.

The trouble in the Firestone plant grew

out of the installation of new machinery

and establishment of a new wage scale,

which, however, affected only about ‘60

men—those known as tire finishers. Before

the new machines were installed, one man

made a complete tire, but the use of ma

chinery split the work into two processes,

one man building the carcass and another

finishing the tire. Under the 01d order of

things the workmen earned about $3.50 per

day, and it was the intention that the new

scale should permit them to average the

same amount, for though the use of ma~

chines requires that the men produce more

tires each day, the machines

lighten the actual labor.

According to H. S. Firestone, president of

the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., which is

most seriously affected, the comparatively

small discontent which first arose would

themselves

have been adjusted between the company i

and its employes had not professional labor

agitators projected themselves into the af-I

fair. The agitators. as Firestone aptly

states. “do not live in Akron, have no real

‘ - . r'tinterest in Akron or its people, andilwhen

peace is restored will pass on to the next

place where trouble may be'stirring."
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The chief agitator appears t6 be one of

the tire-eating foreigners who last year

caused the labor troubles and riots in the

textile district of MassachuSetts, and who

also had a large hand in the strike of the

New York garment workers. He is'onc of

the leaders of the Industrial “"onkers of

the World. which sometimes is called the

“Industrial Mischief Makers of the

World." I

Previous efforts to organize the rubber

workers in Akron have failed, and in the

present instance the Industrial “'orkers

are in conflict with the American Federa

tion of Labor, whose organizers also ap

pcared on the scene; neither organization

loves the Other, and efforts are in direct con

flict, though both are seeking to make the

most of the trouble by enrolling the work

ers in their respective ranks.

Although small disorder has attended the

strike, an appeal for the presence of militia

was made to the governor of Ohio, which

appeal, however, he refused. Instead, he

sent the State Arbitration Board to Akron.

but its efforts to bring about peace so far

have proved fruitless, the Firestone wage

scale having become almost a secondary

consideration and other demands having

been formulated. In preparation for trouble,

however, at least one of the big companies

is erecting stockades around its property.

It is estimated that there are about 27,

000 rubber workers in Akron, and press re

ports have stated that nearly one-third of

the number are on strike. As a matter of

fact, however, the exact number is in doubt,

and while practically all of the Akron fac—

tories have been affected to some degree,

inscrcral instances it is so small as to be

almost unworthy of mention.

In an effort to make clear the exact sit

uation, Motor World yesterday asked each

of the Seven Akron tire companies how the

strike had afiectcd their operations and de

liveries.

“We have no strike in our factory and

no differencies with any of our employes,"‘

replied the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

“A few have remained away out of sym

pathy for workmen in other factories and

owing to fear and intimidation, but we are

running our factory full on day shift. Dc

livcrics to customers not affected in any

way."

The B. F. Goodrich Co., which controls

both the big Goodrich and Diamond factor

ies, states: “At present we are not seriously

affected in any of our operations. Our

stocks are so plentiful and widely scattered

as to prevent any inconvenience to our

trade."

The Motz Tire 81 Rubber Co. replied that

the strike had afi'ccted its operations not

at all, adding that it is satisfied that it is in

position to make prompt deliveries.

None of the other companies addressed

replied to the inquiry and their New York

branch managers apparently deem it the

better part of wisdom not to commit them

selves to definite, statements. \Nhat they

say. however, is to the effect_that if the

strike does not last long aheir stocks on

hand will be equal to the demand.

 

Columbia Litigant Sells His Stock.

‘Although there was speculation as to what

.might be the result, when Edo Mercelis,

as attorney for \Nilliam H. Burger of New

York City, a holder of 144 shares of stock

in the Columbia Motor Car Co., appealed

from the denial by the United States Dis

trict Court for the Southern District oi

New York of his request to intervene in the

receivership and reorganization of the

United States Motor Co., the matter has

been peaceably ended through a financial

settlement by the reorganizers which was

satisfactory to Burger; and while those of

the stockholders who assented to the reor

ganization got more or less stock in the

new company, Burger is wearing a smile of

satisfaction which is far above the class of

those which adorn the faces of the other

Columbia paper owners.

Burger's appeal to be allowed to inter

vene was to have been argued in the Circuit

Court of Appeals Monday last. 17th inst..

but it was withdrawn before that date. This

action lends color to the belief that Burger’s

case had strength, as was indicated by re

marks made by Judge Hough when be de

nied the application in the lower court.

 

Cleveland-Gabon Truck in Trouble.

On the petition of Elliott Bright, a cred

itor to the extent of $350, H. E. Thompson

has been appointed receiver for the Cleve

land-Galion Truck Co. of Cleveland, Ohio.

which concurred in the allegations con

tained in Bright's petition. These statements

were to the effect that unless a receiver

was appointed, and the assets thereby con

served, suits threatened by other creditors

would endanger the value of the property.

The Cleveland-Galion company, which is

capitalized at $1,000.000, represents a merger

of the two truck companies of those names.

neither of which, however, ever cut a very

pronounced figure in the business. In fact.

after the merger was consummated about a

year since the company's efforts were not

centered in the manufacture of motor vehi~

cles but in the development and production

of an electric platform truck.

 

Weed Makes Way Harder for E-Z~On.

E-Z-On is the name, but E-Z~Ofi might

be more appropriate in the light of what

happened this week to the E-Z-On Chain

Tire Protector Co., of Chicago, which start

ed out in December to invade the tire chain

grip market but which now realizes that the

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co. is rather jealous

of a certain patentpknown by the name of

Parsons and which bears the number 723,~

299. The E~Z-On company apparently found

little difficulty in entering upon the stage,

and the Wéed company supplied the hook

-which transformed it into E-Z-Off, the

Weed company having secured a prelimin

ary injunction against the new chain grip

makers this week in the United- States Dis

trict Court for the Northern District of Il

linois. '

The IE~Z-On grip was constructed in a

method similar to that of the Weed chain

but in appearance differed somewhat in that

the side chain, instead of being a circle of

ordinary wire link chain, was made with

links of a peculiar design; large irregular

shaped links were used for attachment to

the cross chains and in turn were connected

by other wire designs. With the E-Z-On

company there were named as defendants

the Hartley Mfg. Co., which helped pro

duce the product, Edward D. Lewis, Thos.

V. Garvin and Matthew J. Frambach, all of

Chicago. '

John Splitdorf Completes New Company.

John M. Splitdorf, formerly of C. F. Split

dorf, Inc., and those who Were acting with

him. have completed the organization of

the John Splitdorf Corporation, which has

been incorporated under the laws of New

York with an authorized capital of $350000.

The incorporators and officers of the com

pany are: John M. Splitdorf. president and

general manager; A. L. Kull, vice-president

and sales manager; P. J. “1 Kelly, treas

urer. E. LeRoy Pelleticr. who does not

figure as one of the corporators, is secre

tary of the company. Kull, like Splitdorf.

was identified with C. F. Splitdorf, Inc.

when the business was taken over by John

F. Alvord in May last and reorganized as

the splitdorf Electrical Co. .

As stated in Motor World of Januar)‘

30th, the John Splitdorf Corporation will

manufacture an electric engine starter, the

work being conducted at 136 West 52nd

street, New York City. The starter is

understood to employ a reduction 8""

which is unusual in that it permits the mesh

ing of four or more teeth. The production

is so far advanced that it is stated the fir5!

deliveries will be made in two weeks

Chandler to Locate in Cleveland.

As Motor World intimated Would be the

case, the Chandler Motor Car Co., which

was recently organized by former Lozlcr

lieutenants. has selected a factory site "1

Cleveland. 0. The contracts for the crec

tion of the plant itself will be let on March

1st. Meanwhile the temporary headquarters

in Detroit will be maintained.
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SUPREME COURT DlSSECTS

A MOTOR TRUCK GUARANTEE

Far-Reaching Decision That Renders

the Promise of a Salesman or

Other Employe Binding on

the Manufacturer.

 

in a decision written by Justice Laugh—

lin, in which all of his assoeiates concur, the

New York Supreme Court, Appellate Divis

ion, just has decided "where a contract for

the sale of an automobile provides for the

payment of the balance of the purchase

price after a certain trial period if it is

found satisfactory, and the purchaser is in

duced by an employee of the vendor who

is sent for the balance to pay the same,

though the car is not satisfactory, upon his

assurance that the vendor could and would

make it satisfactory, the vendor is bound by

this promise of its employee, regardless of

whether he originally had authority to

change the contract or make a new one, as

he was then representing the vendor both

with respect to performing its contract and

requiring performance on the part of the

vendee-"

The decision, which is of a far-reaching

nature and which alike affects manufac

turers and dealers and their salesmen. was

handed down in the case of the Dochter

mann \'an & Express Co., plaintiff-appel

lant. \‘s. Fiss, Doerr & Carroll Horse Co.,

defendant-respondent, which grew out of

the purchase by the former, in 1907, of a

two-ton Reliance truck.

In the lower court, the plaintiff was

given a verdict, but the court set it aside

anddismisscd the complaint. It was from

“115 judgment that the Dochtermaynn com

pany appealed. The supreme court ordered

that the action of the “court below" be re

Yerscd and the verdict be reinstated.

The Purchase price of the truck in ques

tion was $2.500. the terms of payment pro

"'di"g for 20 per cent. cash with order and

iht‘ balance within 15 days after date of

delll’e')‘. the sale being subject to the fol

lowmg guarantee:

"The company agqcs to make gOtitl by

"Dali's or replacement within one year from.

mi “5‘ any part showing defect in material

or\‘inricmanship on said truck, provided the

Parts delivered to the. company by buyer,

transportalion prepaid, and clearly shows

MK! and is tagged with truck or motor

ZFZEQTTirom which taken and datev 0f

- IS guarantee does not cover break

ailt 0f the cost of repairing when damage is

dof‘e by misuse, accident or neglect. Tires,

(0’15 and accessories are guaranteed by the

Y .lanuus makers. to whom all claims must

"' made direct.

"it is further agreed that if atiany time

within 15 days from date of delivery the

purchasers shall decide the‘truck to be'un

satisfactory; the company will refund the

purchase price, less $15 for every day truck

was in operation. '

"It is understood that the purchaser pays

all operating and maintenance expenses dur

ing the lS-day trial period.

(Continued On page 30.)

 

Thomas Family Offers 30 Per Cent.

On “behalf of himself and his family,"

lidwin L. Thomas, son of E. R. Thomas, is

making an effort to untangle the affairs of

the E. R. Thomas Motor Car Co. of Buffalo,

N. Y. To that end, he has offered the hold~

ers of what are known as creditors' exten

sion notes, dated February 15, 1911, and sub

sequent notes, dated August 15, 1912, 30 per

cent. of the face value of such paper. In

making his offer, Thomas states that it is

not probable that the receivership can be

terminated within a year and that his pro

posal is made not only to give the creditors

the advantage of immediate use of their

money, but particularly “to unburdcn the

property from the cumbersome et‘iect of the

trust agreement."

R. C. H. Discontinue: Three Branches.

The R. C. H. Corporation of Detroit has

discontinued its branches in Philadelphia,

Minneapolis and San Francisco, its interests

in each of those cities being turned over to

well established dealers. The Philadelphia

account was placed with _1. Harry Schu

macker, the Minneapolis agency with the

Harvey Haynes Co. and the California rep

resentation with the H. 0. Harrison Co.,

of San Francisco. The former R. C. H.

branch managers have been designated dis

trict sales managers and will remain in their

respective territories to handle the whole

sale business.

iMezger Calls Grossman to Court.

C. A. Mezger, Inc., of Mount Vernon,

N. Y., maker of “Soot-Proof" spark plugs,

filed suit this week in the United States

District Court for the Southern District of

New York against the Emil Grossman C0..

of New York City, maker of f‘Red Head"

plugs, charging infringement of the Mezgcr

patent, No. 700.147, granted to Minnie Mez

'ger. May 13, 1902. The plug was invented

by Charles A. Mezger, but the application

was assigned to Minnie Mezger.

 

Pittsburghers Buy Bankrupt Penn Plant.

At the receiver’s sale of the bankrupt

Penn Motor Co. of New Castle, Pa., the

'real estate and plant was bid in by George

Roth and J. M. Jack, of Pittsburgh. They

paid $400 above the $50,000 mortgage on the

plant.

nsrs FIRST PREFERRED

0FF£R_El)_Tt)_TllE PUBLIC

Statement of Output, Assets and Earn

ings Discloses Prosperous Condi

tion of Tire Company—Capi

tal Now $15,000,000.

l‘ublic offerings late last week of $3,000,

000 of the. Fisk Rubber Co.'s first preferred

stock served to disclose the details of the

enlargement of that company which has

been in progress since October last, when it

surrendered its Delaware charter and re

incorporated under the lavrs of Massachu

setts. at which time its capital was increased

from $4,000.00() to $10,000,000. Preceding

the new issue. the capital was again in

creased—this time to $15,000.000, divided as

follows: Seven per cent. cumulative first

preferred stock. $5,000,000; seven per cent.

cumulative second preferred stock (con

vertible into common stock), $2,000,000, and

common stock, $8,000,000.

The enlargement and semi-reorganization

of the company will entail no change in its

personnel. Harry T. Dunn remains presi

dent, john C. Cole vice-president and Harry

G. Fisk secretary and treasurer. The board

of directors, however, will be enlarged from

three to five.

As Motor \\'orld of January 23 stated.

John N. \‘Villys. president of the \Villys

Overland Co., has acquired a substantial in

terest in the Fisk company, but the control

and direction rests with the Fisk-Dunn in

terests, which also have enlarged their hold

ings. “'illys figures merely as an investor,

and Will take no active part in Fisk affairs.

The prospectus offering the stock for sale

states, however, that the \Villys-Overland

Co. has contracted to use a large quantity

of Fisk tires during the next three years.

As disclosed by the prospectus, the output

of the Fisk factory in Chicopee Falls, Mass.,

during the past five fiscal years, is as fol

lows:

Automobile Automobile_ _ Bicycle

casings or shoes. inner tubes. tires.

1908 57,695 40,960 84,387

1909 78.259 59,077 103,085

1910 96,692 88,061 168.990

1911 125,279 121,584 207,561

1912 221,826 198,925 240,623

The enlargement of the plant now in

progress will permit the output to be in

creased to 1,600 tires a day, afiording. in

round figures, a production of 400,000 auto

mobile tires per year, to say nothing of

several hundred thousand bicycle tires. In

cidentally and interestingly. the prospectus

brings out that renewals constitute 80 per

cent. of the Fisk tire business.

During the past four years the company's

net earnings, after depreciation. averaged

e

._i.__
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$334,371, the amount for the last fiscal_year,._

ending October 31st last, being $508,42l._

With the increased output and added, capital.

it is expected that the profits of thepresent

fiscal year will show an increase of at least

$250,000. ~ . .

The total net assets of the company, as

of October 31st last, aggregates $5,000,000.
In this amount is not I included goodwill,

patents and trade marks, but it does include

some $2,400,000 new cash capital which will

be provided by the sale of the present issue_

of first preferred stock and otherwise. The‘

assets are arrived at as follows:

Land, buildings, machinery etc.

partly based on appraisal) . . .'.$l,037.636.82

Current assets:

Inventory . . . . . . . . $1,829,507.97 ,

Accounts and bills

receivable . . . . .. 1,111,542.70

Cash, including 1

moneys to be

provided by the

present financing) 2,514.002.78

Deferred charges. . 56,775.24

. $5,512,428.69

Deduct current lia

bilitics . . . . . . . .. 1.550.065.51

Net current assets . . i '. . 3.962.363.18
 

Total current assets (exclu

sive of good will, patents,

trade marks, etc.) . . . . . . . ..$5,000.000.00

The first preferred. of, which only two

thirds already has been sold, is ofl‘ered to

the public at 1025/; and accrued dividends,

and it is figured that it will yield 6.83 per

cent. net.

The company has no funded debt. and the

stock issue is protected by provision that

without the consent of three-quarters of

the preferred stock the company can crcq

ate no mortgages, bonds; notes or'other evi

dences of indebtedness maturing within one

year from the date of issue.

An annual sinking fund for the purchase

or redemption of first preferred stock also

is provided for. It will be created out of

the earnings, the amount to be set aside

during 1914 and 1915 to be equal to 7% per

cent. of the maximum. amount of first pre

ferred stock issued; thereafter annually an

amount equal to 15 Per cent. of the net

profits of the company. but not less than

7% per cent. of the maximum amount of

first preferred stock issued.

Application will be made to list the Fisk

first preferred on the Boston Stock Ex~

change.

 

Fire Fails to Stop Double Fabric.

The Double Fabric Tire Co., whose plant

in Auburn, lnd., was destroyed by fire on

the 8th inst., already has leased another

building and secured the necessary equip

ment to permit of its immediate operation.

The fire, therefore. will cause practically no

interruption in the Double Fabric com

pany's business.

FlNDS A NEW WAY TO GET

CAR AND OUTWEREPMRMAN

Owner Is Charged With Obtaining Car

by Paying With Check and Then

Stopping Check Payment

Third Parties Involved.

 

If the allegations of the complainants are

provable, Raymond W'. Marshall, a business

man with an office in the Hudson Terminal

Building, New York City, has turned up a

new way of getting a car out of a repair

shop without paying the bill and without

giving the repairman an opportunity to hold

the car for his money; the scheme_ is merely

to pay the bill with a check, no matter how

much the bill is, and then before the repair

man can get to the bank, stop payment on

the check. A means of an inferior grade

is to pay with a. check the signature of
which is scrawlyior defective and which

will not be hOnored by the bank.

The story is told in an action instituted

in the New York City Court against .Mar

shall by the Berg Auto Trunk & Specialty

Co., of New York City, which, besides hav

ing a claim of $70.40 for goods sold to Mar~

shall, now holds the checks in question. In

the Berg deal, also, a check figures; Mar

~shall claims'hc paid $25 on his bill, but the

complainants'allege that his payment was

made with a check and that it was returned

to him.

Figuring most prominently in the transac

tion is a check for $647.50 which Marshall

is said to have given to Duhamel & Bru

ccker, Brooklyn repairman. Marshall states

that about a year ago they agreed to re

pair his car for $300, but that when he went

for it he was in great haste to start on a

tour, and having no ready means of check

ing up the bill which was presented, paid it,

the amount being $647.50. He further states

that as soon as he got to his office, where

information was, available, be checked up

the bill and found it not correct. He does

not deny havingr stopped payment on the

check. After this he went on a tour. For

alleged faulty work he asks $250 damages.

Another check. for $9.50, made cut to N.

Engwall for work done on the side, also is

in the possession of the Berg company and

is claimed to have been turned down by

the bank because of the nature of the sig

nature. A total of $728.65 is asked by the

complainant.

 

Drea'arnaker Sues Pneumatic Transmission.

Mary S. Clark, a dressmaker, who in

vested a part of her savings in the Univer

sal Pneumatic Transmission Co., a Maine

corporation, the headquarters of which are

in Chicago. 111., has instituted suit in the

Federal court ‘in that city to compel the

Pneumatic concern to render an accounting. .

The, dressmaker alleges that on the repre

sentations of Charles-I. Backus, president of

the company, she paid $1,237.50 for 10,000

shares of Universal Pnemnatic.stock. but

when her several requests for information

and an accounting were refused, she resort

ed to law. i

Kaufman Wants $10,600 of Indian Money.

The Indian Refining Co. may have what

it regards as good and sufficient reasons for

not selling as much oil to L. ].'Kaufnian,

Inc., a New York City automobile supply

dealer, as it agreed to sell, but the Kaufman

company claims a contract which was made

November 22, 1912, was broken without

cause and asks $10,602.50 in a suit which

it filed this week in the Supreme Court for

New York county. According to the com

plaint. 1.500 barrels of N0. 3 pale lubricat

ing oil were to be supplied at 13 cents a

gallon in the year beginning December 1.

1912, and 20 barrels of No. 3 and 5 of N0.

2 red lubricating oil are said to have been

delivered December 27, after_which there

was refusal to deliver more. The barrels

each contained 50 gallons and shipments

were to be not less than 25 nor more than

50 barrels.

 

i Ewing Now Appears in Findlay Sale.

\Vho purchased the plant of the bankrupt

Findlay Motor Co. of Findlay, Ohio. when

it was sold by the receiver last month. ap

pears to be something of a question. At the

time of the sale, it was stated that the prop

erty had been 'bid in by J. G. Cleary, of

Milwaukee, for $50,000, it being Cleary's an

nounced intention of dismantling the plant

and removing the machinery to Milwaukee.

Later, however, it was stated that the Mil

waukeeian had transferred his bid to W. W.

Edwards. president of the Buckeye National

Bank of Findlay, but, despite the transfer.

on Saturday last 1.. E. Ewing, the former

president of the Findlay Motor Co.. 0ch

his own name, advertised the equipment “for

a quick sale at a ridiculously low figure."

He also offered to arrange terms for partial

payments and expressed his willingness to

take stock in a new organization for part Of

the purchase price.

Munger to General Manage K-D Motor.

L. D. Monger has assumed the general

management of the K-D Motor Co., of Bos

ton. which was built around M155 Margaret

Knight's crescent valve motor. Mung" 35‘

quired an interest in the company several

months ago, but hereafter will devote 3 Pa"

of his activities to its affairs. at the same

time retaining his holdings in the M00"? &

Munger Co., one of New York's famous

body building establishments.
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Hagerstown, Md.—Antietam Garage Co.,

under_Maryland laws; authorized capital,

$5,000; to operate a garage.

Marquette. Mich—Cloverland Auto Co..

under Michigan laws; authorized capital,

$15,000; to deal in motor cars.

San Francisco, Cal.—Latham Auto Supply

Co.. under California laws; authorized cap

italt $25,000; to deal in motor car supplies

Samger. Cal—King's River-Hume Auto

Service Co., under California laws; author
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iz'd capitalv $15000; to operate a motor

Stage line. ‘

__L°5 Angeles, Cal.—-Quartette Automobile

Mina] Co.. under California laws; author

Iled capital- $100,000; to manufacture motor

car devices, .

Harrisburg. Pa.—-Watts \Vagon & Auto

m°bll€ Co.,, under Pennsylvania laws: au

thonzed capital. $5.000; to deal in vehicles.

Corporators—F. N. W'atts and others.

SPOkane, Wash—Main Street Garage Co.,

llagler Washington laws; authorized capital,

' mo; ‘0 Operate a garage. Corporators

“R- B- Harley. A. L. Reid, Emily O’Kelley.

betlgmingmn. Del—Colonial Tire 8: Rub~

_ °-~ under Delaware laws; authorized

capital s"250000; to manufacture tires. Cor

poritors~E D. Buck. G. \v. .Dilliiian, B. M.

Grawl. _ ‘ " '

“MM-ilk. Ohio—Brookville Autp,C,o.,_

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

J. Ward Somers. Edward S. Somers, V. T.

Somers.

Omaha, Neb.—Stewart—Toozer Motor Co..

under Nebraska laws; authorized capital,
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ital. $10,000; to operate a service station.

Corporators——Paul S. Knight. M. Marquard,

Don P. Mills.

Brockton, Mass—City Garage Co., under

Massachusetts lav/s; authorized capital, $5.

000; to operate a garage. Corporators—

Bernard B. \‘l’inslow, Daniel Winslow. Ar~

  

Fort \Vayne. lnd.—F0x-Shyrock Auto

Co., under Indiana laws; authorized capital,

$10000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

 

   

$25,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

-—John T. Stewart, George E. Toozer and

others.

Bowling Green, Ky.—Monroe Motor Co.,

under Kentucky laws; authorized capital,

$2,500; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—Ida B. Monroe, Harry G. Monroe, George

W. Monroe.

Dayton, Ohio—Dayton Top Improvement

Co., under Ohio laws; authorized capital.

$10,000; to manufacture tops. Corporators

—C. C. Blackmore, Jean C. Blackmore, H.‘

E. Randall.

Seattle, \\"ash.—~Enterprise Auto Repair

Co., under \Vashington laws; authorized

capital, $10,000; to operate a motor repair

shop. Corporators—H. O. Hollenbeck, R.

W. Smailes.

Cleveland. Ohio—Motor Car Service Sta

tion Co., under Ohio laws; authorized cap

 

“AUTOMOBILE PALACE" ‘FOR PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION IN’ 1915

(Special building, measuring 350 x 600 feet, which is to be erected in San Francisco to house exhibits of automobiles and accessories.

  

—\\"illiam \V. Shyrock, Bartlett W. Shy

rock. George T. Fox.

Cleveland, Ohio—Motor Van Delivery

Co., under. Ohio laws; authorized capital.

$10,000: to operate a motor delivery. Cor

porators—Elizabeth G. Stewart, S. T. Stew

art, John R. Cautner.

Wilmington, Del—Cards Diesel Motor‘

Co. of America, under Delaware laws; au

thorized capital, $l0,000,000; to manufacture

motors. Corporators—H. E. Latter, \N. J.

Maloney, N. P. Cofiin.

Columbus, Ohio—New Columbus Auto

mobile Co.. under Ohio laws; authorized

capital, $30,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor—

porators—Jesse J. Brown. Lillian E. Brown,

\Yilliam E. McCannon.

New York, N. Y.—Aer-Oid Rubber Sub

stitutes Co., under Delaware laws; author

ized capital. $500000; to manufacture rub
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ber substitutes. Corporators—L. A. Soren

sen, M..Fricdberg, C. A...Brown.

Cleveland, Ohio—Standard Shock Ab

sorber Co., under Ohio laws; authorized

capital, $100,000; to manufacture shock

absorbers. Corporators—C. D. Sward, Wm.

Leary, G. D. Sward, Naomi M. Leary, A. A.

McGill. v

New York, N. Y.—Veerac Motor. Truck

Co., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $10,000; to deal in motor trucks. Cor

por‘ators—Harry B. McGinley, 761 East

24th street; Edward L. \Vhittemore, 139 St.

James place, Brooklyn; George H. Hinnau,

165 Broadway.

New York, N. Y.—Maxim Tricar Mfg.

Co., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $100,000; to manufacture motor cars.

Corporators—Otto Kuhneman, 2084 Broad

way; Charles F Novotny, 660 Dawson ave

nue; A. A. Meschutt, 43 Liberty tsreet,

Ridgewood, N. J.

New York, N. Y.-—Auto Center, Inc.,

under New York IaWs; authorized capital,

$25,000; to deal in real estate for use in

the motor car business, such as garages,

show rooms, etc. Corporators—Edward W.

Forrest, Charles H. Fuller, Byron C.

Thomas, all of 290 Lenox avenue.

New York, N. Y.~—_[ohn Splitdorf Cor

poration, under New York laws; authorized

capital, $350,000; to manufacture electrical

equipment for motor cars. Corporators—

John Splitdorf, 1427 Doris street; P. J.Kelly, 137 Duncan avenue, Jersey City, ll.

1.; A. L. Kull, 42 \Vest Castle Place, New

Rochelle, N. Y.

Minor Business Troubles.

A petition in bankruptcy was filed this

week in the Federalcourt .in,New York

City against Cruice, Keelan & Co., taxicab

operators at 143 East 23rd street, it being

stated that there are more than twelve cred

itors. The petitioners and their claims are:

Mark Cowles, trading at Mark Cowles &

Co., automobile supplies, $116.30; Ray

Locke, salary, $25; American Taximeter

Co., rental of taximeters. $567.50.

Edgar A. Bloch, of 343 St. Nicholas ave

nue. New York City, a former automobile

dealer, this week filed a' voluntary petition

in bankruptcy, showing liabilities of $2,

149 and no assets; among the creditors and

debts are: Broadway Auto Accessories

Store, Inc., $539; La Buin Auto Importing

Co., $859, and Moto Bloc Import Co., $227.

A petitionfor a receiver for the Jennings

Sherwood Auto & Carriage Co. has been

filed in the court in Bridgeport. Conn., by

Sarah L. and George S. Jennings; they

state that they own more than one-tenth of

the stock of the company and that its as~

sets are liable to waste and deterioration

through attachments.

PROMINENT MEN lN TRADE

wno ASSUME NEW DUTIES

Resignations and Promotions That

Serve To Place Many Workers In

New Places—Few Leave

the Industry.

  

  

H. \V. Hall has been appointed manager

of the Boston branch of the Universal Mo

tor Truck Co. of Detroit.

H. S. Shatter has been elected treasurer

of the Keeton Motor Co., of Detroit. He is

a brother of C. D. Shafier, the well-known

and wealthy oil producer who already is

largely interested in the Keeton enterprise.

Roy G. Harris has been appointed assist

ant advertising manager of the Firestone

Tire 8: Rubber Co. of Akron, Ohio. Pre

viously he was sales and publicity manager

of the Vreeland Chemical Co. of New York.

H. H. Robinson has been appointed as

sistant director of sales for the Keeton

Motor Co., of Detroit. He is new to the

automobile industry, although he had ac

quired a reputation in the telephone busi

ness. .

D. C. Hathaway has been appointed man

ager of the branch which the Kelly-Spring

field Motor Truck Co. recently established

in Cleveland. Previously Hathaway

manager of the Dayton Auto Truck Co. of

Dayton, Ohio.

George L. East has been appointed as

sistant advertising manager of the Timken

Roller Bearing Co. and the Timken-Detroit

Axle Co. Formerly he was director of ad

vertising for the Olds Motor ‘Norks and

later for the Amplex'Motor Car Co.

was

J. L. White, for four years purchasing

agent of the Northway Motor 8: Mfg. Co. of

Detroit, whose motors are used in Cole

cars, has assumed similar duties and a simi~

lar title in the Cole Motor Car Co. of In

dianapolis. He succeeds E. E. \Nestman.

_l. I. Meade has been appointed superin

tendent of the engine building department

of the Moon Motor Car C0. of St. Louis.

He is experienced in that work, having per

formed similar duty for both the Packard

and E. R. Thomas companies for a period

of several years.

R. L. Lockwood, formerly an assistant

district manager for the Willys-Overland

Co.. has been promoted to the post of super

visor of district managers in the Eastern

territory. His domain includes New York.

Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, the New

England States and Eastern Canada.

C. A. Carey has been appointed purchas

ing agent for the Chandler Motor Car Co.,

of Detroit. Like all of the other officials

and department heads of that new enter

prise, Carey previously was identified with

the Lozier Motor Co. He had charge of its

purchasing department. '

E. E. Westman has resigned the post of

purchasing agent for the Cole'Motor Car

Co. of Indianapolis to take up similar duties

for the Henderson Motor Car Co. of that

city. Before becoming connected with the

Cole organization Westman was identified

with the “Elston-Mott C0. of Flint, Mich.

_Iames joyce, formerly sales manager for

the Southern Motor Vehicle Co. of Roches

ter, N. Y., and one of the genuine veterans

of the automobile industry, has been ap

pointed manager ot the Philadelphia branch

of the Kelly~Springfield Motor Truck Co.

The branch is located at 4518 Baltimore

avenue.

7E. J. Kulas has been appointed general

sales manager of the Peerless Motor Car

Co., of Cleveland. He is a new comer in

the automobile industry, but acquired a

reputation as secretary and general manager

of the Brilliant Electric Lamp Co., of Cleve

land, one of the largest producers of incan

descent lamps in this country.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Casper. \Vyo.-—Richards Garage, garage

damaged. Loss not given.

Madelia, Minn.—Forstner Bros, garage

damaged. Loss not given. ’

Toledo. Ohio-_Ray' Kuhn Co.. accessories

stock damaged. L’oss not given.

Lewistoni Me.—Nelke & Partridge, Cen~

tral Garage, destroyed. Loss, $25,000.

Milton. Mass—William B. Steams, gar

age and cars destroyed. “Loss not given.

St. Paul, Minn.-—-C. S. Neutson, supply

dealer, 7th street, stock and building dam

aged. Loss, $25,000.

Kansas City, Mo.—Admiral Auto Livery.

715 Lydia avenue, building and contents

damaged. Loss, $1.500.

Milwaukee, Wis—Manhattan Garage 8:

Express Co., 270-74 27th street, garagc and

23 cars destroyed. Loss, $65,000

New York, N. Y.-—Independent Cvarage

Owners Co., 205 \Vest End avenue. garage

and 50 cars destroyed. Loss, $100,000

\\’ashington, D. C.——David Hendrick.

131549 H street, northwest, building dam~

aged and several cars destroyed. L055.

$9,000. .

Kansas City, Mo.-Winton Motor Car—

riage Co., 3324-26 Main street,..and Frank

lin Automobile Co., 3320-22 Main street.

building, fixtures and 33 of Winton com

pany's and 12 of Franklin company’s Cal's

destroyed. Loss. \Vinton. $125,000; Frank'

lin, $25,000.
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Otto Baurnann of Lake Wilson, Minn., is

erecting a new garage. ,

F. E. Bates is making ready to erect a

garage in Northfield, Minn.

A new garage is being erected for Shaffer

& Lounsbury in Merced, Cal.

\\'. D. Jackson is about to open a garage

and machine shop in \IVaxahachie, Tex.

P. G. Liederbach has secured a site in

Bufialo, Minn, and will build a garage.

A new garage is being erected in Car

thage. Ill., for the Auto & Carriage Co.

L. E. Rogers of Sandwich, Ill., is about to

open a garage in Leland, in the same State.

Richard Welland is building a garage in

Marblehead. Mass. It is located on Atlantic

avenue.

Jonas D. Emery of Concordia, Kan, has

purchased the automobile business of John

Stewart;

A. N. Barnes has sold the Libby Motor

Co.. in Santa Ana. Cal.. to I. M. \"on

Schriltz.

Aaron Jocns has leased a newly construct—

ed building in Marshall, UL, and will open

a garage.

Joel F. Batt is erecting a concrete garage,

36x 48 feet, in Pen Argyl, Pa. It is located

an E street.

Ruth & Smith is the style under which a

"W Supply firm is about to open up in

Downs, Kan

Howard Tracy has entered the trade in

-'\5hland, 0. He is trading under the style

Central Garage.

George A. Stilling has entered the trade

in McHenry, in. He will sell Hupmobiles

and Veerac trucks.

A.A.Wedgewood, formerly of Sioux City,

ll, has removed to Madison, N. D., where

he will open a garage.

.l- E- Hansen, a dealer in Bloomington’

Ill. has withdrawn from the trade} he had

lhe Warren-Detroit agency.

' The Schofield Auto Co. has been formed

"1 Provo, Utah, and will handle Ford cars;

F~ L- Schofield is manager.

Lewis & ny6- 0f Bradfordsville, Ky.. are

out to open a garage and repair shop in

'ehan‘m. in the same State.

Robert W:

ah

I

Lchr has opened a garage in

P >Maj kan' He has the location formerly

occupied by the City can!“
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The Horton Auto Co., of Fennimore,

Wis., has let the contracts for a new garage;

the company has the Ford agency.

G. L. $chultz, Albert True and Edward

Kaifer have formed a co-partnership in

Henry, Ill., and will handle the Velie.

F. W'. Gilman, a real estate broker in

l’ortersrille, Cal., has become an automobile

dealer; he has the Marathon agency.

John Jones of Oakley, S. C., is about to

open a garage in Walterboro, in the same

State; he also will conduct an agency.

Floyd 1’. and Raleigh L. Harris plan to

establish a garage business in Galva, Ill.

The style will be Harris Bros. Garage.

Charles \V. Ellis has had plans prepared

for a new garage which he will have erected

in Greenville, N. C. It will cost $4,000.

G. Harold Fanning, of Brooklyn, will

enter the trade in Smithtown, Long Island,

N. Y., March 1; he will handle the Stutz.

The Tom Botterill Automobile Co., of

Salt Lake City. Utah, has added a supply

and accessory department to its business.

\Valtcrs & Hand have opened a garage in

\Vlieeling, “f. \"a., on Elm street; they will

handle several makes of car, including the

Overland.

The Motor Vehicle Sales Co. has opened

new salesrooms and a garage on Farmer’s

avenue, Kalamazoo, Mich. The concern is

Buick dealer.

Adolph J. Nus and W'. U. Mussina have

formed the N. & M. Motor Co. in \Villiams

port, l'a. They will locate at 141 \Vest

Church street.

Kennedy Bros, of Pratt, Kan, have taken

over the Bell Garage in Dodge City, in the

same State; the firm comprises H. J., \V. E.

and B. L. Kennedy.

The' Mountain City Garage Co., of Al

toona. I’a., has located a new garage at

9th avenue and 12th street; the establish

ment includes a machine shop.

J. M. Lawrence of San Jose, Cal., has

taken a dealership; he represents the Jack

son line in Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, Mon

tcrey and San Benito counties.

Clarence Funkey plans to open a new gar

age in Hancock, Mich., this coming sum'

mer; a livery service which he started

about a year ago is to be extended.

Fred. R. Young, of Moline, Ill., Opened 3

new garage last week, the opening taking

the form of a dance; the two floors each

have 7,000 square feet of floor space.

Charles Mackey has purchased of George

Bentel a half interest in the Pacific Coast

agencies for the Mercer and Simplex cars;

the headquarters are in Los Angeles.

Leonard W'yeth has purchased the James

L. Bush Garage in Tuscola, Ill. The busi—

ness includes the Ford and Rambler agen

cies for Douglas and Moultrie counties.

Arthur Staack has bought the interests of

the latter named partner in the garage form

of Hamann & Schumacher, in Guttenberg.

Ia. The new firm is Hamann & Staack.

J. L. Teberg of Taylor, Tex, has sold the

Texas Garage on West 4th street to E. B.

Garess; Garess also owns the Taylor Gar

age, on West 2nd street, and will operate

both.

J. C. McDonald and Joseph Atherton,

owners of the M. & A. Garage, on North

Lafayette street, Macomb, 111., have pur

chased the Stockcr Garage; they will oper

ate both.

The W. J. Burt Motor Car Co., of Los

Angeles, Cal., has completed a new garage

and salcsrooms; they are located at Pico

and Hope streets. The company handles

Auburn cars.

C. T. Bernhardt, formerly connected with

the Gardena (Cal.) Garage, has branched

out for himself; he plans to establish a

garage and repair business in that town near

\Vilmington road.

Thomas Trewet. of Sibley, Ia., has dis

posed of his garage and machine shop to

John Shunick and R.‘Dimmick; the busi

ness was exchanged for land in Colorado,

which Trewet will work.

The VVhittlesey Garage ~85 Machine Co.

has been organized in San Benito, Tex. The

incorporators are C. \V. \Vhittlesey and

James T. and James F. Valentine; a garage

and machine shop will be opened.

The T. G. Nortliwcll Co.. a dealer in

Sioux City. 1a., which was burned out re»

cently, has arranged to resume business:

temporary quarters have been secured in

the Haakinson & Beaty building.

Charles C. Collins and Tom S. Davidson

have formed a copartnership and have

opened up in Denver, Col., at 1633 Court

place, under the style National Rubber Sup
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Revere tires.

Lamping & Garfield. of Seattle. Wash,

are about to establish a branch in Tacoma.

in the same State; they will erect a new

building, 50 x 120 feet, at .a cost of $4,000.

The firm isv distribu'ter of Flanders cars.

H. V. Maresch, of Taylor, Tex., has sold

the Star Garage, on East 5th street, to Now

lin & Caswell. T. ]. Caswell, one of the

partners, from Georgetown, Tex., andv

the other, Daniel Nowlin, from Circleville.

in the same State. .

H. j. Hilliard has purchased the Hogan

son & Fruland Garage, in Ottawa, Ill.,

which he formerly operated. Hoganson &

Fruland at the same time bought the Ot

tawa Garage on Columbus street from Wal

ter Mers. j. 0. Laugman and jesse West.

The Cadillac Sales Co. has been organ

ized in Knoxville, Tenn.. and has contracted

for the erection of a garage and salesrooms

at Gay and Main streets; the members of

the company are C. Malian, Benjamin A.

Morton. A. M. Stewart and T. T. Face, the

latter of whom will act as manager.

Ackerman & Baird have opened one of

the largest garages in Brooklyn, N. Y., at

2 Kcap street; they will handle the Mercer,

but their salesrooms will be located else

where. R. l’. Ackertnan, one of the firm

members, “as with the I. S. Remson Mfg.

Co.. Brooklyn agents for the Locomobile

and Abbott-Detroit, for four years. while

Baird is the son of the proprietor of one of

Brooklyn's large stores.

The Thomas Motor Car Co. and the Car

penter Motor Sales Co., both of Los An

gelcs. Cal. have combined under the name

Thomas Motor Car Co. of California. The

officers are: President, A. M. Young; vice

president. Lee R. carpenter; treasurer, J.

F. Scott;' secretary. E. 0. Hanson; retail

sales manager. L. A. Pratt; service man

ager, William F. Lloyd. The new company

handles the Paige-Detroit car and the Lip

pard-Stewart truck and is located at llth

and Flower streets.

The Central Iowa Motors Co.. of Des

Moines, 1a., has taken over the Van \"liet

Bradt Auto Co., and will remove from 706

Mulberry street to the Van Vliet-Bradt lo

cation at 919 Locust street; the change adds

the Moon distributing agency to those of

of the Hupmobile and American, heretofore

held by the Central Iowa company, and

an extended distribution is planned. F. S.

Cummings, vice-president and sales man

ager of the Central company, will manage

the new business. and the Des Moines deal

ers. Steele & Shaw, also will locate at 919

Locust street. \V. ]. Bradt will continue

with the Herring Motor Supply Co. and

C. ti. \ an \'liet will engage in other busi

ness.

CON'l'R0l. RE-SALFS PRICES

Federal judge Delivers Hard Blow in

Unexpected Direction—The Points

Involved and a Patent Law

yer’s opinion
 

Until it has been digested by their legal

advisers. or until a higher court has con

tinued his opinion. lawyers versed in patent

causes express the belief that it will not be

safe for dealers handling patented articles

to assume that the decision of judge Ray. of

the United States District Court for the

Northern District of New York means that

they are free to disregard the prices fixed

thereon. ‘ '

Judge Ray’s decision was handeddown on

Monday last, 17th inst., and as it appar

ently holds that a patentee has no right to

fix the re-sale price of his goods, and that

be otherwise relinquishes control after their

manufacture. it created tremendous sensa

tion in practically all lines of industry. The

demand for copies of the decision—an un

usually voluminous one—has been so great

that it'has not been possible to supply it.

The suit which brought about the de

cision is that of the \Valtham \Vatch Co. of

\Valtham, Mass, vs. Charles A. Keene, a

New York jeweler, who long had cut W'al

tham prices and otherwise flouted Walthanr'

authority. He was taken into court on a

charge of patent infringement, the in

fringement consisting of having violated

the price fixed on the VValtham.movement.

This patented watch movement is sold

with what is termed the “Waltham Contract

Notice" attached to it. the "notice" difl‘er

ing, however, from the usual conditional

patent license which is commonly used in

the sale of Victor talking machines, Edison

phonographs, Klaxon horns and other

patented articles. The Waltham "notice"

declares that the article to which it is at

tached is sold subject to certain stated con

ditions which every buyer thereof agrees to

perform. and goes on to say that “breach of

any of these conditions shall revest in the

company the title to this movement and

upon tendering the price paid therefor to

the holder thereof, the company may retake

possession of the same. These conditions

will be enforced by the company."

In the usual license agreement it is usually

stated that the license for use and sale is

conditional and that breach of conditions

terminates the license and constitutes an in
fringcment of the patents. I

George Cooper Dean. a New York prac

titioner who is eminent in the domain of

patent vases and conditional licenses, states

that attorneys who are familiar with the

law governing the latter are of opinion that

breach of the Waltham contract of sale be

longs to the law of contracts, and that‘the

contract, as such. may be .a violation of

the Sherman act. as decided by Judge Ray.

((fontinnen' on page 26.)

 

Rajah Wins a Case, Loses a Point“

ISelling imitationRajah spark plug porce

lams was the point at issue in two actions

in the United States District Court for the

Southern District of New,York_which were

this week decided. one for and the other

against the Rajah Auto Supply Co., of

Bloomfield, N. 1., the latter company being

the complainant in both'cases.

The action decided favorably to the Rajah

company was against the American Auto

Supply Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., which was

charged with selling porcelains to fit the

Rajah company's plugs; the court directed

the issuance of an injunction restraining this

practice as an infringement of the Rajah

patent. No. 825.856.

The other action was against the Emil

Grossman Co., of New York City. against

which the Rajah company obtained an in—

junction about a year ago, and the request

was that the Grossman company. charged

with having sold porcelains to fit Rajah

plugs following the enjoining, be adjudged

in contempt of court. The judge refused to

grant this motion. expressing a belief that

the Grossman company had not intention

ally violated the court order. An appeal will

be taken.

Coloradoans to Make Tires in California.

According to reports from Denver. the

\/V. C. Hendrie Rubber Co., of that city, has

purchased a six-acre site in Torrence, a

suburb of Los Angeles, Cal., on which will

be erected an automobile tire plant at a cost

of $100,000. The Hendric company is pro

ducing leather belting and steam packing

in its plant in Denver. but has found that

the dryness of the Colorado climate makes

it impracticable for crude rubber to be

stored there; hence the choice of Los An

geles as a site for the proposed tire fac

tory.

 

Chain Makers Prosecute Supply Dealers.

The H. Channon Co. of Chicago, makers

of tire chains. tiled judgment for $272.02

this week in the New York county clerk’s

ofi‘ice against \iiolet V. Sullivan and Ben

jamin Sullivan, Jr.. who trade in Brooklyn.

N. Y., as the Bay Ridge Auto Supply Co.

The suit preceding judgment was in the

Municipal Court .

 

Met: Adds $50 to Price of Runabout.

The Met: Co.. of \Valtham, Mass. has

increased the price of its 22-horsepowcr run

about to $445. Previously it listed at $395
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“SOAKING THOSE AUTOMOBILE ‘FELLERS."’

The general change in political complexion of the vari

ous State legislatures which followed the over-turning elec—

tion of last November is having a natural. result. Always a

popular legislative pastime, tinkering with automobile laws

has become almost epidemic.

' The'many men who for the first time find the title

“Hon.” placed in front of their names are feeling their re

sponsibilities. and in an endeavor to live up to them. and to

prove their usefulness to their respective constituents, what

is simpler than “soaking those automobile ‘fellers.’ ” The

deluge of 'new bills and of amendments to existing laWs.

which range from grave to gay. is so great as to indicate

that the secretary of state, or the member of the legisla

itlfe who has not offered at least one such measure is lack

ing in either a sense of humor or a sense of duty.

, With comparatively few exceptions. all of the law-com

pounders who have “seen theirduty and done it” apparently

are agreed that the one-way to make the highways safer is

greatly.to,.increase the. amounts of the license or registra

tion feesmr both, which are imposed on automobilists. The

fact-that no other vehicle which uses the roads pays one

cen-tfor such use is'not permitted to enter legislative halls.

Where, evidently, it is'never realized that roads were des—

troyed before automobi'leswere thought of and that it hurts

as much to be injured by a horse—drawn vehicle as by any

other, and thatrpersons can be killed quite as dead by one

as by the other.

The idea that piling on the fees and increasing the re

strictions on automobiles, which has obtained for so

many yeiars, constitutes a cure—all still obtains. Even New

York's new governor and new secretary of state. both ap—

parently well-meaning men, are possessed of the notion that

the fees should be largely increased, not as a matter of

justice but, according to the secretary of state; because

owners of automobiles can afford the increase. or. according

to the governor. because the State “needs the money.”

Despite the fact, it is not too much to hope that some

day. at least, in the far distant future, there will arise a

legislator who is wise enough and fair enough to insist that

all road users shall be treated alike, and who will recognize

that the measures which will most effectively add to the

safety of the highways are those that will reduce the small

boy peril and that will require the use of lamps—and, per~

haps, numbers—on all vehicles of whatever nature.

 
 

BENEFITS OF REMOVABLE TRUCK BODIES.

It is one of the plainly noticeable tendencies of the com—

mercial vehicle industry that the demountable or detach

able type of truck body steadily is increasing in popularity.

The development is logical, of course, if true efficiency,

which necessitates the constant employment of the vehicle,

be considered, for the removable body eliminates a great

portion of the “dead” time represented by loading and un
loading operations. I I

There is another angle of the situation, however, which

is, perhaps, not so plainly apparent and to which little at

tention has been directed despite its evident importance.

The demountable body virtually lifts the motor truck out of

the long haul rut where it really has belonged prior to the

advent of the removable superstructure, and has made of it

a double purpose vehicle which is equally applical')l'e. with

economy. to either long or short haul work. That is to

say, the demountable body for short haul workhas reduced

the ratio of the time on the road, when the truck actually is

performing useful work, to the time lost in loading and

unloading operations. to the point where it is even lower

than is the same comparatively low ratio in long haul work

where the non-demountable body is employed.

Incidentally, the removable body permits of the alluring

possibility of employing several different types of bodies

for different kinds of work. and here again it increases effi

ciency in general. for eFficiency of the highest kind requires

specialization, and specialization in the transportation of

full loads of, say, coal on one trip and wood 011 the next. is

. impossible with one style of non—demountable body.

 
 

In at least one respect. the national shows proved that

the lessons of' real salesmanship gradually are being heeded

by the trade. There no longer is that promiscuous or in

discriminate distribution of catalogs which once was the

rule. Instead most of those who asked for catalogs--c;ir

catalogs, at least—were requested to leave their names and

addresses. to which the desired literature Would be for

warded later. Manufacturers have reason vto realize that

catalogs cost money. and they also appreciate the value of

obtaining names and addresses. ‘
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FOLLOW CRUDE Oll. UPWARD

Advances in Crude Petroleum Cause

Two and Three Cents Increase in

Lubricants—Crude Raised 80

Per Cent. in Year.

Marked advances which have been made

in the prices of crude oils within the last

few weeks have made themselves felt in the

lubricating oil field, and this commodity

now stands generally about two cents

higher than it did at the opening of the new

year, the advance in some instances being

three cents; the change, on the whole,

makes difficult a concrete and detailed

enumeration of specific alterations because

of the numerous prices that apply in the

oil trade. there being a wide range from the

individual consumer to the manufacturer

and the small and large garageman and the

varying grades of manufacturers being the

intermediate stations in the price scale.

To cite an instance, the Wolverine Lubri

cants Co., on January 5. made an increase

of two cents in practically all of its prices

and did not confine the raise to different

grades, as have some of the other compa

nies, among them the Columbia Lubricants

Co. of New York, maker of Monogram oil,

which made its principal increases in the

lower grades of gasoline engine oils; in the

higher priced grades of oils the changes

were not so great or so numerous. and at

the ofiice of the Standard Oil Co. it was

stated that no change had been made and

that Polarine Oil, its leading commodity in

the lubricating line, remains as before the

recent agitation in the crude field.

The jump in the price of the crude prod

uct has as one reason the "supply and de

mand" story, while there are those who

claim to bev familiar with petroleum prod

ucts who dcclare the agitation is of purely

artificial origin and that the increases have

been made with a well defined purpose in

certain quarters. By others it is said to be

a fight by the refiners for better prices. To

the lay mind the fact that certain grades of

.crudc oil jumped at the rate of about five

cents a jump and that the jumps were but

two or three days apart is at the best bewil

dering when an attempt is made to recog~

nize a congruity in the relations between

price and supply and demand.

Within about a year crude oil has in

creased about 80 per cent. in price. The

figure per barrel at the beginning of this

period. taking a certain grade of Pennsyl

vania oil which is recognized as a standard

for price variations. was $1.30. but advances

have brought this up until the price now

stands at $2.33

The undue activity in crude oil has given

rise to anticipations that the advance in the

price of gasolene from 16 to 17 cents made

by the Standard Oil Co. January 1 would

be followed by a further increase, and pre

dictions and rumors have said the next ad

vance wolud be to 19 cents, but the Stan

dard company apparently has been so busy

distributing its recent $50,000,000 umelon"

that it has not had time to tickle the gaso

lene frog sufficiently to cause SUCll an able

leap.

Mitchell Terrninates Old Insurance Suits.

In order to stop four lawsuits which were

not more than officially half started a year

ago, it was necessary this week for the

Mitchell-Lewis Motor Co., of Racine. Wis,

to file the suits othcially in the Supreme

Court for New York county and at the same

time file orders of discontinuance. The

actions grew out of a fire in the Mitchell

Lewis plant about two years ago, and fol~

lowing a dispute as to the insurance. suits

were partially launched against the North

western Insurance Co., the Liverpool Victor

Insurance Co. of England. the Regal Insur

ance Co., the Liverpool Victor Insurance

and the Essex & Suffolk Insurance Co.‘

However, before the proceedings attained

any importance, the matter was settled, but

it was not until this week that the cases

were closed up in the court records.

Sign Brings Toplitz Double Publicity.

There are two ways in which an electric

sign can bring a man's business before the

public. as can be attested by Bert L. Top—

litz, president of the Allenhurst Garage Co.,

of 135 W'est 37th street, New York City;

one way is to put the sign in place and have

it illuminated at night, the other is put up

the sign and have the maker sue for its

value. Toplitz acknowledges financial em

barrassment at the present time, and when

the Federal Sign System took the matter

into the Municipal Court, judgment for

$68.08 was secured and when he filed to

adjust matters he was summoned into the

New York City Court in supplementary

proceedings. This week the court granted

an attachment bailable in the amount of $50,

the unpaid portion of the bill being $58.08.

Michigan Men Launch Admiral Truck.

Having secured the necessary financial

support. Earl Porter, Don E. Evans and

H. G. Dewey have organized the Admiral

Auto Co. in St. Louis, Mich., and will devote

themselves to the manufacture of a half-ton

truck that will list at about $900. Later they

will also produce a light farm tractor. The

Admiral company, which will be capitalized

at $50.000, will start in a comparatively

small way. probably with a working force

of about 20 men.
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February 15-22.

show of the Albany Automobile Dealers'

Association in the State Armory.

Albany, N. Y.—Annual

February 15-22, Newark, N. ].--New Jer

sey Exhibition Co.'s Sixth annual exhibit in

the First Regiment Armory.

February 16-23, Richmond, Va.—-Rich

inond Automobile Dealers’ Shows Co.'s ex

hibit in the Horse Show building.

February 17-27, Kansas City, Mo.—-Kan

sas City Automobile Dealers' Association's

show in Convention Hall. First week pleas

ure cars; second week commercial vehicles.

February 18-22, Baltimore, Md.—-Balti

more Automobile Dealers' Association's an

nual show in the Fifth Regiment Armory.

February 19-22, Kalamazoo, Mich—Kala

mazoo Automobile Dealers' Association's

annual show.

February 19-22, Davenport. Ia.~—-Annual

show of the Tri-City Automobile Dealers’

Association in the Coliseum.

February 19-22, Oshkosh, Wis—Oshkosh

Automobile Dealers' Association's second

annual show in Armory B.

February 20-22, Canandaigua, N. Y.-Mo

tor Car show in Hawley's Garage, under the

management of A. Blumenstein.

February 22-March 1. Brooklyn, N. Y.-

Brooklyn Motor Dealers’ Association's

annual show in the 23rd Regiment Armory.

February 24-March 1, Omaha, Neb.—

Omaha Autmobile Dealers’ Association's

annual show.

February 24-March 1, Cincinnati, Ohio—

Third annual show of the Cincinnati Auto

mobile Dcalers’ Association in the Cincin

nati Music Hall.

February 25-28, Topeka, Kan—First an

nual show of the Kansas Motor Show Co.

February 26-March 1, Fort Dodge. Ia.—

Second Annual show of the Fort Dodge

Dealers' Association in Armory.

March 1-8, Paterson, N. _l.-—Second an

nual show of the Paterson Automobile

Dealers' Association.

March 8-15, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association's annual show

in Mechanics’ Hall. Pleasure cars only.

March 19—25. Boston, Mass—Boston

Commercial Vehicle Association's annual

show in Mechanics' Hall.

March 3-8, Pittsburgh, Pa.-Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers’ Association's show in

Duquesne Garden.
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PROVOKES KEEN DERISION

Recently Adopted Plan, Which Taxes

Piston Displacement, Styled a

“Mess” and a "Catastrophe"—

How It Works Out.

Whether or not the formula recently

adopted by the French Department of

Mines for the determination of the taxable

horsepower of motor car engines eventually

will conduce toy that placidity of mind in

duced by the old formula, which was sub

stantially the same as the present American

A. L. A. M. formula, remains to be seen.

At present, however, the French automobile

journals are inclined to view it as a huge

joke~one of them styles it “a catastrophe"_

and "a mess" almost in the same breath and

further remarks that the Department of

Mines must have employed a Sherlock

Holmes to derive it—despite the fact that

it has been aimed to account not only for

stroke but for speed as well. Which means,

briefly, that the French government here

after will tax its self-propelled vehicles ac

cording to the piston displacement per min

ute, instead of on an empirical formula

based on piston area and an arbitrary pis

ton speed.

The new formula is empirical in a meas

ure, of course, for it embraces different con

stants for two-, four- and six-cylinder mo

tors, though just how the constant was ob

tained is not made plain. At any rate, it is

explained that the new formula. is designed

to determine the minimum possible horse—

power obtainable under known conditions

—and it is the “fatal expression minimum"

that is most held up to ridicule.

The formula itself as adopted is as fol—

lows:

P : KnD’LY

where P = the power, K : a constant,

r1 = the number of cylinders. D : the dia

meter 0f the pistons in centimeters, L z:

the stroke in centimeters and V : the num

ber of revolutions per second. The con

stants adopted are as follows: 0.00017 for

lW0~cylinder motors, 0.00015 for four-cyl

inder motors and 0.00013 for engines of

more than four cylinders.

A5 an example of just how the formula

works, it is interesting to note that a well

k'lOWn American long-stroke motor meas

“rmg 3% inches bore and 5% inches stroke

and normally rated according to the A. L.

A- M- formula at 22.5 horsepower, is rated

all 27-196 horsepower according to the new

Frfnch formula. How far from right the

ratmg is may be judged from the fact that

“t 2200 revolutions a minute the motor in

question a\‘llléllly develops 41 horsepower

by Prony brake, while at 1.500 revolutions

a minute the formula rates the motor at

only 18.4 horsepower.

 

Three Tradesmen Cross Great Divide.

William E. Moyer, head of the Moyer

Automobile Co. of Des Moines, 1a., and

president of the Des Moines Auto Dealers‘

Association, died in Silver City, N. M., on

Wednesday, 12th inst. Tuberculosis was the

cause of his death. Moyer was 36 years

old and a native of Iowa. He had been en

gaged in the automobile business for some

10 years, having first started as a Buick

branch manager.

W'alter \V. Wallis, manager of the Mil

waukee branch of the Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Co., committed suicide by hang

ing in that city on Sunday, 9th inst. Tem

porary insanity is ascribed as the cause of

his rash act. For several months he had

complained of being troubled with fright

ful dreams, in some of which he saw himself

hanged. \Vallis was 60 years of age. He is

survived by his wife and four adult chil

dren.

Sigmund \Nollheim,

sales manager of the Crown Commercial

Car Co. of North Milwaukee, \Vis., died at

his home in that city last week after a

year’s illness. He was 55 years of age.

White and Manhattan Renew Fight.

The filing of an order this week in the

New York City Court marks the beginning

of the retrial of a dispute between the White

Co., of Cleveland, Ohio. and the Manhattan

Top & Body Co., of New York City, which

when tried the first time in that court re

sulted in a verdict of $990 for the Manhattan

company; the suit was for the price of a

body which the \Vhite company ordered

but refused to accept on the grounds that it

was not satisfactory. The $990 verdict was

reversed by the Appellate Term of the Su

preme Court for New York county and the

new trial ordered.

vice—president and

New Men and New Money in Midland.

The Midland Motor Co., of East Moline,

Ill., of which new interests recently acquired

control, has increased its capital from $100,

000 to $300,000. The new money, it is stated,

will not be utilized for the enlargement of

the plant, but for the consummation of

what are referred to as “long-cherished

ideas."

 

Kelly Truck Branch Opened in Chicago.

The Kelly-Springfield Motor Truck Co.

has established a branch in Chicago at 2439

Cottage Grove avenue, of which L. D. Gar

rison has been appointed manager. In con

nection with the branch, there will be main

tained a complete service department which

will be open day and night.

K-D ADDS A “SlX” AND

RADICALLY ALTERS DESIGN

Crescent-Shaped Valves Retained in

Miss Knight’s Invention, But In

New Location—Some Other

Features Discarded.

 

After more than a year spent in experi

menting, the K-D Motor Co., of Boston,

Mass, whose original product, Miss Mar

garet Knight‘s four-cylinder crescent valve

motor, was brought out at the Boston show

last year, has developed a “six” which has

very little in common with its predecessor.

As a matter of fact, the design as a whole

differs radically from the original; it is

similar to it only in that it employs the

sliding crescent-shaped valves made famil

iar by the "four," though even the location

of the valves has been altered. The bore

and stroke remain the same, however—four

inches and six inches. respectively.

The most conspicuous alteration in the

design lies in the elimination of the Scotch

yoke construction between the piston and

the crankshaft and the casting out of the

method of leading the exhaust gases into

the crankcase for the ostensible purpose of

assisting the scavenging stroke of the pis

tons. Neither is a feature of the new de

sign, which, instead, is quite similar to or

thodox poppet valve construction except as

regards the valves, of course. Which is to

say, the vertical motion of the pistons is

converted into rotary motion only through

the intermediary of the usual connecting

rods. The use of piston rods, it is explained,

limited the speed obtained to a certain ex

tent and hence they have been discarded.

In shape, and in method of actuation, the

crescent valves remain the same, movement

being imparted by separate miniature crank

shafts for each set, intake and exhaust, re

spectively; they are mounted at opposite

sides of the cylinders. Instead of being

fitted into pockets opening directly into the

combustion chamber. however, thus neces

sitating that the pistons slide over them.

they are outside the cylinders proper and

the pistons do not come in contact with

them. Full advantage of their crescent

shape is taken to provide unusually large

ports, which, combined with their quick

opening and closing, is considered to be

highly advantageous. The new "six" is to

be uncovered for the first time at the Bos

ton show next week.

 

Paige-Detroit Enters Britih Market.

The Paige-Detroit is the latest American

car to enter the British market. The agency

for it has been placed with the G. 8-! \V.

Motor Exchange. Ltd., of London.
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with the intention of investigating. and buy~ finds its way into the waste basket—unread

in; if satisfied with the tone. etc. He waited

five minutes.

and therefore unhccded.

\\'ithin the three

from personal experience. there cannot be

recalled any single direct-by-mail campaign

BENEFITS 9F QUICK SERVICE

Lack of Prompt Attention to Callers as an

Efiective Means of Losing Sales—One

:tl'utllltl for what ~seemed like past years. drawing

while two men of the institution talked with

a third who apparently was a customer.

Example in Point.

gives twice whoThe old

one. quickly."

saying. “llc

ming be properly changed

for the benefit of the merchant and his sales

men to read "He serves twice who serves

quickly."

If there is anything more exasperating

than to have to wait five or ten minutes. or

even three minutes. in a store before you are

waited on or before anybody pays attention

to you. it would be hard to say what it is.

Buyers appreciate instant attention. The

merchant who comes quickly forward to

meet his trade gains inestimably. He has

not only shown proper courtesy. but there is

a certain amount of appreciation of in

tended patronagc conveyed in the eager.

ready attention. It never fails to win appre

ciation. even if it is followed by the request

to “Make Yourself at home; I will be at

liberty in a few minutes."

Courtesy as a First Principle.

This spontaneous courtesy is too fre

antomobile establish

onc of the first prin

“fioor.” salesmanship.

quently lackingr in

ments, and yet it is

ciples of inside. or

You can go into many garages and acces

sory stores. "rubber around" for a few min

utes. and walk out without anyone taking

the trouble to inquire what you desire. One

interesting and noteworthy feature of this

is that the man or woman who walks out

under such conditions rarely walks in again.

It is a fact that most persons subjected to

such lack of attention prefer to pay more

money or endure inconvenience rather than

slllfllllt to such treatment.

.\ niudow full of electric horns with the

prices marked on attractive cards drew the

attention of a Iletroit motorist to such an

extent that be entered the accessory 5mm

lle sounded the horns and OlllCl'\\‘l.~\‘ indi~

carted the cause of his interest. but no at

tention was paid other than to look up at

As

he opened the door on the way out. a man

~—evidc!"~tly “I‘ll

with you in a minute.” But it was too late;

the would-be customer did not tarry longer.

liven a compelling window display and

goods of merit cannot overcome the chilling

effect of such a reception. That is one rea

son why every dealer should emblazou on

his own mind as well as on the minds of

every one of his helpers the slogan. “He

serves twice who serves quickly.”

.3

ABOUT CIRCULARIZING OWNERS.

The accessory dealer and jobber has a

wonderful chance to get business in his lo

cality because he can find out who are his

possible customers, and this at once elim

inates the element of waste that is common

him when be operated the. instrument.

bethe \it'oprictut'—~said.

to most businesses.

The secretary of state will furnish com

plete lists of automobile owners in the

state and in a great many cities lists can

be secured locally. From all of which it

mith be inferred that direct advertising of

a very profitable sort could and would be

done. Of course. everyone knows that this

is the case; but it is equally certain that.

like a great many firings everyone knows.

only a few avail themselves of the oppor

tunity. '

Once a year everybody gets a notion to

send something to every owner in a given

locality. and it is all done about the same

time. with the result that for a week or ten

days after his car has been registered or

'possibly after the first line spring day the

owner is deluged with circulars. The rest

of the time he gets an occasional flash that

that stands out from the others. Nor does

there remain recollection of any definite

proposition by mail that offered to furnish
a certain thing at a certain tiineifor a cer

tain price. Hundreds of general 'publicity

folders that told things already known were

received, but none were far enough above

the average to leave the slightest impres

  

sion.

Automobile dealers and accessory dealers

will find it profitable to pick out one or two

things and make a complete proposition. in

cludingr prices and ofi'ers of immediate de

livery at the home or office of the prospect.

In other words. make a situation that call.G

for action of some kind. Don't content

yourself with general talk about quality and

best prices. Say something!

3

LIGHTING DISPLAY WINDOWS.

Some window displays are coinlllclcly

killed because of heavy shadows. You {.70

by the store and are conscious that flit"

are display windows. but the shadows are

so deep that you do not get a slump“ Of

what is inside. This is a condition that

should be remedied even if it is' necessary

to use artificial 'light to attract attention

Study the situation. see what can be d0"?

by means of mirrors. reflectors. efc. But do

not pay for window space and then no! .‘s'L'l

the value-0f it.

I

3;“lillllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllStripi'T.b.'illilliillilll'lllllllll'l ' 1 I l

- One of the most interesting facts in

connection with selling can 01‘ 2111)"

thing else is that the human equation

It’s never the rillllL‘I

II

Illht

'l'i'l

is always human.

but there is always a way to a heart

or a head if we will only steer for the

Illifl'tllll'l‘JIIllltlilll'llllllll.llrIll1'

li'tllllllllllllllllllllllll‘lt\"+"l

right channel.
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“NOTHING DOING” DlSPROVED

Incident that Serves to Show How Sales

Ripen Unknowingly—Also Illustrating

Folly of Not Following Up Closely.

“Things certainly are quiet," remarked a

salesman for a certain automobile concern

as he dropped into the oflice of the manager.

“There is absolutely nothing doing. I’ve

made seven calls to-day and haven’t got

even a nibble. I don't believe any one

wants to buy cars now; everyone seems to

want to wait till spring."

“What about that Mr. Dean? Have you

called on him this week?" asked the man

ager.

“Oh, I dropped in to see him about two

weeks ago; I don’t think he is ready yet,"

replied the salesman.

“Well, I have an idea that it's about time

to try and close with Dean, and I want you

to call on him this afternoon. If he is not

in this afternoon, get busy on him the first

thing in the morning. And there’s Mr.

ROgCrS—what about him ?" queried the man

ager.

“To tell the truth, I had forgotten all

about Rogers," explained the salesman.

It was about 2:30 in the afternoon when

this dialogue tOok place. At five o'clock

the salesman called up the manager and re

ported that he had secured Dean's signed

order for immediate delivery.

The manager knew no more about Dean's

being ready to close than the salesman. but

when he heard the salesman talk about the

quietness of things he began to recall pros

galllillillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllliIlI[llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllg  

  
“Knowing a buyer well, is a very

fine asset, that is, if you sell the gOOdS

0 him at a profit; but a salesman can

reach a position where everyone is SO

friendly that he sells his goods at a

oss.“
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pects that a month ago seemed live ones;

Dean was the first that came to mind.

The trouble with the salesman was that

he was trying to make too many calls, and

as a result was not following up closely

work already started. If he had been asked

to name ten of the livest prospects he had

he could not have done it. Can you? If

you can, then the suggestion is that you get

busy on that ten and turn some of them

After you have their cases thor

You will

into sales.

oughly settled. tackle ten more.

find the plan works.

' .3

AN OPPORTUNITY THAT YAWNS

FOR A WIDE-AWAKE DEALER.

Some dealer in high-priced cars such as

are uniformly driven by hired chauffeurs

would make a great hit with his customers

if he would draw up and supply his custom

ers with a form for hiring a chauffeur.

Such a form would indicate the responsi

bilities, duties and privileges of a chauf

feur in clear, definite language. It would

cover every situation as far as p05sible and

should be made from a thorough knowledge

and understanding of the whimsicalitics of

that recently developed profession.

Imagine a. customer's pleasure at having

a printed blank sent him covering all the

details more concisely. more thoroughly

than he could possibly sum them up. Such

service is one of the many which shrewd,

wide-awake. dealers will be prepared to of

fer customers.

The need is real. \Vill someone rise to the

opportunity?

I

LOCKERS FOR GARAGE CUSTOMERS.

Simply as an experiment, an Ohio garage,

which had gone through the usual experi

ence of having many little things disappear

from cars, the fate of which remained a

mystery. decided to make an investment in

metal lockers, and rent them to customers.

The initial order was for five lockers and

the garage housed some ISO-odd cars. An

extra charge of one dollar a month was

made for the lockers. The five lockers were

all rented as soon as they were set up, and

before nightfall the next day an order was

on the way to the factory for ten more.

Where prices run about the same for the

same average service there is always one

or twu things that keep one garage filled

all the time, while another has space to

rent. Frequently the difference lies in little

points of convenience like the one indicated.

In nearly every city there are motorists

still waiting for the garage with the clean

toilet room with clean towels, clean wash

basin and other decent necessities. Cer

tainly it costs something to provide these

conveniences, but when you consider the

class of trade you are dealing with it is rea

sonable to expect that your investment will

ultimately yield a profit.

Right here it is pertinent to remark that

the tilthy, unsanitary conditions that obtain

in too many garage toilet rooms are an in

sult to customers and a disgrace to the pro

prictors.

.3

IS YOUR KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZED?

Herbert Spencer declares that science is

organized knowledge. The demand to-duy

is for scientific business methods. Is your

knowledge of your business organized?

Have you got all the facts concerning it

classified? Can you put your fingers on the

weak spots? Can you point to the remedy?

Have you all the facts at your fingers' ends?

Every good business man knows exactly

what his bank balance is every day. Is

your business organized so that the facts

concerning it are available in the same way,

or is everything in a heap? You feel sure

it is all there, somewhere in that pile—

maybe underneath, perhaps in the middle—

but not where you can go right to it and get

it. If that is the condition. the thing to do

is to sort out the pile at once and get the

information in orderly arrangement.
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TOY ENGINE PRINCIPLE lN

ROTARY AIR STARTER.

Merrall Device Comprises Six Cylin

ders of Oscillating Type—Dead

Centers Eliminated by Posi

tioning of Ports.

Although with a six-cylinder motor it is

practically impossibl- to :stop with the

crankshaft in such position as to render

ineffective an air starter of the usual type,

with the air admitted directly to the cyl~

inder~ through the intermediary of a dis

tributcr valve, with the four-cylinder motor

such is not the case. \Vhich, according to

W. A1 Merrall. of 617 Lexington avenue,

New York City. who is tlte patentee of the

Merrall rotary air starter. for the purpose

of marketing which a $150,000 corporation

now is in the course of organization, under

New York laws, opens the field for an air

starter of the type wherein the power to

crank the motor is obtained from a sepa

rate air motor.

The Merrall device is so simple as to be

comprehensible by any school boy who has

ever possessed a toy steam engine, for it is

in fact but little more. As shown by the

accompanying illustrations, the device com

prises six cylinders provided with pistons

0f the trunk type. all of which act upon a

common crank pin. Each of the pistons is

pivoted to the rear wall of the enclosing

case, so that it is free to oscillate as the

motor shaft is turned. A single port enters

near the closed end of each cylinder and

two ports, one for the exhaust and one for

the induction. are provided to register with

the cylinder ports in the rear wall of the

casing. Just as the crankshaft tosses the

dead center with relation to any one of the

cylinders. the port in that cylinder is

brought into line with the corresponding

inlet port provided in the casing wall and

air under pressure is admitted, to the end

that the piston is set in motion and the

shaft caused to revolve. \Vhen the piston

has reached the half-way point in its stroke

the cylinder port has moved out of line

with the inlet port and the expansive power

of the compressed air is utilized to drive

the piston to the end of its stroke, at which

time the relative position of the cylinder

and casing wall is such that the exhaust port

is uncovered and remains uncovered until

the piston has reached the top of its stroke.

Since six cylinders are provided, it is ob

vious that in any position of the motor

shaft at least two of the cylinders must be

on the working stroke and starting must be

the inevitable result of opening the throttle

valve.

Naturally. the Merrall starter. like the

electric starter, can be attached to the motor

mechanism at any convenient point, such as

the magneto or pump shaft or through teeth

provided on the periphery of the flywheel;

a dogr clutch is provided for throwing the

device out of engagement when the motor

has taken up its cycle of operation. The

starter is supplied either with or without a

  

MERRALL AIR STARTER

compressor. \there a compressor is sup

plied, it is cast integral with the motor

case and comprises a pair of opposed cyl

inders provided with suitable pistons and

clack valves of the orthodox type; without

the compressor the device must needs be

run on the spent gases from the motor

stored in a suitable tank. The device, it is

claimed, will start the motor 20 times on

30 pounds air pressure; on 100 pounds

tillilll

  

M ERRAI.L STARTER “INTERNA LS"

pressure it will develop 3% horsepower.

Complete with a pressed steel tank meas

uring scven inches in diameter and four feet

in length, the device weighs but 40 pounds

and will sell at a price in the neighborhood

of $150.

Getting Home With Punctured Float.

When a carburetter float fails and a new

one is not procurable. "getting home" is a

matter of using one's wits. Generally it can

be accomplished by cutting down the supply

from the tank so as to correspond with the

flow through the needle valve.

lMPROVlSED FAN BELTING

THAT SAVED A SITUATION

Heavy Load and Stalled Fan Cause

Overheated Truck Motor—How

the Chauffeur Effected an In

genious Repair.

On the greater number of cars, a stalled

fan in warm or even moderate weather

means a stalled motor sooner or later, un

less the fault is corrected. Of course, the

only way to correct the fault is to replace

the belt and, in nine cases out of ten, it is

merely a matter of replacing a fastener

which has pulled out. Once in a while, how

ever, one of those "freak" accidents will

happen and the belt will becotne twisted

around the pulley or entangled with the

magneto drive shaft or the pump drive shaft

and be torn to shreds. “Get a new belt" is

the advice forthcoming from anyone who

has to do with motor cars, but if conditions

are such that for the time being a new belt

is not proeurable and the motor absolutely

refuses to function properly with the fan at

a standstill, the case assumes a more or less

serious aspect.

()ne driver who faced the situation—he

was a driver of a motor truck and had the

vehicle loaded to the limit at the time——

proved equal to the emergency. His tool

box offered nothing more promising as a

belt substitute than"a coil of N0. 18 cott0n

covered copper wire—bell wire, as it is

called, for it écnerally is used in connection

with door bell installation. From this, the

parathned insulation was removed by burn

ing: it simply was necessary to ignite the

covering, which burns freely. and the pro

cess served to anneal the wire also and ren

der it pliable. The covering removed and

the wire cooled down sufliciently to be han

died, the wire was folded so as to form a

multistrand strip very nearly as long 65

the belt. The ends were bound with short

pieces of wire and a short, stiff helical

spring of small diameter was firmly wired

between them. The belt then was placed in

position and the belt tensioning adjustment

shifted until the spring was stretched sufli

ciently to cause the belt to grip the pulleys

Needless to state, the improvision answered

the purpose for a time sufficient for the de—

livery 0f the load and for the driver to ob

tain a new belt. otherwise the tale would nut

have been worth the telling.

Sand as a Traction Agent.

\\"hen the driving wheels get into mud 50

deep and so slippery that traction cannot bl‘

maintained. it is a good plan to throw dust

sand or straw into the mud to thicken it and

partly lessen lts “lubricating” qualities.
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REILLY ON MEN WHO DO NOT LIKE THEIR WORK

Advises One of Them to Quit His Job and Cease Misdirecting His Energies——

Declares Relish for Duty is One of the First Essentials of

Success in Business and Cites Several Failures.

From the oflice of the News there

emerged at young man who, after reaching

the sidewalk, looked perplexedly up the

street and then cast just as perplexed a

look down the street; but he didn’t hesi

late long—for two reasons. One reason was

that he was not of the hesitating kind. the

other was that he didn’t have much time in

which i» hesitate.

  

 

"Oh, I did that some time ago," laughed

the youth; “what you mean is, ‘Keep on

making yourself at home.’ "

Reilly interrupted the dialogue by enter

ing at this moment.

“Hello, Charley, what’s the matter to

day?" he exclaimed. “How long have you

been here and how many of those cigars

have you smoked?"

. ~ w.ouigng

l'wiii

.(.~,,

“lllS Tittll'lll.i_ \\'AS HE “’ASN'T CUT OUT FOR A DEALER," SAID REILLY

Aiitr ihe termination of this brief period

of hesitaucy, the young man walked with

decided step to the next corner, climbed

aboard a street car When one came and

rode to Automobile Row, where he alighted,

walked to Reilly's salesrooms, entered the

office. which was empty, helped himself to

a cigar from a desk drawer, lighted the

make and sat down contentedly with the

remark, “Well, the old shiny-pate can't be

far away, his overcoat's here."

‘ At first he had not noticed the office girl

"1 her little adjoining compartment, and

When he did see her she was looking

through the glass partition at him with an

amused smile; the young man arose, Went

i0 her door and said. “How do you do? IS

MY. Reilly about?”

"Yrs." she replied, “he’s out in the shot)

He’ll be right in shortly. Make Yourself

athome."

a

“The matter is.’ replied the man who an

swered to the name of Charley, “that I’ve

got orders from the boss to get a special

article every week for the automobile sec

tion on something of interest to owners,

and I’ve got to have some dealer’s name

signed to it. As to the rest of the question,

I've been here about ten minutes and am on

my first cigar."

“Well,” asserted Reilly, “I suppose I'm

to be the goat the first time; you’re going

to smoke up a few of my cigars and jolly

the office girl and go back and write some

thing and sign my name to it. Am I right?"

“Something like that," admitted the

youth.

“\"cry kind of you to give me warning,”

said the dealer.

“Maybe'you'd like to write it yourself?

I'm perfectly willing," declared the news

"But. of course. I know youpaper man.

won't do it; that's too much like rt-a‘.

work."

“Say!” exclaimed the interviewer, “how';

you ever happen to get into this business

when you’re such a good publicity man?"

“I like it and it makes money for me,"

was the response.

“Reason enough," remarked Charley;

“but that’s where we differ—I don’t like my

work and it isn’t making me any money."

"Then get into something that you do

like and maybe it will make you money."

directed the dealer.

Round Pegs in Square Holes.

“I've often wondered." continued Reilly,

“why more men don’t get into something

where their energy and will count for more

than it does. And I've also pondered much

as to the reason so many people stay in

positions or businesses that are not fitted

for them and who plug along at work which

is only a treadmill to them, which they do

test from the bottom of their hearts and in

which they never can make their greatest

.\ttt‘cess."

“Do you mean I ought to jump the job?"

asked the young man.

"Oh, I don’t advise you to go back and

quit this afternoon," explained Reilly, “but

why don’t you get into a line of work that

you are fitted for, because as long as you

were not cut out for neWspaper work you

are not likely to progress very swiftly.

Here you arc. working like a nailer six days

in the week, and if I am any judge you

can work right on until they put you on

the shelf and you'll never get very high,

not unless they put you on a high shelf.

You know that you aren’t the kind of a man

to get on over fast in this business. so why

stay there? \Vhy don't you get into some

line of work where the talents you possess

will find opportunity to prove their value?"

“For instance?" asked the object of the

lecture.

Finding One's Proper Forte.

"That's for you to find out," stated the

dealer. “You ought to be able to land

something that you like and are fitted for

and which will enable you to apply your

energies to the best advantage. But if you

do change, don’t do what so many men do:

don’t get where you don't belong and. if
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you do, don’t stay there. You probably

have seen several men come into thistrade

and pass out again within a few years and

have wondered what there was the matter

with the automobile business that they

didn't make good. But did you ever know

these men and try to learn whether it was

the business or the men that Were at

fault?

Reilly’s Investigation of a Failure.

“If you haven't, I have. \Vhen I was new

in the business and heard of men giving up

their dealerships because they weren't mak

ing anything it naturally caused me to think

a bit, for I didn't want to tie myself to a

business that contained no future. I re

member about the third or fourth man who

quit after I started was a fellow by the

1ame of Burns. I made up my mind to

nvestigate a little. I called on Burns, osten

sibly to ask him if he was going to dispose

of anything I needed, and I got him to tell

me about his troubles. Also, I later learned

a few things from people who knew him.

“His whole trouble was that he wasn’t

cut out for a dealer; that’s why he failed.

He used to be a druggist, and was a good

druggist, too, but he saw a competitor open

up near him and just about that time there

was a chance at the automobile dealership.

so Burns took it—to his sorrow. He opened

up a little showroom with a repair shop at

the rear, and if he had been the right kind

of man could have made more or less of a

success of it. But he didn't work in the

right direction.“

“What did he do?" asked the man who

at times was known by the dignified title

of Automobile Editor.

Dealer's Energy Was Miadirected.

"For one thing." continued Reilly, “he

thought he ought to put his whole self into

the business, just as he had done in the

drug store; so he went out into the shop

and puttered around cars, got all dirty. and

anyone who came in couldn‘t tell him from

a workman His energy should have been

directed toward the building up of a sales

department, getting prospects for sales and

working that end of the business, but all

the time he was complaining that there was

so much work around the place that he

never could get time to go out to sell cars.

The poor cuss! If he had got into a demon

strating car and worked as hard about town

as he did around the back end of the shop.

he would have had money to-day. I know

that one day he actually neglected a sale,

and in the end'lost it, because he wouldn’t

break away from the darned detail about

the ofiice. What really was the trouble was

that he was not fitted for the busy outside

work that automobile selling requires. He

could take care of the drug store, where

trade came to him, but he couldn’t get out

and fight for it.

"He’s but one. There are any number

of men to-day who are shouting that the

garage business doesn't pay. That general

fact is all that they know about it, and that

is based upon the fact that they don’t seem

to be making money. Why they lose or

where they lose is beyond them. Those

men never were cut out to run garages.

There is hope for them if they turn over a

new leaf. but the majority of them will quit

the business with a firm belief that there is

no 1none_\ In it.

"Bill" and the Revolving Doors.

“They're like Billy Sommers, who il\‘t‘>

outside the city where I lived when I was

1| kid. Billy, I don't believe, will ever go

to Congress. One day he came to town

with his dad and dad let Billy go out alone.

but told him to come back in an hour to

the little old hotel where the farmers put up.

Hilly came back all right and started to

come in, but the hotel had a set of these

revolving doors and Billy, of course. never

having gone at anything in the right way

from the day he was born. tried to turn the

doors the wrong way. They stuck, of

course, and poor Billy pushed and jammed

for ten or fifteen minutes. bome of the men

tried to push the door the right way, but

Billy thought they were trying to keep him

out and he got mad and pushed all the

harder. They had to let him have his way.

He got through, but it was-a fearful ex

ample of misdirection of energy."

“Do you mean to compare me to old Bill

\‘ommers?’ asked the newspaperman indig

nantly.

“I didn’t mean to, but maybe you are

like him," said Reilly, as he critically sur

veyed his caller, slowly looking him over

from head to fcet,and back again.

Real Workers and Time-Servers.

“Did~ you ever stop to think, friend

Charles," earnestly went on the dealer. “that

your object in life, unless I'm mistaken. is

to make money enough to live comfortably

and to take care of yourself when you get

to the point where you don’t want to work

any more and that, unless you're below the

average, you ought to be able to do it? You

have a certain amount of energy which

ought to enable you to get what you want,

or all you need, at least; now, you un

doubtedly feel that you are working at your

very best in your present position. and yet

you know that you don't get on very swift

ly. Doesn't that make you feellike pushing

a revolving door the wrong way and that

there must be some easier way if only you

can find it? No matter who a man is, he

ought to apply his energy where it will

benefit him most, and if he doesn't like his

Work he simply can‘t do it. no matter how

hard he tries.

“No man who does not relish his work

and take pride in it ever will be able to

make a distinct success or become much

more. than a mere time-server. Time-serv

ing is one of the chief troubles of industrial

life.

Abraham Lincoln as an Example.

“One of the greatest men that ever lived

\vould never have been heard of had he not

realized that he was misdirecting his energy.

That was Lincoln, whose birthday just

passed. Lincoln was engaged in various

things at different times, and at one time.

with a partner, ran a store. But Lincoln

didn’t have much more talent for merchan

dizing than a two-year-o'ld kid. The part

ner. too. was too deeply interested in the

liquor which in those days was part of the

stock of the general store, and it wasn't

longr before they gave it up. Lincoln might

have kept at the store business all his life.

and he probably would be resting now under

a cheap slab in a forgotten country graves

yard.

"But he thought he saw his future in law

and to law he turned, and I don't need to

-tell you any more about it; but—it doesn't

mean that Lincoln did not work as hard at

law as he did in the store. It means that

he worked where his efforts counted for

something; he was in work for which he

'was naturally fitted and which he relished."

“Maybe I am in the Bill Sommers class."

interrupted the automobile writer. “but if

I'm to get-an interview out of you today

it looks to me like misdirected energy for

you to chatter about something foreign to

the subject and for me to listen to you."

“You wanted me to talk. didn't you?"

“Talk!” exclaimed Charley. “It’s no

trouble to get you to talk; the only trouble

is to steer you into what I want you to talk

about."

"Well." asked Reilly. “what do you want

me to talk about ?"

"Oh," slowly rejoined the newspaperman

as he arose and buttoned his overcoat and

picked another cigar out of the desk

drawer, “I’ll think up what you're going '0

say on my way back to the office."

Offers Inducementa for Farm Tractors.

By way of stimulating the exhibition of

agricultural tractors at the St. Petersburg

automobile show. which is scheduled to be

held in May, the committee in charge of ex

hibits has reversed the usual proceeding and

offered a premium of 1.000 francs (about

$200) for every agricultural tractor instal

lation (tractor and plough. or other agricul

tural machinery) exhibited. The premium

is ofiered partially to ofi'set the expense Of

transporting such machinery.
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GOULD’S COUNTRY ESTATE

SUGGESTED BY NEWARK SHOW

Vine-grown Pergolas Patterned After

Multi-millionaire‘s Possession—Q

Fifty-nine Dealers Show

Sixty-nine Care.

George Gould’s estate at Lakewood sup

plied the decorative theme for the Newark

automobile show—the sixth under the aus

 

The product of some 69 different motor

car factories are on view, shown by 5‘) deal

ers; in the matter of accessories, the man

ufacturers of the smaller devices and parts

are well represented_by 28 accessory deal

ers.

Although in the line of pleasure cars noth

ing that was not shown at the New York

show cropped out, such was not the case

with the commercial vehicle field. for a slight

amount of newness appeared in the shape of

the A. & R. truck. made by the Abend

roth 8: Root Mfg. Co., of Newburgh, N. Y.

  

14 fuel jets or orifices with which it is

graced are uncovered one at a time and

consequently brought into action by the

opening of the throttle valve itself, so that

constancy of mixture proportions is very

closely approximated under all conditions
of motor operation.v The low‘ speed jet pro

trudes through the butterfly valve into the

mixing chamber so that the suction of the

motor draws forth a heavy supply of fuel.

rendered starting a comparatively simple

matter. V ‘

The pleasure cars on ‘view are: Abbott

 

(iENERAL VIEW OF THE NEWARK (N. 1.) SHOW lN THE FIRST REGIMENT ARMORY

pices of the New Jersey Automobile Exhi

bition Co.—-which “opened up" in the. First

Regiment Armory on Saturday evening 1351,

15th inst. The vine-grown pergolas which

span the three aisles which run the length

of the immense room are patterned after ths

Gould pergola at Lakewood; hence the like

ness. Of course, a patch of blue sky 1135

been added by way of making the country

t2Slate setting realistic, While a degrfifl 0f

warmth is provided by the cardinal and

white draperies which bedeck the galleries

and which radiate fan-like from points on

the tW0 end walls. The long hall leading to

the drill room is lined with marble columns

Supporting luminous globes which form part

of the lightingr scheme. and wistaria vines

In full bloom festoon between the columns

Thc vehicle is of conventional design and is

fitted with a four-cylinder cast-in-pairs m0

1or disposed under the driver's seat. \Nater

cooling is adhered to. and the bore and

stroke stand at 5 and 5% inches, respect—

ively; transmission of power to the rear

wheels is through the orthodox clutch and

three-speed gearset to the counter shaft

and thence through roller chains to the rear

wheels. The truck is built in three sizes

for carrying three, four and five tons. re

spectively.

Also new, in the sense that it has not

heretofore been exhibited, is the Maxi car

buretter, product of the Maxi Co. of New

ark. The device, which has been fully de

scribed by Motor \Norld. lays its claim to

individuality by reason of the fact that the

Detroit. American, Auburn, Buick, Cadillac,

Case. Chalmers, Chevrolet, Cole. Cutting,

Flanders. Franklin, Garford, Haynes. Hen

derson, Hudson, Hupmobile, Kline. Little.

Lozier, Locomobile, Marmon. Marion,

Michigan. Moline, National. Norwalk, Ny

herg. Oakland. Oldsmobile. Packard, Path

finder, Peerless, Pierce-Arrow, Premier,

Pullman, Ranch & Lang, Regal. Reo, S. G.

\"., Simplex, Standard electric. Stearns

Knight. Stevens—Duryea, Studebaker. Stutz.

Velie, Winton.

Commercial vehicles: Adams, A. & R.,

Buick, Chase. Croce, Garford, Hewitt. 1.

H. C., Koehler, Lansden electric. Locomo

bile. Mack. Nonpareil. Nyberg. Packard,

Peerless. Pierce-Arrow. Saurer. Stewart,

Universal. vent). ‘
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KANSAS CITY, AS USUAL

STAGES A “BUMPER” SHOW
 

So Large That Trucks Will Overflow

Into Second Week—English Set

ting Provided for the Ameri

can Automobiles.
 

Convention Hall, or, better, the Kansas

City Convention Hall, for buildings of that

designation are legion, which not long since

was considered sufiiciently large properly

to house the full complement of pleasure

and commercial vehicles which comprise the

annual show of the Kansas City Motor Car

Dealers' Association, this year has been

found to be inadequate. In consequence, the

exhibition which opened on Monday even

ing last, February 17th, and which will con—

tiuuc for two weeks until Saturday evening,

March lst, will be split into two parts.

Part I, comprising pleasure cars, will hold

forth throughout the present week only, to

be replaced by commercial vehicles after

next Saturday night.

In the matter of decorations, no expense

has been spared in an endeavor to render

the building eye-pleasing, with the result

that the 63 different makes of automo

biles now on display, shown by 46 dealers,

are viewed ’mid scenes typical of “merrie

England.” The "fixings" and the scenic

panels which line the walls all convey the

impression of an English country estate.

An unusually wide concourse has been laid

out down the center of the hall, and over

this stretches a vine-grown pergola. Illu

mination is supplied by seven massive

globes, each containing a large number of

tungsten lamps, which are hung from the

roof girders, themselves invisible because of

the improvised blue sky which is provided.

Two makes 'of cars cropped out which '

have not been previously exhibited during

the present show season, in the shape of the

StaFford, product of the Stafford Motor Car

Co., a local concern, and the Wilcox, which

is made in Minneapolis by the Wilcox Mo

tor Car Co. Both are four-cylinder ma

chines, built along conventional lines.

The cars on view are: Auburn, Apperson,

Abbott, American, Bergdoll, Buick, Carter

car, Chalmers, Case, Cutting, Cadillac,

Chevrolet, Dorris, Detroiter, Empire, Flan

ders, Franklin, Garford, Hupmobile, Hud—

son, Imperial, Interstate, Jackson, Krit.

King, Kissel, Lozier, Little, Mercer. Mitch

ell, Marmon, Maxwell, Moline, Oakland,

Overland, Oldsmobile, Premier. Paige,

Pierce-Arrow, Peerless, Packard, Regal,

Rambler, R. C. H., Reo, Stearns, Speedwell,

Stutz, Stevens-Duryea, Stafiord, Studebaker,

Velie. Warren, \Vhite, Wilcox. Baker elec

tric. Detroit electric, Hupp-Yeats electric

Ohio electric, Rauch & Lang electric, \Va

verly electric, Woods electric, Stanley.

Richmond Offers First Show to F. F. V.’s.

Richmond, Va., has inaugurated its first

automobile show. It' opened, under the

management of the Richmond Automobile

Dealers' Association, on Monday evening

last, February 17th, in the Horse Show

building, which naturally has been fittingly

bedecked with smilax-entwined cedar trees

and vari-colored streamers and bunting

strips and myriad incandescent lights dis

posed in the foliage. japanese umbrellas,

many in number and varying in size, add to

the attractiveness of the decorations. The

show, which comprises 28 different makes of

vehicles, both pleasure and commercial,

shown by 18 dealers, and the displays of

half a dozen accessory dealers, will be in

progress throughout this week.

The vehicles on view are: Krit, Cadillac.

Kline, Buick, Pierce-Arrow, Peerless, Hup

mobile, Studebaker, Alco, Stevens-Duryea.

Abbott-Detroit, Maxwell, Overland, Ford,

l~H-C commercial, Knox, Hupp-Yeats elec

tric, R. C. H., Mitchell, Locomobile, Na~

tional, Little Giant commercial. Chalmers.

Warren. Case, Standard, Kelly truck.

Lambert Apparently Emulates Lightning.

If reliance can be placed on press cables.

a new one-hour speedway record of 103%

miles was made by Percy Lambert on the

Brooklands track to February 15th. His in

termediate times were 29:00.4 for 50 miles

and 57:49.6 for the century. The American

record for an hour’s run on a speedway is

held by Ray Harroun, who covered 74 miles

in the time at Los Angeles, in April, 1910.

Lambert's time for a single mile figures at

34.7 seconds, .65 faster than Robert Burman,

the American record holder for a single mile

on a speedway, which he was able to do on

the Indianapolis track in 1911. If the time

accredited to Lambert is correct, his per~

formancc was phenomenal—even more so if

it is true. as the cables report, that he drove

a car of only 25 horsepower.

Declares “Trolley Stop" Unconstitutional.

Hereafter the drivers of automobiles in

Columbus, Ohio, need not bring their cars

to a full stop when passing trolley cars rc

' ceiving or discharging passengers, for, as a

result of a test case instituted by the Colum

bus Automobile Club, the recently enacted

ordinance making such stops compulsory

has been declared unconstitutional. Decis

ion was rendered on the argument that per

sons entering or leaving a car are not really

passengers until fully on the car and that

the wording of the measure therefore is am

biguous. It was also contended that the

law operated to cause traffic congestion at

crossings. No appeal will be taken.

BILL PICKENS LEASES THE

BRIGHTON BEACH TRACK

And If Nothing Happens, Maybe He’ll

Hold a Good Humored Outlaw

Racemeet On It—Diagram

That Is Lacking.

After having spent some time promoting

“bird men" who did not fly across the con

tinent, Bill Pickens is again in New York.

He brought with him that wealth of good

nature and fund of good stories, not to men

tion the abundant “nerve” of which be ad

mits ownership, and, possessed of them.

he has leased the Brighton Beach track for

May 30th and 3lst, and on those days, if

everything is lovely and the goose hangs

low, William will stage a race meet on that

Brooklyn (N. Y.) course.

l’ickens himself has been “in bad" with

the American Automobile Association ever

since he directed or followed the flip-flops of

Barney Oldfield, and as a result he is a more

or less earnest and enthusiastic supporter

of the so-called Western Automobile Asso

ciation, which consists chiefly of a half

hundred Los Angeles motorists who do

not believe that the A. A. A. should apply

to Californians the same rules which, apply

to other residents of the United States.

The W. A. A. will “sanction” Bill's meet.

The good-natured Pickens has caused to

circulate a story that he has behind him a

Californian named Hewlett. who is reported "

to possess uncounted millions and who is

reputed to be the “chiefest outlaw of them

all.” Bill, however, has not submitted a dia

gram showing just how far behind him

Hewlett may be, but regardless of that cir

cumstance, it is known that Pickens really

has the moral and other support of a New

York theatrical press agent named Dan

Smith, who is close to the owner of the

Brighton Beach track.

Smith's good ofiiccs and glorious picture

painting are understood to have induced the

Brighton Beach track owners to see large

dollar signs arising from an outlaw meet in

which Barney Oldfield and Teddy Tetzlaii

will perform the chief gyrations. The dollar

signs were made to look so large that the

track owners are said not to care more than

a fig and a half whether their property is

outlawed by the A. A. A. after May 30th

Howcver that may be. very many things

are likely to happen between February 28th

and May 30th, but whatever happens, it is

fairly certain that Pickens will retain his

good nature and continue to be a more or

less practical joker. It is one of his slips"b

accomplishments that he is able to make

many people take him more seriously than

he takes himself or desires to be taken.
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THE VALUE OF FIXTURES AS “SILENT SALESMEN”

Illuminating Methods of Displaying Illuminating Apparatus in a Manner to

Make Plain Individual Qualities—Some Simple and Some Ornate De

vices That Have Been Evolved to Permit of Displays of Lamps.

“Let your light so shine,” runs the Bib

lical saying; and an evening stroll through

the automobile sections of Broadway, or,

for that matter, any other thoroughfare well

lined with automobile accessory stores. is

likely to result in the conviction that at

least a few of the accessory men have

taken the saying in a literal sense; they

have realized the value of it commercially

and as a result have brought storage bat—

teries into use. and electric headlights

all aglow are no longer infrequent sights in

show windows. But in order to display a

lamp or a set of lamps attractively, some

thing more is necessary than the mere fact

that they are burning. It is just as im

portant that they should be appropriately

mounted. and in the devising of the fixtures

upon which the “shining lights" are dis

played no little ingenuity has been brought

into play.

Attractive by Night and by Day.

Lamps must be displayed in the daytime

as well as at night, and consequently the

fixtures upon which they are mounted must

be of such character that they will do duty

as well when the sun shines as when it does

not. As Motor World has iterated and re—

iterated. the art of selling things consists

largcly in showing them in a favorable

1ight—showing them to the best advantage
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-—and appr0priate fixtures go a long way

toward accomplishing this end, particularly

in the case of lamps, which lose their at

tractiveness to a great extent when tilted

over on a shelf or a counter. At the same

time, it is quite as important to remember

 

 

  

 
   

 

  

GENERAL ELECTRIC DEMONSTRATOR

that it is not the fixture that is on exhibi

tion, and to subordinate it to the goods

it is to hold up for inspection and, perhaps,

admiration.

Stands for Showing Shining Lights.

It goes without saying that the vast im

provements made in electric lighting sys

tems within the last few years have opened

the way for displays of illuminating ap

paratus that were out of the question pre

viously. The national automobile shows

were fairly alive with concrete examples-—

electric lighting systems shown in full op

eration, dynamos buzzing. and lamps send

ing their blue-white “pencils” through the

dusty, smoky air. Clearly. many of the

display methods employed at the shows

can be just as well made use of in win

dow or store displays. though some, of

course, are suitable more particularly for

exhibition work in the hands of operators

who explain things even while they are hap

pening.

Fixtures for the display of lamps vary in

their characteristics quite as much as other

fixtures, ranging all the way front extremely

elaborate and decidedly expensive affairs of

more or less permanent character to simple

stands or racks for holding lamps before

the eye in their proper positions and on

their own brackets. Even the simplest of

these devices—~and some of them are about

as far removed from complexity as it is

possible for fixtures to be removed—can

be made, and are made, to answer their

ends with satisfaction to seller and buyer.

Lamps, as a rule, are awkward things to

handle, look clumsy and unattractive when

held in the hands. and so require fixtures for

their adequate display—in which they dif

fer from some accessories that can be

shown quite effectively with little or no

apparatus.

An Elaborate Pillar of Electric Light.

At once elaborate, practical and effective,

a lamp-displaying fixture that is used by

the General Electric company provides

means not only for showing how the lamps

look when they are hung. but also provides

connections for supplying electricity to the

bulbs and switches for turning on and off

the thrrent. A heavy Square pillar mount

ed on a substantial base carries four brack~

ets on each side. the eight brackets support

ing four pairs of lamps of different styles,
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while the pillar is surmounted by a single

great headlight, the lens of which bears the

letters “G. E." The top brackets carry a

pair of headlights which, though large, are

sntaller than the big “masthead light"; on

the second pair of brackets is a pair of

smaller lamps, and so on, tapering down to

a pair of small side lamps at the bottom.

()n a polished wood panel extending nearly

the full length of the column are the

switches for controlling the current supply

to the various lamps. Not a small part of

the usefulness of this fixture consists in the

fact that the lamps can be changed as often

as may be desired and the possibility of

nnmotoiiy eliminated—a fact which, how

ever. applies equally to other and less elab~

orate fixtures.

How Lamps Look on the Car.

Not only to show their lamps to good ad

vantage, but to show them practically as

they appear when mounted on a car, is the

object of a fixture employed by Gray 8:

Davis. The stand does not simulate the

front of a car further than that it provides

mountings which bring a pair of headlights

and a pair of side lamps into correct rela

tive positions. \\'hen the lamps are burn

ning, however, the effectiveness of the ar

rangement is instantly evident; in the raidi

anee of the lights it is easy to imagine the

stand an automobile, and the lamps look en

tirely "at home" and in their right places.

l'lt‘feetiveness in no small degree is cont

liined with simplicity in a fixture upon

which Solar lamps are shown. As in the

(iray & Davis stand, there is no studied

etfort to make an imitation of a car front;

yet, when the bulbs are glowing it requires

but little imagination to see exactly the

effect of a big central headlight above a

pair of smaller headlights—an arrangement

that is not uncommonly employed for night

driving under conditions requiring an un

usual abundance of illumination. As the

illustration clearly indicates, the big cen

tral lamp is mounted on a bracket that

swivels in a socket on the top of the heavy

metal standard, while the pair of smaller

illuminators is carried by a double-armed

bracket, the arms springing from a tubu

lar clamp which encircles the column. Ob

viously, there is no particular reason why

other pairs of lamps cannot be mounted on

the same standard. though the illustration

shows only one pair.

Variations on Column “Motif.”

The popular column "motif" lends itself

extremely Well to the display of a number

of varieties of lamps and has the advantage

of occupying comparatively little space and

of being as unobtrusive as it is useful. The

“general utility" lamp' column shown in one

of the accompanying illustrations is fitted

with a number of brackets clamped on by

means of split sleeves and pinching screws.

These brackets, and of course the lamps

they support, can be placed at any desired

height on the column and swung all round

the circle; there are all sorts of oppor

tunities for making varied and effective

combinations, especially if two such col
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nmns are placed close enough together to

obtain an "ensemble" effect, with both

headlights and side lamps mounted.

A Colonial Type of Fixture.

A type of fixture that is particularly well

suited to the display of lamps of the so

called "Colonial" and other quaint types, is

the square-column staud.used to hold up

to view some of the go’odsi'of the Adams &

  

GRAY 8: DAVIS DISPLAY STAND

Westlake company. Not only is this stand

particularly appropriate for exhibiting Colo~

nial lamps, but it is of a design that bars

monizes well with the interior finish of

many modern salesrooms in which the

woodwork is of mission .or other plain,

heavy finish. The severely plain post with

its pyramidal peak and short wooden arms

upon which the lamps are hung, is attractive

by fL'dSOll of its very lack of ornateness.

()bviously such a fixture is not so “versa

tile." so to speak, as the metal columns

with their adjustable lamps and brackets;

but it is designed for a special purpose, and

the illustration shows how accurately it

fits into its niche.

Variety of the Spice of Display.

.-\ variation of the predominant vertical

column idea consists in a horizontal rail

carried between two standards, and having

clamps and brackets similar to those on

the upright stands; there also are stands

having two or more horizontal rails, so that

a large number of lamps can be displayed

in a small space.

Nearly all of the stands referred to permit

the frequent changes and the wide variety

of exhibits demanded by modern selling

methods. which insist that the passer-by

shall not refrain from taking a look because

he knows in advance what he will see. And

while the fixtures are attractive and sightly

in themselves, they are not so obtrusive as

to coax the eye to wander front the goods to

the “silent salesman."

 

“License Plate" to Advertise Bearings.

Mixed in with the rest of the mail, and

even when not so mixed, it looks exactly

like a regulation license plate; it is of a real

bright red, with white figures, is the right

size and shape and the lay-out is correct,

even to the provision of four slots for the

straps. Upon closer examination, however.

it proves to be a novel and decidedly strik

ing advertisement for the Hyatt Roller

Bearing Co. of Detroit; the “license num

ber" is “1913.” of course. It is formed of

cardboard. At the left end the word “HY

att" appears at the top and “U. S. A." at the

bottom, and between them is a picture of a

Hyatt roller bearing—the connecting link

between Hyatt and the U. S. A. It is one of

those effective advertising "hits" that com

pel comment.

 

Wire Netting for Sandy Highways.

Apparently overlooking the fact that

strips of canvas, which are very much

lighter and can be folded up into very much

smaller compass, will serve the same‘pur

pose, one motorist has hit upon the not very

novel scheme of carrying around with him

a roll of wire netting for use in helping him

over sandy spots. The modus operandi is

to place the netting under the wheels in

order to get a "bite" on the road. No doubt

a roll of fairly fine mesh netting would

serve a useful purpose for deep mud. or for

ice or snow, but for sand the canvas WOHld

serve just as Well and it has the additional

advantage that it is very much more easil."

carried than the bulky and awkward \Vlrt‘

netting.

.-_-_
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CARRYING RELIGION FAR AFIELD ON WHEELS

Catholic Church Extension Society Evolves a Portable Chapel With Which

to Penetrate Texan Wildernesses and Spread the Gospel—Con

fessions and Illustrated Lectures Also Provided For.

7'"' "v''at'é't'é‘rlé’tt’lé
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THREE \‘IEVVS OF MOTOR CHAPEL, SHOWING DETAILS (IF El‘(‘l.F.SIASTlt‘Al. EQUIPMENT

If ‘1“: mountain will not go to Mahomet.

Mahomet must go to the mountain. accord

ing ‘0 the Old Saying, which, thanks to the

mmor ChalX’LShown in the accompanying

illustra‘k‘M' may be paraphrased: If the

ptopk cannot £0 to church, the church

must go to the people. In many sparsely

Tmled districts where the population is

insumdem ‘0 S“Wort a church. as well as

‘“ ‘mall settlements where there are no

Churd‘ee and which are not reached by rail

roads and therefore are inaccessible to rail

road ChQPEIS- there are people who would

go to Churd‘ if they had the opportunity.

and it is with the Purpose of affording

sucii Opportunity that the motor chapel,

“I‘M was one of the exhibits at the Chi

cago "1010f truck show, was built.

The novel little church is erected on an

Alto "Wk chassis of two tons capacity;

[he .wm’k was done by the American Loco

“.‘°“"'~‘ CO“ for the Catholic Church Exten

sion SOClclY- which will put the machine

into service in isolated districts of Texas.

The official designation is Motor Chapel

St. Peter. Two priests will be in charge,

and stops will be made at various places for

from one to two weeks.

The rear part of the body of the car is ar

ranged to open out, as shown in the illus

trations, disclosing the orthodox ecclesias

tical equipment of the Catholic Church;

accommodation for a congregation of 200

is provided by a large tent carried. when not

in use, on top of the car. With the aid of the

electric lighting plant which is part of the

mechanical equipment of the machine, ste

reopticon lectures, as well as religious ser

vices, will be given. In addition to the

other ecclesiastical equipment, there is. as

there should be, a confessional. It is of the

orthodox pattern, except that it is arranged

to fold into small compass.

In addition to being a moving church, the

car will be the home of the priests while

on the road. and a compartment is arranged

as a living room, having a storage space for

1tersonal effects, lockers for folding cots, a

typewriter with desk and drawers for a sup

;in of stationery, etc., and a moderate stock

of provisions and the requisite cooking and

other utensils. A separate compartment

contains a lavatory, supplies of towels,

drinking water and medicine chest. Among

other items. the equipment includes a fold

ing organ, a set of large tubular bells for

outside use and a small chime of bells for

interior use.

The over-all length of the car is 21 feet

and the width 6 feet 9 inches; the height

(0 the top of the car is 11 feet 5 inches.

The exterior finish is gray. with gold let

tering. and the decoration includes the

coat-of-arms of the society. The eight

"cathedral" windows serve effectually to dis

tinguish the car from a commercial vehicle,

quite apart from the lettering. The motor

chapel was built at a total cost. including

equipment. of about $8.500;
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HOLDS PATENTEES CANNOT

CONTROL RE-SALE PRICES

(Continued from page l2.)

 

“But in the \Valtharn case." continued

Dean, when his opinion was sought, “the

counsel on both sides and Judge Ray seem

to have treated this mere contract as if it

were in fact a conditional license, notwith~

standing the well-settled state of the law

distinguishing between the conditional pat

ent license and a mere contract."

“It is because of this apparent confusion

of two different principles in law," continued

Mr. Dean. “that the decision of Judge Ray

has created such a stir. for that justice ap

parently has not only held that the \Val

tham contract is void under the Sherman

law but has gone out of his way to say

that in his opinion all attempts of the pat

entee to control the resale price of a pat

ented article are outside of the patent law,

and are within the Sherman act. The trend

of his argument apparently is that while

the patentee has three separate rights—

namely. the right to make, the right to use.

and the right to sell—and that while the

patentee may dispose of one of these rights

without disposing of any of the others.

nevertheless in the case of sale. the long line

of decisions in this district and other dis

tricts as well as in this circuit and other

circuits are in error in holding that the

patentee cannot sell a finished article sub

ject to conditions that the device cannot be

used or sold until certain conditions of the

licensor are complied with. ‘

“Judge Ray goes so far as to admit that

the patentee can license another to manu

facture and sell and to fix the price at which

the licensee shall sell. If, however. he tries

to license a man to sell at fixed price With

out also giving him the right to manufac

ture. he brings himself within the Sherman

act.

"The decision is anomalous in so many

ways that a full legal analysis must await an

opportunity to study the full decision. The

two things evident at the present time be

ing that the Waltham Watch Co. sold under

a plain contract. breach of which gave them

the right to reclaim the goods, instead of

under a conditional license. breach of which

would terminate the license and constitute

infringement of the patent; the other evi

dent fact is that Judge Ray has not con

tented himself with holding this contract il

legal under the Sherman act. but has gone

beyond that and stated his opinion that

when the patentee once accepts full pay for

his patented article. he is compelled to re~

lease to the purchaser every other patent

right or license which courts have hereto

fore held he has a right to reserve and

specifically that such patentee. vendor. can

not fix resale prices.

“The important question in the profession

seems to be how much of Judge Ray's opin

ion shall be considered as obiter dicta

(passing remarks) and how much was really

decided. Some lawyers go so far as to say

that the true cause of action as disclosed

by the facts of this case should have been

a suit at law for violation of contract; that

there was no real question of infringement

of any patent and that the United States

Equity Court had no jurisdiction under the

patent statute.

“Judge Ray attempts to distinguish from

the Dick vs. Henry case recently decided

by the United States Supreme Court on the

grounds that the Mimeograph was sold for

cost and the patentee‘s profit catne from the

sale of ink, whereas in this case, the watch

company gets full price in advance and

nothing afterward. This overlooks the

fundamental idea of the whole price license

system. The patentee does not try to keep

up the retail price in order to bleed the

public.

“His object is to enable the dealer to

make a profit which will enable the dealer

to advertise and exploit and otherwiSe push

the sale of the patented article. It is sim

ply one way of hiring the dealer to drum up

retail trade on the patented article and also

should prevent department stores and

other lirge corporations from underselling

small dealers."

Aristos and Former Agent Lock Horns.‘

The old nursery rhyme of how “the cat

began to chase the rat, the rat began to

gnaw the rope. the rope began to hang the

butcher," etc., finds a diminutive corollary

in the affairs of the Ignition Starter Co..

of Detroit, maker of the Disco starting and

lighting system, for while it has been gen

erally known that the Aristos Co., then the

Disco eastern distributer, and the manufac

turing company were locked in litigation.

another suit has been set down for trial this

month in the Supreme Court for New York

county, in which, however, it is the Motor

Specialties Co., of Philadelphia. Pa., that

is the complainant and the Aristos Co. is

the defendant.

Claims which were made by the Aristos

Co. in its suit for damages of $43.000 in the

Supreme Court for New York county to the

effect that the Disco acetylene starter was

defective and unsatisfactory are reiterated

in the Motor Specialties' complaint and it

is alleged that the resulting damage and loss

of profits amounted to $40,000; $25,000 rep

resents what is claimed to have been paid

for goods and the remainder is for profits

which never were realized. The Aristos Co.

disclaims liability and has entered a coun

terclaim for a balance of $l.l$l.ll on a total

account of $19,567.76.

The Aristos Co. is not the only litigant

which has filed a counterclaim, for after it

sued the Ignition company last summer the

latter brought a counter suit in Detroit for

$304000.

Koehler Fails to Upset Goodyear Verdict.

Although thus far unsuccessful, the H. J.

Koehler Co., Hupmobile dealer in New

York City and adjacent terrirtory. is en

deavoring to overturn a verdict which tWo

New York City courts have rendered in

favor of Frank Goodyear, who was a Hup

mobile sub-dealer in Waterbury. Conn,

about two years ago; the courts have or

dered the Koehler company to pay Good

year $490 and thus far the former has not

succeeded in reversing the decision.

Goodyear contracted to sell 20 Hupmo

biles in \Vaterbury and made a deposit of

$25 on each car, this amount being deducted

from the price of each car as Goodyear re

ceived it; he sold six cars in Waterbury

and then declared he had reached the city'~

limit in the Hupmobile line. He asked for

the return of his deposit. but it was refused:

be then sued in the Municipal Court on the

ground that there was a lack of mutuality

in the contract and was awarded a verdict

which the Appellate Term of the Supreme

Court for New York county last week af

firmed. The Koehler company. it i~ stated.

contemplates carrying the case to the :\p

pellate Division.

 

Wheels and Tires Are Not “Parts.”

Reversing the ruling of Collector Loeb of

the Port of New York, the Board of L'nitcd

States General Appraisers has decided that

the tariff act of 1909 requires that automo

bile wheels and tires be assessed for duty

separately, the decision being rendered in

the case of Thomas Meadows 8: Cl». and

Irving Katz. Collector Loeb held that as

tires and wheels were assembled articles

they were properly dutiable at 45 per cent.

ad valorem as “parts of automobiles." The

board of appraisers. however. sustain the

claim of the importers. who maintain that

the tires should be granted a rating of 35

per cent. ad valorem as “manufactures of

rubber," the board pointing out that tires

are expressly excluded from paragraph 14]

which covers “finished parts of automo

biles."

New York Dealer Sued by Indianans.

Claiming that Bertrand D. Banker. who

trades in Meridian, Cayuga county. .\'. Ys

as the B. D. Banker Hardware Co.. failed to

pay in full for goods delivered to him. the

WKYne Oil Tank 8: Pump Co.. of Fort

Wayne, Ind., has brought suit against him

in the Supreme Court for New York countyi

the claim is that Banker's total hill “'3‘ $145

and that he paid but $70. The goods \vcre

purchased June 17, lQlZ.
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METHODS THAT PROMOTE THE SALE OF CARS

Observations Made and Recommendations Offered by a Prominent Manu

facturer-Five Types of Prospects Defined and the Best Ways of Hand

ling Them Suggested_Letting Customers Sell to Themselves.

“Don't take it for granted when a man

walks into your salesroom, or consents to

a demonstration, that he is half sold. This

iv merely an introduction and it is still up

to you to make the sale.

Appearances May Be Deceptive.

"And you can’t tell from the cut of a

man's coat how much money he has in the

bank. Selling automobiles is a merchandis

ing proposition pure and simple, and it is

your duty to give the customer the same

amount of courtesy and attention that he

receives in any high-class store. Buyers ap

preciate courtesy."

This is the first advice in “How to Sell

More Motor Cars," 2. pocket-size booklet

recently issued by the National Motor Vehi

cle Co., of Indianapolis, and which is of the

~0rt that well repays careful reading.

Wholly apart from the comparatively brief

plea for National cars which it contains, the

booklet is uncommonly strong in sales

sense and cannot well fail to sharpen the

Wits of salesmen who realize the necessity

lot that sort of thing.

"is john Lee Mahin once said: ‘The buy

lnt' unit is the family,’ and you should as

soon as possible ascertain the purpose to

Which the buyer wishes to put the car-—

who else is to be considered besides the

PYOSDect—and then shape your arguments

accordingly," continues “How to Sell More

Motor Cars.

Inattention that Lost a Sale.

“Here is an actual instance: A man

“'alktdiflto the salesroom of a Kansas City

mi" about ten days ago. He was just an

ordmuy hulking human being, possibly

“0' ‘luilc up to the average in appearance.

Hr (M "m walk right up to the proprietor,

butwa“dared around among the cars on the

fi°'°"- The dealer happened to be talking to

“mind and “'35 in the middle of a detailed

defmlnion of a show he had seen the night

:éoreflo he allowed the unimportant look

...sirang" t0 remain unnoticed.

‘h rile cm could not talk—they can't sell

with“ “"alded, 50 the man finally

“"“Wd out.

rnogsrvzimss the street there was a sales

,M I “Will Palnted front. A car was

a payed amamvely "1 the show window

"d 1h? atmosphere of the whole establish

ment was up-to-date business methods. The

window was clean and the interior presented

an attractive, enterprising, inviting appear

ance. When the stranger stopped in front

of the window a salesman immediately

opened the door and invited him to step in

side where he could get a much better view

of the car.

“Drawing Out" the Prospect.

“Once inside. the salesman asked: ‘Have

you ever had any experience in operating a

car?’ This was a safe question, and it

opened the door at once for a friendly dis

cussion. Every man is eager to tell about

his own motor experiences, even if he has

at one time owned even an antiquated one

cylinder model. As the prospect told his ex

periences the salesman, without antagoniz

ing him. was able to draw comparisons be

tween the car the prospect once owned and

the new car on display. No matter what

car a prospect has driven. he does not

want his judgment questioned.

“Often a man is just as sensitive to criti

cism about his car as he would be about

his wife.

Buyer His Own Best Salesman.

“During the discussion the prospective

customer mentioned the fact that his old

car was not adapted for use by his wife and

daughter. Owing to this bit of information

the dealer then called the prospect‘s atten

tion to the fact that the car on display per

mitted access to both front doors and al

lowed a lady passenger in the front seat

with the driver to always be able to step

out upon the curb and not be compelled to

walk around the car in order to get to the

sidewalk. '

“As the conversation progressed, the

prospect was unconsciously being sold and

was led up to the point where he himself

asked for a demonstration, with the result

that the entire family as a unit bought the

car.

Tact and its Influence on Sales.

“The salesman sold the car without the

prospect realizing that he was being forced

to buy. The main thing is to allow the pros

pect to think he is buying the car, while in

reality you are selling it to him.

“The moral of all this is, that no matter

how good your car may be it cannot pos

sibly sell itself alone.

“This is just an example of one type of

buyers—the man who has owned a car and

who goes- "shopping" when he buys.

“Know your man before you try to sell

him. By using a little tact, any dealer can

ascertain the purpose to which the prospect

intends to put the car he buys—whether or

not it is for family use, personal, pleasure,

cross~country touring or for business pur

poses.

Five Types of Buyers Segregated.

“Experience in selling motor cars teaches

that all prospective buyers may be separated

into five main classes:

"(21) Price Tag—The man who is looking

for a bargain regardless of the age and

often regardless of the condition of the car

—-just so that he gets a car that will run.

“A second-hand car or any old car will do.

"This class of buyers is limited usually

to the ‘wage earners,’ who hesitate between

a motorcycle and a second-hand motor car.

Before wasting any time on him, find out

how much real money he has to invest and

unless he has cash on band pass him up,

courteously but quickly. Remember your

time is valuable—your expenses are going

on while you are talking to him.

David Harums as Car Buyers.

"(b) Second-Hand Fiend—This man is a

shrewd buyer; he is the David Harum of

the automobile business, usually with little

money and trying to unload on to you.

“In the first place he bought a much-used

second-hand car. Then be invested a little

more money and traded it with a friend for

a better car, hoping that he could unload

his new purchase on you by paying a small

amount of cash and getting a brand new, up

to-date model.

“Don't let your desire to move a car from

the salesroom to the street lead you into an

unbusinesslike transaction. Just remember

that the second-hand car may prove a

White Elephant on your hands. (It costs

just about as much money to keep capital

tied up in a second-hand unsalable car as it

would to feed and care for an elephant.)

“Rather than do this. let him go. Concen

trate your time and energy upon the man

who has cash in the bank. It is just as
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much t-» know where not to work as where

to Work.

"There are exceptional caSes, howeven

especially where a man owns a car that you

sold him. and who wants to buy a new

model from you.

Classifying Possible Purchasers.

"Tack this up on your wall over your

office (lL‘SlCI

"‘.\ certified check in your bank book

ready for deposit is worth more than a sec

ond-hand car on the fioor.’

"(cl Appearance and l’leasnrc.—This man

is influenced largely by the lines of the car

and the anticipation of the pleasure he is

going to get out of it. He is usually in a

hurry to buy. He belongs to that rapidly

disappearing class that used to walk in and

buy a car in ten minutes.

“It does not require a salesman to sell

this man. But the wise, hard-headed, shrewd

dealer with a view to his permanent suc

eess. will analyze this man’s requirements

and sell him the car best fitted to his needs,

>0 that the sale will not act as a boomerang.

"(d) Social Prestige and Reputation.—

'l'his is the man who usually buys a car to

please his wife with social aspirations. She

knows absolutely nothing about a car. but

has received the impression some way that

'Iu be anybody’ she must have a nameplate

with an artificial value rather than a car of

merit.

"How have you been handling this class

of buyers?

Selling the Average Buyer.

"A thorough analysis of sales made by

successful dealers proves that this prospect,

if handled right, is always easy to sell. The

approach in this case is through the man of

the house who realizes that $5,000 is 5 per

cent. on $100,000, and when shown point

for point that a car selling for $2,750 will

give as good or better service, with accom

panying elegance and atmosphere of refine

ment. he will not waste two or three thou

sand dollars on some fancy of his house

hold.

"No matter how much money this man is

worth. be is not willing to waste two or

three thousand dollars on a nameplate. You

as a dealer will sell more cars and make

more money by giving your customers real

value.

"(e) Service and Business—This man rep

~resents the large majority of buyers to-day.

He is motor-educated. He has probably

owned a car before or else has made a very

thorough study of motor car construction

and is taking the advice of friends and

benefiting by their experience.

"\Nhile this man is open to reason, he is

not going to buy in a hurry.

“Before deciding he will get underneath

the paint and the hood. Your first move is

to as tactfully as possible ascertain if influ

ence is being brought to bear upon him in

favor of a particular car by some neighbor

ur friend. Then you will know what cars

you are in competition with and what bias

and prejudices you will have to overcome

before you can make the sale.

“Probably the neighbor or friend of this

prospective buyer owns a car that is not

up-to~date, although it is apparently giving

good service. And right here is where your

salesmanship is tested.

Influence of Advertising “Copy.”

“Prove to this prospective buyer that the

car you are selling with left-side drive and

center control (for example) is a year or

more ahead of other cars, as a consequence

next year it will still be up-to-date and will

also demand a much higher second-hand

value. taking it for granted, of course, that

you are able point for point to show where

your car will give as great or better ser

vice than the car owned by the neighbor or

friend of your customer.

“All Buyers—The majority of buyers are

influenced greatly by i’rinters' Ink. They

have more or less definite opinions of vari

ous cars formed by what they have read

about them. Therefore. as a fundamental

principle, you should not risk your time or

money on an unknown car. A car, whose

name is a household word, is naturally much

easier to sell than a car that the prospective

buyer has never heard of before. The well

advertised and tested car means quicker and

more frequent sales. Especially is this true

with a car that has demonstrated its super

iority in public contests such as races.

Benefit Derived from Service.

"Remember, a quick sale is ntore profit

able than a'slow sale.

“The modern automobile dealer is the one

who is equipped to take care of his custom

ers. especially if the buyer intends to drive

the car himself.

“A little service and assistance gives the

owner the feeling of confidence and good

will toward both you and the car.

“Service means satisfied customers, and

satisfied customers mean a permanent prof

itable business for you.

“Service also converts probable knockers

into positive boosters. If your success is

to be lasting, every man to whom you sell

a car must, one year or more from date of

sale, be as enthusiastic as the day on which

he bought the car from you.

“This is possible by first giving real value

and second by taking care of him.

“If you are an experienced dealer you

know that the sales methods used five or

more years ago are not the methods that

will sell cars to-day. .Or. on the other hand,

I

if you are new at the business. much vii I

depend upon just how you begin." J

Buda Adds a “Little Six" Motor. l

Supplementing an already extensive line

of motors of both the four— and six-cylinder

type, the Buda Co., of Harvey, lll., ha~'

brought out a new “little six," which, in con

formity with the general tendency of the

times, has its cylinders cast in a single rigid

block; further increasing simplicity, the

valves all are located on the same side. I

which construction facilitates their effective '

cooling and makes comparatively easy their

enclosure by means of light metallic c0\'cr

plates. In common with the other Butla

motors in the line, the cams and camshaits

are forged integral from open hearth steel.

the cams themselves being case hardened

the better to withstand wear. The oiling

system is of the self-contained type, the oil

being pumped from a crankcase reservoir

to the top of the main bearings. whence it

overflows into pockets into which the cou- \

necting rods dip.

Leaving little room for doubt regarding

the aptness of the designation long~stroke

the cylinders measure 3% inches bore and

5% inches stroke, the rating therefore being

45 horsepower, though it is no secret that

this figure is easily exeeeded. Cooling i5

by pump circulated water and in the design

particular pains have been taken to ensure

uniform cooling of the valves and valve

pockets. To this end, the cool water is led

in from the bottom of the radiator to liberal

spaces directly beneath the valves, where

suitably placed baffle plates ensure proper

circulation. The exhaust manifold is pro

vided with radiating fins to assist in the dis~

sipation of heat. Quite as a matter of course,

the motor is arranged for three-point suP'

port and provision is made for the mount

ing of any of the standard type.» of electric

lighting and engine startingr systems. as Well

as for a four-cylinder air compressor. en

closed gearing and an engaging 1"" hem“

provided for the latter.

."hwv/l/la0e
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Home Made Case Hardening Material. \

Case hardening, as a rule, is accomplished

with the use of ground raw bone or bone

black, and in some cases burned leather.

Better than either of these is hydrocarbon

ated bone black. which is prepared by

grinding pure white and hard bone which

has been freed from pith and grease. ll

then is placed in sealed retorts and charred

by a slow and uniform heat. When taken

from the retort it is charged with carbon

extracted from crude oil while it still it hot

tlius filling all of the pores in the hunt

black to the exclusion of moisture. which

seriously interferes with the proper work

ing of the case hardening process.
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UP THE LIMOUSINE BODY

lseful and Decorative Ends Served by

Several Methods In Use and the

Reason Behind Them—Impor

tance of Positioning.
 

Lighting the interior of the limousine may

he easy-Altai is, comparatively easy—0r it

may he hard. according to whether the 0b

As far as utility is concerned, it is_appar

cut that to be effective for reading purposes

the light must be over the shoulder. \Vhich

fact, coupled with the ease of so mounting

them, accounts in a measure for the prepon

derence of the “Pullman” style of corner

lamp, a fixture which lends itself to plain

ness or illumination—in both senses—quite

easily. Generally, such lamps. 'as in the

Knox picture, for instance, are arranged to

turn on a central pivot. the action of turn

ing them serving at one operation to switch

on the current and to bring the lamp itself

decorative one. The same applies also to

the Selden lamp, the only difference being

that it is inserted in the roof instead of in

one of the corners. Its position is slightly

difi'erent from that of the usual roof light.

however. in that it is placed quite near to

the corner where its beams will be cast over

whatevcr the passenger may find interesting

enough to read; a duplicate is located in the

other roof corner, of course.

“here real decorative effect is desired.

there are few things that lend themselves

more readily to the touch of the arti~t than
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STI'DY UF LIMOUSINE LIGHTING METHODS. SIIOVVING VARIETY IN DESIGN AND POSITIONING

1m sought is merely “to counterfeit a

gloom" 0" to add a touch of decorative

viii,“ or both; it is not very easy to obtain

(ilsrmflivtness and individuality and it is

my easy to l0110w the “dead level of mo—

as rcgards the effectiveness of the

. g sCheme or the sought-for embel

“hnjut sun. that it is possible to obtain

mns‘derable variety both in designs and

Jr ti ‘ ' ‘

l’"_'°""lg 15 revealed by the accompany

mg Illustration

of , which shows six solutions

I . _ ‘ _e he.pr°b1@m m which both utility and

antiorilti‘w properties are inherent in some

Dam utility is apparent in others.

out of its temporary retirement. When

the lamp is extinguished it is invisible;

nothing remains but a plain nickelcd plate.

The perfectly plain flush lamp, whether it

be round. oval, square or anylother shape,

manifestly is the simplest of all and with

the aid of a little ingenuity 0n the part of

the glazier can be made reall'y decorative.

.~\s witness the Chalmers lamp, in which the

glass is ground with the exception of a

deeply cut central star. The Studebaker

lamp is devoid of ornamentation of any kind

and is one of the few that can be suspected

of serving a useful purpose rather than a

do electric lamps. \Vhich fact, apparently,

is known to Winton and Locomobile design

ers and it has been taken advantage of to

the fullest extent possible. In the one, the

lamp bracket is a double one from which de

pend two arms each carrying a socket and

a receptacle for a decorative shade.- In the

other, which, by the way, is fitted to a really

luxurious limousine fitted out in maroon

broadcloth and finished off with gold-plated

trimmings. a really ornate pillar lamp fills

the corner and serves to add a touch of

distinction that could not be obtained in
any other manner. i
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SUPREME COURT DISSECTS

A MOTOR TRUCK GUARANTEE

(Continued from page 7.)

"The company is to be given any oppor

tunity which it desires to make the machine

satisfactory and economical before it is re

turned.

"The above guarantee is upon condition

that only men furnished or indorSed by

the company operate the machine during

trial periods as above referred to."

During the first 15 days of service the

truck was operated by a chauffeur in the

employ of the vendor, but its operation was

not satisfactory to the purchasers, who so

informed the representative of the Reliance

dealer. one Sanders. The latter expressed

his employer’s intention “to make the ma

chine satisfactory," but all efforts to that

end proved unsatisfactory to the purchasers.

On May 28th, 17 days after delivery of the

truck. when the complaint was renewed,

these reassurances were repeated, and on

May 30th the final payment was made by

check.

in the lower court. when the defendants

objected to statements of Sanders as being

construed to vary the terms of the con

tract the objection was sustained and that

evidence was stricken out. The supreme

court. howcvcr. holds that the evidence was

competent. On this point the higher court

says:

“Sanders had not signed the contract in

behalf of the vendor, but he had conducted

the final negotiations and had entire charge

of the execution of the contract with re~

spect to fulfilling the obligations of the

vendor and to complaints concerning the

operation of the truck; and, as has been

seen. the agent who was sent out to col

lect the final payment referred the vendee's

l'trprt'\t'llt;tti\'tt to Sanders to adjust the mat

ter when payment was refused on the

ground that the vendor had not performed.

Moreover, according to the testimony of the

vendec, Carroll, the general manager of the

vendor. informed him that Sanders had

charge of the automobile department, and

when complaint was made with respect to

the operation of this truck he said: ‘W'ell, l

havc nothing to do with that. You will have

to see Mr. Sanders; he has charge of that

and you will have to fix it with him'; and

this “at not specifically denied by Carroll.

who was subsequently called as a witness

for defendant. Furthermore, it appears that

Sanders in his correspondence for the de

fendant. to some extent at least, used a

whim- damp by which his name was signed

as ‘manager,’ but Carroll says that he was

not aware of this. Sanders was not a wit

ness llpfll‘l the trial."

The Dochtermann company continued to

u“, the truck until September 27. 1907, dur

MOTOR WORLD

ingr a large part of which period it was in a

repair shop. While it was being removed

therefrom the shaft broke and the plaintiffs

February 20. NH

cept the truck and in tendering its return W

at the expiration of the 15th day, and in m

demanding the return of the down payment.

ill

then served notice that unless a new and The vendor, however, by the express terms

satisfactory truck was supplied they would

be obliged to sue for the return of their

money. Later they were informed that the

Reliance dealer would do nothing further

until the Dochtcrmann people paid for the

repairs, amountingr to more than $200. Suit

was then instituted and the defendants in

terposed a counterclaim for the repairs and

for the services of a chauffeur for 10 days.

but on the trial the counterclaim was with

drawn.

"Notwithstanding the fact that some of

the evidence tending to show that the final

payment was made by the vendee on the

express representation that if the vendor

was unable to change the machine so that

it would work satisfactorily the money was

to be returned was struck out," says the

Supreme Court in its decision, “still the

issue was submitted to the jury as if that

evidence was sufficient to show an agree

ment on the part of Sanders for the return

of the money if the machine could not be

made satisfactory, for the court submitted

to the jury the question as to whether or

not Sanders was authorized by the vendor

to change the contract and instructed the

jury, in chect, that unless Sanders was so

authorized the plaintiff could not recover.

It is alleged in the complaint that the sec

ond payment was made on that agreement.

The attention of the court in submitting the

case to the jury was not drawn to the fact

that some of the evidence bearing on this

proposition had been stricken out, and it

was not claimed that the evidence remaining

in the case was insufiicient to show that

Sanders had undertaken to agree for the

vendor to repay the money if the machine

‘could not be so changed that it would work

satisfactorily. The real question of fact pre

sented to the jury was with respect to San

(lcrs's authority to make such an agreement

for the vendor."

Under the circumstances brought out at

the trial, the Supreme Court declares, “it is

not to be inferred that the complaint was

dismissed upon the theory that the evidence

was insufficient to show that the second

payment was made on the agreement on

the part of Sanders that it would be repaid

if the truck was not so altered as to do

the work of the vendee satisfactorily, for.

as already observed. it was submitted to the

jury upon the theory that there was suffi

cient evidence of a parol understanding be

tween Sanders and the treasurer of the vcn

doc to that effect. Nor can the dismissal

be sustained upon the theory that San

ders was not authorized to make such an

agreement. On the uncontroverted evidence

the vendee was justified in refusing to ac

of the contract was entitled to further time {with

to endeavor to perform on its part. During [mm

that period the vendee would have been

justified in refusing to make the final pay

ment; but it appears that the vendor mani- p

fested confidence in its ability to make such H

. . .:’25

change and alterations in the truck as would I
.11?

be a compliance with the contract.

“in the circumstances it is quite clear that ‘

if the vendee was induced to make the final

payment on the assurance that the vendor _ _,_

could and would fulfill its contract, such 'zs‘

paytnent would be subject to the terms of

the contract with respect to the original ‘

payment, and on the failure of the vendor i“

to perform within a reasonable time the 2“

vendee would be entitled to a return of the "2.“

amount paid. Regardless of whether San

ders originally had authority to change the

contract or to make a new one. the vendor

could not accept the vendce's money in

these circumstances without becoming lia

ble to return it if this payment was induced

by representations on the part of the ven

dor's agent such as are claimed to have

been made. Sanders unquestionably at this

time was representing the vendor both with

respect to performing its contract and re

quiring performance on the part of the

vendce, and his principal is chargeable with

knowledge of the negotiations which he

had with the vendce which resulted in the

final payment.

“It is contended in behalf of the respond

ent that at the expiration of the 15 days by

the terms of the contract the final payment

became due and payable, and that. as mat

ter of law, regardless of whether any YQP'

resentation was made by Sanders with re—

spcct to the repayment of the money. [ht

vendce would be entitled to a return 0!

both payments if it ultimately appeared lth

the truck of which vendee justly complainid

  

‘ at that time could not be made to com

ply with the contract, or that the vendor

abandoned further efforts in that direction,

and on that theory there would be no ques

tion for the jury. \Ve are of opinion, there

fore, that thc court erred in dismissing the

complaint."

“iii-er Embraces Parcel Post Service.

Charles E. Miller, the well-known New

York supply-man, is one of the those wlii'i

have to do with automobile accessories who

is making the most of the new parcel P05r

service. He is offering to send automobilt

supplies within the ll-pound limit by lime"l

host without charge for postage. On shiP'

ments that are too large or too heavy to R0

by post, he also has adopted the plan of

Paying freight or express charges.
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REPAIR OF TIMING GEAR

THAT MET AN EMERGENCY

Fiber Idler Was Badly Damaged by

Contact With a Nut Carelessly

Left in Gearcase—“Doubling

Up” That Was Effective.

There are many, perhaps, who fancy that

as a power transmitter a stripped gear is

about as good as no gear at all. and it may

be added that in nine cases out of ten the

assumptions of the many are not over far

from being correct. But on occasion—of

course very much depends upon the cir

cumstances—that a marred gear wheel can

be made to function properly for the in

terval necessary to efi’ect the much needed

replacement of the damaged part was dem

onstrated one day last summer.

It happened on the very last leg of a

tour; the afternoon was about half gone

and 25 miles more were to be covered be

fore hotel accommodations could be reach

ed. The car struck a bad rut and immedi

ately afterward the motor “went had"—

brought up dead with a crunch of grinding

metal. Little search was required to re

veal that the valves were not operating

when the motor was turned over and open

ing the timing gearcase cover disclosed the

reason. A nut which had been carelessly

left in the bottom of the case had been

thrown up by the leap of the car and had

been caught between the timing gear teeth

and the idler gear, which happened to be

fibre, was the sufferer, and emerged from

the conflict minus four needed teeth.

A survey of the surrounding country re

vealed nothing morc promising in the way

of a “service department" than a wheel—

wrlght's shop about half a mile further

down the road; a horse being pressed into

service. the car was towed to that point of

“mag?- The wheelwright was possessed

ofa fair assortment of tools, none, however,

that were adaptable to the purpose in hand

save a generously proportioned vise mount

ed On a solid work table.

Speculation as to how the repair was to

be made—for it was unanimously agreed

that a repair must be made if the car was

"0t to be left at the point for two weeks

awaiting the arrival of a new gear—was

long drawn out and methods such as the

"Mill-011 of pins in place of the damaged

fifth or wrapping the wheel rim with bare

“'1”? at the points where the teeth were

m's‘lnil. the strands being soldered togeth

“- “Yrs considered from all angles and

finally abandoned as impractical. It was

the shop Proprietor who finally suggested

the "’"Wdy and it was he who did the

“'Ol'k. too,

The \\'ll€;l was mounted in the vise and

sawn directly in half, so that two wheels

were produced, each with teeth of narrow

face, as is shown in the accompanying

sketch. The rough faces which resulted

from this operation were smoothed off as

much as was possible with the old file which

the tool kit bore. and the two wheels were

placed together again, but their relative

position was altered—one was advanced

over the other—so that the teeth on the

wheel were continuous all the way around.

Of course, in two places, where the original

teeth had been demolished by contact with

the nut, the teeth were but half of the

original width. but that was sufiicient t0
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bear the strain for the time being. Clamp

ed in the vise in this relation. holes were

drilled through the rim spaced about an inch

apart all the way around. Brass escuteheon

pins were pressed into service as rivets and

were inserted in the holes and headed with

a peen hammer after the holes had been

slightly countersunk both front and back

so as to insure the hold of the rivets.

Naturally the keyway. after the wheels

were riveted together in the new position.

was no longer continuous. The matter was

corrected by recutting the keyway in one

half of the wheel so that the new way cor

responded with the old way in the other

half. To this end the hacksaw was again

pressed into service to make the side cuts

and the slot was cut out to the proper

depth with a very narrow chisel which was

“brushed up” on an oil stone.

\\'hen the wheel was finished and in place

it was found that it did not run exactly

true~which was to be expected. Upon the

motor beingr retimed. however, the wheel

its purpose perfectly. that is, it

caused the valve mechanism to function

perfectly. although not a little noise was

emitted by the timing gear train owing to

the “wobble” of the wheel and the fact that

several of the teeth which were not wholly

oblite rated were damaged.

served

KEEPING COOLING SYSTEMS

WARM lN WINTER WEATHER

What Happens When Frost Penetrates

-—Supplying Heat to Melt the

Ice—An Emergency Job of

_ Thawing Out.

One of the most striking demonstrations

.of the effect of over-cooling on a gasolenc

motor may be had on any really cold day by

stopping the car and throttling the motor,

while thoroughly heated, until it is running

at its minimum speed—that is, so that a

little more throttling would cause it to Stop.

If the motor is allowed to run for a time the

chances are that it will stop before long.

owing to the gradual cooling that takes

place, unless, of course, the radiator is pro

tected from the air and the rapid loss of

heat prevented by a shield, or robe.

Obviously, it is a wise precaution to leave

the motor running a little faster in winter

than in summer and. in case of extreme cold.

to cover the radiator as well. Not a few

motor stoppages, sometimes with disastrous

results due to freezing up, have occurred

through neglect of this little matter. Inci

dentally. if it is suspected that freezing has

started in the circulating system of a motor

that has stopped in the cold, it is decidedly

risky to put much strength into the first pull

on the crank. The leverage on the pump

and its shaft, due to the two-to~one gear re

duction and the length of the crank han

dle, is very considerable, and the pump is

apt to be the first thing—~at least, in some

cars—to feel the frost. The pump is nor

mally at the point where the water is cool

est, drawing, as it does. from the bottom of

the radiator after the water has passed

through from the top, and this. together

with the fact that its low position removes

it from the influence of most of the engine's

heat. makes itgrather vulnerable to the ef

fects of frost.

Thawing a radiator out of doors in very

cold weather is apt to be rather more dif

ficult than might at first appear to be the

case. Presuming that the water at the

bottom has frozen while that at the top

is merely icy cold. pouring hot water in

can have little or no effect for the simple

reason that there is not likely to be room

enough for sufl‘icient hot water to do any

appreciable good, and of course. the drain

cock and the way to it will be effectually

blocked by ice. The best thingr to do is to

get the engine running slowly with the fan

belt ofl‘; the gradual warming up will ex

tend to the radiator by degrees. When

there appears to be any chance of Water

getting to the drain cock, matters may be

facilitated by thawing it out and leaving it
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open, so that the cold water may be re

moved to make room for hot water to be

poured in at the top.

A scheme that worked once at least, and

might be Worked in many cases. hurried

up the thawing of a frozen radiator very

considerably. 'The freezing in this par~

ticular case extended apparently about four

or five inches up from the bottom of the

radiator. It was a bitterly cold day; get

ting indoors was out of the question; and

the only resources were those right on the

machine, which was a big truck. The pump

was frozen up hard, so it was disconnect

ed by means of a joint in its shaft: the fan

belt was removed and. after a great deal

of priming and cranking and

priming, the motor was started. It warmed

up by degrees. but the radiator was dis

couragineg slow in responding to the heat.

cranking,

Presently one of the half-frozen crew stop

ped stampingr his feet and swinging his

arms to look hard at the fan for a moment.

Then he rummaged out of the tool-box a

couple of long pieces of belt-lacing and

made of them a temporary fan-belt, which

he applied crossed. so that the fan was made

to rotate in the reverse of its normal direc

tion.

The idea was to draw the warm air out of

the hood and blow it against the radiator,

and the result was almost magical. It was

only a short time before the radiator thawed

out. Meantime the pump had been discon

nected and removed and laid on the ex~

haust pipe to thaw out, which it did, and it

was not long before everything was again

in normal running condition. Of course

this was rather an extreme case. The

water could not be drained off and there

was no shelter available; to let the car

stand would have meant the cracking of the

water jackets and the bursting of the ra

diator, if nothing worse, so that it was well

worth while to go to some trouble to make

use of the heat generated by the engine

itself.

Most of the water in the cooling system

had boiled away by the time things thawed

out. but there was plenty of snow around

and there was a tin pail which. filled with

the "beautiful," was set on the exhaust pipe

to “cook,” and in this way the deficiency in

the supply was made up sufiiciently to run

the machine.

 

Dayton Dealers Made Brave Display.

Dayton's second annual show, under the

auspices of the Dayton Automobile Club,

was inaugurated in Memorial Hall on Mon

day cvening last. 17th inst.. to hold forth

throughout the remainder of the week. Be

neath the usual canopy of vari-colored bunt

ing with which the interior of the building

is disguised for the occasion. and perfectly

illuminated by the glow from myriad in

candcscent lights festooncd along the aisles.

30 difi‘erent makes of cars are shown by 20

dealers; accessories are displayed by half

a dozen dealers in those various needful

appurtenances.

The cars on display are: Cadillac. Pierce

.>\rrow, Mitchell, R. C. H.. Hupp-Yeats

electric. Overland, Locomobile. Standard,

Marmon. Cutting, Paige-Detroit. \Varren,

.\hbott-Detroit. Chalmers. Buick. Peerless,

White, Baker electric, Marathon, Reo,

Ford. Hupmobile. Marion, American, Re

public, Pathfinder, Speedwell. \\'inton.

Stoddard-Dayton.

Invisible Hinge of Many.v Purposes.

The amount of hard wogk‘that falls upon

the hinges of'automobile doors is all out of

proportion to the amouutfof consideration

that the average car owner bestows upon

them, unless they allow the door to sag, or
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project so much as to be more than ordi

narily unsightly. No hinge is entitled to be

described as a thing of beauty The pre

vailing tendency to make car bodies per

fectly flush makes the ordinary projecting

hinge particularly conspicuous, and it is

the aim of the Soss Mfg. Co., of 435 Atlantic

avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., to produce hinges

that will be invisible when the door is

closed, while improving upon other hinges

in other respects.

The principle of the Soss hinge is that

of a joint made up of a number of bearing

surfaces or plates which slide together and

fold into a recess in the door post when

the door is closed; the accompanying il

lustration makes the construction plain. and

also shows the large bearing area which

gives the hinge long life and prevents the

common and annoying sagging that occurs

in car doors after considerable use. When

the door is cloSed the plates in the hinge

lock together and prevent rattling as well

as holding the door firmly and closely in its

place and so preserving the smooth out

ward appearance of the body. The plates

which serve as foundations for the hinge

are so formed that water cannot work past

them and into the wood to cause decay; the

removal of two screws from each hinge

permits- its removal from the car without

disturbing the main fastenings. The Soss

hinge is adapted to both straight and curved

construction.

Albany Dealers Hold Third Show.

For the first time in two years the good

people of Albany are enjoying a motor car

show—the third effort of the Albany Auto

mobile Dealers' Association—the inability

on the part of the association to procure the

First Regiment Armory, which houses the

present show, and lack of another building

of sufficient size to do the show justice hav

ing prevented the'holding of an exhibit last

year. And indeed a building of no mean

proportions is needed to house the present

show, for all told there are 59 dit’ferent

makes of vehicles on the floor—18 of which

are commercials—shown by some 45 deal

ers; accessories are displayed by 20 dealers.

The decorations are very simple: they

comprise alternate strips of orange and

white bunting disposed with several flower

entwined lattice work structures to form a

canopy which covers the entire floor space

in the drill hall. By way of rendering the

exhibits of all the dealers accessible railings

are not permitted: triangular hanginjtr signs

also done in orange and white announce

the exhibits. The show, which was inau

gurated on Saturday evening last. February

15th. will continue throughout the week and

be brought to a close on the night of Wash

ington's birthday, February 22d. The pleas

ure cars on exhibit are: Knox. Reo. Ford.

Premier, Abbott-Detroit, Marion. Nyberg.

Packard. Franklin, Henderson. R. C. H..

Metz, Moyer, Stutz, Apperson. Paige. Na

tional, Kissel, Lozier, Oldsmobile. Oakland.

Krit. Hudson, Flanders, Stcarns. Buffalo

electric, S. G. V., Rauch 8: Laner electric.

Speedwell, Pierce-Arrow, Locomobile. Cole.

Fiat, Cadillac, Haynes, Studebaker. Warren.

Imperial, Pullman. Michigan.

The trucks shown are: Stewart. Selden.

Alco, Knox, Reo, Adams. Packard, Mack

Saurer, Hewitt, Federal, Lippard-Stewart.

Kisscl.

Convenient Storage of Side Curtains.

Better than storing side curtains away in

the compartment under the rear seat. where'

they are liable to be covered with all of the

paraphernalia incidental to each trip. with

obvious creasing and cracking of the ma

tcrial and breaking and scratching of the

celluloid lights. is the method of storing

them in a sheet metal tube made for the

purpose. Such a tube. 29% inches in lengllb

and 6 inches in diameter. formed oi .\'o. 24

iron and provided with a partition 7 inches

from one end. will serve to protect the cur~

tains and also a pair of inner tubes; the

tubes naturally are carefully rolled up and

placed in the 7-inch compartment. Cowri

for both ends should be provided for the ex

clusion of dust and moisture.

l II
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LIGHTING AND STARTING EQUIPMENT EXPLAINED

Where to Look for Trouble and How to Remedy It When It Is Discovered

—The Adjustment of Brush Spring Tension Made Plain—Autoliter

System as an Example of the Several Degrees of Accessibility.

 

 

(This is the nineteenth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and fliginc

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner alike.)

Your lights go out with unexpected sud

denness. Your starter refuses to exemplify

that power which it always has been your

pride to exhibit in the presence of admiring

friends. You fuss and fume and go over

battery connections and switches and

meters and wiring all to no purpose. Final

ly, in desperation, you “take a look at the

generator, anyway," and even if you have

looked at it before, when it was running

properly and needed no attention, you are

surprised at the accessibility of the Vitals—

the wiring connections and the brushes and

commutator. Nine times out of the prover—

bial ten, you will find the trouble right there

—a loose wire, perhaps, or a broken “pig

tail,” or brushes that are too short properly

to reach the commutator, or, as more often

is the case, nothing more serious than a

dirty commutator.

Making Repair Work Easy

All of which serves to emphasize that

there are degrees ofraccessibility in gen

erators and starting motors just as there

are degrees of accessibility in every other

Part of an engine or chassis. That is to say,

the valves of an engine invariably are easy

to get at; no special tools are required in

the majority of cases to bring them out of

their state of retirement into the light.

Which is logical, of course, for it is ex

Pected that the valves will require to be

ground from time to time. If the operation

were hard and required special knowledge

it is altogether likely that the manufacturer

of the engine mould make the valves a little

harder to get at in order to discourage in—

discriminate tinkering with its possibility of

damage. It is the same way with the dif

ferential. It is comparatively easy to re

move the hand plate that closes it in and

'certainly it is no harder to re-pack the hous

"18 With grease. But it is a very much

h'f‘rdel' km for the amateur to remove the

Pinions, though, by reason of the foresight

0f the maker, it is comparatively simple for

the exPcrienced repairman.

50 it is with the modern electric lighting

and e"Kline starting system; to the casual

observer it appears to be bottled up tight—

"0 Chance of getting into its “internal econ

OmY" and less chance to make repairs. Act

ually. such is not the case; it is Possum? to

get into any system on the market to the

extent that is required in making adjustment

or giving the care that they all demand——

provided one knows how to go about it.

The parts that cannot go wrong in a nat

ural lifetime—the windings on the field and

the armature—are securely sealed in the
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AUTOLXTER STARTING MOTOR

majority of cases, for the average person

can do no good whatsoever in attempting

to correct derangement in these parts

should it occur through extraordinary ac—

cident; the repair of such parts requires the

attention of a real expert, which means,

briefly, the manufacturer. Hence. the manu

facturer has taken the law into his own

hands, so to speak, and has made the wiring

hard to get at, secure in the knowledge that

none but he can repair it in the event of

trouble and equally as secure that the occa

sion for repair will be scarcely more fre~

quent. than a snow storm in the month of

May. As a matter of fact. at least one man

ufacturer of electric lighting and engine

starting equipment has made it absolutely

impossible to get into the works of his

machines—other than the brushes and the

commutator, of course—without the use of

special tools, and he does not supply the

tools with the equipment.

Blood Vessels May Be Ruptured.

To the manufacturer, however, the ex—

traction of the winding on the field, and its

replacement with new winding offering no

obstruction to the passage of current is a

comparatively simple operation, and, be it

added, a comparatively cheap one for the

owner. It might not be so cheap for the

owner if it were possible for him first to

meddle with it; he might do more damage

than already existed, or. on the other hand.

he might do damage where none existed

and the trouble was merely one of malad<

justment of some part. From which appears

the wisdom of the manufacturer and the

precautions he has taken to ensure to the

owner the best kind of service. Almost any

one can doctor an ordinary cold in the head.

but no one would think of attempting a

major surgical operation; he would call in

a specialist. And for the time being, the

ordinary troubles which manifest them

selves with electric lighting and engine

starting systems can be likened to colds;

’most any one can doctor them quite suc

cessfully with the aid of the physics that

have been recommended in the preceding

eighteen articles on the same subject which

have appeared in Motor World. Following

the analogy, the repair of the more compli—

cated parts of the systems, such as the wir

ing, must be likened to a serious operation

which requires the service of a specialist

—the amateur is likely to rupture a blood

vessel and cause the thing to bleed to death,

which means to short-circuit it and “kill”

the battery.

Aiding the Amateur’s Efforts.

On the other hand, the manufacturers of

such systems have. as a rule. been at par

ticular pains to make those parts which are

susceptible of successful treatment by the

amateur particularly accessible and simple.

In the majority of cases, the owner or the
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dealer does not even require to know how

'to get at the parts; the modus operandi

is perfectly apparent. The removal of a

small metal plate, spring held in place; the

lifting of a little “trap door"; the unlatching

of an encircling band; nothing more is nec

essary, and in few cases is any tool as com

plicated as a screwdriver necessary to ex

pose the brushes and the commutator, which

are the parts that really require periodic

inspection and care. Trouble may never

occur, and then, again, it may, and when

it does it generally can be traced to one or

the other of these parts. Accordingly, the

owner and the dealer have real cause to re

joice that the manufacturer has made these

parts as simply accessible as he has made

them; it is a mutual advantage. .

Starter that Stands on End.

Carrying this same accessibility idea just

a little further than is usual, the Electric

Auto-Lite Co.. of Toledo, Ohio, has evolved

an engine starting motor and a method of

mounting it that not only leaves little to be

desired as far as the “getatability” of the

brushes and commutator is concerned, but

places these parts in a position where they

cannot ivell be overlooked. Hence, their

inspection—and probably their care, for one

follows the other as naturally as a chaser

follows a drink—is ensured, for the very

conspicuousness of the device tends to in

vite attention. The starting motor stands up

on its end, so to speak; it is not in a re~

elining position, as is every other starter on

the market.

Obviously. the starter forms part of a

complete electric system, the generating

portion of which was illustrated and de

scribed in Motor World under date of No

vember 14th in an article in which the care

and repair of the generator also were out

lined in a comprehensive manner. The gen

erator itself is a compact, light-weight ma

chine of the permanent magnet type in

which current regulation is effected with

the aid of a friction speed governor, which

maintains 'the speed of the armature prac

tically constant over a wide range of engine

speeds.

Passage of current to the battery auto

matically is controlled by an electro

mechanical circuit breaker of the orthodox

pattern contained in a housing within the

arch of the magnets. when: it is fully pro

tected from accidental injury and the in

sidious action of road dust and dirt or

moisture.

The brushes of the commutator also are

fully housed, though, as is the case with the

starting motor, they are quite easy to get

at fnr cleaning, etc. The generator is the

same as is used for the plain lighting sys

tem. except that its output has been in

creased slightly to compensate for the

added drain of the starter on the battery.

Consequently, there are but two parts in the

combined system that have'not already been

covered, viz., the starting motor itself and

the switch which controls it.

Of these two, the switch, of course, is the

simpler, though it has no more moving parts

than has the motor—each has but a single

moving part. Similarly, both are com~

pletely enclosed, though neither is more dif

ficult to get at than the other. In common

with other devices of the same general kind,

constructed to perform the same function,

the switch is designed to be mounted be

neath the floorboards with nothing visible
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but the plunger; the whole mechanism is

shown herewith in section, the better to

Briefly, the

plunger carries a double row of inverted

make plain its construction.

U—shaped contacts, and when depressed as

in starting these contacts slip over others,

thus making the connection between the

battery and the starting motor.

Cleaning the Starting Switch.

As sliding contact is provided by the

movement of the plunger, the device is

made self-cleaning insofar as the actual con—

tacts are concerned. Hence. small accumu

lations of dust and dirt, or even a small

amount of oil can have no appreciable in

sulating effect. But, though the switch is

carefully enclosed to keep out just such

trouble-breeding foreign matter, a certain

amount of dust will in all probability find

its way in after continued use, and the para~

phrased proverb, “Cleanliness is next to

efficiency," should be remembered. “'hich

is to say, a soft, long-bristled brush care

fully wiclded, is one very good way of en

suring against possible troubles, manifest

in short circuits or the passage of insuffi

cient current due to the insulating effect of

dirt or other foreign matter. Incidentally,

the presence of dirt results in more rapid

wear than ordinarily would take place, be

cause of the abrasive action of the parti

cles.

Pursuant to previous instruction regard~

ing the for closing starting

switches quickly, it is equally as important

that they be opened quickly. Unless

switches are closed quickly, the full strength

of the battery is carried for a time by but

a small portion of the total contact area,

with the result that an excessive strain is

placed upon it and fusing of the metal

might take place. Hence, it is essential

that the switch be closed with a quick, firm

motion. In opening the switch, the button

should be released quickly for substantially

the same reason. \Vhen the switch is opened

slowly, arcing at the break of the contacts.

with consequent burning, is likely to follow.

With the Autoliter switch, however, the

latter trouble is impossible, for the reason

that the device is of the “quick break" type

in which the opening is controlled by a fair

ly strong spring, making it impossible to

open the switch slowly.

To the owner or the dealer, the starting

motor need be no more complicated than

the switch, regardless of the multiplicity

of its parts and its seeming complexity.

There is only one moving part—the arma

ture—and there are only two parts which

need ever be touched from one season’s end

to the next; they are the brushes and the

commutator. Both are easily accessible by

removing the name-plate band, which is

held in place by means of a single screw and

nut.

necessity

Lubricating the Armature Bearings.

Electrically, the motor is of the plain

series wound type and mounts a drum

wound armature carried in liberal sized

ball bearings. The frame is continuous and

solid and carries the field windings, which

are fully protected both from accidental in

jury and dirt, the whole assembly being

practically dirt- and water-proof when the

name-plate band is in place. As may be

seen by the accompanying sketch of the

brushes and the brush-holding mechanism.

the machine is of the four~pole typcv thus

ensuring a high torque moment at very low

rotational speeds, a factor which is well—

nieh indispensable for work for which it is

intended. It is a natural characteristic of

the motor, of course, that its torque in~

creases with the load up to certain limits.

_—\s the armature is mounted in ball bear~

ings. its wants in the matter of lubrication

will be exceedingly moderate, both for this

reason and for the reason that it is in mo

tion but a few moments at a time and a!

comparatively long intervals. A few drops

of fine machine oil about once every 1-000

miles should suffice, unless the starter i5

usrrd a great deal, when the frequency Of

the applications. but not the quantity of Oil
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applied, should be increased. As so many

times has been pointed out, too great a

quantity of oil will serve no other purpose

than to gum the commutator and dirty the

brushes.

As the illustration of the brush-holding

mechanism shows, the brushes are held in

spring'impelled arms and are

there are two

place by

equipped with “pig-tails";

points in connection with the construction

which should not be overlooked in caring

for the system. The first of them is to make

certain that the tension of the brush springs

is not altered through accident or design,

and the second is to make sure that the

“pig-tails" do not become detached from the

brushes.

Adjusting the Brush Spring Tension.

In the majority of cases, the brush spring

tension is set very carefully at the factory

with the aid of apparatus designed for the

purpose, from which the importance of pre

serving the setting may be appreciated. If

the tension is increased, there is danger

that the brushes will cut into the commu

tator and cause expensive damage which

may require the commutator to be re-turned

in a lathe. If, on the other hand, the ten

sion is decreased, poor commutation will

result, sparking will take place. and the

commutator may be partly fused in conse

quence.

In either case, the symptoms suggest the

remedy which best may be applied by test

mg the spring tension on a new machine

with the aid of a small weighing scale such

as is used for weighing material up to about

10 Pounds in weight. The hook of the scale

Should be attached to the brush arm and

the number of pounds registered on the

scale the instant the arm lifts noted down

If" future reference. It is a comparatively

“le6 matter to adjust the springs to cor

WISDOM to the figure obtained, testing each

With the scale. Needless to add, brushes

that are too short will result in trouble of

thtsame kind as that manifested by brush

springs that are too weak. It is poor econ—

only to attempt to run with brushes that are

:00 short properly to reach the commutator,

-°T 'lcw brushes cost but a few cents at the

Outside and can be inserted in not more

than ten minutes by almost any one.

“Pig-Tails" that May Cause Trouble.

The accepted method 0f attaching "pig

lmls’ to metallic brushes is to solder them

1"'place, in which case there is little chance

0ftlltm working loose. With carbon brush

“5' however, they generally are fastened by

22:25 lof lugs and consequently there is

loosen igght danger‘ that vibration may

‘he em.l As their purpose is to ensure

_ ‘Pl'Oper distribution of current by 61""

matmi;r the hazard of dirty or oily brlISh

holders (which thus are relieved of the duty

of carrying current), it is essential that

their connections be intact. In previous

articles, stress already has been laid upon

the absolute necessity of tight electrical

connections; there are few things that can

cause more trouble of a mystifying nature

than loOse wires or loose connections.

How Excess Lubrication Hurts.

There are a number of reasons for the

trouble that results from excessive lubrica

tion. In the first place, too much oil, if per
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mitted to remain, will result in one of two

conditions: it will either partially dry out,

leaving the commutator in a sticky, gummy

c0ndition, which disease rapidly will spread

to the brushes and brush holders, or, if

frequently added to, the commutator will

remain always wet, which is bad for the

insulation and bad for the commutation.

The sticky, gummy condition is bad for

commutation, too.

Commutator Care Made Plain.

The first palliative for either condition,

naturally. is to reduce the supply of lubri

cant, after which attention can be turned to

cleaning away the grime. Unless the com—

mutator has been in such a state for a long

time, which is unlikely, for the trouble gen
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erally manifests itself early in a noticeable

loss of power. the excess oil generally can

be removed with a cloth wrapped around

the finger and dampened with gasolene and

held against the commutator with the arma

ture rotating. Then, if the commutator ex

hibits a clean surface unmarred by scratch

es, thc brushes may be cleaned and re-as

semhled after a very minute quantity of fine

vaseline has been applied to the commutator

with the aid of a small piece of felt, or the

finger tip.

Generally, however, the use of too much

oil results in abrasures of the surface of

the commutator due to the burning of the

oil as a consequence of sparking, and in

such cases more drastic treatment will be

necessary, though it scarcely is more diffi

cult of application. It consists, briefly, in

applying No. 00 sandpaper to the commu

tator while the armature is rotating and

continuing the application until all the

scratches and burned marks disappear. To

run the motor will necessitate that the

brushes be left in place, of course, though

they should be taken out and cleaned of

particles of sand and copper from time

to time during the refinishing process. Inci

dentally. as the motor is operated at prac

tically no load, it will draw very little cur

rent from the battery, which knowledge

should conduce to thoroughness in_remor

ing the last vestigc of scratching. Needless

to add, great care must be taken to apply

the sandpaper evenly and not to cause “hills

and. dales" in the surface of the commutator.

Of course, where the scratches are very

deep and the commutator appears in a very

bad condition, the application of sandpaper

may serve no useful purpose. the only rem

edy being refinishing in a lathe. The job.

however, scarcely is one for the amateur

and had best be turned over to the manu

facturer.

The peculiarly characteristic brownish.

glazed appearance of the normal and

healthy commutator never should be dis

turbed for any reason. If it becomes neces

sary through any cause to disassemble the

machine, care must be taken to see that the

glaze is preserved and that the brushes are

replaced in exactly the same positions they

occupied before the machine was taken

apart.

Operation of Roller Clutch Pulley.

The Autolite starting motor is attached to

the gasolene motor through its own train of

gears, or through the intermediary of a “si

lent" chain Operating through a roller

clutch pulley, which obviates the necessity

for disconnecting the gearing after the

starter has performed its mission and the

gasolene motor is operating under its own

power. The roller clutch permits the elec

tric motor to drive the gasolene motor, but

instantly the latter picks up its own cycle

of operations the driven member of the

clutch overruns the driving member. releas

ing the clutch rollers and permitting free

movement.

The battery employed in the Autoliter

system is rated at 120 ampere hours capacity

and is ample to “spin” a heavy motor at

considerable speed for a length of time cal

culated to be sufficiently long to induce even

the balkiest of carburetters to furnish mix

ture of the proper proportions to start the

motor. The system operates at six volts.
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1.023.083. Transmission Gearing. Freder~

ick Henry Royce. Derby. England. Filed

Her. 27. 1911. Serial No. 657.155. (Rear

axle assembly.) 2 claims.

1.023.727. Vulcanizer. Cullen C. Evans,

Minneapolis, Minn. Filed Jan. 22, 1907. Se

rial No. 353,552. (Clamp for attaching vul

canizer to the casing.) 9 claims.

1.023.732. Vehicle Direction Indicator.

Jeremiah A. Givens. Los Angeles. Cal., as

signor of one-half to George A. Richards,

Los Angeles, Cal. Filed May 3. 1911. Serial

No. 624,777. (Pointer which is operated

from a wheel on the dash.) 3 claims.

1.023.733. Vehicle Tire. Joseph E. Gond

man and Elmus S. Ruff, Stockton, Cal.;

said Elmus S. Ruff assignor to Bessie S.

Goodman. Stockton. Cal. Filed Jan. 22, 1912.

Serial .\'0. 672,755. (Armor embedded in tire

tread.) 1 claim.

1.023.743. Electric Signaling Device.

Adam Lungen, New York. N. Y.. assignor

to Edwards 8: Co.. Inc.. New York. N. Y.,

a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 24,

1910. Serial No. 583.570. (Electro-magnetic

\ibrator horn with two diaphragms.) 11

    

  

’_

  

 

  

 

claims.

1.023.751. Retainer for Ball Bearings. Hen

ning Adolf Olsson and Sven Gustaf Wing

quist, Gottenborg, Sweden. assignors to Ak

tiebolagct Svenska Kullagerfahriken, Got

tenborg, Sweden. a Corporation of Sweden.

Filed Mar. 18. 1911. Serial No. 615,340 (One

piece. pressed steel retainer.) 3 claims.

1.023.770. Spring Tire. Emanuel Steimle,

Salt Lake City, Utah. Filed June 1, 1911.

Serial No. 630.605. (Leaf springs positioned

between non-yielding tread and the felloe.)

1 claim.

1.023.362. Transmission Gearing. Henry

C. McHrair. Middletown. N. Y., assignor to

Direct Drive Gear Company, Paterson, N.

J.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Apr.

28. 190‘). Serial No. 492.676. (Three bevel

gears on rear axle driven by three bevel

pinions.) 6 claims.

1.023.865. Vehicle Spring. Allison Mothtt.

Galeton, Pa. Filed Sept. 23, 1911. Serial No.

650.911. (Built up spring comprising leaf

spring levers and helical secondary springs.)

n claims.

1.023.868. Pneumatic Cushion for Vehi

cles. Abraham J. Oling. Chicago, 111., as

~ignor 0f one‘third to Isaac Kommers, Jr.,

Chicago, Ill. Filed June 21. 1911. Serial No.

634.046. (Air tight cylinder between axles

and body.) 9 claims.

1.023.870. Spring. \Villiam R. Park. Taun

ton, Mass, assignor to himself, as trustee.

Filed Sept. 22, 1911. Serial No. 650,819.

(Leaf spring incorporating a film of wax

between leaves.) 1 claim.

1,023,901. Windshield. James \Vebster,

Chicago, 111.. assignor to Chicago Coach &

Carriage Co., Chicago, Ill. Filed Feb. 4,

1907. Serial No. 355,655. (Lower section

linked to the frame.) 15 claims.

- 1,023,903. Self-Starting Device for Inter

nal Combustion Engines. Louis T. \\'eiss.

Jr., New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 25. 1911.

Serial No. 656,751. (Ignition starter.) 2

claims.

1,023,957. Internal Combustion Engine.

James Courthope Peache. Rugby, England.

assignor to \Villans & Robinson. Limited,

Rugby, England. Filed July 5. 1910. Serial

No. 570,341. (Two-cycle motor with sleeve

and piston valves.) 7 claims.

1,023,967. Valve-Grinding Tool. John

Scheller. Milwaukee, \Yis. Filed June 29,

1911. Serial No. 636,102. (Post supporting

revolving member designed to screw into

spark plug opening.) 2 claims.

1,024,000. Engine Starter. \Villiam D.

Everly, Sanger. Tex. Filed May 26. 1911.

Serial No. 629.609. (Mechanical starter.) 5

claims.

1,024,042. Elastic Tire. Alfred \\'illiam

Torkington, Purley, England, assignor to

Tarkington Tires (Patent Syndicate) Lim

itcd, London. England. Filed July 3, 1908.

Serial No. 441,905. (Solid rubber tire com

prising two sections.) 5 claims.

1.024.051. Indicator. Samuel T. Apple

gate. Louisville. Ky. Filed Dec. 9. 1‘111. Se

rial No. 664.855. (Signal for telling the pro

posed movement of the vehicle.) 5 claims.

1.024.077. Starting

Combustion Engines. Charles Francis Jen

kins. Washington. D. C. Filed June 18.

1910. Serial No. 567,683. (Combined com

pressed air and ignition starter.) 1 claim.

1.024.078. Tire Repair Device. Charles

Francis Jenkins. \Vashington. D. C. Filed

Sept. 18, 1911. Serial No. 649.878. (Metal

band which grips rim and hold a blowout

patch in place.) 1 claim.

1.024.090. Elastic Tire. Thomas Ballard

Marchant. Arthur George Marchant and

George Percy Marchant, London. England.

Filed Apr. 22. 1907. Serial No. 369,660.

(Solid rubber tire.) 4 claims.

1,024,099. Combined Elastic Clutch and

Engine Starter. Edgar U. G. Reagan. San

Antonio, Tex., assignor to Reagan Clutch

Company. San Antonio, Tex., a Corporation.

Filed Aug. 26. 1910. Serial No. 579.063.

(Combined cone clutch and spring starter.)

8 claims.

1.024.103. Starting Device for Explosion

Device for Internal

Engines. Charles C. Roth, Indianapolis,

Ind. Filed Sept. 25, 1911. Serial No. 651,

142. (Compressed air starter.) 4 claims.

1,024,124. Radiator Assembling Machine.

\Villiam Dietz, Chicago, 111., assignor to

McCord Manufacturing Company, Detroit.

Mich., a Corporation of Maine. Filed Apr.

2, 1909. Serial No. 487,429. (Machine for

assembling vertical tube radiators.) 27

claims.

1,024,154. Vehicle \Vheel. Robert Thomas

Smith, \Varrington, England. Filed Dec. 21,

1908. Serial No. 468,555. (Dished plate

wheel.) 10 claims.

1,024,166. Rotary Machine. Howard L.

\Veed, Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Feb. 15,

1911. Serial No. 608,804. (Rotary internal

combustion motor.) 14 claims.

1,024,189. Rubber Tire for Vehicles. Al

exander Dow, New York. N. Y. Filed Dec.

6, 1911. Serial No. 664,152. (Solid rubber

tire with layers of fabric embedded therein.)

1 claim.

1,024,191. Spring \Vheel. Stillman B. Ed

wards, Villisca, Iowa. Filed Nov. 7, 1911.

Serial No. 658,994. (Helical springs between

felloe and non-yieldable rim.) 1 claim.

1,024,225. Electric Generator. Benjamin

P. Remy, Frank 1. Remy. Franklin P. Mc

Dermott, Jr., and Irving J. Renter, Ander

son, Ind., assignors to Remy Electric Com

pany, Anderson. Ind., a Corporation. Filed

Jan. 16. 1911. Serial No. 602,997. (Combined

permanent and electro magnetic field

pieces.) 4 claims.

1,024,302. Signal Lamp. Henry C. Wag

ner. Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Nov. 8, 1911

Serial No. 659,218. (Rotatable tail lamp pro

vided with different colored glasses.) 3

claims.

1.024.351.

M. Murphy, Chicago. Ill.

1911. Serial No. 661,128.

cock.) 3 claims.

1.024.394. Automobile Starting Device

Edward R. Brodton, Beston, MasS., assign

or of one-half to Joseph A. Gartland, B05

ton, Mass, and one-fourth to R. M. Steph‘

ens. Hackettstown, N. J. Filed Sept. 26.

1911. Serial No. 651,404. (Means for pro

ducing a spark when magneto is inopera'

tive.) 6 claims.

TRADE MARKS.

Ser. No. 60,336. (Class 19. Vehicles. Not

Including Engines.) The Studebaker Cor

poration. South Bend, Ind. Filed Dec. 18'

1911. (E-M-F done in open face letters.)

Ser. No. 61,089. (Class 23. Cutlery. Ma—

chinery. and Tools. and Parts Thereof.)

The Prest-O~Lite Company, Indianalml‘s'

Ind. Filed Jan. 27, 1912. (Prest-O in black

face letters.)

Fuel Feed System. Frederick

Filed Nov. 18.

(Lock for tank
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Stock . International

Champion Champion

Five Models $2750 to $3400

  

LUXURY AND UTILITY

1:1‘
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Electric I Center Electric LeftSelf Starter Control Lights Drive

HE NATIONAL car is the epitome of years work to combine

luxury and everyday reliable serwce. Twelve years of concentration

guarantees your noiseless, convenient National car.

Beneath the surface beauty is perfection in design and materials—

dfipendabllity, stamina and flexible power that is indefatigable.

Long stroke motor (4%:(6), left-side drive. center control, Gray & Davis electric

starter. Gray & Davis dynamo electric lighting system, Bosch double dual magneto,

multiple jet carburetor, 12-inch Turkish upholstery, tire pump integral part of motor,

128-inch wheelbase, Hofi‘eckcr speedometer, full floating rear axle, concealed baggage

compartments, tire carriers. full heavy nickel trimmings, powerful brakes, perfect oiling

system, robe rail, foot rest, foot mat in running board, concealed tool box, electric horn,

top. curtains. Trufi‘ault-Hartford Shock Absorbers in rear, adjustable ventilating and

rain vision windshield.

Book of Photographic Reproductions Sent Upon Request

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO., Indianapolis, Ind.
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NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE

LOCKWASHERS !

A CAR

Is

As STRONG

As

1T5WEAKBsT

PART

  

 
 

!

! Strong parts united by weak bonds are proportionately

weakened. Broken lock washers are dangerous. Soft lock

L g washers are ineffective.

! f NATIONAL LOCK WASHERS are conscientiously

" manufactured, and not just “turned out.”

‘ The millions in use place a sense of responsibility on our

3 shoulders which we are proud to carry.

f 2 That’s why we have never sacrificed quality.

l' 3 THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER co.

Newark, N. J.
I i Chicago, Ill.
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THE DIRTY CRANK
has made every motorist mad at some time or other, whether it was because “the darned

thing wouldn’t start,” or because the handle was dirty and greasy.

Cut It Out !!

ELIMINATE THE CRANK

by having your 1913 car equipped with an Electric Cranker. Electric Lights also from same

SYStem‘, all founded upon and furnished energy by an

 

 

 

 

STORAGE BATTERY

Use the Class A 6m: Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use the Class Bm Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Company

CLEVELAND, OHIO Chicago Branch—2241 Michigan Avenue
New York Branch—136 West 52d Street

San Francisco Branch —243 Monadnock Blgd
Detroit Branch—1 191 Woodward Avenue

Depots in All Principal Cities in the United Stalel, Canada and Mexico
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ElecfricWarnin85i800»
fill! PANTEED

A Good Single-Tone Elec

Guarantee Cannot

tric Horn With Unlimited

Be Made to Retail

At Less Than $8.00

and cord. It is designed to operate from any 6-voltHE Rexo horn is a real electric warning signal

guaranteed for life. It is made on modern

electrical principles in use upon thousands of

telephones throughout the world. The big point is

that it is manufactured in its entirety by a company

with years of experience in the manufacture of all

kinds of electrical apparatus, including power

boards, switch boards. police flash light systems,

city telephone systems, and other constant service

electrical devices.

On account of the reliability and low price of the

Rexo electric warning signal, it is destined to be

“standard equipment” upon most good cars of me

dium price for 1914. We have already sold over

65,000 Rexo horns for 1913 cars. 45,000 Rexo horns

of special design are specified by one car maker—

the largest electric horn order ever placed.

The Rexo horn comes complete with push button

Elyriu - Dean Product:

battery. The Rexo does not contain any moving

parts to require tri-weekly lubrication. monthly

overhaul, washing in gasoline, greasing, etc. There

is no danger from dust or moisture.

The operation is positive, winter or summer, as

there is no 011 to congeal.

The sound of the Rexo is loud, abrupt,_clear and

instantly responsive—unlike the motor-driven horn.

The standard Rexo for outside mounting is fin

ished in black enamel with polished nickel bell, or

black enamel with polished brass bell. We also

make a special “under the hood” horn.

For those who desire a complete warning system

on their cars, the Tuto two-tone horn offers the

highest grade and finest electric warning signal ever

devised.

Manufactured Only By

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY

Knnul City, M0. 501 Olive Street, Elyria, Ohio

“Look for Elyria-Dean Where Quality’s Seen ”

  

 

  

 

San Francisco, Cal.
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TRADE MARK

The Tuto Two -Tone

Electric Warning Signal

Electrically transmits two differ

ent and distinct sounds through

the horn, the degree of sound

being regulated by the pressure

of the thumb upon one button

located upon the steering wheel.

MOTOR WORLD

45

 

 

 

 

A Complete Signalling System

For All Driving—In One Device

HE Tuto Horn is a complete warning system.

It electrically transmits two different and dis

tinct sounds through a horn projector. One

button located upon the steering wheel produces a

service warning and an emergency signal—the

sound being regulated by the degree of pressure on

the button.

This is the only warning signal ever devised to

give the motorist a complete warning system in one

horn. Before the Tuto two—tone electric warning

Signal was introduced, careful motorists found it

necessary to equip their cars with two different

orns—one for touring—the other a bulb born for

citv driving. This has proven both expensive and

inconvenient.

Besides, the habitual use of the bulb horn for

ordinary driving has been the cause of accident upon

accident, as it did not make itself heard._ _Often it

was too late for‘ the driver to change posrtion from

the bulb horn to the emergency signal, because both

hands and feet were needed to operate the steering

wheel, clutch, brake and gears.

The Tuto electric warning signal is not a motor

driven horn. It is made upon modern electrical

principles in everyday use upon thousands of tele

phones. There is nothing to get out of order. It is

instantly responsive—a very important point in its

favor and a feature not possible with the motor~

driven horn.

It is made to operate upon any 6-volt storage bat—

tery or five ordinary dry-cell batteries. Neat metal

conduits for enclosing the cord where it passes up

the steering column preserves the neatness and

beauty of the car.

We manufacture ELYRIA-DEAN Ignition Sys

tems, Speedometers and electric starting and light

ing systems.

Elyrin-Denn Products Manufactured Only By

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY

501 Olive Street, Elyria, Ohio

“ Look for Elyria- Dean Where Quality’s Seen ”

Km“: City, Mo.

San Francisco, Cal.
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Not radical. freaky departures from so-called established design‘ but proved

; by every test superior to wooden wheels in strength, lightness and resiliency.

; giving an overplus in tire saving too big to be ignored or overlooked-—

Explaining why they are standard equipment on many of America’s lead

? ing cars.
You have got to form your own estimate through your confidence in the

judgment of car manufacturers who have grasped and adopted the wire wheel

7 idea as a big quality addition to their outputs.

'f’ Aside from their unusual ability to stand up under side swipes and unusual

i radial shocks, the point you. as a dealer, want to emphasize is the tire economy

" made positive and practical by McCue Wire Wheels.

It is the biggest selling argument ever hung on to any car, because it re

duces cost of upkeep. You know how this reduction appeals to the buyer.

McCue Wire Wheels hold tire—road pound—deterioration to a minimum.

for the very simple reason that they carry their maximum weight at the hub——

the minimum at the rim.

We have used the following illustration before. It is good enough to reprint.

You can strike a destructive blow with a ten pound hammer if you grasp it

by the handle. Reverse the operation by holding the head and striking with

the handle, and the result is harmless.
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The hub of the McCue Wire Wheel is the “hammer head.“ the

rim is the “handle"—and we hold to this form of construction so —

rigidly that we do not use the demountable rim for the simple

reason that it adds weight when and where it should not be added.

Here is our message to dealers:

You specify wire wheels on the cars you sell—now. Don’t wait for compe

tition to take this step; but entrench yourself now back of this wonderful

improvement.

@ Standard Company Spokes (S)

McCue Wire Wheels are built with (S spokes, products of the Standard

Company of Torrington, Conn.

Q spokes are made from wire of the same standard set by the Coventry

(England) Swaging concern.

It is superior to all other spoke material in tensional and torsional strength,

combining these with extreme bending quality. Special drawn carbon steel is

used in the construction of S spokes.

THE McCUE COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Who .Have Not Yet Taken Up This Cubit Horn

roposition—Read the Tersely Told Story

Above -This and the Succeeding Page.

i ' _ In The description spells quality all the way through, and it

ought to convince you that you can sell a real electric signal

at a modest price.

Afhx-‘
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You will wonder how we do it after you hear the signal.

Your customers Will move it off your shelves the instant they

  

'-.WM<P'I0."-Q

o

hear it.

We, are still in a position to make prompt deliveries, but

you, Mr. Dealer, Wlll do well to: get your order in today.
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Territory Closing Rapidly

For the Most Surprisingly Successful Seller Ever

Put Out in the Automobile Field.

Here is a signal, Mr. Dealer that will get right into the heart and the

pocketbook of every man in your territory who is still “honk—honking"

With the old-fashioned bulb arrangement.

Sales Are Now Runnilg Into Hundreds of Thousands

and that ought to be proof conclusive that you need the CUBlT HORN

in your business. It is clearly up to you to act now and malre the quick

sales and big profits that are coming to CUBlT HORN dealers all over

the country.

Send for full description and our terms to you. Address all communications to

Co.
Nonpareil Horn Manufacturing

73-75 Wooster Street, New York

Factory: 299 Ocean Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
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  To such dealers,

  

We Want to

Get Into Com. we are prepared

. . to submit a

munication

With Dealers

WhoKnowThat

the Service

They Render

to Their Cus

spark plug prop

 

osition that is as

faultless as the

plug itself—one,
A_g

which, in addi

 

 

tion to yielding

 

tomera ls Bound a libtral com

to Bring Big mission, will

Returns in the

Holding and

Making of

Trade.

keep car owners

satisfied and

in a'good

humor.
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Mezger Soot Proof

Spark Plugs, made

by one of the oldest

plug makers in

America, guarantee

  

their users against
  

short circuit or leak

age. They cannot

break down or they
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cannot go wrong.

  

These plugs, when installed. do their work year in and year out, even prac

tically eliminating the necessity for cleaning through burning up their own

soot.

We want every dealer to know that we are telling this story in detail to a

good many hundred thousand intelligent car owners—this, through a most

covering campaign involving the leading automobile publications of America.

These, in the aggregate, reach practically every car owner mm vicinity.

We want to help you to sell Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plugs. We are

taking this method to do it for we believe that a plug of recognized merit

should be brought to the attention of the car owning public through the use

of printer’s ink rather than through word of mouth “across counter.”

Write and get our interesting proposition. Let us send you literature

telligginLlairfivords how Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plgs aregpermanently

good and permanently “troubleless.”
 

We are creating the demand—you be prepared to meet it.
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Springfield Convertible Bodies

are the embodiment of refinement

in the matter of lines, material, fin

ish and ease of adjustment.

The runabout convertible body shown

here illustrates one extreme of a line that

goes on up to the highest grade limousine,

landaulet and town car.

Even this faithful reproduction cannot

approximate the beauty and convenience

of the equipments as they actually appear.

They must be seen to be fully appreciated.

The ease of operation is remarkable; the

tops are rapidly raised into position, the

doors are opened, the hinged glass swung

up into position, the remaining windows

are removed from a box in the back of

the front seat and buttoned into position,

completely enclosing the car in less time

than an ordinary top can be erected and

the curtains adjusted.

Write for brochure of reproduced photo

graphs.

A

SPRINGUHD METAL BODY CO.

> ‘ ~_V '_ Springfield, Mass.
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Hoffecker Speedometers and Waltl'am '

Time Pieces—then you are selling another

important item of service.

Hoffecker is to a speedometer what i ' r. i I 'i - A

Waltham is to a timepiece both names ‘ " ' " ~ ‘ ' ' ‘stand for quality of product known and “i

used wherever cars are found.

Hoffecker is to a Speedometer

What Waltham is to a Timepiece " ;

  

  

 

You cannot find better instruments anvwhere at any price and the fact Yl

that we can sell this combination to manufacturers at moderate cost empha- to

sizes this argument. T]

We subordinate selling cost .83
(which is overhead) to cost [Ii m1

of production, and to do this i m‘

we concentrate our adver- l Al
tising in a group of publica- ll

tions that reach prospective ‘ 11

car owners and owners t2

  

only. A sample two-page .q Lhi

spread of this advertising W

is shown here. l-l.
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You can judge Hoffecker -Waltham

worth by cost of production. These in

struments are turned out in factories

where design, material and workmanship

are paid for on a scale commensurate

with our ideals—and they are high.

  

Hoffecker is to a Speedometer

What Waltham is to a Timepiece

YOU, as a dealer, get the benefit of this advertising * it reaches the people

to whom you sell cars and accessories.

  

‘41v4.1a'5'3:,I\‘_

The car manufacturer gets the money we

save (through economical, effective advertis

ing) in the shape of the highest grade instru

ments at prices he can well afford to pay.
‘1“

\n‘AK-\'

i;

l

Again we say :

If you want to help your prospective car owner

to exceptional speed and time recording service,

i then specify Hoffecker Speedometers and

. Waltham Time Pieces.

-_‘-‘_
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W H E N ORDERING

BY MAIL, BE SURE

TO GIVE THE SIZE

WANTED OR MAKE

OF MOTOR.
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locates

the trouble

  

ONE LO0K
Lift the hood and look.

darkest night, tells the whole story of what’s \VI‘Ollg‘nvtllt

your ignition when your motor is equipped with ]-D \" 151b16

Gap Spark Plugs. '

  

'

A single glance, bright day or

Hunting around \\'llll matches, short le

cuiting with a screw driver, unscrewing the plugs to eXnmme

the points—all that fuss and loss ot time are. needless.

Visible Gap Spark Plugs

See how simple the secret of their efficiency is. In the porcelain-outside the mOth'

—is an opening or port. In the portion of the central electrode and facing this P011 15

an adjustable gap. regulated by knurled nut at the cap so that it can be widened Of Closed

entirely. Through this port you see if the spark is jumping the gap in the eleCtl'o ‘

lf there is no spark at the gap you know the trouble lies behind in Wiring. magnptoi

coil or batteries. If the spark jumps. but proper ignition fails to follovr. then the PM?“

must be fouled or carburetion is faulty. By widening the gap you can incrense intensity

of spark and scour the points clezin through the _l-D patented electrical action found In

no other plug.

There are other services this plug can render.

for any cylinder and uses minimum current.

Yet the Price Is Only $1.00
If your dealer cannot supply you. we will mail as many as you want prepaid on recall)! 0‘ Price

p ug.“Your money back or a new plu unless you are absolutely satisfied," goes with every _
A new edition of our classic 'Ignition and Spark Plug Talk" is just of? the press. Write for a free COPY

Jettery-Dewitt Company
565 Butler Avenue Detroit, Michitla“

Largest Manufacturers 0! Spark Plug: In the World

It facilitates timing of engine, regulates Spark

our gun rantee.
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Look Beneath the Motor Truck

ATCH the axles of the giant motor truck as it rumbles by, over the

rough roadway.

It swerves about other vehicles, bumps across car-tracks, jolts over cobblestones. The

xm-I_

'2"

'-\v

'X/C

  

great load bears with grinding force first to one side, then to the other.

Truck tires are solid, truck loads are heavy. Engine and transmission are attached

solidly to the frame and ride smoothly on the powerful springs, but the axles and their

bearings get every bit of the tremendous pound and vibration.

_ A five-ton truck itself weighs about 8,0001bs..

its load 10.000 more. The whole of this im

mense weight is supported by the sl’im“es Of

the front and rear axles.

In Timken-Detroit Axles (sizes for 5-ton

work) the front spindles are 2% inches, the

n?" Spindles 3% inches, in diameter. And

Timken-Detroit are the strongest axles made.

Rfllard for a proper factor of safety decrees

that the spindles shall not be smaller or lighter.

\‘ears of actual service show that they need not

be heavier.

Think how good the. steel must be. how care—

fully selected. machined, heat-treated and

ground to carry that 18,000 lbs. !

Onlvlong years of experience and the con

centration of an entire great organization on

axle-budding can develop the knowledge of

how to make axle spindles that are good enough

‘07 heavy commercial-car service.

The 18.000 lbs. rest, too, on U!!! hearings that

‘30?" the axle spindles—two hearings on each

Rmndle. eight in all. And in a Tiiiiken-Uetroit

ithf these are Timken TaperedRoller Bearings.

1‘ carry the load along their whole length,

not on mere points as ball bearings must.

So the 191,000 lbs. rest really on the rollers,

and not on all of them either, because only

one-filth of those rollers are under the load at

anyone time. Actually H.000 lbs. on 34 rollers

——an average 750 lbs. to the roller~twice that

on some—and the rollers average 95 of an inch

in diameter.

And mere weight isn't all—isn't even half.

Hammer blows due to jolting over rough roads,

and side pressure when corners are turned often

exceed weight! The bearings are constantly

meeting all of them at once!

Yet even this is not all! It is only what the

axles and bearings meet underideal conditions.

\\'hat about emergencies? ('areless driving,

overloading. the hundred and one extraordinary

stresses that the truck must meet, and meet

every day.

You can't count on your driver as you could

on yourself. You can't be sure he won't travel

at excessive speed, take chances, cut corners,

back too hard against the curb.

Axles and hearings have to meet these

rmrrgeriry requirements. They are inevitable

in motor-truck service. They must be antici

pated in truck axle and bearing design.

That's why, with succeeding years, there has

been steady development in truck axles toward

the Timken ideal of surplus strength for emer

gencies.

’From long experience. minutely tabulated,

Timken engineers have discovered the points in

axles where extra strength ts required.

And Timken engineers are backed by two

great Timken production organizations that

live up to their exacting speciiieations. Organ

izations of men Whose whole hearts are in the

work of building the best possible axles and

bearings for use in motor trucks and pleasure

cars.

Look then beneath the loaded truck as it

goes about the streets, \\ atch the axles at work.

think of the bearings hidden in the hubs, and

you will gain a new appreciation of the intricate

problem of good truck axle and bearing con

struction.

Get the whole interesting story of axles and

bearings by writing to either address below tor

the Timken Primers. T-3 "On the Care and

Character of Bearings," and T-4 "On the

Anatomy of Automobile Axles."

. THE TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE CO., DETROIT, MICH. R B

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO., CANTON, OHIO
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THE ONE PERFECT CAR

HOSE who are attending the Shows for the purpose of making an unpreju

diced study of motor car values. unanimously declare that all honors go to

the Abbott-Detroit.

i The Abbott-Detroit maintains its position as leader of mOtordom. It is the

- - incomparable and unapproachable ear. Persons already intimately acquainted

with this superb line go away with even greater appreciation of its superior value

than before. Every owner is fully convinced of the wisdom of his choice.

Some lines _véu have perhaps passed by with no more thought of buying or selling than

were you a customer looking for all-wool goods and nothing but cotton were shown you. But

when you approached the Abbott-Detroit booth you at once recognized the genuine article. You

were unable to find any other car that offered such beauty, comfort and mechanical perfection

at anything near the price and nothing in all-around qualities that could excel at any price.

we cannot put the truth too strongly. \\'e are dealing in cold. hard facts. The Abbott

Detroit is the maximum car. Ask any Abbott-Detroit owner what he thinks of his car. Those

who previously owned other cars are unanimous in their declaration that the car cannot be

matched at any price. This is as true with those having owned $5000 and $6000 cars as those

who paid much less. Unsolicited testimonials being received daily show that in scores of in

stances the 1912 model Abbott-Detroits have been driven from 10,000 to 20,000 miles through all

sorts of weather and road conditions without a single cent being spent for repairs.

If as an owner you want a car that will give you the same consistent service year after year,

you should buy an Abbott-Detroit. As a dealer you will hold your trade and insure future suc

cess by handling the only perfect and reliable car. ‘5

PRICES AND MODELS

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  84-40 3-pass., Roadster. ltB-lnch wheelbase - - $1700 44-50 7-pass., Touring Car. t2l-inch wheelbase - S2000

31-40 5-pass.. Touring Car. llfi-inch wheelbase - $1700 44-50 Battleship Roadster. l2t-inch wheelbase - 8215')

34-40 3-pass.. Colonial Coupe. llfi-inch wheelbase - 82000 44-50 7-pass., Limousine. lZl-inch wheelbase - - $3050

44-50 5-pass.. Deml-Tonneau. IZI-ineh wheelbase - 31975 Top. Windshield and Speedometer 8100 Extra

ABBOTT MOTOR COMPANY

607 Waterloo Street DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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Full complement of balls;

Solid one-piece separator;

Uninterrupted raceways;

Full depth of raceways to resist thrust.

These are the four essentials in ball bearing con

struction, found only in Gurney Ball Bearings

which enable us to make the broad claim that

no ball bearing on the market today has the

capacity and endurance of the

GURNEY BALL BEARING

No ball bearing is better than its raceway.

Gurney Ball Bearings excel because they are the

only bearings possessing uniform raceways of

the right contour.

No other ball bearing manufacturers can pro

duce the perfect raceways that we produce, nor

can they assemble, with as many balls, a complete

bearing, with a single piece separator. as we do,

without slotting the raceway.

Our right to claim the position of producers

of the most efficient ball bearing on the market

lies in the fact that the above statements are all

true. and proveably 50.

Nothing will please us

more than an opportunity

to demonstrate the truth

of these facts to your en

tire satisfaction.

Gurney Ball Bearing C0.

New YorkJamestown
  

aka-ha-_-...__l-._~__.-A-_.____J
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The Sheldon Steel Wheel performs a

double function in truckdom. lt posi

tively eliminates the necessity of wheel

replacement and it reduces tire wear to

the minimum.

Destruction tests carried out in our'

factory showed conclusively that a pen

dulum blow which demolished a wooden

wheel had little or no elfect on the Shel

don Steel Wheel.

The Sheldon Steel Wheel is resilient.

lts weight at the periphery is negligible.

All frictional heat radiates quickly from

the metal. These three points contain

a message of vital importance to truck

owners or- manufacturers because they

mean greater tire economy.

All the quality of design and workman- __

ship that have made our springs and

axles famous for their indestructibility will

be found in this latest addition to the

Sheldon line.

SHELDON AXLE CO.
WILKES-BARREL PA.

CHICAGO BRANCH ‘ 68 East llrh St.

021 ROIT BRANCH 1215 Woodward Ave.
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Every Reliable Accessory Dealer

should have our attractive proposition on
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neFEPs CARBllRETOR
You've heard so much about wonderful carburetors that you’re probably case-hard

ened in skepticism. We submit, however, these two series of facts for your consideration.

FIRST. The Carburetor is today the most imperfect part of the automobile, and far behind, in effi

ciency, every other accessory. There’s real need of a real carburetor.

SECOND. The Feps Carburetor splendidly meets that need. It involves an entirely new principle of

auxiliary air supply, producing a marvelous increase in flexibility; an absolutely perfect mixture at all

speeds, with an increase of 25% to 50% in miles per gallon of fuel on any car. It contains no springs,

no balls, no cams, no reeds, and all adjustments once made are permanent. It gives a perfect mixture

with any grade of gasoline and is unaffected by altitude, weather conditions or change of temperature.

It also embodies a never-failing quick-starting device.

The first fact you cannot dispute, the second you probably will, until you test out

the Feps at our risk. Get in line with the Feps now for increased business and profit.

  

Write at once for

Descriptive Illustrated Booklet

Schoen=Jackson Company

Department “ F "

Media, Pa.
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A Steel Truck Body That Is

Worthy of Your Truck

The Budd All Steel Body represents the last word in the art of truck body

building. It stands for security, strength, safety and sanitation. It insures your

truck a body that is practically indestructable---a body that will stand up under

the most severe wear and tear---giving the maximum of service---needing the

minimum of repair. It will not rot or crack. It cannot split or warp. It eliminates

fire risk entirely and by reason of its light weight is correspondingly easy on tires.

In a word it represents truck body efficiency to the utmost degree.

BUDD stilt BODIES

  

llllllllllllllllll““i

  

 

 

  

are made of patent, leveled, open-hearth steel.

By use of special machinery and dies and an

exclusive process of manufacturing, the bodies

are fashioned into shape. The frame is

strongly welded together and becomes practi

cally a single unit.

The panels are either welded or hot riveted

into place. The floor is corrugated and will

withstand the roughest usage. Thus great

strength, the main requisite of a truck body,

is achieved. But not at the expense of light

ness, for the strength of the Budd All Steel

Body lies in its scientific construction—each

pound of metal used being carefully appor

tioned and balanced.

All corners are made round. There is no

place for the accumulation of dirt or germs,

and as each body can be readily flushed with

water without any danger of damage or ab

sorption, perfect sanitation is possible.

The perfected welding process employed

carefully conceals all joints and seams, thus

the surface of the body is perfectly smooth.

This, together with the fact that the enameled

finish is “oven-baked” on at a higher tempera

ture than is possible with wood, assures a fin

ish that is not only extremely handsome but

exceptionally long lasting as well. Yet with

all these manifold advantages the Budd Body

actually costs no more than a first-class body

of wood.

Budd All Steel Bodies are furnished with

priming coat only or completely enameled or

lettered. They can be made in any style or

design and of any capacity. Whether you

manufacture commercial vehicles or simply

contemplate purchasing a truck, it will pay you

to investigate the Budd All Steel Body. We’ll

be pleased to furnish you estimates and any

information you desire. Write us today.

Edward G. Budd Manufacturing Company

Ontario and I Streets

Detroit Office and Showroom

Philadelphia, Pa.

796 Woodward Avenue
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Whether your motive power is electricity or gasoline, your problem is one of

power transmission rather than power creation. )4an flxlea least ob

struct the flow of power from your motor to your wheels.

Our position in this industryAfter an electric car leaves the

allows us, we believe, to

‘IIIHIIIHHIHIHHHHHH'IUHHlIIHHY
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garage, no further addition

can be made to the charge

which its batteries carry.

flmeal'an flxleo because

of their minimum of fric

tion, perfect construction

and highest quality work- r

manship, will give you the

maximum mileage of which

that charge is capable.

 
 

speak with authority to

every prospective car own

er on this important sub

ject. We designed and built

the first Bevel-Drive Axle

used by an electric car in

America. Today 80 per

cent. of the electrics in this

country use mm

6

Only in flmw'mn .fibdet can you have the choice between the highest developed

type of bevel gears and the famous Lanchester-Daimler Worm Drive.

We hold the exclusive American rights as axle manufacturers of the Lanches

ter-Daimler Worm Gearing, through the Warner Gear Co., of Muncie, Ind.
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THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.

Edgewater Park & L. S. & M. S. Ry. CLEVELAND, OHIO

—-—~
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Victory

For the Magnetic Speedometer

Scientific Approval

Below we publish the report of Henry S. Caihart,

of Michigan University, one of the world’s foremost

scientists. In this paper he proves from start to finish

the superiority of the magnetic speedometer. Read

every word. It’s interesting. Thus you see the scien

tific world approve and select the magnetic speedo

meter as the most practical and most accurate.

In addition to this over 98% of the automobile manu

facturers have chosen the magnetic speedometer.

Over 95% of all the speedometers to be manufac

tured during 1913 will be built on the magnetic principle.

Over 400,000 cars for 1913 will be equipped with

a magnetic speedometer.

What more need be said ?

 
 

Professor Carhart submits his purely scientific

and unbiased report as follows:

“The problem in designing a speedometer is to

convert the continuous rotation of a flexible shaft

into the one-way deflection of an indicating dial;

in addition, this conversion must be effected in

such a manner that the deflection at any instant

shall be proportional to the speed with which the

shaft rotates.”

“It is clear that there can be no continuous

mechanical gearing to effect the transfer; for

while the shaft goes round and round, the dial

turns against a retractile or biasing spring only

until a balance depending upon the speed is estab

lished. The dial then remains stationary until the

speed of the shaft changes.”

The Magnetic vs. Centrifugal Type

“Two principles only are in use for the trans

fer of the motion of the shaft to the indicating

dial: centrifugal force and magnetic induction. In

the centrifugal instrument the rotating mass must

change its position relative to the shaft in obedi

ence to the centrifugal force acting upon it; this

motion must be transmitted by complex mechan

ism to the indicating hand sweeping over the .dial.

The mechanism includes levers, springs, rings,

and cams, and the transmission is indirect and

circuitous.”

"In the magnetic type of instrument, the rota

tion of the magnet by the shaft induces electric

currents in the disc or cylinder of the indicating

member, and by a well known law the disk or cyl

inder is flexibly dragged around after the magnet.

The disk or cylinder would rotate continuously

with the shaft were it not held back by a biasing

spring. This device may be described as a mag

netic gearing or friction drive directly converting

a rotation into a one-way defection by means of

the withholding spring.”

“There are several evident advantages in favor

of the magnetic instrument:”

One Magnetic Advantage

“Its simplicity of design and construction. It

contains only one rotating member, one deflection

indicator, and one spring, as compared with the

multiplicity of springs, levers, and cams of the

centrifugal type. The various members of the

w
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Read Every Word of this Important Report

centrifugal system are held in contact by springs

with sliding friction; hence the liability to change

in tension with age and use, with a consequent

derangement of the indications.”

Another Magnetic Advantage

“The torque on the indicating member of the

magnetic speedometer is strictly proportional to

the speed. The rotations of the shaft are directly

and immediately convertible into a deflection of

the disk or cylinder with its indicating hand or

scale. On the other hand it is a well known law

that centrifugal force varies as the square of the

speed of rotation. Further, the motion of the

rotating mass in obedience to the centrifugal force

acting on it increases the radius of rotation and

thus further augments the acting centrifugal force

above the square of the speed. Again, a resolu

tion of this force into an effective and a non~ePfec

tive component further complicates the transmis

sion, so that an open scale of approximately equal

parts is obtained only by the use of an irregular

cam at the end of a series of springs and levers.”

Still Another

“In permanency of calibration the magnetic

Speedometer is superior to the centrifugal. The

experience of twenty-five years and of thousands

of electricians with the Weston direct current am—

Ineters and voltmeters shows without any ques

tlon that permanent magnets, properly aged, re—

tain their magnetic strength to a most remarkable

degree. The degree in the accuracy of reading of

electrical measuring instruments is much in excess

of that needed in speedometers; and yet the mag

nets of the former are so permanent as to leave

almost nothing to be desired.’.’

‘.‘On the other hand, it is well known among

engineers that “tachometers,” which measure

speed of rotation by direct application to the shaft

of a machine, are not reliable to anything like the

degree obtaining with electrical measuring instru

ments. Tachometers must be frequently checked

to be at all dependable. They work on the cen

trifugal principle, and differ from speedometers

only in certain details of arrangement. All me

chanical engineers know that the centrifugal

steam engine governor has long since been dis

placed by more sensitive and dependable devices.”

The Most Important Advantage

“The simplicity of construction and the small

number of parts and bearings in the magnetic

speedometer justify the conclusion that its dura

bility is superior to that of the other type. There

is nothing to wear out in the indicating section of

the magnetic instrument, and the shaft carrying

the magnet suffers no more from use than the cor

responding member of the centrifugal type. Man

ufacturers’ Note (in fact, because of sixty per cent

less speed, the advantage on this score must of

necessity be with the magnetic type). The multi

plicity of contacts and springs in the latter offer

many more chances for wear and depreciation.”

(Signed) HENRY S. CARHART,

Professor Emeritus of Physics,

University of Michigan.

Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corporation

Executive Office, 1826 to 1852 Diversey Boulevard

Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

BRANCHES:

Atlanta ‘ ' ' d N Y k Toronto Ont.Denv r Philadel hia St. Louis Clevelan cw or _ _ ,

g-“fii110 . Indiaiiapolis Pittsburgh Boston Detrort _ Minneapolis Pans

mcmnm Los Angeles San Francisco Chicago Kansas City London, Ont.
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0 you who are trying to decide

which car to buy we want to

offer a few suggestions.

 

You have looked at many difierent makes

of cars. You have found that in most re—

spects they are very much alike. They have

nearly the same specifications; the same

equipment; the same general appearance——

at least, while new.

To choose wisely. you must look into all

the unseen factors, in which lie the differ—

ences between cars. Study the cars, of

course. Insist that your car have all the

modern features. But before you invest

your money—whether you buy a Chalmers

or not—be sure to get satisfactory answers

to the following questions:

1. How long has the com

pany been in business?

Is it a sound, well-managed institution?

Has it demonstrated its ability to manufac

ture successfully? Is it progressive? Is it

likely to be in business permanently? Is it

big enough and strong enough to attract the

best class of dealers?

The kind of car you get depends abso

lutely upon the kind of a company that is

behind it.

No company is more firmly established

or better managed th‘an'the Chalmers. It

has long been "first" in its class.

2. Does the company manu

facture its own parts or mere

ly assemble ?

This is a vital question. The company

\hat eliminates the parts-makers' profits is

able to put into its car better value for

your money. It can manufacture its own

parts more accurately, and it can give you

service and supply your needs for years to

come.

No automobile company manufactures a

greater proportion of the parts of its car

than the Chalmers Company.

3. What do owners say about

the car ? Are they satisfied ?

Owners of a car are the people who know.

They are the .ones whose opinion is the

result of experience—satisfactory or other

\vise. So take the general opinion of the

owners and you will make no mistake. Be

guided by their opinion of car, company

and dealer.

Chalmers owners are satisfied. We are

glad to have you ask their opinion of Chal

mers cars.

4. Has the car itself quality

or is it merely a collection of

“ features ”?

Be sure the car you buy has the real

“class” and in-built quality that comes only

from painstaking workmanship all the way

from deSigner to final inspector.

Chalmers cars have all the “features” and

all the conveniences that any cars have. In

addition they have Chalmers quality in

every line, in every part.

5. Will the car command a

good price in case you care

to sell it two or three seasons

hence ?

to Decide, Isn’t It?

Of course you are not buying your car

with the idea of selling it. But it is well to

know that you can sell it at a good price

if later you want to do so. Furthermore,

the cars that bring good prices second-hand

are the cars that are standard, the cars that

are built to last, the cars that the public

knows are good.

_Chalmers cars have for years brought the

highest second-hand prices of any cars in

their class.

“Thirty-Six” (4 cyl. 36 h. p.) $1950

“Six” (6 cyl. 54 h. p.) . $2400

“ 30" (4 cyl. 30 h. p.) . $1600

(Pri're: indud: full equi'pmm! and are

f. a. b. Dara”)

HESE cars have all the modern features

of convenience and comfort. ‘In powrr.

speed, comfort and convenience, in beauty.

style and luxury the Chalmers offers you

the utmost value.

But greater than these tangible things.

more valuable to you, more worth_the

mOney you invest are the intangible things

behind the car—the Chalmers factory and

the Chalmers organization. No other cars

can give you these added values that make

the_ Chalmers the choice of the wisest m0

torists.

If you make careful comparisons, we be

lieve you will decide on the Chalmers. And

when you do we urge you to place your

order at once. It's not long till spring now.

and the only way to insure early delivery Ll

by an early order.

Chalmers Motor Compang, Detroit
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The Ward Leonard System

No car complete without it

  
 

  

 
 

The completely equipped car of the future

will as surely have a reliable and efficient

lighting and starting system as it will have

tires.

The motoring public has been educated to

demand electric lighting and starting, and its

demands can be easily and satisfactorily met

by the installation of the \VARD LEONARD

SYSTEM. Motorists want electricity to light

and start their cars. A/Ianufacturers have al

ways desired to give it to them, but they have

failed because they have absolutely missed the

connecting link between satisfactory lighting

and starting, and the automatic control of the

lighting dynamo.

It is this control of the dynamo that gives

the \VARD LEONARD user satisfaction with

his lighting and starting outfit. We use a

shunt-wound dynamo for lighting and a series

motor for starting. Every electrical engineer

knows that the use of these two standard de

vices, not joined in the same unit, represents

the height of electrical experience and judg

ment.

N0 guess work about the \VARD LEONARD

SYSTEM. Its electrically operated switch

controls the amperage with absolute regularity,

regardless of the speed of the automobile.

Engineers the world over have endorsed

the WARD LEONARD design. Satisfied

users in all partsof the earth testify to the

practical perfection and the unerring opera

tion of the finished WARD LEONARD

product.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.

BRONXVILLE, N. Y. 110

W

“
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Satisfaction

Parts .of automobiles, motorcycles and

accessories must be made accurate to stand

severe strain.

  

We carry also a full line of cap and set

screws, A. L. A. M. and hex. brass nuts.

Send us one of your parts. Let us show

how economically you can buy NAMCO parts

-—-how much they will save you in the end.

Ask for the “Special Milled Products” book.

NAMCO products are made exactly to your

specifications. The threads are clean and accu

rately cut. They start easily and fit correctly.

This snug fit makes them hold under the pound

and jar of rough roads. They reduce repairs

and help to make your car a satisfactory in

vestment to its owner.

The National-Acme Manufacturing Co.

Screw Machines and Their Products

Cleveland, Ohio

BOSTON DETROIT

Automatic

ATLANTA MONTREAL

CHICAGO

  

   

. _ \ _ 3*.“

  

  

The Most Practical Chain

for Motor Trucks

Because the “Whitney” Cotter Detachable Chain can be easily sepa

rated at any link and lengthened, shortened, or repaired without the use

of any special tool. This is of great advantage to truck builders, owners

  

and drivers.

“Whitney” Chains are used by the leaders because they are strong, accu

rate, .dependable and above all long lived. They are made right and

they’re made from the right kind of material, thus giving highest efii

Clency. When making replacements insist on a “Whitney.”

“Whitney” Chains Are Built for Strains

THE WHITNEY MFG. 60., Hartford, Conn.

  

  

Endurance Givesi

 

  

  

éahgaaw
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"INVISIBLE

Auromogn.

The detachable and r

water-tight features of .

our No. 119 Automo- "

bile Door Hinge, in

addition to the inter

locking action, makes

this the best, as well

as the strongest con

structed concealed

hinge on the market.

Made in two parts, it

1 is easily attached and

‘ detached. Water will

not reach the wood

of the body through

the hinge. When in

l stalled holds the door

rigid and at the same

time has a perfectly

smooth action.

Send now for cata

log and full particu'

SUSS

MANUFACTURING

BUMPANY -~

_ 435-443 Atlantic Avenue

' Bllflllllllll, N. Y.

Dependable

Deliverl es

ELIVERY dates

are of utmost impor—

tance. Delay in shipments

means loss of money.

We guarantee prompt deliveries.

Warner Quality and Warner eight

‘ t year old reputation for making ~.

highest class gears is back ofthe

product.

Car makers interested

7' in the Quality and

~' _. Meritthatrneans

absolute safety

and satisfaction

will do well to

write.

We modily our de

signs to meet detail

requirements, or

build to approved

designs on sea

sons quantity opecificltionl.

\ Philadelphia, Glenwood Av. antlan St.

Detroit, 628 Ford Building

 

 

  

Warner Gear (20.

nvmci e ~ Indiana.

  

 
 

 

 

N the 14 important automobile road

races of 1912, Bosch Spark Plugs

were on every winner—14 long, try—

ing contests—~14 proofs of Bosch Plug

superiority. These tests included

The Vanderbilt Cup The Grand Prize

Elgin Trophy The Santa Monica

500 Mile Sweepstakes The Aurora Trophy

When the majority of racing drivers

and manufacturers entering cars in im

portant road races use one make of

plug you can be positive that reliability

and efficiency are in that plug; you can

be assured of its meeting your every

requirement.

When fitting out be sure you buy

Bosch Plugs: they are as good as Bosch

Magnetos.

From Your

Dealer or $Direct from

BOICl'l .——- IN T" U.S.

Write lo-day for I'Lomzting the Spark Plug"

Bosch Magneto Company

224 West 46th Street, New York
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Compare its constru

The Selden is acknowledged the

ercial car. Prr

HE SELDEN TRUC

Ffimwy 20, 1913

n—owmw-a

IS the result of careful study and well directed effort on the part of expert

truck engineers to produce a stronger, better, and more efficient truck than

any other of like capacny, regardless of cost.

BEST ONE-TON TRUCK ON THE MARKET

‘ t It embodies every feature that stand

‘ highest type of comm

s for efficiency and economy. It is the

)ve it yourself by making an investigation.

ction, part by part, with any other one-ton truck.

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

ll‘ See the Huda "Little Six" at fl 1‘

“ the Coliseum. Chicul-I". Feb~ t ‘;\ ‘

  

.n"
\

SHOW NOTICE :

  

ruary lat to February 15th.

$paces N0. 102. 103. 104, loca

ted in Coliseum Annex. 2nd

family increase.

trusted with the family reputation,

MY PORTRAIT

There's a family resemblance

 

  

‘1.

 

Buda “Lillie- Six,"MoJcl "$5"

 

 

l 108 So. Michi'nn Ave., Chime

.- I ".1 ’1l; a. A,

Manufacturer:

“You already know The. Ruth family of ‘fFonrs“—tho.<e Pioneers of the “Cast-in-Block”

BEllL‘Vlllg that eyerythmg experimental has been eliminated from

i am now introduced to the Society of Motordom.

“LITTLE SIX”

“The Part That Sells The Car"

BRANDENBURG & COMPANY

  

  

  

 
 

  

Send for Special Bulletin to

57th & Broadway, New York City

Sales

facilities.

Selden Truck Sales Co.

184 East Avenue, ROCHESTER,

fl'1‘“
:3.. won-fr;

Let’s em.

Sold on Easy Terms

Agents make 5 sales on these terms to

1 on a cash basis.

Some desirable territory is still unas

signed. Write today fo_r agency propo

sition and complete details of the Selden

Give sales and service

N. Y.

  

SPECIAL NOTICE:

We have recently opened a

new department for the man

, i l; ufacture of transmissions [or

' electric selistartersnndt'orged

steel ring gears for fly wheels.

 

 

“QM - r»: _ .

 
 

S O M E O F MY

QUALIFICATIONS

Long stroke, enclosed valves,

with large working diameter of

1%", noiseless turning gears,

3 point suspension, special self

contained oiling system with

srtive plunger pump, extra

arge bearings, centrifugal water

pump, ample waterjacket, etc, etc.

 

 

  

Wolnvltolnqnlrleslorthhchlolwr‘k.

. 9’

quaInted

method in U. S. I am the latest

my behavior and that I am fit to be

I am at your service.“
 

 

Ford Buildinl. Detroit

  

l

  

ill"

:9s
S‘s;

  

  

  

 

l
l

l
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Elle Largest Automobile Supply House l_I! America

WE WILL EXHIBIT

at the

AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR BOAT SHOWS

We are now collecting data for our 1913 Annual Catalog, which will contain 256 or more

pages and will have a circulation of not less than 100,000 copies throughout the world.

Manufacturers of ACCESSORIES, who are making Parts, Fittings and Sundries for use

on Automobiles, Motor Boats, Motorcycles or Aeroplanes, are requested to send us catalogs

or circulars and make us a proposition regarding cataloging and handling their material, and,

in quoting us, please take into consideration the fact that we have Fourteen Branch Stores

and quote our prices F. O. B. Each Branch.

Catalog Mailed to Anyone on Request

CHAS. E. MILLER, 23:2: 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City

Order from Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E Miller.

ALBANY, N. Y.—-l35 Central Avenue. ATLANTA, GA.—259 Peachtree St.

CLEVELAND. OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—318 North Broad St.

BOSTON, MASS—202404 Columbus Ave. NEW ORLEANS, LA.—-601-603 Baronne St.

HARTFORD, CONN.—274. Trumbull Street. NEWARK. N. .—274 Halsey Street.

DETROIT, MICH.-—-227-229 Jefferson Ave. SPRINGFIEL , MASS—Bridge and Dwight Ste.

  

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street.

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway.

BROOKLYN. N. Y.—-l421 Bedford Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—824 Main Street.

 

 

    

 

 
 

1.332;??? .

WGYSj“

. ’ .v. ,

’ r

  

The Prest-O-Lite
Automatic Reducing Valve

\Vith this device attached to your Prest-O-Lite,

you do not have to turn _the tank valve up or down

to get the'correct flame in the lamps.

Turn on the gas, light your lamps, and the flame

is bound to be Just right, Without any adjusting.

It pays for itself in gas saved, so its convenience

costs you nothing.

Unlike other reducing valves, the Prest-O-Lite

Automatic gives the correct gas pressure at all times,

whether the tank is full. half full, or nearly empty.

It is truly automatic in its action. Price $3.00

Anyone can attach it in less , = ; .

than five minutes.

  

' THE CROXTON SIX

_ The car for 1913 is pre-eminently the Croxton

Six. Made with all the strength we have put intO

our taxicabs with new exclusive features and ex

treme elegance of line and finish.

You should know more about this car; also abOUt

. the new model “Croxton Four.”

 

The name Croxton on your car will show that

v , I . . .i)011 haye a machine built for serVice and comfort,

-‘ eXPCI'lCIlCCd, successful engineers. '

  

Your dealer has it or will quickly

get it for you. If not we’ll send it

to you on receipt of price. Try

our dealer first. Every Prest~O~

ite Branch Office has this Auto

matic Reducing Valve in stock.

The Prest-O-Lite Co.

287 E. South St. Indianapolis, Ind.

Bmllan Irml Factory nl llfllcl. lurrlttnl, flli.

Write for catalog giving full specifications. Ask

for Booklet A—Z.

The Croxton Motor Car Co.

WASHINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA

\\
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Atyvater Kent

tion System
Time was when automobile en

gineers and the general motoring

PUblic thought they must equip

their cars with a magneto. Today

this idea is fast waning—in fact, it

has been discarded by many of the

foremost automobile engineers

and discriminating motorists who

are now demanding a more de

pendable source of current on

their cars.
The increasing use of electric

lighting and starting equipment

necessitates an ignition system

better than the magneto—a sys

tem producing a uniformly hot

speeds as well as high-a system givmg a hot

k with the motor at a standstill—alsystem that

hanism as well as in operation,

and maintenance cost-i_n brief, a

system of ignition that will measure up_to the highest re

quirements of the most modern automobile practicei) d _n

Such is the Atwater Kent Ignition System—emho tyithg

the best features of both magneto and battery, Wit on

f either. I
welalleir‘hcesriiiei? the Atwater Kent System can be easily and

quickly installed on any standardomake of motor, new 0

‘ the rice 0 a mag e . ‘ .
Okii ydiiliitalire aniiinsatisfactory magneto, or if year rzpvtvortg

not equipped with a half time shaft, you can use t :1{n athe

Kent System by means of our magneto gear man i g,

cost of which is nominal.

In addition to our standard Type F

System, we are marketing a new model

-Silent Type K with automatic 'spark

control and insulated primary circuit.

  

spark at low

starting spar _
is simple in principle and mec

and reasonable in initial

Whether you are interested in motor care

ae manufacturer, dealer, owner, or pro:

pectiue buyer, you should have a copy of

our booklet “D.” It covers the subject

authoritatively and thoroughly and even

the most experienced will find it interesting

  

  

 

reading. ‘

miletNiMmWoitiis
4940 Stenton Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.

New York DISTRIBUTORS:

cm. 0. . .j .................................... Jain; than; stair “int-‘5' ' E‘S’m“ °°'
sulfiw‘ailzziSDCCI.‘ .. . . . . . .Chanslor & Lyon 3.'.1Wei|°1lstot:ali-Nilc!i1¥:>ll); 2:.

o h I I ~ _ ~ I ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. u iii: And I

can“..noox._ . . Omaha Rubber Co., Powell Aiiat; aSuioil; 3::

In“... I . I i ‘ v l ~ ' . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sanford) Br°5_

Denver._. . . . . . . . . U ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' "F‘Sk C0" of Te!“

L1_Louie. . v . . . . ~ i - ' - -A\"° Equipment Co

"satires """" " -- i ' A“‘° “mm” °°
' - - ~ - ~ - A a - . - t . . . . . . . . . . i h ' . ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ’ ' ‘ cc

“'Knngas City Autoagggg{ye

Olion....>.,......i. . .H 00!“ py hB .M! Supl SOD

REMY MAGNETOS

400 SOLD DAILY

This is not the record of a single day.

This is a daily average—for four months

ending with January—of cars newly

equipped with Remy magnetos. These

figures have never been approached by

any other manufacturer.

Inductor Type—Simplest, Strongest

Built for 24-hour a Day Service

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

World's Largest Ignition Factory

Anderson, Indiana

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

"FORTY” $1985

  

The best four-cylinder forty

horsepower car on the market

with separate electric starting

and lighting, and separate igni

tion systems. The economical

four speed forward transmission

is another big asset.

 
 

Address Dept. W for Catalog

KLINE MOTOR CAR CORPORATION

Richmond, Va. York, Pa.

Main Olllcc and Factory, Richmond. Vl
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@ENZ
Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the ofiset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for_both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ AIITU IMPUIII' CUMPANY 0F AMERICA

280 West 84th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz 8: Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

Uszom THIS

PUBLICATION
' r [i

ENGRAVING CO.

295 PVCK BUILDING

~309 LAFAYETTE Sl.‘£"-HOUSTON

NEW YORK

TELEPHONESISPRLNG

ESTABLISH ED l87l

  

The SCHRADER

Universal Tire Pressure Gauge

\

k15!
b

‘tf‘J

N
-u~

' W/Ll

‘ v / rum/v.47:

.i 75%

OF YOUR

TIRE

TIMI/Elf

leg

1'

E

.I/Nillé'fi“

O.
I“ i.

t!

Z)

LIL/2iwt.

or

Y’01.???7‘71?‘

Caesars

TIREJP'

  

For Sale by Tire Manufacturers, Jobbers, Dealers, Garages or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc., 32 Rose Si., New York

 

 

 
 

Lauth-Juerlons

Trucks are Do

Iivery Insurance

DURABILITY

  

QUALITY

  

  

"III IIII‘QQL

  

  

.:,_-1-'.\ .. . * 'e

yLAUTH-.IUERGEI\'S TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST l.\' CONSTRUU

tion. most powerful in operation and the motors are guaranteed against

detective workmanship and material for the lite of the t'ruck. The!

are positively the blithest class trucks made. Two cylinder. one-ton.

tour cylinder, one. two and three-ton. Four speeds forward. Hess-Bright

ball bearing transmission made in our own shops of the finest tool

steel three-piece disc rlutrb. covered 13' patents owned by us. Sand

for 1912 Catalog and specifications. rompt delivery on all models

Large publicity campaign Just begun. Our quality will do the rest.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory {or 1912 at Once.

The lsuth-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont. 0hlo.
\

Branehen and Agencies

BOS'I‘ON—stl'd Abrams. 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—West Side Garage k Motor Co., 160-162 10lst St.

CHICAGO—The Lnutb-Juerzens Motor Car 00.. 2630-32 Wabash Ave.

NEWARK. N. Ill—Merchants Motor Car C0.. Easel Build . o

DETROIT MICK—Bier] Auto Truck Sales A 0110,, 453 Dix Ave. ‘

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND VICINITY— owles Motor Sales '.'.lo.r

1mg, mm: 14"» St N W._ wnl'iinflflfl. D "
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Jones Speedometers

measure speed by centrifugal force which istable, fixed and unvarying for each, speed S

The instruments are permanently accurate

because there is nothing to adjust, nothing to

balance, nothing to counterpoise, nothing to

compensate.

THE JONES SPEEDOMETER

Broadway at 76th St.

l Bush Terminal, Broolll n, N. Y.PM“ 1 New Rochelle. n. Y. y

New York

 

Dir _ How to Repair an Inner Tube

caniefgorzssé Ilatc; tub; between plates of the Imperial Vul

e cu ;ti t - ‘ _g en thur’nsbscrews, put a little gasoline

in pronged recepta- _ u"! 'Wiq ,

cle; ignite. You have \ () \l were

is) :

  

made a permanent i ( 51

repair in IS minutes; "'

saves time; and

saves money.

  

  

 

' aluminum:

Weighs 3 pounds. The pleasure oi your trip may depend on this little

Cm

friend. Have one with you always.

C l ' lriflibzrfletoiungo eniiiiiigch- Guaranteed to Satisfy

NICKEL PLATED tures. At an d l 'Patent Pending or sent iiyreifparg;w

McGRAW TIRE 8: RUBBER CO., Dept. E, East Palestine, Ohio

 

 

 

 

 

LOOK AT THE

NAME PLATE

It is the one thing that puts lamp

quality strictly up to the concern

making the lamp.

  

this word will be on thousands of lamps

this year. On every one the name plate is

our personal guarantee of a good lamp.

Send for Guide Book No. 6.

THE GUIDE MOTOR LAMP MFG. CO.

2071 East Fourth Street Cleveland, Ohio

 

All Types ot Radiators Built, Rebuilt and Repaired

We Build Individual Radiators tor (lar 0wners

All charges for repair work are based on actual

time consumed. Our work is absolutely guaranteed.

Livingston Radiators

If you will send in your old radiator, we will be glad

to give you an estimate either on repairing it. or on

rebuilding it with a Livingston core of patented tubes,

or on building a complete new radiator.

LIVINGSTON RADIATOR & MFG. COMPANY

Randall Building. w. 52d Street, New York City 

 

 

  

 
   

 

 

Protect the Car With a Bull m

I—SAFE, POSITIVE AUTt) LOCIIING DEVICE

Dealers, Here’s a Seller

The Bull Dog Auto Lock will prevent theft_and joy

riding. Is simple in construction, strong, and Will tit any

car with a sliding transmissmn.

Retail price, $2.50. Every car owner wants one. Get

our proposition, order a supply and see them move.

CONSOLIDATED MACHINE WORKS

6036 Wenrworth Avenue Chicago, Illinois

 

 
  

 

WHEN attending the coming

Boston Automobile Show do not

fail to visit Space 220, Basement, and

see the new 6-CYLINDER K-D

SLIDING CRESCENT VALVE

MOTOR on exhibition by the

KNIGHT-DAVIDSON COMPANY

Boston - - JVIassachusetts

 

 
 

   

 

 
 

   

p“ Diamond

‘ SAFETY TREAD

(Squegeei TIRES

'1 THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO. OF N-Y.

Sublidiary of The B. F. Goodrich a

AKRON, OI'TIO

  

 

___~

-----—-~_
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The New Process Boar Corporation

Cut Gears of Quallty

Complete Dlfl’erentlels

The New Process Gear Corporation

evnaouae, n. Y.

The New Process Boar Corporation

 
 

 

TRIPLEX
A FUEL SAVE! and

A M 0N E Y SAVER

Increases Power

Decreases Cost

The Triplex is a device placed be

“ tween the manifold and the carbure

_ ‘" tor to break up the mixture. No

matter how imperfectly the carburetor does its work, the Triplex equalize:

the mixture, producing an explosive gas of even, uniform quality that will

burn clean to the last atom._ This means that the user gets all the power

s11 the time—that every fraction of energy to be obtained from the (lsoline

ll Produced and used. There 18 absolutely no waste. Hi In proof gasoline

is made put of_low, and over 25% is saved on every gal on. For further

mlormation write us.

BREMER-WILSON MFG. (10., 1256 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

AUSTERMELL & HANSON.

$50 Phelsn Bldg.. San Francisco. Cal., Western Representatives.
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ELECTRIC

LIGHTING

SYSTEMS

  

car on: be brought np-to—date wlth the

Aolco eoulpments. The first electrical"

llozhted automobile was Aplco lighted.

TIIE APPLE ELECTBIO COMPANY

11! K. (‘llml fit. Dlyton. 0., U. 5. A

  

  

1

 

Another Victory tor Staverfl

Staver 55 was the only touring car to finish the exacting

"Round Lake Michigan" reliability run with a perfect score—

repeatlng its victory in the contest of the preceding year.

Larger Output—Three Splendid Models _

For 1913, we are concentrating on three great models—

Staver 55, Staver 45 (our competition crushing forty), and

our big Stavcr Six.

Staver cars are roomy, luxuriously upholstered, up to the

minute in equipment. Backed by Staver durability, they are

the biggest value on the market.

STAVER CARRIAGE C0., 761i! and Wallace Sts., Chicago

     

 

 

 

CAST mom" VALVES

with all the advantages of cast

iron and much greater strength.

See our announcement in the

next issue of Motor World.

IIIE ELECTRIC WELDING PRIIIIIIBIS BUMPIINY

Cleveland, Ohio
 

 

DEVICE

can equal

N0 SAFETY
  

U8. PAT OFF

"HIE ORIGINAL AND BEST ASBESTOS BRAKE LINING"

As a protection against ac

cident to your automobile

' ' 'I'IIE ROYAI. EQUIPMENT COMPANY

Railroad and Bostwick Aves, Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Duplex and Ray

mond Brakes and Gyrex the Mixer.

 

 

GUARD YOUR TIRES
Make them proof against light, air, oil and moisture—make them look like

and wear like new by using Tirenew and Narco Tirc Cut Filler.  

"we "a

—"RENEW_
An unvulcanizcd, liquid, rubber compound—waterproofs and

protects the inner fabric from decay.

Make: Tile: Look Like New

NARCU TIRE CUT FILLER

a sell-vulcanlllnl, non-lnflarnmable, combination

rubber cement, cut fills and mantle. Fllll out! and

puncture holes—heal: over night—become. like I

out of the tire. 81.00 a tutw,

DEALERS—CAR OWNERS

Send $1.00 for a trial can of Tirenew—

enough for .10 tires.

NATIONAL RUBBER COMPANY

4413 Narco Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

  

The only demountable rims that

positively prevent tire wobbh'ng.

No special tools needed for oper

ation. No unnecessary loose parts.

Detaching feature independent of

demounting mechanism. Will ac

cept either straight side or clinch

er tires. Used as standard equip

ment on America‘s finest cars.

rma STANDARD WELDING co ‘
CLEVELAND O
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The Truck Built by

Truck Specialists

A high (rude, dc ndnblepnc

ton truck, accessib e, simplified,

nnd built to give service that is

bound to satisfy the user.
Four-cylinder, water-coolcd_unit power plant, 3- oint suspension. Clutch

snd flywheel in oil-tight housing. Lastineg I , therefore permanently

popular.This is a truck for which live dealers will find ready sale. Write for

the terms.

THE SANHJRD MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, ISIZ Park St., Syracuse. N. Y.

  

WORLD

 

 

 

r' . .1
  

Direct Drive—Single Reduction

Fool Conlrol

Irreversible Worm Steer

Long Mileage Batteries

Buflalo Service

MW 29 Road“... . $2,600

'k Model 30 Coupe, . . . 23,200

“" Model 30-8 Coupe, . . 3,300

  

The Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company

Buffalo, New York

_CUVERT‘ Transmissions

made by Specialists

COVERT TRANSMISSIONS GIVE perfect service, be

cause they_are designed and built by men thoroughly sc

quainted w_ith_ every requirement that is made by a motor

car transmtssron.

For _Commercial Vehicles of from 500 to 10,000 pounds

capacity.

For Pleasure Cars of from 20 to

60 H. P

COVERT

Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office —— Detroit, Michignn

Factory-Loclrport, N. Y.
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Complete line of commercial vehicles—all type

bodies—special bodies designed. Kisselliar Trucks

have excess capacity, reserve power. Low fuel cost

-—sizes to give economical service under any con

ditions.

1500 Lbs, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Ton Trucks

KisselKar Service keeps down operating costs.

\Vrite for special truck catalog.

lttssel Motor Car Co., 159 Kissel Ave" llartlord, Wis.

 

 

 

   

  

Run-filial;

M0 o R

ls_rcsponsibtc for the success of a large mn

jOflLY of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial cnrs. They will benr your investi

 
 

  

thrzc photon-ovum of

the shove cut for

M! lot in nut-nos

Litrrnmrc “non rnmtnt.

RUTINBII IMO! CO.. Ill-lot. Inl

W

  

  

Intion before the purchase of any type of car. -

Money-Savers

Time-Savers

Trnde-Bringcrs

Sell Stewart Trucks

Delivery Trucks in Winter Months

No let-u in bulinul tor the dollar who handles Stewart Delivery

Trucks. Cod weather only increases the need for motor delivery. lor

chunts ure slreudy worryinxover their holiday deliveries. They know tbs!

their horse uipment will c inadequate dnnn the _cold, snowy dsyl

the rush end on: hours of the Km" trade on IPCCIII sales.

We can guarantee prompt deliveries 0! Stewart Dchve Trucks In

time for the winter business. We can furnish dealer. their emonstrstnfl

almost immediately. Now is the time to go out sud get_thisl desian

business. Merchants ore looking (or the right car; one lbs! to lctenttlally

designed for hnrd delivery service. You can let their orders for Stew!!!

Trucks now. Write for our literlture and hbelsl proposition to dealers.

T. R. Llppnrd. Pres. and Gen'l Mgr. R.

R. G. Stewart. Vice-Pres. and Chiel Eng. R.

  

P.
W. Ingersoll. Ssles llgr.

 

Lents. See. and Trent.

 

  

    

THE UNIVERSAL C-\

 

 

We have had to double our gigan 'c output

—and the demand is more than doub .

Nearly 180,000 have been sold and dehvo

New prices $525 to $800. Dealers every

where. Ford Motor Company, etrott,

Michigan.

 

  

   

 

 

 

  

"The Easiest Riding Car in The World"
  

The Mormon “32" The Mlzrmon “48"

Four cylinders. 82-40 h.p.. Sir cylindorl. M h.n.. l6

tM-tncn wheelbase. olsctrtc inch wnsslbus. electric start

tmr nnd ugnttn; system. lsft

loft-bond drtre. center ton- hand drive. cantor cont-WI. - - _

n noqu t if fit ‘sul- snd correspond

men \n co - m
on" In. equipment—

32,850 to $4,100 $5,000 to $6,350

Detailed Information on Request.

NORDYKE 8: MARMON CO.

(Established 1851)

INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA

 

 

 

"Sixhr Years of Successful Hangm—
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CAN BE HANDLED BY ONE PERSON AS EASILYEGUILKLY AS AN UMBRELLA

INSTANTANEOUS PRFYFCTION

GOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING CO. 515 w. 56'_"ST. NEW YORK.

 

 

 

 

 

{"1" (“Sings- They admit mon

. me lo the carcass. cause the
fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger— end in blowout-s.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUBE any=

where in 15 minutes, better than a Repair Shop can do

-—and for on: rent.

Universal _

Auto-Vulcamzer
Patented

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete. with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

can be carried in the tool box. Slmplesl and most sa

device lor ellmlnatinj tire troubles that has ever been devisedv

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer—put in the gasoline—light it. No further

attention required In 15 minutes the job is done.

It [an'l 6am, “oral: or injure tube or casing. It can't

get out of order. It can't fail to do its work. So

aimple.anyone can operate it, The Universal Auto

Vulcanizer saves its colt a hundred time: over in

tror ble and expense.

Price Complete. $4.00 Ready for Instant Ilse

Guaranteed Satlslactory or Money Relunded

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY. I588! Palestlne. 0h].

TRINAH
GIANT PLUG

Extra strong and heavy. Perfectly aim

leflly four parts, which are easily taken

apart for repairs or replacement. Only

highest grade, imported, hard fire porce

laina used. Minutely accurate, well finished

machine work. No thumb screws—o Rajah

Clip Terminal supplied with every Plug.

Price, $1.50 postpaid—the most economical

Plug made. Send for catalog.

RAJAH AUTO SUPPLY CO., Bloomfilfld, N“! 

 
  

. Mgr. §?{} 1913

“STANDARD” WHEELS
FOR PLEASURE OR COMMERCIAL CARS

OI" Passenger to 16 Tons Capacity

M for Catalog No. 15 '

wDWHEELCOMPANY,Terre Haute, Ind.

  

  

   

   

7.7
 

  

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

 

k

  

Has Always Led

Ask us to tell you about the wonderful new pole

pieces and the Automatic Control Magneto.

THE EISEMANN MAGNETO COMPANY

Indianapolis, Ind. New York Detroit, Mich.

514 N. Capitol Ave. General and Sales Office 802 Woodward Ave.

225-227 West 57th St.

  

\
—

AUTO-LITER
The Positive Electric Starter and Lighter

STURDY, DEPENDABLE, NEVER FAlLlNG

In its simplicity lies its perfection. Operates on a six~volt current.

To manufacturers, dealers and prospective car owners our catalog and

descriptive literature are interesting and highly important. They treat the

subjects of starting and lighting automobiles intelligently and exhaustivdy.

Our dealers' sell-starter propOsition is especially attractive. Write

today.

THE ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE COMPANY

 

  

 

  

The line Mechanical,

Never Failing

Warning Device

  

Main Office and Factory, Toledo, Ohio

BRANCH OFFICES: New York, Kansas City, San Francisco

RN [\ Ooeto Little to lay—

Coot. Nothln‘ to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

THE B. PIEI. BUMPAN .0“...,.....,cm
. ' d l h' 1416 V' St.; Boston [09 Massachusetts Ave:; Minneapolis,foluéb.ellitli.'5t.' Buflllall‘b, 852 Main gt; Chicago, 1321. Michigan Ave; Ban

Francisco, 544 an Neal Ave; Los Angelea, 1229 8. Olive SL; attle,911

E. Pike St.: Portland (Ore), 329 Ankeny 8L; Denver, 15!! and Curtis 8‘

13th Strut and Bnulmrl
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Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with

HOUk (Deglirble). Rims

Guaranteed the Best in the World

Geo. W. Houk Company

5003 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

_

Drop Hammer Forglngs

cost very little more than castings. They are

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE"ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAM MER FORGINGS

' from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 9 I 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVIOI GUARANTIID

MANUFACTURING BUIIPIIIY, lilllll, Illil

 
 

 

 

NEWTONE
“The Horn That Warns ”

For Eiflclency Get a

Newtone Superior

Not only the cheapest but the best

  

Send for catalogue anyway

It will interest you

Automobile Supply Manufacturing Co.

Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

 
 

 

 

Save Tires—Save Fuel—Save Car. Make cars

easier riding and easier driving. Stronger than

any other practical wheel.

THE McCUE C0” Buffalo, N. Y,

ANNULAR BALL BEARINGS

/
-

The De pendable- Kind

FeS
Made in GlrflllnY

.11 BDETZ COMPANY"
Jul 6 Iinpoi'tcrv

MOTOR HALL, 250 West 54th St., NEW YORK

 
 

 
 

TIIE BIIIISIILIBIIEII '

CHAINS

are and have been the recognized quality standard for 20 years.

Strong, accurate and durable. Let us cut your sprockets.

DIAMOND CHAIN 8|. MFG. CO.

100 W. Ooorgln 8t. lndllnlpolla, Ind.

Onanolty 0,000,000 that per your.

 
 

I‘he Motor Lamps with Distinctive Features

There are no other motor lamp: on the market with the‘sdvantascfl 0‘

Solar Lamps. Solars are always exclusive in style and in quality. The)” l"

the strongest lamps as well as the most effective.

In no other lamps can you obtain the Solar Special Short Focus Lead Gian;

Lens Mirror Reflector—the atented system of double ray light pfOJQCUO“ Wh"

gives two distinct fields of ight for town and country use—or the new arid IX

clusive black finish with a metallic lustre which is una ected by heat or moistll"

All of these features are exclusively "Solar." 1 h

Do not equi your car or specify equipment to the malrer in" W"! ""

seen all of the olar advantages. See Solars at any live dealers or write lo

the catalog. . .

Solar! are made in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combination!

Solar Lamps

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Kenoshu, Wis. (137) New York C"!
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Th eak ' t (the automobile is that you cannot depend
tires. elgi'heuanag‘fl'Inraofists have solved their tire rohlem byinnlirlsm, rol‘nera, elllt-rs and other makeshift-a an equippml ”

Wl n eels nnor no.
lnterlockl are complete inner tin! (not inner shoes) Placid szwul‘:

outer casing and inner tube to strenqethen the casing and prgffm "am

from punctures. They double the rm age at new tires and ad . bl. i L

lmlea to old once—save half your tire “paw-and make time tron PM

Dealers and Motoriab-Investigate lriteelocka

Dmr'l delay—writs now for booklets, data, pn'cu, testimonials of II"

md lull, ale. Mouton sin and kind oflu-ea you an.

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO. 600 w,9u,5M Aum'w

‘ \ ‘ “\mehm‘iih

‘//,//{

\\\ “T.\\\.\\l"\ r~>o\;>-: '>\\\\
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$2; initiétistfiiogsfif‘y "“ 1"” The Chicago Electric

JENCICK MOTO A beautiful and classic equipage that

F O r M O t O r T r u c k 3 stands unchallenged in point of con

from base to spark plug, have features that structional aChievement'

are “Different and Better.”

JENOIOK MOTOR CORPORATION CHICAGO ELECTRIC moron CAR (:0.

Port Chester New York 3606 South Morgan Street, Chicago

’

 

 
  

 

  

 

Write For This Franklin_ ‘

Dealer Proposition

FRANKLIN six-cylinder mod

els now equipped with Entz

Electric Starting and Lighting. A

real self starter with original fea

tures. Franklin cars use less gas

oline, less oil, no smoke, fewer

tires, travels faster, rides easier,

silent, powerful, flexible, beautiful.

Get the Proposition.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE CO.

28 Franklin Square, Syracuse, N. Y.

  

  

_ .. ...L.. L.

llnprnohlle "82" 'l'ous'lug Cur. Fully Equipped. 8975 F.0.B. Dell-ell

Lon -strokc motor, 3% x5% inches. Enclosed vslres. Three bearing

crash a sit. Unit power plant. Multiple Disc clutch. Three speeds for

ward. Sliding gears. Full floating axle. Center oontroL Zenith carbure

tor. Bosch magneto. 106-inch wheelbase. 32x!“ inch tires. gulch

detachable rims. Mohair to with envelo e. Jifl curtains. Winds ield.

Rear shock absorber. Prest- -Lite tank. as hes ighta. Oil side and tail

lamps. Tools—horn. Trimmings, black and enuncL Standard color, black.

Magneto and camshaft driven y silent Coventry chain.

Ilplloblle "82” Roadster, Fully Equlpped, '976 [20.3. Detroit

Chassis and specifications same as Touring Car. Large turtle back

dust proof compartment for extra accessories, tires and baggage.

lip-ohlle "82" Delivery, Fully Equipped. 8950 [10.3. Detroit

Chsssis same as Touring Car. Enclosed panel body. Two cushioned

lazy-hack seats. Carrying capacity, 800 lbs. Chassis and body painted

blackI high-class finis . Two-piece windshield. Prest-O-Lite tank.

headlights. Oil side and tail lamps. Quick detachable rims. Tools—horn.

Trimmings. black and nickel.

IUPP MOTOR CAR CO., nu Milwaukee Ave., Detroit, Ml¢h_

  

 

  

 

 
-

fl DEALERS—Here is the first electric truck ‘ ' , i '

that sells for about 8700 less than any other.
s's

Capacity 1000 pounds—Service 100 per _ E E' I 0

cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

°‘ P'°d“‘"°“ “‘°“ The Six “48” Keeton “firearms: ""'
pronounced. Write.

THREE EXCELLENT MODELS

Riverside Touring Car, Five Passenger, Completely

   

 

Equipped ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2750

Two extra folding seats for above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25

Meadowbrook Roadster, Completely Equipped . . . . . .. $2750

Tuxedo Coupe, Completely Equipped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3000

Chassis without tires or rear guards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2250

"all... All prices I. o. b. factory Booklet on request

In s I ~ /H m ‘\ , KEETON MOTOR COMPANY, Detroil. US. A.

""0". MICE.  

 

 

 

 
 

   

  

Emmi: Starter

SIX $2000Call" Control

comm“ mum“ R$ 5O Climbs a 50% grade—Friction Transmission—

Nm 'NYBERG AUTOMOBILE WORKS and number of speeds. Five models—write.

“‘"MM‘" I; CARTERCAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michigan
“31-14” Michlgsn Ave
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My litnd ' (3mm. ,, WEfiAKE THE 537

Every Kind 1 (L n, ' Q Q ~ ,

Stock, or Demonnlahle ~ g

is Blue Print Channels / ' .

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and Hubs,

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, No Y.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 60.. Sales Agents. Detrott

 

  

.ANTA" AlTI-IRIOTION 00-, Inninm, Donn.

  

 

  

SPLITDORFLITE electric lighting generators

are a positive source of illumination and espe

cially adaptable to installing on machines not

designed for a lighting outfit. SPLITDORF

claims are guaranteed.

Write for raw aisle;

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.

 

Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

  

  

saw ,u.- \ "0

“Tire Insurance for $1.00”

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easily read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHIE‘LL GAUGE C0.

1202 Michigan Avenue Chicago. Illinois

 

 
 

 

Price -

Complete

  

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and lgniter

Lights, dim and extinguish" all gas lamps on

the car throulh a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stem of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach. i

Convenienl

Sale

Dependable

Write for bookie! and dealer discounts.

TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING (10., Pittslield. Mass.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United States.

 
 

 

 

 

 The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 
 

 

 

,%
///

  

 

 

 

  
 

 

Patent “LuXflrY”

Folding Staff

/

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by isstsll

ing a pair of suitilisry mil?

so. have the best. Our sests

are made in five styles. Semi

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES CO..

Amesbury, Hau
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Hook up with _6LE'§'

 

  

Type 35 _ Electn

I A Series S "7‘ Lighting \

l . 0IE G and H smn‘

. (we.

Series Eight comes in Three Chassis: T -

Cole Sixty six cylinder Tour-1:13?)Oarhflvtilpapsgnzersopvertplgriio MER ER e . amplo

won in ‘ e . -- ase, ( :lighting. starlinxsind lgllllglbgirllF {2455 no w 86 e 00 8 6° 0 L181“ Car

' tour cylinder Touring Car, flvo passenger convertible ' _ ' '
Cole Flfty wseven‘ 1224mm wheel “58' Deloosysmm "985 Mercer power and efficiency are well known qualities.

_ These features are decidedly emphasized in our new series.
Cole Forty £2figefg§;?%e$31§;gufiarg,%§§ "mean" “Much The various models offer a Mercer for every reasonable need.

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer‘s proposition. DPRIICEi: $2600 to $2900. t

co', 1nd. LICpr II! I [VI “7’! I!" In '11“! s

Hook up with _o MERCER AUTOMOBILE (:0. 7°”;me,w

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights— Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913's most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMPS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.

  

  

  

 

 

  

 

~ BUILT To lAST __ _
‘I Our agency propOsition will

'.sr=_ interest you. Write for it.

" DORRIS M0Ton CAR co.
Sarah and Laclede Aves. St. Louis, Mo.

  

 

 

  
  

‘1

PULLMAN 1913

AN Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

- 4-38 4—44 6—66

1 9 1 3 $1,875 $2.15. $2,750

. We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913- ‘

' ’ ' __ 1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000
Amenca s FlrSt car _ and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

after twenty years of continuous successful manufacturing open our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATXON help.

’8 Foremost the agent—let us tell you how.

Wide mm, of Model, PULLMAN moron CAR co., York, Pa.

‘ HAYNES AUTOMOBILE co., KOkOIIIO, ind.)

 
 

 
‘lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllwilllllll llll llllllllllll||l||l||ll||llllllilllll“lllllll“lllllill|ll“"lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll“

g
currmo moron CARTwo Models 0.],

I ‘ Five-passenger Tourinl

Two-passenger Rondster.... l

be same chassis is used for

both models.

Wide-awake dealers write for

dealers' proposition.

CUTTING MOTOR CAI COIPANY

30$ Mechanic SL, Jackson, Niels.

(KNIGHT TYPE IOTOR) .' I "u"

The first American Car to adopt the Silent M

Knilht Motor—the engine used by Daimler, I i— w - llm

Mercedes, Panhnrd and Minerva. illlllil

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

lllllllunumnlfll

  

THE ULTIMATE OAR

11mm 1mm"Ann evil

|| “H i N William W

lulu l

  

                    
  

 
  

 

  

Branches and Dealers in 125 Cities
  

lllll
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the dealer’s counter.

52 W. Seventh Street

GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went across

Get the details and you will surely order.

G. WALKER GILMER, JR.,

PHILADELPHIA

  

 

 

 

  

 

THERE IS ONLY ONE GENUINE

UNL
M1~l=e____1wu='"'MM UNITED STATES TIRE COMPANY

  

—

STRAIGHT-SIDE

TIRE
 

 

 

 

AS A WARM IIANI) WIIEEI. DEALER

You will reap generous profits from easily made

sales all over your territory. Every car owner

who drives in winter will want this device as

soon as he sees it Write for Details.

THE WAIM BAND STEERING WHEEL C0.

527 Filth Ave” New York

  

American Kushlon Kore

A tire tiller 10 to 20 per cent. lighter than anv

other tire filler. A big proposition for dealerl who

are on the alert for more and better business.

Write lor details.

AMERICAN KUSHION KORE TIRE CO.

Bufialo. New York

 

 

  

    

Mor"MY“£rsn

rar'e nno'e

Know the Heat of

Your Motor While Drivingl

IIIIIIIIII Cl, Ilt., U4 IIS. IIIllllt "IL, l’iuy

I 5th St, ll: tllcm lralri,1311 lllchu- tn.

 

 

For anything in aheet metal that you onto

an automobile ash the

llayes Manulacluring Bumpany

Dotrolt Mlohlgan

[mm llms II Stat hill in llu lull

 

MOTZ Cushion Tires.

For Pleasure Can and

Light Delivery Cara

.- v D s»: to! W n

A—Slon am. who Ml The Motz Tire and Rubber Co.

I—Shovi unkmt tide; kw" 0‘6“:

“5"”M“ W'“ AKRON, OHIO
D‘Shoflax'thtIme-wflen _ i A. F I &

 
  

J. M.

Shock Absorbers

USED IN H’rz'lrfiir Bonk/rt H'

F RANCE Iain Mike and Factory

_ 210 S. 170: SL. PHILA.

Other Branches: Boston,

, Chicago.

Rochester, Bufialo, Pitts

burgh, Baltimore, \‘Vash

ington and leading cities.

ALMOST

UNIVERSALLY

THE

RAGE New York

IN

ENGLAND

  

M ETZ “8Pl'0!4l." $445

Com leter equipped, fully guaranteed. 22 11.?"

t-cylin er water-cooled motor Bosch Ar

tillery wheels. but quality AO'xJ' clincher tires.

Makes 5‘ to 50 miles per hour on the high speed, 28

'o 32 miles on l al. 0! gaaoline. You can aecurr

gxp‘ntias’ivs SA E in your territory. Sand for

no .

all?! COMPANY, Waltham, llaaa.I U. I. A.

The Slulz llas a Powerlul Motor —

that will pick up on any road or hill at the touch

of the throttle. _It has attained a record second

to none for consistent performance.

Write today for advance booklet A-IS, Sturdy

STUTZ Announcement, Series B

IDEAL M0'I‘0II CAR coMPANY, Indianapolis. Ind.

    

 

 

’Tilvliis SQ.AUTO c6.

 

NEW YORK CHICAGO

1710-17I8 1210 to 1212

BROADWAY MICHIGAN AVE.

NEW CARS At Front

USED CARS

MOTORS 20C. I0 506.

BODIES on the

EVERY

ACCESSORY mmme

FOR THE lntheWorldlnNewandllsed

Cars and Factory Cleanup

 

 

 AUTOMOBILE

L . . s .

Tonal down headlllhtu lor

city drlvln: and In"!

nllhta—an auto necanlty.

Price 75¢. per palr. So I

like hot cakes. Dealers.

secure the annoy qulck.

F. H. TOBIAS

lOJl Broadway. New York

#

WW!
wlll help you to Increase your bullneu while hence

lltlng your customers. We will send any respon

alble dealer a oalr on 30 days' trt-l erte nor/

Good Agent: war-tea lor unoccuoled territory

, LEA'I'Il-IR ma ooons co. Nllglfl Falls. n. l'. '

M

52%...

 

 

 

 

 
 

reamE LAND
BALL,

EARlNGS

‘T/N-S‘URANCE FOR BUILDERAND USER"

RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO

,“THI MASTER OAR"

POUOHKEIPSIE

6 "a PI.

I42 W EST 42"? ST. NEW YORK

SIXTIINTH YEAR?

4 Oyl. 88 H- P" $4,500

4 Oyl. 85 H. P" $4,000

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.T.
"I Y
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Kelly- Springfield

Automobile Tires
To make good tires a manufacturer has got to do two things. He

has got to want to make good tires. And he has got to know how. We

have had a lo.nger_experience in making rubber tires than any other

manufacturer in this country.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO.. 20 Vesey Street, New York

Branch offices in New York. Clil . Phllads Bolton. _ . .W '
Los Annles. Clitfisnd. Baltllllnlflmft. Beat-Us. raritiihmniiuimb" Buflsln. m mm

The Hoam The I Rubber 00.. Columbus. Ohla. nerlnl Tire a Rubber 00., Ema. l'sxal.

grmmibge5“£e& Cola L“- N of] h Tagld Rimber Co., New Hscvga. m. _

. time! .. , n Inl, . Tin Suppl .. M . - HRavell stls Rubber Works, Aulusta and Savannah, Ga. Dlimli‘lrsnko i‘Oan Ct’nrllswn. I. C.' n. E Increased coSt 0f PCnn

L V. r. sylvania Crude has lessened

the supply of high grade

  

HESS AXLES POLSON

 

TealodTonearsBofore BeingPIaeed on the Market lubricatin oils and flooded the

New standard on fourteen makes of America’s Q [I a I l w i n d s h Iel d 8leading cars and “in growing. Send for blue- market With low grade 10w grav

printis antinsgefifications—or consult our engineer- Auxflllry sea“, Bu r. I I 1

H] C If n .B P and a” sunenl ity 011s, totally unfit for Automo

HESS SPRING AND AXLE COMPANY - - -

thwm Ohio POLSON MANUFACTURINOCO..BuIIalo, N. v. bile lubncatlon
 

r i "A mam in Power NATIONAL Compound O

__ - " Mixer and Primer
A Mlser In Fuel makes any car start easier in cold weather; adds

'__ 10 to 40% to power and mileage. Simple, easily
l 4

25’1. to 69—7120]? mileage fatigued}! Jazz-teed efl'ective on any motor. Get

SCHoENHIACKSON COMPANY, Media. Pa C0" Kalamazoo, oI I

 

 

  

ihr thins!) th-u‘liatnt
The Ford Water Clrculalor

forces the water from radiator through cylinder 15 the same nOW as has been

water jacket. maintaining rapid circulation when

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter if since the commencement of the

  

Hi BUSH MANUFACTURING CO. cu handle Ford cars. _ _ _HARTFORD CON N y nu: FULTON-McCUTCIlAN co. Aut°m°blle industry—the high

' ' 114‘ Mulls- A". cHICMW- lu- est grade cylinder oil that can be
 

"’ " ' v‘ “r ' '* r " k " produced and made from pure

NON-CARBON STARTER QU'““““"°"‘°""'°"°'“""" Pennsylvania Crude. It costs
Here is an accessory that will not stay on the

 

17!: Starter Mich Real] S shelf. It sells on sight. - ,
y tarts

T1,, , MARVEL srlzam vucoamzzn more and 1t 5 worth more
nalteawécab'ul sun" {or Ford-a a! we“ as other Automatic therefore safe for rubber Uses al

om ined Starter and Lighter, $35. Ll"e coho] or gaioline. Low priced. Send for sales

)eslers Riven exclusive territory. plan and sample Vulcanizer.

MPERIAL SALES 00-, Tlffil'l, Oth HIE IllVEl lllIllIfllllE SllPHY C0.,1|ilollmll.. Cllvlllll, 0.

RELIANCE I'O'C"The Speedomelu Formerly Invader Gear 01!

0! Quality” _

smm Miriam-"um..." “ Puts Noisy Gears to Sleep ”

speedometer lroubles. Send

lor the booklet.

Mime Snwdomd" 6'“ It’s the only 0" ever manufac

134 Ellol St. Boston. Mass _ .
T ) tured especially and excluswely

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Schaler Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL & DALY

‘2 BMW”

NEW YORK

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

  
 

w \i—i‘iair i w i ‘ g

MS ‘ ' ' i for the lubrication of Automobile
i " vi . .

M “"1"” “'1‘ transmission ears.
Tl" AKRONEOAR MAGNETO m__w___l g

1’ - , Hi0. - ’ ‘:dceunriqamiiggkgui‘olfwbile rim and sun... NOW nanny FOR THE TRADE Wnte for descriptive booklet

~i§§°§imrfifmipn§¢ effiifiutltwfngmfig alum Elfldency—Good Service Guaranteed d ' es

la mlhlmllm of ex . .

\\w'rl" Q Rubberecnzi Akron. cm "I p

‘ DEALi-jks\e , _ —*i~ . a

e hue ; p] _ READ THIS . Y

mess is fin II} lo help on .e“ REgon“.3832{iagglcgalg(daugmggéifafiq Reo the of Charles F. Kellom 8: Co.

nation. “ (gr: crud“ "d PI me It “we” Final and crownin achievement of R. E. Oldl. New York City

Getth . 10!" car sales - d' fgt . A t d d - 3°. .wnmads'rec'"n" ' You i “mi”. means=;.:....i:i.. ...' a? raisin”? _ WWW
l as 178! Bro“! n CO, "Igfugg'zman ments. priced at only $1,095_ PHILADELPHIA BOSTON w

bott guildinI-wgérngw YORK R. M. OWEN & CO., General Sales Agents

HILADELiil-ul'ildp‘pd Race 8“. HBO MDTOR cu C0" “Mm, we... .
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Weed Chains
The G t '- ‘

D are lag“
~¢ J-vg

kgynwimm“ ~

  

 

  

  

  

Nine-tenths

of all accidents to auto

mobiles are caused by skidding

or slipping.

Either you skid into the “other fellow" or

the “other fellow” skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ipper grezlsay <pave

ments unless you equip your car wit We hains. "

Cannot Injure Tires

Because They Creep

it An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

.E. want to know what. real steering steadiness means

put them on the front wheels too.

For your own safety—for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car with Weed

Chains. Make it. your business to getaset

  

  

  

  

Tie

474.4”:

  

  

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

28 Moore St. New York

  

  

“Weed”

an Frinrv  

EXTRA HEAVY e .

NON-SKID TIRES {or — D . _

Self Starting ‘

I [ct-Ins

man
The Crib Non-Skid Tires

 

Guaranteed for 5000 Miles I- _ _

max-omen nunnnn COMPANY l 3 “It I o I\

General Otfloes: i796 B‘way, New Yorlt 3 |\

Branches in Principal Cities

NotorG.,60§tstr$tBo s. l ‘

l‘aetorles: Trenton, N. .l.

 
 

 

 

GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plan! is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. Write.

PENN SPRING WORKS I

BALDWINSVILLE. N. Y.

filling.

 

  

  

  

ARE THE BEST 1

A.R.MOSLER 81 C0

P CLBOX "M"

MY thRNQN; "1 ";,.

  

  

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

Special Designs for Every

Type of Motor Made

CATALOG HAILED ON REQUEST

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY

TOLEDO. OHIO
 

  

REPUBLIC
STA GGARD

TREAD_
11:228. "I

  

  
/

‘

lir; Lirlluhbrftn

\,...,,.- .. m...

 

 

  

. Auto-Top Fabrics

r‘ OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ;

I SAMHJiS AND PRICES ON REQUEST 5'

Y L. J. MUT'I'Y CO., Boston I
 

  

Magneto Plugs coax maximum powrzr out of engine

IIIL GROSSMAN COMPANY. Ilr.. New York and Detroit

 

 

Send Us Your Inquiries

. When in the Market for

Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension

ileveland! Ohio '

Stamping-S

 

 

UTICA. N. Y.

 
 

Sheet Metal

E_s_timates Cheerfully Furnished

The Bossert Company

 

Look at our new middle name

PENNSYLVANIA.

VACUUM cu ‘ mes
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Branches: (‘oast to Coast. jennnette, Pa.
 

 

GRANT - LEES

GEARS

  

all. The Grant-Lees Isehine Cs.

cimisss. Ohio

 

 

CONTINENTAL
_. s”...— -. a

SIX Cylinder—UnitPM"I!"

nim rsisi snail"

The Continental “Sis”

is maintaining. 011 W m“

at this minute. Q

name made by m“ “m

cylinder type!

Built to sccomwd'“

- - l'Showing simple and any type of {in};

eflicient chsin drive now made. Sulfidf

(or starting motor. right or left hand fl"

wm ww
CoNI'INENTAL MUTUR MPG. 00.. Witbgkh'

Factory Representative, X. F. Pl'l‘lllcum

  

  

 

 

 

 

122 S. Michigan BlWL
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Portable Electric Vulcanizers

for Every Garage Requirement

You're missing one of the biggest opportunities connected with the automobile

business unless you are equipped to vulcanize tires. Vulcanizing pays big profits.

_ The machine illustrated here heats from your lighting current—from any lamp

f; socket. . It is so simple to operate that anyone can, without experience, make tube

_' and casmg repairs that you can guarantee. Repairs one or two tubes at a time and

works on side or tread of a tire. Safe, clean, and economical. The profits take care

of themselves if you have a reliable vulcanizer.

fig Vulcanizers

There is a model heated by electricity, steam or gasoline to suit

every requirement of motorist or garage. ell us your needs and let

us advise you what other repairmen have found most profitable under

similar conditions. Shaler vulcanizers are acknowledged to be the

standard line by all distributors because they are the only vulcanizers

with temperature control that is automatic, and therefore the only

vulcanizers that can safely be put in the hands of inexperienced:

operators.

 

  

  H": il' . 3',

Repairing Two Tubes Repairing Tread'CutWrite lor Free Garage Handbook

your letter head showing that you are in the auto business, we will send you. free. the booklet, "CommonIf you write to us on _ .

' and confidential trade discount. Take advantage of this offer at once.Sense about Tire Repairs'

C. A. SHALER COMPANY, 407 Fourth St., Waupun, Wis.

More Air

With Sparks-Withington Fans, the pulling

efficiency of our various sizes is exactly deter

mined in our laboratory. This information is

tabulated and gladly furnished to those inter

ested. You know what each fan will do before

you buy.

We Make 1,000 Fans Daily

DELIVERIES ASSURED

Branch Faclory

Walker-ville, Canada
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APPLY Boyer's automatic finisher to

_ your automobile today. Tomorrow it

Wlll look as though it just came from the

factory. Finest thing in the world for dull

hoods. Easily applied with cheesecloth.

Particulars free. YER CHEMICAL

LABORATORY CO., State and Michigan

Sts., Chicago. Ill.

A MOTOR TRUCK INVESTMENT

There is a motor truck factory in opera

tion in the East with a complete line of the

latest and most up-to-date tools in a fine

plant. that is about ready to undergo a

transformation owing to the dissention of

the stockholders. This is a gomg concern

with many agencies established and trucks

operating in most States. .

The truck has been well advertised and

is favorably known and has made good.

There is nothing wrong about the con

cern except the stockholders are not com

patible. The company does not owe a dol

lar. _
I have the future disposition of this plant

in my hands, and I know the truck business,

from buying raw material to selling its fin

ished product. The entire assets can be

had for fifty cents on the dollar (actual in

ventory is about $175,000)_ and there are no

liabilities. I want the right man or men

to couple up with me and take over the

business. It has a tremendous future.

Full particulars to legitimate inquirers.

BOX 245, care Motor World.

AUTO LEGAL MATTERS

Have you a troublesome_cliattel mort

gage, bad insurance, or disadvantageous

contract, bad debts you want to collect?

Do you want to borrow money, _or need

expert legal advice? I specialize in auto

mobile law. Charges nominal. EDWARD

ENDELMAN, Attorney at Law, 299 Broad

way, Manhattan, N. Y. C.

SIMPLEX 90, with touring and racing

equipment in Al condition. Cost $7,500.

For sale. $2,000. A. FORSYTHE, JR.,

350 E. Forsythe St.. Jacksonville, Fla.

ELDING and cutting of metals, auto

mobile work a specialty; all kinds of

broken machinery re aired; chassis length~

ened and repaired; a1 kinds of brazing. I

will cut designs out of steel plates. E. \V.

SOLEAU, 264 DeWitt Ave., Belleville, N. J.

FFlCE MANAGER, good executive

ability, competent to handle correspon

dence, accounts, handling salesmen, etc.;

wants to relocate. Now with motor truck

company. Box No. 244, Motor \Norld.

FORD OWNERS—Our spare demount

madableAtvz'heel corp; tire trouble on the

- ention, actors, ' _GIER’S, Streator, Ill. . .wme' AN

CADILLAC 1911,
$675—S-passenger; top, windshield, slip cov

Eaiplfreit~tO, Ispeedometer, extra shoes and

DU ., n ire y new; any demonstration.

RE. 57 East 108th St., New York.

- g .-_i - . . V_I L I41 in ii irvm “Idltlnlul huii Fromm-unis "IUWm-IIIlm-iwm

 

 

  

— ln capiialsZ5 cents periine '

A market place where Dealers, Jobber! list!I

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

WANTED~T0 buy good second-hand

radiator and fan to cool a 3S-horse

power engine. Address BOX 54, Cushing,

Iowa.

O EXCHANGE—Mitchell Model G and

lot in thriving town of Aslidown. Ark.,

for Buick roadster, 1911 or 1912 model, or

other make as good. Address LOCK BOX

583. Pittsfield, Ill.

$400 BUYS, COST $1,000

Atterbury truck, 1912, half ton, panel top,

hard tires, chain drive; sold because owner

bought larger capacity. DUKE, 57 East

108th St.. New York.

E weld any aluminum crank or gear

case for $6. Prepay all packages

ALUMINUM VVEIDING CO., 1012 Wal

nut St., Cincinnati. O.

“CAST IRON and Aluminum Welding,"

we start you in your own town.

Booklet 10c. J. R. LUCKEY, 1012 \Valnut

St., Cincinnati, O.

 

OR SALE—Brush car, in good running

order, complete. wrth top, extra tire and

full equipment of tools; at a bargain. Ad

waukce, Wis.

will purchase five-ton Couple

Gear Electric Truck. recently

overhauled and in fine shape. All tires in

TON WAREHOUSE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

AUTO LISTS, owners, etc., of any State

5. H. CARROLL, JR., Albany, N. Y

 

dress P. IONAS, 780 Oelaware Ave., Mil- ‘

perfect condition recently applied. KNOVVL- ‘

I I Ii "-'*"I‘HI'MNM"\ilimrnmvlumnmynlrulim‘uinlmlllmit I-Ira‘ I III uiiimrummnmmimn -lllllillol"HMImlll'liiniI-hllulullll‘ll'lfll umnimtmunmm wen-in IliBIlllll w-snfll.

reeWtalttftS '-_=.=:

lScenis perline of‘sixwords.cash \Itlllhgrde :; .

 

 

NVESTIGATE .THIS. I have a device "-5

 

that will brin in any auto or truck thathas broken whee , axle, etc. I need partner ,5?“

with some capital to put it on the market in "it"

quantity. Get photo and description. 0. G. Fifi

GUSS, Delphos, Ohio. - 5“

OR SALE—Garage, equipment and busi- I is;

ness at Hobart, Okla, county seat of | -rli

_5,000, two railroads, prosperous and grow- | 2:31

ing agricultural section surrounding. 115

Weather and roads such that everybody ' a!

uses the auto the year round. No tie up for my

snow and ice. Come or write. D. A. .‘

SCOTT, Hobart, Okla. T“.

‘ORD Model T Reference Book" givescause and cure of all the ails of ModelT simply and concise. Gives the latest 73

kinks. Full of pointers. Written es ecially ‘ p-m

for it. Elaborate cross index enab es you 41,,

to discover any trouble at once. Write for 2descriptive circular or sent post aid, $1.00. if

FORD REFERENCE BOOK C ., 57 West "‘3‘

125th St., New York. I ..v

TOPS AND SEAT COVERS. _{

High-grade material and experienced Iworkmanship in either case. Our Tops arebuilt to look right tomorrow and a year

from tomorrow. Our Seat Covers can be l'l-z',

cleaned to look like new, with gasoline or I ":1

soap and water. We're glad to estimate

special work or quote prices on stock goods.

Prompt service assured. CENTRAL AUTO ‘ 1

TOP CO., 120 W. Mich. St., Indianapolis,

Ind.

F OR SALE—Garage, fully equipped, thh- In.

in 50 miles of New York City. Two- _"

story brick building, steam heat, 1.000-gal.

gas tank, full stock of oils, greases, supplies

and accessories. Agency for two standard

non-competing cars. Storage for 35 cars.

This is a rare chance for a live man. Ill i_

health of owner reason for selling. Address "f

Motor \Norld. Box 241 _.f

M ..

  

1;?

 

 

a

 

An ad. like this

will cost you 75c.

-lor each insertion.

 
 

These columns offer you an 0p- 1,“

portunity to appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers whose merchan— 2,,

dising taste is being cultivated

,_;:==A
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PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and supply dealer for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

  

AR-GEN-TOR will deposit a. beautiful

silver plate on your brass trimmings in

one minute. Absolutely reliable. Price

$1.00. Send for package. Quit olishing

brass. FOREST CITY SALES 0., Fre

mont, Neb.

ANTED TO BUY—Five or seven pas

senger automobile for cash, in good

condition; no dealers. 172 Pacific St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

LOT in Velasco, Texas, for automobile or

motor boat; aid $1,000 20 years ago.

TOM CHILDRESS, R. F. D. No.2, Arling

ton, Texas.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN.

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps, radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

ALUMINUM vulcanizers for both cas—

ings and tubes. $3.50 prepaid to any

address. Money back if not satisfactory.

fiRIgSCOTT SUPPLY CO., St. Joseph,

H: .

RURAL Parcels Post Deliver Car—Any

_ party With capital and pus interested

in_ placing one on the market, correspond

with E. P. COWLS, Sparta, Mich.

WANTED—New or slightly used unit

power plant, 25 or 30 H.P., 4 cyl.

Must be a bargain.

I\10\V3, Kans.

in I i W n n v I mum It‘lillill‘hnv 11.“. "mm" "mm m 1.... n m

Wants =1

BENTON & IVES, I

MOTOR WORLD
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15cenis perline of‘six wordscash with order:
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A market place where Dealers. Jobbers and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

AUTOMOB I LE CYLINDERS reground,

' new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

pew: Ask your garage and supply dealer

or it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

    

‘NZANTED—Salesman for agencies in

ever city to install new process in

demand, 5 owing over 300% profit to gar

ages, supply dealers, breweries. Entirely

new, big seller. This means big money.

Experience not essential. H. j. WEBER,

South Orange, N. ].

PEERLESS LINING DYE.

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash off. Ask your garage and supply

dealer. ,

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

OR SALE OR LEASE—The most mod

ern garage in Southern Colorado, with

fine repair shop and storage room for six

teen cars, doing good business and fine

prospects for coming year. A snap_for

someone. Address BOX 208, Monte Vista,

C010.

FOR SALE—Chea , one American Trav

eler, color batt eship gray; Just like

new; run a little over 4,305 miles. MICHI

lGAIQI AUTO CO., 410 7th St., Calumet,

Mic .

   

weekly to the highest degrce by

“Wide Awake

Look at the

cost as shown in the marginS

our articles on

Mel'Chandising. ”

I‘
An ad. like this

will cost you 90c.

for each insertion.
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ARE YOU in need of any additional he]

in any department of your business

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second—hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven wo_rds

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

Softens the leather and will not crack.

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look like

new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask your

garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0

BROKEN Cylinders and Crankcases—

Send them to be made good as new at

fraction of replacement cost. Scored cyl

inder repaired, $12. No new piston and

rings required because bore is not enlarged.

Where cylinders are worn (not scored from

loose wrist pin) reboring is only remedy.

We do it expertly. Write for complete in

formation and estimates. WATERBURY

WELDING COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn.

ANTED—A first—class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN. _

Bakes either to a high gloss finish, egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. Will not crack, chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear _teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery u to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING RNORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway, N. J.

AUTOMOBILE FOR_ SALE—1912 Mar

mon Speedster, Indianapolis; osopfedylvay

type car. A-l condition; run , mi es.

For particulars apply F. BURROUGHS.

66 Midland Ave., Arlington, N. 1. Tel. 29

Arlington. ’ )7
HIRE-Whitenily-ton truck by

FOwReek. CHAS. HONEI-IEIN, 2027 3rd

Ave.. New York City.

___________________._

TOMOBILES.
KEROSENE FOR AU “my ha" and

el B uses successf
New Mad des kerosene and

' rahalf mixture lowest 8' mad or money

asolene. Satisfaction guara
g increased power, very

. Greatlglcciilvniiideed on high. Starés petasy at 23%.

~l nts' prices. e . .
iiIiRm-aFRaIiiIeTION CARBURETOR CO.,

Dayton, Ohio.
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“PIONEERS” l

THE HESS-BRIGHT MANUFACTURING U

COMPANY

Pioneers in the introduction of

Annular Ball Bearings

 

Most extensive Resources and Plants M

in existence exclusively for Ball Bearing

manufacture.

Enlarging and improving facilities—

product and capacity for distribution.

Main Offices and Plant No. 2 :

On Line of Pennsylvania R. R. to New York

Front St. and Erie Ave.

Philadelphia, Penna.

 

  

 

  



PRIOR to the use of your horns, we always equipped

cars with bells. One of the difficulties in connec

tion with using bells was the fact that they became

inoperative in the winter time due to slush, mud, etc.

To find out what your horn would do under such

circumstances, we packed the horn from tip to the

diaphragm full of snow and found that after one or

two applications of the button the snow freed enough

to give a very distinct signal and the muffling effect

was practically negligible."

- El'l‘flrllt from :1 [Filer by HM

l’rmillwut of Um (V'hfrllyln Ib'lrrtrir .llulur

('ur Co. !0 I'll! .llu/rerx of HM It'lru‘lm.

And there at? i
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STUDEBAKER CARS

“20" Delivery Car . . . . . . .. $ 825

"20" Roadster . . . . . . . . . .. 835

“25" Touring Car . . . . . . .. 885

“30" Touring Car . . . . . . .. 1190

“35" Touring Car . . . . . . .. 1290

“35" Sedan Type . . . . . . . .. 2050

“35" Coupe . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1850

"Six" Touring Car . . . . . .. 1550

"Six" Roadster . . . . . . . .. 1550

"Six" Limousine . . . . . . .. 2500

All priusjar ner fully equipped

F. O. h‘. Dltroit

You Cannot Exaggerate

Studebaker Quality

TUDEBAKER automobiles are built as well as automobiles can be.

From radiator to rear-axle they lack nothing a good automobile should

incorporate.

Studebaker automobiles are built in three sizes—a “25"—~a “35"—and a

“Six.” But each car, whatever its size, owes nothing to its brother in con

struction perfection, in materials, or in the quality and integrity of its sterling

Studebaker manufacture.

You cannot buy better VALUE, nor sell better VALUE, than Studebaker

cars.

The Studebaker “35" at $1290 is a six passenger, four-cylinder car with

116-inch wheelbase. deep, luxurious upholstery, and scientific spring suspen

sion, which insure solid motoring comfort. It is an electrically started and

lighted car—a car embodying every piece of equipment that gives the stamp

of thorough up-to-dateness. The motor is of the enclosed valve type—the

cooling system the most efiicient yet devised—and the full-floating rear axle

banishes all possibility of axle trouble.

The Studebaker "Six," at $1550, is six-cylinder long stroke construction

perfected. In mechanical efiiciency, elegance and luxury the Studebaker “Six”

stands pre-eminent. Electrically started and lighted. Motor cast enbloc from

best close grain iron—a quiet running motor of tremendous reserve power.

Also a six-passenger car.

The Studebaker “25” is a light weight car equal, however, to the most

strenuous service. The steels used in this car are the same heat-treated as

carefully and as many times as those of the “35" and “Six”; designed by

the same engineer and built by the same skillful workmen. The Studebaker

“25" is a thoroughbred throughout.

Three truly great cars, Mr. Dealer, and just as truly three magnificent

sales opportunities.

The Studebaker Corporation

Detroit, Mich.

Studebaker “ 35 "
  

J
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Est-10$“ ASORBER
d’s best cars—have turned to Truffault

their supplied equipment.

for they make good an

ds which the spring

WENTY-FIVE engineers—master builders of the worl

Hartfords for maximum car comfort and made them a regular part of

Without them, it is impossible to enjoy the utmost motoring ease.

always existing deficiency in spring construction. They prevent the violent reboun

itself cannot control.

Your riding comfort—and that’s principally what enjoyable motoring amounts to—is made sure]

increased, and you’re “in” a good;

Your springs are safe from breakage, your mileage is appreciably
bit on tip-keep cost as a season’s use will show. N0 motorist can afford to be without Truffault—Hart

ford Shock Absorbers—and least of all, the man who owns a six—cylinder car with a wheelbase of over

118 inches.
matic, $60; Standard, $50;

25; Juniorette, $15, per set

catalogue.

Five models‘the New Auto

intermediate, $40; Junior, $

of four. See your dealer and write for our

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY

EDW. v. HARTFORD, President

Manufacturers of Hartford Self-Starters, Shock Absorbers, Jacks and Bumpe"

Office and Works, Jersey City, N. J.

Branch Offices and Dealers Everywhere
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Be Sure Your Cars Ar

EQUEPPE

DEALERS;

  

Bearings of
Are the Cars

Recognized You

Worth are Represent v;

E” Marl“ °f R. l.V. 1;

Car Quality

DEALERSH

 

  

lMPORTED Q ' P. l. v. co.

Sim! 1904 W 1771 B'way, N. Y.

  

 

The R. I. V. plant and organization were not built in a year or two. They

have grown with the motor car industry and are the evolution of many years

of designing and making bearings with but one idea in view—t0 produce bear

ings, every part of which should be absolutely right.

The theory of R. I. V. ball bearing; has proven true in many thousands

0f pleasure and commercial cars.

  

-' warrareaqm
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Radiators Built

Rebuilt 89’ Repaired

You truck makers and truck sellers need the

selling ioree oi Livingston Radiators more

than any one else in the industry.

Your life, commercially, depends absolutely

on the service of the product you are handling.

Excuses and apologies won’t go in the com

mercial field. You know it is a question of

dollars and cents saving over other modes of

delivery that makes it possible for you to sell

trucks and commercial wagons.

Unquestionably one of the most serious lia~

bilities in the average motor truck of today is

its inefficient cooling system. Inefficient cool

ing means high cost of truck service because an

overheated motor means loss of power—an over

heated motor means excessive consumption of both

gas and oil—and an overheated motor means time

lost in filling and refilling the radiator. frequently

necessary when water is to be had only by carrying

it a considerable distance, in buckets i'ull.

Livingston Radiators assure the greatest cooling

efficiency with the least pounds of weight. the

least wind resistance and with the greatest ability

to resist stress and strain to which motor trucks

are commonly subjected.

Livingston Radiators assure minimum truck

operating cost in the all~important function

of keeping the motor properly cooled.

LIVINGSTBN RADIATflR & MFG. CO.

Randall Bulldlng, 52d St.

New York
  

 

 

  

  

  

WeBuild
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f’or Indi~
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Car~
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LEWIS RETIRES AS HEAD OF

MITCHEEL-LEWIS COMPANY

Unexpectedly Relinquishes Presidency

to Representative of Banking In

terests—Lewis Family, How

ever, Retains Control.

Without an inkling that anything of the

sort was contemplated, William Mitchell

Lewis, on \Vednesday of last week, relin

quished the offices of president and general

manager of the Mitchell-Lewis Motor Co.,

of Racine, Wis., with which he and his fore—

bears have been intimately identified for at

least two generations. His retirement cre

ated a mild sensation, as he was considered

one of the Mitchell-Lewis fixtures.

The vacancy was filled by the election of

Joseph Winterbotham, In, who became

chairman of the executive committee in No

vember, 1911, when the Mitchell-Lewis com

Party floated a $2,500,000 note issue. \Vinter

botham represented the banking interests

which stood behind the loan and has been

their official representative in the Mitchell

factory.

Mitchell's retirement gave rise to a variety

of rumors, some of which involved its finan

cial condition, but they were promptly rc

Dudiated by an ofiicial statement issued by

the board of directors through \Villiam T.

Lewis. chairman of the board, who is also

the father of William Mitchell Lewis.

I The statement declared that Lewis's res

Ignation “had nothing whatever to do with

the financial condition of the company,

which is splendidly financed and never in

better condition to serve the public."

Hereafter William Mitchell Lewis will de—

vOte his entire attention to his other inter

"lst Which include the Racine Rubber Co.,

fOl'mel'ly the Kelly-Racine Co., and the

Ratiifle Daily Times, the leading daily news—

paper of Racine. The Times itself states

that his-retirement from the Mitchell-Lewis

'Motor Co. will have no effect upon its pol

lc-v' “1le that the Lewises, father and son,

will continue to hold a controlling interest

in the corporation.

Receiver for Syracuse Tire Jobber.

On the petition of the Firestone Tire &

Rubber Co., among others, Claude L.

Forbes, an attorney representing the Empire

Tire & Rubber Co., was on Tuesday last,

25th inst., appointed receiver for the Central

City Rubber Co., of Syracuse, N. Y. In

addition to the usual charges of insolvency,

it is alleged that the company had permitted

some of its creditors to bring suits against

it, and that it made preferential payments

while in an insolvent condition. Its liabili

ties aggregate $35,000. The value of its as

sets are problematical. An effort is being

made to effect a settlement on a basis of

25 cents on the dollar. As its title indicates,

it dealt largely in tires. no less than six tire

manufacturers figuring in the lists of cred

itors with claims between $500 and $4,000.

Louis Hupp Brings Monarch into Being.

Louis C. Hupp, former secretary and

treasurer of the R. C. H. Corporation, of

which his brother, R. C., was president and

general manager until recently, has organ—

ized the Monarch Motor Car Co.. of De

troit, which has been incorporated under

the laws of Michigan. It will engage in the

manufacture of a 30-horsepower, five-pas

senger touring car to sell at about $1,000,

fully equipped. Temporary headquarters

have been acquired on Scotten avenue.

pending the closing of a contract for the

erection of a modern factory building which,

it is stated, already has been practically con

summated. The names of those who are

identified with Hupp in his new enterprise

have not been disclosed.

Date Set for Sale of Thomas Assets.

March 17th has been set as the date for

the receiver's sale of the assets of the E.

R. Thomas Motor Car Co., of Bufialo, none

of the real estate, however, being included in

the sale. The property to be disposed of

comprises 6,000 separate lots of machinery,

equipment and parts.

“MOTOR SPIRIT ” FAR FROM

BEING RECENT DISCOVERY

But New Process Renders Quantity

Production Possible—How Ob

tained and its Possible Efi'ect

on Gasolene Situation.

  

\Vhether or not the price of “gas” comes

down “within a year,” as not the press agent

but a man high up in the Standard Oil Co.

predicted to a Motor World man early this

week, it is quite within reason to expect that

the almost immediate production of quanti

ties of what has been hailed as a new “dis

covery" under the name of Motor Spirit will

have at least a steadying effect on the mar

ket.

Unfortunately, however, the immediate

effect must of necessity be confined to the

West, for the fuel, which, contrary to gen

eral belief, is not new at all and has been

in use for five or ten years, though its pro

duction has been so limited that it never

has constituted a real factor, is controlled

by the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana under

patents issued since the first of the year to

\V. M. Burton, who is the analytical chemist

and a director of the Indiana company. Bur

ton's patent covers a new process by which

the fuel is produced and not the fuel itself,

the process permitting of its production

cheaply and in quantity, whereas the pre

vious method of extracting it made the cost

of its production for general use practically

prohibitive.

Just what the ultimate effect of Motor

Spirit on the market will be, it is difficult

to foresee, though it is certain that its use

in quantity in the West will at least release

a like amount of real “gas,” and even if it

does not result in a reduction in current

prevailing prices, it ought to put a crimp

in the “demand and supply” theory. Sim

ilarly, what its price in the East} will be, if

it is available in the East at all, is prob

lematical, for though its price in the West

is understood to be about three cents a gal
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Ion less than that of gasolene, it is unlikely

that there will be so great a difference, for

the simple reason that the process is owned

outright by the Indiana company and to

utilize it elsewhere will email the payment

of royalty.

In appearance and in characteristics, M0

tor Spirit is not unlike gasolene, except that

it is slightly yellowish in color and emits a

more pungent odor when permitted to evap

orate in an open dish; in fact, it virtually is

a low-grade gasolcne of from 54 to 56

Beaume and, as such, can be used instead

of the lighter fuel in any internal combus

tion motor constructed for gasolene, pro

vided only that minor carburetter adjust

ments are made; compression need not be

altered.

As might be expected by reason of

its greater weight, it burns under normal

conditions with a whitish smoke and leaves

slightly more sooty deposit in the cylinders

than does gasolene. It is declared, however,

that both of these undesirable features can

be eliminated by carefulcarburetter adjust

ment and in any case they are more than

compensated for by the fact that as the

fuel contains a greater percentage of heat

units per unit of volume it permits of the

generation of greater power on slightly less

consumption.

According to Burtons’ patents. and an

analysis of the fuel, Motor Spirit is a last

and “destructive distillation" of the residue

which remains after the production of lubri

cating oils and which nominally is styled

“gas oil" or “fuel oil" and sold as such for

a low price. In the distillation of crude

oil there is first produced naphtha, varying

in percentage according to the grade of

crude oil used; part of the naphtha after

wards is converted into gasolene by fur

ther distillation and chemical treatment.

After the naphtha and gasolene are extract~

ed, the refined oil of commerce is made,

after. which there is produced a distillate

known as “paraffin distillate," which, after

being chilled and pressed for the removal

of paraffin wax. is again subjected to distil

lation, producing various grades of lubricat

ingloils. It is the residue from this latter

product. which upon “special destructive

distillation" yields Motor Spirit in paying

quantities.

'Thus. it may be made from any grade of

crude oil; its boiling point is somewhat

higher than that of commercial gasolene,

which may range from 115 degrees to 350

degrees. though by reason of the fact that it

actually commences to boil at a lower tem

perature than does gasolene there should

be no difiiculty whatsoever in starting an

engine upon it. The final boiling point may

be as high as 400 degrees, though it prob

ably flashes when heated to about 100 de

grees.

FORD CARS BECOME WHITE

ELEPHANT FOR STEAMSHIP

Although Court Will Permit Their De

livery, Steamship Company Has

Agreed to Retain Them—Ap

peal May Further Involve.

The thirteen Ford Model T’s which were

put into the hold of the steamship Minne

haha in New York City about two weeks

ago, consigned by Bowring & Co., export

ers, to New Zealand, before the Ford Motor

Co. could get into court to ask that the

shipment be held up because they were be

ing shipped into the territory of Ford's New

Zealand dealer. have developed into a white

elephant on the hands of the steamship

company, for while it agreed to keep the

cars in its possession on condition that the

ship be allowed to sail, despite an injunc—

tion to the contrary, the injunction has been

dismissed, but the agreement to keep the

cars has not been abrogated. Hence the

Minnehaha is somewhere between New

York and New Zealand with the baker’s

dozen of cars in the hold and is under the

agreement with the Ford company to keep

them from entering the New Zealand deal

er's territory. although the court has decided

that the cars may enter that island.

The tangle may be straightened out by

further legal proceedings; in fact, the court

this week stated it would hear argument on

such a proposal inasmuch as the Ford com

pany has announced its decision to appeal

from the order dismissing its injunction.

The cars in question were intended for the

Chili dealer, but are claimed to have been

directed improperly toward New Zealand,

whereupon Ford hurriedly secured an in

junction forbidding the cars to leave port;

however, the Atlantic Transport Co.. owner

of the Minnehaha. explained that the cars

were at the bottom of the cargo and that

to get them out would cost $3,000 and

cause a delay of 24 hours, which resulted in

the agreement that the ship be permitted to

sail but that the cars either be kept in the

possession of the steamship company in

London or be returned to New York.

 

Weed Finds Itself in Wrong Court.

The fact that the Q. D. Hook Co., of

\Vashington, D. C., exhibited its cross

chains for the quick repair of tire chain

grips in the Grand Central Palace show in

New York City last month does not give

the Hook company a place of business in

the metropolis, according to a ruling of the

United States District Court for the South

ern District of New York, which this week

dismissed the case brought against the

Hook company by the Weed Chain Tire

Grip Co.. on the grounds that the New York

court has no jurisdiction over the Washing

ton concern. This ruling will neeessitate the

filing of a new suit by the Weed people in

the national capital. Besides the Q. D. Hook

Co.. the defendants were Randolph T. War

wick and Edwin S. Holmes, In, the latter

of whom holds the patent under which man

ufacture was carried on. Prior to the dis

missal of the suit a preliminary injunction

had been granted.

Knox Files Schedules in Bankruptcy.

Schedules in bankruptcy for the Knox

Automobile Co., of Springfield, Mass. which

were filed in the Federal Court in Boston

on Tuesday last, 25th inst., show liabilities

of $1,286,409 and assets of $1,370,907. The

only secured creditors are the Springfield

Institute for Savings and Alice E. Aldred,

whose indebtedness of $24,500 is secured by

real estate. There are more than 500 unse

cured creditors, a large number of them

representing merchandise accounts.

The principal creditors are the adminis

trator of the estate of Alfred N. Mayo. of

Springfield, $790000; Fisk Rubber Co., $80.»

473; First National Bank of Boston. $40,000,

and Chicopee National Bank, $30,000. The

assets include incumbent real estate to the

value of $268,300. machinery. tools, stock

in trade and patents to the value of $750,000

and complete automobiles to the value of

$125000.

 

Creditors Break into “Armored Car."

Three creditors, who claim the Bellamore

Armored Car & Equipment Co., of 258 5th

avenue, New York City, is insolvent, filed

a petition in bankruptcy yesterday, 26th

inst.. against the Bellamore company in the

Federal court in New York City; the peti

tioners and their claims. which total $569.23.

are: Sulzberger & Sons Co., merchandise.

$227.31; Allen W. Terry, services, $292.30;

William Dauphin, merchandise, $49.62. The

Bellamore company built at least one arm

ored. burglar-proof car, designed to be used

by banks, and at one time acquired a factory

in Bridgeport, Conn., which later caused it

all manner of litigation in which unpleasant

allegements were made.

- Pope’s Taaicab Venture in Straits.

The Taxi-Motor Cab Co.. of Boston.

Mass», of which Arthur “I. Pope is president

and treasurer, made an assignment on Tues~

day last, 25th inst., to Benjamin N. Johne

son. Pope’s leather and shoe finding firm.

Arthur \V. Pope 8: Co., also made an as

signment, as did Pope personally. The

embarrassment was caused by the matur

ity of about $80,000 worth of Taxi-Motor

notes endorsed by Pope, who believes. how

ever. that all creditors will receive dollar for

dollar.
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saunas RIGHT TO DESIGN

or lTS_Y_ELLQl_V mucus

Court Denies Monopoly of Color, but

Says Design of New York Com

pany's Cabs Cannot be Imi

tated—Appeal as Test.

Although apparently conflicting decisions

in preliminary features had been given by

judges of the Supreme Court for New York

county in the litigation instituted by the

Yellow Taxicab Co. to substantiate its claim

to the design of painting employed on its

cabs, the deciding of two cases this week

in favor of the Yellow company has paved

the beginning of the way to a final settle

ment of the dispute. The two defendants

in these cases, Wallace Carpenter and Geo.

Rosemeier, who had painted their cabs yel

low, are enjoined from colorably imitating

the design of the Yellow cabs, and pending

the carrying of the cases to the Appellate

Division will rest the final settlement of all

of the actions. The court to a certain ex

tent forbids the Yellow company's com

petitors from running yellow cabs.

As was told in Motor World in Novem

ber, when one judge refused to make pre

liminary injunctions in six cases permanent

during the pendency of the actions, no com

pany has the right to a monopoly of any

one color in decorating its cabs, yet the

disposition of the cases approaches the same

end by a different route. Carpenter and

Rosemeier are enjoined from “colorably

imitating” the cabs of the Yellow company

With the object of inducing the cab using

public to believe their cabs are Yellow taxi

cabs and the matter reduces itself to a ques

tion of infringement of design, which in the

Yellow company's fleet is a "Bristol orange"

trimmed with black.

The competing cab owners may use yel

lOW. but it must be so used that the cab

using public can differentiate between a cab

of the Yellow and a competing company.

llow this differentiation may be effected

"1 one way is shown by the tactiCS pursued

by Carpenter and Rosemeier following the

order of the court that they be enjoined

Pendente lite, or during the .endency of

the cases, from imitating the Yellow cabs.

IJPO" agreement with the Yellow c0mpany

they did not repaint their cabs, but placed

"D011 the doors “I. T. O. A.,” the initials of

tilt Indtpsndent Taxicab Owners' Associa

hon.

Wlth this lettering no objection was

made to their operation. Similarly the cab

doors might be Painted with black lattice

?“ 0" the cabs might be distinguished in

one other way. but should the design ap

pl°a°h at all near that of the Yellow com~

pany the fight which that concern has thus

far put up indicates that further litigation

might follow.

 

Rubber Workers' Strike Weakening.

Although all the Akron tire manufac

turers continue to be more or less affected,

it is evidenced that the backbone of the

strike of the rubber workers appears to be

bending. if it is not broken. Since Mon

day last large desertions from their ranks

are reported, though at least 10,000 still are

said to be holding out.

The strikers have formulated demands for

a new wage scale, which provides for an

average increase of about 25 per cent., and

for an eight-hour day—two hours less than

at present. The wage scale demanded

ranges from a minimum of 22% cents per

hour to 60 cents. The tire makers, how

ever, steadfastly refuse to deal with either

of the labor organizations which have pro

jected themselves into the affair, and main

tain that they will treat only with their in

dividual employes.

Dunlop Secures Fabricord Rights.

The Dunlop Tire & Rubber Co.. of To

ronto, Can., has acquired from the Century

Rubber Co., of New York, the exclusive

rights to manufacture and sell Fabricord

tires in the Dominion, where the tires will

be known as Dunl0p-Century Fabricord

tires. The feature of Fabricord construc

tion is a new method of application of the

fibres of cotton fabric, the strength of the

fabric being almost entirely radial t0 the

wheel.

Consolidated to Take Wagner’s Name.

Directors of the Consolidated Lubricants

Co., of New York, have voted to change its

name to the Wagner Oil Co., taking that

title from the well-known F. J. W'agner,

who recently assumed the presidency when

A. R. Pardington relinquished the ofiice. I.

C. Nichols will remain treasurer of the

company.

Lewis Forming His Own Engine Company.

Ralph C. Lewis, who recently resigned the

general management of the Beaver Mfg.

Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., is organizing the

Lewis Motor 8: Engineering Co., which will

engage in the manufacture of gas engines of

all types. Lewis, however, is not ready to

disclose his plans.

 

Studebaker Profits Increase $650,000.

According to a report of the Studebaker

Corporation, of Detroit, Mich., for the year

ending December 31st last, its profits from

manufacturing and trading amounted to $3,

342,560, an increase of $650,712. The surplus,

after making all charges, amounts to $2,

313,245, an increase of $659,663.

BOUGHT CHEAP TIRES BUT

NOW CLAIMS POOR QUALITY

Rutherford-Stepney Suit Brings Coun

tercharges and Airs Contract—

Stepney Says Some Casings

Lasted Only Ten Miles.

An effort by the Stepney Tire & Rubber

Co., of New York City, to get 10,000 tires

at a low price from the Rutherford (N. J.)

Rubber Co., which was extensively exploited

several years ago by Charles Austin Bates,

once a widely known advertising expert,

who proposed among other things to sell

stock to car owners and permit them to buy

tires at “trade” prices, evidently did not

result satisfactorily, according to a suit

which has been filed in the Supreme Court

for New York county by the Rutherford

Rubber company against its former custo

mer. ~

The complainant demands $3,789.92 for

tires which it claims it delivered and which

were not paid for.

The trouble centers about a contract made

November 22, 1911, which stipulated that

the Stepney company, formerly the Amer

ican Stepney Co., was to buy 10,000 tires,

and the contract stated that “the tread of

said tires shall be made of the same com

position as that used in the manufacture of

the high-grade Sterling tires made by the

party of the first part, but that all other

parts of the tires ordered herein shall or

may be of cheaper material than that used

in Sterling tires and that no guarantee of

any kind is made or implied.”

In modification of this contract the Step

ney company submits a letter accepting the

contract and stating that certain changes

in construction are agreed to, but “it being

understood, however, that such change is in

no way to reduce the standard or wearing

qualities of the cover stock."

In its answer the Stepney company

makes the assertion that many of the

tires delivered would not last for more

than ten miles, that it went to great trouble

in adjusting difficulties with its customers,

that whereas the Rutherford company

claims the tires delivered were worth $43,

376.81 they were worth not more than $10,

000, and that inasmuch as $40,836.31 was

paid, the tires have been more than paid for.

The amount asked is the balance—$2,540.50

—and $1,249.42 expended for moulds and

stencils, which latter the Stepney company

claims it has not possession of and should

not pay for.

The wholesale prices named in the con

tract range from $6.50 for 28 x 3 clincher to

$20.50 for 37 x 5 clincher and quick detach

able types.
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NEW COURT RULES UNCOVER

MANY FORGOTTEN LAWSUlTS

Cases Supposed Long "Dead" Found

to- be Officially “Alive”-—Echoes

of Earlier Days Awakened

by “House Cleaning."

As a l'kSlllI of the new set of equity rules

promulgated by the United States Supreme

Court for the guidance of the lower courts

and which became efiective February lst.

a mighty effort is being made to clear the

records of "deadwood"; the effort caused

a considerable rattling of dry bones, and

some not so dry. this week, when the court

clerk of the District Court for the South—

crn District of New York, where many trade

actions have been filed, published a list of

over 3,000 cases which have accumulated

within the last decade or more and which

have not been disposed of. The publication

of the list brought to many men and manu—

facturers within the automobile trade the

information that whereas they thought they

were through with certain lawsuits. these

same suits still are on the court records as

“alive” and the calling of the cases on near

dates will bring recollections of some for

mer famous trade fights and troubles. Many

of the cases will be officially discontinued or

withdrawn when brought up, and hereafter.

according to the new equity rules, cases

must move forward with reasonable speed

or they will be dismissed.

One of the old-timers is entitled Leonard

H. Dyer and Association Patents Co. vs.

Acme Motor Car Co., and was brought

April 5, 1906. for alleged infringement of

Dyer's change-gear gate pafent. N0. 657,—

650. but since the suit was started the pat

ents company and Dyer have dissolved re

lations and Dyer has entered into a new

agreement with the Automobile Board of

Trade, which makes further continuance of

the action problematical.

More bones will rattle when the clerk

sings out “Hartford Rubber Works vs. Elec

tric Vehicle Co.," and what will become of

the case is yet uncertain; it was filed Dc'

cember 10. l907, when the Hartford com

pany asked a receivership on the grounds

that it had a claim of $ll,785.67 against the

Vehicle company, and the records show that

the receiver finally turned over his holdings

to a reorganization committee; but the case

was never wiped off the records.

The Electric Vehicle Co. and the Morton

Trust Co., as trustee, appear in another

action, filed December 13, 1905. as com

plainants against the Hartford Rubber

Works Co. this time alleging infringement

of patents Nos. 750,633 and 750.838, both

covering a tire, and issued to Henry G.

Fisk but becoming the property successive

ly of the Electric Vehicle Co., the Columbia

8: Electric Vehicle Co., the Electric Vehicle

Co. and the Morton Trust Co.

Of not so early vintage is the H. W.

Johns-Manville Co. vs. the Keasley 8: Mat

tison Co., wherein Johns-Manville. Septem

ber 18. 1909, charged infringement of patent

No. 792.901, covering a gasket, and one

which the parties concerned apparently have

forgotten all about is a suit filed July 7.

1909, by Edward V. Hartford, George H.

Hartford and the Hartford Suspension Co..

makers of Truffault-Hartford shock absorb

ers. against the \Vinton Motor'Carriage Co..

which company the complainants allege in

fringed the Traufi’ault frictional shock ab~

sorbet patent of the reissue number 12.437.

The defendants likely will ask a dismissal.

Harking back to the early days of the tire

chain industry is Parsons Non-Skid Co. vs.

\-\"eed: this was the suit which the Parsons

company. which originated the Parsons pat

ent in England and secured an American

grant. instituted some ten years ago against

Harry I). \Yecd. whom it claimed was in—

fringing thc Parsons patent and which suit

led to the union of \‘Vced and the Parsons

company and the perpetuation in the trade

of the \Veed Chain Tire Grip Co. The

antiquity 0f the action is evidenced by the

fact that the defendant, \Need, has since

cleaned up something like a half million or

dollars and retired. selling his \Need chain

interests. This case will be terminated.

in the big collection of 3.000 “old stagers"

are four cases of the Enterprize Automo

bile Co. against the \Vinton Motor Carriage

Co.. the Locomobilc Co. of America. Max

well-Briscoe, Inc., and the Commercial Mo~

tor Car Co. These. which are under patents

Nos. 885.986 and 92l.963, have practically

been disposed of 2;: the recent Dyer-Board

of Trade agreement. and since the Commer

cial Motor Car Co. is out of business, that

case likely will he ended as soon as called.

An enumeration of the trade cases in

volved would form a small booklet, but in

addition to those already named are two by

the Whitney Motor \Vagon Co., one against

the White Sewing Machine Co. and the

other against the Prescott Automobile Mfg.

Co., and some of the others are: Aerated

Fuel C0. vs. Prescott Automobile Mfg. Co.,

Rushmore vs. Manhattan Screw & Stamping

\\'orks, American Diesel Engine Co. vs.

American 8: British Mfg. Co., Consolidated

Rubber Tire Co. vs. B. F. Goodrich Co., the

same vs. Doherty, and the same vs. Re

public Rubber Co.. Parsons Non-Skid Co.

vs. Green-Beebe—VVeed Co., A. R. Mosler

& Co. vs. E. M. Benford, Hartford vs. E. I.

Edmond Co., and Parsons Non-Skid Co.,

Ltd., vs. U. T. Hungerford Brass & Copper

Co. The latter suit involves the Reliance

grip and is in fair way of settlement.

GOODRlCll NET SALES FOR

NINE MONTHS $37,500,000

On This Volume of Business Net

Profits Were In Excess of $3,500,

OOO—Assets Aggregate Ninety

eight Million.

During the nine months which ended De

cember 31. 1912, the net sales of the B. F.

Goodrich Co.. of Akron, Ohio, according

to figures just made public. amounted to

$37.53.}.861. on which the net profits were

$3.522.489. The statement in full follows:

Net sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$37,533,861

Manufacturing. selling and gen

eral administration expenses... 33,814,527

Net profit from operation . . . . . . .. 3,719,334

Miscellaneous income . . . . . . . . . .. 511,845

Total income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,291,l79

Depreciation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 440.852

Interest and bills payable . . . . . .. 327,838

Net profit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,522,489

The consolidated balance sheet of the B.

F. Goodrich Co. as of December 31, 1912.

follows:

 

Assets: b id I d

Real estate, ui ings. p ant. goo

will, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $70,685”?

Investments in other companies. l,63a.958

Preferred stock in treasury . . . . .. 2.227.117

Current assets . . . . . . . . . . 24,007,698

Deferred charges to operation... 229,619

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $98,786,114

Liabilities:

Common stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$60.000.000

r'refcrrcd stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30.000.000

Current liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7.079.879

Reserve for contingencies . . . . . .. 300.000

Surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800,233

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$98,786.ll4

Goodyear on Fictitious Stock Values.

Whatever may be the outcome of the

strike of the Akron rubber Workers, Frank

A. Seiberling, president of the Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Co., has praiseworthily

placed himself on record as stating that one

of its good results “has been the pricking

of the bubble of fictitious values on the

stocks of various corporations."

"Speculators," he adds, “had carried the

value of Goodyear common stock to a basis

of $465 per share ten days ago. It is new

around $350, while its intrinsic value is ap

proximately $125. Let this good work go

on. and we will not have as much false rea

soning when this fictitious basis of value

has been properly exploded."

All of the Akron tire shares have declined

in corresponding measure.

Seamless Rubber Issues Treasury Stock.

The Seamless Rubber Co. of New Haven,

Conn., which makes the Bragg stitched tire.

has certified to an issue of 5,000 shares of

its treasury stock. The issue makes the total

outstanding stock $1,000,000, of which One

half is common.
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Brooksville. Ohio—Brooksville Auto Co.,

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to deal in motor cars.

Norfolk, Va.~—Tidcwater Automobile Co.,

under Virginia laws; authorized capital,

515.000; to deal in motor cars.

Piqua, Ohio—Auto Commercial Delivery.

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to operate a motor delivery.

Knoxville, Pa.—Hollis Automatic Traci

BIRDSEYE VIE\\' OF McCORD MFG. CO.’S ENLARGED

under California laws; authorized capital,

$5,000; to deal in motor car tires. Corpora

tors—H. C. Muddox, Frank Smith, “I. W.

Bassett.

Rochester, N. Y.--Alling & Miles, Inc.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$20,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—Edmund M. Alling, Alice R. Alling, Mil

ton B. Miles.

Greenvillc, Ohio—York Supply Co., under

 

  

  

ply Co., under \Nest Virginia laws; author

ized capital, $25,000; to deal in motor car

supplies. Corporators—A. B. Kennard, jr.,

C. E. Lavender, R. M. Lavender.

Chicago, Ill—International Automobile

Supply Co., under Illinois laws; authorized

capital, $5,000; to deal in motor car sup

plies. Corporators—WVilliam L. Loetfel,

Mark T. Adams, William E. Stephens.

New York. N. Y.-—Munnich’s Garage,

PLANT IN DETROIT

  

Aritliiirliifi include a testing laboratory and a department for truck radiators exclusively. Apart from 011‘" thing» “"3 Mccord faclory now has a calla-City

 

000 Co., under Delaware laws; authorized

capltali $250,000; to deal in motor vehicles.

Moose jaw, Sask.—Canadian Standard

Automobile 8: Traction Co., under Canadian

laws; authorized capital. $250000; to deal

ill motor vehicles.

Alexandria, Va. -— Express Spark Plug

Co., under Virginia laws; authorized capi

tal, 8200.000; to manufacture spark Plugs

CorDorators-—C. H. Duttey and others.

Chicago. Ill—National Tire & Repair Co.,

lmder Illinois laws; authorized capital, $3.

ooo‘irt? I'°l>air motor car tires. Corporators

“l'llllam Erkert, E. H. Tillson and others.

Jacksonville, Fla—Gallatin Motor Co.,

under Florida laws; authorized capital, $10,

:lll; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

Bc'ng' Philips. Harold T. Philips, Harry

sacramenm- CHL—Owners’ Auto-Tire Co.,

 

of 85.000 radiators annually.

 

Ohio laws; authorized capital. $25,000; to

deal in motor cars and supplies. Corpora

tors—C. F. York, A. Z. Heller, J. H. Byard,

Lillie M. York.

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.——Ross-Ketchum

Co., Inc., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $18,400; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—J. Arthur P. Ketchum, Norman B.

Ross, James W. Northrup.

Indianapolis, Ind.—— Capitol Body Co.,

under Indiana laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to manufacture motor car parts. Cor

porators—Elmer Hinshaw, Fred W. Hen

schen, Elmer \N. Hughey.

Nashville, Tenn—State Motor Car Co.,

under Tennessee laws; authorized capital,

$25,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—\V. F. Anderson, R. M. Meriges, In, John

A. \Velsdorf, John E. Shelton.

\Vheeling, \'V. Va.-—Lavender Auto Sup

Inc., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $500; to operate a garage. Corpora~

tors—Christopher Munnich, Elizabeth Mun

nich, John Munnich, all of 225 Brown Place.

Detroit, Mich.——Timken-David Brown Co.,

under Michigan laws; authorized capital,

$250,000; to manufacture worm-drive gears

and worm wheels. Corporators—Eugene W.

Lewis, Herbert W'. Alden, Lewis H. Pad

dock.

Cleveland, Ohio — Diamond Stamping

Works Co., under Ohio laws; authorized

capital, $35,000; to manufacture motor car

parts. Corporators—J. C. Royon, Phelps

Crum, H. H. Henry, M. T. Gorton, Rose L.

McCarthy.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Bensonhurst Auto Rent

ing Co., Inc., under New York laws; author

ized capital, $3,000; to operate a motor liv

ery. Corporators—Louis Flatow, 187 So.
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2nd street; Harry Harrigan, Max Levy. 150

Bay 22nd street.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Cumbcrland Garage Co.,

Inc., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital. $25,000; to operate a garage. Corpora

tors—Willard L. Gray, Cumberland street;

Alfred \Vilmarth, Marie F. VVilmarth, 626

East 18th street, New York City.

New York, N. Y.—Gotham Sight Seeing

Corp., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $1,000; to operate motor buses. Cor

porators—George Laury. 56 West lthh

street; Louis Brown, 520 East 77th street;

David Lebowitz, (>4 East 118th street.

New York, N. Y.-—-Chrome Mfg. Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

5.25.000; to deal in motor vehicles. Cor

porators—James E. Marshall, 25 \Vest 136th

street; \\‘illiam H. Buckley, 445 Lenox ave—

nuc; \Villiam P. Green, 21 \Vest 134th

street.

New York, N. Y.—Dann-Gorman Co.,

lnc.. under New York laws; authorized

capital, $10000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

purators—Thomas F. Darin, 99 14th street,

Broolyn'. John L. Got-man, 372 East 156th

street; John B. Gouger, 142 \Vest 49th

street.

Change: of Capitalization.

Toledo, Ohio—Ohio Electric Co., from

8250.000 to $500,000.

Detroit. Mich—Detroit Carburetter Co.,

from $25,000 to $50,000.

Chicago, Ill.—Impcrial Brass Mfg. Co.,

from $100,000 to $200,000.

St. Louis, Mo.-—American Automobile

Co., from $200,000 to $300,000.

Detroit, Mich—Federal Motor Truck

Cu. from $100,000 to $200,000.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Ithaca. N. Y.——Lang Garage, garage de

stroyed. Loss not given.

Antesbury, Mass—1. H. Leitch, automo

bile plant damaged. Loss, $12,000.

Norwich, C0nn.——Turnbull Auto Co.,

building damaged. Loss not given.

Newport, N.H.-—Napoleon Geoffrain, gar

age damaged and six cars destroyed. Loss,

310.000.

Union, Ia.—-\\"oods Carriage & Automo

bile Co., garage and 20 cars destroyed. Loss,

$44,000.

Greensburg, Ind—George Montgomery.

repair shop and several cars destroyed.

Loss. $15,000.

Cincinnati, O.—-VVestern Motor Car Co.,

127 \\'cst 7th street, damaged by explOsion.

Loss not given.

Ilcaldsburg, Cal.—-Sonoma Garage and

Consolidated Vehicle Co.’s warehouse de

stroyed. Loss not given.

PROMINENT MEN lN TRADE

WHO ASSUME NEW DUTIES

Resignations and Promotions That

Serve To Place Many Workers In

New Places—Few Leave

the Industry.

Frank M. Ridler has been promoted to the

post of sales manager for the Pope Mfg.

Co., of Hartford, Conn. He has been con

nected with the company for many years.

J. C. Austin, former chief engineer of the

Regal Motor Car Co., of Detroit, has joined

the Studebaker stafi‘. He has become en

gineer of passenger cars under chief en—

gineer Heaslet.

Fred \V. Plumb has been appointed sales

manager of the Palmer-Moore Motor Truck

Co., of Syracuse, N. Y. He obtained neces

sary experience in the service of several of

the best known dealers in Syracuse.

W. C. McElwain, manager of the Stewart

Warner Speedometer branch, of Cincin~

nati, has resigned that position to become

Ohio representative of the Hofiecker Co.,

of Boston. He will have his headquarters

at Cleveland.

I. T. Rose, of Washington, D. C., has

been appointed manager of the Invader Oil

Co’s branch in that city. Previously he

was identified with T. E. Tomlinson, general

manager of the Invader company, in his

earlier enterprises.

C. W. Whitston, who it is stated was

one of the organizers of the Krit Motor Car

Co., of Detroit, has been added to the field

staff of the Keeton Motor Car Co., of that

city. He will cover Eastern territory, New

England excepted.

On April lst, Glenn Buck will become

advertising manager of the Ford Motor Co.,

of Detroit. As the Ford account has been

handled by the Glenn Buck Advertising Co.,

of Chicago, for some time, his duties will

not be strange to him.

A. J. Diefendcrfer, former assistant man

ager of the Lozier Motor Co.’s New York

branch, has been promoted to the post of

manager. He succeeds \V. S. M. Meade. who

resigned to become 'secretary of the new

Chandler Motor Car Co.

Charles W. Cross has been appointed

sales manager of the Holly Bros. Co., of

Detroit, Mich. He has been identified with

the automobile trade for more than ten

years, latterly in the sales department of the

General Motors Truck Co.

Hugh H. Goodhart has been promoted to

the post of advertising manager for the

Lippard'Stewart Motor Car Co., of Bufialo,

N. \'., with which he has been identified [or

some time. Before joining the Lippard

Stewart stafl', Goodhart was a member of

the Franklin advertising department in Sy

racuse.

Frank H. Martin has been appointed

Eastern sales manager for the Stewart-War

ner Speedometer Corporation, with head

quarters in New York. He succeeds Arthur

]. Interrieden, who recently became sales

manager for the Jones Speedometer Co.

Previously, Martin was manager of the

Firestone solid tire department in Akron.

\‘Villiam R. McCulla, a specialist in carbu

ration, has been appointed assistant research

engineer for the Packard Motor Car Co.. of

Detroit, Mich. McCulla has had extensive

experience since 1899, when his father pur—

chased the second car that appeared in Ire

land. He has been identified with the Met

cedes, Renault, Napier and Rolls Royce

cars.

\\-'alter E. Holland has been appointed

manager of the Anderson Electric Car Co.'s

mechanical and electrical research depart

ment in Detroit. He brings with him ripe

experience. having had to do with electric

vehicles and storage batteries for many

years. From January. 1911. to February of

the present year Holland was chief electrical

engineer of the Edison Storage Battery Co..

of \Vest Orange, N. J.

 

Panama Rubber Chooses its Olficers.

“I D. Newerf. the Los Angeles tire joh

her who recently organized the Panama

Rubber Co., with an authorized capital of

$1.000.000, has assumed the presidency of

the corporation. The other officers are: W.

E. McCune, first vice‘president; Motley H.

Flint, second vice-president; J. 8. Banner,

secretary; John F. Roe, treasurer. Execu

tive ofiices have been opened in the Los

Angeles Investment Building. but a factory

site has not yet been secured. It is stated.

however, that "one of the best known tire

builders in the country" has been engaged

as factory superintendent, but his identity

has not been disclosed.

International Re-elects Coleman President.

Reports that he would retire from the

presidency of the International Motor Co.,

of New York, were put to rest at the annual

meeting of the board of directors last week

when C. Phillip Coleman was re~elected

president of the corporation. F. C. Richard

son was chosen treasurer, and Vernon Mon

roe secretary. E. C. Converse, the New

York banker, retains chairmanship of tilt?

board of directors, and W. C. Dickerman the

chairmanship of the executive committee

Three new men entered the directorate, viZ-t

\\'illiam E. Corey, \V. T. Graham, and T.

L. Chadbourne, Jr.

-_
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B. F. Schmidt is constructing a garage in

Exeter, Cal.

Robert Bryanton is building a garage in

Allerton, Mass.

H. Grote has established a repair business

in Eugene, Ore.

Ralph Metzger will open a garage in

Chillieothe, Ohio.

C. \V. Clare proposes to construct a gar

age in Smithville, Tex.

Gustave Fribkle is about to open a gar

age and repair shop in Havre, Mont.

James J. Reynolds just has completed a

concrete garage in Port Chester, N. Y.

Frank McCullen and Edward Jepson are

about to open a garage in \Vest Bend, Ia.

Mazza & Questa, dealers, in Olean, N.

Y., plan the construction of a new garage.

Howard Tracy has opened a repair shop

in Oshland, Ohio. It is located on Orange

street.

W. H. Rattenburgh is about to erect a

garage in El Paso, Tex. The site is on Mis

souri street.

The Black Hills Garage & Supply House,

of Deadwood, S. D., is having a new garage

constructed.

A new garage is being erected for H. L.

Cook in Palestine, Tex. It is located on

spring street.

A new garage is being erected in Atlantic,

Ia. When completed it will be occupied by

Hans Thiessen.

R. K. Woodrum and Bruce Purvis are

establishing a garage and repair business in

Louisburg, Kan,

The F. O. Engstrum Co., of Los Angeles.

F31» is about to have a new garage erected;

I! Will cost $30,000.

The R. P. Smith Garage in Port Arthur,

Tex" has been purchased by R. E. Howland

and George Wynall.

A- B. Neyhart has purchased the Sixth

- Street Garage in Stroudsburg, Pa. He will

Conduct the business.

(Gorge F. Fleet, owner of the People's

Taxrcab Co., in Altoona. Pa, plans to erect

a garage on Beale avenue.

Cameell 8: Cottrill have completed a new

garage in Long Beach, Cal. They are Chal

mers and Maxwell dealers.

held“ml-ROSS Co. is the style of a new

accessory dealer in Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

J. C. Lovemoney is manager.

William Coutfer is about to enter the

trade in Urbana, Ohio. He will open sales

rooms on South Main street.

The Souhegan Auto Co., of Milford, N.

H., has opened a new repair shop and

salesrooms on Nashua street.

J. M. Carmcr has organized the Auto Ac—

cessories Co. in Fort W'ayne, Ind. He will

locate at 122 \Vest Washington street.

R. \N. Morrison has retired from the firm

of Hardy 8: Morrison. dealers, in Fonda, Ia.

Hardy 8: Son will be the style hereafter.

A. E. Reed, a dealer in Louisville, Ky.,

has established a branch of his business on

South 4th street; he has the Overland line.

Morris Yingling and Michael Rice, who

constitute the City Auto 81 Machine Co., in

Latrobe, Pa., are about to build a new gar

age.

Ralph Schwarz has purchased an interest

in the Central Motor Co., of Reading, Pa.

The style hereafter will be H. B. Schwarz 3:

Son.

W. \V. Conley, formerly of Hastings,

Minn.. has entered the trade in Merriam

Park. in the same State; he has the Pratt

agency.

F. J. Rie and Ray Davis have established

a tire repair business in Petaluma, Cal.

They will operate as the Petaluma Tire Re

pair Co. .

Andrew Murphy 8: Son, of 1410 Jackson

street, Omaha, Neb., have had plans pre

pared for a new garage; the estimated cost

is $10,000.

C. W. Deane, formerly of McCallum &

Deane, in Grand Rapids, Mich, has

uflocked" by himself. He has opened a gar

age on State street.

George E. Quay, owner of Quay’s Garage

in Dunkirk, N. Y.. has completed a new

garage and machine shop; it is located at

218 \Vashington avenue.

Roscnthal & Thompson, automobile and

implement dealers in Redwood Falls, Minn.,

have dissolved partnership; \\'illiam Rosen

thal will continue the business.

Charles \V. Kruger of Alta Vista. Kan,

has purchased a garage in Peabody, in the

same State; he will 'remove to the latter

town and conduct the new business.

llllllllllllltlllllllllllllll .

Clifford Caley, of Blufiton, Ind., is about

to establish a garage and agency business in

Huntington, in the same State; his location

is in the Bender building, on Main street.

George M. Height and Theodore Ben—

nett of Spring Lake, N. J., have sold their

garage business to Timothy Hurley; the

former owners have embarked in the meat

trade. -

W. C. Spear. owner of the Manchester

(N. H.) Auto Garage, has had plans we

pared for the erection of a new garage and

salesrooms; the new building will be on

Granite street.

Fred Yoho, formerly with the Oliver &

Martin Garage in Martins Ferry, \V. \"a.,

has entered the trade for himself. .He has

leased a building on North 6th street and

will open a repair sh0p.

\V. E. Dehler, of Crane, W'is., has pur

chased the interests of Peter Herring in

the Bloomer Auto Garage & Supply Co. in

Bloomer, in the same State; he will make

his residence in the latter town.

Harry Corbaley and Edward Allen, of

' Palo Alto, Cal., have merged their interests

under the style Corbaley 8: Allen; they will

deal in automobile supplies and will handle

the Chalmers, Overland and Kissel lines.

L. Kaufman of Keota, 1a., has pur

chased a half interest in the Lawler Garage

in North English, in the same State; the

style has been changed to Kaufman 81 Law~

ler Auto Co. A new garage will be erected.

Hanson 8: Tyler, who distribute cars over

a considerable territory in Iowa, are to

remove their headquarters from \Vebster

City to Fort Dodge; Tyler will remain in

\\‘cbster City in charge of the business

there.

The Boehmer-Sheridan Auto Co., of Fort

Smith. Ark, has dissolved. Boehmer will

continue the business and Paul \V. Sheridan

will operate the Arkansas Garage at North

10th and B streets. Sheridan retains the

Ford agency.

G. \V. Jones, former manager of the

United Motor Des Moines (1a.) Co.. has

purchased a controlling interest in the Moy

er Automobile Co., in that city. W'illiam E.

Moyer, former head of the company, died

last week. The concern is Iowa agent for

Krit and Hudson cars.

The \V. L. Huffman Auto Co, of Omaha,
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Neb, has opened a branch salesroom in

Sioux City, 1a., at 222 South Phillips ave

nue; Fred Nair is manager. The company

has the Hupmobile agency for South Da

kota, Nebraska and Iowa and the new sta

tion is to care for the business in the former

State. '

The Reliable Motor Car Co. has entered

the trade in Salt Lake City with salesrooms

at 65 West 4th street, South; it is Oakland

distributer. S. C. Sherrill is president,

Harry Nightingale vice-president, secretary

and treasurer, and Harry Elliot sales mana

ger.

The Osen—McFarland Auto Co., San

Francisco dealers, have arranged with J.

H. and M. L. McCullough to handle the

company’s retail business in San Francisco;

they will trade under the style McCullough

BrOs. and their line will comprise Mitchell

and Empire cars and I. H. C. delivery

wagons.

G. S. Holmes, proprietor of the Semloh

Hotel in Salt Lake City, Utah, and his son,

Dwight L. Holmes, have entered the auto

mobile trade; they have established an

agency tor Speedwell cars and trucks and

\Nagenhalls delivery cars at 223-25 South

State street. Dwight L. Holmes also oper

ates a similar agency in Los Angeles.

The \V. D. Sweet Motor Car Co., which

recently was organized in Binghamton, N.

Y., has taken over the garage and repair

business of \V. A. Crandall at 2345 “later

street. Crandall will continue in charge of

the repair shop, which is in the basement,

and the first and second floors of the build

ing will be utilized by the Sweet company

for the eXploitation of the Speedwell line.

The General Motor Truck Co. has been

formed in Toledo, Ohio, to take over the

business of the Heavy Tonnage Transporta

tion Co., a trucking concern; the new com

pany will continue in the old location at

Michigan and Jefferson streets. The oflicers

of the new company are: Frank M. Hack

ctt. president; F. M. Dotson, treasurer; W.

C. Prickett, general manager; directors, the

foregoing and C. B. Grandy and C. O. Mor~

1011.

John G. Webber, J. A. Rose and E. T.

James have formed the Auto Sales Co., Inc.,

in Charlotte, N. C., to handle the Studebaker

line which formerly was handled by a fac

tory branch, recently discontinued. The old

Studebaker location at 222 North Tryon

street will be occupied. Rose, for the past

year, has been manager of the Ford Sales

Co. in Asheville, N. C. James continues to

stock Cadillac cars and will display them in

the new company's salesrooms.

The Alliance (0.) Motor Car Co. is a

new entry into the trade in that Ohio town.

A garage and machine shop, 160 x 50 feet,

and having a capacity of from 40 to 60 cars.

will be erected. The officers are:

dent, C. G. Mummert; vice-president, C.

G. Cline; secretary, Sydney L. Geiger;

treasurer, J. O. Ellis; directors, the fore

going and Morris W. Geiger, G. K. Prit

chard, S. F. Oyster, H. D. Tolerton, R. M.

Scranton, G. H. Hubler and E. P. Kinney.

Presi

Americans in Canadian Wheel Company.

Backed chiefly by American capital, the

Chatham Wheel Co., of Chatham, Ont., has

been organized under the laws of Canada.

with an authorized capital of $50,000. The

company will build complete wheels, in

cluding the wood parts, hubs and rims. It

represents a joint enterpriSe of men prom

inently identiiied with the Sparks-\Vithing—

ton Co., the Hayes Vt’heel Co. and the

Jackson Rim Co., all of Jackson, Mich. M.

Davies, of the Hayes company, will be gen~

eral manager of the Chatham plant. Among

the other stockholders are William Sparks,

R. H. Withington and Winthrop \Vithing~

ton of the Sparks-\Vithington Co., C. B.

Hayes ofthe Hayes \Vheel Co., 0. \V. Mott

and C. B. Williams of the Jackson Rim Co.,

and M. V. Chaplin of the Chaplin \Vheel

Co., of Chatham, Ont.

Blakeslee Assumes Lansden Management.

George E. Blakeslee, one of the veterans

of the industry, who has been identified with

the Lansden Co., of Newark, N. J., prac

tically since its inception, was elected vice

president and general manager on Monday

last, to fill the vacancy caused by the resig

nation of \V. L. Case, who, it is stated, has

disposed of his holdings and will return to

his practice as a consulting engineer. Orig

inally Case was president of the company,

but he gave way to R. S. Holtz, of Chicago,

wl10se participation in the company’s af

fairs of late, however, has been largely of a

nominal character. In September last,

John M. Mack, of Allentown, Pa., former

head of the Mack Motor Truck Co., became

chairman of the Lansden executive commit

tee and took over many of the president's

duties.

“35%” Beats Rubly a Second Time.

Because Holmes Jones, attorney for \\'m.

Rubly, a grease gun manufacturer in Tuck~

ahoe, N. Y., was not on hand when the suit

against Rubly by the 35% Automobile Sup~

ply Co., of New York City, was called in

the Supreme Court for New York county

this week an inquest, or, in lay language, a

one-sided trial, was taken with a resulting

judgment of $2,474.95 for the "35%"; the

suit was based upon an advertising contract

whereby Rubly was to exchange $3,360

worth of grease guns for advertising in a

monthly circular gotten out by the 35%

company, and the claim was that he failed

to live up to the contract. In an earlier

stage of the suit the "35%" secured judg

ment for $2,383.30, but Jones carried a point

to the Appellate Division and it was only

this week that the matter was again brought

to a head in the lower court. The present

verdict, which is slightly larger than the

first one, includes interest and certain casts.

King Reincorporated with $200,000.

Artemus Ward, of New York, who sev

eral months since purchased the King Mo

tor Car Co., of Detroit, and of which he is

the three-quarter owner, has reincorporated

it, under the laws of Michigan, with an au

thorized capital of $200,000. Ward himself

will figure merely as a director of the com

pany, of which his son, Artemus Ward, Jr.,

is vice-president. J. G. Beyerline is presi~

dent, and F. A. Vollbrecht treasurer. The

other directors are T. A. Bollinger and T.

P. Chase, of Detroit.

Work Begun on Delion Tire Factory.

The Delion Tire & Rubber Co., of which

R. S. Peale, of New York, is president and

which was incorporated about four months

ago under New York laws, has acquired a

factory site in Hamilton township, near

Trenton, N. J., on which it will at once erect

a modern tire building plant. It will be a

three-story brick and steel structure, having

a frontage of 258 feet. It is expected that

the work will he completed about May lst.

Foreign Service System for Splitdorf.

Oscar J. Rohdc, treasurer and general

manager of the Splitdorf Electrical Co. of

New York, which maintains a New York

branch and service station for the Splitdorf

Electrical Co., of Newark, N. J., sailed to

Europe on Thursday last, where he will

establish a system of Splitdorf service sta

tions, with London as headquarters. He

took with him four of the factory experts.

McGraw Becomes $1,000,000 Corporation.

The McGraw Tire & Rubber Co., of East

Palestine, Ohio, which heretofore has been

a Pennsylvania corporation, has taken out

a new charter under the laws of Ohio. The

authorized capital of the new corporation

is $1,000,000. When additions and imprOve

ments now in progress are completed, it is

stated that the McGraw plant will have a.

capacity of 1,500 tires per day.

 

Gauge Company Reorganized and Renamed.

The National Gauge & Register CO., 0t

La Crosse, \Vis., an outgrowth of the Hans

Equipment Co., has been refinanced and re

organized and the style changed to the Hans

Motor Equipment Co. A $50,000 factory

building is now being erected in La Crosse

which will permit of a largely increased

output of gasolene and oil gauges, and all

other gauges.
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TWO MEANS OF REDUCING FUEL COSTS.

Having fully aroused them to the urgency of what has

come to be known as the gasolene situation. and being

intent on discovering future sources of supply. Motor

World repeats to automobile manufacturers that two ave

nues which lead to a considerable measure of relief remain

wide open. \Ve refer to a change of carburetters on par

ticular brands of cars, and to the use of one or another of

the many atomizers. auxiliary air valves or other so-called

gas-savers which are so numerously available.

Why SO many car manufacturers will persist in the use

Of carburetters that are not only wasteful of fuel but which

actually unfavorany affect the power and performance of

their vehicles is almost beyond comprehension. That many

Of them are doing so is abundantly proven by the experi

ence of individual purchasers of their cars who, on their

own account and at their own expense, have tried other

¢a_fburetters~possibly not so well or so widely known—

With results that have been not short of remarkable. In

cheral known instances, the saving in fuel alone has more

than Paid for the change of carburetters.

But whether or no carburetters are changed. it is be-'

Yond Civil or question that very many of the so-called gas

SaVfrs'have demonstrated that they actually do save fuel,

and in (inantities ranging from 20 to 40 per cent.

With such remedies immediately available, why car

manufacturers should fail to apply them is not short of

astounding. The economy of Car operation IS 3. selling

I rich opportunities to dealers.

point of no small magnitude. and the manufacturer who

believes, or fancies, that the cost of gasolene is of small

consequence to anyone able to afford a motor car is sadly

deceiving himself. \Vithin the last month we have heard

two men whose resources are well above the million mark

rail at the price of gasolene.

The situation is one in which the price of carburetters.

or personal predilictions for a particular carburetter, should

not be permitted to obtain. it is also a situation which offers

Few, if any of them, have

exploited economical carburetters, or gas saving devices.

as they are capable of being exploited. For no owner of an

automobile will refuse to listen to anything which promises

a reduction of his gasolene bill.

FOR DEALERS WHO LOOK FAR AHEAD.

Of course there are not yet enough of them to go

around, and it probably will be several years before motor

plows and other motor-propelled agricultural implements of

the one-man variety are generally available; but. mean

while. it is the better part of wisdom for those dealers who

have to do with automobiles, particularly in rural districts,

to follow closely the development of such implements pre—

paratory to laying hands on them in a commercial way

immediately the proper moment arrives.

There is every reason to believe that, sooner or later,

the manufacture and sale of gas-propelled plows suitable

for use on the average farm will attain gigantic dimen

sions. and, with the subsidence of the fuss and fireworks

which has attended a large part of the automobile indus

try, the automobile dealer probably will find need for goods

that will fit into his scheme of things. Motor plows and

the like will very happily fill the bill.

It may be argued, of course. that the established imple

ment dealer naturally will fall heir to such trade. but the

field is an open one and there is every reason why the men

who have to do with gas engines in motor cars and motor

trucks can and should rightfully lay claim to agricultural

implements and everything else propelled by gas engines.

 
 

INTRODUCING MR. BREDENBECK, “HERO.”

Let the name Bredenbeck go thundering down the halls

of time! It is not a particularly poetical name but the

man who possesses it has done a truly wonderful thing.

He is a member of the New jersey legislature and he

actually has introduced a bill providing for the registra—

tion of horse-drawn vehicles.

The Bredenbeck bill would require a registration fee

of $1 for each vehicle drawn by one animal, $2 for each

vehicle drawn by two animals, and an extra dollar for each

additional animal.

Of course, the measure will never pass—horse owners

object even to the life saving legislation requiring them to

display lights on their vehicles—but it does not alter the

fact that Assemblyman Bredenbeck deserves to have his

name written somewhere in a hall of fame.

Despite its hopelessness, the Bredenbeck bill is an indi~

cation of an awakening to that sense of equal and exact

justice which is supposed to prevail in all legislative houses.
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BOSTON BORROWS FROM

BABYLON FOR ITS SHOW

Famous Hanging Gardens for Grand

Hall and Another Kind of Garden

for the Rest—There’ll Be

Waterfalls, Too.

 

The New York show—either of them for

that matter—nor yet the Chicago show will

have anything on the Boston function which

is scheduled to open its doors March 8th

and keep them open till the 15th, for pleas

ure cars. and from the 19th to the 25th for

commercial vehicles, in the matter of deco

rations at least. For the artist has gone

way back into the archives of history for

his motif and if everything goes well, Grand

Hall in Mechanics Building will be trans

formed into a semblance of the Hanging

Gardens of Semiramis at Babylon. even to

the twinkling waterfalls and the mosses

and the palms and everything else that went

to make that famous garden spot one of the

seven wonders of the world.

It is said that the Babylonian king of the

time had shekels galore with which to sat

isfy the cravings of his wife or wives as the

case may be. There must have been some

truth in the rumor if the original gardens

looked anything like Grand Hall will look

when the decorators get through with it.

The main floor scene will be one of a huge

tropical garden with sure enough palm trees

from the Bermudas (25 feet high, measure

'em», and mosses and other equatorial flora

with unpronouncable names tastefully dis

posed between terraces, which, according

to the artist himself. are an exact replica

of the original Babylonian period. The

names of exhibitors are to be blazoned from

illuminated glass “turrets.” and it is ex

pected that the waterfalls (two of them)

will do nothing to dampen the admiration

of visitors. Also, the rear wall is to be

hidden by a tremendous mural decoration

from the brush of no less a person than

\Valter Burridge; its title is “Nebuchadnez

zer's Tribute to His Median Bride." and it

is said that it is all that the name implies.

Exhibition Hall is to be a garden. too—a

“Garden of a Century Ago.” with its old

fashioned flowers and white picket fences

serving to mark off exhibitors’ Spaces. The

walls. of course, will be covered with paint

ings and papier mache and a whole lot of

other things that will be pretty even if they

are unnamable. Down in the basement of

Mechanics Building the decorative scheme

will not be so elaborate. though it will be

none the less effective in hiding ugly beams

and supporting columns. They will be cov

ered with a material suggesting greenish

marble and the whole will be set off with

festoons of electric lights of nearly every

color in the rainbow.

Rubber Falls Below $1 a Pound.

For the first time in five years, the pre

vious low mark of 67 cents being recorded

in 1908. the price of crude rubber has de

clined below $1 a pound. Lack of demand,

due partially to the strike of tire workers in

Akron. and the recent failure of two im

portant and well-established rubber trading

firms—the New York Commercial Co. and

the George A. Alden & Co. of‘ Boston,

Mass—are given as the cause of the de

cline. Since the first of February. when up

river fine Para was quoted at $1.02. the pre

vailing price has been $1. until the 16th

inst., when a gradual slide which brought

the price down eventually to 96 cents, where

it now rests, was commenced. The price

has been gradually declining since the fu

rore of 1910. when it bounded up to $3.10.

 

Receiver for "Dead" Truck Company.

Harry L'nger has been appointed receiver

for the Braun-Sautter Motor Truck Co.. of

Newark. 1., which. although organized

in 1910 with an authorized capital of $100,

000. made no substantial progress. Business

was begun in the plant in Newark but. as

only $2.800 of the capital stock was paid in,

financial embarrassment quickly ensued. and

as a result, the factory was shut down about

a year ago. The application for a receiver

was made by Mrs. Alice Hanauer who. as

the holder of a second mortgage, sued on

her bond. the first mortgage having been

foreclosed without yielding her anything.

Her suit resulted in her obtaining judgment

for $5,871.60, plus $40 costs.

5. A. E. to “Look Into" Tire Sizes.

For the purpose of organizing. and to

hear the views of representatives of a ma

jority of all manufacturers of pneumatic

tires. wheel rims and steel bands on the

propriety of materially reducing the num'

ber of tire sizes in use at present and on

several other suggested alterations, the

committee appointed at the annual meeting

of the Society of Automobile Engineers will

hold a meeting in Cleveland, 0., on March

12th. Henry Souther is chairman of the

committee.

U. S. Motor’s Note Bothers a Bank.

The receivers of the United States Motor

Co. and the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.

have entered suit against the Citizens State

Bank. of New Castle, Ind, to recover $10.—

000 alleged to have been taken in payment

for a note over which a dispute has arisen.

The note was issued by the United States

Motor Co.. endorsed by the Maxwell-Bris

coe Motor Co. and was purchased by the

bank.
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February 22-March 1. Brooklyn. N. Y.—

Brooklyn Motor Dealers’ Association’s

annual show in the 23rd Regiment Armory.

February 24-March 1, Omaha, Neb—

Omaha Automobile Dealers' Association's

annual show.

February 24—27. Kansas City. M0.—Kan

scis City Automobile Dealers’ Association’s

annual show. Commercial vehicles only.

February 24-March l, Paterson. N. 1.—

Second annual show of the Paterson Auto

mobile Dealers' Association.

February 24-March 1, New Orleans. La.—

Annual Show of the New Orleans Automo

bile Dealers’ Association.

February 24-March 1. Memphis. Tenn.—

Memphis Automobile Trade Association's

annual show in the Memphis Auditorium.

February 24-March 1, St. Louis. Mo—St.

Louis Automobile Dealers' Association's

annual show in the Coliseum.

February 24-March l, Cincinnati. Ohio

Third annual show of the Cincinnati Auto

mobile Dcalers’ Association in the Cincin

nati Music Hall.

February 25-28. Topeka, Kan—First an

nual show of the Kansas Motor Show Co.

February 25‘March 1, Syracuse. N. Y.—

Syracuse Automobile Dealers' Association's

fifth annual show in the State Armory.

February 26-March 1, Fort Dodge, Ia.—

Second Annual show of the Fort Dodge

Dealers' Association in Armory.

March 3-8, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers’ Association’s show in

Duquesne Garden.

March 3-15, Des Moines. Ia.-Des Moines

Automobile Dealers' Association’s fourth

annual show in the Coliseum. First week

pleasure cars; second week trucks.

March 8-15, Boston. Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association’s annual show

in Mechanics' Hall. Pleasure cars only.

March 10-15. Dallas. Tex—Annual show

of the Dallas Automobile Dealers’ Associa

tion in the Fair Grounds Coliseum.

March 19-25. Boston, Mass—Boston

Commercial Vehicle Association’s annual

show in Mechanics’ Hall.

March 24s29, Indianapolis, Ind.-—Indian~

apolis Automobile Trade Association's

show.

March 24—29. Watertown. \’. Y.—Annual

show of the Watertown Automobile Deal

ers' Association in the State Armory.
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ONE-MAN GASOLENE PLOW

DFSlGNED FOR MANY TASKS

Parker Implement Grinds Feed and

Sprays Trees as Well as Turning

Sod—Employs Two-Cylinder

Air—Cooled Motor.

Evidence that the day of the one-man gas

plow is not far removed continues to accu

mulate. So far as known only one auto

mobile manufacturer of prominence has

seriously considered the subject, but that

many independent inventors are cudgeling

their brains is undoubted and that their

efforts are gradually developing a practical

implement is equally certain.

The latest device of the kind to be placed

dinarily would interfere with the operation

of the usual horse-drawn equipment.

For power, the Parker plow relies upon

a twin-cylinder, air-cooled engine nominally

rated at nine horsepower. Like a motorcycle

engine, its cylinders are set to form a \' and

cooling is effected with the aid of a fan

driven by belt from a large pulley at the

rear. The pulley, by the way, is made for a

wide, flat belt to permit of the engine being

used to run any of the multifarious farm

apparatus normally operated by horse

power. Thus the plow is calculated to earn

its keep in the farmyard as well_as in the

field. The engine is set transversely in the

“chassis,” if such the body portion of the

plow may be termed. Ignition is by high

tension magneto.

From the engine, power is transmitted to

the tractor wheels through the intermediary

IQ,I
7‘,»_~ .-~~"~

TWO VIEWS

0n the market is the product of Parker

Bros. of Bedford City, \'a., and that it was

no “accident” is indicated by the fact that

it has been in course of preparation for up

wards of three years, during which time

some 12 different models were constructed

and discarded before the present perfected

version, shown by the accompanying illus

trations, was evolved; and that it is a re

markably simple and attractive implement

and one well adapted to the ends in view

is not to be gainsaid.

Like other implements of its kind, the

. Parker Plow is designed to be a good deal

more than scratch the soil. It is designed

"0! only to break the land with either an

ordinary plowshare or a disc, but to mow

It. rake it, plant corn, cotton or peas, etc-v

and to cultivate it as well. And despite this

fact, the machine is comparatively light; ii

welghi 350 pounds complete. though by Tea'

5°" 0f the careful balancing only 65 Pounds

need be lifted in turning at the end of a

"N1 As the machine is small. it is pointed

out that it can be used to advantage in

orchards where overhanging branches or

OF THE PARKER GASOLENE AGRICULTURAL

of a shaft and two universal joints, the gear

case being located between the two tractor

wheels. which are steel and are equippepd

with great spikes to ensure traction. That

the operation of the plow is as easy as the

operation of a horse-drawn plow, if not eas

ier, is revealed by the fact that without let

ting go the handles the engine may be throt

tled or speeded up or thrown in or out 01

gear simply by moving the fingers, levers

being provided for the purpose. Incident

ally. a reverse gear is provided to assist in

getting the plowsharc out of “sticky”

ground at the end of a furrow, or to release

it from under a boulder.

It is in orchard work, for plowing under

limbs of trees and in restricted places

hitherto forbidden ground to horse-drawn

equipment that the Parker plow is calculat

ed to get in its most effective work, for, it

is pointed out. the whole equipment is so

small and so easily handled that there is lit

tle danger of “barking” trees. less danger of

“treading” on crops already planted, and

no danger of breaking low hanging branch

es. Included in the attachments that go

with the plow are turning points for break

ing land; a seeder for planting corn, cotton

or other seeds, dropping them in rows or

hills; cultivators, including a disc harrow.

weeders, listers, etc. A spraying attachment.

for spraying two rows of trees at a time, and

consisting of a tank and pump to be fastened

between the handels. also may be applied.

For grinding corn, or other feed, or for

operating a churn or a threshing machine.

it is a comparatively simple matter to slip

a belt over the pulley provided for the pur

pose when power and to spare is available.

Putting a Stop to Smoking in Garages.

There is at least one chauffeur in New

York City who will not smoke within the

confines of a garage again for some time to

come. and if the lesson conveyed by his ar

rest at the instigation of Fire Commis

  

IM PLEM ENT

sioner Johnson is as efficacious as it is

hoped it will be, few others will care to

risk the seduction of the fragrant weed un

less they are out in the open. The chauffeur

in question was fined $20 in the police

courts, the technical charge being violation

of Section 1.539 of the Penal Law, which

prohibits smoking in any garage whether it

be private or public. Indicating that the

letter of the law is being strictly enforced.

12 other chauffeurs whose guilt was dis

covered by a squad of firemen in civilians’

clothes sent out to collect evidence. have

been held for trial in Special Sessions. So

far. the activities of the Fire Department

have been confined to Manhattan, but they

are about to extend to the other boroughs.

 

Hudson Pledges $100,000 for Highway.

The Hudson Motor Car Co.. of Detroit.

Mich., has pledged $100,000 to the fund for

the Ocean-to-Ocean highway projected by

Carl Fisher and J. A. Allison. of Indianap~

olis. The amount. it is stated, represents

one per cent. of the Hudson gross earnings

for one year.
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CREDIT SYSTEM TOHOLD TRADE

Credentials That Induce Tourists to Pat

ronize a Chain of Stores—How thr

System Is Carried Out.

 

The Chanslor & Lyon Motor Supply Co.

of Los Angeles, Cal., which

automobile supplies.

trade they seek to keep it.

As is well known, California is a great

State for automobile touring. and this ap

plies. in a modified degree. to most of the

Pacific Coast States.

wholly strange that Chanslor 8:

with the following card addressed to “The

Chanslor & Lyon Stores" which entitles the

holder to any desired credit at any of them.

_. __-—' v:

maintains

branch stores at Fresno and San Francisco.

Cal.: Portland, Ores, Spokane. \Vaslr, and

Seattle. \\'asli., is a live merchandiser of

The members of the

company are not only keen on making new

customers. but when they get a motorist's

\Vith many of their

customers continually on the move, it is not

Lyon

should develop a plan by which they man

age to control and hold this trade. To do

so their touring customers are provided

 

No . . . . .. issued by . . . . . . . . . ..Branch

To “Th:v Chanslor & Lyon Stores"

l‘lease extend Mr . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . ..

the courtesy of your best attention and

grant him desired credit. charging his

purchase thru this house.

Car . . . . . . . . Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(Good for one Year only)

State License No . . , . ..

 

[Void if mutilated or changed in any way]

 

 

These cards, which are numbered serially,

are issued by the home ofiice and by man

Fall‘l's of the various Chanslor & Lyon

branches. For proper identification the

name of the tourist is given and also the
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make of his car and its license number. As

will be noted by a reading of the card, not

only is the holder of it to be granted credit

but “the courtesy of your best attention."

Thus when a motorist is thinking of tour

ing. for example, from Los Angeles to San

Francisco, one of the first things he thinks

of is his Chanslor 8:. Lyon card. Should he

discover on the way that he is likely to need

additional supplies to complete his tour, the

chances are ten to one that he will, if pos

sible. defer purchasing till he reaches the

Fresno or San Francisco store. Here he

presents the card to the manager. who gives

him every attention, extends him credit,

charges the account in the tourist's name to

the Los Angeles headquarters and sends

him on his way ‘rejoicing. Should he de

cide to pursue his tour still further north

ward he knows that there are Chanslor 8:

Lyon stores in Portland, Seattle and Spo

kane where his card will secure for him

similar careful attention.

it will be readily seen that this “card sys~

tem" is of a very practical sort that makes a

decided appeal to the tourist and gives

Cbanslor & Lyon a merited grip on business

that otherwise might be diverted.

at

KEEPING RECORDS OF GAS TANKS

AND THE VALUE THEREOF.

Prest-O-l.itc tank thieves are busy, espe

cially in the larger cities, where detection is

more difiicult and means of disposing of

tanks comparatively easy. This suggests to

the thoughtful dealer an opportunity to

serve his customers. '

Each I’rest-O-Lite tank is numbered se

rially. When you make a sale have the pur~

chaser's name and address entered opposite

the serial number of the tank bought. It

takes only a few seconds' time and the

Prest-O-Lite company furnishes properly

accredited representatives and dealers with

blank books. specially made for the purpose.

free of charge.

The next step is to tell the customer why

iThullllllllllllllllltuilfifimmmm
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you want his name; that it is for his pro

tection; he can come to you any time and

get the number of the tank in case it should

be stolen; this gives him the correct idea—

namely, that you are out to protect his in

terests—and he will likely come again.

\\'hat

through?

have you got when you are

You have a list 0i names that, if

correctly kept, is exceedingly valuable to

you. Every one of them is a live owner of

a machine. Everyone of them has pur

chased something from you, therefore is a

customer. Everyone has had contact with

your garage and its methods, and, as a

dealer-merchant, you can cash in on this list

in great shape if you wish. Follow up eacl.

name on the list three weeks after tank or

refill has been sold, reminding that it is

about time to have tank changed. That will

prove one source of profit; you will not

Jet all to-day, but you will get some. and

those that you do get will probably leave

you a profit beside paying for the cost of

advertising to th0se who do not buy.

Then. to make the list still further an as—

set, you can not only circularize them on

cars but on oils. gasolene, polishes. repair

service, tires, and many other items you

find it profitable to push. And right here it

is wise to recall the slogan of the modern

automobile dealer-merchant—namely. that

“It pays to sell the automobile owner as

many things as possible—at a profit."

J3

KEEP SHOW WINDOWS CLEAN.

.-\t the very times when it is hardest to

keep windows clean and bright is when it

pays most to have them clear as crystal.

for it is then they stand out sharp and clear

in contrast with the smoky, mist-covered

windows of the ordinary salesroom. One

dealer who makes a practice of having win

dows washed once a week in ordinary times.

doubles this dose during these doubtful

months, and after two years’ carrying out

of this plan is thoroughly satisfied with the

profitableness of it.
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TELLING CAR TRUTHS TERSELY

How It Operates to Lift Advertising Out

of the Common Rut—Brevity and

Consistency Essential.

When the average man sits down to

write an advertisement, the only fit com—

parison is the average committee of one ap

pointed to draw up resolutions for “our de

ceased brother.” One by one he enumerates

the virtues of the car until he gets a long

list of them. Then all are strung together.

a picture of the car placed at the top, price

on the right hand side up in the corner, sig

nature at the bottom, and lo! the advertise

ment is written.

After it is set up maybe a proof is sub—

mitted and, while he looks it over, the writer

smiles at himself as he wonders whether or

not the public will “fall for it." The sales

man peeping over his shoulder smiles too;

he is thinking of what an easy berth he

Would have if the car was worthy of all

th05e high-sounding expressions. He has

"ever seen any car yet that deserved them

all, and he never expects to. But—it’s Only

advertising. and the other fellow is doingr

the same thing.

Honesty as a “Different” Method.

. Tim's the hoint! The other fellow is (10

mgth Same thing! Let him do it. But you

do it differently! Instead of running adver

nsiimems that you know are full of moon

5h""3~i"$tead of trying to equal the im

Possible claims of someone else, tell your

0W," story sincerely, truthfully, honestly.

Build a reputation for sayingr nothing in

mm advertisements that will not be backed

ill) by the car itself. That will take your

(Own out Of the common run instantly

and surely.

. The idea Of an advertisement is to create

:eizzfnble impression in the mind or [me

to buy I?" Will cause him to investigate and

‘ " other words, your advertisement
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should be doing precisely what a good sales

man does—establishing a correct. sound

idea of the value of the car you are selling

in the mind of the reader.

What will do that? The truth about your

car. If the truth about the car you are sell

ing will not do it, then it is foolishness to

waste time advertising that particular car.

Stick to the truth. Tell what you know will

interest purchasers. Tell it straight from

the shoulder. Emphasize one or two points

at a time. Use enough space to tell your

story, and make your advertising campaign

regular and consistent.

.59

THE WAY TO REACH OUT FOR AC

CESSORY BUSINESS.

The live—wire accessory merchant is the

one who takes advantage of every circum

stance of time, place and weather, and in

stead of calmly sitting down and waiting

for business to come to him, reaches out

for it and compels it to come in. He uses

as a basis for his argument the complete

ness of his service and the fairness of his

prices, and then to show that he means

what he says, he quotes a figure on some

..tandard article of popular consumption.

Weather and Accidents that Help.

Weather to such a man is not a source

Bf anxiety but a source of business. He

~studies the maps sent out by the United

States Weather Bureau and plans according

ly. He has his window signs made and per

haps prints several thousand postal cards

and sends them to a mailing list of car own

ers. On such cards he makes a complete

proposition, quoting prices for various

sizes of the article offered, and states that

his catalogue, sent on request, gives simi

larly fair prices on the whole range of au

tomobile accessories. He backs anything

and everything he sells with a guarantee of

satisfaction or “your money back."

He watches the records of accidents and

diseovcrs their causes. Lack of chains, lack
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of non~skid tires, lack of proper signalling

devices, poor lights, or whatever the cause

was, and draws a moral from it with which

to make a pointed campaign for the mer

chandise he sells. He can sell only one thing

at a time, but in making that sale he knows

he may create a customer for many other

articles in his stock. And therefore he is

more than ordinarily anxious to make the

initial sale.

,3

KEEPING DEMONSTRATING CARS

TUNED UP.

Is your demonstrator tuned up and ready

for the business? Or will you have to ex—

plain to the prospect that in “regular models

the springs don’t squeak; the bodies don't

rattle, and the gears do not make that un

canny noise," and so forth? In a word,

will you have to explain to the prospect the

queer fact that you are showing him-one

thing but trying to sell him another?

Doesn’t it seem odd that anybody should

even think such a situation could arise?

How silly you would think a typewriter

salesman who tried to Sell the latest model

by demonstrating with a last year's left-over

or used model! It is more than likely you

would tell him to “go take a jump in the

lake" or do some equally uncommercial

thing. And yet. are not many automobile

dealers employing selling methods just as

harmful to themselves?

.5!

TRIUMVIRATE THAT MAKES SALES.

Dynamic force is what the word artists

call that otherwise indefinable something

that makes other men know you are there.

Sometimes it comes from energy; some

abundant health; sometimes

from enthusiasm; often from a combina

tion of all three qualities. Like Josh Bil<

lings’s flea. “when you put your finger on

it it isn't there." But if you have it the

others know it—and that's all that’s neces

times from

sary.
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CAMPHOR AS A FUEL “ DOPE ”

WILL MAKE A SMELL AT LEAST

But is not Good for Anything Else,

Says Standard Oil Expert, De

spite Contrary Claims—Its

Possible Effects.

  

 

The methods of “doyinu” gasolene, either

to obtain greater power or greater mile

age or some such other desirable feature,

are legion. The dangers of picric acid and

ether are fairly well known and, though

they still are advocated by a small and se

lect clientele of motorists who reck little of

possible damage -- and not infrequently

wreck their cars as well—with the glamor of

speed. or power, or more miles per gallon

of fuel leading them on, these adulterants

are. as a rule, left the one to the chemist

and the other to the physician, which is at

it should be. Also, chlorate of potash has

been advised by the ill-advised as a power

producer of marvelous strength—despite

the apparently inconsequential fact that it

is insoluble in gasolene! Next!

It is, briefly. and pungently and oderifer

ously. camphor. just plain gum camphor.

made familiar by solution in alcohol and ap

plication by means of suitably constructed

“nose bags”

means of alleviating the common or garden

variety of "cold in the head." It is said to

be very good for a cold—that is, a cold in

the head; though its beneficial effect on a

cold motor is problematical. Still, one mos

torist claims that by adding the almost in

finitesimal portion of one ounce of gum

camphor to each five gallons of "gas" his

motor can be made to "behave itself" very

much more sobcrly with regard to its vora

ciousncss for fuel, but with a vivaciousness

withal that is alluring, to say the least.

Twenty per cent. greater mileage is what he

to the human proboscis as a

claims for the use of camphor in the fuel,

to say nothing of the ability to climb hills

on high gear that could not be climbed on

high gear without the juice of the Cinna

momum Camphora, which is Latin for catn

phor tree; also, he can start his motor very

much more easily with it than without it.

Vthrcforc, he uses it steadily, and he says

it docs not soot up the plugs a little hit.

just wherein lies the efficacy of the frag

rant product it is difficult to foresee. Ac

cording to text books, the chemical symbol

for camphor is CmeO, which may or may

not mean something to the layman unversed

in such things. For his elucidation be it

noted. therefore. that it signifies that cant

phor is proportioned of IO atoms of carbon

to 16 atoms of hydrogen and one atom of

oxygen. From which it appears that the

carbon content i~ fairly high and that in

 

burning it might increase power and might

result in a sooty deposit.

However, a “man higher up" in the Stan

dard Oil Co., when asked the probable effect

on the fuel of the addition of an ounce of

camphor to five gallons of gasolene, lacon

ically answered: “Nothing, except that it

might create an infernal smell." He added:

“Even if the addition of camphor would

decrease consumption and increase power.

which is not at all likely. such a small

amount could have no effect of the kind—it

could not increase power nor cause a de

posit. for the amount is too small."

Electric Vehicle Aids Surgical Operation.

It would not appear. at first thought;

that any direct connection existed between

automobiles and modern surgery—except

  

HURLANI) ELECTRIC [N HOSPITAL SERVICE

where the automobile has figured in an ac

cident with a surgical sequel, or helped sur

geons quickly to reach the scenes of acci

dents. A very close connection recently

was established, however, between an elec

tric motor car and an operation that was

performed in Chicago.

A noted New York surgeon, who had

gone to Chicago to superintend an opera

tion of which he has made a specialty. found

that the hospital where he was to work

was without the direct current that was re

quired to drive a small circular saw for

cutting bones—an instrument that was of

primary importance in the operation in

question. As there was not time for the in

stallation of a converth to change the al<

tcrnating current. which was supplied to the

hospital, to direct current, the surgeon got

an inspiration and sent out a hurry call for

an electric automobile. The Borland-Gran

nis company sent up one of its machines,

which was drawn up to the curb in front of

the hospital and a long cable run from it

and led throuin an upper window into the

operatingy room at the top of the building.

MULTIPLYING THE USES

OF 30MB COMMON T00l5

How One Tool Sometimes Can Be

Made To Do the Work of Two

or Three—Little Suggestions

and Kinks.

It is quite true that the best work usually

can be done by using tools for the purposes

for which they were intended. A nail can be

driven better with a hammer than with a

monkey-wrench; a hole can be enlarged

better with a drill or reamer than with the

tang of a file; and a scriber is better to

“mark oil" with than the point of a divider

leg. Nevertheless there are times when

work must be done and. furthermore, must

be done with tools not intended for the pur

pose. At such times a knowledge of what

can be done with the material at hand is

valuable.

Take the hack-saw, for instance. it is

good not only for sawing,r up metal, but

makes a pretty good slotter. If a wider slot

is needed than can be made with a single

blade, two blades can be put in together.

when the slot will be twice as wide as if

only one blade were used. Even more than

two blades can be used in some frames. if

a still wider slot is needed. Another thing

that can be done with a hack-saw is to cut

grooves around the shanks of bolts or pins.

and it is on rc'cford that even a rough thread

has been cut with the same useful tool.

In the absence of a center-punch a ser

viccablc “pop-mark" can be made with the

corner of a cold chisel. A wide-bladed

screwdriver with the edge ground sharp and

square and smooth makes a fair scraper for

soft metal, if it is of fairly decent steel. A

hand vise can often be improvised with the

aid of a pair of pliers and an iron ring, plac

ing the article to be held in the jaws and

squeezing the handles together by forcing

the ring tightly on. A pair of pliers with

very rough—milled jaws sometimes can be

used to cut down the end of a soft metal rod

by gripping the rod with the pliers just hard

enough so that the pliers will not hold but

will move when forced. scraping the metal

off. A coarse—cut file will put a fairly good

milled edge on a brass or copper blank

rolled under it on a board. And so on, ad

infinitum.

Making Square Act as Spirit Level.

A common square can be made to act as

a very accurate level if a spirit level is not

at hand. Set the square on the surface to

be leveled and hang a plumb-line along the

vertical edge of the blade. When the line

and the edge are perfectly parallel the sur'

face under test is level.
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REILLY HEARS A CLOCK-WATCHING EXPERIENCE

Sales Manager Relates the Story of a “Strike” for Over-Time Pay—Shock

He Received When He Found Himself in Debt to

Employer— Reilly’s Observations.

“What’s become of Rawlins?" asked Reil

ly, as he dropped into a chair next the Sales

Manager's desk. “I haven't seen him around

here lately."

  

"m; isx-r \rouknic FUR L's axv moms."

sun TH'E SALES MANAGER

"He's gone," terscly answered the Sales

Manager.

“You’re a satisfying son-of-a-gun‘." re

sponded Reilly. “I was able to guess that

much, but in the largcncss of your intel—

lect I thought you might condescend to let

me know why he went. You know you

thought he had the earmarks of a won

der."

"Wonders" that Don't Pan Out.

_“That’s true; but even wonders some

times pan out badly.”

“Well. open up and tell us what was the

matter with him.”

“Oh, he proved to be one of the clock

watching sort," rather testin answered the

sales manager. to whom the subject ap

peared not wholly agreeable.

"Didn’t he do the work he was hired to

do?" asked Reilly.

“IV-Yes." slowly responded the Sales Man

ager. "I guess he did; the trouble was that

he was too anxious to stop right there

Spending an hour or two over-time got 011

the Young man’s nerves. and when I dis—

Cm'ererl it my good opinion of him began

to shrink. I haven't a great deal of use

for men who feel that they are paid to (10

only SO much and no more. In fact. Raw

ltns disappointed me so greatly that I don’t

like to talk about him."

 

then don’t talk about

exclaimed Reilly. “The only reason

I pressed the subject was because when

you hired Rawlins you so gleefully shared

with me your belief that you had unearthed

a ‘find.’ ”

“Oh, very well;

him,"

Cleverness Directed the Wrong Way.

“I gueSs that’s what makes me feel so

badly," responded the Sales Manager. “He

was one of the brightest chaps with whom I

have had to do in a considerable period; in

fact, he proved so bright that when he had

put in a few hours after the whistle blew he

came to me and asked if we did not pay

for. overtime. He was so cool about it that

he almost took my breath away and I lost

faith in him from that moment. The answer

I gave him was evidently one that he did

not expect, but I tried him out for an

other weck and once purposely required that

he remain after otiice hours to finish a small

job on which I needed assistance. The look

on his face reflected his thoughts and—

Well. he isn't working for us any more;

that's all.”

“I wouldn't have a man like that around

my place. either," earnestly declared Reil

ly. “A clock—watcher is a drawback to any

establishment. The man who isn't willing to

do a little more than he is paid to do never

climbs very high."

Tilted back in his chair and twiddling his

thumbs, the Sales Manager for several mo

ments gazed reflectiver at the blank wall.

“Reilly,” he finally said. in a semi-confi

dential tone, “can you believe that at one

time in my career I came near being a

clock-watcher?"

“I’m ready to believe almost anything of

you." quickly responded the little dealer.

with a twinkle in his eye.

"\"Vell, it’s true," said the Sales Manager.

paying no attention to the banter in Reilly's

tone, “and it taught me a lesson I never

forgot. I think it was the turning point in

my life."

A Lesson in Clock-Watching School.

“\Vell. out with it! \Vhat's the answer?"

queried Reilly.

“It was all of 20 years ago and long be

fore automobiles were thought of," went on

the Sales Manager. “I had a good job; I

liked my work; I was getting a good salary

and the boss apparently thought well of me.

He had raised my pay twice in the course

of the two years that I was with him.

"The store kept open till eight o’clock

  

“l WOIILDN‘T HAVE A MAN LIKE THAT,

EITHER." DECLARE!) REILLY

two evenings each week during the winter

months, and I took my turn on the ‘evening

watch,’ as we called it. I accepted it as a

matter of course and, up to that time. the

clock held no interest for me. I was keen

for making sales and added many a large

dollar to my record during the evening

work. \Ve were really a happy little family

until the boss took on a new man to fill a

vacancy.

Disturber Enters Contented Family.

“He was a bright. alert chap—of the Raw

lins type. I suppose—and he had not been

with us more than a month before he began

sowing the seed of discontent. He induced

us to believe that we were being badly treat

ed and that we were entitled to pay for

overtime work; he so thoroughly imbued

us with the idea that finally I was prevailed

upon to heard the boss in his den and lay

the matter before him.

“I guess I was badly rattled when I

bearded him, but I managed to stammer out

what was in my mind. but, believe me, I had

no sooner done so than I wished that the

floor might open up and swallow me. The

boss was a kindly man, but as he realized

the force of what I was trying to say his

face hardened—I can see him yet—but

gradually his features softened. His eyes

continued to bore straight through me until
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l was so thoroughly unhappy that I hardly

knew where I was.

“Finally he picked up a pencil and. giving

me another searching look. he asked. ‘Jim.

hoiv long have you been with us?’

“‘Nearly two years.’ I replied.

“‘lieen well all that time.”

“ ‘No, sir; I was sick for a week last fall."

and as I answered I saw him jot the figure

‘0‘ down on a memorandum pad.

“‘If I

times have asked for an afternoon off.‘

“‘Not more than four times in the last

year—~0nce \vhen mother was very ill,’ I

gulped. and down went the figure ‘2‘ on the

pad.

“ ‘You

pay. didn’t you?’ he went on.

remember rightly. you several

had two weeks' vacation at full

Figuring up Donations of Time.

“There was no denying it and. as first

mystified. when he penciled ‘14' on the paper

it dawned on my befuddled brain what the

boss was driving at. and I felt myself shri~

veling.

“‘And there are at least six legal holi~

days. and we have also observed the Satur~

day half-holiday regularly throughout the

And 52 half-days are

equal to 20 full days.’ he remarked. as he

_ve:lr_ haven't we?

jolted down that figure. ‘And you've been

paid for all of them. and for the legal holi

days, too.’ he added, looking up.

“I was in a cold sweat by this time. and

tried to stammcr out an apology and beat

a retrca'. But the boss wouldn't have it that

way. I had to remain while he added up

the figures he had penciled.

“'That makes a total of at least 54 days

for which you’ve drawn salary when you

did not do a tap of work,’ he remarked."

“(iadsl" ejaculated Reilly, who had fol

lowed the Sales Manager’s narrative intent

ly. “I never saw it put that way before

That sure was a clincher!"

Clipping the Day in the Morning.

"I really felt the need of fresh air. but

the boss never let up," went on the Sales

Manager. not noticing the interruption.

" ‘Have you and the rest of the boys ar

rived promptly at 8.30 in the morning?

Have you always returned from lunch on

the stroke of one? Have you ever “beat

the clock" at closing time? Have you ever

written personal letters or done any other

personal work during business hours? Have

you?" he insisted. his tone rising almost to

angen

“I knew every man in the place was guilty

on practically all of those counts, but I

couldn't make reply; my tongue refused to

move. I simply hung my head.

“ ‘l'm sorry for you. _lim,’ he went on in a

kindlicr voice. ‘I worked for a salary myself

for a good many years and know men pretty

well. Although you probably think [don't

know it, I’ve seen all you boys slip in late

in the mornings and quit before quitting

time. But this is not a great big concern and

I have a dislike for time clocks. and as long

as you did not make a practice of it I closed

my eyes and said nothing. I knew you all

made up for it by working 10 or 12 evenings

during the year, so I’ve not been too strict.

I'd rather overlook an occasional lapse than

make my men grouchy by calling them

down every time they make a slip.’ "

“That's right!" blurted Reilly. “\Vhen an

employc nurses 21 grouch he isn't worth

much to the man who pays his salary."

" ‘But when I have occasion to call them

continued the Sales Manager. still

repeating his boss's language. “‘I try to

make myself thoroughly understood. Do

you think you understand me?’

“I managed to mumble ‘Yes. sir.‘ and. ris

ing. the boss remarked. ‘You may go now.’

771

down,

“My brain was in such a whirl that I was

not sure that I did understand. after all.

and at the door I turned and half gasped.

‘1)oes it mean I’m discltarged?’

Employe's Debt to His Employer.

“ ‘It means nothing of the sort.’ the boss

'60 back to your work; but let

this be a lesson to you, and to those who

sent you here; tell them that if they prefer

to be paid by the hour or the day instead of

by the week. we'll try it for a while.’ he in

terjected with a quizzical smile, and added:

“And at any time, or wherever you may

replied.

be. and the notion again seizes you that

your employer owes you something. or

isn't treating you fairly, just ask yourself if

you owe him anything, or are treating him

fairly. and. unless I’m mightily mistaken.

you’ll find that there's a great big balance

due him.’ "

The Sales Manager heaved an involuntary

sigh of relief at the recollection of his ex

perience. and added:

“And believe me, Reilly, I have never for

gotten that lesson."

“You'd be all kinds of a damned fool if

you did forget it." airily but earnestly rc

torted Reilly. “It has given even a wise

gentleman like myself something to think

about."

Origin of the “Steel-Eeating Worm."

That metals have become diseased and

that the diseases themselves may be con

tagious is fairly well known. though it is

only comparatively recently that any real

light has been shed on the-habitat and habits

of the so-called “steel-eating worm," even

though it long has been known that that

interesting “species” is the resultof a high

ly imaginative brain. It appears that as

long ago as 1866 in the great iron and steel

center about Haspe in Germany. a society

the "L‘lk." English

means fun, was formed. for the discussion

known as which in

It was

at one of the meetings of this 50ciety that

the “steel-eating worm" was evolved and

its fame spread far and fast.

Briefly. it consisted of nothing more ter

rifying than a short length of rubber tubing

of small diameter partly closed at each end

and filled with a dilute solution of hydro

chloric acid. The “worm” was imprisoned

in a small bottle partly filled with steel

scales, and when properly agitated with a

glass rod emitted a drop of acid. which, of

course, attacked the steel. thus supposedly

proving that the corrosion was due to a se

cretion of the

p0sedly, lived by eating the scale.

of matters pertinent to the trade.

"worm." which also. sup

Why Springs Require Lubrication.

Most people who own automobiles have a

more or less vague appreciation of the fact

that there ought to be lubrication of some

sort between the leaves of springs. but it is

probable that few ever stop to figure out

just why this is so. The, usual notion is

that if the springs are not oiled or greased

they will squeak. Which is all right as far

as it goes; but really it is only a small

part of the truth. The resiliency of a spring

is due to the fact that it is made of a num

ber of comparatively thin leaves which slide

upon each other as the spring is alternately

compressed and relieved.

If the spring was a solid piece of steel it

would have practically no "give": the more

friction there is between the leaves the

nearer it approaches to a state of solidity.

On the contrary, the less friction there is

the more resiliency and life the spring will

possess. and this is where smooth surfaces

and lubrication play their parts. Many caScs

of hard riding can be traced directly to

friction in the springs. and if there be any

who think spring lubrication a matter of

small moment in its relation to comfort.

they should try a few experiments~ztnd set

themselves right.

Rope “Tires” to Prevent Slddding.

By way of Overcoming the skidding pro'

clivities of steel shod wheels. which are

much in favor abroad for the heavier types

of commercial vehicles. a prominent firm of

steel wheel makers has evolved what is

known as a “winter wheel." In its simplest

aspect, it consists of the usual wheel with a

deep recess cast in its periphery. Into the

recess there is pressed rope in short sec

tions, the sections first being impregnaled

with pitch and subjected to heavy pressure

to impart to them the required curvature.

It is said that the rope tires give mileach

up to 6,000 before requiring replacement

and that the replacement itself is a simple

and inexpensive operation.
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BROOKLYN SHOW OPENS WITH

ONE-LAP PUSIIIIIOBILE RACE

“Pipe-Torpedo” and “Fierce_Barrow"

in “Deadly Combat" on Armory

Floor —— Fifty—three Dealers

Display in Spanish Setting.

Ralph .\Iulford. who drove a Pipe-Tor

pedo which was “engined” by Edward Car

ter, Jr.. led home Louis Disbrow behind

the wheel of a Fierce-Barrow, the motive

power of which consisted of Charles Tate,

 

scheme that was indulged in last year pre~

vails; the various exhibits are designated

by ornate columns, white in the semblance

of marble, which carry captions bearing the

names of the dealers and of the cars on

view. Smaller columns interposed between

the larger ones are topped with potted

plantsv The lobby has been treated in al

together different style. with the result that

it has been converted into a Venetian gar

den. Much of the eye-pleasing effect is due

to the illuminated colored glass columns

which have been reared on either side and

the vine-entwined lattice bower which hides

the ceiling.

bile Co., respectively. Of the five, the White

Star truck alone is a local product, although

the Palmer-Singer is made not many miles

away in Long Island City. Nothing new

cropped out in the displays of the 25 acces

sory dealers, The cars on view are:

Haynes, R. C. H., Henderson, Jackson,

Cadillac, Hudson, Baker electric, Standard

electric, S. G. V., Pierce-Arrow, Mitchell,

Stutz, Kissel, Reo, Premier, Packard, Na

tional, Herreshofl', Peerless, Crawford.

White, Locomobile, Abbott-Detroit, Buick.

. Simplex, \Nhite Star truck. W'inton. Max

well, Olds. Knox, Ford, Cole, Paige, Velie,

Oakland, Saurer truck, Mack truck, Hewitt

  

LOOKING DOWN MAIN AISLE OF BROOKLYNv (X. Y.) SHOW I.\' TWENTYTHIRD REGIMENT ARMORY

in their one-lap match race on the 23rd

Regiment Armory track at Brooklyn on Sat

urday evening last. 22nd inst. All of which

marked the opening of the third annual

Show of the Brooklyn Motor Vehicle Deal

QI'S' Association. which is holding sway in

the building for the remainder of the week,

until Saturday evening next, March lst.

The Spanish garden setting of last year

has been supplanted by a California “gar

den.” and to this end the regular lighting

fiXtures and those which have been intro

duced to supply the added brightness are

fall'ly laden with orange blossoms. The

arched roof has been draped with alternate

Slmps of gold and white bunting. and prape

"6.5 of the same character bedeck the gale

lenes- In the matter of booths. the same

“'hile the comparative nearness of the

show to the New York show would seem to

indicate that nothing not on view at the lat

ter would crop out in Brooklyn, such is not

the case. as the exhibits of the 53 dealers

who have 68 difierent makes of motor ve

hicles, either pleasure cars of commercial

cars. on view. reveal no less than three of

the former and two of the latter that were

conspicuous by their absence at the national

show. They are the Palmer-Singer, Craw

ford and Church-Field electric pleasure

cars. which are respectively shown by

Drouet & Paige, Inc., Prospect Park South

Garage, and Church-Field Electric Car Co.,

and the White Star and Cass commercial

'vehicles, shown by the \-\"'hite Star Motor 5:

Engineering Co., and the Farrell Automo

truck, Garford, Stevens-Duryea, Hupmobile,

Pathfinder. Rambler. Lozier, Moon, Stude

baker, Pope-Hartford, Firestone-Columbus,

Columbus electric. Apperson. Cass truck,

Regal, Chalmers, Mercer, Pullman, Lansden

truck, Maccarr truck. Palmer~Singer, Amer

ican. Autocar, Church-Field electric, Uni

versal truck, Benz, Norwalk, I-H-C truck.

Sternberg truck. Ranch & Lang electric.

 

Swinehart to Enlarge Akron Plant.

Contracts have been let by the Swine

hart Tire 8: Rubber Co. for the addition of

a three-story building to its main plant in

Akron, Ohio. The new structure will hc

100 ~x 70 feet. Several other buildings. in

cluding a laboratory. 30 x 60 feet. only re

cently were completed.
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IIOLD LARGER TORONTO SHOW

IN GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS

Exhibit, Having Outgrown Armouries,

Accommodated by Dominion OFfi

cials—Fifty-one American Cars

in Total of Sixty-one.

Having outgrown the Armouries which

has housed the exhibit for several seasons

past, the annual show of the Toronto Auto

mobile Trade Association and the Ontario

Motor League, which was inaugurated on

Thursday evening last, February 20th, is

this year being presented in the Canadian

National Exhibition Grounds. the Trans‘

portation Building and the Dominion Gov

ernment Building forming the housing. All

told. 61 different makes of pleasure cars and

commercial vehicles are shown by the 46

dealers who are displaying, and of the

number all save eight which are of British

manufacture, and three local products, bear

American nameplates. Comprehensive dis

plays of motor appurtenances are made by

the 37 accessory dealers who hold space.

The cars of local manufacture which are

on view are the Russell, McLaughlin, and

Canadian Keeton. The Russell is built in

four models on as many chassis. three of

which are Knight engined; the fourth is

provided with a poppet valve motor. The

price range is from $2,600 to $6.200, the

cars being fully equipped even to electric

lighting and starting systems. The Mc~

Laughlin is built in three chassis sizes, all

of which are equipped with four-cylinder

motors; the price range is from $1,450 to

$2.350. The Keeton is built in a single six

cylinder model and lists at $2,850.

Decorations, while by no means elaborate,

are more than ordinarily eye-pleasing. The

long halls which lead from the entrances

of the buildings to the exhibition halls have

been green burlapped to a height of four

feet on the walls. The remainder of the walls

and the ceilings are trimmed with white

lattice work entwined with smilax and ram

bler roses, the foliage serving partially to

conceal myriad vari-colored incandescent

lights which furnish the illumination. In the

Transportation Building, the walls have

been draped with red hunting and the ceil

ing girders with white, green and yellow

streamers; the floor is covered with green

burlap and 40 flower-entwined lattice work

posts serve to designate the booths. In the

Government Building the decorations are

much the same, save that red burlap covers

the fionr and the Canadian coat-of-arms

done in artificial flowers embellishes each of

the four walls. The exhibit will remain open

until Saturday evening next. March lst.

The cars on view are: Russell. National,

Ford, Pierce-Arrow, Chalmers, Paige, Hup

mobile, Cadillac, Pope-Hartford, Reo,

Mitchell, Matheson, Auburn, Republic, Oak

land, Tudhope, R. C. H., Norwalk. Alco,

McLaughlin, Fiat, Studebaker, Henderson,

Cole, Locomobile, Albion, Case, Winton,

Mack truck, jackson, \Volseley, Keeton. I.

H. C., Cutting, Chevrolet, Empire, Little,

Nyberg, Straker'Squire, Peerless, Stevens

Duryea, Hudson. Autocar, \Vhite, Sheffield

Simplex, Peck, Brockville-Atlas, Commer

truck, Stutz, Overland, Gramm truck, Buf

falo electric, Humber, Tate electric, Rauch

& Lang electric, Regal. Kissel, Metz, Ohio

electric, Packard, Detroit electric, Lozier.

Paterson's Show Staged in Armory.

I'aterson. N. J., which made its initial

venture into the show-producing field last

year. when the Paterson Automobile Deal

ers' Association offered its first annual show

in the State Armory, is now engaged with

its Second attempt. As was the case last

year, the dealers who are exhibiting automo~

biles, either pleasure or commercial, num

ber 18; they represent 29 different makes.

Accessories are shown by 16 dealers. In the

matter of decorations, walls and ceiling have

been hidden by the profuse use of hunting

and the drill room made more than ordinar

ily bright by the addition of many electric

lights festooned over the aisles. The ex

hibit, which opened up on Monday evening

last, 24th inst., will be in progress for the

remainder of the week until Saturday even

ing next, March 1st. The cars shown are:

Henderson. Paige, Cadillac, Ford, Marion,

American, Overland, Franklin, Alco, Buick,

Stevens-Duryea, Studebaker. Nyberg, Fiat,

Michigan, Oakland, Lozier, Chalmers,

I-H-C truck, Premier, Reo, Hudson, Little

Giant truck, Cole, Stutz, Moyer, Brockway,

Abbott-Detroit.

Three Cities Join in Davenport Show.

That in unity there is strength amply was

demonstrated at the annual show of the

Tri-City Automobile Dealers' Association,

which held sway in the Davenport (1a.)

Coliseum from \Vednesday evening, Febru

ary 19th, until Saturday evening last, Feb

ruary 22nd. The 35 dealers—with business

locations either in Davenport or in the two

across-the-river towns, Moline and Rock

Island (TIM—presented in all 40 cars, pr0d~

nets of as many diEerent automobile fac

tories. The cars shown were: Abbott-De~

troit, American, Auburn. Buick, Cadillac.

Case, Chalmers, Cole, Ford, Havers. Hud

son, Imperial, Kissel, Knox, Krit. Lozier.

Maxwell, Michigan. Midland. Mitchell, Mo

line, Nyberg, Oldsmobile. Overland, Paige

l)etroit, Packard, Pierce-Arrow, Pope

Hartford. Rambler. Stearns. Studebaker.

Thomas. Velie, Baker electric. Broc elec~

tric.

DECORATED ARMORY HOUSES

SYRACUSE DEALERS’ DISPLAY

Both Drill Halls of State Structure

Required for Event—Five Local

Manufacturers Are Numbered

Among Exhibitors.

Both of the drill halls of the massive

State Armory at Syracuse, N. Y.. have been

pressed into service to house the pleasure

car displays of the fifth annual show of the

Syracuse Automobile Dealers’ Association

which was inaugurated on Tuesday evening,

February 25th, to continue until Saturday

evening next, March lst. The basement is

given over to the displays of commercial

cars, motorcycles and accessories.

Smilax laden trellises conceal the walls

in both of the halls and the ceilings have

been covered with draperies of magenta

and gold. By way of designating the differ

ent booths, standards bearing classical

busts are utilized and each space i5 marked

with ornamental pillars, from which hang

signs of scroll design. Facing the main en

trance is a huge fountain, in the shape of a

female figure holding aloft a torch.

Naturally the products of the local manu

facturers, the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co..

the Sanford Motor Truck Co., the Palmer

Moore Motor Truck Co., the Chase Motor

Truck Co. and the Moyer Motor Car Co. are

much in evidence among the exhibits of the

42 dealers who are displaying. In all 49

pleasure or commercial vehicles of differ

ent makes are shown, but only the Moyer

car was not on view at either of the na~

tional shows. Accessory manufacturers are

amply represented by the two dozen dealers

in appurtenances who hold forth in the

basement.

The vehicles on view are: Franklin, Oven

land. Cadillac, Reo, Rambler, Packard.

Moyer, Ford, Buick, Stevens-Duryea, Na

tional, Krit, \Vinton, Chalmers. Oakland.

Pierce - Arrow, American. Cole. Locomo

bile. Case, Regal, Lozier, \'elie. Studebaker.

Pope - Hartford, Haynes. Firestone ~ Co

lumbus, White, Palmer-Moore truck. Baker

electric, Federal truck. I-H-C truck, Chase

truck, Cartercar. Standard electric. Moline.

Michigan, Alco. Sanford truck. Packard

Garford, Overland, Cadillac, Abbott-Detroit.

Menominee truck. Metz. Detroiter, Rauch &

Lang electric.

Motometer Opens Chicago Branch.

The Motometer Co.. of New York. which

makes the device of that name for indicat‘

ing the heat of a motor. has opened a

branch in Chicago at 1322 Michigan avenue.

It is in charge of R. G. Ames, who also rep

resents the Long Horn in the West.
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EFFICIENCYIZING DISPLAYS OF ACCESSORIES

Fixtures That Help Speedometers Connect Themselves With the Dormant

Desire of the Customer—Poor Displays Seldom Effective—

How Sales May Be Inexpensively Accelerated.

One day old man \'an Ornam. whose pro

totype may be found in any community in

the country, was downtown when an irregu—

lar cough in the ordinarily smooth sing of

his motor reminded him that one of his

spark plugs had been giving trouble and

that, not having an extra plug. he had driven

home on three cylinders the last time he

was out, so old man Van Ornam thought

this a convenient time to buy a couple of

plugs and be prepared for future emergen

cies; he drove around to the thoroughfare

where an accessory dealer held forth, went

into the store, bought the plugs, put one in

the "dead" cylinder and drove on.

Need of a Speedometer Realized.

Now. old man Van Ornam had a pretty

good car and enjoyed driving, and often

took long tours on Sundays and holidays,

which journeys often ran well over the cen

tury mark, and the way the car stood up

under such long~distance work was a mat

ter of pride with the owner; he liked to tell

about how far he had driven and the speed

his car would make when he wanted to “let

’cr out," but he often had felt the handi

cap which was imposed upon his story-tell

ing by the fact that when it come to a mat

ter of actual figures he was forced to guess,

for he happened to have one of these cars

which are not equipped with a speed and

distance recording device when they come

from the factory. Sometimes the manufac

turer may include a speedometer in his

eqllipment, but he hasn't done so yet.

Old man Van Ornam had often lamented

the lack of a speedometer and several times

after he had gotten home from an unusually

satisfying tour he had vowed he would get

a SPerdorneter the next day; he wanted one,

he could well afford one, and all that was

needed to effect the purchase of such a de

vice was for the desire to arise in his mind

it a time when it was convenient to buy

one.

Lack of Display Loses a Sale.

When he went into the accessory store to

buy the Spark plugs he was in the proper

place to have purchased a speedometer,

but he .didn’t buy one; the accessory man

had such wares in stock and would have

been glad to sell one to old man Van Or

nam- and as evidence that the accessory man

 

wished to accommodate his trade with a

complete stock there were several speed

ometers securely reposing on a stock shelf

waiting for just some such man as Van

Ornam to step up to the counter and ask for

such an instrument.
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STEWART’S ELABORATE CABINET

“I display them," an accessory dealer may

say, “I have several of them lying in view

on a counter," but the accessory man, when

the question of display is gone into, must

admit that speedotneters lying tipped over

in any old position on top of a counter are

but half displayed, and half a display is

often as good as no display at all. Maybe

the accessory man has nothing on which to
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\\’.-\RNER DISPLAY "BUREAU"

display his speedometers, and if such is the

case a trip to the recent national automobile

shows would have been instructive to him,

for manufacturers, at least, realize the value

of displaying speedometers, and there were

presented numerous methods not only of

holding these instruments up before the

public but of forcing them upon the atten

tion of those who come within the classifi—

cation of possible buyers.

These methods involved fixtures of vary

ing sorts, and while some were inclined to

be a trifle elaborate others Were very sim

ple and there probably was none which

would not eventually repay the dealer for

the expenditure necessary for the installa

tion of the displaying device.

Effective Fixture of Low Cost.

One of the simple type, but one which

achieved the purpose for which it was de

signed was utilized by the Hoffecker Co.. of

Boston, Mass, and its construction should

not prove difficult for a man of average

mechanical ability; certainly a clerk who

handles accessories ought to be able to con

struct the device. It was made to rest upon

a counter and consisted of a flat board base

and a glass dash at the back, the board base,

of course, being polished and finished to a

high degree of attractiveness. and over the

base was another sheet of glass which ac~

centuated the luster of the wood; the whole

was nothing more than two planes of glass,

fastened together at right angles and set

upon a large, flat board.

The instruments were attached to the glass

dash by means of the customary attach

ment which secures them to the dash of a

car, holes bored in the glass dash allowing

the passage of bolts or screws. This device

possessed the quality of being simple and

not overcrowded, and neither did the fix—

ture assume that the

speedometers became a secondary consid

eration. A dash clock occupied the top cen

ter position on the dash and two speed

ometers at each side with a fifth on the base

near the dash completed the layout. Also,

with this fixture, as with any other, it would

not be difficult to connect at least one of the

devices by a flexible shaft to a motor under

neath the counter and thus make the whir

of wheels compel the possible buyer to let

the seed of covctousness be sown in his

mind.

such prominence

Device that Looks Like Bureau.

Should the accessory man not wish to uti

lize counter space for a fixture of this class

he may find the alternative in a device

worked out by the Dean Electric Co., of

Elyria, Ohio, which won its full measure of
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attention, although it had but two Elyria

Dean recording devices upon its display de

vice. “ith the speedometers removed, a

newly-married man might mistake the fix

ture for some kind of a boudoir accessory,

and had it a mirror and drawers it might

well answer the purpose.

bureau-like

It was a small.

attractive

wood. walnut. perhaps. and was an excellent

sample of cabinet work and, while speed

ometers to the number of a dozen might

have been heaped in a pile upon the top

of this device, but two were shown, and

they were attached to the upright surface

which usurped the place that might have

been held by a mirror. One instrument was

connected by a flexible shaft to a small

motor in the place where drawers might

structure of some

have been, which explains the reason for

what might be imagined to be waste interior

space. This device could be placed in any
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admittag'cous position on the store floor

and a few booklets, left on the polished top.

would likely be noticed by a man who had

any interest in speedometers.

Ornamentation and Good Arrangement.

Similar in construction was a fixture which

carried the wares of the Warner Instrument

Co., of Beloit, W'is., but it was wider and

more ornate and was able to carry a larger

number of instruments without giving the

appearance of being overloaded; while the

Elyria-Dean “bureau” was of a strict mis

sion design the Warner device went in a

trifle more for decorative work and the up

right pests at the sides of the upright back

were fluted and the cross-piece at the top

bore a wide, square bead about its edge.

\Vhere the mirror might have been were

this a bureau was a polished wood surface

of almost mirror finish and upon this the in

struments were mounted; an accompanying

illustration shows the taste of arrange

ment, 3 large~dial, dual instrument, running,

occupying the central position, while others.

of smaller size. were appropriately located.

As in the Elyria-Dean device. a motor in the

box-like base furnished action.

It might require a man with some cabi

net-making experience to turn out a neat

.-_i'___c.

job in either of the last two named, but any

boy who ever cut and fitted tenon joints in

Sloyd school would make easy work of the

fence~like structure which did good service

on the counter of the Corbin Screw Cor

poration, of New Britain. Conn., which

company produces the Corbin'Brown speed~

ometer. \Nhat description is needed for this

piece of constructive work is necessarily

much less than the value of the device. for

while it was nothing but two upright stan

dards with four cross-boards tenoned into

the supports. it effectively carried a number

of instruments. as an illustration shows.

in passing from the Corbin-Brown dis

play to that of the Stewart & Clark Mfg.
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DEAX'S EFFECTIVE DISPLAY STAND

Co., of Chicago, 111., the accessory man

necessarily would be impressed by the elab~

orateness of the device which displayed

Stewart instruments and which, by the flue

tuating of dial pointers, the gentle hum of

moving wheels and the exposure of the “in

ternals" of the products transformed the

casual passerby into an interested onlooker;

in fact, it caught and held his attention

not for a moment but for a considerable

time, for the examination of all the alluring

ly displayed wares could not be made in an

instant.

Elaborateness Compelled Attention.

Stewart 8: Clark. who in reality are one

with the \Varner company in the new Stew

art-\Varncr Speedometer Corporation, went

to some expense in fitting up their cabinet.

of which the fundamental construction was

a wood box base with a recessed upright

section on top of it, square pillars being a

part of this latter section. In the recess, as

an illustration shows. was a flat wood sur

face, covered with black cloth and tipped

backward at a small angle: the instruments

were attached to this black surface, where

they stood out in fine detail, and a motor.

horizontal shaft, belts, wheels of different

diameters and six flexible shafts beneath the

box caused six instruments to operate at dif

ferent speeds. Plain speedometers and

odometers and combinations of these and a

clock were visible, intact and in section,

while in one corner was a gradometer which

told the grade to which the tilted plane was

inclined. In a window a fixture of this kind

could hardly fail to let the most uninterest

ed person know that the accessory man

carried speed recording devices.

Interest in Exposure of “Internals.”

Few dealers, probably, would care to fit

up such a display fixture, and in the same

class was a sectional hub odometer shown

in the Veecler exhibit, for to the dealer this

latter would mean the sacrificing of an in

  

llOFFECKER‘S GLASS DISPLAY "DASH"

strument which cost him good money ind

would necessitate great labor. but few deal

ers, on the other band. would decline the

use of such a novelty if loaned by the

maker.

In all of these fixtures not only is display

afiorded, but there is opportunity for that

greater drawing power which is obtainable

through motion; practically everyone knows

what a speedometer looks like, but the aver—

age motorist, if he is wise, seldom sees

what the inside of his looks like, and often

he wonders what makes it go. so it i5 110

more than natural for him to be interested

in a runningr instrument of which the mech

anism is eXposed.

Had old man Van Ornam. when he en

tered the accessory store, seen a speedom

eter attractively and effectively displayed he

might have stopped to look at it and, had it

been running. it is certain he would have

given it more than passing attention.

whether it were in section or not; and bad

old man Van Ornam gone this far, thl‘

dealer, were he a good salesman. would

have investigated the customer’s need or

desire for such a ware and the possibiliilcs

at least. of a sale would have been greatly

increased.
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WHY STORAGE SHOULD BE GARAGE’S MAINSTAY

Metropolitan Garageman, Who Raised His Rates, Explains Why Storage Should

Be Backbone of the Business—Deriving All Profits From Gasolene an

Unnatural Business Arrangement—Stable Rates vs. Garage Expenses.

Ask any garageman whether prices which

he to-day obtains are sufficient to enable

him to realize a substantial profit on his

business; nine out of ten will answer in the

negative. Ask him it' his is not just as legi

timate a business as keeping a grocery store

or running a hotel and he will answer in the

atlirmative. and emphatically. From which,

then. is deduced the question, “Why do

garage rates prevail on such a basis as to

afford a scant profit or none at all?"

Origin of the Car Storage Rate.

There are two answers; one is that the

garage business is largely an outgrowth of

the stable business and. as such. has brought

with it the old stable charges. but with en

larged expenses. The other answer is that

garages which were started as new busi

nesses were instituted without the charges

being fixed according to the running ex

penses. both of which answers account for

a storage charge which is a money loser.

There probably is no more reliable a

source of information on garage history

and conditions than a man who has gradu

ated from the horse stable business into the

garage field, who knows the charges and

costs of the former business and who has

watched and been a part of the development

of the garage industry, and of such men

PYObably as capable of discussing the sit

uation as any is “’illiam J joscelyn, pro

prietor oi the Joscelyn Garage, at 112-26

\IVest 52nd street. New York City, the ear

lier history of which is indicated by the fact

that the business is operated by the Joscv

lyn Stable Co. Joscelyn. wh05e services as

an officer in the National Guard of the

State of New York several years ago has

caused the title of “Captain” to remain with

him, inherits the business from his father,

who established the stable something like a

half century ago.

Urges Garages to Raise Their Prices.

Joscelyn recently not only raised his car

storage rates $5, but issued a circular letter

10 his fellow tradesmen urging them to fol

1°W his example; it is the only way. he

says- to put the business anywhere near

“there it belongs. At the time he raised

h's Storage rate he fixed a retail price for

“501”? Which is but three cents above the

Wholesale Price of 17 cents per gallon. It

 

is his intention that the retail price will

fluctuate with the wholesale figures and thus

remove for the garageman that terror which

ensues when the garageman. whose profit

comes from gasolene, sees the advancing

wholesale price cutting big holes in his net

income.

Joscelyn's idea is that the c0st of gasolene

wherefore this dealer rented a building and

charged a price which was as small as could

possibly be made and bring in the rent.

This was a beginning of present-day storage

charges. This dealer made his money on

making profits on storing the cars

was not his intention, and this evolved a

rate schedule which would not permit a

sales;

 

 

 

 

COMPARATIVE MONTH'S EXPENSES AND RECEIPTS FOR STABLE

AND SAME BUILDING USED AS A GARAGE.

Expenses

Stable Garage

Capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .115 horses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..120 cars

Rent, $5.50 per horse and two

wagons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $633 $7.44 per car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $893

Office payroll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 240 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 773

Labor payroll. $4.32 per horse... 596 $14.43 per car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.543

Feed, $12 per horse . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.360 Cleaning material. $2.17 per car.. 232

Expense account . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 224 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 744

Advertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50

Sundries. water. etc . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100

Loss and breakage account... .. 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

Total expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3.157 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $4.345

Receipts

112 horses. $35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$3,920 107 cars. $37.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,012

- ‘) “dead.” $10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 90

$4,103

Total loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $243

10.700 gallons of gasolene at

profit of 11 cents . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.177

' I’rofit realized by high retail

'1 otal profit . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $763 price for gasolene . . . . . . . . . . $934

 

 

 

 

and storage should make the charges and

that the charges should show a profit. just

as the stable business made money. His

garage may differ somewhat from some

others in that the proprietor knows to a

fraction of a cent where the expense money

goes to and whence the profits come, and

there is a rigid business system in the

whole establishment; to find how much per

car per month it costs for sponges or clean

ing material it is necessary only to look

in the company's books.

Early Charges Fixed by Dealers.

In the beginning of the trade. stated Jos

celyn. the first garage in New York City.

and doubtless in many other cities, was

opened by a dealer in cars who wished to

care for those who bought cars of him; a

man bought a car and on congested Man

hattan Island it could not be kept at home.

profit to the man who wished to run a gar

age as a separate business.

Beginning of Repairshop-Garage.

Then there was the garage which sprung

from the repair shop, and this is what Jos~

celyn terms the second step in the develop

ment of the garage; those who have fol

lowed the automobile trade trom its incip

iency remember well the numerous repair

shops which sprang up everywhere. This

man's profits were made from his repairing

work; and if he could persuade a man to

store his car in a vacant part of the build

ing or if the owner wished space and the

repairman could accommodate him the shop

owner figured that by having this kind of a

hold on the car he was fairly sure of get

ting practically all of the repair work.

which in the early days was no small item.

Therefore there sprang up a low storage
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rate in this direction, fixed as in the first

case by a man who did not care to make

money on his rental of space because his

profit was derived from some other source.

Many times the man who stored a car

with these first two named classes of trades

men had stored a horse and his carriage or

carriages and, naturally. he did not believe

he ought to pay more for car storage than

for horse storage, and here enters the gar

age rate which has sprung from the stable

rate. As Joscelyn, himself, says, “we fig

ured that if we stored a horse and generally

two carriages for $35 a month and had to

feed the horse we were stepping into a fine

thing when we turned our stable into a

garage wherein we would store one car

alone for $35 and the owner would he pay

ing for fuel, where before we had been pay

ing for feed. \Ve figured on a double profit."

This was in 1909.

Why Stable Didn’t Pay as Garage.

But that Joscelyn “figured wrong" is indi

cated by the accompanying comparative

table of receipts and expenditures, which

shows where the mathematical error crop

ped out; just as many men started up gar

ages as a new business and charged what

corresponded with the stable rate, or was

less. Joscelyn turned the 75 x 100 four

story building which had been a stable into

a garage and proceeded to wonder why

the investment did not bring the dividend

which had been taken out regularly with

stable equipment.

The systematic operation of the estab

lishment Soon revealed the true conditions.

To start with, when the building was al

tered and improved, with concrete floors,

electric lights where gas had been before,

steam heating, gasolene tanks and the nu

merous other necessary improvements. the

rent proceeded to just about double up.

Also, where there had, for the stable, been

a superintendent and bookkeeper in the of

fice, there now was necessary in addition a

night superintendent, stock man. two tele

phone operators, a checker and an engineer.

Cara Necessitated More Workmen.

In the other parts of the establishment

there had been washers, floormen and

grooms; now there were needed more

washers and fioormen, with doormen and

elevatormen. and the labor payroll nearly

tripled. Two or three washers used to

take care of the 220 or 230 wagons, and

the men got $16 a week, but in the garage

10 or 12 washers were required to keep the

cars in shape and their pay was in the

neighborhood of $20 a week. Cleaning as

charged 05 against feed shows a saving in

the garage, but it is not sufficient to ofi‘set

the other increased expenses.

\Vhat Joscelyn itemizes as "Expense ac

count" includes lights, heat, repairs and such

costs. and the increase is accounted for by

the fact that where the lighting with gas

cost $60 a month electricity cost $150, heat

ing the stable cost $50 a month, the animal

heat from the horses being a source of con

siderable warmth, and now the heating

jumped to $500 a month; there likewise

were more repairs necessary in the garage.

Made Gasolene Supply Deficiency.

The figures given in the accompanying

table are an average of two Novembers and

Decembers. two of the busiest months in

the year, and, as is shown, the stable ex

penses were $3.157 while the garage cost

$4,345. The profits in the stable, which had

a capacity of 115 horses. were derived from

112 horses. with which went, generally, two

wagons for each horse, and at $35 a month

the income was $3,920, which left a profit of

$763 a month. Now, the garage could ac

commodate 120 cars, but in the months in

question there were stored 107 “live” and

9 "dead," the latter bringing in $10 and the

others averaging $37.50. the number being

about half open cars at $35 and half closed

cars at $40. This totaled an income of $4,

102 and a net less of $243 a month.

How, then, may be asked, could the owner

afford to keep up the business? The an

swer is “gasolene,” and this same answer is

the reason that garagemen have been so

much more hard hit than owners by the

climbing proclivities of that petroleum prod~

uct; Ioscelyn bought gasolene at 9 cents

and sold it for 20 cents and every car con

sumed about 100 gallons a month, most of

which was bought at the garage. This meant

a profit of 11 cents on 10,700 gallons, which

amounted to $1,177. Deducting from this

the loss of $243 on storage, and the Joscelyn

Garage made $934 profit, which is $171,'or

22 per cent. better than the stable.

Reorganized Expenses and Profits.

Then gasolene, about 15 months ago, be

gan to increase in price, and with every in

crease there disappeared a part of the gar

age profits; some garagemen went out of

business, but the Joscelyn Garage did not.

The proprietor said, “The business is on a

poor basis; it is not businesslike. We will

fix a storage charge which will allow a

profit independent of gasolene sales and,

whereas we have been inclined to increase

gasolene and continue extracting out profits

from that, we will cut gasolene to a

profit of 3 cents a gallon and make our re

tail pricc fluctuate with the wholesale price

on a 3-cent profit basis; if the wholesale

goes up a cent we will raise a cent. and if

it drops a cent we will drop a cent."

This decision was made at the beginning

of last October, but before going further

it may hc explained that Joscclyn had taken

other steps to make more money; the first

,loscelyn Garage had been in the same space

as the stable, but about two years ago, just

after the date the comparative table de

scribes. the space was doubled, a duplicate

of the old stable building, also four stories

and 75 x 100 feet, being acquired. This

made it possible to double the number of

cars stored without quite doubling the num

ber of garage employes and the office force

was not increased at all. Also, certain ef

ficiency-producing changes were effected;

where there had been two washrooms on

each floor one washroom was made for each

floor. This reduced the number of wash

ers by cutting out waste time in the mov

ing around of crews and by substituting

pushers for washers in several instances,

and at lower wages. Also. the new wash

stands utilized what had hitherto been a pas.

sageway between the two halves of the

building and the old washstand space was

used for storage. Numerous changes such

as this cut the labor payroll per month from

$2,962 for the winter of 1911-12 to $2,764 for

the present winter.

Owners Satisfied With $5 Increase.

To return to the raise in storage five

months ago: Every owner who stored with

Joscelyn was notified that storage was being

raised from $35 for open cars and $40 for

closed cars to $40 and $45, respectively. Out

of 238 owners but four left the garage, and

they were speedily replaced by others;

many of those who stayed wrote to Josce

lyn stating that they were satisfied with the

new arrangement. Joscelyn states that it is

his belief that it will not be long before

another fivc~dollar increase will be justifi~

able. He states that he is making money

now, but that he would not be making an

exorbitantly large amount if this raise was

made, and he adds that he believes supply

and demand will support the higher price.

Supplementing his circular letter to the

trade urging 'garagemen to follow him in

his increased storage and reduced gasolene

prices. he says the garageman who doesn’t

get a living rate for storage is bound to be

weeded out. He doesn't advocate $40 and

$45 storage for all garages. for he is in the

high rent district, but he does urge gaf

agemen to put profit where profit belont!5

and charge accordingly. The answer that

“So-and-So around the corner won’t raise

he cuts prices," is met by the statement

that So-and-So is only digging his own

financial grave and would raise only too

quick it the movement were general. A5

to cut-rate garagemen he said: “1 do all I

can to help them; I fill 'em up as fast as

I can. If a man thinks I am too high

I send him to some cut-rate neighbor: Ihc

more I send the quicker the cut-rate man

will go out of business.“
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ROBBING VALVE GRINDING

OF SOME OF ITS 'I'liRRllliS .

Making a Simple Device that Faces

the Valves—Easily Made, Easily

Used and the Material Costs

Next to Nothing.

Grinding in a set of valves that are rather

the worse for wear is not always a particu

larly easy job, especially if they belong to

a six-cylinder motor; by the time all the

seatings are brought down to their normal

condition the grinder is very likely to wish

the valves in a climate even hotter than

their accustomed habitat.

Making Up a Valve Grinding Block.

A valve that is in bad condition is not

uniformly worn, as a rule, and in order to

get it down to a proper bearing more must

be taken off one part than another—a job

which can be done with a fine file in skilled

hands and, of course. in a lathe if one is

available. Assuming. however, that a set of

valves that is in bad shape must be put

right without a lathe, and one does not care

to take the time needed for filing, a good

deal of time can be saved and good work

done by means of a “rig” that is somewhat

crude, to be sure, but answers the purpose

very well and is easy to make.

A5 the accompanying illustration shows,

the grinder is made of a block of wood,

Pftiefably hard wood, in which a hole is

lmred to take the valve stem. The hole

should pass clear through the block, unless

the thickness of the wood is greater than

the length of the valve stem, and should

be of such size that the stem will be rather a

fight fit. A little countersink at the top

Will allow for the fillet under the valve head.

Four small hardwood blocks are screwed

Or nailed to the main block at equal dis

tances from each other and at equal dis—

tances from the center hole.

Cutting and “Loading” the Bevels.

The only part of the work of making the

grinder that requires any degree of accu—

racy is the beveling of the blocks; they

must be cut so that the valve bevel will bear

equally on each. The way to do it is to cut

the bevels as nearly as possible to the cor

mi El"gle before fastening down the blocks

and lining them up against the valve itself.

Whlclh is put in place for the purpose- By

Pummg the valve and at the same time bear

"lg down on it. not too hard, marks will be

made on the wood where there is contact

and no marks where there is none; or there

“"11 be heavy marks where there i5 Close

contact and light marks where the faces

hardy tnuzh. A fine file, carefully used on

the blocks, will quickly bring about an even

bearing. It does not matter if the hole has

not been bored exactly at right angles to

the surface of the block; the trimming of

the small blocks will compensate.

The grinder is now about ready for use.

Before commencing operations, however,

the hole for the valve stem should be'thor_

oughly lubricated with very thick graphite

  

 
 

 

  

GRINDING BLOCK IN SECTION

grease, or graphite and oil mixed to the con

sistency of a thick paste and worked into

the wood with a valve stem or a close-fitting

rod. There is a good reason for using thick

grease or paste, for not only would oil fail

to provide the right kind of lubrication, but

it would cause the hole to contract and grip

the valve stem too tightly.

To use the grinder, it must be “loaded” by

stretching a small piece of medium emery

cloth—not emery paper—over each of the

beveled blocks, the cloth being held by a

couple of good, stout thumb-tacks in each

piece, pressed into the surface of the main
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APPLYING EMERY CLOTH

block. The cloth must lie close and flat on

the beveled faces of the blocks. Put a valve

stem in the hole. bring the face against the

emery-covered bevels and turn the valve,

preferably with a brace and screwdriver;

the emery will, of course. cut down the

The cloth is easily renewed

The grade or coarseness of

valve surface.

when worn.

the emery must be regulated according to

the condition of the valve; a badly worn

valve needs a coarser grain than one only

slightly worn.

This method of facing valves does not by

any means eliminate the usual grinding; it

merely reduces the time and labor when

the valve faces are in bad shape. When the

grinder has brought the faces to a fairly

smooth condition the valves should be tried

on their seats, when any inequalities in

either will be indicated by the usual mark

ing. If the high spots on the valve appear

to be too prominent to be easily removed by

grinding in place, they may be reduced on

the grinder by turning three of the pieces of

cloth blank side up and rubbing down the

high spots of the valve on the remaining

piece of emery that is right side up. Truing

up the valve in this way, testing it from time

to time on the valve seat, has the advan

tage of removing the minimum amount of

metal from the seat as well as from the

valve itself.

Knack in Getting Best Results.

In order to prevent particles of emery

from getting into the hole and scratching

the valve stem at little bunch of waste may

be packed around the stem under the head,

filling the countersink, or a thick felt washer

may be used. \Vhen a valve has been faced

off in this kind of a fixture it will be found

that the stem has been beautifully smoothed

up and the graphite well worked into it.

Not only is the grinder easily made. but

there is nothing about it that will wear out

rapidly, and it will last for a long time.

\\-'ith a little practice the operator becomes

quite skilled in its use and work can be

turned out quite rapidly. There is a knack

in getting the best results from it; once ac

quired, it will be found well \vorth the

trouble.

Of course, only a single size of valve can

be ground in a single block, so if it is

desired to work on valves of different sizes

there must be a block for each size. The

bloeks are so easily made. however. that the

trouble is well worth while. While grind

ing a valve the “rig” should be held in the

vise or in some other secure way that will

eliminate the possibility of the end of the

valve stem coming against anything.

Adjusting Gap to Suit Load.

If the motor misses when under a light

load it is well before making carburetter ad

justments to make the spark plug gaps just

a trifle wider—that is, if magneto ignition

is adhered to. Missing under heavy loads

or when the motor speed is slow may some

times be corrected by closing the gaps

slightly. In either case, the amount of

change in the length of the gap should be

slight.
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BALTIMORE CONDENSES ITS

EXHIBITION TO ONE WEEK

Display, Which Last Year Ran Two

Weeks, Takes But One This Sea

son—Forty-two Dealers Show

Half Hundred Vehicles.

Unlike the procedure of last year, when

the annual automobile show of the Automo

bile Club of Maryland and the Baltimore

Automobile Dealers' ASsociation was given

in two parts. with pleasure cars exploited

during the first week and commercial cars

on view during the second, this year’s show

did not run for even a full week. The ex

hibit “opened up" in the Fifth Regiment

Armory on Tuesday evening, February

18th, and continued throughout the re

mainder of the week until Saturday cvcn

ing last, February 22nd.

The vaulted roof of the Armory was al~

most hidden. for just beneath the ceiling

was stretched a canopy of mountain laurel

and smilax supported on a wire cable struc

ture and studded with many electric lights.

The side walls and the balconies were

draped with hunting of alternate pure white

and delicately tinted green interposed with

American flags and the black and gold em

blems of the automobile club.

In the ranks of the 42 dealers who had

on display 33 different makes of pleasure

cars and 17 different makes of commercial

vehicles. were _two whose products are for

eign to shows outside of Baltimore—Carl

Sporcr's Sons Co., which makes the Sporer

pleasure car, and Lord Baltimore Car Co.,

which makes the Lord Baltimore truck.

Both are native products. The Sporer is

built in three models on two chassis, the

larger of which mounts a 40-horscpower

motor and the smaller at 25-horsepower m0

tor. The motors both are of the four-cyl

inder type and are ,of standard construction

throughout. The larger model, the 7-pas~

senger touring car, lists-at $2,000. All mod

els are fully equipped, even to a motor start

er ot the electric type.

The Lord Baltimore trucks, two of which

were on the floor, are made in four sizes

ranging from 1,000 pounds to five tons car

rying capacity; price range is from $2,000

to $4,250. The trucks exhibit standard prac

tice throughout, employing a four-cylinder

motor, three-speed selectively operated

gearsct and roller chain drive.

In the displays of the two dozen accessory

dealers who crowded the galleries, nothing

that is startling cropped out; motorcycles

were shown by ten dealers. The pleasure

cars on view were: Packard, Studebaker.

Oakland. Locomobile. American, Apperson.

S. G. \'.. Pierce-Arrow. Peerless. Chalmers.

l’>_—‘

Rauch & Lang electric, Ford, Sporer, Lam

bert, Church-Field electric, Cartercar, Lo~

zier, Paige, Norwalk, Stevens- Duryea,

Overland, White, Pullman, Cole, Stoddard?

Dayton, Maxwell, Empire, Stearns, Mitchell,

'Michigan, Havers, Detroit electric, Kissel,

Krit. Commercial vehicles shown were:

Packard, Universal, Studebaker, Oakland,

Locomobile, Lippard—Stewart, I-H-C, Kelly, .

Pierce-Arrow, Chalmers, Peerless, Lord

Baltimore, Chase, Mack, Saurer, Schacht,

\Vhite, General Vehicle.

Plans Altered for St. Louis Show.

Despite the original plans which called

for a two-week show, the first week for the

exploitation of pleasure cars and the second

for the display of commercial vehicles, both

types of motor vehicles were on the floor at

thesame time when the St. Louis Automo

bile Dealers’ Association opened its eighth

annual exhibit in the 'Coliseum on Mon

day evening last, February 24th; the Show

will continue for a single week, until Satur

day evening, March lst. The change in plans

resulted from the fact that many of the

commercial vehicle distributers have their

display cars at Kansas City and cannot get

them back in time.

The exhibit comprises some 34 different

makes of pleasure and commercial vehicles

displayed by 26 dealers; accessories innu

merable shown by 11 dealers, and five diner

ent makes of motorcycles, shown by four

dealers. The displays are staged in a sum

mer garden setting artfully created by vir

tue of the use of mountain laurel, smilax

and southern moss; the scheme eliminates

all view of either walls or ceiling, as well

as of the many electric lights.

The cars on display are: Reo, Little, Sta

ver, Borland electric, Speedwell, Marion,

Cutting, Detroit electric, M & T, National,

\Varren, Argo electric, Marathon, Cartercar.

Midland, Kissel, Imperial, Ames, Crow,

Haynes, McFarlan, Penn, Pullman.

The commercial vehicles shown are: Rco,

Speedwell, Brown, Smith, Gramm, Modern.

Palmer, Indiana, Dart, Commerce, Little

Giant.

 

Evansville Winds up its Second Show.

Saturday evening last. February 22nd,

saw the close of the second annual show of

the Evansville (Ind.) Automobile Dealers’

Association, which was staged in the Evans

ville Auditorium. For four days the even

dozen dealers displayed the products of 17

diti‘erent automobile factories in an impro

vised southern garden setting. Half a dozen

accessory and motorcycle dealers augment

ed the ranks. The cars on view were: Pope

Hartford, Auburn, Detroit electric, Loco

mobile, Chalmers, Krit, Studebaker, Cadil

lac. Overland, American, Marion, Oakland,

Cole. Ford. Rambler, Reo. Marmon.

CARS A WEEK, TRUCKS THREE

DAYS AT CINCINATTI SIIOW

Green and White, Club Colors, Adorn

Hall Which Houses Exhibit—

Forty-eight Cars Presented by

Thirty-five Dealers.

 

Green and white, the colors of the Cin

cinnati Automobile Club, form the color

scheme at the fourth annual show of the

Cincinnati Automobile Dealers' Association,

which opened its doors in the Music Hall

on Monday evening last, February 24th.

Walls, floor and ceiling all are green, bunt

ing and streamers of that tint, with an ce

casional strip of white serving to hide the

plaster, while the floor is covered with bur

lap; the booths laid off with white fixtures

form a pleasing contrast.

For the first week, until Saturday evening

next, March 1st, pleasure cars will hold

sway; during the first three days of next

week, until \Vednesday evening, March 5th,

the commercial vehicle will come into its

own. During the present week pleasure cars

to the number of 48, of different makes, are

being exhibited by 35 dealers; accessories

are shown by an even dozen dealers.

The cars on display are: Buick, Marmon,

Pope-Hartford. Pierce-Arrow, Packard.

Hudson, R. C. H., Rauch & Lang electric.

Locomobile, Detroit electric. Oakland.

Stearns, Cole, Baker electric, Fiat. Chal

mers. Speedwell, Overland. Krit. Pathfinder.

Schacht, Hupmobile, Apperson, Ford. Cadil

lac, Stevens-Duryea, Paige-Detroit. Herre

shofi, Franklin, Haynes, Regal, Premier.

Reo, Alco, Michigan, Empire, White, l'eer

less, Ohio, McFarlan, Abbott-Detroit. Ohio

electric, Nyberg, Chadwick, Dorris, Ram

bIer.

Oshkosh, too, Stages an Exhibit.

Eight automobile dealers who exhibited

inst twice that number of motor cars of dif

ferent makes comprised the annual show 01'

the Oshkosh Automobile Dealers’ Associa

tion, which was brought to a close Satur

day evening last, February 22nd, after hav

ing been in progress four days. The ex

hibit was housed in the Oshkosh Audito

rium, which was suitably “glad ragged" for

the occasion. The cars on view were: Cadil

lac, VVhite. Studebaker, Pope-Hartford.

Overland, \Vinton, Kissel, Reo, Regal

Buick, Chalmers, Ford, Rambler, Mitchell.

Empire, Imperial.

 

Fisk Lets Large Warehouse Contract

The Fisk Rubber Co. of ChicoP" Ffm'

Mass, has placed contracts for the erection

of a large warehouse in that citY- “5 to“

will approximate $400,000
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KEEPING PAINT SlllNlNG

0N AUTOMOBILE BODIES

Fundamentals of Body Washing Ex

pounded—Simple Methods that

Produce Best Results—Using

Cold and Hot Water.

There are a good many things that can

be done in a good many different ways, all

more or less satisfactory as to results: but

it is doubtful if there are as many methods

of doing any other one thing as there are

of washing automobile bodies. Every paint

er has his favorite way of restoring a travel

stained vehicle to its “pristine beauty" and

every garage that takes pride in its work

has a method of its own. So it happens that

an inexperienced person who is looking for

the right way to keep his car body looking

as it ought to look is apt to become em

barrassed by the very wealth of informa

tion on the subject.

While doubtless most of these “favorite

methods” are entirely satisfactory, there are

a few general rules that are at the bottom

of the whole business of washing automo

bile bodies, and if they are followed the

varnish will retain its good appearance for

the maximum length of time. These rules.

which are recommended by the Franklin

Automobile Co.. do not cover the whole art

of body washing; they are sufiiciently com

pl'ehensive, however, to enable anyone who

follows them carefully to keep his car look

ing its best. They are as follows:

“Never use soap on the body of the auto

mobile.

“Never use a sponge or chamois on the

504? until all the dirt and grease has been

washed off.

{Keep the sponges and chamois clean.

Thls means cleaning them half a dozen

times while washing one car.

"Use different sponges on the body and

on the running gear.

“lec the car thoroughly and carefully

after washing.

“Do not use a strong force of water on 11

newly painted car.

'“llu not wash the car too much, as each

time it is washed it takes just so much 0f

the luster 05.

“All mud should be taken off with a hose,

as any other way scratches the car."

105v"? time ~a car is washed the varniSh

85 some of its lustre; it is best, therefore,

21:: to wash oftener than is necessary. and

process should not be unduly prolonged

Qrdlnarily the washing water should hfi at

2::0;{teniperature that it will not cause

“me cOrt‘to the person‘domg the work;

warm ;r is covered With me or frozen "Ind

ater will greatly facilitate the wash

ing. Under no circumstances,

should the water be hot.

howuver

“Dousing the Glim” of Headlights.

The disagreeable, not to say dangerous,

effects produced by the glare of the power

ful headlights commonly used on automo

biles have stimulated lamp makers to de

vise means for difi’using the light and elim

inating the blinding parallel beams that are

as unnecessary in the city streets as they

areadvantageous on country roads. Trans

lucent shades, adjustable shutters and other

means have been employed with more or

  

HEAle LAMP, DOL'SED AND L'NDOITSED

less success. Among the effective methods

is one adopted by the well—known New

York firm of body builders, Healy & Co.,

in a special form of headlight.

The Healy lamps—which, incidentally,

are made only to order—are designed pri

marily for cars of speedy types, such as

high-powered roadsters and other machines

of the class known to Britishers as “sport

ing” cars. Of the bullet outline, they offer

little resistance to the air. The lenses are

of more or less standard form. The light

reducing device consists of a conical cap

which is placed over the front of the lamp,

pointing forward, of course, and held in

place by spring catches. In the apex of

the cone is a small aperture, about an inch

and a half in diameter, with a plain lens,

and all the light that escapes is what can

get through this small opening. \Vith the

shield in place the lamp is a double-pointed

afiair and has every appearance of belong

ing to a car of power. When the conical

shield is not in use it is ingeniously dis

posed of by slipping it over the back of the

lamp, where it is held by snaps so con

structed as to be free from rattling.

* CHARGES SCALPING METHODS

IN INSURANCE REPAIR WORK

St. Louis Dealer Explains Why Such

jobs Are Refused by the Average

Shop—Rebates and Discounts

One Reason.

 

“Insurance jobs," as repair work done for

insurance companies under liability

clauses in their contracts is styled. are “ex

ceedingly distasteful" to at least one St.

Louis dealer, and from his own conclusions

in regard to this apparently perplexing

problem he may not be alone in his likes

and dislikes.

“There is a never ending‘struggle between

the repair shop or service department of the

automobile concern and the insurance ad

juster." he says, and further intimates that

much of the trouble can he laid directly at

the door of the insurance companies them—

selves for their predatory methods in ob

taining estimates for work from one repair

shop. preferably that connected with the

agency for the disabled car, and then rele

gating the work to a smaller shop which can

do the work, or is willing to “make a show

of doing it" more cheaply.

If a car which has been disabled is re—

turned to the agency for repair, he points

out, the agency finds it incumbent upon it

self to place the car in the best possible con

dition and for the work a legitimate charge

must be made. Often, however. he con

tinues. the insurance company can get the

work done more cheaply (and not so well)

for less money, with the result that the ine

ferior work reflects against the credit of the

car and the agency. “Dope jobs," they are

styled, also, and they are expected to look

well though their lasting qualities are proh

lematical.

"Many legitimate repair departments." he

says, “hesitate about estimating on repair

work, for they know that the very sched

ules for needed repairs that they make up

at expense to themselves will simply be

used by certain insurance concerns as guides

to other houses which do the work at less

the

cost."

“For instance," he continues. “there is one

concern whose foreman will make an esti

mate only on a cash payment of $100. His

reason is this: To take down a car and in

spect it thoroughly in every part to make

sure just how much new stuff must be put

in and what hours of labor are necessary to

complete the work and so to turn it out as

good a car as it was before the accident are

things which mean a great many hours of

time used by mechanics and also call for a.

large amount of exact mechanical knowl

edge, which certainly deserves being paid
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for. If it were a surety that the job would

be turned in to his repair shop he probably

would not be disposed to charge for mak

ing the estimate, but he knows that if he

prepares a full list. giving in detail the

things that will have to be done, chances

are that this will be taken at once to some

other concern. whose mechanics may not

get the same scale of wages as do his, and

who are able, when it is plainly indicated

to them just what tnust be done. to turn the

Work out more cheaply.

"Then. again. not having the same pride

in the work or not being impelled by any

feeling that it must reflect on the merits of

the car if the job is not well done. the out

side cnncern is not going to put the same

careful attention on things that the regular

repair shop would do. Furthermore, inas~

much as the repairers that the insurance

companies are more likely to hire will have

to come for needed repair parts back to the

agency repair shop, and as selling these

parts is necessarily a source of a certain

amount of profit without any chance of loss,

this is another reason why, rather than

undertake the annoyance of the insurance

company's work, it is refused by the average

concern.

"Arrangements cannot be made with the

insurance company as they can with the

owner direct, and there are certain requests

for (ll>t‘iltlllt\\21n(l rebates which are likely

to be made by the insurance concern which

also are distasteful to the agency. This is

another and very important reason why ‘in

surancc johs' are not popular with the auto

mobile repair shop.

“\'er_v often a good deal more work is put

on the replacing of the body and in patching

it up than is done on the running gear of the

machine itself by the outside repair man,

and although this makes a nice appearance

when it is completed, it cannot be expected

to go the route. The making of an estimate

offhand is nearly an impossibility, especially

when a car has been damaged by fire. There

may be a hundred and one things to do that

do not appear on the surface, but some re

pair men will undertake to do a job for al

most nothing and then of course must slight

some Part of it in order to come out ahead

of the game. How the situation can be met

with satisfaction to all concerned is a prob

lem. The average result is that the owner

gets something the Worst of it."

Proper Position for Lock Nut.

\Vhen a thick nut and a thin one are put

on the same bolt. one nut acting as a lock

or jam-nut, it is the thickest nut that should

be put on top. The reason is that when the

last nut is screwed home hard it takes the

bulk of the load, pulling up the slack of the

thread of the first nut. which thus has less

of the load to carry.

L

“FLOATING” STEEL BALlS

CONTROL GASOLENE SUPPLY

Unusual Manner of Proportioning Fuel

to Speed in New Daimler

Carburetter—chen Jets

Employed.

Taking a leaf out of the book of those

carburetter designers who regulate the

amount of air content in the fuel mixture

with the aid of "floating" metal balls raised
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by suction. the British Daimler company

has evolved a new type of carburetter which

operates on somewhat the same principle

and for which great claims for chiciency

and economy are made. The carburetter

differs front those in which “floating” balls

control the extra air, however, in that the

balls control of the fuel instead of the air.

The amount of fuel in the mixture, there

fore, is directly proportioned to the suction,

  

ARRANGEMENT OF JETS

which, in turn, depends upon the speed of

the pistons, thus governing the quality of

the mixture by the speed of the motor with

out rcgard to the size of the throttle open

ing.

In its simplest aspect. the carburetter

is of the usual float-feed type and differs

from others of its kind essentially in that

it has seven jets, six of them being arranged

concentrically about the seventh. the ar

rangement being shown by the accompany

ing sketches. Only one of the jets, however,

is adjustable; it is centrally located (A) and

is provided with a needle valve (B) and an

adjusting screw (C). Adjusting the needle

valve permits of proportioning the amount

of fuel in the mixture for slow running, the

central jet being the only one which opens

directly into the mixing chamber. The other

six jets are fed from a common chamber

(D) which is directly connected to the main

float chamber (E), the latter being orthodox

in every particular.

Above each of the six jets there is an

orifice (F) which normally is closed by'a

small steel ball the motion of which is

limited by a spider and a distance piece

(P). In operation, and with the motor run

ning slowly, all of the suction is concen

trated upon the central jet and is not suffi

cient to raise the balls off their seats and

permit the other jets to come into action.

Directly the speed of the motor is increased.

however, the increase in suction operates

to lift the balls ofi their seats, thus permit

ting fuel to be drawn from all seven jets.

and as the amount the balls are lifted nfi

their seats is governed by the suction which.

in turn. is governed by the speed of the

motor, the fuel content in the mixture re

mains practically constant for all piston

speeds.

One of the peculiarities of the carburetter

is that all the jets are of the same size and

are interchangeable, thus facilitating as

sembly in case it becomes necessary to lake

the device apart for cleaning. As a mCLtll~

of adjusting the main gasolenc supply, thvrv

is provided a valve with a milled screw head

(K), the purpose of which is to increase UI'

decrease the amount of gasolene fed from

the float chamber to the chamber beneath

the jets,

 

When Lights May Damage Paint.

For the sake of the battery. it is not Well

to allow the lights of a car on exhibition to

be illuminated for prolonged periods, but

there is also another reason why the head

lights should be extinguishedwthe rayS 3“

liable to singe the car ahead. The para

bolic reflector not only acts in conjunction

with the mirror to concentrate the rays “I

light but to concentrate the heat rays also.

and it so happens that if the car ahead is

positioned in the focus of the lens the he?!

accumulated at the spot after some time b

sufficient to damage the paint Work

 

Quick Way to Cut Sheet Metal.

The quickest way to cut tin or other Sllt’t'l

metal with a cold chisel is to put it in i

vise with the cutting line level with (M

jaws, and use the chisel along the top "l

the jaws. A straight. easy cut can be made

and the sheet can be shifted ll

in this way, h of me

the cut is longer than the Wid!

jaws.
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JETTERY NAME PLATES ON

TWO LIGHT MOTOR TRUCKS

Standard Features Throughout Both

Models—One Chain Drive and One

Shaft—Pneumatic Tires on

Lighter Machine.

Two new light trucks bearing the name

“lefiery” on their name-plates have been

placed on the market by the Thomas B.

Jetfery Co., of Kenosha, \/\'is.. well and

widely known as manufacturer of Rambler

pleasure cars.

The new machines have carrying capaci

ties of 1.500 pounds and one ton, respective

ly. and in both cases the propelling power

is generated by a motor rated at 32 horse

MOTOR WORLD

distribute the weight 40 per cent. on the

front axle and 60 per cent. on the rear

axle; this gives sufficient weight for trac—

tion on the rear wheels. suflicient for steer—

ing on the front wheels, and the tires are

not overloaded. The maximum speeds are

6%, l3 and 27 miles an hour for first, second

and third speeds. respectively. The price

of the chassis is $1,250. and of the machine

complete with open express body, $1,325.

New York Dealers Elect Officers.

Henry M. Bronner, of the Edwards Motor

Car Co.. was elected president of the Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association, of New York

City, at its annual meeting on Thursday

last. 20th inst. He succeeds John F. Plum

mer. Arthur M. Day, of the A. Elliott Ran

ncy Co., was elected vice—president, to sue

ceed Frank Eveland, of A. G. Spalding &
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power. driving. in the case of the lighter

machine. through shaft and bevel gears to

the live rear axle. and in the case of the

heavier car through countershaft and side

chains to the rear wheels. The motor of the

lighter of the two is placed under a hood

forward of the dashboard and is cooled by

Pump-circulated water, and its charges are

1Ignited by a high-tension magneto. Three

forward speeds are provided for in the

Zearset. which is controlled by a lever on

the right side. Semi-elliptic springs are em~

Plol'ed for the front suspension and three

Qllarter elliptics support the rear. Internal

and external brakes are on the rear wheels.

The wheelbase of the light car is 120 inch

es. Pneumatic tires 4% x 34 inches are fitted

t0 both front and rear wheels. Over all

the chassis measures 168 inches; the length

0i the frame back of the seat is 68 inches

ind the space available for loading is 78

mil“ Wide. When the car is fully loaded

the Platform stands 30 inches from the

ground- There is tanking capacity for 20

gallons of gasolene and for one gallon of

lubricating oil,

CXESEZIKlCrabIe experience and not a little

cmmg has led the manufacturers to
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Bros. who in turn became secretary-treas

urer because of the retirement of C. P.

Skinner. In addition to the three ofiicers.

the new directors are as follows: M. J'. Bud

long, Charles M. Brown. I. N. Uppercu. C.

H. Larson, H. L. Stratton, W'm. C. Poert

ner and \V. Arthur Lesser. The directors

who retired are: john F. Plummet, Robert

I). Garden. C. P. Skinner. \V. S. M. Mead

and A. L. Newton. Charles A. Stewart re

mains in office as general manager. The

Dealers’ Association also appointed a com

mittee to watch legislation at Albany.

Prest-O-Lite Continues Refilling Campaign.

As a part of its campaign in New York

State against dealers who refill Prest-O

Lite tanks with other than Prest-O-Lite

products the Prest-O-Lite Co.. has filed suit

in the Municipal Court in Syracuse. N. Y.,

against the Central City Rubber Co., of that

city; the charge is made under a section of

the New York State Business Law and a

penalty of $100 is asked. Similar cases have

been tried in the Municipal Court in New.

York City and a decision is being awaited

Suits in numerous other “York State” towns

are contemplated.

HE DID THE RIGHT THING

BUT IT STALLED THE TRUCK

What Curtailed the Trouble Man’s

Morning Sleep—A Driver Who

Carried Out His Instructions

Too Literally.

 

 

It was about six o'clock in the morning

when the Trouble Man awoke with a start,

looked at his watch, observed that a bluster

ing wind was driving dry snow against the

window, and turned over for another

snooze. The bed was warm and comfort

able and the hissing of the snow outside the

window soothed the Trouble Man only less

than the consciousness that there was noth

ing likely to occur to disturb him for the

best part of an hour. So he slept.

Possibly he slept for five minutes; cer—

tainly it was no more than that when the

telephone bell rang. The instant the Trou

ble Man heard the silvery jingle he knew. by

virtue of a well-developed telepathic instinct

that someone was in trouble somewhere and

that there was to be no more snoozing that

morning.

“Hello!” said a discouraged voice at the

other end of the wire, “Is this the Trouble

Man? \Ycll, No. 2 is stuck in the middle

of 48th street with seven tons of coal on an’

I can’t get her started. No, the snow don't

stop her, but the engine won’t run. What?

No. She runs a little when she’s cranked an’

then stops dead. Yes; plenty of gas; spark

all right. Can’t you come down right away?

The load's part of a rush delivery.”

To the accompaniment of a choice assort

ment of grunts and cuss words the Trouble

Man got into his clothes. swallowed a cup

of hot coffee and butted into the storm. Ar

rived at the scene of inaction. he found the

truck occupying a prominent position in the

middle of the street, its bulk increased by a

liberal capping of snow and the driver in

dustriously cranking the motor. which

would run for a few revolutions. cough a

cough or two. and stop. 7

“\Vell," said the Trouble Man, without

enthusiasm or warmth, “what’s the trou

ble?"

“Dunno,” said the driver, a new man, un

happily; “watch her."

He switched on the battery—there was a

dual ignition system—and gave the crank

a vigorous swing. OE went the motor. ap

parently as lively as could be desired; round

went the driver to the switch and threw her

over to the magneto. The immediate result

was a cessation of activities.

“\Vell." said the Trouble Man. agitating

his head sideways to‘get an accumulation

of snow out of his left ear, “she won't run

on the mag; why don’t you let her run on
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the battery till you get back and then have a

look at the mag?"

Then it came out.

"Why, you told me always to start on the

battery and run on the magneto. I didn't

know I could run on the battery."

“Start her up," said the Trouble Man

with a weary sigh, “and let her run on the

battery. I'll go along with you till she's

running right."

Half a mile along the road the magneto

was switched in for an instant. Result:

Nothing better than an occasional husky

cough. Another trial half a mile later, and

the motor ran on two cylinders. A mile fur

ther along she would run on three cylinders

and the fourth wouldspit occasionally with

the magneto on the job. A few minutes later

the little dynamo was grinding out "juice"

in its usual ellicient way.

At the point of delivery the Trouble Man

explained.

“You left the cover off your magneto,” he

said. “and it got wet, and magnetos don’t

like to be wet. The fan drew the snow in

through the radiator, you know. The

warmth of the engine and the movement

dried out the magneto by degrees until it

would work again. That's all. Yes. you can

run on the battery when you have to. But

when you get back, for goodness sake put

the cover on your magneto."

And the Trouble Man

through a doorway outside of which was a

largc'placard bearing the legend, “Combina

tion Breakfast, 25 Cents."

disappeared

New Orleans Show in Smilax Bower.

\\'ashingt0n Artillery Hall, which is in

New Orleans. La., although far too small

adequately-t0 house the exhibit. was again

pressed into service for the third annual

show of the New Orleans Automobile

Dealers' Association, which held sway in

the Crescent City from \‘Vednesday even

ing, February l9th, until Sunday evening

last, February 23rd. \Vhile ceilings in the

structure are low—too low. it would seem.

to lend themselves readily to effective deco

ration—the decorative artist had not the

slightest trouble in converting the place into

a "bower" by the use of much smilax and

moss and wistaria commingled with stream

ers of electric lights.

The eighteen exhibitors who displayed

cars had a total of 29 different makes of

pleasure and commercial vehicles on the

floor; accessories, due to the scarcity of

space, were meager. The cars shown were:

Peerless, Reo. Cole, Michigan. Garford,

Paige. Packard, Baker electric. Cadillac.

Pierce-Arrow, Buick. Premier, Adams truck,

\\'hite. Saurer truck, Hewitt truck. Mack

truck. Hudson, Alco, Locomobile. Carter

car. Mitchell, Lozicr. Stearns. Ford. Little,

American. Case, Oakland. ()verland.

GEARS CONSTANTLY lN MESH

YET EMPLOYS N0 CLUTCH

Unusual Construction in New French

Gearset Employing Two Sliding

Pinions—New Yorker Acquires

American Rights.

H. L. Hardy, of 237 Fulton street. New

York City, has acquired the American rights

to the manufacture and sale of the Dux

transmission, recently introduced in France

by the Society dc l'Evolution Automobile

de Paris, and which is novel in that it is

wholly devoid of dog clutches. although the

gears always are in mesh; the design nat

urally permits very compact construction.

As is clearly shown by the accompanying

illustration. which is of the three~speed type

of transmission. the device is not unlike the

orthodox gearset in general appearance.
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The motor shaft carries splined to it so that

it can he slipped from end to end in the

usual manner, a small diameter pinion with

a very wide face and grooved in the middle.

for the reception of the shifting yoke, and

a loosely mounted gear wheel at the motor

end provided with external teeth meshing

with a gear wheel carried on the lay shaft

and internal teeth into engagement with

which the smaller pinion can be slipped,

locking the larger wheel to the motor shaft.

The driven shaft carries but a single gear

wheel of diameter which

meshes with a pinion carried on the lay

shaft; this pinion is formed integral with

the larger gearwheel on the lay shaft. the

connecting sleeve forming a shaft on which

is mounted a slideable wheel meshing with

the small pinion on the motor shaft and

provided with an internal set of teeth de

signed to lock with the teeth of the larger

wheel carried on the lay shaft.

The operation of the device is simple in

the extreme. Starting from the neutral posi

tion—that is. with th: small pinion of the

motor shaft out of engagement with either

the loose wheel on the engine shaft or the

considerable

wheel on the propeller shaft. the loose

wheel on the lay shaft is slipped into en

gagement with the larger of the integral

pinions carried on the same shaft. Drive

then is transmitted through the small pin

ion to the lay shaft with considerable re

duction and from the small lay shaft pinion

to the driven shaft wheel with further re

duction. Second speed is obtained by lock

ing the loose wheel on the motor shaft.

whereat drive is transmitted to the lay

shaft without reduction; the drive from the

lay shaft to the driven shaft is always the

same. High gear is obtained by engaging

the small pinion on the motor shaft with the

internal teeth formed in the gear wheel on

the driven shaft whereby direct drive

straight through from the motor to the pro

peller shaft results. \\'hen in the neutral

position only the free wheel on the lay shaft

is in rotation, but at all other times the

lay shaft ensemble rotates. Reverse is ob

tained by means of a pair of integral clash

gears. which are brought into engagement

with the smaller pinion on the motor shaft

and the gearwheel on the driven shaft and

which naturally act as idlers.

How compact is the construction is ex

emplified by the fact the whole mechanism

is contained in a case only 8 .\' 8% inches;

larger sizes providing four speeds and a type

of heavier construction for use on com

mercial vehicles also are made to meet dii‘

ferent conditions. The latter type. accord

ing to Hardy, has been adopted by the So

ciety General des Omnibus de Paris for use

in connection with motor ’buses.

Grand Forks’s Show Lasts Four Days.

Grand Forks, which is in North Dakota.

just has emerged from its “show season."

The doors closed on the annual show. which

is the second under the auspices of the

Grand Forks Automobile Dealers' Associa

tion, on Friday evening last, February 21st.

the exhibit having been inaugurated four

days previous, February 18th. \\'hile the

term "sumptuous" scarcely is applicable to

the decorative scheme that prevailed. very

much was done in the way of rendering the

Auditorium eye-pleasing by the use of

much tinted bunting, and not a few vari

colored electric lights. Nineteen motor car

dealers displayed. and their exhibits em

braced 22 different makes of cars. The cars

on view were: ()verland. Regal. Oakland.

Paige, Imperial. Velie, Reo, Michigan. Jack

son, Studebaker, Buick, Kissel. Case. Ram

bler, Mitchell, Krit. Marathon, Staver. Hup

mobile, Metz, Detroit electric.

A small amount of oil will help a hack

saw in going through wrought iron or steel,

keeping the teeth cool and improving the

cut. Only a little oil sllfillitl be used how

ever.
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BATTERY REQUIREMENTS FOR AUTOMOBILE WORK

Necessity for Determining the Capacity of Accumulators by the Lighting Load

Made Plain by an Expert—Why Special Types of Cells Are Needed—

Influence of Starter and of Voltage—-Weight 21 Secondary Matter.

Perfection of the electric lighting and

engine starting system which within the

past year has become such a tremendous

factor in the automobile industry, is due

in no small degree to the strides which

have been made in battery design and con

struction. The battery virtually is the

heart of the system for upon its efficiency

depends the efficiency of both the lighting

and starting portions of the apparatus,

which fact long has been realized and has

acted to stimulate the production of bat

teries especially constructed for the rigor

ous work—the alternate heavy discharges

and light discharges and intermittent charg

ing—imposed by automobile work.

Careful Test as Trouble Avoider.

In drawing attention to the fact that al

ready a number of prominent battery man

ufacturers have seen the light and now are

supplying batteries which have been de

signed and constructed especially to over

come the difficulties raised by lighting and

starting conditions, J. W. Fitzgerald, who is

engineer to the Ignition Starter Co., of

Detroit, Mich, in a recent address, laid

particular stress upon the necessity for

careful and adequate battery testing as a

means of eliminating future trouble and

obtaining real satisfaction. His remarks,

which were contained in a paper read be

fore the Detroit Section of the Society of

Automobile Engineers, are particularly

Pointed and show a clear insight into the

requirements of the automobile storage bat

tery.

“The battery, which in very few cases is

made by the manufacturers of the motors

and generators, has been more or less of a

bugbear in the development of the electric

starter,” he said. “But there are now a

number of manufacturers of Storage bat

teries who are making deliveries of batter

l'csv especially adapted for starting and

lighting.

Wherein Laboratory Test Difi'ers.

“It should be borne in mind by the engi

neer making the test of a battery for this

DUIPOSE, that the conditions surrounding a

laboratory test and an actual test under

service on a car are entirely different. In

'making a test in a laboratory we will take

't l°r granted that efficiency tests and

voltage drop tests, under varying outputs,

are satisfactory. The engineer then pro

ceeds to demonstrate in the laboratory that

a continuous charge of the batteries at a

certain current value will unduly heat the

plates and damage the battery.

Conditions Met In Actual Service.

“This same test, conducted on a car,

would actually have no bad effect upon the

batteries. In the first place it is almost

impossible to charge a battery continuously

at a high rate in actual service, as this

would mean that the car would have to be

traveling uninterruptedly at a fairly high

speed for many hours. Even if this were

possible, the continual jarring of the ma

chine acts as a mechanical shaker, tending

to jar the gas collections off the plate be

fore any damage is done. \Vc are bringing

out this point to show that it is not neces

sary to provide any means for discontinu

ing the charging of batteries after they are

full. Attempts have been made to provide

such a device, but have been more or less

complicated, and not entirely satisfactory,

and as long as the battery manufacturers

themselves are willing to stand behind

their product under the conditions stated

above—that is, of continuous charging after‘

the batteries are full~—in actual road work,

there is no reason why any complication

should be added to prevent continuous

charging. It is absolutely necessary, how

ever, to provide such regulation of the

charging current as will hold its maximum

down to a safe continuous charging rate.

Determining the Size of Battery.

“The size of the battery is determined

solely by the length of time the manufac

turer of the car figures that it is necessary

to keep the lights burning without any

charging of the batteries. The capacity of

the batteries should be not affected by the

requirements of the starting motor. Our

point is that the amount of power required

for starting the car is very small as com

pared with what is required for lighting, due

to the very short time that it takes to start

a car. The battery is only affected by the

starting device as regards its construction

for furnishing a heavy output for a short

time. without any damaging effect on its

efficiency or life.

“In making a decision as to the capacity

of the battery we claim it is therefore only

necessary to consider the number of watts

required for lighting the car, also bearing in

mind that the efficiency of a storage battery

is very much less in cold weather than

under moderate temperature conditions.

Necessities Imposed by Starter.

“A more important point is a decision as

to the number of cells used in the battery.

In other words, what voltage is best suited

for a combined lighting and starting outfit.

There is no question but that a six-volt bat

tery would be better if lighting only were

considered. This is so because in the first

place there are fewer number of cells to

take care of and because there are now on

the market six-volt lamps of remarkable

efficiency for automobile lighting work.

However, when the starter feature is added,

there are points in regard to the construc

tion of the motor and generator which have

a strong influence on deciding the voltage

of the battery, and if the six-volt system is

used, it requires very careful and more diffi

cult generator and motor design, as well as

properly designed leads and cable connec

tions, to do away with as much of the volt

age drop as possible. It does not mean that

because six volts are used in preference to

a higher voltage, that the battery would be

any lighter. It takes a certain weight of

active material in a storage battery for a

certain number of ampere hours output, al

most eutirely regardless of the battery

voltage. We make this statement only as

regards fair limits of, say, 6 to 24 volts.

Of necessity, a greater number of retainers

and cells in a 24-volt battery would weigh

more than those required for a 6, but the

active element practically weighs no more,

so that weight is really no serious consid

eration in determining the voltage of the

system.

Charging In Series Is Essential.

“The method of charging the batteries has

been found by practical experience to be

one of great importance. It is absolutely

essential that the batteries be charged in

series in order to keep them all in a uniform

condition. It has been found that batteries

connected up in parallel sets for charging

cannot be kept uniformally charged, and
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that sooner or later one or more of the in

dividual sets must be disconnected and

brought up to a standard condition. This

is, of courSe, very objectionable. This fea

ture, therefore, is a determining factor as

to the voltage of the storage battery—that

is, the battery should not be of such a volt

age as to require means for connecting the

various cells in different series and paral

lel groups for either charging or discharg

ing. This, as stated above, is not only ob

jectionable from the point of charging the

batteries, but also from the added compli

cation of a control for doing this work.

“If a lZ-volt system is used, the batteries

can be charged and discharged in series and

at the same time the lighting system can

be wired up on the three-wire plan so as to

give absolutely satisfactory results, on 6

volt lighting and a lZ-volt system affords

additional advantage of better and more

substantial generator and motor construc

tion with less difficulty of caring for a drop

in voltage and smaller cable connections,

due to a much lower current requirement at

the higher voltage.

Securing Minimum Voltage Drop.

"In drawing off a heavy current from the

storage battery it necessarily pulls down the

voltage a great deal more than when dis

charging the battery nearer its normal dis

charge rate. The greater the pull the great

cr being the percentage of drop. Battery

makers are new building batteries to give

heavy current outputs and at the same time

guaranteeing a minimum drop in the volt

age. At the same time, much better results

, can be obtained by reducing the amount of

current taken from the battery and main

taining a higher potential across the ter

minals.

“If a battery of any higher voltage than

12 is used, it involves a serious problem of

wiring for the lighting system, due to the

fact that all the lamps now used for auto

mobile lighting are 6 volts, and it becomes a

difficult problem to distribute the load on

the batteries so that each set will be sup

plying its pro rata output for lighting and

so prevent one set from being discharged

faster than another, unbalancing the bat

tery system.

How Maximum Output Is Controlled.

“We have previously stated that it is. of

course, necessary to limit the maximum out

put of the generator, as there is a safe

maximum charging load for the battery

used, and the current must not exceed this

figure. The control of the maximum output

and with as little mechanism as possible

is provided for in many ways. The point

to be kept in mind is to accomplish this reg

ulation in as simple a manner as possible

and still accomplish the result positively."

TIRE PUMP THAT OPERATES

ON POWER FROM BATTERY

Judd-Leyland Evolves First Inflating

Apparatus That Works When

Motor Is Stationary—Worm

Drive a Feature.

Not all motors are fitted with starters;

nor do all which are not so equipped yield

readily to the persuasion of the starting

crank and pick up at the very first turn.

Thus it happens that, however quickly and

conveniently the motor driven tire pump

will function once the motor is in operation,

it sometimes is considerably less laborious

to pump the tire up by hand than it is to

Start the motor. especially so in cold wea
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ther. It is for the purpose of eliminating

starting the motor each time a tire is to be

inflated and at the same time reducing the

cost of operating the pump that the Jule-co

tire inflation pump has been brought out by

the Judd & Leland Mfg. Co., of Clifton

Springs, N. Y., which has been

manually operated tire pumps for a consid

erable period.

making

In its simplest aspect the Juleco pump is

nothing more than a double—acting double

eylinder air pump driven by a small electric

motor; power to operate the motor is fur

nished by the storage batteries to which the

electric motor attaches through the inter

mediary of a starting switch positioned on

the dash or other convenient location. By

way of reducing noise to the minimum, the

pump shaft is connected to the armature

shaft of the motor through \vorm gearing

and serves to impart the desired reciprocal

motion to the pump plungers by virtue of a

yoke connected to the pump shaft by a pair

of pitmans operating on two wheels; the

yoke operates in a pair of guides to the

elimination of binding of the pinup plun

gers.

The motor is more than ordinarily com

pact and at a speed of 3,000 revolutions a

minute which it attaines when operating

under ordinary conditions on a six-volt cir

cuit, develops l/7th horsepower; the cur

rent consumed is 20 amperes. Lubrication

of the motor is by means of orthodox oil

cups and the pump is provided with an oil

tight casing for the retention of the lubri

cant. The device is so compact that it is

contained in a neatly enameled pressed steel

box measuring but 8 x 10 inches and 9

inches high which looks like an ordinary

tool box and which as a consequence and

for want of a better position assumes the

same position on the running board.

The pump is not only recommended by

the manufacturer as a solution of the prob

lem of quick and easy tire inflation, but also

as an auxiliary pump for use in connection

with the compressed air type of engine

starter, and its usefulness in this connection

will at once be apparent to those who have

to do with air starters. The device is sup

plied with a suitable length of armored

double wire for making the connection to

the battery, 12 feet of five-ply air hose fitted

with an air coek and a pressure gauge,

switch and fuse.

 

Illuminating Gas in Lieu of Gasolene.

That the ordinary gasolene engine is in a

measure omnivorous—that for temporary

purposes where efficiency is not desired it

can be made to run on gasolene or natural

gas or kerosene or alcohol with but slight

alteration—is being put to very good ac

count by at least one big Detroit automobile

plant—namely, the Ford company. For

some time past, Ford engines have been

“run in" on artificial gas instead of on gaso

lene, the requisite apparatus for the pur

pose having been developed by the Detroit

City Gas Co., which is a subsidiary of the

American Light 8; Traction Co. The ap

paratus is nothing more or less than a suit

ably constructed mixing valve, and it is esti

mated that in addition to saving a really

great amount of money the use of gas in

stead of gasolene for the purpose of pre

liminary testing also has a beneficial effect

in that it reduces the demand for the usual

fuel even if only by a slight amount.

That the amount may be more than slight,

however, is revealed by the fact that some

150,000 engines will be turned out by the

Ford company during the year and each

ordinarily is run upwards of an hour “on

the blocks" before a final test is made and

the engine is placed in a chassis. The same

plan of employing city gas for preliminary

“running in" also is used in some of the

large British factories, and its advantages

may be appreciated by the statement of the

head of one of them that at least $5,000 8

year is saved by the proceeding. la the

factory in question, it is estimated that an

amount of gas necessary to run an enginr

as long as it ordinarily would run on two

gallons of "petrol." at 25 cents a gallon,

costs just 8 cents.
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ELECTRICALLY LIGHTING AND STARTING THE CAR,

The Analogy Between Accidents and Neglect and Its Bearing on the Condition

of the Apparatus—Value of Truthfulness in Dealing With Troubles—

Features and Care of New Westinghouse System Made Plain.

 

(This is the twentieth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and en inc

starting systems In use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner ali e.)

Once upon a time, as the fairy tales say.

though this is no fairy tale, a man called in

a surgeon to set a broken leg; he said he

had suffered no accident; just found himself

that way. So the medico put onepart of him

in splints and the whole of him in the psy

chopathic pard of the hospital. \\'hich, of

 

  

COMBINED MAGNETO AND GENERATOR

course, is an old, old story, but it is a

good one, nevertheless, and like, all good

ones, it bears telling twice, particularly in

asmuch as it has a point that may illuminate

other and somewhat similar matters.

Suppose, for instance, that an owner ap

pears at his dealer's place of business with

an electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem that refuses to work. He insists that

he has had no accident; that “he just found

it that way." The dealer or the repair man

kImWs that if he did “just find it that way"

there must be a very good reason for it. No

“gluing and starting system “lies down'“ for

"0 cause at all. The days of such things are

past.

I! is certain that the man with the frac

tllftid femur figured in an accident of some

5°“; it is just as certain that the owner of

the Starting system would not deliberately

Stick a Screwdriver into the works—for fun.

Erflflf He must have had an accident of

some sort, and it matters not a whit whether

psychopathic ward makes plain.

it was the result of physical impact or

whether it was automatic and merely the

result of plain neglect. The net result re

mains the same in either case. All of which

assumes, of course, the apparatus was in

perfect condition when the owner received

it and that it was properly adjusted and

fitted.

Bad Etfect of Evasive Replies.

There is a conceivable reason for the

reticcnce of the man with the broken leg, as

his incarceration behind the walls of the

(It also
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makes plain the reason for the broken

leg.) His unwillingness to make public

his failing for the cup that cheers is under

standable. Also, he may not remember the

accident that “laid him low." But the epi

sode of the owner of the indisposed electric

lighting and engine starting system is. as

Monty Glass says in the satevepost, “some

thing else again." Just why he should per

sist that he not only has had no accident

but that he has “taken the best of care of

the equipment“ when the condition of the

equipment itself belies him, is past reason

able understanding, if cognizance is taken

of the uncontrovcrtible truth that the dealer

is the owner's friend—that he wants to help

the owner out of his difficulties if for no

other reason than that it reflects to his own

good credit.
A If the owner afl'ccts ignorance of accident

in the hope of “getting into" the dealer for

repair work or replacements that legitimate

ly ought to be paid for, his is a case of mis

taken and misdirected efiorts toward econ

omy; it is unfair toward himself and unfair

toward the dealer; it places them both vin a

wrong light. Rather than dispute the word

of the owner, and thereby gain his ill will,

the dealer must do the work and foot the

hill uncomplainingly, knowing all the time
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CIRCUIT BREAKING MECHANISM

that neither he nor the apparatus is at fault.

If, on the other hand, diplomacy will draw

from the owner a statement of the facts

leading up to the trouble, both will be bene

fited eventually. The dealer will know ex

actly where to look for the trouble without

needlessly taking the equipment down and

thereby increasing the ultimate expense

that must be borne by either one or the

other and, what is even more to the point,

he will have a foundation upon which to

base instructions for future care of the ap

paratus. Which is as it should be.

But if the owner still persists in the state

ment that neither accident or neglect is re

sponsible for the break-down, when mani—

festly such is not the case, he hits directly

at himself. He increases the amount of

work the dealer must do to get at the root

of the evil, runs up the bill for time that

the dealer is quite likely to hold against

him and places himself in a position where

his veracity on other matters may be ques
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tioned.

cases where electrical equipment just nat

‘urally "quits" through no fault of the owner

whatsoever, though such cases are so scarce

as to be the exception rather than the rule;

to put it even more strongly, they are ex~

ceptionally scarce. Generally, troubles can

be traced to neglect, for as a rule, electrical

equipment is so placed on the chassis that

ordinary accidents such as slight collisions

will not harm it and nothing short of a real

disaster will place it hors de combat. Hence,

very little illumination is required to make

plain that the owner’s best course in any

event is to make a confidant of his dealer—
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to tell him exactly “what's what," and his

opinion of why it should be so.

When such a course is f0110wed, the deal

er is enabled, nine times out of ten, to put

his finger directly on the offending part

without any preliminary feeling around and

without waste of time. And it gives the

dealer an opportunity to set the owner's

feet in the right path so that future snags

can be sighted and passed by safely. It

gives him an opportunity to make plain

such passages in the maker's instruction

book that may have been obscured and to

supplement such information with his own

experience in dealing with the troubles that

are most likely to develop and his manner

of averting them.

Simplicity Despite Apparent Complexity.

All of which assumes, of course, that the

dealer is "wise" to the system with which

his cars are equipped, and in the light of the

present the assumption is a perfectly fair

one. It can be said with a great deal more

truth now than it could have been said a

year ago that the average dealer is as well

equipped to “doctor” his electric lighting

and engine starting systems, mentally and

physically, as he is to care for the rest of

the car. The principal reason for the change
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It must be admitted that there are ' is that all such systems are simple in prin

ciple, which fact has been reiterated many

times in the nineteen preceding articles

treating of the same subject which have ap

peared in Motor World. And the second

ary reason is that that knowledge appar

ently at last has had time to seep in.

That a real degree of simplicity can and

does exist, even where the more or less

complicated functions of an ignition gen

erator and a lighting dynamo are combined

in a single instrument. is revealed by the

accompanying illustrations of the newest

\Vestinghouse equipment of the kind, which

show an unusually compact combined mag

neto and generator in which there are to

be found a number of features which are

exclusive. Quite as a matter of course, the

equipment also includes a starting motor,

though there is little of the innovation in

that part of the equipment. As either light

ing alone, or lighting and ignition, or light

ing, starting and ignition can be supplied in

one system, and as the generating unit re

mains the same in either, except for the

addition of circuit breaker mechanism. etc. -

for ignition, description of the combined

ignition, lighting and starting system will

suffice for all.

Benefits of Slow-Speed Generators.

In appearance, the generating unit is

compact, as may be judged by the accom

panying picture, and is completely enclosed

to make it impervious alike to dirt and mois

ture. Furthermore, it is peculiar in that it

is designed to operate at slow speed—crank

shaft speed in the case of the four~cylinder

instrument and 154 times crankshaft speed

for the “six"-—which, of course, is necessi

tated by the fact that it is direct connected

after the manner of the ordinary magneto.

That is to say, it is driven by a straight

through shaft from the timing gear train in

the orthodox manner.

The use of a machine of the type, it is

pointed out, has several important advan—

tages, not the least of which is that the

height of the center of the shaft is the same

as the corresponding height in the ordi

nary magneto. Thus the combined instru

ment may be substituted for the other with

the minimum necessary amount of change;

it is easily mounted and is light in weight;

its slow speed, coupled with the method of

constructing the armature, effectually pre

cludes the possibility of centrifugal force

loosening the windings.

Despite the slow speed at which the arma~

ture operates, the capacity of the generator

has been arranged to be ample to carry the

lighting load without drawing on the bat

tery for power during the time the engine

is in operation. When the engine is idle,

power is drawn from the battery, of course,

just 21> it is in any other system. The gen
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erator is of the straight dynamo type and

therefore is devoid of permanent magnets;

self-regulation is an inherent feature of

construction, there being no outside relays

or solenoids or other devices employed.

Regulation is effected by connecting the

generator to the battery through a reversed

compound field winding. Current for the

lights does not pass through this field, how

ever, the result being that as additional

lights are turned on the current increment

increases automatically to supply them.

The operation of the generator naturally

is controlled by the automatic cut-out,

which, in the larger of the two sizes of
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generators. connects the battery and the

generator at about 325 revolutions a min

ute and disconnects them when the speed

drops to about 225 revolutions a minute,

these tvvo speeds corresponding to about 10

and seven miles per hour, respectively, in

the average four-cylinder car. For the

smaller generator, the cut~out operates at

375 and 275 revolutions, for "in" and "out,"

respectively, the difference in speed in either

case being sufiicient to obviate the continu

ous operation of the device at critical

speeds.

Characteristics of Current Supply

Hencc, with the battery connected to the

generator at 325 revolutions a minute. for

the larger instrument, the current rises very

rapidly with the speed until a value of from

5 to 7 amperes is obtained, if the lamps are

not burning. Above this value, the charging

current increases very slowly in proportion

to the increase in engine speed, though i"

no case can it rise to the point where the

charging current becomes excessive. 15.

with the generator charging the batteryv

the lamps are turned on, the output of the

machine automatically is increased to 611“

for the lighting load without disturbing the

charging current and without drawing on

4»!

i:
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.
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the battery at normal speeds. Of course, at

low speeds. the battery must be expected to

furnish part of the lighting load for that is.

one of its functions.

The automatic cut-out is of the usual elec

tromagnetic type and operates to close the

circuit between the generator and the bat

tery immediately the output of the former

exceeds the output of the latter. When the

engine speed is slowed down until the gen

erator output is less than the battery output

the reversal of the current through the cut

out coils operates to open the switch, thus

preventing the battery discharging itself

through the generator. The action is entire—

ly automatic and the device is so construct—

ed that it need never be touched from one

season’s end to the next.

Advantage of Twin Breaker Contacts.

The construction of the generator itself,

barring the circuit breaking mechanism of

the ignition portion, is orthodox in pattern.

The wiring is treated with heat and mois

ture—resisting paint and virtually is a solid

mass that cannot be harmed except in the

case of disastrous accident. The armature

is of the laminated drum-wound type and is

especially treated to withstand temperatures

up to 250 degrees Fahr.

In those types of instruments in which a

source of current for ignition also is sup

plied, the system is a true dual one. \Vhich

is to say, the battery represents an individ

ual source of supply and operates through

the same interrupter and coil as does the

generator. The most unusual portion of

the mechanism is in the form and con—

struction of the circuit breaking apparatus,

which, as may be seen by the accompanying

illustrations, includes two contacts instead

of the one which usually serves. These two

contacts are placed in series with each

other, the theory being that the voltage,

and consequently the sparking, at the indi

vidual points thus is greatly reduced.

Unusual Feature in Automatic Advance.

The inlerruptiflg mechanism also is un

usual in that it is arranged to maintain the

period of coma-Ct Practically constant re

gardless Of spud; at the same time, the

"me Of ignition automatically is advanced

as file Speed Of the engine increases, the

anion of centrifugal force on two movable

weights bang relied upon to create this

(cam‘e- The distributer is of the usual mag

neto type, but has been especially designed

Swim ‘hc bOdy Portion can be put in place

w'thoul interfering with the contact brush

and Withmlt the necessity for special tools.

The body Poflion is formed of a highly in

sulating heat resisting composition that will

“it Sofie" under heat. The coil for step~

Ding up the voltage to high tension is of the

usual clash type eKcth that the core is

constructed of silicon steel to increase its

efficiency and permit the generation of un

usually hot sparks.

The starting motor ,of the \Nestinghouse

system, like very nearly every other start

ing motor, is of the familiar series wound

type in which the torque increases with the

load up to the stalling point. And like all

other starting motors, its care can be ex

pressed in the words: “Keep it clean." In

dividual instruction in the care of the motor

is the same as for the care of the generator,

except that, naturally, the motor will not

require as much attention as will the gene

erator for the reason that it is in use but a

small part of the time.

Accessibility_ of Generator’s “Insidesl'

Despite the apparent complication added
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by the ignition apparatus in the Westing

house generator, it is no more difficult to

get at its “insides” for cleaning and to take

care of it in general than it is to get into

the average generator not equipped to sup

ply ignition sparks. As may be seen by the

accompanying picture, the vitals may be

exposed by removing six screws when the

whole armature, brushes and all, can be re

moved intact. Obviously, however, such

drastic treatment will not be necessary, ex

cept at long intervals. In the mean time,

it is a comparatively simple matter to clean

the commutator by removing the brushes

and covering their ends with tiny squares

of No. 00 sandpaper cut to fit and replacing

them. Then if the engine is started and per

mitted to run for, say, a couple of min

utes that is all that will be required. Need

less to add, the interrupter and distributer

need he touched not more than are the

same parts of the ordinary magneto, which

is never; they are constructed to operate

indefinitely without any attention whatso

even

To get at the “vitals” of the starting mo—

tor, which always may be taken to mean the

commutator and the brushes, is even sim

pler than in the case of the generator. It

merely requires that a metal strap be re

moved, the unlatching of a catch serving

to loosen it; the arrangement is clearly

shown in the accompanying illustration of

the motor. In the picture, there also is ap—

parent a tiny oil fixture at the top, and the

size of the fixture may be taken as an indi

cation of the amount of lubricant that

should be applied. Not more than a few

drops of fine oil at a time ever should be

used; and the applications should not be

made more frequently than once every 500

miles or so.

Fuse Block as a Trouble Finder.

As the Westinghouse system is equipped

with a fuse block and fuses, it follows, as

often has been made plain before, that the

first place to look for trouble in the event

of failures either in the lighting or the

starting circuit, is in the fuses. Obviously,

if the fuses are burned out, current cannot

be passed, and the mere fact that a fuse is

burned out may be taken to indicate a short

circuit somewhere in the line, the exact lo

cation being marked by the fuse itself. Need

less to add, the short circuit always must

be located before a new fuse is inserted for

the burned out one. Also contained with

in the fuse block and placed between the

fuses, there is a small resistance coil, or

equalizer, the duty of which is to reduce the

amount of current fed to the side lamps

when the head lamps are not lighted. If

unprotected in this way,

might burn them out.

CXCfiSS current

Care Needed in Choosing Lamps.

I Reducing the possibility of current leak

age to the minimum, the system is designed

to operate on six volts, which voltage has

been chosen by reason of its widespread use

and the comparative ease of obtaining lamp

replacements. In this respect, it behooves

every owner of an electric lighting system

to ascertain the style of base fitted to his

lamps before purchasing “spares.” As a

rule, the Ediswan, or bayonet, base is em

ployed, this type having been recommended

by the Society of Automobile Engineers.

It differs from the Edison base, such as

commonly is used for house and store light

ing in that it has no screw threads. Hence,

there is an important difference between

the two types; one cannot be made to fit a

socket constructed to fit the other, which

fact must be borne in mind if inconvenience

on the road in trying to make one kind of

lamp fit another kind of a socket is to be

avoided.
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1,024,431. Vehicle Tire.

Banks, San Antonio, Tex. Filed Oct. 23,

1911. Serial No. 656,221. (Springs of strip

steel in a 'flexible casing.) 1 claim.

1,024,440. Engine. Jackson G. Crowdes,

Boston, Mass. Filed Nov. 25, 1910. Serial

No. 594,005. (Modified sleeve valve motor.)

1 claim.

1,024,447. Starting Device for Internal

Combustion Engines. Edward A. Halbleib,

Rochester, N. Y., assignor to Northeast

Electric Company, Rochester, N. Y., a Cor

poration. Filed Sept. 6, 1910. Serial No.

580,785. (Combined air and ignition start—

er.) 4 claims.

1,024,579. Crank Case. Russell Hufi’, De

troit, Mich., assignor to Packard Motor Car

Company, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of

Michigan. Filed Aug. 7, 1911. Serial No.

642,712. (Ducts moulded in base of case

comprise means of conducting lubricant.)

14 claims.

Theodore H.

1,024,618. lZXplosion Engine. lioward E.

('otiin, Detroit, Mich. Filed June 27, 1910.

Serial No. 569,063. (Rotary disk valve.) 7

claims.

1,024,634. Convertible Automobile. Al

bert Klell, \Nest Park, Ohio, assignor of

one-half to Henry Baracs, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Sept. 21, 1910. Serial No. 582,968.

(Knock down limousine body.) 2 claims.

1,024,636. Side-Dump Autotruck. George

Washington Lally, Boston, Mass. Filed

Apr. 9, 1910. Serial No. 554,505. (Motor

operates the dumping mechanism.) 7

claims.

1,024,652. Motor Road Vehicle. Frederick

Henry Royce, Derby, England. Filed Oct.

28, 1911. Serial No. 657,342 (Cantilever

type of spring.) 1 claim.

1,024,658. Folding Storm Front for Auto

mobiles. James E. Stevenson, Puyallup.

\Vash. Filed Oct. 19, 1909. Serial No. 523,

532. (\Vindshield that can be folded to lie

flat against the dash.) 1 claim.

1,024,710. Sparking Igniter. Luther H.

\Vattles, Providence, R. 1., assignor of one

half to Matie C. Messler, Pawtucket, R. 1.,

Filed Dec. 3, 1910. Serial No. 595,422.

(Magnetic plug.) 18 claims.

1,024,711. Internal Combustion Engine.

Harry Whidbourne. Plymouth, and John

James Lishman, Salcombe, England. Filed

Aug. 24, 1911. Serial No. 645,820. (Two—

cycle motor with double diameter piston.)

3 claims.

1,024,712. Engine Starter.

Williams, Statesboro, Ga.

\Villiam 1'1.

Filed Jan. 30,

  

1912. Serial No. 674,311. (Clutch for me

chanical starter.) 4 claims.

1,024,727. Lubricating System for Motors.

Russell Hufi‘, Detroit, Mich., assignor to

Packard Motor Car Company, Detroit,

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Original

application fiiled July 2, 190‘), Serial No.

505,735. Divided and this application tiled

Dec. 14, 1911. Serial No. 667,700. (Com

bined force feed and splash system.) 6

claims.

1,024,746. Dcmountable W'heel Rim.

Harry Hine Replogle, Montreal, Quebec,

Canada. Filed Apr. 22, 1910. Serial No.

556,983. (Means for attaching demountable

rim.) 2 claims.

1,024,753. Resilient Tire. Jacob Thissen,

Kane, Pa. Filed Sept. 0, 1911. Serial No.

647,991. (Helical springs enclosed in a flex

ible casing.) 1 claim.

1,024,817. Crank Shaft. Horace L. Ar

nold, New York. N. Y. Filed Oct. 7, 1909.

Serial No. 521,506. (Built up crank shaft.)

3 claims.

1,024,834. Spark Plug. Louis J. Dirand.

Torrington, C0nn., assignor of one~ha1f to

Charles H. Carlin, Torrington, Conn. Filed

Nov. 20, 1907, Serial No. 402,998. Renewed

Aug. 30, 1911. Serial No. 646,846. ('1. shaped

slot provides means for quickly removing

core.) 7 claims.

1,024,862. Internal CombUstion lingine.

llrnst Moewes, Marienfelde, near Berlin,

and Alfred Vischcr, Cannstatt, Germany,

assignors to The Firm of Daimler Motoren

gesellschaft, Linterturkheim, near Stuttgart,

Germany. Filed Jan. 7, 1911. Serial No.

601,423. (Lubricant supply valve operated

with the throttle valve.) 5 claims.

1,024,935. Portable Faulttinding Device

for Electrical Ignition Apparatus. Samuel

P. Hedges, Greenpoint, N. Y. Filed July

26, 1910. Serial No. 573,937. (Transparent

chamber for testing plugs under compres

sion.) 1claim.

1,024,976. Resilient Tire for Vehicle

Wheels. Alfred A. Curry, Bridgeport, Conn.

Filed June 13, 1911. Serial No. 632,832.

(Springs between non-yielding rim and fel

loe.) 4 claims.

1,024,977. Spring-VVheel. Elvin Fast,

Sheffield, Ala. Filed April 27, 1911. Serial

No. 623,665. (Helical springs in telescoping

spokes.) 3 claims.

1,025,038. Motor-Car Seat. Ludwig \Vil

kening, Hanover, Germany. Filed Feb. 15,

1910. Serial No. 543,999. (Seat supported on

a framework of strip spring steel.) 1 claim.

1,025,070. Speedometer. Robert Bertin

Auguste Lemaignen, Rouen, France. Filed

June 11, 1910. Serial No. 566,402. (Clock

mechanism records the number of wheel

revolutions in a given time.) 17 claims.

1,025,105. Locking and Controlling Means

for Turning 1‘lugs. Fred Elliott Youngs,

Detroit, Mich. Filed July 8. 1908. Serial No.

442.543. (Lock positioned on dash controls

cock in fuel pipe.) 13 claims.

1,025,159. Chain-(luard for Vehicle

\-\'heels. Conness T. Raymond, Chicago,

111., assigner of one-half to John W. Pax,

Chicago, 111. Filed Jan. 18, 1909. Serial No.

472,834. (Means for removing cross-chain

members of a non-skid chain.) 2 claims.

1,025,180. Lever-Locking Device. William

11. \Vreford, Detroit, Mich. Filed Dec. 13.

1910. Serial No. 597,038. (Lock for steering

gear controls.) 3 claims.

1,025,187. Motor-Vehicle. Russell Huff,

Detroit, Mich., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, to Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit,

Mich., a corporation of Michigan. Filed Aug.

28, 1907. Serial No. 390.494. (Formation of

rear portion of the body.) 6 claims.

1.025,!88. Gearing for Motor-Vehicles.

William D. Hughs, Atlanta, Ga. Filed

March 15, 1911. Serial No. 614,715. (Spring

.levice for automatically shifting gears when

clutch is released.) 11 claims.

1.025215. Universal-Jointed Automobile

Steering-Rod. Jacob H. Stull. Fremont.

()hio. Filed October 31, 1910. Serial No.

589,852. (Universal joint at base of column

permits angle of post to be altered.) 2

claims.

1,025,216. Lever Control for Motor-Yelli—

cles. Alfred T. Sturt, Flint, Mich., assignor

to Buick Motor Co., Flint. Mich., a corpora

tion of Michigan. Filed Sept. 1, 1911. Serial

No. 647,199. (Control levers enclosed in the

framework of the door.) 8 claims.

1,025,232. Spark-Plug for Internal-Com

bustion Engines. Vincent G. Apple, Day

ton, Ohio. Filed Aug. 3, 1906. Serial .\'o.

329,031. (Electrode fused into insulating

bushing.) 1claim.

1,025,233. Spring for Vehicles. Herbert

Austin, Barnt Green, near Birmingham.

England. Filed April 14, 1909. Serial No.

489,780. (Means for attaching to axle and

body and for shackling.) 5 claims.

1,025,251. Engine-Cooling Device. John

Desmond, Chicago, 111., assignor to \Villiam

S. Potwin, Chicago, 111. Filed Aug. 8, 1910.

Serial No. 576,035. (Aspirator attaching to.

exhaust pipe causes air circulation through

cylinder jacket.) 1 claim.

1,025,287. Means for Loading and Unload

ing Trucks. Charles Mattson, Bremerton.

\Yash. Filed Oct. 5, 1911. Serial No. 653.

033. (Traveling crane. fitted to truck.) 2

claims.

1,025,315. Fluid-Spring for Vehicles.

Frank Schreidt, Mansfield, Ohio. Filed Feb

ruary 20, 1911. Serial No. 609,842. (Pistons

operating in cylinders into which liquid is

free to enter, but blocked in passing out.) 7

claims.
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WRITE FOR

THIS BOOK

“here you may enjoy, at your

leisure, an intimate knowledge

of the new National cars—~

electric starter—electric lights

“left side drive and complete

ly superior in every detail.

Stock C/nuujn'olzaml[ulcrmmbual C/nm/pzb/l
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This is the time for Progressive

Dealers to post themselves on

are FEDS CARBURETOR

  

,7
ammw; '

  

Very soon every worth-while dealer in the

country will be clamoring for the Feps. The

shrewd, far-sighted ones are testing and Mn

ing up NOW.

There is no question of the world-wide suc

cess of this wonderful carburetor. In the very

few months since its advent on the market

it has already taken its position in the front

rank of automobile accessories.

Every Feps Carburetor sold, sells two more.

This is experience, not optimistic prophecy.

The Feps fills a most imperative need. It

involves an entirely new principle of auxili

ary air supply, producing a marvelous in

‘laiigxmmxawma
‘

\ “>4... \\r ‘ '-~ ' _\

  

    

\
  

  

  
  

a 'i

  \

" \mm a\\‘

‘icrease in flexibility; an absolutely perfect

mixture at all speeds, with an increase of 25%

to 50% in miles per gallon of fuel on ANY

car. It contains no springs, no balls, no cams,

no reeds, and all adjustments once made are

permanent. It gives a perfect mixture with

any grade of gasoline and is unaffected by

altitude, weather conditions or change of

temperature. It also embodies a never-fail

ing quick starting device.

Get ready for the Spring season now and try

the Feps at our risk. Be prepared for the

demand that is simply leaping ahead. It

means big business and big profits for you.

See the Feps at the Boston Show, Mechanics Bldg.—Space E-426

Write Dept. “F” for Descriptive Illustrated Booklet

SCHOEN-JACKSON COMPANY, Media, Pa.
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THINK l

OF YOUR WIFE

When you are buying

your 1913 car

Imagine her, if you can, on a crowded street, daintily dressed,

grabbing a dirty, greasy crank-handle and grinding away like

a derrick hand.

No Wonder Ladies

Like Electric Cars

with their daintiness and convenience.

  

But your new car will be just as dainty, just as convenient for women’s use, if you insist upon having it

ll equlpped Wltl'l

ELECTRIC CRANKER AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

However, their efficiency and sure, unfailing service depend upon the battery that operates them.

BE SURE YOURS IS AN

  

  

Storage Battery

Use the Class A Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use the Class B Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Company

g"! York Branch—136 Well 52d St.etrolt Bm¢h_1191 Woodward Ave_ San Francisco Branch—243 Monadnock Bldg

Depot: in All Principal Cilia in the United States, Canada and Mexico

  

   - l.“ . a.

m
. .

Chicago Branch—2241 Michigan Ave.
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What Are You

Measuring—

Speed or

Magnetic Influence?

  

CCURACY demands that you measure speed by something definitely related to speed.

Speed of rotation and centrifugal force are inseparany related. One is impossible with

out the other. Every speed has a definite, unvarying value of centrifugal force. Every

centrifugal force has a definite, unvarying value of speed. One means the other—both mean

the same.

The JONES SPEEDOMETER

measures speed by centrifugal force—the unvary

ing, scientific relation accounts for the permanent

accuracy of our instruments.

Magnetic instruments are not permanently accu

rate. Magnetism has absolutely no relation to

speed. Each can be had without the other. Neither

is connected or related to measure the other. Mag

netic speedometers convert speed into magnetic

energy, magnetic energy into movement of the dial.

Every conversion of energy involves loss. Every

magnetic instrument is disturbed and rendered in

accurate by the temperature, electrical and mag

netic disturbances in the car.

The Jones Speedometer is geared-to-the-truth. It

is not actuated or controlled—excited or impelled—

induced or swayed by anything but speed. Cen

trifugal force always tells the speed truth.

The Jones Speedometer

Broadway at 76th Street, New York

Bush Terminal, Broolll , N. Y.
Plan“ { New Rochelle, New Ygl'i:

Chicago. H30 Michigan Ave.

Boaton, 109 Massachusetts Ave.

Philadelphia. “17 Vlne St.

San Francisco, 530 Golden Gate Ave.

Buffalo, 20 Goodrich St.

Los Angel", "29 8. Olive St.

Portland, 329 Ankeny St.

Seattle. 917 But Pike St.

Detroit. 872 Woodward Ave.
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What the Owners Say

about

THE HAVERS SIX

“To us our trip from

Rochester to Los Angeles

was a remarkable one and

long to be remembered. Our

tires were in excellent Shape

while two of them still held

Rochester air after seven

weeks of hard travel. For

the car we have only the

warmest of praise and gen

uine gratitude, for it carried

us faithfully through thick

and thin where so many

other machines we passed

had fallen down."

\V_ E. PALLISER.

Rochester, N. Y.

“My Havers Six has been

in continual operation since.

I purchased it last April and

after fourteen years of ex

perience in owning and til‘l\'

ing many motor cars, I am

glad to tell you that the

Havers is the most satisfac

tory car I know."

JEREMIAH CAMPBELL.

American \Vharf. Gloucester.

Mass.

 

"I consider the Ilavers the

best doctors' car built. it

is always ready, starting in

an instant and never failing

on the road. The car has

never given me a minute's

trouble and the expense for

keeping up the car is very

small, costing me but $1131")

per thousand miles."

DR. C. S. NOBLE.

Seattle, \K'ash.

 

 

The satisfied owner is the strong

est asset any motor car manufac

turer can possibly possess.

This asset is the secret of the suc

cess and the growth of the Havers

Six.

It’s the reason the first Havers

Dealers are still Havers Dealers.

it's the reason we want more deal

ers. The satisfied owner has found

the Havers Six so high in construc

tion,-—-so low in upkeep,—that

we are forced into a larger plant

and a doubled capacity.

Here are a few unsolicited letters

from Havers owners.

Sorry the space is so limited for

we have scores of others we would

like to show, all ending in that same

grand chorus,—"Satisfied Havers

Owner."

The Havers Six is big, powerful,

graceful,——so perfectly balanced

that it averages sixteen miles to the

gallon of fuel.

And remember, it is not a first

year car,-—-an unknown quantity-—

but backed by the only test that is

really a test,——-years of steady grind

and service.

Write today for further particu

lars.

 

"There has been a great

deal of favorable comment

caused by the perfect show

ing of my roadster in the

trip from Dallas to the beach

races at Galveston. There

were about twenty cars in

the run and all but tWQ high

er powered cars than ours.

“'e had over one hundred

miles of ‘crawling sand,’

practically without bottom.

Time and again we stopped

to allow other cars to fill

their radiators and allow

their cars to cool off while

we didn't boil water on the

trip. although we carried

about 100 pounds of luggage

and three people in the road

ster. In the hardest sand

pull I passed four higher

powered cars."

R. A. ORERCHAIN.

Hunter & ()herchain, Dallas,

Texas.

"It is the eighth car I have

owned, and i ('an truthfully

say it is absolutely the best

in every respect."

THUS. GERRITY.

M. Knoedler & (70.. 556 Fifth

Ave. New York.

“It is possible that the fu

ture will develop a better

car. but now give me a.

I-Iavers ‘Six-44.”'

E. K. STRETCH,

615 Traphagen St., West

Hoboken. N. J

 

The HAVERS MOTOR CAR CO.

HAVERSSlX-SS

Electric Starting

Lighting

Full Equipment

 

Port Huron,

' .1 ‘ v I"? (K.

: ki

' x, ‘1‘. >2 L ,._.‘:
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.. self Starter

Standard “Equipment -

1-44
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"AUTO - LITER”

"Auto-Lite”System Combines

Simplicity and Eiiiciency

Scientifically correct, combining a maximum of efficiency

with the simplest construction, the “Auto-Lite" electric

starter and lighter is the logical motor car equipment today.

lt has been proved positive in action in thousands of trials. _

The “Auto-Lite" system consists of two mechanically

independent units. There is nothing to get out of order. It

operates on a six-volt current, and thus excessive battery

weight and other objectionable features are eliminated.

The starter turns the engine until an explosion occurs in

the cylinders. Then it automatically disengages itself. The

lighting system has given perfect service for many seasons.

We have an exceptionally attractive proposition for

dealers. Write for catalogue and descriptive literature today,

The Electric Auto-Lite Company

Main Otiice and Factory, TOLEDO, OHIO

Branches: New York, Kansas City, San Francisco
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Five Passenger Touring Car, fully equipped,

 

l \N'EliisTIQIE-Qicsilinfion sales & Garage CO' as illustrated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $850

l 50m“ Dakom Momr car company With special equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $900

  

Briggs-Detroiter Company,449 Holbrook Ave, Detroit, U.S.A.
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‘ QFFECKER
SPEEDQMETERS

' OPFHKER IS T0 A SPEEDOMETER

. “WENT
~ fig] : ‘3‘“

4: _ it .- ~" - T)

    

  

  

  

 

  

To Automobile Engineers

With Speedometer Problems Which Involve Special

Design to Conform With Certain Car Design.

  

‘2'"‘1,“-‘3<

.I?"

rear~

 

  

Our engineering department is made up of experts, fitted by technical education and

training to help you in the work of getting the right recording instruments on the right

cars. The brains. ability, and equipment are right here.3‘?!"

l

.gf/

  

This feature of our business is specialized. It is part of our organization. We have

made a study of co-operative design and so the service we render is particularly

valuable to car designers.

This department is yours to command. Here we will cooperate with you in the

designing of driving equipment and any out-oi-ordinary form of installation to meet

your own special requirements—and we will do it as quickly and perhaps better than

it would be done elsewhere.

Make our designing department part of yours

for the time being. Combine these forces.

Your results will be positive and correct.

The service involves no cost to you.

. THEHOFFECKER Co.

, MQTOR Mam- '

MaInOFfice; Pos’tomylass _ ,
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TIMEPJIECES

' OFFECKER IS TO A SPEEDOMETER* 2 ~ -- 5 EPICE
  

L

  

r=v1.‘

. DEAEERS
The Entire National Car Output is Coming Through

Hoflecker-Waltham Equipped. What is the Answer?

  

‘W:  

  

  

The quality of the National car is established and recognized, for its designers

have bought parts and accessories of quality to guarantee service from tires to

top. They buy as well as manufacture, integrity of product.

  

They selected Hofi‘ecker speedometers and Waltharn time

to add still more to National prestige.

We furnished the ideal combination.

When you specify the Hoffecker-Waltham combination on the cars you sell, then

you serve your customers well. You assure them of another high grade standard

feature—one they know about and want.

  

pieces, relying on them

Quality came first—price was secondary.
  

Always bear in mind that your customer or your car manufac

turer can pay more for a speedometer or time piece—but no

amount of money can buy more accuracy and durability than are

'nherent in our sensibly advertised, splendidly built products.

  

l

  

  
  

; THEWALTHAM WATCH . _.

V COMPANY _ v 3- Welifiarn ass .7 u: j ‘.

  

  

  

’,   
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HUTO“MEIER

(MAGNETIC PRINCIPLE)

  

(L We have more money 'invested in service

stations alone than most speedometer manu

facturers have in their factories.

(I‘We have more people employed at our

branches than most speedometer manufacturers

have at their factory.

(L Manufacturers, dealers and car owners alike

know the value of such service.
  

(L Warner Auto-Meters and Warner service

are and always have been synonymous of per

manency; they are the universally acknowl

edged standards in the accessory field.

Warner Service Sfalionl a" permanently maintained in all larlc cilicl

Warner Auto-Meter Factory, Beloit, Wisconsin
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- _ Model 04

1 Price $145
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[I You Use Cast Iron Valves
This reinforced head will give you greater strength and longer

service than any other type of cast iron head

  

 

 

( .

Strong Steel

Disc

T h e s a u c e r

shaped disc rein

forces the cast iron

giving the head the

Cast Iron

Head

It resists the ten

dency of the heat

to warp it out of

  

  

 

 

  

Shapc- necessary strength

to stand the severe

The seat of the ' service.

valve does Q“ P" It doesawaywith

easily and Wlll run the frcquent break

for months with- age common to all

out regrinding. Cast iron valves.

y J J

 

CROSS SECTION OF VALVE HEAD

The iron in cut onto the disc Ind “cm by _n special

PM"! milith disc, held and item one lolld piece.

The unique features in the construction of this valve are the result of long experience in valve

making and careful study of the conditions under which the valve operates.

The valve is given two scientific heat treatments under the direction of an expert metallurgist

and automobile engineer.

Every step in its manufacture is supervised by an organization WlllCh makes over 2,000,000

gas engine valves per year.

This valve can be made in a design to suit your motor.

Send your blue prints for quotation.

THE ELECTRIC WELDING PRODUCTS [CO.

, CLEVELAND, OHIO
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QJiEAImRs
The European Car Idea is . H I

Growing inAmerlca — is your i;_i_.~f.;i'~_ir

Ear "to the Ground ‘
V___h>,_a V_ -7 V**_ ____V __\_‘

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

  

Dealers who read this announcement will do well to consider the advisability of

forming an agency connection with us for handling the Metallurgique—a car for the

classes—a distinct and exclusive product, sensational in body design, equipment and ‘

appointment. These cars are limited in quantity—unlimited in quality.

From the radiator of unique design to the end of the rear springs—from tire to top,

this powerful, unbreakable car offers value in service away beyond that of any other

European or any American product. There is a selling argument in every item from

steering knuckle to engine. _

Luxury of appointments are regal—beauty of design and finish supreme on both F;

sides of the water. Service unlimited.

The Metallurgique is the only logical car for men of wealth and position who desire

an equipment that will make all others appear commonplace.

Let us help you find and please and sell to those in this class. As a preliminary,write and get the literature and terms. We can throw more light on the Metallur

gique, Europe’s choicest product.

THE METALLURGIQUE MOTOR CO., 1934 Broadway, New York

W. C. and H. N. ALLEN, Proprietors
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Hunting the Quarter Thousandth of an Inch

No.1 A Tale 0

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

f Sixteen Traps

'1] Every _tapered roller of the Tim

ken Bearing runs the gauntlet of the

srxteen traps!

(ll Trap N0. 1 catches one size only.

A roller one quarter of the thou

sandth part ofan inch(.00025") smal

ler than that size can’t spring trap

No. 1. But trap No. 2 is sure to

get it! Trap No. 3 finds the next

smaller size; and so on, by quarters

of thousandths of an inch to trap

No.16.

Q] The traps lie ’round the disc of a

Timken-made machine that sorts the

rollers into eighteen lots. First lot

too large; last lot too small; sixteen

in between. All the sixteen are

right, and each lot varies from the next by one fourth the thousandth

Of an inch. Each lot, too, goes into a separate canister which is sealed

until used. So a workman who

knows, when he opens a canister,

every other roller.

Reason for the Traps

1] Thus you can be certain that each one of the

rollers in a Timken Bearing takes its share of the

load—no more, no less. There is no ‘high’ roller

to stand extra strain and get extra wear. There is

no ‘low' roller toloaf and throw its share of bur

den on the neighbors.

q There are roller gauging machines in the Tim

ken Plant to sort out every size of roller used in

every size of the Timken Bearing. Sixteen sizes

to each machine. And the sorting is done auto

matically by the sixteen traps. Frail human Judg

ment is eliminated.

will! Timhn RO/llr Buying; 1':

  

assembles the rollers on the cone

that every roller 111 it 1s the Size of

R0 11 e r

Bearing

Gives an Added Value

'1 Time was when the gauging of Timken Rollers

was left to human eyes and hands. Yet even in

those days the unique Timken principle of tapered

rollers revolving between a tapered cup and a

tapered, two-ribbed cone gave a bearing that did

what no other type of bearing could do.

'1 With the progress of the years such refinements

in the making have added to the worth of right

design an extra value in a still longer life of sat

isfactory service.

The Timken Roller Bearing Company

Canton. Ohio. U. S. A.

Th: only axl: manuj'auur" Iiunnd In nub aunm-br'h axlu :quipnd

1h; Timhn-Dnnit Ax]! Company
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ThisAd.DealswiththeSubject

ofShortageofSixesfor1913

FOR,OFCOURSE,THERE'SGOINGTOBEashortageofSixes.
Nothingcouldbemorecertain—nothingisgivingthetrademorecon

cernatthismoment.Dealersareworriedandprospectivebuyersare

beginningtobe.

THISAD:ISPUBLISHEDinalltheprincipalnewspaperseastofthe MisSissippi,Sunday,February23rd.SevendaysfromnowisMarch

lst—thencomesthedeluge.

FORPASTEXPERIENCETEACHESusthatwiththecomingof Marchcomesalsothetremendousspringdemand.Theconditionthat
is,atthesametime,themostwelcomeandyetthemostdreadedby

makerswhoseproduct,asours,enjoysareadysale.

WEWELCOMEIT_BECAUSEitmeansbigbusiness—andwedreadit

becauseweknowitalsomeansdisappointmenttomanygoodcustom

ers—bitterdisappointmenttosome.

ITALWAYSHASBEENSO—itprobablywillcontinuetobeso.Tardy buyersareboundtobedisappointed.Yetamongthetardybuyersare manygoodfriendswhohavealwaysdependeduponthisorganization tofurnishthemautomobilesofmoreadvanceddesign,ofabetter

qualityandatalowerpricethancouldbehadelsewhere.

TARDYBUYERSARENOTTOBLAMEforbeingtardy.Mostly theyaretoobusywithothermatters,orareunfamiliarwiththings automobile.Anyway,theyareliabletobelievetherewillbeplenty

ofcarstogoaround.

PERHAPSTHEREWILLBE—BUTthereneverhasbeen,andthose bestcompetenttojudgeknowthattheshortageofthekindofcars

youwantwillbegreaterthisyearthaneverbefore.

GETTHAT!THEREMAYBEplentyofcars.Buttherewon’tbe plentyofSixes,andtherewillbestilllessofthekindofSixesthat willmeasureuptothestandardofthemanwhoknows—andweare

assumingthatyouareoneofthese.

WEARENOTINTERESTEDsomuchinthemanwhodoesn'tknow.

Wearenotmakingcarstomeetthatdemand.

BUTWEAREVITALLYINTERESTEDinthosewhodoknow.
Theyarethereadiestbuyersofcarsthatdomeasureuptotheir

standards—andthebestcustomersafterward.

THAT'SWHY\VEAREPUBLISHINGTHISAD—towarnthose whoknowandwhoaregoingtoinsistonhavingaSix,thatthereis notonlygoingtobeashortageofSixesgenerally,butadiscouraging

shortageofSixesofthatkind.

LETUSREPEAT—Thisad.isonlyforthosewhoknowwhatdoesand
whatdoesnotconstituteasuccessfulSix.Those,inshort,whoknow

whattheywant—wantwhattheywant—andwhowillnotaccepta

substitute.Andwerepeat,weareassumingyouareoneofthese.

NOWLET'SGETDOWNtobrasstacks.

FIRSTLETUSSEEWHYthereisashortageofSixes.Reasonis Simple—greaterdemandthat)possiblesupply.Why?Becausebuyers

cametorealizethesuperiorityofSixessoonerthanmostmakers.
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THEIMMEDIATERESULTofoursensationalannouncement—aside fromtheimpressionitmadeonprospectivebuyers—wastoupsetall
carefullymadeplansofcompetitors.Therewereconferences,meet

ingsofthe“WaysandMeansCommittees."andanxiousdiscussions betweendirectorsandengineers.Theproblemwas,howtomeetthe

newconditions~howtomeettheinsistentdemandforSixes.

FORYOUMUSTKNOWthatwhileallmakersforesawtheconquest ofSixesinallcarsof40horsepowerorover.mostofthemagreed that,exceptincarsofthehighestprice(say,$4,000andover),buyers wouldbewillingtoaccept“Fours”foryetanotherseason.There's wheretheymiscalculated,andthematterhadsuddenlyassumedavery

seriousaspect.

THEPROBLEMTHATCONFRONTEDTHEMwashowtoproduce Sixestomeettheinsistentdemand.Andmostofthemwentaboutit

bytheshortestandmostobviousroute.

NOWGETTHIS—IT'SVITAL.Demandalwayscreatessupply.The Sixdemandwasnoexception.ItresultedinasupplyofSixes—but notthekindofSixesyouwantifyouknowthedifierencebetween whatconstitutesasuccessfulSixandtheotherkind.Andweare

assumingyoudo.'

MANYCARSAREOFFEREDunderthenameofSixes—butmostof

themareonlyconvertedFours.

“\VHATISACONVERTEDFOUR?"youask.Andwearegladyou ask,becauseweknowtheanswer.A“convertedFour"isaSixthat hasbeenhurriedlyproducedtomeetanunforseendemand,bythe

simpleprocessofaddingtwototheFourthemakeralreadyhad.

THAT’SSIMPLE,ISN’TIT?It’stheobvious—infact,theobviously

obviouswaytodoit.

BUT“ITSIMPLYCAN’TBEDID."Youcanproducea"Six,"but notasuccessfulSixthatway.Thereareengineeringproblemsina SixthatdonotariseinthedesigningormakingofaFour.Space
doesnotpermitustoenterintothisimportantmatterindetailhere, muchasweshouldliketodoso.Foritisimportant—vitallyimpor

tanttothebuyer.

\NEHAVE,HOWEVER,TREATEDTHISmatterexhaustivelyin'a littlebooklet,whichwewillbegladtosendyou,thetitleofwhichis

“TwoAddedtoFourDoNotMakeaSix.”

IFYOU\NANTTOKNO\/VaboutSixessoastobeabletochoose intelligently,you’llfindmorerealinformationinthisbooklet'than you’llgetelsewhere.Andit’sauthentic.\Nithoutbeingtoohighly technical,itscontentsemanatedfromtheengineerwhoknows,per haps,alittlemoreaboutdesigningSixesthananyotherinthisindus

try.He'sthemanwhodesignedtheMaxwell“50-6.”

BETW'EENTHELINESwetellyouwhereinandwhytheMaxwell
“506"issuperior.Butyouarejustasmuchinterestedinlearning

thatasweareintellingyou.Itsperusalwillbeworthwhile—you’ll
beabletotelltheaveragesalesmanmorethanheknowsaboutSixes, andonceyou'vedigesteditscontents,youwillbeabletotell,by simplyliftingthehood,whichisa“convertedFour"andwhichisa

trueSix—~designedfromthegroundupasaSix.
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OR,TOPUTITANOTHERWAY;buyerslearnedtheadvantagesof Sixessoonerthanmostmakersthoughttheywould.Makersknewall

thetime,butdidn'tthinktheaveragebuyerwasawareofit.

WEPLEADGUILTYtohavingprecipitatedthetrouble.Andhere's howithaported:inouradvertisementannouncingthesensational

Maxwell“0-6"(thentheFlanders“SO-6")wesaid,“IfYouArePay

ingMoreThan$1,200foraCar,YouAreEntitledtoaSix."

ANDWETOLDYOUWHY.Andyouandalltherestoftheautomo
_b|lebuyingworldunderstood—evidently;foralandslidefollowed immediatelyafter.BuyersbegantodemandandtoinsistonSixesinallcarsfrom$1,200upward.Andasalwayshappens,dealersechoed

thedemandofbuyers.

NOWYOU’LLRECALL,WEDIDN'TsaywehadaSixat$1,200;but wedidannouncethefive-passengerMaxwell“40-6”at$1,550atthe

sametimeweannouncedtheseven-passengerMaxwell“50-6”at$2,350.

Andwepredictedthatthemanwhoknewwoulddecidehewould
ratheraythedifferenceand'haveaSixthanhaveanobsolete“Four”

attheowerprice.

WELL,EVENTSPROVEDthatwewereright.Anditdidn'ttake
long,either.Infactithappenedinaremarkablyshortspaceoftime.

Mostmakerswerecaughtunawares.That'swhywehavetermedit

“anavalanche."

INCIDENTALLY,WESUDDENLYBECAMEverymuchdislikedin thetrade.Wehadcommittedtheunpardonablesinoftellingthe buyersomethingthatothermakersprotestedwas“noneofhisbusi

ness."However,wewillprobablysurvivethat.We'reusedtoit.

WHATWEAREUPAGAINST—andtheonlythingthatreallymatters toyouortous—isthefactthattherearen'tenoughSixestogoaround.Weknowit.Everyoneinthetradeknowsit.Andweare

tellingyou.

ANDWHILEWEARETELLIN’,LISTENl—forhere'ssomething

perhapsyoudidn'tknow.

  

MEANTIME,YOURCHIEFCONCERNishqwtofatyourSix,ties
pitetheshortageofSixesgenerally,andespecially0thetypeofSixes

youwant—Sixesthathavebeendesignedbymakerswhobelievem

Sixesandwhoknowhow.That’syouronlyconcern.

ANSWERIS,GETINLINEQUICKLY—seeyourlocaldealerand placeyourorder,specifyingdeliverywhenyouwillwantthecar—and youwillgetitwhileotherswillbewaitingandcussingasinyears pastbecausemakerscannotmakeenoughofthekindofcarsthatare

inmostdemand.

YOU'VENOTICED,DOUBTLESS,thatwehavesaidlittleinthis Ad.aboutourownparticularproduct—MaxwellSixes.Reasoniswe don’tneedto.\Vhen,byaprocessofelimination,youhaveexcluded fromyourconsiderationtheconvertedFoursandotherSixesthatdo

notcomeuptoyourstandard,therewillbefewlefttoselectfrom——

agélforemostandmostdesirableamongthesefewwillbetheMaxwell

1‘_6.,I

THEMAXWELL“SO-6"isacarofsuchpower,suchbeauty,such capacityandofsuchqualitythroughout,asyouhadexpectedtopay
atileast$4,000for—andwecontenditcannotbeequaledevenatthat

price.

BODYDESIGNEDBYBRUCEOTTandalreadybeingcopiedby othermakers.MotordesignedbyWilliamKelly,oneoftheearliest
advocatesoftheSixesandanengineerwhoisrecognizedbyhiscon

temporariesasoneoftheforemost,ifnot,indeed,theforemost

authorityonsix-cylindercars.

OURPRICE($2,350)ismadepossibleonlybyoursuperiormanufac turingfacilitiesandthefactthatwearethelargestmakersofSixes. IFYOUHAVEN'TSEENandriddeninthismagnificentcar,youowe ittoyourselftodosoatonce.Thereisn'tadaytolose.Orders placedwithinthenexttendayswillbesureofdeliveryalmostonthe dayspecified.Afterthat,wedon‘tknow.Eachbuyerwillhaveto

takehisownchance.

-é'1Maxwell“5616"i.f€.‘.'l‘.“§{i.’.;'i'2‘if;a;$2,350

THEMWELLMOTORCOMPANY,Detroit,Michigan

NewYork,N.Y.Chicago,111.

BostonMass.St.Louis,Mo.

Philadelphia,Pa.Minneapolis,Minn.Dallas,Texas.Detroit,Mich.

KansasCity,Mo.Omaha,Neb.

Denver,Colo.Portland,Ore.

Charlotte,N.C.SanFrancisco,Cal.Memphis,Tenn.

DesMoines,Ia.Indianapolis,Ind.LosAngeles,Cal.

 

theorderinatonce.

 

WARNINGz—Dealerswithgoodintentsometimesoveraelltheirallotment,hoingbyextrapressureonthefactorytogetafewmorecarsofthepopulartyes.Inthecase ofMaxwelllinesfor1913thisindangeroul.Wehaveallottedtodealers(onthereareover1,000Maxwelldealers)everysixwecanhopetomake,evenWitourtremendous facilities.Buyer;willdowell,therefore,toinsistonknowinghowmanysixesthelocaldealerhasbeenallotted,andhowmanhehassold.Also,weareinformed,some

dealersareclaimingtorepresentthenewMaxwelllinewhohavenotbeenauthorized.Ifindoubt,writeusandwe’lltellyoufir

deposittobindthetale.getadefinitedeliverydate—andyouaresecure.Yourcarwillbedeliveredwithintendaysofthedatespecied,ifnotontheexactdate.Butgetankl.Thenplaceyourorder,payIcash
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Canvas your territory and you will find therein men of

fine discrimination who understand and appreciate the ex

clusive features of European car design and construction, but '

who are deterred from buying, owing to the excessive cost of

these products.

Study the lines oflthe'lLancia car shown here. Write to

us for complete details concerning these and other models, if '

then go to those whom you think may be interested and ex- '1 '

plain to them that they can hay t/Iere masterpiece; of European

design at American prices. 'u,

i

;a

i

"r

,

Write and get our interesting dealer proposition, remem- -} _
bering always that we:do not ask you to sell a foreign car at ' V‘ "

an extraordinary price —but at a price within reason and

possible for the pocket books of a great portion of your trade.

 

  

 

 

 

  

255 West 5811* Street- NEWYORK Cl
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cannot be over-estimated.
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' Another Feature that Contributes to the Absolute Accuracy of the

(QRBIE—iBROWN SPEEDOMETER

It is an unquestioned fact that the construction of the flexible

shafting is responsible for much of the inaccuracy and unreliability

of speedometers in general.

There is too much friction in the casing—or friction is minimized

at the cost of durability.

The Corbin-Brown flexible shafting overcomes these faults.

It consists of a succession of eye-links and solid links as shown

in illustration.

The solid link gives a smooth bearing thus minimizing friction

and insuring smooth running.

' The strength of these links makes breaking

almost impossible. However, if perchance,

one should break, the relacing with a new

\\ link is so simple a matter that anyone can

' do it.

  
     

 

 

  

 

  

Write for Catalogue

CORBIN SCREW DIVISION

(The American Hardware Corporation)

. . - - - NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT

New York, Philadelphia, Chicago

213 HIGH STREET

Dietribulorl :
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Kelly - Springfield

Automobile Tires

Kelly-Springfield

Tire Company

20 Vesey St.

New York

Branch Offices in

New York

Chicago

Phila elphia

Boston

St. Louis

Detroit

Cincinnati

San Francisco

Los Angeles

CleVeland

Baltimore

Seattle

Atlanta

Akron, 0

Bufialo

Specifying Kelly-Springfield when you buy tires, is merely

a demand for the highest quality of tire with a greater-than

the-average mileage. It’s borne out by the figures and facts.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE COMPANY

20 Vesey Street, New York

Branch 0mm in New York. Chicago. Plillsdelphla. Bolton. St. Louis, Detroit. Cincinnsil, San Francisco, Los Anlalll,

Cleveland. Baltimore. Seattle. Atlanta. Akron. 0., Buflaio.

Bering Tire & Rubber Co.. Houston, Texas.

). Todd Rubber Co.. New Haven. Conn.

Southern lldwc. 8: “'oodsiotk Co., Ltd. New Orivnns. La. Alkln on Tire & Supply Co., Jacksonville, Fla.

Ssvell Davin Rubber Works. Augusta and Savannah. i a. C. D. snke 81 Co., Charleston, S. C.

H. B. Olmsu‘ad a Son. Syracuse. N. Y. L. J. Barth. Rochester. N. Y.

The [team Tire & ItuI-lwr Co.. Columbus, Ohio.

hoes Rubber Co.. Denver. l‘uli

  

lFrYOU ARE INTERESTED IN

MOTORCYCLES

Blahunowolmgicjl];

WILL lNTEREST YOU

 

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
 

$2.00 Per Year Specimen Copies Gratis

Published Every Tuesday at

i
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Remember these facts about

Prest-O-Lite Exchange Service

When you turn in your empty Prest-O-Lite be sure to get a genuine Prest-O-Lite in exchange.

Because Prest-O-Lite Service means more than merely giving you a fresh charge of gas.

In addition to t11i$,Prest-O-Lite Service includes

putting every cylinder that passes through our hands

in perfect working order.

In many cases the actual cost of replenishing the

solvent, regulating and refinishing the cylinder is more

than the small exchange fee.

And on top of this, the owner of a genuine Prest

O-Lite has the privilege of having his empty cylinder,

plus a small exchange fee, accepted without question

as full payment for what is practically a new Prest—O

Lite, at any of our exchange agencies. When you get

an imitation, or a Prest-O-Lite cylinder which some

imitator has filled, do you get this service?

The user of genuine Prest-O-Lite pays nothing

extra for this service. If you would protect your

investment, be sure no one slips on an imitation for

your genuine Prest-O-Lite.

Remember that no imitator ever stayed in business

long enough to build up a satisfactory exchange ser

vice and that no imitator has ever stayed in business

long enough to protect the customer’s investment.

Mighty few wise dealers trifle with imitations of

Prest-O-Lite now.

287 East South St.

The Prest-O-Lite Co.i...i.......“.,1..di....

Canadian General Ofice and Factory. Merritton. Ont.

Branch Offices and Service Stations in all principal cities.

Charging Plants in all parts of the country.

Extensive foreign service.

Exchange Agencies Everywhere

 
 

 
 

 

 

[113 Largest Aulomobile Supply House in America

WE WILL EXHIBIT '

at the

AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR BOAT SHOWS

We are now collecting data for our 1913 Annual Catalog, which will contain 256 or more

pages and will have a circulation of not less than 100,000 copies throughout the world.

' Manufacturers of ACCESSORIES, who are making Parts, Fittings and Sundries for use

on Automobiles, Motor Boats, Motorcycles or Aeroplanes, are requested to send us catalogs

or circu'lars and make us a proposition regarding cataloging and handling their material, and,

1n quoting us, please take into consideration the fact that we have Fourteen Branch Stores

and quote our prices F. O. B. Each Branch.

Catalog Mailed to Anyone On Request

Home

CHAS. E. MILLER, on... 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City

MANUFACTURER, JOBBER, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

Order from Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E Miller.

NEW YORK CITY-97403 Reade Street

ggw YORK CITY-924 Ei hth Avenue.

snoo§2§§ (Buy—1ing B'Sid‘i'ir
I . .— e 01' venue.

BUFFALO. N. Y.-824 Main Street.

ALBANY, N. Y.—135 Central Avenue.

CLEVELAND, OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue.

BOSTON. MASS—202404 Columbus Ave.

HARTFORD. CONN.-—-274 Trumbull Street.

DETROIT, “HILL—227429 Jefferson Ave.

ATLANTA. GA.—-259 Peachtree St.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.-—318 North Broad St.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.—601-603 Bsronne St.

NEWARK. N. .—274 Halsey Street.

SPRINGFIEL . MASS.—Bridge and Dwight Sta.
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“,‘Z‘ftwater Kent REMY MAGNETOS

Ignition System 400 sou) DAILY

, , Time was when automobile en

 

 

  

. L gineers and the general motoring This is not the record of a single day.

ll , ‘ i public thought they must equip T - - -I , _ their cars with a magneto Today his is a daily average—for four months

this idea is fast waning—in fact, it

has been discarded by many of the _ ,
foremost automobile engineers equipped With Remy magnetos. These

and discriminating motorists who .are now demanding a more de_ figuies have never been approached by

pendable source of current on any other manufacturer.

their cars._

The increasing use of electric

lighting and starting equipment

ending with January—0f cars newly

necessitates an ignition system Induc‘or Type—Simplest Stronges‘

better than the magneto—a system producing a uniformly hot Built for 24-hour a Day Service

spark at low speeds as well as high—a system giving a hot

starting spark with the motor at a standstill—a system that

is simple in principle and mechanism as well as in operation,and reasonable in initial and maintenance cost—in brief, a

system of ignition that will measure up to the highest re
quirements of the most modern automobile practice. Ande's‘m- ""11""

Such is the Atwater Kent Ignition System—embodying

the best features of both magneto and battery, without the

weaknesses of either.
Remember the Atwater Kent System can be easily and

quickly installed on any standard make of motor, new or

old, without the price of a magneto.

If you have an unsatisfactory magneto, or if your motor is

not equipped with a half time shaft, you can use the Atwater

Kent System by means of our magneto gear mounting, the

cost of which is nominal.

In addition to our standard Type F

System, we are marketing a new model

-Silent Type K with automatic spark

control and insulated primary circuit.

World’s Largest lgnlllon Factory

 
 

 

"FORTY” $1985

The best four-cylinder forty

horsepower car on the market

with separate electric starting

and lighting, and separate igni

tion systems. The economical

“'hether you are interested in motor care

a manufacturer, dealer, owner, or proa

pecti've buyer, you should have a copy of

our booklet “D.” It eovere the aubject

authoritatively and thoroughly and even

the moat experienced will find it interesting

  

"am" ,. ‘ four Speed forward transmission

is another big asset

{inmriiIKtiii Michiiis
4940 Stenton Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.

New York . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .E, . Edmond Co. Address Dept. W for Catalog

Chica o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Pellets Magneto Exehari e, Motor ar Su pl Co,

., Weinstock-Nic of; Co.San rancisco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Chanslor & Lyon 0 '

Milwaukee . . . . . . . . Julius Andree 8: Sons Co,

Omaha . . . . . . . . . .. .. Powell Auto Sup ly Co, M

Chattanooga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sanlor Bros, RDallas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Fisl'. Co. of Texas

Denver , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Aiito E iiipment C0 Richmond, va.

  

  

St. Louis . . . . . . . . . . .. Missouri Auto pecialty Co
8alina..(.: . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . “k. . . . CA: Haédwal" Co York, P8.

Kansas ity. . . . . . . . . . . . . ansas ity, uto upp y Cm Main onlBar or . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 05t & Lester Co. cc and FCC“)! R
Boston , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Motor Supply Shop ‘ y' lemonde v.

  
 

  

‘wa-Fr‘ J
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The detachable and

water-tight features of

our No. 119 Automo

bile Door Hinge, in

addition to the inter- . *5.

locking action, makes

this the best, as well

as the strongest com I

stnlctcd concealedhinge on the market. L

Made in two parts, it

is easily attached and _

detached. Water will ‘

not reach the wood i

of the body through

the hinge. When in

ltalled holds the door ‘

rigid and at the same

time has a perfectly .

smooth action.

F

Send now for cata- i

log and full particu- .

sass ; ,

Minimum 4 }

comm
435-443 Atlantic Avenue

Iliillilillll, N. Y.

“INVISI BLE

AUTOMOBILE

H I N G E S

n: 
 

 
 

  

  

 

USEDIN THIS

UBLICATION
ARE MADE

ENGRAVING CO.

PVCK BUILDING
295-309 LAFAYETTE SI.‘£"HOUSTON

NEW YORK

TELEPHONESISPRLNG

ESTABLISHED 187!

 

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

Be Sure

For 1913 take the precaution to have

your car reliable; in other words. have

it BosclrEquipped throughout.

 

 

 

 

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Plugs

Bosch Cable

Bosch Switch

“ The Bosch News ”

ls convincingly interesting

Slnd for it today

Bosch Magneto Company

224 West 46th Street, New York

Toronto

  

Detroit San Francisco

  

Chicago

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

“It’s the mechanical wonder of

the age!” You can’t buy the

Ford mechanical features in any

other car—at any price. That’s

one reason why you must get

yours now if you want to drive

“the mechanical wonder of the

age” this season.

“Everybody is driving a Ford"-more than

200,000 in service New prices—runabout

$525—touring car $600—town car $800—

with all equipment f.o. b. Detroit. Get

particulars from Ford Motor Company,

Detroit, Mich.
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The SCHRADER

Universal Tire Pressure Gauge

WILL

fl/fi/f/ATE

75 %

OF YOUR

TIRE

7001/81E

For Sale by Tire Manulacturers, Jobbers, Dealers. Garages or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, luc., 32 Rose Si., New York

  

February 27, 1913

titans». h in:

“The Horn That Warns”

  

For Etttciency Get a

Newtone Superior

Not only the cheapest but the best

  

it

t ‘ If I r.

Automobile Supply Mannjacturing Co.

Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for catalogue anyway

It will interest you

 

 

 

 

if You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog

We want you to write for the Solar Catalog before you decide on your motor

amps, for this is the most complete line of lamps on the market. Solar Lamps

nave been preferred by most motorists for the past fourteen 'ears because of

their brillianc’, their style. their strength and their several exc ustve advanta es

—their special short focus lead glass lens mirror reflectors—the patented dou le

ray light projection (in the Solarclipse). giving two distinct fields of light. for

city and country use—the new black finish, the only such finish thats prooi

against heat and moisturkantl other features that other lamps lack.

To tail to see Solars before you buy is to fail to include in your consideration

the very finest lamps in existence. Solars are made (or oil, electricity, as and in

combination. for pleasure cars, motor trucks, carriages, motor boats an airshins.

Write tor catalog now—while you think of it. (13

“noun. Wk BADGER BRASS MFG. CO. New York City

SOLAR LAMPS
 

 

  

Lauth-Juerlonl

Trucks are Dr

livery Insurance

DURABILITYQUALITY

ONE. 'l'W0 AND 'I'llllili 'l‘0N CAPACITY

  

Jan.
~

LAUTH-JUERGENS TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST lN CONSTRUO

tion, moat powerful in operation and the motors are zuaranteed against

detective workmanship and material tor the life of the truck. The!

a positively the hlnheat rlana truck! made. TWO cylinder. one-ton.

tour cylinder, one, two and three-ton. Four speeds i'nrwlard. Hess-Bright

eall bearing trlnamlaplou made in our own shops of the finest tool

ateel three~plece disc clutch. covered I? patent.- owned by us. Semi

for i912 Catalog and apeclflcatlona. rompt deliver on all model!

Largo wbllclq campaign just begun. Our quality wt 1 do the mt

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

The lauiit-Juerqens Motor Car t‘o.. Fremont. Ohio.

REPUBLIC

STAgGARD TREAD TIRES

and BLACK-LINE RED [NNl-Ill TUBES

Motorists who Vi' e guarantee

u s e Re ublic
the Rep ublic

St d .figfarwm r33 Black-Line Red

ll bll
M33, 1:,“ The Republic Rubber Co.

Pet. 54!. 15-22398

  

you that they—

Prevent s k i d -

d in g , m a k e

quick starts and

s h o r t s t o p 5

easy.

Give d o u b l c

mileage because

of the full-thick

ncss tread un

der the studs.

lost Widely llnl

laleti at All

Inner Tube to

be as nearly

perfect as a

tube can be
made—and is a {I 7

fitting compan

i o n in r t h e

splendid Repub

lic S t a g gard

Tread.

The Best Tube

latte

Youngstown, Ohio

  

 

 

    

HE circulation of the Motor

World is a guaranteed

one, sworn to by an affidavit,

which will be sent in detail to

any one upon request

 

Brant-hen lndquI‘enelel

. .‘— id Abrams. 131 Portlan . .
§g¥(i’\ORllgf:Weat Side Garage I: Motor Co., 160-162 101st St,

CHICAGO—The Lauth-Jupr ens Motor C" Co . 2830-32 Wabash Ava,

\ll'JWARK. N. J.-—Merchan a Motor Car Co.. Essex Bu'lltling.

br'rrtor'r MlCll.—-Bieri Auto Truck an” A ncy, 453 m, A“
m‘srruc'r or OOLUMBIA Asp VICINITY— oglea Motor Salea 00,,

inc.. 1008 14th St. N. W.. Washlnzfon. D

t

.r'i

‘/

 

I

'1

I
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PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE

 
 

 

 

 
 

We make gears as painstakingly

as hall-bearings are made, and in

sure perfect delivery by individually

packing them as shown above.

Grant-Lees Gears

Inch gear peeled are the gears you've been look

lll I M! lag lor. Mr. Manulacturer.

Quality-made, down_to the finest detail-~true in propor

tion. tough, longiwearmg. finely IIIII>IIC(I.

We specialize on gears. Make themin vast quantities.

Can guarantee deliveries in any quantities»and satisfac

tion.

  

 

 

Write for information.

The Grant-Lees Machine Co.

2360 SIxty-Ninlh Street, Cleveland, Ohio

  

 

THE RESULT

of TWENTY

YEARS of

EVOLUTION by

ELECTRICAL

SPECIALISTS

WARD IEDIIAIII METRIC 60.

nuuxvlut. n. r.

    

WARDLEQNAR

. r. .O- 1,1

O *l

  

  

 

 
 

  

Crank shaft Is of large diameter

leIf-eoutained oiling system supplled by

0 near pump through the hollowcmuk shaft

PM“?! Write! oiling. Their extra large bear

"!!! reduce friction to a minimum—increase

durability and efficiency

wsconszg'

Motors

ALL 4 OYOLI — 5 TYPE.

334 II. inn. 5 II. mm. 4 cyl. 4 I4 Is. Inn. 5 ll. mu. 4 qt. 4 H II. hm. 5 II. mm. 3 ‘1'

434 ll. lmJ I-2 ll. strike, “1|. 5 Hll. hm. 1 ll. shell. 4 "I

Wlaconllm uo'ron usuuuorunmo COMPANY

Dopt. 32, Milwaukee

Act Instantly

whether car is going back

ward or forward.

UPDLE

EXTEIRINAL

* BRAKE S

The brakes that make your

automobile safe.

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

Railroad and Bostwick Avenues Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Raymond Brakes, Raybestos Brake Lining

and Gyrex the Mixer.

  

 

 
 

 

 

HEN attending the coming

Boston Automobile Show do not

fail to visit Space 220, Basement, and

see the new 6-CYLINDER K-D

SLIDING CRESCENT VALVE

MOTOR on exhibition by ~“the

KNIGHT-DAVIDSON COMPANY

Boston - - - - - massachusetts

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Power, comfort and exceptional beauty are three of the

features of Staver Cars. The _extraordinary values are

emphasized by their complete equipment.

STAVER LINE

Staver "45"-—5 Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . “$11,275

Staver "55"—4 Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . . . $0

Staver “S5”-5 Pass. Tourin Car. Price . . . . . . . . . .. 50

Staver "65"—6 CIy., 6 Pass. outing Car . . . . . . . . . . .. 2750

We ofl'er an especially liberal proposition to dealers. Write us.

STAVER CARRIAGE COMPANY

76th and Wallace Streets, Chicago, Illinois

 

 

MOTO R LAM PS

These are lamps that don’t come back. You

can sell them to customers who will come back.

Our dealers are making friends and making

money because Guide Lamps make good.

Better send for our catalog and Dealer’s propo

SlthI‘I.

THE GUIDE MOTOR LAMP MFG. C0.
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" The Lillle Arisincrat "

Model 31 108 Inch Wheel Base

The Compleuly Equipped Empirr five-parrmger touring (47'

for 3950—Equipment inrludn Demauntab/e Rims, ()il Sig/it

Feed, Darli Air Adjurtmenl, Mobair Top and eriwrlape, Wind

.ilrield, PreJt-O-Lite tank, speedometer and Eiremann Magneto

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, lndinnapolil, U.S.A.

  
 

 

Inner Tubes Easily Repaired in 15 Minutes

Do it yourself anywher_e, and

save time and money, With the

Imperial Vulcanizer Repair Kit
 

PRICE $3.50

NICKEL PLATED

Patent Pending

Complete with enough rub

ber for 40 unctures. At

your dealers or sent by

express.

_

Place tube between plates of vulcanizer (see cut); tighten thumb

screws; fiut a little gasoline in pronged receptacle; ignite. Operation

simple. epair permanent.

Guaranteed to Satlefy or Money Refunded

McGRAW TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept. E, East Palestine, 0.

  

 

 

 

CROXTON
See the new “Croxtqn_5ix" when you are choosing your

car this year. It has original features which make it the car

you Will eventually buy. Write for Booklet A-Z.

THEfCiioXTliN MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Washington, Pa.

  

  

 

  

 

  

i “Thirty”

“Forty”

“ F l l t y”

60H.P.“Slx”

KieselKar prices

include lull equip

meni—seil-starter,

top, windshield,

demountable rims,

a p e e dome

ter. e l e e -

Every part _built in_ the KisselKar plant,

which is equipped With every facility for

economical manufacture. All KisaelKarl

have extra liberal wheelbase and roomy

tonneaus unsurpassed by any car at any

rice for comfort and capabilities. Write

or catalog.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR CUMPANY

159 Klseel Avenue
  

aorbers, etc.

  

n

I" THEBE

R‘illé'iicra R
]e responsible for the success of niarge mn

jorily of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial care. They Will benr your inventi

gntlon before the purchase of any type of car.

Utenviireiinofl none-t.

IUTIIIBII MOTOR CO., Iariul. lad.

  

‘ c photogravured

“The above cut for

Ira-mini: 1". '1" Wm!"

  

  

1913’5 TRADE SENSATION!

Know the Exact lleat oi Your Motor While Riding

THE MOTOMETER WARNS INSTANTLY

When the Radiator Needs Water

Willi the lIil Sup | is lnsullicitlli ‘
{—VC _ Also when the radiator and water

" ' iackets are in danger of {reeling

(From and warns before damage is clone.

View) Visible irom the Seats Day or Night

THE MOTOMETER 00., Inc. " '
9040. s. Rubber Bidq., Broadwa and 58th St., N.Y. (V lcw from

Chicago Branch, 1322 liichigan Ave. Seat)

  

   

  

 

 
 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

 
 

  

- AUTOMOBILE co. 3

MaMa 7290 $7127,

#0wormBEEP
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THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and lgniler

Lights, dims and extinguishea all [as lamps on

the car through a simple turn of the hand,

Coupled to valve-stem ot acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach.

Convenient

Sale

Dependable

  

Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING CO., Pitisfield, Mass.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United States.

 

  
 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS
 

  

 

  

 

tny itlntl . Clincher

Every Kind 0. ll.

Stock , or Demonntable

is Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and Hubs',

MOTT WHEEL WORKS. Utica. N. Y.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES CO., Sales Agents. Detroit

 

 

Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITCHELL AIR GAUGE
  

"T _.Z:‘ ' s Luv \ , iH t... r

' " EA 'jldlt‘: a 0‘?!_

._./

V __

"Tire Insurance for $1.00”

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easfly read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE C0.

1202 Mlehlgnn Awenne Chicago, Illinois
 

~ .th
“Always There " i

SPLITDORFLITE electric lighting generators

are a positive source of illumination and espe

cially adaptable to installing on machines not

designed for a lighting outfit. SPLITDORF

claims are guaranteed.

Writ: for nrw rllalog

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.

_SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.

 

.t\

\

 

 

 

  

 

WE MAKE THE BEST

  

 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats
 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

so, have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE 8: GRAVES CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.
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To “The ORDER or run CAP & coccuas".

MANUFACTURERS— DEALERS- OWNERS:

SHAKE HANDS >111manusxaiirffma. mam

when you sell him a car with the

l
. “ Get-at~ableness "

>' p w h ich Others

  

25 years in business

and not thinking

  

of quitting. n haven't got.

You can always get 5 ‘ ' '
_ ‘ - l pectal oilin g
interchangeable parts. Bud“ “We, 0T" device_ Best yep

Wrilefar descriptive bulletin

BRANDENBURG & CO.

1108 S. MicmoAN AVE. 57TH AND BRQAnWAY Fonn BUILDING

 

 

i Bearings”

February 27, 1913

 Ki

“Hyatt

Quiet

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

 

  

k DETROIT, MICHIGAN

 

‘ CHICAGO. inn. NEW YORK. N. Y. DETROIT. Mica.

Pa rt 5 o i

B 'T- Quality

Manufacturers of pleasure ears and light trucks

will find us able to fill orders promptly for

TRANSMISSIONS CLUTCHES LEVERS

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN

€oltract,Work. Gear Cutting, Brass, Copper and Nickel Plating

Get in touch with our Engineering Depart~

ment. It is at your service at all times.

AUTO PARTS MFG. COMPANY, Dept. J, Muncie, Ind.

 

 

 

 

TRUCK FRAMES“
Automobile Frames and Special Stamping:

 
 

THE PARISH & BINGIIAM 00.

a:

 

Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

——others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to. ii

The Reliance book, “Ignition and

Spark Plug Talk," tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

JEFFERY DEWITT C0. '

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, lielt.

Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manuiacturers in the World

  

 
J

 

 

CLEVELAND, OHIO

     

I‘1

:_I
I

 
 

        

 

 

 

                         
  

 

   
 

III' ::| . -i all

INTERLOCKS make new tire! wear twice as long, or give you an

extra season’s wear out of old tires.

I More than that, Interlock: give you confidence that you will not

        

 

l 

have blow-outs. rim cuts or punctures to upoil your motoring pleasure,

Interlock: are complete inner tires—not inner shoes—placed

between the outer casing and inner tube in strengthen the casing and

protect the tube from puncturea. They insure safetyfmake new tires

give twice the usual mileage, and add 1000 to 5000 miles to old ones.

Don't nfi'ect resiliency.

— rite for our booklet giving
Car owner: and dealers f Ibo“ I mu. prim.

tentimonilll. and our 1918 proposition.

DOUBLE FABRIC TlltE CO., 600 W. 9th Street, Auburn, ind. ‘

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll‘ llll‘ ‘; ill‘l ‘lp

   

 

   

 

 

  
f___-|

 
 

  

Till AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

  

 

Save Tires—Save Fuel—Save Car.

easier riding and easier driving. Str

any other practical wheel.

THE McCUE co,

Make cars

onger than

Builalo, N. Y.
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Write For This Franklin—

Dealer Proposition

FRANKLIN six-cylinder mod

els now equipped with Entz

Electric Starting and Lighting. A

real self starter with original fea

tures. Franklin cars use less gas

oline, less oil, no smoke, fewer

tires, travels faster, rides easier,

silent, powerful, flexible, beautiful.

Get the Proposition

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE C0.

28 Franklin Square, Syracuse, N. Y.

Transmissions

made fl Specialists

COVERT TRANSMISSIONS GIVE perfect service, be

cause they are designed and built by _men thoroughly ac

quainted with every requirement that is made by a motor

car transmission.

For Commercial Vehicles of from 500 to 10,000 pounds

capacity.

For Pleasure Cars of from 20 to

60 H. P.

COVERT

Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office ~ Detroit, Michigan

Factory—Lockport, N. Y.

  

 

 

 
 

"or

KEé*ON
The Six “48” Keeton

Buffalo Electrics

PLEASURE. cans TRUCKS

ModeI ZQ—Runebout - $2600 2000 Lb. Chelsie - S2200

Compares with the bee!

lorelqn cm

THREE EXCELLENT MODELS Model 30—Coupe - - 2900 4000 Lb. Chassis - 2800

Riverside Touring Car, Five Passenger, Completely Model 30B—Broughnrn 3000 £0.13. BUFFALO

Equipped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2750
Two extra folding seats for above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25 Correspondence With Dealers Solicitor!

¥eaddowtérook Réiadstler, 530%pletelyquuipped . . . . . .. 3338

uxe _o oupe, omp ete y quippe . . . . . . . . . .. . o

Chassis Without tires or rear guards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2250 Buffalo Electrlc vehlcle Company

All prices I. o. b. factory Booklet on request

KEE'I‘ON MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit. US. A.

1222 Main Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

 
  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

"The Easiest Riding Car in The World“

The Chicago Electric

A beautiful and classic equipage that

stands unchallenged in point of con

structional achievement.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MOTOR CAR C0.

3606 South Morgan Street, Chicago

 

 

 

 

Climb 50 6 Friction Transmission—
lud elun‘ibcrfiol‘rbeee-t-I-s. Five models—write

CA“.TIRCA'R couranv. Pontiac. lichislw

  

  

 

The Mormon “32"

Four eyllnderl, 3240 h.o.,

lat-Inch wheelbase. electric

lurttnz and 11mm; system,

left-band drive. center zon

uol. hlekll trimaran, with

newer! bod! i.wa to meet

every requirement and mm

lwndlnl equipment—

82, 850 to $4, 100

 

INDIANAPOLIS

The Mormon “48"

In: equipment —

$5,000 to $6,350

Detailed Information on Request.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO. '

(Established 1851)

INDIANA

  

 

"SixtYYears of Successful Manufacturing'

 

 

 

 

l.

  

Electric Starter

Electric Lllhts

Center Control

Complete Equlpmen!

Northern Fusion

Anderson. indium

  

TYouerotor Car! 7

 
 

  

Lo

cult-“u Brunch

mama Michigan Ave

Six $5000
rouns 1650

'NYBERG'AUTOMOBILE WORKS

  

Sambam Furor!

cum-mp. T.“ ‘
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The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”

Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights—Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owemboro, Ky.

 
  

 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

4-38 4-44 6-06

01,875 $2,150 $2,750

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly your. in

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION help!

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

 
 

 
 

F \

1893

AN
1 913

America ’s First Car—

after twenty year: of continuous successful manufacturing

—Still It ’s Foremost

Wide Line of Models

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Ind.)

 
   

 

 

  

THE ULTIMATE OAR

(ituiou'r TYPE I010!)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

  

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branch“ and Dealer: in 125 Cities

 

  

_ Hook up with (: L.E._

.Q-LP
Series Eight comes in Three Chassis: I

Cole Sixty six cylinder Touring Car. flve passenger convertible to ’

seven passenger. 132-inch wheel base, D0100 electric

lighting, starting and ignition. $2485

' tour cylinder Touring Car, flvo passenger convertible
COIe Flfty toseven. in-inch wheel base. Delco system. $1985

tour cylinder Touring Car. five. assen r, 116-inch
COIe Forty wheel base. Deloo system. $1685 D n

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer’s DIODOSIUOIL

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Hook up with (:11;

  

 

  

 

 

  

  

m

' - . BUILT To LAST
Our agency proposition _

interest you. Write for it.

DORRIS MOTOR CAR CO.

Sarah and Laclede Aves. St. Louis, H0.

 

  

MERCER

MERCER AUTOMOBILE C0.

Electric

Lighting and

Sterling

The Champion

Light Car

Mercer power and efficiency are well-known qualities.

 

  

These features are decidedly emphasized in our new series.

The various models offer a Mercer for every reasonable need.

PRICES: $2600 to $2900.

brrcri')ti'vl lilrratw: an! an "gun.

700 Whitehead llold

Trenton. N. J.

 

  

liiiillilllIllilnmilillhl'“

||||l||||ii|||iililhllll|l\llnlillllilllHilllllmil illhillhilMl.iiiillillllllllllllllw ii

currmo moron can_ Two Models Only .

Five-passenger Touring ClrJN1S ll

Two‘passengcr Roadster.... N75 ‘

The same chassis is used for ,

both models. ' I

Wide-awake dealers write for l

dealers' proposition.

CUTTING MOTOR CAR COMPANY

305 Mechanic St.. Jackwn' Mich.

III llllllllllllm
H WI "W I V

l--- liWWm ‘WMWM H
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GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went acress

the dealer's counter. Get the details and you will surely order.

G. WALKER GILMER, JR.,

52 W. Seventh Street PHILADELPHIA

  

 

 

,“THE MA8'I'ER OAR" SIXTEENTH YEAR

' 6 cyl. so H. F., $5,000 4 cyl. 55 H.P., $4,500

4 Cyl. as H. F., 04,000
(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.T.
POUGHKEEPSIE

  

  

The line Mechanical,

Never Failing

Warning Device

Ooato Little to lay

Coot- Nothln‘ to Oporuto

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

G llllt Slrllt ill Mlfllrll

I LONG ISLAND OITV

Philedelphie, 1416 Vine St.; Bolton 109 Munehuuttl Ave.; lime-polio,

10 $0. 1001 St.' Bunuo, as: min in; Qu'eago. 1m Miehinn Ave: 800
Francisco, 544 lhn Neel Ave: Lon An‘cleo, 1229 8. Olive St: Seattle, I"

E. Pike SL3 Portland (Ore). 329 Anthony SL: Denver, 15th and Curtil Ml.

Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with

Honk (Defiant...) Rims

Guaranteed the Best—trill“: World

Geo. W. Houk Company

5003 Lancaster Ave.. Philadelphia, Pa.

 

   

 

  

  

Drop Hammer Forglngs l

cost very little more than castings._ They are

vastly superior and less expenstve 1n the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAM MER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 9 1 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTIID

TllE lillllSllllllllEll MANUFACTURING Blllll'llll, Illlltllll, llhil

Has Always Led

Ask us to tell you about the wonderful new pole

pieces and the Automatic Control Magneto.

THE ElSEMANN MAGNETO COMPANY

Indian-polin, Ind. New York Detroit, Mich.

5“ N- Civilol Ave. General and Sales Office 802 Woodward Ave.

225-227 Welt 5711': St.

  

  

 

‘ v ' - i . n.“ _,- V "I' - - _>--~-._~

“Muhafli... _.__, -. _..w__.~__....__-~ . w

WHEN ELAN D sens
‘7N$URANCE FOR BUILDE'RAND
RHlNELAND MACHINE WORKS CO

  

I42 WEST 52"!) T. EWYORK

l

  

00k over our “For Sale, Want and Exchange” columns. You willMr‘ : slurer find some where among those annoucements a buying opportunity—

a straight line to something you want now. Remember that 8,000 other readers are doing the

same thing—5,000 of them dealers. All of them intensely interested in the automobile industry.

This means a live sclling opportunity that costs mighty little.
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These Tires for xiii

Four corps of experts working

in four of the best equipped tire

plents in the world are operntinl

no a unit to produce

UNITED STATES TIRES l1

Nothing of the kind line ever .

before been attempted in automo- ;

bile tire manufacturing. '

United Stetee Tire Company

New York \

  
 

  

TIMESSQAUTOC0.

MOTOR WORLD
 

HESS AXLES

Now standard on fourteen makes_ of

America's leading cars and still growmg.

or consult our engineering department.

HESS SPRING AND AXLE COMPANY

 

Certhege, Ohio

Send for blue-prints and specifications—

 

 

 

NEW YORK CHICAGO

1710-1718 1210 to 1212

BROADWAY MICHIGAN AVE.

NEW 0013358 At From

USED

MOTORS 206. it) 500.

BODIES

TOPS and 3:61;:

EVERY

We Are the Largest Dealers

lntheWorldlnNewendUled

AUTOMOBILE Cll'S and Factory Cleanup;

 

 

 

AS A WARM HAND WHEEL DEALER

You will reap generous profit: from eeaily mede

sale! all over your territory. Every car owner

who drives in Winter Will want this device es

soon as he sees it. Write for Detnill.

THE WARM HAND STEERING WHEEL C0.

527 Filth Ave. New York

 

 

 

 

 

The Acme Automatic

Mekee Milled Perte in the

Time of One Operetion.

TheNetionel-Acme W(.Co.

CLEVELAND, Sixth City

New York Boston Detroit

cthflR‘O Atlanta Montreal

  

Morz Cushion Tires

For Pleuure Cere end

Light Delivery Cere

W '0! Ma 9

The Motz Tire and Rubber Co.

Eneentive Office:

AKRON, OHIO

kvine sun-- 5 .u Priwbel 0e.

  

A_55°"' 4"“, notched uudn

a-Shc-D “mm .e“

C —Shm \lnrwne 5nd!“

D“5"°" mark-I1 mnnn when

vw-nt mi M MM.

“National” Steam VulcariiZers

GARAGE HODIL repeire three tnbee end two

eeeinee et
e time. Cheepeet end bent on the inerhet.

Get our epeeiel nellill plea. Porteble model (or

lndividuel ewnere which will pleeee your euetomere

Lint price, $12. llennieetured by

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

"04 Euclid Ave.

@hc fliitshifiafiiatur

IHE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

CLIVILAND. O.

  

 

I . The Starter W'Mclt Really Starr:

inekee. ' _ '

Deniers given exclueive territory.

NON-CARBON STARTER

The euceeuiul Sterter ior Fordl ee well no other

Combined Starter end Lighter, $35. Lire

IMPERIAL SALES 00., Tlff'ln, Ohlo

 

 

  

' eneed of the tiny in that en or'eninetion

5:52;!” iuprednet end not by whet it eleinu for lbelf'

Keen thin in mind when you exemine the“ lQlJ nodele

"ODILI AN” PRICES

Fore-door Roadster. lie-inch wheel base QITOO

3040 _
3440 S-passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car 700

lie-inch wheel base .De. ‘ fang“. ll

. - 001' I“ - U

44-50 5 passenger. Fore ~ ' 81975

ill-inch wheelbase . . .I .

44-50 7-passenzer. Fore-Door Touring Car 000

lZl-inch wheel base . . . . . . 0

u-so Battleship Roadster. lZliinch wheelbase $215

-50 7-pnsscnger. Fore-Door .iiiiousin

lZl-inch wheel base . . . . . ‘3050

Advance Catalog On Request

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

“Wernneoo irnnrr DETROIT, MICH

 
 

 
 

 
 

"Built ior ' 'Guamnteed

L Permanencfl tor Lile" A

39F

TllE SELDEN "infill—$2000
Sold on Tlme Payment Plnn

Beet Agent's Proposition Ever Offered

Selden Truck Sales Bo.,,,;1?,::;:,f;°_-,_

  

 

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL Gt DALY

42 Broedwey NEW YORK

 

American Kushion Kore

A tire filler 10 to 20 per oent. lighter then en!

other tire filler. A big proposition lor deelere who

are on the elert for more end better bueineee.

Write for detnila.

AMERICAN KUSHION KORE TIRE C0.

Buiielo, New York

 

 

end_workmennhip_thet inenre the inexunurn

eerVice at the minimum

4

This time at; Automobile Tires end Rubber

Accessories eigniiiee inherent quelitiee oi_nieteriel

expense. (673)

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

  

 

 

CUBIT ELECTRIC

KOSMAK ELECTRICAL COMPANY

929 Ocean Avenue

HORN

A eiinel of volume, tone end dnrebility. Emit:

e mueicel blast of great penetration. Consumee

httle current. Simple but etieetive. Retails for

$3. Big deeler proposition. Write today.

Jmev City, N. J.
 

 

We Specialize on

Only.

MICHIGAN CRANK SHAFT C0.

 

 

Lansing

Finishing Crank Shafts

  

 

Coin leter equipped inlly Iuerenteed. 22% 5.9..

4-eylin er weter-cooied’ motor Boech inelneto. M1

an", wheell, beet quelity io-xi- dilldlfl am.
’lelsse 51?: 50 mlilee lper‘houi' g! theyhilh epeed, 28

e mi on e. 0 gene eecnre

fixings'ivn 5!. E in your firm???“ i.»
no .

nee-r1 oourenv, neithem, "I..." u. e. A.
 

 

Tonee down heedlllhte lor

city drivlnl end lolly

nlnhte-en euto neeeeetty.

Prlce 750. per pelr. Se l

lllte hot cekee. ere.

eecure the egency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

1931 Broedwey. New York

  

 

 

 

 

'l‘lie Stulz Has a Poweriul Motor—

that will pick up on any road or hill at the touch

of the throttle. _It has attained a record second

to none for consistent performance.

Write today tor edv c b kl -l l dSTUTZ Announcementflée‘i'ieamfi H A s, s “r y

IDEAL moron on: COMPANY. Indianapolis. Ind
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POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING CO., BIINIO. N. Y.  

 

 

  

NATIONAL Compound

Mixer and Primer
O

nuke. my car our! cooler in cold weather; adds

10 to 40% to power and mile-Ia. Simple, an],

installed, guaranteed eEective on any motor. Get

price.

weed Chains iliiliili MANUFACI'URING 00., Kalamazoo,m. oIL

Inone of those friendly after-lunch- - e" ' ff 1 ~) '

eon, get-together arties at. a Well

known city club, e even men drifted

  

 

(If every oil was made from
airing? viii“:"{isgiedzzzzgiisi ,T'" I“? fw"‘§f,‘§3,ff1‘{fi§,2: Pennsylvania Crud? that was said

eoch of the eleven owned on automo
iaciejff,;;in§;$in’§ Enid cilmggfion’ We; t0 be made from it, the present

333*; 33522:, lzlzzwéisifizn; :1; arrest 1 supply of that commodity
particular predi'eament was the most m MT0N_McCUTanN co_ WOUId have to be multiplied by

“31222::li-l3n2llsltiaagtilelxnpirimented with “u Mldunm Ave' CHICAGO' ILL fifty.

 
the various so-called anti'skid tires, and

 

 

 

acknowledged their possible advantages * * ~ * ' > * {AS a matter Of fact there are

when new—yet when it came right down - -

munmflflcks'nthere wasn.tasmgleone l L! . very few real Pennsylvania Oils

in the crowd but. admitted that for sure QUIOK'.ALla_-la PROF“? FOR D A I no“, bein sold

"Mu’for the absolute eummaflon of Here is an accessory that Will not stay on the g '

every possibility of skidding, nothing “M‘- 1‘ 5“" °“ 5““

even approximated Weed Chains. MARVEL 8115'“ VULOAN'ZER (1 Pennsylvania Oils make the

and nothing took theirplace. Every one of Automatic, therefore male for rubber. Um ll- . ,

the ten owners carried at least one pair of cohol or gasoline. Low priced. Send for uiu best automobile OilS.

weed Chains“, his car. plan and sample Vulcnnuer.

Gowh e ‘1], t the t' g "IE Ill'illlllllll'lfllli Slll'PLY Cll.,7llhllnilt.,6ll"llll,0. .nssemlilverot'yg‘ilitgilnobli)l: owgegge;oiimlikg :23 ‘L Invader 01‘s are the beSt 0‘ the

lhe Verdict will always be the same—“We

i'un'tgeta'lnigwirlwugthan,” , it i a e 7 Pennsylvania Oils.

R E L I A N C E (L Its tests prove it.

"The Speedometer

Weed Claim Ire univernlly lelinowleihed lo be

the only uti-nkid device llm an be lbwlntoly re

'ed up" n! all time; and under all find conditions.

 

 
. 01 QlllliRy”

Weed ALSW Chains i- 0 - c

lure period control and sale, comfortable drivin'

Don’t toolishly pride yourself on taking

chances in order to prove your bravery, or

to demonstrate your ability as a driver.

Weed Chains are an absolute neces

Iiellimee Speedometer Co.

iMEliotSl. Mom-m.

77/ (Formerly Invader thl' (till

“Puts Noisy Gears to Sleep"

 

  

alty on both rear tires and to doubly guard I MM S ‘ 4 i7 4 7 ‘

yourself against accidents and to make \ “Amelia! Made” ~ . .

2:95;?5 cpmlfprtiaae RIF}? easy, putt'them )7/7 W 1- U- C‘ GEAR OIL 15 the only 011

, on w e . ey canno anlll'e ' -

firehouse "they crew—mun very now nanny FOR THE TRADE "janlufafcmrid leipwally if": in“
itiespaceyvhen not in use—applied in a alth “qu_m Servmmuummd sive y or t e u rication o u omo

mililment Without the use of a Jack or mmum llY tliy bile transmission gears.

°t " W“- TllE SIMS Illillilll fill. nmmihilfllltll

Take caution new wililm ya? kfiow of 'r w r * Write for descriptive booklet and
V o y, I an e , .

the peril there iii in driving your car uvar‘icy. J * pl'lCCS

DWI'Y. Inow covered roads and pavements

am not fully equip your cnr today with W'
 

l I ' ‘ -“iii”iihii“i"iiisgiii°°"°" “d R“ m—e "—m‘ INVADER on.COMPANY

limmneiiileil and sold by all reputable dealers Fine! and crownin lchievement at R- ,l 01"

pioneer delillw' of um- A imdmi "u 30 to (Lessee: of com.- r. Kellom & on.WEED CHAIN TlRE GR]? C0. 35 horgepowet {our-cylinder w of modern refine

23 MW" Street New York men“, priced It only $l,095. 80 Broad Street NQW York City

Manufactured in Canada by R. It, OWEN 8: 60-- mu"! 5‘1", “u” PHILADELPHIA nos-row wnsnmoron
“£15 Doumiun CHAIN COMPANY. Ltd. "Bo MOTOR cu (30., lasing, Mich

 

fllce: 4 Park Avenue. Montreal. Canada

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Wm
hel on to Increase your buolneu while beneXtillil yzzr cultomero. We will lend my respon

sible denier a pair on 30 days trill Write now.

Good Agents wnntad Ior unoccupied ten-ltory.

LEATHER TIRE GOODS (XL. Niagara Falls, N. Y.

 

 

. ‘ WEED CHAIN

~ 1“ Wiidom Saw:

Tile Ind Mom
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By J. E. CONANT & C0. - - - Auctioneers

OFFICE, LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS I

. GUARANTEED

The unrestricted and absolute sale by public auction of the entire AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Plant (less real estate) Of 7 Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man'

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

1 THE E.R.THOMASMOTOR CAR COMPANY “'32 32?“; 13"12"}??? K
BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

At Buffalo, New York

IN LOTS TO SUIT PURCHASERS

i Will begin upon the premises. No. 1192 Niagara Street. regardless of i 7 ' Iii"

any condition of the weather, on Monday morning, March 17th, 1913, ii and continue for five if not six consecutive days. There are nearly

 
 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

  

 

  

i SIX THOUSAND CATALOGUED LOTS , ~23 ' ~=.Z"S

l Comprising possibly one of the greatest aggregations ever oflered at ‘1 Ctpbglcfifl

peremptory sale of modern late type high speed automatic and other yam“ _»

machine tools, machinery and mechanical equipment. It is not known I”.. . - ‘ .- ‘V‘ e IT N

that a sale of its character, size, importance and value has ever pre- ‘Txl “Amywngymheksmfliéh.

viously taken place in America. The advance catalogues—1n great detail L WAl-KERWLLE- ' A- A

—-will be ready for mailing on the 27th instant. All inquiries by mail,

 

 

auctioneers.

GEORGE C. FINLEY -
ADOLPH REBADOW i Recum

   

 

telephone, cable or otherwise must be made at the office of the

ARMOSLER & co..
P 0 BOX "M" 

M1 veinoini,‘u.v, i
   

 

  

  

H EXTRA uan 47% Arm ‘ i M *

NON-SKID TIRES -For~ '
n" OnbNomsud m“ Self Start“ CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

Guarantccd for5000 Milu Lug k1: i m SPCCIII Designs n n

“Aie-GRIEBSPIilggER cipMsAiw l _Ixrtlon Type of Mn“: MIT:

radoanmi-iiiii’iifii 1 Bung iiiwrriiidpu cum Mm Glgmg'no“ 5 CATALOG MAILED 0“ REQUEST

i- l‘ -. 5' CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY

, _\'*__e_\ __’, ,7 TOLEDO, OHIO
 

 
 

Look at our new middle name

PENngLVANIA.

VACUUM cu IRES
Magneto Plugs coax maYimum power out of enzlne PENNSYLVANIA R- ‘ UBBER COMPANY

EIIL GROSSMAN COMPANY. MIL. New York and Delta" Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette, Pa.

j.- Auto-Top Fabrics

.4 OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

" SAMPLES AND PRICES ON REQUEST "

L. J. MUTTY 00., Boston

  

 

 

 

  

V Send Us Your Inquiries

Perfection When in “1‘ Market for

spring Company Sheet Metal

specuusrs m .

s ' . am in
Dr E H p Shoying einiple and my type of lelhtorter

S mates cheerfully Furnished eflielent chem drive new mode. Suluble for

"I h GradQ On] for sun“: m°‘°'- right or left hand drive.

 

CONTINENTAL

Slx Cyllnder—Unll Power Phnl

Three Poll“ Suspension

The Continentll "Si!"

in mninuining. on the reed

at (hie minute, the good

name made by our four

cylinder typel.

 
 

    

 

 

 

  

 

  

  

4 d 6 II

C | e v e | a n d 0 h The Bossert Com 3 2'0"» ni’ni'ii" Write for mum.

' l o UTICA, N. Y. p “y CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO" Detroit. Midl

__ Factory Reprelemltlve, K. F. PETERSON

“_¥, l2: 8. Michigan Blvd. Chic!“

 

  

 

I]:_
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Garage and

Repair Men:

IF you don’t repair tires you’re neglect

ing a most profitable opportunity.

i You have an established trade with the

people who have tire trouble. They’d rather have you mend their punctures and blow-outs

than to have you send them to a tire-repairing plant.

A tire repair outfit will pay you big profits. It’s a money maker for you as well as a

convenience to your customers. HL

HALEi Vulcanizers

_ The workbench outfit shown above will handle every practicable kind of

hte repairing—tube punctures to casing blew-outs. Each part is independent

9f the others; that is, you can start with one model of the Shaler line and

increase as your work increases.

(Ia-SJJ‘LMQmJ'l'AL/QQN.1175-,(1.5.4..

Heat comes from the most convenient source, electric current. Simply

Plug_1nto any lighting socket. The vulcanizer heats while you prepare the

rePair—no smoke—no danger of fire. An automatic temperature control reg

ulates the amount of current, so that the vulcanizer is held at the vulcanizing

dngFe Indefinitely. Anybody can make perfect repairs with the Shaler. \Ve

furnish instructions that anyone can understand and follow.

l“We also have a complete line of steam and electric vulcanizers for garages

3 motorists who do not have access to electric current.

Send the Coupon Today

You'll get a complimentary copy of our famous booklet, ‘fCommon

SEHSB_About Tire Repairs." Contains a lot of valuable pointers for

the Wide-awake garage man.

C- A. SHALER COMPANY

408 Fourth Street Waupun, Wis. /

   

 

  

 
  

__ r /

.Qsweats.»44L.-_E_“be”l...
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We
OSITION \VANTED—Thirty-six years

of age. twelve years’ experience as me

chanical designer, four years as chief with

new and successful automobile company, at

present engineer for truck company. Expe~

rienccd With Jig tool and automatic machine

design. Practical, experienced. Would be

profitable to concern requiring the devel

opment of new models or concern that re

quires more profitable mode of manufac

ture. Available soon. BOX 247, care Mo
tor \Norld. A

‘NIHY PAY from $5.00 to $15.00 to have

the Water Jacket or Radiator of Auto

repaired when for $1.00 you can get a large

tube of “FIRELESS SOLDER" that will

positively do the trick without removing the

engine or radiator from the frame. Send

$1.00. money order or bill, and a regular

$1.50 tube with testimonials will be

promptly 5cm. charges prepaid. \VAUSEO

CHEMICAL COMPANY, \Vauscon, Ohio.

ORA REPAIR PARTS—\Ve have pur

chased thc repair business of the Mora

Cars, including all stock on hand, dra_w1ngs,

patterns, jigs, office records and the right to

receive the mail of the company. Owners

of Mora Cars will save considerable time

by placing their orders for parts directly

with us. We have in stock repair parts for

all models. PHILADELPHIA MACHINE

WORKS, 67 Laurel St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

ER-OSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES

Our new Model B uses successfully

half and half mixture lowest grades kero

some and gasoline. Satisfaction guaranteed

or money refunded. Greatly increased pow~

er, very slow speed on high. Starts easy at

zero. Special agents' prices. Dept. N. THE

AIR-FRICTION CARBURETOR CO.,

Dayton, Ohio.

NE-TOH Delivery Truck, in first—class

running order; pneumatic tires, two ex

tra shoes, chains, shields, insurance, etc.

Having no use for same must be sold at

ullCC; no reasonable offer refused. \Vill give

thorough demonstration. LINWOOD

HAINES LIMITED, Front and Federal

Sts., Camden, N. J.

DETECTIVES \VANTED—Young men

wanted to operate in own locality, se

cret service work. experience unnecessary.

Enclose stamp for articulars. UNIVER

SAL DETECTIVE AGENCY, 304 Colcord

Bldg, Oklahoma City, Okla.

WANTED—An expert automobile me

_ chanic, must be thoroughly posted in

all lines of the work; prefer a man to take

Zigzage of thtt? shgp; stgady employment and

Y wages 0t e rig t man, MICHIGAN

MOTOR CAR SALES CO., Cadillac, Mich.

OR SALE—Brush car in i 'T

_ , good runnn
F“ order, complete, With top, extra tire ring

u equipment of tools; at a bargain. Ad

.(1wraes‘seg.\{i?sitlAS, 780 Delaware Ave., Mil—

FORV SALE—Stoddard i i

- -Da t ‘25%?” cm g°°d.°°"dition- ontilariiiiiciii

. . . A. BIRDEIT, Hornell, N, y_
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15cenis perlirie ofsix wordscasli wilh order?

b- in copiials.25cenis perline :

A market place where Dealers, Jobbere and ‘

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade need cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

 

LANT FOR SALE CHEAP—Suitable

for auto bodies (especially limousine)

and accessories. Power, lights. water, dry

kilns, sprinklers, sidetracks, abundant stor

age. A. J. PHILLIPS CO., Fenton. Mich.

LIMOUSINE—$1,200 limousine body,

shop worn, for $450. THE MILLER

1026 Connecticut Ave., \Vashington,

CYLINDERS reground. Pistons fitted.

Prompt shipments. HAUBER AUTO

MOBILE WORKS, St. Marys, Pa.

‘NlANTED—To trade seven city lots in

Eureka Spgs.. Ark., and a 1% Kt. dia

mond for automobile, racing tyge roadster

pl‘CftIBl'llfd. Address 308-9 Wysor ldg., Mun

cie, n . ,

COMPLETE S-passenger body, including

mohair top, for Stevens-Duryea Model

AA car; all in good condition; a bargain for

any one who can use it. E. L. NDER

SON, Winton Place, Cincinnati, Ohio.

 

WANTED—Position as garage superin- ‘

tendent or foreman by _technicall

trained man. Eight years' practical experi

ence. Thoroughly understands carburetion,

Ylllllll‘llll lll | r-u l iii lllllll miviiiii"iiui-iiruimumu or,

 

ignition and self-starting systems. Familiar r

with modern garage practice. BOX 246,

care Motor \Vorld.

O EXCHANGE—Mitchell Model G and

_ lot in thriving town of Ashdown, Ark.,

for Buick roadster, 1911 or 1912 model, or

other make as good. Address LOCK BOX

583. Pittsfield. Ill.

$400131“. cosr $1,000

 

l

Attei-bury truck, 1912, half ton, panel top, |

hard tires, chain drive; sold because owner '

bought larger capacity. DUKE, 57 East l

108th St., New York.

WELDING—Cylinder crank case and

crank shaft welded, cylinders re

bored, $7.00 _to $11.00 a cylinder, including

piston and rings. STERLING ENG. CO.,

331-333 S. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.
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‘NIANT Franklin light S-pass‘enger 1910

or 1911, cheap, for cash; no dealers.

1018 Turner St., Allentown, Pa.

SITUATION WANTED - Professional

chauffeur. Handles any gas car and

does own repairing. Winton six preferred.

Strictly sober. No cigarettes. References

furnished. \V. H. Greenwood, White Creek,

\Vis.

IMPLEX 90, with touring and racing

equipment in Al condition. Cost $7,500.

For sale, $2,000. I. A. FORSYTHE, JR.,

350 Forsythe St., Jacksonville, Fla.

FOR SALE—Garage, equipment and busi

ness at Hobart, Okla... county seat of

5,000, two railroads, prosperous and grow

ing agricultural section surrounding.

\Vcather and roads such that everybody

uses the auto the year round. No tie up for

snow and ice. Come or write. I). A.

SCOTT, Hobart. Okla.

 

FORD Model T Reference Book" gives

cause and cure of all the ails of Model

T simply and concise. Gives the latest

kinks. Full of pointers. Written es ecially

for it. Elaborate cross index enab es you

to discover any trouble at once. Write for

deScriptive circular or sent post aid, $1.00.

FORD REFERENCE BOOK C8. 57 West

125th St., New York.

TOPS AND SEAT COVERS.

High-grade material and experienced

workmanship in either case. Our Tops are

built to look right tomorrow and a year

from tomorrow. Our Seat Covers can be

cleaned to look like new, with gasoline or

soap and water. We're glad to estimate

special work or quote prices on stock goods.

Prompt service assured. CENTRAL AUTO

'II‘CgP CO., 120 W. Mich. St., Indianapolis,

n .

 

CADILLAC 1911,

$675—5-passenger; top, windshield, slip cov

ers, Prest-O, speedometer, extra shoes and

tubes; entirely new; any demonstration.

DUKE, 57 East 108th t., New York.

FOR SALE—Chea , one American Trav

eler, color batt eship gray; Just 1 e

new; run a little over 4,305 miles. MICHI

GAN AUTO CO., 410 7th St., Calumet.

‘ Mich.
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An ad. like this

will cost you 75c.

for each insertion.
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These columns offer you an 0P"

portunity to appeal to an audience

Of 8,000 readers whose merchan

dising taste is being cultivated
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PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair I

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and supply dealer for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

OT in Velasco, Texas, for automobile or

motor boat; said $1,000 20 years ago.

TOM CHILDRE S, R. F. D. No. 2, Arling

ton, Texas.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN.

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps, radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not afiect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, 0.

LUMINUM

ings and tubes. $3.50 prepaid to any

vulcanizers for both cas

l5cenis per line of‘sixwordsmsli Wllh .or‘den

- in capiialsZiScenis pcrlme *

A market place where Dealers, Jobber: and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used can,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tion: may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

  

AUTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground,

I new pistons and rin s fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST RON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An 01] preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

new. Ask your garage and supply dealer

r it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

‘NIANTEDj—Salesman for agencies in

every city to install new process in
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address. Money back if not satisfactory. demand, Showing over 300% profit to gar

A TRUSCOTT SUPPLY CO., St. Joseph, ages, supply dealers, breweries. Entirely

Mich. new, big seller. This means bi money.

_ k Experience not essential. H. ]. EBER,

m RURAL Paacels I’oist Dgliverg Car—An: South Orange, N. J.

_ party w1t capita an us intereste ' 'l'l in placing one on the marliaet, correspond PEERLESS. LINING DYE

:i Wm, B p. COWLS’ Sparta, Mich _Dyes the cloth_linings of tops and cur

Jli e . . . . L - tains a black, uniform color, covering up

'0! AUTO LEGAL MATTERS water stains and grease spots. Does not

lot Have you a troublesome chattel mort- wash 05- Ask your garage and supply

.03 gage, bad insurance, or disadvantageous deal". .

rt contract, bad debts you want to collect? The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus. 0

Do you want to borrow money, or need ‘ ' *' ' ' ’

eitpert legal advice? I specialize in auto- OR SALE OR LEASE—The most mod

mobile law. Charges nominal. EDWARD ern garage in Southern Colorado. with

at ENDELMAN, Attorney at Law, 299 Broad- fine repair shop and storage room for six

1;! way, Manhattan, N. Y. C. ,teen cars. doing good business and fine
at! E" prospects for coming year. A snap] for

be WELDING and cutting of metals, auto' Someone. Address BOX 208, Monte ista,

m mobile work a specialty; all kinds of C010

1!! broken machinery‘re aired; chassis length- 1 " .

d entd and repaired; all kinds of brazing. I F OR SALE—Garagc, fun? e(ll-1| [Jed-With
[l] Will cut designs out of steel plates. E. W. in 50 miles Of New York CPiW- TWO'

:5 SOLEAU,264 DeWitt Ave., Belleville, N. J. story brick building, steam heat, 1,000- al.

"’W ' a ' j gas tank, full stock of oils, greases. supp ies

, FORD OWNERS—Our spare demount- l and accessories. Agency for two standard

able wheel cures tire trouble on the jnon-competing cars. Storage for 35 cars.

3, road. ’ Attention, Doctors. Write, AN- ' This is a rare chance for a live man. Ill

,1 QIER S. Streator, Ill. , health of owner reason for selling. Address

:: i" * ' Motor World. Box 241

WANTED—T0 buy good second-hand * "i" 1 ’ ' _ "

radiator and fan to cool a 35-horse- ‘ NVESTIGATE THIS. I have a device

I, ¥0\V6|' engine. Address BOX 54, Cushing, , that will brin in any auto or truck that

*1 ,,°wa‘ ‘ has broken whee , axle, etc. I need partner

ii i with some capital to put it on the market in

(- AUTO LISTS, owners, etc., of any State. quantity. Get photo and description. 0. G.

5- H. CARROLL, 111., Albany, N. Y. GUSS, Delphos, Ohio.

/\< I

k
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An ad. like this

will cost you 90c.

for each insertion.

|- weekly to the highest degree by

c ("11' articles on “Wide Awakfi

. Merchandising.” Look at the

l cost as shown in the margins.
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ARE YOU in need of any additional hel

in any department of your business.

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

Softens the leather and will not crack,

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look like

new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask your

garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus. 0

BROKEN Cylinders and Crankcases—

Send them to be made good as new at

fraction of replacement cost. Scored cyl

inder repaired, $12. No new piston and

rings required because bore is not enlarged.

Where cylinders are worn (not scored from

loose wrist pin) reboring is only remedy.

We do it expertly. Write for com lete in

formation and estimates. WATE BURY

WELDING COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn.

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full articu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, OOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN.

Bakes either to a high gloss finish, egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps. radiators

and fenders. Will not crack, chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

ROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway. N. 1.

OR HIRE—White IK-ton truck by

week. CHAS. HONEHEIN, 2027 3rd

Ave._ New York City.

UTOMOBILE FOR SALE—1912 Mar

mon Speedster, Indianapolis Speedway

type car. A-l condition; run 4,000 miles.

For particulars apply W. F. BURROUGI-IS.

66 Midland Ave., Arlington, N. J. Tel. 29

Arlington.

KEROSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES.

New Model B uses successfully half and

half mixture lowest grades kerosene and

gasolene. Satisfaction guaranteed or money

refunded. Greatly increased power, very

slow speed on high. Starts easy at zero.

Special agents’ prices. Dept. 8. THE

AIR-FRICTION CARBURETOR CO..

Dayton, Ohio.
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Yon- as a _tire_ bill pa er; now

i emand avisg-h_ke rn_n Llp-Wllll no

cutting orbreaking above the rim

and here it is -—+

ft’s the rim as much as the

ad that wears out your tires.

  

Then we called in our Chem

ists and said:

“Tire buyers are demanding _

a tough, flint-like, but resilient

tread—a tire made of lusty

young rubber—a tire giving

the utmost mileage at no addi

tional expense.”

50 we said to our Engi

:rs:

‘You must build us a tire

th perfect 3—point R-im Con

't.”

l‘hey did—and they also

fled the No-Pinch Safety

1p for inner tube protection

And the answer is the Dia

mond VITALIZED RUBBER

1n

Diamond £521. Tires
Here is a N0~C1inch tire that appeals to the hard-headed, shrewd tire buyer—the man who

sists on easy riding comfort and a good liberal mileage.

  

Each point of rim contact in a tire is a point of All this is overcome in the Diamond No-Clinch

pport. Where the points of rim contact are not because the three points of rim contact are abso

rfect, undue pressure is brought to bear at an lutely mechanically perfect—the annealed steel

supported point of the tire. cable wire bead holds with a viseelike, rim-grip.

Then what happens; Add to this the No-Pinch Safety Flap, for in

Th 1 _ I . _ _ v ner tube protection, the Vitalized Rubber advan

_u]t e.resu t is a terrific strain on the tire that tage, the famous Diamond Safetv (Squeegee)

id 5: 123311511 troulfles, breaking above the bead Tread and you have bought rubber' shod mileage

p on o t e tread from the carcass. that has no equal at any price.

. . . . .
flthus hme specify Diamond Vitalized Rubber Tina—you can get

them to fit your rims at any of the

5.000 Diamond Dealers a A m
a] ' If ouarent D' le, wisS the tiyme to getoinalinzifun'lgliere iiaaerDigrchond

Branch near you—get in touch today.

Diamond Safety (Squegee)

' ‘\ Tread for

Automobiles, Motorcycles, Bicycles

 

  

 

 



' LeKlaxet is destined. 6r the equiment of

thousands ofsmafler cars just as (EurJng

. EV? cars costin§$2500 and mor£J ~ actual

Statistics~ar9 equipped wit

lovcll‘RConmII Hf; Company Newark,NJ., USA.

KLAXON '
"GitePubfltStyi’Q/Sgnal"
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It’s the VALUE—NOT the PRICE

That Sells the $885 Studebaker “25"

Dealers know that prices only become salesmen when backed by extraordi- i

nary value. |

We do not believe the automobile world ever saw greater value for $885

than the Studebaker “25” represents.

In this car there is every bit as much Studebaker quality as in the Stude

baker “35” and “Six,” and with good reason, too, because the “25” is built en

tirely in the Studebaker plants by the same skillful workmen who fashion the

steels for the “35” and “Six”; and of the same materials that enter into the

construction of the larger cars. '

The Studebaker “25” is a noteworthy car in design—construction—equip- \

ment.

It’s a self-seller to the man who wants a light but flexible car, capable of

every achievement of the larger machines.

Light construction means less cost of production—a lower cost to the buyer

-—and consequently a better sales opportunity for Studebaker dealers.

  

Five passengers, 4 cylinders, Goodrich Tires, demountable rims, full elliptic

springs, body of pleasing cowl design with rich upholstery, electric horn—ad

justable windshield—Prest-O-Lite tank, extra rim and tire irons, speedometer,

tools, robe rail, and Studebaker Jiffy curtains—the best $885 worth ever offered

to automobile buyers.

 

STUDEBAKER CARS

“20" Delivery Car. . . . . . . . ..$825 “35" Touring Car.. . 1290 “SIX” T ' C 155 I
“25" Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . .. 885 "35" Sedan T e....:III." 205 “ " gunng' at ' ' ' ' ‘ "$ 0 i

"25" Touring Car ........ .. 885 “35" Coupe 1858 SIX meusme 2500

All prize: for Mr: fully :qui'ppra' R O. 6’. Detroit

The Studebaker Corporation

DETROIT, MICH.

Studebaker “25”
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HE. attractiveness of a car to the

prospective. purchaser depends up

on the finish more than upon any other

factor.

And upon the permanence of the fin—

ish—the continued beauty of the car——

depends much of the owner’s satisfac

tion.

Because they realize the importance

of these two facts, manufacturers of

quality cars—no matter what their price

——arc specifying Berry Brothers’ special

Automobile Yarnishcs and Japans.

These are the result of 55 years of

knowing how—55 years of experience

in developing just the right varnish for

any given purpose.

it will pay any manufacturer or body

maker who is interested in securing the

maximum of attractiveness at reason

able cost to get in touch with us.

\Vrite, ’phone or call.

BERRY BROTHERS,

The \Vorld’s Largest Makers of Varnish
Detroit, Mich. If H.

FACTORIES—Detroit, Mich" and VValkeI-ville,‘0rit.

BRANCHES—New York,_ Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chi’l

cago. Cincinnati, St. Louis, San Francisco, London, England.
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j Put YOUR Car in the

' Self-Starting Class

    

A push of the button starts the up-to-date car. Thp‘

knell of the crank has been sounded. The self-starter h 8

reached the highest stage of perfection in the

‘ HARTFORD ELECTRKI

Starting and Lighting

‘ SYSTEhl

  

Fits any car, regardless of make, year or model. Efficient, powerful and dependable the Hartio d

It’s the most compact and lightest system ever System makes it possible for ever

devised; likewise the most efficient and powerful. enjoy the comfort of a self-start'ng, elect i lly

1 Only 24 pounds to the weight of the motor that lighted car. Built by one of the

‘ whirls a 90 H.P. engine at 118 revolutions per accessory manufacturers in tl

‘ minute. Low current consumption and the small- factory capacity of 90.000 start 5 a year. Prom

est battery equipment of any starter. delivery is assured. \Vrite i

EDWARD V. HARTFORD, President

Hartford Suspension Co. / //

Manufacturer: of

Hartford Self-Starters, Shock

Absorbers, Jacks and Bumpers

  

it . . .
OFFICE AND WORKS: JERSEY CITY, Nféiw V /

"WHO", 5“"‘2' bum ""0 Branch Officel and Dealer: Everywhere S'iii :‘rd with” ‘W h 1" fill” "'1

transmilnon of a new car.

_~l-'9"‘A u
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Reduce tire and c r expense by means of thick “non-skid” tread built up on regular Firestone

bOdY- Toughness and thickness give longer life: resiliency protects car's mechanism.

Sharp edges. abrupt angles and deep hollows of tread grip pavement or road—prevent skid

and increase traction. emand them for security. economy, comfort.

v for book, “ What's Mat in Tires,” by H. S. Firestone

9: Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio All Principal Cities

'a’s Largest Exclusive Tire and Rim Makers”

The Firestov
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tool making.

  

  

 

  

  

The Modern Pliers— ‘y

Its Primitive Origin

The last half century has con- ‘

tributed more to the develop— ‘

ment of the present high state

of tool-efiiciency than all pre

vious years in the history of \

It is significant \

that this period also marks the history of

fillings :2 SpencerTools
H The tools that are guaranteed "

\

It has always been the de

termination of the makers

of th e famous triangle

trademarked line to con

stantly improve their prod

ucts so that no matter what

type of tool might be1

needed the B. 8: S. imprint

would be a guide to its

most perfected form.

Write for Catalog andprl'eei

Billing: & Spencer Company

Hartford, Conn.
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The GreatestTestofAll

Is the Test of Time

 
 

has been continually successful

under that one brand name since

the very start of the automobile

industry. This alone stamps its

quality and popular approval.

([If you are a dealer—carry

MONOGRAM OIL and your

customers will be pleased and

satisfied.

(I If you are an owner—use

MONOGRAM OIL and you will

be pleased and satisfied.

([Ii you are a manufacturer—

recommend MONOGRAM OIL

and the owners of your cars will

be pleased and satisfied

1, "
, , .I
lit a

NEWYORKLUBRICATINGOILCO.

Consolidated with

Columbia Lubricants Co. of N. Y.

116 Broad Street, New York City

BRANCHES AT NEWARK. BOSTON, CHICAGO,

CLEVELAND, PHILADELPHIA, SEATTLE,

SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, SPOKANE.

LONDON, ENGLAND; JOHANNESBURG. SO.
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N. A. A. M. T0 RETAIN SHOWS

IN NEW YORK Allll CHICAGO

That Is. the Pleasure Car Sections—

Separate Truck Displays May Be

Abandoned — Amalgamated

Body To Be Incorporated.

 

Not only the national show in Chicago,

the continuance of which already had been

assured, but the New York show, will» be

repeated in l9l4——that is, the pleasure car

shows. It is excrtrnely probable, however,

that the truck exhibits which form Part II

of both the Chicago and the New York

functions will be eliminated.

These' subjects were discussed at the

meeting of the executive committee of the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers at their regular meeting in New

York yesterday, point being given to them

by the movement undertaken by Albert L.

Pope, of the Pope Mfg. Co., looking toward

the discontinuance of the two big shows.

Pope himself was present at the meeting

and brought with him a formidable array

of communications endorsing his views,

but the considerations and arguments of the

executive committee finally convinced him

that if the N. A. A. M., or some other

strong trade organization, did not promote

the national shows, independent promoters,

with only their personal interests to serve,

would step into the breach and bring about

an undesirable state of affairs. When the

force of these arguments bore him down,

Pope admitted their weight, and when the

vote for. the continuance of both the New

York and Chicago shows was taken, he

made it unanimous.

There is no denying, however, that a

Strong sentiment exists that a two weeks'

show in. New York and another in Chicago

'5 entirely “too much of a good thing," and

serves sadly -to,,disrupt or disorganize fac—

t“? ODerations. In an effort to shorten the

season, the N. A. A. M. executive committee

'Plattd itself on record as favoring the dis

continuance of separate truck exhibits, but

before definitely committing itself to their

elimination, the opinion of the general

membership will he sought.

The amalgamation of the N. A. A. M.

with the Automobile Board of Trade was

also brought much nearer at yesterday's

meeting. The joint committees represent

ing the two bodies were authorized to pro

cccd with the incorporation of the Automo

bile Chamber of Commerce, as the consoli

dated organization will be styled, and they

will gather later in the month to perform

that service. The Chamber \will be incorpo

rated undcr the laws of New York and will

retain the present offices of both the N. A.

A. M. and Board of Trade, which adjoin

each other. Belief that another location

would prove desirable was expressed, but

it was finally decided to retain the present

quarters and remodel them.

Those present at the meeting were: \N. E.

Metzgcr, Charles Clifton, L. H. Kittridge,

G. ‘W. Bennett, Albert L. Pope, \V. C. Le

land, Alfred Reeves, S. T. Davis, ]r., W. T.

White, R. D. Chapin, H. H. Rice, Alvin

Macauley, who acted for S. D. \Valdon, and

S. A. Miles. general manager.

Lyons-Atlas To Make Cars, Too.

Almost without warning, the Lyons-Atlas

Co., of Indianapolis, which several months

since acquired the Atlas Engine Works and

one of the four Knight American licenses,

has decided to build cars as well as en

gines.

Equally surprising is the announcement

that Harry A. Knox, former president and

general manager of the Atlas Motor Car

Co., of Springeld, Mass. which was thrown

into bankruptcy last month, has removed

to Indianapolis, where he will assume

charge of the manufacture of the Lyons

Knight_ cars, which will be made in both

four and six-cylinder types.

They will be similar to the ones produced

by Knox’s Springfield company and will be

distinguished by worm drive, left hand steer,

center control, dash tank and complete elec

tric equipment.

COURT DECLINES T0 ORDER

$140,000 TIRES DESTROYED

Tells Consolidated Tire It Got Into

Wrong Court—Grant Patent OFFI

cially “Dead,” But Litigation

Far From Ended.

Although the Consolidated Rubber Tire

Co., which owned the famous Grant patent,

No. 554,765, covering the imbedded-wire

solid tire, was successful some time ago

in its infringement suit against the Dia

mond Rubber Co. of New York, the court

this week refused to grant the Consoli

dated’s request that $140,000 worth of tires

made in Akron and Kokomo factories be

~seized and destroyed on the grounds that

they were made prior to the expiration of

the patent, which “died” February 18 last.

The Consolidated also asked that the Dia

mond Rubber Co. of Ohio, the Diamond

Rubber Co. of \Vest Virginia and the new

and greater B. F. Goodrich Co. of New

York he brought in as defendants in the

suit which now is in the accounting stage,

but this, too, was denied. '

Judge Coxe, who heard the motions on

these points in the United States District

Court for the Southern District of New

York, declared that the Consolidated com

pany. in its requests for the seizure of tires

in other circuits was in the wrong court

and that what relief it asked could well be

secured in suits of other form and in other

circuits, which suits the Consolidated‘s at

torneys state will be brought.

The contention was that the tires were

made before the patent died and that their

sale after the death of the patent would

result in an injury to the Consolidated

company; there also enters into the sit

nation the fact that in 1903 the Kokomo

Rubber Co.. of Kokomo, Ind.. succeeded in

overturning the Grant patent, and although

the United States Supreme Court has since

upheld the patent on an appeal from an

other court, the Kokomo company has
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claimed and has more or less enjoyed im

munity from prosecution. The Goodyear

CPmPQIl)’, of Akron, Ohio, was in a like

situation.

In commenting upon the requested de

struction of the $140,000 worth of tires, the

court said;

“The complaint also asks that the marshal

of this court be directed to take possession

of said stock and destroy the same and that

he also be directed to seize and destroy all

tires made by the Kokomo company of

Indiana prior to February 18, 1913, pursuant

to an arrangement with the defendant or

the Ohio company.

“The grant patent expired on February

18, 1913, and the invention is now open and

free to all the world. The complainant does

not point out the modus operandi to be pur

sued by the marshal of this court in seizing

and destroying property situated in Ohio

and Indiana, and I venture to think it will

have difficulty in doing so.

“\Vhatever damages the complainant has

sustained by reason of the defendant's in

fringement in this jurisdiction can be re

covered upon the accounting. It cannot,

however, recover here for the acts of par

ties in other jurisdictions where the mak

ing of the Grant tires was authorized by

reason of the decisions of the courts of the

Sixth and Seventh circuits that the patent

was invalid.

“The petition shows that the complain

ant has brought action against the Kokomo

company which was dismissed. A suit is

now pending against the Ohio Diamond

company which by an order of the court of

the Northern District of Ohio was directed

to disclose its transactions in infringing

tires. A suit for damages may be brought

against any of the parties which the motion

seeks to bring in as defendants.

“I cannot resist the conclusion that all

the relief to which the complainant is en

titled may be obtained either in the present

action or in such other actions as it may

bring to recover damages against the par

ties who it insists have infringed the Grant

patent.

“The doctrine of Kessler v. Eldred, 206

U. S. 285, cannot be ignored, and so long

as it exists it will be lawful to do in one

jurisdiction what is unlawful in another.

This seriously affects the rights of pat

entees, but it is the law. The motion is

denied."

Rapp to Become Toledo Spark Plug.

The Rapp Mfg. Co., of Toledo, Ohio,

maker of Viso and Ohio spark plugs, has

taken the necessary legal steps to change its

name to the Toledo Spark Plug Mfg. Co.

It also has acquired new quarters in the

Manufacturers’ Building, which will about

quadruple its floor space.

  

BANKRUPTCY BUGHT FAUS

0N GEORGIA’S TIRE PLANT

Fraud and Stock Jobbing Alleged—

Treasurer Missing, Apparently

With Proceeds of Stock Sales

—$200 of Assets Found.

 

That tire factory in Atlanta, Ga., which

was to be the first full blown factory of

the sort south of the Ohio River, seems

wholly unlikely to throw out blossoms. A

legal blight has attacked its roots in the

form of a bankruutcy petition and a re

ceiver, 0f the name F. Roland Alston, has

taken charge of the effects of the Inter

State Tire & Rubber Co., as the project had

been christened. It was incorporated late

last fall, with an authorized capital of $500,

000, of which, however, only about $125,000

had been subscribed and not all of which

had been paid in. A co-related enterprise,

the Inter-State Automobile Association, is

also in the hands of Receiver Alston.

The sponsors and officers of both ven

tures were the same, R. H. Falbaum figur

ing as president, his wife as vice-president

and L. R. Strauss as secretary and treas

uren

According to the bankruptcy petition,

Falbaum was a liquor salesman before he

engaged in the automobile supply business,

first in Birmingham, Ala., where he failed.

Removing to Atlanta, the petitioners allege

that Falbaum, with his wife and Strauss,

“entered into the present conspiracy to pro—

mote a fake corporation for the purposes

of selling its stock for the benefit of its

promoters."

Falbaum and Strauss, ‘it is claimed, set

forth that they had secured a factory site in

Atlanta and that a building was being

equipped with the necessary machinery, but

meanwhile, it is charged, they were en~

gagcd in selling stock throughout all of the

Southern States by “means of various fraud

ulent advertisements and allegations,” the

stock salesmen being paid a commission of

20 per cent. It also is alleged that when

it was impossible to obtain full cash pay

ment for the stock, small deposits were col

lected and notes, to suit the convenience of

the subscriber, were taken for the balances

due.

The attorney for the petitioning creditors

states that the receiver found less than $200

in actual assets when he took control. He

also declares that the Federal inspectors are

on the trail of the company and its officers

for violation of the postal regulations, and

stamps the Inter-State enterprise as the

“deepest saturated in fraud and corruption

of any ‘blue sky' scheme ever promoted in

the South."

Falbaum, the Inter-State president, still

is in Atlanta, but Strauss is supposed to

have gone to Cuba, taking with him, it is

alleged, the greater part of the' funds which

had been collected from the sale of the com

pany's stock.

Maxwell Creditors Entered Wrong Court.

The Indiana creditors of the Maxwell

Briscoe Motor Co., who somewhat com

plicated the reorganization of the United

States Motor Co., of which the Maxwell

Briscoe company was a part, by filing a

petition in bankruptcy against the Maxwell

Briseoe plant in New Castle, Ind., failed

to carry their point. The case was heard in

the Federal court in Indianapolis last week

and was dismissed for want of jurisdiction.

the court holding that the action should

have been instituted in New York.

\\"hen the bankruptcy petition first was

filed, the Maxwell—Briscoe Co.-the new

name selected by the United States Motor

reorganizers—already had taken possession

of the New Castle property, but its repre

sentative was displaced and the receiver

reassumed charge immediately the petition

was filed.

Hoover Buys Flanders’s Ball Equipment.

]. T. Hoover, who formerly managed the

steel ball department of the Flanders Mfg.

Co., of Pontiac, Mich., has purchased the

machinery and the finished balls and ma

terial in progress which were contained in

the Flanders plant in Chelsea, Mich, He

paid $80,000 for it, $40,000 of which was

for the finished and unfinished material. It

is stated that he almost immediately re-sold

about $30,000 worth of the stock and that

the machinery will be removed to Ann Ar

bor, Mich., where Hoover has organized the

Hoover Steel Ball Co. Since the Flanders

company went into the hands of a receiver

on December 6 last, the appraisers have

been at work, but their labors have not

yet been completed. It is understood, how

ever, that several parties are dickering for

the Pontiac plant.

Goodyear May Build Plant in Brazil.

Although it was stated that the Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Co. of South America, which

was incorporated late last year, under the

laws of Maine, with an authorized capital

of $3,000,000, purposed acquiring or devel

oping rubber plantations in Brazil, it now

appears that the establishment of a factory

in Rio de Janeiro was one of the objects in

view.

Representatives of the company have been

in Brazil for some time, and it is said that

their efforts have met with so much efl'

couragement that the establishment of I1

rubber factory in Rio de Janeiro “is one of

the probabilities of the near future."
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ONE “INTERNATIONAL” IS

“INTERNATIONAL” NO MORE

Tire Concern, Offshoot of “League,”

Becomes Northland and Bidwell

Quits Presidency—Former Re

lationship Off.

 

For reasons best known to itself, the In

ternational Tire & Rubber Co., of Buffalo,

N. Y., which was an offshoot of the so

called International Automobile League of

that city, has found it desirable to change

its name to the Northland Rubber Co.

Incident to the change of name, A. C.

Bidwcll, head and front of the “league,”

has retired from the presidency of the Tire

& Rubber company, although he still retains

at least one share in it.

The new president of the Northland Rub

ber Co. is Bert L. Jones, who is general

manager of the Gorge Route, the scenic

trolley line at Niagara Falls. The vice—

president is George C. Riley, :1 Bufialo

lawyer, who on occasion has represented

the International Automobile League. The

secretary and treasurer is \N. J. Hayes, a

former State bank examiner who at one

time was cashier of the Niagara Bank of

Buffalo. It is understood that each of the

officers hold but one share of Northland

stock. Before the name of the corporation

was changed, Jones was secretary and

Hayes treasurer and general manager.

The Northland Rubber Co. is capitalized

at $2,000,000, of which it is stated $1,000,000

has been paid in. \thn it was being formed

under its original name, the "members" of

the so—called International league who gra

ciously are permitted to pay $10 per year

for the privilege of buying supplies at cut

rates, were as graciously allowed to sub

scribe for stock in the Tire & Rubber com

WW- and it is declared that between 8,000

and 9,000 took advantage of the opportu

nllY- These stockholders will be afforded

the privilege of purchasing Northland tires

“at a trifle more than cost," and, of course,

will participate in any dividends which may

be earned.

President Jones. was very frank when

5"" by 8 Motor World man on Tuesday

last and answered all questions without

hesitation. He stated that the name of the

company was changed because it conflicted

with the "league's" title, and also because

it simplified matters. He asserted p05iti\'ely,

however, that there is no connection be

tween the Northland company and the so

callfd “league” except to the extent that

Northland tires will be sold to the Hleague,"

bUt not at special prices, as it is the purpose

of the Northland company to make a bid

for lhe Patronage of the trade at large.

The Northland factory has been com

pleted, and it is expected it will begin oper

ations next week. Bidwell, the original

promoter and president of the corporation

and of the “league,” is now in California.

Owners’ “Trade Price" Man Disappears.

C. 5. Holmes, of‘Pittsburgh, Pa., who in

November last set up in Columbus, Ohio,

as the representative of an association

which purposed selling supplies to automo

bile owners at “trade prices," is among the

missing. He left behind him a number of‘

unpaid bills and two dishonored drafts

which had been endorsed by a clerk whom

he employed, and who also mourned the

loss of two weeks' salary. James \V. Car—

roll, E. C. Morton and Harry Patton, of

Columbus, who vouched for Holmes when

he came from Pittsburgh, made good the

losses, however, and have taken over the

remains of Holmes's business. They prob

ably will reorganize it under the style Ohio

Automobile Supply Co.

Portage Claims Note Was Protested.

Alleging that a 30 days note for $4,376.33,

given to the Portage Rubber Co., of Akron,

Ohio, by the Stein Tire & Rubber Co., which

recently withdrew from the trade in New

York City, went to protest at maturity, Sep

tember 22, 1912, the Portage company this

week filed suit in the Supreme Court for

New York county; the protest fee of $1.30

is added to the face of the note. Because of

endorsements, Arthur S. Stein, Ernest J.

Willis and the E. J. Willis Co. are named

as co-defendants.

Ford Plant to be Immensely Enlarged.

Despite its already enormous production,

what the Ford Motor Co. thinks of the

future of the automobile business is indi

cated by the fact that it has accepted plans

for the enlargement of its plant in Detroit,

which already contains 26 acres of floor

space. The contemplated enlargement will

consist of three new buildings. each three

stories high and 1,700 feet in length.

Syracuse Dealer Freed from Restraint.

Frank P. Anderson, an automobile dealer

in Syracuse. N. Y., who was placed on the

county limits following the taking of a judg

ment against him by Mary H. \Valsh, has

satisfied the claim and is freed from re

straint; the judgment was for $1,600 claimed

to have been advanced as the price of a car

which was not delivered. .

Lansden Takes Over Boston Agency.

The Lansden Co., of Newark, N. J., maker

of Lansden electric vehicles, has taken over

its agency interests in Boston and converted

them into a factory branch. The former

agent, H. E. Taylor, will be in charge.

OHIO STATE LEGISLATORS

ENDEAVOR TO END STRIKE.

Senate Committee Investigating Tron

ble at Akron—Move Causes Work

men to Modify Demands—Man

ufacturers Remain Firm.

Despite continued desertions from the'l

ranks, the strike of the Akron rubber work.

ers still is in efiect. The manufacturers re

main firm and, in an effort to investigate

conditions leading up to the trouble, and

possibly to pave the way to peace, the Ohio

legislature has appointed a committee 0!

three senators who have been holding daily

sessions in Akron. They have subpoenaed

nearly all the prominent Akron tire manu

facturers, and a number of the workmen,

and their work is still in progress. It at»

pears to have exerted some influence, as on

Monday last, the strikers’ executive osm—

mittee drafted a new proposal which is to

be submitted to the senate committee and

which may lead to arbitration.

In their revised proposal, the strikers

have reduced the wage scale at first ex

ploited, the new terms proposing a 25 per

cent. increase for all the lower paid work

men, 15 percent. for tire builders and other

highly paid employes and an 8-hour (lay and

the abolishment of piecework.

Pending the settlement of their demands,

the strikers have suggested to the senato

rial investigators that a board of arbitra

tion, composed of strikers and manufw

turers, be appointed in an endeavor to set

tle the differences. The Ohio State Board

of Arbitration previously had not only

failed to attain that end but had aroused

the resentment of the strikers by reporting

to the governor that “the strike is not one

of underpaid workers against a greedy,

overreaching, cruel industry, as has been

portrayed by the I. W. W. and others, but

the trouble is due to a state of unrest among

rubber workers, occasioned by the report

of large and swollen profits realized by the

manufacturers."

Fisk Elects Two New Directors.

In accordance with the reorganization

plans of the Fisk Rubber Co. when it

transferred its charter from Delaware to

Massachusetts and increased its capital to

$15,000,000, its board of directors has been

increased by the addition of R. B. McGraw

and E. A. Luddington. The other directors

are H. '1‘. Dunn, president. J. C. Cole, viee~

president, and H. G. Fisk, treasurer, who

constituted the original board. Mc'Graw,

one of the new directors, has been chosen

to fill the oliice of secretary of the com

pany.
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CAR EXPORTS [N 1912 GAIN

IN EVERY COUNTRY BUT ONE

Revolution-Ridden Mexico Only Divis

ion to Fall Below 1911 Figures-—

Grand Total $30,700,000, a 46

Per Cent. Gain.

\\'liile mariy of the twelve geographic

divisions into which the Federal statisti

cians divide foreign countries showed 10sses

in various months in makingr up the total

013237035189 worth of cars, which, as was

told in .\lutor \\'0rld of February 13, was

exported in the calendar year of 1912, the

twelve di\ isions with but one exception sur

paSsed their 1911 purchases of American au<

United Kingdom.

which takings.

forged ahead by a cmnt'ortable figure, and

tomobilcs: even the

lately has decreased its

the one loss is easily accounted for when

it is stated that the loser is Mexico. which

has other things to think of aside from im

portiner motor cars.

The month of December, 1912. as a whole

exceeded the same month of 1911 in export

figures. although the United Kingdom and

British ()ceania their purchases

in volume and value and France cut its im

ports by 5, or 14 per cent., in number while

increa~ine by $5,080, or 20 per cent., in

value; the greatest gain in number of cars

South American

reduced

was in connection with

purchases. which advanced to the extent of

135 cars. or 65 per cent., and the greatest

gain per cent. in number was made by

Italy. whose increase of 16 cars equals 320

per cent. Canada made the greatest mone

tary advance, increasing her purchases by

$189314, or 45 per cent.

The total shipments of cars in 1912, as

previously stated in Motor \Vorld, gained

by 7,913. or 50 per cent., in number and

57.779028, or 48 per cent.. in value, and of

this gain the greatest portion, in number,

was made by Canada, which exceeded its

1911 purchases by 2,433 cars, or 48 per

cent., and also led in gain in value with an

advance of $3.300.763, or 59 per cent.

111 number and percentage gained Canada

is followed by South America with 1,085,

111‘ 98 per cent.; British Oceania with 909, or

36 per cent.; Asia and Other Oceania with

837. or 103 per cent. and Other Europe

with 754. or 95 per cent. Other gains are:

t'nited Kingdom. 609, or 15 per cent.; Other

Countries, 514. or 184 per cent.; Germany,

335. or 230 per cent.; France, 276, or 65

per cent.; ltaly, 112. or 64 per cent.; \Vest

Indies and Bermuda. 70. or 23 per cent.

The principal gains in value with the ac

crnnpanying percentages were: Canada, $3,

306,763, 59 per cent.; South America, $1,

182,721. 87 per cent.; British Oceania, $874,

204, 39 per cent.; Asia and Other Oceania,

$844793. 106 per cent.;

$577019, 80 per cent.;

3457.363. 155 per cent.;

Other

Other Countries,

Germany, $242,299,

Europe,

192 per cent.; United Kingdom, $138,405,

4 per cent.; France, $81,406, 18 per cent.;

Italy, $57,064, 29 per cent., and West, Indies

and Bermuda, $48,609, 14 per cent. Mexico,

the sole loser, fell by 23, or 8 per cent., in

number and $31,018, or 6 per cent., in value.

The 1912 parts shipments exceeded those of

1911 by $1,350,006, or 41 per cent.

Shipments to the non-contiguous Amer

ican possessions, Hawaii, Porto Rico, the

Philippines and Alaska gained 541, of 54

per cent., in number of cars taken and

$573,594, or 30 per cent., in value of cars

and parts; gains were recorded in all in

stances except in the value of cars sent to

Porto Rico. where the figttre,fell by $20,

995, or 3 per cent., but the number gained

81, or 24 per cent. The grand total of

exports of cars and parts increased in 1912

by $9,703,228, or 46 per cent.

As was previously stated in Motor \Vorld

9.029 engines, valued at $1,137,285, were ex

ported in 1912, while for the last half of

1911, which is as far back as these figures

are available, the statistics are 1,693 engines.

valued at $201,409. December, 1912, gained

over that month of 1911 by 407, or 91 per

cent., in number, and $45,917, or 84 per

cent., in value. The respective figures were,

1911, 447, $54,836, and 1912, 854, $100,753.

The values of tires exported in 1911 and

1912 were respectively $2,458,177 and $3,

222,133, a gain of $762,956, or 31 per cent.

The car figures in detail are shown by the

subjoincd table.

 

 

 

 
 

 

l)ece1nber~————\ r-_—Twelve Months Ending December \

1911 1912 1910 1911 1912

Quantities. Values. Quantities. Yalucs. Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values.

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 $24,043 30 $29,123 235 $704,634 420 $449,75 7 698 $531,163

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 5,905 12 18.516 105 303,468 115 124.615 450 366,914

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5.202 21 16.335 119 360,785 _ 176 199.986 288 257,050

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 858 638,742 269 215,753 1,500 ' 2,495,268 4,031 3,380,266 4,640 3,518,671

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 90 67,718 110 116.532 460 721,077 795 718,360 1,549 1,295,379

Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 432 415.246 557 604.560 3,514 3,721,250 4,988 5,552,931 7,421 8,859,694

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 57.725 41 86,937 351 645,237 297 490.041 274 459,023

West Indies and Bermuda..... 37 39.847 54 60,660 244 361,201 300 343.281 370 391.890

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 207 225,263 342 374.183 422 474,980 1,116 1,356,445 2,201 2,539,166

British Oceania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 435 346.046 273 239.961 874 698,736 2,476 2,217,762 3,385 3.091.966

Asia and other Oceania . . . . . . .. 71 76.493 181 176.011 349 430,460 813 795.576 1,650 1,640,369

Other Countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 31.200 123 122,241 270 293,199 280 295,341 794 752,704

Total cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,247 $1,933.430 2,013 $2,060,812 8,443 $11,210,295 15,807 $15,924,361 23,720 $23,703,989

Parts (except engines and tires) .. . .. 302,935 .. . .. 367,364 . . . .. 1,980,001 . . . . .. 3,254,123 . . . . .. 4,604,129

Total cars and parts . . . . . . . .. 2,247 $2,236.365 2,013 $2,428,176 8,443 $13,190,296 15,807 $19,178,484 23,720 $28,308,118

To American I’ossessions—

Hawaii—

Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52 95.051 75 130,208 401 773,737 376 730,089 636 1,024.238

Parts (except engines and .

tires‘t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.926 ..... 14,591 ..... 57.340 .... .. 83,298 .... .. 86.331

Porto Ric0~—- '

Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 68,583 40 44,486 204 394,706 328 583,076 409 562,081

Parts (except engines and

tires) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,888 .. . . . 4,843 .. . . . 96,897 .... .. 95,590 .... . . 114.316

Philippines—

Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 40.671 38 45,277 242 324,821 282 357,460 475 616.761

Parts (except engines and __

tires) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.500 .. ... 1,877 ..... 53,666 .... .. 48,264 .... .. 5311/0

Alaska—

Cars .................... .. 1 850 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3- 4,350 8 6,910 15 19.664

Parts (except engines and

mg) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28 ..... 2,321 .... .. 2,214 .... .. 4,034

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126 $222469 153 $241,310 850 $1,707,838 994 $1,906,901 1,535 $2,430,495

Grand total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.373 $2,458,834 2,166 $2,699,486 9,293 $14,893,134 16,801 $21,085,385 25,255 $30,788,613
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1912111PORTA'110N 0E CARS

TENTH LESS THAN 111 1911

Number Shrinks 10 Per Cent. and To

tal Value Is $1,999,587—France,

Only Gainer, Increases Value

by 45 Per Cent.

823, 12, $37,108; total cars, 103, $227,067, 87,

$227,652; parts (except tires), $50,325, $12,

694; total value of cars and parts, $227,

392, $204,346.

The details for the twelvemonth are

shown by the subjoined table.

French Exports Exceed Forty Millions.

France, which always has led the rest of

the world in the value of automobile ex

ports, piled up during 1912 the prodigious

total of $42,396,760, as against $32,343,860

for l911—an increase of $10,052,900. These

figures are all the more impressive for the

reason that the gain made in 1911 over 1910

was practically nothing—$258,813.

Great Britain was France's best customer.

huying $11,192.910 worth of cars, while Bel

gium took $10,276,000 worth. Algeria ranks

third, though a long way behind. with an

The importation of foreign-built cars into

the United States. which does not equal the

annual output of a small-sized American

factory, decreased during 1912 to the extent

oi 104 cars and a valuation of $98,893, which

15 a loss of 10 per cent. in number and 5 per

cent. in value, as compared with the calcu

dar year 1911; 1911 also fell below 1910 in

number by 52 cars, or 5 per cent, but the

value for these two twelvetnonths showed

an increase of $17,926 for 1911, which is .8

of 1 per cent.

Of all the cars imported in 1912, 56 per

cent. were from France, this country send

ing 469 out of 868 and being the only for

eign country or geographic division to show

a gain for the year; during the twelve

months its shipments to America gained by

128. or 37 per cent. and the increase in

value was $352,941, or 45 per cent. All

other countries and divisions showed losses

ranging from 17 to 60 per cent. in number

and from 13 to 56 per cent. in value. The

losses in number of cars, per cent., value

and per cent, respectively, were: Ger

many, 97 cars, 60 per cent., $197,379, 56

per cent; Other Countries, 77 cars, 46 per

cent. $169,405, 46 per cent.; United King

dom. 36 cars, 21 per cent., $55,730, 13 per

cent; Italy, 22 cars, 17 per cent., $29,321, 14

per cent. The parts loss was $61,948, or 18

per cent.

In December, 1912, all countries showed

losses except the United Kingdom, the

value of whose shipments increased by $700,

0r 1 per cent., and Other Countries, which

“enlarged its shipments by 71 per cent. in

number and 108 per cent. in value. The sta

tistics for December, 1912, follow, the first

being the number of cars for December,

1911, next their value, third the number in

December, 1912, and fourth their value:

France, 47, $108,687, 43, $100589; Ger

many. 13, $28,086, 7, $19,523; Italy, 13, $21,

648, 10. $18,909; United Kingdom, 23, 350,

importation of French cars of a total value

of $3989.665. and Germany fourth, with

53.280340. The United States comes only

seventh on the list, having spent $943,100

for French cars—must less than Argentina

and Brazil, which rank fifth and sixth with

$2,601.880 and $2,208,350, respectively.

Germany’s Export Gain $6,438,000.

During the year 1912 the automobile ex

port business of Germany made a giant’s

stride—from $11,475,884 to $17,914,736, a

gain of $6,438,852. Curiously enough, Rus

sia bought more German ears than any

other country, spending $3,798,006; Austria

spent $2,330,258, Brazil $2,306,224, and Great

Britain $2,242,674. The United States is

far down the list, being nineteenth. the

cars bought having a total valuation of only

$211,582. The German exports are classi

fied as passenger vehicles, valued at $15,

472,618; commercial vehicles, valued at $1,

849,022, motorcycles, valued at $593,096.

Remains of Owen Enterprise Disposed of.

The entire stock and equipment of the

Owen Motor Car Co., formerly of Detroit.

but which was absorbed by the Rec Motor

Truck Co., of Lansing, which transaction

later led to bitter litigation, has been sold

to the M. & M. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio,

which makes a specialty of such purchases.

The price paid is not public property, but

it is stated that the machinery and material

acquired is of an approximate value of

1123, 15, $51,523; 011m Countries, 7, 317,- 5300.000.

1910 1911 1912

F Number. Values. Number. Values. Number. Values.

mice .................... . . 556 $1,066,356 341 $770,643 469 $1,123,584

,Gmany ................... . . 129 314.577 160 350.239 63 152,860

bfaly ................... .. 169 312,478 131 203.733 109 174,412

0'1"“ Kingdom ........... .. 94 212,969 173 403,506 137 347,776

1661 Countries ............ .. 76 174,175 167 370,360 90 200,955

Tm} Cm -------- .. 1024 2080 553 E 2,098,481 8651 $1,999,587
Par“ (except tires)......' .' .' .' II $ 656,653 $ 347,767 .. 275,819

Total cars and parts . . . . .. 1,024 $2,737,208 9% $2,446,243 868 $2,275,406

CHALMERS OFFERS MILLION

AND HALF PREFERRED STOCK

Cash To Be Used to Supplement

Working Capital—Statement Re

veals Amazing Growth—Aver

age Profits $1,391,740.

In order to increase its working capital,

the Chalmers Motor Co., of Detroit, is

ofiering for public subscription, through

Spencer Trask 8: Co., the New York bank

ers, $1,500,000 of its $2,000,000 7 per cent.

cumulative preferred stock. The common

stock of the company amounts to $5,000,000,

of which $4,000,000 has been issued.

The offer of the preferred shares Serves

to disclose the remarkable growth of the

Chalmers company. Organized in 1908,

with an original investment of $300,000, its

present net tangible assets amount to $6,~

712,216, all of which, excepting the proceeds

from the $1,500,000 preferred stock issue,

have been acquired out of the surplus earn

ings. The figures are made even more 1111'

pressive by the fact that patents, good

will, etc., are carried at the nominal sum of

$1. The net quick assets total $4,743,550, the

company’s surplus being $1,212,217.

For the four years which ended July 30,

1912, the net profits, after deducting de

preciation and interest on borrowed capitai,

averaged the handsome sum of $1,391,740.

For the seven months which ended Iuly 31,

1913. the net profits totalled $827,119 as

against $538,457 for the same period of the

previous year.

The company is entirely free of mort

gages and bonded debt and the floating of

the present stock issue will enable it to

make a substantial saving in interest on

borrowed money.

The stock ol‘fered for sale is preferred

both as to assets and dividends and is re

deemable at the option of the company on

any dividend date at 115 and dividend per

share. The $500,000 treasury stock remain

ing in the treasury will not be issued except

for cash and unless net earnings applicable

to dividends for the 12 months preceding

date of such issue shall have been equal to

at least three times the amount of the full

yearly dividend on the maximum amount of

the outstanding preferred stoek.

The Chalmers company also binds itself

to maintain a net surplus of not less than

$250,000 and quick assets having a value

at least equal to 275 per cent. of the total

par value of the outstanding preferred

StOck.

Beginning March 1, 1914, and annually

thereafter, the company must set aside, out

of its net profits and in addition to its divi

dend requirements, an additional sum of
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$175,000, which will be used for the purpose

of retiring the preferred issue. It is esti

mated that this special reserve fund, as it

is styled, will permit the retirement of the

$1,500,000 preferred issue within nine years.

The Chalmers balance sheet, after giving

effect to the new capital, is as follows:

  

A s s e t s .

Cost of plant:

Including cost of buildings,

machinery, tools, equip

ment, real estate, ete....$l,836,022.07

Less Reserve for Deprecia

tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 301,414.43
$1,534,607.64

Good will:

Patents. trade name, advert

tising, models, good Wlll,

  

etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00

Investments:

Metal Products Co. (axle

plant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192,400.00

Fairview Foundry Co.

(brass, bronze and iron

foundry) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 166,557.09

Sales branch, etc . . . . . . . . .. 18,035.39

M 377,042.43

Cash:

On hand and in banks..... 196,585.42

Receivables:

Bills and accounts receivable 574,695.38

Less reserve against collec

tions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,188.01
—-—r-—-‘ 563,507.37

Merchandise inventory:

Current inventory for 1913

14 delivery (at cost). 4,245,409.92

Service department, stock,

etc. (at cost) . . . . . . . . .. 628,295.63

$4,873,705.55

Less reserve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289,644.69
4,584,060.86

Prepaymcuts:

Interest, insurance and

taxes paid in advance.... 57,014.95

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $7,312,819.72

Liabilities.

Stock outstanding:

  

Preferred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$l.500,000.00

Common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,000,000.00

"$5.500.000.00

l’ayables:

(‘urrent materials account

(not Clue) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 339,532.54

Payroll»accruetl 43,439.16

Taxesiat‘crucd . . . 16,137.60

Royalties—accrued . . 273.18
—-————- 449,382.48

Deposits:

Dealers‘ deposits on sales

contracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151,220.19

Surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,212,217.05

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7,312,819.72

 

Stockholder Disturbs St. Louis Company.

Internal warfare in the Halsey Automo

bile Co., of St. Louis, Mo., has led to the fil

ing of a petition for a receivership by _l. D.

Perry Lewis, one of the stockholders and

vice-president and treasurer of the com

pany. In his complaint, Lewis also names

Halsey's wife and several relatives and two

directors as defendants.

The charge is that Halsey, or some other

officer of the company, has rendered false

tax returns to the city, and that with other

automobile agents he is engaged in a com

bination in restrain of trade, in violation of

the anti-trust laws in that they have com

bined to maintain prices on both new and

old cars. Lewis further alleges that in five

years Halsey has increased his salary from

$4,200 to $20,500.

The Halsey Automobile Co. handles the

Packard car, but Lewis claims that Halsey

has also organized, and is the owner of the

Cadillac Automobile Co. of St. Louis, and

because of the fact the Halsey company is

in danger of losing the Packard agency.

MOTOR WORLD

PROMINENT MEN 1N TRADE

WHO ASSUME NEW DUTIES

Resignations and Promotions That

Serve To Place Many Workers In

New Places—Few Leave

the Industry.

 

 

Fred T. Johnson has been appointed

manager of the Ford branch in Omaha.

Previously he was with the Marion Motor

Car Co., of Indianapolis.

C. G. \Vilson has been appointed sales

manager of the Midland Motor Car Co.,

of East Moline, 111. He has had ripe ex

perience in the automobile industry.

E. R. Benson, sales manager for the

Studebaker Corporation, ‘has mounted an

other round on the Studebaker ladder. He

has been appointed one of its vice-presi

dents.

Frederick E. Wilson has been appointed

sales manager of the Tone Car Corporation

of Indianapolis, Ind. He at one time occu

pied a similar position with the Henderson

Motor Car Co. of that city.

Ernest C. Cox has been appointed man

ager of the Findeisen & Kropf Mfg. C0.’s

Eastern branch, which recently was estab

lished at 1902 Broadway, New York City.

Previously he was identified with the Texas

Oil Co.

0. R. \Volf has been appointed district

manager of the Central States for the Hen

derson Motor Car Co.. of Indianapolis. He

will make his headquarters in Chicago with

the Henderson distributors, Tennant Mo

tor, Ltd.

James Suydam, manager of the Good

year Tire & Rubber C0.'s branch in St.

Paul, has been transferred to the Milwau

kee branch, of which be hereafter will be in

charge. He succeeds to the vacancy caused

by the death of \V. W'. \Vallis.

O. L. Barger has been appointed sales

manager of the Hazard Motor Mfg. Co.,

in Syracuse, N. Y. He has been identified

with the engine and transmission trade for

the last five years, and until February lst

was connected with the Beaver Mfg. Co. of

Milwaukee.

Russ Baldwin, formerly identified with

the JiHy Curtain interests, has been ap

pointed manager of the Stewart-\Varner

Speedometer Corporation's Detroit branch.

Berne Nodall has assumed the duties and

title of chief engineer of the Stewart-\Var

ner company.

\V. T. Norton, who has been acting as

assistant engineer for the Selden Motor

Vehicle Co., of Rochester, N. Y., has been

promoted to the post of general superin

tendent. As such. he will have complete

charge of the production of both Selden
cars and trucks. I

Edward Q. Cordner has been appointed

manager of the Garford company in Chi

cago. Cordner previously occupied a simi

lar position with the Garford agency in

New York, but originally came from Chi

cago, where he first was identified with the

Studebaker branch.

H. C. Barber, manager of the Krit Motor

Car Co.’s New York office, has been trans

ferred to the management of the company’s

branch in Indianapolis. Before becoming

identified with the Krit establishment Bar

ber had had extensive experience with the

Herreshoff, Firestone-Columbus and Regal

companies.

Earl \V. \Vinans, for the past two years

chief engineer for the R-C-H Corporation,

of Detroit, has resigned that position to

become chief engineer of the Maxwell Mo

tor C0.'s Dayton (Ohio) plant. Before join'

ing the R-C-H staff \Vinans had extensive

experience in the engineering departments

of the Columbia and Regal factories.

Harry S. Houpt, one of the best known

tradesmen in the East, has resigned the

sales management of the American L0co

motive Co.’s automobile department, which

grew wonderfully under his direction. It

has been known that for some time he was

not wholly happy, but as his contract did

not expire until July lst it was not ex

pected that he would sooner terminate his

relationship with the Alco people. He

has not yet shaped his future plans.

 

Berg and Marshall Settle Differences.

Suit brought by the Berg Auto Trunk &

Specialty Co., of New York City, in the

New York City Court against Raymond W.

Marshall on three difierent claims resulted

this week in a judgment by consent for the

Berg company to the amount of $565;

$728.65 was asked, the claim being made up

of $70.40 for goods sold to Marshall by the

Berg company, $9.50 on a check given to a

mechanic but which was not honored by

the bank and which was turned over to the

Berg company, and another check, for

$647.50, which Marshall is alleged to have

given a repairman and subsequently to have

stopped payment upon.

 

Williams Becomes Castle Lamp’s Head.

To fill the vacancy caused by the retire

ment of Fred Castle, E. A. Williams, Jr.,

was elected president of the Castle Lamp

C0,. of Kalamazoo, Mich., at its annual

meeting last week. The other officers chos

en were: \Valter Stewart, vice-president and

treasurer, and Royal R. Scott, secretary and

chairman of the board. The three officers

and Rathbun Fuller and C. B. Mertz con

stitute the directorate.
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INTERNATIONAL MOTORS

EARNINGS IN 1912 $590,149

Annual Statement Shows Orders Near

ly Doubled in Quantity and Value

—Unfi11ed Orders of $712,243

at Year’s End.

 

 

At the end of its first year, December 31,

1912, the International Motor Co., of New

York, which controls the manufacture of

the Saurer, Mack and Hewitt trucks, figured

the net earnings for the twelvemonth, after

deducting all expenses and depreciation, at

$590,149. Its report, which has just been

made public, is as follows:

Interest ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $91,101

Surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $499,048

Preferred dividend (three divx- _

dends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185,260

Balance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $313,788

Special and extraordinary

charges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 117,151 _

Surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $196,637

The general alance sheet as of December

31, 1912, follows:

A s s e t s .

Real estate, plant, investments,

patents, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $7,727,576

Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 292,458

Notes and accounts receivable... 1.470.807

Inventory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,653,636

Deferred assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 204,622

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$12.349,099

Liabilities.

Common stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,628,125

Preferred stock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,600,000

Bonds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52,000

Mortgages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,500

hates payable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,197,550

Accounts payable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 501,511

Accrued accounts . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 56.547

Advance payments . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38.163

Surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 257,701

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$12,349,099

Supplementing the report, President

Coleman stated to the stockholders that the

International orders show an increase of

95 Per cent. in quantity and 96.6 in value,

there being on hand at the end of the year

unfulfilled orders to the amount of $712,

243 in sales value. During January,_he ad

tied, the company shows sales close to

$250,000, an increase of about 100 per cent

He also remarked the passing of the com

PaUY'S 7 per cent. dividend on its preferred

Shares, and added that it is not the intention

lo declare the scrip dividends for several

months, “as it is not considered good policy

l0 do so at present.”

 

Defeated Once, "35%" Finally Win5

Although the Personality Liquidatiflg C0-

as assignee of the trustee in bankruptcy 0f

the American Pedal Co., defeated the 35%

Alllotnobile Supply Co. in December in a

suit in the New York City Court over one

of the "35%‘5” famed advertising contracts.

the victory was short-lived, for, having sea

cured an order for a new trial, the “35

percenters" this week triumphed in the liti

gation, as it has in many others of a similar

nature, “beat the case" and filed judgment

for $98.23 costs. The Pedal company's

claim was that it agreed to exchange $2,800

worth of goods for advertising in a monthly

circular gotten out by the 35% company.

but it alleged that part of the goods which

it supplied were not to be included as pay

ment on the contract; the “35%,” however,

claimed otherwise and refused to pay $965

which the Pedal company demanded, and

this brought on the suit.

Detroiter Secures Site in Tennessee.

The Automobile Manufacturing 81 En

gineering Co., of Detroit, of which R. H.

Evans is secretary and treasurer and mov

ing spirit, has acquired a factory site, com

prising 108 acres, in Nashville, Tenn., where

it expects actively to commence the pro

duction of the Evans truck. Evans writes

that he has been assured $50,000 working

capital and the active participation of prom

inent Nashville men as directors, and ac

cordingly is proceeding with plans for the

construction of a factory, 60 x 200 feet.

Metropolitan Engineers Re-Elect Anglada.

At the monthly meeting of the Metro

politan Section of the Society of Automo

bile Engineers, held in the society headd

quarters at 1,784 Broadway, New York;

City, Joseph A. Anglada was rc-clected to

serve as chairman for the ensuing year.

Herbert Chase and N. B. Pope were elected

treasurer and secretary, respectively.

Diebold Forms Another Parts Company.

Charles C. Diebold has retired from the

Diebold-Pctcrs Co., of Cleveland, Ohio,

which made automobile parts, and, with

others, has organized the Diebold Products

Co., in the same city. The new company

will operate a plant on St. Clair avenue, near

55th street, and will also specialize in auto

mobile parts.

Goodspeed-Detroit Buys Factory Site.

The Goodspeed-Dctroit Mfg. Co.. which

recently was organized to manufacture au

tomobile parts, has purchased a factory site.

100 x 160 feet, in Detroit, on Harper ave

nue, between St. Antoine and Hastings

streets. It is the company's intention to

erect immediately a two-story factory.

The Stevens-Duryea Co. has established a

branch in Cleveland, Ohio, at Euclid ave—

nue and East 46th street. It is in charge of

C. D. Cook, who previously was connected

with the Stevens-Duryea factory in Chico

pee Falls, Mass.

ELECTRIC RIVALS AGREE

ON MERCURY ARC PATENTS

Interchange of Licenses Between Hew

itt and General Electric Compa

nies Clears Atmosphere—How

Trouble Commenced.

  

 

After patent litigation which has extended

over several years, during which time nu

merous interferences had tangled matters

into an unusually tight knot, the “"esting

house Electric 8! Mfg. Co. and the Cooper

Hewitt Electric Co. on the one side and the

General Electric Co., of Schenectady, N. Y.,

on the other side, amicably agreed this

week, when the troubles of all three com

panies over a long list of patents owned by

the Cooper Hewitt company and a smaller

number owned by the General company ap

parently were settled for all time. By the

terms of the agreement, licenses have been

exchanged which permit each company to

freely operate under the patents of the

others.

The litigation just brought to an end was

inaugurated soon after April 19, 1910, under

which date two patents, Nos. 955,459 and

959,400, covering a mercury arc vapor

lamp. were issued to Cooper Hewitt, who

forthwith formed the Cooper Hewitt Elec

tric Co. for its exploitation. Subsequently,

Hewitt discovered the applicability of the

apparatus, which represented an absolutely

new discovery in the art, to the rectification

of alternating current and its value for such

purposes in displacing heavy and cumber

some rotary converters and other apparatus.

His own company, however, was concerned

chiefly with the illuminating possibilities of

the device. Hence, the Cooper Hewitt Elec

tric C0. constituted the \Vestinghouse

'Elcctric & Mfg. Co. sole licensee under

these and other patents subsequently'issued,

to manufacture mercury vapor arc rectifiers

for battery charging, etc.

In the meantime, however, the General

Electric Co., working along similar lines,

had made similar discoveries and attempted

to place its own apparatus on the market,

the net result being that suits immediately

were instituted by the Hewitt company

charging infringement of the Cooper Hew

itt patents. In the litigation which followed,

the Cooper Hewitt company obtained the

decision, but in the interim, the General

Electric Co. entered counter suits charging

infringements of some of its own patents

on improvements in the Cooper Hewitt ap

paratus. Counter suit followed counter

suit so fast that in a short time the litiga

tion became difiicult to follow, the last echo

being a suit instituted by the Hewitt com

pany some six months ago under n-t-ut No.
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1,030,202. charging infringement by the

General company.

Under the terms of the agreement just

reached, the General Electric Co. is Ii

censed under the numerous Hewitt patents,

of which Nos. 955,459 and 959,460 are con

sidered to be basic, to manufacture both

rectifiers and illuminating

lamps, while the Hewitt company and the

Westinghouse companies, in turn, are li

censcd by the General company under its

own patents to make use of the patented

improvements previously charged to be in

ITICI'CUI’)’ i.er

fringed.

Claims Deposit Check Was Protested.

Charging breach of contract in failing to

purchase a car for $2.750 and for false rep

resentations in the negotiations attending

the deal, the Congdon 81 Carpenter Co., of

Boston. Mass., has filed suit in that city

againq Mr. and Mrs. Raymond S. J00,

Charles E. James and others. all of Brook

line. in the same state; the allegation is

that the defendants represented that they

were stockholders in the Eliot Motor Car

Co., which intended to manufacture cars,

and James. it is stated, claimed he was pres

ident of the Syracuse Portrait Co. A $50

check which was given went to protest and

the balance, $2,700, failed to materialize

within 30 days, as the complaint alleges

was to hate been the case.

  

Reilloc Tyre Makes Demand for Royalties.

Claiming that the Consolidated Rubber

Tire Co. manufactured in 1908 under patent

No. 826,405, covering a process for building

“elastic tires," which process is the prop

erty of the Reilloc Tyre Co., Ltd., of Eng

land. and that the Consolidated failed to pay

royalties as agreed, the Reilloc company,

through Henry S. Bunner as assignee, has

brought suit in the Supreme Court for New

York county for $5,000. The claim is that

royalties were to be 5 per cent., with a mini

mum of $5,000 a year, and that the Consoli

dated was to have an option on a renewal of

the contract; the two $2,500 payments which

it is claimed were to have been made July

1 and December 31, 1908, are the sums for

which suit is brought.

Maydwell Gets the Mayer Carburetter.

The Maydwell Co., which maintains

stores in Los Angeles, San Francisco and

Seattle, has been appointed Pacific Coast

distributors for the Mayer carburetter. The

arrangement calls for the establishment

of service stations in connection with all

Maydwell stores.

The Empire Tire & Rubber Co., Trenton,

N. J., has established a branch in Wichita,

Kan, at 127 North Market street. It is in

charge of G. H. Fralick.

BUSY SESSION SCIIELDULED

FOR VISITING ENGINEERS

Program Outlined Provides Unusual

Round of Sight-Seeing for British

Delegation to S. A. E. Meet

ing—The Itinerary.

According to the program that has been

drawn up, the party of British automobile

engineers representing the Institute of Au

tomobile Engineers and the Society of Mo

tor Manufacturers and Traders that will sail

across the sea in May to be with the Society

of Automobile Engineers at its annual Sum

mer meeting in Detroit, is going to have

what in unparliamentary language may be

For, in

addition to attending the three-day floating

meeting of the S. A. E., which will take the

party from Detroit to the locks of the Sault

Ste. Marie and back, the British engineers

will take advantage of their stop on Arncr~

ican shores to visit, among other places,

the great steel works in Pittsburgh. the

automobile plants in Detroit, and in In

dianapolis, where they will stop over long

enough to “take in” the forthcoming

Sweepstakes race on the Speedway, and

allied automobile industries in Cleveland,

Bufi‘alo, Providence, New Haven, Bridge

port, and Hartford.

The date of departure from London has

been set for May 17th and it has been ar

ranged that the party shall sail on the

“Minnewaska,” arriving in New York nine

days later. Both the 26th and the 27th will

be spent in New York—at the Hotel Mc

Alpin—and 0n the 28th, which is \Vednes

day. the party will entrain for Pittsburgh,

where a stop over will be made Thursday to

permit of a visit to one of the famous steel

styled a very large time indeed.

plants.

From Pittsburgh, the route leads to In

dianapolis, where the party will arrive in

time to witness the Decoration Day con

tests on the Speedway. On Saturday, May

3lst, visits will be made to the factories

where American, Cole, Henderson, Marion,

National Stutz, and \Vaverley cars are

made. ‘ '

Leaving Indianapolis Saturday night, the

party will invade Detroit, and for the fol

lowing four days will spend its time in mak

ing as much of the rounds of the Cadillac,

Chalmers, Ford, Hudson and Packard

plants as is possible. The Timken Axle Co.,

also will open wide its portals for the in

spection of visitors, and on the evening of

the 3rd of June the S. A. E. will banquet its

foreign visitors. On the afternoon of the

4th, the whole party will board the steamer

“Detroit III," which has been especially

chartered for the occasion. and therefore

will not carry any passengers except the

members of the three organizations and

their invited guests.

On the return trip, Detroitwill be reached

on Saturday evening, June 7th, when the

British party and those of the American

party that so incline will immediately em

bark on another steamer for Cleveland——

under the guidance of Secretary Clarkson

of the S. A. E. 'In Cleveland, a two days’

stop over Sunday and Monday will be made

to permit visits of inspection at the Peer

less, \Vinton and Stearns plants. Thence,

the party will leave by night boat, arriving

in Buffalo the following morning, where

the whole day will be spent in sightseeing,

no inconsiderablc portion of which will con

sist of a visit to and an inspection of the

Incidentally, Ni

agara Falls will be “taken in” as a side

excursion.

In Buffalo, the party will be split, though

it will not officially be at an end. Those

whose businesses call them will return to

New York and eventually to England by

their own routes and the remainder will re

pair to Providence, where the Brown &

Sharpe tool-making plants will be open for

inspection. This extension, by the way, is

sy special invitation of ex-President Alden,

From

Pierce-Arrow properties.

who will act as personal guide.

Hartford, which offers a number of tool

making and other industries, and the fol

lowing day New Haven will be reached,

where the doings of the carriage makers

will be inspected. In Bridgeport, which

will be reached the next day. the works of

the Locomobile company will be inspected

and thence the party ,will repair to New

York by steamer.

Sue in Big Court for Small Amount.

Commercial Cars, Ltd., of Luton, Eng,

maker of Commer trucks, has entered suit

in the United States District Court for the

Southern District of New York against

Chester Griswold on a note which, it is

claimed, was given by Griswold August 30,

1912, and which was to have been paid three

months later; the amount is $5,883.10. Gris

wold and the Commer interests in New

York City have been more or less closely

identified for several years.

Rudd Absorbs Rival Top Manufacturer.

W. H. Rudd, proprietor of the Rudd Auto

Top Co., of Detroit, has purchased the busi

ness of the National Top & Curtain Co.,

formerly located at 865 Woodward avenue,

in that city, and has consolidated it with

the Rudd establishment at 46 Bagg street

The transaction carries with it local retail

rights for the manufacture and sale of Jiffy

patent curtains in the city of Detroit,

which now will be produced in the Rudd

factory.
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WHY NOT ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE?

It is well that the New York trade has been thoroughly

aroused by the legislative situation in Albany; it will be

better if the trade outside of the big city similarly arouses

itself. and it will be still better if owners, as well as trades—

men, are awakened to the full meaning of what awaits them

if the McClelland bill is enacted into law.

When the New York City trade foregathered last week

to discuss the subject, the McClelland measure had not

Yet been introduced. The minor measures then pend

ing were so repugnant that even a mere show of opposi—

tion should have been sufficient to defeat them. But the

McClelland bill is a wholly diiferent proposal. It is in the

nature of wholesale amendment of the existing law and,

having the backing of both the governor and the secretary

of state, it at once over-shadows all else.

For a governor who so loudly and so frequently pro

claimed his sense of justice, and for a secretary of state

ith professed to be so fair that he called the automobile

interests into conference, the McClelland bill is a magnifi

Ftnt example of the emptiness of political declarations. It

‘5 a hOdg'epodge as pernicious as it is far-reaching. It lacks

ih? first elements of justice. The only redeeming feature in

“15318 Proposed reduction of the chauffeur’s fee. which. as

a matter of fact. has no place in any law, for there is even

less equity in requiring any man to pay a fee for the privi

lege 9f engaging in legitimate employment than there is in

exactmg a fee for the right to use the public highways.

The manner in which the McClelland bill imposes addi?

tional fees and restrictions on users of motor vehicles be

trays lack of both senses of justice and proportion. It was

never better illuminated than by the manner in which the

governor of the state would pile on the fees and restrictions

on even commercial vehicles. Certainly they are not luxu

ries and as certainly they are not swift-movers. The in

creased tax on commercial vehicles, or any tax at all, bears

further witness to the hollowness of legislators’ profes

sions and vividly illustrates the too general notion that

owners of motor vehicles are fit only to be “plucked.”

The fashion in which the McClelland bill, if enacted,

will complicate the non-resident and reciprocal situation,

and the manner in which it sets up the secretary of state as

a czar, with power to revoke human rights at will and

without a hearing, are unworthy of such a man as Governor

Sulzer. or anyone else, claiming to be fair-minded.

The proposed McClelland bill may not pass, but whether

or no. it points anew to the only effective weapon within

the. reach of motorists, the one means which Motor \Yorld

has urged almost from the day the first automobile law

was introduced—the ballot. If they understand nothing

else, politicians and so-called statesmen alike understand

the language of votes, and the automobile interests of the

State of New York are of such magnitude that they un

doubtedly could handsomely defeat not a few law-makers

and thus teach all of them a lesson.

It may be regrettable that the right to free and fair use

of the common highways should be made a political issue

at the polls, but the McClelland bill and the other bills in

Albany. and in the legislatures of other states. are in the

nature of an oft-repeated challenge which automobile own

ers and tradesmen no longer should refuse to accept.

HORSEPOWER TAXATION HERE AND ABROAD.

In a possibly laudable attempt to emphasize the “lib

erality” of the existing American method of taxing horse

power. the New York Times cites the taxes imposed in

Great Britain and other countries as examples of “some

thing to kick about.” But if the Times is aware that as a

rule the bore of British and French engines is abnormally

small and the stroke abnormally long it gives no evidence

of such knowledge.

Small bores are used for the specific purpose of obtaining

the minimum taxable “horsepower,” but that the “horse

power” is not always what is indicated by the tax is revealed

by the practice of at least one manufacturer who rates his

engines “6—30 horsepower,” the “6” representing the taxable

“horsepower” according to the British formula. and the

“30” representing the actual horsepower developed. \Yhich

goes to prove the illogic of taxation based on bore alone.

The bore of the moderate-powered British four cylinder

engine probably will average three inches: the bore oi the

average American “four” in the same class probably is 4%

inches. In England. the “three inch” car would be rated at

14 horsepower and would be taxed $21. while the 4‘i-inch

American engine would pay for 29 horsepower and be

taxed $41. In New York State. for instance. the English

motor would be taxed $5 and the American $10. the formu

la in vogue being the same in both countries.
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DEALERS UP 1N ARMS OVER

PROPOSED NEW YORK LAWS

Condemn Oppressive Legislation Now

Pending and Set to Work to Cause

Its Defeat—Obnoxious Meas

ures Outlined.
 

Unless at least some—the more the bet—

ter—of the obnoxious bills introduced at

Albany are quashed before they become

the particular pride of their sponsors by

enactment into law, it is altogether likely

that the price of “gas” and the development

of kerosene carburetters will cease to in

terest the individual motorist longer, for

few will be able to own cars and those that

are able will not care to operate them under

the stringent restrictions it is proposed to

adopt. At least, such is the opinion, in con

crete language, of the members of the Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association of New York

City, in conclave met last week to discuss

such matters and to endeavor to formulate

a plan to prevent the passage of the 25-0dd

measures now pending and which scarcely

can be viewed in any other light than that

of class legislation.

Charles Thaddeus Terry, who is counsel

for the association, and who always has

been active in the fight against unjust leg

islation, addressed the meeting in his usual

forceful manner, and in pointing out the

iniquity of the proposed laws. called atten

tion to the seeming belief of the legislators

that all motorists are criminals and must be

treated accordingly.

The legislative committee of the associa

tion, consisting of Arthur M. Day, of the A.

Elliot Ranney Co.; R. H. Johnston, of the

White Co., and \Vm. C. Poertner, of the

Poertner Motor Car Co., has commenced to

enlist the efforts of both users and manufac

turers to kill the bills before it is too late.

A hearing on the bills has been set for

March 13 in Albany, when a special train

will be chartered to carry the dealers' rep

resentatives. In the mean time, letters

will be addressed to manufacturers and pri

vate owners pointing out the injustice of the

measures and urging a united fight against

them. Latterly, the Motor Truck Club

llil> allied itself with the Dealers' Associa

tion in the fight and in a long letter to its

members making plain the evils of the

mea~nres urges action, the most preferable

form being intercession with their own

.\~~cmh1yman or Senator.

Dyers to Aid in Gasolene Campaign.

That the automobile trade is not the only

one hard hit by the rise in the price of gaso

ll'flt‘ developed this week. when representa

tivts ~-f the Dyers' 8: Cleaner~' Association

MOTOR WORLD

of New York City conferred with ofiicers of

the New York Garage Association with the

object of effecting a union of the two forces

in the fight for an amelioration of condi

tions as regards the price of this petroleum

product.

The conference resulted in the issuance of

a call for a meeting this evening, 6th inst.,

in Maennerchor Hall, 205 East 56th street,

New York City, when representatives of the

two trades will discuss the situation. How

the garage trade has been affected is well

known and the straits of the dyers and

cleaners are as bad, for while gasolene has

mounted steadily in price these tradesmen

have not been able to boost the price of

their work and losses are said to result in

many instances. One dyer states that he

uses 1,500 gallons of gasolene a week.

 

White Changes to Another Court.

When the Appellate Term of the Supreme

Court for New York county ruled last

month that a verdict of $4,422.70 which

The \N'hite Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, secured

in the New York City Court against the

\Nhite Motor Car Co., its former Brooklyn

dealer, must be cut to $2,000 or the case

retired, the White Co. apparently was dis

pleased with the ruling, for the same case

has been tiled in the Supreme Court for

New York county, the complainant, how

ever, being Theodore F. Conrad, an as

signee of the White Co.

The case was tried in City Court and the

reduction was ordered by the Appellate

Term of the Supreme Court on the grounds

that the City Court acted beyond its juris

diction in hearing cases where more than

$2,000 was involved; the claim is based on

a note given by the Brooklyn dealer and

endorsed by Saitta. In the refiled case the

\Vhite Motor Car Co. enters a counterclaim

of $22,363.50 for profits on cars which it

claims the \Vhite Co. unlawfully sold in

the Brooklyn territory and also for $270

which it claims was due it on a collection of

$4,730 made by the White Co.

Retrial of Caffe’s Suit is Ordered.

Michael P. Cafl’e, who is suing the now

bankrupt Newark Automobile Mfg. Co., of

Newark, N. 1., for commissions on a stock

selling deal, will have doubly earned the

$5,775 which he asks if ever he succeeds in

getting it, for, the case having once gone

against him and the company having gone

into bankruptcy since he was granted a

new trial, it was only this week finally (le

cidcd that the trial may go on. The second

trial was under way when the tiling of a

petition in bankruptcy, Aug. 31. 1912, served

as a stay of proceedings. Caffc is the as»

signee of L. R. Bonta and Charles Hal‘

lock, who claim they contracted to sell

stock of the Newark company and that he
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March 3-8, Pittsburgh, Pa.-—Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers’ Association’s show in

Duquesne Garden.

Conn—Bridge

Association's

March

port Automobile

annual show.

March 3-8, Sioux City, Ia.——Sioux City

Automobile Dealers' Association's annual

show.

March 3-15, Des Moines, Ia.—Des Moines

Automobile Dealers' Association’s fourth

annual show in the Coliseum. First week

pleasure cars; second week trucks.

March 5—8, Tiffin, Ohio—Tithn Automo

bile Dealcrs' Association's third annual au

3-8, Bridgeport,

Dealers'

tomobile show.

March 8-15, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers' Association's annual show

in Mechanics' Hall. Pleasure cars only.

March lO-lS, Dallas, Tex.—Annual show

of the Dallas Automobile Dealers' Associa

tion in the Fair Grounds Coliseum.

March 12-15, Peoria, Ill.—Peoria Auto

mobile Dealers' Association's annual show

in the Coliseum.

March 17-22, Norfolk, Va.—.Norfolk Au~

tomobile Trade Association's second annual

show in the State Armory.

March 19-22, Springfield, Ill.~—Springfield

Commercial Association's show in the

Armory.

March 19-25, Boston, Mass—Boston

Commercial Vehicle Association's annual

show in Mechanics' Hall.

March 24-29, Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

apolis Automobile Trade Association’s

show.

March 24-29, Watertown, \1. Y.-—Annual

show of the Watertown Automobile Deal

ers’ Association in the Qtate Armory.

March 29-April 5, St. John, N. B.—N6W

Brunswick Automobile Trade Association’s

show in Queen’s Rink.

April 1-6, San Francisco, Cal.—San Fran

cisco Automobile Dealers' Association’s

motor truck show.

May 5-8, Washington, D. C.—-Motor truck

reliability contest under the auspices 0f the

\\'ashington Post.

fore the term of their agreement expired the

company sold $49,500 worth of its own ’3‘?“

cord and thereby deprived the commisswfi

men of rightful earnings to the extent Of

$5,775.
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MCCLELLAND BILL, BACKED BY STATE OEFlClALS,

MENACES NEW YORK’S AUTOMOBILE lNTERESTS

Would Double Registration Fees and Compel Owners To Be Licensed and

to Wear ChauHeurs’ Badges—Also Seeks to Require Them to Vouch

for Drivers—Trade Tags Restricted and Reciprocity Compli

cated by Non-Resident Definition—Oppressive Fines.

Oi the several bills pending in the New

York legislature which will be attacked by

the automobile interests at the public hear

ing in Albany on Thursday next, 13th inst,

undoubtedly the one which must be taken

most seriously was introduced in the Sen

ate late last week by Senator McClelland.

It was reported to have been introduced

in the assembly by Majority Leader Levy,

but, on Tuesday last, Levy positively de

nied to 21 Motor \Vorld representative that

he had done anything of the sort. On the

contrary, he stated that he had refused to

stand sponsor for the measure. It is under

stood, however, that Assemblyman Mc

Grath has no scruples on the subject and

will carry the burden on his shoulders in

the lower house, into which he will intro

duce the bill some time during the present

week.

Proposed' Measure Is All-Superceding.

The McClelland measure is the most

threatening of the several bills, as it em

bodies the ideas of both Governor Sulzcr

and Secretary of State May, and, if passed,

it undoubtedly will supercede all of the

minor measures which are on the legisla

tive calendar. It is in the nature of a

sweeping amendment of the present law,

which it fairly cuts to ribbons and in a main

her so drastic as to be astounding.

The act not only proposes a heavy in—

crease in registration fees on both cars and

trucks, but requires that owners, like chauf

feurs, shall be licensed, and immensely en

larges the powers of the secretary of state.

it not only authorizes him to suspend or re—

voke licenses at his pleasure and without

hearing, but even permits him to refuse to

reEister a vehicle if the application there

for shall not have been received prior to

December 15th, the McClelland measure

making the registration year begin Janu

ary 1st insteadof February lst, as at pres

ent. ‘

Fees Which the Bill Would Fill

li enacted, the new registration fees will

b“ as follows: For motor vehicles of 25

ho"tDOwer or less, $10 instead of $5; bc

:‘lwm 25 and 35 horsepower, $20 instead of

~ 01 between 35 and 50 horsepower, $35 in

Smd Of $15; “more than 50 horsepower, $50 .

“Head Of $25. The registration fee of com

31 ii

mercial vehicles will be $5 for each ton,

or fractional part thereof, up to and in

cluding six tons, and if above six tons $10

for each ton or fractional part thereof, of

the carrying capacity of such motor vehicle

as determined by the secretary of state.

Cars or trucks registered after July lst

will pay one-half of the annual fees. Motor

cycles, which at present are exempt, will

be taxed $3 per year.

If it becomes a law, the McClelland bill

will put an end to the use of trade cars for

pleasure purposes by tradesmen. It pro

vides that dealers' numbers “shall not be

used for any other purpose than testing or

demonstrating the vehicles to a prospective

purchaser, or removing such vehicles from

place to place for purposes of sale."

Doors Open to All Foreign Tourists.

Interstate touring privileges will be broad

ened, the amendment eliminating that sec

tion requiring that privileges shall be

extended only to residents of states grant

ing similar reciprocity to New Yorkers. The

definition of non—resident, however, is made

much more stringent, as follows: “‘Non

resident' within the meaning of this article

shall apply to residents of States or coun

tries who have no regular place of abode or

btisiness in this State for a period of not

more than thirty days in the calendar year."

This requirement would seem to deny

non-resident privileges to the very many

men who reside in New Jersey but who

maintain offices or other commercial estab

lishments in New York City and who cross

the border daily.

Chauffeurs and Owners In Same Class.

According to the McClelland idea, own

ers will be licensed and "tagged" exactly as

are professional chaufieurs. The license

fee. however, will bc'rcdiiced from $5 to $2

and the renewal fee from $2 to 50 cents. The

owner. like the chauffeur. must display a

badge and while any member of his family

over l8 years of age may drive the family

car, he also must not only obtain a license

and badge but the ovvncr of the car must

stipulate that such member of the family is

“constituted his duly authorized agent."

The remarkable provisions of this remark

ble amendment are as follows:

“License of owners and members of own

15

er's family—Every owner of a motor vehi

cle registered under the provisions of this

article who desires to operate such vehicle

upon the public highways of this State, and

every member of the owner’s immediate

family who desires to so operate, shall make

application, by mail or otherwise. to the

secretary of state, for a license to operate

such vehicle. Before such license shall be

granted, the applicant shall pass such exam

ination as to his qualifications as the secre

tary of state shall require, and if the secre

tary of state determines that the applicant

is a proper person under the provisions of

this article, such license shall forthwith be

granted to such person without expense.

“Owners' licensed registration book.—

Upon the receipt of such an application, the

secretary of state shall thereupon file the

same in his office and register the applicant

in a book or index which shall be kept in the

same manner as the book or index for the

registration of motor vehicles or the licens

ing of chauffeurs, and when the license shall

have been issued, the number or mark as

signed to such applicant shall be noted in

said book or index.

“Unauthorized possession or use of li

cense or badge.—-,No chauffeur or owner or

member of such owner's'immediate fam

ily having been licensed as herein provided

shall voluntarily permit any other person to

possess or use his license or badge, nor

shall any person while operating or driving

a motor vehicle use or possess any license

(Continued on page 30.)

'New Jersey Wants Conference of States.

In an effort to bring order out of the

chaos created by the flood of automobile

bills which are pending in the New Jersey

legislature, as well as in the legislatures of

so many other states, the New Jersey au

thorities will endeavor to bring about a con

ference of interested State officials with a

view of shaping legislation along similar

lines.

The movement took form in the adoption

of a joint resolution by the house and sen.

ate “authorizing the Governor to appoint

three commissioners to act with commis

sioners to be appointed by other States to

see if they can agree upon laws regulating

the use of motor vehicles and the registra

tion of same."

This resolution was signed by Governor

\Vilson on Thursday last in the last few

hours of his occupancy of the chief execu

tive’s chair in‘ New Jersey prior to his

advance into the \Vhite House at \Vasliing

ton.

It is not the first time that such a move

ment has been undertaken. and the out

come of the present effort is likely to be as

fruitless as the previous endeavors to the

same end.

gM—pr’
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EXAMlNthlBUSINESS METHODS

Investigation by Proprietor in His Own

Establishment Often Proves Profit

able—Lines of Search and Ob

jects in View.

Once in a while it is a good thing for the

tllfOlllOl)llC dealer to draw away from the

pressing activities of business and ask him

self some searching questions in regard to

his business.

Mentally he should go over everything

that can be classed as “Inside Service." Is

the line of cars you are selling right? That

Is it the

line on which you can build a big future?

is, is it right for your locality?

Is your help efficient? Do your employes

carry out the spirit of courtesy and willing

ness you know to be essential to success?

Are you giving prompt service to custom

ers? Is some one always near the door to

receive callers? Does neatness and clean

liness prevail in your salesroom? Are the

windows clean? Do you change display

frequently? Are you getting all you can

out of your window display space? Does

your place of business look attractive from

Is it the sort of place a tran

as being up-to-date?

the outside?

sient would select

How can you improve it?

Scrutinizing “Outside Service.”

Then under the heading. “Outside Ser

vice," consider all those things that reflect

Is your demonstrator

\Vhat plan of work

are your salesmen following? Are they

systematic effort on prospects?

you to the public.

right up to the mark?

applying

\\'hat are you backing up salesmen with?

Have you a carefully planned advertising

campaign? Are you cultivating a larger

field of prospects than you should culti~

vate. or is your list altogether too small?

if you were a customer, what would you

have your garage do differently? And so on.

Just as self-examination can be made a
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definite and positive help to character

building. so an occasional rigid examina

tion of business methods. policies and con

ditions cannot but prove profitable.

3

STORING TRANSIENT CARS BY AN

EFFICIENT CARD SYSTEM.

llyslop Brothers. who operate a high

grade garage in Toronto, Ont.. are not “the
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THE MACK GARAGE

LIMA. OHIO

STORAGE CARD No.
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MACK CHECK AND STI'B

only garagemcn who have devised a "check"

system whereby a car which is left in stor

age may be instantly located when the

owner calls for it. for S. R. Buchanan, man

ager of the Mack Garage. 124-26 Market

street, Lima. Ohio. writes that his estab

lishment has used a storage check for some

time with excellent results. Buchanan states

that the little card. of which an illustration

appears herewith. never fails to permit the

picking out of a car the next day or the

next week after it was left by the owner.

The card is in three parts. two of which

are shown; the third is a paper duplicate

of the upper half of that illustrated. \Vhen
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paper slip are tilled out with the owner's

name. or number of car. date and

time received. floor and stall number and

11211116

man receiving; the paper sheet is filed in

the office. the upper half of the tag is at

tached to the car. and the stub below the

perforations is

three

All

and

given to the owner.

bear the same serial number,

when the owner presents his stub a look in

the office tile reveals the location of the

vehicle and a comparison of the ofiice slip

and the slip on the car permits no error.

i:
'4

DON LEE’S SERVICE SYSTEM THAT

KEEPS THE SKIES CLEAR.

Don Lee. who sells a thousand Cadillac

cars a year in California and has headquar

ters at l.os Angeles, has built up a reputa

tion for service that draws him business

from every corner of his territory.

One feature of this service is a corps of

men who do nothing but call on Cadillac

Every Cadillac owner is sure of

being in touch with Don Lee either directly

or through a representative at least once

a month. It makes no difference when you

bought your Cadillac; if you are a Cadillac

owner. you are called on once a month by a

gentlemanly

(HYHCI'S.

pleasant voiced. intelligent.

man who wants to hear your troubles.

“Quiet Kickers” Source of Worry.

\\'here there are so many customers some

are sure to be disgruntled; but it iS not the

ones who come to the garage and kick

that worry the dealer, but those who get

sore over some unavoidable incident Pm“

haps. and stay away. giving the dealer no

chance to square the situation. This plan

llIlllllllllllllIlllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillliiiiiilitillillilllllllilllllllllillllllllllltill?liltitltliiilllllh

a car is received the upper half and the

of systematic calling once in thirty (1831"

keeps the skies clear at all times, because it

keeps the'firm in close touch with every

user. The result of the plan is an army 0f

boosters who root for the Cadillm‘ and

till not be persuaded to buy from any

body but Don Lee or his representatives

I
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SUPPlYlNG THE OWNER’S NEEDS

Wide Field for Dealer in Filling Small

Wants of Man Who Runs a Car—Ac

quaintanceship with Owners

Basis of Sales.

“Sell as many things as possible to the

automobile owner; don’t sell him unneces

sary things; but of the things he must have,

sell him as many as possible." This is the

message of the Merchandising Spirit to the

automobile dealer. The dealer who heeds

it finds an era of profits that makes him

wonder why he did not get busy sooner.

The really great accomplishments of

business are always built upon the simplest

ideas. Henry Ford has built the largest

automobile business in the world upon a

simple idea. The idea was to build a car

for the masses instead of for the classes.

That was where Ford differed fundament

ally from almost every other manufacturer.

He got his idea and stuck to it. And this

Year Ford probably will build 150.000 cars.

Cutting Overhead with Accessories.

The automobile dealer who desires to

become a merchant will see in the Spirit's

"message" a concrete suggestion that leads

to a world of opportunities. It is a simple,

Pllctical suggestion—so simple, and so

seemingly ordinary. that 99 dealers out of

a‘ hundred who read it will probably 00"”

rm"? lust as they have been doing, trying

*9 5Dread overhead expense against automo

bile sales only, instead of thinning down

ill! overhead by means of selling to every

automobile customer every blessed thing

he is likely to need.

Enter the Venture Whole-heartedly.

The hundredth man will do as the hun

dredth man usually does: think it over till

he 8615 a full view of the money-making

rlllssntillties in the suggestion and then de

c‘de 10 test it out as quickly as possible.

 

 

 

And the hundredth man will not try to set

tle such a big and important move by a

stingy lay-out in a few bottles of cement

and a few tire patches which are just what

every one else has; he will go into the

business of selling the automobile owner as

many of the things he needs by havingr a

stock that is really representative of the

varied requirements of the motorist. Nor

will he rest his energies on the fact that

he has purchased and installed a stock of

tires, supplies and accessories; he will use

the newspapers and the mails to let every

automobile owner in the vicinity know that

he is prepared to take care of them on every

count. As a result of this procedure he

will have the chance to take care of them

on many counts. and thus will draw to his

garage or store many car owners who will

later become car customers of his.

What May Be Gained by Knowing Men.

Business follows acquaintance if the ac

quaintance is of the business-building, con

fidence-creating sort. and the dealer who

is continually bringing new customers to

his store or garage and building confidence

by giving service and full-value for the

money has a touch that is just as marvel

lous in profit-bringing as the lamp of Alad

din or the golden touch of Kins,r Midas.

J

“DEAD” FIRES THAT SUGGEST FOR

GETFUL SALESMEN. '

Forget the fire and out it goes, though

cheerful and full of heat it was but a short

while ago. It means clean out the dead

ashes and start from the beginning again to

build up. Such a lot of work might have

been saved ourselves if the fire only had

been taken care of and kept going!

It is a parable of salesmanship. Develop

the prospect to a red heat and then go away

and forget him for several weeks and. lo!

when you come ba'ck. he is stone cold

burned out—has forgotten everything you

ever told him about your car.
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Too many failures of otherwise good au

tomobile salesmen can be traced to the

fact that they forgot to pile on the fuel at

regular intervals; they went away and for—

got it, until one day they saw the prospect

drive past in a new car of a competing make.

A definite system of reports with a tickler

follow~up, set automatically, as soon as the

report‘is in, backed up by a slip or memo of

some kind placed on the salesman's desk

the day before the call is due, will prove a

satisfactory and efficient cure.

J

ILLUSTRATING THE TYPE OF MAN

WHO LOVES HIS WORK.

An automobile salesman was in a small

Ohio town. After seeing his prospect he had

just an hour before the car would be due to

take him back to Dayton, so he went up to

the hotel and got into conversation with the

proprietor. Of course, he talked automo

biles and told about his line of cars. Before

the electric car was due he had the names of

several prospects in the vicinity. and among ‘

them was the name of the hotel man. who

let out that he had been considering the

purchase of an automobile for some time.

The sequel to the story is that a week later

he drove back with a machine which the

hotel keeper is now driving.

Genuine Salesman Not a Machine.

A real salesman loves his work. He finds

it more interesting than anything else in

the world; he does nothing mechanically,

but has his eyes and his cars continually on

the alert to get information that will lead

him to interested people. And such a man

gets the help and support of those with

whom he comes in contact. They know he

is "on the job” and keen for business, and

he stands out from the rest like a powerful

headlight amidst a group of dash lamps.

Study the most successful men you know,

men who are really big, and you will find

that, without exception, they are men who

love their work for its own sake.
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ONE TYPE OF CARBURETI'ER

FOR MANYJYPES 0F MOTORS

Gassifying Device That Is Designed to

Make Any Engine Do Its Best—

Has Wide Range of

Adjustment.

Designing a carburetter for one particular

type of motor with a view to obtaining

maximum efficiency from that motor is by

no means a simple task; but when it comes

to producing a carburetter that will be

equally efiicient for all engines. regardless

of their individual peculiarities, difficulties

multiply. It is a task of no small magni

tude. yet the Detroit Carburetter Co.. of

Detroit, manufacturers of the C. B.

carburetter. shown in the accompanying il

lustration. claim that this is precisely what

they have accomplished and that the instru

ment will cause any motor to work up to

its maximum efficiency.

As may be seen quite clearly. the car

burctter is of the central jet type. the ver

tical gasolene nozzle being placed in the

center of a venturi tube passing through

an annular float chamber. Above the venturi

tube is a mixing chamber of large propor

tions. from which the mixture passes to the

induction pipe through the usual throttle.

its passage leading through a screen of

wire gauze placed over the outlet. The

hole in is of large

diameter. but its opening is adjustably re

stricted by a needle-valve, the stem of which

extends downward from the top of the mix

ing chamber, where it passes through a

threaded hole. The projecting end of the

‘ stem passes through and is clamped to the

throttle lever, which swings horizontally;

thus when the'throttle is opened. the needle

is screwed up and the nozzle aperture area

increased in proportion to the throttle open

ing. while the closing of the throttle closes

the needle valve. The throttle itself is of

the apertured cylinder type and works with

in the mixing chamber walls. By loosening

the needle-valve clamp the valve can be

adjusted for any maximum area of opening

and the adjustment retained by tightening

the pinching screw.

There are two air intakes. both adjustable

as to area and neither fitted with automatic

valves; in fact, the only automatic valve

in the carburetter is the float valve, which

is of the usual needle type. with a novel

adjusting device. however. One of the air

intakes is at the bottom of the venturi tube

and is provided with a shutter or plate for

regulating the aperture area. The other

opens directly into the mixing chamber and

is arranged with a deflector which forces

the air to pass horizontally over the top

the gasolene nozzle

of the venturi tube: the area varies with

the throttle opening, there being simulta

neous movement of throttle and air valve.

As this air inlet is opposite the outlet. the

incoming air picks up and mixes with the

gas rising from the venturi tube and passes

straight along to the outlet without bends

or turns. A screw regulates the height of

the air baffles. thus governing the amount

of air admitted.

One feature of the gasolene system will

be appreciated by those who have taken out

floats and bent the levers by guess to ad~

just the level of the liquid. The stem of the

automatic needle is threaded and

passes through a nut which engages with

the end of the usual float lever. The stem is

continued upward and passes through a

guide. the stem being flattened and the hole

in the guide being of corresponding shape.

valve
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E. C. li. (YARIH'RETTER IN SECTION

so that the stem cannot turn in the hole.

The guide is arranged to turn when a lock

ing nut is loosened. Turning the guide. of

course. turns the valve stem, which works

through the thread in its nut and so is

raised or lowered. correspondingly raising

or lowering the level of gasolene in the

bowl. Adjustment can be made when the

motor is running if desired. The adjusting

guide is fitted with lugs and notches and

cannot be moved unless the lock is loos

ened; also. it is easy to keep track of the

distance through which the stem has been

turned by counting the notches.

The operation of the carburetter is clear

enough. in a general way. from the illus

tration. Air is drawn in through the two

inlets; the air from the lower inlet passes

the spray nozzle whirling rapidly. the ven~

turi tube being provided with a spiral for

producing this effect. The amount of gas

olene taken up is dependent upon the ad

justment of the valve and the throttle open

ing. The secondary air current, carrying no

gasolene. joins the first at the top of the

venturi tube. and the violent agitation re

sulting from the abrupt changing of direc

tions produces a thorough mixing of the

gas and air. The secondary air current, as

well as the gasolene nozzle opening, is con

trolled concurrently with the throttle, so

that the proportions of the mixture are al

ways correct providing the proper initial

adjustments have been made.

Due to the wide range of proportional ad

justment possible in the E. 'C. B. carburet

ter. it is claimed that it can be adapted to

any motor, either two-cycle or four-cycle.

though in a three-cylinder. two-cycle, three

port motor it is necessary to use a special

distributing device if but a single carburet

ter is employed. The total absence of

springs and automatic air controlling de

vices makes adjustments permanent. once

effected. and it is claimed that it is impos

sible to improve the action of the device

by the use of any of the many carburation

improvers on the market. for the simple

reason that the carburetter will make the

engine do its best without extra attach

tnents.

 

Overworking the Magneto’s Safety Gap.

Although all high tension magnetos are

fitted with a safety gap for the passage of

the spark when the magneto is disconnected

from the spark plugs or the gap in the plug

has become too large for the passage of the

current. it is not well to overwork the gap,

as each time the current passes through it

the points are burned slightly, similarly to

the points of the plug. In testing the plugs

for short circuit. therefore, it is much bet

ter practice to touch a screwdriver to the

terminal and hold the point in proximity

to' the motor jacket than to remove the

wire from the terminal and incur the risk

of rendering the safety gap incapable of

passing the spark to the detriment of the

armature insulation.

 

Mirror for Day and Night Use.

An exceptionally handy device to carry

in the tool box is a small mirror. The re

flector is not only useful for directing the

line of vision into places which otherwise

would be invisible. but it also can be made

to serve instead of a trouble lamp when

something goes wrong at night. For such

usage it simply is necessary to reflect B

beam from a nearby street light to the

point where illumination is desired.

 

Adjusting Valve Tappets and Stems

Before attempting to adjust the distance

between the valvet tappets and the valve

stem so as to insure perfect functioning 0f

the valve mechanism and the elimination .0f

noise. it is well to polish the valve and Its

seat in the orthodox manner. This ensurefi

the removal of all particles or carbon and

perfect seating of the valve so that ti"? “"31

adjustment is perfect.

 

'1.
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GIVING DEALER BENEFIT OF POSSIBLE BARGAINS

Reilly Tells Sales Manager What He Thinks of Manufacturers Who Prefer

Used-Car Men to Own Dealers When Unloading at Reduced Rates—

Declares Regular Dealers Should Have Choice of “Good Things.”

In compliance with the shouting of a

youngster who frantically waved at redl

flag. made from one of those garments

which have been dispensed with since the

entry of the hobble skirt, the Sales Man

ager, grip in hand, halted at the intersec

tion of two streets as he saw the cause of

the youthful flagman's demonstration—a
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hat. but when the man came down the bobs

were half way acress the street and the

absence of one passenger never was missed

at all. Which is not to say that Reilly

ceased to slide. for for the space of twenty

feet he proceeded to demonstrate that in

an emergency a pair of well-tailored trou

sers are fully as efiicient as a pair of bobs.

  

WHEN REILLY CAME DOWN THE BOBS WERE HALF WAY ACROSS THE STREET

Pilir of bobs with a merry load speeding

down the cross street; the Sales Manager

felt the thrill of boyhood days as he saw

from the distance of a block that the hind

ermost passenger on the speeding contriv

ance was a full-grown man who clutched a

black cigar between his teeth and evidently

had forgotten that such antics are not re

garded as decorous for a business man in

his thirties.

Reilly Returns to Boyhood Days.

The Sales Manager’s face began to nurse

a smile as the bobs drew nearer and he

l'ecognized the “man behind”; he was about

'0 yell at him. but inst then the bobs hit a

blimp at the crosswalk, the tail of the board

fllPl-th upward, the man flipped upward. too.

his hat started to continue upward. the

"I" relaxed his grip on the board to grasp

Ills hat. and was successful in gripping the

“Didn’t you like the company you were

in?" asked the Sales Manager. as Reilly

gathered himself, and the questioner put a

stoppage to his mirth long enough to get

breath for the question.

Youngsters Too Fast for the “Old Man."

“Too fast for the old man. I guess." re

plied Reilly, as he grinned like a ten-year

old boy caught walking home with his

fiancee, and continued to brush off the snow

and dirt which he had accumulated.

"Do you spend all your lunch hours in

recreation?" bantered the Sales Manager.

“First offense." confessed the dealer.

"and." he added. “the last. I thought I

would walk up to the house to lunch and

back to-day and the kids offered me a

ride part way to the store.”

“\N'ell, you rode—part way," said the

Sales Manager. “and since there aren’t any

more kids to play with. suppose you join

me in the walk the rest of the way." Where

fore the two wended their way together

toward “Automobile Row." They argued

and scrapped as usual about anything and

everything on which it was possible to dif

fer in opinion, and were just about to be

come involved more deeply in a discussion

in which an agreement was an improbability

when there loomed up before them a deal

er’s salesroom front over which was plas

tered big bargain-day

“Cars at cost—Going out of business.”

“What’s the matter with Montrose?"

asked the Sales Manager as they passed

the over-displayed layout of signs.

“Going out of business." replied Reilly.

“I suppose I can’t read. can I?" retorted

the Sales Manager. “The sign didn’t say he

was going out of business. did it? What

the kids did to you must have made you

sore—mentally. I mean."

signs announcing

Dealer Aggrieved at Factory’s Act.

“He gave up his dealership." explained

the ex-coaster. "He got sore—mentally, I

mean."

“At what?" queried the man with the

grip.

“At the factory." answered Reilly. and as

the little dealer saw a cloud of Wrath be

gin to darken the Sales Manager's features

at this unexplaining explanation the for

mer hastened to add. "He claimed the

factory handed him a misdeal on a lit

tle transaction. so he told them they could

take their agency and select a destination

if they didn't care to go where he told them

to go."

"Is he right or wrong? What happened.

anyway?" was the inquisitive response.

"I think he's right in his contention, but

he was a little hasty when he threw up his

agency." stated Reilly. “It all occurred

because his factory over-produced and had

to unload quite a few cars several months

ago; Montrose. or Monty, rather. as he is

known along the ‘row.’ didn't know any

thing about it until a few weeks ago. and

when he discovered the true state of affairs

he went up in the air.

“It seems that when the factory found it

had made more cars than the dealers had

contracted for and that there was likely to

he a surplus. somebody down there made

!_-I
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arrangementsand unloaded the whole lot

onto several used car dealers in half a

dozen cities at greatly reduced prices. The

used car dealers got a good thing out of it,

and the factory got rid of its surplus, but a

lot of dealers have raised a fine row about

it. Monty, for instance, found out that sev

eral new Hannon cars were running around

town and he was darned sure he hadn't sold

them, so he started an investigation. One

of the men who has one of them told Monty

he got the car from a used car dealer out

of town, told him who the dealer was, and

what he paid for the car.

Finds Himself Undersold by Factory.

"The price was considerably less than

Monty could afford to sell for, even if he

car man could who was 50 or 100 miles

away. He didn’t succeed in getting much

satisfaction, and after the matter had

dragged along for two or three weeks he

went down to the Hannon factory, broke

his contract and told them they could sue

if they wanted to."

“Fine chance of their suing!" commented

the Sales Manager. I

Futile Effort to Make Reparation.

"Quite right!" agreed Reilly, “but his

trip to the factory caused some of the

higher-ups to learn about the rumpus; it

scents they hadn't known of it before. They

say that somebody lost his job, or nearly

10st his job, or something like that, and

they tried to get Monty to stick, but he
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"liF. CLAIMED TIIE FACTORY HANDED HIM A MISDEAL," EXPLAINED REILLY

cut his prices, and the car actually was new

and unused when the man bought it. Monty

took the matter up with the factory and

asked how it happened that so many new

cars were being sold by the used car dealer;

the factory seemed perfectly willing to ex

plain and apparently thought nothing im

proper had been done when the lot of cars

was sold to the used car men. But Monty

was pretty quick to show them something

was improper. He said the cars were being

sold to his prospects, and he demanded to

be told why he hadn’t been given a chance

to buy in some of the cars at a cut rate.

“The sales department told him they had

not thought he would want any. He asked

them why they hadn't found out, instead of

merely thinking he didn’t want any. Then

they told him he had contracted for a cer

tain number of cars and they didn’t think he

could sell any more in his territory. Monty

asked them if they didn’t think he could

sell as many in his own territory as a used

said he was glad he had a good excuse to

quit and came down the same day and had

that big ‘bargain sale' sign painted."

“\Vhat’s he going to do?" asked the fac

tory man.

“I don't know," answered Reilly, “but

he'll do something; he’s a ripping good

man at a lot of things. But I think he got

a rather raw deal. If l_"

Another Instance of Misplaced Bargain.

“That kind of work ought to be stopped

in this trade, and every other trade,“ as

serted the Sales Manager. “It’s too darned

common. \Ve ran up against an instance of

it ourselves a few years ago.”

“You did?" said Reilly in surprise.

“You’d be surprised, too, when I tell you

who did it," stated the salesman. “It was

Mason 8; Co.,the windshield concern. You’d

naturally think they were on the level, but

one day we got an offer from a certain

dealer in job lots of any old thing for a lot

of Windshields at a price that made us

think something was wrong. We looked it

up and found the Masons had been doing

the same thing the Hannon factory did."

Giving “Good Things” Where Not Due.

“That makes a regular dealer sore," said

Reilly, with a closed-fist gesture. “Here a

firm has a line of regular dealers who stick

through all kinds of weather and push a

firm's goods. and then the minute any kind

of a bargain like that shows up the firm

hands the gift to some jobber 0r cut-rate

dealer who wouldn't touch the firm's goods

if he had to pay regular prices. .

“I never could see why, if a firm has any

bargains like that, they don't give their own

regular dealers first chance at them. Monty

says that one of his dealer friends was let

in right on such a deal once and be cleaned

up a good bunch of money; Monty Says

he could have made several hundred dollars

and taken his regular contract of cars, as

well, if he could have bought a few cars

at the price the used car man paid for them.

As it is, he’s selling out at prices that would

make a used car dealer look sick."

Weak Excuse for an Unfair Practice.

“Sometimes the argument that is ad

vanced as an excuse for such a deal," sup

plemented the Sales Manager, “is that it

isn't good policy to sell a dealer anything at

less than his regular prices for fear he will

get into the habit of expecting cut rates or

will hold off on his orders in the expectation

that there is going to be a bargain sale

which will enable him to make a bigger

profit on regular retail orders that he al

ready has in hand. Of course. I myself

don't think that is exactly fair, but it may

be all right in some trades; certainly, how

ever, it is all wrong in the automobile trade.

where a small dealer doesn't sell. perhaps.

more than five or ten cars a year."

Square Methods and Their Result.

“You people have been pretty square that

way," was Reilly's compliment. “I like

the way you handle some of the used car

bargains you have, too. such as letting the

dealers know you have such-and-such a

car on hand at a good price. Lots (if-times

a dealer has a prospect for just such 8

car, and it helps wonderfully all around."

By this time the two men had entemd

Reilly‘s ofiice and the Sales Manager was

telling Reilly's salesman a glowinrl Nils Of

his employer’s afternoon performance on

the coasting hill, when Reilly, who had been

sitting uneasily at his desk for as much 35 a

half minute, solemnly walked out to the

repair shop and in a moment returned, bear

ing a cushion from a repairman's working

couch. mute evidence of the fact that ill!

Sales Manager was not exaggerating
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BOSTON’S “BABYLON” SHOW PROMISES

T0 PROVE W0ll1liY_0F ITS PREDECESTORS

To Open Saturday Evening With a Decorative Setting Both Striking and

Original and With a Full House of Cars, Accessories and Other Things,

Including Dictionaries—At Least Six Cars Not Seen at Either of

the National Shows Among Those To Be Displayed.

 

The Boston show opens its doors on

Saturday night, 8th inst. And it closes them

again finally on the 25th. But between

those dates there will be a blank of three

days—16th, 17th and lSth—to permit the

pleasure cars, shown by the Boston Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association, to be moved

out, and the commercial vehicles, shown by

the Boston Commercial Vehicle Associa

tion, to be moved in. Mechanics’ Building,

of course. is where the stage is set, and if

previous Boston shows can be taken as a

criterion there will be much in the way of

automobiles and accessories and—er—other

things within the four walls to interest the

visitor.

All of which may or may not bring to

mind the “other things" that served to re

lieve the monotony of previous years—the

“honest-to-goodness - sure -enough - ivory"

novelties promiscuously vended, the pink

lemonade and grape juice and the diction

aries. Diligent search has failed to un

earth any real reason for the presence of

the dictionaries, but as their vendor has

appeared regularly at the Boston exhibition,

he must find it beneficial. It is understood

that at one show at least two of the die—

tionaries were sold and that the purchasers

immediately turned to the word “culture”

and were so astounded at what they found

that they quit Boston within the hour. They

may return properly fortified this year.

However, the Boston show is first and

foremost an automobile show. It always

has been uncommonly well and attractively

dressed and one from which several several

lessons might be learned by others less suc

cessful in disguising gaunt rafters and un

Eightly walls into eye-pleasing backgrounds

at moderate expense. For ever since the

Bostonians first inaugurated the idea of

uniform decorations they have been going

themselves one better, so to speak. each

S“Weeding year. And this year, with such

decorative themes as the “Hanging Gar

dens 0f Babylon," “Nebuchadnezzar’s Trib

ute to His Median Bride," “The Garden of

f‘cenmry Ago” and other equally inspir

mg sublects the decorative scheme and

50m that will be disclosed Saturday night

sllmlld be just a little better than those of

yesteryears.

Under all this glory there will be shown

31011glist of accessories, some of which are

new and rarely seen outside the Boston

show and some which are not so new be

cause they already have been revealed

either at the New York show or at the

Chicago function, and a list of cars to which

the same concrete description applies.

\Vhich is to say that nearly all the old fa

miliar names will be there and, in addition.

there will be six others which appear for

the first time this year on any show sign

post other than those erected in purely local

exhibitions. Two of them are electrics——

Bailey and Grinnell; three are gasolene—

Ford, Nyberg and Meyer—and one is a

steamer—Stanley. The complete list of car

exhibitors is as follows:

P~leasure Cars.

Anderson Electric Car Co.. of Boston,

Boston, Mass—Detroit electric.

American Locomotive Co.,

R. I.—-Alco.

Andrews~Dykeman Co., Boston—Moon.

Armstrong 8: Curtis Co.. Boston—Mara

thon.

Bailey 8: Co., S. R., Boston—Bailey elec

tric.

Borland-Grannis Co., Chicago, Ill.-—Bor

land electric.

Bowman Co.. J. \\'., Boston—Stevens

Providence,

; Duryca. S. G. \'.. and \Naverley electric.

Buick Motor Co., Boston. Mass—Buick.

Bergdoll Motor Co. of Boston—Bergdoll.

Binney. J. A., Boston—Henderson.

Briggs-Detroiter Co.. Detroit, Mich.—

Detroiter.

Cadillac Automobile Co. of Boston—Ca

dillac.

Connell & McKone Co., Boston—Over

land.

Curtis-Hawkins Co., Boston-Speedwell.

Case Threshing Machine Co., J. 1., Ra

cine, “is—Case.

Cutting Motor Car Co.,

ting.

Dodge Motor Vehicle Co.,

Mass—Buffalo electric.

Dutton Motor Co.. F. A., Boston—Ab

bott-Detroit.

Donovan Motor Car Co., Boston—Stude

baker.

Davis Carriage Co.. Geo. \V., Richmond,

Ind—Davis.

Fiat Motor Sales Co.. Boston—Fiat.

Ford Motor Co.. Boston—Ford.

Franklin Motor Car Co., Boston—Frank

lin.

Fuller, Alvin T., Boston—Packard.

Boston—Cut

Cambridge.

Habich Co., G. E. & H. J., Boston—

Cole.

Harrington-Thompson Motor Cars, Inc.,

loston—Krit.

Hoyt Carburetter & Auto Co., Boston—

Havers.

Henley-Kimball Co., Boston—Hudson.

Hollander Motor Co., Boston—Metz.

Imperial Automobile Co.. Jackson, Mich.

——Iniperial.

Inter-State

Inter-State.

Jackson Motor Car Co.. Boston—Jack

son.

Jefl'ery Co., Thomas B., Boston—Ram

bler.

Koehler Sporting Goods Co., H. J., Bos

ton—Hupmobile.

Lawrence 8: Stanley Co.,

Mitchell.

Lenox Motor Car Co.. Boston—Lenore.

Lewis, C. B., Cambridge, Mass.——Nyberg.

Linscott Motor Co., Boston—Rec.

Locomobile Co. of America, BOston—

Locornobile.

Lozier Motor Co. of New England, Bos

ton—Lozier.

MacAlman. J. H., Boston—Stearns, Col

umbia.

Maguire Co., J. W., Boston—Pierce—Ar

row.

Michigan Motor

Mich—Michigan.

Middleboro Auto Excliange,_Midd1eboro,

Mass.-—McFarlan.

Morse 8.: Co., Alfred Cutler, Boston—

Renault. Metallurgique.

Moyer, H. A., Syracuse, N. Y.—Moyer.

Motor Car Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Pathfinder.

Neale. A. F., Boston—Baker electric.

Oakland Motor Co.. Boston—Oakland.

Oldsmobile Co. of Massachusetts, Boston

-—Oldsmobile.

Peerless Motor Car Co. of New England,

Boston—Peerless.

Paige-Detroit Motor Car Co., Detroit,

Mich—Paige.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Pope

Hartford.

Premier Motor Car CO. of New England,

Boston—Premier.

R. C. H. Corp., Boston—R. C. H.

R & L Co., Boston—Garford.

Republic Motor Co. of Massachusetts,

Boston—Little and Chevrolet.

Roberts-Sherburne, Inc., Boston—Amer

ican.

Russell Co.. \V. L.,

Haynes.

Smith, Fred 5., Boston—Mercer.

Stanley Motor Carriage Co.,

Mass—Stanley.

Stevens. W. H., Boston—National.

Slutz Motor Car Co., Boston—Stutz.

Tyler Bros. Corp., Boston—Firestone

Columbus and Columbus electric.

Under-hill CO., Boston—Knox, Grinnell

electric.

United Motor Boston Co., Boston—Max

well, Stoddard-Dayton.

Automobile C0,, Boston—

Boston -

Car Co., Kalamazoo,

Boston — Regal,

Newton,
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Velie Motor Vehicle Co., Boston—\"elie.

\\'hitc Co.. Boston—White.

\Vhittcn-Gilmore Co.. Boston—Chalmers

and Woods electric.

Wing Motor Car Co., Boston—Marmon.

Winton Motor Car Co.. Boston—Winton.

\Vestcott Motors Co., Boston—Westcott.

Accessories.

Of exhibits of accessories. the following

did not appear at either the New York or

Chicago shows:

Adams. John Quincy, Boston—Diction

aries.

Aetna Life Insurance Co.. Boston—In

surance.

American Storage Battery Co.. Cam—

bridge. Mass—Storage batteries.

Auto Parts Co., Providence.R.I.—Parts.

Bartlett. Edwin Ii. Boston—Tools.

Boston Tire & Rubber Co., Boston—

Coniet tires. liners, etc.

Boyd. Shirley F., Boston—R. I. V. ball

l)CZtTlt‘l}Zs.

Burn Boston Battery & Mfg. W'orks. Bos

ton—Sealed liquid batteries.

Cataract Rubber Co.. Boston—Tires.

Chandler & Farquhar Co.. Boston. Mass.

-—Machine tools.

Clark Foundry Co.. Rumford, Me.——-Ma

chine tools. .

Columbia Tire & Top Co., Boston—Tire

and tops.

Coward Auto Supply Co.. Boston—Star

spcedonicters. J-M shock'absorbers and

other supplies.

C. R. G. Mfg. Co.. Saugus. Mass—C. R.

G. carburettcrs.

Crowell Chemical Co.. Beverly, Mass.—

Oxford polishes.

Dunn Ray Co.. Boston—Specialties.

Eagle Oil &' Supply Co.. Boston—Eagle

lubricants.

Edison Storage Battery Co.. \Vest Or

ange. N. J.-Edison storage batteries.

Eisner-Lenk Co.. Boston—Eisemann mag

nctos.

Elliott Motor

Mass—Motors.

Ernsdalc \Vorccstcd Co.. Clinton, Mass.

—Fabrics.

Forbes. \\‘alter _|.. Boston—K—VV ignition

devices.

Ford Co.. Percy. Boston—Supplies.

Grady & Co.. 1. \N.. Boston—Motorcycles

and supplies.

Globe W'rench

\Vrenches.

Hillman Auto Supply Mfg. Co.. Boston—

Brass and plated specialties.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co., Brookline,

Mass.—H-C lighting systems and Newcomb

carburetters.

Holt & Bebee Co., Boston—Lamps and

electrical specialties.

Hood Rubber Co.. VVatertown, Mass.—

Tires.

Hopewell Bros.

bags. tire covers. etc.

invader Oil Co.. Boston—Invader lubri

cants.

Jones Speedometer. New Rochelle. N. Y.

—loncs spec-diameters and recorders.

Engine Co., \Valtham,

Co.. lpswich, Mass.—

Newton. Mass—Tool

K—D Motor Co.. Brookline, Mass.-K-D

crescent valve motors.

Kellehcr. ]. 1., Dorchester, Mass—Ty

phoon signals.

Keystone Lubricating Co., Boston—Lu

bricants.

Kelham, J. F., Beverley, Mass—Supplies.

Linscmt Supply Co., Boston—Acces

sorics.

Lunt Moss Co.,

lighting plants.

Meyers Br0s.. New York City—Special

ties.

Michelin Tire Co. of Massachusetts, Bos

ton—Michelin tires.

Moore-Smith Co.. Boston—“fearing ap

pare].

Motor Parts Co., Philadelphia. Pa.—Auto

Cle wrenches.

Norton Co., \-Vorcester. Mass—Machine

tools.

New England Motorcycle Co.. Boston—

Motorcycles.

Orona Mfg. Co., Boston—Specialties.

Philadelphia Grease Mfg. Co.. Boston-—

Lubricants.

Raymond Engineering Co., Boston—R-\'

motors.

Reinhart, Geo. \\r'., Boston—

Rcliance Speedometer Co., Boston—Reli

ancc spccdometers.

Robinson 8: Sons Co.. \\"m. C., Boston——

Lubricants.

Rose. P. R.. Boston—Specialties.

Russell & Co.. T. F.. Boston—Leavett

timers. Minerva horns. Victor lamps. etc.

Salman. John A., Boston—Monograms.

Sawycr Oil Co., John B.. Boston—Lubri

cants.

Shannon, T. R.. Hartford, Conn—Pol

ishcs.

Standard Auto Supply Co., Boston—

Rhineland. R. B. F., and Fafnir bearings.

Shaler vulcanizers, ctcv _

Standard Tire & Rubber Co.. Boston—

lmperial and Standard tires.

Steel Specialties Co., Boston—Special

ties.

Underhay Oil Co.. Boston—Lubricants.

W'alker Lithograph & Pub. Co., Boston—

Maps.

\Valpolc Tire & Rubber Co, Boston—

\Valpole tires.

Ward 8:. Sons, Edgar T.. Boston—Tub

ing and tools.

\Ninship. \\'.

bags.

Boston—Pumping and

\\"., Boston—Trunks and

Garden Setting for Tennessee Show.

Thirty-eight different makes of automo

bilcs of both pleasure and commercial types.

displayed in a Southern garden setting im

provised of trailing smilax and rambler

roses disposed on lattice bowers, comprised

the third annual show of the Memphis Au

tomobile Trade Association, which closed

its doors in the Memphis Auditorium on

Saturday evening last. March lst. The cars

were displayed by some 31 automobile deal

ers. who held space throughout the week

—the doors opened on Monday morning,

April 24th. Accessories of all types were

shown by the 15 dealers in appurtenances.

The cars displayed were: American. Alco.

Buick. Case. Chalmers-Chandler. Detroit

electric. Maxwell. Ford. Garford. Hudson,

Hupmobile. I-H-C truck. Kelley truck. Lit

tle. Lozier, Marmon. Moon. Moline. Michi

gan. Overland, Palmer-Singer, Premier. Pi

lot, Pullman, Rambler. R. C. H., Standard

electric, Stearns, Speedwell. Studebaker,

Urban, Waverley electric. \Nhitc. Wilcox.

Denver Discloses Three New Vehicles.

\Vhen on Saturday night next. March 8th.

the curtain is rung down on the exhibit

which has been housed in the Denver Audi

torium since Tuesday evening. the/Colorado

city will have seen its “dozenth” annual

automobile show. It is being held under

the auspices of the Denver Automobile

Dealers' Association. Thirty different makes

of automobiles for both pleasure and com

mercial purposes are shown by the two

dozen dealers who hold Space; of the trucks.

three are new in the sense that they have

not before been on exhibit during the pres~

cnt show season. They are the Continental.

made by the Continental Motor Truck Co.;

Capitol. displayed by the Capitol Truck

Mfg. Co. and the Zimmerman tractor. which

is exhibited by the Auto Tractor Co.. the

latter of which is novel in that it combines

both a pleasure car and a farm tractor. The

Fritchlc electric, which is the product of

the Fritchle Auto & Battery Co... of Denver.

is the only newcomer in the pleasure car

field. Accessories are shown by some 16

dealers in motor car appurtenances. The

cars exhibited are: Lozier, Reo. Ohio elec

tric. Abbott-Detroit. Paige-Detroit. Michi

gan, Oldsmobile. \Vaverley electric. Path

finder. Hupmobile. Inter-State. Wichita

truck. R. C. H.. Overland. Apperson. Kissel.

Fritchle electric, Stutz. White. Marion. Car

tercar. Zimmerman tractor, Continental

truck. Mercury truck. Dorris, Stanley"

Baker electric. Little. Selden. Locomobile.

Case. Capitol truck. Blair truck.

Street Parade Precedes Elmira's Show

Red fire. a brass band. and the usual “fix—

l'flgs" that accompany a street parade

marked the opening on Monday cvcning'

February 24th, of the third annual show of

the Elmira (N. Y.) Automobile Club. which

held forth in the State Armory until Sai

urday evening last, March lst. The diSPlaYs

0f the motor car dealers who held space em

braced some 15 difierent makes of vehicles.

as follows: Paige, Pathfinder, Ford. Cadil

lac, Haynes. Overland. Palmer- Sing“

Chalmers. Studebaker. Hupmobile. Atter

bury truck. Pierce-Arrow. Cole. Buick.troiter. in addition. there were 13 exhihl15

of accessories.
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AMERICAN UNDERSLUNG ADDS

FIRST SIX-CYLINDER MODEL

Employs Long-Stroke Block Motor of

Unusual Compactness and Devoid

of External Pipes—Traveller

Features Retained.

After having permitted others to feel out

the market for the six-cylinder car, and hav

ing itself successfully performed the feel

ing operation for underslung construction.

the American Motors Co...of Indianapolis.

Ind.. at length and after careful prepara

tion has launched a model combining these

and stems. which feature. it is pointed out,

effectually obviates the possibility of un

equal distortion and consequent sticking or

breakage. Permitting more effective dis

tribution of the cooling water through the

radiator. two inlets are provided. with a

branched T-shapcd header. Draft through

the tubes is induced by a cast aluminum fan

with ample provision for taking up the

slack in the drivingr belt.

Conforming to modern practice. both in

take and exhaust passages. as well as water

passages, are cored integral with the cast

ing. Thus. it becomes a comparatively sim

ple matter to eliminate the usual intake

manifold and to substitute for it a compara

tively short pipe leading directly from the
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AMERICAN UNDERSLL'NG "SIX." VICE-PRESIDENT MIiNAS('() AT THE WIIEEI.

in the newest addition to a

linc that long has been one of the leading

exponents of the principle of underslung

frame construction. 'As might have been

expected. the new car has a number of

features in common with its predecessors.

though it differs from them radically in a

number of others. not the least significant

of which is the employment of an unusually

compact T-hcad, black-cast motor. in which

even the water pipes have been eliminated

by incorporating them within the casting.

The car is designed to sell for $4.500. the

Price including complete equipment quite

as a matter of course. It is styled Type 666.

the figures serving to indicate that it em

Ploys a six‘cylinder, 60-horsepower motor

and the body accommodates six passengers.

Barring the compact appearance of the

tnotor. which. by the way. measures 4% X 6

Inches and delivers 65 horsepower at 1.000

tevolutions. its most conspicuous feature

It the absence of water piping and the mis

tsllaneous other odds and ends usually con

sidered essential to proper and efiicient op

eration. Instead of being conveyed to the

cyl-lndcrs through outside pipes, the circu

Ialmg water is led directly into the cylin

de': “Sling from the radiator, the passages

hung cored integral. Full advantage is

lake" of this method of construction thor

ougth arid adequately to cool the valves

two features carburetter to the side of the casting. the

disagreeable tendency of some of the

slightly heavier grades of fuel to “load up,"

or condense en route to the cylinders by

reason of long passages, being obviated. In
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cidentally. the construction permits of the

carburettor being placed fairly high where

it is instantly accessible for adjustment.

Oil pipes also are contained within the cast

ing and the effect of “cleanuess” which pro—

vails is heightened by the use of closely fit

ting valve mechanism covers and webs cast

between the supporting arms and the side

frame members to prevent the ingress of

road dirt.

Leaving the intake side of the motor per

fectly clear except for the presence of an

electric horn. which forms part of the regu

lar equipment. the high tension magneto

which provides ignition energy is mounted

on the left side. together with the water

pump and the electric lighting and engine

starting equipment. Thus, in addition to

facilitating carburettor adjustments. thc lo

cation of the magneto on the opposite side

effectually reduces the fire hazard due to the

ordinary juxtaposition of these two essen

tials. The lighting and starting equipment

is mounted on a substantial base and is
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driven through the intermediary of solid

shafts to the timing gear train, which has

been proportionately strengthened to per

form its added work. Consequently, the

usual forms of flywheel gearing and "silent"

chains are conspicuous by their absence.

In the matter of a clutch, American cn

gineers have found little room for im

provement in the cone type that has been

used for so many years in thc Traveller

models, and hence that type has been adopt

ed in its entirety except that a few minor

refinements have been made. Thus, for in

stance. the combined helical and spiral

spring which holds the clutch in engage

ment is retained quite as it has been used

in the past. It is equipped with a ball

thrust bearing to take the end load and ball

hearings on the clutch bushing and the

yoke successfully eliminate friction at these

points. Similarly. the change speed mech—

anism is substantially the same as that used

in the Traveller models. with a few minor

improvements. Gears are large of face. of

high grade alloy steel and are cut to close

limits to eliminate the usual growl that:

emanates from “down below" when run

ning on low speed. Four speeds forward;

and reverse are provided. both lay and drive

shafts being mounted in large diameter im
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ported ball Shifting rods are

supported in exeeptionally long bearings

and are fitted with positive locks, making

gear shifting easy and certain.

From the gear box, power is transmitted

to the rear wheels in the orthodox manner

through the intermediary of a propeller

shaft enclosed in a drawn steel torsion tube

made fast at the after end to the axle hous

ing, which is of the built-up type in which

the axle tubes are rigidly fastened to a cast

steel differential housing. The top half of

the housing is removable without the neces

sity for disturbing any other part of the

axle, and the entire differential mechanism

can be lifted out through the opening. The

axle itself is of the full-floating type in

bearings. point out—is materially to lower the center

of gravity and thus to increase stability.

Both front and rear are supported on un

usually long and flexible semi-elliptic

springs. One slight departure from pre

vious practice is to be found in the method

of hanging the gasolene tank at the rear,

the construction, which is exceptionally

solid and provides more than ordinarily

complete protection for the tank being best

made plain by the accompanying picture.

The chassis is titted with a roomy six

passenger touring body in which the effort

at the elimination of projecting parts is

reflected by the absence of door hinges and

latches and the clever manner in which the

side lamps have been almost hidden in min
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INTAKE SIDE AMERICAN “SIX,” SHOWING ABSENCE OF PIPING

which the weight of the car is supported

on large annular ball bearings. In the case

of the drive pinion and the ring gear, the

bearings are mounted in adjustable cages.

Naturally, the front wheels also are

mounted on large diameter annual ball bear

ings, though it is one of the distinctive

features of the car that a double thrust

bearing is provided. Both sets of brakes.

service and emergency, are equalized and

are mounted inside rear wheel drums which

measure 16 inches in diameter; each brake

band is two inches in width, thus providing

sufiicient braking surface to bring the car

up “all standing” if necessary. The steering

gear is of the irreversible worm and sector

type and is mounted in special bearings to

ensure easy operation.

In the design of the frame and the

method of suspension. the construction dif

fers in no whit from that already made

familiar by previous Americans. The frame

is carried beneath the axles, the immediate

effect of which—it scarcely is necessary to

iature tunnels. Incidentally. the wind

shield is no more an accessory than is any

other part: it is built in pl' 3 without the

use of the usual filmvlbfiird’and the struts

are so placed as to ofiet the least possible

obstruction to the driver's vision.

The standard equipment of the car, all

of which is included in.,ftdl e price. embraces

a specially designed i‘crivenetted mohair

top with the usual slip cover and side cur

tains, electric lighting and engine starting

system, lOO-mile eleftrically lighted speed

ometer-clock comb‘inal'tiOn. adjustable wind

shield. electric horn, shock absorbers. de

mountable rims with two spares, robe and

foot rests. and the usual complement of

tools. tire repair kit. pump, jack and spare

parts.

Read Makes Ready an $850 Model.

Having finally perfected its organization

by the election of R. J. Read as president,

Roy Herald as secretary and J. E. Beatty

as treasurer. the Read Motor Car Co.. of 541

in

Furrsfi

\\"oodwar(l avenue, Detroit, Mich., which

for some time has been in process of forma

tion, at length is ready to market its first

product, an orthodox five-passenger tour

ing car styled the Read "30," which lists

with complete equipment at $850. The car

mounts a four-cylinder unit power plant in

which the cylinders are pair-cast and meas

ure 3%, x 4% inches; ignition is effected by

means of a high tension Briggs magneto

and mixture is furnished by a Holly car

buretter. The other essential elements of

the car include a three-speed selectively

operated gearst with the control lever in

the center of the footboard, leather-faced

cone clutch and semi-floating rear axle.

Rear springs are full-elliptic, with the lower

halves hung beneath the axle and the front

members are semi-elliptic. The wheelbase

is 115 inches an 32 x 3% Goodyear tires

carried on demountable rims. Equipment

includes top, Windshield, speedometer. gas

head lamps and tank, and the .usual horn

and tool complement.

Kelly Truck’s Branches Reorganized.

Since Charles B. Shanks assumed charge

of the Kelly-Springfield Motor Truck Cd’s

salesqldepartment, its system of branches

and service stations, among other things,

has been considerably reorganized, a num

ber of new men having entered the service.

As reorganized, the branches and their

managers are as follows: New York City,

Y‘YqI‘A. S. Holly; Cambridge A. Boston,

Mass/P. S. Aultman; Philadelphia, Pa.,

James Joyce; Kansas City. Mo.. Charles

B. Packham; Chicago, 111., L. R. Garrison;

Seattle, \Vash., Henry E. Schmidt; San

Francisco, Cal., Frank G. Miner; Los An»

geles, Cal., J. L. Stone (assistant branch

manager in charge); Dallas, Tex, A. R.

Hayden; Cleveland. Ohio, D. C. Hatha

way: Birmingham, Ala.

A. C. A. Decides to Retain Laboratory.

It has been decided by the Board of

Governors of the Automobile Club of

America that the club's fine testing labora

tory. the discontinuance of which was prac

tically decided upon because of the expense

involved in its maintenance, is to be re

tained. The work will even be carried fur

ther than the laboratory itself_permits, for

it is planned to make road tests of cars and

acce5sories—carburetters, tires. ignition aP‘

paratus, cooling systems and so on. In mak

ing road tests the A. C. A. is following

the example of foreign organizations. which

have done work of this character for dealers

and manufacturers.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber CO- has

opened a branch in Milwaukee, Wis, at 456

Milwaukee street. It will be managCd by

J. E. McGinnis.

H0
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WEEKLY SERVICE SYSTEM THAT HOLDS TRADE

How a Southern Dealer Takes Care of His Customers With the Aid of a

Card and a Punch—Simple Method of Keeping Track of Adjustments,

Repairs and Replacements—Thoroughness the Keynote of Success.

Just how far-reaching should be the ser

vice accorded the purchaser of a motor car

by the dealer is a subject regarding which

there probably always will be divergent

opinions. All, or very nearly all, are agreed,

however, that service in one form or an

0ther pays. There are those who believe

that, like everything elSe, as a profit yield

ing medium it has its limitations; and

though this class is in the majority, there

is none within its scope who is prepared to

say exactly where lies the dividing line be

tween profitable and non-profitable varie

ties of service, or, in other words, between

judicious advertising and pure philanthropy.

A second class believes that the dealer

never can accord the purchaser service that

in the long run will not net the party of the

first part a profit.

Fifty-two Weekly Inspections.

To this second class belongs the firm of

Joseph Schwartz Co., Ltd., which handles

Premier and Buick pleasure cars and G.

M- C. commercial vehicles in New Orleans.

La. The word “service” pronounced with

the Schwartz accent designates a thorough

and periodic inspection of each of the cars

sold by the establishment. To this end,

the card shown by the accompanying illus

tration is issued to each purchaser of either

make of vehicle, and each time an inspec

tion is made a hole is punched in one of the

numbered squares which fringe the edge of

the card; since the inspection is scheduled

to take place weekly, there are in all 52

s(Juares, making the card good for a year's

free service, although if at the end of a

Year from the date of purchase of the car,

owing to inability of the owner to take the

car to the service station, all of the num

PCYS have not been punched, the service

15 continued until the car has undergone a

total of 52 inspections.

Examinations That Mean Something.

The insllection is reasonably thorough,

'00- A wrench is put on each nut and bolt

and the Slack taken up by way of preventing

Chance loss at an inopportune 'time; the

cylinders are carefully examined and all

"ices 0f carbon removed against the possi

b'hty Of 3" overheated motor, pitted ex

.halm valves- and general sluggish function

mg' A150, the lubricating system receives

 

its due share of examination at each inspec

tion; in cases where the formation of car

bon is excessive or persistent, special care

is taken in noting the flow of oil with a view

toward determining the cause or causes of

the malady and, once determined, correction

is made to prevent recurrence of the trou

ble. Sometimes it is but a readjustment

of the means for controlling the supply of

oil. and occasionally induces the suggestion

to the owner that the grade of oil be
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SCHWARTZ‘S CHECKING CARD

changed for one that, with his particular

motor, will give better results.

The motor is turned over slowly and the

compression in each cylinder tested; where

found to be lacking or faulty, either the

valves are ground in or the piston rings are

freed in their slots to effect a cure. Valve

tappets are adjusted so that the timing al

ways is perfect.

The ignition system does not escape the

close scrutiny which is accorded the other

parts of the motor and each plug is exam

ined, cleaned, if need be, or repacked in

case of leakage or breakage of the insulat

ing medium, and the gap is readjusted to a

nicety, compensating for the slight amount

of burning which is bound to result from

the use of a magneto ignition. Cables and

wires which have to do with the high and

low tension systems are thoroughly “looked

into" by way of eliminating derangements

either in the insulation or in the conducting

medium itself which are liable to assert

themselves when the owner is “twenty

miles out," as Joseph Schwartz puts it, with

the well-known effect of causing delay and

inconvenience; the terminals are read

justed and scraped to insure perfect con

tact, if need be. The magneto circuit

breaker contacts are put in proper adjust

ment and the bearings given their allotted

drop of oil of the proper weight.

Little Things That Are Not Slighted.

Nor is the cooling system neglected; after

it has been determined that all joints are

perfect and that there are no leaks in the

radiator, that the pump is functioning prop

erly and that passages are free from ob

struction, the system is well flushed out to

eliminate all of the insoluble precipitates

which are calculated to cause “furring” of

the radiator, and the latter is filled with

fresh water.

The “modern” fixings which add luxury

to the car are not overlooked. The electric

lighting system is gone over and the com

ponent parts adjusted, if need be. The com

mutotor of the generator is “rubbed up" in

the proper manner by the proper man, and

where the battery voltage is low, the reason

for its “lowness” is ascertained and the

corrections called for are instituted.

A Sharp Lookout for Tire Troubles.

So much for the motor. The remainder of

the car is given the same attention, to the

end that the transmission is filled to the

proper level with the right sort of grease;

the differential case is opened, wear in the

bevel gears is compensated for, to elimi

nate all hum, and the proper lubri

cant applied. The universal joints do not

escape attention and are properly cleaned

and greased, and each and every grease cup

or oil hole in and about the car which has

to do with the lubrication of the running

gear comes in for its due share of attention.

And what probably appeals to the owner

as strongly as the attention given the

mechanism of the car is the care with which

the tires are inspected and the small cuts

and stone bruises cleaned and filled, and

the larger bruises. which are liable quickly

to develop into seats of tire trouble, vulcan

ized. Naturally. when much time and ma
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terial are used, a charge is made, but the

constant care of the smaller bad spots does

so much toward keeping down tire expenses

that the average owner does not mind pay—

ing these legitimate bills. Of course, the

tires always are inflated to the proper de

gree.

Just what this sort of service means to

the owner is a matter too fully understood

by all those who are interested directly or

indirectly with motor cars to need very

much in the way of explanation. It means

that the car always is in the pink of condi

tion; practically all the driver has to do

is to drive, all there is to watch is the road

ahead. The thoroughness of the inspection

and the frequency with which it is made

eliminates all work save that which is occa

sioned by a puncture or a possible more

serious rupture of some part of the mecha

nism which arises from some unavoidable

accident.

From the trade standpoint. however, the

real consideration is what the service means

to the dealer. In inelegant vernacular, it

suggests the question, “Vi/here does he get

0R?" which question is best answered by

the‘fact that the Schwartz people are ex

ploiting their service system to the fur

thermost degree. That it should attract

trade and hold it. once it is secured. is log

ical, for after the consummation of a sale

the service is so complete that each buyer

of necessity becomes a "booster" in a

double meaning. In the first place, so lit

tle trouble is experienced with the car that

the brand is boosted; secondly, in appre

ciation of the service. the establishment is

boosted. And kept

satisfied with his first car. and with the

dealer’s methods of handling his trade.

both the dealer and the brand receive the

first consideration when the purchase of a

new car is being contemplated.

That the system also opens avenues for

the exploitation of a very great many ac

cessories and for the sale of gasolene and

oil is readilyv apparent, and it would seem

that extra profits accruing from such sales

should go far toward paying for the ser
vices rendered. I

if a car owner is

Tool for Clearing Cuts in Tire.

Even if a cut in a tire cannot be mended

immediately, it will be to its advantage to

scrape it out. keeping it clear of bits of

gravel and the like that may tend to spread

it. An excellent tool for the purpose can

be made by flattening the end of a piece of

quarter-inch steel wire to a spear-like point

and turning it over at right angles, making

a scraper that will penetrate to the bottom

of a cut. Such a tool is useful for cleaning

cuts previous to filling. as well as helping

to prevent their spreading until the repair

can be made.

LIGHTS GLOW AMlD VINES

AT Pll'lSBURGll’S “EXPO”

Show Is First of Two Rival Exhibi

tions Held in “Smoky City”—Car,

Truck and Accessory Exhib

itors Total 102.

Exposition Hall—the one in Pittsburgh.

l’a.—is aglow with the many lights and be~

decked with the vine-entwined trellis work,

not to mention the mural paintings that ob

scure bare walls, all of which go to make

an attractive decorative setting for an au

tomobile show. The Show now in progress

—which is the third “Expo” show. as the

Smoky City men call it. and which is man

aged by T. I. Cochran—is the first of Pitts

burgh's rival shows and will be in progress

until Saturday evening next. March 8th.

the doors having swung wide on Monday

evening last, 3rd inst. Both pleasure cars

and commercial vehicles are on view. the

former t0 the number of 25, and an even

score of the latter shown by 35 dealers.

Accessories are more than ordinarily nu

merous. and are shown by 42 dealers.

Four pleasure cars not previously exhib

ited during the present show season cropped

out. They are the Enger. shown by Aupke

Bros; the Duquesne. by the Aaron Deroy

Motor Car C0.; the G. J. G.. by Martin &

Coulter. and the Alpena, displayed by the

Penn Motor Co. The commercial vehicle

display likewise brought to light four vehi

cles not previously shown. They are the

P. E. electric, which is the product of the

Elwell Parker Electric Co.; the Lange, of

fered by the Lange Motor Car Co.; the

Shelton. shown by Martin & Coulter, and

the Curtis. made by the Pittsburgh Machine

Tool Co.

The cars shown are: Alco. Abbott-De

troit, Enger. Regal. Cole, Studebaker, Du

quesne, Stutz. Henderson, Knox, American.

Kline. Locomobile, Staver, G. J. G., Michi

gan, Haynes, Pierce-Arrow, Hupmobile.

National. Paige, Ohio, Alpena. Marathon,

Pullman. Marion. Schacht. Mitchell. Em

pire.

The commercial vehicles on view are:

Alco. Stewart, Indiana, Little Giant. Stude

baker, B. A. Gramm. Bessemer. E. P. E.

Co., Knox, I-H-C, Lange, Locomobile. Dart.

Shelton, Pierce-Arrow, Hupmobile. Ohio.

Curtis, Schacht. Lippard-Stewart. Vulcan.

Service. Kelly. Chase.

Thirty-one Cars at Bridgeport’s Show.

“Dressed up" for the occasion. the Park

City skating rink, which is in Bridgeport.

Conn.. forms the housing for the automobile

show which was inaugurated on Monday

evening last. March 24th. under the auspices

of the Bridgeport Automobile Dealers' As

sociation. The show comprises 31 products

of different automobile factories. displayed

by 25 dealers. It will be in progress for the

remainder of the week. The cars on view

are: Studebaker, \Vhite. Pope-Hartford,

National. Mitchell, \Naverley electric,

Ranch 8: Lang electric, Regal. Ford, Little

Giant truck. Henderson, Moon, R. C. H.,

Cadillac. Selden. Pierce-Arrow, Federal

truck. Moyer. Oakland, Abbott-Detroit,

Chalmers. Gramm truck. Lozier. Paige. Pat

erson. Krit. G. M. C. truck, Franklin, Buick,

Trucks that Formed Cinci's Part II.

Saturday evening last. March lst. saw

the close of Part I of the motor show which

was staged in the Cincinnati Music Hall by

the Cincinnati Automobile Dealers' Asso

ciation from Monday. 24th ult.. until last

evening. \Yedncsday. March 5th. When the

doors opened on Monday evening last. in

place of the pleasure cars which had held

forth during the week previous, were dis

closed some 22 makes of commercial veni

cles, both large and small, shown by an

even score of dealers. They were as fol

Packard. Federal. Pope-Hartford.

United States. Pierce-Arrow, Avery, Inter‘

national. Armleder. Schacht. Peerless.

\Vhite. Lippard-Stewart, Empire. Smith

Milwaukee. Alco, Reo. Service. Detroit elec

tric. Universal, Indiana. Kelley, Glow elec~

tric.

lows:

Full Score of Cars at Topeka'a Show.

Topeka. Kan.. has successfully brought to

a close its first annual show. The opening

occurred Monday evening, 24th ult.. in

the Topeka Auditorium. under the auspices

of the Topeka Motor Car Dealers' Associa

tion. and the exhibit held the boards for

the remainder of the week. Two dozen dif

ferent makes of motor cars were in evidence.

displayed by 16 dealers; accessories Were

shown by half a dozen of those who deal

in motor car appurtenances. The cars on

view were: Chalmers. Cadillac. Hudson, Staf

ford, Stoddard-Dayton. Oakland, Buick, In

terstate. Paige-Detroit. Overland, Mitchell

Cole. Hupmobile. Jackson, Rambler. All

burn. Studebaker. Maxwell. Ford, GM?

Reo. Marion, International and Detroit

electric.

Cork that Assists Polishing jobs. ‘

A lal'g'e cork with its end dipped first in

oil and then in emery makes a first-class

polisher for metal surfaces that have been

filed up smooth. Various grades of emery

can be used to bring the surface down to

the refluired finish, but a thin slice shonld

be cut off the cork after using a coarse

grade so that there will be no coarse Pa"

ticles sticking in the surface to spoil the

work of the finer powder.
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CLIMBING TO SUCCESS ON ACCESSORY FIXTURES

Value of Placing Wares Where They May Be Seen to Best Advantage—

Only Slight Expenditure Often Makes Manifold Return Pos

sible-Story of “The Man Who Stood Still.”

Whenever a man goes to the theater it is

nearly always with the idea of being

amused; problem plays are strenuously

avoided by that individual whose object in

expeditions of this sort is mental recreation,

but. despite the attempt to amuse the “tired

business man." now and then a play teaches

a lesson which. however. is not always rec

ognized in the cover of hilarity or pathos

which prevails; many may not recognize

it until it is brought to their attention that

when Louis Mann portrayed “The Man

Who Stood Still" some time ago his role

carried a message which is doubly appli

cable to the accessory trade because, while

it has progressed. it has not reached that

plane of merchandizing which is attained.
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generally, only after years of experience on

the part of tradesmen.

Whether it really is beizause the accessory

trade is a young trade or whether it is be

cause so many accessory dealers are new

"I the merchandizing field, is a matter

Which may be set down as extraneous. 50

fat as the present matter is concerned, bllt

certain it is that with some accessory deal

"5 Progressing rapidly there are others

who align only too closely with "The Man

Who Stood Still.”

There is one difference between the two,

however. in that while “The Man Who

510ml Still” was a past generation pr0ducl

Who was unable to awaken to the necessi

 

ties oi the newer sort of salesmanship the

accessory man is of the present generation.

but he nevertheless is in need of assistance

or an awakening in many particulars and.

once given the slightest impetus in the

right direction, has an unbounded field of

endeavor before him. “The Man \Nho

Stood Still" was a jeweler. and in other

days the Man had been possessed of an ex
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cellent trade, but as the years rolled by it

drifted to other more up-to-date shops.

Making a Radiator Attractive.

If "The Man Who Stood Still" could

wander along almost any “Automobile

Row" and visit a few stores where auto

mobile adjuncts are sold and could view

things through his old~time eyes. he would

marvel at many things. and he probably

would stop in a store where McCord radia

tors are sold and. in dismay at such useless

expenditure of effort, say. “\1Vl1y such fool—

ishness as to build a stand just to set that

radiator on? W'asn’t there room on the

floor for the radiator?" And the Man never

would be able to comprehend the state

ment that the radiator looks better on a

neat rack than it does on the floor and that

a great many other fixtures and display de

vices which he would see would be valuable

to him it he were running an accessory

store to-day.

The rack in question is much like an

easel, designed to hold a picture, and its

construction is simple and inexpensive. but

the difierence it makes in the appearance of

the radiator cannot be estimated. A radia

tor standing on a store floor might look

much as if one of the clerks had started to

put it somewhere and set it down to wait on

a customer, but on the rack it possesses

more character and can be more easily in

spected by a prospective purchaser. Many

other accessories are almost within the

hardware class. but may be effectively

shown up with proper mounting.

Carburetters are not handsome pieces of

work, but the International Accessories

Mfg. Co., of New York City. is responsible

  

SIMPLE M l RROR DISPLAY

for an attractive method of featuring its

A. B. C. carburetters, utilizing a device

which is not extremely difiicult of manufac

ture; it consists of several sections of

brass tubing, with joints. fitted to form a

cross with two cross pieces. while evenly

spaced on each side of the upright standard

are T-fittings inserted in the cross arm and

means for attachment of the carburetters.

The carburetters and T'fittings are con

nected by close nipples and the instruments

are much more attractive than when heaped

on a counter. As an accompanying illustra

tion shows, this device may be used to ad

vantage ior the display of different types

or makes of carburetters.
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Possessing considerable attractiveness in

themselves, mirrorscopes, like a great many

other wares, might be said to be on dis

play when piled up in a showcase, but their

value is made more plain to the prospective

1 // / t /
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GOODRICH REVOLVING STAND

buyer when the glittering glass affairs are

attached to arms of some sort, much as they

are mounted when in service on a car. and

when a group of these pretty little acces

sories is displayed on a polished brass

standard the effect is striking and merits

attention, if for no other reason, because a

mirror is seldom passed up by the average

human being. An excellent method of

mounting, as is illustrated, is upon a single

upright tube. inserted in a wood block

base, and possessing simple means of at

tachment.

Mounting Windshields and Bumpers.

Probably as much ingenuity as is re

quired in devising a means of showing oil

any ware is needed in fitting up a device

which will afiord a display for windshields

and also for bumpers without the result be

ing an angular and unsightly aggregation

of rods and bars in which there is no sem

blance of beauty but in which the efi'ect is

such as to repell rather than attract; in

genious mechanics in the employ of vari

ous concerns, however, have applied their

ability to advantage, and a common means

of mounting bumpers is to arrange a num

ber of them on two upright tubular stan

dards, which is well enough but which is

not capable of the efiect produced by a de

sign worked out by the Cox Brass Mfg.

Co., of Albany. N. Y., wherein Windshields

and bumpers are combined advantageously.

The base. as an accompanying illustration

mach plain, consists of four legs and a rod

cmlnccting them. while above the base

Windshields and bumpers are arranged al

ternately.

This last described device necessarily in

volves considerable labor, which. however.

is not wasted effort, yet many an accessory

dealer might decry this extensive venture

into the fixture field because of its com

plicated nature; but that he need not be

without fixtures is almost certainly indi

cated by numerous horn mounting stan

dards which place an alarm sounding mech

anism in a position much more realistic

than mere repose on a showcase cover, and

while the majority consists of some form

of wooden standard. some with iron mount

ing arms, the acme of simplicity in the

whole fixture line is found in a product

which originated with the makers of Long
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SIMPLE LONG HORN BRACKET

horns. A glance at the accompanying il

lustration is better than any description.

for the fixture is nothing more than an up

right board with hollowed end and fixed to a

square base, yet the efiectiveness is greatly

in excess of the ease of construction.

Enhancing the Value of Literature.

"The Man \Vho Stood Still" would have

marveled at all this expenditure of effort

and money which he would have said might

better be turned into other directions, and

he probably would have been utterly dumb

founded when he saw the B. F. Goodrich

Co. pouring good coin into the building of

revolving octagonal display fixtures for ad

vertising literature; to start 03 with. he

probably could not comprehend the use of

so much expensive literature and that a

man should go to so much trouble to build

something to hold it when it could just as

well be piled up on a showcase would be

beyond him. Incidentally, the Goodrich peo

ple employ the same stand for displaying

their varied line of tire accessories—patch

es, inner sleeves, and the like.

But the advantage of such a piece of ma

chinery in an accessory store. or any other

store. for that matter, when a varying line

of wares is sold. is only too apparent;

 

every dealer, it is assumed, is anxious to get

his literature into the hands of his trade,

and booklets and folders, piled up on a

counter. are not always attractive—they

look too much like “advertising,” which for

some unknown reason is something many

individuals seek to avoid. But in the fix

ture in question each piece of literature is

shown by itself and in attractive form; the

device consists of an eight-sided truncated

pyramid so set upon a base that the pyramid

will revolve, while neat brass band rails at

the top and bottom serve both as an orna

ment and a means of turning.

How a Fixture May Pay Heavily.

Anyone knows that the natural impulse

when a man sees such an affair is to take

hold of the handle and turn the thing, just

as visitors at automobile shows always give

mounted wheels a whirl and poke every

other device which looks as if it were made

to be poked, and the man who turns the

literature pyramid cannot fail to look at

what is on it; in fact. having turned the

pyramid he sort of feels that he must ex

cuse his act by looking at the booklets, and

if the booklets are properly gotten up he

may take one, and if they contain good sales

talk he may read it, and if he reads it it may

be the stepping stone to a sale. And if be

cause of the booklet one man buys a tire, a

radiator or some ware on which there is

a substantial profit, is not the fixture paid

for?

Even with all these apparent advantages,

“The Man \Vho Stood Still" never could

“see the use of it.” It looks like putting
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money into a hole with a chance that it

never will come out. What did the Man

do? 0h. he came out all right. Qf course,

he lost his business, but his son-in~law gave

him a job. so he managed to get along

quite well after all.

.JJ
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ENGINEERS TALK KEROSENE

BUT LET lN LllTLE LIGHT

Fear of Telling “State Secrets” Cur

tails Carburetter Talk at S. A. E.

Metropolitan Section Meeting

-Conc1usions Reached.

Although it was hoped, in view of the

increasing importance of the subject. that

much of an enlightening nature would be

forthcoming at the monthly meeting of the

Metropolitan Section of the Society of Au

tomobile Engineers. held Thursday last,

27th inst., at the headquarters of the society

in New York City, in the discussion of an

advertised paper entitled “Kerosene Car—

buretters for Motor Car Use," the meeting

was, to those who went prepared for en

lightenment, a disappointment, to say the

least. As it transpired, the paper was no

paper at all, the pseudo title serving merely

as a subject for discussion, and the dis—

cussion itself was of a rambling nature

which consisted essentially of the exploita

tion of a single device more suitable for

heavy stationary engines than for automo

bile motors.

Despite this fact, however, a few rays of

light crept into the smoke-surcharged at

mosphere of the meeting room, and some

of the considerations of A. C. Bennett, of

the Wilcox-Bennett Carburetter Co., who

did most of the talking, with regard to va

porization and the admixture of fuel and air

contents, were interesting. All told, some

97 manufacturers of carburetters—kerosene

and gasolene—had been invited to attend

the meeting, but though a number of them

were represented, the representatives were

Singlflarly adverse to taking part in the dis

cussion, most of them requesting to be

excused on the plea that they had attended

to listen and learn and not to talk.

Taking exception to the generally ac

cclJted theory that to increase the size of

the intake manifold and valves, within cer

tain limits, is to increase efficiency. Ben

nett's most startling dissidence was to the

Effect that the size of such parts might bet

ter be decreased instead of increased. the

thmfy being in line with his own opinion

and experience that too little attention is

Paid to the pulverization of kerosene fuel

in the design of a successful heavy fuel

carburetter.

\iallorization. he pointed out, is unsatis

facmry because of the heat needed and the

c“sequent loss of efficiency through loss

0‘ exDansion on explosion and the most

IOgical means of attacking the problem is

lhmugh careful pulverization of the fuel.

In his Opinion, the only feasible way to

employ kerosene is to break it up; the

more finely it is broken, the better will be

the results.

Hence. Bennett advocates intake passages

of the minimum diameter in order to take

advantage of the disrupting influence of

the air under high velocity, the effect being

heightened by holding the intake valve

closed until the piston has descended ap

proximately 25 degrees. thus causing a par

tial vacuum which assists rapid flow of the

gases. Incidentally, Bennett opines that the

use of intakes as free as possible of short

bends is a mistaken idea on the theory that

the abrupt change in direction of the mix

ture tends towards homogeneity. The latter

consideration would seem to be borne out

by the experience of a British carburetter

manufacturer who has obtained noted suc

cess with the use of a T-shaped manifold

of comparatively small area; gasolene is

employed, however.

Despite his considerations against the

use of heat. Bennett does use it, though not

in the generally accepted manner. Instead

of heating either the mixture or the air,

Bennett heats the kerosene itSelf, the heat

ing apparatus taking the form of an exhaust

gas jacket around the bowl of the carburet

ter; gasolene must be used for starting, of

course. Also, to obviate knocking. which

in his opinion is caused by the expansion

and sticking of the upper end of the pistons,

he injects small quantities of water into the

mixture. It has been found that the smaller

the quantity of water employed the higher

is the efficiency of the engine.

Another interesting characteristic brought

out by Bennett in the course of his talk

was that with the use of heavier gravity

fuels there is difficulty in ensuring equal

charges in the several cylinders of a multi

cylindcr engine. To obviate this difficulty

it has been the practice of his company to

place small fins in the intake passage.

In discussing Bennett’s talk, one engineer

delved into a not altogether unknown line

of thought by suggesting a solution of the

problem by mixing kerosene and gasolene.

The idea, however, was not heralded with

enthusiasm. the majority opposing it.

It was the general concensus of opinion

of those in attendance. as expressed by

Chairman Anglada, that the most logical

and most proper manner of attacking the

kerosene carburation problem is for the

engine makers and those who make car

buretters to work hand in glove, or, in

other words, to make engines and carburet

ters "fit" each other, rather than attempt

the designing of a kerosene carburetter that

presumably will work successfully on any

engine. That there are a great many car

burettor makers vitally interested in the

perfection of a device that will handle kero

sene was manifest by the attendance, and it

could only have been their unwillingness to

make known exactly what they are doing

that prevented many of those present tak

ing advantage of the opportunity afforded

by the meeting for a mutually advantageous

exchange of ideas.

Ray Harroun Goes into Carburetters.

Ray Harroun, famous as a racing man

and of undoubted ability as an inventor and

engineer, who in January last formed the

Harroun_Carburetter Co., capitalized at $50,

000, has acquired manufacturing facilities in

the Industrial Building in Indianapolis, and

matters have progressed to a point where

the Harroun carburetter has been adopted

as stock equipment for Marmon cars. The

device, which is designed specially for the

heavier grades of fuel, employs a single jet

and the conventional air valve, the distinc

tive feature being the method of leading

heated air from the exhaust first through a

jacket around the carburetter and then

through the carburetter, the effect being to

assist vaporization of the fuel. It is other.

wise distinctive by reason of its fine finish,

which is described as being equal to that oi

a “fine watch." A single adjustment, to be

made from the dash, is provided.

Electric System Put to Stopping Test.

No one likes to think of operating a

piece of machinery brutally. continually,

without any rest and at its top capacity for

work, but that is exactly what the Apple

Electric Co., of Dayton, Ohio, did a few

days ago, and the demonstration served to

bring to light that long charging periods

are not particularly necessary with the

Aplco system. An Inter—State stock car,

equipped with the Aplco electric lighting

and engine starting system. was used, and

the car was stopped in front of every num

bered business house in the downtown sec

tion and started again immediately—for

just 3 hours and 45 minutes. Approximate

ly 1,200 starts were made. the average figur

ing out at something like six a minute. De

spite the frequent starts and the short space

of time allowed for recharging the bat

tery, the dynamo proved itself more than

equal to the emergency, for it actually put

back into the battery more “juice” than the

starter drew out of it in the demonstration.

Acetic Acid for Cleaning Spark Plugs.

Better than the use of gasolene for the

removal of carbon from the insulating me

dia of spark plugs is a ten per cent. solu

tion. of acetic acid. Applied with a stiff

brush, this solution will quickly remove the

formation. after which the core should be

placed in alcohol before being inserted in

the shell to the elimination of the last trace

of moisture. In the absence of acetic acid.

it should be remembered that it is practi

cally vinegar in diluted form.
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McCLELLAND BILL MENACES

AUTOMOBILE INTERESTS

(Continued from page 15.)

or badge belonging to another person. or a

fictitious license or badge.

“No person shall operate or drive a motor

vehicle upon the public highways of this

state, after the first day of January, 1914.

unless such person shall have complied with

the requirements of this section; provided,

however, that a non-resident chauffeur or

owner, who has been licensed or registered

under the provisions of law of the foreign

country. state, territory or federal district

of his residence, substantially equivalent to

the provisions of this article, shall be ex

empt from license under this section: and

provided. further. that any member of the

owner's immediate family, not under

eighteen years of age, may obtain a license

to operate a motor vehicle upon the high~

ways of this state. if the owner shall stipu

late upon the application for such license

that such person is thereby constituted his

duly authorized agent to operate such

owner's car. No person shall allow a mo

tor vehicle owned by him or under his

control to be operated by any person who

has no legal right to do so or in violation

of any of the provisions of this article.

“Every owner of a motor vehicle regis

tered under the provisions of this article.

who shall engage any person to operate a

motor vehicle as a chauffeur. shall cause to

be filed with the secretary of state the name

of such chauffeur, his address and license

number together with a certificate of char

acter of said chaunffeur."

Chaufieur’s “Character” Must Be Filed.

In addition to reporting the sale of his

car to the secretary of state, as at present,

the McClelland bill also would require any

owner employing a chauffeur to file with the

same official a certificate giving the name

of any chauffeur he may employ. and not

merely such chauffeur's address and license

number but "a certificate of character of

said chauffeur."

The present provision applying to the

speed of motor vehicles has been almost

entirely rewritten. If the McClelland act is

incorporated, not even cities of the first

class can fix their own speed limits. nor will

any city or village be required to display

signs as at present. Neither will they be

required to file copies of their local ordi

nances with the secretary of state, as is now

the case. Instead of being required to

drive “in a careful and prudent manner,"

and instead of a rate of speed of 30

miles an hour for a distance of a quar

ter of a mile being presumptive of care~

185‘ or imprudent driving. Senator McClel

land makes 25 miles an hour for a distance

of an eighth of a mile the extreme limit of

speed on open highways, 15 miles being the

limit in built-up sections. He would also

require that the speed of motor vehicles

passing a street car that is "stationary or

about to stop" shall be reduced to five

miles an hour. The full clause

lows:

is as fol

How the Speed Law Is Renovated.

“No person shall operate a motor vehicle

on the highways of this state recklessly or

at a rate of speed greater than is reasonable

and proper, having regard for the width.

traffic and use of the highway, or so as to

endanger the property or the life and limb

of any person; provided. that if the rate

of speed, within the limits of a closely

built-up territory of a city. village or town.

contiguous to a public highway, where for

not less than one-quarter of a mile the

dwelling-houses on such highway average

less than 100 feet apart, exceeds 15 miles

per hour for a distance of one-quarter of a

mile, such rate of speed shall be prima

facie evidence that the person operating

such motor vehicle is operating the same at

a rate of speed greater than is reasonable

and proper, and in violation of the provis

ions of this section; provided further. that

if the rate of speed without the limits above

named exceeds 25 miles an hour for a dis

tance of one-eighth of a mile, such rate of

speed shall be prima facie evidence that the

person operating such motor vehicle is

operating the a rate of speed

greater than is reasonable and proper. and

same at

_ in violation of the provisions of this section;

provided further, that if the rate of speed

of a motor vehicle operated on the public

highways of this State where the operator’s

view of the road and traffic is obstructed,

when approaching a crossing or intersecting

public highway. or when traversing a bridge

or a sharp turn or a steep ascent or a curve

in the highway. exceeds ten miles an hour

such rate of speed shall be prima facie evi

dence that the person operating such motor

vehicle is operating the same at a rate of

speed greater than is reasonable and proper.

and in violation of the provisions of this

section; provided further, that if the rate

of speed of a motor vehicle in passing any

street railway car that is stationary or about

to stop, on the same side of the car on

which passengers are ordinarily received

and discharged, exceeds five miles an hour.

such rate of speed shall be prima facie evi

dence that the person operating such motor

vehicle is operating the same at a rate of

speed greater than is reasonable and proper,

and in violation of this section."

Cut-Outs, Noise and Smoke Forbidden.

Among the few praiseworthy features of

the McClelland act are provisions prohibit

ing unnecessary noise and forbidding not

only the use of harsh or objectionable sig

nalling devices, but cut-outs and also the

emission of an “unreasonable amount of

smoke."

As might be expected. the McClelland

bill provides for an increase in the penal

ties for violations. Infringement of any of

the provisions pertaining to registration,

licensing. signalling and speed are made

punishable by a fine of not more than $100

or imprisonment for 10 days, or both, for a

first offense. and a fine of not more than

$500 or imprisonment for six months, or

both, for any subsequent offense. At pres

ent, the violations of these sections are

punishable by fines not exceeding $50, im

prisonment not being permitted.

Fine and Jail for “Boozy” Drivers.

Operating a motor vehicle while under

the influence of liquor or drugs. or upon a

wager or in a race, will entail a fine of not

more than $200 or six months' imprison

ment. or both. for the first offense, or not

more than $500 or imprisonment for one

year. or both, for any subsequent offense.

The drunk who is arrested the second time,

without option on the part of the court,

will be imprisoned not less than six months

and not more than two years.

Any person concerned in an accident who

goes away without stopping and making

himself known will be fined $100 for the

first offense and $250 for a subsequent 0f

fense.

$100 or 30 Days for “Crossing” Police.

Any motorist who refuses to give his

name and address to any officer, or to ex

hibit his license or registration certificate,

or who refuses practically any other re

quest made by police officials, will be fined

not more than $100 or imprisoned for 30

days. or both.

Any Person operating an unregistered

motor vehicle will be punished by a fine of

$500 or imprisonment for not more than

one year. or both.

For violation of any other provision of

the law the fine limit is $100 and the im

prisonment limit 30 days.

License Revoking Pastime for Secretary.

The McClelland bill authorizes the sec

retary of state to suspend or revoke li

censes practically whenever he feels like it.

and requires him to suspend them whenever

the operator of a car is'involved in an ac

cident resulting in the death of any person

In such cases. the operator's license will n0t

be renewed within one year after the dalc

of its revocation, unless he happens to have

a pull WYtl'l the secretary of state, which 1“!“

is described as “discretion.”
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W. J. Inman and Conrad Prasse have en

tered the trade in Lena. lll. They have the

Cole agency.

Lewis Skinner. Morricc,

Mich, is about to open a garage in “il

mington, N. D.

The G. H. \Villiams Rubber Co. will open

a new supply house in Phoenix. Ariz.. at 3l0

North Central avenue.

formerly of

J. P. Maguire has opened a repair and

service station in Springfield, Ill.
It is at

130 West Carpenter street.

0. E. Olson has bought the Pekin Auto

Co.. of Pekin, N. D.. of Oscar Price: Olson

wrll operate the company alone.

Roy Carnright contemplates the erection

of agarage in Newburgh. N. Y. The site

consldered is on Du Boist street.

The Adirondack Motor Co..

N. Y., is about to ere

Central avenue; “1.

of Albany.

ct a new garage on

R. Rose is manager.

Frank W. Downs has opened a garage in

Bettendorf, Ia. His business will include an

agency and a garage and taxicab service.

The Coleman & Ben

seles. Cal., has chan

& Mackey Co.

erected.

tel Co., of Los An

ged its name to Bentel

A new building will he

Frank Mackinson has purchased a half

tercst in the Sigley (Ia.) Auto Co. The

Company handles Paige-Detroit and Chal

mers cars.

in

5 Harry B. Hartley has opened a tire and

"DDiy house in Boston, Mass. at 243 Col

umbus avenue. The style is Automobile

Tire & Supply Co.

5. C. Fowler has s

Auto Shop,

Fawcctt. C.

old his interest in Ye

in Jacksonville, Fla. to C. “Y

R. Rowlson. Fowler’s former

partner, remains in the firm.

hamuel Ullman has purchased Gabriel

Iflneman's garage in Amigo. Wis. To

place it in a more advantageous location it

was moved by means of sleighs.

The Decorah Auto Car Co. ha> hire"

formed in Ossian. Ia., by C. S. Marshall

and others; a location in the M. J. MafSh

building has been secured.

New quarters are being erected for the

Overland Auto Co.. of Phoenix. Ariz. The

location is on North Central avenue and the

building will be 75 x 1377.» feet

Karl Winter, formerly a mechanic. has
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branched out for himself in Salt Lake

City. Utah. He has opened a repair shop

at Eighth. South and State streets.

Charles L'ngs has purchased the interest

of Grover Bass in the Hawkeyc Garage in

Dyersville, Ia. Ungs and the other partner.

S. G. Durant, will continue the business.

A. A. McLeod. for a number of years

with the Pope Mfg. Co.. in Hartford. Conn.,

has entered the garage trade in that city.

SIGNAL DEVICES \NI'ILL DISPLAYED
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Coughlin 8; Davis's winde arrangement of Klaxon

horns in their Cmcnmati store.

 

He has opened the Aetna Garage at 1227-29

Main street.

Charles L. Young. manager of the Young

Aeroplane Co.. of 304-6 East lStn street,

Kansas City. Mo.. has “come down to

earth"; he has supplemented the company’s

business with the Pathfinder agency.

chnson Bros. have purchased a half

interest in the garage business of T. A.

Austin. in Iola, \\"is.. and a new garage and

repair shop will be e;ccted in the spring.

The company represents the Case and Ford

lines.

A. I. Thayer & Sons, operators of a gar

age and machine shop in San Rafael, Cal., are

enlarging their business; they have pur

chased the Herzog Garage property at 4th

and Cijos streets and will erect thereon a

new building for their occupancy.

The General Motors Service & Truck Co..

of which W. E, Norris is the proprietor. has

leased Miller’s Garage, in Bridgeport,

Conn.. at 554-58 Fairfield avenue, and has

changed the name to G. M. C. Garage. The

company is dealer in G. M. C. trucks.

B. Four, an accessory dealer in Los An

geles, Cal.. has purchased the stock and

business of the Pacific Auto 8: Supply Co..

of San Diego, in the same State. which re

cently went into bankruptcy. Four will con

tinue the business under the old name.

Trevor & Snider have just completed a

$35000 garage, containing 9.000 square feet

of floor, on Third avenue. between 20th and

21st streets, Rock Island, Ill. The firm has

the agency for Stcarns-Knight, Cole and

Chicago Electric cars. The firm members

are Alexander \\". Trevor and W'alter E.

Snider.

Two Philadelphia tl’a.) companies, the

M-S-M Sales & Rubber Co., of 669 North

Broad street, and the Mceley Tire House.

of 1335 Mount Vernon street. and with

branches in \N'ashington, D. C., have been

merged. The new company is styled Meelcy

Rubber Co. and is located at 600 North

Broad street.

Anderson, Ltd., recently incorporated in

Toronto, Ont.. has secured salesrooms and

a service station at 559% Yonge street, re

cently occupied by the Diamond Tire Co.,

and is handling Reo cars; the manager and

secretary of the company. Frank G. Ander

son. has been in the trade for some time.

having been connected with the Royal Oil

Co.

A. C. Brady and A. T. Murray, both for

merly connected with the factory of the

International Motor Co.. at Allentown. Pa.,

have formed the Brady-Murray Motors Co.

in New York City; they have arranged to

represent the new Chandler Motor Car Co.

in New York City. Long Island and a part

of New Jersey. A location on Broadway

will be secured.

Fred Riley, C. B. Morse and Burke Bowes

have formed the United Motors Co. in Bat

tle Creek. Mich. They have secured a loca

tion on River strcct and will handle Reo,

Little. Everitt and Michigan cars and op

erate a garage. Their building has a storage

capacity of 300 cars. Before the formation

of the new company Riley was R. C. H.

dealer, Bowes sold Everitts and Morse was
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Des Moines (1a.) manager for the M. Ruin

ely Co.

The Simplex Automobile Sales Co.. of St.

Louis, Mo., has reincorporated as The M0

tors Corporation. The officers are: Presi

dent, \Nooster Lambert; vice-president.

Drummond Jones; secretary and treasurer,

Knox Taussig; manager, H. H. K.

Schwerdtmalnn; directors, the above and E.

A. Faust. Headquarters are retained at 3214

Locust street and Simplex, King and Gar

ford cars are stocked. the latter being a re

cent addition.

The Studebaker Corporation, which here

tofore has maintained a branch for the

transaction of wholesale and retail business

in Seattle, \Vash., has transferred the re

tail end to Frank \Vaterhouse & Co., Inc..

who also are dealers in Garford trucks. The

Studebaker wholesale business in that ter

ritory will continue to be handled by the

branch. The \Vaterhouse company has

opened a new garage and salesrooms at

Broadway and Pike street.

Frank G. Carrie. who has been connected

with the trade for nearly a decade, has pur

chased an interest in the Cutting-Larson

Co.. Oldsmobile dealer in New York City.

Charles H. Larson, of the latter company,

and Carrie have been personal friends for

years. Some of Carrie's principal trade con

nections have been manager of the Haynes

New York branch, with \Vyckoff. Church 8:

Partridge, manager of the Rainier New

York branch and, lately. manager of the

Marquette (Mich.) branch for the General

Motors Co.

The Oakland-Wisconsin Motor Co., of

Milwaukee. heretofore distributer in that

State of Oakland, Detroiter and Empire

cars. has been reorganized and incorporated

with a capital stock of $50,000; also its ter

ritory has been augmented by the addition

of Upper Michigan. The officers of the new

company are: President and general man

ager. R. A. Creek; vice-president, Allen H.

Small; secretary and treasurer. N. M.

Creek. Headquarters will continue tem

porarily at 228-32 “lisconsin street, but a

$50000 garage is being erected at another

location.

The Standard Auto Co. has been formed

in Louisville, Ky., by George Dunham, for

merly of the Dunham Auto Co.. and C. L.

Anderson. for several years manager of the

Miles Auto Co., both of that city; the new

company has taken over the old Dunham

salesrooms and garage at 212 East Broad

way and will improve the premises. Ander

son will act as manager and I. A. Dugan,

until recently with the Louisville Oldsmo

bile branch. will be sales manager. Cole

and Regal cars and \Voods electrics will

be distributed. The Cole Motor Co.. State

distributer of Coles, has taken offices with

the Standard company and H. Chase, for

mer manager of the local Oldsmobile

branch. will act as manager, with Dr. \\'. F.

Blackford as his assistant. The latter for

merly was head of the Southern Motor

Sales Co. L. L. Miles, formerly of the Miles

Auto Co., who recently withdrew from the

trade, has returned as president of the

Southern Motor company, which recently

took over the Miles company and will han

dle Packards, Hudsons and Detroit Elec

trics.

Kokomo Brings Out a Heavy Tread Tube.

It is an engineering rule that the mate

rials composing any structure should be

placed under the least possible initial stress.

or stress that is not due to work performed

or load carried. The inner tube shown in

the accompanying illustration is built ac~

cording to this principle: it is moulded in

the shape in which it will he used. so that

  

Kt/KOM O HEAVY TREAD TUBE

when in position in the shoe and inflated

the initial stress will be low because the

tube does not have to be forced into a shape

differing from its normal form.

The new tube is manufactured by the

Kokomo Rubber Co., of Kokomo. Ind, an

old and reputable concern that is known

for the excellence of the goods it has turned

out. Like the shoe, the Kokomo heavy tread

tube. as it is styled, is made heaviest where

the work is heaviest—at the tread: the il

lustration shows clearly the generous in

crease in thickness of the rubber at this

point. It is claimed that liability to punc

ture is considerably decreased not only on

account of the depth of rubber to be pene

trated before air can escape. but also be

cause the tread is not stretched. thus avoid

ing the tendency to open up punctures,

while in case of puncture, the thick tube has

a degree of self-healing qualities. Pinch

ing, it is further stated, is eliminated, be

cause there are no loose folds of rubber to

catch and make trouble.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Rehobeth. Del—1.. 1.

damaged. Loss not given.

Carmine. garage

Pittsburgh. Pa.—\‘anadium Co.. Forbes

street, garage damaged. Loss. $7.400.

Omaha, Neb.—Metz Garage, garage dam

aged and several cars destroyed. Loss, $0.

000.

Sioux City, Ia.—Pioneer 'Motor Co..

Douglas street, repair.a110ps damaged. Loss.

$15,000.

Natchez, Miss—Jules W. \Vexler, dealer.

garage damaged and several cars destroyed.

Loss. $2,464.

Fall River, Mass.—Charles Belcher, Bay<

lies street. garage and twelve cars de

stroyed. Loss, $10,000.

St. Louis, Mo.—\Villiam E. Bowman.

\Vest End Garage, 5018 Page boulevard.

damaged. Loss not given.

Buffalo, N. Y.—]acob Steinman, 110

Grant street, garage damaged and several

cars destroyed. Loss, $8,000.

Hickman Mills, Mo.—Kansas City Auto

mobile Club's clubhouse. 14 miles south of

Kansas City, destroyed. Loss not given.

Minneapolis, Minn—Motor Car & Equip

ment Co.. F. R. Corcoran, proprietor. 206

10 \Vashington avenue, north, garage. 13

cars and accessories stock damaged.

310.000.

LOSS,

Renault Agency Drops the “Freres.”

Although one of the Renault brothers.

who were the builders of that car in France.

died some time ago, the selling agency in

New York City has continued until this

week to be known as the Renault Freres

Branch. but the Supreme Court for New

York county this week authorich the

changing of the name to Renault Selling

Branch. the “Freres” being dropped. Also

the sales end of the business has been re

moved from 1890 Broadway to 719 Fifth

avenue: the garage and service department.

however. will be continued at 214 \Vest 65th

street.

Paid Slow Account, Must Now Pay Costs.

Failure on the part of the Mexico Motor

Car 8: Supply Co., of Mexico. N. Y., to pay

an account to the Thermoid Rubber Co.. of

Trenton, N. J., when due resulted in a suit

the outcome of which is that the supply

company not only has had to pay the bill

but must pay $24.41 costs; the bill. itself.

has been paid and judgment for the costs

was filed this week in the New York county

clerk's ofiice.

Federal Rubber Opens up in Cleveland.

The Federal Rubber Mfg. Co.. of Mil

waukee, Vl'is.. has opened a branch in Cleve

land. Ohio, at 1833-35 East 13th street. It

is in charge of G. Couturier. who previously

was in the service of the Beckley-Rahlston

Co.. of Chicago, and who also had consid

erable experience with the Hartford Rubber

\Vorks Co., with which he was once identi

ed for about four years.
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Lansing, Mich—R. & R. Garage Co.,

under Michigan laws; authoriZed capital,

$5,000; to operate a garage.

Pineyville, Ky.——Cumberland Motor Co.,

under Kentucky laws; authorized capital,

$50,000; to deal in motor ears.

Wilmington, Del.—Monarch Rim & Tire

Co.. under Delaware laws; authorized capi

tal, $5,000; to manufacture rims and tires.

Dover, Del.~—D. & H. Auto Co., under

Delaware laws; authorized capital, $25,000;
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under Kentucky laws; authorized capital,

$5,000; to deal in motor ears. Corporators

—L. G. Baskett, A. S. Frazier, J. C. John

son.

Boston, Mass—Arm Rubber Co., under

Massachusetts laws; authorized capital, $15,

000; to deal in rubber goods. Corporators—

ll. G. Cressinger, F. E. Black, \Villiam B.

Hill.

San Benito, Cal.—\\'hittlesey Garage &

Machine Co., under California laws; author—

l\'.'\TI()N;\L MOTOR VEHICLE CO.'S PLANT IN INDIANAPOLIS. IND., MADE LARGER

1

 

 

 

This new building, which is three stories in height and is constructed of brick and_eement. provides 20,000 additional feet of floor space.
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under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $20,

000; to operate a garage. Corporators—

John A. Nally, C. A. Gardner. George L.

Williams.

St. Louis, Mo.—Hudson-Phillips Motor

Car Co., under Missouri laws; authorized

capital, $10,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators-—C. F. Phillips, J. H. Phillips, J.

E. Stewart.

Seattle, \Vash.--'Washington Cartercar

Co., under \Vashington laws; authorized

 

 

It is at the rear of

the 22nd street plant and will permit much-needed expansion.

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—J. M

Deatrich, J. G. Harris, L. Harris.

Columbus, Ohio—Automobile Protective

Association Co., under Ohio laws; author

ized capital, $5,000. Corporators—VVilliam

Lester, Mary A. Caputo. R. M. Switzer.

Peru. Ind—Peru Tire 8.: Rubber Co.,

\mder Indiana laws; authorized capital, $25.

000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

C. Miller, 0. J. Tillett, Ira H. Stanter.

Chicago, Ill—Bryn Mawr Garage, under

Illinois laws; authorized capital, $2.500; to

operate a garage. Corporators—George C.

Flour, George R. Bennett, Joseph A. Wall.

Detroit, Mich—Packard Motor Sales Co.,

under Michigan laws; authorized capital,

$10900. to deal in motor cars. Corporatori

_Hemy 3- Joy. Alvan Macauley, Sidney_

B-Waldon.

Shelbyville, Ky.—Farmers' Supply Co"

ized capital, $25,000; to operate a garage

and machine shop. Corporators—G. W.

\Vhittlesey, James T. Valentine. 1. P. Valen

tine.

Dover, Del.~Accessories Sales Co., under

Delaware laws; authorized capital, $50,000;

to deal in motor car accessories. Corpora

tors—-C. Heymann, J. R. Howe, Jr., F. A.

Linn. .

Wheeling, \V. Va.—Lavender Auto Sup

ply Co., under \Vest Virginia laws; author

ized capital, $25,000; to deal in motor car

supplies. Corporators—Annie Kennard and

others.

Indianapolis. Ind—Northern Auto Co.,

under Indiana laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

_l. J. Clements, R. M. Fleming, L. H. Van

llriggle.

Cleveland, Ohio—National Garage Co.,

capital, $10,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—George C. Jenkins, L. V. Peck

and others. '

Boston, Mass—W. C. Bates Co., under

Massachusetts laws; authorized capital, $10.

000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

William C. Bates, William J. Munday, Geo.

A. Kersley.

El Paso, Tex.—Longwell Auto Truck 8;

Sale Co., under Texas laws; authorized cap

ital, $10,000; to deal in motor vehicles. Cor

porators—J. J. Longwell, H. M. Andreas,

J. A. Tays.

Chicago, Ill.—Logan Square Auto Supply

Co., under Illinois laws; authorized capital,

$10,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—Otto E. Schmidt, August J. Schmidt,

Martha Perl.

Chicago, Ill.—Lacy Motor Livery Co..

under Illinois laws; authorized capital, $l0,~
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000; to operate a motor livery. Corporators

—Herbert Decker, Franklin H. Lacy, Sam

uel J. Riehman.

Nashville, Tenn—State Motor Car Co.,

under Tennessee laws; authorized capital,

$25,000; to deal in motor cars.

Bowling Green, Ky.—Century Auto 8:

Garage Co., under Kentucky laws; author

ized capital, $15,000; to deal in motor cars

and operate a garage.

Rockaway Beach, N. Y.-—Seaside Garage,

lnc., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $500; to operate a garage. Corporators

—Patrick H. Morrison, Anthony Hauser,

Jennie Morrison.

New Castle, Va.—Craig Transfer & Mo

tor Car Co., under Virginia laws; authorized

capital, $5,000; to operate a motor delivery

and deal in motor cars. Corporators—J. P.

Jones and others.

Chicago, Ill.——Rayfield Motor Sales Co. of

Illinois, under Illinois laws; authorized cap

ital, $41,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—Robert C. Wheeler, Charles L.

Cobb, Cecil Barnes.

Philadelphia, Pa.-—American Silencer Co..

under Delaware laws; authorized capital.

$50,000; to manufacture motor car parts.

Corporators—F. R. Hansel], George H. B.

Martin. S. C. Seymour.

Seattle, Wash—National Automobile

Fender Co., under \Vashington laws; au

thorized capital, $350,000; to manufacture

motor car fenders. Corporators—A. L. Pat

terson, A. M. Ferguson.

Indianapolis, Ind—Simplex Appliance

Co., under Indiana laws; authorized capital.

$10,000; to manufacture motor car appli

ances. Corporators—William C. Hamilton.

\V. Lee Bird, Isaac Born.

\Vorcester, Mass. — Overland - \Vinton

Sales Co., under Massachusetts laws; au

thorized capital, $10,000; to deal in motor

cars. Corporators—George F. Fuller, Har

lan T. Pierpont, Jay Clark, Jr.

St. Louis, Mo.—George C. Brinkman Mo

tor Car Co., under Missouri laws; authorized

capital, $5,000; to deal in motor ears. Cor

porators—Georgc C. Brinkman, Phyllus M.

Brinkman, Benjamin G. Brinkman.

Hartford, Conn—Hartford Auto Pump 8:

Supply Co., under Connecticut laws; author

ized capital, $50,000; to manufacture motor

car supplies. Corporators—H. F. Schrabe,

Edward E. Tryon, Thomas Lockwood.

Lockport, N. Y.—Ampere Electric Co.,

lnc., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $25,000; to manufacture motor car

devices. Corporators—Theodore I}. Robin

son, Ernest \V. Jones, Charles L. Nichols.

Newcastle, Ind.— Lawter Tractor

under Indiana laws; authorized capital, $l0,

000; to manufacture tractors. Corporators

—-Benjamin H. Lawter, Orville O. Carpen

Co.,.

ter, John C. Goodwin, \Villiam H. Good

win.

Toledo, Ohio—Parsons Mfg. Co., under

Ohio laws; authorized capital, $10,000; to

manufacture motor car parts. Corporators

~—George E. Seney, Charles W. Parsons,

Irving E. Austin, Harry Parsons, H. B.

Kier.

Rochester, N. Y.—Central Motor Supply

Co., lnc., under New York laws; authorized

capital. $20,000; to deal in motor car sup

plies. Corporators~Percy B. Barager.

Robert F. Close, \‘Villiam Hood, 17 Hanna

I’lztcc. ‘

\\‘est Orange, N. J.-—Edison Storage

Battery Co., under New Jersey laws; au

thorized capital, $10,000; to manufacture

storage batteries. Corporators—Harry F.

Miller, William H. Meadowcraft, \Villiam

(1. 00¢. ‘ -

New York, N. Y.—Commercial Lubri

cating Co., under New York laws; author

ized capital, $2,500; to manufacture lubri

cating devices. Corporators—Agnes R.

Maytield, Louis Preau, John J. Crawford,

\\'orld Building.

Columbus, Ohio—New Columbus Auto

mobile Co., under Ohio laws; authorized

capital, $30,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—Jessie J. Brown. Lilliam M.

Brown-W'illiam E. McConnon, Charles E.

Dennis and others.

New York, N. Y.—K. C. Pardee, lnc.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$05000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—I\'arl T. Frederick. Chester R. Dewey, 49

\\'all street; Leander F. Sniffen, 3411 Fort

Independence street.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—(_'aton Garage, lnc., un

der New York laws; authorized capital,

$10000: to operate a garage. Corporators

—S. O. W. Hoagland, 746 58th street;

Frank Lemmer, 95 East 10th street; John

Carlson, 044 74th street.

Chicago. Ill.—Stafiord Illuminated Auto

Lamp 8: Number Co., under Illinois laws;

authorized capital, $50,000; to manufacture

motor car accessories. Corporators—\Vm.

Doran, H. Pollard. M. M. Parks, Fred

erick S. Stafford. F. \\". Schaub.

New York. N. Y.—-\'o Shock \Vheel Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital.

$400,000; to manufacture motor car parts.

Corporators—J. \\'. Iibbs. Englewood Cliffs,

N. J.; R. H. \\’addell. 220 Broadway, New

York City: .'\._.‘\. Kelley, Montclair. N. J.

New York. N. Y.-—I\'-Ii-\\" Mfg. Co., un

der New York laws; authorized capital. $5,

000; to manufacture motor car accessories._

Corporators—John Jacobs. 663 liast l65th

street; \Varren \V. \lVard. 15 \Vest 96th

street; John A. Bednarik. 508 East 86th

street.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Ncwkirk Avenue Auto

mobile Co., Inc., under New York laws;

authorized capital, $5,000; to deal in motor

Corporators—William Backus, 1163

Hunton, 299

\V. I). Maxwell, 6907 Ridge

cars.

New York avenue; Jennie

Broadway;

Boulevard.

New York, N. Y.—\\’illets Service Co..

Inc.. under New York laws; authorized cap~

ital. $50,000; to deal in motor vehicles.

Corportors——\\'illiam C. \Villets, 106 7th

avenue; Marius Jurgensen, 962 72nd street,

Brooklyn; Estelle M. Naylor, 4 So. Oxford

street, Brooklyn.

New York, N. Y.—Star Taxicab Co., Inc..

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$2,500; to operate a taxicab service. Cor

porators—H. T. Silverman, 149 Guernsey

street, Brooklyn; Nathan Waxman, 346

Broadway, New York City; James B.

\‘anghey, 165 East 66th street.

Changes of Capitalization.

Detroit, Mich—Trio Mfg. Co., from $10,

000 to $250,000.

Akron, Ohio—Motor Starting Co., from

$25,000 to $50,000.

Ashland. Ohio—Ashland Mfg. Co., from

$10000 to $30,000.

I’oughkeepsie, N. Y.—Ryder Motor Co-.

from $8,500 to $75,000.

Lorain. Ohio—Electric & Automobile CO.,

from $10,000 to $20,000. '

Hartford. Conn—Universal Auto Co.,

from $10,000 to $30,000.

liast Moline, lll.—Midland Motor Co-.

from $100,000 to $300,000.

Lansing, Mich—\N. K. Prudden 8: C0-.

from $500,000 to $750,000.

Cleveland, Ohio—Stuyvesant Motor Car

Co., from $200,000 to $10,000.

Chicago, Ill—Automobile

Co., from $27.000 to $100,000.

Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland Auto Livery

Co., from $10,000 to $25,000.

Dayton, Ohio—Air Friction Carburetter

Co., from $20.000 to $30,000. I

Ft. \Vayne. Ind.-—\Vayne Oil Tank &

Pump Co., from $200,000 to $250,000.

Bowling Green, Ohio—Bowling Green

Motor Car Co., from $100,000 to $200,000

Toledo. Ohio—Landman-Grithth Motor

Co.. from $10,000 to $20,000 and name

changed to Landman~Griflith-Mclntyre Co.

Construction

Change of Corporate Name.

Detroit, Mich—liby Auto Parts Co. to

Benham Mfg. Co.

Chicago, Ill.——Curtis Motor Truck Co. to

Curtis Motor & Forge Co.

Chicago, Ill—Scientific Auto Tube C0»

to Vail-Osgood Rubber Co. and capital from

$200,000 to $100,000.
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LETTING IN LIGHT ON ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Dangers That Lurk in “Smut” on the Commutator and Brushes and How

They May Be Avoided—Simple Methods of Clearing Away Undesirable

Accumulations—Elyria-Dean Lighting and Starting System Dissected.

  

(This is the twenty—first of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render easrer their care and repair by the dealer and owner ah e)

Statisticians have gathered information

more or less useful in almost every field of

human endeavor—“figures strange and

sweet," to paraphrase Coleridge a bit. But

has any one ever computed the number of

electric lighting and engine starting sys

tems temporarily out of service because of

most accessible—the most amenable to ama

teur treatment, so to speak. They are not

quite in plain sight, though their loca~

tion is not hidden. They are covered, as

they should be, to protect them from dirt

and moisture, in every case, but they are

accessible. It is easy to get at them. Their
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ELYRIA-DEAN DYNAMO, SHOWING BRUSHES, CUT-OUT AND TIMER

gumnied up commutators? It is not likely.

In the first place, the systems of them

selves are not old enough to have warranted

attention and statistics of the kind. In the

second place, the trouble is not as preva

lent as the preceding sentences might lead

one to suppose, though there can be no

doubt that if all the troubles that beset the

Owner were set down in tabular form and

traced to their respective roots the amount

of trouble emanating from smut on the

commutator and brushes in proportion to

the troubles caused by other things would

SurPrise more than one person.

I“ is surprising, also, that such a condi

tion of afiairs should be permitted to ex

lt'l, for, of all things about the average

lighting and starting system. the brushes

and the commutator are by all odds the

"'3' Parts that the manufacturer makes the

A

accessibility, in fact, may be taken as an

expression of the manufacturer's hope that

they will be “gotten at" occasionally.

A knowledge of how to go about the job

is needed, of course, but that is easily ac

_ quired, as has been pointed out in the pre

ceding twenty articles on the subject that

have appeared in Motor \Vorld.

easy. for instance, to slip the dynamo

brushes out of their little sockets every

once in so often, provided the appearance of

the commutator warrants it, and to apply a

cloth dampened with gasolene to its rotat~

ing surface, afterward following it up with

an application of fine sandpaper to remove

More than a grain of truth is

contained in the statement “Even a child

can do it." The operation is so simple, so

apparent in all its aspects, that the owner

making his own repairs and adjustments

It is so

scratches.

can do no wrong (damage) and the dealer

“fixing up" the owner need have no fear of

incurring wrath by bungling the job. It

can be done in about 15 minutes on the

average equipment.

Take the new Emu-prim dynamo for an

example—it forms part of the Elyria-Dean

lighting and engine starting system pro

duced by the Dean Electric Co. of Elyria,

Ohio, and made its initial appearance such a

short time ago that it is virtually a new

comer in the field, though it has been in

course of construction and perfection for

many months. It is possible to get into its

commutator in a jii’fy and, what is even

more to the point, the “getting in" opera

tion reveals also the cut-out mechanism,

which is of vital importance, and makes the

dynamo inoperative. That is to say, it can

be run at any speed for any length of time,

without harming itself or any other part

of the equipment. including the battery.

Power and Compactness Combined.

In its essential elements, the Elyria-Dean

system consists of three units—namely, the

dynamo, the starting motor and the bat

tery—and they are quite separate. The dy

namo and the starting motor are not com

bined, as they are in some systems. Both

are comparatively small, considering their

allotted tasks, and are completely enclosed

and waterproof; the battery is rated at 120

ampere hours capacity and consists of three

cells, the voltage therefore being six. The

starting motor measures six inches by six

inches over all, though despite its small

size it has plenty of power to rotate the

average 4 x 5 four-cylinder motor at 80

revolutions a. minute drawing from 80 to 100

amperes of current; the gear ratio is 34 to

LA larger size measuring approximately

6 X 8% inches and geared 25 to l is esti

mated to have 100 per cent. greater turning

power at the same engine speed. The

weight of the former motor is 20 pounds

and of the latter 28 pounds. Needless to

add, both are of the series Wound type.

The dynamo also is very small in size,

considering the fact that it is designed to

operate at magneto shaft speed and that it

contains within its own housing both regu

lating and circuit-breaking mechanism; it

measures approximately 5% x 9 inches over
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all. Its capacity in terms of car speed and

engine revolutions is as follows:

5 amps. at 320 r.p.m., or 10 miles per hour

8 amps. at 425 r.p.m., or 13.2 miles per hour

10 amps. at 540 r.p.m., or 16.3 miles per hour

12 amps. at 650 r.p.m., or 20.3 miles per hour

15 amps. at 900 r.p.m., or 28.1 miles per hour

Actually, the dynamo commences to

charge a six-volt battery at 190 revolutions

a minute, which corresponds, with the aver

age rear axle gear ratio and size of wheels,

to about six miles an hour. By reason of

the regulation of the dynamo, which is an

inherent characteristic, and is not obtained

with the aid of any kind of mechanical de

vices, the current output rises very little,

if at all, at speeds above 28 miles an hour.

Regulation is eflected by means of a dif

In construction and operation, the cut

out mechanism, or the circuit breaker, or

the relay, the terms being synonymous, is

orthodox. \Vhich is to say, it is a magnetic

device in which there are two coils so ar

ranged that immediately the voltage of the

dynamo exceeds the battery voltage, dyna

mo and battery are connected together

through the intermediary of two large sur

face contacts. The arrangement of the coils

is such that the pull of one supplements the

pull of the other as the dynamo output in

creases. Instantly the dynamo output

drops below that of the battery, however,

the passage of current in the reverse direc

tion through one of the coils causes it to

neutralize the pull of the other. the imme
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ferentially connected series winding which

permits what is styled “magnetic leakage"

by causing the field to weaken when the

speed increases above the critical point rep

resented by 28 miles an hour car speed. Ob

viously, there are no moving parts in the

regulating mechanism, and hence it never

will require attention. As a matter of fact,

none but a factory expert could give it

attention, for it is securely hidden within

the very vitals of the machine.

Circuit Breaker Accessibility.

It is not so with the circuit breaking

mechanism, however. As already men

tioned, it may be removed bodily for exam

ination in better light or for cleaning or

adjustment. Just how simple is the opera

tion is revealed by the fact that but three

screws in the top of its casing need be

removed. In either taking it off or replac

ing it, there is not the slightest possibility

of the veriest novice harming its mecha

nism. And when it is in place, the vital

parts of the machine. which means, briefly.

the' commutator and the brushes. are fully

protected against accidental damage.

diate result being that connection between

the battery and the dynamo is broken.

Care and Repair of the Cut-Out.

As has many times been pointed out, the

small use the cut-out mechanism gets, due

to the fact that it operates only when the

engine is stopped and started, and possibly

when the car is driven very slowly on high

gear, can result in very little wear in any

case. Hence, there will be little cause for

adjusting it, though it will do more good

than harm occasionally to inspect it and

make certain that it is living up to its repu

tation as a safety valve.

There are two ways in which the opera

tion of the device can be ascertained. The

first of them is to watch it while the engine

is started, speeded up and then stopped,

and the second is to note fluctuations of the

needle of the ammeter during the same pro

ceeding. The latter method is the best.

Judging speed solely by the speedometer,

the contacts in the cut-out should come to~

gcthcr at six miles an hour and should re

main together at all higher speeds. Imme—

diately the speed drops below six miles an

hour, the contacts should separate. Both

of these operations will be indicated by,the

ammeter needle. When the contacts come

together, the needle will swing over to the

charge side and when the contacts'open the

needle will swing over to the discharge

side, provided the lights are burning, or to

neutral if no lights are turned on.

How to Clean Contact Points.

If inspection proves that the cut-out is

not operating properly, or the condition of

the battery indicates it, it is a simple matter

to alter the adjustments or to clean the

contacts. Prohably'cleaning is all that will

he required, for though the housing is con

structed to be dirt-proof, a certain amount

of fine dust is very likely to work in dur

ing the course of a dusty tour. To clean the

contacts, glue two pieces of fine emery

cloth to opposite sides of a strip of thin

Bristol board and place the improvised
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“file” between the contacts. Gentle pres

sure and a few rubs will suffice to clear

away accumulations of grease or oxide.

In adjusting the apparatus it must be re

membered that a quarter turn of the screw

which brings them closer together may

correspond to several miles an hour car

speed. Consequently, it always should be a

case of “measure twice and cut once."

That is to say, turn the screw only a very

slight amount and then try the adjustment.

and if it is proper tighten the lock nut. It

should be remembered, also, that if the ap~

paratus “goes bad" on the road, which is

unlikely, and cannot be repaired, the re

moval of the cut—out mechanism obviates

the possibility of damage to the rest of the

system. This feature, by the way, is exclu

sive in the Elyria-Dean apparatus.

The dynamo itself is scarcely more dif

ficult to care for than is the cut-out mecha

nism which forms part of it. Both ends of

its armature shaft are mounted in liberal

sized ball bearings and, though these are

packed with grease before leaving the fac

tory, it is better, to be on the safe side. to

place a couple of drops of fine machine oil

)1
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typewriter oil preferably—in the oil holes

once every two weeks.

Importance of Dynamo Inspection.

Otherwise, the care of the dynamo re»

solves itself into frequent inspection of the

brushes and the commutator. These are the

only parts that will require attention, and

they will not need to be touched as long

as the commutator appears glossy and

brown. The brownish sheen indicates that

it is in the best of condition. If it is very

dirty and the accumulation cannot be re

moved with a small piece of cloth dampened

with gasolene, recourse must be had to the

sandpaper cure, which consists, briefly, of

applying No. 00 sandpaper to the commu

screws. Loosening the scrch permits the

removal of the motor complete with its

armature shaft gear, as shown by the pic

ture. There are several important advan

tages in this method of construction, not

the least important of which is that it per

mits the motor to be removed easily for re

pair, inspection or adjustment without dis

turbing the lighting equipment. Incident

ally, as it is necessary properly to clean

the commutator to apply sandpaper while

the armature is rotating, this can be done

with the use of the minimum amount of

current with the motor removed. Similarly,

it is quite feasible, while repairs are made,

tossubstitute another motor for the one in

the shop.
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tator while the armature is running and

after the brushes have been removed.

The ignition timer apparatus, which may

or may not find a place on'the equipment

according to the specifications of the car

maker, though it is shown by the accom

panying picture, need never be touched for

it is designed to operate indefinitely without

any attention whatsoever.

The Elyria»Dean starting motor is of the

Plain series wound type and is distinctive

by reason of its ,method of attachment,

which permits 0‘ its almost instant removal

intact and without the necessity for dis

turbing any other part of the mechanism.

including the gearing. It is arranged to

drive the gasolene engine through the in

termediary of gearing cut in the periphery

Of the flywheel, the gear case and the

starting switch being integral and mounted

on a base which serves to hold the motor in

posrtion.

As may be seen by the accompanying il

lustrations, the motor is quite small and

fits into the end of the gear case housing,

where it is clamped by means of two

As the starting motor is used only at

comparatively long intervals and then only

for a moment at a time, its commutator and

brushes will not require as much attention

as will the same parts of the dynamo. Con

Sequently, it has not been found necessary

to make them so readily “get-at-able." The

job is not a difficult one, however, and

merely requires a few screws to be taken

out, when the end cap may be removed, ex

posing the commutator and the brushes.

The care that has been outlined for the

same parts of the dynamo applies also in

the case of the motor. The gearing between

the motor and the gasolene. engine is simple

and the gear wheels are of ample surface to

ensure against undue wear. An over-run

ning roller clutch having four contact sur

faces eflectually prevents the gasolene en

gine driving the motor when the former is

running under its own power.

The gearing is lubricated with grease,

there being one grease cup to feed the in

termediate gear and the pinion that engages

the flywheel gearing. Elsewhere, there are

two small oil holes which should receive a

couple of drops of oil whenever other parts

of the car are oiled. The armature shaft

of the motor is carried in large annular

ball bearings, and as these are packed in

grease they will not require to be touched

from one season's end to the next. When

it becomes necessary to replenish the

grease the operation can be simplified by

removing the motor from its frame and

opening the end caps. In the event that

the starter refuses to operate with its cus

tomary vigor, the battery always should

be examined first to make sure that it i

properly charged.

Operation of the Starting Switch.

The switch which connects the battery

an’ the starting motor is of the knife-blade

type and is enclosed in its own housing at

tached directly to the starter base. As al

ready has been made plain, a single lever

serves in one operation to enmesh the

gears and to turn on the current. The first

movement of the switch connects the bat

tery t0 the motor through a heavy resist

ance, which, as is shown by the accompany

ing picture, is contained in the switch

housing. The effect of this connection is

to cause the armature of the motor to rotate

slowly, thus facilitating the engagement of

the gears. Further movement of the lever

enmeshes the gears and short-circuits the

resistance, throwing the battery directly on

the motor, “full speed ahead,“ so to speak.

Obviously, there is absolutely nothing in

the switch that could get out of order ex

cept in the case of dire catastrophe to the

car. The contacts are large and there is

only the one moving part. Access to the

switch, by the way, may be had by remov

ing the side plate by taking out four small

screws. Though the casing presumably is

tight both against dirt and water, it is not

unlikely that :-.t the end of a season a cer

tain amount of road dirt will have found

its way inside and though the amount may

not be great enough to cause trouble, it

nevertheless is better out than in.

As there are only two wires in the Elyria

Dean system between the battery and the

dynamo and the battery and the starting

motor, there should be no particular diffi

culty in tracing short circuits or breaks,

though neither is likely, because of the

heavy insulation provided. Still, either is

a possibility that must be guarded against

by properly taping the wire when it ap

pears likely likely to chafe and allowing

small loops where body movement might

cause breaks. It is important, of course.

that the wires between the battery and the

dynamo be properly connected——that the

positive side of the battery be connected

to the positive side of the dynamo. It

makes no difl‘erenec how the starting motor

is connected.
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1,025,336. Automatic Spark-Timing Mech—

anism for Internal-Combustion Engines.

Thomas Townson, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

June 1, 1911. Serial No. 630,638. (Fly ball

governor causes rotation of timer.) 2

claims.

1,025,344. Starting Device for Engines.

James A. Walker, Rockford, 111. Filed July

19, 1911. Serial No. 639,405. (Crank shaft

connected to starting handle near scat

through intermediary of dog clutch and a

series of levers and cranks.) 2 claims.

1,025,387. Automobile-Controller. Otto

Euler, Jackson, Mich. Filed Jan. 26, 1911.

Serial No. 604,743. (Means for locking brake

and gearset levers.) 9 claims.

1,025,388. Shock-Absorber for Vehicles.

Highland T. Finnell and Ernest Scherni

kow, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 3, 1910.

Serial No. 595,519. (Telescoping tubes pro

vided with helical threads to cause relative

revolution and a coil spring.) 2 claims.

1,025,400. Resilient Anti-Skidding Wheel.

Henry Gaud Hugon, Calais, France. Filed

Sept. 11, 1911. Serial No. 648,703. (Metal

tread on solid rubber tire.) 3 claims.

1,025,432. Steering Mechanism. Albert

Theerman, Dike, Iowa. Filed Oct. 20, 1911.

Serial No. 655,779. (Springs attaching to

steering knuckles straighten wheels in case

of gear derangement.) 1 claim.

1,025,439. Internal-Combustion Engine.

Harry Whidbourne, Plymouth, and John

James Lishman, Salcombe, England. Filed

Aug. 24, 1911. Serial No. 645,819. (Two

cycle, two-cylinder motor with double diam

eter pistons.) 2 claims.

1,025,528. Demountable Rim. Richard E.

Jefiery, Piedmont, Cal. Filed March 29, 1911.

Serial No. 617,677. (Rim locked in position

by means of keys protruding through whch

felloe.) 3 claims.

1,025,591. Vehicle-Wheel. Charles 13.

Ross, Grecnleaf, Kan. Filed Oct. 17, 1910.

Serial No. 587,411. (Helical springs between

non-yielding rim and wheel felloe.) 1c1aim.

1,025,714. Art of Traction-Vehicles. Wm.

E. Paine, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 9,

1912. Serial No. 676,589. (Trailer attaching

to motor truck.) 4 claims.

1,025,734. Vehicle-Tire. John F. Bcsquett,

Jersey City, N. J. Filed April 11, 1911. Serial

No. 620,311. (Helical spring embedded in

tire fabric.) 1 claim.

1,025,762. Auto or Gas Engine Starter and

Indicator. George Edward Ocain, Oak

Park, 111. Filed February 17, 1911. Serial

No. 609,250. (Means for introducing gases

into proper cylinder.) 2 claims.

1,025,782. Carburetter. Henry Lowe

Brownback, Norristown, l’a. Filed Dec. 13,

1910. Serial No. 597,131. (Cup, attached to

spray jet and provided with a gauze cover.)

3 claims. .

1,025,790. Wheel. Enan M. Deal, Phila

delphia, Pa., assignor to Edward A. Schnei

dcr, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 22, 1909,

Serial No. 518,932. Renewed Jan. 18, 1912.

Serial No. 671,885. (Spokes in the form of

cylinders in which pistons act against a con

tained liquid.) 2 claims.

1,025,804. Automobile Transmission Mech

anism. Orion B. Hitchcock, Arthur M.

Berggren, and Fred M. Berggren, Morgan

\'ille, Kan. Filed Dec. 27, 1910. Serial No.

599,351. (Gears always in mesh type; the

loose wheels on the shaft being locked at

the proper time by a sliding feather.) 2

claims.

1,025,814. Fuel-Supply System for Ex

plosive- Engines. Herman Lemp, Lynn,

Mass., assignor to General Electric Co., a

corporation of New York. Filed March 23,

1906. Serial No. 318,338. (Fuel forced from

tank to carburetter by means of a diaphragm

pump operated by the explosive pressure of

the motor.) 2 claims.

1,025,816. Carburetter. Jacob Matthias

Lofthouse and Emily Rosalie Booty, Perth,

Western Australia, Australia. Filed April

10, 1911. Serial No. 620,152. (Inverted bell

operated by the pressure in the induction

chamber gasolene supply.) 6

claims.

1,025,844. Ignition for Internal-Combus

tion Engines. Claude L. Terry, Elyria, Ohio.

Filed March 4, 1910. Serial No. 547,339.

(Mercury cup contacts.) 4 claims.

1,025,897. Radiator — Assembling Machine.

John D. Beebe, Detroit, Mich., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Briscoe Mfg. Co.,

Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Michigan.

Filed Sept. 30, 1908. Serial No. 455,438. (Ma

chine for assembling vertical tube raditors.)

controls

12 claims.

1,025,966. Revolving Lamp-Support , for

Autos. James B. Estes. Konawa, Okla.

Filed June 3, 1911. Serial No. 631,147. (Re

volving brackets attaching to the steering

mechanism). 1 claim.

1,025,981. Spring-Wheel. Frederick H.

John, Middleport, Pa. Filed June 19, 1911.

Serial No. 633,947. (Spokes in the form of

strip steel springs.) 2 claims.

1,025,987. Tire-Tool. Adam A. Long,

Rochester, N. Y. Filed July 26, 1906. Se

rial No. 327,883. (Lever, fulcrumed on the

wheel hub, detaches the tire bead.) 22

claims.

1,026,038. Tire. George S. Howe, Rich

mond, Va. Filed May 6, 1911. Serial No.

625,613. (Leaf springs interposed between

flexible tread and wheel felloe.)' 4 claims.

1,026,073. Transmission-Gearing. George

\V. Bulley, Chicago, 111., assignor to Hols

man Equipment Co., Chicago, 111., a corpo

ration of Illinois. Filed Feb. 27, 1911. Se

rial No. 611,249. (Enclosed type of plane

tary gearset.) 11 claims.

1,026,077. Dual Ignition System. Charles

Cuno, Meriden, Conn., assignor to the Con

necticut Telephone & Electric Co., Inc.,

Mcriden, Conn., a corporation of Connecti

cut. Filed Nov. 10, 1910. Serial No. 591,

584. (Means for connecting battery circuit

through transformer and cirucuit breaker.)

12 claims.

1,026,098; Spring-Vehicle. Richard Lie

bau, \Vatervliet, N. Y. Filed July 27, 1910.

Serial No. 574,160. (Pneumatic spring sup

ported by levers in place of leaf springs.) 17

claims.

1,026,146. Steering Mechanism for Vehi

cles. Edward \V. Bliss, Rochester, Y.

Filed May 5, 1909. Serial No. 493,996. (Dou

ble steering rod, the two members being

geared together and operating on the same

worm wheel.) 2 claims.

1,026,168. Safety Attachment for Automo

biles. Thomas B. Jeffery, Kenosha, Wis;

Kate E. Jefiery, Charles T. Jefiery, and

Harold \V. Jeffery executors of said Thos.

B. Jeffery, deceased. Filed Dec. 30, 1909.

Serial No. 535,605. (Lock for starting han

dle, operated by the gearshift lever when

speeds are engaged.) 2 claims.

1,026,189. Locking Device for Automobile

Cranks. Charles A. Wheeler, Bridgeport.

Conn., assignor of one-half to the Smith &

Egge Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn., a cor

poration of Connecticut. Filed June 20,

1911. Serial No. 634,311. (Lock and chain

for preventing operation of starting han

dle.) 2 claims.

1,026,201. Spring-Tire. George Burson,

\Ninamac, Ind. Filed July 20, 1910. Serial

No. 572,947. (Helical springs interposed

between flexible tread and wheel felloe.) 1

claim.

1,026,220. Vehicle Wheel and Axle. James

E. Murray, McKeesport, Pa. Filed April

21, 1910. Serial No. 556,681. (Steering

knuckle formed in the plane of the wheel

spokes.) 5 claims.

1,026,279. Combined Bumper and Fender

Harry T. Myers, Chicago, 111. Filed Feb.

21, 1910. Serial No. 545,207. (Fender is

lowered when bumper is hit.) 11 claims.

1,026,317. Internal-Combustion Engine

James F. Hopper, Sherman, Tex., assignor

of one-half to Hamlet C. Smith, Sherman.

Tex. Filed July 26, 1911. Serial No. 640,

714. (Two-cycle motor with separate com

pressing cylinder and two crankshafls

geared together.) 2 claims.
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with norFECKER .
a As Reglflarliquipment What’s in a name? Ever hing, if

the name is HOFFECKER, and the

article a speedometer. The name

“HOFFECKER” stands for the best in

speedometer construction, and HOF

FECKEP. methods have combined with

an infallible principle to keep the

“Steady Hand” speedometer where it

belongs—in front.

THE HOFFECKER COMPANY -

Main Ofiices:

MOTOR MART, BOSTON, MASS.

1779 Broadway. New York; 1217 Huron Road. Clevellnd;

Sheridan and Palma. Pinlburlh; 133446 Race St. Philadelphia
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American Made [or American Trade

The increasing use of ball bearings in motor cars is

easily explained.

Manufacturers are not now required to buy ball bear

ings abroad. The New Departure has proved satisfactory

in service, possesses all of the quality essentials and in

every respect is an American masterpiece.

It is more completely anti-friction than any other type

—the cost to operate the car mounted on these bearings

is consequently less.

It is ten times as efficient as a roller bearing under same

load conditions.

At the Boston Show. Space No. 430, Balcony, each of

the three types of New Departure ball bearings will be

shown, in slow action, with sections cut away for demon

strating anti-friction and other qualities.

Ask for copy of “Friction and Its Elimination"—-a

treatise on comparative efficiency of all types of bearings

—-just from the press.

THE NEW DEPARTURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

Western Branch: 1016-17 Ford Building, Dell-oil

a..unbic: V ROY?»
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Some

Thoughts

that emanate from a

man’s brain when his car

fails to start are unfit for

publication.

fl ELECTRIC CRANKER I_S

QUICKER THAN THOUGHT

 

 

lts instantaneous op

eration makes you feel

good all over, better con

your car and the world

generally.

And then it lets you beat the

other fellow to it by a quick get

away.

 

 

 

from trolleys, trains or other vehi

cles when your engine stalls.

And does a lot of other things

that are mighty satisfactory if the

)7 battery hooked up with it is an

/

OEQ BEA ' it

?

Storage Battery

Use the Class A Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use the Class B Gm, Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Company

Chicago Branch—2241 Michigan Avenue

San Francisco Branch—243 Monadnock Bldg.

New York Branch-136 West 52d Street

Detroit Branch—1 19] Woodward Avenue

Depots in All Principal Cities in the United States, Canada and Mexico

  

tented with yourself, -

And rushes you out of danger I
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The

The Rexo single-tone horn protects your QWn

safety and that of other people because it always

works—it never refuses to act just when it is most

needed.

Rexo Always

It gives out a strong warning note every time the

button on the wheel is pressed, and commands im

mediate attention from pedestrians and drivers of

other cars.

The. Rexo horn is reliable because it is simple

and free from complications. It has no parts to

get out of order—it is substantial and well-built

to stand the jarring and vibration of the car’s mo

tion—and it is finished so that the weather has no

effect on its appearance or its operation.

Because the Rexo is so reliable and so trouble

proof we guarantee it for life.

The Rexo costs little for upkeep, as it operates

Acts When Needed

with a small amount of current and can be con

nected to any 6—volt battery, an advantage in both

cost and space saving.

This splendid horn takes none of your time or

money for frequent overhauling or attention to

lubrication or repairs. A slight adjustment once

a year, made with a screw driver, is sufficient to

overcome a season’s wear.

The popularity of the Rexo is shown by the fact

that more than 75,000 of these horns were sold for

use on 1913 cars as regular equipment. Enormous

sales to owners of cars make this the most widely

used, low-priced horn made.

In addition to the Rexo, which sells for $8, com—

plete, we make the Tuto, a high grade two-tone

horn for $25, and the Tutoette, a smaller two—tone

horn for $17.50.

EIyrio-Donn Productl Manufactured Only By

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY

Kenn: City 501 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio, U. S.A.
San Francisco

“Look for Elyria-Dean Where Quality’s Seen ”
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The TUTO—The Horn for Careful Drivers

The careful driver who guards the safety not

only of himself and the occupants of his car, but

the safety of pedestrians and those in other cars

as well. knows he must use a quickly responswe,

attention-getting signal of warning.

The Tuto two—tone horn is the best safeguard

that can be put on any automobile.

It is a complete signaling system. It electrically

transmits two different and distinct sounds through

a horn—one low and mild for ordinary usage,_the

other loud and penetrating for critical situations

and emergencies. The degree of sound is regu

lated by the degree of pressure given the button

located upon the steering wheel.

The Tuto is very reliable and absolute confi

dence can be placed on its perfect operation at all

times. It is free from trouble-making parts and

requires no care or attention except perhaps a

slight adjustment once a year to overcome the sea

son's wear.

It operates by any 6-volt battery and costs little

to maintain, as the low tone, which uses little cur

rent, is sulficient for most of the signaling done.

The Tuto horn is substantially and carefully

built of the highest grade material and lasts for

many years. Its satisfactory service and long life

are insured by a liberal guarantee, in fact. a guar

antee for “Life.”

Finished in polished brass or nickel, plain black

enamel, and black enamel with brass or nickel.

Price, $25.00. complete with button and cord.

\Ve also make the Rexo, a single-tone horn for

$8, and the Tutoette, a small mar-tone horn for

$17.50.

Elyril-Deln Product: Manufactured O_.nly By

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Kin-an City 501 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio, U. S.A. San Frlnciaco

“Look for Elyria-Dean W'here Quality’s Seen ”
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That's what Kelly Trucks mean'ito you.

There are three big reasons why Kelly Trucks

are good trucks for you to sell:

I . Kelly Trucks are made right.

2. Kelly service is behind them.

3. Kelly willsell them for you.

Our new water-cooled models were the sen

sation of the New York, Chicago, Philadel

phia, Omaha, Kansas City and other big

shows. In fact they led the procession wher

ever they were shown.

WHY .3

“ Because Kelly Trucks em

body every feature which

makes for truck efficiency.

There is not an experiment
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anywhere. Every part of the

truck is technically and funda

mentally correct.

The new Kelly is the result of years of the

hardest kind of work and investigation by

our competent engineering staff. Every lesson

that we have learned in our seven years of

exclusive truck making shows in our new

models.

ll you want to make money in selling

trucks, get the Kelly agency in your com

munity.

Wire or write us immediately.

seas saiéee aaaa I

1030 Burt Street, Springfield, Ohio
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Complete Your Line at Once

by selling these tire trouble eliminators to doctors, real

estate men, contractors, suburban business men, users

of pneumatic-tired delivery wagons, women drivers, and

all others among your patrons who want tire service

without the work, delays and risk involved in using bare

tires! One sale brings others, for users who try the

genuine WOODWORTH TREADS soon become en

thusiasts. -

We Make It Easy

for you to start. Our guarantees protect both you—the

dealer—and your patrons absolutely against loss. Our

Dealers' Order-Taking Outfit enables you to show the

goods without even laying in a stock.

And if you wish to try the Treads for your own satis

faction (as we hope you will, although we do not require

it) we shall be glad to furnish you a trial pair with the

understanding that if they are not perfectly satisfactory

they may be returned in 30 days and the price refunded.

You will find them an invaluable trouble-saver on your

renting or emergency car.

Write today for our complete Dealers' Proposition—

it is to your interest to know it at once.

Leather Tire Goods Company

NIAGARA FALLS, N. v.

New York Store, 1608 Broadway

It takes more than the name

to make a real Tire Protector!

‘—-'—>

  

Ami the average dealer knows this as well as anyone.

Any tire “protector” will prevent punctures and skidding; but it is worth

less unless is does this without chafing" and damaging the tir

appreciably reducing resiliency.

es, and without

\rery “1(er you have looked upon all “protectors” as alike; all plausible

to the novice, but few good enough to make a second sale.

\Ve don't blame vou! But we want You '
. _x to \now that

m
are different from all others. The patented construction 0!

WOODWORTH TREADS eliminates absolutely any tendency

to chafe the tires; and it does this without adding undue thick

ness to the Tread itself.

WOODWORTH TREADS are n_ot fastened to the rims, but

are drawn constantly snug by stiff coil springs around their

edges. All stretch is taken up by this elastic tension, and the

Tread hugs the tire as if a part of it. Yet the Tread is thin.

soft, glove-like. Dirt does not enter, because the constant

pressure of the Tread against the tire squeezes it out.
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HE ability of Bosch Plugs to serve you satisfactorily, irrespective of motor con—

ditions, is assured. Their exclusive features have been adopted only after deep

study and wide experience in ignition requirements proved them correct. They

produce results where others fail—they keep in condition long after others are thrown

away.

Automobile racing is by far the most severe test of spark plugs. During these contests they are

constantly flooded with oil, exposed to extreme heat and severe vibration. Only plugs of the sturdi

est construction can withstand the shocks, the smashing rebounds, the terrific strain of high compres

sion, the intense blue flame of the burning gases which surrounds them for hours at a time.

The plugs that can survive such abuse must be strong, tough, heat proof—the highest degree of per—

fection. They must be Bosch Plugs.

As Good as BoSch Magnetos

OSCH Plugs have stood these strains. stood them so well, so wonderfully, that practically every

race of importance during 1911 and 1912 was won by cars employing Bosch Plugs—the “also rans”

used them too. The drivers who know—the manufacturers whose experience has taught them to pro

vide the best they can procure for their racing cars—have universally adopted Bosch Plugs.

  

Bosch Plugs are furnished as standard equipment by the leading car builders of America and Europe.

Some manufacturers consider the plug equipmenta small item on their cars, but such makers as Peer

less, Pierce—Arrow, Hudson, Garford, Mercer and many others think it important enough to provide the

best—and consequently use Bosch Plugs exclusively. This same attention to minor details explains

the thorough superiority of their cars.

The success of the Bosch Spark Plug is not does not measure the value, in comparison

thru chance; if you could see one, test one. ¢ with other plugs; it represents manufactur

try to break it down, you would understand ing cost plus a fair profit on the best spark

why Bosch results are inevitable. The price, Each Plug that 61111 be made

 
 

Don’t be urticficd with "enough" power-uoe BOICII Plug! and crqioy the maximum. Let a: land

you our booklet “Locating the Spark Plug, " it tell: you what you ought to know about plugs.

224 West 46th Street

{Bosch Magneto Company, New York

Chicago : : Detroit : : San Francisco : Toronto

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS:

PORTLAND, ME, Maine Motor Car Co.; BOSTON, Motor Parts Co.‘ BUFFALO, Jana. G. Bard? Inca ROCHESTER, A. M. Zim.

hnch' PHILADELPHIA, Motor Parts C0,; PITTSBURGH, Double ay-Ilill Electric Co.; BAL I’MORE, Carl Spoerer's Sons Co.;

RICHMOND, VA., Dallas A, Shafer 8; Co_; ATLANTA, johnson-Gewmner Co.; TOLEDO. W. G. Na el Electric Co.‘ MINNEAPO

LIS, Pence Automobile Co.; DES MOINES. Herring Motor soggy: 01.; OMAHA, Powell Supply Co.; ANSAS CI'N, MO., Kansas

' qlly Auto Supply Co.; ST. LOUIS, Phoenix Auto Suppl Co.; i VER, Fry 8: McGill Motor Supply Co.; SEATTLE, Ballou & Wright;

IORTLAND, ORE, Ballou & \Vrigllt; LOS ANGEL S. E. A. Featherstone.
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NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE

LOCK WASHERS

TWENTY

SEVEN

- YEARS’

  

  

in the manufacture of Lock Washers places us in a position“

of authority. It has taught us many things.

Then why not get the benefit of this experience, plus

abundance of resources and service that counts?

It will pay in the end.

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER CQMPANY

CHICAGO, ILL. NEWARK, N. J.

EXPERIENCE

!

F
In

- l
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[REID’WHEELSn-the last and most important

wood replacement,,making the car what it should

'be---a creation of metal throughout!

Europe grasped the wire Wheel idea and adopted it before it had

secured even a foothold in America, and European car builders

make mighty few mistakes.

  

 

 

Nowthe wire wheel has captured this country and its adoption

by American car manufacturers lS increasing with marvelous rapidity.

The reasons are obvious.

McCue wire wheels acknowledged leaders in the American in

dustry are 7 strong; They are practically indestructible, surviving

shocks that would prove instantly fatal to wooden wheels.

Sudden changes_of heat, cold and moisture cannOt warp, crack

or otherwrseldeprecratefthem. Steel is steel when wood has out

lived 1ts usefulness;

A: tire econamz'zerr they ofer the owner a value too great to be overlooked, and in this,

Mr. Dealer, [fer the most powerfil/ sales appeal you can ‘maien-t/ze appeal to the buyer’s

same of emnomy. _ .
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‘ I design 0 gives extreme lightness at the rim-"the

- . ‘ “ a,
sqgreatest-weightat the hub. This reduces the pound or

-_=‘ham‘meriirg?ei.iect thetire to a minimum-

Aiid it isz'the‘heéii/yihlow of" _‘
' wih'ée‘lfl'w'Itfifld¢tfl€hablgvérr _ ml an

I short Otdt-ri",-"ti‘t%its5 re'asmglghfe as hightassfifty per cent.

' When youite‘ééify- Mgcw... .on Fhe You
sell, then you'spccdy stren'gth;'_ffig tness, indestructibility and most

important tire Mommy. '

It is clearly up to youpwthe wire wheel class---r/gfit now.

Your trade wants wire \VhéfifiUP-tltjittlp t0 the men who make the cars.

 
 

  

® Standard Conpany Spokes (5) McCue Axles

Represent the best in axle making, material,Are u‘ed x lisivel in the construction of _ ‘b e c l y design and workmanship. All combine to give

MeCUE WIRE WHEELS. Made from wire . . . . .

. maXimum service under all conditions of road
of the same standard set by the Coventry, (Eng- shock side thrust and load

land) Swaging Concern. They offer tremendous If ' y . I

. . . h bined with ' your customers \i ant wire whee 5 you
torswnal and tensmnal strengt , Corn write to the manufacturer for inner hubs and

emrcmc bending quahty madc POSSIblc _°nly by wire wheels to go on the particular inodel to be

the special drawn carbon StCCl used in the" so cqllipp¢d_ We are situated so that “It; can

meet this demand for the manufacturer.construction.

THE McCUE COMPANY, Buffalo, N.Y.

z, ,_ ’5‘ 
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A Pure Food tor Motors

(1] If there was a Pure Oil Law—

like the Pure Food Law—90% of

the present oils would be condemned.

iNVAnER

OIL

is a Burg oil. It is distilled from

Pennsylvania crude. It is filtered.

It has a high gravity, and it is freer

from carbon than any other oil made.

lNVADER 01L co., 80 Broad 51., NEW YORK
4~\('€3~ of Charles Fv Kcllom 8: C04)

PHILADELPHIA NEW ENGLAND BRANCH WASHING'IDN

113 Arch Street 284 Columbus Avenue. Boston 3556 1101 Street, N. W.

I. 0. C. GEAR OIL is the only oil manuiaciured

especially and exclusively tor the lubrication oi

Automobile transmission gears. Write tor de

scriptive booklet and prices.

liar-militia?
:“lv '
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The First Ettieient Motor llorn to Sell at a Popular Price

From orders already received we will make and sell

' 0ver 100,000 Newtone Horns in 1913

This is a record never before equalled in the history of the electric warning signal

and clearly demonstrates the unquestionable superiority of Newtone products.

tVllY \Ve Make the Best Horn tor the Least Money

We are the largest Auto Horn Makers in the World.

We supply over 75 per cent of the trade with different types of horns.

()ur Factory is the largest—our Machinery of the best.

Our facilities in every way are superior.

In the past eight years we have made and sold over One million two hundred

and Fifty thousand horns of different types and sizes.

Every Detail Makes for EFFICIENCY and ECONOMY

  

TORPEDO TYPE

and

Type M

Price $ 20
 
 

  

Type M
Torpedo Type

Price and Quality Rule—Always

Write for Catalogue

Automobile Supply Manulacturing Company

220 Taalte Place BRUOKLYN, N- Y
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DEALEPJ'

The name “Hoffecker” on a speedometer and

“Waltham” on a timepiece stand sponsor for

quality that is standard and of world-wide

reputation. Car owners who read and reason

before they buy, know this quality and de

mand it.

No enlargement on the prestige of the

Hofiecker and Waltham products is necessary

here. This has been established thrOugh

years of consistent service. It is rather the

present intent to show how it is commercially

possible to produce these instruments of pre

cision and durability at prices within reason.

Hoffecker speedometers and Waltham time

pieces have never been extravagantly exploit

ed. They have never had quality sacrificed to

meet tremendous advertising overhead ex

r!

  

._r'

M > ‘

if]. D . ‘

  

F ,,.

if. " '

it ‘ l

. "Tun - STBADY HAND“

'l“

,1 n1 ‘

X" J." l I

-w~lm$4n~rlza'1‘

iv

  

What's in a name? Everything I!

the name is HOFFECKER. end 1h:

article a speedometer, The name I

" HOFFECKER" nzndslor lhebcsflfl ‘

upeudummer construction, and HO}?v

FECKER methods have combined wnh

en inlallible principle \0 keep the _l‘

96 £9 "Steady Hand" specdnmexer when n _

’- I

belongsi in lront.

THE HOFFEQKER COMPANY -

mmo ea:
MOTOR mm". row. muss w.

n .... u an; 1111 n,“ he I ~
"mm:in; mm». ,

  

pense. They embody sterling worth in

material, fine workmanship and finish.

made possible only by the money that

goes right into the instrument—not info

indiscriminate waste publicity.

:% 
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h
' T‘hz Willhsun eight-day time piece

ror “tomobile: is the only eight-day

hm pmoc uunulanured with fiiteen

Furl: In! I temperature adjustment.

livery Waltham automobile time

piece u wannach on the Wlllhlm

principle and conforms to Waltham

Standard; This inc! means unsur

Plnui quality and perfect reliability

wait! any road mndiliuns.

  

 
 

  

WALTHAM WATCH co. '
WALTEAI

"Ml

 
 

Of course, they are advertised, but

always on the “bull’s eye" basis. and

with no “scattering fire" effort. This

PUbliCity has value plus—for the car

manufacturer, the dealer and ourselves.

\

 

 

Read why. The double-page reduced adver

tisement shown here, is typical of Hoffecker

l/Valtham advertising. current in Motor,

The Automobile and Motor Age—three

papers that practically cover the cream

of car owners who. as readers of these

publications. are qualified to recommend and

buy intelligently. In brief, this group consti—

tutes a buying and selling force in the field.

Through reading and observation, they recom

mend the best to others and demand the best

for themselves.

“Hoffecker-Waltham” is a combination that

your trade wants. It is a combination that

will make a good car better. lessen resistance

and increase your prestige in your community

as a dealer who is known as a believer in

standard. depend

able merchandise.

In all probability

the cars you sell

are so equipped—if

not then get all the

facts from us—you

may be able to help

your customers to

more and better ser

vice.
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PENNSYLVANIA A"

t VACUUM cu IRES . I g

' The Tread

f TheCasing
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The Tube V ~ V E R.Y

motorlst

who adopts and

demands these tires

has definite and deep

rooted reasons for preferring

them.

First: He feels the real need of the

positive and guaranteed skid prevention

aliorded by the Vacuum Cup Tread.

Second: He recognizes the great value of their

Oilproof quality, knowing the reality of deteri

orating efiects of oil on rubber not specially com

pounded to resist it.

Third: He appreciates the definite printed guarantee

of 4,000 miles that goes with each casing, and the

great excess of service the tires actually do give, due

to their extra weight and really superior con

struction and quality.   
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AND because these definite advan

tages can be had only in Vacuum Cup

Tires, those who demand them are far more in

earnest about it than those who buy “just tires”

with perhaps a leaning for “this tire” or “that tire.”

Dealers in making up their tire stocks for the coming

season should have regard not only for the compelling

volume of the demand for Vacuum Cup Tires, but also

for the even more compelling character of that demand.

For it’s a demand with the accent strong on the last

syllable. I

And Finally This Tube—The Pennsylvania

“Puregum” Red Inner Tube—the finest grade

and quality ever manufactured anywhere.

So good that it is a distinct credit to the

dealer who sells it, and a new satis

faction to the motorist who buys

and uses it.

It Pennsylvania

Rubber Company

JEANNETTE,PA.

BRANCHES

Pittgburgl‘l, 505 Liberty Avenue Minneapolis‘ 34 S‘ 8th Street

Clevdand, 1837 Euclid Avenue Kansas City. Mo., 514 E. 15th St.

Detroit, 254 Jefferson Avenue Omaha, 215 S. 20th Street

Chicago. 1004 Michigan Avenue Seattle. Armour Building

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY OF NEW YORK

New York City, 1700 Broadway Boston, 149 Berkeley Street Dallas, 411 S. Ervuy Street

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

San Francisco, 512-514 Mission Street Los Angeles, 930 S. Main Street

An Independent Company with an Independent Selling Policy
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WRITE FOR THE GUIDE CO.'S

PROPOSITION TO DEALERS_‘ 

A Good Lamp Is a Lamp that Makes Good

\Ve put a name plate on every Guide Lamp and after the owner has used that lamp forha

year. the name plate becomes a valuable advertisement for us. The reason for this 15 that t 6

reflectors are protected from dust and moisture and therefore do not “go foggy” after a llttle

real service.

Another thing, the lamp is so reinforced that it stands vibration and don’t get loose-jointed

and start to rattle.

Further—and very important—the electric fittings are big enough and substantial enough

to stand the hardest kind of service.

These are some of the reasons why Guide Lamps stand ace high with owners and get the

THE LAMP OF THE GREAT WHITE RAY
Our dealers are making money. They sell Guide Lamps that won't come back to cus

tomers who will come back bringing their friends along to get Guide Lamps.

We co-operate with our dealers and help them get business.

Better write today for Guide Book No. 6 and our dealer proposition.

2071 East 4th su-wt

The Guide Motor Lamp Manulacluring Co., Cleveland, on»

Full Display ol Our Goods in Accessories Department, Boston Automoblle

Show, at Exhibit 0! Our Eastern Agents, 1‘. F. Russell & Co.

a
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‘< SPRINGFIELD

*{ CONVEIL'I'IBLE __ _.
B O D I ' E S I i - ' 'Springfield Metal Bodies are. standard on the J 9

majority of America's leading cars for the very

good reason that they embody all the quality

made possible by years of experience in the art

of aluminum and steel body construction. This

illustration shows one of the many body designs

turned out by our factory.

With at Springfield Convertible Body it is actually

possible to convert an open car into a glass en

closed car, luxurious in appointments and beau

tiful both inside and out.

The operation takes but a few moments—the re

sult should be actually seen to be appreciated.

Weighé important in considering the ordinary

closed body. Excessive weight of such a body

reduces speed and adds to tire weight. Spring

field Convertible Bodies, as compared with the

common type, increase the weight of the open

car only 50 or 75 pounds.

Springfield Convertible Bodies are noiseless.

There is no rattle or squeak, and owing to the

absence of a solid roof there are no reverberations

so noticeable in limousines and landaulets.

Er1ft?

  

There is much more to be said. Your inquiry

1 will bring the details. ‘ ' ' ‘

SPRINGFIELD METAL BODY CO,

Springfield, Mass.
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SEASON MILEAGE TRIP

mus PER HOUR

Ion I

‘4’“ //

TA! Stewart i: ll” only madame!” i

mad: with a grad: indiratar I

95% of All The Speedometers Made

‘ \ Are Built on The Magnetic Principle

'i|‘1lilillldlliflllg'!Ilili'-:

Aladel 19

3:0

limiilniil‘iimimrimiintimationwWW!

  

 

 

l (L The Stewart Speedometer is built on the magnetic principle.

(L Ninety-five per cent of all the speedometers to be made during

1913 will be built on the magnetic principle—the other five per

cent will be odds and ends built on the centrifugal principle.

(1 Two hundred and eight out of two hundred and fourteen auto

mobile manufacturers have chosen the proven and practical mag

netic speedometer in preference to the obsolete and inaccurate

centrifugal type.

(1 Over 92 per cent of the largest producers of popular priced cars

have selected the magnetic for 1913.

(1 Over 97 per cent of the largest producers of medium priced cars

} have selected the magnetic for 1913.

(1 Over 98 per cent of the largest producers of high priced cars

have selected the magnetic for 1913.

(L Why argue?

l Stewart Speedometer Factory

1949 Diversey Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.

Service Station: at

if‘lllll.'I'J

Atlanta Cincinnati Indianapolis New York San Francisco

Boston ClClend Kins“ City Pittsburgh Toronto. Ont.

Buffalo Denver Los Angeles Philadelphia London

Chicago Detroit Minneapolis St. Louis Paris
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Do you want a powerful glare for your lights to blind and confuse

an approaching car or team?

Or do you want lights to search out the ruts and inequalities of the

road? The illustrations of the lamps here show the (lIHCX'CIICC.

Any experienced driver will tell you that with Prest-O-Lite at night,

he sees the inequalities of the road even better than by sunlight. This

effect is impossible with lamps that concentrate the rays into one

blinding glare.

This is but one of the many questions you must consider before you

accept any lighting system.

Convenience may appeal to you strongly. \Vith the Prest-O-Liter

or any other good automatic lighter, gas lighting affords you every

convenience. You can easily light or extinguish gas head, dash or tail

lights from the seat.

But the big feature 'in your choice of a lighting system for your

car should be reliability. Over five hundred thousand experienced

drivers will testify to the absolute reliability of Prest-O-Lite. Its

exchange service extends everywhere. There are no repairs to make.

And considering the cost of power consumed. replacements and re

pairs on other systems. Prest—O-Lite is by far the most economical.

lVo maltn' w/Ial :tlfisfarltr you bar! an your (or imirl on ya: lng/xlirii'. Szlj-Jlarter ran

mnimn i: ra/rguardzd by flu III! a/zfi: crank in :mergmrin. /! 1: mm mar: important Mar

lighting mnwmenrz b: :a/e'guardrd 6)! M: in: q/ a maid! ta imur: [iv/it in nungmciu. Almart

MW mafi/uadunr will (quip your new tar will! Prat-Olin and an automatic ligfikr if you

inrirl. l/yaur car i: now n/uippnl with Prnl-O-Lil: any dealer or any nf aur urw'ce station:

can imtal an automatir lighter at Mia/l {Jr/)(flJf.

By all mums, Ire/artyau thrill: rm any light/rig .ryrlnu, .rma' for flu m'lal fizrl: an automobile lighting.

jnu a fur 600k on Mi: .m/I/td by return mail. Send fizr if [VOW and know flu deIJ.

To Dealers: car you sell is thoroughly reliable, efficient

 

V Lihts Show*up

w The Road Best ?
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The lamp with a para

bolic reflector directs its

blinding rays far ahead.

but cannot diffuse the

light to show the ruts in

the road directly before

the car.

40 Feet Ahead

  

\
Prest-O-Lite with a c0n

cave reflector gives all the

light you need far ahead

but also concentrates light

on the road in front of

the car where you need it

most.

  

 

TM raupon allarfird will bring

It is just as important from your standpoint that the lighting system on the

and trouble-proof as that the

motor and transmission will stand up under every day use.

You are blamed, first of all, when the lighting system goes wrong. Remember that when you specify Prest-O

Lite Equipment you protect yourself as well as your patron.

The Prest-O-Liter, or any other efficient automatic lighter for gas lamps, .enables you to offer every convenience

of the most complicated and expensive lighting systems, without sacrificing reliability and safety. Should the con

vcnience ever fail—the user still has light. Remember this when selling a car.

_ It _is to your interest to keep in touch with our camtitaign for reliable and safe

Will bring full information.

The Preat-O-Lite Campnny, iiifiifi‘iilii‘ii'fifiii’fii

automobile lighting. The coupon

 

 

CANADIAN FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICE. MERRITTON. ONT.

gltlimcrt S'IORES AND SERVICE STATIONS IN THESE CITIES: Atlanta.

edil‘mcrmdloston, Bufi'alo, Chicago. Cincinnati. Cleveland, Dallas. Denver. Detroit,

Minnnfliwlls. acksonville, Kansas City, Los Angelcs, Memphis. Tenn.. Milwaukee.

Ore $110119, cw Orleans, New York, Omaha. Pliiladelplliflv Pimbursll- Portland'

Syré'cusgc’v'dsnsm St. Louis. St. Paul, Minn.. San Antonio, San Francisco, Seattle.

SERVica STATIONS .
"miPtE, Manitoba. IN CANAD '

»

A Merritth Ontario' Toronto, Ontario;

EXCHANGE AGENCIES EVERYWHERE.

'
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THE PREST-O-LITE COMPANY,

287 E. South Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Please send free booklet. “Light on the Lighting

Problem," to

Car Owner? . . . . . . . . . . .. Dealer . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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How the Hayes Organization Aids Motor Car
    

Manufacturers t2 Larger Output and Greater Economy
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The New Edwards-Knight Car, Designed by the Edwards Motor Car Co.

PECIALIZATION is the order of the day. It means

S a better product at a lower price, for those who spe

cialize in one line alone become experts. “This one

thing I do well” is the specialist’s motto.

Nine Years’ Experience

(1 For nine years the Hayes Manufacturing Company have been

building sheet metal parts for automobiles. During this short

period they have become the largest users of sheet metal in the

world and supply the majority of motor car manufacturers with

all or part of their sheet metal parts.

(L There are twenty different sheet metal parts (see diagram

above) which the Hayes Organization turn out for motor car

manufacturers.

(L Experience, immense facilities, special machinery, tremendous

buying power, specialized workmen, all contribute toward high

quality and low price of the Hayes products.

They Buy at Lowest Price

(L Being the largest users of sheet metal in the world, the Hayes

Manufacturing Company naturally has an immense advantage in

buying sheet metal in the open market. The enormous quantity

cnmpels the lowest price and is a big factor in enabling the Hayes

Company to under-bid the motor car manufacturer himself in

building sheet metal parts.

Can Speed Up Output

(1 There is a big advantage to the car manufacturer in having his

sheet metal parts delivered to him by the Hayes Manufacturing

Company. It enables the car manufacturer to forget his sheet

metal problems and devote a larger share of his factory to assem

bling. It speeds up the output. It increases dividends at the end

of the year.

Handsome Bodies Sell Cars

(1. First impressions count a great deal in selling cars. The

curve of the body, the sweep of the fender, the lines of the run

ning board—all contribute toward the sale. The eye sees only the

sheet metal parts at the first glance. The chassis is hidden under

them. The Hayes organization have specialized in beauty of line

and curve.

Sample Sets Prove Claims

(L Have a sample set of sheet metal parts made up by th? Hayes

organization. They will add distinction to any automobile

Hayes Engineers Show Short Cuts

11 Send in your blue prints to the Hayes organization. Let the

Hayes engineers go over them and point out the short cuts and

money-saving ideas which our extensive experience Pomis Qut'

We are always at your service. Ask the Hayes Ofgamzanon

about your sheet metal problems.

HAYES MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Detroit, Mich

Euerything in Sheet Metal for the Automobile
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IMPLE, accessible, durable and foolproof, the

new Type EB Eisemann high tension system

with separate transformer coil is making good

with a vengeance.

Not only are the patented features of all Eise

mann products present throughout the ‘Type EB

system but the specially designed breaker box used

on the magneto has much to do with the splendid

results credited to this instrument. It is the per

sonification of simplicity and efficiency and is tested

out at the enormous speed of 4,500 r. p. m.

An exclusive Eisemann feature which adds also to

the value of this system is the coil and ratchet

starter device which is used to create a shower of

sparks from the battery while the motor is at rest,

thereby enabling the starting of the motor “on the

spark."

We should like to tell you more of this Eisemann

product.

The Eisemann Magneto Company

General and Sales Office:

225-227 West 57th Street, NEW YORK

DETROIT. MICH.

802 Woodward Avenue

 

    

 

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

514 North Capitol Avenue

At the Boston Show a full line of

Eisemann product: will be exhibited by

THE EISNER-LENK COMPANY, Space 622, Dept. G

     

      
 

 

  

 

Type EB Magneto
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You Need This

New Product—

lt Heals Tire Cuts
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Unlike ordinary

tire _repair mastic

The Motorist ’5

Self- Vulcanizer
  

Fills the cuts and holes, solidifies quickly and becomes like a part of the tire. No car

owner can afi‘ord to be without it. Reduce tire expense fifty per cent.

Use

a non-shrinking, rubber compound, heavy in rubber; a combination cement, cut filler and mastic. Refills :tntl unites the torn place

in.the tire with a permanent plug of rubber more resilient than the tire itself. \Veltls the loosened tread to the canvas body. ‘

Supplied only in patent, collapsible tubes, with tapering spout.

Easy to Use

Very large tube ;

one dollar.

Requires no

Kneading

 

 

All you have to do is to clean the cut out thoroughly with flafiollllt?"‘fcmn\c all oil, santl and other lUYL‘lflll matter: in~ert the tapering spout into the cut and kfimprC53 "16 “1thsmooth oi? the cut filler and the repair is completed. Allow ll to heat over night; in the morning ll wnl have become like a part of the tire. Rivets itself to the walls ofthe cut, lorming a union so perfect no road abuse can remote ll ‘

This is the logical manner of tire repair. Etery automobile owner in America should make Tire Cut Filler a part of his repair outfit and begin saving in tire cost now. '

Very large tube, $1.00. Money refunded if not satisfied. é,

.' \
TpAQQ "mm . . _ _ _ . .‘l \”

waterprools the outer rubber casing of the tires and penetrates down to the inner fabric, protecting it from Is

oil air and moisture. Presents the tires and prevents decay Spread ll over the surface of your tires alter \5 c}

. . H , . . -' q" x»
mending \Hll) lll'C Lu! l-nter. Makes tires look like new. 4' o‘

. . . . . . . “ q '~

There are imitations which point but don {protect—insist on Tt'renew. " ‘0' 8° *5) -

O b 5 /

Narco Rubber Reviver " V0 4? we

add Refinish" Narco Triple-Strength, (9v go 5*

Q

, . Non-lnflammable Rubber Cement v \0 \é"

a reviver, refimsber and waterprooler for any _ .. Q q .4

mi": mth, U, “brim Makc yum auto top! A rubber cement three times as strong as onltn
4° \\ Q-‘Qq,

ary cement, and Costs no more. ‘8' Q 1*
like new.

ALL GOOD DEALERS CARRY NARCO PRODUCTS OR WILL GET THEM FOR YOU

T D l \Vrite for the Narco catalog telling all about the complete line of Narco products and don‘t fall to ask for our trade

0 ea ers— .. v .H .I i . ' . _. _ . . .
proposition \v e wt gtte you comp etc In ormatton together Wllb out catalog it you Wlll write us mentioning

your jobber's name .

NATIONAL RUBBER COMPANY "

4413 PAPIN STREET. sr. LOUIS, MO. o‘e
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“Ban. St {Home in the hulasi‘iéi the solar

min-fir is".£§;$...vrv-rbea:mé = Bee”
man ii you ad the tire orall creation .mflufé‘a'“

out for a crowlaar.“

The Autocral of (be Breakfast-Table.

Oliver Wende" Holmes.

  

  

~ -.j-»

Km ‘ .

n. were figmetlaifi ‘1"

  

  

    

"1 want toggo to Boa

in the air:

The bread: of spring. some restless germ

unnameintis everywhere l “

  

  

“ ‘Twixt you and me ‘twere aweet to put a

\ temporary gap
M" ~ I W. in man. i on. I my" J2. .'    #4 'm 823 . .l » _ _ ., , 4

_Anti go and sit awhile" in Boston a calm.

commodioue lap.“

“0 Boatonl sweet are your delights; and. though

they may seem vain

 

 

a aavgplY-atowiwhen’

.u'v'w &goo’avone may discern)

In you that heaven has not: Since one may

I taste you and return.“

l ‘ Edward Sandford Marlin

l

l

l

l
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Ball lmBearirié—é

RBTZQW. fl
\ Solelm worters

w 950 "635 libfiféurt/z 1
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The Sheldon Steel Wheel performs a

double function in truckdom. It posi

tively eliminates the. "necessity of Wheel

replacement and it reduces tire wear to

the minimum. -

Destruction tests carried out in our'

factory showed conclusively that a pen

dulum blow which demolished-a wooden

wheel had little or no efiect on the Shel

don Steel Wheel.

The Sheldon \Steel Wheel is resilient.

Its weight at the periphery is negligible.

All frictional heat.;adiates quickly from

the metal. These three points contain

a message of vital importance to truck

owners or manufacturers because they

mean greater tire economy.

All the quality of design and workman

ship that have made our springs and

axles famous for their indestructibility will

be found in this latest addition to the

Sheldon line.

SHELDON AXLE CO.

WlLKES-BARRE, PA.

CHICAGO BRANCH 68 East 11th St.

DETROIT BRANCH ‘ 1215 Woodward Ave.
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First---Race Contour

Look first to the contour of your ball

bearing racc\\'ays-—for the raccways are

about the most important single feature

of ball bearing construction. First must

come the raceway of right contour. for

just ~o tar as you fall short of right con

lntll‘ by just so much do you fail to real

ize the full efficiency to which you are

entitled.

it is thc truth (it this statement pri

marily. coupled with the fact that we are

able to guarantee correct race contour.

that accounts for the unequalled capac

ity and endurance of

Gurney Ball Bearings

This tact. while not obvious at a glance. can

Mqu 1m shiny", and we urge you to give us an

..;.p._.itumi_v to demonstrate our point by actual

It'~l

llouevcr. there are four essentials to high ball

hearing elliciency that are obvious as well as ap

parent at first sight—namely:

Full Complement 0! Balls

Solid One-Place Separator

Unlnlerrupted Raceways

Full Depth ol Rnceways to Resist Thrust

_ Now, mark this well—every bearing to give the

inllest efficiency must combine all four of these

essentials. The absence of any one means a sac

rilice of either capacity or endurance—rand vet

Hurney Ball Bearings are the only bearings made

which combine all of these obvious essentials—

lhc only hearings made that, besides inherently

possessing these four essentials. also possess race

ways of the right contour.

 

GURVEY BALI. BEARING COMPANY

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
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The New Jones Speedometer
of Modern Construction, the Accuracy of Which

A Non-Magnetic Speed Gauge is Unaffected by Dynamos, Climate, Heat or Cold

I

WhatWeAreTelling to 15,000,000 People

About Joseph W. Jones’ Master Instrument—the New Jones Speedometer

—in Double- Page Space in the World’s Greatest Weekly Magazines.

  

 

Every owner of a motor car, sooner or

later, will want to see the New Jones Speed

ometer before he equips his car. Don’t you

want to learn of this new instrument now.

The New Jones, being non-magnetic, is

unaffected in any manner by the dynamos

on modern cars, and is absolutely unim

paired by climate, heat or cold.

It is the latest. and finest, production of

Mr. Joseph W. Jones—the inventor of the

first speedometer ever used on an auto

mobile, the Disc Record in use on most talk

ing machines, the Taximeter, the Autolog

(the Recording Speedometer), the Electric

Horn for motor cars, and forty-five other

patented articles.

Mr. Jones is the “Edison” of motor cars.

And the New Jones is his greatest achieve

ment, the finest instrument produced in the

accessory line.

 

   

Some

Rigid Steadiness, an Unbreakable

Shaft with the Jones Ball-Bearing

Swivel Joint, Larger Speed and Mile

age Figures, the Most Legible Speed

Scale—a handsomer, easier Dial to

read—are some of its other points of

supremacy.

We Are Telling This, Too

We are telling of the award of first

prize to the Jones in a list of fifteen

American and foreign makes by the

Royal Automobile Club of Great Brit

am and Ireland, the World's final

authority on motor car matters.

We are telling of tests at Columbia

Umversxty, Armour Institute and by

the United States Bureau of Stand—

ards, where several rival speedometers

showed inaccuracies at different tem

peratures of from 20 to 35 per cent—

_or 13 to 17 miles per hour. And how,

m the same test, the Jones variations

of the Other Features

were almost imperceptible. These are

facts we must tell because they're the

truth as obtained by these disinterest

ed authorities.

See The Saturday Evening

Post, March 22nd, and

Collier’s, March 15th

See these double pages. we will in

sert one each month, for a year to

come, in each of these great maga

zines, as well as other advertising.

Every owner and maker of motor cars

must feel this enormous influence—

these reasonable arguments based on

the facts. Every motor car user must

know, in time, what the New Jones

Speedometer means. We expect a

demand for this instrument that was

never before equaled by any speedo

meter. Its features and quality made

known in this way. will force it into

favor. That must be the inevitable

result.

Learn, Too, of Jones Branch

and Agency Service

Ask us about the Jones Organiza

tion and its ability to insure satisfac

tion to manufacturer and user. Ask

about our Branch HouSes and Agen

cies in all the principal cities of the

World, in charge of the highest ty e

of men, men with whom you will like

to deal.

Ask about our few uncovered ter

ritories and the Jones Proposition for

closing them up. See what it means

to Join the Jones Family and handle

the New Jones Speedometer—the fin

est thing of its kind ever made. the

Last Word in speedometers. Don't

contract for any speedometer until

you see the New Jones. You cannot

afford not to know about it.

Write “The Jones Speedometer” Today

Broadway at 76th Street, New York
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What We Pay
   

f‘lE
By R. E. O/ds, Designer

Note what we do to save

cost of upkeep with users of

Reo the Fifth. To save repairs

and troubles. To insure you

an honest car.

Cost Us $200}

These extra precautions. which

some call extremes, Cost us about

$200 per car. I employ them be

cause. in years to come. they save

$500 per car.

I have proved this fact a myriad

times in my 26 years of car building.

To merely sell cars, these things

are unnecessary. But to hold users'

good will—hold it year after year—

these things must be done.

Our Extremes

Our steel is all made to formula.

It is analyzed twice before using.

That saves us countless mistakes.

Our gears are tested in a crushing

machine to stand 75.000 pounds per

tooth. Our springs are tested for

100.000 vibrations.

Each engine is tested for 48 hours.

There are five long-continued tests.

There are fully one thousand tests

and inspections applied to every car.

Overcapacity

I require in each driving part an

overcapacity of not less than 50 per

cent.

I use oversize tires—34 x 4—to cut

your tire upkeep in two.

I use 15 roller bearings. which cost

five times what the usual hall bear

ings cost. And. to avoid all flaws.

we use 190 drop forgings. at twice

the cost of steel castings.

I use a $75 magneto—

A doubly heated carburetor—

An expensive centrifugal pump—

14-inch brake drums—Z-inch. sev

en-leaf springs—a l7-coated body.

And we limit out output to 50

cars daily. to insure accurate fitting.

abundant tests. To make sure that

each car is right.

Does It Pay

You know that it pays to get a

car built like this if you’ve owned a

car that wasn’t. All the difference

won’t show at the start, of course.

but in after years you’ll see it.

Every dollar I spend in these ex

tremes saves users from two to four

dollars. That’s why Reo the Fifth

stands at the top of its class. after

60,000 of my cars have been used.

See in this car our new center con

trol. Note the absence of levers.

Both front doors are clear. Note

that it has the left side drive. like

the leading cars today.

Note the flush electric dash lights.

Note the splendid finish. Let our

dealer point out to you the countless

small perfections. This is the climax

of a lifetime of efi’ort. See what it

means to you.

Write for our catalog and we will

direct you to the nearest Reo show

room. They are everywhere.

R. M. 0W8]! & CO., General Sales Agents for R80 Motor Car CO., Lansing, MiCb.

Canadian Factory, St. Catharinea, Ont.

30~35 0

Horsepower

Wheel Base—

112 inches

Tires—

34 x 4 inches

Center

Control

15 Roller

Bearings

Demountable

Rims

Three Electric

Light:

190 Drop

Forgings

Made with

5 an 2

Passenger

Bodies

  

Top and Windshield not included in price.

windshield, gas tank for headlights, speed

‘r

 

 

Reo the Fifth

The 1913 Series

$1, 095

  

:rlrl‘eflfiuipltfhi: cfr with mohair top, side curtains and slip cover.

_ . 59 -s ar er. extra rim and b k —'(1!“ price $170). rac ets all for $100 extra

(155)
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Hunting the Quarter Thousandth of an Inch

No.2 Setting the Sixteen Traps

l] A quarter thousandth of an inchl A space but one-eighth the thick

ness of a human hair;

(1| Yet no one roller in a Timken Bearing can vary in size from its

neighbors more than the quarter thousandth of an inch (.00025")

(ll Because, if that roller were ‘high’ it would stand extra strain and get

extra wear; if it were ‘low’ it Would loaf and throw its share of bur

den on its neighbors.

Timken

Tapered

 
 

q The Timken automatic gauging maChine—the machine of the sixteen traps-~sorts the tapered rollers

into a series of lots that vary by quarter thousandths of an inch.

Traps Must Be Set Right

1] Master rollers are used to set the traps. When each trap springs

to its master roller—and to no other—the machine is set right.

‘1 The hardened and ground rollers now roll around the dist-oi the

Kauttintz machine and each sizz springs the trap lot which it

was set. I

q Allday long the machine sorts the rollers and tllart‘fi them in

canisters ready to be sealed until used in the Timken Bearing.

Traps Must Stay Right

q Perhaps alter the tr.tps were set some little thing has happened

to disturb the fine adjustment (ll some one trttpt Some one can

ister may contain 1 her rollers t‘rat are not rust right. Timken

acruracy demands the elimination ul that chance.

A machine for every size roller.

.1] So every two hours each machine is stopped and each trap attain

tested by its master roller.

9 If one trip is lourtd wrong every roller that has passed through

it mttst come out at Its canister and attain run the gauntlet ol the

sixteen trans.

Reason for the Quarter Thousandth

q The Timken Bearing has always been right in the principles at

its design. In the earliest motor tars its unique principles enabled

it to give a senit-e that no other heating could give, This it did

without the present day accuracy in maltulilctltre.

'1 Year alter year the httnt for the quarter-thousandth of an inch

has added still lOItZEI‘ life. smoother running, lower lrietion and

the transmission of greater power.

The Timken Roller Bearing Company

Canton. Ohio. U. S. A.

Th4 arr/y 4x]; mnrruhrrrurn Iiurrml II mule aunmo/ulr .rxln 'qullpld

wilh Tlmh'rr Rel/Ir Bearing: it lb: Trm‘rrhllnrsr'l Axle (Tentparllr
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Our Message to Dealer's

  

Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plugs, made by one of the oldest

spark plug makers in the country, give positive and lasting

insurance against plug troubles.

We have been making these plugs for ten years over protected pat

ented design. from the best materials obtainable and through factory

processes that must produce uniformly good plugs.

These plugs are Soot Proof—meaning that the

commonest source of short circuit is. abso- 6 a

lutely eliminated through the peculiar arrange- ‘ ' ‘

ment of the chamber. and because the plug a m l

l

( ) l

actually burns its carbon as fast as formed.

Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plugs are gas-tight

—a feature which again qualifies them to main

tain their stand as leaders in the field.

The material used in their construction ren

ders them indestructible through the action of

violent heat and sudden change.

Dealers who sell Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plugs have back of them

our guarantee that these plugs must be permanently troubleless—pef

manently good and lasting—in fact, under all ordinary working condi

tions they will equal the life of the engine itself.

Now, this is the plug we ask you to sell. not only from a profitable

standpoint but also through its ability to hold the'good will of your

trade and to make new customers—those who realize that in help

ing themselves out of their spark plug troubles, you are giving them

servme.
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Do not miss It’s Import"

 
 

The message on the preceding page is in itself enough to

Justify you to carry Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plugs in

stock. Now consider our co-operative efforts in your behalf.

We are advertising Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plugs through the lead

ing automobile publications to a group of car owners running into hun

dreds of thousands—many of them in your territory. This advertising

tells at length the story we have told you

6 a briefly here. It is advertising that will lead

' ' ” customers to your counter.

\\k- realize that the best product in the world

will not move easily and readily, unless the

mamifacturer backs his selling agents with

conservative. strong, and helpful advertising.

We are doing this for you, and we are doing

it so effectively. that you can ill afford to ne

glect this opportunity of handling the Mezger

line.

 

We are creating the demand. \\'e want you to be prepared to meet it.

We want you to sell Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plugs. A pleased cus

tomer is your best advertisement, and every set of plugs you sell, bear

mg our trade mark, will go out and sell more of their kind.

(let into communication with us today, and we will send you full tech

n1§al description of the Mezger Soot Proof Spark Plugs and quote you

PYICCS and commissions that will interest you to the point of action.

C
lnc., 15 Canal Place, New York

\
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Every Reliable Accessory Dealer

should have our allraclive proposilion 0n

  

  

=~\.f;_1

\

l z w
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6717‘; FEDS CARBURETOR ;
. You’ve heard so much about wonderful carburetors that you’re probably case-hardened

in skepticism. We submit, however, these two series of facts for your consideration.

F“1.5T. .The Carburetor is today the most imperfect part of the automobile, and far

behind, in efficiency, every other accessory. There’s real need of a real carburetor.

SECOND. The Feps Carburetor splendidly meets that need. It involves an entirely

new principle of auxiliary air supply, producing a marvelous increase in flexibility;

an absolutely perfect mixture at all speeds, with an increase of 25% to 50% in

miles per gallon of fuel on any car. It contains no springs, no balls, no cams, no

reeds, and all adjustments once made are permanent. It gives a perfect mixture

With any grade of gasoline and is unaffected by altitude, weather conditions or

change of temperature. It also embodies a never-failing quick-starting device.

 

The first fact you cannot dispute, the second you probably will, until you test out

the Feps at our risk. Get in line with the Feps now for increased business and prbfit.

See the Feps at the Boston Show, Mechanics Bldg—Space E-426

Write Dept. “F” for Descriptive Illustrated Booklet

Schoen-Jackson CompanyMediePa-s
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Free Delivery in the United States

by Parcel Post, Freight or Express

Write Us tor Quotation on Anything in the Automobile

Supply Line Delivered Prepaid to Your City

Our Annual Catalog is the largest, most complete, up-to-date and authoritative

Dictionary of the Automobile Supply Market of any book published. It has come to

be recognized as one of the Standard Reference Works of the Industry, and is on

file in the TECHNOLOGY DIVISION of the NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY,

FIFTH AVENUE and FORTY-SECOND ST., NEW YORK CITY, and other

Public Libraries, and in the offices of American Consuls, Universities, Y. M. C. A.

Schools, Publishers, Automobile Clubs, Engineers’ Offices, Purchasing Departments,

Etc.

CATALOG MAILED TO ANY ONE ON REQUEST

Write tor a Copy You will find it interesting

CllAS. E. MIILER,3312:97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City
MANUFACTURER. JOBBEI. EXPOR'I'ER AND IMPORTER

Order lrorn Nearest Branch—Address Chas. E. Miller

NEW YORK CITY BUFFALO, N. Y. HARTFORD, CONN. NEW ORLEANS. LA.

- 97-103 Reade St. 824 Main St. 274 Trumbull St.. 601-603 Baronne St.

NEW YORK ALBANY, N. Y. DETROIT, MICK. NEWARK, N. J.

924 Ei . 135 Central Ave. 227-229 Jefl'erson Ave. 274 Hikes St.

NEW Y RK CITY CLEVELAND, O. ATLANTA, GA. SPRINGFIEL , MASS.

2782 Broadway 1829 Euclid Ave. 259 Peachtree St. Bridge and Dwight Ste.

BROOKLYN. N. Y. BOSTON, MASS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1421 Bedford Ave. 202-204 Columbus Ave. 318 North Broad St.

  

 
  

 
 

THEAIWATERKENT. SYSTEM

has been silently advertised from coast to coast by the best advertising anybody can have—

the personal endorsement of over 100,000 satisfied users.

The Atwater Kent Ignition System has no rival—no competitor. We do not use this

term metaphorically, but in a literal sense.

You may think this is the use of a trite advertising term, but in this case it is nothing

of the kind. That the Atwater Kent has no rival in the opinions of thousands of users has

been demonstrated to us many-many times, when in ordering their new cars they have spe

cified that they should be “Atwater Kent equipped.”

There are a number of other good reasons for the superiority of the

Atwater Kent System over the magneto and it is worth your while as a

Jobber, dealer or prospective buyer, to weigh and consider them carefullY

_ Space forbids our mentioning these reasons even briefly, but if you will

write for our booklet “D,” we will give you some of them. Then ask the

motorist who drives a car “Atwater Kent equipped” and he will tell you the

others, and the best reasons why the Atwater Kent Ignition System has no

real rival.

" TWATER ENT FG ORKS 4940 Stem“ Avenue

a - Philadelphia, Pa.

N Y k 3'} Ed DISTRIBUTORS F

_ew or — . mond Co.; Chica o—M t C S l C ., P ll t M t E h e; San ran
cilco—Chanslor & Lyon Co.. \Veinstocfi-NichglngO-a LtilsmAii cits—E. 3&5 Fehghleergtongs Sagagttle—Chanalor

& L on CO.; Portland—Ballet: & Wright; Omaha—Omaha ubber Co.. Powell Auto Supply Co.; Dallas

apd ouston—Fisk C0. of Texas; Wichita—Hockaday Auto Su ply C0.; St. Louis—Missouri Auto SW'

0111!? C0-; Saline—Lee Hardware Co.' Kansas City—Kansas City Auto Su ply Co.; Milwaukee-all!Ilus

Andree 8: Sons Co.; Detroit—Automobile Equipment Co.; Boston—Motor upply Shop: Denver—Auto

Equipmem Co-i Hartford—Post & Lester Cos-2 gtlanlta—c—Elyea-Austell Co.; Chattanooga—Southern Auto

“DP? 0- .
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OUR

REPUTATION

is based on the fact that

we have been handling

the engraving of several

prominent trade and

general publications for

years to the utmost sat

isfaction of both pub

lishers and advertisers

and drivers.

  

 

 

The Most Practical Chain

for Motor Trucks

‘Because the “Whitney” Cotter Detachable Chain can be easily sepa

rated at any link and lengthened, shortened, or repaired without the use

of any special tool. This is of great advantage to truck builders, owners

“Whitney” Chains are used by the leaders because they are strong, accu

rate, dependable and above all long lived. They are made right and

they’re made from the right kind of material, thus giving highest effi

ciency. When making replacements insist on a “Whitney.”

“ Whitney ” Chains Are Built for Strains

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

SERVICE

The quality of work

turned out by this plant

is re-inforced by our fa

cilities for deliveries as

promised. lLoE' work

will be put through with

the same care and dis

patch given to publish

ers whose work must be

right—and “right on

the dot.”
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The crank shaft: and connecting rods in

ERGON MOTORS are made by the Urigga

Seabury Ordnance Corporation of Pharon, Pa.

who have one of the Iargent and most finely

equipped forging plants and machine shop. in

the United States. 3

The crank shafts have three bearings of

genuine die cast babbitt. All bearings are

adjustable and exceedingly accessible.

The connecting rods are made from a

tough high grade alloy steel and the big

end is provided with a genuine babbitt die

cast bearingr dowelled into the rod and cap.

The cup is IO constructed and held in place

that it is impossible for it to become loosened.

Brass shims take care of adjustments of

these hearings.

We stand ready and willing to demon

strate by a test that there is no superior to

this new line of four cylinder, four cycle,

long stroke, water cooled motor.

Please let us hear from you today with a

definite statement of your wants.

HAZARD MOTOR

MANUFACTURING CO.

Rochester, N. Y.

  

 

 
  

 

 
 

  

 
 

 

  

EHANDLING screw machine work

often causes delays and conges

tion in your finishing room. A

machine doing away with this con

dition will profit you greatly.

HE Acme Automatic in most cases

turns out completed parts. The method

of tooling enables you to perform as many

as eight or ten operations at once. Com

paratively few parts require more opera

tions than this. Frequently it is cross-drill—

ing or milling which necessitates rehandling

when ordinary methods are used. The,

Acme \Nay is to do these operations on the

machine while the other cuts are being

made.

ET us tell you from our samples what

the Acme will save you in rehandling.

Send them in now.

The name of our booklet “Acme Method”

explain: its purpose. Ask us to send it.

 

The National-Acme Mtg. C0.

Automatic Screw Machines

and Their Products

CLEVELAND, Sixth City

NEW YORK BOSTON

77 White 5!. 141 Milk St.

DETROIT CHICAGO

1327 Majestic Bldg. 23 So. Jefferson 5L

ATLANTA MONTREAL

3rd Natl. Bank Bldg. In St. Henri at G. T. R.

FACTORIES WAREHOUSES

Cleveland, Montreal New York, Chicagc'
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Rust eats tires; rusty rims increase tire

trouble and expense

Outside tire protectors save you from most tire troubles; not from one of the

worst: iron rust.

You can see for yourself how these destructive rust flakes on your rims have

rotted the rubber in your casings. That’s not all they do. They "freeze" the

tire to run or to the bolts of your demountable; make tire changes much harder

work.

You can prevent all this; you can keep the rims from rusting: make tire

Changes caster. save money, and trouble by painting your rims twice a seaSon \vith

ANii’iiiliiifi
_ PA I NT :

This is a scientifically-compounded metallic paint. containing para rubber and

graphite. Besides its wonderful usefulness in preventing destructive iron rust

and making tire changes easier (especially when used on the rim bolts and lugs

or motor trucks). it makes a lasting and efficient lubricant for spring leaves.

Get a can today from your dealer: if he is out of it, send one dollar to us;

brings you full-sized can—enough for eight rims.

l 0 Dealers

Thomas" Anti-Rim~Rust-Paint will he a fast-moving item in your stock; all car

owners will ask for it. Discounts are extremely liberal. Drop us a line if your

jobber can't supply you.

The Anti-Rust Paint Company

Akron, Ohio

  

 

 

 

  

Durability

29 Quietness

These points are having special at

tention in Sparks-Withington One

Piece Blade Radiator Fans; further,

we are now equipped to make 1,000

fans in 10 hours. Buy a proven out

article and also save by using our

standards. Get complete catalog.

THE SPARKS-WITHINGTflN C0.

Jackson, Michigan and Walkerville, Canada
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AUTO PARTS

1 or 1000

In the first instance we suggest our standard

designs and can ship from stock.

In the second, will modify to suit your require

ments and begin shipments in two weeks to thirty

days. During the past five years, we have supplied

parts for some of the best cars. and therefore have a

broad experience in the manufacture of parts.
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Cone clutch with double universals in sizes rang

ing from 30 to 60 H.P. Special features. easy engage

ment of cone and long life.

  

Pedal assembly with bronze or ball bearing throw

out yoke, pedals of various styles to suit your require—

ments.

THE 0TTO KONIGSLOW MFG. C0.

3510 Perkins Avenue

CLEVELAND, 01110

"FORTY” $1985

The best four-cylinder forty

horsepower car on the market

with separate electric starting

and lighting, and separate igni

tion systems. The economical

four speed forward transmission

is another big asset.

Address Dept. W for Catalog

KLINE MOTOR CAR CORPORA'I'ION

Richmond, Va. York, Pa.

Main Ottlee and Factory, Richmond. Vn.

  

 
 

 

Add 810 to 820 Profit

to Each Automobile Sale

Here’s an easy way to pick up an extra Ten or Twenty

Dollar Bill whenever you sell an automobile. '

Just send us the name of the purchaser and we Wlll en

deavor to sell him an Edwards Private Portable Steel Garage.

That's all we Want you to do—merely furnish us the name

Yon Invest No Money or Time

It means $9.25 to $20 profit FOR YOU on each sale- And you've 11°

money or time invested. Send us a list of all automobile owners In your

locality and on this plan you‘ll make a nice, clean profit—perhaps several

hundred dollars. ‘ .
The Edwards is far and away the most popular and Widely ld'fims‘d

Private Garage. Our rices are much lower t an others‘. An’d W? n l"

excellent system of fol owing up all names received. We wont miss any

opportunities to close sales.

Send us your list of local auto owners at on“.

wrne U8 or we will be glad to answer any quesm’ns'

 

 

I- .,

00! Garage

Gives lblolute

Edwards Fire-Pr

An _artistic, fire-proof steel structure for private use. _

rotection from sneak thieves. joy riders, fire, li litning, Occidentl. a";

essness. etc. Saves time. work, worry and trouble. Comes {"51 lob”

up. All parts cut and fitted. Simple, complete directions furnish - A, 3‘”

lutelylrust-proof. Joints and scams permanently tight. Practically m,"

structible. Locks securely. Ample room for largest car and lllfi‘l‘HP'

ment. Made by one of the largest makers of portable fifC'PIOOf budding;

Prompt, safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed. (l

 

The Edwards Mtg. Co., 709-759 Eggleslon Ave., Cincinnati. 0hi0

‘— 
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Baldwin Drive Chains

Both detachable and riveted, are used by the largest

most exacting users of chains for automobiles in

the world. They need no further recommendation.

SPROCKETS 33,3;
to make sprockets in large quantities at

interesting prices, and make a specialty

of carrying in stock, and furnishing

sprockets for replacement on all standard commercial cars.

Baldwin Chain 8: Mfg Co.

WORCESTER, MASS. _

AGENTS

H. V. GREENWOOD, 122 So. Michigan Blvd, Chicago, Ill.

C. J. IVEN, Rochester, N. Y.

M. A. BRYTE, 788 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal.

C. D. SCHMIDT, 276 Canal St., New York City.

F. SHIRLEY BOYD, 903 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

  

  

Our departments of engineering and de

sign co-operate with the men who build

the car—combining their weight of ex

perience in radiator making with the

particular requirements of the designer

of the automobile.

  

 

 

 

 

 

We will not, however, endanger the rep

utation we have made by making radical

changes from established design. In

standing by this resolve, we have, on rare

occasions been obliged to lose business—

something to be regretted, but none the

less necessary.
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The Prst--i
Automatic Reducing Valve

With this device attached to your Prest-O-Lite,

You do not have to turn the tank valve up or down

to get the correct flame in the lamps.

_ Turn on the gas, light your lamps, and the flame

is bound to be just right, without any adjusting.

It pays for itself in gas saved, so its convenience

costs you nothing.

Unlike. other reducing valves, the Prest-O:Lite

utomatic gives the correct gas pressure at all times,

Whether the tank is full, half full, or nearly empty.

It is truly automatic in its action. Price' $3.00

Anyone can attach it in lessthan five minutes.

 

gineat an even temperature—not too hot

to endanger its usefulness, nor too cool

to lose its efficiency. “Tolerance” in

i change of design is therefore liberal—but

it has its limits.

  

' Mayo Radiators are built to hold the en

l  

 

  

 

  

If you, as the man who has sold the car,

find yourself in “hot water" so to speak,

with a leaky, inefficient radiator and a

"superheated" customer, then be sure this

car was not equipped with 3 Mayo Radi

ator. Dea_lers who sell cars Mayo equip

ped know that the radiators will stand up

under any unfavorable condition short of

a blow with a hammer or a bad collision.

lVlayo Radiator Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

 

  

 

  

  

Your dealer has it or will quickly

80! it for you. If not wefll send it   

The Prest-O-Lite Co.

287 E. South St. Indianapolis, Ind.

Cmdlu llltlrl and Facts M nltl int. i“;
\ n' . a" Price in Canada. 33-50
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The SCHRADER

Universal Tire Pressure Gauge

WILL

fl/fi/A’AIZ:

75 %

0F YOU/P

TIRE

T/POI/Blf

l

if“

e

E
~
.1

9.186.955..9N.'.K€5.§6L'a

"7:"is.“r.'91....Ta‘(:1.

For Sale by Tire Manniiicturers. Jobbcrs. Dealers, Garages or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, lnc., 32 Rose SL, New York

  

_—__fi
YOKE BOLTS .

l
 

The manufacture of this part requires——

1. Intelligent selection of open hearth or nickel steel of

proper analysis.

2. Scientific heat treatments to carbonizc and harden the

exterior and produce a perfect bearing surface. l

3. Careful testing and grinding to exact size.

Thorouin knowledge of'service re uirements—a complete and

modern lieat_treating equipment an long experience in manu‘

facturing similar parts enable us to offer you the benefit of these

essential features at an extremely low price.

Send blue prints for quotation.

The Electric Welding Products Company, “‘33:”

  

 

The Maxwell Motor Co.

DETROIT - - - - MICHIGAN

MAXWELL BRANCHES:

New York, N. Y.; Boston, Mass; Philadelphia, Pa.; Chicago,

111.; St. Louis, Mo.; Minneapolis, Minn.; Detroit, Mich.;

Kansas City, Mo.; Dallas, Texas; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Omaha,

Neb.; Des Moines, 1a.; Atlanta, Ga.; Charlotte, N. C.; Indian

apolis, Ind; Denver, Colo.; San Francisco, Cal.; Los Angeles,

Cal.; Portland, Ore.; Memphis, Tenn.

  

 

 

  

Lsuth-Juersons

Trucks are Do

livory Insurth

QUALITY DURABILI'I'Y

0Nli, TWO AND THREE 'I'0N CAPACITY
  

v

IL'

LAUTH-JUERGENS TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST i.\' CONSTRUU

tion. most powerful in operation and the motors are quranteed sgslnir.

detective workmanship and material for the lite oi the truck. The;

s positively the highest class trucks made. Two cylinder. one-ton,

tour cylinder. one, tire and three-ton. Four speeds forward. Hr'slI-Bi'lghi

ball bearing trlnsmlaslun made in our own shops ot‘ the fines! tool

steel three-piece disc clutch. covered it patents owned by us. find

for 1912 Catalog and specifications. rompt delivery on all models

hrge publicity csmpsiln just begun. Our quality will do the rest.

Bsuobia Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

The‘ lsulii-Jucrgeiis Motor Car Co.. Fremont, 0his.

Bl'lllN'hel and Agencies

BOSTONHDBVUI Abrams, 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK~Wr=nt Shiv Garage k Motor Co., 160-162 iOist St,

CHICAt‘JP'The Iiflllih-Jliprflt'n‘l Motor Car Co.. 2630-32 Wabash Ave.

NEWARK. .\‘. J.i.\IPrl‘hllnifl Motor Car Co.. Essex Building.

DETROIT. .\ilCil.—Blerl Auto Truck Sales Agency. 453 Dlx Ayg_

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND \‘lCiN'iTY—Bowles Motor SI!!! Co.,

Inc. 1008 14th St. N. W.. Wushlnzton. D C

 

  

  

L

The Truck Built by

Truck Specialists

A high grade, de endable one

inn truck, accessib e, simplified,

and built to give service that is

bound to satisfy the user.

Four-cylinder, ~water-cooled unit power plant, 3-point suspension. Clutch

and flywheel in Oil-tight housing. Lsstingly goo , therefore pcrmsnen Y

Dopu in.

This is a truck for which live dealers will find ready sale. Write for

the terms.

THE SANFORD MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, ISIZ Park SL, Syracuse. N Y

 

 

 

 

ers' proposition.

CUTTING MOTOR CAR CO.

305 Mechanic St., Jackson, ma“

lllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllrilllil "' llll lllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllI|Illllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllu‘' 60~6 six-cylinder, fullye nipped with

electric starter and i ts 2750

Five-passenger Touring ar.. H75

Two~passenger Roadster. . . .. 1475

The same chassis is used for both

“I‘d models. ‘ f dub

Motor i e-awake dealers write 01'

\ cm 'i' “ll lllllllllll

in ‘
. l - l l

l||l|||lllllllll|||ll lllllllllllll‘l

llllllllllll llllllll

.
                

“llllliil'
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“INVISI BLE
REMY MAGNETOSl SOS misses?

'{hetdeltacfhagle ant;

W3 er- lg ea l'CSO

400 SOLD DAILY m%$%mfig

addition to the inter

locking action, makes

this the best, as well

 

This is not the record of a single day. as the strongest con

. _ ‘ structed concealed

This is a daily average—for four months hinge _on the market.

. . Madam two parts, it
ending With January—of cars newlv 18 “$11? attached and

_ l _ h R T1 ' detached.h “Later will

e in er Wit em ma netos. iese not "ac ts wood
fiq pp h I); g h d b 0!: tlfie bodywthrough

dures ave never een a roac e t e inge- hen in

° pp y stalled holds the door

any other manufacturer. rigid and at the same

time has a perfectly

smooth action.

Send now for cata
Induelor Type—Simplest, Strongest 10g and full particu

SUSS

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY MANUFACTURING

World’s Largest ignition Factory ‘

Anderson’ Indiana 435-443 Atlantic Avenue

BRUUKLYN, N. Y.

Built for 24-hour a Day Service

 

   

 
 

  
 

  

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED l

IN

 
 

 
 

 
 

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

“The car of the hour” it has

MOTORCYCLES

THE BICYCLING WORLD

more than that now. It stands

AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW alone —— “the universal car.”

WILL INTEREST YOU Nothing but a wonderful merit

could have created so enormous

a demand for it. Better get

yours today.

 

 
 

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AT

There are more than 220,000 Fords on the

world's highways—the best possible testi

mony to their unexcelled worth. Prices—

runabout $525—touring car $600—town car

$800 f. o. b. Detroit with complete equip

TW 0 D O L LA R S PE R Y EA R _ ment. Catalogue from Ford Motor Com

' '.M'~l.SPECIMEN COPIES GRATIS Psanstw"
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CROXTON
The car that is attracting attention now is the new Croxton Six. It

has the features every experienced motorist has been looking for. Dealers

who want to see a car that will be the year’s success should write for

agency terms, Booklet A-Z.

THE CROXTON MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Washington, Pa.

L .
  

 
 

 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

 
 

   

  

"Thirty"

“For I y»

u n
hljlvkery part built: infilhe KisselfKa; plapt, F i l l y

w it: is equippe wt ev r "t u neconomical manufacture. RI lalcilsielKazz Bon'P'

have extra Iii-eral wheelbase and roomy

tonneaus unsurpassed by any car at any

price fnr comfort and capabilities. Write

or catalog.

KisselKar price:

include full equip

ment—self-sturter,

top. windshield,

demountable rima,

a p e e deme

. ter. 1: l e c -

tric lighting

e q u ipment,

I h o c k ab

aorben, etc.

  

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

159 Kine! Avenue Hutton-d, Wis.  

 

 

All Types ot Radiators Built, Rebuilt and Repaired

We Build Individual Radiators for Car 0wners

All charges for repair work are based on actual

time consumed. Our work is absolutely guaranteed.

Livingston Radiators

If you will send in your old radiator, we will be glad

to give you an estimate either on repairing it. or on

rebuilding it with a Livingston core of patented tubes,

or on building a complete new radiator.

LIVINGSTON RADIATOR & MFG. COMPANY

Randall Buildinl, W. 52d Stock, New York City

 

 

 

 
 

The New Process Gear Corporation
 

Out Gears of Quallty

Complete Differentials

The New Process Gear Corporation

svnaousi, N. Y.

 

 

The New Process Gear Corporation

 

 

  

 

 
 

EQAKLAND MOTOR CAR co
  

MICHIGAN

venv v51,

 
  

 

 
 

  

S tewart Delivery Trucks

Built for Real Service and Wear

Stewart light delivery trucks are strong and rugged. economical

and profitable to use.. They are the “best sellers” of the year for

dealers and the “best buy” on the market for merchants.

The Stewart has been designed and built with the finest skill

and most expert workmanship it is possible to procure. Up-tO

date features of greatest value make this truck a "hit." wherever

seen or used. Read them:

30 HP. 4 cylinder motor, 33/" x 5%"; Bosch magneto. single igni

tion; Brown-Lipe Selective 'i‘ransmission. 3 spee s forward. 1 re

verse; Tirnken axles, front and rear; demountable rirns. 35 X 4%

tires. front and rear; genuine honeycomb radiator. sloping hood; Ill!

hand steering. center control; 7—foot loading space; wheelbase. 126

inches. Chassis price, $1650. Bodies to suit all businesses.

\\'rite for catalog and dealer’s proposition.

 
  

 

HEN attending the coming

Boston Automobile Show do not

fail to visit Space 220, Basement, and

see the new 6-CYLINDER K-D

SLIDING CRESCENT VALVE

MOTOR on exhibition by the

KNIGHT-DAVIDSON COMPANY

Boston - - - - - JVIassachusetts
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“STANDARD” WHEELS

FOR PLEASURE OR COMMERCIAL CARS

One Paarenger to 16 Tons Capacity

9M4! for Catalog No. 15

 
 

STANDARD WHEEL COMPANY,Terre Haute, Ind.

   

 

  

Let This Big

Factory Be

Your Gear

Department

Why keep a big investment tied up in a gear depart

ment? We’ll _save_you_money, give you better gears and

guaranteed satisfaction, in

GRANT- LEES GEARS “P‘iilfi‘iiii-b”

bearings."

TE::_»"'§II Ell! l ’

"_'d*—'—‘E'§=3Qti -'

  

  

  

  

\_\'_e specialize on auto gears. Have every

faczhty for turning out gears of highest

quality in vast quantities, and low cost to

menu

Let us give you proof.

Tar GRANT-LEES momma co.

mo Stxty-Nlnth se, Cleveland, Ohio l“

  

BCIlll'CTS.
  

  

 85

  

Golden

Glow

Electric

Headlights

{ust what you need

or your high class

trade. Mr. Dealer. A

lamp that embodies every desirable

feature.

Write us today for special deal

er's proposition.

The Apple Electric Company

18 N. CANAL S'l'., DAYTDN. 0Ill0, U. S. A.

  

 

i

  

 

“ Always There "

SPLITDORF “TS” COILS, MAGNETOS and

SPARK PLUGS form a trinity of ignition per

fection that every owner of a gasoline motor

should know about.

Write TODAY for new catalogue.

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.

_SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.
  

  

RATJ—AH
GIANT PLUG

Extra strong and heavy. Perfectly lim

ple—only four parts, which are easily taken

apart for repairs or replacement. Only

highest grade, imported, hard fire porce

lains used. Minutely accurate, well finilhed

machine work. No thumb screws—a Rajah

Clip Terminal supplied with every Plug.

Price, $1.50 postpaid—the most economical

Plug made. Send for catalog.

RAJAH AUTO SUPPLY 00., Bloomfield, Nu).

GRIPS---BUT NEVER SLIPS
  

  

 

The only demountable rims that

positively prevent tire wobbling.

No special tools needed for oper

ation. No unnecessary loose parts.

Detaching feature independent of

demounting mechanism. Will ac

cept either straight side or clinch

er tirea. Used as standard equip

' a mom on America’s finest care.

THE STANDARD WELDING co

CLEVELAND 0

U8. PAT: OFF

"THE ORIGINAL AND BEST ASBESTOS BRAKE LINING"

  

The lining that makes your

brakes dependable, and your car

safer.
iii". TIIE ROYAL EQUIPMENT CoMPANY

Railroad and Bostwick Aves, Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Duplex and Ray~

mond Brakes and Gyrex the Mixer.

 

 

Ma- "a'nies ltl'utrenit rm,
  

CAN BE HANDLED BY ONE PERSON AS EASIlYLGUlLKLY AS AN UMBRELLA

 

GOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING CO. 515 w.56'__~_r.r. new YORK.

g bru

.‘q a. i mg/ l-t 4-1

  

___.

 

INSYANTANEOUS PROTECTION
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The Chicago Electric

A beautiful and classic equipage that

stands unchallenged in point of con

structional achievement.

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MOTOR CAR C0.

3606 South Morgan Street, Chicago

  

 

  

Power, comfort and exceptional beauty are three of the

features of Staver Cars. The _extraordinary values are

emphasized by their complete equipment.

STAVER LINE
 

Staver "45"-—5 Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . ..ii1875

Staver “55”—4 Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . “552250

Staver “55"—5 Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . ..!i2250

Staver “65"—-6 Cly., 6 Pass. Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . ..52750

We offer an especially liberal proposition to dealers. Write us.

STAVER CARRIAGE COMPANY

76th and Wallace Streets, Chicago, lllinois 

 
 

. “VERF Transmissions

_ made b_y Specialists

COVERT TRANSMISSIONS GIVE perfect service, be

cause they are designed and built by men thoroughly ac

quainted with every requirement that is made by a motor

car transmrssron.

For Commercial Vehicles of from 500 to 10,000 pounds

capacity.

For Plfaasure Cars of from 20 to

60 H.

COVERT

Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office — Detroit, Michigan

Faetory—Locllpofl, N. Y.

Hook up with (ZDIE

Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

’ six cylinder Touring Car, five passenger convertible to
COIe smty seven passenger. l32-lnch wheel base, Deloo electric

lighting. starting and ignition. $2485

' four cylinder Touring Car. five passenger wnvertible
COle to seven. lfl-inch wheel base, Deloo SYsbem. $1985

four cylinder Touring Car. five passenger. lid-inch

C°le Forty wheel base, Delco system. $1685

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer’s prooosition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, ind.

Hook up with (Z us

  

  

 

"The Easiest Riding Carin The World“

The Mormon "32"

Four cylinders. 32-40 n.p..

m-lnch wheelbase. electric

lllflllll and lighting system,

 

The Mormon "48 “

Six cylinders, 48-80 h.o.. 115

mm wheelbase. electric lun

lns and lllhtlnl system. lett

lefi-blnd drive. center mn- hand drive. center control.

linol. nickel trimmings, with nickel ltrimml‘uu. with $gr

newest body types to meet types 0 mos every m - '

‘mry molrement and com- ment and e o r r e I n o n d

ispondlns equipment— in. equipment—

S2,850.'to S4, 100 $5. 000 to $6.350

Detailed Information on Request.

“NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

g (Established I851)

ilNDlANAPOLlS

 

  

INDIANA

 

 

  

"SixtY Years of Successful Manufacturing“ 

 

'r

 
Your Motor Carll

  

 
 

 
  

Electric Starter

Electric Lights

Center Control

as... 5...... FOU R$ 16 50
'NYBERG AUTOMOBILE \NORKS

Northern F|e|ory Chitlgo Brunch Southern Factory

\ Andlrson, lndlsnl “37-14” Michigan \ve Chill-noon Ttlll

I

  

 
  

Buffalo Electrics

PLEASURE CARS TRUCKS

Model 29—Runabout - $2600 2000 Lh. Chassis - $2200

Model 30~Coupe - - 2900 4000 Lb. Chassis ~ 2300

Model SOB—Brougham 3000 F, 0. B. BUFFALO

Correspondence With Dealers Solicited

Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company

1222 Main Street BUFFALO, N. Y

  

 
 

  

Climbs s 50 ldh-FGCQOII Transmission—
and number%of'lhpmds. Five modelsflwflll‘

CARTERCAR COMPANY, Pontiac. “id'in
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l with Distinctive Features

r Lamps
The Mate lamps 0n the market Wilh th‘.‘dvamagcs 0’

0 0th" motor ' tyle and in Guam)" They 3"
Th": are n 1w: 's exclusive m_ s

501375 are 835 t’he most efiective.
on Each; Lead GlossSolar Lflmlu- U“ml” “5 w” - s cial Sh

‘ me 80hr pt light proicction whichthe suange‘th I
In no at er amp m of double ray

arc-nth 5Y5" ,1er the new and ex
. _- he PLens Mirrorv Beficcw' ' - n and countr .
wo distinct fields of lighlngolfusltlzz which is “nag-ecth by he“ or mOisture

“ la '

givc‘s t ' h with a metal
:luswe blaCk mm; s are exclusively 50 r.’ I

cut to the maker until you have

r

All of these feature _f equipm

S cm _your car or p Se); Solars at any live dealer's or write
not c uiDO q Spolar advantages.

seen alllof the
*h cata 0 . ‘ _ _ ‘ I _
\ c E de in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combinations.

Solars are ma

Solar Lamps

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

New York City

Kenosha, Wis. (137)

“Hyatt

Quiet

Bearings ”

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

k DETROIT, MICHIGAN

0'09 Hammer Forgings
cost very little more than castin_ . gs. They are

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 91 3 .

QUALITY AND sznvao: GUARANTIID

lllE BUNSUUMTEII MANUFACTURINB llllllPINY, Toledo, llhil

I

 

  

 
 

  

Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

———others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to.

The Reliance book, “Ignition and

i'l Plug Talk," tells why. Supposing

and get a copy.

'CNIT ON " 7
an i

Spa

you write today

JEFFERY DEWIT'I' C0.

65 Butler Avenue Deli'oii, Ilcli.

Plug Manufacturers in the World

  

 
 

  

  

Largest Exclusive Spark

 

SALESMANSHIP IS A NECESSARY EVIL

The less the buyer wants your goods, the more

you’ve got to use of that costly stutf. The way out is—

sell what the Buyer wants. In the motor field that is the

  

Special arrange

ment for “get-at~

ableness”; also a

Special Oiling

device—best )‘et.

We‘re 25 years old now

and you can rest assured

there will never be any

“out of business" sign

up when you want that

interchangeable pa r t .

All the details to you Jyou write to

BRANDENBURG & CO.
1108 St lllICHIGAN AVE. 57m AND BROAIHVAY Foim Bt‘rumvo

(.IHCMHL New YORK Cirv. DETROIT.

  

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

I Jéhnericcm fbdea

Found Only on

High Grade Cars

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.

Cleveland, Ohio

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

oats
. -__4

Double Your Mileage

and Stop Tire Trouble

Interlocks are complete inner tires—not inner

shoes—placed between the outer casing and

inner tube to strengthen the casing and protect

the tube from punctures. They insure safety—

i make new tires give twice the usual mileage,

,_ and add 1.000 to 5000 miles to old ones. Don't

affect resiliency. Make your tires blow-out proof.

Car Owners and Dealers

write for our booklet giving facts about road

tests, prices, testimonials, and our 1913

proposition.

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO.

600 Wen! 9th Street

AUBURN, IND.

 

  

  

  

  

.‘__.‘.

  

‘
\

\\\\’/

//////////////////////,,,,

/%

§§.
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we MAKE THE BEST

  

53%»1‘

BANTA" AlTI-FRIOTION 00-, Blnhm. (Iona.

 

Be Prenared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITCHELL AIR GAUGE

gib’élwlsla%a‘5"3

“Tire Insurance for $1.00"

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easily read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE C0.

1202 Michigan Avenue _ Chicago. Illinois

  

 

 

 

Price

Complete

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and lgniter

Lilbta, dime and extinguiahea all in lampa on

the car throulh a aimple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stein of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Alwaya within eaay reach

Convenient

Sale

Dependable

  

Write for booklew and dealer diacounta.

TlI-I G. C. A. MANUFACTURING CO., Plttslieltl. Mass.

Sole Licenaed Manufacturer: for the United Staten.

 

 

 

My Kind . Clincher

Every Kind 0. 0.

Stock , o r Demonntable

ta Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and Huba.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS. Utica, N. Y.,

R. B. ABBOTT SALES CO., Sales Agents, Detroit
 

 

Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with

Qiick '

Honk (Damn) les

Guaranteed the Best filth: World

Geo. W. Honk Company

5003 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 
 

 

a

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

 

 

 
 

 

 

  
 

 

 
 

Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats
 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary aeata? If

so, have the beat. Our aeata

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES CO.,

Amesbury, Mala.

 

 

 
 

  

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

_

The One Mechanical,

1 Neve_r Failing

Emm ..l'f".“.'!‘§.“f!"i°..
Ooete Nothing to Operate

N° Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

THE 6. Pl“ BUMPANY l’é'..i"i'.‘il".l.."°llill
Philadelphia, 1416 Vine St.; Bolton 109 um chuaetta Ave' Hill—9°“

as; mea M ' Sr a*=-'.-.*eamé~.czata
800 n can ve.; a n ee,l 1e '

E. Ple 52.; Portland (Ore), 3:9 Anken'ye St; Denver. ma aeil Carlie Ill
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41——

girls“ I -,

111' 'v ,4 . 3..
fl" -» ' ~.‘KG. \ '

5‘ (g, f. .\:M_

g“: .a ,f-n

F'

w~'~>o'\ . . .

Tm: (Ali' ,bum To lAST

“"" Our agency pro osition will

'-%YW" interest you. rite for it.

nonms MOTOR CAR co.
Sarah and Laclede Aves. St. Louis, Mo.

  Compares with the best

lorelgn earsThe Six “48” Keeton

THREE EXCELLENT MODELS

Riverside Touring Car, Five Passenger, Completely

  

E ui ed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2750

Two (brig-[ii folding seats for above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25

Meadowbrook Roadster, Completely Equipped... .. :2750

Tuxedo Coupe, Completely Equipped . . . . . . . . .. .. 3000

Chassis without tires or rear guards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2250

All prices I. o. b. factory Booklet on request

KEETON MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit. US. A. 

 
 

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
_Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights—Self Starter— Left Hand

Dfthk—Fllll Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

19l3’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMPS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.

 

 

  

Type 35 Electric

Series 5 :1 if Lighting and

G and H ' f a I Starting

MERcER "2.5m?"
Mercer power and efficiency are well-known qualities.

These features are decidedly emphasized in our new series

The various models ofier a Mercer for every reasonable need.

PRICES: $2600 to $2900.

Durn‘plr'r/e litrrature sent an "gun.

C0, 700 Whitehead Ilosd

Trenton, N. J.

 

 

 
 

1893

AN
1913

America ’3 First Car—

after twenty years of continuous successful manufacturing

f— j 

  

 

—Still It ’s Foremost

l Wide Line of Models

H o omo, n .QYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., K k l dJJ

 
 

“van-sh
   
 

  
  

 

  

THE ULTIMATE OAR

(KNIGHT TYPE MOTOR)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

  

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dealers in 125 Cities
 
 

 
 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

4-36 4-44 6-68

$1,875 82,150 82,750

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

 
 

 

 
 

 

  
Literature upon reou'sf. um“ I“

RUTINBIR IOTOI 00..

  

  

‘ , hotogmvure Of{Cigegbuve cut for

Janine Me in stamp!
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OFFICE:

MassachusettsBy J. E. CONANT & COMPANY, Auctioneers, M...

The unrestricted and absolute sale by public auction of the entire plant (less real estate) of

THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CAR COMPANY
At Buffalo. New York,

IN LOTS TO SUIT PURCHASERS

\Yill begin upon the premises. No. 1192 Niagara Street regardless of any condition of the weather, on Monday

morning. March 17th. 1013, and continue for five if not six consecutive days. There are nearly

SIX THOUSAND CATALOGUED LOTS

Comprising possibly one of the greatest aggregations ever offered at peremptory sale of modern late type high

speed automatic and other machine tools, machinery and mechanical equipment. It is not known that a sale of

its character, size, importance and value has ever previously taken place in America. The advance catalogues—

iii great detail—are now ready for distribution. All inquiries by mail, telephone. cable or otherwise must be made

at the office of the auctioneers.

GEORGE c. FINLEY
ADOLPH REBADOW "can"

 
 

 

 

  

GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went across

the dealer's counter. Get the details and you will surely order.

G. WALKER GILMER, JR.,

52 W. Seventh Street PHILADELPHIA

  

 

  

“. 55‘th
‘YNSURANCE F’OR BUILDERAND USER"

RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS .CO I42 WEST 42"!) ST. NEWYORK

:“THE MAOTER OAR" SIXTEINTH YEAR

8 Oyl. 50 H- P., $5,000 .- Oyl. 55 H. P" $4,500

a mu. as H. 9., $4,000

(Completely Equipped)

 

  

  

 
 

 

  

 

 

  
  

"7 t The circulation of the

u \

Your Motor While Driving! ’. fig“. ill; '

luiolmii fill..ln:..!04ll.$.lllhrlllt.,l‘dv|y The Ti H -_;-_. d,:{IX§/%mr" Motor WOI‘ld 15 a guaran'

l 5m St., ll; Cllcul ltml, 1312 Ilchlnl Ave. PC I; feet, ‘»~ c____ _-'_..:///4fi:lltpublic Ruhberfu

_ t. _ \~....q.t..-...,m....

, V teed one, sworn to by an

J. M.

Shock Absorbers

IVrl'tzfnr Book/r! H'

Ialn mm: and factory

210 S. 17th St., PIIILA.

DEALERS — READ THIS

We have 1 plan to help on sell more can. Our

i business is financing the an es of automobiles to [>00

le you would trust it you _c0uld do a credit business. '

e make good your credit and on your car sale:1 commissions at once. Get the detain. »

Other Branches: Boston.

New York. Chicago, 1 Harman -Y0unt C0,

Rochester. Buffalo, Pitts- \

affidavit, which will be sent

ALMOST

UNIVEREALLY

USED IN

FRANCE

THE

RAGE

in detail to any one upon

Kenton Harman ‘

Prr-ridrnt request.
1788 Broadway, NEW YORK ‘

301 Abbott Buildln Cor. Brand and Race Ste. ‘

PHILA ELPHIA. PA.

IN

ENGLAND burgh, Baltimore, “(ash

ington and leading cities.
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TIMESSQAUTOC0.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

’ 1210 to 1212

 

BnglelgzllliY MICHIGAN AVE.

NEW CARS At From

ED CARS

5%)TORS 206. l0 506.

BODIES on inc

5352;“ Dollar
ACCESSORY We Are the Largest Dealers

n e dl N ndUsedFOR THE :Ia'rhs :lli'iirlrac'lo:yw;leanups

 

 
AUTOMOBILE

 

NON-CARBON STARTER

The Starter “’Iu'ch Really Start:

The successful Starter for Fords as well as other

makes. Combined Starter and Lighter, $35. Live

Dealers given exclusiVe territory.

IMPERIAL SALES 00., Tlfiin, Ohlo

 

MOTOR WORLD

7 Branch omres in New Yerk.

Los Anzeles.

' Boss Rubber (‘0.. Denver. Colo

  

THE SElDEN TRUCK—$2000
Sold on Time Payment Plan

Best Agent's Proposition Ever Offered

Selden Truck Sales Co., ,g1::;:.'.ft°.'v.

  

 

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL & DA LY

42 Broadway NEW YORK

 

 

American Kushion Kore

A tire filler ID to 20 per cent. lighter than any

other tire filler. A big proposition for dealera who

are on the alert for more and better business.

Write for details.

AMERICAN KUSHION KORE TIRE CO.

Buffalo. New York

 

 

  

Goon
Thia name on Automobile Tires and R_ _ _ _ ubber

Animus amnifiea inherent qualities oi material

ll worhnanship_that insure the maximum of

ce at the minimum of expense. (673)

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co" Akron. Ohio

AR

 

 

CUBIT ELECTRIC HORN

A signal of volume, tone and durability. Emit!

a musxcal blast of great penetration. Consumes

little current. Simple but effective. Retails Ior

$3. Big dealer proposition. Write today.

KOSMAK ELECTRICAL COMPANY

929 Ocean Avenue Jersey City. N. J.

@119 1181124] fiahiaiur

liiii BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

  

The average automobile

perimenting With tires.

field tires cost money.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO"

Chiraln. Philadelphia. Boston. St. Louis. n

Cleveland. Baltimore. Seattle. Atlanta. Akron. (1.. liui'falo

The Beam Tire Jr Rubber Co., Columbus. Ohio.

Southern Hdwe. & Woodltcck C(1- Ltd. New 01mm. 1...

Sevell Davin Rubber World, Augusta and Savannah. (.a.

Kelly- Springfield

Automobile Tires

owner can’t ati'0rd to do much_ex

They cost too much. Kelly-Spring

but we have done the experimenting.

20 Veaey Street, New York

Detroit. find nati. San Francisco.

Berinl The & Rubber Co., Houston. Texas.

Todd Rubber Co., Ne“ Haven. Conn

Atkinson Tire & Supply m. Jarksunrille, Fla.

C. D. Franks & (30.. Charleston. S. C.

 

I POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING CO" BuIIlIQ. N. Y.

 

  ltiors’léi'“w o

it F1133.
PA . P . MOQLREER LHCEO

  

:
*

L i 'Self StartinIQK'ting

IahltlQR

SignalllnMotorG.,60§hlr§tBoshn, s.

 

1 METZ “SPEOIAI.” $445
Com leter equipped, Iully guaranteed. 22% ELK.

i-cylin er water-cooled inotor Bosch magneto. Ar'

tillery wheela, beat quality $0”x3" clincher tirea.

Makea 5 to 50 miles per hour on the high apeed, 28

gasoline. You can aeeure'o 32 miles on 1

your territory. Send for

gal. of

EXCLUSIVE SA E in

Book "B."

MITZ COMPANYI Wnlthlm, "8.." U. '- A.

EXTRA IIEAVY

MIN-SKID TIRES

The Only Non-Skid Tirca

Guaranteed for 5000 Milne

AJAX-Gnt RUBBER COMPANY

General 0llloes: I796 B'way. New York

Faciories: Trenton. N. .l. Branches In Principal Cities

 

 

 

AS A WARM llANIl WHEEL DEALER

You will reap generous profits from easily made

sales all over your territory. Every car pwner

who drives in winter will want this device as

soon as he sees it Write for Details.

THE WARM HAND STEERING WHEEL C0.

 

527 filth Ava. New York

 

  

 

  

MOTZ Cushion Tires

dFor Plealure Can an

Light Delivery Care

Skid [01 Bonus! 55 co‘

Ru
s The Mob Tire and 'tantra:M m." m

C~Shw slum: budget. AKRQNI

D‘Shc'i a'witmg anal'when I. An

Mtrttltl

 

Tonea down heedlighta for

city driving and lolly

nighta— an auto neceaalty.

Price 75c. per pair. Se I

like hot cakel. Dede".

aecure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

1931 Broadway. New York

 
  

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

saunas m PRICES on REQUEST

 

 
 

The Slutz Has a Poweriul Motor

‘ ick u on any road or hill at the touch

niaih‘e\n]tll1’r)tittle.p It has attained a record second

{)0 none for consistent performance.

' i advance‘booklet A-lS. Sturdy
Ariih’ungerment, Series I .

IDEAL MOToll CAR CUMPANY, Indianapolis, Ind,

 

HESS AXLES

Now standard on fourteen makes of

Amenca’s leading cars and still growing.

Send for blue-prints and specifications—

or consult our engineering departtnent.

HESS SPRING AND AXLE COMPANY

Carthage. Ohio
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By J. E0 & Lowell, Massachusetts

The unrestricted and absolute sale by public auction of the entire plant (less real estate) of

THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CAR COMPANY
At Butl'alo, New York,

IN LOTS TO SUIT PURCHASERS

\Vill begin upon the premises, No. 1192 Niagara Street regardless of any condition of the weather, on Monday

morning. March 17th. 1913. and continue for five if not six consecutive days. There are nearly

SIX THOUSAND CATALOGUED LOTS

Comprising possibly one of the greatest aggregations ever offered at peremptory sale of modern late type high

speed automatic and other machine tools, machinery and mechanical equipment. It is not known that a sale of

its character, size, importance and value has ever previously taken place in America. The advance catalogues—

in great detail—are now ready for distribution. All inquiries by mail, telephone. cable or otherwise must be made

at the office of the auctioneers.

GEORGE C. FINLEY
ADOLPH REBAnow Receivers

 

 

 
 

 

GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went across

the dealer's counter. Get the details and you will surely order.

G. WALKER GILMER, JR.,

52 W. Seventh Street PHILADELPHIA

  

 

 

 

-M-QIA. -.

P\ l s
‘7N$Ufi?ANCE FOR BUILDERAND ruse/e"
RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS (:0 I42. WEST 42"!) ST. NEWYORK

 

 

  

,“THE MAOTER OAR" SIXTEINTH YEAR

6 Oyl. 50 H- P" $5,000 ‘ Oyl. 55 H. P" 04,500

4 Oyl. 85 H- P" 04,000

(Completely Equipped)

 

 

 

 
 

. _ . he

Z‘tra.."‘v°v.-’?"s -°‘ TR ’ l ' guaran'
l e riving ! I ' h. i a

II5""Li7'lélt_..cli|e.sluts. lulllllldLJ'llny l"g ' l MOtor world Is

- - -. Item lrlnciJIltZ llrllul In. Th" T' "" his ~12? an

i'l- wit-ct: \-~"=-'_-,=;-/ / teed one SWOI'n to by

I

e sent
- ' will b

DEALERS—READ THIS 0 affidavit, which on

We h l t h I 11 more can. or
Wilma“: filnii’nZiingoth: 5; eguol'elulomobilea to_ peo- y one up

I: you would trust it you could do a credit bunneu.

e “l'ke Iood your credit and DI your car sale:

COI'IIIIHBIiOIIS at once. Get the detai I. ‘

JO M0

shout Absorbers

“44an Book,” H. ‘ . to all
Ital om In detail

zui's. 1122217. 51321?

 

gzher Branch": Boston

R0“; York. hieago'

burcilester, Buffalo, Pitts:

in '21, Baltimore, Wash

gcn and leading cities.

Harman -Yount Co. 1(er Harman ‘

pram"! j-q—u—eji/

  

1788 Broadway, NEW YORK

30! Abbott Buildl Cor. Broad and Race 5N

PHILA ELPHIA. PA.

 

 

v_-_.R

71""?..-__
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TIMESSQAUTO co.

NEW YORK

 

CHICAGO

31210720151718 1210 to 1212

N WAY MICHIGAN AVE.

EW CARS
asap CARS 2 M From

OTORS
BODIES 0c. to 50¢.

TOPS and 0“ u'e

ACCESSORY c r e r es esers
:thAelzhii'lldllth'ew‘siidllsed

OMOBILE Cars and Factory Cleanups

 

 

 

NON-CARBON STARTER

The Starter Which Really Starts

Th 1 1 St t i F dmakes. 'uéiicu‘isbiiied Siaiiefrsndorusghietdgilgl oiliii

Dealers given exclusive territory.

IMPERIAL sues 00., ‘l’lfiin, Ohio
 

Schaler Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL 6: DALY

4: Broadway NEW YORK
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Ross Rubber Co.. Denver, (7010

THE SElllEN TRUCK—$2000
Sold on Time Payment Plan

Best Agent's Proposlilon Ever Offend

Selden Truck Sales Bu.,,.,‘,1?.f;.1‘.‘,“|'u°.'v.

  

American Kushion Kore

A tire filler 10 to 20 per cent. lighter than snv

other tire filler. A big proposition for dealers who

are on the alert for more and better business.

Write for details.

AMERICAN KUSHION KORE TIRE CO.

Buffalo. New York
 

  

6001)
This name on Automobile Tires and Rubber

Accessories signifies inherent qualities oi_matenal

sud workmanship that mature the maximum

service at the minimum of expense. (6

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

AKRON, OHIO.

 

CUBIT ELECTRIC HORN

A signal of volume, tone and durability. Emits

s_ musical blast of great penetration. Consumes

little current. Simple but effective. Retails for

53- Big dealer proposition. Write today.

KOSMAK ELECTRICAL COMPANY

929 Ocean Avenue Jersey City, N. J.

WEAR he fltlush flittoiator

lllt BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

  

METZ “SPEGIAL” $445 1
Corn leter equipped, iully gusrsnteed. 22% 5.?"

t-cylin er cuter-cooled motor Bosch msgneto. Ar~

on", wheels, best quality §0'x3" also." tires.

Makes 5 to 50 miles per hour on the high speed, 28

'o 32 miles on 1 Est. oi gssoline. You can secure

EXC‘LUBSIVE SA E in your territory. Send for

Do .,

MET! COMPANY, Wllthll'l, "$01., I]. C. A.

l The Hesrn Tire & Rubber Co.. Columbus. Ohio.

Southern Hdwe. at Woodstock Co.. Ltd.. New OIIBIIIB. Ls.

Ssvell stls Rubber Works. August! snd Ssrsnnsh. Ha.

9i

Kelly- Springfield

Automobile Tires

The average automobile owner can't afi'ord to do much eX

perimenting with tires. They cost too much.

held tires cost money. but we have done the

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO»

Branch offices in New York, Chicago. Philodelphls, Boston. 5!. Louis. Detroit, Clnclnnstl. Ssn Frsncin.

has Ann-1:9. Cleveland. Baltimore, Seattle. Allsnls. Akron. 0.. liuihlo

Kelly-Sprint;

experimenting.

20 Vesey Street, New York

Baring The & Rubber Co., Houswn. Tens.

Md Rubber Co.. No“ Haven. Conn.

Atkinson Tin & Supply ('0,. Jacksonville. Fla.

C. D. Franks A Co.. Charleston. 8. C.

 

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING 60.. Builllo. N. Y.

 

Self Start

HJHH
The Only Non-Shirl Tires

Factories: Trenton, N. .I.

ARE THE BEST
snéncpgggqyguco
M1.VVERN9N.’N.HY.i if

  

{or _

m

Li Ivt-i
i919 “it”: osrx

Signallln

EXTRA IIEAVY

NON-SKID TIRES

Guaranteed for 5000 Miles

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY

General Oiilecs: 1796 I'wsy. New York

Branches in Principal Cities

 

 

 

AS A WARM HAND WIIEEL DEALER

2:11:15 Willll reap generous 'profits from easily 111on

who da_ over your territory. Every car owner

so rivcs in winter will want this device I!

on as he sees it. Write for Details.

THE WARM HAND STEERING WHEEL CO.

527 Filth Ave..New York

 

 
 

 

MOTZ Cushion Tires

For Pleasure Cars and

Light Delivery Cars

D 5m i... Booklet 5s

3““ “‘- "M me it: Not: "r." and Rubber u

  

~$buvi undercut Mu.

C—Sh». 554:“ Executive Office :

D'Mtxrrbztmmflm AKRON, OHIO

 

 

Tones down hesdllshts tor

city driving and foggy

nights~nn suto necessity.

Price 75¢. per pair. So I

like hot cakes. Dealers.

secure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

193! Brosdwsy. New York

 

  
 

Auto-Top I Fabrics

4"!“

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

SAMPLES AND PRICES on wagons-r ‘

L. J. MUTTY co., Boston
 

 

The Stutz Has a Powerlnl Motor

that will pick up on any road or bill at the touch

of the throttle. _It has attained a record second

to none for constsient performance.

Write today for advance booklet A-IS, Sturd
STUTZ Announcement, Series B y

IDEAL MOTOR CAR WMPANY. lndisnspolis. Ind.

 

 

H E S S A X L E 5

Now standard on fourteen makes of

America’s leading cars and still growing.

Send for blue-prints and specifications—

or consult our engineering department.

HESS SPRING AND AXLE COMPANY

Carthage. Ohio
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Perfection

Spring Company

SPECIALISTS IN

Spring Suspension
All Acknowledge the Necessity of High Grade Only

_ Cleveland, Ohio

weed Chains V 7 \ These Tires for h!

Four corps of experts working

is four of the best equipped tire

 

 
 

 

 

Inone of those friendly after-lunch

eon; get_together arties at a well CQNTINENTAL plants in the World are operating

known city club, e even men drifted SGCyllnder—UnliPowchhni ‘5 3‘ “mt to Pr°duce

on to the sub/'ect of the dangers of Three Point Suspension .
skidding. Wijth a single exception The Continent“ “Six” H ‘

elm}! 0f the eleven owngj afn aume' is maintaining, on the road Nothing of the kind b" "Q; l

bile, and each hada skidding erpev-i- at mi, minute, the good before been attcmpted in Mammy

erzce to relate, and each felt that his name made by our four

. . i bile tire manufacturin .particular predicament was the most cylinder types. g

  

  

 
 

  
 

 
 

sensational and smrtling- Built to accommodate States Tire CODIme

L While nearly all had experimented with ShQWing simple and my type of sell-ltsrter New York

the various so-called anti-skid tires. and eificient chain drive now made. Suitable for

acknowledged their possible advantages for itiflémlrmgwr- right or left hand drive. ‘

when new—yet when it came right down 4 ll CY "1 "I .

to “Brass Tacks,"there wasn’tasingle one 20 m 70 H- P- wn'e {or booucu' ~\ if e\i , e

i" the "Owl? but admittedlthlat M W; CONTINENTAL moron MFG. co., Dclroil,"Mich.

results, for t e absolute el in nation 0 .

every possibility of skidding, nothing Izst‘ftglrzchl-fifgegfiauv" K‘ 7‘ PETERscgitglzo

even approximated Weed Chains,

and nothing took their place. Every onevf \iim ‘, i e. H e

the ten owners carried at least one pair of

Weed Chains in his car.Go Where you will. put the question to any

Send Us Your Inquiries ‘lassembly of automobile owuers you like and

the verdict will always be the same~—“l4’e When in the Market for

can'! art in him wilhout tllem. "

‘ re nni'enllly aelin lerl ed t be
u 6 id device that can ha:Mfllielyurc- Sh eet Meta l

e upon. I ilines and under all road conditions.

Weedhfifillihains - stampings
E_stimates Cheerfully Furnished

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
    

 

 

  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Insure perfch control and sale, comfortable driving .Zhid‘lgm-“d “gm: “'5j“ g _ylllpro n: u no 7 _

hnon-t f‘mllshly pride YOill'Self on taking B 0 S S e r t c 0m pa n y Keep ilm ln mind when you lgl'zllllcézglm 19“ models

:- ances in order to prove your bravery or “mu” ‘" 700

_ _ _ i h h lbase #1

to demonstrate your ability as a driver. UTICA’ N' Y. 21:3 i€§52$lr°iolfltfizwf§lgmrz2?“ $1700

Weed Chains are an absolute- “mun “wheelbase ' ' ' i ' i
I _ _ - . D Demi-Tunnel"lit! on both rear tires and to doub1yguard * ‘e\- r» i ~ ~ \ e ' ' u so jam: - ' ‘ ’ ’1975

ytourself agalfnst accidents and to make “5° 73!”???- {@3wa WM“ cal . 30200

s eermg com ortable and easy ut them 1 "new " izl-i'ncn'wn'eeliuse t 1

2n thcfront win-4,1810“ hey car'lnlin injure R E L I A N C E {logiiizlgefi‘lggrsgsoor Limousine - '3050

1.21915 because “they creep"—oceupy very "The Speedomeler izl-inchA‘éllglgucihiog'sn keqimt

Igonfeirzacgifilentnot in use—applied in a 0! Qua-lily” ABBOTT MOTOR co. N

other tool, on the use of a Jack or Speclnl lesiures that eliminate mw‘nmoo "un- usual-2&6 -

T k _ speedometer troubles. Send "Bum m n Gratnuic"a e [cannon now Yin", )5“ ksnw the 10! "It Mud. Permanenct 6A

u"? in ril them in in drlu'n 0 y. ‘9 mule"

. . R Y n“mll:‘f'I-":~ “i'lllw coveri d roadstiili-dvflhallhlehii.‘

qulil'p your cu t 1' v w
Gluin- r r . , 1' 05-1) will Wood

is... .rni‘:";.:.i:.::.““~" M I“ the

  

Reliance Speedometer Co. ‘

134 Eliot St. Boston,

  

 

 

  

Recommended unisolrlb v m w ’1 iii 7 nd

y ill "Plltlhle dealers compouZWEED CO I IMMS * ~l "ATMALd primer
8 Moore s'““ N y' “American Made”l Mixer an _ rd wcather: sdflh

Iliiz'nfisrzg if" °“‘ ‘ MAGNETO .. s Mimi; first: ermine- Sins.
“(1|de I ‘ ‘ AIN UOMPA 'y‘ _ _10 to o -v on any '

i ‘ 1 “2.”: 32".“ “"2. T“? “1‘1": min. in?“ $1.10 unwind.H ' ‘ ll _ I C! c ency-Good rv ce nsran so an ,,

'~ ' NATIONAL MANUFA

  

 

Till SIMMS ulslilm cu. 1“ :znzt'itiiii'fi... 7 -é

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

M if“) “lator

rcWater C1 - dc,Quucx sALes-nlo Pnorrrs Fon DEALERS The Ford radiator inwulslllioiylg'hqn

ere is an accessory that will not stay on the forces the “‘a‘¢’.(',°m> rn id clrclla a C' u

. _ inirlz 1’ ve m
shelf. It sells on sight. “mer ,nckel. mam“. . for descript'

MARVEL STEAM VULOANIZER m is in mognrnd- Giggle

Amomuicr therefore sale for rubber. Uses ll- W" handle 0 cm

cohol or Incline. Low priced. Send for sales THE FUfll‘ON-Mc

k W“.- 5" Plan and sample Vulcanizer. m u Ava

Tia-n4 “3,, "IEmm lllllllllllliSllPPlYCll..1|ilriimu., cimim. o. 1146 MI 9

 

///
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DIAMOND

TRUCK CHAINS

The life of a chain is largely

dependent on the strength and

durability of its rivets; for the

rivets receive more wear than

any other individual part of the

chain.

For this reason Diamond

Truck Chains have Nickel Steel

Rivets exclusively, and all holes

in side bars are Reamed to ex

act size and pitch. This gives

rivet shoulders an even bearing

throughout the entire thickness

of side bars—a result not possi

ble with the customary punched

hole.

If you want chains that have

the ability to withstand hard,

continuous, day after day service,

have your trucks equipped with

Diamond Chains.

Our treatise “Power Chains

and Sprockets” is a valuable

book of reference on chain drives.

Write today for a copy.

LOOK FOR THIS

rnAoe<> MARK

ON EVERY LINK

DIAMOND CHAIN AND MFG. CO.

150 we“ Gem‘lia St. Indianapolis, Ind.

Caprifil)’ 8, 000, 000 Feet Per Year

     

 

  

   

  

93

 
 

EALERS: A million motorists will have

tire trouble in 1913. There is a demand

for a reliable, inexpensive vulcanizer that

can be used by anyone, anywhere—a vul

canizer that will mend tube punctures as

perfectly as the most elaborate plant.

$2
The only inexpensive vulcanizer that actu

ally vulcanizes a repair clear through be—

cause it is the only one in which the

vulcanizing temperature is maintained long

enough to cure the raw rubber. Its ever

present fuel, gasoline, is converted into a

gas by the patent generator which distrib

utes the flame over the vulcanizing surface

at just the right intensity.

Other exclusive Shaler features are a handle

that is cool enough to permit moving the

vulcanizer the moment the repair is finished,

asbestos plate inlaid in tube shelf to retain

heat and prevent pinching tube, and univer

sal clamp insuring even pressure to all parts

of a repair.

A real SPAIEQ Vulcanizer

Not an experiment, but the product of the

largest exclusive vulcanizer manufacturers

in the world. Sold under the Shaler guar

antee which has made the Shaler line of

vulcanizers for motorists and repairmen the

standard throughout the auto industry.

Get our trade proposition

Write today and get full details and trade

prices on this indispensable accessory.

Sooner or later every motorist will get a

VUL-KIT from someone.

C. A. Shaler Co.

409 10th St. Waupun, Wis°
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SALESMAN \NANTED by a concern

making electrical goods and auto spe

cialties of high grade and strong selling fea

tures. To the right man making investment

2. good interest and good salary will be

given. Capital required one to $5,000.00.

Rare opportunity. BOX 248, care Motor

World.

PPLY Boyer’s Automatic Refinisher to

your automobile today. Tomorrow it

will look as though it just came from the

factory. Finest thing in the world for dull

hoods. Easily applied with cheesecloth.

Particulars free. BOYER CHEMICAL

LABORATORY CO., State and Michigan

Sts.. Chicago. Ill.

MAILING LISTS AND STATISTICS.

Owners or dealers; any state, county,

city; weekly and monthly supplements at

lowest prices. Special lists of Electrics,

Trucks, Fords, Studebakers, Overlands.

t .e cMOTOR LIST CO. OF AMERICA,

230 News Arcade, Des Moines, Iowa.

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING._

For mohair, duck and canvas automobile

tops and curtains. Waterproofs leaking

tops. Makes old tops a uniform color.

Ask your dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

OR SALE—Five passenger automobile

phateon body, costing originally $1,100;

  

  
  

... in. mm." ullll‘mtlh l

mu Mil-n i

. l 1‘ . _ ' ..Cj” '. '

I ~ .. - ~ \ » 1,_\,, .~.;. ""' 1., .
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no doors in front; built for Berliet car; top

and windshield complete; used less than 200

miles; now in storage. \Vrite PERRY, 17

Last 55th St., New York City. No reason~

able of’fer refused.

WAN'lgEDERectifieiiéltwo-twenty volts;

‘ _ pre er enera ectric. NIC. N.

S'I EFFES, Winona, Minn.

MORA REPAIR PARTS—\Ve have pur

C chased the repair business of the Mara

ars, including all stock on hand, drawings

patterns, Jigs, office records and the right to

refcehilve the mail of the company. Owners

0 ora Cars _wrll save considerable time

e have in stock re air a t f
PHILADELPHIA) MATCI-ISINOE

Laurel St., Philadelphia, Pa.

purchase five-ton Coul
_ e

_ ctric Truck, rccenlle

All tires in

all model .

worms? 67

N Deliver ' i

_ y Truck, in fi -
"a shoes. ikprder; pneumatic tires rtswglass

Sims, shields, insurance eetlé

...b .........; as is.“ so“ a
HA1 demon t _ re use . \Vill give

,ts NES LIMvTEUatEi-loint girliNiYOOD

_ . ederal
FOR SALETTTTMTTTW

~Bru ' TV

in“ rder, completeflcvictilr'rolg gOOd running

n , extra tire and

  

I
l .

 

  
- ln capiiolsZScents perline ~—

A market place where Dealers. Jobber: nndl

Manufacturer: may buy, sell or trade used core,

part: and appliances and where help or situa

tion may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

  

LANT FOR SALE CHEAP—Suitable

for auto bodies (especially limousine)

and accessories. Power, lights, water, dry

kilns, sprinklers, sidetracks, abundant stor

age. A. J. PHILLIPS CO., Fcnton, Mich.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP

DRESSING.

For leather, rubber and pantasote tops

and curtains. Softens the top and renews

the finish. Ask your dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

O EXCHANGE—Mitchell Model G and

lot in thriving town of Ashdown, Ark.,

for Buick roadster, 1911 or 1912 model, or

other make as good. Address LOCK BOX 1

583, Pittsfield, Ill.

$400 BUYS, COST $1,000

Atterbury truck. 1912, half ton, panel top,

hard tires, chain drive; sold because owner

bought larger capacity. DUKE, 57 East

108th St., New York.

ITUATION WANTED —- Professional

chauffeur. Handles any gas car and

does own repairing. Winton six preferred.

Strictly sober.

it‘llrnished. \V. H. Greenwood. White Creek,

‘ lS.

lScenis per line ol‘sixwordstash wilhorden '

  

I I
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1 piston and rings.

 
 

  

ELDING—Cylinder crank case and

crank shaft welded, cylinders re

hored, $7.00 to $11.00 a cylinder. including

STERLING ENG. CO.,

331-333 S. Clinton St.. Chicago, Ill.

 

PEERLESS LINING DYE.

Fod dyeing the inside of all cloth tops

and curtains. Makes faded, stained and

grease spotted lining a black uniform color.

Ask your dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

SIMPLEX 90, with touring and racing

equipment in A1 condition. Cost $7,500.

For sale, $2,000. 1. A. FORSYTHE, JR.,

350 E. Forsythe St., Jacksonville, Fla.

 

OR SALE—Garage, equipment and busi

ness at Hobart, Okla., county seat of

l 5,000, two_ railroads, prosperous and grow

VVeather and roads such that everybody

uses the auto the year round. No tie up for

snow and ice. Come or write. D. A.

j SCOTT, Hobart, Okla.

ORD Model T Reference Book" gives

l cause and cure of all the ails of Model

T simply and concise. Gives the latest

kinks. Written es ecially

l for it. Elaborate cross index enab es you

l to discover any trouble at once. Write for

l descriptive circular or sent post and, $1.00.

FORD REFERENCE BOOK C .. 57 West

125th St., New York.

ring agricultural section surrounding.

 

Full of pointers.

 

  

‘I
An ad. like this

will cost you 75:.

for each insertion.

 
 

  

  

  

NO Cigarettes. References UTO LISTS ners etc of any State.l A s. H. CARROLL, J'R., Albany, N. Y._ Vim/Id,

:2

§

These columns offer you an 0P- M

' ' nceportunity to appeal to an audio m

nof 8 000 readers whose mercha Her

9 I d

- - - - tc .dismg taste is being cultiva 3“

—/§
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It . .

din OT in \lelasco, Texas, f '

ml L motor boat; paid $1,068- 33223:“,ng

TOM CHILDRE S. R. F. D. No. 2, Arling

ton, Texas.

mi FACTORIES ATTENTION! ! !

Hi We are in the market for excess stock 0f

)1“, C0leete cars; chassrs; bodies; engines;

magnetos; accessories, etc.

.0. PEETS-HOMAN CORPORATION

239-241 West 56th St., New York City.

or; i i" I A I a

ALUMINUM vulcanizers for both cas

# ings and tubes. $3.50 prepaid to any

address. Money back if not satisfactory.

. TRUSCOTT SUPPLY CO., St. Joseph,

“5* Mich.

Hi i , ,1 ,

in"; RURAL Parcels Post Delivery Car—Any

m, party with capital and push interested

,fo, in placing one on the market, correspond

A with E. P. COWLS, Sparta, Mich.

- AUTO LEGAL MATTERS

in! Have you a troublesome chattel mort

old gage, bad insurance, or disadvantageous

net! contract, bad debts you want to collect?

sly Do you want to borrow money, _or need

Vill expert legal advice? I specialize in auto
tllm mobile law. Charges nominal. EDWARD

ill ENDELMAN, Attorney at Law, 299 Broad

i'e way, Manhattan, N. Y. C.

FORD OWNERS—Our spare demount

WE able wheel cures tire trouble on the

U road. Attention, Doctors. Write. AN

.) GlER'S, Streator, 111.

d

  

  

 

lScenis per‘ line of‘six wordsrash Willi order?

— ln capiiols.25cenls perline -

A market place where Dealers, Jobbers and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.
  

UTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground,

' new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

‘NIANTEDTSalesman for agencies in

every city to install new process in

demand, showmg over 300% profit to gar

ages, supply dealers, breweries. Entirely

new, big seller. This means big money.

Experience not essential. H. J. WEBER,

South Orange, N. J.

 

OR SALE OR LEASE—The most mod

ern garage in Southern Colorado, with

fine repair shop and storage room for six

teen cars, doing good business and fine

prospects for coming year. A snap for

someone. Address BOX 208, Monte Vista,

Colo. I

FOR SALE—Chea , one American Trav

eler, color batt cship gray; just like

new; run a little over 4,305 miles. MICHI

GAN AUTO CO., 410 7th St., Calumet,

Mich.

' CADILLAC 1911,

$675—S-passenger; top, windshield, slip cov

ers, Prest-O. speedometer, extra shoes and

tubes; entirely new; any demonstration.

DUKE, 57 East 108th St., New York.

 

  

a our articles on “Wide Awake

d Merchandising.” Look at the

3 cost as shown in the margins.

afk

weekly to the highest degree by

I"
An ad. like this

will cost you 90:.

for each insertion.
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ARE YOU in need of any additional help;

in any department of your business

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

BROKEN Cylinders and Crankcases—

Send them to be made good as new at

fraction of replacement cost. Scored cyl

inder repaired, $12. No new piston and

rings required because bore is not enlarged.

Where cylinders are worn (not scored from

loose wrist pin) reboring is only remedy.

We do it expertly. Write for complete in

formation and estimates. WATERBURY

WELDING COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn.

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full articu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, OOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway. N. 1.

OR HIRE—White lyrton truck by

week. CHAS. HONEHEIN, 2027 3rd

Ave.. New York City.

 

KEROSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES.

New Model B uses successfully half and

half mixture lowest grades kerosene and

gasolene. Satisfaction guaranteed or money

refunded. Greatly increased power, very

slow speed on high. Starts easy at zero.

Special agents' rices. Dept. 8. THE

AIR-FRICTION CARBURETOR CO..

Dayton, Ohio.

 

ETECTIVES WANTED—Young men

wanted to operate in own locality, se

cret service work. experience unnecessary.

Enclose stamp for particulars. UNIVER

SAL DETECTIVE AGENCY. 304 Colcord

Bldg. Oklahoma City, Okla.

 

OR SALE—Garage, fully equipped, with

in 50 miles of New York City. Two

story brick building, steam heat, 1,000‘ _al.

gas tank, full stock of oils, greases, supp res

and accessories. Agency for two standard

non-competing cars. Storage_for 35 cars.

This is a rare chance for a live man. Ill

health of owner reason for selling. Address

Motor World. Box 241.

 

YLINDERS reground. Pistons fitted.

Prompt shipments. HAUBER AUTO

MOBILE VVORKS. St. Marys, Pa.
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“PIONEERS”

THE HESS- BRIGHT MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

Pioneers in the introduction of

A nnular Ball Bearings

Most extensive Resources and Plants

in existence exclusively for Ball Bearing

_\ manufacture.

Enlarging and improving facilities~

product and capacity for distribution.

Main Offices and Plant No. 2 :

On Line of Pennsylvania R. R. to New York

\ . Front St. and Erie Ave.

Philadelphia, Penna.
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A. E. C.

Alco

Armleder

Autocar

H. H. Babcock

Bailey

Benz

Borland Electric

Broc Electric

Builnlo Electric Roadaler

Charon (European)

Chicago Electric

Church-Field Electric

Cole (Special)

Columbia

Davis

F. l. A.T.

Flanders

Hudson (Special)

King

Knickerbocker

Knox

Lancia (European)

Lozier

Marmon

Matheson

Metallurgique

lflultiplex

National

Nyberg

Oakland

Oldsmobile

Orson

Packard (Special)

Pierce-Arrow

Pope Hartford

Pratt

SchneideflEuropean)

Simplex

Staver

Stearns

Sternberg

Stevens-Duryea

Stoddard-Dayton

Touraine

Guy Vaughn

Walker Electric

Ward

White
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THIS LIST of 49 cars represents the

aristocracy of motordom. Read it

over. How many high-grade cars

do you fail to find?

Select any one and you buy a car

Klaxon-equipped;—0ne that the

maker intends shall he completely

ready—for your comfort, safety,

satisfaction.

You buy a car equipped with a

signal that is the out-and-out choice

of over 150,000 motorists; that is

necessary to public safety; and that

fully meets the measure of efficiency

laid down by all signal laws and

ordinances,

The concerted action of the high- grade car

manufacturers of this country and Europe is

the final stamp of disapproval upon the out

of-date, inadequate bulb-horn.

lovcll-HtCmnell Mfg. Company Newark, NJ, USA,

KLAXON
"GhePubllciS'g‘éfl/‘Synal" ‘
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the Studebaker “35”

What makes for saleability in a car?

Many things—but first in importance in a buyer’s mind—is

its Value.

The Studebaker “35” is the most remarkable value ever offered

at $1290.

’It’s an epoch~making car—marking the arrival of the period

when $1290 will buy every feature of comfort. luxury, reliability

and endurance. ~

Not in one single detail does the “35” suffer by comparison

with cars costing $2000 and more.

It’s electrically started by simply pulling a handle on the steer

ing column and electrically lighted by pressing a button.

It’s a car of long, rakish lines—an aristocrat in beauty as well

as in performance.

It’s a car of comfort with resilient, easy riding springs, deep

sumptuous upholstery and a wheel base of 116 inches.

It’s a car of adaptability—seating four or six, as the occasion

demands, and riding with luxurious ease, whatever the load.

It’s a car of strength—of sturdiness—of reliability—a car for

long, hard, unrelenting service every day in the year, for years.

It’s a car built by Studebaker, and that means it’s a good car

“clear through.” It’s the utmost car value for $1290—and a big

business builder for Studebaker dealers.

STUDEBAKER CARS

:20: Delivery Car....$82§ “35" Touringr Car...$1290 “SIX” Touring Car.$l§50

“25" Roadster . . . . . .. 88: "35" Sedan Type.... 2050 “SIX” Limousine .. 2300

25 Touring Car.... 885 “35" Coupe . . . . . . .. 1850

All prim: lar can fully n/m'j'ped I". I). B. Detroit

The Studebaker Corporation

DETROIT, MICH.

Studebaker “35"
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é Sure Start;

&
li your car is Electric Disco equipped,

you won't have to wait and wonder how

long you’ll be getting started. ~lust press

the button and away you go—at ONCE.

That's because the Electric Disco SPINS

the motor.

It doesn’t merely turn over your engine

or crank it. it sets it spinnng at 120 to

150 revolutions per minute.

 

Simplicity Itself

Yet the Electric Disco is marvelously

simple.

No instructions are sent save these:

“To Start Car, Press the Button;

To Light Car, Turn the Switch.”

Our Long Experience

From the beginning of Starters, the

Disco has always led.

12%”.
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Waiting "'
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a Quick Start

 

(}_\S Starters were in vogue. \Ve have

equipped over 150,000 cars with (ias Start—

ers alone.

And, with the comingr of the Electric

Starter. motorists knew that the Electric

Disco would lead.

The Price

The initial cost is somewhat above other

Electric Starters. But who could expect

to buy the most durable and dependable

product in any line at a ridiculously low

price?

.\nd what reputable automobile maker,

in order to save $50 or $100, would deny

you your choice of Electric Starters?

Send for Book—FREE

()ur new Book is proving a revelation to

motorists who thought all Electric Sys

tems complicated. ()n the contrary, the

Electric Disco is quite simple. With the

Book before you, it is easy to understand

the basic principle of Electric Systems. In

6 minutes you have it all.

Send for this terse, non-technical, in

structive book. Get posted. Send Letter

or Postal, 'whichever'is the more convenient.

THE DISCO COMPANY

715 Dodge Building
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An Easy Riding Car Needs Few Repairs

If it were not for the jolting and jarring a car receives on

rough, uneven roads, its usefulness would be extended

indefinitely. Excessive wear and tear are arrested

comfort is assured—and tire mileage increased by the

use of the 'l‘ruFlault-Hartford Shock Absorber.

These absorbers are now included as regular equipment

on 25 leading cars, after a thorough laboratory test by

their factory engineers. No car can render the best

service without them and their inclusion on any

car means the betterment of its riding qualities

and endurance, as well as the reduction of its

tip-keep cost.
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\32} HARTFORDSUSPENSION C0.

\ Shackfi orber- dBu 'Jers

Office and Works

Jersey City, N. J.

Branch Offices \"

and Dealers ,1

Everywhere

  

nocK ABSORBE ,
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A Century’s Progress in

Wrench Making

The crude implement that served as a

wrench 100- years ago emphasizes the

perfection of the drop ~forged, temp

ered steel

fiillings 8 Spencer
“The tool: that are guaranteed”

WRENCH

‘recognized by machinists in general as the

last word in wrench making.

Critical selection of steel, perfect drop forging

of parts, and micrometrical exactness m

. . (h

assembling, make possible the guarantee of

2 lifetime of service" under which it IS sold.

Write for Catalog and prices

BILLINGS & SPENCER COMPANY

Hartford, Conn.
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Abbott Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 92 Eisemann Magneto Co . . . . . . . .. 55

Abendroth 8: Root Mfg. Co.... 80 Electric Auto-Lite Co . . . . . . . . .. 70

Adams-Lancia. Co. . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 Electric \Velding Products Co.. 88

Acrmore Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . t . .. 79 Empire Automobile Co . . . . . . .. 84

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co . . . . . . . .. 92

American Ball-Bearing Co..... 67 F

American Kushion Kore Tire Falls Rubber Co . . i . . , . . . . . . .. 83

Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9O Fedders Mfg. \Vorks . . . . . . . . . .. 74

American Motors Co . . . . . . . . . .. 65 F. L A. T . . . . . . . . . . . . . t . . . . .. 90

Antes Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . ._ 87 Fisk Rubber Co . . . . . . . . . _ . . . .. 54

Atterbury Motor Car Co . . . . . .. 51 Ford Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 84

Atwater Kent Mtg. \Vorks..... 76 Fulton-McCutchan Co. . . . . . . .. 92

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.... 88

Automobile Trade Directory, The 43 G

Auto Parts Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . .. 86 G. C. A. Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 88

Gilmcr, Jr., G. “'alker . . . . . . . .. 90

B Golde Patent Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 85

Badger Brass Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 85 Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co... 66

Bantam Anti-Friction Co . . . . . .. 88 Grant-Lees Machine Co . . . . . . .. 86

Barthel & Daly . . . . . . . . _ . . . . .. 92 Grossman Co., Emil . . . . . . . . . .. 91

Billings 8: Spencer . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 Guide Motor Lamp Co . . . . . . . .. 84

Bosch Magneto Co . . . . . . . . . _ .. 75

Bossert Co. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .. 92 H

Brandenburin & Co . . . . . . . . . .. 83 Hartford Suspension Co..

Bretz Co., I. S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 76 Inside front cover

Broc Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80 Haynes Automobile Co . . . . . . .. 89

Budd, Edw. G . . . i . . . . . . . . . . .. 8! Hazard Motor Mfg. Co . . . . . . .. 93

Buii'alo Electric Vehicle Co. 87 Hess Spring & Axle Co . . . . . ... 90

llush Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 91 Hodge G: Graves . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 85

Hoffecker Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..52. SJ

C Hotel Hollenden . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 79

Carlercar Co. . . i . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8‘) Hook Co., Geo. W . . . . . t . . . . .. 85

Champion Spark Plug Co . . . . .. 91 Hyatt R011“ Bearing C0 - - - ~ i -- 61

Chicago Electric Motor Co..... 89

Classified Advertising . . . . . . ..94, 95 I

Cole Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 87 Ideal Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 91

Consolidated Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 85 Ignition Starter Con-~51!" 00""

Continental Motor Mfg. Co..... 92 Imperial Motor Sales Co . . . . . .. 92

(“orbin‘Brown Speedometer . 81 Invader Oil Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9l

Covert Motor Vehicle Co . . . . .. S9

Croxton Motor Car Co . . . . . . . .. 84 J

Cudahy Packing Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 81 Jackson Automobile Co . . . . . . .. 84

Cutting Motor Car Co . . . . . v . .. 87 Jeffery'Dewitt Co, . . . . . . . . . . .. 60

Jencick Motor Corp . . . . . . . . . .. 83

D Jones Speedometer . . . . . . . . . . .. 86

Dart Motor Mfg. Co“...- . . . . .. 84

Dean Electric Co . . . . . . . . . ..38. 39 I

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co..... 86 Keeton Motor Car Co . . . . . . . .- 87

Diamond Rubber Co...._. . . . . .. 96 Kelly-Springfield Motor Truck

Dorris Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 89 C0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..72, 73

Double-Fabric Tire . . . . . . . .. 75 Kelly-Springfield Tire Co . . . . .. 77
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Kinsey Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35

Kissel Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . 68

Kline Motor Car Corp . . . . . . . .. 80

Knox Automobile Co . . . . . . . . .. 62

Kosmak Electrical Co . . . . . ..58, 59

L

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co.. 82

Leather Tire Goods Co . . . . . . .. 90

Livingston Radiator Mfg. Co... 47

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co.,

Inside back cover

M

Marion Motor Car Co. .Back cover

Marvel Automobile Supply Co. . 92

Maxwell Motor Co . . . . . . . . ..40, 41

McCue Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..56, 57

Mercer Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . 84

Metallzirgiqne Motor Co . . . . . .. 71

Metz Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91

Michigan Crank Shaft Co . . . . .. 90

Miller, Chas. E . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 78

Mosler & Co.. A. R . . . . . . . . . . .. 92

Moss Photo Engraving Co..... 82

Motomcter Co. . . . . . . . . . . . .... 88

Mott Wheel Works . . . . . . . . . . .. 88

Mot: Tire 81 Rubber Co....... 90

Mutty Co.. L. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 79

N

National‘Acrne Mfg. Co . . . . . . .. 90

National Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 92

National Motor Supply Co..... 92

National Motor Vehicle Co. .... 35

New Departure . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. J6

New York Lubricating Oil Co. . 3

Nordyke & Harmon Co . . . . . . .. 89

Nyherg Automobile Works. . . . . 87

O

Otho Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 92

Owen & Co.. R. M . . . . . . . . . . .. 90

P

Packard Electric Co . . . . . . . . . .. 74

Parish 8; Bingham . . . . . . . . . . . 86

Pennsylvania Rubber Co . . . . . .. 90

Perfection Spring Co . . . . . . . . .. 92

Piel Co.. G . . . . . . _ t . . . . . . . . . .. 85

Poison Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 92

Prest-O-Lite Co. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 90

Pullman Motor Car Co . . . . . . .. 87

R

Regal Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 46

Reliance Speedometer Co . . . . .. 92

Remy Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82

Republic Rubber Co . . . . . . . . . .. B3

Rhineland Machine Works . . . . .. 90

R. I. V. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I

Roper, C. F.. & Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 63

Royal Equipment Co . . . . . . . . . . . 83

Rutenber Motor Co . . . . . . . . . .. 89

8

Sclioen-Jackson C0. . . . . . . . . . .. 49

Schrader‘s Son, A., Inc . . . . . . .. 82

Selden Truck Sales Co . . . . . . . .. 90

Shaler Co., C. A . . . . . . , . . . . . . .. 93

Sheldon Axle Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48

Simms Magneto C0 . . . . . . . . . . .. 92

Smith, A. O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 83

Soss Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 81

Sparks-Withington Co. . . . . . . .. 90

Splitdorf Electrical Co . . . . . . . .. 85

Springfield Metal Body Co..... 45

Staver Carriage Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 89

Stearns Co., F. B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87

Stewart - Warner Speedometer

Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
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Times Square Auto Co . . . . . . . .. 91

Timken-Detroit Axle Co . . . . . . . . 69

Timken Roller Bearing Co..... 69

Tobias. F. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 91

Twitchell Gauge Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 88

U

United States Tire Co . . . . . . .. 92

W

\\'altham Watch Co . . . . . . . ..52, 53

Ward Leonard Electric Co..“ . 86

\‘Varm Hand Steering Wheel Co. 92

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co . . . . .. 91

Westinghouse Elec. Co . . . . . . .. 44

\Villard Storage Battery Co.... 37

“’illys-Overland Co. . . . . . . . . .. 4

Wisconsin Motor Mfg. Co . . . . .. 86

Z

Zenith Carburetor Co . . . . . . . . .. 77
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Mr. Dealer:

(l Protecting the trade

means hearty co-operation

on the part of the manufac

turer.

fl Inquiries and orders re

ceived by us from automo

bile owners are referred to

those dealers who handle our

  

(I Surely this is something

to take into consideration

when you are thinking of

what line of oils and greases

to carry in stock.

(I \\'rite for our proposi

tion.

NEWV YORK LUBRICATING OIL CO.

Consolidated with

Columbia Lubricants Co. of N. Y.

116 Broad Street, New York City

BRANCHES AT NEWARK. BOSTON, CHICAGO,

CLEVELAND, PHILADELPHIA. SEATTLE,

SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. SPOKANE.

LONDON, ENGLAND; JOHANNESBURG. SO.
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EALERS contracted for 39,000 Overland

cars before our first 1913 announcement

was made. They knew the Overland would be

the most conspicuous 1913 car. Any article

which continues to beat, ball'le and dominate

all similar products year after year must be

the acknowledged leader.

Study the value above and you’ll under

stand why we do lead.

v+v.931

,4.
+1

2+2

4":
+13
*+i'+i'+i+?t

Catalog on request. Please address Dept. 50

+f+f$34%.

WY@322

4*

The Willys-Overland Co., Toledo, Ohio

+“'+"+"~:‘-"+

*+‘Z+‘Z+*

'9'

(>51'*‘2‘3’4.
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SALE TO DETERMINE FUTURE

OF EMBARRASSED MATHESON

Property of Company, Which Failed,

to Be Sold by Receiver-president

Next Month—Assets Are Ap

praised at $680,000.

Whether or not the Matheson Automobile

Co., of \\'ilkes~Barre, Pa., will recover from

the embarrassment which overtook it on

December 20th last will become known soon

after April 21st next. For on that day, by

order of the court, the property will be

offered for sale by William C. Shepherd, the

receiver, who was president of the company

at the time of the failure. The identity of

the purchaser of the plant probably will

indicate the future of the Matheson estab

lishment.

The property which will be offered for

sale has been appraised at $628,708.45, of

which $226,410.15 is subject to first and

second mortgage bonds, totalling $257,

222.11. The certified “appraised sound

are as follows: Land, $32,000;

buildings, 380201.67; machinery and equip

ment, $181.720.64; patterns. $20.196.25; in

ventory of stock, $363,352.05; New York

City branch, $5,237.84; total, $682,708.45.

The company's own schedule placed its

assets at $706,137.87, the property covered

'0' mortgages being: Land, $32,000; build—

ings. $30,201.67; machinery and equipment,

$181,720.64.

Among the accounts receivable appear the

items, “Automobile Board of Trade,

$64271." and “New York show, $750."

In addition to the first mortgage bonds.

of which $183,200 are outstanding, and sec

ond mortgage bonds, of which $68,500 are

outstanding, it appears that the Matheson

Company. on January 27, 1912, effected a

loan of $75,000 from those identified with

0- giving as collateral a 50 per cent. interest

"1 the list value of 49 Matheson cars. the

numbers of which were specified in the trust

agreement which was executed.

values"

At the time of sale on April 21st. the

property will be offered in separate parcels,

after which bidders will be permitted to bid

for all or any separate portion of the prop

ertv.

Nonpareil to Produce Cubit Horns. _

The Nonpareil Horn Co., of New York,

has acquired an exclusive American license

from the Kosmak Electrical Co., of Jersey

City, to manufacture and market the Cubit

$3 born, the Kosmak company itself becom

ing chiefly a licensing company. It will,

however, continue to handle the foreign

business, securing the horns from the Non

pareil factory.

The transaction was brought about pri

marily by the unexpected demand for the

Cubit horn. which reached such proportions

that the Kosmak manufacturing facilities

could not cope with it. On the other hand.

the Nonpareil Horn Co., which previously

had devoted itself exclusively to the pro

duction of bulb horns. possesses such facili

ties that the manufacture of the Cubit sig

nalling device fits nicely into its scheme of

things and will permit the demand to be

properly cared for.

Incidentally, Morris Kind, of a wealthy

Philadelphia family, has acquired a substan

tial interest in the Nonpareil Horn Co., of

which he has become general manager.

Mason Personally Purchases Flint Plant.

A. C. Mason, president of the Mason Mo

tor Co., of Flint, Mich, personally has pur

chased the plant in that city formerly occu

pied by the Randolph Motor Co., which

several months ago was sold over its head

to the Sterling Motor Co. Mason, it is

stated, will lease the property to the com

pany bearing his name, and when it takes

possession, the present Mason plant will be

occupied by the Little Motor Car Co., which

thereby will obtain much needed space. The

Little and the Mason companies are closely

affiliated, the former making the engines

for the latter and both being under the im

mediate influence of \V. C. Durant of the

Republic Motor Co.

suns OFFICIAIS’ QUARREL

HOLDS ULDEAIER’S morn

Governor of Arizona Appropriates Car

Bought for Jail and State Refuses

to Pay—Dealer Waits Long

and Then Sues.

 

If a Commonwealth buys an automobile

for use in a State prison. and if the governor

takes the new car and sends his old car,

which also is owned by the State, to the

prison, has the State auditor any right to

refuse to audit the automobile dealer's bill?

Lest any quick-wittcd tradesman attempt to

solve the riddle. it may be said that his

effort may be wasted, for the problem has

kept the auditor, the board of control, the

governor and a considerable portion of the

trade in Arizona in a turmoil for weeks,

and now the Arizona Motor Co., which sold

the car. is suing for its money. The amount

asked is $2,343.

The trouble started when a salesman of

the Arizona Motor Co. learned in the pecu

liar way in which salesmen learn things,

that the State was in the market for a car

to be used in the penitentiary. and he util

ized his merchandizing talents to such good

efi‘ect that the sale was arranged and a war-,

rant was drawn upon the State treasury

for the price of the car and some extra

equipment. the warrant, however, specify

ing that the car was for penitentiary use.

When the brightly shining car, an Abbott

Detroit, arrived last November it sparkled

in the bright Arizona sunshine, and when

the governor. who was driving an old Lo

comobile which had been purchased by a

preceding administration, saw the new car

he fell in love with it at once. He was told

that the car was for use at the penitentiary,

but the governor's desire was so great that

he nevertheless backed the new car into

his garage and considered the matter set

tled when he kindly dispatched his old Lo

comohile to the jail. He thought he had

settled the matter, but he hadn't. It is
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quite likely that the superintendent of the

penitentiary, having expected a new car

for a long time, was somewhat disappointed

when he saw the battle-scarred Locomobile

presented to him as “his new car.”

\Vhatcver his feelings, there evidently

were others who disapproved of the chief

executive’s act, for the auditor at once an

nounced that inasmuch as the new car

never went to the penitentiary, as the war

rant specified, he could not O. K. the bill

—and he did not O. K. it. The board of

control and the auditor have had several

heated sessions, and it began to look to

the Arizona Motor Co. as if the only way

it could ever get its money was to sue the

State and let the courts settle the squabble

in which the State officials have become

embroiled; therefore the suit was insti

tuted. Meantime the governor continues

to enjoy the new Abbott-Detroit.

Weed Finally Enjoins E-Z-On Grip Makers.

After having had its preliminary injunc—

tion dismissed in the United States Dis

trict Court in New York City, on the

grounds that being an exhibitor at the

New York Automobile Show did not give

the E-Z-On Chain Tire Protector Co., of

\Nashington, D. C., a place of business in

New York City, the Weed Chain Tire Grip

Co. proceeded to bring an action in Chi

cago for alleged infringement of the Par

sons patent, No. 723,299, and this week was

granted a preliminary injunction against the

E-Z concern. The E-Z grip had links of a

peculiar construction, they being longer

than the Weed links and those at the end

of the cross chains having a V shape; this,

the defendants contended, would cause the

cross chains to bind and not creep when a

stress was applied, but the court held that

there was a liability of creeping. Other

defendants were Edward D. Lewis, Thomas

V. Garvin and Matthew J. Frambach, who

recently formed the company but who hard

1y had launched into business before liti

gation resulted, the suit in.New York City

being the first.

No Motor Palace in San Francisco.

There will be no “automobile palace" at

the Pacific-Panama Exposition in San Fran

cisco after all. After canvassing the trade.

the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers, which provisionally had

passed on the elaborate plans for such a

building, has found that the prospective

exhibitors at the San Francisco fair will not

be sufficiently numerous to justify the

erection Of a special structure of any sort.

Accordingly the automobile exhibits will be

located in the Transportation Building, in

which the Exposition authorities will set

aside 60.000 square feet for the exhibition

of automobiles.

RETAIL PRICE AGREEMENTS

UPIIELD BY BRITISH COURT

Declares It Would Be a Scandal Were

It Not Possible to Enforce Them

~—Decision Contrary to Ameri

can Law.

Whatever may be the judicial or other

opinions in this country regarding price

maintenance contracts. the King’s Bench

Division of the British court has ruled that

while “agreements for the maintenance of

price are of modern growth and might be

unfamiliar to those who had been educated

on older notions, nevertheless such agree

ments are almost universal in commerce

and it would be a scandal if they could not

be duly enforced."

The strong language and direct approval

of what has been adjudicated as illegal in

the United States was rendered by the

court last month in deciding in favor of the

Dnnlop Pneumatic Tyre Co., Ltd., which

sought an injunction against and damages

from a London department store which

broke its agreement to maintain the list

price of Dunlop tires. The price cutting

in question was not the violation of a con—

ditional license clause such as is employed

by many American manufacturers but was a

fracture of what was undisputedly a price

agreement. Almost the identical thing was

only recently declared a violation of the

Sherman anti-trust law by Judge Ray in

the United States District Court for the

Southern District of New York when he

condemned a dealership price contract of

the Waltham \Vatch CO.

The principals in the litigation were the

Dunlop company, A. J. Dew & Co., tire

jobbers, and Selfridge & Co., of London,

a large American-managed department

store which bought tires from Dew, the

price agreement being in efiect through—

out the course of the travel of the tires from

Dunlop to Selfridge. The specific charge

was that Selfridge 8: Co. has sold two tires

at cut prices and therefore had become lia

ble to a penalty of £5 for each violation,

which sum the contract specified should be

paid for each case of price cutting.

As usually is the case in this country, the

defense argued that the agreement was in

restraint of trade and contrary to public

policy. The Dunlop attorneys. however, in

troduced evidence to the effect that such

agreements were necessary for the protec

tion of the small dealer in the country who.

without some protection in the way of

price maintenance, could not afford to carry

a stock of tires; and should he not carry

them, it was argued, the entire touring pop

ulation would be put to an immeasurable in

convenience by being unable to purchase

tires outside of the large cities. A. J. Dew,

for the plaintiff, testified that so far as he

knew there was no "ring" of manufacturers,

formed for the purpose of keeping prices up

generally, and that there was free compe

tition between manufacturers in the sale of

tires.

The defendants also contended that even

if everything were proven against them,

the action properly could be for damages

only and not for an injunction, and they

further contended that there was lack of

mutuality in the price contract in that it

was one-sided. there being no consideration

on the part of the tire makers. The court.

however, held that since the Dunlop com

pany permitted the store to trade in Dun

lop tires and to exact a commission upon

sales there was a consideration sutiicient to

make the contract valid.

Relative ,to the defense that there was

restraint of trade the court. as Stated, de

clared it would be a scandal if such con

tracts could not be maintained. and not only

directed damages of £10 but granted an in

junction preventing further price-cutting by

the department store.

California Secs “Chain of Factories."

“With millions of dollars of Eastern cap

ital behind them," according to a San Fran

cisco report, "Louis B. Jennings and Allen

Sheldon, both automobile manufacturers of

New York, together with James Scott, a

capitalist of Manila and Honolulu, and W.

l). Yeager. a banker of Washington, D. C..

arrived in San Francisco yesterday prepara

tory to establishing in California a chain of

factories for the production of high grade

automobiles.”

While Jennings, Sheldon, ct al., frankly

admit that they are merely “investigating

industrial conditions," they naturally think

well of California as a location for their

“chain of factories." But as, despite San

Francisco reports, neither Jennings nor

Sheldon are so prominently identified with

the automobile trade in New York as to

make their identity certain, and as it is not

made plain just how far behind them are

the “millions of dollars of Eastern capi

tal," it is not possible at this time to dis

tinguish even the weakest link in the pro

jected “chain of factories."

Lozier to Increase to $5,000,000

Thc Lozier Motor Co., of Detroit. i5 P"'

paring to increase its capital stock from

$3,000,000 to $5.000,000. For the purpose» a

special meeting of the stockholders will hc

held on the 19th inst. The present capital

is made up of $2,500,000 common and $500"

000 7 per cent. preferred shares. The new

Stock will add $1,000,000 to each class of

vstock.
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OPENING MONTH OF EXPORT

YEAR SHOWS BIG INCREASE

Total Valuation of Cars, Parts, En

gines and Tires Is More Than

$3,000,000—Car Imports Lose,

Parts Imports Gain.

Although the 1913 export year opened

with no such rush as ushered in 1912, when

the increase was more than 100 per cent.,

January of the present year gained 20 per

cent. in value of automobiles and automo

bile products shipped to foreign countries,

which increase amounts to $533,592, accord

ing to advance information furnished by the

Federal government; the total valuation of

cars, parts, tires and engines for January,

1913, is $3,226,848, as compared with $2.693,

256 for the same month 0f.the year before.

\\'hile statistics as to the countries to

which the goods were sent are not yet

available, the preliminary report shows that

the shipments of cars last January were

2.157 in number and $2,234,077 in value

while twelve months before the figures were

2,047 and $1,955,290, gains of 110 in num

ber and $278,787 in value. Of the cars

shipped the first month of 1913, 87 were

commercial vehicles with a value of $182,271

and 2,070 were pleasure cars with a value

of $2,051,806, an average value of $2,095 for

trucks and $991 for cars.

Of the products other than completed

cars, parts showed a loss when the two

Januaries are compared, 1912 with $472,601

being $38,665 greater than 1913 with $433,

936. Tires showed a goodly increase, the

$161,337 worth exported in January, 1912,

growing to $273,519 by the last January, a

gain of $112,182. The number and value of

automobile engines exported in January of

the Present year was more than twice those

figures for the initial month of the preced

ing year; the 1912 figures were 837 engines,

Valued at $102,028, while those for 1913

were 1,705 engines, with a valuation of $285,

316, a numerical gain of 868 and a mone

‘al'y increase of $183,298.

Import figures may appear a trifle incon

sistent in that, while car imports fell off

CO"5idcrably, the inward shipment of parts

gained by nearly one-half; in January, 1912,

84 cars valued at $199,197 were imported

and the cost of the parts was $25,145, while

in January, 1913, the figures were: Cars, 71;

value, $174,689; parts, $37,688: The cars lost

13 in number and $24,508 in value, while

PM“ gained $12,543.

 

“35%"-Rubly Case Not Ended Yet.

Although the 35% Automobile Supply C0

Oi New York City has twice beaten \Villiam

RUbIY, a grease gun manufacturer of Tuck

ahoc, N. \'., in a suit over one of the “3596’s”

now famous advertising contracts, in the

Supreme Court for New York County, Rue

1in is to have another try at the matter: two

weeks ago, when Rubly’s attorney failed

to appear to try the case when it was called,

an inquest, or one-sided trial, was held and

judgment taken by the "35%," but now that

Rubly’s attorney alleges that he was en

gaged on other cases and could not attend,

the court has decided to permit him to open

the default. Holmes Jones, the attorney,

was, however, roundly scored by the court,

which at the inquest said: “The court is of

the impression that this particular attorney

has been trifling with the court and has

been seeking by unworthy methods to ob

struct justice."

Long’s Bond Offer Discloses Earnings.

The Long Mfg. Co., of Detroit, which

manufactures the radiator of that name, is

offering for public subscription $75,000 of

its first mortgage 6 per cent. bonds in de

nominations of $1,000. The interest is pay

able semi-annually and the bonds are re—

deemable at 102%. They mature in amounts

varying from $5,000 to $12,000 on the first

of February for the next ten years.

The Long company itself has capital

stock of $255,000 and a surplus of $62,154.

The first mortgage bonds which are offered

for sale are a part of an authorized issue of

$100,000. According to the Long report,

its earnings for the years from 1905 to 1912

averaged $20,208, which, from present indi

cations, are likely to be greatly exceeded

during 1913, as for the first six months of

the company's fiscal year the ea'rnings

amounted to $18,424.

Chandler Quits Detroit for Cleveland.

The Chandler Motor Car Co., which re

cently was organized by former department

heads of the Lozier Motor Co, for the pur

pose of manufacturing a light “six,” has re

moved its offices from Detroit to the Swet

land Building in Cleveland, Ohio. The

offices will be maintained at that address

until the factory in Detroit is completed.

Evans Forming Detroit Parts Company.

\Villiam F. Evans, of Milwaukee, who for

merly resided in Detroit, has purchased the

factory pr0perty in the latter city previously

occupied by the Michigan Twist Drill Co.

and is preparing to utilize it for the manu

facture of automobile parts. Evans now is

organizing a company for the purpose.

Couzens Heads Detroit's Chamber.

James Couzens, secretary of the Ford

Motor Co., has been elected president of

the Detroit Board of Commerce. He is the

third successive member of the automobile

trade to be chosen to fill that office.

ON SECOND ATTEMPT WEED

ENJOlNS WHITTAKER GRIP

Manufacture of Latter Continued Des

pite Adverse Ruling in Willis Ac

tion—Massachusetts Court Ad

mits It’s Convinced.

Despite the fact that the \\"eed Chain

Tire Grip Co. was successful when it

brought suit in the United States District

Court for the Southern District of New

York against the E. J. \Villis Co. for in

fringing the Parsons patent, No. 723,299, by

selling the Whittaker tread, the manufac

turer, the Whittaker Chain Tread Co., which

is located in Boston and is outside the

jurisdiction of the New York Federal court,

declined to recognize this verdict as of any

effect in the District of Massachusetts and

continued to make and market its grips until

last week, when the “feed company, in a

suit in the Federal court in Boston, was

granted a preliminary injunction restrain

ing operations of the Whittaker concern.

The Willis suit, after it entered into the

accounting stage, was appealed by the

Willis company, but according to state

ments of the “feed interests the appeal has

not been actively prosecuted and this in

formation was incorporated in the Boston

action, there also being made the statement

that whereas the \Nhittaker company had

borne the expense of the \Villis suit it re

fused to come in as a party to the defense,

and thereby secure a final adjudication

through the one lawsuit; this refusal is said

to have been the reason for the bringing

of the suit in Boston, for the purpose of

reaching the manufacturing company.

The Whittaker company manufactured

\Vhittaker, Besdam and Empire grips, which

are said to be similar to the l/Veed, with the

exception of the mechanical difference that

the side chains are connected at their free

ends with harness snaps and the cross chain

hooks differ slightly at their terminals; in

rendering decision on the motion for a pre

liminary injunction, Judge Frederic E.

Dodge went into the history of the Par

sons patent insofar as litigation in his court

was concerned and likewise commented

upon statements made by the \Veed com

pany as to the financial responsibility of the

Whittaker company, which, it is stated, has

incurred heavy mortgage liabilities. After

enumerating various cases and decisions and

expressing his belief that the patent has

been sufficiently adjudicated, the court

turned to the \Veed-Willis suit and said:

“The alleged infringing device in the

suit last referred to is not claimed to differ

materially from the device which the de

fendants now before me are making and
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selling. The defence and appeal in that case

have been. indeed. as is undisputed. at their

expense and under their direction. though

they were not actually parties. They con

tend here that. t'iotwithstanding judge La

combe’s decision. the question whether their

device infringes or not ought still to be re

garded by this court as so far an open and

doubtful question that no preliminary in

junction shall be ordered at this stage.

“I am unable to take this view of the

matter. I must agree with what has been

said by the Court of Appeals for the Second

Circuit in the suit against the Atlas Chain

Co. above mentioned:

“ ‘The history of the protracted litigation

shows that, with few exceptions, the courts

have regarded the l’arsons invention as a

meritorious one and have given it a con

struction sufficiently liberal to include all

changes of form which accomplish the same

result in substantially the same way.’

“Regarding the l'arsons patent as valid

and as having the broad scope thus de

scribed. 1 must also regard the defendant’s

device now before me as a device infring—

ing the patent. ln view of what has been

injunction against the

Co.

above, I am unable to believe that there is

decided since the

Standard Traction was refused as

now any such room for doubt upon the

question of infringement by this defendant

as ought to forbid the issue of a prelim

inary injunction against it.

“From the plaintiff’s affidavits it appears

that the defendant is a Massachusetts cor

poration, having an authorized capital of

$5,000. and that it owns no real estate; that

WOO,

and all

it mortgaged all its

that it

thereafter acquire and use in its business for

$5,000; that

1910. it gave a similar mortgage to secure

on August 13.

personal property might

subsequently, on March 21,

an issue of 6 per cent. bonds not to exceed

5100.000 in total that

mortgages are on record and undischarged

amount, and both

of record. The defendant offers nothing by

way of affidz-ivit which tends to modify the

inference to be drawn from these facts re

garding its financial responsibility.

“The suspend all

proceedings in this case pending the final

defendant moves to

determination of the plaintiff's suit in New

York against the E. ]. Willis Co. on appeal

from Judge Lacombe’s decision above men

tioned. It also contends that the plain

tiff’s delay in bringing this suit should bar

it from summary relief. The delay com

plained of is during the period beginning

judge Lacomhe's interlocutory de

cree. on September 33, l9ll. and ending

with the filing of the bill in this case of Jan

uary 27. 1013.

“One afiidavit only is presented by the de

It is presented by its solicitor.

with

fendant.

who had also represented the \‘v'illis Co. in

the New York suit.

almost entirely to what has been done in

its allegations relate

Court in that suit or what has passed be

tween the parties out of Court during its

progress. Its allegations are not co'ntro—

verted by the plaintiff. But so far as the

matters alleged have any claim to considera

tion by this Court in dealing with the pres

ent case. 1 cannot find in them any suffi

cient grounds for suspending the proceed

If it be true that the \\7illis Co.

appeal in

ings here.

has been proceeding with its

New York, at the defendant's instance, ‘up—

on the assumption that it would not be susd

in loston, at least, until after the \Villis

appeal had been settled.' 1 do not see how

the plaintiff can be held responsible for the

assumption. If the expenses incurred by

the appellant in New York have been large,

or if any difficulty in providing for them

has delayed a hearing upon the appeal, and

if the plaintifi knew of this and might, by

that

brought about an earlier hearing, or if it

active co-operation to end. have

might, by bringing suit in Massachusetts

earlier. have obtained a decision here in

advance of the result in New York and at

less expense to the. appellant~-none of these

circumstances. in my opinion. give the de

fendant any claim to delay in these proceed

ings, or afford it any defence to the plain

tiff's application. It is not disputed that

the plaintiff has urged the defendant to be

come an actual party defendant of record in

the proceedings against the E. .l. \\'illis Co.

in order that their result might settle the

questions raised in the. present suit; and

that

And if 1 cannot hold that the defendant has

the defendant has refused to do so.

been prejudiced, in any sense recognizable

for the purposes of this case, by the plain

tiff’s failure to begin this suit earlier, I find

still less reason to believe that it has been

misled.

“A preliminary injunction may issue as

prayed for. Motion to suspend is denied.”

Hoover Ball Factory Ready in June.

L. _l. Hoover, the former manager of the

Flanders Mfg. Co.'s ball department. who.

as stated in Motor \\"orld last week, pur

chased the ball machinery and finished and

stock

ceiver. and who organized the Hoover Steel

Ball Co. in Ann Arbor, Mich., will not re

move his purchases to the latter city until

about June lst. At that time the Hoover

factory, a brick and concrete structure, will

unfinished from the Flanders re

be completed and practically ready for

business.

Associated with Hoover in the enterprise

are Frank Smith and C. E. Bowling, who

have been in the ball making business for

some 15 years. Hoover himself has been

engaged in that industry for 1") years. hav

ing at one time been superintendent of the

Standard Roller Bearing Co., and later one

of the organizers of the Grant-Hoover Co.

Brass Goods to be Made in Peru.

The Crum-Vt’iley Mfg. Co., now located

in Decatur. lll., has secured a factory site

in Peru. lnd., residents of the latter city,

including a number of those identified with

the Brown Commercial Car Co., having ac

quired an interest in it. The necessary fac

tory building will be erected immediately

and will be devoted to the production of all

automobile accessories made in brass, par

ticularly grease cups and other small parts.

The officers of the reorganized company

li. L. Crum, president; Max Kraus,

vice-president; S. A. Shesler, secretary

treasurer. These officers with \Y. H. Brown,

IH'CI

president of the Brown Commercial Car

Co.. and _l. R. \‘Yoodring are directors.

Williams Gets Atlas Parts and Repairs.

The .~\uto Parts and Repair Co.. of which

l’. .-\.

has leased a portion of the former Atlas

in Springfield.

\‘\'illiams, _lr., is? the moving spirit.

Motor (jar Co.’s factory

Mass.. where it will carry a full stock of

.~\tlas parts and not only repair Atlas cars

but all other makes as well. \Yilliams for

merly was connected with the Atlas com

pany and has with him a number of former

Atlas employes. He states that it is even

possible that the Auto Parts and Repair

Co. ultimately may take up the production

of commercial cars of the Atlas type.

 

Akron Strike Gradually Petcring Out.

The strike of the Akron rubber workers

is gradually petering out. Some of the pro

fessional labor agitators who caused the

trouble are still on the ground. but they

are being hard put to prove their worth.

One day this week, after one of them had

harrangued a gathering of strikers. urging

that they the following

morning and make a demonstration at the

appear in force

Goodrich plant, he was rewarded by an as

semblage of almost 50 men, who quickly

dispersed at the order of the police.

Lexington Denies Having Been Absorbed.

Despite printed statements that the Lex

ington Motor Car Co., of Connersville. Ind.

had been taken over by the Howard Motor

Car Co., which was organized in that city

several months since. the Lexington com

pany denies that any such transaction has

“Nothing in such re—

ports.” is the Lexington reply to an inquiry.

been consummated.

Grabowsky Creditors Get 20 per Cent.

The trustee of the bankrupt ('irabowsk)’

Power \\'agon Co.. in Detroit. has declared

a first dividend of 20 per cent., which is be

ing that remaining

assets will net about 15 per cent. more.

paid. It is believed
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Portland. Ore—Beaver Automobile Co.,

under Oregon laws; authorized capital,

$150,000; to deal in motor cars.

St. Louis, Mich—Admiral Motor Car Co.,

under Michigan laws; authorized capital,

$50,000; to manufacture motor cars.

Thomasville, N. C.—Thomasville Motor

Co., under North Carolina laws; authorized

capital, $5,000; to deal in motor cars.

Painesville, Ohio—Vulcan Mfg. Co., un

der Pennsylvania laws; authorized capital,

$200,000; to manufacture motor ears.

Jonesville, Mich—Emery Whitmore Co.,

under Michigan laws; authorized capital,

$5,000; to manufacture motor car supplies.

Richmond, Cal.-Richmond Motor Truck

ing Co.. under California laws; authorized

capital, $25,000; to operate a motor deliv

ery.

Bangor, Me.——Penobsc0t Garage Co., un

der Maine lavvs; authorized capital, $10,000;

to operate a garage. Corporators—Charles

H. Storey. and others.

Amesbury, Mass.~\\'alker-\Nells Co., un»

der Massachusetts laws; authorized capital,

$25,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—J. H. Walker, and others.

New Orleans, I.a.—La Croix Automobile

Co.. under Louisiana laws; authorized capi

tal, $7,500; to deal in motor cars. Corpora~

tors—J. J. \Volf and others.

Lackney, Tex.—Piaca Tractor Co., under

Delaware laws; authorized capital, $100,000;

to manufacture tractors. Corporators—VV.

E. Palmer. M. P. Glazo, and others.

Huntington. \V. \'a.——Jarvis-Huntington

Automobile Co., under West Virginia laws;

authorized capital, $100,000; to manufacture

motor trucks and operate a garage.

Bangor, Me.-—Spencer & Parsons Co., un

der Maine laws; authorized capital. $10,000;

1‘0 deal in motor cars. Corporators—H. C.

Spencer. C. W. Parsons, M. C. Parsons.

Camden. N. J.—Par-Kul Wheel Co., un

der New Jersey laws; authorized capital.

$100,000; to manufacture wheels. Corpora

tors—E. S. Muzzey, F. S. Sauerman, F. A.

Kuntz.

Springfield, Mo.—Always Air Mfg. Co..

under Missouri laws; authorized capital.

$1,600,000; to manufacture tire sealing

fluid. Corporators—R. P. Dickerson, and

others.

Indianapolis, Ind—Northern Auto Co..

under Indiana laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

J. J. Clements, R. M. Fleming, L. H. Van

briggle.

\Vest Allis, “is—Auto Transfer Co., un

der Wisconsin laws; authorized capital, $5,

000; to operate a motor delivery. Corpora

tors—O. M. Carter, John M. Carter, Emma

S. Carter.

III—Atkins Carburetter Co.,

under Illinois laws; authorized capital, $2,

500; to manufacture motor car devices.

Corporators—dla Olmsted, Cora Burch, E.

(i. Atkins.

Decatur, Ill—Dawson

Chicago,

Automobile Co.,

under Illinois laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

Earle M. Dawson, Charles E. Dawson,

Florence L. Dawson.

Layton Park, \Vis.——Gas Tank Re-Charg

ing Co., under \Visconsin laws; authorized

capital, $25,000; to recharge acetylene gas

tanks. Corporators—J. J. McJes-key, \N'. R.

Ebert, Fred J. Page].

Rochester, N. Y.—-I)urno Mfg. Co., Inc.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$100,000; to manufacture motor car appli

ances. Corporators—John H. Durno, John

F. Turk. Milton Noyes.

Richmond, Ind.—-Sedgwick Mfg. Co., un—

der Indiana laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to manufacture motor car devices.

Corporators—Richard Sedgwick, J. R. Sedg

wick, James M. Judson.

Marion, Ohio—Automatic Puncture Stop

Co., under Ohio laws; authorized capital,

$10,000; to manufacture tire sealers. Cor

porators—C. E. Merkel. M. M. McKinstry,

F. C. Smith, A. C. Queen.

Detroit, Mich—King Motor Car Co., un

der Michigan laws; authorized capital, $200,

000; to manufacture motor cars. Corpora

tors—Artemas \Vard, J. C. Bayerline, Arte

mas Ward, Jr., T. P. Case.

Trenton, N. J.—-Taxi Service Co. of Tren

ton, N. J., under New Jersey laws; author

ized capital, $25,000; to conduct an automo

bile business. Corporators—I-I. \\-". Snook,

F. J. Rutter. C. H. Naylor.

Lima, Ohio —— Gladwell - Crossley Motor

Co.. under Ohio laws; authorized capital,

$10,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

--A. J. Gladwell. C. C. Crossley, F. A. Hol—

land. 1-1. I. Bland. J. W. Roby.
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Indianapolis, Ind—Motor Starter Mfg.

Co., under Indiana laws; authorized capital,

$40,000; to manufacture motor car devices.

Corporators-—Samue1 M. Brundage, Will

iam J. Sylvesta, Harry J. Herff.

Cleveland, Ohio—National Garage Co.,

under Ohio laws; authorized capital. $20,

000; to operate a garage. Corporators—~

John Nally. C. A. Gardner, George 1.. \\’ill

iams, R. D. Morgan, E. C. Nally.

Chicago, Ill.—-Chicago Original Auto

Polo Co.. under Illinois laws; authorized

capital, $20000; to conduct amusement en

terprises. Corporators—Joseph R. Dcahl.

Frederick W. Moore, Marie C. Suhr.

Buffalo, N. Y.—\\"illard Commercial Car

Co., Inc., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $50,000; to manufacture motor vehi

cles. Corporators—Rohcrt A. Willard.

John F. Schamel, Reginald F. Penton.

Billings, Mont.—-Billings Auto & Machin~

ery Co., under Montana laws; authorized

capital, $15,000; to deal in motor cars and

operate a machine shop. Corporators—

Paul Behrendt. Frieda Behrendt, M. C.

Holt.

Indianapolis. Ind—Floatless Carburetter

Co.. under Indiana laws; authorized capital,

$50,000; to manufacture carburetters. Cor

porators—M. M. Mahoney, E. S. Cornell,

I. E. Rodgers, George D. Sisson, A. H.

Cornell.

Dayton, Ohio—L. C. R. Storage Battery

Co., under Ohio laws; authorized capital.

$30,000; to manufacture storage batteries.

Corporators—Samuel Loucks. Arthur Chris

ty, Frank D. Reeder, Frank I“. Brown.

David I. Prugh.

Cleveland, Ohio—Diebold Products Co.,

under Ohio laws; autliorized'capital, $25,

000; to manufacture motor cars. Corpora~

tors—Charles R. Diebold, Max Friedman,

Louis P. Diebold, Martin \'\'. Sanders. Ma

bel M. Hummel.

New York, N. Y.—Continental Rubber

Works. Selling Agent, Inc.. under New York

laws; authorized capital. $3,000; to deal in

rubber goods. Corporators—Clarence E.

Thornall, 50 Church street; Willis A. Dar

ling, \\'alter S. Tullis, 35 Murray street.

New York, N. Y.—I-I. M. S. Motor Co..

under New York laws; authorized capital.

22.500: to deal in motor cars. Corpora

tors—Joseph J. Meyers, 66 \Vest 85th street;
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Charles K. Stirtr,
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West 49th 1 way N. YRJFM Rocgavfay

Far Roe ale &‘Cab Owners’ Association,

w York laws; authorized capi

protective associa

Harris, Edward
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tion. Corl'mr‘lml's'IJalmes

lle Harry Travel
T' 0 KC y. Limousine Top

BufialO. N- Y'flconover -a_uthorized

Co., Inc. 11nd“ New york laws. t ar

- 125 000; to manufac‘m m° °' c

capital1$ C, r orators-—RO“'land 1' Con—

fimngTSO HZrlIiimer street; Charles E" An‘

(Siliiiiy, James T. Gilbert, Mutual Building.

New York, N. Y.-—Robert Thedford Ga;

age Co., Inc.. under New York laws; aut —

orized capital, $25,000; to operate a garage.

Corporators—Robert Thedford, 1411 Union

Street, Brooklyn; George Glynn, Paul R.

Gordon, 106 East 116th street, New York

City. '

Columbus, Ohio—Automobile Protective

Association, under Ohio laws; authorized

capital, $5,000; to guard owners against

theft of motor cars and accessories. Cor

porators—William Lester, Mark A. Caputo,

R. M. Switzer, E. L. Richards, A. M.

O’Harra.

New York, N. Y.—Inter-State Motor

Express Co., under New York laws; author

ized capital, $3,000; to operate a motor de—

livery. Corporators—George D. Roedels,

22 Anderson avenue, Palisade, N. J.; Joseph

L. McGee, Abbott Boulevard, Palisade, N.

J.; Mary F. Fynes, 61 West 7lst street,

New York City.

New York, N. Y.——-Norwalk Motor Car

Co. of New York, lnc., under New York

laws; authorized capital, $25,000; to deal in

motor cars. Corporators—P. Lyndon

Bryce, 121 Washington avenue, Newark,

N. J.; Alfred L. Kirby, 49 Pennsylvania

avenue, Newark. N. J.; Edward S. Murphy,

1205 Park avenue, New York City.

Boston, Mass—G. L. M. Vulcanizing Co.,

under Massachusetts laws; authorized capi

tal, $25,000; to operate a tire repair depot.

Corporators—G. L. Matthew, and others.

New York, N. Y.-—M. & S. Distributing

Co.. of New York, lnc., under New York

laws; authorized capital, $3,000; to deal in

motor cars. Corporators—Oliver P. Car

penter, Albert D. Bean, George A. Will

iams, all of 154 Nassau street.

Changes of Capitalization.

Detroit, Mich—General Motors Truck

Co. from $10,000 to $25,000.

Columbus, Ohio—Rogers Supply & Tire

Co.. from $10,000 to $25,000.

Downington, Pa.—Downington

Car Co. from $10,800 to $20,000.

Chicago, Ill—South Park Automobile

Garage Co. from $25000 to $13200.

Motor

6...... P 13“ SALESMAN AND CAR MAKER

CARRY TROUBLE TO COURT

Walter Truck Manufacturer Demands

Price of Demonstrating Car—

Salesman Denies Debt and

Demands Commissions.

 

The experience of Charles 'vVirth, of

New York City, as a prospect hunter for the

\Nalter Motor Truck Co., also of New York

City, in 1910 appears not to have been sat

isfactory, for, in an action which the \Val—

ter company has brought against him in the

New York City Court for the price of a

demonstrating car and repairs, Wirth has

entered a counterclaim for more than $1,000,

and the court has upon its hands the prob—

lem of deciding who owes whom and how

much.

Wirth entered into an agreement with the

\Valter company, he states. May 2, 1910,

whereby he was to seek prospects for the

Walter company on a 5 per cent. commis

sion basis and the \Valter people claim that

he so acted for them for just two weeks;

they charge that on the day he entered into

the agreement he bought a demonstrating

car, a \Valter “24-30.” the company making

pleasures vehicles at that time, but that he

paid only $1,602 of the $2,080 purchase

price. Between September 30, 1910, and

July 31, 1912, he is charged with having

incurred a repair bill amounting to $345.60.

which brings the total asked up to $823.60.

\Vhen Wirth entered his answer he said

he brought about sales to the amount of

$20,500 on the 5 per cent. basis, secured

one other customer on a 10 per cent. basis.

did other work aggregating $1,000 and sold

the Walter company a Knox touring body

for $500, for all of which he never received

his pay. Just how he arrives at his result

is a bit mystifying mathematically, but he

totals his grievance as worth $1,004 and

asks that the complaint be dismissed and

his claim allowed. In replying to his con

tention the company states that his com—

missions amountcd to but $200 and have

been paid, denies his other allegations, and

this week secured a court order directing

Wirth to file a bill of particulars itemizing

his claims.

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

Ward P. Haines has been appointed ad

vertising manager for the Anderson Electric

Car Co., of Detroit. He succeeds W. J. St.

Onge, resigned.

R. E. Fries has been appointed chief

engineer of the R. C. H. Corporation, of

Detroit. He succeeds E. W. Winans, who

resigned to become chief engineer of the

Maxwell Motor Co.'s Dayton plant.

Robert Mott, manager of

States Tire Co.'s Cincinnati

been transferred to the manag

New Orleans establishment.

in Cincinnati has been filled b

ment of E. W. Bailey.

Vt. S. Jewell. former district maria er f

the R. C. H. Co., of New York. hasg be0

appointed sales manager of the Bostiin

branch of the Kelly-Springfield Moton

Truck Co. P. S. Aultman, however. remaini

in charge of the branch as manager. 5

me United

branch, has

fitment of the

The vacancy

y the appoinb

W. \'V. Garabrant, who has been con

nected with the service department of the

Franklin Automobile Co. for the past four

years, has been appointed district sales

manager for the States of Nebraska, Kan

sas, Missouri and Oklahoma. He will make

his headquarters in Kansas City, Mo.

Fred L. Morgan, former manager of the

Standard Electric Car Co.'s branch in Cleve

land, has been elevated to the post of fac

tory sales manager, which means, of course,

that his headquarters hereafter will be in

Jackson, Mich. The vacancy in Cleveland

has been filled by the promotion of George

Dufranne. formerly assistant manager.

Louis Schwitzer has been appointed chief

engineer for the Columbia Motor Car Co.,

of Hartford, Conn. He has had experience

with several well-known automobile con

cerns in the West, latterly as chief engineer

with the Empire Automobile Co., of In

dianapolis. Previous thereto he was con

nected with the Atlas Engine Works,

where he had much to do with the develop

ment of the Atlas-Knight engine.

Minor Business Troubles.

J. H. Kirkwood, proprietor of Kirkwood's

Garage, 8500 Lake avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,

has filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy;

he places his liabilities at $8,983 and his as

sets at $619.

The Schildwachter Carriage Co.. manu

facturer of carriages and automobile bodies

at 1885 Park avenue, New York City, has

filed a petition in bankruptcy; liabilities are

$36,486 and assets $23,583.

A petition has been filed in the Federal

court in Chicago asking that Sanford C.

McKnight, a dealer in tires at 59 East Gar

field boulevard, be adjudicated a bankrupt;

the petitioning creditors are the Michelitl

Tire Co., which claims an indebtedness of

$659; the Fisk Rubber Co., claiming $305.64,

and L. R. Kerley.

Frank J. Boutell, of Flint, Mich. who

gives his occupation as a laborer but who

until recently was the pr0prietor of a 83"

age in Bad Axe, Mich, has filed a petition

in bankruptcy in the Federal court in Bay

City, in the same State; his liabilities

amount to $1,038 and his assets consist only

of personal effects and household g°°ds~
y.
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Frank Beebe has opened a garage in

Paullina, Ia.

George W. Van Syekle is erecting a new

garage in Santa Ana, Cal.

George Gohring will open a garage and

repair shop in Iowa Falls, Ia.

The Three Rivers (Mich) Garage Co.

is having a new garage erected.

L. A. Motte has opened a garage in Cam

bridge, Ohio. He will specialize in car paint

ing.

5. E. Stomer has leased the VVeigle Gar

age in Montpelier, Ohio. He will oper

ate it.

R. L. Van Valkenburg, of Lewis, Kan.,

has purchased James Shannon’s garage and

livery.

The American Welding Co., of St. Louis,

Mo, has opened a garage at let and Olive

streets.

C. R. Tucker is about to erect a garage in

Brookline, Mass. The location is on Pleas

ant street.

\\‘ebb Clark, of Calumet, 1a., has pur

chased the \Veeks Garage, in Primghar, in

the same State.

Jay A. Stephens will open an accessory

store in Pontiac, Mich. He will locate at 16

East Lawrence street.

The Haynes Auto Sales Co., of San Fran

cisco, has opened a branch in Oakland, Cal.,

at Broadway and 25th street.

The Horst & Strieter Co. has established

a garage business in Rock Island, Ill. The

location is 1516 Fourth avenue.

The Tuxedo Tire Co., Inc., has taken over

the business of the Tuxedo Tire Exchange,

of 558 Mott avenue, New York City.

The Parmelee Motor Livery & Garage

C0-, of Chicago, 111., has changed its name

to Cottage Grove Livery & Garage Co.

Peter Larson is about to enter the gar

age field in Toronto, S. D. He has rented

a garage‘building of the Toronto Land Co.

Clr'lde H. Smith has succeeded C. B.

Lewis as Nyberg dealer in Boston, Mass.

He will trade as the Clyde H. Smith Motor

Co.

Alba and Roy Newton, formerly in the

trade in De Kalb, 111., are about to open a

tire repair shop in Kirkland, in the same

State.

Richards 8: Loeffelholz are about to open

a garage in Cuba, \Vis. They will locate in

the C. K. Hall building, which they have

leased.

J. F. Griese and G. M. Wilson have

formed the Crescent Garage in Evansville,

Ind. They also have secured the Empire

agency.

George T. Jackson and his son, Edward,

have formed the Jackson Auto Garage in

Montezuma, Ia. They will handle the Paige

Detroit.

Landis & Co. is the style of a new en

trant to the trade in Salt Lake City. It will

be managed by H. D. Landis and will stock

Avery trucks.

W. E. Robinson of Terre Haute, Ind., has -

purchased the garage of the Central Auto

Co. The deal includes the Ford and Stude

baker agencies.

Charles Wirtz, a garage proprietor, and

Joseph Saum have formed a partnership in

St. Mary’s, Ohio, for the operation of a

taxicab service.

F. H. Burnham & Son, hardware dealers

in \Vatseka, Ill., and J. I. Body, a retired

farmer, have entered the selling field. They

have the Cole agency.

L. M. Larson has purchased an interest

in the Lead City Garage Co., in Lead, S. D.

He has been a branch manager in that city

for McCord, Brady 8: Co.

Byerley, Hoole 8: Throckrnorton have

opened salesrooms in Kansas City, Mo, at

1909 Grand avenue. They have the agency

for Kelly-Springfield tires.

Abner McCoy has purchased the inter

est ot his partner, H. L. Koch, in the Palace

Livery & Garage, in Pekin, Ill. He will

continue the business alone.

J. C. Stevens, of Rock Island, Ill., has

entered the garage trade. He is selling, not

running, garages, having taken the agency

for Ruby portable steel garages.

\V. H. Galligan, Jr., and Edward Priebe

plan to open a garage in Rhinelander, Wis.

Gilligan has been employed by the Morgan

Garage 8: Supply Co. in that town.

Raymond Manchia has entered the trade

in St. Louis, Mo. He has secured the Cen—

turv Electric agency and will open sales

rocims at 4700 W'ashington boulevard.

The Lenox Auto Tire Works has Opened

up in New York City at 113 l/Vest 116th

gimmmlllllilflllllffillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIHHHIlIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllIllllllIll|lllllllllI|Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfilllllllllllllllllllllllllll"1"an

street; Charles Bergstein is manager. Sup

plies and repairs constitute the business.

Shanley Bros, dealers in Ottawa and

Seneca, 111., have arranged to open a third

salesroom in La Salle, in the same State;

they are Studebaker and Apperson dealers.

The Kay-Kuhn Co., an accessory com

pany in Toledo, Ohio, whose Madison ave

nue location was destroyed by fire recently,

has secured other quarters at 220 Erie

street.

Peter Donner has acquired the interests

of Joseph Baker and F. S. Larison in a

building in Whiting, Ind., heretofore occu

pied by the El Paso Auto Co. Donner will

open a garage.

The H. W. Neuman Machine Co., of 308

East Second street, Davenport, 1a., is

building a new garage at Third and Ripley

streets. It will be completed May 1. The

Machine company is dealer in Auburn cars

and Modern trucks.

\Valter Leach and Harry Marienthal have

purchased the repair business of Ranus 8:

Taylor, in Saginaw, Mich. It is located on

North Hamilton street. A line of acces

sories will he stocked.

The Sims Automobile Co., of Crookston,

Minn., is about to establish a branch in

Grand Forks. N. D., with Normal Benning—

ton as manager. A branch recently was

opened in Park River, N. D.

The Premier Waverley Sales Co. of Ten

nessee has taken possession of a‘new gar

age and salesrooms in Memphis, at 265-69

Monroe avenue; the company handles Pre

miers and Waverley electrics.

Three new salesrooms will be opened

this spring in Nauvoo, Ill. The dealers

and their lines are: Ochsner Sc \Veber.

Buick; A. McAllister, Cadillac and Olds

mobile, and Fisher & Hobbs, Ford.

The Butler County Tire Co. has entered

the trade in Hamilton, Ohio, at 105 Main

street; the business will consist of vul

canizing, repairing and selling tires. \V. S.

Lentz, of Indianapolis, is the proprietor.

George M. Height and Theodore Bennett

of Spring Lake. N. J., have sold a half in

terest in the Clayton Garage to Timothy

Hurley. The price paid was $17,500. Clark

Clayton still retains a half interest in the

business.

J. L. Allen and Roy Meeker have opened
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salesrooms in Bloomington, 111., both lo

cated in the building occupied by the

Bloomington Buggy Co., at 405 South Cen

ter street. Allen is State distributer of

Engcr cars, while Meeker represents the

Patterson line.

Raymond Conkwright and James Brash

have left the employ of the Illinois Motor

Car Sales Co., in Urbana, Ill., and will

branch out for themselves; they will open

a vulcanizing plant and salesrooms at Rail

road and Broad streets.

J. Colyer & Co., for several years car

riage dealers in Newark, N. 1., at 500 Cen

tral avenue. have entered the automobile

trade; they have taken the Maxwell and

Moon agencies and will devote their entire

ground floor to cars. The company has

been depleting its carriage stock for some

time.

The Osen & McFarland Automobile Co.,

of San Francisco, has re-established a ser

vice station for Mitchell owners in Oak

land, Cal. The station was discontinued

some time ago, when the Osen & McFar

land company succeeded the Osen 8: Hunter

company. E. L. Peacock, who formerly

managed the station, is again in charge.

H. \\'. Jones has purchased the interest of

his partner. Frank Vana, in the Montrose

Garage in Cedar Rapids. Ia., and will have

erected a new building, 80 x 140 feet, on

lst street, between lst and 2nd avenues.

Jones is regarded as the pioneer repairman

of that town, having been employed as re

pairman by the owner of the first car. a

steamer, that was purchased in that city.

 

Recent Losses by Fire.

Columbia, Mo.-—Columbia Automobile

Co., garage and 14 cars destroyed. Loss,

$20,000.

“'est Peabody, Mass.—Elder's Turnpike

Garage and six cars destroyed. Loss,

5120.000.

Chicago. Ill.——Tennant Motor Co., 2447

South Michigan avenue, building damaged.

Loss, $7.000.

Detroit. Mich—Aluminum Castings Co.,

molding plant and sand sheds destroyed.

Loss. $10000.

Syracuse. N. Y.—Abbott Garage, 1050

South Clinton street, garage and cars dam

aged. Loss. $2,200.

New York, N. Y.-—L0cke & Co., body

builders. 218-20 West 84th street. plant

damaged. Loss, $25,000.

Cambridge. Mass—Myer Abrams Co.,

139 Vassar street, garage and 45 cars de

stroyed. Loss, $100,000.

Los Angeles, Cal.--Crowe Auto Co.,

1228-30 South Flower street. four cars de

stroyed and building damaged. Loss, $7,

000.

HOLD “SANE” SHOWS 0R NONE

AT ALL, URGES ANDERSON

Detroit Manufacturer, Rich in Carriage

Experience, Gives Voice to Radi

cal Views—Would Not Mix

Cars and Accessories.

 

Admitting that he does not believe that

his views will serve to put an end to auto

mobile shows, W'. C. Anderson, president of

the Anderson Electric Car Co., of Detroit,

has placed himself on record as willing to

co-operate in any way to bring about what

he terms “sane shows."

His opinions on the subject were ex

pressed in a letter to Alfred L. Pope, in re—

sponse to the latter's communication urg

ing that the National shows in New York

and Chicago be discontinued, and the An

derson opinions are sufficiently radical to

"stand by themselves in any company."

Originally one of the largest carriage

makers in this country, Anderson for years

had to do with the national carriage shows.

and he ventures the prediction that sooner

or later the automobile interests will arrive

at the same destination.

For five years the carriage shows were

quite successful, and the exhibitors ob

tained satisfactory results, but, unlike the

automobile displays, there were no extrava

gant decorations or no money spent for

wasteful purposes. \Nhen the shows lost

their force, Anderson took the lead in an

effort to bring about their discontinuance.

When the subject was broached. it was

found that, while the larger manufacturers

were practically of one mind, the smaller

makers desired the continuance of the

shows. As a compromise, Anderson sug

gested that the carriage manufacturers

themselves take over the promotion and

management of the shows and participate in

the profits. which proposal. however, was

set at naught by the show promoters, who

leased and thereby tied up all the available

halls in Cincinnati and Chicago where the

shows had been held in alternate years.

Several of the larger makers, including

Anderson. remained aloof, however, and

by notifying dealers everywhere that they

would not exhibit they at least partly ac

complished their purpose, and in due course

the show promoters cried "enough" and

quit.

Before they did so, however, the car

riage makers took a stand against the dis—

play of accessories and had them barred

from all shows of finished vehicles, and

“this is precisely what should be done to

day if automobile shows are to continue.”

says Mr. Anderson in amplifying his be

liefs. "No automobile accessory man should

be permitted to show his wares among the

finished automobiles. Let them hold their

show collectively in some other building.

They are now occupying much of the best

exhibit space, and on account of that have

forced the New York people to divide their

show and hire an extra hall, and hundreds

of people take in the one show and do not

go to the other. If the members of the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers are unsuccessful in stopping these

shows, they certainly should be successful

in making it an exhibition for finished vehi

cles only.

“The principle underlying automobile

shows is wrong. Such a proposition was

never heard of until the automobile came on

the market. I consider it a crime to waste

money in such a manner, and it is that very

same thing that disgusts people. The aver~

age business man in other lines reasons this

thing out and he says to himself (and

justly so): ‘Are these men cray? Is this

business run by men of sane business

minds? \Vhat other business could be run

along the same lines—pay to enter to buy

something?’ He naturally asks himself who

is paying for this.

“It is true there is an entrance fee to the

automobile show, but there was not to the

carriage show, but the larger part of the ex

pense is borne by the exhibitors and we

all well know how to locate this expense.

It is not newspaper advertising alone, but

hotels, railroads and the extraordinary en

tertainments permitted, extra expense on

exhibition cars, and the per square foot paid

the promoters, running into thousands and

thousands of dollars. Where does this land?

In your overhead and mine, and the public

getting wise.

“I question very seriously whether your

efforts or mine would have such an influence

as to put an end to these shows. but I am

willing to co-operate in any way to bring

about either no shows at all or what I

might term ‘sane’ shows. Have them put on

economically and at the lowest cost pos

sible for exhibitors. I am of the opinion.

if we must have a show, that not more than

one should be held each year, and that at

some central point in the Middle West. N0

place, of course, looks so good to me 35

Detroit, held at such a time of the year 35

people can find comfort in traveling. I

would suggest the months of September or

October~—finished cars to be in one deplm'

ment by themselves and the accessories

shown by themselves."

 

Goodrich Acquires a Canadian Site.

The BF. Goodrich Co., of Akron, Ohio

ls Planning the establishment of a tire fac:

tory in Canada. The necessary site. 1/

acres. already has been acquired in St.

Catherines. Ont.
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KEROSENE FOR TWO-CYCLE MOTORS.

If the use of kerosene as fuel for motor propulsion ever

does become general, as often has been predicted, it will

mean a slight loss of prestige for the two-cycle motor, now

chiefly confined to commercial vehicles.

The main idea advanced by its adherents in sup—

port of the two-cycle principle for vehicle propulsion, is

its simplicity. which not only means the elimination of

valves but of the usual lubricating system as well, for it

has been fully proven that the simplest means of lubricating

the two—cycle motor is to combine the lubricant in correct

PT0p0rtions with the fuel, whence it passes through the

carburetter jet, and being so much less volatile than the

gasolene, is precipitated for the greater part in the motor

base. The fuel, if it be gasolene, has little or no effect in

“cutting” the lubricant or destroying its properties which

fit it for the work in hand, for it evaporates, or is readily

taken up in the mixture.

With kerosene as fuel, however, such is not the case.

Heat is necessary to effect vaporization of this fuel and

heat also is effective in causing the vaporization of part

Of the lubricant, so that it is readily apparent that part at

least never comes in contact with the surfaces to be pro

tected. Admitted into the comparatively cold base. the

ml-‘ftllre is precipitated as a whole and does not separate,

as is the case with the gasolene and oil; thus are the lubri

Calmg qualities'of the oil nullified by the lighter kerosene.

From which it appears that at least one complication in the

shape of a lubricating system which is distinct from the

fuel system, must be added if two—cycle practice is to con

tinue with kerosene as fuel.

 

TAXATION THAT SUGGESTS EXTERMINATION.

If New York City was not so thoroughly debt-ridden it

would not be so easy to understand Borough President

McAneny’s proposal that the city emulate the State in

piling taxation on motor vehicles. Mr. McAneny is not a

“hack politician” and because of the fact. the city's prodig~

ions and growing debt may truly worry him. His proposal

therefore probably springs from sincere motives. but if Mr.

McAneny has fully realized all of the probable effects of

his effort to raise more money. there is no evidence of it.

An analysis of the proposed scale of license fees indi

cates that the effect of such a measure, if passed. will be to

legislate heavy vehicles out of existence, so far as New

York City is concerned. A comparatively light machine.

weighing 3.500 or 4.000 pounds. will carry something like

1,000 pounds on each rear wheel, and therefore will come

within the class paying a tax 0g $50 annually. Many pleas

ure cars and most of the light delivery cars will come under

this rating. A 5-ton truck carrying, loaded. 6.000 pounds

on each rear wheel, is taxed $75 a year, and from this point

upward the rate increases so rapidly that a IO—tou truck.

the rear wheels of which will carry close to 10.000 pounds

each. stands to cost its owner the huge sum of $1.000. to

say nothing of the State tax and a possible further tax on

width.

\Vhen men like Borough President McAneny stand

sponsor for such movements, tax—ridden automobilists well

may ask. What next?

IS AN ACCESSORY SHOW POSSIBLE?

Although the show situation has been settled for at

least another twelvemonth, the radical opinions on the

subject expressed by Mr. \V. C. Anderson, president of

the Anderson Electric Car Co., which are reproduced in

another column, cannot fail to attract attention.

His belief that cars and acceSsories should be exhibited

separately will, perhaps. provoke greatest diversity of opin

ion. in which the question. Can an accessory show stand

alone? will be paramount.

It was given point this week by an accessory exhibitor

who stated that the Boston show netted him more real

profit than his exhibits at either New York or Chicago. He

attributes it to the fact that the Boston show falls on the

eve of the outdoor season and at a time when dealers are

most inclined to stock up.

While there is no doubt that the assertion of this par

ticular exhibitor will be disputed. the point. taken in

connection with Mr. Anderson’s belief that cars and acces—

sories should be displayed separately, is whether an acces—

sory show in a more central point than Boston. and not

held in mid-winter but on the threshold of spring, would

not bring more than the indirect results which now are too

generally the rule, assuming, of course, that an accessorv
show of any sort is desirable or possible. i

It is a thought which the accessory manufacturers them

selves well may turn over in their minds.
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Fees of Almost Unlimited Amounts

Suggested for Local Licenses—

Vehicles of All Kinds Included

in Proposed Measure.

Not content with seeing the State “pile

on the agony” and expense. New York City,

or, at any rate, Borough President George

McAneny, is seeking to add to the agony by

having the municipality itself draw more

blood and money from owners of motor

vehicles, particularly, and incidentally—and

more equitably—from the owners of all

other vehicles. -

McAneny would institute special city li

censes costing from $1 to $2 for light

cars and practically legislating heavy trucks

out of existence; he has drafted an ordi

nance with that end in view, and while it is

cold comfort to the burdened car or truck

owner. it is an interesting example of the

extension of a principle that the ordinance

goes further and embraces in its scope

everything that goes on wheels. The meas

ure sets forth that “no vehicle shall be al

lowed to use or pass over the pavements of

any streets of the City of New York after

the passage of this ordinance without a

license from the bureau of licenses of said

city.” W'hieh, apparently, would also tend

to increase the burdens of those who propel

push-carts. wheelbarrows, baby-carriages

and other "vehicles."

Even more startling is the proposition to

exact license fees of large, not to say dis

concerting, proportions from both horse

and motor vehicles, such fees to range

from $75 to $1,000 per vehicle, according to

the load carried and the tire width. The

reason given in all cases is that the pave

ments are rapidly deteriorated by heavy

loads, and that the vehicle owners ought to

go down into their respective jeans for the

wherewithal to pay the piper.

In the proposed ordinance cognizance is

taken of the capacity of narrow tires, heav

ily loaded. for damaging asphalt pavements

in the setting of a maximum limit of 1.000

pounds load per inch of tire width. except

in special cases where exceptionally heavy

loads must be transported. when individual

trip permits will be issued. It goes with

out saying that there will be well-propor

tioned special rates for these special per

mits.

It is proposed that the scale of wheel

weight fees shall range from $1 per year

for a load of 750 pounds per wheel to $50

for 1,000 pounds per wheel. For weights in

excess of 1,000 pounds per wheel the sug

gested scale of fees is as follows:

6,000 to 6,500 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $75

6,500 to 7,000 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 110

7,000 to 7,500 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 150

7.500 to 8,000 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 200

8,000 to 8,500 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 300

8.500 to 9,000 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 500

9,000 to 9,500 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 750

9,500 to 10,000 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.000

For loads in excess of 10,000 pounds per

wheel the rates are to jump $500 for each

1,000 pounds or portion thereof, so that a

vehicle carrying 11,100 pounds per wheel

would net the city the modest sum of $2.000

per year.

Ingenuity has gone even further, however.

Heretofore no one has thought of taxing a

vehicle for its width; but that is just what

is proposed by McAneny's ordinance, which

lays down a scale of fees for width, varying

from $1 for a width of from 6.6 feet to 7

feet, to $25 for a width of from 8.6 to 9.6

feet.

It has been pointed out that the imposi

tion of a special city tax would be in con

flict with subdivision 7, section 282 of the

State law, which states, with reference to

the State tax: "These fees are in lieu of all

other taxes, general or local."

Horseless Age Salary Suits Settled.

just as they were about to come to trial

last week in the Supreme Court for New

York County, the suits of Samuel B. Ste

vens and John Lurie against the Horseless

Age Co., of New York, were amicably set

tled. Stevens and Lurie, who were stock

holders in the company, brought suit to re

cover money which they claimed Frederick

J. W'agner, Charles B. Ames and T. B. Van

Alstyne, as officers of the company, had

voted and paid to themselves in the form

of excessive salaries. Stevens and Lurie

were two of four automobile tradesmen who

were credited with being the financial “gods

fathers" of the Horseless Age otficials and

who made their ownership possible, and

had it come to trial the action therefore

would have exposed the sharp and broken

ends of a one-time unusually friendly re

lationship. According to the terms of set

tlement, Ames and Van Alstyne will pur

chase the minority stock on time payments

and have agreed to certain limitations as to

their salaries. Wagner retired from the

Horseless Age Co. about a year ago.

Cafie's Long-Fought Suit Settled.

Just at the time when it appeared as if

the stock-selling suit of Michael P. Caffe

against the Newark (N. 1.) Automobile

Mfg. Co., now bankrupt, would be threshed

out in the New York City Court this week,

the defendant and the plaintifir consented to

a judgment for $875, which is about 15 per

cent. of the $5,775 which Cat'fe asked. He

sued as assignee of L. R. Bonta and Charles

Hallock. who claimed that while they were
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March 3-15, Des Moines, Ia.—Des Moines

Automobile Dealers' Association's fourth

annual show in the Coliseum.- First week

pleasure cars; second week trucks.

March 8-15, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers' Association's annual show

in Mechanics' Hall. Pleasure cars only.

March 10-15, Dallas, Tex.—Annual show

of the Dallas Automobile Dealers' Associa

tion in the Fair Grounds Coliseum.

March 12-15, Peoria, Ill.—Peoria Auto

mobile Dealers' Association's annual show

in the Coliseum.

March 15, San Antonio, Tex.—Start of the

second annual endurance run under the

auspices of the San Antonio Light.

March 17-22, Norfolk, Va.-—Norfolk Au

tomobile Trade Association’s second annual

show in the State Armory.

March 19-22, Springfield, Ill—Springfield

Commercial Association's show in the

Armory.

March 19-26. Boston, Mass—Boston

Commercial Vehicle Association's annual

show in Mechanics' Hall.

March 24-29, Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

apolis Automobile Trade Association's

show.

March 24-29, Watertown, N. Y.—~Annual

show of the Watertown Automobile Deal

ers’ Association in the State Armory.

March 29-April 5, St. John, N. B.-—-New

Brunswick Automobile Trade Association's

show in Queen's Rink.

April 1-6, San Francisco, Cal—San Fran

cisco Automobile Dealers' Association's

motor truck show.

April 5-12, Pittsburgh, Pa.~Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers' Association's seventh

annual show in the East Liberty Market

building.

May 5, \Vashington, D. C.—Start of the

reliability-economy run for commercial

vehicles under the auspices of the Washing

ton Post.

July 1, Indianapolis, Ind.—~Start of the

Indiana Automobile Manufacturers’ Asso

ciation’s cross continental tour to Los Afl

geles, Cal.

under contract to sell stock in the compan-v

the concern itself disposed of $39,500 worth

of stock and that they therefore were en

titled to a commission on this amount. The

case was tried, appealed, reversed and W35

about to be retried when settled.
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COMPLETE AUTOMOBILE lS

PART OF DYER’S PATENTS

That He Is Inventor of Transmission

Only a Wrong Impression of Long

Standing—Grants Cover Many

Modern Cars.

That the Automobile Board of Trade,

which is soon to join the National Asso

ciation of Automobile Manufacturers in the

new and greater Automobile Chamber of

Commerce, has acquired rights under the

Leonard H. Dyer patents is well known in

the automobile trade. and when the name

Dyer is mentioned tradesmen almost with

\
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Dyer, whose patents are held by the En

terprize Automobile Co., was the originator

of seven, of which five are of early date and

cover transmissions, change gear gate and a

completed car, but those which are regarded

as vital to-day are No. 885,986, for a trans

mission, issued April 28, 1908, and No. 921,

963, issued May 18, 1909v and covering an

entire car. As their legal life is seventeen

years, the first does not expire until April

28, 1925, and the automobile grant not until

May 18, l926. 12 and 13 years from now.

which means much to both Dyer and the

trade. The application for the automobile

patent remained pending for nine years.

having been filed February 3, 1900. and re

newed September 22, 1908. while the trans

mission patent was applied for January 22.

 

THE CAR DEPlC'l‘ED IN DYER'S AUTOMOBILE PATENT.

out exception are quick to say, “Oh. yes!

the

tradesman makes that remark he, in the

street lad’s vocabulary, “has said some

thing," but the tradesman doubtless will be

somewhat surprised when told that he “has

not said enough," for Dycr's patents, which

(WY about three years ago attained real

Prominence, not only cover the transmission

used in most cars to-day but also include

within their claims practically every entire

WhenDyer transmission patents."

car that is manufactured at the present

time—not a part of a. car, but a whole au

tomobilc.

Dyer himself remarked the fact to 3 M0

tor World man only a few days ago

Just how the popular misconcCIJtion that

the patents apply only to a transmission

arose is a matter of dispute, but those who

claim to know state that when the patents

first loomed up in the courts a trade paper

Writer mistook the transmission element

for the vital part of the patent on the auto

mobile and furnished a false lead which has

been followed ever since.

1906; thus, it is seen, the whole transaction

regarding the transmission came between

the dates when the automobile patent was

applied for and was granted.

Whether Dyer had accurate foreknowl

edge of the trend of events in the industry

or whether he just happened to take out

patent No. 921,963 because he thought it

looked good to him is immaterial, but suf

fice to say, at a time when designers were

putting motors under the seat and over the

hack axle and had not settled down to

Dyer’s idea he patented a combination of

a motor in front under a hood, and then

the successive elements in the power chain

to the rear axle, including the chassis frame,

springs and other now essential parts.

Introductorin the patent specifications

state, “My present invention relates to au

tomobile vehicles wherein an engine of the

explosive or internal combustion type is

used. The objects of my invention consist

in improvements in the frame of the vehicle.

in the driving gear therefor and in the speed

changing and reversing mechanism."

Thereafter it is stated that the grant is

to cover “direct driving connections be

tween the motor and differential with such

reduction as is necessary, owing to the rela

tively different speeds of such parts," and

the "reduction" is covered by the trans

mission which is described in No. 885,986,

the transmission patent]

Preferably the motor is located at the for~

ward end of a steel frame under a hood

and on a sub-frame and the power chain.

consisting of transmission, friction clutch

and the necessary shriIts, terminates. of

course. in a differential which may be lo

cated upon the rear axle or may be located

upon a jackshaft, as is the case with chain~

driven cars; it is also specified that univer

'l

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

PLAN VIEW OF DYER CHASSIS

sal, 0r knuckle, joints shall be used if neces

sary to allow oscillation of the frame with

out interference with the transmission of

power. The patent states that the trans

mission, which is of the selective sliding

type, is covered in patent No. 885,986.

Other things included in the combination

are: Driving and steering wheels, the ar

rangement of the driving shaft longitudi

nally between the wheels, either midway

between the wheels or not midway, a dif

ferential, and a reversing gear.

As is apparent, the claims read very much

like a. general description of almost any

up-to-date car, and whether the use of a

friction drive or a planetary transmission

would relieve a manufacturer from a clash

with the claims as a whole is a matter which

has not been adjudicated; also the patent

prefers a forwardly located motor which in

dicates an exemption from infringement, to

an extent. at least, of cars otherwise con

structed.
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UNSEEN PROFlTS 0F GARAGES

The Big Field of Extra Profits Which So

Often Is Neglected—Striking Illustra

tion of Trade Which Was

Turned Away.

The man who drives a car just natur

ally thinks that the garage or store in which

he bought the car is the place to buy the

supplies he wants, and it takes the new car

owner some time to be educated to the fact

that while the average dealer sells gasolene

and oil he overlooks entirely the opportu

nity to cash in on the necessary accessories.

A certain motorist in Cleveland wanted

new batteries. He went to the place where

he bought his car. He was going to stop

there anyway for his gasolene, so why not

get the new dry cells at the same time?

Happy thought! So he stopped on his way

home and, while his tank was being filled,

asked for some new dry cells.

Garage the Natural Accessory Store.

“\Ne don't keep them for sale." said the

man who waited on him. "You will have to

get those down town at such-and~such a

place."

Disappointment No. 1. Query: \Vhy

didn’t the dealer have them? No answer.

Two weeks later, on a Saturday night,

he wanted his car washed and polished for

Sunday. Getting to the garage at 10 P. M.,

he found that One man was sick and there

were so many cars in hand that it would

be out of the question to promise him his

car before noon on Sunday. Too late.

Happy thought: \Vhy not buy some metal

polish and wash the car at home early Sun

day morning? Whereupon he asked the

garage man for a gallon of metal polish, but

“Vi'e don’t keep it for sale. sir; just have

it in bulk for our own use. I could let ye

have a little in a bottle, sir."

Disappointment No. 2. Confidence in

garage facilities gradually weakening.
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Sunday morning, after his hard work, the

owner planned a run into the country to

visit relatives some 28 miles distant. He

knew the county had been repairing roads

and he was rather afraid of the outcome

should one of the sharp stones come in con

tact with a weak casing on his right front

wheel. Happy thought! \\'ill stop at the

garage and get a blow-out patch and an in

side patch, in case of accident.

Loses Profit and Disappoints Owner.

Family all ready. Into the car everybody

climbed. just one thing to do before driv~

ing into the country. Stop at the garage for

gasolene fill-up and some extra oil and—

oh, yes! the blow-out patches.

Five minutes later the garage man was

explaining that they didn’t have blow-out

patches; you would have to go to some

tire dealer, etc.

Disappointment No. 3. Confidence turned

to disgust.

Ample Stock Would Cost But Little.

Here was business that would pay a profit

being turned away for no reason except that

the garage man did not see the countless

daily opportunities for making money. Did

not realize that the sale of each car was

creating a business for him that he had only

to take care of to hold. Why not meet the

demand? The price of a single car would

enable most dealers to carry a stock of

supplies sufiicient for ordinary needs. And

is there any objection to keeping customers

and making all possible profit on them.

.3

“GREEN” SALESMAN’S SYSTEM OF

SEEKING PROSPECTS.

One of the simplest and most direct

methods of getting in touch with prospects

was originated by a green salesman. He

had made good in other lines, but when it

came to selling machines he did not know

exactly where to start. He thought the

matter over for some time and then made
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a hurried visit to the printer's. where he

had a thousand cards struck ofi bearing

the name and address of his firm.

Armed with these, he went downtown to

the business section, and whenever he saw

a car of the make he was selling waiting at

the curb he stuck around till the owner ap

peared. His first question was “Is your car

giving satisfactory service?" If not. this

question was followed by an invitation to

bring the car up to the service station and

have it looked over. Almost every one

admitted he was satisfied. At the conclu

sion of the conversation each time the

salesman asked the motorist if he would

kindly give him the names of any friends

who might be interested in the purchase of

a similar car. It was surprising how many

names were secured in this way, and it was

further interesting to note also that the

business cards he handed out to each man

interviewed kept turning up at the sales

room with amazing frequency.

The car represented sold for considerably

less than $1,000, and yet this new salesman's

commissions after a month or two of this

kind of Work ran from $350 to $400 a month.

a!

PRICE CARDS FOR THE SALESROOM.

A neatly lettered price card on the run

ning board of a car, or leaning "gracefully"

against the wheels where itdoes not inter

fere with the flowing lines of the body, is a

good investment for any salesmom.

Price is not the whole thing; indeed. in

the minds of many salesmen it is the matter

of least importance; nevertheless. peoplt‘

are interested in price. and when goofi

values are apparent it is strictly good bust

ness to indicate the price of the car.

But a word of caution is necessary: Do

not let the sign writer work off those

fancy, high-colored, “instalment house"

efiects on you. Stick to plain black letterng

on a white background. If you must have

a second color use red. orange or a dark

green.

I:Ulltlllllh
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“TEAMWORK” lN SALESROOM

Dealer Who Believes in “Get Together"

Methods and Results He Achieves

Salesmen Like Commendation as

Well as Compensation.

An automobile dealer who has been re

markably successful in building an efficient

organization—and also in keeping it intact

—always makes a point of having his sales

men meet any prominent factory officials

who come to call on him. Instead of al

lowing the factory man to take him out to

lunch he makes a point of inviting him to

lunch with himself and his men. This has

two distinct effects. It makes the salesmen

feel that the "family" idea which is talked

about is real; and it gives the salesmen an

opportunity for getting further first-hand

information of the sort that helps to con

summate sales.

Monthly Dinner Fruitful of Ideas.

This dealer believes that one of the prime

requisites for a successful organization is

‘0 “get together." Once a month, at least,

he and his men gather round the board at

some good hotel or restaurant and spend

the evening in earnest business talk that is

invariably fruitful of new ideas. An effort

is made to get exchange of experiences that

have come up during the past month and the

successful methods employed by one sales—

man in handling a difficult case are thus

CaPitalized by his associates while the sales

man is moved to greater effort.

Commendation Appreciated by Employcs

When one of his men consummates a

good sale this dealer is the first that makes

the salesman eager to put over another. In

a w0rd. this dealer recognizes that salesmen

are just like other men. keen for the money,

Of course, but wonderfully appreciative of

an encouraging word and amazingly loyal

to a man who gives them a square deal. In
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the business of selling automobiles as in

the business of baseball, team-work counts.

8

ONE DEALER’S WAY or HANDLING

PAINTING JOBS.

One dealer in a \Vestern city who has no

facilities for painting and refinishing cars

manages nevertheless to earn a tidy sum

of money each season on this work. He has

a commission arrangement with a local car

riage painter and personally guarantees the

quality of each piece of work. Those who

have purchased cars from him and found

him square and trustworthy in other mat

ters naturally prefer to do business with

him rather than rely on an entire stranger.

Thus he has developed quite a business

without an investment of any sort.

One point in which his work has made a

hit with his patrons is the fact that he will

not accept a job that is-not perfect. Paint

covered over the greasy running gear never

gets past him, and he is onto all the tricks

of the lazy, careless painter who trusts en~

tirely to having the general effect please

the customer. It means better service for

each man who gives him a job.

Enforcing High-Class Workmanship.

In the course of several years' experience

this dealer had noticed that the average

painter rarely pays attention to the brass

work on the car but lets it go out of his

shop spotted and dirty; thus the car looked

new all but the brasses. He invested in a

small electric bufiing wheel, and before the

car gets to his customers it looks new all

over. He even polishes the insides of the

lamps. It costs a few dollars extra to have

this dealer handle a painting job, but the

real service he gives makes it easy for him

to get the money.

$2

SUGGESTED BY ACCESSORY SALES.

Nearly everybody seems to be reaching

out after the automobile trade. Pretty good

  

evidence that most everybody considers the

automobile trade worth having, is it not?

Department stores are selling accessories,

hardware stores are selling spark plugs,

wrenches. oil cans, oils and whatever else

they can market. This business properly

belongs to the automobile dealer. but he

will never get it or control it until he really

wants it and is willing to expend energy to

serve the class whose wants seemed to have

appealed to men of other trades while it

has not appealed to him.

,4

TIRE TROUBLE DISCLOSES LACK

OF MERCHANDISING SPIRIT.

A cold winter's night; seven punctures in

a four and a half mile drive; not a tire or

accessory store open; not a garage within

two miles that carried tires in stock; three

garages visited and three ’phoned to; the

six-th one had the much wanted tire. Such is

-a story of a recent experience in a typical

\\'estern city.

Garage Motorist’s Only Night Haven.

After six o’clock at night the only place

the motorist can look to for any help is the

garage. There. at least. someone is on the

job: but. as it appears from the story, many

dealers are sadly lacking in the “merchan

dising spirit" and do not carry in stock

those things which are needed by each and

every car owner and which to be sold need

only be carried.

Change in Dealer-Garageman Necessary.

There will be a startling change in this

respect very long. Dealer~ will

awaken to the fact that “profits are profits"

and that “it pays to sell as many things as

possible to your automobile customers."

Many feel that this business rightfully be

longs to them, but—unless a stock is car

ried and pushed so that car owners are

brought to realize the dealer's claims, there

is little chance of making money in a big

way.

before
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USED CAR THAT FORMED

BASIS OF A LOCOMOTIVE

Provided With Substantial Frame and

“Regulation” Wheels, It Is Util

ized in Paper Factory—Drive

System Unique.

That a great many motor cars of vintage

more or less remote and which, because of

that fact, have become too uncertain in

their functioning or, what is equally con

demning. too noisy in it for use as motor

cars, finally are shipped to rural districts

and are disassembled and the component

parts used for a variety of different pur

poses, there seems to be no doubt. Prob

as a sort of sub-frame and rigidly

mounted by means of angle braces to a very

heavy main frame which was built up of

six-inch channel iron girders riveted to

gether and braced at the corners by means

of web plates,‘to the elimination of weav

ing. The axle journals, which quite nat

urally are of the railroad type, are sup

ported upon a pair of sills placed under the

side members of the frame. The wheels

are 20 inches in diameter and are forced in

place on the two~inch axles by means of

a hydraulic press in the orthodox manner of

mounting car wheels.

Naturally the shortening of the wheel

basc necessitated an alteration in the final

drive arrangement, and power now is trans

mitted to a countershaft, bevel wheel driven

from the shortened propellor shaft and

was
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ably that is the end of nearly all that are

not so warped out of shape by fire or

smashed up in accidents to make them ab

solutely unfit for anything save sale as

junk, but that there are a few which escape

the "chores" of the farm is attested by the

accompanying illustration, which is of an

industrial locomotive improvised from a

model 17 Buick, which is giving a good ac—

count of itself in the service of the A. P. \V.

Paper Co., of Albany, N. Y.

The original frame of the car was

"clipped" off. so to speak, immediately be

hind the front seat and at the front so that

the side members were flush with the front

of the motor hood.

were riveted in place, so that the motor and

transmission elements were not disturbed

in their relation to that portion of the frame

that was preserved. This frame then served

New cross-members
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YORK PAPER COMPANY'S CONVERTED BUICK “LOCOMOTIVE”

thence to the rear axle by means of a pair

of chains of the silent type; of course, the

differential mechanism has been eliminated,

for it is obvious that its use would be super

fluous when the rear wheels and axle are

integral. It is quite readily apparent that

the effect of replacing the regulation artil

lery wheels with the car wheels of so much

smaller diameter is the same as if the gear

ratio were lowered. so that when the gears

are meshed to give the highest ratio—direct

drive through the gearset—the motor is

quite capable of starting the locomotive

without undue laboring and without injury

to the clutch. Naturally, when the trailer

which is formed as part of the locomotive,

as is clearly shown in the photograph, is

heavily loaded with paper stock, or when

the locomotive is hauling a train, starting

is accomplished in the orthodox manner

with the usual gear shifting. One very curi

ous feature of the drive mechanism is the

fact that the counter shaft can be shifted

slightly in the direction of its axis, so that

either one of two bevel gears which are

mounted on it is brought into engagement

with the bevel pinion on the end of the

foreshortened propellor shaft; thus the mo

tion of the countershaft is reversed and the

three speeds provided in the gearset and

originally intended for forward motion

only, become effective in either direction.

The gearsct reverse is eliminated.

One more or less unusual departure was

the removal of the radiator and the substi

tution of a sheet metal Water container of

large capacity. The reason for the change,

however, is quite clear, since the locomotive

operates in parts of the plant where a con

siderable quantity of dust floats continually

on the air and, were the motor not fully

enclosed. it would be littered beyond rec~

ognition after a few hours of service, even

if the fan which functions to draw the air

through the radiator were disconnected.

Naturally, with the fan disconnected the

radiator is but little better than the tank

as a water cooler, since the speed of the

loeomotive is not sufficiently great to cause

a large amount of draught through the

radiator even when it is going forward, and

it must be remembered that it operates in

the other direction quite as much as ahead.

\"ery much of the “locomotive effect"

which is disclosed by a glance at the photo

graph is imparted by the genuine “cow

catclier" or pilot which attaches to the

front cross-member of the frame and serves

to prevent persons of parts from falling

under the wheels. The headlight, too,

makes for a businesslike appearance.

Seattle Defines Adequate Warning Signal.

Seattle, \Vash., finally has come to its

senses. Some time since, that city passed

an ordinance specifically prohibiting the

use of Klaxon horns except on motor vehi

cles used by the fire and police departments

and. despite its manifest discrimination.

the ordinance was literally interpreted.

drivers of automobiles having been stopped

by the police to prove that they were not

using Klaxon horns, all others being eX

empt- Seattle, however, has realized the

absurdity of its ways and has enacted a

new law requiring only a “bell, gong! horn

or other signal device capable of producing

an abrupt sound sufficiently loud to be heard

above the noise of trafiic." It is unusual

however, in that it also provides that eX‘

cept on public vehicles it shall be unlawful

to sound such signal devices “more than

three sharp, abrupt blasts in succession a5

a warning in any one emergencyv 0" to

sound such signal device at all except as a

warning of danger."
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BRANCH MANAGERS COME UNDER DISCUSSION
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In. Reilly and the, Sales Manager Pay a Visit to One of Them and an Inter

iflll I o 0

full; change of Opinions Results—Good Salesman Not Necessarily

3‘21“: a Good Manager, Maintains the Factory Man.
I. It

and iii _ "~“—' ’ 4*“—

ll Fm?“ “Hello. Jim!" greeted Reilly by long dis- new Grand Central Station for what seemed branch manager, and the Sales Manager

I mm tancc from his salesrooms some thirty miles like a goodly portion of a mile, they recog- also began an inspection, but of the mural

ll' from the factory which he represented. “Did nized the rumble of the Subway and started decorations and nothing in particular, as

9mm“! vou say you were going to New York to for the hotel colony about Times Square, he waited for some one to emerge from

“Mimi: look over your branch there?” first, of course' having to be yelled at by somewhere. Final‘y from a remote por

tommm: “Yes; next week," replied the Sales Man- a ticket chopper for going through the tion of the office someone did emerge, but

liltilmll- agu- through the telephone on his office wrong gate and without dropping in their it was not Bolton, the branch manager.

helmmm desk at the factory. tickets. When they had registered and had “Where’s Bolton?" asked the Sales Man—

wtht 1 or age“

litmm‘lmll \ i ._ \y “Not down yet," replied the stenographer.

out not it'll \ ~_\ “What time does he get down?” came the

16mm"? \ \\_ ix question, as the Sales Manager glanced at

ilitr‘lcfim _ p/‘ I the wall timepiece; it showed 9:40 o'clock.

to dim their A i' -_ F ’7 l “He ought to be in soon," apologized the

e diiwlmm "*“mm‘m't‘i'mmm‘ , 4""""‘ A ““““‘“"“‘ “1 youth. “\Non’t you wait?"

iswlm'llltill‘ “No; tell him I'll be back at ll o'clock."

I that \lltui‘ replied the Sales Manager, as he handed the

he speedofllt young man a card and walked out. And as

1y math the factory man and Reilly passed to the

glutiiroiigllik street the youth stared hard at the card

ringiomrifll and then at the retreating pair. \Vhen Bol

talllflllmmls ton came in at 10.20 o'clock he. too, took

,smuchlfi several perplexed looks at the card and at

icomoll" '5'“. the clock.

lllceilllliphw “Just what I was afraid of!" exclaimed the

.e genuiiK Sales Manager, as he and Reilly stepped

attitth *0 m outdoors again.

.fmmttlldrmi “What?” questioned Reilly. ‘

arts from “I didn’t tell you before we came why I

g headlight. “‘3 was coming.” explained the Sales Manager,

Warm-e. “but there has been something the matter

__ with the branch lately and I'm anxious to

_ w. find out where the trouble lies. I was afraid

has my“! 101‘ //% Bolton was the seat of the trouble and I

'thflcitypititi " // ’A believe I’m right."

{Whimsy THE YOUTH STARED HARD AT THE CARD AND THEN AT THE RETREATING PAIR "What'5 the matter With B°lt°nv and

:Pl 011mm"? what’s the matter with the branch?" was

policedepinntti‘ "Well. I've got to go down the day after been relieved of their baggage, breakfast the dealer’s query.

'.t-riminwil lo-morrow," answered Reill . Come down resolved itself into a debate which ended in _ _ _
isrtanjLimgrpftlti with inc—can’t you go thisy week just as Reilly agreeing to accompany the Sales Emmency LaCkmg m Facmry Branch

:vingbmgnpd- well as next weck?" Manager to the factory’s Broadway branch “It’slonly the old story of trouble we’ve

mfywtfli‘i' . _ _ with the understanding that the latter in- had with branches before," went on the

ha Hr: bring a Inspemon Tnp on "Rawrn Mommg' dividual was to go with Reilly on the lat- Sales Manager. “\Ve never had very good

'.'w'iin‘ti To this request the Sales Manager finally ter’s business expedition later in the day. luck with branches. Our dealers have been

dim”;an assented, which accounts for the presence Despite the “rawrness” of the morning very satisfactory, as a rule. but we never

"chlzgflglw of the factory man and his dealer, each rub- the inland inhabitants decided that to walk seemed to be able to pull the branches up

' [cofpmltfi bing his Sleepy eyes and Sitting on the edge was as expeditious as any other way of to the plane of efficiency we would like to

m dirbtirf Of a berth as their train sped along the getting to the desired section of “Automo- have them on.”

y'ioiti-m‘; HUdson above thc city on a morning bile Row,” so, with after-breakfast cigars “Why not?" demanded the dealer.

5- Heétbga someWhat cold and very “rawr”; a few agiow, they moved up Broadway, past the “Now you’ve said something!” asserted

pr?l,:uwgd miles up the river the morning had been offices of Motor \Vorld, and shortly entered the factory man. “Why not? That's what

it“',m2”t$ "raw," but now, according to the inter. a capacious showroom which bore the fac- I want to know, and it will be a wrinkle

"feimsyel‘ Prctation of the indigenous population, it tory name; the two having entered, Reilly preventive if I can answer the question.

In 2m l5 “'35 “mwr.” casually inspected the cars upon the floor. This is a typical case; Bolton was a ripping

mealtesgfir. After the two had followed signs in the waiting for the Sales Manager to see the salesman and did so well on the road that

It!
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we put him down here to handle the branch,

but for some reason results have been

lacking. It's exactly the same thing that

happened in our St. Louis branch, when we

put McVickar down there as manager; he

was a corking good salesman and is draw

ing good money for us now as a road man.

but he didn't last long as a road manager.

“\Vhat happened?" questioned Reilly.

Inability to Analyze the Business.

“To start with, the efficiency of the place

wasn't our idea of elficiency. It was bad

enough before, but then it got worse.‘ Mc

Vickar didn’t have the faculty of sitting

down and analyzing his business; he

couldn't see where he could improve things.

he didn't know how to manage either the

men or the business. He never told his

force how things should be done. and he

had no discipline whatever; he got into the

same habit Bolton has—that of thinking

that a manager of a branch, seeing that he

is paid a good salary for being manager.

doesn't have to get down somewhere near

beginning time in the morning and should

not concern himself with small things.

“Just as in this case, complaints began to

come to the office about the branch; our

owners said they weren’t getting the at

tention to which they were entitled. One

man said he had gone to the branch several

times and had stood around the floor for

minutes at a time before he could find any

one to ask him what he wanted. Vt’hcn he

did find someone, on one occasion, and it

was one of McVickar’s salesmen, the sales

man seemed sadly in ignorance about the

car he was selling. McVickar apparently

never had put any of his salesmen through

a catechism or seen to it that they knew the

car as well as their manager knew it. One

man told us confidentially that Mac himself

didn't seem to know what was going on in

his own business; that he expressed sur

prise when told of things that had happened

and even hadn’t heard of some goods that

had been pictured or described in most of

the automobile papers that are published.

“Who’s in St. Louis now?" questioned the

Sales Manager's listener.

Good Manager But Not a Salesman.

“\Ve've got a man there now who never

pretended to be much of a salesman," re

sponded the Sales Manager, “and I wouldn't

wonder but that he’ll make good. 1 don't

mean to say a salesman won’t make a good

branch manager, but the man in St. Louis

now is a manager and not so much of a

salesman; he can manage the place, he says,

and make it pay if we'll hire men to do the

actual selling. He says he doesn't want to

be a salesman, for he’s always held mana

gerial positions."

“\Nhy, I know lots of salesman who have

made red hot branch managers," interrupt

ed Reilly. “Do you mean to say a salesman

isn't a good manager?"

“No, no! Far from it!" exclaimed the

Sales Manager. “A good salesman has qual

ifications which ought to make him the best

of managers if he would only shake himself

up and decide that he’s really going to be

a manager. I think I can wake Bolton up;

it may be quite a task. but I believe it can

be done."

“For instance?"

Lofty Attitude Is Not Efiective.

“\Ycll. to open up with. he's got to be

made to see that he's got to get right down
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“DIDX’T YOU SEE THE SOFT TIRES ON

THAT CAR?" \VAS THE ANSWER

into the thick of the business and not imag

ine that dictating letters to the factory is

his chief mission in life. nor sit so high up

that he’s above all the details, and he's got

to be the punch and mainspring behind

every move that is made in his establish

ment," emphasized the factory man. “If he

isn’t going to be on hand when the branch

opens in the morning he ought to have

someone there to take proper care of any

one who may come in. He ought to make

every salesman on his staff know the car

thoroughly and be not only over-anxious to

please anyone who walks into the place but

competent to go out and seek prospects

with an intelligent tale. A manager not

only ought to know what to do and when

and how to do it. but more than all else

he must be able to tell the men under him

the how and the why of it and, having told

them. it is up to him to know why they fail

to do things when they don't do them and

to distinguish between explanations and

mere excuses. That’s the essence of ex

ecutive ability. A salesman may make a

good manager, but a manager doesn’t

necessarily need to be as good a salesman

as he is a manager; if a man is onto his

job and can put efficiency into an organiza

tion he can make the organization p05.

sess all the salesmanship that is required.

"Look there!” exclaimed the Sales Man

ager. as he pointed to a car in the window

of another factory branch which they were

passing. “I'll bet that branch, too, is far

from one hundred per cent. efficient."

Soft Tires as a Caliber Indicator.

“Why do you say so?" asked Reilly. who

stared long and hard at the front. window

signs. car and other details, but who could

not detect the clue which had prompted his

companion's assertion.

“Didn't you see the soft tires on that

car?" was the answer. "Do you know,

Reilly. if I were a proverb maker I would

‘Show me the tires on n salesroom

car and I’ll tell you how the salesroom is

managed.’ It’s both a little thing and a

mighty big thing; it isn’t a half-bad index

of the caliber of an automobile establish

ment and the way it_’s conducted.

“\Vhen I see Bolton I'm going to sit down

with him and ask him to hold the branch

up for his own inspection and ask him to see

if he can’t discover a few things that are

lacking; if I can get him on the hunt for

things that need remedying I’m positive he

will go the limit in that line, for he's a

thorough man when he once gets on the

right track. The principal trouble with

him, I imagine. is that he doesn’t know

where or how to begin."

say.

Advice and Chance Possible Solution.

"1 can't conceive of Bolton not making

good." commented Reilly; “he always ap

pealed to me as a man who would win out

almost anywhere if he had a fair show."

“That's the way I size him up, too." d6

clared the Sales Manager, “and I want to

give him every chance." i

For several minutes the two had been

standing beside the little park at the uP'

town end of Times Square. and a glance at

his watch told the Sales Manager he would

have just about time if he started then to

reach the branch for his 11 o’clock engagt'

ment. They crossed to the west side of the

street, which a delayed morning sun had

made a sort of springtime basking Place'

and the Sales Manager started uptown

“What are you going to do until I come

back?" he asked Reilly.

“Oh.” hesitatingly replied

“just stick around, I guess—watch the

styles and so forth." And as the Sales Man'

ager began his second trip toward "Auto

mobile Row" Reilly began an aimless bl"

enjoyable ramble in the sunshine where

. - lthe many-lined population of the chorus c0

eakfast.

the dealer,

ony was just emerging for M
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BOSTON MIXES BABYLON AND MOTOR CARS
 

And Does So in a Manner That Pleases the Eye and Compels Admiration

—Little That Is New Develops But the Picturesque

Settings Cause All Else to Be Forgotten.

 

 

MAIN AISLE IN EAHIBITION

If Sam Miles, who runs those automobile

shows in Chicago, can spare the time, he

ought to run up to Boston before the 22nd

of this month and seek out Chester Camp

bellv If he asks for it in the proper tone

of voice, Campbell undoubtedly will provide

him with a pass permitting him to enter

Mechanics’ Building, in which the Boston

show will be housed until that date, and the

show is worth the risking of even a Milesian

eye.

Chester Campbell runs the Boston show

for the Boston Automobile Dealers' Asso

ciation, and while Miles has given the world

some mighty spectacular show dressings

'cameell has done the same thing at very

much less expense. He did it last year, and

ii“ Year before, and the year before that,

and he has done it again this year. In fact.

this time he has simply exceeded himself,

which is why Miles should go to Boston. '

If he looks over the Babylonian garden

Which Campbell has hung or spread or

planted in Grand Hall, which is the “show

place" in Mcchanics' Building, Miles is

likl‘ly to blink at least one eye and to feel

a very delicate green sufiuse his counte

nance; and when the green gives way to red

he is as likely to call together his Chicago

artists and day-dreamers and order that

the 1914 show in Chicago be laid out under

Niagara Falls, or in the Grand Canyon of

Arizona, or both. For Campbell has

drawn not only from Egypt but from Ber—

muda for his “stage properties? and his

brother, E. \V. Campbell, who did the act

ual drawing, has made of it what the boy in

the street probably would describe as “a

vswell job." It is by far the most spectac

ular automobile show ever staged in the~

New England metropolis and, as always, it

is pleasing to look upon.

Still speaking of Grand Hall, which di

rectly adjoins Exhibition Hall—all under

the same roof—the show is set at the base

of the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, the

“hanging gardens” themselves being con‘

stituted by an immense painting which com

pletely conceals one end of the hall. Ter

race upon terrace of the "garden" stretch

upward into the distance, a suggestion of a

kineg palace and a waterfall. which was to

  

HALL LOOKING TOWARD THE ENTRANCE

have been wet but which isn’t, forming a

portion of the “garden” painting. At the

opposite end of the hall, and over the ele

vated stage, is another heroic Egyptian

painting, depicting the portals of Nebuchad

nezzar's palace. It is of Egyptian archi

tecture, of course, and if anyone doubts it,

the winged and bearded lions of the As~

syrian period, which guard the approach

to the palace, are there to prove it.

The roof of the “hall” is concealed by a

canopy of Egyptian tapestry, with open

work centers, from which are hung garlands

of flowers and strings of green and white

electric bulbs. Also pendant from the can

opy are 10 large floral chandeliers, the flow

ers—chiefly red and yellow—being illu

minated from within. Likewise hanging di

rectly from the canopy are cross—sections of

painted foliage. The balcony fronts are hid

dcn with foliage in which, at regular inter

vals, are panels of bearded lions and other

Egyptian characters, with here and there a

plaster cast of an Egyptian mummy.

On the Floor, where the cars are staged,

10 giant palm trees uprear themselves.
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There are smaller palms on the gallery and,

take it from Mr. Campbell, they were im

ported directly from Bermuda especially

for the occasion. Mr. Miles, it will be re

called, once imported genuine English wal

nut trees from Kankakee, 111., for a show

which he held in Chicago. But Campbell has

“put it all over" Miles in at least one other

respect. He has not only painted a won

derful waterfall in the Babylonian garden

but actually has“ fashioned eight other

waterfalls which extend almost from the

roof to the main floor, where gilded foun

tains have been placed to catch the water

which rarely flowed. There are four on each

side of the hall and, truth to tell, they sug

gest toboggan slides as much as anything

else. Advance notices stated that the water

would “tumble down from the second bal

cony level over illuminated plate glass into

fountains at the floor level." The glass is

there—a bluish glass illuminated from

underneath—but if ever the water “tumbled”

no one saw it. On several occasions it

dripped downward, and then it ceased to

flow at all.

“Exotic Magnificence" Exemplified.

On the main floor, where the waterless

fountains are located, the exhibitors’ spaces

are marked by corner posts or "turrets" of

Egyptian architecture, the name of the ex

hibitor being illuminated from within. From

the top of each "turret" sprout smaller

palm trees, and with the life-size palms

which grow from the floor and from the

gallery, the foliage is impressively heavy.

In fact, viewed from either end of the hall,

the scene is truly imposing. The big paint

ings blend well with the other decorative

effects and the picture is complete. Green

and yellow are the prevailing tints, the

burned brick of Nebuchadnezzar's time be

ing carried, of course, into the paintings and

into the “turrets,” while the gallery rail

and the walls of the hall are of similar hue,

trimmed with green.

“Passing from the exotic magnificence of

Grand Hall." to quote official language, and

into Exhibition Hall the show-goer finds

himself in what is officially described as “A

garden of a century ago," when it appears

that not merely white picket fences consti

tuted “garden walls," but when it was the

fashion to mark each corner of the garden

by white colonial posts connected by light

arched trellises.

Exhibition Hall, an immense triangular

room with bare posts and equally bare gird

ers, is not easily embellished, but each year

the deft hands of the Campbells have

dressed the nakedness in inspiring fashion.

On this occasion, each post is made to rep

resent the trunk of an apple tree. while the

girders are hid, or half hid, by painted foli

age which stretches out over the aisles and
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forms an umhrageons canopy for the exhi

bition spaces.

What They Did to the Basement.

The lower half of the walls is covered

with painted landscapes which overlook

white picket fences, to which fences, as is

the case with the fences which separate the

individual exhibits, are tacked sprays of

hollyhocks and other old-fashioned flowers

which are supposed to be nodding their

heads over the pickets. Vines creep over

the arched trellises and over the three per

golas which distinguish the main aisle, the

monotony of the green being softened By

strings of electric bulbs. It is a simple and

comparatively inexpensive dressing, but

somehow or other it is so deftly carried out

that no description of it can do it more than

scant justice.

The same skilled hands and artistic eye

also have accomplished wonders in the

basement, where tires and accessories and

other things mingle. There the posts are

covered with alabaster cardboard of a bluish

tint, while the rafters are hung with blue

and with red and white bunting and a pro

fusion of red and white and green bulbs.

Nothing could be simpler, and yet the effect

obtained is more than passing pleasing to

the eye.

The Bubble Blower of Boston.

It is in the basement where, as stated,

cars and accessories and other things min

gle; it is there that the machinery and

machine tools—always a feature of Boston

shows—are found in motion. It is there

that the vendors of red lemonade and grape

juice, and fountain pens, and magnifying

glasses, and souvenirs, without which no

Boston show is complete, also are located,

and John Quincy Adams, with his diction

aries, is among those present, as usual, and,

write it not in Babylonian hieroglyphics,

there was at least one newcomer in the

basement. He had a patented bubble blower

for sale and, fat and apparently good

natured, he blew bubbles for the edification

of young and old alike. There are those

who maintain that it is not such a far cry

from bubble-blowing to certain phases of

the automobile industry, and possibly bub

ble blowers have as much place in an auto

mobile show as automobiles have a place in

the "garden" of a long defunct. and extinct

and otherwise dead Egyptian king. Whether

the Boston bubble-blower will find his ex

hibit profitable is of minor moment. He was

there Saturday evening last when the show

opened, and he probably will be there until

Saturday next. when the doors close for

three days in order that pleasure cars may

be moved out and trucks moved in. They

perform no Sunday work in Bosting.

If the cars that are exhibited could speak
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right out and voice their innermost feel

ings after the manner of some of Kipling's

inanimate heroes, it is altogether likely that

a few of them would boast of the mileage to

their credit—made in box cars—and some

of them might protest at the very nearly

ceaseless round of show-going that started

with the New York exhibition and has con

tinued right up to date. Also, they might

boast of the number of pairs of curious

eyes that have gazed at them and the num

ber of equally curious fingers that have

prodded their yielding upholstery. At least

one of the cars on view, a luxurious Loco

mobile limousine done in two tones of

maroon and finished in crimson silk and

gold-plated trimmings, has done quite a lit

tle traveling since first the show season

opened in New York. It was exhibited in

Madison Square Garden, when it dropped

out of sight for a time, only to reappear in

the Coliseum in Chicago. From Chicago. it

was shipped back to New York and helped

beautify the Brooklyn (N. Y.) dealers' ex

hibition; now it is in Boston and it at

tracts just as much attention as ever it did.

Incidentally, it is flanked by a pale green

Locomobile limousine, tricked out with sil

ver trimmings, that has been its companion

on at least a part of its travels.

Glimpses of Things Worth Seeing.

These are only two of the transplanted

exhibits, of course. Almost everywhere

others greet the eye. Under the signs that

blazon forth the names of old and well

known ca'rs there is very little that has not

already been seen, though among some 01

the exhibits of transplanted cars, new ones,

or, rather, differently finished ones, have

been planted, and though nearly all of them

are pretty to look at the hues of some of

them and the comparative delicacy of their

“trimmin's” suggests that sunshine was in

the mind of the designer, or the painter, or

whoever is responsible for the coloring,

when the scheme was laid dOWn on paper.

That cars of the kind appeal to the

esthetic in the fair sex there can be no

doubt, and as a rule the feminine chorus of

“Oh-h-h's!" and “Ah-h-h's!" is echoed by

the more masculine, though none the less

appreciative, “Ain’t it a peach?" There is

one Oakland car in particular that always

compels attention. It forms a veritable

picture. for the good and sufficient reason

that it is supposed to do so. The car itself

is finished in a canary yellow with white

striping and the "warmth" of coloring is

further enhanced by pigskin upholstery and

dull-finished metal parts. So much for the

car, which, needless to add, is of the very

latest vintage. Its surroundings consist

of a large box-like structure completely

lined with black velvet, having the front

open and finished off in imitation of an im
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mense gilt picture frame. The lights, of

course, are inside the “cabinet” and are so

placed and shaded that from a little dis

tance the illusion is perfect. But by the way

the crowds flocked up close to the picture

frame—one impulsive youngster stepped

within the magic square and was promptly

and forcibly ejected—it would seem that

illusions, no matter how perfect or how

beautiful. are not appreciated by the show—

going public.

Cars Displayed in Unusual Settings.

The Uakland. by the way, is_ one of the

few that was not transplanted from a pre

vious show. Evidently-it was gotten up for

the Occasion. as were two Buicks—one fin

ished completely in lavender and the other

achaste white—that are displayed in a man

ner a little more efi'ective in keeping spec

tators out of the light provided to set them

off. They are behind substantial brass rails.

' Scarcely less conspicuous, though no

special lighting or other display methods

are employed to bring it to the attention of

visitors. is a white Mercedes, which. with

three or four Renaults, serves to give the

show ju>t a wee little bit of foreign flavor.

One of the distinctive features of the Mer

cedes is the way the leather upholstery has

been carried outside of its rightful domain

clear down to the running boards between

the bottom of the doors and the step, pre

sumably to protect the paintwork from

carelessly wielded feet. ,

Such newness as there is in the line of

body building and painting, however, is very

nearly submerged beneath the colors and

the shapes that made both the New York

and the Chicago shows. Thus, for instance,

the speedy looking red Fiat roadster that

occupied a prominent place in Grand Cen

tral Palace is very much in evidence. As

was the case last year, the Fiat exhibit is

the first one the visitor sees after passing

the main gate. Following down the line,

the eye lights first on a white Pope-Hart

ford roadster and quickly is drawn to an

orange and black roadster exhibited beside

it. Both of them are new among the other

transplanted Pope-Hartford cars. Across

the aisle, Columbia-Knights hold forth be

side the newer Maxwells. And, of course,

the sectioned Knight cylinder draws the

crowd it always draws—until some one or

other presses the starter button on the

Maxwell engine and, with characteristic

fickleness. it deserts the old new Knight

engine for the new new electric starting

system.

Motion Exhibits Not So Numerous.

Moving exhibits—cut away chassis and

engines that run under the persuasion of

electric motors—are scarcer at the Boston

show than they were at either of the others,

and it does not require very keen discern

ment to discover the influence of the electric

starter in causing their demise. It is so

easy to depress a button and cause the no

tor to whir—the gears whir quite loudly in

some cases, too, and if the noise serves no

other useful purpose it causes visitors to

turn their heads—and the demonstration

kills two birds with one stone, so to speak:

It shows the engine in action and it demon

strates the starter. There are plenty of

chassis, of course, though only one of them

is shown with its parts in operation, and

almost any one would be warranted in haz

arding a guess at its name. It is the Car

tercar which, with the exception of the

little Metz. is the sole exponent of fric

tion transmission on cxhibitionl. Appar

ently, the salesman never tires of demon

strating the infinite variety of speeds that

can be obtained with the simple apparatus.

The Chalmers “factory exhibit" has been

moved in toto, even to the attendant in

overalls, the only difference in its make-up

being that a little more prominence is given

to the table of parts and the testing meth

ods employed in perfecting Chalmers parts.

Also, the Rambler lecturer is there in all his

glory, industriously pointing out the “high

spots" of Rambler cars with a wary eye for

chance acquaintances in the crowd that al

ways gathers around him. Occasionally he

varies his stereotyped: remarks, but his

wit seems to go even higher over the heads

of the Bostonians than it did over the heads

_of natives of the Windy City, where last

he. held forth.

Cars That Have Made the Rounds.

Through the doors that join Grand Hall

and Exhibition Hall there gleam two “eyes,”

one red and the_other green, the "eyes" be

ing the side lights on a brown Winton.

They are properly mounted, too, as far as

the nautical significance of their coloring

goes, the green light being on the right side,

which is starboard, and the red light being

on the left side, which is port. Needless to

add, they create an effect that is just a lit

tle different from anything else. Otherwise,

the \Vinton exhibit is almost exactly as it

was for the previous shows, and the like can

be said for nearly every other exhibit in the

hall. The great yellow Peerless double

limousine with its peculiarly flared body is

very much in evidence; the sedate and

luxurious - appearing Pierce ~ Arrows, with

their arched doorways, are just across the

aisle; the newer crop of left-driven L0

ziers faces the Knoxes, and up at the end of

the main aisle, almost in the shadow of the

stage where, as usual, Packard and Cadillac

hold forth supreme, there is the only limou

sine in the show in which there is apparent

any real attempt at obtaining adequate

ventilation of the body; it is the Alco that

first made its appearance a year ago and it

scarcely has changed a bit in the interim.

Familiar Names on Babylonian Turrets.

Looking down the hall through the tropl

ical foliage from a vantage point on the

stage, nothing but familiar names are in

evidence. The \Vhite is nearest, with the

Stevens-Duryea and the S. G. V. hard by.

Two of the S. G. V. cars, by the way, are

equipped with the U. S. L. electric lighting

and engine starting system for the first

time. A little further along there is the

Mercer and the National and the Locomo

bile and the Haynes. Just outside the door

there are the American, the Pullman, the

Krit, ()verland, the Speedwell, with its six

cylinder Mead engine, the Case, and with

very few exceptions every other name fa

miliar to the motoring pubilc and to a great

percentage of it that does not motor. In

the spacious basements that have been so

well disguised that they do not look like

basements at all, the names are just as fa

miliar. The Studebaker cars, for instance,

occupy a corner all to themselves on a

raised platform; not far distant there is the

Edwards-Knight, which is making its pre

mier Boston appearance, and the Hender

son and the Little and Chevrolet “sixes,”

the Michigans and the Imperials.. the Jack

sons and the Hupmobiles, one of them be

ing high up on a raised dais. One of the

most striking exhibits of all, however, is

an underslung Regal which is tipped up so

far that it has made more than one person

gasp and wonder at its stability.

Among all this dimmed glamour, if such

it may be termed, there are just nine cars

that are making their initial appearance 0f

the season, and among the nine there is at

least one that is a real surprise. It is the

K-D—the first product of the K-D Motor

Co. It is built around a very much re

vised edition of Miss Margaret Knight’s

crescent valve engine, which made its first

appearance at the last Boston show. Of

the other eight, two are electrics, the

Bailey and the Grinnell, one is a steamer,

the Stanley, and the rest are gasolene cars

-namely, Ford, Nyberg, Moyer, Packard

and the little three-wheeled Kelsey motor

ette.

K-D Motor Displayed On a Car.

There is nothing of severity in the linES

of the K-D car. It departs further from the

accepted straight-line effect than any other

car in the show, though the lines are Pleas'

ing withal and suggest not at all the multi

tudinous curves that help give the typical

foreign car its outre appearance to Ami!"

ican eyes. Yet the body has a decidedly {01"

eign appearance that is heightened t0 3

degree by its wire wheels and its unusual

fender lines. The hood is long, to accommo
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date its six-cylinder motor. and after the

manner that apparently is

greater vogue,

coming into

slopes gradually upward

from the front to meet a slightly convex

skuttle that is fairly deep. Thence back.

the top body line has a distinct "deadrise,"

to employ a nautical term. which is to say

that there is very flat but continuous curve

with the higher points at the skuttle and the

hack of the rear seat. A single entrance on  
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front fenders fit very closely to the thels

and the rear fenders are continued further

around the circle of the wheels than 15

usual.

' l1

K-D Motor, at First “Four,” Now a “Six.

The motor is a K-D, of course. though

it is a K-D that has very little in common

with the predecessor that made its first-ap

pearance a year ago. In the first place it IS

- of
, . -irculat10“

, mittlflg a L ' 1r

cylinder head Per ders and the link

'nwater between the C_Vll ass

hich the valves pr .- may by

s heretofore, 15 en

fiected with the and

In appear

lightly

due

against w

Lubrication, a .

splash, and ignition I: 1e“a

‘ Mca high-tens“) a V _
Ziicaev the revised K-I) motor lis oenllgirsm'

less compact than the Knigit vement of

to small extensions to permit mo and sug

the valve-actuating crankshafts,

gnetoi

  

 

LOOKING TOWARDS THE STAGE AND THE “PORTALS”

either side, with the hinges and the latches

artfuly concealed, sufi‘ices.

Individual Adjustable Front Seats.

The seating arrangement provides accom

modations for five passengers, three on the

rear seat and two in individual adjustable

chairs in front with a narrow passage be

tween them. The steering wheel is at the

right with the control levers placed within

the bOdY but not in the center. Tool stor

age snace is provided beneath the deep

Shuttle and just at the front end of the 1'68!"

cushion there are two small lockers, one on

each side, for trinkets or goggles or gloves

°T a"ything' else the passengers may SCB fit

“1 Put in them. They are provided with

locks. An integral windshield is fitted and

the close~fitting top, supported by only Wm

M“ placed at the rear, attaches to it. The

    

 

 

a “six,” whereas the other was a “four”;

the bore and stroke remain the same, how

ever, and are four inches and six inches,

respectively. In the second place, the pis

ton rods of the original motor have been

eliminated, as has the method of leading

the exhaust products back into the crank

case and beneath the pistons to assist them

in the scavenging stroke. Hence, the inter

nal economy of the motor, with the excep

tion of the valves, of course, is not far re

moved in construction from that of the

orthodox poppet-valve motor. The crescent

shaped valves and their method of actuation

by means of individual crankshaits remain

the same, though the method of mounting

them has been altered slightly to permit of

larger port area and better cooling facilities.

The sleeves now receiprocate between two

water-cooled surfaces, :1 deep recess in the

OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S PALACE

gests it Hot at little. The single engine on

view is not in the chassis but is shown in

operation under the persuasion of an elec

tric motor, and there were any number of

those who viewed it when first set up who

were loud in their regrets that at least one

cylinder head had not been left off the bet

ter to show the valve action.

But One Six That Is Strictly New.

Of the other cars that appear for the

first time this year, three are "sixes," though

only one of them—the Moyer—is, strictly

speaking, a new product. The others, the

Packard and the Nyberg, both are refine

ments and improvements on previously ex

isting models, though they are none the

less interesting for that reason. The Moyer,

however, is new all the way through, though

it incorporates many of the features that
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always have served to distinguish the prod

ucts of the old-line carriage making firm

that produces it. In the older Moyer mod

‘els there is a new steering gear, new body

designs and the U. S. L. electric lighting

. and engine starting system has been added

as standard equipment without increase in

price.

The motor in the new "six" is of the more

or less conventional T~head type, with the

cylinders cast in pairs, but with the valve

mechanism left open and uncovered to fa~

cilitate adjusting and grinding operations.

The bore and stroke measure 4% and 5

inches, respectively, and the power plant

is supported at three points on the chassis

frame. Among the other essential elements
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ot' the car are its large diameter cone

clutch, its three-speed selectively operated

gearset and its full-floating rear axle. The

spring suspension includes semi-elliptic

members both front and rear and, of course,

the rear members are mounted and con

nected in the distinctive Moyer manner.

\Vhich is to say, the front and rear ends

of the two rear springs are connected to

solid transverse shafts which act as equal

izers, causing the strain to be equally dis

tributed over both and eliminating much

of the disagreeable side sway. The new

steering gear is of the well-known worm

and full gear type and is irreversible. To

obviate the annoying rattles which some

times emanate from such parts, the control

tubes are made with a brass tube between

the inner and the other steel tubes tele

scoped together with a close fit.

The new body styles that have been

adopted differ from their predecessors pri

marily in that many of the unsightly angles

and projecting parts have been eliminated.

From a short skuttle, the top body line runs

straight back without a break to the back

of the rear seat and is approximately at

the same level as the top line of the engine

hood. In common with modern practice,

the windshield is mounted without the use

of a filler board and the struts are so placed

as to obstruct the driver's vision as little

as possible. Complete, equipment is in

cluded in the selling price, quite as a matter

of course.

Nyberg Adds Complete Electric Equipment.

The Nyberg, which. though last year ex

hibited nearer to its home town in Indiana,

its annual appearance having been made at

the Chicago show, this year was reserved

for the Hub exhibition. Its engineers, too,

have seen the light of the times—electric

light, be it added—and have materially in

creased equipment by the adoption of a

complete lighting and starting system.

\\"hich, briefly. is the only substantial al

teration, if such it may be termed, that has

been made since last the line was displayed.

In both of the models displayed, a “six-45"

five-passenger car and a "four-42," there

is apparent a slight lengthening of wheel

bases. at little lower hung frame to augment

stability and a very considerable deepening

of the upholstery by way of increasing the

comfort of passengers. Incidentally, both

of the bodies, or for that matter all of them.

the rest of the line including a “six~60" and

a “four-37," have taken on broad lighter

colored bands at the top body line, thus

materially enhancing appearance.

As heretofore, all the motors are Ruten

bers, the mere mention of the name serv

ing as sutticient introduction to their qual

ities. In the larger “six” the cylinders are

separately cast after the original Rutenber

manner and in the little "six" they are pair

cast. Similarly, in the larger of the "fours"

the cylinders are separately cast, and in

the other they arein pairs. In all of them

cooling is by pump-circulated water and ig

nition is by the usual type of high-tension

magneto.

In the design of the new bodies with

which all the models have been fitted the

straight-line effect is even more pronounced

than it has been in the past, due. no doubt,

to the addition of the encircling band.

Strictly speaking, however. the hand does

not encircle the bodies; it ends at the front
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flush with the dashboard line and is at

once a little different and a little more dis

tinctive than the usual band which con

tinues around the skuttle in an unbroken

line. Another of the noteworthy features of

the Nyberg line is that, though right-hand

steering and control is standard and is suP'

plied unless otherwise specified, left-hand

steering with centrally located comml

levers may be had at the Option of the p11!"

chaser.

“Big SiX” Packard New Left Steered

For the first time, left steering exclusml'v

is a feature of all the cars in the PaCkard

line, the newer “48,” which appears forthe

first time, being the first of the remed

Packard “big sixes" to be revealed to the

general public. \Vhen the Packard Com'

pany first brought out its “little six"—'_the

“38"—it incorporated in it several radlial

departures from previous PmCtice anddn‘

cidentally let it be known that the ‘m'
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provetuents over older designs which it rep

resented soon would be incorporatcd in the

larger “six” as well. Hence, it is no sur

prise that the “48” now has its steering col

umn at the left side instead of the right.

where it always has been in the past, and

that the centralized control which is a fea

ture of the “38" has been made a feature of

the “48” as well. Though these two cars

always have been as nearly alike in appear

ance as two peas in the same pod, the like

ness is even more striking now than it ever
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has been, and it extends a great deal deeper

m the construction.

Packard Adopts Lubrication Improvement.

Thus, for instance, though the motor re

mains substantially the same as it has been

in the past, with its six cylinders cast in

Pairs with the valves on opposite sides, no

little increase in efficiency has been obtained

by adapting to it the supplementary forced

196d lubrication system that first made its

uPPearance on the “38.” For ordinary run

"ing, all the internal parts are lubricated

by 5Flash and a gear driven pump, but di

rectly the throttle is opened for a burst of

SPeed, or for hard work on hills, the force

feed system comes into action through in

terconnection with the throttle control; con

sequeutly. the amount of oil fed is in pro

portion to the size of the throttle opening

and has no relation to the speed of the

motor.

The centralized control also is familiar,

and its advantages in permitting control and

starting and stopping of the motor and the

lighting of the lamps and carburetter ad

justments, etc., without the necessity for the

driver leaving his seat, are apparent. It

has been adapted practically without change

from the construction familiarized by the

"38." The Delco electric lighting and engine

starting system is retained, though ignition

is furnished by a high tension Bosch mag

neto operating a dual system in conjunction

with a storage battery.

Many New Body Styles Added.

Filling out an already extensive line, sev

eral new body styles have been added. The

phaeton-roadster is one of them; it has

been designed primarily as a roadster body

to fit the standard phaeton chassis which

has a slightly longer wheelbase than the

roadster chassis. The added space behind

the seats is occupied by a liberal sized lug

gage compartment with large doors on

either side. Extra tires are carried on the

deck above the compartment. By a slight

alteration in existing designs, either the

brougham or the imperial limousine now

may be had in either the double compart

ment type, providing a separate space foi

the driver, or in the "salon" type, in whicl

the driver and the passengers are not sep

arated. All of the open bodies are equippcr

with tonneau lamps arranged to illuminati

the step, the location of the switch permit

ting the light to be turned on frotn th<

curb.

Of the three other brands of engine-pro
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pelled cars that have been re5erved for th

Boston exhibition—namely, the Ford, th

Kelsey Motorette and the Stanley steamer

it is impossible to say anything in the sam

breath, so to speak; they are widely diver

gent types of vehicles. The Ford. as ever,

one knows, employs a compact four

cylinder motor, the Motorette has a twii

cylinder opposed motor, and the Stanley

of course, represents one of the last of tht

disappearing makes of vehicles propelled by

the oldest known prime mover—the stean

engine.

It is the same steam engine it always has

been. too, though it now is made in om

additional size which is rated at 10 horse

power. It is exactly like the larger en

gines, however—the "20” and the “30"—
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and employs two simple cylinders with link

reversing mechanism. Making for extreme

lightness and strength. the body is con

structed entirely of aluminium and a further

reduction of weight is permitted by the use

of laminated wood sills instead of the usual

metal members. Inasmuch as the steam en

gine is the only one of the prime movers

that rightfully may be said to be self-start

ing, no other starting medium than the

steam itself is necessary. though the equip

ment has been increased by the addition of a

complete electric lighting system. One very

  

WISTA R lA-H UNG PERLiOLAS

important improvement in the boiler, which

is of the fire tube type, has been made in

the addition of a feed water heater which

materially increases efliciency and permits

great/er mileage per tank of water than that

obtained in the past.

The little Kelsey Motorette, which en

joys the distinction of being the only three

wheeler in the show, not counting the mo

torcycles, of course, looks just the same as

it always has looked—provided the inspec—

tion is made from a distance. Closer exam'

ination. however, reveals one all-important

and radical alteration from previous con

struction: it has a brand new ll-horse

power motor or the four-cycle type, though

despite the evident improvement the price

has been reduced to $300. The new motor

is of the opposed type, with mechanically

operated valves and the valve parts com

pletely enclosed to make them dirt-prtzt-i

It is water cooled by the thermo-s'phon

system. Like the orthodox four-cylinder

automobile motor, the crankcase is math to

do duty also as an oil reservoir, the lubri

cant being pumped over the main hearings,

whence it drains down through a screen

into a sump to re-commence its journey.

Ignition is effected with the aid of a high

tension BOsch magneto. Steering, as here

tofore, is accomplished with a lever, and the

planetary gearset is retained intact. as are

all the other esential elements of the car,

with the exception of the motor. 'I'z'e drin

I

THAT EMBEIJJSHED THE ACCESSORY GALLERY IN

lllg wheel is at the rear, power being trans

mitted through the intermediary of a roller

chain.

Ford Shows Body Refinements Only.

In the strict sense, the Boston show is

not a National show, of course, and has

nothing whatsoever to do with the preced

ing National shows in New York and Chi

cago, which accounts in a measure for the

presence of the Ford, for Ford cars never

are shown at the Natiannl shows. Still,

the Boston show approaches the National

shows in point of size at least, and the Ford

exhibit in Boston is just as important there

as it would be anywhere else. Altogether,

there are four cars in the exhibit and, as

might have been expected, they difler only

in minor particulars from those that went

before them, for in years gone by Ford

cars have become pretty well stardurdizcd

and. though slight refinements have been

made front time to time as occasijn war.

ranted, there never has been an? radical

change in design. Which is just one reason

why no one ever has any trouble in id-t-iti

tying a Ford on the road.

The alterations that have been made have

to do only with the bodies and, though they

are slight in extent, scarcely moze than

half an eye is needed to se-- that anpear

ance has been materially benefited. In the

touring body, for instance, the back has

been slightly rounded out and given fuller
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curves that make for greater harmonv Pi

outline. Also the rear panel 11' .v is car

ried clear down to the fende's in an un

broken line and at the same time door

latches have been relegated to less con

spicuous places inside the body and very

nearly all the brass work finished in blfiCk

enamel. The most striking change is in the

roadster model, however. Instead of being

mounted at the back of the seats, together

with a large tool box, the gasolene tank

now is located beneath the seats and the

space at the back has been decked over with

a slanting deck which is hinged and covers

a liberal sized tool and spare tube locker

One other change which has been made "1

both models is in the method of bracing the

windshield. Instead of passing forward to

the ends of the frame, the struts are very

short and lead back to the top edge Of the

body. Incidentally, the windshield HOW
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rakes aft instead of being perpendicular, as

it has been in the past. Together with the

top and the horn and the acetylene gen

erator and the speedometer it is included in

the regular equipment just as it always has

been.

In the matter of electric cars, the Boston

show is a little more complete than was the

New York exhibition, but not so complete

as the Chicago show. Nearly all the wells

known brands are there—the \Vaverly and

the Detroit. the Rauch 81 Lang, and the

Wood. the Borland and the Standard and

others—and in addition there are two—the

Grinnell and the Bailey—that were not

shown at either of the previous big shows.

Also, these two makes of car are about as

far apart in the matter of construction and

appearance as is possible.

The Grinnell, for instance, which is pro

duced by the Grinnell Electric Car Co., of

Detroit. Mich, is primarily a pleasure ve

New Things That Cropped Up in the Accessory

Contrary to expectations, the Boston

show does not live up to its reputation.

gained in previous years,.as a producer of

much that in accessories. Only

about 10 or a dozen really new devices are

in evidence. and only one of them is de

signed to “put the pneumatic tire out of

business," which may or may not be sig

nificant. Of the others, none is startling in

either conception or construction, and in

very few of them is there missing at least

a hint of something else that has gone be—

iore and that borders dangerously near to

being the very device that is on view.

Among a whole lot of other things which

very freely are said to be brand new, for

instance, there is the Elliott “Flexible Ro

tary Valve" engine. Actually. the engine is

brand new, for it represents the very first

product of the Elliott Motor Engine Co. of

\Valtham, Mass. However, it does not 0P

erate on a new principle, being a four

cycle machine of the four-cylinder type. nor

is the arrangement of its rotary valves new,

as any one can testify who has seen the

Mead engine or the Henriod. What actual

newness there is in the engine is in the

form of its valves, their construction and

their method of actuation.

Like the Mead engine, the usual poppet

valves are replaced by longitudinal rotary

members contained in pockets cast at the

Sides of the cylinders, exhaust on one side

and intake on the other. Unlike the Mead

englnfl, however, each of the longitudinal

members is divided into four parts—one for

fith clllinder-—and all are driven, each from

Its mate, by means of a single continuous

roller chain which extends around the

crankshaft and the magneto shaft and the

valve driving sprockets which are located

is new

hicle and it looks the part. Mechanical

changes are few and far between. though

one new model has been added to the line

since last it was exhibited. The new model

is styled a clear vision brougham, and its

seating arrangement provides accommoda

tions for five persons, all facing forward;

the rear seat accommodates three persons

and one other is seated at the side of the

driver. The'tifth seat beside the driver is

a swiveling and folding chair which. when

not in use, is completely out of the way,

leaving the entrance to the driver’s seat

quite unobstructed. The drive. of course,

is direct by shaft to the rear axle, with a

single reduction, and the battery equipment

is calculated to permit from 70 to 100 miles

to be covered on a single charge.

Though the Bailey line also includes ve

hicles designed especially for pleasure ser

vice. one of which is a brand new model

that just has been added. interest naturally

at and attached to the end member of each

group of four valves. The valves them

selves difler from the Mead engine valves

  

ELLIOTT ROTARY VALVE DRIVE

in that they are hollow and are split longi

tudinally in a line with the end of the port

area, the object of the construction being

   

ELLIOTT FLEXIBLE ROTARY VALVE

to permit of a fairly tight fit while at the

same time allowing for the

amount of expansion and contraction due to

varying temperatures. Thus the valves are

necessary

centers around the fast, rakish appearing

roadster which was designed as a sort of

combined business and pleasure vehicle. To

fill the demand for a more luxurious vehi

cle built along the same general lines but

of better finish and better suited for pleas
ure. a newimodel almost exactly like it has

been added.

The most conspicuous point of difference

between the old and the new is that in the

latter the front battery hood lines extend

right to the dash proper, to which the hood

is attached firmly. The dash, mounting the

doors. is hinged at the lower edge, permit

ting the hood to be raised for battery in

spection, washing, etc. As heretofore. Edi

son batteries are used exclusively in all the

models and the drive to the rear wheels by

means of side chains from a countershaft is

retained without change. \\'ith the usual

equipment of ()0 cells of A6 Edison battery,

the new model lists at $2,900.

Department in Boston

flexible to a certain extent. from which the

reason for the name of the motor may be

judged. Among the interesting claims that

are made for the engine is that it can be

constructed much more cheaply than any

other form of engine, that it has fewer parts

"than any other engine in the world," that

it “will give 50 per cent. more power." and

that it “uses but one-half the amount of

gasolene of any of the standard makes of

engines."

In the realm of lamps and signalling de

vices. one new rear signal, designed to per

mit the driver of a car to indicate to fol

lowing drivers his intention to stop or to'

turn to the right or the left, appears. It is

styled the Reliance Stop Signal and con

sists essentially of a small oblong box with

a ground glass rear panel in which there

are" painted two arrows and the word

“Stop.” Three small buttons serve to switch

on either of three lights to illuminate the

right arrow or the left one or to illuminate

both of them and the word "Stop." T. F.

Russell 8: Co. exhibit an ingenious trouble

lamp designed either to be held in the hand

or attached to the hat or the clothing or to

any part of the car by means of a project

ing handle provided for the purp0se. Ex

cept for the handle, it is the usual trouble

lamp contained in a tiny cage to protect it

from injury and equipped with a long. flex

ible cord and a plug; it is styled the

"Porno" lamp.

Though there are almost any number of

attachments for converting acetylene head

lamps so that they may be used as electric

lamps, there are comparatively few devices

of the kind for the conversion of side lamps.

ln view of this fact, and to supply the de

mand for small. low-cost electric side lamps
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that can be attached by any one. the Stan

dard Auto Supply Co. has developed and

exhibits several systems of the kind de

signed to be operated by dry cells. The >

lamps are small and light and their at

tachment requires merely the driving of a

couple of screws and the running of the

necessary wires. "Driver" lamps, they are

styled. and they come in a variety of styles

and at a variety of prices that in no case

are high. The lamps are fitted with tung~

sten bulbs. parabolic reflectors and im~

ported lenses.

One of the few real novelties of the show

is exhibited by Donal N. Macdonald, in the

form of leaded glass panels in colors to

take the place of the usual front or side

glasses in lamps. A variety of designs are

shown. including initials and conventional

designs. and it is pointed out that in addi

  

POMU TRUL'BLE LAMP

tion to adding a touch of individuality and

providing a more certain mark of identifica

tion than the usual monogram on the sides

of the doors, the leaded glass panels may

be made to serve as head lamp dimmers on

occasion. Otherwise they can be so de

signed that they interfere but slightly with

the required brilliancy. Any design can be

built into a panel, whether it be monogram.

crest or just plain initials.

The Dunn-Ray lighter is exhibited for

the first time and is, as its name suggests, a

device for lighting acetylene head lamps

'from the driver's seat. It difiers from the

usual device of the kind, however, in that

it employs no high tension current. In

stead of a spark, the Dunn-Ray lighter re

lies upon a tiny incandescent wire, suitably

attached to the burner, to ignite the gas;

two dry cells furnish sufficient current to

heat the wire. The rest of the apparatus

consists of a combined switch and valve to

be mounted on the dash. rotation of a small

handle serving to turn the flame up or

down. according to the requirements of the

driver. _

Among the various-signalling devices that

are exhibited—the Klaxons and the Long

horns and_the Tutos and Rexos and others

—two new ones are on view. one of them

being an electrical device which is claimed

  

DUNN-RAY ACETYLENE VALVE

to be one of the few that has a really “gen

tlemanly” tone. and the other is an ex

haust horn that has been developed pri

marily for Ford cars. The former is the

Reacto horn. produced by the Holtzer

Cabot Electric Co., and the latter is the

Tremo, shown by the D. Henry Bonner

Co. of Cambridge. The Reacto horn is of

the usual vibrating type, the armature of
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Dl'X N-RAY LAMP LIGHTER

an electro-magnet striking against the dia

phragm. Its "gentlemanly" tone, it is point

ed out, is due almost entirely to the care

with which the materials entering into its

make-up have been selected and the proper

proportioning of weight of the parts. It is

designed to operate on a six-volt battery.

though it will sound efiectively through the

range from 4% to 8 volts; its price is $10.

The Tremo exhaust horn also is of the

usual pattern, though it has been designed

to permit of a perfectly clear exhaust when

the horn is inoperative. It is attached by

merely slipping its shank over the end of

the exhaust type and tightening a single

clamping screw. It is made in a variety of

sizes.

To help spark the motor, two new devices

are exhibited, one of them being the J & B

Junior master vibrator, exhibited by the

_I & B Mfg. Co., and the other being the

Benton spark plug, which is produced and

exhibited by the L. F. Benton Co. of Ver

geunes, Vt. The J & B Junior master vi

brator is essentially a smaller and lower

priced version of the standard size I & B

vibrator that has been on the market for

some time. It is designed to be "floated on

the line" between the ordinary low-tension

magneto and the usual dash coil, thus en

abling the existing ignition switch to be
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retained. It is ruggedly constructed and is

water- and dirt-proof. The Benton spark

plug is unusual in that it employs both mica

and porcelain insulation and the metal

parts are case hardened—in fact, the case

hardening is made a strong talking point,

its makers dubbing the Benton “the case

hardened plug." The insulator is composed

of sheet mica, spirally wound by a 5Pceial

process and forced under great preSSlll'e

into a taper hole in the case hardened bush

ing; outside the mica, between the body Of

the plug and the terminal, German porcelain

is baked on. The electrodes are of CM"

heavy wire drawn from an alloy of Platinum

and nickel, the shell member being continu

ous and passing from one side to the other

around the. center member.

The removal of carbon deposit front the

pistons and combustion spaces of motors

long has constituted a problem, though the

020 Co., which exhibits the 020 carbon de

stroying outfit, makes light of it; it makes

light of both the carbon and the work,
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which is to say, it consumes the carbon by

burning it. Briefly, the apparatus consists

of nothing more complicated than a cylinder

of oxygen, a second cylinder containing a

purifying chemical through which the oxy

gen is passed, a suitable controlling valve

and a length of flexible metal tubing. The

modus operandi is to insert the flexible tube

in the cylinder, preferably through a valve

cap opening, and permit the purified oxygen

to come in contact with the glowing partl

clcs of carbon, which burn up and disap

pear. It is claimed that the average four

cylinder motor can be cleaned of carbon in

from 20 to 30 minutes and at a surprisingly

low cost.

The single device designed to cause pneu

  

REACTO ELECTRIC HORN

matic tire makers to worry is an ingenious

arrangement of alternate segments of rub

ber and a non-compressible material in a

continuous band fastened within the usual

outer casing by means of a metal clamp

  

which serves to prevent the beads of the tire

from coming out of their grooves in the

wheel rim. Resiliency is imparted both by

the rubber in the band and by the metal

spring. Vertical shocks are partly ab

sorbed by the rubber an dpartly transferred

circumferentially to the hub. The device is

  

ARNOLD AIR HEATER APPLIED

styled the Expansion Tire and is produced

by the Expansion Spring Rim & Tire Co.

of Boston.

By way of assisting cold motors to start,

the Arnold Electric Co. has developed and

exhibits a small electric heater designed to

be attached to the air intake of the car

buretter, the idea being to preheat the air

and thus to assist in the vaporization of

the fuel.

In its simplest aspect it consists of a series

of coils of high resistance wire enclosed in

a casing in such a way that the entering air

is forced to pass over them. The coils are

 

heated by the current from a six-volt stor

age battery. and as the device is in use only

for a very short time and at comparatively

long intervals the current consumption is

slight.

Celfix is the name of a preparation ex

hibited by the Woodman Sales Co. that has

been produced for the purpose of permitting

quick and easy repairs in the celluloid win

dows in side curtains and in Windshields.

It is a fluid and is applied with a brush; vir

tually. it is liquid celluloid, or such it ap

pears. for breaks mended on the spot

scarcely could be determined, so close was

the union.

No inconsiderable number of tools for the

motorist's kit put in an appearance, though

of them all none is more ingenious than a

monkey wrench exhibited by the Globe

\Vrench Co. After the manner of all mon

key wrenches, the jaw is adjustable though

the method of moving it is difiercnt from

  

BENTON “CASE-HARDENED" PLUG

any other method. The actuating mecha

nism is contained within the handle. of the

wrench: merely turning the handle suf

fices to bring the jaws closer together or to

separate them.

 

Summary of the Pleasure Cars on View and Their Exhibitors

Anderson Electric Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

—Two Detroit electric cars: one each

coupe and collapsible coupe.

American Locomotive Co., Providence, R.

I.—Two six-cylinder Alco cars: one each

double limousine and touring car and one

chassis.

Andrews-Dykeman Co., Boston—Two four

cylinder Moon touring cars and one each

four-cylinder Detroiter touring car, road

ster and chassis.

American Motor Car Co., Boston—Two

four-cylinder. Marion touring cars, two

iour~cylinder American touring cars and

one four-cylinder American roadster.

Ballfly & Co., Inc., S. R., Boston—Three

Balley electric cars: two roadsters and

one coupe.

BOrland-Grannis Co., Chicago, Ill.-One

Borland electric brougham; one chassis.

Bowman Co., I. W., Boston—Four six-cyl

lnder Stevens-Duryea cars: two touring

c*"8. one roadster, one limousine and One

“13551.5; two four-cylinder S. G. V. cars:

On? each limousine and roadster and one

Bucilgisifi one Waverley electric brougham

_ Motor Co., Flint, Mich—Five four

c)‘l'ndcr Buick cars: four touring cars,

PM roadster and one chassis.

"me!- J- A., Boston—Two four-cylinder

Henderson cars: one each touring car and

roadster.

Cadillac Automobile Co., Boston—Five

four-cylinder Cadillac touring cars: three

touring cars, one each coupe and limou

sine and one chassis.

Clark-Carter Automobile Co., Jackson,

Mich—Two four-cylinder Carter cars:

one each touring car and roadster; one

chassis.

Connell & McKone Co., Boston—Three

four-cylinder Overland cars: two touring

cars, one roadster and one chassis.

Curtis-Hawkins Co., Boston—Four Speed

well cars: two four-cylinder touring cars,

two six-cylinder touring cars and one six

cylindcr Mead engine chassis.

Case T. M. Co., J. 1., Racine, \Vis.—Three

four-cylinder Case 'cars: two touring cars

and one roadster.

Cutting Motor Car Co., Boston—Three

- four-cylinder Cutting cars: one each tour

ing car, roadster and racing car.

Dutton Motor Car Co., F. A., Boston—Four

four-cylinder Abbott-Detroit cars: three

touring cars and one roadster.

Dodge Motor Vehicle Co., Boston—Two

Buffalo electric cars: one each brougham

and roadster.

Donovan Motor Car Co., Boston—Five Stu~

debaker cars: two tour-cylinder touring

cars and one four-cylinder coupe; one

each six-cylinder touring car and limou

sine; one four-cylinder chassis.

Davis Carriage Co., Geo. \V., Richmond,

Ind—One four-cylinder Davis touring

car.

Edwards Motor Car Co., New York City——

One four-cylinder Edwards-Knight tour

ing car and one chassis.

Fiat Motor Sales Co., Boston—Five Fiat

cars: two four-cylinder roadsters and one

four-cylinder touring car; two six-cylin

der touring cars and one six-cylinder

chassis.

Ford Motor Co., Boston—Four tour-cylin

der Ford cars: two touring cars and one

each roadster and landaulet.

Franklin Motor Car Co., Boston—Three

six-cylinder Franklin cars: one roadster

and two touring cars.

Fuller, Alvin T., Boston—Seven Packard

cars: two six-cylinder roadsters, two li

mousines. one double limousine, one road

ster and one four-cylinder touring car.

Habich Co., G. E. & H. 1., Boston—Four

Cole cars: one four-cylinder touring car,

two six-cylinder touring cars and one six

cylinder chassis.

Harrington-Thompson Motor Cars. Inc.,
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Boston—Two tour-cylinder Krit cars: one

each roadster and touring car and one

chassis.

Henley-Kimball Co.. Boston—Two Hudson

cars: one each four- and six-cylinder tour—

ing cars and one six-cylinder chassis.

Hollander Motor Co., Boston—Two four

cylinder Metz roadsters and one chassis.

Hoyt Carburetter & Auto Co., Boston-—

Three four-cylinder Havers touring cars?

two roadsters and one touring car; one

chassis.

Imperial Motor Car Co., Boston—One six

cylinder Imperial touring car.

Inter-State Automobile Co., Boston—Three

Inter-State cars; two four-cylinder tour

ingr cars. one six-cylinder touring car and

one six-cylinder chassis.

Jackson Motor Car Co., Boston--Four four

cylindcr jackson cars: three touring cars

and one roadster.

K—l) Motor Co., Boston—One six-cylinder

touring car with K-D sliding crescent

valve motor.

Jeffery Co.. Thomas B., Boston—Four four

cylindcr Rambler cars: two touring cars

and one each double limousine and road

ster; one chassis.

Koehler Sporting Goods Co.. H. j., Boston

—-Four four-cylinder Hupmobiles: two

touring cars and one each coupe and

roadster.

Lawrence & Stanley Co., Boston—Two

Mitchell cars: one each four- and six

cylinder touring cars and one six-cylinder

chassis.

Linscott Motor Co., Boston—Four four~

cylinder Reo cars: two touring cars. one

limousine and one roadster; one chassis.

Locomobile Co. of America. Boston—Six

six-cylinder Locomobile cars: four tour

inar cars. one limousine and one double

limousine; one chassis.

Lozier Motor Co.. Boston—Four six-cylin

der Lozier cars: three touring cars and

one double limousine.

Lenox Motor Car Co.. Boston—Four four

c_vlinder Lenox cars: three touring cars

and one roadster; one chassis.

Marathon Motor \Vorks, Nashville, Tenn.—

Three four-cylinder Marathon cars: two

touring cars and one roadster.

Maxwell Motor Co., Boston—Three four

c_vlinder Columbia-Knight touring cars.

one four-cylinder Maxwell touringr car

and one four-cylinder Maxwell roadster.

Mac.\lman. _l. H., loston—Four Stearns

Knight cars: one six-cylinder touring car,

two iouncylinder touring cars and one

four-cylinder limousine.

Maguire Co., _I. \\i'., Boston—Six six-cylin

der Pierce-Arrow cars: four touring cars,

one roadster and one limousine; one

chassis.

Moline Automobile Co., East Moline. lll.-

One four-cylinder Moline touring car.

McFarlan Motor Car Co., Connersville. Ind.

—Four six-cylinder McFarlan cars: three

touring cars and one roadster; one

chassis.

Michigan Motor Car Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

——Three four-cylinder Michigan cars:

two touring cars and one roadster; one

chassis.

Morse & Co., Alfred Cutler, Boston—One

four-cylinder Mercedes touring car; one

each Renault touring car, limousine and

chassis. all four-cylinder.

Motor Car Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Five four-cylinder Pathfinder cars: two

touring cars. three roadsters; one chassis.

Moyer, H. A., Syracuse. N. Y.-(')ne six

c_vlinder Mover touring car; one four-cyl

inder chassis.

Nyberg Automobile \Vorks, Anderson. Ind.

—Two Nyberg cars: one each t'our- and

six~cylinder touring cars.

Oakland Motor Co., Boston—Four Oakland

cars: two four-cylinder touring cars and

one four-cylinder roadster; one each six

cylinder touring car and roadster.

Oldsmobile Co. of Massachusetts, Boston—

Three Oldsmobiles: two six-cylinder tour

ing cars and one four-cylinder touring

car.
vPeerless Motor Car Co. of New England,

Boston—Six six-cylinder Peerless cars:

four touring cars and two double limou

Sines.

Paige-Detroit Motor Car Co., Detroit. Mich.

—One four-cylinder Paige-Detroit tour

in;r car.

l’ope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Six Pope

l-‘iartt'ord cars: one each six-cylinder

roadster and touring.r car, two four-cylin

der touring,r cars and one each four-cylin

der roadster and limousine.

l’remier Motor Car Co.. of New England.

Boston—Three six-cylinder l'rcmier cars:

one each touringr car, roadster and lllIIC'U

sine; one chassis.

Proctor, (j. H., Boston—One four-cylinder

Pullman touring car.

R. C. H. Corp, Detroit. Mich—Two four

c_vlinder R. C. H. cars: One each touringr

car and roadster; one chassis; one llupp

Yeats electric double limousine.

Republic Motor Co.. of Massachusetts, Bos

ton—Two Little cars: One each four

and SlX-C)‘llll(l(’l' touring cars. One each

six-cylinder Chevrolet touring car and,

chassis.

l\' & l.. Co.. Boston—Four six-cylinder Gar.

ford cars: Three touring cars and one

roadster; one chassis.

Russell Co.. \\'. L. Boston—Six four-cylin

der Regal cars: Four touring cars, one

coupe and one roadster; one chassis.

Two four-cylinder Haynes touring cars;

one chassis.

Smith. Fred 5., Boston—Two four-cylinder

Mercer cars: One each touring car and

roadster.

Standard lilectric Car Co.,

Standard electrique coupe.

Stanley Motor Carriage Co., Newton. Mass.

—Four Stanley steam touring cars and.

one roadster.

Stevens. \V. H., Boston—Four four-cylin

der National cars: two touring cars and

two roadsters; one chassis.

Stutz Motor Car Co., Boston—Four six~

cylinder Stutz cars: Three roadsters and

one touring car; one chassis.

Tittany 8; Co., D. C., Boston—Two Ranch

& Lang electric cars: One each roadster

and limousine.

Boston—One

Tyler Bros. Corp, Boston-—One Kelsey

Motorettc. One Columbus electric brou

gham.

L'nderhill Co.. Boston—Five Knox cars:

Two six-cylinder touring cars; one each

four-cylinder touring car, roadster and

limousine; one six-cylinder chassis. One

(irinnell electric brougham.

\'elie Motor Vehicle Co., Boston—Three

four-cylinder \P'elie cars: Two touring cars

and one roadster.

\\'hite Co., Boston—Seven White cars: One

six-cylinder double limousine. two six

cylinder touringr cars, two four-cylinder

touring cars and one each four-cylinder

collapsible coupe and roadster.

\Yhhten-Gilmore Co., Boston—Eight Chal

mers cars: Two six-cylinder touringr cars;

three four-cylinder touring cars. one road

ster and one limousine. Two Woods elec

tric coupes. _

“'ng MOtor Car Co., F. Boston—Five

Marmon cars: ()flc each four-cylinder

roadster and limousine and two touring

cars; one each six-cylinder tourini,I fl“

and chassis. U

\\'inton Motor Carriage Co., Boston-"Iblx

six-cylinder \\'inton cars: Five touring

cars and one limousine.

\\'estcott Motors Co., Boston—Three “cw

cott cars: (me each six-cylinder touring

car and roadster; one tour-cylinder tour

ing car.

The 158 Accessory Exhibitors and the Wares They Display

" Ste-nines

Adams & Co.. _l. Q. Boston——Dictionaries.

Aetna Life Insurance Co.. Bostcm—lnsur

ance.

Arnold lilectric Co., Boston —— Kellogg

pumps and starters and electric manifold

heaters.

Ajax-Uriel) Rubber Co., New York City——

Ajax tires."‘

will remain for

Allen \\'rench & Tool Co.. ProvidenCe. R. I.

—.\llen friction tools.

.\merican Storage Battery Co., Cambridge,

Mass—Harvard batteries.

Arnold. N. 13.. Brooklyn. N. Y.—Slil<up

cleaning and polishing preparations.

Austin 8: l)oten. Boston—Shelby steel tub

ing.‘

Commercial \ eliirlc Show.

.~\utomobile Supply Mfg. Co., BfOOlen'

.\'. Y.—.\'ewtone and Electra horni- .

Auto Parts Co.. Providence, R. I.——5Pe¢lal'

ties for Ford cars.

American Kushion Kore Tire CO-.

York City—Tire fillers.

Batavia Rubber Co., Batavia, N. Yr-Bata'

via tires.‘

New

 

.ll
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Baums Castorine Co., Rome, N. Y.—Soaps

and polishes.

Bell, Bayers & Woodbury, Boston~—-Light

ing systems for cars and garages!

Benton Co., L. F., Vergennes, Vt.—Benton

spark plugs.

Blackledge Mfg. Co., 1. W., Chicago, Ill.—

Velvet auxiliary springs.

Boston Tire & Rubber Co., Boston—Nas

sau tires and Thermoid reliners.

Bowser & Co., 5. F., Fort Wayne, Ind.—

Gasolene and oil storage systems!

Boyd, Shirley F., Boston—R. I. V. ball

bearings!

Burn Boston Battery Mfg. \Vorks, Boston

——Burn Boston batteries.

Brock Rubber Co., Boston—Hose and rub

ber specialties.

Cataract Rubber Co., Boston —- Cataract

tires.

Champion Ignition Co., Flint, Mich.—-A-C

spark plugs!

Chandler & Farquhar Co., Boston—Machine

tools.

Clark Foundry Co.,

chine tools!

Coes \Vrench Co..

Wrenches!

Columbia Lubricants Co., New York City

-Monogram lubricants.

Columbia Tire & Top Co., Boston—Tires

and tops.

Connell & McKone Co., Boston—~Pittsfield

ignition devices, Schebler carburetters,

lamps and jacks, etc!

Connell, W. 1., Boston—Gabriel horns and

rebound snubbers.

Cox Brass Mfg. Co., Albany, N. Y.—Wind

shields.

Cook's Son, Adam, New York City—Albany

lubricants.

Coward Auto Supply Co., Boston—Aplco

starting and lighting systems.

Cramp & Sons Ship 8: Engine Bldg. Co.,

Philadelphia, FEL—PZH'SOHS white bronze

bearing metal and worm gearing!

C. R. G. Mfg. Co., Saugus, Mass—C. R. G.

carburetters.

Crowell Chemical Co., Beverly, Mass.—

Oxford polishes.

Doehler Die Casting Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.—

Die cast parts.

DaYton Airless Tire Co., Dayton, Ohio-—

Dayton tires.

Daniels, Smalley, Boston—Sly tire holders

and tool boxes, Vulcan springs, Boreas

Windshields, etc.

Dean Electric Co., Elyria, Ohio—Tuto and

Rexo horns, Dynalux lighting systems,

Flyria-Dean and Otho starting and light

"lg'systems, Elyria-Dean speedometers,

etc.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—Dia

Imond tires!

Dixon Crucible Co., 105., Jersey City, N- J

~Graphite lubricants!

Double Fabric Tire Co., Auburn, Ind—Tire

liners.

Dover Stamping 8L Mfg. Co., Cambridge,

Mass.—Saval funnels and measures and

other sheet metal specialties.

l)u.nn'Ray C11, Boston—Electric headlight

lighters.

Rumford, Me.—Ma

Worcester, Mass.—

Eagle Oil & Supply Co., Boston, Mass.—

Lubricants.

Eavenson & Sons, Inc., 1., Camden, N. 1.—

1esco soaps and polishes!

Edison Storage Battery Co., West Orange,

N. 1.—-Edison batteries!

Eisner-Lenk Co., Boston—Eisemann mag

netos.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.-—Exide batteries!

Empire Rubber & Tire Co., Trenton, N. 1.

-—-Empire tires.

Endurance Tire & Rubber Co., New York

City—Endurance red inner tubes.

Elliott Motor Engine Co., Waltham, Mass.

—Elliott motors.

Ernsdale Worsted Co.,

Fabrics.

Fairbanks Co., Boston—Machine tools.

Federal Rubber Mfg. Co., Cudahy, Wis.—

Federal tires.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—Firestone tires!

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk tires!

Findeisen & Kropf Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

—Rayfield carburetters.

Ford Co., Percy, Boston—Tires, tubes and

vulcanizers.

Flentje, Ernest, Cambridge, Mass.—Hy

draulic shock absorbers.

Forbes, Walter 1., Boston, Mass.,—Knojar

shock absorbers, and K-W ignition de

vices.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, Ohio—Good

rich tires!

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co., Akron,Ohio

-——Goodyear tires!

Gray & Davis, Inc., Amesbury, Mass.—

Electric starting and lighting systems and

lamps!

Grady & Co., 1. W., Worcester, Mass.—

Excelsior, Henderson and Dayton motor

cycles.

Globe Wrench Co.,

Wrenches!

Harris Oil Co., A. W., Providence, R. I.—

Lubricants!

Hartford Suspension Co., 1ersey City, N. 1.

-——Trufi'ault Hartford shock absorbers,

Hartford jacks and bumpers and electric

starting and lighting systems!

Havoline Oil Co., New York City—Havo

line lubricants.

Haws, George A., New York City—Pan

hard lubricants.

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass.—Heinze

magnetos and other ignition devices!

Hillman Auto Supply Mfg. Co., Boston—

Lamps, radiators, etc.

Hofiecker Co., Boston—Hofl‘ecker Steady

Hand speedometers.

Holden, George N., Boston—Indian mo

torcyeles.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co., Brookline,

Mass—Electric lighting systems and

Newcomb carburetters and Reacto elec

tric horns.

Homo Co. of America, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Homo carburetters.

Holt & Beebe Co., Boston—Lamps and

electrical specialties.

Hood Rubber Co., Boston—Shawmut tires.

Clinton, Mass.—

Ipswich, Mass. —

Hopewell Bros., Newton, Mass.—-Tool bags,

tire covers, etc.

110le Co., Geo. W., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Wire wheels.

Ingersoll Rand Co., New York City—

l’umps and compressors.

International Acheson Graphite Co., Ni

agara Falls, N. Y.—Oildag and Gredag

lubricants.

International Metal Polish Co., New York

City—Blue Ribbon polishes.

Invader Oil Co., Boston—Invader lubri

cants.

Jaeger Co., C. 1., Boston—Marine motors.

1. M. Shock Absorber Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

—1. M. shock absorbers.

Jones Speedometer, New Rochelle, N. Y.

—10nes speedometers and recorders.

Justice Co., A. R., Philadelphia, Pa.—U

Kan-Plate polishes.

K. D. Motor Co., Brookline, Mass.——K. D.

motors.

Kelleher, 1.1., Dorchester, Mass—Typhoon

signals.

Keystone Lubricating Co., Boston—Key

stone lubricants.

Kilham, 1. F., Beverley, Mass.-—Yale motor

cycles. ~

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., New York City

—Kelly-Springfield tires!

Lapoint Co., 1. N., New London, Conn.—

Machine tools.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Niagara Falls, N.

Y.—Woodworth treads and repair boots.

Lee Tire & Rubber Co., Conshohocken, Pa.

—Lee and Leland tires and Waymaker

horns.

Linscott Supply Co., Boston—Supplies.

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co., Newark, N. 1.

—Klaxon horns and Conover safeguards.

Lunt-Moss Co., Boston — Pumping and

lighting plants.

Laidlaw, Wm. R., 1r., New York City—

Top fabrics.

McCue Co., Bufialo, N. Y.-—MeCue axles

and wire wheels.

MacDonald, Donald M., Boston—Leaded

glass for lamps.

Marburg Bros., Inc, New York City—Mea

magnetos, S. R. 0. ball bearings, Mar

burg-Hagen springs!

Miller, Chas. E., New York City—Pan

American oils, Brampton chains and

other supplies.

Moore-Smith Co., Boston—Clothing.

Morrison-Ricker Co., Grinnell, Ia.—Grin

nell gloves.

Mossberg Co., Frank, Attleboro, Mass.—

\Nrcnches.

Motor Parts Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Auto

Cle wrenches!

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—

Motz cushion tires!

MaeDonnell-Webster Co., Haverhill, Mass.

—Scientific inner tubes!

National Coil Co., Lansing, Mich—National

magnetos and other ignition devices.

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.—

New Departure ball bearings.

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricants Co., New York

City—Columbia lubricants.

New England Motorcycle Co., Boston—

Harley-Davidson and Pope motorcycles.
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()rona Mfg. Co., Boston—Perfumery.

l’antosote Co., New York City—Pantasote

top coverings.

Perfection Filler Co., Somerville, Mass.—

Tire fillers.‘

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeanette, Pa.—

Pennsylvania tires.‘l

Philadelphia Grease Mfg. Co., Boston—Lu

bricants.

Piel Co., G., Long Island City, N. Y.-—Long

horns and G. P. Muffler cut-outs.

Pyrene Co. of New England, Boston-—

Pyrene Fire extinguishers.

Presto Inter Rim Co., Boston—Presto

rims.

Peacock Co., Clarence N., New York City—

Ames shock absorbers.

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston. Mass—Jeri

cho and Jubilee exhaust horns, Webster

tank gauges, etc.

Reinhart, George W., Boston—Specialties.

Reliance Speedometer Co., Boston—Reli

ance speedometers.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind—Remy

magnetos and electric lighting and start

ing systems.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio——

Republic tires.

Rieker-Bennett Co., Cambridge, Mass.—

Paints.

Robinson & Son, Wm. C., Boston—Lubri

cants.‘l

Rose, P. R., Boston—Microscopes.

Russell Co., T. F.—Morse lighting appli

ances, Macquic tools, Fire Death fire ex

tinguishers, etc.

Sages Trunk Co., Boston—Trunks.

Salman, John A., Boston—Monograms, etc.

Sawyer Oil Co., Howard B., Boston—Lu

brieants.

Schoen-Jaekson Co., Media, Pa.—Feps car

buretters and flexible metallic tubing.

Seamless Rubber Co.. Boston—Seamless

tires. _ '

Shannon, T. R.. Boston—Polishes.

Shaler Co., C. A., Waupun, Wis—Vulcan

izers.

Simms Magneto Co., New York City—

Simms magnetos and S. U. earburetters.

Splitdorf Electrical Co.. Newark, N. J.—

Splitdorf magneth and other ignition de

vices and electric lighting systems.‘

Standard Auto Supply Co., Boston—Light

ing outfits.

Standard Thermometer Co., Boston—Stan

dard speedometers and Abel] tire pumps.

Standard Tire & Rubber Co., Boston—

Standard tires.

Standard Woven Fabric Co., Worcester,

Mass—Brake linings.

Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Electrically welded tubing and parts!

Stewart 8: Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Stewart speedometers.‘

Stromberg Motor Devices Co., Chicago, Ill.

—Stromberg carburetters.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—Swinehart tires!

Texas Co., New York City—Texaco lubri

cants.‘

Tobey, Wm. L., Boston—Rim and glare re~

movers.

Townsend & Co., S. P., Orange, N. ].—

Grease guns.

Tyer Rubber Co., Andover, Mass.—-Tyrian

tires.

Underhay Oil Co., Boston—Lubricants.

United Rim Co., Akron, Ohio—Universal

rims.‘

U. S. Light & Heating Co., New York City

'-—U-S-l_. starting and lighting systems.‘

United States Tire Co., New York City—

United States tires.‘

\acuum Oil Co., New York City—Mobil

lubricants.‘

Valentine & Co., New York City—Var

nishes. -

Yet-der Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Tach

ometers, odometers and die cast parts!

Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago, Ill.—Vesta

batteries and lighting SYStUIIS."

\'oorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., Jersey City. N.

].-—Brown inner tubes.

Walker Lithograph“ & Pub. Co., Boston—

Maps.

\Valpole Tire 8: Rubber Co., Boston—Wal

pole tires.

\Vard & Sons, Edgar T.,

steels, etc.

\Varner Instrument Co., Beloit, \1Vis.——War

ner Autometers.‘

\\'eed Chain Tire Grip Co., Boston—\Need

chains.

White 8: Bagley Co., Boston—Oilzum lu

bricants.

\Villard Storage Battery Co.,

Ohio—LBA batteries.*

\Vinship, W. \V., Boston—Trunks.

\\'olverine Lubricants Co., New York City

——-\'Volverine lubricants.*

Woodman Sales Co., Boston—Celfix cellu

loid cement.

\Vayne Oil Tank & Pump Co., Ft. Wayne,

Ind—Gasolene and oil storage systems.

Boston—Tool

Cleveland,

Trucks That Follow Pleasure Cars.

\Vhen at the end of the three days—

March 16, 17 and lB—permitted for moving

out pleasure cars and rolling in c0mmer~

cial vehicles, Mechanics Building in Boston

again is opened, the 46 exhibits of utilita

rian machines will be surrounded and set

off by the same decorations that are doing

duty for the touring cars and runabouts.

Advance information indicates that Boston

will follow the lead of other important

shows in showing nothing startlingly new,

though there always is the off chance of a

surprise. There will be a representative

gathering of trucks from the lightest to the

heaviest, to say nothing of the usual acces

sories. The show will remain open until

Saturday night, March 19th.

The following commercial vehicles will

be exhibited: Alco, Autocar, Atlantic elec—

trics. Adams, Atterbury, Bessemer, Buick,

Buffalo electrics; Chase, Couple-gear elec

trics. Decatur, Edison eelctrics, Federal,

Flanders, General Vehicle electrics, G. M. C.

electrics, Hupmobile, I. H. C., Knox, Kelly

Springfield, Little Giant, Locomobile,

Lauth-Juergens, Lippard-Stewart, Mercury,

Marmon, Overland, Packard, Peerless,

Pierce-Arrow, Pope-Hartford, Reo, Speed

well. Stewart, Sanford, Stanley steamers,

Smith-Milwaukee, Sowers, Sullivan, Sehacht,

Universal, Victor, Velie, Vulcan, \Vaverley

electrics, White.

Lambert’s Wonderful Flight Confirmed.

Despite the fact that it seems almost like

accomplishing the impossible, mail advices

confirm the cabled reports that on Febru

ary 15th last Percy Lambert, driving a 25

horsepower Talbot on the 2%-mile speed~

way at Brooklands, England, covered 103

miles 1,470 yards in an hour, an average of

34.6 seconds per mile. The wonderful feat

was accomplished—he set out to cover 100

miles within a span of 60 minutes—on the

second attempt, the first of which was run

on the Saturday previous, 8th ult., having

resulted in a failure through the bursting of

a rear tire on the last few laps. He how

ever set up a new world’s record for the

half century, covering the distance in

29:10.5, or at the rate of 102.83 miles an

hour. On the second attempt this record

was lowered to 29:02.5, the rate being 103.4

miles an hour. One hundred mileswere

completed in 57:49.38 without mishap, the

second time.

Although rated at 25 horsepower, the Tal

bot motor, whieh has a bore and stroke of

4.35 inches and 5.54 inches, respectively, fig

ures out at 47.5 horsepower under the A.

L. A. M. formula. At 2,500 revolutions a

minute, the speed at which the motor oper

ated when driving the car at the record

breaking speed, such was the design of the

motor that it developed fully 2% times this

power—125 horsepower.

Elgin Sets Dates and Revises Program.

If things at Elgin, Ill., go according to

the tentative program as mapped out by the

lilgin Road Race Association, the fourth

annual speed carnival over the local course

will embrace the two days, Friday and Sat

urday, August 29th and 30th. and but a sin

gle race will be run on each day. On the

first day of the meet the Ira J. Cobe trophy

will be contested for, with the President’s

CUP and the Jencks trophy, both of which

were contested for in separate events last

year, as second and third prizes. resPCd'

ively. The Elgin National trophy will be

the award for the victor in the second day'5

contest and the second and third man wrll

receive the Illinois trophy and the Aurora

trophy, respectively. Separate races 3150

were run with these prizes as awards last

year.

 

Savannah Dealers Form Association

The dealers of Savannah, Ga» have]

formed the Savannah Automobile Dealers

Association. The temporary chairman who

will direct affairs until the organization 15

completed is J. E. Finney.
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BUFFALO COMMERCIAL SHOW

FOLLOWS CARS BY A MONTH

Trucks Displayed in Red and White

Trimmed Auditorium—Four New

comers Among Twenty-seven

Exhibitors.

Contrary to the usual order of things, the

commercial vehicle section of the Buffalo

Automobile Dealers’ Association’s annual

show is being staged a little over a month

later than the pleasure car section instead

of during the following week. It was in

augurated on Tuesday evening last, March

llth, in the Broadway Auditorium—suit

ably adorned in red and white for the oc

casion—and will continue throughout _the

remainder of the week, until Saturday even

ing next, March 15th.

The show comprises 38 different makes of

trucks displayed by 27 dealers and manu

facturers; of the number, seven—Buffalo

electric, Lippard-Stewart, Pierce—Arrow,

Stewart, Kopp, Meyer and Willet—are local

products The three latter and the Coleman,

which is shown by F. A. Ballou, are fur

ther distinguished in that it is their "first

time out,” so to speak, not having made

their appearance previously during the pres

ent show season. Accessories are shown

by eight dealers in motor car appurtenances

and ll different makes of motorcycles are

on view, shown by half a dozen motorcycle

dealers.

The trucks on view are: Atterbury, Kis

scl, Buffalo electric, Grabowsky, Coleman,

Federal, Standard, Jeffery, Chase. Pope

Hartford, Alco, Studebaker, Mack, Saurer.

Universal, I-H-C, Little Giant, Kopp,

White, Lippard—Stewart, Sullivan, Mara

thon, Meyer, Overland, Packard, Pierce

Arrow, Autocar, Stewart, Menominee,

Adams, Mais, Bessemer, Velie, Blair, Krebs,

Commerce. \Villet.

 

Forty Iowa Dealers Display Sixty Cars.

For the first time in the four years it has

been staged, the exhibit of the Des Moines

Automobile Dealers' Association has ac

quired proportions which necessitated sep

arating the pleasure and commercial car dis<

plays. Part I, which comprised the pleasure

cars, closed its doors in the Coliseum on

Saturday evening last, March 8th, having

held the boards for six days, from Monday

evening, March 3rd.

The displays—60 different makes were

Shown by the 40 dealers who held space—

revealed at least two makes of cars which

are interesting in that they have not been

Previously exhibited during the present

Show season. They are the De Sota, a "six"

0i conventional lines which is made in Des

Moines by the De Sota Motor Co., and the

Zimmermann, product of the Zimmermann

Mfg. Co., of Auburn, Ind. Accessory deal

ers to the number of twenty displayed the

wares they handle.

The cars on view werer Cutting, Midland,

Columbus electric, Imperial, Great-West

ern, Crow-Elkhart, Lambert, Maxwell, Ohio

electric, Lozier, Buick, Moon, American,

Hupmobile, Cartercar, Empire, Jackson,

Metz, Cole, Studebaker, White, Rambler,

De Sota, Ford, Chalmers, National, \Noods

electric, Oakland, Auburn, Velie, Reo, Ap

person, Nyberg, King, Case, Detroit elec

tric, Packard, Regal, Cadillac, Haynes, De

troiter, Hudson, Krit, Marathon, Marmon,

Paige, Havers, Overland, Marion, Pierce—

Arrow, Mitchell, R. C. H., Winton, Davis,

White, Studebaker, Zimmermann, Colby,

Michigan, Moline.

Sioux City Show on Three Floors.

Twenty-two dealers who had on display

33 different makes of motor vehicles,er

both pleasure and commercial use in the

Bennett Building at Sioux City, 1a., com

prised the fourth annual show of the Sioux

City Automobile Dealers' Association

which closed its doors on Saturday evening

last, March 8th, after a six-day run. In the

matter of decorations, the building is not

one that lends itself readily to the purpose

of the decorator; however, the three floors

which are occupied by the display were

“dressed up" with draperies and pennants

galore. The cars on display were: Cole,

Haynes, Locomobile, Studebaker, Empire,

Velie, Rco, Cadillac, Cartercar, Metz, Ram

bler, Buick, Abbott-Detroit, Ohio, Auburn,

Chalmers, Herreshoff, White, Moon, Cut

ting, Pullman, Krit, Matheson, Kissel,

l~H-C truck, Imperial, Paige, Mitchell, Oak

land, Ford, Michigan, Hudson, Oakland,

Marion.

A. C. A. Seeks a "Social" Clubhouse.

Having reached the point where its busi

ness affairs, which means its garage and its

testing laboratory, interfere seriously with

its purely social life, the Automobile Club

of America, at the last meeting of the

Board of Governors, decided to divorce

these several interests, not only in spirit,

but in fact as well and to seek other and

more appropriate club facilities in a new

location on Fifth avenue. The garage and

the rest of the business interests will remain

in the big building on West 54th street, but

a committee consisting of A. J. Hemphill,

Henry R. Taylor, Henry Sanderson, James

A. Blair, Jr., and Dave H. Morris, has been

appointed to choose a suitable Fifth avenue

location, though whether the club will build

or will lease a building already constructed

is a matter which as yet has not been

decided.

LOUISVILLE DISPLAYS CARS

[N “STONE-WALLED” BOOTHS

Imitation Masonry and Iron Fences

Divide Exhibits at Kentucky Exhi

bition — Twenty-five Dealers

Display Forty-two Cars.

Although the sixth annual show of the

Louisville Automobile Dealers’ Association,

which held the boards in the State Armory,

lasted only four days, from Wednesday

evening, March 5th, until Saturday evening,

8th inst., that it was not a year-long insti

tution could not be judged from the nature

of the decorations which rendered the in

terior of the building eye-pleasing. Ashlar

walls topped with iron picket fences served

to mark of? the various booths and to edge

the gallery which served for the display of

the accessories, while imitation stone walls

improvised from suitably painted fireproof

fabric on wooden frames obscured all view

of the real walls of the drill hall. Both the

surrounding walls and the separating walls

were garnished with sprays of green oak.

Green and white draperies hid the ceiling

girders and served to soften the glow from

the myriad incandescent lights and the

dozen. or more are lights which dispersed

the last traces of gloom.

In the booths of the 25 dealers who ex

hibited motor vehicles were the products of

some 42 different factories, and of the num

ber, one, the Transit truck, is a local prod

uct. It is made by the Transit Motor Truck

Co. Two new products in the shape of the

Helical shock absorber and the Speedway

tire—the latter a brand new Louisville pro

duction—came to light in the displays of

the dozen accessory dealers who occupied

space. The shock absorber is of the con

ventional helical type, the springs being en

closed to eliminate dust and dirt; it is also

manufactured by a local concern, the Heli

cal Shock Absorber C0.

The cars shown were: American, Buick,

Cadillac, Case, Chalmers, Cole, Detroiter,

Hudson, Hupmobile, Interstate, Locomo

hile, Lozier, Maxwell, McFarlan. Oakland,

Overland, Packard, Paige—Detroit, Peerle5s,

Pierce-Arrow, Premier, Rambler, Regal,

Reo. Stearns, Studebaker, Stutz, White,

\Vinton, and Baker, Chicago, Detroit, Ohio,

Rauch & Long, \Vaverley and Woods elec

tries. The trucks were: Federal, Packard,

Rambler, Studebaker, Transit, Urban.

Wire Mesh to Strengthen Gaskets.

A gasket made of asbestos packing can

he made to answer its purpose for a consid

erable time without blowing out if a simi

larly shaped pieze of wire mesh is placed in

position with it.
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TREMENDOUS LOAD HAULED

BY HYDRAULIC DRIVE TRUCK

Demonstration that Served to Bring to

Light Unusual Tractive Effort-—

Total Weight Moved, Forty

five Tons.

 

One of the objections that sometimes is

raised by truckmen and other users of

horses when approached on the subject of

motor haulage is that, while the carrying

capacity of the machine is as a matter of

necessity kept within strict limits, a horse

drawn truck will carry “all you can pile on

it"—that is to say, as long as the horses

are able to move it. The endeavor to carry

this old horse truck practice into motor

The whole weigthy outfit, which is shown

in the accompanying illustration, was

hauled from 19th street and Second avenue

to 68th street and East River, going up

Broadway to 59th street. The rate of speed

approximated four miles an hour and the

work was done without any particular dif

ficulty, the truck and its bulky trailer being

at all times under complete control. The

job was undertaken by the Hydraulic Truck

Sales $0., of l777 Broadway, New York

City, which handles the La France ma

chine, for the Howes Transportation &

Trucking Co., of New York, in order to

demonstrate the capacity of the machine. To

do the work in the customary way would

have called for the use of 20 horses, making

an extremely long and awkward procession,

and one difficult to handle on short turns.

The time required wolud have been at least

fense. The latest ease to be heard by the

Dresden Court of Appeals resulted in ac

quittal for the driver, for though he was

adjudged to have committed an offense

against the trafl‘ic regulations in that he did

not slow down when passing through mud,

he was dismissed with a reprimand for the

simple reason that no one was near enough

to be spattered. Few others get off, however.

Texaco’s Chief Chemist Discusses Gasolene.

Advocating in no uncertain terms the de

velopment of devices that will permit the

burning of some fuel other than gasolene in

present types of automobile motors, H. Tip

per, who is the chief chemist of the Texas

Co., and who did most of the talking at the

joint “gasolene” meeting of the Indiana

Section of the Society of Automobile En—

gineers and the I-Ioozier Motor Club, held

 

  

 

 

LA FRANCE MANLY HYDRAULIC DRIVE TRUCK WITH ITS MAMMOTH FORTY-ONETON LOAD

trucking—in other words, overloading—

has led to almost countless failures and dis

appointments.

But while the makers of trucks are draw

ing their maximum limitations closer than

ever, the increasing power and reliability

of the machines is indicated by the increas

ing use of trailers, which make it possible

to utilize the abundant pulling power when

the limit of carrying capacity has been

reached. An example of this kind is found in

the recent haul made by a La France hy

draulic transmision truck, which had its

tractive powers tested to an unusual extent.

The truck, of a rated carrying capacity of

six tons, was loaded with six tons of boiler

fittings and coupled by means of a heavy

drawbar to the front end of a huge contrac

tors' truck of the type employed for the

transportation of large boilers and other

exceptionally heavy material. Upon the

contractors' truck, which weighs 12% tons

without load, was placed a boiler weighing

23 tons, making the total weight of trailer

and load 35% tons; the total weight moved,

including the La France truck and its load

of boiler fittings, was 45 tons.

double the time taken by the hydraulic

truck to make the trip.

Boston to Motorize Fire Department.

Boston has taken the first step toward the

complete motorization of its fire depart

ment. It already has several motor vehicles

in use, but the fire commissioner just has

recommended that the city council make an

appropriation of $300,000 in order to carry

out the contemplated motorization within

a period of two years. As the mayor and

city council are in accord with the idea, the

adoption of the fire commissioner's recom

mendation is practically assured. He figures

that with $300,000 he can purchase 51 dis

tinct pieces of motor driven fire apparatus,

in addition to repair trucks and runabouts.

 

Where Mud Splashing is Punishable.

When driving along muddy roads in Sax—

ony, there are two alternatives open to the

motorist: He must either confine his speed

to a walking pace or wait till the mud dries

up or freezes. Otherwise he is liable to run

foul of the laws, for the German courts

hold mud-splashing to be a punishable of

in Indianapolis Monday night, llth inst,

virtually placed the burden of the whole

problem on the shoulders of carburation

experts. It is Tipper's opinion, and the

opinion of a great many others as well.

that the problem is rather one of burning

existing fuels than of developing or dis

covering new ones, and by way of bringing

the argument home he oFfered the some

what startling information that the cost

alone of refining the future naphtha produc

tion would reach the figure of $75,000,000

in the case of one manufacturer alone- It

is the actual cost of refining the fuel, as

vmuch as the shortage of crude oil, that

enters into the problem, he said.

Indiana’s Anti-Testing Bill Recalled

Although it had passed both houses of

the Indiana legislature, the protests of the

automobile interests have proved sutficient

ly efiective to cause the recall of the bill

prohibiting the use of testing cars on the

highways of that State. It proved to be

more drastic than its authors supposed and'

as a result, a new and modified measurt‘

will be introduced.

ii’
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tion of the length of the blade, of course;

it may show level in one direction and not

in another. This is no drawback, h0wever,

because the blade can be shifted around so

as to indicate in any line. A tool to indi

cate in all directions at once should be made

with a flat base and a single point over

which the bob would poise on a level sur

face, but would move away from in the di—

rection of any downward tilt.

One Use for Which the Tool Serves.

One of the uses to which the tool can be

put is squaring up a piston with the crank

shaft, or indicating a bend in a connecting

rod. The shaft first is leveled carefully, after

which the tool is applied to the piston. Ow

ing to the fact that many pistons .are

tapered, or may be worn, it hardly is safe to

apply the vertical edge of the square to the

side of the piston, though this can be done

if the piston is known to be parallel. If the

top is concaved or perfectly flat the square

can be applied there; otherwise a straight

edge should be placed across the bottom of

the piston and the square placed on top of

the straight-edge. If the piston is true with

the shaft there should be no discrepancy in

the readings of the bob. It goes without

saying that in making such a test the bear

ings at both ends of the connecting rod

must be closely fitted and without loose

ness if the readings are to be of any use.

As to dimensions, a good all—round tool

may be about six inches long on the blade

and eight inches on the upright. For ex

treme accuracy the upright, and conse‘

fluently the plumb-line, should be made

longer. Clearly the higher the point of

attachment of the line the greater will be

the deflection of the point for a given

error. For the all-round tool the arched up

right should be of 5/16-inch square stock

Imd the blade about an inch or an inch and

an eighth wide.

Smoothing Surfaces by Draw-Filing.

One of the easiest methods of getting a

“My smooth surface on a piece of metal is

to draw-file it. Draw-filing consists of bold

mg the file by the ends and drawing it side

waYs along the work; the cut is much

Smoother and finer than its ordinary Clm

After draw-filing with a file a piece of cro

cus cloth may be put on a stick and used in

the same way to give a final finish.

Hardening Sharp-Pointed Tools.

Heating the point of a. seriber, or any

other sharp point, for hardening, must be

do e very carefully if the point is not to

he burned. The heat should be applied a

little distance back 0f the point until the

red gradually extends to the point. To

harden, jab the heated steel into a piece of

Wax or a potato and let it cool there.

CONDUCTING DEALERSHIP AS

A BUSINESSLIKE BUSINESS

More Required Than Getting Agency

and Then Waiting for Sales, Says

Cole Man—Coordinating Sell

ing and Advertising.

Making a dealership a real business, con

ducted in a business-like way instead mere

ly of maintaining an agency and trusting

to the dollars to roll in more or less of their

own accord is a principle which the present

leaders in the trade have grasped and which

those who hope to travel the upward path

must incorporate in their business doings.

Recently, when H. C. Bradfield, of the Cole

Motor Car Co., of Indianapolis, was visiting

dealers on the Pacific Coast he found condi

tions there such as to arouse the enthusiasm

of the man who delights in a fructifiable

territory and in talking for the benefit of

Cole dealers and Cole dealers—to-be he con

cisely expressed a few facts of vital trade

interest, also touching upon the relations

between dealer and factory.

Automobile Business With Big “B.”

“The possibilities for expansion in the

motor car industry are wonderful," he said;

“that is, for the man who is ambitions, for

the man who is in the automobile business,

spelled with a big 'B.’

“The day of being in the motor car trade

and having an agency and salesrooms, just

to be in some line of work, has passed, and

now only those who are heart and soul in

the work can hope for success.

“People who nowadays purchase motor

cars are going to the dealer who not only

has elegant and commodious salesrooms,

but to the man who, in addition, employs

a competent sales and service force, and

gives his clients real service under all con

ditions.

Combined Selling and Advertising.

“The successful automobile dealer is the

one who co-ordinates his salesmanship and

advertising. The automobile merchant is

making money bccaues he pays the proper

attention to all the angles of his business,

especially to advertising. This is really an

essential element, for it is one in which a

great deal of money can be easily wasted

without adequate returns, thus making the

dealer discouraged.

"To advertise properly the first essential

is to give advertising attention. It must

not be done mechanically. The automobile

dealer must not try to pass 05 the spend

ing of money to the automobile factory.

He must delegate to himself, or one of his

salesmen, this important part of the busi

ness. There is not a concern but'what has

somebody in its force who is partial to

advertising, and only needs a little encour

agement to show it. Once you get this man

interested he will be able to write an in

telligent advertisement. He will be able

to put that newspaper human interest in his

advertisements the same as a reporter puts

in his story. He will localize his advertising.

He will make it pull business.

Publicity and Real Advertising.

"Advertising is divided into two classes

——publicity and pulling advertising. The

first gets your name before the public, but

without care it can be easily abused and

do more harm than good. Pulling advertis

ing interests the prospect, brings him to

you to inquire about the car. It gets him to .

the salesroom, then its mission stops; for

no advertising carries a possibility of being

in a signed order, exeept in very rare oc

casions. If after the advertisement brings

the prospects, the dealer does not close, it

is the fault of salesmanship or his confi

dence in his product.

“The automobile merchant is in business,

not in a game, and he is getting more and

more adapted to these conditions, and thus

he is able to give better service.

“Salesmanship in the automobile industry

is a big factor. The man who can take an

'order under almost impossibilities is a sales

man. He is the man who does not hang

around the salesrooms. You never find him

selling motor cars with his foot on the brass

rail. Then there'is the service question. This

can also be much abused. The dealers in

the automobile business are giving this de

partment of their work proper attention,

and getting results, because they conduct it

from the business standpoint.

General Promotion Right Attitude.

“Last, but not least, the real good auto

mobile dealer is looking after the industry

from the general promotion standpoint. He

is looking out to help the industry in gen

eral, whenever he gets an opportunity. That

is one thing that is putting the Indianapolis

made cars so firmly on the market.

"This co-operation of the big factories

has done much for the general advancement

of the trade and will Continue to improve

automobile conditions all over the country.

“The Western field is a good one for the

motor car business and getting better each

year. The factories realize this and are try

ing in every way to co-operate with their

dealers in every field, to the end that busi

ness may be taken care of with as little fric

tion as possible.

“The factories are now almost past the

experiment phase of their career and cori

scquently devoting more time and attention

to where their products go."
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ONE OF THE TOOLS THAT

FATHER USED T0 MAKE

Making Gravitation Help in Doing Ac

curate Work—Combined Square

and Level That Serves '

Sundry Purposes.

That almost extinct species, the old~time

all~round mechanic, did not have the oppor

tunities for stocking his tool-chest with

factory~made tools such as are now so read

ily obtained. The variety of tools sold used

to be much less extensive than it now is,

and it was a matter of course that a man’s

tools were in many cases of his own make

—and they were by no means poor tools,

either. Every mechanic worthy of the

name knew how to “originate” a surface—

(P
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plate or a Straight-edge, and it was consid

ered an unnecessary expenditure of money

to buy squares, surface gauges, calipers, and

so on. In fact, it was rather the fashion to

look down upon “bought tools" as less like_

ly to be accurate than the home-made arti

cles.

Handy Tool That Is Easily Made.

\thile good tools now are comparatively

inexpensive and may be had of an accuracy

difficult to equal in hand-made tools, there

are not a few that are readily made up in

spare time,'and there is no gainsaying the

fact that a man takes a certain pride

in the use of a well-made instrument of his

own production. The combined square and

level shown in the accompanying illustra

tions is a case in point; it is by no means

difiicult to make, but it is very accurate

and can be made useful in many ways. Used

as a square only, it is like any other square,

but used as a level it is considerably more

accurate than a spirit level of the ordinary

type. and for extremely fine work its con

struction can be made such as to multiply

errors and so give exceedingly close read
ings. i

In the construction of the tool the first

and the main thing to do is to make a

square, as shown, with a' steel blade carry

ing an arched upright of square-section

stock, preferably steel, though brass can be

used if desired. Steel is much stiffer, of

course, and is less liable to accidental dam

age. The feet of the arch should be care

fully split with a hack-saw and the blade let

in and riveted with rivets which fill the

holes very closely, so as to avoid all possi~

bility of misplacement once the tool has

been trued up.

Making and Assembling the Parts.

\Nhen the arch is made it is necessary to

use great care to get the two legs absolutely

parallel; otherwise if the square is true on

the outside it will be "out" on the inside,

and vice versa. This can be done with the

aid of a pair of calipers. After getting the

legs almost exactly parallel, the outside

and inside faces should be made perfectly

straight and true, using a surface plate or a

true straight-edge for the purpose, after

which the final paralleling can be done. The

position of the arch on the blade may be

varied by cutting one of the slits a little

deeper than the other; by this means the

two parts can be set together almost ex

actly at right angles. \Vhen the riveting up

has been done there should be little to do

beyond a very slight final truing up. VVhat

ever metal has to be removed should be

taken from the foot of the blade, the top of

the blade being made parallel to it after

wards, if necessary. If the work has not

been accurately done and the legs of the

arch are not parallel when riveted in place,

the outside face will have to be cut down

to bring it true to the inside face, and then

the blade trued to the arch.

At the center of the bend of the arch a

very small hole should be drilled and c0un~

tersunk at both ends; the countersinks

should be smooth, without burring or sharp

edges to fray the line, which is threaded

through the hole and retained by a knot

which drops into the top countersink; the

line must be a close fit in the hole—the

closer the better. Perhaps the best possible

thing to use for the plumb bob is a small

mercury bob—a steel shell filled with mer

cury and tightly sealed. However, any small

bob will answer the purpose.

Accurate Finish Essential.

It is absolutely essential that the bob

should be accurate—that is, its point must

be exactly in the same axis as the line

from which it hangs. Twist the line a littlc

to rotate the bob; if it is true the point

will turn without shifting its position, but

if it is not true the point will wobble about

in a little circle. A mercury plumb bob

rarely is inaccurate.

The last job is to locate the “notch"'

which corresponds to the center line of a

spirit level. To do this it is necessary to

set the tool on a surface that is known to

be absolutely level, or to set it up in a rise

with its foot truly horizontal and the up

right truly vertical. In most instances the

latter is the easiest method, for a plumb-line

can be used to line up the vertical edge.

This must be done with extreme care and

the line must be a very fine one; a piece of

thread answers the purpose very well. An

other method is to use the line of the tool

itself, calipering from the outer edge of the

  

METHOD OF USING LEVEL

arched member to the line; but this i5

rather a difficult and delicate job.

When the tool has been leveled, with the

plumb bob hanging so that it comes as close

as possible to the top 0f the blade without

quite touching, a fine mark should be made

to indicate the point, and a tiny notch filed.

Or a point may be attached to the blade

making, perhaps, a little better job of "i

the point, of course, should proiflct upwanl'

The line used should be fine, tough andnph'

able, such as’a bit of small high‘grilde “Sh'

ing line. I

Some Practical Applications.

Obviously if the tool is set on a level sill"

face the plumb bob will come to rest With

its point over the center of the notch in the

blade, while if the surface is not level the

[mint will be off either to 01'!6 Side mime

other. This tool indicates only i" the d'm'

lCl

“an
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INFLUENCE OF SIMPLICITY, IN STARTER DESIGN

Lack of Complexity That Permits the Average Man to Care for His Own

Equipment—Knowledge Required for the Operation—Jesco Com

bined Lighting and Starting System as an Example in Point.

 

(This is the twenty-second of a series of articles designed to makcclear the electric lighting and en ine

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner ah c.)

There is this difference between the mod

ern electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem and at watch, though both of them rep

resent the result of highly specialized effort:

The average person can sit down and in ap

proximately half an hour take the lighting

and starting system all to pieces, not count

ing the battery, of course, and in another

half hour put it together again. There are

mighty few persons who can take a watch

to pieces and put it together again without

having something left over; the watch

would suffer by the proceeding. The light

ing and starting system might suffer by the

proeeeding, and then, again, it might not

.-t\l

Probably the only part of the mechanism

that ever will require adjustment, taking the

word in its literal meaning which is to bring

into such relations as will make for harmo

nious action, is the circuit breaker, that

silent little watchdog of the battery and

the dynamo which is eternally vigilant and

which seldom takes a rest. Cases have been

known, and in considerable number, too,

where circuit breakers have lived out their

useful life without any attention whatso

ever. They have simply kept right on mak

ing the connection between the dynamo and

the battery when the voltage of the former

-crept up and breaking it again when the

"'“iturinslull
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JESCO MOTOR-GENERATOR DISASSEMBLED SIIUWING COMPONENT

suffer at all. At any rate, it has a better

chance of surviving the ordeal without

serious impairment of its efficiency than

has the watch.

Adjusting the Circuit Breaker.

Happily, however, it is no more necessary

to take the one apart than it is the other.

though the distinction still remains that it

r(‘quires a real expert to tinker with a

watch, whereas the average amateur, aided

by his brains, can tinker with his electric

lightng and engine starting system without

serious danger of crippling it. It is a rugged

piece of mechanism as compared with the

watch though it may be just as delicately

adjusted withal. But it has no tiny balance

Wheel and no hair-like springs, and though

"0 man who values his timepiece will at

tempt to adjust it himself, for watches are

not always adjusted by means of their regu

latIOI‘S, it is no more difficult, as a rule, to

fldlust an electriq lighting and engine start

mg System than it is to adjust a pair of sus

penders- A screw driver may be needed,

however, but a screwdriver is not a very

complicated r001,

PARTS

voltage dropped despite neglect or wear

or anything else. This, briefly, is the theory

of such devices; they should operate in

definitely without giving cause for adjust

ment.

Most circuit breakers do operate for a

year at least before they require cleaning

and adjustment, and there are several rea

sons why this should be so. The first of

them is that the mechanism is subjected

to very little wear, for the good and suf

ficient reason that the circuit is made and

broken only when the engine is started and

stopped or when the speed is reduced ’way

down below the legal limit, as when in

heavy traffic. The second reason is that

the latitude of movement of the parts is

very limited and the parts themselves are

designed with an ample factor of safety.

Most manufacturers figure that it should not

be necessary to touch their cut-outs for at

least a year, and some of them are so sure

of their ground that they strongly advise

against making any alterations whatsoever;

their instructions are, in the fewest pos

sible number of words, “let it severely

alone; if it shows signs of derangement

send it back to the factory for adjustment."

The jones Electric Starter Co., of Chi

cago, Ill., manufacturer of the Jesco elec

tric lighting and starting system, is one of

those which lays down the law pertaining

to adjustments in no uncertain terms. The

jones company believes that after several

years of experimenting and testing under

very nearly every conceivable condition, it

has evolved a system that will run almost

indefinitely without any tinkering on the

part of the owner. Hence, probably on the

assumption (logical not so very long ago)

that the average person, dealer or owner, is

more likely to do damage than good in at

nun/ruin
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tempting to correct such slight troubles as

are likely to occur with any system, the

Jones company says, "let it alone," or

words to that effect.

What to Do in Case of Trouble.

The manufacturer's wording is as fol

lows: “Do not change any adjustments in

side of controller without instructions to

do so from the manufacturers." Obviously,

it is the better part of wisdom to do as the

manufacturer says—to write immediately

the apparatus shows symptoms of laziness

or inability to fulfill its mission in life and

to be governed according to the reply. Then

there is no chance of going wrong. But

—and it is a very large but—conditions may

arise, on the road, possibly far from human

habitation, when adjustment of some sort

is absolutely necessary in order to permit

the car to be driven home. It is impossible

to write or to wire to the manufacturer.

Consequently, the owner must reply upon

himself and no one else, at least temporar

ily. Ordinary common sense will help a

whole lot, for as has been laid down in the

twenty-one preceding articles on the same
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subject which have appeared in Motor

World, the cut-out is at once the easiest

part of the mechanism to take care of and

to adjust, and the part which can cause the

most serious derangement of the whole

system when it gets out of order and its

disease is not cured at once. Incidentally,

the Jesco circuit breaker is no more diffi—

cult to adjust than is any other. However,

it must be remembered that great care, and

judgment, are required in adjusting any of

them.

Putting Cut-out Back to Work.

if nothing else can be done, the better

plan is to disconnect the wires which lead

to the battery. Naturally, this will prevent

the dynamo charging the battery, but it also

will prevent the battery discharging itself

through the dynamo, and if there is any

“juice” left in the battery it then will be

available to light the lamps or to start the

engine. If the cut-out contacts have become

stuck together because of the presence of

dirt or through weakness of the spring that

holds them apart, the remedy suggests

itself. If the spring has become broken, it

often is possible to improvise a spring or

to utilize that portion of the old spring

that remains. If the spring is merely weak,

its tension can be increased slightly, though

only very little should be taken up or the

dynamo will not commence to charge the

battery until the car speed is considerably

more than is allowed by the laws. Dirty

contacts can be cleaned very easily with a

very thin and very fine file, or a file can be

made by glueing a couple of piece of fine

emery cloth to opposite sides of a piece of

thin Bristol board. \Vhere nothing else

avails, and the wires to the battery cannot

be gotten at to disconnect them, a small

piece of thick paper inserted between the

contacts will prevent the battery discharg

ing itself through the dynamo when the en

gine is stopped.

Combined Motor and Generator.

\‘Vith a single exception, the whole Jesco

system is very much like several other sys

tems. Thus, for instance, the motor starter

and the generator are combined in a single

compact machine. thereby centralizing the

apparatus and eliminating the necessity for

separate drives to motor and dynamo. The

single machine is connected to the gasolene

motor through the intermediary of a “si

lent” chain running over a sprocket 0n the

engine crankshaft. It operates as a motor

when the current from the battery is turned

on and immediately the gasolene engine

takes up its own cycle of operations it an

tomatically is converted into a generator

and without more ado .promptly takes up

its business of placing back in the storage

battery the current drawn out for lighting

for starting the engine; the armature speed

is unaltered.

The rate of charging current delivered by

the generator is regulated within certain

limits by the demand upon it, regulation be

ing an inherent characteristic obtained in

the method of winding; no outside relays

or other mechanical devices are employed.

But, so that the operator may have some

say in the operation, so to speak, a manually

controlled method of varying the charging

rate is provided.

Adjustable Charging Rate Provided.

For instance, if the car is used a great

deal at night and very little during _the day,

the charging rate can be increased to make

up for the added drain on the battery caused
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JESCO CONTROLLER UNIT

by continuous burning of the lamps. For

normal conditions, when the car is used in

the day and also at night, the charging rate

can be made normal. If the car is used

mostly during the day.with very little night

running and the engine is stopped and

started comparatively little, at low charging

rate will sufiice and will be better for the

battery. All of these different charging

rates can be obtained quickly and easily by

the operator without the necessity for him

leaving his seat, with the aid of a tiny

switch located beneath the controller; it

may be seen quite clearly in the accom

panying illustration. Moving the switch to

the "high" side ensures a high charging

rate, moving it to the left ensures a low

charging rate, and if it is left in the center

the rate will be normal for normal condi

tions.

This is one of the points of difference

between the Iesco system and other sys

tcms. Another point of difference is in the

arrangement of the starting switch and the

light switches in a very small and compact

"controller" which can be located almost and

anywhere on the car, though the preferable fit:

position is on the riser board between the

front seat and the floor. In this position, it

is right at the driver's hand and can he

found, if need be, in the dark. The internal

economy of the controller is shown by the

accompanying illustration, which shows the

arrangement of the switches.

Simple pressure downward brings two

contacts together, thereby connecting the ll»;

battery to the starting motor. Intermediate

contacts are unnecessary, for the reason

that the motor-generator always is perma

nently and directly connected to the gaso

lcne engine. Rotating the knob until its

pointer corresponds with indices on the top

of the controller serves to make the neces

sary connections to light the various lamps

in various combinations.

Operation of the Controller Unit.

The lighting switch is of the drum type,

and as it provides sliding contact it is self

cleaning and there can be no reason for

poor connections. Similarly, as there is

only the one moving part—the central drum

—there is nothing in it to get out of order

and it cannot be adjusted for the reason

that there is nothing to adjust. The starting

switch consists merely of two pairs of but‘

tons of large area which are brought to

gether when the knob is depressed. There

is nothing in this part of the apparatus.

either, that can get out of order, though it

will do more good than harm occasionally

to clean the contacts. For the purpose, a,

small, fine, flat file is to be preferred and

care must be taken not to remove any more

of the metal than is necessary to bring the

contacts back to their'original state of

brightness. A certain amount of sparking

is bound to take place when the contacts

are separated, due to the heavy current

drawn by the starting motor, and as a re

sult a certain amount of oxide will form

.'\ small amount will have no appreciable

deleterious result on the operation oilitt'

switch, but if it is allowed to accumulate

poor contact will result and the starter may

not evince its customary vigor. But it i5 a

very simple matter to remove it, and the

operation can be performed in not more

than 10 minutes.

Construction of the Generator.

The construction of the motor-ls'enemlor

is slightly unorthodox, jUdglfllZ SOMY by

other motor-generators, in that the fidd

piece instead of being solid, is made of

laminated sheet steel securely fastened to

gether. This system ensures maximu"1

power for weight. Similarly, the armatqu

is constructed of laminated sheet steel and

the windings are held in place by wedges

much after the manner employed for very
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large and very heavy motors. The shaft is

nickel steel carefully turned, tempered and

ground true and the commutator is insulat

ed with mica, no fiber or paper being used.

The brush holders also are insulated with

mica and the casing over the whole is

formed of an aluminum alloy giving light

ness and rigidity combined with water- and

dirt-proof qualities.

In the care of the motor-generator unit.

there is very little that need be done or

that can be done. The brushes and brush

holding apparatus and the commutator are

exposed by removing one of the end plates.

the operation being accomplished by taking

out a couple of screws. As the brushes are

composed of a special compound calculated

to run without attention for from 20.000

to 30,000 miles, it is manifest that they will

not require to be touched. In fact, it is

part of the specific instructions of the man

ufacturer that they be permitted to remain

undisturbed. Similarly, the brushes are self

lubricating, which fact probably will be

reflected in the condition of the commutator

after long service. After a season's use, it

ought to be smooth and appear glossy and

brownish, and if it does it should not be

touched under any considerations. If, how

ever, it appears dull and dirty and is slightly

scratched, the sandpaper cure must be ap

plied. Use No. 00 sandpaper and apply it

lightly and for a time long enough to re

move all the dirtland scratches. A heavy

application is likely to do more harm than

good.

In taking very nearly all the care required

out of the owner’s hands, Jesco engineers

have not overlooked the lubrication prob

lem, and inasmuch as lack of lubrication or

too much oil or oil where there ought not

to be any at all are three of the causes

which contribute a great part of all the

troubles that starting and lighting apparatus

can give, the achievement of an automatic

System ought to go a long way toward con

dudflg to peace of mind. The armature is

carried in imported annual ball bearings and

°_°“5equently it requires very little oil. \Nhat

little is required is supplied from a com

Pflrtment in the case which holds sufficient

Oil for long periods. Incidentally, oil from

lheDsame compartment lubricatcs the drive

chain. Hence, all that is required is to re

?" the reservoir from time to time, putting

m as much fine, light oil as the compart

ment will hold. To take up the slack in the

dnvmg chain, an adjustment is provided.

Another distinctive feature of the JCSCO

System which should go a long way toward

“'mp'lifyineinstallation of'subsequent over

hlmlmg or adjusting. is the ‘useiof wiring of

different colors for different ptfrposes. The

“"35 that lead from the switch to the head

lamps, for instance, are yellow and white,

respemvely; the wires that lead from the

switch to the battery are black, blue, green

and yellow. the battery being split into

two units for convenience in charging and

in distributing the lighting load. Other

wires are of other colors, making it prac

tically imp0ssible for any one other than a

color blind person to get the wires crosSed

and connected up wrongly.

Tool that Replaces Socket Wrenches.

One of those handy little tools that can

be used for half a dozen different purposes

has been brought out by the Raymond C.

Agner Co., of Burlington. Wis, under the

style Simplex wrench. One of the advan

tages of the device is its simplicity, which

is so clearly shown in the accompanying

illustration that extended description is
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(llllll' unnecessary. The tool takes the place

of a set of socket wrenches, for many jobs,

being adjustable to any size nut from 6/15

inch to 1% inches. It will handle any spark

plug and can be used to hold the plug it, for

instance, the plug has been removed while

In fact, it is an effective little hand

vise. It works equally well with square or

hexagon nuts, and may be used as a tap

wrench. The jaws are set to the right size

by means of the screw, which also serves

to clamp the jaws in position when the tool

hot.

is used as a hand vise.

Conditions That Affect Cutting Edges.

The secret of a good cutting edge,

whether it is on a cold chisel or a razor, lies

in the correct angle and the proper hard

ness of the steel. Because a tool that is too

soft will not take or hold a good cutting

edge it does not follow that the harder the

steel is made the better it will work. If

the steel is excessively hard it will be brit

tle, and the thin edge will easily break

away, leaving a rough, dull edge. If too

soft the edge will bend over. Because a

razor does not have to be forced hard, it can

be made harder than an instrument that re

quires more weight to send it through the

material it is designed to cut, and the edge

can be thinned down. To go to the opposite

extreme, a cold chisel, which is driven

through metal by blows of a hammer, must

be considerably tempered or softened and

its edge ground to an angle that is very

obtuse as compared with that of a razor.

Almost any tool can be made too sharp—

that is, so sharp that when put to its work

the edge will either break of? or turn over,

according to the hardness of the steel.

Best Remedy for “Pocketed” Valves.

Continual grinding of the valves will in

time cause the seats to be “pocketed”—

that is, the seat will have worn away so

that it is very much lower than it orig

inally was, whereby the passing gases are

throttled to a considerable degree. There

are several ways of remedying matters.

The simplest is to cut away the side walls

of the pocket formed to allow of the free

passage of the gases. Another method em

braces threading the side walls and fitting

a bushing in which a new valve seat is

formed. The best method. however. is to

cut a new seat in the side walls, which nat

urally will be of larger diameter than the

original valve seat. Valves to accommo

date the new seat then are fitted.

Alcohol as a Moisture Eradicator.

Although the greatest care should always

be taken to keep moisture from the mag

ncto, and in fact from each and every part

that has to do with the ignition of the

charge, when luck is “agin one" and water

does creep in and prevent proper function

ing, it should be remembered that alcohol

has a great affinity for water, and because of

this affinity it can be used to advantage to

eliminate the very last traces of moisture.

The magneto, or the wetted cables. as the

case may be, should be immersed in the

alcohol for a few moments and then fanned

until the liquid has evaporated, and. crap

orating, taken the moisture with it.

How Winter Starting May be Aided.

Stopping the motor by closing the air in

let to the carburetter results in the intro

duction of a very rich mixture into the

cylinders and considerably facilitates mat~

ters when the time for starting arrives. The

practice is to be recommended where a mo

tor is difficult to start during cold weather.

Evolving an Emergency Screwdriver.

In a pinch, a right angle screwdriver can

be very easily “rigged up" by placing a

washer between two nuts on a bolt and

locking it in place with one of the nuts. The

protruding washer then is filed flat. so that

it will not jump out of the slot in the head

of the screw.
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1,026,287. Lubricating System for Explo

sion-Engines. Cecil Hamelin Taylor and

Howard 15. Cofiin, Detroit, Mich. Filed June

27, 1910. Serial No. 569,205. (Means for lu

bricating a rotary valve motor.) 9 claims.

1,026,314. Starting Device for Explosive

Engines. William C. Hartmann, Milwaukee,

Wis., assignor to Milwaukee Separator Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation. Filed Jan.

13, 1911. Serial No. 602,435. (Clutch

mechanism for starting handle.) 3 claims.

1,026,358. Detachable Limousine-Top for

Automobiles. Oscar N. McCallister, Mount

Vernon, Ind. Filed June 20. 1911. Serial

No. 634.331. (Top designed to fold into

spaces in the body.) 2 claims.

1,026,368. Vehicle-Top. Alexander Rit

chie, Detroit, Mich. Filed March 13, 1911.

Serial No. 614,116.) (Frame comprises a

single bow and suitable levers.) 3 claims.

1,026,370. Vehicle-Wheel. Herbert J. Sew

ell, Detroit, Mich. Filed May 4, 1911. Se

rial No. 625,012. (Solid rubber tire mounted

on resilient wheel felloe.) 3 claims.

1.026,374. Starting Device for Explosive

Engines. Ernest V. Swern, Denver, Colo.,

assignor of one-fourth to John H. East,

Denver, Colo. Filed March 1, 1911. Serial

No. 611,681. (Starting pedal belted to

crankshaft.) 12 claims.

1,026.375. Driving-Gear for Vehicles. Jud

son R. Tibbles. Macedonia, Iowa. Filed

Sept. 25, 1911. Serial No. 651,135. (Means

for transmitting power to steering wheels.)

10 claims. ~

1,026,408. \Vind-Shield. Frederick Schim

per, Union, N. J., assignor of one-half to

Alfred H. Koeller. Ridgefield Park, N. 1.

Filed Jan. 24, 1912. Serial No. 673,020.

(Zig—zag type of windshield.) 2 claims.

1,026,424. Engine. Theodore J. Ashby,

l’erryville. Ark. assignor of one-fourth to

I. E. Bell. Gordon, Ga. Field Oct. 5, 1911.

Serial No. 653.080. (Atomizing nozzle leads

directly into cylinder of two-cycle motor.)

4 claims.

1.026.402. Transmission Mechanism. Lew

is E. Schlotterback, East Orange, N. 1., as

signor to L. E. Schlotterback Mfg. Co., a

corporation of New jersey. Filed Aug. 4,

1911. Serial No. 642,222. (Combined gear

set and clutch.) 13 claims.

1,026,491. Carburetter. William Hull

Browning, Rye, N. Y. Filed Nov. 2, 1910.

Serial No. 590.328. (Fuel drips from needle

valve onto inverted gauze cone.) 8 claims.

1.026.496. Vehicle—Spring. Arthur Col

lette. Brockton. Mass. Filed Dec. 18, 1911.

Serial No. 666,401. (Helical spring attach

ing to component parts through a bell crank

lever.) 4 claims.

1,026,504. Steering-Head tor Vehicles,

George Francis Garrity, Scranton, Pa. Filed

Feb. 6, 1911. Serial No. 606,993. (Flexible

grip for steering wheels.) 4 claims.

1,026,528. Starting-Crank for Hydrocar

bon-Engines. Elias J. Patton, Michigan

City, Ind., assignor of one-half to Jay P.

Bergeron, Michigan City, Ind. Filed May

1, 1911. Serial No. 624,337. (Composite han-'

dle designed to be released in can the en

gine kicks back.) 9 claims.

1,026.534. Auto Cranking Device. Fletcher

H. Waddill and Roy D. Fonda, Dexter, N.

Mex. Filed June 28, 1911. Serial No. 635,

725. (Pedal connected to crankshaft through

levers and bevel gears.) 1 claim.

1,026,563. Internal-Combustion Engine.

David H. Coles, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor

by mesne assignments to Requa Motor Co.,

a corporation of New York. Filed Oct. 16,

1909. Serial No. 523,044. Renewed April 1,

1912. Serial No. 687,773. (Two cycle motor

with double diameter piston.) 9 claims.

1,027,409. Vehicle Wheel. John A. Etz

old, Detroit, Mich. Filed Apr. 26, 1910. Se

rial 1\'o. 557,772. (Spokes in the form of

strip springs). 2 claims.

1,027,434. Vehicle Wheel. Abraham Grove

Reaman, Ringwood. Ontario, Canada. Filed

Sept. 12, 1911. Serial No. 648,825. (Spokes

formed of telescoping tubes with enclosed

helical springs.) 1 claim.

Sept. 24, 1909. Serial No. 519,315. (Added

raceway for the temporary reception of the

balls.) 5 claims.

1,027,550. Inductor Magneto. Robert C,

Lanphier, Springfield, 111., assignor to San

gamo Electric Company, Springfield, 111., a

Corporation of Illinois. Filed Oct. 9, 1909,

Serial No. 521,947. (Inductor type of mag

neto.) 8 claims.

1,027,647. Vehicle Wheel. Lucien R.

Gruss, Chico, Ca1., assignor to Auto-Com

pressed Air Wheel Company, Chico, Cal., a

Corporation of California. Filed Aug. 8,

1910. Serial No. 576,231. (Helical springs

enclosed in telescoping tubes which form

the spokes.) 34 claims.

1,027,648. Engine Starter. Edwin Guthrie,

\Nashington, D. C. Filed Mar. 1, 1912. Se

rial No. 680,913. (Cooling fan provided with

buckets so as to form an impulse wheel

against which water is directed under pres—

sure to turn the crankshaft.) 3 claims.

1,027,649. Gas Engine Starting Device.

William A. Hansen, San Francisco, Ca].

Filed Dec. 13, 1910. Serial No. 597,025.

(Auxiliary vaporizer provides mixture for

the cylinders.) 11 claims.

1,027,680. Internal Combustion Engine

Mastin L. \Villiams, South Bend, Ind. Filed

Dec. 20, 1909. Serial No. $34,154. (Two

cycle motor with double diameter pistons.)

8 claims.

1.027.730. Motor Vehicle. Claud Hoadley.

Gosport, Ind. Filed Feb. 11, 1911. Serial

No. 607,924. (Means for transmitting power

to all four wheels.) 8 claims.

1,027,733. Tire. Newton H. Horne, Kan

sas City, Mo. Filed July 19, 1911. Serial No.

639,385. (Tire made up of flat steel strips

superimposed upon each other.) 1 claim

1,027,736. Power Transmitting Mechanism

for Motor Vehicles. Frank A. Kirby, DC

troit, Mich., assignor to Kirby Motorcar

Company, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of

Michigan. Filed Dec. 13, 1910. Serial N0

597,044. (Modified friction drive.) 7 claims

1,027,737. Lamp and Reflectors for Saint.

Charles Henry Kruger, Bradford and Clif

ford Whiteley Collinson. Baildon, England,

Filed May 16, 1911. Serial No. 627,443

(Rays reflected by suitable mirrors-) 4

claims.

1.027.768. Carburetter. William E. ROW,

Indianapolis. Ind. Filed Apr. 28, 1911. 56'

rial No. 623,896. (Diaphragm operated °"

by the suction of the motor controls tht

fuel.) 7 claims.

1,027,798. Safety Cranking Device-1'0r

Explosive Engines. John L. Beck, Spring

field, Mass, assignor to The Auto Safety

Crank Company, Holyoke. Mass, .1 COFPO'

ration of Massachusetts. Filed Feb. 24. 1211

Serial No. 610,483. (Clutch for connecting

the handle to the shaft.) 10 claimS

1,027,447. Suspension Frame for Trans

mission Gear. Ernest M. Sternberg, Mil

waukee, Wis. Filed Dec. 17, 1910. Serial

No. 597,895. (Means for supporting gearset

and connecting elements.) 3 claims.

1,027,450. Anti-Skid Device. Langdon S.

Thompson, JerSey City, N. 1. Filed Ian. 2,

1912. Serial No. 668.902. (Chain made of

wire links.) 9 claims.

1,027,469. Muffler. Samuel \\'. Forney,

Pulaski, Va. Filed Aug. 29', 1911. Serial No.

646.576. (Flanged end causes introduction

of air which cools the gases.) 2 claims.

1,027,507. Vehicle \Vheel. August Ferdi

nand Schulz, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Mar.

17, 1911. Serial No. 614.982. (Strip steel

springs between wheel rim and tread.) 1

claim.

1,027,508. Locking Cap for Tire Valves

and the Like. Maximilian Charles Schwein

ert, West Hoboken, N. 1., and Henry P.

Kraft, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 22, 1907.

Serial No. 353,544. (Notched disk engages

with a spring and prevents turning.) 12

claims.

1,027,541. Anti-Friction Bearing. Henry

Hess, Wawa, Pa., assignor to The Hess

Rright Manufacturing Company, Philadel

phia, Pa. a Corporation of Delaware. Filed

we ;.=, 1m
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American Made i0r American Trade

The increasing use of ball bearings in motor cars is

easily explained.

Manufacturers are not now required to buy ball bear

ings abroad. The New Departure has proved satisfactory

in service, possesses all of the quality essentials and in

every respect is an American masterpiece.

It is more completely anti-friction than any other type

—the cost to operate the car mounted on these bearings

is consequently less.

It is ten times as efficient as a roller bearing under same

load conditions.

At the Boston Show, Space No. 430, Balcony, each of

the three types of New Departure ball bearings will be

shown, in slow action, with sections cut away for demon

strating anti-friction and other qualities.

Ask for copy of “Friction and Its Elimination”—a

treatise on comparative efiiciency of all types of bearings

—just from the press.

 

 

THE NEW DEPARTURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

Western Branch: 1016-17 Ford Building, Detroit
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Automobile Manufacturers Who Use
  

Storage Batteries

Exclusively
For Starting 'or Lighting or Both

  

Abbott Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

American La France Fire Engine Co . . . . . . . . ..Elmira, N. Y.

American Locomotive Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Providence, R. I.

American Motors Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Indianapolis, Ind.

Ames Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Owensboro, Ky.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co... ....Kokomo, Ind.

O. Armleder Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cincinnati, Ohio

Auburn Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Auhurn, Ind.

Bartholomew Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Peoria, Ill.

Buckeye Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Anderson, Ind.

Canadian Standard Auto & Tract. Co . . . . . ..Ft. Wayne. Ind.

.Cartercar Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Pontiac. Mich.

I. 1. Case T. M. Co. Motor Works . . . . . . . ..Racine Jct., Wis.

Chadwick Engineering \Vorks . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Pottstown, Pa.

F. Coleman Carriage 8r Harness Co . . . . . . . . . . . ..Ilion, N. Y.

Columbus Buggy Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Columbus, Ohio

Commerce Motor Truck Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

Corbitt Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Henderson, N. C.

Crawford Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Hagerstown, Md.

Crescent Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cincinnati, Ohio

Crow Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Elkhart, Ind.

135. Cunningham Son & Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Rochester, N._ Y.

Cutting Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..jackson, Mich.

Croxton Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..W'ashington, Pa.

Geo. W. Davis Carriage Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Richmond, Ind.

Enger Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cincinnati, Ohio

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Elkhart, Ind.

F. l. A. T. Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Flanders Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Syracuse, N. Y.

Gramm-Bernstein Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Lima, Ohio

Gramm Motor Truck Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Lima, Ohio

Gramm Motor Truck Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\\'alkerville, Ont.

Great Western Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Peru, Ind.

Haberer & C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cincinnati, Ohio

Havers Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Port Huron. Mich.

Haynes Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Kokomo, Ind.

Henderson Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Indianapolis, Ind.

Herreshoff Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, MlCh.

Ideal Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Indianapolis, Ind.

Imperial Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Jackson, Mich.

Jackson Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Jackson, Mich.

King Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

Kline Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Richmond, Va.

Knox Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Springfield. M855

Lenox Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Boston, Mass.

Lexington Motor Car C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Connersville, Ind.

Locomobile Company of America . . . . . . . ..Brldil's‘porfi- COP"

Lozier Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit. Mich.

W. H. McIntyre Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Auburn, Ind.

McLaughlin Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oshawa, Ont.

Mercer Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Trenton, N. J.

Marion Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Indianapolis, Ind.

Martindale & Millikin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Franklin, Ind.

Maxwell Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

Metzger Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

Michigan Buggy Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Kalamazoo, Mich.

Midland Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Moline, Ill.

Moline Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..East Moline, Ill.

Moon Motor Car C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..St. Louis, Mo.

Motor Car Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Indianapolis, Ind.

Marathon Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Nashville, Tenn.

Nance Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Philadelphia, Pa.

National Motor Vehicle Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Indianapolis, Ind.

Nordyke & Marmon Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Indianapolis, Ind.

Norwalk Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Martinsburg, W. Va.

Nova Scotia Carriage Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Kentville, N. S.

Paige-Detroit Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

Paterson Wagon W'orks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Flint, Mich.

Peerless Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cleveland. Ohio

Pilot Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Richmond, Ind.

Pope Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Hartford, Conn.

Premier Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Indianapolis, Ind.

Pullman Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..York, Pa.

Regal Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit. Mich.

Reo Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Lansing, Mich.

Reo Motor Car Co. of Canada . . . . . . . . . ..St. Catharines, Ont.

Russell Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..W. Toronto, Ont.

Schacht Motor Car C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cincinnati, Ohio

Seagrave Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Columbus, Ohio

Selden Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Rochester, N. Y.

Simplex Automobile C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . ..New Brunswick, N. J.

A. O. Smith Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Milwaukec, \Vis.

Speedwell Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Dayton, Ohio

Stanley Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Newton, Mass.

F. B. Stearns Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cleveland, Ohio

Stevens-Duryea Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Stoddard-Dayton Co. (Maxwell) . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Dayton, Ohio

Studebaker Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

Touraine Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Philadelphia, Pa.

The Tudhope Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Orillia, Can.

Velie Motor Vehicle Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Moline, Ill.

W'arren Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

Wayne Works . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Richmond. Ind.

“'ebb Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Allentown, Pa.

\Nestcott Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Richmond, Ind.

White Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cleveland, Ohio

Wichita Falls Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\Vichita Falls, Tex.

Winton Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Cleveland, Ohio

Zimmerman Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Auburn, Ind.

Need We Say More?

Willard Storage Battery Co.

Cleveland, Ohio
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The Rexo Always Acts \Vhen Needed

The Rexo single-tone horn protects your own

safety and that of other people because it always

works—it never refuses to act just when it is most

needed.

It gives out a strong warning note every time

the button on the wheel is pressed. and commands

immediate attention from pedestrians and drivers

of other cars.

The Rexo horn is reliable because it is simple

and free from complications. It has no parts to

get out of order—it is substantial and well-built

to stand the jarring and vibration of the car’s mo

tion—and it is finished so that the weather has no

effect on its appearance or its operation.

Because the Rexo is so reliable and so trouble

proof we guarantee it for life.

The Rexo costs little for upkeep, as it operates

with a small amount of current and can be con—

nected to any 6-volt battery. an advantage in both

cost and space saving.

This splendid horn takes none of your time or

money for frequent overhauling or attention to

lubrication or repairs. A slight adjustment once

a year. made with a screw driver, is sufficient to

overcome a season’s wear.

The popularity of the Rexo is shown by the fact

that more than 75.000 of these horns were sold for

use on 1913 cars as regular equipment. Enormous

sales to owners of cars make this the most widely

used. low~priced horn made. I

In addition to the Rexo. which sells for $8, com

plete, we make the Tuto. a high grade two-tone

horn for $25. and the Tutoette. a smaller halo-tone

horn for $17.50.

Elyril-Dean Products Manufactured Only By

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY

Kllllll City 501 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio, U. S.A.
Sm Frlnciaco

“Look for Elyria-Dean Where Quality ’s Seen ”
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The TUTQ—The Horn for Careful Drivers

The careful driver who guards the safety not

only of himself and the occupants of his car, but

the safety of pedestrians and those in other cars

as well, knows he must use a quickly responsive,

attention—getting signal of warning.

The Tuto two—tone horn is the best safeguard

that can be put on any automobile.

It is a complete signaling system. It electrically

transmits two different and distinct sounds through

a horn—one low and mild for ordinary usage, the

other loud and penetrating for critical situations

and emergencies. The degree of sound is regu

lated by the degree of pressure given the button

located upon the steering wheel.

The Tuto is very reliable and absolute confi

dence can be placed on its perfect operation at all

times It is free from trouble-making parts and

requires no care or attention except perhaps a

shght adjustment once a year to overcome the

season’s wear.

It operates by any 6-volt battery and costs little

to maintain, as the low tone, which uses little cur

rent, is sufiicient for most of the signaling done.

The Tuto horn is substantially and carefully

built of the highest grade material and lasts for

many years. Its satisfactory service and long life

are insured by a liberal guarantee, in fact, a guar

antee for “Life.”

Finished in polished brass or nickel, plain black

enamel, and black enamel with brass or nickel.

Price, $25.00, complete with button and cord.

we also make the Rexo. a single-tone horn for

$8, and the Tutoette, a small two-tone horn for

$17.50.

Elyrin-Dean Products Manufactured Only By

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY

Kansas City 501 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio, U. S.A.
San Francisco

“Look for Elyria-Dean Where Quality’s Seen ”
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MAXWELL MOTOR COMPANY

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

Iarch 8, 1913 \

Gentlemen:

There seems to be a lot of misunderstanding with regardto

the manufacturing and sales policy of.the new Maxwell Motor Compmw

This misunderstanding is largely due, doubtless, to a lot \

of misinformation that has been diligently circulated by éompefltom.1

Their reasons for desiring to impede the progress of Um m

organized company are apparent——they do not welcome such competb

tion as we purpose giving them.

80 their attitude is natural--and we don't mind.

We might have stopped a loteof the talk some time agolmd

we considered it worth while to tell our story. But we didn!t.

It was not our time to talk-—it was ours to work-~t01flan

*-to produce.

According to my idea, the time for the manufacturer totem

is when he is ready to deliver the goods. In times past wenght

have saved our office force a lot of work had we observed thatruh.

This time we have done so.

I think I know what you want.

I think you know we can produce that kind of a line.

That being the case, we have just gone ahead sawing wood

--disposing of such plants and equipment as we could not use to

advantage, and re—arranging and re-equipping the others prepara

tory to building cars in quantities.

Meantime, our engineers have been busy. They have had ’

before them every car with which they will have to compete. Thar

task was to beat them all.

A big task, you'll say: Yes, but that's the kind ofnwn

who Comprise this organization.

I figured-—and I think the future will bear me out-- “Mt

our best plan was to keep quiet while the other fellow talked

himself out.
  

INCORPORATID I 15
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He has shot his bolt. He has said all he can say--and now

is ashamed of most of it. He's apologizing now--so we'll leave

him in that position.

Meantime, we've followed Teddy's precept, "Step softly

but carry a big stick."

Talk on our part would have accomplished nothing. We had

no apologies to make—-no goods to deliver-—so why waste time talking;

What you as a dealer are interested in is a line of cars

that will compete-— that wflll sell easier, and to which you can tie ?.;qu

for permanency and profit. '* ““T

int Am I right?--all right. we have that line. And, our sales

; policy will suit you too well to suit our competitors!

lg I have always maintained that marketing the product is the

w big problem in business. Manufacturing is a problem in acreage—

in capital, in machines, and men. '

ti

y Most of my business life has been spent in selling. I think

I know your problems.

And we need you to make this business a success.

x We are going to need a lot of good dealers to sell the quan

w tities of automobiles we are going to make. And we are going to

need you more and more as the years go by--as competition gets keen

; er and as manufacturing margins get smaller.

How are we going to get you-and keep you? That is our problem.

5 I think I know-~I think I have worked it out so it will mean

~ more to you to come with us, and more to you to stay with us than

to go elsewhere or handle any other line.

Are you interested? Then read the series of open letters

We will publish from week to week in this space. In those letters

I will treat frankly and fully with every phase of the subject.

Frankly and fully.

It‘s our time to talk now-~for we have the goods and are about

5 ready to deliver.

Yours very truly,

MAXWELL MOTOR COMPANY (Inc)

President and General Manager.
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Being built on the only scientifically cor

rect principle(magnetic) it hasrendered such

unfailingly accurate service, for so many '

years, that now over 98 per cent of all the

high priced cars to be manufactured for

1913 will carry it as standard equipment.

U} lllifi" ll“1?‘flf“"1> “whatqgmwn: l; WW 1 , n, ‘ H W WWWW I ‘ I WNW ; ‘ m:
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'71 (MAGNETIC PRINCIPLE)

i, f i i

HE Warner Auto-Meter has been suc

l cessful in exact proportion to its accur- i T

acy as a speed and mileage indicator. i e

i i

!

Please Address Dept. 4

Warner Auto-Meter Factory, Beloit, Wisconsin

Branches in all principal cities all over the world
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The

DIRECTORY

Goes to Press

March 20th

The Silent Salesman

that always gets

a hearing

  

The AUTOMOBILE TRADE DIRECTORY’S

MAILING LIST

Just Off the Press

Our advertisers have an absolutely complete list, embracing every

Garage, Salesroom, Repair Shop, Charging Station and Supply House in

the United States, Canada and Mexico; also every Automobile, Commercial

Vehicle and Motor Manufacturer together with the names of their Purchas

ing Agents, Mechanical Engineers, Superintendents and other officials.

This list, the only complete and thoroughly corrected one of its kind

in existence is a most valuable adjunct to the sales and advertising depart

ments of any manufacturing concern in the automobile 1ndustry.

The AUTOMOBILE TRADE DIRECTORY, “"3353ng

__
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These Systems

Will Be Found on

Illuminated Dial

Lighting Generator Voltmeter

Lighting—\\'estinghouse Lighting Generators

automatically charge the battery without the use of

any relays, or solenoid-operated regulators. There

are no adjustments to be made. The battery is at

no time charged at an excessive rate. The gener

ator is slow speed, eliminating noise and wear.

Ignition—A high power, single-unit coil. acting

in conjunction with timing and distributing parts

on the generator, furnishes high voltage for the

spark. The battery operating alone. or with the

generator, supplies continuous power. The inter

rupter gives automatic spark advance. The spark

is uniform, regardless of speed.

Starting—Minimum weight of motor, and mini

mum discharge of the battery are features of the

W'estinghouse Starting Motors, permitting the use

of a smaller battery and smaller charging generator.

  

Many of the Finest Cars

The Systems Using a Single Wire With at Ground Return

Combined Ignition and

Lighting Generator Starting Motor

Illuminated Dial Meters—Three inches in di

ameter, with black dials and white lettering to

avoid glare. The lamp throws light on the dial only,

no direct rays being visible. Ammeters or volt

meters supplied, but voltmeters used for standard

equipments.

The Westinghouse Company has adopted

the grounded system of car wiring, using a single

wire with a ground return. The wiring is simplified;

one—half the usual amount of wire is required; bet

ter insulation is secured; proper current carrying

area is possible; installation cost is lowered; and

troubles are reduced to a minimum. Complete parts

are supplied for this grounded wiring, including

lamp connectors and incandescent lamps with the

Center Contact.

Electrical equipment that is the product of the Westinghouse Company,

and backed by its long established reputation, warrants the consideration of

every motor car manufacturer.

Westinghouse systems are proving the strongest talking points on high

grade 1913 cars.

  

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.
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Springfield

Metal Bodies

It is no longer the question—metal or

wooden body, but simply, “What is the

best metal body with which to equip?"

Springfield Metal Bodies are made by the

originators of the metal body. This con

\ cern first grasped the utility and desirabil~

@ ity of metal over wood. Today. after

twelve years in the business, we hold the

\ balance of high grade trade in aluminum

and steel bodies, covering all types of pleas~

ure cars.

Springfield Metal Bodies are standard on

the majority of America’s leading cars for

the very good reason that they embody all

the quality made p05sib1e by years of ex»

perience in the art of aluminum and steel

body construction. This illustration shows

one of the many body designs turned out

by our factory.

Springfield

Convertible Bodies

The Springfield Convertible Body, a later

development, gives the owner a complete

glass enclosed body in less time than an

(ll' ordinary top can be raised and curtains

r10 adjusted. It is a subject for your invest’

gation, if you are a dealer who insists on
let . .

' quality equipment.

:01!

“ < Springfield Metal Body Co.
md I Springfield, Mass.
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Advantages of the Underslung

The Seven Regal Reasons

FIRST—An Underslung is the safest car. Its construction—the frame below

the axle—brings the weight of the car nearer the road, yet allows full and

even clearance. “Turning turtle” becomes an impossibilityAskidding a rarity.

Second—Each Underslung has a "different"

appearance. All the Regal Underslungs are

attractive cars to look upon.. Their design

embodies graceful lines, a low rakish appear

ance that is pleasing to the eye and the utmost

in correct proportion. Every owner is proud

of the car he drives. Dealers are frequently

led to a sale through the appearance of the car.

Third—Their spring construction makes Regal

Underslungs easy riding cars. The separate

"halves" of each spring vibrate at different

rates~overcoming the violent bounce. The

flatness of each spring adds to its lateral

strength and relieves the side sway.

Fourth —Regal Underslungs are economical on

tires and in gasoline consumption. The re

bound of all springs is upward, thus relieving

the strain on tire casings. Low suspension

means a straight line drive, and power devel

oped in the motor is not wasted in the univer

sal joints. Regal cars average between fifteen

and twenty miles to the gallon of gasoline.

Fifth—The Underslung principle is a tried-out

principle. It has been used for years on rapid

moving conveyances and is now far beyond the

experimental stage in the manufacture of auto

mobiles. Eight successful firms are now en

gaged in the building of Underslung cars.

Sixth—We know how to design, build and

finish Underslungs. In the field of the moder

ate priced car of this type we were pioneers

and are today the largest manufacturers of

this kind of car.

Seventh -Regal Underslungs are unusually

good cars. Their dependable construction and

conservative price makes them worthy your

careful consideration. If intending the pur

chase of a car we ask you to learn more about

the Underslung construction and Regal cars.

Write us at the factory.

At the_service of those who care to use them are special correspondents in our organization

who Will be pleased to answer further questions about Underslung construction. These Regal

Reasons are only seven of several which we shall be pleased to give you. Address the

Sales Department. Ask for Catalogue B.

The Regal Motor Car Company, Detroit

One of the Regal Underslungs

$950—The Regal Model “T” Underslung Touring Car—$950

s)
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Radiators Built ,

Rebuilt 55 Repaired

MOTOR WORLD

 

 

Don’t make water carriers out

of your customers this summer

You, Mr. Dealer, and you, Mr. Manufacturer,

are the men who ultimately must suffer the

losses of both good will and patronage due to

inefficient radiators. It's you who will be

soundly berated when the water in the inetli

cient radiator boils away to such an extent

that your motor power falls on perceptibly.

And you should be blamed—both of you—

for Livingston Radiators will solve every sin

gle radiator problem—and Livingston Radiators

will show a lower net cost to the car maker than

any other radiator made. If you don’t believe

this write us—we’ll prove it.

You, Mr. Dealer, must protect

your customers

You, first, must bear the brunt of poor car ser

vice. Protect your reputation and your pocket

book by insisting on Livingston Radiators on the

cars you sell. They mean more car life and

more car comfort to your customers.

LIVINGSTON RADIATMI 81 MPG. C0.

Randall Building, 52d St.

New York

  

WeBuild

Radiators

for Indi~

vidual

(:ar~

Owners
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Chief of Quartermaster

Corps, of War Department,

issues Specifications for

Motor Trucks for Army Use:

Q “Brakes——Two sets, both attached

to rear wheels; one set operated by

pedal, other by lever.”
(LSheldon Double Brakes on Rear Wheels meet the Government specifications.

(LEquip Your Trucks With Sheldon Double Brakes and bid on the Army Trucks.

(LArmy Takes No Chances With Jackshaft Brakes, by demanding that all Army

Trucks be equipped with both brakes on rear wheels.

(LJackshaft Brakes are no stronger than _the chains. Could you skid the wheels

and stop your truck if the chains broke or Jumped OH the sprockets NP???

(You Can Not Depend on jackshaft brakes skidding the rear wheels.

(LEither One of Sheldon Double Brakes Will Do It.

SHELDON AXLE CO., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., U. S.A.

Chicago Brunch—68 East 12th Street Detroit Branch—1215 Woodward Avenue

E‘aa ' San Francisco Branch—444 Market Street
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' AMERICA'S FAVOPITE FOREIGN CAR

. Sou) §T1_,_AMEP1_CAN PRICES

  

  

Lancia cars, made in Europe, ofier the American

buyer every European point of superiority in mate

rial, engineering features, workmanship, design and

finish—and it is conceded that car building methods

which obtain on “the other side” are years in ad

vance of American methods.

And American Dealers can sell Lancia cars

at American prices. .. we.

You. Mr. Dealer, know that limited quantityproduction insures the personal attention of every

man engaged in the building. Lancia production is

typically European because it is limited. Here are

no American cut and dried operations that produce

quantity at the heavy expense of quality.

  

t.

-l~\.'-'p'
 

n1*5"..1‘".

m-' -.

. . l \
I“

‘ Lancia dealers use these arguments as the basis flea;- . iv,

for selling arguments. - .

Car wise buyers who want European automo— _Vi

biles are quick to grasp and act upon them.

  

There is some choice territory awaiting dealers

who are looking for that different and better car.

Are you such a dealer?

  

ADAMS - LANClA COMPANY

238 West 58th Street New York City
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 .A’j'iERBURY

The United States Government has accepted Atterbury truck specifications, and placed

orders with us for a large number of 1,500 pound delivery trucks. to be used in parcel post

delivery work. “here the Government leads, it is safe for the ordinary buyer to follow.

Do you know there are certain accepted standard specifications covering material and

Workmanship, motors, frames, tires, etc., which are practically fixed for trucks of different

sizes? We have not followed these specifications, we have made these ourselves, with the

result that our trucks, as now produced, lay down the standard of truck construction in

America.

These machines incorporate at least a dozen radical and advanced features which are now

known to be absolutely essential to the successful operation of a motor truck. The illustration

shows one feature of design that has already made Atterbury trucks famous; that is the ex

on rear axle with double v

universal action between _

the axle and jackahaft.

This is the bufi‘er spring itself.

which plays so important a part in

saving both truck and tires. This

{spring absorbs the shocks of starting

and stopping the truck.

including one, two. three and five ton sizes.

Besides this, our prices are the lowest, and

our discounts the best. Our campaign of

advertising which is being directed toitru'ck

consumers has created a general responsive in

terest in the Atterbury line. .

Join the “live” ones who have identified

themselves with the most representative and

best selling truck in America.

elusive Atterbury radius rod, with end butter

Spring. 50 designed as to permit oi two verti

Cal and two horizontal motions, Without throw

ing any strain upon the truck itselt.

In addition to unequalled design, appear

ance. finish. accessibility of working parts

and low cost of upkeep. we offer agents a

COmplete assortment of machines from a 1,500

Pound shaft drive delivery wagon up to and

THE ATTERBURY MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Bulialo, New York
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OFFEQKER
SI?EEIDOMETBRS

' OFFECKER 1s TO A SPEEDOMETER

“vim WALTHAM IS TO Annrmcr

i .

  

  

)W

HOFFECKER

SPEEDOMETEIZ

"Ive you head oi the

new simplified spelling?

It arable: n wan! to mks ‘

the place of a whole sen

Iencu. halve: the morm’ ‘

ist‘ lrnm such [00! 1

speeches an “I Wint‘thc ‘

most ramble speedometer

on the market." He

simply says In his dealer

“HOFFI50KER” and he

gets the hen M indi

cate: ever nude.

Write to your car manufacturer—tell him to

equip the cars y0u sell with Hoffecker Speed

i _ ometers and Waltham Time Pieces—then

' i you are selling another important item of

service.

  

TIII WINNER Cl.

mum"

NIthhlm‘lw

Hoffecker is to a speedometer what Wal

tham is to a time piece—both names stand

for quality of product known and used

wherever cars are found.

You cannot find better instruments ant " ' ' ' ‘

Mimi—and the fact that we can sell this combination to manu

facturers at moderate cost emphasizes this argument.

You can judge Hoffecker-Waltham worth

by cost of production. These instruments

are turned out in factories where design,

material and workmanship are paid for on

a scale commensurate with our ideals—

and they are high.
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ALTEAM
4 TIMEPIEQES

  

\‘nv‘only llmcflew nude n"

htlnnhilrl,y'lidm Mm“

, um! adjuum rum-1er   

' 5h;- a mam-"min Aulw

‘n " r- mms.-a.

, Thumpwur rum Mn any»

link mu finding a morning In

Mulnngwmrimv revrlml

Minnmwn' mm- Juyi Minn:

1h rlmnplcqn k 04-1qu run

M ll h an'mumte um! n-~

m1“ iiuibhu. I'ully “Iranian!

m4 hmy up iniwnrhsm 11:an

lnkr -.\Wmnnwnml “no

N _ ‘w'lwr pmdmilm (mm
.1 i ‘ 110;! m Ihvli,

  

We subordinate selling cost (which is over

head) to cost of production, and to do this

we concentrate our advertising in a group

of publications that reach prospective car

owners and owners only. A sample two

page spread of this advertising is shown

here.

  

mIn!“ I'll"

mm

  

InlrunL lull  

You, as a dealer, get the benefit of this adver
j

tising—it reaches the people to whom you sell '

cars and accessories.

  

  

The car manufacturer gets the noney we save (through economical, effective

advertising) in the shape of the highest grade instruments

at prices he can well afford to pay. )

  

Again we say:

  

If you want to help your prospective car owner to exceptional

§p§ed and time recording service. then specify Hoffecker

§geedometers and Waltham Time Pieces.
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HEAVY CAR TYPE

Town Car Tread

F] SK TI RE5
The ideal tires for slippery road conditions. ‘T/xey prevent

skidding. Made in the exclusive HEAVY CAR TYPlL con

struction that insures an extra layer of rubber on the tread,

two breaker strips instead of one, and a ba/armd tire into

which is built the strongest resistance to road wear. The un

precedented demand for Town Car Tread Tires makes the

entire Fisk Line more than ever attractive to DEALERS.

Write for Our Dealer Proposition

The Fisk Rubber Company

Factory and Home Office Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Address All Correspondence to Dept. 23

DISTRIBUTORS: THE FlSK RUBBER COMPANY; OF N. Y.

Branches in 41.Cities
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Esme

Stop Shifting Your Gears

When You Come to a Hill!

#1 F you want to know just how easily that engine

I Will climb any ordinary hill without gear shifting

_and Without pounding and knocking, see that an

Eisemann magneto with automatic spark control is

the source of ignition current.

    

i' In climbing a hill, the engine is bound to lose

some of its momentum and slow down to a relatively

low speed. This means retarding the spark, to pre

vent pounding and loss of power. Every driver,

however, knows, that it is hardly possible with an

ordinary manual controlled magneto to get a spark

at full retard-position and low speed, when the en

gine works on a heavy hill—or in other words with

the highest compression.

 

With the Eisemann magneto, with automatic spark

control, when the engine slows down the governor

automatically retards the magneto by changing the

position of the armature in relation to the driving

shaft. This solves the problem of correctly retard

ing the spark with the retarding of the engine speed,

but it accomplishes this feat without diminishing

the spark. As a result the automatic spark control

magneto in climbing a hill ignites the full charge at

exactly the right moment and with a maxrmurn spark

—consequently with maximum power resulting and

the necessity of gear shifting eliminated. h

 

The Eisemann Magneto Company

General and Sales Office:

225-227 West 57th Street, NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. DETROlT. MICH.

514 North Capitol Avenue 802 Woodward Avenue
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At the Boston Show

McCue \Vire \Vheels proved the

oft repeated statement that Wire

Wheels have come to stay.

At this, the last national exhi

bition oi the season. there were

even more wire wheel equipped

cars, more interest, more favor

able comment thereon, than at

any previous show.

Many dealers who read this

advertising have seen these won

derful wire wheel expositions at

the different shows—they will be

responsible for forthcoming de—

mand which is bound to follow.

Wire wheels are inevitable.

You, Mr. Dealer, if you do not

know what these wheels mean to

the car and to the owner—write

and ask us about them.
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McCue

Wire Wheels

make a good car still bet

ter—because they gum-:11»

tee a resistance against ra

dial and thrust shock far

beyond the strength of the

wooden wheel — because

they are immune to dete

rioration from the evil in

fluences of temperature

changes and age.

They conserve economy

in tire upkeep, reducing it

as high as 50 per cent—

increasing tire life by the

same percentage, this due

to the fact that their light

rims minimize the swing

ing hammer-like blows in

flicted on the rubber by

the heavy rimmed wooden

wheel.

Strength—tire economy

—grace——these are the

qualities you turn over to

your customer when you,

specify M c C u e \/V i r 6

Wheels on the cars vou

sell. .

THE McCUE COMPANY

BUFFALO, NEW YORK

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

   
 

   
   

    

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

The strength of McCue Wire Wheels is exception

ally great—this because (5) spokes are used exclusively.

S) spokes are made by the Standard Company in Tor

rington, Conn., over the same standard set by the Cov

entry (England) Swaging concern. 6) spokes combine

exceptional torsional and tensional strength, through

the special drawn carbon steel used in their construc

tion.
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BEGGING YOUR INDULGENCE

The Tremendous Demand

for

Electric Horn

From Dealers All Over the

Country Has Placed Us in

an Embarrassing Position.

We Can’t Keep Up

With Demand

and sixty days, more or less, Will be

necessary to enable us to fill orders as

rece1ved and to complete the orders for

Hundreds of Thousands

of these wonderful electric signals

already in hand. l

 



m

! Hardin-1913 MOTOR WORLD

3 When We Began to Advertise

the

Electric Horn

We Anticipated That Its Quality

and Price Would Create a Sen

sational Flood of Orders, But

We Underestimated, at That.

 
 

We knew we had a worthy successor to

the unworthy bulb horn—one infinitely

superior in volume of sound, tone, ease

of operation and looks—but we placed

our calculations on production too low.

Dealers— Kindly Bear With Us

We Will Satisfy You Shortly

Nonpareil Horn Manufacturing Company

Wooster Street, New York Facto :"igticgyc’eaNn- ivenue
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"

SPARK

PLUGS

 

DETROIT; MIOI'I.

Around This Famous Trade-Mark

ls Grouped the Finest and

Most Popular Line ol

Spark Plugs in

the World
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one Look Tells All Dealers- Another Leader
§§~ \V' e motorists by s of thou- O

‘ “I in 1912 deman this plug Every motor man in your town .

>; with the window ' the porcelain. who has a gine will

 

  

F l n over-oil‘ed e51 d

or it ocates ign' ' n trou s at a be your everlasti rien an cus

glanufwglhoml testingti‘wi: fut . {gmtir léen yap nglenthis Slth—l

screwmg e p u WI ou uss e - oruca e icoa wi i

at? so“ 8' lll J-D closed end and p 'num points. In -

_ his is tr a maryelous inven- oily eng' 9 it is supreme. Its ~

tion; and 1 will bring mders in _ sales in parts of the world are RVJIi

countless flood.

$§ Th h tdaf ' l ' h b k bl Write I e"(iriimtis'i h a d h' 1 v

e ea - e ying poree ai , t e un tea a e - *a ers everyw e n t 15 pug 3 wonmflal rts. d the moder or der L —tl} ur ' merit.

an rice, also hel ful re eat Sl oftowar normous 5 5_ p p Par‘lculars. Ge p agrxtlers and make this

  

 
 
  

 
 

  

'n to WI headqu

\\\J§\ * end _ I ‘he 1' b00k1=¢ at once, telling all one 0 your leaders, it you have not already done

\\ ut plug and the others of the line. _ 80

Do It Now!

65 Butler Avenue-
C
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Another Prominent User of

Hyatt Roller Bearing:
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HEAT treating is an extremely important feature in the ‘

manufacture of the Hyatt Roller Bearing. By it the

elastic limit or strength Of the materials as well as the re

sistance to wear is increased over two and one-half times.

Uniform results are obtained by the standardization of

materials—accurate temperature control—and the frequent

testlng of specimens to insure the prescribed physical re

sults. These operations are under the personal supervision

of competent metallurgists.

All Hyatt Flexible Rollers are now made of alloy steel and

heat treated.

l'IYATI ROLLER BEARING Co.

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

Worn. llzvmui llzw Jmn

Ill!)lllllllllllllllllllllIlllFliilillllllll" I

MR. KENNETH CRITTENDEN,

Chief Engineer, K-R-I-T Hotel- Car Company.

lllllll'flm
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,7 AT LAST! !

A gasoline gauge for automobiles that is accurate and dependable---up

hill, down hill, on side list and on the hottest and coldest days,

shows at a glance the amount of gasoline in the tank

The

2P8"
GASOLINE GAUGE

(ATTACHES TO THE DASH)

Brass or Nickel Finish

  

-—:_.

  

 

 

IN 25 .

7'. p%:g\N6‘I

  

SOME OF ITS MANY ADVANTAGES

No more Dry Tanks miles from Detects Leaky Tanks immedi

a garage. ately.

' _ _ Shows instantly amount of gaso

N') more Punmg up 61151110115 to line going into tank and amount

run measuring stick into tank. being consumed per mile.

 
As dependable as your watch. and will not get out

of order.

Full directions for installing sent with each gauge.

Supplied at present for the 1912 and 1913

7 Ford, Overland, Buick, E. M. F. and

the 1913 Studebaker

a'lb--'-m_"

'j

a

When Writing 5m, Model

' If for other cars, send us name, model and year,

r' and we will notify you if we can supply you. Not

made at present for cars having pressure tanks.

If your dealer canth supply you, we will direct, on

receipt of price.

Iv Catalog No. 9 giving full particulars sent free

A WORD TO DEALERS

‘ Dependo Gasoline Gauge is the first and only dependable one ever in

‘ vented. Yet you know the demand for a gauge of the character of Dependo

‘ has been and is insistent. Our campaign of national advertising which

starts March 1 will surely augment that demand and show how Dependo

will surely fill that demand to the letter.

You will have many calls for Dependo. Why not stock Dependo at once

and thus be able to fill orders promptly. Our proposition to dealers means

dollars to you. Write us today for full particulars and catalog.

l C. F. ROPER & COMPANY, Hopedale, Mass.

—_l.
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Are you watching the

growth in motorcycling?
 
 

  

Many manufacturers of automobile accessories

can find a profitable field for extending their

business by adapting some of their specialties

to the requirements of the motorcyclists

()ver 80,000 motorcycles

will be built in 1913

and all these motorcycles will require tires,

magnetos, carburetors, spark plugs, bearings,

lamps, batteries, horns, chains, motors, oils,

speedometers, rims, gears and forged and

manufactured parts of all kinds

You can reach this growing field

by advertising in

9° ad

IEHEGyORLDYCm

E IEW

  

The oldest cycling journal published and the recognized

authority on motorcycling and all allied subjects

 
  

SAMPLE COPY AND ADVERTISING RATES GLADLY SENT ON REQUEST

Bicycling World and Motorcycle Review

Mecca Building, 1600 Broadway New York City
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The “American Tourist ” (Type 34-A) $2350—Complete

Bigger Road Clearance

HEN you drive an “American Underslung” you need not fear thank-ye-marms,

country railroad crossings or road unevenness—no matter how serious, they can

not strike a vital point.

The “American Underslung” has a road clearance of 12% inches. Contrast this safety

with the fact that 85 per cent of all the domestic conventional overhung cars have an aver

age clearance of only 11% inches.

But better still, the “American Underslung” with its greater road clearance has a

straight clearance line. Neither the flywheel nor engine pan is forced to withstand any

possible shock. It is taken on the sturdy, re-inforced “American Underslung” frame.

The men who have adopted the “American Underslung” have never gone back to the

old-fashioned type of car. Greater clearance is one of their very best reasons.

Write us today for our interesting book. “The Advantages of Underslung Construction.”

The “American Scout” - - - $1475 Complete

The “American Traveler” - - - $4500 Complete

(Improved Electric Starter with Tourist $150 Extra)

Please Address Dept. E

American Motors Company, Indianapolis, Indiana

__
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No-Rim- Cut Tires---10% Oversize
 

- On Show Cars

Goodyears Lead by 43.4%

At the 37 Shows held up to this writing,

the average Goodyear lead has been 43.4

per cent.

In New York they led by 108 per cent.

In Chicago, 118 show cars were equipped

with these favorite tires. That broke every

Chicago record on any make of tire.

890,680 Go

\Ve have contracts this year from 107 of the lead

ing motor car makers. These contracts call for

890.680 Goodyear tires to go on this year’s new

cars.

That's enough to equip 222,670 cars. And that

means a very large percentage of the 1913 cars.

Those facts show clearly what users demand, in

the judgment of men who know.

12 Years’ Demand in 1

Last year’s output of Goodyear tires by far ex

ceeded our previous 12 years put together. Yet

that output failed to supply the demand by some

400.000 tires.

\Ve now are building about 6,000 tires daily.

That's enormously larger than the record output

of any other plant in the world.

The demand from users is running at present

twice as large as last year.

For three years now Goodyear tires have

led on cars equipped for exhibit.

But this year’s lead is decisive. No other

tire came within range of the Goodyears.

At some leading Shows more, Goodyears

were shown than of all other tires to

gether.

on 1913 Cars

tires blindly. They are watching mileage figures.

This sensational demand for Goodyear tires has

come with the vogue of odometers.

A year ago. a million of these tires had gone out

to tell their story. And the story they told. in the

next 12 months, sold a million more.

Wastes That Must Stop

This simply means that men have decided to end

rim-cutting waste.

Statistics show. that 23 per cent of all old-type

tires become rim-cut. All this loss is ended forever

by Goodyear No-Rim-Cut tires.

It also means that men want oversize. No-Rim

Cut tires. in air capacity, are 10 per cent over the

rated size. And that 10 per cent oversize, under

average conditions, adds 25 per cent to the tire mile

age. Men want that 25 per cent.

It also means that men demand tires built as well

as men can build them.
 

2,000,000 Salesmen

About two million Good

year tires have now gone in

to use.

Those two million tires.

on hundreds of thousands of

cars. are the salesmen who

sell Goodyears.

Make no mistake. Men in

these days are not buying

 

Goonfimz

No-Rim-Cut Tires

With or Without Non-Skid Treads

Legions know they get them

in the Goodyear tire.

 

These are facts to consider.

To you men who sell tires. and

you men who use them, they are

full of meaning.

This 14-year verdict, based on

two million tires. is too over

whelming to be disregarded.

Write for the Goodyear Tire

Book—14th-year ethtion.

tells all known ways to econo

mize on tires.

AKRON, OHIO

 

 

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

Branches and Agencies in 103 Principal Cities.
More Service Stations Than Any Other Tire.

We Make All Kinds of Rubber Tires. Tire Accessories and Repair Outfits.

Main Canadian Office, Toronto. Ont.
Canadian Factory. Bowmanville, Ont.
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Their Essential Features Are Palenled Features

Your car is only as safe as its axles are dependable.

The marvel of the motor car—its ability to make with security upon the rough

highway the speed with which an express train glides on steel rails—is

largely a matter of axle efficiency. Or—to make the analysis complete—

of axle durability, axle silence and axle efficiency.

And these three requisites are dependent upon the correctness of the design;

upon the experience of the workmen, and the mechanical equipment en

gaged in the execution of that design.

In the case of the flnzw'can flxle the essential features of construction by which

these three all-important characteristics are secured, are patented features.

Moreover, some of these patents are so fundamental and so inclusive in scope,

that they may be accepted as literal definitions for axle constructions em

bodying the three qualities: durability, silence and efficiency.

Your car should have flmm‘can flxlea because their efficiency spells economy

to you.

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohlo
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Comtort is engineered

into the KisselKar

OMFORT is built into the KisselKar, not merely added on.

C The aim of KisselKar design has been to prevent the undue

side lurches. sways and shock of road travel, not merely to

modify them by spring action and upholstery.

  

Ride in a KisselKar—you will discover how this fundamental

comfort, engineered into the KisselKar, plus all the added refine

ments of comfort, brings a new mildness to motoring—a steadier,

lighter motion, free from sways and lurches—a riding case that

immeasurably surpasses ordinary ideas of car comfort.

KISSELKAR.
The balance of the KisselKar makes it exceptionally sensitive

to the steering wheel, and agile in picking the road. The flexible

motor does away with the gear-shifting in ordinary driving, enab

ling you to drive as slow as needed, and climb hills on fourth geared

up speed. “Thirty” $1700—“Forty” $2000—“Fifty” $2500—60

H. P. “Six” $3150. Electric started and lighted—fully equipped.

Write for big illustrated catalog—the 1913 KisselKar catalog

illustrates the entire KisselKar line of pleasure models, and de

scribes KisselKar design and construction. It will give you a new

standard by which to judge automobile values.

KisselKar Trucks—1500 1b., 1, 11-4, 2. 3. 4. 5 ton Trucks, Delivery

Cars, Fire Department Apparatus, Ambulances. Police Patrols, Hearses.

 

Kissel Motor Car Co.,-159 Kissel Avenue, Hartford, Wis.

BOSTON, NEW YORK. CHICAGO. MILWAUKEE. KANSAS CITY. LOS ANGELES.

MINNEAPOLIS, ST. PAUL. DALLAS.

Philadelphia, Cleveland. Detroit. El Paw. San Antonio, New Orleans. Baltimore, Omaha. Butte, Denver.

San Francisco. Seattle. Portland. D‘ulu'th. Buffalo. Pittsburgh. Hartford. Conn.. New Haven. Albany.

Trey, Montreal. Quebec, Toronto, Wmnmeg, Calgary, and 200 other principal points throughout America.
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HROUGH how many miles of road service will

I the bearings in your car stand up~and give

full efficiency?

How long will they carry the weight of car and

load, meet the hammer blows from jolts over rough

city pavements and car tracks, from deep-rutted

country roads?

How long will they keep shafts in alignment,

keep gears in correct mesh, hold friction down to

near nothing—save power?

These questions strike the root of the economy, the

satisfaction and the safety of year after year opera

tion of your motor-car.

The Tl'mken TaPzred Roller Bearing is lhe one anli-frich'ml bearing

whose principles of design enable the eflect of wear to be wholly eliminated by

adjuslment without the least sacnfice of its efifcicncy.

Because it is adjustable perfectly for wear; because the line contact of

its rollers enables it to support greater load and stand greater shocks;

because its tapered construction enables it to meet end-pressure as well as

vertical load—The Timken Tapered Roller Bearing is found in the Wheels

Of the great majority of American motor-cars. both pleasure and commer

cial, and in many leading foreign cars as well.

The life-time efficiency of the Timken Roller Bearing is also one of the

fundamental reasons for the success and wide adoption of Timken-Detroit

Axles.

it will pay you to learn more about these essential parts of the car——

hearings and axles. You can do so by sending for the Timken Primers

T-T. on Bearings; T-8, on Axles. Sent free postpaid on request to either

address below. Write today. .

 
 

Timken Ta [be r ed fv

Roller Bearings on .\—_

(h; Spindle of a - _ THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO.

grmken- De/rail \ I R B Canton, Ohio D

mm Axle for I, ‘ t l THE TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE c0. l

Plea-$1478 Car. J Detroit. Mich.
~.
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The “Auto-Lite” Starter and Lighter

lnsures Simplicity, Efficiency, Service

the great advantage of simplicity. There are but two units.

operating on a 6-volt current. With the fewest possible parts

—and these parts easily accessible and adjustable—our device

presents no complications to puzzle those unskilled in electricity. The “Auto-Lite” is designed

to be built into and as an integral part of the power plant and to operate constantly with the

minimum of attention.

THE “AUTO-LITE” electrical starting and lighting device has

Our “Auto-Lite” lighting system has been in successful operation on thousands of cars

for many seasons. It is always dependable for the most efficient lighting of the car. The

“Auto-Lite” starting motor is built on principles shown to be perfect in the lighting system.

It is a big, powerful apparatus which gives the maximum of service at all times. The two

units are mechanically independent, sturdy of construction and absolutely dependable in

action.

We have built up a business which warrants the strongest guarantee of service. Our

plant, one of the largest in the country devoted solely to the manufacture of starting and

lighting devices, is equipped with the most modern labor-saving machinery money will buy.

We are ready at all times to produce an output which is denied to concerns with less com

plete equipment.

No demand is too large for us. We are turning out thousands of “Auto-Lite systems

every week—and have facilities for greatly increasing our production instantly.

Manufacturers cannot but be impressed by our capacity for prompt service on large

deliveries.

We have an attractive proposition for dealers on electrical lighting alone.

Every prospective purchaser should know our devices. He will insist that the car he

buys be equipped with the “Auto-Lite” lighting and starting system.

We have illustrated catalogues and literature which are interesting and highly important

to every manufacture, dealer and prospective purchaser. A post card request will bring

them. Write today.

The Electric Auto-Lite Company

Main Office and Factory, Toledo, Ohio

BRANCH OFFICES: New York San FranciscoKansas City
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md ;‘ The Car YOu Cm Sell to‘ Men 5.!

“Y ' v ofl‘Teans and Fine Discrimination
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'gC Are you in a position to locate and interest men of means, social standing and

ability to recognize a car of impressive individuality, tremendous prestige and

sterling performance.

If so, we will use our sales organization to assist you in selling the Metallurgique,

he Europe’s most talked of car and the one most sought after.

This automobile is the product of fifty years steel making near Brussels, the Pitts

burgh of Europe. In materials, it stands alone in quality. Its chassis is a revela.

mt ‘ tion in construction that has given it a proven title, "The unbreakable car." In body

ng design it is a model of sensational European originality that causes even the blase New

Yorker to turn to admire.

Metallurgique dealers have as sales ammunition a list of owners that reads like the

International Social Register. Write for our beautiful brochure—it will introduce us.

METALLURGIQUE MOTOR CO., 1934 Broadway, New York

W. C. & H. ALLEN. Proprietorx

56°
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M _ The final test of the efficiency of a motor

i truck is service. The sale of 21 Kelly

L truck is only the beginning of our respon

  
        

     

 

       

 

 

 

 

sibility.

 

‘_‘Tal<e ‘ care'oi our users,” is the keynote oi

Kelly service.v

(100% Truck Elliciency—

e y That’s Kelly Service ‘

Do you realize what this kind of service

means to the agent who sells a Kell

truck? ‘
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Kelly service is legitimate service in eveiy

sense. We can give this real service be

cause we have built up the entire, Kelly

T, organization with that idea

. / _ in mind. 1

, ""1 I in

a i, ., 1‘" ' /f/ y .4 a I I

l The Kelly

, v 1031 Bll

.
\\
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You have to know Kelly Service before

you can really appreciate what it means to

our dealers.

To Help‘jOur Dealers

We operate well equipped factory branches and service

stations in the following centers:

 

  

} Fourteen Factory Branches

Boston Dallas Chicago

Providence San Francisco Kansas City

Worcester New York Seattle

New Haven Philadelphia Los Angeles

Cleveland Birmingham

No matter where you may be, you are within a few

hours of one of these service stations. The necessary

parts or equipment for any repairs can be dispatched to

you from one of these stations without an instant's

Y delay. The advantage of this plan can be seen

i readily by those who have often been compelled to

wait many days for repair parts to be sent from a

distant factory.

\(4

3 Let's get acquainted. Let us tell you more about

our proposition.

 

it‘slreet, Springfield, Ohio

 

 

ispringiield Motor Truck Company
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Fodders Radiators Doll’l Plll Poor Cable

Into a Good Car

Your reputation

The reputation ot your salesmen

The reputation ot the car you make or sell

 

 

All of these depend upon the future per

formances of each car.

The difference between cars that require

little attention and cars that require con

stant attention often lies in the kind of cable

used in wiring the car.

Ask the manufacturer or owner of any of

the high class cars why he doesn’t have

lighting, ignition or other troubles. He will

tell you it is because his car is wired with

  

In producing an all-round efficient car. latter day

engineers take no chances on parts that will “lay

down” under hard work.

Inefficiency of a part is not blamed on the maker

of it—but on the maker of the car.

Fedders Radiators are standard on a

large line of America’s best known . -

cars and trucks that are making good. saves rewmng Of cars“

Fedders radiators cannot clog—the square tube

design makes this impossible. They cannot boil,

Once you put Packard Cable into a car

the Wire question is settled during the life

under correct working conditions. because all four Of thi can You won’t have any “come'

sides of each tube are surrounded by water—free baCks from dlssatISfieCl owners.

circulation and ample cooling are insured. _

. ' ~ 1 Dynamo, magneto and spark plug manu
In case of injury, the damaged. tube or tubes can facturers know that efficiency in lighting

be immediately replaced right in the garage—no starting or ignition depends u on 00d Wlf:

time lost and money wasted in sending the whole ing. To protect themselves again: failures

radiator back to the factory. they specify and use Packard Cable ’

Fedders radiators are made of copper—the best

, 0

heat conductor known among the baser metals. If you re net uSIng PaCkal'd Cable. write

today for new circular describing 27 differ
. 1- Square tube deglg I ut \e .

ample facilities to build in large or small quantities need

over your specifications. Our engineering depart

ment is at your dispOsal.

rronms MANUFACTURING WORKS The Packard Electric Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Devi. D. Warren, omo
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Bosch Plugs

As Good as Bosch Magnetos

HERE’S a diHerence between results obtained

T from any spark plug and the right spark plug,

one possessing every refinement of manufacture,

every result that extensive investigation could produce,

nothing omitted—nothing neglected.

Why experiment when you buy? The mere selection

of the Bosch Plug gives you the best plug, the plug

0 0 which by the universal selection of men who know is

$1E h renowned as the right plug. Buy Bosch Plugs now.

ac

If your dealer has not

stocked, order direct.

Bosch Magneto Company, 224 West 46th Street, New York

Chicago : : Detroit : : San Francisco : . Toronto

“Locating the Spark Plug," an interesting and

instructive book, sent gratis
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Stop Your Tire Trouble 7%
Don’t fail to write today for Interlock Booklet which tells all about /,

Interlock Inner Tires, and gives many new tire pomters of the greatest ’,

value to every automobile owner. _ . _ _ ’

The Interlock is an extra inside tire WthlI lS placed between the -

outer casing and the inner tube for the purpose of so strengthening the ._

tire that it will be proof against blow-outs, rim cuts and punctures and _._'—

therefore last twice as long. _ . . _

When you know what Interlocks Wlll do, you Will want them. _ Thewve you prac- -_

tical] two tires on each wheel with no change in the looks of the tire. 1th t is com- _ _

bine strength you can run your car an entire season without delays, annoyance or tire

trouble, an save about hal your tire expense. .

In writin for catalog, please give name of your local dealer, and If he cannot

supply you wit Interloeks, we will send you the name of a nearby dealer who can. Q

A good proof of the efficiency of Interlocks is

F

"flumqqmiFLAP

To Dealers: that they are regularly stocked in all sizes by

the largest Jobbers who only handle quality goods, such as Beckley

Rslston Co., Chicago; Bi-Motor EquipmentCo.. snd lver Johnson. Boston;

\

\

\

Q
Fry & McGill Co. Denver; Motor & Machinist Co.. Kansas City;Chanslor&Lyons Los Angeles: Western Auto Specialty Col. Iowys' City; 111.; Gibson \%

Auwn'wbile (10,, I J' ‘is and all I “ a" supply houses. \\\\

We Want Live Dealers Eyerywhere

Write for our proposition and give the name of your Jobber. \\\\\I 0””//////////' DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE co. “\\\

///l 600 9th Street Auburn, Ind.//,l /////////////IIIIIIIIIIIIHII|Illlll\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
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THEAIWATERKENT§Y5TEM

has been silently advertised from coast to coast by the best advertising anybody can have—the personal

endorsement of over 100,000 satisfied users.

The Atwater Kent Ignition System has no rival—no competitor. We do not use this term metaphor—

ically, but in a lilteral sense.

You may think this is the use of a trite advertising term, but in this case it is nothing of the kind. That

the Atwater Kent has no rival in the opinions of thousands of users has been demonstrated to us many-many

times, when in ordering their new cars they have specified that they should be “Atwater Kent equipped.”

There are a number of other good reasons for the superiority of the

Atwater Kent System over the magneto and it is worth your while as a

jobber, dealer or prospective buyer, to weigh and consider them carefully.

Space forbids our mentioning these reasons even briefly, but if you will

write for our booklet “D,” we will give you some of them. Then ask the

motorist who drives a car “Atwater Kent equipped” and he will tell you the

others, and the best reasons why the Atwater Kent Ignition System has no

 
 

gmrstfiimlifltcllyonxs 49‘fi’hii‘532’13.“l>i‘f“°
DISTRIBUTORS

New York—E. J. Edmond Co.; Chicago—~Motor Car Supply Co., Pellets Magneto Exchange; San Fran

cisco—Chanslor & Lyon Co., Weinslock-Nichols Co.; Los Angeles—E. A. Featherstone~ Seattl hanslor

Lyon Co.; Portland—Ballou 8: Wright; Omaha—Omaha Rubber Co., Powell Auto Supply 'Co.; Dallas

and Houston—_Fisk C0. of Texas; Wiehita—Hockaday Auto Supply Co.; St. Louis—Missouri Auto Spe

cialty Co.; Selma—Lee Hardware Co.' Kansas City—Kansas ity Auto Su ply Co.; Milwaukee—Julius

Andras 8: Sons C0,; Detroit-—Automobile Equipment Co.; Boston—Motor upply Shop; Denver—Auto

Equipment Co.; Hartford—Post 8: Lester Casi gtlanltaEElyea-Austell Co.; Chattanooga—Southern Auto

upry 0

3a]! .

@5171]
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Kelly-Springfield

Automobile Tires

There are no “features” that can increase a tire’s

wear. It’s simply a case of rubber against road

—with the best rubber wearing the longest. It is

the rubber composition in Kelly-Springfield Tires

that gives them the mileage record we are

proud of.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE COMPANY

20 Veney Street, New York

Branch omres in New York. Chir-uao. Philadelphia. Iiosion, St. Louis. Detroit.

Cincinnati. San Francino. Los Angolan, Cleveland. Baltimore. Sentie

Alinntn, Akron. 0., iiuifuiu.

The Hcam Tire it Rubber (‘0. Coiurn- umn: Tire & Rubber Co., Houston.

bill. Ohio, Tens.

"W Rubber Co.. Denver. ' in Todd Rubber pm, New l-i-ven. Conn.

'Ll wwdh 60" I'M" .\ik|nson Tire & Sunni! Co.. chkson

Suveil D ' ' - ' ville. Fla.
and Sniiiii _' “nrks' Almmn F. i) Franks Ir ('0.. Charleston. S. C.

ll R. Olmil & Son. Syracuse, N. l'. L. .1. Huh, Rochester, .\'. Y.
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Proved by Years of

Use in Europe

1 ENITII)

Carburetor

European motor-car

makers have known and

approved the Zenith for

nearly six years.

Metallurgique has used it since 1906.

Gregoire has used ii since 1908.

Germain has used ii since 1908.

Rochei-Schneider has used it since 1908.

Argyiis has used ii since 1909.

Sheffield-Simplex tells of

the meritorious perform

ance of Zenith on a run in

which “no particular grade

of motor spirit was used,

we having to be content

with exactly what we could

get.”

Zenith Carburetion is

Standard Carburetion

ZENITH CARBURETUR C0.

Detroit, Michigan

PHILADELPHIA: United Slates Motor Tire Co.. 818 N. Broad Sireel

BOSTON: Unllcd Sines Motor Tire Co., 185 Columbus Avenue
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Free Delivery in the United States

by Parcel Post, Freight or Express

Write Us tor Quotation on Anything in the Automobile

Supply Line Delivered Prepaid to Your City

Our Annual Catalog is the largest, most complete, up-to-date and authoritative

Dictionary of the Automobile Supply Market of any book published. It has come to

be recognized as one of the Standard Reference Works of the Industry, and is on

file in the TECHNOLOGY DIVISION of the NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY,

FIFTH AVENUE and FORTY-SECOND ST., NEW YORK CITY, and other

Public Libraries, and in the offices of American Consuls, Universities, Y. M. C. A.

Schools. Publishers, Automobile Clubs, Engineers’ Offices, Purchasing Departments,

Etc.

CATALOG MAILED TO ANY ONE ON REQUEST

Write tor a Copy You will find it interesting

CHAS.VE. MILLER
MANUFACTURER. JOBBER. EXPORTEII AND IMPORTER

23:2: 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City

Order trom Nearest Branch —Address Chas. E. Mlller

BROOKLYN, N. . CLEVELAND, O. DETROIT, MICH. NEW ORLEANS, LA.

1829 Euclid Ave. 227-229 Jefferson Ave. 601-603 Blronne St.

E_ hh S ’ BOSTON. MASS. ATLANTA, GA. .

NEW Ylognk Ctr-TY . 202-204 Columbus Ave. 259 Peachtree St.

2782 B d . . . HARTFORD. CONN. PHILADELPHIA. PA. SPRINGFIEL . .

1'03 le 135 Central Ave. 274 Trumbull St. 318 North Broad 8!. Bridge and Dwight St!»

  

 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

MOTORCYCLES

Axiliéaseliengycw

Menage
EV!EW

WILL INTEREST YOU

 

Published Every Tuesday at

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

$2.00 Per Year Specimen Copies Gratis
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WARN THE PEDESTRIAN, BUT DON’T TERRIFY HIM

.\lr. Motorist: It’s up to you to give persons on foot :i courteous, friendly

warning—a danger Signal that Wlll not rob them of their presence of mind

and literally drive them into danger instead of away from it.

_ There is just one, sure, courteous way to signal your approach—one warn

ing that IS distinct and musical, that cheers and does not frighten—that never

fails at the crucial moment—

The

ExhaustHorn
—the Horn Harmonioul—

A uick and Ella Seller for DealersWhy You Should Have An Aermore Q _ y _ ,

, _ The popularity of the Aermore is national. ItsThe Aermore is the only self-cleaning exhaust distinctive toms and its 10“, mice have created

horn on the market. Four melodious tones are an ever-growmg market for it. Order_ one full

blended in perfect harmony. The signal can be Size Aermore Horn today. Well rush it to you.

regulated by the pressure of your foot to give a Demonstrate it to your customers. The demon

low, soft warning or a loud, unmistakable note—

not always musical. The Acrmore cannot clog!

stration will sell the horn. The Aermore is made

for automobiles, motortrucks, motorcycles and

motorboats.

15-inch size, $12; 12-inch size, $11 ; lO-inch size, $10; 8-inch size (for motorcycles), $7.50

Write lo-day for the Aermore booklet. Address Dept. 5613

The Aermore Manufacturing Company, éfililrégifllithUPlél/R:

(27A)
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Bull Dog lluality Auto Top Fabrics

are the STANDARD of the world

NUMOTOR top cloth is a line that will interest

everybody. It is a little different than anything

you have yet seen. It is made in Bull Dog quality.

The tops never leak, fade or pull out of shape. The

seat covers hold their shape, can be cleansed and

do not wear out; neither do they shine or wear out

Your clothing.

Send for samples and prices.

L- J. MUTTY 00., Boston, Mass.

The Hollenden

EUROPEAN PLAN

 

800 ROOMS

Rate With Bath

$2.00 to $5.00

 

 
 

AUTOMOBILE HEADQUARTERS

Cleveland, Ohio
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KEANE

"FORTY” $1985

The best four-cylinder forty

horsepower car on the market

with separate electric starting

and lighting, and separate igni

tion systems. The economical

four speed forward transmission

is another big asset.

Address Dept. W for Catalog

' KLINE MOTOR CAR CORPORA'I'ION

Richmond, Va. York, Pa.

Main Otllee and Factory, Richmond, Va.

  

How the Broc

Backs Up Luxury

HE Luxurious Brocis made

luxurious by its easy-rid

ing qualities, the elegance

of its trimmings and appointments,

and its beauty.

e But besidesthese there are other

—and exclusive—features contri

EL: CTRIC buting to safety,_ comfort and sat

isfaction. Here is one of them:

It is impossible for a Broc to

have power on and brake on at

the same time. Application of the

brake automatically and unfailing

ly shuts off the power. \Varning

signals, blow-out fuses and such

devices are therefore unnecessary,

and no reliance is placed on the.

driver's memory or caution.
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I Both forward-drive and rear-drive models. with indi

sndual stationary or revolving (pedestal) front seats. 0\ '

Several seating arrangements 1: choose from. \Vith for- b it entire ou‘pu‘ havmg

ward-ere, wheel steer or li-vc-r steer is optional. ‘:::::::racmd for during

wo months.watch
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_ Exide or Irunrlad Batteries

 

r our later announcemen

2 ‘ Abendroth 8: Root Mfggo

y“ of legbéif‘ll: Since I867 ‘i

The BROC ELECTRIC i

VEHICLE. COMPANY

1677 East Iiortieth St.

, .

1!" l
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5 Steel Truck Body That l_s Worthy o_l Your Truck

 
 

\

BUDD s't‘e‘it BODIES

represent the last word in the art of truck body building.

They stand for security, strength, safety and sanitation.

Made entirely of steel, they insure your truck a body that

  

water-tight features of

our No. 119 Automo

bile Door Hinge, in

addition to the inter

locking action, makes

this the best, as well

as the strongest con

structed concealed

'hinge on the market.

Made in two parts, it

is easily attached and

detached. Water will

not reach the wood

of the body through

the hinge. When in

stalled holds the door

rigid and at the same

time has a perfectly

smooth action.

Send now for cata

log and full particu

  

is practically indestructible—a body that will stand up

under the_‘most severe wear and tear—giving the maxi

mum servrce—needing the minimum repair. They cannot

split or warp. They will not rot and crack. They elim- lars

mate fire risk completely, and by reason of their light

weight are relatively easy on tires.

1 Whether you manufacture commercial vehicles or sim- - ‘

_py contemplate purchasing a truck, it will pay you to l .

investigate the Budd All Steel Body today. Let us fur i Fu" 8'28 r

rush you estimates and full information. i .,

i k 0 >.EDWARD o. BUDD MANUFACTURING co. 22:75:53.2 1'2. COMPANY '

435-443 Atlantic Avenue

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

DETROIT OFFICE AND SHOWROOM, 796 Woodward Avenue

_“k This Way
for Quiclc

"‘5 Easy Cleaning

in the

Garage

Office

 
 

  
  

 
 

 

  

 

“Built with

the Precision of a

Watch ”

Y ,

oaam-Baowixi

SPEEDOMETER
“ The SpeedometerofAbso/ule A ccuracy "

  

  

 

  

 

Where grime and

grease are thick

est and where

stains are most

stubborn—where

dlrt lurks and

soap and polish

fail—where grit,

SQOt, rust, tarnish,

Oil cling the

hardest—

There Old Dutch

Cleanser halves

t h e work — re

duces the ex

Dense.

Many Uses and

Full Directions

on Large Sifter

Can-1 0c.

  

  

 

 

  

OTE these features:

Extreme mechanical simplicity.

Hivhlv sensitive centrifugalgovernor which

responds to the slightest changein speed.

The peculiar construction of the flexible

shafting which greatly decreases frictional

wear and insures smooth running.

Perfect atlnptnbilitv tn the recording of the

lowest as well as the highest rate of speed.

Ability to record 1001“) miles instead ofthe

usual 10,000 miles. affording a complete

record of mileage covered.

Write for Catalog.

The American Hardware Corporation

Corbin Screw Division

213 HIGH ST., NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

Branches: New York, Chicago, Philadelphia

flickers off/1e famous Corbin Coaster Brakes

)0! motorcycles and bicycles
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REMY MAGNETOS

400 SOLD DAILY

This is not the record of a single day.

This is a daily average—for four months

ending with January—of cars newly

equipped with Remy magnetos. These

figures have never been approached by

any other manufacturer.

Inductor Type—Simplest, Strongest

Built for 24-hour a Day Service

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

World’s Largest Ignition Factory

Anderson, lndiana

 

 

Llth-Juerillll

Truck. are De

livery Inluranc.

QUALITY DURABILITY

(INI'I. TWO AND 'I'IIIIEE 'I'0N CAPACITY

 

 

  

.

Illll Iill

llill IIII"

LAUTH-JUERGENS TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST IN CONSTRUO

tion, rnout powerful in operation and the motors are guaranteed against

defective workmanship and material for the life of the truck. The)

ore positively the highest rinss trucks made. Two ryiinder. one-ton,

tour cylinder. one. two and three-ton. Four speeds forward, Hess-Bright

ball bearing transmission made in our own shops of the finest tool

steel three-piece disc clutch. covered b patent! owned by on, Semi

for i912 Catalog and specifications. rompt delivery on nil model:

large publicity campaign just begun. Our quality will do the rest.

Reliable Agenn: Seourc Your Territory for 1912 at Once.

The llnih-Juergens Molor Car Co., Fremonl. 0hi0,

Brnnchen and Agencies

BOS'I‘ON—Dnvid Abrams. 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—West Side Garage & Motor Co., 180-162 10bit St.

CHICAGO—The Lanth-Jnergenn Motor Car 00. 2630-32 Wnbnah An,

NEWARK. N. J.—Merchnn 5 Motor Car Co.. use: Building.

DETROIT. MICH.—Bieri Auto Truck Sale! A

DISTRICT OI" COLUMBIA AND VICINITY

ncy. 453 Dix Ave.

oalen Motor Sales 00.,

 

"Mutton-D.

  

 

 

The SCHRADER

Universal Tire Pressure Gauge

WILL

Ell/VIM"?

75%

OF YOUR

TIRE

LPN/BlE

in

"1.7%65.5FlirxéfPIW/u;

“bMAAJ,'sa,.1

m

lumygg‘sm‘

A0;Rn

SCHR

For Sale by Tire Mannlaciurers, Jobbers, Deniers. Garages or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, lnc., 32 Rose St., New York

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

hm. 1008 14th St. N. W.. W

{\l'
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 i GRIPS---BUT NEVER surs

US. PAT OFF

'THE ORIGINAL AND BEST ASBESTOS BRAKE LINING"

  

The lining that makes your

brakes dependable, and your car

safer.

TIIE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

Railroad and Boslwick Aves., Bridgeport. Conn.

We also make Duplex and Ray

mond Brakes and Gyrex the Mixer.

  

 

 

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE

 

-~’1‘

era":

a.

as“"“
as

' \.I

\\\“
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NEVERSLIP TIRE TREADS

SIXTY inches of non-skidding sharp edges gripping the road

surface at every angle, besides the powerful suction action.

Buy the best, Falls extra heavy tread with more service.

obbers and agents wanted.

l' your dealer don‘t handle, order direct.

THE FALLS RUBBER COMPANY, Cuyahoga Falls, 0hi0

Fallss

  
 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Difierent and Better."

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

 
 

 
 

 

 

REPUBLIC

STAGGARD TREAD TIRES

and BLACK-LINE RED INNER TUBES

  

  

 

 
 

 
 

it is satisfying to know that your

judgment is backed by the below partial list of dis

criminating manufacturers for whom we have made motors.

Pleasure Cars: Trucks:

Hudmn Motor Car (‘0. Service Motor Car 00.

iitl-iiiiiegr‘iiinhii'tigirci‘rrggi G '0‘“ " MM" Chicano Pneumatic Tool

‘ '
)

Lenoir Motor (‘ar (‘41. _ .

Schacht Motor (‘nr 00. DM‘EM'DnrtC'n'mc“ Lord Baltimore Motor

. Hewltblmdlow Auto 00.

Harvey Motor Truck 00.

HurlliurtMowr-Trucin.

Schneht Motor Car C0.

gunnldin Il\ll‘|z.(‘Co. 1 m “ C (’ar Co.

.roxmn ntor n. 'i n 'mron 0.

N'G'aswéifl‘églfl'ilflelfld Branttord Motor Truck Harm" Mow!- TNCk

Mlill‘iarnhloitigr 3hr 00. “. 0'. U. 8. Government and

_und othenh . Lundnhuftil Soon when.

1913 Specifications

Imul “‘r" lutnr. Unfit, Model "0" Iotor, 4'4be

1mm "Q" Motor, 3\ 15%, Model "I'llntor. snug,

Models “T”. "O" and "Q" can he turnluhed in

unit power plant type of construction.

Long stroke. Enclosed valves. Nolwleac tlmlnz

in-nrn. Selt-contalned Intuitive oiling system.

Extra large valvoo and bearings.

. .
,,The BUDA “Little six

3% in. bore. 5% in. stroke will be ready for delivery by April first and

is aproduct worthy of the Company which was the Pioneer of the

"Cast-in-Block“ method in U. S.

BRANDENBURG & CO.

Motorists who \V e

u s e Re ublic

Staggard read

‘res will tell

you that they—

Prevent 5 kid -

d i n g , m a k e

quick starts and

s h o r t s to p s

easy.

Give d o u b l e

mileage because

of the lull-thick

ness tread un

guarantee

the Republic

Black-Line Red

Inner Tube to

be as n e a r l y
perfect as a i'

t u b e c a n b e a

made—and is a "

fitting compafl'

i 0 n to r t h e

splendid Repub

lie 5 t a g ga rd

der the studs. Tread.

lost Wldely Iml- The Best 'l'ube

tiled at All Made

"luau ‘h'ead The Republic Rubber Co.

Youngstown. Ohio

11(3 80. Michigan Ave. Fold Bulldlug 57th Street it Broadway

CHICAGO DETROI 1‘ .\' EW YORK CITY
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See the new “Croxton Six“ when you _'are choosing your

car this year. It has original'fcatures which make it the car

you will eventually buy. \Nrite for Booklet A-Z.

'I'IIE CROX'I‘0N M0'I‘0Il CAR COMPANY. Washington, Pa.

“ fig _ L» I,

  

 
 

SELL THEM GUIDE LAMPS

The lamps that give the greatest volume of light and

universal satisfaction. No “come-backs" from dissatisfied

buyers bother you when you sell

Electric Lamps

Guide Book No. 6, just out. is waiting for you. Send today

for a copy.

THE GUIDE LAMP MANUFACTURING CO.

2071 East F0]!th Street CLEVELAND, Olll0

 

" The Lillle Arlslocral "

Model 31 108 Inch Wheel Base

The Comp!!!er Equipped Empire fi-vr-panenger touring car

for IMO—Equipment include: Demounmble Rims, Oil Sight

'Feed, Dar/i Air Adjustment, blobair Tap and en'vtlopr, Wind

:hield, Prrrt-O-Lite tank, Speedometer and Eisnnann Magneto

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Indianapolis, U.S.A.

 

  

  

»._

 

  

THREE EXCEPTIONAL MODELS:

Model ED—l.000 lbs. capacity (2 cyl.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . ..$ 750

Model B—l,000 to 2.000 lbs. capacity (4 cyl.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I,l00

Model C—2,000 to 3,000 lbs. capacity (4 cyl.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,775

“'ritc us for full information and liberal specifications.

THE DART MOTOR MANUFACTURING CO.

WATERLOO, IOWA (18)
 

 
  

 
  

 

We have had to double our gigantic output

—and the demand is more than doubling.

Nearly 180,000 have been sold and delivered.

New prices $525 to $800. Dealers every

where. Ford Motor Company, Detron,

Michigan.

 

  

  

 

 

  

The Champion

Light Car

\\'hen_ motor car efiiciency. power, durability, and speed

are mentioned, all eyes focus on the Mercer.

Duerlfli'ua literature rent on request.

MERCER C0. 100 Whitehead am

Trenton. N. .l.

 

 

  

KISSELKARTRUCKS

Complete line of commercial vehicles—all type

bodies—special bodies designed. KissclKar Trucks

have exeess capacity, reserve power. Low fuel cost

-—sizes to give economical service under any con

ditions.

1500 Lbs, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Ton Trucks

KisselKar Service keeps down operating costs,

\\'rite for special truck catalog.

Kissel Motor Car Co., 159 Klssel Ave, llartlord, Wis.
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SPLITDORF “TS” COILS, MAGNETOS and

SPARK PLUGS form a trinity of ignition ner

fection that every owner of a gasoline mOtor

should know about.

Write TODAY for new catalogue.

=5

“ Always There "

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. .I.

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.—

  

Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with

(blob '

Houk (Damien) Rims

Guaranteed the Best in the WorIa

Geo. W. Houlr Company

5003 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 
 

 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders, '

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

~Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

' i. A 5’1

THE Qas. TGr’

  

 
 

 

  

 
 

  

 

   

  

CAN BE HANDLED BY ONE PERSON A EASIlYaGUlfKLY AS AN UMBRELLA

INSTANTANEOUS PROTKTION

GOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING CO. 513 w. 56'_"ST. NEW YORK.

 

 

 

 

  

  

The line Mechanical,

Never Failing

Warning llevice

Oosto thtlo to Iuy—

Ooats Nothln‘ to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

TIIE ll. PIEI. BUMPANY1’3“..Z‘TZ.111.."3I¥$
Philadelphia, 1416 Vine SL; Boston 109 Massachusetts Ave; Minneapolis.

So. 10th St.- Buffalo, 852 Main St; Chicago, 1322 Michigan Ave; San

PnnFilco- 544 Van Ness Ave; Los Angeles,1229 S. Olive St; Seattle, ’17

3' Pike 51-; Portland (Ore), 329 Ankeny St: Denver, 15th and Curtis its.
 

 
 

r

Patent “Luxury'

Folding Seats
 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

so, have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES C0..

Amesbury, Mass.

 

 
 

 
 

 

If You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog
We want you to write for the Solar Catalog before you decide on your motor

.amps, for this is the most complete line of lamps on the market. Solar Lamps

have been preferred by most motorists for the past fourteen ears because Of

their brillianc ', their style, their strength and their several exc ustve advanta cl

-their special short focus lead glass lens mirror rcflcctors~the patented dou le

ray light projection (in the Solarclipse) giving two distinct fields of light, for

city and country usv—the new black finish, the only such finish thats proof

against heat and mOisturHand other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solars before you buy is to fail to include in your consideration

the very finest lamps in existence. Solars are made for oil, electricity, gas and in

combination, for pleasure cars, motor trucks, carriages, motor boats an airships.

Write for catalog now—while you think of it. (136)

(OBMIII, Wis. BADGER BRASS MFG' co' New York City

SOLAR LAMPS
 

Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings._ They are

vastly superior and less expensrve in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FOROINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 91 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVICE OUARANTIID

TIIE IlllIISlllIMTEIl MANUFACTURING BUMPAIIY, Tnlello, Ilhil
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TRUCK FRAMES
Automobile Frames and Special Stampings

 
 

THE PARISH & BINGIIAM 00.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

 
 

Parts M

B ' T " Quality

Manufacturers of pleasure cars and light trucks

will find us able to fill orders promptly for

TRANSMISSIONS CLUTCHES LEVERS

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN

Contract,Work. Gear Clllllllfl, Brass, Copper and Nickel Plating

Get in touch with our Engineering Depart

ment. It is at your service at all times.

AUTO PARTS MFG. COMPANY, Dept. J, Muncie, Ind.

 

. @—

DIOD CHNS
are and have been the recognized quality standard for 20 years.

Strong, accurate and durable. Let us cut your sprockets.

DIAMOND CHAIN 8t MFG. CO.

150 W. Georgia. St. lndlnnapolle, Ind.

Olp-elty 0,000,000 hot nor your.

 

Jones Speedometers

measure speed by centrifugal force, which is

stable, fixed and unvarying for each speed.

The instruments are permanently accurate

because there is nothing to adjust, nothing to

balance, nothing to counterpoise, nothing to

compensate.

THE JONES SPEEDOMETER

Broadway at 76th St.

I Bush Terminal, Brooklyn. N. Y.
PM“. New Rochelle, N. Y.

New York

 

  

 

  

  
  

  

.nu‘“

I We Are Doubling

a!!!" l l 5 5 >
sighs-129.5 MM 0‘" 0mm"
_._,L-__'_-'~ ‘- I —and are read to

  

.-Sa_ make _ contracts 'th

a limited number f

automobile manu -

turers for
i 0

Grant-Lees G,ears

W pecialize on gear . Are alread producing them for

over well known n cturers. ith increased facilities

we can now contra to deliver you guaranteed gears, In

any quantity—just as wanted.

L , Write for information.
i I

..
The Grant-Lees Machine Co.

2360 Sixty-Ninth Street, Cleveland, 0hlo

l-II 1

iziifi
  

 

 

Packed In box

 

CUBIT ELECTRIC HORN

Retail Price $3.75 Complete

Our dealers selling them by the thousands. A real

signal with high toned musical blast. The logical suc

cessor to the bulb horn. Economical current consumer

—gets better with age.

Write Ior Territory

NONI'AREII. HORN MANUFACTURING COMPANY

73-75 Wooster Street, New York

 

 

 

  

THE RESULT

of T W E N T Y

' 5, YEARS of

~ . EVOLUTION by

m ELECTRICAL

Lu... _ SPECIALISTS

Maura? Sinus: rooms?“

  

  

 

Superior Features

Large Bearing! '

Per ect Lubrication

Double Ignition

Heavy Crank Shaft

Large Valves

Ample Water Jacket

Perfect Workmanslup

Long Stroke

All 4 Witt—5 TYPES

33-4 In. inn. 5 ll. mall. I “I.

4. I4 In. hora. 5 ll. strain. 4 “I

4 H In. lure, 5 II. strata, 6 til.

4 34 In. born, 5 1-2 IIJINII,‘ ql.

5 H II. lure. I III. strata, I til.

WISCONSIN II“!!! III. S0.

“out 32 Ililvnulul

‘

Motors
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THE ULTIMATE OAR

(KNIGHT TYPE MOTOR)

The first American Car to ad t h S'
_ lentKnight Motor—the engine dmb tDe ' 1

Mercedes, Panhard and Mi‘rise‘i'va. y "ml",

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dealers in 125 Cities

  

 

 

 

Hook up ith a»;

@212
Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

C018 Sixty 31X cylinder Touring Car. five nassens'er convertible to

“8mm; startingsfggrigfiasgglzeaigg-inch wheel base. Delco electric

Cole four cylinder Touring Car. flv am
fty to seven, 122-inch wheel base, DaelDoo syggséwggflrgme

Cole four cylinder Tourln C . flForty wheel base, Delco systgm.ar$16285 passenger. 116-1mm

WRH'E TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer‘s proposition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Hook upwith (:11;

  
  

 

  

 

  

 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

4-36 4-44 6-66

$1,875 $2,150 $2,750

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in alL Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly your! ll

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.
 

 

 

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights—Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance'snd

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913's most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.
 

 

w?

KE500N
The Six “48” Keeton °°""’?;::.:'.l";.'.'f: ""‘

. _ THREE EXCELLENT MODELS

Rwersxde Touring Car, Five Passenger, Completely

Eqmpped ..................................... .. $2750

Two extra folding seats for above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $25

Meadowbrook Roadster, Completely Equipped . . . . . .. $2750

Tuxedo Coupe, Completely Equipped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Chassis without tires or rear guards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

All prices f. o. b. factory Booklet on requell

KEETON MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit. U.S.A.

  

 

 

Buffalo Electrics

PLEASURE CARS TRUCKS

Model 29—Runnbout - $2600 2000 Lb. Chassis - $2200

Model BIO—Coupe - - 2900 4000 Lb. Chassis - 2800

Model 3OB—Brougham 3000 r, 0,5, BUFFALO

Correspondence With Dealers Solicited

Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company

1222 Main Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

 
 

 

 

 

60-6 six-cylinder, fullye nipped withelectric starter and Ch hts $2750

Five-passenger Touring ar..$1475

"‘lllllillllilllllllilildiluliltiii . ;1.nli‘ IIH lllll1IllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIll|lllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllii

it ' s l

The same chassis IS use

mo s.

Wide-awake dealers write for deal

 

  
             

  

  

                      
  

  

. ‘ Two-passenger Roailstera.$35)le1 |

Motor ers' proposition.

" Cars I ;
" "'"l |||||||mmm

mewwa* fill lllllllllilllli u will ll
1 lllllllillllllllillli lllllllllilll'll’l

E

    
 

, i ll» Ii
I ii i iiiiiii

  

    

'III Ii

iiillllllmnmmnnllli

 
       

   

MINI!

' Your %otor Car! "

 

 

 
 

 
 

  
.. J, ,-‘

ii

/

Electric Starter

Electric Lights SIX $2000
rou R$ 10 50

'NYBERG AUTOMOBILE “'ORKS

Northern Pnclorv Chmeo Bnmn Southern Factory

 
 

_ Anderson. Indium 101-109 sump-i Ave. ca-mnmn Tenn. r

I
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We 'W“ “’"h M f" THE GRINNELL Pm

BETTER VALVES G I - °°"""
. C and

\ ou can add to your own knowledge of autos smobile building our long experience in making Lllhtl- din" "d "‘iniui'h" I“ 1" hm" °"

\.a Yes‘ the ear throuih l simple turn 0! the hand.

Illixpert knowledge of welding; pfiocesiges e8- Coupleld to valve-item ct lCetylene tank. Direct

a) cs us to use in eaci part 0 t e va ve t e . °°“"°- MWW' thi“ "'5' ""h

material which is best fitted for that particular
“Hicc- V Convanlent

We make these valves to your own design 5;];

but we can frequently offer suggestions which
will "UPI’OYIC the valve and increase the service nqnndablc

which li‘ Will give. _ _ Write for bookie and dealer discounts.

Send blue prints for quotation. TIE G C. A MANUFACI

. . URING 00., Pittslieltl, Mass.

C0" Cleditiznd' Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United Sum

  

 
 

 

 

WE MAKE THE BEST

Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITCHELL AIR GAUGE

l' ‘[ “r—r—‘M; "
  

“fisz ’1'" Sillgl lo

“Tire Insurance for $1.00"

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easily read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE CO.

  

  

 

 
    

1202 Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois

.fl" _lsfiu - mfifl" "iILJ1

t n 1 It In (I Q Clincher Some automobile owners are

Every Kind 1 Q. B. always cleaning their spark plugs

Stock , or Demonntable ——0thers who use Reliance Plugs

to Blue Print Channels don’t have to.

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks. The Reliance b°°k’ “Igni‘i” “‘1

Sparl. Plug Talk,” tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

We Also Make Axles and Hubs C0.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS. Utica, N. Y. 65 Butler Avenue Detroit, Mich.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 60.. Sales Agents, Dotroli Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

___i
_i

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

  

 

  

 

 

 

    

NEWTONE
“The Horn That Warns ”

For Etttclency Get a 0v

Newtone Suverior ~ v _1 ‘ the Repair Man!

.‘ , . Know the temperature of your ra- .

Not only (he cheapest but the best 7 i I diator! Read it right. from the seats

' - while you drive. Excessive heat in

. dicates trouble. When the Moto

Send for catalogue anyway (Front mam says “Stop!” obey and invek

  

--.

-.

Hilly '1‘ will interest you View) tigate. It. will eliminate repair bills.

TH .. .Automobile Supply Manufacturing Co. ,,,,_,_E,,'::?,;f,‘;{\g5},5§ 5,358,123H (Viewirotl
Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. Chicago Branch. 1322 iehigan Ave. Sui)
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‘CUVERF Transmissions

m: b_y Specialists

   

  

  

cause they are disimligggisgonNdiui‘latI bEy mpgifetcl'iosenlhcfi he' i a? r

Quainted with - _ mug y 30 m 1~ ' 1" 7"“
car tmnsmissioelycry requirement that IS made by a mntur ‘

  

For C '- '. -capacitgrnmercidl \thCICS of from 500 to moon [Illundk

autiflfefsure Cars of from 20 to

COVERT

Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office — Detroit, Michigan

Factory—Lockport. N. Y.

  

Our agency proposition will

interest you. Write for it.

DORRIS MOTOR CAR C0.

Sarah and Laclede Aves. St. Louis, Mo.

. Bum To LAST
  

 

The Chicago Electric

A beautiful and classic equipage that

stands unchallenged in point of con

 
 

l'uwer. comfort and exceptional beauty are three of the
l _ h

l features of Staver Cars. The extraordinary values ire

l emphasized by their complete equipment.

STAVER LINE

' - Staver “45"—5 Pass. Touring Car. Price i . . . . . . . . ..551875
Strucnonal aChlevement- Staver “55"—4 Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . ..$2250

Staver “55"—S Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . “£52250

Staver “65"—6 Cly., 6 Pass. Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . “$2750

 

\\'e offer an especially liberal proposition to dealers. \Vrite us

STAVER CARRIAGE COMPANY

76th and Wallace Streetl, "Chicago, Illinois

CHICAGO ELECTRIC MOTOR CAR C0. ‘

3606 South Morgan Street, Chicago \

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

1893
r:

‘

America ’s First Car—

after twenty years of continuous luccessful manufacturing

——Still It ’s Foremost

Wide Line of Models

UAYNES AUTOMOBILE co.,

“responsible for the success of nlarzema

jority of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial cars. They will bear your investi

gation before the purchase of any type of car.

LIIPWHIHPUMH rennet".

RUTINBIR IOTOI CO., Ill-Ion. Ill

  

  

  

315m photomvure of

theabove cut for

Kokomo, McLJ Martin: I“ in sunnn»

  

 

 

  

 

"The Easiest Riding Carin The World"

 

 

e—Frietion Transmission
‘d Five modele—wnte.

Y, Pontiac, Michigan

  

Climbl I 50%
and number 0 lpeeds.

CARTERCAR COMPAN

 

The Mormon “32"

Four cylinders. 32-40 h.p.,

120~lnrb wlieellma. electric

ntnrtlnu end “3th lynem.

left>h|nd drlrei cench con

trol, nickel u-lmmlnn. “11h

newest body types to meet

every requirement Ind corre

lpondlnl equlplnent—

I

82,850 to $4, 100

 

INDIANAPOLIS

The Mormon "48"

Si! cylinden. "-80 Pm; . 1(5

lnrh wheelhue, electrlc llut

ln: end lllntlnl Imm. lelt

hand drive. unto: control.

nickel Lrlmmlz-u. Irlth nod!

type: to meet erery mulrs- .

mam, end enrrccpond

In: col-lumen! —

$5, 000 to $6.350

Detailed Information on Requelt.

NORDYKE & MARMON co. ' “7'

(Enablinth I851)

INDIANA

  

 

"SixtY Years of Successful Manufacturing“ 
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the dealer's counter.

52 W. Seventh Street

G. WALKER GILMER, JR,

GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went across

Get the details and you will surely order.

PHILADELPHIA

  

 

 

E Al

‘4 mm... .._...._.......__.__;._'._L..-.

.BALL

BEARlNGS

‘WWWmemvaBMMQHMWDM%W'
RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO ll 42. W EST 42"!) ST. NEW YORK

 
 

 

    

Rec 125 Filth

Final and crownin achievement of R. E. Oldl,

pioneer designer of u_tos. A standard size 30 to

35 horsepower four-cylinder car of modern refine

ments, priced at only $1,095.

R. l. OWEN & CO., General Sales Agents

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Mich.
 

 

Look at our new middle name

PENgSYLVANlA.

VACUUM cu IRES
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette, Pa.

 

 

  

  

 
r l .

PrestO-the

can be immedi tely exchanged for a

full one, ANY“ HERE and ALWAYS.

 

 

 

THE SEIIJEN TRUCK—$2000
Sold on Time Payment Plan

Best Agent's Proposlilon Ever Offered

Selden Truck Sales 80., ,glifx‘J‘fijv

  

 

V ,xrg,_r..rm.~¢>~~t
  

 

 

For Pleasure Cars and

Light Delivery Cars

Send lor Booklet Sli

  

A—Shevs dusk, noirhed treads

B—Shows undercut sides

C—Slwws sltnnllse bridges.

D—sss-s s'wi-i" means when

Dllllfll I m an obstmetwn

Executive Office:

AKRON, OHIO

Morz can... Tires

The Mot: Tire and Rubber Co.

Scnee' Shhsras' in All Pr'sewal‘‘ Cili

 TwwMfifl%@

will help you to Increase your business while bene

litlm: vour customers. We will semi any respon

sible dealer a pair on 30 days' tri-‘l Write now.

Good Agents wanted for unoccunied territory.

LEATHER TIRE GOODS CO., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
 

," THE. MASTER OAR "

POUGHKEEPSIE

8 Oyl. 50 H. P., $5,000

I

i

Special Milled Parts

Cap and Set Screws

Plain and Castellated Nuts

The National-Acme Mfg. Co.

CLEVELAND, Sixth City

New York Boston Detroit Cliicmzo Atlanta Montreal

  

 

 

We Specialize on

Finishing Crank Shafts

. Only.

MICHIGAN CRANK SHAFT C0.

;' Lansing
 

H E S S A X L E S

Now standard on fourteen makes of

America's leading cars and still growing.

Send for blue-prints and specifications—

or consult our engineering department.

HESS SPRING AND AXLE COMPANY

Carthage. Ohio

 

 

 

American Kushion Kore

A tire filler 10 to 20 per cent. lighter than any

other tire filler. A big proposition for deslers who

are on the alert for more and better business.

\Vrite for details.

AMERICAN KUSHION KORE TIRE CO.

‘ Bufi’alo, New York

 

SIXTEINTH YEAR

" Ho P"

4 cyl. as H. P., $4,000

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.'l'.

 
 

 

Mr. Dealer:

:1 straight line to something you want now.

same thing—5,000 of them dealers.

This means a live selling opportunity that costs mighty little.

Look over our “For Sale, Want and Exchange” columns.

surely find some where among those annoucements a buying opportunity—

Remember that 8,000 other readers are doing thfi

All of them intensely interested in the automobile industry

You will
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1‘ NEW YORK CHICAGO

1710-1718 1210 to 1212

oIL BROADWAY MICHIGAN AVE.

‘ NEW CARS T

‘A Pure Food for Motors” % USED CARS Al From

MOTORS 20¢. l0 50¢.

BODIES

TOPS and °n me

I EVERY 90"”

ACCESSORY We Are ihe Largest Dealera‘

IniheWorldinNewandUsed

Cars and Factory Cieanupai

 

  

 AUTOMOBILE

@lir {Bush 1ch ‘iintui‘

iHiE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

 
 

(L Many dealers do not

Invader Oil

buy other oils cheaper.

carry . . . . .- _

because they can

METZ “SPECIAL” $445

Co_rn Ieter equipped, fully guaranteed. 22K H.P.,

4-cylin er water-cooled motor, Boach magneto. Ar

tillery wheell, beat quality 30"x3' clincher tires.

Makes $_to 50 miles per hour on the high speed, 28

to 32 rnilea on 1 al gasoline. You can aecure

ngL'IéSIVE SA E in your territory. Send for

00 . _..

MIT! COMPANY, Walthnm, Mann, U. 8. A

 

(L This is one reason why we

supply so many automobile own

ers direct from our factories and

branches.

(I, Remember that Invader Oil is

better than other oils—not be

cause we say so, but because its

gravity, fire and carbon tests say

so.

Tonea down headlighta for

city driving and foggy

nights—an auto neceaalty.

Price 75¢. per pair. So I

like hot cakea- Dealers.

aecure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

193] Broadway, New York

  

 
 

 

i-o-c

GEAR 01L

Formerly Invader Gear Oil

“Puts Noisy Gears to Sleep ”

The Stuiz Has a Poweriiil Motor—

that will pick up on any road or hill at the touch

of the throttle. _It has attained a record second

to none for consistent performance.

Write today for advaiice_booklet A-IS, Sturdy

STUTZ Announcement, Series B.

IDEAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Indianapolis. Ind.

 

 

I- O. C. GEAR OIL is the only oil s/r'

manufactured especially and exclu

sively for the lubrication of Automo

bile transmission gears.

Write for descriptive booklet and

orices.

 

  

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine.

Elli]. GROSSMAN COMPANY. Min. New York and Den-oh

 

INVADER
0 I L C 0 M P A N Y

(Lessces of Charles F. Keiioni & Co.)

80 Broad Street New York

PHILADELPHIA WASHINGTON

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

Special Designs for Every

Type of Motor Made

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY

TOLEDO. orno

fl While nearly all hnd experimented with

91

 
 

 

All Acknowledge the Necessity of

Weed Chains

In one of those friendly after-lunch

eon, get-toge-ther arties at a _well

known city club, e even men drifted

on to the subject of the dangerst

skidding. With a single exeeption

each of the eleven owned an automo

bile, and each had a skidding experi

ence to relate, and each felt that his

particular predicament was the most

sensational and startling.

the various so-called anti'skid tires, and

acknowledged their possible advantages

when new—yet when it came right down

to “Brass Tacks." there wasn‘t a single one

in the crowd but admitted that for sure

results, for the absolute elimination of

every possibility of skidding, nothing

even approximated Weed Chains,

and nothing took their place. Every one of

the ion owners carried at least one pair of

Weed Chains in his car.

G0 where you w"l, put the question to any

assembly of aiitomobi e owners you lik . and

the verdict will always be the some— "'2

can't get a 1.1m wi hour them."

Weed Chains are univera'lly acknowledged in be

the only anii-aliid device that can be absolutely re

lied upon at all iimea and under ail road conditions.

Weed Chains
Insure pafeci control and safe, comfortable driving

Don't foolishly pride yourself on taking

chances in order to prove your bravery, or

to demonstrate your ability as a driver.

Weed Chains are an absolute neces

sity on both rear tires and to doubly guard

yourself against accidents and to make

steering comfortable and easy, put them

on t/iefront wheels too. They cannot injure

tires because “they creep"—occupy very

little space when not in use—applied in a

moment without the use of a jack or

other tool.

Tale mm" M" iii". Kirstin“.
the peril there is in (lI‘IVIIiR your car over icy.

slippery. snow covered roads and pavements.

why not fully equip your car today with Weed

Challis for your own protection and for the

safety of other road users.

Recommended and sold by all reputable dealers

WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP CO.

28 Moore Street New York

THE DOMINION CilAlN COMPANY. Ltd.

Head Ofllce: 4 Park Avenue. Montreal. Canada

  

 

 

284 Columbus Avenue. Boston

1

 

 

 

  

 

Mamifoctii-rvd in Canada by L

  

  

WEED CHAIN

‘5. Wisdom Save:

Time and Mona.
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These Tires for You

Four corps of experts Working

in four of the best equipped tire

plants in the world are operating

as a unit to produce

UNITED STATES TIRES

Nothing of the kind has ever i

before been attempted in automo- ‘

 

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company

New York

  

 
 

  

"The demand of the day is that an organization shall he

iud‘ed by its product and not by what it claims for itself"

Keep this in mind when you examine these I913 models

MOBIL. AND Pa'cl

30-‘0 Fore-door Roadster. 116-inch wheelbase $l7i)0

34-40 S-passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

ll6~inch wheeyaase .D . . . $1700

14-50 5- ssenzer, ore- oar emi- onneau
lZTflinch wheelbase . . . . . . $1915

44-50 7-pnssenzer. Fore-Door Touring Car

till-inch wheelbase . . . . . . 000

44-50 Battleship Roadster. iZi>lnch Wheel base 82150

4950 7-passenger, Fore-Door Limousine

lZl-inch wheel base . . . . . .3050

Advance Catalog on Request

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

mwnntoo Srncrr oc'rnow. men.

"Built Iui' “ uannteed

Permanencefi
or Life' '

)Qf

 

 

 
 

L
 

NATIONAL Compound

Mixer and Primer

makes any car start easier in cold weather; adds

10 to 40% to power and mileale. SimpleI easily

installed, arnnteed effective on any motor. Get

details an price.

NATIiINAI. MANUFACTURING CO., Kalamazoo. Mich.

 

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for

Sheet Metal

Stampings

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

 
 

The Bossert Company

UTICA, N. v.

 

 

 

 

 

Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension
High Grade Only

Cleveland, Ohio

 

CONTINENTAL

Six Cylinder—Unit Power Plant

Three Point Suspension

The Continental “Six”

is maintaining, on the road

at this minute, the good

name made by our four

cylinder types.

Built to

 
  

accommodate

Showing simple and any UPC 0‘ ""41"!"

efl'icient chain drive now made. Suitable for

for starting momr- right or left hand drive.

4 d 6 I'm]2.0!!" 76%;, pg," Write for booklets.

CDN'I'INEN'I‘AL MOTOR MFG. c0., Dctroit,’ Mich.

Factory Representative, K. F. PETERSON

l22 S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago

 

 

AS A WARM HAND WHEEL DEALER

You will reap generous profits from easily made

sales all over your territory. Every car owner

who drives in winter will want this device as

soon as he sees it Write for Details.

'I‘BE WARM BAND STEERING WHEEL C0.

527 Filth Ave” New York

 

 

 

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL 6: DALY

42 Broadway NEW YORK

 

  

 

QUICK .ALEO—IIO PROFITS FOR DEALERS

Here is an accessor that will tshelf. It sells on sighz no I“, on the

MARVEL STEAM VULOANIZER

Automatic, therefore safe tor rubb r. -cohol or gasoline. Low priced. Secnd floJi-uiallels

plan and sample Vulcanizer.

Tilt litltttl AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY t0,,7is|i||m ii. Clivelni. 0.

 

 

[tilde-3015i?“
NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

llllhest Efficiency—Good Service Guaranteed

iTIIE SIMIISi IIAGNEIU Bil. ""fimf’ilfh'ifill’l,

 

 

 

 

 

"The Sneedometer

ol Quality"

SpeciaI lcstiires that eliminate

speedometer troubles. Send

tor the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 Eliot St. Boston, Mass.

 

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURINOC0.. Builalo. N. Y.

 

 

“National” Steam Vulcanizers

GARAGE MODEL repairs three tubes and two

easian at a time. Cheapest and beat on the market.

Get our special selling plan. Portable model for

individual owners which will please your custom!“

List price, $12. Manufactured by

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

i904 Euclid Ave. cutvnuliin. 0.

gang.
ARE THE BEST l

Actresses-co»
"Y.

P _

Self Starting

L' kt"'rz-I'gnak'i as“

St nallin§m @

thwllotorG.,60§tste$tBostm, s.

  

  

 

 

The Ford Water Circulator

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter if

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-McCUTCIlAN C0.

NON-CARBON STARTER

The Starter “’Iiich Really Starts

The successful Starter for Fords as well as other

makes. Cpmbined Starter and Lighter, $35. Live

Dealers given exclusive territory.

IMPERIAL SALES 00-, Tlffin, Ohlo

 

 

 

1146 Mlchlflln Ave. CHICAGO, ILL

 

EXTRA HEAVY

non-sun TIRES

The Only Non-Skid Tires
Guaranteed for 5000 Miler

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY

General Oiiloes: i796 B‘way, New York “a

Factories: Trenton, N. .I. Branches in [Pi-ind]!!! Cl
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aim,“ ‘ I 'HE CRdANK SHAFTS AND CONNECT

: um," mg r0 s in lirgon \lotors are made I)

. - _ s ‘ ‘ y
Warm-h gie Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Corp, of Sharon.

mtkl eqal". W113 hfave‘OHG of the largest and most finelv

UM“ "PP? Orglng plants and machine shirt iii

5!. kill! the United States. (18

e s _The_ crank shafts have three bearings of gen- '

—— time the cast babbitt. All bearings are adjustable

lN and exceedingly accessible

llSlllCldi _The connecting rods are made from a tough

Bumpers hlizlihd Enid; alloy steel and the big end is pro

tcrs \'1(e Wit a genuine babbitt die cast beariu
Mum“, dowelled into the rod and cap. g Complete 4

: The cap is so_constructed and held in place vulcanmlng Plant

I that. it is imposSible for it to become loosened.

(will! - . . 'VH1 ‘4‘ Brass shims take care of adjustments oi these A great mom." maker for the garage?" rel)?"

[Emmi bearlngs- shop. Handles every practicable kind of tire repair

Iai: ,. , _ ' i in e to lar e‘t casin blow-out.Vt e stand ready and Willing to demonstrate by mg’ from a tube pm c r g b g

, M a test that‘there is no superior to this new line No experience necessary for its successful opera

RSUPPLYL‘. 0f four-cylinder. four-cycle, long-stroke, water- tion as the steam pressure is automatically controlled

cnviulfflv COOled motors. and held at the vulcanizing point. Steam generated

_Please let us hear from you today with a (lefi- m .f‘klc?l)pcro ‘1")‘1 nbmeltera 21:: £53? the maChme as

nite statement of your wants. mm } as “v I ca g '

Place your order at once and insure delivery of

- your vulcaiiizer when you want it. Be prepared to

handle the most profitable part of the repair business.

0 0

Rochester New York STAQ

Vulcanizers for Every Requirement of

Motorist or Repairman

I The Shaler line of vulcanizers, the only complete line in
t H J i the world, includes models to suit everyone from the motorist

I with one small runabout, to the garage handling large quan

m ./ r tities of work. A full line of electric, steam and gasoline

// heated vulcanizers. Write for catalog today.

';.=.

Mn“; » c. A. SHALER co., Waupun, w...

“v 410 Fourth Street

Mimi”

wui: I ~

‘_

W
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FOR SALE—Almost new 40 H.P., 5 pas

senger, 1912 car, electric lights and

starter, center control, extra fully equipped,

run 2,100 miles, extra good shape. No rea~

sonable price refused. Would consider light

late model roadster as part payment. B. N.

HEATON, Hoopeston, Ill.

AUCTION SALE OF

One new 1913 ALCO S-ton truck chassis

 

an

One renovated rack body for use on said

chassis.

At the American Locomotive Company’s

Service Building, 630 jackson Ave., in the

Borough of Queens, City of New York,

N. Y., on Friday, March 21, 1913, at 2

o'clock P. M., the undersigned will offer for

sale, and sell at public auction to the highest

bidder for cash, one new 1913 Alco S-ton

truck chassis. and one renovated'rack body

with 4 ft. sides and canopy over driver’s

seat for use on a 5-ton truck chassis, for the

account of John Casmento and the Casmen

to Roofing Co., 292 Ninth Ave., New York

City, N. Y. The chassis and body will be

sold separately and they may be inspected

any time at the place of sale.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY

1886 Broadway, New York.

George \V. Keeler, Auctioneer,

12 Vesey St., N. Y. City.

TRANSMISSION, four speed, 60 HR,

A. O. Smith transmission with multiple

disc clutch~ combined. Guaranteed in perfect

working order. Price, $20. SCHLOSSER

MFG. CO., 151 E. 126th St., New York.

MAXWELL, 14 H.P.; magneto; good

tires: $250 complete. 304 Main St.,

Lebanon, Ohio.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

For leather seats and cushions. Dries

hard on clean leather. The color does not

come off. Renews the finish. Ask your

dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

ANTED—First-class repair man to

take charge of up-to-date repair shop.

Good wages to the right man. Address all

applications to W'm. Petry, lnc., Hudson

Garage, Hudson, N. Y.

AUTOMOBILE motors; 30 H.P., 4 cyl

inder, 4% x 5 Schlosser used motor,

suitable for touring car or truck; guaranteed

perfect order; price, $90.00; exceptional

value. SCHLOSSER MFG. CO., 151 East

126th St., New York.

OR SALE—lO-passenger hotel ’bus, just

overhauled and repainted, in excellent

condition. ready for service. ZIMBRICH,

21 Plymouth Ave., South, Rochester, N. Y.

UTOMOBILE salesman wanted on_first

class car, large commissions given.

Apply to C. & C. AUTO CO., 1293 Bedford

Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ELDING—Cylinder crank case and

crank shaft welded, cylinders _re

bored, $7.00 to $11.00 a cylinder, including

piston and rings. STERLING ENG. CO.,

331-333 S. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.
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A market place where Dealers, Jobberl and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used Cll‘l.

parts and appliances and where help or litul

tion: may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

  

SPECIAL BARGAI N—An up-to-date fore

door gunboat 0r torpedo body in first

class condition, with top and slip cover.

Built by Messrs. Dunham & Son. Can be

seen any day except Sunday at 449 Central

Ave., Newark, N. 1.

MANUFACTURING.

We have complete facilities for making

your automobile accessories, electrical or

mechanical devices, drop forgings, stamp

 

ing or machined parts. Correspondence

solicited.

CENTURY TELEPHONE CONSTRUC

TION CO.,

1738 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN.

For baking on all metals, no primer, one

coat covering solid. Bakes to a high gloss

finish in 2 to 3 hours. Can also bake to a

semi-gloss and dull finish. Ask your dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

“OHIO” WELDING AND SOLDERING

STICKS.

\Ve are manufacturers of high grade

Aluminum Welding, Phosphor Bronze

Welding and Aluminum Solder Sticks. Sold

in quantities of one pound and over. \Nrite

for price list. OHIO PATTERN \VORKS,

2730 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

 

‘_
An ad. like this

will cost you 90c.

for each insertion.
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will purchase five-ton Couple

Gear Electric Truck, recently

overhauled and in fine shape. All tires in

perfect condition recently applied. KNOWL

TON WAREHOUSE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

OR SALE—Brush ear, in good running

order, complete, with top, extra tire and

full equipment of tools; at a bargain. Ad

dress P. ]ONAS, 780 Delaware Ave., Mil

waukee. Vv'is.

PLANT FOR SALE CHEAP—Suitable

for auto bodies (especially limousine)

and accessories. Power, lights, water, dry

kilns, sprinklers, sidetracks, abundant stor

age. A. ]. PHILLIPS CO., Fenton, Mich.

O EXCHANGE—Mitchell Model G and

lot in thriving town of Ashdown, Ark,

for Buick roadster, 1911 or 1912 model, or

other make as good. Address LOCK BOX

583. Pittsfield, 111.

$400 BUYS, COST $1,000

Atterbury truck, 1912, half ton, panel top,

hard tires, chain drive; sold because owner

bought larger capacity. DUKE, 57 East

108th St., New York.

HELP WANTED.

Salesmen now calling on accessory trade

can easily double their present income car

rying as side line Thomas's Auti-Rim-Rust

Paint. Well advertised. Pocket sample.

Very liberal commission. One good order

per day makes you $100.00 per week. No

long sales argument needed. Address G. T.

1., 706 Dollar Bank Building, Youngstown.

hi0.

 

 

 

These columns offer you an op

portunity to appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers whose merchan

dising taste is being cultivated

 

  

It
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HOW to time automobile and other gaso

line engines, by J. C. GEHRING, Ft.

Wayne, Ind. Postpaid, 25c.
 LOT inTelasco,rTexas, for automobile or

motor boat; paid $1,000 20 years ago.

TOM CHILDRESS, R. F. D. No. 2, Arling

ton, Texas.

PEERLESS ERTRA FINE BLRCK

TAPAN.

For all metal, lamps, radiators, fenders,

etc. Air dries in 10 to 12 hours with a high

gloss finish. Elastic, tough, durable. No

primer; one coat covers solid. Ask your

dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus. O.

ALESMAN \NANTED by a concern

making electrical goods and auto spe

cialties of high grade and strong selling fea

tures. To the right man making investment

a_good interest and good salary will be

given. Capital required one to $5,000.00.

wreldopportunity. BOX 248. care Motor

' r0 .

ORD OVVNERS—Our spare demount

able wheel cures tire trouble on the

road. Attention, Doctors. Write, AN

GIER'S. Streator, Ill.

ORA REPAIR PARTS—\Ve have pur

chased the repair business of the Mora

Cars, including all stock on hand, drawings,

patterns, JlgS, office records and the right to

receive the mail of the company. Owners

of Mora Cars will save considerable time

by placing their orders for parts directly

Wit us. We have in stock repair parts for

all models. PHILADELPHIA MACHINE

WORKS, 67 Laurel St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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A market place where Dealers, Jobber: and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars.

parts and appliances and where help or litul

tionl may be secured at a nominal cost.

AUTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground,

new pistons and rings fitted.

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

OR SALE OR LEASE—The most mod

ern garage in Southern Colorado, with

fine repair shop and storage room for six

teen cars, doing good business and fine

prospects for coming year. A sna for
someone. Address BOX 208, Monte li/ista,

Colo.

RURAL Parcels Post Delivery Car—Any

party with capital and push interested

in placing one on the market, correspond

with E. P. COWLS, Sparta, Mich.

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St..

Rahway, N. 1.

FOR SALE—Garage, equipment and busi

ness at Hobart, Okla., county seat of

5,000, two railroads, prosperous and grow

ing agricultural section surrounding.

Weather and roads such that everybody

uses the auto the year round. No tie up for

snow and ice. Come or write. A.

 

SCOTT, Hobart, Okla.

 

weekly to the highest degree by

“Wide Awake

Look at the

cost as shown in the margins.

our articles on

Merchandising.”

I

An ad. like thil

will cost you 75:.

for each insertion.
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ARE YOU in need of any additional help

in any department of your business?

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertisei

will be kept confidential

BROKEN Cylinders and Crankcases—

Send them to be made good as new at

fraction of replacement cost. Scored cyl

inder repaired, $12. No new piston and

rings required because bore is not enlarged.

Where cylinders are worn (not scored from

loose wrist pin) reboring is only remedy.

We do it expertly. Write for com lete in

formation and estimates. WATE BURY

WELDING COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full articu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, OOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

KEROSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES.

New Model B uses successfully half and

half mixture lowest grades kerosene and

gasolene. Satisfaction guaranteed or money

refunded. Greatly increased power, very

slow speed on high. Starts easy at zero.

Special agents' prices. Dept. . THE

AIR-FRICTION CARBURETOR CO..

Dayton, Ohio.

FACTORIES ATTENTION!!!

We are in the market for excess stock of

complete cars; chassis; bodies; engines;

magnetos; accessories. etc.

PEETS-HOMAN CORPORATION

239-241 West 56th St., New York City.

CADILLAC l9ll. '

$675—5-passenger; top, windshield, slip cov

ers, Prest-O, speedometer, extra shoes and

tubes; entirely new; any demonstration.

DUKE, 57 East 108th St.. New York.

UTO LISTS, owners, etc., of any State.

S. H. CARROLL. JR., Albany. N Y.

M Tamers ’ regmrund. Pistons fitted:

Prompt shipments. HAUBER AUTO

MOBILE WORKS, St. Marys, Pa.

ETECTIVES \VANTED—Young men

wanted to operate in own locality, se

cret service work, experience unnecessary.

Enclose stamp for particulars. UNIVER

SAL DETECTIVE AGENCY, 304 Colcord

Bldg, Oklahoma City, Okla.

AUTO LEGAL MATTERS

Have you a troublesome chattel mort

gage, bad insurance, or disadvanta eous

contract, bad debts you want to co lect?

Do you want to borrow money, or need

expert legal advice? I specialize in auto

mobile 1aw. Charges nominal. EDWARD

ENDELMAN, Attorney at Law, 299 Broad

way, Manhattan, N. Y. C.
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Vitalized Rubber

Diamond (elk...) Tires

answer your demand forMoreMileage

96

  

Our chemists have discovered

a scientific process of tough

enlng pure rubber.

All types of Diamond Tires _are now made

of Vitalized Rubber—a flint-11ke, road

resisting rubber that reta1ns all the young,

lusty vigor of the pure gum with no loss

of elastlcny.

Perfect 3-Point Rim Contact

an additional Diamond advantage

Our Engineers have built up and torn

down thousands of experimental tires in an

effort to produce a perfectly constructed tire that would

give you the “More M11eageH tire you have demanded.

  

Cross Senior! of Dirt/nonil

In Diamond Tires today each thread of fabric and Mm 7”“ 7”"

every ounce of rubber is combined to ive the greatest -
strength and resistance, with no unbafanced strains at Be a Dlamond '

unsupported points—Perfect 3-P0int Rim Contact. Dealer

If you are not a

Add to these advantages the No-Pinch Safety Flapfor inner tube protection, and, if you WlSl'l, the now There is a Diamond

famous Diamond Safety (Squeegee) Tread and you .Bl'anchhflefldr you—get

have absolutely the most satisfying tire money can buy. '“ t°“° ‘0 fly

 
  

 

So this time buy Diamond Vitalized Rubber Tires—you can get

them to fit your rims at any of the
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nly one or two
makers of high-grade cars are waiting

—waiting for their agents and customers to become still more

insistent that their cars shall be Klaxonized.

The others have met this demand. Here they are. Check the

list and see how complete it is.

A. E. C. Chicago Electric Lozler Pratt

“co Church-Field Electric Marmon Schneider (European)

American Cole (Special) Matheson Simplex

Armleder Columbia Metallurgique Staver

Autocar Davis Multiplex Slearns

ll. ll. Babcock F l A T National Sternberg

Bailey Electric ' ' ' ' Nyberg Stevens-Duryea

Benz Flanders _ Oakland Stoddard-Dayton

Bot-land Electric "Udson (sp'c'all Oldsmobile Touralne

Broc Electric King Orson Guy Vaughn

Bulialo Electric Knickerbocker Packard (Special) Walker Electric

Roads"! Knox Pierce-Arrow Ward

Charon (Europcan) Lancla (European) Pope naruoru White

HE Klaxon is the out and out choice of 150,000 motorists.

It meets the spirit and intent of all warning signal laws.

Not only those of States requiring an “adequate” signal but —

more important still—the recent ordinances ofChicago, St. Louis,

Los Angeles, Newark, Dallas, and many other cities which rule

more specifically against the out-of-date bulb horn by demand

ing an “abrupt sound, sufficiently loud to be heard under all

,

circumstances. ’

LovelHkConncll Mtg, Company Newark, NJ, USA.

KLAXON
"61mPublic'tS'zyéylSiiynaZ"
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THIS fore-door touring roadster at $1475 is the most advanced type of two

passenger car. It has unusual dignity and class in lines and color—just

the car for professional men, business men and women.

It has recently been added to the Marion series to answer a definite demand

from motorists wanting a Marion car similar to the famous “Bobcat” with an

enclosed body. Since its appearance we have had to double our expected pro

duction through press of retail sales.

It has made a hit everywhere. It has the same chassis as the popular 37-A

touring car, with quiet and powerful 30-40 hp. motor; English steel springs;

deep upholstering; option of colors—brewster green, deep wine, or cardinal

red body with black running gear.

Its equipment includes: Self

starter, Disco with Prest'O-Lite

tank (Westinghouse electric in

stead, $120 extra); dynamo elec

tric lighting outfit, Warner speedo~

meter, mohair top and curtains,

plate glass windshield, etc. In fact,

everything you need in a motor E

car.

  

We have a new il

llutrated folder re

garding thin Model

38-A. Send for a

copy to-dav, and

ask for our dealers ’

agreement.

  

Marion 38-A, $1475 Complete

The Marion Motor Car Company

918 Oliver Avenue, Indianapolis
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6-Volt Electric Starter

  

28 car builders are now using this Starter--these 28 manufacturers indorse

this system in the highest terms. Read a few of these opinions—the plain,

unvarnished answer to the question--“Which is the fies! Starting device?”

 

 

 

“Absolutely the best that can

be had—a starter that has prov

en itself 100% efficient in thou

sands of tests."

Paige-Duran Motor Car Cal/wan]

 

“The Gray & Davis Electric

Starter and Electric Lighting

Dynamo are the best to be had

regardless of price."

P0 r—Ha/‘(fb/Y/ (Jon/pany

"The most powerful ever used."

l’rrr/m ill/1101' Cur Cor/Ipnny

 

 

“Admitted by authoritative en

gineers to be without a supe

rior."

La-z/rr [ll/1191' Cam/um'i'

“The National’s policy to use

nothing but the best, resulted in

the adoption of Gray 8: Davis

electric starter and lighting sys

tems."

A'rliialln/ illalor / r/u'r/iv Cam/mm

“The Stearns equipment is ab

solutely complete. It includes

Gray 8: Davis Electric Lighting

and Starting system."

T/n~ F. B. Srrn/m Com/inn)
 

 

S

“It appeals to the man who is

car wise because it is easily

operated and does not compli

cate ignition."

77m rl/lotor Car ill/Zr. Camp/my

  

“We have installed your electric

starter on our Maritime ‘Six’

with extremely satisfactory re

sults, and are satisfied that we

made the wisest choice possi

ble."

T/Ir/l/[ar/timr .‘l/lmr Car C0. , Ltd.

  

“The most noticeable advance

ment for 1913 season is the

adoption of the Gray 8: Davis

Electric Starter."

I Hi} il/ar/n' / Mir/r Camp/my 

lVri'te for Information

GRAY & DAVIS, Inc., 55 Lansdowne St., BOSTON, MASS.

Manufacturers of Automobile Lamps, Dynamos and Electric Starters
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_old or new.

  

E VER Y TIME

Starts the biggest motor with a press of the button—

starts it unfailingly, positively every time. Yet the

HARTFORD ELECTRIC

Starting and Lighting

SYSTEM

is the smallest and lightest ever devised.

Invented by Mr. Edw. V. Hartford

three years ago, it has been simplified

to the extent of six compact, light

weight parts that make it the only sys

tem applicable successfully to any car,

Most powerful motor in

vented utilizes a flywheel on its arma

ture shaft—spins a 90 H. P. engine

at 118 revolutions a minute. Most

  

Hartford Starter built into

tranunission of mu) car

Manufacturers of

Hartford Self-Starters, Shock

Absorbers, Jacks and Bumpers

Office and Works: Jersey City, N. J.

Branch Offices and Dealers Everywhere

efficient generator invented—produces

most power in proportion to size.

Smallest battery equipment for a

starter—six cells and adequate current

constantly on hand for starter and

lights.

.~\ new factory with an annual capac

ity of 90,000 starters is now in opera

tion, assuring delivery on all orders.

Send for descriptive matter.

HARTFORD SUSPENSlth C0.

Edward V. Hartford. President

  

Hartford Starter bath of clutch

collar on new cars
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Clincher Cushion TiI'CS

for Electric Cars

For Easiest Riding. Because a rubber

has been perfected and a shape designed for

these tires which afford the buoyancy of

For Greatest Economy. Most miles per

battery charge. Extra resiliency gives extra

traction and dual tread cuts down road friction.

Also Most Miles Per Dollar tor tires. The

Superior toughness of Firestone rubber and a

design which allows the tire to wear to the

rim will save y0u many dollars.

Firestone tires never give out when half

worn, because it is not necessary to weaken

them in order to obtain resiliency. The easy

“ ride is in the rubber.

I. Firestone Electric Tires give the final touch of su

" periority and efficiency to any car.

 

 

  

Service Stations in all localities.
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, - Foremost Electric Car Manufacturers use them as

,: regular equipment. More and more dealers and own

ers are demanding them. Get Book telling the facts.

. {"29" .w 'l’ . The Firestone Tire 8: Rubber Co.

~ I , '.."'Americn's Largest Exclusive Tire and Rim Makers"

  

  

  

  

  

 

Akron, Branches. Alenclel

Y Ind Service Station

<
1 Everywhere
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‘ Machinist—1+

-Hi_s Tool-iTradeli
  

 

. Billings @“SPenCerTools ’
“The tools that are guaranteed”

 

Not only satisfy the machinist,

but surpass his expectations by

giving him B.& S Tools.

For convenience. strength,work

manship and durability the tri

angle trademarked tools have

been the standard over 40 years.

Write today for catalog

 
F....-_._._._.____......__. V '.

  

g! Billings & Spencer Company~l ' 1.

Pioneer Mfrs. 0! Drop Forging:

Hurtford. Conn.

rut Ilttmcl I
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1L ls made from Pennsylva

nia crude.

'(L Pennsylvania crude sells

at from 2 to 3 times as much

as other crudes on account of

its higher lubricating value.

Surely then the oil made

from Pennsylvania crude is

unquestionably better than

others. -

(I Remember this when you

are thinking of what line of

oils to carry in stock.

NEW YORK LUBRICATING OIL CO.

Consolidated with

Columbia Lubricants C0. of N. Y.

ll6'Broad Street, New York City

BRANCHES AT NEWARK. BOSTON, CHICAGO,

CLEVELAND. PHILADELPHIA. SEATTLE,

SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, SPOKANE,

LONDON, ENGLAND: IOHANNESBURG, SO.
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HIS year we will sell 40,000 Overlands. We

sold 400 in 1908; 4,000 in 1909; 15,000

in 1910; 15,000 in 1911; 28,000 in 1912.

Year after year Overland sales grew until they

now reach the 100,000 car mark; year after

year Overland value has increased. Our prices

have steadily decreased as our production cost

has been lowered. Elsewhere you must pay

$1200 for a similar car.
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The Willys-Overland Co., Toledo, Ohio
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BERGDOLI. CHARGED WITH

MAKING “ FAMILY: PAYMENTS

Creditors File Bankruptcy Petition

After Sheriff Had Levied on Fac

tory—Bergdoll Millions Not

to the Rescue.

Although popularly supposed to have be

hind it the millions of Bergdoll wealth, a pe

tition in bankruptcy against the Louis J.

Bergdoll Motor Co., of Philadelphia, Pa,

was filed on Monday last, 17th inst. the

petitioning creditors alleging, among other

things, that within the last 30 days the

company had made preferential payments.
all ofia family nature. According to the

complaint,these payments amounted to $33.—

120, as follows: $31,220 to Erwin R. Berg—

doll, $400 to the C. A. Bergdoll Coal C0. and

$1,500.to the North Broad Street Realty

Co., in which the Bergdoll family is also

interested.

The petitioning creditors and the amounts

of their claims are as follows: W. C. Rhodes;

Inc., $1,696.85; Chilton Co., $505; Castle

Lamp C0,. $1,772.85.

The first rumbling in the affairs of the

Louis J. Bergdoll Co. were heard last sum

mer, when the Westinghouse Machine Co.

hrOught suit and obtained judgment. for

$104,000 for breach of contract. the Bergdoll

interests having repudiated a contract for

1.000 motors after 600 of them had been de

livered. The suit, however, was Settled sat

isfactorin after the judgment had been en

tered. But a minor creditor precipitated

matters last week by suing out a writ of

execution on a claim of $1,500 and before

the execution was satisfied Frank Fanning'

at one time the Bergdoll sales manager,

leviedon the available funds. Seizure of the

contents of the Bergdoll factory was made

by the sheriff, a notice of the levy and sale

having been posted on. Monday last- The

filing of the bankruptcy petition followed

soon after. I

While the Bergdoll car acquired a rep“

tation. it really never cut a very large figure

in the industry, but the wealth and prom

inence of the Philadelphia Bergdolls, who

operate an immense brewery and are large

property owners, served to give it quick

financial standing which was assisted by the

reputation which at least two of the Berg

doll boys had achieved in road racing.

The Louis J. Bergdoll Motor Co. itself

was capitalized at $300,000, the principal

stockholders beng the four Bergdoll

'orothcrs——Louis J., Erwin R., P. A., and

Grover Cleveland Bergdoll, the latter of

whom has had trouble of his own.

Fort Wayne Negotiating with Salisbury.

If Fort \\'ayne ('Ind.) will subscribe for

$300,000 worth of stock in a new million

dollar company which will be organized

under the laws of Indiana. the Salisbury

\Vheel & Mfg. C0.. of Jamestown, N. Y..

will pull up stakes and re-establish itself in

the Indiana city. The proposal was made

last week at a mass meeting of the business

men of Fort \IVayne, who took the ofi‘er

under advisement pending a visit of an in

vestigating committee to the Jamestown

plant. In addition to the latter, the Salis

bury company operates factories in Green

ville, Pa., and Peru, Ind., and if the deal

goes through all of them will be consoli

dated at Fort W'ayne.

Stewart Retires from Active Service.

J. K. Stewart, of the'Stewart-W'arner

Speedometer Corporation and the J. K.

Stewart Mfg. Co. of Chicago,rhas retired

from active participation in' the affairs of

both of those concerns. He, however, will

retain his holdings and will be directly rep

resented by C. B. Smith, the treasurer and

general manager of the Stewart-W'arner

corporation. Nels Gross, the Eastern sales

manager of the latter company, has relin

quished that office and removedto Chi

cago, where he has become sales manager

of the J. K. Stewart Mfg. Co., which pro

duces die castings. and out of which the

Stewart speedometer business originally

grew.

ENTIRE INDUSTRY IS UNITED

IN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Merger of N. A. A. M. and Board of

Trade Formally Consummated—

Clifton First President—Broad

Charter Obtained.

The Automobile Chamber of Commerce

is in being and Charles Clifton, of the

Pierce-Arrow company, is its first president.

On Monday last, 17th inst., its certificate

filed under the membership corporation law

of New York was approved by the Supreme

Court. and yesterday (W'ednesday) it was

formally organized with Clifton, nine-time

president of the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers and the Auto

mobile Board of Trade. as its head.

The other officers chosen were: Vice

president, W. C. Leland (Cadillac); secre

tary, R. D. Chapin (Hudson); treasurer,

George Pope (Pope).

There are 14 directors, comprising the

president, vice-president and secretary, but

not the treasurer, and the following: C. C.

Hanch (Marmon), Hugh Chalmers (Chal

mers), Sidney D. Waldron (Packard), Sam

uel T. Davis, Jr. (Locomobile), \Vindsor T.

White (White), \Villiam E. Metzger (Flan

ders), H. O. Smith (Premier), Albert L.

Pope (Pope), George W'. Bennett (Over

land). L. H. 'Kittredge (Peerless), and H.

H. Rice (\Vaverley).

They will hold office until June 4, 1914.

Thereafter the annual meetings will occur

on the first Thursday after the

\Vednesday in June.

In the strictest sense the Chamber of

Commerce is a new and distinct organiza

tion; in the trade sense it represents the

long-pending merger of'the Automobile

Board of Trade and the National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers, both of

which will 'now 'proceed'to go out of ex

istence, leaving the Chamber as their suc

cessor. Practically they are as good as dead.

but legally they will rentain alive until their

first
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affairs are wound up, which will be done

gradually and will not be completed for

several months.

The welding of the N. A. A. M. and the

Board of Trade into the Chamber of Com

merce represents the first time that the in

dustry has been united since the day the

Selden patent and the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers, which

was built around it, appeared on the scene.

Soon after Henry Fordsmashed the famous

patent two years ago and made the A. L.

A. M. a misnomer and required that it be

come the Automobile Board of Trade, sent

iment was freely voiced that the time had

arrived when there no longer was room for

two national trade organizations, both

working along the same lines, but it was

William Metzger, president of the N. A.

A. M., who first arose in open meeting and

eXpressed official belief to that effect.

Thereafter events moved gradually, and a

year ago, after Metger had been re-elected,

his expressed opinion took form in the

shape of the appointment of conference

committees by both organiations looking

toward consolidation. They encountered

more small stumbling blocks than was anti

cipated, and it was not until about three

months ago that the last of the obstacles

was removed, despite the fact that prac

tically all members of the Board of Trade

were also members of the N. A. A. M. and

that the two associations occupied adjoin

ing ofiices in New York and the dividing

line was otherwise not very deeply or dis

tinctly marked.

In the distribution of officers incident to

the formation of the Chamber of Commerce,

the Board of Trade received the presidency

and treasurership and the N. A. A. M. the

vice-presidency and secretaryship, although

in each case the ofiicers were members of

the board of one organization or the other.

The scope of the Chamber of Commerce,

whose corporate life is fixed at 25 years. is

wide, its charter defining its objects as fol

lows:

The particular objects for which the cor

poration is to be created are:

To foster the interests of those engaged

in the trade or business of manufacturing

automobiles and all other self-propelling

vehicles;

To reform abuses relative thereto:

To secure freedom of its members from

unjust or unlawful exactions;

To difluse accurate and reliable informa

tion as to the standing of merchants and

others dealing with members, as to all in

ventions, patents, processes or devices de

signed or intended for use in, upon, or in

connection with such vehicles and the man

ufacture thereof, as to the state of the art

relative thereto, and as to the condition and

development of the trade in which the mem

bers are engaged. in the United States and

foreign countries;

To procure uniformity and certainty in

the customs and usages of such trade;

To promote the construction of better

highways;

To advocate the enactment of just and

equitable laws affecting members;

To settle differences between members;

To promote a more enlarged and friendly

intercourse among business men engaged

in such trade or dealing with persons en

gaged therein;

To acquire by grant, gift, purchase, devise

or bequest, to hold and to dispose of such

property as the purposes of the corpora

tion shall require, subject to such limita

tions as may be prescribed by law, including

inventions, letters patent and processes,

or rights thereunder. for the benefit of its

members and not for pecuniary profit.

Woman Dealer Gets Her Money Back.

One hundred and twenty-eight dollars

which Mrs. Emma Thies. of Aurora, Ill.,

deposited as a forfeit when she signed up

as a dealer for the W. H. McIntyre Co.. of

Auburn. Ind, were ordered returned to her

last week by the Municipal Court in Chi

cago. where she sued the automobile man

ufacturing concern for the sum; after tak

ing the agency she sold one car and then

broke the contract. demanding her money

back, which was refused. The transaction

occurred a year ago, but suit was not

brought until the recent Chicago show,

when she attached one of the cars exhibited

by the company. A counterclaim of $2,000.

entered by the company, was withdrawn.

 

Benjamin Becomes Alco Sales Manager.

C. Arthur Benjamin. of Syracuse, N. Y.,

has been appointed general sales manager

of the American Locomotive Co.’s automo

bile department and already has assumed

the duties. He succeeds to the vacancy

caused by the resignation of Harry S.

Houpt. Benjamin, who is one of the oldest

and best known dealers in central New

York, where he handles Packards and Hud

sons. will retain his interest there, having

placed a manager in charge of his Syracuse

establishment. Benjamin is no stranger to

sales managers' duties, however, having

served twice previously in that capacity.

Republic Quits Grant Patent Fight.

Although the Republic Rubber Co. of

New York kept up its fight in the United

States District Court for the Southern Dis

trict of New York against the Consolidated

Rubber Tire Co. in the latter's suit for

infringement of the Grant imbedded-wire

solid tire patent. No. 554.675. the Republic

company surrendered last week in the midst

of the suit and a decree was ordered in

favor of the Consolidated. The Republic

company had cross-examined the_Consoli

dated's witnesses in court and so con

ducted itself that it was believed it would

fight the ease to a finish, but when it came

time for it to produce witnesses and show

its defense it decided otherwise.

Its decision was influenced by the de

cision of a similar suit against the Repub

lic Rubber Co., of Youngstown, 0., in the

Federal courts in Chicago, where the matter

was thrown out of the District Court by

Judge Kohlsaat but was won by the Con

solidated when an appeal was taken to the

Circuit Court of Appeals. The suit in New

York was practically the same as the one

in Chicago, and with failure in the West

ern litigation the Republic company had

comparatively little hope of success in New

York. The decree directs an injunction and

an accounting of the profits made by the

New York Republic agency through the

sale of the tires which infringe.

 

Maxwell Declares Branch Bankrupt.

By order of its board of directors( a peti

tion in bankruptcy yesterday (Wednesday)

was filed against the Stoddard Motor Co., 5

\Vest 6lst street, New York City. Its stated

liabilities amount to $253,238, all of which

is due the Maxwell Motor Co., which owns

the Stoddard company. H. M. Bronner.

former manager of the Stoddard branch,

also has a claim against the company,

which is not listed as a liability as the

amount is unknown. It is understood to be

about $30000, and to cover an amount due

for salary on a disputed or broken contract.

The assets, amounting to $66988, are

made up as follows: Parts and accessories.

$34,302; ofi'ice furniture, $2,439; garage tools,

$2,304; good accounts, $12,404; cash in bank.

$15,499, and cash on_ hand. $140.

Originally the Stoddard company was a

branch of the United States Motor Co. and

handled Stoddard-Dayton cars. \Vhen the

United States Motor assets were taken over

by the Maxwell Motor Co.. the Stoddard

branch, of course, went with them, but as

it never had been a money maker the peti

tion in bankruptcy was filed as being the

most expeditious method of winding it “P

Charles G. Stoddard was president of the

branch until March, 1912. Latterly W. M

Anthony, comptroller of the Maxwell M0

tor Co., has been serving in that capacitY

Courtney Tire Indebted for Tires.

Several judgments were taken above five

months ago against the Courtney Tirc 51

Rubber Co.. or New York City. and its prin

cipal, \Villiam J. Courtney, were added to

this week when the Ajax-Grieb Rubbeh Co

filed a judgment in the New York county

clerks' office for $51.44. The suit was

brought in the Municipal Court.
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ONLY ATTACKS OWN AGENCY

CONTRACT TO FREE FACTORY

Remarkable Point Raised in Action

Due to Factory’s Attachment—

But Court Heeds It Not

and Only Loses.

Unusual in that its procedure was an at

tack upon itself and its own dealership con

tract, the Only Motor Car Co., of Port Jef

ferson, N. Y., when arguing an appeal in

the Appellate Division of the Supreme

Court in New York City last week, offered

as a part of its defense that the contract

upon which Dudley H. Cohen asks $14,244 is

invalid and in restraint of trade in that it

'fixes the retail price at which the cars are

to be sold; “restraint of trade" is a term

which has been much bandied about since

prosecutions were inaugurated under the

Sherman anti-trust law and the “fixed retail

price" feature is the point about which

many legal battles have been waged, but

heretofore manufacturers who entered into

contracts have been at great pains to show

that their agreements were not of that

variety.

The attorneys for Cohen, who signed up

as New Jersey distributor but who claims

he failed to get any cars, were somewhat

surprised when the Only attorney intro

duced the restraint of trade idea, naturally

not expecting that the manufacturing com

Dany would thus attack its own contract,

and quite as naturally the argument that

such a defense was untenable and should

not be considered and their viewpoint ap

Parently was in accord with that of the

court for decision was rendered in favor of

Cohen without discussion of the novel

Point. The Only attorney, after the conclu

sion of the argument, said he and his client

were curious to know the status of this

form of dealership contract. which is com

mon in the trade, and therefore had decided

‘0 give the court an opportunity to discuss

it. should the judges desire so to do.

Cohen, who claims he could have made

Profits on the 200 cars be contracted for

and who states that he paid $1.000 for a

demonstrating car which he has failed to get

and therefore asks the $12,244, secured an

atliichment upon the Only factory several

weeks ago in the Supreme Court for New

YOI'k county, and the appeal by the Only

company was from an order denying its

mOtion to vacate the attachment.

The company, aside from the restraint of

n‘ade allegation, contended that Cohen had

{ailed to show that he was able to take the

first instalment of 16 cars had they been

(‘fifired to him, that the contract is execu

lory. that he had not adopted the correct

rule for the ascertainment of damages, and

that he has no cause for action. Cohen, in

opposing these arguments, claimed the at

tachment should not be vacated unless the

Only company was able to show that Co

hen’s suit would surely fail, and also alleged

that the Only company, and not 'he, had

broken the contract. While two of the

.judges declared that Cohen had no cause

for action. the majority held that the at

tachment should remain in effect.

The contract specified net prices of $1,000

for touring cars and $800 for runabouts and

retail prices of $1,250 and $1,000, respect

ively, the contract to run for a year from

October, 1912, and the cars to be delivered

in monthly instalments. The company also

states that the contracts were incorrect in

that the delivery of cars was to have begun

before the delivery of the demonstrator.

Kansas City Dealer Sues Maxwell.

Alleging that it has been damaged to the

extent of $80,000, the Bond Motor Co.. of

Kansas City. Mo.. has brought suit in that

city against the Maxwell Motor Co. of De

troit. Originally the Bond company had

the agency for the Evcritt car, and when

the Everitt was absorbed by the Flanders

Motor Co. the agency contract was re

newed. \Vhen the Flanders, however, was

taken over by the new Maxwell Motor Co.,

the latter set up its own establishment in

Kansas City and proceeded to sell Maxwell

cars, which sales, according to the Bond

complaint. caused the amount of damage

prayed for.

Commer Truck With Three Millions.

The Commer Truck Co. of America, cap

italizcd at $3.000,000, has been incorporated

under the laws of Delaware to continue the

manufacture of Commer trucks in this coun

try, which was interrupted by the failure of

VVyckoff, Church & Partridge, who pre

viously held the American rights. The

personnel and plans of the Commer com

pany, however, are not yet public property.

The only men whose names have become

known are those of the three incorporators:

J. F. Curtin and H. O. Coughlan, of New

York, and J. M. Satterfield, of Dover, Del.

Refinancing Grand Rapids Truck.

Refinancing of the Grand Rapids Motor

Truck Co., which only recently located in

that Michigan city after removal from De

catur, Ind., has been found necessary. In

order to obtain the needed capital, holders

of the $154,000 outstanding preferred stock

have been asked to exchange their certifi—

catcs for common stock and also have

been requested to vote for an additional is

sue of $100,000 7 per cent. preferred, the

latter to carry a bonus of 50 per cent. com

mon stock.

TEXAS MAN, SORRY llE SOLO,

SUES TO RECAlN COLE STOCK

Alleges He Was Induced to Sell Out

Just Before Dividends Began to

Grow—Asks Court to Rescind

Agreement.

Lee Watson, at Texan, who when the Cole

Motor Car Co., of Indianapolis, was or

ganized acquired 165 shares of its stock,

and who later sold it at a profit of $1,000,

has repented of his folly, now that the Cole

company has grown fine and large and

waxed prosperous. He, therefore, desires

to share the prosperity. and his effort to

do so has taken the form of the institution

of a suit in the Superior Court of Indianap

olis asking that his sale of his stock be re~

scinded. In addition to the Cole company

itself. Watson names as defendants Joseph

J. Cole, J. Frank Morrison and Samuel J.

Kuqua. who are ofiicers of the company.

In his complaint, the Texan sets forth

that when the Cole Motor Car Co. was in

corporated in 1909, with an authorized cap

ital of $100000. he acquired the 165 shares

of which he now is anxious to regain pos

session. l.ater, he alleges that Cole, Morri

son and Kuqua, representing that‘the future

of the company was uncertain and that the

stock was worth no more, offered him 75

cents on the dollar. or about $12,000. \N'at

son, however, held out and finally sold the

stock to the Cole officials for $17,500, or

$1,000 more than its par value.

When this transaction was consummated.

\N'atson charges that instead of the future

of the company being uncertain. the defend

ants were well aware that it shortly would

declare a dividend of 30 per cent., of which.

however, they said nothing to him. He

also declares that 91 shares of the stock

which remained in the treasury were dis

tributed among Cole, Morrison and Kuqua.

Accordingly he asks the court to rescind

the sale. agreeing to pay the company

amount the court decides he

should pay for the 165 shares he formerly

owned. He also sets up a claim for the

amount of dividends he would have ob

tained had be retained his stock.

whatever

Wants Another Receiver for Clark.

The Clark Motor Car Co.. of Shelbyvillc.

Ind., which emerged from the hands of a

receiver only a few months ago. is again in

trouble. A creditor, whose claim amounts

to $320.50, last week asked for the appoint»

ment of another receiver and also that the

Clark property, which is not very extensive,

he sold to satisfy the claim. The court

granted the petition on March 18. naming

Herbert Jones as receiver.
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S. A li. iCOUNCll. lNDORSES'

A L A. M. RATING FORMULA

Formal Recognition Made in Resolu—

tions Designed to Strengthen New

Jersey Clubs’ Position—Stroke

Remains Ignored Factor.

Hopes that the Society of Automobile

Engineers would realize the illogic and fal

lacy of the A. L. A. M. horsepower formula.

which takes account of bore only. and would

method of rating wherein

stroke would be permitted to cut a figure.

Instead. the Council of

the Society has gone on record as indorsing

the A. L. A. M. method of rating.

Due to the situation which developed in

evolve a new

have proved vain.

New Jersey. where the commissioner of mo

tor vehicles sought to have the legislature

empower him to evolve his own rating. and

to change it at will. and where at least two

automobile organizations locked horns over

the A. L. .-\. M. rating, the Society of Auto

mobile Engineers was appealed to for as

sistance which. it came out only this week.

was rendered at a meeting of the Council

on February 19th last. At that time. the

Council indorsed the A. L. A. M. rating

by passing the following resolutions:

“\Vherca.s. The A. L. A. M. horsepower

formula was in May, 1907, adopted by the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manu

facturers. after the recommendation of its

mechanic/a1 branch, the said recommenda

tion being based upon the almost unani

mous opinion of the association engineers

after full consideration, the subject having

been approached by determining what. in

the light of the concensus of opinion as to

good practice was a fair piston speed to as

sume. and the piston speed then formally

adopted having been one thousand feet per

minute; and.

“\\'hereas. The average view of the A.

L. A. M. engineers as to a proper motor

rating at the assumed piston speed was

so nearly in accord with the formula there

tofore adepted by the Royal Automobile

Club of England, it was decided to adopt

this formula; and,

“\Vhercas. Although the piston speed is

not an element of the formula itself, the

formula is based on one thousand feet per

minute piston speed, it being assumed that

the motor with the shorter stroke ‘will make

a greater number of revolutions per minute,

and the one with the longer stroke a fewer

number of revolutions per minute, relative

ly;. and,

“Whereas. For the purpose of a general

rating formula an approximation will suf

fice. and is indeed the only thing possible

owing to the many variable factors which

affect the power developed by any engine;

it is

"'Resolved, That the A. L. A. M. horse

power formula is as good a formula as

can be devised for general purposes and

meets all practical needs in rating gaso

lene automobile motors in the determina

tion of registration-taxation. power devel

oped when traveling on the road, compari

son of engine performances by the public.

etc."

TO PRODUCE UNDERSLUNG

TRUCKS IN CALIFORNIA

Million Dollar Company Formed for the

PurpOse in Los Angeles—Double

Worm Drive and Another

Radical Feature.

For the purpose of manufacturing under

slung trucks up to 20 tons capacity. the

Los Angeles Motor Truck Mfg. Cov has

been incorporated under the laws of Cali

fornia with an authorized capital of $1,

000.000. A factory site has been secured at

Bangle, near Dominguez, and architects are

said to be at work on building plans. WV. B.

_loslyn is general manager of the company

and M. S. Walton chief engineer.

The truck which will be produced is

radical in that it is not only of the under

slung type. but that it employs double

worm drive to each rear wheel. The under

slung construction permits the loading

platform of the truck to be brought within

21 inches of the ground, which is expected

greatly to facilitate the handling of heavy

goods.

The double worm drive comprises worm

gears at each end of the jackshaft, which

is just behind the seat and transmits the

power of the engine to drive shafts which

follow closely and are protected by the

channel steel frame of the bed and convey

the power to each rear wheel by means of

another worm and worm wheel, the latter

being an integral part of the hub. The drive

shafts have universal joints at both ends.

Hupp's Monarch Becomes Tribune.

Because of a prior claim to the name

Monarch Motor Car Co., which he first se

lected, Louis G. Hupp, former secretary

of the R. C. H. Corporation, has changed

the style of his project to Tribune Motor

Co., and has acquired factory facilities at

807-815 Scottcn avenue, Detroit. The Tri

bune "30," as it will be styled, is a well

standardized car which will list at about

$1.250. the price not having been definitely

settled L. G. Hupp is president of the

company and H. C. Limbach chief engineer,

the names of their associates not having

been made public.

BATAVlA CHARGES SEAMLESS

WITH lllllTATlNG ITS TREAD

Declares Unfair Competition in Like

ness of “Safety” to “Security” De

signs—Sues for Injunction

and Accounting.

\thn the Batavia Rubber Co., of Bata

via. N. Y., announced at the time of the

New York automobile show that it would

sue alleged imitators of its “Security” tread

unless imitation ceased, it apparently was

more than “blufiing,” for suit was filed this

week in the United States District Court

for the Southern District of New York

against the Seamless Rubber Co., of New

Haven. Conn., alleging unfair competition

and demanding an injunction and an ac

countng of damages.

The suit is more or less of an innovation

in automobile trade litigation, for with such

a multiplicity of tread designs there is often

a similarity, and an unpatented tread de

sign has not heretofore been considered as a

worthy basis of a suit. The Batavia com

pany. however, believes otherwise, and in

its “warning” issued in January classed as

imitators the Seamless Rubber Co., Kelly

Racine Rubber Co., of Racine. Wis; L'nited

& Globe Rubber Cos., of Trenton, N. J..

Stein Laplock Tire Co., of New York City,

and the C. H. Stoddard Rubber Tire \Vorks

of \Vorcester, Mass. No suits have as yet

been filed against the last four concerns

mentioned.

The Seamless company's “Safety” tread is

claimed to be an imitation of the “Security”

to such an extent that the trade has been

deceived and much profit has been divert

ed from the Batavia company; the “Safety”

tread tire is alleged to be inferior in work

manship, quailty and wearing ability. The

goodwill of the "Security" tread, which has

been manufactured for from three to five

years, is estimated at $25,000. and it is “be~

lieved" by the Batavia company that the

Seamless company has received profits 0f

$10,000 which should have gone to the

New York State rubber workers The “56"

curity" tread tires are said .to constitute 85

per cent. of the Batavia's business. Both

treads consist of “cuts” at an angle to the

center line of the tread.

Telephones and Tires Trouble EssenkaY

The Essenkay Sales Co., of New York

City, is the debtor in a judgment filed this

week in the New York county clerk's office

by the New York Telephone Co. The

amount is $37.84 and represents telephonc

rental. Another judgment, amounting to

$40.08. was filed against it by the United

States Tire Co.
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Carroll. Ia.-—Swaney Automobile Co., un

der Iowa laws; authorized capital, $50,000;

to deal in motor cars.

Altoona, Pa.—Cenera] Motor Car Co., un

der Pennsylvania laws; authorized capital,

$10,000; to deal in motor cars.

Mt. Pleasant, S. C.—Arby Automobile

Co., under South Carolina laws; authorized

capital, $200,000; to deal in motor cars.

Victoria. Tex—Park Garage Co., under

Texas laws; authorized capital, $10,000; to

operate a garage. Corporators—John Fra

zer. J. T. Linebaugh, \Y. H. Crane.

Bedford. Ind.—Bedford Motor Bus Co.,

under Indiana laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to operate motor buses. Corporators—

M. W'allner, A. E. Smith, C. K. Brock.

Moline. III.—Ohio-Moline Plow Co.. un

der Illinois laws; authorized capital, $50,000;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—L. C.

Blanding, J. c. Irving. 0. A. Bannister.

Little Rock, Ark.—-Paige-Detr0it Co., un

der Arkansas laws; authorized capital, $10.—

000'. to deal in motor cars. Corporators-—~

.I- C Jones, \Villiam Rankin, \N. M. Lewis.

Chicago, Ill.—United Rubber Tire Co.,

under Illinois laws; authorized capital, $1,

000; to deal in motor car tires. Corporators

—F- M. Hutchinson, \V. W. Coe, Jr.. A. \V.

Smith.

Marion. Ohio—Automatic Puncture Stop

Co., under Ohio laws; authorized capital,

510.000; to manufacture tire sealers. Cor

Porators—C. E. Mcrkle, M. McKinsey, F. C.

Smith.

Chicago, III—I. & \V. Mfg. Co., under

Illinois laws; authorized capital, $1,000; to

manufacture motor car devices. Corpora

“mi—A- L. Currey, G. W. McIntyre, F. W.

Nelson.

Milwaukee, \Vis.~—Creek Motor Sales Co..

under W'isconsin laws; authorized capital.

335.000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—R. C. Creek, Nora. M. Creek. \Villett M.

5pooncr.

Ravenna, Ohio—Ravenna Motor Truck

CO., under Ohio laws; authorized capital.

$200,000; to deal in motor trucks. Corpora~

tors—W. M. Travcs, A. H. Knuth, H.

SChwartz.

Muncie, Ind.—Derrickson Mfg. Co.. under

Indiana laws; authorized capital, $125000;

{0 manufacture motor car devices. Corpo—

ratOrS—I‘Iarry S. Osborn. H. L. Kitselman,

R- C. “'hite.

St. Louis, Mo.—_lohn Berry Automobile

Co., under Missouri laws; authorized capi

tal, $20,000; to deal in motor cars. Corpo

rators—John Berry, Albert Bommer, Louis

J. Kocnigstein. I

Spokane, Wash—Harry L. Olive Co., un

der “’ashington laws; authorized capital,

$2,000,000; to manufacture motor cars and

supplies. Corporators—Harry L. Olive,

Arthur J. \Vest.

Waltham, Mass—“’1 M. Caldwell Co.,

under Massachusetts laws; authorized capi

tal, $5,000; to deal in motor cars. Corpo

rators—VVilliam M. Caldwell, Fred Jordan,

Thomas F. Carey.

\Vilmington, l)el.—Dreadnaught Tire 8:

Rubber Co., under Delaware laws; author

ized capital, $1,000.000; to manufacture tires,

etc. Corporators—F. D. Buck, G. W. Dill

man, B. M. Crawl.

Danbury, Conn.—Danbury Garage Co.,

under Connecticut laws; authorized capital,

$10,000; to operate a garage. Corporators

~—Samuel M. Parmelee, Herbert A. Lake,

Robert J. Congalton.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—-cherin Tire &

Supply Co., under Oklahoma laws; author

ized capital, $10,000; to deal in motor car

tires. Corporators—A. L. Severin, L. H.

Severin, J. H. Eagan.

Rochester, N. Y.—Stein Auto Supply Co.,

under New York laws: authorized capital,

$3.000; to deal in motor car supplies. Cor

porators—Anrrew E. Stein. Harry E. Pra

mcr, Louise M. Stein.

Syracuse, N. Y.--Atlas Die Casting Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$10000; to manufacture die castings. Cor

porators—F. R. Holmes, Morey R. Smith,

Simon B. Schlachter.

Canton, Ohio—Harper Tire & Rubber

Co.. under Ohio laws; authorized capital,

$100,000; to manufacture motor car tires.

Corporators—\Varren D. Harper, James

Thomas, Albert H. Vayo.

New York, N. Y.—Commer Truck Co. of

America, under Delaware laws; authorized

capital, $3,000,000; to manufacture motor

trucks. Corporators—J. F. Curtin. H. O.

Coughlan, J. M. Satterlicld.

Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland Speed Indi

cator Co., under Ohio laws; authorized cap

ital, $10,000; to manufacture motor car de

vices. Corporators—Arthur Friedman, Leo

Friedman, O. F. Friedman.

South Orange, N. J.—Ncw York Simplex

Auto School, under New Jersey laws; auth

orized capital, $25,000; to operate a corres

pondence school. Corporators—T. P. “'ard.

H. L. Smith. R. \V. Hellman.

Indianapolis, Ind—Lindsay Auto Parts

Co., under Indiana laws; authorized capi

tal. 250.000; to manufacture mot0r car

parts. Corporators—Mahlon E. Bash, Matt

\Y. Lowder, Joseph T. Head.

Y.—Carthage Auto Co..

New York laws; authorized

capital, $5.000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—Arthur W. Alderman, Charles L.

Pierce. Frederick A. Kuhnert.

Kingston. N. Y.—Brown Auto Supply Co.,

Inc., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $7,000; to deal in motor car sup

plies. Corporators—Emerson Brown. Lewis

Brown, Rodney B. Osterhoudt.

Rochester, N.

Inc., under

Yonkers, N. Y.—Broadway Auto Supply

Co.. Inc.. under New York laws; authorized

capital. $5,000; to deal in motor car supplies.

Corporators—Frcderick J. Snyder, Pauline

A. Snyder, Bernard E. Reardon.

Rochester, N. Y.—R0chester Automobile

Exchange, Inc., under New York laws;

authorized capital, $500; to deal in motor

cars. Corporators—Bertram E. \Vilson. \Y.

Hayes Mitchell. Owen I). Dewitt.

New York, N. Y.—Tioma Oil 8: Grease

Co.. Inc., under New York IaWs; authorized

capital, $50,000; to deal in lubricants. Cor

porators—IZ. J. Forhan. F. B. Knowltou,

J. J. Harper, all of 154 Nassau street.

Indianapolis. Ind—Hampton Mfg. Co..

under Indiana laws; authorized capital, $35,

000; to manufacture motor car devices.

Corporators—S. B. Nussbaum. Sol. Allman,

M. Moskin. \V. F. Hadley, Sam Rubens.

New York, N. Y.—Forty-Seventh Street

Taxicab Co., Inc., under New York laws;

authorized capital, $500; to operate taxicabs.

Corporators—Thomas G. Garvan, J. E. Gar

van. J. P. Garvan. 124 tVest 54th street.

Chicago, Ill.—Aut0 Commission Mfg. Co..

under Illinois laws; authorized capital, $50,

000; to manufacture motor car supplies.

Corporators—Harry M. Snow. George W.

Nevins, F. W. Robinson, \\"m. J. Liddy.

Chicago, III—Peterson Motor Car & Gar

age Co., under Illinois laws; authorized cap

ital, $5.000; to deal in motor cars and oper

ate a garage. Corporators—Monroe T. Pe

terson, Nels H. Linquist, Vl'illiam D. Petzcl.
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SEGAII’S $4,000 TRIMMED

DOWN T0 6 CENTS BY JURY

Jury Admits He's Right But That's

About All He Gets—Top Maker

Sues on Deal That Brooklyn

Dealer Supposed Settled.

The $4,195.85 which Solomon Segall, trad

ing as the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Auto Top Co.,

asked of the Bruns Automobile Co., also of

Brooklyn, on a broken contract for tops

dwindled to six cents when the evidence

was placed before a jury in the Supreme

Court for Kings county last week; it is

stated by the Bruns company that if Segall

hasn't received his six pennies they are

ready and waiting for him.

Segall claimed he contracted with the

Bruns company in June, 1910, to build 50

tops, but that before the contract was com

pleted it was broken by the Bruns company

to his damage in the amount which he

asked.

The defense set up was that chall had

been building tops for the Bruns company's

cars for two years without a contract and

that a contract for 50 was signed in 1910

upon Segall's plea that by showing a con

tract he could get better prices on the ma

terials required in manufacture; before the

contract was fulfilled the Bruns company

secured an opportunity to sign up as a

Chalmers dealer and notified Segall that no

more tops would be required on the con

tract, to which arrangement he is said to

have agreed. It was also stated that since

the termination of the contract Segall had

been given $500 or $600 worth of work by

the Bruns company and that it had thrown

considerable other work his way.

It was supposed the matter was satisfac

tory all around until last fall, when Segall

filed his suit. The jury's verdict in effect is

a statement that while Segall is technically

right in his complaint he did not suffer

greatly and is entitled to nominal damages

only.

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

C. R. Reilcy has been appointed manager

of the Moline Automobile Co.'s Minneap

Olis branch. Previously he was connected

with the factory organization in Moline.

H. G. Harper has been appointed in

spector general of the Studebaker Corpora

tion in Detroit. He is not new to his duties,

having been the organizer of the inspection

system under which one of the most prom

inent cars in the country is produced.

Harry “I. Doherty, who formerly repre

sented the Studebaker Corporation in that

part of the country. has been appointed

Northwestern district manager for the Hen

derson Motor Car Co., of Indianapolis. He

will make his headquarters in Tacoma,

W'ash.

Samuel M. Cooley has been appointed

general manager of the Prest-O-Lite Co., of

Indianapolis. The appointment is in the

nature of substantial promotion, Cooley

having been connected with the Prest-O

Lite interests for several years. latterly as

assistant general manager.

Frank Pickling has been appointed man

ager of the Motz Tire & Rubber Co.'s

branch, which was opened last week at 1012

Fourteenth street. N. \V., Washington, D. C.

Fickling has been engaged in the accessory

trade in that city for many years and is,

therefore, no stranger to his territory.

Bert Latham, who has been identified

with the trade in Chicago and Los Angeles

for about 12 years, has been appointed man

ager of the San Francisco branch of the

Simplex-Mercer Pacific Coast Agency. He

succeeds Rene J. Marx, who resigned to

become Pacific Coast distributor of Mer

cedes cars.

C. \V. Thompson, of Rochester, N. Y.,

who previously was identified with the Cut

ting Motor Car Co.,, of Jackson, Mich., has

been appointed New York sales representa

tive of the Keeton Motor Co., of Detroit.

He will cover practically the entire State

and will make the rounds of his territory in

a Kceton “six.”

John Calder. former assistant manager of

the Cadillac Motor Car Co., of Detroit, has

been appointed acting vice-president of the

International Motor Co.. of New York. The

appointment carries with it general super

vision of the company‘s engineering de

signs and production of its there plants. L.

P. Phillips, formerly the International

works manager, becomes assistant to Cal

der.

S. W. Lowry, who has made a name for

himself as the manager of the Pennsylva

nia Rubber Co.'s Pittsburgh branch, has

been promoted to the management of the

company's Los Angeles establishment,

which carries with it direction of all of the

South Pacific coast trade. In token of his

good work, Lowry last week was tendered

a banquet by the Pennsylvania ofiicials and

during the evening, to further emphasize

his success. he was presented with a silver

cup.

Warner Seeks Pay for Speedometers.

Specdometers to the value of $107.40 are

the basis of a judgment filed last week in

the New York county clerk's office by the

Warner Instrument Co. against Earl H.

Tritchman and Harry D. Chapin. They

formerly traded in New York City as the

Standard Automobile Supply Co., but are

said to have “gone hence."

BATAVIA RUBBER OFFERS [TS

PREFERRED T0 THE PUBLIC

Bonus of Common Goes With It—

Capital Is Desired for Enlarge

ment—Company’s Financial

Condition as Disclosed.

In order to provide more working capital,

the Batavia Rubber Co., of Batavia, N. Y.,

is offering for public subscription a portion

of its $250,000 6 per cent. preferred stock,

its authorized capital being $500,000. As a

bonus, purchasers will be given one share

of common with each share of preferred

stock.

Bonds to the amount of $46,000. which do

not mature until 1923. are outstanding, but

if $100,000 of the present offer of preferred

stock is sold it is the intention to retire the

bonds in order that the preferred may be

come a first lien on the assets of the com

pany.

With the money acquired, it is believed

that the factory's output of solid tires for

trucks can be at least doubled and that its

net earnings will amount to $75,000 per year

or more. The only inkling of the company's

earning capacity is contained in a state

ment that during four months of 1912 its

total sales amounted to $152,522 as against

$112,314 for the corresponding period of

1911.

Its financial statement, as verified by in

ventory December lst last. is as follows:

 

A s s e t s

Accounts receivable. . . .$17.566. 7

Cash on hand . . . . . . . .. 18.11

Cash in bank . . . . . . . . .. 9,209.69

Bills receivable . . . . . . .. 2,500.00 _

-————— $29,287.11

Raw material . . . . . . . ..$24,108.68

Stock in process . . . . . .. 8,954.00

Stock in factory, $13,

734.86; gn57 ctsmsign- 6 {92 51

, 4 ,9 . .. .. . 5 , .ment $ 6 _____-’ 89,755.19

Miscellaneous . . . . . . . .. $2,500.00

Office fixtures . . . . . . . .. 1,508.86

Machinery, m o u l d s,

power, etc . . . . . . . . . . ..Real estate . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 115.318.“

$234,360.44

Liabilities.

Capital stock, preferred . . . . . . . .. $200003

Capital stock. common . . . . . . . . .. 74.0000

Bonds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46.00009

Bills payable at bank . . . . . . . . . . .. 26.96.71;

Accounts payable . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13.64Li4

Surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6-.754'
________

$234.360.80

More Room for Four-Wheel Drive

Thc Four \Vheel Drive Automobile C0

has voted to place contracts for {11¢ "fc'

tion of two additions to its plant in Clin—

tonville, Wis. The buildings will be of

brick, 100 x 120 feet.
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Alex. Atahly is about to open a garage

and repair shop in Ocheyedan, Ia.

Don Cameron is making ready to open an

automobile repair shop in \Vashburn, \Vis.

Peter Treyesser and George Schiering

have entered the garage trade in Cheviot,

Ohio.

E. R. W'ilson, of Omaha, Neb., is erecting

new salesrooms on 25th street. He is Buick

dealer.

William H. Gragg has taken over the Al

len Garage, on Broad street, Beloit, Wis.

R. R. Allen, the former owner, retires, but

Bert Allen will continue as manager.

The Mason City (1a.) Auto Co. has com

pleted a new garage at Washington and

Fifth avenues. The equipment includes toi

let and rest rooms. Ford and Colby cars are

stocked.

The Boschken Motor Car Co., of San

Jose, Cal, has commenced the construction

of a new garage and salesrooms at First

and San Salvador streets. The company is

Oakland dealer.

M. Beauchamp, formerly connected with

the Locomobile and Stearns agencies in

Chicago, has entered the Motor Supplies

Co.. of 1200 Michigan avenue. He is presi

They dent of the company.

Stein & Krell have established a garage

business in Dubuque. 1a., on Front street;

they are Ford dealers.

William H. Chownes has opened a garage

and repair shop on the State road between

Sparkhill and Tappan, N. Y.

Dyche & Duncan is the style of a new

garage firm in Columbus City, la.

will handle Michigan and Case cars.

M. Bailey, former editor of the Marsh

field tWis.) News, has entered the trade.

He has taken the Paige-Detroit agency.

The Howard Automobile Co., of 10th

and Olive streets. Los Angeles, Cal., has

established a used car department at 1148

50 South Olive street. The company is Pa

JQh“ Marlinsenv Who recently Opened a cific Coast distributer of Buick cars.

garage in Audubon, 1a., has bought the

equipment of the James Law repair shop.

The Riddell Auto Co., of Des Moines, 1a.,

has opened a branch in Oskaloosa, in the

“me state; it is located at 213-15 lst ave

nue. West.

The Republic Tire Agency has opened up

in Indianapolis at 35 West Michigan street,

with E. A. Stone as manager. As the name

indicates, the store will stock Republic tires

and tubes and also will handle accessories.

L. E. Parker, formerly an employe of the

Stewart-W'arner Speedometer Corporation,

is about to open a tire repair shop in Beloit,

Wis. The firm style will be Beloit Tire &

Cycle Co. In addition, a line of bicycles

will be carried.

R. H. Shannon has sold his interest in

Shannon & Bishop, of Marengo, 1a., to

William lnce, of Des Moines; the firm

stocks Ford cars.

Fred Gust has bought a half interest in

me PM" Bmé- Garage First S‘Yeet- W" The People's Taxicab Co.. of Altoona,

mom" M-mn' The Style has been Changed Pa., has secured permission to erect a gar

‘0 Basse“ 8‘ 0““ age and repair shop. 40 x 60 feet, at 2200

James O'Connell, of Brooklyn. N. Y.. has Beale avenue: the cost w1ll be $2,300.

secured plans {or a two-story garage which George F. Fleet, the proprietor, is a for

he will have erected on Boerum plate; ll“?

cost specified is $35,000.

Edward Anderson, of Delavan. \Nis., has

SOld his garage to Steven Conley; Anderson

contemplates opening another garage in

Clinton, in the same state.

rner police sergeant.

The Hollywood (Cal.) Garage. located at

1728 North Highland avenue, has been pur

chased by C. H. Kratz and Carl S. Frank,

both formerly of Cincinnati, O. Kratz was

secretary and treasurer of the Vulcan Cop

l- A. \Vetzel has purchased the interest per Works, of Cincinnati.

of his Partner, E. \V. Ewbank. in the Pacific

Au“) Co., in Eugene, Ore. He will continue the Packard Kansas City (Mo) Co. at

‘0 l“Indie Ford and Auburn cars. Robert Gillham road and McGee street.

C. A. Bartholomew has closed his garage The building is two stories and 97 x 116

in Peoria. lll.. following the sale of the feet and contains separate salesrooms for

building he occupied and its “mutton (or the R. & L. electrics, which are a part of

“her purposes by the new owner. the company's line.

New quarters have been completed for
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The Sigourney Electric Garage has en

tered the trade in Hartford, Conn., in a

new brick building, 100x35, located at 117

Sigourney street. C. H. Brooks. formerly

with the Westinghouse Electric Co., in

Pittsburgh, Pa., is president, and \V. J.

Congras is secretary and treasurer.

C. L. Du Puy has formed the Standard

Auto Co. in Atlanta, Ga., with salesrooms

at 225 Peachtree street. He will stock Paige

Detroit cars and Selden cars and trucks.

Du Puy is not new to the trade, having been

Southern representative of the Selden Mo

tor Vehicle Co., of Rochester, N. Y., for

five years.

1. F. Lang & Son, of Princeton, Ill, have

purchased a garage, 62 x 125 feet, built re

cently by Edward Holmes, and have taken

possession. Lang & Son handle Stoddard

Dayton, Howard and Krit cars and Excel

sior and Pope motorcycles. The building

contains a women's waiting room and has a

storage capacity of 33 cars.

\Villiam Kingsley has entered the trade

in Fairbault, Minn., under the style Central

Auto Garage; his building, located at Cen

tral avenue and Division street, contains

17,000 square feet of floor space. The con

cern has agencies for Detroiter, Reo, Pre

mier, Marmon and Stutz gasolene cars,

Ohio electrics and Reo trucks.

The L'nited Motor Supply Co. and O.

Fernstermacher, automobile supply jobbers

in Minneapolis, Minn., have combined under

the style 0. Fernstermacher Co. Some of

the ofiicers of both organizations are in the

new one and the company, which is capital

ized at $300,000, will retain the .Fernster

macher location at 311 South Fifth street.

The Auburn Sales Co., Roy Scott man

ager, has been formed in San Francisco to

handle the Auburn car; the company is

made up largely of those who handled the

R. C. H. retail business prior to the recent

discontinuance of the R. C. H. branch in

that city, and the turning over of the busi

ness to the H. O. Harrison Co. Temporarily

headquarters are in the R. C. H. building

on Ellis street.

The Schierbrock Automobile Co. has

taken over the Atlantic Automobile Co..

of Council Bluffs. 1a.. of which T. A.

Mitchell was proprietor; the new company.

which is composed of R. I. Schierbrock. of
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Neola, J. J. Muree and L. E. Julich, of

Carroll, both Iowa towns, will retain the

old company's 4th street location. The

transfer carries with it the Ford and Stu

debaker agencies.

The Gordon \\'. Turner Co., whch here

tofore has engaged in the used car busi

ness in Boston, Mass, has branched out

and added supplies to its line. It has pur

chased the store. stock and fixtures of the

bankrupt Equitable Distributing Co., at 245

Columbus avenue, and will operate at this

address. Arthur Sidwell, the former man

ager of the Distributing company, will re

main in the same capacity with the new

owners.

Schiller & Creswell, who recently suc

ceeded the Utica (N. Y.) Electric Garage

Co., located at 75 Cornelia street, have pur

chased property at Noyes and Francis

streets, in the center of a residence section;

the property, which is 118 x 156_feet and in

cludes a round brick building 80 feet in di

ameter, will be remodeled as an exclusively

electric garage and salesrooms. The firm,

which handles Detroit electrics, will occupy

its new quarters May 1.

The \\'. L. Huffman Automobile Co., of

Omaha. Neb., has located in new quarters

at 1814-18 Farman street, formerly occupied

by the J. J. Deright Garage. \V. M. Cle

ment, formerly with the George Rogers

Cigar Co.. has been made general manager

and N J. Marvin, bookeeper for Huffman

for two years, has been appointed to man

age the branch in Sioux Falls. S. D. Huff

man will devote more time to affairs within

his territory, where he has several branches.

Carl H. Page & Co., Chalmers distributers

at Broadway and \Vest 50th street, New

York City, have installed a branch in

Brooklyn, at Bedford avenue and Fulton

street. This territory formerly was cov

ered by the Bruns Automobile Co. While

the branch will handle retail sales in Brook

lyn and wholesale matters throughout all

of Long Island, the territory of Sammis &

Downer, of Huntington, who have Nassau

and Suffolk Counties. will not be affected.

Harry Unwin, formerly with the Page store

in New York, is manager of the branch.

The Royal Automobile Co., of Montreal.

Que., has been succeeded by the Royal Au~

tomobile Garage Co., Ltd., with a capital

of $50,000. The new company will maintain

salesrooms at the former location, St. Denis

and Ontario streets, for the distribution of

Cole,v Stevens-Duryea and Apperson cars

and will operate a garage at 375-85 Ontario

street. The officers are: President, G. A.

Simard: vice-president, H. Beauregard;

secretary and treasurer, Dr. E. Dubeau; di

rectors, H. Danereu. former Cole and

Stevens-Duryea dealer, and E. Barlatier,

forimr Apperson agent.

JACOBS WOULD PLAY MOSES

Tl) 0WNERS 0F MOTOR CARS

Would Lead Way to Promised Land

of Discounts—Unravelled Mystery

Discloses U. A. O. P. A. and

Beautiful “Aims.”

If artlessness proves of avail, E. A.

Jacobs, of New York, soon will be wallow

ing in wealth. Jacobs evidently has heard

of leagues and associations and societies

whose desire to "protect" automobile own

ers is of the burning sort, and having heard

of them he has more or less organiZed one

of his own. It is carrying the impressive

title, United Automobile Owners' Protective

Association, and its “main office" appears

to be the office of E. A. Jacobs, at 29

Broadway, where a sign on the door—like

Jacobs's letterheads —- reads “Investment

Securities.”

The first that many New Yorkers knew

of the United Automobile Owners' Protec

tive Association was when they last week

received a letter on Jacobs’s “Investment

Securities" letterhead telling them that their

names had been given to Jacobs by “a

mutual friend who is one of our pleased

members,” and imparting the delightful in

formation that “This is not an association

like the numerous others now in business

whose aim it is to make big profits for

themselves."

' In equally delightful fashion, Jacobs re

ferred to the discounts he is able to quote

and expresses the pleasure he will feel if

the recipients of his letters will forward

him $5, which will "entitle them to a mem

ber's card" and “permit them to begin trad

ing at once." Thereafter Mr. Jacobs devel

ops a streak of exquisite artlessness and

throws a spell of mystery around his proj

ect, for, listen to the gentleman himself:

“The name of the association is kept quiet

on account of interfering with our purchas

ing privilege."

Who would not undertake to penetrate

such a deep, dark mystery, even if he did

not surrender $5 for the purpose?

Motor \Vorld's investigation located the

U. A. O. P. A. in Jacobs’ “Investment Se

curities ofiice." as stated. Jacobs himself

was not present, but his representative—

whose appearance also suggested that his

name might be Jacobs—cheerfully handed

out the “Protective Association’s" litera

ture, which included an “Application for

Membership Buying Privileges.” The sign

ing of it binds the owner to pay $5 per year

in advance until doomsday, unless he noti

fies the association to the contrary. In re

turn therefor. Jacobs very kindly agrees to

furnish such automobile supplies “as he may

be able to obtain (note the “may") at deal

ers', jobbers' and manufacturers'_ prices."

He also further halidsoanely “agrees to

'maintain, without expelsgtcl the members.”

a~“home office," and evenignore benevolently

binds himself to mails iannua, 1y to each

“member” “a printed catalo vIn order

that there may be no misunderstanding on

the point, the conditfonml finted on the ap

plication for membersh' nclude this sooth

ing clause: “This constitutes the entire con

tract."

It is also provided that all checks be

made payable to the order of the associa

tion, but for some reason orders for acces

sories must'be sent to Jacobs personally.

Although the application makes appear

that the $5 fee is for the gracious privilege

of buying goods, Jacobs’s letter states that

it is “for the registration of your car.”

The way in which automobile owners are

to be “protected,” and what they may ex

pect, is indicated by a yellow leaflet which

promises nothing but asks the recipient

whether he desires to save so much money

on a number of several enumerated articles.

But the “aims” of the U. A. O. P. A. are

the real things. Jacobs himself has painted

the picture. He has closed both eyes and

made himself see an U. A. O. P. A. auto

mobile factory, a tire factory, an accessories

factory, a club house, a chain of hotels, and

ever so many other things, all designed for

the “protectiveness” of the deal old auto

mobile owner who gives up $5 to Jacobs.

More Suits Against Long Island Garage.

Unpaid accounts are the basis of several

recent suits against the Cook-Borstel

Brown Co., garage operators in Huntington.

L. 1., and one resulted this week in a judg

ment of $188.70 in favor of the Fisk Rubber

Co. Another action is brought by the Mn

tual Auto Accessories Co., of New York

City. Both suits are in courts in New York

City.

Michelin Gets Judgment Against Dealer

_ludgment for $607.98, in favor of the

Michelin Tire Co., of Milltown. N- 1"

against Leonard A. Crozier, proprietor of

the Floral Park (N. Y.) Garage, was ten—

dered in the Supreme Court for New York

county last week. The amount represents

the value of tires consigned to Crozier for

which he failed to render an accounting

 

Fisk Calls Woodmere Man to Court

Claiming that goods supplied between

October 1 and November 3, 1911, are un

paid for, the Fisk Rubber Co., of Chicopee

Falls, Mass., filed suit this week in the SIP

preme Court for New York county agam“

J. M. Richmond, a uarageman. of Woo‘l'

mere. N. Y. The amount asked for '5

$100.25.
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DESTINY OF GASOLENE SUBSTITUTES.

As pregnant with possibilities as is the present fuel

situation, what with several substitutes for sure enough

gasolene in sight. it would seem that there is at least one

angle which. if not entirely overlooked, has not entered

into any discussion of this much-discussed subject. Though

the gasolene producers profess to be in sympathy with the

movement to find something just as good as gasolene, it

would be a grievous misunderstanding of human nature to

s“PPose that they would stand idly by and see such a rich

Prize slip through their fingers merely for the want of cash.

In these days of enlightenment (of the purchasing power

0f gold) money will buy pretty nearly anything and that

UPretty nearly anything" may very easily include patents or

Pr0cesses designed to alleviate the fuel situation by substi

tuting some other product for the commercial petroleum

derivative; already. it is reported, the British Shell interests

have purchased outright successfully operable patents for

FXtracting “petrol” from paraffin. and thus at least one

infant industry has been gobbled up by the trust almost

before it became known. That others will go the same way

Seems reasonable, for the petty prizes that have been offered

for a gasolene substitute are as molehills to mountains

Compared with the inducements the oil companies are able

_and apparently willing—t0 offer inventors.

The British case is a typically British one, of course.

“'ill1 the subject of the King grasping the bird Offered by

the trust. with his conservatism or doubt urging him to

,. __ _. .

overlook the two in the leSl‘l'lt't the fear that they" may

escape him in the form of too strenuous opposition or‘ pro

duction obstacles. just what the speculative American

would do in similar circumstances it is difficult to foresee.

though if past performances can be taken as a criterion, it

is not unlikely that he would prefer to take his chances on

getting a firm grip on the tail feathers of the birds in the

bush—and therein lies the hope. But even the proverb

declares that hope is a slender peg on which to hang

ambition.

OUTLAWRY AND A WORLD’S FAIR.

If they have not already done so, the gentlemen who

rebelled against the American Automobile Association for

enforcing in California the same rules that apply in all

other parts of the country, should pause in their folly and

consider its effect on the Pacific-Panama Exposition which

is due to be held in San Francisco in 1915.

In the natural order of things, automobile events will

cut a figure in the sports which are to be attendant on the

great fair. By the same token, they must be held with the

sanction and under the rules of the A. A. A., for it is not

reasonable to suppose that the management of such an

international enterprise will cast a blight on the exposition.

or permit its success to be in any way jeopardized by rec

ognition of outlawry in any form. or in any sport. And as

the A. A. A. is the only sportskgoverning body TECUg'lllZCd

by other sports' governing organizations here and abroad.

if. peradventure, the Pacific-Panama authorities should rec

ognize the outlaw body which has been loosely organizer]

on the Pacific coast, it will mean that the Pacific-Panama

sports will be closed to the rest of the world, and that the

only participants in them will be the disgruntled “native

sons." On the other hand. as seems inevitable. when the

sports are sanctioned by the A. A. A., they will be closed

to these very outlaws, who of necessity must compete in

their own backyards. so to speak, if they compete at all.

It is not a particularly agreeable prospect and unless

they are carried away by their own misguided enthusiasm

they will do well to stop just where they are and undo

what they have done. The success of the big exposition

ought to transcend more or less personal grievances.

FORMULA THAT IS MERE APPROXIMATION.

That the method of rating automobile motors by the

antiquated A. L. A. M. formula gives only an approximate

figure that may or may not come near to the real horse

power of an engine. and therefore is chiefly useful as a

rough means of obtaining comparative data. long has been

known, and though the recent action of the Council of the

S. A. E. in indorsing the formula despite its evident short

comings may occasion mild surprise, the very fact that it

has been indorsed only as “an approximation that will

suffice” ought to stimulate the search for something bet

ter. The palpable fallacy of the formula lies in the suppo~

sition that the crankshaft speed will decrease in proportion

to any increase in stroke over the “square” motor. and

though it may suffice as an “approximation” of power. now

that nearly every engine is a long-stroke engine the approx

imation scarcely can fail to be sadly awry.
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AJAX lNAllGURATES MILEAGE

CONTEST FOR CHAUFFEURS

Will Give $500 for Chauffeurs' Best

Tire Performance and 207 Minor

Cash Prizes—Conditions Gov

erning Contest.

limulating the example of the Winton

Motor Carriage Co., the Ajax-Grieb Rubber

Co. has formulated and promulgated an an

nual service competition for users of Ajax

tires. It provides for the award of prizes.

208 in number, to chaufi’eurs driving Ajax

tired cars who. in the twelve months be—

tween April lst next and March Jlst, 1914,

make the best mileage records.

The first prize will be $500, the others

being apportioned as follows: l prize of

$300, 1 of $200, 5 of $100, 10 of $50, 40 of

$25. 50 of $20 and 100 of $10.

The Ajax-Grieb company will provide

blanks for those who desire to enter the

competition. The blank will require that

there be recorded the size of the tire. the

make of car on which it is to be used, the

date of purchase, the date on which the tire

is put in service, the serial number of the

tire, the speedometer reading, and where

the tire is bought. This is to be signed by

the employer of the chauffeur, and the

information will be copied on cards at the

place where the tire is bought.

To complete the competition, notification

will he made when the tire has ceased its

usefulness, the date when it was removed

from the car, the speedometer reading and

the number of miles covered by the tire.

This is all to be signed by the owner and

returned within five days after the tire has

been taken out of service Any number of

tires for one chauffeur count in deciding

the contest.

The three judges who will decide the

awards will be Alfred Reeves. of the Hart

ford Suspension C0.; M. L. Scudder, a New

Yorkchartered accountant, and R. A. Pat

erson. president of the Tarrytown (N. Y.)

National Bank.

W'hile the money prizes will go to the

chauffeurs, it naturally follows that the lat

ters’ efi'orts to obtain mielage from their

tires will accrue to the financial benefit of

the owners of the cars.

 

Tire Men to Oppose Dating Bill.

In an effort to defeat the ill-smelling tire

dating bill, which is half way through the

New York State legislature and which de

inands that tire manufacturers stamp their

products with the date of manufacture, Sid—

ney S. Meyers, representing the “tire group"

in the Motor and Accessory Manufacturers.

will appear at 2.30 o’clock this afternoon,
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20th inst., before the Miscellaneous Corpor- ’

ations Committee of the Senate, Meyers

will present the claims of the tire men that

the bill is unnecessary and impracticable,

that it would work an injury to the tire

trade, that it would achieve no good and

that it is unconstitutional. Meyers endea

vored to get a hearing when the bill was

before the Assembly, but the measure went

through on greased wheels, despite his pro

test. Should it pass the Senate and be

signed by the Governor, the tire men will

  

 

“Indicates Sanction by A. A. A.

March 17-22, Norfolk, Va.—Norfolk Au

tomobile Trade Association's second annual

show in the State Armory.

March 19-22, Springfield, lll.—Springfield

. . . Commercial Association‘s show in the

contest it in the courts. They Will expend Armory

no money to defeat the measure in the legis- '

13mm March 19-26, Boston, Mass—Boston

Garageman Krauss Wins Another Suit.

Henry Krauss has been having consider

able trouble as president of the \Vashington

Bridge Auto Co., of New York City, but

with the winning by him of a lawsuit in the

Supreme Court for New York county this

week he hopes he can settle down and con- ‘

duct his business peacably; the suit just

concluded grew out of an act of the former

president of the company. Krauss's prede

cessor held a chattel mortgage for $4,000 on

the company property, and when he sold

his stock he transferred half of the mort

gage to Krauss and then proceeded to file

a satisfaction of the whole thing. Krauss

sued to have half of the satisfaction set

aside and succeeded, $2,000 worth of it be

coming again ef’fective. Prior to this Krauss

had sued the company to compel it to pay

a damage claim which a person injured by

a company car had secured against Krauss

as president of the company.

Omaha Organizes Credit Association.

The Automobile Supply and Jobbers'

Credit Association has been formed at

Omaha. Neb.. to “look into" the standing

of those to whom credit is extended. The

officers are: President Clarke G. Powell;

vice-president, Arthur Storz; secretary

treasurer, L. C. Kohn. The board of di

rectors comprises the ofiicers with T. V.

Groves and H. L..Waldman_

 

Gray & Davis Enlarging Once More.

Gray & Davis are again adding to their

large and strikingly handsome plant in

Cambridge, Mass.. where they are now lay

ing the foundation of a new building, 381 x

81 feet. It will be of five stories and built

entirely of reinforced concrete with steel

sash and tapestry brick facing. It is ex

pected that the structure will be ready for

occupancy about july lst next.

Federal Opens Branch in Detroit.

The Federal Rubber Mfg. Co., of Milwau

kee, Wis. has opened a branch in Detroit

at 846 \Voodward avenue. It is in charge of

A. l.. DeVault.

Commercial Vehicle Association‘s annual

show in Mechanics) Hall.

March 24-29, Indianapolis, lnd.-ln<lian

apolis Automobile Trade Association‘s

show.

March 24-29, Watertown, N. Y.—~Annual

show of the Watertown Automobile Deal

ers‘ Association in the 'Qtate Armory.

ill

March 29-April 5, St. John, N. B.-New

Brunswick Automobile Trade Association’s

show in Queen’s Rink.

April 1-6, San Francisco, Cal.—-San Fran

cisco Automobile Dealers'

motor truck show.

Association's

April 5-12, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers’ Association’s seventh

annual show in the East Liberty Market

building.

April 14-16, Chicago, lll.—-Chicago Motor

Club's reliability tour for commercial vehi

cles.

April 16-17, Taylor, Tex—Track raCCS

under the auspices of the Taylor Automo

bile Club.

May 5, Washington, D. C.—Start of

reliability-economy run for

the

commercial

vehicles under the auspices of the Washing

ton P0st.*

JUIy 1, Indianapolis, Ind—Start of

IIndiana Automobile Manufacturers' A

ciation’s cross continental tour to Los

geles, Cal.

the

sso

An

May 30, Indianapolis, Ind—Third annual

SOD-mile sweepstakes races on the motor

speedway!

May 30, Chicago, Ill.-—Annual lnterclub

reliability run of the Chicago Motor Club

and the Chicago Athletic Club.

June 21, Algonquin, Ill.—Algonqlll“ hill

climb under the auspices of. the Chicago

Motor Club.

June 25-28, Chicago. Ill—Reliability 10‘"

0f the Chicago Automobile Club.‘

July 4. TaYIor. Tex.—Track races ""4"

the auspices of the Taylor AutomObile Club

July 4-6. Tacoma. \VaSl'l.’-‘R03d fat-7::

under the auspices of the Montamafa F65

Automobile committee.
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MCCLELLAND BILL LIKELY

WILL SLUMBER IN PEACE

Opposition Offered at Hearing in Al

bany Practically Dooms Obnox

ious Measure—Some of the

Objections Raised.

  

It is now altogether unlikely that own

ers will have to wear badges like their

chauffeurs, as provided in the now famous

—or infamous—McClelland bill. which was

introduced into the New York legislature

on the 6th inst., and it is equally improb

able that they will be subjected to a dou

bling of license fees and all the various

other obnoxious provisions which it sought

to impose; for as the result of the public

hearing on this and other measures, held in

Albany on Thursday last, it is practically

assured that the bill will be permitted to

die a peaceful death in the pigeonholes of

the Internal Affairs Committee. This belief

is shared by all of those who attended the

hearing, and considerable strength was

added to it by the subsequent action of

'.Senator White. who is chairman of the

committee. in introducing a bill authorizing

Governor Sulzer to appoint a commission of

three to co-operate with similar commis

sions representing Maine, Vermont. New

Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

Connecticut. New Jersey. Pennsylvania,

Delaware and Maryland in an effort to ob

tain uniform automobile legislation.

Although the hearing covered the score

or more measures that have been intro.

duced. the chief point of attack was the

McClelland-McGrath bill. as being at once

the most drastic of all and the most im

portant. inasmuch as it was drafted in ac

cordance with the views of Secretary of

State Mitchell May and indorsed also by

Governor Sulzer himself.

As usual. Charles Thaddeus Terry, repre

senting both the National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers and the Auto

mobile Dealers' Association. led the OPPOSl'

tion. and his review of the McClelland bill

was both scathing and thorough. In draw

"12 attention to the fact that when two

years ago the Callan law was passed. in

maSlntI the taxation from $2 to $5, $10. $15

and $25 with annual registration. it general

ly was conceded that the million dollar in

crease in revenue it represented was at least

parlly justified to offset the expense of mo

tor vehicle registration, he stated that if

the Present proposed increase to net $2.0m»

a year to the State were conceded. mo

torists might as well make up their minds

(hm Still further advances would be made

efmh Fear. “That is not regulation or taxa

"OTL" he declared. “it is confiscation." Ad

ding that New York had never been a

pirate State." Terry continued:

“If the theory is that those using the

highways should pay their proportionate

share of the cost of the improvement, then
every citizen of the State using the high-Y

ways should be required to pay his propor

tionate share, and any method adopted by

the legislature of this State to help pay

for the cost of highway improvements

which casts upon one class of citizens more

than their proportionate share, imposes an

unjust and discriminatory tax and is un

constitutional. The revenue derived now

is far in excess of the amount required to

defray the expenses of the regulation of

motor vehicles, and there is no justification

whatsoever for the increased taxes. The

rates for pleasure cars already are as high

as they ought to be; if the rates in other

States were higher there might be some

reason. however unsound, for the suggested

amendment."

In pointing out the incongruity of taxing

commercial vehicles according to their

weight, he drew attention to the obvious

fact that very few of them are operated on

the State roads and further stated that “it

is against the policy of the State to tax an

instrument of commerce, and the motor

truck is now becoming a necessity in the

business world; to increase the tax and

compel an owner to pay a personal tax as

well is laying a double burden on the busi

ness man who adopts the motor truck as a

means of conveyance,"

Melvin Bender. of Albany. who is attor

ney for the New York State Automobile

Association. which embraces all but two of

the motoring organizations in the State.

was another who attacked the measure vig

orously. Among other things. he suggested

that if the tax is based upon the use of the

roads. then every vehicle, irrespective of

its motive power, rightfully should be taxed.

The only man at the hearing who sup—

ported Secretary May in his defense of the

measure was Frederick R. Coudert, who

said he represented the so-called National

Highways Protective Association. Briefly,

Coudert pooh-poohed the idea that the taxa

tion of motor vehicles was an infringement

of individual rights and gave as his opin

ion that while the Callan law is a good law,

it requires the addition of an amendment

to make it still better. His criticism, de

spite his championing attitude, was de

structive rather than constructive, however,

for he advocated merely the vesting of

some power in the Secretary of State to

allow him to revoke a chaufieur's license

for “running his car like a fool," and a

speed provision that would presume the

operator of a car to be guilty of negligence

when he exeeeded the speed limit. He also

declared for an examination of owners.

“CllAUFFEllR ARISTOCRATS”

0RGANIZE EXCLUSIVE BODY

French Auto Workers’ Association

' Results from Clique in High-Class

Garage—Members Employed

by Millionaire Owners.

What might be termed the “Aristocracy

of Chauffeurdom," or what may correspond

to the Head Chaufieurs' Association in

England. has been formed in New York

City by a number of drivers and mechan

icians in the employ of some of the city's

wealthiest car owners under the name

French Auto Workers' Association; the

organization’s certificate was approved last

week in the Supreme Court for New York

county and plans for the full launching of

the project are under way, not that it will

possess a large membership. for when all

the eligibles are enrolled the group prob

ably will be found to consist of not more

than 35 or 40.

The idea originated with a group of chauf

feurs whose employers' cars are stored in

the garage of the Automobile Club of

America, and since these few men felt a

common bond because they were employed

upon cars of French make they gradually

formed a clique; then the idea of uniting

with other men employed upon French cars

was broached and the body was formed by

()eley Gavett. \Varren S. Campbell. \Villiam

A. Malone, Thomas Woods. Adolph Poret,

Eugene Mcsnard and Alexander Le Borgue;

the last two and Raoul Devort. Victor San

cier and Leon Von Molle are directors.

While the membership is not restricted to

men of French nativity or extraction, as

the names Malone. Campbell and Woods

suggest, a large number naturally will he

Frenchmen and capable of speaking that

tongue, since many wealthy owners in New

York’s multimillionaire group are prone to

engage drivers who can act as interpreters

on European tours; many of these drivers

have assistants and regard themselves as

of a class apart from the ordinary gaso

lene pilot. In fact, it is said that a sure

method of self—extinction for a taxicab

chauffeur, even though he were French.

would be to apply for admittance to this

exclusive circle.

The object of the body, as stated in its

certificate. is largely social, but provision

will be made for the interchange of ideas

and information relating to the foreign cars

which these men handle; also a clubhouse

or clubrooms are being considered. No

location has been chosen, however. but the

clubrooms probably will be secured in some

location conveniently located to the Auto~

mobile Club’s garage. '
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WEEDING OUTGARAGE LOAFERS

Shooing Away the Pest Who Makes the

Garage or Salesroom His "Hangout"

How He Happens and the Treat

ment He Needs.

A voice from Indiana says, “Please say

something about the garage loafer in your

“W'ideawakc Merchandising Department."

And the subject is one about which much

may be said.

Wants To Be Identified With “Gas.”

There is a species of human barnacle

known to the trade as the “garage loafer."

His age ranges anywhere from 15 to 50.

His business is to be somewhere near where

gasolene is used. He has never owned a

car and never expects to own one. He likes

to be identified with the gasolene fraternity.

He does not want to work at anything. He

just wants to be “around.” His entrance is

usually made at the back door of the garage;

he was perhaps one of a crowd who gath

ered to see Bill Jones’s car tested. The rest

of the crowd dissipated, faded away, if you

like, but he remained, like a piece of drift

wood cast up. by the tide.

He pays no attention to the “No Smok~

ing" sign that the insurance people or

dered up, but goes calmly ahead and makes

up his “Bull Durham" cigarette or fills his

evil-smelling pipe. He watches the repairs

as they are made, perhaps assists with his

suggestions. Gets into conversation with

customers who drop in and gradually drops

into the role of an habitue of your place of

business.

Unnotieed Until Well Established.

You have seen him around a few times

and supposed he was someone whose car

was being fixed; then first thing you know

he is spending part of the time in front

in the salesroom, spitting and dropping

ashes on the floor and looking out at the
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bility of the goods; it alsogave people a

chance to select. and there is a lot in that

idea. People like to look over several arti

cles, in order to buy one. whether it is

automobiles or baby buggies. If a customer

wanted a car the day the order was placed

this dealer could give immediate possession

and most of the other dealers had to ask

them to wait. He got the best business and

made the most money; and, given equal sell~

ing ability and equally good reputation, the

dealer who carries the stock ready to meet

the demand is the one who will make the

greatest and the surest sales. The truth of

this will be more and more apparent as the

automobile business is developed still

further.
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people as they pass by. Later he takes to

sitting in the driver‘s seat of your car——

then back to the greater luxury of the ton

neau. Perhaps by this time he has a friend

or two with him and has made the floor

covering in the tonncau look like the back

door mat of an alley entrance. He is not

blatantly offensive and oftentimes is well

connected. You hesitate about ordering

him out; perhaps you know his family; but

after he has butted in once or twice you

finally suman up courage enough to tell

him to "Beat it!" You should have done

it six months ago.

Garage loafers of any age have no place

in the automobile business. They are a

menace and a nuisance. They are impos

sible! They should be swept out the back

door at their first appearance, and if they

persist in thrusting their obnoxious person

alities on you further. the police should be

invited to participate in the eliminating

ceremonies.

.3

GETTING NAMES OF PROSPECTS.

“One good turn deserves another" ought

to be written large on the flyleaf of ever!

automobile salesman's order book.

When you have delivered a car and thus

created a satisfied and delighted customer.

then is a bully good time to secure the

names of his friends who are likely to be

interested.

Do not hesitate about asking for this in

formation. It costs your customer nothing.

and if you have properly sold him on Your

car and made him an enthusiast he will be

keen to help you line up his friends.

..vl

“CASHING IN" ON FACTORY TIPS

Factory tips to dealers as to methods and

plans and business-building ideas are "OK

always given the careful. serious consider-1'

tion they deserve. There is this one thing

to be thought of: The factory cannot Caih

in on a single idea it advances for it? (le'a'l'

ers unless the dealer casbes in firstv It it5

a plan for making more sales it is the dealevr

who first is assured of his profit. Think 1i

over. Of course, there are exceptions' but

beware lest, being afraid of exceptions. you

miss all the good ones.

a!

VALUE OF HAVING FULL STOCKS

ALWAYS ON HAND.

One of the most successful dealers in

Iowa, who during the past year sold not less

than 140 cars priced above $1,200. credits

much of his success to the fact that he al

ways had an ample stock of cars on hand.

Even when it got close to time for new

models he had a stock of cars from which

he could make immediate deliveries. And he

made them. He did not carry over one.

His shipments were so arranged that he

always had from 10 to 15 cars on hand.

Every time a fresh shipment came in he

let the cars stand out in front of his store

all day so people knew his goods were mov—

mg.

Affording Buyers a Good Variety.

Then the effect of show-room always full

made it appear as if he had a large stock.

which showed more plainly than words that

he had the utmost Confidence in the sala
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LETTING OPPORTUNITY ESCAPE

"' Permitting "Ripe" Prospects to Slip Away

for Lack of Attention—Doctor Who

Bought a Car in Spite of

the Dealer.

That a man may inquire the price of stor

age space in a garage and still not be a car

owner was evidenced by a recent happening

in Cleveland. He may be a prospect.

It seems that a doctor had just moved

into the city from a small town in the State.

He was Well-fixed financially and his first

move was to buy a home. Soon after he

was settled he began thinking of buying a

car. He had no garage. but two blocks

away was a dealer with a clean-looking

store and a very efiicient appearing garage.

Got Information But No Attention.

“Before I buy a car." mused the doctor,

I‘ll find out where I can keep it." With this

thought in his mind he paid a visit to the

neighborhood garage. They told him their

charges, which were perfectly satisfactory,

but they did not show any particular inter

est in him—did not even ask him what kind

0i a car he owned—did not ask him his

name or where he lived. He wanted to

know their rates and they told him; that’s

all there was to it.

Going out through the salesroom. the

doctor espied a runabout that struck him

as being about the niftiest thing he had.

seen. He inquired the price and they told

it to him. On his way he went. Here was a

“Chi ripe prospect walking into their sales

room and out again and nobody any the

wiser. It happens every day in the large

Clll€S.

Finally Sold Himself the Car.

Daily the doctor went past that garage.

The beamy 0f the runabout in the window

grew on him. He dropped in again to look

at it. He brought his wife to the window to
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view it. Three months later he bought it.

He sold it to himself.

Well, what's the point? You ask. The

point is that if a real live salesman had

been on the job the sale would have been

_made three months sooner—and the dealer

would have been three months' storage

ahead. besides being sure of the sale.

.5

WHERE SALESMAN FOUND INSPI

RATION AND STRENGTH.

An automobile salesman in jackson.

Mich., who is always on the alert for a hint

or a suggestion that will make him a still

better salesman. found an idea in Motor

W'orld a few weeks ago that helped him

land a sale that looked like a "goner."

Where a Motor World Story Helped.

"I followed the suggestion that I read in

one of Motor \Vorld’s stories; and I am

convinced that otherwise I would not have

had the sale. The man was very persistent;

he wanted all sorts of things; and then he

wanted a cut price. I told him our posi

tion plainly, showed him the folly of the

“cut price"; explained that throwing in

accessories was exactly the same thing;

told him we would stand pat on our prices—

and then, instead of remaining on the de

fensive. I turned on him and asked him

one or two questions that put him on the

defensive. He could not give the right an

swer without embarrassing himself. so he

left.

Refused to “Cut” But Made Sale.

"In the afternoon he came back. saw my

father. and remarked that I was pretty in

dependent and had told him I absolutely

would not cut any prices. that he wanted

to get a concession. Father did not say

much. but he did say. kind of slow like. 'My

son told you we would not cut prices. didn’t

be? Well. he usually means exactly what he

says] That was the finishing touch. and

the order came across at regular price with
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out any extras of any kind. But if I had

not read that Motor World story I would

not have been ready for him and we would

probably have missed the sale. Believe me,

I am reading the paper closely every week."

0‘

“KNOW THY CAR."

To be enthusiastic about the car you

sell. you must believe in it. How can you

believe in it unless you know it?

Knowing a car does not mean familiarity

with its specifications. It means taking the

specification book in hand and checking up

each detail so you know exactly what is

meant and whether or not the catalog ex

aggeratcs or understates. It means taking

the plate 05 the transmission and getting

a firm mental grip on every detail of its

:onstruction. the gears, the shafts. the

bearings. the shifting fingers. etc. It means

a similar study and thorough grasp of the

rear axle. the motor. the lighting and start»

ing systems, if such are used.

Understanding Every Detail of Car.

Then it means asking for full information

on any detail or part that you do not fully

understand. When you have gone this far

and have driven the car so that you know

its economy, its power and its comfort you

are fortified to talk with anybody.

Sales often have been lost by lack of a

ready answer regarding some vital point

of construction. The point is not that you

are expected to tell the customer all the

things you know, but. as you cannot tel

what he will ask. you must and should be in

formed on every point that could possibly

come up.

:I

MAKING STUDY OF CAR DISPLAY.

There is nothing you have to sell that

will not be better sold and sold oftener if

it is displayed in the best possible manner;

if you sell cars. for instance. study the

placing of cars on the salcsroom floor.
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FIRST TRIBUNE PRODUCT

WELI.‘ STANDARDIZED CAR

'Employs Long-Stroke Block Motor in

Which Accessibility is Keynote—

Unusual Lamp Equipment

Supplied.

First details of the Tribune. as ‘the car

constructed by the Tribune Motor'CoJ De~ .

‘troit, Mich., of which Louis G. Hupp, for~

'merly secretary of the R. C. H. Corporation,

_is the moving spirit, will be styled. reveals

lat} uncommonly well standardized product

jin‘the construction of which such well

.Illcnown trade names as Budaf Timken.

Brown & Lipe. Gemmer and others are

conspicuous. For the time being. or until

tor is that "the bistons and connecting rods

—the latter are exceptionally long—can

be removed from the bottom without the

necessity for dismantling the motor. The

removal of the oil pan exposes the con-

necting rod bearing caps, which, when taken

off. permit the pistons to be extracted from

the bottom; it is not necessary to take out

the crankshaft. Both the crankcase and the

oil pan are made of aluminum and‘a bell

housing to accommodate the multiple disk

clutch is cast one-half integral with the

crankcase and the other half integral with

the oil pan. To discourage accumulations

of dust and dirt, the cylinders are care‘

fully enameled to present a smooth surface

and the exposed metal parts are nickel—

plated. Intake and exhaust manifol'ds .are

on the left side with the magneto on the

right side.

 

  

SIDE Vle OF FIRST TRIBUNE FIVE-PASSENGER CAR

a larger factory can be put up in Detroit,

building operations will be confined to the

production of a single five-passenger model

which is to sell. completely equipped, for

about $1250; eventually, the line will be

increased by the addition of roadster. limou

sine and other types.

The motor in the newcomer is a Buda of

the familiar L-head type, with its four cyl

inders cast in a single rigid block which is

supported at three points in the chassis

frame. thus providing for a certain amount

of weaving and removing the strain from

the supporting arms. The bore and stroke

measure 3% inches and 5% inches. respect

ively. giving 234 cubic inches cylinder capac—

ity and a total brake horsepower of 35 at

1,500 revolutions. Large valves and a com

paratively short intake manifold are con

spicuous features of the motor and legit

imately may be expected to contribute to

high efiicicncy. Lubrication is efiected by

a force feed constant level system and a

high tension magneto furnishes ignition

sparks.

One of the distinctive features of the mo

From ts‘ mctor, power is transmitted to

a full-floating Timken rear axle through the

intermediary of a Raybestos-lined multiple

disk clutch that may be run either dry or in

an oil bath, and a three-speed selectively

controlled gearset. Gear ratios on the vari

ous speeds are worked out to give a re

ductio.i of 13 to l on the first speed. 6% to l

on the second speed. 311/13 to 1 in direct

drive and 15% to l for reverse. The axle

housing is of pressed steel and encloses a

five-pitch bevel gear and pinion. Conform

ing to the present tendency, the steering

gear. which carries a Gemmer name-plate.

is mounted at the left side with the gear

shift and emergency brake levers in the

center of the footboard. - I

Indicating the liberality of the manufac

turers. the total braking surface provided

is considerably in excess of the one square

inch per l0 pounds of car weight laid down

as a requirement as the result of recent

tests of brakes. the service set being inter

nal expanding and operated by pedal and

the emergency set being external contract

ins'. the total surface provided is 320 square

inches; the weight of the car ‘in touring

trim is 2,300 pounds. Both sets of brakes

are on rear wheel drums. '
i The frame is of the' single drop typg

formed of channel section steel with three

members reinforced with integral

gussetts. It is supported in front on semi.

elliptic spring members measuring 37 x 2

inches and having six leaves; rear springs

are full-elliptic with the under member

hung beneath the axle to lower the center of

gravity of the car. These rear members

measure 42 x 2 inches and are finished off at

the back with a single scroll. \theeIs are

shod with 32 x 3% non-skid tires, both

front and rear, and are of selected second~

growth hickory; wire wheels will be sup

plied, however, though their specification

increases the list price of the car- by $50.

. Quite as. a. matter of course, electricliglus

operated from a storage battery and gen

erator, are supplied as standard equipment.

One of the individualities of the lamp ar

rangement is that the head lamps carry 10

candlepower bulbs for use in touring and

seven candlepower bulbs for use in city

streets where less light is required. The re

mainder of the equipment includes a four

l)ow Pantasote top with patented quickly

placed side curtains and a boot, rain vision

windshield. speedometer, electric horn. de

mountable rims with an extra rim. robe and

foot rails, and the usual jack. pump. tool kit,

tire repair outfit and spare parts.

Cl'OSS

May Make “Junk” Law Cover Accessories.

The increase in the volume of thefts of

automobile tires. lamps and other acces

‘sories has led the police commissioner of

San Francisco to request the Board of Sn

pervisors to amend the law which requires

second-hand dealers to make daily report5

to the police of articles received and to keep

an accurate record of their business; as the

measure now stands it specifies certain arti

cles and includes bicycles and tools. but the

automobile accessories are not included.

The police commissioner's suggestion is

that the law be made to read "Goods. wares.

merchandise or articles of any description."

The police ofiicer's request is backed up by

automobile insurance companies. which

favor such revision.

 

Alcohol for Cleaning Lamp Lenses.

Alcohol. or a mixture of alcohol arid

water. is very good for cleaning glass lamp

lenses. electric light bulbs. etc. Incident

ally. it is surprising the amount of ligh‘

that a film of dust or dirt can cut ofi‘. and

there is a very perceptible difference be

tween the light of a clean lamp and that

of one that is even slightly in need oi

Cleaning- Needless to add. alcohol must not

be used in proximity to an open acell'lenc

flame.
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"'Never mind that call for Mr. Reilly,’

said the telephone girl in the front corridor

of the factory as she pushed a plug in one

of those numerous and mystifying holes in

the switchboard and passed the order to the

toll operator. her action immediately fol

lowing the last faint cough from the muf

fler of Reilly’s car as that individual stopped

in front of the factory, touched the switch

with his toe and closed the throttle.

“The Sales Manager was just trying to

get you on long distance." remarked the

girl as the dealer entered the outer doors,

and upon receiving this information he

jogged along toward the Sales Manager's

office. As he entered, that dignitary looked

up in amazement.

“Well. what do you want?" demanded

Reilly, as_if this method of answering a

 
 

long distance call were the most ordinary

procedure.

"Whew!" ejaculated the Sales Manager

“Some telephone service! Here .I tell the

girl I want to talk to you, and five minutes

later you walk in the door. I can't under

stand it. \Vhat are you down here for to

day?"

“Periodical visit,"

“Easter suit—me and the wife."

“Well, I'm glad you came," asserted the

Sales Manager. “Say! Do you know a man

named Craig? He says you do. He wrote

In about a job and wanted to sec me, 50 I

told him he could call this morning, and I

flamed to talk to you before he got here.

es"h

explained Reilly.

Remy Withdraws from the Situation.

"I’ll bet that’s the man now," remarde

the factory man as the telephone jingled

_ “Yes. send him in," he directed the girl

In the front hall, and in a few seconds Craig

appeared, but before he entered Reilly had

REILLY PLACES ESTIMATE ON SELF-CONFIDENCE

Tells the Sales Manager the Difference Between I-Don’t-Believe-I-Can and

I-Believe-I-Can Types of Men—Instances Where Con

fidence Was the Factor in “Making Good.”

 

 
 

slipped out to wait in an adjoining ofiice for

the termination of the interview, which in

terview was not lengthy.

Reilly was reading a trade paper when

the Sales Manager came to tell him the

caller had gone.

Did Not Realize His Own Worth.

“What kind of a man is he, anyway?"

asked the Sales Manager: “I didn’t give him

any definite answer, but told him that there

weren't any openings now but might be

later, and that I would ask you about him.”

“\Yhat does he want to do?" asked Reilly.

“He says he'll do anything," replied the

Sales Manager. “He doesn't look like a man

who would accept any old kind of a job.

\Vhy, he says he used to be a dealer—is

that true?"

“I’m afraid it is." answered Reilly.

“Well, what ails him? \thy didn't he keep

it up? Is he any good?"

“He's more good than he thinks he is,"

said the dealer, “which may appear some—

what enigmatical, but it's true, neverthe

less. If he knew how good he was he'd be

surprised, and if some one told him how

good he was he wouldn't believe it."

"I'm glad you admit that statement is

cnigmatical," was the Sales Manager's re

sponse. “Perhaps what .you said means

something; does it ?"

 
 

“Craig is afraid of himself." continued

Reilly. not noticing the sarcastic interrup

tion. "He lacks courage or confidence or

whatever you want to call it. He’s had all

sorts of chances, but never did very much

to get himself above mediocrity. He has

ability and would make a good salesman if

he only could convince himself that he could

sell cars. or anything else for that matter."

“What good will he be to me?" queried

the factory man.

“If you can wake him up and give him a

few lusty kicks where they will do him the

most good he will be lot of good to you."

came back the dealer. “And not only that.

but you will have done a. good deed. which

ought to win an extra small shovel for you

 

 

 
 

when you get down and at work on the big

coal pile. Craig started out wrong; I’ve

known him for years, and I don't think.

unless he changes, that he'll ever get so

high up in the world that he won’t be wil

ling to admit that I know him.

Lacking in Confidence When a Boy.

“Craig and I lived in the same neighbor

hood when he were kids and sort of grew

up together, and now that I look back at

it I can see that even when he was a boy

he lacked confidence in himself. One day

I suggested to Craig that we go out and

sell newspapers and make a little change for

ourselves. Craig liked the sound of the

word ‘change' but said he didn’t believe we

could sell papers. I asked him why not. and

he said he just didn't think we could.

“I said, 'Other kids do, don't they? \Vhy

can't we?‘ He didn't have any very good

explanation beyond his belief that we would

fail, but we started out. Craig didn't sur~

prise himself; he didn't sell very many

napers. I didn't sell many. either. the first

few days. but after I had licked a couple of
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kids who disputed my right to the street

and had got a few regular customers I made

quite a little money.”

“Must hate himself. doesn't he?" asked

“he Sales Manager.

Got Along in Mediocre Positions.

“He ought to," replied Reilly. “He had

numerous other jobs, and if it was some

thing that didn’t require much ability he

got away with it, but when it was a ques

tion of standing on his merits he fell down

after a time. When I told him I thought

of getting a dealership in automobiles he

looked surprised and said. ‘Why, you never

ran an agency!‘ That made me mad, and I

said, ‘I know I never ran an agency, but

why can't I? Do you know any good rea

son why I can’t?’ He repeated that his

reason was that I never had run one.

“After I began to show a little prosperity

as a dealer Craig decided he would enter

the trade, and he dug up a job as a sales

man. He made just enough sales to hold his

job. but the sales were mostly sure things

that he hardly could have lost if he had

tried to lose them. Then he saw how I was

getting on and he decided that he would

like to be a dealer. He finally secured an

agency, but'at the very start he told me

he didn’t think he could make it go. He

didn‘t surprise himself, either; it turned out

just as he expected it would and he gave

it up. If you offered him your job he might

take it but he'd ‘be sure he couldn‘t make

it go,’ and he wouldn’t. He would " 

Sales Manager's First Managership.

“Hah!” interrupted the Sales Manager,

“that reminds me of the first chance I had

at a sales managership. The old man in the

company where I was working then was

sitting in his office one day and, having

heard that the sales manager had resigned,

I told the old man I wanted the job. It

jarred him for a minute and I could feel

his eyes going clear through to my back

bone as he stared for a minute and never

said a word. Then he snapped out. ‘Think

vou can do it?’ I told him emphatically

that I thought I could. ‘\Ve'll see,’ he

snapped again, and that ended the inter

view.

“A few days later he told me he would

give me a trial, and when the time came I

stepped into the bigger job with some work

on my hands. If I do say it myself, I never

once thought seriously of failing—I didn't

have time. I certainly worked those first

weeks. and bye and bye I began to feel that

I was getting to a point where I had things

going fairly well. It wasn't long before I

knew I had pretty nearly made good."

“Craig couldn’t pull off a stunt like that

in a thousand years!" added Reilly. “He

can work hard enough and has ability and

all of that, but he lets this ‘Suppose I fail?

Suppose I fail?’ keep bobbing up in his mind

and it isn't long before he's saying, ‘I know

I'll fail, I know I'll fail,‘ and the next thing

he says is, See! I failed, didn't I? Just as

I said I would.’ Men are pretty much alike.

One man starts out with the determination

and confidence that he is going to succeed

and the other is obsessed with the idea and

expectation that he will not succeed, and

both of them wind up just where they ex

pected they would. It’s only the old story

that a man can do what he believes he can.

Craig believes the wrong thing.”

Salesman Shows Trace of Scepticism.

“Do you expect me to believe that there

is nothing a man can’t do if he gets a notion

he can do it?" seeptically asked the Sales

Manager.

"\Vell, you ‘it!'" protested Reilly, “you

 

  

wouldn't expect you could tip the factory

over with one hand, would you?"

“Hardly!” replied the Sales Manager.

“There’s reason in everything." added

Reilly. “No sane man would expect to do

such an impossible thing, although men

have done things that others said were im

possible. Napoleon thought he could con

quer the world; he didn't succeed, but he

got a mighty big handful of it. My grand

mother used to tell about aiming at the

moon and hitting a star, or something like

that, which was but another way of saying

that aiming high often lands you quite high,

even if not as high as you hoped. You

might say it was impossible for a man to

be in three places at the same time. but

Julius Caresar did it. It must be true. too.

for he wrote the story himself.

Confidence of Columbus and Wrights.

“Columbus never would have discovered

America if he hadn't been confident that he

could find land on this side of the ocean. He

had to have confidence not only for himself

but for three shiploads of men. The \Vright

brothers were so confident they could fly

that folks thought the boys were crazy,

but public opinion changed when they pro

duced results."

“And.” was the Sales Manager’s comment,

“if the old man who made me sales manager

for the first time hadn't had unboundedcon

fidence in himself and his business ability

he wouldn’t have any business to-day.

Everyone said he was full of wild ideas

when he kept soaking money into the busi

ness at a time when everyone said he was

on his way to the financial graveyard—but

he fooled ’em."

Self-assured Man Generally “Gets There."

“Sure!” responded the dealer. “It only

bears out what I said—that a man who is

confident in himself and thinks he can do

things generally gets there.”

“I suppose that. if you made up that mind

of yours, your self-confidence would en

able you to talk your wife out of an Easter

hat. wouldn't it?” asked the Sales Manager

with just a trace of semi-sarcasm.

“James,” reprovingly replied Reilly, “no

matter what a man thinks he can do, some

things are impossible.”

 

Post Office to Handle Parcels "Collect."

Having mastered quite satisfactorily the

workings of the Parcel Post. Uncle Sam's

employes will be given additional duties

July 1 in this service, when there will go

into effect an order providing for the col

lection by the Postal e'mployes at its des

tination of whatever charge may be affixed

to a C. O. D. package, thus making it pos

sible for a store to mail a package to a

customer "collect." leaving it to “Uncle

Sam" to make the collection from the cus

tomer and to remit the amount to the send

er; however, this applies only to packages

whereon the charge is not in excess of $100

and an additional fee of 10 cents is charged.

to be afiixed to the package in stamps: 3150.

the amount of collection must be marked on

the package. This also will insure the pack

age up to $50.

Beginning March 1 the special delivery

system was made applicable to the Parcel

Post, the regular ten cent fee being Called

for, to be aflixed in regular or special de

livery stamps.

Bromlee Urges Engine Starter Test.

By way of combining a mild form of ex

citement and a demonstration. Wayne 1"

Bromlee, sales manager 'for the Motor Car

Mfg. Co.. of Indianapolis. has proposed

what he styles an electric “self-starter" race

as a sort of prelude to the Decoration [lay

race on the Speedway, and if everything

goes as it is planned some cars will be lined

up in front of the Claypool Hotel, ready for

the "race" on the 29th of May. All the Cars

are to be in touring trim and are to be PYO'

pelled by their engine starters alonfi A5 a

Precautionary measure, it is addC‘d that

where the starter is attached between the

clutch and the rear axle. the clutch ""15‘

not be disengaged during the time Of the

contest.
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TRUCKS IN SHADE OF SHELTERING PALMS

 

They Replace Pleasure Vehicles in Boston’s Babylonian Garden and Present

a Brave Front Notwithstanding—Only Two New Trucks, Including

a Steamer, Appear but Three Others are “On the Way”.

With the trunks of most of the apple

trees somewhat misshapen from the squeez

ing of the crowds of last week, but the

foliage as green and umbrageous as ever;

with the waterfalls of the Babylonian gar

dens hoisted bodily out of the landscape,

but the rest of the scenery as Egyptian as

possible in the presence of the dominating

bulks of huge vehicles, the motor truck sec

tion of the Boston show was inaugurated in

Mechanics' Building, yesterday (\Vednes

day) evening. with the usual first night

crowds and the old-time difficulty of getting

from one place to another any faster than

the average speed of a slow-moving mass

of humanity would allow. The man with

the dictionaries has gone, and so has the

life insurance agent, but the soft-voiced dis

pensers of soft drinks are still on the job

and doing well, thank you

As to the main thing—the exhibit of mo

tor trucks—it seems too bad, in a way,

that Boston has its show so late in the

season, for though it includes most of the

machines of importance Seen at other big

shows, there are not many that have not

already been more or less fully described

in connection with other exhibits. It is

not often that Boston does not bring out a

few newcomers, and though this year’s show

is not quite an exception, it is a little un

usual in that there is nothing radically new,

in which respect it is in line with the im

portant cxhibitons that have gone before

it since the begnning of the year.

Novelties Few and Far Between.

There is, however, a new gasolene truck

and a new electric machine, the Sowers and

the Edison, respectively. The Sowers is not

Only a newcomer, but it is so very new that

the paint still is soft on the first model,

which is a lyrton machine built on stan

dard lines throughout. The motor, which is

a Wisconsin of 3% inches bore and 5 inches

stroke, is placed under the footboards and

drives through a leather-faced cone clutch.

Phree-Speed selectively controlled gearset,

Jackshaft and side chains to the rear wheels,

Which are no less than 40 inches in diam

eter, with 4-inch solid tires. The front

Wheels are 38 inches, with 3V2-inch tires;

the wheelbase is 110 inches. The machine is

listed at $1,950, with standard stake bodY

Another model is in course of preparation,

 

built along the same general lines, but with

the motor under a hood in front and a

wheelbase of 130 inches; the same motor

and transmission will be employed. The

makers, the Sowers Motor Truck Co. of

Boston, are-arranging for a factory in that

City.

The Edison electric truck was delayed in

getting away from the factory as so was

not in place for the opening of the show;

it is expected to arrive, however, within a

day or two.

Plenty of Trucks in the Basement.

Of course the Stanley steamer shows its

round-fronted hood and its many valve

wheels and its nickel-plated high-pressure

engine to the crowds; a Boston show hardly

would be complete without it. Lonely as

is the steamer among the hosts of gasolene

cars, there seems no more possibility than

ever there was of its abandoning its boiler

and link-motion for a carburettor and mag

neto.

Not only has the Boston show made good

in that practically all the cars named in the

entry list have put in an appearance, but

several not on the original list have turned

up to help fill the big triangular building.

These include the Mais and the Brown,

which between them uphold the principle

of internal gear drive through a live axle,

Garford, Jeffery, Best, Flint, Gramm, and

Selden. All of these except the Brown. and

Mais are in the basement, as are also the

Little Giant and the Sullivan, to say nothing

of an overflow from the Packard and White

exhibits upstairs. The Packard basement

contingent consists of no less than ten ma

chines, mostly chassis, making one end of

the cellar look like a Packard warehouse,

while there are three big, black \Vhites over

near the other end.

Fire Apparatus and Firemen Too.

As is usual, there is a goodly sprinkling

of fire-fighting motor vehicles on view, and

a number of visiting department officials

made a round of critical inspection during

the afternoon, before the doors were of

ficially opened. The Knox people show

their big pumping engine and a combina

tion hose and chemical wagon, while the

makers of the Pope-Hartford, Federal and

White also have combination machines in

their stands, and the Kelly-Springfield peo

ple show a fire and police patrol wagon.

It goes without saying that all these ma

chines are of the reddest possible red with

the brightest of brass and nickel trimmings.

All these concerns show also their standard

models and the Knox, of course, makes a

conspicuous feature of the Martin tractor.

\Vhile the Marmon 1,500-p0und commer

cial car is not quite a new product, having

been on the market for about a year, it is

being exhibited for the first time at a big

show.

The T-head motor is similar in design

to the Marmon pleasure car motor but is

smaller, the bore and stroke being 4 and 5

inches, respectively. It is rated at 25 horse

power and is automatically controlled by a

governor that permits a maximum car speed

of 20 miles an hour. The motor is carried

on a three-point suSpcnsion. Final drive

is by shaft, the intermediate transmission

elements including a dry multiple disk

clutch and three-speed selectively con

trolled gearset. The wood wheels are 32

inches in diameter and are fitted with four—

inch pneumatic tires from and rear. In fact.

apart from the motor and a few details.

the commercial Marmon is built along the

same lines as the pleasure car.

The Packard exhibit in the Babylonian

section of the building literally holds not

only the center but all the rest of the stage,

for it is on the platform at the end of the

hall that the machines are grouped, and so

numerous, in fact, are they that half a dozen

overflowed to the floor in front of the stage

and, as already stated, ten trickled into the

basement. Scarcely less numerous were the

exhibits of the Peerless. Pierce-Arrow and

W'hite.

Representative Showing of Electrics.

Electricity is well represented. Atlantic,

Buffalo, Couple-Gear, \Vaverley, Edison. G.

M. C., and General Vehicle—seven. count

'em—electric cars make a decidedly form

idable showing, though none of them are

departing from their well-known methods

and models. The Couple-Gear, the feature

of which is its self-contained electric motor

wheel, is shown by the Eldridge Mfg. Co.,

which has the knack of taking a pair of mo

tor wheels and a box of battery cells, stick

ing two of the wheels under the front of a
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wagon and the battery box under the body

or under the driver's seat and turning out

a slow-moving but powerful and econom

ical outfit. Six new designs are shown. all

driven by a single pair of front wheels ex

cept two, one being of the semi-trailer type

with four driving wheels, the weight of the

battery on the front wheels and the weight

of the load on the rear driving wheels and

the trailers, and the other a dump—cart with

a single driving and steering wheel in front.

This probably is the only heavy commercial

car built with direct steering, and hand

wheel being mounted on an extension of the

fork in which the wheels turns. exactly like

a bicycle. It is said that there is no diffi

culty in steering the machine, the fact that

the steering wheel is also the driving wheel

apparently preventing the transmission of

strain and shocks to the driver’s hands.

Unusual Provision for Third Man.

One of the little details that help to

adapt a truck to the needs of a particular

line of business is seen on a Packard furni

ture truck. Furniture movers usually need

a crew of three men, and in order to accom

modate this number the seat is extended to

the left. overhanging the running board and

providing ample room for the third man.

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL VEHICLES EXHIBITED AT

American Locomotive Co., Providence, R. I.

-—Alco.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.—Autocar.

Atlantic Vehicle Co., New York City—At

lantic electric. '

Boston Motor Co., Boston—Selden.

Bowman Co., J. \\".. Boston—Waverley

electric. I

Buick Motor Co., Boston—Buick.

Chase Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Chase.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

—Little Giant. ~

Connell & McKone Co., Boston—Overland.

Curtis-Hawkins Co., Boston-45peedwell.

Dodge Motor Vehicle Co., Boston—Buffalo

electric.

Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Corp., Boston—

‘Vulcan and Bessemer.

Durant-Don Carriage Co., Flint, Mich.—

Flint and Best.

Edison Electric Vehicle

Mass—Edison electrics.

Eldridge Mfg. Co., Boston—Couple Gear

electric.

Co., Lawrence,

One of the very few exhibits that did not

turn up. but which‘caused considerable curis

osity, was that of the Flanders Motor Co.,

which, with the Detroit and Edison elec

trics, are represented by "breathing spaces"

in the hall. though the Edison, as already

explained, is on the way. The usual crowds

surrounded the Packard, Locomobile, and

other exhibits in which tipping bodies rose

and fell to the accompaniment of humming

electric motors and, incidentally, entirely

spoiled the Babylonian effect for a radius of

many yards.

Some of the Show Outside Building.

Outside the big building, where the trucks

were unloaded from the cars and hooked

onto a cable to be dragged up a long in

cline into the hall, there was an interested,

if small, assemblage of early arrivals “tak

ing stock" of the machines under the glare

of the early Spring sun. While most of the

machines were towed to the spot, a few

were under their own power. and among

them the Lauth-Juergens, which attracted

their share of attention because of the ex

tremely smooth, regular working of their

motors and the excellent clutch action.

Even when throttled down to the limit the

motors of these cars continued to run with

Fuller. Alvan T.. Boston—Packard.

Garford Co., Elyria, ().--Garford.

General Motors Truck Co., Boston—G. M.

C. electric.

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City,

N. Y.—General Vehicle electric.

Grand Rapids Motor Truck Co., Detroit,

Mich—Decatur.

International Harvester Co., Akron, Ohio—

I-H-C.

Jeffery Co. of N. E., Thos. B., Boston—

Jeffery.

Koehler Sporting Goods Co., H. J., Bos

ton—Koehlcr and Hupmobile.

Kelly-Springfield Motor Truck Co., Spring

field, Ohio—Kelly-Springfield.

Linscott Motor Co., Boston—Ree.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn—Locomobile.

Maguire Co.. J. \V., Boston—Pierce-Arrow.

Maddocks. H. Ross. Boston—Stewart.

Mais Motor Truck Co., Indianapolis. Ind.—

Mais. 4

Mercury Mfg. Co.. Chicago, Ill—Mercury.

Myer. Abrams & Co., Boston—Lauth-Juer

gens.

out ,a miss and with- steam-engine-like

» steadiness, though obviously raw from the

factory.

Little Newness in Accessory Exhibits.

While the exhibitors of accessories are a

lonely lot, by comparison‘with the number

present at the pleasure car show. there are

enough to make quite a respectable show

ing. thanks to the fact that they have been

moved together so as to leave all the blank

spaces in a bloek—a much better arrange

ment than leaving yawning gaps between

exhibits. Of the 60 exhibitors showing

parts, sundries and supplies, 51 are “hold

overs” and the remaining nine newcomers.‘

As is the case with the cars, the accessories

are for the most part those which have been

seen at other shows. The newcomers in the

accessories department are as follows:

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., driving chains;'

\Villiam H. Brown, Trafilog truck record

ers; Federal Chain 81 Mfg. Co., Federal and'

Gaylor non-skids; Gibney Tire & Rubber

Co., Gibney tires and vulcanizers; Never

skid Mfg. Co., non-skids; Polack Tire &

Rubber Co., Polack tires; Service Recorder

Co., truck recorders; Sewell Cushion Wheel

Co., Cushion wheels; \Vhitney Mfg. Co.

Whitney driving chains.

BOSTON SHOW

Peerless Motor Car Co. of New England,

Boston—Peerless.

Pope-Hartford Co., Boston —- Pope-Hart

ford.

Power Truck Sales Co., Boston—Adams.

Rawding, Leslie G., Boston—Attcrbury.

Sanford Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

—Sanford.

Sowers Motor Truck Co., Boston—Sowers.

Stanley Motor Carriage Co., Newtown;

Mass—Stanley steamer. '

Smith Co., A. 0., Milwaukee, Wis—Smith

Milwaukee.

Sullivan Motor,Car Co., Rochester, N. Y.—

Sullivan.

Underhill Co., Boston—Knox.

Universal Motor Truck Co., Detroit. Michl

——-Universal.

Velie' Motor Vehicle Co., Moline, Ill—V9

lie; ~

Victor Motor Car Co., Buffalo. N- Y-"’

Victor. '

\Vhite Co., Boston—White.

\Vhitney-Barney Co., Boston—Federal and

Standard.

\N'ing Motor Co., F. Boston—Marmon'

SUMMARY OF ACCESSORIES EXHIBITED AT BOSTON SHOW

Ajax-Gricb Rubber Co., New York City—

Ajax tires.

Austin & Doten, Boston—Shelby steel tub

ing.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co.. Worcester,

Mass—Non-skids.

Batavia Rubber Co.. Batavia. N. Y.—Bata

via tires.

Bell, Baycrs & \Voodbury, Bostonfll-I'Elll'

ing systems for cars and garages

Bowser & Co.. 8. F.. Fort Wayne. Ind.—

Gasolene and oil storage systems.
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Boyd, Shirley F., Boston—R. ,1. V. ball

bearings.

Brown: \Vm. H., Cleveland, Ohio—Trafilog

recorders. '

Champion Ignition Co., Flint, Mich.—A-C

spark plugs.

Charles A. Jackson Co.,

lighting system.

Clark Foundry Co.,

chine tools.

Coes Wrench Co.,

Wrenches.

Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine Bldg. Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.—Parsons white bronze

bearing metal and worm gearing.

Dean Electric Co., Elyria, Ohio—rTuto and

Rexo horns, Dynalux lighting systems,

Elyria-Dean and Ohio starting and light

ing systems, Elyria-Dean speedometers,

BIC.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—Dia

mond tires.

Dixon Crucible Co., 105., Jersey City, N. J.

—Graphite lubricants.

Dunn-Ray Co., Boston—Electric headlight

lighters.

Edison Storage Battery Co., West Orange,

N. J.—Edis0n batteries.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Exide batteries.

Expansion Tire Co., Boston—Cushion tires.

Korine Carbon Remover Co., Amesbury,

Mass—Carbon remover.

Federal Chain & Mfg. Co.,

Mass.—Non-skid devices.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—Firestone tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk tires.

Gibney Tire & Rubber Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.-—Truck tires and vulcaniers.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, Ohio—Good

rich tires.

GOOdYear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

—Goodyear tires.

Gray & Davis, Inc., Amesbury, Mass.—

Electric starting and lighting systems and

lamps,

Harris Oil Co., A. \N., Providence, R. I.-

Lubricants.

Hartford SuSpension Co., jersey City, N. ].

—Truf’fault Hartford Shock absorbers,

Hartford jacks and bumpers and electric

sfaning and lighting systems.

Hemze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass.—Heinze

magnetos and other ignition devices.

Jaeger Co., Boston—Marine and stationary

motors.

Jones SPBEdometer, New Rochelle, N. Y.—

.lOnes speedometers and recorders.

Kelly'springfield Tire Co., New York City

~Keny'slfl'ingfield tires.

Marburg Bros, Inc.,Ncw York City—Mea

magnet“, 5- R. 0. ball bearings, Mar

burg‘HagEn springs.

|

Boston—Aplco

Rumf'ord, Me.—Ma

\IVorcester, Mass. —

Springfield,

.. Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—

Motz cushion tires. .

MacDonnell-VVebster Co., Haverhill, Mass.

—Scientific inner tubes.

Never-Skid Mfg. Co., New York City—

Non-skid devices.

020 Co., Boston—Carbon remover.

Perfection Filler Co., Somerville, Mass.—

Tire fillers.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette,- Pa.—

Pennsylvania tires.

Polack Tyre & Rubber Co., New York City

-—Polack tires.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind—Remy

magnetos and electric lighting and start

ing system.

Ricker Bennett Co., Cambridge, Mass:—

Paints.

Robinson & Son, Wm. C., Boston—Lubri

cants.

Rose. P. R., Boston—Microscopes.

Sages Trunk Co., Boston—Automobile

trunks.

Service Recorder Co., Cleveland; Ohio—

Service truck recorders.

Sewell Cushion Wheel Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Cushion wheels.

Splitdorf Electric C0.. Newark, N. J.—

Splitdorf magnetos and other ignition de

vices and electric lighting systems.

Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Electrically welded tubing and parts.

Stewart 8: Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.—

Stewart speedometers.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

——Swinehart tires.

Texas Co., New York City—Texaco lubri

cants.

U. 5. Light & Heating Co., New York City

—U-S-L starting and lighting systems.

United States Tire Co., New York City—

United States tires.

Vacuum Oil Co., New York City—Mobil

lubricants.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—-Tach

ometers, odometers and die cast parts.

Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago, Ill.—-Vesta

batteries and lighting systems.

\Varner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis—War

ner Autometers.

\Veed Chain Tire Grip Co., Boston—Weed

tire chains.

\Vhitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Whit

ney chains.

Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—LBA batteries.

\Volverine Lubricants Co., New York City

-—-\Nolverine lubricants.

Car Prize Helps Cedar Rapids Show.

Bait. and attractive bait, too, in the shape

of a 1913 motor car, which was offered as a

door prize to the holder of the lucky ticket,

was used to entice the good people of Cedar

annual show of the Cedar Rapids Automo

Rapids, 1a., and neighboring towns to the

bile Dealers' Association, which closed, its,

doors in the local auditorium on Saturday

evening last, March leh. Decorations'were

of a simple nature, but were none the less

eye-pleasing. The ceiling and the balcony

were obscured by a canopy of pink bunt-

ing which was banked with incandescent

lights. Suitable posts bearing signs an

nouncing the names of the cars on display

marked the booths and smilax-laden bower:

partially covered the' aisles Of the 33 dif

ferent vehicles which were shown by 19

dealers, none save the Denning tractor, a

farm implement made by the Denning Farm

Implement Co., was of local production.

The cars on view were:

Moline, Paige, Thomas, Speedwell, Case,

Overland, Metz, Enger, Empire, Paterson,

Marathon, Abbott-Detroit, Mitchell, Stude

baker, Ford, Rambler, Denning tractor,

Oakland. Detroiter, Chalmers, Lozier. Mich

igan, \Vhite, Reo, Cole, Hudson, Velie,

Baker electric, Cadillac, Garford, Matheson,

Richmond, Davis.

\

Forty-three Dealers at Peoria Show.

Peoria's third annual show under the

auspices of the Peoria Automobile Dealers'

Association closed its doors in the Coli

seum in that Illinois city on Saturday even

ing last, March 15th, having held forth for

four days, from \Nednesday evening, March

12. The usual vine-grown and flower-be

decked trellis work and the orthodox white

pillars topped with potted palms to sepa

rate the booths, not to mention myriad vari

colored incandescent lights, and very much

daintily tinted bunting comprised a decora

tive setting that was eye-pleasing if not

wholly original. Twenty-eight different

makes of motor cars, both pleasure and

commercial, were exhibited by the 23 deal

ers who held space, and naturally the two

local productions—the Glide car and the

Avery truck—were very much in evidence.

Accessories were displayed by half a dozen

dealers. The cars shown were:

Broc electric, Detroit electric, Waverley

electric; Ford, Chalmers, Inter-State, Pack

ard, Avery truck, Cole, Hupp, Reo, Moon,

Rambler, Case, Hudson, Peerless, West

cott, Overland, Michigan, Studebaker,

Buick, Paige, Franklin, Regal, Glide, Cadil

lac, Apperson, \Varren.

When Exhaust Pipes Create Steam.

Probably more than one person has re,

ceived a bad scare on a wet day when, on

stopping his car, it has been immediately

enveloped in what looked and smelled like a

cloud of smoke. Investigation generally re

veals that it is nothing more fearsome than

steam caused by water splashed onto the

hot exhaust pipe. If the water is dirty and

contains combustible matter, the illusion

is likely to be more complete.
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BRITISH PETROL BARONS .

PUT UP PRICE OF “GAS”

Both Principal Companies Make Four

Cent Increases In All Grades—

Hcavier Fuel Is OHered at

the Former Price.

  

Echoing recent American advances in the

price of gasolene, the British Petroleum

Co.v which is the sole distributer for the

United Kingdom, of the Shell products, has

advanced the price four cents a gallon. the

market price of Shell Spirit, which is prac

tically the same as gasolene. now being 43

cents a gallon. Incidentally. either to pla

cate users or to stimulate the use of heavier

{dollar new brand has been brought out

under. the name of “Shell II"; it is slightly

Beanie: than Shell Spirit and sells for 39

cents a gallon, which was the prevailing

price of the latter up to about one week

ago.

Ht the same time the Anglo-American

Oil Co., which produces Pratt’s Perfection

Spirit. also has advanced its prices. bring

ing them up to those of the Shell distribut

ers, and also has added another brand

which is known as “Pratt's II"; Like "Shell

II,” it sells for 39 cents a gallon. The price

of Pratt's Taxibus Spirit. which is the heav

5511 of ail the fuels. has been advanced four

Gentssa gallon along with the others and

low sells for 37 cents. All of these fuels

are said in sealed tins containing two im

perial gallons, tne American equivalent of

whirl] is 2.4 gallons. Consequently, the pre

uailing price of the 'best grade Shell Spirit,

indgur by the standard of the United States

gallon. is approximately 36 cents.

Court Rules on Owner's Liability.

If the owner of a car aIIQWs his chauf

lenr to use the car on a personal errand,

and if the chauffeur while engaged on such

permml business injures a person, the

owner is not exempted from liability, ac

cording to a decision of the Massachusetts

Supreme Court last week. It has not un

qualfilfiedly said the owner is liable. but has

ordered a retrial in a case wherein judg

ment was directed for the owner by a lower

court

The action was brought against \Villiam

E Dcn'holm by Carroll Reynolds. who con

tzrrdcd that he was struck by the Iatter’s car

Kugust 7'. WW, while the chauffeur, who

W at the owner's house but ate at an

otlicn-placc and had his laundry done at still

another place, but all at the owner’s ex

pense, was on his way to get laundry, hav

ing his employer's permission to use the

ear. Commenting upon the action of the

lower court in directing a verdict for the

defendant and reviewing the manner of the

chaufl'eur’s remuneration and maintenance,

the court, in directing a retrial, said:

"If under these circumstances the jury

should find that the use of the automobile

by the chauffeur in going for his laundry

was an incident of his employment. or was

assented to either expressly or impliedly by

t.ose having authority from the defendant

to direct the conduct of the chauffeur, then

we think the defendant would be liable."

Schimpf to Visit Troubled Section.

Having disposed of his business inter

ests in Brooklyn, _\-'Vm. Schimpf, chairman

of the contest board of the American Auto

'znobile Association, departed on Sunday

last. March 16th. for a visit to the Pacific

Coast. where he will “look into" the causes

which had to do with the breakaway of a

faction of Southern California motorists

and their formation of the Western Auto

mobile Association. Schimpf first will jour

ney to Los Angeles. which it is expected he

will reach on March 22d. and there he will

consult with the powers that be in the Au

tomobile Club of Southern California with

a view to retaining that organization in

affiliation with the national body. Action on

the part of the club has been deferred until

after the conference with the contest board

chairman. It is expected that Mr. Schimpf

will remain on the coast for some time to

come the better to understand the situation

in Western automobile circles.

 

Boast Costs a “Record Breaker" $25.

Hereafter, Rupert jefi'kins, who is an Aus

tralian and is fairly well known as a racing

driver in this country. is likely to be more

circumspect in boasting of his speed ex

ploits. Jeffkins recently drove at a whirl

wind clip between Oakland and San Jose,

Cal, carrying a letter from Mayor Frank

K. Mott to Mayor Monahan, and in doing

so he smashed pretty nearly all the local

speed laws between the two cities. \Vhich

might have been all right as far as it went,

if he had not been over—anxious to tell about

his “record breaking." But he was—and

District Attorney Free of San Jose heard

him and promptly did what every zealous

district attorney should do under similar

circumstances. even though two mayors

aided and abetted the ofiense; he “pinched”

Jetfkins, and had him arraigned on his own

admission of having violated the law. Later,

Jefikins paid a fine of $25. No one saw him

kick himself.

Clark M. Stewart has been chosen to head

the Marysville (Kan) Automobile Club.

The other officers elected at the annual

election of officers are: Vice-president,

Joseph Ellenbecker; secretary-treasurer, E.
(i). W’ebber.

/

LEGISLATORS “KID” FATHER

0F FREAK AUTOMOBILE BILL

North Dakota Man's Measure Is Sen

sationally Amended and Interred

in Committee—What Hap

pened to Would-Be Law.

“Kidding the father of a bill," that old

method of killing an unpopular piece of

proposed legislation, worked effectively last

week in North Dakota when a rural mem

ber of the legislature introduced the typical

rustic measure which requires the driver of

a car to stop when signaled by the driver

of a horse-drawn vehicle and to do sundry

other things which would make automobile

travel more or less of a comedy; the “kid

ding” took the form, of numerous amend~

ments which went one better any of the

propositions of the father of the bill.

One legislator tacked on an amendment

requiring the driver of a car to “sprinkle the

road for eighty rods when signaled by a

farmer," and another dignified solon insisted

upon a “twenty-five horsepower whistle"

as necessary equipment. Besides automo

biles and motorcycles. the law was made to

include "road lice," wheelbarrows. aero‘

planes, submarine boats and baby carriages.

although the lawmakers conceded that a

wheelbarrow or baby carriage with a

“twenty-five horsepower whistle," or one

that would sprinkle the road for eighty rods

would be some vehicle.

This apparently didn't suit the fastidious

tastes of the representatives of the people.

and they further amended the bill so as to

require a motorist to take his car apart and

hide the parts in the bushes beside the road

“when signaled by a farmer" and to carry a

supply of skyrockets to send up when aP'

proaching a crossroads. After being thus

“dcsecrated” the bill was humorously re

ferred to the committee on military affairs.

where it undoubtedly will rest in peace for

some time to come.

President’s Daughters to Drive Electri¢~

President \Voodrow \Vilson may bf! Pm‘

ting his most democratic foot forward 85

an initial appeal to the “dear commOn Pe’o'

ple" who have high hopes in his adminis

tration, but two of his daughters. MISs

Eleanor and Miss jessie, are appearing In a

role which smacks somewhat more of an

aristocratic taste. They are learning how

to pilot an electric car in the Capitol City.

Abel Long, who is in charge of the White

House motor car equipment, is instructing

the young womenn in piloting the vehicle

which Miss Helen Taft drove successfully

and skilfully through the streets 05 Wail“

ington during her father's incumbchY
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GETTING A BUSINESS MANAGER FOR THE GARAGE
 

Manager of Supply Store Who Has Dealt With Many Garages Discusses

Their Weakest Point and Points to an Effective Remedy—

Tells of Garages Which Play a Losing Game.

When merchandising and any trade are

reviewed, it is found as a gentral rule that

the trade and the merchandising methods

have progressed together, if they have pro

gressed at all; for instance, the shoe trade

of even a quarter-century ago is not the

shoe trade of to-day: the trade has grown.

and with it have improved the merchandis

ing methods, as is apparent in the store

fronts. store displays and please-the-public

attitude which exist. Hardware men and

hardware selling are on the upgrade. the

tobacco business has gone away beyond the

wooden Indian period, and in other fields

of endeavor modern men are building busi

ness by modern methods.

Men and Methods Progress Unequally.

That there can exist a condition wherein

methods have progressed while the men of

the trade have not done _so may seem para

doxical, yet that such is true to a certain

extent in the garage trade may not seem

so absurd upon an investigation of the great

blanket of garages which covers the coun

try. This seemingly incongruous statement

is made by Matthew D. Sweeney, who at

the present time is the manager of Charles

Miller‘s Eighth avenue store in New

York City. Sweeney is well qualified to

know whereof he speaks, for as former

chauffeur for Miller, who is one of the

trade's largest supply men, Sweeney has

traveled thousands of miles and has come

in contact with hundreds of garages.

As Sweeney expressed it, “This business

is away above a lot of men who are' in it.

They are not business men—they're me—

chanics: and they’re good mechanics but

not business men."

Value of a Good Business Manager.

Asked what he would suggest as a rem

edy for this condition in the garage trade,

Sweeney was quick to answer, “Place a

business man in the garage."

“Take a partner?" he was asked.

“NO,” he replied, “often a partner is a

bad Proprisition; hire a man to be business

manager and make him draw the trade and

build the business."

Sweeney added that many garages are

one-man afi'airs where the hiring of a busi

ness manager would be too great an ex

pense, and in that case he conceded that

the success or failure of the establishment

rests upon the ability of the proprietor to

adapt himself to circumstances and fill the

dual position of chief mechanic and busi

ness manager. In fact, it is but a few days

ago that a Long Island garageman who has

the basis of a flourishing business told

Sweeney he was looking for a good man to

act as a business manager for the place and

to act as the “glad hand" between the shop

and the public.

In the many miles that Sweeney has

traveled as pilot of the Miller car there is

but one garage which stands out in his

recollection as an appeal to a man of mer

chandising instinct and as a pleasure to the

“travel tired motorist." This garage is not

in a big city, it is in Portland, Me., a city

of only about 60,000 inhabitants.

Service That Brought in Trade.

“I think it's called the Hotel Garage,"

said Sweeney, “and I'll never forget it. we

drove in one day and were greeted by a very

pleasant man who immediately strove to

take care of us to the best of his ability. He

was the boss and he didn’t do anything but

be. the boss; he certainly was a good in

vestment to himself.

“After I drove in he said, ‘\Vill you need

any gasolene? \Ve aren't very busy just

now and can fill you up just as well as not

if you need any.’ I might not have bought

any ‘gas' until I got out on the road, but

I knew the tank would stand quite a little,

so I told him to fill it up. He called a young

fellow and said, ‘Herbert, will you fill the

gentleman's tank?’ Herbert was right on

the job, and while he was pushing the port—

able tank to the car the proprietor said,

‘How are your lamps? Do they need any

oil? You're going up in the mountains and

you will surely need your lamps.’ When I

assented, he told Herbert to fill the lamps.

“Then he asked me if I had any tubes that

needed fixing. He said they had a fine re

pair department and could have any tires

or tubes all fixed up by the time we were

ready to re-start. I certainly never would

have thought of that, but when he reminded

me of it I remembered that I had two or

three tubes that I had thrown into the car

with the intention of getting them fixed up

some time; so he got that job, too. Next

he asked me if the batteries for the horn

were all right. He said the horn might come

in very handy in the mountains. I knew he

was right about that, too, and I told him to

look the batteries over and fix them up if

they needed it. By that time I quit worry

ing about whether I needed anything or not,

for I was sure that if the garageman

couldn't think of it I certainly couldn’t.

When Tactful Suggestion May Help.

“He got quite a little trade from that one

car. If he hadn't suggested all those things

I probably never would have thought of

most of them until we were out on the road,

and while we would have had to pay the

bill some time. some one else would have

gotten it. You don’t know how a motorist

appreciates being taken care of like that;

nine times out of ten he needs something

when he goes into a garage, but he never

thinks of it until he is out on the road and

needs it; and then he needs it bad. That

manager's business ability is making lots of

money for the garage that with other meth

ods would pass right by the door."

“How about the other kind of garage?"

was asked.

An Example of Bad Management.

“Lots of them!" replied Sweeney. “The

worst one I know of and one that ought to

pay big money is in a small town in New

York State on the main line of East and

\Nest travel. Two partners run it. They are

good mechanics but are poor business men.

They have an opportunity for a wonderful

trade, for it goes right by their door; but I

don’t see how they can stay above water

much longer. We drove in there one day,

and as we had to wait quite a while we had

a fine opportunity to watch things. There

must have been ten cars that came along

while we were there, and most of them went

away after tooting their horns and not get

ting a response. One man drove into the

garage and honked his bulb horn for several

minutes—nothing doing! Then he honked

it some more—nothing doing! Then he cut

loose with his Klaxon, and finally one of

the partners came from the back of the

shop. his arms covered to the elbows with

grease and, as he entered, holding his hands

up as if he were afraid they would touch

something, he asked. ‘Did you want some

thing?’ ‘No!’ roared the man in the car,
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‘1 just drove in to see if this was a moving

picture show.‘ \\'hen he threw in the re

verse and backed out he left a cloud of

smoke that filled the place.

“Oh, yes; there was another man over

in New England that I recall. I made it a

practice to get a receipt for whatever I

bought and I asked him for a receipt for

gasolene. He rummaged around and found

a sheet of paper. but when he came to make

out the receipt his hands were so dirty and

greasy that no one could read it after he had

finished it. He looked perplexed. then hand

ed the paper and pencil to me and blurted

out, ‘Here. make out your own receiptl'"

These last two are but samples of the

many garages which are on the forgotten

list, while the Portland establishment is of

itself the entire remembered list. In the

case of the two partners, were Sweeney’s

recommendation carried out. a man Would

be engaged to take care of the public and

manage the business. A young man of abil

ity who would take care of the office and

would not demand a large salary could do

much toward filling this position; at least,

he could see to it that no man went away

from the garage without an opportunity of

making his wants known.

"Yes!" exclaimed Sweeney, “the oflice‘.

\\"here do you find the office? Half the time

you can’t find it. It's stuck ‘way back in the

garage instead of being up front where a

man who wants to do business can find it.

Ninety per cent. of the offices are in the rear

of the garage and the other 10 per cent.

are out where they oFfer the motorist some

means of getting in connection with the

man they want to see.

Motorists who tour doubtless will remem

ber that this is true even though they never

happened to have thought of it before;

when a man enters a garage and is not met

at the door. he naturally looks for the of

fice—sometimes he finds it. Sweeney has

other tales to tell of employes who looked

up at the toot of a horn but immediately

returned to their polishing or other work,

busier than ever. as if to say, “The nerve of

that guy, to want me to wait on him!"

All of these things appear to be indisput

able evidence that many men in the garage

trade are not in tune with the methods of

the day. The shoe trade, the hardware

trade, and many others grew up throut;h

the days when merchandising was not the

science it is today; but when selling im

proved they adopted the new things It is

true that the garage trade is young, com

paratively. but there is no excuse for not

being up-to-date in management. Other

trades have developed selling and business

methods which need only to be adopted.

and efiiciency plans have been so widely ad'

vertised as to be within the reach of any

one who realizes their value and cares for

them; but despite this it is only the minor

ity of garagemen who are growing wealthy

as fast as they might. A plane 0f efiiciency

exists. the garage trade is fitted for it, and

what Sweeney calls “real” garages are "PO"

or near this plane, which is why he says

that the trade is higher than the tradesmen

He means that the garage business is one

which requires thorough business manage

ment and is one in which the installation of

proper business-getting and trade-retaining

methods is not difficult, yet is neglected
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MAKING SHOP APPARATUS "

FROM COMMON MATERIALS

What Can Be Done With a Few Pipe

Fittings and Pieces of Steel—An

Emery Grinder That Is Good,

if Homely.

It often happens that a man who has a

small shop—whether he be an amateur or a

repairman—loses a good deal of time be

cause there are certains items of equipment

that are lacking, perhapsbecause of the ex

pense involved in their purchase. For in

stance, it is a common thing to find that

emery grinding is done by putting an emery

wheel on an arbor and mounting the arbor

between the centers of a lathe. Undoubted

1y this makeshift answers the purpose,

after a fashion; but it is by no means as

convenient as a separate grinder, and if the

expense of such a tool is the only obstacle

to its acquirernent, it is readily swept away.

for it is possible to make a very good

grinder, as shown in the accompanying il

lustration, for a fraction of the cost of a

factory-made article of the same capacity.

Things vThat Are Needed for the Job.

The materials required include a few pipe

fittings, a short piece of steel shafting, a

small pulley, a chunk of good babbit metal

and some shaft collars and nuts—all of

which are cheap and easily obtained. The

size of the grinder may be anything up to

one that will carry a 8-inch wheel on a 7/fi

inch shaft. For larger work it is not advis

able to follow the method described, be

cause the power required is considerable

and the stresses imposed are severe.

The first step is to make the standard of

Pipe fittings. For this the following items

are necessary:

3 tees

2 elbows

4 close nipples

1 medium nipple

l flange

Connecting Up the Pipe Fittings.

The medium nipple, which should have a

1‘?"ch of approximately three times its di‘

ameter. screws into the flange, which is

drilled for four holding-down screws. To

the other end of the nipple is screwed one

of the tees by its middle outlet. while the

“V0 elbows are joined to the other two

Ol‘ilets by the close nipples; each close

"‘PDIC screWs half way into the tee and

half into the elbow. and the parts are tight

ened up until the nipples are completely

covered. It may be necessary to file a lit

tle 0“ the abutting faces of the tees and

clli'ows in order to bring them close to

gether all around and to bring them in the

proper relative positions when tightened

up. The two remaining tees are attached

to the elbows by the two remaining close

nipples, the same precautions being ob

served; they act as boxes for the babbit

bearings. and should be lined up nicely.

“Rustin U " to Prevent Loosening.
g P

When all the parts have been put to

gether and found to assemble properly they

should be taken apart, care being taken to

mark them so they will go together the

same way. and all the threads, inside and

out, freed from oil, which may be done by

washing them in hot water and washing

soda, or in gasolene. Then they are re

assembled, the threads first being well wet

with a saturated solution of salt or of sal

ammoniac, which will cau5e them to rust

together so firmly that the whole frame

will be practically a single piece. This is of

importance because any movement of the

 

  

PIPE-FITTING EMERY GRINDER

parts with relation to each other would

make trouble.

The Spindle is made of a piece of high

grade steel shafting, which should have each

end slightly shouldered and a thread cut on

it in the lathe, so that it will be quite true.

The nuts on these threads should have their

faces true and at right angles to the axis

of the spindle; otherwise there will be

danger of breaking the wheels. An ordi

nary solid shaft collar fits closely against

each shoulder, and two other collars are re

quired having holes fitting snugly on the

larger diameter of the spindle.

Babbittzing the Shaft Bearings.

The next step is the babbitting of the bear

ings. The shaft. well smoked. should be held

in position in the boxes by wooden wedges

inserted in one box only; the wedging must

he done so that the shaft will be in the

center. leaving an equal amount of space all

round for the babbit. Some care will be

necessary in order to bring the spindle just

right in the box that is without wedges.

One of the larger collars must be on the

shaft between the bearings. Bring this

collar up against the inside end of the bear

ing that is not wedged. and plaster a layer

of clay or aSl)€5t'lt:. um \\.|l\l around; the

joint. Place the whole thing in a vise, or

Set it up in any other secure way with the

shaft vertical and the unwedged end upper

most. Heat the tee evenly all round with a

blow-torch until it is hot enough to melt'

solder, and then pour in the babbit. which,

when melted. should be just hot enough to

make a pine stick smoke a little when

plunged in the ladle. Incidentally. the open

ing in the tee, where it joins the elbow.

must be filled, before the parts are put to

_.:ether for the last time, with

plugs. '

Smoking the shaft consists simply in

holding the parts that will be surrounded

by babbit in the flame of a gas jet or oil

lamp until a good even coating of soot is

produced. This will prevent the soft metal

from sticking to the shaft and at the same

time will provide the slight clearance nec

essary to prevent the babbit from closing

in too tightly when it cools, which makes

scraping necessary.

wooden

Putting On the Finishing Touches.

When the babbit has sulidified the Oppo

site box may be treated in exactly the same

way. first taking out the wedges, of course,

and turning the frame with the filled bear

ing down. The two inside collars should be

brought up close against the ends of the

babbit bushings and. of course. a pulley

mounted on the spindle between the bear

ings.

As to dimensions, the spindle diameter is

the guide. The tees must be large enough

to allow at least a full eighth of an inch all

round for the babbit, as it is difficult to pour

into a smaller space. \Vhen the fittings are

put together they will indicate the length of

the spindle, and the thickness of the wheel

to be used will determine the length beyond

the bearings. Pipe fittings are made in both

light and heavy weights; the heaviest

should be used. The babbit should be of

high grade, and it should not be allowed to

remain at pouring heat any longer than is

necessary. For the lubrication of the bear

ings, holes should be drilled in the tops of

the boxes and tapped for small oil cups,

which may be filled with waste to retain oil

and feed it slowly.

What May Cause Varying Compression.

A not uncommon experience with a mo

tor is varying compression—that is, the

compression of one cylinder will be per

fect one day and scarcely perceivable the

next; naturally perfect operation under

these conditions is next to impossible. The

trouble is due to stuck piston rings and the

cause naturally suggests the remedy—1005

ening. with the liberal use of kerosene if

possible. and if not. by disassembling the

motor and removing the pistons.
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COMPANY WHICH. HELPS ITS

EMPLOYES BUILD CHARACTER

Pacific Coast Accessory House Directs

Pointed Talks to Sales Force—

Danger of "Brain Freeze”

Is Emphasized.

Just who is benefitted the more, the em

ployer or the employe, by an increase in the

efficiency of the employe is open to more or

less difference of opinion, for while an im

partial critic might contend that the advan

tage is equal, the employer getting greater

results and the employe qualifying for a

better position, statements to the contrary

are not uncommon, and they favor both

sides; but that the employer who endeavors

to prevent his helpers from rising too

rapidly for fear they will demand more

money is putting a stumbling block in his

own business pathway appears to be the

belief of the W'einstock-Nichols Co., which

maintains accessory houses in Oakland, San

Francisco and Los Angeles, Cal.

Those who are aware of the success

which has been attained by the company

are quite willing to concede that its meth

ods must have had considerable to do with

its progress, and those familiar with the

methods employed know of the many in

stances when the company has put for

ward suggestions for the betterment of its

employes. These have taken the form of

four-page pamphlets and, issued frequently,

contain on each occasion a thought which,

if applied. is bound to work some change in

the character or performance of the em

ploye.

Also, that the VV'einstock-Nichols Co.

has the true spirit of general uplift of the

whole trade is evidenced by the super

scription upon the front cover, which says,

“Some of our fellow employers are passing

these around among their employes. You

may want to do likewise. If so, we will

furnish them free while they last." And

in addition the folder carries a list of the

company's stock, which is but another way

of keeping the company’s name and busi

ness before the public. for it is safe to say

that the folders, which are extensively used

as mailing inserts, are preserved in many

instances by employers as well as by their

employes. A mental jog which, however,

need not be confined to the “sales force," to

whom the folder is addressed, is contained

in a late number in the series, which is as

follows.

“Don‘t Let Your Brain Freeze.”

“The Worker is ever in danger of mental

dry rot. He is ever in danger of letting his

brain freeze for want of mental exercise.

Many of us are physically lazy. Many

more of us are mentally lazy. we find it so

easy to jog along at the same old pace that

we are likely soon to fall into a rut. Once

there, we are in danger of sticking. The

moment we stick, we have mentally stopped

growing. Having ceased, mentally, to grow,

our brain begins to freeze and, as a rule,

we have then reached our topmost commer

cial earning pOWer.

“This is the case whether we happen to

be eighteen or eighty years of age. In

fact, years have nothing to do with it.

There are men of eighty whose minds are

fresh and keen and alert and who keep

growing mentally every day of every year.

There are many who at eighteen have

minds that are like solid cakes of ice—

minds that will remain like cakes of ice

until they are made to melt by mental ex

ercise.

“If you want to fill the place some day in

the ranks of salesmanship that you are

dreaming about; if you want some day to

earn the income that you are hoping for,

don't become a victim of brain freezing.

Let your mind, as well as your hands, he at

work at your business. Try to size yourself

up as other people, especially as your Em

ployers are sizing you up. Dig out your

weak spots; set your brain at work to build

up these weak spots. Become a thinking

animal rather than a mere calculating ani

mal. Resolve to become a leader in your

branch of salesmanship. Let others learn

to come to you for help, for information

and for advice in place of you going to

them.

"Don't run away from your problems in

salesmanship. be they big or little, but solve

them by the exercise of your brain. Keep

this God-given gift freshened and bright

ened up by constant use. Remember that

the lot of the dull-witted \Vorker is to do

the dull work that commands only the low

est pay. The quickewitted Worker who

uses his wits fairly and honestly is the one

who. in time, becomes the dull-witted fel

low-worker‘s boss and who also commands

the business world's highest rewards.”

 

Oil Telltale that Interrupts Ignition.

By way of providing an infallible oil level

indicator. the manufacturers of the foreign

Schneider car have evolved a device which

automatically interrupts the ignition current

directly the oil level drops to the danger

point In its simplest aspect it is nothing

more than a small tube containing a float

buoyed up by the lubricant. The float car

ries a contact which comes against another

contact, short-circuiting the magneto when

the level of the oil becomes lower than nor

mal. Thus, it is impossible to drive the

car with insufficient lubricant in the reser

\"01r.

“PAROL” OFFERED BY SOUTH

AFRICA IN PLACE OF “GAS”

Substitute for “Petrol” Evolved from

Kerosene—American Consul Par

ticipates in Test Which Gives

Promising Results.

The agitation that. has followed upon the

heels of the rising price of gasolene has re

sulted, among other things, in the stimula

tion of research with a view to the produc

tion of a satisfactory substitute for the vola

tile fluid, and reports of “new fuels" are of

almost daily occurrence. One of the most

recent of these liquid hydrocarbons is

“parol,” which was developed in South

Africa and is being introduced in Johannes

burg. where it is said to he attracting con—

siderable attention because of its excellent

qualities as a motor fuel.

Parol is made from kerosene and is pro

duced from that oil without the employ

ment of heat; its cost, measured by South

African standards, is 50 per cent. more than

kerosene and 25 per cent. less than gasolene.

Though it is less volatile than gasolene, re

ports of tests indicate that it can be used

without without difficulty in motors ad

justed for gasolene, and greater efficiency is

claimed for it than for the lighter fuel.

Other advantages attributed to parol are

the absence of the strong odor of kerosene

and non-sooting qualities.

In a test made with a five-passenger Ford

taxicab which was prepared for the trial

merely by having the tank emptied of gaso

lene and filled with parol, a run of 72 miles

was made over roads described as being ex

ceptionally hilly, with a full load, the weight

of the passengers aggregating 765 poundS

The run, of 36 miles out and back over the

same route. was made with only one stop,

at the “out” end of the course. The Amer'

ican consul at Johannesburg was a member

of the party, and he reports that no ten

dency toward overheating was observed, the

driver. on the contrary, stating that the

motor tan cooler than with gasolene, and

there was no perceptible misfiring or knock

ing in the motor. There was no smoke end

very little odor. The fuel consumptwn

worked out at 27 miles per gallon. Exam

ination of the spark plugs at the end of the

trip disclosed no sooting or fouling

So encouraging have been the various

tests of the new fuel—the name of WhiChi

by the way, is a combination of the firSt

syllable of paraffin, British for kerosenlfi

and the last syllable of petrol, which ‘5

gasolene—that the inventors CXPYCSS the

intention of entering the various contests

that are being Promulgated in England for

fuels usable as alternatives to gasolene
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MOTOR SECTION CAR THAT

FACILITATES RAIL LAYING

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Car Carries

Crew and Helps Lay the Rails—

Permits Eight Men to Place

1,400 Feet a Day.

 

 

The adaptability of the automobile to

special work of various kinds is being de

monstrated in some new way almost every

day, there being, apparently, almost no limit

to the number of instances in which work

can be facilitated or improved by the use of

the machine. Among the more recent plans

MOTOR WORLD

on the

process.

Track-laying under the special conditions

which brought this novel car into existence

involves the use of screw spikes, for which

holes must first be bored in the tics; after

wards the screws are turned into the holes.

In order to eliminate the great loss of time

that would ensue if this work were done by

hand the car is fitted with a campact elec

tric generator which is housed with the

motor under the hood: means are provided

for readily connecting and disconnecting

the generator from the engine. When the

car arrives at the scene of operations and is

removed from the track, as already de

scribed. the generator is connected with the

track simply by reversing the

   

CUNVERTED OTTO CAR WHICH IS USED FOR TRAFK LAYING

is that worked out by the Pittsburgh &

Lake Erie Railroad for speeding the work

OI track laying under special conditions.

A special section car, built on the lines of

an automobile but. of course, fitted with

flanged wheels for running on the track.

was built for the railroad by the Otto Gas

Engine \Vorks, of Philadelphia, Pa. The

motor. placed under the usual hood in front.

has four cylinders and is rated at 30 horse

power. The special feature of the machine

‘5 the method adopted for removing it from

the track after it has been run to its destina

tion. A short bridge, built of light railsv

\S laid across the main track between the

front and rear wheels of the car. A set of

SPECial castor wheels on the car is lowered

Onto the bridge and the weight of the ma

chine transferred to them by an ingenious

System of jacking. The projecting end of

‘he bridge is blocked up, the car pushed off,

blmklng placed under the main wheels and

the bridge removed. The car is put back

engine and the engine started up; the cur

rent generaled is carried through cables to

electric boring machines and to electric

"screwdrivers" for making the holes and

putting in the spikes. The cables are long

enough to permit the machines to be

worked nearly 1,000 feet from the car. The

equipment consists of two boring machines,

each operated by two men, and a spike

setter, Operated by two men. A gang of

eight men—four borers. two spike-setters,

an engine man and a foreman—under ordi

narily favorable conditions, can do the spik

ing for about 1,400 feet of track per day.

It almost goes without saying that the car

is used also as a little locomotive. being

coupled. on occasion. to a special trailer

fitted with seats and used for the transpor

tation of men to and from distance con

struction points. It is possible to save con

siderable time in this way and the men are

saved some fatigue. to say nothing of the

fun they get out of the “joy-riding."

.instead of the older plain bushing.

NEWER JONES SPEEDONIETERS

REVEAL TllfllOUGII REVISION

Equally Spaced Speed Indices, Larger

Figures and Improved Actuating

Mechanism Among Refine

ments—Prices Increased.

 

 

Believing that a speedometer—even 1

Jones speedometer—is not good enough

until it is as g00d as it can be made, the

Jones company just has revised its entire

line, adding a number of improvements and

refinements and, incidentally. increasing

the prices in accordance with the higher

quality of the instruments. The same num

ber of models is being listed. of the same

capacity ranges as the older ones.

Possibly the most important change is in

the means for giving the needle a uniform

rate of travel over the scale, so that the

divisions can be equally spaced. The cam

mechanism formerly employed has been

replaced by a simpler and equally efiective

device. The pivoted ring which rotates with

the main shaft and which. through centrifu—

gal force acting against a spring, tends to

assume a position at right angles to the

shaft when in motion, is connected to an

arm on the needle arbor by a slotted lever,

a pin on the arbor arm engaging in the

slot. When the slotted arm swings it car

ries the pin with it and. of course, moves the

needle; but the centers are so placed that

the further the slotted arm swings the

nearer the needle-arm pin approaches its

outer end—which means that the needle

moves further, in proportion to the move

ment of the rotating ring. when the ring is

revolving slowly than when it it revolving

rapidly and so is more nearly at right angles

to its shaft.

The main shaft.carrying the rotating ring,

formerly was placed horizontally in the

case; it now is in a vertical position. which

is considered more favorable to accurate

materials and workmanship, there are no

other changes in the internal mechanism of

the “New Jones."

In the method of transmitting motion

from the road wheel to the shaft of the in

strument there are improvements in the

swivel bracket, which carries the lower end

of the flexible shaft. and in the shaft itself.

The bracket now swivels on ball bearings,

Coiled

wire shafting has been abandoned in favor

of a chain shaft. in which alternate links of

square steel connect with “barrel links"

which practically fill the space in the casing;

the square steel links are hooked into square

holes in the ends of the barrel links. the re

sult being that there is an absence of the

tendency to slip and twist up that is pres
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ent when round swir‘e links hook into round

holes. ' i .

The exterior appearance of the latest

models shows that the figures have been

Silhsmntlally enlarged. making it easy to

read the instrument» even at a considerable

distance. A clever little refinement consists

in turning on edgethat part of the needle

which swings over the odometer openings.

With the needle of the usual shape, the flat

shank partly obscured the odomoter figures

in some positions; the present form shows

but a thin black line.

Considerable attention is being given to

the designing of special instruments for

cars on which Jones speedometers are used

as regular equipment. the finish of the car

and the outline of some characteristic part

being used as bases for designs. One new

set that is being worked out consists of a

speedometer, clock and barometer arranged

in a triangle on a common base to be sunk

flush in the dashboard.

New models are designated according to

their prices—model 25, model 50. model 60

and model 75. The old scale of prices

ranged from $20 to $60.

 

Locating a Difficult Radiator Leak.

Locating a leak in a radiator if the hole

be small is oftentimes a difficult task be

cause the liquid spreads, due to capillary

attraction, over a wide surface around the

point from which it is oozing. A good plan

is to apply the plumber's “smoke test," forc

ing smoke into the radiator by means of a

tire pump and preventing its escape by any

other means than the small hole. The smoke

for the purpose is best generated by draw

ing the air supplied to the pump through a

series of wash bottles containing strong

ammonia water and hydrochloric acid.

 

Nut Locking That Is Efi'ective.

A method of locking a nut that sometimes

is useful is to drill a hole lengthwise into

the end of the bolt, in the center. counter

sink and tap it for a flathead machine screw,

split the bolt through the hole for a short

distance and. when the nut is home, put a

tight-fitting machine screw into the hole,

slightly spreading the spit. It makes a neat

and effective job, though it is not practic

able in many cases.

 

"Soft" Hammer for Finished Work.

A very good "soft" hammer‘for striking

finished work can be made of a common tee

pipe-fitting by inserting a handle in the

single branch and filling the other two

with babbit. The babbit should be poured

in and carried beyond the branch ends by

temporary molds or collars of sheet as

bestos, clay or leather. The filling can be

melted out and renewed when it has become

\K‘tlfn
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ACETYLENE GAS CONTROLLER

SERVES DOUBLE PURPOSE

Obviates Possibility of Lamp Explo

sions by Acting as Its Own Ignit

ing Spark Switch—Ingenious

Diaphragm Used.

In electric lighters for acetylene gas

lamps there is a possibility. where the gas

valve and the spark lever are operated sepa

rately, of leaving the gas turned on too long

before switching on the spark, the result

being anything from a slight puff to an ex—

plosion wrecking the lamp. To eliminate

this possibility the Simplex lighter has

been brought out by the Simplex Appli

ance Co., of Indiahapolis. lnd.. the object

sought being gained by making the pres

sure ofithe'gas litsellf‘pperate a diaphragm

which completes an electrical circuitcand
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causes the tgnmng spark at a predetermined

timamm— ->-~-w ~--- - n

The vital part of the apparatus is the gas

valve, which is placed on the dashboard

with only the stem and- key on the driver’s

side, the valve itself being on the motor

side. The accompanying illustration shows

the construction of the valve. Upon ad

mitting gas by turning the key_the dia~

phragm is forced upward against an in

sulated adjustable terminal and a spark is

made to jump across the points placed at

the burner in the usual way. The points

commence sparking before thegas com

mences to flow, so that the very first gas to

issue is ignited and there is no chance of an

accumulation previous to the passing of the

spark.

The Simplex lighter is made in two

models; in one, designated as style A, the

head and tail lights are lighted simulta

neously by turning the key to the right. In

style B a turn to the right lights the head

and tail lights, while a turn to the left

lights the side and tail lights. In both cases

a regulator, attached to the gas tank, re

duces the line pressure to four ounces,

eliminating-the chance of causing leaks

through high pressure.

 

Increasing the Screwdriver's Efficiency.

A screwdriver certainly is a simple tool.

one of the simplest in the whole kit—and

the idea that there is very little to know

about it is a natural one. Nevertheless,

there are several ways in which the effi
ciency of aiscrewdriver may be affected.

To begin at the beginning—the material

of which the tool is made—if the steel is too

hard it is sure to break when the tool is

subjected to a heavy strain, while too much

softness will allow it to bend and the edges

to wear, the latter trouble causing the

“business end" to slip out of a screw slot

at inopportune times.

It is a mistake to suppose that as long as

a screwdriver is not actually.brokeii or

bent it is in good order. The-“edge should

be straight and square and not rounded

off; there-should be the very slightest taper

at the point, and the thickness should be

sufiieient to fill the slot of the largest screw

for which the driver is used—that is, a screw

with a slot of the same width as' the end of

the driver blade. fit the blade is thinner it

can, of course, be used for smaller screws.

but it will be tbo weak to hold up under

the maximum strain it ought to be capable
of withstanding“. i,

Even 'such a little thing as the direction of

- the grindingor filing marks on the end of

a screwdriver blade makes a difference. If

the final grindihg or filing is done across the

blade, rather than lengthwise of it, the

minute ritlgestwill help, prevent the blade

from slipping when a good. ,hard pull is

taken—especially if ‘the screw slot~ is a lit

t‘le‘woi'n.~ The-difference is real1 (not imag

inary.

There is no use trying to make a single

screwdriver fit all the screws in sight and

then expect it to be at its best when tack

ling big. tight ones. The tool kit should

include at least three, and if these are kept

in good condition the time saved and the

satisfaction experienced in using them will

be such as to make their possession well

worth while.

 

Missing Caused by Weak Exhaust Spring

A frequent cause of the motor missing

when throttled is a weak exhaust spring

which allows the spent mixture to be drawn

back into the cylinder on the intake stroke

to the detriment of the explosive Cllal‘ge'

The malady is best determined by miert

ing a screwdriver between two coils of the

Spring when the motor is operating find

turning it so as to increase the tension.

which will have the effect of causing Pm?“

functioning. A repair embraces the fitting

of a new spring or. for temporary Purp‘J’es‘

stretching the old one.
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DRIVING A DUMP CART WITII

BUT ONE MOTOR WHEEL

How a One—Horse Tip Cart Was Con

verted Into a Front-Drive “Tri

cycle"—Driver-proof Construc

tion an Essential Feature.

The Third Avenue Railroad Co.. which

operates no inconsiderable part of the sur‘

face car system of New York City, be

lieves in the utility of automobiles and has

made use of them in various branches of

service—emergency or “hurry-up" wagons,

line repair wagons, tool wagons and so on

—and~foresees the time when horses will be

dispensed with entirely. But before the last

“hay—motor" can be sent to pasture there

are many knotty problems to be solved. and

the trolley-car engineers are attacking them

one by one. making haste slowly in order to

avoid future retrograde steps.

Problems in Need of Solution.

One of the problems of the company has

been anxious to solve is that of replacing

its little two-wheel dump carts with motor

vehicles that will have no drawbacks as

compared with the horse-drawn vehicles.

The little two-wheelers. capable of carrying

about a ton each of ashes or refuse. are

substantial. springless affairs. can be turned

and maneuevred in an extremely limited

space and can be used for a great variety

of purposesI carrying rubbish or tools. snow

or ashes. coal or castings, and are used all

over the city in great numbers. The ordi

nary type of motor vehicle does not an

swer the purpose at all. for it occupies too

much room, cannot be turned in anything

like so small a space. will not stand the

treatment that is meted out by the class

of men who drive the two-wheelers and

who cannot be reformed for a couple. of

generations (according to the calculations

of the engineers) and, last but not least. are

too expensive to buy and operate. consid

ering the class of service in question.

How the Chief Engineer Went at It.

It is believed, however. by Chief Engl

Ileer Mullaney of the Third Avenue com—

Party. that if the “ash-cart problem" has not

been solved. a very long step has been

taken in the right direction by the evolu

tion of the three-wheeled car shown in the

accompanying illustration. The nwchlmf

consists of a regular dump-cart with raisin

gle couple-gear driving wheel piv0t8d 0" a

forward extension, the drive being tfiefled

by an electric motor enclosed in the wheel

itself and taking current. through a flexible

cabIE. from a storage battery carried under

lh': driver's seat.

By comparison with the horse cart. the

three-wheeler suffers not at all. In the

matter of over-all length it is but a few feet

longer than the cart alone, not including the

horse, and of course is a good deal shorter

than the cart and horse measured together.

It stands the hanging and all-round pound

ing that the carts endure, and there is no

"machinery" in sight to get into trouble

through a too intimate acquaintance with

water, snow, dust, ashes. tinkering fingers

and other things that are not good for

working parts. The single driving wheel

will take the machine along at from six to

seven miles an hour. without load. and from

four to four and a half miles an hour with

a two-ton load. and will pull that load up

the inclines to the dumps on the docks.

where ashes and other refuse are loaded

into scows: the grade is slightly worse

  

COUPLE-GEAR ASH CART

than ten per cent. and it is the invariable

custom to haul the horse-drawn carts up

with the aid of an electric ‘vinch.

Comparisons That Are Not Odious.

As to maneuverng in a close place, the

machine leaves nothing to be desired. The

driving-steering wheel can be turned at

right angles to the straight-ahead position,

when the wagon can be spun around in its

own length and worked in and out in a

space where a horse could do nothing.

\\‘hile the horse carts normally carry one

ton. it has been found that the three-wheeler

will handle double that weight readily—

which. incidentally. has led to the undoing

of the rear wheels. designed for the lighter

loads and the very deliberate rates of

progress of the old carts. The machine has

been in use for some three or four months.

and apart from a few details that are sus

ceptible of improvement owing to the fact

that the wagon is 'the first of its class and

was considered an experiment. has given

entire satisfaction. Chief engineer Mullaney

is only awaiting the result of a more ex

tended period of service before building

more of the same kind.

A feature of the machine that is not a lit

tle remarkable is that the driving motor has

9. normal capacity of but three horsepower.

though the cart. without load, weighs three

tons, or a total Of five tons with normal
load. I _ i

It is a fact that the motor has an over

load capacity of 200 per cent, but only for

a few minutes at a time, for the heavy flow

of current required to develop 9 horsepower

would overheat the winding and destroy the

motor if long continued. Long trips have

been made, carrying two-ton loads over hills

and levels. good and bad roads. without

overtaxiug the little motor. The explana

tion made by the engineers is that front

drive is more efficient than rear drive. in

the first place, and that the single wheel in

volves the minimum of friction. both of the

road and of the bearings. The direction of

the wheel and the direction in which power

is applied always are coincident, eliminating

the loss of power involved. in rear wheel

drives, in applying power in one direction

while the steering wheels are turned in an

other.

Some of the Structural Features.

The battery used is an old one. borrowed

from a pleasure car for the experiment.

Several years ago it had a capacity of 110

ampere hours; but its present capacity is

unknown. However. it is capable of giving

the machine a mileage of about 40 miles

an a single charge. which is considerably

more than is required. Under ordinary

working conditions the current consumption

is less than 80 ampere-hours for a day's

service.

The wagon is built with a channel-iron

frame which is carried forward to a semi?

circle over the driving wheel. Riveted to the

semi-circle is an extremely heavy cast steel

socket bored out to take a correspondingly

substantial pivot rising from the fork in

which the wheel turns. fork and pivot being

integrally cast, also of steel. Steering is

effected through a simple set of spur gears

the gear

works sufficiently easily to permit steering

with one hand.

The electric motor driving wheel is the

product of the Couple-Gear company and

has its armature shaft geared to the wheel

internally through a reduction of 25 to l;

the motor remains stationary. being prac

with the axle. while the

wheel rotates around it. In lieu of spokes

the wheel has a shell of heavy steel plates.

fitted with removable covers through which

the motor may be inspected and lubricated.

The wheel and the covers are water-tight

and dust-proof.

and a gear sector on the pivot;

tically integral

A ball check valve that leaks can be made

a tight fit in its seat by tapping it with a

light hammer. using a soft metal bar to

prevent the marring of the ball.
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FACTGRS THAT INFLUENCE

FUEL ECONOMY FIGURES

Car and Combustion Knowledge Need

ed for Low Consumption, Says

Franklin Expert—Unheeded

Leaks Important.

Economy in the use of gasolene, which

does not make such a strong appeal when

the vital—from a motor point of view—fluid

is sold for a dime and a half a gallon as

it does when the price is perching on its

present lofty eminence, is the timely topic

discussed by Arthur Holmes, chief engi

neer of the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., who

commences his discussion with the unde—

niable statement that economical operation

with a six-cylinder car. or. for that matter.

any car, may be said to be attained when

about 14 miles to a gallon of fuel is the

average for a fairly long period of use-—

which average. however. is in no wise gen

eral.

Other Economies Than in Gasolene.

it is not possible. however, according to

Holmes. to consider gasolene economy by

itself. for. he states. "gasolene economy is

but one of the many economies that can

and should be worked for on a car. This is

one reason why it will never be possible ,

commercially to get the maximum economy

of gasolene. as to obtain that maximum, it

is necessary to sacrifice a good many other

details that lead to a satisfactory car.

"\Vhat is possible, however. is very sel

dom obtained by the average man, no mat

ter what car he owns. This merely indi

cates that he has not the knowledge of the

different things that go to make up econom

ical use of gasolene.

"\Ve believe that every man selling cars

should know the points that are necessary

to be understood in their operation in 'order

to obtain commercial economy in the use of

fuel.

No General Rule That Suits All Cases.

“\\'hat it is possible to do. and what is

actually accomplished by a good many peo

ple are two entirely different things, and

often you hear of records from five to six

miles to twenty miles on a gallon of gaso

lene. we know that 20 is possible; we know

that 5 is possible. \Ve know how to obtain

20 miles on a gallon of gasolene from a

car that was giving five miles on a gallon,

but we can never tell a man specifically how

to do it in his particular case without a

study of the actual car and man. How

ever. a study by the salesmen of all the

different points that lead toward econom

ical gasolene consumption should help him

in helping the owner, and in putting the

problem to the future owner.

“In general. if each salesman understood

the combustion of fuel in the cylinder. he

would have all that is necessary to under

stand economical operation. He should

know that a certain amount of fuel. and

this will practically in every case be gaso

lene. requires air mixed with it in order to

have it burn and thus produce power. It is

necessary that it should have the correct

amount of air. although a little excess of

air does very little harm. It is necessary

in order to have economical operation that

each cylinder have a correct mixture. and

this problem is one of distribution. if a

perfect mixture were made in the carburet

ter. distribution would be easy. but in gen

eral to~day it is a mechanical mixture of

gasolene and air. and the correct distribu

tion of this is not easy.

Ignition Factor in Fuel Saving.

“Ignition is another factor of gasolene

economy. and ignition should always be at a

point that would give maximum power.

“How a man should drive is another im

portant feature in securing gasolene econ

omy. You can easily see that if the oper

ator is holding out his clutch when going

down a hill. and allowing the engine to run

under its own power, he is needlessly using

gasolene. In fact. every time that the

brakes are used on the car and the throttle

not closed—and this can happen by hold

ing out the clutch and leaving the throt

tle open—he is wasting gasolene.

“The average man does not realize the

importance of the needle valve. In all cases,

this valve should be adjusted to the mini

mum possible and still have good opera

tion. Adjusting this needle valve to the

minimum really means getting the right

proportion of gasolene and air, and to-day

even in warm weather the gasolene is so

hard to vaporize that it is absolutely neces

sary to use the needle valve under several

different adjustments when starting up.

and until the engine is well warmed up. In

the winter time the valve may be opened

up to twice its regular opening in order to

get good operation when everything is cold.

It is very likely that if the needle valve is

not closed down and the motor warms up,

from two to three times as much gasolene

is used as is necessary.

Leaks Often Source of Heavy Waste.

“Another big source of gasolene loss is in

small leaks. Very frequently the gasolene

valve or some of the unions leak just a drop

now and then. but inasmuch as this drop is

going on for 24 hours a day. it amounts to

a great deal. For this reason all such places

should be examined at regular intervals to

note their conditions.

“Touring in the country gives the best

possible chance for economical operation,

as it allows the motor to be used at a more

economical point in its power. At the same

time, driving at high speed in the country

does not give economical operation. as far

as gasolene is concerned, because the wind

resistance increases so fast that the amount

of gasolene used in covering any particuar

mileage is very much greater than if that

same mileage was covered at a slower

speed. Probably 20 miles per hour repre

sents the best speed for economical opera

tion. ‘

One Extravagant Remedy for Leakage.

“Leaks in the suction yoke. and. in fact,

anywhere in the gasolene line. affect the

quality of the mixture. For instance. if the

suction yoke leaks where it goes into one

cylinder. the only way to drive and not have

popping back in this cylinder is to open the

needle valve. Naturally, this affects all the

cylinders, and whereas it may correct the

difiiculty in this one place and get the right

mixture. in the other five cylinders it gives

a mixture altogether too rich, and for that

reason is very uneconomical. Therefore, any

leakage at practically any point in the suc

tion line seriously hurts economical opera»

tion. This is true also to a certain extent

when any valves leak.

“Naturally. the carburetter has a good

deal to do with the gasolene consumption.

but with a standard carburetter there is not

a great deal of difference in its use of gaso—

lene. But there are quite a few things

about a carburetter that can produce un

cconomical operation. such as leaks in the

float or air leaks around the carburetter.

and for that reason it is very desirable to

give this part enough attention to know

that it is clean and in good operating condi'

tion.

“Economy in the operation of an auto

mobile is a big factor today. Peopie want

to know what is economical operation. as

far as actual cost is concerned. and also

how to obtain this economy."

 

Etching on Metal or Glass Surface!

Etching can be done on glass. steel or

other metal by the following method: Cut

a paper stencil of the desired pattern. Hurt!

ber or whatever it may be and paste it 1"

place on the surface to be etched. Film"

the piece to the open end of a small bOX.

such as a cigar box if the job is small, with

the stencil in, and put into the box a 800d

handful of shot and some coarse emery 0'

corundum. Shake the box so that the shot

and emery will strike the surface: the

emery will quickly etch the pattern where

the paper is cut away. The longer the sltak'

ing is continued the deeper will be the mark'

ing.
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Fine Points of the Delco Lighting, Starting and Ignition System as Applied to

Cadillac Cars Made Plain in a Manner to Assist in Its Care—When

and Where to Make Adjustments and How To Go About It.

(This is the twenty-third of a series 0! articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and en_ ine

starting systems In use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner all e.)

No two engines of difierent makes are

exactly alike in their characteristics, regard

less of whether their bores and strokes are

the same or not; each has its own idiosyn

crasies and individualities. One motor may

start very easily and another may start

very hard; one may require considerable

“spinning” at considerable speed before it

can be induced to chug on its own behalf

and another may go off “on the first pull

There is another factor, however. which

enters into design and which cannot well

be overlooked: No two engines are any

more alike in their method of mounting and

the disposition of their accessories, if the

pump and the magneto and the carburetter

may be styled such, than they are in their

characteristics: Hence, special means of

mounting and driving electric lighting and

engine starting systems designed for use
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The functioning of the apparatus as applied

to all these cars also differs slightly from

the other in one respect or another. due

to the constructional details of each. though

the principle upon which they all operate is

exactly the same. Thus. though a descrip~

tion of one of the systems—the system as

applied to the newer crop of Cadillac cars,

for instance—will serve to make plain the

general features of Delco apparatus, and the

  

DELCO MOTOR<GENERATOR AS USED ON CADILLAC CARS

“P”; some motors require no little power,

muscular or otherwise, to “turn them over,"

and others are so easy to crank that the real

Power they develop when they get to run

ning regularly may be surprising, judging

by the ease with which the crank can be

swung around. All of which is fairly well

known, of course. and the reason for the

dil‘t’erence is not difficult to understand:

ctmlpression pressure has a good deal to do

With it, the ratio of bore to stroke also has

SO"'lething to do with it, and so has the

"F1!" of the parts.

Consequently, it may be appreciated that

"0 little difficulty may enter into the prob

lctn of designing and constructing an elec

tric lighting and engine starting system

\Yhicll shall operate with equal efficiency on

any engine, regardless of make or size. As

a matter of fact, few manufacturers at

“th it. though it is only fair to add that

those Who have attempted it have received

f1 measure of success that should be gratify

mg.

with them must be provided; it seldom is

possible to take any lighting and starting

system and apply it to any engine, and the

practice is not very openly encouraged by

manufacturers whose experience has taught

them that for the greatest all-around efii

ciency an electric lighting and engine start

ing system must be designed for a particu

lar engine and must be just as much a part

of the engine as the carburetter and the

magneto and the water pump or any other

part.

Need of “Built-to-Order" Systems.

In appreciation of all these facts, the Day

ton Engineering Laboratories Co. of Day

ton, Ohio, which company probably is the

pioneer in the combination of electric light

ing, starting and ignition apparatus, pro

duces no stock designs. Each Delco sys

tem, as applied to Cadillac. Packard, Olds

mobile, Hudson. Colc and others, is a “built

to-order" system and each difiers slightly

from the other in one respect or another.

BATTERY BOX AND REGULATOR

principles involved, it will not cover accu

rately all the systems; allowances must be

made for varying construction in the sev

eral makes of cars to which it is applied.

In one respect, though, all Delco systems

are alike and in that respect the system is

radically different from anything else of its

kind; there is nothing that even approaches

it in design. The combin'ed generator and

motor, which is the same for all systems

except for a slightly difierent arrangement

of some of the external parts to accommo

date it to the different engines, employs

what is virtually a double armature. The

construction is made plain by the accom

panying illustraton, which shows the ar

rangement of the two commutators and

the two pairs of brushes. The double arma

ture, however, is practically solid and, ex

cept for the presence of the two commu

tators, might be taken for a single armature

of the orthodox pattern; needless to add,

there is no movement between the two

parts of the armature.
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When the machine is operating as a mo

tor to start the engine, current is passed to

it from the battery through the motor

switch. mounted in an integral housing and

through the larger of the two commutators

and its own separate pair of brushes. As a

motor, neglecting the generating function

for the time being, the machine is a simple

series wound one with a spur gear pinion

on the‘ end of the armature shaft. Be

tween this gear and the gearing cut in the

periphery of the flywheel there is a pair of

gears to give the required reduction of ap

proximately 25 to l and a positive one

way clutch to permit the gears to over

run for the short space of time required to

disengage the gears after the motor has

started. The operation of this part of the

mechanism, and of all the other parts. for

that matter. is perhaps best made plain by

  

('l'T-OYT MECHANISM EX PUSED

considering the various functions as they

take place.

Starting Operations Made Plain.

To start the engine. the spark advance

lever first is placed in the center of the

quadrant, which operation makes the neces

sary connections to permit the apparatus to

be put to work The next operation. taken

in the order of proceeding, is to depress

the button marked “start” in the bank of

four buttons that is part of the system. De

pressing the button has two direct results,

simultaneously obtained. The first of them

is that a magnetic latch is energized from

the battery and placed in the position for

starting, and the second is that a small

amount of current is passed to the motor.

thus causing the armature to rotate slowly

to facilitate the engagement of the starting

gears. Then, if the clutch pedal is merely

depressed. the one movement suffices to

engage the flywheel gears and connect the

battery full strength to the motor. Releas

ing pressure on the clutch pedal (after the ‘

has started) disengages the fly

wheel gears and the motor-generator unit

then takes up its functions as a generator

pure and simple.

The magnetic latch. which is illustrated

herewith in section the better to make

plain its operation, is one of the important

parts of the apparatus and one of its dis

tinctive features. In its simplest aspect, it

consists primarily of a small electro-magnet

the armature of which forms one of the

latch parts (C). The other latch part (B)

is directly connected to the clutch pedal.

Therefore, the clutch pedal portion is free

to move without moving the rest of the

apparatus, except when the magnet is ener

gized, when the two parts (B) and (C) are

brought into such relation that the one

catches on the other, causing the whole de—

vice to be moved. As the motor starting

switch and the lever that engages the fly

wheel gearing are interconnected with the

clutch pedal through this latch. the opera—

tion of the starting motor virtually is con

trolled through it.

The electro-magnet portion of the device

is thoroughly protected from dirt and

moisture and is so ruggedly constructed

that there scarcely is even remote possi

bility of it getting out of order. How

ever. it may be necessary after long use

to adjust the latch, and for this purpose the

adjusting screw (D) is provided. \Vhen

the latch is properly adjusted the pawl

(C) should just pass the arm 1B). leaving

approximately the space indicated by the

arrows when the engine clutch is disen

gaged and no current is passing through the

magnet. The distance between the parts

can be decreased by screwing up the adjusts

ing screw (D). or increased by unscrewing

the screw.

engine

Connecting Battery and Motor.

The starting switch of the Delco system

is unique in that it is designed to perform

two functions. It is shown herewith in sec

tion, and, as has already been explained.

is interconnected with the clutch pedal

through the magnetic latch. Beneath the

cover of the switch (A) there is mounted a

sliding block contact (B) which is mounted

on a rod and presses against the conductors

in the cover, the free end of the rod (C)

being connected to the mechanism which

operates the wheel gearing through an

other rod (D). The sliding contact (B) is

not connected to the rod (C) but is forced

into its starting and operating positions by

collars and a coiled spring (E). which is in

terposed between the block upon the for

ward end of the pull rod and a rear collar

abutting directly against the sliding block.

A small latch (G), engaging with pins on

the sliding block. serves to hold it firmly in

the forward position.

In practice it will be found that very little

attention will be needed in caring for the

switch. Dirty contacts will result in grad.

ual slackening of the speed at which the

motor is cranked when_the battery is fullv

charged and serves as an indication that

the contacts require cleaning. They “are

accessible by removing the cover (A) and

may be cleaned with gasolene. If they are

pitted or burned, it is recommended by the

manufacturer that they be ground in with

valve grinding compound and afterward

lightly lubricated with fine oil.

How the Regulator Does its Work.

After the engine has taken up its own

cycle of operations. the motor-generator

unit automatically is converted into a plain

shunt wound generator and without more

ado takes up its functions of placing back

sis/21m menusmc
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DELCO-CADILLAC REGULATOR

in the battery the current drawn out for

starting and for lighting the lamps.

The regulator, which is contained within

the battery box. consists essentially of 8

small solenoid connected in series with the

battery. When the battery current is low.

the solenoid drops. thus cutting resistance

out of the generator field and permitting

more current to be generated and passed to

the battery. “hen the battery is fully

charged, the solenoid stands virtually at

the top of its “pit” when considerable resist

ance is placed in the shunt field of the gen'

erator, reducing the charging current to the

minimum. It is comparatively well know"

that low temperatures necessitate somewhat

higher charging rates than do high “"85'

and these conditions are cared for by a

small, variable resistance or rheostat con

tained within the same housing as the mam

voltage regulator. Moving a tiny lever in

the left, for very cold weather, increased

slightly the charging rate without interfer

ing with the operation of the main reg‘Jlawr

and moving it to the left. for very hot
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weather, decreases the charging rate. It is

unnecessary, however, to alter the adjust

ment for slight temperature changes. '

As is the case with very nearly every

other system, the Delco system is eQuipped

with an automatic cut-out, the function of

which is to connect the generator to the

battery when its voltage is higher than

   

 

  

OPERATION OF MAGNETIC LA'ITII

that of the battery and to break the con

drops below that of the battery. The de

vice itself consists of an electro-magnet

nection immediately the generator voltage

with a compound winding. The voltage. or

fine wire, coil is placed in series with the

circuit between the battery and the gen

erator through the terminals A and H. and

is opened and closed at the contacts F.

Operation and Care of Cut-Out.

In operation, the tension of the spring

(C) is overcome when the generator volt

age builds up to approximately six. the arm

ature (D) being attracted to the core lli).

thus closing the contacts (F). These con

tacts, which are in series with the current

or coarse wire winding, close the circuit

between the generator and the storage but

tery and the current passing through the

coarse wire winding increases the magnetic

Pllll, making more positive the connection.

Immediately the battery voltage exceeds

the generator voltage. as when the speed of

the armature is reduced, the passage of cur

rent through the coarse Wire winding in the

reverse direction neutralizes the pull of the

VOhage winding, and the spring opens the

contacts. As the device is in operation

only at long intervals and cannot possibly

get out of adjustment, no means of adjust~

ing it is provided.

The Tale the Ammeter Tells.

The ammeter which forms part of the

Delco system is mounted on the dash and i5

Particularly useful as a tell-tale to indicate

the operation of the system.

.After the motor has started and is run

“mg at a speed in excess of 300 revolutions

a _minute. the ' ammeter needle should

Swing over to the charge side of the scale

indicatingr the amount of current being sup

plied by the generator to the storage bat

tery, the lamps, if lighted, or the ignition

system. as the case may be. In this re

spect. it should be remembered that the

voltage regulator of the system provides a

"taper" charge and consequently, with no

lamps lighted, the amount of'current indi

cated by the motor will vary according to

the speed of the car and the condition of the

battery. It the car is being driven at a

high rate of speed and the battery is fairly

well exhausted. the needle should indicate

the maximum charge, and when the battery

is nearly fully charged and the car is driven

slowly very little current will be indicated

by the meter.

The remainder of the Delco system con

pp A

   

 

 

Ill-ALI) IGNITI! l.\‘ RELAY

operation of which is outside the province

of this article, and a complete dual ignition

system comprising a battery titner and.a

magneto circuit breaker and distributer.

The magneto circuit breaker and distributer

are orthodox in pattern except that auto

matic advance of the spark is provided by

centrifugal means. The battery timer is

similar in construction to the magneto dis

tributcr except that the advancing mechan

ism is manually controlled.

Reason for the Ignition Relay.

Included in the ignition system, there is

what is styled an ignition relay. the func

tion of which is to interrupt the primary

ignition current from the battery imme

diately the magneto button is depressed,

thus switching the engine from the battery

to the magneto. In construction. it is

quite similar to the generator cut-out, and

is shown herewith in section. When the

battery button is depressed, the magnet (C)

attracts an armature (A), thus separating

the contacts (P), breaking the primary cir—

cuit. There are two windings on the mag

net. one being of comparatively coarse wire

so connected around the contacts (P) as

to hold the armature after the circuit

through the coarse wire coil is interrupted.

If this second coil were not effective, the

contacts would vibrate continually. result

ing in a shower of sparks at the plug instead

of only one spark. The shower of sparks is

employed only in starting, which. briefly.

explains the reason for the relay.

Adjustments That Are Easily Made.

Actually. the relay is simple in construc

tion and before troubles are attributed to it

a careful search for loose or broken wires

should be made. There is only one ad

justment that can be made, and that is at

the pole piece (PP). This regulates the dis

tance between the armature and the pole

piece and consequently the size of the gap

between the contacts (P). Turning the

notched screw clock-wise increases the gap

betweeri the contacts. and turning it the

other way decreases the gap. Generally

speaking. the gap should be just wide

enough to permit the passage of a thin

busness card. One very good way to adjust

it is to turn it counter clock-wise until the

motor ceases to fire. after which it should

be turned four or five notches the other

way. 'L'nder no condition, however, should

the adjusting screw he turned more than a

few notches in either direction.

The bank of ignition switches which

forms part of the Delco system consists

of four small buttons concentrically ar

ranged about a Yale lock. Depression of

the button marked “Start”. makes the neces

sary connections. which result in a shower

of sparks at the plugs and should not be

used except when starting; under other con

ditions it is .wasteful of current. \\'hen the

button marked "B" is depressed the dry

A
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DELCO GENERATOR S“'1TCH

cell ignition system is switched on and the

button automatically is released when the

"M" or magneto button, connecting the

generator ignition system, is depressed. The

“05" button serves to release any of the

buttons that may be depressed and at the

same time cuts OR the ignition current from

any source.
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1.027.800. Pneumatic Tire Protector.

Cuba A. Belew, San Diego, Cal. Filed Jan.

8. 1912. Serial No. 670.053. (Metal tread de

signed to give with the tire.) I claim.

1,027,808. Automobile Fender. Jayson K.

Bond, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor of one

half to Kenneth “1'. Jacobs, Milwaukee,

\‘Vis. Filed Mar. 2. 1911. Serial No. 611,763.

(Clamp-on type of fender.) 6 claims.

1.027.866. Shock Absorber. Allen Loomis,

Detroit, Mich., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, to The Packard Motor Car Com

pany. Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Mich

igan. Filed Dec. 4, 1908. Serial No. 465,924.

(Means for providing increasing resistance

when the movement is greater.) 22 claims.

1.027.929. Muflier Cut-Out. Charles Wor

rell Stryker. Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Oct. 20,

1910. Serial No. 588.055. (Device clamps on

the exhaust pipe.) 2 claims.

1.027.936. Indicating Attachment for

Tanks. Joseph B. Turner, Cuero, Tex.

Filed Dec. 4, 1911. Serial No. 663,684.

(Float serves to move the indicating nee—

dle.) 4 claims. ‘

1.027,957. Automatic Cranking Device.

W'illiarn H. \Vithers and CliFford T. Harris,

Atlanta, Ga. Filed June 2, 1911. Serial No.

630,958. (Compressed air motor with manu

ally operated valves.) 2 claims.

1,027,978. Automobile Bank Vehicle.

David H. Bellamore. New York. N. Y.

Filed Aug. 30, 1910. Serial No. 579,707.

(Body arrangement.) 4 claims.

1.027.983 Tire. James Bropson. Cleve

land, Ohio, assignor or one-half to John A.

Mangan, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed May 16,

1910. Serial No. 561,665. (Helical springs

between tire tread and wheel rim.) 3

claims.

1,027,999. Tire. Samuel A. Deatherage,

Richmond, Ky. Filed May 20, 1910. Serial

No. 562.472. (Helical springs enclosed in a

flexible casing.) 1 claim.

1,028,009. Differential Gear for Automo—

biles. Rosman. 1. Fancher, Baldwinsville,

N. Y., assignor of one-half to Frank L. Ful—

ler, Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Apr. 20, 1910.

Serial No. 556,581. (Axle driving shafts

connected to bevel gear by endless chain

which passes over chain wheels on ends of

shafts and on a chain wheel on the bevel

wheel.) lclairn.

1.028.109. Vehicle \Vheel-Rim. James E1

lis Hale, Akron. Ohio, assignor to The

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron, Ohio,

a corporation of Ohio. Filed Nov. 10, 1911.

Serial No. 659,575. (Means for clamping

demountable rims to wheel felloe.) 2

claims.

1,028,115. \Nater-Couling System for

Hydro-Carbon Engnes. Russell Hufi, De

troit, Mich., assignor, by mesne assign—

ments, to Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit,

Mich., a corporation of Michigan. Filed

May 20, 1907. Serial No. 374,664. (Means

for preventing loss of water by evapora

tion.) 2 claims.

1,028,128. Power-Transmission Mecha

nism. Robert C. Mitchell, Mount Vernon,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 20, 1901. Serial No. 86,646.

(Hydraulic control for‘planetary gearset.)

26 claims.

1,028,172. Resilient Wheel. James R.

Wright, Trenton, Mo. Filed March 2, 1912.

Serial No. 681.065. (Composite felloe. the

members being attached by interposed leaf

springs and suitable levers.) 3 claims.

1,028,185. Shock-Absorber. Charles O.

Browne. Norwood. Ohio. Filed Nov. 16,

1911. Serial No. 660,568. (Hydraulic device

comprising double diameter cylinder and

suitable piston.) 3 claims.

1,028,200. Spark-Plug. Charles C. Eld

ridge and Edwin J. Beebe, Marshalltown,

Iowa. Filed March 20, 1911.'Seria1 No. 615,

689. (Spark plug assembly.) 6 claims.

1,028,220. Speedometer. Joseph \V. Jones,

New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 7, 1908. Serial

No. 447.447.

claims.

1,028,231. Attachment for Vehicle-Lamps.

Harry A. Lewis, Chicago, 111. Filed July

29, 1911. Serial No. 641,236. (Hood attach

ing to headlight to eliminate glare.) 4

claims.

1.028.271. Lamp-Cover. \Villiam T. Phi1~

lips, Berkeley, Cal. Filed July 22, 1910. Se~

rial No. 573,236. (Telescoping hood for at

tachment t0 headlight.) 5 claims.

1,028,277. Current-Controlling Mecha

nism for Internal-Combustion Engines.

Lewis T. Rhoades, Mont Clare, Pa. Filed

Sept. 16. 1911. Serial No. 649,631. (Quick

break device for coil ignition circuits.) 16

claims.

1,028,304. Fuel-Oil Filter. Joseph Remi

Tourangeau, \Vindsor, Ontario. Canada.

Filed March 20, 1911. Serial No. 615.512.

(Trap provided with suitable strainers to

prevent the passage of dirt into the fuel

line and a tap at the lowest point for drain

ing off sediment and water.) 1 claim.

1,028,331. Vehicle-Tire. \Villiam J. Cun

ningham, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May 23.

1911. Serial No. 628,959. (Suitable springs

between wheel felloe and rim which mounts

a solid rubber tire.) 2 claims.

1,028,334. Puncture-Proof Tire.

De Viese. Fresno. Cal.

McRoy

Filed Oct. 7. 1911.

(Means of adjustment.) 4,

Serial No. 653,392. (Pneumatic tube mount

ed in a protective telescoping casing which

is provided with a solid rubber tread.) 3

claims.

1.028.347. Variable-Speed Planetary Gear

ing. Emil Gnoeth, Madisonville, Ohio. Filed

July 3, 1911. Serial No. 636,586. (Planetary

arrangement which provides three-speeds

in one direction and one reverse speed.) 13

claims.

1.028.359. Means for Cooling Gas-En

gines. Chester Charles Jones, Beatrice, Neb.

Filed March 5, 1909. Serial No. 481,274.

(Under surface of the piston of two-cycle

motor provided with cooling lugs with

which the mixture contacts when passing

into the cylinder.) 1 claim.

1.028.400. Shock-Absorber. Horace B.

Stanton. Boston, Mass. Filed Aug. 8. 1911.

Serial No. 576,066. (Cylinder containing

liquid which is permitted to pass from one

side of piston to the other by means of a

constricted passages.) 7 claims.

1.028.442. Gearing. Joseph Dain, Ottum

wa. Iowa. Filed Nov. 7, 1908. Serial No. ‘

461.568. Renewed July 3, 1911. Serial No.

636.708. (Friction type of gearing with

double plates set at an angle to each other.)

30 claims.

1,028,451. Reversible Hydraulic Trans

mission. Pcter English. San Francisco. Cal.

assignor to Milton P. Ropp. San Francisco,

Cal. Filed July 21, 1910. Serial No. 573.060.

(Liquid filled casing containing wheels pro

vided with wings.) 1 claim.

1.028.501. Road-Engine. George B. Sel

den, Rochester, N. Y. Original application

filed May 8. 1879. Divided and this applica

tion filed Sept. 7. 1895. Serial No. 561,733

(Motor mounted on front axle. which is

silod, steering being accomplished by turn

ing the whole axle on a central pivot.) 21

claims.

1,028,514. Igniter or the Like. Walter C.

\Vestaway, Chicago, 111., assignor, by mesne

assignments. to Chicago Pneumatic TOOl

Company. Chicago, 111.. a corporation of

New Jersey. Filed July 16, 1909. Serial

No. 507,894. (Means for supporting 11‘?

electrodes and the insulating material) J

claims.

1.028.522. Variable - Speed - Transmission

Device. Frederick T. Adams, Victorlfl»

British Columbia. Canada. Filed Aus 14~

1911. Serial No. 643,896. (Hydraulic trans

mission comprising suitable c0n'\l>"¢551“g

cylinders with suitable controls for varying

the movement of the liquid.) 6 claimS

1.028.656. Pneumatic Hub. Norman 15'

Andrie, Centerville, Md. Filed Oct. 31, 1911‘

Serial No. 657.758. (Hub comprises an ll"

fiated bag. rigidity being obtained by 5m"

able telescoping members.) 1 claim.
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It I it ahsolutely satisfactory in every National," I ‘1’]

. \Q

l | respect. H . . . . I 'l
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It is easy to spend a great deal of money on automobile

tires—and just as easy to spend less, by securing the longer

service assured in tires marked Kelly-Springfield.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE COMPANY, 20 Vesey St., New York

Branch omces in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, St. Lolfis, Detroit, Cincinnati, San

Francisco. Los Angeles. Cleveland. Baltimore. Seattle. Allanm, Akron. 0., Buffalo.

The Hearn Tire 8: Rubber Co.. Columhus, Ohio Bering Tire & Rubber Co., Houston. T634“

Boss Rubber Co., Denver C010, Todd Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn

Southern Hdwe. & Woodstock Co., Ltd., New Orleans. La. Atkinson Tire 8: Supply Co., Ja'cksonville, Fla.

Savell Davis Rubber Works, Augusm and Savannah. Ga. C. D. Franks & Co., Charleston, S. C.
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At Boston Automobile Show

259 Cars Were Exhibited With ELECTRIC

LIGHTING or STARTING or Both.

  

Storage Batteries

were installed on

184

showing that

71.5%

of the manufacturers who exhibited have selec

ted the "" because of its superior merit.

  

mSUPREMACY Was Demonstrated at the Three Big Shows as Follows:

New York —' 277 Cars Exhibited — 188 withm Batteries — 67.9 71

Chicago — 242 Cars Exhibited— 185 with em, Batterie,_ 16,47;

Boston — 259 Can Exhibited — 184 withm Batterie‘ — 71,57,

 

Use the Class A m3 Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use the Class B m Battery with an Electrlc Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Company~

CLEVELAND, OHIO Chicago Branch—2241Miehigln Avenue
New York Banal—136 we“ 52d Street San Francieco Branch—243 Monadnock Bldg.

Detroit Branch—1191 Wooderd Avenue

Dgpots in All Principal Cities in the United States, Canada and Mexico
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A “Standard Equipment” Horn

The Electric \Varning Signal will be standard

equipment on practically every automobile mar

keted in 1913, and most of the earlier models will be

brought up to date by the installation of an efficient

electric horn by the car owner. \Ne know this to be

a fact, for our mammoth sales of the Rexo, Tuto

and Tuto-ette Electric Horns to automobile manu

facturers and jobbers is the most conclusive evi

dence.

45,000 Rexo Electric Horns of special design are

specified by one car maker, the largest electric horn

order ever placed.

We have already sold over 75.000 Rexo 'Horns

for 1913 cars. \Vhen you see a Rexo on a car it

means that the maker of that car is willing to hitch

up his car’s reputation with the Rexo reputation

and take our word for it—every car carrying the

Rexo is a good car. i

The many car manufacturers who will use the

Rexo as standard equipment for 1913 are not doing

so because of our advertising, but-knowing that to

some extent a car is judged by its accessories, they

put the Rexo through most gruelling tests and then

adopted it because it made good in actual service.

was attractive in appearance and required no atten—

tion from the user.

The Rexo is made in the same factory and has

features which have made the Tuto Horn so suc—

cessful. The Rexo has a single tone of uniform

intensity. The horn is instantly responsive and can

be relied upon under all conditions. It is free from

constant care and is most efiective for emergencies.

yet is not too loud for regular service. Our mam

moth output makes a low price possible—complete

with button and cord. $8.

Elyrio-Dean Productl Manufactured Only By

_, THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

501 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio, U. S. A.

“Look for Elyria-Dean Where Qualily’s Seen ”
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The TUTO—The Driver’s Safeguard

  

The Tuto two-tone horn safeguards the pedes

trian, the occupants of other cars and the driver

who operates it.

The Tuto Horn is a complete signalling system,

It electrically transmits two different and distinct

sounds through a horn—one low and mild, the

other loud and penetrating. The degree of sound

is regulated by the pressure of your thumb upon

the button located upon the steering wheel.

This horn is built upon modern electrical princi

ples in everyday use on thousands of telephones

throughout the world. It is reliable, positive-cer

tain.

It can be connected to any ordinary 6—vol_t bat~

tery. It uses very little current because it 15 not

necessary to use the powerful danger tone, except

in an emergency, the lower tone being sufficient

for the ordinary polite request.

Tuto Horns have many advantages to be found

nowhere else. They are:

SIMPLE—No revolving parts; nothing to require

lubrication or attention. ‘

WATERPROOF—“later in a Tuto Horn from rain

or washing the car, doesn’t afiect it at all. Water in a

motor-driven horn puts it out of commission. It is, of

course. dust-proof.

ECONOMICAL—The Tuto Horn consumes but little

current.

INSTANTANEOUS—You don't have to wait for the

Tuto to “get under way." Pressure on the button brings

complete instantaneous response.

GUARANTEED—The Tuto guarantee is “for life" and

we live up to it. The horns are substantially built, of the

highest grade material. They last.

Finished in polished brass, polished nickel, plain black

enamel, black enamel and brass. or black enamel and

nickel. Furnished complete and ready for easy installa

tion. Price. $25.00.

v Elyria-Doan Products Manufactured Only By .

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY

Kansas City, M0.

501 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio, U. S.A. San Francisco, Col.

“Look for Elyria-Dean Where Quality ’s Seen ”
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R-C-H
‘ $900

F. O. B. Detroit

“ Twenty - Five”

Completely

Equipped

 

THE CAR

Wheelbase—110 inches .

Motor— Long-stroke. four cylinders

cast en bloc; 3% in. bore, 5 in. stroke.

Two-bearing crankshaft. Timing gears

and valves enclosed. Three-ponit sus

pension.

Steering—Left Side. Irreversible worm

gear. 16 in. steering wheel. Throttle con

trol on steering column. '

Control — Central Lever operated

through H-plate integral with universal

Jomt housing inst below. Hand lever

emergency brake at driver’s right. Foot

accelerator in connection With hand

throttlev

Springs—Front, semi-elliptic; rezir, full

elliptic and mounted on swivel seats.

Frame—Pressed steel channel.

Axles—7 Front, I-beam, drop-forged;

rear. semi-floating type.

Transmissionj'l‘liree speeds 'forward

and reverse; sliding gear; selective type.

Christruction—Drop-ior ings wherever

practicable; chrome nic'el steel used

throughout all shafts and gears in the

transmission and rear axle; high carbon

manganese steel in all parts requiring

special stifi'ness.

BMieszouring car, full five-passen

t'l' English type; extra wide seats.

oailster. two passenger, English type.

EQUIPMENT

’l‘ires—JZXJVL

Large gas headlight with Prest-O-Lite

iank or generators; oil side and tail

lamps. Electric lighting outfit by special

arrangement.

High-grade magneto.

Stewart speedometer.

lleniountable rims.

Extra rim and holder.

Tally-ho horn.

~1ifl'y curtains——up or down instantane

nnsly.

Top and top cover.

“'indsliield.

Tool kit. Jack, Tire repair kit, Pump.

Rube rail.

bigger success in the second. So it is with the R-C-H “Twenty

Five.” We delivered 7,000 R-C-H “Twenty-Fives” last year; this

year our output far exceeds that of last.

A CAR which makes good in its first season cannot help but be 21

And the efficiency of each individual R-C-H “Twenty-Five” is in

creased this year in like ratio. The car is perfectly developed—fit for

the hardest kind of service anywhere. Every single mechanical part

of the chassis has been proven and tested. It is a stronger, better R-C-H

“Twenty-Five” than ever.

The confidence of the public in the R-C-H “Twenty-Five,” the

R-C-H factories and the men behind both, is marked by increased orders

and contracts from every section of the world. We have contracts at

this date calling for $12,000,000 worth of 1913 R-C-H “Twenty-Fives”;

the distributor for Great Britain asks for one thousand cars, and there

is not one automobile-using country under the sun in which the R-C-H

is‘not selling, today. Representatives in no less than forty-two foreign

countries have orders on file.

In short, the strength, stability and thoroughness of the R-C-H Cor

poration and its production system is typified in the quality of the 1913

R-C-H “Twenty-Five.”

We cannot promise to take care of you in the Spring rush—unless

we get your specifications now. Write us today.

‘ R-C-H Corporation

704 Lycaste Street Detroit, Michigan

Represented by Branches and Distributors in All Cities of the World
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American Made lor American Trade

The increasing use of ball bearings in motor cars is

easily explained.

Manufacturers are not now required to buy ball bear

ings abroad. The New Departure has proved satisfactory

in service, possesses all of the quality essentials and in

every respect is an American masterpiece.

It is more completely anti-friction than any other type

—the cost to operate the car mounted on these bearings

is consequently less.

It is ten times as efficient as a roller bearing under same

load conditions.

At the Boston Show, Space No. 430, Balcony, each of

the three types of New Departure ball bearings will be

shown, in slow action, with sections cut away for demon

strating anti-friction and other qualities.

Ask for copy of “Friction and Its Elimination"—a

treatise on comparative efficiency of all types of bearings

--just from the press.

THE NEW DEPARTURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

Western Branch: 1016-17 Ford Building, Dell-oil
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NO higher recommendation could be bestowed

upon any accessory, for the Lenox people have

a reputation for building cars of a quality that makes

for performance and general all-round efficiency.

~i-r‘. The engineers of the Lenox Motor Car Company, selected the

Hoffecker Speedometer to go on 1913 Lenox cars, after an ex

haustive investigation, in which our speedometers proved their

superiority in scientific construction, refinement in mechanical

detail and artistic appearance, the first two qualities presupposing

and guaranteeing great service and long life, the latter adding

materially to the artistic details of the car.

 

This speedometer, which we want you to recommend to the

prospective buyer and to specify on the cars you sell, embodies

many exclusive features, including a daily trip, which can be easily
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and quickly set to any desired mileage---a fractional mile register

--a hand that remains steady, regardless of the vibration or the

speed of the car.

You, Mr. Dealer, can specify a higher priced speedometer, but

you cannot specify one with any single “different and better"

feature. \Ve put less money than others into advertising, and

more into materials and workmanship. Your customer gets the

excess quality. .

It stands to reason that you want the best equipment possible

on the cars you sell. It follows, then, that when you specify the

Holfecker Steady-Hand Speedometer, you are putting on an in

strument that goes a great way toward making a good car still better.

HOFFECKER CO., Boston, Mass.
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Accident Prevention

The Prevention of [llf/MJ‘ZI‘ZU/ Accidents is receiving

universal conSIderation by thoughtful employers.

The Travelers Insurance Company

agords its compensation and liability policyholders

not only the most complete coverage based on an

unequal experience and backed by great financial

resources, but also

SERVICE

through Inspection and Safety Engineering, which is

the result of over twenty years’ experience and scien

tific organization along both special. and general

lines and is the most efficient in the world.

The prevention of accidents has a most important bearing

on the cost of compensation and llability insurance.

If you believe with The Traveler:

An Injury Prevented is a Bene-faction

An Injury Compensated an Apology

fill out the coupon below and we will indicate how you may

avail yourself of ‘I'mrue/err’ Service.

Travelers’

I A Gold

“ ~~ Medal '
_ __' ' 4" I. z: awarded by

a ‘ American

. . _ -. It 4%! M f

WQQM. unisex” °
IfQqufii?’ Qagmififll',. g I -:g‘; ~ i“.'v JI‘ fig

.4' e.
'2‘. )Kél-Y

To Those Foremost In

Protecting \Vorknivn.

4 1910

United States Steel

Corporation

1911

Pennsylvania Railroad

1912

New York Edison

Company

 

 

 

  

The TRAVELERS INSURANCE co., Hartford, Conn. M"’”"”””"

Please furnish details respecting coverage and service.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ , , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ , . , . . . . . . . . . . 4

Business ..................................................... ..
- - s - - I . . . . - - . - . - - i - - - - - . . . . . ' . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘ _ , , _ _ I , _ _ _ _ , . _ . . - 4
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Baum BRAKES

UN R EAR Warns

.I.‘ S ' cit]cations

Chief of Quartermaster

Corps, of War Department,

Issues Specifications for

Motor Trucks for Army Use:

“Brakes—Two sets, both attached

to rear wheels; one set operated by

pedal, other by lever.”

(LSheldon Double Brakes on Rear Wheels meet the Government specifications.

(LP-quip Your Trucks With Sheldon Double Brakes and bid on the Army Trucks.

(Army Takes No Chances With Jackshaft Brakes, by demanding that all Army

Trucks be equipped with both brakes on rear wheels.

(LJackshaft Brakes are no stronger than the chains. Could you skid the wheels

and stop your truck if the chains broke or jumped off the sprocketSPPPPP?

(You Can Not Depend on jackshaft brakes skidding the rear wheels.

(Either One of Sheldon Double Brakes Will Do It.

SHELDON AXLE CO., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., U.S.A.

  

 

 

  

 

VA

Chicago Branch—68 Eu! 12th Street Detroit Branch— 1215 Woodward Avenua

 

I San Francisco Brunch—444 Market Street
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The Rise and Victory. of

The Magnetic Speedometer .

Over 95% ofall the speedometers to be made during

1913 will be built on the practical

magnetic principle

Increase of the Magnetic]! Type

10" of the lpeedornetere mule 5 ye." ago were magnetic

15% of the upeedorneten made 4 ye." ago were magnetic

50% of the speedometer: made 3 years ago were magnetic

70% of the speedometers made 2 years ago were magnetic

85 0/0 of the speedometers made 1 year ago were magnetic

208 out of 214 automobile manufacturers are now using

the magnetic speedometer

The Stewart Speedometer Factory

1949 Diversey Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.

International Service

Service Stations ln All Principal Cities All Over The World

a

d
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vs. the Speedometer

The Decline and Fall of the Centrifugal

—or Gyroscopical—Speeclometer

Only 5% of all the speedometers to be made during

1913 will be built on the obsolete centri- '

fugal or gyroscopical principle

Decrease of the Centrifugal Type

90% of the speedometers made 5 years ago were centrifugal

80% of the speedometers made 4 years ago were centrifugal

50% of the speedometer: made 3 years ago were centrifugal

30% of the lpeodornetern made 2 years ago were centrifugal

15‘? of the lpeedometerl mad. 1 year ago were centrifugal

Insist on a Stewart (magnetic) Speedometer on your car

It means satisfaction and service

The Stewart Speedometer actory

1949 Diversey Blvcl., Chicago, U. S. A.

international Service

Service Stations In All Principal Cities All Over The World

“
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An Active Journal

Covering anActive Field
 

 

___—___—_-_

Things are happening every day in both

motorcycling and bicycling and every

week these happenings are accurately

reported in the pages of this paper

___________._-_

1 """""Ifliilil|“"inmmnmmm "i ,HIIHHHIIIHW H11“... "hull! |

W . ll . . ,lWEYC'TEIIN y',‘ WNW

W! W
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# ll‘llllllllimmnm llill l ‘l‘llllllll l==~li“iiilllln‘ulll W llll "5;" ;' - . l

l
I i n l W HHHIIHHHIHHI " “Wig,

i | I liiiilllllllif_|

Published Every Tu€Sday i

10C. acopy ayear

Sample Copy Sent Free 012 Request

: ""‘i1=
v‘[||| ll 11?.

II All“

BicyclingWorld Company

1600 Broadway

New York City
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Ignition Coil and

Switch

flfl.

  

Illuminated Dial

VoltmcterLighting Generator

Lighting—W’estinghouse Lighting Generators

automatically charge the battery without the use of

any relays, or solenoid-operated regulators. There

are no adjustments to be made. The battery is at

no time charged at an excessive rate. The gener

ator is slow speed. eliminating noise and wear.

Ignition—A high power, single-unit coil, acting

in conjunction with timing and distributing parts

0n the generator, furnishes high voltage for the

Spark. The battery operating alone, or with the

generator, supplies continuous pOWer. The inter

f'uptcl' gives automatic spark advance. The spark

is uniform. regardless of speed.

Starting—Minimum weight of motor and mini

mum discharge of the battery are features of the

W'estinghouse Starting Motors, permitting the use

Of a smaller battery and smaller charging generator.

These Systems

Will Be Found on

Many of the Finest Cars

The Systems Using a Single Wire With a Ground Return

  

    

 
 

  

only, no direct rays being visible. Ammeters or volt

equipments.

The Westinghouse Company has adopted

the grounded system of car wiring, using a single

wire with a ground return. The wiring is simplified;

one-half the usual amount of wire is required; bet

ter insulation is secured; proper current carrying

area is possible; installation cost is lowered; and

troubles are reduced to a minimum. Complete parts

are supplied for this grounded wiring, including

lamp connectors and incandescent lamps with the

Center Contact.

Electrical equipment that is the product of the Westinghouse Company,

and backed by its long established reputation, warrants the consideration of

every motor car manufacturer.

Westinghouse systems are proving the strongest talking points on high

grade 1913 cars.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.

Combined Ignition and 7

Lighting Generator Starting Motor

Illuminated Dial Meters—Three inches in di

ameter, with black dials and white lettering to

avoid glare. The lamp throws light on the dial

meters supplied, but voltmeters used for standard
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YouwNeed This

New Product—It Heals Tire Cuts

  

TDMOBILL.

‘ Aim germ-l

  

Unlike ordinary

tire repair mastic

  

The Motorist’s

Self- Vulcanizer

 

 

Fills the cuts and holes, solidifies quickly and becomes like a part of the tire. No car

owner can afford to be Without it. Reduce tire expense fifty per cent.

Use

NARCO

IRE <3FiLLEtiJ-r

a non-shrinking, rubber Compound, heavy in rubber; a combination cement, cut filler and mastic. Refills :uitl unites the torn plan

in the tire with :i permanent plug of rubber more resilient than the tire itself. \Veltls the loosened trend to the canvas body

Supplied only in patent, COllQPSll1lC tubes, With tapering spout.

Very large tube

one dollar.

Requires no

Kneading

Easy to Use
All vou have to do is to clean the cut out thoroughly with gasoline—remove all oil. 53ml and other foreign matter; insert the tapering spout into the cut and compress the tube,

minoth 06 the cut filler and the repair is completed. Allow it to heal over night; in the moron; it will have become like a part of the tire. Rivets itself to the walls of

  

the cut lorming a union so perfect no road abuse can H‘Il‘ltHL' it I,"

This is the logical manner of tire repatr. Hi my automobile owner in America should make Tire Cut Filler a part of his repair outfit and begin saving in tire cost How. 6

\'c[\' my; tube, $1.00. Money refunded if not satisfied, .- e
' a

\ - .Iw-aterprools the outer rubber casing of the tires and penetrates down to the inner fabric, protectin! i! from "

oil air and moisture. Preserves the tires and prevents decay Spread it over the surlace of your tires after Kb 0‘

mending with Tim Cut Filler. Makes tires look like new. ,5." 3?TTR'Eiii-zw
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There are imitations which paint but don’t protect—insist on Tirenew.

Narco Rubber Reviver

and Refinisher

a reviver, refinimer and waterproofer for any.

thing rubber or fabric. Make your auto tops

Narco Triple-Strength,

Non-lnflammable Rubber Cement

A rubber cement three times as strong as ordin. ' _ like new. ary cement, and costs no more. I

Esq

q'
ALL GOOD DEALERS CARRY NARCO PRODUCTS OR WILL GET THEM FOR YOU 0b,;

W' to b N 0 i ll' 0 - on. . o _~ s ‘9.

To Dealers—wafers: ‘wfiuf‘él‘vi'yli ‘::m;'t.:“::i:.::;&;:iii;laminatissiziz:2: 1.12::233.153.2112“ 0°fit
your Jobber‘s name. <>00 Qaé.

.515" /Q'Qq'oé'§oob°

NATIONAL RUBBER COMPANY ..---'$ sews e
°¢' $9 $*\.pq¢°°{s°.s

-J 4413 PAPIN STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO. 9 Cay :- in”)?

"nu-I‘mu.

.4__.______..__...._.___...._...

-_-nun-‘-“.1

v

a“.

l§

"look—i“r|.ll.
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View of

the

Feps

 

 

 

BURETOR
UST now when the price of gasoline makes it an expensive luxury

J while its quality grows steadily worse, the subject of carburetors is

brought forcibly to the front. Practically every other undesirable

feature of motoring has been overcome, every other inefficient part

perfected—but carburetors remain the one “big worry” to the auto

mobile owner.

But—there is a way out.

Equip your car with a Feps Carburetor. Experience the peace of

mind that comes only with the knowledge of absolute certainty; learn

for the first time the real efliciency of your car.

The Feps contains no springs, cams, balls or reeds, it will increase

the power and speed of your motor in an astonishing degree, making

it intensely sensitive to the slightest movement of the throttle. It

will give a perfect gas mixture at all speeds and with any grade of

gasoline, and with all this it will give you 25 to 50 per cent increase

in mileage per gallon of fuel. It also embodies a never-failing quick

rtarting device.

We are well aware that these statements sound impossible to the

average motor car owner. That is why we ask you to try the Feps

on your car at our risk.

Write Dept. "F ” for Descriptive, Illustrated Booklet

Schoen - Jackson

Company

Media, Pa.

. 4

\

  

  

 
 

 

"A Miser z'rz Fuel"§ i
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ONEHUNDRED

AND

FIFTEEN

MILLION

LOCK

VVASHERS

ill

  

 

  

3'

What better evidence can we ofier of the superiority of NATIONALLOCK WASHERS than this enormous annual output?

Our standard is the highest in the world—a well earned standard backed

by Quality of Product, Abundance of Resources, and Service that Counts.

We would ofier more if we could.

NATIONAL LOCK WASHERS are not always the cheapest but

are unquestionably the Best.

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY

CHICAGO, ILL. NEWARK, N. J.
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We Will Help

You Sell

Kelly Trucks

The policy of our company is

to help our dealers as much as we

can. We do not do this for phil

anthropic reasons. We do this

because we know that the more

money you make for yourself, the

more money we make.

ELLY

TRUCKS ;

are being sold in large numbers

in all parts of the country. The ‘

indications are that we shall be

l

l

  

over-sold this Year.

\Ve have a good money-mak

ing proposition for you. Let us

tell you. W'rite or wire us imme

diately.

The Kelly-Springfield Motor Truck Company

1032 Burt Street, Springfield, Ohio

illlMlfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllll|Ill|lI|IlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllll|||Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|l|||I|lllllllllll||lllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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The Ward Leonard System

No car complete wit/rout it

 

The completely equipped car of the future will

as surely have a reliable and efficient lighting and

starting system as it will have tires.

The motoring public has been educated to

demand electric lighting and starting, and its

demands can be easily and satisfactorily met by

the installation of the \YARD LEONARD

SYSTEM. Motorists want electricity to light

and start their cars. Manufacturers have always

desired to give it to them. but they have failed

because they have absolutely missed the con~

necting link between satisfactory lighting and

starting, and the automatic control of the output

Hi the dynamo.

  

It is this control of the dynamo that gives the

\VARD LEONARD user satisfaction with his

lighting and starting outfit. We use a shunt

wound dynamo for lighting and a series motor for

starting. Every electrical engineer knows that

the use of these two standard devices. not joined

in the same unit, represents the height of elec

trical experience and judgment.

No guess work about the WARD LEONARD

SYSTEM. Its electrically operated switch con

trols the amperage with absolute regularity, re

gardless of the speed of the automobile.

Engineers the world over have endorsed the

WARD LEONARD design. Satisfied users in

all parts of the earth testify to the practical per

fection and the unerring operation of the

finished \VARD LEONARD product.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC (:0.

i' BRONXVILLE, N. Y.

llO

\\
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The absence of any one of these four obvious essen

tials means a sacrifice of either capacity or endurance.

Gurney Ball Bearings are the only ball hearings in

which all of these essentials are always present and

which possess raceways of the right contour.

Pull Complement 0t Balls

Solid 0ne-Pieee Separator

Uninterruptetl Raceways

Full Depth ol Raceways,

to Resist Thrust

  

  

A full complement

of large balls—deep.

uninterrupted race

ways of right con

tour—and yet a solid, one’piece

Ball Separator

This unique Gurney separator plays a mighty

important part in sustaining the Gurney repu

tation for great capacity and great endurance.

It is so sturdy and fool-proof that separator trou

bles are never encountered in using Gurney Bear

ings. Die cast, of special wear resisting alloy, this

separator, as the name implies, has no joints, screws

or clips to come apart or loosen or otherwise inter

fere with continuous bearing performance. In fact,

the separator will he the last part of the bearing to

wear out.

  

The use of this unique separator does not necessitate

a reduction in the number of balls. \IVith it, it is

practical and safe to run the balls much closer to

gether than with any other separator ever made.

The partition or septum between each pair of

balls is so eflicient and so durable that it does not

have to be so thick as to displace some of the

halls and so reduce the capacity of the bearing.

  

Bear in mind always when considering

ball bearings that most important is the

question of raceway contour. for just

so far as you fall short of right con

tour. in just so much do you fail to

realize the full effi

ciency to which you

are entitled.

  

Gurney Ball Bearing Co.

Jamestown, New York

GURNEY

Ball Bearing Shaft Hangers

Save power, oil and repairs.

Increase your power capacity.
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MILEAGE CONTEST
The Ajax-Grieb Rubber Company, as an incentive to the proper care of Ajax Tires

(gparanteed in writing for 5,000 miles) and to publicly demonstrate their wonderful

m1 eage

OFFERS $5,000 IN CASH PRIZES

To the LICENSED CHAUFFEURS obtaining the greatest mileage on any Ajax Tire from

APRIL 1, 1913, TO MARCH 31, 1914.

. Prizes to be Distributed as Follows:

STANDING OF -

 

_ 1 prize . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$ 500.00
CONTESTANTS u

ACCORDING To 2 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 300.00
MILEAGE 3 1 “ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200.00

4- 8 (inclusive) 5 prizes of $100.00 each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 500.00

9- 18 “ 10 “ “ 50.00 “ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500.00

19- 58 “ 40 “ “ 25.00 “ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1000.00

59-108 “ 50 “ “ 20.00 “ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1000.00

109-208 “ 100 “ “ 10.00 “ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1000.00

208 Prizes $5000.00

The Contest is open to licensed chauffeurs but not to owners or chauffeurs driving their own cars.

Entrants are to make application at once to Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York, nearest Ajax Branch

or Ajax Dealer, for blank on which formal entry must be made to Contest Department, Ajax-Grieb

Rubber Co., 1796 Broadway. New York. On this blank must be recorded Size of Tire, Serial Number.

Where and of Whom Purchased. Date of Purchase. When Put in Service, Speedometer Reading at

Start—all to be countersigned by the employer of the chauffeur. When official entry has been made

a report card will be furnished by which the entrant will supply the Contest Department, Ajax-Grieb

Rubber Co., 1796 Broadway. New York, the date each tire is out of use, the speedometer reading. etc.

—this report to be countersigned by the employer.

What the Ajax Mileage Contest Means to Owners

Owners will recognize at once the merits of the Ajax

Mileage Contest. It will mean a direct interest on

the part of the chauffeur in the Mileage obtained

from the Ajax Tires on his car—the same care and

consideration of these tires as the good chauffeur

gives to the entire mechanism of his machine. The

'use of Ajax Tires (guaranteed in writing for 5000

miles) under any conditions is a Great Economy. \Vith

better care and increased interest on the part of the

chautl’eur this economy will be even greater.

COMMITTEE OF AWARDS

A committee of men well known in different walks of lite has consented to judge the final award5_

‘ This committee consists of Alfred Reeves. Vice_Pre51dent and General Manager, Hartford Suspen

sion Co., Jersey City; R. A. Patteson, Vice President, Tarrytown National Bank, Tarrytown: N, Y_;

L. W. Scudder, Certified Public Accountant, Investors Agency, 55 Wall St. In case of hes, lots

I shall be drawn by this committee.

- t C st Nothing to Enter the Ajax Mileage Contest. The only Requirements are that your car
EH:liiiFFglU\1~zi?h AiaxoTisres (guaranteed for 5,000 miles) and that you fill out the regulation entry blank, signed

be (Lupvcmphycp Entry may be made to any Ajax Branch or Dealer before March 31, 1914. THE SOONER

1 YyOyU ENTER THE LONGER TIME YOU WILL HAVE TO WIN A PRIZE.

. I

. ' AJAX-GRIFB RUBBER COMPANY, Bantam. n 1796 Broadway, New York

AJAX BRANCHES

D Unit—507 Woodward Avenue Denver, Colo—1518 Broadway
y. Brooklyn—“52 Beam-d AWN“ Chicago—18th St. and Miehignn Ave. San Francisco—Golden Gate and Van Ness Aves.

\ “Nimile park Sfiuaré A Street Cleveland—18th and Euclid Avenue Los Angela—4229 80. Olive Street

l\ ' Philadelfrg-gilg’umokvegm Karine City—1606 Grand Avenue Portland. Ore—329 Ankeny Sum

Atlanta
~ ‘ “u Sumo“ Sm“ Minneapolis—905 First Ave., South Seattle—917 Eat Pike Street

1 Dal as— DEALERS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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OPEN LETTER (No.2) FRG

MAXWELL MOTOR COMPANY

INCORPORATIO

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

march 15, 1913

SUBJECT: WHY WE CHOSE THE NAME MAXWEL.

 
 

Gentlemen I'—

This is the second or the series of letters in which I promised

to treat frankly and fully with every phase or our policy, and give

you, as directly interested parties, the reasons why.

In letter: and in personal conversation, mam! dealers have ask

ed, l"tiny did the reorganized company adopt the name Haxwell for the

whole line of cars?" so I will answer that.

In a word, the reply to the question is: Because that name

atamia for more than any other name we had a right to use.

How to elucidate: We could have used, an entirely new name, with

all the lost motion that involves in the way of establishing a new

product and a new name in the public and trade confidence. I

M

More, it would have left we open to the accusation of adopting

a new name so as to avoid responsibility with regard to past models

made by the various companies that are now incorporated in this concern.

E28

30 that was 1101’. to be thought Of.

Or, we could use rightfully the following names: Stoddard-Dayton;

Maxwell-Briscoe; Sampson; Brush; Courier; Flanders.

Let's consider the last name first, since you would naturally

suppose I would like to see my own name on the product.

‘ me name Ilandera on a. motor car is confused in the minds 01' the

_‘ public. To some it means E-M-l‘ (3.11. Flanders), to others Flanders '20'

and to still others Flanders sixes; Not to mention Flanders Electrics.

which were made by an entirely different concern, tho the public has !

never lmown the difference.

NOW to he frank, on only 0118 Of the above mentioned CUB 4068

l, the name mean anything today. E-M—I '30" and Flanders "20' are really

stude‘oaxer cars. I have had no active connection with that concern

for more than a year.

so the only cars now out, on which the name stands for anything
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lY ‘ are the rlanders Slxee~and there were less than 100 or thesein hands or users when the Flanders Motor Company was absorbed by

purchase by this concern.

Now consider this: There were in hands or. owners lore than 100,000

cars known as 'llaxwellss'.

I That was more than all the cars that had been made by all the

other concerns combined-stoddard-Dayton, Brush, sampson, Flanders, etc.

I And uaxwell 08:8 were always honest 3818

80 were all the others~but the grounds on Which we selected the

name were the number or owners to whom we felt the new company owed

l allegiance and service.

And we also considered the dealers who have sold so many Maxwell

prams; cars. would it be fair to them to adopt any other name?

M iii:

Maxwell dealers were always loyal—my ask them to transfer alle—

giance from a name to which so moh sentiment as well as success was

avast attached?

fonts

Looking at the matter from a purely business standpoint, do you

not agree that we selected the best name—the name that stands for

use more in the trade and means more 1a the way or a guarantee» or good

faith to old customers on the part or the new company.

new Here let me assure 511 dealers who sold and persons who now

an! own stoddard, Brush, sampson, Ilanders and any or the other cars for

merly made by the companies which now constitute the Maxwell Motor

ComPa-ny, that we feel we owe the same loyalty to them. We will

10pm continue to mate and promptly furnish replacement parts for all: for-

still her models—~40 they remain current as the latest coined dollar.

us

I am sure we selected the best name, and When you have consid—

ered it from every angle, I now you will agree. -

tit-3t? Yours very truly,

HAXMELL horse 0 (Inc)

mm 1fl2ZZgazfizgzggiggéchesdibsd'

President and 'seneral Manager,

{50115

hit!

1 L‘t'?

‘¢" P.s. In the next letter I will explain'Why W° 414 n°‘ “8° aln

our plants."

ltéi
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14,299 Men

Wrote for Facts

The advertising of the Michigan

“40" has so far brought us inquiries

from 14,299 men.

It has brought hundreds of dealers

here to inspect it—dealers who have

bought.

It has brought to us experts from

eleven foreign countries. And this

car will be running, before the season

is over. on half the roads of the world.

Why They Came

They came because this car is built

by W. H. Cameron, who has built

100,000 very successful cars.

They came because John A. Camp—

bell designed for this his most artistic

body.

They came because every detail,

every specification, shows the utmost

in modern practice. And because no

other car in the whole Forty class be

gins to give so much for the money.

About This “40’’

Make Comparisons

W'hat other car under $1,950 has

four - forward - speed transmission?

What other car in this class has such

tires, such brakes and springs, such

margin of safety?

What car at any price has 14-inch

cushions, a 22-coated body, such im

pressive design, such width of seat?

\Vhat car has a better engineer be

hind it, a better body designer, or a

factory with better facilities?

And what car is advertised more

efficiently than the Michigan “40" this

year?
 

\Ve are not lacking orders, but we

seek this year the widest distribution.

In every section we want a few cars

to build up Michigan prestige.

If you are seeking the utmost in

Forties let us hear from you.

MlCHlGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Kalamazoo, Michigan

Owned by the Owners of the

ll

Michigan Buggy Company

 

 

 

 

Michigan

“40”

$1,585

With All These

Special Features

Four-forward-speed transmission. as used

today in all the best foreign cars.

Oversize tires—35 x434 inches—making

the Michigan practically the only ex

cess-tired car in America.

Electric lights—with dynamo.

Center control.

Left side drive, to which all the best cars

are coming.

40 to 46 horsepower.

Cylinders—4% x 5% inches.

Brakes—extra efficient—drums lGxZM

inches.

Springs—231 inches wide—front. 37

inches long; rear, 50 inches long.

Steering ost adjustable. So are clutch

and lira e pedals, insuring perfect corn

fort and fit to every driver.

Shortsville wheels, With l%inch spokes

—12 to each wheel.

Demountable rims — Firestone quick-de

tachable, with extra rim.

Wheel blue—118 inches.

Straight-line body, designed by john A.

Campbell. Finished with 22 coats.

14-inch Turkish cushions»'l'he deepest

cushions, we believe. and the most

comfortable in use on any car.

Rear seat 50 inches wide inside—722

inches deep. Doors 20 inches Wide.

Tomieau room 50 inches either way.

Nickel mountings. _ _
Headlights—electric—IZyé inches diam»

eter. very powerful. ‘ .
Sidelights—set in dash—flush With it. ‘

Windshield built as part of body, easily

inclined to any angle.

Mohair top, side curtains and envelope

complete.

Electric horn.

$50.00 Jones Speedometer. ,
Foot rail, robe rail, rear tire irons, tpol

chests. with all tools, under running

boards.
Over-capacit . Ever driving part made

suliicient or a éll-iorsepower motor.

Self-Starter

There is such a difference of opinion

about the relative merits of the various

types of self-starters that we have not

adopted any one type as regular equip

ment. We prefer to leave this selection

in the buyer. I _
However, we equip With either the Kés

starter or a positively efiicient electric

starter, at a very moderate extra

4

s
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~. 3~iSPRlNGFIELDCONVERTIBLl-I BODIES

Dealers who anticipate the wants

of hypercritical car buyers will be

quick to see the advisability of

specifying Springfield Convertible

Bodies, for it stands that they make

good cars still better and the quality

argument they oi‘fer is too big to be

discounted.

As specifications they offer a strong

selling argument for both the manu

facturer and dealer.

Beauty, convenience and sterling

worth of these bodies is apparent to

all who have seen them and studied

their construction.

We show here an illustration which

is a faithful picture of one of our

products—made in a factory equip

ped to turn out bodies and tops of

every style and size, from the small

est runabout to the most pretentious

limousine or landaulet.

Send for complete details of con

struction.

SPRINGFIELD

'METAL BODY CO.

Springfield, Massachusetts
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Boson PLUGS
As Good As Bosch Magnetos

BOSCH Plugs like Bosch Magnetos are built on a

 

 
 

quality basis, not on a price basis, the quality basis

that has maintained Bosch Reputation at zenith in

the gas engine industry. That is why Bosch Plugs are

selected by those engineers and motorists who desire the

utmost.

Bosch Plugs are made better and consequently serve bet

ter. Dealers find they sell without effort and add quality repu

tntion to their establishments. Your orders are 'desired on

the basis that you will be satisfied. \

\\'rite for “Locating the Spark Plug,”

an instructive book sent gratis.

Bosch Magneto Company
each, from your 224 West 46th Street, New York

dealer or direct
Chicago Detroit San Francisco Toronto

  
 

  

1913 Fans

Before considering your next season’s requirements

ask for results of tests recently conducted with Sparks

Withington One Piece Blade Radiator Fans. This in

formation will be furnished gladly, and it may mean

improvement to your cooling system.

Our Capacity 1,000 Fans Per Day

 

 

Gel Catalog

The Sparks-Withingion Co.

Jackson, Michigan and Waikerville, Canada

  

Patented
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Free Delivery in the United States

by Parcel Post, Freight or Express

Write Us tor Quotation on Anything in the Automobile

Supply Line Delivered Prepaid to Your City

Our Annual Catalog is the largest, most complete, up-to-date and authoritative

Dictionary of the Automobile Supply Market of any book published. It has come to

be recognized as one of the Standard Reference Works of the Industry, and is on

file in the TECHNOLOGY DIVISION of the NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY,

FIFTH AVENUE and FORTY-SECOND ST., NEW YORK CITY, and other

Public Libraries, and in the ofiices of American Consuls, Universities, Y. M. C. A.

Schools, Publishers, Automobile Clubs, Engineers’ Offices, Purchasing Departments,

Etc.

CATALOG MAILED TO ANY ONE ON REQUEST

Write tor a Copy You will find it Interesting

CHAS. E. MILLER
MANUFACTURER. JOBBER, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

53:12 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City

Order trorn Nearest Branch—Address Chas. E. Miller

BROOKLYN. N. Y. CLEVELAND. O. DETROIT, MICH. NEW ORLEANS. LA.

601-603 Baronne St.NEW YORK CITY

97-103 Reade St.

ORK CITY

924 Eighth St.

NEW YORK CITY

2782 Broadway

1421 Bedtord Ave. 1829 Euclid Ave. 227-229 Jefierson Ave.

BUFFALO, N. Y. BOSTON, MASS. ATLANTA, GA. NEWARK N J

824 Main St. 202-204 Columbus Ave. 259 Peachtree St. 274 HalseB St.

ALBANY, N. Y. HARTFORD, CONN. PHILADELPHIA, PA. SPRINGFIEL , “Ass.

135 Central Ave. Bridge and Dwight 5!!
274 Trumbull St. 318 North Broad St.

 
 

 

 
 

THEAIWATERKENT SYSTEM

has been silently advertised from coast to coast by the best advertising anybody can have—the personal

endorsement of over 100,000 satisfied users.

' The Atwater Kent Ignition System has no rival—no competitor. We do not use this term metaphor

ically, but in a literal sense.

You may think this is_the use of a trite advertising term, but in this case it is nothing of the kind. That

the Atwater Kent has no rival 1n the opinions of thousands of users has been demonstrated to us many-many

times, when in ordering thelr new cars they have specified that they should be “Atwater Kent equipped"

There are a number of other good reasons for the superiority Of the

Atwater Kent System over the magneto and it is worth your while as a

Jobber, dealer or prospective buyer, to Weigh and consider them carefullY

_ Space forbids our mentioning these reasons even briefly, but if you Will

write for our booklet “D,” we will give you some of them. Then ask the

motorist who drives a car “Atwater Kent equipped” and he will tell you the

others, and the best reasons why the Atwater Kent Ignition System has n0

real rival.

AmrlemrMmll/okrs
DISTRIBUTORS

New York—E l' Edmond C° ' Chica O—Moto' Car Su 1 Co Pellets Ma eto Exchan ~ San Fran
' ‘ ' - - -. 3:,gsciO—LMHSIOP & Lyon Co.. “lemstoc -NichOls Co.; LosmiXiigeles—E. A. Feilghicrstone' Seattle-Chanslm'

d‘yfin C°'; P°-"la“d_BaH°“ 8* Wright; Omaha—Omaha Rubber Co., Powell Auto Supply C0-; Dill"

3!" °“5‘°fl—_Flsk C0. of Texas; Wichita—Hockaday Auto Su ply Co.; St, Louis—Missouri Auto 5P¢'

gad‘)’ C0-; Salina—Lee Hardware Co.' Kansas City—Kansas ity Auto Su ply Co.; Miliw'iuliee-J‘lmi5

n rae 8: Sons Co.; Devon—Automobile Equipment Co.; Boston—Motor gupply Shop; Denver—-Auto

Equipment Co.; Hartford—Post 8: Lester Cog [sulanta—Elyea-Austeil Co.; Chattanooga—Southern All“

upply Co.

 
 

4940 Stenton Avenue

Philadelphia, Pa.
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AUTO PARTS

1 or.1000

In the first instance we suggest our stand

ard designs and can ship from stock.

In the second, will modify to suit your

requirements and begin shipments in two

weeks to thirty days. During the past five

years, we have supplied parts for some of

the best cars, and therefore have a broad

experience in the manufacture of parts.
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Cone clutch with double universals in sizes

ranging from 30 to 60 HP. Special features,

easy engagement of cone and long life.

 
 

Pedal assembly with bronze or ball bear

ing throw-out yoke, pedals of various styles

to suit your requirements.

THE 0TTO KONIGSLOW MFG. C0.

3510 Perkins Avenue

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Delroll Ollice = J. n. GOULD, I202 Maiesllc Bldu

 
  

  

  

Good Profit

In Automobile Lamps

Electric Lights have become a part

of every up-to-date automobile.

There is a big demand for new lamps

right now, when cars are being over

hauled by the hundreds.

Stock up and be in shape to take care

of lamp customers—and get your share

of the profits.

  

The Lamp oi the Great White Ray

sells best because it gives the strongest

ray, stands up in service and can be

bought at a price within the easy reach

of all.

WRITE TODAY

for our money-making proposition to

dealers, and learn what we are domg to

help the dealer move the goods.

The Guide Motor Lamp Mtg. C0.

2071 EAST FOURTH STREET

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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The value of your motor car de

pends upon the quality of its parts.

  

In its assembling you used seVeral hundred screw machine parts—and upon

them much of the car's efficiency depends.

Accurate NAMCO products are the result of a careful study of the requirements

of the automobile industry and a long experience in serving nearly every manufacturer

of motor cars or accessory equipment. When you buy NAMCO Screws and Special

Parts you get accurate parts that stand the test of your inspector, make your assem

bling easy, and hold up on the road. That nearly all high grade cars use NAMCO

parts in increasing numbers each year indicates the superior quality of NAMCO screw

machine work.

Our estimating department quotes promptly upon receipt of your samples.

Let us have them with your inquiry and ask us to send “Special Milled

Product" book. It shows the wide range covered by NA MC0 product.

The NATIONAL-ACME MANUFACTURING COMPANY
_FACTORIES - - WAREHOUSES

CLEVELAND, MONTREAL CLEVELAND' S'Xth C'ty xew YORK, CHICAGO

new YORK, 77 wnm: sr. nos'rox. m MILK ST. ATLANTA, 3rd NAT'L BANK BLDG.

CHICAGO, 23 so. JEFFERSON sr. DETROIT, 13:7 MAJESTIC BLDG. MONTREAL, 1N sr. HENRI Ar G. T. R.

  

 
  

  

Just ._ this big
 

  

The Prest-O-Lite.
Automatic Reducing Valve

With this device attached to your Prest-O-Litc.

you do not have to turn the tank valve up or d0wn

to get the correct flame in the lamps.

 

 

ONE TON TRUCK

Chassis 81660 Express 81750

This sturdy truck is actually doing its work

at a very low cost.

Many users are getting fifteen miles per

  

gallon of gasoline consumption. ' Turn on the gas, light your lamps, and the flame

BS” exhuibit.h51;azcg 33, Main Floor, 15 bound to be Just right, without any adjusting.

°s'°" °“" "c 1 ' ‘ M It pays for itself in gas saved, so its convenience

SANFORD moron Tnucu co. _ ms“ You “Othmg- _ .

sum-usle sndSsnlordSq. svncusnnx. Unl‘ke 0th" "ducmg valves» the PFCSt-O'the

Automatic gives the correct as pressure at all times,

whether the tank is full, haf full, or nearly empty

It is truly automatic in its action. Price $33-00

Anyone can attach it in less

than five minutes.

  

Your dealer has it or will quickly

get it for you. If not we'll send It

to you on receipt oi price. Try

our dealer first. Every Prest-O

41KB. Branch Ofl'ice has this Auto~

mallc Reducing Valve in stock.

The Prest-O-Lite Co.

 

 

287 E. South St. Indianapolis, Ind.

k hutlu 0M" m helm. Imilm, on.

com 333. l

Price in led8, ‘1"
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REMY
Electric Company

(\Vith a country-wide system of branches and

service stations)

Designers and Builders

of

High Grade Starting and Lighting

Equipment for Motor Cars

(Sold to car makers only)

Makers of magneth for fourteen years.

Our country-wide service is available

to each user of Remy equipment.

 

Writ: :4: today about our magi/rm if. I; my. .j/‘kr, Wr

will make a lxbrnz/ allowam'e for al.! u/uipmmt (any Ina/4‘s)

REMY '
Pioneer Manufacturers of Ignition Equipment.

Factory and General Otfices:

Anderson, Ind1ana
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Trucks are Do~

livery Insurance

QUALITY DURABIlITY

0". TWO AND THREE TON CAPACITY
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LAUTH-JUERGEN TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST IN COSSTRUO
tion. most powerfulsln operation and the motors are guarantee: llglgs;

detective workmanship and material for the life of thel time human

Ire positively the highest class trucks made. Two cyl: $148“

tour cylinder. one. two and three-ton. Four speeds torwpr . 5:8 ‘ tool

boll ring trlnsmlsslon made in our own shops at tige :8 qmd

steel three-piece disc clutch. covered b Wren" (“med 7'11 'moaeig

for 1912 Catalog and specifications. i-omlJt “191"” do" "1 re" '

publicity campaign Just begun. Our quality wi l 0 E -

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once'

"It’lsulh-Juergens Molor Car Co.. "8111"!" 0m“

Branehen an d Agencies

BOSTON—D , 131 Portland 8!.NEW Yonxiviimiibiiiig Guam» 1 Mom C°~ 160556321$$us§1m

CHICAGO—The Lanth-Juer DR Motor Car 00.. 26 Bundl"

DETRARIK. J._Merciin: It higgt‘ilszsqilgpk 12:2?! “,3 Dbl".

__ 0 L . .DISTRQCTT ()lll‘CgOLllaiite‘filA uAND VICINITY—élogies Motor Sales 00

Inc.. 1608 14th St. N. W.. Wsnbills'mn- -
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”INVI SI BLE

AUTOMOBILE

“.

HINGES

The detachable and '

water-tight features of '

our No. 119 Automo

bile Door Hinge, in

addition to the inter- f

1

  

locking action, makes

this the best, as well

as the strongest con

structed concealed

hinge on the market. ,

Made in two parts, it ‘

is easily attached and

detached. Water will

not reach the wood

of the body through

the hinge. When in

stalled holds the door

rigid and at the same

time has a perfectly

smooth action.

Send new for cata

log and full particu

808$

MANUFABTURING

BUMPANY

435-443 Atlantic Avenue

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The SCHRADER

Universal Tire Pressure Gauge

W/LL

51/17/4547?

75%

OF YOUR

TIRE

TIMI/815

..verse

 

  

n!

CHRADERuum

“no:nu“"a

|~

51217.‘QlWi/T'W'.'

For Sale by Tire Manniaclurers, Jobbcrs, Dealers, Garages or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc., 32 Rose St., New York

i_\—
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' Good Wire

lnsures Full

Efficiency

The manufacturers of start

ing and lighting systems, mag

netos and batteries who want

to get full efficiency out of

their plants always hook up to

2?

Good cable is just as essential as good

material and first class workmanship.

We know of several manufacturers of

starting and lighting systems who have

greatly increased the efficiency of their

product by using Packard Cable.

No other cable is just as good—Packard

cable is so constructed that it doesn’t break

at the terminals or go bad when subjected

to hot oil, dirt or water.

We’ll send you a sample to examine if

you will send us your name.

The Packard Electric Company

Dept 0, Warren, Ohlo

(10)

 

Kiwi:

"FORTY” $1985

The best four-cylinder forty

horsepower car on the market

with separate electric starting

and lighting, and separate igni

tion systems. The economical

four speed forward transmission

is another big asset.

Address Dept. W for Catalog

KLINE MOTDR CAR CORPORATION

Richmond, Va. York, Pa.

Main Ollice and Factory, Richmond. Va.

USEDIN THIS

PUBllCAllilN ‘

ARE MADE

ENGRAVING CO.

PVCK BUILDING
295-309 immii star-Houston

NEW YORK

TELEPHONE 8| SPKLNG

ESTABLISHED l87l
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The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowmg.

‘ JENCICK MOTORS Retail Price $3.75 Complete

Our dealers selling them by the thousands. A real

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

signal with high toned musical blast. Th 1 ' l -
5 ‘i F O 1‘ M O t O 1‘ T 1‘ U C k S cessor to the bulb horn. Economical criranffdiiasufi'in

from base to spark plug, have features that —gets better With age' -

lrty . are “Difierent and Better.” Write [or Territory

‘ket ' JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

ing I Port Chester, New York NONPAREIL HygwgslthUFACTURING €0MPANY

I - er Street, New York

{n1

ical

ion .

The New Process Gear Burporatmn

7 \\> " Out Gears of Quallty

Complete Dlfl’erentlals

Engagehaingndiogrlixg: gégarptgiggfizt The New Process Gear Oorporatlon

A Nearly 180,000 have been sold and delivered: aYRAousEI N- Y

‘rk’ Pa. New prices $525 to $800. Dealers every

vhvaliizgieéamFord Motor Company, Detrort,

. V - iI - The New Process Gear Corporatlon

  

 

 
 

    

   

 
 

 

 

 

SPRING BOLTS
One of the “Little Things” in your car that i

sum up to make “Big Satisfaction” or l

“Big Disappointment.” TIMBuy your spring bolts of a firm thatrealizes this fact and gives this small “ BEARINGS 9 Ala-'3 {In

part the attention it deserves. ,. and years of lmOWilgltOW- ” it.

‘ Male Timkm Produds liamous now 'Careful designing, expert selection ,

of stock, scientific heat treatments— 9 ‘

you can get the benefit of all of these i

from

TIIE ELECTRIC WELDING PRDDUC'I'S (10., Cleveland,0. e e '

, , k @"isswuv 12m

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

The only demountable rim: that

positively prevent tire wobblinl.

, No special tools needed (or oper

i ltion. No unnecessary loose parta.

it i ‘ 7’» ,l Detaching feature independent of

i i i ' ' *‘ demounting mechanism. Will ac

. . 1' cept either straight aide or clinch

. " ".- er tires. Used as atandard equip

. w _ .‘ men: on America’a finest can.

.ur I They alt QM) fire bil/s

THE STANDARD CO ||||||||ll|l|||||||lll||||||l|||l|||ll|l||||||llIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

CLEVELAND 0
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CROXTON
The car for 1913 is pre-emiriently the "Croigton Six." Made with all

the strength we have put into our taxrcabs, With new exclustve features

and extreme elegance of line and finish

\Nrite for specihcations, agency terms, etc., Booklet A-Z.

'l'llli CROXTON MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Washington, Pa.

1: ' ' V '

  

MR. SELLER, DO “MR. BUYER” a favor:

Sell him the car he naturally wants.

Don't sell him the car he has to be educated

  
to want. Sell him the car with the

You don’t have to"get
\Ve were in business 23

years ago and if you

should want an inter

changeable part 25

years from now we

A at” a BUDA very

1 often; but when on

~' do, you’ll apprecxate

. . . its exclusive

intend to be in busi
ness to supply in “get-at-aBleuess."

All the details are yours ifyou write to

BRANDENBURG & CO.
1108 S. MICHIGAN Avrz. 57TH AND BROAIHVAY Form Bcerxo

CHICAGO. NEW YORK CITY. harnorr.

  

 
 

 

 

 

  

Electric

Lighting and

Starting

The Champion

MERCER Light c...
\Vhen_ motor car efficiency, power, durability, and speed

are mentioned. all eyes focus on the Mercer.

Dncriflrr-z literature :01! an request.

MERCER C0. 700 Whitehead am

 

 

Trenton, N. .I.

1 If I L )—

 
 

  

Complete line of commercial vehicles—all type

bodies—special bodies designedL KisselKar Trucks

have excess capacity, reserve power. Low fuel cost

—sizes to give economical service under any con

ditions. _

1500 LbS., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Ton Trucks

KisselKar Service keeps down operating costs.

\Vrite for special truck catalog.

 
  

  

Kissel Motor Car (10., 159 Kissel Ave, Harllord, Wis.

 
 

Wrrto fi

Liferaiure :

 

   

 
 

  

Has Always Led

Ask us to tell you about the wonderful new pole

pieces and the Automatic Control Magneto.

THE ElSEMANN MAGNETO COMPANY

New York Detroit, Mich.

General and Sales Office 802 Woodward Ave.

225227 West 57th St.

Indianapolis, Ind.

514 N. Capitol Ave.

  

l m -‘--—1M

The Motor Lamps with Distinctive Features

There are no other motor lamps on the market with the advantaus °i

Solar Lamps. Solars are always exclusive in style and in quality. They 3"

the strongest lamps as well as the most effective.

In no other lamps can you obtain the Solar Special Short Focus Lead Glass

Lens Mirror Reflector—the atcnted system of double ray light projection Which

gives two distinct fields of ight for town and country use—or the new and ex

clusrve black finish with a metallic lustre which is unaffected by heat or morsturu

All of these features are exclusively "Solar."

Do not equi your car or specify equipment to the maker until you hi"

men all of the olar advantages. See Solars at any live dealer's or wflte f"

the catalog.

Solar: are made in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combinations.

Solar Lamps

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Kenosha, Wis. (137) New York City
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The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 

  

 
 

 

 (r

“Hyatt

Quiet

Bearings ”

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co. \

 

' DETROIT, MICHIGAN " i I" '

 
 

Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings._ They are

vastly superior and less expenstve 1n the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 91 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTIID

IIIE IIIINSIILIDATEII MANUFACTURING IIIIIIPAIIY. Talents, lllil

  

 
 

Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats
 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

so, have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

DGE & GRAVES CO.,
Ho Amesbury- Ma"
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1 Golden‘

Glow

Electric

Headlights

  

Tust what you need

or your high class

trade, Mr. Dealer. A

lamp that embodies every desirable

feature.

Write us today for special deal

er's proposition.

The Apple Electric Company

I8 N. CANAL S'l'.. DAYTON. 0II|0. U. S. A.

 

 

 

Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with ‘

HOUk (Dfiifl‘bflGuaranteed the Best in the Worla

Geo. W. Houl: Company

5003 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

 
 

 

 
 

Never Failing

Warning Device

Qoete Little to lay

Ooete Nothlng to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb-No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

G IJIl Strut Ill llllltll'l

- LONG III-AND OITY

Phil del hi 1416 Vine SL; Boston 109 Massachusetts Ave.‘ Illnee’ellq,70 5.0. IilthMSt. Bufl’alo, 852 Main bu Chicago. 1322 Miehll'ae Ava; In.

F ' , 544 Alan N Ave; Los Alielee, 1229 8. Olive 51.: Seattle, 9"Ei-‘Pniileugm Portland fare), 329 Ankeny 8L; Denver, 15th and Curtis h

iN’rF’ocxs
h__l

Double Your Mileage

and Stop Tire Trouble

Interlocks are complete inner tires—not inner

shoes—placed between the outer casi and

inner tube to strengthen the casing and protect

I the tube from punctures. They insure safety—

make new tires give twice the usual mileage,

and add 1000 to 5000 miles to old ones. Don't

, affect resiliency. Make your tires blow-out proof.

Car Owners and Dealers

write for our booklet giving facts about road

tests, prices, testimonials, and our 1913

proposition.

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO.

600 West 9th Street

AUBURN, IND.
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flinericanflxlea

Found Only on

High Grade Cars

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.

Cleveland, Ohio

   
 

Protect the Car With a_ llu_ll M

A SAFE, POSITIVE AUTO LOCKING Ill-IVNIE

Dealers, Here’s a Seller

' _The Bull Dog Auto Lock will prevent theft and joy

riding. Is simple in construction, strong, and will fit any

car with a sliding transmission.

Retail price, $2.50. Every car owner wants one. Get

our proposition, order a supply and see them move.

CONSOLIDATED MACHINE WORKS

6036 Wentworth Avenue Chicago, Illinois

  
 

 

  

  

  

  

We make gears as painstakingly

' as ball-bearings are made,_a_nd in

i sure perfect delivery by indiwdually

packing them as shown above.

Grant-Lees Gears

Each gear packed are the gears you’ve been look

In a box lug lor, Mr. Manulaetnrcr.

ualityvmade down‘to the finest detail—true "1 propor

tiog, tough, long-wearing, finely finished. I ‘

We specialize on gears._ Make them_in vast quantities.

Can guarantee deliveries in any quantities—and satisfac

tion.

  

  

Write for information.

The Grant-Lees Machine Co.

2360 Sixty-Ninth Street. Cleveland. Ohio

  

 

All Types of Radno Built.

Rebuilt and Repair d.

WeBuild lnclividualRadiators fbr

. ;. Car Owners.

\______A_____ _.4}___,* far-m.“

  

 

RAJAH

GIANT PLUG
Extra atronl and heavy. Perfectly all

ple—only (our parta, which are eaaily taken

apart for repaira or replacement. Only

higheat grade, imported, hard ire porce

laina uled. Minutely accurate, well finiahed

machine work. No thumb acrewa—a Mal:

Clip Terminal aupplied with every Phil.

Price, $1.50 poatpaid—the moat economlal

Plug made. Send for catalog.

nuan auro eurrur 00., Bloomfield, nu.

 

 

  

 

Jones Speedometers

measure speed by centrifugal force, which is

stable, fixed and unvarying for each speed.

The instruments are permanently accurate

because there is nothing to adjust, nothing to

balance, nothing to counterpoise, nothing to

compensate. ‘

THE JONES SPEEDOMETER

Broadway at 76th St.

PM“ { Buah Terminal, Brooklyn, N. Y.

New York

 
 

 

 

SAFETY and EFFICIENCY

is what you get with

BRAKES

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

Railroad and Bostwlck Avenues Irld'cport, Conn.

We also make Raymond Brakesi‘ Ra _bestos Friction Facing and Gyrcx'

t e ixer.

 

 

 

New Rochelle, N. Y.

SPLITDORF “TS” COILS, MAGNETOS and

“ Always There "

SPARK PLUGS form a trinity of ignition per

fection that every owner of a gasoline motor

should know about.

Write TODAY for new catalogue.

  

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. .I.

SPLITDORP ELECTRICAL C0.
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Buun _ The Kentucky Thoroughbred

_iI Buffalo Electrics “AMES 45”
“I mm 1 PLEASURE CARS TRUCKS _ Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

|I Model 29—Runabout - $2600 2000 Lb. ctr-"i. - $2200 “"2 (DY'mm) 9616-?" Stami—Ld.‘ Hand

If , I Model 30—Coupe - - 2900 4000 Lb. Challis - 2800 DY‘VEFuu Equll’mcnt— AmeSbu‘lt B°dm “"1

if]t°¥§£a§§§5dsi%%%“‘¥ii;ii
I Correspondence With Dealer: Solicited $135 most remarkable car value. B,ackcd by a repu

"m 9-“ 5‘1 ‘ ' tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

‘mm Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

Nous 1222 M _ St e t BUFFALO N Y hve agents. Send for catalog.
r e , . .sgo.lllinols "n AMPS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.

.— II

AT
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PM i

m till! ill

mt Olli

ml in P"

ta, allM

crew—1W1 i

ill 061 M I
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PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

m 4-44 0-00

suns sass. sam

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

 
 

 
  

  

~
SIX $5000

FOUR$165O
iNYBERC AUTOMOBILE WORKS

cmqu Bunch

mum mm." Ava.

  

Electric 5mm

Electric Lights

  

than: Flzlul'!

hsnsnoop. Tell. r.

 
   

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

MOTORCYCLES

THE BICYCLING WORLD

AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

WILL INTEREST YOU

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AT

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

$2.00 Per Year Specimen Copier Gratzr

 

  

 

  

  

THE ULTIMATE OAR

(KNIGHT TYPI IOTOI)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhsrd and Minerva.

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dcalsrs in 125 Cities

  

 

    

Hook up with ,0

£021.15 1

Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

‘ six cylinder Touring Car, five passenzer oonvortiblo to
COIe SIXty seven passenger. 132-1110]: wheel base. Deloo electric

lighting, starting and ignition. 82485

' four cylinder Touring Car~ five passenger convertible
COIe loseven. 122-inch wheel base, Dolco system. 81985

four cylinder Touring Car five pamnzer, 116-lnch
COIe Forty wheel base. Delco system. $1685

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer’s propoaition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Hook up With (Z Li;

I‘llWilllllllllllllillllllllllllllhii III“ = NH ' " llllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllIll|IllllllllIlll|Ill|ll|lllll|llllIllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllfl

I . ‘ 60-6 sis-cylinder, fully e nipped with

t!

  

 

_eicctnc starter and i 2750

Five-passenger Touring r.. 1415

‘ Two-passenger Roadster..... H75

I The same chassis;1 ils used for both

Cmo s.
Wide-awake Idealers [rite for dell

ers YO Osltlon

CUTTING BOTOR CAR CO.

W Motor

Cars ;|
                  

 

                 

| Wiliiiiflimmiiiili IIIII"""IIIIIIIIIIIIIII||I
            

 

W

II lllllllllllllllllll I

    
 

 

'llllllll IIII
llllllllnmmmnnllll
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Price

Complete

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and lgniter

Lights, dime and extinguish" all in lumps on

the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stern oi acetylene turtle. Direct

control. Alwnyl within eny reach

  

Convenient

Sale

Dependable

Write lor bookle' nnd dealer diucountn.

THE 6. C. A. MANUFACTURING C0., Piltslield, Mnss.

Sole Licenled Manufacturers for the United Stnten.
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Be Prenared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITCHELL AIR GAUGE

' ~‘ u ‘ Lu...v.n;

. - h-Q ' 451’ -.'. ' " won't» ‘ "m ~10“

“Tire Insurance for $1.00"

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easily read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHFLL GAUGE C0.

1202 Michigan Avenue Chicago. nllnoln

 
  

 

WE MAKE THE BEST

  

[

ii; 1‘

lwililllrw wig;

A n y It I n d . Clincher

Every lllnil (1. ll.

Sto c It , o r Demountable

to Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and l'lube.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 60.. Sales Agents, Detroit

 

 

 
 

Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

——others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to.

The Reliance book, “Ignition and

Sparl- Plug Talk," tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

JEFFERY DEWITT C0.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, lleh.

Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

  

 
 

  

__ NEWTONE

 

 
  

“The Horn That Warns”

For Etliclency Get a

Newtone Superior

Not only the cheapest but. the beat

Send for catalogue anyway

It will interest you

 

 

 
 

  

4 .

.. No.4.

“CTANDARD” WHEELS
FOR PLEASURE OR COMMERCIAL CARS

One Passenger to 16 Tons Capacity

Fund for Catalog No. 15

 

 

 

 

STANDARD WHEEL COMPANY,Ten-eHaute, Ind.
 

 

 

 

Save Tires—Save Fuel—Save Car. Make cars

easier riding and easier drivmg. Stronger than

any other practical wheel.

THE MCCUE (10., Bulialo, N- Y“
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'= = The Chicago Electric

f It’otwgr, coursing angaegtcep'trignal btesutydjre thrzle oi the _ , _

I" .3&5“; by that complete eguigg‘ggf "WY v us- “ A beautiful and classm equipage that

STAVER LINE stands unchallenged in point of con

Staver “45"—5 Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . ..E51875 ' '

Staver “55"—-4 Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . ..ii2250 Structlonal aChlevement°

Staver “55”—5 Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . ..152250

Staver "65"—6 Cly., 6 Pass. Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . ..152750

We ofl‘er an especially liberal proposition to dealers. Write us. C00

3606 South Morgan Street, Chicago

76th and Wallace Streets, Chicago, Illinois

*—

 

  

 

Sarah and Lacledo A

 

_1¢r»-si <

= \UILT To LAST

 
 

  

Our agency pro osition

interest you.

VOL

rite for it.

DORRIS MOTOR CAR C0.

St. Louis, Mo.

  

  

 

Lam photomvure of

the above cut for

“finance 14c in stamps.

The Mannori "32 "

M cylinders. 33-40 hp.

184-eh wheelbase, electric

ypes to meet

"Orr requirement snd com

Imndlnl sqmmm_

82, 850 to $4, 100

NORDYKE &

 

INDIANAPOLIS

 

Detailed lniorrnation on Request.

(Established 1851)

 
 

Literature upon request.

RUTINBIR IMO! CO., Infill. u

"The Easiest Riding Carin The World"

The Man-non “48 "

St: c linden. 48-80 hp. l6

lnch ivbeelbue, electric stut

lnl and lighttnl system, lefl- _

hsnd drive. center control. ,7 _ _‘

nirksl trimmings, with body .

types to meet every Mulrs' ,

ment and correspond—

in: equipment—

35,000 to $6.350

MARMON CO. 7

lNDlANi}

Is responsible for the success of alarzenm

jority of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial cars. They Will bear yourlnvesti

gntion before the purchase of any type of car.

 
 

  

 

 "SixtY Years of Successful Manufacturing“

/

.cUVER'p

COVERT TRANSMISSI

cause they are designed

quainted with every requ

car transmission.

For Commercial Vehicles of from 500

capacity.

For Pleasure Cars of from 20 to

60 H. P.

Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office — Detroit, Michigan

 
 

  

Transmissions

COVERT

Factory —- Loelrport , N. Y.  

 
 

l 913

America ’s First Car—

after twenty years of continuous successful manufacturing

—Still It ’s Foremost

Wide Line of Models

made by Specialists.

ONS GIVE perfect service, be

and built by _men thoroughly ac

irement that is made by a motor

to 10.000 pounds

 

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO.,

 

 
 

Climbs s 50% rude—Friction Transmission

snd number 0 speeds. Five modelo—Irlse.

  

  

  

 

Kokomo, Ind.

CARTERCAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michigan
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GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went across

the dealer's counter. Get the details and you will surely order.

G. WALKER GILMER, JR.,

52 W. Seventh Street PHILADELPHIA

  

 

 

 

’ i s gaAnll LN G s

‘YlvsURANCE FOR BUILDERA/VD US’ER"

RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO I42 WEST 4‘2"!) ST. NEWYORK

  

 

 

\ DEALERS — READ THIS

American Kore H A E S ‘ We have a plan to help on Rll more care. Our

AdrefillerlOtoiOpereenLlllhtertliauanY J

other tire filler. A big propoaition tor dealera Ibo

are on the alert tor more and better buaineae.

Write for detaila.

AMERICAN KUSHION KORE TIRE CO.

Bufl’alo, New York \

Assassin.2:.:°:.:s=:sn’s‘sssfSend for blue-prints and specifications— “minim”! It “cc- Get the hull!

or consult our engineering department. Harm.“ _ Yount C°_ K'flfufz'afl'

HESS SPRING AND AXLE COMPANY 1788 Broadwa . NEW YORK

Cum-n, Ohio ‘ 301 Abbott Bulldln , or. Broad and Rate It;

a;

PHILA ELPHIA. PA.

 

  
 

Morz Cushion Tim

For Plenum Care and

Light Delivery Cara

.-¢- : D Sendlotflookletil

Ht... M. .m.‘ M. mmu Tire “a new Co
wlll help you to Increase your bualneeo while beno

tttlnz your euatomera. We will send any reaoon

alble dealer a our on 30 daye' trlnl Write now.

 
  

~'.'.-' m \

Auto-T0p Fabrics";

  

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION :

SAMPLES mtmcns ON REQUEST :

  

   

Kr , \ v " D—Sheen undernnndco. bani" 0‘5“!

Good Azenta war-ted tor unoccupied territory. L J I Boston ’ C-Sn “\laNkbrtlgtS
'7 I o n r 1 . RON' OHIOmm mm 0000s 00., Niagara Falls. n. Y. . ' ’ . -;<'.~.< 1" . . , ,. _ .a Dam-“WWW” A“

Savioeflhd-hflhibllw
paqu 1 m an ohwvmon.

  

 

Look at" our new middle name

PENgSYLVANlA. \

VACUUM cu ‘IRES J
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette, Pa.

  

Know the Heat of

Your Motor While Driving l

IlllJIETII CEL, In. 904 ILS. Rallm Bldg" l'lm

I an St., I.Y.; Bhlcm lunch, 1312 llleilua Mt.

TREAD

Tln- Tiro})(' I. ‘vl'

 
  

 

  

 

i For anything in sheet metal that goes onto l

k an automobile all: the

AKRON, omo. ‘ H M i t ' c ;

Thia name on Automobile Tires and Rubber ‘ ‘

Aeeeaaoriee ei ifiea inherent qualitiea of material

and workmanfiip that inaure the maximum7of { Dgtrolt Mlchl‘an

tarps! llsm 0! Shut Natal in the World

 

J. M.

Shock Absorbers

W'ritl far Baa/ill! U'

llaln Mllee and Factory

210 S. 17th St., PHIL

Other Branchea: Boston.

New York. Chicago,

Rocheater, Bnfl'alo, Pim

burgh, Baltimore. “(aph

ingtori and leading cities.

aerviee at the minimum of expense.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron, Ohio

  

 

 

.,"THI MASTER OAR" SIXTEENTH YEAR

8 Oyl. BO H- P" $5,000 ‘- Oyl. 85 H. P" $4,800

4 Cyl- 85 H. P" 84,000

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.T.

  

 

Mr Dea1er, Look over our “For Sale, Want and Exchange” columns. You'vvill

' ' surely find some where among those annoucements a buying oppoflunltY"

a straight line to something you want now. Remember that 8,000 other readers are doing the

same thing—5,000 of them dealers. All of them intensely interested in the automobile industrY

This means a live selling opportunity that costs mighty little.

 

 

rr-flfifim:“fi‘s'ii2g

s§4-—§

27$
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A_ll Acknowledge the Necessity of

Weed Chains

In one of those friendly after-lunch

eon, get-together arties at a well

known city club, e even men drifted

on to the subject of the dangers of

skidding. With a single exception

each of the eleven owned an automo

bile, and each had a skidding erperi

ence to relate, and each felt that his

particular predicament was the most

sensational and startling.

While nearly all had experimented with

the various ao-cnlled anti-skid tires, and

acknowledged their possible advantages

when new—yet when it came right down

to “Brass Tacks," there wasn't a single one

in the crowd but admitted that for sure

results, for the absolute elimination of

every possibility of skidding, nothing

oven approximated Weed Chains,

and nothing took theirplace. Every one of

the ten owners carried at least one pair of

Weed Chains in his car.

Gowhere you will, put the question to any

assembly of automobile owners you like and

the verdict will always be the same—“We

can’t get along wilhuut them."

Weed China are nnivenally acknowledged to be

lire only anli-lhld device that can be ablolntaly re

lied upon a! all time: and under all road condition.

Weed Chains
Insure perfect control and sale, comfortable driving

Don't foolishly pride yourself on taking

chances in order to prove your bravery, or

to demonstrate your ability as a driver.

Weed Chains are an absolute neces

sity on both rear tires and to doubly guard

yourself against accidents and to make

steering comfortable and easy, put them

on thefront wheels too. They cannot injure

tires because “they creep"—oceupy very

little space when not in use—applied in a

moment without the use of a jack or

other tool.

Talre recaution now mm 13;; kggyéifif’

the peril there in in driving your car over my,

IDWP)’. snow covered roads and pavements.

Why not fully equip your car today With

Chalna for your own protection and {or the

aalety of other road users.

Recommended and sold by all reputable dealer!

WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP C0.

28 Moore Street New Yorlt

Manufactwred in Canada by

  

  

 

Head Office: 4 Park Avenue, Montreal. Canada

i;

. . i . ' i0

THE DOMINION CHAIN COMPANY. Ltd. i

    

TIMESsonuro co.

  

N E W YORK CHICAGO

1710-1718 1210 to 1212

BROADWAY MICHIGAN AVE.

CARS Al From

D CARS

MOTORS 206. I0 506.

BODIES on ‘he

EVERY

ACCESSORY We Are the Largest Dealers

lnlheWorldlnNewandUsed ,

Cars and Factory Cleanups

 

  

AUTOMOBILE

@119 iilusli 1Rt-ihit1tnr

THE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

 
 

 

M ETZ “SPEOIAL” $445

lately equipped, fully guaranteed. 22% 8.?"

4-eylin er water-cooled motor B magneto. Ar

tillery whaela. but quality M'sl' clincher urea.

Makea 5 to 50 milea per hour on the high apoed, 28

to 32 milea on i l. oi gaaohne. You can occur:

“EL%SIVE SA E in your territory. Sand for

Boo “ ."

MIT! COMPANY, Walthnm, "can" U. 8- A.
 

Tonea down headlight. for

city driving and tom

nlghtl—an auto noceulty.

Price 75¢. per pair. Sell

llke hot cakes. Dealara.

aecure the agency qulck.

F. H. TOBIAS

[931 Broadway, New York

  

 

 

The Sluiz llas a Poweriul Motor—

' ick u on any road or bill at the touchbilih‘e'lltllii’ottlep It has attained a record lecdnd

to none for consistent performance.

Write today for advaiice_booklet A-iS, Sturdy

STUTZ Announcement, Series B.

IDEAL MOTOR CAI COMPANY, lndianapolis. Ind.

  

 

  

u.s.rn.orr|ce

a -_ _ ’— to! engine.

Mn do Pings coax maximum power on

EIHT‘ZROSSIAN COIPANY. Iir.. New York and Delrall

 

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

5 ed“ Design for Iver!

prpe of Motor Mad.

CATALOG IAILED ON REQUEST

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY

 

  

The Economy

oi Quality

(111' you are going to sell your car

in a few days, you can use any old

oil and let the other fellow pay

the subsequent repair bills.

{But if you expect to run your

car three thousand miles further—

iNVADER.

OIL,

will save you money and give you

a better car to sell—or keep.

(LInvader Oil may cost a little

more to buy—but it’s by far the

cheapest oil to use.

i-o-c GEAR OIL
Formerly invader Gear Oil

“Puts Noisy Gears to Sleep ”

is the only oil manufactured es

pecially and exclusively for the

lubrication of automobile trans

mission gears.

(LVVrite for descriptive booklet

and prices.

lNVADER on.COMPANY

(Lessees of Charles F, Kellom & Co.)

80 Broad Street New York

PHILADELPHIA BOSTON WASHINGTON

 

 
 

  

  

TOLEDO. OHIO

 
 

 

 

‘~‘I.I Wiadonl Saves

Tune and loan
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50 IO 75%

or YOUR warm EXPENSE

  

-' - icoquLz'EE

5 ~:
\. a“ i I

iEOLDiIam /

The nozzle with automatic shut-off. fits end

of hose. prevents waste. saves time. money and

fuel. When warm water is used only exact

amount necessary is heated, as no water is

wasted and over one-half of the fuel bill is

saved besides insuring full supply at all times.

If water is supplied on measured service

this nozzle will positively save you from 50 to

75% of your water bills.

 

FITS ANY 3—4 INCII IIOSI'I [ LASTS FOR YEARS
 

Money Back it Not Satislied

 

PRICE $4.00

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

THE B-l. SALES COMPANY, Not Inc.

401 Monadnock Block. Chicago, Ill.

 
 

  

“The de-aadofliedayhthatan er'aaiationahallbe

jadaedbyih product aallaot by whatitelai-a for itself"

Keepthia in mind when you examine than I’ll models

wanna auo amen

30-40 Fore-door Roadster, llé~inch wheel [use R1700

34-40 S-passenger, Fore-Door Touring Car

116-inch wheel hase . DC. 1 . . $1700

44-50 S-passenger, Fore - car In - onneau

lZi‘inch wheel base . . . . . . '1975

44-50 7-passenger, Fore‘Door Touring Car

121~inch wheelbase . . . . . . 2000

44-50 Battleship Roadster, nil-inch wheel base 2150

61-50 I'passenger, Fore-Door inmusine

lZl-inch wheelbase . . '3050

Advance Catalog 'on Redirect

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

IIWn-ntoo lrlarr ozrnon', men.

Permanence" for Life‘

  
 

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for

Sheet Metal

Stampings

The Bossert Company

UTICA, N. Y.

   

 
 

 

CONTINENTAL

Six Cylinder—Unit Power Plant

Three Point Suspension

The Continental “Six”

is maintaining, on the road

at this minute, the good

name made by our four

cylinder types.

Built to accommodate

any type of self-starter

now made. Suitable for

right or left hand drive.

4 and 6 cylinders

10 g. 70 n, p_ Write for booklets.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.

Factory Representative, K. F. PETERSON

122 S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago

  

Showing simple and

eflicient chain drive

for starting motor.

 

 

 

 

Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension
High Grade Only

Cleveland, Ohio

 

 
 

 

 
  

 

 

"Built [or m "Guaranteed

go? 4

AS A WARM IIANO WHEEL DEALER

You will reap generous profits from easily made

sales all over your territory. Every car owner

who drives in winter will want this device as

soon as he sees it. Write for Details.

THE WARM HAND STEERING WHEEL CO.

527 Filth Ave” New York

 
 

NATIONAL Compound

Mixer and Primer

maltea any oar start easier in cold weather; adds

10 to 40% to power and mileage. Simple, eaall!

installed, arauteed eflectrve on any motor. Got

details an price.

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO., Kalamazoo, Mich.

 

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTI'IEL 6: DALY

42 Broadway new YORK

 

 

The Ford Water Circulator

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter if

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-MCCUTCHAN CO.

L 1148 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO. ILL

 

 

 

 

 

NON-CARBON STARTER

The Starter Mich Really Starla

Th f l St I Fmakees.'ué?r:illiliied siliief'md°'1‘ii‘giie'{.°lia‘sf °£i$§

Dealers given exclusive territory.

IMPERIAL SALES 00., Tiffin, Ohio

  

 

Reo lg Fifth

Final and crowning achievement of R.
pioneer designer of Autos. A standard of; Joflwt'o.

35 horsepower four-cylinder car of modern refina

ments, priced at only $1,095.

R. M. OWEN & CO., General Sales Agents

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Iansing. Mich.

 
 

 

 

 

 
  

TllE SELIJEN TRUCK—$2000
Sold on Time Payment Plan

Best Agent's Proposltlon Ever Offered

Selden Truck Sales to. "8 hm“
I Rochester, N. Y.

QUICK IALEfl—BIO PROFIT. FOR DEALERO

Here is an accessory that will not ta th
shelf. it sells on sight. 3 y on :

MARVEL STEAM VULOANIZER

Automatic, therefore safe for rubber. Uaea al~

cohol or gasoline. Low priced. Send for aalel

plan and sample Vulcanizer.

"If MARVEL AUTOMOBIUI SUPPLY CO.,lIG lollm It. Cleveland, ll.

 

 

-~...;..... mil};—
MAGNETO \."W

NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

Highest Efficiency—Good Service Guaranteed

 

  

_TIIE SIMS MAGNET" fill. H
 

 

RELIANCE

"The Speedometer

ol Quality”

Speclal Ieatnres that eliminate

speedometer troubles. Send

lor the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 [Hot St. Boston, In“;

 

 

 

 

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING 00-. Buffalo. N. Y.

 

 

 

 

  

  

ARE THE BEST 1

“Rosecrans-c0
server-incl.)er

$117123.

 

 

 

sighs; t' 8,
e|_i réfail‘g

Iain-tron

Signallln$
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Blow-out repairs

that outlast the tire.

The only way to make durable blow-out repairs economically is to rein

force the tire With fabric applied to the inside. fill the hole through the tire

With Para gum, then apply heat both to the inside and outside. This method

avoids cutting away and wasting a lot of expensive tread stock, requires a

minimum of .fabric and makes a repair that is stronger than the tire. Any

one can use it because the work is all straightforward, requiring no special

experience. One set of forms fits all sizes of tires. No extra moulds required.

  

 

 

 

g ,

iFITlFOIDllllli R v I

,. 5 l-IZI\E eam u canizer

VULOAMZLR The Shaler is the cnly steam vulcanizer that i "

‘ _ _ . permits using the approved wra ed
is: rubber. is. tread method as it is the only one that applies heat to the inside and outside of appir

need. Sail: t cL is simultaneously. It makes perfect blow-out repairs.

ll..lill|lnl.lill _ To make it complete as a garage equipment it is rovidcd with a tube 1 t 4 ' O

_ inches that will mend six tubes as quickly as one. D p a e k 3

" i The boiler, a conical copper coil. heated by a powerful gas or gasoline burner, raises

steam so quickly that you can profitably heat the Shaler even if you only have a tube

"i puncture to mend.

",ism‘ lli' _ The essential Shaler feature of _a thermostat to hold the temperature at the vulcaniz- Free—a tire bar“!ka for

.4 ing degree automatically makes it impossible to overheat a tire. Simply light the repairmen

[m mm burner, and steam is raised to the correct pressure and held there indefinitely. W _

R W Price of the com let fi _ _ ( _ r _ me today on your letterhead for
Mm W p e out t, including all attachments for tube and casing work. $40. a copy of -Common Sense About Tire

"mil R6£Qlf$.':dlt COIIIJtaiHS a lot of money

ii‘ig - ma ing 1 eas at out the most rofit
i J C- As CO., Fourth St” Waupun, WIS- able part of the repair business?

II', ‘

iLlANil ' \

hawP

m“: “WHITNEY” Chains

 

  

‘Mkl

Wit . . . .
as h E call your attention here to "Whitney" Cotter Detachable

ntSL I"l . . . i _

/ Chains as the most practical chains ever ofiered for motor

vehicles. They have made a record for themselves which

no other Detachable Type has approached.

This Cotter Pin feature is so practical and necessary that it

calls for little detailed explanation. The illustrations tell their own

story, proving that this form of construction is logical and neces

sary for chain equipped motor vehicles. This Cotter Detachable

Chain can be taken apart at any link and lengthened, shortened or

repaired without the use of any special tool, as the Cotter Pin can

be removed with pliers, screw driver or any sharp pointed instru

ment. The use of “\Vhitney” Cotter Detachable Chains assures

the builder, owner and driver of commercial vehicles uninterrupted

service on account of the ease of repair.

"Whitney" Chains are made from steel best adapted for the

purpose, carefully hardened and calculated to reelst the most wear,

while in the matters of machining and assembling the utmost care

is exercised and thorough inspections and tests characterize each

process of manufacture. Their future service._ however, depends

upon the accuracy of sprockets, care, lubrication, alignment and

adjustment, for the best chain in eXistence. cannot Withstand the

evil influence of improper conditions and give best results.

\Vrite for our illustrated catalog which shows top and side

views of each size of all Roller chains manufactured by us.

“ Whitney ” Chains Are Built for Strains

The Whitney Manufacturing Co.

\c HARTFORD, CONN. J
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HY PAY from $5.00 to $15.00 to have

' the \Nater Jacket or Radiator of Auto

repaired when for $1.00 you can get a large

tube of “FIRELESS SOLDER" that will

positively do the trick without removing the

engine or radiator from the frame. Send

21.00, money order or bill, and a regular

150 tube with testimonials will be

promptly sent, charges prepaid. \VAUSEO

CHEMICAL COMPANY, Wauseon, Ohio.

PUNCTUREFIX.

RIDE ON AIR.

Is the new liquid that you put in your inner

tubes, and when tire is punctured it seals

it automatically without the loss of any

air.

It increases the mileage of your tires 100

per cent; it positively will not freeze or

get hard and will retain its etiiciency for

ever.

Territory open for agents.

EUREKA PUNCTL'REFIX CO.

142 Pike St. Corington, Ky.

ARGAIN for quick buyer—Forced to

sell immediately my automobiles. \Vill

sacrifice Oldsmobile, I911 Model, seven

passenger, specially built for owner, and

Oldsmobile, 19l1 Roadster, four seater, two

rear seats detachable. absolutely like new;

also Mitchell, 1910 Model, seven passenger

auto. good as new. Above cars are fully

equipped, in perfect running condition, and

have been very little used. \Vill demon

strate. JOSEPH BRONSTEIN, 1265

Broadway, New York City.

 

A WONDERFUL BARGAIN.

OUR l-TON GARFORD TRUCK IS

NOT ADAPTED TO OUR BUSINESS;

THEREFORE \NE WILL SELL IT AT

A BARGAIN; COST $2.350; SELLING

PRICE $500 IF TAKEN QUICK; IN

PERFECT RUNNING ORDER; YOU

CAN'T AFFORD TO PASS THIS UP.

THE ROYCE LAUNDRY CO., SPRING

FIELD, MASS.

PEERLESS LINING DYE

For dyeing the inside of all cloth tops

and curtains. Makes faded, stained and

grease spotted linings a black uniform

color. Ask your dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, 0.

ACHINE Shops and Garages—Our

\VELD-IT-ALL machines will weld

perfectly any broken casting that has a

melting point. Full particulars on Oxy

Acetylene welding machines sent on re

ceipt of your address. Every machine fully

guaranteed. H. D. Prose & Co., W'ichita,

Kansas.

APPLY Boyer's Automatic Refinisher to

your automobile today. Tomorrow it

will look as though it just came from the

factory. Finest thing in the world for dull

hoods. Easily applied with cheesecloth.

Particulars free. Boyer Chemical Labora—

tory Co., State and Michigan Streets, Chi

cago. III.

()R SALI‘I—Two \\'illiams’ Vulcanizin

Kettles. in first-class condition. C. L.

POST, 86 Gay St., Stamford, Conn.

 

a|rmn|~ - i r- "M u m "u ..n u'lunr I Illlfllmllll'ltllvlullmllllu‘fl‘ A" I I‘

l .vam
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lScenis per line of‘si xwordstash wilhorden

g- ln caprials25 cents perlme -

A market place where Dealera, Jobbera and

Manufacture" may buy, aell or trade uaed eara,

part: and appliancea and where help or aitua

tioua may be aecured at a nominal cost.

ILL exchange well secured first mort

gage on Forida property bearing 6

per cent interest for automobile. \\'rite for

particulars, 21 Broad St., Milford, Conn.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

For leather. rubber and pantasote tops

and curtains. Softens the top and renews

the finish. Ask your dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

ANTED—Gas engine expert; man

familiar with carbureters. fair talker,

to travel with manager and demonstrate;

$30.00 week. Apply to Mr. GIBBS, The

Engineering Agency, Inc., 1662 Monadnock

Bldg, Chicago, Ill.

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING

For mohair, duck and canvas automobile

tops and curtains. Waterproofs leaking

tops. Makes old tops a uniform color. Ask

your dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.
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QR SALE—Overland car; will sacrifice

if taken at once; am going to Europe

and have no further use for same. Inquire

HAUST'S CONFECTIONERY, 643 Grand

St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

   

MAILING LISTS AND STATISTICS

.Owners or dealers; any state, county or

city; weekly and monthly supplements at

lowest prices. Special lists of Electrics,

Trucks, Fords, Studebakers, Overlands, etc.

MOTOR LIST CO. OF AMERICA

230 News Arcade Des Moines, Iowa.

OR SALE—Stoddard—Dayton taxicab

body in good condition. A bargain at

$125.00. C. A. BURDETT, Hornell, N. Y.

FOR SALE—45 HP. foreign Fiat, double

chain drive, semi-speedster, two passen

ger, run about 1,000 miles. New tires and in

excellent mechanical condition. Price

$2,500.00, or will exchange. C. L. WHIT

ING, 591 East Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

LANT FOR SALE CHEAP—Suitable

for auto bodies (especially limousine)

and accessories. Power, lights, water, dry

kilns, sprinklers, sidetracks, abundant stor

age. A. J. PHILLIPS CO., Fenton, Mich.

 

 
 

‘—
An ad. like this

will cost you 90c.

{or each insertion.

 
 

  

:%

These columns ofier you an op

portunity to appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers whose merchan

dising taste is being cultivated

 
 

:%
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UTOMOBILE salesman wanted on first

class car, large commissions given.

Apply to C. & C. AUTO CO., 1293 Bedford

Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.

CADILLAC 1911,

$675—5-passenger; top, windshield, slip cov

ers, Prest-O, speedometer, extra shoes and

tubes; entirely new; any demonstration.

DUKE, 57 East 108th St., New York.

MANUFACTURING.

We have complete facilities for making

your automobile accessories, electrical or

mechanical devices, drop forgings, stamp

ing or machined parts. Correspondence

solicited.

CENTURY TELEPHONE CONSTRUC

TION CO.,

Buffalo, N. Y.1738 Elmwood Ave.

will purchase five-ton Couple

Gear Electric Truck, recently

overhauled and in fine shape. All tires in

erfect condition recently applied. KNOWL

ON WAREHOUSE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

URAL Parcels Post Delive Car—Any

_ party with capital and pus interested

in placing one on the market, correspond

wrt E. P. COWLS, Sparta, Mich.

 

 

  

lScenis perline of“six wordscash wilhorden

- ln CODllOlS.2500lllS pcrline -

A market place where Dealers, Jobber: and

Manufacturers may buy. sell or trade used cars.

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

UTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground.

new pistons and rin s fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST RON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

OR SALE—Brush car, in good running

order, complete, with top, extra tire and

full equipment of tools; at a bargain. Ad

dress P. ]ONAS, 780 Delaware Ave., Mil

waukee, Wis.

$400 BUYS, COST $1,000

Atterbury truck, 1912, half ton, panel top.

hard tires, chain drive; sold because owner

bought larger capacity. DUKE, 57 East

108th St., New York.

0 EXCHANGE—Mitchell Model G and

lot in thriving town of Ashdown, Ark.

for Buick roadster, 1911 or 1912 model, or

other make as good. Address LOCK BOX

583, Pittsfield, Ill.

 
  

 

 
  

’2:

m0? Weekly to the highest degree by

fit our articles on “Wide Awake

rchl Merchandising.” Look at the

jvll Cost as shown in the margins. Mrmm.

FLTJZFJQZZZZZ
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ARE YOU in need of an additional help

m any department 0 your business?

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

. hand apparatus of any kind or do you want
 
to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it IS desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

BROKEN Cylinders and Crankcases—

Send them to be made good as new at

fraction of redplacement cost. Scored cyl

inder repaire , $12. No new piston and

rings required because bore is not enlarged.

Where cylinders are worn (not scored from

loose wrist pin) reboring is only remedy.

We do it expertly. Write for com lete in

formation and estimates. WATE BURY

WELDING COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full articu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, OOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

UTO LISTS, owners etc., of any State.

5. H. CARROLL, in. Albany. N. v.

 

 

YLINDERS reground. Pistons fitted.

Prompt shipments. HAUBER AUTO

MOBILE WORKS, St. Marys. Pa.

ORD OWNERS—Our spare demount

able wheel cures tire trouble on the

road. Attention, Doctors. Write, AN

GIER'S. Streator, Ill.

ORA REPAIR PARTS—We have ur-

chased the repair business of the ora

Cars, including all stock on hand, drawings,

patterns, jigs, office records and the right to

receive the mail of the company. Owners

of Mora Cars will save considerable time

by placing their orders for parts directly

with us. We have in stock repair parts for

all models. PHILADELPHIA MACHINE

WORKS, 67 Laurel St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ELDING—Cylinder crank case and

crank shaft welded, cylinders re

bored, $7.00 to $11.00 a cylinder, including

piston and rings. STERLING ENG. CO.,

331-333 S. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.

  

  

ROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders.

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St..

Rahway. N. J.

FOR SALE—Garage, equipment and busi

ness at Hobart, Okla, county seat of

5,000, two railroads, prosperous and grow

ing agricultural section surrounding.

Weather and roads such that everybody

uses the auto the year round. No tie up for

snow and ice. Come or write. D. A.

SCOTT, Hobart, Okla.
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“PIONEERS”

THE HESS- BRIGHT MANUFACTU RING

COMPANY

Pioneers in the introduction of

Annular Ball Bearings

Most extensive Resources and Plants

in existence exclusively for Ball Bearing

manufacture.

Enlarging and improving facilities—

product and capacity for distribution.

Main Offices and Plan! No. 2 :

On Line of Pennsylvania R. R. to New York

Front St. and Erie Ave.

Philadelphia, Penna.
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STOCK CHAMPION  

 

v . ms"; copy

TWO dollars a year

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPION

\

500 miles

running

average

81.72

miles per

hour

Your Guarantee of Quality and Reliability

T is you who profit most by our accu

mulated experience of years of unex

celled success with National cars. Our

victories live forever in the character of

Your car and the way it is built.

National Motor Vehicle Co.

mpmmrous

Electric Starter—Electric Lights

Center Control —Left Side Drive

 
 

FIVE MODELS

$2250 to $3400

Five Passen er

Touring ar
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The 'l‘rullnult Hartford Shock Absorber allows

the spring full, norm-:11 play—about 5 inches.

WhenYou Buy a Shock

—tou\nOwwsoSS

  

sorber

Get the Onginal-Not anImitation

There is only one principle upon which to construct

a rm/ shock absorber. That principle has exclusive

application in the 'I‘ruflault-Hartford.

The Truffault-Hartford contiols spring action posi

tively, but unlike others, without limiting the

normal, necessary full play of the spring.

Full play is only Ufair play” if you expect from

your springs that flexibility which insures comfort.

Full play is no! free play. Spring expansion

beyond a certain point is dangerous, discomfort

ing, damaging. -

Full play is assured—free play is prevented—and

comfort is certain if your car is equipped with the

Trufi'ault-Hartford—the original shock absorber

and the only one met/zauz'ra/ly rig/:1.

Trufiault'-Hartford equipment on YOUR car means

exactly what it means on the cars of 25 leading

manufacturers who include it as regular factory

equipment—freedom from jolt, jar and vibration;

ability to ride any road in ease; absolute protection

against spring breakage; more tire mileage and

a material reduction in cost of upkeep.

Five Models — Automatic $60— Standard $50—

Intermediate $40 —— Junior $25—Juniorette $15,

per set of four respectively.

1 l’rl'lr for our mhz/ogue.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO., Edw. V. Hartford, Pres.

Office and Works, Jersey City, N. J. Branch Offices and Dealers Everywhere

Manufacturers of Hartford Self Starter

[1"11175all
 flarflbrd

 

SHOCK ABSORBER
The Pioneer Shock Absorber
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DEALERS!

AN IMPORTANT

SELLING ARGUMENT

  

  

 

Features that will enhance the value of your ,cars in the eyes

ot your customers are important selling arguments for you.

if your cars are equipped with R. l, \'. Bearings you have a

decided selling advantage in the opportunity a'll'orded to inform

your customers ot this tact.

Nearly everyone knows that R. .1. Y. Ball Bearings are a dis~

tinct sign of merit. They indicate to the prospective purchase-r

that your factory are buyers of quality products in equipping

their cars.

R. 1. Y. Bearings are recognized all over the worldas the last

word in QUALITY Ball Bearings. Is it not, therefore. to your

interest to say that your cars are equipped with bearings whose

prestige will help your salesmen in disposingof them? ”

R. I. v. COMPANY

Imported ‘ 1771 Broadway

Since 1904 NEW YORK
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Fedders Radiators
  

In producing an all-round efficient car, latter day

engineers take no chances on parts that will “lay

down” under hard work. )

Inefficiency of a part is not blamed on the maker

of it—but on the maker of the car.

Fedders Radiators are standard on a

large line of America’s best known

cars and trucks that are making good.

Fedders radiators cannot clog—the square tube

design makes this impossible. They cannot boil,

under correct working conditions, because all four

sides of each tube are surrounded by water—free

circulation and ample cooling are insured.

In case of injury, the damaged tube or tubes can

be immediately replaced right in the garage—n0

time lost and money wasted in sending the whole

radiator back to the factory.

Fedders radiators are made of copper—the best

heat conductor known among the baser metals.

\Ve specialize on square tube design but we have

ample facilities to build in large or small quantities

over your specifications. Our engineering depart

ment is at your disposal.

FEDDERS MANUFACTURING WORKS

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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F Or 11‘. Toledo

Comp/deliv Equippsd

N ten years the world’s automobile pro

duction increased 8,000 per cent. But in

six years Overland sales have increased nearly

10,000 per cent. This phenomenal popu

larity is the greatest proof in the world that

in the Overland you get more car for less

money than any other manufacturer can give.

For example—study the specifications

given above.

Catalog on request. Please address 'Dept. 50

The Willys-Overland Co., Toledo, Ohio
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LOCK MAKERS ASK COURT T0

PROTECT “YALE” TRADEMARK

Declare Two Accessory Dealers Over

stepped Bounds in Marketing a

Lock Buckle—Value Good

will at Million Dollars.

Having spent 40 years and thousands of

dollars- in building up a trade prestige

about the name “Yale” as applied to locks,

it is quite natural that the Yale & Towne

Mfg. Co., of Stamford, Conn., should frown

on any attempt by others to place the name

“Yale"~on any but Yale & Towne locks;

and that it is prepared to spend still more

money in upholding its claim to the name

is indicated in suits which it filed this week

in the United States District Court for the

Southern District of New York against the

General Automobile Supply Co., inc., and

Frederick Ray. F. Arthur Haines and Dan

iel R. Smith. who are known in the metro

politan accessory trade as Smith-Haines.

The allegation is that the company's

Tights have been infringed by the sale of the

"Lynch Yale Lock Buckle" and the “Yale

Lock Principle Buckle," the latter by Smith

Haines and the other by the supply com

Danlh The complaint states that the name

"Yale" is incorporated in a trademark which

was registered July 2, 1907, under the num

ber 63-1354.

While the two accessory houses are made

the defendants in the suits, they are not the

manufacturers, the Yale & Towne company

Charging that the devices in question are

manufactured by the Lynch Mfg. Co.- The

General Automobile Supply Co. is alleged to

have sold its “Lynch Yale Lock Buckle"

Since October 2, 1912, while the beginning

05 the Smith<Haines sales dates' back as far

as February 1, 1911.

In itscomplaint to the court the Stamford

wmpany asks that an injunction issue re

straining further sales of the articles named,

that an accounting-and damages be directed

and that all catalogues, literature and ad

vertising matter relating to the devices be

destroyed. How the word "Yale" is regard

ed by the lock manufacturers is shown by

its statement that the trademark is worth

more than $1,000,000 and that the good—will

is of the same value.

Goodyear to Build in Rio de Janeiro.

According to cable advices, the Brazilian

government has awarded to the Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Co. of South America the

contract or right to erect a complete rubber

manufacturing plant in Rio de Janeiro, and

also for the erection of a rubber washing

plant in Manaos. the likelihood of which

was reported in Motor World of March 6th.

It is provided that the Goodyear Co. of

South America, which is capitalized at $3.

000,000, shall have the plants erected and

in operation one year from the date of sign

ing the final contract.

Maxwell-Briscoe Plant to be Sold.

All doubts concerning the future of the

Maxwell-Briscoe branch in Tarrytown, N.

Y., have been removed. Immediately fol

lowing the failure of the United States Mo

tor Co., by which it was owned, the factory

was shut down and it has remained idle

ever since. It is now announced that it

will be sold by the United Statcs Motor

Co's successor, the Maxwell Motor Co..

and though rumor has stated that J. D.

Maxwell himself had eyes on his old fac

tory, it is possible to say that he is looking

much further west. ‘ -

Maxwell Formally Takes Over Flanders.

Although it generally had been under

stOOd that the Flanders Motor Co. of De

troit already was a part of the Maxwell

Motor Co., it transpires that the deal act

ually was not consummated until late- last

week. when the Flanders property was for

mally taken‘over. Previous thereto it ap

pears that the arrangement between the two

companies Was of a tentative nature-and

that. pending the actual trarisfer,- the Flan

ders conipany' wasubeing‘"operated v as. a

Maxv‘vell branch. 'i 's-i >

GASOLENE PRICES NOW ON

DECIMAL FRACTION BASIS

“Seven Sisters” Legislation in New

Jersey Causes Headache Quotations

-—-It Requires Prices to Vary

with Transportation Costs.

in New jersey, the gasolene situation, at

least so far as prices are concerned. has

taken a peculiar turn, which may or may

not result in the sale of the very necessary

fuel at varying prices throughout the State.

Certainly it has already resulted in a gen

eral revision of wholesale quotations. which

are so finely drawn in decimal fractions that

it will put dealers and garagemen to some

pains to check their invoices correctly; Un

less the New Jersey legislature sees fit to

step into the breach, even 1/100 of a cent

hereafter will figure'in the price.

This unusual state of affairs is one of the

immediate effects of what'was termed/ the

"Seven Sisters" legislatiom which- was

fathered by Governor Wilson before here

linquished that ofiice to become President

of the United States and which was aimed

to correct certain corporation abuses. The

particular section of the-law which has

caused resort to decimal fractions follows:

“It shall be unlawful for any person, firm,

corporation or association, engaged in the

production, manufacture, distribution or

sale of any commodity of general use, or

rendering any service to the public, to dis

criminate between different persons. firms,

associations or corporations, or different

sections, communities or. cities of the State.

by selling such commodity or rendering

such service at a lower rate or.’price at a

point away front that of production or man

ufacture as at the place of production or

manufacture-after making due allowance

for the difl’erencc. if'any. in‘the grade. qual

ity or quantity and in the actual cost of

transportation from the point of proiistetion

or manufactutc. if the effect or intent :llltitd

of is to establish or maintain a~rirtnal
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monopoly, hindering competition, or re

striction of trade.“

On Sunday last, immediately after the law

became effective, the Standard Oil Co. of

New Jersey announced that in order to

comply with it, it had been found necessary

to make new selling prices on all of its

various products, which, of course, include

gasolene, kerosene and lubricating oil. As

an example, the big company cited the price

of what is known as “tank wagon water

white kerosene oil." In Bayonne, the man

ufacturing point, the Standard Oil Co.'s

price is 8% cents per gallon, and as the

freight rate to Newark is 3 cents per barrel

of 50 gallons, the Standard Oil Co.’s New

ark price automatically became 8.56 cents

per gallon.

In the notice to its customers announcing

the revision of its prices, the Standard Oil

Co. of New Jersey remarks that the law

“very properly contemplates a uniform

price for petroleum products in every part

of the State, subject only to difference in

transportation rates from the point of pro

duction, manufacture or distribution to the

various points of consumption,” and points

out that “an analysis of the prices to be

thus charged in 70 consuming centers for

tank wagon deliveries of illuminating oil

and gasolene, indicates that in the majority

of these localities the prices charged will be

fractionally higher rather than lower as

compared with prices hitherto prevailing.

“Literal compliance with the new law in

volves invoices or calculations which in

clude varying cumbersome fractions of one

cent, which must prove alike embarrassing

to consumer and distributor," continues the

statement.

"Could this not be obviated to the con

venience of all and with injury to none by

authorizing (through legislative amend

ment) invoices at only full cents and half

cents? For example: If the Bayonne price

were 8% cents and the freight 39/100 of a

cent, then the invoice should be at 9 cents

instead of 889"100 cents per gallon; but

if the Bayonne price were 8% cents and the

freight l 17/100 cents. then the invoice

should be at 9% cents instead of 967/100

cents per gallon.

"As the legislature, of course, did not

intend to embarrass the detail of this im

portant commerce. our suggestion may not

be regarded as inopportune." I

 

Chandler Secures Site in Cleveland.

The Chandler Motor Car Co., which re

cently was organized by former Lozier de

partment heads, has acquired a six-acre

site on St. Clair and 13lst streets, Cleve

land, Ohio, on which will be immediately

erected a steel and concrete building, 420 x

120 feet. It will be ready for occupancy

July lst.

COMMlSSION REFUSES LOWER

RATE T0 CANADA 0N CHASSIS

Upholds Rate Established After Buick

Assembler Lodged Complaint with

Interstate Commerce Commis

sion—Points Involved.

Efforts of the McLaughlin Motor Car Co.,

Ltd., which reproduces the Buick car in

Oshawa, Ont., to secure the same freight

rates on parts constituting a complete auto

mobile as apply on agricultural machinery,

vehicle stocks and certain automobile parts,

have failed.

The effort was made through the United

States Interstate Commerce Commission

and took the form of a complaint against

the Grand Trunk Railway Co. of Canada

which was filed November 13, 1911. It, how

ever, just has been decided by the commis

sion, which, while awarding reparation to

the McLaughlin company, declines to order

the railroad to institute the rate of 23%

cents per 100 pounds, which governs ship

ments of agricultural machinery and the

like. A rate of 37% cents per 100 pounds

having become effective since the complaint

was filed, this latter rate is held to be just

and reasonable.

For the purposes of the case, a typical

shipment of 10 complete chassis, knocked

down and boxed, and which constituted a

carload of 16,400 pounds, was cited, on

which the first class rate of 51 cents per

100 pounds had been imposed. That rate

covers “Vehicles. self-propelling, without

bodies," and was applied to complete auto

mobiles, whether set up or knocked down.

In rendering its decision, the United States

Interstate Commerce Commission wrote as

follows:

“The Commission’s decision in Auto Ve

hicle Co. v. C., M. & St. P. Ry. Co., 21 I.

C. C., 286, which complainant refers to in

support of its contention that the rate

charged should not exceed fourth class, in

volved the transportation of various metal

automobile parts from Milwaukee, Wis.,

to Los Angeles, Cal., governed by the

\l’estern classification, and did not relate

to completely manufactured automobile

chassis knocked down for the purpose of

shipment.

“The automobile chassis, which in the

present instance were thoroughly tested on

a track or by machinery prior to shipment,

are stated to be of greater value than the

various parts thereof not forming a com

plete chassis. Moreover, automobile chassis

might well be accorded a higher rate than

the various other articles of machinery re

ferred to by the complainant. We do not

believe, however, that automobile chassis

knocked down should be charged as high a

rate as that provided for chassis set up or

for complete automobiles.

“Considering all the facts and circumstan

ces disclosed by the record, we are of the

opinion and find that the charges collected

on complainant’s shipments were unreason

able to the extent that they exceeded a rate

of 37% cents per 100 pounds, minimum

weight 15,000 pounds, but as this rate has

been in force for over 16 months, no order

prescribing a rate for the future is deemed

necessary. We also find that in so far as

complainant has paid freight charges upon

the basis herein found to be unreasonable, it

has been damaged to the extent that such

charges exceeded what would have been

collected on' the basis herein found reason

able, and that complainant is entitled to

reparation accordingly. Upon receipt of a

statement of the shipments of complainant

and its verification by the carrier and ap

proval by the Commission, an order of re

paration will be entered."

Chevrolet Not to Leave Detroit.

Although advertisements appearing in

the Detroit papers and offering for sale

“the building now occupied by the Chevro‘

let Motor Co. on West Grand Boulevard"

in that city, have given rise to a variety of

rumors, it is not the intention of the Chev

rolet people to vacate the property, or to

remove to Flint, Mich., as has been re

ported.

The building is owned by the Corcoran

Lamp Co. and the method of advertising it

is merely the real estate broker's idea of

attracting attention to the property. It is

under lease to the Chevrolet Motor Co., and

whether or no the building is sold the pres

ent tenants will continue to occupy it.

Weed to Concentrate in Bridgeport.

The \Veed Chain Tire Grip Co., of New

York, has purchased additional property.

between Locust and Hewitt streets, in the

east end of Bridgeport, Conn., and i5 Pfc'

paring to concentrate its manufacturing in

that city, which means that the Oneida

Community chain plant, which Weed ac

quired last summer, will be removed to the

Connecticut city. Two property owners in

the immediate location presented objections

to the closing of certain streets, but the

Bridgeport authorities bowled them over

and acceded to the Weed request that the

streets involved be closed.

 

Winton Advances Wages 10 per Cent

The Winton Motor Carriage CO- 19:51

week announced a 10 per cent. wage 1"1'

crease applying to all grades of labor in "5

Cleveland plant. It was purely volunfify

on the part of the company and will JOY

ously affect some 1.100 employes.
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SMELTER MAN IS HEAVlliST

BUYER AT THOMAS AUCTION

Secures Good-will and Parts and Also

Around-the-World Trophy—Cars

Bring $1,900 Each—Six-Day

Sale Nets $250,000.

Sentiment played no part in the receivers'

sale of the assets of the once-proud E. R.

Thomas Motor Car Co., in Buffalo, which

was concluded on Saturday last, 22nd inst.

The very last article disposed of was the

imposing trophy won by the Thomas car in

the more or less memorable race around

the world in 1906, which was promoted

jointly by the New York Times and the

Paris Matin. It was purchased for $300 by

C. A. Finnigan, manager of the Empire

Smelting \Vorks, of Depew, N., Y., which

may or may not indicate that a smelting pot

will mark the finish of the trophy.

Finnigan was the largest individual pur

chaser of Thomas goods. Paying $51,000

for them, he bid in the good-will and the

repair shop and stock room and their con

tents. What Finnigan will do with the

property is a matter of speculation. He

was once engaged in the automobile busi

ness in Kentucky, and that fact has given

rise to reports that he may again embark

in the automobile industry, using his

Thomas purchases as a basis.

The auction was largely attended and all

of the nearly 6.000 lots offered on the block

wcre disposed of by the auctioneer, J. E.

Conant, of Lowell, Mass. The repair parts

and factory scrap were purchased by the

Shiffmann Iron & Metal Co., of Detroit,

for $6,000, while 15 high-priced Thomas

cars brought $1,900 each.

The sale netted a total of $256,467, the

value of the goods disposed of being ap

Praised at $559,000. The first day's sale re

a"led $84,500. the second day $17,400, the

third day $72,200, the fourth day $49,300,

172; fifth day $11,300, and the sixth day $21,

George Finley, of Buffalo, one of the

Thomas company’s receivers, states that it

Will be about two weeks before a settle

ment with the creditors can be made.

Lozier Recapitalized at $5,000,000.

As was Practically a foregone conclusion,

the stockholders of the Lozier Motor Co.v

Of Detroit, have authorized the increase of

""3 companY’s capital from $3,000.000 to $5,

movOOO. The new shares consist of $1,000,

000 7 P" cent. cumulative preferred and

$1000.000 common stock, making the com

pany’s caPital stock consist of $3,500,000

common and $1,500.000 preferred. A large

Part Of the new preferiyd already has been

subscribed by the Lozier stockholders, it

having been offered for subscription at par.

The new common will be retained in the

treasury for use in conversion of the pre

ferred. According to President Jewell, the

added capital was required to facilitate the

increased business that followed the launch—

ing of the Lozier light “six.”

Tornado Hits Omaha's “Automobile Row."

The tornado which made a path of ruin

through Omaho, Neb., last week did not

slight Farnam street, which thoroughfare

is the site of numerous automobile estab

lishments; while considerable damage was

sustained by salesrooms and garages, the

greatest loss befell the Electric Garage and

the Packard Garage, both at Farnam and

40th streets. The former building was

completely demolished and scattered to the

four winds and two men were killed; many

cars in storage were transformed into junk;

the loss is estimated at $200,000. The Pack

ard Garage suffered similarly, many cars

being smashed when the building was torn

apart.

Employes' Testimony Must be Oral.

If the Parish & Bingham Co., of Cleve

land, Ohio, desires to have the testimony of

any of its factory employcs introduced as

evidence in a suit the frame company has

brought in the New York Supreme Court in

Queens county against the Palmer & Singer

Mfg. Co., of Long Island City, the men

must be taken into court and made to give

oral testimony. This ruling was made this

week when the court denied the Parish &

Bingham company’s request that it be per

mitted to take the testimony in Cleveland

in order to avoid the expense of bringing

the men to New York. The Cleveland con

cern asks $15,067.35, alleged to be due on

goods delivered on a contract.

Wants Iowa Freight Rates Readjusted.

In behalf of the automobile interests of

the State, E. G. Wylie, rate commissioner

for the Greater Des Moines committee, has

filed with the Iowa State Board of Railroad

Commissioners a petition for the equaliza

tion and correction of the freight rate

classification governing shipments of auto

mobiles. It is alleged that motor cars can

be shipped across the State from points in

Illinois and Nebraska for less than is

charged for intermediate service over the

same lines.

 

Cole to Erect Four-Story Addition.

The Cole Motor Car Co. is inviting bids,

making ready to erect a four-story addition

to its plant in Indianapolis. The work

probably will begin May 1st and the build

ing be ready for occupancy October lst.

It will represent a cost of $150000.

N0 PATENT MONOPOLY 0N

WRAPPED TREAD APPARATUS

Court of Appeals Declares Thropp

Patent Was Anticipated—Four

Year Fight Ends in Victory

for Fisk Company.

After four years’ litigation, the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the

First Circuit, which sits in Boston, has

confirmed the decision of the lower court

in favor of the Fisk Rubber Co. in the suit

involving the molds used in the manufacture

of tire casings by the one cure Wrapped

tread process.

The suit against the Fisk company was

brought by the De Laski & Thropp Circu

lar Woven Tire Co., of Trenton, N. 1., and

alleged infringement of the P. D. Thropp

patent No. 822,561, of June 6, 1906. which

invention "relates more particularly to ap

parates holding a clincher tire in position

during the vulcanizing process," although

it does not assert novelty in such process.

The chief advantage of the Thropp patent

was that it claimed to permit the production

of what has come to be known as the

“wrapped tread” tire as distinguished from

the molded tire.

In its defense, the Fisk company set up

that the Thropp patent was invalid by rea—

son of anticipation, which defense was up

held by the United States District Court in

Massachusetts and finally, as stated, by the

Circuit Court of Appeals, which latter held

that the Thropp device had been clearly an—

ticipated by drawings and molds made by

the B. F. Goodrich Co. previous to April.

1905.

The Thropp interests claimed that the

Goodrich devices were mere experiments

but the Court of Appeals held that that

proof of anticipation “seems to us clear, un

equivocal and convincing."

-———— l

Cordner Becomes Vaughan's President.

A. B. Cordner, who several months since

retired from the General Motors Truck Co..

has been elected president of the Vaughan

Car Co., of Kingston, N. Y., which recently

was incorporated with an authorized capi

tal of $1,350,000, to continue the manufac

ture of the car of that name. The other

officers of the Vaughan company are F. E.

Muskovics, vice-president and general man

ager; E. S. Partridge, vice-president and

sales manager; and H. W. Johns. of the

Johns-Manville Co.,

urer.

secretary and treas

The Vaughan car itself has been re

designed and when it makes its reappear

ance it will be in the form of a six-cylinder

model listing in the neighborhood of $2,500,

fully equipped.
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INCREASE 0F" 14 PER CENT

lN FlRST MONTH’S EXPORTS

Shipment of Cars Gains $278,787 Over

January of Last Year—France

Leads All Divisions in Per

centage of Increase.

The export of cars, parts. engines and

tires during January of this year gained 20

per cent. over the value of these products

exported in the initial month of the calen

dar year 1911, as was previously stated in

Motor Vl'orld, but according to detailed sta

tistics just issued by the Federal govern

ment, the export of cars themselves did not

quite reach that figure. The January ship

ments of cars increased by 110, or 5 per

cent., in number, and by $278,787, or 14 per

cent., in value. Parts; of themselves. showed

a loss of $38,665, or 8 per cent., which brings

the total monetary gain for cars and parts

down to $240,122, or 10 per cent.

Of the 12 geographic divisions into which

the export statisticians divide the world,

South America leads for January, with a

gain of 164 in number and $151,543 in value,

88 and 63 per cent., respectively; but when

percentage increases are considered France

moves from the tail-end position it held in

‘ In percentage of values gained France is

followed by Germany, 380 per cent.; Italy,

341 per cent; West Indies and Bermuda.

292 per cent., while Canada, 23 per cent.,

was last. Losses were shown in number and

value by the United Kingdom. Other Eu

rope and Mexico. and in value by British

()cczinia.

The Philippines and Hawaii continue to

be the most active of the non-contiguous

American possessions in buying cars; the

Philippines led with a gain of 34 cars. or

189 per cent., and its gain of $31,485 is 175

per cent. Hawaii’s gains were 18 cars, or

33 1’3 per cent., and $65,621, or 22 per cent.

l’orto Rico's figures are small and Alaska

for January had none. The total of cars

shipped to the possessions in January. 170

valued at $275,073, was greater by 56 cars

and $97797 than the shipments of the pre<

ceding January, respective percentages of

4‘) and 55. The exports of cars and parts to

all lands in January gained 166 cars, or 8

per cent., and $337,919, or 18 per cent.

For a period of seven months, ending

with January, 1913, the number of cars

shipped to foreign countries increased

2.306, or 22 per cent., while the grand total

of-cars and parts to all countries gained

$3,101,400. or 23 per cent. - The average

value per car to foreign countries in Janu

ary was $1,036 and to the possessions $1.

 

JANUARY IMPORT 0F CARS

SHRINKS BY 12 PER CENT

America’s Foreign Purchases Are

Thirteen Cars Less Than a Year

Ago—But Import of Parts

Increases 46 per Cent.

But for heavy lOsses recorded by France

and the United Kingdom in their shipments

of cars to the United States during Janir

ary. that month as compared with the same

period of 1912 would have shown a gain—

something which has not occurred in im

pnrlS in some time; as it was, the imports

decreased by 13 cars only, which is 15 per

cent., and in value by $24,508, or 12 per

cent.

Germany's gain in percentage was large,

the 15 cars which it added to its shipments

heiniz equivalent to 250 per cent., and even -

in value. which gained by $20,780, the per

centage rise was 149. Although car im

ports lost, parts imports, as previously

stated in Motor \Vorld, gained $12,543, or 46

per cent. The losses of France and the

United Kingdom were, in value, respectively

44 and 56 per cent. For the seven months

ending with January, the gains were 108

cars, or 17 per cent., and $174,884. or 11 per

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

December and leads with an increase of 507. Cent, The figures in detail are:

265 per cent., represented by 53 cars, and Engine exports for the two Januaries _Jammy,1912. “111311.719111

393 per cent., which is $47,233,- and this were: 1912, 837, $102,028; 1913. 1,705. $285,- MC, __________ _;‘_"_‘"“5§"¥il,‘2‘fiio “$716233

country is followed in order by the West 316, gains per cent. of 104 in number and 129.11%"! 13 {11132; ft!)Indies and Bermuda, 240 per cent., Asia and 179 in value, as previously stated. Tire t'iiiiyrri' 'kii'igll'oiriiii. .. 25 58.341 8 $25,421

. . Uther (“mintries . . . . . . . a 12,189 3 1816*

Other Occania, 181 per cent; Other Coun- exports were? January. 1912, $161,337; ‘ -—4 19919; H 7689

tries, 142 per cent., while British Oceania 1913, $273,519. a gain of 69 per cent. The ,.,1,,";“{e,f§{;;'g,,;;;jjj I 25:145 371688

foots the list with y, per cent. figures in detail follow. Tm“, um and Ham :4 $224,342 711 $212377

'——~ ~—-_lanuary- r‘_~—__St'\'€fl Mouths Ending January

1912 1913 1911 1912‘ 1 Q U :913\.aluc5Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. 'a ucs. uan 1 1e -

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 $12,012 73 $59,245 83 $216,292 ' 200 $180,513 377

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 8.874 27 42,659 43 133.397 73 56.563 247 150,753

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 8.093 20 35,660 43 64,630 83 58.673 168 1 268110

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 719 508,324 374 258,463 708 1,020.037 3,104 2,453,748 1,683 _ $7,342

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . .. 119 106.801 53 61,937 224 328,975 466 "403.461 726 3 @8394

Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 404 481,413 468 593,700 1,670 1,821,246 1,957 2.479.068 3,154 ~ 13301303

Mexico . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 64,973 35 48,619 238 427,568 203 315.235 193 263-85]

\Nest Indies and Bermuda..... 20 17,377 68 68,104 157 213197 166 171,680 255 1842300

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 187 241,536 351 393,079 332 380.945 907 1.061.857 11661 1714328

British Oceania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 402 402,199 403 386.833 825 679,499 2,108 1,918,716 1,869 ,10068‘437

Asia and Other Oceania . . . . . . .. 65 72,536 193 182,660 354 411,334 492 515.099 '546i582

Other Countries . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38 32.152 92 103,118 140 147,502 185 179.281 _ __,____1

,Tot‘al cars ................ .. 2.047 311955.290 2,157 $2,234,077 4,817 $5,845,222 9.944 $97”??? 12017 $255868

Tarts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 472.601 .. . . 433.936 . . .. 1.063,124 . . . .. 2.080.- I) _-~ - -

Total cars and parts . . . . . . . .. 2.047 $2,427,891 2,157 $2,668 013 4817 $6 908 346 9,944 » $11,870,193 12.017 $147011 '
To American Possessions—< , y i y " ‘691961

Hawaii—Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 85,871 72 151,492 230 453,214 255 464.203 411 64,260

) I>arts"" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... 4,954 .... 7,393 _ _ __ 28,045 _____ 44_()08 ,.... 2641576

I orto Rico—Cars .. . . . . . . . . . . 42 51,410 46 55,221 151 308,780 243 367,182. 215 56134

Fartsf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. 15,244 . 10,423 . . . . . 63.872 .. . . . 72,374 . . . . . 321’762

Philippines—Cars . . . . . . . . . . . 18 17,980 52 49.465 212 277 053 163‘ 230.884 271 211562

Parts‘l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,305 684 . » 48'392 _ ' 31,744 8:050

Alaska—“Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . , . - i l ' '850 ' g 6311]“ 5 ‘876

Parts‘ .ra,--_- . . - .. . . . . . r r. 968 ‘ Hr’ZV-l-I-I _/2\r"

- , ‘ __ _ — _- ' k " ————'—" f [$30,181

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .. 114 $117,276 170 $275,073 594' $1,181,174 669 $1,219,727 ' 2 902'" '

Grand total ..... ..”.......... .. 2.161 82.605167 2327 9943086 5 411 $8 089 we 10 613 813089.920 ' 12‘, 19,‘ $16,191:320

' ' ~ _ -'v r _ |_ _ | .en -: I ' . 4 .‘ y , y . ~
g . . -
Does not include engines and tires.
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Pasadena, Cab—Kendal Auto Co., under

California laws; authorized capital, $50,000;

to deal in motor cars.

Hartford, Conn—Crown Motor Co., un

der Connecticut laws; authorized capital,

$6,000; to deal in motor cars.

Charlotte, C.—Lyerly Motor Co.,

under North Carolina laws; authorized cap

ital, $15.000; to deal in motor cars.

Galveston, TeX—Galveston Motor Car

Co., under Texas laws; authorized capital,

$3,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

~R. S. Carter, L. Carter, G. G. Leseher.

Sempronville, Ky.-Farmers' Supply Co..

under Kentucky laws; authorized capital,

$5,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—L. 'G. Baskett, A. S. Frazier. J. C. John

son.

Austin. Tex.~—Texas Motor Car & Truck

Co. under Texas laws; authorized capital,

$10,000; to deal in motor cars. Corpora

tors—John C. Fink. A. A. Ritcheson, \V. T.

Folts.

Gas City, Ind.—Date~Mode Tire & Tube

Co., under Indiana laws; authorized capi

tal. $5,000; to manufacture tires. Corpora

tors~M. J.- Hontz; O. V. Shober, Jesse D.

Hontz.

'Chicago. Ill.—l)e Launty Engine Co.,

under Delaware laws; authorized capital,

51000000; to manufacture motors. Cor

porators—H. R. Wilson, J. M. Snitzler. P.

L. Kneedler.

Trenton, N. J.—Brock's Garage, Inc..

under New Jersey laws; authorized capital.

3100.000; to operate a garage. Corporators

—J. L. Brock, H. K. Brock, H. P. Brock.

all of Trenton.

~Lawrenceville, Ill.—La»vrenceville “Auto

(0.. under Illinois laws; authorized capi

tal. $16,000; to deal in motor cars—Corpora

tors—Fred B. Childress, Allan C. Stolz.

Nellie S. Childress.

Milwaukee. \Vis.—-Escott's Auto Livery

& Garage Co., under Wisconsin laws; all—

tllorized capital, $15,000; to operate a motor

livery. Corporators—F. A. Escott, Clara A

EStcott, R. S. Witte.

Memphis. Tenn.—L0eb Auto Co.. under

Tennessee laws; authorized capital, $5,000;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—Henry

Loeb. E. F. Goldsmith, Charles Loeb, Wal

ter Loeb. Elias Gates.

Akron. Ohio~Surnmit Auto Co.. under

Ohio laws; authorized capital, $10,000; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—E. J.

Eblen, J. M. Lauder, F. L. Metz, Rachale

Lauder, Almira Eblen.

\Vashington, D. C.—Washington Motor

Car Co., under Delaware laws; authorized

capital, $5,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—\V. F. P. Lofiand, \Y. 1. N.

Lofland, J. S. Collins, Jr.

Cincinnati, Ohio — Armstrong Motors

Co., under Ohio laws; authorized capital,

$10,000; to deal in motor ears. Corporators

—James H. Armstrong. Luella S. Arm

strong, Clara M. Engers.

W'ilmington, Del.—National Graphite Lu

brication Co., under Delaware laws; author

ized capital, $3,000,000; to deal in graphite

lubricants. Corporators—F. D. Buck, G.

\V. Dillman, B. M. Grawl.

Whitestone. N. Y.—\Vhitestone Garage,

Inc., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $5.000; to operate a garage. Corpora

tors—Herbert A. Trotman, John A._ O'Fee.

Mary O'Fee. all of VVhitestone.

Dover. Del—Storage Battery & Equip

ment Co.. under Delaware laws; authorized

capital, $300,000; to manufacture storage

batteries. Corporators—WV. F. P. Loefland,

\V. l. N. Loefland, J. S. Collins, Jr.

Newark, N. J.——Automobile Leather Mfg.

to, under New Jersey laws; authorized cap

ital, $150,000; to manufacture leather godds

for motor car use. Corporators—W'. A.

Smith, F. I. Ennis, T. G. \Voodrufif.

Baltimore. Md.—Baltimore Electric Stor

age Battery Co., under Delaware laws; au

thorized capital. $2,500,000; to manufacture

storage batteries. Corporators—S. S.

Adams, Jr., J. G. Gray, M. B. F. Hawkins.

Patchogue. N. Y.—John R. vSwezey Au

tomobile Co., Inc.. under New York laws;

authorized capital. $5.000; to deal in motor

_cars. Corporators—John R. chzey. Na

thaniel N. Swezey, Ella B. Swezey. all of

Patchoguc.

New York, N. Y.—Auto-Signalite Co.,

Inc., under New York .laws; authorized

capital, $2,000; to manufacture motor car

devices. Corporatorsi—Robert C. Norton,

Anna D. Chersan, Delema E. Koblish, 1

Liberty street.

New Ydrk. N. Y.—--Brady Murray Motors

Corp., under New York laws; authorized

capital. $55,000: -to deal in motor cars. Cor
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porators—Arthur T. Murray. 30 Church

street; Samuel T. Marcus, Charles Wcin,

30 Broad street.

Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland Motor Truck

ing Co., under Ohio laws; authorized capi—

tal. $10,000; to operate a motor delivery.

Corporators—-J. Charles Ross, C. B. Goetz

fried, C. A. Cochran, Robert \V. Blake,

H‘enry Eckhoff.

Toledo, Ohio—Parsons Mfg. Co., under

Ohio laWs; authorized capital, $10,000; to

manufacture motor car appliances. Cor

porators—George R. Seney, Irvin E. Austin,

Charles \N'. Parsons, Henry T. Parsons.

Helen \V. Keier.

New York, N. Y.—Henry Tobin Co., Inc.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$50,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—Henry Tobin, 166 \Vest 72nd street; Rich

ard F. Tobin, Joseph B. McDonough, 777

\Vest End avenue.

New York, N. Y.—-Charles E. Hottum.

Inc., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $20,000; to deal in motor car ap—

parel. Corporators—Charles E. Hottum,

Maud J. Hottum, W'illiam H. Coffey, all of

12 \Vest 33rd street.

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—Motor Truck Mfg.

Corp. under New York laws; authorized

capital. $150,000; to manufacture motor

trucks. ,Corporators—Arthur J . Albert,

Hohoken, N. J.; Henry Hilchenbach. Louise

Bertsch, Mt. Vernon. I

Minneapolis, Minn—Automobile Own

ers' & Drivers' Protective Association,-un

der Minnesota laws; authorized capital,

$50000; to conduct a protective association.

Corporators—\\’. H. Settzler, Richard. Foot

man, E. G. C. Montgomery.

Utica, N. Y.—l)ivin'e Tire Co., under New

York laws; authorized capital, $225,000; to

manufacture tires. Corporators—Charles

\\'. Wicks. 770 Genesee street; A, James

Iickert, 108 Genesee street; Bradford H.

Divine, 202 W'hitesboro street.

New York, N'. Y.—~Associated Auto Me

chanics. Inc., under New York laws; au

thorized capital. $100,000; to deal in motor

cars and parts. Corporators—Charles Tiche

nor. 21 Spruce street; Harry Barnes, Wm.

J. Hoover, 10 East; 42d street.

' New York. N. Y.-—Petler Shock Absorber

Corp.. under New York'laws;' authorized

capital. $50000; .tolnianufacture motor car

devices. Corporators4-James L. Allen. 580
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West 1615t street; Charles L. Moreau,

Frederick O. Lyon, 208 \Vest 85th street.

New York, N. Y.—-Approved Auto Spe—

cialties Co., Inc., under New York laws;

authorized capital, $10,000; to manufacture

motor car devices. Corporators-Katharine

D. Brandreth, 55 East 7th street; John B.

Brandreth, Edward C. Phelps, 1731 Broad—

way.

New York, N. Y.—Dayton Automobile

Repairing Co., Inc., under New York laws;

authorized capital, $5,000; to repair motor

cars. Corporators—Charles E. Holste,

Elizabeth, N. 1.; Victor Drummond, Bay

onne, N. J.; Valentine E. Mott, Jamaica,

N. Y.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Cincinnati Motordrome

& Amusement Co., under Ohio laws; au

thorized capital, $15,000; to build and oper

ate a motor race track. Corporators—Chas.

P. Salon, Jake Mintz, S. J. Mueller, J. H.

Smith, M. F. Brantley, H. J. Conover, J. H.

Rush.

Brooklyn, N. Y.——Ackerman & Baird,

Inc., under New York laws; authorized

capital. $10,000; to manufacture motors.

Corporators—Raymond P. Ackerman, Ho

tel St. George; Andrew D. Baird, 578 Madi

son street; Andrew D. Baird, 2nd, 140

Hewes street.

New York, N. Y.—Seeing New York Au

tomobiles, Inc., under New York laws; au

thorized capital, $10,000; to operate sight

seeing motor cars. Corporators—Geo. H.

Mulligan, Hotel Avon; Thomas Frost, 235

East 26th street; Joseph V. Fallon, 344

East 42nd street.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—~Peerless Radiator &

Auto Lamps \Vorks, Inc., under New York

laws; authorized capital, $5,000; to manufac

ture motor car parts. Corporators—Max

Stadlen, 544 St. Paul’s Place; Louis Sha

piro, 1012 Bedford avenue; Bernard \Nolf

ensohn, 1442 Charlotte street.

New York, N. Y.—New York & New

Jersey Seaton W'heel Co., Inc., under New

York laws; authorized capital, $350,000;

to manufacture spring wheels. Corporators

——John T. Landis, Nashville, Tenn.; \Nil

liam C. Mack, 623 Third street, Brooklyn;

William T. Rainey, Caldwell, N. J.

Brooklyn. N. Y.—National Auto Radiator

&'. Lamp Works, Inc., under New York

laws; authorized capital, $10,000; to manu

facture motor car parts. Corporators—v

Jacob Samas, 230 Skillman street; Julius

l’asternack, 75 East 111th street, New

York City; Milton J. Gordon, 12 \Vest 92nd

street, New York City.

 

Changes of Capitalization.

Elyria, Ohio—~I)ean Electric Co.,

$4.000.000 to

Memphis, Tenn.-— Blomberg Automobile

Co. from $10,000 to $30,000.

from

PROMINENT MEN IN TRADE

WHO ASSUME NEW DUTIES

Resignations and Promotions That

Serve To Place Many Workers In

New Places—Few Leave

the Industry.

F. R. Bump has resigned as sales man

ager of the R. C. H. Corporation, of De—

troit. His successor has not yet been cho

sen.

M. L. Bricker has been promoted to the

post of production manager of the Briggs

Detroiter Co., of Detroit. Previously he was

its superintendent.

James G. Smith has been appointed man

ager of the Motz Tire & Rubber Co.'s New

York branch. Previously he was in turn

connected with the Goodyear and Gibney

companies.

Thomas G. Craig has been appointed sales

manager for the Universal \Vheel Co., of

Detroit, which is producing a demountable

wheel. Previously Craig was engaged in

the stock brokerage business in Detroit.

Guy Vaughan, who designed the original

car of that name but who latterly has been

attached to the engineering stafi of the Olds

Motor Works in Lansing, Mich., has signed

up with the F. B. Stearns Co., of Cleve

land. He will. of course. be one of the

Stearns engineering experts.

J. V. Hall, former sales manager of the

Olds Motor Works, of Lansing, Mich., who

was transferred to the Pacific Coast sev—

cral months ago, where he took charge of

the Olds branch, will return to the factory

and resume his former duties. 0. C. Hut

chinson, who at about the same time was

appointed vice-president and general man

ager, has relinquished the latter ofiice and

will go to Detroit, where he will serve as

Olds representative.

Court Frees "White Elephant" Fords.

Those thirteen Ford Model T’s which be

came a white elephant on the hands of the

Atantic Transport Co. because of a suit in

the Supreme Court for New York county

by the Ford Motor Co. against Bowring 8:

Co., New York exporters, have been taken

from the hands of the steamship company

and they may now proceed toward New

Zealand. The Appellate Division of the

Supreme Court this week upheld the lower

court, which vacated an attachment secured

by the Ford company against the cars and

declared in0perative an agreement between

Ford and the Atlantic company whereby the

latter was to keep the cars until the suit

was settled.

Ford claimed the cars were intended for

the Ford dealer in Chili, but were secured

by Bowring through a roundabout channel

and consigned to New Zealand, which was

construed as an unlawful invasion of the

Ford New Zealand dealer's territory. After

the attachment was secured the steamship

company agreed to keep them in its pos‘

session throughout the suit if the ship were

permitted to sail.

White Loses in Delivery Body Case.

A score of White delivery cars have been

running about New York City in the ser

vice of Gimbel Bros. and have helped

straighten out many kinks in the depart

ment store’s delivery problem, but all

through their period of service the delivery

bodies upon them have remained an article

of dispute in a suit in the New York City

Court; the complainant was George B.

Marx, a body builder, of Greenpoint, N. Y.,

and the defendant was the \Vhite Co.. of

Cleveland, Ohio. This week the suit was

ended with a verdict of $1,489.58 in favor

of Marx.

The action had its beginning about six

months ago, when Marx fitted bodies to

the 20 \‘Vhite chassis and the cars were

turned over to the department store; when

the matter of payment came up a settlement

out of court proved impossible. The White

Co. claimed it paid all it should pay and

Marx demanded a balance amounting to the

verdict rendered.

Fanning’s Lawyer is Bergdoll’s Receiver.

Growing out of the bankruptcy petition

filed against the Louis J. Bergdoll Motor

Co., of Philadelphia, on the 17th inst, Frank

J. Harrington, an attorney, was appointed

receiver of the company on Thursday last,

20th inst. Harrington was the attorney for

Frank Fanning, who was a one-time Berg

doll sales manager and who levied on all

the available funds, which action brought

about the seizure of the contents of the

Bergdoll factory and precipitated the bank~

ruptcy proceedings.

 

Perfection Men in Toledo Enterprise

Interests identified with the Perfection

Spring Co., of Cleveland, have-acquired a

5%-acre site in Toledo on which will bef

erected a plant for the manufacture If

springs, chiefly for the John N. Wlliyt‘s

factories. The Perfection plant in Cleve—

land will be continued, and it is probabl;

that the Toledo enterprise will be conduct?

under an entirely different corporate title.

 

Garageman Sued by Hess-Brill“ m

Goods and court fees make up a Judgzgcrk

which was filed this week in the Newht (2:0.

county clerk's office by the Hess-Brigf New.

against the Manchester Garage C0" 0

York City. The amount is $33.19.
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O. R. Buford has opened a garage in

Anna, Ill.

Kephart Bros.will erect a garage in Lake

ville, Minn.

Lon De Peel is about to open a garage in

Presho, S. D.

Kelch & Sharp, of Los Angeles, Cal., will

build a new garage.

1. H. Williams is about to open a repair

shop in Abilene, Kan.

Charles Nelson is about to enter the gar

age trade in Junction City, Ore.

Ward C. Parsons, of Unionville, Conn.,

IIS about to Open a garage in that town.

The Sibley Motor & Sales Co. plans to

build a new garage in Worthington, Minn.

J. \iavricka, formerly of Batin, Neb., is

about to open a garage in Crete, in the same

State.

Benjamin Davy, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., has

had plans prepared for a new garage. He

will build it on Loomis street.

MacFarlane & Meyham is the style of a

new repair firm in Berkley, Cal. The shop

IS located at 1919 Allston Way.

E. A. Bleck has opened up in Lima, Ohio,

at 125 South Elizabeth street. He will stock

accessories and Overland cars.

M. Orgens and Oliver Ostlund have

fOrrned a copartnership in Kerkhoven,

MWL. and will operate a garage.

O. E. Bickford has established a garage

bUSlIICSS in Fitchburg, Mass, at 100 Main

street. He will stock accessories.

J. A. Graves, of Los Angeles, Cal., has

awarded the contract for a two-story gar

age. The estimated cost is $50,000.

Guy Ginther, of Lemmon, N. D., has

taken over the garage business of Walter

Smlth, in Mott, in the same State.

The Wilton Automobile Co. has been

formed in Wilton, N. D. It will erect a gar

age and repair shop and conduct an agency

'Neyhart & Green have taken over the

Sixth Street Garage in Stroudsburg. Pa

The building will be enlarged and improved.

C. Glidden, of Sisson, Cal., has Pur'

chased an interest in the Sisson Garage

The future style will be C. E. Glidderl &

Sons.

Simpson & Huffman and Earl Moore are

about to establish a garage business .in

Columbus, Ohio.

North 4th street.

They will locate at 237

Guy Stansbury, of Fort Madison, 1a.,

plans to enter the garage and repair trade

in that town. Quarters are being prepared

for him at 811 Front street.

Thomas H. Roche, formerly of the Dwyer

& Roche Co., has opened a repair shop in

Hartford, Conn. It is located at 16-l8 Park

street.

Himmelberg & Cochran, proprietors of

the Glasgow (Mo.) Garage, have become

dealers. They have taken the Cartercar

agency.

The Texas Motor Car & Supply Co., of

Galveston, Tex., has sold its Victoria (Tex.)

branch to John Frazer, of Cuero, in the

same State.

Paul J. \Visdom, of Santa Ana, Cal., will

erect a new garage, to cost $5,000. He is a

sub-dealer under the Cole Motor Co., of

Los Angeles.

The Swaney Auto Co., of Carroll, 1a.,

has arranged for the construction of a gar

age on \\icst 6th street. It will be ready

for occupancy July 1.

The Dawson Machinery Co., of \Vorces

ter, Mass, has purchased property at 140

Foster street. A machine sh0p and sales

rooms will be erected.

The Auto Owners’ Supply Co. has opened

a garage and repair shop in Newington,

Conn. Walter L. Foss, of New Britain, in

the same State, is manager.

The Packard Motor Car Co. of Chicago

is erecting salcsrooms and a service station

in Milwaukee, \\"is. It will cost $50,000

and H. P. Robinson will be manager.

M. J. Carroll has entered the trade in

Houghton, Mich. He has secured the Ford

agency and has located his salesrooms in

the Citizen’s National Bank Building.

E. H. and H. A. Hawisher have accepted

plans for a garage which they will build in

Lima, Ohio. The estimated cost is $12,000.

The firm style will be Hawisher Bros.

The Mount Royal Tire Repair Co., of Bal

timore, Md., is to build a larger and more

modern plant than it now possesses. It has

bought a site at 906 \Vcst Mount Royal ave

nue.

The Standard Automobile Co., of Wash

ington, D. C., has opened a new garage at

442 \Vest Chestnut street. The company

handles Mitchell, Empire and Hupmobile

cars.

Fred T. Hendee, formerly a business man

in Beloit, Wis., has formed the Perkins

Hendee Garage C0. in San Bernardino, Cal.

His associate is Clement D. Perkins, a

nephew.

K. E. and F. L. Fosha and L. R. Larson

have organized the Washington Street Gar

age Co., in Green Bay, \Vis., with a capital

of $10,000; they have located on Washing

ton street.

\'. L. Singley has purchased the Palace

Garage, on Harmon avenue, Camden, N. J.,

and will improve and operate it. Formerly

he was connected with the Locomobile Co.

of America.

Leach & Christensen have purchased part

of the building in Hartford, Wis., formerly

occupied by the Hartford Casket Works,

and will establish a garage and salesrooms;

they are Overland dealers.

The Interstate Motor Car Co., of \Vater

100. Iowa, has moved into new quarters at

424 East 6th street. The company, of which

Ralph Slippy is proprietor, handles the In,

terstatc and Michigan cars.

The Beloit (\\fis.) Auto Supply Co. is

about to open a tire store and vulcanizing

plant in Beloit, at 420 South State street.

H. J. Rett, a Rockford (111.) business man,

will manage the establishment.

W. B. Stevens and others have formed

the Star Garage Co. in Clintonville, Wis.

The concern will open a garage, repair-shop

and salesrooms on Mill street. Orre Wil

liams will manage the mechanical depart

ment.

The B. E. Grifiey Co., of Indianapolis.

Ind., which formerly confined itself to ad

vertising novelties, has entered the auto

mobile trade as manufacturers' agents. It

already has secured several accessory ac

counts.

Charles Tifiany has secured permission

to erect a two—story garage on Market

street, in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Permission

was secured despite objections to the effect

that the garage would disturb a library and

a church nearby.

Myer Abrams & Co., of Boston, Mass.

who recently lost their quarters and many

cars by fire, have arranged for the opening
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of a truck department on Portland street

near the North Station. The company is

LauthJuc-rgcns dealer.

The Little Rock (Ark) Auto Co. has been

sold by Gordon P. and J. 'A. Yan Ettcn to

\V. L.. Lewis and C. H. Vaughn. The latter

has been employed by the company for

three }"t.’2fl'>. while Lewis until recently was

in business in Memphis, Tenn.

The Cumberland Motor Car Co., of Nash

ville, Tcnn., has completed a garage at 1,5th

avenue and Broadway. The company is

dealer in Premier, Abbott-Detroit, Chevro

let and Little gasolene cars, Standard elec

trics, Federal trucks, Firestone tires and

Harris oils.

Oscar Stcgeman,'prcsidcnt of the Stcge

man Motor Car Co., of Milwaukee, \Vis..

manufacturer of Stcgeman trucks, has en~

tcred the pleasure Car field as a dealer. He

has taken the Howard-agency and will

maintain a salcsrooms and service station

in the Stegcman works at Linus and \Vood

ward streets.

(j. W. Bull and T. A. Young have opened

an agency in Syracuse, N. Y., at 500 East

Genesee street. They represent the Frank

lin Automobile Co., which is located in the

same city. Bull for the past year has been

in charge of city sales for the Franklin com

pany. \vhilc Young for several years has

handled Peerless and R. C. H. cars in Syra

(‘use.

The Detroit Automobile Exchange has

been formed in that Michigan city for the

purpose of dealing in used cars. It is lo

cated at 294 Jefferson avenue and has stor

ing room for 200 cars. Its officers are:

Grover C. Farnsworth, general manager;

Everett-\V. Pingree, secretary and treas

urer, and Robert M. Drysdalc. Pingrce is

also a shoe manufacturer.

The Southwest Motor Co. has been

formed in Phoenix, Ariz., to take over the

Buick‘and Appcrson agency in Arizona. The

company was formed by Messrs. Roper and

Bird, who recently went from the East to

Arizona to enter the Arizona Land and

Improvement Co.- _lohn Smith, who was

connected with the Fcrguson-Mohn‘ Co.,

the former, owner of the agency, is sales

manager. . .

"ic Central Motor Car Co., of Reading,

l’a., has. had plans prepared for a three

story brick, fireproof building, 110 x 61

feet, to be erected at 5th and Cherry streets;

the company .is Ford dealer and has sub—

agencics in Hamburg, Kutztown, Werners

ville,- Boycrtown, Morgantown and Birds

boro. The first floor will be offices and stock

and-showrooms; the second will be for stor

age, accommodating 84 cars, and the third

Will, b9 alepairshop with a capacity of 18

ails. ,T‘hc requipinent includes a

,rfiight elevator.

wit,
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JERSEY TRADFSMEN RAISE

DUES AND HEAR SPEECHES

Also Take Over Newark Show and

Honor Retiring President—Ellis

Chosen to Head Organiza

tion for Next 12 Months. “xf-l

At its annual meeting in Newark, on Sat—

urday last, 22nd inst., the New Jersey Au

tomobile Trade Association elected oFficers

as follows: President, W. H. Ellis; vice

prcsidcnt, Georgc'H. Smith; treasurer, R.

A. 'Green; secretary. R. B. Mann; trustees,

G. B. Thayer, C. Louis Fitzgerald. I. M.

Uppercu, George Paddock and G. E. Blakes~

ley.

At the same meeting it was voted to in

crease the initiation fee for active members

from $25 to $100 and to associate from $25

to $50, and to raise the dues of the actives

from $10 to $15 and for the associates from

$5 to $7.50 per year. The Trade Association

also formally took over the management of

the Newark automobile show, which here—

tofore has been conducted by the New Jer

say Automobile Exhibition Co., which is

composed largely of the same men.

At the banquet which followed, George E.

Blakcslce, the retiring president of the as—

sociation, was presented with a handsome

silver service in token of his there years'

service as the head of the organization.

Among the guests were Job H. Lippin

cott, State Commissioner of motor vehicles,

who, when called on, declared that “there

was no longer an 'automobile question'"

and professed his desire “to solve the prob

lem of regulating motor cars and to give

the owners a square deal." H. A. Bonnell,

who, among other things, is general man

ager of the Automobile Board of Trade, de

clared that the three problems facing au

tomobilc dealers are “the sale of second

hand cars, legislation and the construction

of good roads.”

Benjamin Selle His Syracuse Business.

Although it was stated that C. Arthur

Benjamin, who last week became the sales

manager for the American Locomotive Co.'s

automobile department, Would retain his

retail business in Syracuse, N. Y., an urt—

cxpected oficr came his way and, as a re

sult, it was disposed of on Monday last

to W. D. Andrews, a bicycle and sporting

goods dealer in that city. The sale includes

Benjamin’s salesroom and main garage on

West Onondaga street and his service

building on South Clinton street, as well-as

their entire contents.

It is Andrews's intention to continue both

establishments and to: .the purpose be is

organizing a $100000 company of 'which

March 27, l913

he will become president; Ross L. Andrews

will be treasurer and general manager, and

E. T. Fuller, Benjamin's former superin

tendent. will be vice-president. Seventeen

years ago Benjamin and Andrews were

partners in'the bicycle businessjn Syra

cuse, Benjamin withdrawing to engage in

the automobile industry. Latterly» he han

dled, the Packard and Hudson cars.“

Recent Losses by Fire.

Chicago, lll.—David Hogg. 46 Oak street,

garage destroyed. Loss, $25,000.

Minneapolis, Minn—McMillan Garage.

239 Clifton avenue, damaged. Loss, $400.

Bufialo, N. Y.—Clarence Gill'ord, 77 Ed

ward street, garage damaged. Loss, $5,000.

Atileboro, 'Mass—Arthur E. Rounds.

West street, garage destroyed. Loss, $3.000.

' St. Paul, Minn—Northwestern Fuel Co..

garage, three trucks and one car destroyed.

Loss. $15,000.

Pasadena,- Cal—F. H. Latimore,‘ 460

North Madison avenue, garage damaged.

Loss not given.

Providence, R. I.—Pugh Bros, 53 Mathew

son street, garage damagedby explosion

of vulcaniyzing tank. Loss not stated.

Quick Action in Stoddard Bankruptcy.

HIt develops, that the Stoddard Motor Co..

of New York, against which on Wednesda‘y

last, 19th inst., a petition in bankruptcy was

filed by order of the board of directors,

was adjudicated a bankrupt the same day.

Stanley \V. 'Dexter being appointed referee

in bankruptcy. He has called the first meet

ing of’ creditors to occur April 4th, at

which time a trustee will be chosen. As the

Maxwell Motor Co., successor of the United

States ‘M‘otor Co., is practically the only

creditor of the Stoddard company, which

is merely a New York branch, the winding

up proceedings will undoubtedly be as ex

peditious as was the.adjudication in bank

ruptcy.

 

Priest is Garageman's Big Creditor. .

.Dennis J. Carney, operator of a garage in

Worcester, Mass, has filed a pflllthlTl-m

bankruptcy, stating that his liabilities

amount to $10,353 and his assets to $2,898..

or his liabilities, $1,160 is secured and $9.

l93 is due to about 25 unsecured creditor?

the principal of whom is Rev. JohnO'Keefe,' of Dalton, Mass. to whom Came:1

owes $6,981 for borrowed money; rent all

promissory notes.

 

Daughters-Kins to Pmd‘m Tops. Co,

The Daughters-King Auto Sprclalty flu

has been formed in St. Louis. M0? to midi

facture tops' seat covers and Similar a? K.

It is. located at 3323 Locust mutiny.

Daughters is President of the com!“ I

d_______.-l|

l
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GOVERNOR SULZER, THE TOO CONSIDERATE.

Governor Sulzer. of New York'. is too considerate. Be

fore he permits the introduction of his special bill seeking

to double the tax on automobiles. he should seriously com

mune with himself. He OWes it to the common “peepul”

whose particular champion he long has professed to be. For

what does double taxation mean to the men or women who

own automobiles? It is a trifle lighter than air.

Politicians. like death. love shining marks. and having

found that the State is in the chronic condition of needing

more money, and the secretary of State, who is also new to

his lob. having informed him that automobilists can afford

it, why should they be permitted to escape with a mere

doubling of the fees now imposed upon them? The sug

gestion is ridiculous! They always have been “marks”—

“easy marks"—shining marks. Their tax. therefore. should

at least be quadrupled.

Even if in investing $200 or $300 in the purchase of a

Second—hand motor car or motor wagon any man believes

he is thereby increasing his pleasure or facilitating his busi

ness by dispensing with a horse, he has no right to Sllch

bellefS- The possession of any vehicle not drawn by ani

mals is absolute proof of unlimited wealth. It is proof that

the owner is fit not merely for double taxation, but for triple

or quadruple taxation. It is convincing evidence that he

can afford it. He has no rightful claim to sympathy. He

has no right to own an automobile anyway. He deserves

to be “shaken down.”

\\'e repeat. the governor is too considerate. He should

find some legal means of taking the coat from the automo

bilist’s' back or the shoes from his feet—some means of

making him pay for the air he breathes. or at any rate for

so much of it as is drawn into his carburettor. That sort of

thing will be fair and just and proper. and in the interests

of the common “peepul” who cannot afford automobiles

and who have no carburetters to consume more air than

is their portion. The governor should go the limit while

he is about it.

The Sulzer idea and the Mitchell May ideas are simply

great! Let the good work go on. “and damned be he who

first cries Hold! Enough!" If it goes far enough. the auto

mobile interests may discover that they have about 500.000

votes in the State of New York alone and that. properly

niarshalled, that number of ballots will give as much pause

to Sulzccrs and Mays and other politicians as does the

Grange vote; and that consummation will be Worth even

triple taxation.

ELECTRIC STARTERS FOR USED CARS.

Although it is one of the advantages of the average elec—

tric lighting dynamo that it can be applied to almost any

car by almost any person possessing even a modicum of

mechanical ability—the common variety of repairman can

be assumed to possess a little more than that modicum-—

the same can be said of very few electric starters. So far.

only one manufacturer has developed an electric starter

that is easily applicable to any existing car without the

necessity for extensive alterations, and has advocated its

application by any one other than himself, and though the

iothness of others to follow suit may be excused. in a

measure, by their fear of permitting installations that may

fall short of the efficiency and dependability demanded and

obtained of factory-made installations, it would seem that

they may be overlooking a by no means small field.

The used car problem has not been solved as yet. And

until all manufacturers re-build cars taken in exchange.

bringing them up to date by the addition of such modern

 

'equipment as the electric lighting and starting system‘ rep—

resents—which may or may not represent the happy solu

tion of the problem and which probably never will come

to pass—there will remain on the market large numbers of

old cars that are minus these features. In many cases their

owners want electric lights and engine starters and are

willing to pay a reasonable price for them, but they are

liable to balk at any proposition involving extensive and

expensive alterations and the consequent loss of the use of

the car for a time long enough to make the installation.

Now that the electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem has become standard equipment on so many cars. much

of the mystery that shrouded it when first it appeared has

been dissipated and its installation outside of factories

rendered possible. '

One other point: The deveIOpment of such easily at

tached systems very likely would open up a way for the

dealer in used cars to bring his wares more up to date and

to dispose of them more easily. thus. in turn, opening up

the way to greater trade in new cars by providing an easier

gateway for those taken in exchange. ‘
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OBNOXIOUS BILL REAPPEARS

SHORN 0F SEVERAL CLAUSES

New York Secretary of State “Patches

Up” McClelland Act and Has It

Reintroduced — Suizer, Too.

Has a Pet Measure.

Although it is generally believed that the

only automobile legislation likely to be

enacted by the present legislature of New

York is Senator W'hite's bill providing for

the appomtmcnt of a commission to confer

with the authorities of other States, with a

view of drafting a uniform law, Secretary

of State May, like all other new officials,

has so much automobile on the brain that

he is not content to abide that result.

May was the real author of the obnoxious

McClelland bill, and after it was punched

full of holes at the public hearing two weeks

ago he again took it in hand and, after

patching it here and there, he had it re

introduced on Monday last. Among other

things. the double taxation feature has been

eliminated, and as for the other things that

are dch to the May heart, he points out

that they already are parts of the laws of

_.~muc or all the several States with which

Senator \Vhitc’s proposed conference com

mittee would confer.

Because it has been stricken out of the

modified McClelland hill, however, does not

mean that the effort to squeeze the automo

bile interests by imposing a double tax has

ceased. On the contrary, Governor Sulzcr

is having a separate and distinct bill drafted

to accomplish that specific purpose so dear

to the Sulzcr heart.

Morgan to Reach Catskill or Bust.

“Pike's Peak or Bust" was a compara

tively trifling undertaking compared with

the “Catskill or Bust” scenic tour. Although

Catskill is only about 125 miles from New

York City, where he is located, \V. J. Mor

gan for some six years has been unsuccess

fully trying to reach that Hudson River

town and to bring guests to the hotels

which abound in summer vacation regions

adjacent thereto.

Not willing to admit defeat, and with the

idea of having it recorded as his “farewell

appearance" as a promoter, Morgan has

revived the oft-revived “scenic tour" and

will endeavor to reach Catskill on May

15th next, after starting from New York

the day before. He states that he has ap

plied for A. A. A. sanction and that the

route now is being mapped. Also that “in

addition to being a pleasure jaunt the tour

will be an endurance, reliability. hill climb

and fuel economy test."

If Morgan really does reach Catskill this

MOTOR WORLD

year, and despite his announcement that

the scenic tour is his “farewell contest," it

is given out that thereafter he will promote

contests for the Motor Car Dealers' Cou

test Association of New York, making it

appear that his is a Patti “farewell.”

As the dealers' representative, he has in

prospect a four-day inter-city reliability

contest that will reach from New York to

Philadelphia and then to Boston.

Northwest Seeks the National Tour.

Unless some hitch develops in the ten

tative program that has been mapped out.

Detroit, the Automobile capital, will not

witness the start of the A. A. A. National

Reliability Tour, which was abandoned last

year because of insufficient entries, nor

will New Orleans witness the finish of the

renamed Gliddcn A new route. of approx

imately the same length as the “Lakes-to

the-Gulf Route," which was mapped out

for last year's tour, has been tentatively

chosen. It stretches from Minneapolis,

Minn, to Kalispell, Mont., in the very heart

of the new Glacier National Park; the pre

liminaries have been undertaken by the Au—

tomobile Club of Minneapolis and the Civic

and Commerce Association of that city,

which bodies are working in conjunction

to secure the start of the tour for the Flour

City.

Receiver Takes Brighton Beach Track.

If “Bill” [’ickcns, or anyone else, conducts

races at the Brighton Beach track in Brook

lyn, N. Y., this summer, they first must

reckon with a receiver. For Samuel Gom

pcrtz has been appointed receiver of the

Brighton Beach Racing Association as a

result of foreclosure proceedings on a $50,

000 mortgage. The action, which it is stated

is a purely friendly one, was taken for the

purpose of having someone handle the prop

crty in an effort to make it a paying prop

05ition, which means that it will be “hired

out” whenever possible exactly as hereto

fore, which has not been often since “play

ing the ponies" ceased to be profitable or

legal in New York State.

 

New Jersey May Punish Non-Residents.

New Jersey still is having a hard time

convincing itself that reciprocity is wholly

right and proper. The effort to rescind

non-resident privileges having failed, the

legislature has passed and the governor has

signed a bill authorizing the motor vehicle

commissioner to suspend the lS-day touring

privileges when cause is presented. \Nhen

guilt is proven, it is punishable by a fine not

exceeding $200. The governor also has

signed a bill providing a fine of $500, or im~

prisonment for 60 days. for the manufacture

of any imitation of the official registration

plate.

 
  

a.

'indicates Sanction by A. A. A.

March 24-29, Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

apolis Automobile Trade

show.

March 24-29, Watertown. N. Y.—Annual

show of the Watertown Automobile Deal

ers' Association in the irate Atrmory.

March 29~April S, St. John, N. B.—New

Brunswick Automobile Trade Association's

show in Queen’s Rink.

April 1-6. San Francisco, Cal—San Fran

cisco Automobile Dealers'

motor truck show.

April 5—12, Pittsburgh, Pa.——Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers' Association‘s seventh

annual show in the East Liberty Market

building.

April 14-16, Chicago, Ill.-—Chicago Motor

Club's reliability tour for commercial vchi

cles.

Association's

Association's

April 16-17, Taylor, Tex.—Track races

under the auspices of the Taylor Automo

bile Club.

May 5. Washington, D. C.—Start of the

reliability-economy run for commercial

vehicles under the auspices of the Washing

ton Post!

July 1, Indianapolis, Ind—Start of the

Indiana Automobile Manufacturers' Asso

ciation's cross continental tour to Los An

gcles, Cal.

May 5-8, Washington, D. C.-—Motor truck

reliability contest under the auspices of the

\Vashington Post.

May 30, Indianapolis, Ind.-—Third annual

SOO-milc sweepstakes races on the motor

speedway.‘

May 30. Chicago, Ill—Annual lnterclub

reliability run of the Chicago Motor Club

and the Chicago Athletic Club.

June 21, Algonquin. Ill.—Algonquin hill

climb under the auspices of the Chicago

Motor Club.

June 25-28. Chicago. Ill.—-Reliability tour

of the Chicago Automobile Club.‘
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invourrs ELECTRIC cus

r012 “ALL YEAR” BUSINESS

High Cost of Gasolene Will In

crease Demand, Says Brand—Ad

vantages to Dealer Who

Handles Them.

In these days when the price of fuel is a

burning question with

dealer, it enables the electric car dealer to

score one on every other kind of a dealer,

for. as every one knows, since the “steamer”

lost its popularity, the electric has been

the only vehicle that is independent of gaso

lene. That this very fact should operate to

stimulate the demand for electrics and that

their successful exploitation in cities where

they are not so well known, as well as a

substantial increase in the business they

represent in' cities where they already are

well established. requires only a dealer's

initiative is the opinion, expressed or unex

pressed, of no inconsiderable number of per

sons whose positions in the trade enable

them to feel the pulse rate of the motoring

public and from this to draw conclusive

arguments. ‘

Frederick A. Brand, who is secretary and

treasurer of the Broc Electric Vehicle Co.

of Cleveland, Ohio, is one of these persons,

and in view of his intimate knowledge of the

electric vehicle industry and all that per

tains to it his opinions and advice cannot

well fail to carry weight. Brand's creed,

expressed in so many words, is to assist the

dealer along the broad highway of success

by pointing out to him new methods of in

creasing his yearly business, and as one

simple means of accomplishing this end he

Suggests that gasolcne car dealers consider

carefully the desirability of taking up elec—

tric cars as well, if not as a means of cre

ating an “all-year" business. which with

gasolene cars alone is wont to show signs

Of lilgging in the early fall and spring, then

to increase that business and make it show

a better credit balance.

Brand also points out that the electric car

trade is the easier for the dealer to care for;

that the electric is the simplest for the gar

ageman to care for; that the ratio of over

head expense to profit is lower in the case

Of the electric car than in the case of the

gasolene car; and that the electric car

dealer has considerably less need of carry

mg an expensive stock of spare parts than

has the gasolene car dealer.

“with gasolene costing the city driver of

a four- or five-passenger car from two to

two and one-half cents per mile, as against

an electric current cost of from one to

two cents a mile. largely dependent upon

current rate and whether the driving is

the gasolcne car

over level or hilly roads, electric cars are

bound to increase in popularity," declares

Brand in dealing with that phase of the

subject. And by way of laying emphasis

on the assertion, he cites the case of one

disgruntled city driver of a five—passenger

high-priced gasolene car who, because he

was unable to get better than eight miles

to the gallon of fuel, for which he paid more

than 20 cents, seriously is considering the

purchase of an electric; his consideration is

based solely upon the high cost of fuel.

“Now understand me," Brand adds, in

summing up. “electric cars with their pri

vacy, their simplicity of operation, their

freedom from repairs—the latter attribut

able to some extent to the slow speed at

which they are operated—as well as their

low maintenance and power cost, do not

need a high price of gasolene for a sales

increase, but this high fuel cost of gasolene

cars is another factor that is going to fur

ther increase the demand for electrics, and

live dealers must take on electric lines be

fore their competitors get too firmly estab

lishcd with electric lines they now handle."

One other thing that Brand has failed to

make specific mention of, though probably

only because it is well known, even if it is

not often thougth of, is that the electric

car is the only original self-starting, elec

trically lighted car, and that for silence it

has everything else “backed off the boards."

to employ a colloquialism.

Allen Cars Coming from Fostoria.

The Allen Motor Car Co. has been or

ganized in Fostoria, Ohio, where it just

has secured a plant in which will be manu

factured the Allen “36,” a well standard

ized car listing at $1,350, fully equipped, of

which a number already have been pro—

duced. The company will be incorporated

some time prior to july lst with a capital

of $500000. Meanwhile the purchase of ma

terial is being done through the Peabody

Buggy Co., an old-established Fostoria con—

cern, which is interested in the Allen en

terprise. The sales department is in charge

of J. E. Wright, who is a member of the

Columbia Buggy Co., also of Fostoria. The

Allen company is already sold up for the

present season and figures that having

made the necessary connections it will be

enabled to increase its output for 1914 to

1.000 cars.

Traveler Acquires Factory in Detroit.

The Traveler Motor Car Co., which re

cently was organized in Detroit .by J. P.

Lavigne and which purposes selling its

droduct direct to the public, has purchased

property in that city on Grand River ave

nue. It comprises a two-story brick build

ing. 80 x 100 feet, which immediately will

he remodeled.

it A. C. DECIDES T0 TEST

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Will Award $250 Cup to Entrant

Whose Equipment Makes the

Best Showing—Conditions

of the Competition.

By way of determining which of the many

electric lighting systems on the market is

the best, or at least which is the best under

the conditions imposed by itself, the Royal

Automobile Club has decided to hold an

open competition, for which entries will

close September 15th.

For the electric lighting set that is

adjudged to be the best the entrant will be

presented with a cup valued at $250 and the

official R. A. C. certificate of performance.

The conditions are as follows: “The whole

equipment must be entered for the trial and

must be properly installed upon a car: the

distance run upon the road shall not be less

than 2.000 miles; all lamps (not less than

two head lamps, two side lamps, and one

tail lamp) shall be alight at the same time

and for at least six hours each day; the

Technical Committee of the R, A. C. shall

decide which of the performances is the

best; any equipment which completes its

trial before October 15th shall be eligible."

Which means, briefly, that equipment may

be entered any time for test prior to Sep

temer 15th, and at the completion of the

test the entrant will be awarded a certifi

cate.

The certificates of all those whose equip

ment has been tested prior to October 15th

will be examined and the award of the cup

made after comparison of the certificates by

the Technical Committee of the automobile

club.

Six Months Detecting a Detective.

Having spent the time from September 30,

1912, to the current week getting service

on Clovis E. Duhain. who is connected with

the Pinkerton Detective Agency in New

York City, the International Motor Co. filed

suit against him in the Supreme Court for

New York county, alleging an indebtedness

of $723.60; the difficult service is said to

have been caused by the fact that Duhain

travels almost continuously and could not

be located in New York. not even by the

sheriff of Kings county. Duhain was inter

ested in a company which operated “rub

berneck" wagons and backed the purchase

of two trucks from the Mack Bros. Motor

Car Co. in l909. Of the total indebtedness,

$614.08 is on a three months' note drawn

May l5. 1911, and $109.52 is claimed as un

paid interest on other notes drawn at vari

ous dates.
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CLEAN FLOORS AS AN ASSET

Saving Effected in Workmen’s Time, and

Tone of Garage Raised by Weekly Use

of Hose—One Man's Experience.

It is just as good business management

and just as important to have a clean floor

in the garage part of your establishment

as it is to have a neat,clean office and sales

room.v

It is a fact that workmen are afiected vis—

ihly by their surroundings and scientific

study has disclosed that one way to in

crease efficiency is to maintain an atmo~

sphere of cleanliness and order. In large

establishments it has been found possible

to' increase the efiiciency of operatives from

15 to 20 per cent. by removing machine

borings, sweeping the floors frequently and

otherwise keeping everything in apple—pie

order.

Standard of Work Raised.

Not the least interesting fact is the effect

such cleanliness has in raising the standard

of work'as 'well as increasing the quantity.

Men in small establishments are just as

responsive to such methods.

This recently was illustrated .in the case

of a garage. the owner of which for years

had been satisfied to have a repair de

partment situated at the rear end of the

building and in which there was literally a

three-inch accumulation of grease and dirt

on the cement floor. ‘When the owner de

cided to use a shovel and hoe on it and see

what could be done, all hands were put on

the job for about half a day. First the floor

was thoroughly scraped, then it was washed

with and scrubbed with gasnlene till every

bit of grease was loosened; this was fol

lowed by soap and water scrub and finally

a grand “hose down" which made it fairly

presentable.

once a week was adopted and has since

been carried out.

A rule of a thorough wash
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Before the era of cleanliness the grease

was so thick on the floor that it actually

soaked through a man’s shoes. Cars left for

repairs showed the result in greasy running

boards, floor coverings. tires, etc. The

workmen's garments showed similar effects,

and there was no effort made to keep any

thing clean because of the utter hopeless

ness of it. Tools laid on the floor became

grease covered and left their marks wher

ever deposited during the course of a job.

The clean floor resulted in greater freedom

in working, better work, more cleanly

dressed workmen, increased self-respect on

the part of all hands, greater snappiness

in tackling jobs and better satisfied custom

ers. It does not cost much to try this plan,

and it is not only worth trying but worth

keeping up~and don’t overlook the fact

that customers notice and appreciate clean

liness and order.

go out till it was completely satisfactory.

If the motor was noisy. he seemed instinct

iver to know just where the trouble was;

like some doctors he could diagnose a

case with startling speed and-accuracy—

and he never wasted any time. He would

get right at things. His example had fired

the whole force.

One Man Inspired the Whole Force.

\\’ithout realizing what was responsible

for it. the entire department had taken on

more activity and more ginger. Customers

who had been getting half-baked work. now

commented on the change and told their

friends how quick and how satisfactory the

work now was. This had given the impetus

that resulted in an immediate gain—one

boy-mechanic with a genuine love for his

job had unconsciously influenced a force

of six men to the extent of turning a loss

into a profit.

val

EXAMPLE AS AN INSPIRATION.

The business of the repair department of

a \Vestern dealer grew so rapidly that the

proprietor determined to look into the rea

son back of it. He had been selling the same

line for two years and the cars were stand

ing up splendidly. The repair department

had always lost money before, and now it

0!

GETTING VISITORS’ NAMES.

Sometimes people come in and look at a

car and then walk out after an apparently

pleased examination of your car. You do

not know where they came from or where

they are going; in many cases that is the

last you see of them. One dealer makes a

point of mailing catalogs. He never has

was making a great showing. doing more them in sight in the salesroom, but keeps

work and at a liberal profit. They had the them in a dust-proof file. On such occa

same equipment. \Vhat was the secret! sions as the one referred to he says: "Can't

Examination of the various charge tickets

showed that many outside cars had been

cared for in additionto his particular line;

so he felt relieved to know that at least the

'increased business was

I mail you one of the new catalogs when

they come in?" From that point it is com

paratively easy to get the name and ad

dress. The idea is to get the information

not due without putting the question point blank
to any

trouble with his particular “ling,”
‘9‘

After several attempts to fathom the ,

mystery from the office-end, the dealer kept WHAT ‘MAKINC' HAY REALLY

his eye on the department and found that MEANS

the change was all due to the fact that two

months before the foreman had hired a

young. black-haired mechanic who looked

like a boy. This boy mechanic loved his

“Make hay while the sun shines" is an

other way of saying “Don't wait too lonl-Z

or you will find that the other fellow has~

been there and signed up the ripe prosPL‘CI

work so heartily that he never let a job you thought was yours cxelusively.
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Incident Which Serves to Illustrate that

Appearance iOften is Deceptive and

that Dress Belies Real Prospects.

The incident happened in a piano store.

The concern had the agency for the Stein

way; it also had other pianos at popular

prices. The salesmen were all keyed up to

the Steinway class, as far as style goes.

They rather looked down on anyone who

talked or thought anything but Steinway.

Most of them were young. and not so very

clever, as the story will show.

They would almost rush in a body to

greet a pretty or a well-dressed woman

Who might pay $10 down and $5 a month on

an instrument. but when one came who

was poorly garhed there was much hesita

tion and indifference. Usually she had to

stand for a few minutes before one of these

gretty youths would elect himself to wait on

er.

The "Boss" Sets an Example.

The “boss” knew his men were young.

and one day he discovered they were snob

blih- He determined to teach them a les

Stln. His opportunity came almost imme

diately. He heard the door open. and a

neatly dressed Italian woman entered. The

salesmen were making no move to greet

her- The “boss” stepped to the door in

may fashion. He greeted her with a smile

and a “Good Morning." She explained that

her daughter was going to take piano les

50"5- Her husband was in the fruit busi

neSS- They had determined to buy a pian0

Would he show her one for about $250?

Would he?

The "boss". spared no effort to show her

that he was selling the best pianos in

town for that money or anywhere near it.

She decided to buy one of them. Could

he- deliver it that afternoon? \Vhy. cer

tainly! How much would she like to pay

, ummmhnnmummmhmmwwmmmmmn
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down? She would pay cash. Pay all ofvit? ,

Yes. So she reached down into the ’folds

of her dress and brought out a roll of'bills

which the "boss" spent some time in count

k
ing. .

Lesson in Politeness and Promptness.

The receipt was given and the order

entered, and then the "boss" called his sell

ing force into the office and, with the roll

of bills still in his hand, taught them a

little lesson on politeness, promptness,

salesmanship and playing the law of aver

ages that put an entirely different complex—

ion on that sales force.

Occasionally in the automobile business

similar lessons must be taught. Occasion

ally men kowtow to' ster1 and dress and

show rudeness approaching almost to in

sult to the "rural" looking fellows 'who once

in a while stroll in. ‘But it does not happen

so often as it used to, and it is likely to

happen still less in the future.

.8

MENTAL ATTITUDE REFLECTED IN

PROFITS AND LOSSES.

“People who own cars don't care about

saving money," said an accessory dealer to

a manufacturer’s_representative a few days

ago. “I don't push these devices; we have

them in stock and are ready to supply any

body who asks for them."

"How many did you sell last year?" said

the salesman.

“About a hundred sets," was the reply.

Sales Consummated Without Effort.

"You sold a hundred sets and never even

showed them to anyone unless they asked

for them! \Vell. if that's the kind of a dealer

you are. I certainly do not want to tie up

my line with you," said the salesman. ' '

“Just think of it!" said the salesmanyre

counting the incident. “that concern. with

out any efi'ort. has sold over $600 worth of

my goods during the year. making a profit

of 40 per cent.. Supposing they had started

y.'i “ i t“ '~
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out to sell 500 sets, placed a mark and "fade-i: v

a reali'éfi‘brt'to sell the goods, wltat‘aiitiitée'

profit they Would have had off the oncflit- I

tle line? .~\nd think of that statement that

'People. who own 'cars! dont" care about

saving money“. Wouldn't that jar you?

It certainly beats all how many people are

asleep to their opportunities."

3‘ .

KNOWLEDGE THAT PREVENTS'

OVER AND UNDER-STOCKS.

Just as many individuals make a incss of

their lives simply because they do not

know themselves and never make any really

earnest attempt to find themselves cut. so

to speak, so many business failures can be

traced to a lack of definite, accurate knowl

edge.

Ascertaining Territory Conditions.

It is not simply a question of knowing

the goods; it is a question of getting down

to rock-bottom knowledge on all the con

ditions that surround the sale and the stock

ing of them. The dealer who knows just

what his territory can yield, taking into

consideration the full strength of his compe

tition. the conditions of business generally

and the other forces that must be reckoned
with. is also likely to know pretty well what i

the factory will be able to do in the way of

deliveres.

Gauging Needs by Past Records.

Such a dealer will not have an under

stock of cars contracted for. nor will he

have an over-stock. He will gauge his needs

by his past records. supplemented by care

ful study of present local conditions. The

dealer who knows will never be in the em

barrassing and financially painful situation

of one who sold a thousand cars and had

to r:fund deposits on all but two hundred

and ffty. Before the dealer who knows

con-units himself that far. he will have an

iron-clad guarantee of deliveries from the

factory.
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SPLITDURF STARTER EMPLUYS

UNUSUAL REDUCTION GEARINU

Planetary Principle in Modified Form

 

Permits Meshing of Several Teeth

at Once - Motor Supplied

in Two Sizes.
 

A.

Supplementing earlier and less complete

details of the Splitdorf electric engine

starter, which, prior to and at the time of

the organization of the John Splitdorf Cor

poration of 136 W'est 52d street. New York

MOTOR WORLD

which a second spur gear is cut; this hub,

in turn, operates through its pinion train

a second internal, the hub from the last

internal carrying the sprocket or gear for

the final reduction. Obviously, it is a com

paratively simple matter to increase or re

duce the size of the final driving sprocket

or gear, and in this way to obtain any total

reduction that may be required in cranking

the particular engine to which the system is

applied.

The electric motor that forms the power

element of the system is of the orthodox

series pattern, except that it is very small

and very light. Series winding is used, it is

\\\\\\\ \\\\\\ \\\ \\\\\

  

SPLITDORF STARTER COUPLED TO REDUCTION GEAR

City, which produces it, was heralded as a

device quite different from the ordinary

run of such devices, additional information,

forthcoming with the practical readiness

of the system of the market, reveals that its

most distinctive feature lies in the employ

ment of an unusual type of reduction gear.

Though it already was fairly common

knowledge that such would be the case, and

free speculation had coupled the terms

"planetary and epicyclic" gear with nearly

all discussions of it, it now transpires that

the gear. while of the planetary type in

appearance, actually differs from such con

struction in several respects.

The approaches planetary

construction in its functioning in that the

gears always are in mesh and that those

upon which the greatest strain is imposed

have several teeth in engagement at all

times, the latter feature being one upon

which particular stress is laid as indicating

an unusually high factor of safety coupled

with smallness and lightness and the reduc

tion of internal friction to the minimum by

reason of the distribution of the driving

load over several teeth instead of its con

centration on one tooth.

mechanism

In both internal and external appearance,

the reduction gear resembled the more or

less familiar sun and planet train, though

the resemblance is carried no further. In

stead of rotating about the sun wheel. the

planet pinions are anchored fast to the case

and the motion of the gear shaft. is trans

mitted through the, pinion gears to the first

internal. which is supplied with a liul; on

well to explain, by reason of the fact that

this method results in an increase in motor

  

MUTth IN DETAIL

torque with the increase in the load up to

the stalling point. The reason for the really

tiny size of the motor is apparent in the in
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compression cocks closed even after the

current from the battery has been cut 05.

Consequently it may be assumed to have a

materially beneficial effect in assisting the

motor to maintain its high rotative-speed

at the moments when the pistons of the

engine are passing compression dead cen

ters.

Two sizes of motors are produced, one of

which is slightly larger than the standard

size developed for pleasure car work and

has been designed for the more rigorous

work of starting heavier commercial vehi

cle motors, and both are of the two-pole

type with laminated fields to increase et’fi

.ciency. Though they are constructed for a

nominal voltage of six, ample provision for

overload has been made, the net result

being that they can be operated without

likelihood of damage on as much as l2

volts. Motor cases are constructed to be

water- and dirt-proof, the end cap screwing

into place.

To supplement the starting apparatus. a

generator to charge batteries automatically

now is in course of preparation and shortly

will helplaced on the market. in appear

ance it will be almost exactly like the start~

ing motors and it will be no larger than the

smaller of the two. Fields will be of the

combined permanent magnet and electro

magnet type, this construction having been

chosen by reason of its quick “building up"

possibilities. Like the motors. the gener

amr will be dust-proof.

 

Unusual Type of Lamp Reflectors.

As a means of assisting the driver to see

around a corner, so to speak, one ingenious

motorist has adopted the plan of fastening

small horizontal strips of bright tin in

front of his head lamps. They are connected

at the top with a very light rod and a cord

and a couple of small pulleys permits them

to be turned; they stand in the same plane

with the rays of light from the lamp. When

it is desired to illuminate a corner. the metal
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MODIFIED PLANETARY GEARING IN SECTION, SHOWING PIiYIONS

corporation of a miniature flywheel within

the casing. This flywheel. it is pointed out,

accumulates sut’ficient energy of its own at

4.000 revolutions a minute. which is normal

speed. to crank a heavy motor with the

strips are turned slightly sideways, thus re

flfCting the light to one side or the other.

as the case may be, “men they stand

straight out they dQ'flQI interfleije in the

slightest with the brilliancy of the lamps.

in
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BIG “I” OF “TITLED” MEN DISPLEASES REILLY

 

Says Twelve “1’s” in Fifteen-Line Letter Is Somewhat Disptoportionate—

Men Who Grow in Own Estimation When Managerial Handle

Is Appended—“I’s” That Failed to Land an Order._

“Humph! Sounds just like Tom Lawson!"

snorted Reilly, as he finished the perusal

of a letter which bore the mark of an ac

cessory house and was signed, “C. Charles

Camerton. Director of Sales.”

“One, two, three," and on he counted.

ignoring temporarily the query of his sales—

man, who had asked what connection there

might be between the diction of C. Charles

and the Boston broker who has won fame

and fortune while handing out advice to

the trusting public.

“Twelve ‘I's’ in that letter of only fif

teen lines!" went on Reilly, as he waved the

epistle in question toward the salesman; if

it wasn’t for the letterhead you'd never

know the letter was from an accessory

manufacturer. Sounds as if Camerton was

the whole show."

Man and Demeanor not Proportionate.

“Maybe he is some guy," volunteered the

salesman, as he took the letter which Reilly

offered and read the words which were in

terspersed between a copious line-up of

“1‘s.”

"Some guy nothing!" retorted the dealer.

“I'll bet my Easter suit against your last

year's breeches that he isn't making any

more than you are and from what I know

of him he doesn't amount to much more,

either. The son-of-a-gun has been trying

to sell me stufi for almost a year, and I

have been getting more and more preju

diced against him. Every time I get a letter

it makes me think of one of Tom Lawson’s

Personal letters to the public. full of ‘I

this' and ‘I that'; I never liked Lawson

and I don’t like Camerton—and just for

his darned 'I' business I'm going to turn

him down!"

  

  

“TWELVE I’S IN THAT LETTER"

 

  

"WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?" HE ASKED

“\Vhat's Camerton got to do with the

quality of his company’s goods?” asked the

salesman.

“It's got this to do with it,” shot back the

little dealer, “that every time I buy anything

I would have to deal with Camerton, and I

never could stand him; and as to ‘his com

pany’ of which you speak, no one could

ever discover the fact that he isn’t the

whole company himself, at least not from

listening to him tell it."

“He is a bit rasping on the nerves," com

mented the salesman.

“‘A bit rasping’ is good,” supplemented

the dealer. “\Vhy, I'll bet the ‘1' key on his

stenographer’s typewriter is worn almost

flat. It must cost the company money put

ting in new ‘1' keys for him. Of course, I

don‘t suppose he can helpbeing all puffed

up like a pouter pigeon since he has the

high-horsepowered title of 'DirectOr of

Sales' dragging around after him."

Wherein “Director of Sales" Differs.

“\\'hat the difference between a Sales

Manager and a Director of Sales ?" inquired

Reilly's helper.

“Difference!” exclaimed the dealer. “About

nine ‘I's', I should say; I don't know of any

other material distinction.”

“Do you know Camerton?" inquired the

salesman. _

“No, I don’t,” replied Reilly, “but I know

a lot just like him."

“You do!" remarked the salesman in

feigned surprise. “I thought perhaps he was

the'only specimen in captivity."

“Far from it, my boy; far from it! They

are a long way from being a rare species,"

declared Reilly. “You must know several

if you ever notice such things. I’ll bet you

have several personal friends, if you only

think over the list, who have swelled up

considerably since they discovered they

were managers of some description. .I am

sure that I know a few."

“Perhaps I do," slowly responded 'the

younger man.

"There's one you know!" exclaimed the

dealer, as he turned in his chair; “Jim, the

Sales Manager at the factory!"

"Jim got a swelled head? No, no!" re

monstrated the salesman.

Back History of the Sales Manager.

“Not now, but he used to have," answered

Reilly. “I didn't know him then, and it is

evidence of the fact that he doesn't feel his

oats any more that he tells the story him

self. You know. he started in a number of

years ago with a manufacturer down in

New England as a clerk in the sales de—

partment. _lim worked along at a pretty

good pace and kept his eyes open, and after

a while he got a chance at the sales man

ager’s job and he grabbed it and made good.

He buckled down and worked like the devil

on the start, he was so anxious to get away

with the job, but after he felt that he had

things pretty well sewed up and received a

raise he got so he rather liked to look at

his title, ‘Sales Manager,’ which he had the

right to stick at the bottom of every let

ter. It sort of worked itself into his sys

tem, and jim took himself too seriously.

He began to address his correspondents

with ‘I's’ and sometimes he unconsciously

injected a little hauteur into his dictation.

He got to be almost as bad as Camerton.

He says 'now that he act ally felt that he

was a pretty importantiiece of furniture

about the plant. He t an awful fall,

  

“IT‘S BatiN ‘WE‘ EVER SINCE"
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though, one day and-it waked him tip—and

he has remained awake ever since". ' "

“What tripped him?" asked the salesman.

The-“591d- Man'S" Crafty vReprimand.

“The old 'iinin iiiiii.§ii."“‘ion{;liéii Reilly.

"The old fox! Heis onel'df'the dryestml‘d‘

dogs you ever met. He used to keep a pretty

good watch on things. used to read’ the

correspondence and such stuff, but he sel

dom interfered with a man as long as the

man got along all right. One day' he walked

into Jim's office with a handful of letters

rclatin'g to an order for $10,000 worth of

goods. Jim had been having a little'troub‘le

with the order. The old man had read the

stuff all through and evidently had got tired

of reading so many ‘I's', so he picked up the

bundle. walked into Jim's ofiice, laid it on

Jim's desk and said, ‘I gather from' these

letters that you‘re having a little difficulty

with the McGraw order,‘ ‘Yes. a little,‘ ad—

mitted Jim. ‘\\'ell,nmy boy,’ said the old

man. ‘remembef that if you can't turn out

that order. the factory and the company are

always ready vto help you. I‘ll admit it’s a

pretty big job for one man all alone.‘

“Jimmy boy sat and thought for several

minutes after the old man had gone. trying

to make out what the old fellow meant;

then Jim picked up the letters and began to

look them through. All of a sudden it

struck him that maybe ‘Jimmy the Sales

Manager' was sticking out pretty promi

nently in the letters. He looked himself

over and conducted a little investigation.

He asked his most confidential stenog

rapher, who was a girl of considerable com

mon sense, to state frankly just what peo

ple thought of him around the office. and

she told him honestly that some of them

thought he felt rather important since he

had been made sales manager. Thereafter,

instead of ‘I, the Sales Manager' it became

‘we, the company,’ and it has been ‘we' ever

since."

Good and Bad in the Use of Titles.

"Titles are a bad thing in some respects,"

interposed the salesman.

“They are and they aren’t." answered

Reilly. “I know one manufacturer who cut

out titles of every description. He decided

that the injection of the personality of his

employes into his business was not for the

best health of the business. and since he is

a man who makes a clean sweep when he

makes a sweep, he cleaned the whole busi

ness out entirely. He directed that 'every

letter be signed by the name of the company

with the initials of the writer underneath.

“On the other hand, there are companies

which feature the personality of certain {of

their employes; several automobile manu

facturers derive great advertising value.me

the featuring of the name of a chief en

I“ .  
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"wiiAT' TRIPPED HIM?“
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gmccr. a desrgncr. a sales iiianagerfor

some other ofiicial. This is all veny\we_ll,_
unless the horin-b‘lbwing is done at t‘l 'lstigation of the nia‘nadi'Ertised for th’ti pur

posc of adding an artificial value to himself;

there have been ins'tancefs ofithat. I‘know

of one manager who man tack his name

onto his compaiiy's adis.'_ and who even

tried to persuade some of the'papers Which

frequently used news regarding the com

pany for which he worked to use his name

every :ime a story was used. He was try

ing to make himself appear invaluable to his

employer, and he fell down in a horrible

manner."

Salesman Diagnoses Another Case.

"I know two or three managers that I’d

like to paste in the eye just for luck, every

time I see them!" retorted Reilly's lieuten

ant. “Some of them are in this trade and

some of them aren’t. There's one guy who

runs the store where I have bought shoes

for years: he was imported from New

York a while ago to manage the store, and

he certainly realizes that he’s the manager

of the establishment. I don’t know whether

it’s because he‘s manager or believes that

a man who has lived in New York is a

superior being, but I know this. that if I

was paying his salary and knew how he

stands with the public I'd give him an in

jection of turtle serum to tame him down

and make him go slow."

“These managers who feel their titles are

beneath their titles," asserted the little

dealer. “and the men who keep sticking

  

JUST THEN THE OFFICE GIRL ENTERED

_ ir, personality jnto the boss'stbusiness

gliii rit_,j

ust such ‘treatinent as the .in‘anvufa'h

turer I told you about who cut the titles

off everybody in the shop. Why. one of the

bestLlfaQtoty,.iiianagers I ever'knew didn't

. J .u. 1. ‘-. . - ' A . .

_know what his title was. The advertising

\, gt ilepa‘rtnient'fha'd occasion one day to use his

name, and the asked him what his oflicial

title was; Adother man was known as su

perintendent of the factory, so he couldn't

be that. and he said he didn't know what

he was. The "advertising ni'anage'r spent a

lialf hour't'rying to find the man's title, and

in the endthey hatl'to make one for him;

they called him ‘plarit manager.”

A Sales Manager and Never Knew it.

Reilly niight'liavc rambled on indefinitely

had not something. as usual. occurred to

stop him. This time it was the office girl,

who entered with a handful 'of mail which

she laid on Reilly's desk. The first thing

he picked up was a blank'sent out by a

trade directory company asking for infor

mation concerning him and his business;

he had filled it out down to the point where

he had to enter the names of his sales force,

and here be filled in the salesman's name

and remarked, “I guess your my sales man

ager. aren't you?”

“Sir! Me sales

since?" was the exclamation.

“Oh. a long time," answered Reilly.

“\Vhat!" ejaculated the man who had just

discovered his eminence; “here I've been a

sales manager for months and never_even

knew it. There ain't nobuddy got nothin' 0"

me. have they?” and he thrust his thumbs

into the armholes and tried out the buttons

on his vest.

manager! How long

Cash and Note Constitute a Sale.

Purchase of a car by cash and a note con

stitutes an actual sale and not a conditional

bargain. according to a jury in the Circuit

Court in W'ashington, D. C., which last

week awarded to Harry E. Chandlee a ver

dict of $1,125.20 against the Springfield Fire

8: Marine Insurance Co.. which had insured

Chandlee's automobile.

Chandlee bought a Marion car Julie 29,

1911, paying for it with cash and a 30 days

note for $650, and almost immediately tak

ing out insurance of $1,200, on which he

paid a premium of $24. Later he gave ‘3

lien or chattel mortgage on the car for the

purpose of discounting the note. and “'11;

the indebtedness had- been reduced to} 7

the car was destroyxed'by fire. Tlle-fi“

ance company refused to pay the inslira

on the grounds‘fthat when— Chandleil It _.

out the policy lid was pot the unconditi

> owner of the car, but the jury hldth

though part of, the payment was 9)". V g

' the sale and’dev0id of

any conditional element.
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DIVERSI Fl FD DESIGNS OF

To most people, to paraphrase a time

honored adage. “a can is a can," and pro

vided its capacity be sufiicient for the ma

terial in hand, and leaks are absent, little

6186 matters; any variety of can is used for

any type of liquid without regard for the

fact that. depending upon the characteris

tics of the'liquid, a can of more suitable de

Slg" may pcrchance he procurable. W'hen

motor vehicles first became popular, for in

stance. and gasolene stations‘sprang up in

untold numbers, no more suitable container

for the fuel—it served at the same time for

a measure—than the wide-lipped milk can

Provided with a handle, was forthcoming;

it was forthwith adopted and still persists,

despite the fact that can and measures de—

Slgfled specially for the handling of the

light li(Illid are catalogued in untold num

bers by the manufacturers of stamped ,shee‘t ~

metal goods. I I

The persistance “of the‘ milk can.type of

measure. however, is more or less in, the.

nature of a habit; The characteristics oi the;»

fuel itself. its volitility and infiammabilityrv,

ias well as the characteristics of the vehi

cle tanks which are positioned in a variety

of diflerent places and provided with open

'ings of anyvsize and any shape, as called for

by the fancy of the designer or the space

in hand, have led to the development of

very many cans and measures which are

adaptable for the convenient and rapid

handling of the liquid, under all sorts of

conditions, and which leave little room for

the use of the single milk can measure.

which must of necessity always be used with

a funnel, whatever the size and position of

the filler, and which at best is more or less

unwieldy. The development of these spe

cial cans and measures is not the least in
terestilngv of the development brought

about by automobiles, and there vis greater

variety than the unknowing would imagine

is the case. i '

The Atlantic Stamping Co., of Rochester,

N. Y.. for instance, is producing a com

bined measure and funnel which is suitable

for use where the filler cap is positioned

in ai'pla'ce which allows of free access. The

funnel takes the place of the lip, and by

way-of preventing the ingress into the car

THE USUALL'Y COMMOXPLACE “GASULEXE CAN"

buretter of large particles of foreign mat

ter which are liable to have a negative

effect. a IOO-mesh brass strainer is sol

dered across the passage. The measure

is provided with a handle for lifting and a

strap hand-hold for tilting. and since the

funnel portion covers only thejront of the

top, the wide mouth featurewhichtmade for

convenience in filling the milk/tan: type

from the barrel, is not sacrificed: The de

vice is made from'heavy galvanized. iron

with seams lapped and soldered. and is

graduated in gallons by means of impmssed

ridges.

For use in connection with rear positioned

tanks. the Atlantic device is made in slight—

ly different form and is provided with a

spout of seamless metal and with a metal

hoop handle 'for lifting and a conveniently

shaped metal handle for tilting purposes.

The device is slightly smaller—and is de

void oi graduations. A wide filling space

and a metal shield for preventing spilling

and sloppingr are provided. Also in the

Atlantic line are two types of portable cans.

They are similar in shape and both are pro
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vided with heavy wire handles with wooden

grips and are made in both three and four

gallon capacities. In one style a small brass

faucet is provided in place of a spout, and

by way of ensuring that the faucet will al

ways be at the lowest point when the tank

is tipped. a brace of strap iron is riveted

across the front of the can and acts as a

rest; naturally this type has much in its

favor in that the faucet will fit into the

mouth of a narrow filler and the tank can

be left to empty itself without attention.

On the other type a wide spout is provided

which is closed during transportation by

means of a screw cap. Both are provided

with fillers closed by means of screw caps

and are ribbed by way of reinforcing the

metal.

Variety in Gasolene Can Design.

A combined measure and funnel is also

embraced by the Dover line, which is made

in Cambridge, Mass, by the Dover Stamp~

ing 8: Mfg. Co. As is shown by the accom

panying illustrations, however, the Dover

measure differs not a little from the Atlan

tic type in that it is provided with a wide

lip at the rear, so that by tilting the device

in the other direction, the liquid need not

pass through the relatively small opening

provided by the funnel spout. This makes

for convenience when transferring the fuel

from the barrel to a wide-mouth container

or to a tank provided with a wide filler. The

sides of the Dover measure slant slightly

and the intermediate graduations are not

provided. The bottoms are heavy and rein

forced against possible leakage.

The Wallmann idea of the ideal gasolene

bucket and measure is shown by one of the

attcompanying illustrations. It is provided

with a short, tapered, and at the same time

corrugated, spout which protrudes from

the side of a dome-like bafile which sur

rounds the top of the can and prevents

slopping; the length of the spout, however.

is such that it cannot be injured by con

tact with a wall or with other objects

which are liable to hit the bucket a side

wise blow. A hinged cover tops the whole

and prevents both evaporation and spat

tering. and at the same time allows a suf

ficient opening for rapid filling. Its maker,

the \Vallman Mfg. Co., of Milwaukee, makes

the bucket in five-gallon size only, with in

termediate ridged graduations, and it is

made of galvanized steel double seamed and

soldered.

By way of preventing damage due to

“knocking about," one type of can which is

made by the National Enameling & Stamp

ing Co.. of New York City, is provided with

a wood protective jacket firmly held in place

by means of the wood hoops. Like the

Wallmann article, the spout is short, so that

it is not susceptible to injury and the dome
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TYPES OF FUEL CONTAINERS

top is corrugated. Since the can is intended

primarily for transportation, the filler cap

is small and is provided with a screw cap,

as is also the spout. Another Nesco prod—

uct, which is made only in larger sizes and

is intended primarily for the storage of the

fuel, is provided with a brass faucet oper

ated by means of a key handle and an iron

threaded filler cap. The sides and the bot

tom are corrugated by way of stiffening

the metal.

Also made by the National company is

the Hercules filler can. It is made of extra

heavy stock and is provided with a jointed

spout which makes for convenience in pour

ing, and with a very wide filling opening,

funnel shaped. A strap handle is provided

at the bottom for tilting, and both dome and

the sides are corrugated to render it stiff;

the can is put out in a five-gallon size only.

Safety Utensils That Prevent Evaporation.

Not the least important point with regard

to handling gasolene is the necessity of pre

venting evaporation in so far as is possible

and consistent with rapid dispensation, not

only because of the waste which the evap

oration involves. which in warm weather

might prove considerable where the fuel is

handled in large quantities. but also because

of the fire risk which always is incurred by

the presence of the highly inflammable gas

olene vapor. To this end several combined

measures and containers have been brought

out which are fully closed at all times save

when being filled and emptied. and which

at the same time are provided with large

filling openings and means for emptying

of capacity great enough to facilitate mat

ters.

Of this type is the non-evaporating gaso

lene measure which is another of the Dover

products. As shown in the illustration, the

device is shaped more or less like the famil'

iar milk can measure with a neck that is

slightly narrower than the better known

type. Fitting snugly into the cylindrical

portion of the neck is a revolvable hollow

metal plug or stopper with a \'-shaped

opening through one side, and a small hole

through the opposite side; when the meas

ure is to be emptied, the plug is turned so

that the opening registers with the portion

of the pouring lip attaching to the neck

establishing free passage for the liquid from

the container. At the same time the hole in

the opposite side of the stopper registers

with a similar hole in the neck and WW

vides a vent so that the tank cannot become

air bound. Filling is accomplished through

the pouring lip. \Vhen not in use the stoP'

per is turned slightly and both holes are

closed so that the fuel left in the can is P"‘

served. As with other D0ver PPOduas'

great care is exercised in the manufacture

to ensure durability and perfection; the

deviceis provided with a wound wire han

dle.

Another of the type is the Sexton Safety

can‘made in Boston, Mass, by the Sexton

Can Co. In contradistinction to the Dover

re:#1a

.-su
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can, which must needs be manually oper

ated, the Sexton can is automatic. Fitted

to the generously proportioned vfilling open

ing, which also serves as a spout, is a

conically shaped brass stopper provided

with a handle at the top and with a short

chain and a helical spring at the bottom; the

spring attaches to the bottom of the can and

serves to draw the stopper into the closed

position when the handle is released. Spill

ing, it is claimed. is an impossibility, no

matter how full or in what position the can

may be placed because of the tension of

the spring and the fact that the stopper is

ground to a fit; by the same token, evap

oration also is impossible.

The Nesco safety can is novel in that it

is provided with a pump for emptying the

liquid. As shown in the accompanying il

lustration, the pump is mounted in a re

movable plate which covers the generously

proportioned filler opening so that when the

tank is being filled the pump is removed; a

hinged cover closes the filler Opening when

the pump is not in place. By way of ensur

ing rapid transferral of the gasolene from

the can to the tank of the car or other con

tainer, the pump is made double acting, so

that it delivers a continuous stream.

Interest attaches to the Non-Explosive

can. which is exploited at 352 Pearl street

by the McNutt Non-Explosive Can Co.,

because of the fact—as the name would im

ply—that the maker claims that it is abso

lutely impossible for the can to explode

under any conditions whatsoever. This free

dom from bursting is brought about by vir

tue of a fine brass gauge caging which at

taches to the filler and through which the

liQuid must pass. Naturally the principle is

the same as that involved in the construc

tion of the Davy safety lamp; the brass

gauZe cools the flame before it can pass to

the gaSes within the tank.

But hOWever great have been the strides

made in the improvement of gasolene cans

and measures, it is very doubtful if other

than a comparatively few of the most pro

gressive of those who dole out the fuel have

or will adopt the “new fangled" devices. For

those who do not, it might be said that

while the milk can type of measure remains

the milk can type in shape, it has been 1m

Proved not a little since it first was ap

Plied to the measurement of gasolene; im

provements being chiefly in the nature of

greater weight 0f the metal and added re

inforcement which make for durability, and

ith'oved soldering and galvanizing meth

OdS which point in the same direction. Also

in cases where the bottoms have not been

rsinforced, they have been raised slightly to

eliminate c0ntact with the floor and prevent

undue wear. As a matter of course, the

Same al>1>lies to the newer types of gasolene

measures.

TWO-CYCLE MOTOR THAT

RUNS 0N VARIOUS FllElS

Has Differential Pistons and Burns

“Gas,” Kerosene or Denatured

Alcohol—Revelations of a

Demonstration.

One of the most recent of the many ef

forts constantly being madc to eliminate the

faults of the conventional type of two

cycle motor without losing the great ad

vantage o'f simplicity is shown in the ac

companying illustration, which is a cross-'

section of one cylinder of the Fraser-Brim

  

FRASER-BRIMMER MOTOR

mer engine, manufactured by the Superior

Motor Co., of Detroit, the first of which has

been undergoing public demonstration in

that city. There are no more moving parts

than in the common or garden variety of

two-cycle motor, but the piston is of the

two-diameter type, as is also the cylinder,

and the ports and transfer passages are

arranged in an unusual way.

Apart from obvious simplicity, there are

several advantages that are possessed by

the new engine. The method of handling

the gas makes back-firing impossible, and

there is no crank-case compression and,

consequently, no possibility of crank-case

explosions. Side thrust per square inch of

piston surface is very low because of the

length and the large bearing area of the pis

tons. ’

The engine is built in units of two cyl

inders for the reason that the lower piston

of one cylinder pumps the charge for the

working or upper chamber of the other cyl

inder. The working cylinder has the usual

intake and exhaust ports uncovered by the

piston, but the intake port C is connected

with the pumping chamber of the other cyl

inder. Each cylinder has its own imam:

pipe A and its bwn carburetter- Thfi ex'

haust pipe and port are of the usual kind

The two pistons of a Pair Of cylinders are

set opposite, one being at the top of its

stroke while the other is at the bottom. OI

the down stroke a partial vacuum is formed

in both working and pumping chambers.

Near the bottom of the stroke the port at

the bottom of the pumping chamber is un

covered by the piston and a charge from

the carburetter rushes in to fill the void. At

the same time the ports in the working cyl

inder are uncovered, a new charge taken in

and the exhaust discharged. On the up

stroke the working piston compresses its

charge in the usual way; the pumping pis

ton compresses a charge of fresh gas. and

when the working piston of the other cyl

inder uncovers its intake port this charge

rushes in.

No check valves are required because the

ports are all controlled by the pistons. The

two cylinders, in the case of a double-cylin

der motor, are enclosed in a common water

jacket of large capacity. As is the case

in four-cycle motors, the crankcase serves

merely as a support for the bearings and a

housing for the cranks; the motor could be

built with an open base. Both automobile

and marine types will be built. according to

the plans of the company, which plans to

turn out a considerable number of engines

during the current year.

In operation the engine, which is equipped

with an E. C. B. carburetter, apparently it

able to use as fuel gasolene, half gasolene

and half kerosene, pure kerosene or de

natured aleohol, and its flexibility and

power on all of these fuels varies so slightly

as to be scarcely appreciable. Running on

an electric dynamometer brake, in a recent

test in Detroit, all of these fuels were fed

through the standard carburetter one after

the other, the engine being permitted to

cool—cold running water passed through

the jacket continually—between each. A

single squirt of gasolene injected through

the petcocks sufiiced to give the initial ex

plosion, after which any of the fuels appar

ently gave the same power and efiiciency.

Engine Tests Supply Washroom Water.

The economy that results from the utili

zation of the power developed while “run

ning in" motors preparatory to installing

them in the chassis is taken advantage of

at not a few motor car factories. It is

doubtful, however, if the economy generally

is carried as far as is done in the Cadillac

plant, where not only the power developed

by the motors being tested is utilized, but

the water which passes through the cooling

jackets is piped to be utilized in the wash

rooms, and at other points where warm

water is necessary or desirable.
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amass DIFFERENTIAL ,

THATRELIBS Olivetti/1T1.
Ml! .

3Company Formed to Exploit Unusuala

4 Device that Eliminates Gears, '

Springs and Friction—Now

Undergoing Tests.

The shortcomings of the very common

[variety of difierential mechanism. or as it

sometimes nut very prdptetly is styled

“equalizer mechanism." lonit‘ have been

hawmio the engineering fraternity and to

_thc layman alikta‘ian'd" though there have

1 been numerous attempts to replace it with

_ something else-was is attested by the pat

flttvrl inventions of such noted engineers as

Thomas B.rjefiery. Alanson P. Brush and

others. such substitutes have not always

[ta-yen all that could be desired and never

' have cut any figure in the trade. The prin

ciple difficulty with such devices has been

that reliance has been placed on pivoted

pawls and springs or frictional contact. the

former permitting a certain amount of lost

motion and the latter not infrequently re

sultim,r in either binding or slippage.

To obviate both of those disadvantages,

to say nothing of several more, and to elim

inate the necessity for the usual type of

gear differential, the Gearless Differential

Co. of Detroit has brought out a device in

which the problem has been attacked in a

slightly different manner than it has been

attacked in the past. The device is styled

the Gcarless differential and is the invention

of George I). Bailey. who is head of the

Gearless Differential Co.. recently incor

porated and capitalized at $50.000 and hav

ing temporary headquarters in the Ford

building in Detroit. Associated with Bailey

are C. 5. Ferguson. of the Imperial works

of Flint, Mich. who is vice'president; E. (1.

Knight, who is treasurer, and Frank H0

warth, of the Monitor Automobile Co. of

Janesville. \\‘is., who is to be secretary.

Though the device has only been perfected

a short time. it already has attracted the

attention of the Timken Detroit Axle Co.

and is beng given a try-out on a.truck. and

it is understood that several other compa

nies have made overtures for the right to

use it.

Strictly speaking. the (iearless difiercn

tial is an adaptation of the ratchet and pawl

principle. as may be judged by the accom

panying illustration, which shows the device

with the outer plate removed exposing the

mechanism. Though the device shown is

of the type developed for commercial vehi

cle work., where two such mechanisms are

employed. one on either end of the jack

shaft. it is equally applicable to pleasure

cars and under such conditions takes up no

u. Jar» w r»; 1:: r‘ .11.

more room than the ortliodovx’type of gear

Way-tn»... - ‘
'Pli‘ V I erdtt n" dfhlt'he" “iiiechanis'm .is quite

simples:imgeflte’ndsi‘lii‘rimarily upon gravita

tion. friclion,_li_'avingl_ll),eeri e'l-iminated as an

essential. tai5eéevcsi.@sies..ri\\fhe" the whi

cle is driven forward. from'rest, the inner

menibei-‘rotates a short distance until one of

the loose pins 'di’ops‘into‘ the 'position shown

by the picture between'the face of its curved

slot and the corresponding face on the outer

member to which the driving sprocket is
attached. Henccjlas 'the inner member can

further. vits movement being

blocked by. the. pin. it carries with it the

outer member and the driving sprocket.

Thus. if the vehicle is making a turn. the

lllOVt‘ nl)

  

BAILEY HEARLESS DIFFERENTIAL

outer. or faster moving wheel, receives no

drive but over-runs the inner wheel, which,

temporarily. takes all the drive. Similarly,

when one wheel of the vehicle is on slip

pery pavement. under which condition the

ordinary type of gear differential would

cause all the power of the engine to be

transmitted to it (which makes plain the in

congruity of the term "equalizer") the

power is transmitted to the wheel that is

capable of the greater tractive efiort. \Vhen

the driving power is released, as when the

vehicle is coasting. the inner member auto

matically releases itself, gravity causing the

pawl pins to roll up into their peculiarly

shaped slots.

Actually, each of these members is a

double member, so to speak, with two pawl

cams and two sets of pins. The second set,

not shown by the picture, is for use in

brakingr and backing and obviously oper

ates in the opposite direction. In reversing

the direction of the vehicle, the housing is

released from engagement with the pawl

cam until the shaft makes one-eighth revo

lution when it locks in the opposite direc

tion. Thus. when a braking strain' is im

posed on the wheels it-must be' equally dis

tributed by reason of the action of the
pawl clams. Further, it‘is'pointed out, if

one brake were removed, the brakinglstrain

still would be equally distributed by reason

of the action of the pawl cams.

By way of positivelyeliminatingthe shock

and jar of starting when‘t-he pawl earn pins

drop into position, the pawl cams at either

end of the shaft are set one 45 degrees

ahead of the other, the immediate effect be

ing that one-eighth revolution of the driv

ing shafts in, either direction locks the ro

tating part to -the driving sprockets. The

jar incident to locking within one-eighth

revolution, it is stated. is so slight as to

be practically negligible in its effect on de

preciation.

Determining Stress by Optical Means.

To the "man in the street," the ways of

the engineer may appear obtuse, though

they should prove none the less interesting.

if served in an appetizing manner, for the

reason that they lay bare at least some of

the methods by which the factor of safety

is increased and the worry of the owner or

the dealer over breakdowns decreased. In

this respect probably none of the operations

of the modern engineer is likely to appear

more obtuse and less interesting on super

ficial examination than the comparatively

recently perfected method of determining

the stress in metals by optical means.

But that the Operation is interesting

nevertheless and is of vital import to dealer

and user alike is revealed by the fact that

with the aid of celluloid models of gears. for

instance, the engineer is enabled to tell al

most at a glance just how much strain

similar gears made of steel will withstand

and where they are most likely to rupture

From which. obviously. it is a simple matter

to strengthen those parts where the great

est strain comes and in this way to insure

against breakage. Formerly, glass models

were used for the purpose. but owing to the

brittleness of the material it was imprac

tical to subject them to‘strains in propor

tion to the strains sustained by similar

metal parts.

Latterly. some of the nitro-cellulose com

pounds akin to celluloid have been used, and

it has been found quite possible to sub).CCt

gears made of these materials to strains

quite as great as the strains that must be

sustained by ordinary gear wheels in Prac‘

tice. Strains, under the circumstances. HP"

pear in the light that is used—it is styled

polarized light—as color fringes and "3di

cate exactly Where the internal stress exrstfi

and how best it may be provided for m

the finished gears or other parts that have

been tested “by proxy."

“m

u.
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Brooklyn ,‘Disttihuters Delve {Deeply Into (Task of Pleasingi‘..flihoiseftoWhom

‘~ They Sell Cars—Little Conveniences That “Count Large”-j—'- '

.i' f'. ' ‘ I

In many different sections'of the United

States-it is generally the rule-that some car

or cars predominate in number, while other

makes 'which are the favorites in other

localities are in'a minority: and for every

such situation there is a reason. The man

ufacturer himself may not know the reason;

he may believe it is because his dealer is a

good salesman, is able to sell cars and got

a good start when the trade was young, and

the successful dealer's competitors may de

clare it is because he “got the jump on

them" when the trade was in its earlier

growing stage.

What Lies Back of Trade Leadership.

Perhaps all these things are true; the

dealer doubtless is a good salesman, he

probably did “get the jump” on his com

petitors..but an analysis in most instances

will show that, coupled with his salesman

Ship and back of his “jump” is the fact that

his very name connotes service—that when—

ever the dealer or his car is mentioned there

at once flashes into the mind of the motor

ing public a picture of a big group of own

ers who swear by their dealer and are im

mensely satisfied with their purchases.

Should a car owner spend much time in

Brooklyn, i'. Y., and on Long Island he

doubtless would discover from his frequent

contact with other motorists that Paige,

Cole and Ford cars are immensely liked,

that their owners declare that when their

present cars enter into their dotage they

Will make another purchase of the same

kind 0f car, and should his investigative

sense Drompt a running down of the reason

he would find it in the service department of

BiShOD. McCormick & Bishop at 20 Halsey

street, Brooklyn.

Gets License as Part of System.

Bishop, McCormick & Bishop believe in

service with a great big 5. Caring for the

comfort and convenience of their owners

18 a science with them; they even go so far

35 t0 provide a notary public at their otiice,

Where a car owner may make out his appli

fation for a license, and after he has made

"I out the service department attends to the

re$t~it gets the license and delivers it to

the owner. The matter of the replacement

of possibly defective parts is taken up with

these dealers and not with the manufacturer

with'the dealer as a mere medium; if a

man believes a part should be replaced. he

settles the matter with Bishop, McCormick

& Bishop and does not have to enter into

a long distance discussion with the factory,

as is too often the case. '

How_ much in earnest these dealers are

is shown by their early experience with the

“A
u

Worry and Confidence

Psychologists tell us that worry arises

through uncertainty. Most of our worries

come from contact with other people—

either because we are trying to get the best

0! them. or because we think they are trying to get

the best oi us. Worry is unnatural. lt is In agitation

of the mind. It afiecte our every action. Confidence

is the antidote of worry. Those who believe and trust

others seldom worry. You can eliminate your autos

mobile worries by dealing with a responsible house.

This Plate is Our Guarantee of Service
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AD. THAT PREACHES SERVlCF. DOCTRINE

Dragon car. The company which made it

went into the hands of a receiver shortly

after Bishop, McCormick 8; Bishop had

taken a number of orders and delivered

several cars; instead of throwing the blame

upon the defunct Dragon company they

bravely shouldered it and went to unlimited

trouble to keep their moral compact with

those who had bought Dragon cars; and

as they did in that day, so they do to-day.

The members of the company are: Eli H.

Bishop; president; Button T. Bishop, vice

prcsident; Clifiord M. Bishop, secretary;

John McCormick, Jr., treasurer; and John

McCormick, and every one of them is alive

to the value of service.

Knowing how an owner values service,

the company recently ran a series of “ser

vice advertisements" in Brooklyn newspa

pers; In these, little mention was made.

- Intelligent Definition D of Real .Service.

'of'the cars sold, but the 'atteutionithat is

given after a' sale is made was empha

sized. Thoscads developed great pulling

power, and when the series was well under

way its arguments were incorporated in a

book entitled “Behind the Scenes." The

first edition of 2.500 was soon disposed of

and 5.000 more are now being distributed.

The Cole manufacturers sent for a bundle to

distribute among all Cole dealers, and the

service story has aroused comment. The

book tells the same story that Clifford M.

Bishop, the secretary, told a Motor \Vorld

man when showing him through the plant,

which narrative, in part, follov'vs:

Service of Early Automobile Days.

~ “in the early days. a service department

meant real serious trouble. It meant con

tinual argument wherever a question of re

sponsibility was involved. Unscrupulous

dealers took to advertising the sale of

their cars free of repairs. They never in

tended to do anything free if they could

help it. They only wanted to sell their

product and then squirm out of their re

sponsibility under any conceivable pretext.

That made it hard travelling for the respon

sible dealer. The automobile business was

certainly a ‘game.’

“It should be easy to understand why a

concern with good intentions towards its

customers has been inclined to go easy

where questions of service were involved——

why they have hesitated to sell their cars on

the basis of service. The questions of re~

sponsibility were always involved—vexing

arguments were a matter of course. Fac

tories were so busy building their current

models, designing their annual new models

and getting their selling agencies estab

lished, they had little time or attention to

give to the cars already in service.

How Standardization Wrought Benefits.

“But standardization has solved the prob

lem. It has reduced the number of models

and the number of parts to each model,

reducing 21150 the cost of manufacture. It

has simplified the handling of replacement

parts and made real service possible. The

result is increased prestige to the big dealer. '

He can now carry an adequate stock of re

pair parts. He can and should maintain a

real“local service station.
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“\Ve admit at the start that service is a

mighty big word.

in any business? Perhaps the finest-ex

amples of service under unusual conditions

is the Telephone company. Another is the

department stores. There it is posSible for

us to buy everything we need. What are the

railroads doing to-day? Within the last

year it is possible to call up the railroad

office on the ‘phone, secure our tickets

and have them sent to us. And in hotels

the entire proposition is one of service.

Courtesy and Knowledge of Business.

"Perhaps the first thing about service is

that it should be courteous. Yes, and it must

be intelligent. A stupid servant is worse

than no'servant at all. Therefore, if one

is to give real service that person must

know his business thoroughly from begin

ning to end.

“Perhaps the most important point is

efficiency. The service must be right. \Vhat

does it matter if the telephone company

gets a number for us in a hurry if it is the

wrong number, or if the department store

delivers the package for us quickly if it is

the wrong package, or the railroad carries

us quickly to the wrong destination, or the

waiter hurries in with the wrong dish? The

service must be efficient. It must be right.

“Finally, the cost. The price of service

must be reasonable. Competition establishes

that point. Now we have it:

“Real service is intelligent, speedy, effi~

cient and reasonable as to cost.

Lost Money Pays Excellent Dividends.

"\Ve lost a lor of money on the Dragon

proposition, but we do not regret one penny

of it. It has all been charged up to experi

ence, and has paid very excellent dividends

ever since. But we did not stop at satisfy

ing ourselves as to the financial responsi

bility and dependability of the concerns

we have represented in the years subsequent

to the Dragon incident. We resolved to de

velop our force to a point where we could

have our own experts to pass on the prod

ucts of the various factories. \Ve were all

through taking the promises of any com

pany that they would make good later on

present defects in the cars.

“Every car we sold after that had to be

right before we would handle it.

“But that did not cover slip-ups that were

bound to occur in any manufacturing con

cern, so we developed our own inspection

department so that we could go over every

car we received and make sure it was right

before it passed into the hands of a cus

tomer.

"But we had to go another step. That

took us to the instruction department. Ex

perience has shown us that most cars were

made or ruined in their first 500 miles of

What does service mean .

.G_

running, and we figured out that if through

our engineering force we could select a

type of car that was as nearly perfect as

possible in every detail, thoroughly inspect

every one of these cars as it was received

and then instruct the customer properly, in

the driving and handling of that car, watch

him carefully for the first 500 miles, the

matter of guarantee would take care of it

self.

“Most cars are in service eight or nine

months of the year. If a man is going to

run out the amount of his investment his

car must always be in shape to run. The

 

Satisfaction

Satisfaction is another big word. Some of

us are satisfied to exist. Some of us must

not only exist. but we must live and live

well—have pleasure. comfort. enjoyment

and even luxury before we are satisfied. When you

come to think about it, a man who sells automobiles

to a great number of people and promises them satis

faction is tackling a mighty big proposition. if he is

honest. he miist have every facility for giving thin

satisfaction—experience. knowledge. equipment and

capital. When some one attempts to sell you a motor

car and promises you satisfaction size him up by this

standard. examine his plant and equipment and then

judge his honesty of purpose.
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ANOTHER BISHOP SERVICE AD.

dealer should assume this responsibility.

There is only one way he can undertake to

keep the cars he sells running, and that is

by a substantial investment in service.

“No matter how much he hates and de

tests the detail and hardship of a repair de

partment he should maintain an eflicient

one. He should employ the most capable

men he can secure, so that he will be able

to turn to any emergency work that may

come in and rush it through as quickly as

possible. But of what use is it to have these

men if he does not also have on hand every

part that goes into the making of a car.

“\\-'e have one of the largest repair shops

in the East. \\"e have at our disposal in our

own plant or within 45 minutes of our plant

(for we co-operate with New York and

Newark on the parts end) at least $30,000

worth of parts for every car we handle.

"But the old argument comes up—of what

use is the speed of the service if the service

is not right? Efficiency! \Ve are working

hard and intelligently for perfect efficiency.

Our repair department is maintained purely

and simply as a service proposition to take

care of the carswe sell. Yet'we- run it in a

perfectly systematic manner“ Every man in

our employ must account for every minute

(if his time from eight o'clock in the morn.

ing until six o'clock at night.

Making Specialists of Repairmen.

“So much for the detail end of it; but

when one comes to the human element one

meets variations that no system can equal

ize. It has therefore been necessary for us

to study our employes and to put them at

the kind of work they are most adapted to.

We have therefore specialized in our re

pair department as to men. We have cer

tain men that are especially adapted to the

adjustment of carburetters and ignition

systems. We keep them on that work. We

have other men who are especially efficient

at fitting bearings. “he keep them there for

that work. In this way sometimes four or

five men will work on a job at different

times, each one a specialist in his line. And

when the job is finished it is tested by the

foreman and if 0. K.'d by him is sent from

the shop to be tested by the road men.

“To further increase the efficiency of our

service we maintain what we call our speed

service squad. This squad consists of

picked mechanics thoroughly familiar with

all our cars who travel on motorcycles and

who can reach any customer in trouble

within a few minutes.

Will Maintain Low Labor Charges.

“As to the question of cost, our labor

charges have always been lower than those

of other concerns of similar standing and

reputation. \Ve intend to keep them there,

becauSe we are in the business of selling au»

tomobiles and with these automobiles we

sell service and it is not our intention or

desire to make a profit on service. Fur

thermore, this organization is at the owner’s

disposal for minor adjustments without

cost. He is urged to bring his car to uS

every month. or oftencr if he likes, for free

inspection and advice. Our supply depart

ment is at the owner’s service for advice

and equipment. Our garage has 26,000

square feet of floor space, all on one floor.

with a roadway encircling the entire build

ing, and every car faces this roadway.”

The B., M. & B. service garage is imPOS'

ing, with its length of 265 feet and width of

125 and 165 feet at different ends, and also.

the story of the department is apparently

impressive to motorists. One day 3 Pros'

pective purchaser walked into the com

pany's salesrooms to ask about a car- As

he was about to go a salesman, reaching

for a booklet, asked, “Have you seen our

booklet 'Behind the Scenes'?”

"Yes," replied the motorist, “I wouldn'l

be here if I hadn’t.”
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H00$lliR Cl'lY SHOW HOUSED

lN COLISEUM AND ANNEX

State Fair Grounds Location Chosen

Instead of Mid-City Tented Exhi

bition—Pleasure and Com

mercial Vehicles Mixed.

 

No flimsy structure improvised of many

poles and much canvas houses the second

annual show of the Indianapolis Automobile

Trade Association, which opened up in the

Hoosier City on Monday evening last,

March 24th, and will hold sway throughout

the remainder of the present week until

Saturday evening next, March 29th. For

unlike last year’s affair, the present exhibit

is housed in the Coliseum and annex on the

State Fair grounds and, although the build

ing is some distance removed from the cen

ter of the city, satisfactory arrangements

with the street car company by which ser

vice that leaves but little to be desired has

been established.

Both buildings are draped—and by

"draped" is meant that not the smallest

patch either of ceiling or of wall is left un

covered—with bunting, following for the

better part the red, white and blue color

scheme, though at intervals purple and

white, emblematic of the trade association,

predominate. National flags are artistically

grouped around the pillars which serve to

carry the roof girders, and the very many

are lights and clusters of var-colored incan

descents which have been added to render

the hall bright, add much to the eye-pleas

ing efiect.

Vehicles to the number of 55, intended

for both pleasure and commercial purposes,

and each the product of a different factory,

are shown by the 45 dealers and manufac

turers who hold space. Of the number, no

less than half a dozen of the 42 pleasure

cars and four of the 13 commercial vehicles

Which are shown are local products. Noth

ing MW. however. with a possible exception

0f the Richmond car. which has not been

Previously shown during the present sea

son, cropped out. The car is of conventional

“Sign, employing a four-cylinder block—

cast, L-head motor mounted in a sub-frame

with the three-speed transmission; drive is

through a cone clutch and propeller shaft

to the semi-floating rear axle. The car is

disleYed by L. B- Elmore of Remington,

Ind. .

In the matter of accessories, quite a for

midable showing is made by the three

dozen dealers in motor car appurtenances

Who hold forth on thehanging 'balcony

which was improvised for the purpose: In

their lines, however, there is little that is

new and nothing that is startling.

The pleasure cars on view are: American,

Auburn, Apperson, Buick, Cadillac, Case,

Chalmers, Chevrolet, Cole, Detroiter, Ford,

Glide, Great \Vesteru, Haynes, Henderson,

Hupmobile, Hudson, Jackson, Krit, Loco

mobile, Lozier, Little, Maxwell, Overland,

Packard, Pierce - Arrow, Paige - Detroit,

Peerless, Premier, Pathfinder, Regal, Reo,

Richmond, Republic, Studebaker, Stutz;

Baker, Detroit, Ohio, Broc, \Vaverley and

\-Voods electrics. The trucks displayed are:

Avery, Buick, Case, Federal, Mais, Marmon,

Overland. Packard, Premier, Reo, Stude

baker, Walker electric and W'averley elec

trIc.

  

Circus Performer at Norfolk’s Show.

Circus stunts accompanied the opening

on Monday evening, March 17th, of the sec

ond annual show of the Norfolk. Va., Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association, which held

sway in the Armory Hall throughout all of

last week until Saturday evening, March

22nd. Not only did a lantern parade pre

cede the formal opening, but a circus per

former—Daring Daro by title—was on

hand and awed the spectators by allowing

a fully loaded three-ton truck to be driven

and redriven over various and sundry parts

of his anatomy; all of which had its effect

on the box ofl‘ice receipts.

Twenty-two different makes of motor

vehicles, both pleasure and commercial,

were shown by the 13 dealers who held

space; accessory dealers, half a dozen

strong, had comprehensive displays of mo

tor car appurtenances. Decorations com

prised red, white and blue draperies and

streamers and flags artistically arranged to

conceal bare walls and the ceiling.

The cars shown were:

Ford. Chalmers, Mitchell, Mercer, Michi

gan, W'averley electric, Pope-Hartford, Lo

zier, American, Rambler, Overland, Pierce

Arrow, Cole, Kline, Buick, Locomobile,

Haynes, Studebaker, I-H-C

ltco. Case, Little.

commercial,

Sure Number Lamp Has Trouble.

While the Sure Number Lamp Co., of

New York City, which some two years ago

undertook to make and market a tail lamp

and license tag illuminator, apparently still

has faith in the efiicacy of its product, finan

cial reverses have followed a more or less

unsuccessful attempt to invade the trade,

and this week judgment for $735.02 was

filed against the company in the New York

county clerk's oflice as the result of the

Sure Number's failure to meet a note; the

holder was Charles H. Potter, of New

York.

’ Th'e protested note, which was given No

vember 26. 1912, was endorsed by Frederick

Robinson and Anton H. Wolter and was

of the face value of $700.

SAYS smmuam LIABILITY

LAW 15 uncousmunouu

Michigan Court Relieves Car Owners

of Fearful Burden of Responsibil

ity—Owner Who Was Sued

Wins on Appeal.

 

That there are limits to the liability of

the owner of a motor car and that he cannot

be saddled with the blame for all misdeeds

committed by any and every driver of his

car was held last week by the Supreme

Court of Michigan, which declared uncon

stitutional a statute enacted in 1909 and

which made a car owner liable at all times,

with the one exception that he should not

be responsible for his car’s conduct if the

vehicle were stolen. The clause in question

had hung over the heads of Michigan mo

torists for four years and was regarded as

one of the most radical pieces of automo

bile legislation in existence because of its

far-reaching effects.

The case which brought about the deci

sion is illustrative of the workings of the

law. Three years ago W'illiam S. Thomas,

of Grand Rapids, sent his car to a repair

shop, and after the work upon the automo

bile was completed a repairman took the

car out for a test and, while so engaged, he

ran into Miss Nina L. Dougherty. Under

the law she could—and did—bring suit

against Thomas, and recovered damages in

the Circuit Court for Kent county, although

Thomas had no control over the car at the

time of the accident and the driver was not

agent, employe or servant of the car owner.

The Supreme Court decision was rendered

upon an appeal, the higher court reversing

the verdict and denying a new trial.

The clause, or subdivision, declared un

constitutional read:

“The owner of a motor vehicle shall be

liable for any injury occasioned by the neg

ligent operation by any person of such m0

tor vehicle, whether such negligence con

sists in violations of the provisions of the

statute of this State or in the failure to ob

serve such ordinary care in such opera

tion as the rules of the common law require,

but such owner shall not be liable in case

such motor vehicle shall have been stolen."

The court, in commenting upon this sec

tion of the law, said:

“To hold this subdivision constitutional, is

to hold a party absolutely liable for the

negligent conduct of another, a mere stran

ger or a willful trespasser, no matter how

careful or how free from negligence be him

self has been. .

“\Ve think the result of such a holding

would be to take the property of defendant,

Thomas, to pay for the wrongful and neg
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to hubv ,lie’lrvela‘thoif q’ffs'erv‘an’t. a'g'etit.1 or em

ployed” . "I, ~ .,\_ 1.; \.

'F‘YS'u'cha doctrine:seemsunnéitural and re

pugnant. tow the provisions of‘the constitu

tion he'Fe-invokedl ' i I

.“\\'e are forced to the conclusion that the.

provisions, of this _ subdivision are not a

necessary regulation in the exercise of the

police power; that in and by its terms the

plain provisions of the constitution are vio—

lated and the subdivision must be held un

constitutional. and the statutory liability

therein asserted done away with."

However. this section does not affect

chauffeurs. as the paid driver is regarded

as a servant or agent and his employer may

be held responsible for his actions.

Springfield’s Show Housed in Arsenal.

Twenty-eight different makes of motor

vehicles for both pleasure and commercial

service, which were shown by 15 dealers,

comprised the third annual show of the

Springfield (111.) 'Commercial association,

which closed its doors in the Arsenal on

Saturday evening last, March 22nd. The

show was inaugurated on “'ednesday even

ing. March ‘l9th. W'hite. green and red was

the Scheme, which was preserved

throughout the decorative setting, which

comprised, besides the orthodox streamers

and draperies of bunting concealing the

bare walls and ceiling and myriad lights of

many colors. a large pergola which sur—

rounded the hall. The cars on display were:

Cadillac, Lozier, Hudson, I-H-C truck. Oak

land, Chicago electric, Overland, Hender

son. Paige-Detroit, \Nhite, Baker electric.

Stutz. Marion. McFarlan. Flint truck,

Michigan. Little. Case, Marathon, Metz.

Pierce-Arrow, \Vaverley electric, Pathfind

er. Haynes.

color

Suggests the Papier-Mache Bodies.

“Why not papier-mache bodies?" inquires

a British motorist, and goes on to explain

their advantages. The papier-mache, he

says. might be pressed into the interstices

of wire netting stretched over a light steel

framework: it would have the advantage

of lightness, great strength and cheapncss,

and in addition enamel would have less ten

dency to chip off it than it would ofi‘ steel

or aluminum.

 

To Break Ties in Ajax Tire Contest.

In the announcement of the Ajax-Grieb

Rubber Co.’s tire-mileage contest made in

last week's Motor W'orld. it was stated that

in the even of ties arising, the awards
would be decided by the drawing of iiots.

This provision has been so amended, how

ever, that in case of such ties, the cash

prizes ofiercd will be equally divided be—

tween t‘he chaufieurs concerned.

KEEPING CARS 'FROM ‘STAIN (iii

' 0F SHOP DIRT AND GREASE?

Simple Arrangement that Avoids a

Marred Finish and Saves Trouble

-—Devised by Chalmers, Is Use—

vful to Whole Trade.

One little grease spot which has had time

to work its way into the glossy finish of an

automobile body has done an injury which

is reparable only at considerable expense.

and in too many repair-shops and garages

no repair is attempted when a practically

new car is turned out, bear-ingupon its fin

some page: , lar‘nloth. cut‘a'n'd *fittedwo
lv'i/tl‘li-i ‘9' p v Q _. ‘ d1 'J'

_that' itmay” )e attachedntoa car, as shown
1 I, . c ' )- y.qr,-- . ‘ ‘

subsets“ l
  

‘ ‘yupgutllustratid'n. .This en

sures thatflthefcarpivill leave the shop look

ing as well as when it wentwin, and the re

__'sult “is t'liree-iold.

‘ ~‘- *Not the least important resulti'of the use

otsu'ch a device is that the workmen are

impressed with» the fact that care is neces

sary in their-work and that cleanliness is

required in labor upon cars which come into

the shop; should a mechanic discover a

spot which did not happen to be protected.

he is likely to avoid marring it because the

protection, of the other portions has em

phasiZed to him the necessity for careful

work.

  

  

 

 

CHALMERS METHOD 0F KEEPING CARS CLEAN

ish the marks of uncareful workmanship.

That the garageman makes no attempt to

remove the soiled spots is perhaps excus

able, for this in many cases would involve

the refinishing of the whole car. but that

he permits his workmen to'dirty up a car

is far from meriting'excuse when preven

tion is a matter of no more difficulty than

cutting and fitting a couple of strips of

suitable material.

Bearini.y in mind the chagrin felt by the

owner who takes his formerly spic and span

car from a repair-shop only to find it spot

ted with dirt or grease, the Chalmers Motor

Co., of Detroit, Mich., has recommended to

all its dealers a method which has been used

by that company to prevent finished parts

from becoming marred or damaged, and the

simple device is one which might well be

adopted by any dealer, garageman or repair

man at an expense which would be far be
low the value to be derived. V

The protection is nothing but sheets and

strips of a comparatively soft canvas or i

IN THE SHOP

The owner will not overlook such meth

ods; he is made to know that the repairman

appreciates the fact that he has in his hands

a piece of property of value and that the

repairman is striving to take the very best

care of it while it is in his possession.

Should there be slight cause for complaint

regarding carelessness, the owner who has

seen such a device in operation is less likely

to believe ill of the shop as a whole. More

over, he is more assured of being a satis

fied customer—which is an excellent ad

vertisement. I w

The shop owner himeslf gets a benefit

from the use of the protectors; he feels

more satisfied with his establishment and

takes greater pride in its modernness.

Among car owners he will gain a reputation

for thorough work, and when it is figured

up that an hour may be spent by one plan

in cleaning up one car, the saving effected

by the cloths and the time in which they

' will pay for themselves do not rell"ire all

expert mathematician. '

“1" v
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BOARD Amsnmcuz nus"
the" cah’Th'é‘fhuH-{cap' removed, alndfa

"r'ec'ess meted-fisirway 'through an oak

A ‘ltpnnk, Which “was; found lying around 'wait

 

Crude Devices Impressed into)Service

by Kansas Dealer When Live Axle

Broke—Necessity Again the

Mother of InventiOn. '

It goes without saying.v that there are

accidents of lesser moment- than the com

plete smashing of a car th‘at-Iwill actually

prevent its‘running, battling the smartest

of emergency repairers; rbttt~=evet‘y once

in awhile someone ofziatpraoticali'turn of

mind is brought face to ,face with an appar

ently hopeless case. goes to work and-solves

. '11.. 4'
.>w-.-.___.._ki'.:.. ..

  

ing’ to be used, the recess being big enough

to take inhthe hub'of‘ the wheell The plank,

which was 7 fee/tilong1k 2 inches thick and.

6 inches ‘widgflwas‘ put'up with theui'eccss

over the hub and wired in plateau-one end to

the running-board and the other to the

rear end of the rear spring on the opposite:

side ofthe car; the running-board er'td'was'

further secured with a spike'wh'ich' acted '
as a pivot when the car rose and fell “or; it's ii

springs. 50 the' wheel 'was restrained, 'sd 5

to 'speak, and all Was‘ ready for towing ’

home.

But unfortunately the main item in -the

towing equipment was lacking; there was
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METHOD OF FASTENING PLANK TO HOLD LOOSE WHEEL IN PLACE

the problem and scratches one or more

casualties from the "hopeless" list.

Something of this sort happened recently

When P. P. Belt, who is the proprietor of

an automobile establishment in Fredonia,

Kim, got into trouble 14 miles from home

and help‘ One of the axle shafts in the

semi-floating rear axle of his car snapped

Off about tvvo inches outside the difierential,

and the entirely natural result was that the

fi'fiel'emial gears spun round idly, impart

mg no motion to the remaining sound shaft

and its wheel.

Another car was at hand, so a connection

was established by means of a tow-rope, and

a start made for home. Immediately, how

"ef, the broken shaft commenced to work

out of the axle housing, pushing the wheel

0“th the same time and making even

lowing imPOssible. So the other car went

“5 way, leaving Belt to scratch his head

a? a Preliminary to doing something more

l‘kely to enable him to get away“ from

titers v

The first thing to be done was to prevent

the rear wheel from parting company with

no car and not a horse to be had. So Belt

had to scratch his head again, and in short

order he scratched out of it a scheme that

took him home under his own power. He

removed the cover from the axle housing

over the difl'erential and plugged up all but

one of the openings in the differential cas

ing with waste. Through this opening a

good handful of shingle-nails was dropped

and the last hole stopped up so that the

nails could not get out of the casing.

Of course, the nails got into the differen

tial gears and efiectually locked them, pre

venting their turning and compelling the

power to be transmitted along the good

shaft to the wheel. And with an oak plank

holding one wheel on the car and a hand

ful of shingle-nails transmitting power to

the other, Belt drove home, l4 real miles,

and got there without a hitch. To be sure,

the roads were smooth, there were no hills

and the car was started up very gingerly

and driven all the way without any at

tempt to break speed records or perform'

stunts; but the fact remains that it got

there without outside assistance.

. - terms

.‘coiunmousirrtcrmt

" . CHOICE 0r ACCUMULATOR
 

.“Punishment” that the Battery Will

“and Will Not Stand—Wisdom

of Applying a Battery of
"v "Proper Capacity.

"' There are few of the adjuncts to the m0

tor car that require more careful considera

tion than the storage battery, whether it be
used asua component of the electric start

ing‘and lighting system or as the source of

current for the propulsion of an electric

vehicle. The care or lack of 'care exercised

in selecting the proper equipment forstor

ing current will be reflected with unfailing

directness in the results obtained in service,

and the results will manifest themselves in

of dollars. -and cents—not infré- '

quently more, dollarspthan, cents.

A battery may have the proper number of

cells to give the required voltage and yet

be woefullylacking in amperage, for while

the number. of cells governs'the voltage, 61’

pressurenit has nothing to do with the ani

pe'rage. or the volume of current. Amper

age output is a function of the area of plates

exposed to “the electrolyte. The more plates

there are the higher will be the amperage

and: of course, the same result is obtainable

by the use of larger plates. One cell has

the same ampere-hour capacity as the whole

series-connected battery, but has only the

voltage of a single cell—two’ volts.

Current can be drawn from a battery at a

rate very greatly in excess of its normal

discharge capacity. and the plates will in

variably respond to the demands made upon

them. The penalty of an excessive dis

charge. however, is paid in the rapid in

crease in deterioration of plates. which

overheat and disintegrate at a rate which

rises rapidly with the overdraft. There are

two ways in which a battery can be over

taxed. Current may be drawn too rapidly,

as, for instance. taking current at the rate

of 150 amperes per hour when the battery

is normally rated at 100 amperes. and. again,

drawing current at the normal rate. or even

less. but continuing to work the battery

after it has been discharged to the normal

limit. A battery is capable of giving con

siderable current even after it has been

worked to a normally discharged condition.

In extreme cases current canlie drawn from

a battery until it “goes dead" and cannot

produce sufficient energy to do any work,

but after a rest there will be a recupera

tive action“ that will enable the plates to

again give forth a current. In both cases,

'ho‘tvever, the battery suffers severely.

Obviously, if a battery is too small for its

work it will be necessary to draw to a
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greater or less extent upon its “reserve

vitality." so to speak, and so cut down its

useful life. The battery may do its work

satisfactorily for the time being; it is one

of the characteristics of a storage battery

that it will continue to “give up" until it

destroys itself in the effort to keep pace

with the demands made upon it. The end

will be brought much nearer the beginning,

however, than it ought to be. Consequently

a new set of plates will have to be pur

chased after an abnormally short period

of service. and the expense per mile, or per

hour, or however it may be figured, will be

excessive.

Too large a battery, on the other hand—

that is. a battery that has a plate area and

an ampere‘hour capacity considerably in ex

cess of the demands made upon it—involves

an abnormally high first cost, it requires

more space, is heavier to carry and less

easily handled than one of normal size. In

its regular service the discharge will never

reach the point of normal exhaustion, but

the plates will be partly discharged and

then re-charged over and over again—a pro

ceeding which may be likened to winding a

watch twice a day so that the full capacity

of the spring never is used. In the case of

the battery the proceeding is not conducive

to the longest life of the plates. which give

the best results and the longest life when

continuously worked at approximately the

normal rates set by the manufacturers. A

battery long unused is sluggish when again

brought into service, and a battery that is

only partly used shows the same character

istics, though of course in a much lesser

degree.

While the continual or frequent abuse of

a battery is destructive, it is a comforting

fact that an occasional excessive dis

charge, or an occasional abnormal draft or

even a frequent discharge rate that is a

trifle above the normal does no appreciable

harm, and it is this quality of ability to

stand a certain amount of overwork that

gives the storage battery much of its value.

EMERGENCY W'AGON DEVELOPED BY KNOX TO RENDER “FIRST AID" TO INJURED

  

L'ndt-r ordinary circumstances manufac

turers of automobiles bend all their ener

gies toward keeping cars on the road; there

is little they will not do to accomplish this

There are occasions, however, when

it is necessary to go to the opposite extreme

and get machines off the road on the

double-quick—when. for instance, there is a

smash-up and the car is left in a condition

of helplessness.

bfost automobile concerns of any import

end.

  

It’s Here—the Chamber of Experts.

By way of carrying to further conclusions

testing work that heretofore has been done

only by the Royal Automobile Club, the

“London Chamber of Motor Experts” has

been formed in England, and its expressed

purpose is to examine patents, make tech

nical tests of anything and everything per

taining to automobiles and to issue forth

with certificates of merit or render judg

ment—for a consideration, of course. Ac

ance have rescue cars used for such emer

gency work, and though they fulfil their

destinies more or less satisfactorily, there

are few that are as well adapted to their

special class of service as the emergency

car recently designed by the Knox Auto

mobile Co.. which is shown in the accom

panying illustration. It is merely as a mat

ter of course that the car is equipped with

spare parts, tools, jacks, blocksand-tackle

and other conventional aids for incapaci

 

cording to present plans, the Chamber,

which consists of a number of men prom

inent in the trade who frankly admit they

are experts, will sit weekly to consider such

devices or matters as may be brought be~

fore it; furthermore, in the case of a de

vice or a patent that appears meritorious,

the Chamber will lend its assistance and

influence in obtainingcapital to exploit it.

The Chamber thus will occupy a slightly

different position from that occupied by the

SPEt‘lAl. KNOX EMERGENCY WAGON SHOWlXG METHOD OF TOWING BADLY DISABLED TOURING CAR

tated automobiles; but the special appar

atus for handling cars unable to navigate on

their own wheels is distinctly an advance

on more familiar methods, such as skids.

small trucks. and so on. An adjustable

bracket. attached to the rear end of the

emergency car serves as a support for the

front end of the disabled machine, which

can be moved out of sight and into the

proper kind of a haven in short order and

with little difficulty.

R. A. C. and the Automobile Club of Amer

ica, both of which make tests and publish

the results thereof but make no recom

mendations for or against the devices.

Easy Method of Inserting Valve Spfifll

One good way to insert a refractory

valve spring is to compress it in a vise and

tie it with twine. After it is in place and

the cotter key has been inserted, it is 3

simple matter to snip the string.
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FACTORS THAT AFFECT FAN MOUNTING METHODS

Effect of Oil and Water on the Driving Belt and the Necessity for Providing

Means of Adjustment—Popularity of V-section Belt and Accessibility

Both Increasing—Why Substantial Supports Are Needed.

To fan or not to fan is not the question,

for it has been demonstrated that if the

cooling water of an automobile engine is to

be prevented from boiling over and humil

iating the owner whose car is likely to be

somewhat scornfully apostrophied “Steam—

 

leaf variety, or the whirring electric that

stands on top of a desk and induces an

artificial ocean breeze, the automobile fan

sucks the air in through the tubes of the

radiator. and does not, as is sometimes sup

posed. push it out the other way. It draws

irresistible; no fly that ever heard the in

vitation has been known to send regrets.

Also, the fan draws in dust and dirt and

pumps it all over the engine and particu

larly into the carburetter intake, and though

this trait of the fan is a little bit out
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VARIETY DISCLOSED BY A STUDY OF FAX MOUNTING AND DRIVING METHODS

as a T850“, to say nothing of possible

11""me @fiects on the engine, some means

Of providing a draft through the air tubes

Of the radiator must be provided. Granted,

therefore, that ,Some sort of a fan is neces

éary- the problem becomes one of driving

it—of keeping it eternally at its work. as

109g as the e"gine is “turning over," de

al)“ the discouraging effect of oil and

grease and water.

If] thiS respect, be it added for the eluci

ihnon Of those whose knowledge of fans

ls ' ' . . .
1""lled to acquaintance With the palm

in fresh, cool air, which is not so cool by

the time it reaches the engine, which mere

ly proves that the fan serves its purpose in

causing the heat in the water in the radiator

to be absorbed by the air and dissipated.

Theoretically, the fan ought to draw in

nothing but pure, clean air, but it is not

the least bit discriminating and is a great

deal more persuasive than the proverbial

spider in inviting the nomadic house fly and

horse fly and everything else that fiys to

come inside where it is warm. In fact. its

influence on the small winged species is

side the province of the present article. it

nevertheless indicates a fairly common hope

that some day some one will devise a fan

or a method of mounting a fan that will be

a little more discriminate in the disposi

tion of the flies and dust and things it draws

in, even if it cannot be prevented from

drawing them in altogether. One foreign

manufacturer has evolved a fan and radia

tor of the type that is said to be all that

can be desired, and even if the ordinary

variety of American fan does draw hi

everything else along With the air and
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of air cools atet‘ and the-'farf'in‘duces "‘fication's \(if' the ‘14 typicalilinstallations here was to drive the fan with the aidyof a belt

the draft. Q. E. D. 1 ~ depicted would require a very large-sized running aver‘a pulley on the front end of

Among the other things the fan draws in tome. - M s ,1. _ the crankshaft. tips-c nsirtmjofieing prob- .. .

' I " - .4 a 5'44- . 4 - u“ -- |- H ~. \‘ _

.‘~ W fiat.”- d-nj'abQQhe snnp'le‘dt tohfe95g & titbhufaifr) ‘ '
alon Wi-fhl'l'he‘ ir‘ts‘fima rti'whi‘fi‘on. then .r,” ','.‘-s ' _. 'i ,.

g all" l ‘l' _ Importance of Solidity in Mountings.

. a.
‘ 41‘1", " '~=' . . ~ .. . , "nuna‘ ti'uiu‘llek “551'' ' ecarceiy less’it‘nportant than “the necessifir

_H__01]CC in 'the course ‘ofu‘heir natural lives.

{01; providing some means of tetisiojfingblihe 8mman for

fan belt‘is the method of mounting _the any part of a piece of machinery will wear

whole assembly. for unless the fan is firmly out in time. and as there are few who enjoy

and properly mounted in a' substantial mani “fishing‘-' "amongst i'a'n ‘ ac'cumhllt't'ibri of

' ner “all kinds of. troubles”- are likely to en- gtr-‘ease and bilianld dl‘rt'lfOr‘the'end'fif’a new

sue. probably'themost disastrous of which 'belt. this praEtice' gradually-"is ’gw'ving‘ away

are cracked crankcases and-punctured radia- t'o'more: logical-~con‘struetion“'in’ythich"tlfe ‘

tors. Despite the fact that fans are made '

as- light as it is possble to make them"—

the weight of the cast aluminum and

pressed steel variety. for instance, best can“

be expressed in ounces—they nevertheleSs abiding place of 'the oil that leaks out is on

have weight; the weight is augmented by the fan pulley and belt. this fact has fut-,3

iv ther mitigated against such constructio'nl'

“"here the timing gear train is lubricat

with grease conditions are somewhat a‘mel-J

iorate_d._ for it is not so difiicultho Ltnake

grease “stay put" and belts can be'tnade to

run. fairly clean. On the whole. however,

‘, - the‘pump or magneto shaft location of the

pulley is preferred as permitting the great

neto shaft.’ Incidentally; it id"tliflicult to"

maintain a crankshaft front end bearing

absolutely oil tight; and as thmsrnatum‘"

  

MAXWELL MANIFOLD MI')L'.\'TING

fan itself, or on the externals 0f the engine,

may have no appreciable effect on efficiency

in general. but rain water on the belt that

drives the fan is. as'one R. Kipling, Esq.,

puts it, "quite another story.” Every one

knows that water on the spark plugs and

on the magneto does not help to make the

engine run better. so it is unnecessary to

dilate on the subject.

est accessibility.

Advantage of Pump-Shaft Driving Pulleys.

Stutz construction, for instance. follows

these general lines. A six-bladed fan is

mounted on ball bearings on a solid trian

gular member securely bolted to the top of

the timing gear case. A fairly wide. flat

belt is used, and it paSseS over a flanged

pulley mounted directly on the pump shaft,

the belt thus coming between the end of

the gear case and the rest of the engine.

Necessity for Providing Adjustment.

Leaving grease and oil out of the equatior.

for the time being, it is water on the nelt

that makes the average fan assembly the

bete noir of the motorist. to employ a

French phrase that means pretty nearly

everything that is bad in polite language

If the belt is not exactly tight enough—as

suming it to be a flat belt, of course—water

will make it slip to a certain extent. and

if it is tight enough or is a little bit tighter

than it should be. water will make it stretch,

which amounts to the same thing. Grease

and oil also will make the belt stretch a lit

tle bit. though their moSt potent effect. nat

urally, is to cause slippage.

In either case, slippage

means of taking up the slack. whether that

slack is the result of natural wear and

stretch or has been super-induced by the

presence of water'or some oleaginous sub

stance. That there is no visible end to the

making of books is fairly well known. and

though it may not be so well known that

the end of methodsvof providing fan belt

adjustment scarcely is more visible, a

glance at the accompanying l4_ sketches of

as many different methods will help to make

that fact plain, for it is very evident that not

all the methods in vogue are illustrated. To

  

HERRESHOFF CONSTRUCTION

the speed at which they are driven. and

when one of them gets loose—such things

have been known to happen—it can cut

some wonderful capers.

Bent Fan Blades That Ruin Balance.

Another tliing—mOst fans are carefully

balanced both statically and running before

they are finally mounted for duty on an

engine; which is as it should be. for rapidly

rotating, unbalanced fans would cause an

amount of vibration, despite their lightness,

that soon would shake loose their fastenings

and let them “run amuck." But no matter

how carefully a fan may be balanced before

it leaves the factory the accidental bending

of one or more of the blades will tend to

throw it out of balance and cause it to vi

brate to a greater or less extent; this is

one reason why most manufacturers choose

very solid and substantial mountings. ride

the Stutz and Columbia and the Edwards—

Knight and the Warren and the Marmon
and some of the others illustrated. i

implies some

  

MAXWELL ADJUSTING METHOD

The method of increasing the tension on

the belt is simple and consists mettly 1“

P'Ovidifla' elongated slots for the bracket

llQluiug bolts instead of the usual round

holes. Hence. when it becomes necessary

belt runs over a‘pulley on the'bttmli‘dr’ma'g- 4'
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to tighten the belt the operation can be per

formed quickly and easily by slackening

the two nuts that hold the bracket and slid

ing the whole mechanism bodily a fraction

of an inch further from the driving pulley.

Needless to add, the latitude of movement

of the bracket is not sufficient to permit the

fan to be moved so far to one side of the

center of the radiator that only part of it is

useful; the total movement is not more than

one inch at the outside.

Eccentric Spindle Adjustment Preferred.

This method of shifting the whole fan

assembly is used by comparatively few man

ufacturers, the majority preferring the ec

centric spindle as leaving, perhaps, slightly

less chance of damage by reason of bolts

thoughtlessly left untightencd after ad

justments have been made. In Columbia

construction, which together with the Stutz

and a number of others is illustrated here

with, the eccentric spindle is mounted on a

solid bracket which, in turn, is bolted to

the top of the timing gear train. Loosen

ing the end screw in the spindle permits

the center of the fan to be moved with re

lation to the center of the driving pulley.

thus providing for the removal of slack.

Edwards-Knight practice is somewhat simi

lar, except that the bracket is partly hol

low, presumably to reduce weight. In

both of these, it may be noticed, the driving

Pulley is mounted on an extension of the

timing gear shaft on the outer side of the

gear case, thus making the belt even more

accessible than in the previous case. The

Columbia-Knight engine also exhibits this

feature, the essential difference in the con

struction being that the fan bracket is

formed integral with the front of the timing

gear case. Somewhat similar construction

also is employed by Jackson engineers,

thWish the driving pulley is directly on

the Pump shaft, as it is in the Stutz. Both

employ the ecentric spindle for adjustment,

as does the \\"arren, though the arrange

ment of the bracket in the latter is slightly

different; instead of being bolted to the

tOD 0f the timing gear case it is bolted to

the inside face, thus permitting the fan to

be Placed slightly closer to the engine and

decreasing overall length.

The Influence of Fan Blade Shape

The shape of the fan blades and their

number has very little, if any, influence on

the method of mounting the assembly,

though obviously both factors bear di

rectly on the efficiency of the fan. Some

manufacturers prefer the six-bladed fan,

others cast in their lot with the four-bladed

filln; one, at least—the Jackson—has a

three-bladed fan, and it is significant that

the Marmon, which is one of the latest cars

to be Placed on the market, is cooled with

a two-bladed fan of the so-called "aero

plane" type. In this connection it is un

necessary, of course, to point out that a

well-designed two-bladed fan operating at

  

PL'LIAIAN BELT ADJUSTMENT

the proper speed will be more efficient than

a poorly designed six-bladed fan which does

nothing more than “flap the wind" and may

not even do that. As a rule, however, the

manufacture of fans is not attempted by the

engine builder. for it is realized now more

  

_ Lt, ,iiulm

REO BRACKET ARRANGEMENT

than ever that the designing of a really ef

ficient and quiet fan calls for special knowl

edge and for facilities that the car builder

rarely has at his disposal. Fan specialists

are just as important in their way as are

carburetter suecialists or magneto special

ists, and their products can be regarded as

just as efiicient as the products of other

parts specalists.

But to get back to belts and mountings—

judging by the increasing use of the V

section belt as revealed at the recent auto

mobile shows, the flat belt has lost some

prestige during‘ the past year. A number of

manufacturers who pinned their faith to the

flat belt last year have “switched over" to

the V-belt for the coming season. The prin

cipal advantage of the \"-belt over the flat

belt is that it is less liable to slip when

wet or greasy, which fact is made fairly

plain by the section of the pulley. The extra

strain that would tend to cause the flat belt

to slip on the smaller pulley causes the

\’-belt to wedge itself between the pulley

flanges, thus automatically increasing the

grip. It is slightly narrower. too, though

the decrease in overall length it permits

scarcely enters into the argument for its

adoption.

Popularity of V-Section Belts Increasing.

The Marmon fan, which is one of the few

that has only two blades, is driven by a V

shaped belt, the fan bracket being bolted

to the top of the timing gear case. Provis

ion for taking up slack is provided in an

eccentric spindle held in place by a small

bolt and nut operating in a curved slot in

the bracket. The Pullman is another in

which a V-section belt is employed, though

the method of providing for stretch is quite

different, as is revealed by the picture. The

bracket is in effect a double bracket. the

lower portion being attached to the timing

gear case with the upper portion, support

ing the fan pulley telescoping into it. A

clamping nut on the lower sleeve, which is

split. permits the telescoping rod to be

shifted up to compensate for stretch.

Probably the simplest of all fan brackets

are two that are used on Maxwell models,

a round belt running over a driving pulley

outside the flywheel on a forward extenson

of the crankshaft being used to drive the

fan in both cases. In both, the bracket is

attached to the water outlet piping at the

top of the cylinders; in one, provision for

taking up the slack in the belt is made with

the aid of an eccentric spindle, and in the

other the spindle terminates in a ring which

clamps around a vertical rod bolted to the

water pipe; a single screw serves to hold

the spindle in place.

Necessity for Careful Fan Balancing.

V The Herreshoif fan bracket also is mount

ed on the water piping, though the arrange

ment is quite different from that employed

in Maxwell cars. The bracket is virtually

an I~beam section inverted L bolted to the

water pipe and carrying a similarly shaped

fan spindle. A single clamping screw suf

fices to hold the spindle in position and per

mits it to be moved to separate the pulley

centers to compensate for stretch in the

belt. All three of these locations naturally

imply carefully balanced fans. for the effect

of continued vibration on the water con
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nections can be better imagined than stated.

As a rule, manufacturers scout the idea

of mounting the fan bracket directly on the

cylinders, for a cracked or broken water

jacket may be scarcely less serious than a

cracked crankcase, and in general there is

more metal in the crankcase to sustain the

strain than in the cylinder jacket. Still,

those manufacturers who have chosen such

means of supporting the fan bracket have

had no cause for regret by reason of

cracked jackets, and some of them have

evolved delightfully simple devices.

In the McFarlan arrangement, for

stance, the bracket consists of nothing more

complicated than an L-shaped spindle. the

upper leg of which fits into a socket cast

integral with the cylinder. A single set

screw serves to hold the spindle and means

for liberal adjustment is provided. The

one possible objection to the system is that

in the event of the set screw loosening it

self the bracket, fan and all. would come

loose and might damage either itself or the

radiator. Obviously, however, such a con~

tingency could be prevented quite easily

by the simple eXpedient of drilling the top

of the upright spindle member and inserting

a cotter key in the hole. A V-section belt

is used on McFarlan engines.

The Rec bracket also attaches directly to

the cylinders, and it is distinctive in that it

is one of the very few in which the belt is

maintained continually tight with the aid of

a spring. A joint where the spindle is sup

ported in the bracket permits both ends of

the spindle to move vertically; spring pres

sure on the inside end presses the outer

end upward and in this way keeps the belt

tight continually. The latitude of move

ment of the spindle, however, is restricted

so that in the event of the belt breaking the

fan could not touch the radiator.

in

Dry Cells for Electric Lights.

Although dry cells seldom are used as a

source of energy for electric lights, it should

be remembered that when they are used

the voltage of each cell is a little more than

one and that where six are connected in

series to feed six volt tungsten lamps, the

filaments are likely to be illuminated too

brightly to permit of normal life Conse

quently, only five of the cells should be

used at first until the lamps show symptoms

of dimming. when the sixth should be ad

ded.

 

To Keep Set Screws from Loosening.

A very simple method of preventing set

screws from working loose consists of filing

teeth in the sides of the "cup" at the end

of the screw. The teeth all should point

one way, so that when the vibration tends

to unscrew the threads, the teeth project

into the metal and prevent movement.

CLAMP THAT FACILITATES

REPLACING THE PISTON

Simply Constructed from Sheet Metal

and Shop Scrap, It Serves to Com

press Rings—Its Design and

Operation Made Plain.

Inserting a piston in' a cylinder, or lower

ing a cylinder over its piston. is not par

ticularly difl‘icult, though a certain amount

of care must be taken if pinched fingers

and possibly broken piston rings are to be

avoided. But when it comes to monobloc

motors the difliculties increase and it takes

  

PISTON RING CLAMP

two men to do the work without special ap—

pliances. The accompanying illustration

shows a clamp that permits a monobloc

motor to be assembled by one man and

facilitates the work even if there are two

on the job.

Two pieces of sheet metal are formed up

each with one edge flanged and the opposite

edge turned over to form a tube. A piece

of heavy wire is bent, as shown, to form a

hinge and locked in any desired way. If

something neater than the twist is desired

a tight-fitting copper burr may be slipped

over each end, the ends being cut off close

and slightly riveted over to hold the burrs

in position. The burrs must be filed off so

that they do not project inside the sheet

metal circle; if the wire is merely twisted

it must likewise be so bent that there will

be no part of it inside the ring.

A small bolt passing through the flanges

and provided with a wing-nut permits the

tightening and loosening of the clamp. Two

re~enforcing strips of metal may he sol

dered or riveted to the outer surfaces of the

flanges to add stiffness if the metal is not

heavy enough to withstand springing by

itself. In order to permit the clamp to be

removed from a piston without taking the

32.1.33 '52 iii: 236 $.31? flaw-es b“
other the bolt ma b5 Springmg the

y e bllPDQd out after

the nut has been slacked back a turn or two

Another method of accomplishing the Same.

thing would be to make one of the turn

overs for the hinge joint in the form of a

hook rather than a tube, so that when the

nut was slacked the wire could be slipped

out. Either method will answer the pur

pose.

W'hen the clamp is in position on a pis

ton it should be just long enough to catch

all the rings, though it need not cover more

than half of the top and bottom rings. By

screwing down the wing-nut the rings are

closed sufl‘iciently to permit their entering

the cylinder, which is lowered over the

piston, pushing the clamp down as it goes.

Each ring will have entered safely before

the clamp is pushed clear. A little oil on

the piston, the rings and the clamp will

facilitate matters. With two such clamps

one man can get the pistons into a mono

bloc casting with little difliculty.

Like many other simple devices. this

clamp can be elaborated considerably by

making the hinge joint more “shipshape”

and, perhaps, providing a swing bolt in

place of the plain bolt on the flange side,

and other detail changes will readily sug

gest themselves. The form described is

easily made, however, and will answer the

purpose very well.

Simple Substitute for Flexible Shaft.

It sometimes is impossible with an emery

wheel mounted on a lathe mandrel or on a

regulation grinder, to “get in" to the place

which needs the application of the abrasive.

At such times a wheel mounted on a flex

ible shaft would. figuratively speaking, be

worth its weight in gold. A very good sub~

Stitute for a flexible shaft can be very quick

ly rigged up and comprises nothing more

than a rod of Bessemer steel mounting the

wheel at one end, the other end being in

serted in the lathe chuck or an improvised

chuck on the grinder. The flexibility of a

long length of this rod is such that a lati'

tude for the movement of the wheel em

bracing a circle of considerable extent l5

obtained.

 

Pencil Marks to Test Valve Grinding

A good way to ascertain whether the

valve grinding operation has been continued

to the proper point—that is, so that the

valve seats properly all around—is to mark

lines upon the valve with a soft lead pencil;

lies should be spaced about a quarter of an

inch apart and continued all around. Seat

the valve and turn it on its seat under some

slight pressure. If the valve is properly

seated the lines will have been completely

removed.
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WIRING OF LIGHTERS AND STARTERS MADE PLAIN

 

Important Part That Is Played by the “Blood Vessels” of the Electric Lighting

and Engine Starting System—One-, Two- and Three-Wire Methods

Explained—What to do When Trouble Develops.

 

(This is the twenty-fourth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and en ine

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner all e.)

If the every-day workaday person would

take the trouble to liken some of the parts

of his electric lighting and engine starting

system to the parts of his own body, much

of the fog which surrounds such apparatus

would disappear.

Take the wiring, for instance—the thin,

cotton—covered, innocent-appearing con

ductors that stretch from the generator to

the battery and from the battery to the

lamps and the starting motor. It is much

like the system of blood vessels in the

human body. A person could no more get

along without veins and arteries than a

lighting and starting system could get along

without wiring; both are absolutely essen

tial in their respective spheres. just as the

arteries carry the life-giving fluid to the

innermost and outermost parts of the body.

so do the wires carry the “juice” to the

lamps and to the starting motor.

Danger That Lies in Short Circuits.

The analogy is particularly appropriate

in several respects. Imagine what would

happen if an artery were severed accident

allyi The person would bleed to death in

short order unless the flow of blood was

Stopped- In the wiring of a car, a short

t‘ircuit can be likened to a severed artery,

for it amounts to the same thing in the

end, the only difference being that in one

case a human life is lost and in the other

the life of a battery is lost. The loss of

blood weakens the person unlucky enough

to suffer the rupture of an artery. The

loss of electricity weakens the battery in

the short-circuited line. And if the loss

continues long enough in either case the

result is bound to be disastrous. Veins and

arteries are carefully protected to reduce

to the minimum the possibility of damage to

them and the same applies to the wiring of

a car.

The blood-vessels are more or less hidden

beneath the layers of fat and tissue and

the wires are encased in waterproof layers

"f L‘Otton impregnated with parafiin or some

other dielectric that is equally efficacious

m keeping out moisture and keeping the

electricity in,

Elearldty is very peculiar stuff; it al

“jays will take the shortest and easiest pos

s‘ble Path to .return to the battery or the

generator or whatever the source of origin

may be. But it must be provided with some

sort of a medium that will permit it to re

turn before it can be put to useful work;

it must be made to circulate, so to speak,

to perform work. For instance, it leaves

one side of the battery and, after traversing

a length of wire leading to the various de

vices that are to perform work and passing

through them, it goes right back to the

battery by way of the return circuit.

If either the outgoing or the incoming
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wire were separated, either through break

age or a switch, the flow of current would

cease instantly and it would perform no

work. That is what happens when a wire

breaks somewhere on the car. The cur

rent cannot find it way back to the battery,

and so it ceases to flow altogether. That is,

it ceases to flow unless the broken end

happens to come in contact with some metal

part that will provide a return passage for

the current, when the battery very prompt

ly will drain itself and if the drain lasts

very long it will just naturally die. After a

while there will be no energy left in it, and

the lamps will not light and you can press

the starter button till doomsday without the

slightest of sympathetic movements from

the starting motor.

Consider, also, what would happen if,

after a surgeon had severed both an artery

and a vein in the course of an operation,

he should inadvertently connect them up

wrongly—the artery to the vein and the

vein to the artery. It is altogether likely

that the patient would be mighty uncom

fortable, to say the least. But he would

not be uncomfortable very long. In fact,

he would cease to complain in about two

shakes of the proverbial dead lamb’s tail.

Pretty nearly the same thing would happen

if the wiring on the car were to be con

nected up wrongly, the positive wire to the

negative terminal, for instance, or vice

versa. The battery would evidence its dis

comfort by considerable gassing and heat

ing. if short-circuited by the proceeding,

and its “innards” would rise up, or, rather,

buckle out sideways, and just naturally play

havoc with themselves.

Why Wrong Connections Bring Trouble.

This is one very important thing to which

all too little attention is paid by the aver

age owner or operator. No positive wire

ever should be attached to a negative wire,

as otherwise a short circuit is bound to

result, if not immediately, then as soon as

the lamps are turned on or an attempt is

made to start the motor or the generator

takes up its work. There are any number

of simple methods of determining the polar

ity of a circuit if it cannot be determined

from the wiring diagram that almost in

variably accompanies the installation. Prob

ably the simplest method of all is to stick

the two suspected wires (bare, of course)

into a raw potato, placing them rather close

together. After they have been in place for

a few minutes withdraw them and the one

that appears blackest will be the positive

wire.

Another very simple method is to plunge

the two wires into a solution of common

table salt and water. Bubbles of gas will

collect on the negative wire.

By way of obviating some of the troubles

that arise from improperly connected wires,

quite a number oi manufacturers have

adopted the laudable practice of using vari

ously colored insulation to indicate the

wires that lead to the various terminals

shown in the‘wiring diagram. Then with

the diagram itself printed in colors, or with

the colors of the insulation indicated in
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type, it becomes a simple matter to make or

to check the installation should it become

necessary to remove the wires for any

cause. Thus, for instance, a red covered

wire leads from the positive terminal of

the battery to the positive terminal of the

generator and never should be attached to

the negative terminal. It is true that there

are some generators to which the wires may

be connected without reference to their po—

larity as determined by the battery, but

these types of generators are in the

minority.

Red always is the color that is used to

indicate the positive terminal of either bat~

tery or generator when any color at all is

used. \Vhen no color is used a small plus

(+) sign serves the same purpose. The

negative side generally is not indicated by

any color, the negative terminal of the bat

tery. for instance, being unpainted. in con

tradistinction to the positive terminal.which

generally is red~coated. In lieu of coloring,

a small minus (—-) sign is used. These are

the signs that invariably are used in wiring

diagrams. Incidentally, for the elucidation

of those who are unfamiliar with such signs

as they are written, it may not be irrele

vant to add that a series of lines alternately

long and short indicates a battery, the num

ber of pairs of lines representing the num~

ber of cells; a sequence of lines growing

gradually smaller indicates a ground con

nection; and where one wire crosses an

other but is not attached or connected to

it a small semi-circle at the intersection

serves to make that fact plain. All of these

signs are shown in the accompanying dia

grams. which represent typical layouts as

arranged by several manufacturers of elec

tric lighting and engine starting apparatus.

Three Wiring Systems Made Plain.

Generally speaking, there are three wir

ing methods in vogue: the one-wire sys

tem, which is the simplest of all and in

which the return is made through the

frame of the car; the two-wire system, in

which the return is made by wire; and the

three-wire system, which is used where the

battery is split into two sections, power

being drawn from both for the starter, with

the lighting load distributed half on each

section.

Obviously, where it is desired to employ

a 12~volt battery for starting and 6-volt

bulbs, the three~wire system is the only one

that can be used. Of the other two the

one-wire, or grounded return, system has

the advantage of simplicity as far as the

actual wiring is concerned, though much

controversy has waged over its other advan

tages as compared with the two-wire sys

tem. The question has come in for no lit

tle discussion by the Electric Lighting Di

vision of the Society of Automobile En

gineers, and though no action recommend

ing the adoption of either system as the

better has as yet been made, a statement,

as follows, has been issued giving the com

mitteemen’s opinion anent the advantages

and disadvantages of both systems:

Advantages of the grounded return:

First—It makes possible a bigger contact

point and better insulation in the lamp re

ceptacle. (The Ediswan base has been rec

ommended for adoption as the standard

base). Second—This makes possible fewer

connections at the lighting switch, so that

when five lamps, a speedometer light and a

horn are used there will be only 11 con

nections as against 14 in the two-wire sys

tem.

Wherdn the Copper Return Scores.

Advantages of the two-wire system:

First—As the side lights, speedometer and

horn usually are carried on the body, spe
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FIG. 2*GROUNDED RETURN

cial provisions must be made for mounting

the “return” of these on the one~wire cir

cuit, and current carrying by special grounds

is doubtful when bodies are changed and

the grounds removed and put back again.

Second—If the magneto only, or the bat

tery only is used for ignition, so that there

is no ground due to the ignition primary cir

cuit, the two-wire system makes a short

circuit impossible if one ground occurs,

and if two grounds occur they must be on

opposite sides of the line to form a short

circuit. Third—If the head lamps become

loose on the brackets the circuit will not be

afiected, as in the case with the grounded

return, where the contact between the lamp

and the bracket makes the circuit. Fourth—

With grounded return the cleanliness of the

metal frame where the engine is bolted to

the frame in case the ground is made to the

engine, is essential and rather problematical.

If copper return is used, this factor is of

no importance.

Obviously, there are many slight varia

tions of all three of the types of wiring sys

tems, as when ignition is added, for in

stance. and made a function of the lighting

and starting system. But if all such ad

juncts are left off and the diagram presented

in a clear form as it applies to either light

ing alone or to lighting and starting, it he

comes fairly simple, and the average person

should have little difficulty in tracing out

the various circuits.

The plain lighting system, including only

the generator, the battery and the lamps

(and the necessary switches and cut-out, of

course) is the simplest and it may be wired

for either one or two wires, according to the

designer's fancy. Figs. 1 and 2 show, re

spectively, the one- and two-wire systems

as applied to the simple lighting system, and

in neither of them is it dificult to trace the

circuits.

Tracing Out the Current Path.

Commencing at the battery in Fig. l—the

battery is unmarked as to polarity for the

stifiicient reason that the generator is of the

type that may be connected either way and

will operate with equal et’ficiency—two wires

lead directly to the generator. It is to be

assumed, of course, that between the bat

tery and the generator there is interposed

an automatic circuit breaker to protect the

battery when the engine is idle, for all

such systems require a device of the kind.

From one of the battery terminals, a wire

leads to one side of each of the lamps. A

wire from the other terminal of the battery

leads to a central point on the switch, and

from each of the individual points on the

switch wires lead to the other sides of the

lamps. Hence, as one battery wire leads

directly to each lamp and the other to the

central point on the switch, connecting the

central point of the switch to any of the

other individual contacts affords a passage

for the current. In this case, the wires lead

ing from the individual lamps and the one

wire from the central point in the switch

represent the return.

The arrangement depicted in Fig. 2 is

even simpler and requires considerably less

wire. In this case, both the battery and

the generator negative terminals are simply

grounded to the car frame, as are the wires

from one side of each of the lamps. The

positive terminal of the generator is con

nected to the other sides of all the lamps.

through an ammeter, and also to the P05"

tive terminal of the battery. Each of the

lamp circuits is protected with a fuse and

each has its individual switch as a matter of

course. Supposing, for instance, that the

switch controlling the head lamps were

closed, the path of the current then WOhld

be as follows, as is indicated by the heavW-r

lines in the drawing: Starting from the

positive side of the battery, it finds its “tail

through the fuse to the ammeter, which

registers the amount of current drawn, and

through the meter to and through the 1"“:

fuse, the head lamp switch and the head
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lamps to the ground connection. As the

negative side of the battery is grounded,

the complete circuit thus is established.

With very little effort the path of the cur

rent in any of the diagrams can be traced

in a similar manner, the only requisite being

patience and a knowledge of the fact that

there must always be a complete circuit—

that the current must always return to the

battery. or to the generator, as the case

may be.

The wiring diagram shown in Fig. 3 is a

little more complicated than the other two,

which is logical for the reason that it rep—

resents the connections necessary for a

combined lighting and engine starting sys

tem in which the battery is split into two

units to be charged in series and discharged

in multiple. The complications added by the

starting motor practically are nil. as they

represent only two wires and a switch and

the wires lead directly to the motor through

the switch. In a system of this kind, the

battery, which consists of six cells giving a

nominal voltage of 12 is connected in

multiple series, which is to say, it is divided

into two sets of three cells each, connected

in series with the two series sets afterward

connected in multiple. Thus. for starting

purposes, 12 volts can be drawn and for

Iill’hting it is a simple matter to proportion

the load half on one set of three cells and

half on the other set of three.

What To Do When Lights Go Out.

Thanks to the excellent quality of insulat

ing material that now is available and gen

erally is used, the care of the wiring system

of a car, regardless of whether it is com

Plex or simple. is a very small matter to

worry about. W'here installations are fac

tory made, which is the case with the ma

jority of them, it may be taken for granted

that they are properly made and with rea

sonable care they will not develop trouble

during the life of the car. Wherever possi

blc, wires are encased in circular loom and

t0 the uninitiated this fact may prove

Slightly misleading unless it is remembered

that there may be several wires in the cas

ing that appears only large enough for one.

A150, the wires generally are laid out in

lines that are as straight as possible in order

to facilitate tracing trouble.

When the lights suddenly go out, the

Proper proceeding is first to examine the

fuses, if any are used. If one of them is

blown out that fact may be taken as an in

dicatiOH that there is a short—circuit some

where in the line and a new fuse should

not be inserted until the short circuit has

been located and remedied. It may be due

To bOdy movement which has chafed the

mfulation from one of the wires and per

mitted it to come in contact with the body

or one of the wires may have come loose

connection in the switch and

dropped down against one of the other con

nections. If the fuses are intact. indicat

ing that there is no short circuit, it is time

to examine the connections at the battery

and at the switch. Sometimes vibration jars

the holding screws loose. If all these con

nections appear perfectly tight, nothing re.

mains but to go over the wiring and search

out the break, for every other possible

source of trouble has been eliminated.

In cases where the lights merely grow

dim the proceeding will vary slightly, the

first point of attack being the battery. If

from its
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the dimness is sudden it may indicate either

a partial short-circuit somewhere in the

line or only loose connections, either of

which can be remedied quite easily. If the

dimness is of the progressive type and be

comes gradually worse, there may be noth

ing more serious the matter than a short

age of fluid in the battery or derangement

of the charging function. Either condition

will be indicated by a battery test with a

voltmeter. It is a simple matter, of course,

to fill the battery up with distilled water if

the fluid appears lower than it should be

and the care of the generator already has

been made plain in the twenty-three pre

ceding articles that have appeared in Motor

\\'orld. Constant flickering of the lights

now high, now low and sometimes out—is

a pretty certain indication of loose con

nections somewhere in the line and not

infrequently the troubles lie in the lamps

themselves which have shaken loose in their

sockets.

In any case of trouble with the wiring,

nothing will prove of greater avail than will

system coupled with a thoughtful diagnosis.

One thing at a time should be examined and

before some other part is tackled the first

should be put back in its original condition;

otherwise the work may have to be done

all over again. Where broken wires are

found, no reliance should be placed on

merely twisting them together and binding

the joint with adhesive tape. If permanence

is to be expected, the joint must be soldered.

One very good way of tackling the job is to

twist the wires together (after they have

been carefully scraped bright) and heat

them with a small blow torch, afterward

applying wire solder till all the interstices

are filled up. Needless to add. the joint

must be taped or there is danger that the

bare part will come in contact with the

cause a short circuit. \Vhen

making such joints, care must be taken not

to draw the wires too tightly or they may

break again; the better way is to splice in

a piece of wire, thus leaving slight slackness

to allow for body movement.

frame and

Ammeter as a Tail Light Telltale.

\Vith a straight storage battery electric

lighting system, the dash-positioned amme

ter serves as an efficient telltale to indicate

whether or no the tail lamp is burning. The

current consumption should be noted when

the lamps are functioning properly, and

thereafter the extinguishment of the tail

light will be indicated by the lowering of

the consumption by an appreciable amount.

\Yith the generator system, unless very

close regulation is a characteristic of the

system, the varying potential of the dynamo

prevents the use of the ammeter for such

purposes.

Using Hard Steel for Burnishing.

A fairly good burnisher for brass, copper

or other soft metal can be made of a file

or a piece of tool steel rod, hardened to

the limit, with the end ground round and

smooth and polished. The polishing must

be as nearly perfect as possible. and there

be no scratches whatever. Held

against a revolving piece in the lathe, or

rubbed, with some little pressure, on a

flat surface, the burnisher produces a hard,

polished surface that is more durable and

tarnishes less rapidly than a surface that

is polished by abrasives.

must

Where Camel's Hair Belts Are Necessary.

ln tanneries and in mills \vhere steam

and acid fumes abound. the life of a leather

belt is short indeed. so that in most such

establishments braided camel’s hair belts

are used. In instances these belts have

been known to function properly for a

period considerably longer than ten years

under conditions which would render a

leather belt useless in as many weeks. Pos

sibly a camel’s hair belt in place of the

orthodox leather fan belt would prove more

efficient.
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1.028532. Gear-Shifting Mechanism. Jos.

K. Boland. New Orleans, La. Filed Dec. 4,

1911. Serial No. 663,729. (Design of the se

lecting device.) 4 claims.

1,028,536. Switch for Jump-Spark Igni

tion Systems. Evan D. Bright, Philadelphia,

Pa., assigner to The Connecticut Telephone

8: Electric C0,, Inc., Meridcn, Conn., a cor—

poration of Connecticut, Filed Nov. 11,

1907. Serial No. 401,570. (Means for render~

ing operative either battery system or mag

neto system or both systems together and

eliminating both.) 2 claims.

1.028.551. Gearing. Joseph Dain, Ottum

wa, Iowa. Filed May 22, 1909. Serial No.

497,645. (Friction gearing.) 40 claims.

1,028,615. Two-stroke Cycle Combustion

I-anine. Karl Schwarz, Nuremberg, Ger

many. Filed Jan. 21, 1911. Serial No. 603,—

822. (Cylinder end tapered to fit into con

ical receptacle in the cylinder head.) 4

claims.

1.028.624. Automobile-Starter. Wilbert B.

Spcice, Payne. Ohio. Filed Sept. 13, 1911.

Serial No. 649.040. (Spring starter.) 4

claims.

1,028.628.——Tirc-Intiatingr Apparatus. Ma

son F. Stolberg, Toledo, Ohio. Filed Aug.

24, 1911. Serial No. 645,892. (Friction

driven air pump.) 1 claim.

1,028,686. Starting Device for Motor-Ve

hicles and the Like. Mario Demonte, Gori

ia, Austria-Hungary. Filed May 26, 1911.

Serial No. 629.601. (Means for releasing the

starting handle in case of backfire.) 4

claims.

_ 1.028.713. Carburetter for Internal-Com

bustion Motors. \Nassily Grinewezki, Mos~

cow, Russia. Original application filed Jan.

28. 1907. Serial No. 354,575. Divided and

this application filed July 6, 1910. Serial No.

570,539. (Pump operated by the compres

sion of the motor sprays the fuel into the

entering air.) 21 claims.

1,028,721. llluininator. Thomas Clarence

Heisey and Andrew J. Sanford, Newark,

Ohio, assignors to A. H. Heisey 8: Co., Inc.,

Newark, Ohio, a corporation of West Vir

ginia. Filed Aug. 16, 1910. Serial No. 577,

410. (Prismatic reflector for headlight.) 5

claims.

1.028.723. Carburt-iter. Hugo Hezinger,

Baldwin, and Carl chinger, New York,

N. Y. Filed May 17. 1911. Serial No. 627.

826. (Means for controlling fuel supply to

the mixing chamber by the opening of the

air valve to the elimination of check valve

and float.) 1 claim.

1,028,740. Cushioning Device for Vehi

cles. Theodore A. chnke, New York. N. Y.,

assignor to Klenke Cushion Axle Co., a cor

poration of New York. Filed Nov. 27, 1906.

Serial No. 345.389. (Flexible air bottles be—

tween axles and car frame.) 33 claims.

1,028,819. Automobile Sleigh Attachment.

Bowditch Place Frazec, Bath, Me. Filed

July 15, 1911. Serial No. 638,654. (Runners

attaching to the axles, traction being ob~

tained by means of a chain-driven star

wheel.) 1 claim.

1,028,843. Cleaning Device for )Vind

Shields. Ewing B. Rhodes, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Feb. 9, 1912. Serial No. 676,662. (Sque~

gee mounted so as to slide along the glass.)

4 claims.

1,028,847. Exhaust-Muffler. Augustus G.

Snyder, Utica, N. Y. Filed Oct. 16, 1911.

Serial No. 654,925. (Two chambers, the first

provided with numerous transverse baffle

plates and the second with a single inclined

perforated plate.) 3 claims. '

1,028,854. Vehicle Signal. Edward J. Best

and Charles M. Fitch, Chicago, 111. Filed

Dec. 27, 1910. Serial No. 599,318. (Electric

rear signal for telling operator's intended

movements.) 1 claim.

1,028,866. Turning Device for Vehicles.

John M. Eadie, New York, N. Y., assignor

to Eadie Vehicle Gear Company, a Corpora

tion of New Jersey. Filed Aug. 6, 1908.

Serial No. 447,205. (Both front and rear

axles provided with central pivots and so

linked together that they turn in opposite

directions.) 20 claims.

1,028.876. Transmission Gearing for Mo

tor Vehicles. Robert Gaston Hardgrave and

Charles T. Adair, Tueumcari. N. Mex. Filed

Dec. 3. 1910. Serial No. 595,525. (Main driv

ing bevel gear provided with several series

of teeth which mesh with the driving pin

ion on the end of the propeller shaft.) 5

claims.

1.028889. Spring Cushion Tire for Vehi

cle \Vheels. Arthur J. Layhon, Lowell,

Mass. Filed Jan. 3, 1911. Serial No. 600.564.

(Springs interposed between non-yieldahle

rim and felloc.) 3 claims.

1.028980. Electrical Signaling Device.

Theodore \Veiss and Theodore A. \Valther.

Chicago. 111.; said \Valther assignor to said

\Veiss. Filed Oct. 21, 1911. Serial No.

656.060. (Motor drives shoe which is

caused to vibrate against the diaphragm by

means of a stationary crown wheel.) 4

claims.

1,029,018. Transmission and Control Sys

tem. Henry M. Kinney, \Vinona, Minn.,

assignor to Winona \Vagon Company, \Vi

nona, Minn., a Corporation. Filed Sept. 22,

1911. Serial No. 650.750. (Modified plane

tary gearsct.) 9 claims.

1.029.027. Pneumatic Tire Protector. A1

hert H. Rawitzer. Omaha, Neb. Filed Nov.

9, 1911. Serial No. 659,313. (Flexible inter

nal armor.) 2 claims.

1,029,063. Motor Vehicle. Russell Hufi,

Detroit. Mich, assignor to Packard Motor

Car Company, Detroit, Mich, a Corporation

of Michigan. Filed Oct. 28, 1910. Serial

No. 589,544. (Tail light and license bracket

mounted on rear mudguards.) 2 claims.

1,029,109. Transmission Gearing. Aaron

F. Dickey, Somerset, Pa. Filed July 3, 1911.

Serial No. 636,802. (Selective type with the

gears always in mesh.) 3 claims.

1,029,111. Carburetter Adjusting Device.

Harry S. Echternach, Strasburg, Pa., assign

or to Virgil A. Mcck, Strasburg, Pa. Filed

May 15, 1911. Serial No. 627,293. (Pair of

gauges for indicating the maximum cxplo~

sive pressure under varying carburetter con~

ditions.) 4 claims.

1,029,147. Friction Clutch. George W.

Shaffer, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Jan. 23, 1911.

Serial No. 604,110. (Expanding ring clutch.)

4 claims.

1,029,177. Spring \Nheel. \Villiam T. Du—

lany, Jr., Arlington, N. J. Filed June 29.

1911. Serial No. 636,077. (Spokes formed of

leaf springs.) 2 claims.

1,029,192. Four Phase Single Piston

Valveless Motor. Charles Edouard Hen

riod, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France, assignor to

Societe Ribeyrolles & Cie., Puteaux. Seine,

France. Filed Nov. 23, 1909. Serial No.

529,585. (Four-cycle motor with rotary dis

tributer valve and ports through piston.)

2 claims.

1,029,215. Tire Protector or Shield. Ar~

thur H. Morton, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed

Dec. 11, 1911. Serial No. 664,914. (Wire

mesh protective shield.) 1 claim.

1,029.252. Shock Absorber. Owen B.

Ames, Brewster, N. Y. Filed Nov. 20, 1911.

Serial No. 661,302. (Small leaf springs op

pose movement of weight-bearing springs)

2 claims.

1,029,263. Vehicle Tire. Eugene H. Bing

ham and Theodor Tominski, San Francisco.

Cal. Filed Oct. 12, 1910. Serial No. 586.

737. (Tire casing made of spring mew

strips and enclosing a\pneumatic tube.) 3

claims.

1, 029,290. Starting Device. Henry Hen

kcn, Savannah, Ga. Filed Jan. 16, 1911

Serial No. 603,035. (Clutch that releases

starter handle in case of backfire.) 4 claims.

1,029,299. Spring Wheel. William H

Howsley. Jr., Adams, Tenn. Filed Feb- 19'

1912. Serial No. 678,523. (Helical sprirjgs

interposed between the hub and the ring7

that supports inner ends of the spokes.) 2

claims.

1,029,301. Combined Lifting Jack and

Brake Mechanism for Automobiles. Alex

Kertesz, Newark, N. J. Filed Jan. 10. 1912

Serial No. 670,487. (Legs attaching to the

axle and lowered by means of lever.) 1

claim.
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1009 5:541? The Hupmobile is as much at home in the lumber camps as on the

torwizhrm: b0l11evards. As one enthusiast puts it, “It will run anywhere that

a dog can go.”
:5 thouz‘i pit: . i .

Quality in looks and construction without high cost is the problem OUT

W or 55511;; engineers have conquered.

Md. Um I Look at the clean body lines, free from outside trappings, which not only

it]. mu i‘i'i: make for beauty, but for easier care of the car. -

Him The chassis._too. asyou see, is stripped of every intricacy; every work

WM 0,, mg part is enclosed; dust proof and oil tight.

Fde-ivlll There are but four rods from front to rear: and a rear axle so sturdy that

truss rods are not needed.

From time to time we have told you of the Hupmobile’s structural and

operative details.

All lili “pm-ZS
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ELY“)?ng Here they are assembled—the sound basis of our belief that the Hup

_k_ mm, mobile is. in its class. the best car in the world.

n~ sir-a1 X1 \' You should have our new catalog, which details many of the Worth-while

_, advantages of Hupmobile practice. \Vrtte for it.

.. :i-r-li . . .

‘-'-“*"“ HUPP MOTOR CAR CO., 1254 Milwaukee Ave., Detrmt, Mich.

. lienr

.t-

tltil lla hf Hupmobile"32"Touring Car-(illustrated) ,fully equipped,$1000

\- .

“My, F. O. 13. Detroit, including _equip- and reverse, sliding gears. Four

biikm‘lfl “19;! Of I‘Vindflgeld’ mPha‘r “zip cylinder motor, 314-iuch bore and

._ Mia; \vit enve ope, l y curtains. spee - , - _, ' ‘
“ed' Mp, ometer, quick detachable rims. rear taprmcb StrlOk." wl‘eelba’c' 106

map it a shock absorber_ gas headlights. inches; 32x3A-1ncli tires. Standard

L {pain-i" Prest-O-Lite tank, bi] 13mp5, tools color black. Trimmings, black and

hublngflt' and horn. Three speeds forward nickel.

of thtilfikfi “32" Six Passenger Touring Car, fully equipped, $1200 f. 0. b. Detroit

“32” Roadster, fully equipped, $1000 f. o. b. Detroit

'16 “32” Delivery, fully equipped, $1100 f- 0- b. Detroit

Lrlllnglj" ,’ “20” H. P. Runabout, fully equipped, $750 f. o. b. Detroit

lutflm‘w i

Filedl‘ll‘lt'

as mull-7;"

can “i W
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SURROUNDSU

BY WATEQ
 

 

  

awefirst

."ié‘aswaian

Speaking of

the High Cost of Gasoline

Do you know, Mr. Dealer. that the greatest single contributing

cause to the excessive consumption of gas by the average motor is

  

  

  

MTB<'¥",.'1w".31"

lnefficient Radiators ?

?T%’{?''
  

You do know. of course, that this high cost of wasted fuel is the

cause of many dissatisfied customers—and that the high cost of

operation due to this waste of fuel scares away many a would-be

buyer.

  
.w

_1"

  

Livingston Radiators Positivelv

  

Will lnsure Proper Radiation

  

 

 

  

and insofar as the cooling of your motor is concerned, will insure

the very maximum of miles per gallon of both gas and oil.
  

*2;1“if-7i*

There isn't a car maker in this country who cannot afford to use

Livingston Radiators on his output—~th one.

  

"G
  

And if you dealers will look out for the best interests of your

customers as well as of yourselves, you'll force your manufacturers

to equip the cars you sell with Livingston Radiators.

  

 

  

5% It’s all up to you Dealers. You can get what you demand for

there are a lot more cars to be manufactured than will be sold.
 

 

  

 

..esiri

It's a survival of the fittest from now on. Represent the "fittest"

—the car cooled by Livingston Radiators.

  

"ma-2a*

  

  

LIVINGSTON RADIATOR & MFG. CO.

Randall Bldg., W. 52nd Street NEW YORK ClTY
  

 

  

  
  Ty es ofRadiators .

fQI'
1"L

-  
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Automobile Manufacturers Who Use
  

Storage Batteries

Exclusivel
For Starting or

  

Abbott Motor Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I)etroit, Mich.

Allen Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Fostoria, Ohio

American La France Fire Engine Co . . . . . . . ..Elmira, N. Y.

American Locomotive Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Providence, R. I.

American Motors Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..liidianapolis, Ind.

Ames Motor Car C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Owensboro, Ky.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Ch . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Kokomo, Ind.

O. Armleder Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cincinnati, Ohio

Auburn Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Auburn. Ind.

Bartholomew CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Peoria, Ill.

Buckeye Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Anderson, Ind.

Canadian Standard Auto & Tract. Co . . . . ..Ft. \Vayne, Ind.

Cartercar Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Pontiac, Mich.

J. I. Case T. M. Co. Motor \\'orks . . . . . . . . ..ltacine Jct., \Vis‘.

Chadwick Engineering \\'orks . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Pottstown, Pa.

F. Coleman Carriage 8; Harness Co . . . . . . . . . . . ..Ilion. N. Y.

Columbus Buggy C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Columbus, Ohio

Commerce Motor Truck Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

Corbitt Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Henderson, N. C.

Crawford Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. i'Iagerstown, Md.

Crescent Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cincinnati. Ohio

Crow Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Elkhart, Ind.

Jas. Cunningham Son & Co.. . . . . . . . . . . ..Rochester, N. Y.

Cutting Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Jackson, Mich.

Croxton Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\Vashington, Pa.

Geo. \V. Davis Carriage Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Richmond, Ind.

Enger Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cincinnati, Ohio

Elkhart Carriage & Harness Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..lilkhart, Ind.

F. I. A. T. Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l’oughkeepsie, N. Y.

Flanders Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Syracuse, N. Y.

Gramm-Bernstein C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Lima, Ohio

Gramm Motor Truck Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lima. Ohio

Gramm Motor Truck Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\\'alkerville, Ont.

Great \\'e.~tern Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Peru, Ind.

Haberer & Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cincinnati. Ohio

Havers Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l’ort Huron, Mich.

Haynes Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Kokomo, Ind.

Henderson Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Indianapolis, Ind.

Herreshott Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit. Mich.

Ideal Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Indianapolis. Ind.

Imperial Automobile C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Jackson, Mich.

Jackson Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Jackson, Mich.

K(“AW-Springfield Motor Truck Co . . . . . . . . ..Springfield. Ohio

King Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit. Mich.

Kline Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Richmond, Ya.

Knox Automobile C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Springfield, Mass.

Lenox Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Boston, Mass.

Lexington Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Co_nnersville. Ind.

Locomobile Company of America . . . . . . . ..Bridgepor_t, Co_nn.

Lozier Motor Car C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..DetrOIt, Mich.

\V. H. McIntyre C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Auburn, Ind.

Lighting or Both

  

  

McLaughlin Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oshawa, Ont.

Marathon Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Nashville, Tenn.

Marion Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Indianapolis, Ind.

Martindale & Millikan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Franklin, Ind.

Maxwell Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit. Mich.

Mercer Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Trenton. N. J.

Metzger Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

.Michigan Buggy Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Kalamazoo. Mich.

Midland Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Moline, Ill.

Moline Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Iiast Moline, Ill.

Moon Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..St. Louis, Mo.

Motor Car Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Imlianapolis, Ind.

Nance Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l’hiladelphia, Pa.

National Motor Vehicle Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Indianapolis, Ind.

Nordyke & Marmon Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Indianapolis, Ind.

Norwalk Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Martinsburg. \V. Va.

Nova Scotia Carriage Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Kcntville, N. S.

Packard Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

Paige-Detroit Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Dctroit, Mich.

Palmer & Singer Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . ..Long Island City, N. Y.

Paterson \Vagon \Vorks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Flint, Mich.

Peerless Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cleveland, Ohio

Pilot Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Richmond, 1nd.

Pope Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Hartford. Conn.

Premier Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Indianapolis, Ind.

Pullman Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..York, Pa.

Regal Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._...Detroit. Mich.

Reo Motor Car C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Lansing', Mich.

Reo Motor Car Co. of Canada . . . . . . . . . ..St. Catharines, Ont.

Russell Motor Car C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\V. Toronto, Ont.

Schacht Motor-Car C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cincinnati, Ohio

Seagrave. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..Columbus, Ohio

Selden Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Rochester. N. Y.

Simplex Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..New Brunswick, N. J.

A. O. Smith Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Milwaukee, XVis.

Spaulding Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Grinnell. Ia.

Speedwell Motor Car C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Dayton, Ohio

Stanley Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Newton. Mass.

F. B. Stearns Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cleveland, Ohio

Stevens—Duryea Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Stoddard—Dayton Co. (Maxwell) . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Dayton, Ohio

Studebaker Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

Touraine Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Philadel hia, Pa.

The Tudhope Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oriiiia, Can.

Velie Motor Vehicle Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Moline, Ill.

Warren Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Detroit, Mich.

\Vayne \\‘orks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Richmond. Ind.

“'ebb Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Allentown, Pa.

\\i'estcott Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Richmond, Ind.

\Vhite Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cleveland, Ohio

“'ichita Falls Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\\-'ichita Falls, Tex.

Winton Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cleveland, Ohio

Zimmerman Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Auburn, Ind.

Need We Say More?

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY CO., Cleveland, Ohio
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THE NORTH EAST

ELECTRIC SYSTEM
A unit auxiliary electric power plant which can positively be depended upon at all times

to furnish current.

  

FOR STARTING AND LIGHTING

Positive, Automatic, Safe, Reliable, Serviceable and Mechanically Perfect

  

The North East Lock

Switch

Positively locks the different

circuits on or oi? as flawed

The North East Starting

Switch

Free from complicated con

tactors and contact troubles

  

The North East System is not an afterthought, designed in a hurry to meet the sudden demand. AS

pioneers in the field of electric cranking and lighting, we have been working for years to produce the

most modern and most complete equipment. Here it is—proved best by the test of four years’ continuous

service and more than 60,000 miles of running without perceptible wear on either brushes or bearings.

No Other System Approaches It in Simplicity

It is a unit system motor-generator with only one moving part—-the armature—and is automatically

changed from motor to generator by the starting of the engine. thus combining in a single machine the

functions of two separate and distinct machines for Starting and lighting.

Has the Highest Efficiency—Therefore Most Economical

The battery is charged and discharged in series, a feature recently adopted by other starters that

formerly operated on a multiple series system. thus proving the principle of the North East System

to have been correct from the Start. And although it is the smallest and the lightest electric Starter made,

it will turn the largest engines used in automobiles with the least amount of current consumption from the

battery.

Other Special Features That Distinguish the North East

Only one machine—a motor-generator complete in itself; keeps the battery charged at all times. yet

never overcharges; built entirely in our factory of the best materials obtainable: positive in operation

vunder all Climatic conditions; cannot be damaged or disarranged from the driver’s seat; noiseless; equal

in mechanical strength. durability and finish to the finest automobile equipment.

The North East Electric System is designed to be an integral part of the engine itself. and cannot be

adapted to cars new in use. You can secure the advantages of the North East, however, by specifying

that you want it on your new car.

Booklet of further detailed

information on request

NORTH EAST ELECTRIC Co.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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E9
Want

YOU

  

We want you to take

the agency for Kelly

Trucks in your

vicinity.

Why not?

Write or wire us im.1ch that

n SPICE!

,6 mad!.i m ediately.
irnfll 1h:

limes. F“

lineman“

T/ze

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD

MOTOR TRUCK (:0.

[(733 Burt SA, Springfield, O/zia

(3I121"[_be

qvfiiiyiflg
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Sell the Spark Plugs

Which Men Want t2 l_31_.1_y_

That is the Mezger “Soot-Proof” plug. No man can

reasonably doubt it. \‘83

Hundreds of thousands of the best-built cars now use more pm

than two millions of these “Soot-Proof” plugs.

p;D

And Our Advertising Now Is Telling

Legions of Others About Them.

. . . 5‘Here is a plug which you can warrant—at our risk —to solve, p

the problems which every user has. '

You can warrant it against short-circuit, break

downs, leakage.

You can warrant that it cleans itself. . P‘

And you can prove this fact, if you have occasion,

by sooting the plug in a lamp flame. Then, in an r

engine, three minutes of running will make the

plug as clean as new.

C. A. MEZGER, Inc.

Philadelphia, 1427 Vine St.—— Petry - Cauidy
Detroit, Ford Building—H. E. Butcher

Chicago, 1430 Michigan Boulevard—F. E. Sparks Denver, 15th and Cur-til Sta.— Hughson & Merton
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The “Soot-Proof” plug is the final result of twelve

years spent on spark plugs only—spent on solving these

problems.

The result is, millions in use—an enormous demand—

and a reputation far exceeding that of any other spark plug

made.

We are adVertising “Soot-Proof” spark plugs in a wide

spread way.

We are offering to dealers a very attractive discount.

These are the dominant spark plugs—the wanted spark

plugs. And every month is adding vastly to their

popularity.

Don’t push spark plugs which are far less

saleable.

Help us supply this trade.

15 Canal Place, New York

A l , 1229 50. Olive SL—Hugbaon & Merton
Porlland, 329 Ankeny SL—Hugl‘uon 8: Merton Los nge ea 0, 530 some“ cute Ave'_ Hughwn & Merton

senile, 924 E. Pike SL—Hughaon & Merton San Francine
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Westinghouse

Electric

  

Ignition, Lighting and Starting

UTOMOBILE owners have no desire to have

experiments tried on their cars.

They want a starter that starts — always.

Lighting and Ignition must also be absolutely

dependable.

Manufacturers are expected to give buyers :1

car proven in every particular.

Four years were given to the perfecting of the

\Vestinghouse System of Ignition. Lighting and

Starting. before it was ottered t0 the automobile

trade. -

The buyer can be sure that when a car is

 

 

Sales Offices in 45 American Cities

 

 

Lighting Generator

Equip your cars with the Westinghouse System

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company

Combined Ignition and

Lighting Generator

equipped with the \Yestinghouse System of Igni

tion, Lighting and Starting. there is nothing to

worry about It’s automatic. and starts and lights

at the press of a button.

The following statement has great weight with

automobile buyers: “The Westinghouse Com

pany backs its System of Ignition, Lighting and

Starting with all its resources It is in unequaled

position to furnish service to manufacturers,

agents and dealers who use its equipment,

through its forty-five offices located in every

large city in the country.”
  

EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.

Starting Motor
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HE FEPS CARBURETOR makes it possible for every motor car

owner to realize his idea of what a carburetor should be. The

wonderful flexibility, the increased power, the 25% to 50%

increase in mileage per gallon of fuel and the extra reserve speed are

a startling revelation to every owner whose car is “Feps equipped.”

The balky gasoline-guzzling carburetors to which motor car owners

have tried to reconcile themselves, are a thing of the past.

The Feps Carburetor, devoid of all springs, cams, balls and reeds,

positively eliminates every feature that has placed carburetors in the

“pest” class. it is absolutely dependable at all times, under all condi

tions and with any grade of gasoline. The Feps also embodies a never

failing, quick starting device, thereby eliminating another source of

much dissatisfaction.

There is no excuse for you to worry along further. We ask you

to try the Feps on your car at our risk.

Write Dep’t “F” for Illustrated, Descriptive Booklet
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Schoen-Jackson

Company

MEDIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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Prmcxpal Distributors for the

lJnitcd States

“Al/I‘JMURE, MU.

l)etrmter-Rnltnnure t‘cnnwny

HUST‘IN. MASS

Antlrezw-lernmn ('nmliziny

l’-ljl:l".r\l,l). .'\'. Y.

llelziwztle Au}, tinruge

tlllPAtlll, ILL.

1111mm ;\ttl'lttlnli‘ile‘ Cumin“;

tl.\'llli. Hlllt)

\‘lyile Antn Sales Co.

tt)|‘ll.\llil75. Ulllt)

l". l’. Ceirliett

l)l§'l‘Rtl)l'l‘. Mlt‘ll.

l’inrlier Motor S;ilc\ t‘mntiztny

FURT \\'()R'l‘H. TEX.

,l. R. Uver>treet

l.\‘l)lA.\'Al’(ll,lb'. IND.

lllilllll‘\

_l.-\(‘KSHN\'IIJLIZ, FLA.

lhxie'lletruiter t'mnpany

KANSAS Cl'l‘Y. M".

Snuthnwt Minor Company

l.(')$ .\.\'(';F.I.F.S. (‘Alu

Y. R. Uel \‘ulle

Lttl'lSYlLLE. KY.
Inter-State Alulflt‘ (iilt' Cu.

MllAVAL'KEF‘. “'18.

t)akland-\\'i¢enn>in Meter Cmnpatiy

MINNEAPOLIS, MIXN.

Brice Auto ('unnpan)

.\'l*.\\' YORK CITY

K. (". l’arrlee

HMAllA. NEH.

'l'. L}. Northwall (‘umpany

l‘lllLAlHiLl’lllA. l'A.
lik'll'nilL'!"li'lllliltltflliltli’t Company

PHR'I‘LAND, MAINE

Spear :\th0 (‘rnnpany

PORTLAND, URli.

H. l.. Keats .'\lllfl Company

RlH‘IIFBTER. X. Y.

I". R. Luescher. Inc.

SINUX CITY. IU\\’A

T. G. NOI‘tlezlll.

ST. LOUIS. M“.

Brown Automobile Company

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

('nrl Christetwen

SHREVEPURT, LA.

\\'ray-Dickinsnn Sales 8: Garage Co.

\VEBSTER, S. 1').

South Dakota Motor Car Company

 

  

  

  

  

Why the 180 Were Oulslripped

The 1.\'tl whe- t'ell lellilNl, in the main. have

lieen tllub't‘ whn (lid nut reuliZe the popular

dennnnl luf ;i_eoud luokzrre far that runs

eennmnieully ztnrl wen“ well—at less than

$10M). The makers lit the Uett'uiter did realize

ltkltl‘ttllg'lll nut thi\ >tril<ingly handsome ear

thnt >h-iws it\ breeding in every line, huilt into

it all the nine highe>t grzule features of can—

\trnetii-n lllllt heretofore only the e0>tliest ears

lime |n><>‘e\seil. and then. by ~uperi0r factory

methml‘. lirung'ht the Cent iluwn to $850 and

emu

As to Dealers:

lleztlers have taken rin this car with eager

He>\. They lthYC all made money, for hnyers

e\‘er_\'\\'here have heen quick to respond to the

treim-ntluus \';tlue uttered. ("her 400 (it these

\nlne-knmring tlezilers have heen sharing De

trtiiter prnlit.» They are the kinil nt' men who

~\tiek. l‘rulizihly yuur tuwn is represented——

thtiugh It few gner territories are not. If it's

not repre>entetl. >huw u\ yr-n're the man we

\\:mt h_\- hemer tint t0 See the UPPOI'tUlllly and

ti» \rrite twr uttt‘ proposition.

$850 and $900
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ANOTHER PROMINENT USER OF

HYATT ROLLER BEARINGS
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Willys-Overland Co.

  

HYATT QUIET BEARINGS

  

' I 'HE Hyatt Flexible Bearing presents practical as well as

theoretical advantages, from every viewpoint. It is the

result of combining a correct theory and modern specialized

manufacturing.

A hearing of quality—quiet, efficient, simple and durable

——is the sole product of the Hyatt Factory. It is flexible and

non—adjustable. Into it are put the best of steels, all care

fully tested in the Hyatt laboratories and heat treated to

give them maximum possible strength.

To this is added the service which an efficient organiza

tion renders car builders and car users through its sales and

mechanical departments. Hyatt service constitutes an abso

lute insurancc against bearing difficulties.

“Maximum Practical Value” tells the story in three

words.

l'lYATT ROLLER BEARING Co.

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

“buts.erm lluv Jutsrr
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Again Hoffecker, standard on the famous Apperson line. A

wise selection made by the men who built the first automobile

and who have been building them for twenty years—men

of ripe judgment and the experience of years back of them.
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Recognititni til lltill'et-kcr spec<l~nnetc'\ liy car inanniacturers is growing. This is

1mm? lHIsltlYt' of sterling records of iit'i'liii'iiizti'it‘t‘ iiiznle by these spec-(l recorders. You

must take the judgment of car inanniactnrcrs. \yhi» cunlil not atl'tirtl tn jeopardize the

ilnality of their output thriing‘h the selectinn of unreliable parts and accessories.

You. as a tlealer who may he hanillingr one or more lines of cars will know how

necessary it is that every part of the cliniinnent exemplifies quality.

'l"hrtingh years of test lliit‘t'ecker Speuliittit'tet's hayc prm'eil their superiority. They

enihmly scientific construction. retineinent of (lesig'n. anil artistic appearance. They

guarantee accurate speetl recording; long life they also Illlll must materially to the

appearance of the car.

THE HOFFECKER COMPANY
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Hoffecker Speedometers embody exclusivefeatures, including a daily trip which can be 'quicklyiset to

any desired mileage-a fractional mile register—a hand that

remains steady, regardless of car vibration.
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*Ioffecker Speedometers on the cars you sell—insist upon them—and if you

are not as vet fullv satisfied concerning the claims set forth here, then write to us and

we will show vou in detail just why the I—Iotteeker bpeedometer has more dollar-for

dollar value incorporated in it than has any similar device.

\Ve spend more money in the purchase of brains, material and equipment—less

monev in extensive, scattered advertising campaigns.

You can tell your customer this. We are prepared to prove it.

Bear this well in mind. You cannot specify an instrument that offers more quality

points than does the Hottecker Speedometer.

Remember these facts when you are ordering your cars—remember them when you

are selling a speedometer to go on a car already operating in your territory.

Main Office: Motor Mart, Boston, Mass,

Specify l
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An .Active Journal

Covering anActive Field

_
 

Things are happening every day in both

motorcycling and bicycling and. every

week these happenings are accurately

reported in the pages of this paper

 

 

THE OLDEST AND MOST INFLUENTIAL

CYCLING JOURNAL IN THE WORLD
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Published Every Tuesday

10C. acopy ayear

Sample Copy Sent Free on Requert

 

  

BicyclingWorld Company

1600 Broadway

New York City
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WeAre the Largest Makers of

Starting and Lighting Devices

are the largest exclusive manufacturers of elec

trical starting and lighting devices for motor cars

in the country. Our production facilities are unrivaled

in the automobile accessory field. We guarantee superior quality and service.

Our factory occupies nearly 100,000 square feet of floor space. It is devoted

entirely to the production of “Auto-Lite” electric starting and lighting devices.

Our business is not a “side-line’ ’— hastily developed to meet a demand for

such appliances. We are pioneers in the business.

Our automatic, labor-saving machinery is '

the most modern obtainable. It is abso

lutely accurate in operation. Every part of

the Auto-Lite system, when it comes to the

assembling bench, is machined to one-half

of one-thousandth of an inch. Every part is

made in the Auto-Lite plant.

Our workmen are experts—trained by

years of experience in building electrical

appliances. Each and every one is a special

ist in his line.

No order is too big for us. We are pre

pared to handle the largest contracts on

short notice. '

Our product, consisting of two mechanic

ally independent units operating on a Six

volt current, is a built-in part of the new

car—not an afterthought hastily developed

to meet the demand for an electrical starter

and lighter.

We want every manufacturer to know the

simplicity and ruggedness of the Auto-Lite

system—and our capacity for prompt ser

vice on large deliveries.

We have an attractive proposition for

dealers on lighting alone.

Every prospective automobile owner

should know that his new car is equipped

with the best starting and lighting system

made. The Auto-Lite device will interest

and impress him.

We have handsomely illustrated cata

logues and literature, interesting and highly

important to manufacturer, dealer and pros

pective purchaser. Your request will bring

them. Write today.

The Electric Auto-Lite Company

Main Office and Factory, Toledo, Ohio

BRANCH OFFICES: New York Kansas City San Francisco
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Chief of Quartermaster

Corps, of War Department,

Issues Specifications for Nlotor Trucks for Army Use.

“Brakes—Two sets, both attached to rear wheels; one set operated. by

pedal, other by lcVer.” I

(LSheldon Double Brakes on Rear Wheels meet the Government specifications.

(Equip Your Trucks With Sheldon Double Brakes and bid on the Army Trucks.

QArmy Takes No Chance: With Jackshaft Brakes, .by demanding that all Army Trucks

be equipped with both brakes on rear wheels.

(LJaaluhaft Brakes are no stronger than the chains. Could you skid the wheels and stop

your truck if the chains broke or jumped 05 the sprockets? ? P ? P'?

; (You Can Not Depend on jackshaft brakes skidding the rear wheels.

" (Either One of Sheldon Double Brakes Will Do lt.

SHELDON AXLE CO., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., U. S. A.

Chicago Brunch—68 Eu! 12th St.

 
 

Detroit Brunch—1215 Woodward Ave. Sm Fronclneo Brnnch—444_ Mark“ 5%
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In three hours and

forty~five minutes

this car was started

one thousand two

hundred times from

a standstill with the

Aplco Electric En

gine Starter. An aver

age of a start every ten

seconds, yet in running

a distance of only forty

feet between stops the cur

rent used was replaced in the

storage battery.

Ninety per cent of the failures of

Electric Starters is directly traceable to

the storage battery. It is either not

charged enough or else overcharged.

ln the Aplco System this is impossible.

The current is replaced quickly after

each start, yet in perfect accord with

scientific principles governing the care of stor

age batteries.

The Aplco System will not overcharge its

battery—it cannot undercharge it.

Prospective Car Buyers, this is the all

important feature to consider in selecting an

electric engine‘starter for your new car. It is

not the spectacular stunts the starter will do,

but the condition the battery is left in at the

end, that counts. It's the assurance you have that if

the system is called upon to perform unusual feats

of endurance that the reserve capacity is there to be

used without fear . . . The Aplco Electric Engine

Starter will he put on the car of your choice if you

specify it. Don‘t be persuaded to accept anything else.

  

And the Battery Full at the

Finish

The System That

Takes Care of the

Battery.

THE

APPLE ELECTRIC [ll].

Dayton, Ohio, U. S. A.
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HEAVY CAR TYPE

FISK TIRES
  

The Great Service of Fisk Tires

Is Directly Due to the Exclusive

Heavy Car Type Fisk Construction

From every corner of the globe where

Heavy Car Type Fisk Tires are used

come reports of Greatest Service.

These reports prove:

First, that Fisk design is right; second,

that the proper materials are used;

third, that these materials are blended

in the proper proportions to make a

“balanced” whole, a tire each part

of which is attuned to the other so

as to work in perfect harmony for

a common end—that end being

SERVICE.

The exclusive Fisk HEAVY CAR

TYPE Construction is responsible for

this tire perfection. As the

Heavy Car Type Fisk Tires have ex

clusive points of superiority. To lessen

the possibility of puncture there are two

breaker strips instead of one. An extra

layer of rubber on the tread greatly

increases the life of this part of the tire,

while the Heavy Car Type Construc

tion allows a thick cushion of pure para

rubber between the breaker strip and

the fabric, minimizing shocks from

stones and uneven road surfaces.

The side walls of Fisk Tires are espe

cially reinforced to prevent rim cutting.

The added quality called for by the

exclusive HEAVY CAR TYPE Con

struction means added
 

name implies, it is a con

struction providing surplus

strength for the severest

strains of heaviest cars.

With these strains prop

  

expense in manufacture, but

never once has The Fisk

Rubber Co. consented to the

slightest reduction in the

i A; quality of its product. This

' attitude means satisfactionerly taken care of there ‘ \ f

can be no question of \fpgyaE MPYV/ onctihele3part0 th; Consumer,

Greatest Service on lighter \\J an usmess emanence

  

to the Dealer. 

vehicles.

Write to Dept. 23 for Our Dealer Proposition

» The Fisk Rubber Company

Factory and Home Office

In! PIIUIAYIC nus All nun“:

10 A lull "ulna 2111:! on: on

IU-fl'flfl'l vol my on nut-n10 to

II AT nu “nu-III

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES IN 41 CITIES .

I; “In "nun

DISTRIBUTORS

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY OF N. Y.

rm Ilnl nu.” Im A m rut-u
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“ Twenty - Five”

Completely

Equipped

March 27, l913

$900
F. O. B. Detroit

 

THE. CAR

Wheelbase—l 10 inches.

Motor— Long-stroke, four I cylinders

cast en bloc; 3% in. bore, _5 in. stroke.

Two-bearing crankshaft. Timing gears

and valves enclosed. Three-pomt si|s~

pension.

Steering—Left Side. Irreversible worm

gear, 16 in. steering wheel. Throttle con~

irol on steering column.

Control -— Central Lever operated

through HI-plate integral With universal

Joint housing Just below. Hand lever

emergency brake at driver's right. Foot

accelerator in connection With hand

throttle.

Springs—Front, semi~elliptie; rear, lull

elliptic and mounted on swwel seats.

Frame—Pressed steel channel.

Axles—_Front, I~berim, drop-forged;

rear, semi-floating type.

TransmissionfThree speeds forward

and reverse; sliding gear; selective type.

Construction—Drop-ior ings wherever

practicable; chrome nic el steel used

throughout all shafts and gears in the

transniisSiori and rear axle; high carbon

manganese steel in all parts requiring

special stifi'ness.

Bodies—{Touring car, full five-passen

ger hnghsh type; extra wide seats.

Roadster, two passenger, English type.

EQUIPMENT

Tires—~32x3V1.

Large gas headlight with Prest-O-Lite

tank or generators; oil side and tail

lamps. Electric lighting outfit by special

arrangement.

High-grade magneto.

Stewart speedometer.

Demountable rims.

Extra rim and holder.

Tally-ho horn.

Jiffy curtains—up or down instantane

ously.

Top and top cover.

Windshield.

Tool ki'. Jack, Tire repair kit, Pump.

Robe rail.

Proven and Tested

in Every Country

HIS is the car that made good in not one country—but in 45 coun

tries. It stood the big test that proves, demonstrates and vouches

for the car, the factories that build it and the men who run the

factories. It is proof absolute of R-C-H “Twenty-Five” reliability and

dependability any place you take it.

If R-C-H factory production were not RIGHT, how could the car

stand the wagon trails and corduroy roads of every automobile country

under the sun? And if the R-C-H “Twenty-Five” is not made RIGHT

of the very best materials, why do the people of 45 nations buy it?

The R-C~H “Twenty-Five” is the result of ample finances, 100 per

cent efficient factory equipment, concentration on one chassis and the

making of all working parts in the R-C-H factories.

This car costs more to build than any similar car made and is

bigger, better made, more comfortable, more serviceable and more com

pletely equipped than any car below $1200.

Any R-C-H dealer will prove it. But see him today. Delay means

disappointment.

R-C-H Corporation

704 Lycaste Street Detroit, Michigan

Represented by Branches and Distributors in All the Cities of the World
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History of the Steering Ball

I It might seem at first thought that the littlesteering-ball i

l3 l of the Timken-Detroit Front Axle, like Topsy, ‘Just growed, ,

‘ A or just happened. \

I Well, it didn’t. It was developed by years_of study from

a crude affair to a graceful, accurate thing, With a reason in ~

every line and curve. ‘

I Timken Experience was the teacher. i

In the early days, every axle maker merely bent up the end of his

steering-arm and turned the tip into a ball, as shown in figure ‘A.’

 

  

I It didn't take long to learn that this was too crude and inaccurate.

The arm itself had to be elastic, the ball had to be very hard to resist

wear. Different steels—different heat-treatments were required because

the arm and the ball had very different duties to perform. So we came

to a ball whose shank passed through the end of the drop-forged arm.

It was a great improvement, though far from the present state of per
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fection.

I Then began the real evolution of the Steering-Ball of the

Timken-Detroit Front Axle

First, the shank was straight and fitted snugly in its hole; rivetting the lower

end pulled its collar firmly against the top of the arm, like figure ‘B.’

‘ Whenever a break occurred it was always right at the bottom of the ball itself,

so its neck was strengthened by a fillet and it looked like figure ‘C.’

After that there were fewer breaks, but these few came just above the collar,

so the shank was enlarged at the collar and tapered toward the ball till it looked

like figure ‘D.’ For added strength a castellated nut below replaced the rivetting.

1 While this evolution was in progress, the

axles were getting the severe jolts, jars and

vibration of every-day service in thousands of

' cars, and sometimes, after long wear, the tight

ening of the nut underneath failed to hold the

collar of the shank securely against the arm.

That was easy to overcome by tapering the

lower part of the shank so it would draw down

to a tight fit, and could be drawn further down

as vibration caused some looseness and wear.

It looked like figure ‘E.’

It took a long time to bring out the fact

that after thousands of miles of pound and

vibration and taking up (or wear. a time would

come when the shoulder would meet the top of

the arm and further take‘up was impossible.

So we increased the angle and leit 08 the

collar, as shown in figure 'F.’ Now you get

the tightest kind of a snug fit at the start, and

keep it tight by turning up the nut as slight

wear occurs. There is practically no limit to

the amount of adjustment.

Micki

  

In a previous advertisement we told how the

ball itself is ground after hardening so it is a

true spherhand how a perfect sphere prevents

pounding and the wear that would make it

unsafe.

' The steering-ball with its shank is one of

the smallest parts of a Timken-Detroit Front

Axle—yet very important as are all the other

parts, large and small.

1 This history of the ball is just like the

stories of development of every other part. The

ingenuity and the study of able designers

couldn‘t possibly foretell everything that ex

perience was bound to show up.

 
 

1 In addition broad experience covering hun

dreds of thousands at ears of every type—

pleasure and commercial—working under every

possible condition of service—has been a prime

essential in the evolution of anti: parts that will

give the maximum of service to the user.

I From the davm oi the motor-car industry

'limken-Detroit engineers have. _ been getting

Just such experience.

The Timken-Detroit Axle Company

Detroit,

Th: uni] ax)! mania/Artur" Iiunud t0 mall ax!" equippld with Timiur Tiirrrnl Roll" erlvip

8a“! UDSIAI
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MAXWELL MOTOR COMPANY

iNCOIFOFIAYID

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

March 22, 1913

SUBJECT: "WHY WE DID NOT USE ALL OUR PLANTS"

Gentlemen:

You are of course aware that when the group of capitalists

Who financed the new Maxwell Motor company, bid in at the Receiv

ers sale, all the plants and other assets of the late United States

Motor Company, they secured a number of factories for the making

of automobiles and automObile parts, that are among the best in

the industrY.

To refresh your memory: There were the following plants:

Providence Engineering Works,

Maxwell-Briscoe company,

Maxwell-Briscoe company,

Briscoe Manufacturing company,

Alden-Sampson company,

Brush Runabout Company,

Stoddard-Dayton CompanY, (Two factories)

Briscoe Manufacturing company,

Courier Motor company,

Columbia Motor Company,

Providence, R.I.

Auburn, R.I.

Tarrytown, N.Y.

Newark, N.J.

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, Mich.

Dayton, Ohio.

Detroit, Mich.

Dayton, Ohio.

Hartford, Conn.

Also the plant of the Flanders Motor Company at Detroit.

Combined acreage, 2Hl.5

Combined floor-space, 2,684,5k8 sq.ft.

Now it will perhaps be news to you that we do not propose

using all these plants——and the reasons will be interesting to

you as showing how quality is put into a car and at the same time

price is brought down to within the reach of thousands.

Take for example, the plant at Providence, R.I. This would

be considered a splendid plant by some automobile concerns. It is

rich in history, in tradition and in past achievements. Here

George Corliss learned his trade. Others equally famous worked in

this plant in its halcyon days. But it won't answer our needs todaY.

We have sold it. Admirable for other lines, but not for this.

The Tarrytown plant we will also offer for sale, because the

land value is too high for automobile manufacturing purposes, and

it would be necessary to purchase many additional acres and erect

OPEN LETTER (NO.3) FROM ii.‘
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buildings to take care of the quantity of care we intend to pro

duce. Besides, the 5,000 men necessary to man such plants, would

have difficulty in securing living quarters in Tarrytown.

The Auburn, R.I. plant, consisting of 250,000 sq.ft. of floor

space, excellent three story brick mill construction, we offer for

sale because, tho an excellent labor centre, there are good manu—

‘ facturing reasons why it is not an economical place to produce

I automobiles.

Also, for similar reasons,_and because they are located at

too great distances from the other plants and from our centre of

operations, we will dispose of the Briscoe plant at Newark and the

Courier plant at Dayton.

Do you know, that the percentage of profit on automobiles

is less than almost any other line--farm implements, furniture,

pianos, sewing machines, etc. Much less. And competition is

keener. We have no trusts, no monopolies, in this business, yet

—-nor are we likely to have.

The only chance we see for success is in producing cars in

Quantities, contenting ourselves with a small profit per car so

as to get the selling price down to within the reach of thousands

Who must absorb this product.

 

1 And this can be done only in plants Where the highest effi

ciency can be obtained--almost ideal working conditions. In other

words, light, ventillation, sanitation.

Then the latest types of automatic and labor-saving tools

must be installed. The equipment must be faultless.

Our plants in Detroit, in Dayton and in Newcastle, are of the

‘ latest type concrete and brick construction; "saw-tooth roof"

\ type; mostly'ground floor", and admirably adapted for economical

‘ manufacturing. These we have re-arranged, re-equipped and laid

out for the building of every part of every model in quantities.

  

Each plant will be devoted exclusively to the making of one

‘ model—-"In the Flanders plants", we make the '50-6'; in the

1 Dayton plants, the '35-“‘, and in the combined Brush and Sampson

Plants, which are on the same tract of ground--h5 acres--every

last part of the "25—h" will be made.

  

I claim you can't make two chassis models in the same plant f

and keep both up to concert pitch--make it the leader in its ' f

class, and nothing short of that will satisfy us. -

Yours very truly,

  

MAXWELL MOTOR COMPANY (Inc)

President and General Manager
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DEALERS “war

"The Best 01 Europe

At American Prices”

The Lancia propoganda has taken root and is growing in America——

and the reason is mighty obvious.

 
 

There is a class, Mr. Dealer, and a restricted one at that, who under

stands, appreciates and buys this peer of light European cars—(we

will send you the names on request).

 

 

 

    

And there are those in your territory to whom its combination of

 

strength, efficiency, simplicity and design will appeal.
  

The Lancia is the best of Europe at American prices—meaning that

the purchaser of a Lancia car does not have an extravagantly priced

European novelty of freak design—

But a real service car from Europe—a masterpiece of European de

sign, steel and finish—made and tested in the Alps under the personal

supervision of Vincenzo Lancia himself—with a guaranteed value.

pound for pound, dollar for dollar greater than that offered by any

American or European manufacturer.

 

Do you want to sell a car of class. service and beautiful design to the

fastidious and critical? If you do. then come to New York if possible

—see and know the Lancia—or write and let us give you details of

the “20” and “30" mounted with coach work in keeping with the

chassis.

ADAMS LANCIA COMPANY

235 West 38th Street NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Wherever Trucks Are Sold, the Name “Atterbury” Stands for

Representative Quality
.\‘7: _ . . .

("g-"1L These trucks practically sell themselves on the basis of proved servrce. They are Without

ity-{4' exception the best sellers in America.

11“

—ya

‘-=;“\_
r'!‘-'\\' .1.

- ,t

:129‘ We call attention here to the fact that the United States Govern

ment has placed orders with us for a large number of 1500 pound deliv

ery trucks, for parcel post service. Uncle Sam has plenty of money to

spend, but he is by long odds the most critical, hard-to-please customer

in this country. He is expert and takes no man’s word. This state

..N<—‘*_'>-<

  

.‘

_ _ . _ Dealers—Our prices are right~our arranwement

01 truck CUII§IHICU011 1" Am'erlcfl are Prac‘ with you liberal—our advertising is creatiivr general

_ ) all creations ot the Atterbury factory. The iutcrest_0ur sales dc artment ‘ '5 ~

mama]. advanced features in Atterbury trucks are not A} y n t ‘k_ p d d 15 you" 35518t11nt.

experiments—they are absolutely necessary to the )Ole a ’Our n“ 5’ smn at 'ready salicrs' because

- . H n

Operation and life of a motor truck and they have been they make gOOd'

tried and proved correct.

“3ij ment in itself will sell
25%

is};

“n62

fitterbur EYIIChis?”

F”!
,2“. Note that Atterbury design follows accepted stand- i Atterbury dealers handle a complete line, from the

' 1 1‘ 3rd specifications. covering material, workmanship, 1500 pound shaft drive delivery wagon up to the five

/_." H1 Elotziir? frlaififies, etc., \L’tl/thll 1\good practice has been ton truck—including one, two, three and four ton

I _,' X6 or 1 erent size true '5. l'
I! r mac nues.

- l- .. . .
‘ My" These speeihcations which today lay down the

l in"

l , I~

m

fissile‘

\Ve want you as part of our selling organization.

THE ATTERBURY MOTOR CAR CO., Buffalo, New York
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100 PER osm- EFFICIENT

The LEECE-NEVILLE C0.

MARIE; on

LIOHTINGLSTARTING SYSTEMS

(.LlVlLAND 0M0.

The Leece-Neville Starting and Lighting System is the only system

that has proven so successful as to be copied by several other manufac

turers. Yet it has never been equalled for simplicity, certainty of operation

and lasting qualities.

LEEOE-NEVILLE

Lighting and Starting System

For more than a year the Leece~Neville System has been standard equipment on the

Haynes car. Its operation in service has been so perfect that it is known as the 100 per

cent. efi-icient system. This eFficiency counts big in the service end—it counts big to the

owner to have his starter always in working order—it counts big in the sales end—no

excuses needed.

We will be pleased lo send you more complele information on request

The Leece-Neville

System is made in

two models—~21 dou—

ble-unit system (gen~

erator and starting

motor separate) and

a single-unit system

(motor and genera

tor in one unit) for

lighting and starting.

The Leece-Neville

System is the only

one powerful enough

to furnish current

for lights and crank

large marine engines

and it is standard

equipment on eu

giues of the Loew

Mfg. Co., Cleveland,

on their famous

“I new Victor.”
  

'CLEVE LAND, OHIO

 

 

$1.
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Worm' Drive

ITH prompt recognition of the advantages claimed for the Worm

Drive, and after exhaustive research, tests and comparisons, we

secured—more than a year ago—exclusive American rights, as axle

manufacturers, to use the Lanchester-Daimler type of this gear.

The superiority that has long been conceded to this particular Worm

Drive in England and on the Continent, is now fully recognized in America.

It challenges the consideration of every progressive motor car manufacturer.

We are offering full floating flmeg'mn flxlm

Lanchester-Daimler type of worm gearing,

or electric vehicles. The same perfection of design and workmanship which

has always characterized our bevel drive axles, is to be found in these worm

driven equipments. For motor cars of the better class, ,qmm'nn
cannot be excelled. Me‘s

. embodying this famous

and suitable for either gasoline

TllE AMERlCAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio

‘

     

kll/
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Free Delivery in the United Stag:

by Parcel Post, Freight 01' EXP?
omohlk

Write Us ior Quotation on Anything in like #3:" City

Supply Line Delivered Prepaid 0
authoritative

Our Annual Catalog is the largest, most complete' “P'tofi-atficgndn has come to

Dictionary of the Automobile Supply Market of any book Pu lslnd'ustry, and i5 0“

be recognized as one of the Standard Reference Works of the UBLIC LIBRARY,

file in the TECHNOLOGY DIVISION of the NEW YORK P GITY and other

FIFTH AVENUE and FORTY-SECOND ST., NEW YOBK .. s 'Y C_ A.

Public Libraries, and in the offices of American Consuls, Universl,tle ’De‘ artments,

ichools, Publishers, Automobile Clubs, Engineers‘ Offices, Purchasmg P

tC.

CATALOG MAILED TO ANY ONE ON REQUEST

Write tor a Copy You will tind it interesting

CHAS. E. MILLER
MANUFACTURER. JOBBER. EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

Homemm 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City

Order lrom Nearest Branch—Address Chas. E. Miller

NEW ORLEANS. LA.
BROOKLYN. N. Y. CLEVELAND. O. DETROIT. MICH. 601603 Baron“ St.

1829 Euclid Ave. 227-229 Jefferson Ave.

BOSTON. MASS. ATLANTA. GA. NEWARK. N. J.

202-204 Columbus Ave. 259 Pcachtrce St. 274 Halsefi St

HARTFORD, CONN. PHILADELPHIA. PA. SPRINGFIEL _. MASS.

Bridge and Dwtght Stl.

924 Eighth St. 824 Main St.

NEW YORK CITY ALB .

2782 Broadway 135 Central Ave: 274 Trumbull St. 318 North Broad St.

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

THEMWATERKENT, SYSTEM

has been silently advertised from coast to coast by the best advertising anybody can have—the personal

endorsement of over 100,000 satisfied users.

The Atwater Kent Ignition System has no rival—no competitor. We do not use this term metaphor

ically, but in a literal sense.

You may think this is the use of a trite advertising term, but in this case it is nothing of the kind. That

the Atwater Kent has no rival in the opinions of thousands of users has been demonstrated to us many-many

times, when in ordering their new cars they have specified that they should be “Atwater Kent equipped.”

  
There are a number of other good reasons for the superiority of the

Atwater Kent System Over the magneto and it is worth your while as a

jobber, dealer or prospective buyer, to weigh and consider them carefully.

Space forbids our mentioning these reasons even briefly, but if you will

write for our booklet “D,” we will give you some of them. Then ask the

motorist who drives a car “Atwater Kent equipped" and he will tell you the

others, and the best reasons why the Atwater Kent Ignition System has no

real rival.

AmrmKuerrcWonrs
DISTRIBUTORS

. . - FranNew York—E. J. Edmond Co.‘ Chicago—Motor Car Su pl Co.. PCUQ‘S Magm‘” E"change' S3“
ciaco—Chanslor & Lyon Co.. Vteinstock-Nichols Co.; Losp Ahgeles—E. A. Featlicrstonei Sea“lcc_§“f)“:1i§§

& Lyon Co.; Portland—Baltou 8: Wright; Omaha—Omaha Rubber Co., Powell Auto 8199‘" ' (Ale SPe‘

and Houston—Fisk Co. of Texas; Wichita—Hockaday Auto Su My C°-i 5" Lows -_Ml;'s‘0\.lr:1keg_1ullu5

cialty Co.; Salim—Lee Hardware Co.-, Kansas City—Kansas ity AH“) 5“ Fly (IQ-h“ '_“6enver__Auw

Andra: 8: Sons Co.; Detroit—~Autom0bile Equipment Co: l305mI1-'M°lor “19"” S °P_'_Somhem Auto

Equipment Co.; Hartford—Post & Lester Co.'. Atlanta—Elyca-Austcll Co.; Chattanooga

i

4940 Stenton Avenue

Philadelphia, Pa.m: mu sin-"’1

is“ lie?" '-===

 
   

 

8; Supply Co.
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BOSCH PLUGS

Are Long Lived and Eiticient

Ill“. spark plug may seem of no consequence be

cause it is small, but engineers consider it one

of the motor's most important efficiency factors,

also a point where most troubles are located.

 
 

Don't leave a path for trouble! The mere insistence on Bosch

l‘lugs gives you not only a perfect plug but one which will

eliminate most of your troubles, one that will add just that

ounce or two of efficiency which you are so earnestly seeking.

Always insist on good plugs—Bosch Plugs—Buy

Bosch Plugs Only.

Write today for “Locating the Spark Plug.”

It tells you all you should know about plugs.

Bosch Magneto Company

224 West 46th Street, New York

1.92
each, from your

dealer or direct

  

Chicago Detroit San Francisco Toronto

  

 

  

 

A Truck Among

Trucks

A large number of prosperous

tradesmen and merchants, whole

salers, contractors and builders,

average business men scattered

Over every small and large commu

nity, and alert farmers in between,

, are looking for a serviceable motor

truck. What they need, and are

  

 

 

' ready to buy on demonstration, is

a medium draft—medium weights? ._ . j _ r , _ _medium priced practical commercial car, that W3.“ It 15 bill“ to mut FVU) ms? 35 1‘ blim—

’ eds and re- ncss car. It is moderate in draft, SIZC, weight

" - ~ > Y ' (H n no _ _ ‘:i)llltlrtl‘101;.0t 'lc‘lilgviilvi/tnciii: ziliclibrodighly high-grade and price. It is tullcxccllcd in efficiency, ser

car that will respond to all tests, make their vice and dcpcnclabi 1ty. I H

(leiivefit‘b' 1121111 their Pmdm'ts and matcrml‘ You should sell International Motor lt'ucks.

' The car that meets the needs of the great com‘ Invest a letter or post card in this trade-mak

truck and write us for information and

mercial public is the lilg _l f t d territory

’ (etai s 0 erms an . .

International Motor. Truck

The Utility Car That Has Made Its Way by. llle Way "'5 made STE:ng AMERICA

3&5 an 'tll—l'OtlIKl commercial car, the Inter- HARVE (“comm-"m
‘ national (hintOt‘ Truck fills the bill in ever.v ‘55 “'“WS'” Blu‘ calCAGo'uL'
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“ The Speedometer of Absolute Accuracy ”

ORBIN-BROWN SPEEDOMETER

UILT with the precision of a high grade watch.

durable mechanism

accuracy and thorough dependability.

he centrifugal principle.

fore, as accurate during the zero weather of Decem

ber as during the torridity of July.

Impossible for indicator to “wabble.”

Simple,

Constructed on t
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that ball bearint
371/. per cent of the 1912 models; in the transmission of 75 per cent, as against ()4 per cent; and

Bearing Friction

and its Elimination

Why Balk !" Superior Frictiun

Reduoera and huh their Cob

m1 Application Innnrrs

.‘lillillllll Connery a

lina 0| Energy

  

nut-nu I" min-n“ Bop-nan»!

.\nr lirpnrturr .‘lannlarturing ("0.
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insures absolute

There

Records total of 100,000

miles.

Tells you individual trip

mileage, too.

All parts of specially hardened steel or brass.

Sold by leading dealers everywhere.

Write for Catalogue.

The American Hardware Corporation

213 HIGH STREET

CORBIN SCREW DIVISION, new maniacouu.

Distributors: New York. Philadelphia, Chicago

  

  

m \ltltttltlli-l__,.

\

Can We Send You a Copy oi this Booklet?

Our Engineering Department has published the first of: a_ series

of booklets discussing the latest developments in the solving oi

of bearing problems.

This first brochure is entitled “Bearing Friction and Its Elimi

nation,” and aims to show why balls are superior friction reducers

and how their correct application secures maxnnum conservation

of energy.

The types of bearings particularly discussed and compared in

this writing are the ball and roller bearings, as applied to all hear—

ing points in the motor car. -

It discusses and explains the growing tendency among engi

neers and manufacturers to favor the ball type of hearing, as eVI

denced by the summarization figures published by the “Horseless‘

A e” in a review of 1913 leasure car models. These figures show

P
qs are used in the (lidei‘ential of 53 per cent of pleasure cars for 1913, as against

in the rear wheel of 52 per cent, as against 42 per cent.

This brochure will interest you. Copy will be mailed you promptly on request.

THE NEW DEPARTURE MANUFACTURING C0., Bristol, C
Western Branch: 1016-17 Ford Building, Detroit, Mich.

  

01m.

.ggfiq.=b;_%9%;
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REMY
Electric Company

(\Vith a country-wide system of branches and

service stations)

Designers and Builders

of

High Grade Starting and Lighting

Equipment for Motor Cars

(Sold to car makers only)

Makers of magneth for fourteen years.

Our country-wide service is available

to each user of Remy equipment.

Write in today almut our magneto err/rang: q/ikr. W:

will make a liberal allowam': for 0111’ (quipmnit (any makz)

REMY
Pioneer Manufacturers of Ignition Equipment.

Factory and General Olfices:

Anderson, Indiana

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
  

 

Lluth-Juenele

Trucks are Do

livery [mm

QUALITY DURABILITY

0M1. 'I'W0 AND 'I'IIREE TON CAPACITY
  

"on. most powerful In operation an

detective workmanship and materlal

.PG positively the highest class trucks ma

'0‘}! cylinder, one. two and three-ton.

2t! ‘bearlng (Palliatillsslolnt h muted b v

‘ I‘ ' I] 1‘ .a? bilingualism; agdi(flp€j(‘lflt(‘8bllg:: oumrmqputantt-‘yllth‘m 351$: rgisrédell.

blll camanus e . .
m p“ c w p g erritory [or 1912 at Once.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your T

The hulli-Juergens Molor Car Co., Fremont, 0hlo.

"

Branchel and Agencies

BOfiTON—Dmd Amm'clii-igsoiifliiiilni c0- 1$é56321$:é"51:.Av.

vii-he Llum-Juerta Motor Car Co., @1950! A" ‘

DETROIT. iiicr'i -—Blerl Auto Truck sine-s Agency]. Mom SIM. 0°
DISTRIC'i‘ OF COLUMBIA AND \'ICI.\ITY'DBoév es . .,

Inc., 1608 14th St. ‘N. W.. Washlnzton. .

 

 

 

 

 

The detachable and “'— “ .7
water-tight features of if '

our No. 119 Automo- [ O ‘ ‘

bile Door Hinge, in . _ ,

addition to the inter- r > '

locking action, makes

this the best, as well

as the strongest con

structed concealed

hinge on the market. .

Made in two parts, it

is easily attached and

detached. Water will

not reach the wood

of the body through

the hinge. When in

stalled holds the door

rigid and at the same

time has a perfectly

smooth action.

Send now for cata

log and full particu

SUSS

MANUFACTURING ‘BUMPANY L~ -

435-443 Atlantic Avenue 'BRUOKLYN, N. Y. - . ' _.

 

 

No.1i9

Full_$lze

The SCHRADER

Universal Tire Pressure Gauge

..~':"'vn x.
' ' l '3

WILL

fl/fi/MUZ:

75%

OF YOUR

TIRE

7/?01/815

Ana

sass“

For Sale by Tire Mannlaclnrers, Jobhcrs. Dealers. Garages or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc., 32 Rose 81., New York
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"FORTY” $1985

The best four-cylinder forty

horsepower car on the market

with separate electric starting

and lighting, and separate igni

tion systems. The economical

four speed forward transmission

is another big asset.

Address Dept. W for Catalog

KLINE MOTOR CAR CORPORATION

Richmond, Va. York, Pa.

Main Olllee and Factory, Richmond, Va.

  
A

 
 

  

  

Heart, Lungs & Liver

of your car—that’s what your motor is—and then

some! Worth while getting the advice of, say, a score of

automobile engineers. That‘s what vou get when you

get a. BUDA Motor. The way to get a BUDA is to INSIST ona

  

“the part that sells the car”

 
 

It was onlv

Pleaflure pars: after careful

I‘lliildlson litaozkiué Cob Invest‘ga_

. kllflllniOOl' in o. tions that

Henderson Motor LurCo . .
Leuox Motor Car (‘0. the pafnuulst

Selim-ht. Motor (‘nr (‘0. "f d‘ Scnm'

Spaullitng Mfg. cu. inating man

Cl‘oxtron Motor (‘o. tl {QC t it 1' e i' 5

Nova Spot iut‘nrriagi- and he, 3 S h u w n

5 l '7: ‘ i..\l ;‘l‘otizti‘ur (‘o “5de us to

' make motors

-—nnd others fnr thenl'

Truck. :

Service Motor Car 00.

Bow ling G reen Motorcnr Co.

Durant-Don Oarriwe Co.

lit-wltt-Ludlow Auto 00.

Titlin Wagon Co.

Brnntt’ord Motor Truck 00.

W. Lnudnhut'i. & Bone

Harvey Motor Truck (lo.

flurlburt Motor-Truck Co.

Schacht Motor Car Co.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Lord Baltimore MotorUarOO.

Bessemer Motor Truck 00.

US. Gnvcrnnwnt and others.

 
 

 
 

 
 

The BUDA “Ll-“le‘s'x” — 3K in. bore. 5% in. stroke will be

readyfordehveri' by April first and is a product worthy of the Com.

many \\'lllL‘l't was the Pioneer of the " Cust—inBlock“ method in U. S_

1913 Specification.

Mum-t "T" Mun-m m ‘5”: Mum-l "0" lomr. 4'41“,
Mndel "q" than“ musk, mutt-l ")1" Mann. flit-ll,

Models " 'r "0" Ind " " are at» rut-mama in unit

power plant. type “t co run I \.
bin: Btrokc. F. ‘lupc “Ivan Not-uh“ timimr nun.

Still-grammar! 94) Va titling bynhtm. Extra luau vnlvua

nn \IMX'IIlKa.

SEND FOR SPECIAL BULLETIN

BRANDENBURG & CO.
1117* So. Michigan Aw. F-iril Buildimrv 57th Strut-t; & Bromlnu)‘

(‘HH‘AGU 1H“. l'ltlll l“ .Nl'i\\' \"lltK (‘l'l‘Y 
 

   
 

FOR YOUR

TRANSMISSlthS

The very best lubricant you

can buy is the cheapest in the

long run because it saves wear

and repairs.

9 GRAPHITE

DIXON S GREASE N0. 677

Is the best lubricant for enclosed transmis

sion gears because it penetrates to every

wearing surface, leaving a permanent graph

ite coating that reduces noise, saves wear,

makes cool running, conserves power. And

it is highly economical, too. \Yrite for

“Lubricating the Motor," X0. 23 ll—the

autoist’s authority on lubrication.

  

JOSEPH DIXDN CRUCIBLE COMPANY

Jersey City Establish“! 1827 New Jersey

  

 
 

usznmrms

PUBLICATION

AREIMADE

PHOTO

ENGRAVING C0.

PVCK BUILDING
295~309 l%fittlfll. SUP-HOUSTON

EW YORK

TELEPHONE 8i SPRLNG

ESTABLISHED [B71
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Jones Speedometers

measure speed by centrifugal force, which is

stable, fixed and unvarying for each speed.

The instruments are permanently accurate

because there is nothing to adjust, nothing to

balance, nothing to counterpoise, nothing to

compensate.

 

  

 

THE JONES SPEEDOMETERBmdmy at 76th St New York CAN BE HANDLED BY ONEIESEUBESEZQJSS EéflfigllE/ctgylLKLY AS AN UMBRELLA

Bun. Tennis-l, Brooklyn. N. Y. GOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING CO. 515 w. 56'_" ST. NEW YORK.

 
 

Pl ‘uh l Nevillochelle. N. Y.

 

 

 

REMARKABLY RELIABLE

If you are not a user of

FALLS NEVER—SLIP it is

because you don’t know about

FALLS SERVICE.

They wear longest

and stop the skid by

not allowing it to start.

Our literature ex—

plains. _‘

'g The Falls Rubber Co.

  

  

  

the Repair Man!

Know the temperature of your ra~ [

diator! Read it right from the seats

while you drive. Excessive heat in

_ dicates trouble. When the Moto

(me rneter says 'fStopl‘: obey and inves

View) tigate. It Will eliminate repair bills.

THE MOTOMETER CO., Inc.

  

  

sgepts

ea :l'5 i m. Cu aho a Fall . Ohio 9041]. S. Rubber Bldq.,8r0adwa and 58th St.,N.Y. ( 16W 1'

wgnigdjherh y g 8 Chicago Branch, 1322 Blichigln Ave. Sea!)

    

 

 

 
 

Patent “Luxury” PS 5

Folding Seats

 

“ Always There "
 

 

DO you Wish $0 mil" 7°" Plugs may come and plugs may go, but SPLIT

c“ “w” comb'ffbl' by “'“n' DORF PLUGS go sparking on forever. Make

ing ahpa" 3f “Jul‘no'ernag a clean sweep—equip with SPLITDORF as

so, ave e en. u a _are made in five “,1” Send SPLITDORF PLUGS need no cleaning.

for catalogue Write for New Catalog

HODGE & GRQIVES CO., I 98 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.

b , an.Am" “" l SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL co.
 

 

  

  

“77‘i‘\'=“"‘lllllll
n9,

llllllllllllTHE circulation of the Motor

World is a guaranteed

one, sworn to by an affidavit,

which will be sent in detail to

any one upon request

‘ M ‘ ‘l‘ i i V

M \l
1 l ‘9‘“ llllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

l. l
HAW ‘U
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Has Always Led

Ask us to tell you about the wonderful new pole

pieces and the Automatic Control Magneto.

THE ElSEMANN MAGNETO COMPANY

lndlanapolis, lnd. New York Detroit, Mich.

514 N. Capitol Ave. General and Sales Office 802 Woodward Ave.

225-227 Welt 57th 5!.

WORLD

  

 

CUBIT ELECTRIC HORN

Retail Price $3.75 Complete

Our dealers selling them by the thousands. A real

signal with high toned musical blast. The logical suc

cessor to the bulb horn. Economical current consumer

—-gets better with age.

Write [or Territory

NONPAREIL ll0llN MANUFACTURlNG CUMPANY

'13-'75 Wooster Street, New York

 

 

 

Live Dealers

There is a good profit and an ever-increasing market for

good lamps. Our line is the best to handle because the lamps

make good and we help our agents move the goods.

55W
Motor Lamps

will be standard on some of the best cars in 1914. \Vrite

today for our dealer proposition.

The Guide Motor Lamp Mtg. Company gums-em;

 

 

*j Unqualifiedly * ‘

Endorse the

  

5:

if You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog
We want you to write for the Solar Catalog before you decide on your motor

“umps, for this is the most coniplete‘line of lamps on the market. Solar Lamp;

have been preferred by most motorists for the past fourteen years because of

their brillianc ,. their style, their strength and their several exclusive advantages

-—their specia short focus lead glass lens mirror reflectors—the patented dou le

ray light projection (in the Solarclipse), giving two distinct fields of light, for

eity and country usr—the new black finish, the only such finish thats proof

against heat and moisture—and other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solars before you buy is to fail to include in your consideration

the very finest lamps in existence. Solars are made for oil, electriCity, as_and_ in

oombination, for pleasure cars, motor trucks. carriages, motor boats an airships,

Write for catalog now—while you think of it. (135)

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO. New York city

LAMPS

T

 

  

Your: BOLTS
The manufacture of this part requires—

i. Intelligent selection of open hearth or nickel steel of

proper analysis.
2. Scientific heat treatments to Carbonize and harden the

exterior and produce a perfect bearing surface.

3. Careful testing and grinding to exact size.

Thorough knowledge oflservice requirements—a complete and

modern lie‘at‘treating equipment and long experience in manu

facturing similar parts enable us to offer you the benefit of these

essential features at an extremely low price.

Send blue prints for quotation.

The Electric Welding Products Company. c"r‘>’f.l2“°’

 

 

‘1

  

Let This Big

Factory Be

Your Gear

Department

Why keep a big investment tied up in a gear depart

ment? Well save_you money, give you better gears and

guaranteed satisfaction, in

GRANT - LEES GEARS

Jar

  

 

 

  

\_\'e specialize on auto gears. Have_every

facility for turning out gears of highest

quality in vast quantities, and low cost to

menu acturers.

 

 

Let ul give you proof.

TllE GRAN T-LEES MACHINE C0.

mo Sixty-Ninth 51.. Cleveland, Ohio

  

.
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fitted with

 

1H Rudge Whitworth

‘ Detachable Wire Wheels

Houk (Dfifil‘ble) Rims

Guaranteed the Best In the World

Geo. W. Houk Company

5003 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

  
 

 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 
  

  

 

Republic

Steward Tread

PM. Sept. 15-22,'08

  

REPUBLIC

STAgGARD TREAD TIRES

and BLACK-LINE RED INNER TUBES

Motorists who

u se Re ubiic

Staggard read

Tires will tell

you that they—

r Prevent skid

d i n g , m a k e

quick starts and

sh o r t s t o p 5

easy.

Give (1 o u b l e

mileage because

of the lull-thick

ness tread under the studs. Tread. E 6 . E l c 0 M 13th Street and Italian

I l Will I Iml- The 525! Tube ' - . LONG |05laleri oel’llll Made Ph‘l'delpbll. 1416 Vine Sp; 80.“)!1 aLAND CITY

The Republic Rubber Co.

W e guarantee

the R e p ublic

Black-Line Red

Inner Tube to

be as n e a r l y

p e r f e c t as a

t u b e c a n b c I

made~—and is a ‘

fitting compan- .

ion for the

splendid Repub

lic Staggard

Youngstown. Obi-1

  

 

 

  

  

Never Failing

Warning Device

gooto Little to Iuy—

- out. Nothln‘ to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

109 x .éajlfé-illcgthsfi.b8uflnlo. as: Main St; caig':§hia'§iuia’i='rli’ mum“

E Pik si - p a“ M" A"; 14‘" Annie-.1229 S. Olive 5:9 A"; l“
. e ., ortllnd (011,), 329 Auk“, 3L; Den", ‘5“ “a Seattle. 9l7

 

  

  

Parts of

TRUCK FRAMES
Automobile Frames and Special Stampings

B -T - K Quality

Manufacturers of pleasure car '
. s and light tr

wrll find us able to fill orders promptlyul:

TRANSMISSIONS CLUTCHES LEVERS

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN

Eolraet Work. Gear Cutting, Brass, Copper and Nickel Plating

Get in touch with our Engineering Depart

ment. It 15 at your service at all times

AUTO PARTS MFG. COMPANY, Dept. .I, Muncie, Ind

 
 

 

 

THE PARISH & BlNlillAM 0'0.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

 
 

  
   

IN’r'E'lnggs,

Double Your Mileage

and Stop Tire Trouble

_ _ Interlocks are complete inner tires—not inner

, shoes—placed between the outer casing and

inner tube to strengthen the casing and protect

the tube from punctures. They insure safety-—

" make new tires give twice the usual mileage,

_ and add 1000 to 5000 miles to old ones. Don't.

: afiect resiliency. Make your tires blow-out proof.

Car Owen and Dealers

write for our booklet giving facts about road

tests, prices, testimonials, and our 1913

proposition.

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO.

600 West 9th Street

AUBURN. IND.

 

  
  PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES

A. 0. SMITH coMpANY

MILWAUKEE

    

InnmusM

.v\tY‘i/RLLCKINNER‘T/RE
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PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

4-36 4-44 6-66

$1,875 $2,150 32,750

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possiny your: it

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION help:

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

 

 

 

  

The Champion

Light Car

\Vhen. motor car efficiency, power, durability, and speed

are mentioned, all eyes focus on the Mercer.

Derwr'plr'vt lillraturz :01! on rlqunl.

MERCER AU'I‘0MOBILE C0. ’wgiliifl‘im
 

 

  

 

CROXTON
The name Croxton on your car will show that you have a machine

built to stand hard usage and having features that make it the auto suc

cess for 1913.

Write for catalog of the “Six,” Booklet A-Z.

TIIE CROX'I'0N MOTOR CAR CDMPANY, Washington, Pa.

v/

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
  

 

 

Electric Starter

Electric Light! SIX $500
Complete Equipment R $ ‘| 6

NYBERG AUTOMOBILE ‘vVORKS

Chicago Brunch

mum menu-n An

  

 

mem Funny Soulhrm hem

 

' Ch tr .\ Andenoandt-m 1 mm [In] a

'Get acquainted with the

standardized “Cole”

the car that is writing gasoline history.

Learn what the

Cole franchise for

dealers

will mean to you if you happen to be

located in open territory.

    

'Cole Motor Car Co. of Indianapolis

  

" The Link Aristocra! "

Model 31 108 Inch Wheel Base

The Completely Equipped Empire five-passenger touring car

for $950—Equipmmr im'ludn Demounrable Rimr, Oil Sight

Fred, Dar/r Air Adjunmenl, Mohair Tap and m'vefopr, Wind

.rliield, Prert-O-Lite tank, Spndomeler and Eirenmnn Magneto

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Indianapolil, U.S.A.

 
 

 

  
  

"Tum?"

“For t y”

  
“Eggryispart bail; in_ the KisselfKar plant, “ F i l ‘ y”

_ equrppe wit ' '
economical manufacture. “XII iii-33kg: soH'P'QQSix”

  

have extra liberal wheelb
ase and room

tonneaus unsurpassed by any car at an;

rice for comfort and ca '
a“ catalog. pabihttes. Write

  

KisseIKar prices

include full equip

ment—self-starter,

top, windshield.

demountable rims,

s p e e dome

. ter, 0: l e c -

tric lighting

c Q u ipment,

I h o c I: II)

aorbers, etc.

 
 

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPAN

159 K1532] Avenue Barnard, WI:

  

4 Cylinder!

“Mannie”

$1975

yllnden ,

La;Easrmwm

.aamwrmm
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The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights—Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—"Amesbuilt" Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMI-'5 MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.

  
 

Warner Auto-Meter

MAGNETIC PRINCIPLE

95% of all the speedometers to be

made during 1913 will be built on the

magnetic principle.

Warner Auto-Meter Factory, Beloit, Wis.

Branches in all principal cities

all over the world

 
 

  

 
 

Buffalo Electrics

PLEASURE CARS TRUCKS

Model 29—Runsbout - $2600 2000 Lb. Chassis - $2200

Model 30—Coupe - - 2900 4000 Lb. Chassis - 2800

Model 3OB—Broughnm 3000 F. O. B. BUFFALO

Correspondence With Dealers Solicited

Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company

1222 Main Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

 
  

 

 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Difierent and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

 

 
  

 

 

 

' TH! ULTIMATE OLR

(KNIGHT TYPE MOTOR)

The first American Car to adopt the §ilent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dealers in 125 Cities

 

  

 

 

Wsconsz' Motors

The crank shaft is of large diameter—a self-contained otling

system supplied by a gear pump through the hollow crsnk shaft

govides perfect oiling. _The extra

I'Ke bearings reduce ll’lCllOfl‘lp a

minimum and increase durability.

All 4 Cycle—in 5 Typu

3y in. bore, 5 in. stroke, 4 cyl.

45’ in. bore, 5 in. stroke, 4 cyl.

45’ in. bore, 5 in. stroke, 6 cyl.

4 in. bore. 5% in. stroke, 4 cyl.

5 in. bore, 7 in. stroke, 4 cyl.

WISCONSIN

MOTOR MFG. C0.

’5 Dept 32

I ll w: ll kc e

Wls.

  

THE RESULT

ofTWENTY

YEARSM

EVOLUTION by

ELECTRICAL

SPECIALISTS

WARD lEIlllAllll ELECTRIC till.

i IlllllellLE, l. i.
flighth

  

7:"
II

'
  

 

 

You Can Depend on

your brakes if lined with

  

'Tlli ORIGINAL MID BEST mrsius BRAKE LINING‘

Because you can be sure that they

\vill always grip and hold in any

emergency.

1 'l'lll-I RNA]. [5 UIPMEN‘I'
‘ Railroad and Boslwgk Aves, snagspllifég

We also nuke Du 1: ~
mend Brskes and 0;“: thzdul‘xleyr.
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Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITCHELL AIR GAUGE

WE IAKE THE BEST
  

  

“Tire 1:15;“ for $1.00"

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easily read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHFLL GAUGE C0. ~ .

12” “"h'ga" Mu“ emcwm ""“°" IANTAM nun-Into ION 00., Imam, 00am

 

 

 

 

Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

-—others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to.

The Reliance book, “Ignition and

Sparl- Plug Talk," tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

JEFFERY DEWITT C0.

A It I K i II it Clincher
O _

livery Kind Q. I).

Stock. or Demountablc

to Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and Hubs.

  

  

  
 

 
 

  

  

  

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N- Y- 65 Butler Avenue Detroit, Itch.

Re 8. ABBOTT SALES CO., SIIQB A268", DQtl'Oit Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

J. .: —JJJ

r___ NEWTONE ___. THE GRINNELL: his.
“The Horn That Warns ” and] n‘t

, g 1 er
For Enlciency Get a first" $22;.i“"."§§;iti'“fl.;“.i".l1“‘l.t..°£

Coupled to valve-Item of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach

Convenient
Not only the cheapest but the best

- Sate

Send for catalogue anyway Dependablc

  

it will interest you

Write for bookie- and dealer discounts.

Automobile Supply Manufacturing Co. run a. c. A. MANUFACTURING co., Pittsiicld, Mass.

Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. Sole Licenced Manufacturer: (or the United Staten

  

 

 

  

Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings. They are

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

. _ S d ' ' ‘Save Tires—Save Fuel—Save Car. Make cars; en prints 0; paras you Will need m

easier riding and easier driving. Stronger than 3 "

any other practical whecL QUALITY AND sermon OUARANTIID

THE McCUE co” Bunalo, N. Y. .JlllE BliNSlilllillEll MINUHBTURING lililil’llii, ltltdtl, lillll
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Transmissions

made b_y Specialists.

COVERT TRANSMISSIONS GIVE perfect service, be

cause they are designed and built by men thoroughly ac

quainted with every requirement that is made by a motor

car transmissmn.

For Commercial Vehicles of from 500 to 10,000 pounds

capacity.

  

Power, comfort and exceptional beauty_are three of the

features of Staver Cars. The _extraordmary values are

emphasized by their complete equipment.

STAVER LINE
  

  

 

Staver "45"—5 Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . “$1875

For Pleasure Cars of from 20 to Staver “55"—4 Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . . .152250

60 H. P. __ _— Staver “55"—5 Pass. Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . “$2250

C 0 v E R T '= Staver “65"-6 Cly., 6 Pass. Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . ..152750  

We ofl'er an especially liberal proposition to dealers. Write us.

STAVER CARRIAGE COMPANY

1 76th and wins“ Streets, Chicago, Illinois

l

Motor Vehicle Company -Sale: - Office — Detroit, Michigan '3

Factory—Lockpofl, N. Y.

x

t

 

  

 

 
 

   

  

l 8 9 3

BUILT To LAST

 

America ’s First Car—

after twenty years of continuous successful manufacturing

  

 
 

 

 

 

. j \ Our agency proposition will

——Stlll It ’s Foremost "aged; ' interest vow Write for it

. . ' DORRIS M T .WIde Lme of MOdels Sarah and Laclede Aves. 0 ogtCLAoge,(lloe.

i HAYNES AUTOMOBILE co., Kokomo, Ind.)

 

  

 
  

 

  

 

 

 

THE

UTENaER

15 responsible for the success of a large mn

jority of the most prominent pleasure andwhere. Ford Motor Com an Detroit, _
P Y: commemalcnrs. They will bearyourlnmu.

Michigan.   

 

4’ zntion before the u h f_ re usebarre photomvure 0! Literature upon re‘ouest. 0 any type of m"

thenbove cut for RUTBNBII ROTOR C0., Undue. Ill. 

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

We have had to double our gigantic output

-~and the demand is more than doubling.

Nearly 180,000 have been sold and delivered.

New prices $525 to $800. Dealers every

! Murine l4c in stamps.

 

 

"The Easiest Riding Carin The World"

Th?Marmon '732“ -TII¢ Marmon "48"

Four cyllnderl. 31-40 h.D.. 511 llm-nmi wheelbue, electric inchcivh‘xlelsln'neujgrt'iiz‘niitsi

"I'll"! end lllnllnl mum, in! and lllhllril Imm. le't

m-hahngkefilflg. 021:! hand drive. center control.

MW,“ bod, mminim m. mm. mm: ulmmh'u. with cod!

  
 

_ Models-A 31700 Electric Cranklng — mr, mummm m _ ww- m mm "a, mum. _ _
_ Touring Car I'ully Equipped and Lighting - imam; equipmt_ mm mn'mmguu: r B I n o n a

_ P: 1 'h \‘l i rowan. ENDURANCE. LUXURY Ind SAFETY in .MM 35531.3. tithIiine—Irned GEARLESS TRANSMISSION CARTERCAIL _ ‘2'850 ‘0 34,100 $5,000 in $3,350

_ Presented in {our excellent models 51600 to $2000. - Detailed Information on Requg‘L

Pontiac, -="' m Company, "ORDYMMARMON co
. E r '_ Branches: NewYork,Detroit, - lNDIANAPOIil; “bll'hfli 185!) IN

_ Chicago,Kansas City, Atlanta - DIANA 

 

 
"SixtY Years of Successful Manufacturing“ 
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GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went across

the dealer's counter. Get the details and you will surely order.

G. WALKER GILMER, JR.,

  

  

 

  

a stir"? A N . ers-N
VIVS‘URANCE FOR BUILDERA/VD USER"

RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO I42 WEST 42"!” ST. NEW YORK

I“ THE MASTER OAR "

8 OYI- 50 H. PI, $5,000

’ 4 Oyl. 35 H. P" $4,000

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.T.

SIXTEENTH YEAR

‘- Oyl. 55 H. P" $4,500

POUOHKIEPSIE

 

 

l“National” Steam Vulcanizcrs

GARAGE MODIL rennin three tubes and two

sssinls st s tims. Cheapest and boot on the market.

Get our special selling plan. Portable model (or

} individual owners which will please your customers

List price, $l2. lsnnlsctnred by

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

was Euclid Ave. cuvnsnn. o.

HESS AXLES

Now standard on fourteen makes of

America's leading cars and still growing.

Send for blue~prints and specifications—

or consult our engineering department.

HESS SPRING AND AXLE COMPANY

Carthage, Ohio

American Kushion Kore

A tire filler 10 to 20 per cent. lighter thsn any

other tire filler. A big proposition for dealers who

are on the alert [or more and better business.

Write (or details.

AMERICAN KUSHION KORE TIRE CO.

Buffalo. New York

 

 

 

 

Wfirw Auto-Top Fabrics '

will help you to Increase your business while bene- ' ,1 .. OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ., , Send 1w soon“ sslltln r c t . W . t1 . g . T" ’ D -

“5|:is?" ,“QJE'KQ'SO “2",!”15:2“, wg‘zugs. “I SAMPLES m_ PRICES 0" RE UEST A—snm at“. "mm mm The Motz Tire and Rubber CW

f

l , .
l ~ > . _ v .

LEATHER m" Fans. N. Y. I Ls Jo l C-Shosn danrwise bridges.

MOTZ Cushion Tires

For Pleasure Cars and

Light Delivery Cars

   

Good Agents wanted for unoccupied territory. B_$h°“undmuwm and"emitter-Mr» a... as"... W @
 

 

  

  
Look at our new middle name

PE'NgSYLVANIA.

VACUUM cu - IRES
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette, Pa.

Send for “Milled

Screw” Booklet on Spe

cial and Standard Parts

The Notional-Acme Mfg. Co.

CLEVELAND, Sixth City

. guns iiiilflili
s n Non-ShidTiros

Guaranteed for 5000 MIT“

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY

General Ollloes: i796 B'way, New York

Factories: Trenton. N. J. Branches in Principal Cities

  

New York Bos tori Detroit

 

 
Chicano Ailiinln Montreal   

  

‘ "A Giant in Power

—A Miser in Fuel "

 

We Specialize on

Finishing Crank Shafts

  

f

AKRON, OHIO.

This name on Automobile Tires and Rubber

Accessories signifies fleyent qualities of material

and workmanship that insure the maximum of

service st the minimum of expense. (673)

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio

/

{1 I? 25% to 5070 more mileage ‘ Only.

ARBUPETO “j,;;",;§;;,,;’1,1;;;;;;;'4 , MICHIGAN CRANK SHAFT co.

SCHOEN-JACKSON COMPANY, Media. Pa. 5 LIB“!!! 
 

  
  

The Ford Wale;Clrculator

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

NATIONAL Compound

Mixer and Primer

h‘ii'tt'ii. $3313.22 '321‘2332‘.‘ ‘éiéfi‘iif‘dfii;

installed, ar_antced efiective on any motor. Got

details in price.

Prest=O=Lite

The ONLY gas tank that when empty,

can be immediately exchanged for a

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter if

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-McCU'l‘ClIAN C0.

  

 

 

 

qull one, ANYWHERE and ALWAYS.
NATIONAL MANUFACTURING (10., Kalamazoo, Mich. CHICAGO. lu

___i

  

l

It water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

L11“ Michigan Ave.
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A Pure Food

for Motors

(11f there was 21 Pure Oil Law

——like the Pure Food Law—9O

l

per cent. of the present oils wouldbe condemned.

INVADER

OIL

is a PURE oil. It is distilled‘

from Pennsylvania crude. It is l

filtered. It has a HIGHER l

GRAVITY, and is freer fromi

rarbon than any other oil made.

 
 

i-o-c
GEAR OIL

“Puts Noisy Gears to Sleep”

(L It is the only oil ever manufac

tured especially and exclusively

for the lubrication of Automobile

transmission gears.

(Write for descriptive booklet i

and prices.

INVADER on. co.

lessees ot Charles F. liellorn it Co.

80 Broad St.. New York

Philadelphia Washington
Boston \

  

 

TIMES SQ.AUTO C0.

NEW YORK CHICAGO

1710-1718 1210 to 1212

BROADWAY MICHIGAN AVE.

NEW CARS Al From

USED CARS

MOTORS 200. it) 506.
BODIES n the

TOPS and 30"“

EVERY

ACCESSORY We Are the Largest Dealler;

n eWorldlnNewand se

BILE lie: and Factory Cleanuos

 

 

 

@119 fliush LRahiatnt

THE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

  

 

M ETZ “SPECIAL” $445

in letei e nipped, fully guaranteed. 22% H.P.,4-ccy‘iinger wyateg-cooied m_otor, Bosch magneto. _Ar

tillery wheels, best quality 30”x3' clincher tires.

Makea 5 to 50 miles per hour on the hl‘h lpeed, 28

to 32 miles on 1 oi. oi gasoline. You can occur:

EXCLUSIVE SA E in your territory. Send for

Book "B."

1 MIT! COMPANY, Waltham, "Bum, U. I. A

Tonea down headlights for

city driving and log"

anhta-ln auto neceulty.

Price 75c. per pair. Sell

like hot cakes. Dealers.

aecure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

1931 Broadway. New York

  

 

The Stutz Has a Powerlul Motor

that will pick up on any road or hill at the touch

of the throttle. It has attained a record second

to none for consistent performance.

Write today lor advance‘booklet A-lS. Sturdy

STUTZ Announcement, Series B.

IDEAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Indianapolis, Ind.

 

 

 

  

nzoisrzneo'

— ‘w _' tof'enzlnev

Magneto Plugs coax maxrmum power ou

Ellll. GIOSSIIAN COMPANY. Mir“ New York and Detroit

 

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

' l D ' l r Everygpyxdle o luh‘lpdat o: M a d e

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY

TOLEDO. OHIO

  

 

  

 

  

Weed Chains

In one of those friendly after-lunch

eon, get-together arties at a well

known city club, e even men drifted

on to the subject of the dangers of

skidding. With a single exception

each of the eleven owned an automo—

bile, and each had a skidding experi

ence to relate, and each felt: that his

particular predicament was the most

sensational and startling.

I While nearly all had experimented with

the various so-called anti-skid tires, and

acknowledged their possible advantages

when new—yet when it came right down

to "Brass Tacks." there wasn‘t a single one

in the crowd but admitted that for 81111!

results, for the absolute elimination of

every possibility of skidding, nothing

even approximated Weed Chains.

and nothing took their place. Every one of

the ten owners carried at: least: one pair of

Weed Chains in his car.

Gowhere you will, put the question to any

assembly of automobile owners you like and

the verdict will always be the same—“We

ran‘t flcl along without them."

Weed Chain: are universally acknowledred to be

the only anli-llrid device lhal can be abniutely re

lied upon at all time: and aaer all road condition.

Weed Chains
Insure perfect control and sale, comfortable driving

Don't foolishly pride yourself on taking

chances in order to prove your bravery, or

to demonstrate your ability as a driver.

Weed Chains are an absolute neces

sity on both rear tires and to doubly guard

yourself against accidents and to make

steering comfortable and easy, put them

on thefront wheels too. They cannot injure

tires because “they cree "

little space when not in use—applied in a

moment without the use of a jack

other tool.

‘ wr. 'Take precaution now to"? >53 ksowtho

al'

Recommended and sold by all reputable dealers

WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP CO.

28 Moore Street NOW York

Manufactured in Canada by

THE DOMINION CHAIN COMPANY. Ltd.

Head Oflice: 4 Park Avenue. thtreal. Canada y

 
 

    

  
~L‘o' j ‘

' V t ., ' f._

‘ . xi wuo cmun
\ QQR 'Q. Wisdom Save.

Tm Illd Moll
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M'Dfll'il
"Dedenuadoftledaihlhtanomninfiolahallh

not by what it claim for itself"my.“ “I 13 models

when you examine these 19

nouns nun emcee

30-40 Fore-door Roadster, ll6~lnch wheel base ‘1700

3440 S-passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

ll6-incli wheelbase .D . i . . 8‘700

"-50 S-passenger, Ftirc- or em ' onneau

ili<iuch wheel base . . . . . . '1975

44-50 TeDHSSEnIfl‘. FDIC~DOOI Touring Car

l2l-inth wheelbase . . . . . . :2000

44-50 Battleship Roadster. lZliinch wheelbase 2150

¢5~50 7-passenger. Fore-Door .imuusine

IZI-iuch wheel base . . ‘3050

Advance Catalog .0: Req‘uest

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

mwarenoo S'rnarr uzrnon, men.

‘ 'Built lor "Guaranteed

Perm-meme" tor Life J

L 39f

 
  

 

 

1an “Range

v. s _ifi‘QS. v

fibula/r

Linnea-h
fir". r ‘ . v!“

. rm; sPARKs-wrrnmin'on co. Jadoonliick

i vwxuwevx LLE, mafia. ,

  

  

 

50 I0 75%

or YOUR WATER EXPENSE

snmriusx

YERln'~ - ‘sconormizeg

. 51.; ‘

t

01!qu /

e 4‘

The nozzle with automatic shut-ofi‘. fits end

of hose. prevents waste, saves time. money and

fuel. When warm water is used only exact

amount necessary is heated. as no water is

wasted and over one-halt oi the fuel bill is

saved besides insuring iull supply at all times.

water is supplied on measured service

this nozzle will positively save you from 50 to

75% of your water bills.

titty

 

I'TI'S ANY 34 INCII HOSE I LAS'IS FOR YEARS
 

Money Back II Not Sallslled

 

PRICE $4.00

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

TIIE B-I. SALES CGMPANY, Nol Inc.

401 Monudnoek Block, Chicago, Ill.

 

 

  

 
 

_
Send Us Your Inquiries l

When in the Market for

Sheet Metal

Stampings

The Bossert Company

UTICA, N. v.

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTINENTAL

Six Cylinder— Unit Power Plant

Three Point Suspension

The Continental “Six”

is maintaining, on the road

at this minute, the {0011

name made by our tour

cylinder types.

  

Built to accommodate

Showing simple and any type of sell-starter

eflicient chain drive now made. Suitable for

for Martins motor. right or left hand drive.

4 and 6 cylinders

20 to 10 H, p Write for booklets.

CONTINENTAL M0'I'0R MFG. CO., Detroit. Mich.

Factory Representative, K. F. PETERSON

S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago

 

[22

 

 

WV

Perfection

Spring Company

SPECIALISTS IN

Spring Suspension
High Grade Only

Cleveland, Ohio

 

 

You will reap generous profits from easily made

sales all ove_r your territory. Ever car owner

who drives in winter will want this device as

soon as he sees it. Write for Details.

THE WARM HAND STEERING WHEEL C0.

527 Filth Ave., New York

 

 

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL 6: DALY

42 Broadway NEW YORK

 

 

Reo gig Filth

Final and crowning achievement oi R. E. Olds.

pioneer designer of Autos. A standard size 30 to

35 horsepower four-cylinder car of modern refine

ments, priced at only $l.095.

R. M. OWEN & CO.. General Sales Agents

RED MOTOR CAR CO., lensing. Mich.

  

 

  

THE SELDEN TRUCK—$2000

Sold on Time Payment Plan

Best Agent's Proposition Ever Offered

118 I t A .
Selden Truck Sales 120., “cm-3", 7; ._

 

 

QUICK QALEQ—BIG PROFITQ FOR DEALERS

Here is an accessory that will not stay on the

shelf. It sells on sight.

MARVEL STEAM VULOANIZER

Automatic, therefore safe (or rubber. Uses al

cohol or gasoline. Low priced. Send (or sales

plan and sample Vulcanizer.

HIE IIRVEL lilllllllllli SUPPLY 60.,716 Isllm It. Blsvslllli, 0.

 

 

l MM S "American Made“

MAGNETOL—l

NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

Highest Efficiency—Good Service Guaranteed

 

  

 

NON-CARBON STARTER

The Starter Which Really Starts

Th ceeasiul S i Fmake:“combinedtgncriefrautfrgilghtezdhg 0%:

Dealers risen exclusive territory.

IMPERIAL SALES 00-, Tlffln, Ohio

 

  

 

THE SliiliS "RENEW CU. "‘ MM» "- '- "*1
Fltllrl. Illslfllil, I. l.

 

RELIANCE

"The Speedometer

02 Quality"

Special leatures that eliminate

speedomeirr troubles. Send

lor the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 Eliot St. Boston, Mass.
 

 

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING CO., Builds. N. Y.

 

 

 

M0 ler

l Plugs.

ARE THE BEST
anbngaiaén‘gnco.

MY VERNON. N Y.

  

 

  

()I"~

Self Startin

Lightin

ISQ Intro n

Ignatiilrx

HoiorG.,60§tate§tBosim, s. 
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lug manufacturers ‘5

iciency in lighting, starting .
  

orignition depends upon go

nTo protect them :

agams ‘ailures they

  

  

DEALERS: A million motorists will have

tire trouble in 1913. There is a demand

for a reliable, inexpensive vulcanizer that

can be used by anyone, anywhere—a vul

canizer that will mend tube punctures as

perfectly as the mOst elaborate plant.

Y.l’...°‘"'i-EF $2

   
The only inexpensive vulcanizer that actu

ally vulcanizes a repair clear through be—

cause it is the only one in which the

vulcanizing temperature is maintained long

enough to cure the raw rubber. Its ever

present fuel, gasoline, is converted into a

gas by the patent generator which distrib

utes the flame over the vulcanizing surface

at just the right intensity.

Other exclusive Shaler features are a handle

that is cool enough to permit moving the

vulcanizer the moment the repair is finished,

asbestos plate inlaid in tube shelf to retain

heat and prevent pinching tube, and univer

sal clamp insuring even pressure to all parts

of a repair.

A Real W'Q Vulcanizer

 

  
Not an experiment, but the product of the

largest exclusive vulcanizer manufacturers

in the world. Sold under the Shaler guar

antee which has made the Shaler line of

vulcanizers for motorists and repairmen the

standard throughout the auto industry.

Get our trade proposition

\Vrite today and get full details and trade

prices on this indispensable accessory.

Sooner or later every motorist Will get a

\I'UL-KIT from someone.

C. A. Shaler Co.

412 10th St. Waupun, Wis.
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‘alANTED—Salesman calling on auto

mobile supply houses to carry our

TOW ROPES as side line. Twenty per

cent commissions. BARKER MFG. CO.,

Rochester. N. Y.

FORE-DOORS.

BRING YOUR OPEN-FRONT CAR

UP-TO-DATE.

“IE MAKE FORE-DOORS TO FIT ALL

STANDARD MAKES OF

AUTOMOBILES. I

. i .

\VE CARRY LARGE STOCK AND

GUARANTEE PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND

DESCRIPTION.

PIONEER FORE~DOOR MFG. CO.,

211-217 W. GEORGIA ST..

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

 

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

For leather seats and cushions. Dries

hard on clean leather. The color does not

come off. Renews the finish. Ask your

dealer.

THE COLUMBUS \‘ARNISH CO.,

Columbus, Ohio.

CHEBLER Model “L” Carburetors, new,

1% or ll/i-inch, $8.00 each. Order early.

KENT MOTOR CAR CO., Kenosha. \Vis.

AGENCIES WANTED.

Agency wanted to cover parts of North

and South Carolina. Exceptional facilities

for advertising the best in any line. BOX

3. “Country Club," Flat Rock. N. C.

 

FORD O\\'NERS—You can increase the

life of your tires 25% by fitting your

c_ar with \\'ire \Vheels. \Vill also improve

riding qualities of your car and make it up~

to-datc. \\'rite. RACINE AUTO PARTS

CO., Box 80, Racine _Ict., “is.

_ PEERLESS EXTRA Ems BLACK E

BAKING JAPAN.

For baking on all metals, no printer, one

coat covering solid. Bakes to a high gloss

finish in Z to 3 hours. Can also bake to a

semi-gloss and dull finish. Ask your dealer.

THE COLUMBUS YARNISH CO.,

Columbus. Ohio.

 

 

  

— ln capiiols.2500nis perline ~

A market place where Dealers, Jobber: and

Manufacturers may buy, all or trade uled can,

parts and appliances and where help or litul

tionl may be secured at a nominal COIL

PURCHASING AGENT WANTED—By

an eastern automobile manufacturing ‘

Must be high grade. good refer

ences. Applications lacking full detail wrll -

not be considered. Address Box 249, care of i

Motor \‘Vorld.

company.

ARAGE FOR SALE—Building 28x50.

corner lot 50x I40; good location. half

block from hotel, one block from depot.

Must sell on account of health. Price,

$1,000. JOHN OBL‘ND. Moccasin, Mont.

 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN.

For all metal, lamps, radiators, fenders,

etc. Air dries in 10 to 12 hours with a high

gloss finish. Elastic, tough. durable. No

primer; one coat covers solid. Ask your

dealer.

THE COLUMBUS YARNISH CO.

Columbus, Ohio.

GARAGE FOR SALE.

Only garage in county of over 30.000 in

habitants. Cars used the year round. Con

veniently located in two-story stone build

ing. with car elevator and modern equip

ment. Reason for selling: I have contracted

to sell 30 Fords. 10 Overland's.'10 Buicks

and 3 Cadillacs in this territory, and want

to devote all of my time to selling. Works

ing six mechanics all the time. $5,000 will

buy the business.

0.. O. FISHER, Marianna, Fla.

OR SALE—Two \Villiams’ Vulcanizin

Kettles. in first-class condition. C. L.

POST, 86 Gay St., Stamford. Conn.

H lScenis nerline of‘sixwordscash wiihor‘den
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OUNG MAN of 25 wants to connect

with some automobile factory in sales

or publicity department. Five years' expe

rience as salesman, dealer, etc. Address

A. J. F., care Motor \Vorld.

  

i "OHIO" W'ELDING AND SOLDERING

STICKS.

\Ve are manufacturers of high grade

Aluminum \Nelding, Phosphor Broan

W'elding and Iluminum Solder Sticks. Sold

in quanaities of one pound and over. Write

for price list. OHIO PATTERN \VORKS.

2730 Spring Grove Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

ONE 16 and one 20-pass. Auto Buses.

have been run only a short time. At a

bargain. BECK & SON, Cedar Rapids.

Iowa.

 

KEROSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES.

New Model B uses successfully half and

half mixture lowest grades kerosene and

gasolene. Satisfaction guaranteed or money

refunded. Greatly increased power. very

slow speed on high. Starts easy at zero.

Special agents' prices. Dept. MW. The Air

Friction Carburetor Co., Dayton, Ohio.

 

OR SALE—Overland car; will sacrifice

if taken at once; am going to Europe

and have no further use for same. Inquire

HAUST’S CONFECTIONERY, 643 Grand

St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MAILING LISTS AND STATISTICS

Owners or dealers; any state. county or

city; weekly and monthly supplements_at

lowest prices. Special lists of Electrics.

Trucks. Fords, Studebakers. Overlands. etc.

MOTOR LIST CO. OF AMERICA

230 News Arcade Des Moines. Iowa

‘NIILL exchange well secured first niort~

gage on Florida property bearmgfi

per cent interest for automobile. Write for

particulars. 21 Broad St.. Milford, Conn.

 

 
 

‘I
An ad. like this

will cost you 90c.

lor each insertion.

 
 

These columns offer you an op

portunity to appeal to an audienc

of 8,000 readers whose merchan

dising taste is being cultivate
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UTOMOBILE salesman wanted on first

class car, large commissions given.

Apply to C. & C. AUTO CO., 1293 Bedford

Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CADILLAC 1911,

$675—S-passenger; top, windshield, slip cov

ers. Prest-O, speedometer, extra shoes and

tubes; entirely new; any demonstration.

DUKE, 57 East 108th St., New York.

MANUFACTURING.

We have complete facilities for making

your automobile accessories, electrical or

mechanical devices, drop forgings, stamp

ing or machined parts. Correspondence

solicited.

CENTURY TELEPHONE CONSTRUC

TION CO.,

1738 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

will purchase five-ton Couple

Gear Electric Truck, recently

overhauled and in fine shape. All tires in

perfect condition recently applied. KNO\VL

TON WAREHOUSE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

URAL Parcels Post Delivery Car—Any

_ party with capital and push interested

"I, Placing one on the market, correspond

With E. P. COWLS, Sparta. Mich.

  

 

FOR SALE—Stoddard-Dayton taxicab

VbOdy In good condition. A bargain at

$1;a.00. C. A. BURDETT, Hornell, N. Y.

FOR sacs-45 H.P. foreign Fiat, double

chain drive. scmi-speedster, two passen

Ezfel‘. run about 1,000 miles. New tires and in

gcstgéent mechanical condition. Price

IRT 00. or Will exchange. C. L. \VHIT

M 1. 591 East Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

PLfANT FOR _SALE CHEAP—Suitable

and Sr auto_bodies (especially limousine)

. S cC€S_sories. Power, lights. water, dry

age ,Zprinklers, Sidetracks, abundant stor

' - .l- PHILLIPS CO., Fenton, Mich.

Weekly to the highest degree by

“Wide Awake

Look at the

1n the margins.

our articles on

Merchandising.”

cost as ShOwn

i I!“ n | i m \‘l‘ immm-i m In if imiiixiiii' I MIPWV'IWIIF

I

— ln capiiols.250enis perline '

A market place where Dealerl. Jobber: and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade uled can,

part: and appliances and where help or situa

tion may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

AUTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground.

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

OR SALE—Brush car, in good running

order, complete, with top, extra tire and

full equipment of tools; at a bargain. Ad

dress P. ]ONAS, 780 Delaware Ave, Mil

waukee, \Nis.

$400 BUYS, COST $1,000

Atterbury truck, 1912, half ton, panel top,

hard tires, chain drive; sold because owner

bought larger capacity. DUKE, 57 East

108th St., New York.

0 EXCHANGE—Mitchell Model G and

lot in thriving town of Ashdown. Ark.,

for Buick roadster, 1911 or 1912 model, or

other make as good. Address LOCK BOX

583. Pittsfield, lll.

MACHINE Shops and Garages—Our

\NELD-IT-ALL machines will weld

perfectly any broken casting that has a

melting point. Full particulars on Oxy

Acetylene welding machines sent on re

ceipt of your address. Every machine fully

guaranteed. H. D. Prose & Co., \Vichita,

Kansas.

PPLY Boyer's Automatic Refinisher to

your automobile today. Tomorrow it

will look as though it just came from the

factory. Finest thing in the world for dull

hoods. Easily applied with cheesecloth.

Particulars free. Boyer Chemical Labora

tory Co., State and Michigan Streets, Chi

cago. 111.

t
An ad. like this

will cost you 75c.

for each insertion.
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ARE YOU in need of any additional help

in any department of your business?

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

BROKEN Cylinders and Crankcases—

Send them to be made good as new at

fraction of replacement cost. Scored cyl

inder repaired, $12. No new piston and

rings required because bore is not enlarged.

Where cylinders are worn (not scored from

loose wrist pin) rcboring is only remedy.

We do it expertly. Write for com lete in

formation and estimates. WATE BURY

WELDING COMPANY, Waterbury, Conn.

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO.. 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

AUTO LISTS, owners, etc., of any State.

S. H. CARROLL, JR., Albany, N. Y.

 

 

 

CYLINDERS reground. Pistons fitted.

Prompt shipments. HAUBER AUTO

MOBILE WORKS, St. Marys, Pa.

ORD OWNERS—Our spare demount

able wheel cures tire trouble on the

road. Attention, Doctors. Write, AN

GIER'S, Streator, Ill.

WHY PAY from $5.00 to $15.00 to have

the Wat'er Jacket or Radiator of Auto

repaired when for $1.00 you can get a large

tube of “FIRELESS SOLDER" that Will

positively do the trick without removmg the

engine or radiator from the frame. Send

$1.00, money order or bill, and a regular

$1.50 tube with testimonials Will be

promptly sent, charges prepaid. _

CHEMICAL COMPANY. Wauseon. Ohio.

T WELDING—Cylinder crank_ case and

crank shaft weldedl._ gylinderlsdfeg

bored, $7.00 to $11.00 a cy in er, me u in

piston and rings. STERLING ENG. CO.,

331-333 S. Clinton St., Cliicago,rlll.

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pas

tons, perfectly welded and machined rea y

to replace. Guaranteed and foCILIC-‘TII‘CXE

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. St

WELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving .,

Rahway. N. J. 47 V

ALE—Garage, equipment and busi

Foans: at Hobart, Okla, countydseartow_

5000, two railroads, prosperous an “grung

iiig agricultural section surro body

Weather and roads such thaItI etvzryp for

uses the auto the year round. it 1 D_ A.

snow and ice. omc or wrie.

SCOTT, Hobart. Okla.
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25.000‘Diamond Dealers

are going to cash in this season on

Diamond

c5521, Twas
made of more-mileage _

Vitalized Rubber

a flint-like, road-resisting rubber that contains all the young, lusty

vigor of the pure gum with no loss of elasticity

Perfect S-Point Rim Contact

that holds with a vise-like rim grip, absolutely preventing the tire

from breaking above the rim, insuring perfect rim fit and eliminat

ing all rim troubles. Also the

No-Pinch Safety Flap

for inner tube protection—and, if you wish, the now famous

Safety (Squeegee) Tread

 

 

  

 

Be a Diamond Dealer %ZZZXZZZL°§$£'ZZZZZ
get in line. There is a Diamond Branch near you—get in touch today.
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“My Experience
in dealing with automobile accident cases has led

me to the beliefthat the bulb-horn is an appliance

the use ofwhich should be eliminated by statute or

ordinance. I cannot understand why its use is per

mitted, as from every point ofview it is worthless.

“As a _means of warning it is valueless. There is nothing

about lts sound which attracts attention from the public.

Accldents 00(311‘ more frequently

with automo iles equipped with V”

bulb-horns than with horns ofW 270m

later Inventlon. is as anti- Claim Agent, Metropolitan Claim Department,

° Th 0 ll G I C .. le.,quated as the 011 lamp.” ” JZG'nyl'mlii'fiiii’nil-r

l -

I

_And as a ‘ The ATTENTION 1

l at the assured is called to the value of an efficient i

warning device in the prevention of accident. ‘

t he ' The horn operated by means of a rubber bulb is

o , frequently inaudible and cannot be relied upon in

Ocean Acoldent & ' an emergency. It is a matter of record and experi

ence that the bulb horn is inadequate to the demands

Guarantee C0m_ of safe motoring. '

‘ An ade uate dan er si nal should roduce a harsh,
Dany attaChes this ‘ abrupt (riote sufiicgientlygloud to be pheard under all

l.ldel. to each of its ‘3 conditions of traffic. I _

automobile 3.001 Ocean flccident £9” Guarantee Co., Ltd.

dent policles. !

4 L . u d;___,l

8 DIFFERENT MAKES OF CARS ARE NOW KLAXONIZED

S
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He may say “I’ll look elsewhere" but like the needle to the pole, he

returns.

—And why shouldn't he?

There is no bigger value than the Studebaker “25” at $885.00 for the

man who wants a light yet powerful and efiicient car.

If he wants a bigger car there is the Studebaker “35”—which holds

six passengers in comfort, started by electricity, lighted by electricity,

complete in appointments and modern luxuries for $1290.00. The first

big car to be sold for less than $2000.00.

And if he is looking for a six cylinder car, the last word in uninter

rupted power, quiet elegance and sumptuous good taste, introduce him

to the Studebaker “Six.”

In fact, the Studebaker line of auto cais is designed to meet the re

quirement of every prospective car owner.

  

And every car turned out by Studebaker, whether it be a “25,” a

“35” or a “SIX” is an exponent of Studebaker integrity and reliability.

STUDEBAKER CARS

“20" Delivery Car. . . . . ..$825 “35" TouringY Car . . . . . .$1290 "SIX" Touring Car.. ..$1550

"25" Roadster . . . . . . . . .. 885 “35" Sedan Type . . . . . .. 2050 "SIX" Limousine 2500

“25" Touring Car . . . . . .. 885 “35" Coupe . . . . . . . . . . .. 1850

All prim: for Car: [141/] :qulppld F. 0. 1?. Detroit

The Studebaker Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Studebaker '

“ 25 ” $885
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